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A Study on Trust Construction in University Research Team∗
Liu Guoxin, Yan Junzhou
School of Management, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, P.R.China, 430070
(E-mail: syliuguox@126.com, yjz1688@sina.com)
Abstract University research team, as a special form of organizations in university, is a characteristic
feature of contemporaneity science.it has a rapid development in recent years. But the trust is playing a
very important role in research team’s development. The paper analyzes the trust construction of
research team by establish one-shot and repeated trust game models, and based on this, establishes the
trust game model with university intervention. The conclusion shows that the trust mechanism will not
be constructed by one-shot game. While it can be constructed by repeated game, but its trust mechanism
is not stable. With the university intervation, the team members will change their behavior and increase
the trust probability, and it will be easily construct trust in university research team. According to the
above analysis, the paper presents some countermeasures and suggestions to promote trust construction
in university research team.
Key words Research team; Trust; Game; University; Construction

1 Introduction
University research team, as a special form of organizations in university is different from other
company team organizations. It’s formed by a small number of researchers that with skills to
complement each other and are willing to share scientific purposes, research objectives, working
methods and mutual responsibility, and it’s most important task is innovation[1]. Many countries attach
great importance to the development of the University research team, and many scholars have been pay
close attention to University research team stduy. Richard T. Watson considers that working in groups or
teams has become standard practice in organizations worldwide[2]. Etzkowitz thinks the shift from
individual to group research is a characteristic feature of twentieth-century science [3]. He considered
that there are two strong overt forces leading to the formation of large research team. One is the desire to
obtain equipment that cannot be acquired with limited funds. The research team that with several
prominent investigators are more likely to obtain funding by large sums than by single individual, and
the other is the utility of establishing long-term collaboration on a specific project or area of science. For
above reasons, the university research team has a rapid development in recent years. And many scholars
has do some research on university research team. J.de Hann, F. L. Leeuw, C. Remery think research
teams has their respective life cycles such as emerge, grow, and eventually disintegrate. Some research
teams groups exhibit the first signs of formation, others flourish, and still others appear to be fading out.
And not every research teams are flourishes. Some groups maybe disappear shortly after their
foundation[4]. Junichiro Makino researches the relation between widely used “Scientometric” measures
and “reputation” of research groups within the scientific community. And the result suggests that widely
used quantitative measures of the productivity do not give meaningful measure for the actual
contribution of a research group to science[5]. Inge van derWeijden etc. examines the relationship
between managerial control and research performance of academic groups. And it reveals that
managerial choices of research leaders give rise to differences in performances measures. The
disciplinary setting is found to have an impact on relationships between managerial control and
performance[6]. Wang Mei, Li Yajie and Wang Yiran think that research team’s success is largely
depends on the establishment and maintaining of trust relationship between the team members. They
have discuss the trust development stage of research team, and put forward some approaches to constuct
team’s trust relationship based on the analysis of factors that affect the team’s trust[7]. Jesu Rey-Rocha
etc al do a study about the research performance of Spanish senior university researchers in Geology,
and the results indicate that Researchers belonging to consolidated teams are more productive than their
colleagues in non-consolidated teams, and these in turn more than individuals without team. Moreover,
team size does not appear to be as important for scientific productivity as the number of researchers
within the team that reached a stable job position [8]. But from the above research about research team,
∗
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we can see there are few research attention ot the trust construction of universtiy research team.Actually,
the trust construction are very important to university research team’s development, especially to
university research team’s innovation. If no trust in research team, there may be no innovation in
research team. Therefore, this paper will use game theoy to study trust constrcution in university
research team.and put some countermeasures to promote the trust constrconme in university research
team.

2 One-shot Trust Game Model between Team Members
In every university research team, there are at least includes two team members.and team members
behaviour will influce the trust construction of university research team. They can chose trust behavior
or don’t trust behavior when they do a cooperation research project. And every team member will face a
complicated environment when they make decision. For simply analysis, we can make hereinafter basic
hypothesis. (1) We suppose there are only existed two team members named team member M1 and team
member M2, and the two members have two actions or behaviors in a cooperation research project, and
all is trust or don’t trust, trust means they select trust behavior when they do cooperation research
project in a university research team. While don’t trust means they select don’t trust or cheat behaviors
when they do cooperation research project in a university research team. (2) We assume that two
members are all have limited rational when they select trust or don’t trust behavior. Morover, when they
choosing behavior, take no consideration of the influence to other members’ decision, and the relevant
information of university research team is opened and clear, and that means the two members have
accurate knowledge of each other’s characteristic, strategic space and payoff function. (3) Without
intervention. There are no university intervention to two members behvior. (4) The two team members
do not know each other member’s action before making decisions. According to the above hypothesis,
we can building the following trust game model[9].
Table 1
Member M2
Trust
Don’t trust

Trust Game Model between Team Members
Member M1
Trust
Don’t trust
6R, 6R
−3R, 8R
0,0
8R, −3R

In the table 1, R>0.and the first number in the table representative Member M2’s income, the second
number representative Member M1’s income. If this trust game repeated only once, the obviously Nash
equilibrium solution of this trust model is (0, 0), both member’s will select don’t trust behavior. Though
they can get the maximize income (6R, 6R) if they both select trust behaviou in research team, but each
member is afraid of the loss of other member, and they afraid the other member will not try their best in
cooperation research project. Therefore, even repeating this trust game for thousands times, the result is
also same. The result is still (0, 0). And we can’t construct trust mechanism in university research team.

3 Repeated Trust Game Model between Team Members
Repeated games mean that the same one-shot game repeated many times, it is a trust game actually.
We suppose that two team Member M1 and M2 are at least one is incomplete rational, the discount factor
is λ , and the above game begin with N1 = 1 , and repeat N q times, and 1 < q < n . Because the two
team members are incomplete rational, suppose one team member M2 selet trust at first for some reasons
such as improt cooperation, do some research. Therefore, team Member M1 will also select trust behavior.
So, we can obtain team member M2’s income RM if he select trust.
2

RM 2 = 6 R + 6 Rλ + 6 Rλ 2 + 6 Rλ 3 L + 6 Rλ q = 6 R / (1 − λ )

And if team member M2 chose don’t trust at once, its total income is 8R in first repeated game. But
team member M2 choose don’t trust or cheat behavior to punish team member M1 don’t trust behavior. In
the following repeated trust game. Both team members income will be 0. So, if team member M2 choose
don’t trust behavior at once, its total income is,
S M = 8R + 0λ + 0λ 2 + 0λ 3 L + 0λ q = 8R
Let RM > S M ,
2

2

2

We can get λ > 1/ 4 ,

6 R / (1 − λ ) > 8R
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And when λ > 1/ 4 , if the trust game can repeated sufficient times and both members choose trust
behaviors. And the total income of research will at its most (6R,6R). This means,even if one members
can get more income in first game,if trust game repeated, it is not the best choice to choose don’t trust in
the first game. In the university research team, it always a long term cooperation in do research project.
If a team meber select don’t trust or cheat behavior, his behavior will be observed by other members.and
his repuation will be influenced by his cheat behavior.and other members will not cooperation with him,
this will be make a big loose. In other words, as long as the period is enough long, the both members
have the enough patience, each members have the wishes to select trust behavior. The trust mechanism
of research team can be established by repeated trust games.
But the above game model only research about team member’s behavior that having no
intervention by university. Actually, university, as a supervisor, has a very important role in research
team’s trust construction. With universiyt supervision, the team members’ behavior will be changed, and
university can promote the trust construction of research team.

4 Trust Game Model between Team Members with University Intervention
University, as a supervisor, can punish the team members don’t trust behavior or cheat behavior by
set down policy. Therefore, bring into play the university’s influence to research team’s trust
construction is very necessary. With university intervention, the income of team members will be
changed. Supposed team member M1’s trust probability is χ , and 0 ≤ χ ≤ 1 . The university’s
punishment don’t trust behavior probability is η , 0 ≤ η ≤ 1 , and the fine is α , α > 0 . We can
establish the rust game model between team members with university intervention in the table 2.
Table 2

Trust Game Model between Team Members with University Intervention
Member M1
Trust
Don’t trust (1 − χ )
Member M2
(χ )
Trust
Don’t trust

6R, 6R
8R − ηα , −3R

−3R , 8R − ηα

If choose trust, the expected income of team Member M2 is:
R1 = 6 R × χ − 3R (1 − χ ) = 3R ( 3χ − 1)
If choose don’t trust, the expected income of team Member M2 is:
R2 = ( 8 R − ηα ) × χ + 0 (1 − χ ) = χ ( 8 R − ηα )
Make R1 > R2 ,

0,0

(1)
(2)

3R ( 3χ − 1) > χ ( 8 R − ηα )

(3)

χ ( R + ηα ) > 3R

(4)

We can get, χ > 3R / ( R + ηα )
(5)
η > R ( 3 − χ ) / χα
That is,for the Member M2, if χ > 3R / ( R + ηα ) or η > R ( 3 − χ ) / χα , the team Member M2 will
choose trust in cooperation research project. Otherwise, team Member M2 will choose don’t trust behavior.
The trust probability χ is connected with fine α and university punishment probability η , if αη
is bigger, and 3R / ( R + ηα ) will more smaller, and the bigger trust probability of team Member M1. So if
univerity punishment probability and fine is increase. It’s easier to construct trust mechanism in
university research team. For team Member M1, this game process is also same to the above analysis.
As for η > R ( 3 − χ ) / χα , if trust probability χ and fine α is bigger, the R ( 3 − χ ) / χα will be
more smaller. The university research team can easier construct trust only if university gives a smaller
punishment, and it will be more easily construct trust in university team if with university’s intervention.

5 Conclusion
According to the above game mode analysis, we can know, If no university intervention.the trust
mechanism will not be construct by one-shot game. By repeated game, the research team can construct
trust mechanism spontaneity, but its trust is not stably. With the university intervation, it will increase
team member’s cost when they choose don’t trust. For fear of punishment and big loose. The team
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members will change their behavior and increase the trust probability. Therefore, it will be easily
construct trust in university research team if with university’s intervention. We should set down some
rules or policy to push the trust construction of university research team.
First, We can establish a communion system to enhance trust between team members. Trust is root
in communion and mutual understand.University research team is usually face more complicated
problem, and always in a condition of complicated circumstance especially in cooperation
innovation.Many informaton deliver are mainly depend on communion. By establish communion
system platform, every team member shared and provide information that they like. And this can
increase their understand and cooperation in research project.and therefore can decrease cheat or don’t
trust behaviors in the research team.and this is favor for construct trust in university research team.
Second, We can building a punishment mechanism in the university research team. Under
university intervention, the research team can punish team member if they choose cheat or don’t trust
behavior. The punish can be economic punishment, moral blame or other else. This will be increase
team member’s cost, and make them select trust behavior. At the same time, we can also building a prize
system. If a team member does a good cooperation in research team and has no cheat behaviors, we can
give them material and spiritual rewards, this can encourage their choose trust behavior. By these
actions, we can construct an effective trust mechanism in university research team.
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Research on Knowledge Exchange Model among Regional Innovation
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Abstract Based on the spatial economics and regional innovation cooperation theory, this paper
modified and redefined the spatial knowledge spillover model by Caniels, and then made empirical
analysis on the influence factors of knowledge exchange among members in the innovation network via
panel data method. This paper takes forward fixed traffic distance. Then it has proved the important
influence from social capital and knowledge complementary capacity to knowledge exchange level and
talks about the degree of influence.
Key words Regional innovation network; Knowledge exchange; Influence factor; Via panel data
method

1 Introduction
The direct reason of constructing regional innovation network of area lies in limit of single
organization's innovation ability and resource. Single organization can acquire spillover effect of
knowledge flow and accumulate more new knowledge and resource. Innovation network functions in
the integration of innovation resources, the achievement of spillover effects, the breakthrough in
technical obstacle, the reduction of innovation risk. The improvement in industrial division and
cooperation affects directly on the regional innovation cost, efficiency and output. To achieve such
functions, it requires the main body of innovation system to make full use of the technological resources
and broad cooperation within the region. Then it forms the local and regional innovation network that
accelerates the resource flow and development of the knowledge innovation. It is definitely profitable on
enriching theory and demonstration theory which improve regional cooperation and layout of regional
cooperation’s pattern.
The knowledge spillover models constructed by Caniels (2000) and (Zhu Meiguang 2006) deserved
farther researching. The models describe calculation method of regional knowledge spillover efficiency.
However, measurement of actually spillover of models still depends on dominant knowledge and region
data. The models should be modify for making knowledge spillover externally and finding the
requirement of technology cooperation and innovation exchange between different regions. The direct
reason of constructing regional innovation network of area lies in limit of single organization's
innovation ability and resource. Single organization can acquire spillover effect of knowledge flow and
accumulate more new knowledge and resource. Innovation network functions in the integration of
innovation resources, the achievement of spillover effects, the breakthrough in technical obstacle, the
reduction of innovation risk. The improvement in industrial division and cooperation affects directly on
the regional innovation cost, efficiency and output. To achieve such functions, it requires the main body
of innovation system to make full use of the technological resources and broad cooperation within the
region. Then it forms the local and regional innovation network that accelerates the resource flow and
development of the knowledge innovation. It is definitely profitable on enriching theory and
demonstration theory which improve regional cooperation and layout of regional cooperation’s pattern.

2 Theory Model
The model of Caniels (2000) and (Zhu Meiguang 2006) can tell us influencing variable and
spillover mechanism. Knowledge spillover is happening natural passive about knowledge exchange and
transfer. However active knowledge exchange and transfer do not be clearly expressed in their model.
As far cautious as I say it can be explained perfectly with knowledge complementation variable and
social capital variable. RIN is a system based on knowledge cooperation and exchange and this analysis
framework is different from spatial knowledge spillover model supposing technology chase. It is closely
connective to spatial cooperation.
The new RIN knowledge exchange model is as following.
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First of all, the proposition of innovation member’s knowledge exchange model based on regional
cooperation is as six items.
ⅰ：The increase of RIN knowledge storage is direct proportion with whole innovation level and
economic improvement of the regional.
ⅱ：Information and traffic convenience between regions is direct proportion with knowledge
exchange between regions. Knowledge absorption capability is direct proportion with the knowledge
exchange opportunity gotten from one region to another.
ⅲ：The adjacent degree is inverse proportion with regional knowledge exchange. At the same time
the adjacent distance is the least region number though region i to region j . The distance of path can
be calculated.
ⅳ：The bigger the ratio between the difference of two regions study capability inside innovation
network should achieve the smaller the knowledge exchange potential. By contraries the smaller the
difference of two regions study capability the can make the bigger the knowledge exchange potential.
Meanwhile the bigger the study capability composed by difference of regional study capability and
regional study capability can make the bigger the exchange capability. So it is the smaller adversely.
ⅵ：The higher of social capital connection level can stand for the higher the trust level. So the
study potential capability and the basic innovation flat is as better as knowledge exchange level.
The model of regional innovation network knowledge exchange is as below.
1
( E × E j ) a ( Fi × F j )b × ζ ijc ×ψ ij h − m ( δi Gij )2
K ij = i
e
Dijd
(1)
1
Eija × Fijb × ζ ijc ×ψ ij h − m ( δi Gij )2
=
e
Dij d

Make Aij = (Gij/δi)2，f = -m, it is as follow.
K ij =

Eija × Fijb × ζ ijc ×ψ ij h
Dij d

e

fAij

(2)

Compare to the models before this model of RIN knowledge exchange has some characters.
(1) The variable to be explained has another new definition. Kij has represented knowledge spillover
from region i to region j before. The Kij of this paper means region i probably receiving
knowledge exchange and output capability from region j . The knowledge exchange level includes
obvious and recessive knowledge.
(2) The modified variable of study capability is (Eija×Fijb) in before model. Eija represents
information convenience factor and Fij represents traffic convenience factor.
(3) Dij represents membersadjacent level of innovation network. This variable makes the divisive
concept combine one single concept of adjacent level and geographic distance. Here it only emphasizes
on the effect of knowledge exchange by regions adjacent level. The parameter d is one how degree
adjacent level affects knowledge exchange.
(4)Because the research proposition is changing and this paper makes technology chasing
coefficient μi = 0 of the variable e

−(

1

δi

Gij − μ i )2

in old model. Gij is study capability gap inside RIN and
−m(

1

Gij )2

this variable means study capability difference. e δi
is the factor which study capability of region
i and capability gap between region i and j affects knowledge exchange of region j. m is a coefficient
which this item influences knowledge exchange though membersof RIN. So it calls Aij = (Gij/δi)2 the
study capability item.
(5) ζij is a new variable and it indicates knowledge complementation level between region I and
region j. Knowledge complementation defines from the angle of paper cooperation level and industry
similitude level in this paper. The coefficient c expresses the efficiency from knowledge
complementation impacting on knowledge exchange.
(6) ψij is a new variable and it indicates social capital factor. It expresses the impaction level from
knowledge exchange between region I and region j. The coefficient h expresses the efficiency from
social capital impacting on knowledge exchange. In addition, variable of study capability is definitely
explained into the social capital capability.
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3 Data Selection and Analysis Method
The formula (3) is the linear equation based on the formula (2). It is a change of using logarithmic
operation. Then it will estimate the formula (3). Otherwise, logarithmic operation can avoid the
heteroscedasticity inside model possibly. The model is using logarithmic operation as following.
log( Kij ) = a log( Eij ) + b log( Fij ) + c log(ζ ij )
(3)
+ d log( Dij ) + h log(ψ ij ) + fAij
It is explained as above, all variables represent the effect degree between region I and region j. This
study selects data from 31 provinces of Chinese. Concretely, Kij uses patent cooperation data,
standardization data of sum of SCI and CSCD represents knowledge exchange level. These variables is
achieved as the colligate score of factors analysis such as information convenience variable Eij, traffic
convenience variable Fij, study capability Gij, knowledge absorptive capability δi. Furthermore, spatial
distance variable and complementary capability variable and social capital variable are calculated by
some index indirectly. The calculation process and data is ignored because constraint paper space.As for
every variable is from mutual data among 31 provinces data of each one is a matrix likes 31 rows and 31
lines.

4 Mixed Estimation Model
4.1 Mixed estimation model constitution
This paper will give mixed estimation to model (3). The pooled model of panel via data is as
following definition.
The row vector is composed by six dependent variables such as yit = log(Kij)，Xit = [log(Eij), log(Fij),
log(ζij), log(Dij), log(ψij), Aij]′. The purpose of this estimation is focus on average impact from dependent
variables to independent ones but ignoring difference characters of different regions. The average impact
value will compare to the value of each region.The estimation result of model is as follows. The table 1
shows standard deviation of parameter estimation value.
log(K)= 3.28 - 0.80*log(D) + 0.32*log(E) - 0.02*log(F) + 0.50*log(ζ) + 1.11*log(ψ) + 8.87*A
(1)Model diagnostic test
It can be seen that the parameter is tested significance obviously from the estimation result and the
other parameters are tested significance. Goodness of fittest is higher than 60 percent and more than 60
percent information of dependent variables can be explained. Value of Statistics proves error without
self-correlation. Using log function for each variable can eliminate heteroscedasticity. Therefore, the
model of this paper is constructed reasonably. Except for it said above variable of traffic convenience is
not significant because variable set in model maybe a little wrong.
variable
Constant item
log(D)
log(E)
log(F)
log(ζ)
log(ψ)
A

Table 1 Model Estimation Result
Parameter estimation value Standard deviation T statistical value
3.28
0.17
19.44
- 0.80
0.10
-8.15
0.32
0.04
8.01
-0.02
0.02
-0.83
0.50
0.19
2.60
1.11
0.08
13.34
8.87
0.99
9.01

probability
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.4059
0.0096
0.0000
0.0000

(2)Economic meaning of parameters
If using log function on dependent and independent variables the parameters stand for elasticity.
Here parameter value of log(D)is -0.8 so every 1 percent distance D increases every 0.8 percent
knowledge exchange rate will decrease. The same as before the elasticity is 0.32 from information
convenience E to knowledge exchange. The elasticity is 0.5 from knowledge complementation
capability ζ to knowledge exchange. The elasticity is 1.11 from social capital capability ψ to knowledge
exchange. Last study capability A is not using log function and the elasticity is 8.87 from this variable to
knowledge exchange. It means every unit A increases log(K)will increase 8.87. This result maybe caused
by less knowledge gap between two regions and less absorption capability itself or biggish knowledge
gap and biggish absorption capability.
(3) standardization parameter
As for multiple regression model parameter of regression can not distinguish if the dimension is
disunity about dependent variables. Then it should change regression parameter as formula (4) so the
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multiple regression model can explain the importance of dependent variables.
βˆ j′ = βˆ j s( x j ) / s( y ) j = 1, 2,…, 7

(4)

According to formula (4.1), βˆ j′ is standardization coefficient and s(xj) is estimation of each
parameter inside table 1. Mixed standard error of each dependent variable is represented by s(xj).
s(y)=s(log(Kit)) expresses mixed standard error of dependent variable log(Kit). Except for constant item
standardization parameter of each dependent variable is showing in table 2.
Table 2 Standardization Parameter of Mixed Estimation Model
log(E)
log(ζ)
log(ψ)
Variable
log(D)
Standardization parameter
-0.0567
0.0012
0.0054
0.1328

A
0.0435

Standardization parameter value can differ directly. The value can judge which dependent
variable has more impact on independent variables. The utility of traffic convenience Fij will be
ignored because the parameter of the variable shows no significance. As for knowledge exchange of
RIN the standardization parameter value indicates the most frontal important factors which includes
social capital capability firstly and study capability secondly and knowledge complementary
capability and information convenience. But spatial distance factor has negative impact on knowledge
exchange.
4.2 Modified traffic convenience
From above mixed estimation model the parameter of variable Fij shows no significance. So Fij isn’t
useful to explain knowledge exchange. Next it will analyze reparative effect by Fij to Dij and modify
the model of formula (1) in order to get better economic explanation by parameter estimation.
(1) reparative effect analysis with traffic convenience Fij and spatial distance Dij
Theory and demonstration result all indicate longer the spatial distance can decrease knowledge
exchange level. Otherwise Fij concerns degree of general traffic convenience between different regions
so it should affect knowledge exchange theoretically.
The demonstration result shows indistinctive with this factor. Even now it can not eliminate this
variable from model. From another point of view formula (1) has not seriously considering the
connection between traffic convenience and spatial distance. If considering reparative effect on
knowledge exchange it can make traffic convenience and spatial distance into on variable.
This paper will use division function between Fij and Dij for unchanging adverse effect from
spatial distance to knowledge exchange. Fij/Dij replaces the one before. In addition, it uses exponent
function for Fij/Dij so the new knowledge exchange model is changed as formula (2).
Kij = Eija × ζ ijc ×ψ ij h × e

b(

Fij
Dij

)

× e fA

The metric model is changed by log function as formula (4.4).
log( Kij ) = a log( Eij ) + b( Fij / Dij )
+ c log(ζ ij ) + h log(ψ ij ) + fAij

(5)

(6)

(2)Modified mixed estimation model
It estimates the formula (4.3) and parameter estimation and economic meaning are following.
log( K ) = 2.16 + 0.25* log( E ) + 5.87 * F / D + 0.83* log(ζ ) + 1.05* log(ψ ) + 0.83* A
As is shown is table 3 all parameters indicate significance on knowledge exchange after modifying
distance variable. Furthermore, goodness of fittest of model is better than the first model (3). Meanwhile
the new model does not possess autocorrelation and diagnostic. It makes clearly that modified model (6)
is more reasonable than model (1).
Parameter value of log(E) is 0.25 and this proves 1 percent information convenience increases
knowledge exchange rate will mount up 0.25 percent. The elasticity from knowledge complementary ζ
to knowledge exchange is 0.83. The value proves traffic convenience making up decrease effect for
knowledge exchange. Therefore, the modified model is reasonable.
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Table 3 Estimation Result of Modified Mixed Model
Parameter estimation value
Standard deviation
T statistical value
2.16
0.14
14.90
0.25
0.02
10.27
5.87
1.35
4.35
0.83
0.18
4.54
1.05
0.09
12.26
8.03
0.99
8.09

Variable
Constant item
log(E)
F/D
log(ζ)
log(ψ)
A
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probability
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

Furthermore above studies is not enough and how bigger of above parameters can not decide its
impact on knowledge. It need standardize parameter for differing importance of dependent variables. At
first it get standardization error 2.50, 3.30, 0.05, 0.34, 0.91, 0.05 by calculating log(K), log(E), F/D,
log(ζ), log(ψ) and A. With method of formula (4.1) the standardization parameters of each variable are
got in table 4.
Table 4

Standardization Parameters of National Mixed Estimation Model
F/D
log(ζ)
log(ψ)
A
variable
log(E)
Parameter value 0.33
0.12
0.11
0.38
0.16

The firstly important standardization parameter is social capital and information convenience
secondly and knowledge study capability thirdly and knowledge complementary capability and traffic
convenience level. Meanwhile, modified model isn’t changing the knowledge exchange function by
knowledge complementary and social capital. This part it makes whole nation as one innovation
network and estimates factors parameter and differs the different impact degree. Next part it will
consider some sub-nation innovation network.

5 Conclusion
The spatial cooperative member knowledge exchange model is constructed in this paper. Based on
planet via data it gives demonstration to RIN of nation so tests model reasonably. The variables of
model except traffic convenience all impact on knowledge exchange obviously. So it puts two variables
of traffic convenience and spatial distance into single variable and takes the new one into new model.
Demonstration proves rationality with modified model and explains more significance of economy.
These conclusions will offer a basic flat for theory and demonstration study of innovation cooperation.
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Abstract Industry-university-research cooperation is an important part of the national innovation
system. This article introduces four typical industry-university-research cooperative innovation modes
identified by the different roles of their subjects played, and analyzes their operational mechanism,
structure, and function. Based on the results obtained we find the transitional rule of
industry-university-research cooperative subject and the selection of industry-university-research
cooperative mode. Then the article prospects the development of industry-university-research
cooperative innovation modes. It concludes that to foster this cooperative innovation needs to clarify the
division and contacts of parties involved, needs the government to play a more active role, but also
needs to create a more mobile, flexible and efficient industry-university-research cooperative innovation
mode.
Key words Industry-university-research cooperation; Subject; Innovation mode

1 Introduction
Industry-university-research cooperative innovation refers to the cooperative innovative
mechanisms enterprises, universities and research institutes established through some organization form
in order to achieve their value objective[1]. Enterprises have the unique advantages of transforming the
scientific and technological achievements into products, the sensitive mechanism of directly facing the
market and understanding the market demand, and the conditions of sustained technological innovation;
universities and research institutes are an important carrier of modern science and technology, are an
important source of new knowledge and new ideas. Meanwhile they have the most valuable human and
technical resources of transformation from the industrial economy to knowledge economy, have a set of
trinity organization form of education, scientific research and technological innovation, and are more
closely fused together with economic growth [2].
At present, in the background of vigorously promoting the independent innovation in China,
researches on industry-university-research cooperative innovation have an important role, especially on
cooperative innovation modes. According to the differences of target-oriented, Professor Wang
zhangbao[3] divided industry-university-research cooperative mode into the type of personnel training,
research and development, production and operation, and subject complex. Using the classification
method Li yanyan[4] has classified industry-university-research cooperative mode into four types from
the perspective of the subject role, such as government leading mode, enterprise leading mode,
universities or research institutes leading mode, and common leading mode. This article will focus on
analysis of operation system and their structures and functions of these four modes, summarizes and
prospects the development of industry-university-research cooperative innovation mode in China. This
can provide useful inspiration for industry-university-research cooperative innovation in China.

2 Industry-University-Research Cooperative Innovation Mode Analysis Based on
the Subject Role
2.1 Government leading mode
This model is divided into government directive-type and government driven-type modes.
Government directive-type mode is a product of the planned economy, in which the government directs
all parts of industry-university-research to cooperate. In this mode, the government is the real subject
and is powerful. Enterprise, universities and research institutions are the executive subject, belonging to
respective government department and in accordance with the instructions and requirements of
departments to form a consortium of industry-university-research cooperative innovation, with relatively
weak interaction among the various subjects, as shown in Figure 1. Through cooperative innovation, this
mode achieved goals in aspects such as China’s national defense building and security, led the
development of technology, promoted the progress of the industrial economy and society, but also
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trained a large number of socialist construction talents. Most importantly, as this kind of cooperation is
the first one of innovation modes in China, it is the beginning of industry-university-research
cooperative innovation mode establishment which later modes all emerged from and develops based on.
Government driven-type mode is driven by the government providing policy guidance and markets
service such as giving research programs and providing intermediary services. Government is dominant;
universities and research institutes play a central role; and enterprises actively participate. Specifically,
as shown in Figure 2, in the structure of this mode, the relationship of all subjects is relatively close in
the process of industry-university-research cooperative innovation. The government, enterprises,
universities, research institutes are all the subjects: the government is in a dominant position, play a role
of decision making, coordinating management, assessment monitoring, information exchange services,
et al. Universities and research institutes play a central role by virtue of research capability, and
enterprises are in the position of active participation. At the same time, the relevant government
departments provide intermediary services for industry-university-research cooperative innovation, and
the function of social intermediary organizations and private foundations and other organizations is not
obvious.
The function of government driven-type mode performs in the following three aspects, 1) to
promote the start of China's high-tech industries, enhance the industry’s R & D and innovation ability,
train a group of outstanding talent, and provide the conditions for further deepening science and
technology system; 2) to develop SMEs, promote local economic development such as “Spark Program”,
pushes some effective, quick and new technologies to large SMEs, particularly to rural township
enterprises, and improve technological development capabilities and develop local economy; 3) to
change the social attitudes. Series of government programs such as “863”, “Torch Project” aroused the
concern of the whole society, which promotes more people realized that the integration of high-tech and
economic is so important that the notions of “science and technology are primary productive forces” and
of “developing high technology and realizing industrialization” enjoys popular support.
government department
in charge of industry

enterprise
research institution

the superior govern
-ment department

government department
in charge of education

university

enterprise
university

government department
in charge of research
institution

research
institution

Figure 1 Government Directive-Type Mode

enterprise
research institution
government driven

university

enterprise
university

research
institution
Figure 2 Government Driven -Type Mode

2.2 Enterprise leading mode
Enterprise leading industry-university-research cooperative innovation mode is strategic focus of
deepening the research system and building the national innovation system currently, is the important
measure for enterprise to withstand international completion and future challenges[5]. As Figure 3 shows,
in this mode, the enterprises strive to upgrade its research and development capabilities, and at the same
time to seek for technical support, consulting and services of universities and research institutes in the
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form of commissioning development, cooperative development, building research institutions and so on.
Enterprise is in a dominant position, and assumes the corresponding risks of development and
conversion. Technology innovation of universities and research institutes meet the needs of the
enterprises which decided their R & D activity content, form and scope; That is, they are the participants.
In this mode, the enterprise is at the core position. It accounts for the initiative in the partner selection,
the close relationship and distribution of benefits, and bears the most risk. Universities and research
institutes join corporate research and development as an active part. Government's role is bleak, mainly
to provide policy support and legal environment for intellectual property protection; social intermediary
agencies began to actively play a role in providing intermediary services; other organizations, such as
private foundations generally provide funds and other services.
The function of enterprise leading mode performs in the following three aspects: (1) This mode is
conducive to enhance technological innovation and competitive advantage of enterprise. On the one
hand, enterprises as market economy entity are responsible for their own management decisions, selfdevelopment, and participate in the fierce market competition. Objectively, they should improve their
own technological innovation. On the other hand, subjectively, enterprise itself needs to survive and
develop. Technological innovation is an important part of enterprise value chain, but in general it is
difficult for enterprises to complete the technology development process, so it must be supported by
means of research and development capabilities of other organizations. Therefore, through this
partnership, the enterprise can create a more attractive environment for overseas investors, fully absorb
and use the research and development capabilities of universities and research institutes. (2) This mode
is an important way of technology commercialization and marketization. A new technology, need to go
through a series of processes of experiments, pilot, market testing. Enterprise leading industry-university
-research cooperative innovation mode has timely access to the information of market demand and
changes, and thus quickly completing this process to achieve the goal of the market. (3) The role of
intermediaries has been increasingly important. As the goals, interests and other factors related to
respective parties, enterprises and universities, research institutes, government prone to conflict and
dispute. It needs to increase the lubricant among their interface, and these social intermediary
organizations will be a good choice in this aspect.
government
policy
attract

research
institution

law
research institution
other

enterprise

enterprise

service

other
organizations

university
attract

university

intermediary

service

intermediary
organization
Figure 3 Enterprise Leading Mode

2.3 Universities or research institutes leading mode
University or research institutions engage in technological innovation with their superiority of
technology and talents. After results ripened, they were provided for enterprises, particularly SMEs
which need them in the form of technology transfer, patents trade and so on, to achieve technology
transformation from those results to the market and benefit. As shown in Figure 4, in this mode,
universities or research institutes are in the dominant position. As technology provided is often the core
power of enterprise development, so it can decide the close degree of cooperative partners and
cooperative relationships, undertake the risk of technology research and development, entitle to
advantages in the distribution of benefits. Enterprise is the carries to achieve its goal of market-oriented
and practice venues of universities or research institutes. The role of governments and intermediary
institutions is basically the same as those of enterprise leading mode.
The function of university or research institutions leading mode performs in the following three
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aspects, (1) broaden the funds raise channels for universities or research institutes. As government
funding has been unable to meet their development needs, it need to develop ways to raise funds, one of
which is cooperation with enterprise; (2) promote scientific and technological achievements
transformation of university or research institutions, to better achieve their function of scientific research
and social services. Through the cooperation with enterprises, they can easily bring the research results
to the market, smooth the resources flow channels with market; (3) be more suitable for the
development of SMEs. Due to weak technical capabilities of SMEs, they can achieve technological
innovation by virtue of scientific research efforts of universities or research institutes.
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Universities or Research Institutes Leading Mode

2.4 Common leading mode
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Common Leading Mode

As shown in Figure 5, in the common leading mode, the cooperation status of all parts is equal,
thus there is no absolute leader, but the interaction degree is deepening, and cooperation is more closely
and strictly regard to the contract as the foundations of the cooperation. All parts have clear contracts or
agreements which clarify benefits distribution and risk-sharing in legal form in order to explore their
respective advantages in funds, equipment, technology, talent and market, and thus jointly promoting
technological innovation market development, risk sharing, shared interests. If all the powers,
responsibilities, and profit are not clear that such common leading mode will not exist. Universities and
research institutions will provide human resources, scientific research strength, technological
achievements; Enterprises provide funds and practical field; Government provides the laws and
regulations environment to strictly safeguard the validity of contracts and research and development
rights of researchers; Intermediary institutions play a significant role as a bridge between the parties,
provide market information for industry-university-research cooperative parties, or even risk-sharing
and credit guarantee, to promote and ensure the smooth progress of industry-university-research
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cooperative innovation. Therefore, the common leading mode is the most direct and close industryuniversity-research cooperative innovation mode.
The function of common leading mode performs in the following three aspects, 1) the common
leading mode is the development and evolution of all past modes. It develops along with the education,
technology, economic development; 2) It guarantees the equality of cooperation status of all parts.
Scientific achievements, benefits distribution and risk-sharing are based on cooperation contracts, and
any part will not enjoy privileges; 3) It promotes policies and regulations of China. The most basic
external environment need of the common leading mode is laws and regulations to ensure the effective
cooperation by contract.

3 Implications
By analyzing the operating mechanism, structure, and function of four industry-universityresearch cooperative innovation modes above, the article obtained changes law of industry-universityresearch cooperative subject and selection method of industry-university-research cooperative mode.
3.1 Change of industry-university-research cooperative innovation subject
Industry-university-research cooperative innovation subject changes with operation and
development of cooperation. In general, in basic research stage, universities and research institutes share
the leading position. For the enterprise, only large state-owned or multinational enterprises could be
more concerned about basic research. In applied research stage, the company's R & D institutions join,
and fight for taking the lead, their status begin to rise. In the experimental stage, due to the different
location of specific experiments, enterprises more likely dominated with things carried out in
enterprises,and universities more likely dominated with things carried out in universities. In the test,
manufacture and commercialization stage, the enterprise no doubt becomes the subject, universities and
research institutes provide technical advice and services. The government, in the whole process of
cooperation and innovation, primarily provides the soft environment of cooperation and development,
are generally not dominant. Intermediary organizations, private foundations and other organizations
provide their services accordingly. With the further maturation of the market economy, their importance
of role will be increasing, and cooperative innovation mode which appears to regard them as the subject
is likely coming into being.
3.2 Related legal system follow-up of industry-university-research cooperative innovation
While the laws and regulations of China's patent law, technology contract law, and science and
technology law have produced good protection and catalytic role on the establishment of
industry-university-research cooperative innovation mode. But in practice, we found some legislation
system are not perfect, some policies and regulations are deficient to encourage the development of
intermediary institutions and private foundations, and the obligation of technology brokers,
intermediaries, private organizations is not clear and rights can not be guaranteed. In addition, the
development of judicial institutions can not keep up the steps of industry-university-research
cooperative development. There is a phenomenon that the speed and efficiency of law enforcement
agencies in handling cases is lower. Infringement cases appeared from time to time, some can not be
dealt with promptly, seriously dampened the enthusiasm of all parties. To a certain extent, these
hampered the development of industry-university-research cooperative Innovation. Therefore, the
related legal system of industry-university-research cooperative innovation need further develop and
follow-up.
3.3 How to select industry-university-research cooperative innovation mode
Apart from government leading mode that exists in the particular planned economy years, other
modes analyzed above exist in the market economy period. Each has advantages and disadvantages; it is
hard to simply arrange the order from good to bad. Therefore, it is recommended that we should select
the appropriate mode according to the changes in internal and external environmental factors, as well as
the coupling and interaction degree of science, technology and other elements. In addition, a series of
indicators system can also be set up, such as the provision of financial and human resources, risk sharing
capacity and benefit-sharing ratio, to determine the suitable mode.

4 Conclusions
According to the different function of industry-university-research cooperative subject, the article
introduces four typical industry-university-research cooperative innovation modes, analyses their
operational mechanism, structure, and function, and in terms of the analysis results obtains the changes
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law of subject and selection method of modes. From the above analysis and revelation, it can see that we
have successful experience and lessons of failure in the development process of industry-universityresearch cooperative innovation course of China. Therefore, more deep works are needed in the
following three aspects in order to make industry-university-research cooperative innovation course to
achieve more fruitful results in the future.
4.1 The division and contact of industry-university-research cooperative parties need to be clearer
Industry-university-research cooperative innovation involves activities and interests of all parties,
so the division and contact must be clear. Government controls large projects related to the level of
comprehensive national strength and national defense mainly by way of economic and legal means
which are supplemented by way of administrative means. Universities and research institutes which are
the source of innovationand which engage in basic research and applied research, must maintain their
tradition of academic freedom and scientific research freedom, make a number of new ideas, new
technologies continually emerged from the university. Enterprises are the subject of innovation, carry on
a small amount of basic research according to their own survival and development and market
requirements, and are mainly engaged in applied research. Intermediaries provide intermediary services,
dredge the communication obstacles of all parties, and build a bridge between the parties. For the
contact of cooperative innovation parties, it should be neither too tight nor too loose and the general
principle is that it can fully guarante all kinds of explicit and implicit resources, such as scientific and
technological achievements, knowledge, talents, smooth flow in accordance with the cooperation
requirements.
4.2 The government needs to play a more active role
The government is an advocate, regulator, strategic decision maker, technical communicator and
environment creator of industry-university-research cooperative innovation, and therefore must play its
active role to intervene industry-university-research cooperation, mainly in the following aspects, (1) to
further improve the technology contracts, intellectual property and other laws, regulations, to protect
industry-university-research cooperation smoothly progress by legal means, to maintain the interests of
all cooperation parties; (2) to provide funding for scientific research and use the direction and scale of
financial input to reflect the government's technology development strategy and planning; (3) to support
and promote industry-university-research cooperation through tax relief; (4) to provide various support
measures for industry-university-research cooperationand set up official service agencies of
industry-university-research cooperation; (5) to attach importance to the international
industry-university-research cooperation, encourage domestic organizations and institutions involved in
international exchanges and cooperation, and make full use of advanced technology and research
capabilities from other countries. In addition, in making policy the government should pay attention to
maintain the continuity and stability of the policy, which plays a very important role for the success of
industry-university-research cooperative innovation.
4.3 The need to create more mobile, flexible and efficient cooperative innovation mode
With the rise of the knowledge economy and the arrival of the innovation explosion era, virtual
cooperative innovation mode based on network technology is born out. This invisible cooperation mode
is more mobile, flexible and efficient, thus it reduces the time of the “market demand - R & D Manufacturing - to meet the needs”, achieves the integration and sharing of resources, and improves the
cooperation performance and the use efficient of social resource. On the current development trends,
virtual cooperative innovation mode will be increasingly used.
Industry-university-research cooperative innovation mode has a process of historical evolution. In
the 21st century and the era of knowledge economy and information explosion, in a more macro and
complex social logic and historical picture, industry-university-research cooperative innovation mode of
China will be toward more mobile, flexible, efficient. The new mode is bound to supplement or replace
the existing mode, so industry-university-research cooperative innovation will glow new vigor and
vitality in the new century.
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Abstract Knowledge transfer in innovative alliance is a present research focus that it is important to
cooperative partners in alliance with the background of knowledge-based economy. The paper analyzes
it from three aspects. Firstly, the contents of knowledge transfer between cooperative partners in
innovative alliance include the transfer of process knowledge and the transfer of result knowledge, or
explicit knowledge transfer and tacit knowledge transfer in common. Secondly, the influencing factors
are knowledge stickiness, factors of knowledge sender, factors of knowledge receiver, otherness and
collaboration, transfer channel and external environment. Thirdly, in order to realizing successfully
knowledge transfer, work on target level, measure level and system level can be done.
Key words Knowledge transfer; Innovative alliance; Contents; Influencing factors; Realizing methods

1 Introduction
With the rapid development of society and durative transform of technology, an enterprise must
innovate as long as it wants to survive and make progress. Early innovative activities in enterprises
focused on technological fields. With the popularity of globalization and information revolution, virtual
innovative alliance has attracted more attention, which has advantages of high efficiency and adaptable
ability to markets, provision of products and services which are with low cost and high quality. Now
innovative alliance is becoming an effective method by which enterprises can acquire rapid development
in the era of knowledge-based economy[1].
Nowadays researchers have recognized the important meaning of virtual innovative alliance to
cooperate and innovate, but main research is still focusing on basic knowledge such as definition,
constitution, traits and advantages of it. Systemic research frames about knowledge transfer among
cooperative partners have not been formed yet. Present society has entered an era of knowledge-based
economy; knowledge is becoming an important or even the mainest path of enterprises to acquire core
competitive competence[2]. With more and more fierce competition, it is growing a normal state that an
enterprise depends on knowledge transfer as a method of getting new competitive advantages rapidly.
Hence, on the basis of relative introduction and definition of innovative alliance and knowledge transfer,
the paper will research knowledge transfer problems in innovative alliance from the point of contents,
influencing factors and realizing methods, with the purpose of completing the theory frames.
In order to simplify research, the paper will take an innovative alliance composing of two
cooperative partners as example, and it is the most basic and common form in innovative alliance.

2 Relative Definition and Literature Review
The competition state with knowledge has become more and more popular in enterprise
competition after entering the new century. As the course of knowledge creation and the method to solve
problems, innovation can bring high gains to enterprises and is an important path for enterprises to get
competitive advantages. In order to decrease risk, cooperative innovation is more popular as sing
enterprise has limited resources. Cooperative innovation can help enterprises not only decrease risk and
cost but also get external knowledge and ability. Cooperative innovation is innovative activities
happening among collaboration in enterprises, research institutes and universities[3]. Innovative alliance
is a kind of connection relationship which is built in innovative fields among organizations[3].
Cooperative innovation requests effective knowledge communication and share among enterprises.
It’s a key of cooperative innovation whether information and knowledge can smoothly and rapidly flow
among cooperative members. Knowledge transfer is a necessary course of cooperative innovation,
which means knowledge transfers among different organizations. Or knowledge transfer is that
knowledge getting from a situation is applied to another situation, which can happen in one enterprise or
several enterprises[4].
∗
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3 Knowledge Transfer Between Cooperative Partners in Innovative Alliance
3.1 Contents of knowledge transfer between cooperative partners in innovative alliance
The essence of innovative alliance is cooperative innovation, and the centre of cooperative
innovation is knowledge transfer and knowledge share between partners[5]. The important function of
cooperative innovation is also knowledge transfer between organizations. During the course of
cooperative innovation multiple knowledge which is transferred between partners includes innovative
ideas, outcomes, technology, business, systems, processes and so on. From the view of executing a
cooperative innovation item, knowledge transfer between partners includes the transfer of process
knowledge and the transfer of result knowledge. The transfer of process knowledge is present
technology and its execution, business management, modern systems and processes. The transfer of
result knowledge is innovative ideas, outcomes, their execution and transfer between co-organizations.
Taking cooperative innovation between university and enterprise as an example, a university should
transfer innovative outcomes and its method of industrialization, operation in production and
management to the enterprise. Only on the condition of realizing the transfer of process knowledge and
result knowledge at the same time, cooperative partners can understand the purpose of innovation, get
ideal achievements of innovation and form professional innovation which can satisfy cooperative
partners.
Or there are explicit knowledge transfer, which includes professional reports, lectures, brochures
and other literal materials, and tacit knowledge transfer, which includes technology, cognizance,
experience and value. Tacit knowledge transfer and amalgamation are more complicated and pivotal and
it plays an important role during the executing course of cooperative innovation.
3.2 Influencing factors of knowledge transfer between cooperative partners in innovative alliance
The paper regards own stickiness of knowledge leads to difficulties in knowledge transfer. At the
same time the course of knowledge transfer is disturbed by external resistance which includes intention
and ability of knowledge sender, motivity and ability of knowledge receiver, otherness and collaboration
between two partners, transfer channel of knowledge and external environment. It is own stickiness of
knowledge and resistance when transferring that make difficulties in knowledge transfer. On the basis of
it, the paper builds a concept model of influencing factors of knowledge transfer between cooperative
partners in innovative alliance, showed as Figure 1.
Otherness and collaboration
• management difference •culture difference
•space difference
•knowledge difference
•collaboration spirit
Factors
of
knowledge
sender
y
transfer intention
y
protection
consciousness &
trust to knowledge
receiver

Figure 1

Transfer channel

External
environment

Factors of knowledge receiver
y
mining ability
y
absord ability
y
maintenance ability

Knowledge stickiness
• complexity
• state
• quantity
• adherence

A Concept Model of Influencing Factors of Knowledge Transfer Between Cooperative Partners in
Innovative Alliance

3.2.1 Knowledge stickiness
Knowledge stickiness means traits of knowledge, which are difficult to flow and transfer on its
complexity, state, quantity and adherence. The complexity means the more complex of knowledge, the
more abstract of technology, the more professional of structure and information, so less people can
understand. The state means the existing of knowledge. It’s obvious that explicit knowledge is easy to be
understood and transferred and tacit knowledge is difficult to be done. The quantity of knowledge
transfer also influences transfer effects. The more quantity of knowledge be transferred, the more
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difficult to be transferred. The adherence means knowledge must specially cling to one knowledge
partner and it is difficult to be transferred from one partner to another. So, knowledge stickiness is
mainly decided by own traits of knowledge.
3.2.2 Factors of knowledge sender
The ability and intention of knowledge sender influence the effects of knowledge transfer greatly;
even they have the decisive power to some extent. Firstly, before knowledge transfer happens, there
must exist a knowledge origin that is inclined to realize knowledge share. The intention, the degree and
the input of knowledge sender decide directly the effects of knowledge transfer. Secondly, protection
consciousness and trust to knowledge receiver are important. If the knowledge sender is afraid of losing
knowledge property, worries about not getting equal return after knowledge transfer, regards it is
unworthy of spending time and resources, and supposes knowledge receiver maybe misuses or reveals
knowledge irrelevantly, it will be lack of motivity to transfer knowledge. Thirdly, the ability of
knowledge sender decides the level of knowledge transfer. The correct expression of knowledge sender
influences positively what the receiver understands and masters.
3.2.3 Factors of knowledge receiver
Knowledge receiver is often a partner who needs knowledge or is in disadvantage status in
cooperative innovation, such as enterprises in cooperation with universities. The ability of knowledge
receiver is to find external valuable information and use it to make it accordance with organizational
target. These abilities, which can influence extent and result of knowledge transfer, include knowledge
mining ability, absord ability and maintenance ability. Depending on these abilities, knowledge receiver
can find, absorb and maintain, even integrate transferred knowledge.
3.2.4 Otherness and collaboration
Otherness between two partners in cooperative innovation include difference in management
system, difference in culture, difference in space and difference in knowledge. The greater difference in
these fields between knowledge sender and receiver, the more difficult knowledge transfer is. At the
same time, close relationship between partners and broad cooperative innovation help to make
knowledge transfer easy. Two partners need collaboration spirit to deal with problems of knowledge
contents, methods, channels and property rights, especially during the transfer of process knowledge.
3.2.5 Transfer channel
Transfer channel also has great influence on knowledge transfer. All kinds of transfer channels
make knowledge transferring multiple because of intangibility of knowledge. Then, transfer channels
should be enlarged. It is an effective path of improving efficiency of knowledge transfer to choose
suitable transfer channel according to real conditions of knowledge sender and receiver. The abilities of
knowledge transfer among different transfer channels can be displayed by ability to act each other,
breadth, structure and ability to use again, showed as Table 1.
Table 1 Ability of Knowledge Transfer among Different Transfer Channels[6]
Transfer channel
Ability to act
Breadth
Structure
Ability to use
each other
again
Document
No
Low
High
High
Email & fax
Middle
Middle-low
High
High
Telephone
High
Middle-low
Low
Low
Meeting
Very high
Very high
Middle-low
Low
Discussion
Middle
High
High
Middle-low
Presentation with media
Middle-low
Middle-high
High
High
Training
Middle
High
High
Middle
Training with computer
Middle
Middle-low
High
High
Guidance
Very high
Very high
High
Very low

3.2.6 External environment
External environment includes social and physical environment which can influence knowledge
transfer. They are divided into work environment and common environment in concept. Work
environment refers to those factors which have direct effects on cooperative partners, such as technology,
competitors, clients and policy-maker. Common environment refers to those factors which have indirect
effects on cooperative partners, such as politics, economics, society and population. External
environment is changing, which is the basic origin of uncertain factors in cooperative development and
knowledge transfer. The changing of environment may influence cooperative principle and transferring
condition, even serious changing may lead to broken relation of cooperative innovation.
3.3 Realizing methods of knowledge transfer between cooperative partners in innovative alliance
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In order to transfer successfully knowledge in innovative alliance cooperative partners should focus
on those main influencing factors, increase positive factors and overcome negative factors. Figure 2
builds a realizing system frame to accelerate knowledge transfer in cooperative innovation. The work is
a systemic engineering; we can do from all aspects.
Improve quality of explicit knowledge, accelerate
transfer of tacit knowledge

Decrease knowledge
stickiness

Cooperation
concept

Improve
ability

Organization
arrangement

Amend otherness &
collaboration

Profit
assurance

Target level

Change environment &
select channel

Development
together

Measure level

System level

Figure 2 A Realizing System Frame to Accelerate Knowledge Transfer in Cooperative Innovation

4 Conclusion
The paper analyzes knowledge transfer in cooperative alliance. The contents of knowledge transfer
between cooperative partners in innovative alliance include the transfer of process knowledge and the
transfer of result knowledge, or explicit knowledge transfer and tacit knowledge transfer in common.
The influencing factors are knowledge stickiness, factors of knowledge sender, factors of knowledge
receiver, otherness and collaboration, transfer channel and external environment. In order to realizing
successfully knowledge transfer, work on target level, measure level and system level can be done.
There are still many problems worth discussing deeply, such as ability evaluation, efficiency
evaluation of transfer and relative demonstration research. The work will be done in later research.
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Abstract The virtual logistics is a kind of advanced logistics, the logistics enterprises definitely have
many competitive advantages. However, the market and legal environment are not perfect at present.
There is still inevitable risk at the same time. If we cannot pay more attention to the risk, it will impact
the logistics strategic alliance partners, or even lead to failure of the alliance. This article analyzes the
risk in the virtual logistics strategic alliance by using Interpretative Structural Modeling Method, and
gets the hierarchical structure of various risks, which provide the gist for the further risk management.
Key words Virtual logistics; Strategic alliance; ISM; Risk

1 Introduction
Serial
Number
S1
S2

Risk

Table 1 The Virtual Logistics Strategy Alliance Risk[3]
Risk Description

Trust Risk

S4

Communication
Risk
Profit Distribution
Risk
Time Risk

S5

Skill Risk

S6
S7

Cost Risk
Cooperation Risk

S8

Ability Risk

S9

Information Risk

S10

Moral Risk

S11

Management Risk

S12

Strategic Alliance
Risk

S3

Due to the information asymmetry, the members suspect and distrust each other,
so that make the cost of idle talks.
Due to improper communication, the instructions can not be implemented
effectively.
Due to the unfair profit distribution between the members, the positivity is
hurted.
Due to the member enterprise couldn’t finish the service in time, the market
opportunities is missed.
Due to the difference in the operation and technology between the members, the
technology joint is difficult.
The cost of resource integration is high.
The goal of member enterprise is to maximize its own interests, which exist a
gap with the goal of the overall strategic alliance, and unsuccessful coordination
could lead to the strategic alliance broken.
In the virtual logistics organization, each member needs to contribute its own
strengths. In the case of the core competence had no way to bring into fully play
regularly., the project couldn’t be finished smoothly.
The improper handing about the accuracy, timeliness and security of information
communication could bring out the risk.
Due to the information asymmetry, the moral risk is hard to avoid in the virtual
logistics, which directly lead to the appearance of false information and deceived
behaviors.
Due to the large number of members, which face different organization structure
and management ideal，it’s easy to bring out the repelling effect.
Due to the uncertainties of the organization and external environment, it has
possibility of making the loss to the cooperation union members.

Virtual logistics strategic alliance can make its members share profits and risk in today’s market
by integrating their resources in a relatively short period of time. So it can make the virtual logistics
as a whole be provided with the ability of total logistics service which fits in with the needs of the
market [1] . But this does not mean that the risk of virtual logistics are not exist or reduce. On the
contrary, because of the complexity of the virtual organization, they often ignore the risk management
whole they win the benefits. For example, in the case of the imperfect development of the market and
the legal environment, It’s prone to appear mistrust and irregular behaviors between the members,
which lead to the failure of the virtual logistics management, even the loss of business[2]. Therefore, a
further study and discussion on how to manage the risk effectively could provide the virtual logistics
∗
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organization partners with operational ways, and at last achieve the higher efficiency of the virtual
logistics organization.
Nowadays, the study on the risk management of virtual logistics strategic alliance is abundant.
However, the establishment of virtual logistics strategic alliance is a long and complex process, which
faces all kinds of risk. At different stages of strategic alliance, the factors influencing the virtual logistics
are also at different degrees. In order to prevent and control the strategic alliance risk, we could establish
the Interpretative Structural Modelling to identify the major influencing factors and get the hierarchy of
the virtual logistics strategic alliance risk.

2 An Example
Step 1: Due to the Delphi Method, we form a panel of experts, including two experts of the
logistics, one of management and one of supply chain.
Step 2: Due to the Delphi Method and based on the characteristics of the virtual logistics strategic
alliance, we get the main risk.
Step 3: Due to the Delphi Method, depending on their professional knowledge, and after analysis
and discussion of these experts, we get the relationship of the main risk.
According to the experts, the relationship is as following.
(1 means Si impact on Sj, 0 means Si haven’t impact on Sj)
Table 2

Si＼Sj
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12

The Relationship Between the Risk Factors of Virtual Logistic Strategic Alliance

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12
0
0
0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0
0
1
0
0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0
0
1
0
0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0
0
1
0
0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0
0
1
0
0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0
0
1
0
0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0
0
1
0
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0
1
0
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0
1
0
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0
1
0
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0
1
0
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0
1
0
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0
1

3 Date and Methodology
Interpretative Structural Modelling Method(ISM) is an analyzing method which is widely applied
in the modern system engineering. The effect of the ISM is to get clear of the given mess relation about
the system factors, and to explain the internal structure of the system. The concrete process of ISM is to
use the graphics and matrix to describe the given relationship, then do the further operations through the
matrix，and at last derive the conclusion to explain the relationship between the system’s structure. This
model can take the mess ideas and views into an excellent structural relationship[4].
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12
S1 1
0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0
0
1
S2 0
1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0
0
1
S3 0
0 1
0 0 0 1 0 0
0
0
1
S4 0
0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0
0
0
1
S5 0
0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0
0
0
1
A +I= S6 0
0 0
0 0 1 0 1 0
0
0
1
S7 0
0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0
0
1
S8 0
0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0
0
1
S9 0
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0
0
1
S10 0
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
1
0
1
S11 0
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0
1
1
S12 0
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0
1
Step 1:Receive the Reachability Matricx
Based on the rule of Boolean Algebra and Matrix Theory, we should calculate (A+I) × (A+I) until
(A+I)n=(A+I)n-1 . There are logical addition operation and logical multiplication operation in the
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Booleann Algebraandd Matrix Theory. The specific denotation is as 0+0=0, 0+1=0, 1+1=1, 1×0=0,
0×1=0, 1×1=1
By the calculation, we get (A+I)3=(A+I)2,and the Reachability Matricx is as the following:
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12
S1 1
0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0
0
1
S2
0
1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0
0
1
S3
0
0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0
0
0
1
S4
0
0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0
0
0
1
S5
0
0
0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0
0
1
R=（A +I）3= S6
0
0
0 0 0 1 0 1 0
0
0
1
S7
0
0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0
0
1
S8
0
0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0
0
1
S9
0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0
0
1
S10 0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
0
1
S11 0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
1
1
S12 0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0
1
According to the Reachability Matricx, we can get the reachable set R(Si) and the antecedent set
Q(Si) as Table 3.
Table 3

Si
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1,7,12
2,7,12
3,7,12
4,8,12
5,8,12
6,8,12
7,12
8,12
9,12
10,12
11,12
12

The Reachable Set and Antecedent Set
R(Si)
Q(Si)
1
2
3
4
5
6
1,2,3,7
4,5,6,8
9
10
11
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12

R(Si)∩Q(Si)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Step 2: Etom
The purpose of etom is to understand the hierarchy relationship among the system factors. The top
level represents the ultimate objective of the system, the next underlayer is the cause of the upper storey.
By using this method，we can establish the relationship between the various factors scientifically.
The method of etom is based on the condition R(Si)∩Q(Si)= R(Si) to extract. In the table 3, Si=12
meets the condition, and is the ultimate goal. Extracting Si=12, we can get the result as Table 4.
Si
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Table 4 The Reachable Set and Antecedent Set
R(Si)
Q(Si)
1,7
1
2,7
2
3,7
3
4,8
4
5,8
5
6,8
6
7
1,2,3,7
8
4,5,6,8
9
9
10
10
11
11

R(Si)∩Q(Si)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

From the Table4, we can found Si=7, 8, 9, 10, 11 meet the requirement, and extract them. These
mean Si=7, 8, 9, 10, 11 be the second level and be the cause of S12.
Extracting Si=7、8、9、10、11,we can get the result as Table 5.
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Si
1
2
3
4
5
6

1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 5 The Reachable Set and Antecedent Set
R(Si)
Q(Si)
1
2
3
4
5
6

R(Si)∩Q(Si)
1
2
3
4
5
6

4 Results
From the Table5,we can found all them meet the requirement, and Si=1、2、3 are the causes of S7 as
well as Si=4、5、6 are the causes of S8.
In accordance with the above model, we can set up the interpretive structural model of influencing
risk factors in the virtual logistics strategic alliance.

Figure 1

The Interpretive Structural Model of Influencing Risk Factors in the Virtual Logistics Strategic
Alliance

5 Conclusion
The strategic alliance risk is the most critical factor for the virtual logistics organization’s success.
The research of risk identification in the virtual logistic strategic alliance is the first step of the risk
management, and it’s also the foundation for the subsequent stages. If we cannot confirm the source and
origin of the risk exactly, we are impossible to predict and analysis the organization crisis, and we also
cannot institute countermeasure of preventing risk. Therefore, whether the analysis of the risk be
comprehensive and profound or not could impact on the value of risk management about the virtual
logistics strategic alliance, and the risk identification is also the foundation of improving the
organizational operating efficiency. However, there are still certain flaws with the ISM. The ISM only
can receive the interpretive structural model of the risk factors in the virtual logistics strategic alliance,
which is lack of the risk ranking and so on. So in the future research of the virtual logistics strategic
alliance risk, we should present the way and strategy about risk avoidance by some other models and
develop the operative tools to do the risk management.
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Abstract Technology, economy, human capital and policy are essential facilities of undertaking
international service outsourcing for an area based on analyzing the influencing factors. With principal
component analysis, this paper evaluates the ability to undertake international service outsourcing in
Jilin Province of China with the purpose of constructing an index system. It shows that the ability in
Jilin Province is weak. It is essential for Jilin province of China to improve the technology, to train and
introduce talents, and to perfect the soft environment in order to further develop the ability to undertake
international service outsourcing.
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1 Introduction
With the developing of the international service outsourcing, many scholars studied the reason or
the influencing factors of transferring service from developed country to developing country, and the
factors are important for the developing country to improve the competitive ability to undertake
international service outsourcing.
(Loh 1992) believes that the reasons of developing service outsourcing are impulse of economic
circle, the competitive pressure in market and impetus of gaining competitive advantage[1]. (Sanchez
1996) suggests that specialization of knowledge bring the innovation of producing style, and the
modularization conditions the international service outsourcing development[2]. (Groot 1998), (Costa
2001) and (Grossman 2004) think that the low cost is the most important factor of transnational
corporation choosing international service outsourcing[3][4][5]. (Yeats 2001) believes that the influencing
factors of transferring service from developed country to developing country are trade barrier, labor cost,
transport infrastructure and transport cost, the behavior of government (duty, rent, infrastructure,
exchange rate, communication infrastructure, political situation, commercial environment), language[6].
(Skinner 1974), (Quinn & Hilmer 1994) think that international service outsourcing can increase the
productivity and decrease the operators’ cost so that improve the core competitiveness in enterprises[7].
(Chen Fei 2005) explains the reason of developing international service outsourcing from the point of
external environment (technology, economic, market) and internal environment (decreasing cost,
improving core competitiveness)[8]. (Wang Xiaohong 2007) believes that international industrial
specialization, difference of labor cost, improving core competitiveness are the important factors of
international service outsourcing[9]. (Zhu Shengyoung and Li Wenxiu 2009) think that the outsourcing
demand of manufacturing industry and service, information technology, market environment change, the
raise in labor costs play a positive role in service outsourcing. Moreover, the service opening promotes
the development of offshore service outsourcing[10].
In a word, transnational corporation think about frequently the factors in technology, economic and
the behavior of government when they choose the region of undertaking international service
outsourcing. So, the influencing factors of improving the competitive ability to undertake international
service outsourcing can be summarized as technology, economy, human capital and policy.

2 Influencing Factors of Undertaking Outsourced International Service
2.1 Technology
With the development of technology, service outsourcing comes into being and develops as a
knowledge-intensive industry. First, the specialized knowledge standardization and digitization brought
from technology can break the service producing chain into small parts, and some small parts can shift
to other specialized company. Second, with the development of communication, especially with the
development of internet, the cost of collecting, processing, delivering information becomes cheap, so the
service outsourcing can cross the national boundaries easily. At the same time, technology can determine
the ability to undertake international service outsourcing. On the one hand, since the service outsourcing
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is a knowledge-intensive industry, the technological level affects the service kinds and quality which the
contractor can support. On the other hand, the convenient communication can strengthen the contact and
reduce the deal cost between the contractor and the contract-issuing party, so a region with developed
communication can undertake international service outsourcing easily.
2.2 Economic development
Economic development is an important influencing factor of the ability to undertake international
service outsourcing. First, the consumption is big in the developed region. Choosing a company in the
developed region to undertake international service outsourcing, exploiting and producing the produce
which meet the local consumption is a good strategy for the foreign enterprise to occupy the host market
and gain profit over a long period of time. Second, the foreign direct investment is more in the
developed region than in the less developed region, and the regional distribution of FDI can set an
example. With the “follow-the-leader” pattern, the foreign enterprise prefers the contractor in developed
region to that in less developed region. Third, the contractor in a region with opening service industry
can undertake international service outsourcing easily. The regions with opening service industry often
have a good market access. The level of service open is different in China, and it’s higher in developed
region than in less developed region. So the ability to undertake international service outsourcing of the
contractor in region is good. Last, service department and service structure is more mature in developed
region, and the mature service department and service structure can provide related and auxiliary
industries for service outsourcing. The company in the region can reduce cost and the operation is
convenient.
2.3 Human capital
Human capital is the main factor in service industry, especially in the modern service industry such
as design, research and development, soft service, business service. So, labor quality and cost become
decisive factor of successful undertaking international service outsourcing. The labor with fundamental
technology, soft technology and related technology is fit for the concrete business, and the labor with
managing ability of modern enterprise and the ability of forecasting industrial tendency is fit to
communicate with the foreign enterprise and promote the cooperation. Reducing cost is also an
important factor for transnational corporation in developed country of outsourcing service business. The
human capital cost in developed country is increased, so the region with low human capital cost can
undertake some service producing link from the enterprises in developed country, which can save some
cost.
2.4 Policy
International service outsourcing is a new industry. Many countries realize the importance of
developing international service outsourcing and take some policy to support and promote it. The
behavior of government can standardize the development of service outsourcing industry. The
compressive service outsourcing policy which is active, reliable, long-term, and sustainable not only can
affect the economic development, but also can influence the competitive ability to undertake
international service outsourcing.
2.5 Other factors
Besides technology, economic, human capital and policy, location, language, and culture have an
effect on undertaking international service outsourcing. The adjacent location, similar language and
culture can reduce deal cost and communicate conveniently between contractor and the contract-issuing
party.

3 Evaluation of the Ability to Undertake Outsourced International Service
3.1 Establishing evaluation index system
Based on the analyzing of influencing factors of undertaking international service outsourcing,
considering the collected datum, this paper set an indicator system which comprised with four facets of
technology, economy, human capital, and policy, and the number of all indicators is 14. (See table 1).
3.2 Collecting data
The data comes from China statistical yearbook 2009 and every provincial statistical yearbook.
Level of Policy Supporting can’t be found in statistical yearbook, so the data of the indicator is gained from
some experts.
The unit of every indicator is different and the numerical gap is quite large, so the data should be
standardized. The way of standardization is standard deviation.
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undertake
international
service
outsourcing
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Appraisal Indicator System of Ability to Undertake Outsourced International Service
Influencing
indicators
unit
factors
Ownership of Mobile Telephone Per 100 Urban Households
unit
Ownership of Computer Per 100 Urban Households
set
technology
Transaction Value in Technical Market
10 000 Yuan
Number of Patents Application Granted
piece
Gross Regional Product in Tertiary Industry
100 million Yuan
Gross Regional Product in Information Transmission,
100 million Yuan
Computer Services and Software
economic
Exports of High-tech Enterprises
10 000 US dollars
Gross Regional Product
100 million Yuan
Household Consumption Expenditure
Yuan
FDI
10 000 US dollars
Number of People with education attainment of College and
person
Higher Level
Human
Average Earning of Employed Persons in Information
Yuan
capital
Transmission, Computer Services and Software
Number of Staff and Workers in Information Transmission,
10 000 persons
Computer Services and Software
policy
Level of Policy Supporting

3.3 Method of evaluation
SPSS 15.0 and principal component analysis are utilized to analyze the data which contain 14
indicators and 31 provinces. Then the paper obtain the rotated component matrix, 14 initial eigenvalues
(see table 2). The initial eigenvalues of three components exceed 1, and the percentage of cumulative
variance is more than 80%, so 3 components are chosen to analyze the ability to undertake international
service outsourcing.
Table 2
Total
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8.487
2.156
1.007
0.702
0.612
0.342
0.216

% of
Variance
60.622
15.397
7.196
5.013
4.373
2.444
1.543

Initial Eigenvalues

Cumulative %
60.622
76.018
83.215
88.228
92.601
95.044
96.587

Total
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

0.189
0.101
7.330E-02
5.750E-02
4.769E-02
6.770E-03
2.466E-03

% of
Variance
1.348
0.724
0.524
0.411
0.341
4.836E-02
1.762E-02

Cumulative %
97.935
98.659
99.183
99.593
99.934
99.982
100

The component score coefficient matrix and the standard datum which come from the principal
component analysis is used to calculate the value of the components. (See table 3)
According the value of the components and initial eigenvalues, the value of ability to undertake
international service outsourcing is calculated by the following formula:
3

Fr = ∑ FW
i i

(1)

i =1

3

Wi = λi / ∑ λi

(2)

i =1

Fr is the value of ability to undertake international service outsourcing;
Fi is the value of the component;

Wi is the weight of component;

λi is the initial eigenvalues.
The ability to undertake international service outsourcing is determined by Fr . The more Fr , the
stronger of the ability to undertake international service outsourcing.
3.4 Result of evaluation
The value of ability to undertake international service outsourcing is gained and arranged in order
of size. (see table 3)
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Table 3 The Value of Ability to Undertake Outsourced International Service in China
Region
F1
F2
F3
F
Region
F1
F2
F3
Guangdong
2.926
0.873
0.276
2.317
Shaanxi
-0.368
0.196
0.085
Jiangsu
2.815
-0.008 -0.796
1.980
Jiangxi
-0.244 -0.371 -0.349
Shandong
1.592
-0.155 -0.398
1.097
Chongqing
-0.549
0.474
-0.089
Zhejiang
1.268
0.904
-0.003
1.091
Guangxi
-0.663
1.145
-1.019
Shanghai
-0.057
3.421
0.409
0.627
Jilin
-0.503
0.342
-0.654
Liaoning
0.686
-0.773
0.642
0.412
Shanxi
-0.271 -1.031
0.097
Sichuan
0.380
-0.838
0.337
0.151
Inner
-0.465 -0.323 -0.345
Hebei
0.334
-0.432 -0.288
0.138
Mongolia
Henan
0.433
-0.877 -0.255
0.131
Yunnan
-0.566 -0.038 -0.489
Hubei
0.371
-1.044
0.423
0.114
Xinjiang
-0.541 -0.672 -0.154
Fujian
-0.172
1.765
-1.036
0.112
Guizhou
-0.697 -0.166 -0.447
Beijing
-0.626
0.782
4.768
0.101
Gansu
-0.654 -0.831 -0.337
Hunan
0.291
-1.215
0.590
0.038
Hainan
-1.117
0.561
-0.588
Heilongjiang
0.063
-1.232
0.750
-0.117
Ningxia
-1.035
0.131
-0.634
Anhui
0.005
-0.863
0.180
-0.141
Qinghai
-0.951 -0.526 -0.362
Tianjin
-0.531
1.016
-0.040 -0.202
Tibet
-1.156 -0.216 -0.273

F
-0.224
-0.276
-0.320
-0.359
-0.360
-0.380
-0.428
-0.462
-0.531
-0.577
-0.660
-0.761
-0.785
-0.821
-0.906

4 Conclusions
Table 3 shows that the ability to undertake international service outsourcing in Guangdong
province is best in China, and the value is 2.317. The value in Jilin province is only -0.360, the distance
of the ability between Jilin province and Guangdong province is great. Besides, the value of ability in
Jilin province is lagging behind the value in 20 provinces in China. So, the ability to undertake
international service outsourcing in Jilin province is weak in China. Some measures should be taken to
improve the ability to undertake international service outsourcing in Jilin province.
4.1 Improving the level of technology
Technology is one of important factors of influencing undertaking international service outsourcing.
It’s essential for Jilin province of China to improve the level of technology. First, more capital and
policy should be used to improve technological development in Jilin province of China. Platform should
be built to promote transformation from science and technology into productivity. Second,
communication infrastructure, such as telecommunication and internet should be perfected. The civil
network and commercial network can be separated and developed respectively, so that the commercial
network can have more capital to develop. In this way, network can meet the demand of developing
international service outsourcing.
4.2 Training and introducing labors
International service outsourcing demands many compounding labors who master soft technology
and managing ability. So, it’s essential for Jilin province of China to perfect the talent cultivation and
introduction. First, according the demand of market, government, company and school should train
practical workers by education and training. Second, the service outsourcing company can introduce
some labors with much experience from abroad.
4.3 Perfecting the soft environment
First, based on the experience of developing international service outsourcing in India, Mexico, and
other region, the plan, goal and measures should be made in Jilin province of China to develop
international service outsourcing. Second, system of preventing risk should be built in order to reduce
the risk of company. The government may support more financing channel and loaning guarantee for the
company of undertaking international service outsourcing. Third, information platform should be built
to collect related information for the company. Forth, laws of knowledge right should be strengthened to
protect the profit of the company.
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Abstract The paper looks at the localization strategies of multinational wind in emerging countries of
China and India. It explains why these firms are localising new manufacturing and R&D facilities in
countries like China and India, and how local knowledge and capabilities are being increasingly
integrated into global technology and manufacturing networks of multinationals. It explores the reasons
behind the localization of MNC that helps them gain strategic access to wind technological capabilities
in emerging economies. It looks closely at the case of Vestas in the expanding wind energy cluster of
Tianjin in China and Chennai in India. At the strategic level, it explains the importance of the role of
local capabilities and skills in the global production networks of multinationals. At the policy level, the
discussions leading from the case focuses on the concrete steps necessary to integrate technology and
innovation more closely into development of sustainable energy markets in developing countries.
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1 Introduction
Renewable energy has emerged as one of the key societal and economic topics recently. Globally,
investment in renewable energy and energy efficiency has been rapidly increasing. It has grown from
$33.4 billion in 2004 to $148.4 billion in 2007, nearly quintupling over this period and increasing by 60
percent in 2006. Strong growth in 2007 was driven mainly by government policies to promote
renewable energy and cleaner fuels, the $100 per barrel price of oil, and rising firm and investor
awareness of the opportunities in clean energy (New Energy Finance, 2009).
Clean energy has received a central role in policies of advanced economies. Emerging economies
like India and China have shown remarkable progress in the development of wind and solar energy
technologies too. In 2008, the global new wind energy capacity stood at 27GW, and of which India
contributed 6.7% while China contributed 23.3% (GWEC, 2008). In terms of installed capacity, China
doubled its capacity over 2007 by adding about 6.3 GW to reach a new total of 12.2 GW in 2008.
Researchers with the Pew Charitable Trusts calculate that China invested $34.6bn in clean energy over
the year 2009, almost double the US figure (Black, 2010).
China’s government has taken a strategic decision to diversify its energy supply and set a target of
having 30GW of installed renewable capacity in place by 2020. This target will soon be exceeded
through wind energy alone (Black, 2010). The World Bank is also active in the Chinese market, working
together with the Chinese government on a Wind Turbine Technology Transfer Program.
The growing wind power market in China has also encouraged domestic production of wind
turbines and components, and the Chinese manufacturing industry is becoming increasingly mature,
stretching over the whole supply chain. According to the Chinese Renewable Energy Industry
Association (CREIA), the supply is starting to not only satisfy domestic demand, but also meet
international needs, especially for components (GWEC, 2008). By 2007, China had the largest wind
turbine manufacturing industry in the world, with more than 40 wind-component manufacturers
including local firms like Goldwind, Sinovel Wind, Dongfang, Windey and Sewind. China is currently
home to two top-10 global manufacturers, viz., Sinovel and Goldwind. And India added 1,800 MW of
wind energy capacity added in 2008, bringing the total up to 9.6 GW. India is home to Suzlon, one of the
top-10 wind turbine manufacturers in the world.
Government policies to promote renewable and clean energy were partly directed by international
framework conditions like the Kyoto Protocol that made it mandatory for developed countries to reduce
their green house gaseous (GHG) emissions. One such mechanism is the clean development mechanism
(CDM), which encourages firms in developed countries to initiate GHG reduction projects in developing
countries, while allowing them to gain emission reduction credits in their home country. Such projects
are supposed to transfer low carbon and emission reduction technologies like wind and solar
technologies to developing countries. CDM is commonly seen as a promising channel for sourcing and
diffusion of modern clean technologies in developing countries and in this way putting them in a carbon
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friendly growth trajectory (Grubb et al., 1999; Jepma and Van der Gaast, 1999; Aslam, 2001). But CDM
are mechanisms are still rift with issues such as bogus offsets, double counting and issues around what is
additonality. Technology transfer and technology commercialisation aren’t central to the goals of the
CDM (Franklin, 2009) and which makes it sometimes doubtful as the sole source of low carbon
technology transfer to developing countries.
Fortunately however, there are other forces, both market and policy, offering developing countries a
unique opportunity of technological leapfrogging – where technical know-how and resources in
renewable energy technologies of the developed countries are facilitating work opportunities and
bridging the technical know-how gap of developing countries in low carbon technologies. More and
more renewable energy firms are locating their R&D and manufacturing facilities in countries like India
and China. Technology manufacturing and R&D localisation strategies of foreign firms will be an
important component of any technological leapfrogging strategy to achieve lower greenhouse gas
emissions in the developing world. For example, the world’s largest wind turbine manufacturer of
Denmark, Vestas, is setting up research and manufacturing operations in India and China. Although the
products are predominantly designed for the specificities of the local market, strategically these
production facilities are expected to be utilised as a global manufacturing set-up (Vestas, 2006).
In the subsequent years, we expect to see fundamental changes in the location of wind turbine and
solar PV manufacturing and research and development (R&D) base away from Europe, and to countries
like China and India. Of particular importance will be a massive geographic dispersion of wind and
solar PV manufacturing and R&D facilities in leading Asian countries like India and China, and (silicon)
solar PV manufacturing in Taiwan. For instance, Taiwan is emerging as a new primary location for the
global solar PV industry, because of its existing manufacturing base in semiconductors and chip design,
which is similar in requirements to solar PV modules manufacturing.
The dispersion of renewable energy technology manufacturing and R&D to Asian countries like
India and China is quite different from the causes of geographical dispersion of chip manufacturing to
China and Taiwan two decades ago. Other than factor price and factor endowment costs put forth by
trade theorists, the real cause of the dispersion in chip manufacturing came out from being able to
outsource different stages of the IC design to Asian firms, as a result of new developments in chip
design (Ernst, 2004). And following the success of Taiwan in semiconductors, the country has now been
playing host to solar PV manufacturing with great ease since 2000s, because of an overlap of
technological capabilities in the two industries: the basic integrated chip design that uses silicon is used
in solar photovoltaic development.
A corollary explaining the location of R&D and manufacturing base in developing countries is the
general trend of internationalisation of corporate R&D. R&D is the least internationalisation function of
multinational companies, and it has traditionally been kept in the headquarters. Modern multinationals
locate their R&D subsidiaries overseas. This trend started in the Triad countries, but it is increasingly
involving emerging economies. Previously considered only as locations for low-cost manufacturing,
emerging economies are turning to prospective destinations for knowledge-based activities of
multinational companies. More specifically, emerging economies, particularly China and India, are
attracting R&D investment projects of multinational companies operating in renewable energy
technology development.
This reasoning defines the objective of this paper, which is to explore the main drivers and motives
of the major renewable energy multinationals to move their renewable energy technology development
and manufacturing base to emerging economies. We employ a qualitative approach and present case
studies of business strategies of multinational companies.

2 Literature Review
This section presents a review of literature relevant for the study of our analysis. We start with the
examination of the stream of literature addressing the reasons behind corporate R&D
internationalisation, which in our understanding have push and pull factors. Further, we focus on the
development of renewable energy technology and the role of multinational companies therein.
2.1 R&D internationalisation and competences of multinationals
Push Factors
The academic and policy-oriented literature on multinational companies and foreign direct
investment (FDI) has a long history. First publications emerged in late 1950s-1960s, following the birth
and growth modern multinationals. John Dunning combined many of these contributions in his eclectic
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paradigm, or OLI model for analysing internationalisation patterns and the strategic behaviour of
multinational companies. Dunning’s (1977) eclectic paradigm became a prime framework for academic
research on multinationals. According to the eclectic paradigm, a firm must possess three advantages in
order to internationalise: (1) Ownership Advantage: a firm must own or control unique mobile asset it
wishes to exploit, (2) Location Advantage: a firm must be cost efficient to exploit its unique asset
overseas in addition or instead of its home country, (3) Internalisation Advantage: it must be in firm’s
interest to control the asset itself rather the contracting out the use of the asset to an independent firm.
In 1993, Dunning expanded the application of the eclectic paradigm to classify four types of FDI
according to a multinational’s motivations to invest abroad. They are: (1) resource-seeking (seeking
natural resources); (2) market-seeking (horizontal FDI, seeking new markets); (3) efficiency-seeking
(vertical FDI, seeking to restructure existing production through rationalisation and places some parts of
the value chain overseas); and (4) strategic assets seeking (seeking created assets).
As traditionally understood, internationalisation implies international manufacturing of goods and
internationalisation of supporting services (e.g. marketing and sales). Until recently, the technological
capabilities of multinationals were far less globalised than these activities. However, the end of the 20th
century witnessed increasing tempo of the internationalisation of corporate R&D. Conducting corporate
R&D in foreign locations (overseas subsidiaries) relates to the strategic-asset-seeking FDI and the
location advantage. A multinational company seeks to exploit its overseas location in order to enhance
its competence base.
Internationalisation of R&D is not an entirely new phenomenon. Many foreign subsidiaries of
multinational companies had long had R&D functions. The fundamental difference lies in the nature of
R&D. Traditionally R&D in subsidiaries was aimed at adapting products and services to the needs of
host countries and to local conditions close to “lead users”; i.e. R&D activities were performed to
support local manufacturing overseas. Today, multinationals seek not only to exploit their knowledge
and competence generated at home in foreign countries, they increasingly sources technology
internationally and tap into worldwide centres of knowledge.
Intensified global competition has forced companies to innovate and develop commercially viable
products and services faster. At the same time, the needed knowledge has become more
multidisciplinary and more broadly located, making innovation even more expensive and riskier than
ever. Hence, innovation strategies increasingly depend on global sourcing. It has become a major motive
for locating R&D outside the home country.
Cantwell and Mudambi (2005) make a distinction between the competence-creating versus
competence-exploiting subsidiary mandates. A competence-exploiting subsidiary is involved in
adaptation of the knowledge and technology for local needs and it essentially imply a one-way
technology transfer from headquarters to the subsidiary in question. A competence-creating subsidiary
generates competence and expertise, tapping into a local knowledge base, and this competence is then
channelled to the entire corporate network (headquarters and sister-subsidiaries). Kuemmerle (1999)
expresses the same idea, but specifically arguing about R&D investments rather than competence base.
The author distinguishes between home-base exploiting and home-base augmenting investments.
Echoing the idea of competence-creating subsidiaries, Birkinshaw (1998), Holm and Pedersen
(2000), Frost et al (2002) and other authors introduce the idea of subsidiaries as centres of excellence, in
contrast to subsidiaries inferior to others in a corporate network. Centres of excellences are responsible
for complete development of certain products and services; possess superior competence and share this
competence with other unites in its multinational company.
To sum up, the role of overseas subsidiaries in creation of competence and performing R&D has
taken a prominent role in the international business literature.
2.2 Development of renewable energy technology in emerging economies
Pull Factors
The location of R&D and manufacturing in countries like India and China are not only based on the
strategic decisions of firms to move to low-cost advantages. The location also has to do with the existing
knowledge, technology and manufacturing base of the base country. High international transfers of low
carbon and clean energy technologies are related to strong technology capabilities of China, while the
lower rate of international transfer in the case of India is due to its own capability to diffuse domestic
technologies (Dechezleprêtre et al., 2008). In either case of international technology transfer, whether
high or low in new and emerging energy technologies, the essence is in having an existing knowledge
and manufacturing base in renewable energy technologies. It has been reiterated in OECD (2009) that
technology diffusion from foreign multinational enterprises to local firms through trade or investment
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cannot be taken for granted. Rather, it requires absorptive capacity of local firms, and skills and mobility
of local employees, in addition to openness to trade and policies to induce foreign investors to bring
appropriate technology to developing countries (OECD, 2009).
There are policy advantages in India and China that have helped built their local manufacturing and
knowledge and skills base. Policy measures are what governments have at their disposal to encourage
localisation of manufacturing (Lewis and Wiser, 2007). China has a local content requirement that
mandates a certain percentage of local content for wind turbine manufacturing in some or all projects
within the country. But the success of a local content policy requires a large market size in order to lure
foreign firms to undertake the significant investments required in local manufacturing (Lewis and Wiser,
2007). China has sufficient market potential to attract foreign investments particularly
competence-creating multinationals. The Chinese government has begun refunding value-added tax
(VAT) and import duties on core wind power turbine parts and materials in a move to promote the
development of renewable energy (People’s Daily, 2008)
Lewis and Wiser (2007) claim that wind turbine manufacturers usually get their head start in their
home country markets, a trend that is clear in the largest markets of Denmark, Germany, US, Spain and
India. Firms like Vestas (Denmark), Suzlon (India) and Enercon (Germany) that are the world’s largest
turbine manufacturers have had large and stable home markets. The same is true of solar PV
manufacturing, where stable markets in Japan and India have led to the global success of Sharp (Japan),
Konarka (Japan) and Moser Baer (India) and BP-Tata Solar (India). A stable and sizable home market
can provide local manufacturers with the necessary testing ground to sort out their technology and
manufacturing strategies and experiment with technology designs (Lewis and Wiser, 2007). Once
equipped with years of experience and technological know-how of building wind turbines and solar
photovoltaic modules in the home market, firms are moving-out their R&D and manufacturing base to
developing countries like India and China.
India, on the other hand, does not have a local content requirement mandate, but has an industrial
regulatory environment requiring 51 per cent , more or less, domestic equity ownership in virtually all
industries1. This mandate is to give domestic firms access to new product and process technologies of
the MNCs, and to facilitate the use of local content and skills in the development of the technology by
MNCs (Feinbergy and Majumdar, 2001). By 2009, the Indian government allowed 100% FDI in the
renewable energy sector and approved a generation-based incentive scheme in wind power projects for
foreign investors who cannot avail benefits of accelerated depreciation available to domestic investors
(Times of India, 2009). And in addition to which, India has sufficient renewable energy market potential,
skills and an existing manufacturing base to attract foreign investors and undertake wind and solar
energy volumes manufacturing.

3 Analytical Framework
From the discussions above, an analytical framework is constructed from the push and pulls factors
that are behind the localisation strategies of firms in developing countries. The push factors are those of
stagnating markets at home that are encouraging host-firms, with their technological capabilities and
experience in the home-market, to enter new and emerging markets like India and China. One of the
conditions for the host firm entry into such markets is that the emerging market must have sizable
market potential (Lewis and Wiser, 2007), which acts as a pull factor, luring the host-firm to set-up base
in the emerging market.
And in many instances, products and ideas have been designed to suit the local needs of the users
of the technology or markets because they have a substantial market size. This is because user-initiated
innovation is seen to be of great importance (OECD, 1999). Local users were recognized as best suited
to understand the needs and possibilities of innovation (von Hippel, 1988; OECD, 1999). These products
are technologically and cost-wise more suitable to the location needs than to the needs of other countries,
particular the host-countries. Often in most cases, the technology and knowledge base of the
multinational company is used to adapt their know-how to suit the local conditions.
The other condition alluring multinational companies to the new and emerging country is explained
by the agglomeration theory of clusters. This category of agglomeration economies, which is typical for
knowledge clusters, often attracts direct investments from outside (Lorenzen and Mahnke (2002).
1

Foreign ownership of equity over and above 50% is subject to the requirement that the investors should balance
all outgoings of foreign exchange on account of their operations with export earnings over a seven-year period (See
Balasubramanyam and Mahambare, 2003)
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Multinational companies enter particular knowledge clusters in order to benefit from the agglomeration
economies that they facilitate (Porter, 1990, 1998; Saxanian, 1994; Krugman, 1991; Frost, 2001). Such
knowledge clusters are often sources of skills and knowledge-bases critical to the growth of
multinational companies in the regional cluster (Saxanian, 1990; 1994). Within the knowledge cluster,
multinational companies often want access to a whole group of suppliers or customers, and to
knowledge institutions which are not owned by any particular firm (Lorenzen and Mahnke, 2002).
Most multinational companies, like Vestas in India, have established an R&D unit that is to
contribute to its global R&D network. In fact, Kuemmerle (1998; 1999) and Patel & Vega (1999) have
shown that multinational companies increasingly place such small-scale R&D units in knowledge
clusters to augment the multinational companies’ knowledge bases through monitoring regional
knowledge bases. Frost (2001) has found that such local knowledge sources are particularly important
for explorative innovation. Saxenian (1990); Almeida and Kogut (1999); and Patibandla (1998) have
illustrated this for high-technology industries.
The renewable energy market like wind and solar, characteristic of high cost of implementation and
low performance, are dependent on policies including production incentives and local subsidies and tax
benefits. The local content requirement of Chinese wind development policies (Lewis and Wiser, 2007),
and the requirement of local firms in the equity partnership of foreign firms are policies that are
attracting multinational companies.

4 Case Examples of Localisation Strategies
Vestas is a multinational wind turbine manufacturer headquartered in Denmark, and has been
specialising in wind turbines since 1975. Today, it is the world’s largest wind turbine manufacturer,
having grown mostly out of its thriving home wind energy market, building a strong technology and
knowledge base, and adding up more than 30 years of experience in wind turbine manufacturing. But by
2009, Denmark had sourced nearly 80% of its electricity from renewable energy, most of which came
from wind power. As its home market was stagnating, Vestas laid off 1900 employees from its office in
Denmark in December 2009, whereas it increased its production capacities in the growing wind energy
markets of emerging economies like India and China. India and China are Vestas’ two manufacturing
and R&D locations outside of Europe, Singapore and the United States.
4.1 Vestas in China
Vestas was the first wind turbine company to enter the Chinese market when it installed the first
turbines in Shandong and Hainan in 1986. By 2009, it had 10% of the domestic market share, and had
installed wind turbines in thirteen provinces of China, making it among the biggest accumulated
supplier of wind turbines in China. The company has been building a strong value chain in China
sourcing components from 80-odd local suppliers. It continually improves its sourcing capabilities, with
the aim of finally having a 100 per cent Chinese-made content. Although Chinese manufacturers2 have
roughly three-quarters of the domestic wind turbine market, foreign firms like Vestas are trying to break
in by capitalising on better technologies such as advanced blade designs and other components.
In 2009, Vestas for the first-time customized a turbine for a single, specific and low wind resource
market. It developed a new V60-850 kW wind turbine design specifically tailored for China, particularly
the region of Inner Mongolia3. This new design has blade designs and temperature control systems that
are adapted to the tough winters of Inner Mongolia. The turbine is most effective in low and medium
winds, which make up 75 percent of China's unutilised onshore wind potential (Ritch, 2009). Over 90
percent of the new turbine machine’s components are Chinese-made.
Previous to that, all wind turbines built in China were above 2MW of capacity. Over the years,
Vestas has been building a strong manufacturing capacity in China. It built five production facilities in
Tianjin and one wind turbine factory for the Chinese market in Hohhot, Mongolia. It built its first
nacelle and assembly factory in Tianjin in 2007, where its main activity is to assemble nacelles and hubs
for the Vestas’ MW turbines, including the 2MW and 850 kW wind turbines. It also built a generator,
control systems and blades production facilities in Tianjin. In 2009, the new production capabilities at
the Tianjin facility included the production of control systems and machined parts, which has been
added to existing generator and blades factories. This now makes the facility the most comprehensive
and largest integrated wind energy complex built by Vestas, allowing the manufacture of nacelles, blades,
generators, control systems and machined parts, in one centralised facility.
2

There are around 40 manufacturers of wind turbine components in the Chinese wind energy industry
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Tianjin: The emerging wind energy industrial cluster
The above new facilities are the ‘localisation’ of production chains of Vestas in China, for both the
needs of the Chinese and the global wind market. The Tianjin location has been chosen because of “its
good access to port, rail and major roads in China” (Renewable Energy Today, 2006). And Tianjin is
China’s growing wind energy industrial cluster, which is home to 850 wind-power manufacturers and
suppliers, including domestic and international giants such as Vestas, Gamesa and Suzlon. Tianjin boasts
of an annual capacity of 5,600 MW of turbines, 14,000 wind turbine blades that can equip 4,900
three-blade turbines, more than 5,400 gear boxes, 1,500 engines, 3,200 control systems, 55,000 tons of
resin and other materials for blade production (Enorth, 2009).
Vestas’ localization strategy in China is creating a global wind energy production chain, in
components and fully integrated production facilities, for both local and global markets.
Table 1 Vestas’ Network of Subsidiaries in China
Production Type
Location
Blades
Tianjin
Nacelles
Tianjin
Generators
Tianjin
Foundry
Xuzhou
Machine and Controls
Tianjin
Integrated Wind Turbine Factory
Tianjin
Wind turbine Factory
Hohhot Inner Mongolia

Est. Year
2006
2006
2006
2008
2008
2009
2009

Vestas is creating a production value chain partnering with 80-odd local suppliers of components
for its wind turbines. The new focus of the company is Inner Mongolia where is produces the
V60-850kW turbine, which is the first market-specific turbine, designed to optimise performance and
production in Chinese harsh weather conditions.
Vesta’s competitor and another multinational wind turbine manufacturer, Seimens, set up a new
wind turbine manufacturing facility in China in 2009, and which also marked its entry into the Chinese
wind energy industry. The wind turbines manufactured are for the Chinese market, as well as for exports.
Although this is interesting as a localisation strategy of multinationals, a comprehensive analysis is
beyond the scope of this paper.
4.2 Vestas in India
In 1987, Dandia, the Danish financial aid agency, selected Vestas to develop six wind energy
projects in India. Soon Vestas entered into a 49% equity joint venture agreement with RRB Consultants
and Engineers Pvt. Ltd., to manufacture wind energy generators in India. Although the technology for
wind energy generators was from Denmark, they were manufactured to suit the Indian climatic
conditions. Vestas RRB had been technologically indigenising components manufacturing such as
blades and control systems. As a result of its localization strategy, the company was able to achieve a
10-15 per cent cost reduction in blades manufacturing, cost-savings in terms of time and transportation,
and closing the lead-time in getting the blades to the market (The Hindu, 2005).
In 2003, and back home, Vestas merged with NEG Micon, the other leading Danish wind turbine
manufacturer of the time. So by 2006, Vestas strategically repositioned itself in India and divested its
49% equity stake to RRB Consultants and Engineers, on condition that RRB only manufactures wind
turbines for the market below 750kW capacity, and for which, Vestas will continue to cooperate as its
technology partner. It renamed its now wholly owned subsidiary, NEG Micon India to Vestas Wind
Technology India Pvt. Ltd., and began concentrating on turbines of 750kW and above in capacity.
Around that time, Vestas saw a major shift in the demand for high capacity wind turbines in the
Asia-Pacific region, and made its Indian facility the manufacturing and export base for wind turbines
above 750 kW. It built two manufacturing setups – one in Chennai which caters to the export market for
components like hubs and nacelles and the other factory in Pondicherry which caters to the domestic
market.
In 2008, Vestas started a R&D technology centre in Chennai, India, which is one of its key markets.
The primary objective behind the R&D initiative is to improve turbine reliability, maximise performance
and lower the cost of wind energy, and which contributes to R&D in almost all core wind technology
areas. In fact, the primary driver for setting up the R&D office was not only cost, although costs were
lower than in Europe and Singapore, but to gain access to local skills and talents (Hindu Business Line,
2008). Chennai is the centre for reputed and high quality engineering graduates particularly from the
elite Indian Institute of Technology (IIT-Chennai).
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Production Type
Hubs and
Nacelles
R&D Centre
Hubs and
Nacelles

Table 2
Location
Chennai

Vestas’ Network of Subsidiaries in India
Description
Assembly process consists of incoming inspection, sub-assembly,
main assembly and final testing. The components are supplied by
Vestas’ own factories and vendors, and which they sell in
international markets.
Chennai
The results of this research centre is incorporated into the main
global R&D network
Pondicherry
Assembly for the domestic

5 Analysis and Conclusions
Emerging markets are becoming increasingly important for Western multinational companies. The
companies discover new spots on their emerging markets’ innovation landscape and existing strategies
are redefined. With the rise of emerging multinationals, western multinational companies begin to feel
competition at their home bases too. Success in this competitive battle will depend on innovation both in
their home bases – advanced economies, but also in emerging markets. In other words, the world is
witnessing the increased use of inventors located in emerging economies by western multinational
companies as inputs into the creation of intellectual property which is used in advanced markets. So far
the production of new knowledge has been dominated by inventors in the Triad; presently inventors in
emerging economies, especially China and India, are making an increasing contribution.
Soete (2009) argues that if the recent trends in R&D continue then ‘in 2025, the United States and
Europe will have lost their scientific and technological supremacy for the benefit of Asia’. This
assessment is consistent with the investment attractiveness of the world’s regions. A 2010 report by
Ernst & Young, based on a survey of world business leaders, states that ‘Western Europe’s appeal as the
most attractive destination for FDI collapsed from 68% of votes in 2006 to 38% in 2010’. At the same
time, China became the most attractive location for FDI in 2010 and together China, India and Eastern
Europe are perceived as the most attractive regions for FDI over the next three years (Ernst and Young,
2010).
A recently published report on ‘Wind Power: Opportunities in Emerging Markets’ (RNCOS, 2010)
maintains that emerging countries are faced with increasing power demand due to three main reasons.
Firstly, most of the emerging economies are preferred destinations for industrial and manufacturing
plant set up by developed countries and hence are in the need to electricity. Secondly, development of
power grid connectivity has boosted up the power consumption. Thirdly, increasing population has
fuelled the power requirement in these economies. And because rising fossil fuel prices may become
prohibitive, these countries are adding renewable sources of energy into their power mix. In this respect,
wind power represents the best choice to feed their growing energy demand. It is relatively low cost than
other renewable sources and is a cleaner source of energy. Wind is to become a highly competitive
source for power generation.
These developments go in parallel with localisation strategies of multinational companies and
consistent with the insights from academic literature. In our literature review (summarised in the
analytical framework) we identified a number of push and pulls factors that are behind the localisation
strategies of firms in the wind energy technology development. The case studies exemplified these
factors. As a typical western multinational company, Vestas is confronting with stagnating market at its
home base, serving as a main push factor. At the same time, Vestas sees new opportunities opening up in
emerging economies like India and China, offering dynamic market (a pull market-seeking motive).
It is not only the market as such that is attracting western multinationals to the emerging economies.
The fact that western multinational companies place their corporate R&D centres there is a sign of
asset-seeking motive. Many local subsidiaries established by Vestas in China and India are of
competence-creating nature. They develop knowledge and technology, benefiting from local capabilities
and skills, and collaboration with either local partners or subsidiaries of other western multinationals,
usually being localised in a specialised cluster (the Tianjin emerging wind energy industrial cluster is a
good example). Then the knowledge and expertise created in emerging markets are to be used and
applied elsewhere in the global corporate network of this multinational. Cantwell and Mudambi (2005,
p.1124) view these subsidiaries as the ‘product of a process that has been going on for a decade ... the
emergence of global networks for innovation’.
In terms of policy implications, host countries (and specifically emerging economies) need to take
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more decisive steps in ensuring a sound regulatory framework and better policy environment, better
resources mapping and exploration, adapting both institutions and infrastructures to the renewable
energy. From the perspective of the home countries, concerns are often raised that international
expansion of western multinationals is often proceeds at the expense of their presence at home,
specifically in terms of jobs in manufacturing (layoffs of workers at home). The concerns are also raised
in the case of R&D internationalisation.
However, the picture is slightly different here. It might be argued about complimentarily of R&D
localised in different subsidiaries of a multinational company. Establishing an R&D function at an
overseas subsidiary (based in emerging economies) does not by default lead to closure of a home
country corporate R&D lab. Internationalisation of corporate R&D is not a zero-sum game.
Multinational companies’ ability to participate in international innovation networks, which provide
diversified knowledge inputs, may strengthen home country innovation systems and enhance their
ability to produce innovations.
Overall, the clean energy market is set to experience further growth. Globally, investment has more
than doubled in the last five years, and even the recent economic turmoil did not affect it substantially
(Black, 2010).
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Abstract The paper presents qualitative study that views the effect of technology on the business
strategy performance relationship which has mainly concentrated on big firms. The review of the small
business literature reveals limited research has attempted to investigate the moderating effect of
technology in small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), particularly in the Uganda’s context. This
study empirically examined the moderating effect of technology on the relationship between business
strategy and performance of SMEs in the Uganda’s manufacturing sector. Findings of the study indicate
the performance of SME vary with the choice of the business strategies they adopted that result to
building core competences with regard to the competitive advantages. Additionally, to a certain degree,
the findings of the study suggest technology as measured by technological complexity of process
moderates the relationship between business strategy and the performance of SME’s. Finally the study
suggests the model diagrammatic model that portray the role of technology as facilitator to performance
of SME’s and in meeting overall customer needs and at a balanced cost and fit of positioning in stiff
competitive environment
Key words Strategic management; Competitive advantage; SMEs core competencies

1 Introduction
Uganda is one of the fastest growing economies in Africa, averaging an annual rate of growth of
6.981 GDP per cent in the 2009. Domestic investment and FDI into Uganda have increased rapidly for
example Huawei china Telecom, . Much of this investment and growth has been driven by the
imperative to erase an earlier decade of self-destruction, and the economy has only now begun to
recover to the levels of production that existed prior to the turbulent 1970s and early 1980s. As the
recovery runs its course, the sources of economic growth will need to shift from rehabilitation to
expansion. Investors will need to enlarge their focus from catch-up investment, to the development of
new products and markets.
Entrepreneurs will need to complement their success on the SMEs policy and competitive
advantage front with an equivalent effort at improving the SMEs environment that governs enterprise
and industry-level competitiveness. SMEs in Uganda face high operating costs and low productivity due
to structural constraints arising from poor or inadequate technology and then coupled with weak utilities
and transport networks; inadequate supply of inputs; and added transit costs from the coast of Indian
Ocean the fact that it’s a landlocked country. An improvement in the business environment will require
attention to problems ranging from infrastructure bottlenecks to shortage of technically trained
manpower
Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) represent an important part of the economies of both
developed and developing countries. More specifically, in Uganda, currently SMEs made up of more
than 90 percent of the total number of firms and at the same time, export about 20 percent of their total
output. Apart from their large numbers and contribution to generating income through exporting,
Uganda’s SMEs are also known to provide new job opportunities, introduce innovations, stimulate
competition, and assist big companies. Despite the significant role of SMEs in the Uganda’s economy,
research involving small businesses still appears to be not only neglected, but also limited in their scope.
The review of the small business literature in Uganda reveals that SMEs have received limited empirical
attention as a field of study. Although in recent years there has been an increasing number of a research
on SMEs, these studies have limited focus though they seem to be able to increase as well as improve
our knowledge in this area.
Given the importance of SMEs and the limited data of the past studies, more focused research is
needed in this field of study. More significant in the area of research is to address the issue of
technology in influencing the business strategy-performance relationship in SMEs. A recently completed
study, part of infoDev's growing series of country studies on ICT, growth and competitiveness, analyzes
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the opportunities for and challenges to ICT-enabled growth in Uganda, and makes concrete
recommendations for action. This has enabled competitiveness and economic growth in Uganda and in
long and short run positively impacted small medium enterprises?

2 Literature Review
Technology, the term technology has been defined in terms of information and hardware, activities
and effect of knowledge and the variability of materials and the nature of search processes. According to
Rousseau and Cooke (1984), technology involved knowledge and capabilities (such as those found in
organizational members and machines), the techniques and procedures available for transforming inputs
into outputs, and the processes or activities associated with the application of these technologies.
Robbins (1996) defined technology as how an organization transform its inputs (such as materials and
information) into outputs (products and services), and is considered as one of the internal contingency
variable that also influenced the structure of an organization. Earlier study by Woodward (1965)
indicated that distinct relationships existed between the three basic forms of technology (unit production
or batch technology, mass or large batch, and process production or continuous process technology) and
the subsequent structure of manufacturing firms.
Note only that, the effectiveness of manufacturing firms is related to the fit between technology and
structure. Looking at the technology-structure research from 1965 through 1980, Kantrow (1980) and
Fry (1982) found that with some exceptions, many of the studies suggested strong support for the
existence of the technology-structure and performance relationships. In addition, the research reviews
carried out by Kantrow (1980) revealed that managers expressed the need to place technological
decisions in the context of management. In another study that examined firms that used technology as
part of their competitive strategies, Frohman reported that a strategy that emphasized technology is not
necessary the best.
Regardless of their organizational size, Frohman concluded that if a firm decides to exploit
technology as a competitive weapon, it must also fulfill the following three conditions which include
having top management orientation, have project selection criteria; and have appropriate systems and
structure. Morone (1989) also noted that technology provides a firm the opportunity of a source of
competitive advantage thus he added that strategic management in firms should respond to this
technological opportunity and integrate technology with their business strategy. Molloy and Schwenk’s
(1995) looks at the effects of technology on the strategic making decision process suggested that
information technology improved decision making efficiency and effectiveness at each stage of the
strategic decision process.
The study conducted by Schroeder, Congden, and Gopinath (1995) found the linkages between
strategy, technology and performance in small manufacturing firms. The authors concluded that failure
to adopt an appropriate new technology or the failure to realign a firm’s strategy to the new technology
weakened the firm’s competitive position as well as affects its performance. Another study carried out
by Ackroyd (1995) discovered that although information technology firms lack structure or lack
hierarchy, these firms are highly successful in terms of sales turnover and value-added due to their
adoption of high technology.
Over the years, the importance of business strategy in both large and small firms has been
continuously emphasized in the strategic management. Firms adopt business strategy to outline the
fundamental steps they need to follow in order to accomplish their organizational objectives. This
further indicates that organizations can have a single strategy or many strategies, and that these
strategies are likely to exist at three levels: corporate level strategies, business level strategies, and
functional level strategies. Although this suggests that strategies are developed at the three different
levels, siness strategy (Lee, 1987).
Past empirical research on the relationship between strategy and performance has mainly
concentrated on large firms. These studies provide strong evidence that suggests business strategies are
associated with the performance of large firms Although most of the empirical studies have centered
upon large firms, findings of an increasing number of studies have suggested that business strategy also
influenced the performance of smaller firms. Giglierano (1987) noted that effective business strategies
in smaller firms depended on the type of business as well as the products they developed. Giglierano
found that SMEs that adopted particular business strategies seem to achieve better performance. Forrest
(1990) observed that small firms have to develop new strategies to react to the changing nature of
business as reflected in such factors as increasing competition, both national and international, the
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increasing internationalization of markets, and new global competitors.
Earlier on Porter (1986) pointed out that a firm can gain its competitive advantage by producing
value to its customers. The author emphasized that a firm can gain its competitive advantage by
performing the chain of strategically important activities such as production, marketing, sales, service,
human resource management, technology development, procurement activities cheaply or better than its
competitors. Based on these activities, Porter developed the following three generic business strategies;
low cost, differentiation and focus (niche).
In a low cost strategy, the firm attempts to reduce cost and increase profit as well as sales by using
economies of scale, scope and technology. In a differentiation strategy, the firm emphasizes on
developing ways to make products appear unique and different. Finally, in a niche (focus) strategy, the
firm focuses on product development and marketing efforts in a particular market segment that the firm
has a cost or differentiation advantage.
Using the Porter's three generic competitive strategies of low cost, differentiation and focus,
Schroeder, Congden and Gopinath (1995) indicated the linkage between the generic strategies and
manufacturing technology. In addition, Mosakowski (1993) found that entrepreneurial firms that
adopted focus and differentiation strategies performed better than firms that do not use these strategies.
Although the literature suggests firms adopt various business strategies, several of these can be defined
in terms of Porter’s or Galbraith and Schendel’s dimensions. Despite the relevance of the generic
business strategies developed by Porter, and Galbraith and Schendel, few studies have examined them in
the context of SMEs. Accordingly, this study adopts the following six common types of competitive
strategies: three of Porter’s generic strategies (low cost, differentiation and focus); growth and harvest
strategy of Galbraith and Schendel (1983); and vertical integration strategy of David (2001).

3 Methodology
The mythology used to source data on small medium enterprises Uganda was mainly from
secondary tools. Literature on prior work, including studies and survey reports on SMEs various
importable products, markets for Uganda and present intervention program documents were reviewed as
a starting point.
In undertaking this research study, we took the advantage of information already available in
Uganda through various national program’s and other expertise from various regional and international
institutions as follows: National reports made development of SMEs, Providers, universities, NGOs etc.,
Available training curricula, training and awareness materials on SMEs, Policy documents such as the
strategic plans, Academic and research institutions publications and the means in place for accessing.
Basically secondary data was the major source of information and data on this research.
Business Strategy
In Ugandan SME’s, low cost strategy, product differentiation strategy, and niche strategy (Porter,
1980), growth and harvest strategies (Galbraith and Schendel, 1983), and vertical integration strategy
(David, 1999) were adopted in the study. In the literature review, indicates most of these business
strategies have been widely used in previous studies.
Technology
Technology was operationalized by measuring the level of technological complexity of product and
the level of technological complexity of process found in the SMEs. As a result, most SME’s best
described the level of the technological complexity of their products and processes of production
Performance
Performance was measured using the actual figures of shillings- Ugandan currency sales volume,
the amount of assets, the amount of equity, the number of employees, return on investment (ROI), return
on sales (ROS) and return on assets (ROA) over a specific period. The ROI, ROS and ROA can be
computed as follows:
ROI = net profit/total equity
ROS = net profit/total sales
ROA = net profit/total assets
Average performance measures are derived by adding the annual figures of shilling sales volume,
the amount of assets, the amount of equity, the number of employees, ROI, ROS and ROA) for over the
specific period of time..
The growth (average rate) performance measures are computed by taking the average percentage
change in the performance measures that is sales volume, the amount of assets, the amount of equity,
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and the number of employees, ROI, ROS and ROA for over a specific period. The rate of change of
each of the performance measures is computed by taking the difference between two years and divided
by the earlier year, resulting in each performance composite index (BPCI) as the mean values of ROI,
ROS and ROA.

4 Findings and Discussion of Findings
Findings point out that business strategy may lead to better performance under condition of greater
technology complexity of process, but not technological complexity of product. The technological
complexity of process moderates the relationship between business strategy and performance as
consistent with the contingency theory. The contingency theorists viewed technological process as an
important moderator.
Note that, strategy theorists such as Kentrow (1980), Frohman (1982 and 1985), Moron (1989)
acknowledged the connection between strategy used and technology. Theorists have argued that
competitive advantage can come from any technological process. According to the theorists, firms
should therefore incorporate their technological process in formulating and implementing their business
strategies. The strategy theorists are of the view that the matching of business strategy with the
technological process should significantly improve a firm’s performance.
Performance
From the analysis I found that different companies in SME’s tend to emphasize on different
performance measurement, this suggests financial profitability and growth to be the most common
measures of organizational performance. Claims have been forward that profitability is the best indicator
to identify whether an organization is doing performing well and hence profitability can be used as the
vivid measure of organization success. Nash (1993)
More so, profitability has been the most common measure of performance in Uganda SME’s
western companies. Profit margin, return on assets, return on equity, return on sales are considered to be
the common measures of financial profitability (Robinson et al 1982; found sales, sales growth, net
profit and gross profit were among the financial measures preferred by Uganda’s manufacturing firms.
Competitive advantages
From the study I found out, that Uganda’s SME’s has the potential to serve as a granary of East
Africa and as a major supplier of food and agricultural commodities to the world markets have long
been recognized. Varied topography, fertile soils and excellent climatic conditions comparatively favor
annual and bi- annual agricultural production. The country has a potential to develop into a major
exporter mostly processed agricultural products but production constraints such as low levels of
technology, low R&D, and market access constraints are limiting factors.
From the contingency point of view, I found out that, technology is considered as an important
contingency tool. This framework viewed technology as source of competitive advantage for a firm.
However, a firm will need to align its technology to its strategy. The contingency theory suggests that
firms that adapt their technology to their business strategies tend to improve their performance. SME’s
that have adapted technology they produce at cheap cost compared to those SME’s.
Adapt e

Technology

Strategy
3 C’s

Efficiency
High out put
Low cost
High profitability

Employee
training

Figure 1

The Significance of Technology, Strategy and Training in Meeting the End Goals of Revenue of
Small Medium Enterprises

From the contingency viewpoint, different types of firms operating in different situations require
different technological complexity. Mass production technology or more complex technology is
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normally effective for manufacturing firms involve in high volume products. Likewise, unit product or
less complex technology is more suited for firms involved with the production of customized production.
I therefore suggest (Anderson M 2002) the models that educate role technology and performance
strategies focusing customer needs through flexibility and adaptability to change, this is portrayed in the
diagram below.
3 Cs are customer, costs and competition should be mixed to meet the overall objectives of the
small medium enterprises. Therefore from the diagram presented above, technology should match with
strategy and employee training to meet the demands of the market. Adaptability to change is a greatest
tool because technology is ever changing from time to time. This will brings efficiency, high output, low
costs and high profitability as the main objective to the small medium enterprises revenue.

5 Conclusion
The three generic strategies that are, low cost, differentiation, and niche developed by Porter are
not only relevant to large firms, but also to SMEs. The studies have found out those SMEs adopted
different strategies. In addition, they discovered that SMEs that adopted certain business strategies were
more viable for certain industrial environments. If hypothesized the moderating effect for technology
might occur on the business strategy-performance relationship. Contrary to expectation, the results of
the moderated regression analyses on technological complexity of product are not significant.
Small businesses in Uganda are exposed with a number of competitive advantages that lead to
business success. These causes of success are quite diverse in nature. They have resulted in more than
fifty percent of businesses success in recent years. The study established causes of small businesses
success, among which are: flexibility, innovation, low costs, Spatial benefits and the potential for
decentralized supply opportunities, Lower congestion costs, Restricted choice by the user caused by
restrictions on competition, Lobbying costs, Market structure costs and Protectionism The aim is to help
the business owners to utilize these advantages and work with one another. If followed, then businesses
might move from where they are today to where their owners, investors and managers want them to be.
However it is recommended to much attention on the following; Strategic investment in productivity
enhancing technologies, Research and development (R&D), Human resource development,
Development of a financial sector that is supportive to the export Sector, Speeding up interventions and
reforms in policy issues supportive of trade such as commercial laws, Customs Union protocol among
others.
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Abstract This paper researches on the motivational mechanism of university teachers under
R&D-type Industry-University-Research cooperation model. Firstly, the paper defines the concept and
the model of the Industry-University-Research cooperation; then, it describes the principal-agent
relationship which exists under R&D-type Industry-University-Research cooperation model. And the
paper establishes the motivational mechanism of university teachers through mathematical model. Lastly,
we can draw the conclusion that universities should promote the capability of university teachers and
enterprises should reduce the coefficient of profits share properly.
Key words Industry-university-research; R&D-type cooperation model; Motivational mechanism

1 Introduction
At present, Industry-University-Research cooperation in the main developed countries in the world
is very common, but for the motivational mechanism of university teachers in this research is very little.
Only through the current situation of the Industry-University-Research cooperation to analyze the
motivational mechanism or through the motivational mechanism of the university teachers and
knowledge workers get the information of motivation for university teachers in
Industry-University-Research cooperation.
1.1 The general situation of international research
Foreign motivational mechanism on the research is mainly from knowledge management and
project management, analyzes the motivation problem of "Industry-University-Research cooperation"
and motivation factors. Kenneth A. Smith indicates that the university students are the main power of
the industry development, so the industry motivation for university teachers is very important. American
scholar Lee Yong. S (1996) who focuses on the authentic proof study in colleges, find out that the best
choice of Industry-University-Research cooperation model is principal research.
Foreign scholars’ research on university teachers' motivational problems focuses on two aspects
such as motivational mechanism with its influencing factors and the teachers’ personal levels. Just for
motivational mechanism influencing factors, Thomas J. Sergiovanni thinks moral is the biggest power of
teachers' work motivation. Craig’s study shows that raising their social status can arouse teachers love
on their jobs, thereby reducing the loss of teachers. David W. Johnson and Roger T. Johnson mentions in
their study that cooperation is a good way to encourage teachers. For College teachers' personal level, E.
Mark Hanson thinks that teachers’ working motivation usually includes job working conditions, the
nature of the job and personal considerations.
Harvard University psychologist William James in the motivational study of workers finds
knowledge workers can greatly improve their abilities after encouraged. And Mahen Tampoe’s study
finds knowledge workers pay more attention to the challenging work that can constantly improve their
developments, and will pursuit their growth of knowledge, individual and business restlessly. The need
of strength for motivational factors is different for knowledge workers in different stages of
development. In addition, some scholars think consultation and participation are the two tools that
digging the enterprise’s internal intellectual capital.
1.2 The general situation of domestic research
Industry-University-Research cooperation of domestic research focuses on the incentive
compatibility mechanism and cooperation among the interior motivational mechanism of the body. Chen
Xiangfeng analyses incentive compatibility mechanism of Industry-University-Research cooperation
indicates that the incentive compatibility refers to the combination of subjective for him to production,
learning and research to make them all, through trade, objectively division and for the whole society's
scientific and technological progress to work, so as to realize the mutual interaction with the uniform.
Although production, study and research pursue different objective functions, but due to the union,
∗
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making each other’s benefits become cross-reactivity because various forms of cooperation, and thus get
economy increasing returns to scale. Shen Yongliang (2004) in its master degree thesis points out, in the
cooperative innovation of scientific research institutes, if universities or research institutes’ behavior can
not be observed; cooperation must be induced by incentive compatibility mechanism.
Domestic scholar Li Chongfeng’ s study of the motivational mechanism suggests that the teachers’
behavior motivation is very necessary. School administrators should adopt some strategies for teachers’
development; teachers should encourage each other in order to achieve common development. Teachers
should be self-motivated, and seek self development. Xu Zengyong and Sun Guangfu think that need is
the power of action, correct understanding to the particularity needs of university teachers, and
according to different objects take different methods are reasonable. Based on the principal-agent theory,
Scholars such as Fan Kewei, Zhao Linping, Zhang Chenghua etc. establish function, put forward the
incentive model of university teachers.
At present domestic scholars’ study of the knowledge workers motivational mechanism is based on
the analysis from the study of the knowledge workers demanding characteristics, in order to find
motivational measures, but very little are analyzed from knowledge workers’ behavior characteristics.
In short, current study of motivational mechanism in Industry-University-Research cooperation is
very little. And the study of university teachers' motivation model in Industry-University-Research
cooperation has a lot of research potential. According to the motivational mechanism of
Industry-University-Research cooperation, the motivational mechanism of university teachers and
motivational mechanism knowledge workers can be seen, the research achievements in
Industry-University-Research cooperation of university teachers' motivation is feasible and very
meaningful.

2 The Conception of Industry-University-Research Cooperation
The Industry-University-Research cooperation is under the environment which supporting by the
country, and it seen enterprises, colleges, research institutes, government and agencies as basic elements,
engaging the scientific research, talent nurturing, market developing, etc. through interaction of each
element, and then establish the organization form of the Industry-University-Research cooperation to
achieve technology innovation, social service, industry development and economy improvement[1].
Among these elements, enterprises, colleges, research institutions are internal basic principal parts.
Enterprises play a leading role in the Industry-University-Research cooperation, while colleges and
research institutions serve as crucial support. And government and agencies are external principal parts.
Government leads the Industry-University-Research cooperation, while the agencies link it.
The Industry-University-Research cooperation can be clearly denoted in Figure 1.

3 Classification of the Industry-University-Research Cooperation Model
The Industry-University-Research cooperation is a systematic engineering that refers to multi
subjects with intrinsic structure and function among them. In order to clarify the problem of the
Industry-University-Research cooperation, it is highly important to define its model. The
Industry-University-Research cooperation model is identifying of different cooperation ways and types
between basic cooperative subjects or internal and external principal parts, which can be used for
reference, and promotion or innovation.
This paper divides the Industry-University-Research cooperation into 3 models, according to
different aims of enterprises participating Industry-University-Research cooperation and drawing
lessons from the classification of Professor Wang Zhangbao, such as talent nurturing pattern, research &
development pattern, and intersubjective synthesis pattern [2].
3.1 The pattern of talent nurturing cooperation model
The pattern of talent nurturing is also named as the pattern of cooperative education. In the ages of
knowledge economy, talent is a decisive element to deciding success or failure in an enterprise. In order
to training qualified employees of who are specialized in marketing, production, and technical
development, enterprises usually work with colleges to foster talent in such ways, as entrusted training,
joint education programs, base co-building and mutual pluralism. Colleges are beneficiaries in this
model that they not only culturing special talent for enterprises but also raising the rate of employment
for their graduates. And the colleges also earn very good social reputation with their qualified graduates’
strong practical and innovative ability.
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3.2 The pattern of research and development cooperation model
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The Diagram of Industry-University-Research Cooperation

The purpose of this model is to promote the innovative ability of all parties, in other words to raise
the enterprises’ technical innovative ability quickly and to accelerate the transformation of college
research results. Based on strong scientific research power, colleges work with enterprises, which have
huge fund, to speed up the transformation of research results into productivity, or to accelerate science
and technology more closely combining with economy. This essential and active model usually takes the
following forms as: technology transfer, technical consultation & services, coalition in major scientific
research tasks or engineering projects, joint participation in the Industry-University-Research
cooperation development project, and co-build R&D entities, etc.
3.3 The pattern of intersubjective synthesis cooperation model
Both the above the two models assume that enterprises have only one purpose—they either need
highly qualified talents (as in pattern I) or enhance their own innovative ability (as in pattern II). But
enterprises of participating the Industry-University-Research cooperation may have
multi-purposes—they want to cultivate talents as well as accelerate innovative ability. Such
multi-purpose cooperation between enterprises and colleges are called intersubjective synthesis pattern
cooperation model, which requires cooperative entities to collaborate in multi-orientations deeply and
make the best profit at the same time.

4 The Analysis of the Principal-agent Relationship under the R&D-type IndustryUniversity-Research Cooperation Model
Under the R&D-type Industry-university-Research cooperation model, enterprises and colleges
form the principal-agent relationship in line with the following 2 conditions:
①This paper strictly confines the entities of the Industry-University-Research cooperation as
enterprises and colleges. According to the above analysis, the information which they master is
asymmetrical due to different social divisions of labor. Enterprises hold huge funds and productivity,
who know their situations well while colleges are hard to see the real picture of enterprises
comprehensively. Similarly, human resources in colleges are hard to be monitored. College teachers
know their own research capability, but enterprises don’t. If enterprises want to know these teachers’
actual research works completely, they have to do some necessary supervising, but the cost is very high.
Neither enterprises nor colleges can fully understand the information from the other part, thus, the
information between them is asymmetrical.
②Both enterprises and colleges are rational economic bodies who pursue the best value for
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themselves. But their basic interests are not the same. Enterprises want the biggest profit. However,
what colleges pursue is much more than this—they seek for school reputation, individual fame and other
social effects. Because of different interest pursuit, agents in the Industry-University-Research
cooperation may harm their consigners’ benefit to satisfy their own. Consequently, agents need to design
proper simulative contract to ensure their clients and themselves obtain the best benefit.
The Industry-University-Research cooperative principal-agent relationship actually means the
relationship between collaborators that’s with information advantaged and disadvantaged. Simply
speaking, either before or after the relationship is established, if the information is not symmetric
between collaborators, the bond can be described as agent-client relationship. The party with
information advantages is called agent; the party with information disadvantages is called client or
consigner. This paper presumes that enterprises are consigners and colleges agents in the R&D-type
cooperation model.
It shows that the R&D-type Industry-University-Research cooperation involves principal-agent
relationship; because of the problems that affect by the relationship in turn affect the
Industry-University-Research cooperation. Accurate understanding of these issues is the key to solve
these problems and only by doing so can the Industry-University-Research cooperation carry out
smoothly and its economic and social benefits develop the best affect.

5 Research about University Teacher Motional Mechanism in R&D-type Industry
–University-Research Cooperation Model
One way to solve the problem of agents may be hurt clients due to asymmetrical information in the
Industry-University-Research cooperation is to establish a motivational-restriction system for agents.
According to the principal-agent theory of information economics, motional mechanism is a kind of
special asymmetrical information countermeasure, whose designer, clients, attracts agents with more
information act in accordance with clients’ interest for their own. In principal-agent relationship defined
in this paper, enterprises should design motional mechanism—contracts or motivating plans to urge
college teachers to fulfill their tasks.
5.1 The construction of motivational models
5.1.1 Pre-hypotheses
For convenient modeling and description, the following hypotheses are made:
Hypothesis I: Suppose college teachers are agents that they have informational advantages in the
Industry-University-Research cooperation; enterprises are clients that they have informational
disadvantages. In the following text, enterprise is client and college teacher is agent. College teachers'
behaviors in the Industry-University-Research cooperation have an impact on enterprises’ interest.
Enterprises and colleges cooperate under circumstances of asymmetric information in that enterprises
can’t observe college teachers’ action choice a and external variant θ , but produce π.
Hypothesis II: Suppose enterprises are neutral risk taker, its utility function is v(π−S(π)), and
college teachers are risk evaders, the agent’s utility function are fixed absolutely risk evading, i.e.
u = −e − ρω ( 0 < ρ < 1 is the absolute risk evading measurement; ω is the actual monetary income).
Hypothesis III: the model satisfies college teachers’ individual rationality constraint, i.e. they
participate in the model where their obtained utility is greater than their reserved utility. (There is a
hidden hypothesis that the agent market is completely competitive, and agent’s reserved utility can be
seen as correspondent to market salary. Such hypothesis excludes bargains between agents and clients)[3].
And meanwhile, the model satisfies motivational compatibility constraint, i.e. the motivational contract
designed by client attracts agents act to the best result for clients based on their own interest.
5.1.2 Model construction and its solution
(1) Both enterprises and college teachers are rational participants of the
Industry-University-Research cooperation whose output depends on college teachers’ hard work.
Suppose a is college teachers’ variate of hard work, then its outcome is the function of how hard they
work. But outcome does not only rely on college teachers’ hard work, the uncertainty brought about by
external variant θ can also affect it. Here let’s assume the random variant takes normal distribution
when the average of θ is zero, and variance is σ2. If output function takes the following linear form: π
= a+θ, θ ~ N(0,σ2).
(2) Effort income of college teachers is linear function about outcome, S (π ) = α + βπ ， α is
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basic pay of work irrelevant to how hard they work; β is profit sharing coefficient—the agents’
portion shared from the work benefit π. Obviously, 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 .
(3) C, the cost of agents’ work, is the quadratic function of effort level a ; assume C ( a ) =

1

2
ba ，

2
b > 0 ， where b is agents’ cost coefficient representing agents’ efficiency, the smaller b is, the
stronger its ability. C ′( a ) > 0 ， C ′′( a ) > 0 means agents’ general cost and marginal cost increase with
their efforts.
(4) The Industry-University-Research cooperation affects college teachers’ fame and its equivalent
t
monetary income utility is E επ where ε is fame influence coefficient, ε < 1 and ε ≠ 0 , t is
career span, t > 0 , E is a constant bigger than 1[4].
On the basis of the above hypotheses, clients’ risk is neutral and their certain equivalent income is
their expectation of real yield, i.e. clients’ certain equivalent income is.
Clients’ prospective income, which means their certain equivalent income, is

E (π − W (π )) = E((1 − β )a − α + (1 − β )θ ) = (1 − β )a − α
Since fame factors are hidden elements, agents’ real income is effort income plus income brought
by hidden elements and minus effort cost, we get
u = α + βπ + E t επ − 1 ba 2 = α + (a + θ )(β + E t ε ) − 1 ba 2
2
2
For agents are strict risk evaders, their certain equivalent income is
E(u) − 1 ρ var(W (π )) = α + a( β + E t ε ) − 1 ba2 − 1 ρ ( β + E t ε )2 σ 2
2
2
2
1
t 2 2
ρ ( β + E ε ) σ is agents’ risk cost.
Where E ( w) is agents’ prospective income,
2
Let ϖ be employees’ reserved utility, i.e. random cost. If certain equivalent income is smaller
than ϖ , then employees will deny the contract, so their participant restraint can be demonstrated as
1
1
α + a ( β + E t ε ) − ba 2 − ρ ( β + E t ε ) 2 σ 2 ≥ ϖ
2
2
Agents’ motivational compatibility restraint is
1
1
⎞
⎛
max⎜ α + a ( β + E t ε ) − ba 2 − ρ ( β + E t ε ) 2 σ 2 ⎟
2
2
⎠
⎝
So far, incentive question has been transformed into how to ensure the parameters in the contract to
maximize clients’ benefits when participant restraint and motivational restraint are satisfied. Its
optimized model is like this,
max( 1 − β ) a − α
(1)
1
1
2
2
2
(2)
S.T. （ IR) α + a ( β + E t ε ) − ba − ρ ( β + E t ε ) σ ≥ ϖ
2
2
1
1
⎛
⎞
(IC) max ⎜ α + a ( β + E t ε ) − ba 2 − ρ ( β + E t ε ) 2 σ ⎟
( 3)
2
2
⎝
⎠
∂u
β + E tε
= 0 , that is β + E t − ba = 0 , so a =
; therefore,
∂a
b
college teachers' effort cost coefficient b, profit sharing coefficient β , fame influence coefficient ε , and
career span t determine effort level.
5.2 Analysis of motivational model
β + E tε
College teachers’ effort level is a =
，which indicates that the effort level is relevant to
b
effort cost coefficient b, profit sharing coefficient β , fame influence coefficient ε , and career span t .
Analysis 1: College teachers’ effort level is in reverse to effort cost coefficient b which represents
agents’ ability; the smaller the b is, the greater the ability is. On condition that coefficient of
profit-sharing, coefficient of reputation influenced and career time are fixed, the smaller b is, the greater

From the first-order condition, we get
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the effort level is.
Analysis 2: College teachers’ effort level and coefficient of profit-sharing β vary in the same
direction, on condition that effort cost coefficient, coefficient of reputation influence ε and career time
t are fixed, the higher β is, the more actively college teachers will work.
Analysis 3: College teachers’ effort level, coefficient of reputation influence ε , and career time t
vary in the same direction, and on condition that effort cost coefficient b, coefficient of profit-sharing
β and career time t are fixed, the higher the coefficient of reputation influence is, the more actively
college teachers will work.
Analysis 4: On condition that effort level a and cost coefficient b are fixed, coefficient of
profit-sharing β and coefficient of reputation influence ε are substitutable. College teachers’
attitude towards reputation should be concerned in analysis of employees' effort level.
5.3 Suggestions on motivational measures
Firstly: College teachers’ effort level is in reverse to effort cost coefficient b, so we may strengthen
their ability and decrease effort cost coefficient. Enterprise should get in touch with university teachers
and make them participated in all kinds of corporation business often, so they could understand the
stratagem of corporation development and R&D, then they’ll purposively associate their scientific
research in ordinary work and participate in Industry-University-Research cooperation by decreasing
effort cost coefficient b, so they can participate in R&D better.
Secondly: Because university teacher is a special group which belongs to employee who has
knowledge and cherishes the peculiarity of himself, i.e. coefficient of reputation influenced is higher. So
the excitation for them is different from common employee. Based on the analysis of above paragraphs,
coefficient of profit-sharing is in reverse to reputation influenced and personal career time, the more
ε、t is ， the less β is. In other words, considering the fame influence of reputation and
career-planning time of university teacher, enterprise may relevantly decrease coefficient of profit-share
and encourage them participate in Industry-University-Research cooperation by spiritual prompting.

6 Conclusions
This paper mainly studies the university teacher motional mechanism in R&D-type
Industry-University-Research cooperation model. Firstly, defining its conception, and then presenting
the three kinds of cooperation model: talent nurturing pattern, research & development pattern, and
intersubjective
synthesis
pattern.
When
principal-agent
relationship
in
R&D-type
Industry-University-Research cooperation model is analyzed, the conclusion is that problems may
derive from this principal-agent relationship. One of the solutions is to establish motive-restricting
system. The fourth part of this paper presents two suggestions through the model: one is organizing
university teachers to participate in enterprises’ R&D often, so they can know enterprises better, and
their effort level can be increased by decreasing effort cost coefficient; the other is to decrease
coefficient of profit-sharing considering the importance of reputation to them, and encourage them to
participate in the Industry-University-Research cooperation through spiritual prompting.
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Abstract Industry Cluster, a global economic phenomenon, has attracted the attention of many
national and regional governments. As one of the important ways to enhance the competitiveness of
tourist destinations, tourism industry cluster has revealed its importance and caused widespread concern
in theoretical circles. However, China's research on the tourism industry cluster is relatively weak, and
studies on the industry cluster of mountain scenic areas are even fewer. This paper, based on existing
studies on tourism-related industry clusters, combines the features of mountain scenic areas from the
perspective of which clusters can achieve the effective integration of resources, and constructs a
strategic innovation model for the development of clusters of mountain scenic areas while making
recommendations as to how to carry out cluster development strategies.
Key words Mountain scenic area; Tourism industry cluster; Strategic innovation

1 Introduction
Since 1990, Porter (Michael E. Porter) put forward the concept of “industry cluster” in his book
The Competitive Advantage of Nations. The theory is used to guide regional development and its
research and application spread rapidly across the world, providing an important theoretical approach in
enhancing regional competitiveness. In China, the study of the tourism industry from the perspective of
industry cluster is only emerging in recent years. On the presence of the tourism industry cluster, Yin
Yimei and Liu Zhigao[1] believe that tourism cluster has two prerequisites: aggregation and industry
relation; on theoretical research of the tourism industry cluster, Zhang Meng[2] analyzes the advantages
of tourism industry cluster; Zhang Jianchun[3] explores the formation mechanism of the tourism industry
cluster; Xia Zhengchao and Xie Chunshan[4] address some basic tourism industry cluster issues from the
tourism point of view; some scholars including Wang Zhaofeng[5], He Yurong and Lu Jianhong[6]. Many
relevant research literatures can be found, but because of the different angles and objects, no consensus
has been reached on the basic theory of tourism industry cluster, and the particularity of the tourism
industry cluster has not yet caught enough attention. This paper draws on existing researches, combined
with the characteristics of mountain scenic areas, and builds a strategic innovation model for the
development of tourism industry cluster in mountain scenic areas in order to enhance overall
competitiveness and promote the comprehensive development of the economy.

2 The Connotation of Tourism Industry Cluster
From existing literatures at home and abroad, because of the different angles and objects, no
consensus has been reached on the tourism industry cluster and related concepts. Tourism industry
cluster theory is different from that of the industrial cluster and that of the service industry cluster in
general. This is determined by the characteristics of the tourism industry itself. In addition to
characteristics shared by the tourism industry and other service industries, the tourism industry is also
characterized by comprehensiveness, openness, space constraints and global effect of prize. The
comprehensiveness determines the integration of tourism business in geography and space [7]. Tourists
need to complete the whole process of tourism activities involving food, shelter, transportation, travel,
shopping and entertainment, the six elements of tourism, which are a unified whole. A complete tourism
product should contain the six elements; otherwise it would lack a certain feature due to the absence of a
business, resulting in incomplete tourism consumption and undermined value of customer experience,
ultimately affecting the competitiveness of the tourism destination.
Based on the particularities and feature of the tourism industry and products, combined with the
spatial layout of the tourism industry, the tourism industry cluster is defined in this paper as: in a certain
region, tourism-related businesses form a strategic unity linked by vertical and horizontal networks for
the purpose of common development objectives, with both competition and cooperation. Through this
unity, effective integration of tourism resources is achieved, tourism elements perfected, the quality of
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tourism products improved, the overall competitive advantage formed and competitiveness enhanced.

3 Characteristics of Mountain Scenic Area
The formation and development of China’s scenic mountain areas are not only restrained by
geographical locations, natural environment, but also closely linked with China’s five thousand years of
civilization. They have features distinct from seashores, grassland, rivers and ancient villages [8].
First, resource characteristics: Mountain scenic areas are based on natural scenery with a wide
range of geological features, climates, water resources, animals and plants, which are diverse and natural.
They are also rich in cultural resources with very high aesthetic, historical, cultural and scientific values.
Many mountain tourism resources have been listed as world and national tourist attractions thanks to its
unique features, where visitors can enjoy a variety of aesthetics and which are ideal places for
appreciating the art of beauty.
Second, limited tourism space and fragile ecological environment: Although mountain scenic areas
are huge, lack of plains in the mountains means limited space for tourists. Meanwhile, mountain scenic
areas are dependent on the ecological environment. Tourism activities are likely to have impact on the
ecological environment of the scenic spot. Because of its fragile ecosystems, restoration is difficult.
Third, poor natural conditions: famous mountain scenic spots are remote from cities, usually
characterized by harsh natural conditions, climate changes and barren land. In the north, there is also
water shortage. As located in mountainous areas, these scenic spots are less developed in economy and
culture in the history compared with neighboring areas
Fourth, the complexity of interests: because of their size and volume, mountain scenic areas are
complex with administrative divisions. Some scenic spots strand across several counties, several villages
and towns, or dozens of village committees. Complex administrative divisions and a host of
management and business units within the mountain scenic spots lead to a number of stakeholders,
whose competence is difficult to define and relations are very complex.
Fifth, big seasonal differences from tourism: the structure of different types of tourism products is
flexible with demands in different times. In general, tourism products developed based on natural
resources are concentrated with seasonal tourist flows; tourism products developed based on cultural
resources are less concentrated with seasonal tourist flows. Most mountain scenic areas based on natural
resources with a single product structure and homogeneity will generate increased concentration of
monthly and quarterly tourist flows; compound product structures, complementarity and reasonable
spatial layout will weaken the concentration of monthly and quarterly tourist flows.
Based on the above analysis, mountain scenic areas have advantages in resources, but limitations in
spaces, ecological environment, geographical and administrative boundaries and big differences
between peak and slack seasons. With the rapid development of tourism and diversification of consumer
demand, competition in the tourism industry is increasing fierce. Using resources unique to mountain
scenic areas and developing tourism industry cluster to achieve complementarity and common
development is undoubtedly an effective way to enhance the competitiveness of mountain scenic areas.

4 Analysis of Strategic Innovation Model for the Mountain Scenic Areas Industry
Cluster
Tourism industry cluster generally goes through three phases of formation, i.e. point, line and
surface [9], which is a gradual process of development. Combined with the unique features of mountain
scenic areas, a strategic innovation model for the formation and development of mountain scenic area
tourism industry cluster is constructed as in Figure 1:
Point phase (core
construction phase)
put into play the
leading role of core
businesses

Line
phase
(specialized
division
of
labor) industrial
chain
formed
and extended
Figure 1

Surface
phase
(network-type
development)
synergistic effect,
radiation effect

Formation of Tourism Industry Cluster

4.1 Multi-core point model in the formation phase
This is the formation and construction phase of all elements of the tourism industry.
First of all, strengthen the development of tourism resources and make them richer and more
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unique. According to the big concentration of tourism resources of mountain scenic areas, integration
advantages and basic principles [11] for tourism industrial layout and micro site selection of tourism
businesses, develop and construction in small areas, which are divided into central areas, surrounding
areas and peripheral areas in order to make use of the combination of scenic spots, save space cost and
balance carrying capacities the environment in popular and less popular sites. Then based on the features
of small natural scenic sites and cultural destinations, plan, design and build tourism enterprises with
supporting functions, which enable them to demonstrate various features and uniqueness that enhance
attractiveness and diversity to meet the demand. At the same time, build core businesses at the
corresponding tourism elements supply layer in cities and towns to produce cluster effect and attract and
promote other complementary businesses towards the destination cluster, extending the local tourism
industry chain. Through the construction, an interactive development model is formed where unique
scenic spots are in the mountains and businesses lie at the mountain foot.
Second, strengthen the construction of public infrastructure and supporting services (such as banks,
telecommunications, media, hospitals, etc.), step up promotion of tourism products and establish a good
image of regional tourism. By cultivation, mountain scenic areas can form several distinct tourism
business clusters with the central site as the core and surrounding and peripheral sites as sub-cores
supported by towns bordering the mountains. This will lay a foundation for the development of tourism
industry cluster of the entire scenic area.
4.2 Linear pattern in the improvement stage
In this stage, as the formation of the core attractions in small scenic spots and the improvement of the
assorted tourism enterprise construction, tourism industry chain has gradually taken shape and tourism
market prospers. At the initial period, the start point of the tourism industry chain is more often than not
the travel agencies, which will be responsible for all services during traveling. This kind of industry
chain is simple and short. As the specialization of the function of the travel agencies, the start point of
the tourism industry chain extends to hotels, restaurants, and transport companies. The core enterprise
will outsource the insignificant links or links with weak competitiveness. Meanwhile, as the
improvement of infrastructure and public service construction, the provision of tourism elements will be
more complete and open and the tourism industry chain will be extended and expanded as a result.
4.3 Network pattern in the maturing stage
Through accumulation of the previous two stages, the small scenic spots of mountain resorts have
possessed the capital and capability to be further developed in tourism resources and the cooperative
development between them is further enhanced, which enrich the tourism resources and form the closely
interdependent relationship between each tourism element. The pattern of industrial layout displays
network-type industrial connection as in the figure two. Synergistic effect and radiation effect of tourism
industrial clusters will strengthen the inner and outer connection of clusters, promote chain of the
industrial clusters to be further extended, and make each node of the chain more vigorous, mature and
intricate, which will promote the whole competitiveness of tourism industry in mountain resorts by
forming network-type tourism industrial clusters.

5 The Measures for Strategic Innovation of Tourism Industrial Cluster in
Mountain Resorts
5.1 Institutional innovation fostering the favorable link for development of tourism industry
clusters in mountain resorts
Because each scenic spot of mountain resorts belongs to different administrative districts, some
strategic obstructions appear in the development process and coordination is inadequate. Some
intentional or unintentional “Cloning phenomena” existing in the development process of scenic spots
trigger vicious competition harmful to the continuous, rapid and healthy development. Therefore,
management system reform should be carried out to establish uniform administrative organization for
coordination between each department. The coordination organization of tourism industry can be formed
by the personnel assigned by each administrative district to plan and manage tourism industry of the
region as a whole. In this way, the economic, social and ecological benefits of resources of scenic spots
in mountain resorts can be brought into full play. This can not only be easily accepted by each group, but
also create a fairly relaxed environment for development of tourism industrial cluster. From a macro
point of view, some measures which are taken by government and work for common enterprises such as
speeding up marketization of local economy, conducting the institutional innovation, and fostering a
good credit environment, are essential to the development of tourism industry as well.
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Figure 2 The Network Structure of Tourism Industrial Cluster

5.2 The whole competitive advantage of mountain resorts fostered by concept innovation
Currently, the developer and constructor of tourism resources in mountain resorts are mainly local
government departments of each administrative district, tourism governing bodies, some scenic spots
operators and so on. Since the proprietary rights and part of operation rights are largely dominated by
local government departments of each administrative district, the administrative departments usually
gives priority to their own interests. Therefore, the competitions for tourism resources, tourist source
markets and tourism construction projects are very harsh. As the concept of extensive tourism in a large
system deepens, the overall integration of tourism resources by breaking the administrative boundary is
imperative. Under the premise of meeting the generality problem of each interest subject, association
between strong enterprises should be carried out by considering the characteristics of each interest
subject and synthesizing advantages of each tourism resources. The active integration of tourism
industrial clusters in mountain resorts into bigger surrounding industrial clusters can foster whole
regional advantages and give the potential of new industrial organization into full play. By
complementing each other’s advantages, sharing resources, the whole advantages are created, which can
promote the overall development of scenic spots in mountain resorts.
5.3 Promotion of inner and outer interactive development of scenic spots in mountain resorts by
network connection
The information networking has become an indispensable part of current society. Therefore, the
construction of each subsystem’s informatization must be intensified ， by which information
communication of cross-industry and cross-region tourism industry can be strengthened and the
comprehensive service capability of information network be improved so as to provide enterprises in
clusters with various service through virtual network and guide exchanges and cooperation between
them. For example, various training, consultation and information can be provided by setting up
intermediary organizations, associations and information centers. Exchange party of entrepreneurs
intentionally organized can promote exchanges and cooperation between tourism enterprises and the
formation of connecting network of tourism enterprises for cooperation. Through business connection,
resources sharing, and experience exchanges, tourism enterprises can reduce operation costs and
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improve efficiency of the whole tourism industry, producing a 1+1>2 economic benefit. Meanwhile,
under the mechanism of free exchange of information, innovation is engendered to improve the
technical progress rate of tourism economy. Tourism industry associations of all levels should
proactively use industrial cluster development strategy to improve the competitiveness of local tourism
industry. As the service-oriented organizations, the associations should actively shoulder the function to
serve enterprises of the association and the related enterprises, dynamically collect relevant information,
and strengthen exchanges and coordination to boost mutual cooperation between different interest
subjects in the cluster.
5.4 The improvement of effective integration efficiency of resources in mountain resorts by
management innovation
Firstly, it is needed to update narrow concept of tourism industry, change traditional development
approaches, and fully realize the importance of tourism industrial cluster to promote local tourism and
economic development. In the light of characteristics and advantages of development of local tourism
industry, the theory of industrial cluster should be applied to consider development of local tourism
industry and development plan for tourism industrial cluster should be consciously put forward to foster
a favorable environment for tourism industrial cluster development.
Secondly, it is needed to determine an overall system concept to develop tourism industry,
overcome the narrow and confined operation philosophy, establish and form the new organic tourism
industry chain confirming with the reality of tourism industry development, and break separate and
viciously competitive thinking pattern. Centered on development, production, operation and service of
tourism products as well as resources and operation program including cultural traditions, recreation and
entertainment, art appreciation, folk customs, historic relics and adventure, the brand value chain and
industrialized service system shall be set up with unique tourism characteristics. Only in this way can
tourism industry become an organic industrial ecosystem and a permanent sunrise industry.
Thirdly, it is needed to set up a win-win operation concept and form a loose network coalition with
other enterprises on the basis of mutual interest to complement each other’s advantages and collaborate
with different responsibilities. By integrated advantages from drawing on each other’s strength, tourism
enterprises can contend with strong rivals together, promoting the overall development of tourism.
5.5 Providing the approach for extension and internationalization of tourism industrial cluster in
mountain resorts by constructing tourism enterprises group
Currently, the pace of constructing the tourism enterprises group is tended to speed up in China.
The pace of collectivization of China’s tourism enterprises increases so obviously since 2004 and
some significant measures that some tourism enterprises, such as Beijing Tourism Group, China
Travel and CITS, made in the process of collectivization have already attracted the world attention. As
the competition between different tourism enterprises becomes harsher and harsher, it is hard for
single tourism enterprise to contend with international tourism enterprises group. China’s tourism
enterprises urgently need to further collectivization to efficiently go into the international market. The
massive facts at home and abroad also prove that collectivization is the fundamental approach and the
only course for tourism enterprise to further develop and expand, because enterprises group has more
advantages that come from scale economy than single enterprise. Hence, collectivization carried out
by tourism enterprises in mountain resorts is the only way to expand enterprise scale, optimize
allocation of resources and enhance competitiveness, which also meets the inner needs of tourism
industrial cluster extension in mountain resorts and the requirement of international development
tendency.

6 Conclusions
As tourism goes further, local competition has transformed from industrial competition to tourist
destination and regional competition. Tourism industrial cluster strategy is actually a development
strategy for tourism region. In the region, different enterprises are competitive and interdependent for
common interests, forming a win-win situation for tourism industry and communities. From the point of
view of global tourism development, there will be no size, no resource integration, and no
competitiveness if there is no cluster. It shows that only with tourism industrial cluster strategy can
competitiveness of scenic spots in mountain resorts be improved and be in an invincible position in the
future competition.
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Abstract As a basic characteristic of biological species, symbiosis evolution phenomenon such as the
sharing of value, resource and risk exists in the evolution of commercial banks strategic alliance. This
paper employs logistic equation to describe the symbiosis evolution process of commercial banks
strategic alliance. Based on it, this paper will draw conclusobns that parasitism, commensalisms,
symmetric mutualism and non-symmetric mutualism in commercial bank strategy alliance and their
stabilities are discussed.
Key words Commercial banks strategic alliance; Symbiosis evolution; Systemic dynamics

1 Introduction
With the development of market-economy in China, the commercialization function of Chinese
banks are reinforced which forces they begin their businesses by establishing closer relationship with
enterprises and each other. Meanwhile, the core function of banks is also increasingly enhanced in the
economy, which gives them more opportunity to ally with the others. Therefore, the strategy alliance of
banks spring up incessantly with the force of above two factors. So some scholars pay their interest in
the research of the strategy alliance, for example, Tang Meirun’s research on the strategy alliance of
small and middle commercial banks (2008)[1], Liang Qinghua’a research on the strategy alliance of local
commercial banks in China (2006)[2], Song Chen’s research on the stability of commercial banks
strategy alliance (2005)[3] . But their researches never mention symbiosis evolution phenomenon in
commercial banks strategy alliance. Otherwise, symbiosis phenomenon in the strategy alliance has been
earlier researched by (Nohria and Garcia-Pont, 1991)[4], (Porter and Fuller, 1986)[5] and their
achievement has been accepted widely. Therefore, it is necessary to research symbiosis evolution
mechanism in commercial banks strategy alliance, especially on symbiosis relationship of commercial
banks strategy alliance. The paper will study it.

2 Symbiosis Relationships in A Commercial Banks Strategy Alliance
According to biological symbiosis theory, a symbiosis mode means the symbiosis relationship
between cells. There are four symbiosis modes to bring commercial banks strategy alliance to evolve.
2.1 Parasitism
Parasitism is a kind of alliance model that enterprise (or organization) without license or ability to
develop financing business completely or partly expands the relative business by depending on a bank.
in this mode, the bank is a “host part” who has the license or ability to develop financing business fully
or partially and the enterprise (or organization) is a” parasitic part” who hasn’t the license or ability to
expand financing business fully or partially but it have abundant capital. So these lies parasitism
relationship between bank and enterprise (or organization) in the financial business, and the relationship
can bring them mutual benefit, which forces them to cooperate. For example, there lies a parasitism
relationship between saving office and bank when they cooperate to develop loan business, this is
because that the former can’t develop loan business but it has abundant savings and the latter has the
function to develop the loan business.
2.2 Commensalisms
Commensalisms are a kind of alliance relationship where enterprise gets financial support from
bank when the latter carries out the administration function. In this mode, administration function of
bank is the basic of the model, when administration function is carried out by bank, it can have very
little profit, and the related enterprises can have abundant interest. Bank has three purposes when it
carries out the function as following: carry out the governmental policy; bring up latent copartner;
ensure financial security. Moreover, enterprise can attain stable policy benefit by alliance.
2.3 Non-symmetric mutualism
Non-symmetric mutualism is a kind of alliance whose members develop the large-scale business
with high specialization of asset and technology by sharing in recourse. In this mode, it is very difficult
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to look for a suitable copartner that has specific technology or has very abundant capital, so capital is
very important for enterprise, technology is very important for bank. When they cooperate to carry out
the business, there is very strong dependent between alliance members. Moreover, the characters of
business decide that there is non-symmetry of ability, information, resource, even contract between the
alliance members.
2.4 Symmetric mutualism
Symmetric mutualism is a kind of alliance relationship whose members attain mutually benefit by
share in recourse and closer cooperation. In this mode, as the allied members are independent and their
cooperation is dynamic, they pay attention to flexible management and avoid rigid symbiosis
relationship destroying their cooperation. Therefore, it is a kind of competitive and cooperative
relationship. For example, Union Pay is a specific symmetric mutualism relationship. The cooperative
model brings benefit for every member.

3 Mode for the Symbiosis Evolution of Commercial Banks Strategy Alliance
As the relationship such as parasitism, commensalisms, non-symmetric mutualism and symmetric
mutualism lie in commercial bank strategy alliance. A Logistic equation [6] can be employed to describe
its evolution process of commercial banks strategy alliance.
3.1 Assumption

(1) Commercial banks are considered as the subject of alliance and their incomes level is x ( t ) ; the

other members (including banks, enterprises and/or other organizations) in alliance are considered as

object and their income level is y ( t ) . Their income level can reflect a dynamic evolution process of
commercial banks strategy alliance, so their incomes are a function of time.
(2) The average growth rates of allied members are γ 1 and γ 2 in a special time and condition, the
limit income of each member as x
as

*

and y , the degree of nature growth saturation of each members
*

y
x
and * which resists the growth of the income of allied members.
*
y
x

(3) Supposing that the all allied members existed in symbiosis alliance could more or less promote
other’s growth of income. The promotion coefficient are λ1 and λ2 respectively, and the degree of nature
growth saturation of each members

y
x
and * .
*
y
x

(4) supposing that all allied members depend on each other which can be described for subject and
object, and their dependence degree are δ1 and. δ 2 respectively.
3.2 Evolution rule of symbiosis relationship
According to the Logistic evolution rule of allied member in commercial banks strategy alliance
and the above hypothesis, the symbiosis relationship of commercial banks strategy alliance can be
showed as formula (1).

⎧ dx
⎛
⎛
⎛
x
y⎞
x
y⎞
x λ1 y ⎞
⎪ = (1 − δ1 ) γ 1 x ⎜ 1 − * + λ1 * ⎟ + δ1γ 1 x ⎜ −1 − * + λ1 * ⎟ = γ 1 x ⎜ 1 − 2δ1 − * + * ⎟
y ⎠
x
y ⎠
x
y ⎠
⎪ dt
⎝ x
⎝
⎝
⎨
⎪ dy = 1 − δ γ y ⎛ 1 − y + λ x ⎞ + δ γ x ⎛ −1 − y + λ x ⎞ = γ y ⎛ 1 − 2δ − y + λ2 x ⎞
⎟
2) 2 ⎜
2 * ⎟
2 1 ⎜
2 * ⎟
2 ⎜
2
⎪ dt (
y*
x ⎠
y*
x ⎠
y * x* ⎠
⎝
⎝
⎝
⎩
(1)
In symmetric mutualism mode of strategy alliance, the allied members could promote resource
efficient utilization and cutting cost by sharing in resource. So, the symbiosis relationship can promote
their income to increase. But the equivalent and symmetric of allied members rely on their lower
dependence, that is, δ1 = δ 2 = 0 , therefore, formula (1) shows symmetric mutualism relationship of
strategy alliance.
In non-symmetric mutualism mode of strategy alliance, a member ends the alliance relationship,
their benefits can decrease gradually to zero, that is, δ1 = δ 2 = 1 , and therefore, formula (1) shows
non-symmetric mutualism relationship in strategy alliance.
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In parasitism mode of strategy alliance, host part could extend its business and increase its income
with the support of parasitic part. Otherwise, the development of parasitic part will be limited, so its benefit
gradually decreases to zero without host part, but its can attain some benefit when it depends on parasitic
part, that is, δ1 = 0, δ 2 = 1 , therefore, formula (1) shows parasitism relationship in strategy alliance.
In commensalisms mode of strategy alliance, banks could attain very limited benefit when it carry
out management function, that is to say λ1 = 0 .But enterprises would earn much income from their
cooperation. Therefore, bank doesn’t depend on enterprises, but the latter depend on the former. That is,
λ1 = 0, δ1 = 0, δ 2 = 1 , therefore, formula (1) shows commensalisms relationship in strategy alliance.
3.3 The stability of symbiosis relationship
When formula (2) is satisfied, the evolution of commercial banks strategy alliance is stable.
⎧ dx
⎛
x λ1 y ⎞
⎪ = γ 1 x ⎜1 − 2δ1 − * + * ⎟ = 0
x
y ⎠
(2)
⎪ dt
⎝
⎨
⎪ dy = γ y ⎛1 − 2δ − y + λ2 x ⎞ = 0
2 ⎜
2
⎟
⎪ dt
y * x* ⎠
⎝
⎩
According to formula (2), the balance pointes can be gotten as following: P1 ( 0, 0 ) ,

⎛ (1 − 2δ1 ) + (1 − 2δ 2 ) λ1 * (1 − 2δ 2 ) + (1 − 2δ1 ) λ2 * ⎞
P2 ⎜⎜
x,
y ⎟⎟ . Where, when there is symmetric mutualism
(1 − λ1λ2 )
(1 − λ1λ2 )
⎝
⎠
mode in strategy alliance ( δ1

= δ 2 = 0 ) and λ1λ2 < 1 , the balance point of the symbiosis relationship

⎛ 1 + λ1
⎞
1 + λ2
*
*
; when there is parasitism mode in strategy alliance ( δ1 = 0, δ 2 = 1 ) and
⎜ (1 − λ λ ) x , (1 − λ λ ) y ⎟⎟
1
2
1
2
⎝
⎠
⎛
⎞
λ1 < 1, λ2 > 1, λ1λ2 < 1 , P2 ⎜ 1 − λ1 x* , −1 + λ2 y* ⎟ is the balance point of the symbiosis
⎜ (1 − λ λ ) (1 − λ λ ) ⎟
1 2
1 2
⎝
⎠
relationship; when there is commensalisms mode in strategy alliance ( λ1 = 0, δ1 = 0, δ 2 = 1 ),

is P2 ⎜

P2 ( x* , ( −1 + λ2 ) y* ) is the balance point of the symbiosis relationship.

4 Conclusions
As a newly phenomenon, commercial bank strategy alliance includes the symbiosis relationship
such as parasitism, commensalisms, symmetric mutualism and non-symmetric mutualism. These
relationship models make Logistic evolution rule to satisfy its evolution process of commercial banks
strategy alliance. However, the rule is also affected critically impacted by the dependence of allied
members, so, ecologic niche of every member in their alliance is a very important factor influencing its
symbiosis evolution. Meanwhile, the degree of trust and the relationship of cooperation are also very
important to the evolution of commercial bank strategy alliance.
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Abstract The purpose of the research is to enhance small-scale farmers into group investors in
agriculture sector.This approach is so important because farmers’ condition in least developing country
is not adequate. Therefore, this research tries to introduce new concept of investment based on piece of
farm land, labor and system development. In this research system development consists of land launch
policy, profit and loss share policy, common goal design, farmers’ transition period settlement strategy,
mechanized fertilizer applications, management division, administration system, and other necessary
system arrangements. Also here the idea of government financial and material support which includes
security and safety policy, providing crops and mechanized farm tools, market access and transportation,
pest and disease control system, tax issues, infrastructure, product quality control system, and other
supports are necessary.
Key words Joint investment; Agriculture; Small farm land; Local farmers

1 Introduction
As clearly known, agricultural growth reduces poverty and unemployment. Dramatic increases of
agricultural output can strength the economy of agriculture-led economy countries. Today, helping
small farmers in developing countries is the crucial issue. To help them through agricultural research,
extension, and related program specific to their need is also a remarkable task. For this investment is the
key focus. Investment is the commitment of money or capital to purchase financial instruments or other
assets in order to gain profitable returns in form of interest, income, or appreciation of the value of the
instrument[2]. It has certain level of risk and provides the possibility of generating returns over a period
of time. An alternative investment is an investment product other than traditional investments such as
stocks, bonds, cash or property[3]. To 19th century economists, the factors of production were land
(natural resources, gifts from nature), labor (the ability to work), and capital goods (human-made tools
and equipment). Recent textbooks have added entrepreneurship and human capital (labor's education
and skills) VLP[4]. Land can include ecosystems while sometimes the overall state of technology is seen
as a factor of production[5]. Adam Smith and David Ricardo referred to the component parts of price[6] as
the costs of using: land (natural resource), labor, and the capital stock (human made goods or means of
production).
Having that in mind, this research tries to introduce new ways of investment for small-scale
farmers using their own piece of land and labor.

2 Term of Definition
In this research “small farm land” refers to a piece of land which already exists at the hand of a
given farmer (the certified land) based on the law of the concerned country. Since the land, labor and
capital in this concept are considered as input into a given investment, thus the researcher believes that a
given farmer has his piece of land and labor as initial investment. The remaining is capital.

3 Agriculture-led Economy Countries
There are 49 countries in the world in the least developing list. Almost 37 countries of them have
agriculture-led economy[1] (See Table 1 below). According to this information, the nominal GDP
sector composition shows that 37 countries (many of them are from Africa) have an economy highly
based on agriculture.
The first fifteen countries: Liberia. Somalia, Guinea-Bissau, Central African Republic, Dem. Rep.
of the Congo, Myanmar, Ethiopia, Sierra Leone, Cameroon, Mali, Burundi, Tanzania, Laos, Solomon
Islands, and Comoros are highly depending on agriculture which ranges from 76.90~40%. Of course
among these countries Ethiopia registered very good economy growth in year 2009. For example
Ethiopian Mews (2010) stated on its page the following: Ethiopia ranks among the five fastest-growing
economies in the world and is a bastion of regional stability. However the government expected to do a
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lot to registered sustainable economic growth.
Agricultural Led Economy Countries
Agricultural
Industrial
Sector
Sector
1
Liberia
76.90%
5.40%
2
Somalia
65%
10%
3
Guinea-Bissau
62%
12%
4
Central African Republic
55%
20%
5
Dem. Rep. of the Congo
55%
11%
6
Myanmar
54.70%
10.60%
7
Ethiopia
49.20%
9.10%
8
Sierra Leone
49%
31%
9
Cameroon
45.20%
16.10%
10
Mali
45%
17%
11
Burundi
44.90%
20.90%
12
Tanzania
43.30%
17.70%
13
Laos
43.40%
30.60%
14
Solomon Islands
42%
11%
15
Comoros
40%
4%
16
Togo
39.50%
20.40%
17
Rwanda
39.40%
23.30%
18
Niger
39%
17%
19
Nepal
38%
21%
20
Afghanistan
38%
24%
21
Ghana
37.30%
25.30%
22
Papua New Guinea
35.70%
37.10%
23
Sudan
35.50%
24.80%
24
Guyana
35.50%
19.30%
25
Malawi
35.40%
17.60%
26
Kyrgyzstan
34.50%
19.50%
27
Cambodia
35%
30%
28
Benin
32.80%
13.70%
29
Burkina Faso
32.60%
19.70%
30
Chad
32.50%
26.60%
31
Marshall Islands
31.70%
14.90%
32
Uzbekistan
31.10%
25.70%
33
The Gambia
30.50%
13.90%
34
Uganda
29.40%
22.10%
35
Micronesia
28.90%
15.20%
36
Haiti
28%
20%
37
Madagascar
26.90%
16.50%
Source: CIA World Fact, 2008 (Summarized by the author)
No

Table 1
Name of Countries

Service
Sector
17.70%
25%
26%
25%
34%
34.70%
41.70%
21%
38.70%
38%
34.10%
39%
26%
47%
56%
40.10%
37.30%
44%
41%
38%
37.50%
27.20%
39.70%
45.20%
47%
46.10%
35%
53.50%
47.70%
40.80%
53.40%
43.20%
55.60%
48.50%
55.90%
52%
56.60%

Now the question is how agriculture-led economy countries like Ethiopia can keep their economic
growth with the real change of the life of their nations in general? What sorts of socio-economic and
political steps should be taken by the governments of those countries? Many researches propose many
solutions from different background. Likewise, this research tries to answer the above vast conceptual
question from a single diminution as one, but main solution. That is to say, to suggest small farm land as
stock in order to step up from the level of single poor farmers to the level of group well organized
farmers, shifting their local farmers to investors through adequate system development. The next part
deals about this concept.

4 Joint Farm Land Investment Concept Analysis
As we have seen earlier, the objective of the research is to demonstrate the theoretical concept of
contributing small farm land as a stock to establish new mechanized farm through System Development
and Government Financial and Material Support. And we have already defined farm land as a piece of
land which already exists at the hand of a given farmer (the certified land) based on the law of the
concerned country.
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Figure 1 List of Fifteen Least Developing Countries based on 2008 CIA Data

4.1 Farmers’ prerequisites
So now the concept is based on the following assumptions:
(1) Farmers who are living the same district
(2) Farmers who share the same culture and living conditions
(3) Farmers who have common language as means of communication
(4) Moreover farmers have piece of farm lands in the same geographic area
(5) Farmers who have willing to join other for the same goal
And other situational prerequisites needed
4.2 Government’s role
In this research system development consists of land launch policy, profit and loss share policy,
common goal design, farmers’ transition period settlement strategy, mechanized fertilizer applications,
management division, administration system, and other necessary system arrangements are needed.
Also the idea of government financial and material support includes security and safety policy,
providing crops and mechanized farm with tools.
(Tractors and other related machines for specific time-usually till the farmers stand with their two
legs), market access and transportation, pest and disease control system, tax issues, infrastructure,
product quality control system, and other necessary supports needed from the government or NGO’s
(See Figure 2 below).

5 Findings
This kind of investment can be established through contributing pieces of the farm lands and labors
which are already exist at the hand of the local farmers. According to the basic concept of this research,
the farmers will share their lands and will make coalition. Then by using system development and
government financial and material support, they can establish their own independent mechanized farms.
5.1 Giving Symbol and Terminology
In this research, farmers are expected to live in the same area; same culture, and have common
language.
Farmer = symbolized as F; Then we can find Fn (where n is equal to number of farmers)
Government Support = symbolized as GS
Land Investment = symbolized as LI
Labor = L (Take as it is which is already existed)
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Farm Land = symbolized as FL

Figure 2

Government Roles in Joint Piece of Land Investment

From the above we can develop the following conceptual equation.
Land Investment = [(Farmland +Labor of F1) + (Farmland +Labor of F2) +…...+ (Farmland
+Labor of Fn)] + Government Support
Therefore, LI = [(FL + L) F1 + (FL + L) F2 +……. + (FL + L) Fn] + [GS]; Where n = any counting
number.
And this can be useful to determine the amount of investment to register the initial input (Farm
Land and Labor in this case).
Based on the above analysis, if the joint pieces of farm land to establish investment on agricultural
sector is applied in a given country the expected outcomes are not simple. Apart from upgrading the
living condition of each farmer there could be a number of economical, social and political advantages
for that particular country. This can be done by resettlement of farmers from scattered houses to
collective and modern building. And this leads the country to transfer from totally agriculture depending
economy and unorganized way of life to a modernized and industrialized life. And this can help a lot the
nations to found meaningful urban facilities.

6 Conclusions
Farm mechanization plays a significant role in every nation's economy. Particularly it is a key
solution for countries which have no sustainable food security and economic growth. Many of these
countries are found in Africa. The economies of those countries are mainly depending on the agriculture
sector. This research can give a new way of thinking which can show a short-cut to transfer from an
agricultural sector led economy in to a mechanized farm (semi-industry sector economy) without
affecting environment and living trend of the nations. And this directly or indirectly positively affect the
growth of economy of those countries and it can assure sustainable food security of the nations. This
also can reduce conflicts within the nations and it can bring stable political atmosphere within the
country. This by turn can help to bring sustainable economic growth and development to those nations.
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Abstract By using the methods of theoretical research and empirical study, the paper put forward the
concept of industry innovation, and considered that industry innovation can be divided into three models,
namely the progressive industry innovation, the fundamental industry innovation and the industrial
convergence type of industrial innovation. Through analyzing the existing problems in the development
of industrial agglomeration districts in Henan province, this article comes to the conclusion that each
industrial agglomeration district should select right leading industries, proportionately develop related
industries, form a relatively complete industrial network system, strengthen the technical and economic
linkages between industries and, it industrial innovation continuously carry out on the basis of existing
industries.
Key words Industrial innovation; Industrial transfer; Industrial agglomeration district; Henan province;
Financial crisis

1 Introduction
With the increasingly outstanding of the innovative role, the central and local governments of
China all understand innovation at the strategic height. Innovation is not merely the behavior of
enterprise, but a cooperative behavior between countries and industries. The industrial innovation
between national innovation and enterprise innovation is an important way for promoting the
transformation of industrial economic growth mode and implementing the adjustment of industrial
structure, and it is also the only way for improving competitiveness and technological innovation
capability of industry. Industrial innovation is an important research area possessing the background of
times. The activities of industrial innovation show the characteristics of integrated, systematic,
multileveled and practical features, and for long-term development of China, it also has an important
strategic significance. In 2008, the global financial crisis has brought a heavy blow to our economy, and
Henan province cannot cultivate one's own moral worth in this crisis. As a big agricultural province, the
industrial base of Henan province is still weak, and phenomenon of low industrial level and
unreasonable industrial structure in Henan province is prominent, therefore, the influence of this crisis
on Henan province presents characteristics of “come late, deep impact and go late”, which are related to
the level of economic development and industrial structure. Under the background of vigorously
adjusting industrial structure, implementing industrial transfer and promoting industrial upgrading
throughout the country, how can Henan province take the industrial agglomeration districts as the carrier
and industrial innovation as the guiding ideology to seize the opportunity, undertake foreign and
domestic industrial transfer and optimize industrial structure, then enhance their competitiveness has
already become the urgent matter at the moment.

2 Literature Review of Industrial Innovation
At present, China is strongly advocating the building of innovation-oriented country, which has
drawn more and more attention of many scholars on national innovation. But for the industrial
innovation between enterprise innovation and national innovation, the related researches are still little.
After this crisis, all countries in the world are working on the industrial structure adjustment and
industrial upgrade, so under this background, the industrial innovation becomes the focus of theoretical
research.
2.1 The connotation of industrial innovation
The understanding of innovation is to discuss the role of technology innovation in the process of
economic development mainly from the perspective of the combination of technology and economy, the
∗
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main representative is the presenter of modern innovation theory, Joseph Schumpeter. Based on his
innovation theory, many scholars have conducted depth studies on enterprise innovation and also
achieved fruitful results.
Hu Shuhua et al[1] concluded that the narrow sense of industrial innovation refers to the innovation
subjects (government, enterprises, et al) achieved breakthrough progress of industry and considerably
increase of enterprise competitiveness on the basis of technology innovation, and the general industrial
innovation refers to that the innovation subjects cultivated new industries, or made the original industry
take the lead in certain areas, or obtained the unprecedented development by system innovation,
technological innovation, organization innovation and management innovation. Gerrit Rooks et al[2]
pointed out that innovation is change. Industrial innovation refers to that there appear new or upgraded
products, services or production processes in the process of industrial development. So that the industry
innovation is divided into two types: incremental innovation and radical innovation. Marian Beise et al[3]
thought the industrial innovation is the result of product innovation and process innovation which are
achieved by the successful technology transfer of technology from public research institutions to
enterprises. Lu Guoqing[4] reported that the industrial innovation is to break the constraints of structured
industry for enterprises, and change the existing industrial structure or create new industrial process by
technological innovation, product innovation, market innovation or combinatorial innovation. Luo
Jizheng [5] defined the industrial innovation as that in the growth process of industry or in the fierce
international competition environment, several large-scale enterprises actively conducted R&D activity
or single leading companies in technology achieved common innovation within the industry by
technology diffusion. Zhang Yaohui[6] concluded that industrial innovation is to meet the demands by
use of new product and new technology, and the result is the formation of a new industry. Industrial
innovation is the whole innovation of the industry rather than the local innovation; therefore, it includes
two processes of the technological innovation in enterprise and technology diffusion within industry. So
when the technical innovation is popularized within the industry, it can realize the industrial innovation.
Joy Chandler et al[7] considered that industrial innovation is a company-wide dedication to delivering
ever-increasing value to one's customers. They also pointed that successful industrial innovation must
integrate three corporate arenas in the big picture: technology development, product development and,
of equal importance, market development. Alan Macpherson[8] thought industrial innovation is that
enterprises carry out mutual cooperation activities with the enterprises in the same industry or different
upstream and downstream industrial chains to enhance the competitiveness of each other. Industrial
innovation[9] is a complicated process that involves a lot of sub processes ranging from the choice of
innovation sources and new ideas, to the realization of economic profit in market.
Though the concept of industrial innovation does not have a strict definition, but the related
researches are overall described from the influence factors, implementation methods or the aims of
industrial innovation. We concludes that the industrial innovation is the continuation and upgrading of
enterprise innovation, and the innovation subjects achieves upgrading of original industry or creates a
new industry by use of various management method and the integration of various resources, or
produces an industry which is different from each other as well as interrelated to each other through the
convergence of related industries.
2.2 The mode of industrial innovation
Based on the different discussion on the connotation of industrial innovation, domestic scholars
have concluded many different industrial innovation modes according to their empirical researches. Liu
Shuguang et al [10] divided the pattern of industrial innovation into independent innovation, imitation
innovation and cooperation innovation according to the relationship between enterprise and innovation
system, and also pointed out that the Silicon Valley, Tsukuba of Japan and the European Union are
representatives of this three kinds of innovation patterns. Zheng Xisheng et al [11] divided the modes of
industrial innovation into three modes of relying on research institutes, universities and enterprises
based on the focus of industrial innovation. Yi Jiangneng et al [12] divided the pattern of industrial
innovation into two categories of creating new ability and creating new industries from the view of
creative means. Wang Xiuting[13] summarized four main modes of foreign industrial innovation, namely,
technology-push model, policy-pull model, business linkage model and environment-driven model, and
on this basis she analyzed the necessity and urgency of industrial Innovation of China. Zhang Yaohui[6]
summarized the industrial innovation pattern as two kinds from the perspective of technical innovation:
one kind is that technology visionaries in the industry first accomplish the product innovation, and thus
lead to the related technical innovation and management innovation which exerted inductive influence
on the other enterprises, and attract other enterprises to follow them, then make technology spread to
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other enterprises, and finally form a new industry; The other one is that many enterprises realize the
synchronous innovation, respectively complete the technological innovation required by industrial
innovation, enter in the new industry at the same time, support each other and form an overall industry,
and they also monopolize local technology because of their own innovation, and make the use of
resources more concentrated owing to division, which ensure the enterprise can quickly gain the scale
effect and make the industry innovation be quickly finished.
To divide the industrial innovation mode from the perspective of technology innovation and taking
different participating subjects as the criteria has been endorsed by many scholars, because it not only
pointed out different ways of industrial innovation, but also pointed out the innovation path. In the final
analysis, the essence of industrial innovation is technology innovation; therefore, we can divide the
industrial innovation modes into three types according to the advancement of technology and the effect
degree on industry:
(1) Progressive industry innovation. This industrial innovation mode is to carry out partial
adjustment and innovation to the existing industry, make the industry go up along the industry chain,
and then realize industrial upgrading. For industry itself or the relationship between upstream and
downstream industries, this change in the microscopic performance is very novel, only leading to a
slight change to industry or market.
(2) Fundamental industry innovation. This industrial innovation pattern refers to that driven by the
science and technology which have a great breakthrough, the cured pattern of existing industry was
creatively destructed and formed a new kind of industry pattern, which caused the adjustment of
industrial structure and the tremendous changes of market.
(3) Industrial convergence type of industrial innovation. This kind of industrial innovation mode
refers to that in the connection of public technology, relevant industries break the original industrial
bounds, permeate each other, thus strengthen the competition and cooperation between relevant
industries, upgrade the traditional industries, realize the industry innovation and cultivate new growth
point.

3 The Current Developing Situation of Industrial Agglomeration Districts in
Henan Province
The industrial agglomeration district is the organic integration of industry and district. It takes the
high density agglomeration of industry as the inherent regularity and takes the region as space carrier,
and it is also a new and efficient industrial organization form, and becomes the main trend of future
industry development. Therefore, in order to achieve the “two big cross” and boost the central rise,
Henan province explicitly put forward that the industry agglomeration area is the foundation
engineering to optimize the industrial structure, transform the developmental pattern and realize the
intensive development, and it is the effective carrier to construct the modern industrial system, modern
urban system and independent innovation system.
At present, Henan province has made great achievements in the development of industrial
agglomeration districts and formed many characteristic industrial clusters in food processing, machinery
manufacturing, ceramic, textile, garments, chemical medicine, auto parts, metallurgy, coal and many
other industries. For example, the food processing industry in Luohe city of Henan Province, the lifting
equipment industry in Changyuan and the power equipment manufacturing industry in Xuchang, all
these clusters have strong competitiveness. On this basis, Henan province carried out standardized
integration to the 312 industrial agglomeration districts in December 2008, initially identified the spatial
layout of 175 agglomeration districts which uniformly and basically distributed in each city of Henan
province (seen in table 1), in which there are 4 agglomeration districts relying on the state-level
development zone which are distributed in Zhengzhou and Luoyang, 22 agglomeration districts relying
on provincial development zone, and 85% in the rest also relying on municipal or county development
zone. Among them, there are 8 high-tech industry agglomeration districts, mainly being distributed in
Zhengzhou, Luoyang, Nanyang, Xinxiang, et al. There are 23 clearly positioned industry agglomeration
districts, and the rest are all comprehensive industrial parks.
To better promote the construction and development of industrial agglomeration in Henan province,
the government deployed the unified plan and proposed “Guidelines on Accelerating the Scientific
Development of Industrial Agglomeration Districts in Henan Province”, which definitely put forward
that “Until 2012, strive to cultivate two or three industrial agglomeration districts possessing 100 billion
Yuan of business income, ten industrial agglomeration districts possessing 50 billion Yuan of business
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income, and fifty industrial agglomeration districts possessing 10 billion Yuan of business income”. Up
to May 2009, all levels of finances in Henan province have invested 4.358 billion Yuan of company
capital, 122 county (city, area) governments invested 30.9 billion, and 175 industrial agglomeration
districts completed 68.73 billion Yuan of fixed investment.
Table 1

The Distribution of Industrial Agglomeration Districts in Henan Province
A
B
C
A
B
C
Luoyang
17
9
16
Anyang
9
5
9
Xinyang
15
8
10
Kaifeng
8
5
10
Zhengzhou
14
6
12
Puyang
8
5
6
Xinxiang
13
7
11
Xuchang
8
5
6
Nanyang
13
11
13
Jiaozuo
7
6
10
Zhumadian
12
9
10
Sanmenxia
7
5
6
Shangqiu
11
7
9
Luohe
5
2
5
Zhoukou
11
9
10
Hebi
4
2
6
Pingdingshan
10
6
10
Jiyuan
3
1
1
Source: Xia Nankai. The theory and practice of industrial agglomeration districts. The conference materials of
the construction of Henan industrial agglomeration districts, Zhengzhou, 2009, 6, 22 (A: number of industrial
agglomeration districts; B: number of county and city; C: number of county, city and district)

4 Industrial Innovation and the Development of Industrial Agglomeration District
in Henan Province
4.1 The problems in the development of industrial agglomeration district in Henan Province
After several years of development, the construction of industrial agglomeration district in Henan
Province has achieved remarkable results, and its effect on economic growth becomes increasingly
obvious. Some industrial agglomeration districts with faster development all have relatively definite
leading industry position, and with their own unique advantages, they attract a large number of
well-known enterprises at home and abroad, forming a relatively rational industrial structure and
improving their own industrial competitiveness. But the development of most industrial agglomeration
districts is still exposed to many problems:
The platform, industrial agglomeration district, has not been fully built up. In addition to
technology, markets and resources, the supporting infrastructure and complete industrial service system
are also major factors in attracting business to move into the industrial agglomeration district. The
infrastructure in most industrial agglomeration areas in Henan Province lags behind, and some even can
not solve the water and electricity problems; another prominent issue is the imperfect industry service
system. Because the economic development of the resident regions of most industrial agglomeration
areas is very backward, the development of external service industry, including finance, R&D,
marketing and others, is also relatively backward. For example, some areas have no one commercial
bank except for the four major state banks, which will cause great difficulties to the financing of SMEs.
The driving ability of leading industries in the region is inadequate, the industrial structure is
irrational, and the industry correlation is too low. The leading industry in many industrial agglomeration
districts is not clear, and some even have no leading industries, and what they have are some small
irrelevant businesses scattered in the cluster. Most industries in the industrial agglomeration region are
traditional type or resource-dependent industries, but few high-tech industries. This will inevitably lead
to the regional low-end products, low value-added products, severe resources and energy consumption
and serious pollution in the manufacturing process, resulting in a lower level of industrial structure. This
type of industrial agglomeration district can not form competitiveness.
The innovation support network has not been formed in the region, so the upgrade of industry and
the sustainable competitiveness are restricted. The greatest advantage of the clusters is the formation of
innovation networks and the generation of knowledge spillovers and technology spillovers. But the
development of most industrial agglomeration districts in Henan Province is in the initial stage, so their
starting point of industrial development is low and their scale is small, and lack of strength in talents,
capital and technology. The industry association among enterprises is not strong, the innovation and
cooperation consciousness between enterprises is weak, and there is lack of innovation support
mechanism for each other, so the diffusion of knowledge and technology is very limited.
4.2 Countermeasures to speed up the development of industrial agglomeration districts relying on
industrial innovation
Because of the above problems existing in the development process of industrial agglomeration
districts in Henan Province, in the new round of undertaking industry transfer process, only with
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constant industrial innovation, and using it as the guiding ideology to penetrate the whole process of the
development of industrial agglomeration area, can they continuously improve the capability of industry
technological learning and independent innovation, effectively use the development opportunities
brought by the industry transfer, to achieve the sustainable economic development.
Firstly, each industrial agglomeration area should select and cultivate right leading industries based
on its geographical advantages and natural resources, and enhance its leading role. In this round of
industry transfer, there are both the transfer of traditional resource-based industries and the shift of
modern capital-based and knowledge-based new industries. Each industrial agglomeration area should
choose the industry which has a relatively good prospect for development and best suits to themselves
according to their own advantages, and could not blindly import industries and just seek quality not
quantity. The development of leading industries can not only improve the industry's key technologies,
but also can speed up the development and diffusion of relevant technologies, which can increase the
possibility of industrial innovation, and thus promote the integrated development of industry.
Secondly, walk out of the misunderstanding to industry transfer through industrial innovation.
Simple industry transfer can not naturally promote the upgrading of the local industry and technological
progress, on the contrary, if the industrial agglomeration district can not carry out industrial innovation
based on the introduced industry, industrial transfer will promote the long-term presence of industry and
technology gaps between developed countries or regions and developing countries or regions. If they
can not form the ability of independent innovation for a long time, it may solidify the gap of industrial
technology between them. Therefore, only on the basis of the existing industry, through industrial
innovation to promote the upgrading of the existing industry and the integration with other related
industries, can the competitiveness of industrial agglomeration districts be improved continuously.
Furthermore, accelerate the coordinated development of modern new industries relying on
traditional industries. Traditional industries are the foundation of economic development in the region,
so it should receive much attention continuously. But it is unwise to put all weights of economic
development on the traditional industries, or use all resources in traditional industries, we should keep
continuous upgrading of traditional industries using the idea of industrial innovation, develop modern
emerging industry at the same time and achieve coordinated development of industries.
Finally, strengthen the division and cooperation of industries within the industrial agglomeration
district. Strengthening the collaborative relationship based on the professional division of work is for
extending the industrial chain and promoting technical and economic linkages between industries in
region. The final goal is to establish an industry network with effective division and collaboration, boost
the development of related industries by agglomeration economy and multiplier effect, and enhance the
industrial development level in agglomeration region.

5 Conclusions
Based on the elaboration on the connotation and mode of industrial innovation, this article firstly
put forward that industrial innovation is an important way to promote the transformation of industrial
economic growth mode and implement the adjustment of industrial structure. And it is also the only way
to improve the competitiveness and the technological innovation capability of industry. Then combined
with field investigation, the paper analyzed the current situation and the existing problems in the
development of industrial agglomeration area in Henan province; Finally, some corresponding policy
suggestions were proposed from the perspective of industrial innovation: Each industrial agglomeration
district should select right leading industries based on its own advantages, proportionately develop
related industries driven by the leading industry and finally form a relatively complete industrial
network system. In addition, the agglomeration district should also strengthen the linkages between
industries and the optimization of industrial structure. More important is to strengthen the technical and
economic links between industries and continuously carry out industrial innovation on the basis of
existing industries, which is the only way to gain the sustainable competitive advantages of regional
economic growth.
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Abstract This paper is an attempt to provide a new approach to attracting FDI to developing countries
especially Africa, due to the new economic order which is on clean energy and environmental
sustainability, the paper dwells so much on the need for a paradigm shift from the former ways of FDI
attraction and the need to embrace clean and efficient technology with innovation. The paper therefore
advocated for a comprehensive approach to the conduct of international trade which involves firms,
government and the society at large, because the new economic order depends so much on a
collaborative effort to solve the myriad of problems caused by globalization and our lifestyle. In order to
achieve this comprehensive approach, the paper depended on a WARM model as developed by Carraro
(1997) which is all embracing for the environment, firms, competiveness and the society.
Key words Sustainability; Emission; Innovation; Corporate social responsibility

1 Introduction
The only constant thing in life is change; it is a never ending process of mutation where unbalances
never lead to opportunities, contradictions and disasters. Change is a dominant feature of modern
economy and world system, decade after decade incremental and radical innovations re-shape the way
we live, produce and consume and this phenomenon, spreads across all the society strata, country and
the environment of our habitation.
However in these dynamisms, it is plausible that the flow of change often leads to a plethora of
unsolved problems which binds together our electoral systems, societal and economic interests in a way
that in the aggregate raise dangers to nature, humankind survival, justice and well-being. The global
world is currently faced with the challenge of global warming and environmental degradation which
implies emission of green-house gases and carbon emission along with other dangerous materials into
the environment, however various groups and vested interests, technological complementarities, skills
and inertial dynamics, made the unlocking of the big potential for a new economic order difficult and
even impossible.
However there is a need for a new approach to the way things are done and re-direct the flow of
change to generate tangible incentives to our historically powerful policy makers to deliver the deep
change that is necessary.
Developing countries have gotten to the stage whereby they have the right to stand up with a voice
for higher consumption standards, poverty eradication, and sustainable development and to reap the
benefit of science and technology. Though the developed world would react harshly to any forced
reduction in their levels of global emissions and consumption of natural resources, but it is necessary to
recognize the need for a deep change in how the economy is run in the new economic order, offering
new technology, new incentives and a new life style.
In this new world economy, there will be clean energy supplies, sustainable dwellings green jobs ,
effective feedback on how firms and organizations influence the environment with a different –tourism
management etc., which implies a number of novelties in terms of international trade, global supply
chains and the relationship between all the dominant sectors of the economy, in which products and
services will be provided with which technologies and production methods will be employed, what
skills are required of labor and employment conditions.
By and large the new world economic order calls for an innovative approach in Africa especially in
her quest for FDI, most of which have always been in the dirty industries (cement, paper and pulp, iron
and so on) as most African counties lack the will to enact strict environmental laws and this allows
polluting firms seek haven in the continent due to the high tax on carbon emission in developed
countries.
It is therefore pertinent to state that in order to stay competitive most Multinationals through their
corporate power have made government environmental policy weak as any strict regulation would
impose additional cost and gives countries with lax regulations a comparative advantage in attracting
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FDI, List et al (2003) discovered that in developing countries while domestic firms are influenced by
environmental regulations, foreign firms are not because they provide economic stimuli, benefits of
foreign investment, more jobs and increased local wages. So it is necessary to define what
environmental sustainability is.
There is no clear definition of sustainability as most definitions attempt to combine social,
ecological and economic considerations into a common theme, however a working definition is by
world council on environment and development in 1987, defines sustainable as that which “meets the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of the future generations to meet their own needs”.
The WCED’s definition also posits that the present generation has been reckless and wasteful in both its
exploitation of natural resources by pursuing a series of socioeconomically and industrial policies that
endanger global environmental securities.
The main objective of this paper therefore is an attempt to re-direct FDI into Africa from the
perspective of environmental sustainability in the face of the new-economic order due to global climate
change and it will have four sections as follows, the introductory section will be on the current need for
a total change from the way things are done by many developing countries in order to be relevant in the
new world, Section 2 will be look at trade theories and FDI from the perspective of environmental
sustainability, while Section 3 will discuss the need for an econometric model that will take a holistic
approach to both firm and government on the need for a clean energy and the last section will discuss
policy and implications.

2 Literature Review
The financial sector in many developing countries is highly under developed and it’s just getting
out of repression, its inability to mobilize domestic financial resources to close the gaps and develop the
economy is quite inadequate, however with the debt forgiveness and debt cancelation of some countries
in the African sub-region, there has been an increase in economic performance and growth especially
with the understanding of the factors that determines foreign investment in flows. These factors are
either pull (demand side) or push (supply side) approach or a combination of the two Singh and Jun
(1996), in their study focused only on the pull factors which illustrate the relationship between host
country specific conditions and the inflows of FDI. For example, factors that attracts investment, when a
multinational company decides to invest in the home country. A number of socio-economic and political
factors exist in the host country that determine available business opportunities and potential political
risks and thus influence the MNCS decision to locate in a specific country. The following scholars,
Pigato (2001), Akinkugbe (2003) and Asiedu (2002) have cited other factors to include, infrastructure,
market size, labor cost, openness of the economy to foreign trade, exchange rate, fiscal and other
non-tax incentives, political stability, legal system and monetary policies also important have been the
existence of natural resource endowments, such as crude oil, diamond and forest reserves. However the
implication of these factors is that while push factors, influence the overall size of FDI, the pull factors
determines which country receives what share of FDI Carleon and Hernandez (2002).
The importance of the pull factors in attracting FDI depends on FDI type and the literature
generally identifies two types of FDI, these are Market-seeking FDI which is intended to serve the
market called the horizontal FDI (as it involves replication of production facilities in the host country).
While the other type of FDI is resource seeking FDI, which seeks to reduce the cost of supplying the
market (tariff and transport cost) or to become more competitive by responding promptly to local
situations and preferences (Lim, 2001 and Campos and Kinoshita, 2003).
It is plausible to now state that Africa’s role in global market can only be improved by expanding
both the range of products and trading partners along with the need for sustainable development which
may not come from increasing FDI inflow alone for it would require the incorporation of social values
by MNCs with an effective development policies at both national and global levels with the explicit
embrace of environmental and social obligations in investment regimes for without adequate regulation
economic growth is likely to accelerate environmental degradation, even if MNCs are good performers
through scale effects the experience of East Asia often described as an economic success story provides
a tragic example, According to Asian development bank, resources degradation and environmental
pollution in both East and Southern Asia is so pervasive, accelerating and unabated “that it risks human
health and livelihood”, while acknowledging that environmental impacts can worsen with an increase in
the rate of economic growth according to Shafik and Bandyopadhyay (1992), Seldon and Song (1994)
Grossman and Krueger (1991), they posits that environmental Kuznets curve first worsens and then
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improves as per capita income increases however Dean (2002) disclaim this theory while Ostrom (2000),
suggests that consumer social awareness can also be the reason for the improvements of environmental
quality, Benabou and Tirole (2006) also added several cases of interaction between an individual’s self
image and social norms prevailing in the economy as a source of motivation for pro-social behavior by
MNCs, consumers heterogeneity concerns for willingness to pay for ecological attribute itself is also
considered by other scholars, Moraga-Gongzalez and Pardon–Fumero (2002), or some other features
like income as in Arora and Gangopadhyay (1995) and Bansel and Gangopadhyay (2003) or the ideal
product variety by Conrad (2005).
Taking the distributions of consumers’ valuation as given all of these scholars focused on standard
policy instruments like minimum environmental quality, taxes and subsidies. Innes (2006) also
discussed about powers of consumers to boycott products not conforming to environmental regulation or
standard.
Though resource management is the sole preserve of the state but MNCs have been able to drive
standards up or down through their substantial powers because asymmetric bargaining power of MNCs
is most troublesome in the context of intense competition for FDI in both developed and developing
countries, given the absence of global environmental standards as most would be host countries seeking
FDI are reluctant to make higher demands on environmental standards on MNCs as they may even be
tempted to make lower than average demands to enhance attractiveness.
The impact of intense global competitiveness for FDI is thus to inhibit the rise of environmental
standards as the problem affects both the developed and developing countries as effort to put a moderate
tax on carbon and greenhouse emission has always been defeated by the developed countries due to fear
of FDI moving off shore but due to awareness of climate change and rise of corporate social
responsibility along with consumerism things are changing but at a slow rate, however now is the time
to accelerate this change.
As much as FDI is needed in Africa to promote economic growth this as come with a lot of
environmental impact for example large scale production target at international trade has led to loss of
bio–diversity, including indigenous plants and animals extinction as well as deforestation, other effects
includes water contamination of ground and surface water from fertilizers and pesticides, threats to
human and animal health from pesticides and food additives and reduced agricultural productivity due to
land degradation though trade should not be blamed for all the myriads of problems in the environment.
It has often been argued that policies designed to protect the environment may harm economic growth
and if introduced unilaterally by a country may reduce the competitiveness of its domestic firms this
argument is based on the assumption that environmental protection has to be achieved through the
introduction of emission charges (carbon tax) but 3 issues need to be raised.
Tax is not the only policy instrument and is not the most efficient one that can be used to reduce
polluting emissions.
When a tax policy is implemented it is important to assess the feedback effects induced by
recycling the tax revenue and lastly the most important is the role of technical progress which cannot be
neglected, therefore there may be a policy mix that provides firms with the correct incentives to adopt
energy–saving techniques and investment in environmental friendly R&D while the first two issues
partly explored both the theoretical and empirical literatures the last issue (role of incentives to
technical progress) still lacks adequate quantitative assessment and it is for this reason that a new model
was developed by Carlo Carraro and Marzio Galleoti. This new model endogenizes technical progress
and its effects on feed back on economic, energy, and the environment. This econometric model called
WARM (World assessment of resources management) which is developed for European Union presents
simulation results up to 2015 on the effects of some industrial environmental policies which is aimed at
protecting the environmental without necessarily damaging competitiveness and economic growth. The
results show that policies that stimulate the environmental R&D, technological innovation and diffusion
may provide firms with the correct incentives to avoid damaging the environment, while preserving
their competitiveness in the market and this may not also worsen the public sector balance budget as a
result of the positive effects on economic growth.

3 Methodology
The main idea behind this model is that technological progress cannot be observed but can be
inferred by observing the dynamics of other variables ,which can be decomposed into two parts (energy
saving or environmentally friendly capital and the energy consuming or polluting part). Each year a new
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vintage of capital stock becomes operational, in this way, new capital is added to the two components
but the characteristics of this new capital depend on a number of economic variables which affects firms
decision of installing energy saving capital the ratio between the two types of capital constitutes our
indicator of technological progress.
Let kt = the capital stock
ke= the environmentally friendly
kp =the polluting stocks
By definition, this implies
gk=gp +(ge −gp)(ke/kt)
(1)
Where gk,gp are the growth rates of the overall, polluting and environmentally friendly capital
stocks respectively, suppose that
(2)
ge−gp = f(x) / (ke/kt)+ ε
Where f(x) is the capital growth rate in the long run, when all technological possibilities to reduce
energy consumption have been implemented
I.e. when Kt=ke and gp=0; x is a set of explanatory variables
ε = Stochastic error term
The implicit assumption here is that when the stock of polluting capital is high, the rate of growth
of the environmentally friendly capital is greater than the rate of growth of the polluting capital however
the difference decreases as ke approaches kt
Finally the following equation defines the dynamics of the following component of the capital
stock i.e
gp=h (w, v)
(3)
Where,
w= set of explanatory variables
v= stochastic error term
In particular the explanatory variables include R&D spending, output demand, factor prices and the
number of imported patents. All things being equal, it is likely that more R&D spending increases the
technological possibility of the economic system so that inducing investment in environmentally
friendly capital replaces investment in polluting capital, similarly higher energy prices may induce firms
to reduce investment in energy consuming technologies.
The amount of R&D carried out by firms is an endogenous variable of the model and this is related
to the total output demand (assuming a unitary elasticity in the long run), relative factor prices and
policy variables, which include which include environmental taxation (via energy prices) and innovation
subsidies (via publicly funded R&D expenditures).
Esq., (1–3) endogenizes R&D expenditure factor prices and output demand define the structure of the
latent variable model because gp and ge are not observable ,they must be estimated by filtering the
information contained in the observable variables, to achieve this
Let’s write eqs (1-3) in a state space form as
(4)
gk = Hs + ε
S = fs(−1) + v
(5)
Where S= state space vector, which contains the unobservable variable gp and the parameter
vectors β and δ associated with the variable vectors x and W respectively more precisely we have
H = [1× 0],

⎡gp ⎤
⎢ ⎥
S = ⎢β ⎥
⎢δ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

⎡m 0 ω ⎤
F = ⎢⎢ 0 1 0 ⎥⎥
⎢⎣ 0 0 1 ⎥⎦

In this matrix
H=output matrix
F=Transition matrix of the state space form of the model that contains the parameters which
captures the adjustment speed
m=component of the capital stock sector
ω =variable vector
The zeros and ones necessary to re-produce the identities concerning all the time–invariant
coefficients. The error terms ε and v are assumed to be normally distributed and serially uncorrelated.
The state space form of eqs (4) and (5) has been estimated using the square root Kalman and
information filters described by Carraro (1988), the covariance matrix of the error term ε and v has
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been estimated using the maximum likelihood method. The initial values for the state vector have been
estimated using the generalized least square (GLS) procedure proposed by Carraro (1985).The results of
the estimates of state space transition matrix F, the output matrix H and the state vector S (in particular,
the vector δ ) show that the filtering procedure we used to decompose the capital stock yields
homogenous results.
What this means is that there is a need for paradigm shift from the old way of doings things where
by states impose carbon taxes which in most cases has not been efficient to check environmental
pollution but now is the need to have a completely different approach whereby both the firm, state and
the public come together to formulate the new approach whereby whatever approach is taken will be
beneficial to the firm by making them more competitive, encourage investment into new technology and
innovative practices energy consumption and multiplicity of other economic practices which generate
different emissions of gases as this is more sustainable and comprehensive and could be used by
government, firms, household, labor wage bargaining, international trade flows, to assess the impact of
emission etc., this is why the WARM model is proposed in this paper to influence and guide all the stake
holders involved in clean energy or the new economic order.

4 Discussion and Policy Implication for African Countries
MNCs have realized the need for a new approach on investment and climate change as vital for
their staying competitive, retaining talents and customers’ expectations as some firms have been
embarrassed through scandals concerning the environment, human rights, health and labor matters. They
have now realized the need to take society’s concern seriously in order to continue in business.
Therefore corporate social responsibility (CSR) is now viewed as vital for their survival and
competitiveness and as time goes on the CSR will be consolidated and integrated as a core business
strategy for firms and those who failed to integrate CSR will be left behind at a distinct disadvantage.
Global responsibility implies a global understanding of CSR which is illusive but World Business
Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) in its new book “Walking the talk” emphasized the
need for firms to develop local interpretation of CSR which complement local diversity and sector
specific challenges using a lot of fundamental international standards and principles including the
OECD guidelines for MNCs, (ILO) International Labor Organization standards and regulation, the
Social Accountability 8000 (SA 8000) etc are some of the plethora of international standards being
offered (CSR Europe, 2001), but nevertheless there are many global issues with which firms are now
engaged and this includes health and safety, human rights, the environment, basic needs (water,
sanitation, education, etc.), transparency and ethical practices, intellectual property rights, etc. It is now
common to see government and private firms in a lot of collaborative effort on sustainable development
programs, in a survey by environics international it was discovered that there is a common upward trend
in the general public focus on social responsibility of the firm and many were even reported for not
fulfilling their social responsibility and punished making them realize this can’t be ignored again.
In another development many firms have realized the need to also include poverty reduction and
sustainable economic development as part of their CSR responsibility and part of this is the creation of
business networks across some developed countries as a new way of doing business globally.
However in the new economic order there is a need for African countries to attract only investment
that will be environmentally friendly which will be departure from the old investment regime where
most investments are in the dirty industries The firms have recognized this through their purchasing and
investment decisions, with more investment in R&D and new technology which has produced a strong
demand for increase accountability for their impact on society and the environment and this has been
driven by a lot of stake holders including the government, consumers and many NGOs
(non-governmental organizations).
Governments also need to come up with legislation that will be a guide to firms on how to operate
especially on important issues such as human and labor rights and the environment to help firms to be
more responsible by creating a level playing field for firms’ competitiveness.
Therefore this new re-thinking process means that MNCs needs to operate within the legislative
and economic framework developed by the governments and the corporate governance structure needs
to be re-processed with regard to international trade according to UNCTAD, (2000). There is a need for
developing countries to be integrated into the globalizing economy, FDI destinations needs to be
expanded, there is a need for developed countries to reduce trade protection and subsidies, similarly
developing countries need more trade liberalization.
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5 Conclusion
This paper has made an attempt to call the attention of many developing countries especially
Sub-Saharan African countries on the need for a paradigm shift from the way international trade and
investment is conducted, as many of the old trade policies will soon be irrelevant in the new economic
order which emphasize clean and green production techniques, the paper has gone through the trade
theories and used the warm model to show the reason for more investment in R&D and innovative
production policy which in turn will drive competitiveness and economic growth but cannot be left
alone to the firm but needs a more comprehensive approach if the continent wants to be relevant in the
new economic order and this comprehensive approach should include all stake holders on the
environment and sustainability economics and standard production methods which will enhance
competitiveness and diversify the continents economic base.
(1) Government should involve the firm as partners to share concerns on governance and
implementation of innovative tools such as sustainability impact assessments, trade issues, and soft law
policy instruments as a complement to hard law including bench marking and peer review, non
hierarchical governance and co-regulation and labor standards.
(2) Firms has to be incorporated into the promotion of human rights democratization, and social
governance especially in the context of globalization, which must include funding for capacity building
towards trade incentives which could be restricted to include the incidents of non-observation of
minimum social and environmental standards. Also, this capacity building will help many African
countries socially, economically and improve the environment.
(3) African governments to involve the firm in poverty reduction through the provision of access to
loans, technology and access to foreign markets and quality procedures for international trade along
with employment practices and working conditions.
(4) Knowledge is a condition for allowing socio-cultural development of a nation and also balances
economic re-birth in the long run, however insufficient protection of property rights, weak infrastructure,
bureaucracy, low qualification level of workforce are some of the reasons put forward as to why
efficiency seeking FDI does not come to Africa, therefore there is a need for government to go beyond
the passive policies of attracting FDI such as tax holiday, subsidies etc but to now motivate firms to
invest in an environment that fosters the necessary transfer of knowledge and technologies.
As globalization is increasing so also so is the cost of this new lifestyle in form of global warming
and environmental degradation, however as the world and the business community is now aware of the
cost, it is pertinent for a paradigm shift from the way things are done for firms and government to be
more decisive in their responsibilities to the society and the environment similarly government on its
part also need to collaborate with firms on the need to work together to reduce poverty and ignorance in
order to achieve the millennium development goals and green production as evidences shows that this
new approach will be beneficial to all parties in the way business is done in the new economic order.
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Abstract Innovation performance is an important goal for enterprises, and enterprises external
network is an important way to improve enterprise innovation performance. While most of the related
researches merely emphasize the role of their network location and neglect the heterogeneity themselves,
thus leading to contradictory conclusions. In this paper, absorptive capacity is used as the intermediate
variable. Based on 205 valid questionnaires, the paper conducts a further study on enterprise external
network and its innovation performance, sets up and verifies the mechanism that enterprise external
network affecting its innovation performance.
Key words External network; Network structure; Absorptive capacity; Innovation performance;
Manufacturing enterprises

1 Introduction
Coase (1937) first took transaction costs as a tool to analyze enterprises activity, which opened the
traditional black box on enterprises problems and changed the perspective new classical economics
analyze enterprises. From then on, modern theory of enterprise arose and developed along two paths, the
contractual theory and the competitive advantage theory.
Related researches on enterprises to obtain competitive advantage can be divided into two
categories. One is competitive advantage exogenous represented by Porter’s (1980) industry-analysis
theory, the other is competitive advantage endogenous represented by Rumelt (1984) and Teece (1997).
Theory of competitive advantage endogenous started from Penrose and her enterprise internal
growth theory. It is mainly discuss the resources and capacity enterprises needed to produce competitive
advantage. Further researches on theory of competitive advantage endogenous include resource based
view (Wernerfelt, 1984; Rumelt, 1984; Barney, 1991; Nonaka, 1994; Putnan, 1993; Lin Nan, 1999) and
ability based view (Richardson, 1959; Prahalad & Hamel, 1990; Leonard-Barton, 1992; Teece, 1994).
The concept of absorptive capacity arose from the macro level and was first used to analyze
technology catching-up of lagging countries. Cohen and Levinthal (1990) first introduce absorptive
capacity into the level of the firm. With the development of globalization economy and knowledge
economy, there have been great changes in enterprise living space and growth model. It is becoming
more and more important for enterprises to make full use of its external resources, particularly
knowledge resources and networks have become an important way to improve enterprise performance.
Enterprise external network not only combine enterprise performance decision theory both external and
internal, but also expand the source of enterprise resources. Therefore, it is significant both in theory and
in reality to making research on the impact of enterprise external network on its performance.
While, however, most of the existing research on the impact of enterprise external network on its
performance merely emphasize the role of their network location and neglect the heterogeneity
themselves, and thus, leading to contradictory conclusions. Being an enterprise’s capacity to deals with
information and knowledge, the absorptive capacity has received extensive attention from researchers.
Thus, based on absorptive capacity, the paper conducts a further study on the mechanism of enterprise
external network affecting its innovation performance.

2 Theoretical Framework, Concept Model and Hypotheses
2.1 Theoretical analysis
Enterprise external network is a kind of relation between external free market and internal
∗
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organizations. Enterprise external network is not only the collection of enterprise relations but also the
collection of resources contain in these relations (Williamson, 1975; Larson, 1992).
The absorptive capacity is a series of ability that enterprise manages its knowledge, and this ability
can improve both enterprise performance and enterprise competitive advantage (Zahra & George, 2002).
Cohen and Levinthal (1990) first introduce absorptive capacity into the level of the firm, they given that
absorptive capacity refers not only the acquisition or assimilation of information by an organization but
also the organization’s ability to exploit it. The absorptive capacity decides the extent of enterprise
making use of external knowledge, and this furthermore, affects enterprise innovation performance
(Lane et al., 2002).
From the perspective of social network analysis, indicators of network structure include network
size, network density, network centrality and network heterogeneity. What’s the structural dimension
concentrated including not only resources given by enterprise position in the net but also the ability
possessing resources (Burt, 1992; Granovetter, 1973). Network structure impact on the flow of resources
(Nonaka, 1994), thereby affecting enterprise absorptive capacity. And absorptive capacity furthermore,
determines enterprise performance.
2.2 Concept model and hypotheses
Social network analysis method provides a new perspective to analyze enterprise issues, while,
however, most of existing researches on the impact of enterprise external network on its performance
merely emphasize the role of their network location and neglect the heterogeneity themselves, and thus,
leading to contradictory conclusions. Thus, it is necessary to introduce intermediate variable to clarify
this problem.
Being a core issue, choosing proper intermediate variables generated some scholars concern.
Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) took organization intellectual capital as the intermediate variable to
analysis social capital and the organizational advantage, they pointed that the role of social capital has
two sides, the different dimensions of social capital impact of intellectual capital through the integration
and conversion of four dimensions, thereby affecting the organizational advantage. Yli-Renko (2001)
employing a sample of 180 entrepreneurial high-technology ventures based in the United Kingdom,
examined the effects of social capital in key customer relationships on knowledge acquisition and
knowledge exploitation, confirmed that social capital facilitates external knowledge acquisition in key
customer relationships and that such knowledge mediates the relationship between social capital and
knowledge exploitation for competitive advantage. Weiying introduced the perspective of absorptive
capacity to analyze the relation of social capital and technological innovation, based on empirical
analysis of Chinese manufacture enterprises, the research results show that social capital significantly
affects innovation performance by improving absorptive capacity.
Introducing of new intermediate variable helps to clarify the mechanism of network working.
These intermediate variables are all related to knowledge analyzing process, while, however, two
problems are still exist. First of all, too much knowledge-related content are included in the intermediate
variable, which complicated the matter. Besides, the analysis on the intermediate variable itself is
insufficient, therefore, limited the explanation for the mechanism.
To make up the above problem, it is necessary to introduce a new intermediate variable in
analyzing on enterprise external and its performance. Being a kind of process ability related to
knowledge, the absorptive capacity is exactly reflected the process that resources flowing in network.
Thus, the absorptive capacity is selected as the intermediate variable to analyze the impact enterprise
external network on its performance.
Integrated previous literatures on absorptive capacity (especially Zahra & George, 2002; Todorova
& Durisin, 2007), this research redefine the concept of absorptive capacity. The essence of the
absorptive capacity is a kind of accommodation capacity in the ever-changing business environment.
The absorptive capacity is a processing ability including four dimensions, which are recognize the value,
acquire resources, assimilate resources and apply resources.
On the basis of the above definition, the paper conducts a further study on the mechanism of
enterprise external network affecting its performance. Theoretically speaking, there are two aspects
enterprise external network affected enterprise performance.
On one hand, enterprise external network structure directly affects its innovation performance. This
means that the specific network position itself is critical, the position determines the knowledge,
information, capital and other resources for enterprises and furthermore affects enterprises performance,
whether it is who in this place.
On the other hand, enterprise external network is a collection of potential resources filled with
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knowledge, information, capital and etc. These potential resources can be translated into real resources,
and the conversion rate is determined by enterprises abilities of recognize, acquire, understanding and
exploit resources.
Based on the analysis, the hypotheses are proposed:
H 1a The larger of enterprise network size, the stronger of its absorptive capacity.
H 1b The higher of enterprise network density, the stronger of its absorptive capacity.
H 1c The more of enterprise network centrality, the stronger of its absorptive capacity.
H 1d The more of enterprise network heterogeneity, the stronger of its absorptive capacity.
H 2a The larger of enterprise network size, the stronger of its innovation performance.
H 2b The higher of enterprise network density, the stronger of its innovation performance.
H 2c The more of enterprise network centrality, the stronger of its innovation performance.
H 2d The more of enterprise network heterogeneity, the stronger of its innovation performance.

3 Methods
3.1 Sample selection and data collection
The following analysis is according to 205 valid questionnaires based on three sampling criteria: at
least 3 years; no less than 20 employees; manufacture enterprises in Shandong Province of China. First,
sample enterprises are 3-year upper can eliminate the abnormal volatility of enterprise performance.
Second, enterprises’ employees less than 20 are mostly in start-up period that enterprise network depend
on not enterprise but entrepreneur. Third, external network of manufacture enterprises are more stable.
The questionnaires are collected from target-company’s senior management. From Dec. 2007 to
Sep. 2008, 298 responds are received from 470, and 205 of them are valid. The response rate is 63.40%
and the valid response rate is 43.62%.
3.2 Variables
Dependent Variable is innovation performance, measured by change rate of recent 3-years’ new
business output. Independent variable is enterprise external network structure, measured by network
scale, network density, network centrality and network heterogeneity. Intermediate variable is absorptive
capacity, measure by recognize the value, acquire the resources, assimilate the resources and apply the
resources.
All the above variables are measured by several questions through Likert-5Points.

4 Results
4.1 Reliability of the data
SPSS is used to analyze the data and all data belong to normal distribution. The reliabilities
analogous to Cronbach alpha values are all above the recommended mini-mum of 0.70. The adjustment
CICT are all above the recommended mini-mum of 0.35. Thus, all of the constructs demonstrate good
internal consistency and, hence, reliability.
4.2 Correlation and regression analysis
According to correlation analysis, shown as Table 1, there are 25 correlations among enterprise
external network structure, absorptive capacity and innovation performance.
Table 1

Means, Standard Deviations, Ranges, and Correlations for the Variables in the Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1 network scale
2 network density
.571**
3 network centrality
.265**
.373**
*
4 network heterogeneity
.138
.339** .056
5 recognize the value
.120
.158*
.191**
**
**
6 acquire the resources
.367
.216
.196**
**
*
7 assimilate the resources
.193
.165
.164*
8 apply the resources
.357**
.339** .150*
9 innovation performance
.304**
.239** .224**
Means
3.53
3.96
3.87
S. D.
1.16
0.90
0.86
Min.
1.18
1.23
1.74
Max.
5.90
5.85
5.89
N=205. * p≤ 0.05 (2-tailed). ** p ≤0.01 (2-tailed tests).

.134
.164*
-.166*
-.045*
-.072
3.54
0.98
1.17
5.87

-.037
.026
.022
.230**
2.63
0.89
0.01
4.56

-.057
.002
.117
3.00
0.84
0.50
5.09

.124
.583**
2.47
0.92
-0.56
4.57

.602**
1.96
1.07
-0.61
4.57

3.20
1.26
1.00
5.00

Stepwise method is used to give linear regression and the results are shown in Table 2. The results
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showed that enterprise external network structure not only has a significant positive impact on
innovation performance, furthermore, the absorptive capacity, as the intermediate variable, decides the
extent of this impact. The intermediary role of absorptive capacity is mainly in two aspects. On one hand,
enterprises external network structure do not affects innovation performance significantly, but affects
absorptive capacity apparently. That is, the impact of enterprise external network structure on its
innovation performance is indirect. These indicators include network density and network heterogeneity.
One the other hand, enterprises external network structure affects enterprise innovation performance
significantly, while, the extent of this impact are decided by absorptive capacity. These indicators
include network size and network centrality.
Table 2

Results of Linear Regression
R
R2
Δ R2

D-W

Y = 0.532 F4 + 0.521F3 + 0.210 F1 + 0.154 F2

.338
.831

.114
.690

.105
.684

Sig.
(F)
.000
.000

F1 = 0.191X 3

.191

.036

.032

.006

.006

1.820

1.000

F2 = 0.367 X 1

.367

.135

.131

.000

.052

1.707

1.000

Y = 0.263 X 1 + 0.154 X 3

Sig.
(t)
.026
.000

2.182
1.971

VIF
max
1.076
1.005

F3 = −0.251X 4 + 0.250 X 2

.288

.083

.074

.000

.001

2.146

1.130

F4 = 0.228 X 1 + 0.266 X 2 − 0.167 X 4

.423

.179

.167

.000

.015

1.787

1.136

X1: network scale; X2: network density; X3: network centrality; X4: network heterogeneity; F1: recognize the
value; F2: acquire the resources; F3: assimilate the resources; F4: apply the resources; Y: innovation performance.
0.05≤p≤0.1.

According to the above analysis, hypotheses 1a, hypotheses 1b, hypotheses 1d hypotheses 2a and
hypotheses 2c are partially supported, hypotheses 1c is partially back-supported, hypotheses 2b and
hypotheses 2d are denied. The revised concept model is shown in Figure 1.
External network

Absorptive capacity

Network structure

F2, F4

Performance

Recognize
the value
Network size
Network density
Network centrality

F1
Network heterogeneity

Acquire the
resource
Innovation
Assimilate
the resource
Apply the
resource

Figure 1 The Revised Concept Model

5 Conclusions
The paper probe into the mediating role of absorptive capacity, set up and verify the mechanism
that enterprise external network affecting its innovation performance. According to the empirical
analysis, the impact of enterprise external network indicators on enterprise innovation performance and
absorptive capacity is multidimensional. Absorptive capacity plays an intermediary role in the process of
enterprise external network affects enterprise performance. Specially speaking:
First, enterprises external network affects enterprise innovation performance significantly, while,
the absorptive capacity, as the intermediate variable, decides the extent of this impact.
Second, enterprises external network do not affects enterprise innovation performance significantly,
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but affects absorptive capacity apparently. That is, the impact of enterprise external network on its
innovation performance is indirect.
Third, the absorptive capacity can be divided into the potential absorptive capacity and the realized
absorptive capacity, which coincide with the research of Zahra and George (2002).Further, the potential
absorptive capacity is the ability to recognize and acquire resources such as information. The realized
absorptive capacity is the ability to assimilate and apply resources, and it mainly decides the innovation
performance.
The survey sample is limited to Shandong manufacturing enterprises, which limits the applicability
of the conclusions to other settings. The access of the survey sample is primarily by way of convenience
sampling, which decreases the representativeness of the sample. Besides, this research is based not on
longitudinal research but on lateral research, and thus, it can’t give an reasonable explanation from
dynamic perspective.
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Abstract This paper divides University-enterprise cooperative innovation network system into three
sub-systems: Innovation Core Subsystem (ICSS), Innovation Auxiliary Subsystem (IASS) and
Innovation Environment Subsystem (IESS), and it constructs its Operation model from angle of the
open innovation and the complex system theory, then presents the implementation strategies of effective
operating of University-enterprise cooperative innovation network, in order to provide reference for
related research of University-enterprise cooperation.
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1 Introduction
With the increasing competition in the market and accelerating pace of technological updating,
enterprises, the Main-body of Technological Innovation, can not adapt to this trend because of the
limitation of innovation resources. Enterprises should cooperate with other innovation resources, So
Innovation network emerges. Scholars conducted the research from different angles to the innovation
network. Freeman (1991) considered that innovation network is a basic system arrangement coping with
system innovation, the main coupling mechanism of the network architecture is innovative and
collaborative relationships among enterprises. And further divided the types of innovation networks into
the Joint venture and the research company, cooperate the R&D agreement, the technological exchange
agreement, the direct investment, the permit agreement, the sub package, the division of production and
the supplier network, the research association, the government subsidization union research project and
so on. Olaf Amdt (2000) regarded the innovation as a coordination community of each participant, and
thought that the innovation function of network is bigger than the total innovation ability of each
individual. Van and Waggeman (2000) thoroughly inquired into the classification of network, and
subdivided innovation network into formal and informal network, furthermore, they emphasized the
complexity of the innovation network. Sternberg (2000) discussed the influence of innovation network
on the innovation environment, and further analyzed the promoting action of innovation network to the
innovation. In China, the scholars also have done a lot of researches on innovation network, Chi
Renyong etc(2005) have studied the formation mechanism of middle and small scale innovation
network; Wei Jiang etc(2003) have studied the Small business colony and the basic connotation of
innovation network and the structure and the knowledge overflow effect; Chen Xinyue etc(2002) have
studied the joint mechanism of innovation network; Zhang Weifeng etc(2004) have studied the
construction agent and the pattern of innovation network; He Yaqiong etc(2002) have researched the
learning mechanism of the region innovation network; Liu Lanjian etc(2009) have researched
technological innovation network from the angle of knowledge shift contact surface.
The research about University-enterprise cooperative innovation mainly concentrates on the main
body function, influencing factor and policy suggestion of University-enterprise cooperative innovation
system. As the research of E. Mansfield(1962) indicated that the outstanding universities can obtain
massive government finances to maintain high grade research ability, and produce more innovation; It is
very difficult for second-class universities to be highly effective innovation ones, even though they can
obtain funds from the industrial fields. K. Laursen(2004) pointed out that the enterprise which uses the
open-type R&D strategy and the high R&D investment takes the university as the innovation origin.
According to the different foundation and the way of grinds gathers, the scholars Zhang Jun, Li
Zhongyun(2005)divided the operational mechanism of grinds gathers into the credit foundation union,
the contract union, the legal person union operational mechanism and industry and research integration
operational mechanism, and thought that industry and research integration operational mechanism was
the best one for the union of industry and research.
Generally speaking, the scholars researched the innovation network mainly from the network
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concept, the network architecture, the construction agent, the joint mechanism, inter-organizational
learning, and knowledge transfer etc. But to University-enterprise cooperative innovation, they mainly
based on the microscopic inspection, such as university, enterprise etc main body or object angle of view.
The research content also mainly concentrated in the cooperation agent, the pattern choice, the
influencing factor and so on. There are not enough researches conducted from the angle of innovation
network and based on the complicated system theory and the open style innovation theory to discuss the
intermediate perspective stratification plane—the movement of University-enterprise cooperative
innovation network based on the open style innovation. It is difficult for people to have a more complete
clear understanding with University-enterprise cooperative innovation substantive rule.
Along with the establishment and consummation of market economy system, the reform of the
science and technology system requested that University should face economic development, accelerate
transformation and promotion of achievement, guide and support economy acceleration and healthy
development by technical; but the economic restructuring requests the enterprise to depend upon the
advance in technology and the technological innovation, and adapt the market competition, to pursue
great economic efficiency as far as possible. Facing the development and reform of technical and
economic system, the related benefit main bodies in University-enterprise cooperative innovation should
share respective information to form a complete innovation chain. The research about the movement of
University-enterprise cooperative innovation network from the complicated system theory and the open
innovation theory will have important practical significance and value to explore the intrinsic law of
development of University-enterprise cooperative innovation network and formulate feasible network
development policy.

2 The Operation Model of University-enterprise Cooperative Innovation Network
System
2.1 Factor analysis of university-enterprise cooperative innovation network system
Open innovation emphasize the importance of external sources of innovation，the external market
and technical cooperation. Under the open innovation theory, the technological innovation will be no
longer a simple linear process, but forms a complex feedback mechanism. It must carry on the
innovation with in the interaction and the mutual influence of other organizations (customers, suppliers,
competitors, non-related businesses, universities, research institutions, consulting firms, government,
etc.)(Chen Jin, 2006).
Table 1
sub-systems
ICSS

IASS

IESS

Factor Analysis of University-Enterprise Cooperative Innovation Network System
Factor
Innovation function
Enterprise
New product, New technical Commercialization
University
Research development, Knowledge creation
Government
Innovation Guidance
Research Institutions
supplement of Innovation Resources
Financial Institutions
Innovation Economic Force
Intermediaries
Innovation bridges and Bonds
Consumers
Judgment of Innovation Achievement
Social Culture Environment
Innovative spirit drive, Cultural Approval
Policy Environment
Innovation Incentive
Economy, Legal Environment
Financial Support and Legal Protection

In the theory of open innovation, the border of University-enterprise cooperation is permeable, the
university and the enterprise cooperation can use the interior and exterior innovation thought and market
way. The open innovation combines internal and external resources into the university-enterprise
cooperation system, through the exterior channel the thought in university-enterprise cooperation also
can be able to enter the market, and it has more extra values for the university and the enterprise. In brief,
under the theory of open innovation, university-enterprise cooperative innovation network is a loose
complex system which related to multiple levels, multiple organizations, multiple stages, number of
elements. Therefore, it is very essential by utilizing the open innovation and the complex system theory
to know and reveal the elements of University-enterprise cooperative innovation network.
Based on the study about University-Research Cooperation, and combined the theoretical basis of
Innovation Networks, from the standpoint of open innovation and complex system theory,
University-enterprise cooperative innovation network can be regarded as an open system composed by
the core innovation subject，auxiliary principal subject and external environment. This system is such an
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organization in which the R&D, achievement transformation and consulting services was achieved by
mutual influence, restriction and promotion among the subjects and external environment universities
and enterprises as core innovation subject, government, research institutions, financial institutions,
intermediaries, consumers as secondary principal subject. According to this concept, this article divides
University-enterprise cooperative innovation network system into three sub-systems: Innovation Core
Sub—System (ICSS) 、 Innovation Auxiliary Sub—System (IASS)and Innovation Environmental
Sub—Systems (IESS)(Table 1).
From Table 1 we can see that, ICSS includes the university and the enterprise, they have the most
direct technological innovation ability, simultaneously, they also constitute the network core; IASS is
the subsystem that provides ICSS with the service; IESS is an elements combination that provides the
network organization with the environment mechanism and the system protection, it is the essential
condition of the cooperation innovation system.
2.2 Operation model of university-enterprise cooperative innovation network system
According to the factor analysis of University-enterprise cooperative innovation network system,
based on open innovation and complex system theory, Operation model of University-enterprise
cooperative innovation network system was constructed. As shown in Figure 1.
From Figure 1 we can see that, the Operation model of University-enterprise cooperative
innovation network was mainly composed by innovation core subsystem (ICSS), innovation auxiliary
subsystem (IASS), the innovation environment subsystem (IESS) three sub-systems and the
University-enterprise cooperative innovation network and the output effect. Concrete study will be
shown later.
2.2.1 The subsystem of university-enterprise cooperative innovation network
What ICSS reflects is factor joint between the enterprise and university. First, the enterprise as the
most active essential factor in the network movement forms the cooperation innovation platform with
the university through cooperation innovation forms etc, and promotes knowledge and the technical
commercialization, then has a series of cooperation innovation behavior. Next, the university through
inputs the new knowledge, the new technology to the enterprise, which forms the knowledge and the
technical proliferation and shift between the university and the enterprise, provides the innovation
support for the enterprise.
What IASS reflects is the innovation auxiliary essential factor joint; it mainly includes government,
scientific research institution, financial institution, facilitating agency, consumers and so on. On the one
hand, the innovation auxiliary essential factor provides innovation main body system with the
knowledge flow, the technical flow, the fund flow, human resources flow, information flow etc.
innovation resources and the infrastructure, and provides resources support to the IASS for continually
operation. On the other hand, the innovation auxiliary essential factor promotes knowledge and the
technology diffuse to the IASS through providing the technology, the information consultant, the
technical transfer, the innovation hatching, the financial support and so on, serving as bridge and pivotal
role for cooperation innovation network effective movement.
What IESS reflects is the innovation environment essential factor joint. On the one hand, the
advantageous social culture environment, the policy environment, the economy, the legal environment
have provided good social atmosphere for the cooperation innovative activities, making various main
bodies in the system to join in the cooperation innovative activities positively, getting very strong
confidence to the cooperation innovation, increasing the possibility to use each internal resources to
cooperate and realize multi-win. On the other hand, the comprehensive technical environment and the
international economy environment have provided the power for the technological innovation. The
perfection of regulations environment has provided the effective policy support for the cooperation main
bodies. It’s beneficial to the market order formation, and provides powerful safeguard for the
cooperation innovation.
2.2.2 The operation model of University-enterprise cooperative innovation network
The operation model of University-enterprise cooperative innovation network is the core of entire
University-enterprise cooperative innovation network movement model. It is composed by the trust
mechanism, the study mechanism, the benefit assignment mechanism, the incentive mechanism, the
coordinated mechanism. Building the trust mechanism may increase all aspects of communication and
strengthen the trust , to achieve long-term cooperation; building the study mechanism may create one
platform to study and communication for the network, and urge the organization to study creatively;
building the benefit assignment mechanism may guarantee the effect of network movement, optimizing
various networks members' benefits as far as possible; building the incentive mechanism may carry out
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effective encouragement to main participants, enable them furthest display the enthusiasm, initiative and
creativity, beneficial to the cooperation innovative activities development; building the coordination
mechanism may ensure smooth co-operation. Trust mechanism is the premise, coordination mechanism
is the foundation, incentive mechanism is the method, study mechanism is the channel, and benefit
assignment mechanism is the goal. They interact, and jointly promote the cooperative innovation
networks operate effectively.

Figure 1

The Operation Model of University-Enterprise Cooperative Innovation Network

2.2.3 University-enterprise cooperative innovation network output effect
The frequent interaction among University-enterprise cooperative innovation network members,
can cause the network to have the synergistic effect, the information sharing effect, the common
prospect effect, the benefit sharing effect and the knowledge shift effect, thus have brought the
efficiency and the income enhancement as well as the cooperation promotion for the point members.

3 Implementation Strategy on Operation Model of University-Enterprise
Cooperative Innovation Network
(1) Training and maintaining the credit between the University-enterprise cooperative innovation
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network members. Cooperation innovation between the University-enterprise cooperative innovation
network members was established in the foundation of trusts and respects. The credit is playing the vital
role in network, which is a “dynamic alliance”. Therefore, we must train and maintain the credit
between the University-enterprise cooperative innovation network members, to make the network
members fully understand that the cooperation innovation which take the credit as the premise can bring
them with higher income than the former cooperation, and avoid innovation risk, thus improving own
credit standing, realizing the fully sharing of the knowledge, information, technology and so on between
network members as far as possible.
(2) Forming the study atmosphere between the University-enterprise cooperative innovation
network members. Establishing the study mechanism of the University-enterprise cooperative
innovation network can promote mutual study and raise the Knowledge-sharing rate, to enhance overall
competitive power of the network. Such as setting up organizations which can provide consultation and
solve questions, or organizations aimed at encourage voluntary study and so on, to promote knowledge
sharing between the core enterprise and university gradually, to improve dynamic learning capability,
sustained technical innovation capacity and the rapid response ability of the enterprises.
(3) To establish the effective coordination mechanism of the University-enterprise cooperative
innovation network. The nodes of the University-enterprise cooperative innovation network have
difference in cultural context, management idea, thinking mode and so on, so it’s easy to have
conflicting opinions in the cooperation innovation process. Therefore, network members should realize
the importance of the full cooperation and exchange to get the goal. Building the coordination
mechanism may ensure smooth co-operation.
(4) To strengthen the incentive of the University-enterprise cooperative innovation network
members. From the network plane, the focal point in designing the incentive mechanism is how to
stimulate the participations to contribute the superiority innovation resources, to fuse, cooperate,
innovate better, and enhance the ability of University-enterprise cooperative innovation more quickly.
Therefore, through effective stimulation, participants will maximize their enthusiasm, initiative and
creativity, which is beneficial to cooperation innovative activities development.
(5) To establish fair and reasonable benefit of the University-enterprise cooperative innovation
network. As independent economic entities, participants in network will maximize their own benefit.
Whether the assignment mechanism between partners is reasonable immediately influence the operation
efficiency and Stability of the University-enterprise cooperative innovation (K. Laursen, 2004).
Enterprise pays attention on market value of the innovation product, pursuing low risk and the
realization of the short-term economic interest; university pays attention on academic value, pursuing
the promotion of the long-term comprehensive strength; government pays attention on social efficiency,
pursuing economic growth and competitiveness promotion; financial organ pays attention on income,
economic interest, the investment security and so on; the difference between individual benefit goals of
the main bodies will cause the innovation performance for the University-enterprise cooperative
innovation low. So establishing certain benefit assignment mechanism to safeguard network movement
effect appears to be especially important (Zhang Jun, 2005).

4 Conclusions
The University-enterprise cooperative innovation network is a Multi-agent interaction complicated
system. Based on the innovation network theory, this paper divides University-enterprise cooperative
innovation network system into innovation core subsystem (ICSS), innovation auxiliary subsystem
(IASS) and the innovation environment subsystem (IESS) three sub-systems and constructs its
Operation model from the angle of the open innovation and the complex system theory. Through
analysis of the University-enterprise cooperative innovation network Operation model, we can see that,
whether the operational mechanism is reasonable and scientific is the key factor for successful
cooperation in University-enterprise cooperation movement process. So we must design and follow the
mechanism that conforms to the University-enterprise cooperation innovation effective movement, so as
to promote the University-enterprise cooperation innovation to develop healthy, highly effectively, and
constantly. The research conducted in this paper of the University-enterprise cooperative innovation
network Operation model is just a preliminary exploration. Regarding to the University-enterprise
cooperative innovation network, there are also many questions need further research: the unceasing roles
evolvement of University-enterprise cooperative innovation network members in different periods of
network movement; the influence of University-enterprise cooperative innovation network to
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performance of enterprise innovation; the case study about detailed process of University-enterprise
cooperative innovation network movement and development and so on.
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Abstract The principle of “teaching combining with scientific research” posed by Wilhelm von
Humboldt in HU Berlin can be regarded as the start of the scientific research function of university, the
scientific research has different status and role in different time’s university. However, the reality of
university research and Humboldt’s ideal fall into a difference world. Based on the analysis of scientific
research’s value orientation, this paper argues that the value demand of the socio-economic environment
and the value choice of the scientific research in university is the main reason for the alienation of
research and education in today’s university, and universities should attach importance to the
educational nature of scientific research. Besides, the scientific research of university should take
nurturing creative talents as the first function, meanwhile, undertake the other two functions: developing
knowledge and serving for the social progress and economic growth.
Key words University; Scientific research; Educational; Value orientation

1 Introduction
With science and technology having a stronger and stronger influence on the development of
productive forces, university scientific research is playing a more and more important role in economic
growth and social development. When the scientific research of modern university displays its function
in knowledge innovation and social service, it is gradually deviated from Humboldt’s ideal of teaching
combining with scientific research, even appears the conflict of teaching and research in some teachers’
individual behavior. Therefore, it’s both necessary and beneficial to review the research function of
university.
In the study of university research function, the relationship between teaching and scientific
research has been hot issues in higher education. Study abroad is quantitative-based, through quantifying
the indicators like teaching effectiveness, research results, the time of teaching and research, published
papers, teacher reward and so on to carry on statistical analysis; China is mainly from the aspects of
qualitative to study the relationship between teaching and research, and that the two should be
harmonized and coordinated development. For instance, there are researchers based on the viewpoint of
teaching combining with scientific research, put forward that scientific research back feeding teaching
work should be implemented in the current university and to establish appropriate security system (Li
Changzu & Feng Wen, 2009).
Different from these studies, this article focuses on the relationship between scientific research and
education, and from the analysis of scientific research’s value orientation to find the reason for the
alienation of university research and personnel training, in order to reconstruct the educating function of
university research.

2 The Formation and Development of University Scientific Research Function
2.1 Before the 19th century: scientific research is the subsidiary activities of teaching
After the 11th century, university appeared in the Middle Ages based on the city rise and public
class development. The prototype of Medieval University is the scholar guild; its main goal is not
teaching activities and personnel training. Scholars’ primary purpose is to study and disseminate the
profound knowledge, they engaged in religious or philosophical research, which is separated from the
social reality. In the second half of the 14th century, the Renaissance, which takes promoting the
liberation of humanity as the core, started in Italy. This ideological and cultural movement has had a
broad and far-reaching impact on development of literature, art and science. In this environment,
university started to focus on nurturing “new human”, “it is the overriding goal of university education
to nurture the person with full of human nature and cultural qualities, becoming ‘gentlemen’ and
‘ruler’ ” (Zhang Yingqiang, 2000), and most of academic research is transferred to university’s outside,
the specialized organizations and agencies. Therefore, outside the university, Natural Science Research
during this period presented unprecedented achievement, but in the university, the scientific research
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mostly is the spontaneous individual activities, the subsidiary activities that integrated in the teaching
process for teaching service.
2.2 In the 19th century: scientific research to combine with teaching
In the early 19th century, William von Humboldt founded the landmark HU Berlin in Germany,
proposed the idea of “teaching combining with scientific research”, hold the point that science is the
best means to cultivate people’s mind and spirit, and teaching is a process that needs both the teachers
and students to participate in for study and exploring the truth. He pointed out that the professor’s main
task is not to “teach” and the students’ main task is not to “learn”; students should engage in “research”
independently, while Professor should to inspire students’ “study” interest, and to further guide and help
students to do “research” work. For this reason, Hu Berlin, based on the cultivation, made scientific
research as the first task of university, requiring that the teacher must be good at finding and transferring
the knowledge, and teach the creative thought and the first research material, meanwhile, pass on the
academic research methods and guide together. This educational philosophy soon affected other German
universities, becoming its development direction.
Although the great British liberal education advocates----Newman, did not agree to give a main
place for scientific research in university, he thought that universities should rely mainly on teaching, “it
can not an excuse to fulfill the mission of the university, scientific research does not belong to
university’s own goals, because we could immediately think of that there are many others institutions
more suitable than the university as the means to explore knowledge of philosophy and expand the
limits of knowledge” (John Henry Newman, 1873). However, in the late 19th century, countries around
the world follow this model of university to reform the university or establish new universities, since
then, the research function of university has been generally accepted, and its status and role have been
fully established.
2.3 After the 20th century: scientific research to serve the society
After the 20th century, scientific research has been an important function of American universities,
besides, the research universities has occupied the main status in the American higher education system.
Johns Hopkins University, the first research university of the US, is founded in accordance with HU
Berlin, emphasizing scientific research as the core of university, and according to Humboldt’s idea of
“the combination of teaching and research”, a strong graduate school is established. However, different
from German universities, American universities pay more attention to the practical value of scientific
research, not only setting up a large number of practical courses, but also making scientific research be
closely linked to production and life for cultivating practical talents and developing useful knowledge.
The Wisconsin thought is the typical idea of American universities, it advocated that the university not
only has the responsibility to provide traditional education, should also carry out scientific research to
promote the development of new agricultural and industrial. When Charles Fan Haisi was the president
of University of Wisconsin, he had clearly stated that universities should “help bring knowledge to the
general public”, “serve for the state”, and “service should be university’s only ideal”.
Enter the 1950s, the US established a set of “education, scientific research, production” as one
university-centered economic zone, since then, university’s function expands from personnel training,
scientific research, to directly serving the community. This “science in the service of society” concept
had a profound impact on the world higher education, and American universities become a model for
other countries to follow because of its leading position in research and academic aspects.

3 From Concern to Alienation: Reflection on University Research Function
Seeing from the formation and development of university scientific research function, the principle
of “teaching combining with scientific research” posed by Humboldt in HU Berlin can be regarded as
the start of the scientific research function of university, However, when “teaching through research”
evolved into “scientific research serve the society”, it can be said that university’s scientific research
already becomes very different with Humboldt’s ideal.
3.1 Humboldt’s ideal: to serve the human-nurturing
As a new humanist, Humboldt emphasizes on the training of human rationality and moral, in his
view, scientific research is undoubtedly the best means to achieve this goal. So, he advocates teaching
through research, training students’ critical attitude on the existing knowledge and the spirit of exploring
truth, as to help them use a rational scientific approach to discover new knowledge. Regarding the
teaching way, Humboldt believed that “in the university, attending lectures is only the secondary matter;
it is more important to enable students work closely with the people who has with the same taste, same
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age, and has self-consciously” (Zhou Chuan, 2005), therefore, compared to speaking and listening, the
way through academic study to explore the unknown world is more beneficial for training students. It’s
worth noting that “scientific research” in Humboldt’s eyes is a kind of philosophical speculation with a
taste of “pure science”, that focused on the pure theory research of humanities and social sciences, that
is why he opposed to bring those practical knowledge and skills into university education, thought that
the university scientific education should not be carried out with a specific and practical purpose, but
should be committed to training people’s free exploration spirit for the pursuit of truth. By the impact of
Humboldt’s purely scientific concept, until the 1840s, social sciences and humanities has occupied the
dominant position in HU Berlin, and the applied research and technical activities that directly meet the
needs of society are often rejected.
It can be seen that Humboldt bring science into university is not developing its practical value, but
to cultivate people’s mind and spirit, here, scientific research is focused on human and serve the
human-nurturing. This is also the original intention of Humboldt to advocate “teaching combining with
scientific research”.
3.2 Today’s reality: to serve the society
Unlike Humboldt’s ideal, today’s university research is placed on a big stage to maximize its
function of “serve the society”. To some extent, the function of university research to serve personnel
training has been weakened.
Undeniably, scientific research is indeed as a means of cultivating people during the beginning
period, focusing on the cultivation of people’s mind and character shape, to promote the overall
development of human. But when Germany’s university idea spread to the US, the “useful” value that
science and technology serve for industrial development has received unprecedented attention.
Therefore, compared to humanities and religious theology, the natural and technical sciences which have
more practical value become the leading disciplines in modern university, and the science and
technology education which is to foster practical talents and develop practical knowledge and skills
become very popular. Under this kind of education, “the human” is no longer a human, but “the special
tool” of economic development, the university scientific research is more for the labor needs of
government and community service, rather than the human development. With the popularization of
higher education, University research and teaching not only failed to achieve unity, but also embarked
on the opposition, the direction of conflict. Facing this situation, the famous American educator Ernest
Boyer proposed a new viewpoint that divides academic research into four types: discovery,
comprehensive, application and teaching. He pointed out that different types of universities should
shoulder different research mission.
Boyer’s “teaching of academic research” is quite similar with Humboldt’s idea, providing a new
way of thinking to resolve the conflict in teaching and research, but failed to stop the growing alienation
between the university research and teaching, there are still a lot of criticism and accusations on this
issue.
3.3 Why alienated: the reason analysis based on scientific research’s value orientation
Why today’s reality is far from Humboldt’s ideal? Why Boyer’s new view of research can not stop
the alienation? For these two issues, I think the reason can be found from the analysis of scientific
research’s value orientation.
In general, scientific research with a variety of value, including academic value, economic value,
social value and educational value(Gao Xinfa, 2000).The scientific research that Humboldt promoted in
HU Berlin is typical of the educational value and academic value. In Humboldt’s ideal, teachers should
carry on the “pure science” research which has very high academic value together with students, to
achieve the purpose of training “perfect”. However, as science and technology shows an increasingly
powerful magic in improving people’s material living standards, the social value and economic value of
natural science research becomes evident gradually, the “Pure science” research that only with high
academic value inevitably lost its dominant status. Yet, when “scientific research serve the society” was
proposed by American university in the 20th century, the focus attention of university research has
changed from human development to socio-economic development, the application focus of “teaching
combining with scientific research” has also turned from all students to high-level graduate students.
Therefore, in the external influence of social and economic environment, to meet the different needs,
university scientific research no longer sticks to Humboldt’s ideal, but presents a variety of value
orientation.
On the other hand, although scientific research in modern university has all the four values:
academic value, economic value, social value and educational value. As the first three shows higher
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interests in today’s society, professors often put in more effort on those scientific research that can bring
more academic reputation, social status and economic benefits. That’s why Boyer’s new view of
research can not stop the alienation.
Therefore, ignoring the educational value of scientific research is the main reason for the alienation
of university research and personnel training. This is related not only with the value demand of the
university external economic environment, but also with the value choice of scientific research within
the university.

4 Reconstruction on the Scientific Research Function of Modern University
4.1 Educational: the legal basis of scientific research for the existence in universities
Objectively speaking, scientific research in the change of university education is a positive
reflection of social environment changes, performance that adopts social development, but if research in
the university and out of the university research is same, people can not help questioning the existing
legitimacy of the university research.
In today’s society, institutions engaged in scientific research can be roughly divided into three
categories: an independent research institutions, R&D departments and universities. Different subjects
have different scientific values, independent research institutions emphasize the scientific value and
social value of academic, R&D departments make economic value be the core orientation, and
universities have all the values. Universities and specialized research institutions concerned with
different objects, just as Newman said, “scientific research institutions outside of university take itself,
rather than students as the main consideration”, but university concerned training students. Universities
and R&D departments are also not be confused, corporate R&D is concerned the recent economic and
social benefits, while university scientific research need focus on long-term development of human and
society, and economic value is only as a by-product of university research. So, to establish the legality of
the existence of scientific research in universities, it must adhere to the educational characteristics of
university research, service the target of training university of personnel, and this is also the essential
difference of scientific research between the universities and other research institutions.
Therefore, university research is necessary to always grasp the basic principles of educational,
serve the fundamental goal of university-trained people. In other words, any research activities that are
consistent with the teaching objectives and help personnel training, should be encouraged and supported
in universities, while those are inconsistent with and even contrary to the teaching objectives should be
condemned and stopped.
4.2 The function of modern university research: nurturing human, developing knowledge, serving
the society
Although the university is different from the independent research institutions, but both in the
nature of the pursuit of scientific research is the same- knowledge discovery and innovation, and this is
also the basis for their legitimate scientific research. Therefore, when university research plays function
of teaching people, it can’t weaken the functions of knowledge discovery. Of course, in the background
of the times today, university research should also fulfill their social responsibilities. In short, the
modern university research should take nurturing creative talents as the first function, meanwhile,
undertake the other two functions: developing knowledge and serving for promoting the social progress
and economic growth.
First, as educational institutions, training is the most essential function of the University, and
scientific research should be combined with the goals of training personnel, and that scientific research
completely divorced from personnel training should not exist among the University. So, here, university
scientific research can indirectly play its function through the service of teaching - through innovative
teaching knowledge and improving teaching methods, it can also be directly involved in the training of
cultivating research personnel through carrying out a variety of scientific research activities.
Second, the university as an inquiry place, such as Cai said, it should take “Researching Higher
Learning” as its mission. Therefore, university research in knowledge discovery and innovation, should
not only pay attention to natural science research, but also concerned about the humanities and social
science research; it should development applied research that have economic value and social value, but
also attach importance to basic research of high academic value.
Third, when providing services for the community, university research should be to maintain
certain independence, and take university itself, the long-term development of the nation and the whole
of mankind as a starting point, to avoid directly involving in more economic activities, to put more
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energy into activities that help personnel development and knowledge discovery.

5 Conclusion
The rise and development of university scientific research is the result of that university’s idea is
becoming clear and university’s social function expands gradually, and is a developing process that from
serving for teaching only to serving for the advance in technology, the economic development and the
social service at the same time. The principle of “the combination of teaching and research” posed by
Wilhelm von Humboldt in HU Berlin can be regarded as the start of the scientific research function of
university; the scientific research has different status and role in different time’s university. Scientific
research in modern universities, not only provides services for promoting social progress and economic
growth, but combines with the goal of university education to train more excellent talents. Therefore,
university research should adhere to its educational characteristics, and serve for achieving the goals of
personnel training.
However, to change the current situation that the educational value of university research has
become weaker and weaker, it’s not a simple thing to deal with the relationship between teaching and
research, but need to rely on the joint action of the internal and external environment of higher education
system, and guide individual and community pay more attention to the importance of educational
research. And establishing a sound evaluation system for university research is an important means to
realize it, and it is also a key issue for future studies.
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Abstract The county economy collaborative development under the guidance of circular economy
theory refers to the polymerization development of the Intrinsic, holistic and comprehensive nature of
county economy, to achieve the ultimate goal that a collaborative development advanced stage of a high
degree of harmony within and outside the county economy. In this paper, under the guidance of the
theory of circular economy, innovative proposed the maturity model of county economic collaborative
development. The paper describes the index system and evaluation methods to the evaluation of county
economic collaborative development, and then, supports the location of county economic collaborative
development from the two dimensions of time and space. The study is conducive to support the
development of county policies and to promote the sound development of county economy.
Key words Circular economy; Industry Innovation; County economy; Industry collaborative
development; Maturity model

1 Introduction
Circular economy is a new mode of production, which is the combination of economic, social,
technological and environmental under the guidance of the theory of large scale systems [1][2]. The
county economy collaborative development in china refers to symbiosis between county internal
harmony and the county outside. Within the county form an organic whole with mutual promotion and
coordination. Then have harmonious regional economic relations with the county outside, through
healthy competition and close cooperation. In order to create the best overall efficiency, the formation of
the pattern of complementary advantages, the overall linkage of economic, social, technological and
environmental sustainability pattern of development. Further up the ultimate goal that a collaborative
development advanced stage of a high degree of harmony within and outside the county economy[3].

2 The Maturity Evaluation Index System of County Economy Collaborative
Development
The evaluation of county economic collaborative development situation is a systematic project.
There is not yet a complete evaluation system at home and abroad[4][5]. We can re-definition follow ideas
of multi-level hierarchical structure and circular economy. China's county economy as the
socio-economic system is based on human activities for the center, and it’s also an organic whole
including social, economic, technological and environmental.
2.1 Hierarchical analysis of county economy collaborative development layer by layer
The county economy collaborative development is a hierarchical structure layer by layer, as shown
in Figure 1.
Space dmension
The highest

level

The intermediate level
The lowest level
L ocal control level

Hierarchical control
level of collaborative
development .

C omprehensive
evaluation control
level

Time dimension

Figure 1

Multi-level Hierarchical Structure Diagram of the County Economy Collaborative Development

(1)The lowest level is local control level of the subsystems in county economic system. The various
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controlled factors are the direct control of subsystems (indicators in the evaluation index system).
(2)The intermediate level is hierarchical control level of collaborative development. This level use
collaborative control model to analyze the collaborative link between various subsystems. In the
coordinated control of various subsystems, they also provide the optimal strategy for solutions and
comprehensive data information for the most advanced coordinated development, through the most
optimal means.
(3)The highest level is comprehensive evaluation control level. In this level, we establish
appropriate indicators of comprehensive evaluation index and implementation plan, through the
hierarchical structure and the index model of collaborative development, to achieve the county's overall
goal of the industry collaborative development.
The three-level hierarchical control integrated can put forward a corresponding evaluation index
system of industry collaborative development under the guidance of qualitative analysis to establish a
practical methods of evaluation, and to obtain concrete results through description appropriate
quantitative model description.
2.2 The system of county economy collaborative development
In recent years, China's study of collaborative development strategy between large-scale system of
social economic and Subsystems in the systems, generally adopt the "Quartering" that is collaborative
development among economic, technological, social and environmental. With the basic ideas that the
economy is the foundation, science and technology is the driving force, the environment is the
indemnification, as well as scientific, concise, systematic principles, to choose indicators match with the
county economic development, we can design indicators system of china's county economy
collaborative development.
(1) Social subsystem
Social subsystem including: Engel's Coefficient(X11), Gini Coefficient(X21), Urban per capita living
space(X31), Telephone penetration(X41), The number of employees of business services per thousand(X51),
The number of doctors (number of beds) per ten thousands(X61), Registered urban unemployment
rate(X71), Employment rate for women(X81), The proportion of poverty in total population(X91), Per
capita premium income(X101), The proportion of labor resources in the total population(X111), The
number of urban public theater(X121), Per capita road area(X131), The natural population growth
rate(X141), The urban population proportion of the total population(X151), College educated population
per ten thousands(X161), The average life expectancy(X171), The proportion of aging population in the
total population(X181).
(2) Economic subsystem
Economic subsystem including: Per capita GDP(X12), GDP growth rate (X22), Capital profit and tax
rate(X32), Value profit rate(X42), On sales profit and tax rate(X52), The first output value added(X62), The
secondary industry(X82), Disposable income of urban residents(X92), Per capita net income of
farmers(X102), Agricultural volume per ten thousands in agriculture(X112), Per capita total foreign trade
volume(X122), Per capita fixed assets of industrial enterprises(X132), Local fiscal expenditure(X142),
Passenger and freight traffic of highway and railway and aviation(X152) and so on.
(3) Technology Subsystem
Technology subsystem including: The proportion of professional and technical personnel per
thousand(X13), The number of school students in general secondary schools per ten thousands(X23), The
number of primary school students per ten thousands(X33), Per capita technology market turnover(X43),
Science and technology expenditures accounted in local fiscal expenditure(X53), The patent approval
number(X63), The amount of public book per ten thousands(X73), Companies invest in new product
development(X83), Adult literacy rate(X93).
(4) Environmental subsystem
Environmental subsystem including: Per capita arable land area(X14)， Urban per capita green
area(X24), Per capita water resources(X34), Per capita quantity of mineral resources(X44), Per capita
quantity of marine resources(X54), Bio-diversity(X64), Per capita quantity of plant resources(X74), Per
capita animal resources volume(X84), Travel resource abundance(X94), Natural resources utilization(X104),
Erosion rate(X114), Tree coverage(X124), Green energy usage(X134), Natural disasters destroy rate of
agriculture(X144), Industrial wastewater discharge compliance rate(X154), Industrial waste gas treatment
rate(X164), Industrial solid waste comprehensive utilization rate(X174), Air quality index(X184), Water
quality index(X194), Acoustic environmental quality index(X204), Industrial output value of energy
consumption per ten thousands RMB(X214), Industrial output power consumption per ten thousands
RMB(X224), Industrial output value of water consumption per ten thousands RMB(X234).
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3 The Construction of Maturity Evaluation Model of County Economy
Collaborative Development
The indicators system of county economy collaborative development are being treated properly as
a dimensionless quantity, which directly or indirectly reflect the overall performance of county
economic coordinated development, through the use comprehensive theory vision of large-scale systems.
The model elements should be two: (1) The elements that reflect the coordination degree----synergy
degrees; (2) The elements that reflect the level of development----the development of capacity.
Therefore, the coordination of large-scale systems theory uses the principle of "principle of
j
j
association estimates”. The Collaborative variables a i (k ) of each state variable X i (k ) should be
j
taken the actual associated variables Z i (k ) at this time. The form of ai (k ) shape as:

a j i (k ) = Z j i (k ) = ∑ a jl i X

jl

i

(k )

i=1，2，3，4；j=1，2，…，ni

l

j
j
After appropriate deformation, a i (k ) can be used as collaborative degree C i (k ) . It means the

total impact of X

j

i

(k ) from other indicators of external at the k moment, which can indirectly reflect the

collaborative degree (associate degree) between X

j

(k ) and other indicators. When a moment the
j
associate degree of X i (k ) larger, then indirectly reflect the collaborative degree between X i (k ) and
i

j

j

other indicators is higher; and vice versa. And after Normalization of non-dimensional indicator Y i (k )
j
j
means the level of development of X i (k ) at sample period (k = 1, 2, ... , N), so directly use Y i (k ) as
the development amount.
The paper use an "improved weighted additive scoring system". Use the above-mentioned
j
collaborative degree C i (k ) as the weight factors, the value of indicators take the above-mentioned
j

development amount Y i (k ) . Then combine both get the basic form of collaborative development
maturity index as follows:

D(k ) = ∑ C j i Y j i (k )
ij

(1)

From the above formula we can see D (k ) exactly affected and identified by both at the same time.
It not only can reflect the overall of collaborative degree, but also reflects the overall level of
development, reached the expected requirements basically.
It is required to pre-process the collected historical data of sub-indicators, based on the
establishment of the evaluation index system of county economy collaborative development. Concrete
steps are as follows:

X (k )

i
(1) Let state vector
expresses indicators included in the i (i = 1,2,3,4, corresponding to 4
subsystem as social, economic, scientific, environmental) sub-system at the time k, and

{

}

X T i ( k ) = X 1 i ( k ), X 2 i ( k ),L , X ni i ( k )

(2)
Which, ni expresses the number of indicators of the i sub-systems.
(2) For each indicator (i = 1,2,3,4; j = 1,2, ..., n; k = 1,2, ..., N) do standardization treatment
j
respectively, transfer into the corresponding non-dimensional indicators U i (k ) . Here using the value of

standard linear equation method. That is to take the maximum and minimum values of { X
recorded as follows:

X
X

j

i

= max{ X j i (k )}

i=1，2，3，4；j=1，2，…，ni

j

= min{ X i (k )}

i=1，2，3，4；j=1，2，…，ni

t

i

j

t

j

i

( k )} ,

j

Then Y i (k ) can be obtained from the following formula:

Y j i (k ) =

X j i (k ) − X
X

j

i

−X

j

j

i

i

i=1，2，3，4；j=1，2，…，n；k=1，2，…，N

(3)
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j
(3) Take standardization for all the indicators within each subsystem Y i (k ) by subsystem, taking

S j i (k ) =

Y j i (k )
ni

∑Y

j

i

i=1，2，3，4；j=1，2，…，n；k=1，2，…，N

(k )

(4)

j =1

The measuring steps of the collaborative development maturity index among the various indicators
within i subsystems are as following:
(1) Adopting Delphi method, comprehensive treat relevant departments expert advice, to determine
jl
the right level of interaction between targets a i (k ) , which express the effect that index i impact on the
jl
lj
j index in the i sub-systems within the year k. a i ( k ) ≠ a i ( k ) , Under normal circumstances; While

the i pairs of j play a catalytic role, taking a

jl

i

( k ) > 0 ; On the contrary, taking a jl i ( k ) < 0 ; Without

jl
jl
effect, taking a i ( k ) = 0 . In particular, indicators among themselves are a i ( k ) = 1 . a
actual situation, corresponding values obtained according to the level of impact.

jl

i

(k ) is the

j
(2) Calculating the total impact b i (k ) on the index j from other indicators i ( l ≠ j ).

ni

b j i (k ) = ∑ a jl i S l i (k ), i = 1,2,3,4; j = 1,2, L , n; k = 1,2, L , N

(5)

j =1
l≠ j

Here, only consider other indicators of the impact on index j, and ignore its own impact.
(3) Calculating the impact results that other indicators of the impact on index j, that is collaborative
j
degree C i (k ) .

C j i (k ) =

b j i (k )
ni

∑b

l

i

(6)

(k )

l =1

(4) Calculating Maturity index of collaborative development within subsystems

Di (k )

.

ni

Di (k ) = ∑ C j i (k )Y j i (k ), i = 1,2,3,4

(7)

j =1

The measuring steps of the collaborative development maturity index among the various indicators
among each subsystem in the large systems are as following:
(1) Adopting Delphi method, comprehensive treat relevant departments expert advice, to determine
jl

the right level of interaction between targets a ip (k ) , which express the effect that index l in sub system
p impact on the index j in the i subsystem within the year k. Its value is the same as (1).
j
(2) Calculating the total impact b i (k ) on the index j from i index of other subsystems.

m −1 n p

b i (k ) = ∑∑ a jl ip S l p (k ), i = 1,2,3,4; j = 1,2, L , n; k = 1,2, L , N
j

p =1 l =1
p≠ j

(8)

Here, only consider other subsystem indicators of the impact on index j, and ignore its own system
impact. M is number of subsystems that the discussed large-scale systems have, here m = 4.
(3) Calculating the impact results that other subsystem indicators of the impact on index j, that is
j
collaborative degree C i (k ) .

C j i (k ) =

b j i (k )
m

np

∑∑ b

l

p

, i = 1,2,3,4; j = 1,2, L , ni ; k = 1,2, L , N
(k )

(9)

p =l l =1

(4) Calculating Maturity index of collaborative development of the whole large-scale system D (k ) .
m

ni

Di (k ) = ∑∑ C j i (k )Y j i (k )
i =1 j =1

(10)
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4 The Evaluation of China’s County Economy Collaborative Development
Maturity
In this study, we have selected 2056 counties from 31 provinces, municipalities and autonomous
regions (excluding Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan) all over the country, and evaluated collaborative
development maturity of year 2006, 2007 and 2008. In order to grasp the national macro-economic
situation of collaborative development in the county, using cluster analysis methods to classify. The
results showed that the maturity of industry collaborative development in eastern part is superior to
central and western significantly.
In 2006 the industry collaborative development maturity of the counties located in the former three
categories were 253, the eastern region are 219, mainly in the Yangtze River Delta, Pearl River Delta
and the Bohai Economic Circle, of which 37 in Zhejiang Province, 70 in Shandong Province, 39 in
Jiangsu Province, 11 in Fujian Province, 26 in Guangdong Province, 28 in Hebei Province, 5 in Beijing,
3 in Tianjin, and 3 in Shanghai.
In 2007 the industry collaborative development maturity of the counties located in the former three
categories were 251, the eastern region are 196, mainly in the Yangtze River Delta, Pearl River Delta
and the Bohai Economic Circle, of which 39 in Zhejiang Province, 44 in Shandong Province, 38 in
Jiangsu Province, 11 in Fujian Province, 24 in Guangdong Province, 27 in Hebei Province, 5 in Beijing,
5 in Tianjin, and 3 in Shanghai.
In 2008 the industry collaborative development maturity of the counties located in the former three
categories were 238, the eastern region are 211, mainly in the Yangtze River Delta, Pearl River Delta
and the Bohai Economic Circle, of which 37 in Zhejiang Province, 40 in Shandong Province, 35 in
Jiangsu Province, 12 in Fujian Province, 17 in Guangdong Province, 32 in Hebei Province, 2 in Beijing,
4 in Tianjin, and 3 in Shanghai.
At the same time, the data shows a good momentum of economic development, collaborative
development of the county tend to have a higher maturity. So, we use the selected hundred of China's
economic development from Central County Economic Research Institute as a county study. Hundred
counties in the county nearly 90 percent located the sorting out the first hundred of county economy
collaborative development maturity of the county. We will China's economic development hundred
counties in 2006 - 2008 joint development of the maturity to sort with the County Economic Research
Institute of the county to make a comprehensive index of sort for Friedman test results obtained as
shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
In the table 68.6% of the high probability shows that the county economy collaborative
development maturity is an important characterization of the county's economic development factor. The
evaluation of county economy collaborative development maturity based on circular economy theory
can better position the county's economic development level, can able to clear to the development
potential of China's county-level better, what’s more, can express the overall layout of the development
of China's county-level and condition from the perspective of the global, reflects the collaborative
development of China's county economy over the gradient.
Table 1

Ranks

Mean Rank
The sort of collaborative development maturity

1.52

The sort of hundred counties comprehensive index

1.48

Table 2

Friedman Test Statistics

N

100

Chi-Square

.163

Df
Asymp. Sig.

1
.686

The use of the county economy collaborative development maturity model based on circular
economy, not only can help the county cycle formulate appropriate economic measures according to its
own specific development, and can give the evaluation of the preliminary work to correct deviations in
the process of development; but also conducive to country adapt the principle of complementary
advantages, plan overall layout and plan of china's county circular economy development, under the
specific circumstances of county collaborative development.
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5 Conclusions
To establish a social support system that conducive to the development of circular economy, and to
provide a good overall atmosphere for the development of circular economy from the institutional,
technical and ideas. All of this can able to promote economic and social development into the track of a
virtuous cycle, what’s more, it is the fundamental principles for the future development of county
economy.
The social development level, three industrial structures, leading industry positioning and layout of
china’s county economy are quite different industries, so the development of circular economy should
also be focus different. The paper proposed the evaluation of county economy collaborative
development maturity model can not only measure the level of county collaborative development as a
whole, but also illustrated the degree of development separately from the four major subsystems in the
social, economic, technological and environmental collaboration. Using the model, we can see the
advantages and inadequacies of a particular county development, which would help to develop
appropriate improve measures; at the same time, it conducive to country adapt the principle of
complementary advantages, plan overall layout and plan of china's county circular economy
development, under the specific circumstances of county collaborative development.
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Abstract Industry-University-Research (IUR) Collaboration is now faced with many non-technical
problems, which are expected to be solved by institutional innovations. This paper analyzed the
dilemma in IUR Collaboration development process based on listing major problems exist in China IUR
Collaboration operation, demonstrates the subject, methods and content: the nation is the subject in
institutional innovation, and institutional innovation should be conducted mainly by a step-by-step
manner and supported by radical manner. The content of institutional innovation includes: legal system,
tax system, property system, incentive system and related financial system. This paper also suggests that
in the development of IUR Collaboration, the arrangement and innovation should be scientific and
rational, thus through the institutional innovation can play an active and effective role in the transfer of
socio-economic development model.
Key words Institutional innovation; Industry-University-Research Collaboration; Analysis

1 Introduction
In the era of knowledge economy, the world attaches great importance to how science and
technology can be quickly transformed into practical productive forces, to facilitate high-tech
commercialization, industrialization and internationalization. In 1993, UNESCO adopted the plan
UNISPAR (UNISPAR is the abbreviation of University-Industry-Science Partnership). Which are the
universities, enterprises and scientific research cooperation programs, to encourage cooperation between
universities and enterprises involved in the process of industrialization, to attract industry and
universities, enterprises and research institutes to carry out joint grow. IUR Collaboration becomes the
mainstream technological innovation model of the world. Countries such as United States and Japan
have adopted a national Research Strategy Alliance to accelerate science and technology to take off.
Most famous example is the "Silicon Valley" miracle in mid-20th century, made by Stanford University
as a representative. Japanese government attaches great importance to IUR Collaboration, strongly
advocated the so-called "Government-Industry-University-Research Combination", "trinity" mobile
research organizations such as the "Tsukuba Science City". The government actions played an important
role in IUR Collaboration. Since 1980s, China has also attached great importance to IUR Collaboration,
and promulgated and implemented the "National Science and Technology Award Principle" "The
People's Republic of China’s Facilitation of Technological Achievements Transfer Law" "Technological
Progress Law," "Patent Law" and other related legal system. The creation and implementation of these
systems for IUR Collaboration created a good environment for development, and some results were
achieved.
In the era after the economical crisis, Chinese companies face fierce competition in international
market, they need technological innovation to seek a new direction of enterprises development, but often
cannot find good research results and investment projects. In particular, companies need to master the
key technology development to improve the enterprise's core competitiveness. IUR Collaboration Model
has shown its role, but which is the key issue influences China’s IUR Collaboration, technical or
non-technical? This paper analyzed as follows.

2 Major Problems Exist in IUR Collaboration Development
2.1 Benefit distribution
In essence, IUR Collaboration is three main subjects (enterprises, universities and other research
institutes and government) of technological innovation which in accordance with the interests of sharing,
risk sharing, complementary advantages and mutual development collaborate on technology innovation
to gradually realize a form of virtuous research-product-market-research circle. However, in some IUR
Collaboration cases, companies are highly motivated, universities and research institutions also provide
good technology, but the processes of cooperation are very difficult. One important reason of this
phenomenon is that the interests of the parties have not been handled well in IUR Collaboration
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development. As the three cooperation parties are in different systems and areas, their views of benefit
distribution are quite different, so contradictory is often produced and they are difficult to be coherent. If
this issue cannot be properly handled, the organizations in cooperation will not win the benefits they
deserve. (Lu Haiping 2004)[1] and some other researchers find two important phenomena: one is the
universities, research institutions that carry out a combination of research believe the benefit distribution
is unreasonable in cooperation with enterprises that they are at disadvantage in co-operation negotiations;
another is the enterprises think that immature technology supply is the biggest barrier in IUR
Collaboration.
2.2 Market-orient issues
For a long time, China's science, technology, education and economy have not yet been closely
integrated. The value of scientific research is determined based on amount of national funds, the number
of published papers, the academic status of participants, level and number of awards received. This
rating system highlights the "technical merit" of scientific and research achievements, but the "market
value" has been largely ignored, resulting in no market-oriented research, technology supply and lags far
behind market demand. The CYIT case is a true portrayal. CYIT proposed 3G standards to the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) early in 1998, two years later was admitted to the turn of
the century and became one of the 3G standards, but it missed the best opportunity in local TD
development. CYIT met the crazy industry criticism in the process of TD development; on the capital
injection side, the failure of co-operation with Hong Kong investment group and COMMIT events made
CYIT into financial crisis. This forced people to think of the school-owned CYIT got problems in
market-orient mechanism. Fortunately, the intervention of government action in June 2008, bringing
21.8 billion of capital, and accelerated CYIT’s restructuring, helped to make the market orient clear
among school-owned enterprises [2]. This shows universities and scientific research projects are not
market-oriented, but guided by their academic goals. Technology projects which are not market oriented
are very likely to be detached, so that its market value cannot be brought into play, result in “unsalable”.
And also, because of the imbalance of benefits and risks, some researchers and universities, research
institutions will not choose to make industrial production transformation, so the final result is that many
project achievements have been shelved and become history.
2.3 Government coordination and guarantee
View from the IUR Collaboration process, as the status of cooperation parties vary in different
stages, thus the influence of IUR Collaboration on them are different. IUR Collaboration some ways can
be seen as a systematic project; to make it run smooth the scientific decision-making system and an
integrated service platform are necessary.
From the government perspective, there are four main reasons for problems exist in IUR
Collaboration. First, the government policy support of IUR Collaboration is not enough. Currently
China has not yet carried out the policy to accelerate IUR combination, the importance of IUR
Collaboration in post-economic crisis era has not be paid attention by the government, and there is no
clear and operable support policies and laws, regulations on tax, credit and similar fields. IUR
Collaboration is lack of complete series of support measures on personnel mobility, well-paid salary,
intellectual property ownership, title assessment, individual rights, equipment sharing, etc. Second,
government investment is not enough. From 2003 to 2007, China's research and development expenses
increased year by year: 2003 was 18.601 billion U.S. dollars, increased to 48.77 billion U.S. dollars in
2007; research and development expenses in the proportion in the GDP increased from 1.13% in 2003
up to 1.49% in 2007. Nevertheless, the Government spending on national research and development
remains low, especially in the proportion of GDP[3]. Up to now, the state did not set up special funds to
support IUR Collaboration. Third is difficulties in social financing. Due to lack of positive and definite
government guidance, infected by the product testing and high-risk in industrialization, Subject to
product testing and industrialization of high-risk, enterprises, financial institutions or venture capital are
not willing to invest in IUR Collaboration and research achievements transformation. Fourth, the
construction of science and technology intermediary service platform is delayed, thus the industry,
university and research are not closely linked. Although there has been a lot of science and technology
intermediary service institutions, such as high-tech achievements transformation service centers set up
in different places, they play an important role in communication between research institutes and
enterprises, but most of them are single-function intermediary service organizations still not perfect in
operation, the quality and level of services provided awaiting to be improved. Also, the status and
benefits of intermediaries are not effectively protected, which to some extent hindered the development
of intermediary institutions.
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2.4 Mechanism for cooperation development
Compared with developed countries, China’s IUR Collaboration development was slow and
inefficient. This is directly related with the incomplete mechanism. Main features: First, from the
perspective of scientific research units, IUR Collaboration dynamic mechanism is not perfect, there are
gaps between research and market demand, technology and market; transformation rate is generally less
than 20%[4]; Second, the construction of modern enterprise system is not perfect, which restricted the
companies to absorb new technologies and talents, make enterprises cannot become economic entities
who truly rely on scientific and technological progress and development; Third, without a complete
technical value assessment system, in many cases the distribution of benefits in IUR Collaboration are
unfair, make the task of intellectual property protection arduous. Fourth, the legal system of science and
technology is lagged behind, and sometimes the implementation of existing laws and regulations is not
in place.

3 Subject, Method and Content of Institutional Innovation
3.1 Content of institutional innovation
In IUR Collaboration, the three main bodies are enterprises, universities and research institutions,
and government. However, in the process of institutional innovation, government is the subject; it is the
organizer of institutional innovation, as well as the supplier of IUR Collaboration. Being driven by
imbalance force of different social parties, government intervention in IUR Collaboration becomes ore
necessary. This is because institution is a public product, institution construction is the basic duty of
government, and it represents long-term interests of whole society. Institution innovation is a continuous
complex systems engineering, and the investment must be kept going, which enterprises, universities or
research institutions cannot afford. To build an equal, voluntary, mutual benefit, open innovation system,
and adjust the system to environment, this process should be realized under national-level
encouragement[5]. Therefore, from the national side, develop institutional innovation result in IUR
Collaboration is an external profit, the subject of innovation is the nation, the result is transformation in
institution environment, which motivates IUR Collaboration and effectively lead to different parties’
benefit from institution innovation, thus achieve healthy and orderly development of IUR Collaboration.
3.2 Methods of institutional innovation
In institutional innovation theory, there are two ways: radical and progressive. Radical requires
overall innovation on the existing constraints of development goals in a short time, while the progressive
way is taking marginal incremental evolution method. These two ways differs in cost, time and risk. The
development of IUR Collaboration China should be mainly progressive and supported by radical
manner. Main reasons are: First, technical constraints exist in IUR Collaboration development, however
technological innovation have to be achieved a through development process. Second, a number of
interest groups are involved in IUR Collaboration development which makes it a complex game process,
and radical way of institution innovation brings high cost and risks. Third, IUR Collaboration is a
certain result of the social and economic development. It is a complex system built on the base of
progressive process.
3.3 Content of institutional innovation
Institutional innovation includes: First, the legal system. Legal system is the basic system to
promote the development IUR Collaboration. It regulates individual behavior, clears all responsibilities
and obligations of government, enterprises in IUR Collaboration development, and makes this
development in accordance with the laws and market disciplines. The build of legal system includes the
establishment of both comprehensive and special research cooperation law and regulations of IUR
Collaboration and other laws and regulations which can promote the three aspects of the IUR
Collaboration. Second, the tax system. Tax system is the most direct means to realize IUR Collaboration;
it changes the system environment and brings the external benefits. Third is property rights system.
Property rights system is the basis to make responsibilities clear, change the external costs and revenue
of technological achievements to internal. It is also a basic protection for IUR Collaboration. Fourth is
the incentive system. Incentive system is an effective means to promote and guide the IUR
Collaboration in the production, distribution, exchange and consumption areas. Fifth is the relevant
financial system. Financial system is the support method of IUR Collaboration development, as well as
an essential institutional arrangement for IUR Collaboration.
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4 Analysis of Institution Innovation’s Impact on China IUR Collaboration
4.1 IUR Collaboration is not only converting from one mode of production to another mode of
production, it is an institutional innovation process, which requires rearrangement of the existing
institution
In New Institutional Economics, the four elements: labor, capital, technology, and institution
constitute the relations of production. Technology is the chosen result of IUR Collaboration, labor the
required result to meet the technical efficiency of production, capital is the universities (research
institutions), businesses to ensure research, operation and further pursuit of profit, the institution is the
element to regulate behaviors in IUR Collaboration. IUR Collaboration development requires technical
innovation and institution innovation; both technology and institution are indispensable. It should be
noted, the current IUR Collaboration in China is still in extensive stage, the construction of institution is
lagging behind. On IUR Collaboration, the author believes that the institution is more important than
technology, technological innovation without institution protection is hard to support sustainable
development of IUR Collaboration, if only technological progress, if there’s only technological progress,
but no scientific and effective institutional arrangement, even the most advanced technology can only be
shelved, let alone promoting IUR Collaboration development.
4.2 Institution innovation can coordinate the interests in IUR Collaboration process
IUR Collaboration is a new model of economic development, which will inevitably bring new
interests and the chain of interests, such new interests and the chain of interests cannot be effectively
integrated by the traditional economic operation mechanism, it needs to be coordinated by a new
integration mechanism of interests and institutional framework. Therefore, IUR Collaboration
development must be conducted by institutional innovation, to establish a system which will benefit the
interest distribution and integration in IUR Collaboration.
4.3 Institutional innovation helps to regulate the economic behavior of market players, to meet the
objectives of sustainable development
Institution is mandatory and binding rules, which can be achieved through laws, regulations,
organizational arrangements and policies. Institution draws up a border of proper behaviors, and it tells
people what they can and cannot do. IUR Collaboration asked universities (research institutions), and
government to change their habitual thinking. Institution is necessary for this change. There are a
considerable part of people’s behaviors under their familiar traditional economic behavior is contrary to
the object of IUR Collaboration. To change these behaviors and adjust them to the requirements of IUR
Collaboration development, institution innovation is required to regulate and restrain people's behavior.
4.4 Institutional Innovation has a motivating and guiding role on behaviors required by IUR
Collaboration development
In the process of IUR Collaboration development, the institution is a continuous, standardized
incentive. Incentive of institution is achieved mainly through the internalization of external benefits.
IUR Collaboration should be a social activity with high rate of return, but under the current institutional
arrangements, the parties in IUR Collaboration have not enjoyed high revenue. Institution which is good
for IUR Collaboration development should be able to continuously improve the yield of the parties.
Once such institution is established, people will consciously choose IUR Collaboration.
4.5 Institution innovation can reduce technology innovation transaction costs which occur in IUR
Collaboration
In the system of innovation theory, outside income is a predisposing factor in institutional
arrangements innovation, institutional innovation is a means to obtain external benefits, institutional
innovation must be done under the condition that the external income is greater than the transaction
costs of institutional innovation in IUR Collaboration. Good institutional arrangements can reduce the
uncertainty of economic activity, inhibit "economic man" opportunist deviations, provide a stable and
expected reduced transaction costs, promoting technological innovation and progress, industrialize
technology, and facilitate the sustainable development of IUR Collaboration.
4.6 Coordinate the relationship between the government and the market
As a new mode of economic operation, IUR Collaboration is inseparable from the market; build a
market-friendly environment is a precondition for IUR Collaboration. Government as the main
institution supplier should strive to solve the problem of insufficient supply of institution, build up the
market mechanism for IUR Collaboration and reshape the market rationality. Stressed that the
Government in the leading position of IUR Collaboration does not mean government is important than
market. The sustainable development of IUR Collaboration ultimately depends on the market. Here the
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role of government is mainly to improve the market by institution, then join forces of government and
market.

5 Conclusion
IUR Collaboration in China starts quite late: it develops slowly with regional imbalances, and
relatively poor efficiency. Today science and technology develop rapidly, strengthen IUR Collaboration
is a necessary requirement to build an innovative country and encourage independent innovation, as well
as an important measure to change the way the economic develops. Through the analysis above, we can
see that IUR Collaboration development faces many non-technical problems and needs to break through
institutional innovation. Government should lead institutional innovation, because at this period, only in
government-led model can IUR Collaboration be developed actively. Increase state investment in
infrastructure construction through institutional innovations to build a basic environment; create an
atmosphere of innovation to provide a good soft environment; Implement various preferential policies to
attract the participation of all parties in IUR Collaboration; enact laws and regulations to protect the
smooth R & D activities; take the advantages of institution innovation, to solve the problems in IUR
Collaboration and play an active and effective role to make changes in socio-economic development
pattern.
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Abstract With the development of information technology, electronic government information system
becomes more complex and diversified. As the impact of the traditional administration mode, it is
difficult to establish appropriate electronic government information system auditing. So, It is more
important to research the organization mode of electronic government information system auditing. In
this essay, I summarize the existing research data, analyze our and foreign countries’ information system
auditing. At last, propose the development strategy of our country’s electronic government information
system auditing.
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1 Introduction
Electronic government information system auditing is still a new concept all over the word, even in
developed countries like the United States, the current e-government information systems auditing is
only in the integration phase of the e-government and information systems. In China it is in a stage of
theoretical research and practical exploration.
Information Systems Auditing originated in the United States. In 1961, the United States has
published “electronic data processing and auditing” which is the first book of the information systems
auditing. IBM also published many literatures such as “Audit Encounters Electronic Data processing”,
to develop the internal audit rules and organizational methods in electronic data environment, and
introduce many new concepts, terminology and audit techniques. AICPA published "the implication of
the survey and evaluation of internal control system in electronic data processing" in 1974 which has
become the standards for data processing systems auditing.JICPA in 1976 issued "interrogatories on
internal control system of accounting organizations using electronic computer ", "cases of electronic
data processing systems auditing standards and auditing process " "electronic data processing systems
auditing approach ", etc, as the mandatory standards for implementing information systems auditing.
The United States Institute of Internal Auditors in 1977 published the famous "systems auditability
and control systems research", called SAC report for short. It advanced a variety of computer-assisted
audit techniques, which create a Exploration for using computer during computer information systems
auditing. With the extensive popularization and application of information technology in the field of
accounting, management, more and more attention have been attracted to information systems auditing
in China, which has become focus on the theory circle and practice circle.
First of all, in 2000 by the China National Information Security Testing Evaluation and
Certification Center issued, Tongji University, responsible for completing the project “The standard
system of information systems checking”. This project is the first time systematically done in our
country to management as the core, to the laws and regulations as protection, technology-supported
information systems auditing standard framework system, and in 2001 passed the appraisal sponsored
by National Science and Technology Commission.
Secondly, the domestic research on the information system audit has mainly stayed in the following
aspects: the impact and influence of the computer and network technology to Accounting and Auditing,
the overall analysis about the concept of the information system audit, and the study on the internal
control, audit risk and the specific technical solution under information environment. Whereas the
enaction of the criterion, practice guidelines and professional code of ethics of the information system
audit and the study on the specific content has been relatively less which results on the lack of the
standardized system of our information systems audit.
Finally, at the present time, the information system audit in our country has remained in the level of
computer-assisted auditing and accounting information system audit by the restriction of notion, and has
hardly paid attention on non-financial information system.
"the standard system of information systems checking " when it refer to Information Systems
Auditing Standards of international Information Systems Auditing and ISACA, failed to integrate with
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China’s actual conditions and
of it in our country.

there is still short of operability, so we were unable to promote the use

2 Compare the Development Patterns of Domestic and International Information
Systems Auditing
2.1 United States of America
As early as the computer entered the practical stage, the United States put forward a concept of
systems audit. The Information Systems Audit and Control Association whose headquarter is based in
Chicago, engaged in information systems auditing is the only international organization. It is through
establishing and issuing professional standards such as Information systems auditing criterion, practical
guidelines and code of ethics to regulate and guide the work of the Information Systems Audit. It
established the Information Systems Audit and Control Foundation, engaged in research in related fields,
so that the organization's members can enjoy their latest research results and through holding around the
world various forms of seminars, training courses and other activities to promote international l
exchanges for the personnel in the same industry.
Meanwhile, the United States is the first state in the word to carry out independent audit of
e-government information systems. From the e-government point of view most of the information
systems of the U.S. government in the process of approving a project, inviting tender, construction and
operation often hired social audit firms to carry out auditing and evaluating and use their reports as an
important reference and basis which are submitted to Parliament for Parliament examining relevant
departments and developing the next step of the investment plans. However, the writings specifically
discussed e-government information systems auditing are still relatively rare.
2.2 Japan
The Government of Japan in the mid-1970s sent people to study to the United States, from the 80s
of 20th century, the Japanese developed a large number of information systems auditing standards and
guidelines and other documents. In 1985, MITI published the famous "IT auditing standards" and the
standard is still applicable. It required the information systems of Japanese government and information
systems projects invested by government must be supervised and audited during the whole process by
designated and specialized organizations in order to ensure these systems’ smooth construction and
operation and added "system auditors test" in the National Software levels examination in order to
cultivate the backbone team for the Information Systems Audit.
2.3 China
In China, the construction of auditing informationization traversed a 10-year history. people
increasingly recognized the importance and necessity of the Information Systems Audit, also conducted
a number of useful exploration to obtain a preliminary effectiveness from the theory and practice but, in
general, China's information systems auditing work is still at an exploratory stage and the understood of
Information Systems Audit is mainly remain in the level of accounting information systems audit. It
lacks a molding information systems auditing professional norms, information systems Audit
professionals is still lacking and management and operation mechanisms which are used for Information
Systems Auditing career’s development are not yet established and improved. more importantly, the
e-government information systems audit work is still at the stage of the national audit and government
departments internal audit and there is no specific and independent audit organizations to participate in
government information systems audit.

3 The Feasibility Analysis of Independent Audit of Chinese E-government
Information Systems
3.1 The feasibility of an independent auditing professional environment
Professional standards which are formulated and released by Information Systems Audit and
control association such as information systems auditing standards, guidelines and procedures can guide
China's e-government information systems independent auditing work. Although these criteria of the
United States are not fully suited to China's national conditions, but objectively speaking it has provided
a reference for China to carry out an independent audit of e-government information systems. We can
sum up the practical experience of e-government information systems independent audit step by step,
learn from ISACA's professional norms and combined with our country's actual situation develop
e-government information system independent auditing standards with guidance and operability.
3.2 Independent auditing theory and the technical feasibility
With the development of auditing theory and technology, auditing model experienced three stages
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(accounts-based audit, system-based audit and risk-based audit) in turn. E-Government information
systems audit is an audit take risk-based audit as a theoretical basis. E-government information systems
audit and auditing techniques are also from the traditional manual auditing method developed to the use
of computer-assisted auditing techniques and tools for test data method, integrated testing tool method,
snapshot technology, system control audit review file method, parallel simulation and the audit expert
systems. The development of both theory and technology for carrying out e-government information
systems independent audit provided tremendous support.
3.3The feasibility of management of an independent audit organization
The construction and development of Auditing informationization is not only the use of
information and network technology in the audit work, but also changes in auditing management ideas
and concepts. With progressing ahead the national informationization strategy step by step and gradually
improving the level of government information, our government has recognized that Information and
e-government information systems have become important influencing factors in improving the
government work’s efficiency and creating "service-oriented government." like other public property,
e-government information systems control and audit become necessary requirement for the existing
government. Our government has prepared for accepting and implementing e-government information
systems independent audit at the organization and management level.
3.4 The feasibility of the economic environment of independent audit
Carrying out E-government information systems independent audit will definitely bring some costs.
The cost will include audit fee and the associated costs when the Information Systems Audit officer
perform e-government information systems audit work to occur. The implementation of e-government
information systems independent audit will bring the returns including the direct benefits and indirect
benefits. Generally speaking, a result from improving system control weaknesses and improving the
system's effectiveness and efficiency is the direct benefits through e-government information systems
audit; The indirect benefits are due to timely detect errors or abnormal behavior of e-government
information systems and improve systems’ reliability and security of assets; The results from attesting
data’s authenticity, reliability, objectivity and integrity through e-government information systems audit
are direct benefits of attracting foreign investment and indirect benefits which take place from the social
and public trust.

4 The Development Strategy of an Independent Audit Mode in E-government
Information System
4.1 Establish an effective incentive mechanism for independent audit of e-government information
system
In independent audit of e-government information system, independent audit organization and
information systems auditors who wish to survive need to get their due reward. When this demand is
met, it would have higher level needs. Therefore, the independent acts in e-government information
system independent audit, also constraint and influence by its inherent needs hierarchy. Thus, to
standardize audit behavior in e-government information system independent audit, the central issue was
its motivation. We should establish an effective incentive mechanism, make greatest efforts to meet their
needs in e-government information system independent audit, for example, the government liberalized
the approval of independent audit organizations to encourage the capable information systems auditor’s
free development; complete the internal distribution system of independent audit organization in
e-government information system; what important is to cultivate the identity for independent audit
profession with e-government information systems , and so on.
4.2 Form large firms which engage in e-government information systems independent audit
With the development of E-Government Information Systems Audit, some powerful international
audit organizations and audit organizations outside the region will also be involved in this market, the
independent audit organizations within the region is difficult to compete, so that will influence the
independence of the audit directly and severely. Therefore, it is necessary to establish the firm which
engaged in professional e-government information systems audit from the organization model. For the
attribution of responsibility and competitive pressures, according to China's current status of
independent audit organization in e-government information system, reorganized methods can be used
to form large-scale firm to achieve the development of scale economies. This helps to reduce the
pressure of competition in the industry, but also conducive to resources’ effective integration, such as
human, material, capital and other resources. Strengthen the operational management of the entire
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industry, strengthen the regulatory responsibility to the firms and risk awareness, enhance the sense of
maintaining the audit independence in e-government information systems independent audit practice,
reduce audit failures, greatly improve the opportunity cost of reducing the audit independence in
e-government information system independent audit.
4.3 Ensure economic independence during e-government information systems independent audit
As the Information Systems Audit in China is in the primary stage, there are still drawbacks in
audit system. Some information systems auditor, as government official at the same time, should be
subject to the dual leadership of government departments and directly higher institutions, which often
make them can not be impartial and independent in e-government information systems audit. Therefore,
we should completely make a decoupling reform during the process of the independent audit, obtain
income depend on the credibility quality, and should have objective of independence in undertake an
independent audit, receive remuneration and the audit liability, which is the direct specific condition to
keep economic independence during an independent audit of e-government information system. In
addition, we can also consider the adoption of legislation to ensure the independence. For example,
prohibit e-government information system auditors to be government officials, request e-government
information system auditors to disclose details of the relationship with government departments, such as
the immediate relatives and themselves’ personal relationship with government departments, strictly
perform the audit avoiding system through the adoption of legislation, and so on.
4.4 Construct the integrity mechanism in e-government information systems audit
It is necessary to establish integrity mechanism in the e-government information system
independent audit market, making the person who engage in e-government information system
independent audit aware that both the reputation and image are valuable intangible assets, realized the
importance and function of the e-government information system independent audit, and the lofty
professional ethics must be abide as the golden rule during their work. At the same time, strengthen the
integrity mechanism’s constraints, making the quality of services and benefits from the e-government
information system independent audit linked.

5 Conclusion
Organization system of the E-Government Information System Audit includes national audit,
internal audit and independent audit. As China's e-government information systems audit becoming
more mature in the environmental, economic, organizational and theoretical aspects, independent audit
organization will continue to intervene in government information systems audit work, which will rise to
the great changes of the traditional audit organizational patterns. A fundamental prerequisite of the
E-government information system independent audit is independence. Independence affects the survival
and development of the independent audit, losing independence, audit services and audit opinion would
lose its original meaning and existent value. At this stage, due to the presence of a strong government,
the impact of supply and demand factors, market factors, e-government information system independent
audit organizations are often subject to the government in economic, organizational, personnel, mental
as well as the audit results, and some other aspects. Its independence will be impacted on varying
degrees. Therefore, we could only effectively ensure independent audit organization’s independence in
electronic government information system independent audit by strengthening credit mechanisms,
maintaining economic independence, guiding the relationship between independent audit organization
and government, and formatting large-scale firms.
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Abstract Synergic supply of the rural public goods is an effective way to improve the performance of
the supply of rural public goods, so the purpose of this paper is to try to mobilize the enthusiasm of the
multiple operators involved in the supply and to raise the performance of the synergic supply. Based on
the synergic supply of rural product and the theory of the stakeholders to construct the indicator system,
and through expert scoring and processing of index membership and also making the further
amendments by expert’s scoring and membership processing to build the performance evaluation
indicator system of synergic supply of rural public goods, then taking the construction of village A’s
road in Heilongjiang Province for example, it uses the analysis of fuzzy and synergic evaluation
methods, the evaluation results show that the indicator system can reflect the performance level of the
synergic supply of rural public goods truly.
Key words Rural public goods; Synergic supply; Performance evaluation; Indicator system; Fuzzy
and synergic evaluation

1 Introduction
Building a socialist new countryside is a breakthrough in the present China to break the "three
rural" issue, if it can make the of initiative achieve to largely depend on the effective supply of public
goods in rural areas. However, the following factors affect the progress: the dual economic structure of
city-biased strategy, the idea of single-supply, lagged changes in government’s functions, the financial
difficulties of primary that comes from the reform, there are many problems such as insufficient total
size, structure imbalances and inefficiency and a series of questions in the supply of public goods in
rural areas[1]. Thus, to improve the supply performance of rural public goods has become an urgent need
for our economy to solve the major theoretical and practical issues. For this reason, the domestic
academic institutions study the theory of rural public goods’ supply problem mainly from the
perspectives of the system[2], the mechanisms[3], the main supplier[3], the supply method[5] and other
different perspectives deeply. The Cooperation supply mode of Multiple Perspective in the current
supply view is a very hot issue. Based on the coordination theory, this paper starts from the systemic and
defines the co-operation of the main body as the way of synergic supply. Synergic supply is different
from the cooperative supply, although both stress the interactive cooperation and close coordination,
cooperation simply emphasizes the cooperation of multiple subjects, and it could not reflect the
systematic of the diverse subjects, and the synergic effect is not apparent in the function even from "2
+2> 4 ".It is still extremely rare of the study for the performance and the evaluation of synergic supply
of multiple subject. There has been too much performance study focusing on the efficiency and equity of
the way that the government provides, the concerned main subjects tend to reflect the interests of the
government and the farmers and the other subjects are excluded, so it is not conducive to the mobilize
the enthusiasm of the other main subjects for supplying the public goods in rural areas. The performance
evaluation of rural public goods’ synergic supply is a process to determine and confirm the efficiency
and the effectiveness of the provision of public products by the government-led multi-subjects in the
rural areas, its aim is to solve the coordination problems in supply through synergic, integrated,
scientific and fair assessment of the collaboration supply of public goods in rural areas between the
government and other suppliers so that it can draw some experience and have some findings[6], in this
way, we can form the positive interaction between the government and other subjects in order to provide
public goods for the farmers in a better way. Therefore, the study of this paper on the performance and
evaluation of synergic supply of rural public goods plays an important role in the theoretical innovation
and the practical application.
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2 The Construction of the Performance Evaluation Indicator System of the
Synergic Supplies in the Rural Public Goods
(1) Construction of the initial theory. Based on the existing research results, the tool values of the
performance evaluation of the supply of the rural public goods embrace economy, efficiency,
effectiveness, equity and democracy and so on. Therefore, when building the performance evaluation
indicator system of synergic supply, this paper selects the indicator system respectively and constructs
the indicator system based on the value orientation from five facets and also considering the interests of
stakeholders.
Table 1 Guideline System of Performance Evaluation for Synergic Supply of Rural Public Goods
First-level
Second-level indicators
Third-level indicators
indicators（Ui）
（Uij）
（Uijr）
Economy
U11 cost-input ratio
U111 Input costs every unit
U12 resource-waste ratio U121 The amount of waste of resources per unit of output
（U1）
Efficiency
U21 Input-output ratio
U211 Input supply every Unit
U22 Labor productivity
U221 Supply of every unit time
（U2）
Benefit
U31 The quality of
U311 The functionality of public goods in rural areas
public goods in rural
U312 The reliability of public goods in rural areas
（U3）
areas
U313 Timing of public goods in rural areas
U314 The applicability of public goods in rural areas
U315 The economics of public goods in rural areas
U316 Farmer’s satisfaction
U32 The degree of
U321 The achievement degrees of the government’s aims t
U322 The objectives degree of self-realization of villagers
achievement of
objectives
U323 The achievement degrees of the Farmers’ aim
U324 The achievement degrees of the profit organization’s aim
U325 The achievement degrees of the non-profit organization’s
aim
U33 The degree of
U331 The coordination degree of the government and
synergy between
autonomous organization
multiple subjects
U332 Collaborative degree between the Government and farmers
U333 The coordination degree of government and for-profit
organization
U334 The coordination degree of government and non-profit
organization
U335 The collaborative degree between villagers and farmers
organizations
U336 The coordination degree between villager organizations
and for-profit organization
U337 The coordination degree between villager organizations
and non-profit organization
U338 The cooperative degree between farmers and profit
organization
U339 The cooperative degree between farmers and non-profit
organization
U3310 The cooperative degree between profit organization and
non-profit organization
Fairness
U41 Enjoy the fair
U411 The degree of enjoying fair
U42 Fair compensation
U421 The extent of fair of compensation for damaged farmers
（U4）
U422 The extent of fair of compensation for the disadvantaged
farmers
U51 Stakeholders’
U511 The participation of the needs’ expression
Democracy
participation and supply U512 Participation in decision-making
（U5）
situation
U513 Participation in financing
U514 Participation in production
U515 Participation in encouragement
U516 Participation in regulation
U52Stakeholders’satisfa U521 Satisfaction of participation in the villager organizations
U523 Satisfaction of participation in the profit organizations
ction of participation
U524 Satisfaction of participation in the non-profit organizations

(2) The revisement of evaluation indicators. In order to filter the performance Indicators of the
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synergic supply of rural public goods further, the paper has adopted the way of the consulting experts.
These experts come from the main leaders of universities, research institutions, government agencies.
For this problem, the author made a field survey from July to September in Harbin in 2008, a total of
148 questionnaires were issued, involving 20 scientific research institutes, and also involving 20 County
Farm Bureau cadres of 10 counties (cities) and 54 townships in Harbin and 108 Farm Bureau cadres,
142 valid questionnaires, the effective rate is 95.95%.By compiling the experts’ advice, and doing some
analysis for the degree of membership according to the formula Ri =Mi/N, we keep the membership
degree Ri≥0.6 down, which strengthens the scientific nature and the feasibility of the achievements
appraisal indicator system enormously.
(3) The determination of indicator system. After the above two stages, this article has determined
the following contents of the performance evaluation indicator system of synergic supply in the synergic
supplies of the rural public goods: 5 first-level targets, 11 second-level targets and 38 third-level targets
(see Table 1).

3 Empirical Analysis of the Performance Evaluation of the Synergic Supply of
Rural Public Goods
The main purpose of establishing the indicator system is to practice. It is meaningless if the
indicator system has no any practical value. Therefore, the purpose of establishing the indicator system
of the performance evaluation of synergic supply of rural public goods is to make the synergic supplies
practice in the rural public goods applied and promoted. However, the application and the promotion of
this indicator system based on this indicator system's scientific and reasonable design, and this needs to
use the fact to confirm. Therefore, in order to verify the scientific and applicability of the index system，
this article takes the Village A rural road case in Qinggang in Heilongjiang as example to make an
empirical analysis. The reason why this village-level projects are selected to make an empirical analysis
is that the construction of village road is typical, and it also involves the participation of the plural
subjects, they are the government and farmers fund jointly, autonomous organization is responsible for
organizing, business is responsible for the construction, those can reflect the synergic supply situation of
diverse subjects better. We put the following as the emphases: the indicator system constructed in this
paper is a theoretical framework from the general sense. We can make some minor adjustments this
indicator system according to different collaborative modes. Because village A built the road only
relating the four following subjects: the government, autonomous organization, businesses and farmers,
so In the specific empirical analysis, the indicator system in a project related to non-profit organizations
is not included, which is in line with the theoretical requirements of the stakeholders.
3.1 Data collection
(1) Questionnaire
In line with the study of this part, the author carried out the field investigation of the synergic
supply situation in rural public goods. The survey questionnaire was mainly designed about this
performance evaluation indicator system in synergic supply in rural public goods. The questionnaire
includes two parts: one questionnaire is for the experts aiming at conducting AHP to determine the
weights by experts’ scoring; the other questionnaire is for the supplied subjects of the rural public goods,
the purpose is to obtain the corresponding data in each indicator system.
(2) The investigation scope and the sample selection
The study of this part is trying to do some empirical studies using the example of village A ‘s road
construction, since the government and farmers fund jointly for this project, autonomous organization is
responsible for organizing, business is responsible for the construction, the scope of the investigation
only concerned the government, the villagers’ self-government organizations, enterprises and farmers of
the village. As there are a total of 119 households in village A, the total sample of the design of this
study is 147, of which there are 119 farmers, 10 governments, 8 village self-government organizations,
and 10 enterprises. Questionnaire is issued by the author himself, 147 questionnaires were returned, of
which 130 questionnaires are valid, the effective rate is 88.44%.Total and sub-questionnaires’
Cronbach's α values are greater than 0.8, which indicate that the questionnaire has high reliability. In
addition, the design of the questionnaire is mainly completed by referring to the constructed indicator
system the guiding of the experts, this can ensure the validity and construct validity of the
questionnaire's contents.
3.2 Fuzzy and synergic evaluation method
The specific steps of the fuzzy synergic evaluation are as follows[7]:
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(1) Establish the factor set. The factor set is a set of factors impacting the evaluation object, namely
U = (u1, u2,…, un), and the factor set itself is a general collection.
(2) The establishment of the alternative set. The alternative set is also called evaluation set, it is a
set of evaluation results from the objects’ evaluation on possible evaluators, that is V = (v1, v2,…, vm), vi
is representative of all possible results of the overall evaluation. Fuzzy synergic evaluation is aimed at
taking all factors into account, and drawn the best evaluation result from the alternative evaluation
result.
(3) The establishment of the weight set. This part use AHP to determine.
(4) Single factor fuzzy evaluation. That is to make a fuzzy mapping from U to F (V).
r r
r
f : U → F (V ), ∀ui ∈ U , ui → f (ui ) = i1 + i 2 + L + im
(1)
v1 v2
vm
~
~
In this formula, rij indicates that ui belongs to vj, from f(ui) we can get set of single-factor evaluation:
Ri = (ri1 , ri 2 ,L , rim ) , the matrix uses the single factor evaluation set as the line is called a single factor
evaluation matrix. The matrix is a fuzzy matrix.
⎡ r11 r12 L r1m ⎤
⎢r
r L r2 m ⎥⎥
R = ⎢ 21 22
⎢M
M L M ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣ rn1 rn 2 L r nn ⎦
Fuzzy and synergic evaluation. According to the fuzzy matrix R, the role of each factor is assigned
to the corresponding weight ki, so that the combined effect of all factors can be reasonably reflected.
Therefore, synergic evaluation can be expressed as:
⎡ r11 r12 L r1m ⎤
⎢r
r L r2 m ⎥⎥
(2)
B = K • R = (k1 , k2 ,L , kn ) ⎢ 21 22
= (b1 , b2 ,L , bm )
⎢M
M L M ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣ rn1 rn 2 L r nn ⎦
The treatment of evaluation indicators. After obtaining the evaluation indicator, we can determine
the results of evaluations according to the principle of maximum membership.
3.3 Fuzzy and synergic evaluation
(1) Eestablish the factor set. The main factors of the performance evaluation of the synergic supply
of rural public goods includes the following five areas: economic, efficiency, effectiveness, fairness and
democracy, so we can established factor set U = (U 1, U2, U3, U4, U5). Meanwhile, the above five factors
can also include their own secondary indicators, the factor set can be broken down, that is U1 = (U11,
U12), U2 = (U21, U22), U3 = (U31, U32), U4 = (U41, U42), U5 = (U51, U52). Similarly, the secondary
indicators also includes their third indicators, so the factor set can be further broken down, that is U11 =
(U111), U12 = (U121), U21 = (U211), U22 = (U221), U31 = (U311, U312, U313, U314, U315, U316), U32 = (U321, U322,
U323, U324), U33 = (U331, U332, U333, U334, U335, U336), U41 = (U411), U42 = (U421, U422), U51 = (U511, U512,
U513, U514, U515, U516), U52 = (U521, U522, U523).
(2) Establish an evaluation set. Synergic evaluation of performance status of the synergic supply of
the rural public goods is the evaluation of the performance status, that is the worse, bad, common, better,
good. So the evaluation set is V = (worse, bad, common, better, good) = (V1, V2, V3, V4, V5).
(3) Establishment of the weight set. We have calculated the index weight using AHP to give a score
to the expert, the weight of each index is as follows: K = (K1, K2, K3, K4, K5) = (0.064,0.264,0.510,0.130 ,
0.032); K1 = (K11, K12) = (0.750,0.250), K2 = (K21, K22) = (0.750,0.250) K3 = (K31, K32, K33) =
(0.286,0.5710.143), K4 = (K41, K42) = (0.750,0.250), K5 = (K51, K52) = (0.333,0.667); K11 = (K111) =
(1.000), K12 = (K121) = (1.000), K21 = (K211) = (1.000), K22 = (K221) = (1.000), K31 = (K311, K312, K313, K314,
K315, K316) = (0.042,0.160,0.064,0.252,0.101,0.381), K32=( K321, K322, K323, K324)=(0.055, 0.118, 0.564,
0.263),K33=( K331, K332, K333, K334, K335, K336)=(0.381,0.101,0.160,0.252,0.064, 0.042), K41 = (K411) =
(1.000), K42 = (K421, K422) = (0.333,0.667), K51 = (K511, K512, K513, K514, K515, K516) = (0.252,0.381,0.101,
0.064,0.042,0.160) , K52 = (K521, K522, K523) = (0.163,0.540,0.297).
(4) Single-factor fuzzy evaluation. According to the results of the questionnaire (an indicator of the
investigating officers’ ratio on the different options), We can establish the single-factor evaluation matrix
R.
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(5) Fuzzy and synergic evaluation
①The first-level fuzzy and synergic evaluation. According to the formula (2), by the previously
determined single-factor evaluation matrix multiplying the corresponding set of weights, we can get the
corresponding fuzzy synergic evaluation value.
B11 = K11 × R11 =(1.000)· [0.14 0.18 0.52 0.11 0.05] =（0.14，0.18，0.52，0.11，0.05）

B12 = K12 × R12 =(1.000)· [0.06 0.09 0.32 0.38 0.15] =（0.06，0.09，0.32，0.38，0.15）
Similarly:
B21=(0.03,0.21,0.49,0.23,0.04) B22=(0.05,0.24,0.45,0.22,0.04) B31=(0.06,0.14,0.28,0.36,0.16)
B32=(0.03,0.13,0.27,0.33,0.23) B33=(0.07,0.18,0.28,0.33,0.14) B41=(0.06,0.20,0.34,0.25,0.15)
B42=(0.16,0.43,0.23,0.13,0.05) B51=(0.22,0.37,0.22,0.15,0.04) B52=(0.09,0.34,0.32,0.19,0.06)
②Second-level fuzzy and synergic evaluation. See the first-level evaluation results as its single-factor
evaluation set, we can get the single-factor evaluation matrix of second-level fuzzy and synergic
evaluation, and according to the formula (2), multiply this evaluation set with its corresponding weights.
we can get the second-level fuzzy and synergic evaluation value.
B1 = K1 × R1 =(0.750,0.250) ⎡0.14 0.18 0.52 0.11 0.05 ⎤ =（0.12，0.16，0.47，0.19，0.08）
⎢0.06 0.09 0.32 0.38 0.15 ⎥
⎣
⎦

Similarly:
B2=(0.04,0.22,0.48,0.23,0.03)
B3=(0.04,0.14,0.27,0.34,0.21)
B4=(0.09,0.26,0.31,0.22,0.12)
B5=(0.13,0.35,0.29,0.18,0.05)
③Third-level fuzzy and synergic evaluation. See the second evaluation results as the single factor
evaluation sets, and compose the single-factor evaluation matrix of the third fuzzy and synergic
evaluation, and according to the formula (2), by multiplying the evaluation set with the corresponding
weights we can obtain the final fuzzy evaluation value.
⎡0.12 0.16 0.47 0.19 0.08 ⎤
⎢0.04 0.22 0.48 0.23 0.03⎥
⎢
⎥
B = K × R = (0.064, 0.264, 0.510, 0.130, 0.032) ⎢0.04 0.14 0.27 0.34 0.21⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢0.09 0.26 0.31 0.22 0.12 ⎥
⎢⎣ 0.13 0.35 0.29 0.18 0.05 ⎥⎦
=（0.05,0.18,0.34,0.28,0.15）
(6) Evaluation processing. According to the principle of maximum membership we can know that the
performance evaluation results is "common."
3.4 Analysis of results
From the evaluation results above, we can see that the overall performance of building village road
in village A in Qinggang is common and even tend to better. This is consistent with the results of our
field interviews. The reason for this is that the two indicators—economy and efficiency of the
construction of village road in Village A are both common and the level of performance of the two
indicators—democracy and fair is worse, although the effectiveness level of the performance indicators
is better, this indicator is not enough to change the overall level of performance. This result has proved
that the multiple subjects of the rural public goods should not only pay attention to effectiveness,
efficiency and economy, but also pay attention to equity and democracy in the synergic supply process.
In order to improve the overall performance level of the synergic supply, we must put all the things into
a balanced and synergic way.

4 Conclusion
This article builds the indicator system initially based on the value orientation and the theory of
stakeholder of the performance evaluation of the synergic supply in rural public goods, and to make
further amendments through expert scoring and processing of index membership, at last it establishs the
performance evaluation indicator system of the synergic supply of the rural public goods which contains
5 first-level indicators, 11 second-level indicators and 38 third-level indicators. It proves the feasibility
of the indicator system, take building the village road in village A in Heilongjiang as an example, the
paper uses the fuzzy integrated evaluation method to do some empirical analasis, the results show that
the indicator system can truly reflect the performance level of the synergic supply of the rural public
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goods. Thus, indicator system not only makes up the theoretical defects of supply in rural public goods,
but also has some practical value.
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Abstract Driven by the trend of global economic integration, informationlization and networking, the
era of open innovation has arrived. Relationship network has become a new research approach of
probing into the enterprises’ innovation, but the results are various. This research draws 114 samples
from high-tech enterprises, utilizing structural equation modeling, aiming to explore the relationship
among network embeddedness structure, knowledge sharing and innovation performance. Research
results show that: (1) Enterprises’ relational embeddedness and structural embeddedness have a
significant positive impact on innovation performance; (2) Knowledge sharing is the mediating variable
in the path of network embeddedness structure on innovation performance. Hoping these results can
enrich related theory, and also provide some practicing guidance for enterprises establishing relationship
networks to improve innovation performance.
Key words Network embeddedness structure; Relational embeddedness; Structural embeddedness;
Knowledge sharing; Innovation performance

1 Introduction
In the era of knowledge economy, the competitiveness of enterprises today largely depends on the
innovation performance[1]. Many important innovation resources are usually not owned by a company,
but exist in the network of it[2]. The organizations can step over the boundary to integrate the resources
and abilities of external partners to improve the ability of enterprise innovation[3][4][5][6]. Scholars at home
and abroad have done some theoretical and empirical studies on innovation performance and have
obtained some achievements based on the perspective of network, but it still exists two aspects of
deficiencies. (1) The embeddedness relationship in social network can be divided into relational
embeddedness and structural embeddedness, different types of network embeddedness structure may
have different impacts on innovation performance, but previous researches did not distinguish them; (2)
Resource basic concept deems that knowledge is the most important resource to create additional value. It
is limited to learn and create for the organization only depending on its own experience and internal
knowledge. How to induce the organizations to share knowledge voluntarily is very difficult. Knowledge
sharing is one of the key factors of knowledge management and successful innovation. However, the
relevant researches about the relationship of network embeddedness structure and innovation
performance basically ignored the impact of knowledge sharing. In order to make up for the deficiencies,
the paper explores the mechanisms between the network embeddedness structure, knowledge sharing and
innovation performance based on distinguishing the two kinds of network embeddedness structure-the
relational embeddedness and the structural embeddedness.

2 The Oretical Basis and Research Hypotheses
2.1 Network embeddedness structure and innovation performance
Granovetter deemed that most economic behaviors are embedded in personal and social network,
through social interactions it produces trading[7]. The embeddedness relationship in social network can be
divided into relational embeddedness and structural embeddedness. Relational embeddedness focuses on
the interactive process to each other. Members can share more information and knowledge through the
link between each other. Compared with relational embeddedness, structural embeddedness indicates the
overall structure of the network and emphasizes how the relationship and mechanism affect the exchange
relationship[8]. The Paper quotes conclusion from Reowley to define structural embeddedness, utilizes
network density to measure structural embeddedness.
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The enterprises can get or control the resources from the members in the relational network. But not
all the network relationship can be got or used effectively. Enterprises must have strong embeddedness
relationship with the members in the network so that they can get these resources. When there exists
strong embeddedness relationship (strong ties) among organizations, it will likely increase the quantities
of resources transfer, promote the transfer of implicit knowledge and complicated knowledge, encourage
innovation and enhance innovation performance[9]. Yang et al. thought that network embeddedness does a
significant positive impact on the project team’s innovation through a research of 60 projects’
management department information systems in a university[10]. Chen et al. thought that relationship
embeddedness does a significant positive impact on service innovation through the research of
information services industry in Taiwan. The construction of enterprises’ network will enhance value
with mutual trust and mutual commitment between members, but not all the network constructions will
have a significant effect. Different network constructions will leads different consequences. Based on this,
the paper raises the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: Network embeddedness structure does a positive impact on innovation performance.
And puts forward the following two affiliated hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1-1: Relational embeddedness does a positive impact on enterprise innovation
performance.
Hypothesis 1-2: Structural embeddedness does a positive impact on enterprise innovation
performance.
2.2 Network embeddedness structure and knowledge sharing
Knowledge sharing refers to the specific knowledge within the organization through the four
interaction processes such as socialization, exteriorization, integration and internalization, and through
which can make the knowledge between the members be shared[11]. The concept knowledge sharing
between business partners involves three elements: (1) Knowledge sharing subject-it includes the
knowledge owner and the knowledge demander and their roles are likely to exchange during the process
of knowledge sharing; (2) Enterprise knowledge-it is the object of knowledge sharing; (3) The sharing
rules, procedures and methods-their purposes are to share knowledge rapidly, effectively, economically
and reasonably and coordinate conflicts of benefit among the participants.
The relationship network between the organizations offers potential opportunities for the
enterprises to obtain lots of external knowledge. Thus, certain intensity and intimacy of interactions of
the organization relationship network will be good for the organization to build cross-departments
knowledge sharing mechanism. Han and Wang selected 41 small teams as samples to make a research
about the impacts on knowledge sharing brought by internal interpersonal relationship and discovered
that different relationships will do different impacts on the sharing of dominant knowledge and explicit
knowledge[12]. Based on this, the paper raises the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2: Network embeddedness structure does a positive impact on knowledge sharing.
2.3 Knowledge sharing and innovation performance
Dominant knowledge and explicit knowledge within and between the organizations are shared by the
other members or organizations through all sorts of sharing means, and they will be transformed to the
knowledge wealth, which would be very important to enhance the knowledge innovation, organization
learning and innovation performance. Lin discovered knowledge sharing circumstances (including
interpersonal trust, human motivation, multiple contact and compatible ability, etc) have a positive impact
on the final innovation performance through the research on the technology innovation main
contributor-R&D staff[13]. Cao and Long selected 95 high-tech enterprises in south China region as
samples to do empirical research and discovered that knowledge sharing would affect organization
performance through affecting organization innovation[14].
On the basic of constructing cooperative innovation game model, Wang deemed that enterprises can
enhance the ability of knowledge innovation and technology innovation performance through sharing and
complementing the knowledge with other enterprises, institutions of higher learning and scientific
research institutions[15]. Therefore, the paper raises the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3: Knowledge sharing does a positive impact on innovation performance.
2.4 Mediating role of knowledge sharing in the network embeddedness structure’s impact on
innovation performance
Lu and Liang extracted different industries and distributed questionnaires with the method of
pairing with superiors and subordinates, the consequence of which showed that knowledge sharing does
a direct and positive impact on innovation performance. Besides, they argued presented knowledge
sharing plays a mediating role in the interaction between interpersonal relationship and innovation[16].
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Synthesizing the literatures review about the relationship between network embeddedness structure,
knowledge sharing and innovation performance above, the paper attempts to provide further inferences
of their relationship. The paper deems that network embeddedness structure has a positive impact on
knowledge sharing and has an indirect impact on innovation performance through knowledge sharing.
The paper raises the following hypothesis and tries to test it:
Hypothesis 4: knowledge sharing is the mediating variable in the network embeddedness structure’s
impact on innovation performance.
Summing up the above, the paper shows the framework in Figure1.
H4
Knowledge sharing
H2
Network embeddedness
configuration
• Relational embeddedness
• Structural embeddedness

Figure 1

H3

H1

Innovation performance

Research Framework

3 Research Design
3.1 Data collection
The subject of the research is how network embeddedness structure and knowledge sharing affect
innovation performance. Because innovation ability for high-tech enterprises is particularly important, the
research mainly selected high-tech enterprises in south China area as respondents. The enterprises
selected include IT manufacturing industry, computer and software industry and communication industry,
etc. In order to avoid causing common method variance, the research adopted isolating questionnaires
collected method to prevent beforehand, and divided the questionnaires into two parts which are
separated from each other. The part related to network embeddedness structure and knowledge sharing
was filled in by enterprises’ technical directors and mid-senior managers, while the part related to
innovation performance was filled in by the former respondents’ direct superior.
In reference to the domestic and foreign relevant researches, the research finished designing the
questionnaires. In order to enhance the reliability and validity of questionnaires, the research selected 10
high-tech enterprises to do preliminary investigation. The research modified and consummated the
questionnaire through the detection of internal consistency quotient of the questionnaire’s subjects,
single subject reliability analysis and KMO value. And then we allied bureau of foreign trade and
economic cooperation of Guangzhou, experts of Guangzhou technology market, randomly choose
enterprises as samples according to the enterprise yellow pages of south China region. From August to
November in 2009, we distributed 500 questionnaires through MBA classroom, e-mail, posting and
on-site interview. At last, we received146questionnaires, with a total recovery rate of 29.2%. Removing
32 invalid questionnaires, valid questionnaires are 114 and the final effective rate is 22.8%.
The basic characteristics of samples are as follows. (1) The samples are homogeneous in industries.
In the samples, the proportion of software industry is 12.3%, while communication industry of 11.7%,
precision industry of 11.0%, semiconductor industry of 10.4%, energy industry of 10.4% and computer
industry of 9.7%. (2) The sample enterprises are generally established early, 22.7% of them with an
establishment time of 7 to 9 years, while 36.4% of 10 to 20 years and 14.9% of over 20 years. (3) The
sample enterprises have relatively large R&D investment, 20.1% of them with an investment ratio
(average ratio of R&D investment in total sales in these three years (2007-2009)) of 1.5% to 2%, while
16.1% of 2% to 5% and 37.0% of over 5%. (4) The sample enterprises have relatively large dimensions,
17.5% of them with the number of employees of 501 to 1000, while 36.4% of over 1000. As a result, the
sample enterprises the research selected meet the study requirements.
3.2 Variable measure
In the paper, network embeddedness structure is an independent variable, innovation performance is
a dependent variable, and knowledge sharing is a mediating variable. Variables’ specific definition is as
follows. (1) Network embeddedness structure. It can be divided into relational embeddedness and
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structural embeddedness based on the research by Granovetter (Granovetter, 1985) and can be measured
by three objects (suppliers, customers and academic research institutions) based on the research by
Gemünden et al[17]. The paper designs items (altogether 15, and relational embeddedness of 9 while
structural embeddedness of questionnaire referring to Uzzi, Gulati and Rowley[18]. The variable is
measured by Likert Five Scale. (2) Knowledge Sharing. Based on the measurement of knowledge
sharing by Fang et al.[19], the research takes knowledge transfer and knowledge receiving as measured
variables, defines knowledge sharing as mutual sharing, providing timely and meaningful information
among enterprises, customers, suppliers and scientific research institutions, and designs 6 items to
measure knowledge sharing among enterprises according to whether enterprises be willing to share
industry experience, market and technology information with their partners. All the items will be
measured by Likert Five Scale. (3) Innovation performance. synthesizing the research result from
Nonaka et al. [11]and Song et al.[20], Combined with the characteristics of Chinese enterprises, and mainly
referring to the four perspectives of innovation performance by Jiang[21], the research selects 7 indexes
such as patent quantity, new product quantity, new product development cycle, manufacturing cost,
project success rate, rate of new product output value and new product annual profit to measure the
variable. Also, all the items will be measure by Likert Five Scale.
3.3 Reliability and validity of the samples
The research adopts consistency coefficient (Cronbach’s alpha) to examine reliability. The
Cronbach 's α coefficient of all latent variables in the research are over 0.8 and reach acceptable level.
So, the questionnaire has good reliability.
Validity includes content validity and structural validity. (1) In content validity, every variable is
measured by the scale mainly from mature scale used by many scholars at home and abroad. What’s more,
we modify some items in the scale according to the results of small-scale interview, consulting relevant
experts and preliminary investigation, which ensures the questionnaire has good content validity. (2) In
convergence validity of structural validity, factor loadings of all latent variables are over 0.7 and reach the
acceptable level except that Q1.6 of relational embeddedness is 0.680 and Q3.3 of innovation
performance is 0.666. So, the questionnaire used in the research has relatively good convergence validity.
In discriminate validity of structural validity, as it shown in Table 1, every variable’s square root of
average extraction variance (AVE) is greater than the correlation coefficient belonged to the correlation
between it and others variables, which shows the research meets the requirement of discriminate validity.
Table 1
variable
relational
embeddedness
structural
embeddedness
knowledge
sharing
innovation
performance
square root of
AVE

Descriptive Statistics, Correlation Coefficient and Discriminate Validity of Variables①
mean

standard
deviation

relational
embeddedness

structural
embeddedness

knowledge
sharing

innovation
performance

3.47

0.70

1

3.33

0.61

0.323***

1

3.05

0.67

0.326**

0.271**

1

3.23

0.64

0.568**

0.319**

0.486**

1

0.749

0.765

0.812

0.802

4 Research Results
As it shown in Table 1, every variable has significant correlation. In additions to this, the reliability
and validity of every variable reach acceptable level, so, we can analyze with structural equation
modeling (SEM), and start the research from single assumption relation structure model to
multi-assumption overall structure model.
4.1 Hypothesis testing for hypothesis 1
In the calculation of model data, the research adopts the mean of relational embeddedness and
structural embeddedness as the latent variable network embeddedness structure’s index. Via the
computation of AMOS, path coefficient estimates (standardized values) of the impact on innovation
Note: ①*** means p≤0.001, ** means p≤0.01, * means p≤0.05;
and the same below.
②network embeddedness structure (NEC), innovation performance (IPE), relational embeddedness (RES),
structural embeddedness (SES); and the same below.
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performance brought by network embeddedness structure are shown in Figure 2.
The main goodness-of-fit indexes are shown in Table 2. In the table, we can know the value of
x2/df is 1.634 which is far less than 5.0, while the value of CFI is 0.965 which is more than 0.8, the
values of AIC and ECVI are less than the values of saturated model and independence model which
meet the evaluation criteria of the index. Every fitting index reach the acceptable criteria in SEM. The
general fitting condition of the model is relatively good and the model can be accepted. Therefore, the
model does not have to be modified. The fully standardized effect’s value of network embeddedness
structure and innovation performance is 0.645, and it goes through the significance test.
.50
.71
.80
.59

e2
.44

e1

RES

.61

NEC
SES

.65

.64

IPE

Q3.1

.29

.43

e5

Q3.3
.54

.78

Q3.4

.77

Q3.5

e6
.63

.74
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e4

Q3.2

.75

.49

e3
.69

e7
.61

e8

Q3.6
.59

Q3.7

Figure 2

e9

Relationship Model M of Network Embeddedness Configuration and Innovation
Performance
Table 2 Goodness-of-fit Indexes of Model M
2

Goodness-of-fit index

x /df

CFI

RMSEA

AIC

ECVI

Default model

1.634

0.965

0.089

75.669

0.853

Saturated model

－
15.343

1.000
0

－
0.211

＜5.0

＞0.80

＜0.1

Independence model
Criterion

126.985

1.698

536.645
the smaller the better

6.382
the smaller the better

We can draw a conclusion that there is a significant positive correlation between network
embeddedness structure and innovation performance. Hypothesis 1 in the research is supported.
4.2 Hypothesis testing for hypothesis 1-1 and hypothesis 1-2
Path estimated coefficients of the impact on innovation performance brought by relational
embeddedness and structural embeddedness via the computation of AMOS. In the model, all the factor
loadings of impact path are less than 0.95. The model is reasonable and further analysis can be made. The
value of x2/df is 1.894, while RMSEA is 0.087, CFI is 0.934, and the values of AIC and ECVI are less
than the values of saturated model and independence model. All the values meet the evaluation criteria.
Therefore, the goodness-of-fit index of the model is relatively good, and the model does not have to be
modified. In the model, the fully standardized effect’s value of relational embeddedness and innovation
performance is 0.403, while structural embeddedness and innovation performance’s is 0.314. Both of
them go through the significant test. Hypothesis 1-1 and Hypothesis 1-2 are supported in the research.
4.3 Hypothesis testing for hypothesis 2, hypothesis 3 and hypothesis 4
There are three equations corresponding to mediating model of the hypothesis model in Figure1.
η = cX + e1
(1)
M = aX + e2
(2)
η = c’X + bM + e3
(3)
Adding the mediating variable knowledge sharing into the relationship model of network
embeddedness structure and innovation performance, via the computation of AMOS. In the mediating
model, all the factor loadings of impact path are less than 0.95. It is reasonable.
In the mediating model, the values of x2/df, RMSEA and CFI all meet the evaluation criteria.
Moreover, the values of AIC and ECVI are less than the values of saturated model and independence
model. All fitting indexes of the model reach the acceptable level. Therefore, it is not necessary to modify
the mediating model, and we can adopt the model to test relevant research hypotheses.
As shown in Table 3, the fully standardized effect’s value of network embeddedness structure to
innovation performance is 0.315. Path coefficient of the impact on knowledge sharing brought by
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network embeddedness structure is 0.633. The standardized value of the impact on innovation
performance brought by knowledge sharing is 0.521. Those indicates that network embeddedness
structure has a significant direct positive impact on innovation performance, while network
embeddedness structure has a significant direct positive impact on knowledge sharing, and knowledge
sharing has a significant direct positive impact on innovation performance. Therefore, hypothesis 2 and
hypothesis 3 in the research are supported.
Table 3
Path

Path Estimated Coefficient of Variables in Mediating Model
Estimate
Standard estimate
S.E.
C.R.

Network embeddedness structure →
Innovation performance
Network embeddedness structure →
Knowledge sharing
Knowledge sharing→
Innovation performance

P

0.334

0.315

0.112

3.184

***

0.642

0.633

0.150

1.866

***

0.508

0.521

0.107

1.034

***

In order to explain the relationship between the variables more roundly and clearly, the research
further decomposes the effects on the basic of what have been done above. Effect decomposition includes
direct effect and indirect effect.
The direct effect is measured by the path coefficient from cause variable to outcome variable, and
indirect effect can be measured by the product of the two path coefficients (when there is only an
mediating variable)[22]. We can know in Table 4 that the total effect on innovation performance brought
by network embeddedness structure in model M exactly equals the direct and indirect total effect on
innovation performance brought by network embeddedness structure in mediating model. The ratio of
indirect effect and direct effect is 0.63×0.52/0.32=102.38%. Indirect effect is a little bigger than direct
effect. Therefore, hypothesis 4 is supported.
Table 4
Path

Standardized Effect Between Variables
Standardized
Standardized
direct effect
indirect effect
structure →
0.315
0.330

Network embeddedness
Innovation performance
Network embeddedness structure→
Knowledge sharing
Knowledge sharing→
Innovation performance

Standardized
total effect
0.645

0.633

/

0.633

0.521

/

0.521

5 Conclusion
The research extracts 114 high-tech enterprises as study objects. Through the literatures review and
theoretical deduction, the research excavates the interaction mechanism among network embeddedness
structure, knowledge sharing and innovation performance in depth. The analysis results show that: (1)
Relational embeddedness and structural embeddedness of network embeddedness structure both have a
significant positive impact on innovation performance; (2) Knowledge sharing has partial mediating
impact on the effect path from network embeddedness structure to innovation performance.
The research results expand the cognition of network embeddedness structure and current
innovation theory in two aspects. (1) The embeddedness relationship in social network can be divided
into two dimensions-relational embeddedness and structural embeddedness, but previous researches
mostly only selected one of the two dimensions to study, and structural embeddedness was mostly to be
selected. The two dimensions are combined to study their impact on innovation performance. Through
empirical analysis, we discover that both structural embeddedness and relational embeddedness of the
enterprises have a significant positive impact on innovation performance. (2) The research adds
knowledge sharing into the study of the effect on innovation sharing brought by network embeddedness
structure, and builds a new model. The analysis finds out knowledge sharing has partial mediating
impact on innovation performance. Knowledge sharing can improve the efficiency and benefit of
cooperation, enhance mutual trust, so that both sides can get useful complementary information with
lower cost and raise the success rate and profitability of innovation projects.
The results of the research have an important significance in management practice. (1) Customers
can provide enterprises a new market demand, greatly enhance innovative market value and bring more
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customer resources to the enterprises. Cooperation with suppliers can customize the raw materials
necessary for enterprises’ innovative products, get corresponding technical support, even can get lower
cost and exclusive resources, and shorten the cycle of innovation. Cooperation with academic research
institutions can get support from exterior to enhance the capacity of enterprises’ independent R&D,
reduce the risk of R&D. (2) Because relational embeddedness has a significant positive impact on
innovation performance, enterprises should pay attention to the management of relationship quality with
partners in the network. (3) Enterprises should pay attention to knowledge sharing, set up a special
interactive organization, manage the internal information in classifications in order to eliminate habitual
defense behaviors, and entirely and timely master every aspect of the partners so that the risk brought by
asymmetric and incomplete information can be reduced.
Although the research reveals the relationship among network embeddedness structure, knowledge
sharing and innovation performance, there are still some deficiencies. First, the research samples are only
selected form the high-tech enterprises in South China, so, the universality of research results has yet to
be confirmed in the other areas and industries. Second, the mediating role of knowledge sharing is not
very significant. Whether there are some other moderator and mediating variables in the effect process
from network embeddedness structure to innovation performance has yet to be further studied, etc.
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Abstract The paper brings forward the concept of the real-time synergy innovation based on the
enterprise flexibility. Firstly, the article combines to the meanings and the key-dimensions of the
enterprise flexibility; then, study the framework and basic characters of the real-time synergy innovation
based on the enterprise flexibility. Finally, the article brings forward how to construct and implement of
real-time synergy innovation in detail and how to integrate exterior integration process and interior
integration process into a anformity system.
Key words Enterprise flexibility; Real-time synergy innovation system; Key-dimensions; Platform

1 Introduction
With the progressing of information economy, knowledge economy and globalization economy,
some environmental factors which were easily mastered by enterprises are disintegrating, the basic
characters of enterprises' competition are changing, and a new hyper competition time is coming. The
enterprises are paying more attention to how to adapt to the dynamic environment and gain the
competitive advantages. In this article, we study on the real-time synergy innovation based on the
enterprise flexibility. At present the definition of flexibility which is be used commonly was been put
forward by Mandelbaum in 1978. The flexibility is a kind of competence that can respond to the
changing of environment efficiently. A lot of scholars have studied on flexibility from different points of
view. Initially, the research was focused on manufacturing flexibility. Someone pointed that a
enterprise could increase its flexibility competence by improving equipment flexibility and worker
flexibility in production process. Also someone put forward that platform was a new approach to
improve flexibility. A platform is a design, technology, or set of subsystems and interfaces shared by
one or more product families.
The full speed development of information technology makes great efforts to promote the
development of the modern manage concept. The idea of collaborative has become more and more
important under the tendency of globalization economy. Thus real-time synergy innovation emerged as
the times require. The concept of real-time synergy innovation was first put forward in 1999. In their
opinion, the real-time synergy innovation is a type of software and service which can make the users
work in cooperation between the product lifecycle and manage products by Internet technology; the
authorized real-time synergy innovation users can use a standard browser to look over the information in
the broad sense enterprise information system's view, no matter what kinds of computer they use and no
matter where they locate. Recently, the study of real-time synergy innovation concept emphasize
particularly on the two sides of management function and technology structure. With the point of
management, the researchers think that real-time synergy innovation is the floorboard of a group of
economic entities (manufacturer, supplier, copartner, customer), which form the dynamic alliance to
exploit market opportunities and create value. With the point of technology, the researchers think that
real-time synergy innovation is actually a solvability scheme based on Web. It links the manufacturer,
supplier, co-partner, and costumer with all correlative activities in the product life-cycle by applying
Internet technique. There are some other scholars think that real-time synergy innovation provides
effective information platform for enterprises inside integration and outside expand.

2 Key Dimensions of Enterprise Flexibility
Enterprise flexibility is the effective reaction ability to the conditions change. We can research
enterprise flexibility from three key dimensions: time, range and effect.
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The time reflects enterprise system's reaction speed to the conditions change. It is the embodiment
of enterprise system's speed. An enterprise with high flexibility can react quickly to conditions change;
the other way round, enterprise can't adapt reply step in time to change. The range is an aggregate of the
advisable policy strategies and steps in order to adapt and control the conditions change; it is the
embodiment of enterprise reaction's span to the conditions change. It means that the enterprise has
stronger flexibility competence if it has a great amount of advisable policy strategies and steps. The
effect is the enterprise reaction's benefit and quality, is the final embodiment of enterprise reaction's
veracity and validity.
Considering the close relationship between the supplier and the partner, the partner must do some
changes when the core enterprise adjusts its strategy to adapt to the change of the outside environment.
Firstly, the core enterprise must choose the partners with a strong flexibility and they must match with
the flexibility of the core enterprise, thus they can make an effective synergy. Secondly, if the real-time
synergy innovation system wants to get the most optimal effect, it should ask all the participant form a
dynamical, stable and effective system. In the middle of the core enterprise, the real-time synergy
innovation considers the design, stock, selling, manufacture and service as the main chain, there into the
design of product is most important. These nodes form a piece of net structure. Firstly, constructing of
the inside of the real-time synergy innovation should take the enhancing the flexibility of every node as
premise. Then build an effective collaboration system. In a word, let the every part of chain operate
harmonically.

3 Basic Character of the Real-time Synergy Innovation Based on the Enterprise
Flexibility
The real-time synergy innovation reaches the goal of increasing the enterprise flexibility through
the intimate collaboration among the outer enterprises, integrating and optimizing all the processes of
the enterprises and the information system, it can respond to the changes of the outer environment most
efficiently in lest time, with the lowest cost and achieve the highest benefit. Basic characters of the
real-time synergy innovation based on the enterprise flexibility as shown in Figure 1:
Faster client information response ability

characters of
the real-time
synergy
innovation

Suppliers and synergic partners
with stronger flexibility

Information system with more flexibility
Figure 1

Synergic interface with more flexibility

Suppliers and synergic partners
with stronger flexibility

Interior processes with more flexibility

Basic Characters of the Real-time Synergy innovation

Faster client information response ability. Real-time synergy innovation based on the enterprise
flexibility regards users as the most important component and establishes a friendly communication
interface between the Core Enterprise and users. The core enterprise can gain the information users
needed immediately, besides it can respond the information users need through the feedback system
based on the requirement of flexible users to some other function modules of the real-time synergy
innovation, such as the product designing module, manufacture module, material marketing module and
so on. In this way it can satisfy the specific individual demands. At the same time by the way of adding
the user information analysis module to the information system of core enterprises and the user
interfaces, it can guarantee the collecting, delivering and using of the information more efficiently.
Meanwhile it also can enhance the enterprise's ability of response to the outer market.
Suppliers and synergic partners with stronger flexibility. Objectively real-time synergy innovation
based on the enterprise flexibility asks the suppliers and synergic partners to have stronger ability of
flexibility. In this way the core enterprises can respond to the demand of the collaboration in collecting
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and producing much faster and more efficiently, thereby it can guarantee the flexibility of the whole
real-time synergy innovation system. The supplier with more powerful flexibility can supply materials
with different sorts, quantities and specifications. So providing material for the core enterprises to
produce varied sorts and specifications can be assured. At the same time the producing partners with
stronger flexibility can also coordinate with the producing plan of the core enterprises, adjust producing
batch and technology routes trimly and guarantee the flexibility in all the producing processes of core
enterprises.
Synergic interface with more flexibility. Real-time synergy innovation based on the enterprise
flexibility not only asks the synergic enterprises to have more flexibility, but also emphasizes the flexibility
of the whole system much more. The achievement of the flexibility mainly originates from a well flexible
synergic interface. Because the interface is the connection of different parts, so if the real-time synergy
innovation based on the enterprise flexibility wants to gain the flexibility of the whole system, it must be
supported by the flexible synergic inter-faces. This flexibility of synergic inter-faces gives expression to
standardization, timely and efficiency of the communication of the information between different parts and
the same goal of collaboration among different parts, which can stimulate mutual.
Interior processes with more flexibility. The main content of real-time synergy innovation based on
the enterprise flexibility analyzing and optimizing the business processes. The objective of it is
designing the business processes as whole with more flexibility, guaranteeing the business processes
in the enterprises run smoothly and efficiently and adjusting to the changing actual need of outer
environment quickly. Therefore the business processes with more flexibility is the inner foundation of
real-time synergy innovation based on the enterprise flexibility.
Information system with more flexibility. Real-time synergy innovation based on the enterprise
flexibility will be brought out through the information system. In the course of establishing the real-time
synergy innovation based on the pliant of enterprise, the information systems become more flexible now
the information system can be established by a flexible designing method, which asks designers to
consider the flexibility of the information system in the course of information system integrating or in
the beginning of establishing and set according to the probable new demand in the early days of the
information systems designing. The systems adopt module components designing method, which is
beneficial for modifying and expanding. Meanwhile we add the toots to adjust processes and modules
that can assure the flexibility and efficiently of the information system.

4 Construct Real-time Synergy Innovation System Based on the Enterprise
Flexibility
The key idea of constructing real-time synergy innovation based on the enterprise flexibility is to
attain the whole optimization of cooperating system inside and outside, including three main processes:
exterior integration and interface flexibility, interior integration and flow flexibility, colligation
integration and information systems flexibility, as shown in figure 2. Only when at the three aspects was
optimized integration the whole enterprise flexibility can be fully embodied.
Exterior integration
Flow flexibility
Interface flexibility
Colligation integration

Interior integration
Information flexibility
Figure 2

The Construction of the System of Real-time Synergy Innovation Based on the Flexibility

Exterior integration process. Exterior integration is a process that a. core enterprise, together with
its suppliers, cooperators and customs, forms a kind of steady dynamic alliance relation. In the process
the core enterprise needs to appraise relative indexes of suppliers and cooperators, to choose the most
adaptive ones with whom to built steady dynamic alliance relation. During the process of building up
alliance relationship, suppliers, cooperators, clients and Core Enterprise are independent individuals
with difference properties and characters, so validity of integration interface must be considered careful
if these comparatively independent individuals waited to be integrated effectively. Integration interface
among enterprise are those interfaces that enterprises join with each other. If the integration interfaces
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are wanted come into being among enterprises, it must have some flexibility. Meanwhile, the exterior
integration may be processed under a thought of a kind of platform. The methods, technologies and rules
that integration involved should be looked as public service to direct the whole exterior integration
process.
Interior integration. It does mean that interlink ages and cooperation of every correlative function
nodes in the middle of enterprise. These function nodes mainly include product design, stock, produce,
selling and severest. These main operations of correlative node form enterprise interior main operation
process. As a result, interior integration of real-time synergy innovation based on the enterprise
flexibility is mainly the integration of enterprise operation process. In the operation of traditional
enterprise, sometimes enterprise's function department separates the enterprise operation process into
disruptive node. What the employee concerned is individual task and work. But in the mode of real-time
synergy innovation based on the enterprise flexibility, what the people advocated is the idea of
cooperating work; what the enterprise considered is to realize the most added value in every flow node,
and to reduce those activities that is invalid or can't increase the value in value chain, thus enterprise can
realize the whole process optimization. At the same time, process integration demands some of flexible
characters. That is to say the process after be optimized not only can improve enterprise operation
efficiency, but also can make appropriate adjustment according to enterprise need, thus the whole
enterprise flexibility can be increased.
Colligation integration process. Colligation integration is an integration process that integrates
exterior integration process and interior integration process into a conformity system, thus the
optimization of whole integration process can be attained. The integration of interior and exterior can be
realized by flexibility information system integration. Information system integration can connect
dispersive executive activity of enterprise alliance together smoothly; share information and other
resource; reinforce the cooperation among enterprises; meanwhile it can provide a plenty of particular
and unfeigned information and complex analyses method, thus some anti-structuring processing can be
become general processing, as a result information system integration can realize the whole cooperating
product's flexible operation. But presently, in some enterprise, the applying of information still has some
problems, such as different enterprise have individual information system, and these information
systems often found on different platforms, adopt different data forms, so information system integration
must eliminate information alone inland. Second, the problem that some enterprises with low
information level join in the whole colligation integration information system by taking what kind of
form is also need to research. But with the increasing development of new technology, these problems
will be resolved gradually.

5 Conclusion
In the process of modern production, the increasing degree of industrial linkage, technology
enhanced interdependence, individual technology breakthroughs is no longer alone; they demand
supporting technology must be through the integration, and to establish the appropriate management
model forming a productivity and competitiveness. In this context, integrated innovation has more
sustainable advantage. We considered that integrated innovation should co-ordination arrangements,
introduction decentralizing, focus keystone. We should well used integration of upstream and
downstream industry chain, the individual technical systems integration, advanced technology and
internal systems integration, systems integration and other related disciplines integration to enhance
independent innovation capacity.
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Abstract The value of the open innovation is now widely recognized, previous studies highlighted the
importance of external factors as innovation sources, however, a key issue is still little known in the
open innovation model is how firms acquire ideas and knowledge from external actors. Integrating
social network theory and open innovation perspective, this paper explores the relationship between the
firms' external managerial ties and their innovative performance in an emerging economic context. This
study attempts to measure that impact by analyzing a sample of 270 manufacturing firms located in
China. The results show how business ties and R&D ties can contribute to the firm's innovative
performance by facilitating external knowledge acquisition. It demonstrates ties are valuable as a
conduit for knowledge. Moreover, the role of business ties and R&D ties are different, R&D ties
contribute to innovative performance more than a channel for knowledge flow. Our findings suggest
several theoretical and practical implications in the field of R&D and strategic management.
Key words Open innovation; Business ties; R&D ties; Knowledge acquisition

1 Introduction
This paper explores the relationship between the firms’ external managerial ties and their innovative
performance from an open innovation perspective. Open innovation models such as that of Chesborough
(2003), von Hippel (2005), and Boudreau (2006) have suggested that openness could stimulate
innovation by combining a large and diverse pool of external sources, leading to increased product
diversity and better matching of products and consumer preference[1][2][3].
A key issue in the open innovation model is how firms acquire ideas and knowledge from external
actors. The role of networks, communities, and linkages has come to the fore in investigations of
innovative performance. The open innovation models have highlighted the interactive character of the
innovation process, suggesting that firms rely heavily on their interaction with lead users, suppliers, and
with a range of institutions inside the innovation system[2]. Managers in firms often invest considerable
amounts of time, money and other resources to develop and maintain external social ties[4]. Ties are
especially prevalent in emerging economies because of the ‘institutional voids’[5]. Such managerial ties
increase the ability to contact, acquire, use, and recombine new and existing knowledge[6]. However, the
previous literature on open innovation has not yet investigated the role of social ties with external actors.
A social capital perspective posits that ties are valuable as a conduit for knowledge[7]. Particularly,
managerial ties, which are defined as the boundary-spanning interpersonal connections of top managers
[4,7]
, are very important mechanisms to acquire knowledge. There are many prior studies focusing on
managerial ties with suppliers, customers, competitors, government[8], relatively few studies discuss the
ties with universities and public research institutes.
Extending Peng and Luo (2000)’s study, we investigate the influence of managerial ties for external
knowledge acquisition[8]. In doing so, we develop the concepts of managerial ties, define R&D tie as a
specific type of managerial ties which mainly investigate the interpersonal relationships between top
managers in firms and professors, scientists and engineers in universities and public research institutes.
In this study, we incorporate ideas from the social capital theory into open innovation studies, an
approach which may support an increased contribution of external knowledge and R&D to a firm’s
innovation. We found that knowledge acquisition play a mediating role in the relationship between
managerial ties and firms’ innovative performance.
The research is based on a statistical analysis of an innovation survey in Chinese manufacturing
industries. The survey contains a sample of 270 manufacturing firms. The paper is organized as follows.
First we explore the literature and examine the influence of external managerial ties on innovative
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performance, develop the hypotheses. The next sections outline the method and describe the sample.
Then we report the results and the final section contains the discussion and conclusions.

2 Theories and Hypothesis
Personal relationships have increasingly become a core component of innovation. According to
social capital theory, there exists a micro-macro link from managerial connection to social capital and to
a firm’s performance[9]. More specific, interpersonal relationship is regarded as a main source for
knowledge spillover and knowledge flows in innovation literature.
Although experienced massive and complex changes during its institutional translation[10], China
possesses its own idiosyncrasies. First, the Chinese government has maintained a central role in
economic activities[11]. Moreover, the Chinese business environment is under the heavy influence of the
historical and cultural tradition[12]. As a result, the utilization of personal ties is still prevalent and
crucial.
2.1 Ties and firm’s innovation
Business activities are closely embedded in networks of interpersonal relations[13]. Managerial
ties are defined as executives’ interpersonal contacts with external entities[8]. Many studies have
proved that managerial ties have critical influences on firms’ strategies[14] and could be a source of
innovation [6].
Ties are vital to help companies acquire necessary external resources and information which will
enable them to be continually innovative and to produce new products and services and achieve superior
performance[13,14]. Managerial ties are especially prevalent in emerging economies, since the
‘institutional voids’ force managers to rely on personal relationships to substitute for formal institutional
support[5]. Empirical studies have demonstrated that managerial ties could increase performance for
firms operating in emerging economies such as China[8]. In this case, business ties and R&D ties should
be an important issue in firm’s innovation.
Hypothesis 1a The strength of a firm’s business ties is positively associated with its innovative
performances.
Hypothesis 1b The strength of a firm’s R&D ties is positively associated with its innovative
performances.
2.2 Ties and knowledge acquisition
The trend of economic globalization and the relentless technological change lead to an emergence
of knowledge-intensive society, which has changed the nature of competition and innovation[1], external
knowledge become vital to the success of an enterprise. Open innovation models argued that key
sources for firms are often lead users, suppliers, or universities[2].
A basic issue in open innovation refers to building an infrastructure across organizational
boundaries for knowledge acquisition and exploitation. The concept of social capital was originally used
in community studies to describe relational resources embedded in personal ties in the community.
Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) argued that social capital facilitates knowledge acquisition and
exploitation by affecting conditions necessary for the creation of value through the exchange and
combination of existing intellectual resources[15].
Because the acquisitions of knowledge are predominantly social processes [16], a social capital
perspective posits that ties are valuable, in which ties operate as a conduit for knowledge [7]. Since
technologies become more complex, and tacit knowledge is transferable only through intensive
interpersonal interactions, direct connections between organizational members are crucial for effective
learning[18]. As one of the most important units of firms, top managers would play a critical role in
knowledge acquisition. Managerial ties may aid in acquiring new knowledge improve firm’s
competitive advantage, because other companies cannot efficiently replicate.
In Chinese context, ties may be more valuable because they grant access to trusted information,
because ties are embedded in a social context of obligation and trust, this information is deemed
trustworthy, especially compared with information from new acquaintances or strangers[13,18]. We
believe that knowledge acquisition play a mediating role in the relationship between managerial ties and
firm performance.
Hypothesis 2a Knowledge acquisition plays a mediating effect between business ties and
innovative performance.
Hypothesis 2b Knowledge acquisition plays a mediating effect between R&D ties and innovative
performance.
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3 Data and Methodology
3.1 Sampling and data collection
We tested the hypotheses using survey data from 270 manufacturing firms all over the whole China.
Most of the sample firms are located in six cities (Shenzhen, Suzhou, Tianjin, Shenyang, Zhengzhou and
Xi’an), which represent typical regions of China. Thus provide an appropriate setting for testing the
effectiveness of ties in a complicated and volatile national conditions and economic environment. The
samples were randomly selected from the company lists provided by local government. These firms
span diverse manufacturing industries, such as industrial and commercial machinery, electronic and
other electrical equipment and components, chemicals and allied products, fabricated metal products,
etc.
An English-language version of the questionnaire was prepared first, and then translated into
Chinese. To confirm the consistency and accuracy, the Chinese version was back translated into English
by two independent translators. Any conflicts were discussed by the researchers and translators until
they reached agreement[8].
Before the formal survey, we selected 4 enterprises as pilot cases to make the questionnaire more
comprehensive, appropriate, and easy to understand. The pilot survey was processed by graduate
students with the assistance of the top managers in the corporation. This process improved the
questionnaire. The final formal questionnaire was combined with the questions found in the preliminary
survey and revised in detail.
The survey was administered through face-to-face interview and mail between July 2007 and
January 2008. With the help of local governments, the investigators contacted senior managers via
telephone, solicited their cooperation, and made an appointment with them. Through interview,
investigators usually selected CEO or a top officer in charge of strategic planning and technology
management as the key informant in each firm. Each visit took one to two hours. The interviewers
informed the managers of the purpose of the project and the confidentiality of their responses and
promised them a summary report in return for their participation. This process significantly increased
the response rates. A total of 600 questionnaires were distributed and 308 responses were returned, 38 of
which were unusable because necessary data were missing. The 270 responses included in the study
gives a final useable rate of 45%.
3.2 Measures and analysis
We adapt the measures in the survey from established studies and measure all perceptual scales
using 7-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree). Measurement items are as Table 1.
Managerial ties: The managerial ties were decomposed into business and R&D ties. Business ties
involve three items that assess top managers’ use of ties with managers of other firms (i.e., buyers,
suppliers, and competitors); R&D ties contains two items examining top managers’ use of connections
with members of universities and public research institutes during the past three years.
Knowledge acquisition: We measured knowledge acquisition with three statements reflecting the
technological and market knowledge that a firm may acquire through the managerial ties (see Table 1).
The items were modified from Yli-Renko et al.’s (2001) study and based on measures of organizational
learning. Preview studies have suggested that this approach was appropriate for assessing knowledge
acquisition [17].
Innovative performance: We chose to measure innovative performance by focusing on three
indicators: (1) R&D cost reduction, (2) patent counts and (3) new product announcements. Since many
Chinese managers view exact figures of performance as secrets, the comparative method is more
effective at avoiding non-responses[19]. In particular, we examine the change ratios of these indicators in
the past three years (1=decrease greatly, 7=increase greatly).
Control variables:
Because previous studies have suggested that both organizational and environmental factors may
affect managerial ties[20], we included firm size, firm age, and industry as control variables in our analyses.
Firm size: The size of the firm may influence knowledge acquisition. In this study, we use the
logarithms of the number of employees in 2007 of each corporation as the indicator of a firm’s size. The
employee figures were validated using data from the local statistical department.
Firm age: The age of the firm may influence the firm’s ability to acquire external knowledge [21]
and utilize their managerial ties. As a result, we modeled firm age as a control and calculated a firm age
as the number of years elapsed since its foundation.
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Industry: The industry classification is also related to a firm’s innovation outcome, since
competitive intensity and extent of knowledge acquisition from external sources may vary across
industries[22]. In our study, industry classification was measured by Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) code. We controlled for the industry effect by utilizing a dummy variable to distinguish between
high-tech and traditional industries. High-tech industries include electronics (SIC 36), computer
equipment (SIC 35) and pharmaceutical (SIC 2834). The dummy variable was coded 1 for high-tech
industries and 0 otherwise.
Ownership: We obtain this information from survey and archival data. Therefore, we code firm
ownership as a dummy variable, such that 1 = SOE (including state-owned enterprises and
joint-ownership enterprises) and 0 = other firms (including private enterprise, personal holding
companies, wholly foreign-owned and foreign holding companies).
3.3 Analyze model
We analyzed the data using ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions. In order to examine the
influence of main effects of business ties, R&D ties and the intermediary effects of knowledge
acquisition, we ran several models for each of the dependent variables. In ModelⅠ, innovative
performance was regressed solely against control variables, namely firm size, firm age, SOE and
industry and in ModelⅡ we added ties variables. In order to test the intermediary effects of knowledge
acquisition, ModelⅣ tested the effects of control and ties variables on knowledge acquisition. Finally,
ModelⅤ tested the complete effects of all independent variables. To further examine the mediation, we
followed Preacher and Hayes (2004) and conducted the Sobel test[23].
Table 1

Construct/
indicator
Innovative
performance

Measurement Items, Reliability and Validity Assessment
Cronbach Standardized
Measurement item
alpha
loadings
.705
Reduction in R&D cost
Increase in patent counts
Increase in new product announcements

Knowledge
acquisition

.631
.778
.793
.812

.808
We are able to obtain a tremendous amount of market
knowledge because of top managers’ utilization of ties
We get a lot of our valuable information from top managers’
utilization of ties
We are able to obtain a tremendous amount of technical
know-how because of top managers’ utilization of ties.

Variance
extracted

.723
.857
.861
.833

Business
.789
.704
ties
During the past three years, top managers at our firm have heavily utilized personal ties, networks, and connections
with
1. Top managers at buyer firms.
.864
2. Top managers at supplier firms.
.861
3. Top managers at competitor firms.
.790
R&D ties
.603
.716
During the past three years, top managers at our firm have heavily utilized personal ties, networks, and connections
with
1. Professors, scientists and engineers in universities
846
2.Professors, scientists and engineers in public research
846
institutes

4 Results
4.1 Reliability and validity
As shown in Table 1, all variables display satisfactory levels of reliability, as indicated by the
composite reliabilities (Cronbach Alpha) ranging from 0.789 to 0.859. Convergent validity, which
measures construct identity, can be judged by looking at the item loadings. Each loading for the
multi-item variables of business ties, political ties and external knowledge acquisition is significantly
related to its underlying factor. All standardized item loadings are well above the cutoff of 0.50[24],
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supporting convergent validity.
As most of our data are collected from one single survey instrument and one single informant per
corporation, there is a serious concern of common method bias and single informant bias. We use
several procedural remedies such as reducing item ambiguity, separating scale items for the ties and new
product development measures to mitigate these biases. Besides, we obtain data of several control
variables from secondary sources and from field interviews, and use statistical remedies include
logarithms of data and Harman’s one-factor test. Factor analysis results show that tall factor loadings are
above 0.32, which indicate that neither a single factor nor a general factor accounted for the majority of
the covariance in the measures[25]. These procedures and statistical remedies leave us confident that
neither common method nor single informant bias is a serious problem in our study.
4.2 Result descriptive
Table 2 Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlation Coefficients (n=270)
SD
Mean
1
2
3
4
5
6
2.7952
.88834
27.4106 116.89794 .071
.23
.421
.126(*)
-.045
.44
.498
.303(**) .015 -.240(**)

Variables
1.Firm size
2.firm age
3.Industry
4.SOE
5.knowledge
4.6963
acquisition
6.business ties
4.8864
7.R&D ties
3.9655
8.Innovative
4.1747
performance
*p< 0.05, ** p<0.01

7

1.04383

.155(*)

.059

.103

.075

1.13206
1.44074

.054
.202(**)

.040
-.031

.068
-.085

-.033
.201(**)

.303(**)
.246(**)

.097

1.17437

.126(*)

-.100

.194(**)

-.029

.350(**)

.191(**)

.263(**)

Table 2 presents descriptive statistics，including the mean values, standard deviations, and
correlations for all the measured variables. The correlation matrix indicates positive and statistically
significant correlation between managerial ties, knowledge acquisition variables and performance.
Among managerial tie variables, we find that the correlation between business ties and new product
development are stronger than political ties. Besides, the political ties are significantly and positively
correlated with SOE but the business ties are not, which suggest that the ownership structure still heavily
influences political ties and vice versa.
4.3 Tests of hypotheses
Variables
Firm size
Firm age
Industry
SOE
Business ties
R&D ties
Knowledge
Acquisition

Table 3 Results of Regressions
Innovative performance
ModelⅠ
ModelⅡ
Model Ⅲ
.119*
.065
.076
(1.752)
(.983)
(1.194)
-.099
-.093
-.117**
(-1.559)
(-1.530)
(-1.979)
.169**
.176***
.137**
(2.531)
(2.748)
(2.181)
-.022
-.052
-.037
(-.322)
(-.780)
(-.566)
.146**
(2.402)
.252***
(3.991)
.334***
(5.581)

R2
.058
Adjusted R2
.042
Incremental F-test
3.655***
Model df
4
a: Dependent variables: knowledge acquisition
T-values are in parentheses.
*p<0.10; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

.146
.125
6.718***
6

.166
.148
9.608***
5

Model Ⅳa
.066
(1.047)
.055
(.956)
.110*
(1.802)
.047
(.739)
.269***
(4.638)
.208***
(3.474)

Model Ⅴ
.048
(.746)
-.108*
(-1.831)
.150**
(2.413)
-.057
(-.875)
.083
(1.349)
.186***
(2.932)
.257***
(3.997)

.161
.141
8.134***
6

.201
.177
8.408***
7
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Table 3 presents regression results. We conducted hierarchical regressions to compare successive
models by using incremental F-tests. The comparison of models indicates that ModelⅡ(p<0.01), which
includes ties variables and control variables, explains innovative performance significantly better than
ModelⅠ (p<0.01). Similarly, the global test indicates that ModelⅤ, which includes knowledge
acquisition variables, explains the ROA significantly better than ModelⅡ (p<0.01).
Managerial ties utilization: business ties vs. R&D ties
H1a and H1b predict that the strength of a firm’s managerial ties is positively associated with
innovative performance. Compared to ModelⅠ, the adjusted R2 in ModelⅡ increases from 0.058 to
0.146, and the F change is significant (p<0.01), indicating that the managerial tie variables have a
significant positive effect on firm performance. Hypothesis 1a and 1b are supported. Among the
managerial ties, R&D ties have a consistently significant effect in ModelⅡ (β=0.252, p<0.01) and
ModelⅤ (β=0.186, p<0.01), while business ties have an insignificant impact in ModelⅤ, indicating
that the role of business ties and R&D ties are different.
Mediation of knowledge acquisition
As we can see in Model and Model, the coefficient of knowledge acquisition is positive and
significant (β=0.375, p<0.01), indicating that the ability to acquire knowledge is likely to increase
innovation.
We follow MacKinnon, Warsi & Dwyer (1995) to demonstrate the mediating effects by examining
the three conditions necessary[26]. To further examine the mediation of knowledge acquisition, we
conducted Sobel test to test whether a mediator carries the influence follow Preacher & Hayes’s (2004)
advice. Result shows that knowledge acquisition acts as a complete mediator in the relationship between
business ties and innovative performance (Sobel test p=0.00024094<0.05), while it just plays a partial
mediation role for R&D ties (Sobel test p=0.01946243<0.05), indicates the impacts of R&D ties on
innovation is more than a channel of knowledge acquisition. The Hypothesis 2a is supported while the
Hypothesis 2b is just partly supported.

5 Conclusions
5.1 Contribution
We believe there are three sets of contributions emerging from our study. First, integrating social
network theories and open innovation model, this paper is one of the first to examine the role of
managerial ties in open innovation context. The result supported the view that business ties and R&D
ties are channels for external innovation sources.
With a social capital view, we argue that ties are valuable as a conduit for knowledge acquisition
and knowledge flows from external actors. With an open innovation model, we found that both ties with
business partners such as suppliers, users or competitors, and ties with universities and public research
institutes are source of innovation. With managerial ties, firms could acquire ideas and knowledge from
external actors.
Second, we provide an empirical test to distinguish the effects of two types of managerial ties in
Chinese context, which extended the previous work (Lee et al., 2001; Peng & Luo, 2002) in terms of
research context and strategic focus. This study provides support for the effectiveness of business ties
and R&D ties in innovation.
Besides, this study explores the effects knowledge acquisition in open innovation models. Through
hierarchical regression analysis, we found that knowledge acquisition mediated the utilization of managerial ties
and performance. The mediate effect of knowledge acquisition between business ties and innovative
performance is stronger than R&D ties. R&D ties could influence innovation more than providing knowledge.
5.2 Limitations and future research directions
This study has several limitations. First, we measure innovation variables by the change ratios. This
is not a perfect measurement. Future research could examine the impact of ties on different types of firm
performance, including financial performance.
Second, the difference of industries may affect how firms gain external innovation source.
Although we try to rule out the effect of industries by including industry types as control variables, the
future studies in different industries, especially the comparison between specific industries, are very
helpful to explore to a more insightful understanding of this topic.
Finally, although this study supported the view that ties could facilitate knowledge transfer and thus
enhances innovation in China, the generalizability of these effects in the context of other economies seems
to be a promising direction for future research considering the differences of the culture and institution.
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The Open Innovation and Scientific Development
Ding Xia
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Abstract 30 years since the reform and opening up, socialism in China has displayed its Infinite
energy and vitality. The reason why socialism with Chinese characteristics has great life-force mainly
lies in advancing the mode of independent innovation in the reform and opening up. The paper reviews
Schumpeterian innovation theory, endogenous as well as exogenous growth theory, and presents that
China should combine the open innovation with participating in economic globalization, and highlight
the strategy of rejuvenating the country through science and talents. It draws a conclusion that China
must accelerate the transition to innovation-oriented country, ultimately achieving the aim of scientific
development.
Key words Schumpeterian innovation theory; Modern economic growth theory; Innovation-oriented
country; Economic model of open autonomy; Scientific development

1 Introduction
since the 1950s ⁄ 60s, countries in the world have shown the times Characteristics of globalization,
peace, cooperation, development, change, adjustment, transformation, diversity and “a globe, two
systems” (that is the coexistence of two different social systems). [1]At present, it has become a major
issue of theory and practice about economic and social development to deepen our understanding of
“What is development, how to develop, whom development is for, whom the development depends on
and who enjoy the achievements of development”, etc. In the profound changes pattern of productivity,
production mode, lifestyle, and development of economy and society, an independent power like China
emphasizing Chinese characteristics and Sinicism must own the stuff of independent innovation for
wanting to rise. In the meantime, the powers’ history of rise as well as fall and the course of
industrialization in China have demonstrated that we must set up a global perspective, energetically
advocate the open innovation, always combine open innovation and participation in economic
globalization, and found an economic model of open autonomy as well as Innovation-oriented country,
which is the indispensable meaning of the scientific development issues of a large developing country.

2 The Western Theory of Innovation and Economic Growth
The concepts of innovation people understand originated in Joseph Schumpeter advancing modern
innovation theory for the first time. Schumpeter created his own system in the innovation theory of
Western economics so as to lay the foundation for his distinctive position in research field of economic
thought development history. At the same time, he founded both the dynamic equilibrium theory and a
set of “dynamic theory of economic development” that illustrate the economic dynamic phenomena by
the internal factors of economic system.
In his writings Economic Development Theory (1912), Schumpeter firstly put forward “economic
development theory and innovative thought”. In his view, technological creation instead of capital and
labor is the main source of capitalist economic growth. The so-called innovation is that a sort of “new
combination” about the factors and conditions of production is introduced into production system. The
economic development, which can be realized through the introduction of “new combination”, is a
creative alteration within economic life caused by the creation of technique and production organization
form. In addition, Schumpeter's understanding of innovation is not limited to technical creation and also
includes institutional innovation of which blazing new trails in organization can be considered as the
part. With the development of productive forces, he paid considerable attention to the constant change of
organization and management institution. All of these, to a certain extent, are not only in line with the
objective requirements of modern large-scale production, but also bring some enlightenment on
accelerating the socialist modernization of China.
Between 1930s and 1940s, Schumpeter have published in succession two books — The Economic
cycle and Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy, which further perfected innovation theory, and formed
a original theoretical system based on it. The essence of this system is the thinking of “Creative
destruction”, that is that once the existing production technology and mode are updated by competitors,
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and come in for the severe impact of products with higher efficiency, innovation will destroy them, even
the traditional values, management system and business model attack by the new technology. He
believed that in the competitive economic life, the new combination means that the diverse approaches
are taken to eliminate old organizations through competition. It is thus evident that from a dynamic
perspective Schumpeterian theory of “creative destruction” explained industry evolution law of a
country and the whole world.
The modern economic growth theory attached great importance to the problem of technology,
knowledge and human capital as the main innovative subjects. Harrod-Domar growth model, the starting
point of this theory, was based on such assumptions as inexistence of technical progress, etc., indicated
that the economic growth depends on external factors, and thus is also known as the old theory of
economic growth or exogenous growth theory. The new economic growth theory, whose main
characteristic is study on endogenous technological progress, suggests that economic growth is no
longer determined by external factors. Therefore, it is also known as endogenous growth theory.
Research ideas of new theory consists of four modes—“P. Romer long-term growth model of
knowledge spillovers”, “Robert Lucas external growth model of human capital”, “Stokey, N endogenous
growth model of knowledge spillovers by introduction of new products”, “Young, A limited growth
model of learning by doing ”. The new theory of economic growth broke through the limitations of the
neoclassical growth theory, drew the knowledge and the specialized human capital into growth model,
stressing in the process of economic development the significance of opening up policy the developing
countries implement. The international trade, the positive-sum game of both sides benefits, not only
increases the total commerce volume of world, also can speed up the worldwide transmission of
advanced knowledge, technology and human capital, which makes in countries involved in trade the
technology, knowledge and human capital be rapidly enhanced, and knowledge spillovers effect of
learning by doing be well achieved. Clearly, the new theory of economic growth brought up rather
meaningful policies and propositions for the economic development in various countries, especially in
the developing countries.

3 Combining Independent Innovation with Participation in Economic Globalization
The spirit of innovation is the soul of a nation’s progress, thus to possess innovative ability is the
inexhaustible power for a country with prosperity. The open innovation we talk about here, different
with closed innovation, is an independent innovation modality promoted in reform and opening up. For
example, we must structure both the development strategies of independent innovation-oriented country
and economic model of open Autonomy in accord with Chinese conditions. When absorbing the
advanced things by globalization, we need to emphasize independent innovation. In other words, in
today’s context of peace and development, we should sparkplug the integration between independent
innovation and participation in economic globalization.
In order to further the development of socialism with Chinese characteristics, we should seize the
opportunity, implement the policy of opening up and actively participate in the process of globalization.
Exposed to the tide of contemporary economic globalization, which regards the world market and
transnational corporations as the hallmark, Chinese market economy should seek to break national and
regional boundaries, and pursue universal communication as well as the nature, inherent requirements
and operating rules of global links. The identity of the domestic market and the world market demands
that we set up the developed and standardized system of modern market economy combined with the
world market and constrained by the world market mechanisms. Only in this way, can various factors of
production, goods and services be large flowed, circulated and associated in the world, and can all the
positive results capitalism has brought about be speeded up to absorption and possession. Ultimately, we
tend to create the historical conditions and material bases that will accelerate our development and final
transition to communism.
However, we must also realize the essence of contemporary economic globalization is the
globalization of capitalist economy, Just as Marx predicted, “People of all countries have been drawn
into the world market network day by day, thus the capitalist system is increasing taking on international
nature[2].” As we should be clear to see, in the course of economic globalization, the developed countries
have plundered “the dividend” of globalization while the developing countries are at a disadvantage in
general and often fall into the trap of globalization. The contemporary globalization of capitalist
economy speeds up the globalization of the capitalist system, and undoubtedly promotes the changes of
productive forces and production relations. Michell Bode, one of French scholars, believes that
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capitalism has entered the generalization stage in face of economic, social and ecological crisis. In his
view, the world have been confronted with a new turning point and only by realizing the collective jump,
can human beings get rid of crises. This general movement of contradictions between economy
globalization and the world market will inevitably lead to two different trends, processes, effects and
consequences. It is indicated that the globalization of contemporary capitalist is a double-edged sword or
“Dickensian paradox” owing to coexistence of challenges and opportunities, a positive impact and
negative effect, as well as destruction and construction.
On the whole, by analyzing the situation, we should firmly grasp the initiative, meet challenges,
and adhere to combine the open innovation with taking part in economic globalization. Refusing to
participate in world markets and the economic globalization is negative to opening up, socialist market
economy and socialism with Chinese characteristics. Meanwhile, we should beware of “westernization”,
“division”, “color revolutions” and “globalization trap”, do our endeavor to overcome the negative
effects of globalization, and make good use of both domestic and international markets as well as
resources, which will be helpful to have control over the tide of globalization, and achieve the goal of
equality, universal benefit and win-win.

4 Transition to the Innovation-Oriented Country
“Innovation-oriented country” has a narrow and broad implication. The former focuses on science
and technology innovation, the latter is a comprehensive concept, which covers a wide scope of
institutional and technological innovation as well as cultural theory one. This formulation emerged from
the concept of “the Core Creative State” in World Economic Forum, but it is generalized. The latter
stipulates that country or economic organization that received the number of patents granted by United
States Patent and Trademark Office is above 15 pieces per 1 million population can be listed among “the
Core Creative State” defined by the World Economic Forum .
According to China’s conditions, it is necessary to emphasize participation in the international
division of labor with the cheap labor and raw materials in the comparative advantage at an early
stage. But we can not make it solidify and go to the extreme. Porter, one of western scholars, has
mildly criticized the theory of Ricardo comparative advantage, known as the golden rule all through,
putting stress on shifting from comparative advantage in lower phase to the competitive edge at the
advanced stage. Currently, China should actualize the transformation from comparative advantage
stage to competitive edge or the two coexisting phases. The theory of cask effect is not only the
derivative of market allocation theory as well as comparative advantage theory, but also the new
replica of “market myths” criticized by Stiglitz, an American scholar. “Buy being better than make,
renting being better than buy,” or “acquiring the technique at the cost of market” are the discourses
with the Chinese interpretation of this theory. The facts have proved that this concept make the
national industries (such as domestic large aircraft, cars and nuclear power equipment industry) be
“marginalized”, and national innovation frozen .It is inappropriate to rely solely on the general
adoption of the market principle and acquire the core technique by means of market exchange. The
integration between independent innovation and technology introduction is a realistically rational
choice. So theory of comparative advantage and cask effect should be replaced by those of
competitive edge and independent innovation.
Nowadays, we come to a turning point in history. When boldly absorbing and drawing on all the
civilized results human society has created, learning from today' various countries including the
developed countries of capitalist all advanced mode of operation, technology, management methods,
regulation experience and funds reflecting modern production laws, we must complete a big historic
leap of innovation ,which means economic transition from the enlightened and imitative transplantation
to innovation-oriented economy, from “world plant” and “OEM countries” to “world factory”, “world
office” and “world laboratory”, and from “body-type state” that provides such raw materials and
low-processed products as wage economy, outsourcing economy to “brain-type state”.
All in all, we must build an economic system of socialist market economy with Chinese
characteristics, Social and economic development model in accord with China’s conditions, Independent
development strategies of innovation-oriented country, open economy model of independence and
science system of philosophy and society with Chinese modality. Only thus, can China be enter into the
ranks of innovation-oriented country.
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5 People as Innovative Subject Being the Key to Open Innovation
The talents, the fundamental and sustainable power of a nation’s development, are the most
potential and the most reliable resources. The talents of science and technology, bearing innovative
consciousness and spirit, can achieve creative fruits by the corresponding ability. From the perspective
of social level, they can make innovative contributions towards the social development in the particular
field and industry, constantly actualizing self-innovation and self-transcendence through the attitude of
scientific inquiry[3].
Giving priority to the development of human resources is the successful experience in economic
growth many countries have obtained, and is the important factors in the long-term lead of economy and
technology the United States and other developed countries hold. At present, the competition of
comprehensive national capabilities, whose core lies in technology and talents, is becoming increasingly
fierce. In the face of a new round of global war for talents western developed countries have launched,
seeking for long-term development after financial crisis, we need to more actively participate in the
international competition for talents, and form Chinese comparative advantage to unceasingly improve
overall strength of China. Therefore, giving prominence to cultivating innovative talents is the active
demand for enhancing Chinese independent innovation abilities, constructing an innovation-oriented
country, and speeding up the transformation of economic development mode.
In recent years, though human resources work and construction of talents contingent have made
remarkable achievements in China, we are confronted with new situations and problems in these areas.
There is a wide gap between the quality and ability of talents as well as structure of talents contingent
and the requirements for building an innovative nation. The main defects lie in lack of high-level
technological innovation, leak ability of talents innovation, and structural contradiction and rigid
working mechanisms of talents, etc. To solve these problems, we must persist in reform and innovation,
scientifically plan talents development, coordinately promote construction of talents contingent, and
facilitate the healthy development of human resources work, which is the major measure of better
implementing the scientific development concept and the strategy of rejuvenating the country through
talents, also is the strategic choice to win the initiative in the fierce international competition.
Lately, China has promulgated and implemented the National Program for Long-term Talents
Development Planning (2010-2020) , which is the action program of talents work at a crucial stage of
China’s reform and development, and points out the progress direction for creating the new situation
of talented people coming forth in large numbers and giving full scope to qualified personnel. It
proposes that by 2020, the overall goal of Chinese talents development is “to cultivate and foster
large-scale talents troops with structural optimization, layout reasonable and good quality, establish the
comparative advantages of national talents competition, enter into the ranks of the world’s talents
powers and firm foundation for basically achieving socialist modernization in the middle of this
century”. Moreover, it specifies that guidelines of Chinese talents development is “service to
development, giving priority to talents, innovating in mechanisms, leading of high-end and the overall
exploitation”. This reflects the strategic positioning, keystone and major tasks of talents development.
To sum up, whether to build an innovation-oriented country and or to take the road of sustainable
development, these objects will be ultimately dependent on the people as creative subjects to be attained.
We should promote the steps of revitalizing the national spirit of innovation, enhancing independent
innovation capability, building an innovative country to the central position of the strategy of state
development, which covers strategy of strengthening the country through science, education and talents.
To build the world’s power with talented people, we need to unceasingly advance our talents
undertaking at a higher starting point so as to provide strong and effective human resources insurance
for the full realization of fairly well-off society and China’s modernization construction.

6 Employing Open Innovation to Boost Scientific Development
Development is the eternal theme of human activities. As a large developing country in the period
of transition, China is at the historical turning point with landmark sense. Our present goal is to achieve
scientific development through open innovation in the context of economic globalization. There exists
the difference between growth and development. And the latter is divided into non-scientific
development and scientific development, which should be strictly distinguished by us. To realize the
transition from the extensive development of non-sustainable to sustainable scientific, one asks us to
“lead the development initiative of the whole society into a scientific development as far as possible”
(phrase of Hu Jintao).
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Non-scientific development can be summarized as follows:
Jobless——the economic growth without creating employment opportunities;
Ruthless——ruthless growth, i.e. the economic growth with the results which can not be shared;
Voiceless——Silent growth, i.e. the economic growth without right to speak and democratic
politics;
Rootless——Rootless growth, i.e. the economic growth without the cultural roots, which means
that the national culture and traditions is disappearing;
Futureless——Hopeless growth, i.e. the economic growth at the cost of resources wasted and
environment damaged;
Independenceless——Bowed growth, that is the phenomenon of dependent growth, which is the
sixth phenomenon of economic development leading to unsustainable economic development we should
be avoided;
Controllout or Controlless——The phenomenon of uncontrolled growth. For example, advocating
market myths and marketization of public goods. T. Weisker maintained that it was a “stupid growth”,
that is “unconstrained growth, aimless growth, and the growth of anarchy”.
Furthermore, American scholars T.S.Szold and A. Carbonell underlined “smart growth”;
Meredith-Woo-Cumings proposed the concept of “developmental state” [4]. The United Nations, World
Bank and the OECD put forward the philosophy of “pro-poor growth” in the early 21st Century.
These ideas provide valuable materials for the scientific development theory. But the scientific
development must solve such problems as “what is development, how to develop, whom the
development is for, whom the development depends on, and who enjoy the achievements of
development”, so as to realize the social transition to a comprehensive, coordinated and sustainable
scientific development, and to achieve innovation-driven development, fair and harmonious
development, green development and independence development in promoting the scientific
development. This great task recently has become the major theory and practice problem of economic
and social development. A possible contribution of China's economics to the world will arise from the
field of development economics or transition economics of scientific development with Chinese
characteristics.

7 Conclusion
In summary, China, a large developing country in the socialism development in the period of
transition, should not only analyze the situation, and seriously absorb the components of scientific
development from the western theory of innovation and economic growth, also actively participate in
economic globalization, carrying forward its advantages and avoiding its disadvantages, and
comprehensively advance the development strategy of open innovation. Furthermore, we need to give
prominence to cultivating innovative technology talents, constantly enhancing the ability of open
innovation, structure the development model of Socialism with Chinese characteristics, and speed up the
transition to innovation-oriented country, thus actualizing the social transformation into the
comprehensive, harmonious and sustainable scientific development.
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Abstract The paper focuses on the productivity of the natural rubber industries of Cambodia and
Thailand by analyzing the diffusion of agricultural and industrial technologies throughout the planting,
cultivating and primary processing by adopting the analytic hierarchy process. The paper draws a
conclusion that the technology diffusion in Cambodia is behind especially in terms of clone technologies
in the agriculture process, foreign materials removal technologies in the industrial process, and the gap
of human resources and research institute related to natural rubber industries are highlighted.
Key words Technology diffusion; Natural rubber; Cambodia; AHP

1 Introduction
The production quantity of primary processed natural rubbers in 2007 was 9.89 million tons and the
quantity has annually increased by the average of 5.6% since 2000 (International Rubber Study Group,
2008). Under the background of globally natural resource shortage, natural rubbers has been catching
more attraction as raw materials for automobiles tires and reclaimable agricultural resources. Effort has
been made to increase production in Southeast Asian developing countries. Nevertheless its productivity
has remained at low level and diffusion of necessary technologies has been slow.
The natural rubber industry is characterized as a manufacturing segment to produce raw materials
based on agricultural resource for the industry. To promote productivity of the natural rubber industry, it
is necessary to diffuse agricultural technologies of natural rubber’s planting and cultivation and
industrial technologies to process sap of natural rubber to primary products. In addition, it needs to
diffuse technologies of transportation, storage, management of manufacturing process and laboratory
function and quality control ability of the staff. According to the data of International Rubber Study
Group (2008), most of countries improved the productivity in spite of some differences in the rate, only
Cambodia has shown no productivity increase from 2000 through 2005. This study analyzes from the
view point of innovation diffusion of the Cambodian natural rubber industry that is expected to have
various problems to block improvement of productivity. In this analysis comparison with the situation of
Thailand that produces natural rubber in the most quantity with the highest productivity and has similar
cultures and regime as a neighboring country was made. Then by using Analytic Hierarchy Process
developed by Satty (1980), various blocking factors associated with productivity improvement in
Cambodia was clearly analyzed, such as factors about agricultural technologies, industrial technologies
and overall manufacturing process from the viewpoint of innovation diffusion.

2 Study of Concept in Relation to Technology Diffusion
Rogers (2003) explained that innovation takes six development processes; (1) comprehension of
problems and needs, (2) research of fundamentals and applications, (3) development of technology, (4)
commercialization of research accomplishment, (5) diffusion and introduction of technology, (6)
conclusion of innovation. In this theory, diffusion of technology is defined as the process in which
innovation is conveyed to the components of social system through communication channels during the
elapse of time. Watanabe (1978) divided agricultural technologies into technology about tangible and
physical production method and technology about intangible and intellectual production method. For the
former he divided them into manufacturing method such as instruments and machineries and processing
objects such as raw materials and for the latter he divided them into intellectual technology and skill
technology. With regard to industrial technologies, Komoda (1987) mentioned that it is necessary to
transfer technologies from other sources in addition to own research and development in order to
improve productivity. The modes of transfer are divided into the modes, in which technologies come
through the markets and the non-market modes. Watanabe, Miyazaki and Katsumoto (1998) divided
transfer of industrial technology into built-in type and non-built-in type. Built-in type technologies are
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diffused into the recipients by purchasing intermediate goods or capital goods in which technologies are
built-in and they are evaluated in the market in terms of price and benefit to users. Non-built-in type
technologies are not brought by convey of describable technical knowledge and purchase of products in
which new technologies are built-in. New technologies and knowledge to be transferred are considered
to have public assets.

3 Research Method
In this study the analytic hierarchy process is used to understand difference of productivity in
planting and cultivation and natural rubber primary processing between Cambodia and Thailand.
Diffusion of agricultural technologies and diffusion of industrial technologies were separately discussed
but they were not researched at the same time in the total manner. The analytic hierarchy process,
developed by Satty (1980), is the method to determine and solve problems by mixing subjective
judgment and system approach. This method allows to divide factors of the problem into hierarchy
construction, in the relation of overall objects (level 1), evaluation standards (level 2) and alternative
plan (level 3) and to seek importance from overall object to alternative plan and then to evaluate
importance of alternative plan by judging each evaluation standard and finally to obtain evaluation of
alternative plan from the viewpoint of overall object. In the case of the problems, of which qualitative
factors are important, are analyzed, the analytic hierarchy process is used to deals with the problems
such as economy, management and decision making of policy, which have been difficult to quantify and
model, by incorporating sensual information as important factor. In this study, the natural rubber
industry that has limitation to gather quantitative data and is greatly affected by various qualitative
factors is analyzed by using this method. For selection, division and weighing of the major factors to
determine productivity of planting and cultivation, and primary processing of natural rubber as well as
evaluation of diffusion of technologies for productivity in Cambodia and Thailand, interviews were
made with some specialists in both countries, and overall evaluation was made. In this study, analyzed
by the analytic hierarchy process, “Evaluation of productivity of planting and cultivation of natural
rubber and primary processing in Cambodia and Thailand” was decided as the overall object (level 1) in
the first place. Next to decide evaluation standards (level 2), the nine processes as affecting factors of
productivity were decided. Finally, the evaluation comparison object (level 3) was decided as Cambodia
and Thailand.
Level 1: Overall Object
Evaluation of productivity of planting and cultivation of natural rubber and primary processing in Cambodia
and Thailand
Level 2: Evaluation Standards
(1)
Selection of soil and development of land
(2)
Selection of clone and planting
(3)
Cultivation
(4)
Extraction and collection of sap and its primary storage
(5)
Transportation and inventory management
(6)
Removal of foreign materials and washing process
(7)
Set up of drying, molding and packaging process
(8)
Function of research institute
(9)
Human resources, education and motivation
Level 3: Evaluation comparison object
Cambodia

Figure 1

Thailand

Hierarchy

4 Evaluation Results and Observation
4.1 Weighing evaluation standards (level 2)
In the first place using importance scale (table 1) used in the analytical hierarchy process and based
on the opinions of the above natural rubber professionals, the pair comparison for the process one to
nine of evaluation standards (Level 2) was made. The pair compassion matrix is shown in the table 2.
Then, weight vector of each process by geometric average was calculated from this pair comparison
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matrix. Regarding processes affecting productivity of natural rubber industry, (2) Selection of clone and
planting and (4) Extraction and collection of sap and its primary storage from the viewpoint of
agricultural technologies and (6) removal of foreign materials and washing process from the view point
of industrial technologies and also (8) function of research institute and (9) human resources, education
and motivation has turned to be important.
4.2 Weighing evaluation levels
To analyze evaluation comparison object (level 3) by using absolute evaluation method, evaluation
levels (table 4) of absolute evaluation standards and difference scale of evaluation standard (table 3),
which is usually used in the hierarchy process, for each factor of evaluation level (level 2) were
determined. Then, pair comparison of evaluation level based on this scale was made and pair
comparison matrix was obtained (table 5). Using this matrix, each weight vector was calculated (table
6).
Scale
Definition

1
equally

Table 2

Table 1 Scale of Importance
3
5
7
more important
fairly important
very important

Pair Comparison Matrix and Weight Vector of Evaluation Standards (Level 2)

Factor
(1)

Selection of soil and
development of land

(2)

Selection of clone and
planting

(3)
(4)

Cultivation
Extraction and collection of
sap and its primary storage

(5)

Transportation and
inventory management

(6)

9
Extremely important

Weight

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

1

1/9

1/5

１/7

1/3

１/7

1

1/9

1/7

0.017

9

1

5

3

7

3

9

1

3

0.255

5

1/5

1

1/3

7

１/3

7

1/5

1/3

0.065

7

1/3

3

1

5

1

9

1/3

1

0.122

3

1/7

1/7

1/5

1

1/5

1

1/7

1/7

0.024

7

1/3

3

1

5

1

9

1/5

1/3

0.102

1

1/9

1/7

1/9

1

1/9

1

1/9

1/7

0.018

9

1

5

3

7

5

9

1

1

0.238

7

1/3

3

1

7

3

7

1

1

0.158

vector

Removal of foreign
materials and washing
process

(7)

Set up of drying, molding
and packaging process

(8)

Function of research
institute

(9)

Human resources, education
and motivation

4.3 Evaluation of comparison object
With regard to Evaluation standards (level 2) for each process, evaluation of Cambodia and
Thailand or comparison object (level 3) was made by the professionals indicated in the above. The
results is shown in the table 7 based on their opinion and evaluation levels of absolute evaluation
standards. Following is the observation about difference of productivity caused by diffusion level of
technologies in natural rubber industry.
First of all, it became clear that there can be seen difference in the all production processes from
land development by developers, planting and cultivation of natural rubber by farmers, transportation by
middlemen to primary processing by manufacturers and also about function of research institutes and
level of human resources between Cambodia and Thailand. The overall evaluation figures of
comparison object (level 3) were calculated by using weight vector (table 8) which was obtained by
dividing weight vector of each evaluation standards (table 2) and weight vector of each evaluation level
with each maximum evaluation figure. Cambodia scored 0.149 and Thailand scored 0.585 (table 9).
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Secondary, there can be seen difference about agricultural technologies such as clone selection,
planting, extraction and collection of sap and primary storage between two countries. As to clone, in
particular at the time of planting and replanting, Thailand introduced newly developed high yield
specimen which brought effect. There can be also seen difference about knowledge and know-how
about extraction and collection of sap and primary storage between the two countries.
Table 3
Scale
Definition

1
Equally

Difference Scale of Evaluation Standards
3
5
7
small
bigger
big
Table 4

Evaluation Standards
B

Factor

A

(1)

Selection of soil
and
development of
land

Abilities of agricultural
technologies development
are stored

Intellectual
technologies are
diffused

Intellectual technologies
(skill technologies) are
diffused

(2)

Selection of
clone and
planting

Abilities of agricultural
technologies development
are stored

Intellectual
technologies are
diffused

Intellectual technologies
(skill technologies) are
diffused

Cultivation

Abilities of agricultural
technologies development
are stored

Intellectual
technologies are
diffused

Intellectual technologies
(skill technologies) are
diffused

Abilities of agricultural
technologies development
are stored

Intellectual
technologies are
diffused

Intellectual technologies
(skill technologies) are
diffused

Technologies of
improvement
and statistical
management
are stored
Technologies of
improvement
and statistical
management
are stored
Technologies of
improvement
and statistical
management
are stored
Activities to
introduce
agricultural and
industrial
technologies are
processed
Highly
education are
supplied,
Motivation is
high

Technologies of
operation, maintenance
and production
management are
diffused
Technologies of
operation, maintenance
and production
management are
diffused
Technologies of
operation, maintenance
and production
management are
diffused

(3)

(4)

(5)

Extraction and
collection of sap
and its primary
storage
Transportation
and inventory
management

Designing and planning
abilities are formed

(6)

Removal of
foreign materials
and washing
process

Designing and planning
abilities are formed

(7)

Set up of drying,
molding and
packaging
process

Designing and planning
abilities are formed

(8)

(9)

Function of
research institute

Human
resources,
education and
motivation

Overall research &
development are executed

Professional education are
supplied,
Motivation is extremely
high

C

9
extremely big

D
Technologies
of tangible
production
methods are
introduced
Technologies
of tangible
production
methods are
introduced
Technologies
of tangible
production
methods are
introduced
Technologies
of tangible
production
methods are
introduced
Built-in type
technologies
are
introduced
Built-in type
technologies
are
introduced
Built-in type
technologies
are
introduced

Agricultural and
industrial technologies
are introduced

Built-in type
technologies
are
introduced

Basic agricultural and
industrial technologies
are supplied,
Motivation is average

Compulsory
education are
supplied
Motivation is
low
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Table 5 Pair Comparison Matrix of Evaluation Standards
(1) Selection of soil and development (2) Selection of clone and planting
(3) Cultivation
of land
A
B
C
D
A
B
C
D
A
B
A
1
3
5
7
A
1
5
7
9
A
1
3

C
5

D
7

B

1/3

1

3

5

B

1/5

1

3

5

B

1/3

1

3

5

C

1/5

1/3

1

3

C

1/7

1/3

1

3

C

1/5

1/3

1

3

D

1/7

1/5

1/3

1

D

1/9

1/5

1/3

1

D

1/7

1/5

1/3

1

(4) Extraction and collection of sap
and its primary storage
A
B
C
D
A
1
3
5
9

(5) Transportation and inventory
management
A
B
C
D
A
1
3
5
7

(6) Removal of foreign materials
and washing process
A
B
C
D
A
1
3
7
9

B

1/3

1

3

7

B

1/3

1

3

5

B

1/3

1

5

7

C

1/5

1/3

1

5

C

1/5

1/3

1

3

C

1/7

1/5

1

3

D

1/9

1/7

1/5

1

D

1/7

1/5

1/3

1

D

1/9

1/7

1/3

1

(7) Set up of drying, molding and
packaging process
A
B
C
D
A
1
3
5
7

(8) Function of research institute

A

A
1

B

1/3

1

3

5

B

1/5

C

1/5

1/3

1

3

C

1/7

D

1/7

1/5

1/3

1

D

1/9

1/5

(1)

(2)

Table 6
(3)

C
7

D
9

(9) Human resources, education
and motivation
A
B
C
D
A
1
3
7
9

1

3

5

B

1/3

1

5

7

1/3

1

3

C

1/7

1/5

1

3

1/3

1

D

1/9

1/7

1/3

1

B
5

Weight Vector of Evaluation Standards
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

(8)

(9)

A

0.564

0.654

0.564

0.565

0.564

0.582

0.564

0.654

0.582

B

0.263

0.204

0.263

0.270

0.263

0.290

0.263

0.204

0.290

C

0.118

0.096

0.118

0.126

0.118

0.085

0.118

0.096

0.085

D

0.055

0.046

0.055

0.039

0.055

0.042

0.055

0.046

0.042

Thirdly, there can be seen big difference about industrial technologies such as removal of foreign
materials and washing process between the two countries. Insufficient level about these processes causes
low quality of primary processed natural rubber products. Particularly, if natural rubbers without
removing metals, plastics in the foreign material removing process are passed to the downstream process
such as drying and molding, they become inferior products and cannot be returned to the upstream
process for rework and eventually cause low productivity. As diffusion of built-in type technologies, for
example, metal detector, is not sufficient in Cambodia. Cambodia remains behind Thailand in
intellectual knowledge and know-how about production management and quality control.
In the fourth, as to agricultural technologies development of clone, its selection and planting
technologies to suit to environment is important. Rubber Research Institutes of Thailand, public
laboratory, conducts overall research and development in Thailand. On the other hand, Cambodian
Rubber Research Institute has still some problems to overcome in this regard. Then, industrial
technologies and knowledge and know-how accumulated by natural rubber primary processing
companies contribute to productivity. Built-in type technologies are possible to bring in to the country
by purchasing machineries and equipment but knowledge and know-how about production are not
transferred when the two concerned countries are in the competitive situation. Therefore public research
institute plays important role and there can be seen obvious difference about the role between the two
countries.
In the fifth, as to human resources, education and motivation, particularly basic education is much
behind Thailand due to the historical reason of the long civil war in Cambodia. There can be also seen
gap of motivation between the two countries caused by consequence from the situation that most of Thai
farmers are independent farmers and most of Cambodian farmers are employed by plantations.
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(1)

Table 7 Evaluation Standards (Level 3)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Cambodia

B

C

C

C

C

D

C

C

D

Thailand

A

B

B

B

A

B

B

A

B

Table 8
(1)

Weight Vector of Evaluation Standards Divided by Maximum Evaluation Figure
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

A

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

B

0.466

0.312

0.466

0.478

0.466

0.498

0.466

0.312

0.498

C

0.209

0.147

0.209

0.223

0.209

0.146

0.209

0.147

0.146

D

0.098

0.070

0.098

0.069

0.098

0.072

0.098

0.070

0.072

Table 9

Evaluation of Cambodia and Thailand

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Cambodia

0.008

0.037

0.014

0.027

0.005

0.007

0.004

0.035

0.011

Overall
evaluation
0.149

Thailand

0.017

0.080

0.030

0.058

0.024

0.051

0.008

0.238

0.079

0.585

5 Conclusion
In this study, using hierarchy analytical method, the productivity difference about planting and
cultivation of natural rubber and its primary processing between Cambodia and Thailand was analyzed
from the view point of technology diffusion. As a result, it was found that the difference between the
two countries ranges from the level of diffusion of agricultural and industrial technologies, function of
research institute to the level of human resources. Among them clone technology in terms of agricultural
technologies, foreign materials removal problem in terms of industrial technologies and gap of human
resources and research institutes are highlighted. As there is limitation to develop resources, such as
human resources, materials and information in the developing countries, it is important to prioritize
introduction of technologies, strengthening of research function and development of human resources.
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Abstract With the start of global financial crisis, the international monetary system has entered into a
new debate of reform. One dominant view in this debate is that the problems and their consequences, of
the current international monetary system, are partial requirements of emerging trend of globalization,
and will reach at peak in future. Lots of innovation opportunities in the present international monetary
system have been discussed in the past. In this context, the question arises; which innovation
opportunity can better fulfill the globalization requirements? We have analyzed the four most prominent
innovation opportunities, in the light of, current and future requirements of globalization. The paper
concludes that although issuance of IMF SDRs is revealed as comparatively better option, but every
innovation opportunity has significant drawbacks those are requiring the close attention of the concerned
economists and policy makers.
Key words Globalization Requirements for International Monetary System (IMS); Regional
Economic and Monetary Union (REMC); International Monetary Fund’s Special Drawing Rights (IMF
SDR’s); Keynes’ International Clearing Union (ICU); Single global currency

1 Introduction

International monetary system played a very vital role in the development of the world in the 20th
century until now. During the era of stable and integrated IMS, such as; from 1945 to 1970, we can see a
substantial rise in all the economic indicators of the world, e.g. the world GDP grew by an annual
average compound growth rate of 4.91% per anum between 1950 to 1973, while during the era of
unstable and loosely connected IMS like from 1915 to 1944, we can see nominal increase or even
decrease in all the economic indicators of the world, e.g. the world GDP grew by an annual average
compound growth rate of only 1.85% per anum between 1913 to 1950[1]. This critical role of IMS in
world development requires attention for the development of a sound IMS.
Although various financial crises have adversely affected economies of the world during last few
centuries but destructions to the world economy due to great depression of 1930s, and global financial
crisis have no other example ever. Great depression leaded to the rethinking of IMS through Bretton
Woods conference, and global financial crises is again raising questions about the rethinking and the
major reform of the IMS.
With the objective of major reform of the IMS in order to cope the situation after global financial
crisis, lots of work has been done and being done by renowned economists. Richard N. Cooper (2009)
suggested the expansion in IMF role[2]. Jane D’Arista (2009) discussed the evolution of IMS in detail
with a special focus on US role. He suggested to reform international payment system, creation of public
investment fund and major changes in structure of SDR issuance[3]. IMF Research department also
contributed a lot. Mateos y Lago et al. (2009) discussed that the main weakness of the current IMS
perhaps is the unavailability of mechanism to balance the current accounts of the countries specially the
reserve issuing countries and this problem has been increased in the recent years with the increasing
trend of emerging economies after the Asian crises to accumulate reserves to use as insurance measure
against capital account crises. They compared 4 IMSs (including the current one) on 9 requirements and
concluded that in spite of having various weaknesses, current monetary system is still a viable choice.
The opportunities should be given consideration but a sudden jump to them will not be the wise
decision[4]. Blanchard and Milesi-Ferretti (2009) discussed the urgent need of implementing policy
changes to save the global economy. They suggested the ways to overcome the domestic and systematic
distortions[5]. Flood et al. (2009) discussed the need of international risk sharing and suggested the
measures to do so[6]. In order to safeguard the economic interests of China and world, Chinese
economists also explored reasons of global financial crisis and offered suggestions, including the widely
cited speech of Zhou Xiaochuan, the governor of the central bank of China, to reform the IMS (2009),
who suggested a move towards Keynes’ Bancor through increased use of IMF SDRs[7]. Considering
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the seriousness of the issue, the president of United Nations General Assembly made a commission of
Joseph E. Stiglitz and other renowned economists in late 2008, and assigned them the task to suggest
measures to reform international monetary and financial system. The commission submitted its report
in September 2009, offering key recommendations on some core issues including equal participation
right of all countries in international decisions, formation of an international body to coordinate,
implement and support the IMS, procurement of reserve sufficiency, stability provision, and
maintenance of balance of payments etc[8]. In its report, the commission said that the global financial
crisis is complex and multi-faceted, and it is not possible to cover all issues in a short report.
In response to the global financial crises, lots of innovation opportunities for the IMS have been
identified. Four of the most prominent opportunities are development of regional economic and
monetary unions (REMC), issuance of IMF SDR’s as international reserve currency, development of
Keynes’ ICU, and issuance of single global currency. But this is the one side of the picture and the other
side of the picture is that world is becoming globalized with a very fast speed. This emerging trend of
globalization requires that we should design an IMS that can not only overcome the problems of the
present, but also has the potential to satisfy the requirements of the future. Our theory is that today
problems are only the part of the emerging globalization requirements and these problems will increase
in the future, with the increase in globalization. This paper is an attempt to analyze four prominent
innovative opportunities of IMS, in the light of the current and future requirements of globalization. This
study will add up to the current literature by; identifying the potential and prospective deficiencies of
different innovative opportunities of IMS, in satisfying the requirements of globalization.

2 History and Comparison of Different International Monetary System
The IMS developed from the initial phases of central redistribution and barter system in ancient
times. After the barter system, precious metals such as gold and silver in raw form were used for trade,
termed bullion. The use of coin started from the 7th century BC from China. In the 14th century, the
paper currency was started for the first time, again from China. Till 1860s, there were separate regional
economies of Europe, Americas, India and China; those were loosely connected with each other. In the
early 1870s, a monetary system was emerged, with somewhat global participation, named as gold
standard system. The gold standard system, named because of its base on the gold standard, worked well
till early 1900s partly for huge increase in the gold supply of the world, during that period (Arista, 2009).
It ended in 1914, because of the WWI. During WWI, various economies issued more currency notes
than gold reserves, in order to pay for war expenses and so abolished the gold standard system. After the
end of WWI, because of destructive economies, it was very difficult for them to reinstate the gold
standard system. The great depression and the US behavior during great depression worsened the
situation for the whole world. At the end of WWII, a new IMS was launched with the name of Bretton
Woods. U.S. dollar was the reserve currency of Bretton woods system that was, fixed to gold at a fixed
exchange rate of $35 per ounce, while all other currencies were fixed to the U.S. dollar at a fixed
exchange rate. This system worked well till 1960 but then failed, mainly due to Tiffin dilemma and the
U.S. economic policies in the late 1960s. Owing to the U.S. economic policies in the late 1960s, U.S.
dollar became weaker and price of gold in open market increased from its official fixed exchange rate of
$35 per ounce, resulted in huge outflow of gold reserves from US. In order to stop outflow of gold, US
had to end convertibility of U.S. dollar into gold on 15 Aug 1971, considered as the ending date of
Bretton Woods System. From that day up till now, major economies of the world are following a
floating exchange rate system, in which, currency value is determined by foreign exchange market,
whereas most of the developing economies have linked their currencies to that of major economies.
Besides the main advantages of gold standard including predictable environment and current
account balancing through price-specie flow mechanism, it was failed in WWI for its main disadvantage
of “offering low or no autonomy in national monetary policy”. Gold exchange rate standard was
introduced through Bretton Woods’s conference in 1944 and prevailed till 1971. Its main advantages
were discipline, stability, certainty and coordination of economic policies but destroyed due to its main
disadvantages of Tiffin dilemma and speculative attacks. However, the core advantages of current
floating exchange rate system include control over national monetary policy and symmetry while its
core disadvantages include uncertainty, discipline problem, uncoordinated economic policies and more
importantly speculative attacks. Clearly the system of floating exchange rate offers least advantages
and maximum disadvantages out of all three IMSs, discussed above. The world experienced severe
financial crises in the short history of floating exchange rate system like the US crises of 1981, Asian
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crises of 1997 and the last but not least and most critical crises of 2007. As a result, presently,
innovation of the IMS has become key issue of international economics.

3 Innovation Opportunities for International Monetary System
The attention of international economy, these days, is towards finding a solution to the problems of
IMS, discussed in previous sections. Various innovative opportunities have been identified by the
renowned economists, to cope these problems. Most prominent opportunities for the development of
IMS include regional economic and monetary unions (REMC), issuance of IMF SDR’s as international
reserve currency, development of Keynes’ ICU, and issuance of single global currency. The first two
opportunities have the advantage of being already in existence and hence getting more attention, while
last two opportunities have the advantage of sound theoretical support.
Table 1 Globalization Requirements for International Monetary System
Potential of Innovative Options of IMS
to Fulfill Globalization Requirements
(%)
Single
Global
Currency

21

27

25

26

IMFSDR

(2) Stability Provision

26

24

27

24

ICU

(3)Currency Base Diversification Over Maximum
Number of Countries

26

28

29

18

ICU

(4)Based on Equal Participation Right by All Member
Countries (No Super Power)

24

26

30

20

ICU

(5)Have an International Body to Implement and
Support the System

17

29

27

26

IMFSDR

(6) Encourage Interest Free Economic Environment

26

28

26

20

IMFSDR

(7)Support Electronic Transactions and Development
of Automatic Electronic Data Maintenance System

23

27

25

25

IMFSDR

(8)Offer Economic Justice to all countries (developed
and developing)

24

27

26

22

IMFSDR

(9)Offer Coordination of All Member Countries

26

27

26

21

IMFSDR

(10)Provide Security Over Speculative Financial Flows

26

26

25

24

(11)Procure Reserves Sufficiency

20

30

24

26

IMFSDR

(12)Offer Maintenance of Balance of Payments

22

28

26

25

IMFSDR

(13)Support Uniform Global Tax Rates

19

27

27

27

IMF
SDRs

(1) Assistance in Expansion of International Trade

REMUs

Keynes’
ICU

Globalization Requirements for IMS

Most favored
option from
our survey

(14)Establish Stable and Predictable Future
21
29
29
21
Environment
Over All Result
23
27
26
23
IMFSDR
In questionnaire, the respondents were asked to rate the ability of innovative options to fulfill the globalization
requirements, on a rating scale of 1 – 5 (1 for minimum and 5 for maximum)
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Figure 1

Potential of 4 Innovative Options to Fulfill 14 Globalization Requirements

4 Globalization Requirements for the International Monetary System
Following method was adopted for the identification of globalization requirements for the IMS and
the potential of four innovative opportunities to fulfill those requirements.
4.1 Identification of the globalization requirements
The world is becoming globalized with a very fast speed from the final quarter of the last century
and the major reason for the emergence of global financial crisis are the new requirements of
globalization. In order to know about the globalization requirements for the IMS, first the relevant
literature was analyzed. As the specific literature available on this issue was not fulfilling the
requirement so, a focus group was requested to first to identify the globalization requirements for the
IMS and then to select the most important among them. Focus group consisted of five Professors and
doctorate students of the relevant research area from different countries. Focus group identified 14 major
requirements of globalization for the IMS, as shown in Table 1.
4.2 Questionnaire design and data collection
A questionnaire was designed to collect data about the potential of four innovative options of IMS,
to fulfill the requirements of globalization. A sample of 50 economic researchers of relevant area was
selected for survey from all over the world, including the researchers from US, advance economies,
emerging economies and developing countries, to have a viewpoint of all the stakeholders of the IMS.
They were requested to give their opinion about the potential of four innovative options, to fulfill the
requirements of globalization, those were identified by the focus group. The summery of their responses
is given in the table 1. They were also requested to comment the four innovative options.
4.3 Data Analysis
The summery of data collected through questionnaire is shown (Table 2 and Figure 1). The data
shows that economists have mixed opinion about the potential of innovative options of IMS to fulfill the
globalization requirements, and revealed the need of further studies on this issue, until the economists
get agree on a single option. According to overall result, 27% respondents considered the Issuance of
IMF SDRs as having the maximum capacity to fulfill globalization requirements while 26% considered
the Keynes’ ICU as having the maximum capacity to do so. Regional economic and monetary unions
and single global currency were considered by 23% respondents each. Although Issuance of IMF SDRs
is revealed as comparatively better option, but no clear consensus on any single opportunity reveals that
every innovation opportunity has significant drawbacks, those must be paid attention to have a smooth
and comprehensive IMS.

5 Conclusion
The continued stream of severe financial crises after 1971 has again put the whole world in a
situation of uncertainty with the latest most alarming global financial crises. The reasons behind these
financial crises and the review of various international monetary systems of past and present are
attracting the economists’ attentions towards various issues. First, due to its problems of uncoordinated
economic policies, unstable and unpredictable environment and speculative financial attacks; current
IMS of floating exchange rate is the weakest among all the systems implemented in the world before
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and it seems that it is the time to bring fundamental changes in the current system in accordance with the
current world economic scenario. Second, as a solution to the problems of current floating exchange rate
system, economists have given various innovative solutions including development of regional
economic and monetary unions, issuance of IMF SDRs as international reserve currency, development
of Keynes’ ICU and issuance of single global currency. The analysis of these innovative options, by
considering the world trend towards globalization, shows that although issuance of IMF SDRs is
revealed as comparatively better option, but every innovation opportunity has significant drawbacks,
those must be given attention by the concerned economists and designers of the new IMS. Keeping in
view the importance of the reform of the IMS, this small scale study just identifies a new direction and
offers base point for future large scale studies, to help in decisions of IMS reform.
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Abstract Possessing independent intellectual property rights, independent brand and continuous
innovation ability is the overall requirements of innovative enterprise in our country. In this paper, we
take the first batch innovative pilot enterprises in Fujian province as the research object, using the factor
analysis, the paper discusses the internal factors of independent innovation in different types of
enterprises, and the paper has different characteristics analysis for all kinds of enterprises. We found that
the difference of internal factors influence of different kinks of large enterprises were tiny, in different
kinds of small and medium-sized enterprises, high-tech enterprises and private enterprise the influence
was different. The conclusion provides practical guides for local government to further promote
innovative enterprise pilot job.
Keywords Innovative pilot enterprise; Independent innovation capability; Inner impact factor; Fujian
Province

1 Introduction
Fierce international competition and the reality of China's economic development that make our
government recognize that enhancing China’s economic competitiveness greatly depends on our ability
to create a group of innovation-oriented enterprises with independent intellectual property rights,
independent brands and sustained innovation capability. July 2006, Ministry of Science and Technology,
the State Council, the SASAC, China Federation of Trade Unions three ministries start pilot innovative
enterprises, thereafter, many cities, including fujian province also start pilot innovative enterprises and
the experimental work. Due to the independent innovation achievements of innovative pilot enterprise
mainly comes from internal factors, some external factors can through the internal factors play a role. At
present, there are many research literatures at home and abroad, but they are mainly based on the
comprehensive evaluation of innovation inputs and outputs. Foreign economic circles often use R & D
investment and patent activity index as an approximation when they measure innovation inputs and
outputs [1]. To innovation inputs, most part of scholars inspect only from the perspective of R & D costs
[2][3][4][5][6][7]
, but using R & D costs and R & D personnel (usually the quantity of scientists and engineers
engaged in research) two indicators is still occupying the mainstream[8][9][10]. Innovation output
quantitative index have a development process, due to the close relationship with innovation, data
accessible, and slowly, the patent standard is objective, slowly changeable, since the 1970s patent as a
measure of innovation output level index has been widely applied[11], patent quality has become the
enterprises' independent innovation ability, and the main factor of the core competitiveness. Of course,
in recent years, along with the people’ further understanding of the innovation process, Relevant
research has gradually involved in the education and training of enterprise R & D personnel, and
innovation strategy, incentive mechanism and innovative culture, etc. Domestic related research mainly
focuses on national emphasis in independent innovation, Innovation evaluation index mainly refers to
R&D costs, R&D personnel, innovation output, innovation management, innovation strategy, and
innovative environment, etc[13] [14]. Some scholars usually adopt R&D index for innovative research
[12][13]
, China's science and technology development strategy research group use the traditional index to
study Chinese regional innovative ability. But, the discussion of influence factors of independent
innovation ability for Innovative pilot enterprises is still relatively lacking, the research that combining
with the enterprise characteristics is also rare .So, it provides a good study space for this paper.
Usually, the independent innovation capability of enterprises mainly studies whether the enterprises
achieve a breakthrough in core technology and obtain independent intellectual property rights. Because
the patents are the most important and intuitive intellectual property products [14], they are often used to
measure innovation capacity [15] [16] [8]. Of course, which patented type can embody the core technology
best is the invention patent right. Therefore, this paper emphasizes on discussing the patent of
independent innovation, especially in the output (patent for invention has important influence factors).
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2 Inner Impact Factors’ Selection and Data Source of Enterprises Independent
Innovation
2.1 The inner impact factors’ selection
Based on the related research achievements at home and abroad, according to the overall
requirements of innovative enterprise, and enterprise development in Fujian province, we absorb two
indexes commonly used in traditional research of R&D costs and R&D personnel. Secondly, due to the
innovation practice proves that enterprise innovation output not only depends on whether the enterprise
with R&D personnel, but also depends on the enterprise later input for education and training [17]-[19],
because only the human capital increase to a higher level of innovation can produce positive effects [21].
At present, the elasticity of scientific research personnel input to innovation output is 1.201[11].
Therefore, we incorporated the worker education, training, learning expenditure indexes into the
evaluation system. After that, the development of enterprise independent innovation needs a complete
innovation system’s support, so enterprise technology R&D institution construction index is
indispensable. In addition, the patent output and its growth rate of modern enterprise depend on its
innovative management level, especially the feasible innovation strategy and effective incentive
mechanism is the most important [21]. Therefore, this article mainly chose six internal elements for
research; there are enterprise R&D input intensity, R&D personnel proportion in enterprise employees,
education, training and learning expenses proportion in main business gross income, enterprise
technology R&D institution construction condition, enterprise innovation development strategy
construction condition and the innovation incentive mechanism condition.
2.2 Data source
This paper takes the first pilot enterprise in Fujian province as research samples, including large
enterprise (31), small and medium-sized enterprises (30), state-owned enterprises (15), private enterprise
(46), high-tech enterprise (51) and traditional enterprise (10). The sample data mainly comes from the
first batch of 61 innovative pilot enterprises' “innovative enterprise self-evaluation report” that jointly
collected by the federation of Fujian Provincial Science and Technology Department, Economic and
Trade Commission, the SASAC, trade unions（not including the commentary on the state-level
innovation-oriented enterprises, and those have been included or recommended by the national pilot
innovative enterprise）. Since this paper mainly verified the independent innovation situation of these
companies after two years' pilot period, therefore this paper also uses the annual examination data for
research (i.e. the 2008).

3 Independent Innovation Inner Factors Analysis for Innovative Pilot Enterprises
This paper mainly uses factor analysis method to analyze the main inner impact factors. Firstly, we
standardizes the original data (due to the sample data are positive indicator, so we ignore whether
isolated treatment), Then we do factor analysis for six types of sample unit index, according to the
principle of more than 1 Eigen value to select common factors, and through the maximum rotation
matrix load and variance of rotation matrix. According to the results of data processing, and submit the
materials and typical business enterprise research, we extracted from different types of enterprise's main
innovation inner impact factors (need to explain, because there is no need to use common factor to do
the analysis and evaluation, so in the process we ignore the fitness test):
3.1 Inner factors of large enterprises
For large enterprises, we can get to two indexes that are innovation strategy and incentive
mechanism of innovation which makes greater contribution for the first common factors, enterprise
technology R & D institution-building status indicator makes a bigger contribution for the second factor.
Therefore, there are three input elements that have a greater impact on large enterprises. It illuminates
that innovation management is even more important after enterprise gets bigger. At the same time, it
also needs to strengthen enterprise technology research and development institutions, which can provide
a complete innovation system for enterprises' independent innovation.
3.2 Inner factors of small and medium enterprises
For small and medium enterprises, according to the factor analysis output results, we get three male
factors, Through the load analysis, we can elicit two indexes that are R&D input intensity and R&D
personnel proportion which make greater contribution for the first male factors, education, training and
learning expenses of main business operation proportion indicator makes the bigger contribution for the
second factor, innovation incentive mechanism indicator makes the bigger contribution for the third
factor. Therefore, there are four input elements that have a greater impact on small and medium
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enterprises. Lack of funds, talent shortage and personnel quality is small is the fatal crux of small and
medium enterprises’ development, this is also the common problem of small and medium enterprises in
general. Moreover, because the scale is small, Enterprise mechanism, system is not perfect, so we need
an effective incentive mechanism for innovation and development.
3.3 Inner factors of High-tech enterprises
For High-tech enterprises, we get three male factors, Through the load analysis, we can elicit two
indexes that are R&D input intensity and R&D personnel proportion which make greater contribution
for the first male factors, innovation incentive mechanism indicator makes the bigger contribution for
the second factor, enterprise technology research and development institutions indicator makes the
bigger contribution for the third factor. Therefore, there are four input elements that have a greater
impact on High-tech enterprise. High-tech enterprise with high investment, high risk, high difficulty etc.
Therefore, it requires a higher input for R & D funding and personnel, and in order to stimulate R & D
personnel an arduous study for independent innovation, we need more effective incentive system and
measures.
3.4 Inner factors of traditional enterprises
For Traditional enterprises, we get two male factors, through the load analysis, we can elicit two
indexes that are R&D input intensity and R&D personnel proportion which makes greater contribution
for the first male factors, innovation incentive mechanism indicator makes the bigger contribution for
the second factor. Therefore, there are three input elements that have a greater impact on traditional
enterprise. . The main reason for traditional enterprises' backward is that lack of traditional input
elements (R&D input intensity and R&D personnel proportion). There also exists lag phenomenon in the
innovation management, especially the incentive mechanism, system for independent innovation.
Therefore, independent innovation is relatively weak.
3.5 Inner factors of the state-owned enterprises
For the state-owned enterprises, we get two male factors, through the load analysis, we can elicit
two indexes that are R&D input intensity and R&D personnel proportion which makes greater
contribution for the first male factors, innovation incentive mechanism indicator makes the bigger
contribution for the second factor. Therefore, there are three input elements that have a greater impact
on state-owned enterprise. Due to the inflexible mechanism of state-owned enterprises and the relatively
poor efficiency, the funding is insufficient, and brain drain problem is serious. Therefore, only these
three areas were resolved through great effort can enhance the strength of independent innovation of the
state-owned enterprises.
3.6 Inner factors of private enterprises
For private enterprises, we get there male factors, Through the load analysis, we can elicit that
R&D input intensity makes greater contribution for the first male factors, enterprise technology research
and development institutions indicator makes the bigger contribution for the second factor. R&D
personnel proportion indicator makes the bigger contribution for the third factor. Therefore, there are
three input elements that have a greater impact on private enterprise. Due to the limitations of their
private enterprise, lack of capital investment is the biggest problem in the process of independent
innovation. Secondly, it is a common phenomenon that the enterprise technology research and
development institutions are not perfect, but this is the main factor for independent innovation lag of
private enterprises. In addition, most private enterprises’ development is not stable, led to a serious R &
D personnel flow.

4 Comparison Different Kinds of Enterprises’ Different Characteristics Based on
the Main Inner Factors of Independent Innovation
4.1 The different characteristics between High-tech enterprise and traditional enterprise,
state-owned enterprise and private enterprise in the large enterprises
There are high-tech enterprise, traditional enterprise, state-owned enterprise and private enterprise
in the large enterprises, in order to further understand the main inner impact factors, such as “Innovation
strategy”, “Innovation incentive mechanism”, and “Enterprise technology research and development
institution construction condition” have different influence to different types of enterprises, we did
correlation assumption test.
For “Innovation strategy” elements, we can do comparison between high-tech enterprise and
traditional enterprise.
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Assumption 1: Because of high and new technology enterprise mainly carries on the precise and
advanced innovation, the risk is very high, they need more strategy and planning for future development
than traditional enterprise planning.
Table1 have Listed the three major input elements of the statistical data and the patent license of
2008 annual examination of large enterprise and traditional enterprise high-tech enterprise, state-owned
enterprises and private enterprises (considering the current intellectual property products of enterprise is
relatively poor, the invention patent, the patent for utility model or design patent and the software
copyright are clinching in the patented product evaluation. And, given autonomy mainly authorized,
therefore this patent doesn't use patent application as foreign economic usually used, but use patent
license to measure the data).
Table 1

large
enterp
rises

Mean Value of the Main Inner Impact Factor of Large Enterprises in Annual Review
technology
three
innovation
R&D
invention
innovation
patent
incentive
institution
classification
amount
Patent
strategy
sum
mechanism
construction
condition
High-tech
27
7.22
7.41
91.49
0.89
9.19
Traditional
4
7.75
7.25
41.687
0.25
2
state-owned
10
7.4
7.5
68
0.60
3.7
private
21
7.24
7.33
93.2
0.91
10.43

In order to analyze the difference of the enterprises, we have done the inspection (in table 2 and 3).
In table 2(a), calculation results show that the means of traditional enterprise and high-tech enterprise
are highly approached. In table 2(b), the corresponding t is 0.214, higher than the significant level∝（∝
=0.05）, we should not refuse to zero assumption, think of the influence of "innovation strategy"
elements to traditional enterprise and high-tech enterprises have no significant difference in the level of
5%.
Table 2(a)
N Mean

Descriptions

Std.

Std.

95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Deviation

Error

Lower Bound

Minimum Maximum

Upper Bound

Traditional

4 7.7500 .50000

.25000 6.9544

8.5456

7.00

8.00

High-tech

27 7.2222 .80064

.15408 6.9055

7.5389

6.00

9.00

Total

31 7.2903 .78288

.14061 7.0032

7.5775

6.00

9.00

Table 2(b)

ANOVA

Sum of Squares df Mean Square Sig.
Between Groups .970

1 .970

Within Groups

17.417

29 .601

Total

18.387

30

.214

Due to the influence of the factors under different types of enterprise internal differences are
compared using the same method, in order to save space omitting the calculation process, this paper
calculated results and analysis.
Calculation analysis revealed that “innovation strategy” elements of state-owned enterprises and
private enterprises in the level of 5% did not differ significantly. “Innovation incentive mechanism”
elements have no significant difference in the level of 5% to high-tech enterprise and traditional
enterprise, state-owned enterprises and private enterprises. “Enterprise technology R&D institution
construction condition” elements have no significant difference in the level of 5% to high-tech
enterprise and traditional enterprise, state-owned enterprises and private enterprises, too. That means
during pilot period the large enterprises in various enterprises for independent innovation within three
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main influence factors paid more attention to the average investment in enterprises (Just in the enterprise
technology R&D institution construction of some gaps), these inner impact factors for different types of
enterprises have different influence. The gaps of different types of enterprise innovation output (patent,
especially invention patent), we think this is due to the original foundation of different types of
enterprises, namely of inner impact factors affect difference is not big, but different base will inevitably
lead to different output.
4.2 The different characteristics between High-tech enterprise and traditional enterprise,
state-owned enterprise and private enterprise in the small and medium-sized enterprises
Table 3

small
and
medium
-sized
enterpri
ses

Mean Value of the Main Inner Impact Factor of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises in Annual
Review
education
three
R ＆ D R&D
Innovation
personnel
expenses
invention paten
input
amount
incentive
classification
Patent
ts
intensity proportion proportion
mechanism
(%)
(%)
sum
(%)
High-tech
24
5.72
22.07
1.23
6.75
0.17
4.58
Traditional

6

16.97

32.25

0.76

6.5

0.17

4.17

state-owned

5

23.32

60.14

1.08

7.4

0.2

2.6

private

25

4.89

17.62

1.15

6.56

0.16

4.88

There are also high-tech enterprise, traditional enterprise, state-owned enterprise and private
enterprise in the small and medium-sized enterprises. Calculation results show that “R＆D input
intensity” elements have significant difference in the level of 5% to high-tech enterprise and traditional
enterprise, state-owned enterprises and private enterprises. “R&D personnel proportion” elements have
significant difference in the level of 5% to state-owned enterprises and private enterprises. In addition,
“R&D personnel proportion” elements have no significant difference in the level of 5% to high-tech
enterprise and traditional enterprise. “Education expenses proportion” elements have no significant
difference in the level of 5% to high-tech enterprise and traditional enterprise, state-owned enterprises
and private enterprises. “Innovation incentive mechanism” elements have no significant difference in the
level of 5% to high-tech enterprise and traditional enterprise, state-owned enterprises and private
enterprises.
According to the calculation result analysis, high-tech enterprise and traditional enterprise have
difference in “R＆D input intensity”, because this batch of small and medium-sized traditional
enterprises after incorporated into pilot, they have greater pressure, so they increased “R＆D input
intensity”. We can see from the table 3 of their efforts, State-owned enterprises and private enterprises,
“R&D input intensity” differences in state-owned enterprises, mainly due to the fund relative abundance
than private enterprise, and easy to get all support, table 3 shows the difference of their capital
investment, State-owned enterprises and private enterprises ", "R&D personnel in proportion, current
differences in private enterprises in R&D talents cultivation absorb, is relatively backward.
In addition, the high-tech enterprise and the traditional enterprise in R&D personnel proportion
have no significant differences, we think that the main reason is two kinds of enterprises are more
attention R&D talents cultivation, absorbing work (see chart 3), also shows that traditional enterprise in
the pilot R&D personnel so close to actively expand the scale of talented high-tech enterprise; high-tech
enterprise and the traditional enterprise in “education expenses proportion” have no significant
differences means that two kinds of enterprises pay attention to the investment of personnel training, we
can be seen from the table 3 traditional enterprise investment is already close to high-tech enterprise.
State-owned enterprises and private enterprises in “education expenses proportion” have no significant
differences, that’s because private enterprises for their own interests, pay more attention to the
investment of personnel training than state-owned enterprises. From the table 3 we can see that the
investment of private enterprises is a little higher than state-owned enterprises. High-tech enterprise,
traditional enterprise, state-owned enterprise and private enterprise have no significant differences in
“innovation incentive mechanism”, that’s because they all noticed that “innovation incentive
mechanism” have incentive effect to innovation, especially to independent innovation. We can see from
table 3.
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Due to the main inner factor have greater influence to state-owned enterprise and private enterprise
than high-tech enterprise and traditional enterprise. So their innovation output (patent, especially invent
patent) was very different (Table 3).
4.3 The different characteristics between large enterprise, small and medium-sized enterprises,
state-owned enterprise and private enterprise in High-tech enterprises
Table 4

hightech
enter
prise
s

Mean Value of the Main Inner Impact Factor of High-tech Enterprises in Aannual Review
R ＆ D R&D
Technology
three
personnel
amoun input
Innovatio R&D institution inventio
patents
n Patent
classification
t
n strategy construction
intensi proportion
sum
condition
ty（%） （%）
large
27
4.34
16.99
7.22
91.49
0.89
9.19
Small
and
24
5.72
22.07
6.67
115.5
0.17
4.58
medium-sized
state-owned
11
5.89
22.02
7.18
87.41
0.46
3.09
private
40
4.74
18.66
6.9
107.02
0.58
8.1

There are also large enterprises and small and medium enterprises, state-owned enterprises and
private enterprises in high-tech enterprises. Calculation result show that “R＆D input intensity”
elements have significant difference in the level of 5% to large enterprise, small and medium-sized
enterprises. Besides, “R＆D input intensity”, “Innovation development strategy” elements have no
significant difference in the level of 5% to state-owned enterprises and private enterprises. “R&D
personnel proportion” elements have no significant difference in the level of 5% to large enterprise
small and medium-sized enterprises, state-owned enterprises and private enterprises. “Enterprise
technology R&D institution construction condition” elements have no significant difference in the level
of 5% to large enterprise, small and medium-sized enterprises, state-owned enterprises and private
enterprises, too.
According to the calculation result analysis, large enterprise, small and medium-sized enterprises
have differences in “R＆D input intensity” is because small and medium-sized enterprise condition
congenital deficiency, survival crisis is great, once they realize innovation investment can create good
development prospect, they will pay more attention on R＆D input than large enterprise. We can see it
from the table 4, large enterprises; small and medium-sized enterprises have differences in “innovation
development strategy” is because once enterprises become larger, they will establish a set of innovation
development strategy, and equipped with detailed measures, and earnestly implement. We submit
through the enterprise materials and an investigation, and validate it.
In addition, according to the material analysis, we found during the trial of small and medium-sized
enterprises in R&D personnel the important influence factors on the inner increasing investment. And
from the table 4 we can see small and medium-sized enterprises have more than mean large enterprises,
But in the enterprise technology research and development institutions, enterprises are in the high-tech
enterprise, basically established R&D institutions at various levels, and therefore to large enterprises and
small and medium-sized enterprises in "R&D personnel proportion" and "enterprise technology R&D
institution construction condition" little difference.
For state-owned enterprises and private enterprises in high-tech enterprise, Calculation results show
that in the four major inner impact factors, we have no significant differences in the conclusion is,
although the state-owned enterprise in “R&D input intensity”, “R&D personnel proportion” and
“innovative development strategy” aspects of private enterprise, over private enterprise in “enterprise
technology R&D institution construction condition” on a slightly higher state-owned enterprises (see
table 4), but not enough to constitute the significant differences between the degree of efforts.
Therefore, the main influence factors of the internal due to large enterprises and small and
medium-sized enterprises than the influence of state-owned enterprises and private enterprises affect
difference before two kinds big, innovative enterprise in China (patent output, especially after the
invention patent) than the difference of two large (see table 4). But state-owned enterprises and private
enterprises in the innovation of output gap, we think are mainly due to the original foundation of two
kinds of enterprises.
4.4 The different characteristics between large enterprise, small and medium-sized enterprises,
high-tech enterprises and traditional enterprises in private enterprise
There are large enterprises and small and medium-sized enterprises, and also hi-tech enterprise and
traditional enterprise in private enterprises. Calculation results show that “Innovation development
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strategy”, “Innovation incentive mechanism” elements have significant difference in the level of 5% to
large enterprise, small and medium-sized enterprises. Besides, “Innovation development strategy”,
“Innovation incentive mechanism” elements have no significant difference in the level of 5% to
high-tech enterprises and traditional enterprises. “Enterprise technology R&D institution construction
condition” elements have no significant difference in the level of 5% to large enterprise, small and
medium-sized enterprises; high-tech enterprises and traditional enterprises. “R&D personnel proportion”
elements have no significant difference in the level of 5% to large enterprise, small and medium-sized
enterprises, too.
Table 5

privat
e
enterp
rises

Mean Value of the Main Inner Impact Factor of Private Enterprises in Annual Review
Innovatio Technology
R&D
Innovati
Inventio Three
n
R&D
personnel
amo
on
incentive
institution
n
patents
proportio
classification
unt
strategy
patent
sum
mechanis construction
n（%）
m
condition
large
21
7.24
7.33
93.19
17.83
0.91
10.43
Small
and
25
6.68
6.56
121.12
17.62
0.16
4.88
medium-sized
high-tech
40
6.9
7
107.02
18.66
0.58
8.1
traditional
6
7.17
6.33
117.37
11.45
0
2.83

According to the calculation result analysis, large enterprises and small and medium-sized
enterprises have difference in “Innovation development strategy” and “Innovation incentive
mechanism” is because in innovation management, large enterprise is better than small and
medium-sized enterprise. However, we should also notice this kind of small and medium-sized
enterprises in these two factors have close to large enterprises (see table 5), as for “Enterprise
technology R&D institution construction condition” and “R&D personnel proportion”, there is no
significant difference between large enterprise and small and medium-sized enterprise. We think that’s
because these two factors have relatively close in large enterprises and small and medium-sized
enterprises of this batch private enterprises. (The actual data in table 5 although display in "enterprise
technology r&d institution construction condition”, two kinds of enterprise still have certain disparity).
Therefore, it is because the two kinds of enterprises have differences in input factors which caused the
innovation output gaps (patent, especially invention patent) (see table 5).
For the high-tech enterprise and traditional enterprise in private enterprises, Calculation results
show that in the four main influence factors within there were no significant differences, according to
the actual material and research results, we think this kind of traditional during the pilot is in four
elements on the input, already close to high-tech enterprise, and even some elements on the reason of
slightly more than high-tech enterprise (see chart 5). However, two kinds of enterprise innovation output
gap still, we think is mainly due to the original foundation of two kinds of enterprises.
In addition, because of the first batch of innovative pilot enterprises in Fujian province in the
traditional enterprise, state-owned enterprises for 10, 15, sample size too small, so we have to these two
types of enterprise variance analysis.

5 Conclusions
Based on the subject of the first batch of innovative pilot enterprise evaluation data in Fujian
province, this paper has made some attempt to the main investment elements of quantitative research for
independent innovation of enterprises , and we has explored and analyzed the different role of input
factors in different types of enterprises, but the sample size of the first batch of enterprises is not big
enough, maybe it will have some impact on the results of quantitative research ,there still much to be
desired.. But we can have a view on regional innovative pilot enterprises of independent innovation
reflected in the effectiveness, and provide inspiration for the work of pilot innovative enterprises.
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Empirical Research on Science & Technology Innovation Capacity of
Universities Based on Data Envelopment Analysis
Zhu Li
Fiber Optic Sensing Technology Research Center, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, P.R.China,
430070
(E-mail: Lizhu@whut.edu.cn)
Abstract Universities play an important role in the national innovation system, and the research on the
university science & technology innovation capability evaluation is of great significance. DEA method
is proposed for the evaluation of university S & T innovation capability, and the main advantage of this
method is its ability to accommodate a multiplicity of inputs and outputs. Based on previous studies, this
paper builds a comprehensive index system which reflects S & T innovation capacity of universities in
China. Empirical analysis is conducted on the universities from 12 provinces and cities by
comprehensive use of the index system and DEA method, the result shows that DEA is an instructive
option for science & technology evaluation of universities.
Key words Science & technology innovation capability evaluation; Universities; Data envelopment
analysis; Empirical research

1 Introduction
Science & technology evaluation of universities, which can truly reflect the improvement of
science & technology comprehensive strength, is center to scientific management of higher education.
We can, on one hand, grasp the essence and discipline of scientific innovations in universities; and on
the other hand, draw experiences from those innovations. Via the science & technology evaluation,
Ministry of Education and universities can formulate S & T policies and deploy public scientific
resources reasonably. Scientific management then can be more standardized, scientific and
institutionalized.
Data Envelopment Analysis, firstly introduced by Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes in 1978, is a
mathematical programming approach to assess relative efficiencies with a group of decision making
units [1]. Since the first model of DEA, CCR model, is established, the theory research is further, and the
applications increasingly widespread. Thus DEA has become an important and effective analysis tool in
the field of management science and engineering. DEA can carry out comprehensive evaluation the
relative effectiveness of the same kind of sectors that have multiple input and multiple output. Because
of its practicality and without any weight assumptions, in recent years, DEA has been widely used on
the evaluation of urban community construction, S&T resource allocation and validity, key disciplines,
securities investment funds performance, and other fields. This method is also applied to the evaluation
of university building by some domestic scholars. For example, Hou Guangming (2005) used it to
evaluate the construction performance of research universities[2], Hou Qipin (2005) used it to evaluate
university scientific research performance[3], Huang Chaofeng (2005) applied it to evaluate the
efficiency in running the universities[4], Sun Shimin (2007) to evaluate the efficiency on input and
output of science research in regional universities[5]. The above studies show it is feasible to evaluate
science & technology innovation capacity of universities by DEA. However, except Wang Xiaohong
(2004), who applies DEA to the university scientific research performance appraisal[6], few scholars
apply it to evaluate science & technology innovation capacity of universities. This is the breakthrough
point of this study.

2 Establishment of University S&T Innovation Index
The university science & technology innovation is an organism composed of multi-element. The
evaluation on science & technology innovation comprehensively reflects the capability of a university
about innovative resources inputs, innovation management, research and development etc., as to
comprehensively and scientifically evaluate the science & technology innovation of a university, a
scientific index system must be established.
In view of that there has not a systematic and unified science & technology innovation evaluation
index system in China currently, on the basis of reference literature [7-10], this paper attempts to build a
comprehensive index system which reflects S&T innovation capacity of universities in China.
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2.1 Indicators on science & technology inputs
Indicators on Science & Technology Inputs mainly include Human input, teaching and research
staff, R&D personnel, financial input, annual science & technology funding, annual research and
development expenses, ability of obtain technology projects, number of annual projects, and annual
funding for the National Natural Science Foundation. The most active and most important input factor in
science & technology system is human. The number and quality of scientists are the importance
indicators determined the technological innovation competitiveness. The number of teaching and
research staff mainly reflect the base of scientists in this region. Only the amount of the advantage of
numbers can make it possible to leap to the quality advantage. R&D personnel indicator reflects the
specific number and time of people engaged in scientific research work in the region. Capital investment
is the economic base of technology innovation competitiveness Increasing. Science & Technology funds
are an important aspect of the scale and level of technology systems, mainly on access to the total annual
funding for university science & technology. R&D funding is the basic to ensure sustainable
development of the competitiveness of science & technology innovation. Examining the ability to obtain
technology projects can indirectly reflect the scale of the scientific and technological manpower,
material resources. Usually the obtain of projects indirectly reflect the college or area level of
technological innovation. The number of projects can indirectly reflect the region’s governments,
enterprises and institutions dependent on the university, which reflect the region or university research
strength. Evaluation of the National Natural Science Fund is a strict approval procedures and inspection
methods. National Natural Science Foundation funding can indirectly reflect the quality of science &
technology projects obtained by a region or university, which indirectly reflects the strength of their
research.
2.2 Science & technology output indicators
Science & technology output indicators mainly include Number of annual published papers,
number of annual foreign published papers, annual monograph number, and number of annual patents
results, number of annual achievement awards, and number of annual project assignment. Number of
annual published papers is an important achievement of science & technology Innovation, mainly
reflecting the number of scientific and technological output. Number of annual foreign published papers
are mainly reflects the quality of paper. Monograph is the crystallization of the outcome of years of
research scientists. The number of monographs reflects scientific and technological output quantity and
quality. The ultimate aim of applied research is applied practice. Number of patents can reflect the
actual efficiency of scientific and technological output and technology original capacity level. National
Science & technology award is recognition of achievements in science & technology output, in
particular the national three awards, the results represent the quality level of technology outputs. The
ultimate goal of scientific research is making scientific results in practice. Number of annual project
assignment can intuitive express application of science & technology outputs and dissemination of
results. The evaluation indicator system of university S&T by DEA methods analysis is showed table 1.
Table 1

Input indicators

Output indicators

The Evaluation Indicator System of University S&T by DEA Methods Analysis
Number of teaching and research staff
Number of R & D personnel
Annual science & technology funding
Annual research and development expenses
Annual funding for the National Natural Science Foundation
Number of annual college projects
Number of annual published papers
Number of annual foreign published papers
Annual Monograph Number
Number of annual patents results
Number of annual achievement awards(the State Council and over, except the
provinces technology progress award)
Number of annual project assignment

3 Empirical Analysis
This paper selects universities which come from 12 provinces and cities such as Heilongjiang,
Beijing, Shanghai, Anhui, Shanxi, Tianjin, Zhejiang, Shandong, Guangdong, Liaoning, Hubei, Jiangsu
as object, and takes universities in Heilongjiang Province as an example for analysis. The data come
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from college compilation of technology statistical information (2009) and Statistics of National Natural
Science Foundational Funded projects (2009) to ensure data’s integrity and viability. In this paper, the
model we select is the CCR of DEA. The model defines the efficiency of each decision making unit as
the ratio of weighted f output and the weighted inputs, through the establishment of linear programming
to solve the optimal weights and efficiency values.
This paper mainly explores the CCR model. Suppose that there is a group of n Decision-Making
Units (DMUs) and each DMU consists of minputs and soutputs where
x j = ( x1 j , x2 j ,K , xmj )T > 0 , y j = ( y1 j , y2 j ,K, ysj )T > 0 ,
xij = DMU − j and Yrj = DMU − j refer to the amount of the ith Input and the rth Output,

respectively. ( j = 1, 2,L, n; i = 1, 2,L, m; r = 1, 2,L, s )
Now let us consider the following mathematical programming which can decide the validity and
rationality of each DMU.
Where X0, Y0, (all positive) are known input and output vectors of the j 0 th DMU and

⎧
u T y0
max
⎪
vT x0
⎪
⎪⎪ u T y j
⎨ T ≤ 1, j = 1, 2,L, n
⎪ v xj
⎪u ≥ 0, v ≥ 0
⎪
⎪⎩

v = (v1 , v2 ,L vm )T , u = (u1 , u2 ,L u s )T (all non-negative) are the variable weight vectors to be

determined by the solution of this programming problem.
By using Charnes-Cooper transformation, the above mathematical programming can be changed
into the following programming:

t=

1
> 0, ω = tv, μ = tu,
v x0
T

⎧ min θ ,
⎧max μ T y0 = h0 ,
⎪
⎪ T
T
⎪∑ x j λ j ≤ θ x0 ,
⎪ω x j − μ y j ≥ 0, j = 1, 2,L, n,
D
(
2 )⎨
C R
( PC 2 R ) ⎨
T
⎪∑ y j λ j ≥ y0 ,
⎪ω x0 = 1,
⎪λ ≥ 0, j = 1, 2,L, n,θ ∈ E1
⎪ω ≥ 0, μ ≥ 0
⎩ j
⎩
Then DMU − j 0 is said to be weak DEA efficient if there exists an optimal solution of ( PC R )
such that h 0 = 1 . ( h0 is the efficiency of the DMU 0 );
DMU − j 0 is said to be DEA efficient if there exists an optimal solution (ω0, μ 0) of ( PC R )
2

2

such that μ0 y0

= 1 and ω0 > 0, μ0 > 0 ;

DMU − j 0 is said to be DEA efficient
θ , λ 0 j ( j = 1, 2,L , n) satisfies the condition that

only

if

every

optimal

solution

0

n

n

j =1

j =1

∑ x j λ 0 j = θ 0 x0 , ∑ y j λ 0 j = y0
We put above input and output indicators’ data into the CCR model. To calculate the decision
making unit DMU’s relative efficiency and discuss its effectiveness, we need solve a linear
programming problem. In order to calculate the relative efficiency of 12 decision-making units, we need
solve 12 linear programming problems. So it is a heavy work. This paper selects MATLAB7 software to
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solve the linear programming model, and calculated by the program, then gets the composite evaluation
value of 12 provinces and cities of scientific technological performance is showed table 2.
Table 2 The Value of θ
Shanghai
Anhui

DUM

Heilongjiang

Beijing

Shanxi

Tianjin

θ
DUM

0.8465
Zhejiang

1.0000
Shandong

1.0000
Guangdong

0.8826
Liaoning

1.0000
Hubei

1.0000
Jiangsu

θ

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

0.6835

1.0000

1.0000

Table 2 shows that the evaluation value of universities in Heilongjiang province is 0.8465. so we
can know the universities’ S&T innovation performance in Heilongjiang province is non-technical
effective.
To further analyze the question of decision-making unit which did not reach an DEA efficiency, we
can use the projection analysis and identify the work we need improve and goals in input and output
respects in the process of decision-making units of non-DEA efficient change into DEA efficient, so as
to provide a reference information for future management efficiency improvement is showed table 3. It
should be noted that the projection analysis can provide goal to improvements, however, this is just
explore from the point of view of the best input-output theory. In practice, some of the input index can
not be reduced, such as the total number of university teaching and research staff.
So we should formulate improvement measures according to actual situation, then enhance
management efficiency, and change in the direction of the DEA efficient. In addition, the selection of
evaluation main benefit from data collection, and evaluation of the effectiveness of decision making
unit with CCR basic model is relative to the input respects, so its effectiveness is relative.
Table 3
Decision making
unit

Colleges
Heilongjiang
province

in

The Projection Analysis of Science & Technology Innovation Performance

Input indicators

Current
input

Target
input

Output indicators

Current
output

Target
output

Number of teaching
and research staff

10660

8907.49

Number of annual
published papers

4262

5100.53

Number of R & D
personnel

2904

2351.37

393

523.06

Annual science &
technology funding

198302

165701.15

82

98.13

Annual research and
development expenses

136529

114083.63

Number of annual
patents results

0

l

Annual funding for the
National
Natural
Science Foundation

1436

776.88

Number of annual
achievement
awards

15

20.24

Number of annual
college projects

2055

1717.16

Number of annual
project assignment

9

10.77

Number of annual
foreign published
papers
Annual
Monograph
Number

4 Conclusion
By comparing each indicators, we can know that the size of science & technology innovation of
Heilongjiang’ universities ranks in the middle level in 12 provinces and cities. In general, the size of
science & technology innovation of Heilongjiang’ universities is moderate, and keeps pace with the
development of Heilongjiang’s universities. The performance of university technology performance in
Heilongjiang province is non-technical effective, some indicators needs to be improved. Original
innovation capacity of the university in Heilongjiang province is weak. Science & technology
innovation in Heilongjiang universities has distinctive characteristics in animal husbandry and life
sciences, and has a competitive advantage.
Through empirical analysis of 12 provinces’ universities of China in science & technology
innovation, this paper verifies the feasibility and effectiveness of DEA applied to the evaluation system
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of science & technology innovation. This method provides a new way for the evaluation of universities
scientific and technological innovation by analyzing and comparing the competitive advantages and
disadvantages of universities’ science & technology innovation capacity.
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Abstract Innovative Entrepreneurial talent is the ultimate goal of college personnel training, it also
have made new demands sharp changing social personnel training in colleges and universities, the
present situation with creative thinking, innovative approaches and innovative practical ability of
graduates to adapt to the social competition theoretically and seek living space, but in fact there lies the
bullwhip effect could lead to too large to make the limited resources of colleges and universities are not
the greatest application with the main difference in recognition of colleges and universities recognized
for innovation and entrepreneurial talents as part of personnel training to pass the large scope of
cognition. Supply chain information control and inhibition of the bullwhip effect theory can be applied
to such problems, through the simulation; it has certainly achieved a degree of efficiency improvements
and optimization.
Key words
Innovative entrepreneurial talent; Bullwhip effect; Information control; Talent
identification system

1 Introduction
As the protagonist of sustained economic development, universities’ quality of personnel training
and information they can not meet the needs of the community-based sustainable development
requirements. Universities backward productive forces constrained the development of social productive
forces to a certain extent. Institutions of Higher Education and University personnel training should be
derived from the standpoint of the social needs and higher than the needs of the community
development in academic subjects with a forward-looking, talented people that has the potential of
mining sustainability. Faced with the reality pressure, China University embarked on an expansive
development needs in line with needs of the time 10 years ago. But now innovation and entrepreneurial
talents training must become the inevitable choice faced with socio-economic restructuring and
industrial upgrading needs in universities.
Innovation and entrepreneurial talents training has its special aspect, which is agnostic and practical.
As we all know, by the complex economic and social factors, even if a person get a good
entrepreneurship education and theoretical results is very good, its entrepreneurial activities may also
fail, and vice versa. This indicates that entrepreneurs are agnostic, thus we are carrying out innovation
and entrepreneurship training, when the outcome of education evaluation and certainly not the only use
of past performance theory, it is unscientific. An innovative thinking talent, although the former may be
99 times business failure, but is likely to start to make up losses during the 100th time offset the former
99 times.
Quite a few colleges and universities made a lot of ideas to innovation and entrepreneurship
training model, relevant departments have also given a great deal of funding and policy concerns, but
the innovation and entrepreneurship is still little in our country, this is because of our innovation
recognizing lack of entrepreneurship, self-sustained attention and follow-up lead.

2 Innovation and Entrepreneurship, Training Processes and the Existing
Evaluation Review
∗
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Innovation and entrepreneurial talent training process can be judged from the four stages:
theoretical knowledge, creativity, practical ability and entrepreneurial dynamism.
2.1 Theoretical knowledge
Even if a person's theory are the high level, business failures is also possible, its causes are complex,
but we must acknowledge that entrepreneurship their business success rate has a highly theoretical level
than those who do not much higher, which fully illustrates the source of entrepreneurial activity
importance of theoretical knowledge entrepreneurship. Theoretical knowledge can be broadly
quantitative evaluation of students understanding of entrepreneurship education, within a desirable
certain range.
2.2 Creativity
Innovation is the Venus of entrepreneurial activity, in the ever-changing entrepreneurial activities,
entrepreneurial activity often encounter a dead end, only the use of innovative thinking, with new ideas
to think about the problem can bring a new revelation and the ultimate success. Because creative
thinking is a subjective sense, it is difficult to define the figures which to our evaluation criteria to bring
a certain degree of difficulty.
2.3 Practical ability
Practical capacity is also formed part of the evaluation criteria system. The evaluation criteria scope
of application was relatively small compared to the theoretical knowledge is concerned. That is
inseparable with its characteristics. The evaluation criteria are practical ability evaluation mainly refers
to the students to use the knowledge acquired in the community on business practice and its actual
performance or to obtain the final evaluation of feedback from the community to determine. Practical
ability has been a great influence outside of the operation up and evaluation of theoretical knowledge
than the higher degree of difficulty because it involves a specific operation.
2.4 Entrepreneurial dynamism
Entrepreneurship dynamism is a subjective evaluation criterion, they often ignored. Entrepreneurial
innovation and entrepreneurial initiative refers to a strong and lasting impulse to maintain a long-term
enthusiasm, even in the face a range of difficulties and obstacles, it will not give up and can adhere to
the ultimate success of the initiative.
Currently prevailing in the context of innovation in the information age training model is to
increase production capacity (project side) for the (personnel training side), sales (manpower demand
side) three productivity of the optimal model: Three-dimensional model.
(1)Using a combination of practical teaching methods with production、learning、research.On the
one hand, schools and teachers use information obtained directly from the market-oriented projects in
the field of extra-curricular research and the use of clients, teachers, students, development of joint
planning. On the other hand, teachers and researchers find new stimulation and new creativity in those
vibrant, imaginative, passionate exchanges of undergraduate students.(2)Three-dimensional innovative
personnel training system. 1, 2, 3 classroom integration together constitute the creative ability of
students three-dimensional information space. First class, that is the scheme classroom teaching.
Through curricular teaching T type knowledge and breadth of education, many of the curriculum,
especially in computer languages and information systems development courses take the theory of
teaching and practice of teaching lessons of 1:2 or 1:1 format, practice teaching is mainly through case
teaching, classroom training, simultaneously, experimental demonstration, simulated teaching,
laboratory operations, curriculum design in the form of the subject students hands-on operational
capability and innovation capability. The second class, a variety of academic exchange school
extra-curricular and extra-curricular activities to develop student’s research and research capacity,
practical ability and innovation ability, the main is to train T type talents a depth of knowledge and skills.
The third class achieves the purpose of personnel training through social practice and business practices
to. Instructor arrange for students to practice base. Through a comprehensive internship、 visits to
observe, students familiar with their organizational management structure and project development
process.(3)Scientific research, teaching and job market Three-dimensional. Production, supply and
personnel training mode is essentially a rapid response to market training model, from the market and
society from the market access to the project is to obtain information on personnel training, so that
university research enhance the role of the social productive forces, also to bear in college teaching with
the pace of social development, improve the efficiency of student learning to guide students to establish
self-direction, knowledge and ability to help students quickly and needs of the community focus based
on information technology innovation and personnel training objectives.(4)To build a three-dimensional
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students develop innovation ability multi-platform. Stereo means to build the five levels information
technology innovation and talent of training platform. First is professional grade and class. The
computer science (electronic) information engineering, information management and information
systems, information and computer science and other subjects included in this training platform for
students. The second layer, the establishment of professional associations and study groups train
platform. Professional societies for students interested in self-training platform, by the students
according to their own self-interest organizations, to guide the student organizations through the
development of the constitution and opening or planning to conduct academic exchanges. The third
layer, the establishment of R&D centre train platform. The establishment of information technology
project planning, market research and business plan such as R&D centre. The fourth layer is project
development training platform. Selection from the R&D centre with high-quality and innovative
capabilities of the members of the various project development team, led by information technology
specialists to conduct market operations planning and management, as well as actual project team
development. The fifth is marketing management team. The team needs time to understand the market
and project promotion activities and create high School brand through market operation.
However, by the information flow, pedestrian flow, traffic and other information established the
four cycle of innovation and talent of self-optimization, self-replicating mechanism of the layers of
progressive, practical effect is not significant. The project team organizational model and the personnel
training system can be self-optimizing, self-replication and ultimately optimize the formation of
super-circulation system, but the information technology innovation and talent of self-optimizing,
self-replicating cycle of a virtuous circle, as a result of weakening of the interface between the existence
of identifying effect, makes the society as the end acceptable to the need for innovation and
entrepreneurship, the number passed to the colleges and universities of this occurred when the source
the basic quantitative amplification.

3 The Introduction of Control Theory in Bullwhip Effect
In recent years, many articles study the bullwhip effect, the earliest is the study of dynamic system
model proposed by Forrester (1961), since 1997, the representative of the statistical model of man-made
made by Lee, Padmanabhanh, and Whang, etc., most of the literature studied based on such a model.
There has been the use of control theory model of the bullwhip effect literature until 2002.
As early as 1952, Simon took advantage of the control process theory applied to up production and
inventory control on Laplace transform. However, since many efficient storage strategies are discrete,
which limits the Laplace transform of this application. Quickly, this method was replaced by discrete
z-transform. Since z is the special circumstances of Laplace transform, so many of Laplace transform
methods and tools can be used. The uses of supply chain control theory we need to use the relevant
methods include: the transfer function, frequency response, spectrum analysis, transformation and so on.
Bullwhip effect describes the fluctuations in demand caused by the end of the supply chain
front-end inventory, ordering fluctuations in the process. How to select an appropriate control uk to try to
weaken the bullwhip effect, especially in the supply chain end of the random fluctuations in demand,
that is uncertain demand for disturbances in the outside world conditions, the selected
control uk bullwhip effect in the supply chain system to minimize. The essence of the problem is that the
select control uk so that the J disturbance smallest in the case under the bullwhip effect condition. That is:
⎧ N −1
m in J = E ⎨ ∑ ( x kT Q k x k ′ + u kT u k ) + x TN A x N } .Where, Q and A are semi-definite matrix. In the
⎩ k =1

condition of mathematical expectation, under the objective function is the significance of supply chain
management uk how to select the order to inventory and ordering the smallest deviation, that is, under
conditions of random disturbance bullwhip effect do likely to weaken. For the supply chain system is the
deviation of a random control problem.
Supply chain bullwhip effect described in stochastic control problems of modern logistics
management meaning is clear, that is how to consider the supply chain management strategies in order
to control the deviation of inventory status and order that the cattle whip effect to a minimum level the
uncertainty in the bullwhip effect,, that is: xk → 0 , uk → 0 . So according to the relevant literature the
following two situations were random control algorithm description.
3.1 Stochastic control for white noise disturbances demand
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uk = − Fk xˆk k −1

, Where

xˆk k −1

is the use of data yk of the state xk estimated. The feedback control gain

−1

Fk = ⎡⎣ I + BT Pk +1 B ⎤⎦ BT Pk +1

is:

Pk

.

Satisfied

the

Likati

−1

equation: Pk = Pk +1 + Q − Pk +1 Bk ⎡⎣ I + B T Pk +1 B ⎤⎦ × BkT Pk +1 , PN = A .Kalman filter of the state optimal
estimator xˆk k −1 obtained by the following formula recurrence: xˆ k +1 k = xˆ k k −1 + B k u k + G k ⎡⎣ y k − xˆ k k −1 ⎤⎦
Kalman
filter
gain
is
calculated
−1
by: G k = S k k − 1 ⎡⎣ R 2 + S k k −1 ⎤⎦ , S k +1 k = S k k −1 + R1 + S k k −1[ R2 + S k k −1 ]−1 × S k k −1 , S10 = R0 Where R0 is the
variance of random variables x0 .
3.2 Stochastic control for colored noise disturbances demand
According to the relevant literature, for the colored noise case demand, we can expand the state
⎡x ⎤

k
variable dimension approach translate into a white noise colored noise, that is: X k = ⎢⎣ w k ⎥⎦ ,at this time X
is the 2(n + 1) dimensional vector, while the deviation of the original supply-chain system dynamic
X k +1 = ω X k + ξ uk + τη k
equation
is
transformed
as
follows:
,

where C

⎡I
≡ ⎢
⎣0

0⎤
⎡y ⎤
⎡I ⎤
, Yk ≡ ⎢ k ⎥ , Tk ≡ ⎢ ⎥
I ⎥⎦
0
⎣
⎦
⎣0 ⎦

.Through the above transformation, based on the separation

principle, the state of the Kalman filter Meter can be used as control of quadratic state feedback by the
feedback control and state estimation separately estimate.

u k = − Fk Xˆ k k −1 ,where: Xˆ k k −1 is the use of data yk of the state xk estimates, feedback control gain
Fk = [ I + ξ T Pk +1ξ ]−1ξ T Pk +1

is:

Pk

.

satisfied

the

−1

Pk = ω T Pk +1ω + Q − ω T Pk +1 ⎡⎣ I + ξ T Pk +1ξ ⎤⎦ × ξ Pk +1Θ , P = A
optimal

estimator

recurrence: xˆ k +1 k
Kalman

xˆk k −1

obtained

by

Likati

equation:

Kalman filter of the state
the

following

formula

= ω xˆ k k −1 + ξ u k + G k ⎡⎣ Yk − Cxˆ k k −1 ⎤⎦

filter

gain
−1

is

calculated

S k + 1 k = ω S k k −1 − S k k −1C T [ R 2 + C S k k −1C T ] − 1

by: G k = ω S k k − 1C T ⎡⎣ R 2 + C S k k −1C T ⎤⎦ , C S k k − 1ω T + τ R 1τ T , S 1 0 = R 0

Where R is a random variable x0 variances, R1 is the state noise covariance matrix ofη , R2 is the
measurement noise covariance matrix of v .Therefore, the amount of social demand and university
personnel identified relations is:
xkf = xk + xks , ukf = uk + uks
Among them, the social demand for state x ks and the number of college graduates reasonable

u ks talent identification control scheme based on standard setting.

4 Talent Identification System Simulation Experiment
Talent identification system simulation experiment is based on the aforementioned personnel
identified four of the circulatory system design. Suppose a comprehensive local university qualified
graduates as its main products. The community can accept graduates of experimental design to simulate
different kinds of talents. Suppose there are n = 5 clients a (group),the problem of employment for the
personnel sub distribution system, where set Q = I .
Talent delivery system noise conditions: the system equation under the white noise condition of
deviation w ≈ N (0, σ 1 ) , and the covariance matrix of w is:
R 1 = d ia g ( 0 .0 0 8 1, 0 0 0 7 6 , 0 .0 0 8 0 , 0 .0 0 7 4 ,
0 .0 0 6 1, 0 .0 1 0 5 , 0 .0 1 2 2 , 0 .0 0 6 6 , 0 .0 1 1 2 , 0 .0 1 1 5 , 0 , 0 , 0 ) ;

Under the conditions of colored noise type deviation w ≈ N (0, σ 2 ) , and the covariance matrix
of w is:
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R 1 = d ia g ( 0 .0 1 0 3, 0 0 0 7 2 , 0 .0 9 3 6 , 0 .0 1 0 2 ,
vk ≈ N (0, vk ) ,
0 .0 0 8 6 , 0 .0 8 9 2 , 0 .0 0 9 1, 0 .0 1 0 3, 0 .0 1 1 8 , 0 .0 0 8 3, 0 , 0 , 0 );
The v covariance matrix is: R 2 = d ia g ( 0 .0 1 0 7 , 0 0 0 8 9 , 0 .0 9 4 7 , 0 .0 0 8 6 ,
0 .0 0 8 8 , 0 .0 1 0 2 , 0 .0 0 7 8 , 0 .0 1 1 2 , 0 .0 0 8 3 , 0 .0 0 8 6 , 0 , 0 , 0 ) ;

The initial conditions assuming in talent identification deviation
T
is: x 0 = (1 .0 1, 1 .0 2 , 1 .0 8 , 0 .9 1, 1 .0 6 , 0 .8 8 ,
0 .8 5 , 0 .8 9 , 0 .9 6 , 1 .0 4 , 1 .1 0 , 1 .2 0 , 1 .1 5 );

Under the condition of x0 , the white noise variance is:
R 0 = d ia g ( 0 .0 5 , 0 0 5 , 0 .0 5 , 0 .0 5 , 0 .0 5 ,
0 .0 5 , 0 .0 5 , 0 .0 5 , 0 .0 5 , 0 .0 5 , 0 .1, 0 .1, 0 .1);

In the colored noise, the expansion of the state under the conditions of the variance of the random
variable x0 is: R 0 = d ia g ( 0 .0 5 , 0 0 5 , 0 .0 5 , 0 .0 5 , 0 .0 5 , 0 .0 5 , 0 .0 5

0 .0 5 , 0 .0 5 , 0 .0 5 , 0 .0 5 , 0 .0 5 , 0 .1, 0 .1, 0 .1, 0 .1, 0 .1, 0 .1);

Under the colored noise condition is:
R 0 = d ia g ( 0 .6 , 0 6 , 0 .6 , 0 .6 , 0 .6 ,
0 .6 , 0 .6 , 0 .6 , 0 .6 , 0 .6 , 0 .6 , 0 .6 , 0 .6 );

Assumed k = 20 , through randomized controlled to be under the conditions of the different needs
of the innovative talent identification, the bullwhip effect changes in parameters are:
In the colored noise under the conditions of the bullwhip effect than the white noise of the bullwhip
effect under the conditions of strong but by stochastic control, it can make delivery of the bullwhip
effect parameters vwk and vck , that is, fluctuations in demand whether under the conditions in which the
supply chain bullwhip effect are subject to effective control.

5 Conclusions and Outlooks
In this paper, based on the supply chain bullwhip effect theory put forward by personnel training and
identification of multi-layer structure model, we applied stochastic control theory, the end of the community
in identifying qualified personnel, fluctuations in demand for white noise and colored noise, under the
conditions of two kinds of disturbances, how to Talent delivery system in the colleges and universities to
develop or identify the number of control to suppress the bullwhip effect. Through a university's innovative
entrepreneurial talent training system, Simulation results show that, no matter what kind of fluctuations in
demand for the random control of the bullwhip effect can be effectively suppressed and weakened.
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Abstract Innovative enterprise, as a main innovation part, is an important force to build an
innovation-oriented country. Its trust in science and technology is one of the key factors to determine
whether it can complete innovation projects and innovation research successfully. Based on systematic
analysis, comparison and comment of the research actuality in both domestic and overseas, this paper
analyses the factors which impact the trust degree in the scientific and technological evaluation. From
the result of the literature study, expert investigation, and the qualitative and quantitative analysis, it
establishes evaluation index system of innovative enterprises’ trust in science and technology. At the
same time, it introduces the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method that was used in the evaluation of
science and technology.
Key words Innovative enterprise; Trust degree in science and technology; Evaluation index system;
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation

1 Introduction
Building an innovative country is one of the strategic objectives and tasks of building a socialist
harmonious society. Innovative enterprise is an important force for technological innovation. To building
an innovative country should improve independent innovation capability of enterprises and reduce the
risks, so it’s necessary to strengthen our innovative enterprise management and evaluation. And the level
of trust in business is a more important index of evaluating a company.
In the era of market economy, it’ll be an inevitable trend to consider each other's trust when choose
partner or trading account. The higher index of enterprise’s trust degree, indicating the greater the
possibility of completing projects and tasks, the smaller risk of commission, the greater benefit can be
acquired. Innovative enterprises occupy an important position in the social development, economic
growth, so we need to establish a complete and reliable evaluation index system of trust degree in science
and technology. Currently the research on trust mainly focused on individuals, teams, enterprises, listed
companies, financial reporting etc, and it needs be further explored because the research methods and
evaluation factors have not yet formed a complete system. The researches both at home and abroad
among the comprehensive evaluation methods of trust degree are: fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
method, AHP, artificial neural network, genetic algorithm, close value method, factor analysis procedure
and so on. However the research on innovative enterprises’ trust degree is rare. Referencing the study
result of the literature in domestic and international, and using the Delphi method, this paper will
establishes evaluation index system of innovative enterprises’ trust in science and technology. And then it
uses AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) to implement the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation.

2 Establish the Evaluation Index System
2.1 Innovative enterprises’ characteristics
Innovative enterprises have a significant historical responsibility on the full realization of the goal
of building a moderately prosperous society. Compared with the traditional business, innovative
enterprises have different characteristics which decide that we should build a new technology trust
evaluation system for these enterprises.
Most founders of innovative enterprises are technology researcher original, who possess high
quality and the reform spirit, and have courage and insight to lead the companies to open up the
domestic and foreign markets. These enterprises pay attention to personnel training, have strong
independent innovation talents teams, and establish good talent management systems. They own
autonomous intellectual property of core technology and technology innovation system, so their overall
technological level is in the advanced position in the industry. They also have high-tech products and
technology transfer capabilities. In the development of practice, most of them formed a unique system of
operating mechanisms: dynamic mechanism of spiritual civilization and creating material wealth,
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technological innovation mechanism of adhering to independent research and development, and
changing technological achievements into productive forces, independent decision-making mechanism,
market-oriented operation mechanism, behavior mechanism of self-accumulation and self-restraint, and
people-oriented corporate culture mechanism etc.
2.2 Evaluation index system
To evaluate the credibility of innovative enterprise technology assessment is a comprehensive
evaluation process, which needs to consider comprehensive, objective and concrete measures of various
influential factors that contain the influence of both internal and external environment and the policy
factors. Through the reference of innovative enterprise technology at home and abroad on the theory and
practice of credibility assessment results, the evaluation index system is formed by qualitative and
quantitative index, including 6 primary indices and 21 secondary indices.
In selecting business confidence indices we have two steps: first, make a preliminary selection
according to the basic theory of knowledge and expert experience, then make a further selection
according to the contribution of each index of enterprise credibility. Screening for index is the main
method of statistical analysis of enterprise credibility, eliminate the index that has little contribution and
that provides repeated information, and then we can form trust evaluation index system of the innovative
enterprise technology though finding out the main influencing factors. Enterprise technology trust
evaluation index system is a comprehensive index collection, which concerns researching ability and
basic qualities of enterprise, and external macroeconomic environment and so on. This research is made
according to the survey by experts firstly, and then we fix the initial index by analyzing and arranging
the experts’ choosing results. After that, we offer the results to every expert and get their marks so that
they can make a second correction for their decision, which will lay a foundation for fixing the index.
Also, we can decide whether choose a certain index or not by co relational analysis and discriminating
analysis. We do this for times until all the experts’ ideas tend to concentration, eventually form the
evaluation index system of this research, as the following table 1.
Innovative Enterprise Technology Trust Evaluation Index System

Table 1 Innovative Enterprise Technology Trust Evaluation Index System
Primary indicators
Secondary indicators

Intensity of investment in research and development funds
R & D capabilities

Technology Transfer ability

Financial situation

Company Market Positioning

Basic quality of enterprise

An external macro-environment

The intensity of investment in research and development personnel
Degree of scientific and technological projects completed
Equipment renewal rate in recent 3 years
The transformation technology projects average annual production
nearly 3 years
New product development and intellectual property ownership
The technical level of main products
Relativity between projects and enterprises
Return on net assets
Ratio of external financing
Asset turnover
Market share
Brand Awareness
Product quality
Price advantage
Enterprise management
Corporate reputation and performance status
Business-related work experience
Industry characteristics
The industry average growth rate of value
Impact of macroeconomic policy

3 The Fuzzy Comprehensive Assessment

Many factors need to be considered in the evaluation and research of trust degree in science and
technology in innovative enterprise. It refers to many complex phenomena and interactions between
several factors and some of them cannot be evaluated quantitatively, such as corporate reputation, the
level of management, it needs qualitative indices to measure, so we choose the method of fuzzy
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comprehensive assessment to establish the evaluation model. Base on the system of evaluation,
questionnaire survey and expert scoring situation we determine the index weight, then evaluate it.
3.1 Establish set of evaluation factors
Establish set of evaluation factors X, its target for the evaluation of the various factors affecting the
composition of the set. Resolve these various factors related into several levels beginning at the top in
accordance with different attributes, the same level of various factors subordinate to the upper level of the
factor or affect it. Various factors relating to different attributes in accordance with the decomposition
into a number of top-down hierarchy, subordinate to the same level of various factors on the upper level
of the factor or factors that affect the same time under the control of the lower layer of the factors or by
the role factors .While under the control of the lower layer of the factors or affected by the role factors.
Correlation analysis of hardiness indices means to judge whether there is relevance and of the size of
the relevance between the two indices .According to the correlation analysis of indices, we can exclude
some of the larger correlation coefficient evaluation, eliminate results of duplication of information on the
evaluation .The formula for calculating the correlation coefficient:
n

r=

∑ ( x − x)( y − y )
i =1

i

i

n

∑ ( x − x) ( y − y )
i =1

2

i

2

(1)

i

We use the method of repeatedly survey analyze the results of each time on the correlation,
removing the larger relevance of indices, and then feedback to the expert, repeat investigation and
analysis of the indices, to finalize the evaluation index system.
3.2 Establish set of indices weights
Analytic hierarchy process is a combination of qualitative and quantitative, systematic, hierarchical
analysis method. In dealing with complex decision, it can make on the issue of practicality and
effectiveness. The basic idea is: comparing the effect of a number of factors to the same goal, determine
their proportion in the target. Analytic hierarchy process can process the determined weights; try to
eliminate the subjective composition, making it accordance with the objective facts. Calculated by AHP
comprehensive evaluation index system of weights is as a simple method to solve the non-quantitative
evaluation of the quantitative analysis of the incident, is also an effective method to do on people's
subjective judgments and objective description. Using this method to determine the weights, can reflect
the actual situation, and make a high practical value to evaluate the result. We obtain the comparison
matrix through the expert investigation and the allocation, and then determine the evaluating indicator
weight of innovation enterprise science and technology trust degree by the method of analytic hierarchy
process:
W = {w1 , w2 , w3 , w4 , w5 , w6 } , w1 = {w11 , w12 , w13 , w14 } , ……,，w6 = {w61 , w62 , w63 , w64 }
3.3 Determine the membership degrees
If we use a simple mathematical indicator to limit the classifications of the enterprises’ trust degree
of science and technology, it will cause the fact that boundaries on both sides are divided into different
grade. For example, evaluation results define the 90 points as excellent, but 89 points are defined as good.
In fact, as the enterprises’ trust degree is a fuzzy concept, so we use the membership concept to describe
the grade boundaries of fuzzy trust degree. The degree of membership is a level of things that belongs to a
standard, such as when the evaluation result is 95, it’s 100% attached to the excellent level; if result is 89,
it’s 92% attached to excellent level. In determining the membership function, we should pay attention to
distinguish between qualitative and quantitative indices.
3.3.1 Membership function of qualitative indices
Membership function of qualitative indices is to make the experts judge which grade a certain
evaluation index belongs to. Then we calculate the proportion of the number of people whose evaluation
is in some level of the total number of evaluation people as vi , and get the membership vector of the
index. The formula is as follows:
vi =

∑v

ik

n

(2)

In equation (2), vi is the membership degree of a index belongs to the level i, i = 1, 2,3,L n, vik is the
evaluation values of the evaluators k of a index belongs to the level i , the evaluation value is 0 or 1, n is
the number of experts.
3.3.2 Quantitative Indices of Membership Function
In the evaluation index system, the forms, units, dimensionles, orders of magnitude are different, so
it’s not conducive to calculation. It needs the dimensionless treatment to eliminate units and magnitude
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differences in order to make the results comparable. This paper uses linear interpolation method for the
nondimensionalization. For a index Uy, the average expert rating is dy, supposing the maximum of Uy
is

d ymax

min
y

and the minimum is d , then dimensionless score of Uy is calculated as follows:
max
For the indices of the smaller numerical value the better: M = d y − d ij ×100
y

For the indices of the bigger numerical value the better:

M ij

d ij − d ymin
d ymax − d ymin

.

× 100

.

In order to avoid some index’s dimensionless
.
at the edge of its score interval causes irrational phenomena that similar scores have

The dimensionless average score of
average score

uy

My =

d ymax − d ymin

M y ∈ [0 ,100 ]

different review levels, we should make M ij fuzzy to get bottom index’s subjection degree.
1; M ij ≥ 95
⎧
⎪
v1 = ⎨( M ij − 85) /10;85 ≤ M ij < 95
⎪
0;
⎩

⎧(95 − M ij ) /10;85 ≤ M ij < 95
⎪
v2 = ⎨( M ij − 75) /10; 75 ≤ M ij < 85
⎪
0;
⎩

⎧(75 − M ij ) /10; 65 ≤ M ij < 75
⎪
v4 = ⎨ ( M ij − 55) /10;55 ≤ M ij < 65
⎪
0;
⎩

⎧(85 − M ij ) /10;75 ≤ M ij < 85
⎪
v3 = ⎨(M ij − 65) /10;65 ≤ M ij < 75
⎪
0;
⎩

⎧ (65 − M ij ) /10;55 ≤ M ij < 65
⎪
v5 = ⎨ ( M ij − 45) /10; 45 ≤ M ij < 55
⎪
0;
⎩

v
Based on index system, we determine the subjection degree of indices belong to remarks set. ij is
j
grade in some target level.
the subjection degree of number i index belongs to number
5

0 ≤ vij ≤ 1, ∑ vij = 1

， i = 1, 2,3,..., m , j = 1,2,3,4,5 Then we’ll get comparative subjection degree matrix:
⎡ v11 v12 … v1n ⎤
⎢v
v 22 … v2 n ⎥⎥
21
V =⎢
⎢… … … …⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣⎢ vm1 vm 2 … vmn ⎦⎥
3.4 Establish remarks set
In evaluating science and technology trust degree of innovative enterprises, the remarks set
is R = {r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 , r5 } , r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 , r5 they represent “excellent, good, general, passable, poor”. The
relations between remarks sets and score ranges are in Table 2.
j =1

Table 2 The Relations Between Remarks Sets and Score Ranges
Remarks set
excellent good
general
passable poor
Score range
70～60
60～0
100～90 90～80 80～70

3.5 Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
, ) to make fuzzy comprehensive evaluation. B is comprehensive evaluation, W is
We use M (•+
weight coefficient matrix, V is index subjection degree matrix.
⎡ v11 v12 … v1n ⎤
⎢v
v 22 … v2 n ⎥⎥
21
⎢
, wm ] •
B = W • V = [ w1 , w2 , w3 ,…，
⎢… … … …⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣⎢ vm1 vm 2 … vmn ⎦⎥
Make B normalized get B′. Then we evaluate the result according to the principle of maximum
subjection degree which is estimating the review owns maximum subjection degree. The evaluation

T
result score of this grad: G = B′ • R . Through rock-bottom B′ forms higher grade’s matrix

⎛ B1' ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎜ B' ⎟
V =⎜ 2⎟
⎜…⎟
⎜ B' ⎟
⎝ n⎠

.
∗

Repeat the above calculation for every grade. At last acquire comprehensive evaluation matrix B ,
make it normalized get B ∗ ′ , the final evaluation result is: G * = B*' • RT .
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4 Conclusions

Innovative enterprises play an important role in technology transformation, when government
management department give the main projects to enterprises instead of research departments or
universities gradually. So it improves the technology transformation and independently innovative
capabilities of these enterprises. However, not all innovative enterprises have the capability to undertake
significant projects; the internal and external conditions will limit the enterprises development and impact
the projects. Thus, science and technology management departments should evaluate the trust degree of
innovative enterprises according to science and technology projects’ types, features, and the conditions
required for project implementation etc, and then base on the evaluation result determine the enterprise
which undertakes the project.
It can greatly reduce the risks of technology project management and ensure the projects completed
successfully. This paper’s study may be not adequate, there are other methods and models in further
studies in trust degree evaluation of innovative enterprises.
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Abstract Technological innovation is an effective way to increase the core competitive advantages in
enterprises. The independent technological innovation is the main technological innovation. In China’s
enterprises the independent innovation system can be divided into four elements: the innovation
environmental design, the independent research and development innovation, the independent
management innovation and the independent marketing innovation. Innovation system design can
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1 Introduction
Innovation refers to the creative activity in productivity, relations of production and superstructure
of the theoretical innovation and the practical innovation[1]. From the micro-economic perspective,
innovation refers to the technology innovation[2]. Technological innovation is a series of collective
activities including research, development, production and commercialization of new technology or new
product. Being one of technological and economic activities, it is the core of enterprises’ technological
progress. The annual survey of the main technology companies in the United States, which was made by
Washington Industrial Research Institute, indicated that how to make innovation happen had become the
first problem rather than the fifth one[3]. In Japan researchers said that if an enterprise’s technological
innovation investment only accounted for 1% of sales revenue, the enterprise was doomed to be
defeated. If 5% or so, the enterprise was eligible to compete. If this proportion was reached 8%, the
enterprise gained the competitive advantage. Obviously, the technological innovation has become an
important means for enterprises to obtain a unique competitive advantage[4].
The technological innovation includes the three major forms such as the independent innovation,
the imitation innovation and the cooperation innovation. The independent innovation means that through
their own efforts and exploration enterprises make technology breakthroughs, break down the technical
difficulties, and rely on their own capacity to promote the innovation-related subsequent links, complete
technology commercialization and obtain the commercial profit so as to achieve the desired target.
The independent innovation has three aspects. The first is called the primitiveness innovation,
which aims to obtain the more science discoveries and the technical invention in the domain of science
and technology. The second is named the integrated innovation, which aims to make the implement of
integration of kinds of technique achievements in order to form the product or the industry with the high
market competitiveness. The third is closely related with the digestion, absorption and re-innovation
based on widely absorbing the global scientific achievements and importing the overseas advanced
technology. Therefore, the independent innovation does not repel opening and cooperation, and the
integrated technology can also have the independent innovation. The independent innovation does not
necessarily need to start again completely from scratch. The digestion, absorption and improvement are
also an integral part of the independent innovation[5]. The perfect independent innovation system must
be built to enhance the ability of independent innovation, which mainly consists of the input
mechanisms, the incentives mechanisms, the body-building mechanisms, the resource integration
mechanisms, the intermediary service mechanisms, the cooperation development mechanisms of
intellectual property, and the working mechanisms of innovative talents related to independent
innovation[6]. The most important thing is to establish a body of independent innovation in enterprises to
strengthen the independent innovation capacity in China’s of enterprises. The dominant position of
independent innovation is, first of all, to establish and strengthen innovation consciousness in
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enterprises[7].

2 Construction of Independent Technological Innovation System in China’s
Enterprises
Table 1

Elements

Innovation
Environmental
Design

Independent
R&D
Innovation

Independent
Management
Innovation

Independent Technological Innovation System in China’s Enterprises

Indexes

Index Significance

Innovation
Organization
Establishment X1
Implementing
Knowledge
Management X2

The enterprise has designed the effective innovation
organization to implement the technological innovation
strategy.

Innovation Strategy
Deployment X3
The Construction of
Innovation Culture
X4
Scientific
and
Technical Personnel
Staffing X5
Motivation
Mechanism Design
X6

The enterprise has formulated the science and the reasonable
plan to the technological innovation strategy.
The enterprise has strengthened the culture construction to
guide the technique innovation.
The enterprise has the adequate disposition of technical human
capital to enhance R & D.
The enterprise has designed the motivation mechanism to
arouse the enthusiasm of the scientific and technical personnel.

Innovation Funding
Support X7

The enterprise has provided the adequate funding to support the
ongoing R & D and innovation.

Team
Cooperation
Consciousness X8

The enterprise has cultivated the teamwork spirit with the unity
in complete sincerity.

A
Great
Improvement Related
to
Coordination
Skills X9
The
Organization
Structure Adjustment
X10
The
Good
Information
Communication X11
Enhancing
the
Decision-making
Efficiency X12
Marketing
X13

Independent
Marketing
Innovation

The enterprise has implemented the knowledge management
strategy to support the technological innovation.

Planning

The Improvement of
Marketing
Pattern
X14
The
Marketing
Organization
Management
The
Perfect
Marketing Network
X16

The enterprise has strengthened the great improvement related
to the coordination skills between the various functional
departments.
The enterprise has constantly adjusted and optimized the
organization structure to improve the management efficiency.
The enterprise has improved the communication environment
relation to the internal management information.
The enterprise has adopted the new management methods to
enhance decision-making efficiency.
The enterprise has made marketing plan to enhance marketing
achievements.
The enterprise has constantly adjusted and improved the
traditional marketing pattern.
The enterprise has constantly improved the management
strategy for marketing organization.
The enterprise has constantly developed and strengthened the
existing marketing network.
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According to OECD’s technological innovation ability investigation, those indicators, which can
reflect enterprises’ technological innovation ability, are identified as the six key aspects: the
development strategy for enterprises, the diffusion of innovation achievements, the information source
and innovation barrier of enterprise’s innovation, enterprises’ innovation investment as well as
enterprises’ innovation outputs.
In the Independent Innovation Capacity Analysis Report on China’s Enterprises, China’s National
Bureau of statistics puts forward the evaluation system to strengthen the independent innovation
capacity of enterprises from the technical innovation ability point of view, including four level
indicators such as the potential technological innovation resource indicators, the evaluation indicators of
technological innovation activities, the technical innovation output capacity indicators as well as the
technical innovation environmental indicators. In the National Technological Innovation Project Outline,
the technological innovation capability is defined as the innovation decision-making capacity, research
and development capacity, engineering capacity, manufacturing capacity, marketing capacity,
organization capacity, coordination capacity and resource allocation capacity[8].
According to the above analysis, the independent innovation system involves four elements in
China’s enterprises such as innovation environmental design (ξ1), independent research and
development innovation (R&D) (ξ2), independent management innovation (ξ3) and independent
marketing innovation (ξ4). Each innovation element can be broken down into four measurement indexes,
resulting in a measurement system of 4 element and 16 indexes. The meaning of specific indicators is
shown in Table 1.

3 Model Checking
3.1 Pretest and pilot test
According to the questionnaire design on the basis of the above analysis, three senior experts in the
field of technological innovation system who come from Xi’an Jiaotong University of China and Beijing
Tiansheng Consultant Firm of China carry on the pre-test (Pretest) to the questionnaire. Six responders
finish the questionnaire independently, and give the revision comment.
After pre-test, Pilot Test is made. Its objects are twenty-one students of 2007EMBA in Nanjing
University. The final results show that the Cronbach’s α value of various variables distributes between
0.7343 and 0.8911. According to Hou Jietai’s suggestion, as long as the Cronbach’s α value is bigger
than 0.7, its reliability can be accepted [9]. Therefore, it is concluded that the questionnaire have the
enough reliability.
Table 2

Second-Level Targets

EFA Results
Factor 1

Innovation Organization Establishment X1
Implementing Knowledge Management X2
Innovation Strategy Deployment X3
The Construction of Innovation Culture X4
Scientific and Technological Personnel Staffing X5
Motivation Mechanism Design X6
Innovation Funding Support X7
Team Cooperation Consciousness X8
A Great Improvement Related to Coordination Skills X9
The Organization Structure Adjustment X10
The Good Information Communication X11
Enhancing the Decision-Making Efficiency X12
Marketing Planning X13
The Improvement of Marketing Pattern X14
The Marketing Organization Management
The Perfect Marketing Network X16
Cronbach’s α
Cumulative variance (%)

.812
.806
.779
.792
5.22E-02
.312
.112
3.575E-02
.430
.289
.312
.423
.501
.121
.527
.317
.7239
22.312

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

.289
7.60E-02
.187
.725
.652
.653
.712
.583
.225
.304
.398
2.22E-2
.278
.252
.312
.120
.7862
35.008

.361
.368
.278
5.23E-3
.329
.169
.371
.205
.689
.506
.527
.672
.237
.120
.115
3.23E-2
.7919
59.641

3.21E-3
.375
.354
.132
.212
.387
.196
2.24E-2
.421
.271
.382
.441
.810
.822
.713
.712
.7230
83.210
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3.2 Data collection
There are 400 enterprises samples. All respondents are the senior management of each unit. These
samples are located in sixteen provinces and autonomous regions including Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai,
Shaanxi, Henan, Chongqing, Anhui, Gansu, Sichuan, Yunnan, Xinjiang, Guangdong, Hunan, Jiangsu
and Zhejiang of China, which can effectively represent the overall distribution of technological
innovation in enterprises.
3.3 Single retailer scale test
One hundred and thirty-six samples are selected to carry on Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA)
stochastically and undergo five revolving iterations. Finally, EFA results are shown in Table 2.
Research results indicate that the validity of the sample structure is good and the corresponding
factor loading of each index is greater than 0.5.
3.4 Validity examination
The paper makes CFA through SPSS11.5 and LISREL8.7. The factor load parameter tabulation can
be seen in table 3. Factors in the covariance matrix can be seen in Table 4.
Table 3

The Factor Load Parameter Tabulation

Factor Name

X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

X7

X8

Factor Load
SE
T
Factor Name
Factor Load
SE
T

.27
.11
2.4
X9
.33
.11
3.1

.24
.08
3.0
X10
.46
.09
5.1

.23
.07
3.1
X11
.69
.13
5.2

.11
.08
1.6
X12
.24
.09
2.7

.21
.08
2.6
X13
.34
.11
3.1

.34
.09
3.8
X14
.23
.09
2.5

.37
.12
3.1
X15
.23
.11
2.1

.13
.09
1.6
X16
.41
.08
5.0

Environmental Design
R& D Innovation

Table 4 Factor Covariance Matrix
Environmental R& D Innovation
Design
1.0
0.69
1.0

Management
Innovation

Management Innovation

0.71

0.21

1.0

Marketing Innovation

0.66

0.18

0.23

Marketing
Innovation

1.0

4 Conclusion
It can be concluded in the factor covariance matrix that the essential factors of the innovation
environment design typically have a strong relevance to some other three essential factors. Therefore, in
the process of the independent technological innovation of China’s enterprises, the scientific innovation
environment design can promote the management innovation, the market innovation and R&D
innovation effectively.
It can be concluded in the fitting index tabulation that the model fitting effect is good [10]. The
independent technological innovation system designed for China’s enterprises has the high reliability
and the credibility.
It can be concluded in the factor load parameter tabulation that the factor loads of both indicator X4
and indicator X8 are short of the significance. Therefore, in the process of the independent technological
innovation of China’s enterprises, the innovation cultural construction basically lacks the remarkable
influence on the innovation environment design, namely the level of China’s enterprise culture is still at
the primary condition, which need to be further strengthened. At the same time, the team cooperation
consciousness has not had the substantive influence, which needs to be further enhanced.
It can be concluded in the factor load parameter tabulation that the factor loads of indicator X11 is
high. Therefore, in the process of independent technological innovation of China’s enterprises in the
present stage, the convenient communication has the tremendous influence on the independent
management innovation ability, namely the enhancement of the information communication efficiency
can effectively enhance the efficiency of the independent management innovation.
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Application of Grey System Theory in Evaluating Innovative
Environment for an Industrial Cluster
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Abstract Evaluation on an industrial cluster is the key link from theory to practice. So based on the
in-depth analysis of the innovative environment for an industrial cluster, an evaluation index system was
setted up for the innovative environment on which most of the influencing factors are characterized with
grey, fuzzy and hard to quantify in terms of technical economy. Therefore, the analytical hierarchy
process (AHP) and the theory of grey system is adaptable to those systems which are hard to quantify
accurately for developing models were introduced in to set up a comprehensive evaluation model for the
grey hierarchy in an innovative environment for an industrial cluster. Then the relevant evaluation
indices were obtained and an example is given to verify the result of evaluation.
Key words Grey system theory; Industrial cluster; Innovative environment; Index system

1 Introduction

Tracey Paul[1], Martin, R. Sunley[2] and some others have discovered that in the innovative regions,
the innovative manufacturers clustered in some special zones with their respectively independent
operation may wield the favorable environment characteristics in this zone. Ahuja Gautam[3] believes
that the innovative environment is the life of the industrial cluster compared with those in the isolated
places, which can enable enterprises within the industrial cluster to innovate fast with less speed and
lower costs. At the same time, those manufacturers are pressed into differing from others in an
innovative way under the great pressure from peer competition, consistent comparison and similar basic
environment (such as labor and equipment costs), so that the pressure for innovation will be increased
gradually, resulting in the faster development of enterprises than those in other sites, even though an
individual is hard to remain top for a long time.

2 Enterprise’s Innovative Environment
The innovative environment for an enterprise is not a regional concept (though it is affected by the
region, sometimes its effects are rather substantial), but an inter-regionally functional concept. The
innovative environment for an industrial cluster with regional characteristics emphasizes society-rooted
qualities, competitive and cooperative relationships and division-of-labor network characteristics. To
make it more specific, the differences between the innovative environment for an industrial cluster and
that for an individual enterprise are listed in Table 1.
Table 1 A Comparison Between an Industrial Cluster and an Enterprise’s Innovative Environment
Project
An industrial cluster
An enterprise
Range
Regional
Inter-regional
Credit rating
High
Low
Division-of-labor and cooperative degree High
Low
Competition
Strong
Weak
Capital and resources
Properly capital exclusiveness
Properly capital exclusiveness
Trade costs
Low
High
Implied knowledge broadcasting
Appropriate
Hard
Motive force on innovation
Strong
Average
Society-rooted qualities
Strong
Weak

3 Means of Evaluation on Innovative Environment for an Industrial Cluster
3.1 An evaluation index system of the innovative environment for an industrial cluster
Factors influencing the innovative environment for an industrial cluster are so many and complex
that the evaluation system must be set up from multiple angles and aspects so as to reflect the innovative
environment accurately. Therefore, the evaluation system of the innovative environment for an
industrial cluster is shown in Table 2 by drawing on the foreign and domestic research fruits in this
regard.
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Table 2

Evaluation
objective
The
sub-layer
evaluation
factor Ui

The
sub-layer
evaluation
factor Uij
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Evaluation Index System of Innovative Environment for an Industrial Cluster

The innovative environment for an industrial cluster U
st

1

2nd

The
factors
of
innovative
service
environment U1

The
factors
of
innovative technology
environment U2

The
factors
of
innovative human
environment U3

The
factors
of
innovative
market
environment U4

Supporting power on
innovation
from
economic
policies
U11
Supporting power on
innovation from laws
and local regulations
U12
The
reasonable
degree
of
legal
environment U13
The perfected degree
of legal environment
U14

The
quantity
of
universities
and
science and research
institutes U21

The scientific and
cultural level of
human
resources
U31

The increasing rate of
sales amount U41

R&D expenditure /
GDP U22

The motive force of
consumers’ concept
of innovation U32

The
intermediary
organizations’ function
in innovation U42

The mobility of
trained people U33

The increasing rate of
investment amount U43

The
average
occupation number
of books U34

Technology-intensified
industry output value /
GDP U44

The number of
people engaged in
R&D per 10,000
employees U35

Credit rating U45

Teamwork
U36

The reasonable degree
of market structure U46

The perfected degree
of
industrially
infrastructural
facilities U15
The perfected degree
of
living
infrastructural
facilities U16
The protected power
of
intellectual
property right U17
The transparency of
governmental
decision-making U18
The protected power
of secured system
U19
Local
culture

traditional

The power of smooth
financing U110

The constructive level
of regional public
database U23
Technological
cooperation
degree
among enterprises U24
The
co-operational
and communicational
degree
between
enterprises
and
universities
and
science and research
institutes U25
The proportion of
microelectronic
control facilities in
production equipment
U26
The degree of opening
to the outside world
U27
The
power
to
assimilate
the
advanced technology
U28
The proportion of the
enterprises
with
internal web works in
all enterprises (large
or middle-sized) U29
Conversion rate of
scientific
and
technological
achievements (%)
The proportion of
R&D investment (%)

spirits

The attraction of
better
living
conditions U37

The per capita GDP
U47

Entrepreneurship

The
intensity
of
market
competition
U48

Proportion of talent
flow

Industrial growth rate

The proportion of
R&D personnel (%)

Brand recognition

3.2 Comprehensive evaluation model of grey hierarchy in innovative environment for an
industrial cluster
Grey system theory[4-6] specializes in researching insufficient data and indefiniteness. Its
mathematical means is not a statistical one. This makes it more practical when the systematic data and
conditions are too few to meet the statistical requirements. In addition, many factors influencing the
innovative environment for an industrial cluster are often grey, fuzzy and hard to quantify. Thus this
evaluation can not exclude deviations caused by man-made elements such as the evaluators’ knowledge
level, recognition ability and personal preference. In this sense, the grey system theory can be used to set
up a comprehensive evaluation model in an innovative environment for an industrial cluster.
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3.2.1 To determine the weight of evaluation index U i , U ij
When the AHP(Analytic Hierarchy Process)[7] is used to determine the weight vectors of evaluation
index, that is the weight vectors A = (a1 ,a 2 ,a 3 ,a 4 ) of evaluation index are U i (i = 1,L , 4 ) , the weight
vectors of evaluation index U1 j (j = 1,L ,11 ) , U 2j ( j = 1,L ,11) , U 3j ( j = 1,L ,10) , U 4 j ( j = 1,L ,10) are

respectively A1 = (a11 ,L ,a111 ) , A2 = (a21 ,L ,a211 ) , A3 = (a31 ,L ,a311 ) , A4 = (a41 ,L ,a411 ) .
3.2.2 To determine the standards of evaluation
First, the quantitative indices in the second rank evaluation U ij should be categorized dimensionless,
and then be graded on the conversion rate of 9 points. Accordingly, the quantitative indices can be
categorized into A, B, C, D, E, and the corresponding points are respectively 9, 7, 5, 3, 1. The indices
are between two neighboring ranks, grading subsequently 8, 6, 4, and 2.
3.2.3 To grade by experts and determine evaluation sample matrix
P evaluation experts are organized to grade the innovative environment for the industrial cluster
according to the above evaluation category and the evaluation sample matrix of the graded innovative
environment for the industrial cluster is as following:
⎡ d11 d12 L d1 p ⎤
⎢d
d 22 L d 2 p ⎥⎥
21
⎢
D=
⎢L L L L ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣⎢ d 421 d 422 L d 42 p ⎦⎥
3.2.4 Evaluation on the grey system and its calculation
First, the grey system is categorized into five ranks: A, B, C, D, E and its corresponding grey
system ranks and bleaching weight functions[12] are as following:
Grey system rank A e = 1 , grey value ⊗1 ∈ [0, 9, ∞ ] , bleaching weight function f 1 ;
Grey system rank B e = 2 , grey value ⊗1 ∈ [0, 7, 14] , bleaching weight function f 2 ;
Grey system rank C e = 3 , grey value ⊗1 ∈ [0, 5, 10] , bleaching weight function f 3 ;
Grey system rank D e = 4 , grey value ⊗ 1 ∈ [0, 3, 6 ] , bleaching weight function f 4 ;
Grey system rank E e = 5 , grey value ⊗1 ∈ [0, 1, 2] , bleaching weight function f 5 .
Then the grey system evaluation coefficients are calculated into
p

xije (e = 1, L ,5) : xije = ∑ f e (d ijk ) . For the index U ij ,the affiliated grey system evaluation gross
k =1

5

value is xij = ∑ xije .
e =1

Finally, the grey evaluation weight rije =

x ije
x ij

of the eth rank in the evaluation grey system can be

got by p experts for evaluation index U ij , and the grey system weight vectors are
rij = (rij1 , rij 2 , rij 3 , rij 4 , rij 5 ) . In this sense, U ij affiliated indices grey system matrix R can be got in every

evaluation grey system ranks.
⎡ r11
⎢r
R = ⎢ 21
⎢L
⎢
⎣ r421

L r15 ⎤
L r25 ⎥⎥
L L⎥
⎥
L r425 ⎦
3.2.5 To make a comprehensive evaluation on U and U i
A comprehensive evaluation on U i should be made firstly, and the gross grey evaluation
matrix R can be got from its evaluation result B i = Ai ⋅ R i = (b i1 , b i2 , b i3 , b i4 , b i5 ) . After that, a
comprehensive evaluation should be made on U , that is the innovative environment for an industrial
cluster, and its result is B = A ⋅ R = (b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 , b5 ) . At last, the grey system ranks for the industrial
cluster can be made according to maximum principle. But sometimes, this principle will lose its function
for it causes too much lost in information. At this time, it is necessary to further process B to calculate
r12
r22
L
r422
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its single value. Each grey system rank will be given values according to the grey level, and the
evaluation vectors in the grey system ranks are C = (d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , d 4 , d 5 ) = (9,7,5,3,1) . Then the
comprehensive evaluation value Z can be calculated by formula Z = B ⋅ C T . Compared with grey
system ranks, the innovative environment for the industrial cluster can be evaluated by Z .

4 Exemplification
Based on the above evaluation index system and evaluation model, the comprehensive evaluation
on the innovative environment for an industrial cluster can be made specifically as following:
4.1 To determine the weight of evaluation index
The weight vectors of U i and U ij can be determined by AHP:

D1 =0.32; D2 =0.52; D3 =0.09; D4 =0.07; D5 =0.42; D6 =0.36; D7 =0.11; D8 =0.11; D9 =0.5;

D10 =0.25; D11 =0.25; D12 =0.32; D13 =0.56; D14 =0.12; D15 =0.5; D16 =0.5; D17 =0.40; D18 =0.18;

D19 =0.11; D20 =0.31; D21 =0.22; D22 =0.27; D23 =0.09; D24 =0.10; D25 =0.09; D26 =0.23;
D27 =0.12; D28 =0.16; D29 =0.29; D30 =0.43; D31 =0.29; D32 =0.13; D33 =0.09; D34 =0.49;
D35 =0.37; D36 =0.11; D37 =0.12; D38 =0.40; D39 = 0.40; D40 =0.14; D41 =0.14; D42 =0.32
4.2 To grade the innovative environment for an industrial cluster
Five specialists are organized to grade the innovative environment for the industrial cluster
according to the established evaluation standard. The evaluation sample matrix can be made as
following:

D

⎡ 2 .0
⎢ 1 .5
⎢
⎢ 1 .5
⎢
⎢ 2 .0
⎢ 7 .5
⎢
⎢ 5 .5
⎢ 8 .0
⎢
⎢ 1 .5
⎢
⎢ 5 .5
⎢ 5 .0
⎢
⎢ 4 .9
⎢ 5 .8
⎢
⎢ 6 .0
⎢ 4 .0
⎢
⎢ 3 .0
⎢
⎢ 5 .5
⎢ 7 .5
⎢
⎢ 5 .0
⎢ 3 .0
⎢
⎢ 3 .0
⎢ 2 .0
= ⎢
⎢ 6 .0
⎢
⎢ 1 .0
⎢ 3 .0
⎢
⎢ 6 .0
⎢ 8 .0
⎢
⎢ 7 .9
⎢
⎢ 7 .0
⎢ 6 .9
⎢
⎢ 4 .0
⎢ 6 .0
⎢
⎢1 .0
⎢ 5 .5
⎢
⎢ 7 .0
⎢
⎢ 7 .0
⎢ 5 .0
⎢
⎢ 6 .0
⎢ 8 .5
⎢
⎢ 6 .5
⎢ 7 .0
⎢
⎢ 5 .5
⎢
⎣ 4 .5

1 .5
2 .0

2 .2
1 .8

1 .0
1 .5

1 .5
1 .8

1 .0
1 .7

1 .2
1 .5

7 .0
6 .0

8 .0
4 .9

7 .7
6 .7

8 .5
1 .2

8 .2
1 .2

8 .5
1 .1

4 .7
5 .1

6 .5
5 .5

4 .5
4 .0

4 .8
5 .5

5 .5
4 .5

5 .9
5 .0

6 .0
3 .5

5 .0
3 .0

4 .5
2 .5

3 .5
4 .5

2 .9
6 .0

2 .5
5 .8

7 .2
4 .5

7 .8
4 .7

7 .0
5 .8

3 .5
2 .9

4 .0
3 .1

2 .9
2 .8

2 .5
6 .5

3 .0
7 .5

2 .5
7 .0

1 .2
6 .8

1 .5
6 .5

1 .5
7 .0

1 .9
7 .0

5 .5
2 .5

6 .5
7 .5

7 .5
2 .5

8 .0
7 .5

5 .5
6 .8

7 .2
4 .5

7 .0
3 .5

7 .1
2 .2

6 .5
2 .5

5 .5
1 .5

5 .9
2 .2

6 .0
7 .5

5 .5
6 .8

6 .5
6 .5

6 .9
4 .5

4 .5
5 .5

2 .5
1 .8

5 .5
7 .5

5 .8
8 .5

5 .9
6 .0

5 .5
6 .5

6 .0
1 .8

4 .0
7 .2

7 .5
1 .5

8 .0
4 .0

3 .7
4 .2

1 .5 ⎤
2 . 0 ⎥⎥
1 .7 ⎥
⎥
1 .2 ⎥
7 .5 ⎥
⎥
5 .0 ⎥
8 .0 ⎥
⎥
1 .0 ⎥
⎥
6 .8 ⎥
4 .5 ⎥
⎥
4 .5 ⎥
5 .0 ⎥
⎥
4 .9 ⎥
2 .5 ⎥
⎥
3 .0 ⎥
⎥
4 .9 ⎥
7 .8 ⎥
⎥
5 .0 ⎥
2 .5 ⎥
⎥
3 .0 ⎥
2 . 0 ⎥⎥
6 .8 ⎥
⎥
1 .0 ⎥
4 .8 ⎥
⎥
6 .0 ⎥
7 .0 ⎥
⎥
8 .0 ⎥
⎥
7 .2 ⎥
3 .8 ⎥
⎥
4 .2 ⎥
5 .8 ⎥
⎥
2 .5 ⎥
5 .0 ⎥
⎥
5 .0 ⎥
⎥
7 .0 ⎥
4 .9 ⎥
⎥
6 .0 ⎥
8 .0 ⎥
⎥
6 .0 ⎥
6 . 8 ⎥⎥
7 .2 ⎥
⎥
4 .5 ⎦
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4.3 To make a comprehensive evaluation
The innovative environment for the industrial cluster can be evaluated on the above evaluation
model and above data.
4.3.1 To calculate grey evaluation indices and weight vectors
For the evaluation index U11 ,the eth evaluation coefficients in the evaluation grey system are

x11e .
e = 1 : x11 = f1 (d11 ) + f1 (d12 ) + f1 (d13 ) + f1 (d14 ) + f1 (d15 ) = 0.9111
e = 2 : x12 = f 2 (d11 ) + f 2 (d12 ) + f 2 (d13 ) + f 2 (d14 ) + f 2 (d15 ) = 1.1714
e = 3 : x13 = f 3 (d11 ) + f 3 (d12 ) + f 3 (d13 ) + f 3 (d14 ) + f 3 (d15 ) = 1.6400

e = 4 : x14 = f 4 (d11 ) + f 4 (d12 ) + f 4 (d13 ) + f 4 (d14 ) + f 4 (d15 ) = 2.7333
e = 5 : x15 = f5 (d11 ) + f5 (d12 ) + f5 (d13 ) + f5 (d14 ) + f5 (d15 ) = 2.0000
For the evaluation index U11 ,the affiliated gross evaluation value in every grey system is
5

x11 = ∑ x11e = 8.4558 .
e=1

For evaluation index U11 (Supporting power on innovation from economic policies), evaluators
claim that the eth grey evaluation weights in evaluation grey system are r11e :

e = 1,
e=2,
e = 3,
e=4,
e = 5,

r11 = x11
r12 = x12
r13 = x13
r14 = x14
r15 = x15

x1 = 0.9111 / 8.4558 = 0.1077
x1 = 1.1714 / 8.4558 = 0.1385
x1 = 1.6400 / 8.4558 = 0.1940
x1 = 2.7333 / 8.4558 = 0.3233
x1 = 2.0000 / 8.4558 = 0.2365

In this way, when the evaluation index is U11 that reflects the supporting power on innovation
from economic policies, the grey evaluation weight vectors are r11 :

r1 = (r11 , r12 , r13 , r14 , r15 ) = (0.1077, 0.1385, 0.1940, 0.3233, 0.2365)
The same is true of calculating the other evaluation grey systems of evaluation indices and gross
grey system evaluation coefficients. After that, it may be calculated respectively into r2 ,L , r42 ;
compared with grey evaluation matrix R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 .
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⎡ 0 .1 0 7 7
⎢ 0 .1 2 0 3
⎢
⎢ 0 .0 8 9 9
⎢
⎢ 0 .1 1 0 4
⎢ 0 .3 7 1 9
⎢
⎢ 0 .2 5 3 0
⎢ 0 .4 3 8 0
⎢
⎢ 0 .0 7 6 4
⎢
⎢ 0 .2 5 3 1
⎢ 0 .2 1 1 4
⎢
⎢ 0 .2 2 7 0
⎢ 0 .2 2 7 6
⎢
⎢ 0 .2 3 6 8
⎢ 0 .1 5 3 7
⎢
⎢ 0 .1 4 5 3
⎢
⎢ 0 .2 4 1 2
⎢ 0 .3 6 4 9
⎢
⎢ 0 .2 1 8 8
⎢ 0 .1 5 3 4
⎢
⎢ 0 .1 4 1 9
⎢ 0 .1 4 1 1
R = ⎢
⎢ 0 .3 2 1 5
⎢
⎢ 0 .0 7 9 4
⎢ 0 .2 5 9 4
⎢
⎢ 0 .2 6 0 3
⎢ 0 .3 1 9 4
⎢
⎢ 0 .3 6 6 5
⎢
⎢ 0 .3 0 4 6
⎢ 0 .2 9 8 9
⎢
⎢ 0 .1 7 4 9
⎢ 0 .2 7 8 0
⎢
⎢ 0 .1 2 1 4
⎢ 0 .2 5 9 5
⎢
⎢ 0 .3 0 4 7
⎢
⎢ 0 .2 5 8 9
⎢ 0 .2 0 4 0
⎢
⎢ 0 .2 2 7 8
⎢ 0 .3 9 6 4
⎢
⎢ 0 .2 6 0 4
⎢ 0 .2 7 4 9
⎢
⎢ 0 .3 0 4 3
⎢
⎣ 0 .1 7 6 8

0 .1 3 8 5
0 .1 5 4 7

0 .1 9 4 0
0 .2 1 6 5

0 .3 2 3 3
0 .3 6 0 9

0 .1 1 5 5
0 .1 4 1 9

0 .1 6 1 7
0 .1 9 8 6

0 .2 6 9 6
0 .3 3 1 1

0 .4 0 9 7
0 .3 2 5 2

0 .2 1 8 4
0 .3 5 1 6

0 .0 0 0 0
0 .0 7 0 2

0 .3 9 3 6
0 .0 9 8 2

0 .1 6 8 4
0 .1 3 7 6

0 .0 0 0 0
0 .2 2 9 3

0 .3 2 5 4
0 .2 7 1 8

0 .3 3 2 0
0 .3 6 1 5

0 .0 8 9 5
0 .1 5 5 3

0 .2 9 1 9
0 .2 9 2 7

0 .3 6 4 0
0 .3 6 8 5

0 .1 1 7 1
0 .1 1 1 2

0 .3 0 4 5
0 .1 9 7 6

0 .3 6 1 7
0 .2 7 6 7

0 .0 9 6 9
0 .3 7 1 9

0 .1 8 6 8
0 .3 1 0 1

0 .2 6 1 5
0 .3 5 9 3

0 .4 0 6 5
0 .0 8 9 4

0 .4 1 1 4
0 .2 8 1 3

0 .2 2 3 7
0 .3 6 8 6

0 .0 0 0 0
0 .1 3 1 3

0 .1 9 7 2
0 .1 8 2 5

0 .2 7 6 1
0 .2 5 5 5

0 .3 7 3 3
0 .4 2 0 1

0 .1 8 1 5
0 .4 0 1 1

0 .2 5 4 0
0 .2 7 7 4

0 .4 2 3 4
0 .0 0 0 0

0 .1 0 2 0
0 .3 3 3 5

0 .1 4 2 8
0 .2 9 0 8

0 .2 3 8 1
0 .1 1 6 3

0 .3 3 4 6
0 .3 7 2 2

0 .3 2 3 8
0 .2 3 3 6

0 .0 7 2 3
0 .0 7 4 9

0 .3 8 4 4
0 .3 7 4 0

0 .2 3 4 2
0 .2 4 7 6

0 .0 1 4 9
0 .0 7 3 7

0 .3 7 7 1
0 .2 2 4 9

0 .2 6 2 3
0 .3 1 4 9

0 .0 6 1 6
0 .2 8 5 2

0 .3 5 7 5
0 .1 5 6 0

0 .3 4 2 1
0 .2 1 8 5

0 .0 2 2 5
0 .3 6 4 1

0 .3 3 3 6
0 .3 7 9 8

0 .3 5 2 3
0 .2 8 7 6

0 .0 5 4 6
0 .0 2 7 9

0 .3 3 2 9
0 .2 6 2 3

0 .2 6 9 0
0 .3 5 0 3

0 .1 3 9 2
0 .1 6 6 4

0 .2 9 2 9
0 .3 9 0 5

0 .2 9 2 1
0 .2 1 3 1

0 .1 8 7 2
0 .0 0 0 0

0 .3 3 4 9
0 .3 4 8 6

0 .3 3 4 9
0 .2 4 1 5

0 .0 6 9 8
0 .1 1 8 2

0 .3 4 9 5
0 .2 2 7 2

0 .2 6 6 1
0 .3 1 8 1

0 .0 8 0 1
0 .2 3 5 4
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0 .2 3 6 5 ⎤
0 . 1 4 7 6 ⎥⎥
0 .3 6 3 3 ⎥
⎥
0 .2 1 8 0 ⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
⎥
0 .4 5 8 5 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
0 . 0 0 0 0 ⎥⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
⎥
0 .4 3 7 7 ⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 0 9 0 ⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
⎥
0 .1 4 0 0 ⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
0 .0 1 6 9 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
0 . 0 1 6 9 ⎥⎥
0 .0 0 0 0 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 4 2 5 ⎦

4.3.2 To make a comprehensive evaluation on U and U i (i = 1, 2,3, 4)
B1 = AR
1 1 , B2 = A2 R2 , B3 = A3 R3 , B4 = A4 R4 . From B1 , B2 , B3 , B4 , the gross grey evaluation weight
matrix of a certain industrial cluster’s innovative environment is
⎡ B1 ⎤ ⎡ 0.2293 0.2823 0.2747 0.1800 0.0338⎤
⎢ B ⎥ ⎢0.2014 0.2554 0.2984 0.2406 0.0041⎥
⎥.
R = ⎢ 2⎥ = ⎢
⎢ B3 ⎥ ⎢0.2799 0.3554 0.2781 0.0822 0.0043⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎣ B4 ⎦ ⎣0.1902 0.2424 0.3150 0.2483 0.0041⎦
Then a comprehensive evaluation result is B = AR = (0.2470197 0.29935555 0.27199175 0.1417739 0.0398594 ) ,
that is a certain industrial cluster’s innovative environment made on U . Based on them, Z can be
calculated with formula Z = BC T ,

Z = ( 0.2470197 0.29935555 0.27199175 0.1417739 0.0398594) ( 9, 7, 5, 3, 1)

T

= 6.143806
From above, the innovative environment for this industrial cluster is so common that the
government, enterprises and related organizations should take corresponding innovative strategic
measures to perfect the innovative system, to improve its innovative environment for an industrial
cluster, to revitalize its innovation and at last to increase its overall competitive power.

5 Conclusion
A grey hierarchy comprehensive evaluation model is set up in an innovative environment for an
industrial cluster and researches are made into how to apply this model to evaluation. The means offered
in this essay is really feasible and practical for experts to evaluate the innovative environment for an
industrial cluster. But it is still necessary to point that the choosing of evaluation index factors should be
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readjusted accordingly for different industrial clusters and their different developing phrases, and the
index weight vectors should be also different. Only in this way, the evaluation could be more direct and
better to conform to the objective reality.
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Abstract This paper designs the principles and processes of supply chain alliance co-evolution effect
evaluation, set up an appraise index system of two levels by subdividing the influence factors of supply
chain alliance co-evolution with fuzzy evaluation model. It evaluates effect of supply chain alliance
co-evolution and provides an effect evaluation approach of supply chain alliance co-evolution of strong
practicality and easy to operating. Though discussing the Effect Evaluation of Supply Chain Alliance
Co-evolution can clearly improve the capability of supply chain alliance co-evolution.
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1 Introduction
Set up supply chain alliance co-evolution effect evaluation system to measure the situation of
alliance co-evolution and find problems exist in process of alliance co-evolution and perfect
evolutionary mechanism of supply chain alliance coordination further. Base on that, this paper use fuzzy
evaluation model to evaluate the effect of supply chain alliance co-evolution, the model provides a
strong practical, easy operating of supply chain alliance co-evolution effect evaluation approach.

2 The Principle and Procedure of Supply Chain Alliance Co-evolution Effect
Evaluation
2.1 The principle of supply chain alliance co-evolution effect evaluation
In order to report reality of alliance co-evolution effect evaluation comprehensively, objectively
and systematically, it should abide by following guidelines while constructing supply chain alliance
effect evaluation system:
(1) Objective principle. Effect evaluation system must response to the nature and characteristics of
supply chain alliance co-evolution scientifically, reasonably and realistically and effectively.
(2)Teleonomy principle. Effect evaluation should be based on supply chain alliance long-term
cooperative goals, effectively address the problem of the process in evolution, and provide scientific
guidance to the alliance operation in the future.
(3) Development and static state appearance union principle. Supply chain alliance co-evolution is
a dynamic optimization process, evaluation system not only response the dynamic characteristics of
supply chain alliances co-evolution, but also reflect the stability of a particular period.
(4) Completeness principle. Evaluation system should summarize all key elements and evaluate the
cooperative of alliance comprehensively and systematically, and reflect the capabilities of alliance
evolution complete and multi-dimensional.
(5) Adaptability principle. Evaluation system should have general adaptability, can reflect the
common and specific characteristics of different enterprises in alliance, and can make changes and
adjustments according to the specific environmental of alliance.
(6) Hierarchy and systemic principle. Evaluation system can strictly reflect the characteristics of
the entire alliance from the entirety, and reflect the co-evolution status of each alliance enterprise from
the subsystem-level as well.
(7) Operational principle. Evaluation system index should be easily understood. We need to select
the information which can influence alliance co-evolution and can obtain easily, avoiding complicated
calculations later, in favor of management comparison and analysis.
(8) Qualitative and quantitative indicators principle. The alliance co-evolution process deals with
many aspect factors of which can be quantified, determine the nature treatment more appropriately and
practically. It can report the effect of evolution more comprehensive and systematic when qualitative
and quantitative indicators are combined[1].
2.2 The procedure of supply chain alliance co-evolution effect evaluation
The effect evaluation of supply chain alliance co-evolution must follow the standard evaluation
procedures, as follows:
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Initialization: Ascertain the supply chain alliance participating in valuation, give valuation grade
and their corresponding standard and comment collection to the evaluation index system.
Determine the weight distribution of evaluation index. Assign different weight to every index. The
distribution principle is based on the influence that the evaluation index to alliance co-evolution.
Determine the evaluation method: According to the specificity of evaluation index system and
index, establish the appropriate evaluation methods, construct evaluation model.
Making comprehensive evaluation according to the evaluation model, get the results of
comprehensive evaluation. Supply chain alliance evaluation index system has multi-level structural
characteristics, should comprehensive consider every influence factors in the process of evaluation.

3 Set up Effect Evaluation Index System of Supply Chain Alliance Co-evolution
Comprehensive considering every kind of factors of supply chain alliance co-evolution, divides
supply chain alliance co-evolution effect evaluation into the following indicators: supply chain alliance
performance, supply chain alliance environmental adaptability, innovation and co-evolution capability,
knowledge and information co-evolution capacity, membership co-evolution capacity and supply chain
alliances cultural co-evolution capacity.
The efficiency of supply chain alliance enterprises maintain their survival and development
effectively, and ensure the stable operation of the alliance. There for, the supply chain alliance
performance should be first factor be brought into the supply chain alliance co-evolution effect
evaluation system. Then, supply chain alliance co-evolution is to be effective adapt to changes of
environmental, and it need to measure supply chain alliance environmental adaptability, so, make it as
second evaluation index of supply chain alliance co-evolution.
Supply chain alliance co-evolution system has innovation which is the power of alliance evolution,
thus, make learning and innovation of supply chain alliance as the third supply chain alliance
co-evolution evaluation index. That the knowledge metastasis and the information share can makes
alliance enterprise transparent-rization in cooperation and come out into the open, against self-interest in
alliance effectively, to reduce the incidence of opportunistic behavior and promote the co-evolution of
supply chain alliance. Therefore, knowledge and information co-evolution capacity will be made as
fourth evaluation index of supply chain alliance co-evolution.
Stability is one of the preconditions of supply chain alliance co-evolution, while the stability is
decided by the coordination between alliance enterprises. Stronger the co-evolution capacity of the
relationship among alliance enterprises is, stable the alliance is, and is more beneficial to alliance
co-evolution. Thus, alliance membership co-evolution capacity will be the fifth evaluation index of
supply chain alliance co-evolution. The soul of the supply chain alliance is culture which plays a guiding
role to the co-evolution of supply chain alliance. Culture collaboration among alliance enterprises can
avoid conflicts and enhance cooperation among enterprises, to promote the evolution of alliance,
therefore, supply chain alliances cultural co-evolution capacity will be the sixth evaluation index of
supply chain alliance co-evolution.
In the process of designing and selecting the evaluation index system of supply chain alliance
co-evolution capacity, should take full account of the dynamic optimization of supply chain alliance
co-evolution. Evaluation of the whole process should start from the capacity level, objective evaluation
alliance capabilities with the development of vision. We must adjust the evaluation index system
according to the practical setting of alliance, set up evaluation system from multi-dimensional aspect
reasonably[2]. In summary, supply chain alliance co-evolution effect evaluation system includes
six first-level indexes with each index composed of numbers of second-level indexes. Specific indexes
as Table 1 shows:

4 Supply Chain Alliance Co-evolution Effect Evaluation Based on Fuzzy Theory
Since there are some qualitative indicators in index system, the evaluation of these indexes full of
subjective factor of assessment person, these indexes leading the complexity and ambiguity of supply
chain alliance co-evolution effect evaluation, which cannot use precise math tools to do quantitative
analysis. In addition, due to the multi-level of evaluation system, this paper use multi-level fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation model to assess the effect of supply chain alliance co-evolution[3].
(1) Establish factor set
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Table 1

Valuation Factor Assembles of Supply Chain Alliance Co-evolution Effect

First-level indexes

supply chain alliance
manage
achievement
effect,
U1

supply chain
environmental
adaptability
U2
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alliance

innovation
and
co-evolution capability of
supply chain alliance U
3

knowledge
and
information
co-evolution capacity of
supply chain alliance
U4
membership co-evolution
capacity of supply chain
alliance U 5

Capacity of supply chain
alliances
cultural
co-evolution
U6

Second-level indexes
The product of supply chain alliance meet customer requirements U11
The customer satisfaction of product delivery rate and service level of supply chain
alliance
U 12
The proportion of supply chain alliance inventory, purchasing, manufacturing and R &
D cost to the total cost. U 13
The proportion of the total cost of supply chain alliance to the total revenue
U14
The capacity of management control and the rate of cost reduction of supply chain
alliance
U 15
The market share of the product of supply chain alliance U 16
The profit growth rate of supply chain alliance U 17
The ROI and net cash flow of supply chain alliance U 18
The degree of supply chain alliance comply with state , local laws and regulations
U 21
The proportion of supply chain alliance members to comply with alliance contract
U 22
Society compatible degree U 23
Environment compatible degree U 24
The alliance influence U 25
The alliance member organism's habits place changes degree U 26
Framework of organization matching with the alliance inner or outsider environment
degree U 27
Market responsiveness U 28
The R&D capability of new product U 31
Technology innovation influence to environment U32
The proportion of total R & D expenses to sales revenue U 33
The effectiveness of alliance implement management innovation U 34
The sophistication of management system of supply chain alliance U 35
The effectiveness of alliance implement institution innovation U 36
The scientificalness and validity of the organizational structure of supply chain
alliance
U 37
Knowledge and information transfer capability in alliance U 41
Alliance knowledge and information share degree U 42
Knowledge creation capability U 43
The distortion in the process of knowledge and information sharing and transfer U 44
Supply chain alliance information transparency
U 45
The fair degree of interest among alliance members U 51
The alliance supervisor mode and stake between alliance member U 52
Mutual alliance enterprise trust degree
U 53
Implement reasonableness degree of stimulate tactics and system of rewards and
penalties in supply chain alliance
U 54
The diversity of communication level among alliance members U 55
The cooperative degree of alliance member culture
U 61
If supply chain alliance culture accord with alliance long-term goal and environment
U 62
Supply chain alliance culture promotes degree to attaining alliance objectives
U 63
The degree of supply chain alliance invest in cultural construction U 64
The adaptability and adjustment of the culture of supply chain alliance U 65
Cultural identity
U 66
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Taking the six first-level indexes in the effect evaluation index system of supply chain alliance
co-evolution as first-main influence factor of supply chain alliance co-evolution, denoted by U={ U 1, U2,
U3, U4, U5, U6}, make the second-level indexes under every first-level index Ui（i=1，2,…,6）as
secondary factor set, meanwhile, U1={ U11, U12,…U18}, U2={ U21, U22,…U28},… ， U6={ U61,
U62,…U66}. As Table 1 shows:
(2)Determine grades assemble of effect evaluation
Divided effect of supply chain alliance co-evolution into five grades, that is V={X1,X2,X3,X4,X5}, in
that X1 means very good, X2 means good, X3 means fairly good, X4 means normal, X5 means not good.
(3) Establish weight assemble
In the effect evaluation system of supply chain alliance co-evolution, ensure the weight of each
index is vital to the scientificalness of the results of evaluation. Weight distribution can use binary
comparison method, experts grading method and AHP method. This paper use AHP method to establish
the weight of each factor.
Suppose the weight of first-level index Ui is Wi（i=1,2,…6）,so the weight assemble of first-level
index is:

A1={W1,W2,…,W6},meanwhile 0<Wi<1,

6

∑w
i =1

i

=1

Suppose the weight of second-level index Uij is Wij（i=1,2,…6；j=1,2,…8）,so the weight assemble
of f second-level index is:

A2={Wi1,Wi2,…,Wim},0<Wij<1,

m

∑w
j =1

ij

=1

(4) Establish fuzzy matrix
Evaluation matrix is the membership grade of each factor Uij in Ui to the comment set, for V has
five evaluation ranks, so, the matrix is:
⎡ r ij1 r ij 2 ... ... r ij 5 ⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢r
r ... ... r ⎥
R ij = ⎢ ...ij1 ...ij 2 ... ... ...ij 5 ⎥
⎢
⎢
⎣ r im1

⎥

r ... ... r ⎥⎦
rijx means the Ui jth factor that judge try an expert think that it belongs to mansion x valuation rank,
in that i=（1,2,…,6）, j=(1,2,…,m), x=(1,2,…,5). Concrete reckoning is if N experts consider i index
belongs to the rank of j, then rij=n/N.
(5) Multiple comprehensive evaluation
This paper divides evaluation index into two layers in the supply chain alliance co-evolution
effect evaluation system. In order to get final evaluation results, need to start from the bottom, and
gradually move up.
Due to second-level weight index is A2={Wi1,Wi2,…,Wim},0<Wij<1,in that,
i=（1,2,…,6）, j=(1,2,…,m)， though the first-level fuzzy transform, can get that:
⎡r
r ... ... r ⎤⎥
⎢
... ... r ⎥
Bi=（Wi1,Wi2,…,Wim） ⊗ ⎢⎢ r r
⎥ =（bi1,bi2,bi3,bi4,bi5）
im 2

im 5

ij1

ij 2

ij1

ij 2

⎢ ...
⎢
⎣ r im1

...

r

im 2

ij 5
ij 5

... ...
... ...

... ⎥
r im5 ⎥⎦

Make second-level fuzzy evaluation to the first-level index of index system, matrix R=
（B1,B2,…,B6）T make up of results of first fuzzy evaluation B1,B2,…,B6 . Meanwhile the weight of
first-level index is:

A1={W1,W2,…,W6},meanwhile 0<Wi<1,

6

∑w
i =1

i

=1

Get result of second-level evaluation:
B=A1 ⊗ R=（W1,W2,…,W6） ⊗ （R1，R2,…,R6）T =（b1,b2,b3,b4,b5）
(6) Results analysis
Through give different values to evaluation set V in course, can get a quantitative evaluation results:

S=B ⊗ VT
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Finally, get the effect of supply chain alliance co-evolution according to the size of S values [4].

5 Conclusion
This paper selects the factors have certain influence on the effect evaluation of supply chain
alliance co-evolution, establish the effect evaluation system of supply chain alliance co-evolution from
system point of view, and set up effect evaluation model of supply chain alliance co-evolution with
fuzzy evaluation method, give the overall evaluation to the effect of supply chain alliance co-evolution.
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Abstract The intention of low carbon economy is to cut down the emission of greenhouse gases and
make inhabited environment better. In this paper, purpose of collaborative management is analyzed and
approaches for innovation are proposed. After analysis to problems that most enterprises have now, it
reaches conclusions that enterprise should pay more attention to requirements of inside and outside
environment for business affairs, then taking social responsibility and remaining sustainable
development while carrying out its collaborative management of innovation.
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1 Introduction
Low carbon economy was first presented by British government in the year of 2003, which hopes
to reduce traditional consumption of energy resource such as petroleum and coal, decrease emissions of
greenhouse gas, look for new energy resource and develop economy under the condition of maintaining
fine ecological environment. Low carbon economy has reached a common agreement all over the world
so that the title of world environment day in year 2008 was defined as “Kick the habit, towards a low
carbon economy” by the United Nations (Gao, 2010). Collaborative management is different from office
automation which use traditionally, it makes promotion to idea and lever of business management. The
goal of collaborative management is to integrate all departments and organizations inside the firm and
bring business management into a unified platform so users can work in cooperation for common
objectives without duplication of labor and improve efficiency.
Nowadays most of the researches on low carbon economy are focused on fields of government
decision making and social development, such as two oriented society and green economy, which are
too macroscopic for enterprise to carry out (Fan, 2010). Also the researches on collaborative
management are focus on fields of thought of management and construction of model, which are a little
abstract for enterprise to knew what to do for there business management (Wang, 2010). After
comparing researches on low carbon economy and collaborative management mentioned above,
innovative approaches to collaborative management of enterprise orienting low carbon economy are put
forward. In this paper, low carbon economy is expected to blend into business management of enterprise
and innovation for ways and methods of collaborative management is paid more attention. Enterprise
should optimize its economy structure, satisfied requirement from society, enhance market
competitiveness, increase income and decrease expenditure and follow a sustainable development road
to continue the business.

2 Interactions between Low Carbon Economy and Collaborative Management
When presentation of low carbon economy was given, people have faced a situation with excessive
consumption of global resource and growing environment pollution by human beings. While for
enterprise, it is also confronted with some challenges, such as shortage of raw materials, high cost of
production and hot market competition. The idea of low carbon economy can shed light on management
of enterprise, on the one hand it needs to let the operating cost down and change economy structure. On
the other hand, it should make expansion and innovation, use advanced management tools to capture
commercial opportunities. Collaborative management is at the high lever of business management,
comparing to traditional office automation, it has more intelligence, especially on the work flow
(Thomas, 2010). Collaborative management provides users a service platform with easy humancomputer interaction interface and magical intelligence. Collaborative management combines staffs,
resource and tasks of firm with a high degree of collaboration, cuts down consumption caused by
meaningless management process. It matches the goals of developing low carbon economy.
2.1 Low carbon economy promoting enterprise reform
As soon as low carbon economy was put forward, it becomes the mainstream of world economy.
Low carbon economy ushers in transformation to production and consumption which people used to
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evolve, it unseal a new round of changes in the world economy (Toshihiko, 2010). The fundamental of
low carbon economy is innovation to energy saving and carbon emission reduction. For this reason,
industrial structure should be optimized and lines of development should be updated. Low carbon
economy makes great influence on people's living environment. Following this trend, low carbon city,
low carbon life, low carbon society and so on are accepted by public and get popularized. Furthermore,
low carbon economy has significant value to business management of enterprise. If enterprise want to
succeed and be respected in market, it must adjust to the social requirement when it runs business, that is,
enterprise needs to transform productive mode to low carbon economy and put strategy and activities
into practice with reform and innovation, so it may have opportunities to make breakthrough to
constraint of resource and technology and keep competitive strength.
2.2 Collaborative management inspiring low carbon and efficiency for enterprise
Collaborative management reflects the people-centered thought because the common task is
completed by persons with their cooperation in the working procedure. Flow of information, application
and business of enterprise will be integrated effectively. From system structure of collaborative
management which was shown as figure 1, it is known that all sub-systems which belong to each
department and organization inside enterprise have combined to a unified collaborative management
system with a more whole powerful functions than gathering what each sub-system has and plays
overall advantages. Collaborative management and low carbon economy have the same vision.
Collaborative management can save business hours, avoid duplicate resource consumption of enterprise
and release staffs from limitation of time and space. Collaborative management appears as paperless and
anywhere office while on an inside view, it brings enterprise with group collaboration and intelligent
decision, turn energy conservation and emission reduction into reality and forms low carbon and
effective mode for enterprise running.

3 Issues of Enterprise Management Innovation
Although market has features of economic globalization and fierce competition, outstanding
enterprise can access to business opportunities among rapidly changing market information by its ability
of innovation. Management innovation can compel enterprise to requirement of market and society,
adjust business strategy, optimize product structure and gives more investments in technology
innovation. When Enterprise bring forth new ideas in collaborative management, it should not only care
about the existing situation of production and equipments, but also pay attention to research and plan in
future, which can ensure enterprise to walk on a sustainable development (Bruno, 2010). Innovation of
collaborative management is not making simple changes in manner and structure of enterprise. Actually
it is the creation of ways to resource integration and accomplishment of assignment and target which
enterprise should fulfill. It is innovation that enables enterprise to obtain efficiency and profit. During
process of innovation, enterprise could encounter some issues which reveal vulnerable segments of
business management.

Figure 1

System Structure of Collaborative Management

3.1 Capacity of developing low carbon economy needs strengthening
Booming low carbon economy all over the world makes challenge in the whole industry chain.
Under conditions of energy shortage, environmental pollution and financial crisis, factors of production,
such as raw materials, intermediate links and merchandise sales have to input more than before.
According to market manifestation, products which provide attributions of stable quality, economic
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price, environmental protection and low carbon seems to be more popular to customers for their
competitive advantage. Low carbon economy let enterprise must shift its growth pattern of gaining
profit from extensive type to intensive type. That means enterprise should transform its generation type
from prodigal input, consumption with low output to managing energy and emission with high
profitability. In order to achieve this ideal effect, new technology and workmanship needs to be utilized
by enterprise. Particularly for those firms of developing countries, it need to strengthen capacity of
producing low carbon commodity adapted to rules of international market access according to demand
of this tendency.
3.2 Art of collaborative management needs improving
Objects that collaborative management disposes are groups inside enterprise which complement
each other to accomplish common tasks with competition and cooperation. All elements of value chain
are brought into a unified supervisory system by collaborative management to pursue the maximized
interests for enterprise. Most firms have constructed information system which makes changes in staff
work from telephone, site meetings and paper files to instant messaging, video conference and E-mail,
even systems as customer relationship management and enterprise resources plan can be able to carry
out (Watson, 2007). In spite of that, these decentralized systems always do things in its own way and
have too many barriers of data, procedure and administration to execute communication. Information
islands with meaningless running links are generated artificially and it leads to excessive consumption
of resources from lack of collaborative management. While having advanced information technology
and software and hardware systems, how to make use of these platforms to incarnate art of collaborative
management is the sticking point in fact, for it can bring the excitement of cutting consumption down
and improving efficiency.
3.3 Knowledge of management innovation needs deepening
Management innovation is capable of transforming competitiveness from capitalized cost, labor
power and technology advantages of enterprise. Notion, organization, technology and institution of
firms should get reformation when enterprise engages in innovation activities according to market
demand. General consensus and rapid promotion of low carbon economy have profound practical
significance for all of us. As we known global warming leads environment has been damaged gradually,
which changes natural resources, labor costs and market condition related to business more or less.
Links of enterprise, such as production, supply, sale and logistics are all affected, also policies of
finance and taxation become severer than before. If enterprise is short of knowledge and progress of
management innovation, it can not be confident of facing up to challenges and opportunities which
come from low carbon economy. Most current firms of developing countries are at the end of product
value chain. Corporations should lay more emphasis on administration and innovation, otherwise, it may
be washed out in the low carbon era because of inability to comply with the new standard of what
society and economy need. Enterprise must conduct management innovation from strategy and tactics
positively to respond to the circumstances of low carbon economy.

4 Approaches to Collaborative Management Innovation
Economy development has close connection to survival and development of enterprise, also it is a
hot point to be concerned by the international community. Facing the call of low carbon economy, many
governments have made policies and taken activities in recent years. The British government published
an energy white paper called our energy future: creating a low carbon economy in year of 2003. The
Senate of United States put forward Low Carbon Economy Act in year of 2007.One of Chinese Political
Consultative members named Wu Xiaoqing proposed low carbon economy discussion on conference in
year of 2008. Lots of governments have made their promise to carbon emission reduction on
Copenhagen climate summit in year of 2009. Group of twenty governments have discussed the outlook
of global economic in Canada in year of 2010. Economic crisis has not dissipated at present, however,
Euro debt crisis has brought the world new shadow of economic development. Government is the
navigator which is responsible for formulating policies and create favorable external environment for
enterprise, while enterprise is practitioner to develop economy. Enterprise should take advantage of
existing conditions and improve the market competitiveness to undertake the responsibility and
obligation which conferred by age and contribute to economic and social development.
4.1 Utilize scientific management thought
Business Management consists of activities of plan, organization, cooperation and control and so
on. Coordinate activities play vital roles in enterprise management. Practical situation has turned it out
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that collaborative management could not make any innovation without mass collaboration. When make
innovation of collaborative management, enterprise should utilize scientific management thought, pay
ceaseless efforts to improve productivity and efficiency and implement activities reasonably. For
innovation of collaborative management, enterprise needs to replace experience with rationality, restrict
behavior by criterion, promote cooperation though coordination and apply scientific idea to inspire
management innovation.
4.2 Orient low carbon economy trend
It is inevitable to develop low carbon economy. It is an inevitable choice for enterprise too. On the
view of industrial structure, particularities of low carbon economy are low energy consumption, low
pollution and high added value. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the ranking distribution of number and
industry type among the top 500 companies of the world which was announced by Fortune Magazine in
year 2009. From the number distribution, the top 10 countries have about 80% of the top 500 companies.
From the industry type distribution, the top 10 industry types own about 60% of the top 500 companies.
Only China is developing country while others are all developed countries among the top 10 countries.
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Industry types such as banking, insurance, automobile, telecommunications and computer have
more companies than what energy and raw materials industries such as petroleum and steel have, the
former has about 150 companies and the latter has about 100 companies. Thus it can be seen that
enterprise must follow the trend of low carbon economy to start innovation of collaborative management,
especially for those companies which are short of advantage of monopoly industries like energy and raw
materials. As long as enterprises multiply their efforts to develop high-tech and high value-added
industries, furthermore, give customers commodities with excellent service, they will be invincible in
the competition for a long time.
4.3 Conform to social development requirement
Enterprise is not only the creator of social wealth, but also consumer of energy resource. Enterprise
should unify the economical value with the social value and economic development with nature
environment in order to realize the win-win solutions which are called two types of social accompanying
resource-saving and environment-friendly. If enterprise fails to conform to social development
requirement, it will face risk and be punished by administrative department and law enforcement.
Currently lots of countries pay much attention to environmental protection issues in the world and frame
relevant policies and regulations to guide and restrain the business activities. In the forthcoming 12th
Five-Year (2011-2015) development outline, Chinese Government has emphasized that economic
development should be unity with social harmony and multiple systems, such as energy supply,
financial and tax, price of supply and demand and production and consumption will be constructed to
force enterprises to implement energy-saving and emission-reduction. The requirement of social
development will bring a profound impact on the business environment. Enterprise should deal with
coordination of various social factors well to adapt to the outside requirement conform to social
development requirement.
4.4 Deploy advanced information technology
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Business management can not deviate from application of information system. Each innovative of
information technology has brought new leaps to business management. Cloud computing, Internet of
things, earth wisdom and semantic web which represent the most advanced information technology have
launched a new round of global information technology revolution and provided enterprise with a higher
level of application platform. With deployment of such powerful technology, enterprise could shift
information management to knowledge management and transformed manual handling to artificial
intelligence. The development of modern civilization can't deviate from innovative activity and practice.
By the state-of-the-art information technology, everything involved in business matters can be
connected to an intelligent network with huge information. Business management is placed into this
powerful computing platform so that administrators can access the collaborative management system
anytime and anywhere, then they can master the real-time situation of production, supply, logistics,
warehousing and other links of the enterprise. Technological innovation has made content and form of
collaborative management become more efficient and intelligent, so it has promoted enterprise
management at a high level and reduced production cost continuously.

5 Conclusion
Currently low carbon economy has been an inevitable trend. Many countries have established
appropriate policies and regulations to carry out economic restructuring, technology optimization to
promote development of low carbon economy. A respectable company not only should have good
economic prospects, but also possess high sense of social responsibility to adapt the requirements of
social development. Enterprise should make contributions to the harmonious ecological environment.
Low carbon economy. Low carbon economy is both opportunity and challenge for enterprise and its
administrators must have clear understanding to the direction of what the society and economy go
forward and seized business opportunities on a sustainable development way.
When implementing collaborative management, enterprises should adapt scientific management
thoughts, and low-carbon economy oriented, and meet requirement of social development. Through
advanced information technology and fully integrated internal and external resources, it reduces
spending, and improves economic returns. Creation does not only improve the core competitiveness of
business, but also provides good drive for sustainable development. In the course of development,
enterprise has influenced by many internal and external factors. Committed itself to collaborative
management actively can effectively combine the goal of enterprise with every department and their
working process. By making use of advanced information technology platform, collecting needed datum
widely and analyzing them intelligently, it provides scientific policy-decision to business management
and promotes healthy development of enterprises’ economy.
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Abstract The development status and existing problems of Wuhan East Lake national independent
innovative demonstration area was first introduced. In conjunction with the actual development of the
area, the corresponding countermeasures and advices were put forward. The strategies are as follows: 1)
focus on the innovation of system and mechanism, carry out the system transition from governmental
government to diversified government, and establish the management operation mechanism with small
institutions and great services; 2) deal with correctly the relationship among the three main bodies, and
stress the powerful thrust and promotion role of the government; 3) innovate the management system,
establish the management operation mechanism with the features of following the special policies under
special circumstances and dealing with special things in special ways, which is suitable for the special
administrative region;4) accelerate the technology innovation, combine the independent research and
development with the technology introduction;5) enact the policy system and innovation culture to guide
and encourage the formation of industrial cluster, accelerate the cluster of college research personnel
and science and technology enterprises. The above countermeasures will facilitate the rapid
development of demonstration area.
Key words Countermeasure; Self-innovative; Diversified government; Industrial cluster

1 Introduction
Wuhan East-lake new and high technology zone is the second national self-innovative
demonstration area, following Beijing Zhongguancun new and high technology zone. The East-lake new
and high-tech zone, founded in 1988, was approved as the first batch of state-level development zone by
the State Council in 1991. The national new and high-tech zone refers to the national-level hi-tech
industrial development zone. Nowadays, a surprisingly large amount of innovations, that is frequently
not the case, have sprouted up over 80 square kilometers surrounding Wuhan East-lake new and
high-tech zone. The three network standards of IP, proposed by Fiberhome technology, have been
approved by International Telecommunication Union, which has never approved any standard advanced
by Chinese before then. Huagong technology has also developed a plasma cutting machine with high
precision and a high-performance laser cutting machine, which is in the level of world class and has
entered Australia, the United States and other markets. After 20 years of development, Wuhan East-lake
new and high-tech zone, known as” the Optic Valley of China”, has become the largest industrial base of
optical fiber and cable, photoelectric device and optical communication, and spread out three
industries including mobile communication, consumer electronics, and software outsourcing services.
Additionally, the four-step jumping pattern of technological achievement transformation was explored.
Meanwhile, the development zone has implemented the first incentive pilot for the shareholding of
central enterprises, taken the lead in developing pollutant discharging exchange, and started the industry
union of laser, semi-conductor lighting, Geo-Spatial information, and so on. On the basis of this, a
number of service platforms for technology innovation were constructed.
Under the great pressure of technological progress, international competition, and resource
environment, it’s necessary to grasp the direction of development and the initiative to resolve the
problems, and the key is to promote the construction of national self-innovative demonstration area. In
order to make the new and high-tech zone one of the core bases for the construction of national
innovation system, it is important to implement the scientific concept of development, and facilitate the
independent innovation[1].
In the view of dialectics, the author investigated the problems in the development of the East-lake
new and high-tech zone. The problems are described as follows: 1) the system and mechanism cannot
∗
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satisfy the need of development; 2) the innovation environment is relatively simple; 3) the innovation of
management and operating mechanism not quite outstanding; 4) the style of technological innovation
still remains a work in progress; 5) the policy system of industrial cluster needs to be innovated.

2 Countermeasures and Advices
Aiming at the problems existing in the development of East-lake new and high-tech zone and the
historical mission requirement, the following countermeasures and advices were proposed, combining
with the domestic and international development experience and the requirements of social economy
and the scientific development concept.
2.1 Innovation of the system and mechanism
In the view of present-day economics, the system and mechanism is the critical element of regional
competitiveness, and has great impact on economic growth. The development of new and high-tech
zone at home and abroad has proved that both the system and mechanism are superior to technology.
The research shows that the new and high-tech zone at abroad generally takes the unitary management
system at the stage of establishment, and the polynary one will be employed once the zone reaches to the
mature stage with a large scale. Additionally, the theory of ternary participation argues that the three
institutions of government, university and research institution constitute the principal part of new and
high-tech zone, and determine the formation and development of the zone[2]. By taking the new and
high-tech zone as platform, the three institutions pursue the common development of high and new
technology industries based on the mutual interests, which usually promotes the development of
regional economy. In our country, the application of polynary management system in the new and
high-tech zone functions as the tripartite leadership system, internal operation system, organization
setup, management authority, management methods, laws and regulations, and the interacting
relationship between them.
The management operation mechanism was established with small institutions and great services[3].
According to the innovative system and mechanism, the lean management institution with specific
responsibilities should be set up. In service, lots of social service organizations or companies like social
intermediary services and labor organizations have sprouted up. This kind of system and mechanism can
not only promote the development of the tertiary industry including social service, but also greatly
reduce the management pressure and financial burden of management institution. The practices indicate
that the management operation mechanism is suitable for the development laws of Wuhan East Lake
national self-innovative demonstration area, and the need of the opening up of demonstration area to
international community.
2.2 Appropriate handling of the relationship of government, university and research institution
In order to realize the polynary management system, it’s necessary to deal with correctly the
relationship between the three main bodies of government, university and research institution. The
problem on “which” is the principal one has a direct impact on the management system, choice of
management patterns, and operation efficiency. The polynary management system, constituted by the
three main bodies, calls for mutual coordination and promotion within the consortia. However, the
domestic and international development practices have proved that the government support is always the
important force affecting the development of new and high-tech zone, and promotes the cooperation of
technology enterprises and research institutions.
A review of the management system, mechanism and pattern of the new and high-tech zone over
the world has revealed that it’s impossible for the government to intervene in the high and new
technology industries comprehensively, although the government intervention exists in different
countries at different time. In addition to this, the comprehensive interventions of government usually
make it easier for the high and new technology industries to set the goals aiming at the near-term profits,
which significantly affect the formation of the industries’ independent personality. As a result, the
industries are more dependent on the government, and the vitality and innovation ability will be
impaired accordingly[4].Therefore, the participation of the enterprises and research institutions in
management and the harmonious development of three main bodies are the operation foundations and
necessary conditions.
2.3 Innovation of the centralized management system
The innovation of the management system, specifically is to do the following: 1) simplify the
procedures and improve the service efficiency; 2) in economic management, specify the scope of income
collection and management, rationalize the system of fiscal revenue, and establish the sound management
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system of finance and treasury; apart from this, allow the technology enterprises from outside areas to
register and apply for tax registration, which is directly collected by the bureau of country tax and land
tax of the zone and used for infrastructure construction and running after turning in to the provincial and
central governments; finally, unify the collection, management, and utilization of local fees in the zone;3)
in the aspect of talent management, speed up the construction of the soft and hard environment, formulate
the reasonable preferential policy to encourage talents to converge and start an undertaking;4) in the
construction of infrastructure, implement the inclining policy, increase the investment of scientific and
technological funds in the construction of new and high-tech zone;5) in terms of investment and financing,
establish the multiplex financing form and investment mechanism for the high technology, and improve
the risk investment system for the high and new technology industries; encourage the companies and
communities to establish the insurance companies for the industries, invest venture capital in the high
and new technology industries; increase the proportion of science and technology loan in the credit plan,
enlarge the loan scale of commerce , science and technology. As a result, the new and high-tech
demonstration zone exhibits the feature of the special economic zone with special management and
operation mechanism.
2.4 Innovation of the science and technology
In order to accelerate the technology innovation, Wuhan East-lake national self-innovative
demonstration area should make full use of the resource of numerous universities and research institution,
and seize the opportunity of establishing the "two-type society".
The development of society economy shows that there are mainly two ways to realize the progress of
science and technology and technological innovation. The ways can be described as follows: 1) acquire
the needed technology and knowledge through the activities of research and development, including basic
research, applied research and technology development; 2) gain the useful technology and knowledge
through the introduction of technology.
The technology introduction is one of the procedures of technological progress, and the purpose is to
undertake the technology innovation by the way of introduction, digestion and absorption[5].
It is suggested that Wuhan East-lake new and high-tech zone should fully tap and make the best use
of its technology resources, arouse the enthusiasm of scientific research personnel, and realize the self
innovation. However, it also should be recognized that the development cycle of new and high-tech
products is longer, while the service life is shorter. Since a large sum of funds are needed to develop the
new and high technology products, it’s necessary to introduce the advanced technologies with careful
considerations, and try to digest and innovate them. Besides of this, the new and high-tech zone should
also exploit the learning effect and follow-up effect, establish the self-innovation capability and possess
the intellectual property, enhance the development and innovation of new and high-tech products, and
promote the rapid development of the high and new technology industries of the demonstration area.
2.5 Formulation of the incentive policy system and innovation culture
When propping up the new and high-tech zone, the government should formulate the reasonable
preferential policy tilting to the technology and industry from the original regional incline. In the
meantime, the corresponding policies should be formulated based on the general idea of industry clusters,
and the purpose is to attract the projects with the relating industry effect, which can usually promote the
industrial development, to enter the new and high-tech zone. In the introduction and training of personnel,
a set of policies should be formulated to introduce and cultivate the innovative talents, and promote the
formation of cluster. Additionally, it’s of significance to encourage the technology personnel and
entrepreneur to start a business, foster the affiliated enterprises and establish the interdependent industry
chain[6].Since the formation of innovative policy system calls for cultivating regional innovation culture,
it’s necessary to foster the cultural atmosphere orientated from innovative spirit in the new and high-tech
zone. It’s suggested that the innovating and team spirit should be advocated.

3 Conclusion
According to the discussion mentioned above, the following conclusions were drawn:
(1) Increase the investment in the professional infrastructure of college and research institution, and
make great efforts to cultivate the high-grade specialized talents and create high-level research
achievements;
(2) Intensify the power to introduce and cultivate the talents and accelerate the form of talent and
industry clustering;
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(3) Greatly develop and standardize various consultation and intermediary service agency, and
strengthen the construction and hatching ability of innovation service center;
(4) Promote the construction and rapid development of new and high-tech demonstration area with
the innovative policy system and innovation culture.
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Abstract Using data from Hubei province of China, this paper employs co-integration tests and
Granger causality to investigate the relationship between FDI and patent authorization during the period
of 1988 to 2008.The empirical evidence verifies that stable equilibrium relationship exists between FDI
and patent authorization in the long run. Known by Granger causality test, FDI is the Granger cause of
enhance Hubei Province’s technological innovation capability. And based on the conclusion, the author
puts forward policy recommendations.
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1 Introduction
Some empirical studies have shown that flow into developed countries (E.g. Australia, UK and
USA) are positive and significant FDI spillover effects of technology (Caves[1], 1974; Keller and
Yeaple[2], 2003). FDI flows to developing countries for technology diffusion effect is difficult to get
consensus. Haddad and Harrison[3] (1993), Aitken and Harrison[4] (1999), Djankov and Hoekman[5]
(2000) and Konings [6](2001) and others studies have shown, FDI in Morocco, Venezuela,
Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Romania, Poland and other developing countries does not exist technology
spillover effect. And Blomstrom & Persson[7]1983), Kokko & Zejan[8] (1994), and Kokko [9](1996), and
others found, FDI technology spillover effects assumption Uruguay, Indonesia, Mexico and other
countries set up.
Domestic scholars technology spillover effect of FDI has been a large number of documents.
Dian-Chun Jiang[10] (2004), the comparative static analysis, that the competitive effect of FDI often
brings deterioration of domestic research and development financing capacity, its overall conclusion is
that in most cases, multinational corporations will weaken the competitive impact study of Chinese
enterprises engine and capabilities. Wang Xiaohong and Hu jinyan[11] (2006) that, FDI technology
spillover effect of investment in developing countries using their ability of independent innovation, to
achieve rapid industrial upgrading and economic development generated by leaps and bounds one of the
most important effect. Xian Guoming and Bo Wenguang [12] (2006) study shows, FDI for the Chinese
regions of technical innovation will play a positive effect, but this influence by human capital, the
region's infrastructure, the smooth functioning of the market economy has the system environment, legal
environment, “the threshold” effect. Liu Chen[13] (2007), the Yangtze River Delta region through the
1987-2003 panel data analysis of local technology innovation and FDI technology spillover effects of
economic growth in the region, it concluded that, after taking into account the factors of local innovation,
FDI technology spillover is no longer demonstrate the significant economic growth with positive effects;
and that the local innovation in the region's economic growth, there exists a significant positive
correlation. From the above literature review can be found, previous research focused on the study and
the existence of the existence of positive or negative spillover effect of FDI technology.

2 Variables, Data and Models
2.1 Variables and data
This paper selects the number of Hubei Province, FDI and licensing as an alternative indicator of
FDI on regional innovation capacity of Hubei Province. Here, we Hubei Province Bureau of Statistics
released the actual use of foreign direct investment FDI as an indicator variable.
For innovation, we use authorized by State Intellectual Property Office 1990-2005 the number of
patents as a proxy. Which contains a number of patents invention (Invention), utility models (Utility
model) and design (Design). This is why not choose the number of patent applications to choose the
number of patents granted, based on the following two grounds: (1) patent applications through the
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review process, to enter the authorization stage. Yet, not all patent applications will be approved as a
patent. From The People's Republic of China Ministry of Science and published patent application and
authorization number of terms, a greater difference between the two (see Table 1). (2) from the patent
application of results, granted patents, patent applications filed more than novelty, innovation capability
as a substitute for more appropriate indicators.
Table 1
Year FDI

Hubei Province FDI and the Patent（1988-2008）

Number of patents received

Number of patent certified

Total

Invention Utility Model

Design

Total Invention Utility Model Design

1988 0.22

1160

197

908

55

423

25

381

17

1989 0.23

1060

178

811

71

548

46

476

26

1990 0.29

1238

220

969

49

721

61

610

50

1991 0.4643

1302

260

986

56

671

64

565

42

1992 2.0308

1806

362

1345

99

744

59

661

24

1993 5.3441

1950

410

1458

82

1560 103

1372

85

1994 6.0183

1985

432

1421

132

1051 65

942

44

1995 6.2253

2004

384

1430

190

1017 55

868

94

1996 6.8878

2193

377

1557

259

998

48

826

124

1997 7.9019

2278

457

1543

278

1041 43

827

171

1998 9.2012

2629

494

1710

425

1266 67

922

277

1999 9.1488

2963

506

1887

570

2228 107

1628

493

2000 9.4368

3486

771

2102

613

2198 156

1573

469

2001 12.0993

4322

1085

2400

837

2204 186

1513

505

2002 14.0151

4960

1179

2905

876

2209 192

1475

542

2003 15.5702

6635

1627

3406

1602

2862 417

1854

591

2004 20.7126

7960

1674

3953

2333

3280 744

1966

570

2005 21.8475

11534 2038

4835

4661

3860 733

2238

889

2006 24.4853

14576 2827

5745

6004

4734 855

3031

848

2007 27.6622

17376 3705

7168

6503

6616 886

4400

1330

2008 32.4481

21147 4616

8793

7738

8374 1152

5732

1490

2.2 Theoretical model
Co-integration Test
Co-integration relationship between the variables reflecting the proportion of long-term stability of
the relationship between two variables to test whether the co-integration, Engle and Granger in 1987
proposed two-step test, also known as EG test
The first step, the following equation using OLS to estimate

yt = α + β xt + ε t
yt = α + β xt

et = yt − yt This is Co-integration regression.
The second step is the whole of a single test. If the stationary sequence, then that variable, as (1,
1)-order co-integration. If the order one, then that variable for the (2, 1)-order co-integration. Single
integrity test methods have DF or ADF test.
Granger causality test
Granger (1969) on the causal relationship between variables to do the following definition: If x is
the reason for the change caused by y, then x should be useful in predicting y, ie y value of y in the past
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return, add the value of x in the past as an independent explanatory variable, should return a significant
increase in explanatory power. At this point, saying that x, y reasons. If you add the lagged x variable,
no significant increase in the explanatory power of regression model, claimed that x is not y reasons.
According to the definition of Granger causality, y and x are about four kinds of relations between:
x is y because of changes, y changes not because of x, compared with one-way causal relationship
between x to y;
y is the result of changes in x, x is not a result of changes in y, to x, y, compared with one-way
causality;
x is y change because, y is the result of x changes, compared with two-way causality;
x is not a result of changes in y, y is not a result of changes in x, then there is no causal relationship
between the two.
Granger test actually consists of two tests: First test whether x causes y changes, the other is
whether y x change. When testing the former, the least square method to estimate the following two
models:
s

yt = α 0 + ∑ α i yt −i + ε1t
i =1
s

k

yt = α 0 + ∑ α i yt −i + ∑ α i xt −i + ε 2t
i =1

Then

their

residual

sum

F=

of

squares

( RSS2 − RSS1 ) k
RSS1 (n − k − 1)

i =1

and

F-statistic

constructed

as

follows:

F (k , n − k − 1)

If x does not help to predict y, the two models should be very close to the residual sum of squares,
F statistic elements that should be very small, ie, F value should be relatively small, if x helps predict y,
the F value relatively large, therefore, determine the rules as follows:
If F > Fα , then reject the null hypothesis, indicating Granger cause x is y;
If F

< Fα , then accept the original hypothesis, indicating x is not y Granger causes.

3 Measured Test Results
3.1 Unit root test
Since the natural logarithm transformation of data does not change the original co-integration, and
to make it linear trend, to eliminate the existing time series heteroscedasticity, so FDI, PATENT for the
natural logarithm transformation, the transformed variables were used LNFDI, LNPATENT said. I
calculated all the results obtained by Eviews5.1. The trend of natural logarithm of each variable has
been shown in Figure 1.
Can be seen from Figure 1, FDI and PATENT on after taking logarithm, the two trends have
changed over time, thus non-stationary time series. That is, there is unit root in the data. In this case, the
use of traditional estimation techniques (based on classical assumptions about the nature of the
disturbance) will lead to incorrect inferences, which potentially leads to meaningless or false results.
With the development of time series analysis, scholars have advocated the co-integration technique as a
non-stationary variable model is estimated including the appropriate method.
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Stationary Test Variables

％
10
Critical
Value
-4.532598
-3.673616
-3.277364
LNFDI*
（C，T，1） -3.052342
-4.498307
-3.658446
-3.268973
LNPATENT*
（C，T，0） -2.503445
DLNFDI*
-2.692358
-1.960171
-1.607051
（0，0，0） -1.794045
-4.993884
-3.831511
-3.029970
-2.655194
DLNPATENT***
（C，0，0）
Note：(1）***、**、*represent 1%、5% and 10% Significant Level respectively；
(2)“D”represents first difference；
(3）Test Type(C，T，K) represent Constant, Linear Trend and lag length respectively.

Variables

04

Test Type
ADF Test
（C，T，K） Value

1 ％ Critical
Value

5 ％ Critical
Value

Conclusion
Non-Stationary
Non-Stationary
Stationary
Stationary

3.2 Co-integration
Based on the above analysis, two levels of variables are non-stationary time series, if the traditional
regression method variables regression, as inferred relationship between the variables may be a spurious
regression phenomenon.
In order to overcome the false return, the usual random walk approach is to transform the variables
for a smooth sequence difference. But this in turn may lead to long-term relationship between the
variables of information loss, recent studies have confirmed this. Another way is to use the so-called
co-integration method. The basic idea of this approach is: If two (or more) of the variable non-stationary,
but they might be a linear combination of smooth, in this case, we say exists between the various
variables the ratio between a long-term stability, that co-integration. According to the coordination
theory, if two (or more) random variables with the same order of a single whole, and the co-integration
relationship between them, are among the variables under study there is a long-term stability of the
equilibrium relationship, which can to avoid the spurious regression problem.
In general, if two variables test whether there is co-integration between, commonly used
Engle-Granger two-step test (also known as EG method); If the test multiple co-integration relationship
between variables, then use the Johansen-Juselius pole large likelihood. According to the needs of this
article, we use the Engle-Granger two-step test (also known as EG method), the specific steps mentioned
above.
First, using Eviews software LNPATENT and LNFDI for regression analysis, the results are as
follows:
LNPATENT = 6.6549 + 0.4467 LNFDI
(1)
t=
(48.6935)
(7.5518)

R 2 = 0.7501 AdjustedR 2 = 0.7369 F = 57.0301
Residuals in the equation for ADF test.
u = LNPATENT − 0.4467 LNFDI − 6.6549
Residual ADF test results as shown in Table 3.

(2)
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Table 3

ADF Test Value
Significance level

1% level
5% level
10% level

Residual ADF Test Results
T Test Value
-4.768841
-4.992279
-3.875302
Test critical values
-3.388330
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Probability values
0.0138

Test results show that the residuals at the 5% significance level rejected the null hypothesis, accept
the conclusion there is no unit root, it can determine the residuals for a smooth sequence, the results
show that: and there is co-integration between. Co-integration vector.
Co-integration equation shows that in the long run, the total patents in Hubei Province and the
actual use of foreign direct investment in long-term stable equilibrium exists between the relationship
that the actual granting of patents FDI have a positive impact. FDI on the elasticity of the number of
patents granted 0.4467, indicating that FDI increased by 1 percentage point average, Hubei Province,
will increase the number of patents granted 0.4467 percentage points
3.3 Granger causality test
Co-integration test shows that: the actual utilization of foreign capital of Hubei Province and Hubei
Province, the number of patents exist between long-term equilibrium relationship, but it constitutes a
long-term equilibrium relationship between cause and effect relationship? Even constitute a causal
relationship, FDI is the reason the number of patents granted in Hubei Province, or FDI in Hubei
Province is the number of patent licensing reasons? Here we continue to use the Granger causality test to
illustrate the problem.
As the Granger causality test is very sensitive to the lag phases, so usually you can turn a few more
lag period, lag phases of different lengths were examined to determine whether the consistent test
results.
Table 4 Granger Causality Test Between FDI and Number of Patent Certified of Hubei in 1988 -2008
Original hypothesis
lag
F-Statistic
Prob.
conclusion

DLNPATENT does not Granger Cause DLNFDI
DLNFDI does not Granger Cause DLNPATENT

1

DLNPATENT does not Granger Cause DLNFDI
DLNFDI does not Granger Cause DLNPATENT

2

DLNPATENT does not Granger Cause DLNFDI
DLNFDI does not Granger Cause DLNPATENT

3

DLNPATENT does not Granger Cause DLNFDI
DLNFDI does not Granger Cause DLNPATENT

4

1.93815

0.1829

Accept

1.19879

0.2898

Accept

1.33497

0.2970

Accept

3.54239

0.0592

Accept

1.04557

0.4143

Accept

2.76009

0.0976

Accept

0.05604

0.9928

Accept

3.70843

0.0630

Accept

Test results show that in the case of the first order lag, the number of patents granted between
change and changes in FDI are not Granger cause each other, and in the second, third and fourth-order
situation, known by its probability of at least 90% confidence level, the changes that the FDI is the
number of patents Granger cause changes, but change is not the number of patent licensing changes in
FDI Granger causes that do not constitute a two-way Granger causality. Shows, FDI increased in the
first year will not lead to the promotion of the increase in the number of patents granted, but in the next
few years will be to promote the increase in the number of patents granted.

4 Conclusions and Recommendations
In this paper, Hubei Province in 1988 ~2 008 years, the actual use of foreign direct investment and
the number of patents granted in Hubei Province, using time series data analysis methods, first time
series data were stationary testing and treatment, and then use the theory and Granger co-integration
causality test, an empirical analysis of the actual use of Hubei Province, the amount of foreign direct
investment and licensing in Hubei Province and dynamic causal relationship between the number of
long-term, the following conclusions: the actual use of Hubei Province, the amount of foreign direct
investment and the number of patents granted between Hubei Province is some correlation between the
growth of non-despite their stable, but in the long run, but between them constitute a long-term stability
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of the positive equilibrium relationship. At the same time, Hubei Province, foreign direct investment
actually utilized amount of change will promote change in Hubei Province, the number of patents,
although in the first year of this effect is not very obvious, but in the next three years, this effect has
strong reflected.
Based on the above analysis gives the following several policy recommendations:
(1) from the government level, the Hubei Provincial government at all levels should adopt policies
and measures to promote FDI inflows to increase the ability of technological innovation in Hubei
Province; strongly encouraged to establish foreign-funded enterprises in Hubei high-level R & D
institutions, to encourage its global market innovative research and development activities; the same
time, should increase their efforts in protecting intellectual property rights to promote innovation and
enthusiasm of foreign companies.
(2) from the enterprise level, the increase in Hubei technology absorptive capacity of local
enterprises to increase the company's R & D investment, increase efforts to bring in professionals to
enhance their technological innovation, while strengthening cooperation and foreign enterprises, through
technical exchanges, joint research and development, " learning by doing "to improve the learning of
local enterprises in Hubei and innovation.
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An Empirical Study of Promoting Scientific and Technological
Innovation by Intermediary Services: a Case of Wuhan of China∗
Chen Long, Qin Yuanjian
School of Management, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, P.R.China, 430070
(E-mail: williamchen0131@gmail.com, )
Abstract Scientific and technological (sci-tech) intermediary services play the role of great
significance to urban sci-tech innovation activities. In this paper, Wuhan, for example, based on the core
of sci-tech intermediary service organization - the development of science and technology business
incubators and the data of scientific and technological activities, respectively, from the human resources,
financial, material and information platform of scientific and technological to analyze the intermediary
services for the role of sci-tech innovation and the problems. Using multiple linear regression analysis
method to explore the human and financial resources on the role of sci-tech output, to find effective
ways to improve the sci-tech innovation, Then, make four suggestions: to make suitable laws and
regulations; to enhance the professional; to expand the channels; to accelerate the building of
information networks. It is of great significance to promote urban science and technology innovation,
transformation and intermediary services development and planning.
Key words Sci-tech intermediary services; Sci-tech Innovation; Multiple linear regression

1 Introduction
In 1912, the Austrian economist Schumpeter was first put forward the concept of innovation - to
build a new production function or supply function, his views have been quoted many researchers.
Mid-20th century, upon Schumpeter’s theory of institutional change, North proposed the concept of
system innovation. In 1987, British economist Christopher·Freeman visited Japan and proposed the
theory of national innovation systems theory, after that, scholars has in-depth studied of the formation of
a national innovation system: macro, micro and integrated schools.
In the study of sci-tech intermediating organizations and technology Innovation, foreign scholars
pay more attention to use the quantitative analysis and find exploration of innovative models (Hans
Lofsten, 2005). Since the late nineties of last century, China access to high-speed development period, in
which is popular to explore sci-tech intermediating organizations development and scientific and
technological innovation-related problems. We can search 66 papers of PhD and excellent master thesis
(1999-2010) in CNKI with the key word of sci-tech intermediary. These papers are mostly concerned
about the role of intermediating organizations in sci-tech innovation and the ability of the process of
research(Li Tinghui, 2010); status and problems; development of countermeasures and other
aspects(Wang Fang, 2009).

2 Overview of Scientific and Technological Innovation in Wuhan
2.1 The reference value of Wuhan
The first high-tech innovation service center, “Wuhan East Lake new technical undertaking center ",
was founded in June 1987.Since then, Wuhan East Lake has been the cradle land of incubator institution
in China. In 1988, the East Lake Innovation Center took part in the drafting of “Self-regulating
Mechanism of Enterprises in China Development Strategy Summary” in the national torch plan. From
then on, China business incubator has kept developing and expanding under the flag of torch. And today
it draws the attention of the world.
The business model created by Wuhan East Lake new technical undertaking center is applied by
most of business incubators in all the country now. At the same time, business incubators have been the
major subject of Wuhan science and technology service. Studying the problem of Wuhan science and
technology service promoting scientific and technological innovation is meaningful to the development
of the science and technology service, the urban science and technology innovation, and science and
technology activities in our country.
∗
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2.2 The overview of Wuhan
The sci-tech intermediating organizations in Wuhan have three important sorts: science and
technology business incubators, productivity organization; investment and financing service
organization. The science and technology business incubator is called the High-tech Innovation Service
Center. It is a science and technology innovation service institution whose aim is transforming the
science and technology result and cultivating high-tech enterprises and enterprisers. While it is also the
major parts of the state innovation system.
High-tech Innovation Service Center is one of the chief forms of science and technology business
incubators. In order to reduce enterprise’s undertaking risk and cost, and improve the survival percent
and successful percent of enterprises, it provides studying, producing and operating places ,and
communal facilities about working for incubated enterprises ,it provides the services of policy,
management, law, accountancy, financing, market promoting and training as well. There are something
else, the business incubator for returned personnel, the international business incubator, and the national
university science and technology park. The organization promoted by the productive forces is the
institution which can take part in the process of technology for service. There are some similar
institutions, such as, innovation service center, engineering research center, and so on. The service
organizations of investment and circulating capital mainly rely on the institution of venture capital.
Wuhan sci-tech intermediating organizations mainly rely on governments and the departments. It
can provide required fixed assets, funds, consulting, trainings and foster support policies for sci-tech
innovations. Regarding of the data of recent years, Wuhan intermediary service plays an apparent part at
present. The results of Wuhan sci-tech innovations have been improved steadily. In order to adapt to the
request of long-term development, Wuhan intermediary service perfects other systems of outfits
incessantly in good condition, for example, information platforms, supporting funds.

3 Technological Innovations and Factor Analysis
3.1 Output state of scientific and technological activities in Wuhan
According to Figure 1, Wuhan City, the development of science and technology activities in recent
years shows an obvious upward trend. High-tech product exports increased rapidly, indicating the
momentum of promoting scientific and technological achievements into production is better, but the
growth rate of exports of high-tech products is far less than the growth rate of high-tech industry output
value and the increase in total merchandise exports. Patent applications have also increased year by year
to accelerate, while the rate of authorized patents maintain at between 35% -47%.

Figure 1

Wuhan S & T Activities Output Indicators (2002-2008)

Since 2006, the high-tech products exports are increasing, but the ratio of total merchandise exports
has declined. Taking into account the impact of financial crisis on exports, high-tech export still has
very good economic benefit. Two trend lines, said patent applications and patents amount, rising year by
year, nearly 50% increase in the ratio of momentum is very impressive.
3.2 Factors affected by the sci-tech intermediating organizations
In accordance with the functions involved in science and technology innovation, sci-tech
innovation resources can be divided into the four categories of sci-tech human resources, sci-tech
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financial resources, Technological and material resources and sci-tech information resources,.
3.2.1 Sci-tech human resources
According to Figure 2, since 2005, the staff of Wuhan City in sci-tech activities and R&D is on the
number of stable. Combined with Figure 1 we easily find that in the past few years, the volume of output
in scientific and technological activities in Wuhan maintained good growth momentum. With excellent
edge science and education, personnel reserve adequacy, “sci-tech human resources” will not be a major
constraint of sci-tech innovation and scientific and technological activities.

Figure 2

Wuhan S & T activities Output Indicators (2002-2008)

3.2.2 Sci-tech financial resources
Technology financial resources means to effectively support the sci-tech innovations funds is the
sci-tech innovations the necessary guarantees. R & D Funds is a measure of financial resources for
science and technology of key indicators, is also a manifestation of the strength of scientific and
technological competitiveness.
Table 1 shows that, since 2005, R & D funding ,the proportion of GDP, has been stable, funding
for scientific and technological activities, R & D expenditures, Total expenditures for scientific and
technological activities have steadily increased.
Table 1

Index of Wuhan Science and Technology Funds (2002-2008)
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
1
Funding for sci-tech activities
48.09 50.33 63.3
1.31
82.63 108.7 154
2
Total expenditures for sci-tech activities
41.55 51.95 62.04 77.02 73.47 102.3 140.1
3
The proportion of total GDP
2.78
3.13
3.17
3.44
2.84
3.26
3.54
4
Local financial technology appropriation
2.16
3.37
3.59
3.72
5.24
8.82
8.61
5
The proportion of total local fiscal expenditure 1.81
2.47
2.16
1.78
1.69
2.27
1.8
6
R & D expenditures
18.16 20.96 22.32 44.76 53.61 67.54 91.08
7
The proportion of total GDP
—
—
—
2
2.07
2.15
2.3
Note: 1. The unit of 1,2,4,6 is 100 million Yuan and the unit of 2,4,6 is precent;2. The financial data contain only
scientific and technological activities of research and development institutions, universities engineering, agriculture
and medicine category, and medium-sized industrial enterprise data; 3. 2005-2008 in-house R & D expenditure of
funds for the full aperture data

According to the data of Table 2, we can find self-financing accounted for "science and technology
activities of funds" for nearly half. The remaining 30% are supported by government funds. Financial
institutions too little, played almost no role of foreign capital, has become inadequate.
The work of development investment and financing has been secured to address the key financial
issues. Although there are many modes, the data shows that not all modes have played a role is expected.
Therefore, the government solves some financial resources, while actively opening up investment
channels to absorb market funds will be the best way to solve the problem of financial resources.
Table 2 Funding for Science and Technology Activities by Source, Wuhan of China (2002-2008)
Unit: 10 thousand Yuan
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Total

480891

503292

632955

713112

826335

1087175

1539659

Government funds

31.37%

31.73%

32.69%

31.55%

30.89%

30.47%

26.50%

Self-financing

45.20%

50.17%

45.79%

51.94%

52.79%

55.72%

61.35%

Financial institutions

1.34%

1.26%

3.52%

0.62%

0.60%

0.40%

0.28%

Other units commissioned

11.86%

13.58%

14.25%

14.49%

13.66%

12.16%

9.19%

Foreign capital

0.28%

0.39%

0.22%

0.20%

0.29%

0.27%

0.36%

Other

9.95%

2.87%

3.54%

1.20%

1.78%

0.98%

2.32%

Total

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%
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3.2.3 Sci-tech information resources and material resources
Technological and material resources including the experimental platform, scientific equipment and
all the tangible material resources help to carry out sci-tech innovation.
Scientific and technological information resource means the data and information which can
promote sci-tech innovation: experiences, advisory information, historical data, information on scientific
and technological achievements, Intellectual property information, relevant policy information, etc.
To 2008, Wuhan has the national and municipal engineering (technology) research centers 56, 72 R
& D institutions, science and technology business incubators in 52, technology industry base 25, the
productivity center 28, other types of communication platforms nearly ten. At the same time there is
strong government support, fully capable of material resources in science and technology to meet the
development requirements.
However, late start in building the information platform, database and information networking is
not perfect, information mobility is small, all kinds of good information platform needed to be set up.

4 Correlation Analyses and Prediction
4.1 Based on multiple linear regression analysis of key factors of technology innovation
In this paper, to take the performance evaluation of scientific and technological innovation, the
amount of patent authorization, this is the common evaluation. The perspective focused on the sci-tech
human and financial resources in R & D activities, to explore the relationship between these two factors
with the amount of patent authorization. Through analysis and testing, we find the existing problems and
forecasting, planning advice.
With the calculation and test of SPSS and Excel, data from Figure 1, Table 1, Table 2; 2009
statistics slow, so use the data in 2008 to replace it, then we can get the linear regression analysis output:
Table 3 Linear Regression Analysis Output
Regression

Multiple R

0.994317867

R Square
Adjusted R Square
Standard error

0.98866802
0.984135228
205.9858872

Observation

8

Analysis of variance
df

SS

MS

F

Significance F

Regression analysis
Residual

2
5

18509284.57
212150.9285

9254642.286
42430.18571

218.1145836

1.36699E-05

Total

7

18721435.5

Coefficients

Standard error

t Stat

P-value

Lower 95%

Upper 95%

Intercept

2054.34969

696.4530835

2.949731631

0.031895292

264.0600443

3844.639

X1 Variable

-0.079691498

0.031497387

-2.530098712

0.05252365

-0.16065811

0.001275

X2 Variable

59.50218845

3.469893151

17.14813277

1.2346E-05

50.58254415

68.42183

The regression equation is:
Y= 2043.4437 -0.0797X1+59.5022X2
(1)
Y: annual amount of patent authorization (items)
X1: annual R&D personnel (full-time workload, people)
X2: annual R&D expenditures (100 million Yuan)
4.2 The development of scientific and technological innovation Inspiration
According to linear regression analysis, the amount authorized by the patent as an index reflects the
relationship with the human and financial resource of R&D activities. Where the coefficient of X1 is
negative, while the X2 coefficient is positive, the coefficient absolute value of X1 is much larger than X2.
So we can see that, in promoting measures to increase the amount of granted patents, the increase in
investment funds and proper control of the workload is the key. It can increase the use of funds of unit
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work in R&D activities, further improve the scientific and technological achievements of the effective
output, this study is same with foreign scholars.
Using the regression equations derived above, Y = 2043.4437-0.0797X1 +59.5022 X2 (1), to predict the
output of scientific and technological innovation.
R&D personnel in the balanced case, when R&D expenditures within the 10 billion ,the amount of
granted patents may reach 5800 or so; when 12 billion, authorized patents are likely to reach 7000.
In the case of R&D personnel is under control, through performance appraisal, etc. the staff
decrease 5%.At this point, the internal expenditures 10 billion, authorized patents are likely to reach
5950; 12 billion in the case of granted patents are likely to reach 7100.
From this analysis we can see that science and technology intermediary in promoting innovation,
should pay attention to expanding funding channels and increasing investment, control the number of R
& D staff, to ensure sufficient funds per capita usage rate, so the output of scientific and technological
innovation can promote further improvement.

5 Problems and Proposals
5.1 The issues of Wuhan science and technology intermediary services
5.5.1 Investment and financing channels are not wide
Financial resources are the most important key of science and technology innovation activities.
Wuhan has not yet appeared by the scarcity of resources is the result of the strong support by
government policies in early development, while government funds may still meet the requirements of
financial resources. With the expansion, the demand for financial resources should follow the growth in
the future, and it may become a bottleneck of accelerated development of Wuhan in sci-tech innovation
and activities.
5.1.2 Information platform construction not complete
Information platform is an important part to improve the efficiency. Good information platform is
the base of sci-tech innovation, exchanging information and the financial investment channels. Wuhan,
the construction of various types of information platform is the slowest compared with other
organizations. Status information platform can’t meet the existing technology, financial investment
activities.
5.2 Development view
5.2.1 Improve the laws and regulations
Development of specific laws and regulations; norms of conduct scientific and technological
intermediary; improve the information disclosure system; form a good policy environment. Let all kinds
of sci-tech intermediating organizations can develop and compete in a good policy environment, obtain
information on the fair and equitable.
5.2.2 Enhance professional
From the earliest incubators to provide integrated services developed to various professional bodies,
indicating that the sci-tech intermediary service in Wuhan is more and more professional. This trend
needs to be promoted; more and better professional intermediary service organizations will bring
competition and dynamism into the industry.
The industry once into the plight of low quality of employees, not only to conduct training and
assessment, should also organize the appropriate qualification to ensure the professional quality of
employees. Also related education sector should be strengthened in this area of higher education and
continuing education to ensure the talent pool.
5.2.3 Expand the channels and increase vitality
In China, sci-tech intermediary services are mainly based on domestic technology policy-oriented,
activities depend on the plan of government departments not the market. With the development of
expanded sci-tech intermediary service industries should also open their markets to investment,
financing channels and competition. They need a substantial innovation, making sci-tech intermediary
services to meet the needs of sci-tech innovation and activities.
5.2.4 To speed up construction of information network
As an important infrastructure, information network and information platform play an effecting role
of sci-tech intermediary services and sci-tech innovation. They can speed up the flow of scientific and
technological resources, to make up for technology, human resources, technology market functions, and
institutions at all levels to optimize resource allocation.
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6 Conclusions
Sci-tech intermediary service plays a powerful promoting role in the innovation system. To seize
the key factors--financial resources, to control R & D personnel in a proper size, to avoid the massive,
energy and financial resource utilization is not high, to avoid the massive, low energy, low utilization of
funds issue, we can improve the ability of technological innovation and transformation. China’s
innovation system is still under development, improve the legal system, information platform, while
improving the quality of personnel, those are what should be paid more attention to. In addition, the
policy and the role of relationship has been studied for many years, but the specific sci-tech intermediary
agencies of innovation method and exploring innovation key factors have not yet achieved very good
research, these may be Chinese scholars to study new problems.
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Abstract This paper discusses the relationship between logistics industry and regional economy with
quantitative analysis. By using the multivariate linear regression model, this paper shows the interactive
relationship between them. On the one hand the result is that the development of logistics industry can
promote the growth of regional economy, but the development of logistics industry in the western region
of China was delayed, so the effect of promotion is limited. On the other hand, the economic growth has
promoted the development of logistics industry. Because the development of tertiary industry is slow,
the effect of promotion to logistics industry is not obvious. Finally, this paper gives the recommendation
for the development of logistics industry in the western region of China.
Key words Logistics; Regional economy; Western region; Multivariate linear regression model

1 Introduction
In regional economic development, the logistics industry as a basis for regional economic
structure-based industries has become an important component of the system; its level of development
has greatly affected the regional economy.
The Structure-Conduct-Performance (SCP) paradigm (Mason, 1949; Bain, 1951, 1956) was the
dominant framework for empirical research in industrial organization. In economic development,
'big-push' theory (Paul Rosenstein-Rodan, 1961), theory of balanced growth (Ragnar Nurkse, 1964),
theory of stages of growth (W.W. Rostow,1960), etc. were important theories. Based on these theories,
China scholars began to study on logistics industry. These studies mainly concentrated on economic
methods related to the logistics industry (Zhang Guorong, 2004), competitive advantages of logistics
industry to achieve leaping development, the reason of developing regional logistics system, etc.
The development of logistics industry can bring about business flow, capital flow, information
flow, technology flow aggregation. It can change regional economic growth mode from extensive type
to an intensive one. It can promote the city as the regional market center and accelerate regional
economic spatial structure. From the regional economic development point of view, promote the role of
the logistics industry is obvious. Western development strategy of China has accelerated the
construction of infrastructure investment, integrated and optimized the traditional logistics industry and
improved the concentration of regional logistics industry.
Studying on the relationship between logistics industry and regional economy in the western
region of China has an important significance.

2 Correlation Model for Logistics Industry and Regional Economy
This paper discusses econometrics model in the empirical analysis of the relationship between
logistics industry and regional economy.
2.1 Model setup
2.1.1 Index Selection
This paper selected macro-economic statistical data with taking into account the data availability
and quality. Logistics industry will use the following indicators to measure the volume and scale of
logistics: freight turnover x1 , length of railways and highways x2 , total retail sales of consumer goods x3 ,
number of civil vehicles x4 and business volume of post x5 .
Main indicators of economic development are: GDP y1 , GDP growth rate y 2 , output value of
primary industry y3 , output value of secondary industry y 4 and output value of tertiary industry y5 .
2.1.2 Data processing
West region of China includes Inner Mongolia, Xinjiang, Ningxia, Shanxi, Gansu, Qinghai, Tibet,
Sichuan, Guizhou, Yunnan, Chongqing, Guangxi, twelve provinces, autonomous region and municipals.
China has started to carry out the strategy of large-scale development of the western region to accelerate
its development and narrow the gap in development between regions since 1999. West region has
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stepped up the development of major projects that strengthen economic and long-term development and
accelerate construction of important infrastructure projects such as energy production bases, trunk rail
lines and national trunk highways. This paper depends on the publication data from China Statistical
Yearbook issues from 1999 to 2009. It is shown in Table 1.
Table 1

Main Indicators of Logistics Industry and Economic Development
Total
Length of Retail
Number Business
GDP Primary Secondary
Freight
Railways
Sales of of Civil Volume GDP
growth Industry Industry
turnover
and
Consumer Vehicles of Post (billion
rate
(billion (billion
(billion
Highways Goods
(billion yuan)
(ten
(%)
yuan)
yuan)
ton-km)
(km)
(billion
thousand) yuan)
yi1
xi1
y
y
yi 4
i
2
i
3
yuan)
xi 2
xi 4
xi 5

Tertiary
Industry
(billion
yuan)

1999

5065.10 553996.80

5454.30

1870.33 528.58

15545.23 7.56

3698.01 6375.66

5472.08

2000

5423.20 575983.40

5997.20

167.75

632.99

16968.54 8.47

3776.65 7043.55

6148.34

2001

5862.50 724809.30

6591.40

182.90

793.52

18297.84 9.57

3843.64 7451.07

7004.05

2002

6385.90 752443.70

7239.80

186.67

1074.80 20559.57 12.15

4044.30 8332.98

7796.11

2003

6939.10 766235.30

7783.01

200.06

1318.23 23496.59 15.79

4412.86 9753.22

8595.11

2004

7899.30 784320.00

8908.24

209.79

1843.36 25776.75 13.65

5138.44 11705.20 9557.86

2005

8666.23 807933.30

11580.50 230.38

2351.44 31063.43 24.36

5590.15 13522.52 12489.76

2006

9580.90 1290026.10 13335.90 234.65

3000.42 36631.22 17.92

5932.36 16583.35 14145.72

2007

10867.69 1368830.00 15730.70 257.71

3977.43 42100.57 21.19

6724.40 19501.97 15873.58

2008

16402.94 1452610.22 19239.00 285.61

4897.29 47869.01 21.71

7448.75 23022.67 17397.58

2009

17043.12 1463878.42 22769.69 304.79

9901.04 51917.21 14.83

7138.91 24727.09 20029.74

Time

i

yi 5

xi 3

The indices of y1 , y3 , y 4 , y5 in Table 1 are calculated at comparable prices. Comparable Prices
refers to prices that are used to remove the factors of price change in calculating economic aggregates,
so as to facilitate comparison of aggregates over time. The base year for the computation of data in
comparable prices is the previous year. The base year for calculations of consumer price indices in
constant prices is 1998. Then this paper uses a continuous iterative method to calculate CPI
The indices of y1 , y3 , y 4 , y5 in Table 1 are calculated at comparable prices. Comparable Prices
refers to prices that are used to remove the factors of price change in calculating economic aggregates,
so as to facilitate comparison of aggregates over time. The base year for the computation of data in
comparable prices is the previous year. The base year for calculations of consumer price indices in
constant prices is 1998. Then this paper uses a continuous iterative method to calculate CPI.
2.1.3 Variable selection
Correlation analysis is related in the sense that deals with relationships among variables. The
correlation coefficient is a measure of linear association between two variables.
The formula for computing correlation coefficient r is:
n

r=

∑ ( x − x )( y
i =1

i

n

∑ (x − x )
i =1

i

i

2

− y)

( yi − y ) 2

Values of the correlation coefficient are always between -1 and +1. If r = 1 , then perfect
correlation. If 0.8 ≤ r ≤ 1 , then strong correlation. If 0.5 ≤ r ≤ 0.8 , then fair correlation. If
0 ≤ r ≤ 0.5 , then weak correlation. If r = 0 , then no correlation.
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Data were managed and analyzed using SPSS17. Correlation coefficients of independent variables
y 2 were not highly correlated, so remove the variable y 2 .
2.1.4 Establishing multiple linear regression models
A multiple linear regression model is a hypothetical relationship such as described below.
y = ε + β 0 + β1 x1 + β 2 x2 + L + β p x p
In the equation β 0 , β1 , β 2 , L , β p are called the constant term and regression coefficients. ε is a
random error term.
This paper established two regression equations.
Regression equation 1 is on behalf of the logistics industry to promote regional economic
development.
E ( yi ) = β 0 + β1 x1 + β 2 x2 + β 3 x3 + β 4 x4 + β 5 x5
Regression equation 2 is on behalf of the regional economic development to promote logistics
industry.
E ( xi ) = β 6 + β 7 y1 + β 8 y3 + β 9 y4 + β10 y5
2.2 Parameter estimate
Linear regression analysis was conducted with SPSS 17. In the parameter estimation analysis, it
involves goodness of fit R 2 test and regression coefficient significance t tests.
In regression equations 1, x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 correlation coefficients are：
r12 = 0.919 r13 = 0.993 r14 = 0.984 r15 = 0.988 r23 = 0.945
r24 = 0.940 r25 = 0.956 r34 = 0.990 r35 = 0.997 r45 = 0.993
It is obviously that two explanatory variables in a multiple regression model are highly correlated.
It can lead to inaccurate parameter estimation. In order to check multicollinearity, stepwise regression
analysis program was used.
For every combination of values of x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , the values of the response variable varies with
a certain standard deviation.
y1 = 378.222 + 3.336 x1
Standard deviation (2364.934) (0.247 ) R 2 = 0.993
t = 26.519
y1 = 13054.058 + 7.160 x2
Standard deviation (3138.353) (0.003) R 2 = 0.934
t = 11.288
y1 = 5153.802 + 2.195 x3
Standard deviation (1265.138) (0.100) R 2 = 0.982
t = 21.878
y1 = −29975.815 + 272.184 x4
Standard deviation

(2397.966)

R 2 = 0.986
y1 = 13054.058 + 7.160 x5
(10.661)

t = 25.531

Standard deviation (599.254) (0.205) R 2 = 0.981
t = 24.897
Based on the above results, x1 is the most important explanatory variable. So x1 will be the first
variable entering into the model.
Adding explanatory variables x2 in linear regression models.
y1 = −2572.506 + 1.937 x1 + 0.016 x2
Standard deviation (1658.246) (0.391) (0.004)
R 2 = 0.984

t = 4.953

t = 3.892

It can be seen that R 2 is closer to 1, x1 , x2 coefficients are significant. So keep x2 in models.
Adding explanatory variables x3 in linear regression models.
y1 = 3479.582 − 0.655 x1 + 0.009 x2 + 2.091x3
Standard deviation (2907.272) (2.515) (0.775) (0.924)
R 2 = 0.991

t = 0.551

t = 1.983

t = 2.264
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R 2 is closer to 1, but x1 , x2 coefficients are not significant. So x3 can not enter into models.
Similarly, x4 , x5 can not enter into models.

Finally, keep the variables x1 and x 2 in the model, the regression equation 1 is as follows：
y1 = −2572.506 + 1.937 x1 + 0.016 x2
R 2 = 0.984
t = 4.953
t = 3.892
Similarly, the regression equations 2 are as follows:
x1 = 1356.344 + 0.559 y 4
R 2 = 0.961
t = 14.834
Various tests are then employed to determine if the model is satisfactory. There are three main
testing, including economic rationality testing, classical statistical testing and econometric testing.
Classical statistical test which includes simulation level testing, individual significance testing and
overall significance testing. Econometric testing includes multicollinearity testing, heteroskedasticity
testing and autocorrelation testing.
These models passed testing and were deemed satisfactory. The regression equation can be used to
predict the value of the dependent variable given values for the independent variables.

3 Results
Elasticity is measure of sensitivity of one variable to another. The coefficients of the explanatory
variables in logarithms were thus the "elasticities" (percentage change in the dependent variable
resulting from a 1% change in the independent variables). Using SPSS17 can obtain the double
logarithmic regression equation.
ln y1 = 0.604 ln x1 + 0.487 ln x2 − 1.903
R 2 = 0.987
t = 3.553
ln x1 = 0.79 ln y 4 + 1.596
R 2 = 0.969

t = 2.539

t = 16.744

Elasticity Coefficients of double logarithmic regression equation 1 is 0.604、0.487. If freight
turnover change 1%, then GDP change 0.604%, showing weak elasticity. If length of railways and
highways change 1%, then GDP change 0.487%, showing weak elasticity.
Elasticity Coefficients of double logarithmic regression equation 2 is 0.79. If output value of
secondary industry change 1%, then freight turnover change 0.79%, showing weak elasticity.
Elasticity Coefficients is less than 1, it shows that economy growth boosts logistics demand. Its
GDP growth mainly comes from secondary industries, the tertiary industry makes little contribution for
economic growth.

4 Conclusions
This paper established correlation model for logistics industry and regional economy. Freight
turnover and the length of railways and highways give the significant contribution to the growth of
economy. Secondary industries promote logistics industry significant, but tertiary industry started
late.
West region needs to make and follow comprehensive and well-considered plans, give full play to
local strengths and carry out related government policies to promote balanced development among all
regions. It will conscientiously implement the Eleventh Five-Year Plan for the Large-Scale
Development of the Western Region, focusing on strengthening infrastructure, developing science,
technology and education, and developing industries that take advantage of local strengths.
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Abstract Science and Technology Foundation Platform is an open social system, the construction and
operation of which is affected by many factors. Taking from the aspects of operating resources, financial
investment, talents construction, etc., this paper analyzes the organizational security system of the
Science and Technology Foundation Platform operation in China, and proposes safeguard measures for
our Science and Technology Foundation Platform’s effective operation on the existing problems, for the
purpose of providing references to the efficient operation of this platform.
Key words Science and technology foundation platform; Platform operation; Improvement measures

1 Introduction
Science and technology foundation platform is an open social system, the construction and
operation of which are affected by external environment, they’re interacting and closely linked with
each other. The environment, finance, talents and law, etc., constitute the security system of the
operation of the science and technology foundation platform, supported by these factors with security,
the operation of science and technology foundation platform can be ordered. The security system of our
science and technology foundation platform operation, after years of accumulation and development,
has certain basis, but on the whole, it is still weak, needing further improvement and innovation so as to
realize the sharing of science and technology resources and ensure the benign operation of the science
and technology foundation platform.

2 Problems in Our Science and Technology Foundation Platform Operation
2.1 Science and technology foundation resources’ lack of unified planning
At present, the resources of the science and technology foundation lack the unified overall planning,
existing many problems like dispersion of resources layout, repetitive construction, waste of resources
and unbalanced distribution, which largely restrict the sharing and full use of the science and technology
resources.
The science and technology resources present the phenomenon of agencies dispersion and each
doing things in their own ways. Quite part of the science and technology resources scatter in various
management department and research units, and even some fairly academic valuable scientific data and
literatures with many years of accumulation fall into the hands of the individuals, and disappear with the
retirement and death of the owner of them, unable for continued preservation. The dispersible layout of
the science and technology resources increase the difficulty of the collection, classification, preservation,
research development and evaluation of resources, the resources sharing and the informationization of
resources, leading to the serious phenomenon of low utilization, repeated purchase and waste of them,
etc.
The development and utilization of science and technology resources are imbalanced. The
development of our science and technology resources lacks the overall planning and systematic
coordination of the state level; some are constructed repeatedly, very wasteful, while the development
and construction of some are still in the blank; there’re great differences in the development and
utilization of science and technology resources between different disciplines and different stages.
2.2 Problems in resources sharing of the science and technology foundation
Comparing with the developed countries, China's science and technology resources sharing is still
in the low level, or even doesn’t arouse enough attention to most people, and hasn’t formed a good
social cultural atmosphere, mainly embodied in the following two aspects of problems.
After New China's establishing, the long-term planned economic system makes the resources of our
science and technology foundation long exist the situations of nation investment and single department
∗
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or individually-owned, the possessors of the science and technology resources often don’t contact with
each other, and only focus on the construction of their own department’s with the ignore of others’ and
the nation’s resources sharing.
Some departments exist the thought of “desire for more and whole”, not willing to provide their
own resources of science and technology to others, and those departments lack of them have to spend
huge human, material and financial resources on their purchasing, once possessing them, they are facing
the problem of leaving them unused or wasted, resulting in the low utilization rate and seriously
repeated construction of our total large amount of resources. There’s data shows that the quantity of the
scientific instruments in China is larger than the total of 15 European Union countries, but the utilization
of many equipments is less than 25%, while it of the developed countries is as high as 170%~200%. The
underwater robots America used for marine scientific research spend 150 days in a year on average
doing underwater researches, while ours’ spend only few days[2].
2.3 Insufficient investment in science and technology with many problems
Insufficient total investment of science and technology conditions. At present, our country’s
investment of science and technology is very limited, for example, there’re about 0.7million sci-tech
periodicals published each year in the world, and about 66 thousand periodicals are very important, but
China has only purchased less than 10 thousand. Our R&D funds take only 4.7% of American’s, Japan's
8.9%. England spent 1000 million pounds on foundation platform construction from 2002 to 2004;
Switzerland uses 80% of the investment in science and technology for its platform construction, while
our proportion of investment is far behind them.
Improper investment of Science and technology conditions, heavy attention on their construction
and light on the operation. Relevant departments tend to only emphasize the construction of new
resources, but ignore the operation and management of the existing resources, lacking continuous and
stable investment on the fundamental areas. Therefore, it’s easy to cause input waste in earlier stage, and
the insufficient fund of the maintenance, update and purchase of the consumable parts in later stage lead
to the prominent problems of idleness and high failure of equipments.
Dispersive and repeated investment and of science and technology conditions and the lack of
overall allocation. Our financial technological investment is very dispersive, there’s lack of efficient
contacts between departments, causing division and units’ owned situation as well as low-level
repeating. Meanwhile, the lack of coordination and configuration optimization by government and the
control of important channels for technological conditions construction funds by different departments
cause the low utilization, shortage of funds and repeated purchase phenomenon.
2.4 Prominent problems in talents construction of science and technology
Talent structural imbalance and the lack of professionals. The professional skills of the staff who
undertake the elementary work of science and technology have direct influence on the quality and
efficiency of the scientific infrastructure technology and operation. China lacks a large number of
workers, observers, statisticians, administrators who work on the basic science in facilities maintenance,
operation and self-innovation, and possess a sense of openness and share. While in training and
education, there is no special discipline training the this part of staff, resulting in the low quality of
professionals working on the technology infrastructure construction and operation and leading to the
inability to operate some imported and advanced equipment.
Unstable talents team and serious loss of them. In China, the system of attracting and cultivating
creative talents for Science and Technology Foundation Platform construction is imperfect and the
performance evaluation and incentive mechanism is also unreasonable, we often use the scientific
research personnel's academic standards to measure the professional management and the technicians.
Meanwhile, the insufficient related investment results in the lack of attractiveness of the operating posts,
and drains them of their energy and their enthusiasm. Therefore, professional talents change their
occupation one after another, and the problems of talents loss and aging of the stuff, etc. become more
and more serious, which restrain the construction, operation and sharing of our Science and Technology
Foundation Platform to a certain extent.

3 Organization Guarantee System for the Operation of Science and Technology
Foundation Platform
The system is composed of three parts, as showed in flow chart6-1. Each organization should be
clearly responsible for their tasks and cooperate with each other to put this system in full play.
Vertical organization structure is a reflection of the government’s macro-control ability and
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supervision responsibility. Led by state of council-consigned Science and technology department,
composed of NDRC(national development and reform commission), treasury, education department,
CAS(Chinese Academy of Science), SCSTNDI, ministry of health and ministry of agriculture, etc., 16
ministry or commission, the minister union takes charge of the coordination and decision-making among
different departments. Panel of experts and consultants are involved in work like decision-making and
construction program as well as the project proof of the platform construction etc., to provide intelligent
guarantee for the construction and operation of the Science and Technology Foundation Platform.
Administration commission is responsible for making and enacting relevant policies, development plans
and proposals of the platform construction, as well as for other specific managerial work in construction
and operation. Based on the Science and Technology Foundation Platform organization, the subsidiary
platform organizations set up their own administration commission and panel of experts and consultants.
Local platform organization can set up special organization in the related science and technology
department to charge the platform construction and operation. Vertical organizations place themselves in
right position with clear responsibilities and realize the resources integration, the platform construction
as well as the top design and organization of managerial system to guarantee the construction and
operation of Science and Technology Foundation Platform.
Horizontal organization structure is a relation structure among organizations in possession of
resources that should be shared. Science and technology resources sharing involves a great many
departments and organizations. It is in need of the establishment of an effective organization to
guarantee the successful share of resources. In modern society, it can be achieved via Internet and
technical method used to form virtual union which is the often-adopted organization structure by
horizontal organization whose common organization way is broad system. The broad mainly takes
charge of drawing out the policy of science and technology resources, evaluating the whole condition of
the science and technology resources construction and service operation, assessing the development plan
and major regulations of the science and technology resources construction etc.
Internal organization structure is composed of comprehensive department, survey coordination
section, sales section1 and 2 and operation supervision section under The Science and Technology
Foundation Platform center. The comprehensive department is mainly responsible for work like making
and perfecting all kinds of regulations of the centre, checking and supervising the operation, assisting
the center’s leaders to balance administrative affairs and assuming HR management. Survey
coordination department takes charge of strategic research in fields of pilot foundation, science data
sharing, internet science environment and the commercialization of research findings of the platform
construction project as well as the research in annual construction demand of the relevant platform.
Operation and supervision section is mainly for work like platform operation mechanism, research of the
evaluation system, management of the platform qualification process, checking and supervision and the
assessment of the operation and service situation
Different organizations of the Science and Technology Foundation Platform are cooperative and
complementary to each other. It makes full use of the roles of vertical organization structure in guiding,
controlling and supervision as well as the advantages of horizontal organization in cooperation and
resources sharing to realize the clear division of labors and close cooperation among internal
organization structure, which is the indispensable organizational guarantee for the successful and
effective operation of Science and Technology Foundation Platform.

4 Safeguard Measures of Our Science and Technology Foundation Platform’s
Operation
4.1 Form the advantage of innovation by integrating the resources
The government should act as a leader to organize and integrate all sorts of technological resources
sticking to the principle of advantages complementing each other with their respective advantages,
sharing benefits. The government should encourage and guide the integration based on resources of
current enterprises, research institutions, universities and other science and technology foundation in
society so as to develop a system that scientific achievements of research, education and enterprises can
be closely combined. It should also encourage scientific research institutions, tertiary schools and
enterprises to establish coordinating system for the application of bilateral or multilateral scientific
conditions. It should also encourage technologists to move among universities, scientific research
institutions and enterprises to form a stable scientific talents team. If the scientific resources can be
integrated and certain amount of scientific resource sharing centers can be established, we can solve the
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problem generally that the scientific resources are separated and distributed sparsely with unbalanced
development. Therefore, we can promote the rational distribution and effective usage of the science and
technology resources as well as the comprehensive force and efficiency of our innovation in science and
technology.
4.2 Establish the communion system, construct a society of sharing
Establish a sharing system. In the process of constructing science and technology foundation
platform, firstly we should break the dispersed resources, divided departments and institution
monopolization. We should make integrated planning and coordination to the current scientific and
technologic resources. Meanwhile, applying information management to resources is also an effective
method to realize resource sharing and effective application. Hence, we should enhance the construction
of coordinating common user network in seven regions of our country, perfecting the information
system of this network, and publish timely the distribution as well as the usage of science and
technology foundation resource. Secondly, we should take science and technology resources into
standardization, internalization and legalization. The successful experience of ensuring the science and
technology resources sharing by laws and regulations in developed countries has set up great examples
which we should follow. Relative institutions should implement policies and regulations and unified
criterion to guarantee the realization of sharing science and technology. At the same time, they should
organize and coordinate communication and cooperation of science and technology resources. Finally,
we should bring in the market system and put flexible sharing modes into practice according to the
features of science and technology resources.
Strengthen publicity and construct a society of sharing. The construction of science and technology
foundation platform is not only the task of the government and the department of science and
technology, but also a social project that every citizen should participate and it requires various methods
to enhance publicizing the sharing of the resources. We can display the function of the platform and
sharing method through popularization of science and network. The achievements and benefit of sharing
science and technology and more opportunities created for the public to experience science and
technology foundation platform will enable members of society to fully aware the significance of
platform construction and the necessity of sharing science and technology resources. Thus, we will
improve the awareness of sharing the resources among the whole society. Meanwhile, we can establish
reward and punishment system based on performance examination to commend managerial units where
the result of sharing proves to be fine and staff who have contributed a lot. This will promote the
enthusiasm of sharing science and technology resources of the whole society and build a social
atmosphere beneficial for sharing the science and technology resources.
4.3 Strengthen the financial investment
Enlarge the finance investment to the science and technology foundation platform，and strengthen
the financial security. The construction and operation of the science and technology platform need the
support of the state, which is the main channel for the science and technology foundation platform. Base
on the existing Infrastructure of special funds, Central and local governments need to arrange the
funding to the platform building, increase the investment and the management of the funding,
Implement the finance and the channel of the Science and Technology Platform。Related the daily
operation, maintenance and updating of funds into the national budget for recurrent expenditure, ensure
continuous stable investment basis in the field.
Optimize the structure of the technology, and strengthen the system planning. According to the
requirements of public expenditure, gradually adjust the structure of the expenditures for science and
technology, increase the fund on building basic technology condition and move the focus from the plan
project to basic technology condition building. Meanwhile, enhance the platform integration and
harmonization of funding allocation, gradually put the fund of Science and Technology Platform to
platform construction, clear the project budget, reduce duplication and improve awareness of resource
sharing.
Strengthen the guidance role of finance, encourage multiple investments, and expand the channels
of funds. Make full use of the leading role of the governmental financial investment, while at the same
time establish and complete the incentive mechanism, formulate unified standard and encouraging
policies, attract social organizations, enterprises, individuals and foreign investors’ funds investment
through the market mechanism and the guidance of finance, and set up the sharing conditions platform
together. Meanwhile, the use of the platform construction funds should be unified planned. While
arrange the construction funds, we should confirm the plans and channels of the funds operation, and
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fulfill its supervision and evaluation mechanism to form a multi-level and multi-channel society
platform construction pattern.
4.4 Strengthen talents construction, provide talents support
Establish the reasonable talents evaluation and incentive mechanism. The orderly operation of
Science and Technology Foundation Platform and talents management objectively require a policy
environment that emphasizes the talents and ascertains the importance of them in the platform. Through
the reform of the talents evaluation and incentive mechanism, establish talents evaluation standards that
conform to the science and technology fundamental conditions, realize the impartial evaluation on the
platform stuff, and carry out the policy preferences in the salaries and welfares, to attract and retain
various talents engaging in its constructions and services, building a fine environment of attracting,
using and keeping the talents in order to provide powerful talents support for the regular operation of the
platform.
Strengthen the talent cultivation, and improve the team quality. Science and Technology
Foundation Platform need a high-level professional management staff and technical staff, which require
bringing the cultivation of the professional management talents and technical talents into the plan of all
kinds of talents cultivation. Combine the degree-level education with the on-the-job training, set up
related professional disciplines, cultivate high-qualified talents, and train the platform stuff. Meanwhile,
attach importance to talents introduction and fascinate excellent talents engaging in the work to form a
high-qualified, professional team in its management and technical support.
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Abstract This paper constructs a panel coal consumption model and defines the panel data for coal
consumption and growth as well as coal efficiency for 36 major sectors of Chinese industry
during1993-2007. Applying the panel unit root W test by IPS, The anthor concluds that the panel data is
generated by the panel unit root process. This paper tests panel co-integration among three panel
variables by Pedroni residual co-integration test and estimates the model with FMOLS proposed by
Philips and Hansen. The results show that there is a panel co-integration relationship among the three
panel variables which characterizes the coal consumption of the 36 major sectors of Chinese industry.
The conclusions and their implications in this paper can be taken as reference evidence for formulating a
long-run energy strategy for China. It has important significance for China to reduce coal consumption,
control greenhouse gas emissions and achieve sustainable development.
Key words Coal consumption; Coal efficiency; Industry growth; Panel co-integration

1 Introduction
Chinese economic growth depends highly on energy consumption. During 2003-2005, Chinese
elasticity ratio of energy consumption respectively reached 1.53, 1.59 and 1.02, bigger than 1
continuously, in 2004 reached as high as 1.59. Chinese ‘Eleventh Five-Year Plan’ (2006-2010) clearly
states: to develop vigorously cyclic economy, accelerate the construction of a resource-conserving,
environment-friendly society, promote economic development in coordination with population,
resources and the environment. After ‘Eleventh Five-Year Plan’, Chinese elasticity ratio of energy
consumption was down quickly back to 0.83, 0.60 and 0.44 respectively in 2006, 2007 and 2008.
Chinese energy structure dominated by coal, coal consumption accounts for about 70% of total energy
consumption. With increasing of Chinese GDP, coal consumption has also increased year by year. It
reached 195,709.5 million tons of standard coal in 2008, which was 6.03 percent more than the coal
consumption in 2007, and was nearly 5 times the coal consumption in 1978. The pattern of economic
growth of China is still extensive. Utilization efficiency of energy resources is low. Energy demand will
continue to grow. Controlling greenhouse gas emissions face intense pressure and the special difficulties.
All those above are major constraints in achieving sustainable development of China.
In the industrial structure, industrial energy consumption takes a large proportion of total energy
consumption, exceeding its proportion of GDP. In 2007, Chinese industry occupied 43.0% of GDP, but
its energy consumption occupied 71.60% of total energy consumption, and its coal consumption
occupied 94.83% of total coal consumption. This paper constructs the panel co-integration coal
consumption model, and analyses the specific characteristics of the coal consumption of the major
sectors of Chinese industry in the long-run, and its conclusions can be taken as reference evidence for
formulating a long-run energy strategy for China. Specifically, we construct the panel data of three
panel variables which are coal consumption, growth and coal efficiency of 36 major sectors of Chinese
industry. We will test whether there is panel co-integration among three panel variables and estimates
the panel model to reveal the characteristics of the growth of various sectors depending on coal
consumption. This has the vital practical significance for our adjusting the industrial structure and
formulating a long-run energy strategy for China. This has important significance for China to reduce
coal consumption, control greenhouse gas emissions and achieve sustainable development.
In the existing literature the massive research mainly focused on using the standard co-integration
theory to examine whether there is a relationship between energy consumption and GDP for the
long-term equilibrium or causality. Cheng (1996) applied the standard unit root test and co-integration
test to examine whether there is a relation between Indian energy consumption and GDP for the
long-term equilibrium and short-term adjustment. Chang Youngho and Jiang Chan (2003) used granger
causality tests to examine the influence caused by the fluctuation of the oil price on Chinese economic
growth. Wang Shaoping, Yang Jisheng [1](2005) use longitudinal co-integration model analyze the
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relationship between growth of 12 major Chinese industrial sectors and their energy consumption in the
long-term and the short-term.

2 The Model
Chinese industrial sectors growth obviously depend on the high energy consumption, and low
energy efficiency should be the main reason why the Chinese industrial energy consumption is so high.
It is necessary for Chinese industrial coal consumption model to introduce coal efficiency variable (i.e.
the output value of per coal consumption). This paper selects the panel data of coal consumption, gross
output value and coal efficiency of 36 major sectors of Chinese industry during 1993-2007 as a sample
to study. Among them, the units of coal consumption are million tons. Because there’s no gross output
value of total industrial enterprises by industrial sector, we use the data of all state-owned and
non-state-owned above designed size industrial enterprises by industrial sector instead. The gross output
value of 36 major industrial sectors in current prices were converted to 1993 output value at constant
price according to ex-factory price indices of industrial products by sector.
Letting Yit and X it represent respectively coal consumption (unit: 10000 tons) and real gross
output value (output value at constant price in1993, unit: billion yuan) of the isector and the ttime.
Letting zit represent coal efficiency (unit: billion yuan /10000 tons) of the same sector and same time.
The panel model of major sectors of Chinese industry coal consumption is:
i= 1,…,36, t = 1,…,15
Yit = X β1i it e (α i + β 2 i z it + u it )
There,

β1i

measures

elasticity

ratio of coal consumption of the sector i,

(1)

αi

measures

industrial sector i static dependence on coal, which determined by the nature of the industrial sector, β 2i
reflects the dynamic change of the coal efficiency on sector growth of the industry, uit reflects other
factors influencing on the coal consumption of the i industrial sector in the t time. Letting
yit = log(Yit ) , xit = log( X it ) , then model (1) can represent as following:

yit = α i + β1i xit + β 2i zit + uit

i= 1,…,36, t = 1,…,15

(2)

Since αi , β1i and β 2i are determined by industrial characteristics, and characteristics of coal
consumption of various sectors may be different, the panel data model (2) has the heterogeneity, the
model parameters for different industrial sectors may not be the same.

3 Estimation and Test
3.1 Panel unit root test
In order to test the panel co-integration model (2) and to estimate the panel co-integration vectors,
we should do panel unit root tests for model variables yit , xit and zit first.
Panel unit root test refers to take all cross-section series of panel variable as a whole to take unit root
test, this paper use Im, Persaran and Shin W-statistic[2] (Bai Zhonglin,2008) to achieve panel unit root
test, the idea is a longitudinal section time series (such as yit ) regression using ADF test
pi

Δyit = α i + β i yi ,t −1 + ∑ φij Δyi ,t − j + ε it ,

(3)

j =1

H 0 : β i = 0 (i = 1,2, L , N )
H 1 : β i < 0 (i = 1,2,L, N1 ) ， βi = 0 (i = N1 + 1, N1 + 2,L, N )
Table 1 displays the results of panel unit root
panel variable

WIPS tests. In the table 1, all left side p-values of

yit , xit and zit ’ WIPS test for level values are more than 0.7, we can not reject

H 0 .And all left side p-values of panel variable yit , xit and zit ’ WIPS test for the first difference
values are less than 0.007,we should reject

H 0 at 0.5% level. Therefore, three variables yit , xit and

zit are panel I (1) generated by the process. This conclusion shows not only the non-stationary feature
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of the major sectors of Chinese industrial growth, coal consumption and coal efficiency, but also the
base of the following panel data co-integration test and estimation .
Table 1
Variable

Results of Panel Unit Root

WIPS Tests

Statistic

Prob.

Variable

Statistic

Prob.

yit

level

0.79891

0.7878

1st difference

-11.3695

0.0000

xit

level

6.84144

1.0000

1st difference

-3.05211

0.0011

level
3.86408
0.9999
1st difference
Exogenous variables: Individual effects, individual linear trends.
Automatic selection of maximum lags.
Automatic selection of lags based on SIC: 0 to 2.

-2.48627

0.0065

zit

3.2 Pedroni residual co-integration test
Using eviews6.0, we take Pedroni residual co-integration test for three panel variables:

yit , xit

and zit , the results are shown in table 2.
Table 2 Pedroni Residual Co-integration Tests
Null Hypothesis: No co-integration
Alternative hypothesis: common AR coefs.
(within-dimension)
Panel

Alternative hypothesis: individual AR coefs.
(between-dimension)

Statistic

Prob.

Group

Statistic

Prob.

PP-Statistic

-6.233101

0.0000

PP-Statistic

-5.095148

0.0000

ADF-Statistic

-4.124945

0.0000

ADF-Statistic

-3.586711

0.0002

From table 2, in any situation we should reject null hypothesis: no co-integration, i.t. there are
co-integration relationships among the three panel variables: yit , xit and zit .
3.3 Fully modified OLS of panel co-integration vector
We estimates the model (2) with FMOLS proposed by Philips and Hansen [3] (1990) and by using
MATLAB program, we get formula (4),and panel co-integration vectors β1i and β 2i show in table 3.

y it = αˆ i + βˆ1 i x it + βˆ 2 i z it + uˆ it

(4)

In table3, the industrial sector which has the highest elasticity ratio is leather, furs, down and
related products whose elasticity ratio of coal is 1.8415, and other industrial sectors which have
relatively higher elasticity ratio of coal are petroleum and natural gas extraction(1.3607), food
manufacturing(1.3127), textile industry(1.3139), papermaking and paper products(1.1622), rubber
products(1.3748), smelting and pressing of ferrous metals(1.1139) .These industrial sectors above
growth depends on the high coal consumption. The industrial sectors which have negative elasticity
ratio of coal are nonferrous metals mining and dressing, tobacco processing, furniture manufacturing,
printing and record medium reproduction, cultural, educational and sports goods, medical and
pharmaceutical products, metal products, equipment in common use, transport equipment, electric
equipment and machinery, telecommunications equipment, computer and electronic equipment,
Instruments, meters, cultural and office machinery. These industrial sectors above which have negative
elasticity ratios of coal were because these sectors were increasing in output, while coal consumption
declining. However, the total energy consumption were still increasing, these reduced coal consumption
were replaced by other energy sources. The industrial sector which has the biggest coal efficiency
coefficient is production and supply of electricity and heating power whose absolute value of coal
efficiency coefficient is 16.844, and other industrial sectors which have relatively bigger absolute value
of coal efficiency coefficient are papermaking and paper products(-1.9426), petroleum processing,
coking and nuclear fuel processing(-5.5237), raw chemical materials and chemical products(-1.6667),
nonmetal mineral products(-2.4545), smelting and pressing of ferrous metals(-1.9949), production and
supply of gas(-2.8809). Increasing coal efficiency of those industrial sectors can reduce validly coal
consumption.
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Table 3

Results of Panel Co-integration Vectors

β1i

β 2i

coal mining and dressing

1.0660 (4.7116)

-8.3534(-2.664)

petroleum and natural gas extraction

1.3607(2.2347)

-0.4956 (-6.180)

3

ferrous metals mining and dressing

0.3637(1.6043)

-0.0523(-0.725)

4

nonferrous metals mining and dressing

-0.8026(-1.581)

0.0277 (0.3134)

5

nonmetal minerals mining and dressing

1.0505(3.4715)

-0.9693(-0.687)

6

non-staple food processing

0.0642(0.1419)

-0.0781(-0.687)

7

food manufacturing

1.3127(2.9277)

-0.7183 (-3.372)

8

beverage manufacturing

0.1215(0.1699)

-0.1402(-0.523)

9

tobacco processing

-0.3013(-0.693)

-0.0119(-0.428)

10

textile industry

1.3139(5.1501)

-0.4777 (-5.116)

11

garments, shoes and hats manufacturing

1.0678(4.3326)

-0.0756 (-3.103)

12

leather, furs, down and related products

1.8415 (4.0034)

-0.1155(-4.735)

13

timber processing, bamboo, cane palm fiber and straw products

0.3378(1.3971)

-0.0869(-1.159)

14

furniture manufacturing

-0.3169(-2.078)

-0.0014(-0.302)

15

papermaking and paper products

1.1622(3.8934)

-1.9426(-3.008)

16

printing and record medium reproduction

-0.5613(-2.089)

0.0029 (0.3134)

17

cultural, educational and sports goods

-0.2682 (-1.073)

-0.0049(-1.062)

18

petroleum processing, coking and nuclear fuel processing

1.0199 (7.0078)

-5.5237 (-3.254)

19

raw chemical materials and chemical products

1.0413(1.9871)

-1.6667(-1.818)

20

medical and pharmaceutical products

-0.8586 (-2.128)

0.2007 (1.1790)

21

chemical fiber

0.1080(0.2712)

-0.0749(-0.292)

22

rubber products

1.3748 (2.9876)

-0.4952(-3.379)

23

plastic products

0.8414(4.0401)

-0.0939 (-5.009)

24

nonmetal mineral products

0.9957(3.8354)

-2.4545 (-2.983)

25

smelting and pressing of ferrous metals

1.1139 (1.5521)

-1.9949(-1.128)

26

smelting and pressing of nonferrous metals

1.0123(2.6053)

-0.5783(-1.880)

27

metal products

-0.2101(-0.573)

-0.0054(-0.244)

28

equipment in common use

-1.1782(-3.602)

0.0368(0.3145)

29

special purpose equipment

1.0104(3.0532)

-0.1237(-3.450)

30

transport equipment

-0.2281(-1.052)

0.0126(0.7967)

31

electric equipment and machinery

-0.8874(-4.409)

0.0079(0.2954)

32

telecommunications equipment, computer and electronic equipment

-0.2280(-1.718)

0.0011(0.8688)

33

Instruments, meters, cultural and office machinery

-0.9229(-5.794)

0.0048(0.5781)

34

production and supply of electricity and heating power

0.9418(2.8368)

-16.844(-1.236)

35

production and supply of gas

0.5051(1.7132)

-2.8809(-1.000)

0.9021(4.4418)

-0.1046(-4.436)

i
1
2

36

Industrial sector

production and supply of water
Note: t statistics for the coefficient estimators are in brackets

Our long-term energy (coal) strategy and structural adjustment should focus on those industrial
sectors which have relatively higher elasticity ratio of coal and increasing coal efficiency has relatively
low effect on reducing coal consumption, such as industrial sectors of petroleum and natural gas
extraction, food manufacturing, textile industry, leather, furs, down and related products, rubber
products and equipment in common use. We also should take coal-saving technological transformation
to support those industrial sectors which increase in coal efficiency have relatively strong effect on
reducing their coal consumption, such as industrial sectors of coal mining and dressing, papermaking
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and paper products, petroleum processing, coking and nuclear fuel processing, raw chemical materials
and chemical products, nonmetal mineral products, smelting and pressing of ferrous metals, production
and supply of electricity and heating power, production and supply of gas, in order to weaken coal
dependence of the major sectors of Chinese industry and promote Chinese industrial structure upgrade.

4 Conclusions
Applying the panel unit root test and panel co-integration test, this paper tests and estimates the
model of three panel variables which are coal consumption, growth and coal efficiency of 36 major
sectors of Chinese industry to reveals the basic features of coal consumption of the major Chinese
industrial sectors. The conclusions are: there are long-term equilibrium relationship among coal
consumption, the growth of industrial sector and coal efficiency. Most sectors have positive elasticity
ratio of coal, more than one-third of all sectors have high coal consumption and their growth strong
depend on coal consumption. But less than one-third of all sectors have negative elasticity ratio of coal.
It is because these sectors were increasing in output, while coal consumption declining. However, the
total energy consumption were still increasing, these reduced coal consumption were replaced by other
energy sources. The enhancement coal efficiency has significant effect on reducing coal consumption
for most sectors.
Our long-term energy (coal) strategy and structural adjustment should focus on those industrial
sectors which have relatively higher elasticity ratio of coal and increasing coal efficiency has relatively
low effect on reducing coal consumption. We also should take coal-saving technological transformation
to support those industrial sectors which increase in coal efficiency have relatively strong effect on
reducing their coal consumption, in order to weaken coal dependence of the major sectors of Chinese
industry and promote Chinese industrial structure upgrade.
Because there’s no gross output value of total industrial enterprises by industrial sector, we use the
data of all state-owned and non-state-owned above designed size industrial enterprises by industrial
sector instead. Some elasticity ratio of coal consumption of industrial sector may be bigger than real
one.
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Abstract At present, China is in the dilemma between grasping the opportunity of economic growth
and low carbon transformation. We must follow the general rule of keeping economic and social
development going with the climate protection,and conform to the trend of the economic development
of low carbon. At the same time, we should accord to China's basic national conditions and the interests
of the state, looking for coordination between a long-term and short-term interest and balance of policy
targets and seeking for a win-win low carbon development path. Based on the overview of low carbon
economy and the requirements of the development, finally,the paper analyses and gets several strategies
of China's low-carbon economy development.
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1 Introduction
Ice melted and the sea level rose, the ecosystem degradation, frequent natural disasters, such facts
show that global climate warming consequences will involve the security of food, water resources,
energy, ecology and public, even direct a threat to the survival and development of the mankind. In
order to cope with the climate condition and worsening energy shortage, the British government
published white paper on energy in 2003, and initially brought out the concept of “the low-carbon
Economy”.

2 Sketch of Low Carbon Economy
2.1 Concepts of low carbon economic
So-called low carbon economy refers to the concept of under the guidance of sustainable
development, through the method of technological innovation, institutional renovation, industry
transformation, and exploiting new energy, as well as to reducing high carbon and energy consumption,
such as petroleum and coal, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions, in order to reach a win-win status
between community and economic development and ecological environment protection.
In the sake of developing low-carbon economy, on the one hand, we should undertake the duty for
environmental protection; complete the country's requirements of energy consumption indicators, on the
other hand, we have to adjust the structure of economics, improve the efficiency of energy utilization,
develop new industries, and promote a conservation culture.
2.2 Background of low carbon economic
The main background of “ low carbon economy” is global warming, which brings great challenges
to human survival and development. Along with the growth of global population and economic scale,
the use of energy and the environmental problems it have taken to us and its reasons have been
gradually realized by humans. Not only the threatens from smog photochemical smog and the acid rain,
but also the increasing carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration in the atmosphere can change global climate,
which has been identified as a incontestable fact.
In this context, “carbon footprint” and “low-carbon economy”, “low carbon technology” and “low
carbon development”, “low carbon lifestyle”, “low carbon society”, “low carbon city”, and “low carbon
world” and so on a series of new concepts and policies rise in response to the proper time and
conditions . And the result of transformation in energy and economic up to the great changes in values
may probably gradually lead a new road towards ecological civilization, that is abandoning the
traditional growth pattern of the 20th century , applying new technology and innovation mechanism
directly, and achieving the sustainable development of society through low-carbon economy model and
low carbon lifestyle.
*
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3 Analysis of the Necessity of China’s Development of Low Carbon Economy
China's economic development of low carbon is facing various pressures, specifically including the
following aspects.
Heavy pressure on the environment in the process of China’s industrialization. China is in the
process of the intermediate stage of industrialization, industrial proportion in GDP has substantial
increase, and features of heavy industry industrialization are very obvious. Compared with any other
economies in the world, China has a very huge population, so the material production and consumption
that China needs in the industrialization process will be larger than other countries. Meanwhile, China's
economic growth has been more than the world average level, and will continue to maintain the
tendency of fast growth (Ji JianGuo etc.2005).Rapid urbanization and infrastructure construction have
the basic characteristics of high consumption of resources and intensive pollution.
The seriousness of China's ecological environment problem is not only lies in the total increase in
sewage and the scope of ecological destruction spread out, and the contradiction between supply and
demand of resources is becoming more serious, but also in mutual influence between serious
environmental problems and resources along with the social and economic development, which has
endangered the base for the sustainable development of national (Zhuang Guiyang 2005). The existing
research shows that China's environmental pollution and ecological destruction of economic loss is quite
great, the incomplete conservative estimate is equivalent to T~20% of GDP (Guo xiaoming 2004).
Because China must take economic development as the central task, the future development will
inevitably face tremendous pressure on the environment, and this pressure will be increasingly larger.
China is facing the pressure of resources shortage. Since 2003, the economic growth has passed out
a clear signal: China supply of resources cannot satisfy the needs of sustained economic rapid growth,
the pressure on resources increased rapidly (Zhuang Guiyang 2005). In the next 15 years China will be
in the high-speed development of the industrialization, this phase is the peak of resource consumption.
While China's per capita amount of resources is far lower than the world's average level. Therefore,
China’s economic growth will push the world's primary product prices to new heights in a short future,
the friction of interest between China and the main resource importers will increase.
China has to deal with climate challenge. From 1990-2001, China's CO2 net emission reached 8.23
million tons, is 27% of the world’s total growth. The net additions tendency of China's energy
consumption and emissions of greenhouse gases shows that it is necessary to reduce its own greenhouse
gas emissions. Some international popular opinions thinks that, in order to realize the ultimate goal of
the convention ，the prerequisite is to implement a carbon emission reduction in China(Kang Gengke
2002). Energy supply and energy security has become China's the main restrict factors in
industrialization. Reducing greenhouse gas emissions to a certain extent can also help to achieve the
goal (Chen Panhu, 2005). Therefore, in the next 20 ~ 50 years, China needs to balance between the
development of industrialization and greenhouse gas emissions. The only choice for China is to transfer
pressure into motive power for seeking road to low-carbon development.
Table 1
countries
and regions

1990
quantity

Trend of Emission Structure Some Countries and Regions
%

2003
quantity

%

2015
quantity

%

2030
quantity

%

the world

212.23

100

250.38

100

336.63

100

436.76

100

USA

49.78

23.46

57.96

23.15

67.18

19.96

81.15

18.58

EU

40.89

19.27

42.64

17.03

46.23

13.73

52.23

11.96

Japan

10.11

0.48

12.06

4.82

12.28

3.65

12.19

2.79

India

5.78

0.03

10.23

4.09

15.92

4.73

22.16

5.07

China

22.41

10.56

35.41

14.14

70

20.79

107.16

24.54

4 Feasibility Analyses of China’s Development of Low-carbon Economy
There exists several potential advantages for China in realizing the transformation to low carbon
economy development, it includes the following aspects.
4.1 Large space for emission
Our industrial structure and consumption structure is still in energy-intensive stage, and energy
saving technology level is lower than other countries as well as a lot of loopholes in energy management,
China’s energy intensity and energy efficiency is obviously lower than the world’s average level.
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Research shows that China’s energy efficiency of the system comes out to be 33.4% ，and is one
percentage point lower than the international advanced level。And the unit products consumption of
eight industries（including steel, nonferrous, petrochemical industry, building materials, chemical
industry, light industry and textile industry ）is 40% higher than the international advanced level on
average, motor vehicle fuel consumption level is 25% higher than in Europe and 20% in Japan, energy
consumption per unit in heating building area is equivalent 2 ~ 3 times as developed countries with
similar climate-changing condition（Jin Leqin, 2009). Therefore, the room will be bigger if we
realize energy saving and emission reduction through approaches such as restructuring and
technological innovation and improvement of management.
4.2 The low cost in reduction
Compared with developed countries, China has lower cost in reduction. Internationally, the
framework convention set the emission cost per ton is more than $30, while China is in the cost of $15.
Along with China’s energy demand growth, a large number of items qualified the conditions for
emission reduction，and obvious features in scale economics，these all contribute to the development of
international trade, and thereby attract funds into international carbon emissions projects(Yu
Leqing,2009).
4.3 Potential in technical cooperation
On the one hand, there exists big gap between China and developed countries in low carbon
technology ，China still have large room for improvement. On the other hand, opportunities in low
carbon international cooperation are increasing. As a big country with high energy consumption and
emissions of greenhouse gases，China should seize the opportunity， and introduce advanced technology
actively, accelerate the low carbon technological innovation and promotion speed. But we should also
aware that there are some difficulties in the actual process。Because of involving intellectual property
and business interests, China still have to rely mainly on the commercial channel to introduce
technology (Jin Leqin, 2009).

5 China’s Choices of Development Path in Low-carbon Economy
According to the Kyoto protocol, China as a developing country has no commitment to reduce
greenhouse gas emission. China’s current priority target is the economic and social development, but
needs environment protection policies adapt to the economic and social development and the
greenhouse gas emissions space. Therefore, China should achieve the low carbon development under
the precondition of not affect the social economic development targets in the future, its possible
approaches include several ways.
5.1 Development in the low carbon industry
Adjust the industrial structure, develop the industries with the characteristics of low carbon，and
set restrictions in market accessing for high carbon industries. The adjustment of industrial structure is a
very important approach for economic development of low carbon（Ren Weifeng，2008). As is known to
all, the knowledge intensive and technology-intensive industries belong to the low carbon industries.
Such as the information industries, whose energy and material consumptions is very limited, and its
impact on environmental is negligible. IT industry has the ultimate potentiality in developing
low-carbon economy, both hardware and software has low energy consumption and low pollution.
Another example is modern service industry ，which is a low carbon industry with low energy
consumption and low pollution, but has large employment capacity .
Therefore, it is of strategic significance to optimize the industrial structure and improve high
threshold for carbon industry admittance, actively develop the low carbon industry.
5.2 Development in the low carbon agriculture
Reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, and seek a new way on organic ecological and agriculture
efficiency. Modern agriculture is based on the foundation of fossil fuels. Fertilizers and pesticides is the
key to the development of modern agriculture, which had ever made contribution to human with solving
the problem of grain. However, the disadvantages of fertilizers and pesticide contamination because of
high energy consumption have been known gradually, it is not only affected soil organic composition,
crop of pesticide residues and food safety, but also consume large amounts of fossil energy, produce
large amounts of carbon dioxide emissions in the production process itself. So, the modern agriculture
can be even called “high carbon agriculture”.
The paths of low carbon agriculture development are: First, greatly reduced dosage of fertilizers
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and pesticides. Reduce dependence on fossil fuels in agricultural production process, and lead new road
with organic ecological agriculture. Second, make full use of agricultural surplus energy. Third, promote
technology of solar and biogas, Using the effective ways of low carbon countryside by popularize solar
energy collector in rural areas.
5.3 Development in the low carbon industry
Optimize the energy structure and improve energy efficiency, reduce carbon dioxide emissions.
Traditional industrial development can not been divided from tremendous energy provided by fossil
fuels. Energy structure of high carbonization is the inevitable result of the traditional industrialization.
So in the exploiting of new energy ，we should combine the adjustment in the energy structure and the
improvement in energy efficiency，adopt low carbon technology, energy-saving technology and
reduction technology ,and gradually reduce the excessive dependence on fossil energy of traditional
industries. Then improve the overall efficiency of the existing energy system, contains the total cost
fossil energy, restrict and eliminate high carbon industry and products, develop low carbon industry and
products. At the same time, the government should formulate tax policies on high energy and carbon
industries and products，while making preferential policies to encourage the development of low carbon
industry, so that we can make low carbon industry become entrepreneurs profitable emerging industries.
5.4 Development in the low carbon city
Develop a low carbon living space; provide low carbonization of urban public transport system.
Low carbon city construction cant live without the unit of low carbon buildings , the development of
low carbon buildings must start with from the two aspects of the design and operation（Ren Weifeng，
2008）. Import the concept of low carbon in the architectural design, such as utilizing solar energy,
selection of the building heat preservation materials, reasonable design ventilation and select lighting
system heating and refrigeration energy-saving system. In the process of operation, advocate the low
carbon adornment in living space, choose low carbon adornment material, avoid excessive decorate,
advocate energy conservation and promote home appliances, encourage the use of energy efficient
kitchen ,effectively reduce carbon emissions per family from all aspects of the system of "saving".
Urban traffic tool is main cause of greenhouse gases; low carbon emitter traffic is the direction of
development in the future. First, develop the slow traffic system of using bicycle and walking (Ren
Weifeng, 2008). Second ,encourage the development of the bus system and rapid rail transit
system ,such as the rail and the subway system（Zhang Xuemei ,2005). The third is to restrict the private
cars as urban traffic tools. In addition, the urban transportation should advocate the development of
hybrid cars, electric cars, hydrogen cars, solar cars and fuel ethanol cars as low carbon transportation, in
order to achieve the goal of low carbonization in urban operation.
5.5 Guiding the finance to develop innovative low-carbon economy
Establish Carbon trading market mechanism, developing carbon emissions reduction futures and
options markets. Global trading of greenhouse gas emission reductions gradually formed a special
carbon finance market (including direct financial investment, carbon index trading, and bank loans).
Carbon finance market is facing such a situation (Ren weifeng, 2008): Financial institutions urgently
need to develop the products of owning carbon emissions right and improve financial services, the
actual demand side of greenhouse gas emissions right-large enterprises should now build various types
of emission reduction portfolio of assets to reduce costs of emission reductions. Now there are four
global carbon exchanges specializing in financial transactions, many well-known financial institutions
are active in these markets, according to the World Bank report, the amount of transactions of the
international carbon finance market in 2006 has reached more than 300 billion dollars. Chinese
government should also develop financial innovation; develop carbon trading-related financial activities
to promote solution to the environmental protection problem.
5.6 Focus on carbon sink and carbon reduction
Afforestation, biological carbon sequestration, expand carbon sinks. To development low carbon
economy, we should not only contain the carbon source effectively to reduce the carbon emissions, but
also should try to makes efforts in carbon sink. Carbon source refers to the source of carbon dioxide. It
is both from the natural world and the process of human production and life. Carbon sink, refers to the
physical nature of carbon storage, forest vegetation is considered as a huge carbon sink on the earth
(Ren weifeng, 2008). The results show that: the growth of forest vegetation in the land can absorb and
fix carbon dioxide in biological organisms in the forest, the annual net carbon uptake of forest
vegetation is about 1000 to 1500 million tons through photosynthesis. Therefore, the function of
afforestation is not just a simple green environment, but to become an important component of low
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carbon economy, and to become a most effective way of biological sequestration, expanding carbon
sinks, mitigation greenhouse effect, reducing carbon dioxide emissions (Jiang zehui, 2003).

6 Conclusion
Low carbon economy is the outlet for human society in sustainable development, its development
rely on the adjustment of industrial structure，the energy structure and consumption structure, and we
need policies and regulations support ,as well as innovation of science. Generally speaking, China’s
road in low carbon economy is according with the requirement of sustainable socio-economic
development, and also coinciding with the requirement of global climate environmental cooperation.
Can China went to the top of the world in development in the coming decades，largely depends on
China's adjustment ability in economic development with low carbon. Therefore, China should take
some actively actions as soon as possible to deal with the severe challenges: establish low carbon
energy system, low carbon technology system and low carbon industry structure, establish mode of
production，consumption patterns，make international and domestic policies along with legal system and
the market mechanism to encourage the development of low carbon，and finally achieved the goal of
changing from "high carbon" to "low carbon" era，and realize the harmonious development between
economy and society, man and nature.
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Abstract This paper takes the eastern China as an example, the relationship between environmental
pollution and economic development is analyzed, and then the breakthroughs in the development path of
EKC turning point are sought. Furthermore, the paper uses the environmental data of the eastern China
from 1996 to 2007, with GDP per capita as an economic development index, and with volume of
industrial waste water discharge, industrial waste gas emission and industrial solid wastes produced as
environmental quality indices, to adopt EKC curve for data fitting, coming to the conclusion that eastern
China can be basically explained by EKC curve theory. In the meanwhile, the result shows that the
relationship between water environment and economic development is in accordance with the
characteristics of EKC, and environmental pollution in eastern China has been in a rapid growth in
recent years, which is not very optimistic.
Key words Eastern China; Environmental quality; EKC curve; Sustainable development

1 Introduction
In western countries, economic development is so rapid that environmental issues are highlighted
earlier than China. So in these countries, about a few decades ago, the importance of environmental
problems was realized, and a series of researches about environmental issues were conducted. In the
middle of 20th century, an economist called Kuznets proposed a hypothesis that in the process of
economic development, the income gap initially increases with the economic development, followed by
gradual reduction of the gap. When illustrated in the Cartesian coordinate system, per capita income is
made as the abscissa to indicate economic growth and changes of the income gap are made as the
vertical axis, so this hypothesis can be expressed as an arch-shaped curve, commonly referred to as
“inverted U”-shaped curve, but also is called the Kuznets curve [1].
In the early 1990s of the last century, U.S. economists found through research that this hypothesis
also applies to environmental issues. Environmental pollution conditions do not actually become serious
with economic development. In the early stages of economic development, environmental quality
deteriorates with economic development. Until the economic development reaches a certain degree, the
environmental quality will improve along with economic development, generally considering a turning
point in 8000 U.S. dollars per capita GDP. While the corresponding Kuznets curve, also known as the
Environmental Kuznets Curve, that is EKC curve. Subsequently, many western scholars have studied
and found that this hypothesis holds true in western countries. Similarly, in areas such as South Korea,
Hong Kong, Singapore and some other newly industrialized countries, this hypothesis is valid. In short,
in those countries and regions with rapid economic development, Environmental Kuznets Curve is
established.
Since the late 1970s of the last century, China's economic development has been on track, while
environmental issues have gradually emerged only in recent years, but the hazards of environmental
problems are not reduced. On the contrary, China's rapid economic development compared to western
countries is still in a backward state, the study of environment problems is urgency. “China's sustainable
development in the 21st century action program” clearly points out that one of the problems in China's
current implementation of sustainable development is the contradiction between rapid economic growth,
consumption of resources and ecological damage. This problem has a direct impact on the effectiveness
of China's economic development, touching on all aspects of social development if it cannot be solved.
For this reason, in recent years, many Chinese scholars have studied relations between environmental
issues and economic development from both theoretical and empirical aspects. Yufeng (2006), based on
American scholar Stern's theory, use 1999~2004 panel data for six years between provinces and cities in
China to give a comprehensive analysis about economic development impact on environmental quality,
the results showing that expansion of economy and change of industrial and energy structure increases
environmental pollution, while productivity improvement, innovation and promotion of environmental
technologies reducing environmental pollution. And he also calculated the contribution of various
pollutants on environmental pollution[2]. Zhao Haixia (2006), analyzing the mechanism of economic
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growth factors impact on environmental emissions, built an environmental pollution and econometric
comprehensive analysis model and took Jiangsu Province as an example to analyze the causes of
environmental pollution between 1990~2002[3]. WU Hai-Ying (2005) used a revised EKC curve to
analyze the relevant data of economic growth and major industrial pollutant in China's western region
between 1986 and 2003, and found that the western region's economic growth and environmental
quality had shown a “U” curve relationship, rather than Western scholars' conclusion, the “inverted U”
-type relationship[4]. Liang Liutao (2008) analyzed the impact of the total economic growth, economic
structural change and technological progress on changes of environmental quality from1986 to 2005 in
Jiangsu Province, and found that the relationship between emission of pollutants in Jiangsu Province
and economic development does not comply with environmental Kuznets hypothesis. The result also
shows that the impact of economic growth on the scale effect of environmental quality of is negative,
there being a spontaneous trend of environmental degradation. Structural effect on the quality of the
environment is positive, and to a certain extent it is able to improve environmental quality. However,
technological effect on the quality of the environment impact is not obvious[5]. Chen Banghua (2007)
explore this problem through the system theory and propose to look at this issue from a height of
strategic development, and propose some appropriate environmental protection measures[6].
Many scholars' studies of the relationship between economic development and environmental
quality are many, but involve little in the research of China's eastern region, where economic
development is developed. And looking at recent studies, many scholars make researches or in only a
single region, such as a province or municipality, in a large time span, or for a large area, such as the
western regions, in a small time span. Moreover, the data is analyzed, using per capita GDP as the main
factor or pollution factors, to make a complex multivariate analysis. In this paper, the author extracts
data from the Statistical Yearbook of the calendar year in 10 provinces in the eastern China from 1996
to 2007, which is 12 years, uses per capita GDP to indicate economic activities to analyze the
relationship between economic development and environmental quality. In this way, a relatively simple
way can be used to discard those shortcomings, and gives a clear conclusion.

2 Status of Economic Development and Environmental Quality in Eastern China
Table 1 Population and GDP Development in the Eastern Region of China(1996~2007)
Year
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
1996

34699.58

41257.00

8410.59

33.71%

50.59%

1997

39058.81

41619.00

9384.85

33.67%

52.24%

1998

42329.77

41907.00

10100.88

33.58%

53.31%

1999

45439.26

42223.00

10761.73

33.53%

55.47%

2000

51020.52

44895.00

11364.41

34.66%

57.07%

2001

56060.09

43728.00

12820.18

34.26%

58.44%

2002

62830.84

44028.00

14270.66

34.28%

59.96%

2003

73280.86

44411.00

16500.61

34.37%

62.50%

2004

88433.10

45034.00

19636.96

34.64%

64.61%

2005

109924.64

46388.00

23696.78

35.48%

60.04%

2006

128593.05

46906.00

27415.05

35.68%

60.98%

2007

152346.38

47476.00

32089.14

35.93%

61.05%

Data from “China Statistical Yearbook” (1997-2008), where, GDP data in this table are calculated at constant price
of 1995

Eastern China includes Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian, Shandong,
Guangdong and Hainan of 10 provinces and municipalities, covering 91.6 million square kilometers,
accounting for 9.5% of China's total land area. The eastern region beside the mainland, faces the ocean,
has flat terrain and good conditions for agricultural production and is rich for aquatic products,
petroleum, iron ore, salt, and other natural resources. This region plays a leading role in the whole
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economic development due to a long history of exploitation, superior location, high-quality workers,
strongly technical force, firmly industrial and agricultural foundation.
It can be seen from the table that the eastern region covers an area of only 9.5% of the country, but
the total population rises almost every year, from 412.57 million in 1996 to 474.76 million in 2007,
accounting for 35.93% of the total population. Development of the population can be seen following
diagram:

Figure 1

Population Per Year

Figure 2

GDP and Per Capita GDP Per Year

And the GDP development of the eastern region is even more alarming, in a 916,000-square
kilometers area, from 3.469958 trillion Yuan in 1996 to 15.254638 trillion Yuan in 2007 through twelve
years development, accounting for 61.05% of all, more than half the whole country. GDP per capita
developed from 8410.59 Yuan in 1996 to 32,089.14 Yuan in 2007. The development of GDP and per
capita GDP in eastern region can be seen in the above figure 2.
However, the rapid economic development, on the other hand, makes environmental pollution
more serious. This paper selects the total discharge of industrial waste water, industrial waste gas
emissions and industrial solid waste produced as a measure of the degree of environmental pollution
indicators. The data extracted from statistical yearbooks is processed as the table below:
Table 2

Emission of Waste Water, Waste Gas and Solid Waste

Year

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

1996

842544

44029

19825

40.92%

39.60%

30.08%

1997

738729

44138

19504

39.23%

38.93%

29.66%

1998

857845

49390

22481

42.76%

40.75%

28.09%

1999

826732

52060

22905

41.90%

41.05%

29.20%

2000

830230

59943

23803

42.74%

43.39%

29.17%

2001

947380

73905

30732

46.75%

45.94%

34.59%

2002

979980

74655

30179

47.30%

42.60%

31.95%

2003

990129

87933

30438

46.65%

44.21%

30.31%

2004

1063358

104907

41627

48.08%

44.13%

34.68%

2005

1216274

121107

44846

50.03%

45.02%

33.36%

2006

1212430

146497

47684

50.48%

44.26%

31.47%

2007

1223931

167879

47476

49.62%

43.25%

31.46%

In the table Ⅱ，S1, S2 and S3 separately mean Wastewater(million tons), Waste gas(million
standard cubic meters), Solid waste (million tones)，while S4, S5 and S6 separately mean proportion
of wastewater, waste gas, solid waste.
From 1996 to 2007, GDP of the eastern region grew by 339.04%, while correspondingly industrial
wastewater emission by 45.27%, industrial waste gas emission by 281.29%, industrial solid waste
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produced by 139.48%. Of all, industrial waste water emission accounts for 45.54% on average,
industrial waste gas emission 42.76% on average, industrial solid waste produced 31.17% on average.
This shows that rapid economic development will inevitably produce a certain degree of environmental
pollution.

3 The Empirical Analysis of the Relationship Between Economic Development
and Environmental Quality
This paper attempts to the use of environmental Kuznets curve theory and the use of SPSS11.5, per
capita GDP as economic development, to study the relationship between economic level and the
environment quality, respectively, from industrial waste water emission, industrial waste gas emission
and industrial solid waste produced. Taking into account the accuracy of the model parameters, this
paper uses the following model:

y = b0 + b1Lnx + b2 ( Lnx ) 2 + b3 ( Lnx)3 + ε 0
In this model, x is per capita GDP, measured in Yuan per person. y is for the industrial wastewater
emission or industrial waste gas emission or industrial solid waste produced, and its unit is respectively
10000 tons, 100 million cubic meters and 10000 tons. b0 , b1 , b2 and b3 are model coefficients, and

ε 0 is a random disturbance term. The data is from 1996 to 2007. Fitting results are as follows:
Table 3

Data Fitting Results

Dependent

Rsq

d.f.

F

Sigf

Wastewater

0.930

9

60.03

0

Waste Gas

0.994

9

767.80

0

Solid Waste

0.960

9

108.21

0

Dependent

b0

b1

b2

b3

Wastewater

-1.E+06

/

28592.7

-658.27

Waste Gas

671216

/

-28080

2254.53

Solid Waste

-283080

37057.9

/

-46.203

The corresponding fitting graph as follows:

Per Capita GDP
Figure 3

Fitted Curve of Waste Water

Per Capita GDP
Figure 4 Fitted Curve of Waste Gas
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Per Capta GDP
Figure 5

Fitted Curve of Solid Waste

The results show that when per capita GDP as the independent variable, the industrial wastewater
emission, industrial waste gas emission and industrial solid waste produced can be seen in a general
growth. With per capita GDP increases every year, the dependent variable is also increasing. Of these,
the fitted curves of industrial wastewater emission and industrial solid waste produced is almost a
straight line, and only the fitted curve of industrial waste gas emission is a graphic that can be looked
like a U-shaped curve. The calculated differential functions of the three fitted curves are as follows:

y = 57185.4 x − 1974.81x 2
2
Waste gas: y = −56160 x + 6763.59 x
2
Solid waste: y = 37057.9 − 138.609 x

Wastewater:

By an analysis of the three differential functions, we may further understand that although the three
fitted curves are a growth trend, they are yet different. The wastewater fitted curve is between the
minimum point and the inflection point, on the left of the maximum point, and the curve slope is on the
increase, indicating it is still in the extreme left of the EKC curve. The waste gas fitted curve is on the
right of the inflection point, the minimum point and the maximum point, and the slope is also on the
increase, indicating at least in the next few years, waste gas emission will have been in a growing stage,
which has not yet entered the EKC curve . The solid waste curve is on the right of the minimum point of
the entire curve, between the inflection point and maximum point. And the slope of the curve continues
to decrease, indicating that this fitted curve is already part of the EKC curve, and in the next few years it
could reach the highest point and slowly decline as mentioned in the theory.
Overall, except the waste gas fitted curve, EKC curve is more in line with China's real situation. As
for the waste gas fitted curve, if the state gives a certain degree of intervention, it should also be
consistent with the EKC curve. At the same time, it should be noted that the factors that affect data
fitting are many. For example, an accurate per-capita GDP requires accuracy of population and GDP
estimates first of all. The latter errors will inevitably result in distortion of per capita GDP, thus causing
inconsistent with the theoretical curve.
It should be noted, EKC curve theory similar to the “invisible hand” theory in economics, is a ultimate
result from a variety of human factors. When specific to the EKC theory, that is the booming economy, on
the one hand, will lead to a large number of pollutants, causing environmental pollution. On the other hand,
it gives birth to the technological level and industrial structure upgrade. These two forces balance each other,
and then they will cause the initial pollution gradually reducing into a low level. This also explains, that
EKC curve is the need to bring people's awareness of environmental protection, and if people are unaware of
the importance of environmental protection, but only blind to be in the pursuit of economic interests, the
EKC curve will could not achieve in any case and the situation of the environment will be worse.

4 Conclusion
First, in the eastern part of China the relationship between economic development and
environmental quality in general has not far reached the theoretical EKC curve, but this can not rule out
some problems of the historical data and the model omissions. However, on the basis of the fact that
more and more environmental pollution incidents have occurred in the eastern part of China in recent
years, it could be concluded that environmental conditions in the eastern region can not be optimistic,
and it is reflected in the fitted curve of this paper. The eastern region is a leader in the national economy,
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and also should be a leader in environmental management. Only in this way it can achieve the double
harvest of the environmental protection and economic development.
Second, the overall sustainable development effort is not enough. Although China many years ago
proposed the idea of sustainable development, but based on the domestic and international situation,
economic and technological status, population size and quality as well as natural disasters and other
reasons, the implementation of this concept has not really go on. Environmental law enforcement is not
enough and publicity on environmental protection has not yet deeply rooted among people. In some
large projects, consideration on the economic benefits and environmental impacts are biased, and people
tend to give up for the interests of short-term plans. China's concern for the environment has increased
than in the past, but that is often started to pay attention afterwards, such as decline in the quality of
drinking water and air, loss of species. China is lacking in an effective mechanism for ex-ante controls.
Sustainable development in the eastern region, or the whole country is just a slogan, and it is still a long
way to implement the slogan.
Finally, China should intensify studies about the relationship between economic development and
environmental quality. In recent years, domestic concern for the environment is more than before, and
universities set up an environmental professional, environmental awareness gradually enjoying popular
support. However, there is still a lack of a unified and targeted research in China. There is really not a
theoretical model consistent with the environment condition of China, and many Chinese scholars
conducting research often have to resort to the western theoretical results, but these theoretical results
are not necessarily consistent with China's reality. For example in this paper related to the EKC curve
theory, although the results can be fitted very well, it does not mean that the real situation in China will
be thoroughly explained by the EKC theory. Because there is a huge difference between China and the
West in every aspect, such as culture, politics, economy, humanistic quality and so on, hence, it is
necessary to rely on the efforts of Chinese scholars to work out the relationship in China between
economic development and environmental quality, combining with the domestic situation and reference
to the foreign theories, at last to derive a theoretical model of the environment with Chinese
characteristics. This is the solution to the problem.
In short, in order to achieve truly sustainable development, the eastern region must change its mode
of economic growth, get rid of the old one which focuses only on economic benefits and ignores
environmental benefits. The original single-mode of production should be changed into the cycle mode
of production, and investment in environmental protection equipment should be increased. The output of
pollutants could be minimized. All of these can lead a maximum utilization of resources so that the
adverse effects on the environment will be reduced to the minimum. Today, environmental problems are
increasingly serious, “the first treatment after pollution” no longer meets the requirements of the times,
and sustainable development is the theme of the times. Only when we truly have a harmony with nature,
and promote economic development and the coordination of resources and the environment, we can
ultimately continuously improve China's comprehensive national strength and competitiveness.
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Abstract Increasingly serious environmental issue due to mineral resources development essentially
peaking is the result of game among interest subjects of ecological system. Ecological compensation as
a systematic arrangement between adjusting damage and environment protectors, remains an effective
measure of environmental conservation．This paper discussed the interest distribution problem of each
part from the perspective of game theory, and builds a game mode of ecological compensation. between
protector and compensator The result indicates to solve the problem，our country should build a long—
term ecological compensation goal with socialized supervision and evaluation mechanism．Under the
condition of clear definition of ecological property rights, ecological system can be optimized through
rational evaluation of ecological value and guiding personnel’s behaviors．
Key words Game theory; Mineral resources; Ecological compensation; Mechanism

1 Introduction
Large-scale mineral resources development can satisfy national economic constructions, but
meanwhile, it brings forth a series of echo-environmental issues. For a long time, China has
implemented unbalanced development model as follows. The eastern regions with geographical
superiority have preferential policies; while under long-term energy-subsidies, the central and western
regions output raw materials to the eastern areas in low prices. Thereby, large-scale mining and
irrational resource consumption in the central and western regions are always underway while there is
no echo-environmental compensation. In 1980s, China carried out an unsustainable policy called “a
mineral should be exploited immediately once discovered”. In the guidance of that policy, robbed
development of minerals has began, which not only caused huge wastes but also destroyed the
echo-environment near minerals. Moreover, a wrong idea that the echo-environment is valueless was
prevalent and the ecosystem service value has not been aware of. Thus the eco-system has not been
recovered in time with ecological damage scale ever-expanding and ecological damage extent
ever-deepening. In the end, local eco-system functions have degenerated or even were lost. In recent
years, though several measures of strengthening eco-environment have be adopted to improve
ecological situations of mining areas, several indispensable policies are absent in practice. Thereby,
ecological benefits and related economic benefits are distributed unfairly between protectors and
beneficiaries, between destroyers and sufferers. In other words, twisted ecology situations in China are
as follows. Beneficiaries can occupy ecologic benefits without compensations; protectors cannot obtain
due economic incentives; destroyers do not have to assume required responsibilities; sufferers cannot
get appropriate economic compensations [1]. Ecological compensation is an incentive measure of
protecting eco-environment which can adjust the distribution relationships of ecologic benefits and
economic benefits while game theory Game theory attempts to mathematically capture behavior in
strategic situations, in which an individual’s success in making choices depends on the choices of others.
Thereby, this paper attempts to explore ecological compensation mechanism of mineral resources
exploitation from the perspective of game theory. It then constructs an optional consequence mechanism
in order to achieve an optimal ecological system.

2 Ecological Compensation in Terms of Game Theory
Seeing from the viewpoint of economics, ecological compensation is designed to make sure the
regions and industries that benefit most from the exploitation of natural resources pay for the damages
caused to the environment[2]-[4]. Ecological compensation mechanism can internalize external costs with
economic motivation features. The mechanism can, on one hand, improve, maintain and recover the
ecology system functions; and on the other hand, it can adjust the distribution relationships of ecologic
benefits and economic benefits[5]-[6]. Since tactics and benefits of every party involved are interacting,
ecological compensation is a game between each party.
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2.1 The concept of game theory
Game theory can be defined as the study of mathematical models of conflict and cooperation
between intelligent rational decision-makers. Game theory provides general mathematical techniques for
analyzing situations in which two or more individuals make decisions that will influence one another’s
welfare[7]. One of the principal aims of game theory is to determine the optimum strategy for dealing
with a given situation or confrontation. This can involve such goals as maximizing one's gains,
maximizing the probability that a specific goal can be reached, minimizing one’s risks or losses, or
inflicting the greatest possible damage on adversaries. Thereby, ecological compensation analyses based
on game theory can reveal the conflict between individual reason and collective reason and help to
achieve collective rationality.
Most researches in game theory focus on how groups of people interact and that whether a binding
agreement is achieved is essential. There are two main branches of game theory: cooperative and
non-cooperative game theory[8]. Non-cooperative game theory deals largely with how intelligent
individuals interact with one another in an effort to achieve their own goals while cooperative game
theory emphases collective rationality containing efficiency, equity and justness.
Ecological compensation pertains to cooperative game theory, requiring every party’s efficiency,
equity and justness. However, since ecological system possesses public goods attributes and externality,
overdevelopment, market malfunction and hitchhike emerge during ecology system exploitation.
Therefore, all parties are likely to face the following problems when picking tactics.
2.2 The Problem of “Chicken Game” in ecological compensation
Mineral resources can be viewed as the game of the overall socio-economic systems and natural
ecosystems[9]. Local governments as Game participants seek the goal for maximize public support,
whether or not the financial health of the local operating conditions is one of the important
indicator .However, when the development of mineral resources increase local tax , it also bring
significant effect of negative externalities . Facing the local taxes and the negative external effects
brought by the development, local Government will make the decision develop or not. Local
governments should strive to seek the transfer of such externalities to maximize their own interests if
they want to develop; however, the practitioners whose objective is to maximize profit development will
have to decide whether to accept the government's shift. Thus, the key of solution to the "chicken game"
is which party burden effects of negative externalities by development.

3 The Game Model of Ecological Compensation
The above analysis shows that the root of problems of ecosystems “chicken game” causes in its
individual rationality is not the rational constraints of collective values .Lacking of individual acts of
restraint mechanism will result in a lack of active cooperation with scattered individuals and fall into
contradiction of individual rationality and collective rationality [10]. From the view of game point, a
system or institutional arrangement to be effective must be Nash equilibrium. Therefore, how to give
full play to the enthusiasm of stakeholders and to seek best collective interests of the Nash equilibrium
solution is the key to solving these problems. Thus, according to the above analysis, we establish a game
model.
3.1 The game model
Assumptions in the protecting the environment behavior of returning farmland to forest and pasture,
the establishment of ecological and environmental protection zones , X and Y are the two stakeholders in
eco-system. According to the principle of “Who compensates when he uses, who pays when he benefits
(damages)”. As a protector of the environment, X’s response to the ecological environment should have
two strategies: protection and lacking of protection. As a regional ecological benefit, Y also has two
strategies to the ecological environment: compensation and no compensation. Payment matrix formed
by X and Y is in Table 1.
In Table 1 of payment matrix, L is a protection strategy chosen by X, the protection of ecological
environment; you can get long-term ecological output and basic meet logical growth curve model. Lt = k
/ (1 + ae-bt) (Lt said the output of ecological environment in t year, k is the maximum value of Lt, a, b
are constants); C1 is the cost of ecological protection paid by the protector X; S is the short-term gains
when protector X select no protection strategy; F1 is the punishment when the protector X does not
protect ecological behavior is found, αis the probability of punishment is discovered; U1 is external
positive effect of ecological enjoyed by Y when X chose ecological protection strategy (U1 is an
increasing function of time ,U1 increase over time); U2 is external positive effect of ecological enjoyed
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by Y when X chose ecological no protection strategy (U2 is a decreasing function of time, as time goes
by, U2 decreasing even negative);C2 is the protector X’s compensation of ecological effects compensated
by Y; F2 is the punishment when the behavior of Y does not compensate is found; βis the probability of
punishment is discovered.
Let’s discuss the solutions of the game under the following two conditions.
3.2 Game solutions
3.2.1 When α and β equal to zero
When the probability of the punishment that Y do not compensate and the probability of the
punishment that X do not protect is same, the payoff matrix of two players is showed in Table 2.
Table 1

The Pay-off Matrix of Protector X and Compensator Y
Compensator Y of Ecological Compensation
compensation

Protector X of
Ecological
Environment

Table 2

not-to-compensate

protection

L-CI+C2

U1-C2

L-CI

Ul-β·F2

not-to-protect

S-α·FI+C2

U2-C2

S-α·Fl

U2-β·F2

When α and β Equal to Zero, the Pay-off Matrix of Protector X and Compensator Y
Compensator Y of Ecological Compensation
compensation

Protector X of
Ecological
Environment

protection
not-to-protect

not-to-compensate

L-CI+C2

U1-C2

L-CI

S+C2

U2-C2

S

Ul
U2

When L-C1>S, the game's solution is(X, Y) = (protection, not-to-compensate).
When L-C1<S, the game's solution is(X, Y) = (not-to-protect, not-to-compensate).
When L-C1=S, the game has two solutions, namely:
(X, Y)= (protection, not-to-compensate)
(X, Y)= (not-to-protect, not-to-compensate)
The above two solutions, which appears to be a mixed strategy. We suppose that the probability
that Protector X protect the environment is X, not protect is (1-A). When Compensator Y choose not to
compensate, the expected profit is
A·U1+(1-A)·U2
When the mixed strategy get to Nash equilibrium, the expected profit Compensator Y choose to
compensate and the expected profit Compensator Y choose not to compensate should be the same, then
we can get
A·U1+ (1-A)·U2=A·(U1-C2) +(1-A)·(U2-C2)
Thus A=C2/0. Then, the game has no solution, which means that as long as L-C1=S, both parties
have no best choice.
From the above solution we can see, as long as the behavior that compensator Y not to compensate
and protector X not to protect will not be punished, compensator Y would choose not to compensate in
any case. Meanwhile, whether the protector X chooses to protect the environment or not depends on the
comparison of (L-C1) and S. If (L-C1) >S, Protector X will protect the environment, otherwise, he will
not choose to protect the environment.
3.2.2 When α and β are not equal to zero(0<α<1， 0<β<1)
According to table 1 and Methods of solving solution in game theory, we can obtain
C +S−L
⎧
1>α > 1
, the solution of the game is (X,Y)=( protection, compensation)
F1
⎨
C
⎪1 > β > 2
⎪⎩
F2

When ⎪⎪
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C1 + S − L
⎧
⎪1 > α >
F1
When ⎪
the solution of the game is (X,Y)=( protection, compensation)
⎨
C
⎪ 2 >β >0
⎪⎩ F2

C1 + S − L
⎧
⎪α =
F1
When ⎪
, no solution or two solutions
⎨
C
2
⎪β =
⎪⎩
F2
The first situation：X chooses to protect the environment, Y chooses to compensate; X choose not to
protect the environment, Y choose not to compensate. The two cases, which will appear is a mixed
strategy. We suppose the probability that Protector X protect the environment is A, not protect is (1-A),
the probability compensator Y choose to compensate is B, not compensate is (1-B).
(1)When Compensator Y choose to compensate, the expected profit is
A·(U1-C2)+(1-A)·(U2-C2)
When Compensator Y choose not to compensate, the expected profit is
A·(U1-β·F2)+(1-A)·(U2-β·F2)
When the mixed strategy get to Nash equilibrium, the expected profit Compensator Y choose to
compensate and the expected profit Compensator Y choose not to compensate should be the same, then
we can get
A·(U1-C2)+(1-A)·(U2-C2) =A·(U1-β·F2)+(1-A)·(U2-β·F2)
Resolving the equation, we can get:
A=(C2-βF2)/0
Then the equation has no solution.
(2) When Protector X choose to protect the environment, the expected profit is
B (L-C1+C2)+(1-B)(L-C1)
When Protector X choose not to protect the environment, the expected profit is
B(S-αF1+C2)+(1-B)(S-αF1)
When the mixed strategy get to Nash equilibrium, the expected profit Protector X choose to protect
the environment and the expected profit Protector X choose not to protect should be the same, then we
can get
B (L-C1+C2) + (1-B)(L-C1)=B(S-αF1+C2)+(1-B)(S-αF1)
Resolving the equation, we can get:
B=（C1+S-LαF1）/0
Then the equation has no solution.
The second situation: X chooses to protect the environment, Y chooses not to compensate; X choose
not to protect the environment, Y choose to compensate. The process of solving the mixed strategy and
the results are completely same with a.
The third situation: no solution, but still includes the following categories (table 1 and table 2).
When α=(C1+S-L) /F1，β=C2/F2, no solution.
When α=(C1+S-L) /F1，β=C2/F2, no solution.
The game has no solution, which means both of the players have not the best choice.
⎧

0 <α <
When ⎪⎪

C1 + S − L
,the solution of the game is (X,Y)=( protection, not-to-compensate)
F1

⎨
⎪0 < β < C2
⎪⎩
F2
⎧

0 <α <
When ⎪⎪

C1 + S − L
the solution of the game is (X,Y)=( protection, compensation)
F1

⎨
⎪ C2 < β < 1
⎪⎩ F2
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According to the solution, as long as the probability of Protector X being punished is
C + S − L and the Punishment F1 is in line with F1>C1+S-L，then whether Compensator Y
1>α > 1
F1
implements ecological compensation, Protector X will definitely choose to protect eco-environment.
As long as the probability of Compensator Y being punished is 1 > β > C2 and the Punishment F2
F2
is in line with C2>F2, then whether Protector X protects eco-environment, Compensator Y will definitely
choose to not to carry out ecologic compensations.
In order to guarantee that Protector X protects eco-environment and Compensator Y implements
ecological compensation, the following prerequisites should be satisfied. Firstly, the probability of
Protector X being punished is α > C1 + S − L and the Punishment F1 is in line with F1>C1+S-L; secondly,
F1

the Probability β of Compensator Y being punished is β>C2/F2 and the Punishment F2 is in line with
F2>C2.
That is to say, only when
C1 + S − L
⎧
, F1 ≥ C1 + S − L
⎪α >
F1
⎪
⎨
⎪ β > C2 , F ≥ C
2
2
⎪⎩
F2

Protector X will protect the eco-environment and Compensator Y will implement ecological
compensations.
Therefore, a sound consequence mechanism is center to an ecological compensation mechanism,
and then Protector X will be punished if he does not protect eco-environment and Compensator Y will
get punished if he does not implement ecological compensations. At the meantime, the Probability α of
Protector X being punished meets α> (C1+S-L) /F1 and the Punishment F1 is in line with F1>C1+S-L; the
Probability β of Compensator Y being punished is β>C2/F2 and the Punishment F2 is in line with F2 ≥C2,
Since the Probability α, the Probability β, the Punishment F1and the Punishment F2 rely on the
followings: S, which is a short-term gain when Protector X chooses not to protect the environment; L,
which is a long-term gain when Protector X chooses to protect the environment; C1, which is the cost of
protecting the eco-environment; C2, which is the ecological compensation. Meanwhile, L is the function
of eco-environment input. In long run, L is determined by the local economic development level and
self-development ability; the decrease of C1 is dependent on the improvement of input conversion rate,
which is the result of technology advancement. C2 is the evaluation of eco-environment value when
property rights are defined clearly.

4 Conclusions and Suggestions
According to the above analysis, ecological compensation for mineral resources development
should establish long-term environmental protection investment mechanisms, which rely on four
parameters S, L, C1 and C2, namely China’s ecological compensation should establish long-term goals
and social supervision and evaluation mechanisms, and reasonably evaluate the value of
eco-environment on the premise of clearly defined property rights.
4.1 Clarifying the property rights of ecosystem services
The principle “compensate for use and pay for benefit” is a re-balancing institutional arrangement
based on rights, obligations and responsibilities among many stakeholders. However, nowadays China's
laws and regulations related to ecological protection and ecological construction haven’t make explicit
stipulations on whom to make the compensation and whom to receive it, also specific rights and
obligations in eco-environment are limited to principle norm, as a result, stakeholders cannot define
their relationship among responsibilities, rights and profits in eco-environmental protection by law, and
the goal that change ecological compensation from compulsory to voluntary is difficult to achieve
according to rewards and punishment mechanisms. Therefore, to change the current situation of
“virtual” natural resources ownership and unclear property right, we should define property rights in
natural environment and ecological field in a creative way, further improve ownership system, strictly
define ownership, management right as well as development and use right, change promotion reliance
on administrative pattern and so on. Ownership must be effective in a long enough time period, so the
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owner would be concerned with the conservation and sustainable use of natural resources and output
improvement in ecological benefits, for protracted nature changes resources into producer’ s assets,
which can bring benefits from the investment to improve and maintain resources productivity.
4.2 Strengthening study on method of value-based ecosystem services
To solve the contradiction between individual rationality and collective rationality in ecosystem,
rewards and punishment system should be introduced into the construction of ecological compensation
rewards and punishment mechanisms. How to define ecological compensation standard and rewards and
punishment volume scientifically are core of whether ecological compensation mechanisms can be
implemented effectively or not. To determine compensation standard by the value of ecosystem services
is more reasonable in fairness and science. However, achievements in value-based ecosystem services
are difficult to provide evidences for the development of ecological compensation standards in the short
term, subject to such factors as availability of current achievements in the value of ecosystem services
and so on. Therefore, making ecological compensation standards by opportunity cost is still a first
choice in the near future. Since opportunity cost not only related to regional eco-environment, but also
change with economic development, namely opportunity cost has dynamic feature. However,
corresponding scientific research and data accumulation is still lacking at present. Therefore, the key of
strengthening research in valued-based ecosystem services is to overcome technical problems
(value-based method mainly) and improve the science and rationality of ecological compensation
standard making.
4.3 Establishing third-party supervision and evaluation institutions
For a long time, China's eco-environment construction implements that higher authorities of the
department supervise and evaluate the work of lower authorities, thus effective supervision and
evaluation of ecological environment construction by independent third-party supervision and
evaluation institutions are lacking, so there are differences between supervision and evaluation results
and actual situation, which lead rewards and punishment mechanism to lose practical significance. The
main defects are such problems as targets distortion, inaccurate of evaluation and supervision standards,
neglect of heterogeneity and so on, caused by starting from departmentalism. To ensure the fairness and
rationality of ecological compensation policies and effectively implementation of rewards and
punishment mechanisms, it’s necessary to establish a socialized team of ecological compensation policy
supervision and evaluation institutions. The team can either be reformed from some scientific research
institutions, or evolves from some non-profit environmental protection organizations, whose basic
qualification requirements is that its members should be multidisciplinary professionals, so that
omnidirectional evaluation can be conducted on eco-environment benefits, economic benefits and social
benefits. Meanwhile, relevant policies should be draw to regulate that all future acceptances, daily
maintenance and so on of eco-environment construction projects be conducted by third-party
independent supervision organizations. Third-party independent supervision institutions can not be
administrative affiliation of executors and vindicators of project construction, so as to ensure the
fairness of supervision and evaluations as well as the effective implementation of rewards and
punishment mechanisms.
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Abstract Most investment promotion agencies around the world are now placing a higher emphasis
on attracting high quality FDI, including R&D centers and headquarters functions as well as high
technology sectors. The authors argue that it requires a different approach than policies focused on the
quantity of FDI inflows, leading to changes in the policy mix and in the approach to performance
measurement. Targeting quality entails a shift from a mindset that prioritizes attraction of greenfield
investments towards one where the focus is on subsidiary development. The authors focus on the
management challenges that investment promotion agencies face when targeting quality.
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1 Introduction
Beyond its benefits for host countries as a source of external finance or in terms of direct
employment generation, foreign direct investment (FDI) is increasingly recognized for its contribution
to national and regional competitiveness (Cantwell and Piscitello, 2000; Hausmann and Fernández-Arias,
2000; Narula and Zanfei, 2004). The argument is that FDI enables host countries to better access foreign
knowledge and markets, as well as to integrate more advantageously in the growing international
division of labor resulting from the expansion and fragmentation of corporate value chains. Along these
lines, FDI-assisted development is characterized by Narula and Bellak (2009) as “the most efficient
option”, underscoring the importance of international linkages for upgrading in global value chains.
Multinational enterprises (MNEs) are progressively fragmenting across regions and countries not
only their production and sales functions but also their R&D and innovative activities (Jaruzelski and
Dehoff, 2008). International restructuring in corporate networks has accelerated and broadened in scope
through rapid technological change, internationalization of corporate R&D, shortening of product life
cycles, intra-corporate competition, increasing knowledge flows within multinational companies,
decentralization, and other shifts in international business strategies.
These international business trends call for a more proactive role of policies in linking regions to
globalization processes. As argued by Lall (2004), despite the neoliberal claim for a passive type of
policy intervention (focussing on liberalization, privatization and deregulation), the case for a more
proactive kind of industrial policies has actually become stronger given the fast pace of globalization
and technological change. According to Velde (2001) pro-active and strategic FDI policy interventions
affecting the dynamic pattern of the countries comparative advantages are required in order to avoid the
risk of in a low-skill, low-income trap. The policy aim would be to sustain or transform host countries
into specialized nodes within global innovation and production networks, in areas that are convergent
with the country’s development aspirations.
It is along these lines that we argue that the focus of FDI policies is shifting from quantity to
quality. The promotion of high quality FDI is consistent with the growing interest in innovation policy
among developed and developing countries alike, which in turn reflects the wider recognition of
innovation as the main driver of business productivity, regional competitiveness and long term
economic growth (Verspagen, 2005; Fagerberg, 1994). Indeed, FDI is often seen as an engine for
‘upgrading through innovation’ (Ernst, 2008; Mytelka and Barclay, 2004; Santangelo, 2005).
But attracting high quality FDI is not an easy task. Competition for high quality FDI is increasing
as a growing number of countries have adopted liberal policies towards FDI and embraced development
strategies based on the accumulation of scientific and technological knowledge. This also applies to
developing countries: although traditionally they have been responsible for the lowest added-value
activities in global value chains, some have recently demonstrated they can also compete in
knowledge-intensive activities such as software development, biotechnology or industrial R&D (Bruche,
2009; Chaminade and Vang, 2008; Ernst, 2008). However, many peripheral economies face more
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difficulties as they lack the absorptive capacity, large market size and specialized clusters that MNEs are
looking for when deciding where to locate their higher value adding activities.
We focus on investment promotion agencies (IPA) and, in particular, on the shifts in their strategies
and in the portfolio of policy instruments and services that they deploy. Establishing an IPA has become
the most popular approach in the strategic investment promotion policies of nations and regions
worldwide, after a substantial growth during the 1990s (OECD, 2006). Indeed, the World Association of
Investment Promotion Agencies (WAIPA) had almost 200 members in 2009, compared to only a
handful three decades ago. The general purpose of these government agencies is to increase the
international visibility of the country (or region) through marketing campaigns and to facilitate the
investment process by offering tailored services to foreign corporations, both before and after the initial
investment. Institutionally, IPAs are usually positioned within the ministries of trade, economy or
industry, and often have offices abroad and strong links with ministries of foreign affairs to facilitate
investment promotion overseas. Several international organizations have published guidelines to assist
IPAs in designing successful FDI promotion policies based on international best practices, including the
OECD Policy Framework for Investment, the Investment Promotion Toolkit of the World Bank/MIGA,
or the Guidelines for Investment Promotion Agencies of UNIDO. Typical activities of IPAs include
image building, investment generation, expanding linkages between foreign investors and domestic
suppliers, information dissemination and investment facilitation (Wells and Wint, 2000). But the
mandates of IPAs and their mix of policy instruments vary widely across countries. The positive impact
of an IPA can also be indirect, through its policy advocacy role. Indeed, IPAs are often the main
government interlocutor with foreign investors, and therefore they are in a capacity to guide policy
reform programs towards the dynamic needs of MNEs.
In this paper we hypothesize that competing for high quality FDI entails readjustments of existing
national policies and, in particular, of the strategies of IPAs and the scope of their mandates. In Section
2 we develop a conceptual model to analyze FDI policies based on the differentiation between quantity
and quality, on the one hand, and between FDI attraction and subsidiary development, on the other hand.
In Section 3 we suggest the need for a coordinated approach to FDI policies focused on subsidiary
development and linkage facilitation in order to efficiently compete for high quality FDI. Against this
background, from a strategic management perspective, in Section 4 we explore how the intellectual
capital of IPAs should evolve in order to be efficient in the transition from targeting quantity to quality.
This study is based on a review of the literature and on an analysis of a set of selected examples that
help illustrate different policies. It also builds upon the authors’ recent research on FDI and innovation
policies, including interviews with the managers of IPAs from different countries (Filippov, 2008;
Guimón, 2009).

2 A Conceptual Framework to Characterize FDI Policies
Competition for FDI has become a universal phenomenon (Harding and Javorcikr, 2007).
Previously closed economies open up and vie for foreign investments; and advanced market economies
intensify their promotion campaigns. The former skeptical attitude towards FDI, prevalent in most
countries up until the 1980s and manifested in investment restrictions and conditionalities, has shifted
towards a more investment-friendly view, leading to intensified territorial competition for mobile
investment at national and sub-national levels. Since the 1980s, UNCTAD (2001) distinguishes three
generations of FDI promotion policies. The first refers to the situation where countries liberalize their
FDI regimes and adopt market-friendly, open-doors policies. The second policy generation implies
active promotion of FDI: governments become engaged in a race for inward FDI, employing a variety of
instruments including advertisement, tax incentives, direct subsidies, etc. The third generation of FDI
promotion policy is based on a different approach. Its aim is to target the most desirable FDI to meet
specific development objectives (Enderwick, 2005). This implies a shift in the mandate of IPAs from
quantity (more FDI) to quality (more knowledge-intensive activities). In the rest of this section we
elaborate further on the evolution of FDI promotion policies from a quantitative approach that focuses
on greenfield FDI attraction towards a qualitative approach that emphasizes subsidiary development.
We argue that this shift brings along a new policy mix for FDI promotion and transforms the scope of
performance measurement and evaluation.
The quantitative approach stems from a traditional view of maximization of inward investment
flows. It places an emphasis on capital accumulation and new jobs creation. Neoclassical economics
viewed the benefits of FDI primarily as a stable source of foreign financing within the balance of
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payments. FDI Policy prescriptions under the Washington Consensus, which encapsulates the
conventional wisdom of the Bretton Woods institutions, focused on deregulation, liberalization of
capital flows and privatization of state-owned enterprises (Williamson, 2005). This was a key
component of development policies in Asia and Latin America (Evans, 1979; Amsden, 2001; Lall, 1992,
1995) as well as in the transition of Central and Eastern Europe during the 1990s (Radosevic and
Sadowski, 2004). Presently, this strategy is widely used to combat unemployment. For example, Free
Economic Zones are established in Poland in backward regions with high unemployment, mostly as a
result of closure of large-scale state-owned factories that failed to operate under the market economy.
Foreign companies locating in these free economic zones receive full tax exemption and special
investment incentives are provided if they create new jobs. Under this approach to FDI policies, success
is a measure of the amount of FDI inflows and job generation. This model is still valid in many
developing countries facing macroeconomic constraints and high unemployment levels, and has become
increasingly relevant also in developed countries within the context of the global economic recession
that started in 2007.
Yet a new approach, already prevalent in most developed economies, focuses on the quality rather
than the quantity of international investment. The qualitative approach to FDI policy targets higher
value-adding operations, including R&D, business process outsourcing, regional headquarters and FDI
in high-growth and innovative sectors such as ICT, biotechnology, nanotechnology or creative industries.
Although they may be not capital- and/or labor-intensive, it is assumed they are more
knowledge-intensive.
Simultaneously, and partly as a result of the shift from quantity to quality, FDI promotion policies
are evolving from a focus on attracting greenfield FDI towards increasing efforts to support the
development of already existing foreign subsidiaries. This reflects that the evolution of MNE
subsidiaries needs to be interpreted not as a discrete, single-period flow, but as a multi-period building
up of FDI stock through deepening and spreading of value-adding activities, not all of which occur as a
consequence of new flows of foreign capital (Narula and Dunning 2010). This reflects widespread
criticism to the Washington Consensus on the grounds of insufficient attention to the evolutionary
nature of economic progress and institutional reform.

FDI attraction

Subsidiary
development

Table 1 The FDI Policy Matrix
Quantitative Approach
Qualitative Approach
Increase of FDI inflows as a response to
Attraction of FDI which can result in
short-term shortage of capital (balance of
technological upgrading and knowledge
payments) and/or jobs (unemployment).
spillovers. Selective targeting of specific
Reliance on foreign investment in the process
business functions (BPO, R&D, etc.) and
of transition, restructuring and
industrial sectors (nanotech, biotech, etc.).
industrialisation.
Growth (but not evolution) of existing
Upward evolution or functional upgrading of
subsidiaries, i.e. quantitative extension of
existing subsidiaries with the goal of
existing operations, creation of new jobs and
enhancing their embeddedness in the host
reinvestment. The main objective is a higher
innovation system. Support to gaining new
role of foreign subsidiaries in manufacturing,
mandates that enhance subsidiary
employment and exports.
innovativeness. The objective is the higher
integration of subsidiaries both within
national innovation systems and within global
innovation networks.

The combination of these two dimensions of FDI policy yields a 2×2 matrix with four different
scenarios (Table 1). The upper-left quadrant presents a strategy of FDI attraction under the quantitative
approach. As discussed above, the idea is long-established and straightforward – to attract as much FDI
as possible and to generate new jobs. The second scenario, bottom left, consists in subsidiary
development under the quantitative approach. It focuses on the quantitative extension of existing
operations, involving the same operations and the same expertise in these operations. This would lead to
higher amount of sales and exports, and hence higher amounts of tax income for the host government. It
may also lead to higher employment, but not necessarily to industrial and technological upgrading. The
third scenario, top right, is FDI attraction under the qualitative approach. It implies attraction of specific
high value adding functions or specific sectors. This strategy has been adopted by advanced developed
countries that fiercely compete for the best FDI and have identified target (or priority) sectors. Finally,
the bottom right cell represents a strategy of subsidiary development under the qualitative approach. It
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implies support to already established subsidiaries in their evolution and upgrading. This qualitative
development is not equal to growth: the output and sales of a given subsidiary may remain the same or
even be reduced as the subsidiary upgrades to higher value adding functions. The task of policy makers
is more complex and implies a multitude of efforts to effectively embed the subsidiary in the national
innovation system, as we shall discuss later.
In accordance with the goals and priorities of FDI policy, different indicators can be used to
measure its success (see Table 2). Conventional thinking on FDI, under the quantitative approach, is in
terms of the financial amounts and employment figures. The two most commonly used indicators are
inward FDI flows (as percentage of gross fixed capital formation) and inward FDI stocks (as a
percentage of gross domestic products). These statistics and readily available and published by various
international organizations (the most authoritative publication is the World Investment Report by
UNCTAD). The role of subsidiaries in a national economy can be measured in terms of their number,
assets, employment, sales, value added, exports and imports. The indicators for the qualitative approach
include the number of FDI projects in targeted high value adding functions and sectors, as well as the
number of new jobs created by these investment projects for skilled workforce. Some investment
promotion agencies realize the necessity to adjust the methodology to evaluate their work, and provide
the aforementioned indicators. But developing this kind of indicators is a complex task. Even more
difficult is assessing the capabilities of subsidiaries and the evolution of their competences. The evident
problem is that there is no single methodology, and this qualitative assessment requires substantial
expertise and financial resources, not available to many investment promotion agencies and national
statistical offices.
FDI attraction

Subsidiary
development

Table 2 Indicators to Evaluate FDI Policy
Quantitative Approach
Qualitative Approach
- Inward FDI flows (as percentage of GFCF)
- Number of new FDI projects in R&D, BPO,
- Number of FDI projects
headquarters, biotech, etc.
- Number of new jobs created
- Number of new jobs created for skilled
workforce, researchers, PhD holders, etc.
- Inward FDI stock (as percentage of GDP)
- R&D expenditures of subsidiaries
- Number of subsidiaries
- Employment in R&D of subsidiaries
- Assets of subsidiaries
- Industry-academic R&D collaborations
- Employment of subsidiaries
- Royalty receipts and payments of
- Wages and salaries of subsidiaries
subsidiaries
- Patent applications filed by subsidiaries
- Sales of subsidiaries
- Value added of subsidiaries
- Contribution of subsidiaries to domestic
- Profits of subsidiaries
clusters
- Exports/Imports of subsidiaries

Finally, it needs to be emphasized that, despite our attempts to categorize, the borders between the
different scenarios are quite often fuzzy in practice. In fact, a single country may strive to achieve both
quantity and quality simultaneously. The challenge is that, as we discuss in the following section, the
kind of policies required to promote quality are different from those aimed at increasing the quantity.
This tradeoff between quantity and quality implies that governments need to better reflect on the most
adequate policy mix given the country’s circumstances. The allocation of resources to the different
scenarios in Table 1 reflects the strategic objectives of an IPA and its choice of policy mix. But finding
the right balance between quantity and quality in FDI policies is a complex task.

3 Targeting Quality and Subsidiary Development
The stronger focus on subsidiary development is grounded on the fact that the majority of new FDI
is linked to re-investments of existing subsidiaries. Indeed, multinational companies normally undertake
sequential investments, building higher value-adding activities in locations that have displayed
competence in other activities such as manufacturing or sales and marketing (Hagedoorn and Narula,
2001), underpinning the importance of the duration of operations (Mudambi and Mudambi 2005). In
fact, subsidiary evolution towards higher quality functions and industries can be interpreted along the
lines of the classic Uppsala model of internationalization (Johanson and Vahlne, 1977).
Internationalization is understood as a sequential process whereby the manufacturing or customer
support subsidiaries already located in the country get progressively engaged in higher value adding
functions after accumulating the necessary knowledge, and later may progressively increase the quality
and scope of their activity. However, Narula and Dunning (2010) argue that the discussion on
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MNE-assisted development continues to focus excessively on the attraction of new (initial) MNE
affiliate establishments, ignoring the fact that any given subsidiary is in the process of its own internal
dynamics which determines its evolution and potential to upgrade.
As specialization and segmentation of corporate functions deepens and MNEs rationalize their
global value chains, the existing network of subsidiaries continuously competes against each other, and
against ‘hypothetical’ new locations frequently in emerging markets. Thus from an evolutionary
perspective upgrading towards higher value adding mandates is determined by the development of
subsidiary-specific advantage (Rugman and Verbeke, 2001) and the FDI location decision depends on
the response of the different subsidiaries to the needs of headquarters through proposals that exploit both
subsidiary competencies and location advantages.
But, in addition, the geography of corporate value chains is determined by path dependencies
which reflect past investment decisions. MNE investments in R&D have the tendency to be sticky, given
the high costs and considerable time required to develop linkages with the innovation system, which
means that MNEs tend to display a strong inertia towards maintaining their R&D activities in a few,
carefully selected locations (Narula 2002).
Subsidiary development should have a twofold goal: retaining foreign subsidiaries and contributing
to their upward evolution. Naturally, this calls for the embeddedness of the subsidiary into national
economic and innovation systems. Subsidiary development is a broad policy area, which requires the
identification and segmentation of foreign subsidiaries located in the host economy and the application
of a set of comprehensive policy measures. Although IPAs possess precise information about their
ongoing and completed investment projects, many of them do not have a clear picture of the main
foreign subsidiaries already operating in the country, nor well defined systems to evaluate their dynamic
contribution to the national economy. Hence, not even the object of the policy intervention is clear.
Many governments realize the importance and relevance of the qualitative approach to FDI attraction.
But they often lack adequate information and management systems to implement a new policy mix. As a
result, very often the instruments used are still those of the quantitative approach.
However, policies for the qualitative development of subsidiaries are much more complex than
traditional instruments such as advertisement and incentives which characterize the quantitative
approach. The focus is on networking and providing tailored support services to already existing MNE
subsidiaries. It also takes a more active role in fostering human resources, strengthening research
capabilities, policies related to intellectual property, competition and innovation policy, etc. (Foray,
2006; UNCTAD, 2005). In a way, this is ‘a race to the top’ (competition in asset creation) as opposed to
the classical ‘race to the bottom’ (competition based on lower costs and taxes) (Basinger and Hallerberg,
2004). Subsidiary development implies regular monitoring of subsidiaries with the goal of offering them
complementary assistance, adapted to their level of development. This includes developing and
maintaining a network of contacts between subsidiaries and domestic firms. This network should
provide ideas for co-operation, mergers and expansions. Another important soft policy instrument is the
attraction of new suppliers to subsidiaries and improving the efficiency of the existing supply chain.
Thus fostering linkages and creating clusters around MNE subsidiaries should be a critical part of
FDI policies. But creating the kind of linkages and clusters around MNEs to foster technological
upgrading is not automatic: it requires government intervention to enable the required institutional
change and rapidly rising capabilities as wages rise and skill demands change (Lall, 2004). The key
challenge consists in matching the industrial structure and comparative advantage of the region with the
kinds of FDI that are being attracted. Policymakers need to place the endowments of the innovation
system in a global context, identifying spaces for coupling domestic capabilities with the dynamics of
global value chains.
Policies should be sensitive to the high heterogeneity in the kinds of MNEs, their subsidiaries, and
the potential development effects they might have. Different kinds of subsidiaries will provide different
kinds of potential linkage and spillover effects (Cantwell and Mudambi, 2000, Marin and Bell, 2006,
Jindra et al., 2009). Given the heterogeneity of MNE activity, it makes sense that policies are fine-tuned
to specific industries and clusters in particular countries rather than a general, one-size-fits-all approach.
What is common, however, is that IPAs should focus on assisting the existing stock of foreign-owned
companies in their efforts to attract higher quality mandates (and retain existing ones). A local
subsidiary may compete with a subsidiary based in other countries for specific corporate mandates,
projects or functions. A host country government may provide support to such efforts. For example,
some scholars have proposed the use of public sector sponsored innovation-training programs for
subsidiary teams and specific public support in preparing project proposals to headquarters (Young et al.,
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1994). Narula and Dunning (2010) summarize the efforts directed to subsidiary development as
attraction and embedding MNE activity, with emphasis on linkage creation and on upgrading the quality
of FDI towards higher value-adding activities. They also emphasize that MNE activity needs to be
evaluated through the prism of externalities that are generated and whether and how domestic actors can
internalize them. IPAs should focus their limited resources on those foreign subsidiaries which are more
likely to upgrade in corporate value chains and which are more likely to create domestic linkages.
The existing literature finds a positive relationship between investment promotion and success in
attracting FDI (Harding and Javorcikr, 2007), but clearly the scope of activities that an agency
undertakes influences its performance (Morisset, 2003). In particular, IPAs whose activity is limited to
provision of information on investment possibilities are unlikely to achieve success within the
framework of qualitative subsidiary development. An increasing number of IPAs offer so-called
aftercare services (UNCTAD, 2007), i.e. post-investment services aimed at successful running of
realised investment project. Along these lines, Brown and Raines (2000) speak of a shift in FDI policy
since the 1990s, from strategies to attract investment towards those designed to securing additional
investments from existing investors and deepening their impact on the local economy. However, most
IPAs still tend to focus most of their resources on the attraction of FDI through pre-investment services,
while very little is invested in aftercare (Costa and Filippov, 2008; Narula and Dunning, 2010).
A possible explanation of this paradox is that government inward investment policy is subject to
competing pressures and long-term as well as short-term considerations. Velde (2001) suggests that FDI
policies focussing on quality are expected to create less employment and more inequality than those
focussing on quantity, although quality FDI better contributes to human capital formation and to
technological upgrading (Velde, 2001). Mudambi and Mudambi (2005) show that policies aimed at
maximizing knowledge flows do not contribute to reducing regional disparities, since
knowledge-intensive subsidiaries will gravitate towards the most technologically advanced regions.
Moreover, their study finds that subsidiary operations with high knowledge flows generate lower
employment levels, suggesting some extent of quality/quantity tradeoff. Indeed, the kinds of policies
appropriate for maximizing the quantity of FDI are not the same as those required to raise its quality.
From a long-term perspective, the focus remains on knowledge-intensive MNE subsidiaries that
generate larger knowledge inflows and linkages. However, in the short term, political cycle
considerations often require to emphasize employment generation, particularly in relatively backward
areas of a country. Indeed, since FDI policy is also subject to short-term political pressures, the need for
more obvious and easily measurable local benefits, such as headcount employment, often drives policy
making and evaluation. This argument is critical in the current times of global economic crisis when
unemployment and decreasing capital accumulation return to the top of the policy agenda, while
innovation, technology and R&D (quality of investment) have declined in relative importance.
Targeting quality requires more proactive FDI policies based on substantive policy analysis
capabilities, in contrast with policies focused on quantity which can rely on a more passive approach to
government intervention focused on deregulation, liberalization, tax reduction and providing a stable
macroeconomic environment. The key challenge for policy makers is to design a coherent and efficient
policy mix that encompasses the right set of policies considering the country’s circumstances and
developmental strategies. But determining the correct policy mix is an extremely difficult task because it
involves different government departments and agencies and because the relative efficiency of the
different policy instruments is uncertain ex ante and hard to evaluate ex post. Not only are outcomes
harder to measure, but it is also often extremely difficult to attribute outcomes to underlying policies. It
needs to be emphasized that the policy mix is not a static structure: it necessarily changes through time
in accordance with structural transformations of markets and technologies and to changes in broader
economic development strategies. Moreover, each individual country would require a different mix of
policies depending on its technological and institutional profile.
Beyond the investment promotion activities of IPAs, a multitude of actors are involved in
subsidiary development. These may include regional economic development agencies, technology
transfer organizations, R&D funding agencies, and ministries of economy, technology and innovation.
This implies that FDI policies need to be closely linked and integrated with industrial and innovation
policies (Costa and Filippov, 2008; Guimón, 2009; Narula and Dunning, 2010). Historically, FDI
promotion has been framed within the context of industrial policy, since the main focus was placed on
the creation of industrial capacities (Costa and Filippov, 2008). However, the qualitative approach
towards FDI policy calls for a closer link with innovation policy. Innovation policy aims at improving
the R&D investment climate by identifying and acting upon the strengths and weaknesses of the
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national innovation system. Inward investment promotion communicates abroad the strengths of the
country’s national innovation system and provides targeted services to both potential and existing
foreign investors in R&D. In sum, government policies to attract high quality FDI include signaling
opportunities to foreign investors and facilitating the investment process, but also providing public
goods in critical areas such as education and science and technology infrastructure. In this context, a key
role for IPAs is to guide national innovation policies towards the factors that MNEs are looking at when
deciding where to locate their international R&D centers and when rating alternative locations.

4 Management Challenges for Investment Promotion Agencies
Building on the previous sections, the objective here is to point out some of the management
challenges facing investment promotion agencies in the transition from targeting quantity to targeting
quality. We do so using an intellectual capital perspective, drawing attention to the key intangible
resources and activities that IPAs should develop in order to be efficient in their new mandates. A
variety of intellectual capital management and reporting models have emerged since the 1990s to better
address the main drivers of innovation and value-creation within organizations that are not reflected in
traditional management control and accounting systems (Brooking, 1996; Edvinsson and Malone, 1997;
European Commission, 2006; MERITUM, 2002; Sveiby, 1997). More recently, an increasing number of
non-profit organizations, research centers, universities and government departments have also adopted
intellectual capital management concepts and tools (Bounfour and Edvinsson, 2005; Dalkir et al., 2007;
Mouritsen et al., 2004; Sánchez and Elena, 2006).
Intellectual capital can be defined as the combination of an organization’s intangible resources and
activities. It is usually classified in the following three sources of knowledge-based capital, which
constitute the key drivers of an organization’s success in achieving its strategic objectives:
• Human capital: The knowledge that employees take with them when they leave the organization at
the end of the working day. It includes the knowledge, skills, experiences and capabilities of people.
• Structural capital: The knowledge that stays within the organization at the end of the working day.
It comprises organizational routines, procedures, systems, cultures and databases.
• Relational capital: The knowledge linked to the external relationships of the organization. It
comprises the part of human and structural capital involved with the company’s relations with
stakeholders (including its owners, customers, suppliers, etc.), plus the perceptions that they hold about
the company.
4.1 Human capital
The skill-sets of the employees of IPAs should be changing to reflect the agencies’ new focus on
quality and subsidiary development. As inward investment promotion becomes more connected with
innovation policy, IPAs need to develop internally new skills and capabilities, not only to understand the
changing technological strategies of multinational enterprises but also to be able to evaluate the interest
of incoming FDI projects. The typical activities of the employees of IPAs are shifting from
administrative and commercial functions towards highly specialized and complex functions, as
discussed in Section 3. This means that existing employees need training on innovation and R&D and, at
the same time, new employees with a technological background should be hired. It is important to stress
that the new knowledge and capabilities required are not only strictly scientific and technological, but
also comprise complementary, ‘soft’ capabilities such as analytical skills, polyvalence and the ability to
sense and respond to technological and market trends.
The new challenges for investment promotion agencies also call for more flexible hiring
procedures, including short-term and part-time contracts, to bring along specialized talent when needed,
including for specific, short-term projects. Last but not least, a professional, results-oriented
management and service culture should be inculcated in the work culture of IPAs.
4.2 Structural capital
Structural capital is related to organizational routines and management procedures, tools, systems
and databases. It reflects the transformation of knowledge embedded in individuals (human capital) into
knowledge that remains within the organizational structure. This occurs through codification, diffusion
and standardization. When IPAs shift their strategies from quantity to quality, their structural capital
needs to be developed by implementing new processes and service offerings. Targeting quality implies a
more proactive, selective and customized approach than targeting quantity. IPAs should constantly
evaluate the existing stock of inward FDI with the aim of focusing their limited resources on those
foreign subsidiaries which are more likely to upgrade in corporate value chains. Indeed, the increased
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competition for high quality FDI often requires an ‘activist’ policy approach aimed at specific foreign
investors (Cantwell and Mudambi, 2000). As explained by Mudambi and Mudambi (2005), such activist
policies generally encompass a two-stage strategy: the first stage consists in targeting the most
appropriate investment projects while the second consists in tailoring the most appropriate package of
incentives and services for the individual firms being considered.
Presently, many IPAs are developing new screening systems or checklists in accordance with this
strategy. Targeting quality requires not only a set of performance measurement indicators, as discussed
in Section 2, but also the development of new methods to evaluate and screen potential investment
projects. The screening of FDI projects and potential investors against predefined criteria helps
determine the extent of public support to provide (in the form of incentives or investment services)
based on the expected benefits for the host country/region.
Structural capital is also related to the capacity of an IPA to design and ‘package’ new service
offerings that may be attractive to foreign investors and contribute to the upgrading of existing
subsidiaries. This implies the explicit design of policy instruments, which are offered to foreign
investors and which receive a certain budget allocation. For example, many IPAs have set up
‘technology linkage programs’ to support the development of supplier networks and technology clusters
around MNE subsidiaries. Policies may also include subsidies linked to performance requirements such
as the collaboration between foreign subsidiaries and local firms, universities and research centres.
4.3 Relational capital
Relational capital is a central component of the value creation process of IPAs, because their aim is
to improve the international image of the country/region, to network with existing investors and to
imprint a higher responsiveness of other government departments and agencies. Our argument is that the
shift from quality to quantity brings along a different approach to the management of IPAs relations
both with MNEs and with other spheres of government. It requires a stronger steering and coordination
capacity, aimed at generating dialogue and collaboration at various levels among a wide set of local and
foreign actors.
With regard to MNEs, in Section 2 we have argued that targeting quality requires a stronger focus
on subsidiary development rather than on greenfield FDI attraction. Subsidiary development should
concentrate on selected groups of subsidiaries, following targeting and market segmentation efforts. It is
important to recognize that subsidiaries are highly heterogeneous units in terms of their functions, scope
of responsibilities, power relations with parent companies, industrial specificities, and so on. The
identification of prospective companies for policy intervention is followed by efforts to gain audiences
with decision-makers in these companies but, in the words of Loewendahl (2001, p. 22), “approaching
companies should not be seen as a methodical exercise: it is not about one-off approaches to a fixed
number of companies each day, but rather a market intelligence gathering and relationship building
campaign”. It is essential to develop formal and informal contacts between subsidiary executives and
national investment promotion agency officials. A strong effort must be made to discuss with
subsidiaries (and their headquarters) their future plans and prospects. This can help to identify ways in
which the host country authorities might assist in reaching these goals.
Another critical role for IPAs emerging from the qualitative approach is to provide policy advice to
the government bodies responsible for formulating and implementing innovation policy based on the
needs of R&D investors. IPAs hold a unique insight into the problems investors face and their
impressions of the country as an investment location, based on which they should draw attention to
different agents of the national innovation system to areas that are important for making a location more
attractive for knowledge-intensive investments.
To be effective in their policy advocacy role, IPAs need to develop strong links with other
government ministries and agencies, in addition to the local managers of foreign multinationals and
business and professional associations. In particular, as we argued earlier, a closer interplay is needed
between IPAs and R&D funding bodies, universities, ministries of science, etc. Moreover, beyond
policy advocacy and networking, some IPAs may also decide to become directly involved in the
implementation of innovation policy, for example by developing new science and technology
infrastructure.
In sum, building relational capital entails the development of formal and informal spaces for
dialogue and cooperation, comprising different policy areas and industries and bringing together
different stakeholders. It also comprises traditional activities such as participation in international fairs,
exhibitions, conferences, forums and missions.
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4.4 Discussion
We have discussed how the shift from a focus on quantity and attraction towards a focus on quality
and subsidiary development calls for changes in the intellectual capital of IPAs. It is important to stress
that the three types of intellectual capital that we have used in our discussion are closely connected with
each other. For example, the knowledge of an employee (human capital) might turn into structural
capital when it is codified and diffused throughout the organization, and it might also turn into relational
capital when it is used to improve relationships with stakeholders. Indeed, it is important to pay attention
to the transformation and combination of different types of intellectual capital as critical drivers of value
creation.
Success in adapting to these challenges is driven by IPA’s ‘dynamic capabilities’, a term defined by
Porter (1985) as the ability to identify and profit from new opportunities, and to reconfigure and protect
their knowledge in order to attain a sustainable competitiveness. Moreover, a prerequisite for successful
investment promotion is that it takes place in the context of a broader strategy for improving the
investment environment, across a wide range of policy areas. Successful promotion is expensive and
resources need to be used wisely. Therefore, in order to achieve selected policy options efficiently, clear
strategic plans and policy mixes need to be set out (OECD, 2006). However, as Rodrik (2004) argues,
such strategy formulation efforts should be conceived as a “necessarily experimental process” involving
a more “flexible form of strategic collaboration” between public and private sectors. Such forms of
strategic collaboration between IPAs, national policy-makers, established subsidiaries, potential foreign
investors and domestic businesses are of critical importance for the shift from quantity to quality in FDI
policies.

5 Concluding Remarks
Based on the relevant academic and policy-oriented literature, we have developed a new conceptual
approach for IPAs. We argue that reorientation towards quality of FDI is inextricably linked to the
importance attached to the development of already established subsidiaries. In other words, the policy
initiatives and the support of IPAs should be extended from facilitation of initial investments towards
nurturing the qualitative evolution of established subsidiaries. However, as we have shown, adoption of
the qualitative approach to FDI promotion strategy is associated with a number of challenges for IPAs,
as it involves rethinking of existing strategies and organizational changes in the entire government.
IPAs’ work should be framed within a new policy mix and a broad policy agenda. Specifically, better
coherence should be achieved between FDI policy and innovation policy. We argue that IPAs can
manage the transition from quantity to quality by building upon an intellectual capital framework,
consisting of three sources of knowledge-based capital: human capital, structural capital and relational
capital. Presently, the performance of most IPAs is still normally measured by traditional indicators such
as the amount of FDI attracted (the volume of investment) and the total number of jobs created.
However, we have argued that a new system of indicators is necessary to evaluate the success of IPAs
targeting quality.
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Abstract After retrospecting related references on low carbon economy, the paper considers low
carbon economy as a new economic development mode, which has been gradually becoming a global
consensus. On basis, by analyzing the advent challenges, from three aspects including the stages of
development, industrial structure, the status of resources and environmental, Wuhan (of China) intends
to develop low carbon economy. Moreover, to quicken the paces of transforming the low carbon
economy of Wuhan, the paper provides some suggestions from developing the industrials with the
characteristics of low carbon, optimizing the energy structure, drawing up more approaches which
contribute to the development of industrial policies of low carbon economy as well as shift the ways of
production, living, and consumption.
Key word Low carbon economy; Wuhan of China; Economic development mode; Transformation

1 Introduction
The conception of ‘low carbon economy’ was initially mentioned in the government report of UK
Our Energy Future: Creating a Low Carbon Economy. After the eighty of 20 century, the economist
Grossman and Krueger (1995) institute ‘environmental Kuznets Curve’, they think environmental
quality grows up with the same reverse ‘U’ curve relation like the economic growth. Subsequently,
centering on the emission of carbon dioxide of greenhouses gases, the Japanese experts Kaya Yoyichi
came up with the famous formula Kaya, namely, the emission load of carbon dioxide in a country or
regions is dependent on four factors including the population, per capital of GDP, energy intensity and
energy structure. In the Stern’s report, Stern (2006) indicates that the annually investment of GDP 1%
could avoid the annual loss of GDP 5-20%, meanwhile, appealing for the global transformation of low
carbon economy.
In China, the theoretical research about low carbon economy has already turned into a hot topic.
Zhuang Guiyang (2009) indicated that only if the indexes of carbon productivity achieves on the higher
level economic form with the people’s living standard, the low carbon economy could be finally realized.
Zhang Kunmin (2009) indicated low carbon economy should be one part of resource-conserving and
environmental friendly style society. Pan Jiahua (2008) indicated that carbon has nothing to do with
living quality; it’s the responsibility of developed country setting an example for developing the low
carbon. Qian Zhixin (2009) predicted, following the waves of agriculture, industrialization, information,
the world will ring in the fourth wave, namely the wave of low carbon, walking toward low carbon age.
With the transition to a global consensus on low-carbon economy, as the main country on carbon
dioxide emissions, China confronts dual pressure referring to international commitments to reduce
emissions and constrained resources and environments came from the economic development. The
Chinese Government clearly stated its determination to develop a low carbon economy and take a series
of initiatives to promote low-carbon economy. Low-carbon economy is considered to be as a kind of
low power consumption, low pollution, low emissions and high performance, high efficiency, high
benefits as the main feature, with less greenhouse gas emissions for a larger output of the new economic
development model, it will significantly impact on the development of economic transition of China.

2 Restraining Factors of Developing Low-carbon Economy in Wuhan
At the end of 2007, to accelerate regional economic development in central, Chinese government
approved the Wuhan city circle as the reform experimental area of building up ‘resource-saving and
environment-friendly society’ (referred to as ‘Two –oriented society’). The construction of two-oriented
society and development of low-carbon economy possess a high degree of solidarity, developing
low-carbon economy is regarded as vital path to construct two-oriented society. To construct
‘Two-oriented society’as the target of Development of Wuhan city circle in Hubei Province is
becoming the engine of developing economy rapidly, this leads to unprecedented opportunities for
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Wuhan being as the growth pole. Meanwhile, the two types of community-building goals of the
restructuring of Wuhan Economic Development put forward new demands. Wuhan is currently in the
stage of accelerated industrialization, how to make good use of advantages, at the same time, dealing
with relations well between economic development and development and utilization of resources and
environmental protection of the relations to achieve the transition to a low carbon economy, facing a
number of challenges.
2.1 Stages of development and the hypothesis of Environmental Kuznets Curve
Environmental Kuznets Curve considers that the growth of economy have influences on
environment. Initially, with the development of economy, the per capital GDP will be increased with the
deterioration of ecological environment, but when the per capital GDP achieve on certain level, the
damage of ecological environment will be decreased with its increase, the amelioration of ecological
environment, so that the relation between economic development and environment appears to a reverse
U curve.
As far as concerned Wuhan is in the middle stage of industrialization, while benefiting from the
national regional economic development strategy and industrial gradient transfer, the industrialization of
Wuhan is in the stage of developing rapidly, compared with 10 years ago, in Wuhan, the main energy
consumption has already increased by 1 times. Although the level of unit GDP energy consumption
decreased in Wuhan, but rapid economic growth leads to increased carbon emissions, increasing
pressure on ecological environment, Wuhan is still on the rising stage of Kuznets inverted U- Curve .
Obviously, if we do not change the traditional model of economic development, the contradictions
between economic development and resources and the environment will be more prominent.
2.2 Industrial structure and locked-in effect
The so-called locking effect (Locked-in effect) refers to the infrastructure, equipment, personal and
other large consumer durables, once put into their useful, they could be used for 15 years to 50 years or
more, technology and capital investment has a payback period, immediate replacement amounts to a
huge economic losses. In comparison, due to locking effect caused by switching costs of developed
countries costs is less than in the process of industrialization of developing countries.
Wuhan, an old industrial base, is in the development stage of accelerating industry, the industry
accounts for a larger part of total GDP of Wuhan City whose economy is growing by the manufacturing
industry of cars, machine-based equipment, steel, petrochemical, building materials and other heavy
industry as major powers. In the economic structure which put more emphasis on heavy industry, not
only long-term industrial investment, put a huge amount of money, and energy-intensive industries and
key enterprises, accounting for a large energy consumption, energy conservation and consumption
reduction are difficult, the high cost of converting a low carbon economy, facing the pressure of huge
amounts of money and technology, to achieve industrial restructuring by locking effect will pay a heavy
price.
2.3 Resources and environments and Ecological footprint
Ecological Footprint (Ecological Footprint) is used to calculate and measure the extent people use
the natural resources and the extent to which human nature by providing an analysis of ecosystem
services methods. By calculating the individual, regional, national or global population consumption of
resources and consumptive needs of waste generated by the biological production area, and making a
comparison with the range of the biological carrying capacity, the regional sustainable development
could be measured.
As the economic development of Wuhan mainly depends on the consumption of resources of
traditional industries, and rapid industrial development demands more energy, while the effective
utilization of energy is still at a lower level, the over-exploitation of ecosystem, serious depletion of
natural resources beyond its capacity, resulting in ecological footprint over the ecological carrying
capacity, serious ecological imbalances that affect sustainable economic development in Wuhan.
According to statistics, from 2002 to 2007 period, per capita ecological carrying capacity in Wuhan
suggest little changes, but ecological deficit grows from 1.909815 hm2 in 2002 to 2007, 2.610107 hm2,
ecological footprint of per capita is14.6 times the per capita ecological carrying.

3 Ways of Realizing the Transition into Low-carbon Economy Mode of Wuhan
3.1 The adjustment of industrial structure
Both of Knowledge-intensive and technology-intensive industries belong to low-carbon industries
such as finance, consulting, advertising, education, insurance, and other modern service industry,
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namely, the low power consumption, low pollution, low-emission or zero-emission industries, but also
their knowledge and technical content has a very high added value. Wuhan has more universities,
abundant science and education resources, strong comprehensive strength of science and education.
Therefore, Wuhan should play to our strengths, change the economic development model, adjust the
tertiary industries structure, and take the knowledge-intensive and technology-intensive development
path, reduce the dependence of economic development of heavy chemical industries such as high carbon
dependence, to develop high-tech and modern service industry and other low-carbon industries.
3.2 Optimize the energy structure
On the one hand, Wuhan should actively develop and utilize renewable energy sources such as
solar, wind, hydro, biomass, biogas, and many other low-carbon or carbon-free energy. On the other
hand, the transition from high-carbon economy to a low carbon economy cannot be achieved in the short
term; it should focus on improving the efficiency of the use of fossil energy. If the Government
promulgated a number of preferential policies to attract foreign investment, strengthen international
cooperation, use of foreign advanced technology to improve energy efficiency and curb the increase in
total consumption of fossil energy. Currently, on the aspects of utilizing the natural gas , building up
waste to energy projects, foster solar energy industry, construction of rural biogas project, Wuhan is
taking effective ways to strengthen them.
3.3 Exerting the guidance of government and market mechanism to develop the industrial policies
Government can raise the threshold for carbon-intensive industries, increase the taxes to the high
energy consumption, high pollution and high emission industries, and lay out preferential policies to
encourage the development of low carbon industries, reduce taxes on low-carbon or giving
governmental subsidies to low carbon industry to attract investors. Meanwhile, the government can
establish carbon sequestration projects funded by Carbon Trust, or encourage beneficial commercial and
public sector to reduce carbon dioxide emissions comprehensively to promote the building of low
carbon city of Wuhan.
3.4 Fostering the low carbon ideas of businesses and the public
To change the model of city's economic development, we must foster the consciousness of
participating, building up the ideas of low carbon development in industry, encourage enterprises to
enhance energy efficiency and the development of low-carbon technology, guide them to produce more
products to meet the requirements of low carbon economy. In people’s daily lives, they are encouraged
to live in a low carbon way by adding more elements of low carbon, promoting eco-eating and
consumption, such as promotion of eco-eating, open green car, home energy conservation and etc. Only
urban enterprises and public act together can it be possible for Wuhan to transit into a low carbon
economy.

4 Conclusions
From the aspects of the stages of development, industrial structure and resources and environments,
the paper analyzes the difficulties during the process of transition towards low carbon economy in
Wuhan. There are lots of ways for Wuhan to realize the low carbon transformation. For example,
considering, adjusting the industrial structure; vigorously developing industries with the characteristics
of low carbon; optimizing energy structure, improving energy efficiency and reducing carbon dioxide
emissions; exploiting the guidance of government and market mechanism, laying out industrial policies
which are conducive to the development of low-carbon economy; cultivating the ideas of low-carbon to
businesses and the public philosophy, changing the patterns of the production, living and consumption.
Only when those are realized, can Wuhan be able to set a good example for building up a two-oriented
society in the Wuhan city circle by realizing the coordinated development of economic and resources
and environments.
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Abstract This paper estimates China’s provincial time-varying technical efficiency incorporating
energy factor during 1995-2007 with KSS, CSS, BC and DEA model. The research results are as
follows: incorporating energy factor or not, the provincial technical efficiency within the sample interval
is generally decreasing; after incorporating energy factor, the rank of provincial technical efficiency has
changed, the new rank more objectively and accurately reflects the quality of economic growth in
different provinces; based on the difference in provincial time-varying technical efficiency and ranks
between different models, KSS model has advantages in aspects of time varying and stability.
Key words Energy; Technical efficiency; KSS model; Comparison

1 Introduction
Energy is the material basis for human survival and development, and also necessary production
element. Since 2004, China’s annual energy consumption is more than 2 billion standard coals and this
number keeps increasing. In 2007 and 2008, China’s annual energy consumption growth rate was 7.7％
and 7.2％ respectively, which accounted for 52% and 73% of the world’s total amount. China’s annual
growth rate is not only higher than Japan’s (-0.9% and -1.9%), EU’s (-2.2% and -0.5%)and other
developed countries and regions, but also higher than the world’s average level(2.4% and 1.4%).②
Since 2007, as international economy changed, the price of global energy, with oil as representative,
changed drastically. It soared up and dropped down in a dramatic cycle, but generally speaking, as the
consumption of fossil energy continues, the long-term increase in energy price is a fact. From a macro
point of view, the increase in energy price will increase the import cost, enlarge the pressure of China’s
imported inflation and lead to the net overflow of huge national wealth, which will finally be reflected
on the level of domestic output level; From a micro point of view, the increase in energy level and its
fluctuation will change the company’s production cost and directly affects the profit level and operating
efficiency of the company, which further changes the micro technical efficiency. At the same time, the
emission of most greenhouse gas comes from the use of energy (UNEP, 2007), so the consumption of
energy is closely related to the global climate change and development and the global prospect of
low-coal economy.
Since the use of energy is directly and causally related to the emission of greenhouse gas and
environmental pollution, the KLEMS international production rate comparison project which is started
by Jorgenson and others makes energy element into the analysis framework of production rate.
Domestic scholars such as Tu Zhengge (2008), Zhou Jian and Gu Liuliu (2009) also incorporated energy
factor when calculating technical efficiency. But, in domestic research on provincial technical efficiency,
most articles only cover capital stock, labor and human capital, but not energy factor (such as Yan
Pengfei and Wang Bing, 2004; Fu Xiaoxia and Wu Lixue, 2006; Hu Angang et al., 2008). In research
method, frontier analysis methods such as Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) and Stochastic Frontier
Analysis are at the leading position. The most commonly used SFA in China is BC(Battese and
Coelli,1992) model.
In this paper, we use KSS model to calculate China’s provincial time-varying technical efficiency.
Through the analysis and comparison of the estimation and ranking of technical efficiency incorporating
energy factor in all provinces, we demonstrate the rationality of incorporating energy factoring
provincial technical efficiency research. At the same time, to avoid the error produced by using one
single method, we use CSS, BC, KSS and DEA four frontier analysis models to calculate provincial
time-varying technical efficiency and compare the estimated results of the four methods.

①
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2 Methodology
2.1 Parametric estimation method of time-varying technical efficiency
A parametric frontier production model that involves time-varying technical efficiency can be
formulated as:
Yit = X 'it β + uit + vit , i = 1,..., N , t = 1,..., T
(1)
In parametric frontier analysis, Y and X usually mean the output and input variables after
logarithmic transformation, i means section unit (such as company, household, etc.), t means time, vit
means random error term, vit～iidN(0,σv2), uit means unexpected random effect term, used to capture the
time-varying technical inefficiency of different individual sections. Different scholars proposed a series
of uit specification with different time-varying features. Because of the difference in uit specification and
estimation methods, a variety of panel data stochastic frontier models of time-varying technical
efficiency are formed, such as BC, KSS(Kneip et al. 2003) and CSSW(Cornwell, Schmidt and Sickles,
1990) models. Kumbhakar and Lovell (2000) and other articles have made detailed conclusion of this.
2.2 Non-parametric estimation method of time-varying technical efficiency: DEA
Data envelopment analysis is a non-parametric method based on linear programming. Its basic
idea is to use every evaluated unit as a decision making unit (DMU), use DMU’s output and input index
as variables for evaluation and calculation, determine effective production frontier and decide whether
DMU is efficient based on the distance between DMU and effective production frontier. The technical
efficiency of output –oriented constant return scale (CRS) can be obtained through solving the following
linear programming problem:

Max θ
θ ,λ

s.t. − θ yit + Y λ ≥ 0,
xit − X λ ≥ 0,

λ ≥0

(2)
θ is a scalar, λ is a(NT×1)constant vector. The DMU i’s efficiency at t time is TE=1/θ,0≤TE≤1,if TE
＝1,it means that it’s located in front of the production frontier and the technique is effective.

3 Empirical Analysis
3.1 Data
Considering the attainability of provincial consumption data, this paper examines the interval of
1995-2007. Since there is a loss data of Tibet, we do not include it within the sample and we combine
the data of Chongqing with Sichuan. Thus, in this paper, there is data of technical efficiency of a total of
29 provinces. The variable used in this paper is defined as follow:
Output(Y)：represented by provincial GDP. Divide the provincial GDP by provincial GDP deflator,
transform it into actual GDP that can represented by constant price 1978＝100. The data comes from
“China Statistical Yearbook”.
Capital stock(K)：uses “perpetual inventory method” to calculate the actual capital stock in all
provinces throughout the years, the formula is: Kit=Iit+(1-δi)Kit-1, with Kit as the capital stock of the year
t in region i. Iitis the investment of year t in region i,δi is the depreciation rate of fixed assets at year t in
region i. The value initial capital stock estimate and depreciation rate δi is taken according to the
research of Zhang Jun et al.(2004). The provincial capital stock can all be represented by the constant
price of 1978.
Labor(L)：according to the process methods of major documents, use the provincial employment
number throughout the years to represent labor. The data comes from “CEInet Statistics Database”.
Energy(E)：represented by provincial energy consumption throughout the years. The data comes
from “China Energy Statistical Yearbook”. All the data are converted to standard coal equivalent(SCE).
Ningxia and some other provinces have lost some data, which are supplemented through linear
interpolation.
The statistical description of all variables is as shown in Table 1.
3.2 The estimation of model and explanation of results
We use the CSSW, BC, KSS and DEA models mentioned above to calculate the provincial
technical efficiency with and without energy factor incorporated during the sample intervals, and then
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we ranked the provincial technical efficiencies of these models. As shown in Figure 1, in order to
demonstrate the time-varying features of the provincial technical efficiency during the sample intervals,
we draw a figure based on the estimated technical efficiency mean and time. Since the input variables in
two conditions are different, so according to principle, their estimates cannot be compared. Here, we
mainly examine the relative change of estimated technical efficiency, which leads to the following
explanations:
Table 1

Y
K
L
E

N

T

observations

29
29
29
29

13
13
13
13

377
377
377
377

The Descriptive Statistics of Variables
Standard
Mean
Maximum Minimum
deviation
1332.3
1288.6
7881.7
47.49
2769.7
3005.5
20971
133.82
2233.6
1563.2
6568.1
226
6499.5
4657.2
28554
303

Unit
100 million Yuan
100 million Yuan
10000 persons
10000 tons of SCE

(1)The provincial technical efficiencies in the sample interval generally are decreasing
If energy factor is not incorporated, then based on CSSW,BC,KSS,DEA methods, the provincial
technical efficiency estimated means are 0.46,0.58,0.41,0.69 respectively. If energy factor is inclusive,
then the means are 0.47,0.58,0.41,0.72. Within the sample interval, based on the four models, all
provincial technical efficiencies are decreasing. If energy factor is incorporated, during 1995-2007,
based on CSSW,BC,KSS,DEA methods, the annual change rates of provincial technical efficiency are
-0.63 ％,-0.71％,-0.78％,-0.09％ respectively; if energy factor is not incorporated, then within the
observation interval, based on these four models, the annual change rates of provincial technical
efficiency are -0.66 ％,-0.79％,-0.79％,-0.07％. Since technical efficiency reflects the relative distance
between all observed values and production frontier. The average decrease in provincial technical
efficiencies shows that the distance between observation unit and frontier production unit which
represents the best practice is enlarged, which further shows that the difference in the provincial
economic growth in this sample interval is increased.
(2)Whether energy factor is incorporated leads to the change in the rank of provincial technical
efficiencies
If energy factor is incorporated, then according to the mean of these four technical efficiency
estimate ranking, the top five would be Shanghai(1.75), Guangdong(3.75), Fujian(6.5), Jiangsu(6.75)and
Hunan(8). These regions have high technical efficiencies. The first four are all Eastern coastal provinces;
the last five are Inner Mongolia(23.5), Shanxi(25), Xinjiang(25.25), Ningxia(27.25)and Qinghai(29).
These regions have low technical efficiencies and are located in the West. If energy factor is not
incorporated, then the first five would be Shanghai(1.75), Guangdong(4), Fujian, (6.25), Hunan
(7.75)and Sichuan(8); the last five would be Beijing(22.25), Xinjiang, (22.75)Shanxi(24.25),
Ningxia(26.25) and Qinghai(28.75).
It’s easy to see that whether energy is incorporated doesn’t affect the highly efficient Shanghai,
Guangdong, Fujian and the poorly efficient Ningxia and Qinghai, but the rank of most provinces is
changed regarding energy factor. The provinces whose ranks rose after incorporating energy factor
include Jiangsu (+7), Beijing (+3), Guangxi (+3), Hainan (+3), Liaoning (+2), Henan (+2), Zhejiang
(+1), Tianjing (+1), Jiangxi (+1), Shanxi (+1), Shandong (+1), which are mostly Eastern provinces;
those whose ranks dropped include Heilongjiang (-5), Guizhou (-4), Hebei (-3), Inner Mongolia (-3),
Jilin (-2), Sichuan (-1), Hubei (-1), Hunan (-1), Shanxi (-1), Yunnan (-1), Xinjiang (-1), which are
mostly Western provinces. We have noticed that the provinces whose ranks rose often have higher
energy efficiency①, so we can say that this change is expected. This change further shows that
incorporating energy factories conducive to objectively reflect the element input and output condition of
different provinces, but in the new times background where low-coal economy and “Two-type” society
construction are in the agenda, incorporating energy factor can more accurately reflect the quality of
economic growth in all provinces.
(3)The estimation and ranking of provincial technical efficiencies based on different models have big
difference
It’s not hard to find that there is a big difference in technical efficiencies for the same place when
using different estimation methods. For example, when including energy, the estimated mean for
technical efficiency for Anhui Province when using CSSW, BC,KSS, DEA are (0.5199, 0.7406, 0.4224,
0.9321), and for Fujian, they are (0.5729, 0.8854, 0.4480, 0.9976), and for Gansu, they are (0.2835,
0.4961, 0.2125, 0.5607). Through comparison of the estimated means for technical efficiencies using
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different methods, we can see that DEA produces the highest value and KSS produces the lowest. At the
same time, the two-dimensional figure① of the estimated technical efficiencies of all provinces and time
shows that the estimates of CSSW, KSS and DEA models are dramatically different. The time-varying
feature of technical efficiencies is very clear. Under comparison, the technical efficiency change margin
of provincial technical efficiencies based on BC model is smaller. This result is the compatible with the
comparison research result of Sickles (2005) based on Monte Carlo simulation.
Some provinces have big difference in ranking when using different methods. For example, when
incorporating energy, Hainan(27, 3, 27, 5), Shandong(4, 19, 4, 18), Beijing(18, 27, 15, 23)and others,
and their situations are similar when not incorporating energy. As shown in Table 2, here are the
Spearman correlation coefficients of ranks based on CSSW, BC,KSS and DEA incorporating energy
factor. The results have shown that CSSW and KSS have the most similar ranking with a correlation
coefficient of 0.99. BC and KSS also have a high correlation coefficient 0.94, but the similarity between
these “two groups” is not high.
Table 2

CSSW
BC
KSS
DEA

Figure 1

Spearman Correlation Test of Technical Efficiency Ranking
CSSW
BC
KSS
1
0.5557
1
0.9911
0.4867
1
0.6473
0.9394
0.5961

DEA

1

Means for Provincial Technical Efficiencies Incorporating Energy Factor

In order to examine the stability of these four methods, we calculate the technical efficiencies and
their rankings incorporating energy factor during 1995~2006 and 1995~2007. The results have shown
that CSSW, KSS, DEA models have good stability, with the correlation coefficients of the two time
periods 0.9998, 1 and 0.9995. And BC model has a relatively worse stability with a correlation
coefficient of 0.9296.
Generally speaking, the difference mentioned above shows that different models have difference in
their estimation ideas and technical methods. Sickles (2005) did a comparison research on many
semi-parametric, parametric, non-parametric frontier analysis methods which includes CSS, BC, KSS
and DEA. The results, which are based on Monte Carlo simulation experiment, show that among all the
time-varying models examined, KSS and DEA have the best overall performance. The estimate results
of these two models have not only stability but also demonstrate the time-varying feature of technical
efficiencies for different individual cross sections. This is mainly because different from CSS and BC,
KSS approach removes the presupposed hypothesis of inefficiency from the model, enforces no
constraint on the time-varying feature of technical inefficiency term uit, is based on the idea of splice
smoothing estimation and principal component analysis, according to estimation calculates a few basis
functions from the data, uses their time-varying coefficients to reflect the time-varying effects of
individuals, so that it offers a time-varying effect analysis framework that is more common and more
inclusive. And the non-parametric DEA method doesn’t use the specification of any function, is not
restrained from the potential distribution of error term, thus it doesn’t really show the unrealistic (Wu,
1996). But since DEA doesn’t separate random factors, measurement errors, outliers and statistical noise
could all affect the shape and position of production frontiers. In this paper, according to the features of
SFA and DEA, we combine the time-varying feature, stability and inclusive of random disturbances of
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these models and concluded that we prefer KSS among CSS,BC,KSS and DEA four models.

4 Conclusion
This paper has calculated and compared China’s provincial time-varying technical efficiency
incorporated energy factor with CSSW, BC, KSS and DEA models. The main conclusions are as follow:
Whether energy factor is incorporated or not, the provincial technical efficiencies within the sample
intervals are all decreasing. If energy factor is incorporated, during 1995~2007, the annual change rate
of provincial technical efficiencies based on CSSW,BC,KSS and DEA models are respectively -0.63
％,-0.71％,-0.78％,-0.09％, which shows that the difference in economic growth between provinces is
enlarged.
When energy factor is incorporated, the ranking for provincial technical efficiency is changed. In
the new times background where low-coal economy development and “Two-type” society construction
are in the agenda, incorporating energy factor is conducive to more accurately reflect the quality of the
economic growth in all provinces.
The estimation and ranking of provincial technical efficiencies based on different models have big
difference. According to the calculation of CSSW,BC,KSS and DEA, combing the features of SFA and
DEA models, KSS model has advantages in aspects of time-varying, stability and tolerance of random
factors.
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Abstract Nowadays, increasingly more people or institutions have realized the importance of circular
economy, which is a new form of economy and a nice way for enterprises to achieve sustainable
development. To develop circular economy, for enterprises, there are three basic paths: cleaner
production, zoological industry chain and resource recovery. It is urgent for enterprises to change in
strategy, idea, target, design, market, and management system for the sake of realizing circular economy
and sustainable development.
Key words Circular economy; Sustainable development; Green management

1 Introduction
The word, circular economy, is put forward by an American economist in 1960s and short for
floating economy of close-loop materials, which means converting traditional economy that depends on
resource consumption to rise linearly into economy relying on ecological resource circulation to develop.
After the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) in 1992, developing
circular economy has been thought as the most significant and practical choice to implement strategy of
sustainable development.
Developing circular economy has to follow “3R Principle”, that is, Reducing, Reusing and
Recycling. Reducing is aimed at controlling the inlet and cutting down the amount of matter during
production and consumption, thereby reducing the quantity of waste discharged fundamentally. While
the aim of Reusing is to control process and improve the utilizing efficiency of products and service,
which demands products and packaging materials be used many times in their original forms. Then
Recycling is aimed at controlling the outlet, demanding that products be converted into recycled
resources or harmless rubbish after finishing their functions.

2 The Basic Paths for Enterprises to Develop Circular Economy
As the cells of modern society, enterprises are the essential units and microeconomic foundation
for developing circular economy and establishing a circular community. They make a great difference.
Only with the active participation of enterprises and actual implementation of 3R Principle, can the
whole society achieve sustainable development. In industrial system, there are three levels to achieve
circular economy, that is, single enterprise’s cleaner production (CP), zoological industry chain and
resource recovery. The achievements of the 3 levels are all centered around enterprises.
2.1 Cleaner production (CP)
Enterprises’ internal form of circular economy is cleaner production. CP means utilizing
environmental strategy of general precaution in production process, products and service sustainably,
thereby increasing ecological benefits as well as reducing the risks to humans and the environment. CP
shows the Reducing Principle. There are three links to achieve CP. As to producing process, it requires
saving raw materials and energy, eliminating poisonous raw materials, cutting down the amount of
waste and lowering their toxicity. As to products, it demands reducing bad influences of the whole life
cycle, from the supply of raw materials to products’ final treatment. Then to service, it requires taking
the environment into consideration when designing or providing service. CP is a precautionary measure,
it requires considering to prevent pollution and minimize short-term or even long-term risks to human
health or the environment during producing or technical process in all stages of the whole life cycle of
products or techniques. CP confirms to circular economy and is the basic form to achieve circular
economy.
2.2 Zoological industry chains
The main path to achieve circular economy among enterprises is zoological industry chain, a new
form of industrial organization designed and created according to circular economy and the theory of
industrial ecology. Its main idea is guiding industrial production with ecological mode, thereby waste
won’t be produced during production process, for the waste can be used as raw materials by another
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factory. The world famous advocate of ecological industry, the president of the Resource and
Environment Researching College of Canadian Dalhousie University, Kutai, gives a new content and
meaning to waste produced by enterprises: “What called waste? Waste actually is resource placed wrong
or not utilized correctly, that is, placing wrong quantity of resource at the wrong place and wrong time.”
In a zoological industry chain, the wastes or by-products produced by one enterprise are nutrients to
another. In this way, enterprises in zoological industry chains can form inter-dependent relations, which
is similar to the eco-industrial system in the process of ecological food chain.
2.3 Resource recovery
Resource recovery is one of the main paths for enterprises to achieve circular economy and
indicates the Recycling Principle. It has to avoid the bad influences on our environment brought by
waste and change the waste to treasure, hence achieving resource recovery. The technology system of
circular economy promotes ecological environment protection on the basis of improving resource
utilizing efficiency and by the means of resource recovery and harmless treatment.

3 Management Countermeasures on Circular Economy Development of
Enterprises
3.1 To establish strategy of sustainable development
Traditional enterprise business strategies are always for the sake of attaining the market and
achieving the most economic benefits. However, they have ignored the relations between enterprises
and ecological environment, and not taken external diseconomies of enterprises into consideration.
While circular economy stresses the harmonious development of economy, social system and
environmental system, meantime, it demands to establish resource-saving production and consumption
modes that are good for environment protection. Consequently, under the development mode of circular
economy, enterprises ought to convert their business strategies into strategies of sustainable
development and convert traditional economy that depends on resource-consuming into close-loop and
floating economy relying on ecological resources. The former promotes economy to rise linearly
following the path of “resource-product-pollutant”, while the latter follows “resource-product-recycled
resource”.
3.2 To change management goals and management thoughts
Management goals are the most important elements that have influence on enterprises’ managing
activities, hence developing circular economy requires enterprises to change management goals. In
extensive economic growth mode, enterprises pursue the expansion of the quantity of products and pay
no attention to economic benefits, so the growth mode has been abandoned by increasingly more
companies. While for enterprises in the intensive economic growth mode, their goals are to improve
economic benefits, which are rational choices for enterprises in keen market competition to achieve
development. However, the requirements of market to enterprises changes from time to time. With
people paying more attention to environment protection, the market has some demands to enterprises on
the protection of our environment. Companies that are in keeping with the trend towards environment
protection can establish better corporate images, besides, good environment management may also be a
key element to achieve competitive advantages for enterprises. Hence under the development mode of
circular economy, enterprises ought not merely to pursue economic benefits, they should achieve
success in economic and ecological benefits, which is the internal requirement to develop circular
economy.
Enterprises under circular economy mode pay attention to the environment and save resources
consciously, in addition, they include the value of environmental resources in accounting system in
production, which is an important for enterprises to make policies and measure their benefits. Under
traditional development mode of economy, which thinks resources are cheap and environment is
priceless, enterprises pay little attention to the effects, like the fall of ecological level and social welfare
level, led by the waste of resources and environment damages. If the wastes of resources and
environment pollution aren’t included in the accounting system in production, the economic benefit
index calculated in this way completely neglects environmental benefits. When economic benefit index
ascends, there may be a fall in environmental benefit index. In some areas where the environment is
damaged seriously, the extent of the fall in environment benefits is even over the rise in economic
benefits, which results in a fall in social benefits. If enterprises include resource and environment value
in accounting system in production, they should take both economic and environmental benefits into
consideration during producing or managing activities and try to achieve harmonious development
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between them. In this way, environmental benefits are included in the management results of enterprises,
when economic benefits rise, so do environmental benefits.
3.3 To implement green management
To develop circular economy, enterprises have to implement green management. The contents of
green management are green design, the choice of green materials, green production, green packaging,
green marketing, green technology innovation and achieving green attestation.
Green design is the basic demand to promote and the primary joint of circular economy. It demands
considering environmental attribute of products first within products’ life cycle and taking
environmental effects as the most important parameters, that is, apart from taking products’ function,
quality and cost into consideration, the recycling and treatment of products are included as well. For
instance, following the circulatory line, raw materials-products-waste-raw materials, to design products.
At the stage of thinking how to design, it is essential to make cutting down energy consumption, being
easy to dismantle, being possible to recycle and reuse and eco-environment protection as the
requirements of design criteria, just the same as the elements of products’ function, quality and cost, and
make sure that they can be implemented successfully during production process.
The choice of green materials is the key link to control resource-wasting and environmental
pollution fundamentally. During the process of choosing green materials, it mainly chooses those
environmental friendly, have low resource consumption, low cost and easy to recycle and reuse.
Implementing green production is the core for enterprises to promote green management. Green
production is cleaner production (CP), the production process of enterprises is the main source of
environmental pollution, CP can avoid or reduce pollution the most directly. CP means cleaner
production process and cleaner products, the former demands no or little pollution to the environment
during production process, while the latter demands no damage to the environment when products are
used or discarded.
Green packaging is making policy decisions of choosing packaging materials, designing package
and package’s after treatment according to the minimum environment damage principle. What green
packaging pursues itself is reducing the consumption of packaging materials and solid waste produced
by package under insuring the packaging results of products.
Green marketing, that is to say, during the whole marketing process of market surveying, product
developing, product price fixing and promotion activities, it is essential to follow green theory of
keeping ecological balance and attaching importance to environment protection, hence achieving
harmony between enterprises’ development and our society’ s benefits. There are several aspects of its
contents. First, it is necessary to promote green price and establish a new idea of environment’s
compensatory use. Enterprises ought to include the expenses of environment protection and
environment consumption in products’ cost, hence forming green cost and making it a part of green
price. Next, enterprises had better guide consumers to reduce the bad effects of products on environment
during consumption process. Then, during the process of pre-sales, sale and after-sales service,
enterprises ought to follow the requirements of saving resources and reducing pollution.
Green technology includes environmental engineering technology used to eliminate pollution,
resourcization technology and cleaner production technology. The key to establish green technology
system is adopting the technology of cleaner production and new techniques or technology that are
harmless or have low harm, thus, it is possible to reduce the consumption of raw materials and energy,
achieve little input, high production and low pollution, and eliminate pouring of environment pollution
in production process.
Achieving green attestation is an internal requirement of green management, it symbolizes that the
results of implementing green management have been accepted by our society. Green consultation
system, that is, products that are in keeping with special demands on environment protection during all
the process of developing, producing, using and recycling, harmless or have little harm to ecology and
good for resource recovery, are granted green attestation through the audit of relevant departments of
government or authorities. Green attestation is the pass of products in market as well as enterprises’
green image. Only have a pass, can products go to international market.

4 Conclusion
Circular economy is of great significance, if enterprises can follow those basic paths mentioned
above to development circular economy, they will succeed in today’s keen competition and finally
achieve sustainable development. It is good for our industrial structure to change or even advance to the
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higher class. In addition, our economy can develop more healthily, which is beneficial for us in the long
term.
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Abstract Sustainable development involves complex issues to be considered, and great challenges to
be overcome in the short and long term. Its impact depends on the changes the means of production and
consumption of goods have suffered lately. To start with there are important differences regarding
sustainable and “green” consumption that should be considered; and yet research on most sustainable
consumption is still considering consumption in detriment of its relationship to other relevant
frameworks. In addition, these studies emerged from economic and engineering perspectives only, when
there is a clear need for a more interdisciplinary approach based on social, cultural, anthropologic,
psychological and philosophic foundations. In fact the quest for sustainability needs to consider the
basic issue of consumer patterns and hence relates to what is now called green. In the end the final
question is: In case Prosperity without growth may be possible, how this may be attained to satisfy
global needs?
Key words Green innovation; Sustainable development

1 Introduction
Sustainable development involves complex issues to be considered, and great challenges to be
overcome in the short and long term. Its impact depends on the changes the means of production and
consumption of goods have suffered lately. The search for a sustainable environment is a responsibility
of both producers and consumers (MANZINI, VEZZOLI, 2002). It is challenging to distinguish between
production and consumption when the sustainability is aimed (RIBEMBOIM, 1999). The interrelation
among production, consumption and environmental protection gives rise to a great deal of discussion
regarding sustainable consumption.
Furthermore, there is certain conceptual confusion concerning the use of the terms sustainable and
“green” consumption. Unfortunately, the preponderance of sustainable consumption investigations
considers consumption in detriment of its association with other relevant frameworks. In addition, these
studies emerged from economic and engineering perspectives only (HEISKANEN, PANZAR 1997).
There is now a clear need for a more interdisciplinary approach based on social, cultural,
anthropologic, psychological and philosophic foundations (CONNOLLY, PROTHERO, 2003). Hence,
the objective of this essay is to discuss the structure of a new consumption paradigm, more sustainable
and built from a modern consumption benchmark. A concept then arises from a contemporary
appraisal of “green” and sustainable consumption. The confusion between the terms green” and
sustainable consumption is also discussed. This essay is organised in three stages to address these issues.
The first one refers to the formation of a consumption culture and explores the conceptual grounds of
the sustainable consumption. Thus, a historical research of consumption was performed. “Why do we
consume the way we do?” (DEFRA, 2003). This is the key-deliberation of session two.
The second part represents the axis of the sustainable consumption discussion. Thus, crucial points
are ascertained, such as: “Would it be enough to procure less products or should we generally buy less?
Could this situation be overcome? Should overall consumption be stopped? (COOPER, 2002) How to
evaluate and include the sustainability discussion in the consumption culture?
The third stage depicts considerations on whether the consumer would be able to revolutionise the
market or not. Would it be feasible to develop a new society model, designed and conducted by the
market?
This question leads to the discussion about consumer’s power of choice, its influences on society.
This debate it is drawn from sustainable and “green” consumption contemplations and will be discussed
in item 4.1.
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2 From Buyer to Consumer Status: The Consumption Culture Formation
The consumption culture was originated from the requirement of buyers to comply with the supply
obtained from the industrial increment occurred after the First World War (GORZ, 2005). In this context,
workers were converted to the consumer status, consumers who had high purchasing potential. This
status became, from that period onwards, related with the ability of acquiring commodities, as opposed
to the former competence for producing them. Thus, from the 1920`s, the culture of production was
transformed in a consumption culture (RIFKIN, 2001).
As a consequence, the new behavioural rule was to fulfil the consumer’s role. Is it possible,
therefore, to conceive the idea of a “pre-history” from an economic and socio-politic of a consumption
culture, perceived from economic and socio-politic angles? The discussion about the consumption mass
framework includes two approaches, the so called subjective aspects and the objective ones. Objective
views: the agricultural society has suffered a metamorphosis to an urban and industrial society in the
USA from 1880 to 1920. As a result, a state-of-the-art society, suitable for a mass consumption process
was originated. It was in this historical context that opportune conditions to the improvement of
consumption were developed, such as, the popularisation of credit line consumers, the creation of
department stores, sales by mail and the reduction of working hours (DURAND, 2003; PEREIRA
2000).
The subjective aspects include an ideological transition process which gave rise to an increasing
value to happiness and pleasure (RIFKIN, 1995, BAUMAN, 2001). The marketing development had a
great influence in the latter aspects. As a result, the flourishing of professional advertisement created a
new “ethos” which was vital to the establishment of a consumption culture (DURAND, 2002, 2003).
Marketing evolution was indispensable to the construction of the “American way of life”, especially
during the cold war, when important American brands created a sense of national identity (LAGNEAU,
1981). Hence, some commodities produced at large scale were embedded with cultural importance.
Thereby, artists, writers and intellectuals were involved in the creative process of advertising these
brands (DURAND, 2003).
The aim of fomenting the consumption was reached through conceptualising the consumption
beyond a mere answer to the human’s basic needs and rational priorities (RIFKIN, 1995). The
intention is to stimulate people’s subjectivity, impelling them to accomplish their covered and
unjustifiable needs. Therefore, strategic advertising campaigns instigate individuals to become favoured
by acquiring new, expensive, better and more selected commodities. In other words, they offer
individual solutions to collective problems (GORZ, 2005). Sennett (1988) elucidates how the
development of utilitarianism fomented by the widely spread technologic progress, was important to the
creation of the consumption culture. This means that the rise of department stores did not happen by
chance. Urban areas, collective transport means were transformed in order to enable increasing number
of consumers to buy.
However, these aspects do not contemplate the personal and social influences consumers have
experienced. Sennett (1988) poses a question concerning consumers’ behaviour: “Why did they agree to
acquire more than it was actually needed?” His own answer lies on a transformation process occurred in
the Nineteenth Century when people were the actors of the consumption process. The nature of the
private changed.
Thus, reflecting on the consumption and on the market, both eventually became the
mainstay of this process (FONTENELLE, 2006).
The society observed the remodelling of its values during this period. The American society was
reshaped on the basis of self-immolation, accumulation and stinginess principles. Protestant ethics were
increasingly influencing American life style. Thereby, saving, investing in the future and the search for
an abstemious life were cherished. Instant satisfaction, on the contrary, was undermined.
Nevertheless, not long after, consumption was converted from a bad habit to an attribute (RIFKIN,
1995). People’s values were, during this period, mostly based on appearances, as a way of manifesting
their individuality and also as an object of status (COSTA, 2004). Thus, self-esteem, formerly grounded
in religion and gregariousness, become based on the image exhibited to the society. This process
occurred due to the fragmentation, caused by a social and geographic manoeuvrability (DURAND,
2002). Featherstone (1991) identifies three main views of consumption culture:
(1) Economic: originated from the development of capitalism and of materialism, and places
especially destined to the consumption. As a result, leisure and consumption activities turned into
something increasingly relevant.
(2) Sociologic: people make use of goods to establish relationships and infer social dissimilarities.
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(3) Psychological: dreams, desires and emotional pleasures are originated from consumption.
These three categories are related and are not temporally connected. They coexist, elucidating the
structure of consumption culture and are associated by the utility of the commodity. The main aspect of
consumption culture is that the concept of purchasing goes far beyond the product’s utility. This means
that, owing to its holistic frame, consumption culture should be approached from economic, sociologic
and anthropologic grounds (CANCLINI, 2006).

3 May the Environment End up Imposing Limits to Consumption
In spite of most nations, especially the developing ones, aim for an individual consumption status,
there are certain historic-structural barriers that prevent its accomplishment. Therefore, the consumption
standard followed by prosperous countries could never be extended to other countries. The latter’s
environments simply would not be able to cope with the repercussion of this embracing (FURTADO,
1974, CONSTANZA, 1991, LEIS, 1999). As a matter of fact Nicolas Georgescu in the 70´s working at
Harvard University already suggested the need to transform the field of Economics into Bioeconomics,
due to basic entropic limits to growth and consumption (CECHIN, 2010). Actually in the 70´s the Club
of Rome warn us about The (Population) Limits to Growth than now we are in need to revisit ; in fact
an updated version focused on the particular importance of global pollution (TURNER, 2008), and more
recent clear warnings about climate change are becoming a basic consideration for economical
strategic planning.
A process of awareness of this fact has brought about an increasing deliberation (CONSTANZA,
1991). There is an enormous general concern regarding the diminishing natural resources caused by
production and consumption activities (LEIS, SEROA DA MOTTA, 2002). The consumption society
has been criticised by imposing a threat to the natural resources for more than three decades (SHOVE,
WARDE 1998). Furtado (1974) strongly disagreed with the generalization involving consumption issues,
prevailing in developed countries. “This walk of life is so environmentally harmful that any attempt of
propagating it, would make the world to fall apart (...)” (p.75).
On the other hand, much discussion and pondering has been done on the responsible consumption
issue (MANZINI, VEZZOLI, 2002). This debate engenders a crucial issue: the relationship between
social welfare, productive system and their outcome (a pool of products and services) (p.80). This,
according to authors above, is an essential matter, from which feasible strategies for sustainability will
originate from.
A global production based on sustainable consumption is a complex process to be carried out in the
long run (BREZET, 1994). However, it is very challenging to have sustainable innovations inserted in
an economy concerned with demand and profitability, rather than with the environment (FREEMAN,
SOETE, 1997). Coase (1960) asserts the expenses for environmental damage and scarcity of resources
have to be paid by consumer. That is, it is the polluter who should be responsible for paying for it. In
this context, the prices paid by the consumer should also reflect the environmental depredation.
Nonetheless, market prices are originated from short term processes, contemplating mainly the
social costs. Therefore, crucial long term matters, such as environmental costs, are left out of the
equation. Taxes should be used to reverse these long term impacts (FREEMAN, 1996). Actually, the
relationship between ecology and economy, its causes and consequences were not comprehended until
recently (CONSTANZA, 1991, FREEMAN, 1996). Therefore, there has been a concern that ambience
harm could constrain the economic development (CMMAD, 1991). Hence, the maintenance and the
recovery of urban, rural and natural resources is not an aspect exclusively considered by few researchers
anymore. It is in this circumstance that the need for sustainability discussions addressing these
environmental problems raises. This plight should be considered thoroughly. Solutions undertaken
detachedly are not satisfying. Revolutionised life styles are required to tackle environmental issues
(SACHS, 2005, 2008, AFONSO, 2006). Thus, reasoning out this issue: “Would sustainable and “green”
consumption be the answer for this?”

4 Sustainable and “Green” Consumption: Contradictions and Dilemmas
Regarding Basic
There is a profuse confusion regarding the use of terms sustainable and “green” consumption. In
fact, sustainable consumption relates to the sensible use of resources attending to the contemporary
generations’ needs, without compromising the future ones. (HEAP, KENT, 2000). Cooper (2002)
defines sustainable consumption as the employment of natural resources aiming to answer people’s
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basic needs deteriorating minimally the environment. For this reason, in order to obtain a sustainable
consumption, consumption must be reduced worldwide, regardless the socio-economic levels.
According to the Consumer International (1998, p.48) there is an increasing awareness around the
need of changing consumption patterns. The dawning of a “green” consumption framework is an
example of this. Thus, the simple act of purchasing goods, independently on whether they are luxuries
or not, it is seen as environmentally harmful (CONSUMER INTERNATIONAL, 1998)
Green” consumers consider an environmental aspect of the product as one of the criterion of their
choice. In this context, environmentally friendly products are preferable (MAKOWER, 1997,
PORTILHO, 2005). From this viewpoint, “green” individual actions seem to address appropriately the
environmental problem, achieving an environmentally sustainable society (EDEN, 1993, ELKINGTON
& HAILES, 1991, HALKIER, 1999, PAAVOLA, 2001, STERN 1997).
Nevertheless, Connolly and Prothero (2003) infer something different: consumers do no establish
any parallels, whatsoever; between their daily consumption and the environment (p.289). The “green”
manifest highlights the consumer potential for altering the demand of products, either changing their
brand preferences or simply by stopping buying certain products. Internationally, some effects of the
“green” manifest can be seen as a form of boycotts, such as the one against CFC-emitting products, by
switching to ecological products and putting big corporations under pressure in order to oblige them to
endorse practices which are suitable to the environment and society (HARRISON et al, 2005).
The main of repercussion of “green” consumption in Brazil is reflected on the launch of
environmental educational campaigns addressing recycling and reducing wastage (PORTILHO, 2005)
and on the introduction of “green” products in the market. However, the high price of these products has
been discouraged most consumers to buy them (CRESPO, 2002, FELDMAN, CRESPO, 2003). Lately
in Brazil a Green party is becoming more popular, and important green leaders are assuming a stronger
position.
An increased individual concern related to the ecology has occurred and the consumer is playing an
essential role in it, choosing more ecological friendly products and, consequently, influencing the
demand, the energetic and the technologic production systems. Nevertheless, in can be very challenging
to “buy a better future” (ELKINGTON & HAILES, 1991, PORTILHO, 2005).
Consumers trust that by choosing “green” products and recycling they are providing their
contribution. Nevertheless, they do not acknowledge the level of consumption as a problem
(CONNOLY, PROTHERO, 2003).
4.1 “Green” consumption: a limited strategy
Would be possible that consumers successfully change the production-consumption pattern? This is
a polemic question among researchers. Ottman (1998) affirms that consumers may consistently change
the demand. Whereas, Scherhorn (2004) reasons that the consumer cannot influence this process alone
and effectively. He defends the view that the society, the market and people’s life style`s follow unstable
patterns. All this is a part of what is called the prosumer society, that was already foreseen by Alvin
Toffler (1974) in it’s classical Third Wave Book.
From the “green” consumption outlook, the consumer plays the main part by increasing the
demand of ecological friendly products and, therefore, influencing the production. On the contrary,
sustainable consumption is rather more entangled because also engages in technology, culture,
behaviour and life in society aspects. “Green” consumption undertakes a much narrower approach, as it
tackles solely energy consumption and recycling (COOPER, 2002).
Thus, “green” consumption embarks on technology exclusively, addressing only one side of the
issue. Hence, essential concepts such as, production processes and consumption culture are left out of
the equation. Irvine (1991) urges that a change in the society consumption paradigm is required.
Furthermore, technological, cultural, political and economical improvements are crucial to the appraisal
of the environment matter.
Portilho (2005) states that “green” consumption strategies can occur in two ways: (1) from the
government to the market, involving self-regulation approaches and (2) from the government and
market to the consumers, through their consumption choices. As a consequence, both governors and
companies would transfer their responsibility over the environment to the individuals, the citizen.
Deliberations over “green” consumption are merely based on an ecological criterion of choice of
brands, rather than on discussion the dilemma about whether consuming or not. This is a much
‘shallower’ approach of the environment problem, as opposed to diminishing consumption which is a
much deeper, harder, more complex issue. Elkington (1999) affirms that is not necessary to drastically
reduce the consumption, risking losing the comfort of a modern life. It would be acceptable to choose
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ecological products.
As a consequence, a possible refrain of consumption is not debated, as it is appraised as a too
complex matter to be overcome. Consumption is intrinsically related to social and individual identities
these days (SAFATLE, 2005). The present consumption culture is deeply connected with the paradigm
of being a source of happiness and human welfare, rather than to a potentially devastating strategy
(KILBOURNE et al 1997).
“Green” consumption groundwork is very cautious and conveniently simpler to be adopted by the
consumers. Their principles are based on a ‘selective’ consumption, instead of on a more drastic appeal
to reduce or even cease the consumption (HARRISON et al, 2005). Therefore, “green” consumption can
be considered more as a fashionable concept than a really effective proposition. The adoption of a
“green” consumption benchmark does not have an impact on society (COOPER, 2002). The table below
demonstrates the main differences between “green” and sustainable consumption.
Table 1 Differences Between “Green” and Sustainable Consumption
“Green” consumption
Sustainable consumption
Consumes alternative products
Reduces consumption
Supports consumption
Disagrees with the consumption beyond the basic
needs.
Implies technological changes
Requires changes in consumption patterns and life
style
Focus on supplier production
Focus on demand consumers
Consumers answer to appropriate information
Consumers are willing to receive information on
alternative acquisitions
Gradual changes
Metamorphosis: crucial and imperative
“Green” development as opposed to an economic growth
High life standard, considering environmental
preservation
Source from Cooper (2002)

Paavola (2001), forewarns that “green” consumption accentuates expensive products. With the
result that, the less economically fortunate would only consume inferior products. On the other hand, by
aggregating the environmental costs to the goods, companies would also transfer the ecological costs to
the consumers (MURPHY, 20021, LAYRARGUES, 1998, SEROA DA MOTTA, 2002).
The analysis of consumption market from the “green” perspective only approaches recycling,
handling of clean technologies, reduction of waste and the development of the “green” market. No
references whatsoever are made to the decline in levels of consumption. Thus, a “green” consumer
could not also be ‘labelled’ as a sustainable consumer (PORTILHO, 2005). The sustainable
consumption framework does not imply solely in alterations involving individual behaviour, design of
commodities and the advent of services address to the “green” demand. Cooper (2002) infers that a
metamorphosis in contemporary consumption, the decrease in consumption, rather than a mere small
change in products, is required. In any case there is an increasing stakeholders pressure on
organizational leaders to become environmentally responsible (EASTY, WINSTON, 2006).
As a consequence, cultural and structural transformations should usher the technologic evolution
(HEISKANEN, et al, 2005, WEAVER, JANSEN, 2000). The pondering over “green” consumption
should be expanded to innovative, sustainable strategies of production. It is necessary to reduce
consumption, as opposed to only replacing polluting by “green” goods. Environmental confabulations
should also raise concerns not only regarding how the resources are used, but also discussion should be
carried out about access, distribution and fairness involving the scarcity of resources (SACHS, 2004,
2008, VEIGA, 2005); moreover there is a need to together, to collaborate if we wish to be effective, and
this means a real revolution (SENGE et al, 2008).

5 Final Considerations
The contemporary scenario is not the one of unlimited resources as used to be at the onset of the
consumer society. At the beginning there was an extra supply of goods needed to be sold. Thereby,
goods were employed as a mean of personal expression and to establish social relationships. It was
important to transform citizens to consumers (GORZ, 2003), addressing the interests of the population
according to their individual desires of consumption. But why do we still consume the way we do?
Consumers normally are considered to be the opposite of citizens. Hence, they should be discordant
with social changes and the general welfare (GORZ, 2003). Perhaps, this is the reason why it is so
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complicated for them to consider compromising some of their personal benefits to help society as a
whole these days. This altruism would be essential to the expansion of the sustainable consumption,
focused on more open and moral concerns.
Will it be sufficient to consume less environmentally harmful products, or it will be necessary to
consume less? How is it possible to insert sustainability in the consumption culture? How can we
break the circle? Not consuming at all?
Sustainable consumption will only be possible when technological systems are inherently
sustainable as well (BREZET, 1997). Thus, the production of “green” goods not necessarily will lead
towards a sustainable society, unless this production would come accompanied by a consumption and
life style changing. As a matter of fact we may think on 5 Basic Rules for this purpose : Reduce
( consumption ), Recycle , Reuse, Recover and Rethink ( Mind Setting ).
Therefore, a total reconstruction of social values and behaviour are crucial for a successful
progression. Implementing the sustainable consumption’s overtures require a much deeper and complete
approach, instead of the much simpler and restricted “green” consumption proposals. It must include
considerable communal politic and institutional changes, in addition to the technological, economical
and behavioural adjustments (PORTILHO, 2005).
Would it be possible to build a new society project based on marketing alone?
Consumption will only be able to assume a comprehensive value and to produce real social
innovations, after concepts such as pluralism and general welfare are reconsidered (CANCLINI, 2006).
Consumers need to become active regarding changes needed.
Moreover discussions about sustainable consumption should include all stakeholders and the whole
supply chain. If the discussions reach the latter point, this would imply in a behavioural metamorphosis,
that would reflect in diminishing of the waste produced, technological development, sharing
responsibilities, recycling and especially in transforming the general demeanour of the society.
The ideal path which leads to the transition to a low consumption culture is not acknowledged yet.
Undoubtedly, finding a balance between the satisfaction of the individual and the collective needs
represent a challenge to be overcome, especially if an economically sustainable society is aimed. The
main obstacle to be subdued is to procure a better quality of life without wasting resources and
respecting the ecology. Thereby, ideally the irrational exploration of natural resources should be less
associated with the consumption concepts.
In conclusion, the sustainable consumption is a process to be carried out in the long term. Therefore,
any attempt to change the present pattern of consumption is worth, even though if this has been done, so
far, to find alternative goods. Even the most elementary moves can, hopefully, contribute to a
sustainable consumption in the future. To summarise, there is an appropriate statement done by Bauman
(2001): “Transformation is performed by walking”. Well, only the future history will be able to reveal
us that; and as the Prophet of new times Jeromy Rifkin states on his latest book (2009): “… the central
paradox of human existence is, and has always been, the conflict between empathy and entropy”, we
really hope that at the end empathy may end winning up the race.
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Abstract With the Scientific Development View as guidance, to build the socialism and a harmonious
society have been a common understanding and consentaneous action in China. However, the lack of
quantitative criteria influences the evaluation of the important strategy. With Hebei province as example,
the paper puts forward the evaluation index system of social harmony, which consists of five indices, the
degree of social development, social impartiality, social insurance, social security, and social civilization.
The purpose of the paper is to make the abstract concepts concrete, to improve the operation and the
evaluation, which will accelerate the building pace of a harmonious socialist society.
Key words Harmonious society; Index system; Evaluation

1 Introduction
The hottest issues are people’s livelihood and harmony in the government reports and cadres’
speeches at all level, and highlights in media during the national CCPCC and NPC, and at all levels,
indicating that construction of a harmonious socialist society has become the strongest note, and
common undertaking concerned by whole society, and of course, have been one of the tip-top issues of
our party and government.
Since the Central Government initiated the construction of the socialism and the harmonious
society, especially when the Central Government worked out the Decision on Several Important Issues
Concerning the Construction of the Socialism and the Harmonious Society, all provinces made great
efforts in implementing it. So did Hebei Province. One year before this, the Committee of Hebei
Province had worked out the Hebei Provincial Communist Party’s Instructional Proposals on Important
Issues Concerning on the Construction of “Harmonious Hebei”, tried hard in implementation, and
achieved certain effects. However, because of lacking quantitative assessing criteria, it is difficult to
evaluate the overall effects and accurately compare the specific degree of social development in
different provinces. As a result, some provinces and departments did not sense the pressure. On the
other they concentrated on GDP while ignoring construction of the society. Consequently, it is necessary
under the situation to work out a set of realistic and authoritative assessing system of Indices of
Harmonious Society that can embodies the requirements of the Scientific Development View.

2 Literature Review
Many provinces, , such as Beijing, Jiangsu, Shandong and Guangdong, government departments,
the National Bureau of Statistics, and some experts have started to study such problems as the “indices
of social harmony” or “quantitative evaluation system of degree of social harmony”. Some of them even
studied relevant contents like indices of happiness, evaluation criteria of harmonious community, etc.
After combing these studies, we found out that everyone is exploring while there is no mature and
widely accepted conclusion, and that the criteria made by different departments in different provinces
vary greatly owing to differences in region, function, aspect and method. For example, the evaluation
system of social harmony is classified into three categories in Beijing city, which reflects the objective
situation of social conflicts, current situation of coordination of social conflicts, and the social claims of
social issues, while National Bureau of Statistics classifies the social harmony according to six major
features, that is democratic monocracy, impartiality and righteousness, credit and friendship, vitality,
stability and orderliness, and harmony between human being and the nature. Although each has its
peculiarity, which is right cannot be decided.

3 Building the Evaluation Index System of Social Harmony
3.1Basic principles
The basic principles should be obeyed.
First of all, the classification should accurately reflect the essential connotation of the socialism and
harmonious society, the direction cannot be awry.
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Secondly, it should reflect the basic requirements of a harmonious socialist society. The denotation
should be circular, and can form an enclosed and complete chain.
Thirdly there should be a reasonable structure among all subsystems and elements within the
system, and its weight should be scientific.
Fourthly, the classification should be concise but distinct, so that it is easy to understand, add up,
and compare, therefore, it should be quantitative.
All of this, the most important thing is to work out criteria, in making which there are two critical
factors. One is how to decide the items to assess, that is, what work should be listed among the items to
be assessed. The other is how to make the quantitative criteria, that is, how to grade the weighing
coefficient of the items assessed.
3.2 Evaluation index system of social harmony
We classify the social construction into five categories. As shown in table 1.
Category 1: Degree of Social Development (hereinafter referred to as DSD). It refers to the
advancement of the whole society, especially the degree of matching the economic development.
Starting with its content, the three sub-categories, general situation, social undertaking, and social vigor
can be set. The general situation includes such items as gross product per capita, average housing, rate
of urbanization, Engel’s index, happiness index and etc. Of course, happiness index needs to be counted
with another system. The social undertaking covers items like the ratio between investment in social
undertaking and gross financial investment, ratio between educational expenditure and GDP, and the
ratio between expenditure in medical treatment and sanitation. Although the expenditure in education
and expenditure in medical treatment and sanitation have been included in the overall investment in
social undertaking, they are singled out for the reason that they are closely related to people’s life and
have far-reaching impact. Employment, social insurance, and etc. are certainly important contents of
social undertaking, however, they will be evaluated in Category of Degree of Social Fairness for the
simple reason that we don’t have a standard statistics of employment in cities as well as in countryside,
and therefore, the rate of employment is difficult to count; while the social insurance will be assessed in
other category, and consequently, we don’t single it out here. Being vigorous is essentially the basic
feature and important of social harmony, however, it is mainly composed of such abstract contents as
the vigor of the system, vigor of consciousness and vigor of individual and etc, and there is nearly no
quantitative criteria and it can be hardly listed as a category. What is more, it belongs to the category of
DSD, therefore, it is listed as a sub-category here.
Category 2: Degree of Social Fairness (hereinafter referred to as DSF). Index in this category
emphasizes the social equilibrium, which is the Degree of Fairness of certain amount of social wealth
and public resources among different groups of people in different regions, which consists of the most
important index of social harmony. We classify it into fairness in income, opportunity and judicial
administration. By the fairness in income, we can see the gap between citizens in cities and countryside,
citizens in different regions and citizens of different groups. Fairness in Opportunity refers to the
fairness in education and employment. The former is the fairness from the starting point of life; the latter
is basic in people’s livelihood. Therefore the fairness in education and employment is the most
fundamental one. Fairness in Judicial Administration is the last defense of social fairness, and it is of
vital importance to guarantee the social fairness. However there are only a few quantitative criteria, of
which we focus on two. One is the rate of appealing to higher authority for help in law, which can
reflect the litigants’ direct recognition of fairness in judicial administration. The other is their
satisfaction with the fairness in judicial administration, which reflects a wider recognition by more
citizens.
Category 3: Degree of Social Insurance (hereinafter referred to as DSI). DSI is known as a social
insurance net under a market-oriented economic, an important re-distribution form in maintaining the
social fairness. In nature, it can be classified into social insurance, social welfare and social relief. But it
is difficult to count and compare, and it cannot reflect the current situation of respective administration
by cities and the countryside. Therefore, we classify social insurance into urban social insurance, rural
social insurance and off-farm workers’ social insurance. It should be pointed out that off-farm workers
are special social groups currently. Although they make up a very important part of industrial workers,
they are still farmers. While working in cities, they still belong to the countryside in terms of household
register, migrating between cities and countryside. They are not entitled to urban social insurance and
they don’t have the chance to enjoy rural social insurance. Therefore, we should categorize them into an
independent main body that doesn’t belong to the city or the rural area. According the obvious problems,
we set up rate of insurance, level of salary and whether paid in time, and their children’s education
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locally. Of course, as far as social harmony is mentioned, the three indices cannot cover all, even though
it is fairly good to solve them judged by the current situation. With the social development, the indices
concerned can be adjusted correspondingly.
Category 4: Degree of Social Security (hereinafter referred to as DSS). Only living in peace and
contentment can we work in peace and contentment. Safety and order are important symbols of social
harmony. We can classify this index into public order, public sanitation and production safety. Public
order covers rate of cases involving more than 10,000 persons, rate of solving cases, and public
satisfaction of public order. We especially put forward the rate of solving all cases arisen. In virtual
work, the rate of solving cases is a comparison between the numbers of cases solved and registered,
which is obviously nonscientific.
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Table 1
st

1
level

2nd level

Basic situation
Degree
of
social
develo
p-ment

Social scheme

Income
fairness

Degree
of
social
securit
y

Opportunity
fairness
Civil rights

Urban social
security

3rd
level
score

1st
level
score

Memo

01 national Per-capita GDP

>5000￥

14782￥

2

11th five-year plan￥17050

02 per-capita GDP in province
03 urbanization rate
04 Engel index

>50%

37.5%

1
2
2

11th five-year plan 45%

05 happiness index

Social vitality

Degree
of
social
fairnes
s

3rd level

The Social Harmonious Index System
1st
3rd level
level
Expected
Actual
percentage
percent

06 social industry input per FIN
07 education input per GDP
08 public health per FIN
09 population turnover
10 patent application per 10,000
11 trademark registration per 10,000
12 enterprises registration per 100,000
13 new products R&D rate
14 social organization growth rate per
100,000
16 GINI index
17 urban income per rural
18 income rate between two ends
19 school enrolment per drop-out rate
20 urban employment rate per rural

5%
1.5

0.96
1.5
17

<4.0
<1:2.5

1:2.6

2
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
1

22 satisfaction of judicial system

2

23 appeal rate

2

24 satisfaction of social equity

2

25 insurance purchase rate

2

27 three-non-property family
28 affordable housing rate per
29 cheap housing supplies

300
monthly
20%

21

11th five-year plan 4%

1

21 gender equity

26 low-level insurance standards and
scope

According to figures

2

157
monthly

2

11%

2
2
2

Economically Prosperious ends

19

According to figures
According to figures
According to figures
National standars ￥169 monthly per person

21
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Rural social
security

Migrant workers
security

Public security
Degree
of
public
securit
y

Public health
Industrial
safety

Degree of social
civilization

Political
civilization

Cultural
civilization

30 low-level insurance standards and
scope
31 rural households enjoying five
guarantees living condition
32 rural cooperative medical service
standards and scope
33 insurance purchase rate

100
monthly

(Continued Table 1)
11th five-year plan ￥40 montlhly, per person

65 monthly

2
2

100%

8%

2

>80%
overal

2

34 lowest monthly income and
on-time dispense rate

Medical
10%，

1000￥

440-580￥

2

35 children enrolment rate on-site

100%

42000
students

2

36union member rate, working
contract rate
37 social aid rate per FIN
38 commitment rate per 10,000
39 commitment rate per solution

100%

40 satisfaction of public security

95%

41 food safety incidents rate
42 EIDs rate
43 antiepidemic angencies per
44 casualty accidents of enterprise
staff per 100,000 workmen
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11th five-year plan 85%
Depends on different insurance type

1
2
2
2
90%

2
2
2
1

2.1

According to figures

2
16

2

45 industrial safety per total input

2

46 citizen political involvement rate

1

47 public servant integrity rate

1

48 offense against civil rights rate
49 satisfaction of civil rights rate
50 breach of contract rate
51 consumption complaint rate
52 specific criminal (civil) case rate

1
2
1
1
2

53 volunteering activity rate

1

According to figures
According to figures
23
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54 volunteer no. per population

55 donations per GDP

Environmental
system

1

1%

1,600,000
till end of
2006

2

56 righteous behaviors

1

57 satisfaction of cultural civilization

2

58 forest coverage rate in the province

30%

23.5%

1

59 urban greening space per person

15 sq.m

7.8 sq.m

1

310 days

283 days

2

60 days no. which reach level-two air
quality
61industrial waste harmless disposal
62 satisfaction of public ecological

>95%

1
2

First charity organization existed in Hebe in
June 2006
According to figures
According to figures
Chengde reaches 46%
Langfang reaches 17sq.m
Langfang reaches 310 days

According to figures
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For one reason, it disguises the real situation of public order, and for another, it encourages
policemen not to register and not to solve prpblems, which postpones the efficiency to blow the
criminals. Thirdly, it weakens policemen’s social responsibilities, which threatens the public’s safety.
Rate of solving all cases arisen is to compare the cases solved with cases arisen, which can reflect
objectively the current situation of social safety and the effect of blowing the criminals. Public
sanitation on the issue is more and more obvious in recent years. As least we should set foodstuff
safety, situation of infectious diseases coming on and ability of treatment. Production safety sets
occurring rate of accident involving more than 100,000 persons and amount of money invested in
production safety.
Category 5: Degree of Social Civilization (hereinafter referred to as DSC). A socialistic and
harmonious society is not only the accumulation of wealth and enjoyment of materials, but also the
respect of democratic rights, the exaltation of spiritual civilization and the improvement of people’s
living environment. If we don’t emphasize this, however affluent the material is, it is only a world of
utterly worthless people. In fact, without materials, the civilization of material cannot be realized. The
social civilization is important, but most of it is subjective and it is difficult to measure quantitatively.
So we can try in terms of political civilization, spiritual civilization and ecological civilization. Political
civilization can be specified as degree of public’s political involvement, the public servants’
incorruption and rate of cases of infringing the public’s democratic rights. Of course, the first two are
comparatively complicated and need to be surveyed in different ways. Items from spiritual civilization
cover more. It should include rate of breaking contract, and rate of claiming, which measure the social
credit, and readiness to help others for a just cause, which measures the social responsibility. Criteria for
ecological civilization are comparatively specific and have more evidences, for example, the covering
rate of forest, average green area in cities, air quality, recycle disposal of trash and etc.
The above mentioned five categories cover in all 15 sub-categories, and 62 items. Thus, the indices
basically give attention to both collectivity and keystone, static and dynamic, objective and subjective.
Of course, no matter how to classify, we cannot be flawless, but we should at least cover those that are
dominating and can solve the problem.
3.3 Quantitative criteria
To assess conveniently, we can count 100 as full mark. That is the weighed total should be 100
points, and 20 on average to each major category, but there is the difference among them, for example,
DSS has less items, so it takes up less than 20, DSD covers 21, DSF 19, DSI 21, DSS 16, and DSC 23.
At last, the points will be distributed to the sub-category, which is the basis of the evaluation. Of course,
the weight of each sub-category differs. For example, some of the weighed point is 1, while others will
be 2, which is determined by its significance.
We adopt the comparison between the harmonious value and the real value. First, we set a
recognized harmonious value for each sub-category, which is comprehensively decided according to
the internationally accepted standard, degree of average development, national average level, and
pace of social development and concrete situation of Hebei Province. For example, the harmonious
value of Geordie Index is 0.4, and compare it with the real digit, that is, the real value. Then we
decide the weight according to the gap between the two values. And then we add up points of all
sub-categories and have the point of the category, and then add up all five categories and we will have
the total points of the overall index of social harmony, which make the abstract social harmony a
concrete, digital one.

4 Conclusions
This evaluation system is only under preliminary consideration, and there unavoidably exist some
deficiency. While Hebei lacks data of row material for social harmony, the system cannot be utilized to
measure the harmonious degree in Hebei. So we should collect enough date to prove it in Hebei
Province as soon as possible.
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Research on the Development Mode of Slow Traffic System in Cities
Based on Low-carbon Concept
Zhang Hang, Wan Jun
School of Transportation, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, P.R.China, 430063
(E-mail: junamy@126.com, zhanghang1999@sina.com)
Abstract The slow traffic system, which has a series of advantages including low cost of traveling,
green environment protection and fewer resource-consuming, indicates its important role in the urban
traffic system. This paper, through the research on the slow traffic system and based on current slow
traffic system construction, puts forward new urban traffic mode including connection of “BRT (bus
rapid transit) and PBFR (public bike free rental), integration of NBT (Normal Bus Transit) and TBB
(take bicycle on bus), and planning of SCF (special cycle facilities) and SFW (special foot way) and
NBT(normal bus transit).Finally,the paper Prouides a reference for exploring urban green and sustained
development.
Key words Slow traffic; Sustained development; Traffic mode; System planning; Low-carbon

1 Introduction
The 21st century is the century of advocating green environment protection and sustained
development. The slow traffic which is represented by walking, bicycle, walking ＆ bus, bicycle ＆
bus and so on, is not only an important means to achieve green environment protection and sustained
development but also a solution to end interface of the last mile in urban transportation. In the context of
increasingly severe urban traffic and deteriorating living environment of urban residents ascribable to
sharp increase of the urban population and motor vehicles, it is very urgent to develop ecological city
construction based on slow traffic system.

2 Definition and Feature
Slow traffic is a traffic mode which leads urban residents to change their transportation from
private car to public transportation, through close combination among walking, bicycle and public
transit system etc, develops and advocates a multi-system, such as walking ＆ bus and bicycle ＆bus
so as to hold back waste of city recourse, reduce car trips, lessen the tail exhaust, alleviate urban traffic
jams, increase travel efficiency of residents and realize the seamless engagement.
Table 1

Means of
transportation
walking
bicycle
motorcycle
Compact car
bus
(Source: Urban Traffic)

Index Parameter of Main Urban Transportation in Normal Speed
Average num. of
Dynamic
Average space
User cost
Speed
load bearing
space taken
taken by passenger
（㎞⁄ h）
（Yuan）
（㎡ ）
people（man）
（㎡ ）
1.0
1.0
1.0
0
3～5
8.0
1.0
8.0
0.3
10～15
40.0
1.2
33.3
4
15～40
120.0
1.5
80.0
18
20～50
80.0
50.0
1.6
1.5
16～25

From the above definition and Table 1, we can easily find that, under the same operating condition
(normal speed), compact cars rank No. 1 in average area taken by passenger, secondary to motorcycle
and walking, bicycles and buses occupy the least, which can easily explain why car trips are villain for
urban traffic jam. Therefore, developing slow traffic, such as walking, bicycle and bus, is an important
means to reduce such pressure. Additionally, in terms of resource consumption, compact cars also
consume most, then motorcycles, after that are walking, bicycles and buses. It also indicates that
choosing walking, bicycle and bus can effectively save resource and meet the requirements of urban
low-carbon living and sustainable development.
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Per capital expenses of different transportation
20
18
16
Expenses(yuan)

Road area occupancy(㎡ )

Per capital road occupancy of different transportation

90
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0
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8
6
4
2

walking

Figure 1

bicycle motorcycle Compact car
Means of transportation

bus

0
walking

bicycle

bus

motorcycle

Compact car

Means of transportation

Per Capital Road Occupancy

Figure 2

Per Capital Expenses

To sum up, we can easily know that the slow traffic has following features: environmental protection,
alleviating traffic jams, suitable for short trips (as below Tab.2 shown), fewer resource-consuming (as
Fig.2 shown), widespread in every corner of city and realizing the seamless connection of “door to
door” and “the last meter”.
Table 2 Relationship Between Trip Mode and Distance of Residents in Large and Medium Cities
Walking(℅)
bicycle(℅)
bus(℅)
Cars and others(℅)
trip distance（㎞）

0—1

6.5

32

0.7

2.3

1—2

30

60

1

9

2—3

15

50

15

20

3—4

9

40

20

31

4—5

2

30

40

28

5—7.5

0

20

50

30

7.5—10

0

10

50

40

10—15
＞15
(Source: Urban Traffic)

0

0

50

50

0

0

40

60

3 Orientation of Slow Traffic
The slow traffic is a trip mode which is basic and natural to us. A complete urban transportation
system surely consists of rapid transit and slow transit, two of which are complementary to each other.
The combination of rapid and slow transit is necessarily required by harmonious development of urban
transportation.
Nowadays, due to unbalanced development of rapid and slow transit (the rapid transit develops
well while the slow traffic is nearly neglected), it is necessary to pay attention to developing the slow
traffic. No matter how advanced the rapid transit is, the terminal traffic problem cannot be solved. The
“last meter” shall be settled by slow traffic. The slow traffic, featuring low cost, environmental
protection and fewer resources-consuming, indicates its significant position in the whole urban
transportation system, especially in the green transport construction and sustainable development.

4 Status Quo of the Slow Traffic
Considering the future transportation development and unbalanced development of current rapid
and the slow traffic, some governments in developed coastal cities have paid attention to the slow traffic
and promulgated a series of policies to enforce the construction of slow traffic. Of the total, Shanghai,
relatively prominent among other cities, took the lead in carrying out the subject called Research on
slow traffic System in Shanghai in 2007, and soon launched Shanghai slow traffic System Planning,
ensuring it to become the first city which included the slow traffic into the important subject of urban
transportation science and technology and practically made it clear the importance of slow traffic in
urban traffic system.
Wuhan has also taken some corresponding measures in the construction of slow traffic system.
Against the backdrop of double-oriented society (resource-conserving and environment-friendly society)
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construction, Wuhan timely launched Implementation Measures on Public Bike Free Rental system.
According to relevant statistics, the rental sites in Wuhan have already reached more than 840 by the
end of 2009. With the issue of such measure, the pressure on rapid transit transfer was relieved to some
extent, car trips were reduced and urban air pollution was lowered.
Although some cities have taken measures for developing slow traffic, the slow traffic still was in a
weak position in our urban transportation. Insufficient attention, lack of development and irrational
development mode can be regarded as bottleneck in restricting development of slow traffic.

5 Research on the Slow Traffic Development Mode
As far as I am concerned, the slow traffic, as the indispensable supplementary in city rapid traffic
and significant position in the future Urban Transportation system planning, is still far from own
sufficient research. It needs more deeply and comprehensive research. Considering this reality, we make
a preliminary discuss about the slow traffic development mode based on the realistic urban traffic
development.
5.1 The mode of connected “Bus Rapid Transit” and “Public Bike Free Rental system”
BRT ,short for bus rapid transit, is a new type urban public transport system，by opening a
specialized bus lane equipped with the specialized bus and building a new type of bus station. It makes
the traditional public transit system up to the service level of the rail transit utilizing the modern mass
transit technology with the operation management of Intelligent Transportation System(ITS), while the
investment and the operation cost of BRT is lower than that of ITS and is as same as the cost of normal
mass transit system. The mode of “Bus Rapid Transit and Public Bike free Rental (hereinafter referred
to as PBFR)” is a transportation mode with low-carbon, harmony and high efficiency through setting
PBFR sites connected to BRT stations, aiming at realizing seamless connection in residents’ trips,
lowering the trip generation rate of motor vehicles such as private cars, alleviating the traffic jam,
reduce the air contamination and increase the efficiency of residential trip.

BRT Only Way

PBFR Coverage Area

BRT Only Way

BRT Only Way

PBFR site
BRT station
Figure 3 Planning Diagram of Connected Mode — “Bus Rapid Transit and Public Bike Free Rental
System”

Figure 4 Public Bike Free Rental（PBFR）Site

Figure 5

Bus Rapid Transit（BRT）Station
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This mode characterizes:
(1) Leveraging advantages of BRT and bicycle system, through rational combination of
high-capacity and rapidness in BRT with high accessibility and flexibility in bicycle system;
(2) Forming a high efficiency transportation mode with “combination of fast and slow traffic and
highly efficiency and harmony”;
(3) Easily planning and implementing due to its low investment in urban infrastructure
construction.
Applicable areas:
(1). Regular street distribution;
(2) Cities which have enormous urban population, traffic jam area, high usage of urban roads;
(3) Cities which have insufficient government financial expenses in urban transportation
infrastructure construction.
5.2 Mode of integrated Normal Bus Transit & Take Bicycle on Bus
The so called mode of integrated Normal Bus Transit and Take Bicycle on Bus enlarges passenger
vehicles and sets a carrier zone in the extended area, which enables passengers to couple seamlessly
buses and bicycles and improve transfer efficiency.
This mode characterizes:
(1) Realizing the mobility and real-time convergence of transportation mode and combining
advantages of bike and public transportation to the greatest degree;
(2) Reducing the construction of bicycle parking lots and rental facilities;
(3) Improving the transfer efficiency of bicycles and buses effectively;
(4) Lowering the government’s investment in traffic infrastructure construction.
Applicable areas:
(1) Having undeveloped bus rapid transit;
(2)Where urban traffic infrastructure construction is imperfect or relatively lagging;
(3) Where the governments lack of funds in traffic infrastructure construction.
5.3 Planning mode of slow traffic system consisting of special cycle facilities, special foot way and
normal bus transit
Planning mode of slow traffic system consisting of “‘special cycle facilities’ (hereinafter referred to
as SCF), ‘special foot way’(hereinafter referred to as SFW) and ‘normal bus transit’ (hereinafter referred
to as NBT)” refers to set up a green, flexibly linked and orderly operated transportation planning mode
based on slow traffic system which can give full play of all transportation, effectively relieve the
deteriorating of local transportation, improve living environment of regional residents and their life
quality.
trip attractor
NBT route

SFW
SF

SCF

NBT

CF

T
NB

S

W

NBT route
Figure 6

Concept Plan of Slow Traffic System Consisting of “SCF, SFW and NBT”

As is shown above, the special cycle facilities are set only for bicycles, totally different from
general cycle path that we saw in ordinary life. Apart from only allow bicycles rather than pedestrians
and other motor vehicles to pass through, More importantly, they are painted with special warning
colours (red, yellow or green) and have warning signs in their entrances and exits. As such, special foot
way, different from the ordinary foot way which is always occupied by motor vehicles at will and does
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not get a position in the traffic system is entitled to special and complete legal status and inviolable
share in traffic through traffic laws and regulations once the planning mode is established. It also has
special warning signals and routeway just like special cycle facilities.
This mode characterizes:
(1) Having a structure of crawler-type double helix, well arranged, which facilitates for different
traffic modes in sound operations, complementary with each other;
(2) Establishing a good operation mode (see Figure 6) of slow traffic system, which has triad
consisting of the external structure in NBT, central link in special cycle facilities and terminal access in
special foot way;
(3) Requiring large quantities of government's capital investment in infrastructure construction due
to its huge system planning.
Applicable areas:
(1) Having incomplete traffic facilities and large potentials of planning, generally for comprehensive
plans in transportation of new urban areas;
(2)Where governments have sufficient funds in infrastructure construction of urban traffic;
(3) Where current transportation modes have had a certain size but are in a mess, without effective
integration and good transfer link.

6 Conclusions
The development mode of slow traffic system in cities is necessary for creating a good living
environment for urban residents. It is also the important research content of green and sustained
development of urban transportation.This paper has done preliminary research on different modes of
slow traffic system, which provides a breakthrough point for slow traffic system applicable to green
harmonious and sustained development of cities, as well as idea and reference for relevant government
departments and urban transport planning institutions in studying green and sustained development of
urban transportation.
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FDI and China’s Carbon Dioxide Emissions: 1978–2008
Yi Yanchun
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Abstract This research examines the impact of foreign investment dependence on carbon dioxide
emissions between 1978-2008 in China. In a time series regression analysis, the anthor finds that foreign
capital penetration has a significant negative effect on the growth of CO2 emissions, which is due to the
spill-over effect. It does not mean that FDI does no harm to us. Chinese are aware that foreign capitals
of pollution-intensive industries have poured into China. We must be strict with the inflow of foreign
capital. Exports aggravate the pressure on CO2 emissions. It is the evidence of “Pollution Haven”.
Economic growth, however, has no systematic effect. The author finds negative effect of domestic
investment and agriculture shares on total CO2 emissions over the same period.
Key words FDI; Carbon dioxide emissions; Pollution haven; EKC

1 Introduction
It is a well-known fact that foreign direct investment (FDI) flows have increased dramatically over
the last three decades. In the 90s, the growth of FDI flows trebled the growth in international trade.
Since 2004, the global FDI has risen to $1833 billion in 2007 with the annual growth of 30%.It is also
undoubted that governments across the world, in developing and developed countries alike, are trying to
attract multinational enterprises (MNEs) to locate in their country, using generous financial and fiscal
incentives. In this paper, we focus the analysis on contemporary China. Its sheer size is of significance
to the whole world and its stellar growth has been attributed to enormous FDI inflow among others.
Under the financial crisis, the global FDI flows dropped 14% in 2008. While foreign direct capital
inflows to China is $9239.5 billion, with the growth of 23.58% in the same period.
It is no doubt that FDI had positive impacts on output growth. And certainly FDI had negative
effects on host countries especially those who have poor environment regulations. As for China,
Whether the FDI inflows had negative impacts on Chinese environment? Particularly, How does FDI
influence China’s carbon emissions? In this paper, I focus the analysis on FDI and carbon emissions of
China.

2 Global Climate Change and Carbon Emissions
International Climate Conference in Copenhagen seized the global concern. Climate change and
carbon emissions have become the most concerned issue.
Earth’s surface temperature is the outcome of energy flows that are dynamic, sensitively
re-adjusting to a fluid balance of forces. The incoming warmth from the sun and the internal heat from
the molten core beneath the mantle are continuously being radiated out into space, and the difference
between these rates of warming and cooling creates the surface temperatures we must cope with. The
atmosphere ultimately governs this race between heating and cooling by acting as a “valve” regulating
the rate of heat loss from infrared radiation into space, and the size of this valve is mainly due to CO2.
CO2 captures heat, acting like a gaseous blanket over the planet. Although heat still works its way out
through this chemical blanket, the blanket slows its progress enough to retard cooling and raise the
global surface temperature. If it were not for naturally occurring levels of atmospheric CO2 in the past,
the surface temperature of our planet would be below freezing (–18c), liquid water would not exist, and
life as we know it impossible.
It is a delicate balance. Evidence from the fossil record and Antarctic ice cores reveal that levels of
atmospheric CO2 have risen inversely with periods of glaciation for at least the past 100,000 years.
These same ice cores show that levels of atmospheric CO2 have risen 27% during the period
1800-1990.The increase in levels of CO2 since 1800 is almost certainly due to human activity—massive
deforestation during the 19th Century added to in the 20th by the burning of fossil fuels. Today all
automobiles, planes, and ships burning fossil fuels emit CO2, along with all coal or oil fired electric
generators. Hence almost all of the machinery used in modern production contributes to CO2 emissions.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has reached consensus that global warming is
already well along. Temperatures in the northern hemisphere have shot up dramatically since 1900, well
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above their average for the previous five centuries. Glacial ice-packs are retreating at unprecedented
rates, while plants and butterflies have been documented moving higher up mountains and further north.
Warming implies a general movement toward the poles of the climates appropriate for the major
food crops (wheat, rice, and maize). For the majority of plants not under human cultivation, the polar
shift in climate may outrun their ability to migrate, leading to their extinction along with the life forms
dependent on them. Melting ice suggests rising sea levels, which satellite data now confirm. The
remaining glacial ice, if fully melted, would add another 250 feet. While we are yet far from that point, a
rise of only one or two feet would permanently flood the currently arable land around the Nile, and has
been estimated to be able to cut agricultural production globally by as much as 20 percent. Further,
rising sea levels pose the potential for flooding important ports and coastal cities, as well as entire
pacific island nations. Finally, climate models predict more frequent storms having higher wind-speeds
with increased warming, implying corresponding increases in deaths and infrastructural damage.
Because the global population is growing, and most of that population lives near rivers and seacoasts,
the mortality figures could become truly staggering, as well as the costs of repair.

3 Literature Review
Views varied on the relationship between FDI and environment. The core of the controversy is
“Pollution haven”. In Baumol’s opinion, the developing countries would become the concentration of
world’s pollution if they implement low environment standards. If we consider environment as a factor
of production, those countries who have poor environment standards are rich in environment factor,
those who have strong environment standards are poor. Developed countries usually have stronger
environment restriction than developing countries, then high polluting industries shift to developing
countries, and they become “Pollution haven”.
Peter Grimes and Jeffrey Kentor(2003) examine the impact of foreign investment dependence on
carbon dioxide emissions between 1980 and 1996. In a cross-national panel regression analysis of 66
less developed countries, they find that foreign capital penetration in 1980 has a significant positive
effect on the growth of CO2 emissions between 1980 and 1996. Domestic investment, however, has no
systematic effect. They suggest several reasons for these findings. Foreign investment is more
concentrated in those industries that require more energy. Second, transnational corporations may
relocate highly polluting industries to countries with fewer environmental controls. Third, the movement
of inputs and outputs resulting from the global dispersion of production over the past 30 years is likely
to be more energy-expensive in countries with poorer infrastructure. Finally, power generation in the
countries receiving foreign investment is considerably less efficient than within the countries of the
core.
Some researches find that FDI are good for environment, such as Letehumanan, R.and Kodamat F
( 2000 ), Eskeland and Harrison(2002). They examined that FDI promote the technology progress as
well as improve environment welfare by introducing environment-friendly technology and products.
And they find that foreign companies of pollution-intensive industries concerned more about
environment than domestic companies.
Chinese scholars also had many studies on relationship between FDI and environment. Sha and Shi
(2006) examined the impact of foreign investment dependence on ecological environment between 1980
and 1996 and find negative impact. Wu (2007) found that FDI is worsening our environment by using
the panel data from 30 provinces. Liang(2005) analyzed the panel data from 260 cities between
1996~2003 and revealed that FDI alleviated carbon emissions. Liu, Pan and Chen(2006) found that
export had significant positive impact on environment, while FDI had significant negative impact on the
environment, using the panel data from 28 provinces between 1990~2003. Deng and Song(2008) found
that FDI improved environment quality while trade deteriorate it. Using time series model and panel
data, they concluded that a U-shaped relationship between GDP and pollution is found which is different
with EKC hypothesis.

4 Methodology
4.1 A baseline model and data descriptions
In discussing how FDI influence carbon emissions of China, this article does not make a simple
regression between FDI and CO2 emissions data. CO2 emissions related to other variables as well as FDI.
If we do not consider these variables, mostly will omit the important variables and come to model set
error and suspect conclusions. So this article includes FDI, GDP/GDP per capital, export, domestic
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investment, and agriculture as independent variables. Learn from Peter Grimes and Jeffrey Kentor
(2003)’s model, this model takes the following logarithmic form:
LnCO2t=β0+β1Ft +β2AGRIt+β3EXt+β4GDIt+β5LnGDPt
（1）
LnCO2t=γ0+γ1Ft +γ2AGRIt+γ3EXt+γ4GDIt+γ5LnAGDPt
（2）
Where F=FDI/GDP, FDI are exchanged into RMB according to the current exchanged rate.
Coefficients β1 and γ1 indicate the effect of FDI on CO2 emissions;
AGRI= Agriculture/GDP, controls for the structure of China economy. Agricultural production
typically generates less CO2 than the industrial sector of the economy. So Coefficientsβ2 and γ2 are
expected to be negative;
EX=Trade / GDP, it is included as a control for the level of integration in the world-economy.
Coefficients β3 andγ3 indicate the effect on CO2 emissions; we expect β3 and γ3 to be positive;
GDI=Gross Domestic Investment / Fixed assets investment, Coefficients β4 andγ4 indicate the
effect of Domestic Investment on CO2 emissions.;
GDP and GDP per capita (natural log) are measures of a country’s wealth and, therefore, indicators
of level of development. Coefficients β5 and γ5 indicate the effect of economic growth on CO2
emissions.
All the above variables are measured at 1978 prices. The dada are taken from The China Statistical
Yearbooks, Fifty years compilation of statistical information of new China. Time spans 1978 – 2008.
The dependent variable is the level of CO₂ emissions in t year, which has been logged (Ln) to
correct the extreme skewness of this measure. We use absolute levels rather than CO2 / GDP, because
we are interested in assessing the impact of foreign capital penetration on the environment.
4.2 Measurement of CO2 emissions
CO2 emissions can be divided into natural and artificial discharge. Artificial emission is caused by
human activity, including fossil fuel consumption, biomass burning, etc. CO2 emissions from fossil fuel
burning account for over 95% of the total CO2 emissions. This article estimates China’s total carbon
emissions with the following decomposition formula:

Where E is the total consumption of primary energy in China. Fi stands for the carbon intensity of
the ith energy. Si presents the share of the ith energy in the total energy. Fi is shown in Table 1. This
article takes the average as CO2 emission coefficients for China. Data of primary energy consumption
and proportion of each form of energy in the total energy come from The China Statistical Yearbooks,
Fifty years compilation of statistical information of new China, and The China Energy Statistical
Yearbook.
Table 1 CO2 Emission Coefficients for China
Source
Coal
Oil
Natural gas
U.S. Department of Energy
0.702
0.478
0.389
Japanese Energy Economics Institute
0.756
0.586
0.449
State Science and Technology
0.726
0.583
0.409
NDRC Energy Institute
0.7476
0.5825
0.4435
Average
0.7329
0.5574
0.4226

4.3 Results
This article employs the OLS method to run the time series data regressions of model 1 and 2.
Table 3 reports the estimations results. We know that most non-stationary time series using OLS
regression analysis of time series may produce "spurious regression" problem.
In order to test for stationarity in the time series of the dependent and independent variables, the
most common stationarity test, namely the augmented Dickey-Fuller test (ADF test), was applied. The
aim of this procedure is to test for characteristics of the time series with LnCO2t as the dependent
variable and Ft,AGRIt,Ext,GDIt,LnGDPt and LnAGDPt as the explanatory variables. Without
presenting the details of the econometric estimations, it can be concluded that the hypothesis (H0) of
non-stationarity for the time series of the dependent variable LnCO2t in levels cannot be rejected at any
reasonable level of significance. However, if we apply the ADF test in order to explore the stationarity
of the first difference of the time series, we have to reject H0 at the 1% level of significance.
First, we apply the ADF test to LnCO2t for the period from 1978 to 2008. The estimation implies
that the time series is non-stationary in levels but stationary in its second difference. Furthermore, we
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test the variables Ft, AGRIt, Ext, GDIt, LnGDPt and LnAGDPt for stationarity. Without going too much
into detail here, the explanatory variables of Ft, Ext, LnGDPt and LnAGDPt are proved to be
non-stationary in levels but stationary in their second differences (I(2)). The variable AGRIt is
stationary in levels. The variable GDIt is stationary in its first difference.
Since the time series of our models is non-stationary. OLS regression analysis of these time series
may produce "spurious regression" problem. We need to test the residuals resulting from estimating
equation for stationarity. If the residuals are stationary, which denotes that cointegration relationship
exists between variables, time series are cointegrated, and OLS estimation is appropriate. Otherwise, we
need to make smooth processing of the non-stationary time series.
The residuals resulting from estimation of Eq.(1) are tested for stationarity with the ADF test, as
shown in Table 2. We reject the hypothesis of a unit root in residuals at the 1% level of significance.
The ADF test statistic is -5.364965 which is smaller than the critical value of -2.669359 at the 1% level
of significance. Therefore OLS is the right estimation method and the estimating results of model 1 are
meaningful.
Table 2

ADF test statistic
Test critical values

1% level
5% level
10% level

ADF Unit Root Test on Residuals
t-statistic
-5.364965
-2.669359
-1.956406
-1.608495

Table 3 reports the estimations results. The estimated coefficient for F indicates that one percent
increase in FDI/GDP contributes to 4.26 percent decrease in carbon emissions. The estimated AGRI
coefficient is consistent with a priori expectation: significant and negative, an increase in agriculture
share contributes to decrease in carbon emissions. The estimated EX coefficient is significantly positive,
indicating that one percent increase in export dependence contributes to 2.61 percent increase in carbon
emissions, which is consistent with most of the previous findings. The estimated coefficient for GDI is
significant and negative. In other words, domestic investment contributes to decrease in carbon
emissions. The estimated Log(AGDP) coefficient is insignificant, indicating that GDP per capital does
not necessarily influence carbon emissions.
The residuals resulting from estimation of Model 2 are tested for stationarity with the ADF test..
We reject the hypothesis of a unit root in residuals at the 1% level of significance. Therefore OLS is the
right estimation method and the estimating results of model 2 are meaningful.
As shown in table 3, coefficients of variables in model 2 are almost the same with model 1. We
find that economic growth, whether in the form of GDP or GDP per capital, does not necessarily
influence carbon emissions. In model 2, FDI has significantly negative effect on carbon emissions. Also,
growth in agriculture and domestic investment contributes to decrease in carbon emissions. The
estimated export coefficient is positive and significant, increase in export aggravating carbon emissions.
Model 1
Model 2

Table 3 The Estimated Coefficients of OLS Regressions
C
F
AGRI
EX
GDI
Coefficients
13.27
-4.26
-2.47
2.61
-2.59
T statistic
6.92
-3.25
-2.93
10.19
-3.02
P value
0.00
0.004
0.0085
0.00
0.007
Coefficients
13.41
-4.26
-2.47
2.61
-2.59
T statistic
8.09
-3.25
-2.93
10.19
-3.02
P value
0.00
0.004
0.0085
0.00
0.007
R2=0.99, A-R2=0.98, D-W=2.16

log(AGDP)

log(GDP)
0.06
0.49
0.625

0.06
0.49
0.625

5 Conclusions
The main conclusion of our analysis is FDI inflows alleviate the pressure of carbon dioxide
emissions in China, which is due to FDI technology spillover. FDI brings not only money but also
technology. Overall, foreign production technology and processes from developed countries are better
than the current domestic level, the use of foreign technology some extent improved our environmental
problems. FDI inflows to some extent improve the quality of the environment in our country, but this
does not mean that China's FDI inflows is of no harm, it should be noted that a large number of the FDI
inflows to the pollution-intensive industries. Therefore, China should develop more rigorous
environmental access system, and the selective use of foreign investment.
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Exports aggravate the pressure on CO2 emissions. We know China export commodities at a
relatively low cost, and China exerts export tax rebates, financial policies to encourage exports,
Therefore, trade interests are shared both at home and abroad, the but pollution remains home alone.
China's exports are mostly intensive and resource consuming products. We need to make use of
economic instruments to internalize environmental costs, reduce or eliminate export tax rebates to the
pollution-intensive and resource consuming products. As for the inevitable environmental pollution, we
should collect environmental taxes, develop emissions trading, adopt the permit system and other
fiscal and financial system to raise environmental standards, in order to guide the implementation of
clean production, promote industrial upgrading, change industrial structure, and to avoid "pollution
havens" in China.
Share of agriculture in the economy contributes to the CO2 emission reduction. The results again
demonstrate the importance of agricultural production. Agricultural development can not only solve the
food problem, but also alleviate the pressure on resources and environment. China is vast in territory,
every region does not have to follow the road of industrialization. In accordance with the strategy of
sustainable development, some major agricultural regions may focus more resources on the
development of agriculture.
Effect of Either GDP per capita or total GDP on CO2 emissions is insignificant. Economic growth,
however, does not automatically solve the environmental problems.
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Abstract This paper is prepared by quoting the data of GDP and energy consumption of industrial
enterprises in Jiangsu from 1995 to 2008, of which indexes, including energy consumption, energy
consumption structure, together with elasticity coefficient of energy consumption, energy consumption
intensity and carbon emission intensity were selected for the analysis of energy consumption and carbon
emissions situation in Jiangsu’s economic growth. The results showes: (1) Energy consumption
continues to grow at an annual rate 10.10%, but the average annual growth rate is of fluctuations,
especially in the period of 2002-2005, when its average annual growth rate up to 19.60%, higher than
that of GDP by 5.3 percentage points over the same period. (2) Energy consumption is mainly counted
by coal, with an annual accounting rate being stabilized in the vicinity of 70%. (3) Apart from elasticity
coefficient of energy consumption, energy consumption intensity tends to decrease, but is still higher
compared to developed countries. Similarly, these two indicators were obviously rebound in 2002-2005.
(4) Carbon emission intensity is not high, but the carbon emission is large, showing average annual
growth rate up to 9.73%. It is then concluded: The economic development in the province is more
dependent on energy demand. Meanwhile, the rapid growth in energy consumption and the
coal-dominated energy consumption leading to a high-carbon situation is highly featured in Jiangsu’s
economic development. Jiangsu’s economic restructuring is expected to transfer as quickly as possible
from high-carbon growth to low-carbon development. Combined with actual conditions in the province,
the final part of this paper proposes the policy proposals of low-carbon economic development.
Key words Low-carbon economy; Energy consumption; Carbon emissions; New energy industry

1 Introduction
In 2003, British Prime Minister Tony Blair published his famous White Paper entitled, Our Future
Energy: Creating Low-carbon Economy, and this for the very first time to propose the concept of
low-carbon economy. After the development of Bali Road Map in 2007, the concept of low-carbon
economy was really expanded from a national scope to the global idea. In recent years, research
activities by Chinese scholars have been emerging on low-carbon economy. Based on existing literature,
we found that those studies were highlighted on the following aspects: some scholars, including
ZHUANG Gui-yang (2005), FU Yun (2008), BAO Jian-qiang (2008), etc., focused on their discussions
on such basic questions as what is low-carbon economy, and why we should develop the low-carbon
economy[1]-[3]; GUO Yin (2009) and FENG Bi-mei (2010) described the experiences that were obtained
from the developed countries in their low-carbon economy[4]-[5]; more scholars, such as BAO Jian-qiang
(2008), GUO Yin (2010), FENG Bi-mei (2010), FENG Zhi-jun (2009), conducted their studies that
were focused on how to choose development model of low-carbon economy in China[3]-[6].
Viewing from the existing literature, the national research is focused on the macro studies on a
low-carbon economy with regard to its content, the basic theory and development, and more highlighted
in qualitative research. We believe that low-carbon economy is carried out in a specific spatial scale. But
there are quite differences in different regions’ economic development, so there certainly are great
differences in developing low-carbon economy. In this paper, we took Jiangsu Province as the example,
and attempted to combine qualitative and quantitative research on the local low-carbon economic
development. Meanwhile, we noted of the assessment presented in 2007 by the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC), and that increase of greenhouse gases mainly came from burning fossil fuels,
with the carbon dioxide emissions accounting for 95.3% of the total carbon emissions. Studies suggest
that the proportion has also gone up to 89.5% in Jiangsu. Accordingly, we believe that in low-carbon
economic development, energy consumption, carbon emissions, as well as the relationship between
them are a matter of concern. Based on the above understanding, this paper was designed in view of
indicators, such as energy consumption, energy consumption structure, elasticity coefficient of energy
consumption, energy consumption intensity, carbon emission intensity, etc., in attempt to give analysis
on the situation of energy consumption and carbon emissions in Jiangsu’s economic growth. Based on
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the findings, in combination of the province actuality, we put forward the proposals for the local
low-carbon economic development.

2 Status of Energy Consumption and Carbon Emissions in Jiangsu’s Economic
Growth
It is inevitable that a region’s economic growth requires a certain amount of energy consumption,
both related in input and output. The study on the relationship between economic growth and energy
consumption in Jiangsu involves measurement on two indicators: economic growth and energy
consumption. In this paper, the indicator of economic growth was expressed by Jiangsu’s GDP in the
calendar year. Here, energy consumption refers to industrial enterprises’ three main energy
consumptions, including coal, oil and nature gas. In order to better illustrate the issue, this paper listed
the total energy consumption (in addition to the three main energy sources, there were also coke,
gasoline, kerosene, diesel and fuel oil). Indicators are derived from Jiangsu Statistical Yearbook
(1996-2009) [7]. In specific calculations, the year of 1995 was taken as the basis for GDP to be adjusted
as comparable prices; energy consumption was converted into standard coal for calculation, in which 1
ton of coal was equivalent to 0.7143 tons of standard coal; 1 ton of crude oil was equivalent to 1.4286
tons of standard coal; 10,000,000 cubic meters gas was equivalent to 121,430 tons of standard coal.
2.1 Energy consumption and its structure of Jiangsu Province
Figure 1 shows the trend of GDP and energy consumption in Jiangsu during 1995-2008, indicating
that Jiangsu’s economy in the period maintained steady and rapid development, with an average annual
growth rate of 12.51% (calculated by the level method, the same below), in which the period of
1995-2001 saw the economic growth rate (11.01%) that was significantly lower than that of 2002-2008
(14.16%). Analysis results also showed that three major energy and total energy consumption presented
an average growth rate of 9.67%, 10.10%, respectively, slightly lower than the GDP average growth rate,
and suggesting the characteristics of wide fluctuations. Take, the total energy consumption, for example,
had a significant increase in its growth rate reached 19.60% during the period 2002-2005, 5.3 percentage
points over the GDP growth rate at the same period. In particular, in 2004, energy consumption
increased by 24% over the previous year, and higher than GDP growth rate by 10 percentage points in
the same year. In the 2006-2008 period, the energy consumption growth slowed down, lower than the
same period of GDP growth rate by 6.5, 2.3 and 8.7 percentage points (based on the previous year).
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We believe that changes in energy consumption in Jiangsu's economic development are consistent
with the GDP proportion of the primary, secondary and tertiary industries, or the industrial-based
characteristics. Table 1 shows the detailed description of the three industries structure in Jiangsu during
the period 1995-2008. With reference to the proportion of secondary industry, we divided the industrial
structure change into two stages: First, a stable stage. During 1995-2002, the proportion of secondary
industry in Jiangsu did not change much, roughly near the fluctuation in 51.5%. In the same period, the
proportion of primary industry decreased from 16.8% to 10.47% and the proportion of tertiary industry
slowly increased from 30.53% to 36.69%. Second, phase of growth. For the period 2003-2008, the
secondary industry accounted for a substantial increase than the previous stage in Jiangsu, with the mean
of 55.75%. Especially in the period from 2004 to 2006, the figure remained at 56% or more, except for
2007 and 2008 that declined slightly. In the same period, the proportion of primary industry continued to
decline, while the tertiary industry had little change. At this phase, accelerated industrialization came
along with a very high degree of Jiangsu’s economic growth that depended on energy consumption. We
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also noted that industry accounted for about 80% of energy consumption in Jiangsu during the period
2000-2008, in which the light and heavy industries took up the proportion of industrial production that
changed from 43.20%: 56.80% into 28.1%: 71.9%, that is, the proportion of heavy industry in the eight
years increased by 15.1 percentage points. The above figures show that Jiangsu Province has been more
and more obviously characterized by heavy industry in recent years. This will inevitably lead to a large
demand for energy consumption, and an enormous pressure on the environment in Jiangsu.
Table 1
Time
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
Average

Evolution of Three Industrial Structures in Jiangsu during the Period 1995-2008
The Primary Industry (%) The Secondary Industry (%) The Tertiary Industry (%)
16.80
52.67
30.53
16.47
51.20
32.33
15.51
51.07
33.42
14.54
50.56
34.90
13.48
50.93
35.60
12.26
51.86
35.88
11.57
51.89
36.53
10.47
52.84
36.69
9.34
54.55
36.11
9.12
56.24
34.65
7.98
56.57
35.45
7.14
56.60
36.26
7.06
55.58
37.37
6.93
54.97
38.10
11.33
53.39
35.27

In the period of 1995-2008, energy consumption structure in Jiangsu is indicated as Figure 2. We
can see that the energy consumption in Jiangsu had the proportion of coal in the vicinity of 70%,
overwhelmingly dominant in that period; oil, accounting for a cumulative decline of 8.5 percentage
points, went down significantly; proportion of natural gas increased by 2.8 percentage points. As for the
energy consumption in Jiangsu in 2008, coal, oil and natural gas accounted for 69.75%, 15.04% and
2.81%, respectively. Over the same period, coal, oil and natural gas had average of 28.4%, 35.8% and
23.7% in global energy consumption. Clearly, the energy consumption structure is not reasonable in
Jiangsu. We believe that the coal-dominated energy consumption structure of Jiangsu is primarily
subject to by the China's energy resources.
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2.2 Elasticity coefficient of energy consumption of Jiangsu province
As the international practice, changes in elasticity coefficient of energy consumption are used for
comprehensive analysis of the relationship between economic growth and energy consumption for a
certain period. Elasticity coefficient of energy consumption refers to the ratio of the growth rate of energy
consumption and GDP growth rate, which is generally used to predict a national or regional energy
demand. Figure 3 shows the description of the changes in elasticity coefficient of energy consumption of
Jiangsu Province during the period 1996-2008. Figure 3 tells us that with the steady economic growth in
Jiangsu, elasticity coefficient of energy consumption was greatly volatile during the period 1996- 2008.
Here is an example of total elasticity coefficient of energy consumption: the minimum value of 0.16 and
the maximum value of 1.63 occurred in 1996 and 2004, respectively, a difference of 1.47 percentage points.
Meanwhile, 2001 had a lower elasticity coefficient of energy consumption, which yet increased
substantially after 2002. As late as 2005, the coefficient had been maintained high (above 1.0), and even up
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to 1.63 in 2004. This shows that over these four years, energy consumption of the province grew faster
than economic growth, that is, Jiangsu's economic growth had a high dependence on energy demand,
presenting an adverse situation featured with economic development at the cost of high energy
consumption. World elasticity coefficient of energy consumption presented the general trend that is
gradually decreased, with the overall level of lower than 0.5. Obviously, Jiangsu Province showed that the
elasticity coefficient of energy consumption being relatively high, indicating that the development of
industrialization in Jiangsu still at the post-industrial era.
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Note: If the elasticity coefficient of energy consumption is less than 1.0, the energy consumption per unit
output value this year will be less than the index in the previous year, then the energy consumption intensity of
the current year will decline over the previous year.

We believe that the elasticity coefficient of energy consumption in Jiangsu with the sudden
increase in the period 2002-2005 is closely related to speeding up regional industrialization and
urbanization process in this phase. First, the rapid growth of investment, where more than 28% annual
growth rate of fixed asset investment for four consecutive years, and even up to 38.6% in 2003. Second,
the marked increase in proportion of heavy industry, including metallurgy, petrochemical, power,
building materials and paper industries, etc., accounted for more than 70% of the whole manufacturing
industries. Rapid expansion of high-energy-consumption industries was accompanied by substantial
growth of high-energy-consumption production, resulting in energy consumption growth significantly
faster than that of GDP. After 2005, changes in the macroeconomic environment came along with the
apparent effect of the national macro-control measures. Jiangsu has slowed down the pace of
development of heavy industry, while high-energy-consumption industry is under control, so the
elasticity coefficient of energy consumption to be decreased significantly (below 1.0).
2.3 Energy consumption intensity of Jiangsu province
Energy consumption intensity is the unit GDP involving amount of energy invested, also known as
the unit GDP energy consumption. Energy consumption intensity is the main indicator that reflects the
energy efficiency. Figure 4 illustrates the change in the energy consumption intensity in Jiangsu during
the period 1995-2008. According to Figure 4, in the period from 1995 to 2008 energy consumption
intensity of the province saw a decline in general, but there was a rebound sign during the period
2003-2007. Here again we give the example of total energy consumption intensity: the index value
decreased from 1.0606 tce/10,000 RMB in 1995 to 0.8185 tce/10,000 RMB in 2002, and rapidly
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increased to 0.9378 tce/10,000 RMB in 2005 within two years. After 2006, the index value
decreased rapidly, and fell to the lowest value of 0.8003tce/10,000 RMB in 2008, lower than the
national average value by 27%. Despite the energy consumption intensity in Jiangsu ranked at the
forefront in the country, there is still a wide gap compared with developed countries.
We believe that the major factors leading to higher energy consumption intensity in Jiangsu lie in
the post-industrial era, where heavy industry occupies a significant portion, along with higher proportion
of high-energy- consumption industry, low levels of energy technologies and energy efficiency. During
2003-2005, there was a substantial increase in energy consumption intensity in the province for three
consecutive years, closely associated with this phase of heavy industry, especially
high-energy-consumption industries for sustained high growth in manufacture. This once again
illustrated the fact that Jiangsu’s economic development was supported by high-energy-consumption,
and the creation of unit GDP need to consume more energy in this period. According to the "Outline" of
China's "Eleventh Five-Year Plan", indicating the binding target of unit GDP energy consumption to be
reduced by 20%, Jiangsu issued a series of important policy measures to promote energy saving, and
speeding up the related work since 2006. As a result, the trend in unit GDP energy consumption of the
province that rose rapidly has been basically brought under control.
2.4 Carbon emission intensity of Jiangsu province
Carbon emission intensity refers to the emissions of carbon dioxide per unit GDP. Subject to data
constraints, this paper only provided the estimates of carbon emissions of the three main energy
consumptions: coal, oil and natural gas. In the specific calculation, the carbon emission factor was
determined by reference of the research results from DOE, Japan Energy Economy Research Institute,
Project of Climate Change sponsored by Ministry of Science and Technology, XU Guo-quan and other
research institutions and scholars working on carbon emissions [8], with their mean value taken as the
carbon emission factor in Jiangsu, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2

Carbon Emission Factor of Energy Consumption in Jiangsu’s Economic Development
Data Source
Coal
Oil
Nature Gas
DOE/EIA
0.7020
0.4780
0.3890
Japan Institute of Energy Economics
0.7560
0.5860
0.4490
The Climate Change Project of Chinese Ministry
0.7260
0.5830
0.4090
of Science and Technology
Xu Guoquan
0.7476
0.5825
0.4435
Average
0.7329
0.5574
0.4226

Figure 5 shows the results of carbon emission intensity in Jiangsu during the period 1995-2008, and
we found: on the one hand, both carbon emissions and per capita carbon emissions had rapid growth,
showing the average annual growth rates of 9.73%, 9.02%, respectively. On the other hand, carbon
emission intensity tended to decrease, but its change showed significant stage characteristics. The first
phase had a rapid decline. In the period 1995-2001, Jiangsu’s carbon emission intensity had decline
from 0.7661 tons/10,000 RMB to 0.5914 tons/10,000 RMB, 4.22% annually. The second is the recovery
stage. During 2002-2005, Jiangsu’s carbon emission intensity was picked up from 0.5940 tons/10,000
RMB to 0.6521 tons/10,000 RMB, an average annual increase of 3.16%. The third is the decline stage.
After 2006, the province had a decline in carbon emission intensity, with the lowest value of 0.5537
tons/10,000 RMB in 2008, an average annual decline of 4.72%. From national and international
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comparisons, Jiangsu’s carbon emission intensity was not high. But the large amount of carbon
emissions for rapid growth was worsened by per capita carbon emissions that also increased rapidly.
We believe that in the period of analysis, the basic characteristics of carbon emissions in Jiangsu is
closely related to economic development, energy consumption structure and the change of energy
consumption. First of all, Jiangsu is China’s economically developed areas. In 2008, the region’s GDP
accounted for 10.08% of the total GDP, and its GDP had an average annual growth rate of 12.51%
during the period 1995-2008. The rapid economic growth in the province naturally led to higher energy
consumption, while energy consumption was precisely the subject of carbon emissions, which
accounted for more than 90% of the total carbon emissions, and then bringing regional sustainable
increase of carbon emission. Second, the coal-dominated energy consumption structure of the province
also stimulated the growth of carbon emissions. This is because the carbon emission intensity of coal is
higher than other fossil fuels. The carbon dioxide released from burning unit mass of coal was close to
twice that of natural gas. Third, during the 2002-2005, the province in the industrialization process
promoted the rapid increase in energy consumption intensity of this phase, which led directly to the
increase of carbon emission intensity. After 2006, the slowdown in the carbon emission intensity of the
province was mainly from the government's efforts in macro-control.

3 Jiangsu's Development Path to Low-carbon Economy
High-speed economic development and the industrial structure dominated by the secondary
industry in the region lead to a high demand for energy consumption, while carbon dioxide emission
from energy consumption is mainly responsible for carbon emissions. Particularly in Jiangsu, the local
carbon emission is exacerbated by the coal-dominated energy consumption structure, which has also
brought pressure on the environment that can not be ignored. Based on the actuality, we offered the
following important ways to promote low-carbon economic development in Jiangsu.
3.1 Adjusting the industrial structure to build the modern industrial system
Currently, Jiangsu Province is in the stage of economic development that is characterized by the
heavy industry, and difficult to be changed in the short term. It is recommended that efforts in three
aspects should be combined to improve the industry structure in high-carbon economic development
model: The first is limiting high-carbon industry. The industry structure and product mix should be both
adjusted to gradually reduce the proportion of high-energy-consumption industry, and eliminate
backward production capacity and technologies, structurally promoting low-carbon economy
development. The second is to upgrade traditional industries to high-end chain. And as a manufacturing
province in the open economy model, “Made in Jiangsu” is still in the low-end of the industrial chain.
Whether to undertake international industrial transfer, or to produce export products, mostly are in
high-carbon production status. Therefore, the traditional industries in Jiangsu should be sped up for
extending to both ends of the industrial chain. On the one hand, extending to the front, with the
objective of attaining independent intellectual property rights from design and R&D. on the other hand,
it can extend to the back-end, aiming to form a brand and sales network, so as to take hold of high-end
links of industry to improve traditional industries development in Jiangsu. Third, vigorously develop
modern services. Currently, the share of services industry is less than 40% of GDP in Jiangsu,
accounting approximately for half of the developed countries. To promote industrial upgrading of the
province, appropriate financial policy should be adopted for support of modern service industry,
especially the financial, logistics, tourism, culture, information and technology services and other
low-carbon industries featured with lower energy consumption, less pollution and more employment
opportunities to play a greater role in Jiangsu’s economic growth.
3.2 Developing new energy industries to improve the economic efficiency of energy
We believe that Jiangsu has limited space for reducing carbon emission intensity, and the focus on
energy conservation in the future should be placed on the development of new energy sources, and their
conversion, application and industrialization. Jiangsu has a leading edge of new energy industries in the
country, but still not superior in low-carbon. In addition to manufacturing standards that need to be
improved, there are some issues in the transformation and application of new energy industries, such as
the electricity price is too high for the new energy coming to grid (photovoltaic solar energy has the
existing rate of 1.70 RMB per kWh, and 0.61 RMB per kWh for wind power, while coal is rated at 0.38
RMB); wind power is difficult to achieve stable grid access etc. However, the key to raise the
low-carbon contribution rate of new energy precisely lies in the conversion and application of new
energy industrial advantages, and this point has become the consensus of European and American
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countries. These countries also have taken the development and application of new energy sources as an
important entry point that leads to future economic development. In Europe, the development of
renewable energy has become one of the important growth points to create jobs, and the renewable
energy company hired the number of employees that is 2-10 times of that in coal companies. Britain
proposed that by 2020, 40% of the electricity would come from clean energy, including solar, wind
energy. Denmark, Germany, Spain and other European countries are leading the world in wind power
development and utilization. Data showed that Denmark has enjoyed wind power that reached 22% of
the total electricity consumption, in which a considerable part of their green power, except for domestic
use, are exported to Norway. Germany's wind power installed capacity accounted for more than 1/3 of
the world, in which in 2008, wind power capacity reached 8% of the total.
How to achieve the conversion and application of new energy industrial advantages of Jiangsu? We
believe that it is particularly important for policy guidance and promotion to be supported by clearing
away the barriers of professional technology. First, the new energy development plan should be
developed based on existing policies as soon as possible to clear specific goals and measures.
Meanwhile, more efforts should be given to support the research and development in the
industrialization of new energy, while increasing solar, wind, biomass and other new energy sources as
to their proportions in the whole energy structure. Second, the increased R&D investment to reduce
costs through technological advances in new energy industries is targeted at the sized industrialization,
increasing the proportion of new energy industries in the whole industrial structure. Third, financial
subsidies, tax incentives and other economic levers can also be used to promote new energy industries in
their promotion and application.
3.3 Promoting low-carbon technology innovation to improve the technical efficiency of energy
Variety of low-carbon technologies are many, and can generally be attributed to energy efficiency
promoting technology, energy saving technology, renewable energy and new energy technologies,
greenhouse gas reduction technology, etc. [9] Low-carbon technology innovation should be based for
improving the input-output efficiency and the technical efficiency of energy use, and further to change
the economic development from relying on resources consumption into innovation-driven as the
fundamental requirement in the province. Combined with the specific situation of Jiangsu Province, we
believe that international cooperation and R&D investment is an important way to promote low-carbon
technology innovation.
First, establish international cooperation to improve the R&D capabilities of low-carbon
technology. Jiangsu now has some basis for low-carbon technologies, but that’s not superiority. The real
problems for various industries on low-carbon development are basically focused on technical support.
Low-carbon technology development mainly depends on two types of channels, that is, independent
research and development and the introduction of foreign advanced technology. Affected by many
factors, developed countries often have reservations to developing countries and regions in the transfer
of technologies, including low-carbon technology. Therefore, in Jiangsu, international cooperation is
recommended to absorb the advanced experience of foreign countries at this stage, thus improving
low-carbon technology R&D capabilities.
Second, increase R&D investment for low-carbon technology. Low-carbon technology requires
substantial manpower and funding support for independent research and development, which involves
increased capital investment to provide sustained financial support. In 2009, Jiangsu had its R&D
investment that reached 68 billion RMB, accounting for 2.0% of GDP, of which 83% came from
business investment, with its regional innovation for the first time ranked first in the country. However,
there is still a wide gap compared with the United States, Japan and other developed countries, which
have 4% of the R&D investment proportion. R&D investments are especially inadequate from the
perspective of energy technologies. In 2009, Jiangsu energy R&D investment accounted for 8.58% of
the total R & D investment, about 0.171% of GDP, while Japan accounted for 18.62% and 0.74%,
respectively [10].
Third, speed up energy-saving technological innovation. Research institutes and enterprises can be
sources of assistance in the development of advanced energy saving technologies and efficient energy
saving equipment, while the introduction of competition mechanism should be combined with the
implementation of market-oriented operation, continued to promote and accelerate the development of
energy saving technology, and its demonstration, promotion and the innovation of energy saving way. In
2009, energy saving R&D investment was less than 2% of corporate energy R&D spending in Jiangsu.
Therefore, the provincial government should give financial support to the energy saving technology
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projects exposed to higher investments and higher risks, and more efforts should be made on the major
energy saving technology development and industrialization.

4 Conclusions
Analysis was made on Jiangsu’s economic growth with respect to energy consumption, energy
consumption structure as well as elasticity coefficient of energy consumption, energy consumption
intensity and carbon emission intensity during the period 1995-2008. The results show: First, the annual
growth rate of energy consumption was slightly lower than that of GDP. Growth rate of energy
consumption was in a volatile state in the analysis period. It is noteworthy that the index increased
significantly during the period 2002-2005, and had total energy consumption growth rate of 19.60%,
exceeding the GDP growth by 5.3 percentage points over the same period. The second is long-standing
dominance of coal in energy consumption, accounting for up to an average 69.27%, and oil proportion
decreased obviously, with natural gas accounting increased slightly. Third, the elasticity coefficient of
energy consumption and energy consumption intensity tended to decrease, but still high, and the
rebound sign was found significantly during the period 2002-2005. Fourth, despite the lower carbon
emission intensity, carbon emissions was growing rapidly, from 39,496,600 tons in 1995 up to 132,
122,300 tons in 2008, average annual growth of 9.73%.
This study suggests that there are distinct characteristics of high-carbonization that can be found in
Jiangsu’s economic development, which is decided by many factors. With rapid economic growth in the
province, the industrial structure dominated by the secondary industry will inevitably lead to higher
energy consumption, while energy consumption growth and the coal-dominated energy consumption
will promote the continued growth of carbon emissions. During 2002-2005, Jiangsu industrialization
and urbanization process was accelerated to enable rapid growth of fixed asset investment and a
significantly increased proportion of heavy industry. This is the main reason leading to increased energy
consumption that was significantly faster than GDP growth in this phase. Combined with the actual
conditions of the province, industrial structure restructuring, new energy industry development as well
as low-carbon technology innovations are combined to make an important way for the changes of
economic development pattern in the province to achieve a low-carbon economy.
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Abstract From the view of environment innovation, this article firstly sets up an evaluation indicator
system of low-carbon economy for environment innovation, and based on dissipation theory,the paper
introduces gray relational entropy(GRM) as the analysis methods. Secondly the paper makes an
empirical research on the environmental innovation effect of low-carbon economy by taking Liaoning
Province as an example, in the analysis process the raw data cited according to the five low carbon
indicators. Finally the paper draws a scientific and precise entropy change series of low carbon system
with the gray relational entropy model, and as to Liaoning Province the results means that
environmental innovation effect of low carbon system in Liaoning Province is in a disorderly and
inefficient situation.
Key words Environmental innovation; Low-carbon economy; Gray relational entropy

1 Introduction
Since the 21st century, there are numerous global problems and challenges such as climate change,
strategic resource constraints and financial crisis frequently so on, which need a transformation from the
traditional development pattern focusing on economic growth to the low carbon development pattern.
As an effective carrier of sustainable development environmental ethics the low-carbon economy is the
efficient approach to establish a saving society.
Nowadays the low carbon effect draws Wide attention from the international community. Friedl
(2003) considers that the relationship between CO2 emissions and economy growth of Austria during the
1960- 1999 was “N” type rather than the inverted “u”shape. Treffers (2005) discusses the possibility of
reduction of GHG emissions of German by 80% due to 2050based on 1990 and think it is possible to
realize the strong economy growth and the reduced GHG emissions at the same time. Awase (2006)
proposes that the emissions change is decomposed into three factors: carbon intensity, energy efficiency
and economic activities and plans to reduce CO2 emissions by 60~80%[1]. Climate Group (2008)
introduces the concept of low carbon economy in the published report“Surplus: the growth of
low-carbon economy”, and manifests that low-carbon economy has a higher return on investment.
At present, China has established “low-carbon economy” as the important development direction of
future “12th Five-Year” strategic planning. While more and more scholars transfer research focus to this
innovative economy growth mode. Zhuang Guiyang (2005) thinks that the substance of low carbon is
the problem of energy efficiency and clean energy structure, core of which is energy technology
innovation and system innovation. Jin Yueqin (2007) analyzes the constraints that China faces in the
transition to low carbon economy, and proposes a “win-win” economy transition strategy of
“development and low carbon” [2]. Fu Yun (2008) considers that low-carbon economy is a kind of green
economic development model, and it is based on low power consumption, low pollution, low emissions
and high performance, high efficiency, high efficiency (3 lows and 3 highs) which takes carbon
neutrality as the development methods of green economic development model[3].
∗
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From the view point of sustainable development following the article makes a systematical and
deep research on the environmental innovation effect of low-carbon economy.

2 Evaluation Mechanism of Low Carbon System
2.1 Determination of evaluating indicators
According to the real and objective analysis based on comprehensive data, this article takes the
relevant data of “China Sustainable Development Strategy Report” (2009 and 2010) and “China
Statistical Yearbook” (2009) as the main source of information. And in order to achieve the integrated
and continual sample space, the article selects 5 low carbon evaluation indicators from 45 sustainable
development indicators according to the above first report. The name and implication of the low carbon
evaluation indicators are shown as the Table 1.
Table 1

Evaluation Indicators of Low Carbon System on Environmental Innovation Effect

Name of Low carbon Evaluation Indicator

Implication of the Low Carbon Evaluation Indicator

1

Economic Intensive Index

z
z
z
z
z

2

Emissions Intensity Index

z
z
z

Waste-air Emissions level
Waste-water Emissions Level
Waste Emissions Level

3

Air Pollution Index

z
z

SO2 Emissions Level
Dust Emissions Level

4

Water Pollution Index

z
z

Point Source Pollution
Area Source Pollution

z

GDP Proportion of Investment in Pollution
Government
Industrial Waste-water Discharge Standard
Industrial Boiler Dust Discharge Standard
Industrial Waste Comprehensive Utilization Rate
Urban Living Garbage Disposal Rate
Industrial Water Recycling Rate
GDP Proportion of Industrial Value in Environmental
Protection

5

Environmental Governance Index

z
z
z
z
z
z

Water Consumption / per million output value
Energy Consumption / per million output value
Waste-water Emissions / per million output value
Waste-air Emissions / per million output value
Solid-waste Emissions / per million output value

2.2 Establishing of the Evaluation Model
(1) Normalization of indicator data: Here, m evaluation dictators are selected which aim to n
evaluation targets, then the original data matrix is noted as X , and the dictator data group of ideal
evaluation targets is Y :

X = ( xij )

Y = ( yij )

n∗m

= ( xi1 , xi 2 ,…, xim )

( i = 1,2,…, n; j = 1, 2,…, m)

n∗m

= ( yi1 , yi 2 ,…, yim )

( i = 1, 2,…, n; j = 1,2,…, m)

Since evaluation dictators are different in property and magnitude each other, the normalization of
indicator data is necessary to evaluate the statistics confusion, just shown as follows:
1 n
xij ∗ = xij
∑ xij ( i = 1, 2,…, n; j = 1, 2,…, m )
n i =1
（1）
1 n
∗
yij = yij
∑ yij ( i = 1, 2,…, n; j = 1, 2,…, m )
n i =1
(2) Estimation of relation entropy: According to the gray relational analysis (GRA), the relation
coefficient that the evaluation object expressed as i corresponding to the j indicator is shown as ξ ij .

Then there is:
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ξij =

Δ( min) + ρΔ( max)

( i = 1,2,…, n; j = 1,2,…, m)

xij∗ − yij∗ + ρΔ( max)

{

}

{

（2）

}

In the formula (2), Δ ( min ) = min xij ∗ − yij ∗ , Δ ( max ) = max xij ∗ − yij ∗ , and ρ ( 0 < ρ < 1) is
[4][5]

the resolution ratio, here the paper checks the value 0.5 .
According to the concept of gray relational entropy and relational coefficient distribution map, the
gray rational entropy can be expressed as:
m

Si = −∑ Pij ln ( Pij )ΔS

（3）

j =1

In the formula (3), Pij = ξ ij

n

∑ξ
i =1

ij

( i = 1, 2,…, n; j = 1, 2,…, m ) ,

which is regarded as gray

relational coefficient density. [6]With the smaller gray relational entropy is that the better the structural
stability becomes and the more favorably the system develops and evolves.

3 Empirical Studies
3.1 Data sources and variable processing
Firstly, according to the specific sustainable development indicator data cited form “China
Sustainable Development Strategy Report” (2009 and 2010) and “China Statistical Yearbook” (2009)
this article selects the low carbon index data of Liaoning Province in past years (from 2002 to 2007). On
the above basis the paper indexes processing on the environmental innovation effect of low-carbon
economy of Liaoning Province. The detailed is shown as Table 2.
Table 2

Environmental Innovation Effect of Low Carbon Economy of Liaoning Province in 2002-2007

Year

Item

Economic
Intensive
Index

Emissions
Intensity
Index

Air
Pollution
Index

Water
Pollution
Index

Environmental
Governance
Index

2002

Liaoning
Province

107.0

94.9

96.8

97.2

103.5

Optimum value

120.0

89.2

92.3

93.5

109.1

Liaoning
Province

108.1

94.5

96.6

98.0

106.7

Optimum value

121.8

89.4

91.7

94.1

109.4

Liaoning
Province

109.1

94.1

96.7

99.5

104.8

Optimum value

123.6

89.1

91.6

93.1

107.9

Liaoning
Province

109.2

92.2

94.3

96.9

107.2

Optimum value

125.3

89.2

91.2

92.8

110.8

Liaoning
Province

110.0

91.3

94.6

96.1

107.4

Optimum value

127.2

89.1

91.5

92.5

110.0

Liaoning
Province

111.6

91.3

94.4

95.7

107.0

Optimum value

129.5

89.0

92.2

91.9

109.9

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Secondly, the above original data need to be in dimensionless processing, which may take the
environmental innovation effect of low-carbon economy of Liaoning Province in 2002 year as an
example.
The environmental innovation effect entropy sequence indicator of low-carbon economy of
Liaoning Province is shown as following:

X = ( xij )

n∗ m

= ( xi1 , xi 2 ,…, xim ) = (107.0,94.9,96.8,97.2,103.5)

As the reference the optimum sequence dictator is:
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= ( yi1 , yi 2 ,…, yim ) = (120.0,89.2,92.3,93.5,109.1)

According to equation (1) the above result applies dimensionless processing, and obtains the
environmental innovation effect entropy sequence indicator of low-carbon economy of Liaoning
Province, that is:

xij ∗ = xij

1 n
∑ xij = (1.070, 0.950, 0.969, 0.973,1.036)
n i =1

The optimum innovation effect entropy value after dimensionless process is:

yij ∗ = yij

1 n
∑ yij = (1.190, 0.885, 0.916, 0.928,1.082)
n i =1

3.2 Calculation of the value and density of gray relational coefficient
According to equation (2) the gray relational coefficient sequence is:

ξij =

Δ ( min ) +ρΔ ( max )

xij ∗ − yij ∗ + ρΔ ( max )

{

= (0.583, 0.840, 0.929,1, 0.991) 4.343

}

{

}

In which， Δ( min) = min xij∗ − yij∗ = 0.045 ， Δ( max) = max xij∗ − yij∗ = 0.120 ， ρ = 0.5 。
With the gray relational coefficient substituted into the formula Pij = ξij

n

∑ξ
i =1

ij

the gray

relational coefficient density will be obtained:

Pi = ( Pi1 , Pi 2 ,…, Pim ) = (0.134, 0.193, 0.214, 0.230, 0.228)

3.3 Calculation of gray relational entropy
With introducing the gray relational coefficient density into equation (3) we will obtain that
m

Si = −∑Pij log( Pij ) = −(0.134log0.134 + 0.193log0.193 + 0.214log0.214 + 0.2301log0.230 + 0.228log0.228
j=1

= (0.117 + 0.138 + 0.143 + 0.147 + 0.146
= 0.691
Similarly, the above process can be derived in the knowledge sharing mechanism of the other nine
provinces and cities in 2009 year with gray relational entropy method, and the relevant results are
shown as Table 3.
Table 3

Environmental Innovation Effect GRE of Low-carbon Economy of Liaoning Province

Results

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Δ ( min )

0.045

0.021

0.027

0.016

0.002

0.002

Δ ( max )

0.120

0.130

0.141

0.138

0.145

0.147

0.691

0.685

0.686

0.684

0.677

0.675

—

0.006

0.005

0.007

0.014

0.016

GRE

S
Entropy Change

ΔS

4 Conclusions
Apparently, from Table 3 an objective rule can be found that the low carbon system of Liaoning
Province will be toward a more disorderly and inefficient direction when the environmental innovation
effect occurs the rapid industrial economy growth. Since 2002 Liaoning Province has employed a
high-rapid industrialization economy growth strategy. The results of which is the increasingly rising
entropy change (from 0.005 to 0.016), and according to the dissipation theory the bigger entropy change
means the less trend. So the development trend shown by the entropy change values in the Table3 must
be corrected with an environmental innovation mechanism. Overall, in the future research on the
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environmental problem, through the low carbon system the environmental innovation effect of a target
economic zone can be analyzed by a quantitative method, which has great significance for sustainable
development.
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Wuhan of China
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Abstract Industry has been playing an important role in Wuhan economy. With the wide concerns to
the environment, the industrial recycling economy is becoming obligatory in Wuhan. The paper adopts a
case research method, makes a deep analysis of the actual situation of the industrial recycling economy
in Wuhan and raises some key problems that interfere with developing the recycling economy in Wuhan
and thinks that it is obliged to find out some approaches to solve these problems. This paper has set up
systematic countermeasure structure to construct Wuhan industrial recycling economy and draws
conclusion that the implementation of the countermeasures depends on generalization of clean
production ideas, establishment of relative standards and norms, technique reforms and investment to
the enterprise, governmental policies and service, etc.
Key words Countermeasures; Recycling economy; Industry; Wuhan

1 Introduction
From 2003 to 2008, the environmental protection has achieved much progress in Wuhan. The
industrial output value has been increased steadily year by year, but the increase rate has fluctuated
much from 2003 to 2008 (see Figure 1). As the environmental protection attracts more and more
attention, the industry is also focused on in Wuhan. Especially, the construction of the “Two-Oriented
Society” aims at a fast and better development of the social economy, which has brought Wuhan
historical new opportunities in its progress. The “Two-Oriented Society”, namely, resource conserving
and environmental friendly one, requires that a new-typed industrialized path with high technology
content, better economic benefits, low resource consumption, little environmental pollution and a full
play of the human resource advantages should be opened up on the basis of obeying the ecological laws
and of centering on raising the utilized efficiency by recycling.
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Figure 1

Output Value and Increase Rate of the Environmental Protection Industry in Wuhan from
2003 to 2008
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2 Actual Situation of the Industrial Recycling Economy in Wuhan
Since 2005, such enterprises as Wuhan Steel Group, Wuhan Chemical Group, and Dongfeng
Citroen Peugeot Automotive Co.ltd, etc have been chosen as first pilots in clean production, on which
Wuhan Clean Production Center is being built. Now, the districts like Dongxi Lake and Qingshan have
been determined to be pilot industrial parks as national recycling economy. An initial success has been
achieved in constructing the industrial recycling economy.
2.1 Patterns of the industrial park in recycling economy have preliminarily formed
In Dongxi Lake Park, the recycling economic circle centered on Shiyuan Electricity Generating
Station has been established. An industrial ecological chain such as electricity, heat, steam, used water
recycling, fly ash, and fertilizer has been set up. In Qingshan recycling economic Pilot Park, four
ecological industrial chains in recycling waste iron and steel, magnetic materials, fly ash, and
granulating slag have been formed. All these chains have produced good economic and social
efficiency.
2.2 Typical enterprises are being born
Some enterprises have been well experienced in developing the recycling economy. Wuhan Steel
Group has realized energy saving steelmaking by adopting new technologies of energy conserving and
consumption reduction as TRT, flue gas waste heat recovery, and soft water seal circulation cooling and
so on. Also, it is engaged in comprehensively reuse the resources and fully recycles the metallurgical
residue, steel scrap, waste water and gas, etc so as to minimize their damage. Wuhan Huarun Snowflake
Beer Co.ltd attaches much attention to recycling the resources in its whole production process. On the
one hand, the by-products in the processing as distillers’ grains, coal cinder, and waste trademark, etc
are being recycled to reduce waste emission as much as possible, which produces an economic benefits
of five million yuan for the enterprise every year; on the other hand, the enterprise increases the
investment to the production techniques and relevant recycling equipment reform and maximizes the
reuse. For example, the updating and transformation of CO2 recycling equipments raises the recycling
rate by 100%. Besides, the enterprise strives to conserve energies and reduce ejection and raise the
energy efficiency. The reform of dynamic low pressure technique is made by F line sugar boilers, which
can save 1400 ton coal or so every year and cut down the ejection by 2 tons of sulfur dioxide and by 2.7
tons of smoke dust.

3 Main Existing Problems
3.1 Lack of enough cognition to the recycling economy
Some departments still regard GDP as hard tasks. As a result, partial enterprises lean to production
and operation and neglect the energy conserving and ejection reduction. Therefore, clean, intensive,
conserve, recycle and ecological development has not been paid much attention to.
3.2 Insufficiency of the guarantee mechanism to develop recycling economy
The price mechanism for the resource-typed products can’t reflect the scarcity of the resources, the
cost damaging the environment and the relationship between demand and supply. The laws and rules
recycling the resources are still to be improved.
3.3 Recycling economic industrial parks are to be expanded
Although Dongxi Lake Park and Qingshan Park have been started, the industrial parks in the other
municipalities and the recycling economy in the province-level development districts have not been
begun, yet. So, the industrial systems in the park such as sharing resources and exchanging by-products
haven’t been set up.
3.4 Constraints in funds and technologies
Enterprises want the inner and outer motivation to increase fund inputs and the stable input
mechanism to support recycling economy by the governments in various levels. And R&D in the
resource conserving and environment protection is so weak that the key technology in upgrading the
efficiency reusing and recycling resources is in urgent needs.

4 Countermeasures
4.1 Establishment of norms and conceptions
The industrial standards and norms of the recycling economy should be formulated and the ideas of
the clean production and resource conserving technologies generalized. The enterprises should be
guided to learn from the pilot ones and lay down the measures to implement the recycling economy.
Concretely, 65 important enterprises will be supported to carry out the projects pushing the recycling
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economy and clean production, 20 recycling economic ones are to be started and 40 example clean
production ones to be opened.
4.2 Technological reform in energy conserving and ejection reduction to be sped up
70 reform projects in the energy conserving technique and 30 ones in the polluted water treatment,
sulfur dioxide and industrial dust treatment will be launched. In the 8 technique fields of the energy
conserving and ejection reduction, 50 projects in the technique development and outcome
transformation are to be focused on.
4.3 Relocation and reform of the enterprises to be accelerated
The industrial enterprises located in the central city are planned to move towards the planned
industrial parks and development districts. Also, their technique reform is to be implemented and the
production techniques are to be raised.
4.4 Backward production capacity, techniques and equipments will be eliminated
For example, in 2008, 2 generator sets with 24 thousand kilowatt were shut down in Qingshan
Nanmu Power Plant and in 2010, 3 with 300 thousand kilowatt will be closed in Qingshan Sujiawan
Power Plant.
4.5 Investment to be increased
The financial funds ought to be increased and encouragement mechanisms in energy conserving and
ejection reduction to be set up. The special funds for energy conserving of over 10 million yuan are
provided every year.
4.6 Policies in electricity demand management and its discriminatory pricing to be issued
On the occasion of “Two-Typed Society” construction, the discriminatory pricing can be adopted
more extensively and the electricity used price for the high energy-conserving and high pollution
products will be raised. The income obtained by discriminatory is specially used to support the industrial
structure adjustment and energy conserving and ejection reduction in Wuhan.
4.7 Tax policy to promote the energy conserving and ejection reduction of the firm to be made
The projects in conserving energies and the investment to the equipments specially used in the
environmental protection are free from enterprise income tax. In the experimental region realizing the
recycling economy, the preferential value-added tax concerns such products as comprehensive resource
use and energy joint development among enterprises, etc.
4.8 Establish the institutions of objective management
The main energy-consumed enterprises ought to be set energy-conserving and ejection-reduction
objectives and assessed per year and moreover the results should be published to the society. The
relative encouragement or punishment will be given to the correspondent enterprises.
4.9 Governmental services
The service systems mainly aimed at the important energy-conserving and ejection-reduction
enterprises are to be improved. The systems include the financial supports to the technique reform in
recycling economy, environmental protection and energy conserving and ejection reduction, the contract
energy management to the main energy-consumed enterprises, and the energy balance test made guiding
the enterprise.

5 Conclusion
The recycling economy is a systematic complicated engineering and involves the people’s
cognition, technology, funds, environments, enterprises, governments and so on. So its successful
realization needs conjoint efforts of individuals, enterprises and governments.
Acknowledgement: This paper is supported by Key Research Institute of Strategies and
Development in Manufacturing Industry in Wuhan.
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Abstract The internalization of environmental costs of projects is the key-step to integration of
economic profits and environmental protection. It is also of great importance for sustainable
development of society, economy and environment. This paper analyzes the phenomena of ignoring
environmental costs in projects tech-eco assessment at present, and thinks that the total costs of projects
contain project direct cost and external environmental cost. Environmental cost comprises environment
resource consumption cost, maintaining environment quality investment and environment damage cost.
And the paper puts forward calculation method of environment resource consumption cost, maintaining
environment quality investment and environment damage cost. Based on the classification of
enterprises’ environmental costs, the authors induce and discuss some practical models to evaluate
environmental values.
Key words Economic feasibility assessment; Environmental costs; Internalization; Model

1 Introduction
In some sense, the development of social economy and material enjoyment of human beings were
at the expense of environment and natural resource in the past. Obviously, some environmental
problems, such as environmental pollution, natural resource depletion, ecological crisis, acid rain and
ozone layer decrease, are the results of neglect of the value of natural environment. These environmental
problems have already restricted the development of economy in many countries, and even would threat
the health and subsistence of human beings.
Fortunately, people are attaching more importance to harmonious development of economy and
environmental protection. In the economic assessment of project (EAP), the environmental effects of the
project are frequently taken into account, and to achieve the assortative development of economy and
environment become a main object. British economist Pigou early mentioned internalization of
environmental costs theroy. Pigou means lay stress on important of the dominant function of
government and levy environment taxes in order to internalize environmental costs. At a later time,
economist Coase established a means which exertive market function to cope with external
environment uneconomic effect, this means called “Coase means”, for example, emissions trade. In 20
century 90 years, some new enviroment economy methods such as environment marks system and
ISO14000 were appeared. Some domestic scholars research into internalization of environmental costs.
At present, some economic assessment models and index try to embody the environmental effects, such
as the product’s Life Cycle Assessment, green National Product Account (GNPA), and Environmental
Costs Account (ECA). These models or index system emphasize the inter-impact of economy activities
and natural environmental quality. In practice, the calculation of environmental costs is a key factor for
reflection the change of environmental quality. Therefore, the internalization of external environment
costs is a fundamental work to fully embody the value of environment resource in project economic
assessment. We induced and discussed some useful models in this article aiming to help to internalize
external environment costs in project economic feasibility analysis.

2 The Definition of Projects’ Environmental Costs
According to United Nation International Accounting and Report Experts Committee’s
Environmental accounting and financial report announcement, “In the term of the principles of
responsibility for environment, environmental costs is the investment that manage to avoid the
environmental influence caused by the project, and that enterprises pay for up to par of environment.”
Environmental costs include reduce and dispose of waster, maintenance and improvement of
environmental quality, research and development of green products, environmental inspect and audit.
Another definition of environmental costs is the total economic losses caused by the change of
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natural environment and society owing to the enterprise’s activities. It includes environmental resource
consumption costs, environment maintenance costs and environment losses costs. Environmental
resource consumption costs are the value of environment resource that consumed by enterprises.
Environment maintenance costs refer to the investments of all kinds of protective measurements that can
reduce man-made damage to environmental resource and maintain environmental quality to reach
specific level. The costs embrace those costs that treatment and disposition of “three wastes”, waste
effluent charge, environment management and monitoring, investment in equipment for pollution
control, environmental protection R&D expenditure, and environmental tax or fare. Environment losses
costs are the costs to restore the environmental pollution and natural resource damage caused by
enterprise activities. Environment losses costs also are called Marginal External Costs (MEC).

3 The Significance of Internalizing Environmental Costs
Economic Feasibility Analysis (EFA) is a method to analyze the economic profits of a certain
investment activity, and a measure to ensure obtaining the maximal economic profits. At present, a
popular method of project economic feasibility analysis is Costs-Benefit Analysis (CBA). CBA uses the
Investment Return Date (IRD), Net Present Value (NPV) and Internal Income Rate (IIR) as main
indexes in project’s economic evaluation. The calculation of these indexes is based on the cash flow of
the year. However, there is a serious defection in the calculation: ignoring the external environmental
cost that caused by environment pollution. As we all know, environment bears externality and pollution
will cause external economic inefficiency. When enterprises activities lead to environmental pollution,
ecological damages and other forms of environmental problems, the activities must bring environmental
costs. But, because the difficulties in figuring out the external environmental costs, CBA can not exactly
enlist environmental costs caused by the enterprise practically. Therefore, the report of CBA does not
reflect the real condition of projects, and even draw a more optimistic conclusion than reality. Lets take
Egyptian - dam for instance, according to this project’s CBA completed at beginning, the dam would
had great economic profits owing to agriculture irrigation and generation electricity. But the actual state
of affairs is quite pessimistic that the project induced much more eco-environmental damage cost than
the economic profits.
According to the present investment project management regulation, it is obligatory to complete the
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and the Economic Feasibility Analysis (EFA) at the first stage
of project. EIA assess projects’ feasibility on behalf of natural and social environment, but EFA analyze
project’ feasibility for the enterprise’ economic profits, so the two methods have different aspect and
profit. Because the present EFA only count pollution abatement investment and workers’ medical care
fee, and ignore the external environmental costs, the results of EFA will departure the reality and lead to
conflict of interest between enterprise and society. This situation is harmful for the harmonious
development of economy and environment.
Therefore, it is necessary for realizing sustainable development of modern society to internalize the
environmental costs in project’s EFA. Internalization of environmental costs will modify the results of
CBA. The more environmental costs, the lower profits the enterprise can gain, vice versa. Thus, when
enterprises’ incentive of pursuing maximum profits becomes consistent with the interest of
environmental protection, the project tech-eco assessment will be the junction of economy development
and environmental protection.

4 The Models for Internalization of Environmental Costs
Modern economics hold that the rootstock of environmental problems is people neglecting the
value of environmental resource in human economic activities, because the environmental problems
have external traits. Now more and more economists and environmentalist suggest that enterprises
should calculate the environmental costs of resource consumption and environmental pollution caused
by enterprises’ economic activities, and debit these costs in the enterprises’ account. Factually, it intend
to introduce environmental costs to the normal CBA.
4.1 The total environmental costs
Environmental costs involve the value of environmental resource consumption, investments for
maintain environmental quality and environmental loss costs. Some kinds of environmental costs are
effortless to measure, for instance, a stope’s expenditure for wastewater, exhaust and waste residue,
investment of backfill, earth up and virescence, investment of environmental equipment, fee. But it is
difficult to measure or calculate the environmental loss costs caused by the environmental pollution.
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The total environmental costs need number in the EFA:
(1)
ECi= ERi+EWi+EDi
In there ECi - the total environmental costs in i year;
ERi - the value of environmental resource consumption in i year;
EWi - investments for maintain environmental quality in i year;
EDi - environmental loss costs in i year.
Let’s take the concrete factories for example, the factory must pay mineral resources tax for the
limestone used as raw material. The factory discharge wastewater that contained acid, alkalis and BOD,
other pollutants, such as TSP (total suspend particulates), S2O, NOx, in the process of milling, feeding
and calcine. The factory has to defray for these pollutants as discharge fee. Discharge fee and mineral
resources tax are the direct investment and easy to measure.
4.2 The costs of maintain environmental quality (EWi)
The costs of maintain environmental quality is the investments for maintain environmental quality.
Enterprise’s payments for pollution control include purchase, run, maintain of treatment and monitoring
equipment, environmental management expenditure, technician’ train up and salary, and expense for
land restore. The costs of maintain environmental quality can be calculated using the cost function.
The cost function is a kind of mathematical expression for showing the relationship of
environmental maintains costs and some variable. There already have some research in environmental
cost function, and have built systemic database of fundamental data and cost function, even provide
some parameters of cost function modification. Some popular environmental maintain costs function list
as follow:
Linear cost function:
EW(Q)＝a＋bQ
(2)
Exponential function:
(3)
EW(Q)＝a×Q b
Composite function:
(4)
EW(Q)＝a＋bQ c
In there: EW - The costs of maintain environmental quality;
Q - The quantity of disposed pollutant;
a、b、c - constant modulus.
The wastewater control costs can calculate using these functions. Exhaust gas and solid waster
costs may use formula (2) and (3) to calculate. If there are have enough fundamental data, the constant
modulus can be estimated. For instance, to the municipal sewage disposal plants:
Investment cost function:
EWi＝208.7Q0.75
(5)
Operation cost function:
(6)
EWo＝24.3Q0.90
Total control cost function:
(7)
EW＝9Q0.657＋22Q0.657µ1.7
In formula µ- the treatment efficiency.
4.3 The environmental loss costs
The environmental loss costs are the price that enterprise pay for offset, maintain and improvement
of natural environmental quality and social welfare which possibly be endangered by the pollutants from
enterprise. Environmental loss costs have the trait of externality differed it from other costs. A project
can produce some aspects of environmental loss, such as air, water, soil, plant, crop, health of people
and longevity. The environmental loss costs can be cataloged as the loss of natural environmental
resource and the loss of social welfare.
The environmental loss costs:
ED＝EDe＋EDs，
(8)
In there EDe - the loss of natural environmental;
EDs - the loss of social welfare.
Using the environmental damage function can numerate EDe. The environmental damage function
may reflect the relation of the pollution and impact, and count the environmental loss costs.
The environmental damage function:
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EDe＝∑ F(i)

(9)

F(i)＝Fi(a, t, Pi, Kt, Vi)
(10)
In there: EDe - the loss of natural environmental;
F(i) - the damage costs of I pollutant;
a - the condition of contact with environment;
t - the time of contact with environment;
Pi - the damage intensity of I pollutant;
Kt - the characters of environment accommodating pollutants;
Vi - the quantity of pollutants.
As we know from formula (10), the environmental damage function is related to four factors.
Therefore, when we analyzed sufficient monitoring and rogatory data, we can model the environmental
damage function.
The loss of social welfare (EDs ) is external costs of enterprise, and difficult to exactly calculate. In
order to measure the loss of social welfare, appraisal survey is a popular approach. The common
methods of appraisal survey are direct market method, substitute market method and willing survey.[3]
4.4 Total project costs including environmental costs
By internalizing the environmental costs, the total project costs unfold: the traditional project
economic costs and external environmental costs. The external environmental costs can discount in the
project economic assessment.
The project’s total present costs:
GPC＝ ∑(C+S+P+EC)i (1+I) -t

(11)

In there : GPC - total present costs;
C - project’s investment of fixed assets and current assets;
S - salary and related expense;
P - the operate expenditure except for salary;
EC - project’s environmental costs;
I - present interest rate;
t - year.

5 Conclusions
The internalization of environmental costs has quite significant in project’s economic assessment.
It is a useful work for the harmonious development of economy and environment. This paper classified
enterprises’ environmental costs and presented some practical models to internalize the environmental
costs. However, to internalize environmental costs in EFA is a systemic project, and need the reform of
correlative economic policy and the health administration institution.
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Abstract Sports tourism is a new rising industry produced by sports and tourism industry, which has
the congenital advantage in responding the low-carbon economy mode, pursuing the carbon sink
mechanism, and improving the low-carbon consumption. This paper analyzes the important value of
sports tourism to promote city-circle industrial structure adjustment, expand employment, and improve
the low-carbon economy development and the contribution to the physical and mental health and life
quality of us. Taking Wuhan city-circle as an example, the authors analyze the current situation and
resource advantage of the sports tourism, and make corresponding suggestion of sports tourism
development of Wuhan city-circle.
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1 Introduction
On November 25, 2009, Chinese Government has made an important commitment that the unit
GDP CO2 discharge will reduce to 40%~50% in China by 2020 as compare with 2005 year. This is a
great aim of emission reduction with great responsibility. The low-carbon which is demands of
post-industrialization, call for transition and optimization of industrial structure. And this is a challenge
to the whole country and every one of us. In this course, the advantage of tourism is conspicuous, which
will form a long-term opportunity of China's travel development too. Because tourism industry is a
low-carbon industry, whose energy consumption of unit value-added is 0.202, that is about 1/6 of the
national unit GDP energy consumption and 1/11 of unit industrial value-added energy consumption. [1]
We can see it’s a superior industry to deal with the climatic change, energy saving and emission
reduction. Besides, the new type of carbon mechanism can be constructed. By tourism industry
development, it can produce virtuous substitution to other industry and form industries compensate, so
as to develop economy at the same time with saving energy and reducing emission. As one of the most
important part of the tourism, the sports tourism has its advantage of promotion of the low-carbon
economy. In sports tourism, the tourists spend most time on sports sites instead of on transportation
compare to the traditional sightseeing. Thus they will rely less on the vehicle and promote local
economy more at the same time. So the development of the city-circle sports tourism industry, not only
brings enormous advantage with low-carbon economy development, but also can become pioneers and
highlight of low-carbon economy development of china. Meanwhile, the research on how sports tourism
industry promotes the regional low-carbon economy is a new and meaningful subject.

2 Characteristics and Development Value of Sports Tourism
2.1 Description
AS a new characteristic tourism produced by integration of sports and tourism, the sports tourism
means the tourism aiming at participating in or watching all kinds of sports amusement, sports
competition and sports communication. The sports tourism can be divided into several kinds as shown
below.
Fitness sports tourism
All kinds of ball game, Rope skipping, Running, Body building, Bicycle riding, etc.
Adventure sports tourism
Expand training, desert travelling, drifting, rock-climbing, jumping grade, hunting etc.
Recreation sports tourism
Dance, swimming, fishing, mountain climbing, surfing, diving, horse riding etc.
Competition sports tourism
Sailing, skiing, archery, glides, sandy beach motorcycle, boat, etc
Ornamental sports tourism
All kinds of sports meeting, World Cup, championship, folk sports performance, etc.
The sports tourism industry development produces less environmental pollution, and need for less
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energy, by which the resource can be effectively saving. To those districts where the natural landscape is
deficient, outdoor sports can substitute the natural landscape to attract tourist. As a matter of fact, the
sports tourism has gone way up at the speed of 30 to 40 percent in the past year.
2.2 Development value of city-circle sports tourism
(1) Promotion of regional low-carbon economy development
The traditional sightseeing is a glance travel type, in which the tourists spend most time on
transportation. The increasing of using vehicle will lead to increasing of the carbon emission. The value
of sports tourism development lies in attracting tourist to spend more time on the sports site, so as to
reduce the emission and improve the local economy more. The sports tourism can reduce the glance
travel type sightseeing improve the city-circle ecological environment and increase the tourism income.
By this, the contradiction between the environmental protection and economy development is reduced
too.
(2) Employment increasing and consumption promotion
On solving regional employment, the sports tourism industry has greater superiority more than
other trades. First, the sports tourism industry is a labor-intensive industry which can provide more
employment opportunities. Secondly, the work position of the sports tourism industry has multi-level
characteristics, which not only can offer the employment opportunity to high-level talent with abundant
professional knowledge and technical expertise, but also can offer to those do not have much knowledge
and technical expertise. This seems particularly important for rural areas where the knowledge and
talents are deficient.
(3) Improvement of the surrounding regional economy, and reduction of the gap between rich and poor
of the city-circle
The sports tourism in the surrounding district is attractive to the tourist from central cities. This kind
of export-oriented sports will bring a large number of low-carbon consume even investment to
surrounding area. Such external economy injection plays a positive role in promote the economy level of
surrounding area and reduce the difference between the surrounding cities and the central cities. And the
people flow, logistics, information flow and capital flow produced by sports tourism can break the
external sealing of the low developed district, and promote the economy development of the
surrounding cities.

Figure 1

Development Value of City-Circle Sports Tourism

(4) Contribution to the physical and mental health and life quality
The natural resources, the human landscape and the national sports resource in the surrounding area
are good to the physical and mental health. People who doing activities in such environment, will be
benefit from the function of body strengthening, nervous emotion eliminating, enthusiasm inspiring, will
persistence and noble sentiment training, etc. It’s difficult to get these functions so effectively in the city
living environment.
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3 The Influence on Regional Low-carbon Economy Development
We all know that it’s unwise to improve the economy of the surrounding area by only industrial
development, and we should abandon the way to develop economy at the cost of sacrificing the
environment. The economy development of the surrounding area can use the low-carbon economy mode
instead of the single industrial development mode, so as not to rely on the increased industry. We should
keep the original ecology of the surrounding area, and develop the economy with environmental
protection in harmony. To implement this aim, it’s good to develop the city-circle sports tourism. There
is a large population of the surrounding cities, but the workforce has low quality. It’s suitable for the
peasants to carry out business outside of their own door by develop sports tourism. The development of
the rural travel, agricultural tour, farm tourism and so on will promote the development of the
low-carbon economy. The realization of this is from 3 aspects as shown in the Figure 2.
3.1 Construct the city-circle low-carbon consumption life style
The sports tourism project built in the surrounding area can reduce the frequency that citizen in the
central city travel from a long distance. A large number of carbon discharge produced by vehicle such as
car, airplane can be reduced. Besides, the sports tourism lovers always like to travel on foot or by
bicycle, and camping. Their request for catering and accommodation is not high too. The local
government can encourage mini country restaurant and folk custom receive family activities in
according with ecological environment. Thus the carton discharge can be reduced a lot. So this kind of
consumption life style is a sustainable development of low-carbon consumption style.

Figure 2

Influence on Regional Low-Carbon Economy Development

3.2 Promotion carbon sinks construction such as local afforestation
Studies have shown, the growth of the land forest vegetation can absorb and fix the carbon dioxide
in the forest and biological organism through the photosynthesis. Therefore, afforestation and increase
green coverage can achieve the goal of expanding sink.
The livable environment and the forest themselves are resource of ecological visiting, the area
where the ecological country, ecological civilization, garden home and forest towns are built well will
attract tourist most, and this will bring more considerable economic benefits too. Furthermore, the sports
tourism can play a leading effect to develop low-carbon agriculture. We can combine the travel vocation,
outdoor sports basic construction with the local afforestation and ecological environment protection, and
develop them in coordination in order to develop the rural low-carbon economy.
3.3 Promotion low-carbon town development of the surrounding area
There always are some small towns with deep history precipitation in the surrounding area, and
these small towns with abundant natural of human landscape resource can be used as economic trial
zone of low-carbon. While these towns insist to get rich without “smoke”, the sightseeing agriculture,
green restaurant, healthy home, and health preservation sports become their characteristics. Thus, they
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combine the agricultural production, agriculture consumption, outdoor sports and health preservation
recreation, develop the low-carbon ecological industry with local conditions, and promote the
low-carbon economy development of the surrounding area by low-carbon town construction.

4 Positive Research of the Wuhan City-circle
4.1 Resource condition of the sports tourism development
As the trial zone of “Resource saving and Environmental protection”, construction of low-carbon
economy development framework in according with environmental protection, is an important content
of the sustainable development of Wuhan city-circle. The natural ecological environment of the
surrounding area of Wuhan city-circle is good. The luxuriant vegetations, the mountains, rivers,
reservoirs, lakes, cities combine well; more than 80% of the time is suitable for the outdoor tourism in
one year. Regional sports development policy of the city-circle should be made to combine tourism,
sports and recreation, in order to promote the development of sports tourism industry.

Figure 3

Sports Tourism Development Resources of Wuhan City-Circle

(1) Water sports tourism based on training base
The Wuhan city-circle has abundant river and lake resource which can be used to carry out water
sports tourism project with certain skill, such as sailing boat, sailing board, motorboat, water-ski, etc.
For the sake of strong exciting challenge of the water sports, and its new things and game belong to
brave one; it becomes the favorite game of the young people.
(2) Mountain region recreation sports tourism based on mountain
Abundant of mountain resource of the surrounding area of Wuhan city-circle can be used to carry
out mountain sports tourism project, such as motorcycle, mountain region bicycle, mountaineering,
rock-climbing, hunting, field survivorship, etc. The mountains cross country race, stepping race, weight
loading race, mountaineering, rock-climbing already become popular sports projects with young people
now.
(3) Fit keeping sports tourism based on Forest Park
Praised as “the natural oxygen bar”, the Forest Parks is with the characteristics of green, strange,
beautiful, quiet and wild. In the Forest Parks, we can carry out the outdoor sports projects such as
slipper meadow, badminton, tennis, skating on land, drifting, slipping ropeway, archery, etc. Because
people can breathe oxygen at same time with exercising, the Forest Park sports tourism is the best place
for recreation, spending holidays and coming back to the nature.
(4) Recover Hot Spring tourism based on hot spring
The hot spring contains many kinds of elements such as potassium, sodium, magnesium, radon, etc,
and the water quality comforts the body much. It has good curative effect to various kinds of skin
disease, artery sclerosis, high blood pressure, arthritis, etc, and has much value of developing. The
recover hot spring tourism becomes more and more popular now. There are a lot of hot spring resources
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of Wuhan city-circle, such as Xianning, Yingcheng, Tangchi, Jingshan, Chibi, Congyang, Tongcheng,
Tongshan, Jiayu hot spring which can be used to promote the sports tourism.
4.2 Suggestion on development policy of sports tourism of Wuhan city-circle
Sports tourism will improve the environment, because it just sells culture and environment.
Develop sports tourism and advocate low-carbon life is reliable way to realize low-carbon economic
growth. So, we should strengthen the sports tourism development and the study on the policy of Wuhan
city-circle.
(1)Accelerate the development trend of the city-circle sports tourism
Strengthen the study on creative form of the sports tourism, such as Health keep villa, mountain
and river family, expanding base, recreation village, country restaurant, ecological fishing village,
picking garden, etc. Pay attention to extending the feeler of the sports tourism, conceiving life style of
sports and low-carbon life, and built up a carbon industry chain by combining tourism, sightseeing,
recreation, amusement, outdoor sports.
(2)Establish brands, and insist on sustainable development way of sports tourism
According to the natural and human landscape resource characteristic of surrounding area, choose
the projects, such as climbing the mountain, swimming, going angling, drifting, rock-climbing, hunting,
nationality's traditional sports performance, etc. and concentrate the funds on developing, propagating,
form the brand that the city-circle sports tourism bands progressively. And then radiate, permeate and
drive the development of the sports tourism resource of the surrounding area.
(3)Explore the sports tourism resource, put out special sports tourism production
Besides expanding creative product about mountain, forest, water, we should excavate the further
traditional sports and national sports. Design and develop jointly sports tourism production, put out
characteristic sports tourism production to attract tourist such as Wushu, Qigong, dragon dance, lion
dance, waist drum, Yangko, tug-of-war, flying kite, etc. These activities not only have big fitness and
amusement value, but also have abundant cultural intension of nationality, which can improve inherent
quality and recreation value of tourism.
(4)Train the specialized personnel of sports tourism
The development that sports travels needs to draw support from the professional technique
advantage of the sports department, the organization and coordination advantage of the tourism
department and resource advantage of the surrounding area. As the new developing tourism project, the
surrounding area will meet a lot of problems needing to be solved urgently in launching the activity that
sports travels. Such as the problem of development, use and protection of the sports tourism resource,
the problem of opening up of sports tourism market, the problem of design of the sports tourism
production, and the problem of sustainable development of the sports tourism. In order to enable sports
tourism industry to develop healthily and continuously, we should training sports tourism specialized
personnel who are in according with the demand of the era, and offer the sports tourism specialty in the
conditional university.
(5)Government encourage support the development policies of the sports tourism
To become the qualified sports tourism destination, some preferential policy should be issued to
support sports tourism industry in the surrounding area including support in credit, give preferential
policy on taxation, and guide on the policy. There are there concrete measures. The first is to pay
interest drives the industry to develop. The second is offer the way to replenish, encourage enterprises to
participate in. The third is to offer the reward to the sports tourism project which made contribution to
develop local low-carbon economy.
(6)Establish the concept of regional great tourism and great market of city-circle
We must establish the concept of regional great tourism and great market of city-circle, and give
full play to the role of support and guide of the regional government, work in concert in respects, such
as infrastructure construction, sports recreation resource and industry's development, cultivation and
training and introduction of planning, talents of the market, etc. Thus we can realize the resource sharing
and mutual supplement with each other’s advantages of the sports tourism.

5 Conclusions
In the course of transition and optimization of industrial structure, the advantage of tourism is
conspicuous, which will form a long-term opportunity of China's travel development too. And, the
development of the city-circle sports tourism industry, not only brings enormous advantage with
low-carbon economy development, but also can become pioneers and highlight of low-carbon economy
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development of china. The development space and market potential of the sports tourism are great. It’s
very necessary to improve the sports tourism development to promote the development of regional
low-carbon economy of the Wuhan city-circle, and carry on further research on this subject.
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Abstract Traffic infrastructure construction investment has obvious multiplier effect on regional
economy and has always been viewed as an important and efficient method to maintain China’s
economic growth for dozens of years, especially after the financial crisis in 2008. Combining with the
giant scale construction investment background in 2008, this paper selects a general and representative
region to analyze the correlation and developing coordination between the traffic investment and
regional economy growth from the point of systems engineering. Base on these, the paper puts forward
suggestions and countermeasures that include cutting down the scale of traffic construction, shifting the
construction emphasis to urban public transportation, etc.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Research condition at home and abroad
There exists intensive and strong relationship and interaction (investment and promotion, and etc)
between transportation infrastructure construction and the development of social and economic system.
This field has been approached differently by researches and traffic engineers at home and abroad on the
basis of different subjects and technologies, such as macroeconomics, industrial economics, regional
economics, system engineering, human geography, and traffic planning, etc.
Researchers have carried out a substantial amount of representative work from theoretica [1-6] and
practical[7-21] viewpoints. Theoretical researches include the relationship and correlation among
transportation, transport investment and economic development (Ma JL in 1998, Tang JX in 1999,
David Banister, and Joseph Berechman in 2000, Jacob B-Polak, Arnold Heertje in 2000), traffic
investment policies’ influence on regional growth (John S. Miller et al in 2008), and transportation
system coordination (Zhang SR and Yan BJ in 2002), etc. Practical researches include the relationship
and correlation analysis between traffic construction and regional economic, investment and
population[7-10] (David Banister and Yossi Berechman in 2001, Jin FJ, Dai TQ and Wang JE in 2005,
Ellington DB, Hoel LA and Miller JS in 2005, Gong DY and Jiang AM in 2004), policy[11-14] (Zhou XZ
and Zhang Q in 2000, Boarnett MG and Haughwout AF in 2000, Forkenbrock DJ in 2002, Ren H in
2008), industry [15] (Yang ML in 1989), and social system coordination analysis[16-19] (Wang CHX in
1999, Wang CHX in 2000, Zha WX, Xiong GL, and Liu HL, et al in 2007, Pei YL, Wang YG, and
Yang G in 2008), etc. Still, there is a series of domestic research, including the practical research that
aimed at specific region [20-21] (He GD in 2000, Lu J, Wang W, and Li XJ, et al in 2000).
1.2 Background analysis
In China, traffic infrastructure construction investment has always been playing the key role in
triggering and impelling the domestic economy growth in recent years. However, to a certain degree,
policy direction and the need of economy increasing have exceeded the rational thinking and also have
caused various negative problems. For example, simply seeking an unduly high-grade mode of
transportation resulted in investment imbalance, the low utilization rate or idle using of part of the traffic
infrastructure also led to many other associated issues.
In 2008, the Chinese central government approved a giant scale stimulus package plan estimated at
4 trillion yuan in total (about 570 billion U.S. dollars). It will be spent over the next two years to finance
programs in 10 major sectors, such as low-income housing, rural infrastructure, water, electricity,
transportation, environment, technological innovation and rebuilding from the devastating earthquake in
Sichuan. Transport infrastructure investment including railway, highway and airport construction, which
accounted for a large proportion of the sharing (about 37.5%).
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Note: data origin: National Development and Reform Commission of P.R.China, and the unit is one hundred
million Yuan.
Figure 1 Distributed Amount and Proposition of 4 Trillion Yuan Investment

It is necessary for us to think about and discuss the problem of the necessity of giant scale
investment, and capital rationing, etc., under this special background. Most of provinces in China are
hedged about with economic and financial difficulties (especially the province in the west and central of
China, which approximately account two-thirds of total), the effectiveness of this kind of investment are
hence urgently needed as well as significant. With a view to the central government’s strategic plan in
2006 to build an integrated transport hub in central China, this paper selects Jiangxi province as the
object against the background of massive investment in 2008, and carries out venture research of driving
effect, correlation and coordination between traffic construction and regional economic increasing, and
study the rationality of the investment.
Jiangxi, located in the middle west of China, is a typical region where industry is less developed.
However, various transportation modes are relatively complete and each mode plays an important role.
The traffic construction investment scale, grade structure and the speed of construction are all relatively
prominent in recent years in China. For these reasons, not only the analysis will be more valuable and
representative, but the analysis on investment results and consequences will be of great practical
significance. All these have great value for other similar regions of China.

Note: map picture origin: http://www.maps-of-china.com/jiangxi-s-ow.shtml
Figure 2 Jiangxi Province Position in China and Topographic, Transport Illustrate Map

2 Algorithms and Models
2.1 Correlation analysis algorithm and model: grey relation analysis
Grey analysis uses a specific concept of information. It defines situations with no information as
black, and with perfect information as white. Though, neither of these idealized situations ever occurs in
reality. In fact, situations between these extremes are described as being grey, hazy or fuzzy.
Therefore, a grey system means that a system in which part of information is known while part
unknown.
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With this definition, information quantity and quality form a continuum from a total lack of
information to complete information – from black through grey to white. Since uncertainty always exists,
one is always somewhere in the middle, somewhere between the extremes, somewhere in the grey area.
Grey analysis then comes to a clear set of statements about system solutions. At one extreme, no
solution can be defined for a system without any information. At the other extreme, a system with
perfect information has a unique solution. In the middle, grey systems will give a variety of available
solutions. Grey analysis does not attempt to find the best solution, but does provide techniques for
determining a good solution, an appropriate solution for real world problems.
Grey relation analysis describes the relation of various systems by using of the correlation
coefficient of subsystems or factors. It is fit for the dynamic trend changing analysis of system[16-18], if
the changing trend of various systems during the development process are consistent, then these systems
can be viewed has strong correlation, and, similarly, weak relationship with smaller correlation
coefficient. This provides a quantified measurement for system dynamic trend analysis. Combined with
other methods, grey correlation analysis also can be amplified in related research fields [19-20].
2.2 Coordinate analysis algorithm and model: GM (1, n)
Coordinate degree is a quantified index that is used to elaborate the coordinate and cooperation
condition among various systems. Set the system development synthesis evaluation function of traffic
construction and regional economic system at time point t is FT(t) and FE(t) (equivalent to XT(0)(t) and
XE(0)(t)) respectively, and then the smaller the deviation coefficient is(Formula.1), the development of
two systems coordinates more.
H (t ) =

F (t ) − F (t )
T
E

(1)

1 F (t ) + F (t )
E
2 T

The coordinate degree can also be defined as:
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In this paper, GM(1, n) is not only to be used to analyze the dynamic function between system
function variable and system behavior variable, but to calculate the coordinate coefficient and degree as
well [16-17]. Set X1(0) as system behavior variable and Xi(0) as system function variable, and i = 1, 2,
3, …,n.
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X1(0) and Xi (0) is set as onetime cumulative sequence.
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Formulated as differential form is:
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When a<0, Xi will exert a positive promotion effect on itself, and this indicates that the system Xi
possesses self-development capacity in a certain degree, and on the contrary there is no such typical
capacity.
In the formula, the correlation coefficient of b2,…, bn reflects the structure of the dynamic model
GM(1,n).
When b2= b3= …=bn = P, GM(1,n) will be the GM(1,2):
(1 + 0.5 a ) X

(0)
1

( k ) + 0.5 aX

(1)
1

n

( k − 1) = Ρ

∑ bi X i
i =1
(1)

( 0)

(k )
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Where b2= b3= …=bn = P indicates that each function of X2 , …, Xn(1) on X1 is equal, but this
condition can hardly be found in social reality and economy system.
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If there is some i (2≤i≤n) that makes bi< 0 and bj≥0 (j≠i, 2≤j≤n), then the GM (1, n) is:
(1 + 0.5 a ) X

(0)

( k ) + 0.5 aX

1

(1)
1

n

( k − 1) =

∑

j =2 , j ≠i

bi X
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Under this condition, Xi(1)(k) has inhibition on X1(0)(k) , and if:
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X1(0)(k) will not get any positive impulse from function variable. Generally, this condition can only
occur in one or several typical points but not all of them.
When Xj(1)(k) (j= 2, …,n, j≠i,) vary monotonously, only one point appears this condition, and
meanwhile with the gradual increase of |bi| the counter action of function variable on behavior variable
will increase and relevant control measures is needed.
When there exist some i (2≤i≤n), that makes bi>> |bj| ≥0 (j≠i, 2≤j≤n), then
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According to the analysis above, two of definitions were introduced as followed.
First, when some bi≥0 (2≤i≤n), the function Xi has positive impulse on behavior variable X1 , and when
Xi has positive impulse on behavior variable X1 with all of i=2, …,n, then X2, … , Xn are coordinate with
X1 in system structure.
Second, when a<0 and X1(0)(k)>X1(0)(k-1)>0, it dedicates that system behavior increases in quantity
at point k and the system has self development capacity. On the contrary (a<0), there is no this kind of
self development capacity.

3 Data Analysis
3.1 Indexes selection and correlation calculation
Table 3

Original Data of Traffic Construction Investment and Regional Economy of Jiangxi Province from
1985 to 2007
No. 1985 1990 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
A1 208 428 1169 1409 1605 1719 1853 2003 2175 2450 2830 3495 4026 4619 5469
A2 597 1134 2896 3452 3890 4124 4402 4851 5221 5829 6678 8189 9033 10769 12562
A3 48
119 391 488 581 661 740 817 881 962 1043 1188 1228 1501 1732
A4 207 254 503 517 569 570 589 597 622 682 689 707 719 765 805
A5 377 669 1537 1869 2107 2048 2129 2135 2231 2334 2457 2952 3269 3585 4098
A6 545 1094 3376 3780 4071 4251 4720 5103 5506 6335 6901 7559 8620 9400 11222
B1 12
25
78
101 115 145 167 194 216 243 261 300 378 432 501
B2 1481 1581 1640 2114 2114 2197 2245 2197 2201 2208 2208 2274 2280 2317 2409
B3 14171 18561 20942 21986 22557 24589 25328 34999 35093 36070 37791 40554 55171 63791 70346
B4 6630 4937 4937 4937 4937 4937 5537 5537 5537 5537 5560 5560 5560 5562 5612
Note: A1 is GDP, A2 is per GDP, A3 is Gross Product of the Third Industry, A4 is Employees Number of the Third
Industry, A5 is per Capital Disposable Income of Village Residents, A6 is Income of Urban Residents, B1 is
Product of Traffic, B2 is Railway Mileage, B3 is Highway Mileage, and B4 is Shipping Mileage. The unit of A1,
A3, and B1 is hundred million Yuan, A2, A5, and A6 is Yuan, A4 is then thousand people, B2, B3, and B4 is
kilometer.

Before using the above method, the original data should be standardized first. Then with the
equation of ΔXi-0(k)= | X 0 ( k ) − X i ( k ) | , take GDP curve of A1 and each kind of traffic factors changing
curve B as example, ΔXA1-i(k)= | X A 1 ( k ) − X i ( k ) | , i=1,2,3, 4; k=1,2,…15.
ΔXA1-B1=(0.02,0.039,0.074,0.066,0.076,0.009,0.026,0.074,0.098,0.109,0.06,0.071, 0.103,0.092,0);
ΔXA1-B2=(0.592,0.573,0.387,0.526,0.47,0.474,0.457,0.393,0.346,0.27,0.161,0.154, 0.123,0.131,0);
ΔXA1-B3=(0.29,0.335,0.182,0.139,0.097,0.114,0.094,0.29,0.243,0.188,0.122,0.119,0.120, 0.107,0);
ΔXA1-B4=(1.133,0.765,0.563,0.485,0.429,0.396,0.466,0.423,0.374,0.295,0.19,0.176,0.163, 0.157,0).
The grey correlation degree between GDP and each item of traffic are: RA1-B1=0.926,
RA1-B2=0.651, RA1-B3 = 0.802, RA1-B4= 0.624.
In the same way, the grey correlation coefficient between regional economy and each item of
traffic construction are as follows.
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The grey correlation coefficient between per GDP and each item of traffic are: RA2-B1=0.909,
RA2-B2=0.623, RA2-B3 =0.788, RA2-B4=0.595.
The grey correlation coefficient between gross product of the third industry and each item of traffic
are: RA3-B1=0.938, RA3-B2 =0.658, RA3-B3=0.836, RA3-B4=0.630.
The grey correlation coefficient between the number of employees of the third industry and each
item of traffic are: RA4-B1=0.666, RA4-B2=0.792, RA4-B3=0.810, RA4-B4=0.736.
The grey correlation coefficient between per capital disposable income of village residents and
each item of traffic are: RA5-B1=0.813, RA5-B2=0.698, RA5-B3=0.836, RA5-B4=0.669.
The grey correlation coefficient between per capital disposable income of urban residents and each
item of traffic are: RA6-B1=0.895, RA6-B2=0.673, RA6-B3=0.872, RA6-B4=0.643.
According to the result of calculation, the correlation degree matrix between each item of traffic and
regional economy is formatted.
3.2 Traffic and Regional Economy Coordinate Degree Calculation
Utilizing the algorithm and model above, selecting original statistical data of Jiangxi Province from
1999 to 2007, and calculating the coordinate relationship between transportation and regional economy,
this paper tries to clear whether or not transportation coordinates with regional economy in structure and
quantity in Jiangxi Province during various time periods.
Synthesis index of XT(0)(t) (traffic and transportation system) and XE(0)(t) (regional economy system) are:
XT (0)(t) = (0.48695, 0.56704, 0.59078, 0.65412, 0.70838, 0.80349, 0.83649, 0.88266, 0.92029);
XE (0) (t) = (0.40896, 0.47510, 0.5374, 0.56876, 0.61301, 0.65698, 0.70436, 0.78164, 0.85991).
(1) Applied with GM(1, 2), if set XE (0) (t) as system behavior variable and XT(1)(t) as function variable,
where XT(1)(t) is the per time cumulative value of XT(0)(t), then:
(1 + 0.5 a ) X
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T T
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Where a = -0.2163, and bT= -0.1965.
(2) Set XT (1)(t) as system behavior variable and XE (0) (t)as function variable, then:
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Where a = 0.3171, and bT= 0.2946.

4 Traffic Construction and Regional Economy Correlation Analysis
Based on the correlation coefficient calculation, we set each item of traffic construction as the
independent variable and regional economy as the dependent variable, and then we can get the
comparison of traffic investment correlation priority degree.
a: RA1-B1＞RA1-B3＞RA1-B2＞RA1-B4;
b: R A2-B1＞RA2-B3＞RA2-B2＞RA2-B4;
c: RA3-B1＞RA3-B3＞RA3-B2＞RA3-B4;
d: RA4-B3＞RA4-B2＞RA4-B4＞RA4-B1;
e: R A5-B3＞RA5-B1＞RA5-B2＞RA5-B4;
f: R A6-B1＞RA6-B3＞RA6-B2＞RA6-B4.
(1) The correlation degree between traffic construction total investment and GDP, per GDP, gross
product of the third industry, the number of employees of the third industry, per capital disposable
income of village residents, and per capital disposable income of urban residents separately is all high.
The correlation degree between traffic construction total investment and per capital disposable income
of urban residents is higher than the correlation degree between traffic construction total investment and
the per capital disposable income of village residents. This is also fit to the actual condition.
(2) The correlation degree between traffic construction total investment and highway is higher than
the others.
(3) The correlation degree between traffic construction total product and the number of employees
of the third industry is low, combing with the fact that the traffic and transportation accounted for nearly
1/4 to 1/3 proportion of the third industry, we can draw a conclusion that the per product of the third
industry is low. The connotation promotion is an urgent task for upgrading the level of traffic and
transportation comprehensive services.

5 Traffic and Regional Economy Coordinate Development Analysis
(1) Traffic and transportation system effect on regional economy system
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According to the definitions of 2.2, a<0 and indicates that regional system has self development
capacity in 2007; bT<0 and it indicates that traffic and transportation has little positive impulse effect on
regional economy.
(2) Regional economy system effect on traffic and transportation system
Similarly, a>0 it indicates that traffic and transportation system has no self development capacity in
2007, bE>0 and indicate that regional economy system still has obvious positive impulse effect on traffic
and transportation system.
In general, despite the sum quantity of regional economy and traffic and transportation are both
increasing over time, the coordinate condition is not satisfied.

6 Conclusions
Focusing on the series problems of traffic construction investment structure and proportion, traffic
investment benefit, and coordinate of related systems, combing with the actual condition of financial
strength, industrial development stage, and the need of regional economic growth of Jiangxi Province,
the following conclusions can be drawn from the analysis above.
(1) For promoting the regional economic growth of Jiangxi Province in the future, it is necessary to
invest in the traffic construction, but the scale of investment must be downsized, especially the
expressway investment.
(2) While downsizing the investment scale, the proportion of traffic construction investment needs
to be regulated.
(3) Not only the scale but the quality of traffic and transportation construction also needs to be
improved.
(4) The focus of construction must be shifted from inter cities to inner cities and to upgrade the
quality and capacity of urban public transportation, especially the periphery traffic hinge exchange with
urban public transportation.
Traffic and transportation investment is complex system engineering and it involves various factors,
such as environmental protection, financial condition, industrial development, and resource exploitation,
etc. It is essential to summarize experience and deficiency. Only in this way, can the imbalance in the
ratio of investment be avoid while the synthesis transportation system construction is considered, and
waste of resource and reduction of social efficiency be prevented while the life of facilities and financial
condition is taken in consideration.
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Study on Coordinated Development Degree Between Ports’ Economic
Level and Ecological Environment
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Abstract Qualitative and quantitative methods are combined to calculate the coordinated development
degree. The index system is divided into two sub-index systems- comprehensive economic level and
ecological environment. Entropy method and Principle Component Analysis method are used
respectively to calculate the weight of those sub- index systems. Further, static coordinated development
degree is calculated to reflect the relationship between ports’ economic level and ecological
environment, dynamic coordinated development degree is calculated to reflect the trend of relationship.
At last, Qin- Huang Dao Port is selected as a sample, it’s static and dynamic coordinated development
degrees are calculated. From this sample, we can find all steps of calculating the coordinated
development degree are effective, reasonable and are easy to operate.
Key words Coordinated development degree; Ecological environment; Economic level

1 Introduction
There are 50 years for developed countries to study on the ports’ influence to ecological
environment. There are two phrases of study: the first phrase is 1960s- 1990s, some scholars began to
study on ports’ influence of environment, the second phrase is after 1990s, Sustainable of Ports’
Development compelled the development of study, lots of quantitative and qualitative study were put
forword. There are some representatives of quantitative, such as European Policy on Port Environmental
Protection wrote by Goulielmos A M.. There are some representatives of quanlitative,such as Banalcing
Port Planning: Demand, Capacity, Land, Cost, Environment and Uncertainty wrote by Headland JR etc..
From 1990s, Chinese scholars began to study. Chinese scholars most use qualitative method to solve
that question, and there are few empirical researches. Ports’ economic development is always
accompanied by wasting energies and pollutes environment. In this paper, qualitative and quantitative
methods are combined to solve that question. At last, Qin- Huang Dao Port is selected as a sample, it’s
static and dynamic coordinated development degrees are calculated.

2 Construction of the Index System
The rules of building index system are pertinence, comprehensive, and comparability, and
regionalism, static and dynamic nature. The index system is divided into two sub-index
systems—comprehensive economic level and ecological environment.
2.1 Index of comprehensive economic level
The index of comprehensive economic level reflects the economic level of port itself, and port’s
contribution of total society. The ports comprehensive economic index system which is composed of
explicit and implicit items can embody the characteristics of the times. The explicit comprehensive
economic indexes mainly embody the development level of the port itself. The implicit comprehensive
economic indexes are the internal development factors of ports, and embody the ability of sustainable
development. Then, this paper builds an index system which includes four layers: aim layer, criterion
layer, sub- criterion layer and index layer [1]. See as table 1.
2.2 Index of ecological environment
Based on the low-carbon theory, the index system of ecological environment is build as Table 2

3 The Weight of Index
For avoiding the shortcomings of subjective empowerment, and making full use of original data, the
entropy method is used to calculate the weight of comprehensive economic level. The correlation of
ecological environment indexes is low, so Principal Component Analysis is used to calculate the weight
of ecological environment indexes.
3.1 Entropy method
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Aim Layer
Comprehensive
Economic
Level
(A1)

Table 1
Criterion Layer
Explicit
comprehensive
economic
indexes
(B1)
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Index System of Comprehensive Economic Level
Sub- criterion Layer
Index Layer
Zone situation(C1)
Land zone (D1)

Water zone (D2)
Number of berth (D3)

Infrastructure(C2)

Number of deepwater berth (D4)
Water depth of fairway (D5)
Number of loading and unloading machine (D6)
Development level of
transport(C3)

Production
performance(C4)

Distribution of port district (D7)
Number of transport enterprises (D8)
Number of ship agents (D9)
Number of cargo agents (D10)
Density of international line(D11)
Throughout (D12)
Average growth rate of 5 years (D13)
Ranking of world ports (D14)
Clearance efficiency (D15)

Port Environment
(C5)

Freedom policy (D16)
Informationlization (D17)

Entrepreneurship(C6)

Cargo distribution and
transportation system
(C7)
Implicit
comprehensive
economic
indexes
(B2)

Rate of loading and unloading (D18)
Costs of reaching port (D19)
Rate of costs (D20)
Road (D21)
Railway (D22)
Waterway (D23)

Condition of
economics and
finance (C8)
Relevant service
industry(C9)

City GDP (D24)
Foreign Trade (D25)
Foreign direct investments (D26)
Machinery-producing industry (D27)

Technical innovation
and Human resources
(C10)

Level of technical innovation (D29)

Port-producing industry (D28)
Rate of college graduates (D30)

Entropy is a measurement which makes use of probability theory to determine the uncertainty of
information. Given n objects, m evaluation indexes, and original data matrix X = ( xij ) n×m .The steps of

entropy method are as follows:
(1) Standardization of data
For eliminating the different units of dimension, non-dimensional should be done. The step of
isometric method is as follows: Positive index:
xij' =

Negative index: x ' = x j max − xij
ij

xij − xi min

x i max − x j min

x j max − x j min

xij

(i = 1,2, L , n; j = 1,2,L , m)

(i = 1,2, L , n; j = 1,2, L , m)

the jth evaluation index of the ith sample; x j min x j max

the maximum value of the jth index;

the minimum value of the jth index.
The value of positive index is bigger, the performance of it is better. The value of positive index is
smaller, the performance of it is better. For eliminating the effect of isometric, axes is translated. After
translation,

xij' becomes xij'' . xij'' = xij' + 1 , ‘1’ is the amplitude of translation. Then, standardized
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n

index is as follows: y ij = x ij'' / ∑ x ij''
i =1

Aim Layer
Low- carbon
ecological
environment (E1)

Index System of Ecological Environment
Sub- criterion
Index Layer
Layer
Consumption and
Energy (G1)
Energy utility management (H1)
saving (F1)
Renewal resources (H2)

Table 2
Criterion Layer

Energy saving of techniques and
equipments (H3)
Water utility management (H4)

Water resource
(G2)

Dispose of waste water (H5)
Utilization of rain (H6)
Water saving of techniques and
equipments (H7)
Material resources utility management (H8)

Material resources
(G3)
Quality (F2)

Water quality
(G4)

Material resources saving of techniques and
equipments (H9)
Criterion of water quality (H10)
dispose of oil fouling (H11)

Air quality (G5)

Criterion of air quality (H12)
Exhaust gas recirculation (H13)

Greening (G6)

Criterion of greening (H14)
Methods of greening (H15)
Criterion of dispose of rubbish (H16)
Methods of dispose of rubbish (H17)

Rubbish (G7)

(2) The information entropy of the jth index
n

The information entropy of the jth index is ej: e j = − K ∑ y ij ln y ij
i =1

In the above formula, constant k is related to sample n. If a system is complete disordered, the
n
degree of order is 0, the maximum value of entropy is 1, yij =1/ n, K = 1/ ln(n) , e = − 1
y ln y ,
j

∑

ln(n) i=1

ij

ij

0 ≤ e j ≤ 1 , the information value of the jth index is dj, and dj=1-ej.
(3) Calculation of index weight
The weight is calculated by the coefficient of information value. The coefficient of information
value is bigger, the contribution of evaluation is bigger. Then, the weight of the jth index is as follow:
m

ωi = d j / ∑ d j
j =1

(4) Calculation of index of comprehensive economy level:
m

S i = ∑ ω i y ij
i =1

After standardization of data, the computational result is between 0 and 1. The result is closer to 1,
the comprehensive economy level is better.
3.2 Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis can translate correlated indexes into non- correlated indexes. The
steps are as follows:
(1) Standardization of original data
xij − x j
1 n
n
,
,
( xij − x j ) 2
yij =
∑
x j = ∑ xij σ j =
n
−
1
σj
i =1
j =1
(2) Calculation of matrix of pairwise correlated indexes
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L r1 p ⎤
L r2 p ⎥⎥ r = r
ij
ji
O M ⎥
⎥
L 1 ⎦⎥

(3) Calculation of eigenvector and characteristics root
This step use special programming Jacobi method to calculate. The characteristics root of matrix
R is: λi ≥ λi +1 ≥ 0 (i=1,2,…,p) , and the eigenvector is α i = (α 1i , α 2i , L , α pi ) , and i=1,2,…,p.
(4) Calculation of variance contribution ratio β i and accumulated contribution ratio k β

∑
i =1

The variance contribution ratio β i
variance ∑Var( Fi ) , i.e.

βi

i

is the weight of principal component Fi in total

is the weight of the ith principal component in total in formations.

k

∑β
i =1

th

i

are the total weights of 1st to k principal components.
(5) Selection of principle component
If k β is bigger than 0.85×total information, the 1st to kth principle components reflected primary

∑
i =1

i

information of original index, and Fi = αiTYiT

(i = 1,2,L, m)

Yi α i --- eigenvector of principle component Fi ; transversal vector of standardized data.
(6) Calculation of comprehensive value
β i F = k β F , variance contribution ratio of

∑

i

i

Fi

i

4 Model of Coordinated Development Degree and Discriminated Criterion
4.1 Model of coordinate degree
The coordinate degree between port and ecological environment is a quantitative index which
measures the coordinate status between port and ecological environment. The method of discrete
coefficient is used to calculate coordinate degree[2]:
K
C coordinate degree between port and
⎧
⎫
ecological environment, 0≤C≤1;
⎪ P× E ⎪
P exponent of comprehensive economy; C = ⎪⎨
⎬
E exponent of ecological environment;
⎪ ( P + E )2 ⎪
⎭
⎩⎪ 2
k adjustment coefficient
4.2 Model of coordinated development degree
The model of coordinate degree can reflect the synchronous coordinate status between port and
ecological environment, but it cannot reflect the coordinated development level. The coordinated
development level emphasizes the holistic, synthetic and interiority. Not only the coordinate degree, but
also the coordinated development level can be reflected by the model of coordinated development
degree. In this paper, static coordinated development degree is calculated to reflect the coordinate status
between port and ecological environment, dynamic coordinated development degree is calculated to
reflect the development trend.
(1) Static coordinated development degree
D s = C × I , I = αP + β E
Ds is the static coordinated development degree; C is coordinate degree; I is comprehensive

evaluation index of port and ecological environment, it reflects the total benefit of port and ecological
environment; α and β are undetermined indexes, separately reflects the important degree of port and
ecological environment, α and β can be given different value by different region and times.
(2) Dynamic coordinated development degree
Static coordinated development degree D s (t ) reflects the coordinate degree between port and
ecological environment when time is t, but it cannot reflect the dynamic development trend of
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coordinate development. Thus, dynamic coordinated development degree Dd is introduced in
coordinate degree. Given static coordinated development degree Ds (t − 1) and Ds (t ) , then

Dd = Ds (t ) / Ds (t − 1)
>1,
reflects
the
trend
of
coordinated
development is increasing; Dd =1, reflects the trend of
Dd
coordinated development is stable; D d <1, reflects the trend of coordinated development is decaying.
If Ds ∈[0,0.4), the coordinated development degree is low, ecological environment should be the
prerequisite of the improvement of port comprehensive economy level. If Ds ∈[0.4,1], the coordinated
development degree is suitable, economy level and ecological environment were improved
synchronously[3].

5 Empirical Research
We select Qin- Huang Dao Port as a sample, and collect data from Tangshan Statistical
Yearbook and Chinese Ports Statistical Yearbook, calculate the weight of comprehensive economic
level by Principal Component Analysis Method, and calculate the weight of ecological environment by
Entropy Method. Then, we acquire data of weight as Table 3.
Index
D1
D7
D13
D19
D25
H1
H7
H13

Weight
0.0312
0.0334
0.0325
0.0356
0.0322
0.0586
0.0589
0.0561

Index
D2
D8
D14
D20
D26
H2
H8
H14

Weight
0.0324
0.0341
0.0336
0.0328
0.0336
0.0576
0.0593
0.0491

Table 3 The Weight of Index
Index Weight Index Weight
D3
0.0327
D4
0.0342
D9
0.0335
D10
0.0336
D15
0.0341
D16
0.0336
D21
0.0332
D22
0.0334
D27
0.0336
D28
0.0325
H3
0.0588
H4
0.0630
H9
0.0589
H10
0.0611
H15
0.0579
H16
0.0579

Index
D5
D11
D17
D23
D29
H5
H11
H17

α = β =0.5, K=2, then static coordinated development degree DS
development degree Dd are calculated as Table 4.
Let

Weight
0.0338
0.0339
0.0329
0.0342
0.0331
0.0589
0.0633
0.0589

Index
D6
D12
D18
D24
D30
H6
H12

Weight
0.0337
0.0331
0.0335
0.0328
0.0332
0.0591
0.0626

and dynamic coordinated

Year
DS

2000
0.253

Table 4 Static and Dynamic Coordinated development Degree
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
0.285
0.298
0.301
0.323
0.436
0.465
0.402

2008
0.456

2009
0.461

Dd

0.998

1.002

1.076

1.065

From table4, we find

1.031

1.025

1.032

1.065

1.056

1.028

DS of 5 years (2000-2004) are smaller than 0.4, DS of 5 years (2005-

2009) is higher than 0.4. It means that the comprehensive economic level and ecological environment
are not coordinated in 5 years(2000-2004), and is coordinated in 5 years (2005- 2009). We find Dd is
bigger than 1 in 9 years(2001-2009), it means the level of coordinated development is increasing, the
trend is good.

6 Conclusions
As an important industry, port wastes lots of energies and pollutes environment. The coordinated
development degree is important for ports, according to the degree, the ports can adjust mode of
production and enhanced control measure. In this paper, the index system is divided into two sub-index
systems—comprehensive economic level and ecological environment. Entropy method and Principle
Component Analysis method are used respectively to calculate the weight of those sub- index systems.
Further, static coordinated development degree is calculated to reflect the relationship between ports’
economic level and ecological environment, dynamic coordinated development degree is calculated to
reflect the trend of relationship. At last, Qin- Huang Dao Port is selected as a sample, it’s static and
dynamic coordinated development degrees are calculated. From this sample, we can find all steps of
calculating the coordinated development degree are effective, reasonable and are easy to operate.
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Abstract This paper looks forward to analyzing the society industrialization period, considering
factors like consumption, urbanization, social changes, global capitalism and the modern society.
Starting from the Industrial Revolution, the author discuss ideas, events and the evolution of the
Sustainable Development principles in particular concerning and social concerns as a way to deal with
challenges regarding quality of life on today’s megalopolis. For Governance purposes regarding
Sustainability, it is suggested the creation of an international network forum with appropriate
representatives from the triple bottom line of sustainable development.
Key words Sustainable development; Industrial revolution; Urbanization; Governance

1 Introduction
With advances and progress regarding capitalism, mass production, migration from rural to urban
areas, and population growth, we find in the modern world the uprising of many converging social
and environmental local and global problems and that did not exist on the past. According to a recent
World Bank’s report,① nowadays there are 1.4 billion people living below the poverty line (what
represents almost a quarter of the world population),② at the same time, through the world, we see a lot
of natural disasters that might very well come from climate change like the Hurricane Katrina, or as a
result of present human unsustainable activities like the BP Gulf Oil Spill disaster. As a matter of fact
we live a consumer society paradox with very high concentration of wealth and where almost one billion
and a half are still living with 1,25 dollars a day, worst all and as indicated by Dupas (1998)③ “The
poor can’t allow himself to be unemployed, he is almost obliged to be underemployed” so we are far
from reaching social justice as indicated by the Basic Income Earth Network④; moreover all this is
happening in the context of a predatory consuming and production, that pollute and endanger the
environment and critical ecosystems.
One of the most common social phenomena happening on developing countries is urbanization.
More and more people come to live in large cites seeking for better jobs and better salaries and better
living conditions. This means that cities must change its environment and develop the needed
infrastructure to provide needed resources such as water, energy and so on for appropriate and healthy
living conditions which may end up creating social and environmental problems (HENDERSON,
2000)⑤.
It is time to plan again the cities, looking to the future, as we can see on the Brazilian sustainable
platform. Cities will need to reinvent themselves to adapt to the proper parameters of carbon footprint
and water footprint. Some are being transformed in the light of these new challenges. Emissions of
greenhouse gases could become a fundamental variable for planning of economic activities in the
coming decades. Encouraging the use of renewable energy sources must be part of public policy, given
the concomitant actions to promote measures that aim to better use and enjoyment of natural resources⑥.
When dealing with development in the present work, we will not go deep in just economics matters,
such as GNP. This way, we hope to work with a new paradigm about this matter, founded in Dowbor’s
vision (2009)⑦ that supposes that GNP is limited, because it doesn’t consider environmental issues, and
also in the vision of Sem (2000), that relates the development with the intellectual capacity of people. In
this way, we will adopt a basic definition of sustainable development, that means: “development that
Poverty data: A supplement to World Development indicators 2008.
United States Census Bureau: the world population in April 2010 is 6,815,900,000 people.
③
Dupas, Gilberto. The logic of the global economy and social exclusion. Advanced Studies, vol. 12, no. 34, Sao
Paulo, Sep./Dec.1998.
④
Source: http://www.basicincome.org/bien/, accessed on July 21, 2010.
⑤
Henderson, Hazel. Building A Win-Win World . Life Beyond Economic Warfare. Berrett-Koehler Publishers,
1996.
⑥
Source: http://www.cidadessustentaveis.org.br/eixos/futuro, accessed on July 24, 2010.
⑦
Dowbor, L. The debate on the GDP: we are doing the wrong account. Dowbor online. São Paulo, 2009.
①
②
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suits the present needs without compromising the capacity of the future generations to satisfy its own
needs.”, concept that is highly linked to environmental and human matters. As a matter of fact, and as
indicated by the Stiglitz Report:
There is a huge distance between standard measures of important socio economic variables like
growth, inflation, inequalities etc…and widespread perceptions…Our statistical apparatus, which may
have served us well in a not too distant past, is in need of serious revisions.
About the future, must be highlighted that, says UN that in 2050 is expected that the world
population may hits 9 billion people, which means that the social problems can get worse, if nothing is
done particularly due to the fact of the poor-rich great widening gap.
Thus, the difficulty of establishing a relationship of dependence between these variables, poverty and
population growth are described as indicators of unsustainable conditions, next to the intermittent
pollution, threats to biodiversity, scarcity of resources and sources in steady decline. All these factors
could lead to economic decline, political disruption, social disintegration and serious environmental
deterioration. Thus, issues such as these must be related and understood in a global scale, still without an
adequate treatment in the international forum with the effective power of decision and action, far beyond
isolated measures at national borders. As a matter of and as indicated at The Stiglitz Report:
Coordination is essential to the success of the different actions currently being implemented by
governments in response to the crisis because of the impact of individual policies will depend on actions
undertaken by other countries. It is important that national government recognize that their policies will
be more effective in protecting their citizens from the crisis if they are internationally coordinated"
As a way out to some problems that will be shown and debated in this paper, we will adopt the
innovation combined with sustainable factor, because it’s not enough just to innovate, environmental
issues must be considered so that the development doesn’t destroy our habitat. The innovation must be
focused in solutions to the wasting of water and energy, creation of new non-polluting fuels, renewable
energy sources and trash recycling, finding the balance between food production and environment. A
good example, is the building of Eco-Neighborhoods, like BedZED, in London, England, a village, were
its dwellers produce 56% less CO2 than the average normal-neighborhood dwellers of the same country.
Its a place were the buildings and urban infrastructure need 45% less electricity, 50% less water and
81% less heating than the average of other cities. At the same time, and because of urbanization process,
there is a trend going on regarding developing and investing on fast train railways in many places
including Brazil and China.
We can observe other best practices in some cities around the world, however, we will show few
examples from Asia and Brazil, as the municipality of Chengdu, China, where they performed a
comprehensive revitalization of urban settlements, or in Rizhao, another Chinese town, where they
developed an extensive program of Solar Energy. In Japan we can also see a simple practice of water
reduction, as in Tokyo, which is the world leader in water containing leaks, and the Master Plan of
Kyoto, which articulates government, citizens, civil society and local authorities, building a net for the
major policies to be implemented in Kyoto City up to 2010. This Master Plan was formulated on a basis of
repeated discussions and opinion-sharing amongst many citizens and authorities who offered their time to
sit on the Committee of the Master Concept of Kyoto City, with the goal of materializing a vision of
“Peaceful Life” and “Prosperous City”. In the other side of the world, in São Paulo, the biggest city of
Brazil, many sustainable projects are being created, as the program to create 100 new green areas around
the city until 2012, another example is the “clean city law”, that return the city to its inhabitants, with
values based on the right to live in a town that respects the urban space, the historic and architectural
integrity of buildings, and the control of CO2 emissions from vehicles through the “vehicle inspection
program”, the city currently has a fleet of more than 6 million vehicles.① In the national level, we can
say that Brazil also forward in the creation of clean energy, with new hydroelectric plants and wind
farms, and various investments to create new bio-fuels. However, we must look to the future and reach
new levels of sustainability.
So we can better understand the society that we live, we will debate about the Industrial Revolution,
that changed a lot the habits and human values through the last centuries, emphasizing the consuming
and throwing out society.

2 The Industrial Revolution and the Modern Life Crisis
①

ERKENS, Rainer (Org). New Public Management. Friedrich Naumann Brazil Institute. São Paulo, 2010.
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With the industrial revolution, the first part happening by the end of the 16th Century, and the
second just by the beginning of the 20th, between 1860 and 1914, made the factory way of working,
with hand-made techniques and limits, be replaced by the industrial mechanization. In this way, the
productive system radically changed increasing the production and the job offers, reducing the price and
increasing the consumption. On the other hand a big change in social organization came along with the
fast urbanization, the growing proletariat and also the creation of the first’s labor laws, all of this
happening without concern regarding social, environmental and industrial sustainability.
During the 19th Century, the big organizational empires rise, driven by this changing process that
may be summarized this way: new technologies and transformation in the work environment and in the
society, which influenced the economy, the culture and the environment. What is even more worrisome
is the fact that according to the Institute for Policy Studies, of the 100 largest economic units 51 are
multinationals and 49 are countries①, this means that important decisions may be moved more by
seeking profits than improving social and environmental conditions.
According to Cipolla (1978)②, the industrial revolution may be considered as an historic process
that lead to the replacement of the hand-working tools by the machines. Machines were the basic
innovation needed for material development from that time on.
Driven by scientific research and new models of production and management, factories started
providing people with a wide range of materials, products and brands. And that changed daily routines
as well as social relations.
Western Industrial Revolution started in England, on the second half of 18th Century. Been
extremely benefited by the accumulation of money that strengthened the capitalism and ended the
mercantilism’s capital arrogance over the industrial’s (MANTOUX, 2006)③.
According to Cipolla (1993)④, the industrial revolution process, may be considered as consisting of
the following steps:
(1) 1760 to 1850: The industrial revolution started in England with the production of consumer
goods, especially textile using steam-produced energy.
(2) 1850 to 1900: A period of the industrial expansion through the world, getting close to European
countries like Belgium, France, Germany, Italy and Russia, and also the non-European countries USA
and Japan. In this stage the competition between the countries grew a lot, the industries of factory-goods
and the railroad too. New energy sources arise, like hydroelectric and the oil derivate fuels, and also a
lot of improvements in the transportation railways and iron steamships.
(3) 1900 to 1980: Multinationals began. Producing starts to become automated, the
serial-production began too, and together came the mass-consuming society. At the same time there was
a lot of improvements in the communication area, and new sectors are created, like the chemistry and
the electronic industry, the genetics engineering, and also robotics.
(4) 1980 until today: The revolution moves even more to technological and widen its divisions, one
of its bigger and most important: informatics.
As a matter of fact Cipolla (1993)⑤ mentions that already in 1733 John Kay’s developed its flying
shuttle. It was basically, adapted old textile machines, so it could produce more in less time, so far the
weaver could only work with a tissue as wide as his own arms. Moreover by 1767 James Hargreaves
developed equipment that made possible to the weaver to work with 80 strings at the same time,
although they could get thin and fragile. So then it comes Sir Richard Arkwight, considered the father of
the modern industrial factory system, developed the industrial cotton spinning mill that was moved by
water and steam energy, was more economic, and produced thick and strong strings. This way, the
workers started having a living wage submitted to the capitalists who were the owners of the media
manufacturing (Hobsbawm 1999).
As said before, another important consequence of the industrial revolution was the fast growing of
cities, due to peasants migrating to the cities looking for a job in industries; as a matter of fact already
by 1800 London had almost a 1 million people living there (Hobsbawm 1999)⑥. In Brazil Dupas
Source: http://www.corporations.org/system/top100.html, accessed on July 21, 2010.
Cipolla, Carlo M. The Economic History of World Population. 7th.ed., Pelican Books, 1978.
③
Mantoux, Paul. The Industrial Revolution in The Eighteenth Century, Routledge, 2006.
④
Cipolla, Carlo M. The Emergence of the Modern Age. In: Before the Industrial Revolution 3rd ed. Rutledge,
1993.
⑤
Ditto↑
⑥
Ditto↑
①
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(1998)① shows that, according to census 1980 / 1991 / 1996, the ongoing deflation on the field and the
explosion of the little and medium cities, along this period.
Due to the progresses that were happening, especially transportation, cities became more
independent from its surroundings, because the food to its growing number of inhabitants could be
transported from longer and longer places. Simultaneously, the need of workers in the factories also
grew up continuously. The urbanization was both a cause and effect of the Industrial Revolution. As an
example one may London that grew from 45 thousand to 865 thousand habitants between the 15th and
19th centuries. At the same time the world urban population also grew a lot: in the beginning of the 19th
century there was 20,3 million people living in cities, that represented 3% of all the world’s population,
in 1900 that number was already reaching 224,4 million people, what represented 13,6% of the world’s
population; in 1950 was already 729 million people (28,8%), in 1980 there was 1,82 billion people
living in cities, 41,1% of the world’s population②; and today more than 50% of world population already
lives in cities and according to the UNHABITAT it may grow to 70% in the next two decades③.
Regarding social conditions and employment, at the early stages of this process there were children
working in factories; and although they received a smaller salary, they used to work just like the adults.
It’s very important to highlight that the textile industry was almost 50% off the working mass. The other
types of industries used to hire children with 6 years old or less, and the working time was of 16 hours
per day. There were no social benefits for the workers, and no labor rights such as: vacation, weekend,
unemployment insurance, 13th salary and etc. And also the working local conditions were sometimes
very dangerous (Hobsbawm 1999)④.
It was very common not to have windows in the factory, making it easy for diseases to spread.
Hence one may conclude that workers were always in danger, and moreover mid-class lifestyle was very
low (Cipolla 1993)⑤.
It’s highlighted that mechanization lead craft workers lost their jobs, or their salary even lower.
No wonder it was at that time that started many working movements fighting against
machine-based manufacturing. The working classes pressure was increasing making the dominant
classes create laws that ensure the sub-existence of the unemployed people. The riots and conspiracies
were frequent, mostly because of the hunger that came with the food price raising (HENDERSON,
2006)⑥.
By 1811 a strong protest and riots started by the so called Luddites defined as: workers against
machines; and that may eventually lead to the starting of trade unions. Finally in the 1830s and 1840s
the first large scale organized working class political movement which campaigned for political equality
and social justice was started; and the so called chartist movement slowly gains strength and finally gave
rise to the Labor Party. By the way in Brazil the labor party was only born in 1980.
Cipolla (1993)⑦ highlights that the most organized workers were the ones with some kind of
specialization such as the wool combers that were able to get some rights like paying the funeral of a
worker or relative. From this on, a new disposition was created; and Unions started to get strong and
organized, and they eventually conquered the abolition of the children work, the limitation of 8 hours of
work per day and the right to strike.

3 Rethinking the Development Aspects, a Look to the Future
Eventually and as a result of social and environmental impact of the industrial revolution
slowly a reaction movement started questioning the development vision, that so far was founded in
profit and short-term initiatives, disregarding social needs and the preservation of the habitat to the
next generations worldwide; as a matter of fact UNDP was only started on 1965 and UNEP in
1972; which eventually gave rise to the Sustainable Development vision, an in particular to the

Op. Cit. Dupas, 1998.
Landes, David S. The Unbound Prometheus. Technical Change and Industrial Development in Western Europe
from 1750 to the Present. Cambridge Univ. Press 2nd.ed. ( 2003 )
③
Source: http://www.unhabitat.org/pmss/listItemDetails.aspx?publicationID=2960, accessed on July 21, 2010.
④
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Brundtland’s Report①. The Report was prepared by the World Commission on Environment and
Development as part of a series of initiatives, prior to Agenda 21, which reaffirmed a critical view
of the development model adopted by industrialized countries and played by developing nations,
and that highlight the risks of overuse of natural resources without considering the carrying
capacity of ecosystems.
The report points to the incompatibility between development and sustainable patterns of
production and consumption as establish by the Environmental and Development World Conference in
1991, hence defining sustainable development (or sustainable growth) as “development that meets
present needs without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”
However, we realize that for many people, especially in developing countries, basic needs of the
present, such as food, water, clothing, housing, employment, are yet from being met, which in
particular leads to income distribution problems become a mayor social ill. The report points to the
incompatibility between development and sustainable patterns of production and consumption as
establish by the Environmental and Development World Conference in 1991, hence defining sustainable
development (or sustainable growth) as “development that meets present needs without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”②.
Schumpeter (1908, p. 212)③ highlights that:
The importance of the bread is not measured by how much bread there is on a country or in the world,
but its measured by how much bread you have for yourself, and that depends on the total quantity of bread.
On this field, we will also find the concept of “Social Innovation”, which aims at increasing the
effectiveness of processes, services and products related to satisfaction of social needs. It is seen as the
creation and use of technologies, processes and unique methodologies that may be built in coping with
social problems (PASSONI, 2010)④. Social technologies in turn, is the inclusion of civic values,
participation, affordability, sustainability, promoting wellness, innovation, and includes products,
technical or replicable methodologies developed in the interaction with the community and represent
effective solutions for social transformation (OLIVEIRA, 2010)⑤. So, we must use “Science and
Technology to mobilize, through innovation, the social energy needed for sustainable development and
sustainable societies” (BRITO, 2010)⑥
Yet, beside the basic needs previously shown, it’s clear that people are always looking for an
improvement of conditions and quality of life (GENOV, N. 2004)⑦; hence sustainable development
goals must be attained for all and everywhere. The question is how fast this may be done. In China
government decide to seek a development model of prosperity for all, but some first than others; and the
pace the government decide according to context ( NAISBITT, 2010).
Sustainable Development implies however lots of conditions: A rational society, clean industries,
inserted in the so called economical growth, that is, attach to it what looks like fitting it. Yet, it needs to
cover the satisfaction of the present needs, the attending of the needs of the poor part of the society and
at the same time the preserving resources and conditions so that next generations to suits their own
needs. Many times this seems to be incompatible since economic growth may depend on non-renewable
resources. Over the next half century, most of the population growth will take place in the poorest
regions of the world and the social and environmental strains will be enormous. Birth rates on developed
countries keep falling down and population is aging rapidly.
Hence global growth is possibly the great challenge to sustainable development goals that needs to
care also of natural and human resources; so the challenge ahead is how to improve today living
conditions for 2/3 of world population without destroying the environment and their health. This is
becoming critical nowadays particularly due to globalization and fast development of countries like
China with is booming economy and growing impact on the environment; on the other hand the limits of
①
Brundtland Report is the document entitled Our Common Future, published in 1987, and initially prepared by the
World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED).
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Foundation. 2010.
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the so much needed green revolution are becoming clear in India as declared by Amrita Chaudhry, an
Agriculture Correspondent with The Indian Express newspaper:
The balance sheet of the Green Revolution is that, yes, we are feeding the mouths. India no longer
has to ask for food aid from other nations. But the fact is we are paying a very heavy price for
agriculture at this present moment. Punjab is one of the biggest user of pesticides in India, and they have
leached into our subsoil water. We have had babies born blue because they are not breathing. Some of
them have mental health problems. In the south-western belt, we have entire villages where each family
has at least one or two cancer cases. All this is all because of this intensive agriculture that we have been
doing①.
Goals hence need to be established, and in Brazil Mininni Medina is suggesting to focus the
following items (2001)②:
(1) Sustainable Agriculture: based on the transformation of today’s predatory development model
and in the soil occupation and production healthy policies, commercialization priorities and rural credit
investments;
(2) Sustainable Cities: targets related to the urban places appropriate to the human activities
development, with good housing conditions, transportation, leisure and etc;
(3) Sustainable infrastructure: targets making energy sources non-wasteful and efficient, and
investments in technology to produce clean and alternative renewable energy;
(4) Reduction of the social inequalities: targets minimizing the extreme poverty, giving people
access to resources (social inclusion ) and decrease the poor-rich gaps;
(5) Science and Technology: the economic, social and environmental sustainable development
requires huge investments in science and technology, for this to happen, is necessary more investments
in education and research on innovation focusing sustainability.
Actually Brazil is already moving forward developing official policies for Climate Change-PNMC.
Those policies establish principles, objectives, directives and instruments to reduce and control the
climate change.③

4 Government, Companies and Civil Society: Building a Sustainable World
Sustainable development depends on a proper interaction among the social, economic and
environmental aspects; as indicated by the Triple Bottom Line, which is known as the tripod of
sustainability or “PPP”④:
(1) People - Refers to the treatment of human capital of a company or society: fair wages, adequate
labor legislation and pleasant working environment. It is also essential to pay attention to the effects of
economic activity in neighboring communities to the enterprise.
(2) Planet - Refers to the natural capital of a company or society. It is the environmental leg of the
tripod. Here it is important to consider the short, medium and long term. Initially, virtually all economic
activity has environmental consequences. In this respect, the company or the company should think of
ways to mitigate and compensate. Should be taken into consideration the adequacy of environmental
laws and various principles discussed today as the Kyoto Protocol.
(3) Profit - This is a positive economic result in a company. This leg of the tripod must take into
account the other two aspects.
Below we have an image that illustrates each “P” in one circle, forming the Triple Bottom Line, as
Figure 1.
Hence the need to seek and implement ways to integrate corporate (shareholders), societal and
environmental interests. WIN-WIN common interests may now depend on the development of a New
Common Sense and of course of good-will of all the parts involved where in particular economic
efficiency should be considered more relevant than plain business profitability. Social balance and
environmental concerns should be part of this New Deal; in particular environmental sustainability
should be driven by innovating on the appropriate use renewable resources, yet allied with the
awareness of consumption and waste disposal, generation of clean technologies, as well as design and
Source: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/in_depth/6496585.stm, accessed on July 21, 2010.
Mininni-Medina, N. Papers on Environmental Education. In.: LEITE, Ana Lucia Tostes Aquinas;
MININNI-MEDINA, Nana. Environmental Education (Basic course at a distance) Documents and Legislation of
Environmental Education. 2. ed, v. 5. Brasilia: Ministry of Environment, 2001.
③
Source: http://www.mma.gov.br/estruturas/208/_arquivos/pnmc_in_english_208.pdf, accessed on July 26, 2010.
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consolidation of well implemented policies for environmental and social protection. Many initiatives are
now becoming know all over on this time of great concern, in particular as a result of a lack of the so
much needed Global Governance as may be seen by the failure of the recent UN Climate Change
Conference COP15; an important one besides the Stieglitz Report mentioned earlier is by the founder
of the Earth Policy Institute Lester Brown called Plan B4.0 : Mobilizing to Save Civilization giving
suggestions regarding renewable energies, recovering nature, saving water and feeding everybody.

5 Final Conclusion
As we move more and more into the Network Society, thanks in particular to fast advances on
Communication and Information Technologies, and global concern keeps growing the possibility of
Planetary Citizenship becomes more plausible; and is becoming more likely that civil society may
self-organize better an better①; and social and environmental leaders may be able to influence directly
public opinion and politics, and even the corporate world helping to define and monitor quality of life
and well-being local and global goals related to sustainable development private and public policies,
as may be seen with International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives②, the UNHABITAT
Planning for Sustainable Cities Policy Directions③ or even the very recent VISIONS 2050 of The
World Business Council for Sustainable Development④.
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The Illustration of Each “P”

No doubt that recent financial crisis, climate change and environmental disasters and geopolitical
and economical power shifts may force to move faster to overcome great challenges of present day
particularly regarding ethics, social responsibility and global governance. Signs for this process of
planning, implementing and monitoring transformations well-being processes to be on its way, may be
seen through the advances on the MDG of the UNDP⑤, the Agenda 21⑥ and the Johannesburg Plan of
Implementation of the Division for Sustainable Development of the UN Department of Economic and
Source: http://esango.un.org/civilsociety/login.do, accessed on July 21, 2010.
Source: http://www.iclei.org, accessed on July 21, 2010.
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Source: http://www.unhabitat.org/pmss/listItemDetails.aspx?publicationID=2838, accessed on July 21, 2010.
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Source: http://www.wbcsd.org/Plugins/DocSearch/details.asp?DocTypeId=25&ObjectId=MzczOTc, accessed on
July 21, 2010.
⑤
Source: http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/, accessed on July 21, 2010.
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Social Affairs①.
On the other hand tools for Social Networks keep on developing helping to build up a kind of
Global Brain, so that new ideas (best practices) for solving problems may be share globally on real time
creating also a Global Hearth Sharing and Caring. Actually the MIT SOL group of Peter Senge, has
been working with a process called Presence② that gives a hint of how may be possible to move forward
developing ideas in a new co-creative collaborative way. This may be crucial to overcome the great
challenges of sustainable development ahead.
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Abstract SME (small and medium enterprise) is indispensible for Chinese economy and social
development, and how to help SME to keep sustainable and healthy development, and to perpetuate an
economic boom in the fierce market competition has become a key research topic pursued by many
experts. This article reviews from the perspective of sustainable development, and deeply explores the
difficult position of SME, which finally finds an innovation strategy for Chinese SME to keep
sustainable development.
Key words Sustainable development; SME (Small and Medium Enterprise); Innovative strategy;
Corporate culture

1 Introduction
SME is a very strong power for Chinese economy and social development, and plays very
important role in technical innovation, employee expansion, promoting market competition, keeping
social stability, and etc. [1] However, due to the effects from international financial market environment,
international ecological environment and its own defects, which force SME to face great challenge in
sustainable development, especially in sustainable innovation. If SME would perpetuate an economic
boom, and remain invincible in the market competition, sustained profit growth, market expansion and
good public relation are required to be considered in the chase of long-term development, as well as
rational use of natural resource and energy to protect environment and ecological balance. While in the
process of innovation which transfer from poor efficient use of resource to higher efficient use, if an
enterprise sticks to its old and improper regulations, and is reluctant to innovate, the enterprise could
finally lose its advantages in the competition. That’s to say, innovation is the very basic path and source
of power for longer competitive edge and sustainable development in the history of development of
SME.

2 Dilemma for Sustainable Development of Chinese SME
Chinese SME is the product of development for social productivity and socialized mass production,
which has become the source of power to improve the development of Chinese national economy. While,
in the day of globalization and reform of market economic system, many SME which were famous at
that time have disappeared, like Flying Dragon and Monkey King. Nowadays, there are still some SME
which are facing very difficult situation. Through more investigation, we found that there are five
reasons to make these SMEs very difficult to keep sustainable development.
2.1 The management mechanism of SME is not complete
The materials and data of investigation for the development condition of SME held by some
experts have revealed some managerial problems of SME. For example, the knowledge structure and
managerial skill of managers in SME are in a rather low level, and they are short of complete idea of
management and scientific orientation for product. They are also shortsighted in the market input, which
means they are lack of long-term development of strategic planning, so as to diversify their products in
blind. In the meantime, they have no mind to enjoy innovation and healthy competition, and act very
slowly to the change of market, which leads to weak core competency. The interior management is not
regulated, and the company is lagged behind by narrow sight of market development and old
management methods. Some companies are short of fair allocation mechanism of benefit which limits
the potentials and initiatives of personnel.
2.2 The SME is lack of corporate culture
Corporate culture is the soul of one company, and is also the drive for development of the company.
It contains the spirit and values of the company, and the values are held in the production and
management of commodity by company or its staffs. Many SME ignore to build corporate culture,
neither to cultivate mutual values of personnel, which leads to dislocation between value of individual
and enterprise. The obstacles of corporate culture for SME are put in the following positions. At first,
SME wouldn’t give enough attention in corporate culture, and more attention are divided into outside
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imagery design and product promotion, while the whole planning of corporate cultural strategy is not
focused enough. Secondly, Some SME only pursue economic benefit and immediate interests, which
keep forcing staffs to make their duties while not mention their rights, finally it is hard for them to form
core value and scientific managerial idea. Thirdly, Some SME put their source only on short-term
corporate culture during their building corporate culture, but don’t make any plan for long-term future of
corporate culture, which leads to short of continuity and stability of corporate culture, and it is hard to
form unique corporate culture with own characteristics. At last, The family-styled management in the
corporate culture would slow the promotion of managerial level, and use the closest not the best
personnel, which make the company very hard to adapt to the complex market.
2.3 It is hard for SME to continuously support technical innovation
Due to the reason that many SME try to increase economy by financing and increasing labors,
which results the phenomenon of ageing equipment, outdated technology, abandoned resource and
wasted money. So the SME are required to continuously carry out plan of innovation, especially in
techniques, so as to promote advanced technology in product, and realize the effective usage of resource
and stable increase of economy. However, in the process of innovation, some managers stick to old
regulations and extensive managerial mode, and put innovation out of long-term planning of company,
ignore the encourage and rewards for the innovation by the staffs. Moreover, the SME are limited by
their capital, human resource and other factors, the innovation could only be talked on the lower level.
So, it is hard for SME to make effective efforts in self-innovation, neither pursue core competence or
forming innovative mechanism of combination by production, study and research. And sustainable
innovation has become an armchair strategist for these SME.
2.4 SME is short of human resource
In the times of knowledge economy, it seems that product and service is the core of market
competition, but finally all these would concentrate on the struggle for human resource. [2] Until now,
Chinese SME is still hard to compete with large enterprise and foreign enterprise in scale, capital,
reputation, etc., which could hardly employ talented staff, or keep talented staff for a long time. That
could trace back to two reasons. One is that SME is old fashioned in human resource management,
which neglect the development and input in human resource, and is lack of rational planning, results in
shortage of talents, and finally make SME hard to become bigger and stronger after reaching some scale.
The other one is that SME is lack of good performance evaluation system and incentive mechanism,
which has dissatisfied all levels of personnel, neither fully perform their initiatives and innovation, and
finally leads to mass job-hopping.
2.5 It is more and more difficult for SME to get finance
The difficulty for SME to get finance is world-wide problem, and even more difficult in the
incomplete financial system of China. There are three main reasons for the difficulty of getting finance.
The first one is that SMEs are not clear for their property rights, neither for their responsibilities, which
is combined with low level of manager, unhealthy financial system, small scale capital, and have no
protection for their financing credit The second one is that state-owned commercial bank refuses to take
the economic and political risks for loaning to SME, especially to non-public SME. In the new credit
management system, commercial banks prefer to raise their entry qualification, and more strict with
their credit ratings standard. Moreover, some SMEs could not repay the loan in time, which would make
their social credit worse. The third one is that China hasn’t built complete laws and regulations to help
to financing SME, and the bank would normally refuse to loan to them without healthy credit guarantee
system.

3 To Build up Innovative Strategy for Sustainable Development of Chinese SME
3.1 To build sustainable innovative strategy of management
If SME would keep sustainable development, the innovation in management of enterprise is the
premise and foundation. Firstly, according to the practical and reasonable strategic planning made for
SME, the managers could widen their thought, listen extensively to suggestions, so as to make the target
for promoting core-competitiveness of enterprise, and make management strategy focusing on the real
situation of enterprise and stream of times. Secondly, it is very important to create new management
mode, to avoid the shortcomings of family styled management, and to manage enterprise professionally
through the ways of law. It is also very important to build strict system in finance, human resource,
production, marketing, science and information, to fully use the advantages of individuals which are
single but very flexible, to optimize inside environment, to improve outside environment, and make
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clear goals, to guide SME to develop faster with the good idea of big enterprises.[3] Finally, to build up
learning-styled SME. Learning organization is the key method to enterprise to survive and develop. It is
necessary to build up diversified and open learning system, to make responsibility, promotion and
innovation to be the premise, and study and discuss surrounding product development, quality
improvement, science and technology innovation, and capturing market, so as to build communication
platform for sharing and exchanging learning resources, and to encourage staffs to grow and beyond
himself during the study, finally increase the core-competiveness of SME.
3.2 To build up sustainable innovative strategy of culture
The ultimate target of strategic planning of corporate culture is to form the unique value of
enterprise through corporate culture building, and then refines it to make it become a famous brand with
specific character and powerful vitality. [3] First of all, the manager is required to put people oriented,
and form corporate culture and advanced core value with the special characters of SME. It is vital to
focus on staff’s own values, respect them, take care of them, and build advanced core value of SME, to
make close tie between staff and enterprise, to build team-working spirit through the mechanism of fare
competition and improvement of scientific quality of staff members, to form noble sentiment of loving
their work and make the office of their home, so as to fully improve core-competitiveness of SME.
Secondly, it is important to change old mode of family-styled management, to set up scientific
management system, to complete mechanism of enterprise governance, and to run the enterprise or
supervise personnel with the idea of modern enterprise system, which means to clear responsibility and
authority, protect legal right and benefit of staff, and finally make sure that enterprise could work with
healthy. Thirdly, to build long-term goal and mechanism for building corporate culture, that means to
make staffs to accept value of enterprise through traditional cultural education and infiltration of
corporate culture, so as to form healthy aura of corporate culture. At last, it is very important to maintain
good corporate image, to build its own brand of corporate culture, such as idea of credibility and
integrity, credit system could both improve the power of SME to affect both inside and outside
environment. This could bring the sense of pride and belonging to the staffs, and unify their mind,
regulate their actions, which finally form the harmonious, orderly, and positive aura to extend the living
space of SME, and increase the competitiveness.
3.3 To build up sustainable innovative strategy of technology
According to Deng Xiaoping, “Science and technology constitutes the primary productive force”. [4]
If SME would like to keep sustainable development and long-term competitive edge, it is very important
for them to continuously increase the technology content in the product, so as to obtain higher economic
increase. So SME could set up their continuous innovative strategy of technology from three ways.
Firstly, SME is required to learn imitate innovation. Imitate innovation is the primary stage, which
means the SME need to absorb and improve advantages, and avoid the defects in design and function, so
as to make the product more perfect, and more popular in the market. Then, SME need cooperative
innovation. Cooperative innovation is the intermediate stage of SME, which means SME could
cooperate with competitive enterprise, research faculty and supply company in production and research,
so as to realize the allocation of innovative resource and marketization of research result, and improve
their own level of technology and strength. Finally, SME need independent innovation to raise their
ability of innovation. Independent innovation is advanced stage of SME, and is also one of the ways to
extend competitiveness by large enterprise. SME could start their own research and innovation on the
condition of owning some capital, and build network for supplying raw material and product sales. So
SMEs could find their own advantages in the market competition and make themselves invincible.
3.4 To build sustainable innovative strategy of talents
In the process of existence and development of SME, shortage of human resource management has
been the obstacle to limit them to compete with large enterprise in domestic and international market.
Thereafter, it is very meaningful and realistic for the sustainable development of SME to widen their
thought, to renew ideas of human resource management, to define right value of talents following the
times, and to set up the scientific mechanism for selecting talents. At first, it is important to form the
managerial idea of “people oriented” and right value of talent. The core of economic competition is the
competition of science and technology which would rely on the competition of talents. [5] Therefore,
SME is required to put people at the first place, to scientifically make development strategy of human
resource which sticks to “people oriented”, and to set up scientific mechanism of employment and
selection, so as to expect knowledge, to expect talents, to extensively absorb excellent staffs from the
society, and bring fresh blood to the enterprises. Then, it is a key role to stick to the personnel training,
and fully increase their competitiveness. So the manager is required to start from the development of
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enterprise and personnel, to make rational mediate-term and long-term training program according to the
change of market and trend of scientific development, to develop intelligence and capability of staffs,
and to fully promote quality of staff. Finally, it is also important to set up flexible and effective
mechanism of incentive and allocation, so as to ultimately dig their initiative and creation. The ways of
incentive would be defined according to the situation of enterprise and personnel, such as spiritual
encouragement, material award, promotion, etc. to mobilize their enthusiasm.
3.5 To build sustainable innovative strategy of financing
In order to solve the problem of sustainable financing with innovative way for SME, it has to be
done to start from internal cause to enterprise itself and external cause, then to the financing
environment. First of all, it has to be done to improve SME’ own quality of management, financial
management level, enterprise information transparency and the relation between bank and enterprise, so
as to strengthen their own quality, to systemize production flow, to make the financial information more
transparent, to build financial organizations, capital market and risk investment system for SME, and to
speed innovation of financial system, finally to provide financial security for the foundation and
development of SME. Thirdly, it is important to get more support from the government, and to make
and fulfill laws and regulations for SME, then to protect their legal right with law, finally build up
marketing environment with fair competition. Government is also responsible for provide more support
for the development of SME through making preferential policies of tax and financial allowance. Finally,
it is also very important to build up credit ratings system, which could regulate credit insurance. It
would be very helpful to develop commercial credit industry, in order to provide fair and realistic
evaluation to the credit of SME. In the meantime, it has to be done to strictly build up system of risk
reserve and insurance, to strengthen outside supervision and discipline of guarantor, so as to make
unblocked financing channel.

4 Conclusion
Through the start, growth and disappearance of SME, we could say that they are organisms with
vitality. So, from the perspective of sustainable development, we objectively analyze five obstacles,
internal management, corporate culture, technology, human resource and financing, which existed in
SME, and deeply explore the innovative strategy of sustainable development for SME on the base of
above. Especially in today which is combined with information globalization, knowledge diversification
and economic integration, it is very important and realistic to analyze sustainable development of SME
which could extend their vitality. Sustainable development is the target pursued by a company, while
innovation is its eternal theme. In the cruel market competition, SME could only continuously study and
adapt to the change of the market, so as to keep sustainable existence and healthy development.
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Abstract Low-carbon economy is greatly recommended and developed around the globe. Under this
background, the social responsibilities of businesses are not only to make contributions or get rewards
but also closely relate to their own development. Low-carbon economy is an economic model of low
energy consumption, low environmental pollution and low waste emission. It cannot live without the
support of businesses. Assuming the social responsibility of a low carbon economy is not only required
by the times but also by the development of businesses. They can find opportunities during this process
so to get good results with half the effort.
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1 Introduction
“Low carbon economy” was first coined by the British government in its white paper Our Energy
Future-creating a low carbon economy. This economic model is based on low energy consumption,
low environmental pollution and low waste emission. It requires more economic output with the least
natural resources consumption and environmental pollution. An increasing density of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere causes global warming. It is a severe challenge to the global environment which is vital
to our survival and development. Visionary people from developed countries as well as developing
countries are active in pursuing a solution to global warming. From the Kyoto Protocol in 1997 to Bali
Road Map in 2007 and Copenhagen summit in December 2009, researchers at home and abroad have
done lots of researches on low carbon economy. They have made a series of good results by conducting
comprehensive researches from various perspectives on the urgency of a low carbon economy; the
strategy and method of developing a low carbon economy; low-carbon techniques; low-carbon finance
and its platform; the relationship between a low-carbon economy and consumption patterns, etc. Facing
the reality of global warming, the international community voices its increasing demand on businesses
to take the social responsibility of developing a low-carbon economy. Moreover, with the globalization,
the market economy with capital as its working mechanism cannot live without low-carbon
development. In order to enter this market, all the nations have to observe the game rules commonly
recognized and formed during hundreds of years. Under this circumstance, businesses should take
further steps to effectively assume their social responsibility of a low-carbon economy; otherwise they
cannot survive and will be condemned by the international community.

2 New Era highlight the Social Responsibility of Businesses
2.1 The construction of harmonious society requires businesses to share the cost of social
responsibilities
One of the important aspects of building a harmonious society is to make businesses develop in
harmony with the environment. It also requires businesses to put people at first during its development.
At the time of making profits and protecting shareholders’ rights, businesses are also responsible for the
environment. “High-carbon” producers not only waste natural resources and damage the environment
but also make a bad impact on people’s physical and mental health. The consequence is they will be
blamed by consumers and punished by the government. It’s our responsibility to save our natural and
biological resources in doom and constrain energy consumption and waste emission in order to protect
the eco system[1]. It’s the obligation of businesses to take this responsibility to cater for the development
of a harmonious society.
2.2 Socially responsible businesses can get sustainable development
A lot of researches show that: the more emphasis businesses put on social responsibility, the more
market share their products and services will get. Responsible businesses can obtain better credibility
and social recognition and receive more publicity, which generates high sales volume and customer
loyalty. In a competitive market economy, businesses which gain their advantage at the expense of
product quality, labor &community rights or rely solely on cheap price, cannot guarantee stable and
long-term growth and sustainable development. Responsible businesses promote their corporate culture
while create business opportunities at the same time.
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2.3 China’s reality reflects the timing of initiatively taking social responsibilities by businesses
In response to global climate change, the Chinese government promised to cut CO2 emission of
2020 by 40~50% compared with 2005 and make energy conservation contribute 85% to enhance the
energy efficiency. This is an enormous challenge for the project of energy conservation and CO2
emission reduction ① . China is the largest energy producer and NO.2 energy consumer. A large
proportion of industries are made of high energy consuming companies. China accounts for 18% CO2
emission of the whole world and has overtaken US to become biggest CO2 producer. This places a
heavy burden on Chinese enterprises to CO2 emission. Businesses must initiate to cut CO2 emission and
take the lead to achieve the target. By developing in an economical and clean way, businesses take a
new road of low energy consumption and less environmental pollution. The improvement of social
environment creates a better environment which is vital to the survival and development of businesses.

3 A Low-carbon Economy and Business Development Supplement With Each
Other
Low-carbon economy is an economic model of low energy consumption, low environmental
pollution and low waste emission, which is another major step forward after agricultural civilization of
human society and industrial civilization. Now every country in the world is scrambling to develop
low-carbon economy. It is a strategic decision made by human beings that they have to handle challenge
and find opportunities under the pressure of climate crisis. It will bring a series of fundamental changes
to the whole economy, society as well as corporation, and there is no exception of China. In the world,
today’s enterprises who are success of the low-carbon false start will find the lever fulcrum of the future
economy. Low-carbon will be inevitably the trend of the future economy. Companies that are capable of
acting on this opportunity will turn low-carbon into a magic weapon. Otherwise companies must be
subject to this bottleneck.
After reform and opening up, Chinese economy grows rapidly, but we must realize that it is the
consumption of environmental resources that promotes the industrial growth. Over the past 30 years, An
annual 10% economic growth is achieved at the expense of consuming our natural resources on a large
scale such as the occurrence of extreme weather events, and the frequency and intension of disaster
significantly increased, losses increased, the unbalance of regional water resource intensified, the
ecological environment degenerated, the instability of crop production increased and so on. That is to
say, industrial growth is at a certain expense of environmental resources . But this kind of growth
model can not last too long. There is no doubt that profit maximization is the goal of enterprises, but
their behavior is not just an individual one in the modern society, it may affect society and economy
overall. Under these conditions, it is self-seeking and lacking of vision for enterprises to pursue profit
maximization, while firms should burden a certain social responsibility. Due to changes of country’s
developing model, we should not consider social responsibility as corporate cost, but also as corporate
capital. Especially under the overall situation of developing low carbon economy, the Chinese
government also pushes ahead with the structural adjustment, speeds up eliminating backward
production capacity, restrains the two high industries grew excessively, reduces the level of energy
consumption, promotes the low-carbon economy, and these will create good conditions for enterprise’s
promotion.
Therefore, the Chinese Government keeps improving policy of the cadres, and puts green GDP
index, human development index and the binding targets of reflecting the constraint of resources and
environment into the Performance Appraisal System; the Chinese Government makes requirements on
market access more rigorous, and makes necessary access policies and corresponding regulations,
including advanced technical and economic indicators and environmental protection index and so on, it
also reduces and limits projects enter into project phase and production field, which are high energy
consumption, low state standards on environmental protection and significant in non-economic external;
it makes favorable or prohibitive policies, improves the system of energy conservation and
environmental protection technology standards and monitoring system, improves enterprisers’
renovation in terms of energy saving. Energy saving and environmental protection standards in the
future may become an key entry standardization in the green barrier . Only those enterprises that pay
enough attention to the development of low-carbon economy can maintain exuberant vitality.
[2]

[2]

The State Council notice requirements to ensure to achieve targets of “Shiyiwu” energy-saving and emission
reduction. http://www.chinanews.com.cn/cj/news/2010/05-05/2264636.shtml. 2010.5.5 (In Chinese )
①
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4 Enterprise Seeks for Opportunities in Developing Low-carbon Economy
Dealing with climate change drive to low-carbon technology’s and industry’s development and
newly developing will be general trend of the future economy, enterprise should know opportunities and
reforms posed by global trends in advance and grasp it. The future economy must be low-carbon one,
and future competition must be based on the competition of low-carbon products and technology[4].
Where are opportunities in the future? The author thinks that enterprises should find opportunities from
governmental aspect, consumer as well as corporate themselves.
4.1 The Chinese Government encourages enterprises to develop low-carbon economy
The Chinese Government has incorporated development of low-carbon economy into the Twelfth
Five-Year Plan (2011-2015) of economic and social development. In order to support development of
low carbon industries, the Chinese Government has introduced a series of supportive policies. Such as
policies of encouraging enterprises to go on low-carbon innovation, reduce energy and renewable
energy’s use and implementing on tax breaks, financial subsidies, government procurement, green
credits and so on. The Chinese Government is in the support of grants and discount loans to support the
key enterprises of key industries to implement adjustment of industrial structure, and technical
upgrading by technological transformation, and then promoting sustainable development to industry[3].
Shanghai Pudong Development Bank sets up a “green credit operations” recently which is used to
supports enterprises in developing low-carbon economy. The Chinese Government encourages and
supports investors and professionals who should be strong, reputable and qualified to enter energy
saving technical services market. The Chinese Government uses the market mechanism, and cultivate
and introduce all kinds of energy-saving technical services institutions. It also provides a full service to
energy-saving projects, such as evaluations, design, financing, construction, running, management and
so on. Then promoting application of energy saving and emission reduction in production. The Chinese
Government also actively adjusts financial policies, such as strengthening outreach of pre-tax on R﹠
D(research and development) cost, allowing enterprises to carry over the current and R﹠D cost, it can
offset the taxable income for future period of time, and promotes enterprises to form internal
motivational mechanism of independent innovation; Encourages and supports SME(Small and Medium
Enterprise) to establish technical center and increase R ﹠ D investment, to improve the level of
technology and innovation ability . Now more and more firms have gain benefits which were brought
by low-carbon economy from the government’s supports.
4.2 Consumers endorse enterprise’s low-carbon products
Because of frequent natural disasters and environmental degradation in the recent years, people
worried and debated climate change. Sustainable development and environmentalism has formed a
certain influence. Consumers gradually improve their willingness to pay for climate-friendly products
and service. Consumption propensity of consumers has obvious utility.
As to connatural products, consumers prefer low-carbon products. Therefore, in order to win
recognition of consumer and marker, enterprise should actively produce low-carbon products, formulate
and revise quota for energy consumption of high energy consumption standards and pollutant discharge
standards, save resources, and decrease energy consumption. For example, the state-owned enterprises
actively made a solemn commitment of saving resources to the whole society in “save the people,
common action”. State Grid Corporation of China first published green development white paper at
home. China Mobile Communications Corporation apply “green packaging” in more than half of the
country provinces (autonomous regions and municipalities), which has aroused a good response.
China’s Nine Dragons Paper has created a full set of low-carbon economic development model, through
a series of measures such as abolition of recycling, energy saving and emission reduction, treatments of
waste water and gas and so on, the use of the wood pulp reduced to 7%-8% from 20%,. This effectively
promoted a rapid growth of Nine Dragons Paper. These enterprises closely follow up the completion of
scheduled tasks, and have done analysis monthly and supervision quarterly. Some companies even take
the initiative to sign an emission reduction agreement with the Chinese government. This demonstrates
the corporate image, and their products have also been recognized by consumers. In fact, only when
enterprises pay much attention to the construction of social responsibility can they grow strong in
adversity, by taking responsibility to produce low-carbon products, taking higher effect of energy saving
as breakthrough, establishing the firms’ own brand, creating a virtuous circle, and enterprise has become
the ultimate beneficiaries.
4.3 Developing low-carbon technology to enhance the core competitiveness of enterprises
If enterprise wants to succeed in the future competition, now it must seize opportunities and stand
[4]
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in the forefront of low-carbon economy. Therefore, enterprise should implement energy conservation
and emission reduction policies, create low-carbon technology, research and implement the low-carbon
mode of production, reform the energy-saving technology, vigorously develop circular economy, and
grasp the “plastic bag” work. To those enterprises with no advantages on technology and management,
they should strengthen investments on low-carbon technology development, strengthen capability of
technological innovation, focus on the cultivation and introduction of technology talents, increase
spending on scientific research, develop and master key technologies with independent intellectual
property rights, and build a low-carbon technology innovation system. In the personnel management,
enterprise should increase training strength to promote senior management’s knowledge, enable
managers to realize the social effects of low-carbon economy in the future development, then the
managers will be able to make the right business decisions for corporate fortunes; to enterprises with
advantages on technology and management, they should strengthen promotion on technology, and give
priority to the productive enterprises to use the new energy-saving technologies, new techniques and
new products. Power plants should first guarantee renewable energy, the coal-fired units of high
parameters, high-capacity and high-efficiency and the electricity by generating the heat and pressure
power for people to get on the internet. Other energy companies can also vigorously develop the
products with high-efficiency and low power, researching and developing the equipments of the third
generation nuclear power, hydrogenation products, wind power and supercritical power equipment, at
the same time, companies vigorously develop biomass energy and other renewable energy sources,
including plant stalks, tidal power plants and geothermal. Firms should promote the technological
transformation and technical progress of traditional industries, and promote the new energy-saving
products as well as new energy-saving technologies. When enterprises conduct the low-carbon
technological renovation, it also helps enterprises to promote their own status, and enhance the core
competitiveness of enterprises fundamentally.

5 Conclusion
In conclusion, there is some inevitability for corporations to hold social responsibility of low
carbon economic development. Construction of harmonious society, economic globalization as well as
Chinese current status imminently requires firms to share this responsibility. Under this overall situation,
firms can survive and have a better development only if they take the lead in developing low carbon
economy. From governmental aspect, it should put forward policies to support firms; from consumers’
aspect, they should hold rational consumption and buy low carbon products; from firms themselves’
aspect, they should extensively develop low carbon technology to promote their core-competitiveness.
Only by doing so, firms find opportunity in developing low carbon economy, use innovation of energy
technology and emission reduction, adjust industrial structure, produce more low carbon products, and
transform the mode of economic development and residents’ consumption structures overall. Then we
can set China’s developing road which goes with the tide of the globe.
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Abstract This paper makes an exposition on intension and extension of population quality. The
authors also put forward the tactics for total improvementyof population quality based on the analysis of
its present situation（Lower physical quality, Lower scientific and cultural quality）.The paper makes
considerations that implementing the program against birth defects and quality of newborns,paper
ropelling the early population education to lay the foundation for population quality and enhancement in
development of education and science to increase population quality.
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1 Introduction
As for the connotation of population quality, the early population scholar, Zhang Chunyuan argued
in his works A Course for the Population Theory that the population quality is a condition and a
capability for human beings in itself to recognize and change the world. Later on, the population scholar
Mu Guangzong believed that the population quality is a variety of social functions and influences
reflected by the population structure and the state of combination under some certain historical condition.
Generally speaking, the higher population quality is, the more reasonable structure and combination is,
and the stronger social functions and more active influences. So, the population quality refers to, under
some certain period, region and social system, the subjective and objective conditions and capability
with which the population groups recognize and change the world.
As for its extension, there are Two-Factor Theory and Three-Factor Theory. In 1988, the scholar
Chen Jian put forward Two-Factor Theory, in which he thought the population quality consists of
physical and cultural quality. In the Three-Factor Theory, population quality consists of physical,
cultural and moral qualities, among which physical quality is natural condition and base for population,
scientific and cultural quality and moral quality is the center of population.
To increase population quality is to increase population’s subjective and objective conditions and
capability with which the population groups can recognize and change the world. That is to say, to
increase the population quality is to totally increase population’s physical, scientific, cultural, moral and
labor qualities and skills.

2 Present Situation and Problem of Population Quality in China
When entering the 21st century and later on, as greatly increased the population quality of our
country, there is still a big difference between our country and the developed countries and other
developing countries.
Based on the Two-Factor Theory, the study offers an analysis of the present situation and problem
of the population quality.
2.1 Lower physical quality
2.1.1 Not long enough lifespan expected
Although the average expected lifespan is increased gradually, both male’s and female’s (see Table
1). But, 2004’ average expected lifespan is only 4.1 years higher than that of the world (67.3 years); 7.9
years higher that of India (63.5years). But 7.9 years lower than that of Singapore (79.3 years), 10.4 years
higher than that of Japan (81.8 years )(see Table 2).
Table 1

Year
2001
2003
2005
2007
2009

Average Lifespan Expectancy by Sex of Some Years of China (Unit: year)

Male’s
69.87
70.31
70.71
71.11
71.51

From 2003’ Prediction Program of National Population and Family Planning Commission.

Female’s
73.81
74.29
74.77
75.21
75.61
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1990’s, 2000’s and 2004’s Average Lifespan Expectancy of Some of Other Countries(Unit: year)
Country or Region
Average Lifespan Excetancy

1990

2000

2004

The world
65.2
66.6
68.9
70.3
China①
India
59.1
62.9
Japan
78.8
81.1
South Korea
71.3
75.9
Canada
77.4
78.9
Singapore
74.3
78.1
France
76.7
78.9
Australia
77.0
79.1
Notes: ①The World Bank’s Statistics.
From Yearbook of International Statistics 2006/2007 by State Statistics Bureau.

67.3
71.4
63.5
81.8
77.1
79.8
79.3
80.2
79.9

2.1.2 A higher rate of infant death
Since 1990, the rate of infant death of our country tends to go down year by year. 1990’s rate is
38‰; 2000’s is 33‰; 2004’s is 26‰. Compared with the world average infant death rate, ours of
1990’s is lower by 25.9 per-thousand points; 2000’s is lower by 24.6 per-thousand points; 2004’s is
lower by 28.1 per-thousand points. But compared with the developed countries, the rate is higher by
23‰ than Japan’s, by 19.3‰ than America’s, by 21.4‰ than Australia’s (See table 3). A higher rate of
infant death will influence the life expectancy, which have something to do with the development of the
whole population.
Table 3 1990’s, 2000’s and 2004’s Infant Death Rate of Some Countries (Unit: ‰)
Country or region
Infant death rate
1990
2000
2004

The world
63.9
57.6
38.0
33.0
China①
India
80.0
68.0
The Philippines
41.0
30.0
Japan
4.6
3.2
South Korea
8.0
5.0
The U.S.
9.4
6.9
Australia
8.0
4.9
Italia
8.2
4.6
Note:① Statistic of The World Bank.
From Yearbook of International Statistics 2006/2007 by State Statistics Bureau.

54.1
26.0
61.6
26.0
3.0
5.1
6.7
4.6
4.2

2.1.3 A higher rate of birth deficiency
Although special attention is paid to the control of and protection against birth deficiency in our
country, and the project about birth deficiency has been carried and, the rate of birth deficiency
decreased a little, among which the rate of low weight diseases went down greater (see table 4), the rate
of birth deficiency remains higher due to the statistics base of the large population.
Table 4 The Rate of the Low Weight Diseases in Some Countries (Unit: %)
Countries and regions
The rate of the low weight diseases
1998-2005
China
4
Japan
8
Thailand
9
India
30
France
7
Romania
8
The U.S.
8
Australia
7
Egypt
12
Nigeria
14
From 2007 The State of the World Children by The UN Children Fun.
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According to the statistics from National Population and Family Planning Commission, there are
15 million babies born every year and the rate of birth deficiency is about 12.98‰. So, there will be
200~300 thousand babies born with birth deficiency. If we add the babies with post-birth deficiency, the
number of the babies with birth deficiency will reach 0.8~1.2 million, which makes up 4%~6% of the
total number of the population per year.
2.1.4 Not a low portion of the disabled
“There are 20%~25% portion of the population in our country who developed a variety of
hereditary diseases. The low IQ has a major influence on the population quality. There are about
1%~2% portion of the population in our country who has an IQ lower than 70. Light and medium low
IQs makes up about 5~18 million and the number of idiocy is 1~2 million.”[1] There is a very large
number of the disabled in our country and the number is still growing. In 1987, the disabled makes up
4.9 of the whole population, which is 51.64 million. Up to the first of April of 2006, the number of the
disabled reached 82.96 million, that is 6.34 percent of the whole population.
2.2 Lower scientific and cultural quality
2.2.1 Short average length of education of population
1980’s average education length is 4.5 years, and 2000’s reached 7.6 years(See Table 5), and
2007’s increased to more than 8.5 years. But the world average education length is 11 years, the U.S. is
13.4 years, South Korea is 12.3 years, and there is a great difference.
Table 5

2000’s Average Education Length of the Whole Country and Some Regions (Unit: year)
Regions
average education length

The whole country(China)
7.6
Beijing of China
10.0
Liaoning of China
8.4
Taijin of China
9.0
Shanghai of China
9.3
Anhui of China
7.0
Guizhou of China
6.1
Gansu of China
6.5
Notes: Refer to the Yearbook of China Population. Beijing: the Yearbook of China Population, 2006:229

Meanwhile, there is a great difference between rural population and urban population. “2005’s
average education length of urban population is 10.2 years, but that of rural population is only 7.33
years which is 3 years lower than that of urban population and even some of the villagers had only
received 3~4 years’ education. The population in cities reached the senior school education, but the
population of villages just reached the junior school education and even, some of the villages had not
reached the primary school education.” [2]A great difference of the whole workforce in quality in
different regions (See table 6).
Table 6 2004’s Average Education Length of the Population of China over 6 Years Old by Region
Regions
average education length(year)
Illiteracy（%）

The East of China
8.26
8.07
The middle of China
8.14
7.16
The West of China
7.48
10.21
From China Population 2004 by Population and Employment Statistics Division of State Statistics Bureau.

There is a great difference in workforce between cities and villages and different regions, which
will not help the process of urbanization, increase of labor capacity in agriculture and industrialized
agriculture.
2.2.2 Compared with that of the beginning of reform and opening, the rate of gross enrollment of higher
education saw a rapid growth
The rate of gross enrollment of higher education of our country is far lower from the world
developed countries’. In 2006, ours is 23%, close to the world’s average level, 25.6%; but the rate of
gross enrollment of higher education in most of developed countries is above 30%, some of them is even
above 50%, among which the U.S.’s is 80%.
2.2.3 A high percent of illiteracy and half illiteracy
Compared with the beginning of the foundation of P.R. China, the gross illiteracy rate (the
proportion of illiterate population at and over the age of 15 in the total population) and the illiteracy rate
between the age of 15 and 45 tend to decline, but it remains high. The gross illiteracy rate of 1990 was
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15.88%, 1999’s down to 11.55%, 2004’s down to 8.33%; the illiteracy rate between the age of 15 and
45 of 1990 was 10.38, 1999’s down to 4.82%, 2004’s down to 2.22%(see Table 7).
Table 7

The Gross Illiteracy Rate and the Illiteracy Rate Between the Age of 15 and 45 of Some Years of
China (Unit:%)
Year
The gross illiteracy rate
the illiteracy rate between the age of 15 and 45

1990
15.88
10.38
1995
12.04
6.14
1999
11.55
4.82
2004
8.33
2.22
Note: Population census, 1% sampling and the change in population.
From The Yearbook of China of 2004 and China Population of 2004 by Population and Employment Statistics
Division of State Statistics Bureau.

It is a large number of the illiterate. The number of 1990 is 18.003 million, and went down to 8.507
million in 2000(see Table 8). The total number of the illiterate is going down, but because of the large
base statistics, it remains the world second and only followed by India’s. Nowadays, the illiteracy rate of
the developed countries is below 2%, the European’s is about 2.2%, and even the U.S.’s, Canada’s and
Russia’s is 0.5%.
Regions

Table 8 1990’s- 2000’s Number of the Illiterate of China
Illiteracy(per 10 thousand)
The gross illiteracy rate（%）

1990
2000
The whole country
18003
8507
Note: The Population Censuses 0f 1990 and 2000.
From The Yearbook of China State Statistics 2001.

1990
15.88

2000
6.72

The percentage points
9.16

3 Conclusion
At present, we should focus the improvement of population quality as the kernel problem of the
population policy and change the population stress into the advantages of human resources and, still we
can go into the power full of talents from the country with a large population.
3.1 Implementing the program against birth defects and improving the quality of newborns
The key to the program against the birth defects lies in prevention. So, the three grade prevention
program should be carried out to fight against the birth defects, among which the first grade prevention
is to prevent the birth of the baby before it is defected, including the pre-marriage examination, choosing
the best childbearing age, early pregnancy care, adequate nutrition, infection prevention, carefully using
medicine, discontinuing the habit of smoking and drinking, keeping away from the radiation, the
poisonous, the harmful, the hot environment etc.; the second grade prevention is to reduce the birth of
defected babies, mainly the early discovery, early diagnoses and early measurements during the
pregnancy; the third prevention is to cure the babies with birth defect.
Through theses health intervention, nutrition intervention, vaccine intervention and drug
intervention, the program against the birth defects will be carried out to improve the quality of the
newborns.
3.2 Propelling the early population education to lay the foundation for population quality
“The infant period is not only the foundation period for intelligence development, but also the
foundation period for physical health and mind.” [3] The early education is a family education, a
kindergarten education and a social education whose key link is to develop infants’ brains and their
potentials, whose form is to play games, whose aims are to develop infants’ intelligence, to enhance
their physical power, to better their character, to improve the comprehensive population quality.
Through the timely, scientific early education, infants will grow well in all round in morality,
intelligence and body.
3.3 Enhancement in development of education and science to increase population quality
Increasing the investment in education and implementing the education as the priority development
strategy. At present, the average education funds is about 20~30 USD each, only 1/10 of the developed
countries. Due to the small percentage of education investment out of national income, the funds
invested can’t meet the needs to education development. So, the education funds should be increased,
especially in rural areas and the western villages.
Optimizing educational structure, speeding the variety of education. The two basic jobs (that are
basic skills and basic knowledge) must be continued to do to balance the education development;
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speeding the popularity of senior education to guarantee every school-aged children to receive the whole
basic education; strongly developing higher education and improving its quality; strengthening adult
education and grow up employees’ scientific and cultural level; highlighting vocational and technical
education, and cultivating all kinds of practical talents; encouraging and regulating social force to run
schools, developing the long distance education and further education, and to establish a society in
which all people learn, and will learn forever.
Positively implementing talents strategy, and speeding the development of labor force. Because the
good talent environment is a formless capital, which can gather force encouragement and drive inner,
and, strength influence, competition and attraction. So, talents strategy must implemented to speed
human resource to provide space for the talents to create, and make the most of the opportunity, to form
a friendly surroundings which lets people give respects to knowledge and talents.
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Abstract With the increasingly worsening of ecological environment and the enhancement of the
public awareness of environmental protection, environment protecting industry emerges huge demand.
More and more attention is paid to the environmental protection service industry which is an important
part of environmental protection industry. First, This article discusses its concept. Second, it analyzes
the Present Situation of the environmental protection service industry in China. Last, it gives some
countermeasures according with the Present Situation.
Key words Environmental protection service industry; Present situation analysis; Countermeasures

1 Introduction
In 1996, the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) proposed the
concept of environmental service: engaging in projects or activities on wastewater treatment, waste
disposal , air pollution control, noise eliminatation etc.Providing services of analyzing, monitoring,
evaluating and protecting were involved as well. Or Technology and engineering services,
environmental research and development, environmental training and education, environmental
accounting and legal services, advisory service, eco-tourism, and other environment-related services.
This paper holds that the environmental protection service industry refers to a comprehensive
series of support systems, which provides contents from research, development, design to construction,
operation , advisory and monitoring etc. The industry mainly includes the following components:
development of environmental technology, design and construction of environmental engineering
project, operation of environmental pollution control facilities, environmental consulting, environmental
information, trade of environmental service, and personnel training.
Environmental protection and the environmental protection service industry are both influenced
strongly by policies and laws, playing an important role in utility. Therefore they were borned with a
distinct trait from others. From an economic point of view, environmental protection service industry is
nonprofit-oriented,monopolistic,and technology-intensive. However,it doesn’t affect that many
marketing characters existing in environmental service-related companies.

2 Present Situation Analysis of Environmental Protection Service Industry in
China
China's environmental protection industry booms with the development of environmental
protection.Although China’s environmental protection industry lags behind others, it has been enlarging
during the lastest 30 years. Despite the great improvement，the industry, as a whole, can not keep pace
with the increasing social demands and economic development. A complete market of environmental
protection industry consists of four parts: First, the environment-friendly products manufacturing market;
second, the environmental technology development market; third, the environmental protection service
industry market; and finally,the environmental protection capital market.Among the four, environmental
protection service industry tightly connects with the others, playing the most essential role. However,
environmental protection service industry market which holds dominant position of the environmental
production industry needs to be refined, socialization, specialization and intensification because it is
unable to satisfy the demand of market economy and the socialization production.
China’s environmental protection service industry has achieved several remarkable successes so
far. In contrast，lacks of an effective platform for inner-industry and inter-companies communication;
the influence of the government is inadequate such as too many local norms;no explicit administrative
department, which leads to irregular and short of a universal standard criterion and self-discipline and
business directly constraint the advancement of the industry. After all, we consider that several causes
contribute to the phenomenon, which chiefly lie in the following aspects.
2.1 The Weakness of whole society’s concept and awareness of environmental protection service
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In the process of urbanization, the development of China’s environmental protection service
industry lags behind that of the economy, owing to the constraint of the thought concepts, the
mechanisms and the systems. As a result, the situation renders that some parts of the environmental
protection service industry, such as operation, planning, urban construction, urban management and
reform of urban public utilities, are still in the framework of the conventional system. A real
market-oriented operation mechanism hasn’t been fully established. Consequently, cities are lack of
vigor and vitality. On the other hand, the public show little awareness in the issue by doubting,
distrusting and ignoring, which should be settled properly at the same time of promoting the
development of China’s environmental protection service industry. China’s environmental protection
service industry will be pushed forward rapidly in the condition that problems mentioned above are
solved.
2.2 Relevant laws and management on environmental service is imperfect, and the enforcement of
environmental laws is not strict
China has issued a number of laws and regulations related to environmental protection service
industry. However,there are many problems in the existing laws and regulations: first, most of them are
antiquated . For example, with the refining of the industry, some laws and regulations no longer adapt
to the development of the new situation; second , systematic research of the policies and regulations
should be introduced in the environmental protection service industry, such as taxation, pricing,
credit and industry-orienting ; third, The policies and regulations fail to match. In addtion, the intensity
of the policies and regulations is insufficient. Therefore, it is difficult to prevent and control pollution.
For example, in China’s environmental taxation system, fines are lower than disposal cost;. As a result,
the whole community has to pay a high social cost.Existing management model of China's
environmental protection is vertical administration. In this model, departments only take their own
business into consideration. Coordination and communication among them do not go deep enough, and
both cross-sectoral and inter-departmental managements are not sufficient.
2.3 The development mechanism of the environmental protection service industry is incomplete
At present, China’s environmental protection service industry is led by the policies. The
government shoulders too many responsibilities and obligations. Duties and responsibilities among the
government, the market and the companies are ambiguous. The basic function of market, namely
recourse allocation, is limited. China’s environmental protection service industry relies on the drive of
the government regulations, which leads to an inadequate demand: first, the system fails to deal with
market mechanism ;second ,the administrative departments shoulder too many “pay” obligations,
without introducing market operation mechanism and effective supervision.
2.4 The degree of marketization and specialization in China’s environmental protection service
industry is not well developed
The market-based operation of the environmental protection service industry calls for a large
demand of the establishment and development of firms that engaging in environmental service
professionally [1] .
Although many of China’s current environmental service companies are independent from the
Environmental Protection Agency and all levels of administrative authorities, the chief-planned habit is
still uneasy to eliminate. Simultaneously, the specialization of China’s environmental protection service
industry needs to be improved, and the division of labor should be meliorated. For instance, most of the
design units and construction unites of environmental engineering mainly offer part-time jobs, and the
ratio of the environmental protection companies which deal with design and construction is low. In
market economy, China’s environmental protection service industry is incomplete; people’s concept
hasn’t formed fully; and functions of the government and the companies mixed up. These problems
damage the industry directly.

3 Countermeasures for the Development of China’s Environmental Protection
Service Industry
An advanced China’s environmental protection service industry has been expected by far-sighted
people. An advanced China’s environmental protection service industry can not only be a significant
milestone, as it can rapidly improve the proportion of China’s service industry, change industrial
structure, increase employment rate , and promote economic development ,but also gears up a whole and
collaborative development of China’s environmental protection industry. Thus, there will be a better
groundwork of resource and environment for China's social and economic development. For these
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reasons, chinese government, related authorities and the companies should learn from foreign
experience, clarify their ideas, and accept changes. For promoting of the environmental protection
service industry, we propose the following basic Countermeasures:
3.1 Establishing an overall strategy for the development of China’s environmental protection
service industry
Until 2008, there is no general and explicit strategy for the development and opening-up of the
environmental protection service industry in China’s national policy system. In order to speed up the
industry and meet the requirements of ever-increasing environmental protection, China should work out
an overall strategy for the environmental protection service industry and the opening-up of its trade.
Thus, the industry, which is still in its initial stage , will go to the right track as soon as possible. The
general strategy should aim at the current issues about the development of the environmental protection
service industry, such as spontaneous, blind, small-scale, low-level redundant construction, duplication
of development efforts, duplication of introduction, duplication of research etc. China should come up
with a general model of environmental protection service industry , and understand its directions and
goals. What’s more, setting plannings of short, medium and long term systematically, and adding the
environmental protection service industry to the policies about the development of third industry and
environmental protection industry should also be put into agenda. When enacting formulations of
environmental service development, the government should base on the national macroeconomic policy
and the market demand. the government should handle the development direction of the industry, and
put forward the objectives, priorities, steps and initiatives of its development clearly.
3.2 Strengthening the marketization and creating a multiplex investment environment of
environmental protection service industry
The social commonweal of environmental protection determines that the government plays a
significant role in sewage treatment, waste collection and disposal, management of rivers or lakes, and
other services. The government should be responsible for forming a natural monopoly and restricting
the marketization of the environmental protection service industry by some extent . At present, China is
in the embryonic period of privatization and marketization, so the market-oriented level of the industry
is very low. Marketization brings the top priority for the future development of the environmental
protection service industry, which emphasize the significance to strengthen the construction of China’s
environmental service market, to adopt the measure of “who pollute, who pay”, to ask for the
independent legal entity to respond to the socialized services of environmental governance , to form a
number of specialized pollution control companies. Meanwhile, China should stimulate the development
of the environmental service market, and encourage domestic and foreign investors to invest the areas of
environmental service by all kinds of effective economic policies ,in order to accelerate the construction
of this market [2] .
3.3 Cultivating key enterprises of environmental protection service industry in China vigorously
Nowadays, China’s environmental protection service industry is in its infancy, with a relatively low
concentration .In the next stage ,the industry will be faced with an integration of resource, a higher level
of competition and an increase of concentration. International environmental service companies are
imperiling the domestic companies after China’s accession to the WTO. Therefore, China should be
market-oriented, and regard companies as the main body. Cultivating a number of large-scaled and
powerful companies in the environmental protection service industry through listing, merger,
combination, reorganization and other approaches, and making the companies hold their own with the
foreign ones are appropriate is necessary. Meanwhile, China should guide small and medium-sized
companies to the direction of specialization, quintessence, novelty, peculiarity, and provide backup
services for large companies or general contracting company. Only in this way will the optimum
distribution of resources and scale effect be realized, and the market competitiveness and international
competitiveness of the environmental service companies will be strengthen, while the small and
medium-sized companies will gain a firm foothold in the future competition.
3.4 Cultivating domestic elites for environmental protection and environmental service
Environmental protection industry is known as a sunrise industry in the 21st century, which has
tremendous potential. With the substantial growth in the investment of environmental protection,
China's environmental protection and the environmental protection service industry bloom, becoming an
important part of the national economy. The speediness and the efficiency in this area, undoubtedly,
attributes to the research and development of technical personnel. However, China’s current
environmental protection market, particularly the environmental protection service industry, is
confronting a serious shortage of skilled technicians. The existing technical personnel of environmental
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protection industry is difficult to catch up with the development of the national economy.
3.5 Promoting the services for environmental protection facility and pollution control
The development of the environmental protection service industry fosters that of the environmental
protection technology and the environmental protection investment. Therefore, operation of
environmental protection facility and pollution control, are important tasks for promoting the
environmental protection industry currently. This is a key to propel the other areas of the industry as
well [3] . Promoting the services for environmental protection facility and pollution control means to
establish and perfect the economic policy system of the socialist market economic structure, and forms
an economic prompting mechanism . It ensures that the polluter pays and the investor benefits, in order
to attract domestic and foreign investors to the environmental field, to creat a capital market and an
investment market of environmental protection, to transform potential demand into real demand, and to
expand the requirement of the services of environmental protection facility and pollution control.

4 Conclusion
Environmental protection service industry plays an important role in the development of economy
and society as a new economic growth point. With the advancement of China's economy and society and
the increase of people's awareness of environmental protection, the government promulgates a variety of
policies about environment production. China’s environmental protection service industry shows a huge
market demand and a strong momentum. Simultaneously, with China’s accession to WTO and the
development of China's environmental protection industry, there is an urgent requirement to study the
developing path of the environmental protection service industry in the open environment. The trend of
industrialization in this industry is also accelerating, which asks for a systematic research from the view
of industrial economy. After all, under the condition of market economy, the environmental protection
service industry should bring in market-based management, for the purpose of an all-round
development .
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Abstract Starting from the analysis of characteristics of urban infrastructure, this paper analyzes the
selection factors of its investment and financing pattern. From the perspective of the whole city, the
paper establishes synthesis performance appraisal model of the pattern with Analytical Hierarchy
Process (AHP). The empirical study is then done on Shanghai, Tianjin, and Kunming in China and the
paper takes these three cities to measure the rationality and profitability of the pattern selection.
Therefore, by the comprehensive performance evaluation system of its investment and financing mode
with a city as a unit can help the urban managers to find the most suitable pattern for the development of
urbanization.
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1 Introduction
The situation of urban infrastructure is an important support of urban development and civilization
level. What’s more, it is also the material conditions of the city’s economic and social development.
Since the 80s of the 20th century, the urbanization trend is accelerating and urban infrastructure features
and supply is increasingly inadequate with the country’s rapid economic development. Governments
have increased investment in urban infrastructure construction. However, the urban infrastructure
facility is a complex systematic project, which in certain ways directly or indirectly involved in the
city’s production process. Compared with general products and services, it has some special economic
characteristics such as natural monopoly, non-competition and exclusive in consumption, and the high
concentration in cost, making the project difficult to attract a large number of private capitals. It is
difficult to complete even in developed countries with only government finance.
To deal with the problem of funds insufficient, governments have introduced competitive
mechanism to make the composition of investment and Financing colorful. At the same time, they have
broadened the investment and financing channels and optimized the capital structure. The innovation of
urban infrastructure’s investment and financing pattern has also been realized by diversifying the modes
of investment and financing and improving the efficiency of capital allocation and operation etc.. In all
these patterns, BOT, TOT, PPP, and ABS are the most widely used. However, the innovation is a
dynamic and diversified progress of choosing which affected not only by the external factors such as
financing environment and the area’s general economic environment, but also by the micro factors as
technical level and management capacity. For urban managers, only complete grasp the influence effects
of mode selection which affected by various factors and have comprehensive performance evaluation on
the existing model, they can find the most suitable pattern for the development of urbanization.
To this end, many scholars at home and abroad also carried out the corresponding research.
Charnes, Cooper and Hodes (1978) carried on evaluation and measurement on supply efficiency of
public goods by using data envelopment analysis (DEA). It expands the theory of production frontier.
Domestic researches are more focused on the economic effect evaluation of the application of a single
project‘s investment and financing models. Fewer researches are done from the prospective of the whole
city with consideration of rationality and profitability of the pattern chosen. In china, the city’s
infrastructure construction is often one of the major tasks for local governments, whose investment and
financing mode needs to be unified arranged and selected by the government. Therefore, it is necessary
to establish a comprehensive Performance Evaluation System of its investment and financing mode with
a city as a unit.

2 Model Construction
2.1 Ideology of performance rating index system
The performance of Urban Infrastructure Investment and Financing Patterns are ultimately
reflected in the contribution level of investment and financing on urban development. Therefore, the
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performance evaluation model build in this paper includes two levels. First, a comprehensive and
well-bedded evaluation system of urban infrastructure development level is established according to the
characteristics of urbanization development in China on the basis of AHP and fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation method. Then, per capita urban infrastructure investment situation and changes in
development level of the urban infrastructure within a period of time are investigated to make judgment
on the performance of the mode by using longitudinal evaluation mode.
2.2 System design of evaluation indexes on urban infrastructure development level
2.2.1 Classification and composition
Divide the assessment system of urban infrastructure development into hardware environment and
software environment those two categories according to the requirements which urban development has
on infrastructure environment. The main concern and analysis of hardware environment is the indicators
which can direct reflect the quality life of residents and urban infrastructure development. It is used to
determine the supply capacity of the city’s infrastructure including the indicators of urban road traffic
urban energy, urban communications and urban water supply and drainage those four categories. The
soft environment paid more attention on the factors such as the external environment affecting urban
infrastructure construction, comfort level of residential living environment, and the sustainable level of
urban development. It can be divided into two categories which are the indicators of urban external
environment and urban sanitation. On this basis of above, we selected 19 three-level indicators to form
the development level indicator system of the investment and financing pattern combining the
characteristics of urban infrastructure development. (See Table 1)
What’s sure is that many indicators can be used to measure the development level of urban
infrastructure and different stages of development and different regions can be adjusted according to
actual situation.
2.2.2 Weight assignment of evaluation indexes
Table 1
First-level indexes

Indicator

Evaluation Indexes System of Urban Infrastructure Development Level
Second-level indexes
Third-level indexes

Indicator
Evaluation indexes of urban
road traffic system

Urban hard
environmental system

Evaluation indexes of urban
energy resources
Evaluation indexes of urban
communication system

Indicator
Road area per citizen
The number of cars owned by citizen
Rail transportation conditions
Urban gas popularization rate
The ability of urban distribution network to change electricity
Energy consumption per unit of GDP
Telephone penetration rate
Internet penetration rate
Per capita water quantity

Evaluation indexes of urban
water drainage system

Water supply capacity
Urban water penetration rate
Drain pipe density

Evaluation indexes of
external environment
Urban soft
environmental system

Urban economic development level
Financial ecological environment
City green coverage rate

Evaluation indexes of
environmental health system

Urban sewage treatment
MSW processing ability
Waste harmless treatment rate
The number of public toilets people have

(1) Determine factor set of assessment
According to the established assessment system, we further determined the factor set of assessment,
which is V = { f1 , f 2 L f n } = (Urban Hard Environment Indicators, Urban Soft Environment Indicators).
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The primary estimation index fi representing the affected factors, and f i = f i1 , f i 2 ,L f ij , , where i =
1,2 ... n, n is the number of primary index. j is the number of secondary index included in primary index
fi, j = 1,2 ... m. We then get m factors’ matrix eigen value of n evaluation index.

⎡ F1 ⎤ ⎛ f11 L fim ⎞
⎜
⎟
F = ⎢⎢ M ⎥⎥ = ⎜ M O M ⎟
⎢⎣ Fn ⎥⎦ ⎜⎝ f n1 L f nm ⎟⎠

（1）

(2) Determine weights set of index
Use the basic principles of AHP, combine with the structure of evaluation index system and judge
the relatively important degree of all indicators using expert scoring method, we assessed the weight of
all indicators according to the range of relative importance values provided in the table. F is target value,
fi is assessment factor，fi∈F(i=1,2,…n). wij is the weight between observation fi and fj. And the numeric
areas of wij shown in table 2.
Table 2

Numerical Value of the Relative Importance Index

fi and fj are equally important

fi slightly important than f j

fi important than fj

1

3

5

wij

2、4 represented the median of 1～3，3～5，If fi and fj comparability wij, the comparison of fj and fi have 1/wij

In order to ensure the typicality and rationality of the data, we did dispersion degree measurement
on each of the weight indicators to determine the need for a second round investigation and get the
hierarchical matrix of evaluation index system.
Then underway normalized processing and consistency checking on the matrix W gotten above
using AHP methods, to generate the weights of all levels, where

⎡W11 L W1m ⎤
W = ⎢⎢ M O M ⎥⎥
⎢⎣Wn1 L Wnm ⎥⎦

（2）

The judgment matrix meets:

0 ≤ wij ≤ 5 i ≠ j

wij = 1 i = j
wij + w ji = 1 i ≠ j
Here the unit eigenvector corresponding to the biggest eigenvalue of the judgment matrix can be
obtained by integration method. That is , add each line of Matrix firstly and we get:

ω = ∑ in =1 ωij (i = 1, 2L n)

(3)

Then underway normalized processing on vector ω j = (ω1 Lωn ) ：

Pj =

ωj

∑

n
i =1

ωi

(i = 1, 2,L n)

(4)

Where P（P1, P2, …Pn）are the weight sets desired.
Then calculate the biggest eigenvalue λmax of the judgment matrix, we get the consistency index C.I.
（C.I.= λmax-n)/(n-1). According to the average random index R.I. of judgment matrixes with different
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order, we calculate the consistency ratio C.R.（C.R.=C.I./R.I.）and at last realize the consistency test of
the matrixes. When C.R.≤0.10, the judgment matrix meet the consistency and when C.R.>0.10, the
relatively important value need to be amended till it meets the consistency demand.
2.2.3 Establish criteria of data evaluation and grade classification
First of all, the way of non-dimensional points is used to divide the sub-system development level
of urban infrastructure into four grades—good, fair, general and poor. Here, 80 to 100 points indicates
that the urban infrastructure development which represents by the index is good. It can fully meet
community needs and provide quality services for residents. 50 to 80 points says that the urban
infrastructure development can fully meet the needs of production and residents’ life well, but it has
further optimized space in relation to urban development needs. 20 to 50 points indicates that the urban
infrastructure development lags behind, which would constrain urbanization if not to transform. 0 to 20
points means that the level of urban infrastructure development lagged far behind, which has already
caused great damage to people's daily lives and need to be improved immediately.
Secondly, we determine the critical value of grading index. To determine and measure the critical
value of urban infrastructure’s development level, the paper compiled the original data of 19 relevant
indicators from 1990 to 2008. Based on the reference of average level and target value of international
cities whose related indicators developed, and combined with the China's current urbanization
development level and regional differences with consideration of the research results which has done by
other experts and scholars, this paper at last determined the evaluation criteria and classification
threshold of the measurement indicators in current empirical evaluation system.
Then, we get the comprehensive weight and the evaluation criteria of the 19 indicators in the urban
infrastructure development listed in Table 3.
Combined with the indicators weight given above, we can get the comprehensive evaluation value
of a city’s infrastructure development level V as follows:

V = ∑ in=1ωi × f i (i = 1, 2K n)

（5）

Where V is the comprehensive value of urban infrastructure development, ωi and fi are the
comprehensive weight and the evaluation value of the indicator i respectively. Obviously, a higher
comprehensive value indicates a better urban infrastructure development.
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Table 3

First-level indexes
Indicator

Weight

Indicator
Urban road
traffic

Urban energy
resources
Urban physic
environment
system

0.7

Urban
communication
system

Urban water
drainage system

External
environment
Urban soft
environment
system

Evaluation Index System Weight and Index Critical Value of Urban Infrastructure Construction

Second-level indexes
Weight

0.423

0.227

0.123

0.227

0.3

0.3
Environmental
health system

0.7

Third-level indexes

Grade value and critical value

Indicator

Weight

80～100

50～80

20～50

0～20

Road area per citizen

0.199

＞15

10～15

5～10

＜5

The number of cars owned by citizen

0.455

≥20

15～20

10～15

<10

Rail transportation conditions

0.346

≥8

6～8

4～6

＜4

Urban gas popularization rate

0.297

95%

85～95

70～85

＜70

The ability of urban distribution network to change electricity

0.540

2.2-1.8

1.8-1.6

1.6-1.3

＜1.3

Energy consumption per unit of GDP

0.163

≤0.65

0.65-0.85

0.85-1

＞1

Telephone penetration rate

0.500

＞1350

1100-1350

500-1100

＜500

Internet penetration rate

0.500

＞400

200-400

100-200

＜100

Per capita water quantity

0.423

≥250

200-250

150-200

＜150

Water supply capacity

0.227

1.8～2

1.5～1.8

1.2～1.5

＜1.2

Urban water penetration rate

0.123

95～100

90～95

80～90

＜80

Drain pipe density

0.227

≥10

8-10

6-8

＜6

Urban economic development level

0.5

≥3

1.8～3

1～1.8

＜1

Financial ecological environment

0.5

≥0.8

0.5～0.8

0.2～50

＜0.2

City green coverage rate

0.317

≥60%

40%～60%

20%～40%

≤20%

Urban sewage treatment

0.317

≥80%

65%～80%

50%～65%

≤50%

MSW processing ability

0.189

≥85%

70%～85%

55%～70%

≤ 55%

Waste harmless treatment rate

0.103

≥0.2

0.15～0.2

0.10～0.15

＜0.10

The number of public toilets people have

0.074

≥4.3

3.8～4.3

3.3～3.8

＜3.3
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2.3 Model establishment of performance evaluation on urban infrastructure investment and
financing
Construction of urban infrastructure is a long process. In order to scientifically evaluate the
performance of the urban infrastructure investment and financing mode, we have to investigate that
whether level of urban infrastructure development matches the increase value of investment and
financing scale of the city within a period of time. If in a certain period of time the growth rate of urban
infrastructure development is higher than the growth rate of investment for urban infrastructure, then the
choice of investment and financing mode is more suitable for the development of the city with a higher
performance level. Shall use the formula said:

Pt ,t + k =

(Vt + k − Vt ) / Vt
⎛ It +k
I ⎞ ⎛I ⎞
= t ⎟/⎜ t ⎟
⎜
⎝ Rt + k Rt ⎠ ⎝ Rt ⎠

（6）

Where Pt,t+k indicates the investment and financing pattern performance of a city’s urban
infrastructure from year t to t+k ; Vt+k、Vt represents the composite scores of this city ‘s infrastructure
development level at year t+k and t respectively ; It+k，It indicates the amount of investment put into
urban infrastructure at year t+k and t respectively; Rt+k，Rt states the Average population of urban
resident at the year t+k and t respectively.

3 Empirical Analyses
China’s vast territory and distinguish between big cities makes the role of the same kind of
investment and financing modes in different urban infrastructure construction different. Obviously, it is
not scientific and objectively if only uses the data of one city to reflect the performance problems.
Therefore, this paper chose Shanghai, Tianjin and Kunming, these three typical cities to make an
empirical analysis. Among these three cities, Shanghai is an international metropolis, whose economic
strength, financial resources are rich, and has a rapid development of urbanization. Tianjin city is one of
the traditional industrialization whose urbanization development is rapid in recent years, while Kunming
is located in southwestern China whose geographical environment is complex and economic strength is
relatively backward. It is on behalf of the western underdeveloped region of the city. In terms of time,
the years from 2004 to 2008 in China is the peak of urbanization development, and at that time the urban
infrastructure investment and financing mode innovations are emerge in an endless stream. This paper
will select the related data about urban infrastructure development and performance in 2004 and 2008
respectively in Shanghai, Tianjin and Kunming, and evaluate the investment and financing mode in this
period, in order to find the existing problems in Chinese urban infrastructure construction and the way to
innovation.
This original data comes from “China statistical yearbook”, “China urban statistical yearbook”
“Shanghai statistical yearbook”, “Tianjin statistical yearbook” and “Kunming statistical yearbook”
respectively in 2005 and 2009 etc. Due to the reasons of statistical data of individual phenomenon
inevitably default, this study will use the calculation of sample the default value as the "imaginary
value”. Through calculation we can get the urban infrastructure development synthetically score in
Shanghai, Tianjin, and Kunming city, seen in Table4.
According to the formula of 5 calculated the performance of urban infrastructure investment and
financing mode in 2004-2008 in Shanghai Tianjin and Kunming, the result came out that Shanghai is
0.065, while Tianjin and Kunming are 0.2714 and 0.070 respectively.

4 Results Analysis
Underway empirical analysis on urban infrastructure investment and financing patterns of Shanghai,
Tianjin and Kunming these three cities, which has different scale and are in three different stages of
economic growth using performance evaluation model we found Shanghai is best developed. It is due to
the substantial wealth, economic power and financial ecological environment (inside it its urban
financial ecological environment index scores is 100 points) which Shanghai have. However, the level
of performance in Shanghai is not high as concerns to the 5 years from 2004 to 2008 because of the
soaring population. The indicators such as number of private owned cars, City power substation capacity
and Per capita water consumption for residential use don’t have obviously improvement. Increasing in
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investment fund scale failed to make great improvement in urban infrastructure construction also
indicates that there exist problem of wasting fund in the process of construction.
Although the overall development level of urban infrastructure construction of Tianjin is slightly
lower than that of Shanghai, its performance of urban infrastructure investment and financing pattern is
the best in these three cities. Its contribution reached 27.14%, which shows that Tianjin choice a suitable
investment and financing mode for their urban infrastructure.
Comparatively speaking, the development level of Kunming is the lowest, which is only 48.20 % in
year 2008. It is closely related to its external economic environment. Kunming is located in the
southwest of China, whose traffic is relatively isolated and financial ecological environment
comparatively lag behind. It is difficult to obtain other social capital input for its urban infrastructure
construction program except the government financial support. Therefore, the performance level of
current financing mode in Kunming is difficult to meet the development needs, which need further
mercerization reform and attract non-governmental funds into the market, so as to supplement the
shortage of financial capital.
Table 4

Qscore of the Evaluation Index System on Urban Infrastructure Development Level in City
Shanghai, Tianjin and Kunming from2004 to 2008
City
Shanghai
Tianjin
Kunming
Year
2004
2008
2004
2008
2004
2008
Urban infrastructure development index
62.06
67.63
39.73
58.37
41.83
48.20
1.Urban hardware environment System index
52.89
60.56
35.28
56.74
37.70
45.31
(1)Urban road traffic system index
68.15
68.37
22.32
60.96
53.73
44.73
Urban road traffic system index
81.00
89.40
45.8
70.34
20.12
61.10
Number of private owned cars index
38.30
35.12
24.2
45.8
99.36
63.98
Rail transport situation index
100
100
6.35
75.5
13.05
10
(2)City energy and power Systems index
39.15
47.02
38.51
45.34
26.71
37.65
City gas penetration index
100
100
94
100
57.23
92.48
City power substation capacity index
12.31
11.24
15.38
15.38
17.08
14.46
Unit GDP energy consumption index
17.17
69
14
45
3
14.46
(3)Urban communication system index
87.68
100
51.45
70.38
23.73
81.84
Telephone penetration index
88.56
100
39.85
52.76
38.25
63.68
Internet penetration index
86.8
100
63.05
88
9.2
100
(4)Urban water supply and drainage system index
23.42
46.22
57.46
63.86
31.93
41.39
Per capita water consumption index
9.87
18.13
6
17.24
8.93
7.47
Water supply capacity index
19
62
91
95
74
100
Urban water coverage index
92
99
94
100
63.80
98
Drainage channels density index
15.93
54.2
100
100
15.47
15.30
2.Urban soft environment system index
83.47
84.12
50.10
62.17
51.46
54.94
(1)Urban external environment index
100
92.70
65.38
62.5
43.63
32.75
Urban development index
100
85.4
79.75
65
49.25
24.5
Urban financial ecological environment index
100
100
51
60
38
41
(2)Urban sanitation systems index
76.39
80.44
43.55
62.03
54.82
64.45
Urban green coverage index
44.05
50.93
44.53
46.25
27
43.9
Wastewater treatment rate index
96.3
93.8
23.6
64.8
58.24
69.28
Municipal solid waste ability index
100
100
98
86
89.78
90.14
Garbage disposal rate index
97.19
98
18.95
93.50
97.85
99.34
Number of Public toilets index
40.4
75.2
20
12.79
10.18
17.64

5 Conclusion
In short, this paper analyzed investment and financing pattern of China’s urban infrastructure with
the application of performance evaluation model and investigated the rationality and profitability of the
model choice in this area from the overall prospective. It provides basis for improvement of profitability
level and is efficient for manager in making a timely choice of the model to advance the construction of
the urban infrastructure.
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Research on Green Energy Technology for the Innovation Park of
Wuhan National Bioindustry Base
Yu Bo1, Yu Songtao2
1 Wuhan National Bioindustry Base Construction and Management Office, Wuhan, P.R.China, 430079
2 Wuhan Far-Seeker Energy Technology Co. LTD, Wuhan, P.R.China, 430074
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Abstract The Innovation Park is an important part of the Wuhan National Bioindustry Base, which
has been planned as a strategic highlight for the biotechnological R&D of Hubei Province or even the
entire Central China. With information collected by questionnaires and estimates made by annual energy
consumption simulation software, this paper makes scientific analysis on various demands for heating,
cooling and steaming supplies of the R&D Incubator, Animal Test Center, Pilot Amplification Platform,
Business Center and Living Zone. Innovations are made with respect to green energy modes, and district
energy supply technologies and various types of energy saving methods are taken in the Innovation Park
with a building area of 650,000 m2 to realize the targets of energy conservation, emission reduction and
sustainable development.
Key words Green energy technology; District energy supply; Sustainable development; Energy saving

1 Introduction
In June 2007, as officially approved by the National Development and Reform Commission
(NDRC), Wuhan National Bioindustry Base (the “Biolake”) was ready for construction, which is the
second national industrial base in Wuhan East Lake High-tech Development Zone following the
National Optoelectronic Information Industry Base.
The core area of Wuhan National Bioindustry Base is located in Wuhan East Lake High-tech
Development Zone with a planned area of 12 km2, covering specialized parks for biological innovation,
biological pharmacy, biological agriculture, medical appliance, etc. The Jiufeng Innovation Park
presently under construction is located to the south of High-tech Avenue and west of the Guanggu No. 3
Road. With a total area of about 1 km2, the Park is a specialized one for innovative R&D of bioindustry
designed to provide favorable software and hardware environment for the R&D and incubation of
biological enterprises. The project is to be completed in June 2011. Regional energy supply planning
and construction have been carried out according to the concept of building the park into an ecological
and environmental one”.

Figure 1

The Innovation Park of Wuhan National Bioindustry Base

Compared with traditional distributed central air-conditioning system mode for buildings, which
offers only limited spaces for energy conservation, district air conditioning can substantially reduce
energy consumption, investment, land occupation and be favorable for environmental purposes.
Considering the special requirements on temperatures in biological R&D activities that a great amount
of heating/cooling supplies are needed, and after thorough demonstrations, centralized energy saving
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district energy supply has been determined for the entire Park. The greatest advantages include: (1) An
integrated solution from planning, construction, operation to management will be provided by
professional AC technology company at the planning stage of the project in consideration of project
features;(2). Energy conservation technologies such as distributed energy supply will be applied, which
can greatly cut down unit investment in air-conditioning system, reduce energy consumption and
emission, etc.

2 Overall Arrangement of the District Energy Supply
The Innovation Park mainly consists of two parts of Bioindustry Zone and Supporting Service Zone.
For Bioindustry Zone, energy supplies are required mainly in daytime working hours; while for
Supporting Service Zone, 24h supplies are needed. The two areas share different energy consumption
demands. Therefore, the energy supply of the entire Innovation Park is divided into two parts of District
A and District B; and two concentrated energy stations will be constructed accordingly. Two types of
pipes are adopted for the energy supply pipelines, of which the trunks are arranged in circularity and
branch trunks are arranged in branched arrangement. The main ring pipeline will be ready in Phase I
project, with interface reserved for each plot. And branch pipelines in each plot can be designed by steps
as per the progress of construction. Such arrangements have taken into account not only the overall
systematic planning and designing, but also the construction arrangement of newly built projects by
steps. The service areas of the concentrated energy stations are detailed in the following figure.

Figure 2

Location Plan for Service Area of Concentrated Energy Stations in Jiufeng Innovation Park

3 Total Heating/Cooling Load of the Park
Annual energy consumption simulation software DeST is applied in the design phase to calculate
the annual consumption of the buildings. DeST is large-sized calculation software used to simulate the
indoor thermal/humidity environment and dynamic process of the refrigerating system of the
heating/ventilation air-conditioning for buildings. By simulating the total hourly cooling consumption of
each typical building, the software can calculate proportions of different load rates in the total operation
hours, cooling supply amount of each time interval, operation costs, etc., which can provide detailed and
accurate data basis for technical solution analysis.

Figure 3

Annual Consumption Curve of Typical Office and R&D Buildings
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Check calculations will be made according to the functional areas and load characteristics. Loads
of Concentrated Energy Station A and B in summer and winter are detailed respectively in the following
tables.
Table 1

Cooling Load Calculation for Concentrated Energy Station in District A

Cooling Load Calculation
Pilot Base of Chinese/Western Medicine
Innovation Platform
Canteen
Hubei Provincial Institute Co., Ltd. of Pharmaceutical
Industry
Animal House
Medical Appliance Park
Incubator
R&D Building
Institute of Drug Control
Subtotal

Building Load Index Simultaneous Area Use
Area (m2)
(W/m2)
Coefficient Coefficient

Total
Load
(kW)

36500
95330
4000

100
100
180

0.8
0.8
0.2

1
1
1

2920
7626
144

10900

110

1

1

1199

10000
70620
17000
113000
24000
381350

1800
100
110
100
110

0.8
0.9
1
0.9
0.7

1
1
1
1
1

14400
6356
1870
10170
1848
46533

Table 2 Heating Load Calculation for Concentrated Energy Station in District A
Total
Building Load
Simultaneous Area Use
Load
Heating Load Calculation
Area Index
Coefficient Coefficient
(kW)
(m2) (W/m2)
Pilot Base of Chinese/Western Medicine
36500
80
0.8
1
2336
Innovation Platform
95330
75
0.8
1
5720
Canteen
4000
130
0.2
1
104
Hubei Provincial Institute Co., Ltd. of Pharmaceutical Industry 10900
90
1
1
981
Animal House
10000 1500
0.8
1
12000
Medical Appliance Park
70620
80
0.9
1
5085
Incubator
17000
80
1
1
1360
R&D Building
113000
75
0.9
1
7628
Institute of Drug Control
24000
80
0.7
1
1344
Subtotal
381350
36557

Contrastive analysis shows that, cooling load peak hour occurs at 3:00 p.m. in concentrated energy
station of District A and heating load peak hour occurs at 8:00 a.m. with great number of staff starting to
take daily duties and relatively low outdoor temperatures. The concentrated energy station serves a
building area of 381,400 m2. In summer, the total cooling load is 46.53 MW and the unit average
cooling load is 122.02 W/m2 (86.53W/m2 for Animal House excluded). In winter, the total heating load
is 36.56 MW and the unit average heating load is 95.86 W/m2 (66.13W/m2 for Animal House excluded).
Table 3 Cooling Load Calculation for Concentrated Energy Station in District B
Cooling Load
Load Index
Simultaneous
Area Use
Total Load
Building Area (m2)
Calculation
(W/ m2)
Coefficient
Coefficient
(kW)
Comprehensive
35000
100
0.4
1
1400
office building
Hotel
53000
110
0.9
1
5247
Business Center
4100
110
0.9
1
406
0CR Center
58200
100
0.5
1
2910
Canteen
3600
180
1
1
648
Commercial
1200
130
1
1
156
Center
Subtotal
155100
10767

Concentrated energy station of District B mainly serves the supporting facilities in the Park as well
as OCR Center (Service Outsourcing) and Comprehensive Office Building. Cooling load peak hour
occurs at 9:00 p.m. in concentrated energy station of District B and heating load peak hour occurs at
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5:00 a.m. The concentrated energy station serves a building area of 208,300 m2. In summer, the total
cooling load is 10.78MW and the unit average cooling load is 59.53W/m2. In winter, the total heating
load is 10.69 MW and the unit average heating load is 43.58 W/m2 (For Youth Apartment and Specialist
Apartment, concentrated AC cooling is excluded and only concentrated AC heating in winter is included
for temporary considerations).
Concentrated district heating/cooling solutions are applied. According to related calculations, after
heating/cooling solutions of district concentrated energy station are taken, the unit average cooling load
of energy station in District A and B is reduced by 14.02% and 40.16% respectively. Wuhan is located
in the area with hot summers and cold winters; and the loads in summer are greater than those in winter.
If only machine room investment is considered, the investment cost will be cut down by about 25% with
heating/cooling provided by district concentrated energy stations compared with the traditional
distributed air conditioning systems.
Table 4 Heating Load Calculation for Concentrated Energy Station in District B
Building Area Load Index
Simultaneous
Area Use
Total Load
Heating Load Calculation
(m2)
(W/m2)
Coefficient
Coefficient
(KW)
70
0.4
1
980
Comprehensive office building
35000
80
0.9
1
3816
Hotel
53000
80
0.9
1
295
Business Center
4100
70
0.5
1
2037
OCR Center
58200
130
1
1
468
Canteen
3600
70
0.8
1
2800
Youth Apartment
50000
75
1
1
90
Commercial Center
1200
80
0.8
1
202
Specialist Apartment
3150

Subtotal

208250

10688

4 Green Energy Technology
With comprehensive comparisons made among various technologies, innovations are made in
respect to type selection of major equipment. A combination of centrifuge and gas fired boiler is applied
as the major heating/cooling source for the cooling project in this district. In addition, technologies such
as ice cooling storage, non-electric refrigeration, ground source heat pump, large temperature difference
variable flow transmission, etc. are applied to providing district energy for the building complex of
Jiufeng Innovation Park.
With comprehensive comparisons made among various technologies, centrifuge is applied as the
major cooling means for the project in summer, supported by other means such as ice cooling storage,
ground source heat pump, lithium bromide absorption, etc. A combination of gas fired boiler and ground
source heat pump is applied as major heating means for the project in winter, supported by district
energy supply means such as large temperature difference variable flow transmission etc. Meanwhile,
renewable energy resource technologies such as solar energy heating, generation, etc. will be applied as
much as possible in the Park, to achieve the purpose of conserving energy, water, land, environmental
protection, etc. and to accord with the national policy on energy conservation and emission reduction.
4.1 Introduction to ground source heat pump (GSHP) technology
Ground source heat pump (GSHP) technology refers to a highly effective, energy saving and
environmental friendly system to make heating/cooling supply by utilizing geothermal energy on
superficial layer of the earth. To be simple, in winter it “takes” out the heat in geothermal energy and
supplies to indoor environment after the temperature rises, and in summer, the heat indoors will be
“taken” out and “discharged” into underground. Generally, the consumers will be returned with about 4
kW of heat or cold by consuming 1 kW heat of the heat pump.
4.2 Ice cooling storage technology
Ice cooling storage air conditioning refers to the technology that, in nighttime slack hours (also
when the load of AC system is quite low), the main refrigeration machine makes refrigeration with the
generated cold stored by cooling storage devices in form of sensible heat and latent heat. And in the
daytime, such energy stored will be released in peak hours (also when the load of AC system is quite
high) to meet the load requirements or production cooling demands in peak hours.
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Figure 4

The Picture of Ground Source Heat Pump

Figure 5

Cooling Storage Technology

4.4 Large temperature difference variable flow transmission technology
Generally, in large-scale central air-conditioning system, power consumption of water pump
occupies as high as about 30% of the total power consumption. The large temperature difference
variable flow transmission technology mainly refers to the process to increase the temperature
difference between water supply/water return to about 9℃ or higher, which can cut the circulating water
amount by half and further reduce the power consumption of the water pump by at least 50%.

Figure 6

Large Temperature Difference Variable Flow Transmission

4.5 Non-electric refrigeration technology
Lithium-bromide absorption-type refrigerating machine takes heat energy as power, water as
refrigerant and lithium bromide solution as absorbent to prepare chilled water of over 0℃. It can be
applied as cold resources for air conditioning system and in production process. Such technology is
featured by power conservation, energy saving and stable performance. Meanwhile, it produces low
noise and relatively smaller public nuisance.
4.6 Solar utilization technology
Solar energy collectors are planned on the roofs of the project as the preheating resources for
domestic hot water, which can fully make use of solar energy and further reduce energy consumption of
domestic hot water. As estimated, 1 m2 solar water heater can save coal equivalent of about 150 kg or
power of 450 kWh. The following figure is the photo of roof solar energy collectors.
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5 Energy Center Construction
5.1 Design scheme for concentrated energy station (power unit) in District A
Concentrated energy station in District A serves a building area of 381,350 m2. The building energy
demands consist of air conditioning, heating and steaming. The energy supply of host machine is shown
in following figure.
In Wuhan, the load of AC system in summer is relatively high. On condition that the outdoor
temperature remains extreme high for several days, power restriction will probably be made by
switch-off of power grid; while natural gas consumption in summer is relatively low and the gas supply
will not easily fall short. To ensure building air conditioning requirement of the key unit of Animal
House, a set of large-sized direct-fired lithium bromide absorption type hot/cold water machine unit
(with a refrigerating capacity of 5,230 KW), (2 sets) of ice cooling storage systems (with a refrigerating
capacity of 4,747 KW), (4 sets) of three-stage compressed large temperature difference centrifugal
chiller units (with a refrigerating capacity of 4,220 KW), (4 sets) of screw type chiller units (with a
refrigerating capacity of 2,588 KW) and three sets of gas steam boiler (two for 20 t and one for 10 t) are
arranged to ensure the steam supply for industrial use throughout the year. The range of accommodation
of the steam boiler is 25%~100%, to meet the demands of winter heating loads and steam consumptions.

Figure 7 Energy Supply Arrangement for District A
Machine of Concentrated Energy Station in District A

5.2 Design scheme for energy station in District B
Concentrated energy station in District A serves a building area of 208,250 m2. The building energy
demands consist of air conditioning, heating and domestic hot water. The energy supply of host machine
is shown in the following figure.
Renewable energy resource, i.e. ground source heat pump, accounts for 40% of the total energy
supply in District B and 10% of the total Park. A 53,000 m2 hotel is accommodated in District B, which
requires a 24h energy supply, including domestic hot water. To increase the proportion of the renewable
energy resource in the total energy system and fully exert the advantage of cost-free hot water provided
along with the ground source heat pump under refrigeration mode; a ground source heat pump system is
applied in the design of the concentrated energy station in District B, which can guarantee domestic hot
water demand of the hotel and provide high quality energy to other buildings in the Park.
Gas shortage will probably occur during the peak hours of natural gas consumption in winter in
Wuhan. Ground source heat pump is applied for heating and hot water supplies, which can fully meet
heating load demands of the residential area and the hotel as well as guarantee the stable operation of
system. The system scheme is designed as follows:
1 set of full heat recovery screw type ground source heat pump unit; 1 set of high temperature screw
type ground source heat pump unit; 1 set of three-stage compressed large temperature difference
centrifugal chiller unit; 2 sets of screw type chiller units.
As there are no industrial steam demands in District B, heating load in winder will be undertaken by
gas fired boilers. In winter, the maximum supply of the boiler is 10.69 t/h. 1 set of 11t hot water boiler is
applied.
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Figure 8

Energy Supply Arrangement for District B

6 Results
6.1 Energy conservation measures
Equipment with relatively high COP value is selected for ground source heat pump and chiller
units. Meanwhile, fine partial load performance is required.
Highly effective water pumps are selected. Frequency conversion adjustment technology is applied
to two-stage pumps to reduce the energy consumption of the water pump by adjusting the flow
according to terminal load requirements.
Advanced automatic control system is applied to make adequate analysis on the load changing
rules and conditions of the consumers. The rational number of chiller units for operation will be adjusted
automatically according to the annual dynamic and systematic energy consumption analysis.
Capacities, numbers of the chiller units are selected rationally. Methods such as combination of
large- and small-sized equipment, etc. are applied to meet the load changes throughout the year.
Heat insulating materials with low thermal conductivity, low water absorption and high wet
resistance factor are selected. In addition, proper waterproofing materials are applied to the heat
insulating materials to ensure the long-term and stable operation of the heat insulating structures and
reduce energy loss caused in the transmission and distribution of cold water.
Improve the quality of managerial staff; reduce management level as possible; maintain
professional and capable managerial staff; improve economic performance by favorable management.
Establish rational prices for cooling supply. Take effective measure to prevent or reduce
unnecessary waste by the consumers.
Try to improve the hydraulic stability and rationality of the pipeline and reduce energy
consumption caused by valve regulation in calculations of cold water distribution network.
6.2 Overall benefits of energy conservation
Ground source heat pump is applied as part of heating/cooling source of the AC system, which is of
certain demonstration significance on renewable energy resource. Concentrated energy station is applied
to reduce the total consumption of fuel gas and reduce the total distribution capacity of AC system in the
Park.
Conventional refrigerating machine room in individual building is removed. The building area of
the Energy Center is far smaller than that of distributed machine room, which has cut down the building
area and brought economic benefits for the Owner.
According to calculations on initial investment and operation expenses of concentrated energy
station in District A and B and comparison with conventional VRV AC system, conclusions have been
made that:
(1) The installed capacity of the chiller has been reduced by 19,968 kW (27.58%);
(2) The installed capacity of the gas fired boiler has been reduced by 16,701 kW (28.13%);
(3) The annual electric energy consumption has been reduced by 11.14×106 kWh (25.2%);
(4) The annual operation expense has been reduced by RMB 12.7397 million;
(5) The annual natural gas consumption has been reduced by 0.21×106 kg;
(6) The annual peak load transfer of the power network has been 5.86×106 kWh;
(7) Energy consumption calculation in coal equivalent
Power consumption calculation in coal equivalent: 0.33kg/kWh×44.2×106kWh=14,586 tons of
standard coal
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(8) Calculation of CO2 emission:
Wuhan is located in the power grid in South China, with an emission factor of 0.7794 tCO2/MWh
CO2 emission for power consumption: 0.7794 tCO2/MWh×44.2×106 kWh=34,449 tCO2;
According to the proportion of energy conservation, a coal equivalent of 3,676 tons will be saved in
primary energy consumption of the project, which can cut down the emissions of CO2 by 8,683 tons,
SO2 by 236 and nitrogen oxides by 118 tons.

7 Conclusions
The district energy solution of Jiufeng Innovation Park of Wuhan National Bioindustry Base to
offer heating, steaming as well as domestic hot water by a combination method of centrifuge, ice
cooling storage, gas fired boiler and ground resource heat pump is provided with favorable social,
economic and environmental benefits. Under such planning design, the following targets can be
obtained: energy saving, emission reduction, water conservation, land conservation. Various types of
energy conservation technologies are applied in the total design to make full use of renewable natural
energy resources (ground source, solar energy, etc.), cheap power in slack hours, etc. It is feasible
technologically and rational economically. In addition, it is in accordance with the national policies on
energy conservation and emission reduction and is the technology vigorously generalized by the state
with promising futures. Meanwhile, development of such operations is in line with the development
objectives and current conditions of Wuhan or even the entire Hubei Province. Therefore, it is provided
with necessity to be popularized in similar industrial parks.
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Abstract This paper uses partial correlation to research the sustainable development of China’s
finance from the perspective of correlation between the economic growth and financial development.
The results show that China’s economic growth depends too much on bank-based quota (Deposit, Load,
Money supply) and too less on market-based quota (the market value of shares, premium income, and
raised capital of shares). In fact, The amthors find that this condition isn’t fit for the sustainable
development of China’s finance and has led to some existing problems of the development of China’s
finance. The anthors also put forward some strategies for the sustainable development of China’s
finance.
Key words Sustainable development; China’s finance; Economic growth; Partial correlation

1 Introduction
Financial development refers to the expansion of the quantity of financial system and the
improvement of the quality of financial system; and the sustainable development of financial system
including the sustainable development issue of financial system’s entirety, as well as the essential
factors of the financial system.
In 1969,Goldsmith selected the financial and economic data of 35 countries during 1860--1963 to
study the relation between financial development and economic growth for cross-country comparisons
in his influential book financial structure and Development. This is an initiative research in history[1].
Modern financial development theory is formulated formally since Mckinnon and Shaw advanced
the theory of financial repression and financial deepening in 1973[2].
After the Asian financial crisis in 1997, Chinese scholar Bai Qinxian advanced the theory of the
financial sustainable development, and the theoretical research of sustainable development of financial
system based on the study of financial resource, revealed the resource character of finance[3].
Even though some scholars have researched on the sustainable development of financial system,
some research only concentrated on the theoretical aspects, and the quantitative study of the financial
sustainable development is not sufficient. During the long process of economic development, finance
emerged with the economic development, and finance development not only originated from the real
economy, but also facilitated the real economy. We believe that when analyzing whether the finance
development of a country is sustainable or not, the core of the study should be connected with the
correlation between the economic growth and the financial development. On the basis of some existing
theoretical research, we take partial correlate analysis of modern econometrics to research the
sustainable development of China’s financial system from the perspective of correlation between the
economic growth and financial development.

2 Data and Methodology
2.1 Data
We choose the typical financial development quota of China: deposit, loan, the market value of
shares, premium income, raised capital of shares, money supply between 1992 and 2008. We also
choose the typical economic growth quota of China: GDP, see Table 1.
2.2 Method
When we analyze the related factors and linear relation lever of two variables, the results are
affected by other variables. Partial correlation is controlling the impact of disturbing variables to
research the correlation between target variables.
When we simply analyze the relation between bank-based quota (Deposit, Load, Money supply)
and economic growth, the results are always affected by Market-based quota (the market value of shares,
premium income, and raised capital of shares). When we simply analyze the relation between
market-based quota (the market value of shares, premium income, and raised capital of shares) and
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economic growth, the result is also always affected by bank-based quota (Deposit, Load, Money supply).
So we can use partial correlation to study the correlation between the economic growth and financial
development in two parts:
Table 1

The Financial Development And Economic Growth Quota of China
The market
Raise d
Premium
Money
Load
value of
capital of
income
supply
shares
shares
26322.9
1048
94.09
335.1526
25402.2

Year

Deposit

GDP

1992

23468

1993

29627

32943.1

3531

375.47

456.8712

34879.8

36938.1

1994

40502.5

39976

3691

326.78

376.4154

46923.5

50217.4

1995

53882.1

50544.1

3474

150.32

453.3179

60750.5

63216.9

1996

68595.6

51156.6

9842

425.08

538.3333

76094.9

74163.6

1997

82390.3

74914.1

17529

1293.82

772.7094

90995.3

81658.5

1998

95697.9

86524.1

19506

841.52

1255.969

104498.5

86531.6

1999

108778.9

93734.3

26471

944.56

1406

119897.9

91125

2000

123804.4

99371.07

48091

2103.08

1598

134610.4

98749

2001

143617.2

112314.7

43522.2

1252.34

2109

158301.9

108972.4

2002

170917.4

131293.9

38329.13

961.75

3054

185007

120350.3

2003

208055.6

158996.2

42457.71

1357.75

3880

221222.8

136398.8

2004

241424.3

178197.8

37056

1510.94

4318

254107

160280.4

2005

287169.5

194690.4

32430.28

1882.51

4932

298755.7

188692.1

2006

335459.8

225347.2

89403.89

5594.29

5640.339

345603.6

221651.3

27565.2

2007

389371

261690.9

327141

8680.17

7036.21

403442.2

263093.8

2008

466203

303394.6

121366.4

3852.21

9784.24

475166.6

306859.8

Source：GTA Research Service Center; Unit: 0.1 Billion Yuan RMB

The first part: Market-based quota (the market value of shares, premium income, and raised capital
of shares) used as controlled variables to analyze the correlation between bank-based quota (Deposit,
Load, Money supply) and GDP.
The second part: Bank-based quota (Deposit, Load, Money supply) used as controlled variables to
analyze the correlation between market-based quota (the market value of shares, premium income, and
raised capital of shares) and GDP.

3 Results
In this paper, we use SPSS software to compute the correlation, Significance（2-tailed）, df between
the quotas of economic growth and the quotas of financial development. Table 2 and Table 3 illustrate
the results.
Table 2

The Result Of Partial Correlation Analysis Ⅰ

Controlled Variables
The market value of shares, Premium income, Raised
capital of shares

Target Variables
GDP

Correlation
Significance
（2-tailed）
df

Deposit

Load

0.818

0.703

Money
supply
0.778

0.000

0.005

0.001

12

12

12

From Table 2, we can see that when the market value of shares, premium income, and raised
capital of shares are treated as controlled variables, the correlation between bank-based quota (Deposit,
Load, Money supply) and GDP is 0.818,0.703 and 0.778 respectively，Significance（2-tailed）is 0.000,
0.005, 0.001 respectively. The result indicates that the correlation is obvious between bank-based quota
(Deposit, Load, Money supply) and GDP.
From Table 3, it is obvious that when bank-based quota (Deposit, Load, Money supply) is
controlled variables, the correlation between the market value of shares, premium income, raised capital
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of shares and GDP is 0.385,0.357 and -0.358 respectively, Significance（2-tailed）is 0.175, 0.210, 0.209
respectively. We can conclude that the correlation between the market value of shares, premium income,
raised capital of shares and GDP is not evident.
Table 3

Controlled Variables

Load, Deposit, Money
supply

The Result of Partial Correlation Analysis Ⅱ

The Market Value
Of Shares

Raised Capital Of
Shares

Premium
Income

Correlation

0.385

0.357

-0.358

Significance
（2-tailed）

0.175

0.210

0.209

df

12

12

12

Target Variables

GDP

4 Conclusions
4.1 The existing problems with the development of China’s finance
From Table 2 and Table 3, we can see that China’s economic growth depends too much on
bank-based quota (Deposit, Load, Money supply); as a result, this leads to some existing problems of
the development of China’s finance.
4.1.1 The financial development cannot promote the development of economy in an efficient way
On the one hand, because some of the state-owned banks in China monopolize the banking industry,
effective competition in this area can be neglected. As a result, the state-owned banks are lacking some
motivations for revolution, and the efficiency is low in the developing process. It is manifested that this
situation is unfavorable for the financial sustainable development.[4] On the other hand, some
non-state-owned banks and non-banking institutions have lagged behind in their developing process, so
it is difficult to satisfy the growing financial demand of non-state-owned economy. At present,
non-state-owned departments occupied 74% industrial growth rate, and 63% GDP growth rate. However,
among the total financial assets, the non-state-owned departments account for less than 20%, these
departments cannot formulate proper financial support to the growth of non-state-owned economy, and
the banking effectiveness can be low. If things continue like this way, it is hard to have the sustainable
development for the Chinese financial market over a long period of time.
4.1.2 The ability for the China’s financial development to handle the risks emerged with economic
growth is weak
From table 1, from the comparison of the financial development quotas of China: deposit, loan, the
market value of shares, premium income, raised capital of shares, money supply between 1992 and 2008,
we can see that the non-banking financial institutions in China is still at the underdeveloped stage, so all
the financial risks along with the economic growth almost concentrate on the state-owned banking
system. Consequently, the rate of bad account in China is higher than the Western commercial banks.
That’s why Chinese government frequently injected capital into state-owned banks in order to keep the
capital sufficiency.
4.2 The strategies for the sustainable development of China’s finance
From the point of the relationship between financial development and economic growth, we
provide the way for achieving the finance sustainable development regarding three issues. First of all,
finance development should promote the economic growth in quantity; Secondly, finance development
should optimize the economic growth efficiency constantly; Finally, the finance risks along with the
economy should get effective control, and the stableness of the finance development should improve
continually. China’s financial development issues mainly emerged at the efficiency of promoting the
economic growth and the management of financial risks in the process of the economic growth.
Accordingly, the solutions to these issues should also be varied as the suggested points follows:
4.2.1 Enhancing the utility of financial asset in non-banking financial institutions
Within China’s financial system, banks are the main financial products suppliers and manufactures.
Load composition is the main manifestation of financial products. As the kinds of financial production
are single, and the existing risk-profit equilibrium system results in the lower efficiency of the
constitution of China’s financial system. However, China’s non-banking financial institutions (capital
market, insurance market etc) development is beneficial to the emergency of more financial products.
With the guide of financial theory and the help of high-tech knowledge, we can find the balance
between the supply and demand of financial products based on the different needs of people to the
deadline of financial assets, profit needs, and the preference of risks according to further separation and
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combination of those financial products. China’s non-banking financial institutions (capital market,
insurance market etc.) development can optimize the working effectiveness of the financial system
constitution, and will thus enhance the allocation and manipulation efficiency. As a consequence,
devoting major efforts to develop non-banking financial institutions (capital market, insurance market
etc) has profound significance in the process of economic growth, especially in high-tech industry. For
instance, when the lacking the consensus on the technology and operation management in the process of
economic development, non-financial system can help optimize the economic resources allocation and
become more effectively, and will make the financial development sustainable.
4.2.2 Giving energetic support to develop non-banking financial institutions, which can reduce financial
risks in the process of economic growth
In the bank-based financial system, the risk management mainly depends on the banking
represented financial intermediaries. Banks can use their own information advantages and cost
advantages to smooth the risks by time spread, but the transaction cost is so expensive for some
non-financial banking institutions. With the effects of the integration of global economy, the financial
risks increased dramatically, the information exposure widely, and it transmits faster and faster. If the
banks continue to undertake the financial risks alone, they will aggravate the banking financial risks,
resulting in the financial crisis.
Furthermore, the development of capital market and insurance market can not only smooth the risk
by time spread，but also can share the financial risks laterally, and that will make more financial risks
undertake personally. From the experience of the developed countries, market-based financial system’s
ability of controlling risks is better than that of the bank-based financial system.
Because China’s market-based financial institutions are at underdeveloped stage, so all the
financial risks along with the economic growth mainly concentrate on the state-owned banking system.
So if China wants to deepen the revolution of state owned banks，it should have some innovations in
strengthening the capital and insurance market, building up a developed capital and insurance market,
and constructing a healthy commercial banking system, in order to formulate a modern financial system.
With the help of such modern financial system, China can achieve the goal of the sustainable
development of finance and economy.
How can China design a modern financial system and stimulate innovation in its financial
sustainable development? It should be a good direction of research in future.
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Abstract The implementation of circular economy requires the support of technological innovation,
namely requires to carry out ecological technology innovation. Ecological technology innovation
concentrates on developing economy and solving the pressure and damage to resources and ecological
environment in the process of economic development, enhancing sustainable support capacity of
resources and ecological environment to economic and social development, promoting sustainable
development of economic society and ultimately achieving human ecology. The papen analyze the
factors obstacles of market failures due to resource environment, path dependence on traditional
development model, weak demand of ecological products and public ecology awareness, which can
make ecological technology innovation encounter dilemma. The anthors Propose the ways of
establishing the enterprises technology innovation alliances that face with circular economy, expanding
products innovation fields that face with circular economy, enhancing process innovation level that face
with circular economy in order to promote ecological technology innovation under circular economy.
Key words Circular economy; Ecological technology innovation; Achieving ways; Ecological
benefits

1 Introduction
China started to research into circular economy later. Environmental protection experts of china
treat circular economy as a professional concept and carried out discussions among the peers. At present,
though circular economy has attracted extensive attention in the academic field, which has not attracted
extensive attention and concern of relevant departments and enterprises fields, neither with relevant laws
and regulations nor carrying out the concrete promotion measures that has been applied to practice.
Therefore, china has great gaps between western countries from the angle of the researched theories and
practices of circular economy.
Feng Zhijun assumed that circular economy emphasized on overall returns of “ecological values”,
advocated shifting to ecology in the field of production and consumption, acknowledged the existence
of “ecological niche” and respecting natural rights. Advocate intergenerational equity and
intergenerational justice of human welfares, implement the reduction, reuse and resources production,
carry out innocuous environment management and environmental-friendly consumption. Han Baoping,
Sun Xiaofei suggested that china has large population, relatively weak resources, fragile ecological
environments. It cannot endure the high-intensity resources consumption and environment pollution in
the form of traditional economy in two aspects-resources storage and environmental carrying capacity.
Research into circular economy problems have many perspectives, scholars home and abroad published
some works and papers about circular economy in the perspective of economy, ecology, management
and environment science, such as Introduction to circular economy, Discussion of circular economy,
Theory and practice of circular economy, Clean production and circular economy, Circular economy:
building well-off society, etc. These books described the basic theory of circular economy, introduced
the overview of circular economy development. Domestic journals had published a number of papers
that are similar to the works mentioned above.
Explain circular economy from technology angle, though scholars home and abroad had some
discussions, there did not exist research results that had a comprehensive and systematic description
about the technological strategy of circular economy, which required us to fully consider resource
ecology benefits, fuse the constant usage of resources and ecological protection into the aims of
technological innovation effectively in the activity of technological innovation.

2 The Meaning and Requirements of Ecological Technology Innovation
2.1 The meaning of ecological technology innovation
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Ecological technology innovation can be understood in narrow and broad aspects. Narrow
ecological technology innovation specifically refers to a series of technological innovation process of
products innovation, process innovation and management innovation of environmental protection
industry. Broad ecological technology innovation refers to that economic activities may be the
ecological orientation of all economic bodies that affected by ecological environment in the process of
technological innovation, namely all the economic bodies must take ecological factors into account in
the process of technological innovation. In this paper, we adopt the broad concept of ecological
technology innovation. Ecological technology innovation is a new interpretation and to orientation
change to traditional theory of technological innovation, which requires to introduce ecological
consideration comprehensively, consider the impact and role of technology on environment and ecology,
which not only ensures the innovation and practice of technology, but also ensures a clean environment
and ecological balance, create ecological values while in the realization of commercial value, the
ultimate goal is to coordinate human development with natural environment, the ultimate aim is to
achieve sustainable development of human beings.
2.2 The requirements of ecological technology innovation
First is economic and ecological benefit. Economic and ecological benefits include economy
quantity growth and the improvement of quality, which also include the contents, such as economic
growth mode, product consumption mode, economic structure, constantly optimizing products
distribution and constant improvement of economy system. Namely economic growth rate, quality and
scale have a organic unity with efficiency; meanwhile which is also helpful to optimize economic
structure, the reasonable product consumption, fair wealth distribution and the quality improvement of
people’s lives.
Second is resources ecology efficiency. Technological innovation is carried out on the basis of
some natural resources, good ecological environment and rich natural resources are the substance
premise of constantly carrying out technological innovation in the whole society, therefore, seeking the
ecological efficiency of resources and enhancing the coordination development between human and
nature are good to the sustainable development of technological innovation itself. This requires
constantly enhance the usage rate of substances and energies, reduce waste emission, minimize and
reduce the consumption of unit natural material resources and energies, reduce the adverse effects of
production activity on ecological environment in the activity of technological innovation.
Third is clusters ecological benefit. Achieving ecological benefits of technological innovation
clusters require to constantly enhance the degree of its ecological clusters. The key formation
mechanism lies in the mutual incentives between technological innovation. This is not only conductive
to the sustainable development of technological innovation itself, accelerate the pace of technological
innovation clusters, but also expands the scales of technological innovation, expands the scope of
technological innovation selected by the main body, is conductive to play the innovation advantages of
the main body itself. Therefore, attaching importance to explore the inherent incentives mechanisms of
technological innovation, enhancing ecological clusters degrees of technological innovation, are not
only conductive to economic development, but also reduces the threshold of people’s participation in
technological innovation.
Forth is social ecological benefits. Ecological technology innovation will focus on the contradiction
between man and man, namely social ecological problems when ecological technology innovation
solves the relationship between man and nature, which will make the coordination development between
society and nature, attach importance to enhance the quality of people while enhancing life quality of
people in order to make social progress adapt to economic development.

3 Achieving Circular Economy Based on Ecological Technology Innovation
3.1 Ecological technology innovation is the technological foundation for achieving circular
economy
Under the pressure of global resources crisis and environmental degradation, countries especially
developed countries increase the research into ecological technology, the achievement of circular
economy requires technologies support, energy utilization technology, waste recovery, recycling
technology, recycling and alternative technology of resources, pollution control technology,
environmental monitoring technology, process technology of preventing pollution and so on, these
technologies are the substance foundation for constructing circular economy, are technology support for
constructing circular economy, transform and develop traditional industries through ecological
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technology innovation, before, backward, later spread of high technology industry and penetration
effects, upgrading industrial structure is the inevitable choice to convert to intensive growth pattern.
3.2 The circular transformation of traditional industry and the development of high technology
industry reply on technological innovation
Generally speaking, the industrial structure of china is still dominated by traditional industry, the
enterprises that are harmful to environmental pollution account for a large proportion, the high
technology industry with broad market prospects, low dependence on resources, small environmental
pollution has small scales, which accounts for a low proportion, are lack of the overall promotion role in
economic growth. The relatively weak technology level and innovation capacity not only restrict the
circular transformation and promotion of traditional industry, but also affect, even restrict the
application and promotion of environmental energy-saving technology in enterprises, so promoting
scientific and technological progress, developing high technology vigorously and carrying out circular
transformation to traditional industry are the key ways to promote the circular usage of raw material and
energy, reduce consumption and pollution and achieve double efficiency of economic output and
environmental protection.
3.3 The recycling usage of resources rely on technological innovation
Resources include non-renewable resources and renewable resources. Non-renewable resources
cannot be recycled, which requires to adopt high clean production technology to increase the usage rate
of resources, reduce the raw material of non-renewable resources and the consumption rate of energy,
the importance is to develop the new substitutes, such as new energy and raw materials with the help of
scientific and technological innovation, reduce the waste emission in the production process through
scientific technology.
3.4 International development trend requires to go the technological innovation ways of circular
economy
Under the pressure of global resources crisis and environmental degradation, countries especially
developed countries all increase the research into new energy and circular economy. The research and
development of circular economy technology represents development direction of future technology. Be
on the road to circular economy has already become a new competition on integrated national
competition and competing for international development, circular economy has become important
factors that can affect the future development potential of a country, what is more, which will extend to
many fields, international trade, international investment and international politics through various
international standards, environmental protection requirements.

4 The Factors Hinder Ecological Technology Innovation of Circular Economy
4.1 Environmental policy is not sufficient
Though china has some environment protection laws, the current environment legislation concept
in china is confined to the idea mode of “pollution control”, regarding the waste as harmful things
simply, placing people in a passive defensing status, which are contrary to the concept of circular
economy. The relevant laws and regulations on ecological technology innovation in china is imperfect,
the guiding policy about encouraging enterprises to carry out ecological technology innovation is fewer,
generally speaking, the environmental protection policy of china still belongs to population prevention
type, which are lack of necessary mandatory and technological standards, has poor bindings on the
enterprises, cannot promote the ecological technology innovation of enterprises effectively.
4.2 The high cost of ecological technology innovation
National situation of china is that china has a large number of labor force, weak economic
foundation, insufficient technological conditions, which makes be dependent on importing technology,
develops labor-intensive industries, becomes the main developing model of china since reform and
opening up. This pattern has promoted rapid development of China during the nearly 20 years, which
has caused a lot of sunk costs of traditional industries, the cost of transforming ecological technology of
these traditional industries is high. Ecological technology innovation means higher production costs,
one-way driven by economic interests, the initiative of carrying out innovation of enterprises is not high,
the main body of innovation is difficult to establish.
4.3 Enterprises are lack of the awareness of ecological technology innovation and innovative
products
The majority of Chinese enterprises are lack a sense of urgency of ecological environment and a
crisis sense of natural resources, are also lack of social responsibility to protect the environment. In the
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minds of many corporation managers, corporation economy is opposite to society, ecological benefits,
forced by economic growth and employment pressure, in fact massive social majority and local
government set economic growth as the primary goal, environmental problems are always put into
fringes. Therefore, carrying out the selection of technological innovation model and direction always
adopt the method of quick success, thus which will increase the damage of the enterprises to social and
ecological environment.
The products innovation of enterprises in china are mainly on imitation, improvement and
substitution, fewer all-product innovation is mainly due to that enterprises cannot grasp economic
growth points and products demand market brought about by developing circular economy in time, so
the enterprises are lack of core competition cannot cope with the challenges from the adjustment of
domestic and international industrial structure.

5 The Basic Approach of Ecological Technology Innovation of Circular Economy
5.1 Playing the governments roles in the development of ecological technology industry
Government should increase capital input, strengthen the laws and regulations, establish and
improve the institutions and policy system that is conductive to ecological technology innovation, grant
some privileges in banking loan to the enterprises that carry out ecological technology innovation,
ecological technology products can enjoy corresponding tax breaks and tax rebates policy, make the
damage of technology application to environment reduce
to the lowest point through industrial
policy, economic incentives measures, make waste resources and harmless in scientific and reasonable
way in order to promote ecological technology innovation of enterprises be carried out smoothly.
5.2 Establishing the technological innovation alliance of enterprises that face with circular
economy
Enterprises should realize the enterprises behaviors that are conductive to the development of
circular economy of single enterprise even industrial level include that the activity of technological
innovation is not equal to circular economy. The core content of circular economy is the recycling usage
of resources.
The continuous recycling usage process of these resources is not only done by single enterprise and
industry, which requires to establish a complete ecological industrial chain. Each enterprise should
construct own technological innovation platform according to own characteristics of capital, talents,
science and technology, products, join together to face with circular economy to carry out technological
innovation.
5.3 Expanding the products innovation fields that face with circular economy
The key goal of products innovation lies in offering new value, new utility and function for the
constantly changeable social demand and market demand in order to expand and open up new markets,
increase products sales and new sources of profits. Enterprises should grasp the opportunities brought
about by developing circular economy, develop new products in biology, materials, information, and
leisure, health, medical and other fields related to the comprehensive development of human; develop
various kinds of raw materials and energy savings, use less expensive and scarce resources, use the
products that do not harm or less harm to human health and ecological environment after using and in
the process of usage; develop the products that are easy to recycle, reuse and renewable resources.
Products design should adopt the requirements of circular economy in order to obtain economic, social
and ecological benefits , serve the goal of human; design products in smaller types and lighter types;
maximize to use non-toxic materials and recycled materials; reduce the materials types of products using
and the used quantity of materials.
5.4 Upgrading the process innovation level that face with circular economy
The ecological process innovation that conform to the requirements of circular economy
development can not only reduce the generation and emissions of waste and pollution effectively,
reduce the threat of industrial activity to environment, but also can reduce the usage cost of resources,
reduce material consumption in order to make the products possess stronger market competition in
quality and cost. Adopt new process, develop the rich resources that have not yet used in order to
replace the scarce resources and nearly scarce resources. Strengthen the research, development and
application of new process technology that is conductive to social and ecological benefits. In the
meantime, change end treatment of pollution to entire treatment with the help of adopting new process
with a view to reduce enterprises costs and obtain social and ecological benefits while enhancing
economic benefits.
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5.5 The construction of ecological evaluation system
Constructing evaluation system is the key part of carrying out feasible analysis of implementing
ecological technology innovation, which includes the evaluation of ecological environment benefits,
economic benefits evaluation, social benefits evaluation and the evaluation of human development.
Among the four evaluation system, the goal function of measuring ecological technology innovation is
to maximize economic benefits, the constraints of which are ecological benefits, social effects and
human development index.

6 Conclusion
Circular economy advocates a economic development model in harmony to environment. Circular
economy are aimed at organizing the production and consumption of social economy with the help of
substances circulation model, the purpose of which can not only constantly develop social development,
but also can avoid the damage and resources abuse of technological and economic development to
ecological balance. Ecological technology innovation is the key approach of promoting the recycling
utilization of raw materials and energy, reducing the consumption and pollution, achieving the double
effects of economic output and environmental protection. The key importance of establishing ecological
technology system is to actively adopt clean production technology, adopt harmless and low-harm new
process, new technology, reduce the consumption of raw materials and energy, achieve small input,
large output, low pollution, make the possible elimination of the emissions of environmental waste in
the production process.
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Abstract Recycling of renewable resources is not only an integral part of the development of circular
economy, but also one of the most important ways for improvement its utilizing efficiency, protection
local environment and favoring building of “two-style” society. The returned logistics network system
of renewable resources is the premise and foundation of the recycling system of renewable resources as
a whole. Combing with the main body composition of returned logistics network of renewable resources,
the problems in returned logistics network system of renewable resources are analyzed completely in the
paper. On basis of these, the development measures for returned logistics network system of renewable
resources are put forward from three aspects including political, local law-regulations and management
system, standard recycling logistics infrastructure and recycling logistics information platform of
renewable resources.
Key words Renewable resources; Returned logistics; Network system; Problems and development
measures

1 Introduction
In the paper, returned logistics of renewable resources refers to those logistics activities, whose
subjects are the third-party recycling enterprises or individuals, during the recycling processes of social
renewable resources such as waste electrical and mechanical equipments and parts, scrap iron and steel,
paper, glass, etc. It has many unique features such as high degree of uncertainty and discreteness, wide
ranges of sources, flexible construction fashions and high level of cooperation among different subjects
and so on. At present, most of the recycling enterprises or individuals of renewable resources adopt the
“purchasing, rudimentary processing and resale” mode in china. And its operations of returned logistics
are mainly done by hands and the industry has not yet formed a sound and health system. So, it’s an
urgent task for us to study the problem.
A.I.Barros, R.Dekker and V.Scholten (1998) studied a reverse network of recycling sand
originating from construction wastes. And they held the opinion that different quality sands must be
processed with various processes so as to be re-used. They also instructed a capacity-limited multi-level
location model with LP relaxation and heuristic method to solve it. H. Min, H. J. Ko, and C. S. Ko (2006)
studied the multi-echelon reverse logistics network system for product returns which is composed of
initial recycling sites and recycling centers. Feng Du and Gerald W. Evans(2008) analyzed the reverse
logistics network for post-sale service. They provided three-algorithm composition with division
algorithm, constraint and dual simplex method to solve the model with bi-objective function of total cost
and satisfied extend. Their results indicate that the former optimization prefers to centralized network
architecture while the latter one prefers to decentralized network structure. All in all, although lots of
relation models and algorithms of reverse or returned logistics have been studied, these have not yet
formed a comprehensive and systematic theory for returned logistics network of renewable resources.
From these researches, we can conclude that there are two styles of recycling system of renewable
resources. One is the union recycling system and the other is the non- union one. The former refers to
“major home appliances alliance” or similar union organization which takes “producer responsibility” as
its regular and legal basis for the establishment. In the system, a foundation is constructed and funded by
the union, which is composed of specialized agencies and recycling enterprises whose main job is to
recycle and re-use all kinds of renewable resources, such as in Japan, Germany and other developed
countries. The latter one is composed of varies recycling enterprise and “picking-up force” including all
of the individual operators. In the system, it mainly adopts the treaty buy-back renewable resources and
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random purchase them for businesses and communities and then make them re-entering the market to
process, circulate and re-use. And many developing countries such as China fall into this category.
The 2009’s Circular Economy Promotion Law provides a clear legal protection for China’s
recycling renewable resources. Returned logistics of renewable resource is relation to a wide range of
economy, life, social and other fields. It’s estimated roughly that in China, those renewable resources
that are renewable ones but out of our recycling worth over ￥300 billion each year. And there are
about 5 million tons of waste iron and steel, more than 0.2 million tons of nonferrous metals, more than
1 400 million tons of papers and lots of waste plastics, waste glass, waste electronic products which
have not been effectively recycled or disposed in China. So, we should take various measures to
construct a health and sound returned logistic network system of renewable resources and the most
important thing to do is that on basis of analyzing the problems, development measures should be taken
immediately in political, law and regulation and management system, technological system and the main
body construction of returned logistics network system.

2 Problems in the Development of Returned Logistics Network System of
Renewable Resources
As an elementary stage of the returned logistics development of renewable resources in China, the
low level of logistics technology and its application, irregular management and disorder market
competition make most recycling enterprises and personal buy-backers still only dismantle simply, sort
and then distribute directly without deeper processing. So, it cannot exert the maximum benefits of
renewable resources with given or minimum cost, and it is also likely to cause secondary pollution.
According to some investigations, the reason why some regular enterprises haven’t introduced advanced
deep processing assembly is not because they have funds and technology problem but don’t buy-back
enough raw and processed materials or waste materials so that the advanced assembly is not in idle.
Otherwise, the whole equipment capacity of new assembly will waste much. Of course, there are many
factors for inadequate renewable resources taken as raw and processed materials, such as system and
policy, unhealthy main body construction of returned logistics network system.
2.1 Unhealthy laws and regulations
Though laws and regulations with relation to returned logistics of renewable resources have been
taken into effect, the sound and health regulation system has not formed. Especially, there is no local
industry regulation and law for the industry. Besides, there is no special law and regulation for returned
logistics of renewable resources. All of these make people know little about the returned logistics and its
network system of renewable resources to stimulate its fast and efficient development. In 2002, China’s
government abolished “special industry license” management system for recycling industry of
renewable resources. There is nearly no any restriction except for few special operations which reduces
the entry-barrier greatly.
2.2 Cross management
There are so many management departments with relation to recycling industry of renewable
resources such as business affairs, public security, industry and commerce, urban management,
environment health, streets and neighborhood committee and so on that there are overlapping
management and cross management in recycling enterprises of renewable resources, and also, there is
no union, coordination and effective management system. Since the returned logistics enterprises of
renewable resources fell into different management departments, it’s likely to form a separated system
with multi-leadership management system without coordination mechanism, which can lead to many
malignant behaviors such as vicious competition, underground acquisition in recycling industry,
pollution, etc. Also, it’s difficult to form an effective management system and a coordination
mechanism.
2.3 Unsound returned logistics network system
Returned logistics network system of renewable resources is the premise and foundation of
renewable resources to be recycled and reused. Generally speaking, the system is mainly composed of
three parts: modern returned logistic network with many recycling sites with full function, marketing
vector of renewable resources and advanced utilization treatment center. But at present, there are many
unfavorable factors such as mixed recycling memberships, high movement of salesmen without licenses
and mixed buyers, which help not to construct a sound returned logistics network system of renewable
resources in china. Also, neither recycling point/marketing nor treatment center in the returned logistic
network forms a sound and health system.
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2.4 Inadequate information flows
Although information technology has being adopted in recycling industry, its application still falls
behind much, compared to the rapid development of returned logistics. Because of unfavorable
uncertainty and complication of returned logistic management of renewable resources, accurate and
enough information flows must be provided for the instruct consultation system of returned logistic
network service of renewable resources. Without these adequate and accurate information flows, a
standardization renewable resources network system is rather hard to be formed and constructed.
2.5 Poor infrastructure
At present, most enterprises and individuals engaging in recycling Industry of renewable resources
load and unload these resources by hands and store them in the air. Also, there are many other poor
basic returned logistics network infrastructures of renewable resources such as non-standard roadway
transportation which make the recycling efficiency rather low and also often initiate many uncertainty
unfavorable factors. During the recycling and reusing process in china, people often look for the total
number of renewable resources too much but ignore optimization and integration of the whole recycling
process which will have great influence on environment during these processes.
2.6 Poor acquaintance
Super-majority of employee in recycling industry is lack of modern logistic concept and they have
no completely perceived the returned logistic network system of renewable resources. They haven’t
mastered the meaning and features of modern logistic such as quick response, function integration,
system service, standard operation, systematical aim, network organization, marketing and
e-information. And they only know the single function activity such as collection, sorting and
processing castoffs, but not the whole system. Meanwhile, they are lack of much knowledge about
characteristics, operation rules and so on for the returned logistics network system of renewable
resources. What’s more, from the system aspect, they can not construct a health and sound returned
logistics system of renewable resources.

3 Measures to Perfect Renewable Resource Recycling Logistics Network System
To improve the returned logistics network system of renewable resources, local law-regulations
and management system, standard recycling logistics infrastructure and recycling logistics information
platform of renewable resources must be constructed in a sound and health way.
3.1 Healthy local law-regulations and management system of renewable resources
To improve returned logistics network system of renewable resources, some appropriate local laws
and regulations must be made or remade. Also, existed management systems should be performed
strictly. Moreover, the role of guild should be played sufficiently. With unified planning made by the
Ministry of Commerce and Development and Reform Commission, and under lead of the provincial
committee and government, each city should organize its returned logistics leader-team in recycling
industry so as to coordinate and promote the development of local returned logistics network system of
renewable resources, which is composed of provincial Development and Reform Commission, the
provincial Department of Finance, Provincial Science and Technology Department, Land and Resources
Office, Provincial Department of Construction, the Provincial Environmental Protection Bureau and
other departments.
Government achievement assessment mechanism should be reformed quickly and the green
economy calculation system should also be established. We should study on how to design and develop
a renewable resources recycling information system in order to establish a whole calculation system and
normative operation flow. Renewable resource recycling statistic, analyzing and gathering function and
the entire planning function of recycling network should be taken consider to the system in order to
master construction of recycling system of renewable resources in cities, such as the quantity of
recycling sites, construction scheduling of distributing markets and management status. On basis of
these, horizontal relations among different relevant departments should be enhanced in order to form a
sound, health and authoritative recycling management system of renewable resources.
The returned logistics or third-party logistics enterprises engaging in recycling industry should be
given special policies such as tax reduction and even exemption. While for those that failure to build a
sound and health returned logistics network system of renewable resources, pollution taxes should be
levied. Besides, trade licensing should be encouraged and enforced. For those that build a sound and
health returned logistics network system of renewable resources successfully, some favorable credit
policies, low-cost electricity, economic incentives provided by governments, government discounting,
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and etc should be achieved to encourage its benign development .
3.2 Normalizing infrastructure construction of returned logistics network system of renewable
resource
3.2.1 Construction of recycling sites
The rational arrangement of renewable resource returned logistics sites is the basis of constructing
green community, protecting city environment and offering convenient living to people. The
construction of renewable resource returned logistics sites are programmed by each district or county
renewable resource management bureaux and community. The quantity of the sites should be assured
and problems should be harmonized. There are some suggestions to be noted in renewable resource
returned logistics sites construction.
(1)Standardizing recycling sites
The establishment of recycling sites should be in line with national standards, such as a simple
recycling site should be equipped with the green cover fence, umbrellas and other necessary equipment,
and should be marked internationally accepted renewable resource recycling logo. The renewable
resource should be disposed before the second day. The area of recycling sites in communities should
not be less than 10 square meters, and its architectural design and decoration should be in line with the
community environment, highlight the green theme. Mobile recycling cars should be decorated by
district or county renewable resource recycling and management office to get unified design and
management.
(2)Purchasing categories
In addition to the categories which national, municipal laws and regulations specially forbiden, the
types of returned logistics should be carried out as many as possible. Expand the community of
renewable resource recycling sites size, gradually increase the acquisition of categories, largely broaden
the recovery of renewable resources channel.
3.2.2 Construction of recycling centers
The renewable resource should be collected by recycling centers which generally have not
processing operations. Usually, one recycling center is established in a district which responsible for
storage of goods, classification, packaging and other businesses of renewable resource from all
recycling sites within the district. The renewable resource don’t need to be processed before the second
day. If there is some simple processing operations in recycling center, the sewage, oil and solid waste
treatment system should be equipped correspondingly.
3.2.3 Construction of distributing markets
(1)Establishing distributing markets for resources
The establishment of renewable resources distributing markets should be consistent with the overall
urban planning, its scale should not be too small, and the quantity must be appropriate. According to
industry characteristics, the distributing markets should be convenient for transportation, and be
consistent with functional and environmental requirements of cities, and isolated from the residential
area, universities and colleges. The renewable resources distributing markets which fall short of the city
planning should be moved as soon as possible. Application to operate a renewable resource market
should be checked by relevant departments. It is necessary to register in administration departments for
industry and commerce to obtain “market registration certificate” before its opening.
(2)Perfecting functions in distributing markets
Renewable resource distributing markets should have functions of storage, distribution, primary
processing, and equipped with qualified, comprehensive fire safety facilities. Storage field should be
relatively fixed, and have partition walls to avoid secondary pollution. In order to ensure smooth access
to transport vehicles, the market should be planned reasonably and consistent with fire control
requirements and barrier-free access. It is necessary to be equipped with primary processing equipments
of distributing markets, and the area of each stall should not be too small. The service area and business
area should be isolated in markets, and storage area and work area should be isolated in stalls. Service
area, business area, work area must be consistent with facilities according to their respective functions.
(3)Processing renewable resource
The primary processing of renewable resources is completed in distributing markets. Each
renewable resource market should take full advantage of this tache to enlarge its use extent to make the
best use of renewable resources. The renewable resource market should have the right acquisition to
classify and primarily process the renewable resource according to their different materials and uses.
Quality renewable resource recycling enterprise should construct deep-processing base according to its
specific condition, and use high technology to exploit and utilize different categories and qualities of
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renewable resource to promote the final product into deep-processing. The industrialization of
renewable resource returned logistics should be realized gradually.
3.2.4 Construction of deep-processing centers
Different types of renewable resource processing-utilizing industry park and circular economy
zoology industrial park should be constructed in order to develop renewable resource returned logistics
industry in cities. The deep-processing center should be set in circular economy zoology industrial park
to centralize the dispersed enterprises in districts into the parks. The industrial centralization degree
should be expedited. Make full use of industrial centralization economy effect to form a complete
industrial chain of economy and trade matching system which can accelerating the development of
circular economy.
3.3 Construction of information platform
Information platform of renewable resource reverse logistics, and information promulgating and
consulting mechanism should be established to offer information of renewable resource returned
logistics in cities. Firstly, accurate and quick information collection system should be established to
track the product which entered the renewable resource returned logistics areas. Secondly, a renewable
resources processing system should be established and improved which can track and dispose the
information from the entrance to the final disposal of the entire process of processing, in order to shorten
the recovery period. Finally, a reliable and effective information transmission network should be
established to join up the effective logistics system and recycling system, to update information of
supply and demand.

4 Conclusion
Returned logistics network system of renewable resources is the precondition and foundation of the
whole recycling system. The comprehensive and systematic study on its problems and solving measures
such as construction of healthy local law-regulations and management system of renewable resources
recycling sites, and construction of information platform, can provide specific theoretical reference for
the establishment of resource-saving and environment-friendly society.
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Abstract Operating reverse logistics in enterprise better or not is directly related to customers’
satisfaction and loyalty. Therefore, many enterprises usually adopt a policy to outsource their reverse
logistics in order to strengthen their competence in the market. How to design an incentive mechanism
is a key problem in reverse logistics outsourcing management. Through the reputation effects model
pursued by the agent and the ratchet effects model caused by the principal increasing the standard, the
reverse logistics outsourcing mechanism is analyzed, and a relative performance contrast is put forward
to weaken the ratchet effects to design the incentive mechanism which can get two-win between the
principal and the agent.
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1 Introduction
Reverse logistics is a process whereby companies can become more environmentally efficient
through recycling, reusing, and reducing the amount of materials used, but reverse logistics has the
un-prediction characteristics in return time, quantity, quality and site. Therefore, reverse logistics in
many enterprises is outsourced while there are two advantages of outsourcing reverse logistics to
third-party service providers(3PSPs), one is focusing their capital and resources on core competence to
get maximum return; the other is to enhance labor productivity, reduce cost, and increase agility, as well
as gain the specific services.
But there exists some problems in outsourcing the reverse logistics in enterprises owing to their
information asymmetry. In this paper, introduce the importance and problems of outsourcing reverse
logistics in part one, and then review the literature domestic and abroad in part two, analyzing the
reputation model of the third party in part three, through the ratchet effects analysis, study how the
ratchet effects weaken the incentive mechanism in outsourcing, and conclude in last part.

2 Literature Review
Many literature studied logistics outsourcing in abroad and domestic. Wang Keling et al (2008)
present a framework of logistics outsourcing partnership governance in the whole process of a
closed-loop supply chain. Li Yaohui et al (2009) establish a profit equilibrium model in the Center of
recycling product for Third-Party Logistics Service (3PLS) in order to solve a profit equilibrium
problem of recycling product.
Serrato, Marco (2006) present analytical model to address the outsourcing decision-making
problem by considering two factors: the length of the product life cycle and the variability in the rate of
returns between consecutive periods. A Markov Decision Model (MDM) is proposed to help a firm to
decide whether or not to follow an outsourcing strategy for its RL activities.
And some literatures adopt quantitative analysis, such as AHP, ANP, DEA, risk matrix and fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation. Guo Tengda et al (2008) adopt ANP to study outsourcing or self-operation
decision making in reverse logistics; Xu Xianhao et al (2006)get a risk assessment of logistics
outsourcing based on risk matrix; Wu Rong et al (2008), Sheng Feng (2008)used AHP and DEA to
study selection of the third party reverse logistics provider.
But how to design the incentive mechanism to get the enterprise’s objective is the most important
before making an outsourcing decision. Therefore, outsourcing mechanism should be analyzed first, and
then design fair and available incentive mechanism can get two-win between the enterprise and the
third-party service providers (3PSPs). The enterprise is as a principal and the 3PSP is as an agent, a
principal-agent theory is adopted to study the enterprise reverse logistics outsourcing mechanism.
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3 3PSPs Will be in Positive Effects of Choosing Efforts—Reputation Effects
Suppose the enterprise outsources its reverse logistics to a 3PSP, and not in a time. There are two
stages, t = 1，2, the product function in each stage of 3PSP is
π t = at + θ + μt ， t = 1，2

π t ——the product in t stage of 3PSP;
at ——the working level of 3PSP;
θ ——the operation ability and efforts level of 3PSP(nothing with time)；
μt ——exterior random variable(such as uncertainty of market);
Suppose at is private information of 3PSP, π t is public information, θ
distribution, mean value is 0 （ Eθ
variable

μ1

and

μt

are normal

= E μt = 0 ）, the variance is σ 2θ and σ μ 2 . Suppose random

and μ2 is isolate, namely

cov( μ1 , μ2 ) =0.

Suppose 3PSP is risk-neutral, given the discount rate is 0, then its utility is:

U = w1` − c(a1 ) + w2 − c(a2 )
wt ——the profit of 3PSP in stage t;
c(at ) ——the cost of 3PSP in stage t, namely negative utility of efforts. Suppose c(at ) is a
'

convex function, and c ( at ) =0.
If the principal-agent is in one stage, obviously, the 3PSP as an agent has no incentive to work hard,
while the principal-agent is in T stages, the profit of 3PSP as an agent in T stage depends on the
anticipation of operation ability θ in T − 1 stage. And aT −1 will influence this anticipation by acting
on πT −1 . First two stages model is discussed, and then spread to multi-stage.
Suppose the market is perfect competition, the profit of 3PSP equals to its anticipated profit, then

w1 = E (π 1 ) = E (a1 + θ + μ1 ) = E (a1 ) + E (θ ) + E ( μ1 )
And E (θ ) = E ( μ1 ) = 0
Therefore w1 = E (a1 ) = a1
w2 = E (π 2 π 1 )

a1 ——the market anticipation to the efforts of 3PSP in stage1;
E (π 2 π 1 ) ——the market product anticipation in stage2 at the condition of the actual product in
given stage1;
Then E (π 2 π 1 ) = E (a2 π 1 ) + E (θ π 1 ) + E ( μ2 π 1 ) = E (θ π 1 )
For E (a2 π 1 ) = E ( μ2 π 1 ) =0
Suppose the market anticipation is rational,
When

π1

is observed, the market θ

a1 is actual choice of 3PSP under the equilibrium.

+ μ1 = π 1 − a1 . The market can not separate θ from μ1 , since

the market can not analyze the observed

π1

whether is the result of

θ

or

μ1

except the efforts of

3PSP.

τ=

σ2
Var (θ )
= 2 θ 2
Var (θ ) + Var ( μ1 ) σ θ + σ μ1

According to rational formula: E (θ π1 ) = (1 − τ ) E (θ ) + τ (π 1 − a1 ) = τ (π 1 − a1 )
For E (θ ) =0， τ ∈ [0,1]

τ ＞0， w2 = E (θ π 1 ) = τ (π1 − a1 )

Namely the higher product in stage1, the more profit in stage2, the utility of3PSP is:
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U = a1 - c(a1 ) + τ (a1 + θ + μ1 − a1 ) − c(a2 )
Calculate a derivative of

a1 and a2 , get first-order dominance condition:
c ' ( a1 ) = τ ＞0

c ' ( a2 ) = 0

Therefore
(1) Under the condition of information asymmetry with principal, 3PSP efforts level in stage1
strictly greater than 0, the bigger τ is, the better the incentive action, the better the reputation utility is.
(2)If the outsource is two-stage, the optimum efforts level of 3PSP as an agent in stage2 is 0.
(3)If the outsource is multi-stage, the optimum efforts level of 3PSP as an agent in stage T is 0, but
the efforts in stage T-1 is greater than 0, namely the profit of 3PSP increases with the increasing of π T −1
in last stage, and reputation is improved with the improving reputation in last stage.

4 3PSPs Will be in Negative Effects of Choosing Efforts—Ratchet Effects
In the former part, the reputation effects model of 3PSP as an agent is analyzed, but in practice, the
harder the agent works, the better performance it is, and the principal will work our a higher standard.
When the agent can predict the principal will increase the standard, the incentive to work hard will be
decreased. That is ratchet effects in principal-agent modes.
Take a two-stage game theory model for an example to analyze how the ratchet effects weaken the
incentive mechanism.
The product function: π t = at + θ + μt ， t = 1，2

π t ——the product of 3PSP in stage t;
at ——the efforts level of 3PSP;

θ ——the intrinsic productivity of enterprise;
μt ——the exogenous random variable;

Suppose

θ

normal distribution, mean value E (θ ) = θ ＞0, the variance is σ 2θ . The principal can

only observe product

πt

when each stage is finished, not observe

θ and μt . Therefore, the principal

can adjust its judgment according to the observed product. Suppose the anticipation of market is
rational:

E (θ π 1 ) = (1 − τ )θ + τ (π 1 − a1 )
Suppose the 3PSP is risk-neutral, its utility function is:

U = w1` − c(a1 ) + w2 − c(a2 )
Suppose the explicit contract is available, but the principal can not promise the long-term contract.
According to the characteristics of explicit contract, the principal get a fixed profit α t at each stage. And
the profit of 3PSP in stage t is:
The profit

wt = π t − α t

α t of principal at each stage should equal to expected intrinsic productivity at the same

stage under the condition of perfect competition in capital market:
α1 = E (θ ) = θ

α 2 = E (θ π 2 ) = (1 − τ )θ + τ (π 1 − a1 )
Put α1 、 α 2 into 3PSP utility function:

U = π1` − α1 − c(a1 ) + π 2 − α 2 − c(a2 )
= a1 + θ + μ1 − θ − c ( a1 ) + a2 + θ + μ 2 − θ + τθ − τ (a1 + θ + μ1 ) + τ a1
= [(1 − τ ) a1 + (1 − τ )θ + (1 − τ ) μ1 − c ( a1 )] + ( a2 + θ + μ 2 − c ( a2 )) − (2 − τ )θ + τ a1
Calculate a derivative of

c ( a1 ) = 1 − τ ＜1
'

a1 and a2 , get first-order dominance condition:
c ' ( a2 ) = 1
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'

Therefore: c ( a2 ) ＞ c ( a1 )
From the above analysis, the main reason of ratchet effects is that the principal can not get a
long-term contract with the 3PSP. For the long-term contract can not conform to the agent’s participated
constraints, namely the profit to accept contract should be greater than that to refuse contract. When the
3PSP get a good performance in stage1 by working hard, the principal would retreat contract to heighten
standard and increase its fixed profit; adversely, if the 3PSP can not get the principal standard, the 3PSP
should request to retreat contract to lower the fixed profit of principal. Therefore, the long-term contract
can not meet the dynamic consistency.

5 Conclusions
Owing to the information asymmetry, the principal can not observe the overall operation process of
the agent, and 3PSP as an agent should prevent ratchet effects of the principal while in pursuit of
reputation effects. And how to weaken ratchet effects as a principal or agent? “Relative performance
contrast” is put forward to weaken it. The “relative performance contrast” is that to adopt anther relative
3PSP performance as a reference. When the relevance between intrinsic productivity in outsourcing
enterprises is greater than that between the exogenous random variables, the “relative performance
contrast’ is introduced will decrease the weight of anticipated intrinsic productivity which depends on
the performance in stage1, and then weaken the ratchet effects.
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Abstract The aim of this paper is to propose a discussion about the corporative influence that
programs have on high-performance careers. The study testes two assumptions: the high-performance
professionals from an international IT company are directly influenced by training programs and
policies to high-performance or the high-performance professionals from this company are only
reinforced by training programs and policies, once technical and behavioral skills are an important part
from professionals. The study is implemented with an specific company, driven by company’s results in
a survey on leadership, which is classified in December 2009, by HR consultancy Hewitt Associates, as
the top company on leadership development. The data collection is made through a questionnaire with
closed questions applied to 57 high-performance professionals from different areas, ages, and career
time at the company. It is observed that high-performance professionals in this organization are
reinforced by the policies, training and programs, but it is concluded that there is a large portion of
personal history, studies and life choices, which make them become high-performance professionals and
only training programs and policies can not arouse high-performance professions.
Key words Career; High performance professional; Talent development programs

1 Introduction
Today we live in a knowledge era, which people represent a very large value for the company.
Organizations have adopted new forms of work, emphasizing on performance in multi-functional teams
and projects, where knowledge becomes a key factor for value creation.
Professionals in the current period are called Y generation or internet generation, who were born
from the 80’s, and were grown in a time of great technological advances and economic prosperity.
They’re the successors of the X generation.
Used to get what they want, they have a different relationship with authority since early career and
feel free to express their discontent anytime. Also fight for high wages from beginning, and are
concerned about the environment and social causes.
This new generation has a different point of view from the previous generations, greater freedom of
expression, worried about his personal life, wellness and personal enrichment.
“Finally, Y Generation members (born between 1978 and 1994) have come into the world
connected to a global network, on line 24 hours a day, being well informed and articulate and expressing
their opinions. This generation not only signals that will give continuity to the claims from previous
generation, especially regarding issues of personal and professional balance, but also deepen.
Generation Y individuals value personal goals and family above career goals - although this does not
mean low organizational commitment - and they have strong intention to balance personal and
professional aspects through reduced work weeks and other flexible arrangements.”①
With these changes of attitudes and mentalities in labor relationship, this new scenario deserves
more attention, since these changes aim more flexibility between employers and employees, and
companies have realized that political and talent programs have become vital to their competitiveness in
the business world.
People management took a completely different way, it’s going to have an increase importance to
the corporations, attract and retain qualified professionals, in order to achieve better results for company
and keep them engaged and motivated at many ways.

①

Scalabrin, A., Kishore, A., Casado, T. Tendências na Gestão de Carreira. Gestão de Carreiras na empresa
contemporânea: 209
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For these reasons, this paper will give a broader focus on high performance and organizational
success versus professional development programs, to check the real and effective investment from the
company to this select professional group.

2 Career Development
If before was important for any organization the mechanical and operational intelligence to create
the best ways to connect their machines, the challenge today is finding the best ways to connect their
people. On this paper we try to verify whether this IT company development programs applied with
high performance employees are really efficient and innovative and if they realize the programs like this
and these programs actually add real value to these careers.
Besides investigating how the high-performance is influenced by the policies, training programs,
we also aim to investigate whether high performance depends more on their own skills and their
graduation history, than development programs from the corporation.
2.1 Some background regarding careers today
We are living in an era which low-skill jobs are declining and increasingly greater number of
opportunities being offered to educated and skilled specialists, the knowledge workers (Robbins, 2000).
The work aim is information and, as Robbins continues, the market demand for people who possess
different skills, being well paid for their performance.
In this complex environment of today’s globalized world, full of uncertainties, labor relations, as
well as career, appearing in numerous ways, people also take responsibility for their professional
development, unlike before, when the study of careers was under corporate responsibility, submitting
their future to them. Currently, people sit opposite the market and build the future as the opportunities
are offered to them (Dutra, 2010).
Under this challenge, the career starts to have a meaning far from a synonym of office, and
therefore takes on a new concept, with features that suggest frequent changes, self innovation, autonomy,
self-direction, ability to learn, ability to redirect career and life, ability to build relationships, and as a
driving force the personal and psychological success. These are characteristics from protean career (Hall,
2002 apud Dutra, 2010).
Another type of career that we find in this new environment transitions, where changes are been
seen at employees behavior and company itself needs to position increasingly competitive, with leaner
staff, competent and exhibit greater flexibility, the boundary less career (Arthur and Rousseau, 1996
apud Dutra, 2010) could present as characteristics careers with different employers, autonomous forms
supported by a network, choose the among family or others.
The boundary less careers emerged as a response to a new environment, whose social, economic
and organizational have significantly influenced the career management (Dutra, 2010).
It becomes then a major challenge for the organization, as well as the area of personnel
management, which seek to meet the new demands of this new professional profile, offering an
attractive environment and development, looking to deploy flexible policies for basic skills development,
generic and individual organization. Wood and Picarelli (2004) highlight the features of flexible
companies, which stimulate the personal growth of its employees, reward performance and initiative,
formulating challenging organizational values and vision, promotes inter-disciplinary and structures and
encourage the quality of life of its employees, allow flexibility in schedules or operations, support the
development of local schools, encourage participation and informal relationship between employees,
provide training and education for life and seek clear communication and responsive to their employees
and customers.
To achieve this greater flexibility in managing these employees, the concept and application of
skills has proved vital today where knowledge, skills and attitudes, according to Dutra, combined
together with value added results, has been strongly requested, developed and required by organizations.
With increasingly shorter periods, lower costs and optimize profits in a highly competitive environment,
the employee is perceived increasingly having to develop and focus on results and deadlines, possible
through the performance of those powers.
This requires organizations to invest more in training and programs that develop their employees in
order to promote the performance of these skills which will enable to achieve goals and objectives,
according to the strategy proposed by the top management.
And this scenario does not reflect a change only in people development area, but also in
professional attraction and selection, who has come "ready", skills that are equivalent to the defendants
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in order to achieve organizational goals. Farndale, Scullion and Sparrow (2010) add that we are living in
an era where competition between the best employees is growing, within a scenario of expanded
regional to global level, setting global talent management in a even greater importance level for the
research.
For them, there are two reasons promoting this new scenario: supply and also demand increase,
inside this international emerging market.
Besides this need of talent and their distinctive competencies, which enable them to work culturally
and geographically on diverse environments, according to Farndale, Scullion and Sparrow (2010) to
deliver the product or service will also show the importance of cognitive capital, mental models that
enable them to share the knowledge in a globalized organization.
2.2 The company approach
Under these considerations, a study developed by Hewitt Associates, the RBL Group and Fortune
magazine, which scored companies which better develop leaders around the world in 2009, evaluated
this IT company in first place. Classification which motivated us, to study its high performance training
capacity, indeed.①
According to Hewitt Associates, the main characteristics from this company about leadership
development are:
“The leaders from this organization are passionate and committed. The leadership programs are
practical, relevant and aligned with business objectives. Companies like this have an intense focus on
talent and are deliberate about who they hire, who they train, who they promote and who is rewarded.
Finally, leadership development in these organizations is an established practice and mindset.” ②
Beyond this, other four critical areas were evaluated in this corporation for being classified as “The
Global Top Company for Leaders”:
“The leadership remains a critical priority - in good or bad economical time, succession planning is
deliberate and consistent; leaders understand clearly what is expected from them as leaders, and develop
the next generation of leaders is a priority.” ③
For this group, high performance professionals have specific competencies, developed focus on the
business needs. Bellow a summary from the HR material:
“Since its inception, this IT corporation has focused on developing the best professionals in
business and technology world. With this, company gained a competitive advantage by creating and
cultivating a unique kind of thinker and worker. During the past 15 years, this dedication has meant
researching specific characteristics demonstrated by the bets employee behavior, features that call for
skills. These skills are systematically integrated into a wide range of development processes, as they
recognize the need to evolve as business needs and the world transformed. To reflect this significant
change in business today, the company has identified and validated a new set of nine characteristics that
describe and define the modern employee as he or she needs to behave to ensure that the company is in
its best:
(1) Embrace challenge
(2) Partner for clients' success
(3) Collaborate globally
(4) Act with a systemic perspective
(5) Build mutual trust
(6) Influence through expertise
(7) Continuously transform
(8) Communicate for impact
(9) Help employees succeed
These skills reflect the updated form as the real business and the world are changing. These new
approaches bring leadership and unite all existing programs of career development at this corporation,
offering the employees a clearer picture of the knowledge, skills and general leadership behaviors
necessary to succeed in today’s market.”④
http://www.hewittassociates.com
Maurissa, K. e Mackenzie, L. Estudo de Liderança Global localiza Empresas Top empenhadas em desenvolver
líderes fortes independentemente das condições econômicas. Hewitt Associates
③
Maurissa, K. e Mackenzie, L. Estudo de Liderança Global localiza Empresas Top empenhadas em desenvolver
líderes fortes independentemente das condições econômicas. Hewitt Associates
④
Company´s website
①
②
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Throughout 2010, this corporation will incorporate the new competencies in a wide range of
training initiatives and employee development. They will also be part of an individual training and
career development and will serve as a guide for the evaluations that comprise the annual performance
evaluation from all employees, which is done by management level, based on company’s business
objectives.
Clearly, many efforts and financial resources are contributed by this company for making policies
and different actions to this select group of employees.
Adding to these existing investments, it has revamped in early 2010, its professional development
program for high-performance and succession. Below is a brief description from the succession plan
concept:
“The succession plan is an integrated management to the process for succession planning. The
process integrates the former executive, technical resources and programs top talent, retaining many of
its principles. The process of technical leadership ensures that the company has the technical talent in
key positions at the right time. It also ensures a healthy succession process for key positions, ranging
from those who are ready to fill leadership positions to those in training. This involves a regular
assessment of professional high-potential, long-term planning focused on the development and
identification of candidates for leadership positions in the future. The plan goal is to help prepare talent
and leadership to fill key positions now and in future, resulting in a world class leadership team.” ①
This revised program is to strengthen Y careers organization, which this corporation strongly
supports; technical leaders and business leaders, from now and the future are together in the program, a
fact that in previous programs did not happen, because technical lines and business lines followed
independent programs. This Y career format according to Dutra, 2001, provides greater levels of
compensation and recognition by the company.
This company realized that the exchange of knowledge between the junctions of the Y, is very
important, since technical leaders and business leaders, develop a greater cohesion between them.
Besides providing the meeting of these two distinct leadership lines, the program also aims to promote
interaction between young leaders with senior leaders, thus encouraging an environment for exchanging
experiences, historical, and apprentice long-term visions for the business.
Apart this succession program, the company launched in 2008 a leadership program focus on social
responsibility that aims to develop leadership with focus on social responsibility and global citizenship,
bellow the explanation from the website:
“This program often called a business version of the Peace Corps, addresses the 21st century
context for doing business with emerging markets, diverse cultures, global teaming, complex policy
environments, cross functional collaboration and increasing corporate responsibility expectations. The
result is a leadership development program involving projects in growth markets working on economic,
social and environmental sustainability challenges. Since the program launched in July, 2008 the
program has deployed over 500 employees from 47 countries on 51 teams to Brazil, China, Egypt, India,
Ghana, Malaysia, Nigeria, the Philippines, Romania, South Africa, Tanzania, Turkey and Vietnam. The
experience spans six months: three months of preparatory work completed as a team, virtually, one
month overseas and two months post service. All projects work at the intersection of business,
technology and society. Clients include entrepreneurs, small and medium enterprises, non-profit
organizations, educational institutions and governmental agencies. It's an initiative to professional
development in emerging markets, based on global teaming cultures, working outside the traditional
office, and increased societal expectations for more responsible and sustainable business practices.
Resulting in a triple benefit:
(1) Participants benefit via a once-in-a-life time experiences, problem-solving exercise, in the
developing world.
(2) Communities gain by obtaining pro bono consulting services.
(3) Company benefits by growing its next generation of leaders with the skills required to lead in a
globally integrated world.” ②

3 The IT Company - Brazil Field Study

①
②

Ibid
Company´s website
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In order to choose the best nominees to the research, we have chosen to work with social
responsibility leadership selected, once the program only select the most prepared employees among
high-performance population, through extremely rigorous selection process.
Using this intentional universe data from Brazil, we reached employees who were selected in the
last three years, coming from different areas in company and with quite different characteristics (ages,
backgrounds, gender, tenure, etc.), making the research data well diversified.
The methodology was based on a case study, due to been characterized as a research through
collections and data records in a particular organizational environment, letting to produce a final ordered
report (Chizzotti, 2003). This method allows holistic and meaningful characteristics of an event from a
small group in the organizational environment are retained. (Yin, 2010).
Data from self-administered questionnaire were treated in a quantitative way, sent to each
participant from the Brazilian selected (approximately 50 professionals). From these data we had 38
respondents, and interviews were conducted based on random selection (drawing 20% of participants
who responded), accessing the subjective dimensions of the responses in order to make a qualitative
analysis, where we seek to validate the hypotheses.
The results are presented in two phases: the first phase is the quantitative analyze from the
questionnaire and the questions results, the second phase will bring the qualitative analysis, accessing
the subjective dimensions of the responses.
Graph 1 brings us a clear view from the 38 respondents’ age, mostly between 26~35 years. It is a
group that includes many professionals from Y Generation, where the majority is female (52.6%) which
proves the equity nature treats both men and women in talent training programs for a future leader
development.

Below 20 years

20 - 25 years

26 - 35 years

36 - 45 years

46 - 55 years

More than 55 years

Figure 1

The Age Analysis of Respondents

We also analyzed that these professionals between 20 and 35 years, are not yet executives, which
demonstrate the company's concern to prepare the successions 10 to 15 years before it really happens.
The Table 1 characterizes the hierarchical level which these employees are:
Table 1 The Hierarchical Level of Professionals Between 20 and 35 Years
Age

Junior1
Junior1
Plain1
Plain2

20 to 25 years
0.0%
(0)
50.0%
(1)
0.0%
(0)
50.0%
(1)

26 to 35 years
0.0%
(0)
0.0%
(0)
63.3%
(19)
36.7%
(11)

Response Totals
0.0%
(0)
3.1%
(1)
59.4%
(19)
37.5%
(12)
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0.0%
(0)
0.0%
(0)
0.0%
(0)

Senior1
Senior2
Executive

0.0%
(0)
0.0%
(0)
0.0%
(0)
Skipped question
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Continued Table 1
0.0%
(0)
0.0%
(0)
0.0%
(0)
0

Figure 2 ranks that the top performances from this corporation are between 5 and 10 years in
business. The highlight that shows the importance to Y Generation, professional recognition and results
in the short terms, showing that the programs offered by company actually act as an important
motivating factor in attracting and retaining talent to the organization:

Below 5 years

5 – 10 years

11 – 20 years

21 – 30 years

Above 30 years

Figure 2 Working Time at This Company

Observing Figure 3, the results demonstrates the high performance professional almost unanimous,
recognized that the company offers program / policy to career development.

Yes

No

Figure 3 Whether This Company Offers Program/Policy to Career Development for the High Performance
Professional
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And they recognize as great enhancers programs, as shown in Table 2, especially the leadership
training program focused on Social Responsibility with 80.6% acceptance, showing it as a highly
innovative and pioneering program.
Table 2 Which Programs/Policies Offered at the Company Really Enhanced Your Performance
Age
20-25 years
26-35 years
Response Totals
Leadership training
50.0%
51.7%
51.6%
program focused on
(1)
(15)
(16)
Career
Lead ership training
100.0%
79.3%
80.6%
program focused on Social
(2)
(23)
(25)
Responsibility
0.0%
31.0%
29.0%
Master courses
(0)
(9)
(9)
Leadership training
50.0%
37.9%
38.7%
program focused on
(1)
(11)
(12)
Talents Management
0 replies
11 replies
35.5%
Others
(0.0%)
(37.9%)
(11)
Answerd question
2
29
31
Skipped question
1

Professionals recognize that after being considered high-performance, their careers received
differentiation, but with moderate growth. Figure 4 and table 3 characterize this information:

Totally Disagree

Partially Disagree

Partially
Partially Agree
Agree

Totally Agree

Figure 4 Do You Recognize that after Being Considered a High-performance, Your Career Had Grow
Significantly
Table 3

How Do You Recognize that after Being Considered High-performance, Your Career Can Grow
Age

Enhanced Growth
Moderate Growth
None Growth

20-25 years
0.0%
(0)
100.0%
(2)

26-35 years
26.7%
(8)
73.3%
(22)

Response Totais
25.0%
(8)
75.0%
(24)

0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)
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Non available
Comments
Answered question

0.0%
(0)
0 replies
2

0.0%
(0)
7 replies
30
Skipped question
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Continued Table 3
0.0%
(0)
7
32
0

At Figure 3 we presented an almost complete unanimity, that are offered programs and policies for
development, which would be a strong indication or evidence that high-performance professional in the
company are directly influenced and developed by training programs and company policies and not only
potentiated by corporate policies and programs from the company. However, from Figure 4, we suspect
a possible displacement process of understanding regarding this statement:

Totally Disagree

Partially Disagree

Partially Agree

Totally Agree

Figure 5 Once Inside the Company, Do You Believe that the Programs are Equalitarian

When questioned whether the programs are equalitarian, we had a large number of respondents
ranking “partially agree”, which compelled us to call them to interview and get the real understanding of
the responses. Inviting 20% respondents from the ones who answered the questionnaire, in order to test
the two hypotheses:
– High Performance professionals from this IT company are directly influenced and developed by
training sessions, programs and polices from the company.
– High Performance professionals from this IT company have competences and behaviors, which
are only enhanced by training sessions, programs and polices from the company.
After some open questions about their backgrounds and career programs and the factors that
contributed to make them high performance, we were able to unanimously support the hypothesis two
since, as respondents speech were quite clear on the personal characteristics and their own initiatives
that were a decisive factor in their successful career. Also they strongly recognized environment and the
especial programs presents, as facilitators for their characteristics and an enhancing for their careers.
During their speech, we could noticing many characteristics from Y Generation, as they are very
proactive professional with initiative, passion for what they do, and enjoying the benefits the work
brings to their personal and social life.
Another factor from all respondents was the importance credited to their directed manager,
supporting and guiding them, which would leverage, in their opinion, their professional development.
Overall, the set of programs and policies from this IT company was highly praised by all
high-performing professional, all showing great pride and passion in what they do, showing a lot of
work life balance, characterizing the fact the social responsible program was greatly appreciated by all.
At the end we gave the interviewed a chance to suggest any possible change they could add to the
programs and they suggested further integration between high performance professionals as well as
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greater rotation among the areas to get a better understanding from all the processes, involving business,
in order to arrive better prepared for future leadership positions.

4 Concluding Remarks
Our field study seems to indicate that this IT Company and its training, programs and policies
directly influence the high-performance professional. But after the interview stage, we have deduced
that the responses hide a basic condition; since during the interviews, it was constantly emphasized that
top performers in its history played a decisive position on their high performance careers, their story was
brought to this corporation and that all the personal initiatives and behaviors, can not be taught, trained
and developed by any program or corporate policy without appropriate leadership.
Together with these observation we also concluded that social responsible program is an innovative
tool to attract and retain top talents, even more than best compensations or best career positions, this
program brought a new variable regarding a retaining talent plan, a variable that could be indentified in
the interviews as world citizen leadership, from employee perspective is a possibility to somehow make
a real difference in the world, not just at the corporations world, involving these talents, not just in
business challenges, but also in humanitarian challenges, offering to this selected team , by giving
meaning to life, a feasible reason to build their career inside the company, rather than other
corporations.
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Abstract From a view of corporate innovation, this paper probes into the basic contents of green
marketing performance and describes a number of factors and conditions that influence green marketing
performance. Meanwhile based on an analysis into characteristics of enterprises’ green marketing
performance, this paper constructs an index system for the comprehensive evaluation on enterprises’
green marketing performance and delivers a model for the fuzzy evaluation of green marketing
performance to underpin the improvement of innovative enterprises’ green marketing performance.
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1 Introduction
Modern green marketing is originated from the researches carried out by a number of scholars on
ecological marketing in middle 1970s. Green marketing has become the focus of corporate innovations
for the worsening environmental issues and the reinforcing consumers’ awareness of environment
protection. Internationally, significance of green marketing has not been widely acknowledged until the
end of 1980s to the beginning of 1990s, especially during 1991 to 1993. Morgan Mars and Lynda
Monira defined the concept of environmental marketing direction, i.e., an enterprise shall attach
importance to social morals, ethics, and responsibilities, and shoulder the task to create and sustain a
healthy environment without endangering benefits of posterities. This concept is different from the
traditional theory of production direction, promotion direction, and marketing direction[1]. In Chinese
researchers’ study on green marketing performance, Wei Mingxia had an opinion that green marketing
performance are mainly expressed at three aspects, namely corporate performance, performance of
ecological environment, and performance of social environment. These three aspects are an inseparable
integrity. Wei Mingxia presented the correlation among these three aspects. The focus of researches is
corporate performance, while performance of ecological environment is an important condition for
researches of corporate performance, and social performance expresses the value of green marketing[2].
However, generally researches on green marketing performance lacked systematic evaluation and
control. Therefore, one of the important tasks for modern enterprises to implement green marketing
strategy is to construct an index system for the evaluation of green marketing performance and therefore
to evaluate and control green marketing performance and conduct innovative green marketing activities
in a scientific way, and thus to improve green marketing performance[4].

2 Green Marketing Performance System
2.1 Classification of performance system
Green marketing performance system has four tiers for enterprises’ marketing activities feature
hierarchy[2].
(1) Environmental super-system of enterprises’ green marketing
Environmental super-system of enterprises’ green marketing existing outside of enterprises is a
target to be realized by enterprises’ green marketing.
(2) Idea system of enterprises’ green marketing
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Green marketing idea is the premise and foundation for enterprises to implement green marketing.
The marketing strategy of enterprises shall show the requirements of four aspects, namely
re-consumption of products, re-conducting of customer requirements, re-determination of marketing
combination, and re-organization of enterprises.
(3) Executive system of enterprises’ green marketing
Executive system of green marketing means enterprises’ integrated green marketing activities
conducted by green marketing idea. An important, internal security system for enterprises is used to
implement green marketing.
(4) Control system of enterprises’ green marketing
Control system of green marketing is the critical part to guarantee the normal running of green
marketing system and to improve performance of green marketing.
2.2 Performance index system
The effects of green marketing have a direct influence on the sales performance of enterprises’
innovation, even on the survival and development of enterprises’ innovation. Thus enterprises shall
estimate and evaluate the performance of green marketing activities they implemented. When to
evaluate the performance of green marketing, we should note that the green marketing activities of
enterprises are involving all the aspects of society and ecology. They have a potential, lasting influence.
Therefore, green marketing performance is not the simple sum of one or several effects, but a
comprehensive and integrative concept. Thus the evaluation on green marketing performance shall be a
comprehensive evaluation of multiple tiers, factors, and targets. Only an index system designed from
multiple aspects and levels can show exactly whether the green marketing performance of innovative
enterprises is low or high. [5]
As shown in Table 1, an index system to evaluate enterprises’ green marketing performance is
structured based on the meaning of green marketing, features of its performance system, taking into
account the principles of target-oriented, scientific, practical, systematic, hierarchical, comparative,
comprehensive, and both qualitative and quantitative. [4]
Tier of Target
Comprehensive Goodness of Green Marketing Performance

Table 1 Performance Index System of Enterprises’ Green Marketing
Tier of Rules
Tier of Sub-rules
Tier of Index
Corporate
Sales Profit Margin; Power of Cost Control
Profitability
Corporate Growth
Sales Increase Rate; Market Share
Potential
Corporate
Corporate Image
Enterprise Fame; Acknowledged Reputation
Performance
Staff’s Green Awareness; Green Execution
Corporate Culture
Power of Enterprise
Corporate
Competitors’ Imitation Rate; Customers’
Competence
Fidelity
Effective Usage Rate of Resource; Resource
Performance of
Resource Usage Rate
Consumption Rate
Ecological
Environmental
Clean Production Rate; Harmless Exhaust
Environment
Protection Capacity
Rate
Customer Service
Green Products Rate; Customer Satisfaction
Ability
Rate
Performance of
Consumers
Green Consumption Rate; Green Products
Customer Influence
Recognition

Social Influence
Social Performance

Public Recognition
Service Level

Brand Recognition; Environmental Influence
Social Return Rate; Media Attention Rate
Service Project Investment Rate and
Satisfaction Degree

3 Performance Evaluation Model of Enterprises’ Green Marketing
As the integrated evaluation on green marketing performance shall take into account many factors,
the performance index system is quite complicated for many factors are of fuzzy type that features
uncertainty and impreciseness. Using the performance index system of enterprises’ green marketing
shown in Table 1, we firstly took a comprehensive evaluation on each class of indices of different tiers,
and then to undertake a higher comprehensive integration on evaluation results, i.e., to have a multi-tier
fuzzy integrated evaluation. The basic steps are: [2]
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Determine the evaluation subsystems that affect green marketing performance and mark them as
totally n evaluation subsystems. For example: Performance Goodness = {Subsystem
of Enterprise, Subsystem of Ecology, Subsystem of Society}.
Determine the evaluation rules that affect the performance of No. i (i=1,2,…,n) evaluation
subsystem and mark them as Vi = (Vi1, Vi 2, L , Vim ) to indicate that No.i subsystem has m evaluation rules.
For example: Social Performance = {Service Level, Social Direction, Public Effects}.
Determine the basic evaluation index set under No. j (j=1, 2, …, m) rule that affects No. i
evaluation subsystem and mark it as Vij = {Vij 1, Vij 2, L , Vijq} to indicate that No. j tier of rules of No. i
evaluation subsystem has q basic evaluation indices. For example: Service Level =｛Service Project
Investment Rate, Product Return and Exchange Rate｝.
Suppose the weight of each basic index in Vij to be Aij = {aij 1, aij 2, L , aijq} . The corresponding set of
comments is U = {U 1, U 2, L , Up} , totally p levels, for example U=｛Very Bad, Bad, Common, Good, Very
Good｝. The membership matrix for the membership degree of each basic index in Vij is R 1 .
V = {V 1, V 2 , L , Vn} ,

Rij indicates that in No.j rule of No.i evaluation subsystem, the membership of No.
g(g=1,2,…,q)basic index to the tier H(H=1,2,…,p). Take the integration of the first tier on the basic
evaluation indices of No.j tier of rules of No.i evaluation subsystem, i.e., the basic indices of Vij using
the original model of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, we get the result of fuzzy integrated evaluation
on No.j tier of rules of No.i evaluation subsystem as:
Bij = Aij Rij = (bij 1, bij 2 , L , bijp )
(1)
From Formula (1) we get the fuzzy evaluation matrix of No. m tier of rules in Vi as R 2 :
r 2 jH means the membership of No. K (K=1, 2, …, j) tier of rules of No. i evaluation subsystem
to the tier H (H=1, 2,…, p). Suppose the weight for each tier of rules in Vi as Ai = ( ai1, ai 2, L , aij ) , and
take an integration of the second tier on the tier of rules of No. i subsystem, i.e., the tier of rules of Vi ,
we get the result of fuzzy integrated evaluation on No. i evaluation subsystem as:
Bi = Ai Ri = (bi1, bi 2 , L , bip )
(2)
From Formula (2) we get the fuzzy evaluation matrix of No. n evaluation subsystem of V as R 3 :
r 3lH means the membership of No. l (l = 1, 2, L , n ) performance goodness evaluation subsystem to
the tier H(H=1,2,…,p). Suppose the weight of V evaluation subsystem as A = ( a1, a 2, L , an ) ,we take an
integration of the third tier on the performance goodness evaluation subsystem, i.e., evaluation
subsystem of V, using the original model of fuzzy integrated evaluation. We get the result of fuzzy
integrated evaluation of performance goodness as: B = A R = (b1, b 2, L , bn ) .
Calculate out performance goodness of green marketing:
T
(3)
P=B C
Of which C is the row vector of fuzzy evaluation constituted of the representative value or mean
value of each grade.

4 Demonstrative Analysis
Consumers come directly to marketplaces of household appliances, so they are apt to form some
kind of image towards such marketplaces. Performance goodness of these marketplaces influences
directly the quantity of consumers and their consumption amount, and thus influences the survival and
development of innovative enterprises. Therefore, this paper selects one marketplace of household
appliances in western China for a comprehensive analysis on the performance goodness of this
enterprise’s green marketing. Selecting from corporate performance, performance of ecological
environment, performance of consumers, and social performance, this paper evaluates the performance
goodness of social performance as an example. According to the theory of green marketing, the
enterprise has achieved outstanding social performance in social influence, public recognition, and
service level. Below we used the fuzzy evaluation method to evaluate performance goodness.
We collected back 88 among 100 questionnaires presented to the company. Of these 88
questionnaires, 55 are valid, staying for 65% validity rate. Questionnaires were made to survey
information and data such as marketplace’s reputation (whether consumers know it), coverage of
consumers, quality of sold products, media report frequency, donation for commonweal, paid-up taxes,
post-sale service level of sold products, and management level of the enterprise’s service department.
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By collecting and combing the collected data, and taking into account relevant data of similar
enterprises, together with the survey of some experts’ comments, this paper constructed an index system
with tiers as shown in Figure 1, and values of related indices were delivered.
4.1 Construction of index system for social performance evaluation
Social performance of household electric
appliances P

Social influence
S1

Public
recognition S2

Post-sale service satisfaction B8

Service project investment rate B7

Social return B6

Economic contribution B5

Media attention B4

B2

Product reputation B3

Brand recognition

Environmental influence B1
Figure 1

Service Level
S3

Indices for Evaluating Social Performance of Household Appliances

4.2 Set and standardize values of basic indices
Matrix X is delivered using the scale of 100-score based on the evaluated and elected data. Then

formula

d

−
=x x
ij

ij

Δ

∗

j
∗

Δ

xj− xj

( x j is the optimal value of Index j, x j the worst) is used to get the

matrix of benefits. Suppose: The ideal score is 100, the worst score is 50.
⎡80
⎢ 81
⎢
⎢80
⎢
88
X =⎢
⎢ 70
⎢
⎢86
⎢ 75
⎢
⎢⎣ 72

89 93 87 82 91 88 84 ⎤
83 91 82 85 88 80 81⎥⎥
79 84 80 78 81 82 76 ⎥
⎥
84 87 86 80 79 86 87 ⎥
81 89 83 84 80 89 82 ⎥
⎥
79 78 81 86 83 75 83 ⎥
81 83 76 89 91 84 85 ⎥
⎥
88 87 83 86 85 81 80 ⎥⎦

⇒

⎡ 0.60
⎢ 0.70
⎢
⎢ 0.60
⎢
0.76
D=⎢
⎢ 0.40
⎢
⎢ 0.72
⎢ 0.50
⎢
⎢⎣ 0.84

0.78 0.86 0.74 0.64 0.82 0.76 0.68⎤
0.66 0.82 0.64 0.70 0.76 0.60 0.62⎥⎥
0.48 0.68 0.60 0.56 0.62 0.64 0.52⎥
⎥
0.68 0.74 0.72 0.60 0.58 0.72 0.74⎥
0.62 0.78 0.66 0.68 0.60 0.78 0.64⎥
⎥
0.58 0.76 0.62 0.72 0.66 0.50 0.66⎥
0.62 0.66 0.52 0.78 0.82 0.68 0.70⎥
⎥
0.78 0.74 0.66 0.72 0.70 0.62 0.60⎥⎦

4.3 Determine the weight value
Get experts’ calculation results on the importance degree of the second tier’s indices, as shown in
Table 2.
Grade
Social Influence
Public Recognition
Service Level

Table 2 Statistics of Importance Degree of Second Tier’s Indices
Very Important
Important
To be Accounted
3
4
1
5
3
0
3
3
2

Insignificant
0
0
0
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Importance degrees of different indices are got in Table 3 based on Table 2.
Table 3

Grade of
Indices

Values of Importance Degree
To be
Importa
Medium Account Medium
nt
ed

Very
Importa
nt

Medium

8.5—
9.5

7.5—
8.5

6.5—
7.5

5.5—
6.5

4.5—
5.5

9

8

7

6

5

Quantita
tive
Interval
Interval
Median

9

Low
Signific
ance

Medium

Insign
ificant

3.5—
4.5

2.5—
3.5

1.5—
2.5

0.5—
1.5

4

3

2

1

9
∑ f ij (of which the median of No. jij grade’s quantitative
j =1

Using the formula ai = ∑ a j• f
ij
j =1

interval is ai ,while ai is the value of importance degree of No. iij index, fij the quantity of experts’
who evaluate No. iij as No. jij grade), as shown in Table 4.
Table 4 Importance Degree of Second Tier’s Indices
Index
Social Influence
Public Recognition
Value of Importance Degree
7.5
8.5
Importance Degree
Important
Very Important

Service Level
7.25
Important

Determine proportional scale
Here we use the relative comparison method to make the relative importance degrees of any two
indices can be comparative. This comparison can be transferable in subjective judgment.
Proportional scale for the comparison of two factors:
aij={1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} is used to indicate the relative importance degree when two factors are
compared. 1 means the former and the latter has the same importance degree; 9 means the former is
much more important than the later. The other numbers are used to indicate the importance differences
n
n n
is used to calculate out the weight.
between 1 and 9. Then the formula
= ∑
∑ ∑
Wi

j =1 a ij i =1 j =1 a ij

P-S
P
S1
S2
S3

S1
1
2
1/3

S2
1/2
1
1/4

S3
3
4
1

Wp
0.32
0.56
0.12

Wp means the weight of Tier S compared with the target tier P.
S1-B
S1
B1
B2

B1
1
6

B2
1/6
1

Ws1
0.14
0.86

Ws1 means the weight of basic indices B1 and B2 compared with Tier S1.
S2-B
S2
B3
B4
B5
B6

B3
1
4
2
4

B4
1/4
1
1/2
1

B5
1/2
2
1
2

B6
1/4
1
1/2
1

Ws2
0.09
0.36
0.18
0.36

Ws2 means the weight of basic indices B3-B6 compared with Tier S2.
S3—B
S3
B7
B8

B7
1
1/3

B8
3
1

Ws3
0.75
0.25

Ws3 means the weight of basic indices B7 and B8 compared with Tier S3.
4.4 Determine the results of social performance evaluation
The fuzzy integrated valuation method is used for evaluation with grades set as social performance
0＜P≤0.2 (very bad); 0.2＜P≤0.4 (bad); 0.4＜P≤0.6 (common); 0.6＜P≤0.8 (good); 0.8＜P≤1
(very good); of which P means the social performance of household appliances.
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Standardized values are calculated out based on the scores given by experts. Based on grades scale of
social performance, we got Table 5, which shows the membership degree of each index.
Table 5

Evaluation

Indices
Grades
Very Good
Good
Common
Bad
Very Bad

B1

B2

B3

B4

B5

B6

B7

B8

1
3
3
1
0

0
6
2
0
0

2
6
0
0
0

0
6
2
0
0

0
6
2
0
0

2
4
2
0
0

0
6
2
0
0

0
6
2
0
0

Based on the weight and membership degree of indices mentioned above and using Formula (1),
we calculated out the result of “social influence” for the integrated evaluation of social performance of
household appliances’ marketplace as:
0.125
⎤⎦ ⎡ 0
⎢⎣

⎡⎣

B1 = 0.14 0.86 •

0.375 0.375 0.125 0
0.75 0.25
0
0

⎤ = ⎡0.018
⎥⎦ ⎣

0.698 0.268 0.018 0

⎤⎦

Using the same way we calculated out the integrated evaluation result of “public recognition” as:

⎡⎣

B 2 = 0.09 0.36 0.18

⎡0.25
0
0.36⎤ • ⎢
⎦ ⎢0
⎣0.25

0.75
0
0 0
0.75 0.25 0 0
0.75 0.25 0 0
0.5 0.25 0 0

Integrated evaluation result of “service level” is:
0
⎤⎦ ⎡0
⎢⎣

⎡⎣

B 3 = 0.75 0.25 •

0.75 0.25 0 0
0.75 0.25 0 0

⎤
⎥ = ⎡0.113
⎥ ⎣
⎦

⎤ = ⎡0
⎥⎦ ⎣

0.653 0.225 0 0

0.75 0.25 0 0

⎤⎦

⎤⎦

From Formula (2), we calculated out the integrated evaluation of the second tier as:

⎡⎣

P = 0.32 0.56

⎡0.018
0.12⎤ • ⎢0.113
⎦ 0
⎣

⎤
⎥ = ⎡⎣0.07
0
⎦

0.698 0.268 0.018 0
0.653 0.225

0

0.75

0

0.25

0

0.68 0.24 0.01 0

⎤⎦

From Formula (3), we calculated out the result of fuzzy integrated evaluation of social performance
of household appliances’ marketplace:

⎡⎣

P = 0.07 0.68 0.24 0.01

⎡0.9⎤
⎢0.7⎥
0⎤ • 0.5 = 0.662
⎦ ⎢0.3⎥
⎢0.1⎥
⎣ ⎦

0.6＜P=0.662≦0.8. Thus we know that the fuzzy integrated evaluation result of marketplace of
household appliances is good, which indicates that the enterprise has a high goodness of social
performance. However, the enterprise wants innovations to improve brand marketing and corporate
responsibility, and thus to increase social influence of the enterprise in an overall way. Using the same
way we can calculate out the fuzzy integrated evaluation results for corporate performance, performance
of ecological system, and performance of consumers, and thus to get the performance goodness of green
marketing of this marketplace of household appliances.

5 Conclusion
The fuzzy integrated evaluation model for green marketing performance collects and treats
information based on the integral effects of green marketing activities of innovative enterprises. Based
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on the fuzziness of performance evaluation, this model uses fuzzy mathematics as the methodological
foundation, while an index system for green marketing performance evaluation is constructed to build
single-factor evaluation matrix and weight fuzzy sets, and thus to calculate out the comprehensive
evaluation on the performance goodness of green marketing. With the performance goodness we got, we
may point out risks an enterprise faces and its defects to be amended. Therefore, it becomes possible for
an enterprise to adjust and perfect its operational and managerial system[6], realizing the true sustainable
development in an innovative way.
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Abstract With the coming of low carbon economy, low carbon strategy has attracted attention of
governments, organizations and institutions. 3PL firms as professional logistics services providers are
under urgent needs to implement low carbon strategies. The article analyses opportunities and
challenges that 3PL firms are encountering from external and internal aspects. Moreover, effective
strategies are explored from angles of organizational structure, human resource management and
customer relationship management to help 3PL firms achieve significant carbon reductions while cutting
costs and improving the service level to customers.
Key words Low carbon economy; Carbon reduction; Low carbon strategy; Third party logistics

1 Introduction
The era of low carbon economy is coming with the continuous social attention on environmental
problems. It requires a minimal output of greenhouse carbon emissions into the biosphere and less
resource consumptions. Logistics, however, as a high resource consumption and carbon emission
industry holds a special position in a low carbon economy. On one hand, logistics activities do harm for
the environment. On the other hand, low carbon development of logistics is definitely a major
contribution to the achievement of low carbon emissions objectives. Therefore, low carbon strategies are
essential for the sound development of third party logistics.
Many professors have contributed much to theories and practices of low carbon strategies of
logistics. Dai Dingyi (2008) defined influences of low carbon economy exerted on logistics from the
angle of policy, technology and strategy. Xu Miaomiao (2008) and Gareth Kane (2010) described
business strategies of carbon footprint reduction. Moreover, Professor Alan C McKinnon (1995)
examined the ways in which companies can reduce the environmental impact of their logistical activities
and opportunities for decarbonising the freight transport system.
Based on reams of the researches, the article begins by describing driving forces to implement low
carbon strategies of 3PL firms. Challenges and opportunities that logistics firms are facing in a low
carbon economy are explained meanwhile. Finally, specific strategies which 3PL firms can adopt to
decrease costs and enhance competitive advantages are provided in details.

2 Connotations of Low Carbon Strategies and Third Party Logistics
2.1 Third party logistics
The Council of Supply Chain Management (CLM), one of the leading professional organizations
for logistics, defines third party logistics (3PL) as follows: “A firm [that] provides multiple logistics
services for use by customers. Preferably, these services are integrated, or ‘bundled’ together, by the
provider. Among the services 3PLs provide are transportation, warehousing, cross-docking, inventory
management, packaging, and freight forwarding.”
Use of 3PL service providers allows a company to reduce the inherent investment risks associated
with owning logistics assets like trucks and warehouses. Moreover, it helps a company access new
technologies, wider distribution channels and innovative solutions according to customer’s needs based
on market conditions. All in all, 3PL firms can meet customer needs by delivering advantages of quality,
cost, speed and flexibility.
2.2 Low carbon strategies
Low carbon strategies aim to achieve the low carbon emission objective by redesigning the
organization’s development pattern, product standard and managerial process. It requires the enterprise
putting every effort and trying every means to decrease carbon emissions in areas of organizational
structure design, industrial structure and project planning, customer service, capital management and
operation, logistics and the whole supply chain management.
There are three stages of low carbon strategies which are including: energy saving and emission
reduction, renewable energy exploitation and carbon capture and storage. The article focuses on
discussing low carbon strategies of stage one and stage two since most of companies at the moment are
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unable to realize carbon capture and storage because of the limitation of technology development.
2.3 Driving forces on low carbon strategy implementation of 3PL firms
Specifically, there are four driving forces in the market that impel logistics firms to implement low
carbon strategies from external and internal aspects. They are including government policies, social
responsibilities, customer requirements and cost pressure (see Figure 1). Those driving forces exert both
positive and negative influences on 3PL firms and bring challenges and opportunities at the same time
depending on corporate reactions to low carbon requirements.
Cost
Pressure

Government
Policies

3PL Firms

Social
Responsibilities

Customer
Requirements

Figure 1

Driving Forces Influencing 3PL Firms in a Low Carbon Economy

2.3.1 Government policies
In response to the deteriorating living environment, the Chinese government has set ambitious
targets for cutting CO2 emissions. Since 2005, the Chinese government has set an objective that China’s
energy consumptions per unit of GDP should be decreased by 4% per year. And China is going to
reduce the intensity of carbon dioxide emissions per unit of GDP in 2020 by 40 % to 45% of the 2005
level. Even though there is no legislation concerning carbon emission control at the moment, the
government will definitely publish a combination of fiscal and regulatory policies to achieve carbon
reduction objectives.
Those policies and measures will exert both positive and negative influences on the development of
3PL firms. Logistics service providers which cannot meet the legal requirements of carbon emission will
be punished heavily and even be cleared out of the market. On the other hand, 3PL firms which have
done measures to reduce resource consumptions and cut pollution emissions are able to take advantages
of government policies by enjoying lower taxes and green allowances.
2.3.2 Social responsibilities
Enterprises are requested to take more social responsibilities in a low carbon economy. Interests of
the public society should be satisfied before needs of customers, shareholders and employees are met.
Logistics companies especially have strong responsibilities to make their operations greener. Therefore,
3PL firms need to make serious efforts to reduce carbon emissions and energy consumptions as soon as
possible.
Consequently, for those which are unwilling or unable to decarbonize their logistics operations will
be blamed for their irresponsible behavior. Conversely, logistics firms which are actively taking part in
carbon reduction activities will build up good brand images and obtain higher brand values which in
turn bring more market shares.
2.3.3 Customer requirements
Under the influence of a low carbon economy, customers are changing. What they want are not
limit to logistics advantages they are enjoying at the moment. In addition, customers are paying more
attention on environmental issues rather than their own interests. A recent survey which interviewed
7,500 customers in the global area found that customers prefer products and services provided by
companies which are actively responding to climate changes. The survey also discovered that around
85% of interviewees paid close attention to climate changes, especially for customers in new emerging
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nations. In addition, there were more than 80% of interviewees in new emerging nations had taken
actions to reduce carbon emissions. For instance, they refused to drive private vehicles and chose to
travel by train instead of taking airplane. In the survey, 90% of consumers would be willing to switch to
a new product or service if it is certified as minimizing its impact on climate change. While another
Accenture survey showed that 98% of Chinese consumers would pay a premium for products or services
that are marketed as environmentally friendly.
According to investigation findings, business customers and consumers do have potential
requirements for low carbon logistics services. Therefore, companies which are unable to satisfy
customers’ needs might lose market shares and competitive advantages gradually. However, 3PL firms
which can provide greener logistics services are able to identify order winners and increase their chances
of getting more business in the market.
2.3.4 Cost pressure
3PL firms are facing severe social resource shortage nowadays. Volatile energy and material prices
become one of the major problems that 3PL firms are confronting. Furthermore, imminent carbon
regulations will affect business profit as well. Profit margins of logistics company drops dramatically
since operation costs are going up. Thus, driving by the cost pressure, 3PL firms have to conserve
energies and cut carbon emissions.
Consequently, companies which cannot implement effective measures on energy saving and carbon
emission reduction have to burden increasing cost pressure and losing profits. While, leading logistics
companies will undoubtedly save resource costs and earn higher profits than their competitors by
implementing low carbon strategies and measures. Moreover, the ability of energy saving and carbon
reduction of 3PL firms will even become the source of competitive advantage.

3 Contents of Low Carbon Strategies of Third Party Logistics
There are several carbon reduction strategies that can be implemented immediately to save energies
and cut carbon emissions. Typical strategies include organizational structure redesign, human resource
management, customer-led low carbon services and customer communication (see Figure 2).
Organizational Structure Redesign

Human Resource Management
Low Carbon Objectives
Customer-led Low Carbon Services

Customer Communication

Figure 2

Contents of Low Carbon Strategies

3.1 Organizational structure redesign
The organizational structure needs to be redesigned to make sure low carbon objectives can be
achieved successfully. A low carbon office which are composed by people come from different
functional departments can be set up as an independent department which reports directly to top
managers. It is responsible for setting carbon reduction objectives for the whole company and every
operational department and providing sound suggestions to achieve objectives. In addition, the low
carbon office supervises energy consumptions and carbon emissions in daily logistics and business
operations and reports to top managers regularly.
Benefits can be gained from organizational structure redesign are presented in the following:
Get support from top managers
Obtain advices and latest data of carbon emissions of every department which are helpful for
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setting reasonable carbon reduction objectives and providing feasible solutions
Let every department in the company understand its carbon reduction objectives and how to
achieve them
Implement strict control on energy consumptions and carbon emissions
3.2 Human resource management
Employee engagement plays an important role in carbon reductions since all the strategies and
measures are needed to be carried out by stuff. In addition, the performance of employees determines
the overall efficiency and effectiveness of low carbon strategy implementation.
Therefore, the human resource department should take effective measures to get the support from
employees and help them do right things in the right way by:
(1) Providing short period training to increase the environment awareness of employees and help
them understand objectives and requirements of low carbon strategies, thus after the training is complete,
everybody knows how and what to do
(2) Creating a cross-functional team with members ranging from top facility management to
first-line employees to tackle real-life issues in daily operations of the company
(3) Launching a low carbon initiative which are closely relating to logistics functions to find out
more opportunities in carbon reductions and energy saving
(4) Establishing a motivation system to encourage employees’ involvement in strategy implementation.
The rewards that employees can obtain are related directly to the accomplishment of carbon reduction
objectives. A special bounty also can be provided as a reward of leading performances on carbon reductions.
3.3 Customer communication
Having mutual communications with customers are also important for achieving low carbon
emissions objectives. As we know, low carbon strategies cannot be successfully implemented only
through the efforts of logistics companies, users of logistics are also key decision makers in enabling
carbon reductions. Communications with customers will lead to better understanding of corporate
strategies and behavior. The collaborative partnership between 3PL firms and customers can be set up to
bring more energy savings and improved efficiency as well. Consequently, customers can provide
feedbacks and even better solutions concerning carbon reductions and energy savings in logistics.
Moreover, customer satisfactions and customer service level are also can be increased through improved
communications.
There are four steps in customer communication process:
(1) Help customers understand carbon footprint of logistics activities and how they will affect the
environment
(2) Inform contents and objectives of low carbon strategies to customers
(3) Ask for advices from customers to improve current strategies, measures and even strategic
objectives
(4) Establish partnership with customer to achieve better customer service level and continuous
carbon emission reductions
3.4 Customer-led low carbon services
With the increasing demand for clean environment of customers, logistics services are required to
change according to emerging requirements of low carbon logistics. 3PL firms which can provide
logistics services that consuming less energy and emitting less CO2 than competitors will attract more
customers and gain more market shares. Actually, some leading logistics firms have already provided
low carbon logistics services in the market. For instance, DHL provides a service called “Green
delivery” since 2008. Customers need to pay 3% of delivery expenses as the “Green fund” which are
used to develop new technologies and plant trees. Maersk also designs a service called “Supply chain
carbon check” to help customers redesign the current supply chain and implement carbon reduction
solutions.
Specifically, there are three steps for 3PL firms to provide customer-led low carbon services in the
market. At first, they need to estimate current carbon footprint that logistics activates generate. Secondly,
current and potential market needs and customer requirements should be identified and finally
customer-led services are designed according to customer needs.
According to data of OECD emissions and GHG Protocol emissions factors, human activity
generates annual greenhouse gas emissions of around 50,000 mega-tonnes CO2. While, logistics
activities consumes 5.5% of the total, that is 2,800 mega-tonnes per year. Road freight as the most
frequent used mode of transport accounts for the largest part, at around 57% of the total emissions of
logistics activities. Ocean and rail freight which are regarded as the most carbon efficient transport
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modes generates less carbon emissions than road. Air freight generates less carbon emissions than road
but is more carbon intensive than road. Moreover, logistics buildings and package consumes around
27% of the total carbon emissions that logistics activities generate (see Figure 3).
Guided by findings listed above and customer requirements, there are some low carbon logistics
services are available to adopt by 3PL firms which are listed in the following.
(1) Multimodal transportation
The use of road and ail transportation emit lots of carbon dioxide, therefore, multimodal
transportation especially the increase use of ocean and rail freight can decrease carbon emissions
effectively. The combination of road and ocean freight, road and rail freight will reduce transportation
time and carbon emissions at the same time.
(2) Low carbon vehicles
The application of low carbon vehicles is another way to reduce carbon emissions. There are
various types of low carbon vehicles. For instance, battery-powered or hybrid-fuel vehicles which utilize
green energy sources can help achieve green transportation. There are also other forms of energy such as
solar, hydro and biomass can be applied.
(3) Advanced vehicle tracking system and smarter route planning
The use of advanced vehicle tracking system and smarter route planning can inform vehicle drivers
the latest traffic information and help them choose the best route to save time and energy. The time
wasted on traffic jam can be avoided and the shortest route can be found in route planning.
(4) Low carbon warehouse management
Low carbon warehouse contributes a lot in carbon reduction. Green building technologies can be
applied in warehouse management. For instance, green materials can be used to save electricity.
Rain-collection and reuse system is useful to save water. The utilization of low carbon warehouse can
reduce the use of electricity and water which decreases carbon emissions.
(5) Low carbon package
Recycled materials or natural materials are needed in low carbon package design. The use of
plastics and wood package should be decreased and other types of green package materials are
welcomed. Moreover, the package should be designed to use minimum materials to protect the safety of
products in logistics activities.
(6) Low carbon supply chain management
The achievement of low carbon logistics is needed not only in individual 3PL firms but also in the
whole supply chain. The low carbon supply chain management requires all the members in the supply
chain should assess their carbon emissions and set carbon reduction objectives accordingly. Effective
strategies should be come up from supply chain members as well. All in all, all the activities in the
supply chain should be focused on carbon reduction and everyone in the supply chain must work
together to achieve low carbon emissions.
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4 Conclusion
The article deals with the strategic analysis of 3PL in a low carbon economy. It contributes with an
approach to identify challenges and opportunities that 3PL firms are encountering. Feasible low carbon
strategies are provided from angles of organizational structure design, human resource management,
customer and product design to help logistics companies achieve carbon reduction objectives. Further
studies need to be taken to estimate carbon footprint of the whole supply chain and provide effective
strategies of decarbonization. Moreover, measures of carbon capture and storage are also needed.
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Abstract Based on the principles of green manufacturing, the ecological system of furniture design
consists of the ecological furniture design analysis, implementation, evaluation, as well as supporting
and maintenance. Compared to the traditional furniture material election, the material election subject to
the green manufacturing presents a new philosophy. The principle of furniture material election subject
to the green manufacturing involves the combination of technical principle, economical principle and
environmental principle. This paper also discusses the minimization of life-cycle cost of furniture
material election subject to green manufacturing.
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1 Introduction
Furniture manufacturing is one of the most important basic industries to maintain the constant
development of the national economy. However, while the furniture making has contributed to the
material progress of the society, it has also led to possible ecological crisis like exhaustion of resources
and environmental deterioration. Therefore, the learning circle carries out the study on ecological and
green design of furniture, green manufacture technology and green material for furniture, hence an
efficient way of solving for the ecological crisis in the furniture manufacturing. Compared with the
above study, ecological design and material election for furniture under the philosophy of green
manufacturing is a kind of brand-new concept and pattern. For the main purpose of improving the
environmental properties of the furniture within the life-cycle and making its life-cycle cover the
sections of design, manufacturing, delivery, usage, disposition and so on, the ecological design of
furniture subject to green manufacturing combines the environmental philosophy and ecological
furniture design. Material selection is the first step of implementing green design and manufacturing, the
election of environmentally friendly material is therefore one of the key techniques of green
manufacturing. It is significantly meaningful both theoretically and practically for realizing the
harmonious between the furniture industry and environmental protection, to implement the research of
ecological furniture design subject to green manufacturing, analyze the ecological furniture design
system and formulate the principle of selection of environmentally friendly furniture material.

2 The Theory and Application of Green Manufacturing
2.1 The theory of green manufacturing
The American Society of Tool Manufacturing Engineers (ASTME) has firstly put forward the
definition of Green Manufacturing in 1996. Green Manufacturing is also called Cleaning Manufacturing,
the goal of which is to minimize the negative effects on the environment of the products design,
production, delivery and disposition. The connotation of green manufacturing is to ensure the green
nature of the whole life-cycle of the products [1]. Though constant research and development for years,
the mode of green manufacturing has developed from original sole environment protection to the
strategic representation of the sustainable human development in the modern manufacturing industry.
Only focusing on the production and profit making without the conscious of environment
protection, traditional industry manufacturing mode can always be described as “resource-production
-pollutants disposal”, a one-way linear and non-cyclical process. Green manufacturing is an advanced
modern manufacturing mode that takes comprehensive consideration of environment effects and
resource efficiency. The manufacturing process makes full use of resources, minimizes environmental
pollution, and realizes the effective control of the implementation of green manufacturing. In each job of
the whole life-cycle of production, including the product design, manufacturing, package, delivery,
usage, disposal and recycling, the resource usage is optimized and the negative environmental effects
minimized, taking into consideration of both resource efficiency and environmental protection [2].
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2.2 The application of green manufacturing
On one hand, the environmental problem has become the focus of the nations’ attention, on the
other hand, the significant potential economic prospect underlying the green manufacturing mode has
been discover. In this way, global manufacturing industry is making efforts to promote the technology
of green manufacturing, raising a “green wave”. The new philosophy of remanufacturing and Waste-free
Process has been put forward in American relatively early. To implement the green manufacturing, the
EU nations have presented three typical statutes: “The Instruction for Waste Electric and Electronic
Equipment” (WEEE); “Restriction of Hazardous Substances” (ROHS); and “Instruction for
Energy-using Products” (EUP) [3] . The requirement of environmental protection has been proposed for
the whole industrial chain of the energy-consuming product, including product designing,
manufacturing, usage, maintenance, recycling, after-disposal and so on. Japan has released a “green
industry project” and a “basic law for the establishment of the society of the circulating-type”. These
measurements contemplated to realize green manufacturing through public education, environmental
precursor and ISO14001 certification system so as to increase the competitive of the enterprises.
China is the nation with the most flourishing manufacturing industry in this world, but meanwhile
one of the nations with significant resource consumption and serious environmental problems. The
energy intensity per unit GDP of China is 7 times than that in Japan, 6 times than in American, and 2.8
times than in India. Energy, resource and environment have already directly affected our country’s
adjustment of economic structure and transform of the economic growth pattern, becoming a bottleneck
against the national strategy of building a well-off society in an all-round way[4]. The development
pattern of “Three Highs and One Lows” (High inputs, High consumption, and Low Benefit) of China
has been facing a global pressure of the “green market” and so difficult to be carried on that the green
design and green manufacturing are becoming or will turn to be the behavioral norms for the
manufacturing industry of China.

3 The Analysis of the Ecological Furniture Design System Based on the Concept
of Green Manufacturing
3.1 The composition of the ecological furniture design system subject to green manufacturing
The concept of the ecological furniture design subject to green manufacturing primarily involves
two implications. From the perspective of environmental protection, it means decreasing resources
consumption and realizing the strategy of sustainable development. From the perspective of commerce
and business, it means cost saving, decreasing the potential liability risk, and increasing competitive
strength. The ecological furniture design system subject green manufacturing takes the consideration of
the concept of product life-cycle and supply chain management into the process of furniture design. The
requirement of energy-conservation and environment-protection is proposed to impenetrate through the
whole life cycle of the product. The entire ecological design system consists of four subsystems:
technical analysis system, implementation of the design, the performance evaluation system, and the
supporting and maintenance system. (See Figure1)
3.2 The subsystem for technical analysis
The technique of ecological furniture design requires complete compliance to the following
principles: ①Take the environmental design of the furniture products into consideration when
establishing the whole supply chain, by selecting more environmental friendly raw materials and process
design; ②Take measurement to reduce the negative effect of the furniture design on the environment;
③Minimize the consumption of the raw material and the public utilities(such as water-supply and
Electrical service), forbid the use of hazardous substance, improve the functionality and extend the
useful life of the furniture products as much as possible, so as to reduce pollution and wastes
significantly.
3.3 The subsystem for the implementation of the ecological design system
The implementation of the ecological design system emphasizes on the environmental requirement,
and are divided into 5 phases: ①The planning for the ecological design. The furniture manufacturing
enterprise normally establishes the specialized project team, which is responsible for drawing up a
design plan as well as a proper budget through related technical analysis. ② Preliminary ecological
design of furniture. This phase analyzes the primary environmental problems generated through the life
cycle of the furniture produces, and then make the “Strength and Weakness” analysis. The preliminary
design could adopt certain new ideas or methods of design such as removable design, recoverable design,
building block design and so on, determine the preliminary design, formulate the principles of selecting
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furniture products, and undertake the model analysis of the whole life-cycle of furniture. ③ The
integration of ecological design of furniture. This phase mainly consists of the design of the structure of
furniture products, the selection of materials of the furniture products, the design of the furniture
manufacturing environment, the furniture manufacturing process, furniture packaging and furniture
recycling. The integration plan and the list of ecological design are then generated. ④ The
implementation of furniture ecological design. The environmental management system and the plan for
furniture products services are implemented according to the integration of furniture ecological design.
in this phase, the new furniture products are formally put into production and the ecological archives for
the furniture products are established. ⑤ The check for the effect of the implementation. The
environmental factors of the design for the furniture products are detailed to examine whether they are
in constant with the he test results of the ecological design after the production of furniture products.
Ecological Design Technique and Framework
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The Ecological Design System of Furniture Subject to Green Manufacturing

3.4 The subsystem for the evaluation of the ecological design system
The subsystem for the evaluation of the ecological design system is used in the whole life cycle of
the furniture products, including the obtaining of raw materials, the manufacturing and disposing
furniture products as well as the effect on the environment. The evaluation consists mainly of three
aspects: ① The evaluation of environmental effect. This includes the ecological environmental and
professional health effect, waste recycling as well as the disposition of final waste. ② The evaluation of
resource optimization. This aspect is focused on the evaluation of machinability, usability and the effect
on the environment of the furniture products. The extent of the energy and resource conservation is
analyzed base on the consumption and effective utilization. ③ The evaluation of the improvement on
the ecological design. The improvement consists of the manufacturing materials, energy consumption,
manufacturing process, using process as well as the environment pollution after the life cycle.
3.5 The subsystem for the supporting and maintenance of the ecological design system
Supported and directed by the government, this subsystem is co-operated by the furniture research
institute, industry associations and related certification body. The goal is, on the one hand, to realize the
optimal allocation of resources so as to provide the development trend of the ecological design of the
domestic and foreign furniture products as well as the technology, thus enhancing the design
competence of the furniture enterprise. On the other, this subsystem facilitate the establishment of the
service platform for the furniture enterprise, contributing to the provision of professional services of
information, technological, credit, intellectual property rights and training for the furniture enterprises.

4 The Selection Principles for the Furniture Materials of Green Manufacturing
Traditional selection of the furniture material mainly emphases on its technical and economic
principle, with little of effect on the external environment taken into consideration. However, treating
the whole life cycle of the furniture products and its external environment as one system, the selection of
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green manufacturing is a completely new idea and thinking. Each of the phases is environmentally
evaluated on the furniture material flow to achieve the harmonization between the furniture products and
whole life cycle. It is the integration of the technical, economic and environmental principle [5].
4.1 The technical principle of the furniture material selection
The technical principle mostly consists of the physical properties (density, electric conductivity),
mechanical properties (The hardness, strength, ductility, toughness, wear resistance) and chemical
properties (Oxidation resistance, corrosion resistance).
4.2 The economic principle of the furniture material selection
Meeting the technical requirement of the furniture products, the enterprise should minimize the cost
to enhance the market competitiveness of the furniture produces. The total cost includes raw material
costs, processing costs, recycling costs and supply chain management costs, and so on.
4.3 The environmental harmony principle of the furniture material selection
Based on the key features of the green manufacturing, this principle mainly considers the
abundance of material resources, environment friendliness, and recyclable aspect.

5 Minimum Material Life Cycle Costs for Green Manufacturing
Suppose alternative material furniture collection is Ω and is composed of 4 parts which are direct
cost CD , manufacturing cost CM , recycling cost CR and supply chain management cost CS .
C = C D + CM + C R + CS
(1)
5.1 The direct cost for the furniture materials

CD = CD ( x)W

(2)

Where CD ( x) is the direct cost for the material unit mass and W is the design mass for the
furniture component.
5.2 The manufacturing cost for the furniture materials
n

Cm = ∑ Cim ( x)W

(3)

i =1

Where n is the number of manufacturing process and Cim ( x) is the material unit cost for the i
manufacturing process. (yuan / kg).
5.3 The recycling cost for the furniture materials

CR = CR ( x)W

(4)

Where CR ( x) is the unit recycling cost for the material mass. (yuan/kg).
5.4 The supply chain management cost for the furniture materials

CS = CS ( x)W

(5)

Where CS ( x) is the unit supply chain management cost for the material mass (yuan/kg).
The constraint condition for the minimum life cycle cost is:

min C = min (C

D

+ CM + C

R

+ CS

) x∈Ω

(6)

6 Conclusion
With the spread of the energy crisis and the deteriorating natural environment, green manufacturing
is all the rage. The ecological design for furniture products of green manufacturing examine the whole
life cycle of the products from the view of sustainable development. The basis for furniture green
manufacturing, the green materials is selected in line with a completely new idea and thinking compared
to the traditional one. The rebuilt design for green-made furniture will help to realize ecology and
sustainable development, especial for the lowest life-cycle cost of furniture material, and an effective
method for circular economy in the furniture industry. The research for the ecological design and
material selection is of great importance to promote the sustainable development of the resources,
environment and society and establish a resource-saving and environment-friendly society. It is also
meaningful for the development of circular economy and improvement of core competitiveness of the
furniture manufacturing industry.
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Abstract On the basis of analyzing the three phases of the environmental strategy of developed
countries’ enterprises, this paper argues enterprise green strategy from four-level positioning for
Chinese enterprises. They include the green follow strategy, the green competitive advantage strategy,
the green sustainable strategy, and the green strategy alliances. Combined with the current situation of
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1 Introduction
Under the current conditions of population, resources in China, how to seek a new road to
industrialization of sustainable development? Enterprises are the greatest consumers of resource and the
biggest producers of environmental pollution, so, to discuss sustainable development needs to be not
only from the macroscopically level of nation and region to study how to implement the strategy of
sustainable development, but also from the perspective of enterprise management on the enterprise level
to study the changes in the external environment and all aspects of adjustment and reform of enterprise
management strategy result from sustainable development to the modern enterprises.
In today’s world, whether considering from corporate environmental responsibility, or from the
enterprise market pressure and enhancing sustainable competitiveness, the enterprises green
competitiveness is the inevitable choice for Chinese enterprises in 21st century to participate in
international competition. In strategic positioning, the enterprises must change from passive pollution
control to actively implementing the green development strategies and enhancing enterprise sustainable
competitive advantage by using environmental factors. The sooner the enterprises establish strategic
environmental positioning and assure the action is implemented, the sooner they can reduce the risk
caused by environmental problems. Enterprises will become stronger in the competitive advantage when
they get greener brand. Only enterprises which build the green development concept, think over
environmental issues with strategic sight, follow the international trend, practice green production,
management and marketing, improve the environmental quality, can effectively enhance their own green
competitiveness, and become the truly competitive enterprises in the future.

2 Evolution of Enterprise Environmental Strategy in Developed Countries
2.1 Boycott phase from early 1970s through the mid-1980s
Since the over 30 years’ environmental protection revolution, enterprises’ management style and
their relationship with the ecological environment have changed a lot. Under the pressure of
environmental protection, enterprises continue to seek the approaches to reduce environmental problems
and environmental costs, thereby maintain profitability and competitive advantage. The evolution of
environmental strategy of the enterprises in developed countries is a move from passive to active, from
the boycott to participating actively. The enterprise environmental strategy began in the early 1970s. In
more than 30 years, it has experienced two different phases, and is forwarding the third phase. The first
phase, from the early 1970s through the mid-1980s, is called the boycott of the implementation phase.
During this phase, facing many of new high-tech requirements, the enterprise is nothing more than
passively obey, or even oppose and prevent the implementation of the new requirements. At this stage,
enterprises were generally reluctant to internalization of environmental costs, and seldom established
measurement system for environmental performance; at the same time, enterprises refused to bring
environmental issues into the overall business strategy.
2.2 Phase of actively involved but without the innovation from mid-late 1980s to late 1990s
From the mid-late 1980s to the late 1990s, is the second phase of the evolution of enterprise
environmental strategy. This phase is “the phase of actively involved but without the innovation”. In the
mid-late 1980s, the changes in contents of the relevant provisions and the maturity of the environmental
movement, spur enterprise managers to go beyond the narrow, dominant technical limitations. With the
rules paying more attention to the final outcome of the environment, and focusing less on the
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implementation of specific procedures, managers start to be more cautious to treat issues of
environmental protection. Thus, the implementation of environmental protection strategy has the
possibility to come true for the first time. As the enterprise reactions in the first phase were usually
negative and with boycott, therefore, in the second phase, despite the measures taken by enterprises
were very simple, but very marked improvements were often made. For example, during the years of
1989-1991, Texaco Corporation had made integrated waste ratio of air, water and solid waste decline by
40 percent, and decreased emissions of harmful substances by 58 percent, by using pollution control
equipment, more stringent monitoring and control systems and procedures designed to reduce waste.
2.3 Win-Win phase since late 1990s
Rio Earth Summit, held in 1992, on a new high level emphasizes on the importance of enterprises
in environmental protection and promoting sustainable development. The enterprises which involved in
environmental protection work, and gradually brought the environmental issues into the specific
management decision, found that certain aspects of environmental decision did not lose their market
competitive advantages. Many pollution prevention measures, not only did not need major changes in
the production process and product design, but also accompanied by good economic returns. On this
basis, the economy and the environment had a “win-win” strategic concept. As the environmental
aspects of good performance will bring benefits to enterprises, enterprises are eager to declare the sense
of responsibility for the environmental process, have vigorously propagate their success achieved, and
even those enterprises who do not achieve real success of the environmental protection also took the
opportunity to join in, so it is hard to judge whether there are changes in the way enterprises operate,
and whether they take the road of sustainable development process. However, although the process of
sustainable development on business operations is uneven, “win-win” strategy has become the business
activities. It can be said that enterprise environmental strategies are shifting from the second phase to the
win-win phase conducive to the sustainable development.

3 Process Tactics of Implementing the Green Strategies in Chinese Enterprises
According to the corporate strategic positioning, herein the green strategy is divided into four
strategic levels (Figure1): the green follow strategy, the green competitive advantage strategy, the green
sustainable strategy and the green strategic alliances. Chinese enterprises are operating under the
constraints of specific business conditions and environmental management situation, so the
implementation of corporate green strategies are often not one-step to succeed, and it needs to have a
process. In order to make the implementation of the enterprises green strategy adapt to the actual
development situation, and bring the best overall benefits of enterprises, Chinese enterprises in the
process of becoming greener, may carry out green strategic planning and practice in different levels and
in several phases.

The Green Flow Strategy

The Green Competitive
Advantage Strategy

The Green Sustainable Strategy

The Green Strategic Alliances

Figure 1

Four-Level Structure of Green Strategy
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3.1 Green Follow Strategy in Enterprises
This strategy is the most basic environmental strategies. It stressed that enterprises should carefully
comply with environmental regulations -- the focus being to follow the governmental laws, regulations
and policy. The enterprises implementing such green strategies are playing as the “law-abiding” roles in
the community. The basic feature of the follow strategy is the reaction of environmental measures.
Because of the pressure from the environment, the government and public, the market, etc., it knows and
understands the importance and necessity of environmental management, but they don’t take more
voluntary environmental measures for their objective conditions of the restrictions -- such as the lack of
technologies and money, information blocking, the lack of professionals, etc. On this premise, the
enterprises in the environmental management only avoid violations of environmental laws and
regulations, and as far as possible to predict the future changes in environmental legislation and policy
and public awareness of environmental protection, take efforts to reduce the pollution level of the
enterprises and reduce environmental risks. The main contents of the strategy are the pollution control in
enterprises, such as the disposal of waste gas, waste water, and solid waste; in addition, the
environmental awareness start to be gestated in cultural atmospheres of enterprise business ideas and
enterprise values, so that the entire staff possesses a preliminary green development concept. The
implementation of the follow strategy in enterprises is only the beginning of the process of becoming
greener. It applies to those enterprises that are already aware of the importance of environmental
management or have been impacted by the environmental pressure, but with the lack of objective
strength of active implementation of environmental strategies.
3.2 Enterprises Green Competitive Advantage Strategy
Compared with the green follow strategy, the green competitive advantage strategy is obviously a
proactive response to environmental issues. Enterprises are not only aware of the importance of
environmental issues and the necessity of corporate environmental management, also take more
proactive management measures to solve environmental problems, to meet the market green demand,
and achieve economic, social and ecological triple benefits together. The green competitive advantage
strategy lies in the focus of the win-win of both environment and development. It stresses the corporate
social responsibility and acting as a “good citizen” role. The main content of this strategy is the green
process rebuilding, i.e. “the ultimate re-reflection and thorough renovation for the enterprise
organizations and processes, in order to making significant improvement on cost, quality, service and
speed”. In particular, it involves all aspects in the production and operation, such as green design, green
production, green marketing, and so on. Its keystone involves energetically improving resource
productivity, implementing the “closed-mode” production processes, re-investment in natural resources.
Such as DuPont Company, it combined the closed-mode of production with improving resource
utilization. On the one hand, it recycled the waste for industrial polyester film, and then processed them
into new film; on the other hand in order to reduce material consumption, reduce costs, DuPont was
committed to improving the resilience of the film and changing the film volume smaller. This strategy
had made the company improve efficiency, reduce costs and increase revenue. In addition, the green
competitive advantage strategy, with sustainable development concept and the concept of corporate
social responsibility as a guide, shapes the awareness of green environment, and make itself enjoy
popular support. This in turn will further promote the development of becoming greener in enterprises.
The green competitive advantages strategy applies to those enterprises that have environmental
management conditions, and are conscious of the importance of environmental management of
enterprises, particularly those who have achieved success from the green follow strategy.
3.3 Green Sustainable Strategy in Enterprises
The green sustainable strategy is the highest level of the enterprise environmental strategies. The
demand that any economic activities in enterprises have a real sustainability is the development
direction of the environmental strategies; as yet few Chinese enterprises can achieve the sustainable
strategy level. It is the reflection of reality of circular economy pattern in enterprise development. At
present, our country has the scientific concept of development and circular economy as the inevitable
choices of green development pattern of China's economy. For the ecological shift of economy, as use of
natural resources and environmental capacity in accordance with the ecological rules to realize
economic activities, the corresponding business strategy is to simulate the function of natural ecological
system, to classify enterprises into specific artificial ecosystem, to put the pollution problem into
Biosphere such a large-scale system, to pay attention to reduce the consumption of raw materials and
energy in the production process, to reduce consumption in the process of products and services, and to
re-used waste as a source of energy and reduce the pollution from consumption. This is the main content
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of the sustainable strategy-that is the ecosystem management of the product life cycle. However, it is
necessary to note that such a strategy is not only confined to the business logistics system, but
throughout the enterprise's overall operation. It completely subverts the traditional business model, take
the production and management of human activities as part of the ecological activities, and realize the
humanity “quality development has the welfare as the central principle” under the common effects of
natural and economic rules. In the contemporary world of corporate environmental management, these
kind of environmental development strategies act as “leading” roles. Their perpetrators are mostly the
large enterprises who have achieved remarkable results in the field of environment and locate in the lead
position in environmental awareness.
3.4 Strategic Alliances Based on the Green Development
The strategic alliance is produced as a new type of strategic readjustment of ideas since the 1980s.
It stressed the formation of a collaborative and competitive organization between enterprise and
enterprise through strategic cooperation, but the parties among the cooperation still maintain their
production and management independence. In general, the strategic alliances between enterprises are
formed based on the economic benefit. Whereas “the strategic alliance based on the green development”
we put forward, realize the enterprises and enterprise cooperation, and seek the greatest competitive
advantage, by taking into account that the relevance in environmental management among enterprises
and seeking to maximize and optimize the ecological benefits, we know that the environmental
managements in different types of Chinese enterprises vary widely. Among, the most typical is
definitely the difference of the environmental management between SMEs and large enterprises. Many
large enterprises themselves have rich knowledge and experience in environmental management, the
ability to employ specialized environmental managers or to establish specialized environmental
management group, while SMEs often lack information about environmental management, lack of
human resources, lack of technical support and training, lack of practical environmental management
tools. Especially as to the funds which is the most important issue -- according to the survey by Cao
Dong and Wang Jinnan (1999), in China, the marginal cost of dealing with the environmental problems
in small enterprises and medium-sized enterprises are seven times and two times to large enterprises,
relatively. No wonder the majority of SMEs look the environment cost as the extra financial burden on
enterprises.
With this huge contrast of the environment management, in order to achieve maximum integrated
community environmental control, the collaboration must be made among enterprises with different
levels of environmental management, which will be the basis of reality of the formation of the strategic
alliance based on the green development. For example, the industrial ecology cycle model in
Kalundborg, Denmark, which is regarded as the classic, has linked an enterprise “metabolism” to
another enterprise “metabolism”, that is the wastes produced by one enterprise are valuable to another
enterprise, can become their production resources. Finally within a region, realize the optimization of
common benefits among various enterprises.

4 Conclusions
The above four levels of green strategies are progressive relations in the environmental impact and
the competitiveness of enterprises. These four strategies are separately suited in the process of becoming
greener for the enterprises at different stages from low to high. However, most of China’s enterprises are
taking the first level strategy, so they are in the passive position in market competition. Therefore,
Chinese enterprises urgently need changing their environment strategic positioning, and should make
their efforts in the competitive advantage strategy.
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Abstract Product innovation is a most challenging job. How the new products of an enterprise come
into the market at the quickest speed, how to reduce the development cost and how to meet customer’s
demands furthest directly relate to innovation condition of the product, and then relate to existing and
development of an enterprise. The thesis comprehensively adopts system theory, flexibility theory,
virtual enterprise theory, enterprise reorganization and other theoretical methods to establish a supply
chain platform with the product innovation as the center, which changes the traditional product
innovation method and puts the product innovation into the supply chain platform. The systematicness,
integration and compatibility are taken as the main study line to solve some problems in product
innovation based on supply chain, obtain new model for product innovation and integration based on
multi-level coordination mechanism of CORBA and WEB, put forward prompt to product development,
virtual product development, modular design and other product innovation method and execution frame.
Key words Supply chain management; Product innovation; Mode; Innovation method

1 Introduction
Supply Chain Management is a management logos developing based on modern science and
technology condition and profuse product condition. It refers to every aspect of various enterprises and
enterprise managements, is a multi-industry management. As trade partners, enterprises make associated
efforts to pursue maximize collective economy and benefit. Commercial flow, physical distribution,
information flow, fund flow and more in the supply chain are fully planned with the computer network
technology, planning organization; coordination and control are performed at the same time. The
concept of modern new product is from market or customer demands, but not from the producer angle.
Product innovation is the most challenging job. How the new products of an enterprise come onto
the market at the quickest speed, how to reduce the development cost and how to meet customer
demands furthers directly relate to innovation condition of the product, and then relate to existing and
development of an enterprise. It is observed that each enterprise try its best in increasing development
speed and level of new product. They think that they have already used up interior methods and
measures and nearly have no potential to be evacuated, whereas, supply chain management mode diverts
people's attention out of the enterprise. The thesis takes product innovation study based on supply
chain management as the subject. The main meaning of the study work is represented on the following
two aspects:
Firstly, supply chain management and product innovation are two subjects with very abundant
connotation, relating to a great many of change factors. Secondly, it is well known that product
innovation has become the first great event of enterprise's daily activity, and management of this part is
the most complicated part.
At present, the major study emphasis on product innovation both here and abroad is mainly focused
on the following aspects:
(1) Connotation study of product innovation: The study is performed mainly around the problem what is product innovation. Although product innovation has become the focus in development of
modern enterprises, there are different opinions in concept of product innovation. There is no a strictly
uniform definition at present. Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
defines the product innovation from market angle: the product technology change ① generated to
provide new or better service for product users. From technical angle, Professor Xu Qingrui thinks that
all activities from technical innovation activity to development of new product are called product
innovation②.
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. Innovation Survey Manual. Xinhua Publishing
House，1997
②
Xu Qingrui. Technology Innovation Management〔M〕.Zhejiang University Press, 1990
①
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(2) Research of product innovation influencing factors: The analysis & research concerning the key
factors for production innovation are mainly conducted through investigation and statistical analysis
methods. In this aspect, the research of Prof. Copper is the most representative and through the analysis
for the key factors of 102 successful new products and 103 failed new products in 103 companies. It is
found that the key factors for the success of new products are: the advantages of the product itself,
marketing and collaboration of technology and production; the key factors for the failed new products
are: over-high price, market changes and intense competition, etc.
Since supply chain management and product innovation management are two disciplines of great
profoundness, a large amount of variables are involved. Therefore, it is a great challenge to conduct
seamless connection and fusing research for the two disciplines. At present, there is basically no related
domestic research and the foreign research on this subject is also at the opening and tentative stage;
most researches are concentrated upon the generalization and summarization of enterprise practice,
without forming systematic theory and methods yet.

2 Analysis of Product Innovation Method under Supply Chain Management
Environment
2.1 Collaborative product innovation based on supply chain
The ideal of collaborative product innovation is to expand the traditional internal product data
management function to build a platform which integrates all the information, process and management
of product supply chain so as to realize the collaborative development and sharing for the product
knowledge asset within the so-called “expanded enterprise”. The authorized customer of the
collaborative product innovation can access and operate any distributed and heterogeneous product
innovation resources in the “expanded enterprise” information system within the whole life cycle from
concept design, manufacture, sales, service and discard & reclamation. One of the important features of
collaborative product innovation system is the unified data model which integrates the data and
application function in a loosed coupled manner and ensures the inter-collaboration among the
individuals without relying on data interoperability and this facilitates the integration of application
software among the enterprises. The collaborative production innovation which depends on Internet
connect the interest of supply chain and customers closely to form a global product knowledge network;
any tools or services to add value to the product during the whole life cycle of the product will be based
on this basic structure. Generally speaking, the main functions realized by the collaborative product
innovation include: document management, version management, process management, product
structure management, technical form management technology, component management, requirement
management and research program management, etc. Refer to Figure 1 for specific structure.
As shown in Figure 1, the overall framework is divided into three levels: mission level, CPC
platform and tool level. CPC platform acts as a bridge, one end of which is mission level, that is, the
main content of CPC solutions of enterprise. the other end is CPC platform based tool level, such as
enterprise resource planning software, customer relation management software and supply chain
management software, etc. It is obvious that under CPC environment, all the customer orders are
completed on the CPC platform.
2.2 Virtual product innovation based on supply chain
The supply chain-based virtual product innovation system is a layer structure composed of
interface layer, control layer, application layer, active layer and data layer, the information operation of
each layer is conducted on the basis of unified protocol via a “virtual bus” and refer to Figure 2. The
system provides a logically tight and structurally compact substrate for the follow-up development of
VM, supplies open-type technological frame and associated mechanisms of cell technology and supports
distribution-type environmental control mechanisms to realize multi-layer integration and “plug and
play” tool dynamic integration as well as the interaction between the real world and virtual world.
2.3 Modularized product innovation based on supply chain
Modularized system comprises several modules which are independently designed but operate as a
whole; the designers divide the information into standardized design rules and non-standardized design
parameters to realize modularization. Standardized design rules are the rules that exert influence on the
follow-up design, which are divided into three parts: the first is structure, which defines the modules that
constitute the system as well as the functions to be realized by each function; the second is interface,
which describes the interaction among the modules, including how the modules are installed, connected
and communicate with one another; the third is standard, which test whether the module is consistent
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with the design rules (the role played by the module in the system) and evaluated the performance of
one module relative to another module. However, the non-standardized design parameters are the design
rules that will not influence the modules themselves. The non-standardized design parameters can be
selected at a latter stage and can be changed when necessary without having to communicate with any
people outside the design team. Under the combined effect of standardized design rules and
non-standardized design parameters, the modularization can effectively solve the increasingly complex
requirement.

Product
develoapment
scheme

Product
development
process model

Product
program

test

Product
manufacture
program

Web

Web-based collaborative product development platform

ERP

CRM

SCM

Figure 1 Overall Framework of Supply Chain Collaborative Product Innovation

Modularized design is an important means for product innovation. Under traditional mode, since
most product development is independently completed by an enterprise, the modularized design is
generally carried out within the enterprise; that is to say, when the product innovation teams within the
company are undertaking product innovation, in most cases, the optional sophisticated technological
modules come from the internal of the company; under this condition, the selection range of the
technical module is very narrow. With modularized design, the suppliers at the upper reach, middle
reach and lower reach can collaborate closely with frequent technical communication; the companies
can build their respective sophisticated technologies into platforms and make corresponding packages
for the convenient selection of other companies. This kind of technical module package involves a wide
range of industries with high applicability; in this way, the simple repetitive inefficacious labor and
input of each company can be greatly reduced, a higher technical platform can be provided for the
product innovation at the very beginning and the investment and cost can be significantly saved; most
importantly, the development speed of the product is sped up, which can enable the product to gain the
initiative and expand market share. Under mode of the supply chain management, the modularized
design is more easy and convenient and the advantages and effectiveness of modularized design can be
given full play; when a technical module is widely applied, this technical module will possibly become a
kind of industrial standard and once a kind of technology becomes an industrial standard and the
enterprise who firstly grasp this kind of technology will gain significant market advantage.
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Various local and remote users

ASP/ACP application system

VPD application system

CAD/CAM.CAE.CAT support system

PDM management system

CPC platform
Figure 2 Virtual Product Innovation System Based on Structure of Supply Chain

3 Case Study
In 1985, Hewlett Packard formally entered into China and established China Hewlett-Packard Co.,
Ltd., which is the first high-tech joint venture in China. HP carries out operation in 178 countries and
regions concurrently, using multiple working languages and possessing 1 billion customers, 150000 staff
and 70000 service partners and 210000 sales partners; on average 71 patents come into being everyday.
After being merged with Compaq in 2001, HP has become a super-large enterprise with the sales
turnover reaching 90 billion US dollars in 2005; the global market share of HP laser printers has
exceeded 50% and the market share of inkjet printers has reached 40%. HP has three main subsidiary
business departments: personal system division, imaging and printing division and technological
solution division and the sales turnover of the three divisions has exceeded 26.7 billion US dollars, 25.2
US dollars and 33.3 US dollars respectively; the technological solution division is the most profitable
and this division has its own IT services, such as software and storage as well as its own global supply
chain. The super-large enterprise scale has brought great challenge to HP and it is not a simple thing to
handle so intricate relations.
3.1 Customer satisfaction management
Today’s customers are more and more sophisticated and they put more and more emphasis on the
product values but not price; thereby, HP gives consideration to the requirement of the customers and
strives to provide the customers with assured solutions, which is the greatest need of the customers.
Printers are bulk-sales IT product and its product design and operation mode influence the whole
development process of the product and thus the two aspects are considered as the most important
factors for the success of HP business printers. Since the entry of HP laser printers into China’s market,
a lot of money has been input into the product localization and product design; in order to speed up the
Chinese printing speed, HP took the initiative to provide Chinese word stock for the users and developed
HpLaserJet6L series products to meet the demand of Chinese consumers, which greatly satisfy the
actual demand of office printing market in China①.
The HP printers are positioned as “I trust, I choose”; in order to satisfy the actual demand of
Chinese consumers, HP maintenance is changed into “HP golden service”, which not only changes the
①

Xu Xiaoqing. Global supply chain analysis of HP. Market Weekly,2006(2)
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image of HP service but also comprehensively promotes the HP service capacity. HP establishes new
industrial service standards and, meanwhile, in order to satisfy the different requirements of customers,
various personalized service programs are established, in the hope of driving the product innovation via
service standardization and individualization. During this period, HP also carries out free printer training
in such places as exclusive shops and computer cities to teach the customers to use and maintain the
computers. To satisfy the customer requirements at any time and place by providing proper products,
service and solutions is the unremitting goal of HP.
3.2 Product development management
At the end of 2000, HP successfully starts enterprise product innovation management plan and the
goal is to halve the product time-to-market as well as the after-service cost of the product (this goal is
hopefully to be realized through improvement of design quality, rapid implementation of engineering
alteration and timely correction of design deviation on the basis of collaborative product innovation).
This plan comprises three parts: the first is to integrate previous different kinds of PDM systems inside
HP to establish a unified product design platform; the second is to implement technological
configuration management criteria among all the enterprises and cooperation partners; the third is to
establish the cross-enterprise collaborative environment guided by the thought of collaborative
production innovation. The design and manufacture of printers involve ASIC (Application Specific
Integrated Circuit), software, hardware, firm ware, mechanical design and appearance design, etc.,
belong to a relatively complicated high-tech manufacture. The main management center for HP laser
printer is established at the capital city of Idaho, Boise, the network card is in Roseville of California
and the accessories are in Mexico; the three locations are respectively provided with several software,
hardware, ASICS laboratories as well as product innovation centers and the production is outsourced to
a factory in Japan. In the past, the management have conducted preferable integration, for example, the
product life cycle, engineering alteration and new product introduction have made database butt-level
contact with the factory system; the management of inkjet printer is relatively more complicated, there
are different production, research & development and sales systems & processes in Canada, Asia-Pacific
regions and Ireland, therefore, the collaborative production innovation for inkjet printers is the both the
important and difficult and HP is striving to integrate the R & D resources and development platforms of
the two product lines through the establishment of collaborative product innovation system.

Time index

Quality index

Efficiency indicators

Table 1 Income Measurement Index of HP Company
Product innovation cycle
Engineering alteration implementation date
Percentage of new product sales
Percentage of standard component adoption
Re-use degree of other R&D development programs
Times of design iteration
Capacity of design process
Times of alteration of the engineering drawings after being issued to
manufacturing division
Maintenance cost
Rework and scrap costs
Quantity of product data sources
Accuracy of bill of materials
Unit project cost
Unit alteration cost
Outsourcing dependence of the project
Quantity of manual input and checking points

To better implement the collaborative product innovation system, the product range shall be
well-controlled and the inventory shall be continuously reduced. On one hand, the product commonality
shall be identified so as to realize the re-use of components in the new products; since the electronic
industry is relatively greatly restricted by environment, the products shall be designed strict in
conformity with various regulations and environmental conditions and the time-to-market of new
products shall be minimized. In this way, HP Company receives tangible benefits and the specific
income is measured on the basis of the three indexing systems as Table 1 shows:
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4 Results
As the leading enterprise within the industry, HP has made impressive achievements; through the
above-analysis, we can produce the following results:
(1) Most companies follow such a common law: the market performance of business-focused companies
significantly overwhelms those competitors without clearly-defined core businesses. Each enterprise
shall only focus on the most adept and sophisticated business and outsource the non-core businesses;
this can facilitate the enterprises to focus the limited resources on the main business so as to form core
competitiveness of the products or services and can also boost the efficiency of auxiliary businesses,
reduce the operation cost and create high service value for the customers.
(2) Through the imperfection of e-business platform, the unnecessary intermediary links in the
production innovation management are eliminated, the information timeliness and accuracy are
improved, the integrations of business flows and the inter-connection & communication of information
systems among enterprises are realized. In this way, the enterprise can reduce cost, reinforce
responsiveness, better internal procedures and enhance customer service so as to form effective product
innovation cooperation and communication.

5 Conclusions
The main content of the paper is to establish a supply chain platform centered on product
innovation. Different from the traditional product innovation methods, this paper places product
innovation on the platform of supply chain and strives to solve the problems emerging in the supply
chain-based product innovation by taking the systematicness, integration and coordination as the main
research line; supply chain-based product innovation methods are brought forward to realize the
integration supply chain and product innovation management. Through the research for the integration
of supply chain and product innovation, new product innovation integration mode based on CORBA &
WEB-based multi-level coordination mechanism is put forward as well as such product innovation
methods and implementation frameworks as agile product development, virtual product development
and modularized design, etc.
Supply chain and product innovation management research is a hot research issue both home and
abroad since supply chain management and product innovation management can bring magnificent
potential benefits for enterprises. In addition, with the rapid development of information technology, the
supply chain management and product innovation management also gain great development and
continuous enrichment of content; the applied research means, tools and methods are also increasingly
diversified. Meanwhile, people’s minds are also advancing with the times and their knowledge to the
supply chain and product innovation integration are ever-deepening; especially, with the wide
participation of some large enterprises in Western countries and the continuous accumulation of
experience, the research for this subject will be continuously perfected and enriched.
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Abstract This paper connects previous research in global competitiveness analysis, taking the impact
of global financial crisis into account, to evaluate how manufacturing companies are able to manage
crisis by adjusting their manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership together with
technology level, and develop their operational competitiveness through Sense & Respond (S&R) for
dynamic decisions to optimize resource allocations and adjust strategies. It develops a theoretical
approach of integrating the core factors which influence operational performance into conceptual
analytical models to evaluate overall competitiveness and the risks arisen from adjustments. The
empirical studies are focused to compare manufacturing companies in Finland with benchmarking to
China, Slovakia, Iceland, and Spain to conclude the development of operational competitiveness.
Key words Operational competitiveness; Manufacturing strategy; Transformational leadership; Risk
management

1 Introduction
From an economic perspective, the future has never seemed clear, but high performance businesses
have the ability to navigate through uncertainty and emerge ever stronger. How do they do it? The
experience and research with the world’s most successful companies show that winners follow certain
common principles. Companies that come through the strongest actually use economic disruption to
improve their competitiveness. To find out how to make it possible, this study develop a series of unique
analytical models to evaluate the case companies in Finland and compare them with case companies in
other countries e.g. China, Slovakia, Spain and Iceland to evaluate the operational competitiveness in
global context and conclude the experience of developing competitiveness potentials. We promote a
novel concept of overall competitiveness to evaluate performance of companies in global context by
integrating the evaluation of manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership with technology
level using analytical models created in this paper, and then use Sense & Respond methodology to
improve and develop the competitiveness through optimizing resource allocations.
The theoretical reference framework of this study starts from resource-based view of a firm for case
study (Wernerfelt, 1984)[1]. Takala et al. (2002)[2] have presented justification of multi-focused
manufacturing strategies. Miles and Snow (1978) [3] have defined four company groups which include
prospector, analyzer, defender and reactor. According to Miles and Snow (1978)[3], on the contrary to the
three groups which are prospector, analyzer and defender, reactor does not lead to a consistent and stable
organisation and therefore it is advised to change over to one of the other three groups. Based on this
theory, Takala et al. (2007)[4] have introduced unique analytical model to evaluate global
competitiveness rankings for manufacturing strategies in prospector, analyzer and defender groups
according to the company’s multi-criteria priority weights of Q(Quality), C(Cost), T(Time) and
F(Flexibility). Such analytical models are used to gain insight into the influences and sensitivities of
various parameters and processes on the alteration of manufacturing strategies by Takala et al.
(2007)[4] .In China, the most dynamic market, Liu et al. (2008)[5] has first time applied such analytical
models to analyze and improve operational competitiveness of one private middle-size Chinese
manufacturing company by adjusting competitive priorities in manufacturing strategy. Liu, Si and
Takala (2009)[6] has compared the operational competitiveness strategies in China and other countries in
a global context by utilizing same analytical models, in order to analyze different characteristics of
manufacturing strategies in different markets and suggest how the companies can improve their
operational competitiveness. But the adjustment of manufacturing strategy alone is not just enough to
improve the overall competitiveness to develop the business. This is one important factor and there is
another important and necessary factor to improve the overall competitiveness no matter in adversity or
in prosperity, which can be even more decisive and that is leadership (Bass, 1985)[7]. Bass and Avolio
(1994)[8] provided evidence on the benefits and effectiveness of transformational leadership on
leadership and training of leaders. Transformational leaders help their subordinates to learn and develop
as individuals, by encouraging and motivating them with versatile repertoire of behavioural and decision
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making capability (Bass and Avolio, 1994; Bass, 1997[9]). Takala et al. (2008a)[10] introduced another
unique analytical model to evaluate the level of outcome direction, leadership behaviour and resource
allocation of transformational leadership. In this paper transformational leadership is further extended
by adding technology level as part of resource allocation. The final idea in this paper is to create a new
analytical model to integrate manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership including
technology level together for more comprehensive evaluation of overall competitiveness to develop the
business operations further. The empirical studies are done in China, Finland, Slovakia, Iceland, and
Spain with deeper insight analysis of overall competitiveness of case companies and suggest how to
improve the overall competitiveness. The benchmarking and development of overall competitiveness of
case companies in global context emphasize more on the adjustment of manufacturing strategy and
transformational leadership through S&R to improve overall competitiveness in regional and global
market.
The procedures of utilizing the AHP are as follows in this paper. The first step is to establish the
model of hierarchy structure for the goal. In this study, the hierarchy models are constructed for the
evaluation of manufacturing strategy by Takala et al. (2002)[2] and transformational leadership by Takala
et al. (2005)[11], which servers as theoretical framework of this study. The second step is the comparison
of the alternatives and the criteria. They are pair wise compared with respect to each element of the next
higher level. The last step is connecting the comparisons so that to get the priorities of the alternatives
with respect to each criteria and the weights of each criteria with respect to the goal. The local priorities
are then multiplied by the weights of the respective criterion. The results are summed up to get the
overall priority of each alternative.

2 Research Methodologies
2.1 Evaluation of manufacturing strategy
The analytical models for manufacturing strategy are used to calculate the operational
competitiveness indexes of companies in the different groups, which are prospector, analyzer and
defender. According to Takala (2002), the responsiveness, agility and leanness (RAL) holistic model
supports the theory of the analytical models using four main criteria, i.e. quality, cost, time and
flexibility. The analytical models are developed from our research group based on over 100 case
company studies in over 10 countries worldwide, whose industrial branch varies from one to another
and company size varies from big to small but they share one thing in common which is that they all
compete in a highly dynamic business environment and therefore such analytical model has good
transferability.
The Manufacturing Strategy Index (MSI) is modelled as function f MSI (Q, C , T , F ) . In the
analytical models (Takala et al., 2007), the equations to calculate weights of core factors and the
analytical models to calculate the operational competitiveness rankings in each group are given.
Q
C
T
Q% =
(1); C % =
(2); T % =
(3);
Q +C +T
Q +C +T
Q +C +T

F
(4);
Q +C +T + F
The analytical model for prospector group:
F% =

φ ~ 1 − (1 − Q%1/ 3 ) (1 − 0.9* T % ) (1 − 0.9* C %) * F %1/ 3

(5)

The analytical model for analyzer group:
1/3

⎛
⎛ ( 0.95* Q% − 0.285) * ( 0.95*T % − 0.285) *⎞ ⎞
λ ~1 − (1 − F %) ⎜ ABS ⎜
⎟⎟ ⎟
⎜ ( 0.95* C% − 0.285)
⎜
⎟
⎝
⎠⎠
⎝

(6)

The analytical model for defender group:

ϕ ~ 1 − (1 − C %1/ 3 ) (1 − 0.9* T % ) (1 − 0.9* Q%) * F %1/ 3

(7)

2.2 Evaluation of transformational leadership
Takala et al. (2008a) have developed analytical models for the evaluations of leadership indexes
and its outcomes of different parts of leadership. These models are outcome direction index (OI) by
balancing the directions, leadership behaviour index (LI) by measuring deep leadership, and by
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measuring maximum of passive and/or controlling leadership and by measuring in different ways the
utilization of the cornerstones of deep leadership, and resource allocation index (RI) by balancing
utilization of human resources. In this paper we propose that technology level index (TI) to be
considered into transformational leadership as a special part of resources of leadership. Therefore the
new proposal is to model Total Leadership Index (TLI) as function f TLI (OI , LI , RI , TI ) .
The theoretical frame of the analytical models is based on theory of Transformational Leadership
(Bass 1997). A holistic but very simple model of a human being from resource allocations to behaviour
and finally to outcome directions and outcomes has been built basing on psychic, social, functional,
organizational and structural factors and put together according to the sand cone model (Takala et al.,
2005) and participation objectives in leadership of an organization.
The analytical models for evaluation of leadership are as follow.
Outcome Index: OI = f OI ( EF , SA, EE )
Leadership Index: LI = f LI ( DL, PL, CL, IC , IM , IS , BT )
Resource Index: RI = f RI ( PT , PC , IT , OR, TI )
Technology Index: TI = f TI ( SH , CR, BS )
Outcome index (OI):

⎧1
⎫
1
1
− EF , − SA , − EE ⎬
3
3
⎩3
⎭

Without classification: 1 − max ⎨

(8)

Prospector: 1 − (1 − EE

(9)

) ⋅ (1 − EF ) ⋅ (1 − SA) ⋅ Std {EE , SA, EF }1 / 3
1/ 3
1/ 3
Analyzer: 1 − (1 − SA ) ⋅ (1 − Std {EE , SA, EF } )
1/ 3
1/ 3
Defender: 1 − (1 − EF ) ⋅ (1 − EE ) ⋅ (1 − SA) ⋅ Std {EE , SA, EF }
1/ 3

(10)
(11)

EF = Effectiveness; SA = Satisfaction; EE = Extra effort
Leadership index (LI):

⎛
⎞
1
DL ⋅ (1 − max{PL, CL}) ⋅ ⎜⎜1 − − max{IC , IM , IS , BT } ⎟⎟
4
⎝
⎠

(12)

DL = deep leadership; PL = passive leadership; CL = controlling leadership
IC = individualized consideration; IM = inspirational motivation
IS = intellectual stimulation; BT = building trust and confidence
Resource index (RI) integrating with Technology index (TI):

(1 − PT ⋅ (1 − TI )) ⋅ (3 ⋅ min{PC , IT , OR}⋅ TI )
PT = people, technology, know how
PC = processes
IT = information systems
OR = organization (groups, teams)

{

TI = 1 − max SH optimal − SH , CRoptimal − CR , BS optimal − BS

(13)

}

(14)

SH=Spearhead, CR=Core, BS=Basic
Combined total leadership index (TLI):

TLI = OI ⋅ LI ⋅ RI

(15)
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3 Empirical Analysis
3.1 Operational competitiveness development
The research is based on doing numerous case studies of companies from different countries to analyze
with existing analytical models and to create new analytical models for further evaluation, therefore the
selection of case companies must be mostly representative, well performed and highly experienced in
managing dynamic business situations based on wide variation of industries and good performance in
exercising of strategy and leadership. We have chosen case companies from China, the most dynamic
market, for benchmarking, and for side by side comparisons in performance of competitiveness
development, we have chosen several large and median-sized manufacturing case companies in similar
industries from Finland which is known for its highly competitive technologies, from Slovakia which is
manufacturing base for many European and multinational companies, from Spain which is another major
European manufacturing centre, and from Iceland which is badly hit by the economic crisis.

Figure 1 Analysis to critical factors through S&R

Figure 1 shows analysis to critical factors through S&R for the case company FI_SW, from which
the decision can be made to adjust manufacturing strategy and transformational leadership by
optimizing the resource allocations, so that the multi-focus priorities i.e. quality to be slightly decreased
by 5%, delivery to be increased a lot by 40%, cost to be slightly increased by 5%, flexibility to be
decreased by 10%, and resource index to be much increased by 20%. The effects of such adjustments
are compared in Table 1.
It can be seen from Table 1 that the results of adjustments are different as company FI_SW
being considered to compete in three kinds of group. After S&R adjustments the result of MSI in
prospector group is nearly the same as before; the result of MSI in analyzer respect is worse than
before; and the result of MSI in defender group is slightly better than before. However, the result of
TLI is much better by adjustment than before, which means that the overal competitiveness is
improved significantly than before the adjustments. The correlation of MSI vs TLI before and after
S&R adjustments are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3.
Table 1

Competitiveness indexes compared before and after S&R

Before S&R
adjustments
MSI
(Prospector)
MSI
(Analyzer)
MSI
(Defender)

After S&R
adjustments

Results of
adjustments

0.9588

0.9185

0.9489

0.9582 0.9244 0.9487

nearly same

0.9514

0.9024

0.8641

0.8969 0.8912 0.8890

worse

0.9434

0.8877

0.9503

0.9455 0.9008 0.9519

slightly better
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Coutinued Table 1

TLI
MSI vs TLI
(Prospector)
MSI vs TLI
(Analyzer)
MSI vs TLI
(Defender)

0.0548
0.1146 0.0370
y=-0.4635x+0.9739
R2=0.8039
y=0.1609x+0.8949
R2=0.0223
y=-0.8388x+0.9848
R2=0.9856

0.0658 0.1375 0.0444
y=-0.3143x+0.9697
R2=0.7723
y=-0.0026x+0.8926
R2=0.0010
y=-0.5678x+0.9796
R2=0.9888

much better
better
worse
better

MSI vs TLI
0.96
0.94

MSI

0.92
0.9
0.88
0.86
0.03

P
A
D
P fit
A fit
D fit

0.04

0.05

Figure 2

0.06

0.07 0.08
TLI

0.09

0.1

0.11

0.12

MSI vs TLI before S&R adjustments

MSI vs TLI
0.96

MSI

0.94

0.92

0.9

0.88
0.04

P
A
D
P fit
A fit
D fit

0.06

0.08

0.1

0.12

0.14

TLI
Figure 3 MSI vs TLI after S&R adjustments

Figure 2 shows the MSI vs TLI before S&R adjustments. It can be seen that R2 in prospector and
defender groups are very high, and the competitive group for FI_SW is analyzer. Figure 3 shows the
MSI vs TLI after S&R adjustments. It can be seen that the new competitive group for FI_SW should be
prospector, and analyzer is no longer suitable with dramatic increase in delivery and decrease in
flexibility. Under new business situation, prospector is more profitable for FI_SW based on the S&R
measurements.
Figure 4 shows FI_SW improved OCI potential (light brown region) compared to its previous
(black region) and other cases improved in global context with benchmarking to cases in China,
Slovakia, Spain and Iceland.
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It can be seen that S&R is a very effective way to make optimizations and strategic adjustments for
case FI_SW and significantly improves its operational competitiveness potential.

Figure 4

FI_SW improved OCI potential (light brown region) compared to its previous (black region) and
other cases improved in global context

3.2 Risk evaluation
From the empirical analysis in developing operational competitiveness, it can be seen that S&R can
find out the critical factors in resource and optimize them accordingly. However, due to the uncertainty
of evaluation and implementation in the adjustment, risks will arise including risk analysis processes,
risks arising from the implementation process. Therefore it’s important to apply risk management in
following two major areas:
(1) The process of risk assessment and management, also known as process control or field control,
including targeted risk research object, the risk of data effectiveness, etc.
(2) The implementation of risk assessment and management, also known as ex post facto control,
including the feasibility of risk adjustment indicators, indicators of other factors to adjust on endogenous
risks, etc.
The detail evaluation will be modelled analytically in future studies.

4 Conclusions
In this paper, a novel concept to evaluate and develop overall competitiveness potentials for dealing
with dynamic business situations has been proposed by integrating manufacturing strategy and
transformational leadership with technology level together and through S&R for dynamic decision
making to optimize resource allocations and adjust strategies in order to develop operational
competitiveness potentials in a sustainable manner. The empirical studies are focused to studying
manufacturing companies in Finland and benchmarking with cases in China, Slovakia, Spain and
Iceland. The case companies are evaluated with the proposed analytical models and their performances
are compared in global context to conclude the development of operational competitiveness potentials.
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Abstract This paper used such variables like critical success factors, competitive advantages, corporate
culture, innovative capability, core competence, KM (knowledge management) and customer orientated to
probe into the determinants of success for Hubei advanced manufacturing services enterprises. In this study,
114 high-tech manufacturing and advanced manufacturing services enterprises accepted our survey. This
research analyzed the statistical data and tested the hypotheses mode. This research found that corporate
culture, innovative capability, core competence, knowledge management and customer oriented are
strongly related. But due to the advanced manufacturing services focus on the result of R & D and service,
only innovative capability, core competence and knowledge management are the critical success factors of
corporate competitive advantages.
Key words Advanced manufacturing services; Critical success factor; Competitive advantage

1 Introduction
After reform and opening up, especially since the 90s of last century, the service industry of Hubei
province has entered a period of rapid development. The size of service has been expanding, and the
proportion of service in the national economy has continued to increase. The service industry made a
significant contribution for the development of the national economy and the promotion of people’s
quality of life. The service industry has played an increasingly important role in the national economy.
However, compared with developed provinces or cities in China and developed countries, the
development of service industry in Hubei province still lags behind.
Into the 21st century, Chinese manufacturing industry is facing the opportunities and challenges
that the global industrial structure adjustment brings to us. While the manufacturing industry been
transferred to the developing countries, developed countries have experienced a wave of servitization in
manufacturing. Manufacturing enterprises develop to the two ends of industry chain, and enhance the
capacity of providing high value-added services. Hubei province is still at an early stage of
manufacturing services. Its development speed can’t meet the needs of the rapid development of
manufacturing industry. So, develop the advanced manufacturing services becomes the emphasis of the
development of Hubei service industry in the current stage.

2 Literature Review
2.1 Advanced manufacturing services
The servitization of the manufacturing industry was developed and widely grown up from the
1990s in the world economic system. It not only strengthened the relation between the manufacturing
industry and the service industry, but also has facilitated the development of a new industry, that was
“manufacturing service industry”. The research of manufacturing service industry in the foreign
academic circles was started from the late 1990s, and the concept of “manufacturing service industry”
has evolved from “service-enhanced manufacturing”, “service-embedded manufacturing”, “serviceoriented manufacturing” to “manufacturing services industry”. [1][2] Through the research on the
tendency of servitization of the manufacturing industry in developed countries, foreign scholars put
forward a series of new concepts for the behaviors and activities of manufacturing servitization, and
studied and explored the operation mechanism of manufacturing services enterprises from the enterprise
organization level. [3] In the Chinese academic circles, Wang Yingluo (2008), Sun Linyan (2007) etc first
stated the meaning of servitization of the manufacturing mode, and explored the macro and micro value
and significance for Chinese manufacturing industry to develop manufacturing services mode. [4][5]
Vandermerwe and Rada (1988) first proposed the concept of “Servitization”. They considered that
the Manufacturing firms needed to transform from just providing goods to providing goods and services,
and services must be taken the dominant position in the manufacturing firms’ products. Because services
Supported by Ministry of Education of the PRC, No. 09YJA630125
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could bring more profit for the enterprise. [6]
The research on manufacturing service industry was started from recent years in Chinese academic
circles. Lu Yanyan (2007), Xu Jun (2009), Wang Zongguang (2009) etc all stated the definition of
manufacturing service industry, and the definitions were almost the same. They considered that the
manufacturing service industry was the professional services activities that developed around the
various businesses of manufacturing industry product processes. And the modern manufacturing service
industry was the manufacturing service which fused internet, communication and computer
informatization methods and modern management concept and methods. [7] [8] [9]
2.2 Critical success factor
Daniel first proposed the definition and research methodology of “Critical Success Factor”. He
defined the “Critical Success Factor” as the work that enterprises or organizations must do very well to
gain success. He suggested that there are generally three to six critical success factors in an industry.
Enterprises must do very well in these key works to gain success. [10]
Many Chinese and foreign scholars studied and analyzed the critical success factors of different
service industries and summarized the critical success factors of some specific industries. For example,
Mao Qinghua (2006) suggested that strategic management and detail management were the two critical
success factors of service enterprises.[11] Taiyuan University of Technology graduate (Shi Wenliang 2009)
proposed in his thesis that the critical success factors to effectively manage a technical services
enterprise included enterprise strategy, organization structure, human resources, corporate culture and
knowledge management.[12] Taiwan scholar (Zhou Wenxian 1999) summarized the critical success
factors to gain success as the following 12 items in his book “Marketing management: market analysis
and strategy forecasting”. It included “corporate image, brand image, entry timing, product attributes,
product quality, core technology, advertising effect, promotion effect, purchase discount, price
competitiveness, power of place control and other factors”.[13]

3 Hypotheses
Through the study of advanced manufacturing services and the literature review of critical success
factors for manufacturing service industry, this paper considered that advanced manufacturing service
enterprises should start with the following five factors to establish their competitive advantage and
promote the development of advanced manufacturing service industry in Hubei Province. The five
factors were corporate culture, innovative capability, core competence, KM (knowledge management)
and customer orientated. They were the cornerstone for advanced manufacturing service enterprises to
establish competitive advantage and be successful. For a company to build to last, the most important is
having the capability and advantage to defeat the competitors. For the enterprise operators, if the
company owned some critical success factors for the industry, they would have the competitive
advantage and be well positioned in the industry competition.
A company with a strong corporate culture can create its critical success factors. And the
competitive advantage is from the value creation and the profitability of a company. Enterprise’s value
creation and profitability are directed by the enterprise’s innovative capability, core competence and KM,
and added the management strategy of customer orientated. Therefore, this paper established hypotheses
as following:
H1: Corporate culture had significant positive correlation with each critical success factors.
H2: Innovative capability had significant positive correlation with competitive advantage.
H3: Core competence had significant positive correlation with competitive advantage.
H4: Knowledge management had significant positive correlation with competitive advantage.
H5: Customer orientated had significant positive correlation with competitive advantage.

4 Model Constructions
4.1 Research method
Narration statistical analysis and regression analysis are used to process dada in the paper.
Narration statistical analysis is used to process some variables, including the description of basic
data in samples, to understand the structure of sample industries by doing numeral statistical analysis of
different variables and percentage analysis. Regression analysis is used to analyze the relationship of
corporate culture, innovative capability, core competence, knowledge management, customer orientated
and competitive advantage, at the same time verify the hypotheses put forward.
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4.2 Empirical testing
4.2.1 Hypothesis model
This paper took corporate culture as a starting point to explore the relationship between innovative
capability, core competence, knowledge management, customer orientated and competitive advantage,
and studied and analyzed the critical success factors of advanced manufacturing service enterprises.
Finally, the important factors for advanced manufacturing service enterprises to be success were proved
and the research purpose was achieved. The hypothesis model of this paper was shown in Figure 1.

Innovative capability

H3

H1
Knowledge management

H4
H5

Competitive advantage

Corporate culture

Core competence

H2

Customer orientated

Figure 1 The Hypothesis Model

4.2.2 Data sources
To test the hypothesis model put forward before, the research made a questionnaire survey among
the 150 high-tech manufacturing and manufacturing services enterprises in Wuhan East Lake High-tech
Zone, Hubei Province. The survey covered the electronics industry, laser industry, communication
equipment manufacturing and service etc of advanced manufacturing and advanced manufacturing
service industry. It basically represented the development condition of the advanced manufacturing and
advanced manufacturing service industry in Hubei Province. In this survey, 150 questionnaires were
sent out, the actual response was 128, in which 114 was available questionnaires. The actual response
rate and available response rate were 85.3% and 89.1%. The questionnaire survey was highly effective.

5 Discussions of Results
5.1 Corporate culture and critical success factors
5.1.1 Correlation analysis
According to the results of statistical analysis, the Pearson correlation coefficients ranged from
0.602 to 0.804, which meant the association degree between corporate culture and each critical success
factors were highly correlated. The statistical result of correlation analysis between corporate culture
and each critical success factors was shown in Table 1.
Table 1

Corporate
Culture

The Correlation Analysis Between Corporate Culture and Each Critical Success Factors
Innovative
Core
Knowledge
Customer
capability
competence
management
orientated
Pearson
.773(**)
.804(**)
.674(**)
.602(**)
Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000
N
114
114
114
114

** p<0.01.

5.1.2 Regression analysis
Table 2 was the summary analysis table of the regression analysis model for the independent
variable corporate culture and each dependent variable. Table 2 showed that the total variances
explained were 59.8%, 64.6%, 45.4% and 36.2%; F value were: 166.432,204.483,93.020 and 63.662,
and p = 0.000. This meant that the regression analysis model was statistically significant. Therefore, H1
was supported.
5.2 Critical success factors and competitive advantage
5.2.1 Correlation analysis
According to the results of statistical analysis, the Pearson correlation coefficients ranged from
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0.587 to 0.760, which meant the association degree between each critical success factors and
competitive advantage were highly correlated. The statistical result of correlation analysis between each
critical success factors and competitive advantage was shown in Table 3.
Table 2

The Summary Analysis Table of the Regression Analysis Model for the Independent Variable
Corporate Culture and Each Dependent Variable
Variance
Std. Error
Adjusted
Durbinof the
R
R2
F of
F of
2
2
R
Watson
R
F
Sig.
Estimate
molecular denominator

Dependent
Variable
Innovative
capability
Core
competence
Knowledge
management
Customer
orientated

0.773a 0.598

0.594

2.762

0.598

166.432

1

112

0.000

1.583

0.804a 0.646

0.643

3.162

0.646

204.483

1

112

0.000

2.111

0.674a 0.454

0.449

3.426

0.454

93.020

1

112

0.000

1.902

0.602a 0.362

0.357

3.924

0.362

63.662

1

112

0.000

1.682

Table 3

The Correlation Analysis Between Each Critical Success Factors and Competitive Advantage
Innovative
Core
Knowledge
Customer
Competitive
capability
competence
management
orientated
advantage
Pearson
Innovative
Sig.
capability
N
114
Pearson 0.697**
Core
Sig.
0.000
competence
N
114
114
Pearson 0.650**
0.682**
Knowledge
Sig.
0.000
0.000
management
N
114
114
114
Pearson 0.629**
0.670
0.521**
Customer
Sig.
0.000
0.000
0.000
orientated
N
114
114
114
114
Pearson 0.760**
0.747**
0.662**
0.587**
Competitive
Sig.
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
advantage
N
114
114
114
114
114
** P <0.01.

5.2.2 Regression analysis
Table 4 was the summary analysis table of the regression analysis model for each critical success
factors and competitive advantage. Table 5 was the analysis table of regression coefficients. Table 4
showed that the total variances explained of independent variables such as innovative capability, core
competence, knowledge management and customer oriented to the dependent variable competitive
advantage was 68.1%; f value was 58.184 and p = 0.000. This meant that the regression analysis model
was statistically significant. However, Table 5 showed that the dependent variable competitive
advantage had significant positive correlation just with the independent variables of innovative
capability, core competence and knowledge management. Therefore, H2, H3 and H4 were supported,
but H5 was not supported.
Table 4

Model
1

The Summary Analysis Table of the Regression Analysis Model for Each Critical Success Factors
and Competitive Advantage
Std.
Variance
DurbinAdjusted
Error of
R
R2
2
F of
F of
Watson
R
the
R2
F
Sig.
molecular denominator
Estimate
0.825a

0.681

0.669

5.148

0.681

58.184

4

109

0.000

2.059
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Table 5

The Regression Coefficients Analysis of the Competitive Advantage and Each Critical Success
Factors
Unstandardized
Standardized
Collinearity
Mode
t
Sig.
Coefficients
Coefficients
Statistics
B
Std. Error
Beta
Tolerance
VIF
(Constant)
3.020
1.893
1.596 0.113
Innovative capability
0.845
0.172
0.409
4.906 0.000
0.421
2.377
Core competence
0.789
0.152
0.348
3.885 0.000
0.364
2.748
Knowledge
0.588
0.152
0.148
2.889 0.000
0.475
2.104
management
Customer orientated
0.035
0.140
0.019
0.253 0.800
0.500
2.000

1

Therefore, the results of the research hypotheses were shown in Table 6.
Table 6 Results of the Research Hypotheses
Hypotheses

Results

H1

Corporate culture had significant positive correlation with each critical success factors

Supported

H2

Innovative capability had significant positive correlation with competitive advantage

Supported

H3

Core competence had significant positive correlation with competitive advantage

Supported

H4

Knowledge management had significant positive correlation with competitive advantage

Supported

H5

Customer orientated had significant positive correlation with competitive advantage

Not Supported

6 Conclusions
The paper mainly studied and explored the critical success factors of the development for the
advanced manufacturing service industry in Hubei Province, and verified the five research hypotheses
put forward before through the analysis of 114 sample data. Three research hypotheses were supported
and two were not supported. The paper used correlation and regression analysis to explore the
relationship between each variable. The results of this study summarized as follows.
The test results of H1 showed that advanced manufacturing service enterprises highly approved the
relationship between corporate culture and the critical success factors of innovative capability, core
competence, knowledge management and customer orientated. The test results of H2~5 showed that
advanced manufacturing service enterprises highly approved the relationship between innovative
capability, core competence, knowledge management and competitive advantage, but didn’t approved
the relationship between customer orientated and competitive advantage. This also explained the actual
condition of the advanced manufacturing and advanced manufacturing service enterprises in Hubei
Province. They took more attention on the development of innovative capability, core competence and
knowledge management than customer orientated. They thought innovative capability, core competence
and knowledge management could bring them competitive advantage, nevertheless the customer
orientated couldn’t.
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Analyzing of Potential Market of China for Ethiopian Coffee
Eskinder Asfaw Bantiwalu, Asfaw Yilma Demisse
School of Management, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, P.R.China, 430070
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Abstract After analyzing the opportunities and challenges of Chinese market by using secondary data,
this paper finds that the population of China (1.3 billion), the increasing demand of Coffee in China
(30% per year), the fastest growing of Chinese Economy (an average rate of 10% per year since 1990)
and the purchasing power of the people are the key indicators of Chinese potential market for all coffee
exporter countries in general and for Ethiopia in particular. Therefore, doing a specific in-depth market
research, identification of the best distribution channels, implementation of market entry strategy,
distinguish how to increase market share, and establishing strong supply chain system is the best
strategg drawn in this paper in order to get into the Chinese coffee market for Ethiopian Coffee
exporters.
Key words Ethiopian coffee production; Chinese growing coffee demand; Chinese potential market
for coffee

1 Introduction
Coffee has enormous economic, social and environmental significance in Ethiopia. It represents
an important part of Ethiopia’s foreign exchange earnings, tax income and gross domestic product (Gole,
T.W. et al, 2002). Coffee also directly supports the livelihoods of more than 25 percent of the population,
and is at the centre of social and family life (Roussel, B. and Verdeaux, F. 2007). Despite its
distinctiveness and reputation for excellence, Ethiopian coffee has been sold as a commodity like most
coffees worldwide traditionally. In the past, sharp declines in the world price have thus reduced
Ethiopia’s national income and severely affected its coffee farmers that are increasingly using the land
for other monoculture crops. Due primarily to these changes in land use, at one point it was estimated
that Ethiopian highland forests would disappear by 2015 (Tadesse, W.M. et al, 2001). Ethiopian coffee is
undifferentiated in the market; higher incomes will do little to help counter the trend to maximize profits
by manipulating coffee forests into quasi-industrial plantations with nonspecific production, and
introduced varieties and know-how.
Also a number of terms used in the coffee trade on the basis of the districts where the coffee is
grown, such as Harar, Sidamo, and Yirga Chaffee, have become known to consumers over the past years
for their unique flavor profiles. According to the Ethiopian Coffee Network, the reputation of these
coffees is the result of the hard work of generations of Ethiopian coffee farmers. In Ethiopia after the
dramatic collapse of coffee prices, as well as the development of an increasingly ‘grey’ coffee market,
the government bolstered control of its prized industry through a series of new government mandates in
2008. The new legislation is primarily designed to regulate the buying and selling of coffee by requiring
all sales be conducted through the Ethiopian Commodity Exchange (ECX). In 2009, beyond the
regulatory issues, there were additional challenges for Ethiopian coffee. Pesticides found their way onto
the packaging and thus Japanese buyers, the number one buyer of Ethiopian coffee (purchases 20% of
exports), instituted a ban on Ethiopian coffee when they discovered pesticides on packing bags.
However this problem already solved.
Thus, Ethiopia continues to produce quality coffee to the international market. Now the question is
how Ethiopian coffee can penetrate into different global markets like China. Since the population of
China is over 1.3billion it is a huge market if possible to get in. Recently there is a growing coffee
demand in China. This is one of the best opportunities to notice. For this reason, this survey focuses on
analyzing of Chinese potential market for Ethiopian coffee.

2 Coffee Demand and Market Analysis in China
Coffee consumption in China is highly concentrated in large cities such as Beijing, Shanghai and
Guangzhou. Also other cities like Wuhan coffee culture seems to expand. Recently coffee appeals to
adventurous young, rich, and urban consumers. This is just because originally coffee is considered as a
Western concept to most Chinese consumers. According to Subhuti (2003), the Chinese do not consume
coffee because of its potential health value either in terms of modern medical data or traditional Chinese
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medical concepts. Rather, it has been consumed until now as part of the fascination with western culture
that has grown during the past few decades, particularly after the anti-Western campaigns of the Maoist
regime. However the coffee culture is getting well known in China nowadays. Chinese coffee
consumers are more exposed to Western influences and tend to look up to Western lifestyles.
Manufacturers have targeted Westernized young professionals as the main target market for coffee.
Another large consumer group, which influences the coffee consumption, is returnees. China has many
returnees (mainland Chinese students returning from Western countries) over the last ten years. Many of
these returnees have lived in Western countries for a decade and they have become accustomed to the
coffee culture. Upon their return to China they have carried on living in this fashion. Foreign expatriate
also comprise a large proportion of coffee consumers in China.
According to Hope Lee (2004), China’s high growth economy and improved investment has
attracted substantial foreign direct investments, which has led to rapid increases in the number of ex-pats.
Shanghai’s official statistics show that the number of Taiwanese living in Shanghai for short periods (at
least three months) is estimated at 230,000. The figure is expected to increase each year. Ex-pats are at
the high-end of coffee consumption and are also regular patrons of cafés. It is reported that Westerners
and businessmen from Hong Kong and Taiwan represent 30% of customers at chained cafés such as
Starbucks. Qiao Yi (1998) in his report mentioned that many decades ago, coffee culture in Shanghai
was much more sophisticated than instant coffee. In the 1930s, when Shanghai was named as a
"paradise for adventurers," Western restaurants and cafes grew rapidly in the town that nurtured the
city's first generation of coffee lovers. Also Takada and Suzuki (2009) in their journal report mentioned
that the number of coffee roasting companies in China has increased to 30 from 25 a year earlier as sales
rise to consumers in Shanghai and other coastal cities.
Total volume sales of coffee in China grew by nearly 90% between 1998 and 2003, to 6,504.5
tones. Domestic production of coffee beans also expanded rapidly. China Agriculture Yearbook reports
that China produced a modest figure of 3,573 tons of coffee beans in 1997, but by 2000 this had risen to
11,568 tones. The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) estimated that this figure had risen
to 13,000 tons by 2001. The expanded local production of coffee beans coupled with the low price of
green coffee in international markets has contributed to the reduction of the retail price of coffee in
China. This situation encouraged investment in coffee, which in turn resulted in a higher visibility in the
retail market, particularly in large cities. The level of publicity and media interest in coffee also notably
increased.
China doubled its on-trade coffee consumption between 1998 and 2003. This is a mostly urban
phenomenon with most rural areas largely untapped. On-trade sales of coffee mainly go through three
types of establishments: coffee shops/cafés (independent and chained), Internet cafés and fast food
restaurants. Euro monitor’s figures show that chained coffee shops, such as Starbucks and Manabe
(Japanese style café); saw spectacular growth in unit sales, up by 814% between 1999 and 2009.
Starbucks stands as a statement of modern lifestyles and affluence in today’s China. The company has
opened over 90 outlets in the country. However, Starbucks faces increasing competition from other
foreign players. The Chinese coffee market is highly consolidated, with multinationals controlling the
market. Nestlé was the first multinational to establish a coffee processing plant in China. Nestlé’s
Nescafé brand is a long-running favorite in the instant coffee sector in China and Nescafé has now
become a generic name for coffee. In 2002, Nestlé accounted for 46% of retail value sales. The company
runs continuous above-the-line and below-the-line marketing and promotional campaigns in the country.
Kraft is trailing Nestlé considerably, holding a 20% share in 2002. Multinationals have made a positive
contribution to the development of the Chinese coffee industry with both Nestlé and Kraft utilizing
domestically grown coffee to supply the local market. Nestlé also sent technical staff to the Yunnan
province (one of the major coffee-producing provinces in China) to help growers produce coffee beans
which meet their own production requirements.
The Chinese coffee market is expected to grow by 70% in total volume sales between 2003 and
2008 to reach 11,073 tones. Euro monitor findings show that, within Asian countries, affluent consumers
with a high degree of Western influence are more likely to accept a coffee culture (Hope Lee, 2004).
According to Sprcoffee.com (2010) there are approximately 200 million potential coffee consumers in
China, which would potentially put China on a par with the major coffee consumer. The coffee market is
growing by 30% annually. In contrast, coffee consumption worldwide is growing at an annual rate of
only 2%. In the future China has the potential to become a major coffee-consuming country. As a
consequence, the coffee industry and coffee shop operation represent highly promising blue sea business
areas. This show that The China Coffee Market has endless Potential thus, China will play a pivotal role
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in the world coffee industry's future strategies.

3 Ethiopian Coffee Product and Market Overview and Analysis
In Ethiopia there are about 331,130 peasant coffee farms and 19,000 in state farm. There are also
seven major coffee growing regions in the country: Harar, Sidamo, Yirgacheffe, Limmu, Jimma, Lekemt,
Bebeka. Also Ethiopian coffee considered the 2nd in Africa and seventh in the World (See Table 1
below).
Table 1

Ethiopian Coffee Growing Regions and Production Rank (2009)

Major Coffee Growing Regions
1.
Harar
2.
Sidamo
3.
Yirgacheffe (in Sidamo)
4.
Limmu
5.
Jimma
6.
Lekemt
7.
Bebeka

Rank in Production
•
•

1st in Africa
7th in the World

Similarly when we see Ethiopian coffee production since 2003 we can notice a tremendous growth.
That is the total production shows a significant growth 3874 (2003), 4568 (2004), 4003 (2005), 4636
(2006), 5733 and (2007) (See Table 2 below). Also over 60% of the coffee produced in Ethiopia today is
prepared for export. Given the rising demand for coffee worldwide, Ethiopian coffee production has
grown at a compound annual rate of 10% from 2003 to 2007.
Table 2

Ethiopian Coffee Production (000s 60kg/bags)

Year
Domestic
consumption
Exportable
Production
Total Production

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

1833

1833

1833

1833

1833

2041

2735

2170

2803

3900

4568

4003

4636

5733

3874
Note: (1 bag = 60 kg) of coffee annually

On the other hand, unlike the Western society Ethiopians are crazy about coffee. Domestic
consumption of coffee in Ethiopia is about 1.83 million kg every year whereas the exportable production
is increasing every year (See Figure 1, below).

Figure 1 Ethiopian Coffee Total Domestic and Exportable Production (2003-2007)

It is obvious that the world coffee consumption is growing. Likewise, countries are trying to
produce quality coffee product to the world market. And this definitely creates competition among
coffee exporters. Unlike the natural and manmade problems which easily affect the coffee market,
competition on international market is one of Ethiopia problem faced in the last decades. However, since
2000 Ethiopian share of World Coffee export market is growing significantly (See Table 3 and Figure 2
below consistently).
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Ethiopian Share of World Exports

Year

2000/01

2001/02

2002/03

2003/04

2004/05

2005/06

2006/07

2007/08

Value

2.5%

3.5%

3.0%

3.7%

4.0%

3.7%

3.7%

4.8%

Here, to find the average annual share of World coffee export market we can see the difference
from 2000/1-2007/08. That is
{[3.5% - 2.5%] + [3.0% - 3.5%] + [3.7% - 3.0%] + [4.0% - 3.7%] + [3.7% - 4.0%] + [3.7% - 3.7%]
+ [4.8% - 3.7%]}= {1% + -0.5% + 0.7% + 0.3% + -0.3% + 0% + 1.1%}
Therefore, average Ethiopian World Coffee Export market = 0.32%

Figure 2

Ethiopian Shares of World Exports

As shown in Table 3 and Figure 2 above, the annual average Ethiopian share of world coffee export
market is growing approximately 0.32%. This is not, of course, enough to say excellent but it shows
there is a better future in the market.

4 Findings
As Chinese annual report shows, China's economy grew at an average rate of 10% per year during
the period 1990~2004, the highest growth rate in the world. China's GDP grew 10.0% in 2003, 10.1%,
in 2004, and even faster 10.4% in 2005. That is the best opportunity we notice here. The Chinese coffee
demand also increased by 30%. Likewise the purchasing power of the people is increasing dramatically.
These are the best opportunity for Ethiopian Coffee exporters to join Chinese market. Also it is so
important to evaluate the key success factors in the industry and the suitable competitive advantage of
the business (See 4.1 and 4.2 below).
4.1 Market opportunities in China
•
Total population of China ( 1.3 billion)
•
Increasing demand of Coffee in China ( 30% annual ) Vs ( 2% world)
•
The fast Growth of Chinese Economy
•
The purchasing power of Chinese People
•
A positive change of Chinese buying behavior
4.2 Favorable conditions for ethiopian coffee
•
Increasing the quality and quantity of the coffee ( More of Organic)
•
The home land of Coffee ( reputation)
•
Technology Development ( Apply modern technology on the coffee preparation process)
•
The Traditional Coffee Ceremony ( Advertising through the traditional coffee ceremony of
Ethiopia)
•
Strong supply chain system ( better supply chain in Ethiopia through ECX)
There are four key market variables: product, price, promotion and sells. These four variables are
highly interlinked when we deals about market penetration. And here they considered as the key strategy
to get in to the Chinese coffee market. When we take ‘product’ as the key variable, that is to say the
quality of the coffee process from plantation to the expected final destination and its being organic
should be highly considered.
In general, the Chinese market offers great business opportunities due to its rapid economic growth
and huge market; however, it has its fair share of challenges, ranging from inadequate market data,
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inappropriate entry strategy, lack of access to sales channels, difficulty in finding the right partners and
cultural differences.

5 Conclusions
At present, China has already become one of the potential consumption markets for the coffee
manufacturer. In addition, Chinese government has been consciously guiding the transformation of
China from the “world production center” into a combination of “production center” and “demand
center”. However, foreign enterprises often found it is difficult to formulate their entry strategy in
Chinese coffee markets based on their past experiences in the face of special local market environment.
Therefore, analysis of possible sales channels, analysis of potential risks, formulating potential risk
control, and screening of distribution partners based on the Chinese business culture is so important.
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Abstract Based on the method of DEA, this paper evaluates the technical innovation efficiency of
Chinese regions from 1997 to 2004, and analyzes the influential factor using the Tobit random model.
The main conclusions are as follows: regional innovation efficiency in east is significantly higher than
the middle and west; industry structure and enterprise scale have notable effect to regional technical
innovation efficiency, but the enterprise system factor is not notable influential factor. Further analysis
indicates that only higher education has a favorable effect on regional technical innovation efficiency.
Key words Regional economy; Technical innovation efficiency; DEA; Tobit model

1 Introduction
With increasingly fierce competition in the global economic development and shortcomings of
traditional regional development model gradually emerged, people paid more and more attention on the
concept of regional innovation systems (Enright, 2001). This has led to rediscover the importance of
regional scale as well as regional resources in stimulating innovation capability and competitiveness
company and regions (David and Saeed, 2005).
Since reform and opening, China’s economy maintained a fast growth rate, but the economic gap
between regions become increasing obviously. In addition to regional differences in geographical
location and natural resources, the regional technological innovation efficiency differences is also an
important factor which lead to regional economic development gap more greater. Technological
innovation as the major driving force and source of a region to maintain sustainable economic
development, the innovation efficiency is significantly affect regional economic development. This
leads to the questions that are there significant differences in technological innovation efficiency in all
regions of China? What factors affect the regional technological innovation efficiency?
The study on the efficiency of regional technological innovation in china can be basically divided
into two categories: focused on the efficiency of regional innovation measurement (Huang Lucheng,
2000; Liu Xielin, 2002), or on the influencing factors of the technological innovation efficiency (Chi
Rengyong and Yu Xiaofen 2004, Lin Yun 2008).
Based on previous research, this paper employs DEA method to study 30 provincial administrative
regions of China (except Tibet). The regional technology innovation efficiency was measured and
compared the efficiency between these areas, and panel Tobit model was used to further analyze
influential factors on regional technology innovation efficiency.

2 The Model
Data envelopment analysis is a non-parametric method to evaluate decision making unit (DMU)
relative efficiency, developed on the basis of Farell measure by the U.S. operational researcher A.
Harnes (1978). This method is based on decision making unit Pareto optimal concept, employing real
decision making unit in a production system, using linear programming to construct convex efficient
production frontier border, compared to this frontier, can identify inefficiencies decision-making units
and the efficiency value, and then get the relative efficiency as well as the scale information of decision
making units.
Limited dependent variable model is used to study the influential factors of regional technical
innovation efficiency using, and Tobit model for further estimate and analysis .
The basic structure of Tobit model is as follows:
⎧⎪βT X i +εi , βT X i +εi > 0,
Zi = ⎨
0,
βT X i +εi ≤ 0,
⎪⎩
Zi is the value of efficiency, Xi is the explanatory variable vector, βT is vector of unknown
parameters, εi～N(0, ζ2).We use maximum likelihood method to estimate.
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3 Positive Analysis
3.1 The measurement of regional innovation efficiency
In accordance with scientific principle, comparability principle and feasibility principle, taking into
account the availability of indicator data, in reference to other researchers, this paper selected research
and experimental development (R&D) expenditures, research and experimental development (R&D)
full-time equivalent staff, technology flow in technology market as a regional innovation efficiency
investment indicators, three kinds of granting patent applications, technology market contract
transaction amount, number of Chinese scientific papers included in key foreign search tools as output
indicators (see Table 1).
Table 1
Input indicators
R&D expenditures

The Regional Innovation Efficiency of Index System
Unit
Output indicators
Thousand Yuan
Number of Chinese scientific papers
included in key foreign search tools
R&D full-time equivalent staff
Per person per
Technology market contract transaction
year
amount
Technology flow in technology Million Yuan
Three kinds of granting patent applications
market

Unit
Piece
Million
Yuan
Item

We select 30 regions data in China (because of missing data, Tibet and Hong Kong, Macao and
Taiwan regions are not analyzed), using DEA method calculates the 1997-2004 regional innovation
efficiency, and received the mean ranks as follows.
Table 2
Provinces
Beijing
Zhejiang
Guangdong
Shanxi
Anhui
Hainan
Jilin
Chongqing
Shanghai
Heilongjiang
Hunan

Average
technological
innovation
efficiency
1
0.9967
0.9895
0.9797
0.9791
0.9750
0.9653
0.9609
0.9529
0.9400
0.9343

Mean Regional Innovation Efficiency
Average
technological
Provinces
Provinces
innovation
efficiency
Tianjin
0.9065
Inner Mongolia
Hubei
0.8867
Henan
Fujian
0.8772
Shandong
Gansu
0.8495
Guizhou
Jiangsu
0.8306
Jiangxi
Guangxi
0.8301
Ningxia
Liaoning
0.8191
Shanxi
Xinjiang
0.79
Qinghai
Hebei
0.7766
the East
Sichuan
0.7622
the Middle
Yunnan
0.7494
the West

Average
technological
innovation
efficiency
0.7315
0.7243
0.7225
0.7051
0.6219
0.6060
0.5302
0.4304
0.9706
0.9141
0.8541

Note: in the table, the east including Beijing, Zhejiang, Guangdong, Hainan, Shanghai, Tianjin,
Fujian, Jiangsu, Guangxi, Liaoning, Hebei, Shandong; Central including: Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Jilin,
Heilongjiang, Anhui, Jiangxi, Henan, Hubei, Hunan ; western including: Chongqing, Sichuan, Guizhou,
Yunnan, Shanxi, Gansu, Qinghai, Ningxia, Xinjiang.
The mean of regional technological innovation efficiency in 1997-2004 shows that for 8 years,
technical innovation efficiency of Beijing is always 1, means DEA efficient. Which indicate that since
1997, based on its current output Beijing has been achieved optimal input level.
According to the interpretation of the NDRC, China’s eastern, central and western division is the
policy division rather than administrative divisions, nor the geographical division. The east coast is the
first implementation of open door policy and the provinces and cities of higher levels of economic
development; middle is the sub-developed economic areas; the west refers to the western
underdeveloped economy regions. There can be seen more significant differences among three regions
from DEA efficiency scores. Judging from the economic development, the east is also much stronger
than the middle and the west, which means that in China’s economy, more developed regions have
higher technological innovation efficiency. In addition, there are five regions in the east have the DEA
efficiency scores above 0.9, only two regions of the west reach the basic DEA effective. The less
technology innovation efficient regions, which DEA efficiency scores less than 0.7, these areas must be
rationally reallocate the innovate resources.
This situation indicates that China’s Eastern and Central areas are developed more balanced, the
within innovation efficiency gap is smaller than the western; all the DEA efficiency in the western
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region was low, and internal disparities is significant. To make western region out of the innovation
plight as soon as possible, keep up and exceed the development of central and eastern. The combinations
and number of the inputs must be found to maximize innovation outputs on the basis of the available
resources.
3.2 Regional technical innovation efficiency factors
In order to analyze the influential factors of regional technology innovation efficiency, the
technological innovation efficiency value of year 1997 to 2004 is interpreted as a dependent variable,
the panel Tobit random effect model is used to estimate. The paper mainly examines the effects of
enterprise systems, enterprise size, industry structure and human capital on regional technological
innovation. In which the proportion of state-owned and collective enterprises in total industrial output
value (state), and the share of R&D expenditure in research institutions of total expenditure (rd)
represent the enterprise system factors; the proportion of large enterprises account in total industrial
output value (large) to measure firm size; the proportion of heavy industry sector output in industrial
output (hea) to represent the characteristics of industrial structure; the average years of schooling is used
to represent human capital. The stock of human capital (edu) calculated as: primary school proportion ×
6 + junior school proportion× 9 + high school proportion× 12 + the proportion of college and above ×
16.
To further examine different impact of human capital levels on technical innovation efficiency, this
paper use the ratio of primary, secondary, and higher education students relative to total population to
measure regional human capital structure, under normal circumstances, higher level of education means
stronger learning ability and creativity, and can be more effectively integrate various social resources to
achieve maximum output in the process of technological innovation.
The Tobit random effect regression model used in regional innovation efficiency is as follows:
(1)
Yit = ٛ+ ٛ1it state + ٛ2it hea + ٛ3it edu + μ i + ξ itζ ٛ2
Among them, α is the constant term, βi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is the coefficient of each factor respectively,
μi is the effect of the cross section can not be observed, εit is the random interference terms. Get the other
three models by replacing human capital stock in model (1) with the primary, secondary and higher
education.
Using Stata software (ver10.0), results of the Tobit random effects regression were calculated in the
following table.
Table 3 Regional Technical Innovation Efficiency Factors
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
-0.0711（0.444）
-0.0359（0.701） -0.0751（0.419）
0.0173（0.839）
0.0302（0.718） 0.0171（0.841）
0.2064（0.048）
0.2423（0.020） 0.2083（0.046）
-0.3091（0.004）
-0.4324（0.000） -0.3075（0.005）
0.0085（0.402）
-0.68574（0.019）
0.0781（0.519）

state
rd
large
hea
edu
edu1
edu2
edu3
constant
0.8843（0.000）
Log llikelihood
122.780
LR test of σu2
0.000
Note: p value in brackets (2-tailed).

1.2216（0.000）
125.152
0.003

0.9130（0.000）
122.637
0.000

Model 4
-0.0270（0.774）
0.0246（0.767）
0.2350（0.025）
-0.4084（0.000）

1.3900（0.011）
0.8944（0.000）
125.570
0.001

Most variables coefficients are statistically significant and the direction of the symbols basically in
line with our expectations. In the model 1 to model 4, the heavy industrial output value proportion has a
negative effect on regional technology innovation efficiency; large enterprises output value proportion is
positively affect the technological innovation efficiency; primary education hinder the improvement of
the regional innovation efficiency, meanwhile higher education promote it. Finally, the enterprise system
factors and the average years of schooling have no significant role in promoting or hindering technical
innovation efficiency in the statistical sense.
According to the regression results, the larger enterprises proportion can promote innovation
efficiency in the region. Therefore, to improve the regional innovation efficiency, a large number of
strong innovation capability, scaled and medium-sized enterprises and enterprise groups should be
founded, with a certain financial technological innovation support, fundamentally promote regional
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innovation efficiency.
Although the enterprise system factors was not statistically significant, but the coefficient is
negative, indicating that when the state-owned enterprises and collective enterprises proportion of total
industrial output value too large, will still hinder regional technical innovation.
In the regression model 1, we see that the average years of school education is not significant. The
regression 2 results with a number of empirical results, as primary education has a negative effect on
efficiency, can explain to a certain extent why Chinese primary education is not favor for improving the
regional technology innovation efficiency.
The results of Model 4 also show that university education has a positive effect on the regional
technology innovation, but secondary education are not so significantly positive effect, people with the
primary and secondary education levels have limited technology absorptive and innovation capacity.
The majority of a region has received primary education, will inevitably hinder the technological
innovation efficiency, and difficult to digestion and absorption the introduced technology.

4 Conclusions
In this paper, DEA technology is used to measure China’s regional technology innovation
efficiency in 1997 to 2004, the results show that the technological innovation efficiency in Beijing as the
lead every year, the eastern region, is better than central and the western, in which the western region is
the least efficient regional.
The analysis of Panel Tobit random effects model indicates: increase the large-scale enterprises
number and develop light industry can promote regional innovation efficiency. At the same time the
average years of schooling has no significant impact on the regional technological innovation efficiency;
but further analysis shows that: only with higher education can improve the regional technology
innovation efficiency.
Therefore, to improve the regional technological innovation efficiency, on the one hand, region’s
leading enterprises must be developed, government should support a number of large potential and
prospects companies to expand scale; on the other hand, while increasing innovation investment funds
the government should also concern about innovation talents, make full use of innovation human capital.
Education can not just stop at the current universal primary stage, higher coverage of education should
also be enhanced to increase the overall region’s culture quality, thereby promoting the regional
innovation efficiency.
Of course, this paper is only preliminary, there are still some defects. First, because of data
availability, a number of input and output indicators had to give up in measuring the regional technology
innovation efficiency with DEA, so the DEA efficiency value may be has some gaps whit the real
situation; Second, regional innovation efficiency factor is not limited to the several aspects of the paper
mentioned, in the future I will further look for other possible factors.
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Abstract With the rapid evolution of technology and international circumstance, regional economy
development steps into a new stage. In the perspective of Double-S Model, this paper conducts an
empirical study on the development countermeasures of Wuhan urban circle through comparison with
Yangtze River Delta, in order to explore the development trend of economic disparity. Besides, Logistic
curve and multiple regressions are introduced into the model to estimate the relationship between
economic growth and key influencing factors in regional economic development. Based on the results,
some proposals are put forward for Wuhan urban circle, such as keeping stable investments in
infrastructural facility construction, absorbing capital from surrounding regions, etc.
Key words Wuhan urban circle; Development countermeasures; Regional economic disparity;
Double-s model; Logistic growth curve

1 Introduction
Wuhan Urban Circle has become one of the largest urban circles in central and western regions of
China and its total economic output accounts for more than half of that in Hubei Province. Great efforts
need to be taken to make Wuhan Urban Circle become China’s "Fourth pole" in Economic Growth and
also a major growth point in central China. On one hand, among the four major city clusters in the
central China, Wuhan Urban Circle has a relatively high rate of urbanization, as well as urban density
index, extent of urban agglomeration development, and the first ranking indicators such as per capita
GDP, density of population and economy. Furthermore, it boasts a special location for transport,
industry and the unique advantages of science and education in Central China; On the other hand,
Wuhan Urban Circle also has defects in some aspects such as resource utilization rate, technological
innovation investment, industrial structure and infrastructure construction which lead to a great gap
behind other regional economies.
Since the 1990s, the driving functions of regional economy featuring metropolises as the major
growth pole become increasingly significant. Among the ten major economic regions in China, Yangtze
River Delta, which is the biggest economic region with the most acknowledged development potential,
gradually turns into one of the most powerful engine of China's economy. Because Wuhan Urban Circle
and Yangtze River Delta both locate in the Yangtze valley, they share some similarities in resource,
transportation and industries. Therefore we can conclude certain useful countermeasure via detailed
contrast between the two regional economies.
So far, the studies on regional economy mostly focused on technological, ecological, financial,
cultural, especially political aspects. J.G.Williamson (1965) deemed regional economic disparity would
increase first and then decrease when those less developed regions advance forward, which means the
regional gap would change in an inverted-U curve, while it was controversial for a long time [1].
However, in China Liu Jianguo (2010) pointed out that since the reform and opening up policy, the east
coastal areas took advantage of policy and capital to grab a precious development opportunity while the
other regional economies grew in a relatively slow speed. Thus he holds the point that policy is the main
reason of regional disparity [2]. Nevertheless, WangHu(2007) conducted an empirical research to prove
FDI impacted per capita GDP largely, so that he argued the difference in FDI led to regional economies,
thus less developed regions need to make more efforts to attract more FDI [3]. Li Tinghui(2010)
emphasized the significance of regional innovation and established an evaluation index system to define
the regional innovation capacity. The studies showed that the government’s effort in supporting
scientific and technological innovation and the region’s industrial structure greatly affects the regional
development [4]. For Wuhan Urban Circle was established in the year of 2007, when there are limited
researches aimed at economic development countermeasure through comparing the disparity between
different economic regions. In this paper, the inverted-U theory was updated into a new
perspective---double-S model. And it was first time to utilize the double-S model to analyze the
economic disparity Wuhan Urban Circle and Yangtze River Delta based on which rationalization
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proposals are given.

2 Sampling and Modeling
2.1 Sample selection
Wuhan Urban Circle located at the east of Hubei Province and covering an area of 57,800 square
kilometers, consists of 9 cities, Wuhan, Huangshi, Ezhou, Xiaogan, Huanggang, Xianning, Xiantao,
Qianjiang and Tianmen. It has a population of 3071.7 million people, GDP 399.98 billion Yuan,
accounting for 31.3% of Hubei Province and 1.3% of the whole country.
We took Yangtze River Delta, which is a relatively mature economic region featured by rational
industrial structure, for comparison. And we selected the data of two regions from 2000 to 2008 to
analyze the regional disparity by using the following indicators: per capita GDP, fixed asset investment
(FAI), disposable income of urban residents, the proportion of tertiary industry, the actual foreign direct
investment (FDI).
Table 1
Per Capita
GDP(Yuan)
Year

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Yangtze
River
Delta
22406
24632
25637
30334
33871
40175
46858
57729
70944

Wuhan
Urban
Circle
5305
6040
7341
8845
10657
12840
15470
18639
24698

Key Economic Indicators of Wuhan Urban Circle and Yangtze River Delta
Actual Foreign
Fixed Asset
Disposable Income
Proportion of
Direct Investment
Investment(Thousand
of Urban
Tertiary Industry
(billion US dollars)
Yuan)
Residents(Yuan)
Wuhan Yangtze Wuhan Yangtze Wuhan Yangtze Wuhan
Yangtze
Urban
River
Urban
River
Urban
River
Urban
River Delta
Circle
Delta
Circle
Delta
Circle
Delta
Circle
29634702
585
6477
5121
38.5%
39.5%
8304
11
38196917
649
7773
5347
39.1%
41.2%
9370
13
45203579
721
9327
6256
39.5%
42.2%
180634
18
73182736
946
11193
7321
40.1%
41.3%
20013
26
91853866
1242
13431
8022
40.1%
42.5%
18306
21
106737127
1631
16196
8784
40.7%
42.3%
20431
26
120744907
2143
19435
9802
41.9%
43.8%
23075
31
137594803
2814
23322
11486
41.7%
43.9%
25635
37
154244974
3708
27987
13153
41.1%
43.6%
28988
42

2.2 Logistic curve
In mid-19th century, biological mathematician Verhulst proposed Logistic model [5]. Numerous
studies showed that many natural, economic problems can be described by it. Furthermore it is also an
excellent forecasting and decision-making tool in many fields. We utilized Logistics curve to fit and
predict regional economic growth, and establish the following equation which showcases a "slow - fast slow" growth process of regional economy.
S = S (t ) =

K
1 + e − ( a + bt )

(1)

2.3 Double-S curve model
In contrast, gaps exist in various aspects between Wuhan Urban Circle and the Yangtze River Delta
in economic development, under the inverted U theory, regional economic disparities will first rise and
then decrease and finally both regions achieve the progressive state of convergence.
At the moment, the two regional economic conditions are at high speed of growth. Inflection point
is difficult to show in the short period under the core concept of inverted-U theory. We introduced the
double-S curve model in order to fully reflect and illustrate the reasons for the gap between two regions,
and explore the mechanisms and trend, thus to guide the coordinated development among regions.
Through quantitative analysis method, the regional changes were explored in the general law; the fuzzy
inverted-U curve was made into a clear specific equation. Through regression analyses, we got two
S-shaped curves, and then on this basis, conducted data analysis, to grasp the trend of the economic gap
and features between the two regions. That economic growth is about a function of time, with S = f (t)
that the growth function between the two regions, respectively S1, S2. Then the absolute gap between
the two regions, equation L, can be obtained
(2)
L = S1 − S 2 = V1 ( t ) − V2 ( t )
L-equation is an inverted-U shaped curve; we can clearly understand the whole process of the gap
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from expansion to narrow. As the study area was in the early growth, we can predict the specific time
point inflection point occurs. That is to say the maximum point of L-curve is the zero marginal rate
point of L. and it is also the inflection point where the disparity begins to decrease rather than increase.

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Curve estimation
With the samples of basic economic index in the Wuhan Urban Circle and the Yangtze River Delta,
we use SPSS13.0 for Windows to search the fitting-curve of logistic model, so that we can get the
coefficients, significance level and R2 as follows:
Table 2

Region

Results of Logistic Curve Estimation

Model Summary
R Square

Yangtze River Delta
0.974
Wuhan Urban Circle
0.996
Denote: *** means Significance <0.01

F
264.523
1755.154

Parameter Estimates
Sig.

Constant

b

0.000***
0.000***

5.65E-5
0.00

0.866
0.827

The significance is far smaller than 0.01, indicating the coefficients are definitely nonzero. The R2
are 0.974 and 0.996 respectively, so independent variables can explain the dependent variables quite
well. Finally, the expected regression equations are as follows:
K
K
; S2 =
(3)
S1 =
0.827 t
5.65E 5 0.866t
1+ e
We calculate the derivative of equation 1 and get the equation for the increase rate of logistic curve.
Then we utilize this equation to depict the economic growth rate, the increase rate is as follows:
slow-fast-slow, presenting a unimodal curve.
V (t ) =

ds
−kbe − a − bt
=
dt (1 + e − a − bt ) 2

(4)

Then we calculate the derivative of the increase rate equation and set this value as 0, we can get the
break point, which is the fastigium of economic development
dV Kb 2e − a − bt (e − a − bt − 1)
=
dt
(1 + e − a − bt )3

Similarly, we derive when t =

(5)

a
, regional economic development gets a fastigium, which is the
b

most rapidly developing phase.
3.2 Change trends of regional economic disparity

Figure 1

Two Region’s Per Capita GDP

Figure 2

Regional Economic Disparity

In this period, great economic development parities exist in these two regions and we can observe
from statistics showing the disparity is still about to enlarge. In order to explore how the disparity will
evolve, we use the regression model to stimulate the real situation and then make our predictions.
According to double-S theory, economic disparity become the two regions will follow an inverted-U
slope, which increases at first then decreases. What’s more, after we observe the increase rate in the two
regions, we find out that they share a similar law: the rates first increase and then decreases and the
later-developed area will enjoy a first lower then faster increase rate than the earlier-developed area.
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This is mainly due to the fact that diminishing return, technology, system, and management are likely to
give some advantages to the later-developed areas, so that they may catch up with the earlier-developed
areas.
To study the exact time for the break point, we further explore our functions.
Transform the equation: L = ( S1 − S 2 )′ = V1 (t ) − V2 (t ) to equations below,
dL
K
K
⎛
= ( S1 − S2 )′ = ⎜
−
−5.65 E − 5 − 0.866 t
dt
1 + e −0.827 t
⎝1+ e

⎞′
⎟
⎠

(6)

And set dL / dt = 0 , we will achieve the point when the disparity between the two regions is the
largest and begins to decrease. According to our model and our statistic, we find this point will occur
during 2020 and 2022. Regional economic development is influenced by many factors such as resource,
environment, and politics. Based on what we have got, Wuhan Urban Circle can make use of its
advantages and the governmental policies to make the break point arrive earlier.
3.3 Influencing factors
Based on the regression curve and the trend of disparity, we need to further explore the factors
which influence the economic development. Via analyzing how investment on fixed assets, disposable
income of citizens, the weight of the service sector, and the actual foreign direct investment affect the
GDP per capita and the significance level of the coefficients, we utilize SPSS13.0 for windows to
conduct a multiple regression of variables and give detailed conclusion of the solutions to the problems
in Wuhan economic development.
Table 3

Indicator

Coefficient

The Results of Multiple Regression

Sig.

Constant
497.256
0.035**
FAI
0.871
0.000***
Actual FDI
0.143
0.018**
Denote: ***means Sig.<0.01; **means Sig.<0.05

t

Tolerance

VIF

2.720
19.68
3.231

0.239
0.239

4.185
4.185

In a quite fitting level, we derive the most related factors by using the multi-factor regression
model, in which FAI is the most significant indicator compacting general economic growth in a well
significant level (Sig. <0.01) while the Actual FDI ranks the next; all other factors have problems of
linearity or insignificance which cannot explain the target function.

4 Countermeasures for the Development of Wuhan Urban Circle
4.1 To keep stable investments in infrastructural facility construction
Investment is one of the most important factors of GDP growth and for stability of the whole
economy. Not only in real estate investment but also the construction of infrastructural facilities will
pull up the macro-economy to a great extent. Meanwhile, it can also serve as a vigorous foundation of
economic development. Moreover, these investments can keep the regional employment rate and
maintain social stability, provide inputs for reproduction to keep the sustainability of the economy.
Furthermore it also can realize the region's GDP multiplier effects, and all these will promote the
rocketing for regional innovations by providing protect for resources and material.
4.2 To absorb capital from surrounding region
Wuhan Urban Circle is between two relatively developed zones: Yangtze River Delta region and
Pearl River Delta. On one hand the geographical advantage can promote the regional inter-linkage
development; on the other hand, Wuhan Urban Circle can absorb regnant capital to inject more vigor in
with both advantages in advanced technology, management and experience of the other two regions.
4.3 To build an attractive environment for FDI
Wuhan Urban Circle needs to improve the preferential policy for FDI and build a circumstance
featuring low product cost, well-performing mechanism and talent advantage in an atmosphere of
innovation. In this way Wuhan Urban Circle can make full use of its own superiority to improve
industrial structure and technological level
4.4 To breakthrough by leading industry to explore Wuhan Pattern
Steel, automobile and shipbuilding are traditional industries of Wuhan urban circle, while the
optical information and communications developed vigorously after new policies concerning important
high-tech industries are proposed. As Wuhan East Lake High-Tech Development Zone becomes the
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second Chinese National High-Tech Development Zone, policies and environments both provide a good
foundation to explore the special development patterns for Wuhan. Focusing on technology and
resources both at home and abroad for local economy, the regional innovation system is expected to be
built in no time. By utilizing the unique ascendency in some leading industries and increasing the budget
on R & D personnel, R & D investment and investment in design capabilities such as create favorable
environment and infrastructure for innovation, Wuhan Urban Circle is supposed to approach a new
pattern marked with its own name.

5 Conclusions
Based on the empirical research of current statistic, we find out that although regional economy in
our country enjoys a rapid development, it still develops in extensive growth mode and is largely
stimulated by investments. According to double-S theory, with the increasing cost of human resource,
capital and land in comparative developed area, the marginal return of production will decrease, R&D
cost will increase, and its advantages will decrease. In contrast, later-developed area can attract more
investors, technology and experience to realize its self-development;
Economic factors will all face a situation featuring diminishing marginal utility. It is the same with
investment or capital. To look forward, regional innovation has to be attached greater significance than
simply investment or exporting. So the dominated developing way needs to be reformed. As regional
innovation is a kind of management which is associated with local resources and focuses on innovative
thought, organization and management, the purpose is to promote the mobility, renewal and
transformation of the region's advanced production technology and resources. In prediction, studies in
this direction will become more vigorous and practical in the time to come.
Wuhan Urban Circle has rich resources, excellent geographical location, a good industrial base and
unique scientific and educational strength, which can be significant advantages for this region to narrow
the gaps between other relatively developed economies, and finally realize its goal in “Rise of Central
China”.
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Abstract In this paper, we present a comprehensive evaluation model of regional autonomous
technological innovation ability based on system theory, including two parts of transversal and longwise
evaluation. Besides, two index systems are built for horizontal and vertical assessment and applying
algorithms on evaluation model is used to evaluate the indices including transversal method
(information entropy methods and osculating value methods) and longwise evaluation (DEA methods).
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1 Introduction
The fundamental objective of operation of regional independent technology innovation system is to
enhance the capability of regional independent innovation. In order to realize the objective, control
functions need to measure, feedback the objective completed bad or well and verify their deviation,
where the primary part of regional independent technology innovation is measurement[1]. Only
comprehensive evaluation of independent innovation is analyzed accurately and inspected dynamically
at any time, the evaluation results can help to promote the capability of regional independent innovation
effectively and continuously. As far as we know, there are many people study on model of regional
independent technology innovation and its comprehensive evaluation[2], however a few study based on
system theory. In this paper, we present a comprehensive evaluation model of regional technology
independent technological innovation based on system theory, including transversal index and
longitudinal index and evaluate the indices using transversal method (information entropy methods and
osculating value methods) and longitudinal evaluation (DEA methods).

2 Designing of Evaluation Index for Regional Technology Independent
Innovation Ability
Selection of index: the comprehensive index of the regional independent technology innovation is
different from the comprehensive evaluation index of innovative cities. Combining with the feature of
independent technology innovation, we specially focus on the collocation of innovation’s input and
output indices. In order to ensure the validity of the assessment algorithm and the complete collection of
data indices as well as conduct an effective transversal and longitudinal evaluation, based on the index
system and the everywhere Statistical Yearbook in China Urban Competitiveness Report (NO 3)-Cluster: the root of Chinese economy, we scientifically revise the original three-level indices which are
mainly longitudinal evaluation indices, combining with the specific issues of the regional independent
technology innovation ability’s assessment. Based on the pragmatic needs and the convenience
rationality requirements of DEA evaluation methodology, two index systems, which are used for the
comprehensive evaluation of the regional independent technology innovation, are reconstructed. They
are listed in table 1 and table 2. This study constructs a comprehensive evaluation matrix (abbreviated)
from table 1 and table 2 on the choice of 17 cities, and carries out comprehensive evaluations for
regional independent technology innovation ability.

3 Designing of Comprehensive Evaluation Method for Regional Independent
Technology Innovation Ability
3.1 Information entropy and close value method (transversal evaluation of index system)
Information entropy is an objective way of empowerment, which is different from subjective ways
of empowerment such as factor analysis, principal component analysis etc. Since the objective
constraints, a wide range of expert advice can not be collected, so we adopt objective ways of
empowerment. In this kind of method, entropy method is the most suitable way for the assignment of
this index system. Finally, close value method is used to complete evaluation and obtain rankings.
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Table 1

Transversal Evaluation Index System: The Comprehensive Evaluation Index System 1 of Regional
Independent Technology Innovation Ability
Target level
Criterion level
Index level
Variable
Unit
symbol
Technology
Scientific and technological
A1
Dimensionless
and
strength index
information
Science and technology transfer
A2
Dimensionless
(A)
ability index
Regional
Technological innovation ability
A3
Dimensionless
independent
index
technology
Property rights protection index
A4
Dimensionless
innovation
Information technology
A5
Dimensionless
ability
infrastructure Index
(transversal)
Innovation environment index
A6
Dimensionless
Human and
Quality of human resources
X1
Dimensionless
government
index
(X)
Education of human resources
X2
Dimensionless
index
Government innovation
X3
Dimensionless
capability index
Comprehensive productivity
Y1
Dimensionless
Industry
Market development level index
Y2
Dimensionless
(Y)
Economic internationalization
Y3
Dimensionless
level
Upgrading level index of
Y4
Dimensionless
industrial structure
Speed index of economic
Y5
Dimensionless
structure conversion

Table 2

Longitudinal Evaluation Index System：The Comprehensive Evaluation Index System 2 of Regional
Independent Technology Innovation Ability
Target level
Criterion
Index level
Variable
Unit
level
symbol

Activity
base(A)
Regional
independent
technology
innovation
ability
(longitudinal)

Input(X)

Output(
Y)

Gross domestic product(GDP)
Patent ownership

A1
A2

T RMB
Piece

The number of technological activity
staffs
The total number of science and
technology projects
Government funds in the total provision
of scientific and technological activities
Research and experimental development
staff(R&D)
R&D appropriation expenditure
The total collected funds for scientific
and technological activities
The number of R&D projects
Appropriation expenditure which is used
for infrastructure development of
scientific research
Appropriation expenditure for new
product development
Sale revenue of new product
Export sale revenue of new products
The number of invention patent
applications
The number of new product development
projects

A3

Person

A4

Item

A5

T RMB

X1

Person

X2
X3

T RMB
T RMB

X4
X5

Item
T RMB

X6

T RMB

Y1
Y2
Y3

T RMB
T RMB
Piece

Y4

Item
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Entropy method determines the objective weight based on the size of indices’ variability[3]. Close
value, as the multi-objective decision-making evaluation method, is widely used. This study use indices’
data of the same year to carry out transversal evaluations. Since this study considers both the positive
and negative indices and refers internal indices, combining with redundancy indices, the accuracy of the
evaluation is effectively improved, which makes the results of comprehensive evaluations more accurate.
And since the entropy method is used to empower, the results of evaluation become more accurate and
more reasonable.
3.2 Data envelopment analysis (DEA) (longitudinal evaluation of index system)
For multiple input and output multi-objective decision-making problems, DEA method is very
suitable. The efficiency of DEA is equivalent to the corresponding multi-objective Pareto efficient
solution. Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is a new method of statistical analysis, which derives from
programming theory of operations research. It estimates the efficient production frontier based on a set
of input-output observations. On the effectiveness of evaluation, many methods of evaluation are limited
to a single output situation. But the DEA has an absolute advantage on handling multi-input, especially
multi-output problems. In addition, a lot of additional useful information can be gotten while we judge
whether the corresponding point of the decision-making unit is on the efficient production frontier
surface by planning methods. Therefore, it is broader than statistical regression and other statistical and
non-statistical methods. The evaluation results are more accurate and more useful information can be
obtained. As the DEA method is only a technology method and it is independent of geographical and
ideological characteristics etc, it is very suitable for the evaluation of the regional independent
technology innovation ability in this study.

4 The Comprehensive Evaluation Model and Algorithm of Regional Independent
Technology Innovation Ability
4.1 The transversal comprehensive evaluation of regional independent technology innovation
ability
Firstly, given complete data can be collected and their suitability for the transversal evaluation of
independent technology innovation ability, index system used for transversal evaluation is designed
based on China's Urban Competitiveness Report. It is shown in Table 1.
Secondly, concerning the transversal comprehensive evaluation algorithm, given the complexity of
algorithm analysis and a large amount of sample data that has a matrix form, MATLAB 5.2 software
program is used to calculate. Part of the calculation matrix data can be seen in attached list. MATLAB
software is commercial mathematical software, which was produced by Math Works Inc. in the United
States. It is mainly used for algorithm development, data analysis, high-level technology computing
language of numerical calculation and interactive environment. Transversal evaluation is carried out
according to the evaluation process of information entropy and close value method.
4.1.1 Establish standardization matrix of evaluation index
The types of evaluation index are generally divided into efficiency-based, cost-based and
fixed-based index. The closer to a fixed value, the more excellent the fixed-based index will be.
Evaluation data of the relevant indices need to be converted at first and then a further standardization is
conducted on processed evaluation index[4].
We now suppose that there are m cities and n indices. Then we have a m × n matrix of
standardization index

⎡ x11 L x1n ⎤
X = ⎢⎢ L L L ⎥⎥ = ( xij )
m×n
⎢⎣ x m1 L x mn ⎥⎦

(1)

Where the element Xij called standardized value of evaluation index.
If the dimensions of evaluation index are different and there are great differences among the
measured data under different indices, a standardized conversion on dimensionless will be carried out
and then the Xij that is the j-th evaluation index standardization value of i-th city in the formula (1) will
be gotten.
As the evaluation data that referred in this study are the data in China Urban Competitiveness
Report[5], they are all fixed-based index and dimensions of indices are the same, the differences of data
size are small, all data of indices in table 1 are conducted standardized processes (abbreviated). An
evaluation matrix X of standardized index is established as follow.
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⎡ 1 .0 0 0
⎢ 0 .5 4 0
⎢
⎢ 0 .1 6 8
⎢
⎢ 0 .1 9 9
⎢ 0 .1 1 2
⎢
⎢ 0 .0 7 3
⎢ 0 .0 8 9
⎢
⎢ 0 .0 8 3
⎢
X = ⎢ 0 .0 5 9
⎢ 0 .1 0 1
⎢
⎢ 0 .1 6 8
⎢ 0 .0 1 1
⎢
⎢ 0 .0 8 1
⎢ 0 .1 3 2
⎢
⎢ 0 .0 1 4
⎢
⎢ 0 .0 2 7
⎢⎣ 0 . 0 6 4
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1 .0 0 0

1 .0 0 0

0 .4 2 3

0 .8 3 7

1 .0 0 0

0 .8 4 3

0 .7 0 1

0 .2 8 2

1 .0 0 0

0 .8 4 5

0 .8 3 2

0 .7 0 1

0 .6 5 6

0 .5 6 0

1 .0 0 0

0 .9 0 3

0 .7 2 5

0 .8 8 8

1 .0 0 0

0 .4 1 8

0 .7 2 9

0 .8 5 5

0 .9 3 5

0 .8 6 1

0 .4 4 7

0 .2 7 7

0 .3 1 7

0 .6 2 6

0 .5 6 3

0 .8 1 7

0 .6 3 4

0 .3 0 0

0 .7 2 4

0 .8 5 9

0 .3 2 4

0 .7 7 6

0 .4 6 0

0 .3 2 0

0 .5 2 9

0 .6 0 0

0 .5 3 9

0 .7 9 0

0 .5 3 8

0 .2 0 9

0 .7 4 3

0 .7 2 5

0 .2 6 3

0 .7 1 4

0 .4 0 5

0 .1 2 7

0 .5 3 3

0 .6 5 9

0 .6 6 6

0 .8 7 3

0 .8 2 4

0 .1 9 9

0 .7 4 0

0 .8 5 1

0 .3 1 2

0 .7 9 0

0 .2 8 8

0 .0 6 9

0 .2 6 2

0 .5 5 8

0 .5 9 7

0 .7 9 3

0 .4 6 6

0 .1 9 2

0 .8 2 3

0 .7 4 2

0 ..5 3 3

0 .6 4 2

0 .2 2 5

0 .1 0 9

0 .2 5 5

0 .5 5 5

0 .6 5 4

0 .8 5 2

0 .5 9 0

0 .0 7 7

0 .8 3 7

0 .8 2 7

0 .2 6 7

0 .7 0 5

0 .3 4 3

0 .0 9 7

0 .4 7 0

0 .5 0 6

0 .5 2 3

0 .8 3 7

0 .6 7 9

0 .2 0 8

0 .7 6 1

0 .8 4 6

0 .3 5 0

0 .6 7 4

0 .1 8 8

0 .0 4 9

0 .3 7 4

0 .4 1 4

0 .6 3 0

0 .9 1 6

0 .7 2 8

0 .2 0 5

0 .7 4 1

0 .7 9 9

0 .4 3 0

0 .7 9 0

0 .4 1 5

0 .1 1 5

0 .3 7 0

0 .5 4 8

0 .5 3 7

0 .8 9 8

0 .6 3 4

0 .1 0 2

0 .8 7 8

0 .8 2 6

0 .4 1 8

0 .7 3 6

0 .4 2 1
0 .2 3 1

0 .2 1 7
0 .0 1 3

0 .2 9 8
0 .2 1 6

0 .5 5 0
0 .4 9 0

0 .5 8 7
0 .2 0 7

0 .8 3 0
0 .8 2 7

0 .5 8 3
0 .5 3 1

0 .1 0 5
0 .2 8 3

0 .9 0 8
0 .7 2 8

0 .7 8 3
0 .6 5 3

0 .0 0 3
0 .2 8 5

0 .7 1 6
0 .7 0 5
0 .7 1 7

0 .2 1 3

0 .0 8 5

0 .3 5 2

0 .4 9 1

0 .6 3 9

0 .8 4 2

0 .4 6 6

0 .0 9 4

0 .8 5 7

0 .8 4 5

0 .2 2 0

0 .2 8 3

0 .2 6 5

0 .4 7 8

0 .7 0 9

0 .5 9 0

0 .8 1 7

0 .6 3 3

0 .3 6 9

0 .7 4 7

0 .8 0 6

0 .4 2 2

0 .6 5 1

0 .1 5 7

0 .0 0 8

0 .2 4 9

0 .3 8 4

0 .4 7 6

0 .6 7 9

0 .6 2 7

0 .1 7 5

0 .5 6 9

0 .8 6 7

0 .2 6 2

0 .5 0 9

0 .1 4 5

0 .0 1 1

0 .2 5 9

0 .4 5 9

0 .4 3 8

0 .8 5 7

0 .6 3 4

0 .1 0 6

0 .8 5 4

0 .8 1 2

0 .2 0 0

0 .7 0 5

0 .2 5 5

0 .0 5 5

0 .4 3 1

0 .5 9 2

0 .4 6 2

0 .8 5 6

0 .6 0 3

0 .3 8 3

0 .7 4 0

0 .8 5 5

0 .3 5 5

0 .7 0 5

0 .5 7 1 ⎤
0 . 7 1 5 ⎥⎥
0 .6 5 8 ⎥
⎥
0 .5 3 0 ⎥
0 .6 6 5 ⎥
⎥
0 .5 3 3 ⎥
0 .5 6 2 ⎥
⎥
0 .6 3 2 ⎥
⎥
0 .7 0 8 ⎥
0 .5 9 4 ⎥
⎥
0 .5 6 7 ⎥
0 .5 6 3 ⎥
⎥
0 .6 0 8 ⎥
0 .5 1 6 ⎥
⎥
0 .6 8 4 ⎥
⎥
0 .6 1 8 ⎥
0 . 5 7 9 ⎥⎦

Now we evaluate the comprehensive indices not using Assignment method but information entropy
method to avoid the subjective error and denote by e j the index decision-making entropy. Then

m
e j = −k ∑ xij ln xij
i =1

(j=1,2,…,n),

(2)

k = 1/ ln m
Where m=17, the number of the cities, and so k=0.35296,
dj = 1 - ej
( j = 1 ,2 , ⋯, n)
The vale can be used to measure the dispersion degree of index date. When the value tents to
increase, the corresponding index xi tents to large dispersion degree, and consequently the weight of the
index tents to increase. Conversely, the weight of the index tents to decrease. If all the values of the
index is the same each other, then this means the values contribute nothing to the evaluation and they
must be deleted. Then we obtain the following weight formula
dj
(3)
w = n
j ∑
dj
j =1
By information entropy method and MATLAB Soft, So
W =(0.176, 0.168, 0.181, 0.011, 0.035, 0.031, 0.024, 0.006, 0.009, 0.074, 0.037, 0.052, 0.099, 0.098).
Let be w j xij the weight value of the of element of the normoralizing matrix, then we get the weight

normoralizing matrix

⎡ w1 x11 L w n x1n ⎤
⎢
⎥
X ' = ⎢ w1 x 21 L w n x 2 n ⎥
⎢w x
⎥
⎣ 1 m1 L w n x mn ⎦

X

'

⎡ 0 .1 7 6
⎢ 0 .0 9 5
⎢
⎢ 0 .0 2 9
⎢
⎢ 0 .0 3 5
⎢ 0 .0 1 9
⎢
⎢ 0 .0 1 2
⎢ 0 .0 1 5
⎢
⎢ 0 .0 1 5
⎢
= ⎢ 0 .0 1 0
⎢ 0 .0 1 8
⎢
⎢ 0 .0 3 0
⎢ 0 .0 0 2
⎢
⎢ 0 .0 1 4
⎢ 0 .0 2 3
⎢
⎢ 0 .0 0 2
⎢
⎢ 0 .0 0 5
⎢⎣ 0 .0 1 1

(4)

0 .1 6 8
0 .1 1 0
0 .0 7 5
0 .0 7 7

0 .1 8 1
0 .1 0 1
0 .0 5 0
0 .0 5 8

0 .0 0 5
0 .0 1 1
0 .0 0 3
0 .0 0 6

0 .0 2 9
0 .0 3 2
0 .0 2 2
0 .0 2 1

0 .0 3 1
0 .0 2 2
0 .0 2 0
0 .0 1 7

0 .0 2 0
0 .0 2 1
0 .0 2 0
0 .0 1 9

0 .0 0 4
0 .0 0 6
0 .0 0 4
0 .0 0 3

0 .0 0 3
0 .0 0 4
0 .0 0 2
0 .0 0 1

0 .0 7 4
0 .0 5 4
0 .0 5 4
0 .0 5 5

0 .0 3 1
0 .0 3 1
0 .0 3 2
0 .0 2 7

0 .0 4 3
0 .0 4 9
0 .0 1 7
0 .0 1 4

0 .0 6 9
0 .0 8 5
0 .0 7 7
0 .0 7 1

0 .0 6 8
0 .0 4 8
0 .0 0 4
0 .0 5 8
0 .0 3 2

0 .0 2 3
0 .0 1 2
0 .0 2 0
0 .0 1 8
0 .0 0 9

0 .0 0 6
0 .0 0 3
0 .0 0 3
0 .0 0 5
0 .0 0 4

0 .0 2 3
0 .0 2 0
0 .0 2 2
0 .0 1 8
0 .0 1 4

0 .0 2 1
0 .0 1 9
0 .0 2 0
0 .0 1 6
0 .0 2 0

0 .0 2 1
0 .0 1 9
0 .0 2 0
0 .0 2 0
0 .0 2 2

0 .0 0 5
0 .0 0 3
0 .0 0 4
0 .0 0 4
0 .0 0 4

0 .0 0 2
0 .0 0 2
0 .0 0 1
0 .0 0 2
0 .0 0 2

0 .0 5 5
0 .0 6 1
0 .0 6 2
0 .0 5 6
0 .0 5 5

0 .0 3 1
0 .0 2 7
0 .0 3 1
0 .0 3 1
0 .0 3 0

0 .0 1 6
0 .0 2 8
0 .0 1 4
0 .0 1 8
0 .0 2 2

0 .0 7 8
0 .0 6 4
0 .0 7 0
0 .0 6 7
0 .0 7 8

0 .0 7 0
0 .0 7 1
0 .0 3 9
0 .0 3 6

0 .0 2 1
0 .0 3 9
0 .0 0 2
0 .0 1 5

0 .0 0 4
0 .0 0 3
0 .0 0 2
0 .0 0 4

0 .0 1 9
0 .0 1 9
0 .0 1 7
0 .0 1 7

0 .0 1 7
0 .0 1 8
0 .0 0 6
0 .0 2 0

0 .0 2 2
0 .0 2 0
0 .0 2 0
0 .0 2 0

0 .0 0 4
0 .0 0 3
0 .0 0 3
0 .0 0 3

0 .0 0 1
0 .0 0 1
0 .0 0 3
0 .0 0 1

0 .0 6 5
0 .0 6 7
0 .0 5 4
0 .0 6 3

0 .0 3 1
0 .0 2 9
0 .0 2 4
0 .0 3 1

0 .0 2 2
0 .0 0 0
0 .0 1 5
0 .0 1 1

0 .0 7 3
0 .0 7 1
0 .0 7 0
0 .0 7 1

0 .0 4 8
0 .0 2 6
0 .0 2 4
0 .0 4 3

0 .0 4 8
0 .0 0 1
0 .0 0 2
0 .0 1 0

0 .0 0 5
0 .0 0 3
0 .0 0 3
0 .0 0 5

0 .0 2 5
0 .0 1 3
0 .0 1 6
0 .0 2 0

0 .0 1 8
0 .0 1 5
0 .0 1 4
0 .0 1 4

0 .0 1 9
0 .0 1 6
0 .0 2 1
0 .0 2 1

0 .0 0 4
0 .0 0 4
0 .0 0 4
0 .0 0 4

0 .0 0 3
0 .0 0 2
0 .0 0 1
0 .0 0 3

0 .0 5 5
0 .0 4 2
0 .0 6 3
0 .0 5 5

0 .0 3 0
0 .0 3 2
0 .0 3 0
0 .0 3 2

0 .0 2 2
0 .0 1 4
0 .0 1 0
0 .0 1 8

0 .0 6 4
0 .0 5 0
0 .0 7 0
0 .0 7 0

0 .0 5 6 ⎤
0 .0 7 0 ⎥⎥
0 .0 6 4 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 5 2 ⎥
0 .0 6 5 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 5 2 ⎥
0 .0 5 5 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 6 2 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 6 9 ⎥
0 .0 5 8 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 5 6 ⎥
0 .0 5 5 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 6 0 ⎥
0 .0 5 1 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 6 7 ⎥
⎥
0 .0 6 1 ⎥
0 .0 5 7 ⎥⎦
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4.1.2 Comprehensive evaluation based on osculating value methods
Consider the optimal city and negative optimal city:

{

}

+
+
+
x = max( x ij )(1 ≤ i ≤ m) = { x1+, x 2 , L , x n}
'

( j = 1, 2,L m )
(5)

_
_
_
'
_
x = {min( x ij )(1 ≤ i ≤ m)} = { x1 , x 2 , L , x n}

( j = 1, 2,L m )

x+=(0.176, 0.168, 0.181, 0.011, 0.032, 0.031, 0.022, 0.006, 0.004, 0.074, 0.032, 0.049, 0.085, 0.070)
x-=(0.002, 0.004, 0.001, 0.002, 0.013, 0.006, 0.016, 0.003, 0.001, 0.042, 0.024,
0.000(0.010), 0.050, 0.051)
+

−

Let m and m be the distance between each city and the optimal city and the negative
ii
ii
optimal city, respectively. Then we get the following formulas:
+
mi =
i

2
14 '
+
∑ ( x ij − x j )
j =1

(i = 1, 2L17)

−
mi =
i

2
14 '
−
∑ ( x ij − x j )
j =1

(i = 1, 2L17)

(6)

Let
+
+
m = min{mi }
−
−
m = max{mi }

Then we may get formula of the osculating value of the i-th city as following

hi =

m

+

m

−

i − i
+
−
m
m

(i = 1, 2L17) ,

(7)

The smaller the value of hi, is the more it closes to optimal city and the more it avoids negative
optimal city. By MTLAB Soft and the verified value of the osculating value of every city, we may
order each hi.
4.2 The longitudinal comprehensive evaluation of regional independent technology innovation
ability
According to date complicity, we evaluate the indices using longitudinal comprehensive evaluation
based Table 2 and DEA method.
4.2.1 The model of evaluation of DEA method
The key to the DEA methods is the decision-making unit (DMU). Decision Making Unit is a
society system through a series of decisions making and the investment of certain amount production
element. We use C2R model to judge the validity of each unit for n-th DMU[6]. So for a contain DMU,
we get dual program of its C2R model
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⎧
⎪
⎪ min θ
⎪
n
−
⎪ s.t : ∑ x i λ i + s = θ x 0
⎪
j =1
⎪⎪
n
+
( D) ⎨
∑ y iλ i − s = y 0
j =1
⎪
⎪
⎪
λ j ≥ 0, j = 1, 2, L , n
⎪
⎪
−
+
⎪
s ≥ 0, s ≥ 0
⎪⎩
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(8)

We need to consider its optimal solution λ0,s0-,s0+,θ0 whether meets such conditions: s0-=0,s0+=0
and Vp=θ0=1. Since it is difficult to solve the linear programming (D), we choice C2R model ( Pε ) with
Archimedean infinitesimal ε(ε＞0)[7-10].
T
⎧
y
u
⎪ max T 0
⎪
v x0
⎪
T
⎪
⎪ s.t : u y j
T
− ⎪⎪
v xj
( Pε ) ⎨
T
⎪
v
⎪
T
⎪
v x0
⎪
T
⎪
u
⎪
T
⎪⎩
v x0

= VP

≤ 1 ( j = 1, 2, L , n)

(9)

∧T

≥ ε ⋅e

≥ ε ⋅ eT

where
∧

e = (1,1, L ,1) T ∈ Em
e = (1,1, L ,1)T ∈ Es .
By Charnes-Cooper transform

1

t=
v

T

, ω = tv , μ = tu ,

(10)

x0

−

Fractional programming

( Pε ) is equivalent to the following:

( Pε )

T
⎧
⎪ max μ y 0 = V P(ε )
⎪
⎪
T
T
⎪ s.t :ω xi − μ y ≥ 0
j
⎪
⎪
⎪
ω T x0 = 1
⎨
⎪
∧T
⎪
T
⎪
≥ε ⋅ e
ω
⎪
⎪
⎪
u T ≥ ε ⋅ eT
⎪
⎩

( j = 1, 2,L, n)

(11)
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Write linear programming (11) dual question:

(

Dε

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪⎪
) ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪⎩

m in

⎡
⎢
⎢⎣

θ − ε (e

∧ T

s− + e

T

⎤
s + ) ⎥⎥ = V D ( ε )
⎦

n
s .t : ∑ x j λ j + s − = θ x 0
j=1
n
∑ y jλ j − s + = y 0
j=1
λ

j

≥ 0,

j = 1 , 2 ,L , n

s− ≥ 0, s+ ≥ 0

∧ T

=（ 1，，
1 L ，）
1 ∈ E m
e T =（ 1，，
1 L ，）
1 ∈ E s

e

(12)

Let λ0, s0-, s0+, θ0 be optimal solution of (Dε). Then the optimal value VD(ε) of (Dε) has the complex
number type a-εb :

a = θ 0 , b = e ∧ T s 0− + e T s 0+

(13)
Where denote a by the efficiency evaluation index of weak DEA of decision making unit j0,b the
sum of the optimum slack of input surplus and output deficit. We now may estimate the efficiency of
decision making unit j0 of DEA and weak DEA according to the optimal solution of (Dε).
4.2.2 Computation of comprehensive evaluation
We calculate the comprehensive evaluation using Lingo 9.0 and DEAP 2.1 respectively to ensure
the accuracy of analysis results because of complexity and large amount of sample data of C2R model
and then compare the results.

5 Conclusion
We present a comprehensive evaluation model of regional independent innovation, design system
indices, including transversal index and longitudinal index and then analyze the comprehensive evaluation
indices by using transversal index and longitudinal index and evaluate the indices using transversal method
(information entropy methods and Osculating value methods) and longitudinal evaluation (DEA methods).
More of this study is to refine and decompose the model and our next work more focus on these.
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An Empirical Study on the City Innovation Capacity: the Case of
Dalian of China∗
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Abstract Enhancing enterprises as leading roles in innovation system has become an urgent and
important issue for improving the current innovation level and setting up innovative cities and country.
This paper takes city capacity as research object and builds urban innovation capability evaluation index
system and models based on relevant literature reviews. Adopting projection pursuit calculation method,
this paper takes the city of Dalian in China as an example to do empirical comparison analysis, explores
the main problems in building city innovation capacity and proposes suggestions on improving city
innovation capacity.
Key words City innovation; Innovation capacity; Independent innovation

1 Introduction
In the fifth plenary session of the 16th central committee, enhancing independent innovation
capacity becomes a national development strategy that has been put in a prominent position and plays a
key role in adjusting the industrial structure and changing the mode of economic growth. Enterprises
play the leading role in enhancing capacity of independent innovation and setting up independent
innovation system. National technical innovation system made a clear statement that enterprises are the
focus and leading role of technological innovation. The report of the 17th CPC national congress
reaffirms enterprises as leading role in innovation “We will step up our efforts to establish a
market-oriented system for technological innovation, in which enterprises play the leading role and
which combines the efforts of enterprises, universities and research institutes, and guide and support the
concentration of factors of innovation in enterprises, thereby promoting the translation of scientific and
technological advances into practical productive forces.” Enhancing enterprises as leading role in
innovation system has become an urgent and important issue for improving the current innovation level
and setting up innovative cities and innovative country.
The direct aim of independent innovation is to expand the scale of economy effectively and
efficiently. Thus enterprises are the most suitable roles of pushing forward this process that combine the
scientific research and economy. In a market economy, the status and role of enterprises are so important
that cannot be replaced by any other type of institutions. The country’s overall capacity of innovation
cannot be enhanced unless enterprises improve their capacity of independent capacity of innovation.
Nearly a hundred years of history of the world’s industrial development shows that the most significant
technologies with tremendous effects coming form enterprises. For example, Bell Labs in the field of
communication, Ford in enterprises field and Boeing in plane manufacturing field are all leaders in
independent innovation. At present, the world top 500 enterprises create and possess 80% investment in
the scientific and technological research and development and 71% of technological innovation of the
world. Meanwhile, 62% of technology transfers are conducted between the top 500 enterprises. It has
become an indisputable fact that enterprises are playing the leading role of independent innovation in
worldwide scope.

2 Literature Review
The concept of innovation was firstly put forward by Austrian-American economist-Joseph.
Schumpeter in 1912, in his book "Theory of Economic Development". Schumpeter defined innovation
as a transfer of production function, or a new combination of production function with the aim of
obtaining potential excess profits. After that, Solow carried out in-depth researches in technological
innovation and proposed two prerequisites of technological innovation, that is the source of new ideas
and the development of the subsequent stages of implementation in his paper “ the innovation in capital
∗

This research was supported by the Foundation of Science Plan Project of Dalian No.2009C11CY185 and
No. 2009D11ZC099; and the Liaoning Provincial Department of Education Project Fund No. WT2010003.
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process: review of Schumpeter’s theory”[1]. The process of technological innovation: the launching of a
new scientific industry is the first article entitled with innovation that was written by McLaughlin and
published in American economic review in 1950. In 1962, Inos pointed out that technological innovation
results from the combination of several functions including the invention selection, capital accumulation,
organization establishment, plan formulation, worker recruitment and market exploration in the article
“the invention and innovation in oil-processing industry”[2]. Freeman defined technological innovation
as the entire process of technology, craft and commercialization, which lead the introduction to market
of the new product and the commercial application of new craft and technology in the article “research
of success and failure in industrial innovation”[3]. Mansfield believed that technological innovation is the
“various steps of introducing a new product or new process including technology, design, production,
finance, management and marketing[4].” In “The anatomy of successful innovations”, Marquis and
Myers defined that innovation is a collection of technology reformation, arguing innovation is a
complex process of activities originating from the conception of an idea or an invention followed by
subsequent commercialization of this idea. In 1981, Larry E. Westphal proposed the capacity of
technological innovation is the integration of capacity in organizing, adapting and acquiring technology
and information. Seven Muller thought innovation is the integrated capacity of new product invention,
production technology improvement, reserving and organizing[5]. Burgelman said the capacity of
innovation involves the available resources, the knowledge of industry competitors and environment, the
organization’s culture and the exploiting strategy.

3 The Capacity Innovation Evaluation and Comparison
Evaluation indicators and evaluation data selection is the key for setting up a scientific evaluation
system. But it is hard to select an indicator system that can reflect accurately the real content of
evaluation factors. This paper focuses on the capacity of independent innovation of industrial enterprises,
uses the existing statistical data and related survey data and selects the key indicators which reflect the
nature of evaluation factors to make an objective evaluation of the capacity of independent innovation.
3.1 Data selection
This study selects the cities of Shenyang, Changchun, Jinan, Chongqing, Nanjing, Qingdao, and
Xiamen as comparing cities because these capital cities or coastal open cities are characterized with
higher capacity of independent innovation which enables Dalian set a higher standard and use it as the
development goal. Indicators are selected from the relevant data of industrial enterprises in cities
mentioned above and selecting time is in 2007. Specific indicators and data are showed in the Table
1below:
3.2 Index system
In order to evaluate the capacity of independent innovation of Dalian in a comprehensive and
objective manner, this study identifies 4 primary indicators involving innovation resources, innovation
activities, innovation outputs capacity and innovation environment and 10 secondary indicators
including the proportion of science and technology personnel, Industrial added value , product sales
revenue, proportion of technology expenditures accounting for products sales revenue, proportion of R&
D expenditures accounting for the sales revenue, proportion of the number of enterprises taking the
scientific and technological activities, patent number, proportion of new product accounting for sales
revenue, proportion of financial funds sales revenue, the proportion of loans from financial institutions.
Table 1

Industrial Enterprises Innovation of Major Domestic Cities in 2007
Innovation
Innovation
Innovation outputs
Item
resources
activities
capacity
Unit
%
100 million 100 million
%
%
%
%
%
Dalian
2.7
977
3384
1.62
0.7
31.5
243
13.4
Shenyang
5.6
914
3218
1.22
0.7
8.7
483
14.5
Changchun 5.5
6.4
2014
1.94
0.5
8.2
255
37.8
Jinan
6.2
798
2491
2.38
1.4
10
799
17.8
Qingdao
4.9
1515
5080
1.74
1.1
6.8
770
32.4
Xiamen
3.5
574
2311
2.18
0.9
12.7
523
12.1
Chongqing
5.7
845
3201
2.36
1
33.3
721
29.1
Nanjing
6.4
1153
4714
1.63
0.8
8.2
738
14.95
Source: processing in accordance with data of statistical yearbook of municipalities

Innovation
environment
%
%
6
6.78
16.8
11.2
1.46
0.22
2.63
3.49
2.2
5.55
2.1
9.35
5.5
10.3
5.95
3.5
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3.3 Evaluation method choice
The main factors that affect the quality of the evaluation include Evaluation index system design
and Evaluation method selection. On the base of establishing evaluation index system, the weight
selection of the evaluation index is one of key factors that make evaluation accurate, objective and
effective. In this paper, we choose Projection Pursuit Method of Evaluation to empower the indexes that
represent independent innovation capacity of enterprises, according to the method, human factors are
excluded in the process of evaluation, the process does not be affected by the elements from experts and
knowledge structure of Evaluation staff, experience of job and preferences either. The benefit of
Objectively Empowering Method is that evaluation index can be selected, even if an index is very
important, but the change extent of the value is little among objects being evaluated, the impact of the
index generated in the process of evaluation is not large, that is, its contribution is very small.
In this paper, we transform constraints into the target function firstly, so, Multi-objective
optimization problems are formed, then, through multi-objective genetic algorithm to achieve the
calculation of projection pursuit. Among the Algorithms, the Programming Algorithm is finally achieved
through Matlab programming language. The Projection Pursuit Method is calculated as follows briefly:
Projection Pursuit is that project high-dimensional data on low-dimensional space, then, through
the low-dimensional space of projection to analyze the characteristics of high dimensional data, in fact,
it is a statistical method to deal with complex multi-factor problems. The calculation steps can be
summarized as:
(1) Setting up the data of projection
Set up original data as x(i,j) (i=1,2,……np), among them, n, np represents the number of original
data and the number of evaluation index respectively, then, normalize x(i,j), we can get x*(i,j).
(2) Calculating projection value
Set up a=(a1,a2,…anp) as projection direction, project x*(i,j) on a, then, value of one-dimensional
projection zi can be got ,
Zi =

np

∑a
j =1

j

x*(i ,j ) i = 1, L n

(1)

(3) Setting up Projection Objective Function
Obviously, as to the data of index value evaluated by system, different projection direction reflects
different structural characteristics, integrated approaches and means of data mining. In the process of
general evaluation, the characteristics of projection values should be spread as: the local projection
points should be intensive as far as possible, it is best to unite into a number of collections of points; on
the overall, the projection points should spread as far as possible. Then there is an objective function for
the projection:
f(a)=SzDz
In the formula, Sz is the standard deviation of projection value Zi; Dz is the local density of Zi
which represents projection value;
n

S

Dz =

z

n

∑

i =1

= [∑ (Z
i =1

n

∑

i

-E

z

)

2

/ ( n - 1 ) ] 0 .5

( R − r (i, j )u ( R − r (i, j )), E ( z ) = z

,

(2)

j=1

r(i,j)=zi-zj, R=0.1Sz, U(t)=1(t)
4) Optimizing the projection objective function, determining the optimal projection direction
Solve the Maximization Problem of Projection target function and estimate the best projection
direction, that is:
Max Q(a)= SzDz,

np

∑a

2

( j) = 1

(3)

j =1

3.4 Analysis of evaluation results
According to the standardization, we deal with the data of the table that inflect innovation of
Industry and enterprise above scale in cities, then, compute with Genetic Algorithm of 1000 generations,
and then, we can find the optimal projection value in order to calculate the weight. The data
standardized and the results of weight calculation are as showed in the Table 2.
Dalian ranked fifth of the eight cities in the capacity of comprehensive innovation and stayed in the
middle class of the selected sub-provincial cities. Considering the inherent components of the capacity
of innovation, Dalian industrial enterprises performed better in innovation resources and environment,
which need to improve in innovation activities and innovation outputs capacity. From the aspect of
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innovation resource, Dalian developed in a good condition which indicates that Dalian had good
industrial infrastructures, made better use of science and technology resource leading to great
contribution to local economy. However, the scientific and technological personnel accounts for a small
proportion of all workers. On the one hand, Dalian industrial enterprises are mainly composed by
equipment manufacturing enterprises and labor-intensive enterprises resulting in large amount of
industrial workers. On the other hand, Dalian is short of the amount of the scientific and technological
personnel especially talent with leadership.
Table 2
Innovation
resources

The Data Standardized and the Results of Weight Calculation
Innovation
Innovation
Innovation
activities
outputs capacity
environment
Proportion of Proportion of Proportion of
Proportion Proporti
The
Proportio
technology
R&D
of new
the number of
on of proportion
Item
n
Industria Product
expenditures expenditures enterprises Patent product financial of loans
of
l added sales
accounting accounting engaged in number accounting funds
from
S&T
value revenue
for products for the sales the S & T
for sales
sales
financial
personnel
activities
sales revenue
revenue
revenue revenue institutions
Max
6.4
1514.7 5079.8
2.38
1.38
33.3
799
37.8
16.8
11.2
Min
2.7
574 2013.6
1.22
0.54
6.8
243
12.1
1.46
0.23
Max-min 3.7
940.7 3066.2
1.16
0.84
26.5
556
25.7
15.34
10.98
Dalian
0
0.4282 0.4469
0.3448
0.1905
0.9321
0
0.0506 0.2959
0.5975
Shenyang 0.7837 0.3616 0.3927
0
0.1667
0.0717
0.3507 0.0934
1
1
Changchun 0.7567 0.0317
0
0.6207
0
0.0528
0.0215
1
0
0
Jinan 0.9459 0.2378 0.1557
1
1
0.1207
1
0.2218 0.0763
0.2978
Qingdao 0.5945
1
1
0.4483
0.6667
0
0.9478 0.7899 0.0482
0.4854
Xiamen 0.2162
0
0.0970
0.8276
0.4048
0.2226
0.5035
0
0.0417
0.8315
Chongqing 0.8108 0.2885 0.3872
0.9828
0.5476
1
0.8597 0.6615 0.2634
0.9180
Nanjing
1
0.6155 0.8807
0.3534
0.3571
0.0528
0.8902 0.1109
0.2927
0.2987
Weight 0.0498 0.1584 0.3607
0.0549
0.3208
0.0245
0.0154 0.0084 0.0254
0.0385
Table 3

Ranking of Various of Capacity of Innovation
Ranking of
Ranking of
Ranking of
innovation outputs
innovation
innovation resource
capacity
activities
4
6
8
3
7
7
8
8
5
6
1
3
1
3
1
7
4
6
5
2
2
2
5
4

Item
Dalian
Shenyang
Changchun
Jinan
Qingdao
Xiamen
Chongqing
Nanjing

Ranking of innovation
environment
4
1
8
7
5
3
2
6

From the perspective of innovation activities, Dalian ranked No.6 in all the evaluated cities with
low evaluation. This is mainly because there are no sufficient funds and investment in enterprise
technology and science activities compared with other cities, the same happens to R and D activities.
Despite the local government and enterprises increasing the input to innovation there still exists some
gap between Dalian and other cities. After examining the main reasons, the overall low sale profitability
comes to the focus. Although the profitability increases in recent years, 3%-4% cannot be a satisfying
number. Under this profitability level, the investment funded by enterprises still accounts for 80% of the
total investment in Dalian, that is not an easy task. From another perspective, the reality resulted in the
enterprises lack the courage and enthusiasm to invest in high-input and high-risk projects.
Table 4

Ranking of Capacity of Enterprise Innovation of Selected Cities

Ranking

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

city

Qingdao

Nanjing

Jinan

Chongqing

Dalian

Shenyang

Xiamen

Changchun

Dalian had huge gap in the enterprise innovation output capacity and ranked the last in this capacity
comparison. This phenomenon demonstrated that the industrial enterprises of Dalian do not have enough
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capacity to understand and satisfy the market demands. They also lack the capacity to improve market
share through adjusting products according to consumer and competitor feedbacks. On the one hand, the
government should set up an effective information platform for innovation and increase intellectual
property protection, and encourage enterprise independent innovation. On the other hand, enterprises
should take advantage of the its nature of connecting to market directly and sensitive mechanism of
knowing market demands in order to better transform the scientific and technological achievements into
new products and expand market share. From the innovation environment, the industrial enterprises of
Dalian ranked better which shows the government and financial institutions exhibit more support to
independent innovation and increase the capital investment proportion. The good institutional and
financial environments mainly benefit from the better emphasis of enhancing innovation of Dalian, as
well as the formulation and implementation of policy in encouraging enterprise independent innovation
and building innovation environment.

4 Suggestions on Enhancing the City Innovation Capacity
4.1 Selecting scientific and original innovation model based on independent innovation
The selection of innovation model should be under the guidance of country and city independent
innovation strategy and establish scientific positioning in accordance with the development level and
specific circumstances such as strength. Enterprises without strong economic and technological strength
should adopt the model of “improving the independent innovation capacity based on imitation” which
focuses on the digestion, absorption and re-innovation, combined with the necessary integrated
innovation. When the enterprises develop to the growth stage and accumulate a certain amount of
economic and technological strength, the model of “improving the independent innovation capacity
based on cooperation” should be taken. In this model, integrated innovation played a vital role with the
help of necessary original innovation and digestion, absorption and re-innovation. And with proper
arrangement of intellectual property ownership, share and protection the enterprises can also select to
communicate and cooperate with R&D institutions and enterprises extensively. After reaching the
mature stage characterized with great economic and technological strength, enterprises should
vigorously promote integrated innovation, while strengthening the original innovation. The enterprises
with great strength, leading enterprises of industry or high-tech enterprise can apply the model of
“improving the independent innovation capacity entirely based on independent innovation”, which aim
to actively develop strategies for high-tech, especially with independent intellectual property of core
technologies and key technologies. The enterprises can also develop re-innovation by combining the
introduced foreign advanced technology and independent innovation properly. Different models are
selected to apply according to different enterprises, industries and stages.
4.2 Fulfilling the role of city innovation and improving innovation capacity
Enterprises fulfill the role of enhancing the innovative capacity embodied in three aspects: Firstly,
enterprises should increase investment and become the main roles in research and development input.
Inputs are the material foundation for enterprises to innovate and only with the combination of the
necessary capital investment and intellectual conditions, scientific and technological innovation can be
developed. The second is the expansion of internal and external cooperation, which becomes the main
technological innovation activities. Enterprises must cultivate their own independent innovation
capacity and focus on building the culture of independence, open and innovation. From the outside of
the enterprises, it is necessary to strengthen the cooperation with research institutes and universities.
Enterprises should keep close contact with markets and play the key role in “enterprises, universities and
research institutions,” trigger the whole chain and promote every party to face the reality and explore the
market. The third for main body of innovation is to rely on new technologies to develop new products
and apply the innovations. The urban innovation main bodies should play the leading role and try to
speed the transformation of the scientific research resource into enterprises products and services
tailored to market leading enterprise development, even the whole industry development.
4.3 Paying great attention to the role of market in innovation and take advantage of domestic and
foreign scientific and technological resources
Enterprises should keep on innovating based on market demand changes. And enterprises should
pay attention to market information, concern about the changes in the market and try to coordinate the
relationships of R&D, production and market. Market demands guide and trigger innovation.
Enterprises realize the expansion of innovation chain to society demands and market. There is an
organic combination of innovation and industrial chain seeking for market, efficiency and development
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and competitive advantages. Meanwhile, enterprises should learn and utilize domestic and foreign
scientific and technological resources in order to enhance innovation and efficiency, to make up for the
lack of enterprise R&D capability. It is necessary to strengthen the cooperation with domestic advanced
areas and enterprises with considerable strength in order to absorb advanced technology and
management. It is suggested to accelerate the pace of absorbing international advanced technology,
make full use of global scientific and technological resources. The enterprises with proper conditions
should establish R&D center abroad to obtain core technology and outsource the R&D function to
specialized R&D and design enterprises by using the way of third-party technology supply. Also the
enterprises should carry out a broad variety of cooperation with foreign famous enterprises, outstanding
R&D institutions to enhance the negotiating capacity, learning ability and transforming ability and
upgrade the level of cooperation, so as to continuously upgrade and enhance the endogenous capacity of
enterprise technology.
4.4 Speeding up the system and innovation management to provide strong support for
technological innovation
There is an inseparable relationship among technological innovation, system innovation and
management innovation. Enhancing enterprise technological innovation capacity depends on effective
organization and mechanisms to carry out rational allocation of resources, especially the need to
rationalize all kinds of relations, to eliminate the institutional barriers affecting scientific development
and independent innovation, and to create an institutional environment inspiring managers and technical
personnel creativity. The innovation system combining enterprises, universities and research institutes
should be set up and new mechanism integrating technical innovation, enterprise development and
social progress should be formed. The best combination of human, material and financial resources in
funding and incentives are sought to enhance independent innovation effectiveness. Organizational
management should be improved, digestion and absorption of some key, strategic technology and
independent innovation should be strengthened, investment in R&D efforts should be increased and the
capacity of innovation should be enhanced. The main efforts should be concentrated on the key
technology by taking advantages of cooperation among enterprises, research institutes, and universities.
Various obstacles affecting innovation should be removed from system, mechanism and management.

5 Conclusion
Enhancing enterprises as leading roles in innovation system has become an urgent and important
issue for improving the current innovation level and setting up innovative cities and country. Dalian had
huge gap in the enterprise innovation output capacity and ranked the last in this capacity comparison.
This phenomenon demonstrated that the industrial enterprises of Dalian do not have enough capacity to
understand and satisfy the market demands. They also lack the capacity to improve market share
through adjusting products according to consumer and competitor feedbacks. So enhancing the urban
innovation capacity should selecting scientific and rational innovation model based on independent
innovation, fulfilling the role of main body of innovation, improve innovation capacity, paying great
attention to the role of market in innovation and take advantage of domestic and foreign scientific and
technological resources, speeding up the system and management innovation to provide strong support
to technological innovation.
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Abstract This paper analyses the Chinese sports industry’s market scale, market concentration rate,
product differentiation and barriers to entry and the conclusion shows that the organization of Chinese
sports industry is still in the early’ stage of development, and most of sports enterprises are regional
characteristics, small non-economic and industrial scale. The paper also regards that the Chinese sports
industry is of high risk, high return, and high barriers to entry. Finally, the paper has discussed the target
mode of market structure of monopolistic competition in sports industry, and proposed the relevant
countermeasures for optimizing the market structure of sports industry.
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1 Introduction
The modern world has witnessed rapid development of the sports industry which has become the
new growth pole of national economy; particularly since mid and late 1990s, the prosperity of the sports
industry has become a sharp contrast to the obvious deceleration of global economic growth and the
deteriorating economic situations of some industries. At present, the annual gross output value of the
global sports industry reaches 400 billion US Dollars and maintains more than 20% annual growth rate.
In our country, the sports industry, although just in its starting stage, also experienced apparently rapid
development in recent years. Along with continuously improved socialist market economic system, the
sports system is changing from the planning system to the market system, so the sport industry’s
industrialization and marketization are increased; the sphere of the industry is continuously widened; the
development scale is gradually augmented; and its functions and influence in the national economy are
enhanced. As a new industry, the sports industry, on one hand, brings about the vitality for development
of the whole sports undertakings, and on the other hand, displays its great business opportunities, which
will certainly urge the rapid growth of our national economy. And this also encourages many scholars to
research the sports undertakings from different angles. Their research achievements mainly include:
Chen Huiming’s “Current Situation Analysis and Countermeasure Research on Input and Output
Efficiency of Chinese Sports Undertakings”, which proposed the countermeasures and the suggestions,
including rationally allocating resources of sports to improve utilization rates, establishing the scientific
priorities of sports investment options, speeding up the innovations in sports, reforming the sports
management system, and altering the functions of the government; Zhu He’s “Input and Output
Efficiency and Countermeasures for Funds of 7th National Games in Zhejiang Province”, which focused
on the research of the funds’ input and output efficiency; Wang Yue’s “Benefits Prognostication and
Operation of Sports Events”, which discussed the fundamental principles monitoring the capital flow in
different economic fields of the sports events through the method of input and output. There however is
no paper to analyze the market structure of Chinese sports industry’s organization. Therefore, how to
macro manage our sports industry, how to effectively guide our sports industry to develop healthily and
in orderly fashion, how to survive and make improvement in the market with furious competition are the
subjects we must study up on. To solve those problems, we have to have comprehensive knowledge and
understanding about the market structure of our sports industry.

2 Main Analyzing Indicators of Market Structure
The factors deciding the market structures mainly include market concentration rate, product
differentiation degree, and barriers to entry. By integrating the analyses on concentration rate, product
differentiation and barriers to entry, the fundamental characteristics of market structure can be generally
presented. According to the features of those 3 factors in different markets, Ms. Robinson classified the
market structures to 4 basic types: perfect competition, perfect monopolization, oligopoly and
monopolistic competition.
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2.1 Market concentration rate
The market concentration rate is an indicator measuring the distribution of firms’ market shares in a
market (or industry), and it’s closely related to the formation of monopolistic force in the market. The
indicators regularly used for measuring the market concentration rates include the absolute
concentration rate—industrial concentration rate (CR), relative concentration rate—Lorenz curve and
Gini coefficient, and the indicators, such as Herfindahl—Hirshman index and Rosenbluth Index, trying
to reflect the concentration rate through single index. This paper mainly uses the absolute concentration
rate to measure the market concentration rate of sports products. The market’s absolute concentration
rate, also called CRn index, hereupon represents the sports market’s monopolization and concentration
rate, and it’s the share of the top n (the value of n depends on the demand of calculation, generally, n=4
or 8) largest-scale sports enterprises’ relevant values (such as assets, number of employees, output, sales
volume, and increase value) in the whole sports market. And its calculation formula is:
n

N

i =1

i =1

CRn = ∑ X i / ∑ X i

(1)

2.2 Product differentiation
The production differentiation is the situation of incomplete replacement among the same type of
articles produced by the different enterprises in the same industry, owing to the differences in quality,
styles, performances, marketing service, information provided and customers’ preferences, etc. The
purpose of the enterprise’s product differentiation is to gain the customers’ recognition and preferences
by the customized products, so as to increase the market share of its products. The product
differentiation is one of the enterprise’s main competitive methods, as well as a non-price barrier. The
product differentiation influences the market structure mainly in 2 ways; that’s, it influences the market
concentration and the market barriers to entry.
2.3 Barrier to entry
The barrier to entry is another main factor that parallels the concentration rate and the product
differentiation for the market structure. In the research on the market structure, the analyses on
concentration rate and product differentiation focus on investigating the market relations of the existing
enterprises in the industry, and reflect the quantity and the competition intensity of the existing
competing enterprises in the market. The analysis on the barriers to entry however investigates the
adjustments and changes of the market relations in view of new enterprise entering the market, studies
the competition relations between the existing enterprises and the entering enterprises, and reflects the
potential competition intensity in the market. The barriers to entry are the factors, such as absolute cost
advantage, product differentiation, scale economy, policies and laws, strategies and behaviors, blocking
the new firms’ entry when the existing firms in an industry gain super-normal profit. The barriers to
entry have impact on the difficulty level of new enterprises entering into the market, so it will influence
the market structure’s adjustments and changes.

3 Market Structure Analysis of Sports Industry
3.1 Market scale
Table 1

Situation of CSIG Primary Business in 2009
Incomes of Primary Business Profit Margin (%)
(Ten Thousand Yuan)
Consultation and Management
3843
64.99
Fitness Service
2220
5.22
Sports Competitions
776
36.78
Real Estate Sales
12922
40.55
Total
19761
43.99
Note: The data are from CSIG Industry’s Annual Report in 2006.

Industrial Products

Since the reform of reorganization of asset of the sports industry, the scales of our sports industrial
group companies have become larger and larger. China Sports Industry Group, as the State Physical
Cultural Administration’s only holding listed company, with 237 management staff out of 1,300
employees, controls CSIG Olympic Garden Management Group, CSIG Fitness Group and CSIG
Competition Group, and covers the business in sports competition and performance, sports fitness and
entertainment, operation of sports intangible assets, sports goods, sports tourism, sports hi-tech, sports
commercial, sports real estate, and sports finance, etc. (See Table 1 for) the company’s incomes of
primary business in first half of 2009.
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Li Ning Corporate is the first IPO sports goods company in China, as well as the first listed star
company. Its organizational structure is shown as Figure 4-5. It is the only Chinese enterprise that can
compete with Nike, Adidas and other international giants. However, most of sports companies in China
still operate in small scales and in diffusion manner, so there’s a few enterprises having great influence
on the structure of the whole sports industry or forming the strong support for the whole market.
3.2 Market concentration rate
China Sports Industry Group Co., Ltd, as the absolutely “national team” in our new sports industry,
is the first listed company of our sports industry, when its total net assets was 207.69 million Yuan
before issuance and 458.44 million Yuan after. However, with regard to the annual business volumes of
sports goods and manufacturing industry and the total assets of manufacturing industry, all of their CR8
are smaller than 40% (see Table 2); therefore, at present, Chinese sports industrial market is still in the
stage of competition with low concentration rate and small scales of sports enterprises. Comparing to the
U.S.A. and the U.K. whose sports industries are more than a hundred billion US Dollars, the
collectivization process of our sports industry was just started, and larger efforts should be put in merge
to realize the optimization of industrial structure and the scale economy.
Table 2

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Table of Revenues of Top 8 Enterprises in Chinese Sports Goods Manufacturing
Industry in 2007 (CR8)
Multiples of Average Revenues CR8
Names of Companies
of Industrial Enterprises

Ningbo Ruibao Fishing Tackle Co., Ltd.
Qingdao Tianyu Fishing Tackle Co., Ltd.
Ningbo Zhongyuan Fishing Tackle Co., Ltd.
Ningbo Beilun Haibo Precision Machinery
Manufacturing Co., Ltd
Qingdao Zhengda Fishing Tackle Co., Ltd.
Tianhui Silicone (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd
Maoming Qinghai Sports Equipment Co., Ltd
Zhejiang Xue Yongxing Floating Products Co., Ltd
Total

9576
9338
8921
8475
8475
8178
8000
6631
67594

13.37%

3.3 Product differentiation
Table 3 Increase Values and Proportions of Activities in Nanjing of Jiangsu Province
Industrial Products
Increase
Values Proportions
(Hundred
Million (%)
Yuan)
Sports Organizations’ Management Activities
1.56
9.2
Sports Stadiums’ Management Activities
1.88
11.1
Sports Fitness and Leisure Activities
1.81
10.6
Sports Agent Activities
0.25
1.5
Other Sports Activities
3.80
22.3
Manufacturing of Sports Goods, Garments, Shoes and Hats 4.27
25.1
and Relevant Sports Products
Sales of Sports Goods, Garments, Shoes and Hats and 2.90
17.0
Relevant Sports Products
Sports Stadiums’ Construction Activities
0.54
3.2
17.01
100
Total

The development of sports market largely depends on the level of developed commodity economy,
the people’s incomes, their spare time, the cultural atmosphere, the differences in concepts, the
differences in lifestyles, and other factors. The survey shows the urban inhabitants’ sports consumption
level also demonstrates the unbalanced situation that the southeastern regions are higher than the central
and western regions. Beijing urban inhabitants averagely spent 55.74 Yuan on fitness activities in 2008,
increased from 7.24 Yuan in 2007 by 14.9%.In 2004, the inhabitants in Ningbo averagely spend 774.94
Yuan on art, sports and entertainment, increased by 20.75% from the past year, and the consumption on
sports equipment and fitness was increased by 94.77%. In Nanjing of Jiangsu Province in 2008, the
increase value of the sports industry was 1,701 million Yuan which was 0.45% of the total regional
output value (see Table 3). The mentioned digits state that, the proportions of the inhabitants’ sports
consumption are closely related to the economic statuses; there are apparent different levels in different
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regions; and even in the regions with really good incomes, owing to other factors, there are also obvious
differences. In view of the sports items, there are also large differences; the ball games are of great
development potentials, but the potentials of the items such as gymnastics and weight lifting are
comparatively weaker.
3.4 Barriers to entry
With the State’s increased efforts to the collectivization reform of the sports industry, the sports
industry’s barriers to entry have been greatly changed. Firstly, the barrier of policies and laws is
gradually lowered. Owing to long time of restriction by the system of the sports industry, the market
awareness, the market development and the efficient performance were not good; yet thanks to the rapid
development of the sport industry in recent years, the policies in the sports industry are getting loose,
which is favorable for the fair competition among the sports enterprises.
Secondly, there is also no high threshold in the capital requirement. Most of sports enterprises that didn’t
have sufficient or even lack of primary input in the early stage, so during the development, the sports
industry, maintained the workshop production by loans and sponsors, have too many difficulties to cope
with, due to the limited capital strength; for that reason, the new entering sports enterprises won’t face
any capital barrier anymore; but along with gradual development of sports investment scales in recent
years, the capital barrier to entry of the sports industry, the sports groups in particular, will be lifted
continuously. That analysis states that our sports industry is of the market structure with coexisting
monopolization and excessively scattered competition. As in the sports industry, the company
concentration rates of large groups like CSIG are very high, when the private sports enterprises are
comparatively scattered and the processing enterprises are of large quantity but small scales. Moreover,
each enterprise’s products are peculiar (see Table 4), and those different products are highly
substitutable.
Table 4 Distribution of Types of Sports Enterprises in Jiangsu Province
Types of Enterprises
Quantity
Proportion

Sports Goods Manufacturing Enterprises

58

63.7%

Sports Goods Sales Enterprises

33

36.3%

Total

91

100%

4 Conclusion
According to the above analyses, our sports industry is with monopolization and excessive
competition; most of 204 sports enterprises nationwide are of regional characteristics, small industrial
scales, and non-economic scales; the large group companies like CISG are with high concentration rates
when the private enterprises are relatively scattered; and there’s no big difference in the structures of
sports products in different regions, and there are high barriers to entry to the industry. To further
rationalize the market structure of our sports industry, and improve the market performance, this paper
proposes these suggestions after research:
4.1 Enhancing collectivization strategy of Chinese sports industry
Owing to our sports industry’s late start, insufficient strength and low concentration rate, the road
for development by collectivization to optimize the sports industry’s organizational structure shall be a
fundamental strategy of the development of Chinese sports industry at present and for a long period in
the future, as it’s favorable for quickly changing the current situation of small and scattered sports
enterprises with inadequate scales in our country. During the collectivization, more attention shall be
paid to these fields：
(1) Rationalize the group’s State-owned asset management system. Establish the new State-owned
assets management system for the sports industry, when the State-owned Assets Management
Committee is the ultimate owner of the State-owned assets, the sports group is the operator, and the
sports enterprise has the right of property of the legal person and runs in the mode of echelon
responsibilities but different roles, in order to urge the organic unity of the rights of personnel, properties
and affaire of the State-owned assets.
(2) Perfect the sports group’s internal operating mechanism. Specify that the relationship between
parent company and subsidiary company is that between promoter and invested enterprise, so the parent
company isn’t the subsidiary company’s administrative management organization, and their relationship
isn’t the administrative reporting relationship between superior and subordinate. The key is to for
coordinate, orderly and efficient collectivization operating mechanism through improving the legal
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person’s administration structure, the parent company’s management system and the incentive and
restraint mechanism. Particularly attach importance to the roles of core enterprises in the group, and
through binding the rights and the properties, allow them to fully have the main operators’ rights of
option, decision-making authority on major issues, foreign investment and assets income. At the same
time, deepen the internal reforms of labor, employment and distribution system, so as to promote the
establishment of the group’s new mechanism by system reforms.
(3)Support the cross-regional sports industrial group established on the basis of the market
principles and the core of properties. Recombination and merge of sports enterprises are the inevitable
results of the market economic development acting on the sports industry, so the methods to establish
the sports groups by administrative means shall be reduced, and the market shall be fully brought into
play to urge the concentration of sports resources.
iv. Provide the policy support with respect to the development of sports group. According to the
demands, restrictions of sports enterprises acquisition or conglomerate, joint-venture with overseas
sports or other enterprises, and investment and financing for sports groups shall be lifted, and the groups
with qualified conditions shall be allowed to be listed.
4.2 Adjusting structures, implementing products differentiation
Generally speaking, the differentiation of the sports industry in our country is mainly in 2 aspects. i.
increase of horizontal differentiation; in view of the whole sports industry, the business spheres of our
paralleled sports groups are different and have largely integrated the sports market and the sports
products, when the horizontal differentiation is increasing gradually. ii. Increase of vertical
differentiation; in view of the sports groups in the same type, the operation of the group expands from
the industrial chain focusing on the content production to the cross-sports and cross-industrial chain, so
the vertical differentiation is increasing gradually. For example, the operating business of China Sports
Industry Group Co., Ltd covers sports competition and performance, sports fitness and entertainment,
operation of sports intangible assets, sports goods, sports tourism, sports hi-tech, sports commercial,
sports real estate, sports finance, etc.; Shanghai Sports Industrial Co., Ltd of East Asia Group, besides
professionally manufacturing sports fitness equipment and sports goods, owns “Shenkang Sports
Equipment Development Center” with the experts from Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai Sports
Research Institution and other institutions; those prove the great vertical differentiation of the sports
groups in the same type. Therefore, the sports enterprises must change their concepts and production
patterns, but exert the regional advantages based on the local features, in order to form mutually
promotive, characteristics-complementary, regional sports industrial patterns. At present, the sports
industry has developed peculiar characteristics and advantages in different regions; for example, the
sports goods manufacturing industry is much developed in Guangdong and Zhejiang Provinces, when
the sports fitness and entertainment industries are more mature in Beijing. Thus must pay attention to the
different characteristics of the sports industry in those regions; attach importance to bring those regional
advantages into play; and avoid blindly pursuit for big and complete scales or simple replication in
different regions; in order to finally form mutually promotive, characteristics-complementary,
coordinately developing, regional sports industrial patterns.
4.3 Further lifting barriers to entry for sports enterprises
Except few large enterprises, most of the sports enterprises are unable to form the absolute cost
advantage and the scale advantage, when those enterprises’ capital requirements are also smaller; at the
same time, the behaviors blocking entry will take into effect only when oligopolistic firms in negligible
quantity mutually coordinate and form the uniform industrial price in the condition of high market
concentration rate, and the enterprises adopting the behaviors to denying competitors must be capable of
bearing the loss for low price; in the light of that condition, most of the enterprises in the sports
industrial groups do not have the conditions to set up behavioral barriers to entry, which are hardly form
by the enterprises’ behaviors but only by the government’s restrictions objectively.
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Abstract This paper briefly looked back the economic overview of the sport industry, analyzed the
current development situation of China’s sport industry by using SWOT theory, and specifically came
up with innovative thoughts on the development of China’s sports industry: equal emphasis on
standardization and hierarchization; clear positioning and optimized integration of internal sports
industry; specialized and professionalized product positioning and talent cultivation; the external
extensions of the branded and internationalized products and industries; the foundation of popularized
and socialized industry consuming basis; increased international competitive strength through
standardization and legalization; marketized and diversified market foster as well as the growth of
relative subsidiary industries.
Key words Sport industry; SWOT; Innovative thoughts

1 Introduction
With the foundation of market mechanism, China's sport industry has been well-developed and has
been taking an increasing important role in national economy. As is pointed out in the Annual Report on
Development of China's Sports Industry (2008/2009), the output value of China's sports industry in 2007
is 300 billion RMB, account for 0.7% of GDP[1]. Compared with developed countries like the U.S., in
which the output value of sports industry counts for 1-3% of GDP, the status of China’s sports industry
is relatively low and still in its primary stage of development, facing both opportunities and challenges.
With China’s embracement of the WTO, the development of China's sports industry is facing challenges
domestically and overseas. The discussion of innovative thoughts on the development of China's sports
industry is not only beneficial to the sustainable growth of this industry, but also of high significance in
boosting the development of sports and economy.
The importance of sports industry has aroused the attention of the relevant scholars. Currently, the
research of the scholars in China mainly focuses on the following three aspects:
(1) The research on the current situation, features and existing problems of the sports industry in
China. The scholars, such as Zhang Baoxue, made analysis of the status and function of the sports
industry in China from a multi-level perspective, emphasized its importance and proposed that the keys
of the policies for the current sports industry in China should be, first of all, set up the financial
supporting system for the policies of our country’s sports industry, enhance development and operation
of the intangible assets in the sports industry in the second place and finally increase the investment,
change the management function of the government and speed up the supporting facilities and
enactment of relevant laws and regulations.
(2) The research on the development of the sports industry in China under the new circumstance
and the corresponding strategies. Scholars, such as Luo Yiping, pointed out that, in the era of
globalization, the sports industry in China is facing the challenging of imbalanced industry structure,
lack of macro-support and guide from the government and backwardness of the mechanism and legal
system. At the same time, globalization has brought certain chances for the development of our
country’s economical development that is realized by the quick integration of the economical operation
rules at home and those abroad, the rapid adjustment of the industry structure and the further opening-up
of the sports market in China.
(3) The research on the concrete development principles and strategies. The representatives of
the research are Shu Chengli, Zhi Yong etc. They put forward suggestions to improve the innovative
capabilities of our country’s sports industry from the angle of the strategic analysis of the sports
industry, the establishment of the core innovative enterprises, the improvement of perfect innovative
mechanism, the broadening of the capital investment and the perfecting of the national innovative
policy system.
However, the study of the new development approaches of China’s sports industry needs a
comprehensive perspective. The thesis adopts SWOT to make a relatively comprehensive analysis of
our country’s sports industry, hence having important significance to the sustainable development and
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the internationalization of China’s sports industry as well as the improvement of the development of
China’s sports industry and economy.

2 Theories of the Sports Industry
The development of China’s sports industry brings about the attention of scholars. They discussed
the essence of China’s sports industry from the economic perspective. Their typical points of view can
be classified into the following categories, as shown in Figure 1:
cognition
theories

question
theories
The typical
categories of
sports industry
theories

policy
theories

mode
theories

Figure 1 The Typical Categories of Sports Industry Theories

First, “cognition theories”, mainly focus on the essence, status, and function of sports industry,
which can be regarded as the cognition of the sports industry and China’s sports. “Cognition theories”
include the contents of sports industry and the recognition of its exterior extent; the discussion of the
status and function of sports industry, thinking that the sports industry will grow fast and its percentage
of the GDP will enlarge, the status and function of sports industry will be increasingly significant, the
sports industry is not only going to be the source and motivation of the economic growth, but also will
be an important method to solve the employment issue. In addition, it can fuel domestic demand and
stimulate economic development. In conclusion, the sports industry is of vital importance in promoting
the development of national economy and relative supporting industries[2].
Second, “question theories”, mainly focus on the problems, threats and challenges of China’s sports
industry. Specifically, scholars make discussions from the perspective of the sports industry itself,
considering China’s sports industry has problems like outdated mechanism, insufficient finance,
unscientific management, lack of talent, irrational industrial structure[3]. Some scholars discussed
China’s sports industry from the perspective of exterior extents, believing it withstands the impact of
international market, overseas competition, and financial crisis[1][4].
Third, the “policy theories” are the studies of the China’s sports industry policies. By studying the
adjustments of the sports industry policies, some scholars said that the policy adjustment should obey
the following principles: consistent with the national economy and social development goal; adhere the
universal law of industry development; market oriented, learn from other industries, especially the
culture industry, strengthen the negotiation and coordination with relative departments[5].
Fourth, “mode theories”. Many scholars proposed suggestions to the development of China’s sports
industry, among which the probing of the development mode and mechanism is the most comprehensive
and representative one. In light of the sports market changes due to the series of reforms in recent years,
Pang Xiaojie and other scholars, through inductive analysis and many discussions, put forward the
management mode of China’s sports industry, the government gives its roles to market and social sports
associations, let the latter manage the sports affairs in an efficient and unified manner with the
application of market discipline. “The combination of government allocation, association management,
and market regulation is a sports industry management mechanism which abides by the market economy
laws, transforming from the administrative management and the operational management to means that
integrated law, economy and administrative measures[6].”
The current studies on China’s sports industry show that the important role and status of China’s
sports industry are acquiring popular recognition and great attention. At the same time, scholars are
concerning the problems and challenges facing the China’s sports industry, and come up with many
coping strategies and directions, which laid the ground work of our further studies. On the other hands,
the analysis of the current situation and development of China’s sports industry is not comprehensive.
The anthers made an all-round analysis of China’s sports industry by using SWOT methods and in
addition, bring forward the innovative thoughts about the development of this industry.
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3 SWOT Analysis of Current Development of China’s Sports Industry
Sports industry belongs to service industry in its essence and includes competitive sports, public
sports, entertaining sports, etc., so the development of sports industry can promote the development of
relative supporting industries. Specifically, the STRENGTHS of China’s sports industry are:
First, the status of sports industry in national economy is becoming more and more important, and
is of vital importance in boosting the GDP growth. The output value of sports industry counts for 1-3%
of GDP in western developed countries, where as the percentage in China is only 0.7%, so there is great
potential in the development of China’s sports industry.
Second, besides the financial benefits of the sports industry, it is highly related and supportive to
other industries. A study by an America economist suggests that the relevance rate between sports
industry and other industries is high (see table 1).
Table 1

Related
industry
Relevance rate

Estimated Relevance Rate Between Sports Industry and Other Industry
Transportation and
Building
Clothing
Food
Machinery
Tourism
communications
materials
industry
industry
manufacturing
industry
industry

0.21

0.13

Strong/weak
Strong
Strong
relation
Source: Quoted in Jiang Ling (2008)[7]

0.12

0.11

0.014

0.008

Strong

Strong

Strong

Strong

Third, China’s sports industry is entering a fast growing era, the outcome of competitive sports is
gorgeous, the public sports has been well-developed, and the entertaining sports is developing rapidly,
all of the above are leading sports into popularization, China’s sports industry will be well-developed.
Fourth, sports industry is a good way to integrate resources. There are many industries related to
sports industry, and the sport events include not only domestic national events, but also international
events, they provide an ideal platform for the integration of the resources throughout the world.
Fifth, generally speaking, the sports industry is tertiary industry, it can boost the development of
relative industries, at the mean time, it can promote the development of the job creation and relief the
stress of employment.
Although there are many strengths in China’s sports industry, there are also many WEAKNESSES
that cannot be neglected: First, from the perspective of industrial structure, the start of China’s sports
industry was fall behind and the internal industry structure is irrational. The development of sports
noumenon industry is slow, driven by short-term interests, the function of some sports facilities were
changed, excessive investment in non sports noumenon industry hampers the development of China’s
sports industry. From the perspective of industry structure mode, administrative management greatly
affects the set-ups of new structures; the unbalanced development among different sports industries, the
gap between city and rural areas, between east and west parts of China is substantial, which will in turn
threats the sustainable development of sports industry eventually. Two, the market of China’s sports
industry is immature, the marketing theories are outdated, the management system hasn’t been founded
yet, and the labor market, technology market, financial market and other supporting markets are way out
of formation. Phenomena like noumenon ambiguity, property rights are mixed up and management
chaos still exist, which limit the driving force of sports industry to other industries. The management of
China’s sports industry is seriously disadvantaged, the administrative management and planned
economy inherited from the past leading to consequences like the rights and responsibilities are not clear
and management chaos. Talents are short-handed, the awareness of brand is absence and the
management of industry finance is unscientific[3]. In the aspect of export, China’s sports products
manufacturer counts a large percentage of the overall export companies since the 1990s. According to a
survey of 166 sports products manufacturer in 2001, 71.08% of them have export business, 22.29%
companies’ exports account half of their businesses, 15.06% manufacturers’ exports take up to
31%~50% of their total output value, 33.73% companies’ exports counts under 33.73% of their
businesses, 28.92% companies have no export businesses. Although China is the largest manufacturer of
sports products in the world, few them can meet the international quality standards, and much fewer of
them can be found in big sports events[1]. This suggests that China’s export production need further
development. Last but not least, the legal construction of sports industry is getting behind. The only law
we can abide by is Law of the PRC on Physical Culture and Sports, its relative regulations lacks of
operability, it also have difficulties in meeting the demands of market development.
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China’s sports industry is still in its developing stage, inevitably, there will be flaws and
shortcomings. But there are many opportunities: first, take a look at the domestic environment, China’s
economic, political and social stabilization provides the sports industry chances for further development.
The government has issued many supportive and guiding policies which is beneficial to its growth.
Second, China’s economy strategy calls for the expansion of domestic demands. The promotion of
sports industry, which is tertiary industry and fundamental industry, is beneficial to the propellant of
domestic demand, the enhancement of people’s living standards. Sports industry is irreplaceable in
expanding the domestic demand. Three, China’s embracement of the WTO and the arriving of
globalization provides good opportunities for China’s sports industry going abroad.
Chances are also challenges, at the time while China’s sports industry developing through
self-reliance and grasping opportunists, it should be well aware of the THREATS: first is the global
financial crisis, which caused great impact on China’s sports industry. The fluctuation of the RMB
exchange rate affects the exports of China’s sports products manufacturers, the growing pace has
become slow; sponsors are cut back due to the financial crisis, which will in turn lead to the
development and management setbacks to certain events. Overall, the decrease of consuming and invest
of the sports due to the financial crisis lead to the insufficient confidence to the sports market and the
demand decline of sports products and sports market. Second, globalization also creates great impacts to
China’s sports industry[1]. The unbalanced development of China’s sports industry, both internal and
external, the backwards of legal construction, the irrational industrial structure, the lack of brand
awareness and the unscientific management of administrative mechanism result in the unsuccessful
integration of China’s sports industry to the outside world, which is disadvantageous for the
development of China’s sports industry. Third, the international competition. With the globalization of
sports and markets, China’s sports industry facing competition of many foreign sports companies. The
absence of brand will place China’s sports companies in a disadvantageous position for victories[8]. After
the SWOT analysis of China’s sports industry, aim at the shortcomings, grasp opportunities, exploit
advantages and face the threats for development is the starting point and foundation for further seeking
of the innovative development of sports industry.

4 New Modes and Strategies for the Development of China’s Sports Industry
4.1 Equal emphasis on standardization and hierarchization
Sports industry need clear classification and positioning. Sports products manufacturing, events
management, sport facilitates, sports related services all of them need clear positioning, self-optimizing,
and emphasis standardization and hierarchization on a equally manner. Sports products manufactures
can produce and manage in a hierarchy and clear positioning, such as the medium level for public, and
the top level for athletes. The management and operational strategies should be made based on
categories and hierarchies.
4.2 Specialization and professionalization
Besides the standardization and hierarchization, the sports industry needs to be professionalized,
such as produce one kind of product, and make it specialized and top level. Besides the specialization of
sports products, the talents also need to be specialized and professionalized. One of the fundamental
reasons for the backwards of the management of China’s sports industry is the absence of the talents
management, the key for the fostering and development of sports industry is the talents. The insufficient
management of talents hampers the development sports industry. We are lack of an institution
specialized in the cultivation of management talents, so the foster of specialized and professionalized
sports talents is urgent and arduous. Management talents are the important human resources in every
chain of the sports industry. People who have a very good knowledge of the operation and management
are the key to determine the success of the development of sports industry. So the foster of specialized
and professionalized talents is greatly emphasized in the innovative thoughts on the development of
China’s sports industry.
4.3 Branding and internationalization.
The substantial profits brought about by the brand are raising more and more attention. Currently,
among the top 10 companies with their output value over 1billion US dollars, 5 of them are in America,
2 in Japan, Germany, U.K. and Sweden have one respectively. Under the background of globalization,
facing the competition of international sports companies, China’s sports industry should take the
branding strategy and internalization strategy, promoting famous brands like Lining, Anta and
DoubleStar to the international market and boost their influence. At the mean time, the government
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should issue a series of supportive policies for the convenience of the sports industry.
National treasures are treasure of the world. In the process of internationalization, we should
promote some ethnic sports, such as Wushu, free sparring, Chinese chess to the rest of the world, and
enlist them into international competition. We can enhance the international influence and market of
advantageous events, such as table tennis, badminton by touring overseas.
4.4 Popularization and socialization
Under the current financial crisis, fuel the domestic demand is an important strategy for the
economy development. China’s sports industry has a unique advantage in enlarging the domestic
demand. China’s sports industry should imply the strategy of popularization and socialization, guide and
stimulate public consume into the sports market, expand the construction of sports facilities, call for new
concepts of fitness, foster the development of entertaining sports, leading the sports consuming in a
healthy, happy and fashion style. Fitness and entertainment are the main parts of the market, which
involves the consumption of the general public. We can increase the percentage of the of entertaining
sports teaching, introduce sports like easy golf, soft tennis, skiing, and wilderness survival into the
teaching system, enlarge the storage of skills necessary in sports consuming, cultivate the entertaining
sports market and expand the demand for sports. As for the sports consumers, on one hand, we should
keep them in this market; on the other hand, we should develop the potential consumers by foster, guide
and advertisement. We should attach great emphasis on the potential consumers in rural areas, as
900million the rural population is naturally a great potential market.
4.5 Standardization and legalization
Standardization and legalization are necessary in both branding and internationalization and
socialization and popularization of sports industry. Aspects like costs, quality control and technology
should be in accordance with the principle of standardization and legalization. Beside, the management,
marketing and advertisement are also need to be standardized and legalized. As in order to face the
competition of foreign companies, only by standardization and legalization can we well integrate with
the international market and provide better services to our customers and realize the branding and
internationalization strategy.
Except the standardization, the legalization of China’s sports industry needs further development.
As China’s sports industry is at the preliminary stage of development, the legal construction is
afterwards, the regulation on its management is insufficient, which will hamper the integration of
China’s sports industry to the international market. Therefore, we should process the standardization and
legalization at the same time in order to better meet the demand of international markets.
4.6 Marketing and diversification
Due to the administrative management and government regulation, the market of China’s sports
industry is immature. Under new circumstances, China’s sports industry should take the road of
marketing and diversification in the prerequisite of structural self-optimization. Aiming at all kinds of
shortcomings of administrative management, sports industry should be market-oriented, having clear
boundaries between property rights and between rights and responsibilities. We should also start to
create a financially supportive system to help the development of China’s sports industry so as to get rid
of financial allocation mode and accelerate the development of visible and invisible sports recourses in
the principle of market orientation. Last but not least, we need to construct and perfect the sports market,
enforce the market law and regulations, issue favorable policies and provide good market environment
for the development of sports industry.

5 Conclusion
China’s sports industry is a sunrise industry and characterized by high financial benefits and
efficient resource integration. So, Standing on the self-advantages and good domestic and international
environment, we should grasp the opportunities, face the challenges and have a rational understanding,
clear positioning and innovative ideas of the sports industry. We should have a clear orientation within
the sports industry from typological levels and make optimal integration. The specialization needs to
concentrate on the products positioning as well as the training of the special talents. Civil socialization
should emphasize the establishment of consuming basis. Through the standardization and legalization,
synchronizing with the world should be given enough attention. The diversification and the marketing
must concentrate on the development of the markets and the development of the corresponding
industries. Besides, the other important new factors should be taken into consideration regarding their
influences on sports industry. For example, during the world cup, the newspaper, the broadcasting, the
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television, the internet and the so-called fifth media-cell phones were used to their greatest extent. Thus,
it is easy to see that the future development of the China’s sports industry must draw the support from
such approaches as the news media and the internet, etc. Only in this way can the sports industry in
China have an ever bright future.
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Abstract The index system of the competitiveness of the transportation equipment manufacturing
industry is built in accordance with the related research and the arrow theory model. The model of the
competitiveness of the transportation equipment manufacturing industry is built by applying the
technique for order preference by similarity to ideal solution and the entropy weight method. By
applying the index system and the model, the competitiveness of the transportation equipment
manufacturing industry in Hebei Province is evaluated. The conclusion shows that the competitiveness
of the Hebei Province is not strong and the policies to promote the industry in Hebei Province of China
are also given.
Key words Index system; Model; Competitiveness of transportation equipment manufacturing
industry; Hebei province

1 Introduction
The equipment manufacturing industry is generally the manufacturing industry of creating a variety
of technical equipments to meet the developments of the national economic sectors, including the metal
products industry, the general equipment manufacturing industry, the special equipment manufacturing
industry, the transportation equipment manufacturing industry, the electrical machinery and equipment
manufacturing industry, the electronic and communication equipment manufacturing industry and the
measuring instruments and office machinery manufacturing industry. And the industry is important to
promote the industrial restructuring and the sustainable economic development.
The equipment manufacturing industry has been identified as the leading industry in Hebei Province
and the transportation equipment manufacturing industry is the important sub-sector. The transportation
equipment manufacturing industry includes the rail transportation equipment manufacturing, the
automobile manufacturing, the motorcycle manufacturing, the bicycle manufacturing, the ship and
floating device manufacturing, the aerospace manufacturing and the transport equipment and other
transport equipment manufacturing. The high speed EMU, the automobiles and key parts and the
shipbuilding and ship repairing are the important areas for the development of the transportation
equipment manufacturing industry. Therefore, the evaluation of the competitiveness of the transportation
equipment manufacturing industry is important to promote the development of the industry in Hebei
Province.
The equipment manufacturing industry is a unique concept of China, so the researchers are mainly
the Chinese scholars. In the past related researches, the principal component analysis was often used
because of the large amount of data collection and calculation. However, using principal component
analysis, loss of information, the different results of using different software and subjective weights of
principal component will arise, and these will lead to evaluation results are not accurate.
By using the TOPSIS (technique for order preference by similarity to ideal solution) method and
entropy weight method, the competitiveness evaluation model of the transportation equipment
manufacturing industry is designed. The model’s Features are clear logic and simple calculation. And
the latest data are collected to evaluate the competitiveness of the industry in Hebei Province.

2 The Index System of the Competitiveness of the Transportation Equipment
Manufacturing Industry
The index system needs to meet the comprehensive, representative, scientific, objective and
feasible principles. And the index system should truly describe the evaluation object and be easy to use
and promote.
∗
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Reference to the index system of the competitiveness of the equipment manufacturing industry in
Heilongjiang Province and the arrow theory model, the index system of the competitiveness of the
transportation equipment manufacturing industry is built. See Table 1.
Table 1

Target

The Index System

Criteria

Index
Total assets: X11
（Hundred Million Yuan）
The annual average number of total employees: X12
（Ten Thousand Employees）

Resource base:
X1
The competitiveness of the
transportation equipment
manufacturing industry: X

Gross industrial output value: X21
（Hundred Million Yuan）

Production and
operation: X2

Performance: X3

Industrial sales output value: X22
（Hundred Million Yuan）
Total profit: X31
（Hundred Million Yuan）

3 The Competitiveness Evaluation Model of the Transportation Equipment
Manufacturing Industry Based on the TOPSIS Method and Entropy Weight
Method
3.1 The combination of the TOPSIS method and the Entropy weight method
The TOPSIS method is commonly used in the evaluation. The theory is that the options are
evaluated by calculating the relative distance from the options to the ideal solution and the negative
ideal solution. Using the method, the weight of each index need to be determined and the weights will
directly affect the authenticity of the evaluation results.
The Entropy weight method is a method of objectively determining the weights. The theory is that
the smaller information entropy of an index shows the greater variation of the Index values, the more
provided information, the greater role in the evaluation and the greater weight. Conversely, the higher
information entropy of an index shows the smaller variation of the Index values, the less provided
information, the smaller role in the evaluation and the smaller weight.
The TOPSIS method is simple and straightforward. The calculation is scientific and rational. So the
TOPSIS method, combined with the use of entropy weight method, can obtain the objective and
accurate results.
3.2 The competitiveness evaluation model of the transportation equipment manufacturing
industry
Suppose there are m evaluation program and n indexes, there are initial data matrix
X = ( xij ) .
m× n

(1) Standardization of the initial data matrix.
is standardized by using (1), and the standardized matrix is Y = ( yij )
The matrix X = ( xij )
m× n

yij =

xij − min ( xij )

m× n

.

i

max ( xij )− min ( xij )
i

(1)

i

i = 1, 2, m; j = 1, 2, n
(2) The weights of the indexes.
is transformed by using (2).
The matrix Y = ( yij )
m× n

pij = yij

m

∑y
i =1

ij

( i = 1, 2, m; j = 1, 2, n )
The entropy e j of index j is calculated by using (3) and assume pij ln pij = 0 , when pij = 0 .

(2)
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e j = − ( ln m )

( j = 1, 2,

−1

m

∑p

n)

The weight vector of the indexes W = ( w j )

ij

i =1

ln pij
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(3)

is reached by using (4).

1× n

n

wj = 1− ej n − ∑ ej

(4)

j =1

( j = 1, 2,
(3) The Weighted standardized matrix.
The Weighted standardized matrix Z = ( zij )

n)

is reached by using (5).

m× n

(z )

= ( yij i w j )

ij m× n

(5)

m× n

(4) The ideal solution and the negative ideal solution.
The ideal solution S + is reached by using (6) and the negative ideal solution S − is reached by
using (7).

( )
= ( min z )

S + = max zij
i

S−

i

ij

1× n

1× n

= ( z +j )

1× n

= ( z −j )

1× n

(6)
(7)

(5) The relative distance from the options to the ideal solution and the negative ideal solution.
The relative distance from the option i to the ideal solution is reached by using (8) and the
relative distance from the option i to the negative ideal solution is reached by using (9).
n

di+ =

∑( z

ij

− z +j ) , ( i = 1, 2,

m)

(8)

di− =

∑( z

ij

− z −j ) , ( i = 1, 2,

m)

(9)

j =1

2

n

j =1

2

(6) The relative proximity of the options and the ideal solution.
The relative proximity ci of the option i and the ideal solution is reached by using (10).
ci =

di−
× 100 ( i = 1, 2,
di+ + di−

m)

(10)

0 ≤ ci ≤ 1

The relative proximity ci is used to evaluate the option i . The ci closer to one, the more
excellent option i .

4 Evaluation and Results
The data of the thirty one regions in Mainland China for 2008 are collected from the 2009 china
industry economy statistical yearbook. see table 2. According to the model, the index X11, X12, X21,
X22, X31, respectively 0.1985, 0.1747, 0.1957, 0.1960, 0.2351 weight. The scores and rank are shown
in Table 2.
By analysis the index system, the five indexes influence each other to some extent. Comparing the
weights of the indexes and the scores, the more important indexes are the X11 and the X31. The X11
means the most important base of the industry. The asset of the industry means the Production scale and
the production capacity. The assets are all over 1000 hundred million yuan in the regions with the
stronger competitiveness. The X31 shows the profitability of the industry and it also means the technical
level. The higher technical level means the higher profitability and the ability of sustainable
development.

5 Conclusion
The competitiveness of the transportation equipment manufacturing industry in Hebei Province
Ranks sixteenth in the thirty one provincial regions of Mainland China. The competitiveness is at the
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middle level and not strong. It is far behind in Jiangsu, Guangdong, Shandong and other economically
developed regions in the assets, employees, production value and profit. Therefore, as the backward
province, the policy should focus on the areas of comparative advantage, increase investment of the
areas, train human resources of the areas and improve the matching and radiation of the areas, in order
to expand the scale of the industry. At the same time, it is also important to strengthen the technological
innovation in the areas for the high profitability.
Table 2
Region

Beijing
Tianjin
Hebei
Shanxi
Inner Mongolia
Liaoning
Jilin
Heilongjiang
Shanghai
Jiangsu
Zhejiang
Anhui
Fujian
Jiangxi
Shandong
Henan
Hubei
Hunan
Guangdong
Guangxi
Hainan
Chongqing
Sichan
Guizhou
Yunnan
Xizang
Shaanxi
Gansu
Qinghai
Ningxia
Xinjiang

X11
889.96
789.73
607.84
127.94
133.73
2684.02
1627.43
415.41
2972.59
3665.56
2611.52
840.32
524.42
566.8
2461.6
510.74
2742.03
492.66
2539.31
475.52
65.62
1390.27
732.61
188.8
118.16
0.36
923.91
33.43
2.63
0.41
10.1

The Initial Data and Results
Index
X12
X21
X22
X31
11.13
1153.3
1138.64
52.34
13.13
1324.56
1319.79
97.77
13.58
648.87
637.14
40.23
3.32
103.57
102.23
6.22
1.4
123.78
123.8
4.66
25.74
1869.97
1877.96
76.01
18.67
2326.89
2298.26
137.25
6.29
327.1
324.46
7.22
26.44
2571.72
2552.21
214.69
58.9
3617.44
3575.07
273.21
49.46
2624.49
2536.58
131.09
13.9
839.95
820.37
25.9
12.21
647.15
628.91
35.52
8.7
423.79
414.57
17.39
34.88
3099.23
3037.07
168.06
14.23
865.47
852.05
80.79
28.61
2424.07
2397.03
216.15
9.74
538.5
522.35
27.02
40.79
3453.17
3380.71
310.42
8.39
677.86
658.58
30.46
0.91
72.14
78.01
-1.48
33.94
1859.21
1842.34
64
15.43
826.1
806.9
65.6
4.58
108.99
100.84
4.75
1.7
101.89
97.48
5.09
0.01
0.61
0.59
0.03
15.72
723.82
702.19
35.62
1.01
26.69
25.03
1.23
0.05
2.77
3.08
0.06
0.02
0.53
0.53
-0.01
0.25
11.61
12.27
0.1

Score

Rank

24.9504
30.6225
17.3821
3.4424
2.9893
47.7421
50.0518
8.6227
67.6818
93.9462
64.1387
19.9873
16.1500
11.8029
67.8915
22.9571
66.0367
13.4433
82.8204
14.8666
1.6111
42.0423
22.4226
4.2868
2.7130
0.2530
20.2899
0.9945
0.2642
0.2464
0.3840

11
10
16
23
24
8
7
21
4
1
6
15
17
20
3
12
5
19
2
18
26
9
13
22
25
30
14
27
29
31
28
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Evaluation and Analysis about Information Industry Innovation
Capability in Hubei Province of China
Dong Aijun
School of Management, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, P.R.China, 430074
(E-mail: aijundong@126.com)
Abstract Based on the definition of component of information industry innovation, this paper
constructs an index system for evaluating information industry innovation capability, via employing
fuzzy level comprehensive evaluation approach with correlated index of the years 2003, 2005 and 2008.
The paper analyzes the capability and status quo of independent innovation, technology innovation
capability of Hubei Province in China. The paper also discusses the technological innovation input,
technological innovation output, industry chain innovation, industry cluster innovation and policy
innovation of information industry in Hubei province. Finally, the paper proposes policy suggestions for
promoting information industry innovation based on the evaluation outcome.
Key words Information industry; Innovation; Fuzzy level; Evaluation

1 Introduction
It is a hot new research on industry innovation. Different scholars from different angles have given
various interpretations on the connotation of industry innovation. It is generally believed that the
concept of industry innovation was first proposed by the British economist, (Freeman 1997). He
believed that industry innovation includes skills and technology innovation, product innovation, process
innovation and management innovation (including organization innovation) and market innovation.
industry innovation includes sub-macro and micro such two levels, the macro level refers to the ability
of a country's industrial structure transformation, micro level is that enterprise breaks industry
constraints which has been structured, using technology l innovation, product innovation, market
innovation or a combination innovation to change the existing structure or create a new "industrial"
process, that Hamel and Prahalad's "business transformation capabilities and the ability to transform
existing industries."
More international influential treatise of industry innovation on the current ought to "The
Handbook of Industrial Innovation "write by Professor Mark • Dodgson from National Australian
University and Professor Roy •Rothwell from the United Kingdom University of Sussex, this book is
known as a masterpiece of European scholars on innovation management.
Research on the information industrial innovation is rare. One can view the information industry
innovation is the process designed to enhance industrial competitiveness, with the formation and
development of information industry-related factors of production to re-mix and draw into production
systems. Including the following items:
(1) Technology innovation
Technology innovation is the core of information industry innovation, including: research and
development innovation of information technology, cross-fusion-type innovation of information
technology, coordination of information technology and application innovation of information
technology, they can be reflected through such indicators ,like technology self-innovation innovation,
technology innovation input , technology innovation output and derivation and so on.
(2) Industry chain innovation
According to the general theory of division of the information industry, information industry chain
is the one covering the information technology research, information product development, information
product production and information services supplement and other sectors, including the main body of
information application, information technology providers, information service providers, information
content providers, telecom operators, information equipment manufacturers, and other components.
Orderly combine the information technology industry, the information content industry and information
service industries and logistics industry into a industry economical chain. The information industry
chain innovation is the process of continuous differentiating new industries, and extending the industrial
chain constantly.
(3) The industry cluster innovation
Through the geographic concentration or nearness, resulting in innovation aggregation, gain
advantages of innovation to form a new innovative type of organization. With this particular
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organizational structure, companies will make long-term, stable and innovation collaborative
relationship between each other. A notable feature of electronic information industry is that it has a long
industrial chain, while the longer chain provides the basis for high-tech industrial division of labor
among enterprises, and also creates a lot of space for the entry of new companies. Therefore,
information industry cluster innovation based on the local decomposition and off-site decomposition of
industry chain forms more easily than other industries.
(4) The industry policy innovation
According to economic conditions change and industrial development reality, the governments
make decision on the information industry independently, timely and correctly, or develop new policies
or adjust existing policies to ensure the industry health, stable and sustainable develop.

2 Construction Index Systems for Evaluating Information Industry Innovation
Ability
2.1 Index system
According to the main contents of the information industry innovation, build the index system for
information industry innovation ability supported by the function of technology self-innovation ability,
technological innovation input ability, technology innovation output and derivation ability, industry
chain innovation ability, industry cluster innovation ability, policy innovation ability, to characterize the
level of the information industry innovation, the ability and dynamic trend.
Table 1

Objective
Level A

Index System for Evaluating Information Industry Innovation Ability

Criteria Level B

The Index Level Cit.

Original innovation
ability
Technology
self-innovation ability
Integration
innovation ability
Secondary
innovation ability

Information
industry
innovation
ability

Talent input ability
Technology innovation
input ability

Technology innovation
output and derivation
ability

Finance
ability

input

Innovative product
output

Index Explanation
Integrated circuit (CPU) manufacturing output /
industry industrial output value
Software and system integration manufacturing
output/industry industrial output value
Computer manufacturing output / industry
industrial output value
Communications equipment manufacturing
output / industry industrial output value
Radio and television equipment manufacturing
output / industry industrial output value
To combine existing intellectual property
technology and resources, carry on innovation
ability based on the technology integration
The form of purchasing of the core technology
of the first innovators, re-innovation on the base
of fully grasping the technology
The proportion of R & D personnel in the total
employees
The number of college and above / the total
number of employees
The annual R & D spending / the total industrial
output value
The completed investment in the project of
annual technical measures
Domestic and international science and
technology papers
Total industrial profit
Export delivery value / total industrial output
value
The new products output value / total industrial
output value

Innovation
derivation ability

The annual amount of foreign capital in place
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Continaed Table 1

Industry
chain
innovation ability

Industry
cluster
innovation ability

Integrated
circuit
chain
innovation
ability
Software
chain
innovation ability
Computer
value
chain
innovation
ability
Communication
value
chain
innovation ability
Audio-visual value
chain
innovation
ability
Component value
chain
innovation
ability
Radar value chain
innovation ability
Region
cluster
innovation ability
Enterprise cluster
innovation ability
Industry
management
innovation

Policy
ability

innovation

Finance
innovation

policy

talent
innovation

policy

Technology policy
innovation
Procurement policy
innovation

Microprocessor、microcontroller、logic circuit、
analog circuitry 、 dig fax hybrid circuit
deliverability
System software、support software、application
software、software service support ability
PC 、 notebook 、 server 、 peripheral 、 PDANC
support ability
Mobile phone 、 fixed-line telephone 、
switchboard、base station、router、gateway、
optical fiber cable support ability
Broadcast equipment 、 TV set 、 home video
camera、videodisc、stereo support ability
Chip component 、 physics and chemistry
electron device、optoelectronic device、discrete
device、sensor、display parts support ability
Radar 、 specialized equipment 、 military
electronic equipment support ability
The number of science and technology park
The top 100 information industry sales / sales of
all enterprises
The number of associated industry enterprises
(manufacturing, software industry)
Government's the macro-regulation to electronic
information industry, as well as the
completeness of national policy
Government's finance policies ability to support
information industry technological research and
development
Government's ability to train and introduce
information industry-related personnel
Government's ability to support basic
technology, core technology and industry
cutting-edge technology
Government's ability to purchase domestic
information industry technology, and product

2.2 The index weight
To build the matrix of indicators at all levels, single sequencing and its consistency test and the
total sequencing and its consistency test of hierarchical analysis can use a greater degree of
mathematical methods to a large extent to reduce uncertainty of the possible results of the evaluation.
On the other hand, when determine the membership of the qualitative indicators, the results of the
evaluation determined by experts may lead to uncertainty, in order to reduce the degree of uncertainty,
this article uses an improved type of the Delphi method - weight statistical method for processing.
Weight statistical method is to assign different weights value to those evaluation experts come from
many fields, with varying degrees of familiarity with the object (assignment for the various experts is
between 0 and 1, the total weight of all experts is 1), to highlight authority of specialist and reduce the
level of uncertainty of statistical results because of equally of weight.
2.3 Fuzzy and comprehensive evaluation of target level
Based on the formulation of the evaluation index standard, the information industry innovation
ability is divided into four grades, namely, the collection of V = (strong; a little strong; not strong;
weak).

3 Evaluation of Implementation
According to the above-mentioned index system, the program of index weight distribution, the
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evaluation of target level and the adopted method of calculation, we can evaluate the information
industry innovation ability in Hubei Province (of China) fuzzy and comprehensively. We mainly
evaluate that level of three years, which are 2003, 2005, 2008.And we mainly analyze the ability of
various aspects of the information industry of Hubei Province (of China) in 2008. Quantitative data is
primarily from the comprehensive annual information industry reports of 2003, 2005, 2008 in Hubei
Province (of China), at the mean time, an expert questionnaire to gather expert opinion is being designed
according to the design matrix built by the qualitative indicators for the annual property judgments and
judgments at all levels .
3.1 Evaluation of technology self-innovation ability
From 2003 to 2008, Hubei (of China) information industry technology self-innovation ability was
at the “not strong” level, but in the world of segments also demonstrated some changes. First, the
original innovation ability, the evaluation results as "weak" accounted for 40.3% in 2003, 27% in 2005,
and 24.6% in 2008, from changes of the last five years, the ability of original innovation had a trend
from the “weak” to “strong”. The integration innovation and secondary innovation ability remained
unchanged, the reason is that production and research cooperation platform is not sound, the intensity of
opening up need to be raised, illustrate the integration of the IP technology and the existing resources, as
well as the acquisition of core technology and re-application is still needed to be improved.
3.2 Evaluation of technology innovation input ability
From 2003 to 2008, Hubei (of China) information industry technology innovation input ability has
been in a “weak” level. The proportion of R&D personnel in the total employees, the number of college
and above in the total number of employees, including the annual R&D spending in the total industrial
output value were in a relatively “weak” level, only the completed investment in the project of annual
technical measures moved from “weak” to “strong” in 2008. The reason is that: first, the policies of
attracting qualified personnel in business and government level are not perfect, especially the overall
wage level in Hubei Province (of China) lagged far behind the developed coastal cities, lack attraction to
top talent; second, the attention of R&D is inadequate, in particular, economic foundation of other cities
except Wuhan (of China) is relatively weak, lack adequate financial supporting the development of
information industry.
3.3 Evaluation of technology innovation output and derivation ability
From 2003 to 2008, Hubei (of China) information industry technology innovation output and
derivation ability has been at a "weak" level. Especially the indicator of innovation derivation ability,
because the number of foreign-funded enterprises in the Hubei Province is only 79 (figure in 2008,
accounting for 12% of the province's total number of enterprises), the annual amount of foreign capital
in place is very low (compared with the total output value of information industry), this is the main
factor restricting technology innovation output capability to enhance. In addition, the number of the
domestic and international science and technology papers, the ratio of export delivery value in the total
industrial, and the ratio of the new products output value in the total industrial output value have been at
a “weak” level. The reasons are: First, the cooperation and exchange between enterprises and
universities and research institutes is scarce, and the mechanism and system to promote transformation
of scientific and technological achievements is not yet perfect; second, electronic information product in
Hubei Province (of China) is targeted at the home market, the expansion of foreign markets relies
mainly on Wuhan Post and Telecommunications Institute of Science (of China) and a few other leading
enterprises; the third is new product development ability and market development ability is not strong.
Optoelectronics and other scientific and technological strength are not well translated into new products,
and a variety of scientific and technological strength is not given full play.
3.4 Evaluation of industry chain innovation ability
After expert scoring and face to face interviews, combined with the existing government work
reports and statistics, we found that from 2003 to 2008, integrated circuits, software, communications
and audio-visual industry chain had obvious change in information industry chain innovation ability in
Hubei Province (of China), embodied by the “weak” to “strong” trend, while the computer, components
industry chain innovation ability did not change significantly, being at a “weak” level. The reasons
include: first, the "Eleventh Five-Year" in Hubei Province (of China) had strengthened support effort in
integrated circuits, displays, polysilicon, two-dimensional bar code, broadband wireless communications,
security engineering, LCOS light engines and IC design and software industry and so on, made these
industries achieve breakthrough development; second, from a national perspective, the main layouts of
complete machine production in Beijing (of China), Tianjin(of China) and Hubei(of China), the Pearl
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River Delta (of China), Yangtze River Delta (of China) and central regions, including Hubei (of China),
had no economies of scale, except only in certain areas parts production developed. The electronic
components such as basic industries in Hubei Province (of China), also mainly concentrated in small
and medium enterprises. There were no large-scale enterprises, which also restricted the integral
development of electronic information industry in Hubei province (of China).
3.5 Evaluation of industry cluster innovation ability
Region cluster innovation and enterprise cluster are two indicators reflecting the industry cluster
innovation ability, but both are at a relatively “weak” level, because:
First, the industrial layout of Wuhan (of China) dominates. In addition to the national
optoelectronic industry base in Wuhan Optical Valley (of China), laser industries cluster in Wuhan
Donghu development zone (of China); the electronics industries cluster in Caidian District in Wuhan
City (of China); electronic materials industries cluster in Yichang City (of China); electronic
information industries cluster in Xiaogan City (of China); other electronic information parks are on the
small side.
Second, the key enterprises account for a high proportion of the province's electronic information
industry, while business group is underdeveloped. More than 20 key enterprises account for half of the
electronic information industry. In the first half of 2007, the total industrial output value of 20 key
enterprises was 17.22 billion Yuan, accounting for 47.9% of the industry's total economic output. From
January to June in 2007, the total industrial output of 30 independent innovation SMEs increased by
more than 35%. The first quarter of 2008, total industrial output value of 20 key enterprises was 7.34
billion Yuan, accounting for 32.3% of the industry's total economic output.
3.6 Evaluation of policy innovation ability
Industrial policy innovation ability changes most obviously in all indicators, especially industry
management policy, finance policy, technology policy all have realized the transformation from “weak”
to “strong”, while personnel policy and procurement policy is still at a “weak” level, but also achieved a
breakthrough, indicating the policy environment in recent years for the information industry
development in Hubei Province(of China) is improved, which is closely related with the move that
identify information industry in Hubei Province in 2006 as an important strategic and supported
industry.
3.7 Evaluation of the overall ability of industry innovation
First, membership index suggested that there was no strong index in the three years. In 31
membership of index in 2003, 12 were weak, 16 were not strong and 3 were strong; in 2005, the number
of the weak dropped to 8, the not strong grew to 21, but the relatively strong declined 1 index; in 2008,
the number of the weak continued to decline until to 6, not strong indicators increased by three
compared with that in 2003, and decreased by two compared to that in 2005, but the a little strong index
reached to six. From the overall change trend of membership level of annual index, Hubei(of China)
information industry innovation ability gradually increased, but the pace of improvement was slow, and
the overall level was low.
Second, the three fuzzy comprehensive evaluation results showed that from 2003 to 2005, the weak
index decreased directly from 71.93% to 62.50%; the proportion of not strong index rose by about
10.3%; from 2005 to 2008, a major breakthrough was achieved, for the weak index had fallen to 48.41%,
and the proportion of not strong index had risen to 41.43%. It showed that Hubei (of China) information
industry innovation ability has a trend of gradual improvement over time. But on the whole, the level of
innovation ability is still at the weak level.

4 Conclusions
Through using fuzzy analytic hierarchy process to comprehensively evaluate the level of
information industry innovation ability in Hubei (of China), the following conclusions are drawn:
First, there are membership degrees, such as primary, secondary and tertiary three fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation levels. No matter from the number or proportion of the three evaluation levels,
it can be seen in the study period that the ability of Hubei (of China) information industry innovation
has been increasing gradually, but the growth rate is small.
Second, in terms of the criteria level, the technology self-innovation innovation ability, policy
innovation ability and technology innovation output ability are major factors that affect the ability of
information industry innovation at this stage in Hubei Province (of China) ;in terms of the target layer,
the original innovation ability, talent input ability, industry management innovation ability are the main
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factors that affect the ability of information industry innovation at this stage in Hubei Province (of
China). Therefore, in order to achieve the overall innovation ability in Hubei (of China) information
industry, it is necessary to regard above factors as a breakthrough, and to enhance the information
industry innovation ability through a series of policies and regulations to promote and.
Third, although the Hubei (of China) information industry innovation ability has improved year by
year, this increase is not balanced, for some factors rose faster, while other factors slower, the overall
information industry innovation ability is still not strong. For example, policy innovation ability has
elevated quickly, which has played an important role in the process of promoting the information
industry innovation ability in Hubei Province (of China) in recent years, but technology self-innovation
innovation ability, technology innovation input ability such main factors, has upgrading much slower,
and the original innovation ability, talent input ability on the target layer also showed corresponding
phenomena.
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Abstract The evaluation model on technical innovation ability of small and medium enterprises is set
up based on analytic hierarchy process and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation methods, which takes
quantitative index as main parts and considers reality so that better practicability is obtained. Meanwhile,
technical innovation ability of small and medium enterprises in Heilongjiang Province of China are
objectively evaluated according to investigation, and the conclusion is that the comprehensive
innovation level is not so high that should be strengthened as quickly as possible.
Key words Small and medium enterprises; Technical innovation ability; Analytic hierarchy process;
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation

1 Introduction
Looking around the world, small and medium enterprises have become important pillars of the
national economy and its contribution to economic growth is increasingly significant. However, the
majority of small and medium enterprises in China are semi-mechanized and labor-intensive enterprises,
and the proportion of high-tech enterprises is less than 10%. With the fierce international competition
after entering WTO and the influence of international financial crisis, small and medium enterprises are
difficult to survive without carrying out technical innovation.
At present, the problem of evaluation on technical innovation ability has been paid more
attention to, and the research is focused on the definition of technical innovation, indicators of
technical innovation ability evaluation and models of technological innovation ability evaluation. The
definition of technical innovation was studied from 80s of the 20th century, but no uniform definition
is made until now. Most studies about indicators of technical innovation ability evaluation are similar,
and the selected indicators are decision-making capacity, research and development capabilities,
marketing ability, resource input capacity, management capacity, production capacity, etc. Models of
technical innovation ability evaluation are researched mainly by using fuzzy mathematics, but without
unified standard. To sum up, problems existing in evaluation system are concluded as following:
firstly, the objects of studies are general enterprises but not medium-size and small businesses;
secondly, all elements included in technical innovation ability are considered respectively and the
relationships between different elements are neglected; thirdly, in previous studies, though evaluation
was done by using fuzzy method, the subjectively-judged weights of indicators made result lack
accuracy and applicability.
There are two important questions in evaluation on technical innovation ability of small and
medium enterprises. One is the determination of indicators’ weights, which directly determines
evaluation results. AHP is the method to decide importance degree of elements in same unit by
comparing calculated eigenvectors of the matrix based on multi-objective hierarchical structure, and
then determine more suitable weights in accordance with the order from the bottom to up in sequence.
Other is that technological innovation ability evaluation indicator system reflects a set of complex
relationships within the enterprise, which has the characteristics of fuzziness. Particularly for qualitative
analysis, specific evaluation values of these factors are difficult to be determined with statistical
methods in the influence of evaluator’ subjective judgment, therefore, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
method (FCE) is suitable to information processing and evaluation.

2 Evaluation Model Design on Technical Innovation Ability with AHP and FCE
∗
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2.1 Establish hierarchy
This paper selects six first-grade indicators including innovative resource input capacity (A1),
research and development capabilities (A2), production capacity (A3), innovation marketing ability (A4),
innovation management capacity (A5), innovation output capacity (A6) and twenty-five second-grade
indicators including R&D input intensity (A11), technology absorption and import intensity (A12), the
proportion of technical professionals (A13), quality and numbers of technical staff (A14), R&D
expenditures per capita (A21), the proportion of professional R&D staff (A22), R&D speed (A23), R&D
success rates (A24), research results into-production rate (A25), patents and patent numbers per capita
(A26), independent innovation rate (A27), the level of production equipment (A31), comprehensive level
of production personnel (A32), labor productivity per capita (A33), intensity of investment in marketing
costs (A41), intensity of advertising expenditures (A42), network coverage (A43), innovation incentive
mechanism (A51), rate of project cooperated by academia and industries (A52), innovation preference
(A53), innovation strategy (A54), risk prediction assessment of innovation (A55), market share of new
product (A61), profit ratio of new production (A62), technical trade index (A63), innovation output
efficiency (A64). The hierarchy as shown in figure 1 is established according to the composition of target
system.

Figure 1

Hierarchy of Technical Innovation Ability Evaluation Model

2.2 Determine fuzzy set
Comprehensive evaluation on technical innovation of small and medium enterprises need to be
determined grade-domains V= {V1, V2,…, Vm} , that is, to determine reviews set of each indicators, herein
vi indicates domain of i-grade in m grades. In the paper, the grade-domains are divided into five levels
including excellent, good, middle, general and poor according to evaluation target, that is, V={V1, V2, V3,
V4, V5}={ excellent, good, middle, general, poor }, which reflects the feature of fuzzy evaluation.
2.3 Determine the weights of evaluation indicators
Because the evaluation of weights is greatly affected by types and sectors of different enterprises
and evaluators’ opinions, resultant weight vectors of target indicators in evaluation model should be
calculated according to comprehensive views of the weight matrixes judged by different experts. Here,
suppose weight coefficient of various experts’ evaluation is equal, the method of geometric mean is used
to determine weight vectors by calculating judgment matrixes and then resultant weight vectors are
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obtained.
2.4 Make evaluation indicators dimensionless
In the evaluation indicator system of technological innovation ability, different measure-units of
various indicators make analysis deviate from exact results so that it is necessary to make indicators
dimensionless. Dimensionless is to make data standardized and normalized, which could eliminate the
impact of the original variables with mathematical transformation.
2.5 Determine evaluation matrix
In the paper, evaluation matrixes of qualitative indicators and quantitative indicators are determined
respectively. The evaluation matrixes of qualitative indicators require experts judge the grade of certain
indicator from multiple perspectives, and then calculate the ratio from numbers in every grade to total
numbers of evaluators, that is rij, which is evaluation matrix. The evaluation matrixes of quantitative
indicators are divided in five levels including excellent, good, middle, general and poor, which is in
respective range as (100~90), (90~80), (80~70), (70~60) and (60~50). After quantitative indicators’
dimensionless, the corresponding value could be acquired. To avoid unreasonable reviews caused by
evaluation value in the boundary, degree-of-membership is determined according to fuzzy function.
2.6 Comprehensive evaluation
According to the calculated weight vector W, select the appropriate composition-factors and
compose W and membership degree R, then fuzzy evaluation result Z is obtained. Because AHP is used
to determine weights, the total of weights in any target level is 1, that is ∑Wj=1, therefore, the
composite-factor is general mathematical factor, which is M (•, +). So the evaluation results could be
calculated by using the formula Z = W*R.

3 Empirical Analysis of Technological Innovation Ability of SMEs in Heilongjiang
Province
3.1 Determine indicators’ weights
The judgment matrixes of different levels including indicators’ layer, rule layer, target layer and
decision-making layer are obtained by using the method of AHP to calculate data acquired from
questionnaires and interviews to experts, business managers and department managers. Because the
weights play an important role in evaluation, the judgments of individual experts are considered
comprehensively so that more objective weights could be acquired.
A1

Table 1
0.1450

A2

0.2942

A3

0.0953

A4

0.1675

A5

0.1863

A6

0.1117

Indicators’ Weights in Each Levels
A11
A12
A13
A14
A21
A22
A23
A24
A25
A26
A27
A31
A32
A33
A41
A42
A43
A51
A52
A53
A54
A55
A61
A62
A63
A64

0.3219
0.1614
0.1749
0.3418
0.1064
0.1052
0.0913
0.2276
0.2174
0.1361
0.1160
0.3819
0.3819
0.2363
0.3824
0.2739
0.3437
0.2378
0.2213
0.1370
0.1826
0.2213
0.3320
0.1700
0.2946
0.2034
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3.2 Acquisition and standardization of data
Fifty enterprises selected from “Growing Small and Medium Enterprises in Heilongjiang Province”
are taken as samples, which are distributed in machinery, metallurgy, construction and building
materials, textiles, chemicals, food, medicine, electronics, processing and other industries, and the
machinery industry is 20%, metallurgical industry is 5%, construction and building materials industry is
20%, textile industry is 5%, chemical industry is 10%, food sector is 10%, pharmaceutical industry is
10%, electronics industries is 5 %, processing and other industries is15%.
3.2.1 Determination on degree-of-membership of quantitative indicators
The determination of degree-of-membership of quantitative indicators is achieved in accordance
with the method described above, which is shown as in table 2. From table 2, it is shown that the
proportion of technical professionals, research results into-production rate, the level of production
equipment, comprehensive level of production personnel, intensity of investment in marketing costs,
network coverage, rate of project cooperated by academia and industries and profit ratio of new
production are in the level of “good”, and technical trade index and independent innovation rate are in
the level of “general”, and others are in the level of “middle”

A1

A2

A3
A4
A5
A6

A11
A12
A13
A14
A21
A22
A23
A24
A25
A26
A27
A31
A32
A33
A41
A42
A43
A51
A52
A53
A61
A62
A63
A64

Table 2 Quantitative Indicators’ Degree-of-membership
Uij
rv1 E
rv2 GD
rv3 M
73
0
0
0.8
77
0
0.2
0.8
82
0
0.7
0.3
78
0
0.3
0.7
78
0
0.3
0.7
80
0
0.5
0.5
72
0
0
0.7
76
0
0.1
0.9
85
0
1
0
75
0
0
1
61
0
0
0
81
0
0.6
0.4
83
0
0.8
0.2
79
0
0.4
0.6
83
0
0.8
0.2
80
0
0.5
0.5
82
0
0.7
0.3
76
0
0.1
0.9
86
0.1
0.9
0
78
0
0.3
0.7
78
0
0.3
0.7
85
0
1
0
60
0
0
0
73
0
0
0.8

rv4 GE
0.2
0
0
0
0
0
0.3
0
0
0
0.6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.5
0.2

rv5 P
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.5
0

3.2.2 Determination on degree-of-membership of qualitative indicators
There are only two qualitative indicators, and the degree-of-membership is shown in table 3. From
table 3, it is concluded that indicators are concentrated in the level of “good” and “middle”.
Table 3

A5

A54
A55

Qualitative Indicators’ Degree-of-membership
rv1
rv2
rv3
0
0.6
0.2
0
0.2
0.6

rv4
0.2
0.2

0
0

rv5

3.3 Analysis and evaluation
According to the evaluation of each indicator, following vectors are drawn: fuzzy evaluation vector
of innovative resource input capacity is Z1 = (0 0.257 0.678 0.065 0), fuzzy evaluation vector of
research and development capabilities is Z2 = (0 0.3247 0.5319 0.097 0.0464), fuzzy evaluation
vector of production capacity is Z3 = (0 0.6292 0.3708 0 0), fuzzy evaluation vector of
innovation marketing ability is Z4 = (0 0.6835 0.3165 0 0), fuzzy evaluation vector of innovation
management capacity is Z5 = (0.0221 0.3775 0.5196 0.0808 0), fuzzy evaluation vector of
innovation output capacity is Z6 = (0 0.2696 0.3951 0.1880 0.1473). The fuzzy evaluation matrix
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R is calculated by combining six indicators’ degree-of-membership vectors in sequence.
0.257 0.678 0.065
0 ⎤
⎡ 0
⎢ 0
0.3247 0.5139 0.097 0.0464⎥⎥
⎢
R= ⎢ 0
0.6292 0.3708
0
0 ⎥
⎥
⎢
0.6835 0.3165
0
0 ⎥
⎢ 0
⎢0.0221 0.3775 0.5196 0.0808
0 ⎥
⎥
⎢
0.2696 0.3915 0.1880 0.1473⎦⎥
⎣⎢ 0
According to table 1, six indicators’ weight vector is W = (0.1450 0.2942 0.0953 0.1675
0.1863 0.1117), and fuzzy evaluation vector of technical innovation ability is Z = W*R, that is,
Z = [ 0.004 0.408 0.484 0.074 0.03 ] .
From the fuzzy evaluation vector, technical innovation ability of small and medium enterprises’
degree-of-membership in “middle” is maximal, but α=0.44＜0.5, so data standardization should be done
by using the method of sorting by score, then Z= 81.2. According to score, technical innovation ability
belongs to “good” grade.
In summary, technological innovation ability of small and medium enterprises in Heilongjiang
Province is in the level between “good” and “middle”, while co-existents between five levels. And
innovative resource input capacity is in “middle” grade, research and development capabilities are in
“middle” grade, production capacity is in “good” grade, innovation marketing ability is in “good” grade,
innovation management capacity is in “middle” grade and innovation output capacity is in “middle”
grade but close to “good” grade.

4 Conclusion
The objective evaluation on technological innovation ability is done by using AHP and FCE in this
paper, and the conclusion is that the comprehensive innovation level of small and medium enterprises in
Heilongjiang Province is not high, especially innovative resource input capacity, research and
development capabilities, innovation management capacity and innovation output capacity need to be
strengthened greatly.
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Research on Application System of Integrating QFD and TRIZ
Deng Chaoqun
School of Management, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, P.R.China, 430070
(E-mail: dengchaoqun1988@163.com)
Abstract Customers are ultimate judges of products. In order to produce the world-ranking product,
customer information must be embodied in the part of production and hierarchy of control. This paper
firstly points out the deficiency of QFD and the superiority of TRIZ. And then it constructs the
application system of integrating QFD and TRIZ based on the theoretical rationale of the integration.
The main function modules of this system are also introduced in this paper. Finally it safely arrives at a
conclusion as following: the integration of QFD and TRIZ can clarify the black-box process of
converting the customer needs to design requirements.
Key words QFD; TRIZ; Integration; Confliction matrix

1 Introduction
QFD originated in Japan in 1960s.Two professors Mizuno and Yoji Akao compile and publish a
book Quality Function Deployment, which introduces the main content of this method from the
perspective of quality management. However, the deficiency of QFD in practical application arouses
many scholars to add new analytical methods into QFD. Clausing and Pugh(1991)realized that the
principle of innovation should be involved in the process of converting the customer needs to design
requirements, and they put forward an Enhanced Quality Function Deployment (EQFD)[1]. Adiano and
Roth (1994) supposed that traditional QFD can not resolve the dynamic feedback problems between
customer needs and manufacturing process, thus they proposed Dynamic Quality Function Deployment
(DQFD)[2].
TRIZ was created by Altershuller, who is a patent expert in admiralty in the former Soviet Union. It
is a problem solving system established on the basis of the evolution law of technology systems. TRIZ
and other quality engineering technologies provide the theoretical guidance for a new product
development. In recent years, domestic and foreign scholars research on the relationship and integration
between QFD and other methods such as TRIZ, Taguchi methods, Design of Experiments and so on.
Ross (1988) firstly identified the role of Taguchi methods and Design of Experiments played in QFD[3].
Terninko (1999) proposed a model of customer-driven produce design by synthesizing the
methodologies of QFD, Taguchi methods and TRIZ[4].
Zhao Xinjun et al (2002) put forward a design technique to resolve the contradiction or conflict of
the techniques. Beginning with the House of Quality (HOQ), it firstly determined the interaction or
contradiction of quality characteristics, and then made use of the conflict matrix of TRIZ to solve the
contradiction existed in the roof of HOQ[5]. Ma Yanhui, Hezhen (2007) studied how to convert customer
requirements into quantified design features[6].Yu Yuanguan, Shi Guilong (2008) applied the theory of
inventive problem solving into HOQ to perfect the process of QFD[7].
This paper regards that although QFD has many advantages, it encounters several bottleneck
problems in the implementation. TRIZ can solve these problems perfectly, but it can do nothing to
convert customer needs. Therefore, if we combine the two methods in one organic whole, it not only can
make up the deficiency of QFD, but also give full play to the superiority of TRIZ.

2 The Deficiency of QFD and the Superiority of TRIZ
QFD has achieved a wide range of application since the birth due to its focus on customer
satisfaction, benchmarking and trans-departmental teamwork. However there are still some deficiencies
requiring further improvements, which can be summarized as following: 1) It makes an inadequate
consideration of product life cycle. The company should pay attention to the product life cycle when
conducting a new product development in order to avoid the phenomenon that the new product may
withdraw from the market soon just like a flash in the pan. 2) It proposes the question what to do, but
can not answer the question how to do, the roof of HOQ analyses the correlation relationship between
quality characteristics. The problem that a negative correlation is present between characteristics is
defined as a bottleneck problem. Although Yoji Akao mentioned the bottleneck problems in his works,
but he did not provide a train of thought to resolve these problems which only can be settled by the
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experience of the staff engaging in the product design and production. 3)The process of converting
customer requirements to quality characteristics is not definite. QFD may be powerless to provide
concrete steps to accomplish this black-box process, which will not only restrict the popularization of
this method, but also put difficulties in the way of improving the process of deployment.
TRIZ is the prefix of Theory of Inventive Problem Solving in Russian. The founder Genrish. S.
Altershuller defined the inventive problems as problems which contain at least one contradiction. He
maintained that the contradiction means the improvement of one characteristic will lead to the decline of
the other characteristic in the system. A case in point is the speed and the fuel cost of a car. If we
accelerate the speed of a car, we will reluctantly increase the fuel cost. Altershuller refined 39 prominent
parameters which will lead to the system conflict and 40 pieces of inventive principles resolving the
conflict by analyzing more than 1.5 million pieces of patents for invention. What’ more, he developed
the 39th-order conflict matrix to solve the inventive problems. In the conflict matrix, the row represents
the characteristics requiring improvements, whereas the column represents the aggravated
characteristics. The intersection between each row and column is filled by serial numbers which stand
for recommended inventive principles. It is defined that each intersection contains a maximum of 4
principles. However, these principles can not solve the problems directly, they can only provide the most
possible direction of solutions. When solving the practical problems, we should put forward the specific
solutions by combining the objective conditions with the principles.
TRIZ includes a series of logic methods such as Inventive Principles, Algorithm for Inventive
Problem Solving and Standard Techniques. The general principle of the application of TRIZ is that it
firstly transforms the common problems into TRIZ problems, and then takes an advantage of tools such
as Inventive Principles, Standard Techniques to find the analogous solution. The specific process is
shown in figure 1.
Apply 40 pieces of
inventive principles

The general problem

The general solution

Apply 39 parameters to
generalize the problem

The specific problem

Figure1

The specific solution

The Simplified Process of TRIZ

3 The Theoretical Basis of Integrating QFD and TRIZ
The deficiencies of QFD mentioned above can be made up by TRIZ. For instance, we use the
sigmoid curve to determine the life cycle of the designed product. If there is no market prospect in this
product, we should research and develop a new product in a higher technical level according to the
evolution law of the technique system. What’ more, TRIZ collects and analyzes the related
information(mainly the technical information) of products or patents combining with the product which
is remained to be designed, it uses the idea and method of analogy to transform the conflict or the
contradiction in the process of product design into the general engineering parameters, and then
according to corresponding inventive principles provided by the conflict matrix of TRIZ, the specific
programs for the design of a new product can be determined. Beyond the shadow of doubt, it is obvious
that TRIZ can be utilized to determine the information of product planning, the information of customer
demand, the information of choosing the concept, the information of choosing the parts and the
information of production planning and so on, while QFD just points out the direction of the specific
application of TRIZ. Therefore, the combination of QFD and TRIZ is the perfect complement for one
another in the process of developing a new product.
This paper mainly studies in what way TRIZ can settle a negative relationship between quality
characteristics in the correlation matrix, that is how these conflicts can be transformed into what is in
accordance with 39 technique parameters in the conflict matrix. We can relate the interaction of quality
characteristics to the conflict matrix of TRIZ.
Therefore, we design an application system of integrating QFD and TRIZ to realize the
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above-mentioned process: input a pair of contradictory parameters into the system, search the inventive
principles in the conflict matrix and find the creative solutions combining with actual conditions. The
specific process is shown in figure2.
The improved characteristic

The aggravating characteristic

Correlation matrix
Quality characteristics

Market competitive
matrx

Customer needs

Relation matrix

No.1

Technical competitive
matrix

No.2

No.3

...

15,8
29,34

No.1

35,3
24,37
1,28
15,35

No.2
No.3

No.39

14,4
28,29

8,15
29,34

...
No.39 35,26
24,37

28,27
15,3

18,4
28,38

Figure 2 The Principle of Integrating QFD and TRIZ

4 The Introduction of Application System of Integrating QFD and TRIZ
4.1 Requirements analysis
The system software is required to be designed as an integrated system as well as separate
sub-systems for QFD and TRIZ. It is required to construct the HOQ, evaluate the competitive ability of
a new product, discover the conflict in the HOQ and give rapid feedback to the conflict matrix in order
to find a solution. It is necessary for users to maintain the database of inventive principles including
addition, modification and deletion. Besides, the user can print the report to get an ocular acquaintance
of various analysis results. The detailed introduction is made as following.
4.2 The main function modules of the system
The system is mainly divided into three modules: the module of constructing the HOQ, the module
of solving the conflict and the module of engineering reports.
The main modules of the system

Module of constructing the
HOQ
The analysis of customer needs
and importance
The analysis of quality
characteristics and importance
The evaluation and calculation
of the competitive ability
The analysis of the relationship
between quality characteristics

Module of solving the conflict

Module of engineering
reports

The enquiry sub-module of
the conflict matrix

The report of the evaluation
of the HOQ

The maintenance sub-module
of inventive principles

The report of the solution of
the conflict

The enquiry sub-module of
innovative cases

The report of the enquiry
results of innovative cases

Figure 3 The Structure Diagram of the Main Function Modules of the System

4.2.1 Module of constructing the HOQ
(1) Input the targets of customer needs of a product, and the system will calculate the customer
importance ki (i=1,2,…,n);
(2) Input the targets of quality characteristics of a product, and due to the fact that the ceiling of the
first-level HOQ is the left wall of the second-level HOQ, the input data will automatically be addressed
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into the database as the input data of the second-level HOQ.
(3) Input the matrix rij between the targets of customer needs and quality characteristics, and
according to the formula (1):
n

h j = ∑ k i rij ( j = 1,2,...m)

(1)

i =1

The system edits the function to calculate the technique importance hj.
(4) This sub-module includes the evaluation of the competitive ability of the market, the technology
and the comprehensive competency. According to the formula (2):
n

M=

∑k m
i

i =1

i

n

5∑ ki

(i = 1, 2,..., n)

(2)

i =1

The system edits the function to calculate the index of the market competitive ability, mi represents
that to what extent products of our own and competitors are satisfied with customer needs.
According to the formula (3):
m

T=

∑h t
j =1
m

j j

5∑ h j

( j = 1, 2,..., m)

(3)

j =1

The system edits the function to calculate the index of the technique competitive ability, tj
represents the competency of each targets of quality characteristics.
According to the formula (4):

C = M ×T
(4)
The system edits the function to calculate the index of the comprehensive competency.
(5) Finally we analyze the dependence relationship between quality characteristics. If there is a
negative or strong negative relationship, we will enter into the module of solving the conflict in order to
settle the technique conflict. Besides, the physical conflict can be solved by separation principle.
4.2.2 Module of solving the conflict
(1) Enquiry sub-module of the conflict matrix: choose the improved parameter and aggravated
parameter, search in the conflict matrix and find a commended solution.
(2) Maintenance sub-module of inventive principles: the user can add, modify, delete and inquire
about inventive principles according to industrial classification. As a result, the inventive principle will
become more reliable, feasible and applicable combining with specific conditions.
(3) Enquiry sub-module of innovative cases: successful cases of developing a new product are
stored in the database, the user can inquire about cases according to industrial classification in order to
broaden his horizon and find innovative thinking and inspiration.
4.2.3 Module of engineering report forms
It is convenient for users to make or print the analysis results in the form of reports such as the
evaluation result of the HOQ, the enquiry result of the conflict matrix, the enquiry result of innovative
cases and so on. What’ more, the user can output 39 technique parameters and 40 inventive principles in
the form of Excel.
4.3 Development tool and operating environment
The system chooses Microsoft SQL Sever 2005 as a backend database, adopts an object-oriented
development language C# .The system is in possession of good compatibility and scalability. And from
the perspective of the application and development of the database, the system has taken into account
the effectiveness and practicability.

5 Conclusion
In conclusion, the application system of integrating QFD and TRIZ can implement QFD effectively
in the process of the development of a new product. And it can settle the technique conflict by means of
40 pieces of inventive principles of TRIZ. Besides, it can provide a great variety of innovative cases as
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references for users. However, this paper scarcely details specific steps of designing this system, only
introduce the overall framework of the system. The system design is remained to be further researched.
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Abstract According to the degree of competition and cooperation among enterprises, and knowledge
dependence of cluster, this paper classifies agro-processing industry cluster into three types, which are
resource-based cluster, chain-type cluster, and cyclic cluster, resource-based cluster is most common.
The innovation model varies with the type of cluster, for this reason, the innovation model of
resource-based agro-processing industry cluster is constructed. Resource-based agro-processing industry
cluster carries out innovative activities through technological innovation platform that is found by the
government, which is taken as the core. Furthermore, this paper makes deep research on the main body's
status, the function, and the movement way of behaviors in this cluster.
Key words Resource-based; Agro-processing industry; Industry cluster; Innovation model

1 Introduction
Since reform and opening up, China’s agro-processing enterprises have developed fast. It is
obvious that the enterprises’ organization becomes network day by day, and massive industry clusters
come up, many of them rely on the agricultural resource. The development of agro-processing industry
cluster has also brought prosperity of related theory research.
Chinese scholars mainly study on three aspects, namely agro-processing industry cluster,
resource-based industry cluster, and innovation of industry cluster. Zhang Xia, Ru Deyin, et al. consider
that local government should promote the development of agro-processing industry cluster judging by
local comparative advantage, creating cluster brand, promoting culture of trust and cooperation, and
supporting the intermediary service system and other measures[1]. Zhou Tao and Wang Juan build up
three models of agro-processing industry cluster, they are distribution model based on regional natural
resources, organization model based on business division, and virtual space model based on overall
regional competitiveness. Yang Weimin and Qin Zhihong believe that the government can foster
cluster’s competitive advantage in accordance with the characteristics of resource-based cluster’s life
cycle[2]. Zhang Wei suggests that the development of resource-based industry cluster should mainly rely
on scientific and technological progress of the circulation economy instead of resource-dependent[3].
Zhao Guanghui points out that the co-innovation is the main form of innovation in industry cluster[4].
Foreign scholars mainly study on food industry innovation. Ray Winger consider that the trend of
food industry development is more towards labor-saving in developed countries, innovation in product
development is contextual and depends on location and the range of products currently in a given market[5].
Sari Forsman seeks to examine the competitive strategies of small food processing firms, competitive
strategies are approached from the resource-based view that emphasizes internal firm factors as sources of
competitive advantage and long-term success [6]. Brewin, D. G., Monchuk, D. C., et al. study the factors
associated with innovation in the food processing industry by using a survey of Western Canadian food
processors. He thinks that product innovations can help enterprises to keep pace with competitors[7].
China has rich agricultural resources which create conditions for the generation of resource-based
agro-processing industry cluster. Resource-based agro-processing industry cluster plays an important
role in enhancing the overall competitiveness of agriculture, improving the level of urbanization, and
promoting the transfer of rural surplus labor force and so on, but the ability of innovation and
competitiveness of this cluster is weak. What innovation model should be taken for such industry cluster
is lack of detailed theoretical study.

2 Classification of Agro-processing Industry Cluster
Agro-processing industry cluster is a phenomenon that a group of agro-processing enterprises,
upstream and downstream enterprises, and related institutions gather with high concentration in a certain
∗
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Competition and
Cooperation
Among Enterprises

area, they keep in touch with each other by way of trade and non-trade, and work by specialized division
of labor. Agro-processing industry cluster makes regional economy keep sustainable competitive
advantage. As the difference of conditions of development and industry attribute, different industry
cluster shows different development model, actors within the cluster also show different division of
labor and cooperation and competition. Industry clusters reflect biological growth increasingly,
knowledge within clusters flows frequently, cooperation between enterprises is strengthened, and the
effect of learning mechanisms plays a major role. Therefore, to industry clusters, the dependence on
knowledge is a feature. This paper, which selects the degree of competition and cooperation among
enterprises and the dependence of cluster on knowledge as the basis of cluster categories, and combines
the features of agro-processing industry, classifies agro-processing industry cluster into resource-based
cluster, chain-type cluster, and cyclic cluster (figure 1).
Resource-based agro-processing industry cluster is an economic community, which is consisted by
farmers, agro-processing enterprises, relevant enterprises and institutions through institutional
arrangements within a certain range relying on abundant agricultural raw materials. In chain-type
agro-processing industry cluster, large-scale agro-processing leading enterprises is as the core, upstream
and downstream enterprises link to each other by specialized division of labor named "product chain".
Cyclic cluster is an eco-industry cluster, in which, agro-processing enterprises or enterprises that take
agricultural products as raw materials are interrelated, interdependent and symbiotic under the guidance
of the concept of circular economy. The purpose of cyclic cluster is to reduce waste and pollution,
improve the utilization of agricultural resources.

Cyclic Cluster

High

Chain-type Cluster

Midium
Low

Resource-based Cluster
Low

Midium

High

Knowledge Dependence
Figure 1 Comparison of Different Type of Agro-processing Industry Cluster

The degree of competition and cooperation among enterprises measures level of enterprises’
division of labor, cooperation and competition within industry cluster. In resource-based cluster,
enterprises tend to compete, division of labor is lower, while enterprises in cyclic cluster more incline to
cooperate. The degree of knowledge dependence measures science and technology dependence for
enterprises’ business activities, as well as the degree of knowledge flow within the cluster. There are
low-tech products and low level of knowledge flow in resource-based cluster; but cyclic cluster has
high-tech products and frequent knowledge flow; the products and knowledge flow of chain-type cluster
are between resource-based cluster and cyclic cluster.
As the existence of labor efficiency, economies of scale, agglomeration economy and reduction of
transaction costs, the formation and growth process of industry cluster have some common features:
change from low form to high form, build regional innovation system constantly, optimize industrial
organization, adjust relevant system, accumulate social capital. Therefore, the three industry clusters are
not static, the evolution path of agro-processing industry cluster will be resource-based clustert
chain-type clustert cyclic cluster.

3 The Features of Resource-based Agro-processing Industry Cluster
Resource-based agro-processing industry cluster has itself features. Such as strong resource
dependence, loose inter-firm linkages, weak competence of innovation. Understanding and mastering
the following features of resource-based agro-processing industry cluster will help to build the
corresponding innovation model.
(1) Cluster formation depends on agricultural resources. The geographical area of agro-processing
raw materials resources is the layout foundation of agro-processing industry cluster. As the difference of
each area superior agricultural resources and they are in a state of non-equilibrium, it is possible to form
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different agro-processing industry cluster depending on each area own superior resources.
Agro-processing industry cluster, which relies on special agricultural resources, achieves product series
and makes competitive advantage in the market through the rough and deep processing materials,
(2) Enterprises in the cluster are small-scale, less contact with each other, and weak in innovation.
Most enterprises in the cluster were evolved from the family workshops and they are small-scale. The
supply relationships of natural resources among cluster members make the supply chain short and limit
the cooperation of cluster enterprises and other industry department, as well as inter service agency. The
formation of cluster has low requirement on the firm size, technology, labor quality. Low entry barriers
lead to fierce competition. Low level knowledge of employees, less innovation consciousness and
imitation among enterprises result in lack-ness of innovation.
(3) Cluster product chain is short, product category is single and low-tech. The products produced
from resource-based agro-processing industry cluster are generally low-tech primary processing and
relatively single, because the product chain is not formed and lack of deep processing. Many
agro-processing enterprises' development follows linear quantitative growth model of "resources
tproductstwaste", large quantities of pollutants generated from those enterprises gather together,
which causes serious pollution of the location of the cluster[8].
(4) This type of cluster is a relatively closed system. Knowledge flow among the members of
resource-based agro-processing industry cluster is not formed basically, so the spillover effect of cluster
on the surrounding areas is weak, the whole system is relatively closed.

4 Innovation Model of Resource-Based Agro-processing Industry Cluster
Although resource-based industrial clusters mainly depend on the input of natural resources, but
with the convergence of resources and increased competition, social resources, which represent as
technology, human resource, capital, information, etc., becomes supportive resource for the development
of resource-based industrial clusters[9]. The competitive advantage of resource-based agro-processing
industry cluster should not only rely on geographical exclusivity of agricultural resources, but also build
knowledge dissemination and innovation networks to realize the upgrading of cluster’s competitiveness
through flexible combination of local government, related supporting institutions (such as industrial
associations, financial institutions, and universities).
(1) Government founds technology innovation platform which is as the core carrier of cluster
innovation. The enterprises within resource-based agro-processing industry cluster are mainly small and
medium enterprises, they are lack of innovation incentive, or there is a desire of innovation, but they
does not have innovation strength. To this end, the government plays an absolute role in the guidance of
innovation. On the one hand, the government integrates the power of capital and technology personnel
to build technology innovation center. Technology innovation center's mission is to carry out innovation
activities, such as technology development, technology transfer and promotion, technical advice and
training of personnel, etc. Enterprises pay for the services of technology innovation center, share
common technology R & D achievement. Government, through the docking of research institutions and
enterprises, attract universities and research institutes to involve in technology innovation center’s
research activities, or make universities and research institutes cooperate with enterprises directly, to
solve specific technical problems for enterprises. On the other hand, government introduces leading
enterprises that have advanced technology to establish technology demonstration base (figure 2).
Introduction of
Leading Enterprise
Leading
Enterprise

Stand for Small
Enterprise
Figure 2

Innovation Direction of
Small Enterprise

Technology Diffusion of
Leading Enterprise

Technology Demonstration Effect of Leading Enterprise
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As the government's support and own efforts of enterprises, there are some leading agro-processing
enterprises which are strong in R & D in China, these play an important role in promoting the regional
innovation capabilities. Government attracts leading enterprises settled in resource-gathering area to
establish technology demonstration base through various preferential policies, and support leading
enterprises’ innovation activities. In the cluster, because the communication between enterprises is
subtle, leading enterprises can play a very good demonstration effect with their own influence, so small
enterprises will be in line to the leading enterprises, the knowledge spillover of leading enterprises
achieves technology diffusion and makes small enterprises share the achievement of innovation.
(2) Agricultural cooperative organization is sponsor and promoter of cluster innovation activities.
Agricultural cooperative organization is intermediary organization of agro-processing chamber of
commerce and agricultural cooperative, it connects agro-processing enterprises and farmers. Farmers
provide quality of agricultural raw materials for agro-processing enterprises, and these raw materials
will be processed into products with market potential by enterprises. Farmers are agro-processing
enterprises’ "upstream suppliers", so they will inevitably become important participants in cluster
innovation. Agricultural cooperative organization in the promotion of cluster innovation mainly plays
the following role: ① collecting technical difficulties within cluster, tracking the latest progress of the
industry, responsible for the interaction of technology innovation center and enterprises. ② as a
director in technological transformation of enterprises, promoting production equipment for the update.
③ training employees for enterprises and improving their overall quality and management level. ④
uniting farmers and responsible for the promotion and guidance of new technologies for farmers.
(3) Innovative knowledge comes from the outside of cluster. As resource-based agro-processing
industry cluster does not have the knowledge source and information source that cluster innovation
needs, so the cluster must be an open system, and absorb outside forces of innovation. Technology
innovation platform establishes different degrees and forms of industry-university collaboration
relations with outside universities and research institutes through technology innovation center and
technology demonstration base, such as to build R & D centers with universities, to commission
research institutes for technology research by form of contract and so on. In addition, the cluster can
hold seminars and innovation exchange with relevant organizations, hire experts to offer a wide range of
vocational training courses.
(4) Innovation achievement is conversed by enterprises, leading enterprises form in survival of the
fittest. Agro-processing enterprises are the main body when innovation achievement is conversed. Only
when the innovation achievement is conversed into consumer goods by enterprises, and generates
economic benefits in the market, the entire innovation process is completed. Enterprises have different
learning abilities and tacit knowledge, when innovation knowledge accumulates and proliferates in the
cluster, small enterprises that is poor in strength and economic returns and unable to carry out
technological transformation will be gradually eliminated. Under the participation of government,
cluster cultivates leading enterprises through annexation and reorganization, and create famous brands.
Processing is complex from the initial processing to deep processing. Industrial chain is formed by the
leading enterprises and the upstream and downstream necessary enterprises.
(5) Financial institutions ensure the development and implementation of cluster innovation
activities. Agro-processing enterprises are lack of own funds, so the liquidity problems will be on the
face after fixed capital investment, it must result in innovative activities of small enterprises being
restricted in the reason of insufficient funds. Therefore, investment and financial system which is
conducive for the development and implementation of innovation activities should be established.
Government can support innovation activities of agro-processing industry cluster by way of holding
joint conference of financial institutions and enterprises, expanding credit quota, using credit loans, and
subsidized loans, etc.
In summary, the overall operation of resource-based agro-processing industry cluster innovation
model is shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3 Innovation Model of Resource-based Agro-processing Industry Cluster

5 Conclusions
Different agro-processing industry cluster would show different cluster innovation model.
Resource-based agro-processing industry cluster carries out innovative activities through technological
innovation platform that is found by the government. In resource-based agro-processing industry cluster,
universities and research institutes are sources of innovation knowledge, agricultural cooperative
organization initiates and impels innovative activities, and financial institutions provide financial
support for the conversion of innovation achievement and the proliferation of innovation knowledge.
For the role of each member on innovative activities in resource-based agro-processing industry
cluster, the paper makes the following recommendations: (1) Members within the cluster should be
mutually beneficial. Cluster can access to broader space for development by functional
complementation and benefit sharing. (2) To strengthen synergistic competition among enterprises.
Enterprises launch collaborative innovation on the basis of specialized division of labor and cooperation,
the ultimate goal of synergistic competition is to achieve the rapid development of the whole cluster. (3)
To achieve resource sharing in cluster. By way of sharing technology infrastructure, information
resources and professional talent, enterprises can innovate and reduce transaction costs. Resource-based
agro-processing industry cluster achieves upgrading through constant innovation. Consequently, the
innovation models of chain-type and cyclic cluster agro-processing industry cluster need further study.
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Abstract As the main body of Chinese national economy, Chinese low-tech manufacturing industries
get into the scrapes of poor tech-innovation efficiency while contributing more than sixty percent of
gross domestic product at present, which bring a great threat to the development and upgrading of
low-tech manufacturing industries. On the basis of defining the range of Chinese low-tech
manufacturing industries, the paper analyzes its tech-innovation mode, adopts the cross-section data of
China Statistical Yearbook on Science and Technology (2009) to measure the tech-innovation efficiency
of Chinese low-tech manufacturing industries with the method of principal component analysis, and
provides the improving measures in view of the above results finally.
Key words Low-tech manufacturing industries; Technological innovation; Efficiency measurement;
Principal component analysis

1 Introduction
Chinese manufacturing industries are mainly concentrated on labor-intensive industries,
capital-intensive industries and the labor-intensive links of tech-intensive industries, which can be
known as low-tech manufacturing industries. Huge low-tech manufacturing industries cluster is one
of the fundamental realities of Chinese economy, the development and upgrading of low-tech industry
is the principal contradiction in the evolution of Chinese manufacturing industries. Since the 20th
Century, technological introduction and transfer from the developed countries has been the main
technological source of Chinese low-tech manufacturing industries, and the poor tech-innovation
efficiency has hindered Chinese low-tech manufacturing industries from developing healthily. On the
basis of defining the range of Chinese low-tech manufacturing industries, this paper aims to analyze
its tech-innovation mode, adopt the cross-section data of China Statistical Yearbook on Science and
Technology (2009) to measure the tech-innovation efficiency of Chinese low-tech manufacturing
industries with the method of principal component analysis, and provide the improving measures in
view of the above results finally.

2 Definition of Chinese Low-tech Manufacturing Industries
The low-tech manufacturing industry refers to the industry with ripe technology. There is no
unified criterion of the high, middle and low technical industry so far. Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) has classified the industries according to the content of research
and development (R&D), namely the expenditure on R&D as a percentage of total revenue from the sale
of products[1]. It belongs to the low-tech industry when R&D content is less than 1%, it belongs to the
middle-tech industry when R&D content is during 1～3%, it belongs to the high-tech industry when
R&D content is more than 3%. According to the definition of OECD, the characteristic of low-tech
industries of China's national economy is very obvious. According to the cross-section data of "China
Statistical Yearbook on Science and Technology (2009)", there are 23 manufacturing industries of 29
Chinese manufacturing industries belong to the range of low-tech manufacturing industries[2], as shown
in Table 1.
The main tech-innovation content of Chinese low-tech manufacturing industries is to introduce,
apply and absorb the core and patented industrial technologies, which are mainly sourced from the
technological introduction and transfer of the developed countries[3]. A lot of Chinese low-tech
manufacturing companies have ignored the link of digesting and absorbing the technologies while
putting a large amount of money into introduce foreign technologies blindly, thus some enterprises fall
into the vicious circle "introduce- backward - reintroduce" gradually after developing for many years,
they take out a small quantity of the patent on key technologies, and suffer from a poor tech-innovation
efficiency[4]. For this reason, this paper adopt the cross-section data of China Statistical Yearbook on
Science and Technology (2009) to measure the tech-innovation efficiency of Chinese low-tech
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manufacturing industries with the method of principal component analysis, and provide the improving
measures in view of the above results finally.
Code
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
H9
H10
H11
H12

Table 1 Range of Chinese Low-tech Manufacturing Industries
Name of Manufacturing Industries
Code
Name of Manufacturing Industries
Processing of Food from Agricultural
Processing of Petroleum, Coking, Processing of
H13
Products
Nucleus Fuel
Manufacture of Chemical Raw Material and
Manufacture of Foods
H14
Chemical Products
Manufacture of Beverage
H15
Manufacture of Chemical Fiber
Manufacture of Tobacco
H16
Manufacture of Rubber
Manufacture of Textile
H17
Manufacture of Plastic
Manufacture of Textile Wearing Apparel,
H18
Manufacture of Non-metallic Mineral Products
Footware and Caps
Manufacture of Leather, Fur, Feather and
H19
Manufacture and Processing of Ferrous Metals
Its Products
Processing of Timbers, Manufacture of
Manufacture and Processing of Non-ferrous
H20
Wood, Bamboo, Rattan, Palm, Straw
Metals
Manufacture of Furniture
H21
Manufacture of Metal Products
Manufacture of Paper and Paper Products
H22
Manufacture of General Purpose Machinery
Printing, Reproduction of Recording Media
H23
Manufacture of Artwork, Other Manufacture
Manufacture of Articles for Culture,
Education and Sport Activity

3 Data and Methodology
3.1 Index system and original data
The basic thought of efficiency measurement is a proportion of output and input, namely regard
various technological resources as the input while regarding various outcomes as the output. When it
comes to measure the tech-innovation efficiency of Chinese low-tech manufacturing industries, this
paper designs the input indexes and output indexes according to data availability and the relevant
research results, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2

Input index X

Output index Y

Index System of Measuring the Tech-innovation Efficiency
Intramural Expenditures on S&T Activities（ten thousands Yuan） X1
Total Expenditures on R&D（ten thousands Yuan） X2
Personnel Engaged in S&T Activities（person） X3
Personnel in S&T projects（person） X4
Gross Industrial Output Value of New Products（ten thousands Yuan） Y1
Gross Revenue from the Sale of New Products（ten thousands Yuan） Y2
Projects for S&T Activities（item） Y3
Invention Patents（item） Y4

According to the cross-section data of China Statistical Yearbook on Science and Technology
(2009), the original data of the above output and input indexes of Chinese low-tech manufacturing
industries are shown in Table 3.
3.2 Measuring Method
Now we will construct a proper model to carry out a comprehensive comparison between input
indexes and output indexes on the basis of the above index system, and then analyze the final efficiency
of resource distribution. The basic expression formula of this model is as follows:
Ei=Ci /Ti
（1）
Among them，Ci=λ1Ci1+λ2Ci2+λ3Ci3+λ4Ci4，Ti= θ1T i1 +θ2T i2 +θ3T i3 +θ4T i4.
Ci refers to the comprehensive index value of technological output of i industry, Cij is the value of
each tech-innovation output index of i industry, j =1,2,3,4;λj is the weight of each output index; Ti
refers to the comprehensive index value of technological input of i industry , Tij is the value of each
tech-innovation input index of i industry,θj is the weight of each input index.
Through the above-mentioned model, after confirming the proper weight, we can calculate the
comprehensive value of the output indexes and input indexes respectively, and then carry out a
comparison to get the tech-innovation efficiency value Ei of each industry. The bigger Ei often means
the better resource distribution efficiency. Moreover, we can carry out a comparison to the difference of
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tech-innovation efficiency of each industry.
Before doing concrete calculation, there are two problems needing to be solved such as
non-dimensionalizing the index value and confirming weight of each index. The non-dimensionalization
make the index value with different units can be add together, the formula is as follows:
ratioindex L=0.1+0.9*[(L-Lmin)/(Lmax-Lmin)]
（2）
Lmax and Lmin refer to that the maximum and minimum of this index value respectively during all
Chinese low-tech manufacturing industries, L refers to the actual value of this index. The method of
principal component analysis (PCA) is adopted to confirm the weight in this paper. The modulus of
factor loading is regarded as the weight to measure every factor, and then get a total measuring value
after adding up the weighted average of every factor.
Table 3 Index Value of Chinese Low-tech Manufacturing Industries
Industry
X1
X2
X3
X4
Y1
Y2
Y3
H1
872649
39975375
42438
32130
9303111
8001268
4087
H2
627235
25357163
33278
23017
5197314
4826025
3766
H3
781148
37051396
37771
28628
4880853
4645039
4236
H4
286605
9448529
8691
6114
3464578
3422858
1443
H5
1337249
60141019
95500
74776
13194058
12654835
8661
H6
310015
13545337
22454
17416
3388443
3225255
2313
H7
176249
6273519
15623
13099
2835485
2733939
2246
H8
189042
8290771
14051
9625
1906106
1866262
1108
H9
112413
4486156
8164
5758
1262711
1158425
745
H10
629175
28183310
28652
21591
6418951
5851966
1776
H11
170774
7238639
12771
10177
1297344
1267542
1407
H12
172214
7239067
12098
9673
1189407
1127151
2064
H13
612626
29512280
28972
20116
9205564
9324010
2308
H14
4609985
227846377 215482
159130
30821131
29900863
18188
H15
616971
32372156
24091
20074
6793393
6664587
1235
H16
688667
34737058
30600
22807
5568531
5461351
4430
H17
725623
36422319
46926
37956
6019819
6145504
4230
H18
1461132
60843283
92476
67248
9147644
8893444
7155
H19
6585616
304563891 168087
119012
57079748
57735657
10397
H20
2057573
99034654
83225
62831
17888271
17384212
5643
H21
1080863
55246781
67034
52489
9352604
8754617
6145
H22
3932265
216760387 238392
175867
34879755
33455469
26778
H23
182218
9156839
16419
13515
1645507
1638801
1811
Resource: China Statistical Yearbook on Science and Technology (2009)

Y4
629
745
253
277
1023
259
95
230
158
268
118
243
239
4116
231
257
711
1194
1400
1432
1219
3323
400

4 Results
According to the above model, this paper non-dimensionalize the relevant index value of Chinese
low-tech manufacturing industries. On the basis of the above-mentioned data, we analyze four input
indexes and output indexes separately with PCA, in order to confirm their own weights. The PCA result
of tech-innovation input indexes is as follows: The value of KMO and Bartlett’s Test is 0.728, the
contribution rate of the first principal component is 95.246%, and the component matrix is as follows:
Table 5 KMO and Bartlett's Test

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of
Sampling Adequacy.

Table 6

Component Matrix a
Component

.728

Approx. Chi-Square
283.803
Bartlett's Test of
df
6
Sphericity
Sig.
.000
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

1
X2
X3
X4
X1
a. 1 components extracted.

.969
.982
.979
.974

Because of only one principal component, we can get their weights only through making the load
coefficient of input index divide by the sum of all the coefficients, the calculating result is:θ1=0.2495,
θ2=0.2482,θ3=0.2515,θ4=0.2508.
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Table 7 Total Variance Explained
Initial Eigenvalues
Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
Total
% of Variance
Cumulative %
Total
% of Variance
Cumulative %
1
3.810
95.246
95.246
3.810
95.246
95.246
2
.188
4.693
99.939
3
.002
.051
99.989
4
.000
.011
100.000
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

Compon
ent

In the same way, we can get the value of KMO and Bartlett's Test of output indexes is 0.678, the
contribution rate of the first principal component of output indexes is 84.764%, the weights of output
indexes including: λ1=0.2439，λ2=0.2548，λ3=0.2520，λ4=0.2493. Now we can calculate out the value of
tech-innovation efficiency Ei of every Chinese low-tech manufacturing industry, the result is shown in
Table 8:
Table 8 Value of Tech-innovation Efficiency Ei of Chinese Low-tech Manufacturing Industries
Industry
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
H9
Ei
0.9872
1.0680
0.8119
1.2141
0.8706
0.9777
1.0448
1.0006
1.0394
Industry
H10
H11
H12
H13
H14
H15
H16
H17
H18
Ei
0.8957
0.9436
1.0578
1.0617
0.8550
0.9037
0.9398
0.9033
0.7925
Industry
H19
H20
H21
H22
H23

Ei

0.8250

0.9002

0.9366

0.9141

1.0472

5 Conclusion
Taken as a whole, it’s far from satisfaction for the tech-innovation efficiency of Chinese low-tech
manufacturing industry. Only 8 of 23 Chinese low-tech manufacturing industries have the
tech-innovation efficiency beyond 1, there are even six Chinese low-tech manufacturing industries
which tech-innovation efficiency is beneath 0.9.
There is great disparity in innovative resource capacity and disposing efficiency during all kinds of
Chinese low-tech manufacturing industries. Moreover, there is a relation of inverse proportion between
innovative resource capacity and tech-innovation efficiency of Chinese low-tech manufacturing
industries, the less innovative resource capacity often brings higher tech-innovation efficiency while the
more innovative resource capacity often means poorer tech-innovation efficiency. For example, some
low-tech manufacturing industries such as H2, H4, H7, H8, H9, H12, H13 and H23 own the least innovative
resource but have the highest tech-innovation efficiency, while other low-tech manufacturing industries
such as H3, H5, H10, H14, H18 and H19 have the most innovative resource but suffer the poorest
tech-innovation efficiency.
Various input for technological innovation should be increased in order to promote the
competitiveness of Chinese low-tech manufacturing industries. The key point of improving the
tech-innovation efficiency of Chinese low-tech manufacturing industries does not lie in reducing
innovation input, but lie in offering good market environment for innovation output to promote the
industrialization of innovative achievement and the commercialization of innovative products.
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Abstract This paper examines the origin of concept of country, its impact on customer perception and
the overall image of Macedonia apparel in one specific market. It presents findings of pre-survey
interviews, as well as questionnaires distributed to a representative sample of Bulgaria consumers and
intermediaries. The factor analyses underlined the basic factors affecting the overall perceived image of
Macedonia apparel, provides evidence for the perceived image as well as the factors affecting it. In
addition, the research explores the differences between customers and intermediaries on several
dimensions. The overall findings from this research provide initial insights on customer behavior in the
Bulgaria market and the image of Macedonia apparel.
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1 Introduction
The Country of Origin (COO) phenomenon has been one of the crucial and most researched fields
in international marketing since its appearance in 1960`s. Schooler (1965) is the first to examine COO
effects on product evaluations, concluding that COO did indeed influence consumers’ product
perceptions and decision making abilities. Over the next decades COO issues have been widely
developed in extensive settings, including the use of high valued tangible products.
With the rapid globalisation that blurred country borders, vanished trade barriers and encouraged
the emergence of the modern market place, variety of global products became available, competition
intensified and gained international character. On one side, increase of products available and the
indistinguishable product attributes associated with them, customers have turned to the use of COO as a
base for discrimination. On the other side, recognizing the opportunity of lower cost production in
developing countries, many international companies have started offshore production and outsourcing in
these countries.
Researchers (Cai et al., 2004; Thakor & Lavack, 2003) argues that there is a positive relationship
between the quality of products and the development of countries. More precisely high developed
countries are associated with high quality products; developed countries with medium quality products;
while less developed countries are perceived as offering undesirable quality.
Country image is especially important for Macedonia, which relies heavily on exports. The
clothing and apparel exports account for more than 40% of total exports in the country, out of which
87% are to EU countries primarily in: Germany, Greece, Italy, Bulgaria, Belgium and Spain (CPRM,
2006).
The purpose of this research is to investigate the image of Macedonia apparel in terms of quality
and price; the purchasing intentions and the overall attitude towards Macedonia apparel, as well as to
elaborate on the factors that might have lead to the creation of this image, and to analyze customer
behaviour towards this category of products in a specific part of European market-Bulgaria.

2 Literature Review
The simplest and most prominent definition for Country of Origin is: made in. But the growth of
multinational companies and the appearance of hybrid products have blurred the validity of the “made
in” connotation, challenging and necessitating the need for a universally accepted definition: “overall
perception that customers’ form for a particular country and its products based on prior experience with
products originating from that country”, given by Roth and Romeo (1992).
Whether directly through personal experiences or due to stereotypical beliefs about countries,
consumers tend to develop product–country images. These are images of quality of specific products
marketed by firms associated with different countries (Heslop and Papadopoulos, 1993; Johansson and
Thorelli, 1985). For example: Columbian coffee, Swiss watches, Japanese electronics and German
automobiles. If the consumers hold a positive (negative) product–country image for a given product and
country, this image could lead to a generalized positive (negative) evaluation and attitude towards all the
brands of a product associated with that country. Such COO-based equity might even extend to other
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product categories due to stereotypical bias.
Customers use COO in the product evaluation, where he/she bases their evaluation on various
descriptive or information cues associated with the product. These informational cues are explained by
Leclerc et al. (1994) as a group of informational stimuli available to customer’s prior purchase. Such
cues can be Intrinsic referring to the tangible or physical characteristics of the products; or Extrinsic
referring to the intangible product traits (Figure 1). This model was presented by Fishbein and Ajzen
(1975) in the Fishbenian model.
Intrinsic cues
(taste, design, style, reliability,
specifications, performance…)

Customers’
evaluation
of products

Extrinsic cues
(COO, price, brand name,
seller and brand reputation…)

Figure 1 Cues Customers Use to Evaluate Products

Customers base their decisions solely on extrinsic cues in cases when knowledge of the product
attributes is low or not very accurate. Given that some extrinsic cues such as warranties, brand and seller
reputation, sourcing, location and country of manufacturing can be controlled by the firm (Zhang, 1996);
COO can serve as a controllable extrinsic cue. Nevertheless, when other important attributes (i.e. quality,
brand name and image) are unknown or not available, COO becomes a salient cue. Therefore, COO is a
critical cue used in the process of acceptance/rejection of products in different world markets.
Knowing the importance and influence that COO plays on product perception and evaluation; and
also the impact that it has on global branding, positioning and competing in international markets; COO
should become an integral component of international marketing strategy. As Papadopoulos and Heslop
state, as the level of globalization increases, the importance of the COO will increase too.

3 Methodology
In depth interviews with three senior marketing managers that have experience with Macedonian
apparel products were conducted. Question were pre e-mailed and the interviews were semi-structured,
consisting of fact based questions and questions asking interviewee opinion on several aspects. First,
what is the opinion about the product attributes in general and the general preferences of the Bulgarian
consumers. Second, what’s the attitude towards Macedonia apparel. Lastly, what recommendations for
improvement of the Macedonia apparel they can give.
After initial insights for the topic were gathered trough the interviews, the topic was further
investigated trough the use of questionnaire. The target sample for the research consisted of two groups:
customers and intermediaries. Customer questionnaire examined the specific country variables and
product attributes originally proposed by Papadopoulos and Heslop (2002), More precisely, respondents
were asked to evaluate their self-knowledge about the country and its people, perceived political and
economical stability, their purchasing intentions and the ethnocentric tendencies, as well as the image
assigned to Macedonia apparel. Hence, only 110 questionnaires were distributed, out of which 28 were
incomplete, which makes a final total of 82 usable questionnaires (74.5%). Intermediary’s questionnaire
consisted of four sections using five point Likert Scale examining the familiarity with the country, views
that intermediaries have for apparel made in Macedonia, marketing activities that Macedonia companies
undertake, and background information were elicited. From the distributed questionnaires, 50 were
returned, 120 were e-mailed upon the request of the representatives, while the other 30 refused to
participate. From total questionnaires obtained, 55 were usable with total response rate of 27.5%.
The research covered diverse demographic, socio-economic and cultural mark-up in the areas of
Sofia, Blagoev Grad and Plovdiv. Intermediaries included representatives from wholesalers, retailers,
agents, manufacturers in Bulgaria that were part of the fashion fair “BGate” in Sofia. Purposive
sampling was employed, for that reason participants were chosen based on the knowledge they can
provide (Kinnera and Taylor, 1991). The questionnaires were distributed by using the drop off-pick up
method, and collected at a more convenient time.
Having in mind the relatively large sample and complexity of the research, only completely
answered questionnaires were considered as valid. The data collected was coded and analysed with the
use of SPSS and several hypotheses were tested.
Potential factors affecting the image were explored by the use of common factor analyses of
variance for both groups, with objective to identify basic underlining variables accounted for the
correlations of the actual score, as well as to reduce the number of variables to a more manageable set.
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The retrieved factors were tested for internal consistency with reliability analysis by calculating
Cronbach`s alpha (α) coefficients. The data was processed into more meaningful results by the use of
regression analysis, aiming to identify the significant variables to product image. In addition, several
independent sample T-tests were undertaken, examining the potential differences between customers and
intermediaries.
Based on the literature review and the main discussions, the following hypotheses were developed.
Hypothesis 1: According to customers, the low quality of Macedonia apparel significantly contributes to
the overall low image. Hypothesis 2: Intermediaries perception of medium quality apparel has led to an
overall moderate image. Hypothesis 3: Customers do perceive quality of Macedonia apparel
significantly lower than intermediaries. Hypothesis 4: Intermediaries do rate Macedonia apparel
significantly better value for money than the customers. Hypothesis 5: Intermediaries do rate Macedonia
apparel as significantly better compared to the rating assigned by customers.

4 Results
In order to investigate the image of Macedonia apparel products, several dimensions were
examined, the results of which are presented in Table 1 and Table 2. Consumers view Macedonia
apparel as inexpensive and value for money (3.62 and 3.46 respectively) with moderate quality. More
precisely, they claim that the quality of the fabrics is not good (2.74), does not retain its colours (3.04)
and consequently the apparel does not last for a long time (2.95). Conversely, they claim that
workmanship is not bad (3.38) and apparel has an attractive style and appearance, yet is not much
fashionable (3.33).
The general image shared by customers is low price–low quality apparel, rather than value for
money and satisfactory quality.
Table 1

Product Ratings According to
Intermediaries
Mean
Std. Deviation

Good fabric
quality
Stability of
colours
Workmanship
Durability
Attractive
appearance
Inexpensive prices
Value for money
Recognizable
brand names
Hard to find
Wide variety
Offers the benefits
sought
Overall good
product

3.44

0.66

3.51

0.92

3.62
3.31

0.85
0.98

3.60

0.87

3.65
4.09

0.80
0.59

2.15

0.95

2.58
3.55

1.26
0.72

3.25

0.89

3.44

0.83

Table 2

Product Ratings According to
Customers
Mean
Std. Deviation
Fabric quality is
2.
1.06
good
74
Clothing retains
3.
0.92
colours
04
3.
Workmanship is
0.94
38
good
2.
Apparel last for
0.93
95
long time
3.
Fashionable style
0.94
33
and appearance
3.
Inexpensive prices
0.99
62
3.
Value for money
0.96
46

In the same time intermediaries rate Macedonia apparel as high value for money (4.09) with
attractive pricing (3.65) and medium quality. Fabric quality, stability of colours, workmanship,
durability and appearance were rated in the range of 3.30 to 3.60. Yet intermediaries believe that there is
wide variety of apparel available (3.55) which partially satisfies customer needs (3.25). On the contrary
availability is limited (2.58) that might have lead to a modest overall product rating (3.44).
Factor
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7

Table 3 Factor Analysis for Customer Responses
Implies
α
Comments
Quality Integrity dimension
0.8315
Implying high reliability
Ethnocentric tendencies
0.8444
Was found to be reliable
Customer’s purchasing behaviour
0.9435
Most reliable of all
Overall image of the apparel
0.6971 Crucial for the validity of the results
Price related dimensions
0.6425 Low internal consistency – disregarded
Political and economical stability
0.2409 Disregarded
Customer’s desire for closer ties
Comprised of only one element - dropped
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4.1 Factor analysis for customer responses
Factor analysis for the 21 scales on which customers were examined converged into seven factors.
The retrieved factors were tested for internal consistency with reliability analysis (Cronbach`s alpha).
The majority of COO researchers (Sharma et al., 1995; Zhang, 1997) have used 0.7 as the cut off point
for high reliability and internal consistency, therefore this analysis followed their example.
Factor analyses suggest that at least four different dimensions can be identified with the given set
of variables and to test the hypothesis, the data was processed with regression analysis, at the 0.5 level
of significance. The model passes the global test, and the independent variables (perceived quality;
ethnocentric tendencies and purchasing intentions) explain 24% of overall variation in the image of
Macedonia apparel. Other factors (brand knowledge and brand familiarity; experience with other
products and brands from Macedonia; market presence; marketing integrity; price-value of the apparel;
the prestige of the product; credibility of retailers/wholesalers as well as store location), might further
influence the image. The general model equation is: Y= 1.250 + 0.398 X 1 – 1.17 E-02 X 2 + 0.122 X 3.
The perceived image is negatively related with the level of ethnocentrism, but positively related
with perceived quality and purchasing behaviour. Yet, the analysis showed that only Factor 1 (X1) has a
significant relationship with the dependant variable (i.e. ≥ |±1.96| and < 0.05 respectively). In the same
time, the relatively high value of the ethnocentrism factor imply that the factor does not have a
significant effect on overall image in Bulgaria. And Factor 3 was found to have a larger impact on the
perceived image, but the low significance (0.1), suggest no clear evidence for the salience of its effect.
4.2 Factor analysis for intermediary responses
Intermediaries’ perceptions, was examined on 22 variables and the results can be seen in the Table
4.
Factor
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7

Table 4 Factor Analysis for Intermediary Responses
Implies
α
Comments
Perceived quality
0.7893
Reliable
Marketing variables
0.8149
Most reliable of all
Overall image of the apparel
0.7531
Overall image of Macedonian products
0.7552
Macedonia and its people
0.5241 Low internal reliability – disregarded
Price related product dimensions
0.6137 Low internal reliability – disregarded
Brand names
Comprised of only one element - dropped

From this it can be suggested that at least four different dimensions can be identified with the given
set of variables, all of them having strong internal reliability. To examine which factors influence the
image of apparel regression analysis was used. The model passes the global test, and the independent
variables (perceived quality; marketing techniques and image of the country products) explain the
overall variation of the image of apparel 13.3%. Other factors (incentives, the prestige assigned to the
apparel, brand reputation, distributors’ credibility, customer perception) may further affect the image.
The regression equation is: Y= 2.460 + 0.358 X 1 + 4.761 E-02 X 2 – 0.122 X 3.
The results indicate that only integrated quality (X1) is found to have a significant influence on the
perceived image. Where the relationship between quality and image is a positive, suggesting that as
quality increases, the image of Macedonia apparel will increase too. The Marketing Tactics factor (X2),
and the image of other products from the country (X3), was not found to have a significant influence.
Regression analysis indicates that quality is the crucial factor influencing product image.
4.3 Hypothesis tested
The first hypothesis aims to investigate whether the perception of low quality influences overall
perceived basing on the customers. Regression analysis was undertaken at the 0.05 level of significance
and the results indicates that the model is significant (Sig. 0.000), and has an adjusted R square of 27.5%.
The general model is: Y= 1.408 + 0.411 X1. Where the model suggests a positive relationship between
perceived quality and image, implying that if the quality increases, the image will also increase.
The second hypothesis investigates whether perceived apparel image for intermediaries is
significantly affected by the associated perceived quality. Regression analyses indicated that the model
is reliable, where the variations in perceived quality explain 14% of the apparel image. The regression
equation is: Y= 2.245 + 0.36 X1, where perceived quality has a significant impact on the image of
Macedonia apparel for intermediaries.
The third hypothesis aims to examine differences in the perception of quality exists among
customers and intermediaries. The independent sample T-test shows significant differences in the
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perceived quality based and intermediaries rated the quality of Macedonia apparel much higher on every
dimension. Highest difference existing for quality of the garments and stability of colours.
Fourth hypothesis explores differences in terms of prices among intermediaries and customers and
no significant difference was found. Both groups perceive Macedonia apparel as being inexpensive. and
interviewees claim that Macedonia apparel has low prices, but cannot be classified as cheap.
The fifth hypothesis answers the different product-rating pattern between intermediaries and
customers. Knowing that there are significant differences in perceived quality and prices an independent
sample t-test was undertaken that confirmed the previously stated. Significant differences were found to
exist for the perception of good overall product (Sig. 0.000), with higher rating by intermediaries.
Here we can conclude that intermediaries perceive Macedonia apparel as medium-quality,
medium-priced one, seeing as normal for products coming from countries in their development
(Papadopoulos & Heslop, 1993). Opposite, customers perceive apparel with lower quality and
reasonable to low prices, which combined does not result in a high value for money, but rather in a
perception of cheap products.

5 Conclusion
This study offers initial insights for consumer behaviour on the Bulgarian market, as well as the
image of products originating from Macedonia on the same market. This research can help Macedonian
managers to create more effective strategies for successful market entering and penetration.
Customers perceive Macedonia apparel as having overall satisfactory quality, associated with
good workmanship and attractive appearance and the fabric quality is perceived as reasonably priced
value for money. However, Macedonia marketers shell bear in mind that attractive pricing does not
guarantee success of Macedonia apparel, but this the low rating and low brand recognition call for
caution.
Bulgarian customers are reserved in their ethnocentric tendencies and tolerant towards imports,
however, they indicate that they are not proud to owning and buying Macedonian apparel, resulting in
low willingness to buy and low frequency of purchase. Knowing this and in the same time knowing the
advantages, apparel producers shell focus good workmanship and lower prices, further stressing the
value for money offering in their promotional appeals.
According to intermediaries, overall Macedonia apparel is moderately good, meaning that it is
middle quality, reasonably priced, high value for money product. However, the low awareness of brand
names and the unsatisfactory promotion represents a barrier for Macedonia producers. Therefore
carefully choosing credible retailers/wholesalers, increasing the availability of the apparel, as well as
aggressive promotion are crucial for achievement of greater awareness.
It can be suggested that in the transition from Cut-Make-Trim and Cut-Make to own product
design, it might be wise step. They may produce locally, but brand the product in Bulgaria trough JV’s
that will increase acceptance and will enable Macedonia apparel producers to enter markets more
successfully.
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Abstract Small and medium enterprises are an integral parts of economic development, and the
growth of listed SMEs can be taken as an indicator. This paper sets up a growth index system to evaluate
the growth of listed SMEs. Using a sample of 64 listed SMEs on the Shanghai and Shenzhen stock
exchange, this paper empirically verifies the growth and current development situation of listed SMEs
based on improved principal component projection method. Results show that growth of information
technology industry is higher than manufacturing, the key elements of enterprise growth lie on current
situation, profitability and fund operation ability. This paper also puts forward corresponding
countermeasures and suggestions on small and medium enterprises growth.
Key words Listed SMEs; Enterprises growth; Growth index; Improved principal component
projection

1 Introduction
SMEs(Small and medium listed enterprises) are integral part of the market economy, with the
characteristics of faster development, more flexible and easier to implement innovation, plays a vital role
in the development of the whole economy. SMEs also have the characteristics of poor ability of the
resistance risk, development of instability and lower mortality rates. Therefore, the study of the SMEs
growth is also extremely important. From previous studies’ results, we can only find the consequence of
all the enterprises, but we can not learn the real development situation of enterprises. In this paper, the
improved principal component projection method will be used to study the listed SMEs growth. From the
result of this paper, we can not only learn the consequence of the selected listed SMEs growth, but we
also learn the development situation of enterprises.

2 Literature Review
Enterprise growth, a description of growth state, indicated the sustained growth capability and the
overall expansion situation in a certain period, which were achieved through exploiting various
resources of enterprise[1]. At present, researches on SME growth mainly focus on the establishment of
evaluation index and the choice of evaluation method. Because of the great differences existing in
different cultures, politics and economy of different countries and regions, we could not simply apply
one index system to analysis their enterprises growth. So there still existed divergence in enterprises
growth theoretical analysis[2].
Storey(1998), who proposed comparatively authoritative SME growth theory, held that the
manager's quality, internal quality of SME and strategic scope of enterprises development were the three
types of factors determining SMEs’ growth[3]. Myers & Turnbull proposed the negative relationship
between growth and the debt ratio based on the their relationship research[4]. Slevin and Covin(1990)
established a model to explain connections lying in time, complexity of the external environment and
SME growth[5].
The evaluation index system, totally adopting financial indexes, were co-established by SME
Division of former State Economy and Trade commission, Industry and Transport Statistics Division of
National Bureau of statistics and CRCM, included six indexes’ evaluation system divided into three
types. BBA financial performance evaluation system included the analysis of debt-paying ability,
operational efficiency, profitability, stock investors profitability, cash flow ratio, growth ability,
structural factor and other indicators. Cong (1997) proposed the financial evaluation index system of
enterprise growth composed by six indexes, growth rate of net asset return, the main business profit ratio,
the main revenue and profit synchronous growth, capital maintenance and appreciation ratio, profit
reserved retention rate, and acceleration rate of capital turnover[6]. For the researches on evaluation
method, there are progression method, principal component analysis, gray correlation analysis (GRA),
beta coefficient method of conciliation and other research methods and so on. Chen, et al.(2006) built
the index system of evaluating the SME growth and used catastrophe method and gray relation analysis
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(GRA) respectively to carry out the growth of SME which were listed on Shenzhen and Shanghai stock
exchange, whose effectiveness of evaluation results were inspected through regression model[7]. Zhang,
et al.(2009) constructed the evaluation indexes of SMEs from the endogenous and exogenous, and
confirmed the rationality about the index through using the samples in Shandong province[8]. Mu, et al.
(2005) built SME growth evaluation model with the application of principal component analysis and
made empirical analysis accordingly[9].
Those SME growth research results obtained through the above methods have little practicability,
for they can only reflect SMEs’ growth consequence, but the actual development situation of SMEs can
not be reflected. This paper will use the improved principal component projection method to study the
growth of SMEs listed on Shenzhen and Shanghai stock exchange and the result can not only reflect the
SMEs’ growth consequence, but also reflect the truthfully development situation of enterprise and
present reference value to the enterprises managers, investors and relevant policy makers and so on.

3 Research Method
3.1 Determining the analysis matrix
The analysis matrix of improved principal component projection method includes two parts. One
part is the evaluated index matrix; the other part is constructed by k +1 endpoints of k intervals of each
index. It is:
⎡ x11
⎢ L
⎢
X = ⎢ xn − k +1,1
⎢
⎢ L
⎢⎣ xn1

x12

L

L

L

xn − k +1,2 L
L

L

xn 2

L

⎤
L ⎥⎥
xn − k +1, m ⎥
⎥
L ⎥
xnm ⎥⎦ n×m
x1n

(1)

Xij is the jth (1≤ j ≤m) evaluation index number of the ith (1≤ i ≤n) evaluation object.
3.2 Standardizing the data
Maximal index

yij =

xij − min( xij )
max( xij ) − min( xin )

(2)

0<i < n

0<i < n

Minimal index
yij =

max( xij ) − xij
0<i < n

max( xij ) − min( xin )

(3)

0<i < n

0<i < n

y = (yij )nm ( 0≤ yij ≤1) is the standardized evaluation matrix.
3.3 Determining the index weight
This paper adopts the method of objective weighting—variation coefficient method. The coefficient
of variation of the jth index is Vj = σj / X’j, and σj is the standard deviation of the jth index, whereas X’j is
the mean of the jth index. The weight of the jth index is
wj =

vj
m

∑v
j =1

(4)
j

Z = (Zij )nm = ( W j × Yij ) is the weighted index matrix.
3.4 Orthogonal transformation of index
Evaluation matrix orthogonalization can filter out duplicate information between indicators, avoid
duplication of information, mutual interference, and more objective reflects the degree of importance of
each index. Ordering U=Z×A, we can get the orthogonal decision-making matrix U=(u1,u2,…um) and U
satisfies the following condition:
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⎡ λ1
⎤
⎢
⎥
λ
2
⎥
U 'U = A '( Z ' Z ) A = ⎢
(λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ L ≥ λm )
(5)
⎢
⎥
O
⎢
⎥
λm ⎦ n×m
⎣
In the equation, A(α1, α2, … αm) is orthogonal matrix, αj is the jth eigenvector of the matrix Z’Z,
λj is the jth eigenvector of the matrix Z’Z.
3.5 Constructing ideal decision-making object and calculating the projection value
Ordering dj= max(uij) (1<i<n)，we can construct the ideal decision-making object d* = (d1, d2 …
dm ) . Then we can calculate the projection value Di, which is the projection value of the ith evaluated
vector in the ideal decision-making object.
m

Di = u ⋅ d o∗ =

∑d u
j =1

j ij

(6)

d12 + d 22 + L d m2

3.6 Ordering the projection values and determining the level
Through above calculating, we can get those projection values of all the indexes. And the projection
values of the latter (k+1) endpoints will form k intervals. Those intervals correspond to different criteria
level. Those projection values of the former (n-k+1) objects must fall into those k intervals. Eventually,
we can get the situation of the evaluated object according to the level of the interval which its projection
value fall into[10-11].

4 Empirical Analysis
4.1 Data and index system construction
(1) Sample Selection
According to the standard set up by the National Bureau of Statistics, the State Economic and Trade
Commission and the Ministry of Finance, those enterprises which meet the condition that the annual
sales revenue or total assets value is less than 500 million will be defined as SMEs. According to that
condition, this paper selected 64 small and medium-sized enterprises which are listed on the Shanghai
and Shenzhen Stock Exchange, and collected three-year data from 2006 to 2008 for the empirical
analysis. All the data are from Wind Info.
(2) Endpoint Value Determination
When determining the endpoint value, the paper takes all the listed SMEs as the research objects.
The difference value of the standard value between two adjacent grades is the difference between
maximum and minimum value of the index of all the listed SMEs divided by 5.
(3) Evaluation Index System
Based on researches of Chen Xiaohong and Yu Jian (2005), Ci Renyong and RenJie (2009), Bai
Zuwen (2009), this paper establishes an index system which includes four levels and eleven final
indicators. The index system includes two dimensions, the current situation of the enterprise and the
development potential of the enterprise. The current situation of the enterprise includes the growth
ability which includes average sales net profit ratio of enterprise in nearly three years(c1), average sales
gross profit ratio of enterprise in nearly three years(c2), net capital increasing ratio(c3) and total capital
increasing ratio(c4), fund operation ability which includes asset-liability ratio(c5) and profitability
which includes major business profit ratio(c6), net assets gain(c7), and assets return ratio(c8). The
development potential of the enterprise includes market expectation which includes multiple rates of net
assets(c9) and development driving capacity which includes undistributed profit in this
year/shareholders equity(c10) and surplus accumulation increasing in this year/ net assets(c11).
The test result which is calculated through principal component analysis is listed in table 1.
Table 1 KMO and Bartlett’s Test
Kaiser-Meyer-OlkinMeasure of Sampling Adequacy.
Approx. Chi-Square
Bartlett's Test of
df
Sphericity
Sig.

.777
1.227E3
55
.000

Form the table l, we can learn that the value of the KMO was 0.777>0.6 which suggested that the
indicators used in the study had higher degree of the information overlap and the principal component
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could be used. The result of the Bartlett Sphericity test, accompanied given probability was 0 which was
less than 0.05, showed that the indicators used in the study had a strong correlation; therefore, the result
of the principal component analysis was effective. And we also found the cumulative contribution value
of all the variances was about 88.97% which was more than 80%, which suggested that all the chosen
evaluation indexes could reflect the growth of all the listed enterprises. All the results of the test mean
that we could use the principal component method to study the listed SMEs growth.
4.2 Results Analysis
This paper adopted the Matlab software and the excel software to carry on the related operation and
the calculation. Results were listed in the table 2. From the table 2, we can clearly learn that most of the
selected listed SMEs were high growth enterprises.
We can use the basic operational situation of enterprises of the next year to judge the effect of rank.
Measurement indexes are divided into positive, promoting business growth and negative indicators,
inhibiting business growth. Positive indicators include: corporate main business income exceeded (the
enterprise which the main business income is more than 500 million Yuan will no longer applies
evaluation system for SMEs), total capital stock exceeded (the enterprise which the total capital stock is
more than 5000 shares of equity does not apply evaluation system of small and medium sized companies)
and earnings growth. Negative indicators include: flat performance, earnings decline and loss.
Evaluation results are as follows.
Table 2 The Evaluation Results of SMEs Growth
Grade
Excellent Good
Generally
Low
Poor
Sample quantity 1
56
7
0
0
Sample percent
1.56%
87.5% 10.94%
0
0
Table 3

Sample quantity
Income exceeded
stock exceeded
earnings growth
flat performance
earnings decline
Loss
Effectiveness

The Evaluation Results of Measurement Index and Effectiveness
Top 20
Top 40
Total
1
7
10
8
11
19
8
14
21
2
4
7
1
4
7
0
0
0
85%
80%
78%

The results which can be seen from the evaluation results are good. The effectiveness of the top 20
enterprises is 85%, the effectiveness of the top 40 enterprises is 80%, and the effectiveness of the overall
is 78%. All the evaluation results are more than 75%, so the evaluation result calculated by the
improving principal component projection method is satisfactory.
From the empirical results, we can learn that the ranked of the 12 information technology
companies of the selected 64 companies were the forefront, of which one is the fast-growing enterprise.
And the latter six companies which are placed at the bottom surface of are manufacturing. And we found
that the growth index has positive correlation with c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7, c10, c11 and has negative
correlation with c8; and c9 is positively correlated with the growth index, but not obvious. Through
studying the overall listed SMEs, we found that the average of the indicator (c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7,
c10 and c11) of the information technology industry is higher than the corresponding average of the
manufacturing, and the average value of the 8th index is lower than the corresponding average of the
manufacturing. The result is showed in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Indexes Average Value Comparison
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5 Conclusions and Suggestions
SMEs play an important role for a country or a region’s economic development. Therefore,
government should attach importance to the development of SMEs. First of all, government should
create a favorable market environment for SMEs’ operation as well as the coordination between various
industries and enterprises .To achieve this goal, government should develop and improve the legal
system of SMEs to make SMEs under the legal protection, and a favorable social environment trough
optimizing the administration is also necessary. Secondly, government should create an appropriate
support services to know effectively and smoothly the difficulties that SMEs faced. Government can
provide targeted services for them. It can not only improve the accuracy and effectiveness of
government policy, but also make SMEs gets better support and help. Thirdly, funds are the strong
support for enterprise growing and development. Government should actively promote SMEs credit
guarantee system, and encourage medium and small financial institutions to offer financial services to
SMEs in order to let them gain finance smoothly. Government should also attach importance to SMEs
cluster development; they can set up a corresponding system to organize the scattered SMEs in order to
improve the technical level and structure of SMEs. The measures solve many problems that SMEs faced
such as limited resources, lack of funds, low technology and technological innovation ability and lack of
scale of the economy. At the same time, government should actively promote the building of SMEs
networks, to strengthen inter-regional cooperation among SMEs to achieve the sharing of business,
technology and information, and effectively promote cluster development of SMEs.
As to enterprise alliance, enterprises should accord to their own as well as other enterprises’
circumstances to establish strategic alliances, such as production alliances, market knowledge and union
league alliances. Through these alliances enterprises will not only learn from each other, reduce conflict
among enterprises, but also can achieve risk-sharing, rational distribution and use of resources as well as
the ideal of multi-benefit. In addition, SMEs can establish and strengthen the coordination with large
enterprises to make effective use of external resources to let they survive. At the same time, SMEs can
strengthen scientific and technological cooperation with universities, because universities have a lot of
R&D talents and R&D projects, what’s more, they can transfer their technology at a low cost, which will
be beneficial to the development of SMEs.
Innovation is an inexhaustible motive force for enterprise development. Therefore, SMEs should
encourage and foster staffs’ awareness of innovation, strengthen the training of high-tech enterprise
technology to improve their staffs’ technological innovation ability and R & D capability. In addition,
SMEs can improve managers’ management capacity by training. Different levels of manager need
different training methods. Long-term management training should be conducted for senior manager and
key manager, while middle managers and administrative personnel only need short-term training. At the
same time, the financial management of SMEs is inefficient, so SMEs should strengthen financial
management.
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Research on Catch-up Oriented Industrial Technological Capabilities
Growth in Developing Countries∗
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Abstract This paper takes for that the realization of economic catch-up strategy of developing
countries should depend on technological catch-up, but the successful technological catch-up requires
the fast enhancement of industrial technological capabilities. The paper points out four characters that
the catch-up oriented industrial technological capabilities growth process should possess, and presents a
framework of the catch-up oriented industrial technological capabilities growth in developing countries.
This study reveals that the growth framework of industrial technological capabilities in developing
countries is a synergistic development mechanism consists of the technological efforts at industry-level,
firm-level, and national-project-level.
Key words Catch-up; Developing countries; Technological capabilities; Growth

1 Introduction
Since 19th Century, the most important problem for developing countries is how to achieve
industrialization and catch up with developed countries. With the acceleration of economic globalization,
the uniform tendency of markets, and the limited resources, the comparative advantage of developing
countries which based on cheap and abundant resources in economic development will be gradually lost.
So the realization of developing countries’ economic catch-up strategy should depend on mastery of
advanced technology. The international economic development experience over half a century has
shown that the acquired technological assets become more and more important for economic
development, and the strategy that only relies on “comparative advantage” will make developing
countries even further behind. How quickly and effectively enhance the industrial technological
capabilities has become the focus for the implementation of catch-up strategy of developing countries.
This paper studies the growth framework of industrial technological capabilities to point out the striving
directions of industrial technology capabilities enhancement, and to provide references for developing
countries to develop a more reasonable industrial and technological policies and to carry out effective
practice of industrial technological capabilities enhancement.

2 Characteristics of Catch-up Oriented Industrial Technological Capabilities
Growth
Technological catch-up is a process to reduce or eliminate the industrial technological gap between
developing and developed countries. The realization of industrial technological catch-up strategy
depends on the continuous enhancement of technological capabilities in developing countries. However,
the catch-up oriented industrial technological capabilities growth process or mechanism should have the
following characteristics.
2.1 Accelerate enhancement
Industrial technological capabilities in developing countries requires accelerated enhancement
under technological catch-up strategy. On the one hand the developed countries have been developed for
a period of time in the initial stage of industry in developing countries, and the developing countries
generally have to depend on the introduction of mature or outdated technology to develop, and there is a
huge gap in industrial technological capability in the initial stage of industry in developing countries. On
the other hand, the industrial technological capabilities in developed countries also develop rapidly, and
the industrial technology upgrade led by developed countries becomes more and more quickly.
Therefore, no matter take what kind of technological catch-up strategy mode, developing countries must
accelerate the development of local industrial technological capabilities through their own technological
∗
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efforts, in order to reduce the technological gap and keep up with the pace of global scientific and
technological progress. The accelerated enhancement of industrial technological capabilities of
developing countries expresses in two dimensions: the development of technological capabilities in
developing countries starts from technology introduction, and after some development phases, it can
achieve self-development(or self-innovation); developing countries must depend on their own technical
efforts to accelerate development of their industrial technological capabilities, thus substantially
reducing the transformation time of technology from one generation to the next and improving their
technical level as soon as possible to participate in the competition with technology leaders.
2.2 Aim for independent innovation
Technology introduction is an inevitable choice for developing countries in the initial stage of
industry, but the development of industrial technology should not be regarded as an easy and quick
enhancement process through technology introduction. It requires conscious technological efforts to
finally achieve the independent innovation. Historically, the development of technological capabilities in
lots of developing countries fell into a vicious circle of “backward —introduction …… backward again
— introduction again”. As time goes by and world technology progress, the technological capabilities
development of developing countries will only changes in quantity but not in quality. Only aiming for
the realization of independent innovation, breaking the path-dependence predicament of technology
introduction, the development of developing countries’ industrial technological capabilities will
ultimately realization qualitative leap on the basis of quantitative change. With the lapse of time and the
upgrade of technology, the development of industrial technological capabilities in developing countries
under catch-up strategy should show a path of “backward — introduction …… adaptation and
improvement …… independent development — leading — independent innovation”. Only realization
of technology leapfrogging from introduction to independent innovation, the developing countries can
achieve the industrial technological catch-up with developed countries.
2.3 Take leaders as reference
Most of the existing researches on industrial technological capabilities development issues of
developing countries take the history of their own as a reference dimension and do a vertical comparison.
After a period of industrial development, developing countries achieve the transformation from
technology introduction to improvement and then to independent innovation, and finally realize the
breakthrough from production capacity to innovative ability. However, the vertical comparison of
developing countries’ industrial technological capabilities development is not enough for the
requirement of technological catch-up strategy, so it must also do a horizontal comparison that take
developed countries as reference dimension to enhance technological capabilities. In order to achieve
technological catch-up, the development of industrial technological capabilities in developing countries
must take international technological leaders as reference and measure their development of
technological capabilities by the yardstick of the gap with technology leaders. The only way to achieve
technological catch-up for developing countries is through improving technological capabilities to
reduce the gap with technology leader.
2.4 Coordinated development of system
The industry is not composed of a single activity, but linked by lots of activities. These series of
industrial activities carried out around a specific product or service links with each other and form a
complete industrial chain. Each node in industrial chain is supported by a particular technology, and
these particular technologies constitute the technological chain system. Industrial system is an organic
system composed of all nodes of the industry chain, and the industrial technological capabilities refer to
the capabilities of a country to lead the development of industrial technology system, rather than a
simple accumulation of the technological capabilities of all the enterprises within the industry. The
technological catch-up with developed countries requires the enhancement of industrial technological
capabilities of developing countries not only limited in some nodes of the low-end of technological
chain, but also realization of coordinated development of technological capabilities in all nodes of the
industrial technological chain system (especially the key nodes).

3 The Framework of Catch-up Oriented Industrial Technological Capabilities
Growth
In the global competitive market, technology life cycle becomes much shorter, and the international
industrial development is under the pressure of constantly update technology to ensure the competitive
advantage. In this trend, the process of industrial development in developing countries faces greater
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challenges which contain not only the shortage of their own technical scarcity and industrial backward,
but also the fierce competition and the technological blockade or suppression from developed countries.
How to effectively enhance the industrial technological capabilities to ensure the realization of
technological catch-up has become a challenge for developing countries. So, developing countries
should consider the synergistic development of all levels of industrial development to improve industrial
technological capabilities, rather than limited to a certain level of technological efforts. In the study of
product innovation platform, Hu and Wang divide product innovation platform into public innovation
platform, industry innovation platform and enterprise innovation platform. Similarly, this paper
considers that the efforts to enhance industrial technological capabilities of developing countries should
be considered at industry-level, firm-level and the national-project-level.
3.1 Industry-level
At the industry-level, the most important issue of the development of industrial technology and the
enhancement of competitive ability in developing countries is how to change the actuality of the
industrial chain incompletion and the key technologies absence.
The characteristics of industry in developing countries in initial stage are low technological
capabilities and simple production activities. Usually through introduction of mature technologies from
developed countries, developing countries begin their industrial activities from the terminal products
assembly process, and then develop mostly rely on the comparative advantage of their cheap and
abundant labor resources, raw materials and other resources endowment. However, depending on
technology introduction and the comparative advantage of resource endowment to take industrial
activities in the low-end of global industrial chain can’t promote the fast enhancement of technological
capabilities and the formation of long-term competitive advantage. The path-dependence of technology
introduction and only at the low-end of the global industrial chain will inevitably form the key
technologies absence state. The key technologies absence refers to lack of advanced and core
technologies, which becomes one of the major bottlenecks in the process of industrial development and
technological catch-up in most developing countries.
In order to achieve the fast growth of industrial technological capabilities to ensure the realization
of technological catch-up, developing countries must change the situation of the key technologies
absence. Therefore, at industry-level, the catch-up oriented industrial technological capabilities growth
in developing countries requires changing the status of missing industrial core technology and advanced
technology through a series of industry activities, such as industry planning, policy supports, practical
endeavors. And the catch-up oriented industrial technological capabilities growth mechanism in
developing countries is shown in Figure 1.
To advance
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Figure 1

Catch-up Oriented Industrial Technological Capabilities Growth Mechanism at Industry-level

At industry-level, the catch-up oriented industrial technological capabilities growth will include
two trends: core trend and advanced trend. The core trend requires the industry of developing countries
can not only be limited to possess the peripheral or low-end technology (T11), but also extend to possess
the core and high-end technology (T12…T1n). Thus enables all kinds of industrial technologies (from the
periphery to the core, from the low-end to the high-end) to obtain coordinated development and to
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achieve the evolvement from initial introduction and use (T//11, T//12……T//1n) to self-development (T11,
T12……T1n). The formation of cooperated development of various types of technologies and
self-development capabilities is the basis of the industrial technology upgrading (T2i), and finally,
achieve the advanced trend of industrial technology and catch up the leading technologies through
industrial technology upgrading.
3.2 Firm-level
Firms are the most important technical actors, so the successful construction of technological
capabilities at firm-level determines the successful development of industry. In the initial period, firms
in developing countries begin to operate based on the required technology obtained from other countries,
and they even lack of the most basic technological capabilities. In order to be competitive and catch up
with technology leaders, the first thing that firms in developing countries must consider is establishing
and upgrading their technological capabilities. But the acquisition process of technological capabilities
is unpredictable, and there are considerable risks in capability investment and the result is also uncertain.
Thus, firms in developing countries will not take too many efforts in the process of technological
capabilities enhancement, especially in the great R&D activity. Taking the proportion of R&D
expenditures in the GDP for example, the ratio of high-income countries in 2003 reached 2.46%,
whereas the middle-income countries’ was only 0.85%. Especially in China, the situation of R&D
expenditures is even more pessimistic: in 2006, the ratio of firms which carried on R&D activities in
large and medium industrial firms was only 24%; the firms owned research institutions accounted for
only 23.2%, and the proportion of expenditures on R&D in main business income of large and medium
industrial firms was only 0.77%. For technological catch-up, such a situation of insufficient investment
in the process of technology improvement must be changed urgently. At the firm-level, there are two
aspects to consider the investment and activities of catch-up oriented industrial technological
capabilities growth.
(1) Internal efforts of firms. Generally firms in developing countries depend on the introduction of
mature technologies of developed countries to engage in industrial activities. But for firms in developing
countries under catch-up strategy, the introduction and use of foreign technology is not their end. In
order to become more competitiveness and catch-up with technology leaders, they must establish their
own technological capabilities to realize independent-innovation. The creation and development of
technological capabilities requires a key element of technological efforts, refers to a process of investing
time, capital and other resources with a purpose on technological learning activities to enhance
technological capabilities. The effective internal efforts of firms to establish and enhance technological
capabilities mainly include continued improvement of new technologies to adapt to the special local
environment and production conditions, depending on the firms' own investment in R&D, human
resources and skill development, etc.
(2) External supports. As firms can not be operated in the “vacuum”, the internal efforts will be
affected by external factors such as industrial policy orientation, and the technology behaviors of a firm
can be regarded as a series of responses to all kinds of stimulations from the surroundings. The
development of technological capabilities in developing countries requires the government playing an
active role through providing suitable policies, and a major task of technology policy in developing
countries is to provide institutional and organizational structure to allow a wide range of participants in
the process of development interacting on a sustainable supply-demand relationship. The major sources
of the formation of technological capabilities including: internal methods in firms, external institutional
facilities, interaction with other firms, public areas and international sources, so the fast enhancement of
technological capabilities in developing countries requires the external supports by government through
technology policy. However, there is an important issue that firms are the key part of effective
technology accumulation is not realized in the technology policy in many developing countries, thus
most of R&D developed by public sectors. External support does not mean external substitution;
therefore the focus of government policy is promoting firms to develop the internal efforts to enhance
technological capabilities.
3.3 National-project-level
There are some technologies which have the following characteristics: great comprehensiveness,
involving a number of technological fields, requiring a long cycle of R&D and a huge investment, and a
great risks in technological development, but they play an important role in industry development and
upgrading, such as some generic technologies, core technologies and complex technologies (products),
etc. The R&D of these technologies is very difficult for an individual firm to achieve the desired
objective. Thus the national R&D will be considered to play a prominent role, in the condition that
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individual firm can not obtain the competitive advantage. Especially in developing countries, the
national-project is particularly important in the process of industrial technological capabilities
enhancement.
Enhancing technological capabilities through national-project to achieve technological catch-up
mainly display in two aspects: realization of the independent-development of industrial key technology
(such as some generic technologies, core technologies and complex technologies, etc.), and approaching
to the international advanced level.
(1) Realization of the independent-development. The industrial key technologies are great
important for the upgrade of industry and the acquisition of competitive advantage. Now, these
technologies mainly depend on introduction from advanced countries in the process of industry
development in developing countries. Therefore, enhancing investment on those key technologies’ R&D
activities which relating to industry development trend to achieve fast enhancement of technological
capabilities from “introduction and use” to “independent-development” is an important object of
national-project. For example, the main task of national science and technology program of China is
enhancing the original scientific and technological innovation capability, the development capabilities of
industrial core technologies, etc.
(2) Approaching to the international advanced level. Technological backwardness is the main
reason for the low competitiveness of industries and firms of developing countries, especially some core
technologies in the process of industrial development of developing countries often lag behind the
developed countries with a generation or even several generations gap. Such as South Korea, although it
has already reached the international leading level in semiconductor industry of 256M DRAM in the
mid-1990s, but in the early 1980s, when South Korea began to enter the 64K DRAM R&D activities, its
technology level was greatly behind that of United States and Japan (United States and Japan have
already achieved the development of 256K DRAM, and started the R&D of 1M DRAM). The
technological efforts at national-project-level, which aim at quickly enhancing the technological
capabilities to realize technological catch-up, must be took to achieve independent-development of the
more advanced technology and to reduce the gap with the international advanced level.
3.4 Integrated framework
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Figure 2

The Growth Framework of Catch-Up Oriented Industrial Technological Capabilities in
Developing Countries

In conclusion, the enhancement of industrial technological capabilities in developing countries
requires a comprehensive consideration in three aspects of industry-level, firm-level and
national-project-level. The “industry—firm—national-project” framework of catch-up oriented
industrial technological capabilities enhancement in developing countries is shown in Figure 2. At
industry-level, the situation of key technologies absence in developing countries will be changed
through designed industrial activities of industry planning, policy supports and practical efforts. So that,
the industrial technologies will be developed to the core technology nodes, and the fast upgrade of
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industrial technology will be achieved through coordinated development of technologies in all nodes. At
firm-level, the leapfrogging from production capacity to innovation ability and the breakthrough from
technology introduction to independent-development in developing countries will be achieved mainly
through internal technological efforts combined with the creation of external supports which promote
the internal efforts. And at national-project-level, the object is realizing independent-development and
closing to the international advanced level in the important technological fields of industrial key
technologies which the firms in developing countries can not independently break through. Although it
is required to take efforts at respectively at industry-level, firm-level and national-project-level to
enhance industrial technological capabilities, but the three aspects are interrelated.

4 Conclusions
Technological capabilities is the main determinant factors of industrial competitiveness, the
realization of catch-up strategy of developing countries under the globalization background has to
depend on the enhancement of industrial technological capabilities. In order to achieve fast
technological catch-up, the growth of industrial technological capabilities in developing countries
should have the characteristics of acceleration enhancement, aiming at independent innovation, referring
to the leaders and coordinated development of systems. Based on this, the enhancement of industrial
technological capabilities in developing countries should take the synergistic development of all levels
into consideration, the efforts of catch-up oriented industrial technological capabilities in developing
countries should be considered at three interrelated levels: industry-level, firm-level and
national-project-level. None but the integration of the technological efforts at industry-level, firm-level
and national-project-level, may enhance industrial technological capabilities of developing countries for
technological catch-up.
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Study on Interactive Development of Financial Services Innovation
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Abstract This paper focuses on financial service innovation and development of the export-pushed
economy in Hubei province. It aims to find an effective way on how to use financial services innovation
to strengthen the development of the real economic sector and improve resource allocation efficiency in
the province. This kind of financial support should be provided to all kinds of enterprises,
export-processing, foreign investments, foreign acquisitions, or project contracting. Specific policy
recommendations will be made for Hubei province of China through a comparative analysis between
Hubei, other 5 provinces in central China, the coastal provinces and those in western China.
Key words Hubei; Export-pushed economic; Financial service; Innovation

1 Introduction
The theories about “the effect of financial development to international trade”, representative of
foreign scholars, like Early Heckscher-Ohlin (HO) theory as well as the new trade theory, in 1980s
Kletzer and Bardhan’s HO model theory After joining the financial factors, the current research of
Stacie·Beck(2002) and Manova(2005), Bernard and Wagner’s(2001) research of Germany, Bernard and
Jensen(2004)’s research of American, Becker and Greenberg(2004)’s research etc.. All of these proofed
that financial development and innovation have promoting effect to international trade development. In
China, Bai, Dangwei’s demonstration study, Qi, Junyan’s theory and Shenneng’s research etc., all of
them believe that financial development is an important influence factor to international trade and in
favor of improving degree of areas openness.
The theories about “the influences of international trade to financial development and the
relationship of their interactive development”, the research of Hung(1998)and Aizenman(2003), the
model analysis of Do and Levchenko(2004), to illustrated that trade liberalization could accelerate the
innovation and development of the financial market, and existing an interactive relationship between the
international trade with financial development. Domestic scholar Zhang, Fenxia(2007) expounded the
interactive relationship between the financial deepening with trade development, raised that the financial
and foreign trade increasingly mutual infiltrate and restrict as two relatively independent power in
modern economy.
Over the past 30 years since China’s reform and opening up to the outside world, we have
implemented the strategy of reforming and opening coastal areas at first, the strategy of western regions
development and the strategy of reforming old northeastern industrial bases. During this period, the
economy in central regions lagged behind gradually compared to that in eastern area and the speed of
development was like that in western regions, which led to the phenomenon of central regions’ weakness.
Since 2002, Hubei has put forward the “forerunner of opening” strategy accelerating the opening to the
domestic and overseas market; make it become an appropriate area receiving two transfers both from
eastern areas and western regions, which provide a new historic opportunity for the development of
export-oriented economy in Hubei province; the concept of accelerating the rising in the central regions
has put forward in the government work report in 2004. In 2006, the central government further identified
the strategic status of Hubei province in the rising of central regions and put forward that Hubei province
should be constructed into an important transport hub and logistics center in China, provides a favorable
policy environment for the rapid development of export-oriented economy in Hubei province.
Starting with practice of export-oriented economic development and financial services innovation
in Hubei province, this paper did an in-depth and meticulous study to interaction development
relationship of trade and finance, put forward a new thinking on “interactive development of financial
services innovation and export-oriented economy”. As for China’s financial industry, we should learn
the lesson of financial crisis in US, avoid the excessive freedom, virtualization and bubble of financial
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innovation, as well as stiffness of financial system. Financial innovation can be considered as a
production capability which can promote the efficiency of social resources distribution if it provides an
overall support to the development of real economy, eliminate the unnecessary monetary control and
create the financial derivatives for the real economy. Therefore, Hubei province should step up the
financial services and innovation for the real economy especially to the export-oriented economy. And it
should provide overall financial services for the export-oriented enterprises to further expand their
export, foreign investment, project contracting and foreign acquisition according to the economics.
What’s more, their overall service level and risk resistance capacity of financial institutions should be
facilitated as well.

2 The Comparative Analysis on Export-oriented Economic Development in Hubei
Province
In recent years, thanks to the implementation of “going global” and “the rising of central regions”
strategies, the export-oriented economy in Hubei province has developed rapidly. However it still can
not reach the level of coastal areas.
From 2000 to 2008, the total volume of foreign trade export was growing year by year. In 2006, the
total foreign trade import-export volume exceeded ＄10 billion and reached ＄11.762 billion, which is
3.7 times of that in 2000. In 2008, it reached ＄20.567 billion with the growth of 38.4% year on year. The
import-export scale of Hubei province ranked the second after Anhui province in six central provinces
from 2000 to 2007 but ranked the first in 2008 in the end and played the leading role in six central
provinces. However, the import-export scale is too small compared to the coastal cities. In 2000, the total
foreign trade import-export volume of Zhejiang province was 8.7 times of that of Hubei province, 11.8
times in 2005, 10.3 times in 2008. Meanwhile, from 2000 to 2008, the distance between the import-export
scales of Hubei province and Shaanxi province stayed the same with no trend of expanding.
The contribution proportion and stimulation rate in the domestic economic growth created by
export-oriented economy is obviously lower than the national average level and coastal areas. The gaps
were biggest in 2005 compared to Zhejiang province, the gaps were 78.55% and 9.92% respectively
while the gaps were smallest in 2008, and the gaps were 21.40% and 2.05% respectively considering the
situation that the coastal cities were impacted by the financial crisis at an early stage. If compared to
Shaanxi province, since the implementation of the western regions development strategy, the
export-oriented economy in Shaanxi province developed rapidly and its both contribution proportion
and stimulation rate has increased and exceeded Hubei. (See table 1)
Table 1 The Comparison of Contribution Proportion and Stimulation Rate Created by Export-oriented
Economy in Regional Economy among Hubei Province, Zhejiang Province and Shanxi Province ( Unit: %)
Time
Hubei
Zhejiang
Shaanxi
(contribution
(contribution
(contribution
proportion/stimulation rate)
proportion/stimulation rate)
proportion/stimulation rate)
2000
4.73/0.46
42.83/4.71
4.81/0.32
2005
-9.32/-1.06
69.23/8.86
7.13/0.90
2006
4.44/0.53
56.87/7.9
4.21/0.53
2007
2.99/0.43
38.48/5.58
5.38/0.79
2008
3.27/0.44
24.67/2.49
-1.16/-0.18
First half of 2009
2.09/0.24
××
××
Statistics Source: According to China Statistic Yearbook and the statistics provided by Wuhan Customs and the
DOFCOM of Hubei province

According to the statistics of Hubei, Zhejiang and Shaanxi provinces in 2008, there respectively
were 343, 1858 and 156 newly approved foreign direct investment projects in Hubei, Zhejiang and
Shaanxi provinces. The amount of foreign investment contract and actual volume of foreign investment
utilization in Hubei and Zhejiang provinces reached respectively ＄5.142 billion and 3.245 billion,
＄17.82 billion and ＄10.07 billion. The actual volume of foreign investment utilization was ＄1.37
billion including the foreign reinvestment in Shaanxi province. the turnover of external foreign
cooperation in Hubei, Zhejiang and Shaanxi respectively was ＄1.52 billion, 2.09 billion and 0.79
billion. there were 427 foreign investment projects with the total investment of ＄ 9200 million
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including ＄8600 million on Chinese side, Hubei and Shaanxi provinces shows no data.
In the first half of 2009, the impact made by the global financial crisis on the export-oriented
economy in Hubei province has become obvious gradually. from January to June in 2009, the total
import-export volume of Hubei province was ＄7.7 billion which was the same as the national average
level. its total import-export volume still ranked first in central six provinces and with ＄1 billion
higher than Anhui province and ＄5 billion higher than Shaanxi province which ranked the last. The
total import-export volume in Zhejiang province was ＄83.03 billion, ＄75.33 billion higher than
Hubei province with the decrease of 18.9% year on year and 4.7% lower than Hubei province. The total
import-export volume of Shaanxi province was ＄ 3.96 billion, ＄ 3.74 billion lower than Hubei
province and with the decrease of 0.12% year on year and 19.28 % lower than Hubei province.

3 The Analysis of Association Degree Between Financial Services and
Export-oriented Economic Development in Hubei Province
Till the first half of 2009, there are 24 banking financial institutions in Wuhan of Hubei province
including 5 foreign-funded banks and 19 domestic-funded banks together with 29 insurance companies
and 39 securities companies. The volume of credit and loan and the number of foreign-funded banks
both rank first in 6 provinces in central China and the concentration rate of banks rank 5 in China. The
contribution proportion created by financial service industry in overall economic development in Hubei
province has been changed from 1.5% in 2002 to 10.6% in 2008. At present, financial institutions like
banks, securities, insurance and the like co-exist in Hubei province.
Currently, there are 15 service centers of banking financial institutions in Huhan. Center Bank is
preparing to establish a financial development center in financial harbor in Wuhan covering an area of
5000 acres and its operation is about to be on the right track. This is another important act of Central
Bank in southern part of China after its access to Shanghai. Huhan has the potential to be a national
financial service center.
In 2008, the total deposit outstanding and the credit loan outstanding of financial institutions in
Hubei province are 1357.495 billion yuan and 875.201 yuan respectively. Hubei province ranked the
second after Henan province. The total deposit outstanding and the credit loan outstanding are 38.26%
and 29.51% of those of Zhejiang province respectively. in the first half of 2009, the growth rate of
financial circles has reached 24.019 billion yuan with the increase of 23.6% and accounts for 4.47% of
total GDP in Hubei province, and accounts for 10.17% of the growth rate of tertiary industry, which
ranked the second after Henan province in central six provinces. However, proportion of financial
industry in service industry in Hubei province was 3.9% and 7.7% lower than that of Jiangsu province
and Zhejiang province respectively.
This essay collects two groups of statistics for analyzing. One is the statistics of various deposit
and credit loan outstanding in Hubei province form 2000 to 2008, the other one is the statistics of total
import-export trade volume. Obviously, the total import-export trade volume will grow as the deposit
and credit loan outstanding are growing. (See figure 1)
14000
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Loan balance

Figure 1 The Relationship Between Deposit & Loan Outstanding of All Financial Institutions in Hubei
Province and Its Total Export-import Volume in 2000-2008. (Unit: ￥100 million)
Statistics Source: ① economic and social bulletins of statistics from Hubei provincial Statistics Bureau; ②2008
China Statistic Yearbook

Meanwhile, in the time sequence form 2000 to 2008, three curves fluctuate in the same way, which
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indicates that he growth rate of total foreign trade import-export volume relate directly with the growth
rate of annual deposit and credit loan outstanding. The growth rate of annul deposit outstanding is close
to the growth rate of import-export volume. However, although the growth rate of annual deposit
outstanding has the same trend, it is relatively smooth compared to the growth rate of annul loan
outstanding. (See figure 2)
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Figure 2 The Relationship Between the Growth Rate of Total Export-import Volume and the Growth Rate
of Annual Credit and Loan Outstanding in Financial Institutions in Hubei Province. (Unit: %)
Statistics Source: ① economic and social bulletins of statistics from Hubei provincial Statistics Bureau; ② 2008
China Statistic Yearbook)

Based on the analysis of the table, the development of the financial services in Hubei province has
a positive correlative relationship with the development of export-oriented economy in this area which
means the development of financial services can contribute to the development of export-oriented
economy in Hubei province.

4 Conclusions and Suggestions
4.1 Conclusions
According to the comparative analysis above, we can come to the conclusion of the development of
export-oriented economy and financial service innovation in Hubei province as follows:
The development of export-oriented economy in Hubei province is relatively lagging behind and is
low in foreign trade dependence. The contribution proportion and stimulation rate created by
export-economy in regional economy in Hubei province are far lower than national lever and Zhejiang
province and equals Shanxi province.
Not only the negative impact created by global financial crisis on the export-economy in Hubei
province, but also created an important development opportunity. Although the global financial crisis
has made the total import-export volume of Hubei province suffered a great decrease, it still suffered
less impact compared to the coastal cities because Hubei province is in the in the inland and its
advantages are distinctively obvious in central six provinces. At the same time, this global financial
crisis accelerates the speed of coastal-to-inland transfer of industry and labor force as well. Thanks to
the implementation of the rising of central China strategy, the total import-export volume and total
export volume are growing rapidly, which will reach or even exceed national average level gradually.
The development of financial service is conductive to the growth of export-oriented economy in
Hubei province. From 2000 to 2008, the total import-export volume of Hubei province grew year by
year with the increase of deposit and loan outstanding of financial institutions. Its growth rate of total
import-export volume was consistent with the growth rate of deposit and loan outstanding especially the
loan outstanding and there is a positive relationship between them. Therefore, Hubei province should
accelerate the financial services development, which is conductive to the development of
export-oriented economy and the comprehensive and rapid economic development in this area.
The export-oriented economy needs various all-round financial services. However, compared to
Zhejiang province, the financial service in Hubei province is unitary, what’s more, the backward policies,
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narrow financing channels and the low level of innovation restrict the development of export-oriented
economy in Hubei province.
4.2 Suggestions
According to the conclusion, here are some countermeasures and suggestions in terms of the
innovation of the export-oriented enterprises themselves and the financial services innovation.
4.2.1 Export-oriented enterprises should strengthen their risk-resisting ability
Change the development methods of export-economy in advance, accelerate industry restructuring
and conduct transfer of labor-intensive export-oriented industries to Hubei province in a proper order
and speed. Accelerate the steps of going global, expand overseas development space and exploit new
channels of overseas investment, merger and acquisition and project contracting.
The export-oriented enterprises in Hubei province can not repeat the development methods of
coastal export-oriented enterprises. Besides export processing trade, the export of proprietary
intellectual property and high and new technology products should be strengthened. They should
encourage more enterprises to accelerate the research and development to form a technological
innovation system featured with producing, learning and researching together.
Develop the export-oriented agriculture, promote gradually the agricultural standardization,
organization and industrialization to enhance the technological capability, emphasize the research about
the rules of international market, conquer the weakness of agriculture and production factors and to step
up the intensification of agricultural business and the added value of products and to form a scale
benefit.
Upgrade foreign trade structure and step up service trade, encourage foreign investors to take part
in business and trade, software development, logistics service and lead the domestic enterprises to take
over the outsourcing, developing the third party logistics service and transit and transport service.
4.2.2 Financial institutions should step up the innovation of financial service and form a overall process
financial supply chain
Recently, Bank of China has designed a set of “Integrated Business Solution” mode for “go global”
enterprise. The financial institutions of bank, insurance and security in Hubei should cooperate with all
their strength, according to the current key demands of export-oriented enterprises in Hubei, mainly
introduce and implement key parts of the feasible financial products and services. So from the
export-oriented enterprise financial service demand, this paper respectively designed a set of financial
service and innovation mode for export enterprises, foreign investment enterprises, overseas acquisitions
enterprises and project contracting enterprise.
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Improving the International Competitiveness of Textile Industry in
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Abstract On the base of understanding the meaning of ecological textiles, this paper states the
necessity of developing ecological textiles in China and states the function of the ecological textile
authentications. By comparative analysis and according to the situation of textiles manufacturing in
China, this paper puts forwards some practical suggestions on how to reach relevant ecological textile
technical standards so as to produce ecological textiles of high quality to meet the consumers’ demands
for various kinds of healthful textiles and finally suggests that only producing ecological textiles, can the
textile industry stand firmly in the world market.
Key words
Ecological textiles; Eco-textile material; Cleaner production; Ecological textile
authentications

1 Introduction
China has been the largest country in textile production and export in the world and the textile
industry is playing a vital role in our national economy. The textiles made in China have long been
famous for their excellent quality and reasonable price and occupied a larger market share in the world
market. However, with the sharp increase in the world market prices, the textile industry in China is
losing its competitive advantage. With the development of social economy and the progress of human
civilization, people’s environmental notions and green consumption consciousness are getting stronger
and stronger and their demands for various kinds of textiles are becoming higher and higher.
Furthermore, some Euramerican developed countries have successively established the related
environmental laws and regulations and standards, which are used for safety testing for the imported
textiles. To some extent, the environmental laws and regulations and standards have led to much
pressure on the export of Chinese textiles. For examples, due to violation of lead paint standard, Chelsea
& Scott Ltd in cooperation with Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) conducted the product
voluntary safety recall for the Sun Smarties™ board skirts on August 12th, 2008 with the result that
consumers should stop using the recalled products immediately because the paint on the grommets of
the skirts contains an excess level of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard. And in March 2009,
L’Asessor brand scarves were refused by Finland Customs because the products contained azo dyes
prohibited by EU. According to statistics, in the first three months of 2009, the EU conducted 55
recalled textile products, among which there are 39 items made in China, accounting for 70.9%. And the
causes of recalls are mainly from risk of injury, choking hazard and chemical hazards. Therefore, to
actively produce ecological textiles is the most efficient way to improve the competitive ability of textile
industry in China.
Ecological textiles refer to the textiles which are made of raw materials which are harmless or a bit
[1]
harmless to their surrounding environment and are harmless to the human body . As a new economic
growth point in the textile industry, ecological textiles are undoubtedly playing an important role in
expanding the international market shares. Oeko-Tex Standard 100, established by Oeko-Tex
Association, is the first one to introduce the concept of ecological textiles, which requires that every part
of the textile clothing products should pass the related testing and certification. And some developed
countries will impose a ban on the unqualified textiles or restrict the imports of textiles so as to ensure
the harmlessness of textiles.
From the respects of selecting raw materials, improving technological elements, carrying out
cleaner production and promoting the Eco-textile Testing and Certification, this paper put forward some
suggestions on the production of ecological textiles so as to improve the competitive ability of Chinese
textiles in the world market.

2 Using Green Ecological Fibers
The most important step for producing ecological textiles is to choose the green ecological fibers.
For many years cottons and ramies have become more and more popular for their comforts. However,
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the cotton fabrics and ramie fabrics always contain some agriculture remnants because of the uses of
pesticide during the process of growing, which does much damage to the ecological features of fabrics.
To some extent, some of the agriculture remnants can cause skin allergy, respiratory diseases or even
lead to cancer. In spite of the fact that the international market has a strict environmental requirement for
the textile materials-pesticides containing toxic metal as well as DDT are not allowed, the problem of
agriculture remnants still can not be solved radically.
After the implement of REACH regulation, the Eco-Design of Energy-using Products (EUP) has
introduced 5 concrete measures in 2010. The EUP puts forward strict environmental requirements for
the product life cycle from raw materials purchasing, manufacturing, packing, transporting, using to
scrapping, which makes the manufacturers adopt advanced environment design technology to produce
the energy using products. Furthermore, it is vital that the usage amount of some insurants be minimized
in the product life cycle so as to reduce the damage to the environment. According to the EUP, EU will
make out detailed environmental protection indexes. The products, not reaching the standard, whether
produced in or our the EU, will not allowed to enter into the EU market. Some EU officials even stated
that there would be 80% of the products from China. Undoubtedly, the EUP will bring heavy impact to
the textile industry in China. Therefore, the uses of green ecological fibers are becoming more and more
important.
At present, the natural fibers such as milk fiber, bamboo fiber, silkool, natural color cotton etc. are
increasingly popular with the customers from the world market. Among them, the natural color has long
been enjoying the reputation of “Plant Cashmere ” and “Fiber Empress”. During the planting process, no
organic fertilizer or pesticide was used which could avoid the damage of chemicals to the environment.
Owing to its natural color, the natural color cotton can be spun or weaved without any bleaching and
dying so as to avoid chemical and metal ions remnants in the clothing, which can reduce the chemical
material harm to human body. While the bamboo fiber, made from bamboos of high quality, is a kind of
natural, green and environment-friendly textile material. Owing to its properties of natural antibacterial,
ultraviolet ray resistance, moisture permeability, the bamboo fiber has long been known as a breathing
eco-hometextile. With the use of green ecological fibers, there will be more and more healthful
ecological textiles entering into the world market to meet the customers’ demands.

3 Increasing Technology Contents
As a large textile producer and exporter, China has been playing a decisive role internationally for
many years. Being a labor-intensive industry, textile industry is one of the traditional pillar industries in
China. Owing to the excellent quality and reasonable prices, the textiles made in China have a larger
market share in EU, USA as well as other countries and regions. However, with the continued
development of industry scale of India, China textiles industry is losing its price advantage. In fact,
China and India have been the most important competitors in the American market. Therefore, to keep
the state of large country in textiles, the most important thing for the textile enterprises to do is to
improve the product quality to enhance our competitive advantage, which depends on the use of
high-tech.
At present, most of our textile enterprises belong to labor-intensive small and medium-sized
enterprises. Due to lack of funds and talent shortage, such enterprises not only have no competitive
strength to introduce advanced eco-textile technology and equipment from abroad but also have no
abundant capital to the investment in the research and application of eco-textile technology. Therefore,
most of our textile products are both at low level of technique and in technical additional value. To some
extent, lack of the core technology of own intellectual property rights has become a major bottleneck for
the textile enterprises to develop and produce the ecological fibers which is the main reason why our
textile products frequently encounter green-ecological barriers. For instance, from Jan. to June 2009,
RAPEX published 890 notifications covering the consumer goods with severe hazards, rising 28.06%
year-on-year. Among them, 534 notifications to Chinese products exported to EU were published, up
44.72%. The products notified withdrew the market actively or passively and other products to enter into
the EU market were directly declined by the customs.
In addition, owing to the global financial crisis, the US Economic Stimulus Package has put the
purchasing of textile and clothing into the “Buy American” clause; while EU has put forward higher
requirements for the name, label as well as other marks. Therefore, to increase the technology contents,
strengthen technological innovation, improve product quality, and to promotes the additional value of
products are the necessary way to enhance textiles competitive power and expand exports.
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4 Carrying out Cleaner Production
Carrying out Cleaner Production is a precondition to produce ecological textiles. In 1996, UNEP
redefined Cleaner Production as: “a new and creative way of thinking, concerning the production
process of products. Cleaner Production means to continuously apply the environmental strategy of
holistic prevention to the production process, products, and services in the hope of increasing ecological
efficiency and decreasing human and environmental risks.”
As far as the textile products are concerned, Cleaner Production means to decrease and reduce the
adverse effects in the whole life cycle from the use of raw materials to the ultimate disposal. As far as
the production process is concerned, Cleaner Production means to save raw materials and energy
sources, to eliminate the use of toxic raw materials, and to decrease the waste quantity and toxicity
before releasing the waste in the production process. As far as the services are concerned, it requires
bringing the environmental factors into the design and services offered.
In the long run, carrying out Cleaner Production not only is favorable to our environment but also
can promote the sustainable development of textile industry and strengthen the competitive power of
textiles in the international market. Taking Gunzetal Ltd. for example, the company is a leading
worldwide supplier of high quality thread products to the apparel and non-apparel industry and has long
been recognized as an innovative leader in the thread industry. Gunzetal has set its own environmental
policy and is committed to conserve the environment and to treating natural resources with care and
respect and is dedicated to being a leader in the area of environmental protection. Every employee of the
Gunzetal Group is committed and responsible for achieving this mission as an integral part of their
duties. During the process of manufacturing, all waste should be recycled or disposed of safely and
responsibly. Furthermore, the company not only educates and motivates its employees to conduct their
activities in an environmentally responsible manner but also communicates to all suppliers of their
attitude towards the environment, encouraging them to implement similar policies of their own. In order
to ensure all of its thread products adhere to the strictest humano-ecological requirements, Gunzetal is
the first thread company in Asia to obtain the Oeko-Tex Standard 100 certificate product class I for baby
articles published by the International Association for Research & Testing in the field of Textile Ecology.
There for, it is carrying out the Cleaner Production that makes Gunzetal be the first-class supplier of
high quality thread products.
Currently speaking, the mode of production of some of the textile enterprises is mainly
characterized by high input and high consumption, which makes the enterprises be at the disadvantages
to compete with other suppliers in the international trade. So it is vital that the Cleaner Production be
carried out.
In recent years, in order to protect environment, we have taken some effective measures to carry
out Cleaner Production. By using the dyes, paint additive and fabric finishing agent of non-toxicity,
harmlessness which can be biodegraded, the potential hazards caused by the toxic and harmful
substances such as Azo Dyes, heavy metal, free formaldehyde, and surfactant etc. can be avoided
fundamentally. In addition, the raw materials have been paid more attention. For example, we are
promoting the application of chitin fiber which is the only animal fiber in natural world. Meanwhile, the
chitin fiber is the second largest fibrin besides cotton and is made from shrimp shell and crab shell,
which can reduce the pollution of such wastes. Nowadays, the products made from chitin fiber are more
and more popular with customers for the comfort and optimal health function in preventing skin disease,
regulating blood lipid, reducing blood press, regulating blood sugar level as well as increasing immunity
of human body.
In addition, during the process of manufacturing, energy conservation has become an important
part in the process improvement. For instance, processing temperature was obviously slowed down
during the process of desizing, boiling-out and bleaching so as to avoid the heat pollution and potential
dangers caused by high temperature and high pressure. Through decreasing the alkalinity, the PH value
has been transformed from strong alkaline to weak acid, which can greatly save sulfuric acid required in
the process of neutralization.
Cleaner production is to improve the quality and function of products so as to reach the Oeko-Tex
Standard 100. Besides, the environment will be well protected and the environmental awareness of
textile industries will also be improved, which lays a solid foundation for the implementing of
environment symbol.
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5 Positively Passing the Ecological Textile Authentications
Ecological textiles have become the main part of international textile market. And the concepts of
Ecological Textiles Standards and Green Environment have been increasingly noticed. The textiles with
Eco-label are more and more popular in European market and in some developed countries, about 50%
people prefer to buy green ecological clothes. In Germany there are over 80% people who first consider
green factors. Therefore, the most important thing for textile enterprises to do is to improve the product
quality and positively pass the Ecological Textile Authentications.
At present, the Ecological Textile Authentications commonly used in international trade are the EU
Ecolabel and Oeko-Tex Standard 100, the Netherlands Stichting Milieukeur, the WhiteSwan by
[2]
Northern Europe, the Toxproof by Germany etc . Among them, the EU Ecolabel criteria are based on
studies which analyses the impact of the product or service on the environment throughout its life-cycle,
starting from raw material extraction in the pre-production stage, through to production, distribution and
disposal. The Ecolabel is used to encourage businesses to market products that are kinder to the
environment. Products awarded the Ecolabel carry the flower logo, allowing consumers to identify them
easily. Although the logo is simple, the environmental criteria behind it are very tough, and only the very
best products, which are kindest to the environment, are entitled to carry the EU Ecolabel. What is more,
it is a label that consumers can genuinely trust because the criteria are agreed at European level,
following wide consultation with experts, and the label itself is only awarded after verification that the
product meets these high environmental and performance standards.
While the Oeko-Tex Standard 100 was introduced at the beginning of the 1990s as a response to the
[3]
needs of the general public for textiles which posed no risk to health . The standard is mainly used to
asses the human ecological quality of textiles. For many consumers in target markets such as Europe,
USA or Japan evidence that textile products are harmless to health is becoming an increasingly
important factor when making a purchase decision.
Generally speaking, the Ecological Textile Authentications are now taking on the status similar to
that of the brand names and are actively requested by consumers and certainly helpful to improve the
quality of ecological textiles.

6 Conclusion
As a pillar industry of earning foreign exchange, the textile industry has been playing an important
role in our national economy. With the development of social economic and the incensement of
consumer awareness, people have more and more requirements for ecological textiles of high quality.
Therefore, in order to keep stronger International Competitiveness and to improve the sustainable
development of textile industry in China, the textile industry should pay more attention to the
manufacturering of ecological textiles according to the ecological textile authentications commonly used
in the world market. In the future, the textile industry should keep pace with the development of the
world textile industry to get the latest technology and produce high quality textiles to make China
become the real strongest textile country in the world.
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Abstract With the integrated use of the principles of sports economics, political economy,
administrative science etc., this paper analyzes the issues referred to the innovations and system
restructuring in the sports industry. In current days, sports market is somehow immature in China, while
the trade associations in sports industry can hardly work effectively; therefore, the function of capital
market is limited. Thus we argue the sports industry system must be reformed; the role of the
government must be changed; sports industry trade associations should be perfected, and the industry
should open to diversified capitals.
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1 Introduction
The status and role of sports industry in the national economy have been fully understood. At
present, sports industry in China is constructed with service industry and manufacturing industry as
leading industries and many other industries follow. Sport industry in China plays a very important role
in promoting the national economy; and sports industry has effectively facilitated the development of
relevant industries. Currently, the sports industries amount to more than 1% of GDP in most Western
developed countries. While in China, it is only 0.7% at the end of 2009. Overall, in China, irrational
sports industrial structure, the small industry scale, and market imperfection make Chinese sports
industry lag far behind developed nations. Accelerating the development of sports industry has an
important role in promoting China's economic development and economic structural adjustment. The
development lies in innovation, which has become a consensus. But, we do not have a clear idea about
how to achieve innovations. As for any kind of innovation, we should put forward it according to reality.
In sports, the drawbacks of sports industry in China can not simply be solved by the current phenomena,
they should be solved from the industry system. At present, many innovative ideas are only stopgap
measures, and they are difficult to produce results. The author believes that the key in sport industry
innovations is the innovations in its system; because any economic reform and industrial development
are carried out within a certain structure. The backwardness of the sports industry in China is because of
the shackles from outdated system. If China does not reform the outdated system, the innovations and
creations in this industry will become an empty talk.
Some researches have been done on this subject. Liang Jin(2004）analyzed the problems in the
transformation of government role in the process of sports industrialization.Hu Xiaoming(2006) pointed
out that innovation is the key to development, and open-mindedness is the premise to the reforms and
innovations in system and regulations. Dong Xiaoqin(2007) showed that there are many constraints in
the development of Chinese sports industry, and the only solution is to reform its system. But all the
researches just give general suggestions, no specific ways.
In the post-olympic times in China, the development of Chinese sports industry is very urgent, and
the aim of this thesis is to put forward concrete ways and measures to reforming the system defects and
promoting innovations in sports industry.

2 The Drawbacks of the Existing Sports Industry System
The general scale of sports industry in China is relatively small with its far smaller economic effect
compared with that of Hong Kong and western developed countries. The specific problems are as
follows: The state hasn't developed enough encouraging and supporting policies for sports industry and
the administrative relationships haven't been clarified with few sounding management formulations. The
general service level of fitness sports industry lags behind people's need. The most noticeable problem
in sports event industry is that government has the exclusive control of sports event resources
meanwhile the elite sports events are rarely seen and lack the support of professional intermediary
agencies. The nowadays sports manufacturing industry in China features provides small value-added
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and labor-intensive products. The general administrative level of sport industry is low and industry
development within the sport sector doesn't go smoothly.
Too much governmental intervention
Imperfect legislation

Main drawbacks

Imperfect investment
system

Figure 1

Regional uneven development
Lack of qualified managers

Improper positioning in the market
The Drawbacks in Current Chinese Sports Industry

Since the founding of the People’s Republic of China, just as in other lines, in sport field,
governmental administration exists everywhere. This kind of administration system can devote all
available human, financial, and material resources to ensuring outstanding performance in athletic
competitions, and so our sports achievements are outstanding. But this kind of administration system
also exists in sports industries. With the furthering of China's economic reform, sports economy is also
in transition, and great reforms are happening in Chinese sports industries. But these reforms are merely
superficial ones; the fundamental issue of “governmental interference in industries activities” is not
really resolved from the source. In other words, although the Chinese sports market has been
commercialized, the sports industry is still fundamentally in the traditional government-administrating
system. This system is incompatible with the irreversible commercialization trend of sports industries.

3 The Concept of the Innovations in Chinese Sports Industry System
Market economy is an economy in which market automatically allocate resources. It changes the
positions of government and market in the allocation of resources. That is, the main body of resources
allocation is now the market, not the government. The advantage of this kind of economy is that, with
the premise of complete free competition, market economy can automatically lead to reasonable
allocation of social resources, and give every economy subject freedom of economic choice. So market
economy is a live operational mechanism as well as an efficient way of resources allocation. This is
proved an irreplaceable leading mechanism. It is true that government is important in sports industry
administration, but the sports economy development in China shows that, with the government as the
leading role, it is very hard to promote the sports industry innovation. The reason is that, in the economy
pattern in which the market is the main feature, sports economy can only develop in accordance with
market economy laws. Some scholars suggest that government guide the innovations. This is not
practical. At present, the relationship between the sports industry and government is not a question
whether the government power should be further expanded, but the question whether government
reasonably should give up some of its power, or withdraw from the industry business activities. Only in
this way can sports industry innovations be realized in the market.
3.1 Government should make clear its role in the sports industry
In any country, the development of sports industry can not escape from the influences of sports
market and government. But the influences of market and government in sports market are different in
motives, means, degrees and timing. So there are two sports market operating mechanisms:
market-oriented mechanism and government-oriented mechanism. Market-oriented mechanism is a
mechanism whose drive comes from the market subjects’ pursuit for financial benefits and the
competitions among them. Government-oriented mechanism is a mechanism that needs the government
as the planner and manager. Government sets up developmental goals for sports industry, and regulates
and controls the development of sports industry with government executive means.
The administration system in sports industry in China cannot be changed in a short period of time.
And it is also impossible for the government to ignore its administration responsibility in sports industry.
Although we cannot believe market is omnipotent, we must consider one question: to what degree
should the government interfere in the sports industry? The degree is regarded as the most appropriate
degree which is most beneficial to the sports industry development. The degree decides the
government’s role in sports industry development. So finding the proper position of the government in
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the market to make clear the government’s role in it is the most important issue to promote innovations
in sports industry.
The interferences of government in sports industry are in fact the management and regulation of
government in the overall production course of sports products and services. It is an dynamic course in
which the government, through instructions, planning, regulations, services, supervisions etc., influences
sports industries, stops their development diversities, so that the development of sports industries won’t
divert from the national sports industry strategy. Only when market itself cannot regulate and solve its
problems are government interferences needed. Government influences are needed only to solve the
problems caused by shortcomings and deficiencies of market regulation. The strategies of governmental
interventions and involvement in sports industry can be summarized as follows:
First, the governmental responsibility is to make industrial policies. Government macro-regulate
and macro-manage sports industry by making policies for sports industry. It sets up goals for the
development of sports organizations in a period, makes policies and takes measures to assure the
realization. The policies include: policies about sports industry, policies about the setting up, promoting
of sports industry trade organizations, and their massive production, and policies about the distribution
of sports industry.
Second, government can not get into the business activities. It should give enterprises what they
deserve and avoid intervening in their business activities. It can only influence the industry by making
industry policies.
Third, government should be the service provider of enterprises. Government should devote more
energy, human and financial resources to serving enterprises. Long-term development strategy guidance,
planning, information services, guiding the direction of economic development for the sport enterprises
are all that government can do.
Government function pattern explains the relationships among government, market and society,
which demonstrates how the government utilizes marketing forces and government interference to
develop athletics, and how government provides the necessary public sports service to public. In the
new era, the government function pattern, chosen by Chinese government should be consistent with the
development of economy and society. First, we should establish a market-based system to integrate sport
resources. Market system must be set up to mobilize and reshape the sport resources in our country to
optimize the resources allocation in a scientific way instead of solely relying on the government
administration or finance. Second, the government's leading role in socialization of athletics should be
given fall play. The non-governmental organization related to athletics should be delegated adequate
authorities or profits as stimulus. In socialization of athletics, the government should shift its focus to
macro-control and regulations. Third, we should establish a non-linear net-work athletics system to
substitute for the previous system with a linear feature from the central government to the local
government. They will constitute an organic part of urban culture and economy. Meanwhile they are the
comer-stone and symbol of the over-all strength of physical activities of the country. Fourth, the
previous mono-professional competition mechanism will be replaced by multiple occupational,
vocational and amateur simulation training programs. Eventually market-based professional athletics
will come into being with government policies and investment as leverage.
3.2 Capital system reform in sports industry
Since 1990s, an obvious developmental trend of sports industry is that the relationship between
sports industry and capital market is becoming closer and closer. In developed countries, the capital
payback rate in sports industry is obviously higher than the average of the overall social capitals. So the
capital amount entering the sports industry is comparatively bigger than that in other industries. The
investment in sports industry is becoming more and more attractive. At the same time, the capital
flowing efficiency in sports industry is higher than that in other industries. The experience in sports
industry in developed countries shows that setting up joint-stock clubs, merging assets, taking the path
of incorporation, reforming the industry system, implementing operational autonomy of enterprises are
all correct ways for the development of professional sports clubs.
3.2.1 Improve the investment and financing system
From the requirements of modern market economy to re-build the sports industry financial
investment and financing mechanisms, the most critical thing is to make laws to establish the normative
orientation of sports industry investment and financing. And the supporting measures for sports industry
financial investment and financing system innovation include:
(1) Legal system innovation
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Currently, Chinese government just gives directing policies about sports industry development,
lacking a fairly standard legal system. To suit the rapid development of sports industry, the legal system
innovation is imminent. On the one hand, we can improve the legal structure through making new laws
or amending existing laws and systems. On the other hand, we should pay attention to national
legislation and uniform systems. The State Council formulates principles and regulations; local
legislation departments take charge of specific content and implementation details.
Legal system
Financial
system
Investment
returns system

Investment
and
financing
system

Innovations
in sports
industry
investment
and
financing
system

Investment
and
financing
channels

Equity
i
Bonds
Fund financing
Commercial
bank loan
Sports
hi

Figure 2 Main Contents of the Investment and Financing
System Innovations in Chinese Sports Industry

(2) Financial system innovation
The lag of financial reforms in China directly influences Chinese economy, including influencing
the healthy development of sports industry. To promote financial reform, we must rely on innovating
financial system. First, government should make laws and regulations to expedite the formulation of the
access of private capitals and foreign capitals to sports industry. Second, government should make
regulatory laws and regulations about the activities of Chinese private banks and Sino-foreign banks in
sports industry as soon as possible, and establish a diversified financial regulatory system. Third, we
should make insolvency laws and regulations about Chinese private banks and Sino-foreign banks as
soon as possible and monitor the progressive realization of the system transition from institutional
financial regulatory system to a functional one.
(3) Innovative ways of investment returns system
Public sports facility projects should be funded through governmental and private capitals. When
private capitals enter, we need a necessary investment returns system. Public tolling system should
follow the "Who benefits and who pay" and "multi-benefit, multi-pay" principle. In the area of sports
facilities, government can entrust private sections with production and services through contracts,
granting management rights, legal protection and other means and ways. Then, according to the amount
of production and services, government gives the private capitals reasonable allowance. This form in
fact means that government attracts private investment through the approach of "buy". After completion
of the projects, government regularly “buys" products and services from business investors for
consumers. The perfection and implementation of investment returns system will attract more capitals,
and help establish a healthy investment and financing environment.
3.2.2 Innovate investment and financing channels
In nowadays China, the government is the main financing and investment source in sports industry.
With the rapid development of the society, the traditional financing channels can not suit the fast
growing sports industry. With the market-based operating principle of "multi-investment, risk-sharing
and interest-sharing”, government should give the enthusiasm of different investment and financing
subjects full play and achieve the diversification of investment and financing channels.
(1) Equity investment
In the stock market, the sports industry companies can raise capital through stock issuance. To
promote the development of sports industry in China, we must learn from developed countries to solve
the problem of insufficient funds in the development of sports industry by using stock market.
(2) Bonds
Bonds are open external borrowing certificates issued by the sports industry companies in the stock
market. Corporate bond financing will help improve business visibility in the community, strengthen the
social supervision of the enterprises and promote the enterprises to improve their management. The new
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"Corporate Bonds Regulations" issued for the development of China's corporate bond market has
brought new space.
(3) Fund financing
As distinct from financial, banking and stock market financing instruments, sports development
funds grow with the sports industry and have the color of quasi-financial institutions. They raise funds
through issuing benefit certificates to public enterprises and institutions. Open market fund shares can
not and need not enter the stock market, so they will not intensify stock market money supply shortage
and will also avoid the investment fund shares being speculated on in the secondary market. They can
fully play the role of financing and assets revitalization in sports industry.
(4) Commercial bank loan financing
Sports industry enterprises can get loans from commercial banks to obtain funds needed for
development. This financing way is flexible. Enterprises can apply for long-term development loans for
special use but also can apply for short-term loans for circulating capital. Enterprises can raise a
mortgage on assets such as a stadium; they may also turn to the major shareholder of the higher credit as
guarantee to get loans. Compared with equity financing, bank loans can quickly raise the funds needed.
Of course, compared with equity financing, this financing way has a higher demand for the management
and operation of debtor enterprises.
(5) The financing of sports sponsorship
Sports Sponsorship refers to a particular business practice, in which, to achieve the objectives of
their organizations, the sponsors pay a certain amount of cash or in kind to the owner or sponsor of
physical assets or events (sports events, stadiums, sports and other public sports welfare activities).
Sports sponsorship is an effective way of marketing, enhancing corporate image, expanding sales,
improving market competitive power of enterprises in reality.

4 Conclusions
Sports as a sunrise industry has become a new growth point of the developed economies, China's
sports industry is huge room for development and for sustainable development of China's
comprehensive national strength has very important significance. However, the development of China's
sports industry is facing many constraints, only the sports industry, institutional development,
innovation, can the healthy development of China's development of sports industry find a way out, one
change of government functions and capital market perfection is the most important innovation
initiatives. In a market economy conditions, the establishment of government-led multi-functional sports
models, role of the government in the sports community of the leading role, completely changing the
way the Chief of intervention. Establish and improve the sports industry investment and financing
system, expand physical investment and financing channels, to promote the rapid development of
China's sports industry.
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Abstract Based on the relevant statistical data of 2008,taking regional technological innovation ability
of Changzhutan “3+5” urban agglomeration as a study object , constructing the objective and
comprehensive index system of regional technological innovation ability, combining Analytic Hierarchy
Process(AHP) and fuzzy, this paper conducts a comprehensive evaluation of the technological
innovation ability of the region. The result shows that the greater differences on technological
innovation ability are existed in different cities of this region. the overall level of the technological
innovation ability also needs to be enhanced. Based on the analysis, this paper tries to find the
differences on technological innovation ability in different cities of this region and puts forward some
related policy proposals on the development of regional technological innovation ability of Changzhutan
"3 +5" urban agglomeration.
Key words Regional technological innovation ability; AHP; Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation; Index
system

1 Introduction
In the era of knowledge economy, the imbalance of regional economic development is caused
mainly by the differences of regional technological innovation ability, and the evaluation of regional
technological innovation ability depends on an objective and comprehensive index system of regional
technological innovation ability. Many scholars had conducted studies on index system of regional
technological innovation ability from different aspects, foreign studies mainly focused on regional
innovation strategy, regional technical planning and transfering, regional innovation policy, and so on.
There are also relatively large number of studies on literature and many types of index system designs of
regional technological innovation ability in China. But from the general point of view, present studies on
index system of regional technological innovation ability are in the exploratory stage, mainly using
qualitative research methods, thus the index system designs of regional technological innovation ability
also needed to be improved. this paper selects regional technological innovation ability of Changzhutan
"3 +5" urban agglomeration as study object to improve index system, gather first-hand information to
undertake research, and hoping the research result has a certain reference value.

2 Establishment of the Evaluation Index System
Based on the former index system of regional technological innovation, under the principle of
science, comparability, feasibility, system integration, ease of use and combining characteristics of
regional economic development of Changzhutan “3+5” urban agglomeration, this paper has
constructrured the new index system which constitutes of 5 one grade indexes,18 secondary indexes, 38
tertiary indexes, on regional technological innovation ability, showed in Table 1.

3 Determine the Evaluation Model of Regional Technological Innovation Ability

∗

1.soft science research projects of Science and Technology Department in Hunan Province(2009ZK3198):
performance evaluation and countermeasures upgrade for industry cluster in Hunan Province;
2.2009 Youth Foundation in CSUFT: Research on the Industry Cluster Development Based on Ecological Theory;
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Regional Technological Innovation Ability Index System of Changzhutan “3 +5” Urban
Agglomeration
One Grade Index
Secondary Index
Tertiary Index
input intensity of science and technology research fund
scientific and
technological activities
input intensity of science and technology researcher
Knowledge Creation
input
scientific and technological activity unit per 10,000 people
Ability
number of patent per 10,000 people
scientific achievement
number of new product development per 10,000 people
scientific and
technological
contract amounts per 10,000 people
cooperation
Knowledge Flows
science and technology
application rates of industrial technology achievement
Ability
transfer
transformation
proportion of foreign investment accounts for total
foreign direct investment
investment
number of foreign-invested project per 10,000 people
proportion of enterprise-run science and technology
institutions’s number accounts for total number of
enterprises
research and
proportion of senior corporate staff’s number accounts for
development ability
number of scientific and technological personnel
proportion of total amount of science and technology funds
expenses accounts for total amount of science and
technology funds raised that year
Enterprise Technology
Innovation Ability
number of patent applications per 10,000 people
design ability
proportion of patents’ number accounts for number of patent
applications
manufacturing ability
sales income of new products per capita
proportion of added value of hi-tech products accounts for
total output value of hi-tech products
innovation output ability
proportion of output value of new products accounts for
regional GDP
composite index of financial service capacity
service environment
composite index of science and technology funds supply
proportion of senior and intermediate professional titles’
number accounts for number of people involved in the
Environment For
human environment
project
Technology Innovation
proportion of expenditure on science and technology
accounts for GDP
transport vehicles per 10,000 people
infrastructure
road area per capita
number of mobile phones per capita
GDP per capita
macroeconomy
investment rate
contribution of tertiary industry
industrial structure
rate of new product development
optimization
proportion of high-tech products output value accounts for
GDP
proportion of total export value accounts for total value of
international
imports and exports
competitiveness of
proportion of high-tech products export earnings accounts
products
Economic
for their sales revenue
Performance Of
proportion of number of end-job workers in urban collective
Innovation
economy accounts for the-job workers
employment level
proportion of the end of collective economy of urban
employees accounts for total urban employees
utilization of foreign investment per capita
the degree of openness
number of foreign investment per million
per capita net income of rural people
living standards of
disposable income of urban residents
residents
proportion of household consumption accounts for total
amount of spending
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3.1 Determine the evaluation factors set
Suppose regional technological innovation ability evaluation factors set U={U1,U2,……… Un},
according to the assessment criteria by the property of the factors set Ui={Ui1,Ui2, ……… Uij} ，
i=1,2,………m；j=1,2, ………,t.
3.2 Carrying out the first level evaluation
(1)comments set : symbolize by V={V1,V2,V3,V4}, the comments set which is defined by the
evaluation model can be divided into four grades V={ excellent, good, fair , poor }.
(2) weight index set : Let a number of senior experts evaluate index system in their respective,
given the relative scale of the index and calculate the corresponding index weight. Then add expert
weight and get average value to determine the final weight of the evaluation weight, symbolizing by
Ai=(ai1,ai2,……aij).
(3)fuzzy evaluation matrix：Seeing factors set Ui to comments set V of the regional technological
innovation ability evaluation as a fuzzy mapping, and determining the fuzzy evaluation matrix Ri .
Ri={rijk}
In the formula above, rijk = dijk/d, dijk is the number of experts which assess Vk,the first K assment
in the comments set,to the first ij evaluation index in sub-factors Ui set,d is the total number of experts
participating in the evaluation.
(4)According to FUZZY theory ，using fuzzy matrix’s synthetic operation ,getting comprehensive
cvaluation of vector Bi of Ui
Bi= Ai*Ri=（bi1,bi2,……,bi4）
3.3 Carrying out a secondary evaluation
seeing each sub-factor set Ui as a factor which is with Bi as its single-factor evaluation , that is to
get a fuzzy mapping from factors set U of the regional technological innovation ability evaluation to
comments set V, U={U1,U2,…… Us}.
Seeing each Ui as a part of U，that can follow their importance to give the weight distribution A=
（a1,a2…as）
，so the secondary comprehensive evaluation is: B=A*R=（b1,b2,…,bm）
，normalizing the
evaluation results,and according to the principle of maximum degree of membership ： Ck=max
（c1,c2,…,cm）
，getting fuzzy comprehensive evaluation Vk.

4 Empirical Analysis of Regional Technological Innovation Ability of
Changzhutan "3 +5" Urban Agglomeration
4.1 Source of data
The data in this paper are abstracted from Hunan Statistical Yearbook-2008 and Hunan Science and
Technology Yearbook-2008
4.2 Data analysis and finishing
(1) Determining the weight of index layers of each indicator based on the above defined method of
judging，after the data processing ，with the application of AHP method to set the weight of one grade
index:
A=（0.2 0.15 0.25 0.15 0.25）
the weight of factor and the weight of sub-factor can be set to:
A1=（0.6 0.4）;A11=(0.4 0.3 0.3);A12=(0.5 0.5)
A2=(0.3 0.4 0.3);A21=(1)；A22=(1)；A23=(0.6 0.4)
A3=(0.3 0.25 0.25 0.2);A31=(0.3 0.3 0.4);A32=(0.4 0.6);A33=(1);A34=(0.6 0.4)
A4=(0.4 0.3 0.3);A41=(0.6 0.4);A42=(0.5 0.5);A43=(0.3 0.3 0.4)
A5=(0.2 0.2 0.1 0.15 0.15 0.2);A51=(0.6 0.4);A52=(0.4 0.3 0.3);A53= （ 0.45 0.55);A54=(0.4
0.6);A55=(0.5 0.5);A56=0.35 0.35 0.3)
(2) Determining the comments set V={ excellent, good, fair , poor }, excellent here means the
score is over 70, good here means the score is between 65 and 70 , fair here means the score is between
60and 65,and below 60 is poor.
(3) Carrying out the first class evaluation of U1~U5 based on the above comments set and
establishing fuzzy evaluation matrix , and then carrying out a secondary evaluation, finally the
conclusions were obtained as following:
B1= A1*R1=（0.4248 0.2710 0.1620 0.1422）
B2= A2*R2= (0.2037 0.2980 0.2897 0.2086)
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B3= A3*R3= (0.1619 0.2679 0.2687 0.3015)
B4=A4*R4= (0.1065 0.2117 0.2985 0.3833)
B5=A5*R5= (0.1414 0.1938 0.2807 0.3841)
B6=A6*R6=（0.2067 0.1268 0.2063 0.4603）
B7=A7*R7=（0.1065 0.2117 0.2985 0.3833）
B8=A8*R8= (0.0630 0.1175 0.2587 0.5607)
according to the principle of maximum degree of membership：
C1=max（c1,c2,…,cm）=max(0.4248 0.2710 0.1620 0.1422)= 0.4248
C2=max（c1,c2,…,cm）=max(0.2037 0.2980 0.2897 0.2086)= 0.2980
C3=max（c1,c2,…,cm）=max(0.1619 0.2679 0.2687 0.3015)= 0.3015
C4=max（c1,c2,…,cm）=max(0.1065 0.2117 0.2985 0.3833) =0.3833
C5=max（c1,c2,…,cm）=max(0.1414 0.1938 0.2807 0.3841)= 0.3841
C6=max（c1,c2,…,cm）=max(0.2067 0.1268 0.2063 0.4603)= 0.4603
C7=max（c1,c2,…,cm）=max(0.1065 0.2117 0.2985 0.3833)= 0.3833
C8=max（c1,c2,…,cm）=max (0.0630 0.1175 0.2587 0.5607)= 0.5607
We can get all the city's final scores and sort at the same time, which can be seen in Table 2.
Table 2

Evaluation Index’s Scores and Sort of Regional Technological Innovation Ability of Changzhutan
“3 +5” Urban Agglomeration

City

Score

Sort

Changsha

79.57

1

Zhuzhou

69.93

2

Xiangtan

65.80

3

Yueyang

60.83

7

Changde

53.66

8

Yiyang

62.11

4

Hengyang
Loudi

61.85
61.60

5
6

From the above analysis, assessment shows that only Changsha is V1 ( excellent), Zhuzhou is
V2( good), other cities is V4(bad). as can be seen, in the column of score, Changsha is listed the first
with79.57, thus its regional technological innovation ability is strongest. Zhuzhou is second with 69.93,
Xiangtan is the third with 65.80,thus they are ranked in the second group. as for their overall technical
ability innovation, it is lower than Changsha, but it is higher than the average level,Yiyang gets
62.11 ,Hengyang gets 61.85, Loudi gets 61.60, Yueyang gets 60.83. They can be ranked in the third
Group, from these figures, their ability of technological innovation have the highest concentration, but
they lowered the overall level.Changdegets 53.66 which ranked in the fourth group, its technical
innovation is lower than other cities and the average level. This shows that regional technological
innovation ability level of Changzhutan “3+5” urban agglomeration is not high and the big gaps are
existed between cities in regional innovation ability.

5 Conclusion
Exploring regional technological innovation ability of Changzhutan “3+5” urban agglomeration
deeply, and integration regional innovational resource to enhance original power of the knowledge.
Increasing the intensity of investment in science and technology funding, vigorously develop the
diversity of scientific research institutions
Accelerating industrial restructure of Changzhutan “3+5” urban agglomeration .According to the
data of yearbook, proportion of the first industry of other large cities is high, while the proportion of the
second industry and third industry is low except Changsha, and urbanization level is lower too.
Therefore, improving its industrialization and urbanization has become a key to enhance technological
innovation regional ability and regional economic development.
A favorable environment for innovation should be built. As a comprehensive reform area
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of a “two-oriented society”, Changzhutan “3+5” urban agglomeration is different from Shenzhen
Special Economic Zone and other Pudong, Binhai new economic areas. It is mainly an exploration
based on domestic market, domestic resources, and domestic technology development model. Therefore,
government’s active guide is needed while the cluster has its own self-exploration and self-innovation.
Strengthening collaborative innovation within the cluster, the regional technological innovation and
regional economic development should be combined effectively. As an innovative city, Changzhutan
“3+5” group should not be isolated. In order to strengthen the city's exchanges and cooperation,
generally, Changsha should be made as regional economic development engine, while Zhuzhou and
Xiangtan as two wings, then to promote around city's development and make the weak strong ultimately,
and the coordinated development of the regional technological innovation ability will arrive.
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Data Development Analysis of the Relative Efficiency of Industry in
Xinjiang of China
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Abstract By using the data from 2003 to 2008 of Xinjiang industrial departments, this article measures
the efficiency of 36 industrial departments in Xinjiang, and we also make projection analysis on these
departments based on the ultra efficiency data envelopment analysis (DEA) model. According to the
analysis, firstly the efficiency of Xinjiang industry is low, particularly the technical efficiency. Secondly
in Xinjiang of China, the industrial departments of high efficiency are mainly based on the resources
profession. Thirdly, the industry of Xinjiang has been relatively surplus in the resources investment, so
we should adjust the industrial structure of Xinjiang.
Key words DEA; Industry; Relative efficiency

1 Introduction
Xinjiang is vast and resourceful, but the industry develops behind the level of national development
because of the historical and practical reasons [3]. In May 15-17 2010, the central government made
major decisions and plans to promote rapid development and long-term stability on the forum about
Xinjiang, at the same time, the central government made a series of preferential policies to support the
constructions and development of Xinjiang.
There are some main methods to study the efficiency of the industrial economy, for example SFA
method, Malmquist model, Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), X -efficiency method etc[1][4]. In China,
there are some specific cases[8] [11]. Such as Sunwei and Ye Zhengbo quantitative research the degree
change of the Chinese industrial economy growth in the transition period using non-parametric
productivity index method[7]; Sun Wei and Wang Xiuqing analyze and evaluate the efficiency of Chinese
sugar industry using DEA method[6]; Fang Xianming analyze Chinese provincial economic efficiency
and its influence factors using X-efficiency method[2].
Most research about the Xinjiang industrial economy is based on the industry competitive power.
Such as Ni Tianqi analyze industry competitive power in Xinjiang and positioning through the
establishment of index system [5], Wang Guirong and Huang Xuebing founder the creation of industrial
competitiveness evaluation system, made a preliminary quantitative analysis and research about the 36
major industry's competitive power from the comparative advantage industry, industry development
potential and industry relations and other aspects in Xinjiang [9]. However, measuring the industrial
economy efficiency of Xinjiang is a blank .Based on this, this article through multi-input multi-output
model of data envelopment analysis (DEA) to analysis the 36 sectors of industrial economic efficiency
evaluation ,in order to provide reasonable advice to the development of Xinjiang’s industrial economy .

2 Model
The data envelopment analysis (DEA) is a method of the relative efficiency to measure many
inputs and outputs decision making unit (DMU), and which is proposed by two American scholars,
A.Chames and W.W.Cooper[10].
We can compare multiple effective decision-making units at the same time by super efficiency
model[13]. And the model is as follows:
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min ⎡⎣θ − ε (e1T s − + eT s + ) ⎤⎦
⎧ n
−
⎪ ∑ x j λ j + s = θ xk
j =1 j ≠ k
⎪
⎪ n
+
⎪⎪ ∑ x j λ j − s = yk
s.t. ⎨ j =1 j ≠ k
⎪λ ≥ 0, j = 1, 2, L , n
⎪ Tf
T
⎪e1 = (1,1, L ,1) ∈ Em
⎪ T
T
⎪⎩e = (1,1, L ,1) ∈ Es

Si- and Sj+ express the input and output slack variables respectively, ε is Archimedes infinitesimal.
Table 1 Results of 36 Industry Departments of Xinjiang Based on DEA Model (2003-2008)
Industry departments
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
Coal Mining and Washing
0.645 0.680
0.604
0.593
0.568
0.568
Extraction of Petroleum and Natural Gas
5.174 4.121
5.542
2.526
3.092
3.092
Processing of Ferrous Metals Ores
0.771 0.918
0.936
0.701
0.922
0.922
Processing of Nonferrous Metals Ores
0.750 1.252
1.217
1.928
0.956
0.956
Processing of Nonmetal Ores
0.872 1.170
0.955
0.669
0.724
0.724
Processing of from Agricultural Food
0.822 0.941
0.914
0.792
0.846
0.846
Manufacture of Food
0.748 0.835
0.598
0.551
0.577
0.577
Manufacture of Beverage
0.700 0.828
0.729
0.585
0.649
0.649
Manufacture of Tobacco
1.411 1.721
1.567
1.781
1.981
1.981
Manufacture of Textile
0.551 0.656
0.610
0.580
0.542
0.542
Clothes, Shoes and Caps
0.694 0.941
0.856
0.801
0.964
0.964
Leather, Fur, Feather
0.852 0.874
0.907
0.583
0.719
0.719
Processing of Timber, Wood, Bamboo,
0.682 0.896
0.742
0.696
0.754
0.754
Cane, Grass Products
Manufacture of Furniture
0.880 0.929
0.816
0.638
0.559
0.559
Manufacture of Paper and Paper Products
0.587 0.602
0.593
0.532
0.495
0.495
Printing and Copying of Medium Record
0.762 0.780
0.732
0.626
0.510
0.510
Processing of Oil, Coking and Nuclear Fuel 1.629 2.146
2.053
2.063
1.494
1.494
Raw Chemical Material and Products
0.759 0.775
0.773
0.676
0.563
0.563
Manufacture of Medicine
0.776 0.730
0.687
0.587
0.657
0.657
Manufacture of Chemical Fiber
0.576 0.951
0.891
0.965
0.763
0.763
Manufacture of Rubber Products
0.732 0.880
0.923
0.875
0.793
0.793
Manufacture of Plastic Products
0.565 0.655
0.684
0.512
0.777
0.777
Manufacture of Nonmetal Minerals
0.606 0.592
0.525
0.493
0.566
0.566
Smelting and Pressing of Ferrous Metals
1.163 1.595
1.173
0.931
0.909
0.909
Smelting and Pressing Nonferrous Metals
0.849 0.825
0.892
1.031
0.921
0.921
Manufacture of Metal Products
0.830 1.002
0.898
0.844
1.036
1.036
Manufacture of General Machinery
0.617 0.727
0.710
0.652
0.806
0.806
Manufacture of Special Machinery
0.523 0.545
0.688
0.645
0.764
0.764
Manufacture of Transport Equipment
0.675 1.138
0.835
0.755
1.229
1.229
Manufacture of Electric Equipment and
0.856 0.975
1.018
1.207
2.732
2.732
Machinery
Telecom Equipment, Computer and Other
1.429 0.786
0.651
0.570
0.578
0.578
Electronic Equipment
Measuring Instruments and Machinery for
1.433 0.896
1.964
1.268
1.633
1.633
Cultural Activity and Office Work
Art work and Other Manufacture
0.761 0.000
0.923
0.831
0.417
0.417
Electricity and Thermal
0.521 0.580
0.567
0.496
0.457
0.457
Gas Production and Supply
0.574 0.669
0.560
0.586
0.630
0.630
Water Production and Supply
0.619 0.542
0.493
0.535
0.445
0.445
Mean of super DEA model
0.928 0.976
1.006
0.864
0.917
0.917
Mean of DEA model
0.754 0.806
0.797
0.731
0.745
0.745

Mean
0.610
3.924
0.862
1.176
0.852
0.860
0.648
0.690
1.740
0.580
0.870
0.775
0.754
0.730
0.551
0.653
1.813
0.685
0.682
0.818
0.833
0.662
0.558
1.113
0.906
0.941
0.719
0.655
0.977
1.587
0.765
1.471
0.558
0.513
0.608
0.513
0.935
0.763
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3 Analysis
3.1 The selection of DMU
DEA is used to evaluate the relative effectiveness of the same type departments, in this study, the
decision-making units contains 36 industry, such as Xinjiang mining and washing of coal, extraction of
petroleum and natural gas, processing of ferrous metals ores, processing of nonferrous metals ores etc.
3.2 Index selection and data sources
In this paper, according to the data’s principles：Pertinence, comparability and operability, we select
four representative input indexes among many indexes: employment (million), fixed assets (million),
liquid assets (million), main business cost (million) and two output indexes: gross output value (million),
main business income (million). All the data is from Xinjiang Statistical yearbook (2004-2009) [12].
3.3 Analysis of the DEA model
Based on the above indexes, we used the EMS2.0 software to measure the relative efficiency value
of 36 industry departments from 2003 to 2008 in Xinjiang, and the results obtained in table 1.

4 Results
4.1 Trend analysis
We can obtain chart 1 by using the traditional DEA mean value from 2003 to 2008 in Table 1, using
the traditional DEA but not the super efficient DEA can avoid misleading the results.

Figure 1

The Efficiency Strandline of Industry in Xinjiang (2003-2008)

From figure 1, we can see that the industrial economic efficiency mean value in Xinjiang is 0.768
from 2003 to 2008, at a lower lever, and there is still plenty of room for promotion. Efficiency change
significantly each year, which are affected by various factors. Relative efficiency in 2004 is highest than
other years, is lowest in 2006, and from 2006 to 2008 the index are all lower.
4.2 Distribution analysis
From various industries，industries relative efficiency differ widely among them, DEA value of
petroleum and natural gas extraction is 3.924, maintain the highest level, and the lowest average relative
efficiency are industries of electric power, heating power and water production and supply , the index is
only 0.513. Among 36 industries, seven industries are DEA effective.
4.3 Industries analysis
From the related industrial chain of various industries, we can see oil extraction and oil processing
industry remain higher efficiency, but the efficiency of downstream industries such as rubber products
industry, chemical fiber industry, chemical raw materials and chemical products manufacturing and
plastic industry is not high, it shows that the industrial chain of downstream industries are
underdeveloped, the upstream resource advantages have not been fully transformed into the downstream
product advantage. But we see the industry of black and non-ferrous metal remain high efficiency, and
average efficiency in the lower-middle reaches of black, non-ferrous metal smelting industry, metal
manufacturing, electrical machinery and equipment manufacturing industry is high, and a large group of
big enterprises in Xinjiang works with great effort on this situation, such as Bayi Iron&Steel Co.,
Zhonghe Group, Tebian Electric Apparatus Stock Co Ltd, etc. From upstream to downstream, the
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efficiency of coal mining and washing industry and related electricity production supply industry is low.
It shows that comprehensive development and utilization of coal resources is not high, with hysteretic of
coal resource exploration, exploitation, mine shaft type, unreasonable layout and lower value-added
products and the content of science and technology being the primary means. The average efficiency of
agricultural product processing industry, food industry, beverage industry in Xinjiang is only 0.7326,
which accord with underdeveloped food production processing industry in Xinjiang, products in the
market depend on the outside market heavily, especially most brand products from outside Xinjiang
provinces. Moreover the average efficiency of textile industry, garment processing industry and further
producing industry are only 0.742, which is not in harmony with the status of the main areas of cotton
production and animal husbandry in the whole nation, from this angle it also shows downstream
industries in Xinjiang are not developed as food, Xinjiang lack the famous textile and garment industry
brands. From the perspective of the equipment manufacturing industry in Xinjiang, transportation
equipment manufacturing is 0.977, general equipment manufacturing efficiency is 0.719, special
equipment manufacturing efficiency is 0.655, average efficiency is 0.783, not high, especially the
special equipment efficiency is very low, the mining, oil, chemical production, special equipment in
construction are almost from other provinces in our nation, and with the serious shortage of independent
production and innovation ability.
4.4 Non-DEA effectiveness unit analysis
The non-DEA effectiveness says the industry is non-scale or non-technical effectiveness, in order
to understand the relative efficiency of non-DEA effective among 29 industries, we adopt the model to
product projection analysis on 29 industries, which is used to evaluate technical effectiveness, we obtain
input redundancy and output insufficient of 29 industries in 2008, and analysis results list in table 2.
By analyzing table 2, we can see technical efficiency of metal production industries is 1.0, which
shows that suchlike industries are technical effectiveness, that is to say, the corresponding investment
can not been reduced any more. However, other businesses are non-technical effectiveness and no-scale
effectiveness.
From objective improvement value of the DEA effective decision-making units, according to the
DEA “projection” theorem, we can confirm adjustive distance and direction that the non-DEA effective
decision units arrive to effective decision units and transform to productive frontier. From the table 3,
we can see: at the existing investment level, most industries appear in excess of investment, there are
bigger redundancies in investment, especially in employment, and redundancy rate is 63%, which shows
that all industries should be concise. In terms of assets investment, all sorts of assets redundancy rate are
relatively high, which show that assets are not sufficiently used, and all industries should improve the
efficiency in the use of assets. In terms of output, all sorts of output are relatively high, redundancy rate
is low. From technical efficiency and scale efficiency, technical efficiency of non-DEA unit is less than
the average size of scale efficiency, which shows that technology level in Xinjiang is low; enhancing the
efficiency depends on increasing scale economy, while we also can see that the industrial economic
development mode in Xinjiang is still extensive development, rather than intensive development.
From the scale analysis of non-DEA effective decision-making units, we know in economic
activities, large-scale production is commonly used to reflect the output scale returns to the input scale
on relative non-dimmed. When a process is in the state of increasing return to scale, it shows that on the
basis of original investment, we can produce high output revenue than inputs when increase inputs
appropriately. And when the production process is in the state of decreasing return to scale, which shows
that we can only obtain relatively smaller output benefit relative to incremental investment scale, in this
case, resource inputs must be steady or shrinking. In figure 3, we see there are 15 industries remain in
increasing return to scale, such as nonmetal minerals mining and dressing, textile, clothing, shoes and
hats manufacturing, etc, in the premise of improving efficiency of resource use, we should continue to
increase investment. And 14 industries such as coal mining and washing, ferrous metals mining and
dressing are in the state of decreasing return to scale, we should control the scale and reducing
investment in order to improve the efficiency of the industry.

5 Conclusions
The efficiency of Xinjiang industry economy is low, particularly the technical efficiency.
Xinjiang's industry economy still used extension pattern, leads economic growth through the investment
of resources. Later we should adjust the economic growth way, from extension to intensive type. Each
department should improve the efficiency of industry economy, by raising the technical level,
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strengthening the independent innovation ability in their own profession.
Table 2

Industry departments

Projection of 36 Industry Departments of Inefficiency
Returns Projection of DMUs of inefficiency
Srste Vrste Scale
to scale X1
X2
X3
X4
Y1
0.57
0.60
0.94
drs
0.52
0.40
0.37
0.84 0.07

Coal Mining and Washing
Extraction of Petroleum and
0.92
0.93
0.92
drs
0.37
0.07
0.07
0.37
Natural Gas
Processing of Ferrous Metals
0.96
0.94
0.95
drs
0.46
0.07
0.06
0.71
Ores
Processing of Nonferrous
0.72
0.75
0.96
irs
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.79
Metals Ores
Processing of Nonmetal Ores 0.85
0.89
0.95
drs
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.57
Processing of Agricultural
0.58
0.66
0.88
drs
0.46
0.34
0.34
0.65
Food
Manufacture of Food
0.65
0.72
0.90
drs
0.59
0.28
0.28
0.76
Manufacture of Beverage
0.54
0.57
0.95
drs
0.43
0.43
0.43
0.84
Manufacture of Tobacco
0.96
1.00
0.96
irs
Manufacture of Textile
0.72
1.00
0.72
irs
Clothes, shoes and Caps
0.75
0.81
0.94
irs
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
Leather, Fur, Feather
0.56
0.57
0.99
drs
0.50
0.43
0.43
0.78
Processing of Timber, Wood,
Bamboo,
Cane,
Grass 0.50
0.50
1.00
irs
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.86
Products
Manufacture of Furniture
0.51
0.61
0.83
irs
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.30
Manufacture of Paper and
0.56
0.62
0.91
drs
0.38
0.38
0.38
0.59
Paper Products
Printing and Copying of
0.66
0.71
0.93
irs
0.29
0.53
0.29
0.72
Medium for Record
Processing of Oil, Coking
0.76
0.78
0.98
drs
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.79
and Nuclear Fuel
Raw Chemical Material and
0.79
1.00
0.79
irs
Products
Manufacture of Medicine
0.78
0.79
0.98
drs
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.82
Manufacture of Chemical
0.57
0.64
0.88
drs
0.44
0.36
0.36
0.74
Fiber
Manufacture of Rubber
0.91
0.93
0.97
drs
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.20
Products
Manufacture
of
Plastic
0.92
0.92
1.00
irs
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.70
Products
Manufacture of Nonmetal
0.81
0.81
0.99
irs
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.63
Mineral Products
Smelting and Pressing of
0.76
0.77
1.00
drs
0.25l 0.23
0.23
0.79
Ferrous Metals
Smelting and Pressing of
0.58
0.59
0.98
irs
0.63
0.51
0.41
0.80
Nonferrous Metals
Manufacture
of
Metal
0.42
0.86
0.48
irs
0.14
0.80
0.01
0.16
Products
Manufacture of General
0.46
0.48
0.96
drs
0.63
0.08
0.52
0.59
Machinery
Manufacture of Special
0.63
0.64
0.98
irs
0.38
0.73
0.36
0.68
Machinery
Manufacture of Transport
0.45
0.53
0.83
irs
0.47
0.94
0.47
0.62
Equipment
mean
0.71
0.76
0.92
0.36
0.34
0.28
0.63
Note: X1=Working capital
X2=Fixed Assets
X3=Cost from Principal Business
X4=Total Employed Persons
Y1=Cost from Principal Business
Y2=Gross industrial Output Value

Y2
-

-

0.04

0.08

-

0.08
-

0.01

0.07

-

0.15
0.13
-

0.02

-

0.05

-

-

0.05

-

0.13

-

0.11

-

-

-

0.01

-

0.11

-

0.01

-

0.10

-

-

0.03

-

0.05

0.11

-

0.24

0.05

0.06

-

-

0.02

-

-

0.09

0.03

In Xinjiang of China, the industry economy department of high efficiency is mainly based on the
resources profession, which is in primary industry chain, while the downstream industry chain efficiency
is low. Therefore the Xinjiang industry economy achieves the prosperous common people, and the
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long-term peace and good government, must develop the downstream industry. Consolidating basic
industry, Xinjiang should develop the downstream industry vigorously, to realize the full scale
development of industry economy.
The Xinjiang industry economy has been relatively surplus in the resources investment, has the
increasing income scale industry and the progressive decrease one. Therefore we should adjust the
structure of industry economy, to raise use efficiency of the resources by many kinds of methods.
Meanwhile we should take the different measures regarding the different industry, it means, we should
increases the investment on the scale income increasing industry, otherwise, control resources
investment on the scale income decreasing industry.
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Research on Upgrading of China Passenger Car Parts Industry:
Based on Global Value Chain
Wang Long
School of Economics, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, P.R.China, 430070
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Abstract Based on the theory of global value chains and the industrial structure upgrading, this paper
analyses the characteristics and the position of passenger car parts industry of china in the global auto
industry value chains, the result shows that Chinese passenger car parts enterprises have still been in
low-end value link in the global value chain. The paper puts forward the industry upgrading path and
main objective of passenger car parts industry in China. The countermeasures on the upgrading of
passenger car parts industry of China are given at the end of the paper.
Key words Global value chain; Industry upgrading; Automobile parts; Passenger car

1 Introduction
In recent years, passenger car industry of China has seen rapid development and so has been its
parts industry which is the basis for the automotive industry. However, the latter obviously lags behind
the vehicle industry, restricting China from turning from a big country of automobile industry to a
powerful country of automobile industry. So the structural adjustment and upgrading is a necessity for
the development of parts industry or even the automotive industry in China. Increasing emphasis has
been putting on the upgrading of automobile industry and parts industry at home and broad.
After systematic study on the global automotive industry value chain, Humphrey and Memedovic
(2003) believed that the upgrading of the auto industry, particularly the function upgrading of parts
suppliers in developing countries depends on the support of government policy. Zhou Yu and Nie Ming
(2006) analyzed the advantages and disadvantages of joint venture model and the model of independent
innovation in China auto industry upgrading and drew the conclusion that the second model is superior
and put forward corresponding suggestions from the perspective of the global value chain. Yang Dongjin
and Liu Renhuai (2008) compared and contrasted merits and demerits of the independent model and
embedded mode of the global value chain, proved the first model more reliable and of better
performance. Zhang Laichun (2009) discussed implications of industrial upgrading in the mode of
international value chain division, analyzed the role Shanghai auto industry played in this division, and
proposed such countermeasures to speed up Shanghai auto industry upgrading as pooling research
power, increasing chain control, integrating vehicle and parts enterprises, and enhancing resource
integration ability and the chain’s driving force, developing the auto sales service, etc. This paper
attempts to explore the connotations of the upgrading of China passenger car parts industry and its
selection on upgrading path.

2 Connotations and Modes of Industrial Upgrading
There are different views in implications of industrial upgrading. Gereffi (1999) held that industrial
upgrading a process where an enterprise or economic body advances toward a capital and
technology-intensive field which can bring in more profit. Kaplinsky（2001）believed it refers to
manufacture products more effectively or better or to engage in activities requiring more skills. Poon
(2004) referred it as an economic role transfer process in which the manufacturer successfully transfers
the labor-intensive and low-value production to that of higher value capital or more
technology-intensive chain All in all, industrial upgrading in the global value chain is a dynamic process
evolving from a low-skilled, low value-added state to a high-tech, high value-added state.
From the perspective of the value chain, Humphrey and Schmitz (2002) clearly introduced an
enterprise-centered classification method of 4 levels: process upgrading, production upgrading,
functional upgrading and industry upgrading.
A basic viewpoint of global value chain theory is that not all value links in a value chain create
equal value, only some specific ones can create higher added value and they are generally the strategic
links in the global value chain. Therefore, the key to industrial upgrading based on global value chain
lies in the controlling the strategic links.
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3 Features and Position of China Passenger Car Parts Industry
As its passenger car parts industry can already satisfy over 80% matching demand of parts
localization of commercial vehicles and luxury passenger cars, and can also manufacture most
components for vehicle matching, China is on the way to be the important sourcing base for
international auto manufacturer and R&D center of core products for multinational corporation, and is
continuously being integrated into the global automotive industry value chain. However, as it has
mastered no core technology, mainly engaged in labor-intensive and processing products, it is still
among the low-end value links in the global value chain.
3.1 Scale and economic performance for domestically-funded enterprise
Generally speaking, passenger car parts industry of China has low industry concentration, poor
economic performance and the domestically-funded enterprises are small-scale. In the over 7580
domestic components enterprises above designated size, 1318 are overseas-funded enterprises,
accounting for 17%, 474 Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan invested enterprises, accounting for 6%;
among those overseas-funded enterprises, wholly (solely ) foreign-owned enterprises take up 55%, and
Chinese-foreign joint ventures 45%, of which 66% are foreign holding. Right now, the trend of wholly
foreign-owned and holding is increasingly prominent. And foreign-funded enterprises are doing better in
general in terms of economic performance, and their average profit margin is 8.7% while that for
domestically-funded enterprises is 4~7 %( shown in Table 1).
Table 1

Contrast of Income and Performance Between Different Auto Parts Enterprises in 2007
（Unit: %）
Percentage
of Percentage of
profit
return on
Corporation sort
Number
total industrial operation
margin
assets
revenue
output value
Foreign-owned
17
41
42
8.7
10.6

State-owned

8

8

8

3.8

3.8

Mixed

20

24

23

6

6.9

Private

49

21

20

6.4

8.8

Hongkong-Macao-Taiwan
6
6
7
6.8
6.8
Source: DRC, China Association of Auto Manufacturers, VAG, China Auto Industry Development
Report(2009), Social Sciences Academic Press, 2009

3.2 Proportion of firm’s market share and industry concentration ratio
Automobile parts exports of China has been growing rapidly in recent years(only slowed down in
2008 because of the financial crisis), and its proportion has been increasing steadily in the global
automotive exports, becoming the world’s fourth (following U.S., Japan, Germany) largest producer and
exporter of auto parts.
In 2008, the value of foreign trade of China auto parts was 51.3 billion＄, imports 16.28 billion
＄and exports 35.05 billion＄. Exports value of auto parts accounted for 76.4% of that of auto products
(shown in Table 2). Since 2006, China has been accounting for over 10% in the global auto parts exports
value.
Table 2 Foreign Trade of China Auto Parts during 2004-2008

(unit: hundred million＄;%)

Chinese Auto Parts

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Value of Foreign Trade

201.7

257.1

348.7

447.8

513.3

Growth Rate of Value of Foreign Trade

39.1

27.4

35.6

28.4

16.4

Imports Value

97.1

101.5

133.1

152.9

162.8

Growth Rate of Imports Value

62.9

48.8

38.5

36.9

18.8

Exports Value

104.6

155.6

215.5

295

350.5

Growth Rate of Exports Value

20.3

4.5

31.2

14.8

6.5

Proportion in Foreign Trade Surplus

2.32

5.31

4.64

5.42

6.35

Proportion in Exports Amount of Global Auto Part

7.3

9.2

11.5

-

Sources: DRC, China Association of Auto Manufacturers, VAG, China Auto Industry Development
Report(2009), Social Sciences Academic Press,2009
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Although China's exports of auto parts has been increasing rapidly, most are low value-added,
resource-and labor-intensive like aluminum wheels, water tank, glass, wire bundles. They are little
technology added and low export value-added products with low OEM market share, and access only to
low-end maintenance markets generally. Take car wheels for instance. While the value of car wheel
exports was 18.3% in total export of auto parts in 2008, key component exports only took up 18.3%
(shown in Table 3).
According to statistics from China Automobile Industry Yearbook, solely foreign-owned
enterprises topped the list, taking up 34.8% of total exports; next were Sino-foreign joint ventures (24%
of total exports), in which those with foreign investment took up 59.3%; private (individual) business
accounted for about 22.4%; state-owned enterprises account for only 14.7%. What’s more, most key
saloon car parts were manufactured in solely foreign-owned or Sino-foreign joint ventures enterprises.
Table 3

Ratio of Auto Parts Export Product in 2008 （unit: ＄ten thousand）

Export Product

Value

Percentage in Export Amount of Auto Parts %

Auto Engine and its Parts

363287

11.7

Gear Case Assembly

49459

1.6

Clutch and its Parts

42517

1.4

Brake and its Parts

173200

5.6

Drive Axle Assembly

22989

0.7

Dead Axle and its Parts

27998

0.9

Wheel and its Parts

327133

10.5

Suspension Damper

65180

2.1

Steering System and its Parts

72442

2.3

Body

23051

0.7

Body Accessories and Parts

272805

8.8

Automobile Lighting and Signal Device

142192

4.6

Auto Electronics and Instruments

514291

16.5

Air-conditioner

4871

0.2

Auto Tyre

404906

13

Auto Glass

52996

1.7

Other Auto Parts

364418

11.7

Trailer, Semitrailer and their Parts

186238

Total
109973
Source: Chinese Auto Industry Almanac, 2009

6
100

3.3 Inadequate R&D investment
R&D investment in China auto parts industry has seen a relatively rapid growth, but does not
match the sales revenue of more than 25% average annual growth rate。According to China Automobile
Industry Yearbook（see Table 4），R&D investment in the car and motorcycle parts industry in China
accounted for respectively1.98%, 1.91% and 2.16% of the main business income in the past three years
while those in Bosch, Denso, Delphi, Valeo, etc accounted for 7% to 10% of the sales revenue.
International auto components industry was 12～16 time higher than national auto components industry
in the proportion of R&D investment to annual revenue.
As a direct result of inadequate R&D investment, China auto parts industry has been poor in
self-innovation. At present, 90% of the market share and manufacturing capability of
domestically-funded enterprises are concentrated on low-end parts production, and among the remaining
10% of most high-end products, a majority are manufactured by Sino-foreign joint ventures. For
example, all the EFIs, EMSs, differential assemblies, torque converters, electric sunroofs and airbags
were manufactured by overseas-funded enterprises in 2008, and 93% of ABS, 98% of micro-motors,
90% of central controllers were manufactured also by foreign enterprises.
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Table 4

Ratio of R&D Investment to Main Business Income in Auto Industry in Years 2001-2008
(Unit: hundred million yuan；％)
Automobile
Automobile and Motorcycle Parts

Year

R&D expenses
（C）

Prime
Operating
Revenue（D）

C/D

R&D expenses
（K）

Prime Operating
Revenue（L）

K/L

2001

33.8

2457.7

1.38%

15.5

829.3

1.87%

2002

56.3

3406.8

1.65%

13.9

1261.1

1.10%

2003

65.8

5141.6

1.28%

22.9

1588.2

1.44%

2004

75.1

5490.5

1.37%

30

1960.6

1.53%

2005

94.8

5582.9

1.70%

46.7

2633.6

1.77%

2006

118.6

7339.2

1.62%

81.5

4122.2

1.98%

2007

162.9

9253.7

1.76%

93.4

4901.8

1.91%

1.13%

111.5

5153.5

2.16%

2008 208.1
18355.9
Source: Chinese Auto Industry Almanac 2009

Overall, auto parts industry of China started to be embedded in the global value chain from low
value-added and labor-intensive low-end value links, while high value-added value taches at both ends
of the value chain are in control of multinational companies. Thus, Chinese auto parts enterprises have
been in the stations that only in the middle section of the "smile curve", subject to the squeeze from the
high value-added taches. The monopoly position of overseas-funded enterprises in the domestic auto
parts market is becoming even more prominent, marginalizing auto parts industry of China in the global
chain.

4 Upgrading Path for China Auto Parts Industry
In line with above theories and status, upgrading path for auto parts industry of China must reflect
the comparative advantage of our resources and the immanent and essential requirement of the global
value chain, to realize overall industrial upgrading on the basis of enterprise upgrading.
Manufacturing
system upgrading

Direction and observation points:
⑴manufacturing effectiveness
⑵production period
⑶manufacturing quality
⑷cost of manufacture
Direction and observation points:
⑴R & D investment
⑵Development efficiency
⑶matching degree with the R&D system in
automobile producers
⑷proprietary core technology（e.g. patent）

Technology
upgrading

Product structure
upgrading

Direction and observation points:
⑴product profit margin
⑵proportion of own brand products
⑶supplying rate in the domestic market
⑷International market share

Figure 1 Upgrading Path at the Enterprise Level

4.1 Upgrading path at the enterprise level
Upgrading of relevant enterprises lays the foundation for that of China auto parts industry.
Upgrading path at the enterprise level should start from the manufacturing system, then to enterprise
technology, eventually to upgrade the product structure (see Diagram 1).
Chinese auto parts enterprises should first increase the enterprise technology management level,
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adopt advanced production methods and improve labor productivity to achieve manufacturing system
upgrading; then raise the enterprise’s development efficiency and increase its matching with the R&D
system in automobile producers to grasp proprietary core technology, to realize technology upgrading;
finally develop its own brand products, to achieve product structure upgrading; through this path China
can upgrade its auto parts enterprises.
4.2 Upgrading path at the industrial level
This level of upgrading comes after the upgrading at the enterprise level. Chinese enterprises
should integrate parts manufacturers, develop parts industry clusters, optimize industrial structure and
further escalate industrial technology, to upgrade China's auto parts industry ultimately. Industrial
upgrading includes industrial organization structure upgrading, industrial technology upgrading and
industry chain upgrading (shown in Figure 2).
Direction and observation points:
⑴industrial concentration
⑵maximum scale of the core parts enterprise
⑶industrial district concentration
⑷innovation on cooperative mechanism of pooling
parts manufacturers

Industrial organization
structure upgrading

Industrial
upgrading

Industry
upgrading

technology

Direction and observation points:
⑴self-matching rate of key parts
⑵master degree of key technology
⑶modularized Simultaneous Development capacity
⑷breakthrough in fundamental common technology

chain

Direction and observation points:
⑴ Advance on self-matching system/ability of
domestic automobiles
⑵Increase of the export parts’ position in the value
chain
⑶ Breakthrough in the technology and
industrialization of new energy automobile parts
Figure 2

Upgrading Path at the Industrial Level

5 Conclusions
China passenger car parts industry is still a low-end value link in the global value chain, and
doesn’t have relevant key technology .Thus the key to achieve the upgrading of this industry is to have
independent rights, occupy initiatively such strategic links with high additional value as technology
R&D and own brand, to eventually become a manager of the global value chain. In terms of policy
options, the first step is to promote strategic restructuring of the parts industry , adjust the industrial
structure, follow the path of joint reorganization, establish specialized groups with economies of scale,
form a parts industrial structure with reasonable hierarchies in which the work is divided based on
specification. Then, we should increase R&D investment to develop independent core technology, make
breakthroughs in technology for key auto parts, especially in proprietary core technology for key parts
of passenger cars, and improve the ability of matching with the vehicle manufacturers. The third is to
develop high value-added, high-tech products, to achieve industrial upgrading; auto parts enterprises
should pay more attention to R&D of environmental protection, energy saving technology, and strive to
make automotive components achieve environmental protection and energy conservation, increase the
proportion of electronic components in the vehicle to make cars more electronic, intelligent, and further
develop the renewable technology of scrap material of auto parts, to finally achieve the industrial
upgrading of passenger cars industry and the parts industry.
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Abstract Islam being a complete code of life prohibits interest or rent on money in form of money as
a source of income or profit. The objective of this paper is to propose the potential application of an
Islamic banking product as a substitute financial product for the agriculture sector of Pakistan.
Previous studies and economic data available by State Bank of Pakistan’s web site reveal that agriculture
income represents only up to 60 percent of the income of an average farm household. Nearly 70 percent
of farmers depend upon the credit market for their necessities. Purchase of agri-inputs, hiring workforce
and machinery are their important necessities for a farmer, which require cash. Most of these needs are
financed by the middlemen who also buy the crops from farmers.
This paper attempts to present applicable models of Islamic Banking keeping in view Pakistani
agri-sector, by applying innovation and can be of importance for strategic decision making of Islamic
Financial Institutions.
Key words Agriculture; Islamic banking; Innovation; Pakistan

1 Introduction
Interest is strictly prohibited by Islam as an income-generating source as it is one of the HARAMs
mentioned in the Holly Quran. This article explores the possible practicality of forward sale agreement
“Bai-Salam” as substitute source of agri-financing under Islamic banking mode. This agreement, against
the advance payments, locks the agriculture inputs with outputs. This paper may prove to be a
contribution in existing literature on the topic as large numbers of Pakistani farmers are reluctant to
contact financial institutions due to unavailability of adequate collateral[1] and incomplete ownership
titles. Also farmers avoid interest based banking including loans due to strict prohibition by religion. It is
a fact of great astonish that in country having more than 95 percent Muslims, agricultural credit based
on Islamic Finance principles is not available. Therefore, financial institutions may find a strategic gap
and will try to fill it by addressing the needs of this vast market.
Table 1

Year

ZTBL

Supply of Agricultural Credit by Institutions

Commercial
Banks

PPCBL

2005-2006
47,594.14
67,967.40
5,889.49
2006-2007
56,473.05
80393.19
7988.06
2007-2008
66,938.99
94,749.29
5931.45
2008-2009
75,138.55
110,666.00
3,538.89
Source: Economic Survey 2009-2010, State Bank of Pakistan

(PKR in Million)

Domestic
Privatized Banks

Total Rs.
In Millions

16,023.38
23,976.16
43,940.92
41,626.33

137,474.41
168,830.46
211,560.65
230,969.77

Agriculture credit has proved to have a large impact on the rural economy[2]. Credit fulfills capital
requirements of farmers to make new investments in crops or technology. Due to rapid mechanization,
use of modern seeds and pesticides and application of fertilizers are some of the important factors that
have raised the need of credit for farmers. At the same time, the low yields have been observed from
agri-income when compared with other sectors’ returns[3]. Agriculture sector contributes nearly 22
percent of the total GDP and employs 45 percent of the total labor in Pakistan[4]. Since Land is the main
acceptable collateral, the access to credit through banks is much restricted to large landlords. According
to State Bank of Pakistan[5], Agriculture credit through formal channels is limited to not more than 0.57
million farmers against the potential 5.44 million clients. This situation helps informal credit (from
private money lenders including middlemen), which presently contributes 72 percent to total agriculture
credit in Pakistan[6]. The credit issued for growing crops by the formal credit market is hardly 5 percent
of the credit issued for private sector. However, informal credit may not be as conducive to development,
as it is expensive; short-term and largely used for consumption[7].
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1.1 Evolution of Islamic banking in Pakistan
1.1.1 Source of guidance
The Holy Quran, being a complete code of life, also sets the foundations for a just and balanced
banking and financial system which prohibits interest and allows, rather appreciate trade as an alternate.
Islamic Banks are supposed to practice interest free banking operations mainly by applying profit and
loss sharing schemes. They are also not supposed to participate in prohibited business such as business
of liquor, drugs and pork as well as gambling. Cost plus financing on traded goods (murabaha), profit
and loss sharing (mudarabah), equity participation (mushariha), leasing (ijara) and Forward sale
( Bai-Salam) are some of important Islamic banking products..
1.1.2 Early attempts
In Pakistan, the history of Islamic banking starts with government’s initiative of introducing
interest free agri-loans in 1979 with the help of commercial banks and Agriculture Development Bank.
The drive behind was to help small farmers. Credit period was one year amounting to maximum of Rs
12,000 (at that time US$ 1,000/-) against two personal sureties. The accrued interest for these loans was
paid by government through central bank to lending institutions at the end of year. From 1979 to 1985,
interest free loans raised to 50 percent from 30 percent. This scheme was terminated in July 1988 due to
misuse in loans through proxy loaning, family loaning and paper loaning at large scale. This was the end
of interest free agri-financing that continues up till now.
As another move, at the same time in 1979, government initially decided to convert interest based
non bank financial institutions named; House Building Finance Corporation, Bankers Equity,
Investment Corporation of Pakistan on interest free basis and allowed commercial banks to offer
depository accounts on profit and loss sharing basis. From June 1985 the government ceased all
commercial banks to offer interest-based products. However, all interbank transactions, government
related transactions and the foreign currency accounts were allowed continue on existing interest basis.
Through circular no. BCD 13, State Bank of Pakistan in 1984, encouraged commercial banks to lend on
markup and on buy back agreement basis. These techniques are nothing but a hidden form of interest [8].
The Supreme Court of Pakistan declared Buy back agreement buy-back agreement illegal in 1991.
1.1.3 Modern Islamic banking.
Contemporary Islamic banking started with the direction of Supreme Court of Pakistan to the
Government to put serious efforts for the conversion of the financial system from interest based to
interest-free through a special task force. Gradual implementation of Islamic banking was proposed by
the task force in the report it submitted in August 2001 including the opening of independent Islamic
banks, allowing conventional banks to operate Islamic banking branches and allowing conventional
banks to introduce Islamic banking through special counters in their existing branches. Since then six
full-fledged Islamic banks, 13 conventional banks have started operating in Pakistan. At the end of June
2007 Islamic banking in terms of assets and deposits represent 3.4 percent and 3.1 percent respectively
of the total banking sector in the country[9].
1.2 Bai-Salam and its application as mode of agriculture financing.
In Bai-Salam contract, in exchange of full advance payment of commodity, the delivery occurs at
some future date, delivery is hence said to be deferred. (Usmani, T 1998) suggests that the basic purpose
of this sale contract is to meet the needs of the small farmers who need money to grow their crops and to
fuse for general consumption up till harvest time [10]. The contract is beneficial for both parties as the
farmer receives the money in advance at the time of need, while the buyer normally pays the price at bit
lower rates and also finds an opportunity of business and possible future profits. Bank can demand a
guarantee in different forms like mortgage, hypothecation or personal guarantee to reduce lending risk.
This results in shared risks as the seller through this contract transfers the risk of fluctuation to the buyer,
while the buyer transfers the business related risk to the seller through guaranteed quantity and quality
supply of output on an agreed future date.
This contract can become an important alternate mode of agriculture financing especially in the
Muslim countries where the farmers sometimes stay away from the financial institutions due to the
element of interest and inappropriate disbarment and repayment schedules of the loans and the cash flow
needs of different crops [11]. In its soul, the contract of Bai-Salam is a trading contract rather than a loan.
It extra has advantages in agri-financing when compared with other modes of Islamic financings such as
Profit and Loss Sharing (PLS) and Bai Muajjal (sale on deferred payments). PLS requires heavy work to
determine the appropriate and adequate profit and loss sharing ration. On the other hand Bai Muajjal is
converse to Bai-Salam. In this contract, available commodities are purchased at time of agreement but
payments are to be made at some future dates to the sellers but Bai-Salam provides cash to the farmers
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when it is required (at the time of sowing fertilizing or just before harvesting). The contract is in line
with the standards of modern banking. Banks deal in money rather than commodities is the only
limitation in this case. To solve this problem, bank can enter into two separate but parallel contracts, one
with the seller and second with the buyer of the commodity. Bank can act as an intermediary between
the two parties, but important, rather necessary is that these contracts with both parties must be
independent of each other.

2 Objectives
The main objectives of this paper are:
(1) To look at the possibility of Bai-Salam contract as an alternating and innovative substitute to
existing agriculture interest based credit schemes.
(2) To examine current status of agricultural financing, different dimensions and identify problems
related to this sector.
(3) To suggest some innovative, interest-free financing models appropriate for Pakistan’s
agriculture sector based on Bai-Salam.

3 Selected Literature Review
Agriculture sector have never been attractive for financial institutions specially in the case of small
farmer and they have been reluctant to issue loans for them due to their failure in providing collateral,
higher default risks and high transaction costs associated with small loans. Alternatively, higher interest
rate is also not a solution as it results in adverse situations[12]. Binswanger and Khandker (1995) have
shown the impact of formal credit in India, which is usually provided at subsidized interest rates. They
found that formal credit increases income and agri-productivity and calculated that benefits exceed the
cost by at least 13 percent, using district level panel data[13]. Diagne and Zeller (2001) found in Malawi
that rural banks, savings and cooperative societies give priority in issuing loans to households with
diversified assets portfolios and diversified incomes. Households do not consider interest rates an
important factor while deciding to choose financial institution. Non-price attributes such as types of loan
provided, restriction on their use as well as the non financial services provided play an important role [14].
Khandker and Faruqee (2003) examined the performance of Agriculture Development Bank of Pakistan
(now ZTBL). They calculated that a 10 percent amplification in formal credit increases agriculture
production cost and productivity by 1 percent while consumption increases by 0.04 percent only. They
also found that hiring labor and purchasing inputs are the main uses of the credit [15]. In developing
countries specially, these are the informal lenders who play the main role in providing credit to rural
households. Often amounts borrowed from informal lenders are primarily used for consumption
purposes, usually at very high interest rates [16]. Aleem (1990) found that nearly 33 percent of total funds
utilized in informal credit transactions originate from formal credit sources. In informal market, on
average 19 percent interest rate is charged, nearly 5 percent above the formal credit. He also calculated a
25 percent average interest rate on inputs.
Floro and Yotopoulos (1991) in case of the Philippines pointed out that middleman have collateral
assets as well as have extensive relationships with large traders due to frequent transactions; they also
possess strong knowledge of local conditions such as the harvest time, efficiency, yield and the
reputation of the farmer. The authors summed up that these middlemen are usually very effective in
distributing loans and handling loan repayment at harvest time[17]. Local lenders are also much familiar
with the production capacity of borrower as well as they are in better position to monitor the
performance and conditions due to the fact that farmers usually operate in a limited geographical
area[18]. Mansuri (1998) in case of Pakistan, pointed out that it often happens in the informal market that
the person with the supply of credit does not have the ability to monitor and control the person with the
greatest need of credit[19]. It was also found that landless tenants borrow from landlords, and households
having some land borrow exclusively from middlemen. In northern Punjab where the land is more
equally distributed, the landlords contribute 16 percent in debt. Rest is almost contributed by middlemen.
In contrast in southern Punjab and Sindh where landholdings are more concentrated, landlords account
for almost two thirds of all informal debt held by farm households[20].
Lack of competition, political interference at top level lowers the prices paid to producers. Formers
commit willful default due to political umbrella and lack of punishments[21]. Brambilla and Guido (2006)
observed that farmers sell crops to institutions other than those from whom they take the loans resulting
in an increased credit price resulting in less profitable cotton production and hence increase in farmer
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default[22].
Khandker et al. (2006) in case of Bangladesh found that a road project resulted in increase of farm
productivity and transportation demand while input costs were decreased. The authors concluded that
government policymaking in credit can influence household incomes directly and indirectly via the
input and output markets as well as through improved access to key facilities like health and
education[23]. Renos et al. (2003) measured the transaction costs at the time of selling of crops in the
market. They presented that the transaction costs play determinant role which market (farmgate, local or
distant market) farmers enter[24]. Pitt and Khandker (1998) examined the impact of credit from the
Grameen Bank on a variety of individual and household outcomes, including school enrolment, labor
supply, asset holding, fertility and contraceptive use. Significant effects of credit on the wellbeing of
small households in Bangladesh were observed in the study[25].
Literature review shows that the agricultural productivity and efficiency heavily depends upon
availability of credit to farmers on proper time. Farmers go towards private money lenders and brokers
who charge higher interest rates as well as tie the farmers to sell their crops at rates lower than the
market rates as a result of less or no access to formal credit. At the same time, financial institutions must
take necessary precautionary measures to minimize the chances of adverse situations including delayed
payments and willful defaults. Last but not least, reduced costs and increased production can also be
achieved by improving infrastructure in rural areas and easy access of farmers to modern technology.

4 Proposed Models for Agriculture Financing under Islamic Banking.
Keeping in view the above discussion, we hereby propose two models that can be applied by the
Islamic Financial Institutions for the large customer base of agriculture sector.
4.1 Middleman as Agent or Partner Model (MAP Model)
In the first model Bank can appoint a middleman as its agent or can have a partnership agreement
with middleman. Middleman points out the potential farmers from his area. The credit is issued only
upon the recommendation of the middleman. The bank provides credit direct to the farmers on personal
guarantee and also develops feedback system to monitor the crop. At harvest time, middleman is
responsible to collects the crops from the farmers, sells it in the market and returns the bank’s share in
profit as per contract.
Bank

Appoints partner/agent
Provide security

Middle
man

provide inputs reqd.
collects crops

Farmer

Develop Feedback system for monitoring of crops.
Bank can provide direct credit only upon recommendation/guarantee of middleman
Sells crops to market and returns bank’s investment and profit share

Market
Figure 1 MAP Model for Innovative Application of Islamic Banking Product in Agri-Sector

4.2 Bank’s Own Subsidiary Model (BOS)
Bank will forms a subsidiary, which can deal with the farmers on behalf of the bank. Bank provides
direct credit to the farmers only upon the recommendations of its subsidiary, and when the farmers
provide the required guarantees. It will be the responsibility of the subsidiary to provide technical advice,
monitoring and collecting the crop from farmers. The subsidiary may also provide crop inputs for the
farmers. At harvest time, the subsidiary will be responsible for selling it in the market and share the
profit with the bank as well as returning the investment.

5 Conclusion
Pakistan’s economy heavily depends upon agri-sector. Approximately 65 percent of the population
lives in the rural areas and is directly or indirectly stakeholder in the sector. According to State Bank of
Pakistan (2002), there were 3183 commercial bank branches in the rural areas with total deposits of Rs
159 billion and advances up to Rs 21.50 billion, with lending/deposit ratio of 13.44 percent. The figures
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points to great scope for Islamic banks to enter in agriculture financing market. The paper tries to
explore the innovative application of Bai-Salam instrument. Bai-Salam is a trade-based instrument, and
against advance full payment, locks agriculture input with the output. Exploring the agriculture related
problems and hurdles faced by farmers can help in proper application of this instrument. The available
literature available shows that farmers hardly afford to purchase the inputs on cash. Even its tough
enough for them to meet personal consumption expenses from farm income. Thus banks should take
care before proceeding Bai-Salam instrument to reduce risks large-scale willful defaults.
Lastly, two innovative models are proposed in this paper for the feasible application of Bai-Salam.
Banks can offer this instrument either with the help of middlemen who have insightful knowledge about
the local area or they can take up the process as a new subsidiary. The ultimate objective of the proposed
models is to develop such a system that can result in a win-win situation for both banks and farmers.
Bank

Forms a subsidiary,

Subcidiary

Directly deal with customers on
Behalf of bank.

provide technical help

Farmer

inputs, monitor crops,
Collect crops

Can issue Direct Loan to farmer, if recommended/guaranteed by subsidiary
Shares the profit with bank, return bank’s investment
Sells the crop

to the market.

Market

Figure 2 BOS Model for Innovative Application of Islamic Banking Product in Agri-Sector
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Industry Transfer and Local Industry Matching Capability Building
in Wuhan of China
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Abstract This paper examines the nature of industry transfer from eastern region to central and
western region. It employs a case study in Wuhan city in central China. Through analyzing the motives,
backward linkage and forward linkage between industry transfer firms and local firms, we find that the
knowledge flow within industry transfer firms is obvious but limited. According to the extent of
technological learning by the local partners or local personnel and the impact of the technology transfer
and learning on the host region, we can draw a conclusion that the record of industry transfer firms in
transferring technology to the local economy has been very varied and technology flow in uneven.
What’s more, lack of the various know-how learning limited local industry matching capability building.
Key words Industry transfer; Local industry matching capability; Technological learning; Technology
transfer

1 Introduction
In recent years, China’s industries are marching upstream along the Yangtze River as Chinese
government has designated central and western region to accept new industrial development transfers.
The growth of the new economic zones will play an important role in narrowing China’s regional
development gap. Therefore, the topic of industry transfer from eastern region to western and central
region has been one of great interest and importance. Existing research has revealed the features of
industry transfer in China[1-3]; industry transfer and technology development[4-6]; and changing
government policy approaches[7]. However, there are few studies addressing the relationship between
industry transfer and local industrial matching capability. This research, based on a case study of
industry transfer to the city of Wuhan in central China, assesses the nature of and the difficulties in
industry transfer and local capability building.

2 Methodology
This study was designed to reveal the problems existing in industry transfer and local industrial
coordination capability building based on a case study in Wuhan city in Central China. This city is
situated in the middle of Hubei Province of China. It connects the east with the west, channels the north
to the south, and links rivers with seas by means of its water, land and air traffic. Some of China's
metropolises such as Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Chengdu, and Xi’an are all within a circle around
the center of Wuhan with the radius of 1000km. Wuhan is the important strategic supporting point of
Central China. Total population of Wuhan (capital of Hubei Province) has grown from 7.6 million in
2001 to 8.3 million in 2007, representing a 9.2% growth over a period of six years. Wuhan’s nominal
GDP per capita has doubled from 17, 776 RMB in 2001 to 37, 936 RMB in 2007. In 2007, the
disposable income per capita of urban population and net income per capita of rural people increased by
16.2% and 13.1%, respectively. GDP per capita is expected to continue to rise as Wuhan’s GDP broke
the 400 billion RMB mark in 2009 (Wuhan Statistic Bureau, 2010).
This study used two methods to collect data. The first was a postal survey, which obtained 249
responses to a questionnaire directed to a random sample of 400 firms in Wuhan. The second was a
personal interview survey with 25 of these firms, representing a 10% sample of the postal survey
responses; the firms were chosen so as to provide a range of experiences with industry transfer and
capability building.

3 Results
3.1 Linkage motives between industry transfer and local firms
The willingness of industry transfer firms’ supplying technology and local partner’ receiving
technology lay down the foundation of contact in their cooperation. The motives of foreign firms and
local partner could heavily influence technology transfer and learning between two sides.
It is commonly argued that China’s national strategy is to make western and central region rapidly
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catch up with the eastern region by industry transfer. Consequently, it is assumed that primary
motivations for a local firm in cooperation with an industry transfer firm are (1) to gain access to and
learn advanced technology as well as (2) to gain access to modern management techniques[8]. The
motive of industry firms is to gain local market access, to learn about the political and regulatory
environment. This section is based on a questionnaire to investigate the motives of industry transfer
firms and local partners at the same time.
The answers are displayed in Table 1. The data not only shows the common phenomena which
appears in other developing regions, but also reveals some features and dynamics of the linkage between
two sides. The motive structure is characterized by:
(1) The industry transfer and local partners have different priorities. They establish cooperation in
order to benefit from each other: each one tried to appropriate the resources, assets and competencies
that the other provided. Five items clearly related to motives predominantly pursued by industry transfer
partners: they want to learn about the local context, they want to learn how to manage the workforce,
they want to gain access to local market and low cost production, and they want to exploit “Guanxi”. It
is striking that all these are precisely what local partner side provides. In terms of local partners, they
want to gain access to production technologies, to product technologies, to manufacturing know-how
and to new product models. Local partners also want to learn organization and management knowledge.
Table 1
Motives
Industry transfer firms:

Changes of the Partners’ Motives over Time
Past

Accessing local market
Accessing national market
Getting low cost
Getting favorable policies
Getting natural resources
Getting capital
Getting market knowledge
Getting production know-how
Getting organization and management knowledge
Getting core technology
Getting Guanxi
local partners:
Accessing outside market
Getting favorable policies
Getting capital
Getting market knowledge
Getting production know-how
Getting organization and management knowledge
Getting core technology
Source: Questionnaire survey.

Present

40
10
46
21
35
0
23
2
14
0
21

46
19
46
16
32
0
34
5
21
0
30

10
21
30
18
35
25
0

19
24
37
45
45
48
8

(2) The result shows that access motives of the two sides set a favorable environment for
transferring technology. Local context, Guanxi, access to distribution networks, product development
skills, manufacturing know-how, etc. typically fall into the class of knowledge that represents, at least
partially, some tacit understanding that is unarticulated and almost impossible to formalize. Industry
transfer is used here as the appropriate channel for each partner to acquire this knowledge in the context
of intimate contacts. .
(3) The survey also finds that the structure of motives of industry transfer firms and their local
partners show a favorable change over the last few years. The share of local partners who aim to obtain
production know-how, market knowledge, and organizational and management knowledge increased.
3.2 Backward linkage and capability promotion in industry transfer
Industry transfer firms’ local sourcing is regarded as backward linkage that is the purchase of local
inputs, which show the relationship between these firms and local suppliers. Compared with forward
linkages of inward investment, backward linkages are more favored by the host regions’ government,
because the purchase of local products and services not only brings more development opportunities
such as increased employment and improved balance of payment to the local economy, but also offers
chance for local firms to learn technology, for example, the increase of their production standards,
access to markets and information, and the reinforcement of the local technology infrastructure. So
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enlarging backward relationship of inward investment has been a focus of host regions’ policy, both in
developed and underdeveloped regions.
In order to measure the backward linkages of industry transfer firms in the host region, the
interviewees were asked to estimate how much input they sourced locally. Their answers show that, in
term of local sourcing level, backward linkages of industry transfer firms in Wuhan seem impressive.
There are 60 percent of them buying more than 50 percent of their inputs in Wuhan, and some
purchasing even over 80 percent of their inputs in Wuhan, although some firms purchase less than 20
percent of their inputs locally. It seems that industry transfer firms in Wuhan buy a lot locally and have a
close relationship with local economy.
The main obstacles to increasing local purchasing, as shown in Table 2, are mainly on the supplier
side. The survey finds that over 80 percent of industry transfer firms in Wuhan would like to purchase
more locally, it will help them to keep their total costs low. It is apparent that there are rooms for local
firms to increase their supply by updating their products and increasing their production standards.
Table 2
Items
low quality

lack suitable product

The Obstacles to Local Purchase
No. of Answers
42

35

price is too high
7
supply is unreliable
30
foreign company’s global strategy
12
Source: Questionnaire. Total firm number: 65. Multi-answer questions.

%
65
54
11
46
18

3.3 Forward linkage and capability promotion in industry transfer
Forward linkages are the local use of industry transfer firms’ output. They reflect the relations
between inward investment and local buyers. The output sold by industry transfer firms on the local
market, as (Michalet 1994[9] and saggi 2002)[10] state, is also a vehicle of technical knowledge flow
between foreign investors and local buyers, whether these buyers are consumers or enterprises.
The survey finds that most industry transfer firms in the host region hold an important position in
terms of local sales. In addition to the high level of local sales, the following characteristics of industry
transfer firms’ local sales are noteworthy. Local sales levels show some differences among firms from
different regions. Secondly, some trend can be identified that international sales are increasing over time.
Interview data shows that there are more firms began to do international sales. The factors which
promote this shift are twofold: One is that the wholly-owned firms, especially from Japan, are increasing
very quickly. The other is that the local government incentives and policies have paid more attention to
promoting exports and takes incentives and policies to build a national automobile and part export base
in WEDZ (Wuhan Municipal Government, 2009).
When local buyers are enterprises, the technology diffusion through industry transfer forward
linkage can be viewed at the two levels. The first level is reflected in the flow of products provided by
industry transfer firms. Questionnaire data shows that over 50% of the industry transfer firms’ answer
that their provision of products leads local buyers to improve the quality of their products. Their
high-quality products play an important role in local firms’ upgrading of their products.
Table 3 Results of Industry Transfer Through Forward Linkage
Items
No. of Answers
Increase buyer’s products quality
35
Offer after sales service and training
45
Provide technology information
35
Pressurize other suppliers for improvement
38
Source: Questionnaire Total firm number is 65.

%
54%
70%
54%
58%

Technology diffusion at the second level is tied up with the other activities conducted by industry
transfer firms when they sell their products to Chinese indigenous firms. Table 3 shows over 50 percent
of firms’ answers is that local sales are channels in transferring technical knowledge. These associated
activities can be divided into three groups. One is after sales service and personnel training for local
buyers, which are mainly in high technology projects, especially in the electronics industry, because
local buyers are not familiar with these products. These efforts usually combine products and operating
skills together and accelerate the process for local buyers to get familiar with certain new technologies.
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The second group is that the high level of competition sometimes forces industry transfer firms to
provide more technical information to convince the local buyers to put in their orders. At the same time,
a third group of associate activities follows. The products provided by industry transfer firms could be
shown to local buyers’ previous suppliers and form a stimulus to force them to improve their products
and services.

4 Conclusion
The city of Wuhan, as the heart of Central China, accounts for over one percent of national
economy in most aspects at present. Its economy is characterized by diversified industrial activities, a
comparatively advanced economic structure, and a huge market. Industry transfer has been playing an
increasingly important role in the development of the city. The examination of the transfer process and
effects by interviews and questionnaire shows that the knowledge flow within industry transfer firms is
obvious but limited. According to the extent of technological learning by the local partners or local
personnel and the impact of the technology transfer and learning on the host region, we can draw a
conclusion that the record of industry transfer firms in transferring technology to the local economy has
been very varied and technology flow in uneven. What’s more, lack of the various know-how learning
limited the technology transfer.
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Manufacturing in China
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Abstract This paper is trying to analyse the development trend of service-oriented manufacturing in
China. To meet the needs of this transformation of manufacturing companies, it is inevitable for
educational sectors to train more service-oriented talents, that is T-type talent. The paper first discusses
the relationship between this new trend and T-type talent, which is very strong and tight. Then the paper
moves to formulate the mechanism or role for education to play in training personnel wanted by the
trend. Finally, after exposing some weakness in Chinese education system, the paper reaches
conclusions on how to reform it.
Key words Service-oriented manufacturing; Vocational education; Endogenous growth theory

1 Introduction
It has been a trend since the late several decades of last century that success of a manufacturing
business can not be achieved without taking competitive service as its intermediate input. And service
and manufacturing combines more tightly and intensively, so a new conception “service manufacturing”
is created. However, this service-oriented trend must get the support by education which produce human
resources it need. Specifically T type talents are welcomed in contemporary job market and wanted by
service manufacturing enterprises. In China, we have witnessed a huge expansion of higher education
sector, but sorrowfully there are still a great needs for more talented personnel which can not be meet,
especially in higher position.
The more developed the society is, the greater the need for broad and special talents will be.
Science is moving in a trend of highly both differentiation and integration. Basic sciences are crossed
with each other, with one area penetrating into others. There have emerged a large number of
multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary, intermediate-disciplinary and cross-disciplinary. And some of the
major concerns facing modern human, such as environment, population and resources, can not be
fundamentally solved without help of a variety of disciplines, which require workers in different
fields to sincerely cooperate, therefore, in addition to a deeper knowledge of one’s own subject, it is also
necessary to understand the knowledge and developments of other professional disciplines immediately
or distantly associated with it. To adapt to such trends, a comprehensive range of knowledge is strongly
recommended, thus T-type talents are greatly valued with decades going by. The T-type personnel (or T
type talents), namely broad and special talents, is such with the letter T to indicate the structural
characteristics of these people's knowledge, in which - means the width of knowledge,
while“︱”represents the depth of expertise, when combined together, it means these talents should not
only acquire deeper skills, but has a broad range of knowledge, consequently such people are called
T-type talents. In other words, it is those who can absorb or make most of many sciences, and
successfully coordinate "miscellaneous" and "specialization" have a bright future. There have been
many researches and papers regarding this area, for instance, Lin Chongde, based on the distinct
characteristics of Eastern and Western educational models, summed up some contents which a T-type
talent should have, he then considered that in terms of width, a T-type talent should grasp those
knowledge which are learned by students in Western countries, such as creativity, adaptability,
independent thinking and practical ability, what’s more, Western education attaches great importance to
motivation of students to develop operative ability and adaptability, and focuses on cultivating students’
personality. In terms of depth, a T type talent should learn by heart what is taught by Oriental education,
such as logical thinking, understanding and overall thinking. He also pointed out that the knowledge
taught by educational modes in East and West have a lot in common, they are consistent with each other
in many aspects, so there is a solid foundation to train a T type talent by "[m]elting the East-West
educational model. However, we must make it cleat that these two kinds of educational models also
have significant differences, for example, only very few Nobel winners are from Oriental education
background, probably due to the fact that people brought up under Oriental mode of education are less
innovative than their counterpart in Western education system.
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2 Service-Oriented Manufacturing and T-type Personnel
As the world's one of the biggest manufacturing country, China clearly calls for expansion of
producer services in its "Eleventh Five-Year" Plan, and also gives more coverage to the specific
development arrangements for a number of key sectors. This shows that modern producer services,
which is essentially contributable both to the radical transformation of the economic growth mode and
upgrading the industrial structure, has been recognized as one of the national strategies. In contrast to
strong demand, the producer service sectors in China lag far behind. According to a research concerning
small and medium enterprises in Huai'an Jiangsu province found that，facing a serious brain drain and
poor-coordinated working environment at the same time, they are plagued with a severe problem of
low-skilled personnel who are less well-educated and ineffectively trained, plus their irrational age
structure, all these problems are greatly impeding development of their own competitive advantages,
and service-oriented manufacturing is even more impossible task. In contrast, new technologies have a
significant impact on the enterprise scale in United States, Japan and other developed countries,
therefore enterprises tend to become small gradually, as a result cumbersome and large enterprises give
way to flexible small and medium enterprises, that is why producers of services providers are mostly
small businesses. The said service-oriented manufacturing constitute a great need for creative talents,
whether in the producer service sector, which is essential in any industrial production activities, or in the
service areas of production, also in the field of manufacturing requirements of knowledge and skills are
becoming more and more higher. Developed countries in West has a good reason for their stronger
producer service sector, because
their development of discipline and knowledge is so advanced that
cross or edged disciplines are overwhelmingly developed, along with their mode of education, providing
innumerable comprehensive talents for the producer services industries. In retrospection, our education
put too much emphasis on "standard answer" as well as obedience, largely ignore the training of
students’ innovative abilities, for student, social and educational environment are not conducive to
create and invent, which already formed a tradition of "duck" teaching methods, as a result students are
short of speculative exercise, with little help to improve their intellectual development; besides, society
and schools reinforce excessively on unity, disliking and lacking the tolerance to embrace individual
differences. Regional or national competitions come down to education and human capital. Scientific
and technological progress can not be achieved without hundreds of millions of high-quality labor force,
which is inseparable from of innovative educational model; therefore we have to absorb the fortes of the
Western educational model, by combining features of their own development, and train more T-type
talent to meet the demand.
Mode of Manufacturing
Human resourse

Figure 1

The Relationship Between Manufacturing and Talent Needed

As shown by above table, with transformation of manufacturing model, demand for more talented
personnel continually grow, and new manufacturing model relies heavily on professionals. Faced with
such fact, more and more Chinese equipment manufacturing companies already raise human resource
management to the strategic level, and begin to realize that management of human resource is a
powerful impetus to the development of enterprises, and gradually consider how to retain qualified
personnel and so forth. However, at present among China's large and medium state-owned enterprises
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whose main areas are construction machinery, a large proportion are still lacking enough attention on
human resources management, leading to a serious drain on manpower, such things also exist in a
number of large state-owned equipment manufacturing enterprises. In this regard, these enterprises
should combine internal business objectives and external environments and devise a comprehensive and
effective human resource development plan. In addition, domestic firms tend to have no much incentive
to improve managers at all levels, in fact, the management layer, particularly in middle and above, have
a direct influence, sometimes even determine, the survival and development of an enterprise, for that
sake, great emphasis should be put on development or improvement of the whole managers, thus to
cultivate outstanding managerial talents is to an efficient way to improve and upgrade service providing
ability throughout the manufacturing industry.

3 Education Support to Produce T-type Talents
There have been numerous papers home and abroad written in recent years to testify the
relationship between education and economic growth. Most of the ideas support that education
investment plays a positive role in boosting economy, by creating great human resource reserve. One
case in point is technology industry, which contributes enormously to the overall growth of world
development; however without education there will be no such advanced technology. We human beings
can achieve present living standard beyond the imagination of kings and aristocrats’ imagination a
century ago, only through accumulation of knowledge and experiment.
Endogenous growth theory suggests that, through human capital accumulation economy can
achieve long-term growth. Needless to say, the accumulation of human capital must get the support of
the education system. Generally speaking, education and economic development are positively and
closely related with each other in a high degree, because most often it is education which directly affects
the quality of labor resources, while cultivating and application of high quality workers make the
cornerstone of economic development. So no wonder every country in the world today puts in priority
development of education, mainly expecting the boosting effects of education to happen, which last in a
long term and move in a upward cycle. Since the role of education is so significant and can not be
replaced with other sectors, that education should not become a victim to be squeezed especially when
economic development is the absolute goal. It is true that, in the context of limited financial resources
the country needs economic growth and only by this way some critical social problems can be well
solved, but the development of education is fundamental and we should not underestimate the
development of education, simply because we want beautiful and superficial digits in a short term.
The past ten years saw great expansion of Chinese higher education at least in numerical sense,
whether it essentially enhanced productivity of the labor force, is a question really hard to answer. Since
1999, China began to enroll new students into universities in a larger number than ever before, which we
can discover easily from movement of the curve in the figure below. The line between year 2000 to 2004
is almost vertical. It is a great leap forward in 1999, in which growth rate is larger than ever before,
forty-seven percent, which never exceeded ten percent except two years before 1999. With such a quick
pace, number of new entrants of regular HEIs① increased from 220,610,000 in 2000 to 447,340,000 in
2004. Later the growth rate decreased yearly to 3.6 percent in 2007, nevertheless the number is still very
huge, achieving 56,590,000, which is more than the total population of medium-sized nations.
As a consequent, number of new postgraduates climbed up faster four years later in 2003, since the
human resource market could not absorb so many graduates, a great part of them chose to study further,
hoping to add up more value to themselves, which might be good to find a good job after graduation.
But most of time reality is not what we expect to be, and many postgraduates found it harder or equally
difficulty to look for a decent job, few not many even regret resigning from their former positions for
sake of further study, only to find it impossible to get it back.
Ironically, the question has been newly raised among parents in rural areas that whether it is
worthwhile to send their children to universities. There is no enough evidence to show what the
percentage of those parents is, but it is a fact many poor family begin to reconsider sending their
children to colleges, with the job market becoming extremely tighter. Stereotyped discriminations
against girls have been exasperated by relatively higher intuition and hardness to secure a decent job in
cities. From the date of her borne, many parents think it better to send the daughter to work as early as
possible rather than to higher education, to get their investment in her back as soon as possible, also
①

Higher education institution (university or college of higher education).
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from the same date they attach less attendance on her study and have no higher expectation from her.

Figure 2

The Expansion of China Higher Education Sector

With devaluation of school by some parents in rural villages, there are still many well-informed
parents in poverty-stricken areas insisting on sending their children to higher education, and parents in
cities whose points of view are different from counterparts in rural areas pay much more efforts on their
children’s education, some of them going far from normal, and their kids are burdened with lots of
classes, leaving no much free time to children’s own.

4 How to Reform Education System to Meet the Need
Support offered by Education is not only beneficial to manufacturing sectors, but good for other
social sectors as well. So, How to reconstruct education system in China in order to support
manufacturing industry or even the whole Chinese economy?
First of all, deep reform is necessary concerning overall educational and teaching system. While the
decentralization among colleges and universities have already been started, but China's contemporary
education system is still filled with formalism with a thick color of bureaucracy. From actual practice,
we can conclude education should have a certain independence, otherwise its objects can not be fully
fulfilled. Sadly there are too much administrative interference into education by the government in
China. Administrative bodies within education system have no clear purpose, besides relation between
government institutions and schools at all levels is ambiguous, more tragically, some unhealthy ways of
working from government transferred to the educational field. There also exist quite a few problems in
teaching methodology. First, lifeless classes from elementary to university result in a lack of innovative
ability of Chinese students than their counterparts in United States. Second, higher education school lack
clear objectives, almost all universities are aiming or already trying to becoming comprehensive
university regardless of their own comparative advantage and the actual situation, which represent a air
of fickleness among the education sector in China. Thirdly, the second problem mentioned ahead lead to
another unsound situation. Quite a few universities have the same or exceeding similar majors, and
structure is irrational, there have been an oversupply of graduates of many majors, meanwhile
large-scale recruitment is still going on, and some specialization needed by job market can not be
embodied in school. To this end, education system should adopt an independent policy and take
responsibility, and school at all levels should be governed by themselves. There is a further need to
deepen the educational reform, and open teaching methods should be promoted, in addition blind pursuit
of the scale and number should be prevented.
Second, financial support for education from state should be reinforced. Compared with developed
and some developing countries, China's spending on education is shamefully low in a long run, which is
inconsistent with the dazzlingly rapid economic growth and the doubled fiscal revenues. Moreover, it is
already clearly suggested by well-founded theory that education is a quasi-public goods with strong
positive externalities, and adequate access to education is one of the fundamental rights of a modern
citizen. Looking from point of view on national strategy level, we can see that Government can not shirk
its duty, on the contrary it should take education as one of the main tasks, and enough investment in
education should be guaranteed. We should make a law to fix a ratio between education funding and
GDP growth and put it into practice without any hesitation, then after a certain period of time when
economy becomes much stronger, this small proportion should be increased. Last but not the least, in
order to implement strategy of service-oriented manufacturing, we need to vigorously develop
vocational education. Traditional thinking or attitude towards book and education may have a bad
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impact on supply of skilled personnel, the best admired purpose of education is to acquire a high
position in government, and to be a technician can never substitute. This has led to a shortage of skilled
workers in manufacturing industry, especially those with advanced skills. The great gap is seriously
inconsistent with the developing momentum of China's strong manufacturing industry, which shows that
vocational education are not able to keep up with real needs. According to some news reports which is
very easy to find in internet, senior technicians are more precious and welcomed than doctor degree
holders, some factories tried to recruit a senior technician by raising annual salary to hundreds of
thousands which is several times larger than average, but failed. This fact shows that there are definitely
some critical problems of vocational education. Vocational and Technical Colleges are currently
deviated from their original goal, turning to blind pursuit of academy performance, under this
circumstances, vocational schools seriously neglected the study of labor skills in daily teaching, as a
result graduates lack the basic operational skills required by future employers. So, vocational education
should cease to imitate regular colleges and universities and adhere to its own mission, highlighting
career goals and connecting theory with practice with the latter occupying more school time, however
the enhancement of skills need to be supported by knowledge. Schools need to allot adequately school
time between theory study and practice to ensure that there is sufficient time to learn what they can put
into use in real working environment. To this end, school may employ highly experienced technicians
who are willing to teach and take guiding students as pleasure, who will encourage students boldly to
venture and challenge existing technologies.

5 Conclusions
Spending on education from government, despite the fact explosion of enrollment in tertiary
education and rapid growth of domestic economy, remain almost unchanged for several decades, even
decreased in a few fiscal years. In order to accommodate huge amounts of students, schools at all levels
have to expand in hard and soft resources, since they could not get enough appropriation from fiscal
revenue, seeking loans from state-owned banks have to be the recourse only they turn to. It is reported
the loans made by banks to universities have already become a gigantic burden to lender, which transfer
indirectly to government and ultimately to the whole society.
Many employers complain that newly graduated students are far away from what they should be,
products of universities fall short of basic requirements, and some even caused loss to the companies
because of their arrogance, which made employers so angry that they became feared to hire new
graduates. As time goes on, the bad impression about them will definitely have unfavorable impact on
their future opportunities.
As manufacturing sectors has already become larger then next step is to make it stronger, it has
been proved by successful practice in developed nations that without highly developed human resource
there will be no highly competitive productivity. Not only the service-oriented manufacturing sectors but
other areas need more talent which the education systems are supposed to supply.
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1 Introduction
Mankind has entered into the experience to or post-modern philosophy thoughts, popular, the
postmodern tourism. Tourism is the modem tourism of post-modernism in leisure, communication and
aesthetic of tool rationality and utilitarian severely criticizes after one of the tourism new claims, it's
essence is a kind of open, follow one's inclinational, game mentality towards the multicultural, multiple
choice and various paths to crack of modern tourism publicity, strip off its commercialization, returns to
original features of tourism, recreation, and aesthetic essence of empiricism, on the external
unpredictable to experience life color, thus rebuild tourism creativity and imagination. According to the
tourist consumption market tendency of tourism products, postmodern urgently innovation to adapt to
market changes of new trend.

2 The Meaning and Significance of Tourism Product Innovation
Product is the core and soul of the enterprise to meet consumer desires and needs, to achieve
corporate profitability goals carrier material or intangible. Create innovative products for the
definition of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) that product
innovation to the product in order to provide new or better services and products that technological
changes occur [1]. Professor Fu Jiaji scholars aimed at product innovation are new or have some kind of
improvement, improvement of products and equipment [2]. The Professor Hu Shuhua think that
innovation is the establishment of modern enterprise products based on the concept in the overall
product market-oriented system engineering. It consists of a single technology, product breakthroughs
and improves, but also from product development and design to marketing, the combination of the
whole process of innovation [3].
The innovation of tourism products in order to better meet the changing needs of the tourism
market, while the existing tourism product innovation or restructuring, or development of new tourism
products, thus continuing profitability for tourism-related business activities in combination.
Tourism product innovation is the demand for tourism enterprises to adapt to the changing tourism
market must deal with; tourism product innovation is also the tourism enterprises build the fundamental
guarantee for continued profitability; tourism product innovation is the increasingly fierce market
competition, tourism enterprises objective need; tourism product innovation is to promote tourism
industry sustained and healthy development of the fundamental driving force.

3 New Trend of Tourism Consumption Under the Influence of Postmodernism
3.1 Tourism rational consumer demand shifted to the emotional
In accordance with Maslow's hierarchy of needs, human needs are great in the material after the
satisfaction of spiritual needs will be increasingly concerned. Man about to enter the experience
economy era, the traditional mass tourism products in order to not arouse the consumer's motivation
tourism, tourism products and services to consumers concerned about the quality, pay more attention to
emotional needs. Consumers pay more attention to tourism products and services and self-close degree
of preference for those who can resonate with the self-psychology, or to achieve self-worth of products
and services.
3.2 The standardization of travel content in consumer demand shifted to the individual
In the era of mass tourism, with tourists becoming more extensive travel experience, tourism
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products and services on a more critical, the traditional standardized products and services have been so
tired of tourists, they begin to manifest themselves to pursue tourism products and individuality services,
the increasing level of non-herd mentality. The traditional single, mass tourism products show increasing
micro-, and other various forms of mountain tourism, adventure tourism, thematic tourism, and other
items as personalized, participatory and strong features, but keep a strong reaction by the market.
3.3 Tourism value of the material of consumer demand turning to the experience
Consumption value from the target point of view, from the emphasis on tourism product consumers
shift to focus on their own experience of receiving products, they no longer focus on results, but the
emphasis on process. Experience is an intangible value-added products, its essence is the basis of
product features to consumers a better consumer experience and pleasure of the consumer experience.
3.4 Passive consumer demand and tourism-based turning to the active
Tourism consumer experience economic times are not satisfied with the passive acceptance of
tourism enterprises products and services, but active participation in product design and manufacturing.
Consumers and businesses with more hope, according to a new life in consumer awareness and
consumer demand development resonates with them products and services.
3.5 Awareness of tourism consumption demand of the people of the shift to green
With the rapid socio-economic development and sustainable development concept of universal,
tourism consumers continue to increase public awareness of environmental protection, green tourism
demand is increasing. In recent years, eco-tourism products selling well are a good example. More and
more consumers recognize the tourism environment of the human importance of the living environment
around the starting value, attention to quality of life, the pursuit of sustainable consumption, and in the
tourism expenditure in the tourism products through the purchase of green to reflect their concept of
ecological environment, to become green tourism consumers.
3.6 Tour the material content of consumer demand turning to the culture
In recent years, the tourism business community, cultural and sports tourism product demand on the
rise. As the socio-economic sustainable development and continuous improvement of people's income
levels, tourist and cultural qualities of their own are also rising, so the traditional local culture and
cultures are of great concern to consumers caused by tourism, they will act in close and culturally
relevant tourism products and services to expand their knowledge of content and cultural
accomplishment.
3.7 Travel consumer demand entertainment motivation to beautify turn
Spirit of the famous psychologist Sigmund Freud in the analysis of human motive, that the pursuit
of beauty is an important form of motivation. People living in the pretty are the measure of value,
because individual differences, the pretty and the requirements of knowledge are different, reflected in
the consumer behavior is also quite different. Pretty consumer demand is mainly reflected the
motivation inherent in the products and services, the value of the objective form as well as the consumer
the pretty to create beauty, and beauty[4].

4 Based on the Perspective of Postmodernism Tourism Product Innovation
Measures
4.1 The principle of tourism product innovation
4.1.1 Market-oriented principle
Tourism product innovation is able to satisfy consumers' needs and achieve good economic benefit,
speak most market. Only with the market demand and social needs of the tourism products, can obtain
the broad market and strong vitality. Therefore, in the new product development, tourism enterprises
must be careful thorough understanding of the market research, the real situation, market demand for
new product development of feasibility analysis, according to the research results and decisions.
4.1.2 Experience principle
The modern tourist consumption psychology is an important change in pursuit of an unforgettable
experience, eager to participate in the unique. Tourism product innovation should as far as possible to
protect tourists. This experience is not only reflected in the process of tourist consumption, even in the
product design process, such as by visitors to the design of tourism products, please visitors to
participate in the process of tourism product development design etc.
4.1.3 Emotionality principle
With the development of tourism consumers' income levels rising consumer demands for tourism
products will constantly strengthen emotional, tourism product innovation design must consider the
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emotional needs of tourists. If you can give product abundant emotion connotation, and can cause
tourism consumers by consumer, will resonate.
4.1.4 Personalized principle
Develop new products not only should travel to more entertaining and comfort, should pay
attention to the product's personality, because the postmodern tourism consumers very tend to choose his
personality, in the design of products and services to also want to notice the difference and provide
personalized service, satisfies consumer individuality of psychological need. In products and services
are reflected on modern tourism product innovation personalized important principle.
4.1.5 The green design principles
Green consumption is a kind of sustainable consumption. Green consumption emphasizes social
responsibility. Tourism product innovation design requirement of man and nature, man and the culture of
the people and the environment, harmonious coexistence. Concrete design direction shown in three
aspects: one is to make travel consumers in the differentiation, personalized experiences and physical
activity in pursuit of enjoyment, obtain unforgettable memories: two is to provide experience in travel
operators and emotional consumption, obtain long-term development opportunities and sustained
economic benefit. Three is to let tourist destination in the social economy culture in interaction. Get
comprehensive benefit maximization.
4.2 Tourism product innovation strategies
4.2.1 In the product development concept experience type of product development to meet consumers'
idea tourist experience of new trend
Tourism product itself is a kind of enjoy product, should pay attention to realize the requirement of
consumer and experience, in order to satisfy the demand of consumer psychology and spirit to realize
the value of the products. If the world-famous Disneyland is the earliest experience-based tourism
products, one of the classic represents the key to its success lies in its consumers for the consumption
psychology, in paradise on product development for tourists creates a mythical world, let visitors to
experience thrilling and happiness. Consumers from Disney meet their spiritual and psychological needs,
thus became the most successful global Disneyland theme park.
4.2.2 In the product development of the individualized product development to meet consumer concept
personalized travel and emotional new trend
In modern times, to satisfy consumers' travel personalized and emotional psychology demand, the
enterprise in the product development process must be in the psychological characteristic of consumer
behavior patterns, and psychological needs, based on the development of consumer psychology can
closely, can produce psychological resonates with consumer products satisfactory. In recent years, as
some domestic travel "thousands of old man swam jiangnan", "long march route again", "red tour
"products such as by market backlash, etc. All of the individualized product custom-made for tourists
can bring distinctive unique experience.
4.2.3 In the product development process on the participation and interaction with customers satisfy
tourist consumer concept of active new trend
Postmodern travel times tourism consumers tend to participate in product design and production,
hope to create the participation by himself for his psychological demand of products and services. In
order to adapt to the concept of active consumer new trend, tourism product production enterprises shall
in product design and development process to absorb the active participation and consumers by
consumer’s participation, production to customer satisfaction and customized products and services.
Therefore, the production enterprises shall strengthen the tourism and tourism consumers, to grasp the
interaction of individual consumers' willingness to satisfy personalized products, production of
consumer demand to gain profit.
4.2.4 Given the green connotation of tourism products to satisfy consumers' awareness of the ecological
tourism new trend
Green consumption is a kind of sustainable consumption, so the development of tourism products
shall conform to the society and the consumer awareness, constantly developed for natural and social
sustainable development and promote consumer health of body and mind, outstanding tourist products
green product of green culture connotation. If a ski trip, hiking, exploration of tourism products in green
tourism market cause backlash, precisely because they meet the consumer pursuit in the new trend of
ecological tourism consumption[5].
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5 Conclusion
Under the post-modern philosophical influence, post-modern tourism first emerged. Postmodern
tourist consumption demand increasingly emotional, individuation, experience, active greening, culture,
and beautification. Postmodern tourism product innovation in product development concept design
experience in product development, in the product development of the individualized product
development, in the product development process of consumer attention and interaction, and gives the
green connotation of tourism products, etc.
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1 Introduction
According to the theory of entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial behavior is not simple externalization
of individual psychological quality, the unique gift of entrepreneur has its own social economic source,
only if entrepreneurship is put in a certain regional social environment, it will be of proper practical
significance for us to study entrepreneurship. Therefore, the research content of this subject is discussing
the farmers’ entrepreneurship in the context of ecologic economic zone. Most ecologic economic zones
are located in the area with good ecological environment, where agriculture takes a large proportion of
local GDP and industry develops relatively backward, belonging to underdeveloped economic regions.
In this area, entrepreneurship will be the main way of increasing the employment and incomes of
farmers’, and become a new growth point of local rural economy, which would have effectively
promoted the agricultural and rural economic development. The construction of ecological economic
zone is based on the theory of sustainable development, using the principles and methods of ecological
economics and systems engineering to improve the structural and enhance capabilities of the composite
system of region-wide social, economic and ecological environment, it has its own regional
development characteristics and industrial development system, so farmer entrepreneurship in
ecological zones should be integrated with the industrial development system, regional environment and
rural economic coordination. Many studies about farmers’ entrepreneurship are focusing on the
individual perspective instead of regional environment perspective at present, researches on farmers’
entrepreneurship in ecological economic zone are even less. According to the theory of entrepreneurship,
combining with regional development advantages of ecologic economic zone, this paper tries to probe
the suitable development path for farmers’ entrepreneurship in ecological zones from the prospective of
coordinated development of regional economy, and provide theory reflections and practical guidance for
the introduction of corresponding policies and system construction.

2 Body
2.1 Regional development advantage of ecological economic zone
Ecological economic zones means that we should design the regional economy development with
ecological concepts and principles of economics, then coordinated development of ecological
environment and community economy can be achieved. In this area, wonderful ecological environment
is becoming better and growing toward a higher level of balance, natural resources is protected and used
rationally, the economy is highly developed with the characteristic of ecological or green, reasonable
structure and overall highly competitive, the urban and rural environment is beautiful as well, and
environmental pollution are basically under control and been eliminated.
2.1.1 Build a green ecological industrial system
∗
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Ecological industrial system is the basis for the development of ecological zones, while adhering to
the principle of coordinating recycling, ecological industry is a manufacturing system of structuring
resources cyclic utilization through the adjustment of industrial structure, optimization of product mix,
ecological technology development, resources recycling and full control of pollution, etc. New type of
ecological environmental protection industry and the ecological transformation of traditional industries
have constituted a green ecological industrial system. Therefore, the green ecological industrial system
is an industrial system mainly based on ecological agriculture, new industries and modern services. [1]
Such as Poyang Lake Ecological Economic Region has proposed to take advantages of agricultural
resources, develop green agricultural food products and ecological industries with main content of
circular economy and clean production, develop ecological services which focus on ecological tourism,
green logistics business and green consumption, strive to develop environmental protection industry and
enhance the economic level around the lake.
2.1.2 Focus on the construction of ecological culture
Ecological culture is human beings’ recognition about essential law of natural ecosystems, also is
the sum of reflected mindset that arising when people solve the problem of relationship between man
and nature optimally according to the needs and possibilities of ecological relationship, the maturity of
ecological cultural determines the development speed and quality of ecological economic zone.
Construction of ecological economic zone requires us not only to take the road of new-type
industrialization, but also insist to consolidate and develop the advantage of excellent ecological
environment, and better integrate ecological protection and economic development organically. So
government should pay attention to the ecological cultural construction, create a good social atmosphere
of harmonious development of ecology and economy actively, guide people to form a lifestyle of
conserving energy resources and protecting ecological environment, so green consumption can be
formed, which can help to achieve the situation of “the construction of ecological cultural promotes the
development of ecological civilization, which will promote harmonious coexistence between man and
nature, so economic and social sustainable development can be achieved.
2.1.3 Emphasize on the coordinated development of regional economy
Ecological economic zone is a complex system that mixed by ecosystem and economic system, and
also an overall system of material, energy and information flow and transformation that formed by
resources in a particular geographic space, environment and various human economic activities. The
industrial development in ecological economic zone has broke the previous single-industry model, and
formed industrial clusters and industrial chain, pushed the ecological industry forward a new developing
stage of going to scale. In order to take full advantage of inter-regional comparative advantages in
resources, we should pay more attention to the coordinated development of regional economy.
2.2 Theoretical analysis of farmers’ entrepreneurship in ecological economic zone
The theory of entrepreneurship has pointed out that to establish a new business, people can either
carry it out within the existing organizations or build a new enterprise from scratch. Seeing it from the
prospective of microcosmic, entrepreneurs need individual endowments of certain management
knowledge, high cognitive characteristics and strong psychological qualities instead of high gifts,
because after learning and continuous training of improving the entrepreneurial qualities, everyone can
start a new business. Economic studies also show that the individual endowment can affect people’s way
of rational decision-making and results to some extent, which expressed as individual behavioral
outcomes that in the process of rational selection which based on their endowments, people try to deal
with external uncertainty factors and seek the revenue maximization. In the meanwhile, a large number
of literature highlights how important the entrepreneurial endowments are in the process of
entrepreneurship, which regards entrepreneurial endowments as the critical resource for entrepreneurial
behavior, and even plays an important role in determining the new start-ups’ characteristics of resource
constitution at a certain degree (Morris, 1998).[2] Entrepreneurship is the results of making the sense of
entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial motivation, opportunity recognition and entrepreneurial capacities and
resources work together. At the very beginning, entrepreneurial activity is closely related to their
resource endowments, if their resource endowments are richer, they can perceive entrepreneurial
opportunities more easily and more capable of garbing opportunities to deal with uncertainty factors and
obtain higher returns. Besides, many farmers have neither enjoyed higher education nor
vocational-technical education basically, relying heavily on the way of “learning in doing” and “master
trains apprentice” as well as adapting to the policies and market, many of them have mastered a lot of
tacit knowledge and ability that needed in starting a new business consciously and non-consciously.[3]
Because of congenital lack of individual endowments, farmers’ entrepreneurship should make use of the
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natural resources advantages that based on foundation and reality, rather than run business big and
strong at the beginning.
In ecological economic zones, many rural labor forces have the experience of working in towns,
through many years of working, migrant workers have obtained capital accumulation and abundant
professional skills and practical experience, which provides basic conditions for entrepreneurship, but
due to the factor of individual quality, it is difficult for them to obtain effective information about
recognizing business opportunities and market changes, they also are lacking of material means to avoid
risks. But by improving the macroeconomic environment and providing policy resources, the
insufficiency of individual resource endowments can be made up, the government can help the migrant
workers across entrepreneurship behavioral disorder caused by congenital lack of entrepreneurial
resources endowments. The coordinated development of regional economy, industrial restructuring,
local preferential policies, and efficient service system in ecological zones can make up the shortage of
individual resource endowments at micro level, supply conditions and development opportunities to
entrepreneurs. Hence, entrepreneurial farmers should choose to make full use of local community
natural resources, combining with the needs in different stage of entrepreneurship, exert their own
individual endowments, select industries that are easy to manage, close to their own life experiences and
relatively less capital investment and quick profit-make, so they can run business bigger and stronger in
the future or accumulate experience for starting a new business for the second time.
2.3 The choice about the path of farmers’ entrepreneurship in ecological economic zone
2.3.1 Based on ecological agriculture
In nowadays, rural labor forces not only have traditional family concept, spirit of hard-working and
strong physiological tolerance, but also obtained much open vision and skills by years of working
experience and relevant information. In addition, they have a strong understanding of modern
agriculture and science, they are familiar with production and operating activities of relevant agriculture
production chain, combing with their own individual endowment, they can fully take advantage of the
superior local ecological environment and rich agricultural resources to develop green ecological
agriculture. Entrepreneurs can choose pollution-free planting, breeding, tourism in the form of
agritainment, leisure industry, catering as well as resource development and processing industries. These
industries ask for relatively low level of technology and less capital, which belongs to labor-intensive
industry. To rural labor forces, on one side, they are familiar with local circumstance and can use local
resources more efficiently, their personal social networks will also help them hire cheap labor force and
establish effective distribution channels; on the other side, with the culture construction of ecological
zone, people’s awareness of safety, health and environment is enhancing, the demand potential of green
consumer market is great, farmers can maximize efficiency and reduce costs in a certain period. With
the growth of farmers’ entrepreneurial experience, accumulation of capital, broad vision, as well as the
improvement of rural infrastructure and so on, their industry chain can be further extended, industry
standards will be increased also, which means the field of deep processing of agricultural products,
semi-manufactured goods, finished goods and industries with high technical content can be involved in.
2.3.2 To undertake the development of industrial clusters
Industry cluster is the kind of group that improving production efficiency and competitiveness of
regional industries through industrial division of labor and mass production. The level of regional
economic development will affect the statement of regional industrial structure. If the industrial
structure of one area is being upgraded, more entrepreneurial opportunities will arise, which is the most
original impetus for farmers’ entrepreneurship.[4] To the rural labor force, they are relatively isolating to
market information because of less access to information channels, they will ascertain the area of
investment and direction only by their own subjective judgments, which leading to loss business
opportunities. During the development process of industry cluster in ecological region, there is
comparatively perfect industrial infrastructure which can reduce the costs of entrepreneurs. Industry
cluster can supply perfect conveniences such as technology, capital, labor, entrepreneur ability and
market expansion for the derivation and development of enterprises as well. In the meanwhile, the rapid
spread of production skills and management experience that located at the bottom of learning curve in
industry cluster will reduce the risk of entrepreneurship, which is especially helpful for the majority of
enterprises in cluster to avoid risks of innovation and adaptability. Finally, the success of a large number
of homogeneity entrepreneurs will give other entrepreneurs a good demonstration, and more potential
entrepreneurs will be attracted to join.[5] Industries in ecological economic zone is in the stage of
upgrading, with the government’s guidance, industrial clusters with characteristics will be formed, so the
government should do something to lead the farmers to grasp the opportunity and venture into the
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development of industrial clusters.
2.3.3 Integrate into urbanization construction
The discrepancy of regional economic development level has affected the level of market
development, as well as resource acquisition and allocation capabilities in the process of farmers’
entrepreneurship at a certain degree. The increasing level of urbanization can create convenience for
information sharing between enterprises, a virtuous relationship of competition and cooperation can be
formed, which enhanced the overall strength and sustained development capacity of enterprises,
supporting cost of infrastructure such as water, electricity and road can also be saved; on the other side,
the increasing level of urbanization is good for the government to manage and provide service to the city,
urban functions can be strengthened in addition, which are helpful to the development of tertiary
industry especially service, then the prosperity and development of businesses such as commodity
networks, transportation, sales market can be drove, all of these are conducive for farmers to expand
business channels. On the opposite, if the scale of cities and towns are small with low starting point, the
location advantages and industrial advantages are not outstanding, then the function of cities and towns
will be distempered, and the investment of infrastructure is high while the use of infrastructure is
inefficient and supporting services is weak, which further impeded the development of small cities and
towns’ build-up effect and nonagricultural sectors, for farmers, the opportunities of starting a new
business in nonagricultural sectors will be relatively reduced.[6] As economic factors such as capital,
labor are gathering from rural area to towns, the urban population and economic scale is expanding,
which drive the development of urban economy to go a step further. The urban agglomeration in
ecological economic zone and development of urban-rural integration has promoted the development of
farmers’ entrepreneurship.

3 Conclusion
If government wants to develop migrant workers’ entrepreneurial economy in ecological zone,
when confronting with choosing the developing path, government should bring migrant workers’
entrepreneurship into regional overall plan to fix the position and arrange. The research team thinks that
farmers’ entrepreneurship has to insist the principle of “scientific planning, rational guidance, policy
supporting and service management”, it is also very important for the government to encourage farmers
to establish in ecological agriculture actively, guide the migrant workers’ entrepreneurship fit into the
cities and industrial clusters, and promote the coordinated development of ecological economic region.
Of course, the realization of entrepreneurial activity is in need of business opportunities supplied by
social macro-environment, external variable such as technical change, structural adjustment and
development of industrial clusters has provided particular external opportunities to farmers’
entrepreneurship, and people can not capture this kind of opportunities without personal strong
entrepreneurial motivation and human capital reserves with entrepreneurial skill, so the government
should increase investment in human capital entrepreneurs.
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The Research on the Development Strategy for Agricultural Products
Processing Industry in Xiangfan City of China
Wen Ruchun
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Abstract Xiangfan is an important city in Hubei province of central China, which is at the shore of the
Han River. There are good conditions for the development of agricultural product processing industry in
Xiangfan city which has abundant agricultural resources, but there are some problems on agricultural
product processing industry in Xiangfan of China. This paper uses a lot of data to analyze these
problems and difficulties, and then propose countermeasures to solve these problems and develop the
agricultural products processing industry in Xiangfan of China.
Key words Agricultural products; Processing industry; Strategy

1 Introduction
Agricultural products processing industry is not only the extension and continuation of the
agriculture, but also becomes an important industry. The development history of the developed countries
proves that agricultural products processing industry has larger scale, higher efficiency and more
contribution than agriculture, and is also the prior developing industry of developing countries in their
industrialization. According to the experience of developed countries, through the processing grain’s
value can be added by 1 to 4 times, cotton’s value can be added by 2 to 4 times, potato’s value can be
added by 1 to 3 times, the value of fruit and vegetable can be added by 1 to 10 times.
There has been a long history on agricultural product processing industry in China. Since the 80s of
the 20 century, fast development has been made in the agricultural products processing industry,
Thousands of new agricultural products processing enterprises have sprung up in the past thirty years.
The government has put a series of policies forward to support and cultivate the processing industry. In
2005 the output value of agricultural products processing industry reached 3400 billion yuan(RMB), the
simple processing rate of agricultural products was improved to 55% from 30% in 2000, the deep
processing rate was improved to 35% from 20% in 2000. Agricultural products processing industry
becomes one of the most important industries in the country.

2 The Status Quo of Agricultural Product Processing Industry in Xiangfan
2.1 The rate of agricultural products processing is low
In Xiangfan city, the ratio of agricultural output value to agricultural products processing value is
1:0.7, far below the level of 1:3 in the developed countries. The development of deep processing of
agricultural raw materials is not enough. In Xiangfan, the proportion of deep processing of agricultural
products is only about 20%, while in the developed countries it is as high as 70%. The same raw
materials in Xiangfan can only be processed into several products, while in the developed countries they
can be processed into hundreds or even thousands of products, for example, the corn can be made into
more than 3000 kinds of products, including products of amino acids which can increase hundredfold
value more than the raw corn. Green product, nutrition and taste is the mainstream and direction of
human consumption, but in Xiangfan city there are seldom green and safe processed agricutral products
which can meet needs of consumer and are famous in the market.
2.2 The scale of agricultural products processing enterprise is small
In Xiangfan, the size of agricultural products processing enterprise is small, especially there is the
lack of large-scale agricultural products processing enterprises including cross-sectoral and
trans-regional large enterprise groups. Now in Xiangfan there are more than 3200 agricultural products
processing enterprises. In these enterprises there are only 140 enterprises which annual sales are over 5
million yuan(RMB). There are only three state-level processing enterprises which annual sales are over
500 million yuan(RMB). Because of the small size, the enterprises’ ability to help peasants increase their
income is weak. In xiangfan there are almost 100 million peasant households, but only 0.6 million
householdshave taken prart in the business of these enterprises.
In Xiangfan there are some well-known brands of processed agricultural products such as Wanbao
cereals and oil, Zhangling flour and Aoxing rapeseed oil. But these brands are regional brands which
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only have market impact in Xiangfan city and in Hubei province. Most of brands are just regional
brands. There are no famous brands which have influence in the national market.
2.3 Processing technology level of agricultural products is low
In Xiangfan, because of backward technological content in the processed products the value of
agricultural products processing industry accounts for 70% of total agricultural output value which is
low. In Xiangfan the processing technology used in the agricultural products is physical and chemical
technology, biotechnology and high technology are seldom used in the processing. The processing
industrial chain is short, there is lack of deep processing of agricultural products which restricts the
competitiveness of the processed products. In Xiangfan City, most of agricutural raw products become
into processed products provided for the market only through primary processing, even without
procession, so the processing level and value-added rate of the products is low.
2.4 Business funds which the enterprises need are not enough
In Xiangfan agricultural products processing enterprises are generally lack of current funds
hindering the development and growth of enterprises. For example, Wanbao cereals and oil company
and Jinghua wheat and flour company are state-level processing enterprises. According to the national
policy, they have the prior right to get the loan from the bank, but the loan amount is often limited by the
credit line which leads the enterprises to have insufficient funds to buy agricultural raw products in the
harvest season, and so it is difficult for the enterprises to fully realize their existing production and
processing capacity. Some enterprises can not enlarge their production scale and enhance the
competitiveness of their products being short of funds. It is also difficult for small and medium
processing enterprises to get loans from the banks because of their small scale.

3 The Development Strategy of Agro-products Processing Industry
3.1 Establish production bases of high-quality agricultural raw products
Xiangfan is an important area of producing grain in Hubei province. The annual cultivated areas of
producing rice are about 2.5 million mu, with the rice yield of 1.6 million tons, the high-quality rice
accouting for 70%. The annual areas of producing wheat are 3 million mu, with the yield.of 0.85 million
tons, the high-quality wheat accouting for 80%. Xiangfan is also an important area of producing
high-quality rape in the mid-lower reaches of theYangtze River. The annual areas of producing "double
low" rape are 2 million mu, with the yield of about 0.4 million tons which is first in Hubei province.
Xiangfan is one of the three largest sesame-producing bases in the nation. The annual cultivated areas
are 0.3 to 0.4 million with the yield of 40,000 tons. The annual peanut planting areas are 0.6 million mu
with the yield of 0.18 million tons. In Xiangfan there are also many other characteristic raw agricutral
products, such as high-quality fruit, organic tea, mushroom, mountain vegetables, pepper and willow.
Xiangfan should strengthen the establishment of agricultural production bases mentioned above to
provide high-quality agricultural raw materials for product processing industry.
3.2 Construct and develop a number of large leading processing enterprises
There are many agricultural products processing enterprises in Xiangfan, but among them there are
seldom modern and large-scale processing enterprises. Xiangfan should further expand and strengthen
existing large leading enterprises such as Wanbao cereals and oil company, Jinghua wheat and flour
group, Meiyuan rice company and Aoxing rapeseed oil company. It shuold propel annexation and
reorganization of small and medium enterprises in rice, wheat, oil and characteristic agricultural
products processing industry in order to form new large enterprises which have strong market
competitiveness and so that the situation of processing industry which is low level and small scale could
be changed. It shuold also break the area restriction, broaden the control and remove market barriers to
promote the development of the enterprises.
3.3 Improve the scientific and technological level in the processing industry
In Xiangfan, the processing technology used in the agricultral products processing industry is
backward, most of them are physical technique which leads to the low value and low price of the
products in the market. The 21st century is the era of high technology, the agricultral products
processing industry is difficult to develop without advanced technology. The Chinese agriculture
ministry are making effort to raise the technique level of agricutral products processing. Since 2007 it
has being set up research and development sub-centers of agro-processing technology in qualified
enterprises or institutions all over the country. Xiangfan is near to Wuhan City and Zhengzhzhou City
where there are many research institutions and universities and a lot of talents. There is also an
agriculture science research institute in Xiangfan. Xianfan should make full use of these resources, carry
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out the combination of research and production, develop high and new technology to improve the
agricultural products processing industry.
3.4 Build up strong brands in the agricultural products processing industry
Brand is a key element to achieve competitive advantage in the market for the agricultural products
processing industry, such as France's champagne, Netherlands’ flowers and California’s sunkist orange
which have created tremendous economic benefits. There are many processed agricutural products in
Xiangfan, but there are seldom famous brands on these products. The agricultural product processing
enterprises should further increase the scientific and technological investment to increase the
technological content of the processed products, implement strict product standards, improve the
product quality, increase product variety so as to build up famous product brands. Xiangfan should
actively organize enterprises to participate in commodities fair and product exhibitions, widely publicize
the product brands through advertisement and promotion to the customers. To the famous brands the
owner or the enterprise should be rewarded, at the same time fake and shoddy must be severely crack
down so as to protect the famous brands.

4 Conclusion
Agricultural products processing industry is an important industry with great potentiality. There are
good foundations to develop the agricutural products processing industry in Xiangfan city. But its
processed products are low-end products. The processing technology is backward. The processing
enterprises are small which are lack of market competitiveness. Some measures must be taken to
promote the development of the agricutural products processing industry. These measures include
establishing production bases of high-quality agricultural raw products to assure the quality of processed
products, constructing a number of large leading processing enterprises, improving the scientific and
technological level in the processing industry to increase technological content of products and building
up strong brands of processed products to dominate the market.
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Abstract The development of information industry innovation is an important driving force to
promote adjustment of national industrial structure, the integration of industrialization and
informatization has brought new opportunities and challenges to the development of information
industry innovation. This paper defines the basic content of the information industry innovation,
describes the relationship among integration of industrialization, informatization and information
industry innovation, based on which analyses main content and models of the information industry
innovation.
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1 Introduction
It is a hot new research on industry innovation. Different scholars from different angles gave
various interpretations on the connotation of industry innovation. It is generally believed that the
concept of industry innovation was first proposed by the British economist, Freeman (1997)[1]. He
believed that industry innovation including skills and technology innovation, product innovation,
process innovation and management innovation and market innovation. Industry innovation includes
sub-macro and micro such two levels, the macro level refers to the ability of a country's industrial
structure transformation, micro level is that enterprise breaks industry constraints which has been
structured, using technology innovation, product innovation, market innovation or a combination
innovation to change the existing structure or create a new “industrial” process[2]. Information industry
innovation is an important part of industry innovation, while integration of industrialization and
informatization has brought new opportunities and challenges to the development of information
industry innovation.

2 The Content of Information Industry Innovation
The information industry innovation is the process designed to enhance industrial competitiveness,
with the formation and development of information industry-related factors of production to re-mix and
draw into production systems. Gou Zhongwen (2006) believes that the focus of information industry
innovation lies in three aspects: First, in order to enhance industrial competitiveness, make efforts to
improve the inherent quality of the industry, develop to the direction of high-tech and high value-added
products; Second, make enhancing self-regulation and development functions as the goal ,explore
actively the advantages and features of industrial development, and continuously penetrate to other
industries, combined with the general trend of economic development, open up new markets, and strive
to nurture and develop promising alternative industries and new industries, so that industrial
development can keep long-term vitality; and the third is try to reform intra-industry organization,
improve the industrial chain, promote industrial clustering, reduce the cost of industrial development,
and enhance anti-risk ability in the process of industrial development[3].

3 The Relationship Between Integration of Industrialization and Informatization
and Information Industry Innovation
3.1 The integration of industrialization and informatization provides new opportunities and
challenges for information industry innovation
(1) New opportunities
Seen from large macro-development environment, the information industry is a highly
market-oriented industry, which is very sensitive to the macro policy environment. The strategic policy
“five simultaneously, integration of industrialization and informatization” proposed in the 17th Party
Congress, has opened up tremendous prospects for the development of information industry, which will
effectively promote the extensive infiltration of information industry in various areas of other industries,
and constantly open up new development space.
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(2) New challenges
In the integration of industrialization and informatization, industrialization is the starting point, and
informatization is the convergence point. The prominent role of informatization is to enhance the ability
of self-innovation, and the application of informatization departed from industrialization will like a river
without water, a tree without roots. Under the circumstance of the financial crisis, how to use technology
of informatization to achieve product innovation, management innovation, technology innovation, and
resource integration is becoming new focus of enterprise in counteracting the crisis, getting through the
close siege, and seizing the opportunity for development in the new circumstances.
(3) New requirements
The development of integration of industrialization and informatization is of whole process,
wide-area, multi-level and integration. Informatization is not only integrated with an industry, it is
integrated with all areas of economic and social development. The integration of industrialization and
informatization not only reflects in micro-enterprise level, but also in meso-industry level and
macro-social level. This requires the development of China's information industry is the whole process,
wide-area, multi-level, requiring the development of information industry can take before the integration
of industrialization and informatization; provide a solid foundation for the integration of
industrialization and informatization.
3.2 The information industry innovation provides a solid foundation for the integration of
industrialization and informatization
Information industry is the technological base to promote the integration of informatization and
industrialization. The level of development of information industry directly affects the degree of
integration of informatization and industrialization. Information industry with advantages will provide
important guarantee for building high quality information network, accelerate the development of
low-cost, high performance, applicable information technology equipment and software, and also
provide important guarantee for improving ability of self-innovation, playing an important role in
supporting the integration of informatization and industrialization. An information industry with ability
of self-development and innovation is material and technical basis to promote the integration of our
informatization and industrialization.

4 The Main Content of Information Industry Innovation
According to the characteristics of information industry and our re-definition on concept of
industry innovation, this paper believes that information industry innovation includes four aspects:
technology innovation, industry chain innovation, industry cluster innovation and policy innovation. The
four aspects interacted between each other; help each other forward to promote accelerating the
development of information industry, to form information industry innovation system. Among them,
technology innovation, industry chain innovation, and industry cluster innovation are the most important
aspects.
Information industry system

innovation

Technology
innovation

Industry chain
innovation

Industry chain
innovation

Policy
innovation

Figure 1 The Basic Framework of Information Industry Innovation System

4.1 Technology innovation
There are main four types of information technology innovation; one is the research and
development innovation of information technology, which through carrying out a deep research and
development on one information technology from vertical direction, makes innovation on some of the
information technology. Second, is cross-fusion-type innovation of information technology, which refers
to make innovation in some information technology through carrying out a deep research and
development on them from horizontal direction of some associated items. Cross-fusion-type innovation
of information technology includes the combination of traditional technology with high technology, and
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the combination of information technology with other technology. Cross-fusion-type innovation of
information technology is less investment, higher output, better effect, and quicker benefit, The
cross-integration of technology and technology will greatly facilitate and promote the development of
traditional industries and high-tech industries. Third, is coordination of information technology, which
refers to the cooperation of technology innovation and coordinated development of enterprises in the
industry, generally making the large enterprises as the core, with their rapid flow of technology and
innovation, to form the organization which is similar to the spider web with small businesses, thus to
open up a kind of information sharing, technology sharing and economic prosperity situation [4]. Fourth,
is the application innovation of information technology, which is to provide new products to our society
or apply new production techniques to the process of production.
4.2 Industry chain innovation
Information industry chain is defined as within a certain geographic area, making a brand
information company that is internationally competitive or has internationally competitive protection as
the chain core，through relationship between intrinsic value activities , build strategic alliances with a
number of information industry or business. Information industry chain puts the process of production
of chain core as the main line, places the production activities of each node of on all aspects of their
production activities, creating a kind of chain strands relations of resource sharing, mutual support of
relative advantages, production match, and operation of scale and win-win cooperation. According to the
general theory of division of the information industry, information industry chain is the one covering the
information technology research, information product development, information product production and
information services supplement and other sectors, including the main body of information application,
information technology providers, information service providers, information content providers, telecom
operators, information equipment manufacturers, and other components. Orderly combine the
information technology industry, the information content industry and information service industries and
logistics industry into an industry economical chain [5].The information industry chain innovation is the
process of continuous differentiating new industries, and extending the industrial chain constantly.
4.3 Industry cluster innovation
Through the geographic concentration or nearness, which results in innovation aggregation,
companies gain advantages of innovation to form a new innovative type of organization. With this
particular organizational structure, companies will make long-term, stable and innovation collaborative
relationship between each other. A notable feature of electronic information industry is that it has a long
industrial chain, while the longer chain provides the basis for high-tech industrial division of labor
among enterprises, and also creates a lot of space for the entry of new companies. Therefore,
information industry cluster innovation based on the local decomposition and off-site decomposition of
industry chain forms more easily than other industries.

5 The Main Model of Information Industry Innovation
The main model of information industry innovation can be summarized as five (Yang Xuequan,
2000): original innovation model, imitate innovation model, re-create innovation model, incubator
innovation model and technology road mapping approach innovation model. Among them, the former
three models constitute the main model of self-innovation
5.1 Original innovation mode
It is referred to the dramatic scientific discoveries, technological inventions, the leading technology
of principle and other innovative achievements. Original innovation means that unique discoveries or
inventions achieved in the areas of research and development, particularly in the areas of basic research
and high technology research. Original innovation is the most fundamental innovation, is the innovation
of best embodies the wisdom, and is an important manifestation that a nation makes a contribution to the
progress of human civilization.
5.2 Integrated innovation model
It is referred to that, through the effective integration of existing technologies, product with
marketability or new industries is formed.
5.3 Re-create innovation model
It is referred to that, based on the introduction of advanced technology, study, analyze, and borrow
it to come up with a re-innovation, to form new technologies with independent intellectual property
rights. Introduction, absorption and re-innovation are an important way to improve the ability of
self-innovation. Through directly introducing advanced technologies from developed countries,
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especially gain advanced foreign technology through using the way of foreign direct investment,
developing countries can achieve self-innovation through digesting and absorbing, it not only shortens
the time of innovation, but also reduces the risk of innovation.
5.4 Incubator innovation model
The so-called incubator innovation model is the mainstay of innovation that concerns institutions of
higher learning, research institutions and their scientific knowledge, scientific achievements and
scientific talents, self-found or co-found with society high-tech enterprises. As the parent's role of
high-tech companies, institutions of higher learning, research institutions become the role of incubators,
hatch companies and hatch profession, support companies and derive profession, take the path of a
combination of production, teaching and research, combine research and development with
industrialization organic, promote close combination of education, science and technology and the
economy, transfer scientific and technological achievements when the conditions permit to actual
productivity as soon as possible, to make scientific and technological achievements to be industrialized
and commercialized[6].
5.5 Technology roadmapping approach innovation model
That is an innovation model based on the technology roadmap, and through platform for
information exchange and learning mechanism, technology roadmapping approach encourages
cooperation and exchange of innovation network stakeholders, which can enable innovators make full
use of vast amounts of knowledge and information, to increase the incentive to innovation, improve the
speed of innovation, which greatly increase the efficiency of innovation activities.

6 Conclusions
The 17th National Party Congress proposed that,” Enhancing innovation capability and building an
innovative country, which is the core of national development strategy, and the key to enhance overall
national strength." Information industry as a typical high-tech industries need to innovate constantly, and
only innovation, the information industry can always maintain the vitality of development; only
innovation, can always maintain motive force for continuous development; only innovation, can always
have a strong competitive power. Innovation development of information industry is an important
driving force to promote adjustment of the country's industrial structure, while the integration of
industrialization and informatization has brought new opportunities and challenges for innovation
development the information industry. In order to achieve innovation development of information
industry, we must actively promote the establishment of development system of innovative industries,
and strengthen the ability of industry self-innovation, vigorously promote industrialization of innovative
achievements, and enhance core competitiveness of industry.
(1) Strengthen the support of policy and regulation
A good policy and regulation environment is the base for the development of information industry
innovation, we must attach great importance to create policy and regulation environment needed by the
development of industry innovation. Through contestant promoting formulation and implementation of
industrial policy, strengthen service functions of the government departments to information industry
innovation. Make the typical enterprises, scientific research institutes as the point, investigate
business-oriented innovation system and innovation environment, find out the main issues in the process
of innovation and the policy and regulation which needs to solve. Carry on research on some key issues
involved in innovation, focusing on policy to promote the application of information technology. At the
same time, as to the new situations and new problems in development of the information industry
innovation, it is necessary to further strengthen the establishment and improvement of regulations of
related industries.
(2) Actively support self-innovation
Actively support development and application and extension of product with independent
intellectual property rights, supported by standard of self-core -technology, to promote the core
competitiveness improved steadily. Make the demand traction, application-oriented as principle, to
promote the applications of technology of self-innovation and products in the major projects of
informatization; enhance the depth and breadth of application and extension of information technology,
focusing on the work of promoting using advanced technology to transform and upgrade traditional
industries, to provide a broad market space for applications of innovative achievements, to provide
endless demand drivers for development of innovative industries .
(3) Constantly co optimize the industrial structure
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Improve the industry chain, consolidate electronic basic industries, to provide props and focus for
industry innovation, and enhance the basic supporting ability of development of industry,
self-innovation ability and self-control ability.
(4) Build a platform for production, teaching and research
Support and promote joint cooperation between enterprises, universities, research institutes and
other units in the area of technology innovation and industrialization, thus form an effective model and
mechanism of joint innovation, to strengthen the capacity of resource allocation, and promote
industrialization of innovative achievements.
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Abstract In the light of the situation of low-price competition in travel agency industry, this paper
analyses the intrinsic mechanism of differentiation competition of travel agency with Hotelling model
from the perspective of game theory. The paper indicates that with homogenization of travel agency
products, price would be the key element to affect purchase decision of the customers, and only
differentiation competition strategy can avoid low-price competition effectively. On the basic of this
analysis, the paper puts forward products innovation strategy of travel agency as differentiation
competition approaches, and gives suggestions that only after travel agencies has known the market in
full detail and grasped the market effectively, can travel agencies strengthen their products’
differentiation and exclusiveness and enhance their core competitiveness, including adding innovation
elements into products, creating and guiding consumption, cementing differentiation with brand
recognition, and constructing refined product.
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1 Introduction
Products of travel agency are paying services to the tourist customers in order to satisfy different
needs of tourist during the trip, through organizing a series of tourism suppliers, which are also called as
tourist route or item (Wan Jianmin, 2000). Products of travel agency are special products whose content
is intangible service and an assembly product with elements of food, accommodation, transportation,
sightseeing, entertainment and shopping, which have the features of intangibility, perishability, and
synchronization of producing and consuming.
Products of travel agency has no concrete form, instead, it is an intangible composite of
miscellaneous services. Comparing with tangible product, it is quite difficult to protect the intellectual
property with the patent, and because of its lack of technology content, it would be so easy to be
imitated once it comes into the market, which means great possibility of being replaced. Because most
of the travel services prefer not to spend a lot of manpower, material resources and money to develop
new products because of lacking initiative and enthusiasm of product innovation, which leads to serious
problem of homogeneous products.
In the field of product differentiation and innovation, many researchers in western countries have
paid great attention from the marketing and competition strategy point of view. Edward Chamberlin in
his 1933 Theory of Monopolistic Competition proposed the concept of Product differentiation. He
indicated that in marketing, product differentiation was the process of distinguishing a product from
others, to make it more attractive to a particular target market. This involved differentiating it from
competitors' products as well as a firm's own product offerings. Bullinger thought people should expect
that innovation and product development (or differentiation) should constitute unique selling
propositions and a strategy towards gaining new markets (1999). William Baumol stressed that large
firms used innovation as a competitive weapon, a compound of systematic innovative activity within the
firm. In the future the tourism industry’s challenge is to provide increased value for money either
through innovation–driven cost reducing changes in production and marketing processes or through
product changes providing more varied tourism experiences for quality-conscious and saturated
multi-option customers. (Weiermair, 2003).
In China, the research on product innovation and the price was in tourism industry have raised
more concern from both academe and business circles in recent years. (Li Jiang 2004) thought that the
mismatch between supply and demand caused by annual increasing numbers of travel agencies
exceeding the growth rate of the tourist was the key point of low-price competition. (Long Ting 2004)
indicated that the reason of this phenomenon was lack of legislative supervision toward the market.
(Chen Xiaochun 2006) and (Liu Li 2008) supported that it was the homogeneity of tourist products that
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led to price competition. (Wu Xuyun 2000) and (Qi Zipeng 2003) considered that being lack of
differentiation was the reason of price war. There are some scholars who thought that the immature
consumption psychology was the key problem. This paper will analyses the intrinsic mechanism of
differentiation competition, indicating that homogeneity is the reason for price war and differentiation
will weaken the degree of price competition.

2 Mechanism Analysis on Product Differentiation of Travel Agency
Product differentiation is a strategy in which travel agencies attempt to create and exploit
differences between their products and those offered by competitors. These differences may lead to
competitive advantage if tourist customers perceive the difference and have a preference for the
difference.
(Zhu Shuzhen 2004) used to explain the mechanism of enterprises’ price competition from the
perspective of game theory, and used Hotelling Model to illustrate the pricing activities of the enterprise.
This paper quotes this model to analyze the mechanism of differentiation competition of tourist product.
In order to simplify the Model, a hypothesis was made to have only two travel agencies in the certain
market of tourist resource. These two companies produce products with same substance, but with space
difference. Because of the fierce competition, the two agencies are not independent, which means that
the product price of one of the two will influence that of the other. And both of them have their own
market power which comes from purchase intention of the customers who buy goods from the nearest
enterprise or buy what they love best. And the degree of the intention can be measured with the length of
the distance between these two enterprises. Then, it is supposed that there is a linear city whose length is
1, the consumers distribute evenly during the space of (0,1), density of distribution is 1. The two travel
agencies locate at both ends of the city, agency 1 locates at the point of x=0, and agency 2 locates at the
point of x=1. The product cost of the two agencies is c, the transportation cost of consumers’ purchase is
direct proportionate to distance between the two agencies, unit transportation cost is t. The consumer at
x purchases from agency 1, it will cost him tx for transportation; if from agency 2, it will cost him t(1-x).
The two agencies are supposed to establish their products’ price, considered that pi as the price of
agency i, Di (p1, p2) is demand function with i=1, 2. If there is no difference for the consumers to
purchase from either of the agencies, the consumers living at the left of x will purchase from agency 1
while those at the right of x will purchase from agency 2, and the demands are D1=x，D2=1-x。x meets
the conditions of：p1+tx=p2+t(1-x)。
Demand functions will be:
p − p1 + t
D1 = ( p1 , p2 ) = x 2
(1)
2t
p − p2 + t
D2 = ( p1 , p2 ) = 1 − x = 1
(2)
2t
The profit functions are:
π1(p1，p2)= (p1 – c) D1 (p1，p2)
= (p1–c) (p2-p1+t) / 2t

(3)

π2(p1，p2)= (p2 – c) D2 (p1，p2)
The prices for maximize profits are:

= (p2–c) (p1-p2+t) / 2t
p1﹡= p2﹡ = c + t

(4)
(5)

The profit at equilibrium is:
(6)
π1 = π2 = t/2
In above formulas, the unit distance cost for consumers to purchase is t, that is differentiation rate
of product. When t=0, there is no difference between products of different travel agencies, which means
that the products are homogenous, and there is no purchase intentions for consumers or no special
intentions for products of different travel agencies. So, the consumers will pay attention to the price of
the products and to buy for the lowest price. The result of the game between travel agencies is to reduce
the price, till the level that they can endure, that is marginal cost, or even to lower point which will lead
to “zero profit” or “minus profit’. When t≠0,the bigger t is, the larger the difference between consumer’s
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purchase intention and product’s features supplied by travel agency, which indicates that the opportunity
becomes small for the other travel agency to replace the product. In this way, the travel agency can sale
the product with skimming pricing method for getting more profits.
On the base of above analysis, product homogeneity may lead to fierce price competition, while
product differentiation can weaken or avoid it. The effective way to cast aside price competition is to
implement differentiation strategy, that is, product innovation. Differentiation can enhance the price
sensitive of the consumers, by which consumers’ loyalty can be established, and comes little possibility
to lose customers for the replacement with lower price.
Differentiation is not only a source of competitive advantage, but also the way through which the
quality of products is improved over time thanks to innovation. Launching new products with entirely
new performances is a radical change, often leading to changes in market shares and industry
structures.Differentiating a product (or service) gives its producer more pricing power and even a degree
of monopoly. There are a number of ways in which a company can seek to differentiate its products, and
the paper focuses on product innovation.

3 Innovation Strategy of Product Differentiation of Travel Agency
Innovation is at the heart of any successful company’s agenda so it is very worthy of discussion on
the role that innovation plays in securing competitiveness. According to OECD, the definition of
“product innovation” is, “the introduction of a good or service that is new or significantly improved with
respect to its characteristics or intended uses. This includes significant improvements in technical
specifications, components and materials, incorporated software, user friendliness or other functional
characteristics.” In tourism industry, innovation is the effective way to change price competition into
product and quality competition, or differentiation competition.
3.1 To grasp the market and add innovation elements into tourist product
Along with the development of society, economy and culture in China, the disposable income
increases steadily, the income group becomes divided, the consumption idea of Chinese people changes,
and the innovation together with hierarchical escalation of tourist product has become the key of
improvement of tourism industry. In order to solve the problem of product homogenization, more
innovation elements should be added into development of theme product, deep exploitation and
utilization of tourist resources. First, leisure element. Leisure activity has already been one of important
components of people’s life, and leisure industry is growing up. Traditional tourism must take the
chance to enrich the intension and extension of tourist product in order to adapting to the change of the
era. That is to change sightseeing tour into leisure vacation tour. Second, experience element. Tourism
economy has entered the time of experiencing economy, along which people’s consumption method is
taking a change. The value of tourist product is to arouse the sense of auditory, taste, visual, smell,
touching, and to create happy feelings through experience. Competition in mature markets leads to
pressure to add more experience to products. Third, participation element. The consumption capacity of
Chinese people has enhanced a lot in recent years, the contemporary tourists prefer more active and
exciting activities to programmed travel arrangements. They pay more attention to experience the
process. Forth, autonomation element. The mode of travel goes towards acting on tourists’ own, more
and more tourists go in for individuation, diversification and freedom.
3.2 To subdivide the market and lead consumption creatively
The target of tourism service is tourist with rich emotions. Customers from different fields have
different needs and perceptions and because of different age, sex, nationality, occupation, culture, hobby
and tourist motivation, travel agencies must provide different and individualized products to satisfy the
various demands. Tourism product development is mainly undertaken to facilitate product
diversification, development or improvement of tourism products with the help of knowledgeable and
qualified staff. It aims at enhancing visitor experience by building consensus and strategic alliances with
business stakeholders in order to bring about socio-economic growth. After having subdivided the
market, different products can be designed according to the special features of the segment market. In
this market can the travel agency create distinguished products with its advantages, which will improve
the satisfaction of the customers. Many travel agencies in foreign countries have operated in this way for
avoiding market competition. Such as Studiosus Tourist Ltd. Co. in Germany, it has established its
core-competitiveness by producing cultural trip. It has been regarded as the No. 1 cultural trip operator
in Europe.
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3.3 To enhance the foundation of the market and innovate brand product
Brand can make the product appear different to consumers. Tourist product development aims at
long-term sustainable development by the execution of a number of strategies. These strategies bring
into focus a generic idea to increase competitiveness. Tourism product development helps in improving
product quality by complying with the standards set by international benchmarks. Though the
characteristic of intangibility of tourist product makes it impossible to show itself when the customer
purchases it, brand makes it possible to identify the difference from the other products. Brand can also
meet the need of outstanding emotionality and encourage consumers to purchase it. Good brand makes
more profits through good service quality. A travel agency with famous brand will be quite outstanding
in the market and with excellent image and higher recognition. Brand can also be taken to protect the
product of the travel agency from being counterfeited.
3.4 To consolidate the market and create competitive products
To develop competitive products is the inevitable course for a travel agency to solve the problem of
product homogenization and to implement differentiation strategy. But, during the procedure of
implement, there comes hitch-hiking. In order to fulfill product innovation, the travel agency needs to
spend a large amount of manpower, material resources and money. But the new product is quite easy to
be copied. In order to avoid such kind of things, competitive service element should be added. The
value-added service and fine sentiments service are the embodiment of elaboration that will be the
unique element market competition.
Market demand is changing all the time. Old product will be replaced ultimately, that’s the reason
that sustained product innovation becomes more and more important. New vitality should be infused
consequently into products to guarantee its competitiveness and its differentiation. Besides this, quality
assurance, marketing practices, and customer and employee satisfaction were among the most important
areas or fields for product innovation.

4 Conclusions
Product homogeneity and low-price competition of travel agency lead to inferior quality of the
tourist service, which not only infringe upon the legal rights of the consumers, but also influence the
profits of the enterprise, sometimes even the existence of the enterprise. On the other hand, product
differentiation can increase the satisfaction for the consumer from its consumption. With this
background, the paper analyzes the mechanism of price competition and the motivation of implement
differentiation strategy. Only when the products are homogenous, price becomes the key element to
judge the purchase activity. And at the same time, for travel agency, the result of game theory in
Hotelling Model is to reduce the price of the product. In order to avoid low-price competition, travel
agency must carry out differentiation competition strategy via product innovation, by adding innovation
elements to create consumption, to identify product differentiation with brand, and to construct
competitive product by service innovation.
In the future research, the effect to gross profits of travel agency caused by differentiation rate will
be taken into account.
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Abstract As a part of social economy and culture activity, modeling design of industrial is the direct
symbol of the demands of survival and the development trend of Human beings. Man is central of
industrial design. There are two kinds of compositions: one is that it is a creation which depends on
nature and man. Another is that it applies the principle of cubic composition. At the same time, with the
appearance of new requirement, possibility, and problem during the development of technology and
civilization, a new concept appears, that is, design is no longer a creation of single production, but a
concert for the circumstance system of mankind.
Key words Industrial modeling design; Cube composition; Green design; Personalized

1 Introduction
Industrial product design, as a part of socio-economic and cultural activities, is a direct
embodiment of humans’ basic needs to survive and development orientation, and it has a lasting effect
on the human development.
Industrial product design of composition is realized through certain styling forms based on the
product usage and appreciation requirements, combined with specific technology, material and craft
ideas. Industrial product design of composition can be put into two categories, one is the recreation of
natural and man-made forms, the second is created using the principles of stereoscopic; at the same time,
with the appearance of new requirement, possibility, and problem during the development of technology
and civilization, a new concept appears. The two primary manifestations are “green design” with the
consideration of ecology and more humane and personalized embodiment of form design.

2 The Method of Composition
To create a model with one’s imagination is like fishing with a single hook, while to create a model
with certain methods of modeling is as fishing with a net. Single thought on body, from the beginning is
easily to be trapped in a particular shape of the body, and it is not possible to better develop ideas nor to
make comparison or choice among different models. Industrial product design’s composition, methods
could be concluded into the following two types.
2.1 Reconstruction of natural and man-made forms
The form can be divided into natural morphology and human forms, natural morphology include
the nature of the original organism, such as animals, plants, etc. Human forms are subjective design and
construction of the physical form created in labor and human life on the basis of the natural form, such
as housing, clothing, tools, machinery, etc. The human form is the combination of objectivity and
subjectivity, the human spirit is added into the objective form, reflecting the subjective awareness and
creative forms of recycling. For example, the nature of the flower, through people's subjective design,
using simulation techniques, calla lily flower is evaluated into the vase shape; and the employment of
natural animal sculpt is more extensive, such as toys, gifts, etc. There are also water drop-shaped tea set,
etc. (Fig.1).

Figure 1

Water Drop Shaped Tea Set
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In addition, recreation of forms also refers to indirect creation and application according to art
works. Through getting familiar with modern art formation, and studying on tradition and innovation,
the objective and subjective, content and form of study, shape and recycling. Such as Henry Moore's
sculpture, literature, permeate, atmospheric, simple, broad, can be applied to the design of furnishings in
display; the works of first character of cubism Picasso, the Ya-weinong girl, you can use the screen
resolution, and reorganization of the structure to the ceramic sculptural composition; artist Salvador Dali,
Mandarin’s works are the art of pure visual aesthetics. Hat modeling designed after Mandarin’s painting
style adds fresh parts to the plastic arts. The chairs and tables designed after Dali’s painting give a new
aesthetic feel.
2.2 Constitutive principle for the creation of the body
Stereoscopic is the science of the about study, how to add a 3-d elements following certain rules
into the personalized, aesthetic stereo modeling in three dimensions. Its basic constituent elements
include: point, line, plane and block, they each have their own rich expression semantics. Stereoscopic is
to build out a certain sense of amount and sense of space with them in 3D, and its shape is subject to
aesthetic rules.
The principle of the dimensional structure, not only emphasizes methods and science, but also
stresses the feelings of the objective world, including feel, analyzing, and understanding of a natural
body, geometric and human body. Body characteristics are observed and understood not only from the
normal conditions, but also from the macro-and micro-perspective, anglicizing the object from various
aspects, accumulating knowledge, and all substances in morphology and conceptual form helpful to
shape formation will be absorbed, by different methods to realize a transform variation and then further
process it depending on the specific design needs, making it the new body styling.
The principle of the dimensional structure, as to the basic elements of the body: point, line and
plane, body, from the perspective of geometry builds scientific concepts, and from the perspective of
psychology analyses the perception effect on humans, cognition and the science of emotional
impressions together, as the body of the Constitution from the most basic components of new concepts
and understanding of the basics, this use of basic constituent elements, in a variety of body structure,
develop its own characteristics, different methods, and they are very important.
2.3 The usage of modern technology
Industrial model reflects a certain emotion, mood and sentiment; it is different from a general
styling of the image, that is, it not purely emotional product. Industrial product design is in the premise
of function, given certain feelings a combination of living art, science, technology. Product specific
requirements in life plays a leading role; science and technology plays a role of ensuring that the
implementation without the mentioned composing parts, art will be disappeared, and it will be unable to
meet people's aesthetic requirements. Therefore, in the composition of the industrial design, the basic
shapes formed by the functions, and the structure formed by the material and technology, which contain
a lot of science, mathematics and mechanics knowledge, for new industrial molding body are beneficial,
and it is valid.
In modern science and technology, involves the processing mode of producing and changing the
shape of an object, and that is enlightening to industrial composition. For example, pressing, cutting,
distort, cut, and modern architectural forms, have also been applied. The research and application of the
composition methods are inseparable, and it deed explores the design area and brings about some new
and beautiful shapes.
From modern industrial product design, we can also see a lot of it is just pure geometric or
geometric shape of the linear form. There are models sought out from graphic approaches as well as
several models made from typical geometric lines. Among them are circle, ellipse, parabola and
hyperbola lines, and vertical lines. Some shapes take the whole line to form the bodies, some take part
of the interception of the lines to constitute a form of body, and still some put the two together. Of such
kind of modeling, in industrial product model forms, there are many success stories.

3 The Future Development Orientation of the Modeling Composition and Design
3.1 Emergence of green design concept
After the mid-twentieth century, the world is increasingly faced with the serious environmental and
ecological problems. Uncontrolled rapid consumption has resulted in resources shortage, such as the
shortage of water resources in China; ignoring the natural consequences of resource consumption has
caused the deterioration of the environment and the non-renewable resources, such as the desertification
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in the northwestern part of our country. These are well-known. It is to be noted that human civilization’s
developing in the wrong process and the industrial designs have some connections. The United States
first pioneered the commercial design "plays the inglorious role in that process’’. Green design concept
is formed after deep thoughts and reviews and it will be one of the leading ideas of industrial design.
(1) Design should reflect “long-term”
Reflecting “long-term” is a brand new design and consumer attitudes. It explicitly asked to
abandon the fashions and resist market pressure, but to reflect the product's durability, and to provide
users with the possibility of using long-term maintenance products. For example, the baby bed design,
their functionality comes first and it should also be able to become a baby stroller. Later you can easily
change it into a bed, extending their service life. This design guide consumers not to pursue fashion or
“luxury” products, reducing product complexity and useless features. Meanwhile it is also advocated
that people not to pursue personal items, bur to use public facilities and supplies, etc.
(2) Design should reflect “energy-saving”
Embodying “energy-saving” mainly refers to reducing the consumption of non-renewable
resources and reducing energy and material (such as aluminum, the volume of cement, etc.). Such as
guidelines like the use of recycled materials, the use of bamboo, rattan, reed, flax and other fast-growing
plant materials, simplified packaging, etc., in general, are also environmentally friendly.
Design reflecting the energy-saving radically updated traditional design concepts, that is to say, the
design is no longer a creative individual product, but rather plans on the human ecosystem. While
designing good products, we shall fully consider the effects on environment during the product
manufacture, use, and recycling. Using simple metal materials (without electroplating or overwriting the
coating) or the single components of hot melt of plastic would be beneficial for the retrieving and
recycling of materials. As for body structure, reducing the material in a product, changing welding, bond
and seal integral to loose, cradled, will also be conducive to recycling. Exploitation of solar energy,
clean energy and development of products, such as family multi-level water device will be the hotspot of
industrial design.
3.2 Human-centered design is the requirement of development of the era
The pursuit of machines and product’s strong power and high efficiency, is natural in an industrial
society. But when people’s living conditions have improved later, we feel that there is a class of product
defects is intolerable. That is, the products (machine) are the Center, but people’s principle roles as
operators and users are neglected. This includes both products does not adapt to people's anatomy,
physiology, features, not enough considerations on the health and safety of users, and products not adapt
to people's psychological, mental, psychological demands, leading to problems like overburdened,
tedious, human dignity-losing. Personalized design, or human-centered design, is to be initiated for
mentioned reasons.
(1) Design should be more in line with the human anatomy, physiology, psychology, that is,
human-computer science (engineering). For the reason of the objective reality, since the second half of
the twentieth century, ergonomic designs of the civilian products have being more and more important.
For example, the computer using stress syndrome have involved more and more people, injured parts
ranging from eyes, neck, shoulder and wrist, finger to lumbar and so on. To improve the human-machine
functions of computer screen, computer desks, keyboard, mouse, is of great importance. From the use of
transport, production machinery, social facilities, electric tools to the use of household wares, how to be
more secure, convenient, efficient and comfortable, provides us inexhaustible subject.
Entering the new century, people’s basic material life needs have been met, spiritual needs have
been outstanding. One of the embodiments is that people abandon the same and similar products and
pursuing personalized ones to show their own unique personality, temperament and the aesthetic
orientation and art. This is also further enrichment of human-centered design. In addition, modern
manufacturing techniques also make low-volume products with low-cost possible. At present and in the
near future, the initial period of individual design, users’ participation in the design will be the main
form of personalized products.
(2) The mechanical age’s product have relative intuitive, easy-to-cognition functions. Entering the
e-tech era, there are after large changes. The most prominent and influential problem lies in the various
electronic products—they are all “boxes” in different sizes. On the one hand, one cannot know from
product shape what it is, giving rise to a feeling of strangeness, distance, cold feeling; on the other hand,
no matter what you want to do, the way of controlling a product is press the buttons or push switches, it
has product lost connections with past life experience and behaviors, making one feel lost. How to give
high-tech product good cognitive and affinity, to let people easily and product communications, are new
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and important topics of the future industrial design.

4 Conclusion
The design being able to fulfill the functional and aesthetic needs of humans made with scientific
methods is the ideal design. Industrial product design should follow the scientific methods, that is, to
recreate based on the natural and man-made forms or to create using the principles of stereoscopic. With
the appearance of new requirement, possibility, and problem during the development of technology and
civilization, many new subjects have risen in industrial design. which is it is requested the product
design shall meet people’s aesthetic and functional demands and it also shall reflect “long term”,
“ energy-saving” and more humane concept, and more awareness and affinity shall be given to the
high-tech products, enabling the product design to become a human-centered one.
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Abstract Starting from the influence of financial crisis on American economy, this paper has analyzed
the background of the implementation of “re-industrialization” strategy in the USA, analyzed the
connotation of the “re-industrialization” strategy of the USA, and its influence on Chinese enterprises.
According to this paper, the America’s “re-industrialization” USA will have impact on the development
of Chinese enterprises. In order to make preparations in advance, Chinese enterprises should take it
seriously and strategically. This paper has brought forward coping methods to “re-industrialization”
strategy of the USA, that is, firstly, amalgamate and restructure enterprises to make them stronger and
bigger; secondly, improve the core competitiveness through science and technology innovation; thirdly,
augment the market share through brand innovation; fourthly, improve the cohesion of enterprise
through organization innovation; fifthly, improve the quality of human resources through training.
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1 Introduction
In 2008, the financial crisis beginning from subprime crisis in the USA has greatly harmed the
fictitious economy whose principal part is real estate and financial industry of the USA. Lehman Inc.
went into bankruptcy. In December 2008, a piece of bad news concerning the bankruptcy of a medium
& small sized bank went out each week. In coping with the financial crisis, the US government
reviewed the US economy and found that before the financial crisis, the USA, based on the principle of
international division of labor and comparative advantage, had abandoned the low-end industries and
chains, adopted the strategy of “de-industrialization”, and controlled the most profitable part in the
industry chain.
In the 1980s, the USA thought that the manufacturing industry was a “sunset industry”. In the fields
of automobile, steel and consumer electronics, the domestic and international market share of the USA
had dropped largely. The proportion of production value of manufacturing industry had dropped from
over 27% of America’s GDP which was No. 1 in the world to 19% at the beginning of the 21st century.
However, this “de-industrialization” strategy has also led to the hollowing of America’s industry
structure and a serious unemployment of domestic population. Under the circumstance of an incomplete
industry chain, the normal operation of US domestic economy is balanced through international trade.
However, when crisis appeared in the finance industry which had had a competitive advantage, not only
the finance industry itself was greatly attacked, the other domestic industries were also greatly hampered.
According to relevant documents, the US industry had had a successive negative growth in seven
months from the begging of financial crisis in November 2008 to May 2009, dropped 13.4% compared
with the corresponding period of 2008, which has been the biggest drop since 1946. The automobile,
steel and chemistry industry have had an overall loss. The enterprises laid off a lot of employees. At the
end of September, the unemployment rate reached 10.2%. All these phenomena have led the USA to
rethink profoundly its industry development model.
At the end of 2009, Obama made a statement just after he had been elected as the US president,
that the US economy should transfer from a high consumption model based on financial credit to a
durable economic growth model based on export-driven growth and manufacturing growth, make
“re-industrialization” as an important strategy to rebuild competitive advantage, sending out a signal to
return towards the substantial economy.
On the day after Obama made this statement, the Berkshire Foundation of Buffett bought BNSF[1],
the biggest railway operator in the USA. Ted Strickland, governor of Ohio and Frank g. Jackson, mayor
of Cleveland were also busy on inviting and attracting enterprises and investors, and they made out
many preferential policies such as subvention, land preference and tax preference. They also said that
they especially welcome Chinese enterprises to the USA for establishing manufacturing enterprises such
as assembly plants in order to stimulate local employment and make contributions to the tax. The logic
behind the behaviors of these organizations and the new strategy of Obama is the same, and they are
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both the embodiment of Obama’s “remanufacturizing” [2] .
The re-industrialization strategy and its implementation will have an important impact on all the
countries in the world. According to the flying-geese model, the basic pattern of the world industry is as
follows: in some developed countries such as America and Great Britain, the main industry is the
tertiary industry such as financial service, in some developed countries such as Japan and Germany, the
main industry is advanced manufacturing, while in the so-called BRICs, the main industry is labor
intensive manufacturing. The implementation of re-industrialization of the USA will certainly influence
the existing global inter-industry specialization pattern and put the manufacturing of other countries
under the intense competition of American manufacturing. For the USA, it isn’t short of technologies
needed for the re-industrialization; however the technology factor is missed in other countries. Therefore,
the participation of the USA in the manufacturing means there will be another strong competitor in the
competition stage of manufacturing. How the manufacturing of other countries will be positioned and
how the enterprises will be developed? This is a question which needs a deep thought.
Without foresight and strategic thinking, the enterprises won’t have clear goal in their development
and behavior. This paper starts from the connotation of re-industrialization of the USA, analyzes the
impact of America’s re-industrialization on the development of Chinese enterprises, probes into how the
Chinese enterprises develop in the context of America’s re-industrialization in order to provide some
reference for the development practice of Chinese enterprises.

2 Connotation and Trend of America’s Re-industrialization
The America’s strategy of “de-industrialization” began in the times of Reagan government. In the
1960s and 1970s, with the development of manufacturing in Southeast Asia, Japan and emerging
developing countries, the transfer tendency of global manufacturing center in the beginning of the 20th
century transferring from European continent to American continent faced another transfer tendency and
the traditional manufacturing had the tendency to transfer to Asian. The America’s manufacturing,
confronted with the development of manufacturing in Japan and emerging developing countries, has
appeared some signs of fading. Its manufacturing products obviously lack competitiveness because of
high cost compared with Japan and emerging developing countries. The proportion of manufacturing in
the national economy has dropped rapidly, and the labor has transferred rapidly from the first and second
industry to the tertiary industry. The manufacturing has transferred to emerging industrialized countries.
The added value of the tertiary industry has surpassed the second industry, becoming the primary
industry of the national economy. The manufacturing such as automobile, steel and consumption
electronics is confronted with serious challenge. In the 1960s, the manufacturing output accounted for
27% of the American economy. In 2007, the manufacturing only accounted for 11.68% of American
economy[3]. The main result of this phenomenon is that the proportion of employed population of the
manufacturing field in the employment population of non-agricultural industry has dropped year by year.
In 1900, the proportion of employed population of manufacturing in the employed population of
non-agricultural industry is 36.0%. In 1960, this proportion is 31.0%, that is, an average decrease of
0.083% per year. While from the 1960s to the end of the 20th century, the proportion of employed
population of manufacturing in the employed population of non-agricultural industry decreased with a
speed of 0.45% per year, presenting an accelerated dropping tendency[4].
Confronted with the tendency of dropping of manufacturing competitiveness, the USA relied on its
strong capacity of scientific and technological development, the economic system with self-adjustment
capacity and flexible financial innovation and promotes the emerging industries by use of risk
investment in high technology R&D instead of promoting the manufacturing just by inputting resources.
This is the strategy of “de-industrialization”. The implementation of de-industrialization has led to the
emergence of many internationally famous emerging industry companies such as Microsoft, Google and
Goldman Sachs. By developing high technology industry, the USA has occupied the upland of national
industry restructuring and amelioration, the leading position of the tertiary industry such as finance and
information service industry have been highlighted in the overall economic structure, and the
disadvantages such as high cost and lack of competitiveness in the national economy competition have
been changed. The manufacturing had kept the R&D in the US and transferred the physical production
to the emerging developing countries through external OEM and outsourcing. The America’s strategy of
“de-industrialization” has had a great success. The manufacturing has kept the most lucrative part inside
the USA and transferred the processing industry which has a low added value to other countries. For
example, the cost of iPad produced by Apple Inc whose selling price is 499 USD is 219.35 USD, while
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the assembly charge of OEM is only 11.2 USD.
However, the financial crisis of 2008 has exactly hit the USA on its weakness of economic
virtualization and hollowing. Although the finance and information service without the support of
industries can create a high added value, it will lead to a huge unemployment when there is difficulty in
the world economy. From the perspective of domestic unemployment rate, the bankruptcy of Lehman
Bothers Holdings is a turning point. In October 2008, the unemployment rate of the USA was 6.6%, in
November it reached 6.8%, in December 7.2%, in Match 2009 8.5% and in June it reached the record of
9.5%, in October a new record of 10.2%. It is until November that the unemployment rate dropped to
10%. As the substantial economy can create a lot of jobs, the re-industrialization strategy proposed by
Obama will also solve America’s problem of unemployment based on the development of America’s
manufacturing. Obama said in his State of the Union in January 2010, that in the following 5 years, the
America’s export will be doubled, hence creating over 2 million jobs in the USA.
Obviously, the USA goes back to the substantial economy and realizes re-industrialization, which
doesn’t mean a simple return to the traditional manufacturing field. It will certainly have some
differences with the emerging countries such as China. Therefore, as the USA still wants to have the
advantages in high technology, the “re-industrialization” of the USA will have the following tendency
and characteristics:
(1) America’s “re-manufacturing” will certainly make efforts in the fields of high-end and of the
highest added value. In the key fields of design, technology, handicraft and marketing, American
enterprises will certainly seize the commanding position. Hence, the America’s “re-industrialization” is
far beyond the recovery of traditional manufacturing, and instead it is a second industrialization based
on the first industrialization. In fact, it will promote the upgrading of industry, develop advanced
manufacturing based on high technology to have an industry of powerful competitiveness again and lead
and reform other industries with the achievements of a new round technology innovation, especially the
industry of new energy, information, biology, biology, medical treatment, environment protection, ocean
and space etc.
(2) The America’s “re-industrialization” tries to form a new industrial pattern and norms. Restart of
traditional manufacturing is not the aim of America’s “re-industrialization”. To establish a set of new
industrial system is the real trend. The technology of new energy and new materials will promote the
investment, orient the global capital toward the USA, and it is a process to build the new industrial
pattern. The important characteristic of the industrialization pattern is that it centers on new energy and
low carbon economy. As the USA has an advantageous and leading position in low carbon economy
technologies, the USA tries to promote the sells of products of new energy and low carbon industry, and
promote these products globally based on the domestic legislation. For example, in the dialogue of
Sino-American economic strategy in April 2010, the USA promoted the sell of its products of new
energy and clean energy.
(3) The main target of America’s “re-industrialization” is the industry clusters centered on the
emerging industries. From the perspective of tendency, the emerging industry is a tendency of future
industry development as well as a supporting point for the next round global economy prosperity. In a
short term, investment on the emerging industries and transform the traditional industries with
informatization are also in favor of expanding domestic demand, pull the economic growth, overcome
the difficulties from the financial crisis, and realize economic growth and create new jobs. In long term,
the creation of emerging industry clusters will lead to a new pattern of international division of labor
where the USA will continue to play the role of leader.

3 The Impact of America’s “Re-industrialization” Strategy on Chinese
Enterprises
At present, the non-manufacturing has occupies a proportion of nearly 90% in American economy,
and other countries have regarded the USA as the main export market and destination of their
manufacturing products. When the USA turns to “re-industrialization”, the proportion of the
manufacturing will certainly be increased and this shift of the USA will erode the economy of
manufacturing-export-oriented countries, especially China. Now China is still in the middle-late period
of industrialization process, manufacturing is the engine of its high speed growth. However, the general
level of Chinese manufacturing is not high, which can be shown as follows: it has a low economic
creativity, and the productivity and value added rate in manufacturing is about 4.38% of the USA, 4.37
of Japan and 5.56% of the Germany; the added value is not high and it is still located in the middle and
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lower reaches of world manufacturing industry chain. Most of the exported products are products of low
technology content, low unit price and low attached value. It imports largely products with high content
of technology, high added value and high price. The implementation of America’s re-industrialization
strategy will certainly have great influence on Chinese enterprises, which are shown in the following
aspects:
(1) In the field of market competition, the products of enterprises of these two countries will have
more competition on market share, and Chinese enterprises should participate in the competition with
American industrial products. Under the circumstance of international financial crisis, the USA will find
the issue of “re-industrialization” from modernization, sophistication and cleanness of manufacturing,
which means the USA will make a fuss about competition rules and rules of international trade,
aggravating the trade conflict between the USA and China. In the global climate conference of
Copenhagen in December 2009, the USA and other countries tried to make a global standard on carbon
emission reduction, which is an important sign. As China is in a different phase of development from the
USA, the non-difference carbon emission reduction standard will be certainly in favor of enterprises of
developed countries and their products and to the disadvantage of Chinese enterprises for the
exploration of international market.
(2) Chinese enterprises will face the blockade of America’s advanced manufacturing technology. At
present, the USA still have the labor of the most advanced skills and advanced equipments, and it is a
country whose manufacturing is the most developed and the advanced manufacturing develops the most
rapid in the world. Because of the implementation of “de-industrialization” strategy in the past, the USA
had transferred part of manufacturing to other countries and China was the main destination, therefore,
China could obtain part of advanced manufacturing equipments. With the implementation of
“re-industrialization” strategy, Chinese advanced manufacturing equipment will face more technology
blockade from the USA, hence the Chinese enterprises should depend more on its own R&D and
creation to obtain advanced equipments.
(3) It will also have some impact on industry upgrading. At present, China is upgrading the
industrial structure nationwide, changing from the simple OEM to industries with high added value. The
re-industrialization of the USA will provide many high technology products to China, hence, an obvious
problem occurs, even China doesn’t make efforts to upgrade the industry, it can also obtain products
with high technology. This will weaken China’s enthusiasm to upgrade industries. For this problem,
China should treat it from the height of national strategic development instead of simply regarding
China as the dumping field of foreign products. Chinese enterprises should be independent, overcome
the external pressure, develop and produce products which suit Chinese present situation and meet the
demand of Chinese people.

4 Strategy Choice for the Development of Chinese Enterprises in the Context of
America’s “Re-industrialization” Strategy
At present, 80% of Chinese economy is substantial economy and traditional industry has occupied
a big proportion. Furthermore, Chinese enterprises have a large dependence on foreign trade, which is
over 60%. In the context of America’s “re-industrialization” strategy, China will face a heavy pressure
from American manufacturing. Therefore Chinese enterprises should take active measures strategically
to reinforce the enterprises’ competitiveness. These measures include:
(1) The enterprises are actively looking for restructuring and expansion, trying to make themselves
bigger and stronger, and implementing the strategy of big company and big group. The main problem of
Chinese enterprises now is a low market concentration degree and a small scale of general industry. The
enterprises will develop through consolidation, alliance and restructuring. They will participate in global
monopoly competition in a higher level. Only the big enterprises and groups have the capacity to
participate in and win the international competition.
(2) The enterprises will make more efforts on science and technology innovation and improve their
core competitiveness. At present, low carbon economy has become the trend of economic development.
Enterprises should reinforce the innovation capacity of low carbon technology and product R&D and
form the core competitiveness of R&D of enterprises. For this goal, the enterprises should：i）increase
the input of capital and human resources in scientific research, establish and ameliorate low-carbonized
R&D center; ii) the enterprises should reinforce cooperation with universities and research institutions,
combine “the industry, universities and research institutions” centering on low-carbon technology
innovation, establish and ameliorate conversion mechanism of scientific achievements; iii) import and
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absorb domestic and foreign advanced technologies or cooperate with enterprises with advanced
technologies to follow a path of digestion, absorption and innovation; (iv) stick on the combination of
importing, training and using and build a talented workforce of high quality for the development of low
carbon technologies; (v) reinforce the informatization construction of enterprises, cultivate and improve
scientific competitiveness of big enterprises in a high platform of information.
(3) The enterprises should pay attention to the brand strategy and improve the market share of
enterprise’s product. The enterprises should meet the requirement of industrialization and
low-carbonization, rely on scientific improvement, adjust and optimize the product structure and
industrial structure, actively develop advanced manufacturing, improve the content of high technology
in the products, make efforts to cultivate big brands which have advantages. We will follow a
development path from brand products to brand enterprises, from brand enterprises to brand economy
through the development of a group of core products which have international impact.
(4) The enterprises should ameliorate their own governance structure. They should, based on the
requirements of property system of modern enterprises, form a scientific enterprise governance structure
which can both mobilize the initiative of enterprise members and has strict supervision and binding to
urge the enterprises toward normalized operation and healthy development. Furthermore, this enterprise
governance can guarantee the demand of all stakeholders and provide the enterprises a good
development environment.
(5) The enterprises should pay attention to the training of their own talents. This training refers to
not only the training of entrepreneurs but also the training of skills of ordinary employees. The
ambitious entrepreneurs make the enterprises full of vitality, while high quality and skillful employees
are guarantee of high efficiency of production and operation of enterprises. The enterprise should
ameliorate stimulating system and training system to reach the goal of talent training.

5 Conclusion
In conclusion, the USA began to implement “re-industrialization” strategy as a means to respond to
its financial crisis. This strategy will have serious impact on the development of Chinese enterprises
which are in the process of industrialization and are facing the competition of American enterprises
armed with high technologies. This is an actual problem. On the one hand, competition is a kind of crisis,
on the other hand, competition also brings the sense of crisis, which demands Chinese enterprises to
make planning for and pay attention to it strategically.
The feasible strategic measures in the context of America’s “re-industrialization” strategy for the
Chinese enterprises include:
(1) Consolidate and restructure the enterprises to make them stronger;
(2) Improve core competitiveness through scientific innovation;
(3) Improve market share through brand innovation;
(4) Improve the cohesion of enterprises through organizational innovation;
(5) Improve the content of human capital through talent training.
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Abstract Usability, as the theoretical foundation, is based on ergonomics, psychology, and
human-emotion, and leads to psychological emotional changes when we use a product. Today family
medical device also develop product's usability which is getting our attention. From the nature
viewpoint, the product design is based on usability. The current usability is mostly used in computer
interface or software, it gradually become important standard to evaluate a product, and it also becomes
a key element for designers to consider. The usability of the product will be concerned in a wide range.
As a part of family medical device design, simply constructed operating is the elements and must exist.
While the overly complex functions and mode of operation are not suitable for this particular crowd. In
this paper, We illustrate significance of the usability in product design, by analyzing the usability of
simply constructed medical products designing case. And we elaborate that the ergonomic plays an
important role in the product design. China's future product design must be based on creativity and
innovation of the first importance, and should make the usability truly reflect the people's respect and
concern. The most cutting-edge trends is not only a manifestation of human spirit, but also a perfect
harmony between man and product combination.
Key words Usability design; Family medical products; Product innovation; Ergonomics

1 Introduction
Today science and technology develop continuously. The operation mode of product produced a
huge change. Previously manual operation interface are now converted into electronic visual operation,
resulting in a lot of problem of use. For example, how to choose what products, how to operate the
product, how to correct and effective use of the product and so on. The family medical device was also
developed well today, so the product's usability is getting people's attention. From the nature point of
view, usability of the product design is on the basis of usefulness. If a product can not guarantee even
the usefulness basically, it can no longer talk about its usability.
In this paper, We illustrate significance of the usability in product design, by analyzing the usability
of simply constructed medical products designing case. And we elaborate that the ergonomic plays an
important role in the product design. China Future product design must be based on creativity and
innovation firstly. Ergonomic, and usability, in the design work truly reflects the people's respect and
concern. The three principles of usability restrict the direction of product design and the considering
direction of designers.

2 The Concept and Principles of Usability
Usability is a concept of user-centered design, and after it let product design to be able to achieve
the functional requirements. It is more easy and efficient to adapt to the user's needs and habits. It
includes elements such as effectiveness, efficiency, practicality, safety, essay to learn, and ease of
memory, and so on.
Usability have three clear principles. They are visibility, mapping and feedback. We will analyze
the following three principles of existence is necessary.
2.1 Visibility
The simplest example is on the door. There are many doors that I have no way to determine what
actions I can do. Push or pull? There are many doors adorned with "push" or "pull". In fact, when the
design needs a label to indicate something, the design itself has failed. Design about fire are usually
higher than any other item usability requirements. Such as fire hydrant, all know that when individuals
are aware of a fire we should use small hammer to break the glass, and turn on the water fire-fighting.
Another example is the cupping in medical products. A simple glass jar, if not professional, no one
knows how he got to use. If it is used at home, it is more difficult to use, and may also cause
unnecessary loss.
2.2 Mapping
Water dispenser has two water taps. Without thinking most people know that the red tap implies hot
water and the blue one implies cold water. So the product design and our minds have been mapped that
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fire is red and water is blue. This simple mapping, enabling us to acceptance of a product increased
significantly. If I put cold water into the red and hot water into blue, paste a cold water label on the red
tap and paste a hot water label on the blue one. People will still inadvertently use it wrong. So it is the
feeling that color would cause us. For another example, there is a suction-type screw cupping. everyone
saw it knows that the way he is drawn out the air by rotating the tank, because it has a screw spiral, and
it has a handle for the tap switching to direct us to rotate it.
2.3 Feedback
For usability, feedback on product design has a crucial role, because only users get more feedback,
they will get more improvements, and make products more usable. Windows, applicating that
"hourglass" of the mouse, is to let the user aware of the need to wait, rather than wave their fists to
smash keyboard. Product’s "Being..., Please wait." hang on much better than the same one that do not
move a little such as break out. Only feedback can make our products more perfect. It is not only the
most critical aspect of the usability, but also the window of human-machine communication.

3 Factors Conflicting Product Usability
Factors which affect product usability, include the "User factor" and the "Product factor" two major
factors.
3.1 User
The main factors are start at the "biological" and "social" two points, "biological" is mainly the
application of ergonomics. Of course, ergonomics is the foundation of the product usability, such as a
person's height and weight determining the size of a product. While the needs of each individual are
different and different environments demand different product. For example, medical equipment for
hospitals which are operated by professionals, because what they have learned is to control it. And if a
family member or a traveler use medical equipment, it must be easy to use. After all, not everyone
would understand medicine, and their demands to medical devices are not high. Just for fitness, or
health-care use, as the living environment of this population are usually more casual, and do not
understand how these medical equipment work. If they are serious illness they will directly choose to
hospital, not self convalescence at home. So if we design medical equipment for such users, it is
necessary to consider design problems as a simple, easy and effective small health care equipment.
3.2 Product
Product usability, aiming at different psychological characteristics, behavioral habits, cognitive
abilities, hobbies tend of different user groups, do targeted design. Product is an important carrier of
design expression, and reflects the awareness of user needs and understanding in design process. For a
family medical devices, such people at home can be said all people, because everyone has a family. In
this small group inside, the usual psychological special that is as simple as possible. The normal
behavior is also a leisure class, sports or health care operations, and they are not very understanding
medical devices. After all, these machines are highly specialized, and is not so easy to learn. The color
of their demands will be more active not be too rigid. For the psychological, once referred to hospital,
people do not like to go in, so the home use of medical devices can not let people have such a feeling in
hospital. They should give people the feeling of relax and comfort. Therefore, products must meet the
person's physical and psychological demands, and we should solve the following questions:
A. Does the product smoothly and convenient operation?
B. Does the product give the operational errors which could cause injuries or accident?
C. Does the product meet certain population size, shape and force fitting?
D. Are the products easy to clean?
E. Does all parts of the product play their own roles?
Family medical equipment are those relatively simply constructed health care products, such as
blood pressure devices, cervical physiotherapy instrument, stethoscope, thermometer, etc. People take
care health and physiotherapy at their leisure time. Taking our cupping in traditional Chinese medicine,
for example it is the use of heat or vacuum tank pressure to exclude air, and the use of negative pressure
to sorption in the skin, causing bleeding as a treatment method. Chinese medicine treatment method is
very practical and obvious effective, and many families are also available in this device, which is
usually a simply constructed glass jar. Although many families equip it, but most people can not use it
freely. If we design a cup which is easy to use, and easy to be accepted, it would be more convenient.
Currently the only types of cupping on the market are exhaust type and ignition type, which are difficult
to use or easy to damage for their poor seal quality.
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4 Difference Between Usefulness and Usability
We often inadvertently confuse usefulness and usability when designing, and generally ignores
usability which plays the important role for the users.
Usefulness, which means you can use, can also achieve some desired effect. But it is not means
easy to operate. For example, machine is very easy to use but does not solve practical problems, which
is obviously not the usefulness. If this machine can solve practical problems, complicate to operate, and
it must be operated by a dedicated technical staff, it also means that the machine is of usefulness.
Usability, refers to the level of effective, easy to learn, efficient, easy to remember, fewer mistakes
and satisfactory for product user groups. It means whether users can complete his mission with the
product, how efficient, what subjective feelings. It is actually the product quality which is seen by user's
viewpoint. For example, if the machine can complete the task excellently and efficiently without enough
or even one person attending, we should say that it belongs to usability.
It is not difficult to understand that usefulness and usability are essentially different, and usability
follows principles such as easy to see, easy to learn, and easy to use. These three principles actually
conflict to each other, but only if we achieve the balance we can achieve the proper effect. So, we will
inevitably encounter some these kinds of problems when using a product. Some products simply
difficult to use, or not ergonomic. It inevitably will give us some trouble, sometimes because of no clear
instructions, while sometimes because of product function is indeed very rich but the operation is
relatively more complicated. Product design is a trade-off problem. Usability and functionality are of
conflict. More features may allow users do not know what to do. Therefore, if the product is designed to
be able to achieve functional requirements, it is more easy and efficient to adapt to the user's needs and
habits. Make the elements together, such as the effectiveness, efficiency, practicality, safety, ease of
memory, and easy to learn, and it is the design what we really need.
Giving an example of user interface, since Microsoft launched a formal Windows system, they
really began to explore the significant impact of usability on the software interface. Windows menu
interface is unified discovery of the population, through a simple copy and paste on the Edit menu is the
user is very easy to learn and use, while the previous DOS, only through a manual or books to discover
and learn. So the operation is not so simple. If every copy and paste go through the "Edit" menu, though
easy to learn, but it is not easy to use. So the design Ctrl + C and Ctrl + V shortcut, which makes it more
convenient to operate and use. This is only a small case for interface operation. While in other areas, in
the professional field, users can give up easy to learn and turn to easy to use. Bank's counter terminals
does not apply to only a small keyboard, not mouse. It is also for convenience, so specific areas have
special requirements, and it is also feasible.
From the above examples, we can easily find two aspects of the problem. Firstly, usability is built
on the base of the usefulness, Secondly, usability is indispensable to the future of design, and it is the
design trend.

5 Usability Design of Family Medical Products
5.1 Functionality
It mainly refers to the product functual information, manipulation and control information, as well
as materials use and the use of science and technology. Usability of functionality primarily to meet the
basic functional requirements of products. As a medical device, it is best not to use the fragile, and
short-life materials.
5.2 Emotionality
It refers to what product should transmit to humans, and achieve resonance with people's feelings.
Medical equipment from beginning to end did not give the people a good impression, because it is
always linked with hospitals. But, the family medical products, usually are related to health, physical,
and fitness effect, so it is still very easily be accepted.
5.3 Environmentality
It mainly refers to the transmission of external environmental factors, users, and product
information. For family medical products, it is clear that the environment in the home. It gives us the
impression that the home is warm and casual place, so it is not suitable for appearing machines or
complex medical devices and products.
Usability design, which is usually based on functionality of product, promise environmentality, and
center emotionality. Product design is based on usability, psychology and ergonomous. So asto establish
a new research method about usability.
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Figure 1 shows a home (travel) simply constructed magnetic cupping case after redesigned by
using usability principles.

Figure 1

An Improved Design of Household Simply Constructed Cupping

A. More exaggerated style of thread conveys the screwing operation products semantics. And users
could use this product correctly for the first time.
B. Transparent shell provides good visibility. So users can see the status inside it.
C. Red spiral suction handle can give people a warning role. And it can prevent damage due to
excessive operation.
D. The reaction force of operation can give them suitable feedback when users screw the rotating
handle.

6 Conclusion
If we make full use of usability to family medical products design, it would be more convenient for
people to use. Usability in family medical equipment research is the current and future direction of
medical devices design. And we can discover usability applications in this particular users group. It
gradually becomes an important bargaining chip for product design evolution, and it is also an important
factor to consider for designers in the future. The family medical device are also developed well today. It
is important that the usability of product should be concerned to all of us.
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Abstract Researching into the pillar industries of Shenyang, including equipment manufacturing
industry, pharmaceutical and chemical industry, electronic information industry, agricultural product and
by product processing industry, smelting and pressing of black metals and smelting and pressing of
nonferrous metals, an evaluation index system was set up for their scientific and technological
innovative power on which the principal component analysis model was built. Then examples are given
to measure their scientific and technological innovative power on the basis of this principal component
analysis model. Therefore, the empirical measure is available to provide fact basis and valuable
reference for the relevant departments and organizations to make decisions.
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1 Introduction
Scientific and technological innovative power is a main and decisive factor for regional economic
growth and an industry competition. And its strength is the vital measure of a region or even an industry
development potential and future competitive power. Therefore, how to measure the scientific and
technological innovative power of an industry objectively and scientifically is of great realistic meaning,
on which the development condition of this industry’s innovative power can be mastered accordingly.
This is available for relevant departments to have a better understanding of the essence and the rule of
innovation, so that the experience of innovation may be summarized, and a new strategically idea for
scientific and technological innovation can be reasonably adopted so as to maintain and upgrade the
competitive power of this industry, resulting in obtaining the best economic and social benefits.

2 Technical Ideas and Model Construction
The principal component analysis is a kind of multivariate statistical method relying on a use of the
correlation between the original variables. By using this method, the original variables can be explained
by a handful of key combinations of the original variables to achieve reducing the dimensions. [1] The
mathematical models are as follows:
⎧ F1 = a11 ZX 1 + a 21 ZX 2 + L + a p1 ZX p
⎪⎪
(1)
L
⎨
⎪ F = a ZX + a
ZX + L + a
ZX
⎪⎩ p
pm
p
1m
1
2m
2
In these models, F stands for principal component, a1i , a 2 i , L , a pi (i = 1, L , m) are the
eigenvectors which correspond to
the
and ZX 1 , ZX 2 , L , ZX p are

the eigenvalues of covariance matrix ∑
standardized
values
of
the
original

of X ,
variables.

A = ( a ij ) p × m = ( a1 , a 2 , L , a m ) , Rai = λi ai , R is correlation coefficient matrix, λi , ai are
respectively corresponding eigenvalue and unit eigenvector, λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ Λ ≥ λ p ≥ 0 . The specific steps
of analysis on the principal component [2] [3] are as follows:
(1) The standardized index matrix Z ij is obtained through standardizing the original
data; Z ij =
index.

X ij − X j
Sj

, in which

X j and S j are respectively the average and variance of the jth
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(2) The related coefficient matrix R is to be obtained among the standardized index values;
(3) The eigenvalue, eigenvector and contribution rate of the correlation coefficient matrix R are to
be obtained, and the very contribution rate is the weight of the principal component;
(3) The expression of the principal components F1 , F2 ,L, Fm can be got according to the factor
scores coefficient matrix;
(4) The scores can be got by calculating the F1 , F2 ,L, Fm of each samples, and then the
comprehensive evaluation values of each samples can be calculated by linear weighted model, that is
each sample can be scored comprehensively by summarizing and calculating the weighed scores of m
principal components which use the contribution rate of variance as the weight;
(5) The principal component is to be analyzed at last for its economic significance by which the
comprehensive evaluation can be achieved.
The above principal component analysis can be realized by statistical software SPSS17.0

3 Empirical Measure of Shenyang Pillar Industry Scientific and Technological
Innovative Power
3.1 The establishment of evaluation index system
Establishing a scientific evaluation index system is the foundation of the evaluation on the
scientific and technological innovative power. There are many ways of evaluation on index system, but
most of them require industry experts to bind the assignment with weights in each level of the question;
thus they will be influenced by human factors in varying degrees. [4] This essay chooses two Rank Two
indices and seven Rank Three indices to measure empirically on the scientific and technological
innovative power of Shenyang pillar industries on the basis of the principles that the index system
should be built systematically, scientifically, representatively and feasibly. As it is shown in Table 1:
Table 1

The Evaluation Index System Of Shenyang Pillar Industries Scientific And Technological
Innovative Power
Rank One
Rank Two
Rank Three indices
Calculating methods
index
indices
The proportion of R&D funds in sales
The intensity of R&D input ( X 1 )
revenue
The structure of funds input into
The proportion of scientific and
the scientific and technological
Input into the
technological
activities funds in GDP
activities ( X 2 )
scientific and
The intensity of personnel input
Scientific
technological
The proportion of scientific and
into the scientific and
and
innovation
technological
personnel in employees
technological activities ( X 3 )
technological
innovative
The proportion of scientists engaged in
Personnel quality ( X 4 )
power
the scientific and technological activities
Average patent number per capita
The proportion of patent number in
Output of the
( X5)
employees
scientific and
technological The sales revenue rate of the new
The proportion of new products sales
innovation
product ( X6 )
revenue in all products sales revenue

3.2 The principal component analysis on scientific and technological innovative power
According to the relevant data of Shenyang statistical yearbook [6], the principal component
analysis is made on Shenyang pillar industries scientific and technological innovative power by using
the evaluation index system built in Table 1. It is shown in Table 2 as follows:
The correlation coefficient matrix can be got after standardizing the above data. Then the initial
eigenvalue, variance contribution rate and accumulative variance contribution rate can be obtained
successively. Next, principal components can be extracted to form components loading matrix by
orthogonally rotating the maximum variance. In this way, the scores of each principal component can be
λ1
λ2
got and the comprehensive score may be calculated by formula F =
F +
F , it is shown
λ1 + λ2 1 λ1 + λ2 2
in Table 3 as follows:
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Table 2

The Statistical Table Of Shenyang Pillar Industries Scientific And Technological Innovative Power
Indices
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
Index
The equipment
0.0210
0.0150
0.4708
2.6965
23.6347e-4
1.4426
manufacturing industry
Pharmaceutical and chemical
0.0017
0.0013
0.0350
1.0220
0.0012
0.0500
industry
Electronic information
0.0083
0.0006
0.1187
0.9922
0.0029
0.2863
industry
Agricultural product and by
0.0004
0.0002
0.0008
2.7879
0.00008
0.0113
product processing industry
Smelting and pressing of
0.000005
6.2090e-8
0
0
0
0
black metals
Smelting and pressing of
0.00006
0.00006
0.0058
1.3750
0
0.0113
nonferrous metals
Note: In order to keep consistent in statistics, the equipment manufacturing industry in this essay incorporates
machinery equipment manufacturing industry, automobile and parts manufacturing industry and aerospace industry.
Table 3

The Statistical Table Of Eigenvalue, Variance Contribution Rate And Accumulative Variance
Contribution Rate
Accumulative variance
Component
The initial eigenvalue
Variance contribution rate
contribution rate
1
4.268
71.139
71.139
2
1.157
19.280
90.419
3
0.563
9.381
99.801
4
0.012
0.197
99.997
5
0.000
0.003
100.000
-2.276E-16
-3.794E-15
100.000
6

It can be seen from Table 3 that the accumulative variance contribution rate of first two principal
components amounts to 90.419%, therefore, the original six indices can be substituted with the first two
principal components, in which the information contained accounts for 90.419 percent of the original
total amount, and the loss rate of information is only 9.581 percent. It also can be seen from the Rubble
figure below that the original variables can be explained clearly by extracting the first two principal
components.
Rubble

The number of component
Figure 1 Rubble Figure

According to the two extracted principal components and the principal component model, the
measure models for Shenyang pillar industries scientific and technological innovative power can be set
up as follows:
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⎧ F1 = 0.4661ZX 1 + 0.4763 ZX 2 + 0.4773 ZX 3 + 0.3035 ZX 4 − 0.0736 ZX 5 + 0.4797 ZX 6
⎨
⎩ F2 = 0.2427 ZX 1 − 0.0511ZX 2 + 0.1292 ZX 3 − 0.4026 ZX 4 + 0.8684 ZX 5 + 0.0744 ZX 6
Table 4

The Initial Component Loading Matrix

The intensity of R&D input
The structure of funds input into the scientific and technological activities
The intensity of personnel input into the scientific and technological activities
Personnel quality
Average patent number per capita
The sales revenue rate of the new product

Component
1
0.963
0.984
0.986
0.627
-0.152
0.991

2
0.261
-0.055
0.139
-0.433
0.934
0.080

The scores of each principle component can be got from the above model and the comprehensive
score can be calculated by corresponding formula. It is shown in Table 5 as follows:
Table 5
Index

The Statistical Table Of Principle Components Scores
Component 1
Component 2
Comprehensive
score
score
score
The equipment manufacturing industry
4.1409
-0.2078
3.2133
Pharmaceutical and chemical industry
-0.8741
0.3696
-0.6089
Electronic information industry
-0.2608
1.9209
0.2045
Agricultural product and by product
-0.5897
-1.1708
-0.7136
processing industry
Smelting and pressing of black metals
-1.4173
-0.2031
-1.1583
Smelting and pressing of nonferrous
-0.9988
-0.4071
-0.8726
metals

Rank
1
3
2
4
6
5

3.3 Analysis on measurement results
The equipment manufacturing industry ranks first with the comprehensive score of 3.2133.
Compared with other industries, the equipment manufacturing industry invests much more funds in
R&D and scientific and technological activities. However, there still exists a big gap for it to keep pace
with the world average level. As to the R&D expenditure, its proportion is generally 5 to 10 percent in
the main business revenue for common developed countries, and it is even more than 10 percent in the
world 500-top enterprises. It is generally believed by the international business circle that the enterprise
may be not competitive enough until its R&D expenditure accounts for more than 5 percent in its
business revenue. The enterprise can only survive when the proportion is just 2 percent. If the proportion
is less than 1 percent, the enterprise is hard to exist. But at the same time, there have been a great
number of qualified staff in this industry engaging in the scientific and technological activities. Next to
the equipment manufacturing industry, electronic information industry is at the second place. The
highest score of component 2 exemplifies that the average patent number per capita of electronic
information industry in Shenyang is comparatively grater than the other industries, which is in
correspondence with the characteristics that can be classified into the hi-tech scope. Pharmaceutical and
chemical industry also belongs to this scope with its score ranking third, and its score of component 2 is
just second to electronic information industry. The comprehensive score and the scores of each principal
component are all negative values for agricultural product and by product processing industry, smelting
and pressing of black metals and nonferrous metals industries. Among them, the score of component 2
for agricultural product and by product processing industry is at the bottom, which means that the
average patent number per capita in this industry is at low level. The lowest score of component 1 for
smelting and pressing of black metals is an inevitable result of serious insufficient input from the aspect
of science and technology, which can also be confirmed from the relevant data. Thus, it is really hard for
this industry to achieve high sales revenue and to acquire competitive power.

4 Conclusion
In those Shenyang pillar industries, the scientific and technological innovative power of the
equipment manufacturing industry and electronic information industry is above the whole industrial
levels, and the input into the scientific and technological innovation for pharmaceutical and chemical
industry as a hi-tech one needs to be further strengthened. The input and output concerning the scientific
and technological innovation in the other three industries all fail to meet the whole industrial levels. In a
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word, the scientific and technological innovative power of Shenyang pillar industries is not excellent
and the innovation input and output are bare satisfactory, so there is much room in improving their
overall competitive power.
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On the Selection of the Leading Industry of Agricultural Products
Processing in Anhui Province of China
Wang Huafeng
Wuhan University of Technology, Yu An District Finance Bureau, Lu'an City, P.R.China, 237008
(E-mail: czwhf2004@126.com)
Abstract Based on the leading industry selection theory, an index system has been built in this article
on how to choose leading industry according to the characteristics of Anhui agricultural products
processing. Also the AHP method is used to empirically analyze leading industry selection of Anhui’s
agricultural products processing industry in the article. The author argues that Anhui province of China
should choose those industries, which use grain, oil, cotton, bamboo, wood as raw materials, as the
leading industries. Furthermore, the industry of textiles, garments and wood products processing
industry are also can be the leading industry. As for this, the most important thing to do is to accelerate
the development of agricultural products processing industry in Anhui Province of China sequentially.
Key words Agricultural product processing; Selection of leading industry; AHP

1 The Significance of Selecting Leading Industry in Anhui’s Agricultural Products
Processing Industry
Anhui Province is located in central China. It has a population of 67 million, which includes 4o
million are farmers. There are 6561100 hectares cultivated lands. All these let Anhui be famous for a
traditional agricultural province. Since the reform and opening, the agriculture and rural economy of
Anhui have developed rapidly. By the end of 2009, the GDP of Anhui province reached 887.4billion
Yuan, of which 181.4 billion Yuan was attributed to agriculture. Anhui’s agricultural product processing
industry involves 12 industries, namely food processing, textiles, beverage manufacturing, tobacco
processing, rubber products, food manufacturing, paper and paper products, wood and bamboo
processing, leather and furs processing, garment manufacturing, printing and furniture manufacturing.
However, Anhui agricultural product processing industry(AAPPI) is still in a relatively backward
position. The ratio of AAPPI’s output and agricultural output is a very important index which shows the
agricultural product processing industry’s development of a nation or an area. This ratio is 1.54 in Anhui,
2.99 in China, about 3.5 in the developed countries in 2008. Therefore, it is important to accelerate the
development of agricultural processing industries in order to raise the farmer’ income, promote the
development of rural economy and other social undertakings. Due to scarce resources and
entrepreneurship associated with the unbalanced growth, countries, especially the developing countries,
should concentrate their limited capital resources on the development of some important industries, and
thus gradually increase investment in other industries as to promote the overall development of the
whole industry. The government should take the initiative to increase the imbalance of supply and
demand, invest more capital on the key industry and promote the development of related industries.
Furthermore it can also promote the development of industry as a whole. Therefore, if the government
wants to accelerate the development of agricultural processing industries in Anhui Province, the first
thing which should be done is to choose some right leading industries on agricultural products
processing in conjunction with Anhui’s actual situation, And then providing some guidance and support
in capital, technology, policy and so on .

2 Factors Affecting the Selection of Leading Industry and Indicator System
2.1 Review on the selection of leading industry
In 1960s, Austrian-American economist Rostow studied the differences of economic
development efficiency among various countries and found that there exists a dominant sector in the
process of economic growth. He argued that there still exists some sectors which can promote other
sectors’ development in each stage, even in an advanced stage of development. Rostow called these
sectors as the leading sectors. He also pointed out that the economic development was due to the rapid
expanding of the leading sectors. The expanding role is realized by the spread effect of the leading
sector including the backward effect, the lateral effect and the proceeding effect. In his book “Strategy
of Economic Development”, American famous economist Albert Hirschman also studied the Leading
industry and proposed the Correlation Effect[2]. In 1950s, Japanese economists Shinohara proposed
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the selection criteria for leading industry for the first time in his book "On the industrial structure,"
that is, the benchmark of income elasticity of demand and productivity upward. Thereafter,
environmental benchmark and labor content benchmark were proposed [3]. In the latest more than 10
years Chinese scholars also studied the problems of the choice of leading industries. They proposed
the benchmark of comparative advantage, factor endowment differences based on David Ricardo's
theory of comparative advantage and Heckscher Ohlin's theory of factor endowment differences. In
the context of China’s industrial policies adjustment and the worldwide economic and social
development, the benchmark of sustainable development, benefit analysis, employment and
technological progress are also proposed.
2.2 The construction of selection index system on leading agricultural products processing
industry in Anhui province
Considering the close relationship between agriculture industry and processing of agricultural
products, the author selected and modified the selection index system of leading industry proposed by
Chinese and overseas scholars, and added new material natural resources index. In accordance with
objectivity, feasibility, comparability, regional principle, selection factors the leading agricultural
products processing industry in Anhui are layered at different levels about five benchmarks, eight
indicators. As is shown in Figure 1:
A
Selection of leading agricultural products processing industry in Anhui
B1
benchmark of
Comparative
advantage

B2
benchmark of
Productivity
upward

B3
B4
benchmark of benchmark of
Correlation Income elasticity
Effect
of demand

B5
benchmark of
Sustainable
Development

C1
C2
C6
C7
C8
C3
C4
C5
Location Efficiency Overall labor Sensitivity Influence
Income
Material
Energy
of
elasticity resource consumption
Quotient
productivity coefficient power
Industrial growth rate
coefficient of demand endowme
Investment
nts

D1

D2

Figure 1

D3

D4

D5

D6

D7

D8

D9

D10

D11

D12

Selection of Leading Agricultural Products Processing Industry in Anhui

In figure 1，D1 represents the agro-food processing industry, D2 represents the food industry, D3
represents the beverage manufacturing industry, D4 represents the tobacco industry, D5 represents the
textile industry, D6 represent that textile garments, shoes and caps, D7 represents leather, fur and feather
(down) manufacturing industry, D8 represents rattan palm wood and straw industry, D9 represents
furniture manufacturing, D10 that paper making industry, D11 represents printing and reproduction of
recording media, D12 represents Rubber Industry.
(1) benchmark of comparative advantage（ B1）
C1： Location quotient, namely the regional concentrated degree of production，means the ratio of
some region’s A sector’s output value(or total product, number of employment fixed asserts, etc.) and
some region’s output value divided by the ratio of the whole country’s A sector’s output value and the
whole country’s output value.
Location quotient（LQ）=

some region’s A sector’s output ／some region’s output value
the whole country’s A sector’s output / the whole country’s output

LQ>1, the sector's specialization in the region is above the national average level
LQ=1, the sector's specialization in the region is equal to the national average level
LQ<1, the sector's specialization in the region is lower than the national average level
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C2 ： Efficiency of Industrial Investment, as Industry Investment profit and tax rate, on one hand,
business investment profit is the most primitive force of enterprise development, on the other hand, the
regional government revenue is the source and basis of public finance, the focus of regional government
policy support and protection.
Industry Investment profit and tax rate =

An industry total profits and taxes
An industry total investment net assets

×100%

(2) benchmark of growth rate of Productivity（B2）
(3)C3 ：Overall labor productivity growth rate is the output input ratio. Input factors include capital,
technology, labor, management. It represents the Characteristic of Rapid technological progress in
leading industries and technology-intensive elements. If the productivity growth rate of an industry is
rapid its production costs are decreasing fast. The advantage of this industry in the economy as a whole
is getting more and more obvious.
Overall labor productivity growth rate =（

Labor productivity in Reporting year
Labor productivity in base year

－1）×100% [ 4]

(4) benchmark of Correlation Effect（ B3 ）
It is mainly used to calculate forward linkages(eg. Responsive degree coefficient) and backward
linkages(eg. Influential power coefficient) based on input-output table and to analyze selecting leading
industries . That is,
C4 ： responsive degree coefficient = mean of a line’s coefficients of an industry in Leontief
inverse matrix／ mean of all industries’ line’s coefficient’s mean in Leontief inverse matrix
C5 ： influential power coefficient = mean of a column’s coefficients of an industry in Leontief
inverse matrix／mean of all industries’ column’s coefficient’s mean in Leontief inverse matrix
If responsive degree coefficient is greater than 1，it reflects that certain industry sectors’ response
level higher than the average level of social. Greater response coefficient represents greater demand for
the industry in the process of economic development.
If influence coefficient is greater than 1，it reflects that the impact of an industry is higher than the
average impact of social. Greater influence coefficients represent stronger degree of backward linkages,
which promote economic development and other industries more strongly.
The industry with greater influence coefficient response coefficient is an important industry in the
national economy development, or is the Leading industry.
During a given period, if the industry's influence coefficients and response coefficient in a country
or region are increasing, this will show that the industry’s width and depth of backward and forward
linkages are to be strengthened. Also the industry’s position and role are upward, therefore it may
become the leading industry in the new coming period.
(5) C6 ： Income elasticity of demand indicates the percentage change in quantity demanded
divided by percentage change in national income. We can use the of coefficient the income elasticity of
demand (E) to measure the market demand:
ΔQ / Q
Ed =
Δr / r
△ Q represents incremental social quantity demanded in a given period；Q represents the quantity
demanded of society；△r/r——percentage change in national income. Industries’ products with larger
income elasticity of demand (eg. Ed> 1) will create greater market demand as an increase in income
level. Therefore, these products can obtained greater power from society, occupy larger market share,
and promote the development of related industries.
(6) Benchmark of Sustainable Development（ B5 ）
C7 ： Material resource endowments， agricultural products processing’s main target are primary
products of planting, breeding production. Natural conditions are important restraining factor of
Agriculture. As the most basic features of agricultural production is the process of economic
reproduction consistent with the natural reproduction process, thus light, heat, water, soil, topography
and other natural factors affecting plants and animals have become important resource condition of
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agricultural production and development. Its temporal and spatial distribution and composition directly
impact agricultural production distribution and inter-regional division of labor in agricultural production.
As technology continues to progress, it has been greatly reduced than before that natural resources’
constraint effect to the formation of regional agricultural products ‘comparative advantage and further
competitive advantage. But natural resources is still the basis of the distribution of traditional agriculture,
often plays a very important influence in agricultural products processing industry. Based on these
considerations, it can be regarded that the type and quantity of raw materials of agricultural products to
provided regional agricultural is constrained by natural conditions, so Material resource endowments
is important screening factor for selecting leading industries of agricultural products.
Material resource endowment =

Regional raw material output of an agriculture product processing
·100%
National raw material output of an agriculture product processing

C8：energy consumption
Hundred RMB output energy consumption=

Regional energy consumption of an agriculture product processing
Regional total value of an agriculture product processing ·100%

3 Selecting Leading Industry of Agricultural Products Processing in Anhui of
China Based on the Analytic Hierarchy Process
Table 1

Industry Classification

C1

D1

0.97

D2

the relevant economic indicators

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

37.42%

37.9%

3.69

6.478

3.145

0.0512

-0.000804

0.82

20.83%

28.82%

1.83

4.421

-0.01

0.0396

-0.00793

D3

0.97

51.06%

15.64%

0.95

1.715

1.245

0.0261

-0.0024

D4

1.32

107.99%

11.77%

0.41

0.728

0.975

0.0089

-0.000497

D5

0.46

25.13%

21.91%

3.38

5.697

1.43

0.0441

-0.00302

D6

0.38

39.61%

12.78%

0.76

1.134

2.92

0.0492

-0.00084

D7

0.49

47.88%

53.37%

0.61

1.166

1.625

0.031

-0.000816

D8

1.04

38.67%

26.81%

0.98

1.022

2.205

0.05

-0.00305

D9

0.26

39.59%

30.96%

0.46

1.097

2.565

0.05

-0.00078

D10

0.51

28.9%

14.24%

1.94

1.091

1.635

0.05

-0.01012

D11

0.85

26.87%

48.66%

0.69

1.156

2.045

0.05

-0.001447

D12

0.96

28.7%

13.65%

0.78

1.155

1.07

0

-0.002985

3.1 Analytical hierarchy process evaluation model
Analytical Hierarchy Process is a qualitative and quantitative method of decision analysis proposed
by American operational research expert A.L. Saaty in 1970s. It is a modeling, quantitative process of
policy makers’ thought process as making decision in complex system. By this method, decision-makers
can come to different weights and provide the basis for selecting the best programs through
decomposing a complex problem into several levels and factors, comparisons and calculations between
various factors.
The basic steps of AHP.:
(1) To establish a hierarchical model
(2) Pair wise comparison matrix structure
(3) Calculate the weight vector and a consistency test
(4) Calculate the right combination of vector and do mix consistency test
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3.2 Empirical analysis
3.2.1 The actual index about Anhui agricultural products processing industry related statistics
According to "China Statistical Yearbook" (2007-2009), "Statistical Yearbook of Anhui Province"
(2007-2009) calculated the relevant economic indicators are as follows Table 1.
3.2.2 Construction and calculation of comparison matrix
(1) Comparison scale:（Meaning of scale 1~9）
Table 2 Comparison scale
Two elements with the same importance of an attribute

Scale
1

Comparing two elements, one element is Somewhat more important than the other

3

Comparing two elements, one element is Obviously more important than the other

5

Comparing two elements, one element is much more important than the other

7

Comparing two elements, one element is extremely more important than the other

9

Expressing the need of compromise between the two standards

2,4,6,8

the anti-Comparison of the two elements

1/bij

(2) According to figure 1、table1、table2，respectively construct comparison matrix AB,BC as
follows:
① omparison matrix AB

2
⎡ 1
⎢1 / 2 1
⎢
A-B= ⎢1 / 3 1 / 2
⎢
⎢1 / 2 1 / 2
⎢⎣1 / 2 1 / 2

3 2
2 2
1 1/ 2
2 1
1 1/ 3

2⎤
2⎥⎥
1⎥
⎥
3⎥
1⎥⎦

W1=(0.3410 0.3409 0.1066

0.2004 0.1111)T

CI=(λmax-n)/(n-1)=(5.1787-5)/(5-1)=0.044675 ， Then consistency index RI=1.12 （ as table1 ），
Consistency ratio CR=CI/RI=0.0399<0.1。
②omparison matrix BC

⎡1 1⎤
⎥
⎣1 1⎦

B1-C= ⎢

⎡1 1 / 2 ⎤
⎥
⎣2 1 ⎦

W2=(0.5 0.5)T B3-C= ⎢

⎡ 1 3⎤
⎥
⎣1 / 3 1⎦

W3=(0.3333 0.6667)T

W4=(0.75 0.25)T

B5-C= ⎢

③ he index weights
With above data, final index weights can be got as following table:
Table 3

Final Index Weight

index

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

weight

0.1705

0.1705

0.2409

0.0355

0.0711

0.2044

0.0833

0.0278

④ alculating Sort results
The results after adjusting the relevant weight of indicators as the following table:
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Table 4 The Results after Adjusting the Relevant Weight of Indicators
Industry
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
Total
Classification
D1
0.16539 0.06380 0.09130 0.13100 0.46059 0.64284 0.00426 -0.00002 1.55916

D2

0.13981

0.03552

0.06943

0.06497

0.31433

-0.00204 0.00330

-0.00022 0.62510

D3

0.16539

0.08706

0.03768

0.03373

0.12194

0.25448

0.00217

-0.00007 0.70238

D4

0.22506

0.18412

0.02835

0.01456

0.05176

0.19929

0.00074

-0.00001 0.70387

D5

0.07843

0.04285

0.05278

0.11999

0.40506

0.29229

0.00367

-0.00008 0.99499

D6

0.06479

0.06754

0.03079

0.02698

0.08063

0.59685

0.00410

-0.00002 0.87166

D7

0.08355

0.08164

0.12857

0.02166

0.08290

0.33215

0.00258

-0.00002 0.73303

D8

0.17732

0.06593

0.06459

0.03479

0.07266

0.45070

0.00417

-0.00008 0.87008

D9

0.04433

0.06750

0.07458

0.01633

0.07800

0.52429

0.00417

-0.00002 0.80918

D10

0.08696

0.04927

0.03430

0.06887

0.07757

0.33419

0.00417

-0.00028 0.65505

D11

0.14493

0.04581

0.11722

0.02450

0.08219

0.41800

0.00417

-0.00004 0.83678

D12

0.16368

0.04893

0.03288

0.02769

0.08212

0.21871

0.00000

-0.00008 0.57393

From the above analysis results，it can be inferred that in Agricultural products processing industry
in Anhui province，Agro-food processing industry ranked first, followed by the textile industry, textile,
footwear and cap manufacturing, timber processing and straw products, printing and record medium
reproduction, tobacco products, and paper, paper products industry, food manufacturing, rubber products
ranked the last three. Anhui is one of the country's 13 major grain-producing provinces. According to
2006 statistics, grain, annual outputs of oil, cotton, fresh water product rank No. 6, No. 4 and No. 6 in
the main16 agricultural products. Anhui Province is also a large proportion of forestry provinces,
belonging to one of the key Southern Collective Forest provinces of the country. The province's forest
land 4,403,500 hectares, accounting for 31.7% of total land area, is close to arable land. With grain, oil,
cotton, bamboo and wood as raw materials, agricultural product processing, textiles, garments and cap,
wood and bamboo processing industry have wealthy source of raw material, but also traditional
industries in Anhui Province. Firmly grasping the leading industries, adjusting policies, good planning,
Concentration of capital, technology and management, and speeding up the development of these
industries play an active and effective role in promoting the rural economy and social development in
Anhui.
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The Causes of Market Innovation Risk and the Application of a
Proper Management Mode
Zhang Zhengyi
School of Management, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, 430070, P. R. China
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Abstract Market innovation, an integral part of enterprise innovation, is the key factor in the
sustainable development of the enterprise and in the enhancement of its core competitiveness. However,
market innovation of enterprise is still in exploration and risks are inevitable. Based on the analyses of
enterprise market innovation and market innovation risks, this article blazes a new path in the research
which divides the risks in enterprise market innovation into five categories covering product innovation,
price innovation, marketing innovation, demand innovation, and institutional innovation. Definitions are
given on each kind of risk, risk point, and the causes of the risk. The influences of the risks on business
and the formation of the risks are discussed. Further, the management mode of market innovation risks
are explored from a macroscopic perspective on the basis of the studies of the features of market
innovation risks.
Key words Market innovation risks; Causes of formation; The management mode of risks

1 Introduction
The study of market innovation risks has been the focus at home and abroad. However, previous
researches are lack of pertinence. There are only sporadic documents, without specialized article
published. This research aims at market innovation risks in business in an innovative approach based on
the relevant findings, in which market innovation risks, the classifications, risk points and the causes of
risks are defined, their influences on business are discussed, and the causes of the risks are analyzed.
Further, the management mode of market innovation risks is explored from a macroscopic perspective
on the basis of the studies of the features of market innovation risks.

2 Market Innovation and the Risks
Simply speaking, market innovation means that the enterprise changes market activities via
reorganizing the original market elements or introducing new market elements. Market innovation is an
integral part business innovation, during which new markets are constantly developed and market and
the subjects of market undergo dynamic changes. Market innovation of the enterprise is generally
divided into five categories covering product innovation, price innovation, marketing innovation,
demand innovation, and institutional innovation, as illustrated in Table 1:
Category of
Innovation
Product
Innovation
Price
Innovation
Marketing
Innovation
Demand
Innovation
Institutional
Innovation

Table 1
Specific Contents

Classification of Market Innovation

Development of new market via new and unique products or services, including the
improvement of old products and the development of new products
The process to cope with competition and to expand market via the instrument of price,
including the measures of high price and low price.
The process of seek marketing strategies to make innovations or breakthroughs in terms of the
changes of market and the strengths of enterprise in resources and economy.
The process of creating business opportunities and seeking more customers via new
technologies, new ideas and new products.
The process in which the enterprise takes new measures to adapt to the inside and outside
changes.

Enterprise market innovation is still in the stage of exploration and it is highly risky which is seen
in the following aspects: (1) the innovation process undergoes great changes along with the changes of
market and innovative activities; (2) the innovative achievements cannot be valid until they are testified
as practicable in the market, which means that the process is highly risky. The classification of market
innovation risks can be drawn from that of market innovation. The definitions of each innovation risk,
the risk points, the source of risk, and the influences of risk on enterprise are illustrated as follows in
Table 2:
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Market innovation starts and ends with market. The success of innovation is ultimately testified by
whether the enterprise can take larger shares of the market. In this sense, market is the key factor for the
innovational activities. It is highly imperative to conduct sufficient market investigations and to make
proper predictions before decision-making so as to find out the appropriate way, time, and scale for the
innovation.
Table 2

Different Kinds of Market Innovation Risks
Risk Point

Kinds
of
Risk
Product
Innovation
Risk

Definition

Price
Innovation
Risk
Marketing
Innovation
Risk

The risks in the course of pricing or
price adjustment

Demand
Innovation
Risk

The risks in the course of creating new
opportunities or developing more
customers via new technologies,
measures and ideas
Risks in the process in which the
enterprise takes new measures to adapt
to the inside and outside changes,
generally including the macroscopic
and the microscopic risks

Institutional
Innovation
Risk

The risks in the course of new product
/ service development

The risks in the innovative course of
marketing
approaches,
means,
institutions or ideas

Decision-making on Product;
The gap in the product
properties;
Product lifecycle;
Product cost
Pricing risk;
Price fluctuation risk
Customer satisfaction degree
risk; human resources risk;
efficiency risk; the risk in the
effectiveness of channels
Customer demand risk;
Risk in answer to changes;
Communication risk;
Risk in technical process
Policy risk; Industry risk;
Environment monitoring risk;
Credit
risk;
Risk
in
organizational structure

Source
of Risk
inside

Influence

inside

Fairly
great

inside

Great

outside

Average

Inside
and
outside

Fairly
great

great

3 The Analyses of the Causes of Risks in Enterprise Market Innovation
Enterprise market innovation aims to change the target market and win a larger share of the market
so as to expand production marketing via reorganizing the original market elements or introducing new
market elements. Because market undergoes dynamic changes, the analyses of the causes of risks must
be based on a dynamic study. With reference to the current findings, the causes of risks in market
innovation are respectively summarized as follows:
3.1 The analyses of the causes of risks in product innovation
Product innovation is an integral part of enterprise market innovation and it is also the key element
of innovative activities. Product innovation is actually the development of new market via new and
unique products or services, including the improvement of old products and the development of new
products. The risks are seen in ① the course of innovation; ② the innovation itself; and ③ the fact
that the innovative achievements cannot be valid until they are testified as practicable in the market. The
causes of the risks are found as follows:
3.1.1 The risk from the problems of the innovated product
There may be problems of the innovated products, such as disqualification, unstable performance,
failure to meet the demands of customers, failure to set themselves apart from the counterparts, failure to
outdo the counterparts in property and cost, poor selling points, and even the defects in property. These
problems loom as intangible risks.
3.1.2 The risk from inaccurate positioning of the innovated product
Positioning of the innovated product includes pricing and target market. Pricing is immediately
connected with the fate of the innovated product. If the price is set too high, the customer will not accept
it and the market will not be developed so that selling will be hindered. If the price is set too low, the
enterprise will benefit little. The selection of target market is also of key importance to product
innovation. If the selection is too broad, there is little pertinence, which will in turn affect marketing.
Conversely, if the market is too small, the marketing cost will rise so that marketing will be hindered.
3.1.3 The risk from inaccurate timing in the promotion of the innovated product in market
The timing of product promotion must be proper. Otherwise there will be great losses if the
innovated product is promoted too early or too late. Customers may not have enough time to understand
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the product if it is promoted too early in the market. Moreover, in such circumstances, the enterprise will
have to put in a fairly large amount of cost for marketing. If the product is promoted too late, chances
are that the business opportunities will get lost, the marketing of the enterprise will be hindered, and
economic profit will undergo great losses.
3.1.4 The risk from prolonged cycle of product innovation
Generally, product innovation has a cycle which includes the four stages of investigation, design,
production and marketing. There is a time lag during this process. The longer the cycle, the more risks
there may be. It is imperative for the enterprise to shorten the innovative cycle.
3.2 The analyses of risks from price innovation
Price innovation risk refers to that of the enterprise in the course of pricing or price adjustment,
which usually appears after a large-scale price adjustment. It is a typical chance risk. When the price
changes toward one direction, it may cause losses to the enterprise. On the contrary, when the price
changes toward the other direction, it may bring profits to the enterprise. Price innovation risk chiefly
includes pricing risk and price fluctuation risk.
3.2.1 The risk from inaccurate pricing
Price is an important factor by which a customer will decide whether to buy the product or not.
Generally, the price of a product is set with reference to the factors of the business affiliation, the
features of the product, market demand, and the strength of the enterprise. Pricing too high or too low
will be disadvantageous to the enterprise.
3.2.2 The risk from excessive or too frequent price adjustment
Considering that price is of key importance to product marketing, the risks from excessive or too
frequent price adjustment will possibly cause economic loss and affect the reputation of the enterprise so
that the share of market will be endangered. It is important that the enterprise keep stable pricing,
avoiding excessive or too frequent price adjustment.
3.3 The analyses of the causes of the risk in marketing innovation
Marketing innovation has become the nuclear element for the enterprise to develop market and to
improve its competitiveness. It is also an inevitable choice for the enterprise to promote the development.
Marketing innovation will change radically the original market structure and will establish a new
marketing pattern. However, the risk of marketing innovation is ubiquitous. The causes of such risks are
found as follows:
3.3.1 The risk from improper policy-decision in marketing innovation
The Markey is complex and changeable so that the marketing strategy of the enterprise must
subject to proper change and adjustment. When marketing innovation becomes a routine of daily work,
the importance of decision-making becomes obvious. Compared with other forms of market-oriented
innovations, marketing innovation, due to its great number, frequency and influence, will owe heavily to
decision-making. If the decision is made improperly, it means the waste of human and material
resources and the unnecessary increase of cost, which will certainly lead to the failure of marketing.
3.3.2 The risk from ineffective implementation of marketing innovation
Marketing department and staff are the starter and performer of marketing innovation. Once the
decision of marketing innovation is made, the task is handed down to the marketing department. The
performance of the marketing department in the implementation of the strategy will be the key factor to
success. The force of implementation is closely related to the establishment of the marketing department,
the institutional construction, and the qualifications of the staff, which are also the origins of risk. In
other words, well-qualified staff, with strong adaptability and affinity, will surely enjoy the advantages
to win over in the marketing of the new products. Otherwise, with inadequate staff members of
marketing, it is very difficult for the enterprise to develop the market.
3.4 The analyses of the causes of risks in demand innovation
The risk in demand innovation refers to that of the enterprise in the process of creating business
opportunities and seeking more clients via new technologies, new ideas and new products. The causes of
the risk are seen as follows:
3.4.1 The risk from inadequate investigations on demand
Demand innovation must follow the change in market and must attach great importance to the
demand of customers, which is the prerequisite of success in marketing innovation. The change of
market demand innovation must be exactly based on the investigations of market and the corresponding
analyses. Investigations must follow exactly the situations of market. Otherwise, the findings will go
astray, which will pose impending risks.
3.4.2 The risk from ineffective information circulation
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Information circulation is of decisive importance in demand innovation. The smooth flow of
information depends heavily on the effectiveness of message transmission. If the process of information
transmission between the enterprise and the customers is prolonged, the message will fail to function
properly, which will in turn affect the response from the enterprise. If the channel of message
transmission is too narrow, though possibly favorable to a fast transmission within a restricted scope and
possibly effective to a quick response from the enterprise, it is hard for the message to be transmitted to
all the customers. Consequently, the message will not be effective and the innovation will be thus
hindered.
3.4.3 The risk from inefficient adjustment of the customer’s demand
Customers’ demands may vary from time to time. Some of the changes, such as the demands of
customers to improve the quality and to enhance the efficiency of fast post, will mean the increase of
cost on the part of the enterprise. Other changes will not lead to the increase of cost, such as the
customers’ favor of fashion, and their changes of flavor or ideas in health. Whatever changes there may
be, it is important for the enterprise to show quick response.
3.5 The analyses of the causes of risk in institutional innovation
The uncertainty and complexity in institutional innovation requires a strong sense of risk on the
part of the enterprise. The awareness of risk actually means a technical reflection of institutional
innovation. Among all the risks in an enterprise, institutional innovation risk is extremely special
because most of the institutional risks are objectively present rather than subjectively caused. The
reasons are seen as follows:
3.5.1 Institutional risk objectively existent in market
The objective institutional risk in market includes the macroscopic and microscopic risks. The
former includes political risk, legal risk, policy risk, industry risk, and disaster risk while the latter,
environment monitoring risk, credit risk, risk in organizational structure. These risks, objectively
existent, are formed in the social or market environment, free from the will of enterprise.
3.5.2 Institutional risk inevitable in the course of market economy
Institutional innovation of market can improve the efficiency of market exchange and resource
allocation, and will bring about a series of benefits such as the increase of investment benefit, market
risk pooling, realization of economic scale, and reduction of exchange cost. Meanwhile, institutional
innovation is complementary. Benefit and risk coexist. Moreover, once institutional innovation is
completed, it will bring about the entire change in institutions concerned. Such a change can be
favorable or unfavorable to the development of market, which means the risk to market economy.

4 The Management Mode of Enterprise Market Innovation from a Macroscopic
Perspective
There are three theoretical modes in enterprise market innovation: ① the insurance management
mode, drawing the experiences from risk management of insurance to study innovation risk
management; ② the institution management mode, borrowing the ideas and practices from enterprise
risk management to cope with market innovation risk; ③ the comprehensive management mode, by
means of the optimized theories and practices of various approaches. Considering the complexity and
variability of market innovation risk, the management modes in enterprise market innovation must be
studied from the macroscopic perspective.
4.1 The insurance management mode of market innovation risk
The insurance management mode of market innovation risk is inferred from the theories of
insurance risk management and it is generally classified as the following approaches:
Risk avoidance. It means to avoid the risks via specific measures. However, risk avoidance is
temporary and cannot be the best approach to coping with the risks.
Risk acceptance. It means the intentional acceptance of the risks, without any measures to deal with
the risks, for these risks can be ignored considering the ability of the enterprise to put up with the risks
after careful evaluations.
Risk Diversification. This means the diversification of risks via different approaches so as to reduce
the damage to the minimum. Diversification can be cheaper but it can only reduce the non-system risk
rather than system risk.
Risk Transference. Risk cannot be totally eradicated. However, it can be transferred via different
approaches, such as the “risk conduction”.
Risk Budget. Like financial budget, risk budget means the distribution of the risks to different
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departments downwards.
4.2 The institutional management mode of market innovation risk
The enterprise is in a market environment full of fierce competitions. Considering the risks, the
enterprise is expected to improve its effectiveness of market innovation and to reduce risk losses based
on the studies of both the inside and outside conditions and by means of the enhancement of information
acquisition, the improvement of organizational system, establishment of risk monitoring mechanism,
and the application of effective preventions.
Moreover, it is of vital importance to establish sophisticated systems of market investigation and
marketing information. During the course of operations, great importance must be attached to scientific
management and prediction, the development of new products oriented to the market, the improvement
of organizational management, the optimization of innovative process, and the application of proper
theories and methods.
4.3 The comprehensive management mode of market innovation risk
Generally, market innovation risk is divided into two categories. One is system risk, which means
the risks from inside, or from the innovation system itself because of the changes in some key factors.
The other is environmental risk, which refers to the risks from outside, or from the factors outside of the
system because changes take place radically. Analyses and studies of the risks and the corresponding
preventive measures are aimed at the control of the risks.
The comprehensive risk management mode aims at the development of core ability and the
enhancement of lasting competitiveness. With value creation as the ultimate goal, it attaches great
importance to the proper integration of the key elements in management such as technology,
organization, market, strategy, culture, institution, and approaches. The contents of the comprehensive
risk management in market innovation lie with the coordination of the key elements of management,
time, space and staff members, which highlights individual participation and comprehensive
management.

5 Conclusion
Market innovation is complex because of the complex nature of market. Risk is objectively present
in the course of market innovation. Actually, the market innovation of the enterprise develops along with
its struggle against risks. It is thus imperative that the enterprise improve its management, develop its
new product with consideration to the demands of customers, and start effective marketing strategies
against risk so as to make possible its innovative activities. This study blazes a new path in the research
of risks of the enterprise in market innovation in that the discussions and analyses of the causes of risks
and the proposal of the management mode are exclusively the findings of this research work. There were
no similar publications before. Still, considering the complexity and variability of the market, further
researches are expected as to the exploration of market innovation risks.
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Abstract An empirical study was conducted to investigate the relationship among job autonomy,
feedback and organizational citizen behavior (OCB) in Chinese context. This paper builts relationship
models owing to (Hackman & Oldham 1975)’s Job Characteristics Model and the relationship was
examined in a sample 150 MBA students of South China University of Technology. Results hare a
positive impact on identification with company, altruism toward colleagues and conscientiousness
significantly, and feedback has a positive impact on interpersonal harmony and i protecting company
resources significantly.
Key words Job characteristics; Organizational citizenship behavior; Autonomy; Feedback

1 Introduction
Plenty of study on Organizational Citizenship Behavior (OCB) explored influence factors of OCB.
(Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Paine & Bachrach 2000), by using Meta-Analysis, classified influence factors
of OCB into 4 types—individual characteristics, job characteristics, organizational characteristics and
leader behavior. Earlier researches focused on personnel’s attitude, sentiment, perceived organizational
support and other psychological factors, while in recent years, scholars has paid attention to different
leader behavior on the impact of OCB. By contrast, few researches discussed the relationship between
job characteristics and OCB. In this part I’ll introduce state of this field.
Job Characteristic refers to a job or task inherent attribute. In abroad sense, any attribute or factor
relevant with a job could be called job characteristic. Until Requisite Task Attributes Theory (Turner &
Lawrence, 1965) appeared, the system of job characteristics has come into being.
(Turner & Lawrence 1965), via field investigation, gave 6 characteristics of job (variety, autonomy,
responsibility, knowledge & skill, required interaction and optional interaction), and developed
Requisite Task Attributes Index. On the basis of Turner & Lawrence’s work, (Hackman & Lawler 1971)
advanced Job Characteristics Theory; it’s the first time to put forward the definition of “Job
Characteristics” formally. Their 6 job characteristics were variety, autonomy, task identity, feedback,
dealing with others and friendship opportunities. They considered when an employee recognized high
level of core dimensions, he would improve his performance.
Based on Job Characteristics Theory, (Hackman & Oldham 1975) made a simplification about the
relationship between job characteristics and personal reaction towards job, and developed systematic
“Job Characteristics Model (JCM)”. In this model there’re 7 dimensions including 5 core ones (skill
variety, task identity, task significance, autonomy and feedback) and 2 assistant ones (feedback from
others and collaboration). JCM presented 5 core dimensions could influence an employee’s mentality
and behavior: skill variety, task identity, task significance were supposed to make an employee perceive
the value of job, autonomy’s considered to help him experience job responsibility, and with feedback,
personnel were able to learn job effect. Simultaneously, this theory admitted the influence by individual
indifference. That’s to say the higher an employee’s growth needs level, the stronger core dimensions
impact on these key mental state. There existed 3 shortages of JCM: firstly, intervening variable
function’ lack of enough evidence; secondly, these dimensions were not that independent; lastly, it’s not
easy to define the relationship between job characteristics and individual perception.
With the development of modern industry, for the appearance of a lot of new jobs and tasks, job
characteristics differentiated in comparison with those before (Jackson, 1993). In 80s & 90s the 20th
century, scholars brought forward their points about job characteristics dimensions or factors (Gatewood
et al., 1982; Kinggundu, 1983; Jackson, 1993; Gunn et al. 1996). These ideas, from different views or
visions, helped to further understand job characteristics. However, these types of classification did not
exceed the limit of JCM by (Hackman & Oldham 1975). The Job Characteristics Model, up to the
present, has gone recognized mostly and applied widely.
Besides JCM, (Hackman & Oldham 1975) also developed corresponding scales -- Job Diagnostic
Survey (JDS). It’s the widest-used scales for job characteristics measuring. (Idaszak & Drasgo 1987)
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pointed that negative items would have led to the disagreement with job characteristic factors in
different researches. Accordingly, they developed “modified JDS” by replacing negative items with
positive ones, and recommended to apply the modified scales in sequential studies. To be delighted,
(Idaszak & Drasgow 1987), (Kulik, Oldham & Langner 1988) and (Cordery & Sevastos 1993)
supported modified JDS was more suitable than original one did. Furthermore, according to Hackman &
(Lawler 1971)’s work, Sim, (Keller & Szilagyi 1976) developed “Job Characteristics Inventory (JCI)”,
whose reliability and validity were good and which could be applied in different organizations.
1.2 Connotation and structure of OCB
Organizational Citizenship Behavior refers to employee spontaneous behavior, and was defined as
“individual behavior that is discretionary, not directly or explicitly recognized by the formal reward
system, and that in the aggregate promotes the effective functioning of the organization (Organ, 1988)”.
However, (Organ 1988)’s definition also came under question. (Morrison 1994) pointed the boundary
role was ambivalent and it’s hard to discriminate which was extra-role behavior. Next to reward system,
(Podsakoff et al. 2000) figured that supervisors would be aware of OCB and naturally changed the
evaluation of employee performance. And then, incentive of employee’s OCB was doubted (Bolino
1999; Hui, Lam & Law 2000). But it’s interesting that researchers preferred to this original definition for
its inspirational of description.
OCB structure is the presupposition to develop scales and the foundation of quantitative research.
Western scholars usually divided OCB dimensions according to OCB definition and literature, or
inducted them with employee interview and experts evaluation. (Smith et al. 1983, Organ 1988),
Graham (1989), Moorman & Blakely (1995), Williams & Anderson (1991) respectively classified
different types or dimensions of OCB, but Podsakoff et al. (2000)’s work gain the most attention and
approval. Podsakoff and his fellows, using an inductive approach at 2000, gave 7 dimension structures
(Helping Behavior, Self Development, Organizational Loyalty, Civic Virtue, Sportsmanship, Individual
Initiative and Organizational Compliance). The Structure differentiated kinds of OCB dimensions and
basically represented core concepts.
OCB structure in the background of Western culture has been built, but the results and conclusions
cannot be applied in China. On one hand, in-role behavior of Chinese employees is wider (Blakely,
Andrews & Fuller 2003); on the other hand, for long-term edification of Confucianism, Chinese
employees are likely to extend their OCB to Social Citizenship Behavior. To solve this problem, (Farh et
al. 1997) figured there’re emic and etic dimensions in China. After interviews in Taiwan region and
collecting 1512 OCB statements to build OCB case pool, they developed scales and conducted
questionnaire survey; finally it suggested OCB in China should have 5dimensions -- Identification with
Company, Altruism toward Colleagues, Conscientiousness, Interpersonal Harmony and Protecting
Company Resources. Later, (Farh et al. 2004) concluded 10 dimensions of OCB in Chinese Mainland in
the same way to build a 726-items pool in Beijing, Shanghai, Hangzhou and Shenzhen. The view of
emic and etic dimensions gained much agreement (Xu Duo, Zhang Xiaolin 2007). Nevertheless, a good
many researchers pointed that (Farh et al. 2004) did not apply factor analysis on scales, so constructive
validity of the 11 dimensions was debatable.
1.3 Job characteristics and OCB
Job characteristics are essential influence variables of OCB, but researchers seldom discussed the
relationship between job characteristics and OCB. (Smith et al. 1983) pointed when dealing with
high-interdependent jobs, employees should cooperate with each other spontaneously and form
assistance social regulations and sense of team. The team cohesiveness would make high job satisfaction,
which was the potential fountain of OCB. (Podsakoff & MacKenzie 1995) found the consistency of task
attribute and OCB. (Farh et al. 1990)’s study suggested feedback could heighten the willing to help
colleagues, and confirmed feedback and intrinsic motivation had a positive correlation with OCB, while
routinization had a negative correlation with OCB. (Turnipseed & Murkison 2000), by surveying U.S.
army soldiers, pointed the relationship between autonomy and OCB was positive. However, (Namm
2003) and (Chiu & Chen 2005) found only job variety and significance were able to influence OCB
significantly. Moreover, (Kuehn & Al-Busaidi 2002)’s work demonstrated job characteristics could not
affect OCB so evidently. Empirical researches in this field had different results, and discussion about
kinds of variables, in a great extent, exerted much disagreement.

2 Data and Methodology
(Hackman & Oldham 1975)’s JCM has been the fundamental theory frame of job attribute study,
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and gained much more support from empirical studies. Job autonomy and feedback were supposed to
affect an employee working responsibility and perceived job effect. Then these two key mental states
could work on an employee’s working attitude and behavior. Would autonomy and feedback affect kinds
of OCB? According to the JCM, I considered when an employee obtaining good mental feeling about
job, intrinsic motivation from a job itself could bring into play a powerful effect, which would lead to
high job satisfaction and raise employee spontaneous behavior. Concretely, owing enough autonomy, an
employee would realize he could control working performance, the strong sense of achievement and
responsibility would prompt his OCB. Besides, feedback could deliver working performance to
employees. Positive result feedback would make an employee learn his effectiveness, and continue to
improve his behavior, including his OCB. For its rigorous empirical process, (Farh et al. 1997)’s
5-dimension OCB structure still has been the most authoritative in China context. So this study chose
Farh et al. (1997)’s OCB dimensions, including identification with company, altruism toward colleagues,
conscientiousness, interpersonal harmony and protecting company resources.
For survey scales, I chose items about autonomy and feedback from Idaszak & Drasgow (1987)’s
modified JDS, with items from Sim, (Keller & Szilagyi 1976)’s JCI as supplementary. To evaluate
employees’ OCB, I mainly used (Farh et al. 1997)’s Chinese OCB Scale for reference, for its wide
applicability in China context and measure ability. It’s to be regretted that (Farh et al. 2004)’s scales’
were not designed to check by factor analysis, so my study didn’t choose its dimensions and scales.
The preceding conceptual analysis leads to ten hypotheses.
H1a: Identification with company is associated positively with Autonomy.
H1b: Altruism toward colleagues is associated positively with Autonomy.
H1c: Conscientiousness is associated positively with Autonomy.
H1d: Interpersonal harmony is associated positively with Autonomy.
H1e: Protecting company resources is associated positively with Autonomy.
H2a: Identification with company is associated positively with Feedback.
H2b: Altruism toward colleagues is associated positively with Feedback.
H2c: Conscientiousness is associated positively with Feedback.
H2d: Interpersonal harmony is associated positively with Feedback.
H2e: Protecting company resources is associated positively with Feedback.
2.1 Sample and procedure
Survey respondents were MBA students in South China University of Technology. They’re working
in different industries in Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Dongguan, Zhuhai, Zhongshan and Foshan.
The data was collected at lecture rooms during quitting time in the weekend. Respondents were told
that the study was being conducted for research purposes only, and were assured that the results would
be kept confidential. They completed their questionnaires independently. As a result, 150 questionnaires
were handed out and 128 taken-back ones were available.
2.2 Measures
Through KMO & Bartlett’s test of sphercity, I got KMO was.804, and Bartlett’s test of sphercity is
significant, which showed it fit factor analysis. Every item was assigned to its dimension component. All
items’ factor loading were more than .500, which manifested the scales had enough constructive validity.
The scale total Cronbach's Alpha was .909, and Cronbach's Alpha Based on Standardized Items was .918.
For Autonomy, Feedback and 5 OCB dimensions, if item deleted, any dimension Cronbach's Alpha was
able to rise rarely. The scale had high-level reliability.
Descriptive Statistics among 128 respondents in my survey, 53.2% were male, and 41.1% were
female. Gender miss rate is 5.7%.Then, age group of 26~31 made up 85.2%, so the main body was
young people. Respondents working in their companies for 4 to7 years made up 65.1%. Moreover,
common employees made up 34.3%, according to number-descending order; they’re common
supervisors, department managers, vice presidents and presidents. Thus, collected data conformed for
sampling population characters (knowledge staff was major). In addition, 21.4% respondents came from
manufacture industry, communication, transportation & storage, construction and others, respectively,
made up more or less 11%. Therefore, samples were very typical.
Correlation Analysis The mean of autonomy, feedback and 5 OCB dimensions were over 4( I used
Likert’s 7 scales), which manifested respondents’ autonomy and feedback had higher level than medium;
while respondents’ OCB level was relatively high.
As shown in Table 1, the correlation among Identification with company, Altruism toward
colleagues Conscientiousness and Autonomy was significant. Whereas, it’s not significant for the
correlation among Interpersonal harmony, Protecting company resources and Feedback. On the other
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side, the correlation between Feedback and every dimension of OCB was significant.
Table 1

Identification with company
Altruism toward colleagues
Conscientiousness
Interpersonal harmony
Protecting company resources

Correlation Analysis Summary
Autonomy
Feedback
Pearson Correlation
Sig.
Pearson Correlation
.612
.000
.529
.440
.000
.418
.597
.000
.459
.207
.081
.431
.095
.396
.590

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

Regression Analysis Autonomy, Feedback and 5 OCB dimensions were brought into regression
equations to check whether autonomy and feedback could have impact on OCB. Autonomy and
feedback were independent variables, while 5 OCB dimensions were dependent ones.
Table 2 Regression Analysis Summary
R Square
Identification with company
Altruism toward colleagues
Conscientiousness
Interpersonal harmony
Protecting company resources

.375
.194
.357
.185
.348

Autonomy
Standardized
Sig.
Coefficients
.612
.000
.440
.000
.597
.000
Excluded
Excluded

Feedback
Standardized
Sig.
Coefficients
Excluded
Excluded
Excluded
.431
.000
.590
.000

As shown in Table 2, Autonomy had a positive impact on Identification with company, Altruism
toward colleagues and Conscientiousness significantly. While, Autonomy was excluded from the
regression equations about Interpersonal harmony and Protecting company resources respectively.
Besides, Feedback had a positive impact on Interpersonal harmony and Protecting company resources
significantly. While, Feedback was excluded from the regression equations about Identification with
company, Altruism toward colleagues and Conscientiousness respectively.

3 Results
As former empirical researches found, Autonomy had a substantial connection with OCB, and this
study confirmed that autonomy had a positive impact on identification with company, altruism and
conscientiousness. Autonomy affords an employee freedom and independency to decide how to work,
which inspires him positive mental state. His initiative or conscientiousness will be improved. So H1c is
accepted. Autonomy means an employee can decide and control his working and break time, then plenty
of rest time promotes altruism behavior. So H1b’s supported. It’s sure that the responsibility of work,
which autonomy offers, lets employees care for company development and cherish its reputation. It’s
why autonomy could improve employees’ sense of identification (H1a).
The H1d and H1e are not able to be verified. Maybe an employee, for self-interest, cannot but
behave politically to break organizational harmony, though job still owing great autonomy. Furthermore,
autonomy can’t lead to a betterment of protecting resources significantly. It’s no wonder with autonomy
heightening employees take company resources up for private. Resource abuse does not go against
identification, altruism or conscientiousness, and it may undermine interpersonal harmony, which can
explain H1d and H1e were simultaneously refused, while H1a, H1b and H1c passed test.
The correlation between feedback and OCB obviously gained much more support. This study also
manifested feedback had not that strong impact on OCB. Feedback provided by work could not
influence identification, altruism or conscientiousness, and its impact on interpersonal harmony and
protecting company resources seems a little weak. It’s possible that employees don’t build an association
or relation between identification and job feedback. Moreover, employees might affirm self-abilities
because of positive feedback, and take the initiative to help lower-ability colleagues they thought.
However, test of H2b demonstrated it’s not able to deduce the certain impact on altruism.
Simultaneously, feedback could not be supposed to inspire employee conscientiousness such as taking
serious, obeying regulations or participation in time.
Briefly, in Autonomy aspect, H1a, H1b and H1c are accepted; while H1d and H1e are refused. In
Feedback aspect, H2d and H2e are accepted; while H2a, H2b and H2c are refused.
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4 Conclusion
This article makes an important contribution to the relationship among Autonomy, Feedback and
OCB. Job characteristics are supposed to be essential influence variables of OCB. This study
concentrated onto impact of autonomy and feedback, two core job characteristics, on identification with
company, altruism toward colleagues, conscientiousness, interpersonal harmony and protecting
company resources. It’s found that identification with company, altruism toward colleagues and
conscientiousness are associated positively with autonomy, and interpersonal harmony or protecting
company resources is not associated positively with autonomy. In addition, interpersonal harmony and
protecting company resources are associated positively with feedback, and identification with company,
altruism toward colleagues or conscientiousness is not associated positively with Feedback.
The survey samples were from MBA students (they’re knowledge staff)’, and their growth needs
are stronger than other types of personnel. It’s more representative for MBA students’ behavior response
to job autonomy and feedback. This article, by empirical process, extended research range in this field,
and provided another case proof.
Individual growth need is an important moderator in JCM, so I suggest further researches could add
individual growth need as a moderator into the impact model, and discuss the relationship among them.
In addition, it’s suggested that all core dimensions of job characteristics should be put into the Job
characteristics—OCB model for the job characteristic influence integrity.
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Abstract Though describing the situation about Chinese corporate governance, according to the
theory of the path dependence of corporate governance, this paper analyses the reason about path
dependence of Chinese corporate governance. The path dependence of corporate governance originates
from two aspects: structure-driven path dependence and rule-driven path governance. The
structure-driven path dependence focuses on the initial structure of ownership how to influence the
follow structure of ownership. The rule-driven path governance means that the initial structure of
ownership influences the follow structure of ownership by the influence of administer company with
legal institution.
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1 Introduction
In china, the listed company is born of state-owned enterprise of planned economy, the initial
structure of ownership were controlled by government. The shareholding reform of state-owned
enterprise were demanded to ensure the frame of state-owned enterprise holding.
The state-owned enterprise changes joint stock limited company，No matter which way of issuing
shares to be adopted, ratio of state-owned storks are not weakened, so the joint stork limited company
issue 30 % - 40% to the public, and long time the state-owned stocks have not been free flow to cause
centralized structure of ownership.
We can perceive from table that the position of number-one shareholders could not change if the
quantity of number-two to number-five shareholder added. In 2006, even if some company reduced
state-owned stocks, the ratio of number-one shareholder descend, they can control company as before,
so the structure of shareholder were highly centralized system.
Table 1

The Shareholding Proportion of Large Shareholder in China
year

Proportion of holding
stock（%）

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

Shareholding
proportion
of
no1
45.22 45.51 44.39 44.00 43.41 42.50 41.65
shareholder
Average shareholding proportion of
59.24 59.73 58.99 58.57 58.72 58.66 58.83
no1-no5 large shareholder
Average shareholding proportion of the
0.86 0.87 0.82
0.77
0.80 0.80
0.89
sixth large shareholder
From: li Jianbiao; Wang Guangrong; Li Xiaoyi; Sun Juan; Ownership Structure, Information
Control in the Experimental Market; Nankai Business Review; 2008.1.66-67

2005

2006

40.32

35.98

57.48

52.49

0.92

1.09

and Benefits of

Ownership structure of the state-owned enterprise is centralized through institutional change of
many years. It seems forming balance mechanism that general meeting of shareholders, board of
directors, board of supervisors and managers exercise power separately. But in fact, the structure of
ownership is excessive centralized, the board of director are controlled by large shareholder or insider;
In form, the board of supervisors and the board of directors are equal on legal status, the board of
supervisors is not restricted by the board of directors seemingly, It can supervise the board of directors
and manager. But it is impossible that the board of supervisors supervise the board of directors and
manager from their function. Especially under the situation that chairman of the board and general
manager hold a concurrent, status of supervisors board are low and function are reduction, company can
not form an effective governing structure and countervailing mechanism. Controlling shareholder and
insider control begin to appear and increases gradually by absence of balance mechanism.
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2 Theoretical Analyses: The Path Dependence of Corporate Governance
The concept of path dependence is from the natural sciences at first, in 1975, the American
economical historian Paul A.David in his work brought “the path dependence” to economic research
category. To 1980s, David and W.Brian Arthur introduced this concept into the analysis of technical
change, thus they analysed intension and the action mechanism in depth, Arthur used it to discuss
increasing return how to influence the economical system revolution.
In the Arthur research foundation, many economics have widespread research and have obtained
some important achievements in research. It becomes one of the important theories in the modern
economic.
North developed the theory of path dependence to the institutional economics, describing the past
achievements how to influence present and the future with it. North believed that the path dependence is
similar to the “inertia” in the physics, once enters the path, no matter “good” and “bad” possibly has the
dependence. Along the path, the change of economical and political system may enter the positive cycle
and rapid optimization; and may glide through the original path, even “lock-in” some inefficiency
condition.
The path dependence of institution has some typical characteristics.
First: non-determinate. the formation of institution relies on the initial condition, it is decided by
the exterior accident, in initial many kinds of institution, the people did not define which institution were
chosen and did not know which institution is more effective.
Second: technical is locked. Arthur believed: technical or technical product was known by the
potential consumer relying on the market share superiority which occupies first to realize the
self-enhancement positive cycle and defeat the match in the competition. On the contrary, technical or
technical product that has better quality does not been recognition because developed late, at last sinks
into the difficult position. Once a kind of institution take the advantage, it can unceasingly the
self-strengthening and the consummation, becomes some national or the local leadership, the initial
multi-selective and non-determinate vanishing, causes its development direction “lock-in”
Third: non-optimal. The institution is “lock-in” because of the initial accident, but it is not the best,
a more superior institution is difficult to shake its status that develops afterwards.
Generally, the existence of path dependence is a double-edged sword, on the one hand, the
institution being advantage can self-strengthen, to be unceasingly consolidated and to be perfect to
become the market leadership; On the other hand, because the path is dependence, even the more
superior institution is difficult to break its blockade and monopoly to the market. It also means the
economical development can lock in the low efficiency condition. Because of the initial accident, once
the institution has been chosen, the inertia strength can cause this institution unceasing self-strengthen.
In fact, the lock-in of path dependence is a tendency process. The choice of initial path has locked
the tendency institution change process.
Jame(2000) summarized the principle of path dependence, like Figure 1:
A
B

B

B，B，B

C
Time 1
（initial state）
Many choices（A，B，C）

Time 2
（key point）
B is chosen, it is the
accident

Time 3
（self-strength）
B is chosen by initial
state and been
unceasing self-strength.

Figure 1 The Principle of Path Pependence by Jame(2000)
Source: Jame Mahoney, 2000, Path Dependence in Historical Sociology

Bebchuk and Roe utilize the theory of path dependence to resolve the structure of ownership and
corporate governance. Bebchuk and Roe discovered that the structure of ownership exist the situation of
path dependence. In other words, the structure of ownership depends on its initial pattern. Therefore, a
country has the different structure of ownership because of their different environment and some
historical event, then even if their economy become extremely similar by other reasons, these
differences in ownership also possibly continually exists in long time.
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Bebchuk and Roe believed the path dependence of corporate governance originates from two
aspects: structure-driven path dependence and rule-driven path dependence. The structure-driven path
dependence focuses on the initial structure of ownership how to influent the follow structure of
ownership. The rule-driven path governance means that the initial structure of ownership influents the
follow structure of ownership by the influence of administer company with legal institution. The
institution of company exist the path dependence.
The research of Bebchuk and Roe indicated that the reason of the structure-driven path dependence
is efficiency and rent seeking. The emergence of rule-driven path dependence has effective factor and
affection of other interest group.
They believed because effective company structure and institution possibly rely on a country's
initial structure of ownership, the company structure and institution are path dependence and effective;
next, the company structure and institution rely on initial environmental condition of their country, so
the structure and institution appear by different way and tend different degree.

3 The Reason of Chinese Corporate Governance’s Path Dependence Analyses
3.1 The structure-driven path dependence
First, the structure-driven path dependence is caused by efficiency question, in some time, the
effective structure of company possibly rely on earlier pattern of ownership structure. Because Chinese
state asset changed state-owned stocks in shareholding transformation, the proportion of state asset is
big. But in order to guarantee the state-owned enterprise holding the status, the state-owned do not been
circulated, forming centralized the structure of ownership. If at that time the choice was effective,
Chinese has been choosing the centralized structure of ownership at first, in order to adapt the
centralized structure of ownership through the addition correlation institution, but the earlier investment
of these institutions already precipitated in the centralized the structure of ownership, the change of
these structures will lead to initial investment cost waste. The centralized structure of ownership affects
choice of the future ownership structure by scale effect and study effect and so on. Chinese structure of
ownership relies on earlier structure of ownership.
Second, the suitable structure can maintain continuously because of rent-seeking, if the structure of
ownership was not effective already. The transformation of ownership structure needs cooperates
mutually that control company. The private benefits of control that the transformation of ownership
structure brings can not indemnify loss of controlling shareholder, thus the controlling shareholder can
obstruct transformation in every possible way, even if they realize the function of reform.
Under background that the controlling shareholder control, the controlling right of listed companies
are controlled by controlling shareholder. In the modern enterprise, the rights of controlling shareholder
grow the unusual degree. Therefore, the scatter of controlling right is not realistic choice. In the
centralized structure of ownership, ownership dilution and condition each other mean the behavior of
controlling shareholder being supervised, the right and private benefits of control of controlling
shareholder will have great discount, so, the controlling shareholder will obstruct transformation of
ownership structure to preserve the huge economic interest that the controlling right brings.
3.2 The rule-driven path dependence
3.2.1 Formal institution
The company system can affect corporate governance. The initial structure will be able to have
influence to the future company system. This will further affect the structure of company. The structure
of ownership affects the company system, the path dependence of institution are affect by efficiency and
rent-seeking of interest group. Even if the extant company system is effective, the initial structure of
ownership also can affect relative efficiency of company system that can choose. Because it met need of
the initial structure of ownership and eliminated the barrier of system to obtain the development to tend
long time. This effective institution last longer, the initial investment cost is lower. If the extant system
will be substituted that will cause huge waste of the initial investment cost.
The effective institution relies on the initial structure of ownership to some extent, the company
system forms and develops on basis of adaptation the initial structure of ownership, the company system
that adapts the initial structure of ownership forms the structure of corporate governance. In 1993, the
company law was published directing resource the need of shareholding transformation of state-owned
enterprise. The basic task and the basic spirit draw up the law way and the organization shape,
promoting establishment of modern enterprise system. For example, the stipulation that the state-owned
enterprise rebuilt stock-limited company in the company law, the rule about solely state-owned company
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and revised the company law in 1999, these reflected influence of initial structure to company system.
Hereafter, the related law and regulations with the company law were published one after another that
formed complemented and concerted effect, consolidated the company law movement. In the company
law, the function of general meeting of shareholders and the board of directors overlaps mutually, the
authority to supervision of board of supervisors lacks guarantee in the procedure and so on, these has
seriously restricted to restrain controlling shareholder’s right.
The choice of company system is the process which the correlation benefit community games, the
result of game is decided by the strength of every group. The strength of every group relies on the
choice of initial structure of ownership. Under the centralized structure of ownership, the controlling
shareholders grasp the company resources and the controlling rights. They control resources more, the
authority is stronger. The controlling shareholders have opportunity to transform this kind of right into
the political power of society, thus influence the choice of company system.
Once the company system are established relying on the initial structure of ownership, it can affect
later the structure of company. The extant company system causes legalization of the controlling rights.
This kind of legitimate right can strengthen the company system. After the controlling shareholder has
controlled the listed company through the reasonable and legitimate way, because the controlling
shareholder control absolutely, the smaller shareholder is very difficult to inflict significant influence to
company’s decision, cause the smaller shareholder to lack the way of participative company governs.
Because the right of controlling may bring the huge benefit, the controlling shareholder does not give up
the controlling status.
3.2.2 Non-formal institution
The mode of corporate governance is result of rational choice under certain social system
environment. One kind of mode is not only decided by economical strength but also drove by custom,
ethics morals, cultural tradition, concept of value and so on. Chinese structure of corporate governance
has its own original state and the constraint condition. First, Chinese structure of corporate governance
was transformed under the planned economy, its development was influenced by objective environment
of institution and the mode of traditional plan; Next, Chinese corporate governance transplants western
correlation theories to a great extent. But we knew, although formal institution is easy to be transplanted,
non-formal institution is not easy to be transplanted by historical accumulate and ideology rigidity,
therefore the vicissitude of non-formal institution is slow and lagging. The transplant institution is better,
if it cannot be compatible with the other institutions, it brings repulsion between institutions.
The validity of corporate governance rely on the support of non-formal institution, the cultural
tradition and the concept of value occupying dominant position is a foundation which the efficiency of
institution can display fully. For example, the decentralized equity ownership structure in American is
influenced by ideology of liberalism long term, the American dislike monopoly power.
China is influenced by theory of Confucianist education, but the beginning of the Confucianists is
“the family”. People speck and act only according to the status, this kind of culture inevitably incarnate
in the enterprise culture. The important characteristic of culture emphasizes harmonious and avoids
conflicting, Chinese culture favors mutually dependence, but the Western culture emphasizes
independence, this is the reason that internal structure of governance is effective in western country but
it is transplanted to china losing its effective.
In the enterprise, the privilege consciousness of Chinese culture strongly reflect paternalism, the
people is imbued with the awe and the anticipation to the authority, cause the authority of institution
losing. For example, the board of directors is an organization of surveillance and executive, but in China,
the board of directors has become the privileged stratum actually. Under the concentrate equity
ownership structure, the right of chairman basically reflects the will of the controlling shareholder, our
system arrangement has also carried on this kind of culture tradition, usually cause the mechanism of
internal controlling losing effectiveness. In china culture, the people have vassal psychology generally,
directly causing the smaller shareholder lacking initiative of participative corporate governance.
In china the people lay too much stress on relationship, but contempt for law, it has affected
people's ideology seriously, once meeting the question, the people think firstly how to resolve depending
on relationship, but not regulation; the western culture attach importance to individual, emphasizing
individual and creation consciousness, this decide they carry on the self-restraint through the law but not
the morals. The people obtain freedom under the legal restraint, forming the mechanism which keeps
balance mutually in the corporate governance.
We can transplant the Western advanced theory, but we can not transplant their ideology, thinking
model, the traditional culture and so on. In china, the ideology, the traditional culture, the thinking
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model which followed down several millenniums hinder formation of “the right keep balance”, causing
the low efficiency of Chinese corporation governance.

4 Conclusion
The scale and direction of the institution change are not random, but restricted strictly by the initial
condition, having intense path dependence. The institution change exist increasing return and
self-strengthened mechanism liking technology evolution. This kind of mechanism strength the path
which was chose originally, promoting self-strengthening. The choice in the past decides present
possible choice. In china, the structure of corporate governance has obvious characteristic of path
dependence because it was influenced by the structure of ownership. The mechanisms of corporate
governance that keep balance need the support of external strength.
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Abstract Taking the Chinese media’s governance structure as the research object and the corporate
governance theory (especially the stakeholder theory) as the theoretical supports, this paper analyzes the
current Chinese media’s governance structure, and reveals that the Chinese media’s governance
structure has essentially followed the logic of “shareholders primacy” and this governance model brings
some negative effects. Then, this paper proposes an innovation way of the construction of the Chinese
media’s governance structure: “the co-governance model of shareholder-dominate and stakeholdersparticipate”.
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1 Introduction
Following the economical and political system reforms in China, Chinese media is also in the
process of reform. Since the beginning of 2003, Chinese media have entered into the key stage of the
media system reform. The proposal of “develop and remodel new market subjects, improve the
corporate governance structure” suggested that the reform of property rights system and governance
structure became the core content of the media system reform. As a result, the questions of what ideas
should the innovation of media’s governance structure follow, and what theories and models can be
regarded as the reference frame have became the controversial and hot topics in recent years.
Since the beginning of 2003, Chinese media have entered into the key stage of the media system
reform. The proposal of “develop and remodel new market subjects, improve the corporate governance
structure” suggested that the reform of property rights system and governance structure became the
focus of the media system reform.
Some researchers proposed some new governance modes in the last few years. (Li Weian and
Chang Yong-xin 2003) brought forward a three-level governance model of media conglomerate in China,
which emphasized the importance of organic integration of government governance, external
governance and internal governance. (Guo Fu 2004) advocated integrated governance framework which
includes legal, regulation, market, social system and other external governance mechanisms besides
internal governance. (Zhou Jin 2006) suggested a media governance mode with the main governance
subjectivities and the auxiliary governance subjectivities under the “political” and “capital” dual logic.
(Kong Xiangjun 2003) believed the credit reconstruction should be the key in media governance
construction. (Yin Shichang 2004), (Zhou Jun 2005), (Ding Hegen 2007) all emphasized the capital
structure adjustment in the construction of media governance structure.
From a new theoretical perspective, this paper argues that, combined with the particularities of
Chinese media reform and development, trying to introduce “stakeholder theory” into the construction
of Chinese media’s governance structure, which has been taking on a strong administrative color and
pursuing the logic of “shareholder primacy” in a long time, will play a positive role for Chinese media
to achieve the objectives of the reform.

2 The Current Chinese Media’s Governance Structure
2.1 Followed the logic of “shareholders primacy”
In hundreds years of the development of enterprises, shareholder primacy theory has been the main
theory of corporate governance. Shareholder primacy theory suggests that shareholders are the true
owners of corporate, and shareholders should obtain the residual claim rights and residual control rights.
When shareholders pursue the maximum interests, the interests of other interest groups will also be
fulfilled, and then the maximization of social efficiency will be achieved.
With the development of modern enterprise theory and practice, especially since 1960’s, there was
appeared another representative theory: “stakeholder theory”, which has gained an increasingly attention
and has been applied in some countries and regions.
Generally speaking, stakeholder theory advocates seeking a general balance of interests in a
pluralistic society. The theory suggests that because all stakeholders (including shareholders) as
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employees, suppliers, creditors, customers, government and community etc., make contributions or pay
the price to the survival and development of enterprises, corporate governance goals can not only focus
on the maximum benefits for shareholders, but the subjects of corporate governance should be also
extended to various stakeholders (including shareholders), and the corporate should aim at achieving the
maximum benefits of all stakeholders (M. Blair, 1995).
Reflecting on three decades of Chinese media reform and development, it reveals that the
governance structure of Chinese media has essentially followed the logic of “shareholders primacy”
until now (Seen as Figure 1).
Ownership
State
Party and Government

Decision-making

Party Committee or Media Committee

Supervision

Execution

Workers Congress
Discipline and Inspection Committee

Decision-making

Execution

Administrative Management
Department of the Media

Editorial Board

Business Management Board

Journalism Practice

Business

Figure 1 The Current Chinese Media’s Governance Structure.

The formation of the Chinese media’s governance model of “Shareholders primacy” has a profound
reason: In China, the standpoint of media functions is the “mouthpiece theory” which believes that
media is the mouthpiece of party, government and people, and the state is the representative of people,
so media must be owned by the state. It seems that the property rights of the state-owned media are
clear，but in fact, the state gives the functions of the state capital owner and socio-economic manager to
its representative: Party and Government. As a result, the subject of property right of the state-owned
media convert form people to Party and Government, and the media ownership change from the state
ownership to the Party and Government ownership. Therefore, Party and Government become to the
“biggest shareholder” who has the rights to vote, supervise, make major decision-making and choose
managers in the media practice.
2.2 Governance dilemmas of Chinese media
The governance model of “shareholders primacy” has dual influences on Chinese media. On the
one hand, it ensures the correct direction of public opinion when media act as the propaganda tools. On
the other hand, this governance model brings some negative effects, which make the media fall into a
certain dilemma that governance reform has not made substantive progress.
2.2.1 Co-exist of “non separation of government and enterprise” and “internal control”
Chinese state-owned corporations’ governance experience showed that, as the largest shareholder,
Government may easily lead corporations into the governance situation of “strong administrative power,
weak property rights”. Chinese media that survived and have been developing under the same condition
have also shown a considerable degree of such characteristics.
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In the governance situation of “strong Administrative Power, weak property rights”, many Chinese
media groups and agencies established the organization structure of “the general meeting of
shareholders - the board of directors - manager's layer–the board of supervisors” according to the
modern enterprise system, but in the practice, it always deviated from the original intention of modern
corporate governance.
Firstly, separating Government from media is difficult. In the circumstance that Chinese media
belongs to the state and Government which on the behalf of the state to take the rights of owner. So
Government should act as a regulation agency as well as media’s owner and manager. It dooms that the
administrative interference is possibly existed in the media governance. Especially because of the strong
ideology and political attribute of media, it enables Government to tighten the political control on media.
Consequently, the aim to separate Government from the media is hard to achieve.
Secondly, “internal control” is difficult to be put to an end. As the largest shareholder,
Government’s main goals of governance must be the administrative goals or political goals rather than
business goals. Thus, in the situation that Government firmly controls the ideological context of media,
Government doesn’t need to pay too much attention to the economic incomes of media if the media
completed the political tasks. At the same time, due to the lack of supervision mechanism, managers
(“internal person”) always obtain the actual control rights.
2.2.2 Representative of public interest is absent
As is known to all, the Chinese media system is quite unique, that is “one system, binary operation”.
“One system” is the state ownership of media, “dual operation” requires that media must earn economic
incomes to support the reproduction as well as complete the ideological propaganda task. (Hu, 2003)
Because of this unique media system, the governance goals focus on the political interest and
economic interest, but the public interest which should be the most important governance goal has
become a subsidiary objective. In addition, Chinese public media is also in an incomplete state from the
physical perspective. “Until now, there is a misunderstanding. People regards that the state-owned or
Government-owned media is the public media to serve the public interest. But our country has no real
public media in reality.” (HU, LI, 2005) Once conflict breaks out between the public interest and
political and economic interest, the first sacrifice will be the public interest because of the lack of
representatives and public media. As a result, the public interest can only survive in the crevice between
the political interest and economic interest, and walk on the periphery of the system of media interest.
The marginalization of the public interest reflected in the governance subject is that the representative of
the public interest is vacant and its power is not strong enough to resist the political forces and economic
strength.

3 Correction Function of Stakeholder Theory
In such circumstance, taking “Stakeholder Theory” into the construction of Chinese media’s
governance structure and establishing the participation mechanism of stakeholders under the
maintenance of “shareholder interest” can be regarded as a realistic and feasible way to improve media
governance.
3.1 Realization of surveillance mechanism
As mentioned above, the current dilemma of Chinese media’s governance is related to the media’s
adherence to the governance philosophy of “shareholders primacy”. The fact that Government is the
media's “largest shareholder” would inevitably lead to the governance situation of “Strong Administrative
Power, weak property rights”, and have been manifested as the absence of owners and supervisors, which
result in “non separation of government and enterprise” and “internal control”. So, to identify a real owner
of state-owned media is not the only solution way, to find a suitable supervisor is also an option.
In the situation of representative’s vacancy of owner of state-owned media, emphasizing stakeholder’s
governance can revise the vacancy of owner’s supervision, and form a multilateral surveillance mechanism
of checks and balances.
3.2 Achievement of multiple governance objectives
Media governance objectives are different from other enterprise because of its dual attributes. On
the one hand, the economic attribute of media asks media to act according to “economic man”, and
realize maintenance and increase of state-owned assets. One the other hand, the political and ideological
attribute of media asks media to pay more attention to the public interest rather than to chase the
maximization of profit. So, the multiple media governance objectives do not only include the economic
objectives, but also include super-economic sociopolitical objectives.
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At present, Chinese media is undergoing a process of re-institutionalization whose basic feature is
capitalization, and in this process, the economic attribute of media has been increasingly growing up. In
this situation, we should be more aware that the media has a broader cultural and political significance
besides it exists as an industry, and plays an important and necessary role in the culture and social life.
Murdock argued that, a path of communication system’s becoming an important part of duties and rights
of citizenship is that citizens must be represented to the greatest degree in the main means and channels
of communication performed by the mass media, and they must have the power to enrich and expand
such representation. (Graham Murdock, 1992)
Introducing the stakeholders into media’s governance structure can ensure such power of citizens in
the institutional level, and further ensure the realization of multi - governance objectives of media.

4 The Proposal and the Logical Basis of New Model
To the media who transformed to the enterprise, particularly to the media group with dual identity
(institutional legal representative and enterprise group), the basic path of building its governance
structure is to build the new co-governance model of shareholder-dominate and stakeholders-participate
in the governance.
This model not only adheres to the basic principles of “combine the party-lead with corporate
governance structure”, but also considers the interaction of the system adjustment and the path
dependence, and also incorporates the advantages of the two main governance theories as the theoretical
support.
4.1 Categories of media’s stakeholders
This paper defines and classifies the stakeholders of media with “Mitchell score-based approach”
which is regarded as the easiest approach to operate.
According to Mitchell’s score-based approach, media’s stakeholders can be divided into three types:
The first type is Definitive Stakeholders, who invest physical capital, human capital or social capital into
the media, so the media need to be very concerned about and make every effort to meet their aspirations
and demands, as well as attracts them to participate in the governance. These stakeholders include the
relevant government departments, managers, media workers (such as reporters, editors, host,
broadcasters, etc.).The second type is Expectant Stakeholders, who are closely linked with the media,
and sometimes also are involved in the decision-making process of media. This type of stakeholders
includes the relevant comments organizations, the journalists associations, consumers (audience and
advertisers), etc. The third type is Latent Stakeholders. Unless they have a certain degree of legitimacy,
or obtain a certain power in some cases, the media do not need to pay a special attention to their needs;
Latent Stakeholders include environmental protection organizations or other types of enterprises.
In the arrangement of media’s governance structure, the governance subject should be Definitive
Stakeholders and Expectant Stakeholders who are closely linked with media. In the specific institutional
arrangement, Definitive Stakeholders should have the rights of decision-making, supervision and
motivation to other stakeholders; Expectant Stakeholders should have the rights of supervision to
Definitive Stakeholders. That is, giving the consideration to the interests of Expectant Stakeholders as
well as emphasizing the interests of Definitive Stakeholders, in order to achieve the checks and balances
of the rights and the balance of interests.
4.2 The specific construction of governance structure
In the specific construction of governance structure, media should establish the internal governance
mechanism of cross appointment of “the general meeting of shareholders - the board of directors manager's layer–the board of supervisors” and “party committee - trade union” according to “Company
Law”, and has a balanced and effective incentive and restraint mechanism.
In the Chinese media’s governance structure, the party committee is the core of political leadership.
In order to avoid the conflict among “the party committee and the general meeting of shareholders - the
board of directors - manager's layer–the board of supervisors” because of the overlapping of
responsibilities, and unclear responsibilities and confused decision-making induced by this conflict, as
well as to ensure the Party’s leader position in the media, the Party’s participation in the media
governance should take the principle of “two-way access, cross appointment”. (Figure 2)
In addition, market governance, Government governance and social governance constitute the
external governance mechanisms of media together. These external governance mechanisms and internal
governance mechanisms of governance constitute the basic content of the Chinese media’s governance
structure.
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5 Conclusion
As discussed above, the new co-governance model of shareholder-dominate and stakeholders
-participate in the governance is a compromise between “shareholders primacy theory” and
“stakeholders theory” .This new model do not only take the changes of Chinese media’s governance
structure and the specificity of Chinese media practice into account, but also meets the requirements of
the media reform and the development trend of corporate governance, so it is a practical way to
construct the Chinese media’s governance structure.
And we should be noted that this new governance mode is also not a perfect mode of
governance and we can explore more specific details of arrangements and design of this governance
model in the deepening practice of the media system reform, such as how to identify and achieving
a comfortable balance among the media governance goals and how to quantitatively allocate rights
to different types of stakeholders and some other relevant issues also need to be discussed in the
further research.
Department of Propaganda

Government

Media Group

Board of Directors

Party Committee

Board of Supervision

Media Corporation

Public Institution

Branch or Subordinate
Papers and Magazines

Party’s
Newspaper and
Magazines

News Gathering and Editing

Government Regulation
Laws
Product Market
Manager Market
Capital Market

Other Business
Corporations

Business

Government Governance

Market Governance

Supervision from Citizens
Supervision from Organizations
Ethics and Moral Principles

Inner
Governance
Social Governance
External Governance

Figure 2

The New Cohovernance Model
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Study on the Method of Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation for the
Independent Innovation Ability of Construction Enterprises
Chen Fan
Civil Engineering Institution, Hunan University of Science and Technology, Xiangtan, P.R.China,
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(E-mail: chenfan3@sina.com)
Abstract Based on the connotation of independent innovation ability of construction enterprises, an
evaluation index system of independent innovation ability of construction enterprises is set up. Then,
entropy method is applied to determine the weight of all indicators, and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
method is used to evaluate independent technical innovation capability of construction enterprises.
Finally, an empirical analysis is carried out on a construction enterprise. The results show that the
evaluation method proposed in this paper is feasible, and it can be carried out to evaluate the
independent innovation ability of construction enterprises correctly.
Key words The ability of independent innovation; Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation; Construction
enterprises; Entropy method

1 Introduction
Independent technological innovation ability is greatly important for construction enterprises to
cognize and evaluate. Many scholars have studied the evaluation method of general enterprises and
gained some progress. Liu Xisong has researched the evaluation method based on rough sets theory[1].
Wang Ying and Song Jia-sheng have appraised the innovation degree of technology progress in
manufacture enterprises by AHP and fuzzy comprehensive method[2]. Qiu Feifei and Pang Zhiqiang
have made a summary of the research methods about measuring and evaluating the enterprises'
independent innovative capacity in which various model and method were introduced, such as grey
theory, artificial neural network and DEA[3].
But to construction enterprises, the technological innovation activities have their own particularities.
So, special study is needed to aim at these characteristics. Based on the deeply research on the
characteristic of the independent innovation ability of construction enterprise, this paper construct a
evaluation index system. Then, entropy method is applied to determine the weight of all indicators, and
fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is used to evaluate it. Finally, an empirical analysis is carried
on a construction enterprise.

2 Connotation of Independent Innovation Ability of Construction Enterprises
With the rapid growth of national economy, the investment in the fixed assets is enhanced year by
year, the proportion of output value of construction industry in GDP is going steady and rising, and its
mainstay industry status in national economy is also strengthened day by day. However, for the past
years, the labor productivity of Chinese construction industry has not made any great improvement, the
technique content in production process is low and the achievements in scientific research are also few[4].
As shown in Table 1, although labor productivity and technical equipment rate of construction
enterprises have a tendency of escalation, the scope of escalation is far inferior to that of total output
value, moreover, in addition, and their proportion in the total output value presents a declining trend
year after year. This illustrates that in present construction enterprises of our country the technique
content in production process is partially low and the ability in technical independent innovation is
insufficient, which cause the technology advancement lag behind economic growth.
Independent innovation refers to some kinds of innovative activities, namely, construction
enterprises make technological breakthrough and overcome technical difficulties through self-exertion
and exploration, based on which enterprises apply the new technology in construction depending on
their own ability to obtain the anticipated economic benefits and the social benefits. Generally speaking,
the independent innovation contains three aspects of contents: First, primitiveness innovation, namely,
science discovery or technical invention; Second, the integrated innovation which causes each kind of
related technique achievement merge together and forms market competitiveness products and industry;
Third, on the basis of widely absorbed global scientific achievements and positively introduction of the
advanced overseas technology, assimilation, absorption and re-innovation are fully being carried out. To
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construction enterprises, the technological innovation activities have their own particularities. The
technological innovation effect is affected by many kinds of factors including natural factors, technical
factors and social factors. Therefore, the independent innovation of construction enterprises does not
eliminate opening and integration, it can also exist in the integrated technology, the assimilation,
absorption and improvement of technology introduction is also a constituent part in the independent
innovation. In the independent technological innovation of construction enterprises, independent is the
premise, enterprise’s own ability is especially important and we must assimilate and absorb the
introduction of technology to re-innovate and highlight own intellectual property rights. The core
technology, originated from internal technological breakthrough, is what the independent innovation
needs and it is tied to enterprise’s own strength and obtained through research operations, which is the
essential characteristic of independent technological innovation of construction enterprises.
Table1
years
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

Related Stat. and Data on Technical Improvement of Construction Enterprises（2000－2006）[5]
Growth rate
Technical
Total value of
Labor
Growth rate
Growth rate
of technical
construction
Equipment
of
labor
productivity
of
output
equipment
rate
industry
(Yuan/person)
productivity
value
(Yuan/person) rate
（billion）
12497.6
15361.56
18527.18
23083.87
29021.45
34552.10
41557.16

22.92%
20.61%
24.59%
25.72%
19.06%
20.27%

15929
17621
15715
17476
20887
23427
25741

10.62%
-10.82%
11.21%
19.52%
12.16%
9.88%

6304
7136
9675
9957
9297
9273
9109

13.20%
35.58%
2.91%
-6.63%
-0.26%
-1.77%

Independent technological innovation ability, the measurement whether construction enterprises are
to be competent in technological innovation work, determines its success in carrying out the
technological innovation for construction enterprises. As for construction enterprises, independent
technological innovation ability is the basic safeguard for their survival and development, the economic
benefits height brought by the technological innovation is an important mark to measure enterprise’s
competition and its ability to survive, it is as well as the fundamental factor to determine enterprise’s
position in the market and its growth potential. In building industry field, technological innovation
activities have universality. In order to survive and develop, enterprises must try to adapt themselves to
market changes and project demands, speed up the steps with unceasingly renovated knowledge and
craft and promote the independent innovation level and ability. At present the independent innovation of
construction enterprises in our country is insufficient, to a great extent this is caused by lower
independent technological innovation ability of construction enterprises. Therefore, it is greatly
important for construction enterprises to cognize and evaluate independent technological innovation
ability of their own.

3 Index System for Independent Innovation Ability Evaluation
To establish an evaluation index system for independent innovation ability of construction
enterprises aims not only at carrying out the evaluation for independent innovation ability, but also
controlling the enterprise independent innovation process and the actual state, finding problems,
analyzing reasons, bringing about the promotion of technological innovation effect and improving
management through evaluation index system, thus we can further strengthen the independent
technological innovation ability of construction enterprises. Therefore, three aspects of functions that
this index system should contain are evaluation, supervision and guidance.
According to the characteristics of the independent innovation ability of construction enterprises,
we divide the evaluation index system for independent innovation ability of construction enterprises into
three levels, namely, target hierarchy, rule hierarchy and index hierarchy. “independent innovation
ability of construction enterprises” is the target hierarchy, under which we establish five constituent
factors of “investment ability of innovative resources”, “innovative management capacity”, “research
and development ability”, “output ability” and “innovation effect”, the five factors make up rule
hierarchy, under each of which three to five factors are set up to form index hierarchy. In order to
enhance the scientific nature and the rationality of this index system, this article is on the pretext of
Expert Conference Law and Delphi Law and we tabular the preliminary establishment of evaluation
index system, list some partial factors and factor in the questionnaire, and leave some blanks to allow
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experts to carry out the index replacement and fluctuation. Through sending out the questionnaire to
experts and conference discussion, we synthesize some opinions from experts, and then fix factors and
the factor of each level through statistics and analysis, thus the evaluation index system for independent
innovation ability of construction enterprises is established, as shown in Figure 1.
R&D funds investment intensity
Growth rate of R&D funds
Investment Ability of
Innovative Resources

Investment for new technology and new craft
Technical equipment rate
Degree of new equipment
Innovative management system

Innovative management
ability

Innovative management mechanism
Management information system

Independent
Innovation
Ability of
Construction
Enterprises

Proportion and Construction of technicians
Research and
Development ability

Cultivation of technological personnel
Central base for Research and Development
Utilization of external resources
Patent Acquisition
Quantities of Construction method

Output Ability

Prize acquisition on projects
Demonstration project of new technology
Fruits of scientific research
Contribution rate of enterprise? output value
Improvement of projects quality

Innovation Effect

Improvement of labor productivity
Amelioration of Construction environment
Improvement of interest rate for enterprise

Figure 1 Index System for Independent Innovation Ability Evaluation of Construction Enterprises

The concrete computational methods of related indexes are shown as follows:
⑴R&D funds investment intensity =R&D funds/ the turnover of enterprise. In the formula, the
turnover of enterprise includes project cost income and other business income of enterprise.
⑵Growth rate of R&D funds = (funds investment this year –funds investment in previous year)/
funds investment in previous year.
⑶The investment for introduction and application of new technology and new craft: Technology
introduction and (or) expense disbursement for technological transformations = technology introduction
funds + technological transformations funds.
⑷Technical equipment rate = net worth of innate mechanical device at the end of the year /
complete number of staff at the end of the year.
⑸Degree of new equipment = net value of assets on construction and production equipment /
original value of property.
4
⑹Proportion and construction of engineers and technicians = ∑ ω iri / work force of enterprise. In the
i =1

formula, i denotes the title rank of technical personnel. The primary R&D personnel are taken as the 1st
level, the intermediate R&D personnel are on the 2nd level, the high-level R&D personnel and the
outstanding contributions experts are attached to the 3rd level and the 4th level respectively. ri signifies
the quantity of R&D personnel on ith level, ωi signifies the quality weight of R&D personnel on ith level,
ω1=0.1, ω2=0.2, ω3=0.3, ω4=0.4.
⑺The patent acquisition is signified by ∑3 ωiri . In the formula, i signifies the rank of acquired patent,
i =1

the 1st level indicates the patent of invention, the 2nd level indicates the use of new patent, the 3rd level
indicates outer design patent. ri signifies the patent quantity on ith level. ωi signifies the patent weight
on ith level, ω1=0.5, ω2=0.3, ω3=0.2.
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⑻The construction method is signified by ∑3 ωiri , i indicates the rank of construction method, the 1st
i =1

level indicates construction method on state-level, the 2nd level indicates construction method on
provincial level, the 3rd level indicates construction method on municipal level. ri signifies the quantity
of construction method on ith level. ωi signifies the construction method weight on ith level, ω1=0.5, ω
2=0.3, ω3=0.2.
⑼Labor productivity enhancement = (labor productivity this year - labor productivity in previous
year)/ labor productivity in previous year, thereinto, labor productivity of the entire number of work
force = growth value on construction industry / the average number of people of complete staff.
Others like prizes acquisition on projects, the fruits of scientific research, the application and
demonstration project of new technical, Improvement of projects quality for technological innovation,
environment, output value, interest rate etc, the index computation of all of which are in accordance
with all above mentioned theory. As space is limited, unnecessary detail will no longer be given.

4 Determination of Index Weight
Through analysis and comparison, this article makes a use of entropy value method to determinate
various indexes weight in evaluation system, applies multiple fuzzy evaluation methods to carrying out
the comprehensive evaluation for independent innovation ability of construction enterprises. The
entropy value method is objectively authorized, the index weight is determined by analyzing the degree
of relations between various indexes and the information amount offered by various indexes, the use of
data in the evaluation is originated from the primary information of the sample, which can to a certain
extent avoid the deviation caused by subjective factor.
4.1 The basic principle of entropy value method
“Entropy” weighs the disorder of information in the information theory. In the information theory
the formula of information entropy is
m

H ( X ) = − k ∑ P( xi ) InP ( xi )

(1)

j =1

In the formula: H(X) is the information entropy, k is the paulzema constant, P(xi) is the probability
of event xi. The above equation shows a system X= (xi, i=1,2,…, m) disorder. The bigger the
information entropy H(X) is, the higher disorder of the system is, and then the utility value of
information is even smaller. Otherwise, the smaller the information entropy is, the higher system's
degree of order is, and then the utility value of information is even bigger. The entropy value method
precisely applies the above principle to measuring and calculating the divergence degree of various
indexes, and then calculates each index weight objectively.
Suppose multi objective evaluation questions are set up and there are m evaluation objects, n
evaluation index and the primitive index data matrix X=(xij)m×n. First of all, standardize it to obtain the
m
standardized matrix of index data Y=(yij)m×n, thereinto,
,then the entropy value of indexes is
yij = xij / ∑ xij
j =1

m

ej = − k ∑ yijInyij , k = ( Inm) −1

(2)

j =1

m

The divergence coefficient of various indexes is hj=1-ej, weight of indexes is aj = hj / ∑ hj .
j =1

4.2 Computation of index weight
The computational process of the evaluation index weight of independent innovation ability of
construction enterprises is: First, according to the above methods, the weight of basal evaluation index
in system can be counted. Then according to formula (3) we can calculate the evaluation value of upper
layer classified index of various samples.
m

m

m

Sh = ∑ ajyij / ∑∑ ajyij
j =1

(3)

i =1 j =1

In the formula, Sh is the comprehensive evaluation value of previous index(h=1,2,…,5), aj is the
weight of basal evaluation index, yij is the standardized value of basal evaluation index, n is the integer
of basal evaluation index, m is the sample number selected from synthetic evaluation. Finally, we take Sh
as its basic evaluation data and calculate the weight of first-level index according to the entropy value
method. The result is shown in Table 2.
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Target
Independent
Innovation
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Construction
Enterprises
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Table 2 Weight of Indexes
weight
Index hierarchy
0.29
R&D funds investment intensity
Growth rate of R&D funds
Investment for new technology and new
Technical equipment rate
Degree of new equipment
Innovative management 0.16
Innovative management system
Innovative management mechanism
ability
Management information system
Research and
0.23
Proportion and Construction of
Cultivation of technological personnel
Development ability
Central base for Research and
Utilization of external resources
Patent Acquisition
Output Ability
0.17
Quantities of Construction method
Prize acquisition on projects
Demonstration project of new technology
Fruits of scientific research
Contribution rate of enterprise’s output
Innovation Effect
0.15
Improvement of projects quality
Improvement of labor productivity
Amelioration of Construction
Improvement of interest rate for
Rule hierarchy
Investment Ability of
Innovative Resources

weight
0.31
0.24
0.12
0.18
0.15
0.33
0.48
0.19
0.32
0.28
0.21
0.19
0.17
0.23
0.18
0.15
0.27
0.14
0.20
0.28
0.11
0.27

5 Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluations for Independent Innovation Ability
5.1 Evaluation method
⑴Determination of comment set. Suppose that V= (v1, v2,…, vm) is the comment set, thereinto,
m is the comment number. In this paper, according to the characteristic of comprehensive evaluation for
independent innovation ability of construction enterprises, we presume m=5, then define the comment
set as V= (v1, v2, v3, v4, v5) = (good, better, general, worse, bad).
⑵Weight. The rule hierarchy set is noted as U=(U1, U2, …, Us), thereinto, s is the total of
factors and s=5 in this article, its weight is noted as A= (a1, a2,…, as) and Ui = (Ui1,Ui2,…,Uini), i=1,
2, …, s is for the index hierarchy set, the Uini signifies the factor set which ith factor in rule hierarchy
corresponds to and the index hierarchy weight is noted as Ai=(ai1, ai2,…,aini), in which ni is the total
factor that the ith factor corresponds to, however, it is 3~5 respectively in this article.
⑶Fuzzy evaluation of single factor. To carry out the fuzzy evaluation of single factor on the ni
factor in each Ui, and then we get the fuzzy evaluation matrix of single factor in each index, as follows:
⎡ ri11 L ri1k L ri1m ⎤
⎢ M
M
M
M
M ⎥⎥
⎢
Ri = ⎢ rij1 L rijk L rijm ⎥
⎢
⎥
M
M
M
M ⎥
⎢ M
⎢ rini1 L rinik L rinim ⎥
⎣
⎦

i=1,2,…, s

(4)

Ri is the fuzzy evaluation matrix which signifies a mapping from the index hierarchy to comment
set. In this, the rijk indicates the possible degree of the kth kind of evaluation from the jth factor of index
hierarchy to the ith factor of rule hierarchy, namely looking from the jth factor, the attachment degree of
fuzzy set of evaluation for subordination to the kth kind for a project, then we can make a result that the
judgment vector of index hierarchy Ui is Bi = Ai o Ri = (bi1, bi2, L , bim ) , in the formula i=1, 2,…, s.
⑷Comprehensive evaluation. In the entire evaluation index system, U is also the rule hierarchy of index
hierarchy Ui, therefore, the fuzzy evaluation matrix of U is
⎡ B1 ⎤ ⎡ b11 b12
⎢ B 2 ⎥ ⎢b 21 b 22
R=⎢ ⎥=⎢
⎢M⎥ ⎢M
M
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
s
s
1
s2
B
b
b
⎣ ⎦ ⎣

L b1m ⎤
L b 2 m ⎥⎥
L M ⎥
⎥
L bsm ⎦

(5)

Finally, the judgment vector of index hierarchy Ui is B = A o R = (b1, b2, L , bm ) , suppose
bk=Max(b1,b2,…, bm), then we can get a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation result vk.
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5.2 Empirical analysis
We will take a construction enterprise as our evaluation object and use the above methods to carry out
the evaluation for its independent innovation ability. Firstly, we invite experts to evaluate each index from
U1~U5 according to comment set V, from which we obtain the evaluation matrix of single factor, that is:
⎡ 0.25
⎢ 0.20
⎢
R1 = ⎢ 0
⎢
⎢ 0.05
⎢⎣ 0.05

0.55 0.15 0.05
0 ⎤
⎡ 0
⎢ 0.15
0.45 0.20 0.10 0.05⎥⎥
⎢
0.15 0.50 0.25 0.10 ⎥ R 4 = ⎢0.20
⎥
⎢
0.20 0.40 0.20 0.15⎥
⎢ 0.15
⎢⎣ 0.15
0.05 0.30 0.35 0.25⎥⎦

⎡ 0.25
0
0.25 0.65 0.10 ⎤
⎢ 0.15
⎥
0.80 0.05
0
0 ⎥
⎢
0.45 0.35
0
0 ⎥ R 5 = ⎢0.20
⎢
⎥
0.50 0.20 0.10 0.05⎥
⎢ 0.25
⎢⎣ 0.15
⎥
0.30 0.40 0.10 0.05⎦
⎡ 0.15 0.15 0.65 0.05
0 ⎤
⎡0.20 0.55 0.15 0.10
⎢
0.10 0.20 0.50
⎢
⎥
R 2 = 0.10 0.15 0.50 0.20 0.05 R 3 = ⎢ 0
⎢
⎥
⎢
0
0.05 0.20 0.60
⎢⎣ 0
0
0.20 0.65 0.15⎥⎦
⎢
⎣ 0.15 0.60 0.20 0.05

0.30 0.30 0.15
0.20 0.25 0.25
0.60 0.15 0.05
0.45 0.15 0.15
0.40 0.25 0.10

0 ⎤
0.15⎥⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
0.10 ⎥⎦

0 ⎤
0.20⎥⎥
0.15⎥
⎥
0 ⎦

Index weight A= (0.29, 0.16, 0.23, 0.17, 0.15）, A1= (0.31, 0.24, 0.12, 0.18, 0.15), A2= (0.33, 0.48,
0.19), A3= (0.32, 0.28, 0.21, 0.19), A4= (0.17, 0.23, 0.18, 0.15, 0.27), A5= (0.14, 0.20, 0.28, 0.11, 0.27)。
Through the evaluation of single factor, we get it as follows:
B1 = A1 o R1 = (0.142 0.34 0.2715 0.158 0.0885)
B 2 = A2 o R 2 = (0.114 0.2535 0.3275 0.2525 0.0525)
B 3 = A3 o R 3 = (0.0765 0.2005 0.344 0.2915 0.0875)
B 4 = A4 o R 4 = (0.1335 0.421 0.255 0.1525 0.038)
B 5 = A5 o R 5 = (0.189 0.4075 0.218 0.1285 0.057)

Through comprehensive evaluation, we get it as follows:
B = A o R = A o [ B1 B 2

B3

B4

B 5 ] = (0.12806 0.31797 0.286305 0.198465 0.0692)
T

bk= Max(b1,b2,…, b5)=Max (0.12806, 0.31797, 0.286305, 0.198465, 0.0692)=0.31797=b2，according to
the attachment degree maximum theory, the independent innovation ability of this enterprise is v2, that
means better.

6 Conclusion
In a new era of knowledge economy with Information networking and economic globalization,
independent innovation ability is regarded as the foundation for construction enterprises to survive and
develop. By use of Expert Conference and Delphi Law for reference to establish the index system, this
paper enhances the scientific nature and rationality of the evaluation index system, and the entropy value
method used to determinate indexes weight can avoid the deviation caused by subjective factor
effectively. The process of empirical analysis indicates that the multiple fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
method is feasible to evaluate the independent innovation ability of construction enterprises, and the
results are basically reasonable. By applying this method, it is advantageous in grasping the actual state
of independent innovation ability of construction enterprises and discovering the primary factor that
affects the ability. Of course, the perfection of this method need compare with other methods such as
DEA, rough set, neural network or grey theory which have been proved useful in other field. It should
be studied as another subject for further progress.
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Abstract Project portfolio management (PPM) is evolving swiftly and becoming the main tool of
managing complex project environment. Many organisations are adopting this system in an effort to
achieve a better strategic alignment, reduce organisational project complexity, increase the project
success rate and improve utilisation of organisation’s resources. The paper aims to examine motivations
for implementation of PPM and its alignment with business strategies. This empirical evidence is to be
confronted with literature. We examine PPM practices in five (multinational) companies based in the
Netherlands, representing a diverse sectoral and organisational mix. The study is rich in practical
implications for organisations. The paper adds novel insights that can improve the success of project
portfolio management in practice.
Key words Project; Portfolio; Strategy; Alignment

1 Introduction
An increasing number of companies started using the tools and approaches of project management
as a way of managing their business operations. Over the decennia, project management has evolved
and shaped as a both practitioner-oriented and academic area. In parallel to these developments, Project
Portfolio Management (PPM) has emerged as a central tool of governing multi-project environment in
modern organisations.
As a basis, PPM was understood as a tool of selecting the right projects and aligning them to the
company’s strategy. While the project management methods address the issue of ‘doing the projects
right’, the project portfolio management was supposed to deal with the issue of ‘doing the right projects’,
i.e. selecting and prioritising among several projects. However, the issue is more complex. Modern PPM
is a multi-dimensional concept, not limited only to initial selection of projects.
PPM is often introduced as ‘one size fits all’ solution. In practice, PPM should be fine tailored to
and synchronised with the company’s goals, business strategy and culture. If the issue of PPM is
oversimplified, it will unavoidably lead to tensions in the company. PPM is meant to bring the projects
into tight integration with other business operations, and specifically – with the strategies, resources, and
executive oversight of the organisation (Levine, 2005).
Despite the recognised importance of this topic and numerous academic and practice-oriented
publications on PPM, the research is lacking a critical mass of empirical evidence. This study aims to
find out, which new ways of thinking there are in practice that are tailored to deal with complexity. We
piece together accounts of PPM in practice and contrast them with the main tenets of the relevant
literature. This choice determines the methodology of this study – literature review and pursuing
qualitative approach to data collection. In the case-studies we seek to analyse the PPM from the
perspective of portfolio managers.
Following the above description, the objective of this paper is to critically examine implementation
and applications of PPM in a selected number of organisations.

2 Literature Review
2.1 Project portfolio
A portfolio is a group or set of projects with varying characteristics (Meredith and Mandel, 2010),
or ‘a group of projects that are carried out under the sponsorship and/or management of a particular
organisation’ (Archer and Ghasemzadeh, 1999, 208). Programmes and portfolios should not be confused.
(Turner 2009) outlines the main difference – the programme has common outputs; the portfolio has
common inputs. The resources (inputs) may be made of finances, human capital, workforce, data or
technology. Smaller organisations might have only one project portfolio, while larger organisations may
have separate portfolios for strategic and operational projects as the selection criteria and evaluation
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differ substantially (PMI, 2003). In this manner, these smaller portfolios may have some features in
common with programmes.
In its landmark manual ‘The Standard for Portfolio Management’, The Project Management
Institute (PMI, 2006, p. 4) provides an all-encompassing definition of a portfolio: ‘A portfolio is a
collection of projects (temporary endeavours undertaken to create a unique product, service, or result)
and/or programmes (a group of related projects managed in a coordinated way to obtain benefits and
control not available from managing them individually) and other work that are grouped together to
facilitate the effective management of that work to meet strategic business objectives’. A crucial point of
the above definition is that a portfolio is not a ‘pile’ of projects, rather it is an effectively managed
collection; and it is managed with an ultimate goal of achieving strategic business objectives.
PMI (2006) outlines four main characteristics of a project portfolio. Firstly, all components of a
portfolio represent investments made or planned by the company. Secondly, these components should be
aligned with the company’s strategic goals and objectives. Thirdly, all components typically have some
distinguishable characteristics allowing the company to cluster them for more effective management;
usually this is done in programmes. And fourthly, all components of a portfolio are quantifiable, i.e. can
be measured, ranked and prioritised. This is critical because an important mission of portfolio
management is about making decisions about allocation of resources or choosing between different
alternatives. These decisions should be based on objective (measureable) data.
The question of resource availability is the main issue in Turner’s (2009) three main managerial
issues underpinning a project portfolio. Firstly, projects should be prioritised within the pool of available
resources. Only a limited number of resources are available, and hence a limited number of projects can
be done. Secondly, once projects have been selected, resources should be shared between them.
Resources demands for different projects may peak together, and unexpected events may causes
resource clashes. Thirdly, if projects are sharing data and technology, they may become linked,
particularly if one project produces inputs for another.
In its most general form, Project Portfolio Management is a term used to describe methods for
analysing and collectively managing a group of current or proposed projects based on numerous key
characteristics. In this respect, the fundamental objective of the PPM is to determine the optimal mix
and the sequence of proposed projects to achieve the organisation’s strategic goals, taking into account
resource constraints of project management. Hence, PPM is a dynamic decision-making process
enabling to meet the business strategy (Cooper et al, 1999). Likewise, Levine (2005) describes project
portfolio management as a set of business practices that brings the world of projects into tight
integration with other business operations. PMI (2003) regards portfolio management refers to the
selection and support of projects or programmes investments. These investments in projects and
programmes are guided by the organisation’s strategic plan and available resources.
In a comprehensive practice-oriented guide to the world of PPM, Rajegopal et al (2007) describe
the following benefits of PPM, inter alia, better co-ordination between different departments in an
organisation, tighter alignment with organisational objectives, maximised portfolio value with optimal
balance, increased transparency and streamlined decision-making, better resource utilisation. In the
absence of PPM, an organisation risks to find itself in a situation when individual projects are judged on
an individual basis without global vision.
2.2 Project portfolio management and business strategy
The alignment of strategic priorities (strategic fit) has become a central theme in the strategic
management literature, and as the previous section shows, alignment of project portfolio with the
organisation’s business strategy is the most crucial task of PPM. The literature on alignment of the
business strategy and PM is still scant; and most studies connect the project management to the business
strategy through project selection, and perceive this link as part of the alignment process (Cooper et al,
1998; Englund and Graham, 1999). Despite this straightforward view, this link is often elusive. Cooper
et al (1998) stated that there is often no link between strategy and project selection. Despite clear
business and strategies, the spending on projects does not often reflect the stated strategy and priorities.
Similarly, Deloitte Consulting found that only 23 percent of nearly 150 global executives considered
their project portfolios completely aligned with the core business strategy (McIntyre, 2006).
These examples vividly show that the issue of alignment is more complex as it may seem at first
sight.
It is only recently that the alignment of project management and business strategy has become an
object of thorough scholarly examination (Artto and Dietrich, 2004; Jamieson and Morris, 2004;
Anderson and Merna, 2003). For instance, Srivannaboon and Milosevic (2004) designed a theoretical
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framework using mediating processes that a company develops as mechanisms to ensure proper
alignment.
The literature suggested that strategic priorities at the functional level be aligned with the support
business-unit-level strategies (Joshi et al, 2003). These business units are R&D, production, human
resources, information technology, etc. Surprisingly, project management is rarely seen as a functional
strategy, and yet the projects are basic building blocs of organisational strategy in many companies
(Cleland, 1999; Srivannaboon and Milosevic, 2006).
Srivannaboon and Milosevic (2006) understand the alignment between the business strategy and
project management as the degree to which priorities of the organisation’s project management are
compatible with priorities of its business strategy. However, as the authors observe, to date, the extant
body of literature does not explicitly talk about the relationship between business strategy and project
management in a cohesive and comprehensive way.
Scholars have conducted a number of empirical studies taking the strategic fit under the magnifying
lens. Scholten et al (2010) analyse difference in strategic alignment between the project manager and
other executives working on the project. Existence or perception of the gap between project managers
and senior executives is quantitatively confirmed; and it is shown that this gap (strategic misalignment)
negatively influences the rate of project success.
The need for further research on the strategic alignment between strategy and project management
stems from the current business realities when projects are often chosen as vehicles of implementation
of the business strategy (Morris and Jamieson, 2004). Misalignment between the business strategy and
project strategy may lead to the organisation’s inability to grasp new market opportunities and sustain
competitive pressures.
2.3 Project portfolio management: implementation and organisation
When introduced, PPM entails substantial changes in the way an organisation is run. Firstly, PPM
is unthinkable without commitment and devotion of all members of the organisation, and specifically, its
senior executives. In fact, PMI’s (2006) The Standard for Portfolio Management devotes a section to the
link between PPM and organisation. Specifically, it describes roles of all actors involved in PPM –
executive managers, sponsors, portfolio managers, programme managers, project managers, etc. These
descriptions, however, are very generic and do not provide insights in how such system can function in
practice.
Yelin (2001) argues that the role of executives in the PPM processes is one of the determinants of
PPM success. And firstly, it is crucial to start with a clear organisational structure of PPM. Within this
structure all roles, accountabilities, sources of information and other elements are clearly defined.
Makleff (2005) enlists several best practices related to the implementation of PPM. The author
specifically recommends starting at the top with senior management buy-in. Awareness among top
managers should be created that PPM is a structured way to do more with fewer resources. Support
should be obtained and consensus should be built. Further, Makleff (2005) argues that the
implementation of PPM practices comes with change in the organisation. Because each organisation is
different in terms of its maturity level and the ability to manage change, a planned phased approach
should be used to implement PPM.

3 Data and Methodology
3.1 Research design
We conducted a holistic, multiple case study with data from five companies based in The
Netherlands. A company is either multinational or domestic, and it has a certain system of PPM
(immature, developed or advanced) in place and is engaged in execution of (internal and external)
projects. Hence, our unit of analysis is the company per se. We randomly selected several companies
that show interest in advancement of their PPMs. Selection of companies for case studies is meant to
ensure sectoral diversity and representativeness.
Data was collected from March 2010 to May 2010 through five semi-structured interviews. Project
participants were portfolio managers, either formally appointed or being actually in charge of PPM (not
necessarily formally called ‘portfolio manager’). Each semi-structured interview lasted 1.5 hour on
average.
On average, all respondents participated in up to 50 projects in various capacities; and many of
them hold professional project management certification. They had been active in their professions for 5
years, and had been employed at their companies for 10 years. They were both males and females,
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however for the reasons of confidentiality the present report refers to all of them as ‘he’. The same holds
for all stakeholders mentioned in the empirical analysis.
3.2 Cases description
Five cases studies are included in this paper. Below is their brief description.
Company A is a financial institution offering banking, insurance and asset management services.
Company B is a landline and mobile telecommunications provider, including both 2G and 3G
mobile operations.
Company C is a part of a large multinational electronics producer, one of the largest electronics
companies in the world; it is responsible for the research and generation of new technologies.
Company D is a locomotive and rolling stock maintenance and repair company offering services to
the Dutch national railways company.
Company E is privately-owned firm that sells equipment and software for climate and process
control.
The companies differ in terms of their PPM (Table 1). To start with, they all belong to different
industrial sectors – electronics, financial services, infrastructure, telecom, climate control solutions.
Considering the amount of projects in their portfolios, the figure ranges from 50 to 380 per annum. As
for the number of project managers, this range is even wider – from 10 to 440. This difference is
explained by the fact that in several companies (B, D, E) the same manager is responsible for several
projects. In Company C the number of potential project managers exceeds the amount of actual
on-going projects; and in Company A the number of project managers strictly corresponds to the number
of on-going projects. Projects typically last from 9 months up to 3 years; and their typical budget is from
€ 300 000 up to 8 million. Similarly, project teams vary – from 2 fte to 150 people.
In order to assess the role of project portfolio in the overall company’s business, respondents were
asked to provide its share, or its total value (for the reasons of confidentiality). In absolute numbers,
portfolio size ranged from € 10 to 220 million; and in relative numbers – from around 50% up to 100%.
In the latter case – Company C – all business activity is done in the project environment. In this
company, PPM was introduced the 1990s, while in some other companies, PPM is only 2-3 years old.
Case A
Industrial sector
Number of project
per year
Number of project
managers
Typical
duration

project

Typical
project
budget, €
Typical size of
a project team
Typical type of
projects
Total
value
of
project portfolio /
portfolio share in
total business
PPM established in

Table 1 Cases Overview
Case B
Case C

Case D

Case E
Climate
control
solutions

Banking

Telecom

High-tech
electronics

Infrastructure

180

250

380

50

60

180

130

340

35

10

9 months

9 months
(2 months
to 2 years)

3 years

1.5 years (6
months
to 3 years)

1 year

300 000 up to
15 mln

5 mln

450 000

8 mln

600 000

5-150

20 fte

2 fte

3-4 fte (up to
40 people)

5-10

Banking

IT

Research

Maintenance

Research

n.a.

€ 220 mln
CAPEX

100%

Around 50%

€ 10 mln

Basis existed
for 12 years;
but formally
set up in 2009

Several years
ago

The 1990s

3 years ago

2 years ago

4 Empirics
4.1 What is project portfolio management
Overall, all respondents shared the broad understanding of a project portfolio as a collection of all
projects sharing common resources, and PPM as a means to manage this collection. However, specific
understanding of PPM mission varied considerably.
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Company A: PPM as a tool ‘to manage the change’. The word ‘change’ points to a set of initiatives
the company needs in order to adapt itself to the changing environment. PPM was introduced to arrange
projects related to organisational restructuring (merger of two organisations). The primary motive was to
be able to manage the complex interactions between projects.
Company B: PPM as a tool to ensure the overview of all on-going IT projects and lay down the
foundations of sound project management. The main primary motive was to ensure that ‘we are doing
projects right’.
Company C: PPM as a tool to manage ‘multi-stakeholder environment’. Many parties are involved
in projects with diverse (conflicting) interests and PPM enables to reconcile these interests. PPM allows
to ‘to align, compromise and balance’.
Company D: PPM as a tool to systematise existing projects and improve selection mechanism.
Hence, the primary motive is to ensure ‘we are doing the right projects’.
Company E: PPM’s mission is to implement the corporate strategy, by project prioritisation /
selection, optimum planning of budget and resources and managing / monitoring.
The specific definitions of PPM were determined by initial conditions of PPM implementation and
problems to which the PPM was seen as a solution. As a first observation, it strikes that the way that
companies look to their portfolio management are all different. Most striking is the difference between
the fact that PPM is applied for assuring that right projects are done versus the fact that the projects are
done in the right way.
4.2 Organisational complexity and growth of projects
The main problem leading to PPM, as stated by most respondents, was the growing amount and
complexity of projects. Systems that existed before formal PPM were not effective, lacked strategic
priorities, not aligned with business strategies, and even chaotic. Companies faced ‘piles of projects’.
For example, Company D lacked any systemic selection mechanism to assess project proposals. It
seemed that functional division managers initiated projects as soon as they felt ‘an itch on their back’
and ‘initiatives grew as mushrooms after a rain shower’, as stated by the interviewee.
This lack of overview and prioritisation led to frustration and irritation on various levels (from
project leaders up to senior officers). Moreover, many projects had overlapping goals and deliverables
(as in Company D), the scope of projects was not well developed and it led to huge delays (as in
Company E).
Because all these projects relied on the same resources, the situation led to inefficient use of
resources and, as in Company E, to almost weekly ‘emergency meetings’ in which priorities had to be
defined for the coming days.
Company A had some elements of PPM on local levels (within particular divisions), for around 12
years before introduction of formal PPM. These elements were embraced in programme management,
which was known as ‘multi-project management’. In only one organisation – Company C – PPM existed
for quite a long time; it was introduced more than a decade ago. As a matter of fact, the company was
dealing with multi-project management issues far before that time, but only recently it adopted the name
PPM. Even in this case, the company leadership felt a need to improve PPM processes. This new
programme aims to advance its IT system.
4.3 Doing projects right
Strictly speaking, enhancement of project management practices per se is not the real aim of PPM,
as the ‘Literature Review’ section has demonstrated. Nevertheless, almost all companies highlighted the
role of improved transparency and better overview of all on-going projects, or getting a grip on the
status of projects. This intention to improve transparency called for greater uniformity in the way
projects are organised. Achieving greater uniformity is meant to improve the project management
governance, i.e. ‘doing the projects right’.
Several companies underscored this project management governance as main issue in deploying
PPM. For example, as the portfolio manager of Company B stated, “We struggled with projects that
were not uniform, and we wanted an overview, and therefore we wanted uniformity”. Likewise, the
primary intention to introduce PPM in Company E was to bring uniformity in different projects, to
create a generic technological platform. Otherwise, due to the variety in products and corresponding
technologies, if R&D projects are executed in complete separation from each other, synergies are not
explored and it leads overall to very poor results.
Company B introduced formalised project management processes first, organised in three groups.
The respondent stressed that having these 14 processes in place, effectively applied to all projects is a
precondition for PPM. These 14 processes are clustered in three groups. Group 1 includes financial
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management, status reporting, financial review, policy & standards. Group 2 includes resource
management, planning, risk tracking, issue tracking, procurement management, communication,
knowledge management. Group 3 is made of document management, requirements & change tracking,
general support & advice.
Company D struggled with delayed projects, exceeding the original schedules. The first step by the
newly appointed portfolio manager was to make projects smaller, specify their scope precisely, and to
define more specifically their deliverables and planning. It would lead to a higher rate of project success.
The problem of delayed projects was strongly pronounced in Company E too. It was a general
feeling, and it even could not be verified as the central inventory of all projects did not exist at that
moment. The new portfolio manager started with creating such inventory. All projects were summarised
in a matrix, and their schedules were analysed. It was confirmed that indeed most projects were behind
the schedule. Many projects were exceeding their schedule even by the factor of 3 or 4. Obviously, these
delays led to significant pressure on resources (financial ones in particular). Similar to the situation in
Company D, project scopes were not always clearly defined. Even if scope was precisely defined, risk
of scope change midway was still present. The new portfolio manager has ensured project management
discipline. Project scopes have become clear and precise; and scope change is now strongly discouraged.
The share of projects executed according to the respective initial schedule has increased considerably.
These developments were conceived as a positive outcome of PPM introduction. The portfolio
manager stressed that it should not be seen as a long-lasting success. Managing projects involves
management of the interplay of several interdependent variables. Focus on one variable (e.g. time) may
deliver a ‘quick fix’, but it might come at the expense of other variables in the long run. PPM is meant
to improve transparency and provide a holistic view on all important variables of project management.
4.4 The two-sided nature of PPM: doing projects right vs. doing the right projects
As the cases show, most improvements were made in the direction of ‘doing the projects right’.
Nonetheless, it is essential that PPM addresses the issue of ‘doing the right projects’ too. It can be stated
that the essence of PPM is two-sided (Figure 1):
alignment with the business strategy – doing the right projects (the vertical axis);
increasing project management success – doing projects right (the horizontal axis).
To start with, organisations may find themselves in different starting positions. In many cases a
certain degree of strategic alignment was already identified at the starting point (high for Companies A
and B, lower for Companies D and E). Yet, all these organisations struggled with problems of ‘doing
projects right’. Therefore, the initial steps in PPM implementations were along the horizontal line of
increasing project management success. Naturally, the magnitude of these steps differed due to a variety
of reasons within each individual organisation. In Company B, the first effort did not deliver the results
it aimed at, and hence ‘a second launch’ of PPM was initiated later.
Initiative at improving project management basics was deemed as successful in Company E. It
inspired its leadership for a second step – tighter alignment between projects and strategy; and the
company has been rather successful here too. Likewise, in Company D, that has already achieved results
in its movement along the horizontal axis, would like to enhance its strategic alignment and move along
the vertical axis. However, at this stage its success has been moderate.
Company C is a special case. The company has experience dealing with PPM for more than a
decade, and PPM covers all its business activities. It is perfectly aligned with its business strategy and
project management processes are very mature. Recently, an initiative was formulated to further
improve its project management basics by adopting a sophisticated IT system.
These developments are visualised in Figure 1, where starting positions are indicated in white, and
the achieved results – in grey, transition states are marked in light grey.
Organisations may focus their efforts initially on either one of these axes. As the cases show, all
companies started their transition towards PPM from improvement of project management foundations
(‘doing projects right’). The next step, however, should be advancement along the other axis. Example
of Company E is illustrative in this respect.
4.5 Doing the right projects strategy alignment and commitment of senior executives
In terms of ‘doing the right projects’, PPMs of all companies have certain links to respective
business strategies. Yet, the ‘strength’ of this link varies greatly.
In Company A, PPM is related to the Strategy Book, but in a broad sense, PPM is not meant to
translate strategy into projects. Its objective is to manage interactions between all change initiatives
within the company.
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Doing projects right – increase project management success
Figure 1

Two Sided Nature of Project Portfolio Management

In Company E, the alignment between PPM and strategy was strongly emphasised by the portfolio
manager in the course of the interview. For example, if, according to the business strategy, the company
plans to establish its presence on a new foreign market, all the necessary information is collected and
transferred to the project management office (PMO). In its turn, PMO initiates a project aimed at
achieving this specific objective. PMO itself is positioned within the Strategy & Business Development
department. Senior executives are involved in the strategy process and decide on the business roadmaps
for the business segments. Since April 2010 they also act as decision-makers for project execution and
receive monthly progress reports.
Company C, the research division of a large electronics manufacturing company, closely aligns all
its research projects with the business lines of its mother company. In other words, it is meant that
results of research projects would be applied in products of the company’s main business lines. PPM is a
well-established standard that all senior executives in the mother company are aware of. Senior
executives responsible for the main business areas are intimately involved in PPM at Company C. The
Board allows projects aimed at exploration of new business opportunities or technological areas too (not
necessarily directly related to the strategy).
In other companies, the intention to relate PPM to strategy was pronounced, but was not always
fully realised (e.g. company D). As it could be seen, the critical factors for this alignment were the
beliefs and commitment of senior executives. Portfolio managers in companies with the weakest
alignment between PPM and strategy faced scepticism and even resistance of senior executives. This
tension was strongly pronounced in Company D, where one of the senior executives openly stated ‘I do
not believe in projects’. Likewise, in Company B some senior executives, and specifically the strategy
director, do not yet share belief in PPM as a tool to implement strategy. This is probably due to the fact
that presently PPM in this company embraces only IT projects. Secondly, some top managers do not
share belief in project management as an efficient business tool. They do not see the added value of such
a tool or department in the key-decision making process.
Overall, senior executives have been involved in the implementation of PPM to various extents. In
most analysed cases, the implementation of PPM was spearheaded by a portfolio manager. In one case
by the head of a project management office (who subsequently became responsible for PPM).
4.6 Share of projects in all business operations
Commitment and dedication of senior executives is often interrelated with the share of projects to
the total business (in other words, the balance between projects and activities performed on a functional
basis). The case studies provide a basis for identification of three distinctive models (Figure).
Model 1: Partial Overlap. PPM covers business operations only partially. Most activities are done
functionally; and specific tasks are executed as projects. For example, in Company D machinery
maintenance is a routine operation and it is done functionally. However, overhaul of the entire
maintenance system or maintenance of a unique and complex vehicle with addition of innovative
features can be done organised in projects.
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Model 2: Sectoral Overlap. PPM covers only a specific business sector/area (e.g. IT). All activities
in this sector are done in projects. Activities in all other areas are performed on a functional basis: either
they cannot be done in projects (e.g. sales), or they there is no political will to adopt project
management for them. In Company B, all IT is done in projects; most other operations are performed
functionally. In Company E, all research is done in projects, and other activities are executed on a
functional basis.
Model 3: Complete Overlap. PPM fully covers all business operations; it can be described as
‘projectification of an organisation’. This is clearly the case of Company C, where absolutely all
activities are done in projects; and functional work virtually does not exist. In this company we found
PPM as a natural way of working, whereas the other companies characterised by Model 1 or 2 had more
difficulties in bridging the gap between daily routines and processes versus projects.
These are not static pictures. Over time companies may move from one model to another.
Companies starting from Model 1 or 2 tend to move towards Model 3. For example, portfolio manager
in Company E explicitly stated the intention to extend PPM from the current research projects to a larger
share of all business operations. Likewise, the intention in Company A was to extend PPM from the
current IT and change management projects to a larger segment of business operations.
PPM =
Area A

PPM
All
business
Model 1
Figure 2

Area B

Area
Area D
Model 2

C

PPM
=
All business
operations
Model 3

Three Models of Interrelations Between PPM and All Business Operations

4.7 Trigger to implement PPM
The above analysis demonstrated main reasons and motivation to introduce formal PPM. As the
case studies show, in the absence of PPM, organisations face problems organising and managing their
projects. Frustration and irritation accumulate as a snowball, and quite often, a decision to introduce
PPM is related to an event triggering it.
Most clearly it was seen in Company A. Decision to merge with another financial institution
required a rigorous transformation of the company, leading to a large amount of change initiatives. To
achieve this, an integration programme was designed and launched. It became an umbrella for all
projects aimed at the harmonisation of two organisations’ operations. This programme became a
prototype of PPM. Later on, the manager of this integration programme became the manager of all the
change projects within Company A, or effectively a portfolio manager. From that point in time PPM was
applied to all projects. Similarly, corporate reorganisation, although on a smaller scale, was a trigger in
Company E.
In Company C, the decision to further improve its project governance and to introduce PPM (back
in the 1990s) was connected to the organisational changes in its mother company and increasing
competition in and commercialisation of applied research. Back in the 1980s, all research was organised
in in functional department. At that time, researchers enjoyed more scientific freedom, and could
explore new things, what their managers considered as interesting and/or promising. The parent
company itself had a very broad range of businesses. Therefore, outcomes of these research initiatives
could be easily applied in new products. The business situation changed drastically in the 1990s. The
market became more competitive and the mother company decided to focus on three business areas.
Company C became positioned closer to the business lines of the parent company, which started to pay
directly for research activities. In this period, it was decided to use project management as the main tool
to manage research activities. Along with that, portfolio management was introduced. After 2000, the
mother company started to focus on three business areas, which they called programmes; and it had
direct implications for Company C that had to focus their research activities too. The number of
programmes was reduced from 8 to 3. In Companies B and D, the decision to introduce PPM was
related to arrival of new senior executives who advocated PPM.
The cases show that mostly there need to be an event triggering implementation of PPM, either
major (corporate reorganisation) or minor (arrival of a new enthusiastic executive sharing commitment
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to project management).
4.8 Facilitation of transition to PPM
An organisation can rely on its own competences and capabilities for transition towards PPM.
Alternatively, it might consider support of a specialised consultancy company facilitating this transition.
Out of five cases, only Company B relied on such consulting support. Firstly, a sophisticated IT
system was introduced in the 2007. The IT system as such was working properly, but the company
encountered several problems. It appeared that the information that project managers should deliver to
the system was difficult to understand for them, and specific forms and the system in general were not
user-friendly. Looking back, the (IT) organisation was not really ready for PPM. Management attention
and discipline in enforcing a uniform process and tools was missing. In this way, introduction of this
system can be characterised as a loss, but a valuable lesson learned in the approach of implementing
such systems.
In 2010 a transition towards another IT system (Project management and Portfolio management)
started; a new effort has been undertaken by starting top-down. Transition to new processes was
facilitated by a renowned consultancy firm.
It might be concluded that a company should have a clear vision and definition of a desired PPM
before addressing to a consultancy company. The first attempt was unsuccessful because the
requirements and expectations did not match the need of the project managers. The second attempt is
expected to be more successful.

5 Analysis
As for the starting point, the problem, the main motivation to introduce PPM is generic for most
companies: (a) to reduce complexity, (b) to improve project management basics and increase the project
success rate, (c) to obtain a better overview of all on-going projects, (d) to ensure tighter alignment with
the strategy. These findings are broadly consistent with the body of literature outlined in Section 2.
A general observation is that only some organisations manage to introduce the right PPM system. It
is often seen that organisations do not set clear goals and measurable targets for introduction of PPM.
Without such clear objectives, successful deployment of PPM might be a futile undertaking. Further,
organisations might have wrong vision and expectation of PPM. They might consider PPM only as a
tool of monitoring the status of on-going projects, not as a strategic approach to managing multi-project
environments.
On the basis of our observations regarding the need to implement PPM, a conceptual PPM
Saturation Model is developed. The model represents the relationship between two variables –
‘projectification’ of an organisation measured by the amount of projects in an organisation (or the share
of project-based activities to the share of functional activities) and organisational project complexity.
This relationship is visualised in Figure 3, with the variables positioned, respectively, on a vertical axis
and a horizontal axis.
The curve is concave at its base, meaning that increase in the number of projects at a starting point
increases organisational project complexity only slightly. On the other extreme it is convex, entailing
that every extra project bring much more organisational project complexity.
Three sectors can be identified on the plot. The left extreme (low number of projects, low
organisational complexity) depicts a situation when there no need to implement and use PPM. A project
portfolio is very small, as organisation might have only a couple of on-going projects, not necessarily
serving its business strategy. Such situation is typically present in small- and medium-sized enterprises.
These projects may be managed on an ad-hoc, decentralised basis. Efforts of and investments in
establishment of PPM are unlikely to pay off. Even more so, implementation of PPM might even
increase organisational project complexity.
The right extreme (high number of projects, high organisational complexity) represents an
organisation, where PPM is already established and well-positioned in the corporate decision-making
mechanisms. PPM is perceived as a natural process, ‘like breathing’, in an organisation. There might be
some initiative aimed at improvement of certain elements of PPM, but the basis remains stable. Decision
on introducing PPM is not a strategic issue; it is in place simply due to the fact that projects are running.
The situation in the middle of the plot is at the focus of our analysis. It is typical for many organisations
– possessing a medium share of projects and being at the medium level of organisational project
complexity.

‘Projectification’ – number of projects,
percentage to all business
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No need to
have PPM

PPM tailored to the
organisation’s specific needs

PPM as
a
natural
process

Organisational project complexity
Figure 2

PPM Saturation Model

Among our case studies, only Company C is clearly at the right extreme – PPM was established a
decade ago and all business activity is done in project-based environment. Other four companies are
based in the middle area.
The challenge is to recognise the need for transition to PPM in a right moment. The point is
different for each specific organisation. If PPM is introduced far before this point, investments are
unlikely to pay off, PPM might create excessive bureaucracy and cause strong resistance. In contrast, if
PPM is introduced a long way after the point A an organisation would continuing facing project
management-related problems for some time – functioning without PPM when it is highly necessary.
Common problems serving as an indication for an urgent need to implement PPM are explosive growth
of projects, lack of overview, ‘emergency meetings’ on the status of projects, growing frustration and
irritation among project managers, and so on. It was clearly observed in all companies (except Company
C), yet to different extents. In all the companies PPM was introduced rather reactively, in response to
growing problems, not pro-actively, in anticipation of problems.
It should be noted that this model is an analytical tool, rather than a model built upon rigorous
statistical techniques. The model serves at a first attempt to determine the optimal period for
introduction of PPM.
The question of when, under which circumstances and how PPM should be introduced is largely
under-researched in the extant body of literature. PPM is usually treated as given or presented from a
normative perspective – as ‘how PPM should look like’.

6 Conclusions
The research highlighted vast differences in view on and application of PPM in practice. These
differences most vividly manifested themselves in terms of alignment between organisations’ strategies
and their project portfolios, and strategic support of senior executives. Organisational positioning of
portfolio managers and project management offices differed substantially across the companies. Yet,
despite the differences, the main reasons for implementing PPM was common – to deal with
organisational project complexity by achieving better uniformity. Likewise, all cases had certain system
of decision criteria and regular reviews, focus on doing the right projects and certain methodology and
supporting IT system in place. Further, administration and bureaucracy induced by the new PPM were
cited as a common challenge.
As it turns out, most companies are rather satisfied with their PPM, although most of them see
some potential for improvement. ‘When is PPM successful and when is not?’ is quite a speculative
question and deserves a thorough investigation. However, as the portfolio managers of Company D and
E stated, PPM is successful when ‘you can kill a project’ (explicitly meant, using precise and objective
criteria and processes). Strange as it may seem, the answer unveils the essence of PPM – to ensure that
an organisation is doing the right projects right, and the wrong projects wrongly executed can be
effectively eliminated from a project portfolio.
The nature of the methodology employed in this study, namely case-studies, has its own natural
limitations. Generalisation of results is made to theory-building and not to all organisations. The results
can only be generalised to organisations being in a similar context or situation as the organisations used
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in the case-studies.
The empirical evidence collected in the case studies is broadly consistent with the literature and
supports its main tenets. Still, the extant body of literature on PPM insufficiently addresses several
issues, for examples the initial introduction of PPM and interplay between ‘projectification’ and
organisational project complexity, the need for uniformity and imposition of reporting and reviewing
procedures on project managers. This study contributes to the extant body of literature by directly
addressing them.
The study is rich in its managerial implications. Firstly, PPM should be introduced pro-actively, in
anticipation of growing organisational project complexity, not when it is already late. In doing so,
strategic commitment of senior executives should be secured. An organisation should know exactly what
it wants to achieve before embarking on a transition towards PPM. If a vision of an expected PPM is not
present, actually developed PPM is unlike to deliver solutions to the problems of organisation project
complexity. In introducing PPM, organisations should keep in mind that PPM entails a change in the
way projects are managed and organised, and IT systems plays only a supportive role, but does not
equate to PPM.
The present research project represents a first step in a more thorough and representative research,
including a quantitative survey among portfolio managers. Future research should take into account a
multi-stakeholder perspective, and involve several corporate layers (e.g. senior executives, portfolio
manager, project managers). Since many challenges faced by PPM are interrelated with motivations and
behaviours of either top executives or project management, it is advisable to take their understanding
into consideration. An interesting direction of further research would be empirical examination of the
conceptual PPM Saturation Model introduced in the previous section of this report.
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Abstract On the basis of deeply investigating the core competitiveness of enterprise, the evaluation
indicators system for core competitiveness of airlines determined by combination Delphi method in
System Engineer and Principal Components Analysis while the weight to each evaluation indicator
determined by means of Analytic Hierarchy Process to, the model of evaluation of core competitiveness
of airlines based on Gray Theory is established and, through empirical research on the instance of China
Eastern Airlines, the effectiveness of the above model is testified.
Key words Airlines; Core competitiveness; Analytic Hierarchy Process; Gray theory

1 Introduction
With globalization of world economy and the acceleration of Traffic Rights’ openness process, the
China’s airlines are facing enormous challenges. Therefore, how to obtain the long-term stable strength
in competition has become the problem which requires to be urgently investigated and solved for all
airlines. And it’s believed that the solution lies in the enhancement the core competitiveness of
enterprises. C.K. Prahalad and Garry Hamel point out that core competitiveness is the cumulated
knowledge in organization, especially the knowledge about how to coordinate different production skills
and integrate the knowledge of all schools organically. It is impossible to direct enterprises to nourish
and improve core competitiveness unless enterprises are provided objective and thorough evaluations[1].
Due to the significance of evaluation on enterprises’ core competitiveness, investigations conducted by
scholars home and abroad are gradually becoming empirical orientation rather than theoretical.
Currently, Evaluation methods of core competitiveness can be divided into four categories:
non-quantitative analysis, semi-quantitative analysis, quantitative analysis and combination of
semi-quantitative and quantitative analysis[2]. Qualitative analysis of the evaluation of ethnic culture
tourism resources in Wuling mountain area of China was conducted by Ouyang Danni[3].
Semi-quantitative analysis of side slope stability was introduced by Peng Guangyao who utilized the
instance of a side slope in Nanjing[4]. Calculation of patents was used by Patel to measure core
competitiveness of enterprises[5]. the component-structure method of combination of semi-quantitative
analysis and quantitative analysis was exploited by Henderson to accomplish the evaluation of
indicators after component ability and structure ability indicators are constructed respectively[6]. As for
this article, on account of the most factors which influences core competitiveness being ambiguous and
gray, the method first adopted is combination of Delphi method and Principal Components Analysis to
determine the evaluation indicators system for core competitiveness of airlines while the one second
adopted is Analytic Hierarchy Process which is utilized to determine the weight to each evaluation
indicator, so that, based on Gray Theory, the model of evaluation for core competitiveness of enterprises
can be established, which, furthermore, uses airlines industry as research target to evaluate and testify
the model, aiming to offer an effective approach to evaluate the core competitiveness of enterprises.

2 Evaluation Indicators System for Core Competitiveness of Airlines
Indicators system is the benchmark of core competitiveness. Thus, only by scientific and complete
indicators system can evaluations for core competitiveness be obtained objectively and correctly; only
adopting feasible and exercisable indicators can quantitative results be possessed; moreover, only after
the comparably quantitative results are owned can it be possible to effectively support the correct
decisions of enterprises[7]. Therefore, scientificity, systematicness, comparableness and practicability
should be complied when the indicators system is established. Besides, the principle of integration of
dynamic and static methods should be followed simultaneously.
According to the above principles while on the basis of a plenty of references, airlines’ core
competitiveness indicators system is ascertained as follows:
(1) Human Resource, including the following four indicators: employee education level, average
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employee training expenses per year, employee profession composition and employee loyalty.
(2) Technology level, including the following six indicators: technology innovation ability,
information technology utilization ratio, information technology investment growth rate, safe operation
technique, aircraft repair technique and transport technique support.
(3) Marketing ability, including the following seven indicators: market share, navigable cities and
airports, brand value, market response ability, market expansion ability, enterprise social image and
consumer loyalty.
(4) Management ability, including the following four indicators: strategic planning and decision
ability, strategy implement and control ability, organization structure reasonableness and management
ability of core qualified personnel.
(5) Operation performance, including the following fourteen indicators: daily aircrafts utilization
ratio, human-computer ratio, load factor, transport total turnover, occupation rate, prime operating
revenue, net profit, average growth rate of prime operating revenue in latest three years, average growth
rate of net profit in latest three years, assets and liabilities ratio, net asset, net asset profit ratio, total
asset profit ratio and allover labor productivity.
(6) Enterprise culture, including the following ten indicators: members identity, team significance,
concern for human, unit identity and control, risk tolerance degree, remuneration standard, conflict
tolerance degree, approach-result tendency and system openness.
(7) Service level, including the following four indicators: airlines' on-time arrival rate, passenger
cabin service level, aircraft hardware facilities and land services level.
On the basis of initial indicators system, Principal Components Analysis is adopted to analyze
indicators in each hierarchy in order to extract primary indicators, which eventually determines the
evaluation indicators system for the core competitiveness of airlines. Display as table 1.
Table 1

Evaluation Indicators System for the Core Competitiveness of Airlines
First
level
Second level Indicators
First level Indicators Second level Indicators
Indicators

Human

Resource

U1

Technology
ability V21
level

U2

V51

Employee
profession
composition V12
employee loyalty V13

Technology

daily aircrafts utilization ratio

employee education level
V11

innovation

human-computer ratio V52
Operation
performance U5

ability

U3

aircraft repair technique
V23

average growth rate of prime
operating revenue in latest
in latest three years V56

navigable cities and airports
V32

members identity V61
team significance V62
Enterprise culture
U6

market response ability V33

strategic planning
decision ability V41
U4

transport total turnover V54
occupation rate V55

and

organization
structure
reasonableness V42
management ability of core
qualified personnel V43

concern for human V63
unit identity V64
control
V65

consumer loyalty V34

Management ability

V53

information
technology
investment growth rate V22

transport technique support
V24
market share V31
Marketing

load factor

passenger cabin service level
V71
Service level U7

aircraft hardware facilities V72
land services level V73
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3 Evaluations for Core Competitiveness of Enterprises Based on Gray Theory
3.1 Gray evaluation
Gray Evaluation approach evolved from Grey Theory, which was proposed by the China’s notable
scholar Deng Julong in 1982 and used as a kind of fresh method to investigate small amount of data and
poor information uncertain problems.
According to the evaluation indicators system in Table 1, U is assumed to represent first level
indicators set of Ui, noting as U = {U1 ,U 2 ,L,U m } ; Vi = ( i = 1, 2,L m ) ； represents second level indicators
set, noting as Vi = {Vi1 ,Vi 2 ,L,Vin } ( j = 1, 2,L, ni ) . Therefore, the concrete steps of Gray Evaluation are as
i

follows:
(1) Design grade standards for evaluation indicators
(2) Determine the weight of indicators Ui and Vij: first level indicators’ weight vector A = ( a1 , a2 ,L, ai ) ,
where ai ≥ 0, ∑ ai = 1 ; And second level indicators’ weight vector
i =1

wi = ( wi1 , wi 2 ,L, wij ) where

wij ≥ 0, ∑ wij = 1 .
j −1

(3) Calculate evaluation sample matrix. Assume there are q valuators, thus
d112
L d11q
⎤
⎡d111
⎥
⎢
L
L L
⎥
⎢L
⎥
⎢d
d
d
L
2 n1 2
2 n1q
⎥
⎢ 1n11
⎥
⎢d 211
d 212
L d 21q
⎥
⎢
L L L
⎥
⎢L
D=⎢
⎥
d
d
d
2 n2 2
2 n2 q
⎥
⎢ 2 n2 1
⎥
⎢L
L L L
⎥
⎢
d m12
L d m1q ⎥
⎢d m11
⎥
⎢
L L L
⎥
⎢L
⎥
⎢d mn 1
d
L
d
mn
2
mn
q
m
m ⎦
⎣ m

(4) Determine evaluation Gray Scale and calculate coefficients of Gray Evaluation
Assume sequence number of evaluation Gray Scale is e ( e = 1, 2,L g ) ; define weighted functions as
fe; Gray Evaluation coefficient of evaluation indicator Vij which is belong to the position of e in the
evaluation Gray Scale, noting as Xije;
X ije = ∑ f e (dijq ), q ∈ [1, p ]
(1)
The total Gray Evaluation numbers belonging to each evaluation Gray Scale are noted as Xij,
X ij = ∑ X ije , e ∈ [1, g ]
(2)
Therefore
(5) Calculate Gray Evaluation weight vectors
Gray Evaluation weight of the e th Gray Scale which is claimed by evaluation indicators Vij, noting
as rjie
rij = ( rij1 , rij 2 , ∧, rijg ) ,

rije =

X ije

(3)

xij

Each Gray Scale evaluation weight vector of evaluation indicators Vij are noted as rij; After
integrating every Gray Scale evaluation weight vector of evaluation indicators Vij which is belonged to
the second evaluation indicator Vi , we get its Gray Scale evaluation weight Ri

⎡ri1 ⎤ ⎡ri11
⎢r ⎥ ⎢r
i 21
Ri = ⎢ i 2 ⎥ = ⎢⎢
⎢M ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎣rin ⎦ ⎢⎣rin1

ri12

∧

ri 22

∧
M

rin 2

∧

(6) Conduct an integrated evaluation for Vi. The result is Bi
Bi = Ai × Ri = (bi1 , bi 2 ,∧, big )

ri1g ⎤
⎥
ri 2 g ⎥
⎥
⎥
ring ⎥⎦
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(7) After the integrated evaluation for U, calculate the Gray Evaluation weight matrix B of each
evaluation Gray Scale corresponding to indicators Ui which belongs to U .
⎡ B1 ⎤ ⎡b11
⎢ ⎥ ⎢b
B
⎢ 21
B=⎢ 2⎥=⎢
⎢M ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎣⎢ Bm ⎦⎥ ⎢⎣bm1

b12
b22
M
bm 2

b1g ⎤
⎥
b2 g ⎥
⎥
⎥
bmg ⎥⎦

Evaluate U integrally and note the results as F, thus
⎡ A1 × R1 ⎤
⎢
⎥
A × R2 ⎥
F = A × Bi = A × ⎢ 2
= ( f1 , f 2 ,∧, f g )
⎢ M ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣⎢ Am × Rm ⎦⎥

(8) Provide the integrated evaluation of evaluated object as well as conclusion.

Z = F × CT
The integrated evaluation of evaluated object is Z , Gray Scale equivalent vector is C.
3.2 Re-obtain weights based on AHP
Analytic Hierarchy Process (“AHP” for short) was first proposed by the notable operational
researcher T.L.Satty in 1970s which was a multi-targets and multi-norms decision analysis method. [8]
The basic idea of AHP is that through dividing an intricate engineer problem into its constituted factors
and grouping these factors by dominance relationship, the Order Increased Hierarchy Structure can be
built so that the relative significance of each factor in each hierarchy can be determined by comparison
between any two of them. And then it generates judgment matrix through Nine Scales Method to
calculate the weight of each factor while testifies the reasonableness of the consistence of judgment
matrix so that the entire sequencing of relative significance of decision factors is determined.
The basic steps to obtain weights of attributes by AHP are as follows:
Construct the judgment matrix of indicators’ weights.
Calculate coefficients of indicators’ weights.
Calculate the maximum eigenvalue of judgment matrix and testify its consistence.

4 The Application of Gray Theory on Evaluation of Core Competitiveness of
Airlines
4.1 Acquisition of evaluation data
According to evaluation indicators system of core competitiveness of airlines, questionnaires that
investigate the core competitiveness were designed for China Eastern Airlines (CEA) and evaluators
were invited to score the above 28 indicators by (5,4,3,2,1) which means (great, good, average, poor,
bad) respectively. As a result, 76 valid questionnaires were obtained and one third of them came from
the employees of CEA while the rest from forum of civil aviation community. Finally, 70 questionnaires
are used as evaluation data through selections.
4.2 Acquisition of each indicator’s weight through AHP
Here, judgment matrix is acquired again according to experts’ re-score for the indicators in Table 1.
Results are as follows:
A = [1,4,0.5,0 .3333,0.2, 1,0.5;0.25 ,1,0.2,0.3 333,0.125, 0.3333,1;2 ,5,1,0.333 3,0.2,3,1;
3,3,3,1,0. 3333,5,5;5 ,8,5,3,1,5 ,5;1,3,0.3 333,0.2,0. 2,1,1;2,1, 1,0.2,0.2, 1,1]
B 1 = [1,3,1;0.3 333,1,0.5; 1,2,1]
B 2 = [1,5,3,1;0 .2,1,0.333 3,0.2;0.33 33,3,1,0.5 ;1,5,2,1]
B 3 = [1,3,4,5;0 .3333,1,3, 3;0.25,0.3 333,1,3;0. 2,0.3333,0 .3333,1]
B 4 = [1,6,4;0.1 429,1,0.2; 0.25,5,1]
B 5 = [1,3,0.2,1 ,1,0.1429; 0.3333,1,0 .3333,1,1, 0.2;5,3,1, 3,3,0.2;1, 1,0.3333,1 ,1,0.2;
1,1,0.3333 ,1,1,0.2;7 ,5,5,5,5,1 ]
B 6 = [1,2,0.5,0 .2,0.3333; 0.5,1,0.33 33,0.2,1;2 ,3,1,0.333 3,4;5,5,3, 1,6;3,1,0. 25,0.1667, 1]
B 7 = [1,3,5;0.3 333,1,2;0. 2,0.5,1]
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Calculate the weights by Analytic Hierarchy Process and results are displayed in Table 2:
Table 2
First Level
Indicators
U1

U

2

U3

U

4

Indicators’ Weight of Core Competitiveness of China Eastern Airlines
Weight Second
Weight First
Weight First
Weight
Level
Level
Level Indicators
Indicators
Indicators
0.0723 V11
0.4434 U 5
0.4013 V51
0.0832

0.0400

0.1167

0.2299

V12

0.1692

V52

0.0635

V13

0.3874

V53

0.2115

V21

0.4011

V54

0.0722

V22

0.0689

V55

0.0722

V23

0.1713

V56

0.4974

V24

0.3587

V61

0.0908

V31

0.5312

V62

0.0751

V32

0.2559

V63

0.2296

V33

0.1385

V64

0.4942

V34

0.0745

V65

0.1104

V41

0.6799

V71

0.6483

V42

0.0704

V72

0.2296

V43

0.2497

V73

0.1220

U6

U7

0.0653

0.0745

4.3 Evaluation results analysis
As the concrete steps of Gray Evaluation are followed, the integrated scores of core
competitiveness of CEA is calculated according to sample matrix and after disposal of normalization,
the integrated score of CEA is 0.6737. Therefore, the core competitiveness of CEA is “good”.
To testify the effectiveness of Gray Evaluation, Analytic Hierarchy Process is simultaneously used
to evaluate the core competitiveness of CEA and the eventual result is 0.5912, which also belongs to
“good”. As a result, the evaluation method based on Gray Theory is feasible.

5 Conclusions
Due to the factors that influence the core competitiveness of enterprises are gray, ambiguous and
hard-to-quantification in most cases, the model based on Gray Theory which is used to evaluate the core
competitiveness of airlines industry is established on the basis of indicators evaluation system of core
competitiveness for airlines industry, and through testification of AHP, the method is proved to be
effective and feasible, demonstrated by the evaluation results.
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Abstract The aim of this study is to identify and examine the critical parts of a pricing process, from
customer’s point of view. A questionnaire used in this study is based on Sense and Respond –method. It
utilizes importance, experiences, gaps, deviations and direction of development, and clarifies the critical
areas of the pricing process. Many development areas where found but focus should be on the most
critical areas, which were related to configurator’s usability: the overall usability and getting products to
a tender.
Key words Pricing process; Critical factor index; Customer satisfaction

1 Introduction
Global markets and increased competition accelerates the need for an efficient process of generating
a quotation and obtain correct information about products and prices.
The Common Configurator Platform (CCP) is the global tendering tool and it serves as the
communication tool between the Front End Sales (FES), Global Marketing Units (GMU), and Source
Locations (factories, service or assembly units). This study focuses on the obtaining of price information
from one of the configurators connected to CCP.
The goal of this study is to identify the critical parts of the pricing process that need further
development in order to meet the needed level of performance. Taken into account the magnitude of
pricing process the actual method used to produce the prices (pricing strategy) was left out of the
scope.

2 Research Method
Research theory is based on a method introduced by Rautiainen and Takala, which is a tool to
measure the quality of service. It measures expectations and experiences of the customer’s in order to
evaluate the performance of the service. The gap between expectations and experiences, direction of
development and importance are calculated. Combined with standard deviations of the expectations and
experiences, the results are used to calculate Critical Factor Index (CFI).
Evaluating the functionality of the processes is the important part of the process mapping and
process management. Evaluating can be done by inner or outer customer of the process. By questioning
these groups, the assessment of the different attributes of the process can be made. In other words, the
quality and performance of the process are evaluated by using certain measurement system. With
gathered numerical data, respondents’ opinions about the importance and performance of the selected
attributes can be measured. From the development point of view, the most important attributes are
those that are considered to be important, but are performing weakly.
In the business process level, performance factors are such as customer satisfaction, flexibility and
efficiency and productivity. In the operative level, for one, indicators are quality, delivery time &
reliability, lead-time and cost
2.1 Tools in the questionnaire
There are several indexes calculated from the results of the questionnaire. These tools are used to get a
more overall interpretation of the results. In the research method used averages and standard deviations
for all the measured attributes are calculated. For direction of development the percentual division
between options is calculated. Standard deviations help to evaluate the validity and reliability of the
results.
Ranta and Takala have developed the Index and the result is Critical Factor Index, CFI. This new
index takes the standard deviation of expectations also into account. New factors in the devisor are
Importance index, which is the average of importance divided by ten, and Gap Index which measures the
gap between expectations and experiences. The attribute get more critical as the Critical Factor Index
descends. (Ranta & Takala 2007:319)
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Figure 3

Critical Factor Index (CFI)

2.1 Planning the questionnaire
First step of the used research method was to create the questionnaire that gathers the customer’s
opinions. Each attribute were evaluated in three different ways: importance, experience and direction of
development compared over the last year. Compared to the method created by Ranta and Takala (2007),
comparison to competitors was not taken into account because respondents did not have realistic
knowledge about the competitors’ processes. Also, the column expectations were changed to importance.
(Ranta & Takala 2007)
As the purpose of this study is to find out critical part of the pricing process (from customers point
of view) it was decided to select the attributes with this in mind. It was also decided to focus on parts of
the process that can be affected and improved..
After discussions and brainstorming sessions with the selected experts of the case company the
attributer for the questionnaire where chosen. Final decisions about the attributes where made with the
Pricing Manager. Attributes were categorized under four main categories: Time, Quality, Usability, and
Customer service. Finally, 21 attributes covering all the main categories were selected into the
questionnaire.
Time
• Getting prices for products from the configurator
• Getting prices for products that are not in the configurator
• Getting additional information regarding the product
Quality
• Quality/reliability of the configurator (FI DA products)
• Quality of the product information in the configurator
• Quality of the price information in the configurator
• Simplicity of pricing
• Transfer prices are on the right level (Market price correspond to the main competitor MP’s)
• Ability to affect the pricing/change the price (to suite market conditions) if not
Usability
• Getting a product and it’s price to a tender
• It’s easy to find what I need from the configurator
• Configurator guides towards right product(variant)
• Ability to give/get discounts
• Ability to give/get a budget price
Customer service
• It’s easy to get help/support if I have a problem
• Communication regarding changes (in prices or configurator)
• Online pricelist with up to date (valid) prices
• Offline pricelist with prices that can be updated manually (by user)
• Pricelist in paper form (pricing must always be check from factory)
• Getting prices for old (restricted) products
• Getting prices for spare parts
2.2 Respondents
Because majority of case company’s employees did not have enough knowledge about the pricing
process/sales configurator, it was decided to direct questionnaire to the people who have been working
with the tendering tool (CCP). The questionnaire was represented to 27 employees. In order to compare
the views and opinions of the different interest groups, the respondents were divided into four groups:
Marketing Managers, Area Marketing Managers, Sales Assistants, and Customers.
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3 Results
According to all answerers, the most critical factors in process were attributes Quality 1, Quality 5,
Usability 1 and Usability 4. These are complete different attributes compared to those that got the worst
expectation in the preliminary analysis. In fact, the Quality 1 was one of the best attributes in the
preliminary analysis, but among the worst in CFI analysis. The difference can partially be explained by
large standard deviations of the attribute. Critical development targets according to the CFI are related to
the usability of the configurator and knowledge of the market prices. Large values are marked with
yellow, because they are not always good attributes: they can be over resourced or affected by large
standard deviations. Large standard deviations can be sign of a confusion and unclarity around the
certain attribute and need to be straightened out.

Figure 4

Critical Factor Index

As critical factor index is analyzed between the groups big differences appear. This is
understandable as different groups have different needs and different ways of using the system.
Marketing Managers results contain more noticeable differences between attributes. Two very high
spikes, and four low ones. The two highs are technical information about products and communication
regarding changes. These highs do not necessarily mean that the attributes are doing well. Managers do
not use the technical information available from the system so it has low importance for them.
Communication about changes is something that they need but from the open comments and discussions
with managers it is obvious that they feel like they are drowning in the information and it’s hard to pick
out relevant data from the notifications.
Critical values are related to usability and getting prices offline (being tied down to an intranet
system). Also time is a major issue and almost all of the respondents from managers group state that
overall process to get a price is too complicated and time consuming. Zero value for attribute 15 is caused
by zero gap between importance and expectation.
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Figure 5

CFI for Managers

From assistants results it is interesting to see that atributre Time 1 got suchs high value. This is (at
least partly) caused by the direction of development index (75% answered that direction has been to
better). Time 3 also got a high value . Reasons behind this are same as in the managers case: no use for
the feature. Service7 got the highest value. This attribute relates to spare parts price information and in
this case the “extremely” high value is not an indication of overachievement. Recently spare parts were
move to Service so assistants do not need to find prices for them anymore. Also Service seems to do a
quite good job in providing price information to the factory.
Assistans also have issues with usability, but their problems are related more to the configurator
itself (the user interface). Finding the products from the configurator causes lot of work (specially
accessories were mentioned to be hard). Finding right variants can also be tricy. This is not common as
they usually have an order code from the customer, but if assistants need to configurate the product they
get lost and this attribute actually got the lowest score. Selections in the configurator might be too
technical and the terms different that the customer has specified in the order.
Another critical feature is discount procedure. Importace for this atribute is quite high as it is
commonly used. Experience on the otherhand got a low value and respondents commented that the
whole system for discounting is too confusing: price changes have to be done manually to several
different places and separatelly for each of the items, also there is no indication of the change which
means there’s no traceability.
Assistants have several attributes with no values. This is because they could not answers all of the
questions as they where not related to their work. For example in the case of attributes Service4 and 5
value is zero as assistants don’t need other ways to get prices as they have allways access to intranet.
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CFI for Assistants.

Customers answer are totally different from other groups. High values can be found from Usability
and Service. Usability3 and 5 have very big standard deviations so allthough the experience is not that
good CFI is high. Service5 has an extremely high value for many reasons. First of all the gap index is
small and secondly the standard deviation is really high as group customers seems to have very different
needs and procedures for pricelists.
Most critical factors are the ability to affect to the pricelist levels, actual discounting in CCP,
getting prices online and spare part price information. Ability to affect the prices got a high value in
importance but the experience did not match up. Alarming thing here is that many customers feel that
the development has been to worse. On the other hand from open comments it was revealed that the
ability to effect dependes highly on ones own activity. Issues with discounting are mainly same that the
assistants have – no trace of change which can create confusion – customers might not even realice that
thei are getting a discount. Development on this attribute has also been to worse as customers feel the
discounting process has gotten more complex.
Getting prices online generated probably most of the open commenting from customers. There is a
lot of resistance against the system but as the group is being forced to use it importance for it rated high
(as it seems to be only way of getting prices in the future). Experience on the other hand is rated low.
Comments were as follows: “Too complicated to use.”, “Can’t expect customers to use a configurator to
check a price for one relay as it is just a small part of their buciness.”, “Problem with this is that you
always have to create a tender to check a price”. So from the comments it’s obvious that customers are
not that happy with the system.
Getting prices for spare part is not quite as critical as the index indicates. Importace for the attribute
is high as the group expresses: ” if spare parts are needed there almoust always is a urgent issue some
where.”. Gap between importance and experience is not that great and low value is mainly caused by
low deviation in answers.
Some of these differences between customers and respondents inside the factory can be explaned
by the fact that customers are “on their own”. They don’t get as much face-to-face support and have to
rely mainly on mail or phone in problem situations. This might also explaine the low value that
customers gave to getting additional information regarding the product. Factory personnel have all the
technical people (Product managers, design engineers etc.) at their reach but customers have to rely on
the material they get from the web.
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Figure 7

CFI for Customers.

4 Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to find out critical areas of development in pricing process, from
customer satisfaction point of view, the so called “ease of doing business”. That was done by using
quantitative questionnaire method, which was directed to the company’s employees and customers who
have been working with CCP. In addition to the previous similar studies, the respondents were divided
into different interest groups in order to compare different viewpoints.
The division into different groups allows different departments to gather more specified
information considering their own unit or work group. For example, sales assistants can use their own
unit-specific column diagram to identify the criticalities or other significances of their department.
However, with breadth comes also the complexity. With large number of different data sheets and
diagrams, it is harder to find those absolute development targets.
Examining the averages it is evident that all of the attributes are considered important. Respondents
clearly felt that all attributes relating to prices even slightly are critical to the process. Only one attribute
stands out with a low importance and it is pricelist in paper form. This is understandable as now days
offices are more and more moving towards paperless environment. Specially assistants felt that they do
not want anymore paper on their tables.
The result of the study defines the most critical development areas for the whole process, in order
of importance. Many development areas where found and all of them cannot be improved
simultaneously, but the focus should be on the most critical areas, which are software’s usability and the
knowledge of TP/MP price levels. Also the high values might need some attending. At least information
regarding changes needs some thinking about as so many users felt they are drowning in information.
Attributes have stayed relatively same over the last year. Only two attributes have had some
positive development. Overall reliability of the system has grown and the duration it takes to get a
product to a tender has decreased. This might be caused by the fact that users are more familiar with the
system and have gotten used to the slowness. At the moment there are several improvement under
development and it would be worthwhile to do the questionnaire again after some time has passed and
the improved features are in use. Also other factories using CCP could benefit from applying the method
to their configurators and customers.
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Abstract Our comparative study in Finnish housing market targets the application of Customer
Delight model by Sense and Respond methodology and Analytical hierarchical process analysis. The
goal is to enlarge property values through active day-to-day management that focuses on maintaining
high levels of occupancy and residents satisfaction and at the same time stay cost efficient. We aim to
pilot the construction of intelligent knowledge-driven Decision Support System that provides
specialized problem-solving expertise stored as facts, rules, procedures, or similar structures.
Keywords Decision support system; Customer delight; Sense and respond; Analytical hierarchical
process; Housing market

1 Introduction
There are compelling reasons for setting up an enabling framework to providing good customer
service. Customer satisfaction is valuable because of the impact it have on the business bottom line.
Satisfied customers are most likely to be loyal and to make repeat orders and to use a wide range of
services offered by firms. In the current economic environment, companies can not afford to alienate its
customers.
It's critical that the company can form a close working relationship with its client, customer service
play decisive importance. There are in existence variety of steps that one can take for enhancing client’s
experience. To list few of them here follows a choice of techniques eligible for implementation in
Finnish real estate market conditions:
(1) Respond to Messages Promptly & Keep Your inform clients regularly
(2) Ensure approachable and friendly communications work line
(3) Define and apply clear Customer Service Policy
(4) Encourage Face-to-Face or front desk dealings
(5) Teaching the personnel Attention to Detail
(6) Anticipate Client's Needs and be able to change fast enough your company’s resources to be
able to help them out
(7) Be reliable partner and keep Promises
Making a sensible choose for resources allocation in particular system of activities to enhanced
customer experience is amendable task, still often management have to make decisions for the
company based on information dispatched from the expectation for the level of service needed. That
creates information gaps and which are often distances efficient decision making from day to day
operations. To fill these breaches we looked into the company’s systems and processes, which support
customer deliverables. They are great places for searching up to much needed relevant information
about whether or not the organization is satisfying the customer. It is often quite revealing to separate
real estate business processes flow between the departments and interest groups within the satisfaction
delivery chain to find out how their experience and perception may differ from one another. It would be
incompetent to disregard free and easily accessible customer information accumulated inside the
company. This requires flexible strategy orientation combined with proactive identification and
assessment of service concepts. Contemporary approaches to services identify the power of customer
delight. It brings customers coming back for more, creates interest in new customers and distinguishes
your company from the competition. At the same time to be able to sustain such effect one needs deep
expertise in sensing customer behaviour as well as implementation of value added processes that are
hard to copy. Our comparative study in Finnish housing market is targeting the application of Customer
Delight model in construction of decision support system in making reasoned judgement in this
selection and taking actual actions in re-allocation of resources. We implement additionally Analytical
Hierarchical Process criteria weights. Only providing good customer service by itself is not enough cost
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effective. The goal is to enhance property values through active day-to-day management that focuses on
maintaining high levels of occupancy and clients satisfaction, while lowering facility costs.
1.1 Property management in Finland
In Finland the property management as a term means basically managing real estates economically
and organise effective maintenance and the focus is in property owner point of view. Other relative term
is facility management which consists includes different kind of supporting services for users and
therefore the focus is more from user’s point of view. The inbuilt aim in both terms is to ensure real
estate ability to provide services to customers make profit to its owner and support the development of
value of real estates. The property management in this particular case is a mix of present two terms and
could be divided into 3 main function groups:
1) administration functions,
2) financial administration functions,
3) technical functions and housing functions.
The administration function includes mainly corporation legislation, its requirements, connection to
authorities and agreement monitoring. The financial administration functions are focused on planning,
budgeting, incomes, outcomes and calculations. It takes care of payment transactions. These functions
produce financial outcomes and balance sheet as well. Technical functions look after the real estate
technical condition. The planning perspective is usually from daily functions to long-term functions. The
aim is to keep real estates value and quality in defined level. Technical functions monitors and controls
the energy and water flows. The housing functions main aim is to keep on the incomes running. This
includes sales and marketing functions as well agreement process with customers.
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Figure 1

Operational Functions

Business process in property management is usually very standardized. The Finnish real estate
federation maintains a base model for the property management agreement and its recommended
content. The agreement partners differs it vary rarely and very little.
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This causes that the competition is driven mainly with price. Actually this is not whole truth,
because the companies have developed many other ways to extra charge customer from different ways
like papers, phones, mail etc after they have got the agreement. This is usually almost one third of whole
costs and misrepresents the competition in the offer phase.
During the agreement is valid the real estate owner states the standards for quality and cost levels.
Owner can put profit demand as well but in Finland those are still quite unusual. Quality includes as
technical quality for real estate as well quality of customer service for ensure the incomes. The service
provider produces the services as the agreement involves. The buyer monitors the agreement mostly
from reports and changes in those values. The owner can do the spot check if there is reason for that f ex
from customers’ feedback. The success of agreement in short-term is easy to evaluate, the incomes are
more than outcomes and at the same time the real estate seems to be in order. But long-term evaluation
of success of agreement is more difficult to make. The real estate needs planned maintenance, service
and reparation. This function requires investments and causes challenges to keep cost level under
incomes level and therefore real estate profitable. That is why the service provider neglects this
necessary and expensive maintenance, service and reparation to keep on agreement valid. To neglect this
necessary maintenance, service and reparation does not appear in short period even medium long period,
but those must be done in every case in sometimes.
1.2 Information collection
The information about the companies was collected from interviews, organized workshop for
research method introduction and tutoring, almost 40 questionnaires forms in the companies to choose
major critical factors, pair-wise comparison questionnaire conducted by the managers and firms
financial statements to see how it reflects possible Business group orientation. After building up the
empirical knowledge about corporate strategy the competitive priorities model was constructed.

2

Theoretical Framework

2.1 Customer delight
The model of Dr. Noriaki Kano is aimed at capturing the voice of the customer for requirements for
products and service. Originally conceived in the 1970s as a quality tool for obtaining a good match of
customer need and product feature and function, project managers can apply this tool not only for
grading requirements but also for evaluating budget allocations and priorities, and for assessing
qualitative risks. In this regard, Kano models are quite useful for project managers who must make
dollar decisions about where discretionary funds can be best leveraged for business value.
Kano really only addresses two of the focus areas already described: customer perspective and
product excellence. The Kano model pretty much ignores operational effectiveness, except as
operational effectiveness is reflected in product or service quality that influences customer satisfaction,
so and we add AHP for measuring the operational effectiveness.
2.2 Analytical hierarchical process
Results got analysed by Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Sense and Response methodology
to reflect the multi-focused decision making and evaluates each particular factor. The AHP goal is to
integrate different measures into single overall score for ranking decision alternatives with pair wise
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comparison of chosen attributes. AHP allows also considering quantitative and qualitative measures and
making trade-offs. The process initiates by structuring the decision problems in a hierarchy of criteria
and then connecting the comparisons to get the weights of each criterion with respect to the goal.
2.3 Sense and respond methodology
An adaptive management model is the missing link in the efforts to transform businesses into
adaptive organizations. S&R systems consist of information collection sensors, communication links,
processors and responders. Given budgets, overall goals (objective functions) and constraints our
research investigates optimum designs and optimum operations. Optimal designs consist of proposing
operation structure capable of implementing focused decisions during reasonable time and developing
algorithms for optimally sensing and responding to the environment. Adaptive people, technologies and
infrastructures are necessary but insufficient, because the redundancy to change systematically
discourages the exploitation of adaptive capabilities. Sense and Respond fills the adaptive management
gap. It is a framework for customer-back businesses; one that systematically enhance adaptive
organizational behaviour.

3

Proposed Approach

The Critical Factor Index method that we are using is a measurement tool that indicate which
attribute of a business process is critical and which is not, based on the experience and expectations of
the company’s employees or customers. The CFI was developed on the basis of the Gab analysis and the
implementation index (IMPL). These indexation was developed and tested in the industrial management
unit of department of technologies at the university of Vaasa. The idea, behind these measurement tools,
was to develop a fast and reliable method for management purposes to sense and respond to customer
satisfaction. The method reveals which attributes are critical within the business process and therefore
supports the management to make decisions concerning which attributes should be improved. Facilitator
of this task is proposed customized knowledge-driven Decision Support System. It provides specialized
problem-solving expertise stored as facts, rules, procedures, or in similar structures.

4

Research Framework

DSS systems require a structured approach. We utilize model of a business as a hierarchy
consisting of four modelling layers:

Strategy layer

Operations layer

Execution layer

Implementation layer
Figure 3

Business Modelling Layers

(1) Strategy layer— Analytical Hierarchy Process AHP model specifies what the business plans to
achieve (‘‘strategy execution model,’’ to distinguish it from strategy formulation). AHP optimize and
adapt operations and infrastructures based on dynamic performance targets Using analytical hierarchy
process we try to find answer how should the resource allocation be developed.
(2) Operations layer—The operations model describes what the business is doing to achieve,
(different alternatives energy sources and technologies are evaluated with respect to the AHP strategic
objectives) and how it measures its progress toward this achievement. Run-time monitoring of the
business processes makes Critical factors (CFI) visible to operation managers.
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(3) Execution layer - it rearranged resources and what describes what would be “the price” to
implement SaR design in the operations network, on the “expense” of the already existing capabilities,
and improves on baseline forecasts.
(4) Implementation layer—implementation model defines the actual information for realization of
the execution. It consists of data acquisition tools and benchmarking interface that describes the
operations and services offered by the housing companies and the data needed to execute them. Data is
gathered through interviews and questionnaires, with additional information about demand forecasts,
product life cycle times, costs, inventory, contractual buffers, customer service targets and product
prices.

5

Results

Main criteria values showed that on company level YH case the cost became more important
criteria for operation management. In TVT case we see the same rice of cost as major criteria, but
Quality till remains main operational criteria. Priorities order changed more in TVT case than in YH
one.

Figure 4

AHP Main Criteria Weights

Than we calculate a numeric value for a competitive index (Figure 5) in different types of business
groups such as prospectors, analyzers and defenders according to Miles and Snow organization types.
The indexes have been calculated using normalised values of the main priorities Quality, Delivery, Cost
and Flexibility respectively. . The indexes have been calculated as follows:
Prospectors:
1

1

φ ~ 1 − {(1 − Q % 3 )(1 − T %)(1 − C %) × F % 3 }
Analysers:
1

λ ~ 1 − {(1 − F %) × ( ABS (ΔQ * ΔT * ΔC )) 3 }
Defender:
1

1

ϕ ~ 1 − {(1 − C % 3 )(1 − T %)(1 − Q %) × F % 3 }
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Competitive Index Results

From the results it is clear that in YH case the competitiveness level diminished significantly in
Analyzer and little in Prospector group. The defender competitiveness category rose up and remains the
highest position in operative competitiveness. For TVT the biggest increase is also in Defender, but it
rose in Prospector category, and we strongly believe that TVT orientation is matching this group.
Customer Delight may be the difference between success and failure during turbulent times. It
creates the additional clients attractiveness that one can't place a momentary value to. It allows to make
more return on your investment and to reward employees. A lot can be done within the confines of
existing property management. This exploratory study provides traffic light system for identifying
critical factors that have to be taken care of immediately. After calculating series of indices, the results
are generalized in the Critical Factor Index presented in figure 6. It is also a basis for benchmarking of
prioritization of factors in the business.

Figure 6

Sense and Respond CFI Results

Bars in red indicate attributes that are to be seen as attributes that are in critical. Bars in yellow
illustrate attributes that are possess uncertain judgement in overall evaluation.
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Table 1

CFI Values: High Uncertainty in That Area, Low Valued Factors Needed to Be Stressed Urgently

ATTRIBUTES

CFI-YH

CFI-TVT

Knowledge & Technology Management
Training and development of the company's personnel

4,22

2,05

Innovativeness and performance of research and development

6,73

2,85

Communication between different departments and hierarchy levels

8,61

3,36

Adaptation to knowledge and technology

9,58

2,64

Knowledge and technology diffusion

10,80

2,21

Design and planning of the processes and products

6,48

1,64

11,14

3,54

Processes & Work flows
Short and prompt lead-times in order-fulfilment process
Reduction of unprofitable time in processes

6,54

3,45

On-time deliveries to customer

3,32

1,69

Control and optimization of all types of inventories

7,27

4,40

Adaptiveness of changes in demands and in order backlog

3,13

4,01

Organizational systems
Leadership and management systems of the company

3,53

6,54

Quality control of products, processes and operations

3,43

1,98

Well defined responsibilities and tasks for each operation

1,96

3,01

Utilizing different types of organizing systems (projects, teams, processes...)

1,85

5,60

Code of conduct and security of data and information

2,46

3,73

Information systems support the business processes

0,61

3,53

Visibility of information in information systems

4,43

1,78

Availability of information in information systems

4,69

2,19

Information systems

Quality & reliability of information in information systems

8,87

3,05

Usability and functionality of information systems

0,73

4,61

The benefits of a fast and comprehensive method to gather important information in order to make
resource allocation decisions at operational level are self-evident. However there is still the need of
further development and therefore should be tested in future case studies. CFI can be utilized to test
internal as well as external processes, based either on expectations and experiences of employees,
customers or business partners.

6

Conclusions

Property fund managers should be active - ‘doing well by doing good’ and as technology costs fall
and energy costs rise, more and actions are economic driven. So improvement in the customer
satisfaction can be seen as “low cost-high impact” action to combat lower rental growth, faster
depreciation, higher risk premium, leading to higher yields and lower values over time.
The benefits of our proposed DSS can be summarised as lower maintenance cost with efficient
work order and preventative maintenance execution Reduce administrative costs by harmonizing lease
execution and optimizing space utilization. Businesses that can effectively manage utilization and costs
associated with real estate assets stand to reap substantial benefits. A complete, integrated strategy of all
critical business functions is the foundation for effective real estate management.
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Abstract In order to facilitate managements in designing, analyzing or evaluating their company’s
internal control system better so that ensure the realization of business objectives effectively,
qualitative and quantitative methods are used together to study on quantitative method of internal
control evaluation based on risk. According to the spiritual essence of Basic Norms of Internal Control
issued by China's five ministries jointly, the internal control evaluation index system is designed by
using AHP and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method, and quantitative matrix model of internal
control evaluation is constructed from the risk-based perspective, intending to evaluate the level of
effectiveness of internal control quantitatively and comprehensively, so as to achieve the ultimate goal
on improving enterprise’s internal control evaluation.
Key words Risk management; Internal control; Internal control evaluation; Comprehensive
quantitative evaluation.

1 Introduction
Affected by corporate boards, management and other staff interaction, internal control is a process
designed to realize operational effectiveness and efficiency and the reliability of financial reports, to
comply with applicable laws and regulations to provide reasonable assurance. It is noted in Basic norms
of internal control that the internal control “is a process implemented to achieve control goals by the
corporate board of directors, supervisors, managers and staff”. “Its goal is to make a reasonable
assurance that the legal compliance of enterprises’ management, asset security, financial reports and
related information is true and complete, to improve operational efficiency and effectiveness and
promote enterprises’ development strategies” [1]. How to evaluate internal control in a scientific and
reasonable way is an important topic of current interest in the global accounting theory circle and
practice field.
After referring to the related documents of internal control and its valuation both at home and
abroad，it is found that the evaluation system and methods of internal control are not very mature still.
Although our related research staff have been studying on the qualitative and quantitative research
methods of internal control evaluation step by step，in which，qualitative evaluation methods are mostly
based on detailed and risk-based evaluation methods, etc., while quantitative evaluation methods include
fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method and the maximum deviation method，etc. But these methods,
especially quantitative evaluation methods are not rigorous, imperfect and with poor maneuverability.
For enterprises, how to establish an evaluation index system of internal control and how to conduct a
comprehensive, objective and efficient quantitative evaluation on internal control effectively are of great
practical significance.
Risk management is that the enterprises have the risk planed, controlled and supervised through
risk analysis activities like risk identification, risk quantification and risk evaluation, thus increase the
opportunities for corporate to respond to the threat, complete and achieve the total goal successfully as a
result. COSO believes that enterprise’s risk management is a process in which companies participates
broadly to make multi-point controls for the uncertainty which enterprises face, and achieve the
organizational goals finally. In Enterprise Risk Management - Integrated Framework, enterprise’s risk
management is divided into eight interrelated elements: Internal Environment, Target Setting, Issue
Identification, Risk Assessment, Risk Response, Control Activities, Information and Communication,
and Monitoring, etc., each element runs throughout the process of company's management[2].
Risk-based consideration, first of all in determining the evaluation indexes, internal control
quantitative evaluation method should take the control of the business risks (including: strategic risk,
∗
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business risk, financial risk and market risk, etc.) as the starting point and destination, use analytic
hierarchy method to make hierarchical classification, then use the principle of fuzzy to quantify the
qualitative indexes, establish a mathematical model of comprehensive evaluation, finally make a
comprehensive evaluation on the enterprise’s internal control design and operation of the overall
effectiveness and economy through the results of operations on the model.

2 Design for Internal Control Evaluation Index system
Internal Control Evaluation Index System can be comprehensively and systemically designed on
the basis of the five elements：internal environment, risk assessment, control activities, information and
communication, internal monitoring ruled by Basic Norms of Internal Control which was promulgated
by five ministries in China in 2008.
So the specific design is taking the five basic elements of internal control as the first-level indexes
of internal control evaluation ,then further detail the evaluation system, establish an evaluation system
including 28 secondary-level indexes. The specific design is shown as follows:
(1) Internal control environment. It is the foundation for enterprises to implement internal control
generally including the management structures, institutional arrangements and division of
responsibilities, internal audit, human resources policies and corporate culture, etc. These elements
reflect the attitudes and understanding of the corporate management, board of directors and business
owners to the business internal control, and it is also the engine to promote the control and the basis of
all other components for internal control. Control environment elements includes values, incentive and
induced mechanism, spiritual guidance, staff capacity, management philosophy and operating style,
organizational structure, rules and regulations and personnel policies, etc. The main issue in evaluation
is that the management should have a full explanation of the integrity of internal control; and have to
make the employees throughout the organization with awareness and conscious attitude of the control,
particularly the senior management should control actively, and meanwhile the staff's ability and its
responsibility have to match. Therefore, we set up seven secondary-level indexes relatively.
(2) Risk assessment. It is about that the company timely identifies and systemically analyzes the
risks associated with implementation of internal control objectives in operational activities in business,
then determines the risks countermeasures reasonably. The elements of risk assessment include the
attention to the overall goals and the development and convergence of the objectives of operational
activities, risk identification and assessment, risk analysis including risk likelihood and risk impact on
the business objectives, risk response mechanism. Therefore, here we set up 9 secondary-level indexes.
(3) Control activity. It is refers to provide reasonable assurance of enterprise’s management goals,
control the risks within the tolerance degree by using appropriate control measures according to the
result of risk assessment. The elements of control activity should include the indexes of overall
effectiveness on the control system which reflects every part of operations (including finance,
investment, money, pay, purchase, production, sales, contracts, security, distribution, etc.) and ensure the
authenticity and usefulness of information about accounting report, the index on whether the control
system of properties change of sending and receiving is perfect or effective, the index on whether there
is a feasible performance evaluation system and the index on its practical implementation. Because
control activity relates to every aspect and corner of the production, operation and management of
enterprise, and the evaluation cannot cover everything, here we set up four secondary-level indexes
integrated: accounting process control, operating process control, property security control and
performance evaluation.
(4) Information and Communication. It is refers to that the enterprise collects and transfers the
related information of internal control timely and accurately so that the information be communicated
effectively within the enterprise and external ones. As for the evaluation of internal control information,
we have to pay attention to gathering and collating of internal information and external information, at
the same time, in the communication we should pay attention to channels and methods of internal and
external information exchange, especially in the modern highly developed information technology
environment, we should also pay attention to the comprehensiveness, security and patency of
information. Therefore here we set up four secondary-level indexes: information system, information
quality, communication channels and communication ways.
(5) Internal supervision. It is refers to generic terms of the management and supervision of internal
control by business management department and the re-monitoring and re-evaluation activities of
internal control by internal audit and monitor departments. The enterprise supervises and inspects the
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situation of establishment and implementation of internal control, evaluates its effectiveness, finds out
its deficiencies and improves the process timely. The supervisory review of internal control can be
carried out continuous or separately, or two together. The supervisory review process should mainly be
concerned about the rationality of the report on internal control deficiencies and the adjustment of the
policy process. Therefore, we correspondingly set up four secondary-level indexes: continuous
monitoring, separate evaluation, report deficiency and deficiency rectification measures.

3 Construction of Quantitative and Comprehensive Internal Control Evaluation
Model
According to the comprehensive evaluation index system, having applied the principle of fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation, this article established a comprehensive internal control evaluation matrix
model. Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is in the so-called fuzzy environment, taking into account many
factors, for the purpose of one thing to make a comprehensive decision-making approach. When
influenced by many more factors, the weight distribution is the key issue, and because of that each
component of the weight is small, the factors used in the synthesis of seeking evaluation results reduce
to not work in single-factor evaluation matrix, the evaluation results are difficult to distinguish, then we
can use the multi-level fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to solve this problem.
The index system of internal control is with the branch based on the elements of internal control,
forming a tree structure, and at first, the multi-level synthesis method will be used to integrate every
branch of the model and then the evaluation of each sub-element will be integrated into evaluation of the
main factors. The specific steps are just shown as follows:
3.1 Establish the target set
The target set is X = (X1, X2, X3, X4, X5), in which “X” is used to evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses of the overall goal of internal control, and X1, X2, X3, X4, X5 represent the sub-objectives:
internal control environment, risk identification, control activities, information and communication and
internal supervision, their corresponding weight set is W = (W1, W2, W3, W4, W5), and W1 + W2 + W3 +
W4 + W5 = 1. AHP can be used in weights’ determination, and as well as the statistics of set value
method, log sorting method, comprehensive expert evaluation method and fuzzy comprehensive ranking
method. While the main method used in this paper is AHP, other methods are used comprehensively at
the same time.
The so-called AHP method means to syndicate the required result by measuring and valuating the
influence of the system by each part, and ensure the problem solved model have better applicability,
effectiveness and systematicness. The basic principle is to divide a problem without a complex structure
into a number of components or factors according to the nature of the problem and the objectives to be
achieved, and group the factors so that can form an unrelated top-down dominance structure layer by
layer in accordance with the properties of the various factors and group affiliation, the high level factors
play dominant roles on the all or some of the next level factors, according to the high-level standard or
requirement, value all the relevant next-level factors which cannot be measured precisely by the grades
of importance through pair wise comparison, and make a consistency test on the results of comparison
until it accords to the fact, intending to complete the transition from qualitative analysis to quantitative
analysis, and finally evaluate the factors from the top to the bottom, gradually from the local to the
overall, so as to solve a complex system problem[3].
3.2 Set up the factor set
The factor set shall be the set of the indexes of the secondary-level factors listed upside.
(1) Based on the first-level index--internal control environment, because the internal control
environment is the basis and vision for enterprises to implement internal control, reflecting the attitudes
and understanding of the corporate management, board of directors and business owners on business
internal control, so it plays a great role in promoting or hindering the internal control activities. The
factor set is mainly composited by management quality, integrity and values (X11), management
philosophy and operating style (X12), board of directors and audit committee (X13), organizational
structure (X14), culture (X15), distribution of rights and responsibilities (X16), human resource policies
and the implementation (X17).
(2) Based on the first-level index--risk assessment, risk refers to the likelihood of the matter of
adversely affect by the realization of business goal. Thus "risk assessment" developed primarily by four
components : objective setting, risk identification, risk assessment and risk response, with a total of 9
factors: adaptability of goal-setting (X21), scientificalness of the development process of objectives (X22),
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level of goal-setting (X23), appropriateness of the usage of risk identification techniques (X24),
appropriateness of risk assessment procedures (X25), assessment techniques (X26), risk likelihood (X27),
risk impact on business goals (X28) and risk response mechanism (X29).
(3) Based on the first-level index--control activities, therefore, we synthetically set up four
secondary-level indexes: accounting process control (X31), workflow control (X32), property security
control (X33) and performance control(X34).
(4) Based on the first-level index--information and communication, according the main purpose ,
we set up four secondary-level indexes: information system (X41), information quality (X42),
communication channels (X43) and communication means (X44).
(5) Based on the first-level index-- internal supervision, the main purpose is to monitor the
implementation of the internal control activities continuously, find out whether there are design flaws
and poor implementation, urge the enterprises to improve and perfect the internal control system.
Therefore, the corresponding four secondary-level indexes include: continuous monitoring (X51), a
separate evaluation (X52), reported deficiency (X53) and deficiency rectification measures (X54).
Based on the analysis above, we set up the factor set as follows:
The factor set for the sub-objective is “Xi” (=Xi1, Xi2, ..., Xipi), which represents the factors listed
upside (where i=1,2,3,4,5; j=1,2 ..., pi; “pi” is the number of Xi under the graded index), the
corresponding weight set is “Wi” = (Wi1, Wi2, ..., Wipi), where “Wij ”(i=1,2,3,4,5; j = 1,2 ..., pi )
represents the proportion of “Xij” in “Xi”, Wi1 + Wi2 + ... + Wipi = 1.The way of determination of weight
is the same as above.
3.3 Determine the weight set
Since the vary degrees of each element’ influence on the evaluation system of internal control, we
can use the experts’ estimate method, the analytical hierarchy method and so on to determine the index
and the weight of the project in our practical work.
First, determining the weights of the five first-level indexes including internal control environment,
risk assessment, control activities, information and communication, and internal supervision, this paper
takes the experts’ appraisal approach. When giving internal evaluation, the expert can be composed by
the authorities of charge departments within the enterprise, and after be organized to analyze the five
elements comprehensively, giving the elements respective weights from experience judgment, integrate
the experts to calculate a weighted average weight on the weight of each element by using weighted
average method, then they take it as the weight level of the elements (external independent auditors
could assess by using the level of the weight, or the audit team make a evaluation directly according to
their experience and professional judgments ).
The specific set is as follows: with the assumption that there are N experts, the weight of each level
factor given by each expert is WiN, the calculation of weighted average weight of each first-level
element (Wi) is:
n

W

i

=

∑ w iN

N =1

n

(1)

(Where i = 1,2,3,4; N = 1,2, ... n; “n” is the number of experts who make assessed on the weight of
each first-level index; “WiN” is the weight level assessed by each expert on every first-level index.)
Secondly, as for the weights of the secondary-level indexes, we get a judge matrix on the relative
importance exerting the basic principles of the hierarchical analysis method, according to the importance
of business organizations, management system and operation mode to the enterprise structure by
comparing the various indexes, and calculate the normalized eigenvector, or calculate the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors with sum method or root method. Then we should derive weight vector of combination
from the determination of the consistency of test matrix, calculate the portfolio weight vector, and test
the combination of consistency. Finally, derive the weight value of each index by testing the consistency.
(Because its process of analysis and calculation is very complicated, we will not give the specific
description here.)
3.4 Construct the reviews set
The reviews set is V = (V1, V2, V3, V4), where “Vk” (k = 1,2,3,4), indicating the reviews of index
factors from good to bad. The indexes of reviews set include "excellent", "good", "Medium" and "poor"
four grades. This paper expresses the grades of reviews by quantitative scores: “90 points or more”
means “excellent”, “80-89 points” means “good”, “60-79 points” means “medium” and “60 points or
less” means “poor”. The specific method is to calculate the average grade scores points of the
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corresponding index for each secondary-level index first, just as:
n

v ij =

∑ v ij l

l =1

(2)

n

(Where i = 1,2,3,4,5; k = 1,2,3,4; j = 1,2, ... pi; “pi” is the number of “Xi” under the classification
index; “n” is the number of experts scoring the evaluation of each secondary-level index; “Vijl” indicates
the scores given by experts), get an average score vector (if the evaluators are auditors, and if they
operate independently, they can choose not to use the formula (1), and take the scores given by auditors
directly), and then calculate the comprehensive evaluation score by fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
method, which is the final score of each reviews grade.
3.5 Establish the comprehensive evaluation matrix model
The fuzzy evaluation matrix established from the target set “Xk” to the reviews set “V” is a
calculation model which sets up the secondary-level matrix from the bottom to top based on the average
scores of review grades corresponding to the secondary-level indexes:
(1) Calculate and determine the evaluation value of each factor (Vi):

[

V i = w i1

w i2

...

w ip i

]

⎡ v i1
⎢v
⎢ i2
⎢ ...
⎢
⎣⎢ v ip i

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦⎥

(3)

Where: i = 1,2,3,4,5; Wij (where i = 1,2,3,4,5; j = 1,2, ... pi) indicates the weights of each
secondary-level index; “vij ”indicates the average scores of the corresponding reviews rating of each
secondary-level index.
(2) Calculate and determine the comprehensive evaluation value (V):
Where: Wi (i=1,2,3,4,5), indicates the weight of each element of the first-level index; “vi” is the
appraisal value that has been calculated for the various elements.

4 Conclusion
It is studied on that the comprehensive quantitative evaluation method of internal control

V = [w 1

w2

w3

w4

w5 ]

⎡ v1 ⎤
⎢v ⎥
⎢ 2⎥
⎢ v3 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢v4 ⎥
⎣⎢ v 5 ⎦⎥

(4)

combining with risk management, is created that a mathematical evaluation model of internal control
from the risk-based perspective, and is evaluated that the level of internal control synthetically. All that
it has done is of great significance especially for the internal risk measurement to improve control and
the ability to cope with risks. Scientific evaluation with the mathematical model on the internal control
system will be more facilitate for the managers to design, analysis or evaluate their internal control
system, so as to ensure the business objectives be achieved effectively.
We focused on the comprehensive quantitative evaluation method of internal control in this article
from a risk-based perspective, according to the spiritual essence of Basic Norms of Internal Control, and
have designed the evaluation index system of internal control. We also have constructed a risk-oriented
mathematical evaluation model for internal control by using the theory and idea of fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation method.
However, due to our study constraints and too many factors involved in the evaluation of internal
control, we treated the relative weights and review scores with some simple methods. Thus, the
quantitative evaluation model of internal control based on risk should be further studied and
improved.
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Abstract In order to guarantee the educational effect in practice educating which designates the
society member as the object, it is indispensable to execute the education design which is based on
educational technology method such as instructional design. In this paper, important study item was
calculated on the basis of the analysis result of the conceptual structure of PMBOK, the course program
of project management subject was designed. In addition, measurement of the educational effect in
project management subject is tried using with the questionnaire survey described with basis on
important study item. It is obtained that the looking back study with group debate is to be study method
in order to raise the educational effect.
Key words Project management; Educational evaluation; Instructional design; Educational technology

1 Introduction
Feature of project management education is to be the practical education which is based on
practical science, and the adult education which target at the working people. The knowledge regarding
modern project management was systematized by Project Management Institute. The result is published
as the project management body of knowledge (PMBOK) guide book. The class design of project
management subject of Yamaguchi University is based on PMBOK.
Educational technology in the 1950’s advanced in the United States as an academic system. It is
purpose of educational technology to systematize the originality and ingenuity as education art which
improves the educational effect and to support the education activity of educators. The range of
educational technology has reached to all academic fields which relate to human science, management
science and science and engineering etc. In Kirkpatrick's four-level model, Bloom's taxonomy of
educational objectives, Gagne's Nine Events of Instruction and so on, it is known as the result of
educational technology. At early stage, as for educational technology, it developed infantile education,
elementary education and secondary education as a main research object.
On the one hand, theoretical system of adult education was rearranged as the andragogy by
Malcom S. Knowles, adult education was recognized as the theoretical system which differs from
elementary education. But, adult education theory was not located as a fundamental theory for human
resource development because general adults are dealt with the target of education. The new education
methodology where it focused on the human resources as a learner, in the United States in the 1980’s,
was systematized. That is instructional design. As for development of instructional design in order to
assure the improvement of the educational effect, it is the new history in educational technology.
Educational technology method was applied to also the teaching material development of project
management education. The result was published as project manager competency development
framework by PMI. But, as for development example of the project management educational program
on the basis of instructional design, still report is little.
One of the causes of that is management system continues to advance day by day. Actually,
PMBOK has been revised every 4 years. Therefore, we have the necessity to exert effort in order to
reflect the essence of up-to-date PMI standards on learning contents. And, we should set the study goal
which conforms to up-to-date PMI standard. Educational technology is indispensable to the curriculum
in order to achieve the study goal which is set appropriately and the execution of study evaluation.
In this work, instructional design technique was introduced in order to do the course design and
formative study evaluation of the project management subject which is based on the educational
technology.

2 Methodology
MOT graduate school of Yamaguchi University is the graduate school for the member of society. At
the Yamaguchi University, project management subject is opened as one of the requisite subject in
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technical management education curriculum.
Number of student taking project management subject is 18 person (17 men, 1 women), and the
average age is 42 year old.
The author decided the unique PM educational program, because there is no standard curriculum of
project management education for the unspecific person. We have to develop the original and
customized course program of the project management education for our students. The educational
program designed on the basis of the analysis result of conceptual structure of PMBOK guide.
Measurement of the educational effect was tried by doing the questionnaire survey regarding the study
contents of subject. The answer person chooses the answer from three choices. Question was arranged a
on the basis of the important study item in PM educational program.
2.1 Significance of educational evaluation
There are two educational effects expected by feedback analysis of the information about students
and the learning conditions. One is an incentive effect and reinforces the motivation of the learner, and
this influences practical confidence. The other is a decision making effect that influences directionality
and action of the learning. A learner assesses the information feed back by themselves, and it is
important that the learner analyzes the achievement degree of the project management study.
Currently, six points of the following are nominated for significance of the evaluation by the
viewpoints of a learner and a teacher.
As significance of the learners, three points follow;
(1) It becomes the pacemaker of the learning
(2) Learners understand the direction of the value of the education.
(3) Learners get an opportunity to recognize themselves.
As significance of the teachers, three points follows;
(4) Teachers grasp the learning level of the learner
(5) Teachers confirm the achievement situation of the education target
(6) Teachers think about new means for the realization of the target that is not yet achieved.
The evaluation of education offers useful information to each of a learner and the teacher.
2.2 Course program for project management subject
The course program of project management subject decided on the result of process flow analysis
of PMBOK is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1

Course Program of Project Management Subject

2.3 Questionnaire survey
Questionnaire survey executed three times as shown in Figure 2. First questionnaire survey was
done at start of course program and the second survey at the closing of project management subject. In
addition, after the questionnaire survey when the ending, dividing the classroom into the group, it
debated the group answer. Numbers of people of the group were 3 or 4. The model answer does not
release through the period of the project management subject.
Matrix analysis it did in order to calculate the index for nine knowledge areas from the
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questionnaire of 25 questions. A few samples of questions are shown on Table 2. The matrix which from
the answer of 25 questions is converted to scores of nine indexes is shown in Figure 3. These scores
correspond to nine knowledge areas. A Range of the numerical value of the score is from 0 to 10. The
understanding level becomes higher as the index approaches the number “10”.

Figure 2
Table 1

Target
Personal

Execution Process of Questionnaire Survey
Evaluation Target at Every Assessment Step

Step 1

Step 2

Group discussion

Step 3

Ans. 1
Self Asses.
Ans. 2

Personal

Self Asses.
1 hour discussion

Group

to make a group
answer

Grading

Score 1

by reference

Score 2
Table 2

Ans. 3
Group Asses
Score 3

Sample of Questions

1. A project is :
(a) A set of sequential activities performed in a process or system
(b) An ongoing endeavor undertaken to meet customer or market requirement
(c) A temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product or service
2. The three major constraints are :
(a) Cost, Time, Quality
(b) Cost, Time, Risk
(c) Cost, Organization, Communications
3. All persons that are related to a project are called as :
(a) Maternal organization
(b) Project stakeholder
(c) Contingency

3 Results and Discussion
In Figure 4, it shows the analysis result of questionnaire survey as the radar chart. Figure 4 (a)-(c)
are the chart for class room Ube, Kitakyushu, and Hiroshima respectively. Figure 4 (d) shows total
average of three class rooms. The analysis result of the personal answer which does before the class is
shown with solid diamond. It is observed that understanding level of project management before the
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beginning class is equally 40% for nine knowledge areas for total the total average of three crass rooms
in Figure 4 (d).

Figure 3 Correspondence Matrix Between 25 Questions and Nine Management Knowledge Areas

It shows the average score by personal learning assessment at the end of the class (step 2) with the
square. By comparison with the chart at the beginning of the class, all of nine management knowledge
areas are improved almost equally. Average improvement ratio of scores was 17.4%. In questionnaire
survey before the class, the grade result or model answer example of the findings from are not fed back.
Because of that, experience of questionnaire survey before the teaching, is thought that influence
has not been exerted on investigation after the business. This result suggests that individual degree of
understanding improves as a result of the study in project management learning.
Then, the group answer after group debating (step 3) is shown with the solid triangle. It is observed
that all of scores become large by comparison with the private answer. Total average improvement ratio
was 20.0%. Compilation of group reply is thought the thing which is suitable to the looking back study
with group debating.
The decision making by the group is done by the joint ownership of knowledge, the support of
discussion and the integration of private decision. Decision of the group decreases acknowledgment load
and acknowledgment bias. This result suggested that understanding level has become high by the
multiplier action between the looking back study effect and the group decision making effect.
It is strongly suggested that the looking back study with group debate is the study method of being
effective in order to raise the educational effect in the practice education for human resource
development.

(a)
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(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 4 Radar Charts that Show Results of Analyzing Answers of Questionnaire
(a) Class Room 1; Ube (b) Class Room 2; Kitakyusyu (c) Class Room 3; Hiroshima (d) Total average

In order to confirm the learning effect of the group debating and to discuss more in detail, we need
some other tool to observe the communications among students. Then, I have proposed the Web Blog
system as an online communication system by using Google Apps service.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, it is reported that a result of trying the measurement of the educational effect in the
project management subject in Yamaguchi university. It decided the course program of project
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management subject, on the basis of the conceptual structure analysis of PMBOK. It executed the
measurement of the educational effect in project management subject, with the questionnaire survey
which is formed with question of 25 questions. It digitalized the questionnaire survey result, as the index
for nine management knowledge areas with matrix analysis. As a result, average score after the class
was improved with 17.4% by comparison before the class. Furthermore, average score improved with
the compilation of the group answer with group debate.
It is considered that the looking back study with group debate is the study method of being
effective in order to raise the educational effect in the practice education for human resource
development.
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Influencing Mechanism of Job Demand and Positive Affections on
R&D Staff’s Innovative Behavior
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Abstract Through the empirical study on 823 R&D staff among 72 domestic organizations in China,
the relationship of job demand and innovative behavior is found an inverted U-shaped curve.
Employees’ positive affections show a significant positive function on their innovative behaviors and it
plays a moderating role between job demands and innovative behaviors. When people are in the high
level of positive affections, the inverted U-shaped relationship of their job demand and innovative
behavior is more obvious, which means that the function of job demand on innovative behavior is
stronger than when people in the low level of positive affections. Upon these findings, some suggestions
are drawn for management on R&D staff’s innovative behaviors.
Key words Job demand; Positive affections; Innovative behavior; R&D staff

1 Introduction
It is R&D staffs who are in charge of technical innovation in enterprises. With the increasingly
accelerating advancement of technology and severe competitiveness of market on a daily basis,
enterprises will correspondingly increase the job demands on R&D staff. However, will the
improvements of their job demands enhance their innovation vitality, and thus contributing to the
technical innovation of the enterprise? The existing literatures about the relationship between job
demands and innovative behaviors have shown that it is far more a simple linear relation. Apart from job
demands, employees’ work affect and attitudes also impact on behavior performance. In the field of
positive psychology, the scholars represented by Fredrickson [1] especially emphasize on the positive
affections’ direct promotion on innovative behaviors. This study explores the joint working mechanism
of staff’ job demands assigned by the management of enterprises and their positive work affect on their
innovative behaviors, and on this basis some relevant proposals are presented for motivating and
managing R&D staff’ innovative behaviors.

2 Theoretical Framework and Research Hypotheses
2.1 Job demand and innovative behavior
Job demands can be captured as psychological stressors, such as requirements of working fast and
hard, having much work to do within little time, or a heavy workload [2]. The arousal and activation
theory in psychological field have been wielded by researchers to analyze the relationship between job
demands and innovative behaviors. Bunce and West considered that higher job demands were bound to
provide an elevated state of arousal in a worker, and this elevated state of arousal in turn motivated a
worker to take corresponding measures to adapt oneself to the working environment. Generally speaking,
there are two ways of adaptation. One is to adjust the workers themselves, including upgrading one’s
skills and abilities in order to match the high job demands; the other is to adjust the work itself,
containing modifying working objectives, working methods, allocation and coordination of tasks,
interpersonal communication and the like. The two ways of adaptation will also be accompanied by
innovative behaviors [3]. The activation theory presented by Gardner (1986) can explain the job
demand’s effect on behavior performance. According to Gardner, each individual is assumed to have a
characteristic level of activation which could cause the central nervous system function most efficiently,
and thus resulting in the highest behavioral performance. As the experienced activation level deviates
negatively or positively from the characteristic activation level, central nervous system efficiency is
diminished, causing decreases in performance [4]. Gardner and Cummings deemed that job demands
were closely bound up with the activation level and therefore the job demand and the job performance
exhibited an inverted U-shaped relationship. In addition to this, Gardner and Cummings also held that
the inverted U-shaped relationship was more likely to be significant for complex jobs such as the
managers’ job than for simple or easy jobs such as the ordinary workers’ job on production line, because
complex jobs often demand high ability to cope with plenty of information. However, over high and low
activation levels impair the ability to process information [5]. In this study, the study object is the group
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of research and development staff. The R&D job is typically intellectual-intensive labor with high
complexity. Based on the above analysis, the 1st hypothesis is proposed:
H1: The relationship between the job demand and innovative behavior shows an inverted U-shaped
curve, and the R&D staff’s innovation level is the highest under the moderate intensity of job demand.
2.2 Positive affections and innovative behavior
Fredrickson’s broaden-and-build theory of positive emotions expounds the influence of individual’s
positive emotion towards innovative behaviors. She deemed that people’s positive emotion could
motivate them to discard time-tested or automatic (everyday) behavioral scripts and to pursue novel,
creative, and often unscripted paths of thoughts and actions [6]. Within organizations, employees’
innovative behaviors are shown in two aspects. One is generating new views and ideas; the other is
implementing successfully the new views [7]. In this study, we consider that under the positive affections
state not only people’s mind come alive to generate more new ideas, but also they take initiative to work
and make more effort for implementing the new ideas. Hence the following hypothesis is presented:
H2: The positive affections have positive impact on R&D staff’s innovative behavior.
2.3 Positive affections as a moderator of the relationship between job demand and innovative
behavior
According the analysis mentioned above, the two driving forces of the job demand and positive
affections can function on the innovative behavior respectively. Job demands provided by organizational
management is an external driving force to stimulate innovative behaviors, while employee’s own
positive affections is a vital internal driving force. According to Weiss and Cronpanzano’s views [8],
employees’ work behaviors were driven directly by their affects and emotions. In reality, managers often
discover that when employees lack positive affections such as enthusiasm and interest in their work,
raising their job demands is not often necessarily to have a satisfactory performance improvement; while
with a high positive affections, individuals are more likely to produce innovative behaviors once raising
job demands. On this occasion, improving job demands, employees’ behaviors or behavior tendency will
vary significantly. Therefore, we consider that the internal driving force of positive affections towards
innovative behaviors can influence the intensity of the external driving force of job demands. And then
there is the following hypothesis:
H3: The positive affections moderate the inverted U-shaped relationship of job demand and
innovative behavior in such a way that the job demand has greater impact on innovative behavior in the
higher level of positive affections than the lower level.

3 Methodology
3.1 Sample and data collection
In this study we investigated the R&D staff from 72 enterprises in 17 provinces (or cities),
including Hubei, Guangdong, Zhejiang, Shandong, Beijing, Shanghai, Chongqing, and the like. 1000
questionnaires in total were sent out and 823 valid questionnaires were received. In the valid samples,
72.1% were male, and 27.9% were female; the age distribution revealed that 24.7% were less than 25
years old, and 45.9% in the 26-30 year old group, 15.5% in the 36-40 year old age group, and 8.5%
above 40 years old. Although the samples’ distribution of gender and age is not very even, it is in accord
with the reality that R&D employees are usually young males. The distribution of education experience
is that 10.9% is under B.S. degree, and 59.9% B.S. degree, and 28.5% were Master degree, and 0.7%
were PH.D. Of the samples, 58% are from large enterprises, 17.6% from medium size, and 24.4% from
small size. Concerning the organizations’ properties, state-owned enterprises account for 46.4%, private
enterprises 22.7%, and foreign (or joint) ventures 30.9%. As for the industrial composition, 39.5% are
from technological manufacture, 23% from technological service, 21.8% from traditional manufacture,
and 15.7% from science and research institution.
3.2 Measuring instrument
In this study, the three variables need to be measured referring to job demand, positive affections,
and innovative behavior.
In order to measure the variable of the job demand, we revised the scale edited by Ganster and
Fusilier[9] in accordance with R&D job’s characteristics, and forming a 9-item’s scale about job demand.
Likert’s 5-point rating score is used in this scale (“1= very inconsistent”, “2=less inconsistent”, “3=hard
to say”, “4=consistent”, “5= very consistent”). The scale’s alpha value in this study is 0.796, and its
reliability is acceptable.
As for the measurement of positive affections, we adopted the positive affections sub-scale of the
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PANAS designed by Waston and his workmates [10]. This scale consists of 10 descriptive adjectives
which are determined, enthusiastic, proud, active, inspired, attentive, alert, interested, excited and strong.
Since PANAS is not specially designed for workplace, the special emphasis on workplace has been
made in the instruction. To avoid respondents show neutral response without any careful consideration
about their affects, the 4-point’s response pattern was adopted in the scale (“1=no response”, “2=weak”,
“3=little strong”, “4=very strong”). In this study, the sub-scale demonstrates a satisfactory reliability
(alpha=0.884).
In this study, Janssen’s 9-item one-dimensional scale was adopted for the measurement of
innovative behaviors[11]. This scale follows the 3 phases of innovative behaviors divided by Kanter[12] i.e.
generation, promotion and application, and has 3 items for each phase accordingly. This scale also
adopts the same 5-point’s response pattern with the scale of job demands. This scale’s alpha value is
0.801.

4 Hypotheses Testing and Results Analysis
4.1 Curve estimation on the relationship of job demand and innovative behavior
In order to explore the relationship of the job demand and innovative behavior to verify the H1,
taking the variable of innovative behavior (IB) as the dependent variable, and job demand (JD) as the
independent variable, We constructed a linear model and a quadratic model reflecting the relationship
showed as the following “(1)” and “(2)”.
Linear Model：IB=b0 + b1×JD
（1）
Quadratic Model：IB=b0 + b1×JD + b2×JD2
（2）
If job demands and innovative behaviors present an inverted U-shaped relation, then the
mathematical equation of quadratic model is viable. The coefficient of JD2, b2 ＜ 0, and the
goodness-of-fit surpasses the linear model.
With the application of the function of Curve Estimation in SPSS software, the statistics of both
linear model and quadratic model were estimated and the resulting values were exhibited in Table 1. The
corresponding F statistics’ probabilities are less than the significant level of 0.05 in the both models
(0.0095 in linear model and 0.0000 in quadratic model), which indicated that the both models are also
acceptable. However, through comparing each statistics in the both model, we can observe that the
determination coefficient, R2 of the quadratic model (0.0385) is greater than that of the linear model
(0.0082), which reveals the stronger explanatory power of quadratic model. In addition, taking the
significance of the coefficients into consideration, the quadratic model is highly favorable, which attests
to the higher goodness-of-fit of the quadratic model than the linear one. The JD2’s coefficient, b2 is
-0.4568, which illustrated the quadratic model is an inverted U-shaped curve, so the H1 was tested.
Table 1 The Result Values of Curve Estimation on the Relationship of JD& IB （Sample Size=823）
Model
R2
F
Sig F
b0
b1
b2
Linear
0.0082
6.7541
0.0095
2.4770***
0.1557**
Quadratic
0.0385
16.4170
0.0000
-2.1529*
3.0852***
-0.4568***
Note: *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, 2-tailed test

4.2 Testing the positive affections’ moderating function
In order to test H2 and H3, the three variables of innovative behavior (IB), job demand (JD), and
positive affections (PA) were respectively regarded as the dependent variable, independent variable and
moderating variable, and they were entered into the regression equation in stepwise method. Seen from
the results of regression analysis showed in Table 2, the third step of regression analysis was to test the
significances of the main effects, and the standardized regression coefficients of JD, JD2, PA are 1.096,
-1.074, 0.379 respectively, and the main effects of job demand and positive affections towards
innovative behavior are significant (p<0.001), so the H2 was tested. In the fifth step of regression
analysis, the “PA×JD2” was added to regression equation, and “∆ R2” is significant. Meanwhile, the
standardized regression coefficients of “PA×JD” and “PA×JD2” are also significant (p<0.001), which
illustrated that the positive affections plays a moderating role between job demands and innovative
behaviors.
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The Standardized Coefficients and Relevant Statistics of Hierarchical Regression
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5

Control Variable：
Gender
-0.196***
-0.190***
-0.165***
-0.164***
-0.168***
Age
-0.083
-0.070
-0.025
-0.025
-0.009
Education Experience
0.021
0.023
0.022
0.022
0.017
Tenure for Work
0.010
0.008
0.031
0.032
0.019
Tenure for R&D
0.238**
0.218**
0.212**
0.211**
0.219**
Organization’s Size
-0.036
-0.030
0.008
0.009
0.010
Organization’s Property
0.027
0.027
0.009
0.009
0.000
Industry Affiliation
-0.036
-0.031
-0.003
-0.003
-0.009
JD
1.627***
1.096***
1.093***
1.451***
JD2
-1.577***
-1.074***
-1.071***
-1.428***
PA
0.379***
0.379***
0.394***
PA×JD
-0.005
1.008***
PA×JD2
-1.016***
R2
0.080
0.109
0.243
0.243
0.256
F
8.687***
9.767***
23.402***
21.428***
21.106***
∆ R2
0.029***
0.135***
0.000
0.012***
Note: *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, 2-tailed test. IB is as independent variable. Sample Size=823

In order to further study the functioning manner of the moderating role, the whole sample data
were divided into the high score group and low score group according the mean value (2.6920) and
standard deviation (0.4899) of PA values. Those sample data in the area of more than “2.6920+0.4899”
was regarded as high PA score group, and less than “2.6820-0.4899” as low PA score group. In the
different groups, the regression relationship of “JD” and “IB” is the following:
High PA Score Group: IB= -6.377 + 6.313×JD - 0.996×JD2
(3)
Low PA Score Group: IB= 0.813 + 1.048×JD - 0.128×JD2
(4)
Applying the MATLAB mathematical software, the function curves of “(3)” and “(4)” were drawn
(as shown in Figure 1). From Figure 1, it is observed that the level of innovative behaviors vary more
greatly with the job demands in the high PA score group; on the contrary, in the low PA score group, the
inverted U-shaped curve of job demands and innovative behaviors appears comparatively smooth. In
other words, innovative behaviors vary little with job demands. We can also find that high PA level with
moderate intensity of job demands can bring about the highest level of innovative behaviors from Figure
1.

Innovative
Behavior

The Function Curve of JD and IB
in the High PA Score Group

The Function Curve of JD and IB
in the Low PA Score Group

Job Demand
Figure 1 The Positive Affections’ Moderating Function on the
Relationship of Job Demand and Innovative Behavior

4 Conclusions
This study inquired into the interaction mechanism of the job demand and positive affections
influence on R&D staff’s innovative behavior. Through proposing and testing relevant hypotheses, some
conclusions were drawn as the following: ①There exists an inverted U-shaped relation between job
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demands and innovative behaviors and our empirical research is in line with Gardner and Cumming’s
explanation on the impact of job demands on behavior performance with the employment of their
activation theory. ②The positive affections has a significantly positive impact on innovative behaviors.
In the field of positive psychology, the scholars stress people’s positive mentality and affect can promote
their behavior performance, especially promoting the innovative behavior performance. This viewpoint
was completely verified by our empirical study. ③Employees’ external influence of job demand toward
innovative behavior was moderated by their internal positive affections. In the high level of positive
affections, the job demand have greater impact on innovative behavior, and the inverted U-shaped curve
is steeper; on the contrary, in the low level of positive affections, job demands impact comparatively
little on innovative behaviors.
The group of R&D staff is our study object, and innovation is one of the major features of R&D
work. Because of facing weeding through the old to bring forth the new at all time, the R&D staff stand
high pressure in enterprises, which is even more apparent in those high technology industries with rapid
technological advancement and fierce market competition. Enterprises are under great pressure to
improve their technological innovation for their own sustainable development, and therefore the R&D
employees are faced with increasingly high job demands, and assigned more and more heavy workload.
Upon our findings in this study, some suggestions as the following are proposed for management on
R&D staff’s innovative behaviors: ①When improving the job demands, the managers should take
employees’ endurance into consideration and gain control of the characteristic level of activation
towards best behavior. They should bear in mind that the job demand beyond the employee’s endurance
will restrain the work behavior performance. ②Raising the job demand should go along with brewing
employee’s positive affections on condition that the job demands are within the acceptable scope, which
will make managers get satisfactory innovative performance.
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Abstract The natural monopoly industries are characterized by scale economy and scope economy,
and seriously undermine the interests of consumers because of such negative effects as decrease in
production efficiency, loss in social welfare and low efficiency in organization and management, which
are caused by monopoly. So it is necessary that the natural monopoly industries shall be regulated by the
government. Taking advantage of the modes and experience of regulation of developed countries. The
paper put forward relevant recommendations on governmental regulation on China’s natural monopoly
industries.
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1 Introduction
Analysis on natural monopoly is derived from market failure questions at the beginning in the west.
The existence of economies of scale leads to market failure in natural monopoly industries, which
produces the governmental regulation in natural monopoly industries. The related study mainly includes
how the government controls natural monopoly. Of that, Stiglitz believes that there are three solutions to
solve such problem: firstly, the ownership of an enterprise is taken over or nationalized by the
government; secondly, let the government control such enterprise while a private company operate it;
thirdly, to encourage competition. Deregulation and competition theory under regulation frame represent
to study governmental regulation of natural monopoly industries from the point of view of inspecting
the effect of regulations, in which theories of deregulation include Regulation Failure Theory, X Low
Efficiency Theory and Regulatory Capture Theory, and the competition theory under regulation
emphasis that competition mechanism should be introduced into regularity reform in progress at present,
in other words, to avail competition to achieve the goal of the maximum of social welfare, which mainly
include Franchise Rights Bidding Theory, Yardstick Competition Theory and Contestable Markets
Theory etc.
Governmental regulation refers to the general summary of a series of administrative management
and supervisory acts which relatively independent governmental administrators (institutions) with legal
status take on the regulated entities (mainly enterprises). The governmental regulation involves politics,
economy, law and administrative management, but from the main aspects of influence and the main
fields in which the governmental regulation takes action, the restricting and regulating of the natural
monopoly industries is the starting point of the governmental regulation as well as its goal and final
destination. Therefore, the important theoretical and practical meaning can be granted to the research on
the reform of the governmental regulation, which aims at the restricting and regulating of the natural
monopoly industries based on the actual conditions of the present stage in China.

2 Analysis of the Meaning of the Monopoly and Natural Monopoly
Many economists have comments about the monopoly. Adam Smith, the classical economist,
thought that the monopoly is to use different political power and law to limit free competition and free
trade, i.e. the monopoly caused by the government protection. Ricardo cared more about the monopoly
caused by limits of natural conditions, especially influence of limited supply of land on grain price and
land rent. Mill brought forward the concept “natural monopoly”, i.e. the monopoly situation of only one
supplier. Marshall, new classical economist, thought that the monopoly means that one person or one
group has the rights to decide the quantity or selling price of the sold goods, so it is easy to generate the
monopoly on the sale of scarce goods. After Marshall, American economist Chamberlain and British
economist Robinson founded the theory of monopoly competition and incomplete competition, laying a
foundation for theory of the firm and theory of industrial organization of modern micro economics.
From the cause of monopoly generating, the monopoly is divided into natural monopoly, administrative
monopoly and market monopoly. Natural monopoly is formed because of natural causes; administrative
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monopoly is caused by intervention of administrative power; market monopoly is formed by survival of
the fittest in competition. If allocation of scarce resources is decided by the market, optimized allocation
and reasonable use of resources can not be realized. Therefore, to avoid resource waste and overuse
caused by competition, certain regulation or license of property rights shall be adopted to implement
some kind of intervention in the industry, so natural monopoly is, through administrative means,
obligated to meet the industry in which external effect, scale economy and scope economy exist. The
nature of the industry determines that free competition forms the market structure of the monopoly in
the end. In this situation, the monopoly is realized through competition and natural selection. This is
natural evolution of the industrial organization, which complies with the law of nature of survival of the
fittest, and also provides fair entry and competition opportunities for the participants. Natural monopoly
industries must have the following characteristics: (1) effect of scale economy is very obvious. Effect of
scale economy means that the cost of the product shall decrease with the increase of the production scale
of the enterprise. (2) Effect of network. Natural monopoly industries form the network system when
providing service. Such industries as power, gas, heat supply, water, telecommunication, railway and
postal service are network industries, which must have an integrated network to provide socialized
service. (3) Obvious effect of relevant economy. Natural monopoly industries have a series of
complicated processes for service supply. These processes need to be connected stably, i.e. connection in
technology. (4) Rigid sedimentation of large amount of capital. Because of dedicated nature of assets,
the capital invested in natural monopoly industries is hard to take back, and is also difficult to change to
other usages. If many enterprises compete freely, destructiveness and lethality will be enormous, and the
final result is either failure of enterprises or merger and combination.

3 The Present Situation of China’s Natural Monopoly Industries
China’s natural monopoly industries have their own characteristics, but the monopoly is caused by
the sole operation of some department of the government, not by concentration of production because of
competition, and implemented by the government’s power. Since reform and opening-up, drawbacks in
natural monopoly industries are exposed gradually, which mainly include: first, the enterprise lacks
necessary competitive mechanism, so forms the working mode of inefficiency, and incurs serious loss.
According to China’s administration system on natural monopoly industries, main businesses of natural
monopoly is operated by the central government or local government, while the enterprises don’t have
market principal status and managerial decision making power. The government is not only the
policy-maker and supervisor of regulatory policies, but also the real operator of actual business; the
government directly manages the enterprises, and intervenes in the routine business activities of the
enterprises. This strict regulation limits the operating energy of the enterprises greatly, and makes the
enterprises lose aggressiveness and competitiveness. Second, high service price and poor service quality,
which limit the rapid increase of resident consumption demand, and make consumption’s contribution
ratio to economic growth decrease year by year. Third, the price-forming mechanism can not stimulate
the production efficiency. The power, gas, water, telecommunication and railway transportation in
China mainly adopt “cost-plus pricing”, i.e. the cost plus certain profit. This price-forming mechanism
can not stimulate the enterprises to lower the cost and increase efficiency for more profits. Fourth,
singular investment entity, thus leading to demand-supply gap. Natural monopoly industries provide
fundamental and scarce public goods and service, which is invested mainly by the government. The
singular investment channel and limited government finance result in lack of investment in
infrastructure industry. In a word, the singular investment channel leads to the capital bottleneck of
industry development, limits development of the industry, and at the same time reduces the investment
(another important factor which impels economic growth). After entry to WTO, the enterprises in
China’s natural monopoly industries show less competitive than foreign enterprise when participating in
fair competition.

4 System Design for the Reform of the Governmental Regulation to the Natural
Monopoly Industries
The goal of the reform on the natural monopoly industries is to realize effective competitiveness
and increase efficiency. To reach the goal, the author recommend that China’s reform on the
governmental regulation system shall be conducted through the following several aspects:
Firstly, further loosing the economic regulation, and gradually strengthen the social regulation on
natural monopoly industries. During the reform of the governmental regulation, the main reason why it
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is necessary that the economic regulation on natural monopoly industries by the government shall be
eased is: inefficient operation and lack of competitiveness in natural monopoly industries over a long
period, have made this kind of behavior, which emphasizes the application of market competition
mechanism and the increase of economic benefits and aims at loosening the economic regulation by the
government, as a global trend for implementing the reform of natural monopoly industries. It can be said
that the variability of the characteristic of technical economy for natural monopoly industries, in fact, is
the underlying reason for the reform of the governmental regulation system. Furthermore, the
inefficiency that exists in the current economic regulation system of natural monopoly industries in
China, also require us to expedite and deepen the reform of the governmental regulation system.
Compared with the economic regulation, the social regulation is more abundant in the content, which,
according to Uekusa Masu, the Japanese scholar, consists of the four parts: ensure health and hygiene,
ensure safety, prevent public hazards and protect environment, ensure education, culture and social
welfare. The regulation on safety of food and medicines was launched in early twentieth century, but
was emphasized only in 1970s. Due to the increasingly serious air pollution and water pollution, plus
influence of property rights and information asymmetry, people urgently require that the government
can regulate these social issues by means of legislation and law enforcement on behalf of public rights
and interests. Since the eighties of the twentieth century, China started to stress the social regulation on
natural monopoly industries, and strengthened the management in terms of the regulation after the
nineties, especially doing a lot in protecting environment, increasing the quality of product and service,
maintaining social security and health.
Secondly, establish and improve the corresponding law and regulation system, and practically
enhance the scientificalness and effectiveness, so as to provide fundamentals for the reform of the
regulation. Many western developed countries emphasize that the legislation as the lead shall be the
basic principle in the reform of the governmental regulation system. For example, the British
government instituted strict laws on four major natural monopoly industries (telecommunication, power,
gas and water): Telecommunication Law in 1984, Gas Law in 1980, Water Law in 1989, and Power
Law in 1989. Furthermore, the British government set up corresponding regulatory institutions to
monitor the implementing of such laws, thus laying a solid foundation for the sound development of
these industries. Since the reform and opening-up, China established Railway Law, Aviation Law,
Power Law, and Telecommunication Administration Rules successively. However, we followed the
tradition of “first reform, then legislation”. So the establishment of laws falls behind, and moreover,
poor operability and compatibility exist in the present promulgated laws. Therefore, the establishment of
the regulatory law system on natural monopoly industries shall be speeded up in accordance with the
provisions of the Legislation Law, and furthermore, the coordination shall be improved with such
relevant laws as the Constitution Law, Antimonopoly Law, Administrative Procedural Law and Contract
Law. It shall be noted that the 29th Session of the Standing Committee of the Tenth National People's
Congress adopted the Antimonopoly Law on 30th August 2007, which has taken effect on 1st August
2008. The Antimonopoly Law is the right response to China’s economic situations: it opposes abuse of
market ascendancy, in favor of regulating the behaviors of the monopoly enterprises (especially
state-owned enterprises); it stipulates the review of merger and acquisition by foreign capital, in favor of
China’s participation into the global competition; it takes a clear stand to forbid such administrative
monopoly behavior as local protectionism, in favor of regulation of market order. However, it shall also
be noticed that the monopoly phenomena currently existing in China, except for some competitive
monopolies formed during market competitions, are non-competitive administrative monopolies. The
core of the Antimonopoly Law stipulated currently is against the economic monopoly, not
administrative monopoly, so this law is just a staged antimonopoly achievement and the foundation for
deepening the antimonopoly, while the final goal of the antimonopoly is against administrative
monopoly.
Thirdly, set up relatively independent regulatory institution, realize the separation of government
and enterprise, and really improve the effect of law enforcement. For a long period, main businesses of
natural monopoly industries in China are operated monopolistically by the central government or local
governments. The government is not only the policy-maker and supervisor of regulatory policies, but
also the real operator of actual business, so the government and the enterprise are not separated, and
administrative monopoly is very serious. Within such system, the production and operation activities of
enterprises are planned and arranged by the government, and enterprises don’t have the managerial
decision making power and don’t assume any risk either. This is the main reason of inefficiency in
natural monopoly industries, so separation of the government and the enterprise is the key to release the
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operating energy of the enterprise. Scientifically-configured and reasonable regulatory institutions are
the prerequisite to realize separation of the government and the enterprise in natural monopoly industries.
In terms of the basic mode of the regulatory institution, there are three modes in the world: the first
mode is the independent regulatory institution with centralized power, such as America; the second
mode is the relatively-independent regulatory institution established under the relevant department of
the government, such as U.K., Australia and Malaysia; under the third mode the government directly
assume the control functions in natural monopoly industries, such as Japan and Korea. For China’s
current situation, if the traditional system of combination of the government and the enterprise is to be
destroyed, the relatively independent regulatory institution must be established beyond the
corresponding competent authority for every natural monopoly industry. So China plan to choose the
second mode.
Fourthly, implement the incentive regulation. Because the applicable regulatory system can not
prevent inefficiency inside the enterprise from happening, regulation-related fees from increasing, loss
caused by regulation lag from occurring, the regulatory authority’s power of free judgement and
rent-seeking cost from happening, Uekusa Masu think that only the incentive which increases the
efficiency can be provided to the enterprise while no solution can work, which is called the incentive
regulation. The methods include: (1) franchise bidding system. The franchise power for the given
industry shall be limited within the certain period, and shall be given to specific enterprise through
competitive bidding system after the franchise period is expired. (2) Regional competition. The
regulated national monopoly enterprise is divided into several regional enterprises, so the regional
enterprise in certain region will increase its internal efficiency under the stimulation of other regional
enterprises' achievements. (3) Social contract system. The regulatory authority and the regulated
enterprise shall sign the contract on equipment running efficiency, thermal efficiency, fuel cost,
outsourcing power price and construction fee when revising the charges and fees. If achievements better
than the contract is realized, the enterprise shall be awarded, otherwise be punished. (4) Price-cap
regulation. The regulatory authority and the regulated enterprise shall sign the contract on price change
in form of the above-mentioned social contract system, and establish the price ceiling, below which the
price can change freely. These four methods have advantages and disadvantages, of which the social
contract system has been applied by many countries as a good policy. China can improve the system for
contracted responsibility in different form, clarify the relationship between duties, rights and benefits,
and provide the inducement of economic interests for the enterprises to reduce the cost and increase
internal efficiency. Of course, it shall reflect the sociality of such system for contracted responsibility.

5 Conclusion
This paper analyse some questions in natural monopoly industries of the present stage in China
through thorough discussion on the definition and charactoristics of monopoly and natural monopoly in
this thesis. The goal of the reform on the natural monopoly industries in China is to realize effective
competitiveness and increase efficiency. To reach the goal, the author recommend that China’s reform
on the governmental regulation system shall be conducted through the following several aspects: System
Design for the Reform of the Governmental Regulation to the Natural Monopoly Industries; further
loosing the economic regulation, and gradually strengthen the social regulation on natural monopoly
industries, establish and improve the corresponding law and regulation system, and practically enhance
the scientificalness and effectiveness, so as to provide fundamentals for the reform of the regulation; set
up relatively independent regulatory institution, realize the separation of government and enterprise, and
really improve the effect of law enforcement, implement the incentive regulation.
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Abstract The theory of transaction costs is the basic analytical tool of the new institutional economics.
However, there is a lot of argument over whether transaction costs can be measured, as well as how to
measure transaction costs. This paper aims to build accounting methods for the direct measurement of
transaction costs, and to provide empirical evidence for how transaction costs have effect on corporate
performance. The results of statistical analysis show that the operating transaction costs have a
significantly negative impact on corporate performance, while the allocating transaction costs have a
significantly positive correlation with corporate performance. So the modern enterprise management
should be more emphasis on transaction activities, and should change from simply pursuing the interests
of shareholders towards the maintenance of suppliers, customers, shareholders, creditors, employees, the
state and all other stakeholders.
Key words Transaction costs; Corporate performance; Accounting measurement

1 Introduction
The new institutional economics, which is initiated by Ronald H.Coase, Douglass C. North,
Oliver E. Williamson, Armen A.Alchian, Harold Demsetz and the others stresses that institutions are
very important, and institutions have a decisive effect on economic performance. Only under a
well-arranged institution, land, labor, capital, and other factors of production may give full play to the
function. Douglass C. North pointed out that the development of institutional arrangements is the main
historical reasons of improving productivity and factors market.
Transaction costs is the core concept of the new institutional economics, the theory of transaction
costs is the basic analytical tool of the new institutional economics. However, there are a lot of
arguments over whether transaction costs can be measured, as well as how to measure transaction costs,
which have made transaction costs become an analytical tool rather than an endogenous variable. At the
same time, the new institutional economics is mainly restricted to a qualitative analysis or empirical
researches, which hinder the development of new institutional economics. In response, Simon said that
the new institutional economics and its related methods would be a selection based on a kind of beliefs
unless a positive research for exogenous parameter estimation and theoretical testing was deployed.
Since 1960’s, a lot of positive researches for exogenous parameter estimation and theoretical
testing have appeared, for example, (Demsetz 1968), (Monteverde & Teece 1982), (Masten 1984),
(Palay 1984), (Joskow 1987), and so on. But most of these studies avoided the direct measurement of
transaction costs , and focused on the empirical examination and statistical testing of the relationship
between the specificity and transaction costs ,in order to provide a theoretical proof for the choice
between vertical integration and market transactions.
Therefore, I try to probe into the following two aspects: First, to build accounting methods for the
direct measurement of transaction cost; and then, to do a positive research for the relationship between
transaction costs and corporate performance, in order to provide empirical evidence for how transaction
costs have effect on corporate performance.

2 Enterprise’s Transaction Costs and Its Accounting Measurement
2.1 Enterprise’s transaction contracts
The modern theory of the firm views that the enterprise is a nexus of transaction contracts,
corporate participants consist of shareholders, creditors, managers, employees, suppliers, customers,
governments, auditors and the others, the overall contractual structure of the corporation is shown as
Figure 1 .
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The transaction is divided into three types by John R. Commons: Bargaining transaction,
Managerial transaction, Rationing transaction. Accordingly, business transactions can be divided into
the following three types: first, market transaction contracts, which mean the voluntary exchange
between equal market subjects, including commodity market contracts, capital market contracts and
labor market contracts. Commodity market contracts reflect the relationships of the purchases and sales
of goods and money clearing between an enterprise and its suppliers and customers; Capital market
contracts reflect the relationships of the investment, financing and income distribution between an
enterprise and its shareholders and creditors; labor market contracts are signed while an enterprises hires
managers and general staffs, and reflect the employment relationship between the enterprise and its
employees. Second, the transaction contracts within an enterprise, which reflect the relationships among
the enterprise’s various departments. Third, contracts between an enterprise and the Government,
mainly tax contracts, which are performed as a variety of tax regulations. The above transaction
contracts are shown in table 1.
Table 1

transactions
Market transactions
Transactions within an
enterprise
Governmental
transactions

Enterprise’s Transaction Contracts
contracts
commodity market contracts
Market transaction contracts
Capital market contracts
labor market contracts
transaction
vertical transaction contracts
contracts within an enterprise
horizontal transaction contracts
Governmental
transaction
Tax contracts
contracts

2.2 Transaction costs of enterprises
Regardless of market transactions, transactions within an enterprise or the Governmental
transactions, there are costs, which collectively refer to as transaction costs. Transaction costs can be
divided into the market transaction costs, managemental transaction costs and political transaction costs.
Market transaction costs are the costs of using the market, and can be divided into the commodity
market transaction costs, capital market transaction costs and the labor market transaction costs. The
commodity market transaction costs take place for the purchases and sales of goods ,and are the whole
costs with suppliers and customers, for example, costs for collecting information, costs for signing a
purchase and sale agreement, procurement costs , settlement costs, marketing costs. The capital market
transaction costs refer to enterprises’ costs for financing and investment, such as expenditure incurred
by issuance of stocks, bonds, and fees for the signing of loan agreement. The labor market transaction
costs incurred by the recruitment and training of labor.
Managemental transaction costs incurred within an enterprise for the exercise of command, and for
the organization and management of an enterprise. managemental transaction costs can be divided into
vertical and horizontal transaction costs. Vertical transaction costs take place between higher and lower
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levels, horizontal transaction costs occur at the same level.
Political transaction costs relate to the operation and adjustment of a political entity, including the
taxes and fees paid to the government.
2.3 The accounting measurement of transaction costs
In accounting, the enterprise's economic activities can be divided into two categories: First,
production activities, namely, person-to-object activities; Second, transaction activities, namely,
person-to-person activities. The costs, which occur in production activities and have a direct link with
production, are known as the production costs, including direct material costs, direct labor costs,
manufacturing costs; The costs, which don’t occur in the production activities and haven’t a direct link
with production, can be collectively referred to as transaction costs, including market transaction costs,
managemental transaction costs and political transaction costs.
In the enterprise’s day-to-day accounting, the account of "transaction costs" can be set. According
to the types of transaction costs, the accounts such as "commodity market transaction costs", "capital
market transaction costs", "labor market transaction costs"," managemental transaction costs "and"
political transaction costs" can be set under the account of "transaction costs" . In order to reflect
specific expenses, such as the procurement costs, settlement costs, marketing costs, borrowing costs,
shares costs, training costs, etc. some accounts in detail can be set. When incurred, the costs are directly
debited to the corresponding accounts; and in the end of each year, we can get the current total
transaction costs as well as the specific amount of various transaction costs by summarizing the
accounts.

3 The Effect of Transaction Costs on Corporate Performance:A Positive Study
3.1 Study designing
3.1.1 Econometric model

C Pi t = β
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In the current corporate accounting, there is no accounting data about transaction costs,which is
referred to in the second part of this paper. Therefore, the data of transaction costs required by the above
econometric model can only be replaced by the data existing in the current accounting system. Of which:
CPit —the performance of company i in the year t, represented by the rate of return on equity(ROE).
GCit—the commodity market transaction costs of company i in the year t, replaced by sales expenses;
CCit —the capital market transaction costs of company i in the year t, replaced by financial expenses;
LCit—the labor market transaction costs of company i in the year t, replaced by cash paid to employees;
ICit—the managemental transaction costs of company i in the year t, replaced by management expenses;
PCit —the political transaction costs of company i in the year t, replaced by the taxes and fees paid to
the government;
μit —residuals of company i in the year t.
3.1.2 Theoretical assumptions
In accordance with the impact on corporate performance, transaction costs can be divided into two
categories: First, the operating transaction costs, including sales fees, managemental fees, financial costs;
Second, the distribution transaction costs, including payments made to employees as well as the taxes
and fees paid to the government. On this basis, the following theoretical assumptions:
H1: the operating transaction costs have a significantly negative impact on corporate performance,
including: the commodity market transaction costs have a significantly negative impact on corporate
performance (H11), the capital market transaction costs have a significantly negative impact on corporate
performance (H12), the managemental transaction costs have a significantly negative impact on
corporate performance (H13).
H2: the distribution transaction costs have a significantly positive correlation with Corporate
Performance, including: payments made to employees have a significantly positive correlation with
corporate performance (H21), the taxes and fees paid to the government have a significantly positive
correlation with Corporate Performance (H22).
3.1.3 Study objects and samples
A strong competitive electronics industry is selected as the study object, in order to eliminate the
effect of industry and market competition.
CSMAR database is used to select samples: first, selecting Shanghai A shares and Shenzhen A
shares; then, in the industry, selecting the electronics industry in the manufacturing sector, the result is a
total of 72 listed companies. After 6 ST are removed from the list, the 66 listed companies remain
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finally.
3.1.4 Generation and processing of sample data
First, to query and export the "rate of return on equity (ROE) B" form the "profitability document"
in CSMAR "financial indicators database of China's listed companies ".
Second, to query and export the "total assets" form the balance sheet in CSMAR " financial
statements database of listed companies "; to query and export the "managemental expenses", " sales
expenses", "financial expenses " in the income statement; to query and export the “payments made to
employees” and the “taxes and fees paid to the government” in the cash flow statement (direct method).
Third, to screen the above-mentioned data by EXCEL, retaining year-end data from December 31,
1998 to December 31, 2007, and removing incomplete data. Finally, 328 set of data, a total of 1968
observations remain.
Fourth, standardized processing
In order to eliminate the impact of the scale of corporations , Respectively, "management
expenses", " sales expenses", "financial expenses ",“payments made to employees” and the “taxes and
fees paid to the government” divided by "total assets", to be " management expenses/ total assets ","
sales expenses/total assets ","financial expenses/total assets "," workers’ salary / total assets "," taxes
and fees / total assets "( four decimals are to retain the results), respectively, as the alternative variables
of " managemental transaction costs "," commodity market transaction costs "," capital market
transaction costs "," labor market transaction costs "and" political transaction costs ".
Table 2

ROE
SE/TA
ME/TA
FE/TA
WA/TA
TF/TA

Min.
-0.9889
0.0002
-0.0280
-0.0116
0.0024
0.0021

Descriptive Statistics
Max.
0.3809
0.2840
0.2570
0.0386
0.1854
0.1723

Mean
0.0568
0.0343
0.0474
0.0088
0.0505
0.0312

Table 3 Pearson Correlations and Its Significance
ROE
SE/TA
ME/TA
FE/TA

Cor.
1
Sig.
SE/TA
Cor.
-0.184**
Sig.
0.001
ME/TA
Cor.
-0.353**
Sig.
0.000
FE/TA
Cor.
-0.151**
Sig.
0.006
WA/TA
Cor.
0.062
Sig.
0.265
TF/TA
Cor.
0.242**
Sig.
0.000
**:Correlation is significant at 0.01 level(2-tailed).

Std.Dev.
0.1420
0.0452
0.02960
0.0094
0.0278
0.0223

WA/TA

TF/T
A

ROE

Table 4

Β0
Β1
Β2
Β3
Β4
Β5
R2
Adj. R2
F
Sig. of F

coefficient
0.077
-0.991
-2.398
1.439
-2.054
1.915
0.323
0.313
30.786
0.000

1
0.237**
0.000
-0.205**
0.000
0.266**
0.000
0.416**
0.000

1
-0.065
0.242
0.462**
0.000
0.032
0.565

1
-0.056
0.316
-0.229**
0.000

1
0.175**
0.001

Results of Regression Analysis

Std.Error
0.019
0.166
0.717
0.270
0.252
0.328

t
4.108
-5.982
-3.345
5.325
-8.147
5.836

Sig.
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000

1
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3.2 Statistical analysis
SPSS16.0 is used to carry out descriptive statistical analysis, correlation analysis and regression
analysis, the results are shown in Table 2, Table 3, Table 4.of Which: rate of return on equity—ROE;
sales expenses/total assets—SE/TA; management expenses/ total assets—ME/TA; financial
expenses/total assets—FE/TA; workers’ salary / total assets—WA/TA; taxes and fees / total
assets—TF/TA.

4 Conclusion
The results of statistical analysis show that the correlation coefficients of commodity transaction
costs, capital transaction costs, managemental transaction costs with corporate performance are
respectively -0.184, -0.151, -0.353, and all are significant at the 0.01 level ; Regression coefficients are
respectively -0.991, -2.398, -2.054, and all are significant in the 0.01 level. Therefore, the operating
transaction costs have a significantly negative impact on corporate performance, which means that H11,
H12, H13 have been set up.
The results of statistical analysis show that the correlation coefficient of the political transaction
costs with corporate performance is 0.242, and is significant at the 0.01 level; its regression coefficient
is 1.915, and is significant at the 0.01 level. Therefore, the assumption, H22 has been set up. The
correlation coefficient of Labor transaction costs with Corporate Performance is 0.062, but it is not
significant; its regression coefficient is 1.439, and is significant at the 0.01 level. Therefore, the
assumption, H21 may be set up. Which means that the allocating transaction costs have a significantly
positive correlation with corporate performance?
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Abstract It is a new issue worthy of discussion whether accounting has a function of response to
lawsuits in the antidumping cases. In the practice of antidumping, accounting information is the
prerequisite to determine whether there is dumping and whether it is necessary to take corresponding
actions. The fact that traditional management tool mismatches the demand of antidumping accounting
information which weakens the accounting functions, and impedes the antidumping actions to some
degree. In the practice of antidumping, accounting should not only take the roles of accounting and
supervision, but also have the function of response to lawsuits.
Key words Antidumping accounting; Accounting function; Response to lawsuits; Necessity analysis

1 Introduction
Accounting plays an indispensable role in the economic activities, and the role varies in different
historical periods and economic development stages. Nowadays, under the trend of the economic
globalization and marketization, new economic phenomena are constantly emerging and the accounting
environment changes continuously. The role of Accounting has turned from the “passive accounting
tool” to the “proactive management tool”. As the American accounting professor A.C.Littleton said,
“Accounting is a direct medium to transfer all kinds of social relationships in many aspects…”That
means accounting can also produce a kind of extensive information. From this aspect, as a particular
source of information, the accounting’s service function has been extended or expanded to some degree.
In recent years, China is facing more and more serious threat of antidumping, which brings strong
negative influence in the foreign trade, so as to affect the economic development continuously, healthily
and rapidly in China. The article wants to study how to extend the accounting functions, especially the
function of response to lawsuits in the antidumping cases.

2 Accounting Functions and Its Extension in Antidumping Accounting
Accounting aims to reflect, explain and evaluate the objective economic activities, which
determines the accounting functions. There is no united opinion about the accounting functions so far. In
the traditional accounting theory, the accounting functions have two major aspects: accounting and
supervision, which can be seen in the accounting law. With the rapid economic development of and
in-depth economic system reform, the accounting environment has been changed as well as the
accounting functions. As can be seen, accounting functions varies from the perspective of the objective
environment’s changes. Accounting has some extensive functions from the perspectives such as
information system, technicism theory and management activities and so on.
2.1 New thinking of accounting functions
As we all know, accounting acts an ever-changing social role. Therefore, we should not only
consider the accounting function from the perspective of economic environment and technology
development, but also consider it as an integrated management tool in certain historical period and
economic development stage. Moreover, the accounting practice should be instructed by corresponding
accounting theory or accounting method to exhibit highest capacity and take due responsibilities.
Accounting standards and accounting systems reflect the public policy. In this way, certain accounting
standards that adjust to changes in economic environment is formed, and accounting standards and laws
do not integrated to a large degree. However, in the open society nowadays, the policy making and
system arrangement must be based on the new technology, global market rules, and some other external
institutional environments or constraint conditions. That is why accounting begins to be influenced by
laws and economic thought of maximization. For example, accounting standard itself is used to
standardize the economic activities of the entities, but now the legal problems relating to the accounting
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standards are being considered, the generation and development of accounting with law theory means
that accounting would be more and more implemented in the legal practice, the accounting standards
therefore have more functions regarding to laws. In brief, we cannot deny that accounting is the
combination of economic and legal attributes, unless we deny the underlying logical relationship among
economy, legislation and accounting.
2.2 The extensive function of antidumping accounting
Antidumping is not only a matter of legislation, but also a matter of interest in nature. From the
aspect of accounting, the recognition and measurement of export products’ prices and normal value is
the focus of the contradiction concerning dumping and antidumping activities. The fact, in front of
antidumping accounting, becomes necessary. Although the antidumping activities and accounting
standards are two different systems, they have certain overlapping or similarities in the content to some
degree. For instance, the primary commitment is to determine whether the dumping activities are
reasonable, which needs accounting information as evidence; in the process of evaluating the damage
resulting from dumping according to the antidumping laws, antidumping accounting plays a role to
provide quantitative estimates; when the antidumping action is used to decide the punishment for
dumping, the corresponding tax base is prepared by underlying accounting standards. In this way, it is
necessary logically that antidumping accounting has the extensive function—response to lawsuits.

3 On the Necessity of the Research on the Function of Response to Lawsuits in
Antidumping Accounting
The response to lawsuits function is the new function for antidumping accounting. At first, any
economic entities’ activities must be instructed according to relevant law and regulations. In the
globalization of economy, large numbers of economic facts and phenomena are diversified and
complicated, economic disputes or business conflicts are becoming more and more serious.
Antidumping accounting is used for solving financial disputes, objectively evaluating the economic loss,
balancing each stakeholder’s interests, and ensuring the market economy develops stably. Then, the
response to lawsuits function of antidumping accounting is the extension from the two basic functions of
accounting and supervising. Therefore, the above three functions are mutually related, constrained and
motivated. Antidumping accounting is not only to use specific accounting method, stated mainly in
monetary terms and according to the basic accounting procedures, to generate information so to satisfy
the economic decision making, but also is to examine the validity and legality of the specific economic
entities whereas undertaking accounting is to provide reliable and relevant evidence for certain
economic cases using the valuable accounting information, so as to provide necessary services to the
litigants and assist the Court of Judicature to make conclusive judgment.
Response to lawsuits in antidumping accounting is an emerging function. Although it has been used
to some degree in the practice of economic judicature regarding to antidumping, the business area in
respect to the function of response to lawsuits is limited, the relevant authorities is unfixed, the
assignment of duties is ambiguous, the working procedure is not standardized, and the measurement
criteria used to evaluate the function of accounting evidence is deficient. Especially when a clearly
defined accounting entity is facing the threat of international antidumping actions, antidumping
accounting theory is extremely insufficient to assist us to respond to the possible antidumping lawsuits.

4 The Effect on the Antidumping Activities about the Function of Response to
Lawsuits
The function of response to lawsuits in antidumping accounting includes two stages: 1) new case
registration investigation for the antidumping lawsuits; 2) implementation in response to lawsuits
investigation; specifically, the effect of the function of response to lawsuits is showed in complaint,
pre-warning, and termination of the antidumping lawsuits investigation, attestation, and minimization of
the loss and so on.
4.1 In the stage of new case registration investigation for the antidumping lawsuits
There are two important functions in the stage of new case registration investigation for the
antidumping lawsuits: complaint and pre-warning
4.1.1 Complaint
The function of complaint is that the importer initiates an antidumping investigation against the
exporter according to the antidumping act and relevant necessary accounting information. The importer
cannot lodge a complaint unless sufficient evidence is available to testify that the exporter “has sold the
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products at the price lower than the cost of the importer’s products” and this dumping activity has
directly damaged the importer’s relevant industry. That is to give qualitative definition of the dumping
activities. When those conditions are satisfied, then the price of the export products is compared to the
normal value. When the export price is lower than the normal value, the transaction can be defined as
dumping activity, which is the quantitative definition of dumping. It should be noticed that the exporter
price and the normal value must conform to generally accepted accounting principles and the convention
of international trade. The next step is to check and approve the dumping profit of the exporter.
According to “WTO Antidumping Agreement”, if the export price is lower than the normal value and
the difference is no more than 2% of the normal value, the relevant transaction should not be identified
as dumping activity, whereas corresponding countervailing tariff must be calculated and collected based
on the amount of dumping margin so as to determine the amount of dumping. So, when undertaking
antidumping investigation, the function of complaint is indispensable.
4.1.2 Pre-warning
The function of pre-warning is to use the accounting method to trace, analyze, anticipate with
respect to major international or domestic economic ratio (such as the amount of export products,
product mix, product cost, export price and overall supply & demand), and provide relevant information
timely to the export enterprises to assist them to take preventative measurement against dumping.
Antidumping, resulting from the importer’s operational strategy-making, is an appropriate trade
protection tool. From the perspective of exporter, it is significant to keep on track about the changing
market structure of the “like products” produced by the importer, and based on the cost, price,
production, profit, market demand and the probability that the import country will take antidumping
measurement, to make comprehensive judgment about the entity in the market structure that gets
damaged and may file an antidumping lawsuit. On the other hand, some factors with respect to
antidumping pre-warning are inevitably difficult to be identified in the accounting information.
4.2 Implementation in response to lawsuits investigation
After the application of registration of antidumping, the antidumping investigation against the
exporter begins, at which time the work of accounting is one of the key points to determine whether the
lawsuits can be won. As a matter of fact, the responding to antidumping charges can be seen as an
argument regarding to accounting information instructed by the laws and regulations. Once the agency
in charge of antidumping investigation identifies some problems existing in the basic accounting system
according to which the accounting evidence is provided by the enterprise involved, it is difficult to
ensure the validity and reliability of the enterprise’s accounting information, which may probably lead to
high antidumping tariff to be collected. Although without the antidumping accounting system so far, it is
possible for the accounting to exploit the function of response to lawsuits in the antidumping lawsuit, if
the enterprise’s accounting work is valid and the accounting procedures and methods are reliable.
4.3 The main effect of the function of response to lawsuits
The effect on the antidumping activities about the function of response to lawsuits can be classified
into three categories: termination of the antidumping lawsuits investigation, counterplea, and
minimization of the loss.
4.3.1 Termination of the antidumping lawsuits investigation
The primary form of antidumping investigation is to require the enterprise involved in the lawsuit
to fill the antidumping questionnaire including the information about the materials supply, process of
production, cost allocation, labor costs, selling price and amount, and the accounting procedures and
methods. The purpose of the antidumping questionnaire is to collect accounting evidence. If the
evidence is insufficient and is not in accordance with the complaint’s accusation, the investigation can
be terminated immediately. The termination of the antidumping lawsuits investigation can make the
enterprise involved in the antidumping lawsuit decrease or avoid protracted loss resulting from
responding to the antidumping charges.
4.3.2 Counterplea
Counterplea is a fixed procedure in the International Dumping Code, which means that all litigants
have opportunities to argue for their own interests. The function of counterplea is a particular accounting
function granted by the International Dumping Code, and also a core accounting function in the
antidumping lawsuits. Because many enterprises in China lack the experience of response to
antidumping lawsuits, they don’t dare or are unwilling to accept the antidumping charges, and even
though they accept, they fail to use accounting information as evidence to counter-argue effectively,
resulting in unfavorable adjudication and low rate of recovering. Statistics shows that, more than half of
the export enterprises in China have encountered the accusation of antidumping, less than 70% accepted
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the antidumping investigation, and argued for their interests, and only about 30% won the lawsuits
ultimately, which is far lower than the world average level. The results indicates it is a long-term and
arduous task in both practice and theory of antidumping accounting to increase the ability of the
enterprise’s counter-argument using valuable accounting evidence to respond to the antidumping
accusation.
4.3.3 Minimization of the loss
The end of response to lawsuits is the integration of the functions discussed above, whose purpose
is to minimize the loss of antidumping. The success of counter-argument would certainly give “universal
satisfaction”.

5 Conclusions
In the practice of antidumping, accounting should not only take the roles of accounting and
supervision, but also have the function of response to lawsuits. The function is showed in complaint,
pre-warning, and termination of the antidumping lawsuits investigation, attestation, and minimization of
the loss and so on. In order to ensure its effect of the function of response to lawsuits be played fully in
antidumping activities, it is necessary for China to strengthen the theoretic research on the antidumping
accounting. This article only touches upon the surface of the topic.
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Abstract It’s the first attempt for us to identify the business genes which might affect the innovation
of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) through an questionnaire survey and a quantitative
analysis based on structural equation model (SEM). The main finding of the research is that the
innovation orientation of SMEs is strongly determined by such business genes as capabilities of R&D,
technology innovation, innovation management and learning, within which, the capability of learning is
the most significant one comparing with all other factors.
Key words Innovation gene of business; Small and medium-sized enterprises; Structural equation
model(SEM); Business evolution

1 Introduction
It is well known that the mortality rate of SMEs is extremely high around the world, thus according
to the view of points of most management researchers and practitioners, the ultimate solution for them is
to innovate continuously. Since 1960s, gene theory began to come into the domain of management
research. Business gene can either affects business performance independently or dependently
combining with external environment, which might perform as innovation of technology, thought and
culture. From the perspective of business gene, business’ innovation mechanism might involve the
mechanisms of business gene’s mutation and reorganization. The previous literatures were used to
define the key factors which influence business’ evolution as business gene. Moreover, it was believed
that business’ innovation gene might refer to the capabilities of innovation management, R&D,
technology innovation and learning, etc. Actually, we argue that the contents of business innovation
gene are very abundant, and they vary depending on business’ internal and external environment. As
well, if a business wants to reinforce its genes, it must make sense of the critical factors which affect the
performance of genes significantly. Therefore, by means of the structural equation model and its
relevant research fruits, we attempt to propose some hypotheses to disclose the relationship between the
innovation genes and its affecting factors, and then construct a SEM model to test their causalities, by
which we can also tell how can the business innovation gene affect a business’ directional evolution.

2 Hypotheses and Model
2.1 Hypotheses
Previous studies referred to innovation management mainly focused on technology innovation and
its process, as well how to design a innovation system to encourage the innovation behavior (Xie and
Chen, Liu and Yu, etc.). Thus following the traditional paradigm, we have proposed hypotheses H1~H7
to disclose the key genes that will influence SMEs’ innovation as well how can they react with each
other.
H1: R&D gene has positive effect on technology innovation gene.
H2: R&D gene has positive effect on innovation management gene.
H3: R&D gene has positive effect on learning gene.
H4: technology innovation gene has positive effect on innovation management gene.
H5: innovation management gene has positive effect on learning gene.
H6: innovation management gene has positive effect on innovation orientation.
H7: learning capability gene has positive effects on innovation orientation.
2.2 Determination of the variables and indicators
According to the SEM, we initially scrutinize the initial relations and select corresponding
measurable variables as the substitutes of latent variables, which can reflect the meaning of latent
variables comprehensively, shown in Table 1.
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Latent variables
ii.

R&D gene
Exogenous latent variables

ξ1

Table 1 Variables, Indicators and Explaining
Observable indicators
i.
Explaining
The external environmental factors affecting business’
innovation, such as macroeconomic environment,
External environment x1
degree of competing in the market, etc.
Understanding of innovation
Capability of understanding governmental innovation

policy

x2

polices

x3

Research equipments
Technology
innovation
gene ξ 2

Advancement and completeness of research equipments

Inputs of manpower x 4

Inputs of manpower into innovation behavior

Inputs of money x5

Expenditure on innovation behavior

Capability of output

x6

Output as a result of innovation

achievement x 7

Benefit or performance brought about by innovation

Organization management
iii.

Innovation
management

Endogenous latent variables

geneη1

Sustainable innovation
Supporting power

Geneη 2

Innovation
orientation

η3

Level of innovation organization management

y2

Capability of creating sustainable innovation

y3

Innovation mechanism
Learning

y1

Degree of supporting innovation behavior

y4

The completeness of innovation mechanism

y5
Culture y6
Organizing learning y 7
Strategic goal y 8
Group target y 9
Individual target y10

Structure of team

The structure of innovation teams
The maturity of innovative culture
The level of organizing learning in a business
If there is a correct strategic innovation goal
If there is a innovation target for specific groups
If there is a innovation target for individual employee

iv.
We can construct an initial SEM to study the relationships between latent variable according to
hypotheses H1~H7 with the help of observable indicators listed in Table 1. The corresponding structural
model, denoted as M1 could be depicted as Figure 1.

v.
⎡ x1 ⎤ ⎡ λ1
⎢ x ⎥ ⎢λ
⎢ 2⎥ ⎢ 2
⎢ x3 ⎥ ⎢ λ3
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
x = Λx ξ + δ ⇒ ⎢ x 4 ⎥ = ⎢ 0
⎢ x5 ⎥ ⎢ 0
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎢ x6 ⎥ ⎢ 0
⎢x ⎥ ⎢ 0
⎣ 7⎦ ⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥ ⎡ξ ⎤
λ4 ⎥ ⎢ 1 ⎥ +
ξ
λ5 ⎥ ⎣ 2 ⎦
⎥
λ6 ⎥
λ 7 ⎥⎦
0
0
0

⎡δ1 ⎤
⎢δ ⎥
⎢ 2⎥
⎢δ 3 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢δ 4 ⎥
⎢δ 5 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢δ 6 ⎥
⎢δ ⎥
⎣ 7⎦

(1)

vi.
⎡ y1 ⎤ ⎡ λ8
⎢ y ⎥ ⎢λ
⎢ 2⎥ ⎢ 9
⎢ y3 ⎥ ⎢ λ10
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎢ y4 ⎥ ⎢ λ11
⎢y ⎥ ⎢ 0
y = Λy η + ε ⇒ ⎢ 5 ⎥ = ⎢
⎢ y6 ⎥ ⎢ 0
⎢y ⎥ ⎢ 0
⎢ 7⎥ ⎢
⎢ y8 ⎥ ⎢ 0
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎢ y9 ⎥ ⎢ 0
⎢⎣ y10 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ 0

0
0
0
0

λ12
λ13
λ14
0
0
0

⎤
⎡ ε1 ⎤
⎥
⎢ε ⎥
⎥
⎢ 2⎥
⎥
⎢ ε3 ⎥
⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎥ η
⎢ε4 ⎥
⎡
⎤
1
⎥
⎢ε ⎥
⎥ ⎢η2 ⎥ + ⎢ 5 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥
⎢ ε6 ⎥
⎥ ⎢⎣η3 ⎥⎦ ⎢ ε ⎥
⎥
⎢ 7⎥
⎢ ε8 ⎥
λ15 ⎥
⎥
⎢ ⎥
λ16 ⎥
⎢ ε9 ⎥
⎢⎣ε10 ⎦⎥
λ17 ⎥⎦
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

（2）
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The model M1 includes the measurement model and structural equation, shown in equation (1) and
equation (2).

3 An Empirical Study
3.1 Questionnaire and reliability testing
In order to test the theoretical model, we have designed a questionnaire, in which there are five
major categories, including 17 items. In the questionnaire survey, 145 respondents from small and
medium-sized enterprises in Wuhan City of China were involved, and 129 of them had responded, while
among them, 117 returned ones were valid, with a valid return rate of 80.69%. The five-point Likert
Measurement was employed to describe each evaluation item, in which 1 to 5 indicates the transition
from low to high of influence degree in turn.
Reliability Analysis command in SPSS 13.0 were used to obtain Cronbach α of latent variables and
total variables. Test results tell that each Cronbach α is over the threshold 0.7, which demonstrates that
the internal consistency of all items in the questionnaire is good. The testing results are shown in Table
2.
Table 2
Latent variable
R&D gene

Results of Reliability Testing
Number of observable variables

ξ1

vii.

3

iii.

0.749

ix.

4

x.

0.824

xi.

4

xii.

0.803

xiii.

3

iv.

0.756

xv.

3

vi.

0.772

xviii.

17

ix.

0.787

Technology innovation gene ξ 2

Innovation management geneη1

Learning Geneη 2

Innovation orientationη 3

ii.

total

Cronbach α

3.2 Model fitting and evaluation
Based on the data obtained by questionnaire survey, by means of Maximum likelihood method
package contained in software AMOS, we can get the analytical results shown in Figure 1.

0.81

0.67

0.49
x7

0.68

0.52

0.63
x6

0.53 0.06
0.71

0.60

0.47
x5

0.55

0.52
x4

y1

y2

y3

y4

0.82 0.76
0.64

ξ2

0.77

0.48

0.74
0.60
0.57

0.76

0.65

0.64

0.83

x1

x2

x3

η3

0.68

0.52

0.47

y5

0.80

0.60

y9

0.75

y10

0.72

0.48

y7

0.51

0.60

0.86

Figure 1

y6

0.56

0.74

0.54

η2

1.00 0.57

y8

0.58

0.59

ξ1
0.66

0.28

η1

Estimated Value of Parameters (Model M1)

In AMOS, we use CR (Critical Ratio) to conduct the significance test of route-system or load
coefficient (coefficient of the null hypothesis is zero). According to AMOS variance estimates, the CR
value of x6 to technology innovation gene is 0.52, with the associated probability of 0.001, thus x6
can not explain ξ 2 well. Meanwhile, in other latent variables, the correction index (MI) of the indicator
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is low, which means observable indicator x6 is not attributed to other latent variables too. So we can
delete the observable indicator x6 . Very similarly, we have also tested the other indicators to get a new
parameter estimation, by which we can modify the model M1 to obtain model M2 (shown in Figure 2).

ξ2

0.76

y2

y1

0.80

0.71

0.49

0.59

0.67

x7

0.68

1.00
x6

0.61

0.67
x5

0.55

0.49
x4

y3

y4

0.80 0.66
0.71

0.62
0.58

0.77
0.33

η1

0.56

ξ1

0.86

0.52

x1

x2

x3

0.71

0.44

0.59

0.86 0.73

0.88

y6

0.59

y10

0.25

0.62

y7

0.59

0.67

0.87

Figure 2

y9

0.69

0.67

η2

y5

0.63

η3

0.60

0.77

0.74

0.59

0.79

0.46

y8

0.65

Estimated Values of Parameters (Model M2)

By comparing the indices of goodness of fit in the original model (M1) with those in modified
structural model (M2), we find that the fitness indices of M1 are significantly higher than those of M2.
Goodness of fit indices for the M2 are shown in Table 3, with which we can conclude that that the
modified model is a good fit with the sample data and has a high degree of consistency.
Table 3 Goodness of the Fit Indices for the Modified Model
xx.

Index

χ2

df

CMINDF

GFI

RMSEA

CFI

TLI

M1

461.83

66

2.78

0.847

0.099

0.83

0.89

M2

357.25

56

2.29

0.902

0.067

0.84

0.97

Model

From the above analyses, we can conclude that our hypotheses are verified. Meanwhile, concerning
the values of parameters in structural model M2, we can find that: (1) the influence coefficients of ξ1

and ξ 2 to η1 are 0.79 and 0.77 respectively, which means that R&D capability and technology
innovation capability are almost equivalent in enhancing innovation management genes, while the
former one is slightly more significant that the later one. (2) ξ1 has a direct impact on ξ 2 ,η1 and η 2 ,
meanwhile,
by

η2

ξ2

affects learning genes indirectly. (3) Learning gene

η2

is not only directly affected

ξ1 , but also directly affected by innovation management gene η1 . Their influence coefficients to
are 0.52 and 0.60 respectively. It demonstrates that, comparing with R&D gene, innovation

management gene has a more obvious impact on learning gene. (4) η1 and η 2 have a combined
effect on business innovation orientation, with the influence coefficients of 0.59 and 0.67 respectively,
which means that learning contributes more to innovation orientation than innovation management. (5)
The factor loading values in the structural model reflect the weight of the observable indicators on
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corresponding latent variables, namely the degree of significance. By rule of thumb, we can also observe
the rationality of the model M2.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, the first attempt to disclose the innovation genes of SMEs and their interrelationship
has been made. Employing SEM, we have successfully proved the validity of our proposition, namely,
the innovation orientation is really determined by genes of R&D, technology innovation capability,
innovation management capability and learning capability, while the learning capability is most
significant to innovation orientation comparing with other genes. Therefore, in order to improve the
innovation capability of SMEs and realize their strategic innovation goal, managements in SMEs should
focus on such strategies as constructing a learning organization, optimizing the conditions of R&D,
increasing the input of technology innovation and enhancing the level of innovation management.
Anyway, the innovation is really compulsory to SMEs’ survival and sustainable development, and is not
a final result but a long time ongoing process.
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Abstract The purpose of this paper is to present the characteristics and transitions of HRM systems in
Japanese firms operating in China. The results show that Japanese firms operating in China have totally
abandoned the long-term-oriented HRM system featured by lifetime employment and seniority-based
wages and promotion, and turned to pursuing a short-term-oriented HRM system based on market and
employee individual performance. The transition of HRM systems in Japanese firms operated in China
indicates that organizations will change their HRM systems as adaptive reaction to challenges from
external environments, and environments in today’s China prompted the firms to take a short-term-oriented
HRM system.
Key words Japanese-style human resource management system; Transition; China

1 Introduction
Since the reform of China's planned economy system and the personnel management system,
companies in China have began to learn and use various means to stimulate and manage human
resources effectively. During the process, the western human resource management theories, methods
and techniques, represented by the United States, have been widely welcomed and used by most Chinese
enterprises. At the same time, Japanese-style human resource management system featured as long-term
employment and seniority system had also received widespread attention around the world.
Strategic human resource management theory argues that the effect of human resource management
system depends on the degree of match between the characteristics of such systems and organizations as
well as the external environment (Schuler & Jackson, 1987; Wright & Snell, 1991). Contingency theory
also points out that external environmental factors will affect human resource management practices in
companies (Becker and Gerhart, 1996; Wright and Sherman, 1999).
China and Japan are both located in the East Asia. While there is common habit and origin between
the two countries, there are also some differences, such as the economic system, the labor market
environment, the society and culture, etc. Then, in China's environment, would Japanese-style human
resource management system still be viable? Would there be any adaptive changes of HRM systems for
Japanese companies operated in China because of the environmental changes?
We argue, studying the changes of Japanese-style human resource management system in Chinese
environment would not only provide a perspective for human resource management integration under
the context of globalization, but also provides Chinese enterprises some guidance regarding how to
build highly efficient human resources management system. Therefore, in this paper, we take Japanese
enterprises operated in China as samples and do some research on the characteristics and transitions of
their HRM systems.

2 Japanese-Style Human Resource Management System
According to different ways to attain and employ human resources, human resource management
systems can be classified into two types: Internal System and Market-Type System (Delery & Doty,
1996). The human resource management system in Japanese enterprises is a typical example of internal
System. The Japanese-style HRM system values long-term employment and adopts various management
practices, which supplement and support each other, to form an inter-matched integral system. Moreover,
this kind of HRM system is adapted in line with Japanese economic and social conditions, forming an
external-matched system. Based on the existing research literatures about Japanese-style HRM system
and interviews with some Japanese managers in China, we summarized the traditional Japanese-style
human resource management system as follows.
2.1 Lifetime employment
Lifetime employment is a pillar of Japanese-style human resource management system, under
which employees stayed in their firms for very long periods of time, often until retirement age. In times
of distress, it would attempt to keep employees within the business rather than make them redundant by
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relying on strategies such cutting back on dividends, reducing overtime opportunities and offering
voluntary retirement (Araki, 2005; Miles, 2007). Most large and mid-sized enterprises in Japan
implement lifetime employment system. Since 1990s, the lifetime employment system in Japan has
changed to some degree. However, the lifetime employment philosophy and culture is still widespread
in Japan. Some scholars even argue that the lifetime employment has remained almost unchanged (Baba,
2004). This argument is verified by our interviews with Japanese expatriate managers China. Just as a
Japanese manager said, “In Japan, employees mainly stays in one company all his life. Although there is
no nominal lifetime employment system in most companies today, the lifetime employment culture is
still the premise of employment there.”
2.2 Seniority system
Seniority system is another pillar of Japanese-style human resource management system. In
Seniority system, employees’ salary and promotion is primarily determined by their seniority in
enterprises rather than their performance. People with the same seniority only have slight difference in
salary. Younger employees have to wait their turn to be promoted, although they may be much more
qualified than their seniors (Miles, 2007; Ma Shuping & Zhang Yichi, 2000; Li Zhongsheng, 2002).
Lifetime employment system and seniority system works together to maintain a long-term-oriented
employment relationship between the employer and employees, and keep on motivating employees
working hard perpetually. In one of our interviews, a Japanese manager said, “Although seniority
system still exists in Japanese, performance-oriented HRM is being introduced gradually. Some young
employees now are promoted quickly, even surpassed senior employees. However, Japanese enterprises
will adopt some measures such as establishing special titles for senior employees, or offer them off-job
training opportunities to maintain the harmonious atmosphere like before”.
2.3 Employee management participation and collective decision-making
Japanese enterprises encourage employees participating in management, which enables them learn
about operating status of the company and present their opinion about important decisions. In Japan,
every staff has a sense of participation, and managers tend to believe that nothing can be well done
unless everyone participates in the decision-making process and agrees with the decision. Before
making important decisions, managers will first ask for opinions from all the staff affected by the
decision. Only on the basis of bottom-up pooling of others’ wisdom can they make the final decisions.
This kind of decision-making method may waste time to some degree, however, the decisions can be
carried out consistently once made, until accomplish the purpose desired (Zheng Changxing, 2003; Fan
Lianying, 2006).
2.4 Company-based union
Company-based unions existed parallel to lifetime employment and played an important role in the
stability of labor–management relations (Tokoro, 2005). Company-based unions are organized in the
unit of enterprises and attached to the enterprises. As a result, Japanese Company-based unions are more
concerned about the overall interests and long-term development of the enterprises in collective
bargaining, and tend to adopt cooperative strategies with the employers. This can protect employees
from great loss which can be caused by negotiation failure. Thus, the union can mitigate the
contradiction between employer and employees and help to form a mutual coordination and cooperation
relationship and ensure the normal production and operation of the enterprises (Fan Lianying, 2006).
2.5 Unclear individual responsibility and emphasis on team
In Japanese enterprises, individual’s responsibility is not defined very clearly. Many companies
have only department function descriptions but no job descriptions. Therefore, the management objects
in Japanese companies are department-based or team-based rather than position-based or
individual-based. In such system, both the responsibilities and results belong to collective organization,
which is called social responsibility system by some scholars (Jue Yuefu, 2007). With personal
responsibility undefined, Japanese enterprises depend on strong team spirit and group consciousness to
ensure productivity of groups and departments. New employees will receive group consciousness
training from the first day they join a company. The “team spirit” emphasizing group interests serves as
the core belief of Japanese-style human resource management system.
2.6 Enterprise internal training system
Employers invested heavily in educating and training employees on the job (Jackson and Moerke,
2005).Most Japanese companies regard training as a core element of operation and management. They
establish various internal training systems and treat employee training as an important method to
develop human resources. The training system in Japanese companies is combined with life-long
employment, seniority system, promotion from within, firm-specific knowledge training, forbidden on
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job-hopping and so on. Training courses include not only hard skills but also implicit knowledge and
skills about management system, interpersonal relationship and behavioral norms within the companies.
With regard to training methods, since job rotation can help companies to train generalists, it is widely
used in Japanese enterprises.
2.7 Attach importance to the cultivating of employees’ loyalty
Unlike the western human resource management system which is based on the clear definition of
individual job responsibility, the basis Japanese-style human resource management system is the
harmonious spirit among the enterprise. Japanese managers generally adopt all sorts of methods to
provide employees with family-like emotion and caring. By building up belief, inculcating value
philosophy and so on, the employers exert subtle influence on employees’ behavior, and help employees
to consciously identify with enterprises’ goals, add to employees’ sense of belonging. Also, Akio Morita
considers that a principal mission of enterprise is to cultivate a harmonious relationship between
enterprise and workers, to create a kind of family-emotional atmosphere, and to foster emotion sharing
weal and woe with enterprise. It is observed that, such idea embraced by most managers in Japan.
In sum, the typical Japanese-style human resource management system includes some institutional
arrangement: lifetime employment, seniority system, employee participation in management, teamwork
spirit, internal training system and so on. Besides that, the typical Japanese-style human resource
management system is complemented with practices such as recruiting new graduates, promote from
within, job rotation, separation allowance, retirement pay and so on (Jinyu Xie, 2000). It can be said that
the typical Japanese-style human resource management system is a long-term-oriented employment
system. The high-performance work system, high-involvement work system and high-commitment work
system advocated by western scholar in recent year are all originated from Japanese-style human
resource management model. Japanese enterprises have gradually introduced some western HRM
methods such as performance appraisal, performance-based pay and job description since late 1990s;
however, these typical Japanese HRM characteristics still widely existed in most companies in Japan
even today. Meanwhile, the application of western HRM methods and techniques are still limited. For
example, there is nearly no big difference between the actual appraisal results of different individuals,
even the western performance appraisal system has nominally been adopted in these Japanese
companies.

3 Human Resource Management in Japanese Enterprise in China
The Japanese-style human resource management system has its particular social and historical
conditions. What interests us is whether it still retains the typical characteristics of the HRM pattern or
will make some changes in Chinese environment. First, we conducted a survey of 18 Japanese
enterprises operated in China on their human resources management practices. HR managers or general
managers were asked to respond in accordance with the extent of actual usage of these HR practices in
their firms using a Likert 5-point scale, ranging from 1=very low to 5=very high. Table 1 describes the
mean scores of all the HR practices items.
Because only small samples available in this survey, we interviewed some Chinese and Japanese
managers in these companies to make sure the accuracy of the survey results and to improve the
reliability of this study. According to the results of survey and interview data, we conclude some
characteristics of human resource management system of Japanese enterprise operated in China as
below.
3.1 Disappearance of long-term employment philosophy and job security
The typical Japanese-style human resource management model is inclined to build long-term
employment relationship with employees and develop internal human capital for enterprises. But, we
find that the long-term employment reduces dramatically in Japanese enterprise in China. The
philosophy of human resource management transfer from long-term-oriented to short-term-oriented,
from internal-develop to external-purchase. Among 18 items of HRM practice and policies that we
investigated, the extent to apply “providing long-term employment security to employees” ranks as the
last one. At the same time, Japanese enterprises in China pay more attention to recruiting new
employees from external labor market. During interviews, Japanese managers told us:
“The European and American companies are market-buyers; they are always used to recruit talents
from the labor market or other companies. When they feel the employees not appropriate, they will fire
them immediately. In contrast, Japanese companies tend to set up a long term employment relationship
with employees. We will train and develop our employees, and hope our employees have emotional
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commitment to the companies. But in China, the long term employment relationship of Japanese
companies becomes a disadvantage due to some new problems which results in. For example, in long
term employment system, performance appraisal, wage level may not catch up with the changes in
external labor market, which result in brain draining. We develop and train the employees, but they will
be easily attracted by other companies. Therefore, we need change, for the sake of adapting to China’s
environment”.
Order

Table 1 Statistic Description of HRM of Japanese Enterprise in China
Human resource management policy and practice
mean

4.29

s. d.

1

Regular performance appraisal

0.98

2

Clear job or responsibility description

4.06

1.11

3

Internal promotion

3.94

1.16

4

Strict recruiting process for new employees

3.83

1.15

5

Performance-based bonus or incentive performance

3.78

0.94

6

Timely performance results feedback

3.67

1.24

7

Formal training system

3.61

1.19

8

More attention on competence in selection capability

3.50

1.15

9

Formal team work for front line workers

3.44

1.29

10

Sharing of production and financial information

3.22

1.00

11

Employees participation in management

3.17

0.98

12

Propaganda on industry situation and business strategy to employees

3.17

0.98

13

Job rotation

3.06

1.30

14

Spending more time and money in training than competitors

3.06

0.94

15

Employee attitude or advice survey

3.06

1.31

16

Profit sharing policy

2.94

1.26

17

Mechanism for workers appeal and dispute settlement

2.94

1.21

18

Long-term employment security

2.56

1.34

3.2 Emphasis on performance-oriented
The compensation and promotion of employees largely depends on the years they have served in
seniority system in typical Japanese HRM system. However, Japanese enterprises in China reflect strong
pragmatism. They pay more attention to the actual work performance rather than the length of service.
The compensation and promotion plan are set on the basis of the regular evaluation of employees’
performance. According to the survey results, it is found that practices such as regular performance
appraisal, performance-based bonus or incentive, timely performance results feedback, have been
widely used in Japanese enterprises in China. The interviews also reveal that the Japanese managers in
China generally agree with the performance-oriented strategy, and they think that it is very suitable for
Chinese culture.
“The human resource management models in Europe and United States, as well as in Japan have
their pros and cons. It is hard to say which one is much better. In some aspects, China is more suitable to
Europe and United States HRM model, e.g. performance appraisal. We try to use all kinds of methods
only if they are suitable for Chinese culture, no matter they are Japanese or Western HRM model.”
“Although it’s not so crucial to distinguish good and bad performance in Japan, in China, we need
timely give the performance results feedback to the employees so that those with good performance can
be promoted timely. In China, compensation and promotion based on performance is much preferred
today.”
3.3 Clearly define the individual responsibilities
In typical Japanese HRM model, the boundaries of individual responsibilities are not clear, and
employees are usually supplied with the opportunities of job rotation. Therefore, the managerial objects
and priority in Japanese companies are mostly department-based or team-based. However, most
Japanese enterprises operating in China define each position responsibilities clearly, and employees’
positions are immobile. The survey results show that “clear job or responsibility description” ranks the
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second among all the management practice. This is supposed to be a result of the short-term orientation
of employment system introduced by Japanese enterprises in China. Since the performance and
compensation management has shifted to performance-based, it is necessary to clearly define job and
individual responsibility, in order to maintain the HRM practices as a horizontal or internal fit system.
The interview with Japanese managers in China also supports this change we found.
“In Japan, employees work together to complete the task. We do not have very clear division and
description on individual. But in China, most Japanese enterprises introduce management by objectives.
The work is break down into clear individual responsibility, and strict appraisal of performance is
executed. On the meantime, we keep competitive salary and welfare by purchasing market
compensation data periodically.”
Further more, the questionnaire survey shows that job rotation owns very low mean score, which
means job rotation is not widely used in Japanese enterprises in China. The interview with Chinese
managers in Japanese companies confirmed that job rotation is rare in China while common in Japan.
3.4 Other aspects
In this study, we also find that some HR practices applied in Japan are not implemented commonly
in Japanese enterprises in China, such as employees participative management, business information
sharing, profit sharing, and employee complaint mechanism. This is also quite different from the typical
Japanese HRM model which emphasizes employee participation, harmonious labor relations and sharing
a common destiny through spiritual incentive. Meanwhile, Some HRM practices, including promotion
from within and strict recruitment of new employees, are widely used by Japanese enterprises both in
Japan and in China.
In summary, Japanese enterprises in China have abandoned the long-term oriented,
internal-development human resource management model in favor of the short-term oriented,
performance oriented and market purchasing HR system. Specifically, long-term oriented management
practices such as job rotation, employee participation, profit sharing, job security has been dramatically
reduced in the HRM system of Japanese companies in China, in stead, performance-based management
practices such as regular performance appraisal, clear job description and performance based bonus are
implemented commonly. This change is also confirmed through the interview with Japanese managers
in China.
“The main difference between HRM system in China and Japan is the assumption of employment.
In Japan, the employee turnover rate is very low and employees want to devote their whole life to the
company, although the nominal life time employment does not exist. In China, however, short-term
employment is commonly introduced. Facing with the different assumptions, we have two important
things to do. One is to reward employees’ contribution timely, and the other is to ensure that all works
can be done in case of someone’s leave.”
We also find that the Japanese enterprise did not employ the short-term oriented HR model in the
beginning. The reality is that their implementation of long-term oriented HR model encountered
challenges in China and then shifted to short-term oriented HR model gradually. So the human resource
system of Japanese enterprises in China experienced a changing process of adoption to Chinese business
environment. The transition of employment philosophy from long-term employment to short-term
employment is the result of adaption to external environment. Subsequently, the institution and
technique of human resource management will also change in order to reach the internal fit between
management philosophy and technique within the HR system. Beijing Matsushita Color Picture Tube Co.
(BMCC) is a typical company who witnessed this transition.
BMCC is one of the direct outcomes after Deng Xiaoping’s visit to Japan in 1980s. BMCC’ initial
management system was transplanted from Matsushita Corporation (now Panasonic Corporation).
Therefore, the early organization structuring and all kinds of management regulations, including human
resource management system were in the same way as those in Matsushita in Japan. An older employee
described the early HR system of BMCC and said:
“A lot of HR policies were implemented at that time. The purpose of these policies is to hope
employee can devote their life time to the companies. The company introduced seniority system. The
period of labor contract was at least eight years. The company supplied us housing, nursery, even celery
cabbage. Employees have high loyalty to the company.”
By the end of 1990s, however, some problems begin to emerge under such HRM model. First,
life-time employment and seniority system is based on certain history context and social condition.
Although these practices are efficient in Japan, in China, the implementation of these policies went
against employee motivation, since such policies shared lots of resemblances with the labor system
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called “bit pot rice” and “iron rice bowl” during the era of planned economy. Second, the seniority
system was confronted with the challenge of serious outflow of talent. For example, new college
graduates have a very high quit rate as a result of the seniority system. In 2000, the seniority system was
broken out and post wage system was introduced. New and old college graduates shared about equal pay
for the same position. One’s wage and position can be raised according to their performance rather than
seniority. As a result, employee quit rate falls dramatically. Now the human resource management model
in BMCC has been adjusted all-roundly: life-time employment and seniority system are abolished, job
descriptions are made in detailed, performance oriented practices are introduced, and so on.
Consequently, the supervisors and the staff are motivated and the company is fulfilled with vitality.

4 Analysis of Transition of HRM System in Japanese Company in China
Theories of strategic human resource management argue that HRM system can help company to
obtain competitive advantage when it aligns with outside environments (Schuler & Jackson, 1987;
Wright & Snell, 1991; Wright, McMahan, & McWilliams, 1994). There is no doubts that the typical
Japanese-style human resource management model based on life-time employment system were rooted
on the Japanese social and cultural environments, such as business mode of Japanese family-owned firm,
emphasizing loyalty to companies, atmosphere of collectivism emphasizing team work, diligent attitude
of self-reverence, self-knowledge and self-control (Xinqi Lin, 2008). HRM pattern in Japanese
enterprises have experienced a transition from long-term oriented to short-term oriented, which is
meanwhile a transition from internal development to external purchases. The essence of this transition is
an adapted conversion performed by the enterprises which faced the challenges from outside
environments. Outside challenges facing Japanese companies in China is as follows:
4.1 Challenges from external labor market
First of all, In China, Japanese HRM pattern would encounter challenges from external labor
market. The existence of Japanese HRM pattern has its own social condition. Under the underdeveloped
and relatively close labor market, Japanese companies are capable of establishing internal labor market
and maintaining life-time employment system. Meanwhile, changing jobs within industry is forbidden in
Japan. Even if an employee change his job, it is difficult for him to get a higher pay from his new
employer. Indeed it was rare for firms to hire employees with working experience from other firms to do
the same work[5] (Jackson and Moerke, 2005, p. 352; Araki, 2005, p. 27).
In contrast, China has set up a more developed external labor market. The rapid economic growth
in China brings a great demand for all kinds of talents of companies. Most employees can have many
opportunities for seeking better career development and higher level of compensation in the labor
market. According to a Japanese manager who accepted our interview, it is almost impossible for
employees to gain higher compensation by changing jobs in Japan. Therefore, under much developed
external labor market, employees are always unwilling to sign long-term contract with employer who
actually wish to implement long-term employment strategy. Furthermore, if Japanese companies in
China insist on long-term employment and seniority system, they would confront with brain-drain
problems, because the external labor market enable employee to do so. In order to match with the
outside environments, Japanese companies turned to short-term oriented employment strategy which
lead to the change of HRM practices such as compensation, performance appraise and job responsibility
management.
4.2 Challenges from the social security system
The imperfect social security system in China also brings some new problems to the employment
relationship. From our interviews, we found that Chinese employees have a strong sense of insecurity
about their future. In China, after the reform, most young employees feel a heavy economic pressure,
because all kinds of expenditure including housing, medical service and education service depend on
their short-term income. Therefore, many employees think the imperfect social security system in China
makes them pay more attention to short-term rewards but less on long-term rewards, which lead to
Chinese employee’s lack of long-term loyalty to one company. However, the long-term loyalty is a key
factor for the success of long-term employment pattern.
“We feel our future is totally relied on ourselves in China. We will seek high pay jobs in the labor
market, because we need money to pay all the expenditures. So the employment patterns of Japanese
companies that ‘taking pains at young and enjoy pleasure at old’ wouldn’t be effective for Chinese
employees. China social security makes us have a feeling of insecurity about our future. I think money
at hand is the best choice. It makes unreality for us to choose long-term employment pattern.”
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4.3 Challenges from the culture
Japanese companies depend on atmosphere of collectivism, diligent attitude and self-control to
maintain employee’s work efforts, which is the cultural condition for long-term employment pattern.
Without this cultural power, life-time employment system and seniority system would lead to
disadvantages such as “iron rice bowl” and “big-pot rice” occurred during the period of planned
economy in China and would induce employees’ lazy behavior. Though China and Japan both belong to
eastern societies, Japanese inherit culture and value of collectivism better than Chinese. In China, the
values of a whole generation were destroyed by Cultural Revolution. After Reform and Opening up,
globalization fosters the values of a new generation. Today, to some extent, behavior of Chinese youth
reflects the individualism-oriented value from western tradition, not the collectivism-oriented value
from Chinese tradition. For example, Chinese employees prefer to accept individual performance-based
compensation system. Chinese employees would like enlarge income gap rather than receive
equalitarian wage. In contrary, in Japanese companies, although there are differences in performance
between better employees and underperforming employees, the reward and punishment are not distinct.
The essence of Japanese companies’ performance management system is to develop employee’s skills,
knowledge and abilities, but not to be a measure for reward or punishment. In addition, under the
atmosphere of collectivism, hierarchical culture and paternalism are allowed to exist. Hierarchical
cultural atmosphere in Japan is more intense than it is in China. For example, Japanese justify the fact
that some senior employees revile his subordinate, which will be condemned by most Chinese
employees. Therefore, the HRM pattern of Japanese companies is also challenged by China’s social
culture and value.

5 Conclusions
This study shows that, in order to adapt to China's environment, Japanese companies broke up the
long-term employment model including lifetime employment and seniority system, and set up a
market-oriented and performance-oriented HRM model instead. This change of human resource
management model of Japanese enterprises in China provided a good perspective to explore the change
and integration of HRM system in such a global environment, and it has a certain reference value for
Chinese enterprises about how to build human resource management systems with internal and external
fit.
The existence of any human resources management mode has its historical and social background.
After 30 years’ reform and opening in China, the external environment for enterprises has changed
dramatically. Competition in Product market has led to more attention to core talents, and competition
for talent incentives started to appear. External labor market’s maturity provides a platform for the
enterprise and talent to choose each other. China’s rapid economic development activated the labor
market further; all kinds of talent could find its own value-added opportunities. Under such a
circumstance, it is difficult for employee to hold a long-term work. Japanese companies human resource
management model could not suited in this environment, and undergone a process to be re-adaptation.
This change mainly reflected in the change from long term employment-oriented philosophy to the
short-term employment-oriented concept, in order to achieve the match between human resources
management system and the external environment. At the same time, the systems and technology of
management responsibilities, salary management and performance management have also changed to
adapt to the short-term employment-oriented philosophy, in order to realize the internal match among
the system, technology and the concept. According to the changes of human resource management
system of Japanese enterprises in China, we can see that China's social environment has actually
promoted the business to choose a short-term employment-oriented model.
From a further level, the change of human resource management system of Japanese enterprises in
China actually reflects the context of globalization in different human resource management model. We
can see that, Japanese enterprise in China is constantly adding performance and results-oriented systems
and technology to its human resources management system, even in Japan, the impact of globalization
has also led to the change of traditional human resources management model, where there is less
resistance than in China. At the same time, we also found that, Human resource management system in
Western firms has become more focused on the concept of the spirit of the incentive and motivation, in
order to overcome the shortage of institutionalization of management. The rise of high-performance
work system in Western countries fully absorbed the culture of East Asia, which is the concept of
harmony. Therefore, under the context of globalization, the East Asian culture, humanism, harmony
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concepts and American-style human resource management systems and technology are integrating
gradually.
Since the reform and opening of China, human resources management modes of Japan and the
United States have always been the object of study and imitation to Chinese enterprises. While we are
affirming the commitment of the U.S. model of human resources management and Japanese-style
human resource management model to the transition period of China's enterprises, we should also see
that these two different types of human resources management model are in an integration trend. The
advantages of Japanese-style human resource management model is the spirit of the kernel, including
the corporate culture and harmonious labor relations, and advantages of Human Resources Management
in the United States of is the institutionalization of the merits of individual performance management
and incentives. The integration of the spirit of Japanese Human Resources Management with the system
and technology of the United States will be the development trends of human resources management
under globalization.
Therefore, it is necessary for Chinese enterprises to attach importance to the establishment of
harmonious labor relations, the establishment of the core philosophy of development of both enterprises
and employees. It is also important for Chinese enterprises to attach great importance to modern human
resources management system and technology, in order to improve the level of standardization and
institutionalization of enterprise management level. We also need to note that the human resources
management system can not be divorced from the country's economic and social development stage and
management background. There are big differences in culture, system and the market among China, the
United States and also Japan. Such differences will affect effect of the human resources management
system. Human resources management systems from other countries will be more effective if they are
combined with the background of China.
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Abstract Successful intergenerational succession is the key to continuous development of family
businesses. To study family business succession, a total of 412 family businesses in Zhejiang province
have been investigated. According to the survey data, it can be found that family businesses show
several characteristics: Educational levels of family business owners have significant improvenent;
power transfer of family enterprises among generations will peak in the next 5th or 10th years, etc. With
regard to factors influencing successful handover of family businesses, most business owners consider
qualifications of successors as the key. Besides, they highlight the importance of changing management
methods in different times. To promote successful succession and sustainable development of family
businesses, it is necessary to adopt some measures such as build new management teams in the family
business, establish credit evaluation mechanism for enterprises and professional managers, finish
holistic inheritance of family business property through “monetary value distribution method”, impose
laws and regulations on estate tax; and enhance the comprehensive competitiveness of successors.
Key words Economic transition; Family business; Succession; Sustainable growth

1 Introduction
Sustained economic growth in Zhejiang over the past three decades can be attributed to regional
preemptive advantages in reform, i.e. the rise and rapid development of private economy, and leading
systems and mechanisms. Zhejiang’s private enterprises, the main part of private economy, mostly exist
in the form of family businesses. However, at present, most family businesses are still controlled by the
first generation of entrepreneur. Therefore, during the upgrading period of economic transition in
Zhejiang province, how to ensure successful intergenerational succession of family businesses has
become one of the main problems the government and enterprises should solve.
In the West, the academic circles set about studies of family businesses in the 1950s. During the
process of their studies, more and more research achievements have been made and the theory about
family businesses has constantly been enriched. However, intergenerational succession has remained the
focus of this research subject. For example, when (Dyer Jr. and Sanchez 1998) were analyzing the 186
research papers on family businesses which were published between 1988 and 1997, they found that
nearly 18.28% of them (data from the author) were about family business succession. Besides, (Chua etc
2003) found that among the 190 research papers on family businesses publicly released between 1996
and 2003, 22.2% of them focus on family business succession.
In China, researches into family business succession are mostly qualitative researches. In addition,
China’s modern family businesses have only a short development history. No supporting theory has yet
been built for the studies of this subject. What is more, the present studies are mainly case studies
through interview and there are few systematic quantitative studies. Therefore, we visited and
investigated (in the form of questionnaire survey) the family businesses in Zhejiang province, a place
well known for advanced private economy. Based on results of questionnaire surveys and existing
research achievements at home and abroad, this paper discusses the new features shown in, challenges
faced by, and countermeasures proposed for family businesses during economic transitional period,
which provides useful reference for their sustainable growth.
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2 Research Method
Having referred to studies by Zhang Bing (2004), Starvou (1998), etc, this research adopts
interviewing and questionnaire survey as its research method. As for the former research method, we
have conducted 2-3 hour interviews with owners of 15 large family businesses in Wenzhou during
which relevant questions were raised and existing problems in the questionnaire are solved, making the
results of questionnaire survey more accurate and scientific. As for the latter research method, each
questionnaire is divided into two parts: The first part is about the general situation of the investigated
enterprise which include 26 items while the second part is about the factors influencing family business
succession which include 32 items. Seven-class Likert scale is adopted for the scoring of each
influencing factor.
Based on the data in Statistics Yearbook on Non-State-Owned Enterprises in Zhejiang Province for
2007, we figured out the percentages the numbers of private enterprises among industrial enterprises
above designated size in each city accounting for in that of the whole province. They are respectively
25% for Hangzhou, 21% for Ningbo, 9% for Jiaxing, 3% for Huzhou, 9% for Shaoxing, 2% for
Zhoushan, 12% for Wenzhou, 9% for Jinhua, 2% for Quzhou, 6% for Taizhou, and 2% for Lishui. From
2007 to 2008, we had visited a total of 608 family businesses in Zhejiang province. The numbers of
enterprises in each city we had visited are roughly based on the above-mentioned percentages, i.e. 91 in
Hanzhou, 75 in Ningbo, 63 in Jiaxing, 25 in Huzhou, 66 in Shaoxing, 35 in Jinhua, 4 in Quzhou, 45 in
Taizhou, 12 in Lishui, and 196 in Wenzhou. After the random survey, a total of 435 questionnaires were
returned among which 412 were valid and 23 were invalid. The recovery rate was 71.5% and the valid
response rate was 67.8%. From these questionnaires, we can basically know about intergenerational
succession of family businesses in the whole province in times of economic transition.
According to the questionnaire survey and field visit, the family businesses in Zhejiang show some
new features in succession and sustainable growth. At the same time, there exist some obstacles to
sustainable development of family growth. They include the following:

3 Descriptive Analysis
3.1 Family business owners are better educated
Table 1

Ages of Business Owners

Table 2

Education Backgrounds of Business Owners

Age (years old)

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent Education Background

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Below 35

68

16.5

16.6

Primary school

13

3.2

5.0

35-39

69

16.7

16.8

Middle school

83

20.1

31.8

40-44

99

24.0

24.1

High school

73

17.7

28.0

45-49

92

22.3

22.4

Junior college

45

10.9

17.2

50-54

61

14.8

14.9

Undergraduate

44

10.7

16.9

Above 55 (including 55)

21

5.1

5.1

Postgraduate

3

.7

1.1

Subtotal

410

99.5

100.0

Subtotal

261

63.3

100.0

Missing

2

.5

Missing

151

36.7

Total

412

100.0

Total

412

100.0

Source: Questionnaire survey by the author (the same below)

The owners of the 412 investigated family businesses are mainly aged from 35 to 55. People with
an age difference of five years are put into the same one age group. The number of each age group
accounts for 20% of the total number. On the whole, the ages of family business owners follow a normal
distribution (Table 1). During the investigation, the numbers of business owners with University or
college-level of education, post-secondary level of education, and high school level of education
account for 16.9%, 17.2%, and 28.0% respectively of the total. However, according to the results of
survey conducted by Zhejiang province SME Board of the education background of owners of small
provincial enterprises, these figures are respectively 46.1%, 15.2%, and 6.2% ① (Table 2). These
investigation results indicate that: in recent years, education levels of private enterprise owners in
①
Wu Jiaxi, Shen Jinhu, Gao Jianming, Ying Yunjin, Wang Guoyong. Analysis Report of Questionnaire Survey for
Small Industrial Enterprises in Our Province[R]. Survey and Countermeasure, 2006, (07)
http://www.zjsme.gov.cn/newzjsme/list3.asp?id=8189 (In Chinese)
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Zhejiang have significantly improved.
3.2 The peak time of baton handover in family businesses will be the next 5th or 10th years.
According to statistical sample, intergenerational succession does not happen in 83.3% of family
businesses in Zhejiang (Table 3). Power transfer of enterprises among generations will peak in the next
5th or 10th years. The numbers of family businesses undergoing baton handover in the next 5th or 10th
years will account for 16.2% and 31.3% of the total respectively (Table 4). The added number of family
businesses undergoing baton handover in the next 5 years will account for as high as 33.1% of the total.
Table 3 Generation of Family Businesses
Frequency Percent

Valid Percent

Business founder

339

82.3

83.3

The 2nd generation of business owner

67

16.3

16.5

The 3rd generation of business owner

1

.2

.2

Subtotal

407

98.8

100.0

Missing

5

1.2

Total

412

100.0

Table 4

The Year When Management Power of Businesses will be Transferred

Year to Come 1st

2nd

3rd

5th

6th

7th

8th

10th

15th

16th

20th

25th

30th

35th

40th

50th

Subtotal

Absence

Total

Frequency

12

14

20

44

3

3

3

85

24

1

36

7

14

1

3

2

272

140

412

Percent

2.9

3.4

4.9

10.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

20.6

5.8

0.2

8.7

1.7

3.4

0.2

0.7

0.5

66

34

100

Valid Percent 4.4

5.1

7.4

16.2

1.1

1.1

1.1

31.3

8.8

0.4

13.2

2.6

5.1

0.4

1.1

0.7

100

This figure is consistent with the conclusion of foreign researchers who predict that around 40% of
family businesses will undergo baton handover within the next 5 years, no matter when the relevant
investigation is conducted (Zhang Bing, 2004)2.
3.3 The criteria to judge intergenerational succession become more rational
Among the criteria used to judge business succession, objective indicator is more valued by most
enterprises, i.e. the differences in business performance before and after baton handover. The weight of
this indicator accounts for 64.4% of all. The weights of subjective indicators, satisfaction degree of
business owners and satisfaction degree of their family members, only account for 10.4% and 7.5%
respectively. It should be noted that the weight of the owners’ employee recognition (17.1%) is larger
than that of satisfaction degree of their family members (Table 5). This reveals that the family business
owners become more rational when making important decisions.
Table 5

Criteria to Judge Business Succession
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Satisfaction degree of family members

29

7.0

7.5

Satisfaction degree of business owner

40

9.7

10.4

Business performance

248

60.2

64.4

Recognition of business employees

66

16.0

17.1

Others

2

.5

.5

Subtotal

385

93.4

100.0

Missing

27

6.6

Total

412

100.0

3.4 Succession planning is not much valued
During the survey, it was found that most family businesses did not realize the importance of
succession planning. Only 6.7% of enterprises had worked out formal written succession plans (Table 6).
Most enterprises had not chosen the future successors of enterprises. Therefore, once the business
owners have accidents, the businesses might cease to grow or even perish. One reason why business
owners had not formulated succession plans is that they though the potential successors were so young
that succession plans are unnecessary. The number of such business owners accounted for 47.3% of all
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the owners who had not formulated succession plans (Table 7). This can reflect that most family
business owners lack the awareness of making succession plans.
(Gersick etc 1998) believe that a well-advised succession plan can determine to a large extent
whether the family business of the first generation can be successfully passed down to the second
generation2. In China, since the contemporary family businesses appeared relatively late, scant
consideration has been given to their future succession. Therefore, it is absolutely necessary to design a
set of comprehensive succession plans when the family businesses gradually enter into intergeneration
succession period.
In western countries, the founders of large family businesses usually, early during their
management, include candidates of the family businesses’ future successors into the list of their
successors, consciously foster them, and work out detailed succession plans for them. For example, in
the United States, the founders of family businesses tend to hire professional managers during the early
period of enterprise development. When they retire, they and their successors only sustain minimal
ownership. The professional managers nearly fully control the ownership of the enterprises.
Table 6 Preparation of Enterprise Succession Planning Table 7 Reasons for No Written Succession Planning
Valid
Frequency Percent Percent

Frequency Percent

Valid Percent

I’ve never thought about the 94
issue of selecting successor.

22.8

23.4

The business founder are not old 155
enough to establish succession plans.

37.6

39.4

I’ve thought about the issue of 95
selecting successor occasionally.

23.1

23.7

There is no need to establish 31
succession plans at present.

7.5

7.9

I have preliminary ideas and 136
plans of the issue of selecting
successors.
I’ve carefully planned for the 49

33.0

33.9

27.9

29.3

11.9

12.2

The business owner is not familiar 115
with the contents and procedures of
succession plans.
The business owner has not realized 26

6.3

6.6

56

13.6

14.2

Others

10

2.4

2.5
100.0

issue of selecting successor.

the importance of succession plans.

We have established formal 27
written succession plans.

6.6

6.7
100.0

The enterprise scale is too small.

Subtotal

401

97.3

Missing

11

2.7

Subtotal

393

95.4

Total

412

100.0

Missing

19

4.6

Total

412

100.0

4 Challenges Faced by Intergenerational Succession of Family Business during
Transitional Period
4.1 Transition from “personalization” management to “impersonalization” management
To the outside, family businesses have clear-cut definitions of property rights. However, to the
inside, the property right boundaries are not clear, which may easily cause enterprise managing conflicts
to be entangled with family conflicts. As a result, financing required for further development of
enterprise will be limited. The progress of transition from personalization management to
impersonalization management IN modern enterprise system is impeded. Therefore, it is widely
accepted by the business owners that enterprises need to standardize management. One way to weaken
impersonalization management is attraction of managers from the outside. Data show that active
transition to impersonalization management is the main reason why business owners introduce
professional managers from the outside. Nearly half, to be exact, 48.9% of business owners introduce
professional managers for this reason; 22.1% of business owners introduce professional managers
because there is no suitable candidate in their families and they have to do so; and 13.2% of business
owners introduce professional managers when they plan to retire. See the following for other reasons
(Table 8).
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Table 8

Reasons for Introduction of Professional Manager outside the Family
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

The business owner decides to retire

52

12.6

13.2

There is no suitable candidate in the family

87

21.1

22.1

To standardized enterprise management

192

46.6

48.9

To perfect legal and credit system

24

5.8

6.1

To perfect professional manager market

28

6.8

7.1

Others

10

2.4

2.5

Subtotal

393

95.4

100.0

Missing

19

4.6

Total

412

100.0

4.2 Absence of social credit and high enterprise agent costs
At present, China is still in the transitional period. Absence of social credit restricts the transition of
enterprises from family enterprises to “manager” enterprisers. Traditional credit rules are seriously
broken; establishment of legalized credit system is still in an exploration stage; what is more, evaluation
mechanism of professional managers have not been built in China, i.e., there is no real professional
manager market (Yu Xiangqian, 2007)3. During the employment of outside professional managers,
40.8% of business owners are most troubled by the reality that it is difficult to hunt for top managers;
28.5% of business owners are worried about the loyalty senior talents; 14.1% of business owners are
afraid that the introduced talents do not recognize the culture or value of the enterprise especially of the
family businesses with unique cultural background (Table 9). The contributing reasons, the author
believes, are: 1. In China, restrictions over social morality are relatively loose. The trust levels among
persons with no kinship are very low (Fukuyama, 2001)4; 2. When the property rights of family
businesses can not be fully protected, the managers who act as the agents of the business owners may
inevitably have different goals and interests from the business owners; the information they master may
be asymmetric. Besides, if not enough restrictive measured are not adopted for the managers, the agent
costs will surely rise. That means practical implementation basis of principal-agent system in today’s
China will be lost. That is, separation of ownership and control is more a development tendency or a
special case than a law.
Table 9

Difficulties in Recruitment of General Manager from the Human Resources Market
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

It is difficult to hunt for senior management personnel.

156

37.9

40.8

The loyalty of senior talents to company is worrisome.

109

26.5

28.5

Senior talents ask for too high pay.

26

6.3

6.8

The introduced talents do not get along well with family members.

29

7.0

7.6

The introduced talents do not identify corporate culture or value.

54

13.1

14.1

Others

8

1.9

2.1

Subtotal

382

92.7

100.0

Missing

30

7.3

Total

412

100.0

4.3 Irreplaceableness of business owners’ human capital
(Schultz 1980) calls the ability shown from the condensation of the labor’s knowledge, skills,
qualification, experience, and proficiency as human capital5. The human capital owned by entrepreneurs
is called entrepreneurial human capital. Schultz points out that an individual can not sell or donate his
human capital to others. His human capital can only be used or secured by himself in his lifetime (P73).
Thus, irreplaceableness of entrepreneurs’ human capitals largely affects whether enterprises can
continue to grow after the succession of business right.
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Table 10 How to Plan for Children’s Jobs Shortly after Their Graduation
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

75

18.2

25.1

Yes

83

20.1

20.6

Family business is only one of
children’s occupational choices

No

320

77.7

79.4

Have children cultivate their
abilities in other companies first

80

19.4

26.8

Subtotal

403

97.8

100.0

Encourage children to start their
own businesses

139

33.7

46.5

Missing
Total

9

2.2

412

100.0

Others
Subtotal

5

1.2

1.7

299

72.6

100.0

Missing

113

27.4

Total

412

100.0

With constant changing of times and continuous development of enterprises, enterprises have
different requirements of the human capitals of entrepreneurs. Though the successors of the second
generation are not required to have the same courage, insight, and personnel charisma as their parents,
they should master knowledge about scientific management and have good communication skills with
both internal and external people. To equip their children with such knowledge and skills, 79.4% of
business owners do not ask their children to join their family businesses shortly after they graduate from
school (Table 10): 46.5% of business owners encourage their children to set up their own business;
26.8% of business owners have their children cultivate their abilities in other companies; 25.1% of
business owners respect their children’s occupational choices (Table 10)
4.4 Conflict between succession of property rights and succession of business rights
According to Lansberg, for business owners, the best way to fulfill their eternal wishes in their
businesses is to pass on the undertaking they establish and run all their lives to their next generations. It
is a kind of human nature to leave property to offspring (Lansberg, 1999)6. In most cases, family
business owners tend to divide business succession into transfer of stock rights (ownership) and transfer
of business rights. Regarding transfer of ownership, under the influence of oriental traditional thoughts,
most business owners transfer the ownership of enterprises to their family members. Though 45.3% of
business owners think their children’s abilities should be made as the main criterion during share
distribution, 36.2% of them distribute stock rights according to the criterion of “equal proportion”,
which should be attributed to the influence of traditional thought “Family's Property Divided Equally by
Sons”(Table 11). However, regarding succession of business rights, 88.6% of business owners make
“character and ability” as the criteria (Table 12). This reflects that the incumbent business owners are
more concerned whether the family businesses can maintain long-term or sustainable growth when
selecting business managers.
Table 11 Criteria for Stock Rights
Distribution among Children

Table 12 Criteria for Business
Rights Handover

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Equal proportion

143

34.7

36.2

Elder sequence

12

2.9

3.0

Handover to eldest
children

17

4.1

4.3

Fondness

34

8.3

8.4

Ability

179

43.4

45.3

Character, ability

357

86.7

88.6

Fondness

32

7.8

8.1

Subtotal

403

97.8

100.0

Missing

Others

24

5.8

6.1

Subtotal

395

95.9

100.0

Missing

17

4.1

Total

412

100.0

Total

9

2.2

412

100.0

“Succeeding to father’s chairmanship” is the mainstream model of intergenerational succession of
family businesses in today’s China. If the sole successor of the second generation are not only capable
but also willing to take over family businesses, intergenerational succession can be finished smoothly.
However, if there is more than one heir to business property of the second generation or the only
successor is not competent enough to inherit enterprise management rights, the succession of business
businesses will meet grand challenges.
As to succession of property rights, due to the influences of many factors such as Chinese history
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and culture, property rights in family businesses are distributed according to the principle of “Family's
Property Divided Equally by Sons”, irrespective of their children’s abilities. Such property division in
the form of physical distribution is very unfavorable for the long-term development of family businesses.
Unlike general physical properties, family business is valuable when it exists as a whole. Once it is
partitioned, the enterprise operating costs will surely rise, causing the enterprise to die out in three
generations. As to succession of management rights, the sole inheritor may be not competent enough to
bear the risks of family businesses. So the problem that property can be inherited but the management
right can not be inherited arises. In China, the current manager market is not mature enough. Transfer
management right to managers without full consideration is unwise and impractical choice.

5 Conclusions
The results of many foreign researches on succession of family businesses show that western
scholars has not yet drawn unanimous conclusions in this field till now. Besides, there is no indication
that their views will converge in the near term. These also reflect the complexity of family businesses
succession and the necessity to conduct in-depth studies of it (Yu Xiangqian, 2008)7. Researches in
China about intergenerational succession of family businesses are mostly qualitative researches. In
addition, China’s modern family businesses have only a short development history. No supporting
theory has yet been built for the studies of this topic. What is more, the present studies are mainly case
studies through interview and there are few systematic quantitative studies. Therefore, we conduct
questionnaire surveys to discuss ways of realizing successful family business succession through
quantitative studies, so that family businesses can maintain long-term and sustainable development.
5.1 Building a new management team in the family business
Family businesses adopt the “succeeding to father’s chairmanship” succession model. This
succession model is in nature a model where not only old leaders transit to new ones, but also a new
management team is gradually forming. If we say the first generation of business owners owe their
success too much to personal charisma, extraordinary leadership and parental rights, their successor of
the second generation should rely more on an outstanding team or think tank to advance further
development of enterprises.
Mao Lixiang, the president of Fotile Group, hands over his chairmanship to his son Mao Zhongqun
in the form of joint management. In 1995 when Mao Zhongqun returned to his hometown for new
business, Fly Group (the former Fotile Group) was in tough period. However, Feixiang Group paved the
way for the development of later established Fotile Group in many aspects including capital and market
required by Fotile. After their joint effort, Ningbo Fotile kitchen ware co., Ltd achieved great success
and the famous brand of Fotile kitchen ventilator was established. During their cooperation, Fotile
Group greatly downplayed familial management. They introduced various kinds of talents instead from
the outside. All the mid-to-top management personnel are postgraduates or undergraduates. They refuse
to appoint their family members as management personnel. Besides, they coordinate relationship
between the new and old management team through the prestige of the founders, and have senior
members gradually withdraw from the core management layer. It should be mentioned that Mao Lixiang
once apologized to his mother for not having allowed his younger brother to be a top management
member in his company.
5.2 Establishing credit evaluation mechanism for enterprises and professional managers
To build trust mechanism, the specific measures that should be taken are to establish a unified
information database for professional managers in the country as well as to reduce the costs incurred
during the search of information about enterprises and professional managers. The businesses may input
information about managers above department level especially their loyalty and abilities into the
database so that their moral behaviors will be supervised and restricted by the market. More specifically,
when a manager commits frauds, his fraudulent conducts will be exposed to the public by the
information transmission mechanism. His credit will then be badly shaken. Since the calculation of the
professional manager’s further values of human capitals is based on his past performances, once they
become discredited, their manpower capital will be certain to devalue. Therefore, since a heavy price
will be paid if they violate professional ethics, the professional managers will surely restrict their
behaviors. This also applies to the credit evaluation mechanism of enterprises.
5.3 Finishing holistic inheritance of family business property through “monetary value
distribution method”
In China, either children’s abilities or the traditional “equal division system among children” is
made as the criterion of family business property, the enterprise assets will certainly be diversified,
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eventually resulting in the loss of enterprise size effects. Thus, it is advocated that “monetary value
distribution method” should be adopted to solve problems caused by equal partition of family property
(Yu Gongwen, 2003)8. “Monetary value distribution method” refers to the method to figure out the total
monetary value after evaluating all family business properties, and determine the monetary value of
divisible properties for inheritors according to the number of them, so as to realize fair division of
properties. After division, the property inheritors can decide how to use the properties at their own
discretion. The inheritors who do not wish to run the business can choose to transfer their equities to
their family members and take up the career they want; the inheritors who wish to join the family
businesses but are not qualified enough can choose to go in for business activities by becoming the
shareholders of the family businesses; and the successors who wish to join the family businesses and are
competent enough can directly taken over the businesses. This property division method can help retain
the families’ control over the businesses, establish clear ownership of businesses, realize separation of
ownership and managerial power in the family businesses; and embody the employment principle of
“Recruitment of competent personnel”.
If there is more than one inheritor of enterprise properties or the sole inheritor is not qualified
enough to succeed to enterprise management rights and bear family business risks, the problem that
properties can be inherited but management rights can not be inherited arises. On the condition that
properties are transferred to direct descendants, the division methods adopted by CHINT Group can be
learned from: Nan Cunhui, the president of CHINT Group advocates the founding of “Black Sheep
Fund”. If the children of the business owners have the makings of an entrepreneur, the board of directors
may hire them to work in CHINT Group. Otherwise, they will be provided for by the Fund established
by the original of board of directors.
5.4 Enhancing the comprehensive competitiveness of successors by imposing laws and regulations
on estate tax
“Estate taxes” is called “Robin Hood tax” in western countries. Only a very small part of people
(very wealthy people) shall pay this kind of tax. In developed countries, only 2% to 5% of people have
to pay estate tax. That is, only a small part of the wealthiest people is the payers of such tax9. With
regard to fortune, many rich people in the world are most worried that their next generation will become
unenterprising when they can easily possess a large fortune. In view of such possibility, the Rockefeller
Family stipulates that any successor can not withdraw the inherited assets before he becomes 30 years
old. However, the Bill Gates, George Soros, Warren Buffett, etc are active advocates of using estate tax.
Collection of “estate tax” can fundamentally solve the problem of large wealth gap in that the poor are
likely to become rich so that they can enjoy equal right as the rich who has to pay estate tax to get access to
various social resources and government resources. To the next generation who benefit from
intergenerational succession of family businesses, the estate they inherit from their parents is actually
unearned income. Such easily gained fortune often deprives some talents of their initiative, enterprising
spirit, etc. Therefore, levy of estate tax can indeed reduce family assets in the short run. However, in the
long run, the enterprises stocks may become more held by people outside the family and then professional
managers may be introduced. In such enterprise structure, business productivity can be maximized.
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Abstract The credit collusion is the main form of internal fraud and will lead to the wrong decision on
loan-issue and further worsen the operation risk as well as the default risk. At present, the loan initiated
by commercial banks in China is surging and challenges the loan management. This paper adopts the
P-S-A model to study the collusion between loan officers and lending firms. Finally, it derives the
collusion-free conditions and proposes some measures to reduce the collusions, which includes
imposing harsher penalty on bribes to deter any collusion for increasing individual welfare, launching
more sophisticated remuneration for loan officers to develop long relationship with commercial banks
and making more efforts on monitoring the larger sized loans.
Key words Collusion; P-S-A model; Bad loan ratio; Commercial bank

1 Introduction
Figure 1 indicates that the financial structure in China has mainly been fueled by the commercial
banks’ loans, rather than the stock market and bond market that have not been well developed. During
the period of 1990s, the commercial banks in China had accumulated a large amount of non-performing
loans, which gradually undermined the stability of financial system. Due to the government, who
implemented a series of reforms to write off those bad loans, the ratio of non-performing loans to total
gross loans in China fell from 29.8% in 2001 to 2.4%① in 2008. It is much costly and time-consuming
to digest the bad loans for the economy. When the subprime mortgage crisis broke out in 2007 and
started to exert negative influence on China’s economy, the government had launched a RMB¥4 trillion
investment plan and encouraged commercial banks to issue loans to ensure the continuous development
of the economy. And the total amount of loans leapt by RMB9.6 trillion in 2009. Although credit
expansion had enhanced the market liquidity and kept the panic economy in confidence, it may also
arouse the problem of bad loans. The financial crisis that arose from bad loans in the United States
spread worldwide and aggravated into global financial crisis. And the American economy as well as
global economy has been severely assailed since then. Meanwhile, the financial crisis still lingered on
the world economy and the Chinese government may initiate another wave of loan stimulus. Therefore,
it is significant to pay more attention to the loan risk management and related research, so as to hinder
the surge of bad loans.
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Figure 1 The Financial Structure of China’s Financial System (%)
Sources: the World Bank Database and Financial Structure Dataset (2010)
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loan-issue and further trigger the operation risk as well as the default risk. (Wan Jie & Miao Wenlong
2005), (Li Zhihui & Fan Hongbo 2005) argued that the internal fraud is the major reason for operation
risk in Chinese commercial banks, while the external fraud in foreign commercial banks. And (Zhang
Cheng & Liu Wen 2009) analyzed the 171 fraud cases in Chinese financial institutions during the period
from 2000 to 2007 and concluded that the internal fraud has caused substantial losses in Chinese
commercial banks. Therefore, it should pay more attention to the credit collusion and the approaches to
reducing them.
Since 1979, the Chinese government authorities have launched three waves of reforms in the
banking industry (Alicia García-Herrero et al., 2009). And the domestic commercial banks now have
made great improvement on the risk management①. In the past, the loan officer was qualified to grant a
credit, while now most domestic banks have established the credit review committee, and even the
regional evaluation center to completely isolate the credit investigation and credit review. The new
mechanism in the credit issuing process is helpful to ensure the quality of bank credit assets. However,
there are still potential risks that lie in the collusion between the loan officer and the loan applicants. It
can cause the operation risk as well as default risk when the loan officer makes a side-contract with the
loan applicants and hide some information. Therefore, it needs profoundly study to perfect the
mechanism.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 makes a brief review of the related
literature on the credit collusion. Section 3 presents assumptions and models used in this paper. Section
4 concludes the results, while Section 5 proposes some advices for collusion-proof.

2 Literature Review
The collusion is one of the important problems faced by an organization. Before 1980’s, the
scholars mainly focused on the research of collusions among organizations, namely the Cartel intending
to seize the monopoly power. And later Jean Tirole and Jean-Jacques Laffont etc. started the study on
collusions within a hierarchical organization, which includes the horizontal collusion (eg. collusions
among the agents) and the vertical one (collusions between the supervisor and the agent). Jean Tirole
(1986) proposed a general framework “Principal- Supervisor-Agents” (P-S-A) for collusion analysis.
And collusions within an organization could be a double-edged sword that may promote the cooperation
as well as induce the corruption.
There is little literature related with the credit collusion, especially the collusion between loan
officer and loan applicants. Scheepens (1997) analyzed the situation that the loan manager granted loans
to unprofitable firms when took bribes. Meanwhile Mitusch (1998) studied the positive effects of credit
collusion which could help the loan officer to acquire more private information of the firms. Jinyong
Hwang et al. (2003) studied the collusion between a low-type borrowing firm and loan decision-making
party with a model and found that the collusion will be deterred when the economic environment
deteriorates. Nan Xuguang (2009) made a systematic research on the credit collusion and concerned
financial corruption problems. It consisted of collusions between the credit reviewer and the loan officer,
one between the head office and the branch, one between the loan officer and the lending firm. And he
argued that the collusion lied in loan officer and the lending firm was the severest problem in
commercial banks’ loan-business, and the collusion equilibrium could not be reached unless the loan
officer was partially honest. Meanwhile, Dai Ying-kun (2005) paid close attention to the collusion that
might occur between the loan officer and the internal supervisor by use of four different models in static
game with in-perfect information, dynamic game with in-perfect information and perfect information
respectively. And he concluded that when imposing higher penalty, raising the loan officer’s
remuneration and increasing the check frequency, there will be less collusion and loans in violation of
rules.
The aforementioned literature basically applied the game theory to analyze the credit collusions.
However, they failed to make a more elaborated research on credit collusion within commercial banks
under the framework “P-S-A”. Moreover, the study on the collusion between the loan officer and the
lending firm should make allowance for the situation of the credit market in China. Therefore, this paper
intends to make a supplementary research to shed light on the optimum contract design for credit
management.
①

Li Fuan. China banking capital quality "best". Financial Times Chinese, 2009-06-08 (In Chinese)
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3 Assumptions and Models
3.1 Assumptions
Consider the Tirole’s framework “Principal-Supervisor-Agent (P-S-A)” in static state. In this
three-tier hierarchies, the principal is affect by the activity of the agent and lacking either time or
knowledge to supervise the latter, and the supervisor collects the agent’s private information to assistant
the principal to control the agent (Tirole, 1986). In practice, the private information of lending firms is
unknown by the credit reviewer, who is influenced by the former’s repayment of loans and takes
advantage of the information collected by loan officer to approve applicants of lending firms. Therefore,
the principal in the model is the credit reviewer consisting of a group of experts, and the agent is the
lending firm, while the loan officer is assumed as the supervisor (Seen in Figure 2).
shareholder

executive

Figure 2

reviewer

loan officer

lending firm

principal

supervisor

agent

The Principal-Agent Relations in Chinese Commercial Banks

In this paper, there is only a principal, a supervisor and an agent involved into a loan in a single
gaming playing by hypothesis. Lending firms that applicant loans must appear to have certain
creditworthiness matching the amount of loans. The creditworthiness is expressed by the supervisor’s
signal and some firm’s information is forged for collusion. Hence, the private information can take two
values, namely the creditworthiness above the loan quantity and the creditworthiness under the loan
quantity, which occurs with probability of η1 and η 2 , respectively. And the supervisor’s signal only takes
one value, i.e. the creditworthiness under the loan amount. Moreover, when submitting a loan applicant
report through the supervisor, the agent is assumed to be granted a sum of loan by principal for reducing
the complexity of models.
3.2 The models
In short term, the situation that whether the agent can be initiated a loan or not and the quantity of
granted loan ( q ) is depended on its financial standing and the bribes ( b ) it offered, which is the side
transfer for collusion between supervisor and agent. However, when the loan officer being penalized for
manipulating private information that leads to bad loans, the agent will be blacklisted by the commercial
bank and suffer the bad effect G (e) in monetary terms. Then the utility of agent is U a = q − b − G (e) .
And dG de > 0 .
The supervisor can distinguish the agent’s financial standing through investigation① and offer hard
information to principal. And the supervisor’s income includes two parts, namely the remuneration
provide by the bank and the possible bribes ( b ) offered by the agent. The former is kq (k ∈ (0,1)) , while
the latter significantly affects the authenticity of agent’s private information when the supervisor
reporting to principal. And once the loan disobeyed the rule is unveiled, the probable penalty ( p ) will
be levied on the supervisor and cause negative effects by function F ( p ) in monetary terms. Therefore, it
supposes that the utility of supervisor is U s = kq + b − F ( p) and dF dp > 0 .
The principal is responsible for checking and approving loan applicant reports according to the
private information about the agent that collected by the loan supervisor. And the revenue ( r ) of the
principal is dependent on both the loan quantity ( q ) and bad loan ratio ( θ ). Furthermore, the bad loan
ratio is affected by many factors, such as the authenticity of the private information about lending firms,
the morality of loan officer, the economic environment, the experience and effort of the principal and so
on. In this paper, it just focuses on the variables that influence the first factor, namely the bribes and
penalty imposed on the agent and supervisor. Hence, the principal’s revenue is r p = r (q, θ (b, e, p )) .
And ∂θ ∂b > 0 , ∂θ ∂ e < 0 , ∂θ ∂ p < 0 .
Meanwhile, the order of play is not the typical one in the traditional “P-S-A” and there are only
①

In fact, the supervisor has to exert efforts in investigation that will reduce his utility. However, it assumes the supervisor can
acquire the whole private information about lending firms with ease.
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hidden grand contracts① between principal and other two participants. As for the commercial bank, the
most important problem to solve is designing the collusion-proof contract. It assumes that the lending
firm can be initiated the quantity of loans q1 when offering bribes while q 2 when not offering bribes.
Once the loan is initiated, the next step is its reimbursement. When lending firms fail to repay the loan
and the bad loan being confirmed, the inquiry will be arose and the loan officer will be facing penalty if
he have taken bribes and misled the credit reviewer. And the probability of the collusions being detected
is m(m ∈ (0,1)) by hypothesis.
Finally, the individual rationality constraint (IR), the incentive compatibility constraint (IC) and the
collusion incentive constraint (CIC) must be satisfied to reach collusion-free solutions, which is as
follows:
max [η1r (q1 , θ (b, e, p )) + η 2 r (q 2 , θ (0))]
q1 , q2 ,b ,e, p

s.t. (SIR) − η1 (kq1 + b − mF ( p)) − η 2 kq 2 ≤ −U s
(AIR) − η1 (q1 − b − mG (e)) − η 2 q 2 ≤ −U a
(IC, CIC) (kq1 + b − mF ( p)) + (q1 − b − mG (e)) − (kq 2 + q 2 ) ≤ 0
q1 , q 2 , b , e , p >0

Where, the reservation utility of the supervisor and agent are supposed to be U s and U a ,
respectively, and the inequality q1 > q 2 exists for fake information.

4 Analysis and Results
The Lagrange’s function is:
L = η1r (q1 , θ (b, e, p)) + η 2 r (q 2 , θ (0)) + λ1 η1[kq1 + b − mF ( p)] + η 2 kq2 − U s + λ 2 [η1 (q1

{

}

(1)

− b − mG (e)) + η 2 q 2 − U a ] − λ 3 {[(kq1 + b − mF ( p)) + (q1 − b − mG (e)) − kq 2 − q 2 }

Taking the derivatives of L with respect to q1 , q 2 , b , e and p as follows to obtain Kuhn-Tucker
conditions.
∂r
∂L
⎧ ∂L
⎪ ∂q = η1 ∂q + λ1η1k + λ 2η1 − λ3 (k + 1) ≤ 0, q1 ≥ 0, q1 ∂q = 0
1
1
⎪ 1
⎪ ∂L
∂r
∂L
⎪ ∂q = η1 ∂q + λ1η 2 k + λ 2η 2 + λ3 (k + 1) ≤ 0, q 2 ≥ 0, q 2 ∂q = 0
2
2
⎪ 2
⎪ ∂L
∂r ∂θ
∂L
= η1
+ λ1η1 − λ 2η1 ≤ 0, b ≥ 0, b
=0
⎪
θ
b
b
∂
∂
∂
∂b
⎪
dG
dG
∂r ∂θ
∂L
⎪ ∂L
⎪ ∂e = η1 ∂θ ∂e − mλ 2η1 de + mλ3 de ≤ 0, e ≥ 0, e ∂e = 0
⎪
(2)
⎨ ∂L
dF
dF
∂r ∂θ
∂L
⎪
= η1
− mλ1η1
+ mλ3
≤ 0, p ≥ 0, b
=0
dp
dp
∂θ ∂p
∂p
⎪ ∂p
⎪ ∂L
∂L
⎪
= η1 (kq1 + b − mF ( p)) + η 2 kq 2 − U s ≥ 0, λ1 ≥ 0, λ1
=0
∂λ1
⎪ ∂λ1
⎪
⎪ ∂L = η1 (q1 − b − mG (e)) + η 2 kq 2 − U a ≥ 0, λ 2 ≥ 0, λ 2 ∂L = 0
⎪ ∂λ 2
∂λ 2
⎪
⎪ ∂L = (kq + q ) − [(kq + b − mF ( p)) + (q − b − mG (e))] ≥ 0, λ ≥ 0, λ ∂L = 0
2
2
1
1
2
2
⎪⎩ ∂λ3
∂λ 2
According to the assumptions and models, the constraint conditions must be binding and all the
Lagrange multipliers are positive, i.e. λ1 > 0 , λ 2 > 0 and λ3 > 0 . When the aforementioned
Kuhn-Tucker conditions are satisfied, collusions between the loan officer and the lending firm are not
apt to take place. Meanwhile, several equations that feature the collusion-proof contract can be inferred
as follows,
①

The payoff of supervisor and agent is indirectly determined by the principal.
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λ + kλ1
∂r
∂r
+
=− 2
<0
(3)
∂q1 ∂q 2
η1
∂θ ∂θ dF
∂θ dG
(4)
=m
+
∂e de
∂b ∂p dp
m( F ( p) + G (e))
(5)
q1 = q 2 +
k +1
And the equation (3) suggests that the marginal revenue for initiated loans under the condition that
the bribes have caused bad loans must be negative and its absolute value must be higher than the one
under the condition without bribes. In other words, it implies that the principle should take more strict
measures to hinder the bribes and the corresponding bad loans. As for the equation (4), it demonstrates
the insight into the relation among the penalty measures and bribes. Because ∂θ / ∂e , ∂θ / ∂p are both
∂θ ∂θ ⎛ dG dF ⎞
⎜
⎟ must exists
>
∂e ∂p ⎜⎝ de dp ⎟⎠
and only when hen the loan officer is more penalty-averse than the lending firms, the increased penalty
∂θ
∂θ
.
>
on loan officer can be more helpful to improve loan quality than the one on lending firm for
∂p
∂e

negative, and ∂θ / ∂b , dG / de , dF / dp are all positive, the inequality

The equation (5) implies that the extra loan that gained through bribes must sterilize the possible penalty.
Hence, once the penalty is strict on loans in violation of rules, the loans in larger value will be more
suspicious for bribes.

5 Conclusion
From the collusion-proof equations and their implications, the commercial bank should take some
measures to effectively reduce the collusions and the harmful effects. First, the commercial banks
should impose harsher penalty on bribes to gain loans broken the rules, so as to deter any collusion for
increasing individual welfare. Second, the commercial banks should launch more sophisticated
remuneration for loan officers and make them more rely on long relationship with banks and more
penalty-averse. Then the loan quality can be effectively improved by the penalty set for loan officer
taking bribes from lending firms. Third, the commercial banks should spend more efforts on the larger
sized loans, which are more prone to be arisen by bribes, especially when the penalty mechanism is
drastic.
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Abstract This paper attempts to measure the impact of monetary policy on the asset prices. We apply a
lag augmented vector autoregression (LA-VAR) to investigate the impact of monetary policy on asset
prices with an empirical study of Chinese monetary policy from 1998 to 2008. The result shows that the
adjustment of interest rate follows the stock market change which proved to be the granger reason of
interest rate. This indictates that Chinese monetary policy refers to asset prices, its targeting to asset prices
supports that proper monetary policy can affect asset prices and reduce the fluctuates of asset prices.
Key words Monetary policy; Asset prices; LA-VAR; Monetary policy target

1 Introduction
Asset prices volatility has become one of the most discussed issues in the press and in the
academic literature. Both in developed and developing countries it is a recent and strong trend as the
volatility of asset prices like stock and house leads to financial system instability and economic
depression (Allen, Franklin and Douglas Gale, 2000). Large swings have been associated with strains in
the financial sector and in the real economy. There are many reasons to these asset prices bubbles, more
and more economists believe monetary policy plays a great role in the volatility of asset prices.
(Borio,Fennendy and Prouse 1994) find that inflation of asset prices is due to financial reform with more
load opportunities by imposing data in Japan, Holland, and England. (Sellin 1998), investigating dozens
of papers, conclude that monetary policy plays a significant role in stock market, expansionary monetary
policy leads to the inflation of stock market. (Rigobon and Sack 2001) argue that interest rate increase
may induce the decline of stock prices in a short time. (GuoYe and Cai Zongwu 2009), based on
functional coefficient instrumental variables model, propose that the wrong monetary policy of changing
federal fund rate sharply may be some possible reasons of the financial crisis in the United States.
Development in the relationship between monetary policy and asset prices becomes a great
challenge for central banks. There are two opposite opinions about the issues whether monetary policy
should take asset prices into account. (Bernanke and Gertler 2001) argue that price stability is the only
objective of a central bank and asset prices have to be taken into account only as long as they signal
changes in expected inflation. (Cecchetti, Genberg, Lipsky and Wadhawani 2000) provide examples
where a more proactive policy has stabilizing effects on the economy. Numerous studies address the
issue of the intricate relationship of monetary policy and asset prices. The issue of how to utilize
monetary policy to affect asset prices, however, has remained unsolved and continues to draw much
attention.
In this paper, we develop a lag augmented VAR model to investigate the relative role of monetary
policy and assets prices in China. By imposing several monetary elements in the model through Granger
causality test, we identify four elements have effect on stock and house prices: interest rate shock, loans
shock, money supply M1shock and money supply M2 shock. The role of these elements in stock and
house prices is tested via the impulse response function to various shocks. If asset prices appreciate
Granger causality test to show as the reason of some monetary policy elements, and these elements
asymmetric demand shocks account for a large portion of asset prices variations, then the monetary
policy aims at asset prices and flexibility helps to stabilize asset prices. If asset prices are not the reason
of monetary policy and only driven by it, monetary policy is likely to be only a source of asset prices
variations.
We are interest in the role of monetary policy adjustment in China for two reasons: First, China
raises interest rate several times in the period of stock market expanding in 2007 regardless of the stable
CPI. Monetary policy has already been used to control asset prices in an economy like China, which is
typically viewed as planned economy. Second, Chinese economic steady growth in the last ten years or
so is unprecedented among developing economies. The stable asset prices may help to achieve the
objective of sustained economic growth. China may give the example to propose to utilize monetary
policy to control asset prices for stable economy development.
The rest of paper is organized as follow: section 2 discusses the economic methodology of lag VAR
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modeling, section 3 reports the empirical results, and section 4 gives a brief conclusion.

2 The Model
Causality testing in Granger sense is conventionally conducted by estimating autoregressive or
vector autoregressive (VAR) models. (Toda 1995) shows that pretesting for cointegration rank in
Johansen-type error correction mechanisms (ECMs) are sensitive to the values of the nuisance
parameters, thus causality inference based upon ECM may be severely biased. Theoretically simpler and
computationally relatively straightforward causality tests have been proposed by (Toda and Yamamoto
1995), which involve a modified Wald (MWALD) test in an augmented VAR model, and do not require
pretesting for cointegration properties of the system. The idea underlying the Toda–Yamamoto (TY) test
is to artificially augment the true lag length (say, p ) of the VAR model by the maximal order of
integration ( d max ) that might occur in the process. Then, one can estimate the VAR model with a
( p + d max ) order, ignoring the coefficients of the last d max lagged vectors, and test the linear or
nonlinear restrictions on the first k coefficient matrices by the standard Wald test. Toda and Yamamoto
(1995) prove that the Wald statistic used in this setting converges in distribution to a χ 2 random
variable, no matter whether the process is stationary or nonstationary. The preliminary unit root and
cointegration tests are not necessary to implement the DL test, since the testing procedure is robust to
the integration and cointegration properties of the process.
Consider the following VAR( p ) model:
y t = γ + Ay t −1 + K Ar y t − r K + A p y t − p + δ t
(1)

where, yt , γ , and δ t ~(0, Ω ) are n -dimensional vectors and Ak is an n × n matrix of
parameters for lag k . To implement the TY test the following augmented VAR ( p + d ) model to
be utilized for the test of causality is estimated,
y t = γ ' + A1' y t −1 + K A p' y t − p K + A p' + d y t − p − d + δ t'
(2)
where the circumflex above a variable denotes its ordinary least squares (OLS) estimate. The order p of
the process is assumed to be known, and d is the maximal order of integration of the variables. Since
the true lag length p is rarely known in practice, it can be estimated by some consistent lag selection
criteria. The j th element of yt does not Granger-cause the i th element of y t , if the following null
hypothesis is not rejected:
(3)
H0 : the row i ; column j element in Ak equals zero for k = 1, L , p .
The null hypothesis is tested by a Wald test which is named modified Wald test in case of the augmented
VAR.

3 Data and Empirical Results
3.1 Data
All the data used in this study are monthly observations that cover the period of 1998 to 2008
obtained from RESSET Financial Research Database. We include four monetary policy element
indictors: the benchmark interest rate (R), the money supply m1,the money supply m2, the loans (L) and
two asset prices elements indictors : the stock index of shanghai (SP) and the real Estate climate
Index(HP). In contrast to earlier studies, we take the change of house prices into account and choose to
disaggregate into stock and house VAR model. All the data are transformed to natural logarithms.
In order to specify properly the VAR, we test for unit roots and stationary. According to the feature
of lag augmented VAR, stationary can be achieved from the first difference for all the series. The first
subsection begins with unit root test; the second subsection proceeds with the granger causality test; the
third subsection reports the impulse response function.
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3.2 Unit root test
Unit root test shows all roots have modulus less than one and lie inside the unit circle for all the
series as figure1, which means the VAR is stable, certain results (such as impulse response standard
errors) are valid. To employ the DL test, we estimated the lag length of an unrestricted VAR model of Eq.
(1), since it is not known a priori. The optimal lag length was estimated as 2 by means of the final
prediction error (FPE), and Akaike information criterion (AIC). Thus, stable conditions are got with the
VAR(3) model of stock and house prices.
3.3 Granger causality test
The table1 indicates that there is no obvious causality from interest rate, M1, M2 and loans to stock
prices and shows Chinese stock market changes are not caused by monetary policy form 1998 to 2008.
Meanwhile, stock index is the Granger reason for interest rate at 5% level, showing interest rate changes
according to stock market. This implies that interest rate has taken asset prices into account to meet the
targets of stable asset prices. Table 2 shows interest rate, M1 and M2 are not the cause of HP, only loans
is the Granger reason of house prices at the 5% level. This is mainly because a large proportion of loans
are housing loans in China.
Table 1

Hypothesis
L dos not cause SP
SP dos not cause INV
R dos not cause SP
SP dos not cause R
M1 dos not cause SP
SP dos not cause M1
M2 dos not cause SP
SP dos not cause M2

11.7411
1.9956
14.0186
3.5379
1.8854
Table 2

Hypothesis
L dos not cause HP
HS dos not cause L
R dos not cause HP
HP dos not cause R
M1 dos not cause HP
HP dos not cause M1
M2 dos not cause HP
HP dos not cause M2

Granger Causality Test to Stock Prices
Chi-sq
Lag
Prob.
3
1.7865
0.6179
3
1.5054
0.6810
3
2.6029
0.4570

3
3
3
3
3

0.0083
0.5733
0.0029
0.3159
0.5965

Decision
Do not reject
Do not reject
Do not reject
Reject
Do not reject
Reject
Do not reject
Do not reject

Granger Causality Test to House Prices
Chi-sq
Lag
Prob.
Decision
3
19.0862
0.0003
Reject
3
0.9465
0.8142
Do not reject
3
2.8903
0.4088
Do not reject

4.8074
3.0259
7.2672
3.7363
1.2415

3
3
3
3
3

0.1865
0.3876
0.0639
0.2914
0.7431

Do not reject
Do not reject
Do not reject
Do not reject
Do not reject

3.4 Impulse response functions
We examine the impulse response of each variable to a positive innovation in each of the
fundamental shocks, the accumulated impulse responses are report in figure2.
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In response to a positive loans shock, house prices increase significantly on impact while stock
prices decline. It is mainly because of house loans taking a large part of all the loans, which indicates the
central bank can use loans policy to control house prices and we find such a valid effect of house loans
policy of China recently.
In response to an increase in the interest rate, both stock and house prices depreciate significantly,
indicating that central bank can use tightened monetary policy to control the inflation of asset prices.
Meanwhile a positive money supply M1 has significantly increase effect on asset prices over the
whole horizon.
In response of a money supply M2 shock, the relative stock prices decrease for the first four
months and soon returns to a higher level. The response of house prices depreciates significantly on the
impact and remains depreciate in the long run. The finding suggests money supply M2 have more
negative effect on house prices.
In general, the monetary policy has much more effect on stock prices, which accords with Yi Gang
and (Wang Zhao 2001), using monetary policy-stock prices transmit mechanism model, observe
monetary policy influence upon financial asset prices, especially upon stock prices. It echoes the fact
that monetary policy has been effective, especially the policy of interest rate and fluidity changed by a
great augment. Although the stock prices have reached a high level in China since 2007, the effect of
tighten monetary policy has occurred and helped to lower the stock prices in 2008. As for the inflation
of house prices, monetary policy may not have sufficient impact. It may need to be assisted by
administrative and industry means.

4 Conclusions
In this paper, we study the impact of Chinese monetary policy on asset prices with a lag augmented
VAR model during the period of 1998-2008 in China, finding that monetary policy has included asset
prices as reaction function. Results show that interest rate adjustment mainly refers to stock prices, its
reaction to house prices is minus or non significant. The impulse response shows that interest rate can
affect the asset prices movements, and validate the negative and significant impact on asset prices.
Although in the theoretical literature the most discussed policy issue is whether central bank should
include asset prices in their policies, as (Ju Qiang 2007) believes it need new theories to explain the
challenges of price stability and asset prices inflation for monetary policy. The cases of china can be
viewed as a leading indictor of monetary policy for growing economy. It implies that goal of asset prices
is vitally important to meet the optimal policy adjustment, hence to sustain the economic growth.
Asset prices volatility and monetary policy mechanism need for further research with more factors
considered in the model. Chinese economic and financial structure itself is always undergoing changes,
which makes the study of Chinese economic variables difficult. It is also need contrast with the data of
other countries. We plan to work on this project in the future.
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Abstract This paper studies the relationship between the professional managers’ compensation and
company performance according to the data of 358 Chinese private listed companies in a share market
from 2006 to 2008. On the whole, the correlation between the professional managers’ compensation in
money terms and the company performance is notable. While the correlation among professional
managers’ stock compensation and the company performance isn’t notable. The same status exists in the
private listed company in which the chairman holds a concurrent post of the CEO. However, if the
chairman doesn’t hold a concurrent post of the CEO the correlation between both compensation in
money terms stock compensation and the company performance wasn’t notable. The conclusion
indicated the professional managers’ compensation system must be improved in Chinese private listed
companies.
Key words Private listed company; Professional manager; Compensation; Company performance

1 Introduction
The American economy historian Alfred D. Chandler has studied the history that how modern
American industrial enterprises came into being and developed from 1840’s to 1920’s characterized by
“managers” in detail in his famous writing The Visible Hand：The Managerial Revolution in American
Business (Chandler, 1987). This period was just the critical period that American economy changed
from Agricultural Economics to Industrial Economics. Now, Chinese private business is very like
American business which Chandler has described in his book. Therefore, it is significant to study the
problem of professional managers’ in Chinese private business. Compensation plays an important role in
incenting professional managers. This paper will test the relationship between the professional
managers’ compensation and the company performance in Chinese private listed company by the means
of empirical research with the samples of private companies which listed in Shenzhen and Shanghai
Stock Exchange in A share market. The purpose of research is to provide advices for the supervisor in
private listed company.

2 Literature Review and Hypotheses
Many people have studied the relationship between managers’ compensation and company
performance both in China and aboard. Some people assume that the correlation between them was not
notable (Jensen & Murphy, 1990; Tosietal & Wemer, 2000; Li Zengquan, 2000; Ji Xiaoli, 2006).
However, some thought the correlation between them was notable (Johnson, 2000; Boschen, 2003; Fang
Junxiong, 2009). It is easy to know that the current conclusions are different and the research about
Chinese private listed company is lagging behind.
With the development of Chinese economic system reform, the Corporate Governance of Chinese
private listed company is becoming more and more reasonable. The managers’ compensation incentive
should have notable effects on the company performance. Therefore, the first hypothesis was put out as
following:
H11: The correlation between the professional managers’ monetized compensation and the
company performance is positive.
H12: The correlation between the professional managers’ stock compensation and the company
performance is positive.
Considering during the past years, some Chairmen of the Board are also employed as the CEO
while some others are not yet. It is generally recognized that the one who is employed as the both post
should understand the importance of managers’ compensation incentive more and should compensation
more attention to it. So the second and third hypotheses ware put out as following:
H21: The correlation between the professional managers’ monetized compensation and the
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company performance is notable in the private listed company in which the Chairman is also employed
as the CEO.
H22: The correlation between the professional managers’ stock compensation and the company
performance is notable in the private listed company in which the Chairman is also employed as the
CEO.
H31: The correlation between the professional managers’ monetized compensation and the
company performance isn’t notable in the private listed company in which the Chairman isn’t employed
as the CEO.
H32: The correlation between the professional managers’ stock compensation and the company
performance isn’t notable in the private listed company in which the Chairman isn’t employed as the
CEO.

3 Research Design
First, the research had collected the relevant data of 665 private companies that listed in Shenzhen
and Shanghai Stock Exchange in A share market from 2006 to 2008. Then some companies’ data were
deleted under the following conditions: the company performance was weak and the stock was ST or PT
during the three years (102); the ROE was negative during the three years (56); the company listed in
2008(58); the true company control person wasn’t private (49); the data wasn’t comprehensive (42). At
last, only 358 private listed companies’ data remained as samples. The research data mostly came from
the database of Chinese Private Listed Company in GTA Research Service Center and the Annual
Report that private listed company disclosed to public. The statistical software of SPSS15.0 for windows
in social science was used in research.
Looking from the graph of scatter, there was a kind of linear relationship between the professional
managers’ compensation and the company performance in private listed company. So the following
model of Multiple Linear Regression was built:
14

PERF =β0+β1SALA＋β2STOC＋β3SIZE＋

∑

β4INDi＋ε

(1)

i=4

In the model PERF was on behalf of the company performance and was indicated by the mean of
the ROE of the three years multiplying by 100 of all the sample companies. SALA was on behalf of the
professional managers’ monetized compensation and was indicated by the mean of the first three top
managers’ compensation of the three years of all the sample companies. STOC was on behalf of the
professional managers’ stock compensation and was indicated by the mean of the CEO’s share held rate
of the three years multiplying by 100 of all the sample companies. SIZE and IND were controlling
variables. SIZE was on behalf of firm size and was indicated by the natural logarithm of the total
business value. IND was on behalf of the company industry and was indicated by Dummy Variable.
According to the guide of Chinese listed companies’ industry classify there wasn’t a sample in extraction
industry and the other samples were divided into 12 kinds of industry. The research ordered the kind of
A was the reference kind and the other kinds were IND4, IND5 …IND14 in turn.

4 Results of Empirical Analysis
4.1 Descriptive statistics
As shown in Table 1, the Standard Deviation of the first three top managers’ total yearly salary was
1176050 Renminbi Yuan of all the sample companies. It told us that the professional managers’
monetized compensation had a big gap between each other. That which company the professional
managers were in had an important effect on the monetized compensation that they could obtain.
variable
PERF（％）
SALA（yuan）
STOC（％）

Table 1 Descriptive Statistics Analysis of Sample Companies
minimum
maximum
mean
0.0047
1.9766
0.1228
77525
18154167
965316
0.000
63.000
3.646

Std.
0.1208
1176050
9.035

Analyzing from the index of the CEO’ share held, the minimum was 0 while the maximum could
be 63%. It told us that the professional managers’ stock compensation also had a big gap between each
other. The big difference of market salary illuminated the big difference that each company attached
importance to professional managers’ compensation incentive. The mean of CEO’s share held was only
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3.64% in sample companies and it showed a lower degree of the professional managers’ stock
compensation in private listed company, which made it difficult for stock compensation to bring into full
play.
4.2 Correlation between the professional managers’ compensation and the company performance
in private listed company
After putting the relevant data of 358 private listed companies’ into the model, the research got the
following results in Table 2:
Table 2 Correlation Between Managers’ compensation and Company Performance
Variables
Partial regression Coefficients
Std. Error
T
Sig.
SALA
1.94E-006
0.000
2.142
0.033
STOC
0.001
0.001
1.402
0.162
SIZE
1.915
0.782
2.449
0.015
IND4
0.662
4.160
0.159
0.874
IND5
4.910
6.636
0.740
0.874
IND6
-1.684
6.636
-.254
0.800
IND7
-2.874
6.614
-.435
0.664
IND8
3.198
4.819
0.664
0.507
IND9
13.424
4.931
2.722
0.007
IND10
-40.085
19.173
-2.091
0.037
IND11
-1.304
5.200
-.251
0.802
IND12
-1.273
6.024
-.211
0.833
IND13
-2.128
12.349
-.172
0.863
IND14
1.377
4.853
0.284
0.777
Note: The model’s R2 was 0.102 and the Adjusted R2was 0.067 and its F value was 2.902 and the Significant was
0.000.

The results indicated professional managers’ monetized compensation passed the t-test at the
significance level 0.05. However, the stock compensation failed to pass. The analysis results said the
correlation between professional managers’ monetized compensation and the company performance was
notable in Chinese private listed company from 2006 to 2008 and the H11 was supported. The
correlation between professional managers’ stock compensation and the company performance wasn’t
notable, which indicated the H12 could be refused.
Furthermore, there were 77 samples in which the chairman was also employed as the CEO in all
the 358 samples. That was 21.51 percent. Then the amount of company in which the both posts didn’t
employ the same person was 281 and that was 78.49 percent. After putting all the relevant data about the
77 samples into the model to carry out the regression analysis and then the other 281 samples, the
research got the next results in Table 3:
Table 3 Regression Results of Sample Companies Whose Chairman is CEO or Not
If the chairman held a
Independent
Partial regression
Std. Error
T
Sig.
concurrent post of CEO
Variable
Coefficients
yes
SALA
3.49E-006
0.000
1.856
0.048
STOC
0.001
0.000
1.326
0.190
no
SALA
2.47E-007
0.000
0.312
0.755
STOC
0.002
0.002
1.098
0.273
Note: The model’s R2 was 0.245 and its F value was 2.902 and the Significant was 0.000 when the chairman held
a concurrent post of CEO. The model’s R2 was 0.100 and its F value was 2.244 and the Significant was 0.008 when
the chairman didn’t hold a concurrent post of CEO.

As showed in table 3, the professional managers’ monetized compensation had passed the t-test at
significance level 0.05, which indicated the correlation between the professional managers’ monetized
compensation and the company performance was positive in the private listed company in which the
chairman held a concurrent post of the CEO and the H21 was supported. However, the stock
compensation in the company in which the chairman held a concurrent post of the CEO and the
monetized compensation and stock compensation in the company in which the chairman didn’t hold a
concurrent post of the CEO didn’t passed the t-test at significance level 0.05, which indicated the
correlation between the professional managers’ compensation and the company performance wasn’t
notable and the H22, H31, H32 were refused.
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5 Conclusions
The professional managers’ stock compensation was lower in Chinese private listed company on
the whole sight and even quite a few managers’ stock compensation was zero, which will make the
professional managers be lack of long-term incentives. Then, it was difficult to build up the employees’
host consciousness and enhance their belonging sense and incent them.
In private listed company that the chairman held a concurrent post of the CEO the correlation
between the professional managers’ monetized compensation and the company performance was notable,
which indicated the professional managers’ monetized compensation had deep effect on the company
performance and the incentive function of the monetized compensation was shown. The empirical
results didn’t contradict the request that company should separate its ownership from managerial
authority during the period of building up the Modern Enterprises System. However, it told that the
directorate not only should trust and understand their professional managers but also should support
their work and reduce the unnecessary constraint in the private listed company that the chairman didn’t
hold a concurrent post of the CEO.
The correlation between the professional managers’ stock compensation and the company
performance wasn’t notable, which indicated the stock compensation didn’t play its important role in
promoting the performance. Therefore, it is time to strengthen the design of the compensation system to
every private listed company. The professional managers’ stock compensation should relate the
company performance and its incentive function should be made full use.
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Abstract Under the new historical conditions, the family business as a common business type in
China has been developing rapidly, but its whole life cycle is short. There are numbers of shortcomings
on the current human resource management in Chinese family business, which have confined the further
development of family business. Therefore the business must carry out management innovation. It is
important that the family business develop the human resource management for its sustainable
development. In this paper, based on the research of the characteristics of the family business human
resource management, the problems in the development and the coupling relationship between
sustainable development of family business and innovation of the human resources management, the
writer presents some strategies and proposals for the innovation of human resources management of
family business under the background of sustainable development.
Key words Sustainable development; Family business; Human resources; Management innovation

1 Introduction
Family business is the vital part of Chinese market economy, its development influence Chinese
economy and social future directly. Therefore, it is the significant research to enhance the sustainable
development of Chinese family business. Among so many factors, innovation of human resources is the
key point. According to the reasonable institutional arrangement and actual situation, family business
should make the corresponding innovation of human resources, improve continuously in practice,
strengthen the role of it, and then achieve the family business sustainably development.

2 The Characters of Chinese Family Business Human Resources Management
Family business is a kind of organization that the ownership or right of control it belongs to one or
couple families as well as handing it down. Since the organizational form of family business is different
from the traditional state enterprises, it has unique character on the human resources management.
2.1 Patriarchal and centralized leading mode
There’s a kind of normal state existed in family business human resources management, which is,
the relationship between manager and those reporting to him is the contrary a man and the valet. The
manager is the center, the senior, the master and patriarch; those reporting to him are peripherals, the
weak, understrappers and children. In the family business, it is the owner who decides everything. On
the basis of information supported by the subordinates, the owner makes the decision himself, and the
subordinates must obey it absolutely.
2.2 Emphasizing the relation treatment
Table 1

The Channels of Employees’ Entering the Family Business
Managers（%）
technicians（%）
Family relationship
33.89
22.03
Neighbors and friends
15.25
3.39
Recommended by family and friends
10.17
20.34
Recommended by officers
5.08
5.08
Recruits
35.61
49.16

workers（%）
22.03
6.78
13.56
6.78
57.63

In the family business, according to the survey, 66% of the managers and vice-managers are the
relatives of chairman or general managers, other important roles (such as for stocking, financing, etc.)
are also the relatives or friends of them (See Table 1). The family business attempts to use this
relationship to guarantee the business capital and ensure the business operate smoothly. In a word,
family business mainly depends on the relationship of family and friends, so emphasizing the relation
treatment are one of the important characters of family business human resources management.
2.3 Family business’ ownership, right of management and family are of the trinity
In the family business, the rights of ownership and management all belong to the family. In the
early European industrialization, it was basically the family management, and appeared many famous
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family businesses, such as Carnegie, Rockefeller, and so on. Those who have the relationship of blood
and family are seen as people on its side, others are not. The existence of these two concepts is the
objective fact. In the family business, the ownership is mainly controlled by the owner and its family,
the important manage positions are taken by the main family members, and the management of its
branches are also controlled mainly by the family. Even though some family businesses have been the
listed companies through publishing the share, the family still controls it firmly by holding the major
share.

3 The Bottleneck of Human Resources in the Process of Family Business
Sustainable Development
3.1 Lacking of scientific, reasonable and canonical management
The family business management follows Taylor system basically, it aims to be strict with the
employees and the production, improve the production efficiency and practice being paid by the work.
These definitely show that the relationship between the business and the employee is absolutely the
hiring labor; it restricts employees’ enthusiasm, initiative and creativity. Meanwhile, randomness instead
of standardization, mainly in the links of employees’ recruits, employment, training, promoting and
discharging, it merely depends on the owner’s experiences and subjective judgment; the family
members, regardless of their abilities, are most put in the important positions; while the employees,
except those family members, are hashed to be treated. This not only depresses the employees’
enthusiasm, but also hardly recruits the high-caliber personnel.
3.2 Without sound encouragement
The effective use of human resources needs enough encouragement, but family business is lack of
it for the employees. In most family businesses, the owners don’t have the comprehensive understanding
about the employees’ motivations and needs, just simply consider as pursuing material profit, and ignore
their social psychological needs. Theoretically, when the employees have a certain amount of income,
encouraging by increasing their income has been digressing. Since family business lacks of
encouragement and various motivators, it can’t meet the need of employees’ spirit and sense of
achievement, so as to influence their working enthusiasm.
3.3 Severe outflow of talents
In most of our family businesses, because of lacking modern human resources management theory,
the management for the employees emphasizes on “control” and “obey” to achieve the accordance of
person and matter, while ignore the performance of personnel talent, and this leads to some talents
job-hopping. This traditional human resources management theory makes family business in the vicious
cycle of recruit-outflow-re recruit-re outflow. This increases the loss of human resources and rising of
human resources cost; on the other hand, it also hardly keeps the normal production, influences
achieving its strategy aim, and harms the image of family business.
3.4 Short of training the human resources
The human resources is the largest increment potential and most valuable investing resource of all
the business resources, and training the employees has the smallest risk and largest reward in all the
investments. However, because of the owner’s management theory and employees’ outflow, at present,
family businesses in our country commonly have no healthy training mechanism. Most family
businesses are unwilling to undertake the cost and the risk of human resources investment. The training
mode of paying too much attention to use while not to its investment makes family businesses are dap to
make use of “ready-made” human resources directly. The idea of eager for quick success and instant
benefits makes family businesses are unwilling and won’t pour the time and capital into training the
human resources. Short of training the human resources makes business cultural construction and
improving the employees’ quality in vain, and developing the human resources can not achieve
substantive progress.
3.5 Paying too much attention to academic while not to ability existed in recognizing the talents
In our family businesses, the owners have low education, in the process of building their businesses,
they feels deeply the importance of knowledge for the business development, so they recruit high-level
specific technicians and managers to set the talent foundation for the business development, this is very
valuable change. However, in recognizing the talents, many owners easily go to another pesky: “Only
academic”. Without analyzing the need of working position, without assignment of responsibility, and
without thinking about recruit cost, they just pursue the high academic. So we have some phenomena
such as the doorkeeper must have associate degree, the general operator must have bachelor degree, and
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so on. This not only wastes the national human resources, but also increases the business cost outlay, it
influences the business economy directly.

4 Coupling Mechanism of Innovation of Human Resource and Chinese Family
Business Sustainable Development
Comparing with modern enterprise system, one prominent character of family business system is
its dual attributes of business and family. In the process of development, most family businesses have
the strong desire to master the rights of controlling the business, one basic precondition of changing
family business system is the family’s controlling and mastering. As the enterprise organization based on
the genetic relationship, to exist and develop in the market competition, the family business must obey
the principle of maximize profits; while in order to maintain the family’s common profits, it also need to
stand to the family’s standard. Therefore, the family structure, status, function, members’ moral
principles and obligations, all of these play the leavening role in the management of family business.
At present, family business in our country has its characters. One is that most shareholdings of
family business are absolutely concentrated on those who start the business; the other is that the business
rights of making decision, management and supervising are mastered by the family members. Even
though some recruited non-family-members are charge of daily management, they have no substantial
right; even if adopt corporate governance management, general meeting of stockholders, meeting of the
board and board of supervisors are on the family side. This definite property relation, on one hand,
makes family member gain the long-term economic efficiency, forming the inner encouragement of
family business management; on the other hand, avoiding the discordance of the owner and the runner,
adverse selecting and moral risk of the information asymmetry in the modern enterprise system, it
decreases the supervising and managing cost of inner business effectively. So in the early stage of
starting and developing the business, family business has its prominent advantages in quickening
accumulating capital, improving decision efficiency and market competition.
With the expanding the business and intensifying of the market competition, family business
sustainable development is facing the double restrictions of inner material and human resource capital.
Among them, restriction of human resource capital is definitely the essential one. Human resource
capital of the business is the total of the stuff physical quality, science and culture quality and moral
quality. As the continuous development of technology, human resource capital is playing more and more
important role. The development of family business must form its own core-competitiveness, and the
forming of it depends on the owner’s quality and working hard, it decides not only its own production
efficiency, but also other production factors’ distribution and use efficiency. Most important, as a kind of
initiative capital, the quality of human resource capital relies on arrangement of the business. Although
the shortage of business material capital and human resource capital can be solved through the outer
market, whether can avoid the adverse selecting, decrease the moral hurt in the process of keeping the
appointment, completely eradicate the opportunistic behavior in the team activity, these are not solved
merely by introducing talents. The shortage of business material capital can be supplemented through
bank loans or share financing, but forming well-ordinate team must rely on the innovation of human
resource management.

5 Innovation Strategy of Chinese Family Business Human Resource Management
under the Sustainable Development
5.1 Building modern family business system
Modern business system can be summarized as “clear property, definite authority and responsibility,
division of government and business, scientific management”. One of the important characters is clear
property. Clear property demands not only the owners’ of all the material capital have the clear property,
but also the owners’ of material capital and human resource capital have the clear property. For the
family business, it should follow management idea of the modern business system, make the modern
family business system which has relatively integrate of the rights of ownership and controlling, and the
position, stock right and finance are relatively opening (See Figure 1).
5.2 Introducing reasonable encouraging mechanism
Through the study of encouraging the staff, William James, the professor of Harvard University of
America finds that that staffs who take the piece work have just performed 20% to 30% talents of them,
while those who are encouraged fully can perform to 80% to 90%. Generally speaking, encouraging
mechanism contains two aspects: material encouragement and spirit encouragement. On the material
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encouragement, through the ways of wages, rewards, profits, benefits share, stock held by the staff, the
stock option etc, and the family business reasonably guarantees the knowledge, technique and work of
the staff, forming the doublet system of the business and staff. On the spirit encouragement, combining
the business target and staff’s profits to make them generate strong sense of responsibility and belonging,
have the work itself more challenging and creative, and then create the opportunities for the staff
realizing the value of their lives. Through the effective encouragement, the business can not only have
the staff perform their skill and talents more efficiently, but also meet their psychological needs, and
then they will serve the business willingly. This can keep the talents and make the substantial economic
profits.
traditional family

business system

1 rights of ownership
and management
2 family
management
3 patriarchal
authority
4 concentration of
stock right

Figure 1

modern family
business system

1 relatively integrate
of the rights of
ownership and
controlling,
2 relatively open
position
3 relatively open
stock right
4 relatively open
finance

modern business system

1 division of the rights
of ownership and
management
2 professional
management
3 relatively
detracting of the stock
right
4 modern
management structure

Target Model of Family Business System's Evolution

5.3 Offering the suitable platform for the staff’s developing
Chinese family business should emphasize on the human resource, and consider it as the biggest
principal. The enlarging of the business model and the limiting of family inner human resource make the
family business must operate with the help of outer power. Therefore, with the enlarging of its model,
the business should attempt to introduce talents, put them in the important positions, make full use of
and keep the talents; making no differences on the recruits, promoting, wages, profits and rewards, etc.,
to avoid two different value judging standards. On the basis of making and performing effective
mechanisms of encouraging, restricting and supervising, achieving using the person without any doubts
to offer the room for the non-family-members' performing their talents. For those unsuitable for the
position, the business should deal with it through the mechanism of discharging them.
5.4 Building perfect training system
To develop and improve, family business must improve the staffs' integrated qualities, and keep the
talents. In order to achieve the target of this period, family business must convert their idea, and
consider the talents as the owner of the business, starting form the needs of the staff and training them
timely to renew structure of their knowledge. Through the training, it not only improve the staffs'
qualities and working efficiency, but also makes the staff feel their importance, and then generate the
sense of belonging for the business. First of all, family business should make a training plan according
to its own actual situation, ensure the training objects, and different training objects have different
training details, setting different training course systems on different position systems and levels, such
as trainings for the new staffs, for the pre-job training, for the staffs' improving and the managers. This
can improve the managers' management and skills, and the staffs' technical skills. Secondly, family
business should set the reasonable system for the inner talents' removing to make them remove timely,
and the staffs can find the suitable position in the business to realize self-worth, avoiding the outflow of
the talents.
5.5 Building the favorable business culture
The business culture is a special cultural image of the business, consists of its values, belief,
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ceremony and ways of dealing with matter. Business spirit is the substance and support of its culture.
Driven by the positive values, encouraging business spirit, magnificent ethics and behaviors, the staffs
certainly form the strong sense of group honor and responsibility, and lasting power of their behaviors.
Family business should apply the new culture to accommodate the staffs' psychology, and have the staffs
continually increase the sense of values and group work required during the activities of producing and
managing, such as management, profits, competition and deploitation, etc., and then have the sprite of
intimate teamwork.

6 Conclusion
In order to achieve the sustainable development, the family business must set the perfect innovation
idea of human resource management, strengthen the positive and effective management for the human
resource, and fully arouse the staffs' enthusiasm of devoting into the business development. The
continuous development of socialism market economy and improving the people's ideology and culture
qualities require the family business must continuously develop the new ways of adapting to the staff's
actual ideology and their characteristics, and then promote our family business to develop sustained and
healthy.
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Abstract The potential to create value for customers stems from firm capabilities. More and more
managerial practices have made it clear that supplier’s capability is the key factor of evaluating its
potential of value creation and is a major indicator for industry customers to select suppliers. The paper
discusses the effects of firm capability on customer value separately from supplier and customer
perspectives, and constructs the matching framework of capability to customer value based on analyzing
the characteristics of different types of customer value. The matching framework that the paper
describtion is of important implications for firms how to create customer value through developing and
using capabilities.
Key words Suppliers’ capability; Customer value; Matching

1 Introduction
Creating and delivering value to customers has long been a marketing leitmotiv. Customer value
has been seen as a new source of firm competitive advantages (Woodruff, 1997), and the competence of
creating superior value for customers by suppliers has been regarded as one of the most successful
strategies in 1990s (Gronroos, 1997). Many managerial practices on customer management, however,
have suffered from huge difficulties, even disastrous costs. The research by (Gartner 2001）found that 55
percent of projects of customer value management did not gain expected benefits. (Thomas 2003)
thought, the main reason for it is that customer value in managerial practices is often seen as a
managerial idea, while not as an organizational activities associated with firm capabilities.
In fact, more and more managerial practices have already showed that, suppliers’ capabilities are a
key indicator that customers assess suppliers’ future value creation potential and choose optimum
suppliers, while suppliers’ products and services are main factors that customers assess suppliers’
present value creation potential. But in the existing theories, the researches on how suppliers use their
capabilities to create value for customers are too rare. Based on this, the purpose of this paper is to
discuss the matching issue of firm capability to customer value.

2 Literature Review
2.1 The definition and types of customer value: capability-based perspective
The majority of scholars believe that customer value is the trade-off between the benefits and the
sacrifices perceived by customers of suppliers’ offering in market transaction. (Ulaga and Eggert 2005)
have identified four characteristics of the customer value concept: (1) the customer's subjective
perception and evaluation; (2) the trade-off between the perceived benefits and the perceived sacrifices;
(3) the benefits and sacrifices are two multidimensional concepts; (4) Value perception of a certain
offering is a process of comparing with other competitive offering. We believe that there are some
defects in the above definitions. Firstly, this understanding regards value mainly from the perspective of
customers, while ignores the perspective of suppliers; Secondly, this point of view pays main attention
to the result of value creation, and holds that value dimension is typically embodied in the offering—and
in particular products and services dimensions－proposed by the supplier following market research
aimed at identification of the customers’ needs, while it does not emphasize the process of value
creation , especially the co operational activities carried out by suppliers and customers; thirdly, this
point of view does not provide further guidance for suppliers and customers to engage in value-creating
activities, thus its implication for managerial practices is not powerful; Finally, this point of view is
based on resource-based view, and believes that value derives from products or other offering, but it
does not point out the role of capabilities in creating customer value. This research believes that
conceptualization of customer value should highlight the process of creating value from the perspective
of capabilities, based on identifying the relationship between suppliers and customers. Therefore, this
research defines the customer value as the process in which the supplier develops, shares, and uses the
capabilities as well as engaging in other value activities by itself or with customers, in order to improve
the value creation potential.
Customer value may be divided into different hierarchies. (Woodruff 1997) proposes that customer
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value consists of three step-up levels: product attributes layer, result layer, and target layer. (Sweeney
and Soutar 2001) measure statistically that customer value contains four dimensions, namely emotional
value, social value, quality value and price value. In order to distinguish transactional value from
relational value, (Henneberg and Pardo 2005) believe that customer value can be divided into three
levels: transactional value, relational value and proprietary value. In accordance with the above
standpoints, combining the perspectives of transactions and relationships, this research divides customer
value into three types, namely transaction-economic value, relation-adding value and network-future
value according to the interactive intensity between suppliers and customers in the process of value
creation. The transaction-economic value is an exchange orientation, which means that suppliers` value
creation does not require customers` participation and customers only weigh the benefits and sacrifices
of the offering provided by the suppliers. Relation-adding value is a simple relationship orientation, that
is to say, value creation requires simple interaction to a certain extent between both partners, and
customers weigh the benefits and sacrifices of an interactive process. Network –future value is a
complicated relationship orientation. Members in the network perform extensive cooperation for the
future, especially cooperation of radical value innovation. Customers weigh the benefits and sacrifices
of the network of relationship.
2.2 The definition and types of firm capability: customer-based perspective
Grant (1995) thought that the enterprise capability is a series of knowledge and skills that
enterprises use to undertake and complete a special activity. According to the complexity of the
activities, firm capabilities can be divided into the capability to fulfill a single task, professional
capability, activity-based capability, capability within functions and inter-functional capability. Day
(1994) regarded firm capability as a range of complicated skills and accumulated knowledge which
enables enterprises to integrate activities and make full use of organizational resources through
organizational processes. Similarly, in accordance with different orientations and focuses of the
process, Day (1994) divided capabilities into orientation-inside processes, orientation-outside process,
and processes that connect inside and outside orientation. Grant's definition emphasizes the link between
capabilities and activities, and recognizes that an activity is the basic unit that constitutes value; Day’s
definition is based on firm process, and recognizes that capability is knowledge and skills embedded in
the process. However, both definitions share a common point: capabilities are related to activities,
because a process is a collection of a series of related activities. The capabilities defined by Grant
reflects abilities’ embeddability, which involves capability of individuals, and of teams or
inter-organizations; while Day not only points out the importance of the external capabilities for
nurturing and maintaining customer relationship, but also stresses the significance of integration and
coordination of internal and external processes in the value creation.
However, definitions and classifications of firm capabilities by Grant and Day are from the
perspective of enterprise itself, while not from the perspective of customers, thus we can not recognize
the relative importance of various abilities in firm capability structure on meeting the customer needs
and creating value for customers. As a result this make against managing firm capabilities according to
market change. From the perspective of customers, combined with Grant and Day’s definition and
classification of capabilities, this research defines enterprise capability as a series of knowledge and
skills that can create value for customers and are stored in both internal and external processes of
organizations. According to the different characteristics of the three levels of customer value (namely,
transaction-economic value, relation-adding value and network-future value) on capabilities required,
enterprise capabilities can be classified into efficiency-oriented capabilities, effectiveness-oriented
capabilities and value innovation-oriented capabilities from the perspective of the values of capabilities.
2.3 The role that firm capability plays in customer value
The role that firm capability plays in customer value varies from the different perspective of
customers and suppliers. From the perspective of customers, the significance that firm capability plays
in customer value is mainly that, firm capability becomes a key indicator to assess suppliers` potential to
create value and to select the best suppliers. This is mainly because, on the one hand, if specific products
provided by suppliers are made as standards of evaluating suppliers, it is very difficult for customers to
find out how the suppliers` capabilities can support their business activities and whether they can
support special innovation projects; On the other hand, owing to product life cycle’s continuously
shortening, customers seek to some factors which would not be devaluated easily to substitute products
in order to evaluate their suppliers. Masella and Rangone (2000) also point out, an increasing number of
management practices have showed that, products and services are core elements to evaluate current
value which suppliers provide for customers, while the capability of suppliers is a key indicator to
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measure their potential to create the future value for customers.
From the suppliers` perspective, capabilities has two main functions in creating values for
customers: First of all, firm capabilities, as a major asset of the organization, indirectly create value for
customers through being transformed into or stored in products, services, brands and relations.
Berghman and Matthyssens (2006) thought that firm capability plays a very significant role for
industrial suppliers to predict and respond to the change of customer value in advance. Second, firm
capabilities, as a marketable market asset, are the direct source of customer value. Suppliers can directly
create value for customers through transferring abilities to customers. For a long time, the
capability-based view of firm considers that capability is of characteristics of value, scarcity,
non-transferability and non-substitutability. Thus this perspective regards capabilities as an input factor
of organizational process. However, Golfetto and Gibbert (2006) believe that this point of view does not
comply with some current phenomena. The capability-based view of enterprises can not explain the
communication and transactions of abilities on trade fairs and exhibitions. Moreover, they called this
phenomenon "competence marketing" and defined it as "some tools and process that enterprises use to
communicate, transfer and sell competence in commercial relationship. Moller (2006) also supported the
point of view of "competence marketing ", and put forward another explanation. For example, in order
to strengthen core competence, enterprises often outsource some non-core abilities, then logically the
appropriate contractors become capability sellers and sell the needed competence to the vendors.
Therefore, the capability-based view of enterprises restricts the effects of capabilities have on industrial
marketing and purchasing. The competence is not only an input element, which has indirect effects on
customer value through being transformed into or stored in the products or other offering, but also an
output element, which becomes a direct source of customer value through the transfer and exchange.

3 The Matching of Firm Capability to Customer Value
Different types of value production has different features in the aspects of innovation degrees,
relationship needs，value assessment and so on. Therefore, the types of capability they need are too
different. In the following passage, this research will analyze features of the above three value
production in detail and describe further the needed types of capability.
3.1 Transaction-economic value production and efficiency-oriented capability
Transaction-economic value production is that suppliers perform solely value activities to produce
offering for the customer, and then the customer carries out some activities through using his own
resources and capabilities to release the benefits inserted in offering. Therefore, it needs some extra
costs for customers to gain and consume benefits of the offering. According to this, a customer often
makes a tradeoff between gains and loses, and also compared it with other competitive offering so as to
define the value creation potential of suppliers (Moller and Torronen, 2003). Under this kind of
production pattern, customers have their own capabilities to release the benefits from offering. Thus,
value production and reception do not need any adjustment from the two sides and do not need any new
resources. As the customers need to pay the cost to use the potential value of offering, the objective of
this kind of value production is to utilize the current resources and business processes effectively and
increase efficiency.
Efficiency is the primary intrinsic factor in deciding transaction-economic value. It affects
customers’ profits, selling scales and the competitive competence of product price. Therefore, this kind
of pattern needs different efficiency-oriented capabilities to prop up. Many literatures of operational
management and supply chain management indicate that suppliers, who increase productivity, improve
production methods and create scale superiority, can lower production costs. Reducing some redundant
processes of order management, logistics and sales, lowering uncertainty, and speeding up the payment
can lower the transaction costs. Moreover, Moller and Torronen(2003) pointed out that, optimizing and
improving internal processes, reorganizing operational activities, arranging exterior processes,
integrating value activities of suppliers and distributors, and adjusting the business process of suppliers
and customers can enhance greatly efficiency. Based on this, this research proposes the following
proposition:
P1: Efficiency-oriented capabilities (such as mass production capability, Effective delivering
capability, intrinsic process optimization capability, Supply chain integration ability) have positive
effects on transaction-economic value.
3.2 Relation-adding value production and effectiveness-oriented capability
Relation-adding value production is a kind of value production pattern that suppliers and customers
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take the maximization of mutual values as the objective and cooperatively develop a more effective
product and process through common investment and adjustment. This kind of value production pattern
needs both sides to carry out the incremental innovation of the existing processes and value production
system. In addition, the assessment of relation-adding value is more difficult compared with
transaction-economic value. Its difficulty depends on the degree of product or process adjustment, on
whether it needs the important resources to input from the third party, and on the openness and trust
level of bilateral relation. In view of the above features, this kind of value production needs to cultivate
the combination of various capabilities that are oriented to effectiveness.
Suppliers need not only to develop incremental innovation capability so as to enable sustainable
change of the existing process and production system, but also endeavor to reduce the dependence of
capabilities when customers use offering. Because if suppliers add some attributes to offering that
cannot be utilized by customer’s capability, then it cannot bring any extra value to customers. On the
contrary, customers may suspend the extra expense that has to be paid. Therefore, on the one hand,
suppliers need to enhance the intellectual design ability of offering. On the other hand, it needs suppliers
to provide related services on utilizing offering, such as the customer training, on-the-spot guidance, and
so on. In addition, although the capability of sustaining product development and innovation is the key
to increasing customer-adding value, it is difficult for this kind of incremental innovation to have
effective reaction on the market if an enterprise has no market-oriented capability. Moreover, Day also
believes that, the market-oriented enterprises have better market achievement than other enterprises.
Based on this, this research proposes the following proposition:
P2: Effectiveness-oriented capabilities (such as incremental innovation capability, intellectual
design capability, customer service capability, Market-oriented capability) have positive effects on
relation-adding value.
3.3 Network-future value production and value innovation-oriented capability
Network-future value production is a kind of value production pattern that suppliers and customers
set future value creation as a goal, and then both commonly develop new technology, create new product
or business concept and new business pattern. This kind of value production pattern has following
several features: Firstly, it needs to carry on radical change of the existing value production system and
create completely different value activities. Secondly, it needs to construct well a relation network and
design dynamic and complicated learning process. Thirdly, it is difficult to evaluate exactly different
value activities and products beforehand under this kind of production pattern because it relies on the
development and the evolution of the service field or other related field and even the whole society.
Finally, although this kind of value production has great risks, it also has great potential incomes. This
kind of challenge will motivate many investors and managers to hold a more and more optimistic
attitude towards the development of network future value.
As network-future value production needs to have radical transformation on the existing business
thinking mode and business pattern, it needs the combination of different capabilities that is oriented to
value innovation. On the one hand, it needs the radical innovation capability of industrial development
pattern, industrial production logics, industrial rules and technologies. It needs the capability to
re-position the existing value function, re-construct value production process and to transform the
intrinsic business pattern. On the other hand, radical value innovation usually needs to mobilize some
other participants as well as “customers” and “suppliers”. Therefore, it needs to develop dynamic
capability of relationship network management. First, the supplier should be able to fully understand the
development status of the business field, set attractive network construction agenda and mobilize other
enterprise to participate in the network. The network mobilization needs enterprises to be in the core
status of the field. It should have special resources and knowledge to attract other enterprises to
participate in the network. Only this can they select excellent cooperators and affect the formation of
strategic network. Next, it should develop a network cooperation culture, such as mutual trust, studying,
and knowledge sharing, in order to guarantee the justness and fairness of cooperation among member
enterprises, especially small enterprises. Finally, it should increase the network leading capability. A
network leader means to be able to affect the developing direction of new business network, and can
realize and identify the changing tendency and track of new business field. But it is not any participants
that can become the network leader. This role needs to have fertile imagination and strong
communication ability, to deeply understand the development of business field, and to gain stronger
business position. Based on this, this article proposes the following proposition:
P3: Value innovation-oriented capabilities (such as radical innovation capability, value
reconstruction capability, business pattern transformation capability, network mobilization capability,
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network cooperation capability, and network leading capability) have positive effects on network-future
value.
Finally, although above three capabilities that value production needs have different functions and
different contents, they are mutually related and supplemented. Although efficiency-oriented capability
is the basis of transaction-economic value, it is also the requirement of value-adding production and
provides the conditions for network-future value production. Similarly, for effectiveness-oriented
capability, the capability of dealing with business relationship is not only the premise of reducing
transactional costs and increasing economic value, but also an important method of handling more
complicated network relationship and creating network future value. The enhancement of enterprise
value innovation capability is not only the basic of future value creation, but also the new source of the
creation of economic and additional value. Therefore, we believe that each type of value production is
established on different value production systems and it needs different types of capability to maintain.
Based on this, this paper proposes the following proposition:
P4: Efficiency-oriented capabilities have positive effects on relation-adding value and
network-future value.
P5: Effectiveness-oriented capabilities have positive effects on transaction-economic value and
network-future value.
P6: Value innovation-oriented capabilities have positive effects on transaction-economic value and
relation-adding value.
3.4 The matching framework of different capabilities to different types of value production
As described in the above, efficiency is the core of transaction-economic value production. It
decides sales sizes and market competitive competence of customers’ products, and finally affects
profits gained by customers. Therefore, the improvement of efficiency-oriented capabilities for suppliers
is a competitive focus of economic value production. Only those suppliers, that have the capabilities of
scale-production, rapid delivering, and of process optimizing and improving, can gain lower production
costs, less transaction costs, and more competitive advantages from more efficient processes.
Effectiveness is the core of relation-adding value production. It relates directly to offering quality, brand
reputation, and social image, therefore, the improvement of effectiveness-oriented capabilities for
suppliers is a competitive focus of relation-adding value production. Only those suppliers, that have
strong capabilities of value innovation, market orientation, and of customer relationship management,
can gain more advantages in effectiveness. The capability of network-future value production of
suppliers decides leading position and market leader role of customers in emerging industries. Only
those suppliers, that have the capabilities of radical innovation, reconstructing value, strong network
relationship management, and changing business patterns, can become optimum partners that customers
choose and cooperate with.
Based on the above discusses, this research constructs a conceptual matching framework (e.g.
Figure 1) of relationship between different types of value production and of capabilities.

4 Conclusions
This paper discusses the matching of different types of value production and different types of
capabilities. Main conclusions of this research include: (1) to propose another definition of customer
value from the perspective of capability. This definition considers the relationship between suppliers and
customers, gives prominence to the process of value creation, emphasizes the role of capabilities in
value creation, and so overcomes the defects of traditional definition. The definition is of significant
implication to understand systematically customer value, and of more powerful guidance to value
creation activities by suppliers and customers. (2) to discuss the role of capabilities in the value creation
for customers separately from the perspective of suppliers and customers. This paper thinks suppliers’
capability is a key factor and a decisive indicator that customers assess suppliers’ value creation
potential and choose optimum suppliers. Firm capability, as a marketable asset, is a direct source of
customer value. Suppliers can create directly value for customers through transferring capabilities
needed by customers. Traditional capability-based view, which believes firm capability, only as an input
of organizational process, indirectly affects customer value, and so restricts the effects of capability on
industrial marketing and purchasing. (3) to create different types of value needs different kinds of firm
capabilities. Transaction-economic value production needs efficiency-oriented capabilities,
relation-adding value production requires effectiveness-oriented capabilities, and network-future value
production needs value innovation-oriented capabilities. This is of great implication for suppliers to
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make a capability development strategy according to the requirement to capability of creating customer
value.
Transaction-economic value
production
· maximize efficiency
· no
adjustment
and
transformation
·transaction orientation
·relatively easy to assess value

Relation-adding value
production
·maximize effectiveness
· need incremental change
and innovation
·relationship orientation
·difficult to assess value

Network-future value
production
·maximize future value
· need radical change and
innovation
· relationship
network
orientation
· more difficult to assess
value

Efficiency-oriented
Capabilities
·scale-production capability
·efficient delivering capability
· internal process optimization
capability
· supply chain management
capability

Effectiveness-oriented
capabilities
·intelligent design capability
· incremental
innovation
capability
·market orientation capability
·customer service capability
· customer
relationship
management capability

Value innovation-oriented
capabilities
·radical innovation capability
· value
reconstruction
capability
· new business pattern
development capability
· network
management
capability

Figure 1

The Matching Framework of Three Types of Value Production and Capabilities

This paper, otherwise, needs to further study in the following: (1) Traditional capability-based view
thinks that firm capability, as an input of organizational process, can not be transferred. However, some
scholars have recently proposed the concept of “competence marketing”, “competence communication”,
and “a marketable asset”, and have thought capability, as an output of organizational process, can be
transferred. Obviously, this has greatly challenged traditional view. Therefore, future research needs to
further discuss and disclose the essence issue of capability, and to explain theoretically these phenomena
of competence marketing. (2) Future research needs to further validate empirically the conceptual
matching framework between different types of customer value and of firm capabilities. (3) This paper
thinks that suppliers’ capability is a key factor and a decisive indicator that customers assess suppliers’
value creation potential and choose optimum suppliers. In marketing practices, however, it needs to
deeply study how customers assess suppliers’ value creation potential according to capabilities.
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Abstract This paper has studied external environmental factors to influence top strategy of Liaoning
pale-biotic fossils and the mode to bring forth new ideas on the basis of the top strategy theory, and in
combination with the actual situation, it has been advanced that the work to bring forth new ideas in the
management of Liaoning pale-biotic fossils should take bringing forth new ideas in the sense of thought
as the leading; new ideas in the environment of legal system as the guarantee; new ideas in the system
and mechanism as the key; new ideas in the construction of ranks as the fundament; new ideas in the
modes and ways as the focal points; new ideas in the mechanism of investment as the base; new ideas in
the cultural atmosphere as the soul; new ideas in the developing strategy as the core. The model to bring
forth new ideas in the top strategy of Liaoning pale-biotic fossils was constructed, the conclusion was
drawn to create continued bringing forth new ideas in the top superiority, it is of practical significance
for perfecting the plan, protection and management of Liaoning pale-biotic fossils.
Key words Top strategy; Pale-biotic fossils; New ideas in management; LiaoNing

1 Introduction
At the present time, the sense to bring forth new ideas has been widely receipted, become a part our
culture. With the advancing of the science and technology, the accelerating of the course of global
economy, how the management work of the resources (pale-biotic fossils) which is not able to be
replaced replies the threat and challenge, sets up a correct mechanism to bring forth new ideas is a great
problem which is present urgent need to be solved. All countries in the world pay specially attention to
the protective research, specimen excavation, collection and use, entry and exit management works of
the natural resources of pale-biotic fossils. The management system of the natural resources adopted by
foreign countries is great different from one of our country, many countries put into practice a
centralized management of the natural resources abroad, our country divides the natural resources into
several departments to respective manage. The Ministry of Land Resources is in charge of the
management of pale-biotic fossil resources of the whole country in our country. The management way
of pale-biotic fossils was issued in 2002, but at present it still is the rules of a department, the contents
stipulated are more general, the operating property is not strong. The regulations of protection and
management of Liaoning pale-biotic fossil resources drawn up by Liaoning Province has a strong
operating property, but its binding force is lower and the range is also less. So the research of an
integrated system of protection, management, scientific research, scientific popularization, rational use
of Liaoning pale-biotic fossils will be advantageous to the raising of the management level; the
perfecting of the laws, regulations and the systems, and the formulating relevant policies; the combining
of the resources and giving play to the superiority of the resources, the promoting continuous
development of regional economy.
The top strategy is advanced by professor Qin Yuanjian et al. of Wuhan Science and Engineering
University from the inspiration of top superiority phenomenon of biologic field. The concept of top
superiority originates from biology, the top superiority is also called as the tip superiority, is one of the
forms of expression of polar growing, it is to say that the growing force of the buds or branches on the
top of the branches is the strongest, one on the lower branches is more weak in proper order. Only
having the top can turn up your nose at the powerful states in crowds. The top superiority is remarkable,
the top benefit is huge, can say that “the top superiority” is just the superiority of the whole tree .

2 Essential Factors to Influence the Top Strategy of Liaoning Pale-Biotic Fossils
2.1 There are more problems of multi-level managements in which each does things in its way
With the developing of economy and society, the government of each level more pays attention to
the management of pale-biotic fossils; the investment of funds has been increasing year after year. It
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forms a powerful political system in the management and enforcing the law, in which the government is
leading, the state land, public security, industrial and commercial administration as well as other
departments concerned put concretely into effect, each has one’s own duty, it is managed by different
level, invested by more respects, and then this system is playing a more and more important part. But
sometimes there is a situation of more leading bodies, each body can manage, and each body can not
manage, each body manages when there is the benefit, each body can not manage when there is not the
benefit. The natural protection zone of pale-biotic fossils is established in administrative command, it is
short of the support and participants of the society and masses of the locality, short of connection with
economic development of the locality, short of effective coordination in rational use of resources of
protection zone, development zone and buffer zone, repelling one another and conflicting one another
between the protection zone, social district, government of the locality and management departments are
more than the cooperation and coordination and so on.
2.2 The contradiction between the protection and development is more and more conspicuous
The natural protection zone of pale-biotic fossils is basically located Liaoxi poor areas; the
economic development in these areas is more backward, on the one hand the government and the masses
of the locality have very strong desire to be lifted out of poverty for prosperity and to develop the
economy; on the other hand as a result of poor basic condition and having not quick access to
information, so the economic development is strong dependent on the resources, the production and life
of the masses are closely related with the resources. This is very glaring expression in Liaoxi area,
Liaoxi area was bit by an exceptionally serious drought in the history in 2009, the problem of feeding
the population of 5 million was solved by the government. (The Regulations of the Natural Protection
Zone of the People’s Republic of China) and (The Stipulations to Take Further Steps to Strengthen the
Management of the Natural Protection Zone) issued by the State Council clearly defines that the natural
protection zone must put the protection of the natural environment and natural resources in the first
place, adhere to principle of strict protection, scientific management, rational use and continuous
development, promote developing healthily of the cause of the natural protection zone. The stipulations
point out that the land and other resources of the natural protection zone may not be sold or sold in
disguised form in any name and form. But the protection management is under the pressure of local
government for developing the economy, many local governments let the land of the protection zone to
individual persons or let the individual persons contract to manage, indiscriminately construct the
highways in the name of developing the tourism in the protection zone and so on. The developing of the
tourism in the natural protection zone brings the development opportunity to the protection zone, gives a
severe challenge to protection zone in the management, so the key is how coordinate the conflict
between protection management and development.
2.3 The laws and regulations are completed gradually but they still have some shortcomings
Liaoning Land and Resources Department after it had been established strengthens the work force
and quickens the speed of legislation, had drawn up the protection and management regulations of
pale-biotic fossils resources in 2001, which are the first regulations of the grade province in China, at
present the protection and management of pale-biotic fossils of Liaoning Province basically forms the
system of the laws and regulations concerned on the basis of (The regulations). Basically there are the
rules and regulations can be followed in all respects i.e. classification, excavate, market of pale-biotic
fossils, no key management of pale-biotic fossils and the management of the museum of pale-biotic
fossils etc. But facing reality, we must recognize that the legislation of the protection management of
pale-biotic fossils in Liaoning Province is not done nearly enough, this mainly expresses following
aspects: first, there is still the gaps of laws in the plan and constructions of the museum and the natural
protection zone, they cause the confusions in varying degrees in the practice; second, the laws and
regulations concerned are not enough to coordinate one another, even to conflict one another; third, the
effect grade of the legislation of key pale-biotic fossils is lower, does not accord with important position
of key pale-biotic fossils; fourth, there is not the clause of repayable use in (The regulations), should
define the clause in the laws, so that ensure that the environment and resources damaged can be
compensated, the economic benefit of the state proprietary rights can be achieved; fifth, each component
of the laws and regulations is not coordinated and perfected, the system of the laws and regulations is
not formed.
2.4 The benefit driving brings a new pressure to the management
The government must play central role in the management of pale-biotic fossils, but two important
factors to influence the management of pale-biotic fossils are that the market and the government do not
work properly. As a result of leading the market mechanism into the management, the people are forced
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to consider the maximum of the benefit in production and management actions, the driving of economic
benefit leads to indiscriminate excavate, this is a main cause that the management and protection of
pale-biotic fossils seem being not enough even though the government throws in tremendous financial
resources and labor power. If keeping the market action within the bounds, encouraging that the
managers process the fossils deeply into refined handicrafts with high extra values, and then it will drive
the development of handicraft industry in the locality, has a fixed positive effect for relaxing of social
and economic pressure. Thus it gives a new mission to the management of pale-biotic fossils and a new
requirement.
2.5 Because the fund is not enough, the function of the management is weakened
The management organization of pale-biotic fossils of Liaoning Province is a institution, its fund is
not allocated unitedly by the state, but the fund is invested by each the department responsible for the
work and the government of the locality in accordance with the financial capacity and the degree to pay
attention to this work. The finance of local government of Liaoxi area is very difficult; the fund invested
is only enough to pay for basic wages of the managerial personnel, so there is not fund for the work.
This lead to a operating mode to mix the administration and management of a part of the departments
into a body, and then lead to a series of the problems, the departments lose the rationality of supervision
and enforcing the law, thus the function of the management is weakened.
2.6 The conflict of knowledge nature exists between the culture and the bringing forth new ideas
in the management
The culture is a important aspect to promote the bringing forth new ideas in the management, The
cultural environment plays more and more important role for the bringing forth new ideas in the
management. On the one hand with the rising of the living standards of the people, the people long to
collect higher and higher, this strong demand brings a new pressure to existent management system and
mechanism; on the other hand at present the management of Liaoning pale-biotic fossils follows the
management support system to take the natural science as main, pours more the knowledge of natural
science and relevant rules into the management, is less to consider the knowledge sense of the common
people that those living on a mountain live off the mountain, they carry out a task basically by a
coercive method, so this leads to that some management ways can not be carried out smoothly or are
difficult to carry out, causes the contradiction between the residents of the sources of fossils and
administrative personnel, the managers are situated in two difficult positions, they must carry out
according to the rules and subject themselves to check by the leaders, simultaneously they must
strengthen the cooperation to accomplish a task by suiting to traditional cultural knowledge. So the
managers must carry out multiple cultural management system for richer effects.
Sum up the relation between the top strategy of Liaoning pale-biotic fossils and external
environmental factors by above-mentioned analysis as Figure 1.
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Figure 1 The Relation Between the Top Strategy of Liaoning Pale-Biotic Fossils and External
Environmental Factors
(According To Revised By Ren Xiaodong In 2004)
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3 Mode to Bring Forth New Ideas of the Top Strategy of Liaoning Pale-Biotic
Fossils
3.1 Had issued the first protection and management regulations of the grade province in China
The protection and management work of pale-biotic fossils cannot do without the construction of
legal system, Liaoning Land and Resources Department after it had been established strengthens the
work force and quickens the speed of legislation. It involves three stages on the whole.
First stage, the Standing Committee of the People’s Congress of Liaoning Province adopted ( The
Regulations of the protection and management of pale-biotic fossil resources of Liaoning Province) on
January 12, 2001, it was put into effect from March 1, 2001. The Regulations had filled in the gaps of
legislation in the field of the fossil resources of Liaoning Province, is the first local regulations of the
grade province in the whole country in the aspect of fossil resources, provides the legal guarantee for
strengthening the protection and management of fossil resources of the whole province, plays the
promotion role of social and economic benefit of fossil resources. According to (The Regulations)
Liaoning Land and Resources Department had drawn up more detailed management measures jointly
with the departments concerned of provincial government, these measures include (The management
measures on the prospecting and excavating of pale-biotic fossil resources of Liaoning Province), (The
market management measures of pale-biotic fossil resources of Liaoning Province), (The standards to
fix the grade of pale-biotic fossils of Liaoning Province), have basically amplified the laws and
regulations of the protection and management ways of the fossils.
Second stage, (The management measures of pale-biotic fossils) issued by the Ministry of Land
and Resources had been officially put into effect on October 1, 2002. For the sake of strengthening the
protection and adapting new situation of the protection and management of fossils, according to the
proposal of Protection and Management Section of Fossil Resources of Liaoning Province, original
( The Regulations of the protection and management of pale-biotic fossil resources of Liaoning Province)
had been revised in 2005, ( The Regulations of the protection of pale-biotic fossil resources of Liaoning
Province) had been officially carried out on August 1, 2005, simultaneously (The management measures
on the prospecting and excavating of pale-biotic fossil resources of Liaoning Province) and (The
standards to fix the grade of pale-biotic fossils of Liaoning Province) had been also revised. They had
been revised to change into (The management measures on the excavating of pale-biotic fossils of
Liaoning Province) and (The standards of the classification of pale-biotic fossils of Liaoning Province).
Simultaneously had drawn up (The management measures of no key protective pale-biotic fossils of
Liaoning Province) and (The management measures of the pale-biotic fossil museum of Liaoning
Province).
Third stage, the nineteenth conference of the Standing Committee of the tenth National People’s
Congress adopted the explanation of “the stipulations on the cultural relics in the penal law are
applicable for pale-vertebrate fossils with scientific value and pale-human fossils” on December 29,
2005. For the sake of putting into effect this explanation, on the basis of soliciting opinions of the
specialists in various paleontology, Protection and Management Section of Fossil Resources of Liaoning
Province had drawn up (The name list of pale-vertebrate fossils of Liaoning Province with scientific
value) and (The name list of precious pale-vertebrate fossils of Liaoning Province with scientific value).
3.2 Had established the first fossil protection and management organization of the grade province
in China
Liaoning Land and Resources Department had established Protection and Management Section of
Fossil Resources of Liaoning Province in 2001, changed its name into Protection and Management
Bureau of Fossil Resources of Liaoning Province in 2007. Thus by that the department of land and
resources took the lead, public security, industrial and commercial administration, environmental
protection and other departments participated in, the leading group of protection and management work
of pale-biotic fossils had been established in all cities and counties. The fossil management office had
been established in Chaoyang and Yixian, the public security police substation and economic police
troop had been established in Beipiao Natural Protection Zone of bird fossils the work stations and the
sentry posts had been established at key protection places, the security personnel put into effect the
guard the key places within 24 hours. On the basis of the protection networks established and wide
propagation, under the coordination of public security, industrial and commercial administration as well
as other departments, all fossil management department of Liaoning Province had given stern deal to
illegal personnel according to the stipulations of the laws and regulations concerned. The protection and
management work of fossil resources has received favorable comments of leading comrades of the
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central authorities and the specialists in paleontology, Liaoning Province had become an advanced
typical example in the protection and management of pale-biotic fossils in the whole country.
3.3 Had established the first fossil appraisal committee of the grade province in China
For the sake of strengthening effective protection and management of pale-biotic fossil resources
and better serving the scientific research, national economy and social development, Liaoning Land and
Resources Department had invited 23 specialists in this province and other provinces (at present there
are 35 specialists) in paleontology, had established the Pale-biotic Fossil Appraisal Committee of
Liaoning Province in 2001; had drawn up (The rules of the Pale-biotic Fossil Appraisal Committee of
Liaoning Province) in accordance with (The Regulations of the protection and management of
pale-biotic fossil resources of Liaoning Province), the Pale-biotic Fossil Appraisal Committee is a no
standing appraisal organization of the specialists set by department responsible for the work of the land
and resources. There are chief members, vice-chief members and members set in the committee. The
office of the committee is in charge of day-to-day works, issuing the appraisal certificate, setting the
files and placing on files. Its main tasks are to draw up the standards of appraisal and classification of
pale-biotic fossils, to appraise and evaluate the various fossils of Liaoning Province, to be engaged in
academic research, to spread fossil scientific knowledge, to put forward a proposal for the policy
decision of the protection and management of fossils.
3.4 Had drawn the first standard to fix the grade of fossils of the grade province in China
For the sake of strengthening the management of pale-biotic fossil resources and correctly
maintaining the scientific value of pale-biotic fossils, Liaoning Land and Resources Department had
drawn up (The standards to fix the grade of the pale-biotic fossils of Liaoning Province) in accordance
with ( The Regulations of the protection and management of pale-biotic fossil resources of Liaoning
Province), in 2001; had been revised to change into (The standards of the classification of pale-biotic
fossils of Liaoning Province) in 2005. The standards divide the pale-biotic fossils produced inside
Liaoning Province into key protective fossils and no key protective fossils, the key protective fossils are
divided into grade 1 fossils, grade 2 fossils, grade 3 fossils, then had drawn up (The reference list of the
classification and to fix the grade of the Pale-biotic Fossils of Liaoning Province) as a standard to
appraise the scientific value of the fossils, had provided a scientific basis in law for cracking illegal
activities including smuggling, stealing, damaging, reselling, illegal transferring and robbing the fossils;
it is also a standard to determine key protective fossils and no key protective fossils for the classification
and management of fossils; simultaneously it lays a foundation to draw up the grade and classification
of the fossils of the whole country.
Table 1
Name

The Development and Change Table of the Pale-Biotic Fossil Museums
Place
Opening time Building area
Collected
Exhibits
(Year)
M2
specimen
Yizhou Fossils Museum
Yixian
1994
1000
About 10000
More than 200
Wenya Museum
Jinzhou
1998
900
About 10000 More than 1000
Dalian Natural Museum
Dalian
1998
2050
About 30000 More than 6000
(pale-biotic exhibition hall)
Beipiao Pale-biotic Museum
Baishi
2002
3500
More than 10000 More than 1000
reservoir
The Museum of Beipiao Sihetun
Beipiao
2003
1600
About 1000
More than 300
Fossils Ruins
Sihetun
Chaoyang Sanyan Fossil Museum Chaoyang
2004
800
More than 1000 More than 200
Lingyuan Pale-biotic Museum
Lingyuan
2005
1000
More than 1000 More than 500
Jinzhou Pale-biotic Fossils Museum
Jinzhou
2006
1600
More than 1000 More than 200
Benxi Geologic Museum
Benxi
2007
4200
More than 10000 More than 3300
Chaoyang Pale-biotic Fossils Museum Chaoyang
2007
12000
More than 20000 More than 2000
The Museum of Chinese-Germany
Yixian
2008
2500
More than 10000 More than 200
Pale-biotic Fossil geologic park
Pale-biotic Fossils Hall of Jinzhou
Jinzhou
2008
600
About 10000
More than 170
Museum
Pale-biotic Museum of Liaoning
Shenyang
2010
15000
About 100000
More than
Province
10000

3.5 Had established the first natural protection zone of the grade state
Liaoning provincial Party committee and provincial government pay full attention to the protection
work of Liaoxi pale-biotic fossil resources, had established the first natural protection zone of the grade
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state in China----Beipiao Sihetun Bird Fossil Natural Protection Zone, which was approved by the state
council. After it, had established 1 natural protection zone of the grade city, 3 natural protection zones of
the grade province and the State Geological Park of Chaoyang bird fossils respectively in Yixian,
Chaoyang, Jianchang and Fuxin.
The area of pale-biotic fossil natural protection zones of the whole province increases from 46.3
square kilometers in 1997 up to 13171.3 square kilometers in 2008, by 285%. As a result of the
establishing the pale-biotic fossil natural protection zones and strengthening the management, basically
control indiscriminate excavates and robbing excavate.
3.6 Had constructed a lot of the pale-biotic fossil museum
By means of investigation and statistics, at present, 12 pale-biotic fossil museum approved by
Liaoning Provincial Government or Liaoning Fossil Resource Protection and Management Bureau had
established, 1 pale-biotic fossil museum is being constructed, this is not in other provinces of the whole
country. Except the investment of the state, the private capital and foreign capital make a fixed
proportion in these museums, some state museum allows that the individual pale-biotic fossils become a
share to exhibit, get the benefit together. These measures were put into effect to promote greatly the
rational use of pale-biotic fossils and the development of the museum industry. The development and
change are as table 1.
3.7 The first-rate state geologic park will soon be born
The State Geological Park of Chaoyang bird fossils which is constructing has five highest degrees
of the world i.e. the times of unearthed fossils is the longest, the quantity is the most, the kind is the
most complete, the layer is the most the value of scientific research is the highest, the rare pale-biotic
fossil resources of a systematic and intact “Rehe pale-biotic group” is located at the origin of
Shangheshou fossils which is 7.5 km from city, a theme park to integrate scientific research, scientific
popularization, rest, entertainment as a whole is constructed by adopting sound, light, electric and other
modern scientific and technological results. The park covers an area of 70 ha. It exhibits the excavated
place of fossils that it lets the people feel to be shaken, the stone forest as wood with the momentum
which is full of power and grandeur, in addition, forest labyrinth, three repeating playing with water,
fishes paradise, happy valley of the cretaceous period, geologic long corridor, golf course, cinema
surrounded by 4D screen, animated carton industry, rare stone exhibition center, Sanyan folk custom
village with local flavor, these let the people enjoy oneself so much as to forget to go home. There are
green pines rising one higher than another, a carpet of green grass, attractive scenery in the park. It is a
world that the people fully experience the years drowned and bustles in this world in hundreds of
millions ago, touch the life which was living; it is a place the people observe the nature, broaden their
knowledge, recall and reverie, have a rest and amusement. It raises the grade of Chaoyang tourism,
promotes the development of regional tourism.
3.8 First Chinese-Germany geologic park constructed by importing foreign fund in the country
Mr. Boer who is a German had come to Yixian County to investigate in May 2004. Held
consultation each other many times, had preliminarily reached agreement of the intention. The design
idea was changed from the initial construction of geological section into the construction of scientific
popularization base, and then was developed to design and plan the construction of the geologic park of
pale-biotic fossils. The agreement had signed in December 2004. The geologic park of pale-biotic fossils
which was newly constructed covers an area of 50 mu, the registered fund is Eur. $1.5 million, in which
the foreign party makes up 51% of the share, Chinese party makes up 49% of share, the time limit of
cooperative management is 40 years. This project takes geologic tourism and scientific popularization as
main contents, can also provide relevant data and information of geologic research and pale-biotic fossil
research for the universities and colleges and scientific research institutes at home and abroad.
The leading cadre concerned thinks that first have a real rational use and effective development of
Liaoxi fossils by importing the foreign fund; next let local common people know how much precious the
fossils of native place are, strengthen the protection consciousness of the fossils, achieve the protection
in the development and the development in the protection.
3.9 Had constructed the largest wood-stone forest in China
There was a tract of primeval forest formed by tall trees of pine and cypress kind in Liaoxi area in
the latter part of Mesozoic Era, its grand sight was incomparable, but then suddenly a volcano had
erupted fiercely, the died trees have formed the fossils here under geologic action in long years, the
greater part of those fossils had been preserved. There are tens places of fossil origin found in
Hongqiangzi country of Yixian county, Batuyingzi and Xiguanyingzi country of Beipiao City, appraised
by botanical specialists concerned that these wood-fossils are Jurassic Period of Mesozoic Era, there are
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many kinds, 8 genera, i.e. primeval snow-pine wood, primeval gold-pine wood, ormosia China fir wood,
primeval yew podocarpus wood, foreign wood, leaf-branch fir wood etc.
When Chaoyang plans to construct the geologic park, fully pays attention to this superiority of the
resources which can not be replaced, gets 1000 wood-fossils to stand up on the mountain slope in the
northeast part of the park, has been restored to primeval forest landscape of Cretaceous period. It has a
magnificent shape and a tremendous momentum. At present, this is the largest wood-fossil forest in the
quantity and scale inside the country, rare in the world. It is a unique landscape of Chaoyang. The
specialists evaluate: the construction of the wood-fossil forest is the best way to protect and use the
wood-fossils.

4 Conclusion
By above-mentioned investigation and analysis of the work to bring forth new ideas in management
of Liaoning pale-biotic fossils, the work to bring forth new ideas in the management of Liaoning
pale-biotic fossils should take bringing forth new ideas in the sense of thought as the leading; take
bringing forth new ideas in the environment of legal system as the guarantee; take bringing forth new
ideas in the system and mechanism as the key; take bringing forth new ideas in the construction of ranks
as the fundament; take bringing forth new ideas in the modes and ways as the focal points; take bringing
forth new ideas in the mechanism of investment as the base: take bringing forth new ideas in the
cultural atmosphere as the soul; take bringing forth new ideas in the developing strategy as the core.
Top superiority

Bringing forth new
ideas in the system

Bringing forth new ideas
in the environment of
legal system

Bringing forth new ideas
in the modes and ways

Top organization

Bringing forth new
ideas in the sense

Bringing forth new
ideas in the developing
strategy

Bringing forth new ideas
in the construction of
ranks

Bringing forth new ideas
in the mechanism of
investment

Bringing forth new ideas
in the cultural atmosphere

Top strategy
Figure 2 The Model to Bring Forth New Ideas in Top Strategy of Liaoning Pale-Biotic Fossils
(According to the Revised Draft of the Teacher Qin Yuanjian in 2009)

4.1 Set up a new sense to bring forth new ideas in the management for suiting the requirement of
the development
Must have a new sense, this is a prerequisite of the design to bring forth new ideas in the
management of pale-biotic fossils. The establishing of a new mechanism is not equal to that the new
sense has been set up. Only do away with old sense, can set up a new sense. Only change the sense, can
change the mechanism. Judged by successful experiments in the management of pale-biotic fossils at
home and abroad, the bringing forth new ideas in the management of Liaoning pale-biotic fossils must
set up the sense of continuous development, set up the sense take the people as the foundation, set up the
sense to use modern scientific and technological results ingeniously, set up the sense to manage
according to law, set up the sense to bring forth new ideas continuously.
Must set up a new sense, only the managerial personnel study hard, are brave in the practice, go at
home and abroad on a tour of investigation at regular intervals, so that can get more modern profound
professional knowledge, a steady knowledge foundation and a wide field of vision, and then take
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exercise the ability to integrate knowledge. Under new situation, the most conspicuous feature of the
managerial personnel is to bring forth new ideas, the most important condition of future managerial
personnel should be the ability to manage and to bring forth new ideas. Only the bringing forth new
ideas in the management, can raise the level of the management, the bringing forth new ideas in the
management is the basic motive force of rational development and use of pale-biotic fossils.
4.2 Perfect the laws and regulations step by step, deepen sense of legal system of the whole people
At present, the protection and management of Liaoning pale-biotic fossils basically form a system
of the laws and regulations to take (Regulations) as basis and to take the coordination of all management
ways. But must conscientiously check no coordinating factors of all components of the laws and
regulations by combining with the practice, continuously perfect the system; check the conditions of
coordinating one another as well as the factors in conflict with that our country acceded to international
convention, must revise in good time; simultaneously must draw up the management ways of the plan
and construction of the museum and natural protection zone as quickly as possible, so that ensure the
work of the museum and natural protection zone can develop healthily.
Simultaneously must propagate to the society, especially do key propagation in the origin of fossil
resources, let the people set up the sense of legal system of “the fossil resources are owned by the state”,
“prospecting, excavating and collecting the fossils according to the law”, “protect the fossil resources”
etc., let the work of the protection and management of the fossil resources become the conscientious
action of the whole citizens.
4.3 The core of the management must ensure and continuously promote continuous development
of scientific research and scientific popularization
The management organization under province put into effect vertical management, the core
function of the management work is positioned at ensuring and continuously promoting of continuous
development of scientific research and scientific popularization as well as relevant service. This is a
focal point and key point of overall and deepening reformation, the system and mechanism to bring
forth new ideas. The management department should put the administrative function in the management
service, don’t put the force on brisk market of the fossils, don’t participate in the excavating, selling,
researching and developing of the fossils. Set up the evaluation system of the achievements of
management organization, accept supervision by the society. Set up a new management mode, arouse
the enthusiasm from all aspects, and adopt various effective measures, continuously raise the
management level, so that ensure the normal operation of management system, guarantee to serve.
4.4 Put the qualified personnel who understand the laws and know the knowledge of the
management of pale-biotic fossils in the important positions
According to the particularity of the management of pale-biotic fossils, must put the qualified
personnel who have the ability to grasp the information technique and integrating capacity of the
management, to execute the law and understand the law, to be in office according to law, to handle
affairs strictly according to the stipulations of the law and to have strong professional knowledge. Thus
can build up management contingents to take fixed personnel in a specific field as the core, to take the
specialists of various field and personnel to execute the law as main body in the construction of the
contingents of management organization; can bring remarkable effects for the management, research,
development and use of pale-biotic fossils; can make the management of pale-biotic fossils become
science; can make the management of pale-biotic fossils suit the development of the cause of make the
management of pale-biotic fossils.
4.5 Do the routine duties of supervision and management well according to the thinking to lay
equal stress on the law and human nature
At present, the mode and way of the management of Liaoning pale-biotic fossils are basically
adapting the situation, the purpose of routine supervision and management is to promote the pale-biotic
fossils to develop healthily. Main work of routine supervision and management is that crack down on
stealing and excavating, damaging intentionally or to slip up the key pale-biotic fossils according to law,
investigate and deal the illegal activities to buy, sell and produce false fossils with accordingly according
to law. Encourage and supervise that the personnel who are engaged in the fossils make the fossils with
extra care become the handicraft articles with high additional value.
4.6 Practically solve the problem of the fund of the construction and management
Play the roles of the People’s Congress and the People’s Political Consultative Conference; bring
the construction and management of the natural protection zone of Liaoxi pale-biotic fossils into line
with the plan of national economy and social development in the government of each level, the fund is
placed in financial budget, supervise and urge to put into effect.
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Establish the office of large projects, it is mainly in charge of getting the fund subsidization from
the country and provincial government; fully bring into play the initiative of various circle of the society,
open the auxiliary channels of the investment among the people and residents; play superiority role of
Liaoxi pale-biotic fossils, widely develop international cooperation, conscientiously strive for the aid of
foreign body among the people, international organizations and foreign governments.
4.7 Build and encourage the cultural atmosphere to bring forth new ideas continuously
The culture, in a broad sense, it relates to the habit of thinking, the mode of handling affairs, the
principle of ethics and the system of value in the people, in a sense, the culture is a general mood and
prevailing custom, a social atmosphere. It is invisible and also real, can run into it in all respects of daily
life of the people constantly. There are many good things in historical culture; those are required to be
enlarged energetically by us. We investigate the origin of the Hu Guizhou dragon of Luyin village of
Xingyi Xiangxiao Town of Guizhou Province, find that since the people of the Bouyei nationality in the
locality had erected the stele of the country’s regulations and the people’s appointment to protect the
geomantic omen and dragon mountain in Xianfeng fifth years of the Qing Dynasty, the blowing up the
mountain and mining the stones is forbidden, the forestation has been being up to now. So the cultural
atmosphere to bring forth new ideas is the soul. Strengthen the propaganda and education of the
protection regulations, plan and management regulations, excavate management regulations, market
management regulations, collection management regulations etc of the pale-biotic fossils, make sure the
most majority of the people know the significance to protect the pale-biotic fossils. Strengthen the
scientific popularization work of the protection of pale-biotic fossils; build the consciousness that the
whole citizens have a conscientious protection of pale-biotic fossils. Must initiate a general mood to
dare to challenge all bad customs and habits (those living on a mountain live off the mountain etc.) in
the society. Initiate to cherish the environment, cherish the life in the world, and cherish the core
resources of Liaoxi that can not be replaced, form a general atmosphere to encourage the bringing forth
new ideas.
4.8 Overall plan and integrate the resources, apply for Liaoxi Cretaceous Period World Geological
Park
All cities of Liaoxi area must set up big Liaoxi thought of a game of chess, under the leadership of
provincial Fossil Resource Protection and Management Bureau; take Chaoyang as a core, both Fuxin
City and Huludao City participate in, form a united leading group to apply for, Overall plan and
conscientiously integrate the resources, each is in charge of its duty, face any risk together, enjoy the
benefit together.
Liaoxi Rehe living beings group itself is just a grade world brand, the only living beings group in
the world, so Liaoxi has condition to apply for the Cretaceous Period World Geological Park by further
integrating the resources. Take applying for the construction of the Cretaceous Period World Geological
Park as a turning point, can effectively raise the whole opening image of our province; create the top
superiority, drive to have a great development of the tourism of our province; simultaneously drive that
the poor people of the mountain area are lifted out of poverty and plentiful. Apply for Liaoning
Cretaceous Period World Geological Park successful has great significance for developing the economy,
flourishing the society, hand and carry on human history and national culture, is a significant measure to
construct harmonious Liaoning and to favor and benefit descendants.
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Analysis of the Learning Mechanism of Science & Technology-Driving
Nationwide Enterprise-Starting*
Wu Ying, Peng Huatao
School of Management, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, P.R.China, 430070
(E-mail: 404594004@qq.com, penghuatao@163.com)
Abstract This paper reveals the necessity of the learning ability of Science & Technology-driving
nationwide enterprise-starting. Through the discussion about the study mechanisms of imitation,
timeliness-situated and innovation, it provides methods and foundations for numerous scientific
entrepreneurs and has some guidance to promote the development of nationwide S&T-driving
entrepreneurship. Play a helpful role in cultivating university students this ability and the current
Science & Technology-driving enterprise-starting.
Key words Science; Technology; Nationwide enterprise-starting; Learning mechanism

1 Introduction
Today’s society, the pace of nationwide entrepreneurship is speeding up. Under the economic crisis
and the employment pressure by economic crisis, more and more people choose to start their own
business instead of passive employment. Among the present huge business team, there exists some
special business groups, such as scientific researchers, the technical personnel, college graduates, etc.
They rely on their systematic professional knowledge, exploring a unique scientific career path .This
path is headed by scientific-power, and the goal is to make maximum fortunes with minimum
resource .At the same time it is a balanced economic and ecological benefits of sustainable
development .S&T -driving enterprise-starting produce High value-added products, therefore, the
entrepreneurs in science and technology increased year by year, which make this study about
mechanism of learning ability very essential .The following will discuss about it.
Science&Technology-driving enterprise-starting develops rapidly along with the market economy.
The deeper research is undertaking on the ability of Science & Technology enterprise-starting. Relevant
research focused on: The training of S&T-driving enterprise-starting ability. Hao Fengxia put forward
that technical cognitive dimension, the dimension of social organizational system and economic
dimension promote or block the ability to nurture S&T-driving enterprise-starting. Han Xiaoxia, Zhao
Min Raise the effective ways of improving the ability of university students' innovative undertaking.
Mai Yiyuan, Gan Zhilong reveal the factor of entrepreneur environment exerts differentiated influence
on entrepreneurial opportunities, entrepreneurial skills as well as entrepreneurial intentions in typical
area of china. Liu Guoxin, Tang Zhenpeng, Luo Xianfeng and Tang Bo build the evaluation index
system of regional innovation and entrepreneurship abilities, and put forward 3 comprehensive
evaluation methods of the regional innovation and entrepreneurship abilities.
Thus, the relevant researches on the ability of S&T-driving enterprise-starting are becoming more
and more important. Most of the researches focus on the problem, such as influence factors, the
assessment standards of the ability of entrepreneurship and the university students' innovative
undertaking. Yet lack of the analysis about the learning mechanism of Science &Technology-driving
nationwide enterprise-starting.

2 The Imitation Learning of S&T-Driving Nationwide Enterprise-Starting
Besides some connate strength, the ability of the human is more or less from imitation.
Psychologists think: “the imitation is the foundations of the development of the society”. Imitation can
be divided into conscious and unconscious imitations. Some people who have eager for success, may be
conscious or unconscious to imitate some famous successful personage, reference their successful
experience which can be used for themselves. This process is called imitation. Nationwide technology
-driving entrepreneurship can also be made by imitation. For the one who put foot in a field for the first
time, imitate “elder” experience is an important way to success.
Entrepreneurial imitation is a process that depicts first and then imitates. Firstly, entrepreneurs
*
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should depict the “frame model” of S&T-driving enterprise-starting, which including the contents and
methods of entrepreneurship, structure, features and difficulties, etc. Depicting is the basic stage of
entrepreneurial imitation, so how to plan it appears very important. Like the building, the contents of
entrepreneurship are like bricks, clearly; the mode is like the building exterior, selectively; the structure
is like the construction of a building, solidly; the features are like the designs of building, various; the
difficulties are like barriers which can be overcame. Only when your project contains all the elements of
the above, can we build the ideal technology "building". Once deciding the activities and field,
entrepreneurs can make a reference to previous successful experience. This experience, in a sense, can
be guidelines to guide the success.
Secondly, on the basis of above, entrepreneurs can enter the next step: imitation. There are 3
different imitate method: (1) Selectively imitation, entrepreneurs can’t copy experience completely, but
can accept the good and reject the bad, based on their own characteristics. Just like a Chinese saying:
choose the right one not the expensive one. (2) The variety of imitation, entrepreneurs may not confine
to one pattern or some methods but to collect all kinds of advice, domestic and overseas. (3) Targeted
imitation, experience imitation must has a clear aim not blind.
Mimetic learning process is just like oxygen molecules go into “entrepreneurship vessels”. Only
the most reasonable “technology entrepreneurship oxygen”, can enter “the outermost layer of vessels”:
depiction layer. Through 3 selection to reach the core part: imitation layer. Because of this vessel is
infinite, so the mimetic learning process is an infinite and outspread process. As the Figure 1 shown,
different arrows represent different experiences:

Depiction layer
Selectively
imitation
Targeted
imitation
Imitation
layer.

variety of
imitation

Failure experience rebound
Experience absorbed directly
Special experience refraction
Experience partial reflection
Selection of experience

Figure 1 Imitation Learning Mechanism of S&T-Driving Nationwide Enterprise-Starting

3 Science and Technology of National Venture Time Learning Mechanism
What the timeliness-situated means is that you should make your strategy depending on both the
time and the by-then situation. Science and technology of national ability of learning needs for different,
because of potential. For example, before the opening up policy, individual entrepreneurship is very rare
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until nation’s working schedules turn to focus on the development of economy, after Third Plenary
Session of the 11th Central Committee of the CPC, more and more people choose to start their own
business. With the social development, entrepreneurial activity show different characteristics, so the
ability to learn should based on the pace of the economy.
In recent years, the strengthening of the competition is the competition of the essence of
comprehensive national strength. Countries pay more and more attention to economy, so the
development of science and technology, the scientific concept of development, "rejuvenating the
strategy of “power” talents, technology driven model for national venture offers guidance. As a new
entrepreneur in the period of science and technology, we must know the changes of time, understand the
national policy, analyze both the international and domestic markets, create jobs by entrepreneurship,
thus promoting economic development. According to this, the learning ability of S&T-driving
nationwide enterprise-starting, which is a recycling process, must be forward-looking and
timeliness-situated, and must be depending on the social background, market factors, as well as the
policy changes. Science and technology of national venture time learning diagram as Figure2 shows:
Mind Renew

Formal: rare

Time

Background

Timeliness-situated

Now: prosperous
Effect Interweave
Out
Situation

Economic crisis
International market

Change

Market effects
In

Domestic market
National policy

Recycling
Figure 2 Timeliness-Situated Learning Mechanism of S&T-Driving Nationwide Enterprise-Starting

4 Create Learning Mechanism of S&T-driving Nationwide Enterprise-starting
CREATE is an innovative learning mechanism, consisting of six factors:
4.1 Copy: creative copy
Technology -driving entrepreneurship is so difficult than normal, that we need experience to guide
us. But if simply copy the previous experience, its innovative cannot be reflected. Therefore
entrepreneurs should inject own thoughts during copy and produce productions with independent
Intellectual property and should avoid the effect of “Primary Effect“ that decides the development of the
enterprise in the first impression. That is to say, creative copy should make new breakthrough in the
process of copy. As Newton said, if I have been able to see further, it was only because I stood on the
shoulders of giants.
4.2 Resolution: determination of learning
Resolution is the key to success. No matter what type of entrepreneurship, to obtain some
achievements, one of the crucial factors is the leadership of leaders. Resolute and determined" is the
reflection of leadership as well as the charm. If there’s a strong core of leadership in the changeable
market, leading entrepreneurs expanding the market, adapting to change and avoid the risk, then
entrepreneurs has a clear goal and does further research. By this way, leader’s resolution to success will
also transfer to subordinates, virtually increased the cohesion and centripetal power.
4.3 Education: the stretch of scientific education
The reason why S&T-driving enterprise-starting can’t be widely spread throughout the nation is
lack of scientific education. Although our country executes nine-year compulsory education, university
graduates increased year by year, the real high-quality technical talents who can control precision
instrument or have the system of scientific knowledge are rare and this is just the necessary quality. In
fact, as long as the current education system changing a little, there will be an obvious outcome. In this
respect we can learn from American. Great amount of American scientists proved the importance of
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science and technology education. Also we have got commendation and the reward for technological
invention, to encouraging people to create good atmosphere of technology. Moreover supreme state
scientific technology, national invention award have been established, by harboring a group of people
such as Yuan Longping etc. Countries should use "squeeze-out effect" of the positive role, make this
kind of material and spiritual reward become technology entrepreneurs emerge new inventions, also
encourage other entrepreneurs driving to walk road of science and technology innovation.
4.4 Active: active innovation
Hope produce will, the desire for success will produce the will to win. Here the will is the
activeness for success. Activeness is the powerful weapon to overcome obstacles and the source of
scientific creates. With the activeness entrepreneurs can overcome all difficulties from market,
management, strategic and risk.
4.5 Teamwork: team spirit
A philosopher said: "you have an apple, I have an apple, we are exchanged, each of us has an apple;
but if you have a thought, I have an idea, we are exchanged, and then we have the two ideas."This
reveals the power of teamwork. S&T-driving enterprise-starting stress Originality and Heterogeneity, so
members of the team can cooperate, learn from each other, and make progress together.
Entrepreneurship should pay attention to the power of groups.
4.6 Experience: conclusion of experience
Forgetting the past must repeat. The road of entrepreneurship is full of success and failure.
Summarizes the successful experience and sum up the failure ones is the best way to make a progress.
To some extent, evaluation of the process is more important than the result.
Overall, six innovation elements are related. Copy is the beginning of Create. After copying,
technology entrepreneurs learning business knowledge Actively in the inspiration of Resolution. With
the Education extending unceasingly, entrepreneurs sum up Experience and pay more attention to
Teamwork. This is a cycle; an ending presupposes a new beginning. As the Figure 3 show:
Copy
Pavement

Guidance

Resolution

Experience

C R EATE

Encourage

Concentrati

Teamwork

Education

Active
Produce
Figure 3

Extensions

Create Learning Mechanism of S&T-Driving Nationwide Enterprise-Starting

5 Conclusion
Learning ability of S&T-driving nationwide enterprise-starting is a gradual and deepening process.
Through imitation study, timeliness-change, creative exertion three learning steps, ability of &T-driving
nationwide enterprise-starting can be developed from low to high, shallow to deep. And this process of
learning goes through the entire process of S&T-driving entrepreneurship, as well as a sustainable and
long-term process. At the same time, learning mechanism, fault mechanism, growth mechanism and
locking mechanism constitute the four mechanisms principles of S&T-driving entrepreneurship. With
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the help of four mechanisms, ability of S&T-driving nationwide enterprise-starting can be finally formed,
and indicate the direction and way for national S&T-driving entrepreneurship.
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Research on the Stock Incentive Mechanism of Top Management of
Listed Company
Xu Yimin
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Abstract How to motivate top management of publicly listed company has become the focus of all
quarters, and an implementation of reasonable and effective incentive mechanism is the key of the
company governance. This article has compared features of several share incentive models ,and then
analyzed how to integrate suitable incentive mechanism for company top management according to the
company own feature, from three aspects of the company size, the company type and the development
stage of company.
Key words Top management of company; Stock incentive; Incentive mechanism

1 Introduction
The enterprise top managements' drive question is focus of all quarters, how to selects and
implements the effective incentive mechanism is the key of the company governs. Western scholars to
study with the incentive management is based on empirical research, most of them are all agree with that
management having stock can influence the enterprise performance. But there is no unified about how to
choose share ownership, and various ways of performance of the company, and the influence of different
ownership how to motivate the management way is. Along with market economy's development, the
spiritual reward's drive function is weaken obviously, and the material drove the system insufficiently
consummates, the drive dynamics to be insufficient, is still prominent to the enterprise top management
drive restraint question. Therefore, it is specially to listed incentive mechanism question conducts the
research to Chinese Enterprise top management, discovers suits each type corporate growth the
incentive mechanism combination to have the important meaning.
Chinese company top management salary system has experienced three development phases: The
first stage, base firewood + bonus + year gain sharing + welfare; The second stage, yearly salary system;
The third stage, the wages + year reward + stockholder's rights drove, the stockholder's rights drive is
refers to be listed by this ways and company share or stock option carries on the long-term drive to the
high management. The first and the second stage's salary system pays great attention to the high
management to carry on the short-term driven, but the high management short-term benefit
maximization's goal often can have the conflict with the company long period value maximization goal,
but adopts the stockholder's rights to drive that causes company high management and the shareholder
takes the enterprise value maximization the common goal, encourages company high management pay
more attention on the companies long-term development.

2 Kind of Stock Incentive Mode
Equity incentives, refers to the professional managers through some form of long-term equity for
company incentive system. The aim is to make the managers can participate in the enterprise
shareholder in decision-making, share the profits, risks, and dedicated to the long-term development of
the company. There are many models of the managers of listed companies on the stock ownership
incentive, such as stock option, achievement stock, stock appreciation power, hypothesized stock,
management purchase, postponement of payment (time stock) and so on. At present the domestic and
foreign enterprise commonly used stockholder's rights drove that the pattern may divide into two kinds:
one kind is the basis for the stock ownership incentive mode; another kind is the basis for the
performance of the stock ownership incentive mode.
2.1 Based on the stock ownership incentive mode
Based on the stock ownership incentive mode is used company's share price as the standard, when
the company's stock price reaches a certain goal, incentive object can acquire company's stock rose the
benefits. This mode of operating plan includes stock option, achievement stock, stock appreciation
power, etc. The incentive model based on the characteristics of a company's stock therefore requires a
clear, fair and reasonable capital markets to form the stock prices.
In the capital market is developed, effective countries and regions are usually based on shares to the
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stock ownership incentive system arrangement, and because of this mode is easy to operate, so it have
been widely application in the western developed countries.
2.2 Based on the performance of the stock ownership incentive mode
Based on the performance of the stock ownership incentive mode is to stimulate the work
performance for periodic object assessment standards for its incentive fund or stock. This pattern or
operation plan includes hypothesized stock, management purchase, postponement of payment, etc. This
kind of incentive mode requirement of incentive listed company of performance can be given Objective
and fair evaluation.
In the share-trading reform of listed companies in China, most of them are state-controlled listed
company, the company's owner absence; all things are mostly company insider control by external and
lack of outsider power. It means that the lack of big shareholders or regulatory supervision, so the
incentive mechanism of implementing became executive oneself, by executives motivation, his
motivation scheme of incentive target is low and easy to implement, and incentive dynamics and very
large. Therefore, the mode of listed companies is a key to the work achievement motivation object is
rational and objective evaluation.

3 Listed Company Executives Equity Incentive Mode Choice
Different companies from different industries, and the scale and type and the growth stage of them
are all different. All of these factors will affect the enterprise incentive scheme, at the same time, the
different incentive mode or different motivation scheme also has its adaptability, therefore, the company
should choose the stock ownership incentive mode with its own characteristics.
3.1 The comparison of different stock ownership incentive mode
The stock option and the stock appreciation plan are appropriate for those companies with few
original capital and the capital appreciation quickly and human capital contribution remarkable. The
hypothesized stock and the restrictive stock are appropriate for the listed company with sufficient cash
flow. The achievement stock and the postponement of payment plan are appropriate for the listed
company with achievement stability .The management purchase is appropriate for the private enterprise
generally.
We compares the different kinds of incentive mode from the short-term motivation, the long-term
motivation, binding nature, the cash flow, stock price and mode of payment , like Table 1.
Incentive Mode

Short-term
motivation

stock option

small

Table 1 Contrast of All Incentive Type
Long-term
Binding
Cash
Stock
price
motivation
nature
flow
change
influence
middle
big
small
big

phantom
stock
option
stock appreciation
rights
restricted stock
deferred
compensation
performance
stock
manager buy-out

big

middle

middle

middle

middle

middle

big

middle

middle

middle

middle
middle

big
big

middle
middle

middle
middle

middle
big

big

big

middle

middle

middle

Cash, stock
right
Stock right
Cash, stock
right
Stock right

big

big

small

small

small

Stock right

Mode
of
payment
Future
options
Cash

3.2 Different choice with characteristics of different listed company
According to the different characteristics of incentive mode, the listed companies in China can on
the basis of their own situation to choose the different combination of incentive mode ,and then to
achieve the stock ownership incentive to executives.
3.2.1 Different scale of listed companies the stock ownership incentive mode
Enterprise scale influence corporate equity incentive mode choice. For smaller companies, due to
the personnel and the shareholding percentage will be less, if the relatively high in cash for the payment
of the stock ownership incentive mode, enterprises financing volume is opposite bigger, and small-scale
enterprises tend to actual financing volume is small, this will cause the pressure of business. However,
for those small enterprises growth space, if used to equity for payment of incentive mode, will makes
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more incentive for long-term incentive, with managers and company's common growth, incentive effect
will be better. Therefore, to small-scale enterprises using stock option is more rational way as the stock
ownership incentive.
Along with the expansion of the enterprises' scale, the enterprises financing volume and the ability
to pay will increase, and they have more choices of the option incentive mode. For the Large listed
company's equity incentive scheme diversification obviously. For medium scale of listed company,
especially which in competitive business, it' s individual competitive advantage is not obvious, and the
enterprise will pay more attention to grow, so the company performance of executive stock performance
using more appropriate. If the enterprise scale is bigger, it has more flexible patterns, and the stock
ownership incentive stock option plan to equity ownership and proportion of incentive schemes can be
reduced, but the scope of authorization will be increased.
3.2.2 Different types of listed companies the stock ownership incentive mode
For different types of enterprises, they always choose different stock ownership incentive mode.
At now we will take the traditional manufacturing industry and the information industry for example.
As for traditional manufacturing industry, they have lower and more stable requirement on
technology level, the enterprise's salary incentive in overall stake in proportion to relatively low in the
stock ownership incentive mechanism, to reflect the proper incentive and restraint, the principle of
appropriate stock, deferred payment and restricted stocks are suitable for performance of such
enterprise.
The information industry belongs to the high technology industry and to require high level and
faster renewal speed of technology level. At the same time, the information technology enterprise
development cost and project investment cycle is long, the effect is long, short period, difficult to
measure performance for the incentive mechanism of long-term needs strong, so the information
industry, the stock ownership incentive mode must reflect the low cost, the principle of long-term and
high returns. Is this kind of stock option incentive mode of enterprise ideal, stock options in early does
not need any input, it also eased the information high cost, enterprise development enterprises pay
ability weak short-term problem, At the same time, this kind of high technology enterprise, the
enterprise space bigger share appreciation, in its growth invest successfully once speed and performance
will be very significant, share price rises greatly, so will share appreciation and delay in payment for this
kind of way, etc.
3.2.3 Different growth stages of listed companies the stock ownership incentive mode
Enterprise's life cycle may divide into four stages generally: Undertaking time, growth period,
mature period and winter. The company is at the different growth stage, will have the different
development characteristic, and it will suit for different pattern.
(1) The newly established time is generally refers to enterprise's technological innovation and the
new product trial sale stage. The character of this phase is that the capital is limited but not enough, and
the enterprise feels pressure by capital, especially by cash flow, it always unable to senior executives
with higher cash wages or reward. Compared with other development stage, this stage with the
enterprise can grow more need of executives. So, how to choose the enterprise for an effective way of
long-term incentives, will respect the interests and company executive efficiency, to attract and retain
talents, and reduce the staff is the current ratio enterprise will be the key issues. Executive stock option
because of its low cost, and the staff can in no additional risk circumstances, so you can get a higher
income as this one phase enterprise's main stock incentive mode.
(2) The growth period is enterprise's technology, and the craft improvement and the volume
production stage. During this phase the enterprise capital input is very big still, cash flow pressure relief,
and may not appear higher costs, poor management and market share growth, etc. However, the
enterprise growth increased overall strength, and the development speed is increased faster than initial,
so as stock price rises, therefore enterprises for executives still should take great dynamics equity
incentives. Stock options are still for this one phase, besides the incentive stock appreciation rights and
performance is also can choose the way stock.
(3) The mature period is the enterprise technology which is mature and the product enters the large
scale production stage. In this one phase enterprise entering steadily developing period, the enterprise
production more stable, profit increase funds, and began to cash flow pressure to reduce. With the
enterprise scale dramatically widen, growth and the proportion of flow. In the performance stability and
sufficient conditions, the enterprise may choose the option incentive mode. At this time, stock options,
and has not the best choice, the performance of stocks and shares of restrictive use ratio increased
gradually.
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(4) The winter is the stage which the enterprise competitive power is weakens. This phase of
enterprise production atrophy, cash flow, the brain drain seriously and attract talents more difficult. This
enterprise especially need excellent managers led enterprises for innovation and new profit growth point,
realize enterprise transformation to get rid of the fate of bankruptcy. Therefore, when the enterprise
enters a recession after the stock ownership incentive way also should be changed, generally speaking,
can consider using restricted stock equity incentive mode.

4 Conclusion
Along with the reform of non-tradable shares in listed companies, the stock ownership incentive
mechanism of the listed companies in China is gradually. How to improve the stock ownership incentive
mechanism gradually, to make it reasonable and effective incentive effect is the academic and corporate
common concern currently. Perfect equity incentive mechanism must establishing the capital market,
improving the corporate governance structure, fostering competition orderly market for professional
managers, and building a reasonable effective manager achievement evaluation system. On such a basis,
the listed company should combine the characteristics of the stock ownership incentive mode to choose
a suitable for senior executives, realize the effective incentives fair, executives will be their own
interests and long-term interests and promote unity company long-term development.
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Employee Job Satisfaction in Public Sector: A Study Based on the
Case of Niger
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Abstract This study refers to how job characteristics, work environment, pay satisfaction, and
advancement opportunities influence employee’s job satisfaction. The study results showed that job clarity,
effective communications with management, a participatory management approach, organizational support
of career development, opportunities for advancement, and family-friendly policies are all significant
variables affecting the job satisfaction of employees. The effect of pay satisfaction on employee job
satisfaction was not significant. This study also found gender differences in factors affecting employee’s
job satisfaction.
Key words Job satisfaction; Communications; Employees; Opportunities

1 Introduction
The productivity of public sector employees is a cause of increasing concern in most countries in
the 1990s. This concern is particularly great in Niger, where the size of the public sector is large in
relation to the private sector (compared with other countries), and where the level of governmental
revenues have fallen substantially over the past decade.
The scientific study into productivity improvement dates at least back to the pioneering work of
Frederick Taylor in the second decade of this century. His scientific management began the development
of the empirical foundations for the analysis of employee productivity. Later, in the 1930s, studies by
Elton Mayo led to the discovery of what was termed the Hawthorne Effect, which led to the
development of the human relations approach to management. The human relations approach postulates
that treating employees less as if they are automatons will lead to improved productivity.
Maslow built the theory of the hierarchy of needs on the needs, wants, and hungers of individuals.
Skinner considered an individual's needs, wants, and hungers as good examples of inner causes of
behavior the second link in his theoretical chain.

2 Literature Review
According to Bradley and Brian (2003), employee’s job satisfaction is pleasure that an employee
derives from his/her Job. It is an attitudinal variable that describe how people feel about their job. (Agho,
Mueller, and price, 1993). Similarly Sousa-Poza and Sousa-Poza suggest job satisfaction is determined
by the balance between inputs and out puts. According the concept, human has basic and universal needs
and that, individual needs are fulfilled in their current situation, and then that individual will be happy.
Job satisfaction depends on balance between work role inputs (pain)- like education, working time,
effort, and work out puts(pleasures) like wages, fringe benefits, status, task importance, working
conditions, and intrinsic aspects of the job. If work outputs (pleasures) are relative to work role inputs
(pains). Frederick Herzberg Theory: Herzberg an American Behavioural scientist suggest that people
show their dissatisfaction with salary, job security or organization policy. However, improvement
regarding these dissatisfying factors do not necessary mean to have satisfying employees. He identifies
hygiene factors like recognition, achievement and growth. According to him these might be helpful to
raise job satisfaction level .The independent effect of hygiene factor is inconclusive and have been
revisited time and again. Hackman & Oldham theory of job characteristics: This theory first introduced
in 1975. The concept of this theory revolves around five core work and three psychological dimensions.
Skill variety, task identity, task significance, autonomy, and task feedback are the work attributes that
result in three psychological states namely meaningfulness of work, responsibility for work outcome,
and knowledge of work activities.

3 Methodology
The study was conducted in the ministry of public health in Niamey, a satellite city, which is the
capital of Niger. The data used in this study was collected from the telephone contacts and questionnaires
sent by E-mail in the form of file attached. After download and printing, employees responded to them
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and returned as attachment. Others information has collected by the Internet sites of the various hospitals,
and others by the experience of the writer in the ministry as the manager of human resources. The
questionnaire took about ten minutes to complete. In all, 203 employees answered the self-administered
questionnaire containing questions regarding job satisfaction, age, gender, education level, tenure and
marital status.

4 Definition of Job Satisfaction
There are a plethora of definitions of job satisfaction, some of which are contradictory in nature.
Spector (1997) refers to job satisfaction in terms of how people feel about their jobs and different
aspects of their jobs. Ellickson and Logsdon (2002) support this view by defining job satisfaction as the
extent to which employees like their work.
Schermerhorn (1993) defines job satisfaction as an affective or emotional response towards various
aspects of an employee’s work. The author emphasizes that likely causes of job satisfaction include
status, supervision, co-worker relationships, job content, remuneration and extrinsic rewards, promotion
and physical conditions of the work environment, as well as organizational structure.
Similarly, Mc Namara (n.d.) points out that job satisfaction refers to an individual’s feeling or state
of mind giving heed to the nature of the individual’s work. The author further explains that job
satisfaction can be influenced by a diversity of job dimensions, inter alia, the quality of the employee’s
relationship with their supervisor, the status of the physical environment in which the individual works,
degree of fulfillment in work.

5 The Determinants of Job Satisfaction
Scientists generally pay attention to two competing sources of workers’ job satisfaction.
5.1 Demographic variables
The most important demographic variable that receives huge attention in job satisfaction research is
sex. A number of empirical studies on job satisfaction have suggested that female workers have lower
level of job satisfaction than their male counterparts because male officials dominate most of the public
organizations.
Another common demographic variable studied is educational level. Most of the researches on the
relationship between education level and job satisfaction yield consistent findings. Especially Griffin,
Dunbar & McGill (1978) found that workers with higher educational level would tend to be more
satisfied with their job than workers with lower educational level. The third commonly identified
variable in the research on demographic characteristics is age. Worker’s age has been found to have a
negative impact on worker’s job satisfaction (Buzawa, 1984). This means that younger workers are
more satisfied with their jobs than their senior counterparts.
The fourth and final variable is the job assignment of a public official. Public officials have many
different interests, and these are sometimes satisfied on the job. However, the more public officials find
that they can fulfill their interests while on the job, the more satisfied they will be with those jobs. For
example, a recent study results showed that university graduates were more satisfied with their jobs
when these were consistent with their university majors than when these fell outside their fields of
interest (Vandenberg & Lance, 1992).
5.2 Work environment variables
Herzberg (1959; 1966) developed two-factor theory of job satisfaction: “motivation” and “hygiene”.
According to Herzberg’s theory, if handled properly, hygiene issues cannot motivate workers but can
minimize dissatisfaction. Hygiene factors include company policies, supervision, salary, interpersonal
relations and working conditions.
They are variables related to the worker’s environment. By contrast, a worker’s job satisfaction was
influenced by factors associated with the work itself or by outcomes directly derived from it such as the
nature of their jobs, achievement in the work, promotion opportunities, and chances for personal growth
and recognition. Because such factors were associated with high levels of job satisfaction, Herzberg
referred them as ‘motivation factors”. Hackman and Oldham (1975) proposed five “core” dimensions
for evaluating the immediate work environment constituting the Job Diagnostic Survey UDS. These
core dimensions turned out to be associated significantly with job satisfaction and a high sense of
workers’ motivation. That is, the work environment source consisted of five dimensions, namely those
of skill variety, task identity, task significance, autonomy and feedback (Reiner, & Zhao, 1999). The
most important characteristic that receives huge attention in Hackman and Oldham’s study is the
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meaningfulness of the work that means to what extent the individual perceives the work as significant
and important. Job meaningfulness can be defined as the product of three dimensions: skill variety
(activities that challenge skills and abilities); task identity (the extent to which the job requires
completion of a “whole”, identifiable piece of work); task significance (how substantially the job has
impacts on other people’s lives.
Personality

Work Environment Variables

Job Satisfaction

Demographic Variables

Social Influence

Figure 1

Determinants of Job Satisfaction

6 Discussion
6.1 Demographic information
The sample consisted of 203 civil servants employed by the Ministry of Public Health in Niger.
Administrative clerks made up the greater number of respondents that participated in the study (n = 43
or 21.2%). The majority of respondents were medical workers (n = 123 or 60.5%) with the sample being
more representative of males 102 than females (n = 125 or 61.6%). Most of the respondents have a std.
10 educational level (n = 83 or 40.9%), are in the age group 30-39 years (n = 93 or 45.8%) and are
married (n = 121 or 59.6%). The majority of respondents are permanently employed (n = 177 or 87.2%),
have 11-20 years service in the public sector (n = 105 or 51.7%) and fall in the income bracket R
5001-R 10 000 (n = 76 or 37.4%).
6.2 Descriptive statistics for the dimensions of job satisfaction
The results of this study indicate that employees at the Ministry of Public Health in Niger where
the research was conducted, are most satisfied with their coworkers (mean = 37.73; SD = 13.42),
followed by the nature of the work itself (mean = 36.36; SD = 9.78) and the supervision they receive
(mean = 30.69; SD = 11.98).
They are however, less satisfied with promotional opportunities (mean = 12.76; SD = 14.66) and
least satisfied with the pay they receive (mean = 11.96; SD = 13.08).
6.3 Results
The results indicate significant relationships at the 99% confidence level between respondents’ job
satisfaction and occupational class (r = 0.67, p < 0.01), race (r = 0.41, p < 0.01), gender (r = 0.72, p <
0.01), educational level (r = 0.38, p < 0.01), tenure (r = 0.65, p < 0.01), income (r = 0.53, p < 0.01) as
well as job status (r = 0.54, p < 0.01).
Furthermore, there was a significant relationship between age and job satisfaction (r = 0.26, p <
0.05) at the 95% confidence level. However, no significant relationship between marital status and job
satisfaction was found (r = 0.14, p > 0.05).

7 Conclusion
Job satisfaction has been subject of great interest among behavioral scientists and Human research
management researchers over period of time. Number of organizational, individual, and psychological
factors has been identified to enhance satisfaction level. However, these factors have been revisited time
and again and job satisfaction determinants information is still inconclusive. This has led to develop a
conceptual model and test it in developing country to assess the magnitude of different factors that
might enhance job satisfaction of employee in public sector work setting.
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It is anticipated that results of this study will enable to understand the concept of public employees’
job satisfaction with further refined perspective.
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Abstract As firms attempt to cope with the constantly changing environment, they must implement
innovational practices including business strategy, production system and organizational structure to
promote the responsiveness to markets and customers. This study develops a research framework that
examines relationships among various structural dimensions and time-based performance in Chinese
automobile industry and a contingency approach which is taken by examining the moderating effects of
firm size. Six aspects of organizational structure are considered. They are number of layers in the
hierarchy, locus of decision-making, and nature of formalization, level of process, internal boundary and
external boundary. Results show that those six dimensions of organizational structure have significant
influence on time-based performance. Subgroup analysis reveals that these main effects are, for the most
part, not moderated by firm size.
Key words Organizational structure; Time-based performance; Empirical research; Regression

1 Introduction
Time has been shown to be a new source of success for many companies. More and more companies
have concentrated on employing time-based strategies to increase product development and launch
speeds, or improve manufacturing, delivery, and/or compress customer response time[1]. Several
researchers in the innovation and organizational theory literature argue that initiating and implementing
radical change to improve competitive capabilities can be facilitated or hindered by the firm’s structure
design[2]. Since organizational structure is a key to managers’ implementation of strategy, it has long been
considered an important mechanism for operational strategy[3]. One of the challenges facing firms is the
need to reform their organization structure associating with time-based strategies to improve both
financial and time-based performance (e.g. time to market, time to product, customer responsiveness).
The literature suggests that as firms operate in time-based environment, they need a structure that
has: few layers in hierarchy[4]. a high level of horizontal integration[15]. and a decentralized
decision-making[6].However, little empirical studies have examined the relationship between
organizational structure and firm’s time-based performance. It has yet to be empirically tested.
This paper develops a research framework that relates organizational structure, and time-based
performance. Six most important dimensions of organizational structure are considered: (1) cut down
layers in the organizational hierarchy to enable quick response, (2) play down locus of decision-making
so operating issues can be dealt with effectively and quickly, (3)reducing rules and regulations to
encourage creative, autonomous work and learning, (4) organizing work units around core processes to
enhance value to customers, (5)breaking internal boundaries to ensure coordinated action, and
(6)infiltrating external boundaries between customers and suppliers to cope with the increasing
complexity and dynamics of the environment[2].
At the same time, we consider the impact of firm size as control variable. Past research indicates that
size is an important determinant of organizational structure, and contingency theory demands its
inclusion[6]. Little is known about whether the firm size influence the effects of organizational structure
impose on time-based performance, this issue has to be investigated.
This paper is organized as follows. First, the constructs in the model are introduced building on the
relevant literature review to identify several important aspects of organizational structure and a
comprehensive set of time-based performance measures. Second, Hypotheses linkage these dimensions of
organizational structure, time-based performance, and firm size are presented and discussed. Next, the
sample is described and measurement issues are addressed. Confirmatory factor analysis was performed
by applying LISREL8.3 for the purpose of testing unidimensionality of the scales, and Cronbach’s alpha
was educed to evaluate the internal consistency of items. Then, regression analyses are used for
hypotheses testing, and subgroup analysis is taken to examine the moderating effect of firm size. Finally,
the results of the study and their potential managerial implications are explored.
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2 Delineation of Model Constructs
2.1 Organizational structure
The central constructs in this research are six dimensions of organizational structure. The first and
second organizational structure variables are layers in the hierarchy and the locus of decision-making.
The number of layers in hierarchy is the degree to which an organization has many versus few levels in a
chain of command. The more layers in a firm will produce a more complex organizational structure. And,
decisions that must be pushed through excessive layers take longer and are often made by people not
directly in the “trenches”[6]. The recent trend towards flatter organizations is a tacit acknowledgment that
complexity will influence the flexibility, and can frustrate an organization’s ability to compete in
time-based environment[2].
The locus of decision-making refers to the vertical locus of decision-making authority in the firm.
The importance of lower locus of decision-making has been highlighted in recent years by the emphasis
on employee empowerment or autonomy in both the academic and practitioner literatures[7]. Reducing
layers and empowering low level employees to make the decisions formerly made by hierarchies are
often done together.
The third organizational structure variable is the nature of formalization which refers to the degree to
provide employees with rules and procedures that deprive but not encourage creative, autonomous work
and learning activity[8]. The organizational theory literature divides formalization as high versus low,
where a high level of formalization is related to a mechanistic structure and a low level of formalization is
related to a flexible organic structure[2].
The fourth variable is the level of process-based. A company towards a process-based organization
implies that all activities, which logically belong together in order to create value for the customer, are
grouped together into one unit. Every organizational unit executes a well-defined part of the customer
processes and so the objectives are always linked to customer value[9].
The fifth and last variables are internal boundary and external boundary. In order to make effective
cooperation and coordination between different role-players in organization, the firm should have blurred
internal boundaries among all units, departments, or individual employees. In order to respond to the
changing environment and to provide value to customers, the firm need to infiltrate the external boundary
with customers, suppliers and other companies[5]. Customers should be involved extensively and early in
product development, product manufacturing, and delivery activities because customers contribute
valuable feedback about products or services[10]. As the interaction between the organization and its
customers increase, both the organization and customers learn more about how a particular design meets
their needs. Meanwhile, suppliers and other companies contribute valuable suggestions, technical
contributions, and quality improvement actions that improve manufacturability and minimize design,
produce, and delivery to market cycle time.
2.2 Dependent construct: time-based performance
Time-based performance is the dependent construct, which is a competitive strategy that seeks to
compress the time required to propose, develop, manufacture, market, and deliver products[6].
Researchers have considered different aspects of time-based performance relative to various stages of the
overall value delivery cycle and have proposed several measures to evaluate them. The three most
commonly discussed and also deemed key measures are time to market, time to product, and customer
responsiveness[1]. Their items, definitions and literature adapted from are contained in Table 1.
2.3 The control variable
Size, a control variable, refers to the scale of the firm and is typically operationalized in terms of
assets, sales, or the number of employees. In this research, we used population (2,000) as the standard for
division of firm size. According to the standard, we make the division of firms into large, small &
medium-sized group.
Table 1
Item

Items and Definitions for Time-based Performance
Definition

New product development The ability to minimize the time it takes to develop new products[1].
time
The ability to minimize the time to make product improvements to
New product introduction
existing products, or to introduce completely new products[6,11].
The ability to minimize the time from order placement to the delivery of
Time
Procurement
the procured item, which includes supplier lead time, transportation, and
to product
lead time
receiving and inspection[11].
Time
to
market
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Continued Table 1
The ability to minimize the time from when the order was released to the
shop floor to the time of its completion[1,6].
The ability to minimize the time between receipt of customer order and
Delivery speed
final delivery, to as close to zero as possible[6,11].
The ability to service the customer during the purchase decision
Pre-sale customer service
process[1].
The ability to service the customer in providing product support after the
Product support
sale of the product to ensure continuing customer satisfaction[6].
The ability to minimize the time it takes to cater to customer needs by
Responsiveness
processing and solving customer complaints by rapid confirmation of
to customer
orders and by minimizing customer information lead time[12].

Manufacturing
lead time

Responsiveness

3 Model Hypotheses
Figure 1 shows how the six dimensions affect time-based performance, and how size moderates the
effects.
3.1 Organizational structure and time-based performance
In a traditional command and control model, an expanding hierarchy may be a by-product of the
systems and is justified by the need to control behavior. However, in a commitment model, the
management system tends to be flat, relies upon shared goals for control and lateral coordination, bases
influence on expertise and information rather than position, and minimizes status differences[13]. Firms
have a great many layer in their structure must have more complex internal environment. Too many
layers will delay information transfer, and even to make it been fuzzy. This also may impede effective
organizational communication. So, reforming a flatter organization is help to reduce information transfer
cycle time and develop rapid response systems.
Firm size
moderate

Fewer layers
Organizational
structure

Lower locus of decision making
Less formalization
Process-based organization
Blurred internal boundary
Infiltrated external boundary

H
1
H
2
H
3

Time-based performance:
Time-to-market;
Time-to-product;
Customer responsiveness

Figure 1 Research Framework

Building a hierarchy with few layers forces firms to shift decision-making low in the structure, and it
enables the rapid transfer of information and ideas across the remaining levels in the hierarchy[2]. Formal
power may be taken away from the top of the hierarchy and be concentrated with the operators and their
immediate supervisor. This will drive the employees in self-directed work groups learn form each other
quickly, and respond flexibly to changing conditions, and provide value to customers[14]. These changes
become the basis for organization respond instantly to customer requirements.
To shift the locus of decision-making from the top to the bottom of the organization, managers
should train and educate their operators and immediate supervisors in order to enhance their ability and to
provide the kind of formalization that would not discourage, but rather facilitate and encourage
autonomous work and learning. Formalization is described as some written rules and procedures provided
to employees to guide their work. Some researchers divided formalization as high versus low, and
assumed that a high degree of formalization has a negative relationship with innovation[15]. Employees
working in an organization with a low degree of formalization would have high enthusiasm and
autonomy to innovate, and high flexibility to coping with problems and issues. So, less formalization is
hope to encourage creativity, autonomous work and learning, and is positive to reduce the time to develop,
product, and response to customers.
Hypothesis 1. Firms with fewer layers have a high level of time-based performance.
Hypothesis 2. Firms with a lower locus of decision-making have a high level of time-based
performance.
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Hypothesis 3. Firms with less formalization have a high level of time-based performance.
The fast changing demands of the business environment create a major challenge for firms to
become customer oriented. Process-centered companies have the ability to overcome this problem, since
processes bring, by definition, the customer to the fore. (Davenport 1993) argues that adopting a process
view of the business implies that an organization does what is necessary to produce value for the
customer[16]. Traditional organization structures give a static view of responsibilities and reporting
relation. In contrast, a process-based view is a dynamic view of how the organization can deliver value.
Organize units based on key processes allows a company to be more responsive to new competitive
requirements that may quickly change in complex and dynamic environments.
Hypothesis 4. Firms towards process-based organization have a high level of time-based
performance.
Each of firm’s activities depends on planning, preparation, and collaborated actions by employees,
associated with information and other resources sharing between departments. Breaking internal
boundary between departments results in open communication lines and quicker information transfer,
which is helpful to collaboration and problem resolution[5]. This suggests that breaking internal boundary
among all units, departments, or individual employees could also affect time-to-market, time-to-product
and responsiveness.
Hypothesis 5. Firms with blurred internal boundaries have a high level of time-based performance.
The literature suggests that infiltrating external boundaries engenders quicker product development,
introduction times, and responsive speed. Different stages of the product development cycle require the
expertise of key suppliers. For example, this expertise is critical in the idea generation and concept stage,
sometimes called the `fuzzy front end` of product development. In this stage, internal units that have
specific knowledge of market conditions and customer needs coordinate and communicate with external
units such as customers and suppliers to facilitate early involvement in product design. The fuzzy front
end presents a significant business risk to all concerned, and therefore it is imperative for firms to build
relationships to ensure cooperation. Firms with infiltrating external boundaries between customers,
supplier and other partner companies, have the ability to improve products, processes, and services; this
capability resulted in quicker resolution of problematic issues and higher responsiveness[1].
Hypothesis 6. Firms with infiltrating external boundaries have a high level of time-based
performance.
3.2 Moderating effects of size
Large firms generally are more formalized, decentralized, and have more layers than smaller firms.
Larger firms also have more complex structure than smaller ones, i.e., they have more complicated
coordination problem; they are less flexible to change strategies. In this way, the larger firms would have
slower speed to adapting changing environment than smaller firms. The final issue addressed by this
research is whether size moderates the association of organizational structure with time-based
performance. The different influences of organizational structure reform vs. size on time-based
performance make predictions of moderation especially difficult. The literature offers little guidance on
this topic. Thus, the moderating effect of size is approached as an exploratory issue.

4 Research Methodology
4.1 Item generation
Instruments were developed for the dimensions of organizational structure and time-based
performance. Item generation began with theory development and a literature review. All of the items
were adapted for layers[17] locus of decision-making[2]. formalization[3]. process-based[17] internal and
external boundary[5]. and time-based performance[1]. The “extent of use” scale had five-points with
endpoints labeled “extremely low” (=1) and “extremely high use of item” (=5). For all items, respondents
were asked to subjectively “rate the degree to which the following initiatives were utilized by your firm.”
Detailed multi-item scales can be found in the relation literature mentioned above, or be got by
correspondence to us.
4.2 The sampling procedure and sample
The study focused on manufacturing firms in Chinese automobile industry. Currently, there are
approximately 3000 manufacturers in China. Thus, this industry is a highly competitive domain.
Competition is forcing manufacturers to do more for their customers in order to preserve or increase their
market shares. Organizational structure innovation is one key approach to enhance firm’s time-based
performance.
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The unit of analysis was individual firm. A questionnaire was designed and mailed to 300 CEOs
along with an informational letter stating the research purpose. CEOs of multiple business units were
instructed to select one SBU and to forward the questionnaire to the CEO of that unit. Respondents
were asked to answer for their business unit. A total of 137 questionnaires were returned and 30 were
nondeliverable, leading to an effective response rate of 35.7%.
Using t-tests, the last 25% of respondents were compared to earlier ones and no differences were
found in all the variables in the analysis at the 5%level. Based on the assumption that late respondents are
similar to non-respondents, non-response bias does not appear to be a major problem.
Respondents represent firms from a range of ownership and sizes. Of the 107 manufacturers in the
analysis, 38.3% were state-owned enterprise, three-form enterprise, and 23.4% were private enterprise.
With a standard number of employees of 2,000, 58.9% were larger enterprise, and 41.1% were small &
medium enterprise.
Descriptive statistics (means and S.D.) as well as the correlation matrix of all variables are presented
in Table 2. The constructs were formed by taking the mean of their respective measurement items.
Confirmatory factor analysis was performed by applying LISREL8.3 to 107 responses for the
purpose of testing unidimensionality of the scales and estimating overall model fit[18].The overall fit was
good (χ2= 265.86; d.f.=155; p=0.0044; NNFI=0.93; CFI=0.94; RMSEA=0.079). Next, We evaluate the
internal consistency using Cronbach’s alpha (which indicates reliability of the mean): all exceeded 0.70,
which indicate that the alphas are acceptable (Table 2).
Table 2 Means, Standard Deviations and Correlations

Infiltrat
Break
Time-base
Std.
Locus of
e
Cronbac Fewer Formalizatio ProcessInternal
d
external
Mean Deviatio
decisionh’s alpha layers
n
based
boundar
performan
making
n
boundar
y
ce
y
Fewer layers
3.25
0.651
1
1
Formalization
0.8654 -0.369(* 1
1.9629 0.72214
*)①
Process-based
0.8181 0.266(** -0.266(**) 1
3.4206 0.83846
)
Locus
of
0.6984 0.476(** -0.428(**) 0.444(*
1
decision-makin 3.6124 0.63219
)
*)
g
Internal
0.7119 0.355(** -0.307(**) 0.407(* 0.583(**) 1
3.5167 0.67623
boundary
)
*)
External
0.8819 0.378(** -0.210(*) 0.181
0.369(**) 0.717(** 1
3.3900 0.69111
boundary
)
)
Time-based
0.9041 0.677(** -0.569(**) 0.361(* 0.620(**) 0.562(** 0.505(*
1
3.7061 0.69490
performance
)
*)
)
*)

5 Results
The hypotheses were tested using regression. The regression results of testing for the effects of
organizational structure on time-based performance are in Table 3. The results show that all the six
proposed organizational structure dimensions have positive influences on time-based performance, and
those six hypotheses were fully supported.
Table 3 Multiple Regressions For Time-Based Performance
Dependent variable (time-based performance)
Independent variables
R2 Beta t-value
Sig.
Fewer layers
.458 .677
9.420 .000
Less formalization
.318 .569
7.095 .000
Process-based organization
.130 .361
3.963 .000
Lower locus of decision- making .385 .620
8.101 .000
Blurred internal boundary
.316 .562
6.960 .000
Infiltrated external boundary
.255 .505
5.999 .000

**: Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed); *:Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)

①
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In order to test the moderating effect of size, the sample was split on the standard for population
(2,000) to make subgroup analysis. Separate multiple regression models were examined in each group
with the time-based performance as the dependent variable and size, dimensions of organizational
structure modeled as the predictor variables. The results are summarized in Table 4.

Large firm
Small firm

Table 4 Subgroup Analysis Using Multiple Regressions
Independent variable
Beta
t-value
Sig.
Fewer layers
0.223
2.491
0.016
Less formalization
0.521
5.332
0.000
Process-based organization
0.021
0.223
0.824
Lower locus of decision-making
0.039
0.402
0.690
Blurred internal boundary
0.078
0.694
0.491
Infiltrated external boundary
0.208
1.827
0.073
Fewer layers
0.621
5.718
0.000
Less formalization
0.042
0.453
0.653
Process-based organization
0.048
0.463
0.646
Lower locus of decision-making
0.217
1.634
0.111
Blurred internal boundary
0.160
0.896
0.376
Infiltrated external boundary
0.067
0.421
0.676

R2

Model(F)

0.703

25.413

0.704

18.082

The “Beta” column in Table 4 display the standardized β estimates for the effects of independent
variables on time-based performance separate for large and small firms. The standardized β estimates
may be compared using t-value. The t-values for testing the equality of the relationship between each
dimension of organizational structure and time-based performance across size groups are presented in the
next column. Looking down this column, it is seen that two tests are significant: the association of layers
with time-based performance when firms are small (β=0.621, p<0.001) is different from that when firms
are large (β=0.223, p>0.01); the association of formalization with time-based performance when firms are
large (β=0.521, p<0.001) is different from that when firms are small (β=0.042, p>0.1). ‘Fewer layers’
thus promotes time-based performance for small, but not large firms, and ‘less formalization’ promotes
time-based performance for large firms but not for small.
The overall conclusion drawn from the subgroup analysis is that size with two exceptions; almost do
not moderate the effects of structure reform on time-based performance.

6 Conclusion
The goal of the research was to isolate the effects of organizational structure on time-based
performance while controlling for the moderating effect of size.
All hypotheses are supported, which indicates significant relationships among the dimensions of
organizational structure and time-based performance. This supports the claim that the firms reduce
hierarchy layers, push down locus of decision-making, have lower degree of formalization, have blurred
internal boundaries and infiltrated external boundaries would have higher time-based performance. The
results imply that there are several aspects of organizational structure to enhance firm’s time-based
performance. Thus, firms seeking to attain time-based performance should consider the important role
played by these six structural dimensions.
Finally, subgroup analysis was used to examine the moderating effect of firm size. In just two
instances were moderation significant----layers associates with time-based performance when firm is
small, but not large; formalization associates with time-based performance when firm is large, but not
small. The results imply that managers should thus understand that for the most part, they need not
concern themselves with size when reforming their organization structure to match the desired level of
time-based performance.
In order to permit generalization to other industries, future research could make larger-scale
investigation in all industries and test the hypotheses by industry. In addition, future research could
examine the moderating effect of firm ownership considering the China’s special condition.
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Credit Arbitrage Model of Swaps
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Abstract Swap market is one of most rapidly growing financial product markets. However, the profit
allocation system of swaps in the international world is far from sound and the flow of arbitrage with
swaps has not been theorized. Therefore, this paper has designed a sound program to allocate the profit
between the parties to the swap, and has proposed a credit arbitrage model of swaps, which includes
detailed process of arbitrage, sound profit allocating program, law of cost and forms of swaps. This
paper has elaborated the model in the form of calculation. The clear steps and simple calculation method
make it easy to seek solutions through equations. Finally, this paper has, through case-study, proved the
practicability of the model and demonstrated that the company with a high credit rating can gain
corresponding compensation by virtue of its credit advantage.
Key words Financial swaps; Interest rate swaps; Credit arbitrage model of swaps; Theory of
comparative advantage

1 Introduction
Financial swaps used to be well-known as the most important financial innovation in the western
financial world since 1980s. It has been developing very rapidly since it came into existence in 1982.
Nowadays, a great number of large-scale multinational banks and investment banking institutions
provide swap transaction services. The biggest swap transaction markets lie in London and New York.
By the end of 1992, the total outstanding debts of swap markets had amounted up to ￡665,000,000,000.
China began to pilot interest rate swap transactions in the year of 2006 when Guangdong Development
Bank and China Everbright Bank closed their first swap transaction. In August, 2007, Bank of China
released a report saying that from now on it would actively follow the reform process of interest rate and
exchange rate systems, actively and prudently promote the development of derivative market,
comprehensively carry out RMB interest rate swap transactions, and study and launch derivative
products such as forward rate agreement along with currency swaps between RMB and FX as well as
credit derivatives. With the boom of swap market, the problem of allocating profit between parties to a
swap has been pushed to spotlight, since the time and energy consuming characteristics of private
negotiations make the swap market less efficient and impede its development. From the perspective of
international experiences, investors, as a rule, need to sign a uniform and standard master agreement,
which defines such items as default identification, how to deal with default, and credit guarantee so as to
reduce credit risk and cut down transaction cost. As a matter of fact, the above-mentioned uniform
master agreement is about the formulation of a swap agreement. However, most of the literature
materials concerning credit arbitrage of swaps are only limited to the equal allocation of profit and
concrete analysis of the calculation content of swaps instead of generalizing the formulation of a swap
agreement such as forming uniform calculation flow and establishing a model, which makes it difficult
to make the agreement.
Thus, this paper focuses on how to establish a model as to the formulation of a swap agreement
and make it easy to operate and seek solutions though equations, which will provide convenience for
swap transactions.

2 Credit Arbitrage Model of Swaps
Although swaps don’t have a long history, its new varieties have emerged one after another, among
which the most important are interest rate swaps and currency swaps .Interest rate swaps refer to an
agreement in which both parties agree to exchange cash flows based on the same amount of nominal
principal in the same currency within a specific time limit in the future. One party’s cash flow is
calculated on the basis of a floating interest rate and the other party’s cash flow on the basis of a fixed
interest rate. Currency swaps refer to the exchange between the principal and fixed interest in one
currency and the equivalent principal and fixed interest in another currency. The main reason for
currency swaps lies in the comparative advantages of both parties in their own financial market. Since
interest rate swaps involve no exchange of nominal principal but that of interests, the cash flows are
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relatively simple. However, currency swaps involve both, so the model begins with interest rate swaps.
2.1 Introduction of interest rate swap problem
Assume that both Company A and Company B want to borrow ￥ M for n years. A wants to
borrow at a k-month floating interest rate (measured by LIBOR), while B at a fixed rate. However,
because their credit ratings are different, the interest rates that the market provides for them are different.
See Table 1.
Table 1

Borrowing Interest Rates the Market Provides for Companies A&B
IR
Fixed Rate
Floating Rate
Company
A
r
r

B

A1

A2

rB1

rB 2

(IR stands for interest rate)
In the table above, r represents annual compound interest. Let’s assume that Company A has an
absolute advantage, i.e., the borrowing interest rate for Company is lower than that for Company B, no
matter fixed rates or floating rates are involved，then rB1 > rA1 , rB 2 > rA 2 .
According to the Theory of Comparative Advantage proposed by David Ricardo, a famous
economist in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Island, the following condition has to
be met in order to be in conformity with the condition of swaps: rB1 − rA1 > rB 2 − rA 2 .
That is to say, Company A has a comparative advantage in the fixed rate. However, based on its
actual needs, Company A only wants to borrow at a k-month floating rate; Company B has a
comparative advantage in the floating rate (less disadvantaged), but based on its realities, Company B
only wants to borrow at a fixed interest rate.
2.2 Problem analysis
According to the Theory of Comparative Advantage, both parties only have to borrow at a rate in
which they have a comparative advantage. The key problem lies in the interest swap after borrowing,
which determines the allocation of profit between both parties. Therefore, the model is to seek the total
profit and then allocate it. Since the profit is the result of both parties’ cooperation, it should be shared
according to each party’s contribution. Because they have to cooperate with each other in the swap, one
method is to distribute the benefit equally and the other according to their different credit ratings.
2.3 Model assumptions
No market friction.
There exist a great number of ordinary companies that need swaps in the market; however, the
number of companies with a high reputation is relatively small.
The floating interest rate is measured by LIBOR.
In general, k—the duration of the floating interest rate— is 3 or 6 months.
No inflation.
2.4 Model establishment and solution seeking
In order to work out the total profit, the different situations when there is a swap and no swap
should be contrasted. And the cost reduced is the total profit.
Step 1: Calculate the original interest rates and the nominal borrowing interest rates.
The original interest rate for Company A rA 0 = rA 2 , the original interest rate for Company B

rB 0 = rB1 .According to the Theory of Comparative Advantage, costs can be reduced through a swap.
The nominal borrowing program is as follows:
Company A borrows at a fixed rate of rA1 , then the nominal borrowing rate for Company A is

rA1 .Company B borrows at a floating rate of rB 2 , then the nominal borrowing rate for Company B is
rB 2 .
Step 2: calculate both parities’ total yield r. The yield is the cost reduced, then the total yield is
equal to the original interest rates minus the present nominal interest rates: r = rB1 − rA1 + rA 2 − rB 2
The profit is the result of both party’s cooperation, so it should be shared. The share proportion
should be determined by negotiation. And the simplest method to distribute the profit is by equal
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1
allocation, that is, both parties’ financing costs are reduced by r . Suppose that p A and pB are
2
1
respectively taken as the profit proportions for Companies A and B, then p A = pB = r .
2
The other method is to allocate the profit according to both parties’ advantageous position. The so
called advantageous position is correlated with a company’s credit rating. That is, the higher the credit
rating is, the less risky the bank thinks of the lending is and less worried about the company’s ability to
repay its debt. Thus the lending interest that a bank provides for such a company is lower, which means
lower borrowing cost for the company. Vice versa. Thus, a company’s advantageous position is
positively correlated with its credit rating, but negatively correlated with its borrowing interest rate.
A company with an advantageous position in the market can make use of its advantages so as to get
a larger share of the profit. This is because from the perspective of supply and demand the number of
companies with a high credit rating is relatively small while there are a lot of companies with a
comparatively low credit rating. If a company with a relatively low credit rating does not accept the
allocation method offered by a company with a high credit rating, it is rather difficult for such a
company to find another company with a high credit rating.
Since the market has provided the data concerning interest rates and advantageous position of a
company is negatively correlated with its borrowing interest rate, this paper adopts the inverse of
interest rate to measure advantageous position. Therefore, the advantage function is defined as:
1
d=
( rfix stands for a fixed borrowing interest rate). If each company’s profit is allocated according
rfix

to the value of advantage function, then
pA =

dA
dB
, pB =
, p A + pB = 1 .
d A + dB
d A + dB

p A stands for Company A’s profit ratio, while pB stands for Company B’s profit ratio. Therefore,

the real interest rate at which Company A borrows rA = rA 2 − p A × r ; while the real interest rate at which
Company B borrows rB = rB1 − pB × r . This kind of allocation means lower cost for the company with a
higher credit rating, but higher for the company with a lower credit rating.
Step 3: Work out the cash flows that should be exchanged.
After completing the calculation of the real and nominal interest rates at which both parties borrow,
it’s time to work out the cash flows that should be exchanged. Assume that Company A pays an interest
rate of x to Company B, while Company B pays an interest rate of y to Company A. See Figure 1.

x

rA1

Company
A
Figure 1

y

Company
B

rB 2

Flow of Arbitrage with Interest Rate Swaps

According to the balance of cash flow, i.e., the cost of Company A or Company B should be equal
to the net cash inflow or outflow.
Company A: rA = rA1 + x − y ; Company B: rB = rB 2 − x + y .
The two equations above are equivalent, that is
1
x − y = rA − rA1 = rB 2 − rB = ((rA 2 − rA1 ) + (rB 2 − rB1 ))
(1)
2
X on the left side of Formula 1 is the interest rate that Company A should pay to Company B and
y the interest rate that Company B should pay to Company A. Besides, the principals involved in the
interest rate swap are in the same kind of currency. Therefore， the left side of Formula 1 is the net
cash flow when two companies settle accounts and Formula 1 is called settlement equation.
(rA 2 − rA1 ) + (rB 2 − rB1 ) = rA2 + rB 2 − rA1 − rB1 on the right side of Formula 1 can also be considered as
subtraction of the total fixed interest rate from the total floating interest rate. If the floating interest rates
in the market have increased a lot and the floating interest rates are much higher than the fixed interest
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rates, that is, rA 2 > rA1 , rB 2 > rB1 ，then x − y > 0 , i.e., Company A should pay interest to Company B.
Judged from the actual needs of Company A, Company A would have borrowed at a floating interest
rate, thus the margin by which the floating interest rate has increased should be covered by Company A.
Similar conclusions can be drawn from the other situations, therefore we get a Theorem.
Theorem: When the floating rate is higher on the date of payment, the company that wanted to
borrow money at the floating rate has to pay interest to the other company that wanted to borrow at a
fixed interest rate; when the floating rate is lower, the latter company should pay interest to the former.
The number of solutions ( x ， y ) of the settlement equation is countless, i.e. the corresponding
cash flows that should be exchanged are in great varieties. Thus, the selection of solutions should
comply with usual usage and the formula above. The typical solution selection is as follows:
x = rA , y = rA1 .
Then the flow of arbitrage with swaps is as follows:

rA
rA1

Company
A

Figure 2

Company
B

rA1

rB 2

Flow of Arbitrage with Interest Rate Swaps

With the flow chart above, it is convenient to work out the interest that should be paid on the date
of payment. In interest rate swaps, the interest should be paid every k months. Assume rA > rA1 , then
Company A shall pay Company B M p (rA − rA1 ) . Otherwise, Company B shall pay company A
M p (rA1 − rA ) .
The model above is embodied in simple calculation with clear steps. Therefore it is suitable for
seeking solutions through equations. The model above is called the Credit Arbitrage Model of Swaps or
CAMS.
2.5 Improvement of model
When there is a middleman involved in the swap, he would charge for the service he provides.
Assume the charge is t, then the flow of arbitrage with swaps changes as follows:

x
rA1

(fixed rate)

Company
A

Figure 3

y'

x'
Middleman

y

Company
B

rB 2 (floating rate)

Flow of Arbitrage with Swaps Involving a Middleman

x′ and y′ in the chart above represent the interest rate flows after deducting service fee charged
by the middleman. The deduction of service fee leads to the decrease of the profit of Company A and
Company B, rA = rA 2 − p A × (r − t ) , rB = rB1 − pB × (r − t ) . The middleman deducts the service charge from
x and y. But as to how the service fee is deducted, Companies A and B have no interest in it. These two
companies are only concerned about their cost. Therefore, we can let x = x ′ ， y = y ′ + t and then get the
flow chart of swaps by making use of the settlement equation.

3 Case Study
Assume that Company A and Company B intend to borrow 5-year 10 million US dollars. Company
A wants to borrow at a 6-month floating interest rate, while Company B wants to borrow at a fixed
interest rate. But due to the different credit ratings of two companies, the market provides different
lending interest rates to them. See Table 2. The interest rates in the table below refer to annual
compound interest rate.
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Table 2

Lending Interest Rates the Market Provides for Companies A &B
Fixed Rate
Floating Rate
Company A
10.00%
6-month LIBOR+0.30%
Company B
11.20%
6-month LIBOR+1.00%

According to CAMS, it is calculated as follows:
The original interest rate for Company A rA0 = LIBOR + 0.30% , The original interest rate for
Company B rB 0 = 11.2% .Company A borrows at the fixed interest rate of rA1 , the nominal borrowing
interest rate for Company A is 10% ;Company B borrows at the floating interest rate of LIBOR +rB 2 .
The nominal interest rate for Company B is LIBOR + 1% .Then
r = rB1 − rA1 + rA 2 − rB 2 = 0.5% .
The real borrowing interest rate for Company A： rA = rA0 − p A r = LIBOR + 0.035% ；The real
borrowing interest rate for Company B rB = rB 0 − 0.235% = 10.965% . In contrast to equal allocation,
Company A which has an absolute advantage, has saved more. Then the flow of arbitrage with interest
rate swaps is as follows:
LIBOR
10%(fixed rate)

Company
A

Figure 4

Company
B

9.95%

LIBOR+1%(floating rate)

Flow of Arbitrage with Interest Rate Swaps

In the swap above, the interest should be paid every six months. Therefore it should be stipulated in
the terms of swap agreement that one party should pay the other party the balance between the fixed rate
and the floating rate. Assume that LIBOR is 11.00% on a certain date of payment. Then Company A
should pay Company B 52, 500 US dollars , that is , 1,000,000×0.5×（11.00%－9.95%）.
From the solution seeking process of the case above, it is discovered that it is easy to get the flow
chart of interest rate swaps and the interest that should be paid from the Credit Arbitrage Model of
Swaps. Therefore, the model mentioned above is very pragmatic.

4 Conclusion
Financial swaps used to be well-known as the most important financial innovation in the western
financial world since 1980s.With the boom of swap market, lack of uniform master agreement will
impede the further development of China’s financial derivative market and the exchange of cash flows
also needs immediate standardization. The CAMS in this paper first designed the key profit allocating
program successfully and then provided the detailed transaction of different companies. Case Study has
demonstrated the operability and practicability of the model. In addition, this model needs further
improvement. For example, this model should be extended to currency swaps.
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Abstract The specialization and synergic effect of marketing channel members gets the source of
channel benefits. However, the rule of interest coordination or alleged criteria of profits sharing is the
significant basis for the stability of the members' synergic operation, which currently becomes one of the
hot academic issues in marketing management. By Using the game theory and relevant method, this
paper analyzes the interactions of each member and their relationships on interests sharing, and
considers that the game among the alliance members keeps the cooperative game theory. According to
this basis, this paper establishes a coordination mechanism of marketing channels based on cooperative
game with the shapley value distributive system.
Key words Marketing channels; Interests sharing; Cooperative game theory; Mechanism

1 Introduction
Generally, a marketing channel could be viewed as a set of interdependent organizations which
promotes the consumption of products and services. Along with the specialization of social division and
development of the market exchange, the functional interdependence for each channel member is
constantly increasing, which leads to the necessity of channel members' cooperation. However, the
maximized individual interest is one of the main purposes and positive results that each alliance member
is always seeking for. Therefore, during the process of cooperation, once facing certain opportunities for
increasing interests of its own, yet might decreasing the benefits of its partners, each member, as a
"rational economist", would engender divaricating and conflict with other members. This might further
deliver some unexpected negative results, such as increased transactional costs, damaged benefits for
each alliance members and uncertainty for the channel's stability. Thus, with regard to the optimization
of overall long-term benefits, the coordination of channel members' interests and maintenance of
channels' stability is always be considered a focused issue for marketing management.
Many a research has been already carried out on the interest’s conflict and its coordination of
marketing channels. Kotle (2000)pointed out that a standard traditional marketing channel is constituted
by an independent producer, wholesalers and retailers. Each single member, as an independent
enterprise entity in this channel, is bound to be in the pursuit of the maximized profit of its own, even if
it might be on the damage of systematic expense. Yet in fact, there is no individual member who has
complete or even adequate capability of control for other members. In a fragmented sales network,
manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers, who bargain and negotiate the price and terms of sales while
act in their own way, array discretely. Almost all the members here are opportunists. This might makes
the conflicts among each channel members, which further lead to the increased transactional costs,
damaged benefits for each alliance members, etc[1]. The relevant research of Audenson (1993) shows
that through repetitive interactions and adequate key events, the transactional relationship of channel
members would become and turn to a real and genuine partnership. The study of Nirmalgakwmar (2004),
indicates that the manufacturers who get good relationship with their dealers could gain more
competitive advantage. Fang Ji (2008) suggested that enterprises take effective mechanisms for
communication and benefit sharing positively in order to reduce the conflicts in channels[2].
Here are some relevant researches regarding the issue of interests sharing: Shapley (1953)
delivered the method of allocation of interests in an N roles model[3]. Based on the assumption of
"rational economists", Jianmei Yang (1999) established the soft systematic methodology on coordination
of interests and analyzed its process with cooperative game theory. Using the "commissions and agents"
theory, Wenjun Zheng (2001) carried out a deep research on the same issue and provided the basic
principle and model for the profits sharing mechanism of virtual enterprises. Huhong Chen (2002)
analyzed the factors which should be taken into the consideration in the process of profits sharing, and
put forward the model of game theory concerning this area. Guibin Yang (2004) provided another
relevant model not only for the members' interests sharing but also their risk taking. Shaohua Lu and
Zhixiang Tao (2004) demonstrated the disadvantages on bargaining and non-cooperative game theory
and pointed out that cooperative game option would be the optimum strategy in sales game. Huipin Pan
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and Rongqiu Chen (2005) who studied in the method of quantization different profit ranges and interests
rates, analyzed the impact on profits of each member based on diverse sharing rates. The related
academic researches mentioned above offer helpful and constructive guidance and reference for this
paper.

2 The Analysis in the Cooperative Game of Marketing Channel Members
As a matter of fact, the transaction among the members is an issue of game theory. According to the
theory, the income or profit of each member depends not only on its own behavior but also the behaviors
of other members. Basically, the game includes two types: cooperative one and non-cooperative one. As
for the former, both sides on a game are supposed to restrict their own egoism. They should focus on not
only their own maximized profits but also the common and mutual interests as a whole, which leads to
forming a restraining cooperative protocol for both sides. As for the latter one, the two sides overstate
their own interests as an individual; thereby back down their cooperative agreement and compromise.
Nevertheless, when each side makes their choice on cooperative or non-cooperative option, it does not
know exactly what kind of strategy its opposite side would choose, yet both sides would forecast the
choice of its rival and finally make their own.
Suppose that there are only two members in a certain channel: a manufacturer and a distributor.
Both sides could choose their own strategy independently. Their game matrix is illustrated as following,
where D>A>B>C.
Table 1 The Game Income Matrix of a Manufacturer and a Distributor
Distributor
cooperative
non-cooperative

Manufacturer
cooperative
non-cooperative

（A，A）
（D，C）

（C，D）
（B，B）

According to the matrix above (Table 1.), if the manufacturer and the distributor both choose the
cooperative strategy, then both sides could only get the income of A units; But if one side chooses
non-cooperative strategy while the other chooses cooperative strategy, it would gain the income of D
units; If both sides choose the non-cooperative strategy, then they both get the income of B units; But if
one side chooses cooperative strategy yet the opposite side chooses the non-cooperative one, it would
gain the lowest income level, C units. Thus, no matter how manufacturer chooses its strategy, as for the
distributor, the income on non-cooperative strategy keeps more than that on cooperative strategy.
Similarly, no matter how distributor chooses its strategy, as for the manufacturer, its income on
non-cooperative strategy keeps more than that on cooperative strategy. In fact, this process is a striking
example of the famous Nash equilibrium strategy, which means that both sides would choose the
non-cooperative strategy, and then they both get the income of B units. Obviously, this equilibrium is
not on the Pareto optimal strategies, which means that both sides would choose the cooperative strategy,
and then both sides could only get the income of a units. One significant cause leading the result is
based on the assumption of one-off transaction. With out adequate information exchange and efficient
learning effect, each side of the game would only choose the non-cooperative strategy in order to make
sure their own interests maximized.
However, these transactions are not one-off disposable but long-term sustainable. Only one
non-cooperative or betrayal action might occur the mistrust of its partners or even lead to their revenge
in following transactions. In this case, the benefit considerations of channel members turn different from
that on one-off transaction. Mention to the multiple and repeated transactions, channel members are no
longer supposed to be considered as completely independent individuals but should be viewed as
elements in an organizational behavior subject of a whole marketing channel. When a behavior subject
appears as an organization form, the game strategies of its secondary subjects would turn
non-cooperative into cooperative. In a game, both sides would obey their extant agreement, which is
definitely following the premise that the income of both sides to comply with the treaty would get much
more than not to. This requires that cooperative game should have the function of value creating, which
makes the channel members benefit from the whole interests increase. This interest’s increase would be
indicated in several aspects:
First, decrease the costs of channels. Once a producer forms a cooperative relationship with a
distributor, their negotiating cost would be significantly reduced. The distributor could more easily gain
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a stable access for competitive prices and reliable quality products from the producer, meanwhile the
producer could get more area information through the distributor and better satisfy the diverse needs of
its target customers. Moreover, the producer could also reduce its expense on inventory, promotion and
finance to some extent.
Second, realization of information sharing. Once a producer forms the cooperative relationship
with a distributor, they establish a mechanism of information sharing. The distributor would provide a
set of key information which might contain the sales data, customers' expectation for products and
Tendency of the market variation. Meanwhile the producer could offer another set of useful information
which might include precise volume of certain stock, promotion process of latest products, sales states
of various products and new marketing plans. This aspect would no doubt improve the degree of rational
operating decision of both sides.
Third but not least, enhancing the brand image (BI) and virtual identity (VI). The BI and VI of an
enterprise depend on not only itself but also the sales process of its distributors and dealers. Once
formed the cooperative relationship, a producer and its distributors could provide constant customer
service of high quality through erecting an integrated products image, and finally get customer loyalty
more.
In sum, although each channel member gets the motivation of opportunism, in long-term sustained
and multiple transactions' process, the alleged rational action of an individual enterprise usually lead to
an uneconomical result, which deviates from its original intention for seeking the maximized interests of
its own. Therefore, both sides involving a game would be inclined to hold cooperative attitudes in order
to achieve the Pareto optimal equilibrium. Thus, in a long-term game, each result a time is caused by the
strategic decisions which are usually after the consideration for future transactional effectiveness and
efficiency.

3 The Mechanism of Marketing Channels Interests Sharing Based on Cooperative
Game
Being independent subjects for interests, channel members form an alliance in order to obtain more
profits, while having competition and conflicts with each other in the pursuit of individual interests.
Therefore, How to coordinate the sharing of incomes and how to make every member could gain more
from the whole above average profits are critical issues for the maintenance of a stable alliance.
3.1 The analysis on main factors of marketing channels interests sharing
There are many negative dominant factors for this issue. Here are the typical three:
First, interest targets. Marketing channels are essentially dynamic unions combined by channel
members who have their own egoism and opportunism on maximized profits, which makes the
inadequate cooperation of members. As for a manufacturer, it undertakes a series of costs including
R&D, manufacturing and channel development. As for a distributor, it only takes the risk and cost of
sales. Thus, the former is more likely to be in the pursuit of long-term interests while the latter is
inclined to chase the short-term one. And this difference in interest targets leads the organizational
disharmony.
Second, The fields on rights and responsibilities. Each channels member would demarcate its own
domain of rights and responsibilities. Each member would release a passive and negative attitude for
cooperation, when the member finds that its partner does not set an enough attention on its area. For
instance, a manufacturer might reduce its shipments for a dealer, if it finds the distribution rate of the
dealer is under the level of stipulation. While as a revenge, the dealer would probably completely quit
the sale for the manufacturer's products. Since the manufacturer loses some of its customers and the
dealer misses one profit point, this might be a "lose-lose" solution.
Third, avoiding risk. For seeking the maximized profit, each member is inclined to shift its risk to
other members in the alliance. For example, manufacturer usually raises the price of a new product in
order to share the risk of its R&D cost, which yet directly shifts the risk to its distributor. However, the
distributor would probably correspondingly raises the price to the consumption of customers, which
eventually damages the value of customers.
3.2 The mode construction of channels interests sharing
As mentioned above, in a game, both sides would obey their extant agreement, which is definitely
following the premise that the income of both sides to comply with the treaty would get much more than
not to. Although, in certain conditions, the cooperation is attested to bring more overall profits of the
whole channel, the profits increase only presents the possibility for the increase of individual but does
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not equal to the increase itself. The interest’s increment of each member not only depends on the whole
organizational increment, but also refers to the specific mechanism of interests sharing. Therefore, a fair
and reasonable mechanism for profits sharing is the key basis and critical core of the efficient
cooperation.
The interests’ sharing of channels has many methods. Here is one of such named mode of Shapley
value [4].
For an alliance of n members N = {1, 2,3, L , n} , If any of its subset S , there would be a real value
function V ( S ) which satisfies V (Φ ) = 0 and
V ( S1 ∪ S 2 ) ≥ V ( S1 ) + V ( S2 ), S1 ∩ S2 = Φ , then [N, V] could be named as an n number cooperative
decision. Here V is the eigenfunction, V ( S ) is the income of subset S in alliance.
If X（
i i = 1, 2,3, L n） is the deserved income for the member i in set N, which is out of the
maximized income V ( N ) of the alliance, then X i = ( X 1 , X 2 , L , X n ) could be named as the interest
sharing of this cooperative decision. Here are some qualifications for it:
i indicates that there are surplus incomes in the alliance, compared with the
(1) V ( S ) > ∑ V（）
i∈S

counterpart which is the result of the independent decision by each individual.
(2) X i ≥ V (i ), ∀i ∈ N presents that the income for the member i, which is out of the maximized
income V ( N ) of the alliance, is no less than the income i choose non-cooperative strategy.
(3)

∑X
i∈S

i

≥ V ( S ), ∀S ⊂ N means that the income of each member in the subset S in the maximized

profit V ( N ) is no less than that could be gain only in the subset S.
In addition, the Shapely value method mentioned above is based on the following axioms:
(1) The income X i for each member has nothing to do with the order of certain member.
(2) The sum of incomes of all participants equals to income of alliance, which can be presented as
X
∑ i = V (N ) .
i∈N

(3) If certain member participates two alliances of n members, [N, V] and [N, W], then there is
X（
i V + W）= X i (V ) + X i (W ) , which could be presented that the income of this member equals to the
sum of two incomes from each alliance.
(4) If for any of the i out of set S, there is V ( S − i ) = V ( S ) , where S − i means set S without i, and
then there is X i (V ) = 0 . If member i has no contribution in the profit increment of the whole alliance, it
is not supposed to gain any income.
If the array [ N , V ] satisfies the above set of axioms, then there is only one Shapely value for this
alliance which could be demonstrated as follow:
( S − 1)!(n − S )!
Xi = ∑
(1)
[V ( S ) − V ( S − i )]
n!
S⊂N
Here S means the number of the members in the alliance S .
With its attribute of fairness and reasonableness, Shapley value could be considered and set as the
criteria for the interest sharing of each member, which might probably make the cooperative game stable
and efficient.

4 Conclusion
Each member in a marketing channel alliance is an independent subject who has the motivation to
pursue its maximized interests. They get partners when creating profits, while turn competitors when
sharing interests. Thus, a fair and reasonable mechanism for profits sharing is the key basis and critical
core of the efficient cooperation. This paper establishes a coordination mechanism of marketing
channels based on cooperative game with the Shapley value distributive system, in order to provide a
useful reference for research on the interests sharing of marketing channels. The issue concerning the
identity of interests, quantitative analysis and other dominants factors still needs further study.
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Innovative Research on University Employment Guidance System∗
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Abstract With the social development and deepening reform on higher education system in China, the
graduate employment have become a social hot and difficult spot increasingly, and it brings series of
challenges to the employment guidance. In order to meet the challenge, this thesis suggests a
whole-process employment guidance system to innovate the current guidance. It starts from China's
actual conditions and reality and draws lessons from the western countries' theoretical fruit on
vocational guidance, then puts forward a whole-process employment guidance mode which is guided
with the vocational development theory, is launched facing whole college students and is run through
the university stage.
Key words Employment guidance system; Career development; Career education; Whole-process
guidance

1 Introduction
We know that different universities of various countries have different employment guidance
systems. In Hong Kong, the majority of universities’ employment guidance departments are attached to
Student Affairs Section, as a branch of it. Part of job is to provide career consultation and planning. Take
the employment guidance system of City University of Hong Kong for example:
Headmaster

Academic Administrator

Student

Development
Director
Secretary

Counseling Department

Student- Life and Resource
Department

Athletic Department

Figure 1 The Employment Guidance System of City University of Hong Kong

As shown in Figure 1, the employment guidance department is attached to Student Affairs Section.
The job of employment education and diathesis development is attached to the counseling department,
and the counseling department is a branch of Student Affairs Section. Student Affairs Section of City
University of Hong Kong is different from the sections of universities in the hinterland, which contains
multiple jobs, such as career planning, psychological counseling, career counseling and etc.
The graduate employment pattern in America can be generalized as following: free assignment of
graduates, finding a job on his own [1]. Universities attach importance to graduate's issue of obtaining
∗
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employment, which is because much importance is attached to the reputation. The situation of
employment relates to the survival and development of university directly.
The USA government adopts the policy of ‘Give everyone his due’ and encourages to obtain
employment with market regulation [2]. The Government gave priority to the macroscopic and basic
work. The employment guidance center is the central part in the whole university, which is charged
directly by a vice headmaster. In the respect of personnel, excluding professional personnel, the center is
provided with quite a lot part-time teachers. The function of the center is to connect and disseminate the
employment information, compile the employment newspapers, organize the staff recruitment and the
alumni. The aim of the center is to access and implement the employment plan.

2 Investigation on the Status of the Existing System
The career development education is the latecomer in domestic universities, which is a subject that
developed with the development of political and economical reform and higher education reform. It has
no doubt that the existing system remains on the stage of simple employment guidance and the
whole-new career development education pattern is remained to be deepened. The research teams
scheme and implement the investigation on the situation of the existing system, aiming to understand the
status in an all-round way and propose the innovation system. According to the investigation, we select
158 universities as the sample and make a generalization on the prominent features of the existing
system.
2.1 Lack of system independence
Suppose we first take a look at the framework. The employment guidance section is imperfect and
is not an independent agency, which is affiliated to other sections of the university. 70 of 158
universities’ employment guidance sections are affiliated to Student Affairs Section, and 54 of 158 work
in a united office with admission offices. There are only 30 of 158 universities which setup the
employment guidance section as a dependent agency.
1%

1%

Affiliated to Student Affairs Section

Dependent agency

1%
34%

A united office with admission section
44%

Affiliated to joint service section

Affiliated to administrative section

19%

Affiliated to post-graduate section

Figure 2 Framework of the Employment Guidance Section

The employment guidance section can’t aim at giving variety to the career counseling, career
education and career instruction because it is lack of independence and autonomy. The function of the
section is weakened.
2.2 Lack of specialization
Only a very few employment guidance sections have teaching and research agencies. The major
function of the section is employment service and counseling. According to the investigation, 140 of 158
have no research agencies and 120 of 158 have no teaching and research agencies of employment
guidance.
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140
140
120
100
80
11.00%
60
18
40
20
0
Have research
agencies

150

126

100

89.00%

20.00%

50

40

80.00%

32

0
Have teaching
and research
agencies

Have no
research agencies

Have no teaching
and research
agencies

Figure 3 Specialization of the Employment Guidance System

Judging from the figure 3, employment guidance sections alone cannot solve the research problem.
The existing system stops at the stage of single service and the system is too unitary.
According to the investigation, 65 universities have setup the special organizations in the faculties.
For lack of the employment guidance organizations in the faculties, universities cannot put their
employment guidance services into effect and cannot conduct teaching researches purposefully in the
faculties. The employment guidance section cannot seek information from the faculties, which leads to
the impairment of the function.
Have special employment
guidance organizations
Have no special employment
guidance organizations

41.14%
59%

Figure 4

Institutional Set in the Faculties

2.3 Lack of features of career development education
The existing services for students provided by the employment guidance section put focus on the
administrative affairs and the flow of the employment, which have little character. During the existing
services, the first four services are providing employment information, employment policy guidance,
counseling and agreement management. According to the investigation, the existing system lays
particular stress on the administrative affairs and lack of special career development education and
guidance, which cannot meet the needs of the students.

154
152
150
148
146
144
142

154

154
150
147

Providing information
Employment
guidance
Figure 5

policy

Counseling

Agreement management

First Four Existing Employment Services

3 Construction of Whole-Process Employment Guidance System
To realize the demand of the Ministry of Education, we should construct the whole-process
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employment guidance system firstly and strengthen the institutional improvement and innovation. We
should have a full realization of taking the employment as the important stage of talents training in
universities [3]. Not only should we concern on the process of teaching, but also the process of
employment. Every single one is different. It is important to help students find the job suitable for them
and give full play to favorable local conditions. It is necessary to change the concept and methods of
employment guidance service, build the whole-process employment guidance system and change into
serving from administration.
The new system should make up the existing deficiency and subdivide the sectors into different
parts. Through the investigation and working experience, we construct the whole- process employment
guidance system. As follows:
Universtity Employment Guidance Leading Group

Faculty Employment Guidance
Leading Group

Employment Guidance Center

Affairs Service
Cemter

Students'
Organization



Career Development
Research Center

Student
Affaire Office

Career
Development
Office

Employment

Management





Section

Job Market

Teaching

Service





Research Institute

Employment

Network

Information

Service

Figure 6



& Eucation

Career Development
Career

Affairs Office

Development



College Counselors



All Teachers



Career Development

Tutor
 Class Sponsor

The Whole-Process Employment Guidance System

As shown in the figure, university employment guidance leading group takes the whole situation
into account and leads the work of the employment guidance. In the new set of institution, the leading
group takes charge of Planning as a whole and Leads the two branches branch, which is employment
guidance center and faculty employment guidance leading group. University employment guidance
leading group probes the new train of thought and meets the needs of society, which is beneficial to
build the layer upon layer conscientious system.
Employment guidance center has two important work duties: employment affair service and career
development education and research. The center keeps close connection with the faculty student affaire
office and instructs its work. Between the two duties, employment affair service includes daily
administration affair of graduate employment and carries out the work in cooperation commonly from
three offices. The first office is employment management office, which responsibility is to manage
technological employment process affair. The second office is job market and information office, which
responsibility is to develop employment market, organize the job fair and collect the information. The
third office is employment network information service office, which responsibility is to network the
employment information and manage the employment network platform. The job of career development
research and education center is completed in cooperation also from three offices: career development
affairs office, career development education and research office and career development education
institute. The three offices take in charge of the investigation on the realm of career development
education and individual cases counseling. After the vocational guidance, the students have a
fundamental cognition to self.
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The feature of the brand-new system is that it insists on walking on two legs. On the one hand, the
system reinforces the construction of job market, opens up the channel of obtaining employment and
improves the construction of information network; on the other hand, the system engages in the
whole-process career development education and provides the guidance and counseling.

4 Conclusion
When facing the severe competition in Employment, the rigor demands from the employers and
other competitors, a large number of graduates feel anxious or even hopeless. In order to help students to
take the first step well and choose their first ideal job composedly at ease, employment guidance system
must be prearranged, so as to enable graduates to take precautions in ideology, knowledge and mind.
Countermeasures in constructing the whole-process employment guidance system should be suggested
form precise orientation, quality improvement, approaches improvement and etc.
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Pyramidal Structure, Legal Environment and Excessive
Benefits of Control: Evidence from Chinese Listed Companies
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Abstract The paper by examing the control transactions during 2005 to 2007 in Shanghai and
Shenzhen securities market, finds the excessive benefits of control are positively related to the length of
the business pyramidal chain, in other words, the lower level the listed company situates in a pyramidal
structure, the more expropriation the controlling shareholder extracts. And the legal protection is
negative related to the excessive benefits of control. The enlightenment to us is that shortening control
chain and simplify the control structure can curb the extraction of ultimate controllers, which is in
alignment with the refocusing strategy. And better legal protection is important. We also find the
presence of other block shareholders can reduce the excessive benefits of control.
Key words Excessive benefits of control; Length of pyramidal chain; Ultimate controllers；Refocusing
strategy

1 Introduction
The concept of the excessive benefits of control is brought out on the basis of the benefits of
control. Most researches define the benefits of control as the tunneling of companies and the extraction
of minority shareholders by controlling shareholders. Liu Shaobo (2007) believes the benefits of control
are the compensation for cost of control as well as the risk premium of control, and the expropriation of
controlling shareholders should be defined as the excessive benefits of control. Thus, the protection of
minority shareholders is to curb the controlling shareholders’ excessive benefits of control, and stimulate
their rational benefits of control.
You Daming & Sheng Yidong (2008) try to measure the excessive benefits of control. They test the
effect of the ratio of independent directors, the scale of the board of directors and other firm specific
factors on the excessive benefits of control, but neglect maybe more important institutional factors as
control right structure, legal institution, etc.
This paper tries to study the determinants of the excessive benefits of control from the perspective
of institutional factors, based on the control transactions of listed companies in China during 2005 to
2007. The effect of pyramidal control structure and related legal protection on the excessive benefits of
control is examined and some instructive conclusions are got. The paper is structured as follows. Section
2 discusses the theory framework and assumptions. Section 3 describes the methodologies including
variables definition, sample collection and data source. Section 4 gives the statistics results of sample
companies. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Theoretical Analysis and Assumptions
2.1 Pyramidal structures provide infrastructure for controlling shareholders extraction
The business pyramidal structure is common in the world, especially in East Asian countries
(Claessens et al, 2002). In China, about 89.02% listed companies are controlled by ultimate owners
through pyramidal structures (Zhen Hongxian & Shi Yongdong, 2008). Ultimate owners enhanced their
control with less investment through the use of pyramidal structures, which also results in reduced
transaction costs and uncertainties. However, recent researches find pyramidal structures provide veils
for controlling shareholders to extract minority shareholders through complex and unfair relation-based
transactions. In a pyramidal structure, a controlling shareholder can transfer resources from the firm for
his own benefit through self-dealing transactions and transfer price favoring the controlling shareholder
(Johnson et al, 2000).
Studies provide evidence that the separation of cash flow rights and control rights under the
pyramidal structures results in expropriation of minority shareholders. In a pyramidal group, the longer
the pyramidal chain, the more resources will be controlled by the ultimate owner. However, his cash
flow gain from the bottom company will be less and less with the control chain growing longer. When
there is not sufficient protection for minority shareholders, expropriation through illegal or legal but
maybe unfair transactions will be encouraged as they bring more riskless income to ultimate owners.
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The longer the controlling chain, the more resources can be extracted.
Thus, our assumption H1 is: the excessive benefits of control are positively associated with the
length of pyramid chain. In other words, the lower layer the listed company is on, the more excessive
benefits of control will be reaped by ultimate controllers.
2.2 Pyramidal structure challenges traditional company act as to shareholders protection
A company is an independent artificial person and shareholders only have limited liabilities.
Demsetz (1964) points out that the limited liabilities of shareholders, which reduce their investment risk,
stem from the direct control right of their property transferring from shareholders to managers. For early
companies, all shareholders are natural persons, and there are no conflicts between these two
characteristics.
The two characteristics of independent artificial person and shareholders limited liabilities also
promote the pyramidal organizations of business groups. For controlling shareholders, they can reduce
their risk as well as expand by establishing a subsidiary.
However, pyramidal organizations break the balance between independent artificial person and
shareholders limited liabilities. In a pyramidal structure, parent company control the subsidiaries
through strategy, personal, finance and business culture systems, the subsidiaries become the tool for
parent company to realize its strategic objective and only nominally independent. With the protection of
limited liability, owners’ losses are limited to the amount of capital committed to the enterprise (Attig et
al, 2004)①.
Many countries try to amend the company act to provide the minority shareholders with more
protection. La Porta et al. (2002) compared the civil law and common law countries and concludes that
civil law countries are in a disadvantage in the respect of minority shareholders’ protection, and have a
higher level of private benefits of control. Dyck and Zingale (2004) prove that better legal system and
legal enforcement limit the private benefit of control. Based on control transactions between 2001 and
2004 in China, Ye Hui and Li Shanmin (2008) prove better governance environment as government
involvement, marketing freedom and legal environment curbs the private benefits of control. Wang Peng
(2008) finds efficient investor protection limits the cash occupied by controlling shareholders.
So we bring out our assumption H2: in an environment of pyramidal structure groups, the excessive
benefits of control are negatively related to the legal protection of minorities.

3 Methodologies
3.1 Variables definition
3.1.1 Dependent variables
To test the level of the excessive benefits of control and its dependent factors, Let EBC be the
excessive benefit of control, P be the price per share of control transactions, NA be the net assets per
share, and R be the lowest return required by controlling shareholders. We calculate the excessive
benefits of control as following.
P − NA
−R
(1)
EBC =
NA

The excessive benefits of control is get after subtracting the lowest required return on capital for
controlling shareholders from private benefits of control, which is the compensation of cost and the
incentive for controlling shareholders. To make the calculation easier, R is 6 percent in this paper.
3.1.2 Independent variables
The length of the pyramidal chain: It is the length of chain from the ultimate owners to the listed
companies. The length of a two-layer pyramidal structure is 1, and the length of a three-layer pyramid is 2,
etc.
The legal protection level for minority shareholders: As it is impossible to get the data of minority
shareholders protection level of each district, the legal environment of provinces is used as a substitute.
The institutional environment is identical to all Chinese listed companies. However, the level of legal
enforcement varies much for different provinces (Fan Gang & Wang Xiaolu, 2003). The data comes from
Fan and Wang’s NERI Index of Market Freedom of China’s Provinces 2004.
①

Attig, Najah,Klsus P. Fischer, and Yoser Galdhoum. On the Determinants of Pyramidal Ownership: Evidence on
Dilution of Minority Interests. EFA 2004 Maastricht Meetings Paper No. 4592. http:// papers.ssrn.com
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Other control variables: The percentage of block transferred, debt ratio, size of the company and
modified Z index are chosen as control variables. The modified Z index measures the extent of constrain
to ultimate controllers from other block shareholders, which is calculated by dividing the shares
controlled by the largest ultimate owner by shares controlled by the second largest ultimate owner. The
bigger the ratio is, the less restriction to the largest ultimate owner from other block shareholders. The
closer the ratio is to 1, the more restriction to the ultimate owner.
Table 1

Definition of Variables

Variables Definition
EBC
Conlev

the private benefit of control. EBC=(P-NA)/NA-R，P be the price per share of control transactions,
NA be the net assets per share, and R be the lowest average return required by controlling shareholders,
which is 6% in the paper。
The length of the pyramid control chain from the ultimate controller to the listed companies.

LEGindex Legal protection for minority shareholders
Trans

The percentage of block share transferred to total shares issued.

Size

The size of the company, represented by log of total assets.

Leverage

Debt ratio=total liabilities/total assets.

Modi-Z

Modified Z index. Calculated by dividing the shares controlled by the first ultimate owner by shares
controlled by the second ultimate owner.

3.2 Sample collection
We collect our samples from CSMAR of GTA Research Center, Shenzhen, China. We exam all
control transactions of Chinese listed companied from 2005 to 2007. The sample is selected if (1)it is
negotiated block shares transfer with payment；(2) the transaction succeeds;(3) the largest shareholder
changes ;(4) Excessive benefits of control is positive; (5)all required data can be get. After excluding
abnormal samples，we get 141 samples at last. These samples are related with 84 companies, and 82 of
them are in a pyramidal structure.
Table 2

Distribution of Samples

Nature of the ultimate controllers

Length of Pyramidal chain

Number of companies

1(non-pyramidal structure)

2

2

2

43

28

15

3

21

16

5

4

13

6

7

Non-state owned

State owned

5

5

4

1

total

84

56

28

3.3 Data source
The percentage of block transferred data comes from CSMAR. The length of the pyramidal chain,
debt ratio, size of the company and modified Z index are collected or calculated from the annual report by
the author. The annual report is get from CNINFO, a website of information disclosure designated by
China Securities Regulatory Commission.
Spss 13.0 is used to do all analysis.

4 Results of Statistical Analysis
4.1 Descriptive analysis
Descriptive analysis of all samples（Table 3） shows that the average excessive benefits of control
is 102%, a quite high level. The minimum block transaction is only 0.08% of total shares, which is
because the purchaser buy the equity from several sellers, and some sellers only have a small percentage
of equity shares. The average leverage ratio shows that sample companies have a relatively high debt
ratio, and the average modified Z index shows there are little restrictions to the ultimate controllers for
sample companies.
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N

Table 3
Minimum

Descriptive Analysis
Maximum
Mean

EBC

141

0.02

8.09

1.02

1.57

LEGindex

141

1.73

11.04

7.41

2.51

Conlev

141

1

5

2.62

0.92

Trans

141

0.08

70

18.62

16.59

Size

141

4.18

7.84

5.48

1.04

Leverage

141

5.32

932.32

71.42

81.77

Concen

141

1

236.23

17.37

46.04

Std. Deviation

4.2 Regression analysis
Table 4 is the regression results. All VIFs are close to 1, and well below the commonly accepted
threshold of 10. This suggests that multi-collinearity is not a problem.
Table 4

B

Regression Analysis
t
Sig.

VIF

(Constant)

1.3898

1.8318*

0.0692

LEGindex

-0.1071

-2.5024**

0.0135

1.3175

Conlev

0.2923

2.7551***

0.0067

1.0719

Trans

-0.0062

-0.9555

0.3410

1.3176

Size

-0.1387

-1.2723

0.2055

1.4672

Leverage

0.0019

1.6232

0.1069

1.0185

Concen

0.0219

9.7246***

0.0000

F值

24.4010

1.2251
0.000***

Adjusted R2
0.5010
* Significant at 10%, ** Significant at 5% level, *** Significant at 1% level.

It shows that the length of the pyramid chains is positively related to the controlling shareholders
excessive benefits of control, and statistically significant at 1 percent. The results imply that the lower
the layer on which the listed company is, the more excessive benefits of control the controlling
shareholders extract. As expected, the legal environment index is significantly negative related with
private benefit of control at 5 percent, which means better enforcement of law can help reduce the
excessive benefits of control in a pyramidal structure.
And the excessive benefits is significantly positively related to the modified Z index at 1 percent,
showing that the presence of other block shareholders can help to curb the appropriation of the ultimate
controllers. The excessive benefits of control is significantly positively related to the leverage ratios at 15
percent, implying that the debtors governance effect is very limited in current situations in China, but
provide more resources that can be extracted by ultimate owners.
The result also indicates that the excessive benefits of control is negatively related to the block share
transferred and the size of the company, but statistically insignificant.

5 Conclusion
Based on the control transactions of listed companies during 2005 and 2007 in Shanghai and
Shenzhen securities market, the paper finds the length of the pyramidal chain is positive related to the
ultimate owners’ excessive benefits of control. In other words, the lower level the listed company
situates in a pyramidal structure, the more expropriation the controlling shareholder extracts. And the
legal protection is negative related to the excessive benefits of control. The analysis also suggests the
presence of other block shareholders can significantly reduce the ultimate owners’ excessive benefits of
control.
The enlightenments to us are: First, policies should be established to encourage ultimate owners to
shorten control chain and simplify the control structure to curb the extraction of ultimate controllers. It
also means to encourage the ultimate owners to implement refocusing strategy, expanding around the
business core competence and advantageous lines, selling non-core businesses, which is also helpful for
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controlling shareholders’ effective control and to gain rational benefits of control. Besides that,
Enforcement of laws and constructing an equity structure with more block shareholders are also of great
importance to protect the minority interest.
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An Analysis of the Hong Kong Economy after the Financial Crisis
Cao Hongliu
School of Management, Guangdong University of Technology, Guangdong, P.R.China, 510520
(E-mail: hongliucao@126.com)
Abstract This paper analyzes the current economic development and the status of leading industries in
Hong Kong. It shows that Hong Kong economy, which is mainly comprised of the service industry in
particular, facing with both opportunities and challenges after the financial crisis. Hong Kong economy
has a wide range of needs in information technology, electrical and electronic technology, and
manufacturing technology. Development in these areas has great significance to ensure sustained
development of Hong Kong economy.
Key words Hong Kong economy status; Leading industry; Service industry

1 Introduction
Hong Kong’s a small and open economy system and international financial center, its economic
development face many new challenges because of the impact of the global financial crisis. Therefore, a
comprehensive analysis of the Hong Kong’s economic development and their leading industry status
becomes an important issue.

2 Overview of Hong Kong Economy
2.1 The services sector is a leading industry in Hong Kong
From Table 1, we can see that the services industry is a leading industry of Hong Kong economy.
During the decade from 1997 to 2006, services sector in the Hong Kong economy has gained greater
prominence. This change has already been reflected in the share of contribution of the services sector to
the local GDP. The contribution of the services sector to GDP increased from 85.9% in 1997 to 91.2% in
2006. Based on the industry definition of Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, The services
sector includes wholesale, retail and import and export trades, restaurants and hotels; transport, storage
and communications; financing, insurance, real estate and business services; and community, social and
personal services.
Table 1

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) by Economic Activity (at Current Prices)

GDP by Economic Activity（2004-2007）
2004

Economic activity
Agriculture and
fishing
Mining and
quarrying
Manufacturing

2005

2006

2007

GDP

ratio

GDP

ratio

GDP

ratio

GDP

ratio

886

0.1

847

0.1

849

0.1

895

0.1

72

*

100

*

93

*

114

*

44455

3.6

45547

3.4

45761

3.2

39282

2.5

Electricity, gas
and water

39726

3.2

39924

3

40364

2.8

39426

2.5

Construction

40376

3.2

38538

2.9

38688

2.7

40154

2.6

Services
1119304
89.9
1207873
90.6
1297545
91.2
1429293
92.3
Note: Data is from Hong Kong Annual Digest of Statistics (2004-2008 Edition) edited by Hong Kong Census and
Statistics Department. Data unit is in million terms and ratio unit is %. Besides, * represents the comparison had
less than 0.05% is in the total economy

The services sector becomes the principal source of employment. The employment share of the
services sector in total employment has increased moderately over the past decade, from 79.8% in 1997
to 86.6% in 2007. In 2007, the services sector as a whole engaged 3.03 million persons out of the 3.5
million overall employments.
The services sector plays a significant role in supporting the growth of our external trade. In 2007,
the value of exports of services reached $652 billion, representing an average annual growth rate of
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8.6% over 1997. In 2007, merchant and other trade-related services was the most important major
service group, contributing 30.9% to the value of total exports of services. It was followed by
transportation services and travel services, contributing 28.6% and 16.5% respectively to the value of
total exports of services in 2007. In 1997, the respective percentage shares of these three major service
groups in the value of total exports of services were 25.6%, 30.5% and 20.8%.
2.2 The structure of Hong Kong’s services industry sector
Among the economic activities in the services sector, wholesale, retail and import and export trades,
restaurants and hotels together contributed 27.9% of the GDP in 2006, followed by financing, insurance,
real estate and business services (25.0%), community, social and personal services (18.0%) and
transport, storage and communications (9.6%). Among them, financial services, trading, tourism and
professional services are key industries in the Hong Kong economy. They have been the driving force of
Hong Kong’s economic growth, providing impetus to growth of other sectors and creating employment.
(1) Import and export trade .The import and export trade is the most important industries in Hong
Kong’s service industry, has been playing an important role in the development of Hong Kong economy.
The import and export trade produced a net output of HK$305.1 billion in 2006, representing an
increase of 39% over 1997. The ratio is the highest among all service industry. In 2007, there were 98
000 import and export trading establishments in Hong Kong, with 520 000 persons. At the same time,
import and export trade sector is also directly promoting the development of other industries, such as
logistics, transportation, business services and other services.
Hong Kong’s import and export trade, including the visible trade and invisible trade two parts. The
visible trade refers to the traditional commodity trade. In 2007, the value of Hong Kong imported and
exported goods was $5,556 billion, representing an increase of 9.8% compared to 2006. Hong Kong’s
total exports of goods (comprising domestic exports and re-exports) in 2007 amounted to $2,688 billion,
or increased by 9.2% when compared with 2006. The value of imports increased by 10.3% to $2,868
billion in 2007. With the value of total exports being less than that of imports, a merchandise trade
deficit of $180 billion was recorded in 2007. In the import and export trade, the largest proportion of
re-exports. This was largely attributable to the relocation of many local manufacturing activities to the
mainland of China. Quite a large amount of the goods produced in the mainland of China through the
outward processing arrangement were sent back to Hong Kong and re-exported to other
countries/territories. During 1997 to 2007, the value of re-exports increased by 107%, while a decline of
48% was observed in the value of domestic exports. In 2007 the re-export trade to the mainland
continued to grow rapidly.
The invisible trade services are export and import trade of commercial services and financial
services. While these services could be exported or imported by the import/export firms or companies in
other sectors, most of the merchant and other trade-related services were exported or imported by
import/export firms .In 2007, Hong Kong’s exports and imports of services valued at $652 billion and
$322 billion respectively. Compared to 2006, exports and imports of services increased by 15.4% and
11.7% respectively. Net exports of services in 2007 amounted to $330 billion, this makes Hong Kong’s
overall trade surplus of $150 billion.
(2) Finance. Hong Kong is recognized as an international financial center, many multinational
banks and financial institutions gathered here. The financial business is classified in detail, covering all
aspects of the financial industry. Hong Kong three-tier system of deposit-taking institutions, namely
licensed banks, restricted licensed banks and deposit-taking companies, known collectively as the
authorized institutions. At the end of 2007, the number of authorized institutions stood at 200,
comprising 142 licensed banks, 29 restricted license banks and 29 deposit-taking companies. 68 of them
were incorporated in Hong Kong and 132 were incorporated outside Hong Kong. In addition, there were
79 representative offices of foreign banks coming from 27 economies/regions. As at end December 2007,
152 of the largest 500 banks in the world had a presence in Hong Kong. The value added generated by
the banking industry amounted to $136.5 billion, or 9.6% of Hong Kong’s Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) in 2006, representing an increase of 41.6% compared with 1997.
The development of the banking sector also promotes the development of other financial industries.
In 2007, some 2 940 establishments and about 32 400 persons were engaged in the business. These
included stock and share companies; commodity futures, gold bullion and foreign exchange
brokers/dealers; stock, bullion and commodity exchanges; fund management companies; investment
advisory companies; and firms providing other various financial services. The financial markets and
asset management industry generated value added of about $59.0 billion, contributing to 4.1% of Hong
Kong’s GDP in 2006.
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Hong Kong is also the Securities and Exchange Center and an important place for the mainland
enterprises to raise funds. At the end of 2007, 1 048 companies were listed on the Main Board of the
Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited (HKEx), with a total market capitalization of $20,536
billion. Despite an increase of only 7.5% in the number of listed companies, market capitalization was
observed to rise 55.0% over 2006. Since July 1993 when the first Chinese state owned company was
listed on the HKEx through issuance of H shares, the role of Hong Kong as a major fund-raising centre
for the mainland of China had become increasingly important. By the end of 2007, there were 146 H
shares listed on the HKEx, with market capitalization of $5,080 billion. In addition, there were also 93
“Red Chips” companies and 200 private enterprises listed on HKEx. Hong Kong is one of the most
active and liberal debt markets and a leading asset management centre in Asia.
(3) Tourism .In 2007, 51 900 persons were engaged in industries closely related to tourism, such as
hotels and travel agents and 315 300 persons in industries partly related to tourism such as restaurants,
retailers, transport operators and other service providers serving visitors. In terms of economic
contribution, inbound tourism and outbound tourism together generated $45.3 billion value added and
176 300 job opportunities in 2006, or 3.2% of total GDP and 5.2% of total employment of Hong Kong
respectively. The number of incoming visitors in 2007 reached 28.2 million, increased by 11.6% as
compared with 25.3 million in 2006 and set the highest record for visitor arrivals in history. The
mainland of China remained the major source market of visitors to Hong Kong since 1994. Visitor
arrivals from the mainland of China reached 15.5 million in 2007, accounted for 55.0% of the total
visitor arrivals, followed by South and Southeast Asia (10.3%) and Taiwan (7.9%). In addition, Hong
Kong is Asia’s major trade exhibition and business conference center. A total of 218 conventions and 78
exhibitions with international participation were held in Hong Kong in 2006.
(4) Professional service .The professional service is Hong Kong’s fourth-largest service industry.
The professional services industry generated $40 billion of value added, or 2.8% of Hong Kong’s Gross
Domestic Product (GDP), in 2006 and provided job opportunities for about 106 000 persons in 2007. In
2007, there were about 13 500 professional services establishments, including 3 900 accounting,
auditing and bookkeeping firms, 1 800 solicitor and barrister firms, 3 300 architectural, surveying and
engineering firms and some 4 500 management consultant firms. The business receipts of professional
services industry increased by 10.7% in 2007 over a year earlier. The development of professional
services industry over the past decade was quite remarkable. Number of establishments and persons
engaged increased by 35% and 23% respectively between 1997 and 2007. During the same period, the
total number of registered professionals also increased remarkably, with certified public accountants
increasing at the fastest rate of 7.3% per year on average.
2. 3 Manufacturing company is the support for the Hong Kong service industry
In this paper, the Hong Kong Manufacturing Company refers specifically to the Hong Kong
manufacturing companies in the mainland. The rapid expansion of Hong Kong’s service industries in the
past two decades benefited from the development of the Hong Kong Manufacturing Company and the
sub-contracting business model. In the late 80’s, under the pressure of high land prices, high rents, high
labor costs, a large number of Hong Kong manufacturers shifted their production to the Mainland, where
the land and labor costs were relatively low, in particular the Pearl River Delta in Guangdong Province.
And because of the changes in the business, many original manufacturing companies become the service
company. These companies transferred their manufacturing factories to the Mainland, and kept the
headquarters and other high value-added services such as marketing, order processing, material
procurement, design, packaging, logistics business in Hong Kong. This business model is known as
"shop in front and factory in back" mode. At the same time, in order to adapt to the changes in
international markets and increase exports, many traditional trading companies, set up manufacturing
factories in mainland, and formed a sub-contracting operation mode. In the sub-contractors mode,
products manufactured in the mainland branch companies, headquarters in Hong Kong focused its
efforts on trade, market and management. This mode of operation combined the mainland companies’
low-cost production advantage and the Hong Kong trading companies’ familiar with the international
market advantage together, promoted the expeditions of business of Hong Kong trade companies and
improved their production efficiency. This production mode provided a strong support to the
development of Hong Kong’s service industry.
The financial crisis press great operating pressure to the Hong Kong Manufacturing Company.
Mostly concentrated in the Pearl River Delta region, the types of these companies are sound equipment,
electrical appliances, toys, clothing, footwear and other labor-intensive industries. The development of
these enterprises is based on low labor and land inputs, production technology is very low. With the
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labor, land costs rising substantially in the Pearl River Delta region, the competitive advantages of the
Hong Kong Manufacturing Company decreased a lot in recent years. Under the impact of the financial
crisis, there has an obvious drop in experts of these labor-intensive consumer goods. Many Hong Kong
Manufacturing Companies face the problem of orders reduction, profit decline, and even bankruptcy.

3 Hong Kong’s Economic Problems under the Global Financial Crisis
Wholesale/Retail
Import and
export trade
Restaurants

Table 2 1997-2007 Business Receipts Indices
1997
2002
2003
2004
2005

2006

2007

124.4

88.3

85.8

93.8

100

107.4

120.6

107.2

75.5

80.4

90.5

100

110.2

119.1

104.7

94.9

85.7

94.3

100

109.5

124.2

Hotels

99

73.1

58.8

81.9

100

113.7

131.1

61.7

68.8

69.1

85

100

110.6

122.6

Storage

157.1

81.1

77.4

90.6

100

110.2

127.8

Communications

127.1

96.6

94.3

95.1

100

100.8

110.8

Banking
Financing
(except banking)
Insurance

84.1

86.4

86.4

90.2

100

119.5

165.3

79.8

56

65.7

87.5

100

147.9

249.7

38.2

59.2

70.5

86.2

100

121.3

156.2

100

99.6

139.3

100

119.6

135.4

100

114

135.4

100

109.7

117.1

Transport

Real estate
135.6
71.5
75.9
86.2
Business
119.7
87.6
88.1
95.3
services
Tourism
91.5
75.5
70
88.5
Computer and
53.1
63.7
67.3
81.1
information
services
Note: Data is from Hong Kong Annual Digest of Statistics(2008 Edition)
Statistics Department.
Table 3
2005

Wholesale/Retail
Import and export
trade
Restaurants
Hotels

edited by Hong Kong Census and

2005-2008 the variation ratio of Business Receipts Indices
2006

2007

2007
3 quarter

2007
4 quarter

2008
1 quarter

2008
2 quarter

5.6

7.9

10.4

9

15.5

9.6

14.1

6.8

7.3

12.8

15.1

17.7

17.5

14.4

10.6

10.2

8

8.2

7.6

13.2

14.6

6

9.5

13.4

15.4

14.8

16

15.3

Transport

22.1

13.7

15.2

15.7

16.5

9.9

9.6

Storage

17.8

10.6

10.8

11.7

14.8

15.9

11

Communications

10.4

10.2

16

11.7

10.3

10.7

3.5

Banking
Financing (except
banking)
Insurance

5.1

0.8

10

9.7

16.2

11.2

13.5

10.9

19.5

38.3

47.7

45

6.4

-6.8

14.3

47.9

68.8

99.6

82.9

32.8

4.7

Real estate

16

21.3

28.8

42.1

35.4

11.7

8.3

Business services

16

-0.4

39.8

27.7

69.5

14.5

10

Tourism
4.9
19.6
13.2
11.8
14
11.5
10.3
Computer and
12.9
14
18.7
18.9
25.4
14.2
14
information
services
Note: Data is from Hong Kong Annual Digest of Statistics (2008 Edition) edited by Hong Kong Census and
Statistics Department.
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Table 2 shows the revenue changes of the Hong Kong’s service industry from the 1997 Asian
financial crisis. In the 1997 Asian financial crisis and the subsequent 2003 epidemic of SARS, Hong
Kong’s service industry was particularly hard hit. Until 2006, the industry revenue was generally
restored to the level of 97. Finance, insurance, transport, trade and other business incurred the largest
loss. In February 2007, the U.S. sub-loan crisis happened, and the Lehman bank filed for bankruptcy in
September 2008. The U.S. financial crisis intensified and developed into a global financial crisis. From
the second half of 2008, the global financial crisis began to influence Hong Kong economy. This
performance is particularly evident in the service industry.
Hong Kong’s financial industry has been most affected. From Table 3 it can be seen that Banking
and financial services industries are in the most affected after the financial crisis. There is a rapid decline
in industry revenue. In the second quarter of 2008, banking industry even has the first negative growth
since the past few years. At the end of the third quarter, because a lot of major financial institutions in
the United States had been threatened with a bankruptcy, the global financial crisis became even more
serious. The panic selling appeared in many countries’ stock market, Hong Kong was no exception.
Hong Kong’s Hang Seng index plummeted by 15% in September, and fall 22% in October. The normal
operation of Hong Kong’s capital markets has been seriously affected. The growth of other financial
related industries, such as insurance, real estate and business services, had a slowed down significantly
from the beginning of the second quarter of 2008.
Import and export trade and related industries sectors have been affected in different degrees. The
merchandise exports slowed down in the third quarter and only had a small increase. Even so, this was
the worst performance since the first quarter of 2002. With the increase of global financial crisis, exports
to other markets also had different degrees of slowing down. As a result, the growth of related industries,
such as business service, trade service, transportation and storage service also slowed down slightly.
Exports of services had maintained a steady increase in the financial crisis, but the growth rate was also
smaller than the second quarter. The growth of tourism also had signs of deceleration and affect the
growth of related industry, such as transportation, hotels, catering services, the number of visitors from
long distance market decrease a lot, particularly the tourists from Europe and the United States.
To face the challenge of financial crisis, the SAR Government has been actively responding well to
prevent the spread of financial risks. From the beginning of the sub-loan crisis in the United States, in
order to ensure stability of the financial system, the Hong Kong Monetary Authority introduced a
number of measures to alleviate the pressure on banks and provide necessary assistance to the banks.
Securities and Futures Commission and the Insurance Supervisory Commission also had made action to
strengthen the protection of investors and policyholders. At the same time, most Hong Kong’s local
financial institutions’ participation in directly investment to the US sub-loan is limited in small scale.
The local banking system remains steadily without be directly effected by the sub-loan crisis.
Benefit from the economic development of the Mainland, Hong Kong’s service industries is also
faced with new opportunities in the global financial crisis. For example, supported by the growth of
trade in the Mainland, offshore trade growth was still significant. Although 2008 is the "Olympic Year",
but the mainland tourists to Hong Kong remained a high-speed growth. In the third quarter of 2008, the
Mainland tourists to Hong Kong wad still higher than last year, an increase of 9.4%. Individual Visit
Scheme is one of the bright spots; the visitors in accordance with this scheme had a further rise in the
third quarter, the ratio wad 14.5%. These factors effectively guaranteed the smooth operation of Hong
Kong’s service industries. At the same time, the ten naturalization industry plan in the mainland had
already been introduced. The mainland accelerated the pace of industrial upgrading and began to support
the development of high-tech industry. These policies provide a good environment for the Hong Kong
companies in mainland to upgrade their technological level and achieve their own industrial upgrading.
Based on the above analysis, the challenges faced by Hong Kong’s economic in the financial crisis
can be summarized into the following three aspects: (1)financial sector’s profits decline a lot, related
sector’s services business reduces. (2) The trade and service market in Western countries shrink. 3 Hong
Kong Company in mainland operates difficultly. Hong Kong economy is facing the opportunity for: the
steady development of the Mainland economy and the acceleration of the industrial upgrading.
Therefore, in order to face the challenge of the financial crisis, it is important for Hong Kong service
companies to expand business in the Mainland, and to Hong Kong companies in mainland to enhance
the productivity.
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4 Conclusions
Through the above analysis, this paper can be drawn the following conclusions:
(1) The a major problem of Hong Kong economy is decline in financial sector profits and trade
volume with Western developed countries.
(2)The expansion of demand of the Mainland market is the most important opportunity for Hong
Kong’s economic development.
(3) Hong Kong economy has great demands for information technology, electrical and electronic
technologies, manufacturing technology. To ensure sustainable development of Hong Kong economy, it
is very important to promote scientific and technological development.
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Abstract This paper aims to select the evaluation indexes of high-level Wushu team based on the
literature, questionnaires, AHP and mathematical statistics so as to build a Performance Management
Evaluation Index System. The research findings are as follows: high-level Wushu team Performance
Management Evaluation Index System consists of four first-class indexes including the sports team
training management, team logistics management, and management of competition and team players,
and 17 specified second-class indexes. The construction of evaluation indexes can provide theoretical
and methodological basis for fostering more talented competitive martial arts athletes.
Key words High-level Wushu team; Analytic hierarchical process; Performance evaluation system;
Innovation system

1 Introduction
Colleges and universities incorporate the competitive sports into the higher education system,
which corresponds to the current world trend of development of competitive sports. Since 1987 when
the State Education Commission issued “Notification on the pilot project of the recruitment of
high-level athletes in some colleges and universities", more than 100 university which can enroll
high-level athletes have been established as pilot universities. Establishment of University high-level
sports teams has become an important strategic measure in the development of physical education in
schools. The pilot project of recruiting high-level players in colleges and universities create a new way
of combining the sports and teaching and is a strategy to establish the sports talent echelon in multi-level
and multi-channel way. The University high-level wushu team as an important part of high-level sports
teams, its establishment and development open up a new way of fostering high-level Martial Arts
players. In the past decades, some achievements in construction of university high level martial arts
teams which plays an positive role in cultivating talent martial arts players has been accomplished. This
article tries to integrate the performance management into the management of the martial arts sports
teams and provide theoretical and methodological basis for fostering more talented high-level of
martial arts athletes in universities, optimizing the High-level wushu team management and for the
rational reform of the university high-level wushu teams.

2 Literature Review
Performance management refers to a sustainable and cyclic process in which managers at all levels
participate in performance planning , performance coaching communication, performance appraisal
evaluation, application of evaluation results, and the elevation of performance goals in order to
achieve the organizational goals , with enhancing personal, departmental and organizational
performance as its objectives. Rogers (1990) claims that the major characteristics of performance
management is that it is a system with integrated annual cycle, development of group policies, resources
goals and guidelines. Spangenger (1992) points out that traditional performance evaluation is a
relatively independent from other background factors of the organization, such as such as organizational
goals and strategies, organizational culture, and managers' commitment and support. Bates (1995)
pointed out that the performance is a multi-dimensional construction which will have different results
when measured and observed in different angles. The limited role that the traditional performance
evaluation plays in improving employee satisfaction and performance is in accomplishing organizational
goals contributes to the development of the performance management system. Brocken, J (1996)
contends that incentive fairness features the amount of material interests obtained from incentive results
which are determined by the performance evaluation, so the individuals will judge if it's fair by
comparing their own material interests with their efforts or with their colleagues' material interest in
horizontal direction. Taylor (1999) pointed out that increasing employees' job satisfaction is beneficial
for organizational commitment, while they did not propose specific solutions.
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The research on the application of performance management in the sports industry is in its infancy
in China. Zhang HongZhen (1995) pointed out the major problems existing in the current performance
evaluation of professional sports clubs : singleness of Performance Evaluation index of sports clubs,
lack of content ; little value of evaluation results ; lack of participation and communication when
developing evaluation system; singleness of dynamic mechanism of evaluation ; emphasis on results
rather than process . Based on analysis of strengths and weaknesses of management of university
high-level sports teams in Jiangsu Province, Zhan Xingyong (2007) proposes that during the
construction and management of University high-level sports teams, it is an urgent need to establish a
comprehensive management evaluation system to monitor and control the managing process effectively.
Wei Wei, Chou Liqin (2008) made use of survey and Delphi and constructed the Performance
Management evaluation index of Higher PE institution teaching management based on the balanced
score card, and established the weight of the performance evaluation index of the teaching management
PE institutions through AHP analytic method. Sun Xiaoming (2009) adopted several methods such as
literature, questionnaire, consultancy and mathematical statistics to do research on the current situation
of university high-level sports teams in the light of core competitiveness, and set up the core
competitiveness index evaluation system of university high-level sports teams in Jiangsu Province.
Research on performance management in the sports industry in China is relatively limited in terms of
quantity and quality. The author searched for two keyword “sports” and “performance management” in
“Chinese Journal Full-text database” from 1999 to 2010, and only got 26 relevant articles, among which
there are fewer articles about performance management of high level martial arts teams. The research on
this field is in urgent need to be explored.

3 Analytic Hierarchical Processes and Its Application
3.1 The selection of performance management indexes of university high-level Wushu teams
Through searching for the Chinese periodical full text database, the author read the research
literature about the performance management evaluation indexes of the high-level Wushu Team. Thus,
the author chose as many indexes as possible, especially those frequently occurring indexes and then left
out those repeated or similar indexes. In combination with the definition and characteristics of the
high-level Wushu team, as well as the framework of the high-level Wushu Team evaluation indexes
system, several indexes have been selected. 21 evaluation indexes are initially designated including 4
first-class indexes and 17 sub-class indexes, as follows: Wushu Team training management subsystem
(including the training content B1, training sessions B2, training methods B3, training resumed B4),
Wushu Team stuff management subsystem (athletes enrollment management B5, athletes roll
management B6, athletes employment management B7, coaches proficiency B8, coaches academic
qualifications B9), Wushu Teams’ competition Management subsystem (competition frequency
management B10, competition achievement management B11, competition system management B12,
competition performance management B13), Wushu team logistics management subsystem (the input of
funds B14, scientific research B15, input of playground B16, medical input B17).
3.2 The principle of constructing the innovative evaluation system
3.2.1 Scientific principle
When constructing innovative evaluation index system of high-level Wushu Team performance
management, the researcher should be objective and respect the actual situation of high-level Wushu
Team to ensure that the evaluation indexes are scientific and reasonable. It includes three aspects: firstly,
the overall evaluation index system of performance management should be complete and reflect the
evaluation goal comprehensively, clearly and scientifically. Secondly, the indexes within the
performance management index system are independent; the indexes in the same hierarchy do not
contain each other or overlap with each other; Thirdly, Calculate the combination weight vector of the
lowest level over the objective, and do the consistency test according to the formula. If the test is passed,
the results shown by the combination weight vector can be implemented
3.2.2 Hierarchical principle
The Evaluation Index System of High-Level Wushu Team Performance Management is not only
systemic and holistic, but also hierarchical and synthetics in a certain degree. To accurately and
comprehensively reflect various aspects and characteristics of the evaluation index system, a
comprehensive evaluation must be carried out in different levels, consisting of the overall goal,
sub-goals, evaluation criteria and the specific alternative plans. Therefore, the performance management
index system does not merely concern the one aspect or one factor; it should be comprehensive as a
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system with distinct hierarchies and structure.
3.2.3 Dynamic principle
Dynamic principle is that all the elements constituting the system are dynamic and developing, and
are interrelated and constrained with each other. The performance management indexes of High-level
Wushu Team are subject to the limitations and constraints of the system itself, and affected and
restrained by other systems as well. The indexed will change according to time, location, and how much
effort people make. it is the dynamic relevance of various parts within the performance management
evaluation index system of High-level Wushu team that contribute to the continuous development of the
system. Therefore, we must master of the dynamic features of each management factor and make full
use of the relevant factors.
3.3 Constructing the judgment matrix and calculating the weight value
The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) takes a very complex multi-goal strategic problem as a
whole and divides the integral goal into some sub goals or sub-principles. The sub goals and
sub-principles are further discomposed into a number of multi-index hierarchies. By the method of
solving characteristic vectors of the judgment matrix, the preferential weights that the elements of each
hierarchy accord with higher hierarchy are calculated, and then the final weights of the alternative plans
to the overall objective are added hierarchically by weighted sum.
3.3.1 Scale value of indexes’ relative importance
This article uses the analytic hierarchy process to construct the performance management evolution
indexes system of high-level Wush Team and to clarify the relationships among the evaluation indexes
hierarchies, and builds a hierarchical model. The Delphi method and the ratio scale technology are
adopted to judge the relative importance of each indexes and to construct a judgment matrix. The
implication of one index on another one is shown in table 1.
Table 1

Scale Value of Indexes’ Relative Importance

Compare Index A with index B
By comparison, A is extremely more important than B
By comparison, A is much more important than B
By comparison, A is more important than B
By comparison, A is slightly more important than B
By comparison, A is as important as B
By comparison, A is slightly less important than B
By comparison, A is less important than B
By comparison, A is much less important than B
By comparison, A is extremely less important than B

The evaluation
value of index A
9
7
5
3
1
1/3
1/5
1/7
1/9

Memo
2，4，6，8 is the
mid-value of these
adjacent evolution
value
1/2，1/4，1/6，1/8
is the mid-value of
these adjacent
evolution value

3.3.2 Constructing the pair wise comparison matrix
Constructing the pair wise comparison matrix refers to the process that starting from the second
layer, each factor of the same hierarchy that influences the factors on the higher hierarchy are compared
by pair to construct the comparison matrix by using the 1-9 comparison scale till the lowest level. In this
paper, the Delphi method and AHP and the importance in Table 1 are combined to assign the value of
judgment matrix (see table 2).
A
A1
A2
A3
A4

A1
1
1/3
1/2
1/3

A2
3
1
2
3

A3
2
1/2
1
1/2

Table 2
A4
3
1/3
2
1

Judgment Matrix of the Relative Importance of Indexes
A3
B10 B11 B12 B13
A4 B14
B10
1
2
1/5
1
B14
1
B11
1/2
1
1/5
2
B15 1/3
B12
5
5
1
3
B16 1/2
B13
1
1/2
1/3
1
B17 1/2

A2
B5
B6
B7
B8

B5
1
2
1/4
1/3

B6
1/2
1
1/5
1/7

B7
4
5
1
1/5

B8
3
7
5
1

B9
3
7
3
1

B9

1/3

1/7

1/3

1

1

A1
B1
B2
B3
B4

B1
1
1/2
3
1

B2
2
1
5
1

B3
1/3
1/5
1
1/5

B4
1
1
5
1

B15
3
1
2
2

B16
2
1/2
1
1/2

B17
2
1/2
2
1
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3.3.3 Defining the weight of each index
In the analytic hierarchical model, it is normal to apply the method of summation to define the
weight of each index. The underlying theory is that for a consistent judgment matrix, the normalization
of the value of each row is its corresponding weight. A single row of weight is obtained from
normalization of the judgment matrix (Table 5). The combination weight of sub-class indexes, or the
final weight of each index is calculated by the data from Table 5 and combination weight formula:
w(k)=(w1(k), w2(k),…, wn(k), T=p(k)w(k-1). Based on this index system this article chose the AHP
method to define the weight of each weight. As shown in table 3, through calculation. WA1j=(A1,A2,
A3,A4)=(0.4502, 0.1061, 0.2599,0.1838); WB1j=(B1,B2, B3,B4)= (0.17 80,0.1108,0.05796,0.1317);
WB 2J =(B5,B6,B7,B8,B9)=(0.2543,0.4924,0.1346,0.0563,0.0622);WB 3J =(B11,B12,B13,B14)
=(0.1576,0.13 25,0.5832,0.1266)；WB4J=（B15，B16，B17，B18）=（0.4202,0.1213,0.2685,0.1898）.
Table 3
Index

Construction of High-level Wushu Team Performance Management Evaluation
weight
Sub-index
weight
Training contentB1
0.1780
Training sessions B2
0.1108
Team training
0.4502
management A1
Training method B3
0.5796
training resumedB4
0.1317
athletes enrollment management
0.2543
B5
Athletes roll management B6
0.4924
Team stuff management
athletes employment
0.1061
0.1346
A2
management B7
coaches proficiency B8
0.0563
coaches academic qualifications
0.0622
B9
competition frequency
0.1576
management B10
competition achievement
0.1325
management B11
Team competition
0.2599
management A3
competition system management
0.5832
B12
competition performance
0.1266
management B13
input of funds B14
0.4202
scientific research B15
0.1213
Team logistics
0.1838
management A4
input of playground B16
0.2685
medical input B17
0.1898

3.3.4 Consistency test of the judgment matrix
Calculate the combination weight vector of the lowest level over the objective, and do the
consistencies test according to the formula. If the test is passed, the results shown by the combination
weight vector can be implemented and determine the performance management index system of
university high-level Wushu team. The value of 1-9 level in the judgment matrix can be seen in Table 4.
Specific formula is as follows: CR = CI / RI, CI = (λmax-n) / n-1, in which n is the order of the matrix,
and RI the average random consistency index of the matrix. When CR <= 0.1, it is considered that the
judgment consistency is acceptable, otherwise it needs some rearrangement. When n ≤ 2, there is no
need for having the consistency test. By calculating, CR (A) = 0.0607<0.1, CR (A1) = 0.0162< 0.1, CR
(A2) = 0.0762 <0.1, CR (A3) = 0.0975 <0.1, CR (A4) = 0.0126 <0.1. This judgment matrix of evaluation
index system passes the consistency test.
n
R1

1
0

Table 4
2
0

The Value of Average Random Consistency Indexes
3
4
5
6
7
0.58
0.6
1.12
1.24
1.32

8
1.41

9
1.46

4 Guarantee Strategies of University High-level Martial Arts Sports Teams
Performance Management
4.1 Establishing scientific and reasonable performance management evaluation system
University high-level martial arts Sports Team performance management mechanism belongs to
one type of non-participation evaluation systems, in which the martial arts Sports Team is passive to
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accept the tasks with ambiguous goals and equivocal responsibilities. After tasks are completed, the
manager of the martial arts team carries on the appraisal and the inspection to the subordinate with
limited index and subjective impression. Obviously, this kind d evaluation will result in some deviation.
The scientific and reasonable construction of index system requires explicit design principle which
guides the design of the framework and content of high-level martial arts sports teams’ index system. In
turn, the framework and index content determine the index calculation and data retrieval.
4.2 Feasibility of enhancing performance management evaluation system
Performance management system as a foreign advanced theory is applied in the high-level martial
arts Sports Team operation. Due to the differences in the operation, management and evaluation of high
level martial arts Sports Teams this theory can’t be transplanted without some adjustments. Feasibility of
the high level martial arts Sports Team performance management can be quantified in three parts. First,
a scientific and reasonable performance management index system can be constructed on the basis of
expert evaluation and Delphi and high-level martial arts Sports Team's behavior need to be guided to
achieve the set working standard. Second, establishment of fair competitive system can guarantee the
“publicity, fairness and equality” in the evaluation process. Third, according to the problems emerging
from the evaluation process, the indexes can be adjusted. And the targets can be assigned to the leader of
each section, according to the operation of the high-level martial arts sports teams.
4.3 Improve the feedback mechanism of performance management evaluation system
Good performance feedback is helpful for elimination obstacles quickly and maximizing the
efficiency of high-level martial arts Sports Team performance management. The main purpose of
performance feedback is to improve and enhance the relationship between the valuator and the martial
arts Sports Team, and to help them make good use of the strength and overcome the weakness, to clarify
the need for development and training of martial arts Sports Team, and to understand feedback and
evaluation of martial arts Sports Team. The effective feedback can not only make the team managers
master the actual operation process of target realization, but plays a intriguing role in affirming the
achievements through conversation and communication so as to stimulate the team to train harder and
make better performance in competition. All the problems emerging from the performance evaluation
should be taken seriously, analyzed and solved to improve the performance management of university
high-level martial arts sports teams.

5 Conclusions
University High-Level martial arts sports team Evaluation index innovation system is comprised of
four first-class indexes including team training management, team logistics management, team
competition management, team personnel management and 17 sub-class indexes. The construction of
Performance Management Evaluation Index System of the High-Level martial arts sports team provides
a new theoretical basis for university high-level martial arts sports teams achieving advantages in
competitions. This research builds a simple Performance Management Evaluation Model of high-level
martial arts sports teams. As this is the first time to research on high-level martial arts sports teams from
this perspective, some concrete studies still need to be further explored and improved.
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Abstract Project Portfolio Management (PPM) has emerged as a central tool of governing
multi-project environments in modern organisations. The paper presents a case study of project portfolio
management at Philips Research, a research division of Royal Philips Electronics Inc., a multinational
electronics company. We examine the initial conditions and main motivation to implement PPM in the
company. Further, we study characteristics and specifics of managing a portfolio of innovation and
research projects in Philips Research. Last but not least, we elaborate on the prospects of PPM in the
company.
Key words Project management; Innovation; R&D; Strategy

1 Introduction
Project Portfolio Management (PPM) has emerged as a central tool of governing multi-project
environments in modern organisations. As a basis, PPM was understood as a tool of selecting the right
projects and aligning them to the company’s strategy. While the project management methods address
the issue of ‘doing the projects right’, the project portfolio management was supposed to deal with the
issue of ‘doing the right projects’, i.e. selecting and prioritising among several projects. However, the
issue is more complex. Modern PPM is a multi-dimensional concept, not limited only to initial selection
of projects. Despite the recognised importance of this topic and numerous academic and
practice-oriented publications on PPM, research is lacking a critical mass of empirical evidence.
This paper aims to critically examine implementation and applications of PPM in Philips Research,
a research division of the multinational electronics company Royal Philips Electronics Inc. Philips
Research offers an interesting environment for the study since this organisation possess a
well-established, mature PPM. Moreover, all projects covered by PPM are of R&D nature. Management
of R&D projects is a distinctive area of research within the discipline of project management.
The fundamental research question driving this study is formulated as: How is Project Portfolio
Management used in Philips Research?
This leading research question is translated into a set of sub-questions. Firstly, while the benefits of
PPM are widely acknowledged both in academic literature and consultancy reports, and each individual
organisation may have its own goal in implementation of PPM that may differ from a set of commonly
acknowledged objectives. Hence, the first sub-question is:
(1) Why is Portfolio Project Management applied or implemented (what are the strategic aims and
motivations)?
The motivation to apply or implement PPM may impact the manner in which PPM is conducted.
Companies may adopt their own idiosyncratic approaches to PPM, having PPM as a comprehensive
system or as a patchwork of various processes. Alternatively, organisations may rely on PPM
methodologies designed and popularised by professional project management associations and
consultancy companies. The role of a portfolio manager is seen as crucial in this respect. A portfolio
manager can form his/her knowledge of PPM from a specialised literature and/or other sources. This
reasoning gives ground for the second sub-question:
(2) How is the project portfolio managed?
The organisation of PPM and techniques of project management may not be the optimal ones, and
room for improvement may exist. As companies strive for excellence in their organisational processes,
the study aims to investigate what companies perceive as deliverables of their current PPM processes,
and if the current PPM practices are not optimal, in what way they are improved.
(3) How can/should the current PPM practices be improved?
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section, literature is reviewed in accordance with the
main research objective. Section 3 describes the case. Finally, Section 4 concludes and provides
managerial implications of the study.
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2 Literature Review
2.1 Projects and portfolios
When reviewing the PPM literature it seems to be of utmost importance to outline the distinction
the present theory makes between project, programme and portfolio and to separate them conceptually.
The Project Management Institute defines a project as ‘a temporary endeavour undertaken to create
a unique product or service’ (PMI, 2004, p. 5). (Turner 1999) suggests a more elaborate definition:
‘a project is an endeavour in which human, financial and material resources are organised in a
novel way to undertake a unique scope of work, of given specification, which constraints of cost and
time, so as to achieve beneficial change defined by quantitative and qualitative objectives’.
A portfolio is a group or set of projects with varying characteristics (Meredith and Mandel, 2010),
or ‘a group of projects that are carried out under the sponsorship and/or management of a particular
organisation’ (Archer and Ghasemzadeh, 1999, p. 208). Smaller organisations might have only one
project portfolio, while larger organisations may have separate portfolios for strategic and operational
projects as the selection criteria and evaluation differ substantially (PMI, 2003).
In its landmark manual ‘The Standard for Portfolio Management’, The Project Management
Institute (PMI, 2006, p. 4) provides an all-encompassing definition of a portfolio:
‘A portfolio is a collection of projects (temporary endeavours undertaken to create a unique product,
service, or result) and/or programmes (a group of related projects managed in a coordinated way to
obtain benefits and control not available from managing them individually) and other work that are
grouped together to facilitate the effective management of that work to meet strategic business
objectives’.
A crucial point of the above definition is that a portfolio is not a ‘pile’ of projects, rather it is an
effectively managed collection; and it is managed with an ultimate goal of achieving strategic business
objectives.
PMI (2006) outlines four main characteristics of a project portfolio. Firstly, all components of a
portfolio represent investments made or planned by the company. Secondly, these components should be
aligned with the company’s strategic goals and objectives. Thirdly, all components typically have some
distinguishable characteristics allowing the company to cluster them for more effective management;
usually this is done in programmes. And fourthly, all components of a portfolio are quantifiable, i.e. can
be measured, ranked and prioritised. This is critical because an important mission of portfolio
management is about making decisions about allocation of resources or choosing between different
alternatives. These decisions should be based on objective (measureable) data.
2.2 Project portfolio management: evolution and definition
In its most general form, Project Portfolio Management is a term used to describe methods for
analysing and collectively managing a group of current or proposed projects based on numerous key
characteristics. In this respect, the fundamental objective of the PPM is to determine the optimal mix
and the sequence of proposed projects to achieve the organisation’s strategic goals, taking into account
resource constraints of project management. Hence, PPM is a dynamic decision-making process
enabling to meet the business strategy (Cooper et al, 1999). Likewise, (Levine 2005) describes project
portfolio management as a set of business practices that brings the world of projects into tight
integration with other business operations. (PMI 2003) refers to selection and support of projects or
programme investments.
This view is reflected in the Standard for Portfolio Management by PMI (2006, p.5), ‘portfolio
management combines (a) the organisation’s focus of ensuring that projects selected for investment meet
the portfolio strategy with (b) the project management focus of delivering projects effectively and within
their planned contribution to the portfolio’. PPM’s mission is not only about selection of projects, but
also about their effective and efficient execution.
In a comprehensive practice-oriented guide to the world of PPM, (Rajegopal et al. 2007) describe
the following benefits of PPM, inter alia, better co-ordination between different departments in an
organisation, tighter alignment with organisational objectives, maximised portfolio value with optimal
balance, increased transparency and streamlined decision-making, better resource utilisation. In the
absence of PPM, an organisation risks to find itself in a situation when individual projects are judged on
an individual basis without global vision.
2.3 Project (portfolio) management and business strategy
The alignment of strategic priorities (strategic fit) has become a central theme in the strategic
management literature, and as the previous section shows, alignment of project portfolio with the
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organisation’s business strategy is the most crucial task of PPM.
The literature on alignment of the business strategy and PM is still scant; and most studies connect
project management to business strategy through project selection, and perceive this link as part of the
alignment process (Bard et al, 1988; Cooper et al, 1998a; Englund and Graham, 1999). Despite this
straightforward view, this link is often elusive. Cooper et al (1998a) state that there is often no link
between strategy and project selection. Despite clear business and strategies, the spending on projects
does often not reflect the stated strategy and priorities.
These examples vividly show that the issue of alignment is more complex as it may seem at first
sight.
It is only recently that the alignment of project management and business strategy has become an
object of thorough scholarly examination (Artto and Dietrich, 2004; Jamieson and Morris, 2004;
Anderson and Merna, 2003). For instance, Srivannaboon and Milosevic (2004) designed a theoretical
framework using mediating processes that a company develops as mechanisms to ensure proper
alignment.
The literature suggested that strategic priorities at the functional level to be aligned with the
support business-unit-level strategies (Joshi et al, 2003). These business units are R&D, production,
human resources, information technology, etc. Surprisingly, project management is rarely seen as a
functional strategy, and yet the projects are basic building blocs of organisational strategy in many
companies (Cleland, 1999; Srivannaboon and Milosevic, 2006).
Srivannaboon and Milosevic (2006) understand the alignment between the business strategy and
project management as the degree to which priorities of the organisation’s project management are
compatible with priorities of its business strategy. However, as the authors observe, to date, the extant
body of literature does not explicitly talk about the relationship between business strategy and project
management in a cohesive and comprehensive way.
Scholars have conducted a number of empirical studies taking the strategic fit under the magnifying
lens. Scholten et al. (2010) analyse differences in strategic alignment between the project manager and
other executives working on the project. Existence or perception of the gap between project managers
and senior executives is quantitatively confirmed; and it is shown that this gap (strategic misalignment)
negatively influences the rate of project success.
Based on a research project comprised of 128 in-depth interviews in 30 companies, Blichfeldt and
Eskerod (2008) identify a major problem in relation to implementation of PPM in organisations. The
authors find that PPM often covers only a sub-set of on-going projects, while projects that are not
subject to PPM tie up resources that initially were dedicated to PPM projects. They argue for inclusion
of all projects in PPM. In its essence, the study reveals a major problem that the literature signals,
namely, the misalignment between the business strategy and project management.
The need for further research on the strategic alignment between strategy and project management
stems from the current business realities when projects are often chosen as vehicles of implementation
of the business strategy (Morris and Jamieson, 2004). Misalignment between the business strategy and
project strategy may lead to the organisation’s inability to grasp new market opportunities and sustain
competitive pressures.
It can be concluded that strategy can be implemented through various means, not necessarily
projects. However, if projects are executed in a company, they have to be aligned with strategy.
2.4 Project portfolio management processes
PPM as a continuous activity encompasses a set of processes. Organisational Project Maturity
Model 3 (OPM3), developed by the Project Management Institute, summarises the main activities
essential to PPM (PMI, 2003, p. 24): (a) translating organisational strategies into specific initiatives or
business cases that become the foundation for programmes and projects; (b) identifying and initiating
programmes and projects; (c) providing, allocating and reallocating resources to programmes, projects,
and other activities; (d) maintaining a balanced project portfolio; (e) supporting the organisational
project management environment.
More specifically, Turner (2009, p.328) suggests a five-step process for PPM
(1) Maintain a list of all current projects in a project database;
(2) Report the status of all projects through a central project-reporting system;
(3) Prioritise and select projects through a transparent system maintained centrally;
(4) Plan and assign resources on all projects centrally;
(5) Evaluate the business benefits of all projects post-completion.
All components of a portfolio must be quantifiable, i.e. can be measured, ranked and prioritised.
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These characteristics are necessary for the implementation of the above list of processes. Conventional
characteristics of projects, most commonly they include the project’s total expected cost, expected
timeline / duration and schedule of investment, consumption of resources, and expected nature,
magnitude and timing of benefits to be realised in the project. Each project is evaluated in terms of its
contribution to the performance of an organisation.
Most common evaluation methods are
- economic returns, which include Net Present Value (NPV), Internal Rate of Return (IRR), Return on
Original Investment (ROI), Return on Average Investment (RAI), PayBack Period (PBP), and
Expected Value (EV);
- benefit/cost techniques, involving the calculation of benefits to costs;
- risks, as a combination of the probability of an risk event and its impact on the project promises;
- market research approaches, used to collect data to forecast the demand for new products and
services (Archer and Ghasemzadeh, 1999).
In its turn, portfolio selection involves a simultaneous comparison of a number of projects on
specific dimensions in order to make up a desired portfolio. Groups of available portfolio selection
techniques include:
- ad hoc approaches, such as profiles (a crude form of scoring model), and interactive selection (an
interactive and iterative process to choose the best project);
- comparative approaches, including Q-Sort, pairwise comparison, the Analytic Hierarchy Procedure
(AHP), dollar metric, standard gamble, and successive comparison;
- scoring models, use a relatively small number of decision criteria (costs, work force availability, etc),
and scores are then combined (technique called “Weighted Factor Scoring”);
- portfolio matrices, meaning graphical representation of the projects under consideration on two
dimensions – likelihood of success and expected economic value;
- optimisation models – select from the list of candidate projects a set that provides maximum benefits
(Archer and Ghasemzadeh, 1999).
The frequency of portfolio assessment is not rigidly fixed, as it depends on the organisational
context. Deloitte Consulting, for example, suggest that there is no need to re-optimise a portfolio every
week, but quarterly assessments are highly recommended. Otherwise, there is no opportunity for making
adjustments and tracking continued alignment.
There is no generic way of designing a PPM and each organisation should adopt specific
techniques and methods reflecting its unique environment and corporate strategy. The key challenge to
implement an effective PPM process is typically a political will and determination of the organisation’s
leadership.
Supporting IT systems may enable visibility, standardisation and process improvement, with the
overall objective to manage the continuous flow of projects. Various software packages may treat
projects as part of an overall investment portfolio, and rely on established financial portfolio
optimisation methods, overlooking or even ignoring other important indicators. It should be highlighted
that the software plays only a supportive role to PPM. Critical are the strategic decision to introduce
PPM and the shift in philosophy at senior management level entailing an organisational change.
2.5 Project portfolio management: implementation and organisation
As is emphasised above, PPM is not only an IT system or a set of indicators of project performance.
When introduced, PPM entails substantial changes in the way an organisation is run. Firstly, PPM is
unthinkable without commitment and devotion of all members of the organisation, and specifically, its
senior executives. In fact, PMI’s (2006) The Standard for Portfolio Management devotes a section to the
link between PPM and organisation. Specifically, it describes roles of all actors involved in PPM –
executive managers, sponsors, portfolio managers, programme managers, project managers, etc. These
descriptions, however, are very generic and do not provide insights in how such system can function in
practice.
Yelin (2001) argues that the role of executives in the PPM processes is one of the determinants of
PPM success. Firstly, it is crucial to start with a clear organisational structure of PPM. Within this
structure all roles, accountabilities, sources of information and other elements are clearly defined.
Further, Makleff (2005) argues that the implementation of PPM practices comes with change in the
organisation. Because each organisation is different in terms of its maturity level and the ability to
manage change, a planned phased approach should be used to implement PPM. A gap analysis should
identify PPM focus areas; they are to become initial targets of PPM. Further, a governance process
should be developed, entailing that consistent processes are adopted throughout the organisation. The
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governance structures should be tailored to the organisational environment.
2.6 Portfolio management of innovation①
Historically, the PPM process was developed for project-intensive organisations, like construction
and engineering companies and R&D. Later, PPM has been deployed to govern IT investments, M&A,
asset and capital management. Recently, with the growing importance attached to innovation and
technology, scholars as well as practitioners have explicitly looked at the implementation of the PPM to
manage innovation.
In 1991, global consultancy company Arthur D. Little was one of the first to pay a specific
attention to the role of technology in PPM frameworks (Roussel et al, 1991). In its comprehensive
framework four elements of individual projects are assessed – technological competitive strength,
technology maturity, competitive impact of technologies, and R&D project attractiveness.
It is widely acknowledged within the discipline of innovation studies that there is a high percentage
of failure of innovation initiatives. In other words, failure is inevitable when managing innovation (Tidd
et al, 2005). Likewise, a high percentage of failure is recorded for projects; projects are cancelled
midstream, exceed budget and/or may be too late (Anbari and Kwak, 2004). As Matta and Ashkenas
(2003) put it, ‘Big projects fail at an astonishing rate’. Hence, innovation project management faces a
double challenge caused by the complex natures of both innovation and projects. In this respect, PPM
methods aim to improve product success rates by ensuring that a strategically aligned portfolio of
innovation projects is maintained (Killen et al, 2008).
To improve project success rate, the portfolio of innovation projects must contain a balance of
projects in terms of risks, project types, etc. and ensure efficient use of resources. While it is generally
acknowledged that application of PPM helps improve innovation performance (Cooper et al, 1998b;
Matheson and Matheson, 1998), empirical research in this area remains limited to date (Killen et al,
2007).
We shall outline several studies on the topic of innovation PPM. Ringuest et al. (1999) point to
displeasure of R&D managers with performance of R&D projects and note that most conventional
models and approaches for assessment of R&D projects evaluate them in isolation from each other, and
fail to account for the risk-mitigating effects of incorporating projects into the existing portfolio. The
authors develop a basic model addressing the risk in R&D projects.
Likewise, McDonough and Spital (2003) acknowledge that only few companies are satisfied with
the way the portfolios of new product projects are managed. On the basis of a survey among New
Product Development managers the authors formulate several conclusions. Some of them are as follows.
Managers argue “Don’t avoid risk, manage it”. Some slack capacity should be left, thus companies that
keep some development resources in reserve are significantly more likely to meet their portfolio
objectives. Considering reviewing the portfolio of projects, portfolios that have a higher percentage of
products that are successful in the market place are reviewed more frequently. It implies that more
frequent reviews may improve performance by reducing the feedback cycle time and more quickly
reducing uncertainty.
In their book Payback: Reaping the Rewards of Innovation, Andrew and Sirkin (2007) describe a
typical innovation project portfolio, which can be sub-divided into three groups. One third is proven
winners; another third are still at the beginning phase, so they can’t be fully evaluated. The remaining
one third of projects has not been successful, but they are still executed. 48 Per cent of senior financial
executives surveyed by the authors expressed dissatisfaction on the financial return on innovation
spending. Andrew and Sirkin (2007) found that CFOs use only a few metrics to track the performance of
their innovation projects; 63% of interviewed CFOs use five or fewer metrics for monitoring.
Overall, it emerges that standard performance measures to evaluate PPM in relation to innovation,
NPD or R&D projects do not exist. Metrics best applicable in one case may not be appropriate for
different environments (Hauser and Zettelmeyer, 1997).

3 Case Study
Philips Research is part of Royal Philips Electronics, a large multinational electronics producer,
①
For the sake of clarity and simplicity, and without going in depth into terminological clarifications, in the current research we
use the terms “innovation project”, “new product development project”, “technology project”, “R&D project”, etc interchangeably,
essentially with the same meaning.
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one of the largest electronics companies in the world (Table 1). It is responsible for the research and
generation of new technologies.
Table 1
Company
Industrial sector
Number of projects per year
Number of project managers
Typical project duration
Typical project budget, €
Typical size of a project team
Typical type of projects
The project portfolio share in total activities
PPM established in

Case Study Description

Philips Research
High-tech electronics
380
340
3 years
450 000 (range from 0 to 1 mln)
2 fte
Research
100%
the 1990s

Before proceeding with the analysis, we outline the vision on the essence of PPM. The
representative of Philips Research defines PPM as a tool to manage the ‘multi-stakeholder environment’.
Many parties are involved in projects with diverse (conflicting) interests and PPM enables to reconcile
these interests. PPM allows to ‘to align, compromise and balance’.
3.1 Relation to business strategy
It emerges that Philips Research introduced PPM for a variety of reasons, reflecting diversity of
motivation. This section outlines the main thinking behind these decisions.
Organisational complexity and growth of projects
In Philips Research, PPM exists for quite a long time; it was introduced more than a decade ago. As
a matter of fact, the company was dealing with multi-project management issues far before that time, but
only later it adopted the name PPM. Research leadership felt a need to improve PPM processes and has
been doing so over successive cycles since its introduction. In parallel, steps were taken to advance its
supporting IT systems.
Doing projects right
Strictly speaking, enhancement of project management practices per se is not the real aim of PPM.
Nevertheless, many organisations introducing PPM highlight the role of improved transparency and
better overview of all on-going projects. This intention to improve transparency calls for greater
uniformity in the way projects are organised. Achieving greater uniformity is meant to improve the
project management governance, i.e. ‘doing the projects right’. In Philips Research, processes have been
defined for project management that allow for a large variety of research topics to be investigated.
Different levels of uncertainty can be handled, from “roadmap”-type of project with clear, relatively
short-term deliverables up to more exploratory longer-term projects with less concrete deliverables.
Doing the right projects – Strategy alignment and commitment of senior executives
Philips Research closely aligns all its research projects with the business Sectors of its mother
company. In other words, it is meant that results of research projects will be applied in products of the
company’s main business lines. PPM is a well-established standard that all senior executives in the
mother company are aware of. Senior executives responsible for the main business areas are intimately
involved in PPM at Philips Research. The Board of Management funds projects aimed at exploration of
new business opportunities or technological areas to secure long-term opportunity generation. These
projects are often less directly derived from the existent business strategy.
Share of projects in all business operations
Commitment and dedication of senior executives is often interrelated with the share of projects to
the total business (in other words, the balance between projects and activities performed on a functional
basis). We identify three distinctive models of interplay between PPM and all business areas.
Model 1: Partial Overlap. PPM covers business operations only partially. Most activities are done
functionally; and specific tasks are executed as projects.
Model 2: Sectoral Overlap. PPM covers only a specific business sector/area (e.g. IT). All activities
in this sector are done in projects. Activities in all other areas are performed on a functional basis: either
they cannot be done in projects (e.g. sales), or they there is no political will to adopt project
management for them.
Model 3: Complete Overlap. PPM fully covers all business operations; it can be described as
‘projectification of an organisation’. This is the case of Philips Research, where all research activities
(i.e. the primary process) are done in projects; and functional work does not exist except in supporting
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areas as IT or Finance or the separated services division MiPlaza. In the research part of the organisation,
we find PPM as a natural way of working, whereas other companies characterised by Model 1 or 2, have
more difficulties in bridging the gap between daily routines and processes versus projects.
Trigger to implement PPM
In Philips Research, the decision to further improve its project governance and to introduce PPM
(back in the 1990s) was connected to the organisational changes in its mother company and increasing
competition in and commercialisation of applied research. In the 1980s, all research was organised in
functional departments. At that time, researchers enjoyed more scientific freedom, and could explore
new things their managers considered as interesting and/or promising. The parent company itself had a
very broad range of businesses. Therefore, outcomes of these research initiatives could be easily applied
in new products. The business situation changed drastically in the 1990s. The market became more
competitive and the mother company decided to focus its business portfolio. Philips Research became
positioned closer to the businesses of Philips, which started to pay directly for research activities. In this
period, it was decided to use project management as the main tool to manage research activities. Along
with that, portfolio management was introduced. After 2000, the mother company started to focus on
three business areas: Healthcare, Consumer Lifestyle and Lighting. This had direct implications for
Philips Research that had to focus its research activities too. The number of programmes was reduced
from 8 to 3 between 2003 and 2008. In 2009 a 4th program was added, called Open Labs, doing research
for 3rd parties.
3.2 General organisation, specifics and characteristics
Reflecting differences in motivation to implement PPM and starting conditions of this
implementation, there are significant variations in the actual organisation and formalized process for
PPM, including budget cycle, selection criteria, assessment and review with respect to PPM. Project
management literature considers programmes as an important element of a project portfolio. As stated in
the literature review, portfolios are made up out of projects and programmes in general. In most
companies programmes exist in various forms and shapes.
Philips Research organises all its research projects in 4 programmes, of which three are extensions
of the business Sectors of its mother company. The fourth one, Open Labs, is inspired by the concept of
Open Innovation (Chesbrough, 2003). Within this programme, projects, initiated and funded by external
parties are executed, provided they do not compromise the commercial interests of Philips and build
upon existing competencies or strengthen new ones of potential future interest for Philips. Each
programme is managed by a Programme Board, made up of the Programme Manager, Account
Managers, and a few others coordinating university relations or business initiatives.
Philips Research is organised in a matrix form which was introduced in the summer of 2009. The 4
programmes are executed in 5 divisions. Each division contains departments grouping researchers with a
particular mix of competencies. Projects initiated within the framework of any of the 4 programmes may
rely on resources from any of the 5 divisions. Each programme is managed by a Programme Board, and
each division is managed by a division management team. Such organisation allows for more flexibility
and streamlining of the PPM process. The main idea of this matrix system: programmes have financial
resources and define the objectives of the research, and divisions have competencies and human
resources to staff and execute the projects.
Planning, time and scheduling
Regarding planning of PPM, it ranges from PPM without explicit phases to PPM with distinct
cycles. In the first extreme, the planning is done on the level of individual projects and they are all
grouped into a portfolio. On the other hand, PPM as such can have very clear boundaries – beginning
and end, and all projects should fit within this planning cycle of the portfolio.
In Philips Research, PPM is organised on a basis of an annual planning cycle (Figure 1). PPM is
tightly related to strategy. Therefore, the annual cycle includes strategy definition, strategy deployment
and portfolio definition. The portfolio is regularly checked against the strategy. In practice, this is done
for the 4 research programmes in parallel. Boundary conditions for the programmes to fit within the
overall portfolio are defined by the Research Management Team in the middle of the year. Strategy input
from the Philips Sectors and Board of Management is used to balance interests. The Open Labs
programme is agreed with external investors at more arbitrary points in time during the year.
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Stategy Definition Strategy Deployment Portfolio Definition

Figure 1

Annual Planning Cycle in Philips Research

3.2.1 Financing

Limitations in available financial resources and the need to use these resources effectively and
efficiently is a fundamental motive behind PPM.
The Board of Philips Group annually provides a specific budget for research. It is meant not only
for the programmes, but also for a set of ‘innovation themes’ that do not coincide with the existing
businesses in the 3 Sectors, but represent longer term (new business) opportunities for the company. The
research programmes in Philips Research are sponsored by the three business Sectors of the mother
company for about 60% of their portfolios. Overall, there are five financial sources: (1) The Philips
Board of Management, (2) Contract Research paid by the Philips Sectors, (3) External parties via the
Open Labs research Programme, (4) public funding (subsidies), (5) revenues from special services
delivered to external parties branded under the name MiPlaza. Some projects (e.g. software development)
require only workforce, while others will need expensive lab equipment or infrastructure that comes on
top of workforce cost. This requires detailed financial planning per project. Projects in the Open Labs
programme also need special attention in the forecasting process.
Obviously, the amount of money required for all proposed projects is often substantially higher
than the available budget. Therefore, all project proposals in all programs go through a formal selection
process.
3.2.2 Selection criteria and the role of the portfolio managers
Selection of projects is a critical function of PPM; as it should ensure ‘doing the right projects’.
Globally, projects should be aligned with the business strategy. Philips Research tightly relates its
research projects to the three Philips business Sectors. The programme managers are each responsible
for the strategic alignment of their portfolio with the business and the selection process to compose the
portfolio.
Two aspects influence the selection process. Firstly, the research-oriented nature of projects and
secondly, substantial differences in the business lines of its mother company. In the ‘Healthcare’
programme, the long-term vision and objectives are clearly defined. Multi-year product roadmaps are
agreed between business and Research. Thus there is limited room for bottom-up initiatives, and most
research projects are initiated by the Programme Board in close cooperation with business management
at the Healthcare Sector. The ‘Consumer Lifestyle’ programme is at the other extreme. Here more
creativity and scientific freedom is expected in formulation of new ideas and projects. Shorter product
life cycles and more rapidly changing market circumstances require more shorter-term initiatives and
ideas. This is sometimes referred to as ‘Technology bets’. The ‘Lighting’ programme is currently in
transition and therefore somewhere in between. A mix exists of ‘traditional’ product lines and roadmaps
in incandescent and fluorescent lighting and completely new solution areas in solid state lighting (LED
technology and applications). Priorities are well defined in the more traditional areas while at the same
time there is a degree of freedom to revolutionise the industry in the new technology areas. Initiative of
staff in formulating project proposals is encouraged especially in these new areas.
Project proposals are raised by experts in the Research departments, within boundaries defined by
the leadership of a programme (since programmes assign the budgets). An initial idea is stage-wise
refined and complemented with the necessary description and planning. Negotiations take place between
the involved parties on the necessary competences. Finally, the proposals are discussed with the business
for approval. From start to end, this process takes 3-6 months, see Figure 1.
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Philips Research is completely project-based; therefore the intrinsic tension between functional
operations and project management is not observed here. Because all business activity is done in
projects, the management system is tailored to projects. PPM is part of the management process
‘Strategy and Programme definition’ in the Research Key Process Framework. A small Program Office
supervises the execution of the process as depicted in Figure 1 and coordinates improvements over
successive cycles, including IT-implementation.
3.2.3 Monitoring, review and assessment
Regular review and assessment are critical for the success of PPM. Progress reporting can differ
according to various criteria, such as frequency (weekly, monthly, quarterly), reporting level (to
medium- or top-level executives, or the Board), status of individual projects versus status of project
portfolio, or both, etc.
Project reviews (with representatives from Research and the involved Sectors) are held in Philips
Research about 2-3 times a year; and progress reporting is done 2-4 times a year. The resulting portfolio
is evaluated annually along multiple criteria, e.g. strategic fit, portfolio’s potential for improving the
company’s competitive position, ensuring a right balance between different types of projects, existence
of effective partnerships with external companies and institutes, portfolio’s consistency with current and
future capabilities, probability of success, time to market, etc.
A critical issue in relation to review is the decision to terminate (‘kill’) a project. Research and
innovation are intrinsically risky activities and their outcomes cannot be always surely predicted and
planned. Annually, on average about 1/3 of projects are continued; 1/3 redirected and 1/3 stopped. This
is heuristics rather than a planning requirement. The fact that about 1/3 of all projects are stopped
(‘killed’) does not mean a failure in terms of project management. They might be well on time and
within earmarked budget, but stopped due to a variety of technological, business and other reasons.
Furthermore, often the company sets very ambitious and far-out targets and objectives for its research
projects, and thus right from the onset it is expected that not all research projects will succeed. Still,
intermediate results of stopped projects can be used, patented (i.e. transformed to intellectual property)
and commercialised. Knowing that specific results cannot be achieved can also be very valuable
information for taking business decisions. Establishment of spin-offs is encouraged to further develop
results of stopped projects in case commercialization is not pursued within Philips. Alternatively,
intermediate outcomes of stopped projects can be sold to third parties if it does not undermine the
competitive position of the Philips.
3.2.4 Project management standards and IT systems
Organisations may use a variety of techniques and approaches in managing projects. These
methods are used in a combination with certain IT systems facilitating functioning of PPM.
Philips Research applies an in-house developed PM methodology. This is a deliberate choice due to
the diversity of all its projects. The IT system supporting PPM is ‘home-made’ too. It is a database
which includes detailed information about projects, deliverables, planning, project owners, progress
reports, environmental impact of the projects, patterns of cooperation, etc. Furthermore, all project
output is tagged and linked to the project identifier. Its overall structure has been described by Aalders
and Arensman (2005).
3.2.5 Staff training and certification
Since successful PPM is based on ‘doing the projects right’, project managers play an important
role in this process. Training of project management competences as well as career development in
relation to project management roles are important instruments to increase the chance of successful
execution. Philips Research highly values its human resources. It aims to employ ‘only the best’,
‘excellent scientists’ from a variety of backgrounds, resulting in a multi-disciplinary, multi-cultural
environment with people of over 50 nationalities. Employees should be societally-aware, i.e. should be
able to understand societal problems. The company has a ‘Career Mobility’ approach in which an
employee generally stays for 5 years in a specific position, and then he/she is transferred to a different
department, either within Research or in other parts of Philips.
An average project team in Philips Research consists of 2 FTE; and it can potentially imply that
50% of staff are project managers. At the same time, experience in managing a project consisting of 2
people might be not recognised outside as an asset for further career development. Philips Research does
not require any professional or internal project management certification. Instead, it offers a set of
in-house PM courses:
• 1-day course ‘Working on a Project’ for people (e.g. scientists) who have never before worked in a
project-like environments;
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3-day course ‘Managing a project – a general introduction to project management, phasing,
planning, risk management, etc.;
• 2-day course ‘Project Leader @ Philips Research’ with 4 parts, each half a day long:
‘Research’ – the processes and background of research-specific aspects of project management,
‘Project Leader and the Team’ – how to manage creative team members in a research project
environment,
‘Project Leader and the Customer’ – how to manage the interaction with customers in the mother
company’s sectoral businesses (or external investors),
‘Project Leader and the Business’ – how to reap the value from research, e.g. new business creation,
start-ups, etc.
Participation in these courses is voluntary; and hence not everyone follows all the courses
systematically. Selection of employees for project management roles is largely based on seniority and
experience as a researcher in a particular field. Recently, encouraging and even enforcing staff members
to take project management courses have been strengthened as a means to raise project management
maturity throughout the organization. Formal project management certification is seen as less relevant
because of the expediting nature of the projects at hand.
‘Encouragement’ alone to follow professional courses might not be enough. Project managers
overloaded with their daily routine might not have time to enrol into professional project management
courses. Needless to say, if professional certification is not required by a company in order to run
projects, project managers would not see its added value. Focused in-house training seems an optimal
solution. Philips Research serves as an excellent example in this respect.
3.2.6 Staff commitment
Formalisation of project management practices (e.g. requests to regularly report project status) and
enforcement to follow training courses, may trigger cultural resistance among project managers.
Enforcement of discipline among project managers (specifically in terms of filling out review forms and
updating on the current status of on-going projects) does not always deliver intended results. This is
observed specifically in companies where review forms are complex and user-unfriendly. In order to
improve reporting rates, portfolio managers might simplify these forms, allow certain flexibility and
provide personal encouragement to staff.
In Philips Research, formal reporting is often viewed as a burden by staff members. Nonetheless,
around 70% of projects are well reported, 20% provide reasonable reporting, and only 10% provide no
formal reporting at all. This does not mean that there is no structured communication between the
project and its customers. On the contrary: where communication is tight, formal reporting is often seen
as additional bureaucracy and administration. This challenge is understood by the company leadership,
and therefore certain flexibility in reporting is allowed. For example, instead of filling out a standard
reporting form, a project manager can submit slides of the presentation he/she gave to the project
customer.
3.3 Challenges and improvement
Challenges
Philips Research sees challenges in its further maturity and growth of PPM. For example, more and
more aspects will have to be included in PPM, several aspects of project management need to be
enhanced, and more interfaces with stakeholders need to be managed because of Open Innovation.
Different types of financing entail a need for better planning and financial control. More specifically,
there is a tension between the internal annual PPM cycle and external contract research. All the projects
are so far assessed and planned in specified sequences. An external investor can approach Philips
Research with a project proposal at the end of the PPM cycle, when the portfolio has been formed.
When the project proposal seems attractive, it has to be accommodated in the portfolio at short notice.
Another challenge is the risk of ‘Sectorisation’ of Research, stemming from segmentation across
the programme lines. Each programme has its distinctive features (linked to the business cycles of the
Sectors), but Philips Research strives for cross-fertilisation of knowledge and synergy in execution. In
the execution, there is a continuous tension between the creative process, requiring an expediting
approach, and being a reliable innovation partner towards the Philips Sectors and external contract
partners, who ask for delivery on pre-agreed milestones and timing.
Plans for further improvements
Philips Research, possessing a well-established and reasonably mature PPM for more than a decade,
still has further plans for improvements. A renewed process definition has been made recently, including
new aspects like more detained financial planning and planning of required services from MiPlaza.
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Alignment between the different programmes is strengthened to reduce growth of subtle differences in
PPM towards the 3 Philips Sectors and also to external contract partners. Simplifications are pursued for
the projects that will be continued in the coming year to reduce administrative actions and proposal
review. In the coming months, the related IT-tooling will be adapted stepwise to support the new process
for the 2011 portfolio in its various stages. A longer-term trajectory has also been defined which should
lead to adoption of more readily available (commercial) IT-solutions over a 2-year period. Increasing
flexibility in starting and stopping projects is one of the business requirements anticipated. Conditions
for higher project management maturity will be improved as well by increasing the number of larger
projects. Such projects will require more dedicated project managers who can strengthen their
competencies in this and receive recognition for doing so.

4 Concluding Remarks
The empirical evidence collected in the case study is broadly consistent with literature and supports
its main tenets, specifically the issue of strategic alignment, PPM processes and organisation, and
common challenges of PPM. This study provides further empirical support to it and contributes to the
extant body of literature.
To help businesses improve their PPM practices, the study benchmarks the effective PPM tools and
methods to support managerial decision-making. The study is rich in its managerial implications. PPM
should be introduced pro-actively, in anticipation of growing organisational project complexity, not
when it is already late. In doing so, strategic commitment of senior executives should be secured. An
organisation should know exactly what it wants to achieve before embarking on a transition towards
PPM. If expectations of PPM are not expressed, actually developed PPM is unlike to deliver solutions to
the problems of organisational project complexity. In introducing PPM, organisations should keep in
mind that PPM entails a change in the way projects are managed and organised. IT-systems play only a
supportive role, but do not equate to PPM. As a business process, PPM needs to be continuously adapted
to changing business requirements and dynamics. This sets challenges to the flexibility of mindset and
IT tools within the organisation.
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A Study on the Correlation Between Characteristics of BOD and
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Abstract This paper takes the listed companies in China as the samples, describes the correlation
between the characteristics of BOD (board of directors) companies’ value employing correlation
analysis and regression analysis method. Empirical results demonstrates that there is a high negative
correlation between board size and company value, and also there is a high negative correlation between
board meeting frequency and company performance. Besides, the dual role of board chair and CEO
could increase firm performance of target business.
Key words Board of directors; Corporate value; Corporate performance; Correlation analysis

1 Introduction
Corporate governance has become a popular issue for listed companies, which plays an important
role for their growth. Characteristics of BOD, as one of its important component, have also become the
focus of the relative study. The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and the Financial Accounting
Standards Board have emphasized its important role in financial accounting as the board shoulders the
serious responsibility of monitoring, evaluation and rewarding the senior managers. The early literatures
mainly focus on four areas on the study of the board characteristics, namely: (1) board size; (2) board
independence; (3) frequency of board meeting; (4) if the CEO is also the board chair. This article also
mainly studies the relationship between the four characteristics and cooperates’ value. With corporate
governance continuously developing in China, the study on Chinese listed companies’ boards is in the
ascendant, and the paper aims to find the potential contact between Chinese listed companies’ board
characteristics and their value by empirical research, which offer the reference for corporate governance
optimization and government policy formulation in China.
Several scholars focused on board size. Kogan and Wallach(1966) argued that the larger the board,
the more difficult to reach the agreement. Small-scale board is better than the larger one. Yermack (1996)
argues that there exists negative correlation between board size and the companies’ Tobin Q, and the
smaller board is more efficient than the larger one on monitoring the top managers. Eisenberg et al
(1998) argued this result applies in Finland as well. Lehn et al. (2004) argued that board size and firm
size are positively correlated, but board size and company’s growth opportunity are negative correlated.
In addition, board size will affect the directors’ monitoring and controlling on the top managers. The
lager the board, the oversight to the top managers is better(Adams and Mehran, 2002).
Board independence also has important effect on company’s value and performance. Directors have
a primary responsibility of overseeing the firm’s financial reporting process. Previous literatures
generally posited that independent directors or outside directors could effective monitor and control firm
activities, which would value the company. Boone et al. (2007) suggested that board structure would
affect the company’s competitive environment and the management team the number of members of the
board that have ties with the CEO. Raheja (2005) argued that insiders are key information channels for
board, but sometimes the information would be distorted for personal interest. Different from the
insiders, outsiders are more independent, which will monitor top managers efficiently, but they are lack
of company information. But it is hard to find empirical research to prove that. Coles et al (2008) found
there was no significant correlation between board composition and firm value. Bhagat and Black (1999)
also obtained the similar conclusion ten years ago. In China, Hu Qinqin and Shen Yifeng (2002) found
the proportion of independent directors not affect company performance.
Board meeting frequency also exhibits a negative relation to firm value. Jensen(1993) argued that,
the board meetings tend to be formal, and the contents are more concentrated in the daily affairs rather
managers’ assessment, which will increase costs. The vast majority of the board is passive, they would
interfere with management decisions only in exceptional circumstances. Vafeas (1999) argued that board
meeting frequency and firm value are negative correlation, which is consistent to Jensen’s point.
The dual role of board chair and CEO is another hot issue. Pi and Timme (1993) argued that
when CEO is not board chair, it could increase company performance, because it could weaken the
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internal control. But some literatures find no statistically significant relationship between them (Baliga,
1996).

2 Methodology
2.1 Data
In this paper, our sample companies are listed companies in China in 2009. We exclude growth
enterprises, financial listed companies, and the companies lacking of available data. It results in a final
sample of 1641 companies. Our data source is CSMAR database.
2.2 Empirical model and variable measurement
Multiple linear regression analysis method is taken to test the relationship between board
characteristics and company value. The dependent variables are company value (measured by Tobin Q)
and company performance (measured by EPS). The independent variables are board size, board
independence, board meeting frequency and whether CEO is board chair simultaneously, which are
measured by natural logarithm of the number of board members, the ratio of independent director in the
board, the times of meeting during the fiscal year, and the dual role of board chair and CEO (when CEO
also is the board chair, we define that 1, or else 0) separately. Control variables include: 1) the natural
logarithm of total assets; 2) leverage. To find out the correlation between board characteristics and firm
value and performance, we run regressions, using the following model:
Tobin Q=β0+β1Lnsize+β2Leverge+β3Bsize+β4Bratio+β5Bmeeting +β6Du
(1)
EPS =α0+α1Lnsize+α2Leverge+α3Bsize +α4Bratio+α5Bmeeting +α6 Du
(2)
variables
type
independent
variables

dependent
variables
Control
variables

Variables name
Board size
Board independence
Board meeting
frequency
the dual role
Firm value
Firm performance
Companies’ size
Financial leverage

Table 1 Variables Explanation
variables
variables explanation
code
Bsize
natural logarithm of the number of board members
Bratio
the ratio of independent director in the board
Bmeeting
the times of meeting during the fiscal year

Du
Tobin Q
EPS
Lnsize
Leverge

when CEO also is the board chair, it is defined 1, or else 0
Tobin Q
Earning per share in 2009
the natural logarithm of total assets
Liability/asset ratio

3 Empirical Results
3.1 Descriptive statistics
Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics of all variables.
Table 2 Descriptive Statistics
N
Minimum
Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

Board size

1604

1.1

2.89

2.186

0.2077

Board independence

1604

.09

.71

.3648

.05313

Board meeting frequency

1604

1

34

8.4701

3.66838

the dual role

1604

0

1

.1727

.37810

Firm value

1604

.25

1.47E4

11.9508

3.66253E2

Firm performance

1604

-4.21

4.57

.2790

.53145

Companies’ size

1604

11.35

28.00

21.5861

1.39461

Financial leverage

1604

0

138.38

.7197

3.95037

3.2 Regression analysis
Correlations between board characteristics and dependent variables are presented in Table 3.
There is a high negative correlation between board size and Tobin Q, which means the larger scale board
with lower company value, and this result is consistent with existing literatures. Board size is negative
correlate with company EPS, and the dual role of board chair and CEO could increase EPS.
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Correlations

Tobin Q
EPS
Pearson Correlation
-.070***
.103***
Sig. (2-tailed)
.005
.000
N
1604
1604
Board independence
Pearson Correlation
.016
-.024
Sig. (2-tailed)
.515
.337
N
1604
1604
Board meeting frequency
Pearson Correlation
-.003
-.037
Sig. (2-tailed)
.890
.142
N
1604
1604
the dual role of board chair and CEO
Pearson Correlation
-.011
.042*
Sig. (2-tailed)
.648
.093
N
1604
1604
Note： ***,**，* denote significance at 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 level (2-tailed), respectively.
Board size

Table 4 shows the result of regression models. After controlling companies’ size and leverage, there
is a high negative correlation between board size and Tobin Q (p=0.064), but not find significant
correlation between the rest board characteristics and Tobin Q. The result is consistent with the existing
literatures. The large scale boards possibly decrease company value. According to regression model 2,
there is a high negative correlation between board meeting frequency and EPS（p<0.01）, which means
the board meeting in China would decrease company performance. The dual role of board chair and
CEO would increase company performance, which is different from many existing literatures.
Table 4
Regressions Results
Model 1
Model 2
Variables
Coefficient Std.Dev. t-Statistic p-value Coefficient Std.Dev
t-Statistic
(Constant)
-114.171
85.214
-1.340
0.180
-1.966
0.250
-7.861
Lnsize
9.221***
3.526
2.615
0.009
0.112***
0.010
10.793
Leverge
82.285***
1.134
72.555
0.000
0.000
0.003
0.119
Bsize
-44.068*
23.814
-1.851
0.064
0.021
0.070
0.297
Bratio
-49.018
88.044
-0.557
0.578
-0.350
0.258
-1.353
Bmeeting
-1.790
1.211
-1.478
0.140 -0.012***
0.004
-3.495
Du
-16.024
11.686
-1.371
0.170
0.123***
0.034
3.584
R2
0.776
0.085
Adj- R2
0.776
0.082
F
924.666
24.834
Pr>F
<0.01
<0.01
Note： ***,**，* denote significance at 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 level (2-tailed), respectively.

p-value
0.000
0.000
0.905
0.766
0.176
0.000
0.000

4 Conclusions and Limitations
4.1Conclusions
This paper contributes to our knowledge on the relationship between board characteristics and
company value using a sample of 1641 listed firms in China. The sample includes firms of all sizes, ages,
and businesses, which allows us to generalize our results more than is possible in papers with more
restrictive sample selection criteria.
In today’s investment market, investors choose the companies with better corporate governance
mechanism to ensure getting higher return. As one of the key factors, board characteristics are
significant for investors. Consistent with the anecdotal evidence, we find the larger board with lower
company value. In China, larger board would substantially impact the cost of reaching the agreement,
and take longer time for decision-making, which will decrease company value. Further, there is evidence
that the company with poor performance has more meetings. According to (Gu Qi and Yu Dongzhi
2001), in China, the company trends to increase board meeting quantity when company performance
worsen. Obviously, the board meeting in China is not an active act but a passive act, which could not
increase company performance. And board meeting may become a response to the falling performance.
In China, most companies belong to state-owned companies. With the development of Board of
Supervisors and maturing of relative policies, the shortcoming of the dual role of board chair and CEO
is weakening. On the contrary, it could not only help to improve the efficiency of communication and
organizational decision-making speed, but also is conducive to innovation, and thus to help improve
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firm performance. Overall, our results show that there are significant relationships between board
characteristics and firm value, suggesting that any approach that improves board characteristics could be
taken, and also suggesting policy makers and researchers pay special attention to the relative reforms on
firm board characteristics.
4.2 Limitations
In the listed companies, not all of the listed companies have issued the data, which will certainly
not reflect the true situation of board characteristics. Besides, in the selection of variables, different
financing indicators would lead to different result. We take the Tobin Q to measure company value, and
EPS to measure company performance. But different measure methods would get different conclusion.
And the indicator-selection measuring company value scientifically also is the further work.
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Abstract In view of China’s frequent food safety incidents in recent years, this paper builds a repeated
game model to study the interaction between food enterprises and government regulators, based on
quantifying the returns of them. It designs the optimum of food enterprises product pass rate under the
current discount rate and the existing relationship. The result shows that regulation has an important
impact on product pass rate of food enterprises, and it has positive significance to maintain appropriate
regulation for both sides.
Key words Food enterprises; Government regulators; Repeated game; Discount rate; Pass rate

1 Introduction
Food industry has become a pillar industry of national economy. But in recent years regulation
work has been overwhelmed by frequent food safety incidents, which impair consumers’ health, invade
their rights and further disrepute the food industry. How to ensure food safety has become a hot issue in
public.
Faced with this situation, big measures have been taken continuously in food safety field in the past
year. On June 1, 2009, Food Safety Law was implemented. On February 6, 2010, the State Council set
up Food Safety Committee consisting of 15 departments, commanded by vice-Premier Li Keqiang. This
series of measures mark the country’s great attention on food safety. However, there are so many links in
food production and trade process. If there is something wrong with any link, a variety of safety
problems may occur, which will affect people’s life and health, disturb market order and even affect
social stability.
Chinese and foreign scholars have different views in analyzing the relationship between food
security and government regulation.
From the perspective of game theory, foreign scholars believe that it will result in information
asymmetry between food producers and consumers because of the characteristics of food itself
(Hirschauer, 1999, Mccluskey, 2000). Food safety regulatory policies are the results of game between
domestic and foreign consumers, farmers, food manufacturers, food retailers, government, taxpayers and
other interest groups. Food safety regulatory policies achieve a balance among different interests of
different groups (Edward Glaeser, Andrei Shleifer, 2002).
Zhang Yunhua, Kong Xiangzhi, Yang Xiaoyan etc. (2004) analyze the strategic choices among
food supply chain using a single game, repeated game and dynamic game with incomplete information
respectively. Their analysis shows that people who are food supply chain actors in one-time market
transactions will choose non-cooperation of opportunistic behavior because they want to maximize their
own interests. But in the indefinite repeated game, the food chain actors will achieve a cooperative
equilibrium. Therefore it achieves food supply security.
Zhang Sihai, Xu min and Wang Xifa (2006) extend the strategy selection in 2-person iterated
prisoner dilemma. They design a computer competition based on game strategy. The experimental
results show that TIT-FOR-TAT and ALWAYS_DEDECT are not always the best strategy, and the best
strategy is closely correlated with repeated times and strategy distribution.
Liu Songxian and Li Yanbo (2006) study the game relationship which is not only conditioned but
also associated with each other between government departments and food enterprises in the process of
building food safety. They think it is possible to achieve food safety through regulatory departments,
food enterprises and other areas work together to fulfill their corresponding responsibilities.
Wang Wenping, Dengyulin and Shan Haiyan (2007) quantify the returns of social relationships
between core enterprises and accessorial enterprises. They discuss the influencing factors of
constructing and keeping social relations between them and prove that constructing and keeping such
social relations depend on the core enterprises expectation of the returns of social relations and the
market price of accessorial enterprises.
Zhang Gongyi, Dong bingnan and Ding Jianxun (2008) establish the collusion game model of food
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safety regulation based on analysis of information asymmetry and excess profits from non-safe food
production. They get the key factors affecting food safety, and make some recommendations.
This paper mainly focuses on discussing and solving the relationship between food enterprises and
relevant government regulators in the issue of food safety.

2 A Game Model
Game theory mainly studies the interaction and mutual restriction of actions between individuals.
This paper takes food enterprises and government regulators as the two parties of the game to study the
effective regulatory mode of government as well as the positive interaction mode of both sides by
analyzing the different returns when the two sides adopt different strategies.
It is a long and repeated process for government to regulate food enterprises. One side seeks to
maximize the interests of whole society while the other party seeks to maximize individual interests.
Both sides pursue their own goal respectively by mutual restrictions like tacit understanding and
cooperation or retaliation and threat. It is a kind of two-person n-stage repeated game form.
The payoff matrix of this game is shown in Table 1.
Set the two sides of game as government regulators and food enterprises. Every action of the two
sides is public information. Suppose government regulators have two alternative strategies: regulate and
not regulate. Food enterprises also have two alternative strategies: produce qualified food and produce
unqualified food. R stands for enterprises returns, C for fixed cost of enterprises, and suppose R > C. x
is the probability of qualified food produced, or product pass rate. C1 ( x) is the additional cost food
enterprises have to pay for producing qualified products, which increases with the increase of product
pass rate and is strictly convex function of pass rate , that is C1' ( x) > 0 , C1" ( x) > 0 . Suppose the rate of
change of marginal cost is a, you can define C1 ( x) = ax 2 . G is the punishment made by government
regulators to food enterprises after unqualified products are discovered, and V is regulation cost, V>0.
Table 1 Payoff Matrix of the Game between Food Enterprises and Government regulators
Government regulators
Regulate
Not Regulate
Food
–V
R – C – C1(x), 0
Qualified x
R – C – C1(x),
Enterprises
Unqualified 1-x
–C–G,
–V
R – C,
0

3 Model Analysis
3.1 Analysis of single-stage static game model
Eg is the expected returns of government regulators. It is -V (regulation needs cost) when these

authorities regulate and it reduces to 0 when they don’t regulate.
The expected returns of food enterprises is E f .
E f = x ⋅ ( R − C − C1 ( x)) + (1 − x) ⋅ (−C − G )
= ( R + G ) ⋅ x − C1 ( x) ⋅ x − (C + G )
The participation constraint of the food enterprises is
R − C − C1 ( x) > −C − G

(1)

C1 ( x) < ( R + G ) , x < ( R + G ) / a

(2)

i.e.

Single-period incentive compatibility constraint (to maximize their own income) of food enterprises is:
(3)
max E f = max{( R + G ) ⋅ x − x ⋅ C1 ( x) − (C + G )}
x

i.e.

∂E f
∂x

x

=

∂
{( R + C ) ⋅ x − x ⋅ C1 ( x) − (C + G )} = 0
∂x

(4)

Substitute C1 ( x) = ax 2 into formula (3), we get
x = ( R + G ) / 3a

(5)

Therefore, food enterprises can achieve maximal expected returns when product pass rate satisfies
formula (5).
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3.2 Analysis of repeated game model
It is a long process for government to regulate food enterprises. It can be said that as long as people
need food, regulation behavior will always have to continue. Because both sides of the game know the
game will be ongoing for a long time, their judge for returns must be different from that in a single short
game, which therefore affects their behaviors at different stages in repeated game process. Different
behaviors decide that the final returns of both sides are not a simple superposition of the single shot
game returns.
3.2.1 Design of optimal food pass rate

When pass rate x satisfies formula (2), i.e. x < ( R + G ) / a ，it is easy to prove that: when food
enterprises choose to produce qualified food and government regulators choose to regulate, both sides
has higher efficiency, which is the potential foundation for bilateral cooperation.
Taking into account the time value of money, set the discount rate asδ，δ = 1 /(1 + γ ) , in which γ is
the market interest rates at some stage.
If food enterprises choose to produce unqualified food at a stage without being discovered, they
will achieve R − C . At next stage government regulators enhance regulation, which leads to forever
returns −C − G . Total returns can be expressed as:
E f = R − C + (−C − G ) ⋅ δ + (−C − G ) ⋅ δ 2 + L (−C − G ) ⋅ δ n
∞

= R−C −

∑ (C + G) ⋅ δ

（obviously Q 0 < γ < 1∴ 0 < δ =

n =1

= R − C − (C + G ) ⋅

1
< 1）
1− γ

δ

(6)
1+ δ
If food enterprises always choose to produce qualified food, we will set E F as the present value of
total returns when food enterprises adopt optimal choice at every stage in repeated game and their
returns at next stage will be converted into present value:
E F = R − C − C1 ( x) + δ ⋅ E F
R − C − C1 ( x)
1−δ
a
δ
R − C − C1 ( x)
Thus, when R − C − (C + G ) ⋅
，i.e. δ >
⋅ x2
<
R+G
1−δ
1− δ
food enterprises will adopt the strategy of producing qualified products.
EF =

1) When food pass rate satisfies x < ( R + G ) / a and the discount rate δ >
enterprises obtain the maximal returns

2δ
(R − C) .
3(1 − δ )

(7)
(8)
a
⋅ x 2 , food
R+G

I will prove it following. Suppose that EG* stand for total returns of food enterprises.
EG* = ( R − C − C1 ( x)) ⋅

∞

∑δ
n =1

n −1

⋅Ef =

δ
1−δ

Put formula (1) and formula (5) into formula (9), we get EG* =

⋅ E f ⋅ ( R − C − C1 ( x))

(9)

2δ
(R − C) .
3(1 − δ )

a
⋅ x 2 , because of the low discount rate, the future returns
R+G
have little importance to food enterprises. They are more likely to choose the behavior for quick success
and instant benefit. They will at any time do shoddy work and use inferior materials and even fail to
produce in accordance with the technical requirements, which will reduce variable cost in order to
obtain maximal returns.

2) When x < ( R + G ) / a and δ ≤

3) When x < ( R + G ) / a , the returns of producing qualified food are less than that of producing
unqualified food, and food enterprises will not choose to improve product pass rate unlimitedly, which is
obviously in line with production rules.
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3.2.2 Impact of government regulators behavior on food enterprises
1) Punishment G of government regulators determines the production mode of food enterprises directly
It is known from Table1 that when R − C − C1 ( x) < −C − G , i.e. R + G < C1 ( x) , punishment G of
food enterprises is not enough, and producing unqualified food earns better than producing qualified
food. It will lead to regulate failure. At this point, to increase punishment G is the most simple and
effective way.
From formula (8), the greater the punishment G, the smaller the value range of γ , which causes
food enterprises to decrease future expectation and thereby bring about negative reality. It can be seen
from another perspective that increasing food pass rate x can also increase value range of γ and offset the
impact of G. It is proved that to increase punishment G has a direct impact on urging food enterprises to
increase food pass rate.
2) Punishment G of government regulators influences expected returns of food enterprises
∂E f
∂E f
We get from formula (1) that:
= x − 1 ，∵definition of x，therefore 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 ，∴
≤ 0 . It
∂G
∂G
can be proved that with the increase of punishment G, expected returns of food enterprises will decrease.
Thus, how to maintain an appropriate punishment G is an issue worthy of study.

4 Conclusion
This paper aims at the China’s prominent food safety problem in recent years in the process of
enhancing regulation by relevant government departments. It takes government regulators and food
enterprises as a research focus, quantifies the relationship and returns of the two parties concerned and
uses repeated game and discount rate to analyze the interactive process between food enterprises and
government regulators. Based on model analysis it also discusses the optimum of food enterprises
product pass rate under the existing relationship and research the impact of government regulators
punishment on food enterprises. The result shows that a key factor to influence food enterprises product
pass rate is the punishment of government regulators, the increase of which will greatly increases
product pass rate. Meanwhile, food enterprises’ current policies adopted are decided by the future
expectation of them. In short the only and feasible solution is to increase product pass rate of food
enterprises under the long-term and strict regulation from government regulators.
The significance of this work is that although there are rapid changes in modern society, ongoing
game relationship still benefits the common interests. As long as we give a system to ensure the
appropriate constraints, we can build a harmonious, honest society.
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Abstract The universities are the main source of national and regional scientific and technical
innovation. Furthermore, universities’ scientific and technological innovation ability determines a
country or regional scientific and technological developing level. How to evaluate the innovation and
performance of the universities is still unsolved currently. In this paper, the indexes for evaluating the
innovation capacity and performance are proposed, and a systematic analytical method is introduced. In
order to test the validity, a university in Henan province of China is selected as an example to evaluate
its innovation capacity. The search results indicate that the index and method mentioned in this paper is
suit to the scientific research evaluation.
Key words Scientific and technological innovation ability; Evaluation; Analytic nierarchy process

1 Introduction
The university is the important component of the system of scientific and technical innovation. It is
one of the important subjects of the knowledge innovation, and the important source of technological
innovation, and having influential impact on development of the regional economy. High-level talents
and scientific and technological resources have gathered in the campus, a large number of experts from
many aspects, which can contribute for the scientific and technological innovations for regions. In
Henan province, however, the scientific and technological innovation ability of the university is still
weak on the whole. Thus in order to promote the development of university’s scientific and
technological innovations of our province better and improve the scientific and technological innovation
ability of the university of our province, it is very necessary to develop the activity of rational appraisal.
This paper is arranged as following: the second section is literature review on the early study on the
scientific and technological innovation (STI); then the study method AHP (analytic hierarchy process) is
briefly introduced; section 3 is the index design for the evaluation of the STI of the university. Section 4
is an empirical study on the index selected in the paper; finally, the conclusion is reached in the end of
section.

2 Literature Review
The OECD, in close interaction with its members’ statistical offices, has been particularly influential
and constructive over the last 40 years in developing international standards for research and
development measurement and in stimulating and improving input and output measurement of both
R&D and other services. Together with others at the OECD, in particular Yvan Fabian and Alison Young,
one of us part of those early discussions in the 1960s on the inclusion or exclusion of particular activities
in the Frascati Manual8 OECD (1981)[3; 5]. It appeared particularly difficult to separate research and
experimental development activities from the broader spectrum of scientific and technological services
(STS) concerned with providing support for R&D, disseminating the results, applying new knowledge
in various ways, and producing and selling new products. Not surprisingly, organizations that were
engaged in research and experimental development were often also engaged in such STS activities as
well. The Frascati Manual tried to distinguish between research and experimental development and
related scientific activities. The latter included such activities as general scientific library, information
and documentation services; training and education of research workers in specialized educational
institutions such as universities; general purpose data collection, for example routine geological and
geophysical survey work, mapping and exploration activities, routine oceanographic survey work, daily
meteorological records, monthly production statistics, collection and arrangement of specimens for
museums, zoological and botanical gardens; routine testing and standardization activities, and also
design and engineering activities.
The main theoretical criterion in the Frascati scheme for the separation of the R&D function from
related scientific activities was the distinction between novelty and routine.
“In so far as the activity follows an established routine pattern it is not R&D. In so far as it departs
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from routine and breaks new ground, it qualifies as R&D. Thus, for example, the collection of daily
routine statistics on temperature or atmospheric pressure is not R&D, but the investigation of new
methods of measuring temperature or the investigation of temperatures under circumstances in which
they have never been previously recorded (for example, outer space or the interior of the earth) is
research. Likewise, the publication of a book which simply records daily information on the temperature
or pressure is not R&D, but general purpose data collection. The systematic analysis of these recordings
with a view to explaining long-term changes in climate, or the possible effects of changes in ocean
currents, is research activity. To take another example: in the field of medicine, routine general autopsy
on the causes of death is not research, but special investigation of a particular mortality in order to
establish the side effects of certain forms of cancer treatments is research. Routine tests on patients,
carried out for doctors, as for example, blood tests and bacteriological tests, are not research. But a
special plan of blood tests in connection with the introduction of a new drug is research.” On the basis of
this criterion, most of the activities of central government testing and standardization institutes, major
scientific libraries and information services, museums and geological and meteorological survey
organizations became excluded from research and experimental development as routine-based scientific
activities. Also excluded were many scientific and technical activities at the enterprise level, including
consultancy, project feasibility studies, much design and engineering, production engineering and
quality control as well as training and information services.

3 Methodology
3.1 AHP Methodology
The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) pioneered in 1971 by Saaty[6] is a widespread decision-making
analysis tool for modeling unstructured problems in areas such as political, economic, social, and
management sciences. AHP addresses how to determine the relative importance of a set of activities in a
multi-criteria decision problem. The process makes it possible to incorporate judgments on intangible
qualitative criteria alongside tangible quantitative criteria[1]. AHP method is based on three principles:
first, structure of the model; second, comparative judgment of the alternatives and the criteria; third,
synthesis of the priorities. In the literature, AHP, has been widely used in solving many complicated
decision-making problems [2][4].
In the first step, a complex decision problem is structured as a hierarchy. AHP initially breaks down
a complex multi-criteria decision-making problem into a hierarchy of interrelated decision elements
(criteria, decision alternatives). With the AHP, the objectives, criteria and alternatives are arranged in a
hierarchical structure similar to a family tree. A hierarchy has at least three levels: overall goal of the
problem at the top, multiple criteria that define alternatives in the middle, and decision alternatives at the
bottom [8][7].
The second step is the comparison of the alternatives and the criteria. Once the problem has been
decomposed and the hierarchy is constructed, prioritization procedure starts in order to determine the
relative importance of each level. The pair wise judgment starts from the second level and finishes in the
lowest level, alternatives. In each level, the criteria are compared pair wise according to their levels of
influence and based on the specified criteria in the higher level. In AHP, multiple pair wise comparisons
are based on a standardized comparison scale of nine levels.
c = {c j | j = 1, 2,..., n}
Let
be the set of criteria. The result of the pair wise comparison on n
criteria can be summarized in an （n × n) evaluation matrix A in which every element
aij (i, j = 1, 2,..., n)

is the quotient of weights of the criteria, as shown:
⎡ a11 a12 ... a1n ⎤
⎢a
a22 ... a2 n ⎥⎥
A＝ ⎢ 21
a = 1, a ji = 1 , aij ≠ 0
aij
⎢ ...
⎥ ii
⎢
⎥
⎣ an1 an 2 ... ann ⎦

(1)

At the last step, the mathematical process commences to normalize and find the relative weights for
each matrix. The relative weights are given by the right eigenvector (w) corresponding to the largest
Eigen value ( λmax ), as
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(2)
Table 1

Definition

Nine-point Intensity of Importance Scale and Its Description.
Intensity of importance

Equally important

1

Moderately more important

3

Strongly more important

5

Very strongly more important

7

Extremely more important

9

Intermediate values

2, 4, 6, 8

If the pair wise comparisons are completely consistent, the matrix A has rank 1 and λmax＝n . In this
case, weights can be obtained by normalizing any of the rows or columns of A.
It should be noted that the quality of the output of the AHP is strictly related to the consistency of the
pair wise comparison judgments. The consistency is defined by the relation between the entries of
a × a jk = aik
. The consistency index (CI) is
A: ij
CI＝（λmax - n）/ (n -1)
(3)
The final consistency ratio (CR), usage of which let someone to conclude whether the evaluations
are sufficiently consistent, is calculated as the ratio of the CI and the random index (RI), as indicated.
CR＝CI / RI
(4)
The number 0.1 is the accepted upper limit for CR. If the final consistency ratio exceeds this value,
the evaluation procedure has to be repeated to improve consistency. The measurement of consistency
can be used to evaluate the consistency of decision-makers as well as the consistency of overall
hierarchy.
3.2 Indexes
The evaluation of the university’s STI ability is a complicated systematic process, involving every
aspect of university’s scientific and technical innovation. Due to the complexity of the innovation, the
AHP has many advantages in appraise and thus is suit to this situation. Firstly, on the basis of consulting
relevant experts, construct stratum’s structure once of ladder of the evaluation index system, then the
indexes at all levels of the system is set up. Then, invite expert’s indexes at all levels to the scientific and
technological innovation ability evaluation index system of university of Henan Province are set up and
compared with the matrix of judging, get at all levels weight of index, shown as Figure 1.
Original
Index

AHP

Figure 1

Weight
determination

Evaluation

the Process for Index Design

According to university composition and the characteristics of STI, we can get the evaluation
indexes as shown below.

4 Empirical Study
4.1 Introduction to the case –A university
A university is that one takes industry science as the core, engineering, Neo-Confucianism,
management, economics <the people’s government of Henan Province of coordinated development of
discipline such as , literature, law science, agronomy focuses the construction on the university, it is the
university that the national grains bureau and Henan Government province department built together,
enter the batch of key undergraduate course of Henan Province to enroll new students in the university
of the array. At present, the school has already become one and taken industry science as the core,
disciplines such as engineering, Neo-Confucianism, management, economics, literature, law science,
agronomy etc, which are developed in harmony, and have many department universities of personnel
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training of two grades systems of bachelor, master, have MBA, project same educational level of master
and on-the-job personnel to apply for professional degree gift such as the master’s degree and foreign
student, Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan students right of enrolling new students. School take education
of undergraduate course as the core, graduate education fast development, recruit jointly whom Ministry
of Education authorize, whom Henan Province set up focus the construction on, train doctoral candidate
unit. The school has 18 teaching units now, 51 bachelor degrees, 3 national-level characteristic
professional construction are lighted, 8 provincial famous brands or characteristic specialties, 25
provincial key disciplines, 4 first class discipline master’s degrees are authorized and clicked, second
discipline master station of 47. There are more than 25000 students at school now, undergraduate is
more than 20000 among them, and Master degree candidate is more than 900.
4.2 Empirical study
4.2.1 Basic resource distribution
In human resources, A university has paid much attention to the introduction of outstanding talents
in recent years, have expand one’s own high-tech talent’s team, has established several outstanding
scientific and technical innovation groups too. By the end of 2009, there are 2040 teaching and
administrative staff in all in the school, among them the number of full-time teacher is 1501, the person
who has doctors, master’s degree more than 1100 people of the full-time teachers, the person who has
high title more than 600 people, accounts for 40%, have pair to engage in the teaching body and
specially engage 10 visiting academicians, Henan Province professor invited specially 3, enjoy to
special subsidy expert of the State Council government 28, national-level outstanding teacher, 83 of
outstanding teacher and expert at provincial and ministerial levels, serve as 10 doctoral supervisors of
the domestic key university, remarkable young fund winner, cross-centennial academic leader, academy
technological leader, key teacher of young man of province in the province subsidize 128 marriage
partners, the great teacher of provincial teaching is 3. It seems synthetically that the quantity of the duty
scientific research personnel of full-time teachers’ special secondary school has accounted for about
10%. In addition, the graduate student of the school trains ability to grow up rapidly; there are 276 the
number of graduate student that will graduate in 2009, compared with last year has increased by about
20%.
In physical resources, by 2009, the school had 11495 of seating capacity in multimedia classrooms,
the seating capacity of pronunciation room is 1608, accounts for 31.3% of the seating capacity in all
classrooms. Since 2005, the school will invest the fund of 60 million Renminbi Yuan for the
construction of laboratory together. There are 25 experimental centers now in the school, including a
provincial key laboratory and the demonstration centre of 3 provincial experiments teaching, 3 are key
one batch such as the open laboratory of discipline there are laboratories of larger influence in country
and trade. Teaching instrument and equipment total value are up to 154 million Renminbi Yuan,
instrument and equipment value are 6952.96 Renminbi Yuan to grow. The total amount of Chinese and
foreign literature in storage of the school is 2,245,000 volumes, more than 5300 kinds periodicals of
Chinese and foreign language.
4.2.2 Scientific and technical innovation input
In nearly five years by 2009, the school bore national natural science fund, national social sciences
fund, the national key scientific and technical tackle-key-problem plan, country " 863 " 64 items
national-level scientific research projects such as Hi-Tech project, undertake all kinds of 470 scientific
research projects at provincial and ministerial levels. Among them in 2009, " the basic theories of
national granary and key technology will be studied and popularized and applied " in charge of finishing
by the schooled ( J-221-2-01) Finish with participating in " The technology of development and
utilization of resources of protein feed and employing " (J-203-2-01) Two projects obtain two national
second prizes of scientific and technological progress, open the beginning that the university of Henan
obtains National Prize for Progress in Science and Technology.
In input of the cost of scientific research, cost of scientific research reach amount of 15 million
Renminbi Yuan 2009 such as university, government’s fund is about 5 million Renminbi Yuan among
them; it is not the government that invests 10 million Renminbi Yuan, accounts for 66.7% that the cost
of scientific research is always put into.
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Table 2 the STI ability Evaluation Index System
Second
Third
C1: Group’s number of outstanding scientific and technical
innovation

B1:Human
Resource
A1:Basic resource
distribution
B2: Physical
resources
B3:Research
Centers
B4:Project
A2:Input in STI
B5: expenditure

A3:Communication
in STI

B6:Acdemic
Meeting
B7:Visiting

STI
ability
evaluation
index
system of
university
of Henan
Province
D
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B8:Papers
and Books

C2: High-level skilled personnel’s quantity Academician,
professor invited specially, etc.)
C3: Graduate student’s graduation number
C4:Scientific research personnel’s quantity of the duty of
special secondary school of teaching body
C5: Scientific research instrument and equipment value
C6: The library collect books Ten thousand volumes
C7: Electronic resource quantity
C8: Key laboratory / quantity of research institution at
provincial and ministerial levels
C9: National-level key laboratory / centre / quantity of base
C10: Quantity of national-level scientific research project
C11: The scientific research project at provincial and
ministerial levels is counted
C12: Government fund
C13: Non-governmental fund
C14:Participants in international conference
C15: Participants in domestic, trade meeting
C16:International Visitors
C17:Received Visitors
C18:SCI、EI Indexed papers
C19:SCI Citations
C20: Papers published in Key periodicals
C21:Works

A4 Output in STI

B9: patents &
other intellectual
property right
B10: Rewarded
the situation

C22: The patent application counts
C23: The patent is authorized and counted
C24: The standard formulation of the trade counts
C25: National-level prize for the achievement in science and
technology
C26: Prizes for the achievement in science and technology
at provincial and ministerial levels

B11:
Technological
transfer

C27: Technological transfer income

B12:HR
efficiency

C28: Teacher’s per capita thesis of natural science discipline
(SCI, EI, key periodical) Number
C29: Teacher’s per capita work of natural science discipline
is counted
C30: Teacher’s per capita patent of natural science
discipline is counted
C31: Per capita cost of scientific research of the natural
science teacher

A5:STI
input-output ratio

C32: SCI, EI, key periodical / million Renminbi Yuan
B13:Expenditure
efficiency

C33：Patent / million Renminbi Yuan
C34：Scientific and technological reward / million Renminbi
Yuan
C35: Technological transfer income / million Renminbi
Yuan
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4.2.3 Scientific and technological exchange
The scientific and technological exchange has been a subject paid attention to all the time to A
University of Henan Province, in advantageous specialty, international organizations such as this
university and scientific and technological association of Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations. all keep the relation between cooperation and exchange, there is cooperation and
exchange with American wheat association, Canadian wheat office, French wheat association,
Australian international agricultural centre of development etc. too, have succeeded in running "The
international regional seminar of grain logistics of the United Nations ", " international wheat quality
and flour improvement seminar " Wait for the international meeting, has held grain processing with
the participation of 14 third world countries, stored and examined the training class, sanctioned storing
the technological training project organizer for the national foreign-aid grain in 2008.
It seems synthetically that in academic meeting, there will be 106 persons in the number of participants
in international conference in the whole year of 2009, the number of participants in domestic, trade
meeting is 1700 persons; In visiting research, will send 8 of foreign visiting scholar’s number in 2009,
will accept 26 visiting researchers.
4.2.4 Science and technology production
A university of Henan Province passes accumulation and construction of nearly 50 years, has
obtained certain scientific findings, especially adjust and store grain theory and technology angrily in
China, store taxonomy of grain insect, phosphate powder technology and theory, supplies pressure
theory of prose style free from parallelism of grain, tube storehouse anti-blast technology,
low-temperature pottery ultra to rub, have while being hard to combine pharmaceutical,
high-temperature resin combine pharmaceutical to be ultra to rub, have, not soft to able to bear water
emery cloth research while being hard, a batch of domestic and international and generally
acknowledged research results have emerged. Publish 5098 scientific papers, among them is included
370 by SCI, EI, ISTP etc; Publish 138 academic works. In recent years, this university has still
participated in the economic construction of country and locality actively, transfers the technology of the
scientific findings, has obtained the considerable technological transfer income.
Particularly, this university SCI, EI will include 274 theses in 2009, SCI is guided the number of
times 263 times, our country’s key periodical and other thesis quantity of foreign publications are 827,
the total number of works is 85, it is 23 items altogether to win the authorized patent, patent 62 items,
support or participate in making 8 sector standards, obtain 12 prizes for the achievement in science and
technology at provincial and ministerial levels, technological transfer gains 3,200,000 Renminbi Yuan
4.3 Expert Scoring
In order to reflect the comprehensive scientific and technological innovation ability of A University
of Henan Province more jocularly, this will use experts to give a mark according to quantifying the
evaluation index system above-mentioned, and then the document used the weight of every index that
the analytic approach of the level was obtained to obtain the comprehensive score before, can carry on
quantitative appraisal to the comprehensive scientific and technological innovation ability of A
University of Henan Province more scientifically (as shown in Table 3) .
Through using the positive research that the scientific and technological innovation ability
evaluation index system of university of Henan Province that preceding paragraphs construct carries on
to A University of Henan Province , it is 80.2 that the scientific and technological innovation ability that
must appear in A University of Henan Province finally grades synthetically, it is a good state, this
accords with the actual conditions in the university of Henan Province of A university too, prove the
evaluation index system that this text constructs has certain feasibility. On the whole, A University of
Henan Province is extremely unbalanced in discipline development, though grain and oil food research
field basic resource distribution, scientific and technical innovation drop into of various fields to in front
level among Henan Province and even national university, but scientific and technological innovation
ability slightly shows insufficiently in the fields of other professional research.

5 Conclusion
The indexes designed in this paper are proper for the evaluation of the STI of university, which can
be applied in many other aspects. The evaluation method used in this paper is suit for the STI evaluation
for future.
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An Empirical Research on Influencing Factors of Customer
Experience of Retail Industry Aiming to Improve Customer
Satisfaction: Taking Supermarket as an Example
Tang Wenwei, Zheng Tongtong
School of Management, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, P.R.China, 430070
(E-mail: tangwenwei95@hotmail.com, PPLLZTT@163.com)
Abstract Based on existing research，this paper which conducts a prilimary research to explore
customer experience in retail industry is conducted in Wuhan China. And it is concluded 45 key factors
that indicate customer experience perception. These factors are the base of further factor analysis. Seven
dimensions such as the service, price, convenience, product, store atmosphere, brand image and
relationship are concluded as the key factors that indicate customer experience in retail industry.
Correlation analysis finds out that there is a positive correlation between customer experience and
customer satisfaction in retail industry.
Key words Customer experience; Customer satisfaction; Retailing; Supermarket

1 Introduction
In this Experience Economic world, customers’ need turns to be higher than before thinking about
the pyramid of hierarchy of need. Customers’ behavioral characteristic and psychological requirements
are increasingly complex. For example customers prefer to decide what to buy freely. And customers
focus more on value rather than product itself than before, such as being respected, relaxing of body and
soul, feeling self-realization and so on. More and more entrepreneurs and scholars began to pay
attentions to customer experience in order to meet customer needs accurately, consequently to improve
customer loyalty and customer value. Thus, customer experience management was proposed in this
background. So far there are few empirical researches on this field in China, especially in retail industry.
This paper was composed by the research which is based on almost every detail of the process when
customer purchasing. The aim is to differentiate customers experience and to try to find key dimensions,
key factors of customer experience in retail industry. This could be some help for practitioner of retail
industry.
Retail industry takes various forms, such as discount store, convenience store, and supermarket(SM).
In this research, SM was chosen as the scope of research. The reasons are as following. Firstly, SM has a
large area and a great variety of goods and it can meet customer’s one-time shopping needs and daily
demands of necessity. Secondly, SM is one of the most important forms in Fast Moving Consumer
Goods (FMCG) industry. Today, retail giants of foreign countries entered Chinese market aiming at the
huge demand in China. With China’s entrance to WTO, many restrictions on foreign retailers are
cancelled. So retail industry, especially in SM, competition will become fiercer.

2 Overview of Customer Experience
Many scholars defined and illustrated customer experience. According to Joseph Pine and James H.
Gilmore, experience is the fourth economic form after product, commodity and service, and is a new
value resource. In a word, customer experience is customers’ beauteous feeling, which is the result of
interactive events planned by providers. And he or she could reach to a particular level of emotional
mind, physical power, intelligence and spirit.
Customer experience is not only a marketing concept, but also a management tool. Refer to the
concept of service marketing, Joseph Pine and James H. Gilmore constructed an experience theatre
model, and pointed out that organizations must have a clear theme for customer experience management,
and carry out an accordingly experience activity centre on this theme. As for customer involvement and
relationship types, these kinds of experiences conclude entertainment experience, education experience,
in addition to reality experience and aesthetic experience[1].
According to Bernd H. Schmitt, experience is the internal responses of individual for certain
stimulus in the process of watching or participating in events personally, and is a psychological state of
perception which customers are pursuing. Today, customers are not pure rational decision-maker; they
buy something just for the sake of emotion, intuition and impulsion [2]. Moreover, from the standpoint of
physiology, psychology, and sociology, Schmitt proposed that experience includes sensory experiences
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(SENSE), affective experiences (FEEL), creative cognitive experiences (THINK), physical experiences,
behaviors and lifestyles (ACT), and social-identity experiences, which is result from relating to a
reference group or culture (RELATE)[3].
Ramesh Venkat held that customer experience of retail industries contains three levels: the first
level contains place experience, sensory experience, product experience and service experience; the
second level contains edutainment experience and multi channel experience; and the third level contains
brand experience and relationship experience [4].
Sampson Lee, the founder and president of G-CEM (Global Customer Experience Management
Organization), proposed that customer experience takes six main forms: product, service, relationship,
price, convenience and brand image [5].

3 Segmentation of Customer Experience Dimension
Taking account both former research and the characteristic of SM, this research classifies customer
experience into seven dimensions: store atmosphere, product, service, relationship, price, convenience
and brand image.
Store atmosphere is customer’s feeling to the entity environment and atmosphere, including a series
of sensory experience such as sight, hearing, taste, touch and smell.
Product contains physical product and service, including something enjoying right now, such as
restaurant, and others for further use, such as durable goods. The key point of product experience is to
meet customer’s requirement of diversification.
Service contains basic service and additional service, such as after-sale service, consulting service
and so on. Focusing on details is important in the process of providing services.
Relationship is customer’s attitude toward the state of relation for the both sides: the customer and
retailer. This contains to take every means to improving customer relationship, such as VIP club.
Price contains pricing policy, high rate of costs, customer-segment pricing and so on.
Convenience exists in whole process of customer buying, including time-saving, effort-saving and
easy to get.
Brand image is an impression brand value leaves on customer, including brand direction for
different market and target customer.

4 Research Design and Data Acquisition
Data of this research were collected by delivering questionnaires at the gate of supermarkets, and
interviewing customers randomly. The geographical scope of the research is in China, Wuhan, an almost
ten million populated big city, with multilevel-ownership supermarket exist, such as state-owned,
foreign invested, private owned, and shareowner invested supermarket. Research design and
investigation include three stages: personal interview, preliminary research and formal research. On the
basis of literature review, we derived 45 indicators and thus designed questionnaires to assess customer
experience in preliminary research. There are two parts of this questionnaire: one is 45 assessment
indicators related to customer experience, this part uses 7-scale Likert form to evaluate. Another part is
respondents’ demographic characteristics, including gender, age, education and average monthly income.
In the stage of preliminary research, 70 questionnaires were delivered and 62 effective questionnaires
were returned. Through exploratory factor analysis, we finally identified 27 assessment indicators
related to customer experience. Consequently, questionnaire for formal research is determined. In the
stage of formal research, 170 questionnaires were delivered and 140 effective questionnaires were
returned. Effective responding rate is 82.4%.

5 Statistical Analysis
This research analyzed data by using spss13.0. Statistical method includes reliability analysis,
validity analysis, and correlation analysis.
5.1 Validity analysis and reliability analysis of customer experience
This research did factor analysis using the principal component analysis and varimax orthogonal
rotation, intercepting date with characteristic value of 1 for standard. KOM=0.742. It is significant by
Bartlett Test of Sphericity (P<0.000), so data is fit for factor analysis. The analytical outcome is
illustrated in Table 1.
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Table 1

Rotated Component Matrix (a)

Component
1
.893

2
.108

3
-.026

4
.070

5
.050

6
.091

7
.063

.779
.722
.681

.116
.037
.029

-.091
.072
-.046

.111
.070
-.035

.083
-.088
.095

.095
.061
-.098

.038
.066
.006

.661

.060

-.091

.004

.206

.117

-.058

.614

.289

.008

.085

.302

.114

.265

.189

.878

.028

.002

.041

.215

.122

.134

.816

-.014

-.030

-.012

.199

.015

.169

.733

.056

.027

.011

.076

.179

.007
-.006
-.075

.724
.631
.058

.101
.168
.902

.207
.186
.002

.317
.222
.162

.093
.017
.097

.061
-.072
.094

.018

.036

.878

.058

.092

.113

-.069

-.080

.039

.791

-.010

.154

.181

.182

-.047

.130

.695

.209

.010

-.086

-.075

.088

.145

.115

.912

.031

.156

.120

.059

.122

.198

.856

-.075

.104

.101

.086

.012

-.047

.836

.121

.178

-.041

Fresh air

.159

.145

.131

.031

.819

.186

.109

Smell comfortable

.231

.112

.030

-.042

.804

.121

.034

Retail atmosphere is warm

.002

.088

.279

-.022

.577

.218

.373

.091

.157

.256

.202

.570

-.011

.333

.150

.218

.063

.188

.171

.881

.029

Enterprise values its social
responsibility

.020

.142

.166

.111

.070

.810

.130

Distinctive brand logo

.130

.196

.060

.188

.192

.801

-.041

The identity of VIP is helpful in
getting preferential information

.029

.145

.005

.144

.142

-.061

.845

The identity of VIP is helpful in
getting price concessions

.143

.052

.034

-.008

.195

.147

.812

Complete after-sale service
Handle complaints timely
Service

Convenient to complain
friendly and trustworthy attitude
Employees have good professional
skills, can provide effective services
Service response time within
acceptable limitation

Price

Feel the expected value
This supermarket supplies discount
goods or bargain
Compared with other retailer, it has
price competitiveness
Price is reasonable
Advertising for sales promotion
Convenient to ride bus

Conveni
ence

Product

Store
atmosph
ere

Brand
Image

Relation
ship

Toilet clean and easy to find
Clean facilities for rest
Have convenient facilities such as
parking lot
Sufficient supply, never out of stock
Offer a variety of options to each
commodity
Complete goods

Suitable temperature, environment
clean
Enterprise has a good reputation, and
provide guarantee for its product

Because the above mentioned assessment factors of the questionnaire are based on existing
research and practice outcomes, we could think it has good Content validity. From the outcome of factor
analysis, 7 factors are extracted, and the 7 factors explain 70.992% of population variance. Rotated
component matrix is shown as above. According to the relationship between assessment items and
factors we can believe that factor 1 is service, factor 2 is price, factor 3 is convenience, factor 4 is
product, factors 5 is store atmosphere, factor 6 is brand image and factor 7 is relationship. All the items
are integrated into corresponding factors, and all loading coefficient are greater than 0.5, so the structure
validity is well.
From the Table 2, it can be seen that every factor’s Cronbach's Alpha Coefficient are greater than
0.7, so these factors have a high degree of consistency, and the internal structure is good.
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Reliability Statistics

Factor
Service

N of Items
6

N of
Samples
140

Cronbach's
Alpha
0.842

Price

5

140

0.853

Convenience

4

140

0.860

product

3

140

0.888

Store atmosphere
Brand image

4

140

0.803

3

140

0.882

Relationship

2

140

0.748

5.2 Validity analysis and reliability analysis of customer satisfaction
This research did factor analysis using the principal component analysis and varimax orthogonal
rotation, intercepting date with characteristic value of 1 for standard. KOM=0.826, it was significant by
Bartlett Test of Sphericity (P<0.000), so data is fit for factor analysis. The outcome is analyzed in Table
3.
From the outcome of factor analysis, only one factor is extracted, and this factor explains 63.329%
of population variance of the samples. The matrix can’t rotate, so component matrix is shown as follow.
All the items are integrated into one factor, and all loading coefficient are greater than 0.7, so the
structure validity is well.
Table 3

Component Matrix (a)

Component
1
Generally speaking, you are satisfied with this retailer

.904

This shopping experience is very pleasant

.859
.824
.705
.660

You believe choosing this supermarket is a correct decision
You are satisfied with its product
You are satisfied with its service

From the Table 4, it can be seen that the Cronbach's Alpha Coefficient of customer satisfaction is
0.849, so the degree of consistency is high, and the internal structure is good.
Table 4

Factor
customer
satisfaction

Reliability Statistics

N of Items

N of
Samples

Cronbach's
Alpha

5

140

0.849

5.3 Correlation analysis of customer experience and customer satisfaction
Correlation analysis is a statistic mind used to analyze closeness of relationship among variables,
which is described by correlation coefficient. In this research we use Pearson Correlation Analysis.
Table 5

Customer
Satisfaction
Pearson Correlation
Sig.（2-tailed）
N

Correlation Analysis of Customer Experience and Customer Satisfaction
Price
Convenience Product
Store
Brand
Service Relationship
atmosphere
image
0.237**
0.030
0.150
0.259**
0.303** 0.304**
0.140

0.005
140

0.727
140

0.076
140

0.002
140

0.000
140

0.000
140

0.079
140

(*p<0.05, **p<0.01)
From the result of correlation analysis, we can see that although customer’s perceived difference in
term of convenience, product and relationship is not significant（p<0.05）. customer’s perceived
difference in terms of price, store atmosphere, brand image and service is significant (p<0.01). In other
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word, customer’s perceived level of price, store atmosphere, brand image and service is positive to
customer satisfaction. This tells that to create and promote customer experience is helpful for promoting
customer satisfaction.

6 Conclusions
According to this research we could get conclusions as following:
(1) Customer experience is decomposable. In retail industry, it can be decomposed into service,
price, convenience, product, store atmosphere, brand image and relationship;
(2) There are several key influencing factors of different customer experience dimension;
(3) Feeling level of customer experience is positive to customer satisfaction in some extent.
Thus, as retailers seeking measures to create competitive advantage, a new service mode and brand
image, which is different from others should be build. Customer experience management (CEM) is right
an efficient strategy. Retailers may take following practical measures to improve promote customer
experience.
(1) Retailers could focus on the key factors which influence customer experience. Take Product for
example, the key factors that influence customer’s product experience are: sufficient supply, complete
goods, and a variety of options to each commodity. Except these, although there are other many factors
have impact on product, but they are not the key points.
(2) Retailers should construct a complete and systemic CEM model based on customer experience
dimensions, and provide right experience to customers correctly.
One thing that needs to claim is that: different customer will have different perception for the same
experience because of different customer’s requirement level, personality preference, psychological
features, education, and income level.
Future research will focus on how to measure customer experience and how to conduct CEM
systematically in retail industry in China.
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A Study on Relationships among Customer Value, Relationship
Quality and Customer Equity:
Zhengzhou Bank of Communications as an Example
Wu Jianxun, Xu Xiaodi
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Abstract Various studies on customer relationship management are carried out with the arrival of the
new economy because intensified competitions among companies highlight the unprecedented
importance of the customers. Based on the literature review of previous researches, the authors first put
forward the model of customer relationship management, which is based on customer equity, then verify
how the key dimensions in customer value influence customer equity and also discuss the role of
relationship quality- mediating. The authors finally come to the conclusion that customer value has
significant influence on customer satisfaction; and relationship quality also exerts significant influence
on customer equity.
Key words
Customer equity; Customer value; Relationship quality; Customer relationship
management

1 Introduction
The market environment has been changed. The seller’s insead of the buyers become the
dominants. With the increasingly fierce competition, the control power has been gradually transferred
from the suppliers to the customers. Customer-oriented times are coming along the way, and CRM
(Customer Relationship Management) is becoming a core issue that both theorists and enterprises attach
importance to.

2 Literature Review
Blattberg and Deighton（1996）initially advanced the concept of Customer Equity (CE), defining it
as the total discount of customer lifetime value owned by enterprises[1]. Rust, Zeithaml and Lemon
（2000）believed that CE is the summation of present discounted value created by customer lifetime
value, which is possessed by enterprises[2]. Wang Yonggui (2005)considered that CE is the summation of
both tangible and intangible value of total customer assets owned by enterprises, i.e. the summation of
customer lifetime value that is in the possession of enterprises[3].
Value Equity

Customer Brand

Brand Equity

Relation Equity

Figure 1 Model of CE
（Data Source：R Rust，V A Zeithaml，Katherine N Lemon 2000）

Roland T. Rust and Valarie A. Zeithaml（2000）analyzed the essence of CE and put forward the
model of CE (Graph 1). Through analysis of the major components, there extracted eleven
comparatively independent components to explain CE. Through combination and induction, it is thought
that CE consists of three driving elements: ① Value Equity, i.e. the objective evaluation of products and
services by customers；② Brand Equity, i.e. the subjective evaluation of products and services by
customers；③ Relation Equity, i.e. strong or weak degrees of relationship between customers and
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enterprises. Most current researches are based on the point of view that enterprises may adopt measures
on the three major elements to improve value equity, brand equity and relation equity thus developing
CE.

3 Model and Research Hypotheses

According to research results by Wang Yonggui and others（2001，2005) [4] ，in the process of CRM,
the creation and delivery of CE is placed in a vital situation. It is a strategic weapon for construction,
containment, update and full application for close relations with customers, and it is also an
advantageous foundation for launching strong and sustainable competition. Customer value is a concept
corresponding to CE which is put forward by Rust; as an effective evaluation of customer relations,
quality relation includes relation equity and something about brand equity, which has a pivotal effect on
the improvement of CE. In Graph 2, it is described that based on the framework of CRM, the key
dimensions of customer value and their influence on CE.
Value of Customers

Relation Quality

Value of Function

Value of Society

Value of Emotions

Perceived Cost

Customer
Satisfaction

Customer
Equity

Brand Loyalty

Figure 2 Model of Value-CRM Based on CE
（Data Source：Wang Yonggui, Han Shunping, etc. 2004）

3.1 Customer equity
Despite the embryo stage of the CE theory, it can help CRM fix on a set of feasibly uniform aims,
and it has offered a new strategic framework for setting up effective CRM system. By definition, it is
not difficult to find that the final purpose of CRM can be achieved only if it is CE-oriented. While
regardless of the improvement of value equity, relation equity or brand equity, the increase of CE needs
to be realized through customer behaviors which include purchasing behavior and non-purchasing one
(e.g. public praise ). Therefore, only if various operating activities by enterprises can promote customer
purchasing behavior or increase non-purchasing behavior, there will be an improvement of enterprise
CRM effect. Among the factors, non-purchasing behavior is the crucial one to boost the increase of CE,
promoting the upgrade of purchasing behavior.
3.2 Value of customers
In view of the above , this thesis takes Sheth and the others’ analyzing framework as its kernel and
on the background of the theory put forward by Wang Yonggui to explore dimensions of customer
value ,including social value ,emotional value ,functional value and perceptional value .Emotional value
refers to utility produced by emotional factors of products or services ;social value shows the utility
produced by the strengthen ability of social self concept derived from products and services . Functional
value reflects the utility created by the perceptional quality and accepted performance of the products.
Perceptional value refers to all the monetary and non-monetary costs paid or transferred by customers
when the transaction is completed or the contact with suppliers is remained .Customer value exerts
influences on purchasing intention and dominates customer’s decision .Combined with Chart 2,
hypotheses can be concluded.
H1: Functional value affects customer satisfaction positively and significantly.
H2: Social value affects customer satisfaction positively and significantly.
H3: Emotional value affects customer satisfaction positively and significantly.
H4: Perceived cost affects customer satisfaction positively and significantly.
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3.3 Relationship quality
In the light of resource investment, commitment of both parties is the chief sign of relational
quality. According to the view of Henning Thurau and that of the others, relationship quality refers to the
relationship between customers and companies to meet specific customer needs on the appropriate
level .As an intermediate indicator to motivate customer behaviors; relationship quality is a
multidimensional concept .On the study of sale-and-service, Crosdy and others analyzed credence and
degree of satisfaction, the two key dimensions in relationship quality .While Wang Yonggui and some
other people examined relationship quality on the basis of customer satisfaction and brand fidelity .In
the model of Chart 2, this thesis takes the latter view that is to evaluate relationship quality and to reflect
the customers’ satisfaction, commitment and credence on the relationship by way of the two key
dimensions mentioned above. Combined with Chart2, the following hypotheses can be concluded.
H5: Customer satisfaction affects brand fidelity positively and significantly.
H6: Customer satisfaction affects the improvement of customer equity positively and significantly.
H7: Brand fidelity affects the improvement of customer equity positively and significantly.

4 Research Design
Present literature on research of customer equity are confined to exploration of theories and the
case study is just undertaken in securities trade in some areas .Therefore, we conducted an investigation
on debit card users face to face .To choose banking as the study target in that collection of data are
available and CRM plays an important part in this trade .The survey was carried out on the basis of
Likert’s 7 Scale Analysis , 300 debit card users were covered .After removing a large number of
questionnaire lacking in legitimacy , 220 effective questionnaire were recovered ,with 73.6% response
rate.

5 Research Results
5.1 Reliability testing
By SPSS17.0, the Cronbach α testing result about the variable obtained in this survey after revising
the questionnaire is as follow.
Chart 1

Reliability Statistics

Cronbach's Alpha

N of Items

.875

7

We see that the comprehensive Cronbac-α of the variable is above 0.8, and the inner uniformity is
fine, so the reliability is acceptable.
5.2 Validity Testing
The thesis holds the construct validity testing, and KMO and Bartlett’s test are needed before
measurement .The results are listed in Chart 2.
Chart2

KMO and Bartlett’s test

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity
Approx. Chi-Square

.825
342.237

df

21

Sig.

.000

The observed values of Bartlett’s test are 342.237, and the corresponding probability approximate 0.
If observed level of significance -α is 0.05, because the value of probability-p is lower than level of
significance-α, the original hypotheses are received .The KMO value is 0.825 .According to the standard
of KMO provided by Kaiser, it is suitable to submit the original variables to factor analysis .It follows
the principal component analysis that the validity of the variables is high.
5.3 One-factor analysis of variance
In the following table, the observed value of statistic derived by division is 8.054, and the
corresponding probability approximate 0. If observed level of significance-α is 0.05, because the value
of probability-p is lower than level of significance-α, the original hypotheses are received; hence we
take the view that the degree of customer satisfaction is noticeably influenced by functional value.
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Figure 3 The one-Factor ANOVA Result of Functional Value to Customer Satisfaction
Customer Satisfaction Sum of Squares
df
Mean Square
F
Sig.

Between Groups

124.259

8

15.532

Within Groups

406.919

211

1.929

Total

531.177

219

8.054

.000

According to the below chart, the observed value of the divided F statistic is 14.570, with its
corresponding probability P-value approximating 0. If the significance level α is 0.05, then we can
receive the null hypothesis for the probability P-value is less than the significance level α, and come to
the conclusion that Social Value has exerted a remarkable influence on Customer Satisfaction.
Figure 4 The one-Factor ANOVA Result of Social Value to Customer Satisfaction
Customer Satisfaction Sum of Squares
df
Mean Square
F
Sig.

Between Groups

78.452

8

9.806

Within Groups

452.726

211

2.146

Total

531.177

219

14.570

.000

According to the below chart, the observed value of the divided F statistic is 12.917, with its
corresponding probability P-value approximating 0. If the significance level α is 0.05, then we can
receive the null hypothesis for the probability P-value is less than the significance level α, and come to
the conclusion that Emotional Value has exerted a remarkable influence on Customer Satisfaction.
Figure 5 The Results of Single-factor Variance Analysis of Emotional Value to Customer Satisfaction
Customer Satisfaction Sum of Squares
df
Mean Square
F
Sig.

Between Groups

59.022

9

6.558

Within Groups

472.155

210

2.248

Total

531.177

219

12.917

.000

According to the below chart, the observed value of the divided F statistic is 9.185, with its
corresponding probability P-value approximating 0. If the significance level α is 0.05, then we can
receive the null hypothesis for the probability P-value is less than the significance level α, and come to
the conclusion that Perceived Sacrifices has exerted a great influence on Customer Satisfaction.
Figure 6 The Results of Single-Factor Variance Analysis of Perceived Cost to Customer Satisfaction
Customer Satisfaction Sum of Squares
df
Mean Square
F
Sig.

Between Groups

101.852

7

14.550

Within Groups

429.325

212

2.025

Total

531.177

219

9.185

.000

The below chart shows the observed value of the divided F statistic is 13.412, with its
corresponding probability P-value approximating 0. If the significance level α is 0.05, then we can
receive the null hypothesis for the probability P-value is less than the significance level α, and come to
the conclusion that value of emotions has exerted a great influence on Customer Satisfaction.
Figure 7

The Results of Single-Factor Variance Analysis of Customer Satisfaction to Brand Loyalty
Brand loyalty
Sum of Squares
df
Mean Square
F
Between Groups
60.453
7
8.636
13.412
Within Groups
536.542
212
2.531

Total

596.995

219

The below chart shows the observed value of the divided F statistic is 6.794, with its corresponding
probability P-value approximating 0. If the significance level α is 0.05, then we can receive the null
hypothesis for the probability P-value is less than the significance level α, and come to the conclusion
that Customer Satisfaction has exerted a significant influence on Customer Equity.
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The Results of Single-Factor Variance Analysis of Customer Satisfaction to Customer Equity

Customer Equity

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

6.794

.000

Between Groups

95.054

7

13.579

Within Groups

423.724

212

1.999

Total

518.777

219

The below chart shows the observed value of the divided F statistic is 9.389, with its corresponding
probability P-value approximating 0. If the significance level α is 0.05, then we can receive the null
hypothesis for the probability P-value is less than the significance level α, and come to the conclusion
that Brand Fidelity has exerted a significant influence on Customer Equity.
Figure 9

The Results of Single-Factor Variance Analysis of Brand Fidelity to Customer Equity

Customer Equity

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Between Groups
Within Groups

136.188

8

17.024

9.389

.000

382.589

211

1.813

Total

518.777

219

6 Conclusions
Through theoretical analysis and empirical test, we may see: the implementation of CRM, which is
based on Customer Equity, can bring about benefits to the enterprises, and put Customer Value in line
with Enterprise Value as well. According to the model, to better fulfill CRM, enterprises should give
their priority to the creation of Customer Value, for it will cause a positive and significant effect on the
Customer Satisfaction. Secondly, take care of the various dimensions of relationship between Customer
Value and Relationship Quality, since the two dimensions of Relation Quality can directly contribute to
the improvement of Customer Equity, among which the brand loyalty is the most important. Thirdly, the
key role of Customer Satisfaction in developing Customer Loyalty should be aware of. To have strong
and protracted Customer Loyalty, enterprises are obliged to improve Customer Satisfaction, in that it has
a close tie with Customer Loyalty.
This article is based on the previous research achievements, which follows the logic from Customer
Satisfaction to Brand Loyalty and then to improvement of Customer Equity. At the same time, the
results of empirical tests in the article also have their limitations, for the samples from Zhengzhou Bank
of Communications alone merely represents a relatively narrow range of regions and industries;
however, there is a big difference in value concepts and cultural backgrounds of various regions and
industries. So in the future study, the range of regions and industries of survey samples should be
extended to verify the model, and the extended one will be a great help to the following practice.
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Research on the Construction of Grid Marketing Team
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Abstract Referencing the idea of collaboration and share of Grid, aiming at limitations of organization
structure in traditional marketing model, this paper defines the concept of Grid Marketing Team. After
analyzing the characteristics of Grid Marketing Team of virtual, dynamic, collaborative and efficient, the
paper proposes the organization structure and operation model between Grid Marketing Team and
Marketing Grid, and discusses the standardization management issues of Grid Marketing Team during
operation.
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1 Introduction
With the advent of knowledge economy and development of network technology, the exchange and
delivery of information is faster and faster, marketing environment gradually changes from mass
marketing to personalize marketing, and customer needs are more differentiation and diversity[1]. In
response to rapidly changing marketing environment, enterprises have explored a new marketing model
in practice - Grid Marketing, which divides the target market into different Marketing Grid, through
resource sharing, process optimization to increase marketing efficiency and service to customer better.
The running of Grid Marketing model must match with right Grid Marketing Organization. Grid
Marketing Team, as a carrier of Grid Marketing Organization, plays a key role in Grid Marketing Model.
Therefore, investigating how to build effective Grid Marketing Team has great significance for
enterprise to respond to market quickly and serve to customer better.

2 Concept and Characteristic of Grid Marketing Team
2.1 Concept of Grid marketing team
Grid is a group of emerging technologies building on Internet, which integrates speed internet,
high-performance computers, large databases, sensors and remote devices[2], to provide more resources,
functionality and interactivity with users. Its essence is sharing services[3,4], thereby enhancing the
utilization of resource and quality of service. The idea, sharing services and resources though network
and contract agreement, combed with the practice of enterprise gradually, and formed a new business
management way. The first business activity using Grid concept is production manufacturing sector. It
now has formed Manufacturing Grid cored by supply chain, enterprise dynamic alliance and other
mature production[5]. The idea and model of Grid have been applied to transportation, finance,
communications, urban management and planning areas. Grid Marketing Team has begun to apply in
marketing activities.
Referencing the cord idea of resources sharing, services collaboration and processes optimization
of Grid, aiming at limitations of organization structure redundant and functions split in traditional
marketing model, combing with the Grid practice in marketing activities in recent years, this paper
believes that Grid Marketing Team is a virtual, dynamic organization structure, based on original
organization structure not be broken, focused on customer, led by task, builds cross-functions
organization according to segmentation markets, and members cooperate to reach the same goal, to
respond to rapid changes of market demand. Grid Marketing Team changes the original organization in
enterprise, set up joint team and process, using a network method which is small team servicing to
cluster customer according to target customers[6], which can improve the business speed and marketing
efficiency.
2.2 Characteristics of Grid marketing team
According to the above analysis of the Grid Marketing Team, this paper believes Grid Marketing
Team has four features, which are virtual, dynamic, collaborative and efficient. Among them, virtual is
foundation, dynamic is protect, collaborative is means, efficiency is goal. These four areas as a whole,
exists in all aspects of grid marketing team, coordinates each other, to ensure the normal operation of
Grid Marketing Team.
(1) Virtual[7]. Grid Marketing Team is an organization structure which organizes all processes members
who are able to complete tasks to achieve a common marketing goal. It is beyond the traditional forms of
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marketing organization, and has no uniform office location and work time. With the help of advanced IT, it
overcomes time and geographical constraints effectively, presents the characteristic of virtual.
(2) Dynamic[8]. Grid Marketing Team is an organization centered by client, oriented by task, which
determines that it changes with the changing of segment markets, and varies with the customer demands.
Therefore, Grid Marketing Team is a changeable team.
(3) Collaborative. Grid Marketing Team members service to common segment market and target
customer, and have same marketing goal. But the Grid Marketing Team members are virtual and lack of
long-term adjustments among them. Therefore, only the understanding and collaboration between
members, it may have the effect of 1+1> 2, and offer convenient, efficient service to customer really.
(4) Efficient[9]. Grid Marketing Team breaks the administrative boundaries of traditional
organization, reduces the transfer process and time of administrative hierarchy transmit, changes one
after another functions and operation, makes members do activities at same time and different space,
which reduces the time cost and improves efficiency.

3 Organization Structure of Grid Marketing Team
Combing with the concept and characteristics of Grid Marketing Team, Grid Marketing Team
should be a virtual marketing organization oriented by task. As basic unit and base composition of Grid
Marketing Organization, several Grid Marketing Teams should be set up according to the number of
segment markets. Each Grid Marketing Team should provide targeted professional products and services
to meet customer needs of all sub-markets better.
Referencing the form and structure of virtual marketing organization, Grid Marketing Team should
be the network structure of “one point, multi-wing, a whole”, that is the team is centered by the
marketing manager or account manager, is constituted as a whole by the internal functions members.
The members are ordered by same marketing task, service for same sub-market. The chart of
organization structure of Grid Marketing Team is shown as figure 1.

Marketing
Staff

．．
．．
．．

Service
Personnel

Marketing
Manager/Account
Manager

Product
Designer

Business
Sales
Figure 1 The Organization Structure of Grid Marketing Team

Grid Marketing Team is built referring the idea of Grid, so the core ideas of resources sharing,
services collaboration and processes optimization of Grid are reflected in Grid Marketing Team. Firstly,
the Grid Marketing Team is established aiming at target market, all members of the organization have
common target and marketing objective, resources and capabilities are shared among members within
the team. Secondly, Grid Marketing Team members belong to different parallel departments in the
traditional hierarchy, so the members do not have administrative affiliation in Grid Marketing Team, but
rather support and coordinate each other, with completing marketing tasks. Thirdly, Grid Marketing
Team is network and flat structure, which reduces the transmission processes and time of traditional
pyramid structure, makes members do activities at same time and different space, optimizes workflow
greatly. In short, Grid Marketing Team is a marketing organization responding rapidly and deploying
flexibility, which is centered by customer and oriented by task, in order to adapt to the complex external
marketing environment.
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4 Operating Model of Grid Marketing Team
Segment market is the core of Grid Marketing Team. The establishment of Grid Marketing Team
should match with the Marketing Grid in the actual operation process. In particular, Grid Marketing
Team matches with the target markets in three ways: one to one match, one to many match and mix
match, shown in figure 2.

Marketing
Grid

One to one match

Marketing
Grid 1

Marketing
Grid 2

Marketing
Grid …

One to many match

Marketing
Grid 1

Marketing
Grid …

Marketing
Grid 2

Mix match
Figure 2 The Match Form of Grid Marketing Team and Marketing Grid

One to one match is a Grid Marketing Team corresponds to a target market, only tracking and
analyzing customers within this segment market, to provide professional services. One to many match is
a Grid Marketing Team can service to two or more target markets. This mainly applies to the enterprises
whose segmentation markets are small, and target markets are so many. However, the Marketing Grids
which are serviced by a Grid Marketing Team should not be too many; otherwise the precision of
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marketing is hard to be guaranteed. Mix match is the members of one Grid Marketing Team can together
with members of other team to form a new Grid Marketing Team, and services for a new target market.
This dynamic enterprise organization structure can not only optimize the allocation of human resources,
but also ensure the operation of multi-tasks, saving time and cost, improving work efficiency.

5 Management of Grid Marketing Team
Grid Marketing Team is composed by different department members, lacking of rigidity system and
structure. Therefore, enterprise must manage the Grid Marketing Team in order to ensure the
effectiveness of team work, and really play the advantage of organization.
(1) Set team goals. Grid Marketing Team is established based on common marketing goals. Team
goals are directions that all members struggle for, are the reference when team makes decision in the run
process, and are also an important criterion for assessing team performance[10]. Therefore, in the early
days enterprise should collect and analyze target information, reach consensus, determine objectives
through a wide range of discussions, and decompose goals, guiding direction and providing power for
team members.
(2) Culture team spirit. Team spirit is the organizational climate of trusting, supporting each other
among members, is the most solid basis for cooperation. Under the effect of team spirit, team members
consciously to restrict their behavior according to team's overall interests, contribute their resources and
capabilities to achieve common goals. Team spirit needs a nurturing process that requires members to
gradually set up the overall thinking, strengthen mutual awareness and enhance organization cohesion.
(3) Improve the overall quality of the team. According to the organization structure of Grid
Marketing Team, the overall quality of team can be divided into quality of team management and quality
of general membership. Excellent team management should have the ability to formulate development
strategies, to grasp the overall situation and direction, know how to manage, employ and educate
members. For general team members, enterprise should focus on their daily training, encourage
members to learning, innovation continuously, and help them improve their professional quality quickly.
(4) Optimize team structure. The size of the team force largely depends on whether the team
structure is reasonable and optimization, such as team size, labor structure, age structure, professional
structure, culture structure, ability structure and personality structure. Grid Marketing Team should
consider the qualities of all members in the process of setting up, changing and developing, to ensure the
efficient operation of the organization.
(5) Perfect the performance evaluation and reward system[11]. Scientific and reasonable
performance evaluation system can stimulate team members to create a better performance effectively.
Performance evaluation and reward system should be based on segment market that team services. To
the teams, which service to the market whose development space is larger, should implement to
commission system, that is, give a certain commission to the Grid Marketing Team which develops new
customers as reward. While to other teams, serving fewer new customers, mainly providing service for
present customers, enterprise should set up reward fund, and team members can access earnings
according the frequency and quality of services. In short, enterprise should take different assessment
systems to teams according to the situation of segment markets.
(6) Establish good communication mechanism and team atmosphere. Smooth information within
the team is the basis ensuring the normal operation of Grid Marketing Organization. Only the full and
effective communication can prevent the information occlusion. Thus, Grid Marketing Organizations
should provide the convenient platform and tool for members’ communication in the operation to enable
members to quickly integrate with the organization. For example, use mobile phone, email, video
conference and other tools within the Grid Marketing Team to achieve timely and effective
communication. Through weekly meetings, work reports, seminars to achieve stable and sustained
communication.
In short, the management of Grid Marketing Team should specific team goals at the beginning
when the organization is set up, improve overall quality, optimize organization structure, culture team
spirit, establish interactive communication platform in the course of operation. According to the
different of segment markets, enterprise should take different incentives to ensure the efficient operation
of Grid Marketing Team and provide support to rapid changes in market.

6 Conclusion
The core of Grid is servicing to customer better through resources sharing, services collaboration
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and processes optimization. Grid Marketing Team, referencing the idea of Grid, has features of virtual,
dynamic, collaborative and efficient, which can avoid the defects of separating departments, poor
communication and lagging response of traditional organization structure. Grid Marketing Team exists
as the network structure of “one point, multi-wing, a whole”, through one to one match, one to many
match and mix match three ways to ensure the best combination with the target market, and standardizes
management to ensure the normal operation of Grid Marketing Team.
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Abstract Based on the analysis of a large number of local foreign affairs management, the article put
forward three models of traditional local foreign affairs management: foreign affairs department-guided
model, professional and functional department-guided model, parallel model. It is indicated that the
three traditional models can not meet the current needs of foreign affairs management. The government
must build a new and more effective management model of foreign affairs, i.e. dual platform-guided
model of local foreign affairs management. The superiority of dual platform-guided model is dissertated
from different perspectives.
Key words Local foreign affairs management; Traditional operation mode; Dual platform-guided
model

1 Introduction
Local Government Affairs refer to all local foreign affairs at local level, which is an integral part of
the state foreign affairs. With the development of economic globalization, local foreign affairs
departments are undertakers of diplomatic missions and foreign exchanges, carriers of diplomatic
demands, promoter and coordinator of foreign affairs. Local foreign affairs departments play an
irreplaceable important role in the process of foreign relations at local level. However, with the
deepening of China's reform and opening-up process, the gradual devolution of certain powers of the
central government, the content and form of local governments’ external relations tends to diversify. In
the course of foreign exchanges, in addition to local foreign affairs departments, other professional and
functional departments also received authorization to conduct their own foreign exchanges. With
constantly improved ability and widened communication channels, professional and functional
departments played a growing important role in conducting foreign exchanges at local level. [1]
Local foreign affairs departments, local foreign-related departments and other local professional
departments form the complete management system of local foreign affairs. However, according to the
division of administrative functions, the local foreign affairs departments bear centralized management
functions of the region's foreign affairs. Therefore, coordination and cooperation among all these
departments becomes the inevitable trend of the local foreign exchanges.

2 Traditional Operation Mode of Local Foreign Affairs Management
Judging from the dominant force in foreign exchanges, the traditional operation mode of local
foreign affairs management can be divided into three types: foreign affairs department-guided model,
professional and functional department-guided model, parallel model.
2.1 Foreign affairs department-guided model
Under the foreign affairs department-guided model, the local foreign affairs departments always
play a critical and coordinative role in foreign exchanges. The state administrative system gives local
foreign affairs departments the function of centralized management. Therefore, the local foreign affairs
departments are fully capable of carrying out foreign exchanges independently or by organizing other
professional departments. Therefore, the foreign affairs management is feasible and effective.
Foreign affairs department-guided model relates to high level, important foreign exchange
activities which have far-reaching political implications. In this mode, the local foreign affairs
departments receive foreign exchanges tasks or projects from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, local
governments or other sources. They implement the tasks independently or by organizing other related
professional departments. The foreign affairs department-guided model is applied when establishing
international sister cities relationship. Under this model, the foreign affairs departments are the core in
co-ordination of all foreign affairs resources [2] .
2.2 Professional and functional department-guided model
With the formation of an all-round, multi-level and wide-ranging opening pattern, foreign affairs
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goals, interests, resources, forms and foreign affairs power tend to diversify and multiply. Local
foreign-related departments and other professional departments received more foreign affairs resources
and foreign affairs capability. Therefore, in the local foreign affairs activities, professional and
functional department-guided model is applied to professional and functional foreign exchanges and it
will become an inevitable trend.
Through their own channels, professional departments have access to foreign exchanges or projects
and implement them successfully. It should be noted that in this mode, local foreign affairs departments
must review aspects of national foreign policies, participate in certain activities or provide foreign
affairs guidance.
2.3 Parallel model
With the development of economic globalization and the city needs to expand foreign exchanges,
the size of the local foreign affairs activities are greatly improved. Some large foreign affairs activities
integrated political, economic exchange and cultural communication in one. In these comprehensive
foreign affairs, foreign affairs and other professional departments are the main participants. They have
played key role but no single party can complete the foreign exchanges. Therefore, the parallel model
involving both foreign affairs and other professional departments has its practical necessity and
feasibility of operation.
Parallel model applies to large comprehensive foreign affairs which integrate politics, economy,
trade, culture, sports, etc. In this mode, the local government can complete comprehensive foreign
exchange and provide synergy to improve the combined effect of foreign exchange. Other professional
departments can also get guidance on foreign affairs knowledge and discipline, which solve the
professional departments’ issue of lack of foreign affairs experience.

3 Dual Platform-guided Model Local Foreign Affairs Management
At the age of economic globalization and informationization, with the increasingly sophisticated
division of international labor, scientific and technological development and improvement of the social
degree, wherever trade and economic activities, cultural exchange or international cooperation in
environmental protection are involved, the degree of their specialization has been improved. The
professional departments’ role in government decision-making, policy implementation has been
increasingly strengthened. In the actual operation of the process, foreign affairs management system can
not adapt to the rapid development of foreign exchanges. The local foreign affairs department finds it more
and more difficult implementing the functions of foreign affairs management. The management authority
of the foreign affairs departments is facing certain challenges. Since the old foreign affairs management
model can’t fit the new situation and the content, so in effect, the effectiveness of the foreign affairs
departments’ supervision, guidance, integration, and coordination function can’t be guaranteed [3] .
Throughout the foreign affairs management system, foreign affairs departments, foreign-related
departments and other professional departments should establish coordination relations between
different levels and joint efforts to promote foreign exchanges, thus to serve local economic and social
development. To give full play to the core function of foreign affairs management system, dual
platform-guided model of local foreign affairs management should be built. (See illustration) [4]. In the
three traditional models of foreign affairs management operation, the foreign affairs department-guided
model stresses management function of the foreign affairs department, professional and functional
department-guided model emphasizes service functions of foreign affairs department. In the parallel
model, the function of the foreign affairs departments can not be effectively defined which leads to the
low efficiency of foreign affairs. Dual platform-guided model of local foreign affairs management is
different from the three traditional management models, which highlights the integration and
co-ordination function of foreign affairs departments. It is stressed that the foreign affairs departments
must build two platforms, namely, management platform and service platform.
First, the local foreign affairs departments shall build management platform. Local foreign affairs
departments to take the mission and authority to implement and enforce the foreign policy of the central
government ensuring local government in line with the central foreign policy. They play a key role in
foreign relations. From the legislative and executive point of view, only the local foreign affairs
departments have certain jurisdiction authority and capabilities, such as centralized management of the
local foreign affairs, management of international sister cities, local consulates and foreign news agencies,
local foreign-related cases negotiations and so on. Local foreign affairs departments must build
management platform so as to effectively ensure the legitimacy and effectiveness of foreign affairs.
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Figure 1 Local Foreign Affairs Management System

Second, the local foreign affairs departments should build service platform. Local foreign affairs
departments must focus on the central task of local governments and play assistant's function. They
should actively build management and service platform to serve the local economic development.
Foreign exchanges carried out by the foreign affairs department are of high level and have wide
exposure. They are the intersection of various information, which come from reliable sources. Foreign
affairs departments should take the initiative on the service platform to disseminate information to the
professional departments and give them full play in the professional field.
Local foreign affairs departments build platform and service platforms for other professional
departments. The bottom line for the professional departments is professional legitimacy and feasibility
of external contacts, thus ensuring the local activities of foreign exchanges in general do not deviate
from the national foreign policy objectives. On the management and service platform, professional
departments can carry out a variety of economic, technological, cultural, educational and other activities
in the field of foreign relations. This enables the content and form of local foreign exchange with clear
goals and high professional standards.

4 Conclusion
In the dual platform-guided model of local foreign affairs management, the local foreign affairs
departments play an important function of co-ordination. The management and service platform set up
by the foreign affairs departments play a central and coordinative role in the local foreign affairs
management system. Foreign affairs resources flow orderly inside and outside the local foreign affairs
management system and ultimately maximize the efficiency of foreign resources’ allocation.
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Study on Performance Evaluation of Innovative Enterprises Human
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Abstract: Innovative enterprises construction is one of the main tasks that all levels of governments
promote technological innovation projects in Fujian province as well as the important support and basis
of constructing Fujian innovative province, but Human capital is the decisive factor for realizing
innovative Enterprises construction. So, this paper presents the evaluation index system of innovative
enterprises human capital management performance based on drawing lessons from the existing
research results about performance evaluation of human capital management and combining the actual
situation of innovative enterprises in Fujian Province, and then uses evidence reasoning(ER) to evaluate
the 57 companies' human capital management performance of the first batch of innovative enterprises in
Fujian Province.
Key words: Innovative enterprises in Fujian Province; Human capital management; Performance
evaluation

1 Introduction
The Fifth Plenary Session of the party's sixteenth and National Science and Technology
conference in January 2006 define enterprise as the main of innovation clearly and point out that this is
the fundamental approach for China to improve the ability of independent innovation. It shows that
innovation becomes the key to develop economy in the future of China. From the literature searching
finds that the research about performance evaluation of innovative enterprise human capital
management is not mature now, especially in the domestic, because of starting relatively late we have
less the research performance evaluation of innovative enterprise human capital management, so this
paper divides the literature into two parts which is innovative enterprise human capital and performance
evaluation of enterprise human capital management, in order to draw lessons from the existing research
results about innovative enterprise human capital incentive mechanism and performance evaluation of
enterprise human capital management.
1.1 Literature of innovative enterprise human capital
Since Little A.D [1] came up with New Technology-based Firms, the human capital as an important
factor has been led into the research about the growth and innovation of New Technology-based Firms
by foreign scholars, such as Colombo [2][3](2005, 2009) and so on. From the foreign literature, though the
entry point for scholars studying is different, for example, some of them is based on Competence-Based
View, some is based on Dynamic Capability View or Resource-Based View and so on, over all, their
main view about New Technology-based Firms human capital is that this kind of enterprise dependence
on human capital is more powerful than the general enterprise, and the scarcity, inimitability and no
reproducibility of human capital decides that human capital is certain to become the irreplaceable core
competitiveness, especially, this kind of enterprise faces high Living environment risks, short
technology update cycle and fast market responsiveness, which requires its the entrepreneur human
capital has high quality and skilled human capital has high technological innovation capability, because
it determines the capacity of enterprise development, so it is very important to enhance and improve the
inventory, quality and structure of New Technology-based Firms human capital.
With leading into the concept of innovative enterprises, domestic scholars started to study on the
connotation and characteristics of innovative enterprises. Especially, after coming up with the concept
about building an innovative nation in our country, innovative enterprises have an unprecedented
development, the study of scholars is continually deepening. In this background, the research of
innovative enterprises human capital develops rapidly. Chen Chunhua[4](2009) and so on present that
∗ Fund Code: Soft Science Project of Fujian Province(2010R0069)
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innovative enterprises need the culture which encourages risk-taking and innovates, and use this kind of
culture influencing and driving the sense of creation and innovation missions, in order to improve the
enterprises' innovative capability and effectiveness. Yao Xin[5](2009)and so on think that the
particularity of innovative enterprises determines the importance of its managers and researchers, so it
needs to motivate human capital by economic interests incentives, rights status incentives, property
rights incentives, offering space for personal development and so on, in order to improve the innovation
power of human capital. Xu Hong[6](2008)and so on, they research the importance, characteristics,
mechanism, current situation and development trend of innovative enterprises human capital, and then
come up with some advice for innovative enterprises to improve its human capital contribution rate.
1.2 Literature of enterprise human capital management performance evaluation
when the foreign and domestic scholars research performance evaluation of human capital
management, most of them draw lessons from the existing human resource management performance
evaluation model, such as Grossmann V[7](2008) and so on recur to input and output method which
needs to compare with the investments which is human capital management departments costing for
human capital(such as education and training input and so on) and the income which is human capital
management departments attaining from the investment, and then evaluate the performance of human
capital management departments. Lynn[8](2009)and so on recur to BSC which needs to design indexes
from financial level, customer level, operational level and strategic level, and then evaluate the
performance of human capital management departments. Cui Hu [9] (2008) and so on recur to EVA to
evaluate the performance of human capital management departments.

2 The Evaluation Index System and the Weight of Index
2.1 The evaluation index system
In the index system design process, it should follow the systematic principle, comparability principle,
applicability principle and operational principle and it needs to combine with the independent index
organically according to their intrinsic relation to form a comprehensive which can reflect the strengths and
weaknesses of human capital management performance fully. According to the above principles and based
on the existing literature and expert advice, this paper comes up with measuring innovative enterprise
human capital management performance by innovation performance, human capital investment, human
capital quality, human capital loyalty and human capital utilization efficiency from innovative human
capital management its own characteristics. Its specific evaluation index system is in Table 1.
Table 1 The Evaluation Index System of Innovative Enterprise Human Capital Performance In Fujian Province
First
second
third
the evaluation index system of innovative enterprise human capital
performance

innovation
performance
(0.153)

human capital
investment
(0.216)

human capital
quality(0.236)
human capital
loyalty(0.167)
human capital
utilization
efficiency
(0.228)

Proportion of the new product (service)’s sales income to the total sales income(0.363)
Market share of the enterprise's new technique, new products, new technology (0.276)
Rate of sales income growth(0.185)
Rate of corporate debt rate(0.176)
Matching of human capital investment strategy and enterprise development
strategy(0.201)
Level of enterprise human capital investment(0.112)
Level of enterprise employees' income(0.159)
Condition of enterprise human capital incentive mechanism (0.165)
Condition of enterprise employees' career planning(0.223)
Rate of enterprise human capital investment return(0.140)
Proportion of R&D staffs to employees(0.540)
Proportion of professional and technical staffs to employees (0.297)
Level of employees education(0.163)
Employee satisfaction（0.401）
Rate of core staff turnover(0.599)
Number of enterprise's 1000 R&D staffs own granted patents (0.272)
Number of enterprise's 1000 R&D staffs sponsor participate standard (0.170)
Number of enterprise's 1000 R&D staffs own above the provincial level famous and
well-known, famous trademarks(0.212)
Condition of enterprise owns core technical innovation awards(0.158)
Overall labor productivity(0.188)
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Whereas consummating index system is a process of repeated practice tests and modifications,
therefore this index system in the paper has the imperfection in its scientificalness and operability, which
needs to improve and perfect constantly in the practice.
2.2 AHP method determines the weights of indexes
According to the requirement of AHP method, it needs to design questionnaire, and then let
experts (including university human resource management expert) judge the importance of all indexes in
the evaluation index system of innovative enterprise human capital performance in Fujian Province.
This paper totally designs and hands out10 questionnaires and reclaims fully. And then calculates and
tests according to the requirement of AHP method. If the consistency check of questionnaires is not
satisfied, they will be fed back to experts, until the consistency check is satisfied. The results are in the
table 1.

3 Empirical Analyses
3.1 Evidence Reasoning(ER) method
Evidence Reasoning is a kind of index synthesis, which are Yang et al. put forward based on the
ideas of D-S evidence theory. This method is suit to solve some problems that are caused by insufficient
or unclear awareness information. Now it is aroused great attention from domestic and foreign scholars,
and it shows its advantage of solving uncertain decisions in the field of data fusion and expert system
application [10].
3.1.1 Problem description
Assuming alternative solution a i ( i = 1, 2 , L , m ) has R basic indicators C 1 ( a i ) , C 2 ( a i ) , ····,
C R ( a i ) , the weight set of R indexes is w ={ w1 , w2 ,····, wR }(referring to table 1). H = H 1 , H 2 ,····,
H N expresses the collections framework including all levels that the indexes can be
assessed. β j , n Expresses reliability that basic indicator C j ( a i ) can be assessed to H n level, it

satisfies

N

∑

β

j, n

≤1,

β j , n ≥0,(

j=1,2,ۤۤR). According to it, this paper assumes the basic indicator's

n =1

evaluation grades H = {Excellent, Good, General, Poor, Very poor}.
3.1.2 Basic reliability
Defining mj , n is the degree that index cj ( ai ) can make alternative solution ai be evaluated Hn ,
this is basic reliability. mj , H the probability that eliminating mj , n , it calls non-allocated reliability.
N
They need to satisfy two conditions: mj , n = wj * β j , n ···· (1); m j , H = 1 − w j
β j , n ····(2), so mj , H can

∑

n =1

~ j , H ，mj , H is caused by weight, and m
~ j , H is caused
be changed mj , H can be changed mj , H = m j , H + m
by the evaluation from evaluators is not complete. If evaluation is complete, mj , H =0, its formula as
follow:
m j , H = 1 − wj ; m j , H = w j (1 − N β j , n )
(3)

∑

n =1

3.1.3 ER algorithms
Assuming C J ( cj )=( c1 , c 2 ,····, cj ) as a subset of front j basic indicators(referring to table 1), so
the formula of basic reliability standardization as follow:
{ H n }: m J ( j + 1 ), n = K J ( j + 1 ) (m J ( j ), n * m j + 1 , n + m J ( j + 1 ), n * m j + 1 , H + m J ( j ), H * m j + 1 , n )
(4)
~ j , H , m J ( j + 1 ), H = K J ( j + 1 ) [m J ( j ), H * m j + 1 , H ]
{ H n }: m j , H = m j , H + m
(5)

~ J ( j + 1), H = K J ( j + 1)[m J ( j ), H * m j + 1, H + m J ( j ), H * m j + 1, H + m J ( j ), H * m j + 1, H ]
m

KJ(j

+ 1)

⎡
= ⎢1 −
⎣

N

N

∑∑

m J ( j ), t * m j

+ 1, k

t =1 k =1

So the synthesis reliability as follow: {H n }: β n =

(6)

⎤
⎥ ( j = 1, 2 , L , R − 1 )
⎦
m J ( R ), n
1 − m J ( R ),

H

(8)；{H }: β H =

(7)
m J ( R ), H
1 − m J ( R ),

(9)
H

3.1.4 Utility function
Utility function is used to measure the preference relations of decision-makers, which tow
conditions: β H = 0 and β H ≠ 0 . According to the result, the evaluation of alternative solutions in this
paper is complete, that is β H = 0 in this paper, so its utility function as follow:
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(10)

n =1

3.1.5 Quartile ranking
According to the u (a i ) of alternative solution ai . If β H = 0 and u (a i + 1 )〉 u (a i )( i = 1, 2 , L , m ) ,
it means alternative solution ai + 1 is better than ai , or it is contrary, so the greater the comprehensive
expected utility alternative solution attains, the better it is.
3.2 Selecting evaluation object
After two-year tracking assessment to the first batch of innovative pilot enterprises in Fujian
Province, the first batch of innovative enterprises engendered in September 2009, total 62 enterprises,
which are the evaluation object of the paper. And the empirical data is from the information that
innovative enterprises reported to Science and Technology Department of Fujian Province in 2010.
Because there were only 57 enterprises reporting the information, so the paper's empirical data is from
57 enterprises. In order to better compare, 57 enterprises can be sorted to science-technology and
electronic enterprises (22) and traditional manufacturing enterprises.
3.3 Analyzing evaluation results
According to the results of third grade indexes evaluation level and the ER algorithms, it can attain
the quality ranking of 57 enterprises, it shows in the figures(the value above the column is the ranking
and E stands for enterprise).
3.3.1 Analyzing the results of different types' enterprises

Figure 1 The Ranking of Science-Technology and Electronic Enterprises

Figure 2

The Panking of Traditional Manufacturing Enterprises

From figure 1 and figure 2, it can get that the performance of science-technology and electronic
enterprises is better than traditional manufacturing enterprises. Because the former needs the better
human capital, so it pays more attentions to the human capital management, which makes it attain
greater performance. From the top ten enterprises, it can get that the proportion of the top ten, 22
science-technology and electronic enterprises is 22.73%, but 35 traditional manufacturing enterprises is
14.29%. However, the difference between 22 science-technology and electronic enterprises is bigger,
which shows that the space for its human capital management performance improving is more, and its
own technology basis is strength. once this kind of enterprises invests more into human capital
management, it will attain more benefit. In addition, traditional manufacturing enterprises face to the
weakness of the transformation of economic development, industrial structure upgrade in this years,
which makes them change their cost control to human capital to find new opportunities, the changing is
clear in food processing and garment manufacturing. However, comparing to science-technology and
electronic enterprises, the cycle of their human capital creating competitiveness is longer, which results
in the slower development of their human capital management, they won't change the view of the
manpower management is cost. So, resulting in the performance of traditional manufacturing enterprises
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human capital management is weaker, which can attain from figure2.
3.3.2 Analyzing the results of 57enterprises
Figure 3 shows that the top is E48, its total utility value is 0.6629. And E18 is the second, its total
utility value is 0.6384, and then from third to tenth ranking are E46, E9, E20, E24, E47, E40, E13 and
E26. On the other hand, according to the show of Science and Technology Department of Fujian
Province's on Dispatching the notice about the list of the first batch of innovative enterprises in Fujian
Province(Min Division[2009]38), the top ten enterprises in the evaluative results including E48, E46,
E20 and E13 which have listed into National innovation pilot enterprises, it shows that the quality
ranking of innovative enterprises human capital management performance in Fujian Province
corresponds with the actual situation.

Figure 3 The Quality Ranking of 57 Innovative Enterprises Human Capital Management

Continuing figure 3

4 Conclusions
This paper uses Evidence Reasoning(ER) to evaluate 57 enterprises of the first batch of innovative
enterprises in Fujian Province based on establishing the evaluation index system of innovative
enterprises human capital management performance, and then attains the evaluative result that
corresponds with the actual situation. In order to better compare, 57 enterprises can be sorted to
science-technology and electronic enterprises (22) and traditional manufacturing enterprises, and then
comparing and analyzing the difference between them. In view of the process of human capital
management involving various factors, so evaluating the performance of it needs to think over all
aspects, which can get the objective and overall evaluative results. Therefore, there are some problems
in the process of evaluation in the paper, for example, comparison of different industries can be further
broken down, which is to find some more pertinent question, and so on.
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Abstract Due to the special nature and characteristics of employees in the knowledge-intensive
enterprises, the original design pattern of salary system no longer adapts to the development of
enterprises. This paper mainly explore the characteristics of knowledge-intensive employees,and
conducts a detailed analysis of knowledge-based incentives for employees.On this basis, the paper also
reveals the problems and shortcomings of traditional compensation design pattern and makes an
exploration into the the staff salaries model of Knowledge-intensive enterprise.
Key words Knowledge-intensive enterprise ;Knowledge workers ;Salaries design patterns

1 Introduction
In the 21st century, especially after China's accession to WTO, Chinese enterprises are facing
enormous challenges. The knowledge, information and virtualization will become the future trend of
business organization model, the creation, dissemination and application of knowledge as the
distinguishing features of the knowledge-based enterprises will dominate the twenty-first century.
Compared with the traditional enterprise, there are some new features in the knowledge-based company,
and its survival and development will be more dependent on human resource—knowledge workers.The
knowledge workers also differs from traditional common workers,which are faceing a major issue that
how to design a compensation model to adapt to the new development requirements.
(Peter•Drucker 1988)considered that,as the development of information technology, enterprises
will enter a new form; An expert panel consisting of knowledge-based enterprise which are based on
knowledge. the manual workers and copy quickly change into knowledge workers, management layers
will be reduced by half, management personnel will be reduced by 2/3.Inter-departmental group of
experts complete the work, coordination and control will rely on employee self-awareness:In the
decision-making structure,the knowledge workers make decision by themselves,and self-management:In
the organizational structure,Knowledge workers should beyond the traditional matrix form.
Knowledge-intensive business is a knowledge integration system which built on a foundation of
knowledge, and poduce,store,use and disseminate knowledge.From basic infrastructure to process,to
product,to the formulation and implementation of strategy, knowledge throughout the whole operating
process. Gathering resources and organizing production are based on their knowledge as the
fundamental to create the greatest value.

2 The Characteristics of Knowledge Workers
2.1 To pursuit the efficiency and autonomy
In the knowledge-based economy,technology and knowledge is more complex, detailed, the
environment changes faster.it is impossible for business managers are proficient in understanding
involved in all the technologies, knowledge,and as the owner of expertise,knowledge workers have a
better undestanding of their work than the managers,and adapt to the changes in the external
environment challenges flexibly.
2.2 The diversity and complexity of the needs
Knowledge workers pursuit the lower-level needs such as physiological, safety needs, but also
pursuit the high levels of needs such as respected, self-actualization:pursuit the working conditions and
environment-related health factors,but also to pursue the nature of work and work incentives related to
the content needs;pursuit the success of the needs,but also to pursue the power and social relations
needs.
2.3 The low degree of organizational loyalty and Liquidity
Knowledge workers as professionals, have their own unique professional philosophy,
professionalism, expertise, professional competence, professional wisdom, and so on, they love and
loyalty in their business profession or occupation,but they also have the characteristics of low loyalty
and the more frequent flow of tendencies. Their loyalty is mainly aimed at the professional, rather than
their own organization, they have their own welfare-maximizing function,they make their own choice to
join a company and not forced..
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2.4 To pursuit the career development and progress
In the knowledge economy, existing technology and knowledge continue to be eliminated, and new
technologies and new knowledge are emerging. Therefore,they work for two or more organizations at
least in their life. This means that knowledge workers have the knowledge and skills at present can not
guarantee that they have the ability for a lifetime employment,so knowledge workers should pursue to
continuous learning and lifelong learning.

3 Knowledge Intensive Analysis of Enterprise Employees Incentives
To design scientific, rational and effective incentive compensation model must accurately grasp the
needs of the core staff. Demand is the act of power and a source of motivation, in order to mobilize their
enthusiasm, managers should attach great importance to the remuneration of the core technology needs
and take measures to meet their needs. Therefore,the analysis of the incentives investigation of the core
technical staff is the premise and basis for incentive.
At present,there is no empirical analysis of the core staff in specific demand,but there are some the
the findings of incentives for knowledge workers have great reference value for us.(In the view of the
composition of the core staff, there are a number of key employees who also has characteristics of
knowledge workers,there is a corresponding relations between incentives and the demand)
Table 1 The First Incentive of the Knowledge Workers
Raising
Personal
Business
Income
Development
Achievements

Job
utonomy

The findings of Zheng chao
and Huang youli

48.12%

23.71%

22.30%

5.87%

The results of U.S. Myers

7.07%

33.74%

28.69%

30.50%

In chinese,zhang Wangjun and other scholars made a survey about “the questionnaire of innovative
Employee motivation factor”for the 150 technology researcher in Shenzhen run communications,
development corporation, the china public information network, ministry of information engineering
research center.the analysis shows that the top five incentives of the chinese knowledge workers:
Table 2

The Top Five Incentives of the Chinese Knowledge Workers
Second
Third
Fourth

Incentive
ranking

First

Fifth

Motivation
Factors

Wage compensation
and reward

Personal growth and
development

Challenging
work

Company's
future

Secure
and
stable work

percentage

31.88%

23.91%

10.145%

7.975%

6.52%

Table 1 and Table 2 shows that,as an important part of knowledge workers, the high-tech
company's core technical staff's first effective factor is still the wage incentive compensation and
rewards.At the same time,it is easy to see that personal growth and development and work
independently also has a great incentive for the core technical staff,and this is the value of
self-realization that they are pursuiting.The characteristics of the core staff demand has been particularly
evident, non-monetary factors is increasing in the demand structure.In order to meet the salaries demand
of the core staff,we must change the traditional Pay Mode and find another model to adpat to the need of
the knowledge workers.

4 The Construction of the Compensation Design Pattern in Knowledge-Intensive
Enterprises
4.1 The limitations of traditional compensation design patterns
In the age of Information and knowledge economy, the market rapidly changing and highly
competitive demands need one kind of Simple management structures,the flat Knowledge Enterprises
and networked organization focus on the innovation of knowledge workers,make a quickly and
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reasonable treatment for the relevant information and require an equal partnership-type relationship
among the members of the organization. In the traditional pyramid structure, the multi-level structure
restraints the initiative of the knowledge workers,and forming an organizational barriers for Knowledge
innovation. All posts of this organizational structure is divided into management positions and staff
positions, The management positions are very limited, and there are the hierarchical levels between
management positions and staff positions, job development are very rigid. Employees are not actually
being seriously by leadership and their value and benefits have not been reflected.
4.2 The construction of compensation design patterns of knowledge-intensive companies
From the characteristics of the knowledge-based staff and their motivation factors,knowledge
workers compensation should be based on team performance, individual appraisal and market
situation,in other words, knowledge workers compensation should be based on the market value and the
goal of StrategicImplementation.The mainly fixed salary of the Knowledge workers compensation is
market-oriented, depending on relevant qualifications, work experience and the conditions of the labor
market.The variable pay depends on team performance and individual contributions,in fact,this is the
most difficult to determine.According to the idea,establishing the knowledge workers compensation
system shown in Figure 1 shows.
prefecture

trade

competitor
Experience

Fixed pay
(market value)

Knowledge

Knowledge workers
salaries

Skill level
Variable pay
(StrategicImplementation)

Team performance
Evaluation

Learning
growth

and

Internal
process

Financial
objective

Figure 1 The Knowledge Workers Compensation System

4.2.1 The results-oriented of Strategic implementation of knowledge workers` variable pay
In the knowledge workers` variable pay,the long-term incentive and benefits were directly linked to
the evaluation results of deferred indicators,and short-term rewards were linked to the efficiency-based
indicators and personal evaluation of the team as well as the risk,only in this way, knowledge workers
compensation award will have a fair and open basis for the issue.the payment of short-term rewards are
mainly related to the knoledge workers` currentspecific performance and current benefits, efficiency, the
work of the risk as well as fatigue level.the most part of the knowledge workers` variable pay should be
long-term pay incentives,that is to say, the practical effectiveness of the results is the basis of the
variable pay,such as taking on incentives of the stocks and options and the deduct of new product to
stimulate the knowledge workers.
4.2.2 The value-oriented of the market of knowledge workers`fixed pay
Market-oriented is the embodiment of the knowledge workers market value.the mobility of
knowledge workers is stronger,and althoug they mainly pursued not only salaries in their
work,however,to some extent,the level of wages is the Manifestation of self-worth,pay levels in the
region and the level of the industry,especially compare with the salary levels of the competitors is the
key factors in determining one of the staff who will stay or leave.therefore,it is necessary for companies
to determine the positions of the specific salary level after making a survey for the level of wages in the
region and the talent market.Above,equal or below market rates,no matter what measures you take you
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must consider the profitability of state enterprises and human resource strategy,in a word, you must take
the market as the reference to set wages.

5 Conclusion
In general, this paper designed the pay pattern of knowledge-intensive enterprisesbreak the strict
hierarchy of the traditional pay model and significantly contribute to Support the Organizational
Structure of the flat and networked organization and promote corporate strategic objectives. The size of
the wage is entirely based on knowledge workers` the knowledge, ability and performance and it can
effectively stimulate the initiative, enthusiasm and creativity of the knowledge workers. financial goals
as a team performance reflection encourage employees to work together flexibly and make pay program
more holistic.according to the designed model system,if the staff was promoted, Salary does not
necessarily increase.therefore,it can weaken the desire of the pursuit of promotion,and strengthen the
service thingking of the management; Finally,the flexibility between fixed and variable pay and
independence of their respective make compensation management become more flexibility.
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Abstract Based on recent research and analysis on the improvement of the efficiency of government
procurement, the paper tries to analyze the interaction among key barriers, which badly hinder or
prevent the application of the government procurement. Existing papers have so focused on identifying
barriers separately that it is lack of a systematic view about the barriers. Based on these reasons, the
Interpretive Structural Modeling(ISM) methodology is utilized to understand the mutual influences
among the barriers. Through this model the most important factors of optimization of the government
procurement can be found. And it is useful to improve the efficiency of current government
procurement.
Key words Government procurement; Barriers; Interpretive structural model(ISM)

1 Introduction
The government procurement of China began relatively late, but develops very rapidly, and its
problems are increasingly exposed.（Ma Haitao, Jiang Aihua, 2008）.Most of the current studies of
government procurement of China focus on the identification of the barriers of government procurement
which are useful at the beginning of the operation of government procurement. So the more important
thing we need to do now is to look into the interaction of the key barriers so that we can figure out the
most efficient way to improve the efficiency of Chinese government procurement.

2 Analysis of Barriers of Government Procurement Based on ISM
2.1 The identification of the barriers of government procurement
In the current situation, government procurement has played a positive role in saving money,
building a clean government, improving the efficiency of financial funds, promoting the implement of
national policy objectives, narrowing the gap between different regions. However, there are still many
factors contributing to be the obstacles of the objectives above.
Based on the literature at home and abroad and participating the training course of government
procurement held by Liaoning Province and business exchange of sub-provincial city on government
procurement, we screen 24 obstacles out of 65 ones, which are the alternative elements in ISM method,
as shown in Table 1.
The government procurement performance studied in this paper involves a comprehensive
evaluation of the performance of government procurement. In addition to purchasing products, projects,
service of the best quality at the lowest cost, we also hope to realize a more important objective which is
to promote the implementation of the policy. (Ma Haitao Jiang Aihua, 2008)
2.1.1 The identification of the obstacles hindering the improvement of government procurement
In this investigation, we have distributed 60 pieces of questionnaires, which is exactly the number
of questionnaires answered. The number of valid questionnaires we received is 53, which indicates that
the probability of the valid questionnaires is 88.3%.
After the factors of the obstacles are identified, we screen the factor by investigation questionnaire.
The questionnaires are distributed to 30 experts involving 10 professors of The Central University of
Finance and Economics, Renmin University, Nankai University, Harbin Institute of Technology, and 20
students studying for a master degree or the Ph.D. graduates in school mentioned above. In addition to
this, we also distribute the questionnaire to 34 leaderships of the government procurement center, in
which there are 26 leaderships from Liaoning province and 8 leadership from other sub-province cities.
2.1.2 The assignation of weight and evaluation of the obstacles
Let the evaluation of the obstacles be below:
X={X1,X2,X3}={ordinary, relatively authoritative, authoritative}={0，0.5，1}
Let PP indicate the weight of experts and scholars, P1 the weight of the leadership of the
government procurement center. Then we assign the weights between experts and leadership, which are
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shown in Table 2.
Table 1
The type of
NO.
factor
1

The kind of
theory

The kind of
practice

The kind of
cross-type

The Obstacle of Hindering the Improvement of Government Procurement

Symbol

Factor

S1

The scale of government procurement is too small

2

S2

The coverage of government procurement is limited

3

S3

The system of laws and regulations is imperfect

4

S4

The nature of Government is unprofitable

5

S5

The binding of budget and plan is not strong

6

S6

The process of government procurement is complex

7

S7

The express of governmental information is vague

8

S8

Changes of parameters in the tender document is frequent

9

S9

Requirements of the basic management are not uniform

10

S10

The participator lack a deep understanding of government procurement

11

S11

The performance of the contract is not timely

12

S12

The operator of the agency of government procurement is not personnel

13

S13

The professionalization of the operator is not high enough

14

S14

The flow of purchasing information is not smooth

15

S15

The experts database is not updated in time

16

S16

Experts do not follow the market trends and the improvement ofnew technologies

17

S17

The suppliers are aware of the concept of full-service

18

S18

The behavior of the bidder is irregular

19

S19

The evaluation of the effectiveness of government procurement is not objective

20

S20

Rentseeking

21

S21

Administrative penalties are irrational

22

S22

The supervision and inspection are unreasonal

23

S23

The degree of E-government procurement is not mature

24

S24

The tender cost of nonlocal supplier is too high

The kind of theory
The kind of practice
The kind of cross-type

Table 2 The Weight of Expert and Leadership
PP
P1
Experts and Scholars
The leadership of government procurement
0.6
0.4
0.4
0.6
0.5
0.5

2.1.3 Assess the importance of alternative factors of the obstacles of government procurement
Let P indicate the number of the experts and scholars who have checked the option,

r

i

r

l
i

the

number of the leadership of the government procurement center who have checked the option. We can
get evaluation according to the summary of the questionnaire and we can see the result shown in Table
3.
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Table 3

Code

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19

The Evaluation of the Barriers of Improvement of Government Procurement
The evaluation of obstacles
to improving government
The evaluation
procurement
Sort of
of the factor
The alternative factors
the factor
X1
X2
X3

rpi\rli
The scale of government procurement is 10\0
too small
The
coverage
of
government 8\0
procurement is limited
The system of laws and regulations is 4\2
imperfect
The nature of Government is 14\20
unprofitable
The binding of budget and plan is not 6\0
strong
The process of government procurement 10\4
is complex
The
express
of
governmental 4\8
information is vague
Changes of parameters in the tender 14\8
document is frequent
Requirements of the basic management 14\6
are not uniform
The
participator
lack
a
deep 6\6
understanding
of
government
procurement
The performance of the contract is not 10\12
timely
The operator of the agency of 12\6
government
procurement
is
not
personnel
The professionalization of the operator is 8\8
not high enough
The flow of purchasing information is 2\14
not smooth
The experts database is not updated in 12\2
time
Experts do not follow the market trends 8\2
and
the
improvement
of
new
technologies
The suppliers are aware of the concept of 8\6
full-service
2\8
The behavior of the bidder is irregular

S20

The evaluation of the effectiveness of 8\8
government procurement is not objective
2\16
Rent seeking

S21

Administrative penalties are irrational

S22

Supervision
and
inspection
are 4\4
unreasonable
The
degree
of
E-government 6\4
procurement is not mature
The tender cost of nonlocal supplier is 12\18
too high

S23
S24

6\4

Code
of
the
key
factor

rpi\rli
14\4

rpi\rli
8\20

yi
0.637

5

A5

14\14

8\20

0.618

7

A7

12\8

14\24

0.73

1

A1

12\12

4\2

0.304

23

——

6\20

18\14

0.708

2

A2

16\14

4\16

0.563

10

——

18\22

8\4

0.489

15

——

10\20

6\6

0.425

22

——

8\26

8\2

0.432

21

——

18\18

6\10

0.533

13

——

16\8

4\14

0.476

17

——

12\20

6\8

0.475

18

——

12\22

10\4

0.473

19

——

12\20

16\0

0.469

20

——

12\12

6\20

0.579

9

——

12\16

10\16

0.635

6

A6

12\22

10\6

0.512

14

——

10\10

18\16

0.675

3

A3

20\14

2\12

0.4775

16

——

14\8

14\10

0.5525

12

——

16\20

8\10

0.56

11

——

10\18

16\12

0.66

4

A4

18\14

6\16

0.5875

8

——

12\14

6\2

0.2825

24

——

2.1.4 Instruct the matrix of the evaluation of the obstacles
P
Let R indicate the matrix of the result built according to what the experts and scholars have
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L

checked; R the matrix of the result built according to what the leadership of government procurement

r

center have checked; let

P
i, j

indicate the number of experts and scholars who have checked the related
3

L

∑

factor, ri , j the number of leadership who have checked the related factor; let r indicate the total
the total number of leadership whose
number of experts and scholars whose questionnaire is valid,
i =1

3

∑r
i =1

P

i

L

i

questionnaire is valid. Based on the theory related, we firstly transfer the evaluation into related number,
and instruct a matrix according to the related number, which is shown below.
(1)
P

r
∑r

P

i =1

R

P

1, 2

P
i

i =1

∑r
r
∑r

i

i =1

24 ,1

3

i =1

i =1

R

=

i

3

i =1

i

i =1

i

L
i

L

24 , 2

3

L
i

i =1

∑r
r
∑r
i =1

P
i

P

24 , 3

3

i =1

P
i

r
∑r
3

(2)

i =1

L
i

M

i, j

i =1

3

1, 3

L

L

3

L
i

P
i

L

1, 2

24 ,1

i =1

i

L

r
∑r
r
∑r
r
∑r
3

L

L

3

P

i =1

M

∑r
r
∑r

i

P

24 , 2

1 ,1

L

P

3

P

L

r
∑r

i =1

M

3

P

P

3

P
i

P

3

i, j

3

i =1

r
∑r

1, 3

3

M

=

P

r
∑r
r
∑r
r
∑r

1 ,1

3

L
i

3

∑r
r
∑r
i =1

L
i

L

24 , 3

3

i =1

L
i

2.1.5 Calculate the evaluating values of the obstacle and screen the key factor
We calculate the evaluating value by the expressions below, and the results of the calculation are
already shown in Table 3.
P
P
T
P
(3)
Y = R × X ×P

Y

L

l

T

= R × X ×P

(4)

L

The operator of the expressions is simple multiplier operator, and we’ll get the evaluating value of
obstacles yP ， y , which are shown in Table 3.
L

i

i

2.1.6 Build the correlation matrix
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7

A1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

A2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 4 Correlation Matrix
A3
A4
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

A5
1
0
0
0
0
0
1

A6
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

A7
1
0
0
0
1
0
0

Correlation matrix indicated the direct causal relationship between the elements. We get the
indirect causal relationship through the matrix multiplication.
The instruction of the evaluation matrix is based on this principle: if A1 have a direct influence on A2,
but A2 doesn’t have a direct influence, then we let A12 be 1 and A21 be 0. If the 2 factors have mutual
influence on each other, we let A12, which is equal to A21, be 1. If the 2 factors have no relationship
between each other, we let A12, which is equal to A21, be 0. The impact on its own is not marked
temporarily. According to the assumption above, we will get the correlation matrix as Table 4 shows.
2.1.7 Build the reachability matrix
Let A be correlation matrix, and B be A+E, in which E indicates the unit matrix. And the operation
of the matrix is according to Boolean algebra algorithms. When we get Br=Br+1, we name the matrix Br+1
be reachability matrix in which r indicates how many media we have taken in order to place a causal
relationship. We can see the reachability matrix shown in Table 5.
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Table 5

Ai

Aj

Reachability Matrix

A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

A7

A1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

A2

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

A3

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

A4

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

A5

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

A6

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

A7

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

We will get the relationship between any two elements through limited media, which is the key
process of the analysis based on ISM.
2.2 The decomposition of reachability matrix
2.2.1 The construction of reachablity set, antecedent set, and common set
Let the reachablity matrix be M, and let the element of the matrix be mij, R(Ai) be reachability set, A
（Ai）be antecedent set, R(Ai)∩A（Ai）be common set, in which we can see :
R(Ai)={ Ai∈M∣mij=1 }，A（Aj）={Aj∈M∣mij=1 }. We will get all the set above shown in Table 6.
Table 6

Ai
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

R(Ai)

The Reachablity Set, Antecedent Set and the Common Set
A（Ai）
R(Ai)∩ A（Ai）

1、2、3、4、5、6、7

1

1

2

1、2

2

3

3

3

4、6

1、4

4

5、7

1、5、7

5、7

6

1、4、6

6

5、7

1、5、7

5、7

2.2.2 The element classification
Based on the process above, we are ready to perform the element classcification. L indicates the
level, in which L（
indicates the corresponding level of the element. Let L0 be φ, and full
i i=0,1,2……,5）
set be P, we will perform the element classification through the process below.
（1）L1={Ai∈P-L0∣R0(Ai)∩A0（Ai）= R0(Ai)}={A2，A3，A5，A6，A7 }, and let L1 be the first level .
Checking: P-L0-L1≠φ,and the classification needs to be continued;
（2）L2={Ai∈P-L0-L1∣R1(Ai)∩A1（Ai）= R1(Ai)}={A4} , and let L2 be the second level
Checking: P-L0-L1-L2≠φ,and the classification needs to be continued;
（3）L3={Ai∈P-L0-L1-L2∣R2(Ai)∩A2（Ai）= R2(Ai)}={A1}, and let L3 be the third level
Checking:P-L0-L1-L2-L3-L4-L5=φ, and the classification is finished.
Based on the classification above, we separate all the elements into 3 levels, in which the first level
is the highest level and the third level is the lowest level. In this classification, the lower the level is, the
more basic the elements play in the whole system. The purpose of this process is to simplify the
structure of the system, which is exceedingly useful for us to perform the analysis next.
2.2.3 Rebuild the reachability matrix
After the elements classification, we can rebuild the reachability matrix according to the
classification, and we can get the new matrix, shown in the Table 7 below.
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Table 7 Reachability Matrix after the Element Classification
A3
A5
A6
A7
A4
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A1

A2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

A3

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

A5

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

A6

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

A7

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

A4

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

A1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Now, we get the simplest relationship between the elements, based on which we can easily perform
the analysis according to ISM.
2.3 Build the model of ISM
2.3.1 Build the model
According to the element classification and Table 7, we can draw the figure as figure 3 describes.

Figure 3

The Model of the Key Obstacle based on ISM

2.3.2 Model interpretation
Bring the name of the key elements in Figure 3, and we will get the interpretation of the model as Figure
4 describes.

Figure 4

Interpretation of the Model

3 Conclusions
In this paper, we firstly screen 24 elements out of 65 elements through expert interview, which is
the alternative element to be the key element used to build the model. Then we screen 7 key elements
out of the 24 alternative elements by questionnaire. In accordance with the basic principles of
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Engineering, we explain the formation of structural modeling. Based on process above, we can
reasonably arrive at the conclusion below:
(1) That the system of laws and regulations is imperfect is crucial to the performance of
government procurement of China. We can see that this aspect affects almost every element of the
system. That is to say to build a healthy, scientific system of law is the first step to improve the system
of government procurement. That is why some of the advance can not be performed completely.
(2) As far as that experts do not follow the market trends and the improvement of new technologies
is concerned, we think the fundamental reason is that the legal system is imperfect, which leads to the
behavior of the experts lack of instruction and regulation and the immediate cause is that the supervision
and inspection are unreasonable. In the specific procurement projects, the experts play an important roll,
which has an immediate influence on whether the result of the procurement is scientific. We think there
are several reasons leading to it: Firstly, most of the experts are alien from the market, that is too say,
some experts are too theoretical, and the actual situation of the certain market is not the domain field
of the expert. Secondly, the current focus of the supervise concentrates mostly on the agency of
government procurement, which makes us pay little attention to the experts. Last, but certain not the
least, is the unevenness of the regional development that most of the underdeveloped region are lack of
genuine experts. So how to construct a sharing mechanism of the experts is the new focus of the agency
of government procurement.
(3)That the scale of government procurement is too small has a mutual influence on the
phenomenon that the coverage of government procurement is limited, which is exactly same to the fact.
And, that the system of laws and regulations is imperfect have worsened the behavior of the bidder and
the limited regulation of the budget and plan.
(4) From Table 3, we can see the difference in opinion between the experts and scholars from
school and the leadership from the government procurement center. So we suggest that the
communication of the two participators must be held frequently enough in order to get a more scientific
plan to improve the whole performance of government procurement of China.
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Abstract With the development of market-oriented economic reforms, Chinese monetary policy plays
an important role in the world. The objective of this paper is to review the recent conduct of Chinese
monetary policy and the central bank’s rule-based behavior in period 1999-2009 by estimating the
monetary policy rules (monetary policy reaction function). This paper focuses on the McCallum rule,
conducts the empirical study with Chinese data. The findings are that rule can describe Chinese
monetary policy stance in some degree. This study includes five sections. Section 1 is the
introduction.Section 2 is the short description of China's monetary policy. Section 3 indicates
specifications of McCallum rule. Section 4 evaluates Chinese monetary policy performance utilizing
models mentioned in Section 3. Section 5 provides conclusion.
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1 Introduction
The literature on monetary policy rules is related to the formal analysis of rules versus discretion by
(Kydland and Prescott 1977), and there is now an ample literature on evaluating monetary policy by
estimating simple policy rules. The literature on estimating monetary policy rules has focused
predominantly on advanced economies, especially via the estimation of Taylor-type interest-rate
feedback rules (see Taylor, 1993). In contrast, little such work has been done on developing or emerging
economies. In this paper, we analyze the usefulness of the McCallum rule for the biggest emerging
economy—China. As interest rates have not yet assumed a key role in the monetary transmission
mechanism, the modeling of policy using a Taylor rule emphasizing short-term interest rates would
hardly seem appropriate for China. In contrast, a monetary policy rule based on control of money supply,
such as the one proposed by McCallum (e.g. McCallum 1988, 2003), would seem a viable alternative.

2 A Short Description of China's Monetary Policy
The stated objective of PBC (People’s Bank of China) monetary policy is "to maintain stability of
the value of the currency and thereby promote economic growth”. Many studies note the absence of a
major role for interest rates in the Chinese economy, as compared to the advanced economies. Even
though the authorities actually set several interest rates (central bank lending rate, rediscount rate and
benchmark rates for different maturities of deposits and loans), the interest rate channel has been
ineffective for various reasons. For example, the liberalization of interest rates has advanced rather
slowly, the banking sector has traditionally not been profit-oriented, and companies generally relegate
interest costs to a minor role in their investment decisions.
Many studies note the absence of a major role for interest rates in the Chinese economy, as
compared to the advanced economies. Even though the authorities actually set several interest rates
(central bank lending rate, rediscount rate and benchmark rates for different maturities of deposits and
loans), the interest rate channel has been ineffective for various reasons. For example, the liberalization
of interest rates has advanced rather slowly, the banking sector has traditionally not been profit-oriented,
and companies generally relegate interest costs to a minor role in their investment decisions.
Chinese authorities have generally been reluctant to use interest rates as a policy tool. Instead, they
set annual intermediate targets for money supply growth (M1 and M2) and in recent years, the central
bank has also announced a target for credit growth. The authorities have then controlled the money
supply by setting the reserve requirement ratio and deciding on central bank lending, which used to be a
significant part of commercial banks' financing. The PBC has also controlled market liquidity via
open-market operations in treasury bonds, and since 2003 by selling central bank bills to commercial
banks.
The authorities have also used administrative policy tools to guide financial sector developments in
China. Until the start of 1998, credit plans formed the basis of bank lending. Even after the abolishment
of credit plans, the authorities have continued to issue lending guidelines for commercial banks (window
guidance policy). This policy, which includes the issuance of direct guidelines and orders to the
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commercial banks, was intensified due to rapid credit growth in 2003 and again in 2007.

3 The McCallum Rule
Let us begin by discussing rule proposed in (McCallum 1988, 1993, 2000). This rule specifies the
growth rate of the monetary base that the central bank should provide, rather than the value of the
interest rate. It would be possible for the central bank to control growth of the monetary base, however,
if it chose to do so. In any event, we can use this rule as an indicator of monetary policy ease or
restrictiveness, even if the central bank is not operating so as to control the base growth rate.
The base growth rule in question can be expressed as follows:

Δmt = Δxt ∗ − Δvt + λ (Δxt ∗ − Δxt −1 )

(1)

The symbols in this equation are as follows:
Δmt : Rate of growth of the monetary base, percent per year

Δvt : Rate of growth of base velocity, percent per year, averaged over previous four years
Δxt : Rate of growth of nominal GDP, percent per year
Δxt ∗ : Target rate of growth of nominal GDP, percent per year
Where Δmt is growth rate of base money, Δmt = ln mt − ln mt −1 , Δxt

∗

is the target of

Δxt ∗ is a constant and equals to the sum of inflation rate target and
long-run average real GDP growth rate. at Δvt is the average base money velocity (McCallum used

nominal GDP growth rate.

the average of lagged sixteen quarter) and it is calculated by dividing base money variable into nominal
GDP .

Δxt ∗ − Δxt −1 is the nominal GDP growth rate deviation.

In terms of inflation target framework, base-money-growth-rate rule can also be understood as a
kind of inflation targeting framework. If

Δxt ∗ − Δxt −1 is regarded as the pressure on the inflation, when

nominal GDP growth rate is bigger than the target, that is, the economy is overheated, the growth rate of
base money will reduce. Therefore, McCallum rule can provide an automatic stabilizer for the macro
economy.
In McCallum rule, there is only one target variable – nominal GDP growth rate. In terms of target
variables, the rule does not reflect that base money responds to inflation directly, although Fisher
Equation and lots of empirical studies indicate that money supply and inflation have high correlation
coefficient
In order to solve the problem that McCallum rule does not reflect price stability reaction directly
we modify eq. (1) as follows:

Δmt = Δxt ∗ − Δvt + β (π ∗ − π t −1 ) + λ (Δxt ∗ − Δxt −1 )

(2)

Equation (2) indicates that when nominal output growth rate is greater than nominal growth rate
target, the base money should be decreased in order to reduce the overheat pressure. Similarly, when
inflation rate is greater than inflation rate target, money supply should be decreased in order to adjust the
overheated economy.

4 Estimation of McCallum Rule for China
There are two methods to estimate the reaction coefficients of the monetary policy rule. One is
calibration, that is, choosing different figures and testing which figures are the best to fit the actual
interest rate or money growth movements. The other is to use the econometric analysis methods such as
GMM, OLS and so on to estimate the response parameters.
In this paper, we utilize the methods of OLS to estimate McCallum rule rules mentioned in section
2. The data period is 1999-2009. The reasons why we choose data from 1999 is data availability.
4.1 Data analysis
Base Money Growth Rate ( Δmt ). Base money growth rate takes the form of log difference.

Δmt ≈ ln mt − ln mt −1 . From 1994, China begins to compile the statistics of base money. According to
the PBC, the reserve money is the same as the base money and the statistics is consistent.
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Velocity of Money ( Δvt ). Based on Fisher equation MV = PT ，the calculation of velocity can
be obtained, that is V = PT / M . Because PT can be replaced with nominal GDP, the formula of
velocity of money can be changed into V = no min alGDP / M . The velocity of money in this
paper is the velocity money of base money.
Nominal GDP Growth Rate ( Δxt ). Nominal GDP growth rate takes the form of nominal GDP log
difference.

Δxt = ln xt − ln xt −1 .
∗

Nominal GDP Growth Rate Target ( Δxt ). The nominal GDP growth target equals to the sum of
inflation target and long-run average real GDP growth rate. Since quarterly data of real GDP growth rate
is available in China, we use the real GDP growth rate as the long-run average real GDP growth rate.
Therefore, the nominal GDP growth rate target can be obtained by summing up the quarterly inflation
target and quarterly real GDP growth rate.
Inflation rate ( π ). The inflation rate is measured by consumer price index CPI .

Inflation Target ( π ). The data of inflation target is Published by Chinese Government.
4.2 Unit root test
In order to avoid spurious regression, we conduct the unit root test first. We conduct ADF test for
three variables –base money growth rate ( Δmt ) , nominal GDP growth rate ( Δxt ),Velocity of Money
∗

( Δvt ) . The results indicate that at the 1% and 5% level. Table 1 is the empirical results of ADF test.
Table 1

Empirical Results of Unit Root Test

ADF
test
value

1% Critical
Value

5%
Critical
Value

Δmt

-3.52

-4.420595

-3.259808

Yes

Δxt

-4.06

-4.420595

-3.259808

Yes

Δvt

-5.01

-4.420595

-3.259808

Yes

Variable

Stationarity

Through the table 3 reports the results of ADF test, we knew that the regression conducted by these
three variables is not spurious.
4.3 The estimation of McCallum rule with Chinese data

Δmt = Δxt ∗ − Δvt + λ (Δxt ∗ − Δxt −1 )

(3)

We utilizes OLS method to estimate eq. (1). The regression result is as follows,

Δmt = 0.95Δxt ∗ − 0.107Δvt + 0.098(Δxt ∗ − Δxt −1 )
(2.34)

(1.38)

(-2.35 )

R 2 =0.35

DW=1.5
The regression result presents that the reaction coefficient of base money growth rate to nominal
GDP growth rate deviation is positive (0.098) and statistically significant It seems that this is accorded
with the principle that the reaction coefficient of McCallum rule should be positive. The positive
coefficient means that when nominal GDP growth rate is bigger than GDP growth rate target, ceteris
paribus, the growth rate of base money will decrease and this will hamper the increase of nominal GDP
growth rate. In this sense, McCallum rule is determinate in China.
4.4 The estimation of the extended form of the McCallum rule

Δmt = Δxt ∗ − Δvt + β (π ∗ − π t −1 ) + λ (Δxt ∗ − Δxt −1 )
Utilizing the OLS method, the regression results can be obtained.
Δmt = −0.53Δxt ∗ − 0.76Δvt + 0.31(π ∗ − π t −1 ) + 0.25(Δxt ∗ − Δxt −1 )
(−2.53)
(2.28) (1.88)
(5.24)

(4)
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R 2 =0.95

DW=1.8
The regression results indicate that reaction coefficient of base money growth rate to the nominal
GDP growth rate deviation is positive (0.25). The reaction coefficient of base money growth rate to the
inflation is also positive (0.31). Similar to the unmodified McCallum rule, we also can conclude that the
extended form of The McCallum rule tends to be stabilizing in China.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have examined the usefulness of the McCallum rule for modeling the
implementation of monetary policy for Mainland China. While earlier studies have emphasized the
modest role of interest rates in the Chinese economy, monetary policy can plausibly be analyzed in the
framework of a quantity-based McCallum rule. Moreover, the quantitative targets set by the People's
Bank of China for money supply growth support the argument that monetary policy can be modeled by
using money-based rules.
According to our analysis, the simulated McCallum rule accords quite well with actual growth of
the base money since 1999, the extended form of The McCallum rule also tends to be stabilizing in
China. Our results suggest that the McCallum rule could be a useful tool for analyzing the monetary
policy stance and for providing information about inflationary pressures in the Chinese economy. The
results could also be seen to lend support for the PBC's focus on monetary aggregates as intermediate
policy targets. Both major targets of China's monetary policy-stability of the value of the currency and
fast economic growth-have been simultaneously achieved since the mid-1990s. In the coming years,
however, China will face new challenges as economic reforms are pushed forward. Partial privatization
of the financial sector, a more flexible exchange rate and gradual liberalization of capital flows may
reduce the effectiveness of quantitative monetary policy tools in the economy. Interest rates are likely to
assume a bigger role as major operating targets for the implementation of policy - as is the case in
advanced economies.
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Abstract Team boundaries are important issues in organizational theory. This paper analyzes the trend
of the boundary activity; defines the concept of inward-facing boundary management and
outward-facing boundary management. And then it summarizes competitive and synergic relations
between them, and discusses the means of achieving highly-effective team by the dynamic balance
between inward-facing and outward-facing boundary management. Finally, the paper explains the
further research directions.
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1 Introduction
Organizations are often regarded as bounded social entities with clear boundaries in the field of
organizational theory, which interact with the external environment to acquire resources critical for their
survival. Therefore, the “boundary maintenance” has become a key feature of the organization. But
previous scholarship on boundaries has focused primarily on the organization as the unit of analysis;
closed-system perspective dominates the research on intraorganizational work units (Ancona, 1990). In
the late 1980s, organizational boundary activities have shown an inward-facing trend as organizational
change. Currently, the team must work increasingly in non-bureaucratic, boundaryless, networking and
electronic mediated organization. The formal structure is collapsing gradually in the profound change;
the organizational bureaucratic principles lead to the important issue of how to manage boundary of
team in the organizational environment. Therefore, the study on boundary and boundary activities of
team is becoming important. This paper analyzes the trend of the boundary activity, clarify connotation
of boundary, and define the concept of inward- and outward-facing boundary management by reviewing
literature about team boundary. And then it summarizes competitive and synergic relations between
intra-boundary and extra-boundary activity, and discusses the means of achieving high-effective team by
the dynamic balance between intra- and extra-boundary management.

2 Definition of Boundary
The earliest researchers have proposed views of diversification of concept of boundary (Scott,
1992). The boundary of organization or work unit is defined as organization-environment demarcations,
cross-system interfaces, perimeters that protect a system from environmental disruptions, and frontiers
where the system acquires resources critical for its survival (Yan & Louis, 1999). Each point of view is
associated with a different school of thought or a specific characteristic of boundary. The concept of the
boundary is summarized (in Table 1) to establish a comprehensive view of boundary.
The demarcation and the perimeter-maintenance perspectives emphasize the function of boundaries
in differentiating a focal system from other systems and protecting it from environmental interferences
and disruptions. In contrast, the interface and frontier perspectives stress the interactive relationships
and resource exchanges across systems. These more active and dynamic perspectives are especially
useful to cross-systems in which interdependencies of these systems are critical (Ancona, 1990).
According to the views of boundary above, we define boundaries as domains of interactions of a
system or organization with its environment, in which it engages in conscious activities, in order to
provide for its survival and development. First, the integrative views of boundary emphasized the close,
isolative and protective function of boundary, for the most important connotation of boundary is to
define the difference between the thing and its field, accordingly, boundary highlights properties of the
things or fields; Second, it emphasizes the opening, infiltrating and developmental function of boundary,
in that boundaries not only contain the meaning of "stopping this", but also "beginning this". In other
words, boundary not only defines the difference between things and its field by some kind of property,
but also is the basis points of external (internal) expansion of such property (Zhu, 2006).
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Concept
Demarcation

perimeters

Interface

Frontier
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Table 1 The Diversification of Concept of Boundary
Definition
Emphasis
Boundaries are treated as demarcations
distinguishing one social entity from Separation is a necessary
another; Boundaries can be regarded as condition
of
organizational
the place in which an organization ends survival.
and its environments begin.
This
perspective
conceptualizes
boundaries as perimeters that define the Special attention has been paid to
domains of a focal system. Both the protective function of
Thompson (1967) and Friedlander boundaries in buffering or closing
(1987) stress the need for boundary an
entity
off
from
the
controls and perimeter-maintenance environment, and treats the world
activities to protect the system's beyond the boundaries as a
conversion process or technical core source of disturbances.
from the environment interference.
Boundaries are defined as the meeting This perspective focuses on the
grounds where social units come face interdependent relations and
transactions
to face and partie0s interact. Interfaces cross-boundary
systems,
and
provide the means of communication between
cross-boundary
and information flow across work characterizes
relationships among subsystems.
group boundaries.
This perspective focuses on the
instrumental transactions across
Boundaries are defined as the
systems
and
treats
the
marketplace in which transactional
environment as the origin of
activities take place.
resources on which the system
depends for survival.

Resource
Pfeffer
&
Salaneik(1978)

Friedlander(1987)
Thompson(1967)

Brown(1983)
Thompson(1967)

Buckley(1967)

3 Inward Facing Trend of Boundary
Work units refer to suborganizational entities composed of multiple individuals performing certain
organizational tasks, such as subdivisions, project teams, permanent departments, top or middle
management teams, temporary taskforces, or longstanding committees. At present, the organizational
boundary have shown three inward-facing trends: boundary activities have migrated from the
organizational level to the work unit level, focus of boundary from on the physical boundary to social
and psychological boundary, as well as understanding of the importance of the boundary function from
peripheral to center gradually.
3.1 Migrations of boundary activities from the organization level to the work unit level
Organizations are analytical basic units or level of open system approach when researchers began
to pay attention to boundaries and boundary activities. Boundary-related issues of group remain
unexplored. However, boundary activities are migrating from the organizational level to the work unit
level because of organizational change. The importance of work unit make the boundary activities more
challenging, organizations want the lower-level employees to participate in the construction, and
maintenance of team and/or management of the relationship outside organizational boundaries.
Organizational and environmental forces (for example, organizational restructuring/reengineering,
increased use of cross-functional teams, increased workforce diversity, organizational slack cutting, and
use of sophisticated information technologies) promote the migration of boundary activities. It is no
exaggeration to say that the emergence of new forms of organization restores the energy of organization
theory, team becoming the key unit of analysis in organizational research.
3.2 Focus of boundary from on the physical boundary to social and psychological boundary
The traditional organizational boundaries, such as a narrow job functions clearly defined, strict
management level and geographic restrictions, are being eliminated so that organizations could adapt its
environment more flexibly. However, (Gilmore and Hirchhorn 1992) warned that the traditional
organizational boundaries will be replaced by psychological boundaries that are forceful equally with
them. Staffs usually define their own identity by identification with cross-functional teams. (Hernes
2005) clarified the structure and properties of boundary, and argued that organizational boundary not
only consist of the physical boundary, but the social and psychological boundaries. Social boundaries
are limitations between the "Diversity" and "identity", and differentiate focal organization from other
organizations; this distinction provides a characteristic and behavior norm to people in the organization.
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At the same time, social boundaries may require a high degree of trust and people can cooperate
with each other without being limited by the physical boundaries. Psychological boundaries describe
specific terminology and symbols that help group’s exchanges each other, actions and their
understanding of specific things. Psychological boundaries involve the mechanism, for example, notion,
understanding and belief, which direct organized actions, and form basis for action both inside and
outside group boundaries. Therefore, setting and managing of the social and psychological boundaries
impact fundamentally on team effectiveness. Adjusting the social and psychological boundaries
becomes the challenge to boundary management (Guo & Rui, 2004).
3.3 Understanding of the importance of the boundary function from peripheral to center
Organizations are often regarded as social entities which are limited by a boundary which is stable,
clear and an equilibrium state (Hernes, 2004). This idea is actually views the boundary as analytically
drawn or incidental to an organization (Goffman, 1961). However, (Giddens 1984) and (Luhmann 1995)
don’t think so. Organizations emerge because of the participants following a certain notion or tradition,
which indicates organization participants have at least a certain special attribute compared with
non-participants, which differentiate organization from its environment, and are the basis of
organizational boundary. Hence, the boundary setting process of organizations reflects the substance of
the organization. Organization evolves through the processes of boundary setting. Thus, boundaries may
be seen as intrinsic to organization, not incidental.
According to the analysis above, work units not only have to interact with the environment inside
but also outside the organization, the different reactions of team to its environment are the important
factors promoting change of boundary.

4 Boundary Management of Team
can be defined from the psychological views (Schein, 1988). Therefore, the most obvious feature
of team is cohesion (Ancona, 2003) because a team is a kind of special group. based on (Schein’s 1988)
psychological definition of the group, (Katzenbach and Smith 1993) differentiate the real teams from the
groups which may be called team, and stressed on the importance of collective effectiveness of team.
Unlike psychological definition of group and team, (Kozlowski and Bell 2003) stressed on boundary
functions of team.
Given that our focus is on work teams and team boundary, we adopt a definition advanced by
(Kozlowski and Bell 2003: 334): collectives who exist to perform relevant tasks organizationally, share
one or more common goals, interact socially, exhibit task interdependencies, maintain and manage
boundaries, and are embedded in an organizational context that sets boundaries, constrains the team, and
influences exchanges with other units in the broader entity.
Team boundary building enables members to identify with each other psychologically, improve
team cohesiveness by mutual attraction and trust, making the team with powerful and potential. Hence
the team's key characteristics not only contain common goal, interdependence and cooperation, but also
team boundary management. We can conclude that boundary management is the fundamental functions;
moreover, team boundary management, cohesion and effectiveness are correlated highly.
According to the analysis above, we argue that the fundamental connotation of boundary is that
boundary not only defines the difference between team and its environment by some kind of property,
but also is the basis points of external (internal) expansion of such property. Teams survive and develop
through boundaries adjusted and reproduced constantly in the processes of teams interacting with its
internal and external environment. That is why inward- and outward-facing boundary management is
needed.
4.1 Inward-facing boundary management and outward-facing boundary management
The fundamental functions of boundary contain setting, maintaining boundary, identifying key
external republic and managing relations between team and external republic. Hence we define
boundary activity as "organizational entities engage in the activities of establishing, maintaining
boundary and exchanging with its environment." Boundary management is defined as "the process
which organizational entities coordinate the activities of establishing, maintaining boundaries, and
manage the activities of exchanging with its environment in order to facilitate achieving organizational
goals."
Researchers suggest that team process contains two separate sets of activities: internal team
processes and boundary-spanning management (Gladstein, 1984), team effectiveness is a function of
these factors. (Ancona & Caldwell’s 1992a, 1992b) pioneering study defined spanning boundary
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management, identified four types of it as ambassador, tasks coordinator, scout and guard activities.
Since then researchers related with boundary activities follow this definition. However, we suggest that
the term does not reflect the connotation and nature of social and psychological boundary accurately.
Boundary-spanning reflect the mean of spanning physical boundary. In fact, social and psychological
boundaries of team change correspondingly as the range of team members’ activities expand/contract;
the activities of the members are still within them. Therefore, according to the meaning of “beginning
this”, we define team outward-facing boundary activities as the team activities task-related, facing the
external environment; outward-facing boundary management is defined as the process and methods
identifying key external republic and managing teams which interact with their environments in order to
facilitate achieving team goals.
Boundary not only is the basis points of outward-facing, but also inward-facing expansion of team
properties. The boundary activities focusing on internal team process, such as creating and maintaining a
clear identity and image, can enhance or reduce the boundary. According to the meaning of “stopping
this”, we define team inward-facing boundary activities as the team activities focusing on internal team
factors, setting and maintaining boundary. Therefore, inward-facing boundary management is defined as
the process and methods which coordinate the activities of setting, maintaining boundaries, improving
members’ identification and attention to team in order to facilitate achieving team goals.
(Ancona & Caldwell’s 1992a) research shows that the teams engaging in ambassador, tasks
coordinator, scout and the combination of these outward-facing strategies are more successful, the teams
only focusing guard strategies are rarely successful. (Yan & Louis 1999), (Faraj & Yan(2009) suggest
that outward-facing boundary management includes boundary buffering and spanning strategies,
inward-facing boundary management includes boundary reinforcement strategies.
4.2 Team boundary management mechanism
Teams can not rely solely on inward-facing boundary management or outward-facing boundary
management because teams survive by resources from environment and maintenance of the boundary
differentiating teams from its environment. (Yan & Louis 1999) suggest that mutual supportive and
complementary relations between inward-facing and outward-facing boundary management. However,
the research with inward-perspective argued that internal team processes would help improve team
performance. But the research with outward-perspective found that performance is related with
boundary-spanning activities significantly, while the relation between internal team processes and
performance was not significant. Second, the research with inward-perspective argued that the internal
team process would be helpful for group cohesion building while the research with outward-perspective
founds that team cohesiveness inhibit external initiatives. Hence there is conflictive relationship
mutually between Inward- and outward-facing boundary management.
(Choi2002) proposes that there are two aspects of relationships of between the internal activities
and external activities. First, the two activities compete against each other, each seeking more of the
limited team resources. Second, internal and external activities may reinforce each other and thus
maintain a synergistic relationship. For example, teams deal with other units both within the enterprise
and in the larger environment by outward-facing boundary management (e.g. buffering and spanning).
In contrast, teams can pull team resources together toward the accomplishment of the team's purposes by
inward-forcing boundary management (e.g. reinforcement). Effective buffering may help reinforce
boundaries because reducing environmental disturbances may create a more peaceful work climate. The
former can not substitute the latter. However, because blocking external interruptions does not
necessarily leave the team immune from internal disorder. Boundary reinforcement can not substitute
spanning which import needed resources from the external environment. Instead, it can preserves and
effectively applies them to complete the task.
Obviously, the dynamic balance between inward-facing and outward-facing boundary management
is the key issues in team boundary management. As ( Sundstrom et al. 1990) said: "The group boundary
needs continual management to ensure that it becomes neither too sharply delineated nor too permeable,
so that the team neither becomes isolated nor loses its identity." team effectiveness may be higher when
a team allocates its resources in such a way that it strikes a balance between internal and external
activities (see point a in Figure 1) than when it pours its resources into one type of activity while
neglecting the other (see point b). Managers analyses the level of attraction and initiation, adjusting
inward-facing boundary management and outward-facing boundary management to effectively use team
resources to achieve the ideal state of boundary management. Hence team boundary management
mechanism is that adjusting constantly the degree of stability and dynamic, closure and permeability of
the boundary achieves high-effectiveness of team by boundary management. For managers, team
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building must adapt to team task. The balance between Inward and outward-facing focus depend on the
amount of internal and external resources, support and information which teams need.

Team
management
activities
performed

Inward-facing boundary
management

Outward-facing boundary
management
b
a

Team
effectiveness

Inward-facing
focus
Figure 1

Team strategy

Outward-facing
focus

Model of Boundary Management Mechanism

4.3 Building high-effective team with cohesion
Team-building is an important issue in team theory. We propose advices and measures of team
building by boundary management mechanism.
First, high-effective team with cohesion is built by inward-facing boundary management. The strategies
of inward-facing boundary management contain the membership boundary management and
reinforcement. Membership boundary refers to the standards of social classification if member belongs
to a group; it is the basis understanding group behavior. Membership boundary management is
important for creating identity of team, promotes identity with each other, and lays the foundation for
team engaging in inward- and outward-facing boundary activities. Boundary reinforcement brings up
the members’ sense of identification with, belonging to and being proud of team by attracting, focusing
and creating identity activities, maintain member attention and pull team resources together to the core
task of the focal work team.
Second, high-effective team with cohesion is built by outward-facing boundary management. The
strategies of outward-facing boundary management contain boundary buffering and spanning. Boundary
spanning is able to be engaged by not only team members in their organization's roles, but also broad
social networks between team’s members and external stakeholders which are supported by fostering
relatively open membership boundary. Boundary buffering serves to seal off the productive core, level
variability in inputs and outputs, and protect team from environmental penetration. In addition to
buffering potential disturbances of a technical nature, teams must protect themselves from noise
emanating from administrative, cultural, and political domains to maintain freedom of actions.
Third, the strategies of balance of inward and outward boundary management include avoiding
competition for resources, supporting and coordinating each other between the two type activities. More
specifically, first, creating of team identity improve members’ identification with the team goals. Second,
creating atmosphere of trust and respect each other. Constructive group dynamics (interpersonal trust
and respect) are significantly related with boundary spanning (Edmondson, 1999). Instead, members
will be proud of high effectiveness which is produced by effective outward-facing boundary
management activities, which improve the effectiveness of dynamic processes within the team. Third,
maintaining clear boundary of team and relatively open membership boundary get a balance between
overbounded and underbounded (Hackman, 1987). Overbounded teams which limit their activities
excessively are little success. Underbounded teams which are lack of identity and commitment to team
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goals are impossible to develop and implement a coherent strategy to complete a task. Thus, teams have
not only a clear boundary, but also flexibility of requirements and arrangements for access to human
resources by tasks.

5 Conclusions
Boundary management activities are crucial not only to R & D teams, but also to new product
development teams, and may be necessary for other types of teams. Future research should investigate
team boundary management activities within a wider range. This study on boundary management
activities found that we should clarify the content of inward-facing boundary management and
outward-facing boundary management activities more clearly, and identify how to implement the
boundary management activities by distinguishing them from traditional ways of team building. More
specific contents are as follows:
First, the researches of the antecedences of boundary management are necessary. Early the research
focus less on the antecedences of outward-facing boundary management, and these studies limited in the
organizational environment in which the team (Joshi, Pandey and Han, 2008), and does not pay attention
to the antecedences of outward-facing boundary management. However, the researches of team
boundary should not only concern factors within team, but also factors of external environment because
of changes and complexity of organizational environment.
Second, greater clarity is needed with respect to relationship of boundary management, cohesion
and team effectiveness. The relationship of these factors is extremely complex and intertwined. The
relationship of inward- and outward-facing boundary management, cohesion and team effectiveness is
still the core issue of the future researches of team boundary management.
Third, the evaluative model and theoretical model of team boundary management are important.
The model, methods and tools of evaluating team boundary, and the theoretical model of the relationship
of team boundary management and effectiveness are the difficulty in team theory and the key of
empirical research.
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Research on the Governance Mechanism of Venture Capital Network
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Abstract According to this article, core venture capital enterprise, government, technologist, other
related enterprise, agent organization and financing institution etc. compose a venture capital network.
The market demand is uncertain；the human resource is proprietary；the task is complicated； the
freguent trading the frequency is multifarious in venture capital network. Interactive mechanism, trust
mechanism, moderated & integration mechanism, incentive mechanism and maintenance mechanism
constitute a governance mechanism of venture capital network. Among them, the trust mechanism is the
foundation, interactive mechanism, moderated & integration mechanism are a core, incentive mechanism is
the lubricant, maintenance mechanism is the guarantee.
Key words
Venture capital network; Governance mechanism; Network structure; Network
environment

1 Introduction
Venture capital network means an extensive contactable relation network which is built up by the
venture capitalist, technologist and other related business enterprise. Venture capitalists catch the
investment opportunity in the newly arisen realm by this relation network. Thus, this relation network
evolves into gradually important competitive advantage. In recent years, venture capital invests appear
such a trend that the network turns such a united venture capital investment. Venture capital network has
become a venture capital realm new research direction.
The domestic and international research concerning venture capital network mainly focuses on the
following four aspects. The first is the research of function level. The research of Smith and Lohrke
showed that in the developing process of the network, entrepreneur trusts which come from emotions
and cognitions are change with the variety of entrepreneur position. The venture capital network
provides important social capital source for them and increases the successful possibility. [1] The
second is the research of model. Markus Makela set up a model to study the influence of the variety
upon the investor commitment level of venture capital enterprise prospect. The result is that this
influence will be enlarged with the keeping off of the investor, and reduce with the increment of the
amount of the investor’s united investment network and investment scale. [2] Third, the literature
summarization. Wang Xi summarized that venture capital network theoretical research present condition
at home and abroad, and pointed out that the study of venture capital network mainly concentrate at the
formation of venture capital network, and the influence of the venture capital network upon the
enterprise accomplishment etc. But there is little literature analyzing the structure of venture capital
network. [3] The fourth is empirical research studies. Zhu Zhenkun and Jin Zhanmin studied embedded
networks of 50 enterprises and 68 venture capital organizations, compared the network characteristic of
TMT profession and traditional profession, confirmed the venture capital network have an important
function on overcomes a disadvantageous condition to new enterprise, At the same time, analyzed the
variety of embedded network under the information technique condition. [4]
In a word, the research of venture capital network has just started, and a lot of problems need
deepen or tried quest, such as the governance mechanism of venture capital network. It is the core
problem to promise that network relation healthy development and advance the decision level of venture
capital. But this research achievement is quite small. The core problem of the governance mechanism of
network is how to design the system. [5] The governance mechanism of venture capital network means
the formal or informal relation arrangement among venture capital investors, and the core is system
designing. The governance mechanism of venture capital network is close with the structure of network
and the environment of network. Thus, this text will take the governance mechanism of venture capital
network as a research object, then study the structure of venture capital network, inquire into the
composing foundation of the mechanism, and elaborate the contents of the mechanism at last.

2 The Structure of Venture Capital Network
Like common enterprises, the venture capital enterprise is also an open system which continuously
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exchanges resources with the external world. The material or invisible network has formed when the
venture capital enterprise continually connects with other organizations or persons. The network
influences economic activities and causes relation imbeds and structure imbeds. [6] The aim of this
network is to deal with problems such as indetermination of enterprises’ success, the lack of the
resources, and the disadvantage of enterprise, to help enterprise strengthen profit ability, carry out the
venture investment successful target. At the same time, the network can promote competition ability and
anti- risk ability as a whole, finally make all network members benefit together.
Core venture capital enterprise, government, technologist, other related business enterprise, agent
organization and financing institution etc. compose the venture capital network. This network is a mixed
network (Figure 1). In figure 1, the solid line means the contact among the core venture capital
enterprise and other organizations in the network; the dotted line means the contact of other
organizations except the core enterprise. Figure 1 includes perpendicular cooperation network and level
cooperation network. And we can easily find that the core enterprise has to deal with complex relations
among participants. It will be very hard to correspond and communicate in this condition. The venture
capital network will come across big or small problems when it is running. Therefore, good network
governance seems to be particularly important.
Partner
Government

Capital
supplier
Financing
Institution

Technologist

Venture Capital
Enterprise

Enterprise

Intermediary

Competitor

Figure 1 The Structure of Venture Capital Network

3 The Foundation of the Governance Mechanism of Venture Capital Network
3.1 The governance environment of venture capital network
The governance environment is the foundation of the governance mechanism. According to the
characteristic of Venture capital network, we choose asset specificity, demand uncertainty, task
complexity, and frequency [7] to analyze the governance environment of venture capital network.
3.1.1 Demand uncertainty
To the venture capital enterprise, market demand is uncertain. Behavior uncertainty and
environment uncertainty cause demand uncertainty. Behavior uncertainty appears when consumer's
hobby change rapidly and can not be sensed. And environment uncertainty appears when: 1) Knowledge
and technology change rapidly. It makes the product life cycle shorten and information standard spread
sooner and wider [8], and strengthen the creative need for the knowledge and technique. 2) There exists
the fluctuation trend of "anti- season". Usually, price begins to fluctuate and no regulation can follow
this motion, which makes the production of the enterprise inefficient, thus it can not availably carry on
the perpendicular integration of supply, manufacturer and dealer.
3.1.2 Asset specificity
Customizing means enterprise property is appropriation. To venture capital enterprise, this
appropriation property is much more than an embodiment on the entity resources of the business
enterprise and embodying is more on human resource. The venture capital enterprise isn't likely to have
a certain human resource to suit for all work. Therefore, the appropriation human resource constitutes
"the appropriation property controls" of venture capital enterprise.
3.1.3 Task complexity
Venture capitals mainly concentrate on the high-tech realm. To the high technique industry
gathering cluster, time urgency not only means the urgent customer need, but also means antecedent
advantage of creative. Compared with traditional industry, high-tech industry is a more open network
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organization. Many innovation enterprises continuously join the network, and some sub networks which
mainly are formed by innovation enterprises are changing in order to fit the needs of different
innovation task. Therefore what the venture capital enterprise faces is a competition environment of high
performance and time limitation.
3.1.4 Frequency
What trading frequency reflects are multifarious degrees of trading among participants. The trading
here includes the commutation of actual resources, non- actual resources commutation, such as the
information exchange. If one wants to raise the success rate of venture investment, the venture
capitalists have to keep higher trading frequency with other participators in the venture capital network.
Higher trading frequency can make trust among participators deepen by continual interaction. This can
help the enterprise strengthen the stability of the system arrangement, and bring this mutual trust relation
into the design of governance structure.
3.2 The foundation of governance mechanism based on the environment
The governance environment is composed by asset specificity, demand uncertainty, task complexity,
and frequency. And this environment is the foundation of governance mechanism. Their relation is
shown in figure 2.
We can see from the figure, in the environment of the venture capital network, interactive
mechanism, trust mechanism, moderated & integration mechanism, incentive mechanism and
maintenance mechanism constitute a governance mechanism of venture capital network. Each model of
mechanism
Interactive mechanism

Demand uncertainty

Trust mechanism

Asset specificity

Moderated & integration mechanism

Task complexity
Incentive mechanism
Frequency

Maintenance mechanism

Figure 2 The Relationship Between the Environment and the Mechanism

correlation is shown in Figure 3.

Incentive

Maintenance

Moderated &
Integration

Interactive

Trust
Figure 3 The Venture Capital Network Governance Mechanism Relation Model

Among these mechanisms, the trust mechanism is the foundation. If there is no trust, the venture
capital network doesn't exist; interactive mechanism and moderated & integration mechanism is the core,
and network governance carries out the target with these two mechanisms; incentive mechanism is the
lubricant, and it can make the governance more effective; maintenance mechanism is the guarantee, and
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it ensure the network governance running smoothly.

4 The Governance Mechanism of Venture Capital Network
4.1 Trust mechanism
Many researches showed that the trust mechanism plays an important role in the network
governance. In the network governance, embed ability is an important characteristic of governance
environment; on the other hand, interaction is based on a series formal rule and feelings. So, the trust
becomes the necessary premise of network governance. In the environment of network governance, the
relation between the organizations is competition and cooperation. The competition is for raising quality
and production efficiency of product or service; the purpose of cooperation is to use scarce resources
more efficiently, and to raise organization performance. In the interaction of network participators, the
dialogue and bargain becomes a necessary path of communication. The premise of cooperates is trust. If
you want the network running successfully, you must prevent participators from seeking private interest,
and ensure participators cooperate efficiently.
To venture capital enterprise, trust mechanism is built up by informal system arrangement and
formal system arrangement. The formal system arrangement in the governance mechanism of venture
capital network mainly include formal contract which was signed by venture capital enterprise and other
participators and restriction of intermediary organizations (especially guild). The formal system
arrangement has compulsive dint in order to ensure cooperate successfully and achieve the goal of
network governance.
The informal system arranges realize by cultivating the culture of cooperating and trust.
Organization culture is very important for venture capital enterprise and other participators.
Organization culture is the root of all organization behaviors. Before changing organization behaviors,
organization culture must be changed. We can rebuild enterprise image and behavior pattern by
remolding organization culture. Meanwhile, if there is the same organization culture among participators,
the organization culture will strengthen the cohesiveness of the network. In order to regulate
participators’ acts, the venture capital enterprise should promote organization culture building.
4.2 Interactive mechanism
Interactive mechanism is an endogenetic governance mechanism of venture capital network.
Complex task requests network participators to complete products or services by interactivity, and
strengthen relations among each participator. Because of human resource specificity, the knowledge
shares need multifariously interactive. Interactive mechanism indicates that organization’s abilities to
adapt to and change environment.
For the venture capital enterprise, it is important to interact with other participators. First of all,
interacting with other participators is the foundation of venture capital enterprise existence. Secondly,
venture capital enterprise is the core of the network; it must adjust itself to fit the need of the network.
Thirdly, venture capital enterprise should change the environment instant of adapting to it; changing
environment is an important express of interactive.
Venture capital enterprises’ interactive mechanism can be expressed and strengthen by competition
and cooperation. The cooperation can expand the boundary of enterprise using of resource, promote the
formation of common benefits and decrease moderates cost. The competition of reasonableness can
increase mutual income and value, reduce latent opportunism.
The interactive mechanism of venture capital enterprises can generalize to three contents: defining
network, relationship management and objective management. The venture capital enterprise is the
sponsor and core of venture capital network, therefore it owns the power and obligation to define
network, and along with environmental variety, the enterprise will also push network variety. The
relation is an important characteristic of network; it makes relationship management become very
important that the venture capital enterprise must manage internal and external relationships. And
objective management is important to clarify the orientation of the activity.
4.3 Moderated & integration mechanism
4.3.1 Moderated mechanism
In terms of the essence, the network doesn’t have self-moving relation, and conscious coordination
is the foundation of network establishment. Without this, the network will disintegrate. Therefore, the
coordination is the basic target of the network governance; at the same time, the coordination is also the
important mechanism of the network governance. The venture capital network is no exception.
Although each participant' in the network is in the cooperative relation, the conflict of benefits and
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expectation will appear inevitably. This often breaks the stability of the whole network. At this time,
venture capital enterprise must coordinate this conflict.
Coordinating internal network is mainly embodied in structural adjustment and authorization. By
rationalize distribution of internal power and benefits, the venture capital enterprise can decrease
organize internal conflict and lower the destructive degree which is brought by conflict. The venture
capital enterprise coordinates external network mainly by noise reduction and expelling obstacles. Fake
Information and destructive behaviors are full of venture capital networks. Therefore, the venture capital
enterprise should deliver true information, deter and punish the behavior that hinders network to operate
as usual in good time. If the conflict has already appeared, the venture capital enterprise has
responsibility to do a reasonable arrangement about the related square benefits through equal dialogues,
thus expels the obstacles of venture capital network movement.
4.3.2 Integration mechanism
Integration mechanism is the key of network governance mechanism. What makes up venture
capital enterprise’ shortage of resources and ability is the purpose of integration. Integration mechanism
includes three contents: resources integration, power integration and organization integration. These
three contents are mutual contact. The resources integration needs power integration as premise and
assurance, while the power integration also means organization integration.
The venture capital enterprise carries out power integration by dividing power and entrust
authorization. Power division can be divided into geography dividing power, market dividing power and
administration dividing power. Entrust authorization means organization transfer the power of inner to a
certain organization or the organization according to the procedure.
Besides the changing of enterprises’ structure, the venture capital enterprise’s organization
integration includes the changing of the post established and personnel allocation,. Along with
continuing of integration, the concept of jurisdiction may change. The integrated information processing
not only consumedly accelerates to the fluxion of information and service, but also reduces cost and
changes some rules.
4.4 Incentive mechanism
Each system needs incentive mechanism to attain its target. Incentive mechanism not only is an
inner need of network, but also reflects the effect of network organization governance. The venture
capital network is a system which is built under the win-win idea, which shares risk, profit and
achievement. It is hard to build the constrained stipulation mechanism because the network participators
are incompact. But the network is built up under the trust, so incentive mechanism will play an
important role in the governance.
Incentive method includes economic means and not-economic means. In terms of economic means,
Participators’ contribution should connect economic income closely. And insist participators’ income
shouldn’t be lower than the income that it is engaged in other works. In terms of not-economic means,
venture capital enterprises can use the spirit praises such as fame or reputation to encourage
participators.
Reasonable incentive mechanism can meet the realistic demand of network members, prompt
participators to change the structure of production or services in order to meet the uncertain demands,
encourage actors to find better methods in order to finish complex tasks. In this way, participators’
approbation and sense of responsibility will be strengthened, the contrary chooses behavior will reduce,
network coagulate dint and the value of the network will rise.
4.5 Maintenance mechanism
As members of venture capital network, in some fields they are copartners, but in other fields they
are competitors. These role conflicts will bring tremendous risk to the movement of network. Although
incentive mechanism and moderated & integration mechanism can support network running in the
certain degree, network governance need maintenance mechanism in the sense of supporting whole
function and operation technical ability of network.
For the governance of venture capital network, the mean of maintenance at first is making
participators’ trading behaviors norm by reaching consensus and permission among them, and by
increasing the cost of not appropriate competition behavior. Secondly, maintenance mechanism can
guarantee the participants’ right of information share by lowering the dissymmetry of information and at
the most by quickening the speed of information delivers and by expanding the spread scope of
information. Thirdly, maintenance mechanism can reduce the opportunism and morals risk in the
bargain by strengthening trust and culture integration. But network governance has no authority
structure to protect the rights of governors, thus network governance maintenance effect largely depend
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on the social relation imbeds structure.
The venture capital enterprise maintains network by two methods: one is establishment and
implementation of the contract, the other is support of network technique. The formal contracts play an
important role in maintaining cooperative relation and making participators’ behavior norm. This is
formal system arrangement in trust mechanism. The venture capital enterprise can attain the purpose of
stabilizing cooperative relation by signing formal contracts. Because of the changing of governance
environment, the contract should change and perfect along with environment. Secondly, the visible
network is the physical carrier of network governance. And it is very important for information
delivering. How to keep information from overflowing excessively and how to ensure this carrier be
used reasonally and legally becomes the problem that maintenance mechanism must solve. The venture
capital enterprise can solve this problem by training or inviting network maintenance experts.

5 Conclusions
The venture capital network transition has already become a trend, but corresponding researches
and its governance mechanism are still few. After carrying out a research on the network structure,
governance environment and governance mechanism, this text draw the following conclusions:
1) The venture capital enterprise and other organizations or personal cooperative relation have
already formed the venture capital gradually.
2) The market demand is uncertain, the human resource is proprietary, the task is complicated, and
the trading frequency is multifarious in the venture capital network. In this environment, interactive
mechanism, trust mechanism, moderated & integration mechanism, incentive mechanism and
maintenance mechanism constitute a governance mechanism of the venture capital network.
3) Among the governance mechanism of venture capital network, the trust mechanism is the
foundation, interactive mechanism and moderated & integration mechanism is the core, incentive
mechanism is the lubricant, maintenance mechanism is the guarantee.
4) These problems, such as contents and implementation effect of governance mechanism of
venture capital network still need further researches from the prospective of quantitative analysis and the
empirical analysis.
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Probe into the Interactive and Coupling Relationship Between
Technical Innovation and Institutional Innovation
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Abstract Technical innovation and institutional innovation are indispensable to the development of
enterprises. From different points of view, different schools of thought have different theories on the
relationship between technical innovation and institutional innovation. What is the relationship between
them? Which is more important? Based on the fact that technical innovation and institutional innovation
are interactive and have dynamic contradictions, this essay probes into this kind of relationship. On the
one hand, technical innovation is the base and motive of institutional innovation. It both supports and
restricts the institutional innovation. On the other hand, institutional innovation guides, supports and
protects the technical innovation. In view of this, the essay proposes that technical innovation should be
regarded as a decisive factor to push forward and decide the change and innovation of institution and
make a reality interactive and coupling relationship between them.
Key words Technical Innovation; institutional innovation; Coupling; interactive

1 Introduction
Since 1990s, enterprises in China have attached more importance on technical innovation than ever.
Whatever traditional industries or high and new industries, technical innovation is the core of long-term
competition which is in accordance with the international trend. However, in order to develop the
enterprise and society, it is not enough to innovate technology. Institution as a service provider of
important economic value will surely be adjusted with the innovation and change of technology, with
the dynamic growth of economy. Many literatures all stress that institutional innovation is more
important than technical innovation. The new institutional economists as represented by North hold that
institutional change is more significant than technical change [1]. When talking over the development of
China, Wu Jinlian emphasizes that institution is more important than technology [2]. For a long period of
time, economists are disputing with each other on weather institutional innovation decides technical
innovation or the latter decides the former. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the relationship between
technical innovation and institutional innovation, to probe into the important role the institutional
innovation plays in the rapid change of technical innovation.

2 Theories on Technical Innovation and Institutional Innovation
2.1 Techno-determinism and institutional determinism
Techno-Determinism, represented by Veblen, insists that technical innovation is the dynamic factor
of economic growth and change of technology will determine the change of institution. As for the
relationship between technical innovation and institutional innovation, Veblen considers that physical
environment (technology) decides the institution. As far as the attribute is concerned, institution is a
customary way of thinking; it will vary with the change of physical environment. Physical environment
constantly change while institution is the outcome of previous process. So anyway, institution cannot
follow the pace of changing technology. In addition, institution tends to become conservative and
generally keeps its state unless it is forced by physical environment to change. When stressing that
change of technology decides the change of institution, Veblen admits that institutional innovation has
some effects on technical innovation. In his opinion, old institution has either bad or good effects on
technology, while institutional innovation will drive forward the technical innovation.
Institutional Determinism, represented by North, stresses that institutional innovation is more
important than technical innovation. North underlines that institutional innovation decides technical
innovation rather than the latter decides the former. A good institution can promote technical innovation,
but poor institution lets the technical innovation deviate from the right path. He thinks that such factors
as technical innovation, economics of scale and capital accumulation are not determinants for economic
growth, but just show that institutional innovation determines the economic growth. He points out that it
is the progress of institution such as patent system, which is established to protect technology, that
promotes the development of technology. The improvement of institution will propel innovation; in the
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end the rate of personal returns preaches the social rates of return.
2.2 Views of western and Chinese scholars
Some western scholars expound that technical innovation and institutional innovation are
interaction. Kuznets, the famous economist of growth of economics fully realizes the important role the
institutional adjustment play in the progress of technology and economic growth .He considers that
advance of technology is prerequisite while the adjustment of institution and social ideology are
sufficient for economic growth. .In his speech delivered when he was awarded Nobel Prize in 1971, he
points out that the development of states economy can be defined that the productive capacity which
continuously expands the provision of all kinds of economic commodities that people need has been
increased. The increase of productive capacity relies on the advanced technology and adjustment of
institution and ideology which one needs develop advanced technology [3]. Ruttan also deems that it is
no use arguing weather institutional innovation decides technical innovation or the latter decides the
former. Technical innovation and institutional innovation are interrelated and interdependent; one should
analyze them in continuously interactive logic.
Fu Jiayi suggests that the pattern and way organization are determined by the attribute of
technology and institution. Organizational form, scale and structure must be innovated to meet the
requirement of technical innovation. Furthermore, organizational innovation can accelerate the creation
of new technology speed of its application and in the end enhance the quality of technical innovation. As
the cooperation of all sectors of enterprises is involved in the course of technical innovation, the
initiative of members of these sectors will certainly influence the effects of technical innovation. Old
organization is under the relationship among the responsibility, right, obligation of old technology, old
organization should break barriers that do not fit certain requirements of the development of technology.
Organizational innovation offers chances to rearrange production factors, enhances the rate of resources
utilization ratio and in the end guarantee the success of technical innovation [4].
2.3 Marxist political economics
The unity of opposites on the productive forces and production relations is an important part of
Marxist Political Economics. As technical innovation falls into the category of productive forces and
institutional innovation falls into the category of production relations, the dialectical unity with
productive forces and production relations reflects the relation between technical innovation and
institutional innovation. (1)Productive forces determine the productive relations. Where there is
productive forces there is production relations. The development and change of productive forces decide
the development and change of production relations. According to Marxist Political Economics,
technical innovation falls into the category of productive forces and institutional innovation falls into the
category of production relations, so technical innovation determines the institutional innovation.
(2)Production relations adversely affect the production forces. When production relations conform to the
level of productive forces, it promotes the development of productive forces .If it cannot, it hinders the
development of productive forces. The same is true with institutional innovation. Institutional
innovation has counteraction on technical innovation. When existing institution meets needs of technical
innovation, it advances technical innovation. When it cannot conform to the requirements of technical
innovation, it blocks the development of technical innovation. (3) The Production relations must
conform to the state of productive forces.
Although existing production relations determine the level of development of productive forces,
when productive forces is conditioned by old institution, it will break down the old production relations
and establish and develop new production relations which correspond with its development. The new
productive relations could be established and strengthened only when it satisfies the needs of new
productive forces. Similarly, if technical innovation has been restricted by existing institution,
technical innovation will propel the reform of existing institution to make the new institution conform to
the requirements of technical innovation.

3 Technical Innovation is the Base and Motive of Institutional Innovation, both
Supports and Restricts the Institutional Innovation
Technical innovation provides the sources with the economic growth, offers the economical
activities new production possibility frontier and presents new demands to the institutional innovation.
During past two centuries, technology innovation makes the production create the increasing returns to
scale within limits which makes the complex pattern of economic organization profitable. As a by
product of economy of scale, the change of technology create factory system and industrial
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agglomeration which establish urban industrial society Environmental pollution, ecology destroying and
transportation congestion are just three more obvious outcomes of revolution of industrial agglomeration.
These negative externalities will inevitably promote institutional innovation. As Fig 1.
The ratio of cost to profits has an important role in propelling technical innovation. Only when
expected yield overweighs the expected cost, the motive of institutional innovation comes into being.
On the contrary, if expected yield is lower than the expected cost, the society will not have impulse to
innovate institution. The influence technical innovation exerts on the yield and cost shows as follows: (1)
Technical innovation not only increases the potential interests brought by institutional innovation and
decreases operation cost of the change of certain institution. Particularly, advancement of technology
quickly lowers information cost and makes the institution which aims to improve the market and
facilitate the circulation of commodities profitable. (2) Stream of income created by technical innovation
becomes a part of requests s of institutional innovation. Technical innovation makes it possible mass
production, decreases production cost and incurs high transaction fees. If one totally uses market
exchange, expensive transaction fees will offset the advantages brought by technical innovation.
Therefore potential interests gained from the new and more efficient technology will drive forward
people to innovate the institution. For example transportation of 19th transportation, carriage and
manufacture requires capital-intensive management, Modern stock corporations, and multinational
corporations are rightly the reform of institution that correspond to the technical innovation.

Technical
innovation
Expected
yield

Motive
of
innovation

Mode
of
production

Economic
growth

Institutional
innovation

Figure 1 Technical Innovation Supports and Restricts the Institutional Innovation

All above tell us that technical innovation determines the structure and change of institution while
institutional innovation is strongly controlled by technical factors.

4 Institutional Innovation Plays an Important Role in the Course of Technical
Innovation
The important effects institutional innovation play on the technical innovation are as follows:
(1)Institutional innovation can decrease the risk of technical innovation. Advanced technology is always
accompanied by high risk. In view of high risk from development of advanced technology, the system of
risk diversification makes it possibility to realize the scale of technical innovation. So institutional
innovation is very important for decreasing risk of technical innovation. (2)Institutional innovation is
one of the conditions for technical innovation. Institutional innovation can motivate the subject of
technical innovation, socialize social innovative behavior, and provide innovators with rights to enjoy
fruits of technical innovation and social security. (3)Institutional innovation improves and perfects the
system of technical innovation. Institutional innovation of different levels, different domains and
different aspects such as macro-economic policy, labor market and system for income distribution has a
wide-ranging influence and establish a series of social mechanism which is helpful for technical
innovation. Institutional innovation meets the requirements of technical innovation and liberates two
keys of technical innovation-men and capitals. Free environment with full of opportunities offers
technical innovators to maximize their potential[5].
All in all, we have full realization that institutional innovation is very important for technical
innovation. As institutional economists puts it, institution is social motivate mechanism. The
establishment of institution aims to decrease transaction cost and differences between personal profit
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and social profit, encourage individuals and organizations innovate, and in the end push forward the
growth of economy. Weather technical innovation can be successful or not depends on not only their
own level of technology, the needs of market, and comparative advantages but also on weather the
institution adapts to and supports it or not. Without corresponding social institution and economical
conditions as guarantee, technical innovation will not efficiently push forward the development of
economy. In the course of technical innovation, the institution should be innovated in order to guarantee
the institutional environment for technical innovation. As any institution will delimit the scope and
space where people can choose and gain information and resources of technical information, set down
basic principles of social transaction and force new subject produce reasonable expected yield of
innovation. What is more important, institutional innovation determines the resources of initiative of
subjects of technical innovation. By changing the reward system, of the technical innovation,
institutional innovation propels technical innovation and affects indirectly the growth of economy.
Besides, institutional innovation help to push forward the change of mode of thinking, update values,
adjust and change of several aspects of social economical life. All these changes also become important
factors for technical innovation.

5 Interactive and Coupling Relationship Between Technical Innovation and
Institutional Innovation
Technical innovation reflects relationship between men and objects. During the course of
recognizing and changing the physical world ,technical innovation ,a kind of innovation behavior, finds
new application value for certain natural objects and gives to the objects the ability to create fortune and
new economic value. Institutional innovation reflects relationship between men. As an innovative
activity, through micro management or the reform of way of management and change of its operating
mechanism, institutional innovation adjusts the interests between men ,efficiently promotes such social
economic activities as technical innovation and decreases transaction fees between men to increase the
efficiency of production, allocate resources more effectively, and gain more economic and social values.
According to the philosophy proposition of universal connexion, men and objects, men and men are
interrelated, interaction and mutual checks. Therefore, technical innovation which reflects relationship
between men and objects, and institutional innovation which reflects relationship between men, are
interactive and mutual checks.
Although Techno-Determinism and Institutional Determinism are different, they are not
irreconcilable. They all admit technical innovation and institutional innovation are interaction, but they
place importance on different aspects. Their emphasis may change in different ages. As for the
relationship between them, we should look at it dialectically rather than put undue emphasis on one side.
We should follow points of Marxism on their relationship. Technical innovation and institutional
innovation are dialectical unity. Technical innovation determines and promotes institutional innovation
while institutional innovation has counteraction on technical innovation (see Fig. 2).

Technical innovation

Interactive

Institutional innovation
Figure 2

Relationship Between Technical Innovation and Institutional Innovation

6 Conclusions
To sum up, technical innovation is the decisive factor for economic development and the progress
of society. Its state and change will decide the institutional innovation while institutional innovation
affects economic development and advancement of technology by promoting or restraining technical
innovation. Technical innovation and institutional innovation are mutual promotive. The former often
causes institutional innovation and the latter promotes technical innovation. According to dialectical
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points of Marxism, technical innovation is impetus behind the economic growth and motive force of
social development. It causes dramatic or gradual change of institution. In other words, it leads to
institutional innovation. In the course of institutional innovation, some formal and informal institutions
protect and promote further development of technical innovation Therefore, during the dynamic
development of technical innovation and institutional innovation, technical innovation is the basic
decisive force. It is technical innovation that pushes forward and determines the change and innovation
of institution.
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Abstract This article explores effectiveness of the unionisation campaign of the Chinese union over
improvement of labour rights. Through analysis on two case studies, the article challenges traditional
wisdom on communist union behaviours, and argues that power interaction with companies need to be
considered, since unionisation is an important approach for the Chinese union to increase its power
leverage by achieving economic accumulation through more membership dues paid by the firms, along
with political strength accumulation through expanding the membership base to traditionally
non-unionised TNCs. During this power interaction of industrial relations actors, the union has become
an interest group, whose interests are not necessarily the same as those of Chinese workers. As a result,
the union undertakes flexible unionisation strategy to maximise its own interests and minimise
unionisation spends, while workers are just one factor of this expense-and-return calculation of the
union. Unionisation of TNCs does not translate into the rise of collective labour rights, as well as
improvement of labour standards.
Key words ACFTU; TNC; Trade union; Union establishment; Wal-Mart

1 Introduction
Trade unions in communist countries have long been criticised as a political tool of the ruling party
to control the workers, as the unions endeavour to compromise labour interests into state agenda to
avoid labour militancy. Under this institutional arrangement, unions in communist countries play the
role as a transmission belt, which has two functions: (1) representing the top-down state interests and
mobilising workers to produce for the realisation of the state interests; (2) passing the bottom-up
workers demands to the state for improvements of labour policies in maintaining stability among the
labour force (Pravda & Ruble, 1986). Self-organisation and independent representation of workers are
not permitted.
However, the current strategy of Chinese trade unions seems to illustrate a different tendency,
compared to other communist unions. Wal-Mart, which had refused unionisation for decades, bowed to
All China Federation of Trade Unions, or ACFTU, the official trade union umbrella, and permitted
union operation in all Wal-Mart stores in China. Unionisation of Wal-Mart is a result of a broad
campaign of ACFTU to unionise transnational corporations (TNCs) in China. During this campaign,
grassroots mobilisation, democratic voting and popular election are witnessed. These tactics challenge
the tradition wisdom on communist trade union behaviours, since they show the union willingness of
mobilising bottom-up interests of workers.

2 Literature Review
Nowadays, one popular perspective on Chinese trade union is that the union functions like other
communist state unions to undertake a dual role of connecting state interests with those of workers. In
this context, the union carries a dual identity as both a state agency and a labour organisation (Li, 2003;
Clarke, 2005; Xu & Ren, 2008). Under this institutional arrangement, ACFTU and its low hierarchies
put more efforts in convincing workers of compromising their own interests for those of the state than in
raising labour requests about change of the current industrial relations system (Taylor et al, 2003; Chang,
2004; Wang, 2008). Thus, in many unionised companies, unions merely act as rubber-stamp offices that
follow government or management decisions, while seldom conducting labour mobilisation or election.
As a challenge on the above viewpoint, (Unger and Chan, 1995) use state corporatism to study
Chinese trade union. According to the studies (Unger & Chan, 1995; Chan, 2001), the interests of the
union and state are not always the same. The party-state represents a coordinated authoritarian that
combines and compromises different interests of social actors to maintain the political control of the
Chinese Communist Party, or CCP. After the founding of communist China, there have been several
interest conflicts between the state and union, whose relationship is far from determined yet. Once the
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state eases its social control, the union becomes active in pursuing its power among the working class
and even tries to challenge the political authority of CCP. As a result, the nature of Chinese trade union
is still an organisation of the working class and is merely obliged to take the dual identity role under
state corporatism as a practical strategic choice. The researchers (Unger & Chan, 1995; Chan, 2001)
conclude that in the long run, the union will evolve towards a more representative organisation for
labour rights.
Contrarily, (Chen 2006) studies how ACFTU balances its two identities to make the strategic
choice. He analyses the choice of unions towards handling labour-capital disputes, and concludes three
different arenas: (1) no interest conflict between the workers and state, which gives the union larger
institutional space to represent workers’ interests; (2) interests conflict between labour and the state,
which controversies the dual nature of ACFTU between the workers and state. In this case, the trade
union always allies itself under the state to constrain labour action; (3) self-organising and
self-representation of workers, which is regarded by the union as independent trade unionism, so
ACFTU undoubtedly acts as a state tool to suppress these activities.
Despite of some differences, existing studies base their arguments and conclusions on two common
grounds below:
They treat the union as an integrant interest group. According to the studies, the interests of
national, regional, industrial and company trade unions are the same, so researchers can easily adopt the
state-union analysis framework in explaining all grassroots unionisation processes;
The dual identity nature of the union means the union acting as both a state agency and a social
organisation. However, these studies neglect another key actor of industrial relations, i.e., the companies,
whose interests are sometimes central to the power struggle among the state, workers and their
organisations. Failure to take serious consideration of the capability of the capital handicaps the
state-union analysis framework in explaining union behaviours in China.
Current ACFTU campaign in unionising TNCs offers an opportunity to overcome this research gap
of current union studies, as it involves a dynamic power interaction among the state, different levels of
trade unions, as well as the firms. A general perspective is unionisation increases labour standards
(Freeman, 1985) but high labour standards discourage foreign investment (Dicken, 2004), so there can
be a tradeoff between labour rights and capital accumulation. Unionisation in China, contrarily, does not
support this standpoint, when foreign investment maintains the high level. Therefore, it deserves a
careful study about the effectiveness of trade unions in representing workers through unionisation of
TNCs in China.
The Chinese market reform has created a new industrial relations environment, which transforms
from administrative labour relations under the command economy to employment relations under the
market economy, while the interest conflict between labour and the capital also jumps dramatically.
ACFTU has realised that the labour issue is vital to the regime, on which the current union hierarchy is
affiliated. The top leader of ACFTU proposes a steady change of the union agenda and puts “rights
protection” as the key task for the union (Wang, 2006), in order to retain regime stability and union
stability. However, this transformation did not affect unions at the enterprise level, when the Chinese
state regarded investment attraction as a top priority for development and did not want to discourage
investment by raising union capacity (Xu, 2006; Wu, 2008).
Following the escalation of labour unrest, the state begins to worry the potential power of labour on
social restructure. The government demands the union hierarchy to adapt workers into the state interest,
and to avoid any active labour actions that may challenge the interest arrangement of the state (Wang,
2008). Union organised labour actions like strikes are out of the question, even when the company
violates basic rights and interests of workers (Shi, 1999; Chang, 2005). Without effective leverage of
industrial action, the Chinese union faces to a mission impossible to convince the companies to accept
enterprise unions (Howell, 1998).
ACFTU is clear that its survival relies on continuous expression of membership, since sustainable
growth of the membership base means an increasing influence at the political arena. Speeches delivered
by top union officials have repeatedly put unionisation as the key to expand the membership base (Wang,
2006; Sun, 2009). Meanwhile, these official documents have acknowledged the current legal constraints
on union actions, so that ACFTU endeavours to persuade the state of the potential benefits of
unionisation for regime stability by promising to use the enlarged membership base to maintain
industrial peace (ibid).
Another reason to get the state on board is that Chinese laws offer no clarification about organic of
enterprise union establishment, so it is important to push the state to come up with favourable law
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explanations towards unionisation practices. Current laws fail to give clear definition on who is
responsible to organise trade unions. Labour Law rules that workers are the organisers, as “labourers
have the right to join or organise trade unions” (1995: Article 7). But, (Trade Union Law 2001) gives a
confusing concept, by saying unions are voluntary organisations of labourers (Article 2) on the one hand
and determining the “voluntary” workers organisation at workplace can only work under the guidance
and supervision of ACFTU on the other (Article 9, 10 & 11). Furthermore, union legislations make it the
duty of companies to initiate unionisation, since firms hiring more than twenty-five employees “should”
establish grassroots union committees (Trade Union Law, 2001: Article 10; Constitution of the Chinese
Trade Union, 2008: Article 25). The confusion puts ACFTU in severe difficulties in penetrating TNCs
that always require the union to prove its legitimacy of establishing union branches at the company
level.
Meantime, all the laws and relevant regulations fail to give clear description about procedures of
enterprise union establishment, such as mobilising and voting practices. In reality, enterprise union
establishment procedure becomes a case-by-case arrangement, which depends on the power interaction
between the company and local trade union to decide, so that it is important that the state acts as a
coordinator to legitimise union arguments.
Confusion on Chinese laws gives an opportunity for union to draw its arguments of labour stability,
and convince the state of recognising unionisation as:
a voluntary activity of the upper-level union to decide whether to approach a company for
establishing enterprise union;
a compulsory activity for the company to permit union establishment and bear the relevant costs,
once proposed by the local union.
In this case, provided the state supports the arrangement, ACFTU is able to choose which company
should set up a company union and afford all the costs of unionisation. Then, ACFTU can enjoy an
expanding membership base and increase of aggregate membership dues without spending more.
To evaluate the effectiveness of expanding unionisation, it deserves to measure the relationship
between union existence and achievement of labour rights and interests. As (Kelly 1998) points out,
trade union may simply fall into the hands of the capital and become a tool of the employers if the union
fails to represent labour interests or safeguard workers rights. Whether current unionisation in China
brings material benefits for Chinese workers has not been answered by most of the union studies (Unger
& Chan, 1995; Howell, 1998; Chan, 2001; Li, 2003; Taylor et al, 2003; Chang, 2004; Clarke, 2005;
Chen, 2006; Xu, 2006; Wang, 2008; Wu, 2008; Xu & Ren, 2008), which also fail to assess unionisation
by analysing the voluntary-compulsory unionisation position of ACFTU. This article then evaluates the
effectiveness of the current ACFTU campaign of unionising TNCs in China through two case studies,
and sees whether Chinese unionisation brings any structural change of the union and increases labour
rights and interests.

3 Research Method
This article uses a case study approach. It does in-depth interview to the stakeholders of
unionisation in two TNCs in China from October 2007 to October 2008.
Sixteen interviewees are reached:
Four central union officials from ACFTU headquarter, including the Organising Department
of ACFTU, ACFTU Law Department and ACFTU think-tank;
Four regional union officials from the local trade union headquarters, which are responsible
for unionising the workers in the two sample firms;
Two enterprise union chairpersons from the two sample companies;
- Six management staffs from the two sample companies, including company managers, human
resource managers and line managers.

4 An Overview of the Two Sample Firms
This article chooses Wal-Mart China (hereafter, Wal-Mart) and Star Light Resin Production
Company Limited (hereafter, Star Light) as the two samples. Both of the firms are foreign entities and
experience different paths of unionisation, so as to provide evidence for comparative studies to assess
the effectiveness of Chinese unionisation for labour rights.
Wal-Mart entered China in 1996 and hires about 70,000 employees within 146 supermarkets.
Meanwhile, it does mass outsourcing and works with several-hundred supplier factories. Before 2004,
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ACFTU did its best to persuade Wal-Mart of establishing trade union and affording unionisation
expenses, but all those efforts fell into deaf ears because Wal-Mart insisted that union establishment was
against its global norm.
Then, ACFTU changed its strategy and lobbied the state for support. In October 2004, a positive
response was made, when the Law Enforcement Inspection Taskforce of the National People’s Congress
(NPC) publicly criticising Wal-Mart for refusal unionisation. Important members of NPC even
expressed the possibility of suing Wal-Mart for disobeying laws by rejecting workers’ free will of
unionisation.
Fearing to confront with the Chinese state, Wal-Mart had to revise its position and announced that
it respected the choice of employees if employees wanted union. In this case, Wal-Mart offered an
interpretation of the laws by saying the union was a voluntary organisation of workers that should be
established by employees only, not upper-level unions.
As put by Tian from Wal-Mart management:
“(At that time) We believed that unionisation should only be conducted on the absolute voluntary
basis. Unions were the choice of workers. Not the company’s. If workers decided to establish unions,
they should clear the procedures and take care of the costs themselves. The company did not need
arrange anything for them”
Unlike Wal-Mart, Star Light holds a different attitude towards unionisation. Star Light is a Japanese
company and built its manufacturing facility in City K in 1993. Currently, Star Light has 1050
employees in City K.
When the local trade union of City K approached Star Light and proposed unionisation, Star Light
agreed. The management expressed respect of Chinese unionisation practice and agreed the law
interpretation given by the local trade union that unionisation was compulsory for companies to arrange
and afford all the relevant costs. In 1996, the enterprise union was established.
As Yo, management representative, said:
‘The company fully understands the laws and practices of China. Once the municipal general trade
union inquired us about setting up an enterprise union, the company expressed our full cooperation and
started unionisation for our employees. ……We certainly paid all the costs wherever necessary.’

5 Following the “Law” Voluntarily, or Being Forced to Respect the “Law”
In practice, although different Chinese laws give different interpretations on the duty and
responsibility of organising enterprise trade union, it is always the upper-level regional trade union at
the locality that approaches a company and proposes unionisation. Workers are seldom consulted.
When inquired by local unions for establishing enterprise trade unions, Star Light and Wal-Mart
held two different attitudes. Star Light respected the law interpretation given by the local union, while
Wal-Mart insisted that the laws put unionisation as a voluntary workers activity. But, the proposals of
unionisation to neither Wal-Mart nor Star Light were made by the employees.
In the Star Light case, the management voluntarily followed the suggestion of City K General
Trade Union. The General Affairs Department of Star Light, the human resource unit, was appointed for
preparing the unionisation. It arranged the first union election with the appearance of the municipal trade
union leaders. After that, all the employees automatically became union members. The company then
nominated eleven part-time enterprise trade union officers, who were all approved on the election day.
The enterprise union chairperson is Ms Xu, Manager of Production Division. She used to serve as
Manager of General Affairs for eleven years, with the duty of supervising human resource management.
Ms Xu is a CCP member and the highest ranked Chinese administrative staff.
As Xu describes, unionisation went smoothly:
“The company was registered in December 1993 and fully operated in 1994 with around 500
employees. But, trade union was established in 1996. Between 1994 and 1996, the government visited
the company and asked for establishing an enterprise union.
“At the beginning, the Japanese boss felt there was no need to establish a trade union because
production ran smoothly. Although deep in his heart, the boss did not want union, he knew Chinese
firms usually had company unions. Unions build a bridge of communication between company
management and the local government.
“During the two-year time, Director Pan (of City K General Trade Union) visited the company
several times, and talked in-depth with our president of the board of directors (the Japanese boss) about
the purposes and roles of Chinese trade union. The president felt there was no possibility to escape the
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duty to establish enterprise trade union, and he found it difficult to delay the process either.
“Then, the Japanese management approved unionisation on 14 July 1996. On that date, we chose
the best hotel in our City K and used company buses to transport all employees to the hotel. We invited
all the leaders (of the government) and drove all the workers there. Our company leaders were there,
along with the city union leaders, to show that everybody praised and supported union. The
announcement of enterprise union establishment was followed by a fancy buffet for everybody.”
Wal-Mart did not behave as cooperatively as Star Light to follow the practice of Chinese
unionisation. The concerns of Wal-Mart stemmed from not only union interference over company
management, but also the high union membership dues paid by the company, which accounts for 2% of
the total wage sum of the company (Trade Union Law, 2001: Article 42 (2)). To overcome the tough
position of Wal-Mart, ACFTU had to seek for unconventional ways. ACFTU feared failure of unionising
Wal-Mart would make other TNCs disgrace union power and undermine the political influence of the
union on the state.
As put by Guo, head of organisers of ACFTU:
“Foreign companies always regard themselves as privileged entities in China, so they can ignore
the social norms or avoid law requirements to unionise. ……Wal-Mart is a typical case and a hard liner.
We started from Wal-Mart, the most difficult one, in order to show other foreign companies our
decisiveness and capabilities. ……The Chinese government supported us because it realised the strong
connection between unionisation and labour stability.”
The unconventional way undertaken by ACFTU was to require all local unions to prioritise
Wal-Mart unionisation. To achieve what the central union could not, the local trade unions had to
mobilise bottom-up labour supports. A breakthrough was made in Jinjiang County of Quanzhou
Municipality, Zhejiang Province, where local Wal-Mart employees successfully called enough
signatures and held the union establishment voting.
Wal-Mart Jinjiang Union Branch, the first Wal-Mart union, was established on 29 July 2006.
Twenty-five employees of the Wal-Mart Jinjiang supermarket elected a seven-member enterprise union
committee under the Constitution of the Chinese Trade Union (2008, Article 25 & 26). Mr Ke, a
frontline staff of the Meat Affairs Team, was elected as chairperson of the committee. In August,
Quanzhou Municipal General Trade Union, the local trade union, issued an eight-step work agenda to
enhance unionisation in Wal-Mart and organised a Guidance Team for Wal-Mart Jinjiang Union Branch
with vice chairman of the municipal union as the head. In October 2006, Home For Unionised
Employees of Wal-Mart Jinjiang Branch was built and became the first union activity centre of
Wal-Mart China.
Ke, chairperson of the Wal-Mart union branch, says:
“Quanzhou Municipal General Trade Union came to the Street Office of the community, where
Wal-Mart is in, and found the (Communist) Party Secretary. The Party Secretary and I are neighbours
and both live near Wal-Mart. The Secretary then came to me and told me the plan to set up a grassroots
trade union in Wal-Mart. He asked if I was interested.
“In early July 2006, he met with me and did not say much. He just told me to find several
colleagues I trust to build a union preparation team, which only needed to have five people. I got four
staffs and we met with the leaders of the city trade union. ……
“All the establishment works were confidential and we five started to recruit potential members
among the colleagues. At that time, management started to suspect our behaviours but did not know we
were secretly organising a union. Neither did they know who supported unionisation.
“When we were secretly recruiting members, Quanzhou city trade union also knocked the door of
Wal-Mart and demanded the company to fulfil its duty to establish the enterprise union. Of course, they
refused. Then, the city union built a dissemination desk in front of the gate of our supermarket. All the
cadres of the city union came to publicise unionisation. Later, the company management interfered and
prohibited employees from accepting gifts and booklets from the (city) union.
“You know, they did not explicitly say you should not accept anything. They arranged several
managers watching at the dissemination desk from the staff exit. Employees getting close to the union
desk all fled away. The employees feared that talking with the union could affect their careers.”
From Ke, all the members of the first enterprise trade union in Wal-Mart came from the front-line
employees, instead of management personnel, who filled in the Star Light union. Meanwhile, the costs
of unionisation were contributed from ACFTU, the local trade union and local government, rather than
the company administration.
Also, the local union and local government, rather than the management, chose the potential
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candidate of the union chairperson. However, Ke, the candidate, got the position mainly from the
supports of the authority, not workers. The profile of Ke made him an ideal candidate, as he was a
neighbouring friend of the local government leader and a long-time CCP member, who joined CCP
when working in a state-owned enterprise. Similarly, Xu, the chairperson of Star Light, is also a CCP
member, so that CCP membership is an important criterion of holding key positions in enterprise unions
as a result of union affiliation to the state. However, Ke and Xu held very different positions about
company management, with the latter appointed by the firm and the former by the local government. In
this case, although political profile can be essential for nomination, the loyalty of nominees usually goes
to the actor that makes the appointment. Therefore, appointment of enterprise union chairperson is
central for the bargaining between the union and management.
Labour involvement is missing during the process, with the two-unionisation cases showing no
initiative from workers. Instead, it is always other parties of industrial relations that propose enterprise
union establishments. In Star Light, the local trade union proposed unionisation and the management
followed. Wal-Mart trade union was established by both the local trade union and the local government.
Unionisation is always a bargaining of power and interests between the trade union and company, while
workers only play a passive role in the process.
Two models of enterprise unionisation can be seen from the two cases:
Initiation and resource dependency on company management;
Initiation and resource dependency on upper-level trade union at the locality.
Under the two models, workers are told to unionise themselves. Only the companies can choose
their responses to unionisation proposals. If the company voluntarily chooses to accept the law
interpretation given by the local union to organise enterprise union and afford the costs, unionisation
goes smooth and every actor respects the interests of each other. Otherwise, trade union will criticise the
firm for ignoring labour rights and mobilise its own resources to sponsor bottom-up unionisation. Under
both models, workers are one factor of interest bargaining between the union and company.

6 “Nominal” or “Active” Enterprise Union Activities for Labour Rights
After union establishment at the enterprise level, the effectiveness of the company union depends
on its capability of labour rights protection. According to Regulation of Enterprise Trade Union Works
(2006: Article 51, 52 & 57), enterprise trade union follows the lead and guidance of the upper-level
regional union, and the enterprise union has equal legal status with company administration. In practice,
the relationship between the enterprise union and company administration are far from equality because
most enterprise unions rely on company resources to establish and function.
Under the company-management dependency model of enterprise unionisation, the enterprise
union usually acts as a supplementary office of human resource management and functions under the
guidance of company administration, not the upper-level local trade union. In the Star Light case, all the
union officers are management personnel from either administrative offices or workshops.
As put by Xu, union chairperson of Star Light:
“Our union office has eleven people in total. Not many, because our division of labour is relatively
clear. Below me, there is a vice chairperson and a chairperson assistant, because my other management
duties are quite busy. Vice chairperson takes care of main daily works and I am responsible for
decision-making. For other issues like the routine daily works, our union assistant can take care of them.
“Our union officers are all part-time, all of us. The union officers were elected democratically. …….
(The election process is) we first select candidates for the workers, because it is not practical to stop
production and do a popular election in this over-1000-worker plant. According to our regulation, the
workshops select and come up with around 100 representatives. This is absolutely democratic. After the
representatives are in place, we select union officers from them. Every year, there is an election.”
As described by the chairwoman, election of union officer is strongly controlled by the
management and shows no real choice of employees. The current enterprise union committee of Star
Light is full of managers, who are hardly willing to stand out for labour interests.
Ironically, the local trade union in City K recognises the union branch in Star Light, despite this
arrangement violates union laws and regulations. According to Method of Enterprise Trade Union
Chairperson Election (2008, Article 6), the company owner, partners, close relatives or human resource
manager cannot be the chairperson of an enterprise trade union. During election, upper-level local trade
union should monitor the election process and guarantee labour democracy (ibid: Article 4 & 13). City
K trade union turns a blind eye towards Star Light practice.
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However, this is not the case for the Wal-Mart cases. When Jinjiang Union Branch, was established,
the election accommodated well with the law. All the thirty-three members of the union branch were
ordinary employees and all the seven union committee members were frontline workers. After one-year
operation, the membership size grew to over 3002 in August 2007, and management personnel still could
not enter the union committee.
This structure fundamentally differs from the Star Light union, and illustrates that the upper-level
union dependency model of unionisation has the ability to avoid management interference.
According to Ke:
“There are more than 370 staffs in Wal-Mart. Our members have reached over 300. In some units,
the membership density is 100%. The turnover is relatively high so we cannot come up with an exact
statistics. Some of the people who do not join the union are from the management, but others are
ordinary employees. Some old employees do not want to join the union. They do not believe the union
can benefit their interests, so they don’t care about the union.”
Wal-Mart enterprise union structure is independent from company administration. This creates
opportunities for the union to launch independent activities for labour rights. Moreover, the union
committee is composed of ordinary employees, who can get in touch with labour concerns on a daily
basis and represent employees’ interests more effectively.
However, lack of management involvement in Wal-Mart Jinjiang Union Branch makes union works
difficult. Communication with the company administration is extremely inefficient. The management
objects or delays every union proposal. Because Wal-Mart does not permit to establish full-time union
officer positions, all the union officers are part-time and cannot fully concentrate to union works. (Trade
Union Law 2001, Article 13) rules that a company hiring over two hundred employees ‘may’ set up one
full-time union chairperson position. As this regulation is not compulsory, Wal-Mart management argues
that the high staff turnover makes it uneconomic to have such position.
In spite of the supports from Quanzhou Municipal General Trade Union, Wal-Mart Jinjiang Union
Branch makes little progress to represent complaints about labour rights and negotiate collective labour
contract.
According to Yang, Special Commissioner on Wal-Mart Unionisation of Quanzhou Municipal
General Trade Union:
“Now, our most important task is to build the collective contract system. We gave them
(management) a collective contract offer in this April, and they replied that they were a branch company
and did not have the authority to decide. They needed their headquarter (in US) to decide.
“To our disappointment, Labour Law and Trade Union Law have no specific reference on this issue.
They do not have any specific regulation about what the union should do next, if the company refuses to
respond collective contract offer. (The laws) only say that you can apply for the government to interfere,
but it is not clear how and in practice it is impossible to follow up. We have very few contacts with the
labour bureau and they (Wal-Mart) have many friends there, so it is not practical to rely on the
government to push Wal-Mart.”
Ke, Wal-Mart union chairperson, has similar impression:
“A union is established. If the union doesn’t protect the rights and interests of workers and only
organises activities to improve management image, then Wal-Mart bosses will not harass union works.
Now, (because the enterprise union refuses to follow management wills) there is little room for us to
efficiently represent the rights and interests of our workers. It is not difficult (for us) to organise workers,
but the main difficulty is the union doesn’t do enough to protect the rights of workers. I think our
credibility depends entirely on whether we can effectively represent labour rights. Now, this can hardy
be done. We now only do some dissemination works to enlighten workers. We put the news on
McDonald’s wage increase on the union bulletin and the employees had a strong impression.
“Our union wants to do collective bargaining. (Because) union does not have strike rights, we
should have other mechanisms to balance company power for fair negotiation. I just hope the union can
do something. About the wage increase, the company has not allowed the union to participate in the talk.
Now, when the company wants to fire or punish staffs, they do not inform the union. If there is no
collective bargaining, we basically can do nothing. The company doesn’t take union seriously. We
cannot say that the company hates union, but at least, they are not happy. They feel that they lost a battle
with the union before.”
In contrast, the enterprise union of Star Light has no problem in working with the company
administration. From 1997, one year of its establishment, the enterprise union has been signing annual
collective contracts with company management. From 1999, collective wage consultation has been
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conducted. The company and union sign a collective wage consultation agreement and a bonus
agreement every year. Following the proposal of the enterprise union, the company also established a
staff and employees representative committee, democratic personnel assessment system and plant affairs
transparent system, which aim at increasing labour participation in company operation. Besides,
proposed by the union and General Affairs Department, Star Light has set up a mutual help fund for
employees, along with an employee greeting/condolence fund for newly married or widowed staffs. It
seems that the management and union enjoy a harmonious labour relationship there.
However, collective contract of Star Light is a standard contract. Before the signing of the contract,
workers are not informed about the content, and neither can they raise any concerns. Every year,
management offers a certain percentage of wage increase to the enterprise union, which then writes it on
the collective contract paper. During the process, the union chairperson acts as a follower of
management proposals. The only task of the union is to develop relevant paper works to fit for the legal
procedure. Later, the enterprise union submits the collective contract to the management and asks the
company president to sign. The collective contract usually repeats the minimum wage and other terms
on the laws. No negotiation or bargaining is experienced.
From the two cases, effectiveness of Chinese unionisation at the enterprise level over increasing
labour rights and interests is seriously doubtful. On the one hand, some enterprise unions depend on
company resource to set up. Although it is easier for these unions to build a nice labour representation
system on paper, there is no incentive of the union officers to make the system work for workers. On the
other hand, other enterprise unions are established depending on the resources and supports from the
upper-level regional union. Those enterprise unions may have good wills to represent labour rights, but
without productive communication with company administration and without the rights of strike, it is
quite difficult to practice the ambitions, since management always tries to find loopholes on the laws to
undermine union efforts. Under the two models of Chinese unionisation, collective strength of workers
through unionisation is not effective in improving workplace conditions.
The turning point of Wal-Mart attitude towards its enterprise union happened in 2008. On 15 July
2008, with the support and sponsoring from ACFTU and the local union, Wal-Mart Shenyang Union
Branch signed the first collective contract. After nine days, Wal-Mart Jinjiang Union Branch, which had
been fighting for collective bargaining since its establishment, reached the collective contract with the
management. Until 25 July 2008, there were sixteen Wal-Mart branches having collective contracts that
covered over 8500 employees. Moreover, a consensus was made between Wal-Mart China and ACFTU,
with the latter giving a format of annual collective contracts for all Wal-Mart branches. Wal-Mart shall
respond or take collective contract offer within two months.
A big breakthrough seems to be achieved. But, an incremental change of Wal-Mart union structure
has taken place. In the beginning of 2008, Quanzhou municipal trade union, the local union for the first
Wal-Mart union branch, and Wal-Mart management arranged an enterprise-union election. All the
previous union officers of Wal-Mart Jinjiang Union Branch, the first popular elected union, were
replaced. Ke, founder and the first democratically elected chairperson, did not run for the election.
Actually, he took the advice from the upper-level trade union to “give room for the fresh blood of the
union”. Unlike the previous elections, the 2008 election was arranged and sponsored by Wal-Mart
management, and the newly elected union chairperson is manager of an administrative department of the
company.
As put by a senior union official:
“The goal of Wal-Mart unionisation has been transformed from establishing a union-styled union to
building an acceptable union.”
To make this “acceptable” union happen, Wal-Mart agrees to pay full membership dues to ACFTU,
even before some stores are unionised. Moreover, this transformation from a “union-styled” union to an
“acceptable” union has already been prepared during mobilisation of the first union establishment in
Wal-Mart, when the local trade union and government officials identified a person with good political
credibility, i.e., CCP membership, which makes it easier to forward any advice or order through the CCP
system.
Therefore, protection of labour rights through unionisation is a strategy of the union to redefine the
balance of power with the capital. When the company does not respect the union, the upper-level union
becomes active in mobilising workers to protect labour rights. If the company shows a cooperative
attitude, voluntarily establishes enterprise union and pays membership dues, the upper-level union then
draws a nominal position on safeguarding labour rights and interests. In this sense, the union does not
endeavour for the material increase of labour benefits. Rather, it takes the company offer and makes the
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whole consensus procedure legal on paper. The union uses workers organising to find economic ways to
expand its own interests, which are not necessarily the same as labour interests.

7 Conclusions
In 2008, 73.4% of foreign firms in China had union branches, and ACFTU aims to increase the
percentage to 90% in 20093. However, as is shown on the two cases of Star Light and Wal-Mart
unionisation, effectiveness of expansion of the union membership base over labour rights improvement
should be applauded with a pinch of salt.
During unionisation, companies are more important for the union than workers, on account of the
potentiality of both the financial accumulation through membership dues paid by the firms and political
strength accumulation towards the state through increasing number of members. Unlike the worries put
by (Kelly 1998), the union is more likely to manoeuvre industrial relations system to get maximum
benefits, instead of simply decaying to a tool of employers. (Kochan et al 1994) have noticed unions can
make the strategic choice, which best fits for their benefits as one interest group.
For the Chinese trade union, its interest definition is not always the same as those of workers, but it
has learned to mobilise workers and use labour organising for achieving its interests. Unionisation in
TNCs provides the union with leverage towards the state and companies, so that the economic and
political power of the union organisation can be secured. However, workers become the passive factor
of the power relation restructure and are not the organiser or owner of unionisation.
Although existing studies on Chinese trade union are correct in discussing the relationship among
the union, state and workers, they fail to identify the framework of the changing power relationship of
the Chinese industrial relations by neglecting the dynamic interaction among the state, company, union
and labour. The popular state-union framework (Pravda & Ruble, 1986; Li, 2003; Clarke, 2005; Chen,
2006; Wang, 2008; Wu, 2008; Xu & Ren, 2008) is too general to explain the union behaviour, since it
does not interpret the company counteraction towards the union and ignores the changing union
strategies. Meanwhile, corporatism (Unger & Chan, 1995; Chan, 2001) provides brilliant aspect in
seeing the different interests between the state and Chinese union, but is also flawed because it only
looks at the changing relations between the state and union, while the two cases on this article have
shown the union’s capability of penetrating the companies for increasing its influence over the state.
As the two cases illustrate, ACFTU adopts flexible strategy to maximise its interests through TNC
unionisation and minimise the costs of expanding the membership base. In 2008, ACFTU labelled
Wal-Mart unionisation as a ‘model unionisation’ case of TNCs, based on the argument that Wal-Mart
has union branches and has collective agreements in all its stores. The unionisation strategy discussed by
the two cases on this article is likely to become the theme of TNC unionisation in China. In this context,
unionisation and expanding membership do not necessarily translate into the improvement of collective
labour rights.
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Empirical Analysis on the Validity of Chinese Monetary Policy
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Abstract As the international financial crisis swept across the globe in 2008, Chinese economy has
been somewhat watered down, so we have implemented the proactive fiscal policy and appropriately
easy monetary policy to deal with it. Now the entire world has few studies about the empirical analysis
on the validity of Chinese monetary policy under the financial crisis. In this paper, we will choose some
related variables, empirically analyze our monetary policy validity between 2007 and 2009 by
constructing monetary policy validity model, and conclude that: our monetary policy under the financial
crisis has made some progress and brought about a striking effect, but there still exits some time delay
which needs further improvement. Therefore author puts forward that improving validity of monetary
policy should moderately grasp the focus of easy monetary policy and take the delay of the
implementation of monetary policy into account, but it also needs coordinate monetary policies and
fiscal policies This paper will actively achieve the union of theoretical science and practical
operability.
Key words International financial crisis; Chinese monetary policy; Validity; Empirical analysis

1 Introduction
American subprime mortgage crisis started to display step by step at the beginning of 2007, and
caused an international financial crisis till 2008. Because of the influence of financial crisis, many
economies emerged negative economic growth, and our macro-economy also suffered some influence.
To keep our economic development continuously and minimize the impact of financial crisis, China has
implemented a series of positive measure to face, which includes using transmission mechanism of
monetary policy to implement effective monetary policy effectively to get to face up to impact of
financial crisis and minimize the losses, to make the society and economy in a sustainable, rapid and
sound development state. However, under the international financial crisis, whether our monetary policy
is effective, in this paper we will use monetary policy validity model to positively study this problem.
As all countries around the world continue to focus on monetary policy, many scholars have
studied on the validity of monetary policy. (Friedman and Phelps 1969) found that the cost of monetary
policy was not only increased inflation, but also accelerating inflation, and this theory was called the
natural unemployment rate hypothesis, that is, monetary policy can be effective when the central bank
only create inflation which is beyond people's expectations. Robert • Lucas, Tom • Sargent, (Robert •
Barrow 1972-1978) used "rational expectations" concept and proved expansionary monetary policy even
in the short term is also invalid①. Chinese economy has also been many studies on the effectiveness of
monetary policy in recent years. (Li Fan, Yin Chuan Lu 2007) assumed that impact of the money supply
on investment is relatively significant in the short term, showing the relative monetary policy
effectiveness in the short term (Li Fan,Yin Chuanlu,2007). (Li Lei, Zheng Changde 2008) assumed that
in an open economy condition, monetary policy output effect and price effects exist in the short term.
Chinese monetary policies have some positive influence on the international balance of payments, but
have little effect on increasing employment (Li Lei, Zheng Changde, 2008).
Now the studies about the validity of monetary policy are few all over the world under the financial
crisis, so in this paper we judge whether Chinese monetary policy is effective under the financial crisis
by analyzing whether the monetary policy can realize its goal, and give some suggestions.

2 Establishment of Model
2.1 Establishing monetary policy validity model
The monetary policy validity connotation is that the monetary policy promotes the economic
growth and reduces the unemployment which based on maintain the price stability and the balance of
①Chen Jin. The 80th of Harvard Notes: A Brief History of Monetary Policy Thinking. The Financial web. 2009 (11)
(In Chinese)
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international payments. How the monetary policy’s move affects the national economy movement? We
may use the Phillips curve to indicate it. According to the macroeconomics principle, the nearer the
Phillips curve approaches to the zero point, the more effective the monetary policy is.
To analyze the Chinese monetary policy validity under the financial crisis, this paper selects four
goals of monetary policy as variables, but as the balance of international payments belongs to the
category of accounting, without the index of three other similar units, balance of international payments
is better in recent years, so we deposit the explanatory variable of the balance of international payments.
Therefore, a simple monetary policy effectiveness model is established(Zhi Kai ping,2008):
Em = L1 (p) + L2 (y) + L3 (u)
(1)
2.2 Confirm the region of the virtual value of the validity model of the monetary policy
To verify the validity of the model, namely, the fitting degree with the practice country economy,
we assume that, y, the growth rate of GDP is 7.1% ~ 8%, p, inflation rate is 2% ~ 3%, u, unemployment
rate is 4% ~ 6%. Chinese official published that 7.1%~ 8.0% is a reasonable range for economic growth.
If the economic growth rate is under7.1%, the social stability will be affected; if the economic increase
rate is beyond 8.0%, the tendency of the bubble economy and inflation will emerge. In inflation, central
banks of the countries are more conservative, generally require the increase rate of price must be
controlled within 2% ~ 3%. From the angle of the economic efficiency, most economists thought that the
unemployment rate of 4% ~6% is normal. The social economy is located in the full employment state
temporality. By the analysis above we can know that the objective demand quantity which was specified
by the validity model is a kind of trend, the region of its virtual value is in the closed interval of 13.1%~
17% (such as table 1).
Table 1

The Region of the Virtual Value and the Region Hypothesis of the Chinese Monetary Policy
Virtual Values of the Monetary Policy

Price Stabilization

2% ~3%

Economic Increase

7.1%~8%

Fill Employment

4%~6%

Synthesis of the Region of the Virtual Value

13.1%~17%

3 Model Test
3.1 Validation of the virtual value region of the model and the fitting degree of the practical money
supply
Model test is designed to judge the region of the virtual value of the model and the fitting degree of
the practice money supply.if the fitting degree is higher, that is to say that the Chinese practice monetary
require has a great influence between the other three variations, and the enactment of model is
reasonable. Next, quarterly Chinese CPI, GDP and unemployment state under the financial crisis are
listed (such as the Table 2).
Table 2

Chinese CPI, GDP and Unemployment Data Quarterly in 2007 ~ 2009 Unit: %
The Registered Urban
Year-Quarter Inflation Rate (p)
GDP Increase Rate (y)
p+y+u
Unemployment Rate (u)
2007 Q1
2.7
11.1
4.1
17.9
2007 Q2
3.2
11.9
4.1
19.2
2007 Q3
4.1
11.5
4.0
20.6
2007 Q4
4.8
11.2
4.0
20.0
2008 Q1
8.0
10.6
4.0
22.6
2008 Q2
7.9
10.4
4.0
22.3
2008 Q3
7.0
9.9
4.0
20.9
2008 Q4
5.9
9.0
4.2
20.1
2009 Q1
-0.6
6.1
4.3
9.8
2009 Q2
-1.1
7.1
4.3
10.3
2009 Q3
-1.1
7.7
4.3
10.9
2009 Q4
-0.7
8.7
4.3
12.3
Source: The Website of the Statistics Bureau of the People's Republic of China

From the data in the table, we can know that the increase situation of Chinese practice money
demand can be divided into two categories under the financial crisis:
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First, the practical money demand is higher than the region of the virtual value of the virtual value
theoretical model occurred in 2007 and 2008. In early 2007, American subprime mortgage crisis began
to appear, but had very little influence on China. In the second half of 2007, the financial storm of the
developed economies group caused by the U.S. subprime mortgage crisis began to produce disadvantage
effect on Chinese economy. The increase of inflation rate, the decrease of GDP increase rate, finally
caused worldwide financial crisis in 2008. At the same time, Chinese inflation rate was growing rapidly,
the highest state attained to 8%, GDP increase rate descend sharply, the minimum of the first quarter of
2009 attained to 6.1%. In order to control the inflation, the central bank of China adopted moderately
tight monetary policy in early 2007 and then started to implement the tighter monetary policy in the last
quarter of 2007, even changed the deposit reserve ratio 20 times in two years. These measures played a
significant role to stimulate economic increase and control price arise and inflation.
Second, the practical money demand less than the region of the virtual value of the virtual value
theoretical model occurred in 2009. China finally ended inflation after the central bank of China started
to implement the tight monetary policy and improved the deposit reserve ratio and a series of monetary
policy to control the inflation. And the inflation rate reached negative and into a contraction phase of
practice money demand. At the end of 2008, the standing committee of the state council assured 10
measures to further expanding domestic demand and promote economic increase and in the next two
years would arrange 4 trillion Yuan RMB capital to strongly startup domestic demand, promote the
stable growth of economy, and also proposed to implement positive fiscal policy and appropriate easy
monetary policy, This kind of change is a wise move to deal with the economic impact that come with
the international economic environment changes; this kind of change is a important behave to promote
domestic demand effectively, to accelerate the project of the people's livelihood, to accelerate the
infrastructure and to accelerate the construction of ecological environment; this kind of change is a
important behave to improve the income level of the urban and rural residents, especially the
low-income people colony; this kind of change is a important behave to bring into the sufficient role
play that the financial support the entity economy; this kind of change is a powerful guarantee to prevent
economy decline and to ensure the persistent and stable increase of the economy.
Anyhow, seen from the overall situation, under the influence of financial crisis, Chinese economic
increase was slow, inflation and deflation coexist, and the operation of monetary policy was in a passive
adaptation state.
The practical money supplies test of the validity theoretical model of the Chinese monetary policy
under the financial crisis
We can analyze the validity of monetary policy by analyzing statistically the money supply
quantities and the other three economic variables: GDP increase rate, inflation rate, and deposit reserve
ratio. We put money supply quantities as the dependent variable, GDP, CPI, R as independent variables.
Chinese practical interest rate supply and the deposit reserve ratio situation are listed in Tables 3,4 (such
as Table 3 and Table 4).
Table 3

The Increase Situation of Chinese Quarterly Money Supply in 2007 ~ 2009
Year-Quarter
M2 Increase Rate
2007 Q1
17.30

2007
2007
2007

Q2
Q3
Q4

17.10
18.50
16.72

2008

Q1

16.30

2008

Q2

17.37

2008

Q3

15.30

2008

Q4

17.82

2009

Q1

25.50

2009 Q2
2009 Q3
2009 Q4
Data Source: Website of the Bank of China

28.50
29.30
27.68

Unit:%
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Table 4

The Deposit Reserve Rate Situation of China Quarterly in 2007 ~ 2009 Unit:%
Year-Quarter
Deposit Reserve Rate
2007 Q1
9．333 333
2007 Q2
10．500 000
2007 Q3
11．500 000
2007 Q4
13．000 000
2008 Q1
14．666 667
2008 Q2
16．083 333
2008 Q3
17．166 667
2008 Q4
16．500 000
2009 Q1
15．000 000
2009 Q2
15．000 000
2009 Q3
15．000 000
2009 Q4
15．000 000
Data Source: Chinese Monetary Policy Implementation Report after the Author Calculated and Reorganization.

Input the above data into the statistics software Eviews6.0 and carry on the regression analysis, the
result of the regression analysis is as follows:
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

CPI

-1.535122

0.320535

-4.789253

0.0014

GDP

0.214449

0.720183

0.297771

0.7735

R

89.56777

42.26854

2.119017

0.0669

C

11.09152

11.51589

0.963149

0.3637

We may obtain the result from the above analysis:
M2 = -1.535121526*CPI + 0.2144492773*GDP + 89.56776731*R + 11.09151743
(2)
t= (- 4.789253) (0.297771) (2.119017) (0.963149)
The operation result shows: GDP coefficient is positive, i.e. when GDP increases, the money
supply inevitably increases; the CPI coefficient is negative, namely, when price rises, money supply is
reduced to suppress inflation; if the bank reserve deposits coefficient is positive, it means that the
Central Bank of China is always in the passive position and lags the economic situation changing when
it uses the bank reserve deposits to make the adjustment.

4 Conclusions and Recommendations
The realization degree of the goals of monetary policy is a measure of the validity of monetary
policy. According to empirical test results of monetary policy validity model theory Em=L1 (p) + L2 (y)
+ L3 (u), we can draw a conclusion: under the financial crisis, Chinese implementation of monetary
policies have had certain effect and been relatively significant. By regression analysis we may see: GDP,
CPI and deposit reserve rate all influence the growth rate of M2, deposit reserve rate in particular has
great influence on the growth rate. But this method has a certain disadvantage and its validity is limited.
When GDP grows, money supply will also grow, which is in accordance with Chinese actual situation in
the recent three years. However, the monetary policy tool the central bank used to adjust actual economy
has the feature of delay, so the effect is a little slow. But on the whole, Chinese monetary policy
transmission channel is expedited, and under the financial crisis China implemented positive fiscal
policy and appropriate monetary policy is effective to some extent.
But the actual changing problems limit its validity, so we should make adjustment and improve
continuously. Firstly, we must grasp the focus of the moderately loose monetary policy. Based on actual
changes, we should timely adjust monetary policy to make money supply growth reasonable and ensure
the financial support to economic growth, and to promote economic stable and rapid growth. Secondly,
we should take full account of the delay of monetary policy implementation. Monetary policies have the
feature of delay, so for the adjustment of short-term fluctuations of the economy, we should maintain
macroeconomic growth steadily and adjust monetary policy timely and smartly according to the
changing domestic and international macroeconomic situation. Finally, the coordination of monetary
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policy and fiscal policy is acquired. The fiscal policy and monetary policy is the most important policy
tools the government can use to regulate macro economy. Only the two complements each other to
achieve the synergistic effect, can we push internal demand and stimulate economic growth.①
As the crisis is not over, the information and data in this article are only up to the end of 2009, and
their integrity also has certain deficiencies and needs further in-depth and comprehensive research.
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Abstract This paper is a result of survey of contemporary accounting research topics and proposes
critical issues in accounting research. This study summarizes the extant accounting research into six
major areas and is among the few to recapitulate most important current accounting research topics with
a synthetic framework as well as some critiques on missed pieces of the current research. As research
indicated, academia closely serves the purpose of accounting practices, which prominently shows in
accounting research.
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1 Introduction
After the Sarbanes-Oxley Act was passed in 2002 that intended to revolutionize accounting
reporting and auditing in response to accounting reporting debacles like Enron, Global Crossing, and
WorldCom, top-rated accounting academic journals have published most articles on corporate
governance, internal control, accounting irregularities and restatements or aggressive accounting,
earning management, accounting transparency, auditing quality and audit independence, and auditor
conservatism, among others. All these topics not only bear practical weights and signify implication for
regulations and policy settings, but also have much academic indications and propositions. The present
research could be classified into the following six critical topics, offer some critiques, and discuss
missed pieces. The issues are in the matter of fact interlinked, and thus studies are seen likely to cross
the classifications. To elaborate the inter-linkage of the classification, eventually outline a framework
that delineates the relationship of the components among themselves and with the outside world.

2 Six Critical Issues in Accounting Research
The first critical issue is the corporate governance, and related organizational environment and
structure that must be established and maintained to function properly to assure the accounting system
operating well and reporting in a timely and regulations-abiding manner. Regulatory authorities’ rules
and monitoring can also enforce the general business environments (Ball, 2009; Mahoney, 2009;
Ashbaugh-Skaife, et al, 2009; and, Stulz, 2009; Holthausen, 2009). As one of the major functions in an
organization, accounting must operate in unison with the surrounding environment, and institute well in
the organizational environment to maintain high quality of accounting functioning. A number of articles
published in recent years investigate the effects of corporate governance and organizational
environments on accounting system and accounting reporting functioning and quality. The general
findings are that an independent corporate governance structure and healthy organizational
environments can significantly improve and maintain accounting system and reporting quality (Givoly,
et al, 2010; Campbell, et al, 2009; Magilke, et al, 2009; Katz, 2009; Kho, el al, 2009). Public ownership,
institutional ownership (transient or otherwise), and even managerial ownership can influence
accounting conservatism and reporting quality. (Lafond and Roychodhury, 2008; Dikolli, et al, 2009;
Givoly, et al, 2010). The eventual effects of healthy environments can transfer into smooth internal
controls, the corporate transparency, and efficient company resource allocations. (Francis, et al, 2009;
Hoitash, et al, 2009). For instance, one such corporate governance is incentive compensations for
management. (Janse, et al, 2009), (Armstrong, et al, 2010), (Laux and Laux 2009) have shown that
executives’ incentives and compensations are linked to accounting irregularities and internal control
effectiveness, and such a result is obvious not only in the US, but also in other countries. Another
example is the audit committee of the board of directors. Why is independence and technicality of the
committee members so important, and can they be objectively and independently enough to help to
maintain internal control systems, and deter violations to internal control functioning? (Naiker, et al
2009), and (Magilke, et al 2009) are among the first to examine the correlation. Dev (2008) is a master
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piece on the corporate governance and agency conflict. In short, the environmental factors can
contribute significantly to the effectiveness of accounting functioning, and the quality of accounting
reporting. The irregularities and aggressive accounting are likely to incur if the environments are
weaken, and deteriorate in the aspect of supports and monitoring. These issues will be picked up in a
later section.
The second issue is accounting system and internal control systems. Except organizational
guarantee, the typical divisions and segregations of accounting functions supply accounting internal
checks and balances, which is the first and foremost important front-line of prevention against potential
violations and frauds, though collusions and management overrides can easily break down the frontline.
According to the current research, professional training, including accounting ethics and professional
moral and independence education, can help to but cannot prevent frauds (Prawitt, et al, 2009; Earley, et
al, 2008). The implementation of accounting functions is not as evident until the accounting reports are
produced and rendered to the public. If we bring in more restrictive requirements of the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act, and functioning of internal and external auditing, we would see dramatically more new research
topics on their effects on accounting in recent years (Earley, et al, 2008; Badertscher, et al, 2009).
However, many studies touching upon the corporate governance and business environments have more
or less investigate on the accounting internal system functions. The one main reason is that effectiveness
of accounting functioning can be derived from its outcome of financial reports and quality accounting
information (Lee and Masulis, 2009). Thus, it is easier to study the outcome of the process, which is
often not directly observable or viewable to outsiders, than to investigate the process itself. In general,
this area is not yet as much studied as other topics, especially as those discussed below.
The third critical issue emphasizes the accounting measurement and estimations, and the outcome
of accounting works: financial reports and their quality. This is the core of accounting research. It is in
fact a group of research topics that are composed most of advanced and pioneer studies in modern
accounting research. Financial Accounting Standard Board (FASB), accounting academia, and
accounting professions have been spending years on testing various possible techniques and ways to
improve accuracy of accounting measurements and functionality, and accounting information quality.
Accounting publications have been mainly on the various slices of accounting problems that may be
raised and warrant answers. Detail splits of this topic can note three typical areas or layers of accounting
research: Accounting estimations and measurements, accounting reporting quality, and accounting
irregularity and related restatements. Researches on this area were, have been, and will be the main
themes of accounting.
Accounting estimations and measurements. Accounting regulations and pronouncements, like those
issued by FASB, allow for various methods and estimations for accounting for a type of transactions,
say inventories and marketable securities. Many judgmental calls must be made to apply one method
over another. (Gigler, et al 2009), (Clor-Proell 2009), and (Gao 2009) found that accounting judgment
and method choices can significantly affect accounting information quality. One major issue is the
disclosure, either mandatory or voluntary. Recent years have seen more voluntary disclosure, because
significant benefits can be resulted from more rather than less of the voluntary disclosures (Bagnoli and
Watts, 2007; Kang and Zhao, 2010; Gao, 2008 and 2010).
Accounting quality. How to measure accounting quality and how to improve accounting quality is
always an issue in accounting research. (Dichev and Tang 2008) examine the properties of accounting
earnings throughout 40 year history for quality related issues. Their findings show that accounting
quality has been changing, but the fundamentals are more dependent on the regulations. Consistence of
accounting quality can be kept if appropriate policies are implemented in a consistent way. A number of
researches have shown that sufficient disclosures can systematically enhance accounting quality. Though
accounting conservatism is arguably the important character of accounting quality, research has found
that more conservatism in accounting measurements and estimations do reduce low quality accounting
reporting. More voluntary disclosures can increase content of quality accounting information. Choices
of appropriate accounting methods can also increase accounting quality (Clor-Proell, 2009). Voluntary
disclosures and its effects on accounting reporting quality have become one of the recent hot topics.
Studies have found the linkage between the improved disclosure and enhanced quality (Francis, et al,
2008, and (Einhorn and Ziv 2008).
Accounting irregularity and related restatements. Accounting irregularity has become one of the
most studied topics in the years since the debacles of series of company failures and bankruptcy shortly
after the turn of this century. Most of these companies played accounting irregularities, like speeding up
revenue recognitions, delaying expense matching or recognition, or intentional misclassifications.
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Among the topics of accounting irregularity, the most studied is the earnings management. Earnings
management probably has been a few of major accounting as well as non-accounting academic research
topics for so many years. Earnings management fundamentally is deviation from Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (GAAP), and violates the principal-agency responsibilities (Kalyta , 2009;
Stubben, 2010; Gao, 2010). Studies on the irregularity not only investigate why the irregularity occurred,
like management incentives for personal gains, but also probe what techniques were used and how
effectives these techniques might be (Hribar and Craig, 2007; Kalyta, 2009; Gao, 2010; Leone and Liu,
2010; McInnis, 2010). (Dichev and Tang 2008) provide a good summary for accounting earnings and
related issues. (Gu and Li 2007), and Doyle and (Magilke 2009), among others, studied effects of timing
of earning announcements on management’s disclosure strategies, and credibility of voluntary
disclosures. Various techniques applied by companies to maintain information asymmetry. Files, et al,
(2009) relate disclosure of accounting restatements caused by irregularities. Jackson and Liu (2010),
(Zechman 2010), and (Nikolaev 2010) apply analyses on specific accounts to examine effects of
earnings management.
In addition, recent years, managers’ forecasts have become more important as the views and
knowledge of the management are considered asymmetric information that is not available to outsiders
otherwise. (Suijs (008) provides a good study of value relevance of asymmetric financial reporting
effects. Beyer (2009), and (Bamber, et al 2010) present important studies on managers’ forecasts, and
their relationship with accounting quality and earnings management. (Li and Ramesh 2009) examine the
event effects of filings with SEC reports. All these studies have shown that the more management
forecasts are revealed, the less asymmetric the accounting information may become, and the better
quality the accounting report is exposed.
The fourth topic targets internal and external auditing, and related mechanics of monitoring on
accounting function. This is another large research area, and it is closely linked to the accounting
systems and control examinations. Sarbanes-Oxley Act has special and restrict requirements on internal
and external auditing. One of them is that the auditor must maintain independence from material
decision-making and operations of the company, and be shed from influences by management. The
Audit Committee should be the one to control and supervise the internal auditors and hire and monitor
external auditors. Research has found that management can influence or mislead auditors’ judgments on
internal controls (Wolfe, et al, 2009). Auditors’ professional proficiency and conservatism can also act as
major factors in audit effectiveness and efficiency (Tong and Sapra, 2009). Research has found that a
company must maintain effective supporting systems of audit and other monitoring means to help to
provide high quality of accounting information (Dowling, 2009). A number of studies have examined
the functionality and effectiveness of internal auditing and external auditing, and their influences on
accounting quality improvements (for example, Tong and Sapra, 2009). Most studies can be made as
auditing is one of the last preventive screens that can help to prevent accounting from functional failure
and providing low quality of reports.
The fifth topic is the relationship between accounting and other disciplines, and uses of accounting
reports. The value of accounting all depends on the usefulness of its products to the users, especially by
investors, financial professionals, tax authorities, and unions. Throughout many years of accounting
history, principles and techniques of accounting have evolved into more adaptive to societal
development and economic growth. For instance, historical costs are considered non-economic
valuation, and they are likely to distort reporting on fair value of assets and liabilities of a company.
However, as historical costs are more reliable and less subjective, they are probably still the best
valuation method accounting professions can provide and report on. These past years have witnessed
that accounting professions have been trying to balance reliability, which is more acceptable to
accounting practioners, and relevance, which is more tended by other disciplines, like finance and
economics. The recent pronouncements of the current Financial Accounting Standard Board have been
struggling between the two pillars, and trying to serve the best interest of users of accounting
information while keeping up with the accounting theoretical framework, established in its FASC no.
1-6. The current accounting academia follow closely, sometimes even anticipatively study the topics that
are or may be interested to accounting regulatory bodies. The interactions between of academia and
professionals have demonstrated the best in various topics of this area. (Gao 2010) examines the effects
of disclosure quality on cost of capital and investor welfare. (Callen, et al 2009) inspects the impact of
earnings on pricing of credit defaults swaps. (Kothari, et al 2009) examines the effects of management
disclosure and analysis on cost of capital and return volatility. (Bradshaw 2009), and (Langberg and
Sivaramakrishnan 2010) examine the relationship between disclosure, financial regulations and financial
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analyses. While (Keung, et al 2010) investigates the effects of changes in earnings on stock market,
(Ball and Shivakumar 2008) and (Ball, et al 2009) examine the general effects of earnings on asset
prices, and specific usefulness of earnings. (Nekrasove and Shroff 2009) look into the fundamentals to
examine the risk measurement in valuation. (Piotroski and Srinivasan 2008) probe the effects of
Sarbanes-Oxley Act on cross-listings. All these studies have investigated the usefulness of accounting
information, or effects of quality accounting information on the users’ decision making. It can be easily
observed that as the most likely users of accounting information, financial professions make various
adjustments to accounting data before applying them to analyses. Whether accounting formats and
presentations need to be adjusted accordingly is a research topic (Ball, et al, 2009).
The sixth critical topic is the accounting internationalization and convergence of accounting
standards. In the past, harmonization of accounting was widely applied, and considered a trend of
accounting development. The perception is that accounting must be harmonized or converged to make it
more useful and widely acceptable to users of different markets or nationals. With internationalization of
businesses and investment, internationalization and convergence of accounting has become an
unavoidable aftermath of joint efforts of international and national accounting regulatory and
authoritarian organizations. The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB), joined with various
international and national accounting bodies, has issued a number of standards, interpretations, and
framework, in the name of International Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS). At the same time,
accounting regulatory bodies of different nations have issued new regulations more intended to converge
to the international standards, or simply adopted the standards, while many others have allowed
companies from overseas and even domestics to report on the IFRS regulations. For instance, the
Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) of U.S. once required to reconcile financial statements
compiled with non-US GAAP rules to US GAAP, but now accepted IFRS based financial statements of
foreign companies for US stock exchanges listing. Research on effects of convergence on financial
statement and accounting report quality has been the most popular issue in this area. Many unanswered
topics still exist as countries and different accounting regulatory bodies have taken different attitudes
and picked up with various paces for convergences. That having been said, the topics in this area will
become more acceptable and published, especially in emerging markets and developing countries. For
countries with more advanced and developed in accounting theories and applications, topics in this area
may be less intensively studied, as their convergence may not be as extensive and widespread.
(Christensen, et al 2009) investigates effects of reconciliations based upon IFRS on quality of
accounting information. (Li 2010) has studied the effects of adoption of IFRS on cost of capital.
Armstrong (2010) investigates market reactions to the adoption of IFRS in Europe. Their findings are
that the results are more apparent for stricter rules and applications. (Daske, et al 2008), (Wu and Zhang
2009), and (Li 2010) observe that both mandatory IFRS reporting and voluntary IFRS reporting have
positive effects on accounting quality, especially for those countries that have low or lax national
accounting regulations. (Barth, et al 2008) is a master piece on international accounting standards and
accounting quality. Their findings have been confirmed by the aforementioned research.

3 Conclusion
The critical contemporary accounting research topics that are identified in this observation cover
from the fundamental macro and micro environments, to accounting systems, to accounting quality and
the related issue irregularity, internal and external auditing that monitoring accounting, and then to the
accounting relationship or use of accounting information by other disciplines, especially finance. The
last topic identified is accounting internationalization or convergence, which may be a timed topic in the
current globalized economic environment. Rather than going genetically, this survey uncovers those
areas that have been recognized by acute and securitizing eyes of well-known scholars and academic
journal editors. The evidences show that these areas are the most important for current practical
purposes, while they also have theoretical implications. The literature search shows that among these
topics some have been attended to with more research and more frequent publications, and thus come
with more findings. One major such area is accounting internationalization and convergences. Witness is
found in more articles that are devoted to inquiries into this area have been more seen in top-rated
accounting journals in recent years. Traditional topics like accounting quality and irregularities have
been resurrected as the aftermath of accounting frauds and the responding to Sarbanes-Oxley Act. It can
be anticipated that these areas will be seen more research and findings in the years to come. A few
research topics are, on the other hand, less focused on, like the fundamental environments and its
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relationship with accounting functions and accounting reporting quality. One possible reason is that less
data are available or they are too proprietary. Only special survey inside an organization can peek into
the core of such fundamentals. Another possible reason may be that these characters are hard to be
quantified. As modern accounting studies have become more quantified, and quantitative techniques and
methods become a benchmark and criteria for publications, normative research has less been seen in
topic accounting academic journals. However, lack of such researches and needs for more sufficient
understanding of these areas should call for more research. Some other normative oriented accounting or
non-accounting journals may see more research findings in these areas.
In short, all the six critical research topics identified in this paper have urgent demand for more
research and investigations. More studies on the cross areas and cross topics, even the classifications
here, will be easily noted in accounting academic publications in the years to come.
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Abstract：In this paper, based on the literature review, an investigation about Chinese enterprises’ talent
recruitment in enterprise innovation activities has been carried out more than 10 provinces of China in
2009. We found that: (1) the positive personnel turnover does not fully serve the innovation projects; (2)
new employees are mainly graduates and bachelors, and enterprises emphasize loyalty and teamwork; (3)
recruitment channels are relatively unitary and the recruitment work is implemented by responsible
people from HR department; and (4) employee management emphasizes on the environment integration,
implement performance appraisal, and conduct effective exit interviews.
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1 Introduction
As early as the investigation towards the production mode of Capitalism of Max and Engels, it has
been raised that the fundamental motivation accounting for the population mobility lies in the
development of social productivity and the division of labor as well as the production socialization as
results of it. Thus, it can be perceived that, the creative restructuring of production function is
inseparable with the population mobility. Till now, not much research has been conducted by both
Chinese domestic and international scholars in the field of the relationship between enterprise
innovation and the human resource recruitment. However, if extend the scope from human resource
recruitment to the talent mobility, it shows that the research achievements turn to be relatively abundant.
For instant, the Cook Theory raised by the American scholar Cook[1], proposed that in order to incite the
R&D personnel’s creativity, enterprises should change their employees’ positions and research topics
timely, that is, propel the personnel transfer and turnover frequency. Through related research, Chinese
domestic scholar Zhang Mingtao[2] comes to the conclusion that, the undergraduates share a strong
convergence characteristic, while enterprises lack a high-level mechanism about human resource
appraisal. The restriction of working environment and welfare makes it’s extremely difficult for S&T
enterprises to recruit innovative talents. Gui Ping[3] holds the opinion that, the talent mobility not only
has a significant impact on the formation of enterprise innovation network, but also influence the
capability and level of enterprise technology innovation. Ji Jianrui, Liu Yan, Liu Baosheng[4] established
an appraisal index system about the performance of the S&T talent mobility, adopting the factor analysis
method to conduct research about the performance of S&T talent mobility in Shandong province,
proposing that the performance appraisal is of crucial guidance significance to the implementation
process of technology innovation. Huo Baoshi[5] regards the turnover of technology innovative talents
among enterprises with similar operating environment as a random phenomenon. Using the theory of
Stochastic Processes and Markov Chains, he built a stochastic model about the mobility of technology
innovative talents, which can applied to both the short-term and the long-term human resource
prediction and the control of talent turnover. Based on these, this paper intends to conduct an empirical
research about the regular pattern of enterprise innovation and employee recruitment.
The investigation named “Enterprises Innovation & Talent Recruitment” lasts 8 months, by
conducting multiple activities such as convening entrepreneur conference, holding academic forums,
visiting & researching enterprises, and conducting the questionnaire survey among MBA students, we
have finished the questionnaire investigation in 145 enterprise samples located in more than 10
provinces (such as Guangdong, Shandong, Zhejiang, Hubei) of China.
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2 Personnel Turnover and Innovation: The Positive Personnel Turnover Does Not
Fully Serve the Innovation Projects
Personnel turnover includes human resource inflow (mainly through recruitment), interflow (mainly
through transfer) and outflow (mainly through brain drains). Statistics show (see Figure 1), nationwide,
in the year of both 2005 and 2006, the results of the number of enterprise personnel inflow subtract the
number of personnel outflow are both positive figures. Without considering the inter-department
personnel flow, it shows that enterprises in all regions of China have consistent positive personnel
turnover during the recent 2 years. As the enterprise scale is being enlarged gradually, business is being
extended incrementally and talents are being putting more and more attention, enterprises in various
regions of China increased more efforts in recruitment, which leading to an obvious characteristic of
positive personnel flow. Statistics reveal that, 82% enterprise recruiters (among whom, male recruiters
occupy a large proportion in various regions of China) fail to serve the innovation projects. Compared to
this, 33% recruiters in Shandong serve the innovation projects successfully, which is at a relatively high
level.
Thereby, it can be perceived as the following 2 types of reasons: the first type is the enterprise
innovation team is relatively stable, the personnel turnover ratio is low, therefore, to a large extent, the
recruiters do not recruit human resources on the basis of catering to the needs of innovation projects,
thus the innovative talents do not constitute a large proportion in recruited human resource. The second
type of reason lies in that innovation projects mainly adopt matrix structure in their innovation
implementation, project manager has the direct influence over the personnel flow, so the approach of
innovative talents recruitment is somewhat different from the other ordinary recruitment approach,
making the recruiter can not totally serve the innovation project. Thereby we arrive at a conclusion: the
universal positive personnel turnovers do not totally serve the innovation project.
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Positive personnel flow, 2006
Positive personnel flow, 2007
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Figure 1

Proportion of Enterprise Personnel Turnover & Recruitment Work
Which Successfully Serve the Innovation Projects

From the statistics of enterprises with different established years, most recruiters in the enterprises
with a less than 5 years history fail to serve innovation projects, while most recruiters in these
enterprises which have a longer than 5 years history serve the innovation projects. It can be understood
as that the innovation plans are described more clearly in those enterprises with a relatively long history,
making the work of recruiters matches well with these plans. From the statistics of enterprises with
different scales, the failure ratio of the recruiters in the enterprises have a staff of less than 250 in
serving the innovation projects is high, while the situation comes to an opposite side when it comes to
these enterprises with more than 250 employees. From the statistics of enterprises with different
ownership, the data all conform to the regular pattern in various regions of China.

3 Characteristics of New Employees: Mainly Are Graduates and Bachelors,
Enterprises Emphasize Loyalty and Teamwork
From the investigation samples of enterprises in different areas of China, the new employees in the
enterprises in Guangdong, Shandong, Hubei, and Zhejiang mainly comes from graduating students,
while the enterprises in other regions mainly recruit employees from other enterprises. From the
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educational background of those recruitees recruited in 2005-2006, Bachelors constitute a largest
proportion (55%) while the recruitment of Master and higher academic level students only occupies a
proportion of 6%. From the requirements about personal quality and personality enterprises set for new
employee recruitment, 62% enterprises put much emphasis on loyalty, 61% enterprises emphasize the
teamwork spirit, and still 52% enterprises stress the sense of creativity and originality. Therefore, we can
infer that, the newly graduated students, especially the ones with a Bachelor degree, are the main target
group of enterprises’ recruitment, while Master students and the students with higher academic levels do
not reflect their educational background advantages in the process of talent recruitment. Linking up with
the previous part of statistical analysis, although the recruiters fail to serve the innovation projects,
among the judgment criteria of human resource quality during the recruitment process, besides loyalty
and teamwork spirit, the weight of a sense of innovation is still heavy. Therefore under the condition that
newly graduated students constitute the main warehouse of enterprises’ talent stocking, to cultivate a
sense of creativity and originality is rather crucial to increase the graduates’ employment rate and propel
the implementation of enterprises’ innovation projects. See Figure 2 for details.
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Figure 2 Characteristic Indicators of Preable Recriment Channels

From the statistics of enterprises with different established years, most enterprises operate less than 5
years are prone to recruit the employees from other enterprises, namely, those experienced staff, and pay
more attention to the loyalty of new employees. Most enterprises with a history of more than 5 years are
prone to recruit graduates with a Bachelor degree, and attach relatively more attention to employees’
teamwork spirit. From the statistics of enterprises of different ownerships, the employees partnerships
recruit are mainly from other enterprises, the new employees of the enterprises with other ownerships
mainly are newly graduated students; enterprises all emphasize employees’ teamwork spirit and loyalty.

4 Recruitment Channels and Its Organization: Recruitment Channels Are
Relatively Unitary; the Recruitment Work Is Implemented by Responsible People
from HR Department
Currently the approaches of enterprise recruitment involves several channels such as enterprise
internal information network, external public websites, posted information & media advertisements,
talents exchange center, talent market and the recruitment intermediaries. In view of currently the
recruitees of enterprises in all regions of China mainly centered on newly graduated students,
correspondingly, statistics(see Figure 3 ) show that the recruitment channels of 57% enterprises is talent
market, 43% enterprises’ recruitment channel is talents exchange center. It is thus clear that, media and
information development do not show an absolute advantage, while traditional talent exchange center
and talent market remain the main channel of recruitment.
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According to the statistics(see Figure 4), more than half of the enterprise recruitment is conducted
under the charge of HR responsible persons, it can be perceived that under the premise that each
department operates in coordination with HR department to better complete the HR plan and the work
instruction, because the recruitment targets are mainly these conventional talents who first step into the
society shortly after their graduation from university, basically can be organized and implemented by the
HR department. The thing which needs to be particularly pointed out is that, to these specific majors and
scarce talents, the recruitment work is still jointly conducted by the HR department as well as the
corresponding employment sector to guarantee the adaptability of the newly hired personnel. From the
main content of the recruitment interview, according to the priority, they are personal C.V (89%),
welfare and salary (74%), individual development vision (56%), work timetable (38%) and others
(16%).
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Proportion of Type of Recruiter in Charge of Interviewee Selection

From the statistics of enterprises with different established years, most enterprises with a history less
than 5 years stand for by the enterprise chief leader to select the candidates to take part in the interview,
more enterprises set up more than 5 years advocate by the person in charge of the HR department to
select candidates to participate the interview. From the statistics of enterprises with different scales, the
recruitment process of these enterprises with a staff of less than 500 is mainly organized by the person in
charge of the enterprise, the enterprise with a staff number of more than 500 mainly through the
person-in-charge to conduct the selection. The recruitment interview of these enterprises with a number
of staff less than 250 is mainly be charged by the person in charge of the enterprise, while in these
enterprises with more than 250 employees, the interview is mainly under the responsibility of the people
in charge of HR department. From the statistics of enterprises of different ownerships, partnership
enterprises and individual companies are more prone to select the interviewees by the responsible person
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in enterprise, while the enterprises of other ownership are more inclined to conduct the interviewee
selection under the control of the person in charge of HR department.

5 Employee Management: Emphasize Environment Integration, Implement
Performance Appraisal, Conduct Effective Exit Interviews
Statistics show that, in order to better assist the newly hired employees to integrate into the
enterprises’ environment and can conduct work smoothly, as many as 74% of the surveyed enterprises
organized orientation training for new employees, 63% of the surveyed enterprises intend to arrange
guides (or master workers) for new employees. As a matter of fact, through the training, new employees
can receive information about many aspects such as the corporate culture, basic system, conduct code,
and personal development, and can get themselves familiar with the corporate environment and their
jobs. 88% of the surveyed enterprises have set up related appraisal objectives. Those employees who
perform badly and fail to serve their positions, will be weeded out, on the contrary, these excellent
employees will get promotions and a raise in salary. This system provides more development space for
the excellent employees, and help enterprises to maintain the entrepreneurial passion. 88% enterprises
arranged exit interview for their exit employees; it is helpful for enterprise to know the real reasons why
their employees prefer to leave. This kind of exit interview can balance the benefits among employees,
department, and the enterprise, reduce the negative influence on both the personnel psychology and
corporate image, make sure the smooth implementation of exit procedure.

6 Conclusion
From the statistics of enterprises with different established years, most enterprises with a
less-than-5-year history tend to arrange master worker (or guider) to new employees to make it’s more
smooth for them to melt into the enterprise, and most enterprises with a history more than 5 years are
inclined to make new employees get acquaintance to the new environment by organizing trainings. From
the statistics of enterprises of different scale, the enterprises have less than 250 employees are prone to
appoint master workers or guiders to new employees, while the enterprises with more than 250
employees prefer to arrange trainings for the new employees. From the statistics of enterprises of
different ownership, besides limited liability companies and individual companies, the enterprises of
other ownership are prone to help their new employees adapt themselves to the new environment
through orientation training.
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An Empirical Study on Customer Satisfaction with Personal Business
in Commercial Bank∗
Shen Lu, Liu Mingfei
School of Management, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, P.R. China, 430070
(E-mail: 765924254@qq.com, liumingfei5223@163.com)
Abstract With the severe competition in financial industry, improvement on customer satisfaction has
become one of the most important measures for domestic commercial banks to enforce their
competitiveness. Based on the theory of customer satisfaction, customer perceived value and the
quadrant diagram model, this paper, by means of an empirical research, makes an investigation and
analysis of customer satisfaction with commercial banks’ personal business in banking in China from
such aspects as service attribute, service quality and service image The dimensions and ten customer
satisfaction measure indexes. Meanwhile, all the indices are screened on the basis of the quadrant
diagram model and on measurement of perceived value and expectations, and the research results show
that some factors defined as waiting time, service attitude and complaints handling fall on the patch area,
which results in lower whole service satisfaction of commercial banks’ personal business.
Key words Personal business of commercial bank; Customer satisfaction; The quadrant diagram ;
Service perception gap

1 Introduction
With the financial deregulation in China, more than 130 foreign banks have successively been
settled in China till now, enhancing the competition in the banking industry. However, domestic banks
tend to have a lower level of service, reflecting in many complaints, high liquidity, and low satisfaction.
Moreover, bank profit is potentially influenced by CS, 1% growth per year of which will result in
11.33% increase in average ROA in five years. Therefore, recognizing and eliminating dissatisfaction
factor are important measures for bank to fight for customer resources and to improve competitiveness.
The researches on CS with commercial bank cover following aspects. (Song Xuefeng, 2006)How
to bring diagnose system for CS into operation process [1]. (Zhang Songjie, 2003) Some of the critical
factors that influence CS include performance of operational staff, services provided by hall manager or
consultants, operational environment and its facilities, business and product designs, propaganda of
banks’ images, etc [2]. (Yu Dan, 2006) Convenience of outlets, fees and interest rate are also antecedent
factors that affect CS significantly, however, whether the feedbacks from banks to customers are in time
or not isn’t[3]. (Deng Limei and Shen Lei, 2003)The CS evaluation system for commercial banks
contains five dimensions as product, service scope, process, people, image, and facilities [4].
Many researches not only fail to segment customers into individual and organization, but also lack
of empirical study, so the factors they found couldn’t agree each other. Thus, this paper will focus on
individuals, using empirical study to analyze CS of commercial banks’ personal business by
constructing a proper evaluation system,.

2 The Construction of CS of Personal Business in Commercial Bank
2.1 The content of CS
CS is a mental state resulted from customer’s judgments on the comparison between expectations
and perceptions. Firstly, CS is a subjective perception hidden in ones’ mind which needs to be confirmed
by investigation. Secondly, being an emotional experience and self-judgment, CS is so illegible that
should be quantified through measuring index. Thirdly, CS is the comprehensive perception towards the
whole business process. Last but not least, CS is dynamic, and it will change with the demand,
technology and environment.etc.
2.2 A CSI evaluation system for the personal business in commercial bank
When construct customer satisfaction index evaluation system for the personal business of
commercial bank, the indices should follow principles as following. The indices shall focus on
customers’ values and express preferences. The indices shall base on the business flow in commercial
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bank and choose key process parameters as evaluating indices. The evaluating system shall be feasible
that it can be improved with the current resources in the commercial bank. The evaluation index shall be
the one that can be quantified by management tools.
Focus on customer perceived value and consider the customer perceived profit from commercial
bank as dimensions which are service attribute, service quality and service image, an CSI evaluation
system for the personal business in commercial bank has been established (figure1).
CSI for Personal Business in CB

Service Attribute

Particular

Service Image

Service Quality

Price

Tracking

Attitude

Reliability

Efficiency

Environment

Images

Reputation and Trust

Uniform andAppearance of Employee

Facility and Environment

Geographic Location

Waiting Time if Lines

Complexity of Operational Procedures

Regulation Follow-up Visit

Complaints Handling

Introduce Processes Actively

Service Attitude

Privacy Protection

Service Criteria and Commitment

Annual Charging Fee

Diverse means of Payment

Particularity and Specialty of Service

Ranges of Finance Service

Figure 1 A CSI Evaluation System for the Personal Business in Commercial Bank

2.3 Evaluation model of CS
Since CS is the contrast of customer’s expectations and perception, every index has these two
properties. With the mean of expectation and perception in all indices as the coordinate origin for a
Cartesian coordinate system, the various indices will go into four quadrants. Quadrant Ⅰ (high
expectations - high perception) is the predominance area, indices distributed in this region should be
well maintained, since they are the key factors to customers and being spoken highly of as well.
Quadrant II (high expectations - low perception) is the patch area, indices located in this region should
be well improved. Though customers weight these indices a lot, the commercial bank performs rather
poor on them indeed. Quadrant III (low expectations - low perception) is the opportunity area, indices
fallen on this region are not serious but should be controlled within a reasonable range. The indices
located in quadrant Ⅳ(low expectations - high perception) are kind of apples of gold in pictures of silver.
Resources permitted, commercial banks should help customers to identify such advantages so as to force
these indices move to the predominance area.

3 Empirical Analysis
3.1 Research design
According to the CSI evaluation system, taking the intangibility, perishablity and instability of
service as well as the content of CS into consideration, referring to the scholars’ existing study, we try to
transform 16 indicators into evaluating factors.
Richter Scale is often used to evaluate one’s attitude towards something by calculating one’s
scoring of each indicator. To make the investigation more differentiated with highly reliable interval
distribution of each indicator, we choose the 10 scale (from 0 to 10 points indicated)
Thus, the questionnaire consists of three parts, whose first part is "The Personal Information of
Respondents", containing some demographic variables as age, income, occupation and education. Likert
is used in the second and the third part where the CSI evaluation system is transformed into 16 issues
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respectively to investigate customers’ perceived value and expectation to each index about ICBC. 15
outlets of ICBC in Wuhan where gathered many colleges and universities are chosen for the
investigation. By means of random sampling, 300 questionnaires are distributed, and 287 are recovered,
of which 260 are valid .
3.2 Results of empirical analysis
Calculated by SPSS software, the Cronbach’s Alpha is approximately equal to 0.8901, greater than
0.7, implying the fairy high reliability of the investigation.
(1) Demographic Characteristics of the Samples
Firstly, the samples cover all ages, of which about 74% are under 35-year-old. Secondly, the
samples are mainly people of high-income, those whose income higher than RMB2000 take up 41%.
Moreover, the samples are generally of high qualifications as Bachelors, masters and doctors accounted
for 79%. When taking professional background into consideration, the staff of enterprises (30%) and
college students (34%) make up the majority of samples.
The majority of samples are young and middle-aged people with fine educational background,
stable jobs and generous asset. Since their currency reserves increase steadily, they have strong demand
for financing. But due to an inadequate knowledge of financing and limited energy they want
professional, convenient, high value-added financial services intensely. In addition, due to their distinct
personality, they desire for personalized service very much. In conclusion, the samples are supposed to
have high expectations to all the indices.
(2) Analysis on CS of Personal Business in Commercial Bank
After the factor analysis, 10 indices showing in table 1 are chosen for further analysis. To begin
with, calculate the mean of the perceived value and expectations for each index, then, according to

w the weight of index i (i = 1, 2, ... , 10)),

w i = x 2 / ∑ x 2 ( x 2 : the mean of expected value of index i;
10

i

i =0

:

the weight of each index comes up, and again, the perception gap can be found by taking perceived
value off expectation. Finally, screen all indices into the quadrant diagram model (figure 2).
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As can be seen from Table 1, perception gap of all indices are greater than zero, which means the
current reality of ICBC in these indexes are worse than expected state. According to the
10

formula

z = ∑ w i x ip

(Z: the weight average of customer satisfaction; X ip the mean of perceived value for
index i) , we can draw a conclusion that ICBC is at the middle level in CS since its weight average
equals to 6.97.Meanwhile, sorting the perception gap by decreasing order, the first three indices are
waiting time, service attitude, complaint handling. In addition, the weight of the three indexes are just in
second, fifth and forth place, indicating that they are the key factors that impact CS decisively.
Furthermore, according to Figure 2, index 4 (waiting time), index 6 (service attitude) and index 10
i=0
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(Complaints handling) falling in the quadrant II are factors need urgently improved. Index 7 (privacy
protection), index 8 (Geographic location) falling in quadrant Ⅰare the type to be maintained. Indices 5
(means of payment) falling in quadrant Ⅳ is kind of apples of gold in pictures of silver, then, the
remaining indices fall in the quadrant III.
Table 1 The Perceived and Expected Value of the Ten Indices for Customer Satisfaction of ICBC
index
Perceived value (mean)
Expected value (mean)
Perception gap
weight
6.93
7.33
0.4
0.091
①Range of services
6.47
7.72
1.25
0.096
②fees and charges
6.71
7.82
1.11
0.097
③operational procedures
6.45
8.13
1.68
0.101
④waiting time
⑤medium of payment
7.08
7.65
0.57
0.095
⑥service attitude
6.92
8.58
1.66
0.107
⑦privacy protection
7.65
8.76
1.11
0.109
⑧Geographic location
8.04
8.42
0.38
0.105
⑨Business description
6.58
7.55
0.97
0.094
6.83
8.25
1.42
0.103
⑩complaint handling

In summary, the customers are satisfied with ICBC in terms of geographical location, privacy
protection and the medium of payment. However, customers think little of aspects such as waiting time,
service attitude and complaint handling, which restrict the improvement on CS of ICBC.

4 Strategies to Enhance CS of Personal Business in Commercial Bank
Since waiting time, service attitude and the complaints handling are key elements that affect CS of
commercial bank’s personal business so the commercial bank should do as following to improve it.
1) Enhance service efficiency to reduce waiting time
Firstly, open more business windows while providing more technical support and equipments for
stuff of the front desk. Next, streamline the business process and reorganize the work of different
departments to respond to customers quickly. Lastly, conduct training to the stuff regularly to increase
the speed of operation whilst decreasing the waiting time for the customers.
2) Improve service attitude and increase its quality
Pay attention to the interviewees’ social skills and the knowledge of CRM in recruitment, and
provide regular training on communication skills and CS to employees. Besides, build up competitive
mechanism and increase the sense of competition among stuff to ensure the quality of service.
3) Improve the tracking system
Appoint customer manager to recognize and eliminate the dissatisfaction factors by calling back to
customers regularly. Perfect the channel of complaints to response to complaints efficiently.

5 Conclusions
The empirical analysis shows that waiting time, service attitude and complaint handling are the key
factors affect the CS of domestic commercial bank’s personal business and make it in middle level.
Moreover, the diverse means of payment the bank provide enjoy a high satisfaction rating while
customers haven’t given them high priority. It may work little on CS recently, but it will become a new
weapon for commercial bank to upgrade CS in the long run if effective guidance is conducted. Therefore,
it is necessary to pay more attention to this kind of factors and do further study.
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Research on Problems and Solutions of China's
Financial Regulatory System
Xu Bu
School of Finance, Zhongnan University of Economics and Law, Wuhan,P.R.China, 430073
(E-mail: devilxb@gmail.com)
Abstract 2008 U.S. broke out a serious financial crisis and quickly spread to the whole world. This
severe tangible notes that every country must have a sound financial regulatory system. This paper uses
empirical analysis to point out and analyze problems of the current financial supervision system and put
forward ideas to solving these problems, including reform of the current financial supervision system
and establishment of coordination mechanisms and supervision of financial supervision legislation. This
paper traies to build our country's financial regulatory framework of the coordination mechanism and
obtain that only by conforming to mixed trend in the financial sector, the establishment of coordination
mechanisms of financial regulation to ensure healthy and stable China's financial sector development.
Key Words Financial regulatory; Financial regulatory system ; Problem; Measure

1 Introduction: Review of Researches on Financial Regulatory System
Looking abroad, from separate operation and separate supervision in 1930s to separate supervision
"according to the classification of financial services" and unified supervision by the Fed in 1990s, the
financial regulatory of the United States present a unified regulatory trends on mixed system. The
financial regulatory of UK was from the early "moral persuasion and restraint" on the 20th century, to s
establish the regulatory system in 1970s, and finally establish the unified regulatory system in 1990s.
The supervision system of Germany was also from separate supervision to a unified control. The
increasingly risk push the trend of unified regulatory and the international financial regulatory model
has been presenting a unified regulatory trends.
From a domestic perspective, Chinese scholars are also exploring the need for monitoring and trend
patterns. For example, some scholars have pointed out: financial innovation in promoting the integration
of the financial industry to make mixed global trend. It also generally increases the risk of the financial
system and the sub-existing operators fail to face the regulatory model dangerous. Another scholar said:
great changes in the financial field, so regulators highlighted the issue of how to set up, if in accordance
with the types of financial institutions to set up and financial services categories in accordance with a
regulatory agency are difficult to regulate. In this case, the establishment of a unified regulatory model
will be unavoidable.

2 The Problems of China's Financial Regulatory System
China's financial system has now established a "separation of operation and separate supervision"
of the system. The regulatory bodies set up in terms of a "line 3 will be" system: the People's Bank,
China Banking Regulatory Commission, China Securities Regulatory Commission and China Insurance
Regulatory Commission management system. Affect the global financial crisis on China's current
regulatory system of separation of a severe challenge, "line 3 will be" objective requirement of separate
supervision of regulatory coordination. In addition, the financial sector more deeply integrated operation,
which needs more urgent. At present, China has emerged Mixed trend, the practice has touched the
world Mixed two basic models: the all-powerful banks and financial groups holding gold Mixed mode.
Meanwhile, China's financial regulatory system faces the concentrated expression in the following
aspects:
2.1 The disharmony of financial industry regulatory resulted in many practical problems
First of all, it is difficult to properly assess the risk of financial holding group. The three regulatory
bodies in the regulator's objectives, target system, not the same mode of operation, leading to the
implementation of regulatory policy is not the same. Financial Holding Group of the risk of an entity
subject to great influence on other entities for an entity group are difficult to assess the regulatory bodies
with powers of the real risk of the whole group. Although the three institutions to establish a joint
system, there is still lack of communication and information sharing problem of low degree, if the entire
financial system crisis in the regulators may each pass the buck.
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Secondly, separate supervision faces regulatory vacuum. With the development of financial
innovation, financial institutions and their respective business boundaries become increasingly blurred,
it is difficult to distinguish what type of organization they are, not to mention some of the domestic
financial holding companies, and there is still no unified regulatory regulation.
Finally, the sub-sector is not conducive to China's financial regulatory structure optimization and
risk diversification. Long-term imbalance in China's financial structure, many reasons for the separation
of the current regulatory system are the main factor, and in the separation of banking supervision to the
securities industry and the contribution of the insurance industry is far less than the unified supervision.
Securities and insurance essential is closed conditions in self-development.
2.2 The regulatory legislation has seriously lagged behind the low level of supervision
Our current financial regulatory legislation ignored the competition still has a strong planned
economy, market discipline and financial industry out of touch. Regulatory authorities, regulatory
philosophy, professional level, to enforce the law degree is essential to the effectiveness of restricting
the financial regulatory issues. At present, China's financial regulation over the backwardness in
financial innovation and a large number of regulators has to face the new organizational structure and
new phenomenon, with legislation has by far been difficult to introduce. Furthermore financial
institutions are unable to face and operations of specific, cause regulations have no explanation.

3 Study on Reform of Financial Supervision System
3.1 The selection of coordination mechanism model for financial supervision
China's financial market is still in the developmental stage. The difference between the financial
departments is more common, there is a clear division between most of the financial institutions, far
from being mature enough to be by a single agency to integrated monitoring. Firstly, it has 2
implications in unified control that is agency unification and rules unification. If only the integration of
agency, then the formation of integrated striation is same as umbrella framework, can not bring into full
play to the merits of consolidated supervision. In view of our current scale of the three regulators, if only
for institutional integration, if will also mean the huge cost of change. As unified regulatory rules,
considering the actual situation of china’s financial markets and financial legal system, it is very
unrealistic. Secondly, the deposit class financial institutions are represented by four state-owned
commercial banks is still dominant in the financial system. Financial system is still dominated by banks;
significant inequality of strength will lead the banking regulators to get a great advantage from single
agency. Made the monitoring of resource allocation and regulatory policy have slope. Thirdly, due to the
short time of the establishment of china’s financial regulatory system, combined with a larger proportion
of the financial industry-owned and more complex relationship between regulatory and financial
institutions, regulatory independence also is not fully established. In this case，relative to bull regulation,
and unity regulatory system will be creating more conditions for administrative intervention and
regulatory interests.
Therefore, from our present reality, the unified control could not workable, establishing financial
regulatory coordination mechanism is a wise choice. In the reality and rends of mixed development, the
management take a division of labor, coordinated regulatory mechanism is undoubtedly wise, also help
to deepen financial system reforms.
3.2 Establish and complete regulatory coordination mechanism
August 2008 China promulgated the "main role the central bank internal organization and staffing
requirements". The program gives the central bank to strengthen the synergy and promote financial
sector reform and healthy development of responsibility, that the central bank in conjunction with Bank
and Insurance 3 will be the establishment of coordinated financial supervision mechanism. This also
means that line 3 will be the official regulatory framework for financial coordination down, and the
central bank will act as overall coordinator role.
In view of this, we suggest that the state under the "People's Bank Act" article 9 of the mandate of
the administrative rules in the form of the regulator to confirm the overall People's Bank of dominant
position, under the auspices of the permanent establishment of the PBC financial regulatory
coordination Institutions - Bank regulatory coordination committee. Meanwhile, the current
Commission, CBRC and CIRC were reorganized into the securities regulatory bureaus, the Banking
Bureau and the Insurance Regulatory Bureau, the three led by the People's Bank of unified financial
supervision and coordination of the Coordinating Committee to perform financial supervisory duties. In
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this framework, various financial services in order to "function" as the basis for coordination of
supervision by the People's Bank is as a financial holding group's statutory regulator.
3.3 Sound and improving financial supervision legislation
Financial legislation is an important guarantee for financial regulation and financial supervision
system, the main body, composition, functions and mechanisms have to be determined by law. As the
law has to rationalize the use of state power, regular, open, systematic value, the financial regulatory
system can not do without legal effect. China promulgated the "People's Law”,” Banking Regulatory
Law", "Commercial Bank Law", "Securities Law", "Insurance Law" and "Trust Law", has taken shape
in the legal system of financial supervision, but still far not meet the needs of practice, need to
constantly adjust and improve. Improve and perfect the financial regulatory legislation, proposed the
following aspects: First, the main regulatory powers and responsibilities clearly defined limits, by
specific legal provisions to strengthen the regulatory powers of the main constraints. Secondly, the
regulatory legislation should be better regulated to encourage competition and innovation. Thirdly,
intensify research to develop the financial holding group supervision and regulations. Finally, exit
market mechanism for financial institutions to speed up legislation.

4 Conclusion
Modern financial market is constantly changing, the risks and benefits forever, only strict financial
supervision and efficient development of financial markets can provide strong protection. This paper
argues that given the current financial crisis and the problems exposed, Mixed China should follow the
trend of the financial industry, draws extensively on lessons learned from around the world, reform of
the current financial supervision system, and establish coordination mechanisms of financial supervision,
improve financial regulation legislation, the development of China's financial industry to provide better
conditions and environment to ensure the healthy and stable development of the financial industry.
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Effective Construction of Collective Learning Mechanisms in Hi-Tech
Industrial Clusters
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Abstract Collective learning in hi-tech industrial clusters helps the expansion of the knowledge base
and the competitiveness improvement of the whole cluster. This paper analyses the approaches of
collective learning which includes the personal flow, the interaction with upstream and downstream
enterprises, the derivation of enterprises and the informal communication, states the connotation and
characteristics of the collective learning mechanisms, constructs a model of the mechanisms of
collective learning in hi-tech industrial clusters. To ensure the cluster vitality and gain benign dynamic
development of overall cluster, the cluster members should build effective ways of collective learning
based on their own characteristics and locations in the hi-tech industrial cluster.
Key words Hi-tech Industry; industry clusters; Collective learning

1 Introduction
Since the 1990s, lots of literatures on the learning mechanisms of industrial clusters have appeared.
The great majority of research objects are concentrated hi-tech clusters in European and American.
Economic geographers regard that the exchange of knowledge is an important factor of cluster
performance, and it has long been accepted that knowledge has important impact on the competitive
advantages of a single enterprise. Because of the network and regional of the industrial cluster, formal
and informal interactions between cluster members often is a major feature in the industrial cluster and
provides convenience for the intraorganizational learning within the cluster. Compared Silicon Valley
with Boston Route 128, (Saxenian 1994) believed that politic, society, institution and non-economic
factors are important to the cluster collective learning. (1998) regarded that the formation of a
dynamic industrial cluster by collective learning is the result of many factors. The geographic approach,
industry specialization, and enterprises assembling are basic conditions, the stable linkages between
SMEs and stable local labor market can guarantee the industry specialization. On this basis, the
similarity of culture and organization assembles enterprises, and in turn, a strong and stable creative
synergy between local employers and labor will generated by the trust which comes from contacts
between assembling enterprises, thus collective learning can be carried out, tacit knowledge can be
spread and a collective learning environment can be built in real sense in industrial clusters. (Wei Jiang,
Wei Yong 2004) held that there are three levels of knowledge interactive network in industrial clusters.
Carbonara 2004) discussed that three different types of clusters learning mechanisms includes learning
by doing, geopolitical learning and interactive learning. These learning mechanisms in different types of
clusters are different.

2 The Collective Learning Mechanisms in Hi-Tech Industrial Clusters
2.1 The approaches to the collective learning mechanisms in hi-tech industrial clusters
Collective learning mechanisms in industrial clusters are the main channels and action modes of
knowledge flows between various subjects within cluster and between subjects within cluster and
outside cluster. Collective learning within the cluster system is in four main ways: personnel flows,
contacts between upstream and downstream enterprises, enterprise derivations, and informal contacts.
Frequent personnel flow is the main characteristics of hi-tech industrial clusters based on SMEs. (1) It is
inevitable that high-quality talent flows because of shorter life cycle in hi-tech industrial clusters. (2)
Professional talents can only flow within the cluster because of fewer job opportunities outside the
cluster. The interaction with suppliers, vendors (consumers) is an important means of knowledge
transfer. This kind of knowledge transfer based on the long-term trust is not just a static effect of
reducing transaction costs, but a dynamic strategy reducing uncertainty which is based on the long-term
performance. Non-enterprise organizations (financial institutions, chambers of commerce, training
organizations, trade associations, local governments and intermediary organizations) also play an
important role in collective learning of hi-tech industrial clusters. There are several kinds of enterprise
derivations: (1) the original employees create new enterprises; (2) the original founders leave and start
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new businesses because of different management concepts; (3) public research institutions and agencies
establish new enterprises. In addition to the official communication, the geographical proximity is
favorable to knowledge spillovers through informal channels.
2.2 The contents of collective learning mechanisms in hi-tech industrial clusters
With collective learning, cluster members in hi-tech industrial clusters can absorb the knowledge
coming from other members to increase their knowledge base and improve their own ability. Because
the collective learning in hi-tech industrial clusters is a complex process, good collective learning
mechanisms need to be built in order to ensure the effective cluster learning. The collective learning
mechanisms in Hi-tech industrial clusters include dynamic mechanism, knowledge flow mechanism,
knowledge sharing mechanism, organized personnel education and training mechanism and related
environmental and technological environment (as shown in Figure 1):
Technology
environment

Institutional
environment

Common goal
(technology、market)

Knowledge
of
cluster members

Sharing
knowledge bases

Learning atmosphere
and convention within
the cluster

Knowledge transfer,
conversion and achievement

Cost, Recourse, Knowledge, Competition
Figure 1

Collective Learning Mechanism in Hi-tech Industry Clusters

1) The dynamic mechanism
The dynamic mechanism of collective learning includes the common goal, the cost reducing, the
resource sharing and the knowledge acquisition. The collective learning is aimed at coordinating the
cluster members and easily solving the technical, market and other problems. The property of
technological goods determines the cluster members in hi-tech industrial clusters should take the
collective learning mode to communicate and trust each other, share risks and interests. The
characteristics of inter-organization and regional embeddedness of the hi-tech industry cluster may save
transaction costs by collective learning. The embeddedness has two forms: one is the mutual trust
among the cluster members; the other is the abundant information. The enterprises assembling makes
information more concentrated. Although the cluster enterprises have their own specific resource
advantages, any enterprise do not possess all the resources completely to effectively solve problems.
With collective learning, they gain the complementary resources which combine their superior resources
and core competences. This kind of combination greatly enhances the efficiency and ability of collective
learning in hi-tech industrial clusters.
2) The knowledge flow mechanism
The knowledge flow mechanism is how knowledge transfers, converses and spreads among cluster
members in hi-tech industrial clusters, namely, that is the collective learning process. The knowledge
transfer is the flow of their own knowledge among cluster members. The knowledge conversion is the
interaction and creation activities between cluster members, which expand the knowledge base in this
hi-tech industrial cluster. The knowledge achievement is the shift of the converted and newly created
knowledge from the knowledge base to all cluster members.
3) The knowledge-sharing mechanism
The knowledge-sharing mechanism is to establish the sharing knowledge base within hi-tech
industrial clusters on which the knowledge can be shared easily and the collective wisdom can be made
use of to improve the emergency ability and innovation competence. The sharing knowledge base is the
core around which all the learning activities are undertaken. Each cluster member will inject its
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knowledge into this system, and draw it to increase its knowledge accumulation. As a result, it
collaborates with other members in solving problems and enhances its own capabilities.
4) The personnel education and training mechanism
The collective learning is ultimately carried out by man. The explicit learning mechanism of the
organized talent education and training improve the staff knowledge and skills and transport more
talents to hi-tech industrial clusters.
These mechanisms and factors of collective learning are interrelated and interacting. Good
technology and institutional environments are necessary to the formation of collective learning
mechanism. With an encouraging atmosphere, out of the common goals, such as cost, resources,
knowledge and competition, the cluster members learn, absorb, transform and innovate the whole
knowledge system of the cluster members in accordance with the cluster-specific learning processes and
rules, so that the overall hi-tech industrial cluster develops along with the cluster members. In the
collective learning, not only technical knowledge, but also management experience and ability spread
and flow. The establishment of collective learning mechanisms is a process of constant development
with path dependence whose establishment and normal operation can form learning abilities which are
difficult to imitate for other clusters, while helpful to enhance the competitive advantage of the hi-tech
industrial cluster.

3 The Characteristics of Collective Learning Mechanisms in Hi-Tech Industrial
Clusters
The collective learning mechanisms in hi-tech industrial clusters is the flow of knowledge through
the network among cluster members and it increases the amount of knowledge by interactive learning to
meet needs of respective or common innovation and development. The characteristics of collective
learning mechanisms in hi-tech industrial clusters are as follows:
1) It is based on specific network of industrial clusters and promotes the development of this cluster
network. Hi-tech industry clusters include different types of organizations such as enterprises,
intermediary organizations, universities and research institutes. Once the cluster establishes, these
different types of members make it obtain unique advantages which will produce attractive effects,
namely, not only exterior enterprises or other organizations continuously enter the cluster, but also new
enterprises constantly derive, so the cluster expands its scale and enhance competitiveness.
Geographical proximity, production association, cultural embeddedness and close contact between
cluster members and frequent communication form close network relationships. Not only is this kind of
network relationships the precondition of collective learning mechanisms in hi-tech industrial cluster,
but also the formation of collective learning mechanisms further promote the development of network
relationships.
2) It is interactive learning and the dynamic flow of knowledge. Cluster members solve problems
more efficiently by coordination and interaction, knowledge flows and diffuses with socialization
characteristics in the cluster, which are not subject to individual behavior of cluster members, but to the
internal cultural and network of the cluster. The knowledge spillovers of the hi-tech industrial cluster by
collective learning mechanisms improves the learning and competitive competence of the whole cluster
system.
3)It is based on the availability of learning resources in hi-tech industrial clusters, mainly in talent
and technology. High-tech industrial clusters attract talents to the same place, which is easier to get
talent for cluster enterprises, and all kinds of talent are more likely to seek employment in industrial
cluster region where more and more selection opportunities and challenging work are. From the point of
view of technology, complete and centralized industrial system strengthens research measures and rapid
response of new knowledge and knowledge spillovers also makes it easier for industrial enterprises to
obtain the relevant knowledge.

4 The Construction of Collective Learning Mechanisms in Hi-Tech Industrial
Clusters
4.1 Improving the learning ability of cluster enterprises
Cluster enterprises are the principal part of collective learning of which the key factor is to
strengthen learning ability of the cluster members.
Improving the learning ability includes the self-learning ability of cluster members and the
cooperative learning competence between cluster members. The self-learning ability covers the ability
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to understand and evaluate the external new knowledge, to digest and absorb new knowledge and to
apply new knowledge to innovation. Cluster members reinforce knowledge learning and knowledge
accumulation, improve the knowledge base and structure, and enhance the ability to internalize external
knowledge. The enterprises in hi-tech industrial clusters should set up the system to transfer and
processes internal knowledge, establish internal learning organization in order to implement knowledge
sharing, digesting and integrating within enterprises, encourage the internal staff and team to practice
and "trial and error" continuously, by which they can accumulate experience to innovate more and more.
(1) Cooperative learning competence is the ability to interactively learn among cluster members.
Cluster members generally have the basic knowledge associated with the new external knowledge, need
make better use of cluster environment, fully contact and exchange with members around, and
strengthen cooperation on the basis of full trust in one another in order to progress in common in the
course of cooperation. The cooperative learning can be implement by conscious coordination of equal
entities or by spontaneous tacit in the cluster corporative network in order to acquire mutually benefits.
(2) Improving cooperative competition. Cooperative competition between cluster members is to
help one another in the process of competition, constantly contribute their core competencies in order to
make mutual progress and obtain help and improve themselves quickly, as well as develop more
intimate relationship among cluster members. Cluster members are still different individuals who have
their own goals and interests, so the course of forming cooperative competition is a long-term and
difficult process. Cooperation competition competence among the cluster members is the key to building
collective learning mechanisms.
(3) Locating a reasonable position in the cluster. The prerequisite of collective learning mechanisms is
to locate reasonably for cluster enterprises. According to their resources condition and the position of other
enterprises, cluster enterprises may choose the suitable production units in the cluster production system,
and select the appropriate product segmentation market in vest production units.
4.2 Improving the function of cluster agencies
Cluster agencies, including trade associations, entrepreneur associations, professional associations,
industrial clubs, mainly are responsible for coordinating activities to develop the innovative systems in
the whole hi-tech industrial cluster and exercise the function of guidance, supervise coordination and so
on, which has special significance to the innovation network and the development of the overall cluster.
Through continually improving the cluster agencies, it provides an excellent opportunity for exchanging
information and communicating technology among the internal members in hi-tech industrial clusters.
The cluster agencies can do as follows:
(1) Create cluster learning atmospheres. The effective collective learning mechanisms need support
by strong learning atmospheres in which the cluster enterprises involuntarily draw attention to learning
knowledge. The cluster agencies can build knowledge-sharing platform to facilitate learning
communication and information sharing among cluster enterprises, lead a healthy cluster culture,
encourage the concept of competition and cooperation and actively promote partnership between the
cluster members.
(2) Develop and integrate learning culture. Learning culture has an important influence on
collective learning. An important task of collective learning management is to develop and integrate
learning culture in the hi-tech industrial cluster, among which the advocating of the senior leaderships of
the cluster enterprise has special significance because they make an example of learning and drive the
subordinate staff to learn knowledge actively. The learning atmosphere of the entire cluster will also
affect the cluster members to gradually form the cluster learning culture whose formation is a long
process in which the implementation of enterprise seniors and trade associations is critical.
(3) Help cluster enterprises build learning links with external knowledge sources. The methods
include searching for learning objects and the negotiations of learning projects, strengthening the firms
in cluster and upstream supply and international market, and promoting the dialogue and the mutual
assistance and cooperation between cluster enterprises and with the industry.
4.3 Enforcing the role of the cluster public service agencies
The cluster public service agencies refer to the entire independent organizations which provide
technical support, information, management and finance services for the cluster enterprises, Mainly
including knowledge center organizations (such as universities, research institutions, etc.), information
and management services organizations (such as information service centers, job market, training center,
etc.), financial services organizations (such as banks, venture capital institutions, etc.). The roles are as
follows:
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(1) Providing knowledge services. The public service agencies such as universities and research
institutions play a very important role in providing technical and management support in addition to
providing personnel training and educational support to the cluster member companies, and become the
knowledge infrastructures of cluster inner innovation system and the channels of collective learning in
hi-tech industrial clusters. Information and management service organizations can collect information
for the cluster, establish platform for the interpersonal communication, promote knowledge diffusion
within the cluster, organizations, organize personnel trainings and enhance the learning and innovative
consciousness. Financial service institutions can help the cluster members to collectively learn financing
and provide investment advice and management guidance.
(2) Increasing mutual exchanges. The interactions between public service agencies and cluster
members are essential for the collective learning in hi-tech industrial clusters. With technology diffusion,
local universities and academic institutions not only provide technical support for the cluster collective
learning, but also transfer science, basic skills and other knowledge through publications. The
knowledge-oriented organizations may provide the latest technological development dynamic
information to the cluster enterprises and assist them to assess their own technological capability status
and gap in order to gear to the expansion learning of cluster members and promote the local incubation
of technological achievements.
4.4 Strengthening the guidance of the governmental departments
(1) The government departments can set up cluster talent flow mechanisms, encourage enterprises
to derivate, assist industry associations to promote the exchange and communication, promote the tacit
knowledge flows midst the cluster members in order to help cluster enterprises to update and expand the
basic knowledge.
(2) The government departments can improve the infrastructure which provides good external
conditions for the collective learning and convenient communicational conditions for all collective
learning subjects in hi-tech industrial cluster. The most important infrastructure in the process of the
knowledge is the information network system which promote of learning and accumulation of the
explicit knowledge among cluster members. The government departments can provide a platform and
create conditions for the communication between cluster members, which promotes technological
communication within the cluster innovation system.
(3) The governmental departments can promote the establishment of long-term relationships
between cluster enterprises and knowledge central organizations and build a bridge for the cooperation
between the cluster members and external knowledge sources.

5 Conclusion
Hi-tech industrial clusters acquire knowledge through collective learning in order to sustain
dynamic capabilities and enhance the competitive advantage. Sound mechanisms of collective learning
will not only safeguard the individual interests of the cluster enterprises, but also promote the
knowledge dissemination within the cluster. The formation and development of high-tech industrial
clusters provides a good prerequisite to the establishment of mechanisms of collective learning. To
improve the collective learning efficiency, the cluster enterprises improve cooperative learning ability,
the cluster agencies consummate service function, the cluster public service sectors play an active role
and the government departments strengthen the guidance functions.
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Abstract To study the multi-stage management of corporate culture in the science and technology(Sci-Tech)
enterprises, this paper proposed the phased characteristics of Sci-Tec enterprises’ cultural development by
taking the Lenovo development process as a case, suggesting that the cultural management principles
should be based on the multi-stages of succession. The basic principle is to adapt to the changing
business environment with basic planning vision, whereas the kernel need should be changed under the
premise of stability and the amendment should be made according to the external changes. We conclude
that Lenovo cultures have been built step by step and changed with basic stability under the concept of
Lenovo spirit of "Lenovo services, high-tech association, international association". There are three
multi-stage cultures: the traditional corporate culture in creating a foundation; the entrepreneurial
innovation of corporate culture in developing the energy and vitality; the supporting culture to establish
the institutional and international Lenovo Group. The purpose of mutli-staged corporate cultures are to
realize the career goals of staff, quality of life, and the pursuit of business objectives through the
realization of Lenovo ideas.
Key words Sci-Tech corporate culture; Multi-stage management; Entrepreneurial: Innovation;
Supporting culture

1 Introduction
With the change of current business environment and increased intensity of competition for
scientific and technological enterprises, corporate cultural management is valued by entrepreneurs and
researchers. Some study in the perspective of system, of culture or of management. Others use
theoretical analysis or case study. This paper takes Lenovo as a case since Lenovo has constantly
summed up its building experience of corporate culture in different periods of business environment.
Guided by system theory model, Lenovo’s corporate cultures adjust and determine the future social
and cultural development in the way of enhancing their cultural adaptation and regulating employees’
behavior target. The theory of how to locate the multi-stages of corporate culture will directly impact on
its staff, the ability of coping with setbacks and the future decision-making. The emphasis of this study
lies in multi-stage cultural management of science and technology enterprises through further analyzing
the case of Lenovo’s model. Many Sci-Tech entrepreneurs recognize the power of corporate culture to
inspire their staff to break through the bottleneck of development and to show a prominent feature of the
Sci-Tech enterprises: a continuing technological innovation and management of innovation. During the
“puberty of business, corporate conduct or enterprise culture is driven by the leader, but in the prime
period, corporate culture drives the leadership behavior[1]." (Ai DiSi, 1997) According to production and
product characteristics in business process, corporate culture is defined as historical traditions, values,
and ethics and so on, and it is also defined as corporate officers’ behavior, management characteristics
and norms that embody all the enterprises. It conveys the survival of enterprises. Namely, the different
life stages of the enterprises have the appropriate corporate culture theory, and then produce
corresponding achievements. As a science and technology enterprise, Lenovo has three stages from its
birth: the initial period, innovative growth stage, international development period. Based on the theory
of classified cultural management, Lenovo translated successfully from one stage to another with the
adjustment of the corporate culture. Lenovo successfully used dominant culture of different contents and
essences during the business growth stage and maturity: building the initial period with Chinese
traditional culture; fostering technology and management innovation by innovative corporate culture,
guiding enterprise into international ranks by supporting culture. Lenovo communicated culture theory
hierarchically with internal and external customers, image identification, behavior and other channels on
the basis of the above framework. The aim is to guide the Sci-Tech enterprise and organizational
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structure as a whole into the right orbit to move forward under a certain atmosphere of permeating the
core values into enterprise’s minds.

2 Chinese Traditional Enterprise Culture during the Initial Period
The Computer Science Department of the Chinese Academy of Science invested 20 million RMB
to start Lenovo’s predecessor by 11 technology personnel led by Liu Chuanzhi in 1984. Ten years later,
influenced by Lenovo’s basic idea of corporate culture, Lenovo Group’s total assets had come to 12
billion RMB, and the employees had reached 2300 with the turnover at 47.5 billion and after-tax profit
at 140 million in 1994. The existence of an enterprise in this decade depended on how to seek
opportunity, to win the customers’ approval, and to expand and consolidate market. Therefore, at startup,
Lenovo’s enterprise culture depended on the moral code and standard work of Chinese traditional
culture. "The Lenovo’s spirit" and "the quality of Lenovo’s employees" had become the source and
content of core values of Lenovo’s enterprise culture in this construction stage.
Based on the core ideology of "the individual pursuit corporate into long-term development of
Lenovo," Lenovo’s work ethic is "realistic, enterprising and innovative", with the mission as "to provide
humanity with excellent information technology products and services, contribute to gain a place in the
World’s information industry fields for the China", along with long-term goal as "to accomplish the
company as a long-term, and large-scale high-tech companies.” With these points in mind, Lenovo's
spirits consisted of five elements:" patriotic, faithful, putting the general interest first, striving, realistic
and innovative". Being patriotic means" what Lenovo group feeds back to country is not only good
products and services, not just the tax of substantial growth and a wide range of employment
opportunities, but a fact that guiding Lenovo into the Global 500 after a couple of years". "We must
become the mode of Chinese company that keeps its promise by fact, and the mode of mastering
advanced management and mode of high-tech industrialization."(1)
So, Legend people should have the basic qualities: good morals, excellent professional training,
and dedicated professional attitude, a sense of crisis, competition, learning and summarization. In other
words, in work areas, the "Legend people" should have such characters as being strict, serious, active,
and efficient; in benefit areas, they should have such characters as equality, trust, appreciation and
affection. Employee who owns these qualities is the talent because he can complete his jobs responsibly
and consider problem from the fundamental benefit of company. Last, staff should "win the trust of
users, gain the trust of colleagues, gain the trust of superiors, win the trust of subordinates, gain the trust
of government", thus company will promise that: "be efficient for the users", "would rather lose money,
never lose credibility."
In conclusion, in the initial stage the corporate culture mainly embodied four aspects: as for the
Lenovo's business operation, "practical and enterprising spirits" were required. Lenovo took the
high-tech computers products as the main target. The business leaders, technical personnel, marketing
personnel and management decisions, rules, and so on were required to have a thoroughly "practical and
enterprising spirit" in this endless field of technical updates. As for staff，they were required with the
view of "smaller companies only do things, but larger companies cultivate men". This idea followed old
and famous Chinese business tradition, and it is also widely recognized as the same goal by modern
companies. As for sale, the goal is "the customer is Queen." The importance of customers is self-evident.
At the start the company broke the old way of "Products-For-Sale" which underlined the planning
system, boldly innovated the mode of business operation, thus created a "Trade-Industry-Technology"
model which would become the basis of international cooperation. The goal of this sentence "Customer
is a starting point, research and development are the intermediary, market is the goal" has achieved three
objectives: accumulating capital; being familiar with the market; establishing marketing channels. Thus,
based on its advantage and specialty (such as low production cost), this enterprise can select one or two
products (including his agent sales of products) to develop wholly by themselves, or cooperate product
with experienced large foreign enterprises. "Trade" directs the issues of the development and
management for customers. As for a high-tech enterprise, customers, research and development are
necessary. When potential customers are concerned, the perseverance and dedication reflected the
demand of "making 5% hope become 100% reality." Because of the startup situation, Lenovo focused
on the balance. The higher performance of characteristic culture was combined with the balance of
(1) Liu Chuanzhi. The Speech of "To Penetrate into Motive Force" in the Lenovo Group Pledging Conference in the
fiscal year of 1999
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consciously internal value orientation (work hard) and external value orientation (customers).As a result,
customer value, business efficiency, efficiency of management culture and work of high performance
can be organically combined together.

3 Innovative Corporate Culture at the Growth Stage
The main character of scientific and technological enterprises is innovation. The end product faces
challenges of technology constantly being updated and the infinite service upgrade. Diversity of
customer requirements and technical transformation has dominant impact on the developing space and
direction of technology-based enterprise. Thus the managements of Sci-Tech enterprises also have
continuous innovation. Management innovation is the process of multiple factors, reflecting the
company's integration of management between the internal and external factors. The integrated process
of management should require the corresponding innovative corporate culture to ensure how to drive
environment towards long-term culture of enterprise.
During 1997-1998 years, Lenovo learned the excellent essence of traditional culture, and re-built it
as the innovative corporate culture including market innovation, technology and product innovation,
organizational innovation, and management innovation. This kind of culture fully affected behavior
recognition system and visual identification system of culture.
First, core value and its elements of innovative enterprise culture were established.[2] (Huang Hetao,
2008)
The innovative corporate culture system that focuses on innovation is divided into four levels by
four coordinates which include internal operations, external development, flexibility, and control process.
As for the goal-oriented guide, customers’ experience is the most important and followed by awareness
of the concept of operation and cost. As for the rule-oriented guide, the serious and high efficiencies are
the most important for the innovation of technology and product. As for the supporting guide, the trust,
appreciation, sharing and cooperation are the most important. As for innovation-oriented guide, the
strategic decision is also important and learning and development are following.
Secondly, innovative corporate culture was defined by hierarchical management. According to
inheritance of the core of corporate culture at the initial stage, Lenovo group put forward the contents of
the four specific dimensions: service culture, strict culture, family culture, entrepreneurial culture.[3]
(Huang Hetao,2008)
These four elements always focus on the innovation of technology and management of enterprise,
and are also linked together. On service culture, the association proposed new definition in the customer
conception. Namely, the customers include internal and external customers. Internal customers include
responsibility within a company at all levels, shareholders, and the staff. The core of their services is the
only one that is “not responsible for person but for changing things”. Each superior staff will become
your resources for your job when he gives you job duties and objectives. External customers mainly are
referred to consumer groups. We should focus on the customer experience, listen to our customers, and
understand the real needs of customers. Thus, the internal and external customers can be satisfactorily
served beyond their expectations. What is the customers need is the innovative technology, products and
programs in science and technology enterprises, especially for external customers. In fact, strict culture
precisely provides solid foundation for innovation and service. Strict culture stresses on facts and data to;
enjoy finding the problem and facing the reality courageously; to enjoy endlessly seeking the rule of
work; to enjoy simple and efficient service by reviewing ways; to respect discipline and standards; and
to focus on objective measurable and operational program. In particular, each project must be concluded,
and staff must understand clearly what should be improved and refined after they have completed stage
plan. The strict culture is the keystone of upgrading technology and enhancing product quality for the
scientific and technological innovation, and is the protection for creating brands and ensuring a
favorable good reputation.
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Being the lubricant and propellant in the cultural system, family culture has created an open,
collaborative environment. Advocating equality, trust, appreciation and affection, family culture breaks
through the bureaucratic interaction atmosphere of state-owned enterprises, and promotes the Sci-Tech
innovation of Lenovo group from three measures. First, staffs are encouraged to participate in
decision-making. Thus, the upper and lower levels will increase and exchange communication, and
create participation, mobility and freedom for staff. Second, power-sharing is encouraged. What helps to
share necessary information and resources to complete tasks and to accept innovative ideas is to weaken
authority and identify which is not conducive to innovation. Third, support and cooperation between the
upper and lower levels were encouraged. This helps to finish the task through improving the
communication and cooperation between different sectors, to improve and exchange of new ideas, and
to help employees to face psychological high pressure. Thus, it is also shown that company encourages
the staff to engage in innovation for the interest of organization after understanding the enterprise value.
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In fact, the innovative culture’s main point is to push the professional development of each person and to
create benefit for enterprise, thus realizing win-win result for enterprise and individuals. The innovative
culture emphasizes employees’ surpassing themselves, coping with the challenges and facing change
flexibly, trying new methods boldly and improving work continuously. It also helps employee to absorb
new ideas and to hold new opportunities.
Finally, the management practice of innovative enterprise culture was constructed. As for Chinese
high-tech enterprise, innovation and transformation of high-tech industrialization are the most
fundamental tasks, in which transformation is the first subject and innovation the more difficult task.
Therefore, Lenovo constructed the enterprise managing process and linked technological research and
development in it. The process took "technique" into "product”, made a good "product" into the
"industry" system which has the ability of mass production and sales. The "Trade-Industry- Technology"
mode of the initial period is to realize that market demands promote the industrial research by studying
customers and market, then advancing product, finally returning to meet market demand. Senior
personnel in this mode are aware of the following: if the final product wants to be successful, it must
rely on the success of all aspects of business operation from research to procurement, from production to
sales, from marketing to service and to financial personnel departments. According to this idea, Lenovo
constructed a holistic and systematic management concept.
Fundamentally, "innovation" is more difficult than "transformation". As a team, development of
enterprise should determine the new program of research development, establishing a scientific and
standardized development management system in which designing the development to strategically span
technological research progress is the most important because that may achieve maximum efficiency.
Therefore, Lenovo created practice system of innovative enterprise culture which took technology,
products, market as a center. The results of the system ensured technology into product with the
engineering development and the products to transform industry with the management enterprise. Such
process was as follows:
Independent
intellectual
innovation
Independent
technological
innovation

Technology obtained from the third part

Potential market demand
Mature technology
information
Market promotion activity
Defined new prduct
Development,
design,innovation

Application of
mature market
Product for
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mature industries

Figure 3 Innovation System of Lenovo’s Product and Market

4 The Supporting Enterprise Culture of Mature Stage
Lenovo and America Online-Time Warner carried out various strategic cooperation at June11,2001.
After the merger of IBM's PC Business (personal computer business unit) a few years later, how to
integrate different cultures and digest cultural conflicts had to be faced by the new Lenovo as an
international enterprise. There are many international differences in culture between Lenovo and IBM.
Facing these differences, the new Lenovo constructed supporting culture theory and management system,
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in which the sixth principle of "honesty, respect, and compromise" was extracted from two different
corporate cultures. Namely, a service, high-tech and international New Lenovo wished to be created
according to integrated cross-culture.
Supporting enterprise culture is encouraging open atmosphere and harmony among employees to
create a close relationship and mutual cooperation.[4](Fang Song, 2006) Such culture provides a relaxed
and harmonious environment, promoting equality, openness, cooperation and trust. Enterprise creates an
atmosphere of social interaction and collaboration according to humanity principles, advocating
personal freedom and the values of mutual respect among the members. (Wallach, 1983) Its basic
features are as follows: encouragement, honesty, fairness, security, social interaction, inspiration,
intimate relations and mutual cooperation. Supporting culture encourages employees to participate in
their own work or life independently. Based on those employee’s motivation and loyalty of organization
are improved. It advocates equality and mutual assistance among employees, encourages family
atmosphere to establish a harmoniously open environment, eliminates conflicts of interest between
departments, and strengthens the informal communication among organizations. It is more beneficial for
better accessing and processing market information, timely responding to market’s change and
improving performance. (Fang Song,2006 )
As being business representatives with typical American cultural tradition, IBM Corporation
advocates high-degree people-oriented freedom. The supporting culture is obvious. More compromised
and decentralized decision-making exists between managers and subordinates; employees have clear
attitude and own perspectives towards work and life, and their jobs be arranged by practice ability but
not by qualifications. But Lenovo is the manufacturer enterprises with a strong Chinese culture, so the
concept of corporate culture in Lenovo, political culture and national cultural are obviously different
from that in IBM. The two companies also face friction between strong and weak culture. However, the
core values of innovative corporate culture and its actual operation have many echoes in the idea of
IBM's culture, such as resolving the conflict between management and staff by the family culture of
non-hierarchical power structure, the implementation of barrier-free communication, and personalization
of technology staff time.
The New Lenovo inherited the older excellent culture and strengthened each employee’s ability
training, such as how to respect each other frankly, how to share the management, and how to
compromise collaborative work. First, emphasize on education of cultural respect. The new Lenovo's
managers need to identify and distinguish the various cultural differences and their individuality, need to
work with each other with an open attitude. Both Chinese and foreign employees learn each other as
much as possible and also discard their weaknesses. Therefore, Lenovo employees can distinguish
cultural differences and strengthen language communicative skills to improve team and organizational
efficiency by newspapers or cultural supports. To strengthen the understanding of different culture and
improve international perspective, the professional managers should be trained with cultural sensitivity,
cross-cultural conflict and regional environment simulation. At the same time, Lenovo also needs to
establish common core values of enterprise, business values and collaborative culture to mobilize each
employee at the greatest extent to combine their own thoughts and actions with the idea of enterprise for
enhancing the adaptability of multinational culture. Second, train employees with the participating
capacity. For example, leadership managed staff with a system of "talk-teaching-practice-trainingpraise-follow-up" to reduce interpersonal conflicts; company populated SRF theory (S-stimulus:
demonstrating and explaining the operative method to the staff; R-response: the staff speak or operate
the learned methods and techniques; F-feedback: feed back operated conditions timely); avoiding
conflicts caused by different pay with a good reward mechanism; training all personnel including
leadership with the integrated values of local and international levels; often making the training and
developing plans for staff with the latest international management theory to increase knowledge and
skills, and to reduce the awareness of the gap between different countries’ employees. Third, training
center of human resources should plan how to enhance manager’s management skills. The manager
mobilizes effectively and uses resources to achieve business goals. First of all, he needs to translate
orders into goals and talk it to staff by encouraging and counseling them. Such measures are shown in
the figure 4:
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Performance evaluation

Encourage staff

guide staff

Devolve upon to staff
The role orientation of manager
Convert task into goal
Figure 4 The Operate System of Manager’s Management

5 Conclusion
The path of Lenovo's corporate culture realizing the change of phased development successfully
confirmed the following principles. The basic principle of multi-stage management of this enterprise
culture is that "adapting to changing business environment and having basic planning vision, and the
kernel need should be changed under the premise of stability when the amendment to be made in the
external level." So this company will actively adapt to the environment and employee’s demand.
In conclusion, we state that Lenovo cultures have been built step by step and changed with basic
stability under the concept of Lenovo spirit of "Lenovo services, high-tech association, international
association ". There are three multi-stage cultures: the traditional corporate culture to create a foundation;
the entrepreneurial innovation of corporate culture to develop the energy and vitality; the supporting
culture to establish the institutional and international Lenovo Group. The purpose is to realize the career
goals of staff, quality of life, and the pursuit of business objectives at all stages through the realization of
Lenovo ideas—"make applications, find markets, research and develop, establish industry with the pace
of the modern world".
Further suggestions are that when facing international development association, the system of
cross-culture management should be strengthened perfectly. They should promote the construction of
the core values system to eliminate cultural conflict and operate the core corporate values among
employees and managers.
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Abstract This paper introduces briefly the current situation of equity financing of Chinese listed
companies and analyzes empirically the factors that affect the equity financing preference of listed
companies through constructing the multiple linear regression equations and using E-views—a
statistical software. To make our financial market function well, it’s important to strengthen regulating
the behavior of listed company financing, and prompt managers’ rational financing and investors’
rational investing in the stock market.
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1 Introduction
In the context of financial crisis in 2008, statistics of Minsheng Securities indicated the stock
markets of Shanghai and Shenzhen issued totally 76 A-shares, and raised 103.438 billion Yuan before
the last quarter. Besides, 103 companies issued additional stock and refinanced 177.397 billion Yuan. In
2007, the initial public offering (IPO) in china’s A-share market made a record in history, almost 477.1
billion Yuan was raised in the stock market of Shanghai and Shenzhen totally, exceeding the total
amount in America (the main board of New York Stock Exchange, 262.9 billion Yuan; National
Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations (Nasdaq), 139.3 billion Yuan; American Stock
Exchange, 63.1 billion Yuan.), making the amount of funds raised in IPOs of China the first in global.
However, with the falling in stock, not only the new shares were listed continuously, but also the amount
of further issues and rights issues increased by 71.75% yearly constantly[1]. According to Thomson
Financial figures on Nov. 2007, 259.4 billion US dollars were totally raised in IPOs throughout the
world. While Chinese enterprises occupy up to 19.9% of the global market, the IPO sprang out like
mushroom with the scale of 257 companies and amount of 259.4 billion US dollars, which were the
most of the world [2]. Most of listed companies in China usually don’t determine the limit of financing
according to the investment demand. Because of equity financing preference, a direct consequence is
that the amount of financing often exceeds the demand of actual capital, leading to an increase of idle
funds. On the one hand, the cycle of investment project for most listed companies is relatively long; on
the other hand, the real return on investment of some projects reaping profits has barely been revealed in
detail. Therefore, it’s very hard to carry out a comprehensive census of return on investment of
refinancing.

2 Hypotheses
To find out what factors have influence on this financing behavior and how much they do, we will
employ multiple linear regressions to undertake the empirical research.
Assumption 1: The PE (price/earning per share) ratio and equity financing preference are positively
correlated. If the PE ratio of one company is much too high, its stock price must have bubble and its
value is overestimated.
Assumption 2: Turnover rate in stock market and equity financing preference are positively
correlated. A high turnover rate illustrates not only brisk trading but also sufficient exchange among
traders.
Assumption 3: Net return on assets and equity financing preference are not correlated. The former
reflects the profitability of a company. We assume that managers don’t take the development of the
companies into account in financing, and the net return on assets is not correlated to equity financing
preference.
Assumption 4: The price-to-book ratio and equity financing preference are positively correlated.
The higher ratio the companies get, the more added values of stocks the equity financing will produce,
and the more likely for the companies will prefer equity financing.
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3 Data Collection
The original data sample comes from 856 A-share listed companies in SSE (Shanghai Stock
Exchange) in 2008, and some adjustments are made on it:
(1) The sample in this paper is limited to companies that have complete data from A-share listed
companies in Shanghai. The reason is that the stock-exchange market is different between A-shares and
B-shares, and the financial report of B-shares written according to IAS (International Accounting
Standards) is obviously different from that of A-shares based on our native accounting standards. So the
sample data reject to the listed companies which issue both A-shares and B-shares.
(2) In order to eliminate the effect on regression results caused by abnormal figures, we reject to
companies with unreasonable capital structure, aka the companies with debts close to 0 or equal to 0.
(3) We reject to listed companies with incomplete data, mainly some ST companies.
The final sample data are from 341 companies.

4 Methodology
To judge the correlation of explanatory variables with explained variables on equity financing
preference, this paper, employing the multiple linear regression method, constructed the following
regression model to examine significance of each variable in order to confirm the regression equation.
Z=α0+α1X1 +α2X2+α3X3+α4X4+e
(1)
P：X1 --------- PE ratio
X2--------- Turnover rate
X3-------- Net return on assets
X4-------- Price-to-book-value ratio
αi----- Regression coefficient ( i = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 )
e------- Residual
With Reviews Regression, the results below were obtained, as shown in figure 1:
(1) Significance test of the general linearity of the equation: F-test
F-test in the multiple linear regression equations aimed at testing whether the linear relationship
between explained variables and explanatory variables significantly was held in general. According to
the regression results, F-statistic was 42.93953. So, the general linear relationship between the
explanatory variable Y and explained variable Xi was held. And in other words, the linear equation set
between the equity financing preference, turnover rate, average PE ratio and the cost of equity financing
was held.

Figure 1

The Regression Results
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(2) Variables’ significance test (t-test)
For the multiple linear regression model, the general linear relationship of the equation is
significant, but this doesn’t mean whether or not the explanatory variables remarkablely affect each
other. So the significance text should be carried out for every explanatory variable. According to
regression results presented(Table 4-1)
Table 1

Explanatory
Variables

X1

Each Factor’s Regression Result

X2

X3

X4

-0.6730**
-1.8636

0.0974**
1.8347

Regression
Result
Regression coefficient
0.1218*
-0.0130
T-statistics
2.0266
-0.3338
* regression coefficient is remarkable at 5% confidence level
** regression coefficient is remarkable at 10% confidence level

The correlation of equity financing preference and PE ratio was firm, and remarkable while the
confidence level was 5%. The relationship between equity financing preference and turnover rate didn’t
fit the original hypothesis (Regression coefficient was negative), and a possible reason may be the
multiple co-linearity effect among explanatory variables. T-statistics of net return on assets and
price-to-book-value ratio all pass the examination, and the correlation was remarkable while the
confidence level was 10%, which meant assumption 3 and assumption 4 were both held.
(3) Goodness-of-fit test of regression equation
R2 was used to measure the degree that the regression line was fit to the observed value of the
samples.In the multiple regression model, R2 was employed to ensure the fit degree of the equations.
Since R2 equaled 0.330390, we could draw a conclusion that goodness-of- fit in the model was good. It
showed that explanatory variables could explain explained variables in a high degree, and we could
deduce that the general linear relationship was successfully held and confirm the test of F-statistics.
(4) Series correlation test(D-W test)
D-W test is used to examine whether or not disturbance terms have first-order correlations, and
generally measure economic problems with time series data always have order correlations. Once the
order correlation occurs, the authenticity of regression results as well as significance test of variables
will be meanless. According to the regression results, D-W test value was close to 2 which meant that
the first-order correlation didn’t exist, neither did the order correlation of the error term, which makes
ensured that the effectiveness of regression results.

5 Results
It proves empirically the equity financing preference of Chinese listed companies with quantitative
factor index, arriving at the following basic conclusions:
1) Considering the empirical results of price-earning ratio and equity financing preference of the
A-share listed companies, PE ratio is the direct factor that affects the equity financing preference.
Chinese stock market is mainly featured with high PE ratio. Usually, the lower the PE ratio is, the higher
the value of investment is, and the better the listed companies grow. Since managers of listed companies
in China employ the equity financing by making use of the abnormally high PE ratio, the behavior of
managers is not based on the need to companies growth.
2) The empirical research showed that in 2008 the book value ratio and equity financing preference
in all listed companies were positively correlated, aka price-to-book-value ratio had a impact on the
equity financing preference of listed companies. The higher price-to-book-value is, the higher profit is
returned to the non-tradable share shareholders. As the listed companies in China have relatively serious
internal controlling problems, which has been mentioned in the analysis of the negative impact of the
equity financing preference, the managers who prefer equity financing are likely to get such high
benifits.
3) The net return on assets in A-share listed companies in China is relatively low, in other words,
funds collected by listed company equity financing have not been ideally utilized. This is possibly
because the managers take advantages of excessive equity financing by abusing our unreasonable
market and system, rather than managing the companies on the thought of their own development. The
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funds are used either to repay or store in bank, or just invest blindly, eventually leading to inefficient
utilization[3].
4) Analyzing data from all listed companies in Shanghai Stock Exchange in 2008, we can find that
the investors in our stock market do have irrational behaviors, and the high turnover rates are obvious
here and there. However, this empirical analysis indicated that the irrational behaviors of investors
doesn’t directly affect the listed company equity financing preference, while it might have something to
do with our imperfect securities market, and because individual investors often have speculation,
frequently hand off, which is also a challenge to the share of listed companies.

6 Conclusion
The financing involves mainly a single equity financing will lead to a univocal company financing
structure, imperfect constraint mechanism and defect management functions. The angle of the
Government, the following work should be done.
1) Establishing an effective market regulatory and mandatory information disclosure system.
Market is the last barrier to rectify managers’ irrational behaviors, and only can it play the role on
condition that it is effective, so an effective market regulatory system should be established.
2) The difficulty to issue stocks for the listed companies must be increased, and the re-financing
qualifications should be limited, the comprehensive and integrated investment project evaluation system
as well as market supervision system should be eatablished to regulate the whole process of financing
projects.
3) We should try to develop the bond market, support debt financing and gradually cultivate and
improve the convertible bond market. To solve this problem, an expansion of main issue bonds, which
are the large state-owned enterprises and state holding companies, to financial institutions, listed
companies and private enterprise groups should be firstly taken into account.
4) Establishing effective mechanism of discipline for managers’ behaviors market and mechanism
of bankruptcy for listed companies. When the company’s ownership is separated from the management
rights, to the managers’ incentives, the most important thing is to encourage competition in the
managers’ market[4].
5) Guiding investors to invest rationally and develop institutional investors. In Chinese capital
market, institutional investors are few in number, and the total amount of funds is still not too much,
however the whole market is filled with with an air of speculation[5]. we must consider the investors’
cognitive bias, increase intensity and concentration of the “feel good” policy, which can enhance
investors’ confidence in the government’s management of the stock market, and affect investors’
psychology.
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Abstract As the industry types, fixed asset investment pulling effect on employment will be different.
While investment has lagged effect on employment，there should be long-term effects and short-term
effects. By distributed lag model, this paper analyses the impact of investment in fixed assets on the
employment of different industries, and by balanced multiplier specifically studies employment effects
of different industries. The results of this study provide evidence for policy implementation.
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1 Introduction
There are many related bibliographies about the research of investment and employment ,while
agreement has not been reached about whether investment has an pulling effect or the degree of
pulling .Chen Qiaoyu ,Yang Yanling and Shi shubing think that fixed asset investment is the essential
way of enlarging reproduction ,employment expansion needs capital injection ,and investment can
create employment opportunity .(Fan fan and Lijing2009) verify that , for the present china’s
reality ,domestic demand must be expanded with consumption and investment at the core ,thereby the
industry adjustment from the micro and macro aspect which coordinates the relationship between
investment and the second industry is the right choice of handling the financial crisis and expanding
employment .However, Gaolei and (Cao Chunying 2009) think that ,the investment of the second
industry ,economy increase and employment influence one another directly and indirectly and long-term
balanced relationship exist among them . Investment multiplier effect is in favor of increasing the rate
of employment, meanwhile in the process of investment it will promote the improvement of the
structure of corporation technology , capital and property right .From the perspective of investment in
human capital. (Cai Xinhui 2009) was explaining investment expenditure in education ,social
security and training ,etc has a positive function against enhancing labor quality and the rate of
employment exemplified investment in human capital has a positive lead on employment .while some
other scholars hold an opposite opinion ,According to the investment `s elastic analysis for interest ,He
Feng found that under the condition of investment increase has been fixed ,investment for interests
elastic is the crucial factor confined the increase of employment ,when investment against interest’s
elastic is less than 1 ,domestic investment’s increase not only can’t upheaval the rate of
employment ,also influence to decrease the rate of employment .Economist (LI Yining2008) from the
china present reality also think investment in infrastructure construction may not enhance
employment .
In order to add and mend the above-mentioned ,at the basis of this paper’s needs and data
accessibility .According to China statistical yearbook and the website of China statistical beau ,only got
the relative data from 1985-2008.In the first , from the correlation that fixed asset investment is with
three industries` employment, the author analyses the pulling situation that fixed asset investment
against all kinds of industries` employment , Secondly, the study of the correlation among the three
industries and found the intrinsic link between them and according to the change affect of the three
industries` employment, put forward the corresponding policy Suggestions.

2 The Trend of Three Industries Employment and Fixed Asset Investment and Its
Correlation Test
2.1 The trend of investment in fixed assets and three industries` employment.
Figure 1 shows the 1985-2008 total employment (TE) and fixed asset investment (IFA) change
trend, figure 2 for the three industries of employment .During this period, the investment in fixed assets
increase, especially in 2001 and after, more with acceleration. Meanwhile, the total employment is on
rise in the situation, but relatively steadily, not a drastic change. According to the chart 2, the first
industry employment (FD), the rate of decline in 1985 is 63% to39.6% in2008 During that period there
are two drop out , 1993-1996 and 2002-2006,and their decline is for 18.8% and 20.9%, Second, the
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second industry employment (SD) rate overall is rising, but the rise in the range is relatively minor. By
20.8% in 1985 to 27.2% in 1994, but 2002- 2008 is slightly downward trend. At the same time, the
third industry employment (TD) rate has been rising. From
16.8% in 1985 to 33.2%
in2008.Third,before 1994, the rate of second industrial employment is higher than the third industry
employment, but after 1994, so the speed of the rate of the third industry employment is rapider after
1994 than the second industry employment. Also can be seen by figure 2, the first industrial employment
population is still high.
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2.2 The correlation between the fixed assets investment and three industries employment,.
By using Eviews software, we are to get the correlation between three industries employment and
investment in fixed assets and to find the inner relation between them. Table 1: specific as follows.
Table 1

The Correlation Between the Fixed Assets Investment and Three Industries Employment

Variable

FD

SD

TD

IFA

FD

1

-0.07206

0.018363

-0.37746

SD

+

1

0.954928

0.883072

TD

+

+

1

0.846121

From table 1.The first industrial jobs and fixed assets investment is negatively related to the weak
period, the correlation coefficient of 0.37746 -.And the second and third industry employment with the
fixed assets investment period has a strong positive correlation, correlation coefficient 0.883 and 0.846
respectively. This shows, fixed assets investment period, the influence of industrial employment, and has
negative smaller. However, the investment in fixed assets in the second and third industry employment,
can drive the second and third industry employment. Also, the first and the second industry that
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industrial employment, the first industry and the third industry employment is weak, respectively 0.072 and that was the first industry employment and the second industry employment, the third industry
employment without too much influence each other. But known from table 1, second and third industry
employment industrial jobs exist strong correlation, correlation coefficient for inverting links. This
shows that the second industry and the third industry employment of employment and influenced each
other. At the same time, according to the chart 2 also can see the second industrial jobs and the third
industry employment trends have strong consistency.

3 Study of Fixed Assets Investment’s Effect on the Employment of Three
Industries
For the fixed assets investment has lagged effect on pulling employment In order to quantify fixed
assets investment’s impact on overall employment specifically and fixed assets investment’s effect on
the employment of three industries ，so we build a distribution lag model to analyze.
3.1 Test of the relationship between reason and result
It’s necessary to study the reason and result relationship of investment and employment for the
reason of anal sizing the investment’s impact on employment .that is ,studying whether investment is the
cause of employment .Here adopt Grange reason and result relationship to test.
Table 2

Grange test

Null Hypothesis:
IFA does not Granger Cause TE

Obs
18

TE does not Granger Cause IFA

F-Statistic
4.54942

Probability
0.03883

1.51248

0.33326

Known from the table2, under the conspicuous level of 5 percent ,investment is the cause of
employment .
3.2 Study of fixed assets investment’s effect on the employment of three industries
3.2.1 Model building
s
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On the basis of above model ,exploiting Views software to regress and the results of test (seen from
table 1) are as following :
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Table 3

Model 3.4
lag
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Coe
-0.05798
-0.03494
-0.0119
0.01115
0.03419
0.05724
0.08028

T-Statistic
-4.79784
-5.32657
-7.98591
2.29342
3.30146
3.59761
3.73827

R2=
0.88

DW=1.25

F=49.587

Result of Test

Model 3.5
lag
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
R2=
0.
98

Model 3.6

Coe
-0.01876
-0.01005
-0.00133
0.00738
0.01609
0.02481
0.03352
0.04223
0.05095
0.05966
0.06837
0.07709

T-Statistic
-3.77364
-2.80526
-0.60423
8.08554
18.8416
11.6247
9.5553
8.62329
8.0965
7.75846
7.5233
7.35033

DW=2.27

F =267.06

Model 3.7

lag
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Coe
0.03069
0.02234
0.014
0.00566
-0.00269
-0.01103
-0.01937
-0.02771

T-Statistic
3.27173
3.98922
7.04342
2.36704
-0.44362
-1.1211
-1.42011
-1.58809

lag
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Coe
-0.06956
-0.03047
0.00862
0.04771
0.0868
0.12589
0.16498
0.20407

T-Statistic
-2.16174
-1.58564
1.26444
5.8191
4.17924
3.73028
3.52545
3.40857

R2=
0.88

DW=1.25

F=49.59

R2=
0.81

DW=0.51

F =29.47

In light of above regression equation ,analyzing the impact of investment against all employments
of industries.
First, seen from the analysis of the same term about fixed assets investment’s impact on the
employment of all walks of industries. Known from (3.4),fixed assets investment of the same period
has minor and even negative impact on overall employment .contemporary increase of fixed assets
investment lead to the descent of overall employment. Meanwhile, in line with (3.5)and (3.6),referring
to fixed assist’s effect on the employment of first and third industry ,it’s influence is similar to fixed
assets investment of the same term on overall employment ,which caused the decrease of the first and
third industry ,while(3.6) shows that fixed assets investment of the same term has positive impact on
the second industry , the investment in fixed assets has caused an increase in job creation of secondary
industry.
Second, viewed from the analysis of fixed assets investment `s effect on each industry, (3.5) and
(3.7) show that fixed assets investment `s effect on the first and third industry have transferred from
negative to positive ,and also the effect is enlarging. Which indicate once fixed assets been in shape, it
will pull the employment of the first and third industry .from (3.6), fixed assets investment `s impact
on the second industry employment is called instant effect. Whereas, with the time passing by, the
influence will decay and even take on negative effect
Third, the analysis of fixed assets investment’s long-term effect on each industry, here using total
s

distributed –lag multiplier, that is , m=

∑β /
i

s +1

to analyze. Total distributed –lag multiplier of

i =0

influence of fixed assets investment against each industry is m1=0.00502143(the first
industry),m2=0.007105(the second industry), m3=0.02238417(the third industry)respectively .from the
comparison of each industry’s total distributed –lag multiplier. We got that : m3 >m2 >m. so to
expand fixed assets investment ,the long-term effect of each industry is different .which is largest on
the third industry ,and least on the first industry.
At last, from each return equation ,(3.4) shows that ,with the time lagging ,fixed assets investment
influence overall employment gradually increasing .which verify the influence has lagged effect and the
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effect increase by degrees .the larger the pulling effect of the early stage investment against
employment ,the pettier the pulling effect of current investment on employment ,even negative .(3.5)
and (3.7) has the same rule with (3.4),which is ,fixed assets investment have pulling effect on the first
and third industry. Whereas seen from (3.6), the pulling effect of fixed assets investment on the second
industry has complete contrary rule with other equation. the same tern effect of fixed assets investment
against the second industry is the biggest, and the lagged effect is decreasing gradually .which prove
once fixed assets investment take shape, it’s current effect as for the second industry is the largest, but
with the time goes by ,it’s effect decanting by degrees, and which will provide evidence for speeding up
depreciation.

3 Analysis of Reason and Conclusion
Firstly, known from the above Correlation, fixed assets investment has weak correlation with the
firth industry employment, the reason is it has not pull the rural employment to increase efficiently.
Meanwhile, the raise of fixed assets investment spur on the upheaval o agricultural technology and then
universal use of agriculture machine, so, it can reduce “squeezing effect “ of agriculture and degrade the
need of labor in agriculture. Meanwhile, it can make the remain labor ascend .moreover, the input of
fixed assets also hence the degree of agricultural technology, and the traditional hand –based way of
agriculture is replaced by mechanism gradually. So ,compared with before ,agriculture need less and less
labor ,which made the rural remain labor transfer into the second and third industry .therefore , form the
short term ,fixed assets investment has negative effect on the employment of first industry ,but in the
long run ,once fixed assets investment has been in scale ,it will pull the employment of first industry
efficiently.
Secondly, the second industry is mainly consisted of industry and architecture ,the scale of fixed
assets investment is very large ,and in need of considerable labors ,and the pulling effect on the
employment of second industry can take on immediately . In the meantime, from the general rule of the
process of industrial development, in the mid-phase of industrial development, capital industry such as
metallurgy, machine ,motorcar ,iron and so on develop so fast ,the share of output value of capital
industry in the total industry inclined to ascending . In this process, considerable capital is needed to
meet then development of industry, the enlargement of industry itself also bring along employment
effect. while, investment –caused exterior economy of second industry also drive to transform into
industry correlation .expand industry chain to denotation .and than influence the employment structure
of related industry .Therefore ,the second expand the third industry ,the chance of the secondary
employment decreases and the third increases ,so once fixed assets investment been in shape ,it pulls the
employment of second industry best, but with the time goes by ,the effect of the fixed assets investment
on employment is reducing
Thirdly, the reasons for the fixed assets investment playing a positive leading role in the third
industry employment as follows: firstly, the highly correlations between the third industry and the
second industry employment (correlation coefficient is 0.955),the longer the industry chain related, the
more multiplier investment process of the third industry in order to create much more employ
opportunities. Secondly , the second industry can propel the development of the third industry in the
process of the investment, the second industry can create the new third industry ,the second investment
need lead to the” Effects on employment creation” in terms of the third industry development. However,
the fixed assets investment has lag effects on employment .so, the effect the fixed assets investment is
on the third industry employment can demonstrate only after the scale of investment formed.
According to the analysis of correlation between the fixed assets investment and the various
industrial employment and the analysis of effect that fixed asset investment is on each industry
employment show that, in the short run, the investment in fixed assets is only for the second industry
employment promotion and does not have driven the first and third industry employment, even for the
negative effects. But in the long run, the investment in fixed assets has positive effects on the first and
third industry employment, and the effect increased. At the same time, the second industry and the third
industry is strong positive correlation and fixed asset investment in the second and third industry
employment effect analysis shows that, the investment in fixed assets is "create employment effect".
Therefore, this paper verified the third industry is main "channel" for absorbing the employment, also
cannot ignore the long-term effects of first industry employment. But only for short-term, investment in
fixed assets has driving effect. on the second industry employment .
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Abstract This paper discusses spatial organization of firms’ region selection, spatial concentration and global
space network, under the development trend that the supply chains have been from the regionalization
embeddedness to localization spatial concentration to global space network. We find that with the globalizing
evolved to chain competition in recent times, spatial organization of firms will present the progressive
development process of whith from point to line to cluster to network. So this research has a great theoretical
and practical significance.
Key words Supply Chains embeddedness, Spatial organization of firms, Cluster, Network

1 Introduction
In the context of globalization, the organic bond of modular production, supply chains networks,
mass customization, enterprise virtualization and the dispersion or concentration of spatial organization,
all of which are in continuous research and innovation, has become the major trends of supply chains
and spatial organization. The supply chains embeddedness has its own spatial features. Enterprise supply
chains experience the extension from the localization to regionalization to globalization, acting
same-chain embeddedness and across-chain embeddedness on these three spatial scales, as a result,
supply chains relationship network of different spatial scales is formed.[1] Compared to the traditional
business investment theory, supply chains embeddedness pays more attention to the factors and the
impact from local environment to enterprise region selection and spatial organization. This view is in
line with the premise assumptions and analysis that under the globalization environment, supply chain
competition will replace single enterprise competition.
On the theory of supply chains embeddedness, (Granovette 1973), (Gulati 1998), (Uzzi 1997) and
other scholars recognized that in the supply chains network, between the suppliers and manufacturers,
the manufacturers and distributors, there was a high embeddedness relation. (P.J.Batt 2003) used the
structural embeddedness, relational embeddedness and knowledge embeddedness to study the supply
chains performance. (T.Suh,W.G..Kwon 2006) used social rules, social embeddedness to study the trust
relationship between supply chains. (Ai Shanggang and li Haiyin 2005) realized the necessity of
embeddedness in supply chains, and they thought that trade among upstream and downstream node
enterprises mainly showed a continuous and repeating relational trade.
On the theory of spatial organization, spatial organization is a concept of economic geography.
According to different research objects, it shows different connotations. For those scholars from regional
economy (industry) research, they thought spatial organization meant the process that those resources
optimizing and allocating in regions or among regions under a certain constraint condition (Jiang
Qinghai,1997). (Xu Yan 2004) thought it was an important regional economy of organizational forms.
For those city geographer, they thought spatial organization can organize and arrange various material
element, so that can promote the city's system to evolve from disorder to order and from junior to senior
(Xie Shouhong,2003). In business geographers’ eyes, connotation of spatial organization expressed in
three aspects at least, which were enterprise elements’ spatial displacement, selection of plant location
and spatial expansion of enterprise organizational structure (Wang Dezhong,2002). While (Wang
Chengjin 2005) considered that spatial organization should structure from enterprise location, enterprise
spatial relation and location selection.

2 Supply Chains Embeddedness and Spatial Organization of Firms
2.1 Supply chains embeddedness
Supply chains is a cross-regional and cross-functional spatial organizational network including both
internal and external of the enterprise, and it links networks from suppliers to all customer members, as
well as the full process of raw materials procurement, manufacturing, assembly, distribution, delivery to
the final consumers. It is a multi-level spatial organization network which is shown at spatial
characteristic. In terms of level, it can be divided into local, regional and global three supply chains of
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different spatial forms. The local embeddedness means in the local small-scale market, enterprises
rooted in local culture, embed into upstream and downstream supply chains enterprises and local
enterprises in similar products, leading to the local enterprises supply chains crossing and netting.
Regional supply chains refers to the process that those owing local advantages enterprises make supply
chains extend to the outside in order to build up a regional supply chains. Global embeddedness means a
state or a process that mutual embeddedness between transnational corporations or node enterprises of
multinational corporations.
2. 2 Supply chains embeddedness and spatial organization of firms
The spatial organization of firms refers to the composition and dynamic layout of various
functional units. From the perspective of supply chains embeddedness, the spatial organization not only
includes enterprise's own region selection, spatial linkages and organizational structure, but also should
take embedded chain and macro-environmental factors into account. [2]On the basis of supply chains
embeddedness, this paper will discuss spatial organization model from supply chains embeddedness
affecting factors with region selection, supply chains localization with enterprise spatial concentration,
and supply chains globalization with spatial network the three aspects.

3 Supply Chains Embeddedness and Spatial Organization Model
3.1 Supply chains embeddedness with region selection
Region selection means the local decision-maker searches for a specific spatial location in order to
achieve expected objectives. Because of some variance in strategic objectives, enterprise resource
capacity and supply-chain partnerships, chain node enterprises of different levels will show different
attitudes and behavior to local investment.
3.1.1 Supply chains embeddedness affecting factors and region selection
The traditional costing school focused on raw materials fuel fare, labor costs and agglomeration
(Weber,1909), recently, in the context of economic globalization, they pay more attention to market,
resources, technology, agglomeration, institutional and even social structures with relationship network,
while the supply chains embeddedness affecting factors also present complex, dynamic and diverse
features. From the view of supply chains, enterprises hope their supply chains firms can embed by
following the cross-regional investment which caused by strategic goals adjustment, so as to reduce the
costs and risks happening at the initial reconstruct supply chains. As a result, the behavior respond and
intensity of supply chains node enterprises are important factors for region selection. Compared with
traditional theory, supply chains embeddedness emphasizes on marketing and institutional openness, it
attaches importance to the scarce resources (such as labor quality, knowledge, information, personnel,
technology, social networks and so on). [3]As shown in Figure 1:
Competitive
enterprises

Institution

Strategy
of
supply chains
enterprise

Figure 1

Market

Region

Strategic
resources

Enterprise
strategy

Industry
concentration

Investment
direction

Mutual
influence

Supply Chains Affecting Factors in Region Selection

(1) Enterprise strategy and investment motives are closely linked. Because of limited internal
resources, enterprises choose external resources or rely on other companies to complete strategic task.
To establish the supply chains with suitable enterprises in the appropriate region and allow other
companies to share the different function businesses of multinational companies has become the
important spatial organization choice to help multinational companies respond to global market rapidly
and enhance organizational efficiency.
(2) Supply chains node enterprises, especially those have long-term stable supply chains
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relationships, play an important role in region selection for interregional investment enterprises. The
following region embeddedness of these node enterprises can greatly eliminate leading enterprises’
supply chains risk facing in the separate region embeddedness. After the incentives, if critical supply
chains enterprises are still reluctant to follow up, the leading enterprises will face two kinds of region
decisions. One is to continue region embeddedness, increasing the cost of nurturing local supply chains;
the other is to obey critical enterprises’ suggestion, abolishing the region embeddedness decision.
(3) Competitive enterprises’ development strategy, operational principle and management models
have become important information resources that affect decision making. Their investment intentions
or actions for specific location, as a signal source, also impact region selection greatly.
(4) The market and institution factors are mainly reflected in the market potential, the openness of
markets and institutions, as well as the institutional concessions. For the market potential, it doesn’t only
just depend on population, but focuses on economic strength and development trends of this region,
consumption structure, habits and tendencies, as well as the recognition of products. The open system
and market, is an important region selection directing for those competitive companies. In terms of
obtaining more favorable institutional security, the collective investment can own much more rights than
the single investment. It helps enterprises and following supply chains members to win more favorable
institutional arrangement.
(5) In order to obtain strategic resources, to establish supply chains relationships with individuals
or enterprises owing scarce resources, has become the main purpose of region selection. In addition to
traditional land, raw materials, fuel, low labor costs and traffic conditions, scarce resources also include
strategic capital, technology, knowledge, information and social relations networks.
(6) Both industrial concentration from medium level or enterprises concentration from micro-level,
they can bring spatial facilities to help companies win more suitable labor and more optional suppliers,
and also make it easier to obtain cooperation and technological innovation, especially when
concentration under local governments (such as industrial parks), this kind of concentration always can
gain a series of political profits, such as complete infrastructure and management services. Preference of
concentration factors, is not only reflected in external economies of scope sharing talent, technology,
knowledge and information from enterprises concentration, but also expressed in external economies of
scale from the raise of supply chains overall efficiency.
3.1.2 Strategic selection of region
According to the above analysis, on the strategic selection of region, there are four types: low-cost
strategy, market strategy, supply chains concentration strategy and technology strategy.
Low-cost strategy aims at obtaining low-cost resource, its region direction focuses on low-cost
concentration region, and the region embeddedness of internal supply chains link begins with production
or procurement link. Market strategy aims at occupying more market, those target markets owning many
potential customers are the important region selection for business investment, its sale links are often
pre-embedded. Supply chains concentration strategy aims at gathering nearest supply chains support as
the starting point, attaching importance to the regions in which have many suppliers, partners, key
customers and industry supports. Compared with the low-cost strategy, the two strategies are all
pre-embedding in production link, but the supply chains concentration strategy’s procurement link
embedded obviously lags behind. Technology strategy aims for obtaining new technology and
management method, so its supply chains region embeddedness always near the regions where own
abundant technology, management and innovative ability, and the research and development links are
often embedded in advance.
3.2 Supply chains localization and organization of enterprise cluster
Enterprises based on strategy adjustment and structure restructuring are in need of supply chains
management and competition, so they should quickly realize the supply chains localization as center of a
specific location in some primary target markets, and build some clusters so as to support choices for
replying the new environment and challenges after the region embeddedness.
3.2.1 Supply chains localization
We divide localization into atomic firm’s localization and multinational company’s localization.
Atomic firms are local and they always first take root in the socio-economic structures familiar to
entrepreneurs. By embedding in local socio-economic structures, they can achieve the integration of
enterprise technology with local industrial structure and culture and local consumption culture.
Multinational companies localization refers to the dynamic process that from region embeddedness to
localization of internal supply chains and localization of external supply chains node enterprises when
the multinational enterprises executing the global localization strategy. The feature difference between
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them can be seen in Table1. In this paper, we mainly discuss localization in multinational companies.
Table 1

Feature Comparison of Supply Chains Localization between Atomic Firms and Multinational
Companies
Types
of Resources
advantage
of Length of Special
Open
to Competitiveness
enterprises
supply chains embeddedness
supply
border
of public
of supply chains
chains
supply chains
Familiar society economy,
Atomic firms culture
structure
and Short
Have
Closing
Weak
relational network
Multinational Resource of technology, Long
Not have
Opening
Strong
companies
capital and management
experience

Supply chains localization cluster is a combination of supply chains localization with industrial
cluster, also is a result of the local dynamic concentration of internal supply chains links with external
main suppliers in multinational companies. There are two bases for its appearance, one is the region
embeddedness of supply chains elements, and the other one is the accumulation of it. Key elements of
region embeddedness are system drive and economy drive. Cycle accumulation is contributed to mass
concentrations of supply chains elements at a certain space, thus forming the supply chains localization
cluster. While those successful demonstrations which are based on cost savings, resource-driven, and
establishment of trust relationship from indigenization, play an important role in promoting the correlate
enterprises’ follow-up embedded as well as the growth of supply chains localization cluster, which
comes from leading enterprises’ attraction to other node companies and competitive firms in same
products. As shown in Figure 2.
Economy drive
Region embededness
of supply chain

Trust drive

Supply chain
localization
System drive
Figure 2

Resource drive

Cost savings
drive

Supply chain
localization
cluster

Drive Factors of Supply Chains Localization Cluster

3.2.2 Driving forces of supply chains localization cluster
For a target market, from the initial region embeddedness to supply chains localization, economy
drive and system drive are important to multinational companies. (1) Economy drive, mainly includes:
① To win more market interests. Multinational companies implement supply chains localization, adapt
to the local culture, and use local business talents to produce and sell products or services to specific
areas, the ultimate goal is to maximize profits in the market; ② To gain resources. A significant goal of
multinational companies is to obtain strategic resources, such as talent, knowledge, technology,
information and other resources, especially in low-cost way. ③To reduce costs. Because the region
embeddedness will lead to the original supply chains elongation, then increase logistics costs, by
localization can lower some associated costs; ④ To cater to consumer preferences. Localization
provides local cultural elements for multinational companies and also takes a good opportunity for them
to seek products and services which are suitable for local culture and consume habits, so as to help
multinational companies win more consumers. (2) System drive, embodied in following aspects: ①
Trade barrier. In order to response to trade policy with high import tariffs or quotas from host countries,
multinational companies have to change the pre-export sales model to implement region embeddedness
of production links, selling local production in local areas, with this strategic adjustment, many supply
chains have carried much more localization of functional links. ② Requirement of localization rate, for
the support and protection of local economy and related industries, many host governments set a certain
percentage of the localization rate to transnational companies’ operation action, to limit the overmuch
resources import, and then increase local employment, contribute to the development and upgrade of
local related industries. Under this background, localization of multinational companies is in fact a kind
of passive acceptance for the operation rules made by host countries. ③ Local governance, some laws,
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rules and local regulations from host countries can form direct or indirect impact on supply chains
localization embeddedness. So to be familiar with relevant laws and regulations, to ensure safety in
production and to fit the local social policy requirements can push the supply chains localization
forward.
Three driving forces of supply chains localization cluster are: cost savings drive, resource drive and
trust drive. (1) Cost savings drive. Supply chains localization cluster provides some benefits for
lowering production costs through specialization and lowering transaction costs relying on supply chains
interior. At the same time, enterprises can achieve internal economies of scale and external economies of
scope. (2) Resource drive. Supply chains localization cluster can gather a lot of resource elements, not
only to help enterprises obtain the near resources and capabilities for their own survival and
development in convenience, but to be the important foundation for gaining near new knowledge,
technologies and management knack, as well as to insure them lossless. (3) Trust drive. Because of
geographic proximity, cluster provides frequent contacts opportunities for individuals, enterprises and
supply chains. With personal or organizational reputation, commitment and relational learning opened in
the cluster, trust drive can reduce uncertain opportunism between supply chains enterprises, and then
reduce supervision costs and transaction cost.
3.3 Supply chains globalization and enterprise network organization
Within the global scope, to establish the global supply chains network which is in centre of leading
enterprises internal supply chains and took part in global suppliers and local suppliers, the supply chains
network has become a major action feature of firms’ strategy under economic globalization.
3.3.1 From localization cluster to global supply chains network
At present, some multinational companies base on the home country supply chains localization
cluster, to internationalize cluster, then to copy or derive some new supply chains localization clusters,
which has become the significant organizational form for global strategy implementation to response to
global market opportunities. The network connections in the process of supply chains globalization, both
includes inside connection between different subsidiaries or parent- subsidiary, and outside connection
formed in the cooperation between enterprises and global supply chains firms. Such inside and outside
supply chains "network" has become a micro-management body for market globalization. “The micro
trade subject for goods and services’ market globalization isn’t country, but the enterprises with its
network” (Manuel Castells, 2000). In view of the important position of enterprise organizational
network in economic globalization production, multinational companies are making their efforts to
organize itself as the global network center, which means "network of networks."
3.3.2 Division of global supply chains network
Division of global supply chains network shows the division among supply chains leading
enterprises, global suppliers and high-low-end local suppliers. Leading enterprises can through
outsourcing, focus their energy on those challenging "core competencies" to obtain dynamic strength.
For supplier quality and risk aversion considerations, they deliver a larger share of production to a group
of companies which are less in number, larger in scale, and more mature in technology, as well as own
"global antenna”, furthermore, they will strengthen their cooperation with these groups so that the global
suppliers are formed. As for the local suppliers, they are gradually differentiated into high-end suppliers
and low-end supplier. The high-end suppliers become the main bearer of the division of global supplier
value chains at a period of time, and they can make docking with global supply chains network by one’s
own supply chains network. For the low-end suppliers, if don’t have the ability to attract local high-end
and global supplier, they may face the gradual decrease in shares from network division, or even
eliminated from the final global supply chains network.
3.3.3 Spatial structure of global supply chains network
Spatial structure of global supply chains network is divided into single-core type and multi-core
type. Within the single-core type of global supply chains network, existing a network centre (leading
enterprises), several hubs (supply chains localization clusters), lots of nodes (business unit of leading
enterprises or supply chains nodes enterprises). Leading enterprises control whole network system by
controlling the critical hubs of supply chains network, by virtue of their abundant technology and strong
brand advantage. Multi-core type of global supply chains network is defined as when the leading
enterprises or hubs in single-core supply network collaborating with other enterprises, different supply
chains network nodes seize the chance to embed into each other's supply chains network along supply
chains channels, so that can form an more complex and flexible global supply chains network than the
single-core type. Distinguishes between the two is shown in Table 2.
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Leading
enterprise
number
Supply
chains
relation
Supply
structu

chains

Supply
chains
governance

Table 2 Structural Feature of Global Supply Chains Network
single-core type
multi-core type
One
Two or more

Elements flows are mainly of internal
moving of supply chains network.

Elements flows move inside supply chains or
between it, the global apace is formed.

Vertical integration feature is obvious for
supply chains, the network structure is
close.
Emphasize on trust, vision and
cooperation, and mainly about property
management.

Both owning vertical and horizontal feature,
networking, specialization is clear, and the
network structure is loose.
Emphasize on resource complementation and
technical cooperation, coexist of contract and
property management.

4 Conclusions
This paper based on supply chains embeddedness, from supply chains region embeddedness to
spatial concentration of supply chains localization, then to spatial network of supply chains globalization,
discussing the region selection of spatial organizations, spatial concentration and spatial network, then
come to the result, that is, with the global competition being evolved into supply chains competition and
region embeddedness of key elements (such as the leading enterprises) as well as spatial organization
further development, enterprises supply chains organizations’ projection to space is specifically
incorporated from point( supply chains embeddedness) to line ( supply chains partly embedded) to
cluster ( supply chains deeply embedded and its localization) to network (supply chains regionalization
and supply chains globalization).
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Abstract Based on intergrowth theory, this paper attempts to analyze the symbiotic relationships
between family firm and manager via symbiotic model analysis method. Firstly, the paper presents three
main influencing factors of symbiotic relationship between family firm and professional manager. Then
the paper explores the correlations among those three factors. Secondly, the paper sets up a mutualism
model between family firm and professional manager. Finally it proposes several countermeasures to
improve the symbiotic relationship through the optimization of internal environment of symbiosis unit
and the optimization of the interface.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Literature review of relationships between family firm and professional manager
Family firms are dominating most national economies [1]. When an enterprise starts, “kith-and-kin
involvement” in family firms is a potential source of strength. However, a family firm has to draw in
managers from outside the family as it grows. This will require management of the relationships
between family and non-family members of the firm. The sharing of power, which the acceptance of
non-family managers requires, is one of the hardest issues for family firms to come to terms with
[2]
However, in China, 90% cases of having outside directors in family firms ended up with failures and
their serving periods were no more than 18 months, which arouses much concern in academic circles.
Existing studies that deal with manager turnover have mainly concentrated in the following 3
aspects. (1) Exploration of both external and internal environments. Firstly, professional manager
systems in China are not complete [3]. Secondly, concrete laws and regulations are not yet established.
Thirdly, family firm owners tend to appoint managers by favoritism [3]. (2) Analyses of conflicts of
separation of management and ownership based on Agency Theory. Agency Theory provides strategies
to solve these conflicts via incentive systems, performance evaluation and management control [4]. For
instance, using game theory to explore the collaboration between the manager and the owner
[5]
.However, Agency Theory might not have exhaustive explanatory power for the salience of
management control systems in family firms. (3) Discusses of dilemma in the collaboration between
family firm and outside manager. Su Qi [6] maintains that on one hand, moral standards of professional
managers in China are relatively low; on the other hand, the manager market leaves much to be desired.
Moreover, information monopoly and highly-centralized management institution [7], particular leadership
style [8], uncompleted and unguaranteed contracts [9] all contribute to the dilemma.
1.2 Literature review of symbiosis
The term symbiosis commonly describes close and often long-term interactions between different
biological species. The term was first used in 1879 by the German mycologist Heinrich Anton de Bary,
who defined it as “the living together of unlike organisms.” [10]Since middle of the 20th century,
intergrowth theory has been applied in social science fields such as in medical science, in agricultural
science and in economic science. It was western scholars that firstly introduced the intergrowth theory
into social science. They have largely approved of designing a social community based on intergrowth
theory, emphasizing the interrelations between various factors in the social production system. For
example, the research of industrial symbiosis concentrates on the integration of geographically
proximate industries in networks of material and energy exchange [11]. In China, Yuan Chunqing firstly
applied intergrowth theory in small economy, establishing a conceptual system and basic analytic
methods of social science based on intergrowth theory [12].
1.3 Scope of the paper
Based on the status of quo of external and internal researches, this paper firstly attempts to explore
main influencing factors of symbiotic relationship between family firm and manager; and then it
constructs a mutualism model between them and puts forward countermeasures to improve the
relationship, which gives an innovative insight into the intrinsic quality of the relationship between
family firm and professional manager.
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2 Influencing Factors on Symbiotic Relationship between Family Firm and
Professional Manager

According to intergrowth theory, symbiosis unit, symbiosis model and symbiosis environment are
main influencing factors in the symbiosis system while symbiosis interface is the interacting medium.
Mutual development is the essence of intergrowth theory. When applied in economics, symbiosis means
that ever-lasting material connections exist between economic subjects. The family firm and the
manager are equal market subjects with interdependent relations between each other. Family firms need
to succeed commercially as well as to maintain the family connection. To do so, the introduction of
professional managers, especially those outside the family, into the organization is an indispensable step
in the development of family business; otherwise, family firms will go forward downfall. Meanwhile,
professional managers have to apply their knowledge in enterprises, especially in family firms which
account for more than 90% of Chinese firms; otherwise, managers will have no stage to display their
talents. Therefore, there is an interdependent relation between the family firm and the professional
manager; and we can employ intergrowth theory to investigate their relationships.
2.1 Symbiosis unit
Symbiosis unit is the basic unit of energy production and energy exchange in a symbiosis
relationship. Thereby, the family firm and the professional manager are symbiosis units which are
foundations of this symbiosis system. Quality parameters are intrinsic decisive factors within symbiosis
units. Accordingly, quality parameters of a family firm are the number of the staff, the capability of the
staff, and the quality of the product or service and etc. while quality parameters of a professional
manager are professional ethics, management abilities and etc.
Generally, there are 3 situations when family firms have to recruit professional managers outside.
Firstly, the family firm is in the mature period with large scale. Secondly, the family firm needs
non-linear and unconventional revolutions while there is no sound succession plan. Thirdly, business
operations in the family firm fail to run well and shareholders are not satisfied with present managers.
This paper then is set in the above situations with the hypothesis the family firm is in charge of the
family owner.
2.2 Symbiosis model
2.2.1 Combinations of symbiosis modes
Symbiosis model can not only reflect how symbiosis units interact between each other but also
indicate how intense those units interact. When based on different behaviors, symbiosis models can be
divided into parasitism, commensalism, non- symmetrical mutualism and symmetrical mutualism. When
based on different organized manners, symbiosis models can be divided into one-time symbiosis,
intermittent symbiosis, continuous symbiosis, and integrated symbiosis. Then there will be 16 basic
mode combinations altogether, which are as follows, one-time parasitism, intermittent parasitism,
continuous parasitism, integrated parasitism, one-time commensalism, intermittent commensalism,
continuous commensalism, integrated commensalism, non-symmetrical one-time intermittent mutualism,
non-symmetrical continuous mutualism, non-symmetrical mutualism, non-symmetrical integrated
mutualism, symmetrical one-time mutualism, symmetrical continuous mutualism, symmetrical
intermittent mutualism and symmetrical integrated mutualism.
Table 1

Existing Symbiotic Models

Non-symmetrical one-time mutualism

Non-symmetrical Intermittent mutualism

Non-symmetrical
Continuous mutualism

Family firm: the organization is but an
empty shell; usually small and
medium-sized private enterprises; power
and responsibility is not defined clearly;
the boss usually has the final say; neither
streamlined
nor
institutionalized;
managers can not exercise rights properly.
Professional manger: lack of professional
ethics; working without earnest and
sincerity; not conformed to the required
caliber.

The family owners are likely to be
concerned that the family managers are
taking too much out of the business,
while the non-family managers may feel
that their contribution is being
under-rewarded.
Amid fierce competition, there is high
turnover of staff.

Professional managers
can
pursue
their
long-term goals within a
stable framework.
Family firms are able to
obtain continued success.
Intimate links the family
firm and the manager.

2.2.2 Analysis of optimal symbiosis model
Among the above 16 mode combinations, continuous symmetrical mutualism is the optimal model
which is the most efficient and stable symbiotic form. That is, both the family firm and the manager get
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the equal opportunity to grow continually.
Presently, since both family firms and professional managers pursue maximum profit, neither
parasitism nor commensalism exists while mutualism, especially non-symmetrical mutualism is a
common mode. Hence, the existing models can be seen in Table 1.
2.3 Symbiosis environment
Symbiosis environment is the setting of all external conditions, entities and factors surrounding the
symbiosis unit which influence its act ivies and choices. In the symbiotic system of family firm and
professional manager, the external environment are related contains laws and regulations, professional
manager market, the Confucianism culture, product market, capital market and so on.
At present, the professional manager market in China is far from perfect and related laws and
regulations are absent. Besides, the Confucianism culture is rooted in China. People tend to trust those
who are in blood relationships or who are their acquaintances. Moreover, trust is built on personal
commitment.
2.4 Correlations of the above 3 factors
In the symbiotic system of family firm and professional manager, Symbiosis unit (U) is the
foundation; symbiosis model (M) is the central part and symbiosis environment (E) represents external
conditions. The symbiotic entity and the environment are interacting. The environment may have
positive, negative or neutral effects on the symbiotic entity, vice visa.
The relationship between the symbiotic entity and the environment can be mirrored in symbiosis
interface which is the complex of all connecting mechanisms between each symbiosis unit. The driving
force of symbiosis interface is profit while the resistance is cost. Only when the power of driving force
is greater than the power of resistance; that is, the profit is greater than the cost; then there will be
material, information and energy exchange between family firms and managers.
Correlations of symbiosis unit, symbiosis model and symbiosis environment can be seen in Fig.1,
in which U 1 U 2 represent the family firm and the professional manager respectively; M refers to
the symbiosis model; E stands for external environments.
\
Family firm (U1)

Symbiosis model (M)

Professional
manager (U2)

Environment (E)

Figure 1

Improvements of Symbiotic Relationship between Family Firm and Professional Manager

3 Improving Symbiotic Relationship between Family Firm and Professional
Manager
3.1 Optimizaiton of internal environment within symbiosis units
3.1.1 Optimization of internal environment of family firm
Existing studies have focused on optimizing corporate governance structures and improving
relationships within. For example, separating family judgments from business judgments and to be seen
to be so doing are significant; hiring independent outside counsels and formalizing corporate structure.
Besides, it becomes particularly important to define jobs and the responsibilities which go with them
more clearly when non-family managers are appointed.
However, this paper mainly discusses the perfection of management system in family firms.
Firstly, it makes sense to encourage all the family members with an interest in the firm to arrange
to meet at regular intervals to discuss family and business issues. Such gatherings may start by being
informal, but there are advantages both to the family and to the firm in moving to some kind of properly
constituted family council or assembly. This involves deciding who is entitled to membership, for
example, should members by marriage who may not own shares be included; and it is also useful to
elect someone who can speak for the family, probably the assembly’s chairman. Secondly, the
management network of the firm should be aligned to its purpose, so that the pattern of organization is
logical. The chain of command and the decision-making process should be clear. Jobs need to be
properly defined and responsibilities allocated; the assignment of tasks should be known inside and
outside the firm. All of this helps to avoid arguments within the family about the way in which the firm
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is being run and responsibilities shared. Thirdly, appropriate management development plan should be
programmed. The purposes of the plan are, on one hand, to provide professional opportunities for family
members; on the other hand, to offer promotion and growth to non-family managers. The plan may
contain personnel arrangement, training of both family and non-family members and defining roles
work, etc.
3.1.2 Optimization of internal environment of professional manager
There is no doubt that professional managers should improve their competence all the time such
as coaching skills, team-building and flexibility, etc. Besides, for Chinese professional managers, it is
urgently required to be more tolerant and dedicated. Integrity and loyalty is always the first principle.
Credibility is the same important as or even more important than caliber.
3.2 Optimizaiton of the interface
Cultivating a mature manager market, building a credit society, constructing a more tolerant
national culture and improving individual property rights protection system are all effective methods to
optimize the interface of the symbiotic relationship. Moreover, in a relatively microscopic level, we can
establish a credit institution containing credit files and credit ratings. Overall, the improvements can be
seen in Fig.2.
Professional manager
(U2)

Family firm (U1)
1. Optimization of corporate governance
structures
(1) strengthen the independence of the board
and reinforce the role of the supervisory

1. Competence and credibility

board

2. Orientation to ongoing teaching and

(2) design a sound Appointed Agency

learning

Agreement, especially the restraint-incentive
scheme

continuous symmetric

2. Improvement of relationships within
(1) clarity of roles.
(2) establish a scientific assessment system
3. Perfection of management system
(1) family councils to promote dialogue

mutualism (M)

3. Self-direction and willingness to take
direction
4. Commitment to a shared vision
5. Integrity and courage
6. Flexibility
7. Team-building and coaching skills

(2) logical management network
(3) appropriate management development
plan
Environment (E): 1.A mature manager market; 2.A credit society; 3.A more tolerant national culture; 4.A credit institution
containing credit files and credit ratings; 5.Improving individual property rights protection system

Figure 2

Improvements of Symbiotic Relationship between Family Firm and Professional Manager

4 Conclusion
This paper sought to analyze the symbiotic relationships between family firm and professional
manager. Firstly, there is an interdependent relation between family firm and professional manager; and
we can employ intergrowth theory to investigate rules of the symbiosis system. Secondly, continuous
symmetrical mutualism is an ideal state which is the most efficient and most stable symbiotic form
while mutualism, especially non-symmetrical mutualism is very common nowadays. Thirdly, since
symbiosis unit is the foundation of the symbiotic system while related laws and regulations can be seen
as symbiosis interface; we can improve the symbiotic system by optimizing the internal environment
within simbiosis units and by improving the interface.
However, intergrowth theory is classified into the biological category after all; when applied into
social science, there is still a long way to go to be more exact and suitable. Empirical studies and
quantitative analyses are needed in next step.
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Abstract With the acceleration of economic globalization, and the growing market competition,
implementation of transnational merger and acquisition (M & A) has become an important way for
China’s enterprise to expand its competition strength and seek oversea expansion. Throughout the history
of Chinese automotive enterprises’ oversea acquisitions, whether the enterprise cultural integration
succeded or not has become a key factor for the integration performance. Its study of cultural integration
is necessary since Geely’s acquisition of Volvo is significant especially as Geely’s domestic private
enterprise status. In this paper, we first make a comparison of the two enterprises’ institutional culture,
material culture and spiritual culture and then propose corresponding enterprise cultural integration
methods of the three aspects.
Key words Acquisition; Geely; Volvo; Enterprise cultural integration

1 Introduction
On March 28, 2010, the group Geely limited company-in Zhejiang, China, signed the final
agreement of share acquisition with Ford Motor Company, in Sweden’s second-largest city-Gothenburg.
Geely has won 100% equity and related assets of Volvo at the expense of 18 billion dollars. But Geely Ltd.
will face strategy, finance, marketing, human resource as well as a series of integration problems after this
acquisition. Among these, the success of the enterprise cultural integration comes first. But moreover, the
process is including a long-term systematic project. Because for these two companies, there exist great
differences in the two companies’ enterprise culture, while one of the characteristics of culture is its
relative stability, so it is difficult to achieve enterprise cultural integration in the short term.
International researches of enterprise cultural integration focus on four aspects: 1) The relationship
of the enterprise culture and the performance of M & A (Chatterje, Lubatkin 1992, Cartwright,
Cooper1993) Enterprise cultural differences and Integration (Haspeslaph, Jemison 1991) The enterprise
cultural integration model and mechanism (Berry 1993) The relationship between cultural integration and
other integration types.
Domestic study of enterprise cultural integration is still in the initial stage, three aspects are
embodied. 1) The role and significance of cultural integration in the M & A (Su Yong 1992) A summary
of successful domestic M & A cases (Wang Wei, Kang Rongping 2003) An introduction of some research
results about western enterprise cultural integration and some translation or publications of related works
or papers abroad (Wang Guokai 1998).
The International study of enterprise cultural integration is mature, comprehensive, profound,
empirical and has certain maneuverability. The domestic researches have put forward the importance of
enterprise cultural integration, which is our research starting point, but is still at the primary stage.
Relatively, the domestic study is sporadic, less comprehensive and systematic.
Moreover, both international and domestic researches have not involved specific enterprise cultural
integration methods of the spiritual culture, institutional culture and material culture. So in this paper we
make a research of Geely’s enterprise cultural integration of those three aspects.

2 Theoretical Basis
2.1 Enterprise culture
Enterprise culture is a summation of the values, behavior patterns, feeling atmosphere and the
enterprise image first advocated by the enterprise managers and gradually formed in most of the common
employees in the process of enterprise management practices. Enterprise culture has three structural
elements: the spiritual culture in the center, the institutional culture intermediate and the material culture
at the surface. The spiritual culture contains the enterprise spirit, business philosophy, management
concept, group consciousness and value concept. The institutional culture is made up of enterprise
regulations, leading system and organizational management mode, operation system and management
system. The material culture is including enterprise production environment, products and services,
advertising, employee appearance and architectural layout, etc.
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2.2 Enterprise cultural integration
Enterprise cultural integration refers to a process of resolving and fusing cultural conflicts generated
when two or more different enterprise cultures meet.
Here are three basical principles of enterprise cultural integration:
1) Remain culture tolerance. Mutual respect and equality in the personality is very necesary.
What’s more a free and democratic attitude also should not be neglected.
2) To be sublation with different cultures which means absorbing essence and removing
disadvantages from both cultrues.
3) Combine generality and individuality.Based on different status of different enterprises, every
enterprise cultrue shoud has its own chracteristics.
4) Learn from other enterprises’ advanced experiences but always bear innovation in mind.
To the contrary of the hierarchy of enterprise culture, it is from surface to core that we usually carry
out enterprise cultural integration, that is to start with the material culture then establish institutional
systems, and finally form a common spiritual culture identified by all members after a long period.

3 Enterprise Culture Differences Analyses
3.1 Enterprise material culture
Geely has a long saloon car product line including its 8 series (Free Warship, Jin gang, Yuan Jing,
Shanghai Huapu, Beauty Leopard and so on) and more than 30 finished automobile products. Volvo
features following four series of products: go-anywhere vehicle/SUV (XC60 and XC90), saloon car
(S40, S60, and S80L), ragtop /roadster with double doors (C30 and C70). Obviously, Geely focuses on
saloon cars while Volvo extends that to other classifications.
As for products themselves, the design of Volvo’s products is simple but decent and high grade,
with lowest price nearly 300,000 as high-end automobiles. While Geely emphasizes on magnificence
and practical value with the highest product price not more than 110,000 as a low-end car manufacturer.
Volvo uses the same first name “Volvo” and different English letters and numbers to identify
different products while Geely gives completely different names for each product. Therefore, Volvo has
a better brand recognition.
3.2 Enterprise institutional culture
The labor union system and social welfare system are the most prominent institutions in Volvo.
These rights are given to the Volvo union: association, negotiating and extended negotiating, industrial
action, right to be the litigation delegate, right to be informed and prior right to interpret. Also, the union
plays an important role in designing, supervising and managing the legal social security system as well
as building multi-level social security system. Volvo’s employees enjoy the high level welfare system,
which may lead to higher taxes to undertake for the enterprise, a low working enthusiasm and inhibit
shareholders’ investment enthusiasm because of the taxes imposed on them.
The organizational structure in Volvo tends to be decentralization, flat pyramid style, where the
rules and regulations or standardized processes are not emphasized and decision making is usually quick.
Comparatively, Geely has a more centralization, lofty pyramid structure featuring obvious hierarchy and
slow decision making.
The Volvo leadership style is characterized by its high management participation, less direct
supervision, rewards and punishment based on performance of individual, people orientation and high
flexibility. While Geely’s leadership style is embodied in responsibility and commitment, the more X
theory features, authoritarianism and task oriented.
3.3 Enterprise spiritual culture
The following table shows us clearly the enterprise spiritual culture differences of Geely and Volvo.
Table 1 Comparison of Enterprise Spiritual Culture between Geely and Volvo

Enterprise
Spritual
culture
Geely

Volvo

Culture Enterprise’s Core
history
Values

Operational
philosophy

Enterprise
Objective

Social Responsibility

Safety,
Let the world is The charitable cause: education,
environmental
Cost
control,
full of Geely”s poverty
relief,
environmental
13 years
protection, design, profit orientation
cars
protection
quality
Sports with high life quality: Golf
The most safe, People-oriented, To be the world’s
open tournament, “Masters Cup”
development
most successful
83 years environmental,
amateur
game,
energy saving
orientation
luxury car brand.
“round-the-world”sailing competition
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4 Enterprise Cultural Integration
Enterprise culture integration is in the opposite direction of the enterprise culture content hierarchy,
from breaking-in period of material culture and institutional culture to longer period of enterprise spirit
integration.
4.1 Enterprise material culture integration
Currently, there is a big gap between the product grade of Volvo and Geely. Therefore, at the initial
integration, the two brands should remain independent. Geely’s brands now seem slightly mixed and
disordered. British, luxuriant, cartoon types are included, but they do not form a core product. However,
if Geely wants to compete with such strong competitors as BMW, Audi, etc, the products must have a
rival core competitive advantage, whether it is cheap, safe or environmental. Geely should make the
market positioning be more accurate by subdividing the market for target according to customers’ age,
profession or other standards.
The safety performance of Volvo’s products is already excellent. But for the high-end market, the
appearance design is its weakness. Especially in the Chinese market, it is best to design proper products
according to more market surveys of the Chinese aesthetic standards and Chinese consumption
characteristics.
Volvo can share Geely’s sale channels and other sale resource in China, but Volvo must be under
management control of Geely. That is in order to let consumers don’t confuse the two brands, we set
separate 4S shops for Volvo by using more Chinese managers than Volvo’s.
4.2 Enterprise institutional culture integration
Above all, Geely should keep Volvo’s Labor Union system and let the members gradually identify
with Geely’s enterprise culture. Any rigid system to suppress the union is impracticable but can only
cause conflicts because of the union’s long history. To win the heart of employees, it is important to
form a formal and especially informal psychological contract between top managers and employees.
Therefore, it is necessary to build a team with international cultural literacy, in which the members are
professionally trained, know how to infuse Geely’s motto “Geely accompanies your happy life” to the
union and have proficient skills to blend in.
Secondly, be careful when making pay cuts or laying off employees. The too high employee
payments mainly account for the high operational cost, thus cause imbalance between revenue and
expenditure. So Geely has to lower wages to a proper level. But firstly Geely should promise that it is a
policy during this special deficit period, after that the wage will return to normal. And it is very
necessary to take care of the laid off workers.
Thirdly, it is urgent to set more proper criterions of conduct. In order to implement cost
management, more rigid systems and standard process regulations must be given to the Volvo
employees. But first the systems should tell more what to do as well as the special indexes and then
discuss with employees about how to do. Also, the systems should identify what is principled and what
is not, that is to maintain flexibility and tolerate some particular ways of working in Volvo.
4.3 Enterprise spiritual culture integration
The first step is to build safety centered, environmental protection and energy saving taken into
account enterprise values. As the Toyota’s “call back” and HP’s “quality” events has aroused wide
concern around the word, consumers pay more attention to “safety” than ever. Thus, both Geely and Volvo
should attach great importance to the product quality. When Volvo has made up the deficits and get
surpluses, environmental protection and energy saving should be given more attention for more share of
the market. As for Geely, better after-sale service will be as important as the products.
More market orientation and cost control must be added into Volvo’s operational idea system while
Geely should be more people-oriented. Before the acquisition, Volvo’s manufacturing style is excelsior,
where a lot of efforts are made for the best product quality. But what a product designers think is best may
not be so for customers and the pursuit of too high quality might lead high R&D cost. So Volvo should
strengthen the function of marketing especially in China and always bear cost control in mind. Geely’s
people orientation is not only for product design but also for internal employees which means respecting,
concerning people more and more management participation.
Geely must infuse target management idea into Volvo and let Volvo form a hard work
atmosphere.Now the main enterprise objective for Volvo is to become a competitive luxury car brand in
China. Its first step is expanding the market share. While only high efficiency can help obtain that target.
But as Volvo’s employees enjoy high welfare and have a low working pressure, their work zeal is not high
enough. Thus concrete targets should be given to each section and each employee so that they can have
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more sense of urgency. New incentive system affiliated with the target performance can be used to form a
hard working atmosphere.
Volvo must perform more social responsibilities to form a better enterprise image. The programs for
public should not be confined to competitions, but also for more programs related with Chinese people’s
lives.

5 Conclusion
Our analysis demonstrates that during the enterprise culture integration period, the two brands should
remain independent, but still some adjustments must be made. Geely should make more accurate market
positioning to form a core product while Volvo must improve the product design. Besides, it is better to
remain the labor union system but lower the remuneration properly, be careful when laying off employees
and set new rigid systems as well as standard process regulations for cost control. When it comes to the
spiritual culture, the common safety centered, environmental protection and energy saving taken into
account enterprise values should be built, more market orientation and cost control must be added into
Volvo’s operational idea system while Geely should be more people-oriented. What’s more, Geely must
infuse target management idea into Volvo and let Volvo form a hard work atmosphere and Volvo must
perform more social responsibilities to form a better enterprise image.
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Abstract This paper focuses on how Chinese products are promoted in Niger market. In fact,
promotion involves many tools integrated in the mix of promotion. Through our analysis we have
realized that Chinese products are promoted in Niger mainly through personal selling. The aim of our
paper is to work out some other convenient and accurate promotion tools which would be useful in
terms of improving the penetration and notoriety of made in china brands in Niger market. The analysis
is based on secondary data collection completed with telephone interviews with some Niger sellers of
made-in-China goods operating in Niger. The double origin on the data allowed us to run a comparative
analysis between Chinese and Western brands in their promotion tools.
Key words Personal selling; Made-in-China; Promotion; Niger

1 Introduction
The economic reform that began in China in the late 1970s has opened up China to the rest of the
world and served as an impetus to the development of China’s export. But even before this opening-up,
marketing played a significant role in China’s export development. A typical example was the annual
trade fair held in Guangzhou before the 1978 economic reforms to help promote China’s product in
foreign countries. However, only when the economic reform began in 1978 did Chinese businesses start
fully to utilize advertising abroad, as an important tool in promoting Chinese goods and services in
foreign countries called export advertising [1]. It means that an export corporation or its agent transmits
information about Chinese enterprises and establishes the image of their products.
In less than ten years, more than a dozen special export advertising corporations were established in
important Chinese exporting cities. They play an essential role in informing the world about Chinese
export commodities, opening up and expanding foreign markets as well as promoting Chinese exports.
For example, Beijing Advertising Corporation, with the cooperation of foreign advertising agencies,
successfully held an advertising campaign in many foreign countries. In order to facilitate the
development of China’s export advertising, the China National Advertising Association for Foreign
Economic Relations and Trade (Cnaafert) was founded nearly 20 years ago [2].
Since 1992, when veteran leader Deng Xiaoping visited south China and called for bolder reform,
China has become determined to restructure the country’s export system by organizing the businesses
along Western lines. More producers and manufacturers are allowed to market their products directly. In
the past, exports were monopolized by certain special foreign trade corporations which, as agents having
a wide choice of domestic suppliers, were not keen on advertising products. Meanwhile, the producers
themselves were not permitted to hold advertising campaigns[3]. With the reforms, producers deal with
foreign consumers directly and benefit from their products’ popularity.
Since the nation’s planned export system is shifting to a market orientation, the need for improved
export advertising becomes obvious. Chinese exporters have to compete with their own colleagues as
well as foreign rivals. After a decade of development, export advertising in China in coordination with
other marketing elements has entered a stage where it is necessary to adopt a planned, integrated
promotion strategy. Based on market research, this strategy should include the entire range of promotion
activities focusing on market demand and informing the target market precisely and ingeniously. This
aims to stimulate demand, influence the purchasing behavior, establish the image of the enterprises and
their products and finally promote the sales of the products or services.
Chinese products began to be exported in significant quantity to Niger especially from the year
2004. The main reason of this spreading export of made in china product is the competitive advantage in
terms of low cost of Chinese goods. Niger consumers are adopting these goods more and more widely
through the country. But one of the challenges Chinese product faces is to apply a mix of promotion
tools which could help sellers to increase their market shares. In fact, the image of Chinese brands in
Niger consumers’ mind is often seen as low quality goods since customers are used to buy western
countries goods. Buyers think that western products have the distinction to be usually expensive but
with a very reliable balance between price and quality.
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Through this study we discover that actually Chinese goods have made high improvements in
quality while keeping price very competitive and low. We focus on the adequate tools that could be used
in order to convince Niger consumers of the fact that even Chinese goods have a very low price, they
still be qualitative as equal as western goods. Moreover we notice that in some specific market segments,
the Chinese product is even higher in quality than western goods. Chinese product has a very big
potential market in Niger, but the way this product is being promoted should be innovated and directed
in relation with most important variables that Niger consumers usually consider when deciding to buy
goods.

2 Promotion of China-Made Products in Niger Market
2.1 Overview of Niger market
Historically, Niger market was being supplied by important share of foreign products coming from
diverse regions and countries. Globally we notice that we can divide the origin of the product into two
categories. First we have the western goods which are being sold for many years, making Niger
consumers to build a brand loyalty to these western brands. Second and more recently there has been
Chinese product entering in Niger market. This fact is still being improved as many companies now
continue to import products especially from China. Consequently Chinese product is now spreading in
Niger with diverse kinds of goods from many Chinese brands. But consumers in Niger have developed
preferences and loyalty to early established brands. This makes more difficult for new entrants to build a
significant market share or to compete with these incumbents.

Figure 1 Evolution Imported Goods from China to Niger
Note: the percentage is calculated on the monetary value of the global imported quantity

The main challenge for the Chinese product in Niger market is to find the best strategy as well as
suitable promotion tools to deal with these challenging environmental variables. According to Niger
national bureau of statistics report [4], below is the trend of imported goods from China in recent past
years. It shows a permanent increase in quantity imported. The data in Figure 1 reflects national imports
of Niger from 2000 to 2008.We recognize that companies have been importing Chinese product to Niger
very significantly for nearly ten years. But the great pick began in year 2004 marking the general
penetration of Chinese brands in Niger market. In the next stage we will analyze how competitors of
Chinese brands promote their products and compare it with made-in-China goods promotion.
2.2 Importance of personal selling in Nigerian market
It has been obviously proved that personal selling is extremely important in most of product
promotion as it helps in increasing sales [5]. But there are other features as well which make it important.
Let us discuss the importance of personal selling from the point of view of manufactures as well as
consumers.
For the manufacturer personal selling creates demand for products both new as well as existing
ones and also creates new customers and, thus helps in expanding the market for the product. It leads to
product improvement. While selling personally the seller gets acquainted with the choice and demands
of customers and makes suggestions accordingly to the manufacturer.
On the other hand personal selling provides an opportunity to the consumers to know about new
products introduced in the market. Thus, it informs and educates the consumers about new products.
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Through personal selling, customers know about the use of new products in the market. The sellers
demonstrate the product before the prospective buyers and explain the use and utility of the products.
Personal selling also guides customers in selecting goods best suited to their requirements and tastes as
it involves face-to-face communication. It gives an opportunity to the customers to put forward their
complaints and difficulties in using the product and get the solution immediately.
2.3 General process of personal selling for China-made products in Niger
In Niger, the Chinese product is first promoted to Nigerian businessmen who once they are engaged
in importing, they are in charge of promoting this product to local consumers [6]. Historically, the
Chinese product was being promoted in Niger mainly through personal selling by using local sales force.
The earliest promotion strategy used was the push strategy. Chinese companies promote their product to
Niger companies as whole sellers which in turn promote to Niger final consumers. This strategy lasts for
the some years then the pull strategy was applied for direct promotion of Chinese brands in Niger.
Generally the selling process can be summarized as the follows:
Face-to-face interaction: Personal selling involves a salesmen having face-to-face interaction with
the prospective buyers.
Persuasion: Personal selling requires persuasion on the part of the seller to the prospective
customers to buy the product. Ability to convince customers is needed to create interest in customers’
mind to use the new product.
Flexibility: The approach of personal selling is always flexible. Salesman explains the features and
benefits of the product, gives demonstration product use and also faces number of queries from the
customers.
Promotion of sales: The ultimate objective of personal selling is to promote sales by convincing
more and more customers to use the Chinese product.
Supply of Information: Personal selling provides information to the customers regarding
availability of the product, special features, uses and utility of the products.
Mutual Benefit: It is a two-way process. Both seller and buyer derive benefit from it. While
customers feel satisfied with the goods, the seller enjoys the profits.

3 Comparison of Promotion Tools for Products Made in China and in Other
Origin
3.1 Promotion tools for Non-China-made products
Table 1 shows the most important promotion tools used by ten companies in Niger when promoting
their product. It is based on a secondary data collection.
Table 1 Use of Promotion Tools for Not-China-Made Products
Promotion tool
Percentage (%)
Rank
Direct mail
40
1
Newspaper
26
2
Magazine
25
3
Outdoor display
6
4
Radio
2
5
Television
1
6
total
100
Rank: 1 = highest frequency; 6 = lowest frequency
Source: Survey realized in Niger by an advertising agency “REGIE PUB NIGER” in 2008

The above table shows that the product is mostly promoted through three major promotion tools.
The first one is direct mail because most related companies aim to develop much closed relation with
their customers, and also their strategy is based on personalization. The second tool is newspaper as
many customers have access to it. Companies use it to attract potential buyers in many areas where other
promotion tools could not reach. We see that also magazines constitute an important tool as many people
buy them frequently. Other promotion tools are used but with a very low frequency such as radio,
television or outdoor display.
3.2 Promotion tools for China-made products
Based on secondary data of a survey from Niger market of made in China goods and completed by
telephone interviews, conclusions show that most of consumers know Chinese product by intermediaries
and get product from personal selling. Table 2 shows the proportion of each promotion tool used for
made in china goods.
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Use of Promotion Tools by Companies Selling Made in China Products
Promotion tool
Percentage (%)
Rank

Face to face
television
radio
Newspaper

59
13
11
9

1
2
3
4

magazines

5

5

posters

3

6

100

-

total

Rank: 1 = highest frequency; 6 = lowest frequency
Source: Survey realized in Niger by an advertising agency “REGIE PUB NIGER” in 2008

In Table 2 we realized that companies selling made in China products use one principal promotion
tool which is personal selling or face to face at a frequency of about 60 percent. We realized that this
frequency of personal selling is almost the same for most of Chinese product sellers. It is followed by
television, radio, and newspaper by respectively 13, 11, and 9 percent. It shows that the promotion
strategy used for Chinese product is anyhow based on the central idea of personal selling is the common
and suitable tool for Niger market.
3.3 Comparison of promotion strategies for products made-in-China vs. Not-made-in-China
By looking to the two tables, we realize that they both use mix of promotion tools but with different
frequency importance. In fact for the not-made-in-China brands, promotion tools seem more
significantly diversified as companies use different channels. In promoting made-in-China product, the
personal selling is the most common used by companies, and this shows the necessity for Chinese brand
sellers to convince, persuade, and make familiar the buyers about the product. That’s why they need
more face to face contact to answer, explain and attract consumers to adopt their new product. We can
also see that some promotion tools used for not-made-in-China product are not used for made-in-China
and vice versa.

4 Conclusions
Through the analysis we find that the selection of promotion tools depends on many environmental
factors and also on the product life cycle. In fact in Niger context, the selection, at the penetration stage,
of the promotion tool should have the objective of how to change or shift the customers’ loyalty from
competitors to the promoted brand. Here the main strategy is to use the cultural variable of the target
market mixed with the competitive advantage of the company in terms of low cost, good quality, social
responsibility, and tools which could allow quick information feedback between buyers and sellers.
That’s why we confirm that the personal selling tool and those closer to it are the most convenient
promotion tools for new entrant Chinese brands, and more generally for all new comers in Niger market.
On another hand, during this study we worked out significant differences between made and not-made
in China product promotion strategies and tools used in Niger. Accordingly most of Chinese brand
sellers use nearly the same promotion strategy depending on the business life cycle. This evidence is
also true for almost all sellers of western product as they have common promotion tools but quietly
different from made-in-China’s one. One think in common is that they both permanently adapt their
promotion strategies and tools to the local environment of different regions of Niger. Further research
will aim to show the way that Chinese brands could be promoted in a global integrated marketing
communications strategy in West African countries as they present very similar environmental
characteristics.
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Abstract How to determine the offer price accurately in initial public offering (IPO) is very important
for international investment banks. There are three methods for IPO pricing: open offer, auction and
book-building, while are different in information extraction, stock allocation, under-pricing and etc., and
all have dominances and flaws. Among them book-building has been more and more popular for its
prominent mechanisms, but it is also criticized owing to its deficiencies such as the aggravation of “ the
winner's cure” owing to the differential allocation, institutional collusion, investment bank's lack of
competition and IPO information noise as well as comparative high costs comparing to other methods.
In 2005, China abandoned fixed offer and selected book-building, but owning to the restriction of the
allocation, the bidding behavior and the collusion of the institutional investors, the mechanisms of
book-building in China is not effective. According to the low efficiency of valuation of the stock and the
collusion of institutional investors in China’s book-building practice, the regulation institutions must
strengthen the information extraction mechanism, standardize the process of the quotation, foster
experienced investors so as to promote the efficiency of the book-building in China.
Keywords IPO; Investment bank; Open offer; Auction;Book-building

1 Introduction
For international investment banks, the ability of pricing is the most important. There are three
commonly used methods to determine the offer price in an initial public offering (IPO): Book-building,
open offer (or fixed price), and auctions. Book-building and open offer have been predominant for a
long time, while auctions, recently held over internet, is surprisingly rare. But for a multitude of aspects
it is still an open question which mechanism best serves the purpose of the seller. Many authors highly
appreciate book-building method owing to its information extraction[1], many literatures also pointed out
that book-building requires on average a lower discount[2][3]. While recent papers have also
recommended auctions used in some IPO markets abroad, like the French ‘mise en vente’ and variants
of the Dutch auction, see (Biais and Faugeron-Crouzet 1998), for example, who showed that among the
various IPO selling methods used, the French“mise en vente” can implement the optimal direct selling
mechanism[4]. (Rochet 1996) also suggested that auction may be optimal since it can do better in
controlling under-pricing and its variation[5]. In China, since the year 2005, book-building is adopted and
the conventional method, i.e., P/E (ratio of price to earning per stock) method is abandoned. So how to
evaluate these three pricing methods of international investment banks remains to be answered.
In this paper, we contribute to the literature by comparing the three pricing methods used by
international investment banks. The following part includes three sections: First, we describe and
compare the three pricing methods: Book-building, the open offer or fixed price, and the auctions;
Second, we lay emphasis on book-building method and give demonstration on China’s practice; Third,
we make conclusions.

2 IPO Pricing Methods and the Comparison of Them
We will at first describe the three IPO pricing methods. In an open offer or fixed price offering,
shares are priced beforehand and then put up for subscription. But in book-building method, there are a
variety of practices that seek to assess market conditions before pricing, such as road show. Investment
bank as underwriter of the offer will select investors to extract information about the need of shares and
the price investors will bid before setting the offer price. In auction, investors submit bids, and then the
investment bank prices and allocates according to explicit rules. Table 1 describes these three methods
used by international investment banks.
From table 1 we know that fixed-price methods were predominant in past (before the 1990s), but
this situation changed now. Over the last decade book-building has been introduced around the world,
about 80% of non-U.S. offerings were brought to market using book-building methods or some hybrid.
There have been various catalysts for this change, including the worldwide privatization movement, and
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the increased integration of global equity markets. On the other hand, the third method auction is
surprisingly rare in countries and regions.
Table 1The Three Pricing Methods Used by International Investment Banks
Book-building(Bb)
Open offer(Oo)
Auction
Country/region Used at least Dominant
or Hybrid
Used
Used
Used today
some times
gaining popularity Bb/Oo used in past today
Austria
yes
yes
yes
yes
France
yes
yes
yes
yes
occasionally
Germany
yes
yes
yes
yes
Italy
yes
yes
yes
yes
Norway
yes
yes
yes
yes
occasionally
Hungary
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
United Kindom yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
Canada
yes
yes
yes
Mexico
yes
yes
Peru
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
occasionally
United States
yes
yes
yes
occasionally
Australia
yes
yes
yes
yes
China
yes
yes
yes
yes
Japan
yes
yes
yes
Hong Kong
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
Taiwan
Yes
yes
yes
Israel
yes
yes
yes
Thailand
yes
yes
( 1)Book-building, auction and open offer or fixed price
Book-building method has the obvious attraction of conditioning the final issue price on market
demand conditions. In book-building offerings, the investment bank collects investors’ indications of
interest, and then excise discretion in the pricing and allocation of the securities. Commonly it includes
three stages as figure 1:
Setting of Price Range
book-building
when issued trading
in the grey market
stage 1
stage 2

Setting of Offer Price
1st day of the secondary market
stage 3

Figure 1 The Three Stages of Book-Building

As figure 1 discloses, in stage 1 of book-building, investment bank can gather information to use in
setting the price range prior to the opening of when-issued trading in the grey market. In stage 2, grey
market trading starts after price range is posted, then the investment bank sets the offer price according
to investors’ bids. The closing price of the first day of secondary market trading is realized. Above all,
book-building allows to credibly explore information from large investors and thereby reduces the
uncertainty about the issue.
Another commonly used method is open offer or fixed price. Fixed price offerings are priced
without first soliciting investor demand, with price discovery taking place mainly in the aftermarket. So
it is relatively simple and often used in countries with strict restriction on security market, or the supply
and the need of the stock is unbalanced. However in many countries, fixed offer is being substituted or
have been substituted for the first method, book-building.
The third method is auction. When an auction is used for an IPO it is most often uniform price
sealed bid. The rules of the auction are as follows: Bidders have to submit their demand schedules.
Thereafter, aggregate revealed demand is calculated. The auctioneer chooses the highest price such that
aggregate revealed demand equals supply, if no market clearing price exists the seller keeps the shares
and the bidders pay nothing. This auction format meets various requirements like charging all customers
an equal price and, in addition, is strategically simple when there are many bidders.
(2) Comparison of the three methods
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There are three main different mechanisms among the three methods: information extraction
mechanism, share allocation mechanism, and mechanism of determination of offer price, which are
described as table 2.
Table 2 The Comparison between the Three Pricing Methods
Items
Three pricing methods
Open offer or
Auction
Book-building
Fixed price
Information extraction from investors has not
has
has
Investment bank has its discretionary has not
has not
has
of allocation
Under-pricing and its variance
Higher
the lowest
relatively low
Determination of offer price
Determined
Determined in
Determined after
before
subscription by uniform
quotation, before
subscription
price sealed bidding
subscription
As table 2 discloses, first, information extraction mechanism is the most important discrepancy. In
commonly, book-building and fixed price differ mainly in whether or not a “price-discovery” effort is
undertaken prior to setting the offer price. Fixed price offerings are priced without first soliciting
information from investors, in contrast, book-building involves road shows and one-to-one meetings
with potential investors that allow the investment bank to ‘discover’ investor valuations prior to setting
the offer price. Both methods require that money be left on the table for investors in the form of
under-pricing. When compared to an auction, book-building leads to more efficient information
acquisition, since it gives the seller total discretion in the allocation of the stock, this involves the second
mechanism, i.e., the allocation of the stock. The key of this mechanism is to see whether investment
bank has its discretionary of allocation of stock. Book-building method has the mechanism of
discrimination of allocation which can seduce information exposure. In this method, investment bank
may also use its discretionary of allocation to shun flippers and favor long-term investors. But in auction
and fixed price, allocation will abbey to the bidding rules. Third, under-pricing in book-building is lower
than the other two, probably the discretionary of allocation has its performance of substitution of
under-pricing, while in auction, under-pricing is the lowest, since this method usually leads the investors
to “the winner’s curse”. The last different mechanism lies in the determination of offer price, the offer
price of the open offer is determined before subscription, while in auction, the offer price is determined
in subscription by uniform price sealed bidding, and in book-building, the offer price is determined after
quotation, before subscription.
Although the book-building method has obvious features in the above mechanisms, the deficiency
of its mechanisms also exists, such as the aggravation of “the winner's cure” owing to the differential
allocation, institutional collusion, investment bank's lack of competition and IPO information noise as
well as comparative high costs comparing to other pricing methods.

3 From Fixed Price to Book-Building: China’S Practice, Problems and
Countermeasures
Since 1990, investment banks (or security companies) in China had explored several methods to
determine the offer price in initial public offerings. From 1990 to 1999, fixed pricing was the single
method used in the security market, while in 2000, auction and book-building methods were also
introduced, but fixed pricing method was predominant. This change saw many flaws in IPO pricing. The
predominant method, i.e., fixed price or P/E (the ratio of price to earning per stock) can’t reflect the real
value of the listed company, because investment bank and the company could determine how the P/E
was in subjectivity and they could even fictitiously make the earning per stock big enough. Those
companies who want to go public wished to get enough money from the IPO (they took it for granted that
finance by equity meant getting money from investors freely rather than lending), so they could choose
P/E and earning per stock in their favor to get higher offer price, since the offer price equaled P/E
multiplying earning per stock, it was not difficult to be approved by government. The true value of the
stock had to be revealed by later trading in security market. Before 2005, according to the author’s
calculation, from 1992 to 2004, there was 174.96% under-pricing on average, greatly higher than markets
in developed countries such as America, where the under-pricing commonly is about 30%. Why this
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phenomenon existed nearly 15 years? Firstly, the supply of stock was always below the demand, the first
trading price, i.e. the open price was usually greatly higher than the offer price; Secondly, there was
conventional notion that “new stock will not fail ”, most investors believed that there was nincompoop
who could buy the stock in a higher price in the game. Thirdly, China’s security market was not so
normative that there existed speculation and manipulation. But in 2004 great changes took place in
China’s security market, with the normalization of the market and the maturity of the investors, more
importantly with the internationalize of the security market, and the deep contradiction exposing (the main
problem is how to solve the segregation of the stock), the myth “new stock will not fail” bankrupted, the
first trading prices in secondary market of many stocks going public will no longer higher than the offer
price, many subscribers were deeply got into the red. This meant the fixed pricing method got into hot
water and it led to a halt of China’s IPO. Under this background, in the beginning of the year 2005,
book-building was again introduced formally to solve the above problems, and by this means 15
companies went public. Comparing to the fixed offer, book-building decreased under-pricing greatly to
54% on average, and the variation of P/E increased comparing to previous offerings, most stocks were
oversubscribed, in this means China’s IPO pricing made progress.
But has book-building method increased China’s equity efficiency greatly? Demonstrations on
China’s IPO book-building method disclose that owning to the limit of the allocation, the mechanism of
differential allocation is not effective. In China’s book-building, there are two process of quotation: the
first quotation determines the offer price range, and the second quotation determines the offer price. In
practice, during the first quotation it is relatively effective in information extraction, but not during the
second quotation owning to the bidding behavior and the collusion of the institutional investors. First,
20% of the stocks are sold privately to institutional investors, so whether the offer price is the best
valuation of the stock lies on institutional investors, it is not difficult for the investment bank to choose
familiar investors to participate in the offer, but it gives chance for informed investors to collude; Second,
institutional investors usually raise price in the second quotation, and take the advantage of quantity of
funds to gain more subscription, which commonly leads to an offer price at the upper bound of the price
range, it is also proved in practice: all the offer prices are in the upper bound of the price ranges; Last,
investment banks and informed investors probably have the motive to tell lie before the first quotation, if
they can earn more money by trading in secondary market, they probably reveal wrong information.
Besides, in the written recommendation for biding reference, investment banks also may give misleading
price, for instance of HUADIANGUOJI, the investment bank, Chinese international financial company,
recommended to investors a price range of 2.70 to 3.40 yuan RMB in its research report, but in the first
quotation, the price range was 2.3 to 2.52 yuan RMB. All the above may weaken the information
extraction mechanism of book-building.
According to the low efficiency of valuation of the stock and the collusion of institutional investors
in China’s book-building practice, we must lay emphasis on two aspects. First, we must standardize the
process of the Book-building, strengthen the information extraction mechanism. Strategy under which
participants participating in the first quotation may not participate in the second quotation should be
rectified, two quotations should also be merged into one, the tenders also are buyers, and subscribing
funds should be got to subscriber’s account. We can adjust the allocation strategy, by increasing the
quantity to institutional investor from 20% to 30%, 50% or more, so as to realize the function of price
discovery, improve the mechanism of rectification of the offer price and allocation rules. A third party also
may be introduced to write the research report for preventing the misleading price of investment bank who
acts as underwriter of the offer. Second, we should foster experienced investors for preventing the
collusion. The bids of institutional investors should be made public and transparent, avoiding of
intentionally raising the offer price, by legislation and enhancement of supervision. Rules of allocation,
price adjustment should be improved, the bidder’s honesty files should be established, and those lack of
honesty, quote desultorily, raise or drive down the price intentionally should be punished.

4 Conclusion
In the three methods of IPO pricing, i.e., fixed price offer, auction and book-building, fixed price
offer is commonly used by international investment banks, but book-building is now becoming more
and more popular worldwide. These three methods have differences in three mechanisms: information
extraction mechanism, stock allocation mechanism and mechanism of determination of the offer price.
We believe that among the three methods, book-building has its vital force but both dominances and
flaws exist. The accuracy of pricing in initial public offering under book-building method by
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international investment banks is determined by mechanisms of information extraction, differential
allocation and under-pricing. However, the deficiency of these mechanisms also exists, such as the
aggravation of “the winner's cure” owing to the differential allocation, institutional collusion, investment
bank's lack of competition and IPO information noise as well as comparative high costs comparing to
other methods. Demonstrations on China’s IPO book-building method disclose that owing to the limit of
the allocation, the mechanism of differential allocation is not effective, during the first quotation it is
relatively effective in information extraction, but not during the second quotation owing to the bidding
behavior and the collusion of the institutional investors. According to the low efficiency of valuation of
the stock and the collusion of institutional investors in China’s book-building practice, we must
strengthen the information extraction mechanism, standardize the process of the book-building, foster
experienced investors so as to promote the efficiency of the book-building in China.
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Abstract The business process reengineering is an important strategy for the national commercial
banks in recent years, which not only promote the customer satisfaction of the commercial banks, but
also raise its operation performance. The balance score card is a kind of valid tool to measure operation
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1 Introduction
The earliest BPR theory issued from the United States. The numerous scholars have made a great
contribution to the formation and development of BPR theory. Hamer and Ciampi held that BPR has
three distinct features [1]. Firstly, the fundamental purpose of BPR is to pursue the marked improvement
of operating performance. Secondly, the key to reengineering method is to redesign business processes.
Thirdly, the ultimate request completely is to break the original business framework. Because enterprise
reengineering is initiated from the business process, it is called business process reengineering.
The business process reengineering (BPR) is a series of management activities which breaks the
traditional section boundary and establish reasonable business process by means of organization
optimization, employee authorization, customer direction and application of information technique [2].
This management behavior regards the enterprise increase as core content and regards long-term
development strategy as beginning spot to help the enterprise adapt the dynamic market environment.
The BPR break the traditional theory system of labor division and emphasize to act for “working
direction” by “process direction” to provide a kind of new management principle for business enterprise.
Bank BPR is a kind of management behavior through which commercial executes reform the traditional
business process and organization structure for commercial banks to adapt market change, make the
management model to improve service quality, decline operation cost and strengthen risk control [3].
Therefore, the banking BPR in essence is a kind of radical operation revolution of whole management
mechanism transformation, relying on information technique and exterior resources, whose purpose lies
in lowering bank cost and promoting bank activity value. The bank BPR has great difference from other
management reformation model, whose essence is process optimization and process revolution. Based
on roles or functions of these activities in the value chain, the commercial BPR can be divided into both
the direct value creation processes and the support processes aiming at service for the direct value
creation [4].
The United States had equally 13 big banks to implement the BPR annually since 1986, which
drew the distance of management layer and customer layer shorter and promotes the service quality
obviously. Theirs stock price had better performance: the average property rate of return rise from 1.0%
to 1.5%, and the average rate of the capital income rate rise too.
The national commercial banks has tried to execute the BPR strategy for years and has acquired
great achievements, which makes bank business process adjusted, combined and optimized, data
concentration, vertical business and flat organizational structure [5], then has raised the customer
satisfaction, strengthened the domestic and international market competition ability of commercial
markets, thus raised the operation performance of commercial banks.
The paper discloses the tiny view path mechanism to provide valid theory identification for China’s
commercial banks to implement the BPR strategy and raises the operation performance by the empirical
analysis of BPR management behavior and by the detailed data inquisition and collections.
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2. Study Suppose
2.1 Components of BPR system
According to the research results of papers [6] [7], the BPR system of commercial banks is divided
into three elements in the paper: BPR program(ξ1), BPR behavior(ξ2) and BPR platform(ξ3). The BPR
program means the design of BPR project of commercial banking; the BPR behavior means the
implement and performance of business program; the BPR platform means the environment
construction of BPR. These three elements constitute an integrity system of BPR, among which BPR
platform is a premise, which can provide beneficial prior condition for process design and process
behavior. BPR design is foundation, which can affect the efficiency of process behavior to a large extent
and BPR behavior is a kind of valid method to finish the target of BPR strategy.
2.2 The element choice of operation performance
The performance measurement method has continuously changed the approach of
knowledge-based economic society and rapid development of information technique. Traditional
performance measurement system based on finance index can’t adapt the creative demand of
management model of modern commercial banks, then the balance score card (BSC) emerge with the
tide of the times[8].
The BSC is a kind of tools to measure enterprise performance, whose core thoughts is that the
enterprises have to study constantly, keep on the improvement of internal process and maximize the
customer satisfaction, then can acquire ideal financial income. The BSC point out that the financial
income of enterprise is related with the innovation, internal process and exterior process, therefore
scientific performance measure must seek indexes form four constitutions including finance, customer,
internal operation and study and development of employee.
The BSC system of our commercial bank can be divided into four elements: finance element (η1),
customer element (η2), inner operation element (η3) and study and development of employee element.
The finance element measures the enterprise performance with traditional finance index; the customer
element measures the enterprise performance from the corner of customer service quality; the inner
operation element measures the enterprise performance from the corner of efficiency improvement of
internal process; the study and development of employee measures the enterprise performance from the
corner of personal surmount of employees.
2.3 Putting forward the assumption
The research assumption is given in Table 1 according to the theory analysis and element choice.
Table 1 Research Assumption
Assumption Significance

Assumption

Path

H1a

ξ1→η1

The BPR program has improved the growth of finance performance of commercial bank

H1b

ξ1→η2

The BPR program has improved the growth customer performance of commercial bank

H1c

ξ1→η3

H1d

ξ1→η4

H2a

ξ2→η1

H2b

ξ2→η2

H2c

ξ2→η3

H2d

ξ2→η4

H3a

ξ3→η1

H3b

ξ3→η2

H3c

ξ3→η3

H3d

ξ3→η4

The BPR program has improved the growth inner operation performance of commercial
bank
The BPR program has improved the growth of study and development of employee
performance of commercial bank
The BPR behavior has improved the growth of finance performance of commercial bank
The BPR behavior has improved the growth of customer performance of commercial
bank
The BPR behavior has improved the growth of inner operation performance of
commercial bank
The BPR behavior has improved the growth of study and development of employee
performance of commercial bank
The BPR platform has improved the growth of finance performance of commercial bank
The BPR platform has improved the growth of customer performance of commercial
bank
The BPR platform has improved the growth of inner operation performance of
commercial bank
The BPR platform has improved the growth of study and development of employee
performance of commercial bank
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3 Research Design
3.1 The system resolving of BPR
The paper may realize the system resolving of BPR according the BPR theory and practice
experiment of China’s commercial banks.
The BPR program element can be divided into three indexes: diverse(X1), which means the BPR of
commercial bank can satisfy various demand of different customer; core process identification(X2),
which means the BPR project may show the outstanding position of core process; the risk control
principle(X3), which means the BPR project is highly related with the risk control of bank.
The BPR behavior element can be divided into three indexes: process performance(X4), which
means the commercial banks can strive to perforce the BPR project; encouragement means(X5), which
means the commercial banks may raise the implement efficiency by drawing up reasonable regulation;
feedback and revising(X6), which means the commercial banks can constantly summarize the BPR
operation experiment to raise its running quality.
The BPR platform element can be divided into three indexes: IT application(X7), which means the
commercial banks can make use of information technique in the process of BPR; organization structure
optimization(X8), which means the commercial banks can optimize theirs organization structure
constantly to support the BPR strategy; using exterior resource(X9), which means the commercial banks
can make use of exterior resource to raise the BPR implement efficiency.
3.2 The system resolving of operation performance
The paper can resolve the operation performance of commercial bank based on BSC according to
theory analysis of BPR and practice experiment of performance management.
The finance elements can be divided into three indexes: loan scale growth rate (Y1), which means
the growth of average loan total amount of commercial banks for continuous three years; growth rate of
middle business amount (Y2), which means the growth of average middle business amount of
commercial banks for continuous three years; credit card growth rate (Y3), which means the growth of
credit card trade amount of commercial banks for continuous three years.
The customer factors can be divided into three indexes: customer satisfaction growth (Y4), which
means the growth of customer satisfaction of commercial banks; big customer sale rate(Y5), which
means the rate growth of big customer sale amount in total sale amount; new customer exploration(Y6),
which means the growth rate of new customer group of commercial banks.
The inner operation elements can be divided into three indexes: the exaltation of inner management
ability (Y7), which means the management ability improvement of all management levels of
commercial banks; performance ability exaltation (Y8), which means the performance efficiency
improvement of operation levels for management instruction; moderating ability exaltation (Y9), which
means the improvement of moderating function among every department of commercial banks.
3.3 The establishment of researcher model
The paper has established the structure equation model as shown in Figure 1 according to research
assumption and element resolving. The model includes 3 outside sources variables (ξ1,ξ2,ξ3), 9 outside
source indexes(from X1 to X9), 4 inner variable（η1、η2、η3、η4）, 12 inner indexes(from Y1 to Y12),
12 cause and effect paths and 3 related paths.
Y 1
X 1

Y 2

η 1

X 2
X 3

Y 3
Y 4

ξ 1
η 2

X 4

Y 5
Y 6

X 5

ξ 2

Y 7

η 3

X 6
X 7

Y 8
Y 9

ξ 3
η 4

X 8

Y 1 0
Y 1 1

X 9

Y 1 2

Figure 1

Structure Equation
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4. Model Certification
4.1 The data collection
The paper adopts 7 points measure form to collect data for 21 observe indexes, and choose 200
sample in the four bigger state-owned commercial banks in the national scope. All investigation objects
are the highest manager of each unit. The totality includes 50 samples of China Industry and Business
Bank, 50 sample of China Construction Bank, 50 sample of China Agriculture Bank and 50 sample of
China Bank. This inquisition totally takes back 180 valid samples, and the valid recovery rate is 90%.
4.2 The credit certification and validity certification
(1) The model analysis of BPR system
The α coefficient is 0.9050 and the cent half degree of model is 0.7129 by exploration factor
analysis while total explanation amount is 88% for the BPR system. The inside consistency coefficient
of 3 index is 0.7222 while the relativity and α coefficient have no bigger fluctuation for BPR program
element, so the 3 indexes can reflect the element character. The inside consistency coefficient of 3 index
is 0.7091 while the relativity and α coefficient have no bigger fluctuation for BPR behavior, so the 3
indexes can reflect the element character. The inside consistency coefficient of 3 index is 0.7454 while
the relativity and α coefficient have no bigger fluctuation for BPR platform, so the 3 indexes can reflect
the element character.
The minimum of load is 0.61 and the biggest value is 0.92 for these 9 indexes of BPR measure
system while the minimum T is 2.09, the RMSEA is 0.045, the NNFI is 0.9120, the CFI is 0.9271. It is
clear that the measure system has better credit and validity.
Table 2

Effect Matrix

Out Resource
Variable

Inner Variable

Path

Coefficient

Standard
Error

T Value

BPR Program

Finance

ξ1→η1

0.25

0.07

3.43

BPR Program

customer

ξ1→η2

0.21

0.09

2.35

BPR Program

Inner operation

ξ1→η3

0.14

0.11

1.31

BPR Program

R &D of employee

ξ1→η4

0.71

0.08

8.89

BPR Behavior

Finance

ξ2→η1

0.30

0.08

3.76

BPR Behavior

customer

ξ2→η2

0.17

0.09

1.87

BPR Behavior

Inner operation

ξ2→η3

0.31

0.12

2.77

BPR Behavior

R &D of employee

ξ2→η4

0.26

0.11

2.43

BPR Platform

Finance

ξ3→η1

0.17

0.16

1.03

BPR Platform

customer

ξ3→η2

0.27

0.08

3.32

BPR Platform

Inner operation

ξ3→η3

0.69

0.09

7.51

BPR Platform

R &D of employees

ξ3→η4

0.21

0.09

2.43

(2) The model analysis of BSC
The α coefficient is 0.7936 and the cent half degree of model is 0.7109 by exploration factor
analysis while total explanation amount is 76% for the BSC. The inside consistency coefficient of 3
index is 0.8013 while the relativity and α coefficient have no bigger fluctuation for finance element, so
the 3 indexes can reflect the element character. The inside consistency coefficient of 3 index is 0.7887
while the relativity and α coefficient have no bigger fluctuation for customer element, so the 3 indexes
can reflect the element character. The inside consistency coefficient of 3 index is 0.7012 while the
relativity and α coefficient have no bigger fluctuation for inner operation element, so the 3 indexes can
reflect the element character. The inside consistency coefficient of 3 index is 0.7853 while the relativity
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and α coefficient have no bigger fluctuation for study and development of employee element, so the 3
indexes can reflect the element character.
The minimum of load is 0.54 and the biggest value is 0.90 for these 12 indexes of BSC system
while the minimum T is 2.17, the RMSEA is 0.053, the NNFI is 0.9320, the CFI is 0.9010. It is clear
that the measure system has better credit and validity.
4.3 The model certification
The paper adopts the SPSS11.5 and LISREL8.7 to certificate the whole model, and acquires the
effect matrix of outside variable to inner variable, which is shown in Table 2. The path coefficient in
shadow part lack notation.
The match index is shown in Table 3.
Table 3

Match Index Table

Match Index

DF

CHI-Square

RMSEA

NNFI

CFI

Current Value

153

217

0.043

0.908

0.923

Superior Value

—

<0.08

>0.9

>0.9

—

So the match effect is better and has no need to continue correction.

5 Conclusions
(1) The BRP design of China’s commercial banks has promoted the improvement of finance
elements, customer elements and R&D of employee elements, but it has no valid improvement functions
for the inner operation elements.
(2) The BRP behavior of China’s commercial banks has promoted the improvement of finance
elements, inner operation elements and R&D of employee elements, but it has no valid improvement
functions for customer elements.
(3) The BRP platform of China’s commercial banks has promoted the improvement of customer
elements, inner operation elements and R&D of employee elements, but it has no valid improvement
functions for finance elements.
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System Characteristics Analysis of Enterprise Growth Control
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Abstract The rational choice and determination of the growth control strategy, and structuring the
growth control system reasonably to ensure that the process of growing stays in a stable, balanced,
continuously profitable and controllable state, are important issues that the theory circle and business
circle need to study and solve urgently. This paper applies system theory, control theory and enterprise
strategic management theory comprehensively; then combines them with the business practice in our
country to conclude the key factors of business growth control, build the enterprise growth control
system, and discuss the functions and evolution characteristics of the growth control system in different
stages of the life cycle.
Key words Enterprise growth; Growth control; Control system

1 Introduction
Enterprise is a growing organism, and its growth is a process constrained by internal and external
factors. In the modern market economy environment, facing the increasing competitive pressure, many
enterprises significantly accelerate the operation speed, with its fundamental purpose not only to raise
short-term benefits, but also to increase the value of the company so as to achieve the growth targets.
However, many companies striving for growth just get a "market share growth" rather than "valuable,
profitable growth", or the expansion of rapid growth followed by rapid decline or even disappearance, or
in the development process with drastic shocks between profit and loss. This phenomenon growing out
of control is widespread. As the current growth environment is complex and volatile, strict and effective
control is a key to achieve organizational development and strategic goals. The rational choice and
determination of the growth control strategy, and structuring the growth control system reasonably to
ensure that the process of growing stays in a stable, balanced, continuously profitable and controllable
state have become important issues of enterprise strategic management. Based on the above
considerations, this paper will systematically analyze the main factors affecting business growth, build
corporate growth control system, and thus discuss the functions and evolution characteristics of the
growth control system in different stages of the life cycle.

2 Enterprise Growth Control and Its Influencing Factors
The so-called enterprise growth control, refers to the process that with the objective of enhancing the
dynamic competitive and environment adaptive ability, the enterprise monitoring the related
environmental and growth factors, correct the deviation timely or innovate (adjust) growth path to
ensure that enterprise development stays in a stable, balanced, sustained profitable state around the
implementation of enterprise strategy[1]. To achieve growth control, we must first determine the main
factors affecting business growth. This paper applies systems theory, control theory, quality management
and internal control management theory comprehensively [2]; then combines them with the business
practice in our country to induce that the key factors of business growth control are the external
environment, resources and capabilities, future vision, strategic border, organizational systems and
strategic risks, as shown in figure 1.
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Schematic Diagram of Control Elements in Enterprise Growth

3 Composition of Enterprise Growth Control System
As mentioned above, the main factors of enterprise growth control are the external environment,
resources and capabilities, future vision, strategy borders, organizational systems and strategic risks. To
realize the control of enterprise growth, these growth factors must be effective managed. Accordingly,
the basic structure of enterprise growth control system is proposed, which is shown in Figure 2.
Behavior control system
Belief system

Boundary control system
Organization-al systems
Strategic
border

Future
vision
The
Enterprise

Strategic
risk

The external
environment
Resources and
capabilities

Information monitoring system

Risk monitoring system
The internal control system

Figure 2 Schematic Diagram of Enterprise Growth Control System

As can be seen in Figure 2, the core is the enterprise, shows that this control system is used to help
to achieve business growth. The second level (the factor level) is the six controlling factors. To achieve
successful business growth, these elements must be controlled and managed. These factors are under the
control of six subsystems separately, forming the third level (the control layer).
3.1 Belief system
This system is used to clearly propose the vision of the future, provide basic values, organizational
goals and guidelines, encourage exploration, and provide impetus, guidance and restraint for business
growth. The fact shows that the moral risk in strategic level is often the greatest risk leading the
enterprise growth to runaway or a recession, while this risk can not be completely controlled by any
institution of corporate behavior control system or internal control system [3], and it’s difficult to avoid
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the corporate credit crisis. In addition to continuous improvement in the institution and procedures, one
important way to solve the problem is to strengthen the guidance and services based on values, integrate
culture and vision organically, and form a strong belief system to lead companies to grow properly.
3.2 Border control system
This system is used to clearly define corporate strategy development field, and determine the scope
of strategic objectives. In addition, in combination with behavior control system, the acts of the
employees can be restricted and prohibited according to the formal guidelines. Specifically, restrictions
on border control system is mainly in two aspects: first, the restrictions on strategic border, with the
purpose to make sure that all the limited attention, resources and capabilities of the company can be
used on the strategic objectives and the main line of the business; second, the restrictions on employee
behavior, with the purpose is to restrict the behavior of each employee to the scope within the border
system.
3.3 Information monitoring system
This system is used to scan the external environment of enterprises, monitor the market demand
trends, competitors and legal policy. In c ombination with the risk control system, we can find and
analyze the uncertainty strategy which may have a significant impact on enterprise development timely
so as to consummate adjust enterprise strategy.At the same time, for internal, it is used to support the
behavior control system and internal control systems.
3.4 Risk monitoring system
This system should be closely integrated with the information monitoring systems, to monitor the
external risks. At the same time, support the internal control system, and monitor the major risks from
the enterprise.
3.5 Internal control system
This system is used to protect corporate assets against theft or accidental loss, ensure the reliability
of accounting and financial data, collect the cost and accounting information of the internal operation
condition, compare the information with the objectives in order to detect and correct the deviation
timely.
3.6 Behavior control system
As the backbone of the traditional management control system, behavior control system is a
feedback system which focuses on implementation and aim at ensuring the achievement of corporate
goals. After the determining and reasonably decompose the organizational objectives, the actual
performance would be compared with the scheduled performance in use of the information provided by
information systems and the principles of PDCA and process control, then correct the deviations to
achieve the desired strategic objectives.

4 Evolution Characteristics of Enterprise Growth Control System
From the view of single function, each of the six subsystems can play a role independently, but the
area and growth factors that can be effectively controlled is limited. Only if these six subsystems support
each other and constitute a complete system the overall enterprise growth can be effectively controlled
[4]
. In addition, from the view of business growth, the use of different growth controlling subsystems is
different in different stages of development. In accordance with the enterprise life cycle, the company's
growth process is divided into three stages of initial, growth and maturity. In different stages, enterprise
growth control system shows different evolution characteristics.
4.1 Growth control of the initial stage
In the initial stage, the enterprise is small with less staff and simple organizational structure and
market / service process. Basically it dose not need formal control system. In pioneering stage, the
relationship among employees and the relationship between managers and subordinates are very cordial,
and the communication is direct and convenient. So even without computer information system, the
enterprise can be well controlled. At this point, the only control system is the accounting system (the
internal control system) which ensures accuracy and effectiveness of the accounting data and financial
reports as well as the safety, preservation and appreciation of corporate assets.
With the growth and expansion of enterprise, the original management in which the power is
centralized in the founder of the enterprise would lead to an autonomy crisis, and the power will trend to
decentralize. In order to control the business effectively, management systems, business process and
powers-responsibilities system begin to be popularized and applied. Enterprises must establish and
apply behavior control system (including formal information system) and incentive and restricted
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mechanisms for control purpose.
4.2 Growth control of the growth stage
In the late growth period, the market and competition field of the company has expanded larger,
management level and management range also increase, organizational structure is also expanding,
decentralized authority is not conducive to the overall control of the enterprise. At this point, the values,
management philosophy and style preliminarily form into corporate culture which continues to spread,
and gradually form a strong belief system leading the development of enterprises. Meanwhile, the
development of enterprise leads to new opportunities. In order to concentrate on the established strategic
areas, border control system would gradually play a roll.
4.3 Growth control of the maturity stage
In the maturity period, strict management system will lead to bureaucracy, and the external
environment brings not only the development opportunities, but also the increasing competitive risk. At
this time, the strengthening of information monitoring system and risk monitoring system will help to
overcome the crisis of the stage. In this way, the six subsystems work together with mutual collaboration,
and control the formulation and implementation of the strategy to push the development of business up
to a new level and into the next life cycle.
In all stages of business life cycle, growth control is generally but not absolutely carried out by the
order of the evolution mentioned above. Any manager who committed himself to control the entire
development process may strengthen the control an area consciously as a result of accidents or major
crisis, and consequently accelerate or retard the evolution of the growth control system.

5 Conclusions
Through the analysis, this paper believe the six factors that affect enterprise growth control are
external environment, resources and capabilities, future vision, strategy borders, organizational systems
and strategic risks. Based on this, the paper construct enterprise growth control system composed of
three levels and six subsystems including belief system, border control system, information monitoring
system, risk monitoring system, internal control systems and behavior control system, and then analyzes
the effect and operation mechanism of the six subsystems. Finally, the paper analyzes and proposes the
evolution and system characteristics of the enterprise growth control system in different stages of the
enterprise life cycle. The conclusions above provide a reference for Chinese enterprises to strengthen the
growth control and achieve sustainable growth.
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Abstract This article adopts contrastive analysis, qualitative study and quantitative analysis methods
to reveal the connotation of modern service industry, elaborate the characteristics of modern service
industry, analyze the development level of modern service industry in China, propose the development
tendency of modern service industry in China, and study on development of modern service industry in
China.
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1 Introduction
Service industry refers to services provided to the society by using equipments, the tools, the places,
the information or the skill. Although it is an ancient profession, the time conducting the research on
service industry systematically is not long, and it is not studied until the 50, the 60s 20th century. The
proportion of output value of American service industry has already surpassed 50% when Fuchs the
author of “service economics "started studying on service industry in 1963, but he discovered that the
huge and developed department in American economy is actually short of data. Because its research
time is not long, moreover it is a rapid development industry, there is not a unified classified form for
service industry. Currently the main international classification standards of service industry are as
follows: classification according to functions of service activities, classification according to
characteristics of different stages of economic development, classification guided by service supplies
(production), classification guided by service demand (market) and so on. Western classification of
service industry is based on its historical culture and its economic development level, and service
industry in China is just at the development phase, we could not understand it separating from the
realistic situation of China’s economic development, moreover China’s statistical indicator system of
national economy and social development is mainly according to triple divisions of industry, so service
industry classification in this article is based on China’s tertiary industry, and its connotation and
extension equals to the tertiary industry.

2 Connotation and Characteristics of Modern Service Industry
2.1 Connotation of modern service industry
Modern service industry is a specific concept about the development of service industry in China,
because China’s service industry is quite backward, the majority of them are traditional service industry.
To speed up economic structure reforming, we must develop service industry vigorously, distinguish
this kind of service industry from the backward traditional service industry, and realize the spanning of
service industry development phase, so we proposes modern service industry which distinguishes from
traditional service industry according to the present situation of China’s service industry and the goal of
the service industry construction. China proposed “modern service industry” in the reports of the 15th
Central Committee of the CPC at September, 1997, and proposed “develop the modern service industry,
reorganization and transformation traditional service industry” in the Tenth Five-Year Plan of the Fifth
Session of the 15th Central Committee of the CPC at October, 2000. It is proposed that both transform
the traditional service industries and develop new emerging service industry such as the traveling,
information, accountant, consultation, legal service are necessary in the Central Economic Work
Conference at 2000. Because service industry development has already been perfect internationally
especially in the developed countries, there is not a designated concept of modern service industry,
instead there is service industry generally, knowledge intensity service industry, or strategic service
industry.
Modern service industry is a relatively dynamic and development concept, which extends and
develops the tertiary industry. Generally it is considered that modern service industry is knowledge and
technology intensity industry which depends on the information technology and modern management
concepts. The modern service industry mainly contains two aspects: firstly, traditional service industry
after transformation; secondly, newly emerging service industry. Modern service industry is service
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industry essentially, in short, modern service industry is the modern tertiary industry which doesn’t
directly engage in the physical commodity production, but mainly provides the service for the society
depends upon the technology and the knowledge.
2.2 Characteristics and classification of modern service industry
With the development of manufacturing industry, the deepening of labor divisions, as well as the
development of managerial technique and science technology, western service industry, in the
developed industrialization stage, starts to promote gradually and forms the new service industry.
Compared with the traditional service industry, the technique content of modern service industry is
getting higher and higher, and the knowledge is getting more and more important to service industry,
which is knowledgeable, high added-value, high quality, high technical and newly emerging and so on.
The characteristics of modern service industry make it different from the classification of
traditional service industry, American scholar Daniel Bell detailed analyzes the characteristics of
post-industrial society in his book "post-industrial society approaches”, and he emphasized prominently
the difference between modern service industry of post-industrial society and the service industry before
that (Daniel Bell, 1937). He believed that in agricultural society, because of the low production
efficiency, the redundant and poor quality surplus-labors, service industry provides individual service
and domestic services primarily; In the industrial society, service industry is closely related with the
commodity production activity, and it mainly provides commercial service and transportation service;
But in the post-industrial society, service industry provides by technical, knowledgeable service and
collective services primarily [1].

3. Development Level and Tendency of Modern Service Industry in China
3.1 Present situation of modern service industry in China
Since the reform and open policy in 1978, the average annual growth rate of national economy is
15.64%, average annual growth rate of primary industry and the second industry is 12.20%, 15.75%
respectively, and average annual growth rate of service industry achieves 17.61% to 2007, which has
surpassed the average annual growth rate of GDP. Although average annual growth rate of service
industry is the quickest in three major industries, its proportion in the industrial structure is lower than
the second industry.
Meanwhile, China’s added value of service industry per person has increased from 89 Yuan in
1978 to 7298 Yuan in 2007 (Details are in table 2-2). In 1978, there are 48.9 million jobholders of
service industry in China, and the number increased to 218 million in 2003 suddenly, net gained 169
million, which is almost two times of net gaining jobholders of second industry at same time, and
service industry has become the main channel of create employment [2].
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Modern service industry will represent the development direction of the future service industry, and
sustainable development ability of service industry and its developing level all depend on its proportion.
Because the information technology has changed its inherent attribute to a certain extent such as
face-to-face service, the individual service, and the instantaneity service, which makes it possible to
save, long-distance range transmits the digitized service product, and thus be exchangeability. Compares
with the developed country, China’s modern service industry starts late and lags behind relatively. It is
weak especially in knowledge technology-intensive service trade such as modern physical distribution,
finance, insurance, computer digital data service. Because modern service industry is not developed,
China's transaction cost is 10%~20% higher than overseas. From the Table 3-1 and Graph 3-2 we can
find that there is very big disparity between China’s service industry level and the medium income
countrys.
Table 1 The Proportion of Added Value of Service Industry in GDP of Different Income Countries (%)

All over the world

1980

1998

2000

2004

56

61

63

68

low income country

30

38

43

45

medium income country
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4 Development Tendeing of Modern Service Industry in China
(1) Upgrade tendency of internal structure of service industry is obvious. The development of
traditional service industry is relatively saturated, and the development of modern service industry is
serious lagged behind. The statistics revealed that what still occupied the dominant position of tertiary
industry in China at present is traditional service industries such as business, dining, transportation,
warehousing, and the financial insurance, the information industries, the consulting industry, the
technical research, the higher education, the traveling, the news publication, the broadcast television and
so on only occupy 25% of the tertiary industry [3].
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Take 13 provinces and cities in Yangtze valley as the example, the whole industrial structure of
Yangtze valley presents the “two, three, one” situation (see Table 2-4). From Table 2-4 we can find that
the proportion of the second industry in the national economy total quantity in Yangtze valley is higher
than other industries obviously, moreover its proportion assumes the trend of escalation; The proportion
of primary industry in the industrial structure reduces year by year; the development of tertiary industry
started from 2001, and it is relatively slow, its proportion is basically invariable.
Promotion of total quantity on the foundation of the structure optimization adjustment is the
general goals of government regarding speeds up development of service industry, and also will be the
inevitable trend of service industry development in future China. Based on the promotion of entire social
life level and the upgrading of the consumption pattern, the traveling and the literary style entertainment
leisure service industry will further develop; along with the further development of urbanization and
aging of population, service industry such as the property, the community, the household management
and the socialization endowment will further develop and mature.
(2) Openness degree of Service domain enlarges gradually. Service industries such as railway
transportation and telecommunication still maintain the monopolizing industrial organization structure,
their degree of openness are relatively low and their service operation cost are high; " Certain Opinions
on Speeding up Development of Service industry " proposed explicitly that the government would
encourage and guide the development of non-private economy service industry, and establish the open,
just and standard profession admittance system, and service industry is not only to the foreign capital,
moreover to the domestic capital. Especially after admittance of monopolizing professions such as
banking industry, the multi-capitals will compete fairly, thus bring more choices to the consumers,
lower service price and higher grade of service.
Along with the opening of service industry, the international shift of service industry is an
irreversible tendency, and with the enhancement of the education level of Chinese labor force, the
international service industry will continue to shift to emerging market countries such China in the depth
direction, China will continue to strengthen its ability of service industry. Looking from the industrial
structure, foreign direct investment (FDI) of service industries mainly concentrates in consumers
domain such as real estate and social service industry, next is the wholesale and the retail trade, the food
and beverage industry, the transportation, the warehousing and the posts and telecommunications
communication industry and so on, and the proportion of the scientific research and the synthesis
technology service accounts for less than 1%(see Table 2-5) [4].
(3)The human capital is more and more important to service industry, service industry becomes the
important promoter of the new technology, and its development cannot realize without innovative
activities, low consumption, low pollution and high benefit and so on. Currently China’s service
industry idea lags behind, the service level is low, the high quality talented persons of service industry
are few and service industry intellectual property protection is insufficient.
Meanwhile, the public service industry will develops a lot, and “service industry” takes the
government as main body is also an important member. In view of questions such as city and
countryside difference and region difference in the present overall service level, China Government has
already pointed out that state-owned capital of service industry will concentrate in the important public
product and the service domains from now on to further consummate the public service system and
mechanism covers the city and countryside reasonably, and sharpen supplies ability and the level of
public services unceasingly.

5 Conclusions
Generally, because modern service industry and the modern transportation industry in China are
concepts recently proposed, and research on connotation, characteristics, the indicators system and
realizing approaches of China’s modern transportation industry at present are rather deficient. In order
to speed up the construction process of modern transportation industry, we must make thorough research
on modern transportation industry, and promote its development level unceasingly to achieve the
transportation modernization goal by the time.
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Abstract In the times of knowledge economy, talents are the most important resource, and the main
impetus for scientific progress and social development. In human resource, knowledge worker is the key
component. This paper is based on the research of characteristics and status-quo of knowledge worker in
the enterprise, brings out the idea to establish effective mechanism for knowledge worker in the
enterprise of China from the perspective of management.
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1 Introduction
The competitions among enterprises are accordingly changing following the participation of
information age and knowledge economy, which change from the previous competitions of products,
management and technology to the competition of talents. In these intense competitions, the knowledge
workers could stand in the leading position for knowledge creation, knowledge utilization and
knowledge increment due to the grasp of advanced knowledge, and so as to become the key to form and
develop the central competitiveness of enterprise in China. The key to fully find out the potential
initiative and creation of knowledge workers, and effectively increase their loyalty and satisfaction, so
as to keep the central competitiveness and sustainable virtuous development of enterprise in the severe
market competition, is whether to establish scientific and effective incentive mechanism.

2 The Characteristics of Knowledge Worker in the Enterprise of China
In 1959, the world famous managerial master Peter F. Drucker firstly mentioned the concept of
“knowledge worker” in his works “Landmarks of Tomorrow”，which refers “the one who works
primarily with information or one who develops and uses knowledge in the workplace”. [1] By the drive
of knowledge economy and knowledge management revolution, and according to many academicians
and experts, we could regard knowledge worker as the people engaging in higher mental work who
could grasp, use, create and increase information or knowledge so as to serve the products or increase
knowledge asset.
From the perspective of management, knowledge worker in the enterprise of China has eight
characters: the first character is with more professional knowledge. Most of the knowledge workers
have experienced systematic professional education, owned higher degree, enjoyed richer knowledge
and some kinds of professional specialties. The second character is outstanding abilities to create and to
learn. Creation is the most important character of knowledge workers, and knowledge workers are very
good at continuous learning and knowledge updating. The third character is stronger motivation for
pursuing achievement. Compared with common workers, knowledge workers have strong desire for
realization of self-worth, highly concentrate on it, give more attentions on the judges from others,
organizations and society, desire for fully use of individual talent and wisdom, and like the work with
more challenges and innovation, like to pursue perfect result, hope to be accepted and respected by the
society. The fourth character is working with more initiatives. Knowledge worker are more active at
work, like to have own ideas, self-guidance and self-management. The fifth character is focusing on
complex mental brain. This mainly is reflected on the complex of objects of labor, results of labor and
methods of labor, which are not only repeated simple labors. The sixth character is that the work of
knowledge worker is full of innovations and challenges. The work which knowledge workers are
engaged, is not simple and repeated work, and is required to fully extend individual talents and
inspirations in changeable and uncertain system, so as to predict and handle all the problems might
happen, renew the product and facilities, and finally improve the progress of technology. The seventh
character is more dynamic and not blind in authority. Since knowledge workers have grasped more
professional knowledge, especially core technology. Knowledge workers are more loyal to the work but
the enterprise, and they would not believe in any authorities due to their specialties and knowledge. The
eighth character is that their work is hard to directly supervised, and their result is hard to be precisely
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measured. Knowledge workers are doing creative work, and their work has no standard to evaluate, so it
is hard to monitor their progress. And their work is a kind of intelligence investment, which could
produce invisible product and knowledge fruit, so it is very difficult to be precisely measured and
evaluated.

3 The Analysis of Present Incentive Mechanism for Knowledge Worker in the
Enterprise of China
Since Chinese enterprises start to do research on the specialty of knowledge worker very late, the
national living standard is not very high, and the incentive strategy for knowledge worker mainly
focuses on short-term salary increase, but long-term increase, and the necessity and usage of spiritual
incentive are overlooked. Compared with advanced experience and tools of foreign enterprises for
encouraging knowledge workers, there are following problems for encouraging knowledge workers in
Chinese enterprises:
Firstly, the measures to encourage knowledge workers are too simple. The enterprises only
stimulate staffs with salary from the angle of material encouragement, and even the salary is not fully
compensation package, neither considers the encouragement on plan of holding stock of the company,
executive stock options, and human capital property. The encouragements besides materials like
working encouragement, time encouragement and growth encouragement are barely carried out.
Intra-psychological incentive has been promoted due to the culture construction project, but still not be
formed into a system. Some strategies nearly haven’t been implemented such as team motivation,
capacity core management, working environment improving.
Secondly, the incentive mode is unified which doesn’t vary with different people. The characters of
this mode is to use the same salary system, culture, and training, which could not use varies of incentive
strategies for groups of knowledge workers in different ages, classes and education.
Thirdly, the single incentive idea could not take performance assessment into account. Since it is
hard to monitor the working process of knowledge worker, so did to precisely evaluate result of the
work. It has become a difficult problem on how to fairly and reasonably evaluate the result of
knowledge worker, and award them enough to match their contribution. It would make them feeling
unfair, and frustrate their motivation without reasonable evaluation criterion.
Fourthly, it ignores the needs for knowledge staffs to grow and develop. Knowledge workers have
very strong needs in self-realization, but their needs sometimes are easy to be covered by other needs, so
it is difficult for human resources management in enterprises to inspire, find and satisfy needs of
knowledge workers. The staff with more intense wish of self-realization would be more unstable, and
would be easier to move to realize their wishes to develop. Until now it is still a problem that confuses
the enterprise to try harder to inspire the wish of self-realization of staffs, and on the other hand be able
to improve the loyalty of knowledge workers to the enterprise.
Finally, knowledge workers are different from non-knowledge workers in incentive strategies. In
the regulations and policies of human resources management of enterprise, knowledge workers are very
different from non-knowledge workers, which mainly focus on the special incentive measures according
to the characteristics of needs for individual knowledge workers. If enterprise could not effectively
handle this problem, which might form the obstacle between knowledge group and non-knowledge
worker, and this would weaken necessary cooperation between them, and finally stop the flow from
non-knowledge worker to knowledge worker.

4 To Establish Incentive Mechanism for the Knowledge Worker in Chinese
Enterprises
In order to change the condition of incentive for knowledge workers in Chinese enterprises,
measures are required to be taken to motivate knowledge workers from every aspect, and establish
effective incentive mechanism. And there are some factors to be considered to establish it: Firstly,
outside and inside incentives are required to be considered; Secondly, more measures are required to be
taken such as material encouragement, non-material encouragement, and psychological encouragement;
Thirdly, short-term encouragement and long-time encouragement are both required; Fourthly, the
general encouragement regulations and specific regulations for individual and different education
backgrounds, classes and positions are both to be considered; Finally, both incentive and assessment are
very important.
4.1 To establish incentive mechanism of materials
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To some point, the salary could reflect the value of the staff, scientific and reasonable salary system
is one effective way to attract and keep core staff, and which means salary system is required to be
composed by salary, bonus, welfare, and stock or stock option. In the meantime, the plan for holding
stock needs to be made scientifically, and knowledge worker could hold the stock of the enterprise,
which could make a close tie between the their benefits and enterprise, so as to push them to work
harder to devote themselves into the production and development. On the base above, it is very
important to encourage them with intellectual capital and human capital. On one hand, if the knowledge
worker could enjoy the intellectual capitalization, which could let them to buy stock in some price in
appointed time, and relevant laws and regulations are to be made, so as to protect the stock source and
tax revenue of knowledge workers by the regulations, and to improve their innovation ability, especially
the professional skills that researched by core technicians, and finally increase the core competitive
capability of enterprise and organization. On the other hand, since human capital is also one of the
capitals, so the benefit would not only include salary, but also include property. That means knowledge
workers should share some percentage of property, so as to inspire their initiation and creation.
4.2 To establish spiritual incentive mechanism
There are three ways to establish spiritual incentive mechanism: Firstly, it is necessary to analyze
the position carefully before the recruitment, so as to get Mr. Right. Some scientific measures like
psychological test and capability test should be taken in the interview to better get to know the
knowledge worker from every aspect. After the interview, it is also very important to take job training
for new staff, so as to make the staff adapt to the job faster. It is very necessary to establish dynamic
adjustment mechanism between staff and position during their work. Secondly, it is better to assign the
work with more challenges to knowledge worker. Managers could make the work more meaningful and
full of challenges by improving core dimension (such as job shifting, colorful job, elastic working
system), and give certain authority to the staff according to the request of assignment, which means
knowledge worker could use the way they believe to be the best to work, and finally bring incentive to
the passion of their work. Thirdly, enterprises are required to emphasize and make more training for
knowledge workers based on establishing study and holiday system and elastic working system. On one
hand, with the help of evaluation on the training of knowledge workers, it could guarantee the usage and
focus of training from the source. On the other hand, enterprises are required to choose relevant training
on the base of evaluation, and could use one way or multiple ways to give feedback and final evaluation
to the training, so as to better improve the organic combination between human resource and the capital
of enterprise.
4.3 To establish incentive mechanism for career planning management
Career planning means that knowledge worker would design their direction and way for the
development of career according to their own knowledge structure, ability and the requirements of
career development, which is also one design and consideration for their own job, position and
promotion channel. Knowledge workers have higher requirements for personal achievement, and they
are not only satisfied with current position. [2] That’s to say, career development and planning is the base
for knowledge workers to realize their values, to be accepted by the others, and to pursue the promotion
of personal position. Therefore, in order to reach their needs for development, enterprises are required to
establish incentive mechanism of career planning and management. That means the leaders need to set
different position and career plans for different class of knowledge workers, and care, support and help
them to achieve the goal. All these would help knowledge worker to understand their own position and
future in the enterprise, and raise their satisfaction and loyalty, so as to tie them closely with enterprise,
and into the same back with enterprise.
4.4 To establish excellent corporate culture of incentive mechanism.
Corporate culture is not a single slogan, actually is the idea existing in the heart of people, which its
strength could be felt when in the enterprise. [3] Incentive mechanism of corporate culture is established
by materials, behavior, principle and idea, and could fully promote the core competence of enterprise
and the general competence of knowledge workers. The excellent institutional culture could be used to
regulate the behavior and movement of knowledge workers, and good environmental culture could be
used to increase the effect and limitation for knowledge workers gradually. When the institution of the
enterprise is further completed, the incentive for knowledge worker is required to be focused. During the
study and training of knowledge workers, the value and ability of challenge for knowledge workers
should be fully considered, which could organically combine the idea of study and training with the
value of knowledge workers, so as to increase their psychological recognition and team spirit by them to
the enterprise, and finally make them to be happy to study, love to devote their talents.
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4.5 To establish performance evaluation of incentive mechanism.
There are varies of requirements of knowledge workers, and the requirements are different because
of different people. Therefore, it is very necessary to establish multiple, diversified and networked
performance evaluation system, and to inspire motivation and initiative of knowledge workers through
all kinds of methods of assessment. The premise of establishing scientific performance evaluation
mechanism is to do good work in human resources, to clarify responsibilities of every job, to finish the
establishment of performance evaluation mechanism, to get the result and give marks to it through daily
record, and finally judge if the knowledge worker is qualified on the base of score. The result of
evaluation would regarded as the criteria for knowledge workers to get promoted, shifted, fired,
rewarded, punished, salary raised, and to better inspire their potentials, finally vitalize enterprise. But it
is very important to insist on the principle of being objective, equal, democratic and public in the
process of evaluation, and make sure the effectiveness of performance evaluation.

5 Conclusion
From the perspective of management, knowledge workers are very complicated, varied and
dynamic. Therefore, we are required to establish incentive mechanism of knowledge workers in the
fields of materials, spirit, career planning management, corporate culture and performance evaluation, so
as to make sure the mechanism is scientific, long-term and effective, finally gives long life to the
enterprise. Besides, the enterprise could take effective measures to specific single or combined incentive
strategies according to their specific and diversified requirements. And try to increase their satisfaction
through different needs of knowledge workers in different ages, different education background, and
different positions. Therefore, the enterprise could enjoy healthy, sustainable, and sound progress in the
severe market competition.
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Abstract This paper mainly wants to solve the problem of cognitive deviation for many investors.
How to change such a reality? this paper asserts that there is a need to strengthen the training and
correction of investors with relevant learning theory and methods for addressing the deviant investing
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1 Introduction
Deviation shown by investors can basically be divided into cognitive deviation, which is the result
of non-rational behavior. The last is operational deviation in investment transactions. Reasons for these
deviations are partly due to the cognitive deficits of human beings, and some are due to individual
imperfections in knowledge, psychology and methods of operation. it involves the correction of
investment deviation and the optimization investment behavior.
At present, the result of behavior deviation correction is not satisfactory, mainly due to the
following reasons. The first is the cognitive deviation. People are often opinionated, so they tend to
interpret new evidence in the way for the benefit of the original ideas or judgments, which will
aggravate psychological deviation. Second, studies show that although people know the true facts, when
they meet practical problems, they often relapse. That is when true knowledge is applied in practice,
deviations will occur. There is another situation. Although people with excessive self-confidence know
their own flaws or limited capacity, in the face of use in the case, they still speculate by mistake. Third,
there is a psychological phenomenon, known as irrelevant to history, which weakens the role of learning.
The psychological state of irrelevant to history make people do not want to spend too much energy to
the research of past experiences. The fourth is the lack of self control. In investment it can not separate
various investment activities well. At the same time it is lack of self-strengthening training mechanism
about rational investment behavior.
Therefore, for different types of investment behavior deviation， this article will discuss deviation
correction and optimization mechanism of behavior.
“Knowledge, belief and behavior” mode is the effective model about the correction of behavior
deviation. Knowledge (knowledge and learning) is the foundation. It is also the main way to correct
cognitive deviation, namely learning and cultivating relevant knowledge. Belief is the driving force;
Behavior (including the promotion of rational behavior, processes to eliminate harmful behavior) is the
goal.
Learning is a behavior. In particular it is the important promoting conditions of the development of
social behavior. Basic assumptions of behavior correction are: Like the adaptive behavior of people, the
non-adaptive behavior of people is also obtained through study.

2 Theoretical Basis of Behavior Correction
The main way to correct behavior is to enrich the investment knowledge by learning, create the
right investment philosophy and investment concept, design scientific investment strategy, and adopt
efficient investment method and correct the cognitive deviation according to the reasonable investment
processes to, eliminate or reduce behavior deviation ensuring efficient and scientific investment process.
The vast majority of human learning generation is through four channels: the learning of classic
conditions, learning of operating conditions, learning of imitation and cognitive learning.

3 Premise of Investment Deviation Correction
According to “Knowledge, belief and behavior” mode, the second stage of investment behavior
correction is the stage of setting up belief and attitude. In this process, the investor needs to form the
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evolving investment philosophy, insist the scientific investment idea, explore the reasonable investment
strategy, utilizes the effective investment method, finally achieve the investment goal to makes a profit
stably in the market.

4. Barrier Types of Investment Behavior
According to the principle of learning theory, the major variables for the classification of behavior
deviation are stimulation, actors’ capacity and the role of strengthening in the maintenance of behavior.
4.1 The skill lacks
This type of behavior deviation includes the behavior caused by the lack of skills needed to deal
with the context efficiently. For example, some investors may never learn how to adopt appropriate
investment behavior in the special market environment (such as the collapse). Although we define this
kind of deviation as the lacks of the investment skill, but how to rectify is possibly a very complex
matter. Because, investors who are lack of investment skill possibly is due to they have not obtained the
appropriate social strengthening from the past's investment study. The strengthening they received
may be negative or punitive results, which shows that the investor who lack of investment skills often
have negative subjective experience and attitudes, such as anxiety, depression and the lack of
self-confidence.
4.2 Incentive barriers
This type of behavior deviation include those abnormal behavior caused by the problem of
strengthening system. The problem appearing in strengthening system possibly includes: The incentive
failure, the irrelevancy of incentive, lack of incentive and incentive conflict.
Incentives failure: In the incentives failure, social stimulation useful for most people can not impact
some people's behavior. For these particular investors, attention, support and recognition may not have
positive role, and criticism or opposition has not the negative role of strengthening.
Incentive irrelevancy: If the strengthening stimulation attractive to investors is not allowed by the
society or harmful, we believe that the behavior deviation of this actor is due to incentive irrelevancy.
Lack of incentives: Above two kinds of incentive barriers aim at individual doer, but the lack of
incentive and the following incentive conflict aim at the environment. Lack of incentives means the lack
of stimulation to strengthening investment behavior in investor’s environment.
Incentive conflict: Many incompatible behaviors is due to environmental paradoxical for
strengthening stimulation, which is known as behavioral disorders of incentive conflict.
4.3 Self-strengthening barrier
From a cognitive point of view, the process of human knowledge has to maintain various types of
capacity. Therefore, actors themselves have the ability to strengthen their behavior through their
cognitive activities. If a person’s standard about what is the appropriate action divorced from the reality
and can not be achieved, no matter in any situation he could not discover that himself has something
which is worth rewarding, no matter how appropriate his performance in fact were. If a person always
does not have self-strengthening, he may enter the chronic despondent condition, and subjectively think
that he is not useful.
Conducting functional behavior analysis, it is useful to utilize above classification system, although
these types of behavior barriers have overlapping areas. In specific investment environment, investors
may also show a variety of behavior deviation that would add difficulties to behavioral assessment.

5 Correction Method for Securities Investment Behavior Deviation
5.1 Using systematic desensitization techniques to overcome the anxiety in the investment process
Anxiety mainly means of anxious emotional state or personality caused by some kind of internal
conflict. American Psychologist KJ Stallman said: " Once People's feelings are ignored or suppressed, it
will produce anxiety, and then continuous manic and depressive." Some philosophers thought: Anxious
is the individual’s attitude of worry and dread towards its own survival condition. Floyd's
psychoanalysis said that anxiety was regarded as one spiritual pathology phenomenon, which was
caused by this me with the superego conflict. It causes the patient to have the consequence of the fear,
restless, the pain, which must use the corresponding measure to alleviate until anxiety is eliminated.
Extreme state of anxiety is usually similar to the eccentric, crazy, depression, neuropathy, and reflected
by other "lesions".
Systematic Desensitization is a gradual way to overcome anxiety. Because physical state of relax
and psychological state of anxiety are the process of confrontation, physical relaxation achieved through
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the relaxations of muscles can inhibit anxiety. If lets investors with the relaxation condition close to
stimulation, which could cause the weak anxious mood, as a result of this kind of inhibitory action
caused by relaxation to the anxiety, the investor then can endure the anxiety they experiences. After
several repeat, the stimulus will lose “effect”, investors will no longer fell anxiety because of it's
emergence. Then, give stronger anxiety inducing incentives to investors, such as increasing the amount
of each transaction and repeat above process. This method provides the powerful weapon for us to
overcome behavior deviation relevant to anxiety in the investment process.
5.2 Self-confidence training
The second method to reduce fear is self-confidence training. In the investment process, we always
want to make the most appropriate response to the market, but in fact we are always worried whether the
appropriate response is right or not. To consider more, we often fear the response (investment decisions).
In fact this is a sign of self-confidence lack. If it is serious, we may carry on the self-confidence training.
Figure 1 explains the relation of self-confidence behavior and other types of behavior.
Self-confidence of behavior is showed in many types of behavior, among which the most common
behavior type is hostilities (such as the defense of their legitimate right). In the confrontation, some
behavior acts beyond the self-confidence. Emotional behavior is another common type of behavior
related to self-confidence. In addition, there are still other types of behavior involving self-confidence,
such as good faith, gratitude, praise, frank and humorous.

Emotional
behavior
and
non-adaptive
emotional
behavior,
such as fear to express
affection or express
vaguely

Self-confident
behavior
Propose
Accurate
communicati
on
of
emotion

requirement
to expressing
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opposite
opinion in an
appropriate
way.

Opposite
behavior
and
unreasonable
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as attract and
force others to
do something.

Figure 1 Relationship Between Self-confident Behavior,
Opposite Behavior and Emotional Behavior

Before the self-confidence training of investor, the investor must accept the rationality of
self-confidence behavior. Self-confidence training generally consists of three basic elements: role-play,
imitation, strengthening and instruction.
Role-playing, also known as behavioral practice, is to allow investors to exercise how to make
decisions, how to trade in certain specific transactions context.
The imitation technology is used to demonstrate how a more self-confident person will behave in
the identical situation. The demonstration usually acts by the successful investor.
The strengthening and the instruction are also undertaken by investor or the teacher with successful
investment experience. Strengthening from teacher is very important. The instructor do not only wants
to comment investor's investment behavior, moreover he must give suggestion and feedback, and assist
investor strengthening the degree of self-confident behavior.
5.3 Using imitation learning to form some excellent habits of investment
Earlier study has described the theory of imitation and the factors to influence the learning outcome of
that imitation. Imitative technology is used not only to correct the behavior problems related to anxiety, but
also to correct some behavior lacking of sensitivity. Since the study of human beings mainly rely on the
study of imitation, in correction process it generally stresses demonstration, tips, and strengthening. So it
can quickly establish the right investment behavior and habits being imitated by the investors.
5.4 Use of aversion therapy to reduce the deviation of certain behavior
Aversion technology relate some kind of unpleasant stimuli (such as vinegar) to behavior (such as
excessive trading) that the actors think appealing to himself but not meeting the requirements of
scientific investment, making investors feel disgust to give up such behavior finally. We can use this
method to correct over trading deviation of some investors. That is as long as some investors have cash
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in the investment accounts; they can not hold impulse of transactions, until all the money is used up.
Actually filled positions operation in the investment process does not apply to all investment periods.
Hence we may use one kind of unhappy stimulation to suppress the impulsion of the trade of investor.
Once there is transaction impulsion, at first we judge the necessity of this kind of transaction. If it is
unnecessary, then we carries on the sanction, such as drinks some vinegar and so on. Practice shows that
the effect of this treatment is good. As showed in Figure 2.
Stimuli

Irrational
behavior

(Price rise of stock)

investment

Pleasant
response

Behavior
approach

of

(Buy in)

The formation of
new connection

Stimuli
disgust

of

(Such as drinking vinegar)

Unpleasant
response

Behavior
avoidance

of

(too sour)

Figure 2 The General Principal of Aversion Therapy

5.5 Increasing adaptive behavior
(1) Behavior shaping. It is to establish a new way of individual behavior based on the existing way.
Because each individual action changes in two dimensions: quantity and quality. An action can have
changes in direction, way, power or duration. Investors are able to choose a variable in an existing
response, and strengthen it towards the direction it hope and establish new behavioral responses.
Behavior shaping is organized by this series of selective incentives and regression procedures. Behavior
shaping techniques can be used to the learning of investment knowledge.
(2) Positive strengthening techniques. Positive strengthening technology refers to offer a reward to
a behavior to increases the possibility which this behavior occurs. Aggrandizement with the
effectiveness of reward is named as positive strengthening material. Food, money, sex, status,
dominance, praise, feeling in certain situations may become the positive strengthening material.
Therefore, we can strengthen the individual’s low-frequency behavior with high-frequency behavior,
increasing the occurrence of low-frequency behavior. Hull discussed the role of strengthening and
formation of behavior in details, and lists a formula.
For the formation of behavior, the effect of positive strengthening technology is remarkable: from
the pigeons pecking response of Skinner box to the most complex behavior in human activities. In the
correction of investment behavior, we can see that when an investor wants to buy stock they make
efforts to find beneficial information for purchase, while turning a blind eye to the bad news. If you
want to change the kinds of habits, instructors should remind him to be sensible, comprehensive to
check company’s information from time to time. He should not make the transaction until he believe
that the investment is worthwhile to conduct transactions. And only when the instructor has 80 percent
chance to make profits, he exerts purchase behavior. Finally market will give the investor reward that is
some investment income. If you give lasting reward to this new investment behavior, new behavior of
investors will replace the old behavior.
(3) Implicit positive strengthening. Implicit positive reinforcement is a technology, which let
investors to think making a reaction in their minds, and imagine their reaction have been rewarded (a
good return on investment).
5.6 Self-regulation and achieving investment objectives
It is believed that the self-regulation is individual intrinsic strengthening process. He pointed out
that through the cognitive process people can not only control their own lives, but also to develop future
plans and objectives. The reason why people would insistently pursue the aims is people have the
capacity to expect future, set goals, satisfy themselves and criticize themselves. The human can adjust
their own behavior, reward themselves and punish themselves, depending upon their own internal
standard. In Bandura’s view, self-system is to provide the cognitive framework of reference mechanisms
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and a set of functions of feeling, evaluating and regulating behavior. He thought that not only person's
behavior was affected not only by the external factor, but also people may adjust their behavior through
the self-production factor.
Investment behavior is grouped by a behavioral response chains. In behavioral responses chain,
reactive induction of each link follows the links behind it immediately. Investors carrying out these acts,
they need to make decisions from time to time. As long as to make a decision at the beginning, say 10
Yuan to buy 1,000 shares of Shenzhen Development Bank, the rest are all completed along the
behavioral response chain. For example, turns on the computer and connect Securities Company’s
quotation and transaction system, then observes the trend of price for Shenzhen Development Bank, and
so on. If these response links of behavioral is interrupted, the individual's self-regulation start to make
effect. For example, there is a classmate visiting one’s home. He stops to talk with the classmate (chain
reaction is interrupted). At this time, he will use the self-regulation to re-decide the next step of action.
For example, whether he say goodbye with his classmate, and then continue the original plan, or go to
bars to chat with the classmate?
Investor's self-regulation process may be divided into three stages, namely self-observation,
self-appraisal and self-strengthening. On the self-observation stage, investor inspect himself what he is
doing. The second stage will be the self-appraisal stage, the doer compare the information obtained from
the self-observation stage to the operation standard formed by past experience. If you find the
comparison of this two is matched, the actors will be satisfied. If this two do not match, actors would be
unsatisfactory. The third stage is the self-strengthening. Investors strengthen themselves according to the
degree of similarity or difference between their own real operation and the standard which should be
achieved. If the self-strengthening is correct, the investment behavior response chain which is
interrupted by disturb would continue. If the self-strengthening is wrong, then a series of adjustments
will begin to correct the mistake. Of course, investors may abandon the behavioral response chain,
starting another response chain.
Self-regulation theory suggests that when the behavior of actors induces unexpected results, or
when they need to decide what to do next, they will be vigilant. When alert appears, actors’
self-regulation process begins. In the process of self-regulation, the efficiency of any stage will affect
the overall behavior operational efficiency.

6 Conclusions
For different types of investment behavior deviation, this paper discussed the correction mechanism
of behavior deviation. The premise to change investment behavior deviation is to understand the market
correctly. In the process of research, it is needed to form evolving investment philosophy, scientific
investment concept, and reasonable investment strategy and use effective investment methods to achieve
the investment goal of stable profits in the market in the end. Based on the functional analysis of
investment behavior, systematic desensitization is mainly used to overcome anxiety in the process of
investment, and carry on self-confidence training to establish and strengthen investor confidence.
Imitative study is used to form some good investment habits, and aversion therapy is used to trim some
excessive investment behavior. Through behavior shaping and positive strengthening technology, some
adaptive behavior is enhanced. With self-regulation technology, which can be used to achieve better
behavior control effect, investment deviation can be corrected.
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Abstract Event study method was used in the article. It is thought that the changes of stock prices
before and after the date on which the accounting report is published, comparing with the annual
average stock price may reflect the information of market response to earnings management. Bivariate
regression model was found and showed that the average stock price has not significant correlation with
net profit and cash flow of operating activities before and after the date on which the accounting report
is disclosed, it is influenced by various factors. Securities regulatory department should supervise and
control effectively the disclosure of the information or data in accounting reports, so as to promote a
healthy development of securities business.
Key words Accounting reports; Earnings management behavior; Market response; Bivariate
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1 Introduction
1.1 Research situation at home and overseas
It is earlier about the research of earnings management behavior at overseas，especially dividends
behavior research has increasingly become active in 1950’s. Early dividends theories are mainly about
standard study. Popular theory is figuratively called “bird in hands”，it is to say ,the investors prefer the
current revenue，namely cash bonus[1]. But at home，Weigang researched on the market response to
dividend distribution scheme of last year in1998. statistical inspection results show that dividend
distribution policy affects the listed company's stock price，bonus shares is quite popular than cash
obviously.
1.2 Research method
Event Study Methodology inspects the effect of event’s market behavior by inspecting the
difference between the market behavior surrounding the event and normal market behavior. The default
logic relationship of Event study methodology is that if the company’s information disclosure may truly
change the investor’s expectation, then the “information content” of disclosed information can be
compared by the change of abnormal yield rate.
The accounting report contains earnings management information. The stock prices are the
concentrated responses to all factors such as various expectations, opportunistic factors, judgments,
decisions and psychological factors. They are the final game results between two parties in a transaction
in the capital market. Therefore, to study the response of stock price to accounting report may explain
the market response to earnings management. Event Study Methodology can be reduced to the follow
steps[2]:
Firstly, defining the event. An event is the accounting report disclosed by a listed company. Event
window is 20 days before and anther 20 days after the accounting report is published, total 40 days (the
stocks are suspended on the publishing date of accounting report, no transaction data.)
Secondly, sampling standard. Select A stock companies listed in Shanghai Stock Exchange as the
objection of research. These companies have indicator data such as dates of publication, number of days,
closing prices, 20 days before and 20 days after the publishing date of accounting report, etc.; and there
are 703 companies in 2008. All data here are provided from CSMAR database by Shenzhen GTA IT Co.,
Ltd.
Thirdly, calculating average stock price of a year and the change rate of daily stock price in event
window/average stock price.
1.3 Computing formulas by steps
t =n

First,

pi = ∑ pit / n
t =1

(1)
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In which, pi as the average closing price of the i (1st , 2nd , 3rd , 4th …) stock in a year; pit as
the closing price of the i (1st , 2nd , 3rd , 4th …) stock on the t(1st , 2nd , 3rd , 4th …) day; n as the number of
transaction days of this stock for a whole year.
Second,
Rit = ( pit − pi ) / pi
(2)
In which, Rit as the rate of calm base yield of the i (1st , 2nd , 3rd , 4th …) stock on the t (1st , 2nd ,
3rd , 4th …) day.
Third,

RC / NI = CFO / NI

(3)

In which, RC / NI as the ratio that the net cash flow of operating activities occupies in the net
income; CFO as the net cash flow of operating activities; NI as the net income.
i= I

Fourth,

Rit = ∑ Rit I

(4)

i =1

In which, Rit as the mean value of Rit in each group on the t (1st , 2nd , 3rd , 4th …) day after
grouped subject to RC / NI ; I as the total number of stocks in each group after grouped subject to

RC / NI ; i as the an individual stock; and t as the transaction date in the event window days.
Fifth, data computing. pi is computed by using of the closing prices on the transaction days for a
whole year; compute Rit in the event window and group Rit in unequal intervals according to the
RC / NI value; compute Rit of each group; inspect the response of the stock price to various earnings
management behaviors through the degree of changes of Rit .
Sixth, describing with graph. Draw the change curve of Rit in event window; inspect the
influence of the event to the stock prices.
Seventh, mathematical statistics should be used to prove the correlation between p−20 and NI and
CFO factors in its corresponding groups as well as that between p20 and the NI and CFO factors in its
corresponding groups in different intervals of RC / NI , and then makes a regression analysis.
Finally, illumination, analysis and conclusion[3].

2 Analysis of Stock Market Response to Earnings Management Behavior

Analysis of stock market response includes descriptive analysis and regression analysis[4].

2.1 Descriptive analysis
Table 1 shows the ratio between the closing prices of 20 days before and 20 days after the
publishing date of accounting report and average closing price in-the-whole-year of 703 sample
companies listed in Shanghai Stock Exchange in 2008. Then average the ratio value again according

to RC / NI , Rit is obtained.
All Rit s are grouped into 9 unequal interval groups according to the value of RC / NI . It is
generally considered that when CFO approaches to NI, the earnings quality of a company or enterprise
is better, and most of the operating cash flow forms the income, that is, CFO=NI. Therefore, it can be
described as (-∞，-20), [-20，-4) and (20，+∞) groups are all major earnings management groups and the
human manipulation trace is very obvious. While Group [0.5，2) and Group [2，4) are considered as
more assorted groups due to the CFO and NI are comparatively consistent.
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Table 1

CFO/NI
(-∞,-20)

Rit (Data of Partial Groups) With 20 Days Before and 20 Days After The Publishing

Data of Accounting Report In 2008
Ron the 20th day
18 days before
16 days before 15days before
19 days before the
17 days before the
before the
the publishing
the publishing the publishing
publishing date
publishing date
publishing date
date
date
date
0.382441
0.372829
0.368436
0.366439
0.363038
0.362915

[-20,-4)

0.242647

0.242195

0.238663

0.243097

0.246026

0.25212

[-4,-2)

0.241509

0.241094

0.24627

0.247934

0.246191

0.244329

The closing price on the
1 day after
2 days after 3 days after 4 days after 5 days after 6 days after
publishing
the publishing the publishing the publishing the publishing the publishing the publishing
date of accounting report
date
date
date
date
date
date
0.343735
0.33072
0.335381
0.340805
0.328759
0.325353
0
0.223828
0.217235
0.216313
0.215639
0.215713
0.20625
0
0.19489

0

0.192496

0.188913

0.177296

0.173005

0.17434

14 days after 15 days after 16 days after 17 days after 18 days after 19 days after 20 days after
the publishing the publishing the publishing the publishing the publishing the publishing the publishing
date
date
date
date
date
date
date
0.346424
0.365782
0.354924
0.326635
0.320453
0.322412
0.295081
0.188815

0.188473

0.186741

0.18376

0.171074

0.163734

0.152785

0.163971

0.159104

0.144165

0.124725

0.126111

0.118898

0.117267

Figure 1 Broken Line Graph of Calm Base Yield Rate of Group (-∞, -20) and Group [-20, -4）in 2008

Figure 2

Broken Line Graph of Calm Base Yield Rate of Group [-4, -2) and Group [-2, -0.5）in 2008
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Broken Line Graph of Calm Base Yield Rate of Group [-0.5, 0.5) and Group [0.5, 2）in 2008

Figure 4

Broken Line Graph of Calm Base Yield Rate of Group [2, 4) and Group [4, 20）in 2008

Figure 5 Broken Line Graph of Calm Base Yield Rate of Group [20, +∞）in 2008

Total 9 curves in 5 graphs in 2008 could tell the following features:
On the publishing date of accounting report, due to the suspension, there is no data on this day and

Rit of all groups approaches to point 0. Group (-∞，-20), [-4，-2), [0.5，2) and [20，+∞) are described
as: Curve for Group (-∞，-20) is close to 0.4 in 20 days before the publishing date of accounting report.
It starts to rise upward in 10 days before the publishing date and maximum up to 0.4. After the
publishing date, it falls down and fluctuates at the range of 0.3-0.4. Observed from whole, the yield rate
of this group is the highest in all groups. That means the capital market adopting venture for the major
earnings management behavior did not negative such stocks, but even supported such speculation
behaviors with the highest Rit .
Group [-4，-2) begins to fall down from its highest point 0.27 in 8 days before the publishing day of
accounting report, this means the capital market has predicted or has been aware of the contents of
accounting report and has made response in advance. Then it keeps falling down all the way till close to
the lowest point 0.1 on the 20th day after the publishing date of accounting report. For such stocks with
such degree of earnings management, the market has not expectation of speculation; therefore, their
stock prices kept falling down all the way to the lowest point without waiting for the publishing of
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accounting reports.
The CFO and NI is very close in Group [0.5，2), theoretically, it is a very good state between the
income quality and report quality. The curve rises up to 0.25 before the publishing date little by little
from 0.2 before the publishing date, and then it falls down bit by bit till to 0.2 again on the 20th days
after the publishing date. The curve before and after the publishing date of accounting reports is similar
to a straight line, without much change. That means the market’s evaluations to such income quality are
much consentaneous.
Group [20，+∞） kept falling down all the way from 0.3 on the 20th day before the publishing date,
and slumped to 0.1 on the 20th day after the publishing date. However, from the 12th day to the 4th day
before the publishing date, the curve showed a partial rebound. That means there were speculative
expectations in the market. After accounting information and data was published, the market presented a
rapid response and the yield rate dropped severely. However, the speculative expectations offered such
stocks a survival opportunity from dropping to nothing and kept them at a relatively lower level.
2.2 Regression analysis
Following models are used in the regression analysis[4]:
p−20 =α＋ β1 ×NI＋ β2 ×CFO

p20 =α＋ β1 ×NI＋ β2 ×CFO
p−20 and p20 as the average stock price in 20 days before and 20 days after the publishing date
of accounting reports respectively; NI as the net income, CFO as cash flow of operating activities;
confidence coefficient as 95%.
Inspect the linear relationship between average stock prices and net income and cash flow of
operation in 20 days before and 20 days after the publishing date of accounting reports with models.
Table 2

Inspection Result of Multiple Regression Between

α

Group

p−20

b1

CFO/NI

α value

t-Stat

P-value

b1 value

(-∞,-20)

0.339161

2.790946

0.049264

[-20,-4)

0.240667

16.34107

[-4,-2)

0.277867

[-2,-0.5)

and NI and CFO in 2008

b2

Multiple
R

t-Stat

P-value

b2value

t-Stat

P-value

3.78827E-08

1.325177

0.255739

6.48E-10

1.073669

0.343426

0.552659055

4.84E-19

-2.10027E-10

-0.15733

0.875795

-4.2E-11

-0.23489

0.81552

0.338082193

7.091763

5.41E-06

-4.02185E-09

-1.36142

0.19489

-9.8E-10

-1.15343

0.268046

0.388055883

0.272828

10.9182

5.65E-13

8.87473E-10

1.218821

0.230839

9.03E-10

1.375382

0.177512

0.224152764

[-0.5,0.5)

0.277609

16.72063

2.28E-31

-2.17963E-11

-0.58111

0.562413

-2.4E-11

-0.13265

0.894723

0.056996262

[0.5,2)

0.237785

19.08936

5.14E-48

-1.81463E-10

-1.96436

0.050789

1.01E-10

1.840189

0.067132

0.142495259

[2,4)

0.234166

14.08176

1.73E-27

7.86564E-12

0.038915

0.969021

-5.5E-12

-0.0589

0.953128

0.06759536

[4,20)

0.201819

15.50781

3E-30

-4.19155E-10

-1.32097

0.189067

3.99E-11

1.354173

0.178269

0.124661666

[20,+∞）

0.26216

7.19029

2.54E-07

-1.45388E-08

-2.51641

0.019283

3.89E-10

2.330189

0.02893

0.466099744

The inspection results show that the average stock prices of 20 days before and after the publishing
date of accounting reports in Shanghai Stock Exchange in 2008 are basically irrelevant to NI and CFO.
What approximates to the linear relation is just the average stock price and NI and CFO of major
earnings management group[20，+∞）before the publishing date of accounting reports, they presented the
relevance to some extent. That means the net income, cash flow of operating activities in 2008 or both
of the two factors affected the stock price infinitesimally.
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α

p20

b1
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and NI and CFO in 2008

b2

Group
CFO/NI

α value

t-Stat

P-value

b1 value

t-Stat

P-value

b2value

t-Stat

P-value

Multiple
R

(-∞,-20)

0.479215

1.792604

0.147503

3.78E-08

0.601046

0.580209

1.18E-09

0.888189

0.424623

0.418927
0.330112

[-20,-4)

0.1899

11.1684

1.02E-13

1.12E-09

0.727624

0.47119

1.37E-10

0.655729

0.515849

[-4,-2)

0.159018

6.352972

1.79E-05

6.33E-10

0.33566

0.742104

1.67E-10

0.306749

0.763549

0.09275

[-2,-0.5)

0.26329

10.72243

9.33E-13

1.5E-09

2.100845

0.042721

1.1E-09

1.706431

0.096542

0.340904

[-0.5,0.5)

0.231426

13.00514

1.29E-23

9.06E-11

2.252485

0.026372

2.44E-10

1.259711

0.210566

0.2203

[0.5,2)

0.218006

17.34229

1.35E-42

-1.7E-11

-0.18334

0.85471

1.34E-11

0.242622

0.808532

0.032334

[2,4)

0.217326

11.92752

2.57E-22

-2.7E-10

-1.23277

0.219995

1.24E-10

1.213196

0.227361

0.12721

[4,20)

0.163223

13.88216

1.44E-26

-1.1E-10

-0.39566

0.693071

1.04E-11

0.389873

0.697333

0.036443

[20,+∞）

0.164285

4.244201

0.000306

-1.3E-08

-2.06457

0.050418

3.27E-10

1.843355

0.078202

0.401959

3 Conclusion
The obvious difference between the yield/income rate before the publishing date and that after the
publishing date means the accounting reports have passed new information to the market, and the
market can make response to the accounting reports. That is, Rit in different RC / NI groups varies
significantly. To the major earnings management behavior, the stock market gave a higher expectation
first, which is presented by the obvious higher yield rate than average year-round yield rate. That means
the speculative factors worked a lot; when accounting reports were published, the stock prices drops
down and the lower income quality can not support higher yield rate/income rate, i.e. it can not support
higher stock prices. Stock market can identify the earnings management behavior. In the groups that NI
and CFO are assorted, the change of yield rate performed steadily. That means the stock market can
identify the income quality and make response to it.
The computation of the bivariate regression model shows that the joint influence or effect of the
stock price and NI and CFO has an inevitable correlation. They presented correlation in individual
groups only; this can not stand for the response to the latter two from the stock prices of whole Shanghai
Stock Exchange. This means the stock prices are affected or influenced by various factors. The
information and data in the accounting reports affected jointly the stock prices and the speculative
factors sometimes played a bigger role. Therefore, the securities regulatory/stock supervision
department should strengthen the supervision and control to the disclosure of accounting reports to
enable the accounting reports to pass true information to the market so as to promote a fair competition
and a healthy development of the stock market.
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Abstract The management of successful enterprise internal image needs the systematic and hierarchy
enterprise ideological and political education system. In this article, the viewpoint which is proposed by
the essential data investigation and the analysis method in the research process is that, the enterprise
ideological and political education system acts as the important position in the management of the
enterprise internal image. The value guidance function of the Ideological and political education should
be utilized sufficiently during the construction process of the system. The work draw a conclusion in this
article is that the enterprise ideological and political education should take the systematization as a goal
and establish the level mechanism of the ideological and political education in order to promote the
management of enterprise internal image forwardly and orderly during the both-way incorporation of
the enterprise human resources management and the enterprise culture construction.
Key words Enterprise ideological and political Education; Internal image management; Value return

1 Introduction
The image management is referred to a series of activities which an organization establishes in
order to carry on the “suitable” image. In the management theory, the image manages are mostly applied
to organize the crisis processing. Therefore, more appliances tend to coordination and processing of
exterior public relation. The enterprise internal image management in this article involves mainly two
kinds of images, the unique, core and lasting image is thought by the enterprise staff and the enterprise
staffs image base on the outside appraisal to the enterprise. But in the traditional management theory, the
high uniform of the person and the enterprise philosophy are belonged to the research category of the
human resources management.
Because of the disciplines limit, most of the scholars adopt the research patterns which combine to
maintain and evaluate when the problem is solved. It is that, through the salary, the appraisal, the
promotion and a series of management activities, the staff’s enthusiasm, initiative and creativity are
maintained; the worker’s legitimate rights and interests are safeguarded and the satisfaction of the staff
are improved, thus promoting a sense of identity business, so rest assured the work satisfaction. It is also
that through the comprehensive inspection and the appraisal which are conducted by the achievement of
the staff, the work manner, the skill level as well as other aspects, the decision, which the rewards or
punishment, fluctuation, removing or retaining of the staff, are made.
In this case, there are no formed of explicit relationship between the enterprise development and
the individual development in the staff innermost feelings. The staff has not integrated the development
of enterprise into the self-concept and they do not rely on the enterprise in psychology any more. The
staff is the enterprise internal public [1] (Zhang Yinghong, 2002). In the enterprise internal public relation
management, the vital duty is establishing the bidirectional mutual communication relations between the
management and the staff, in order to make the promotion trust and the support to encourage the team
spirit and enhance the cohesive force of enterprise [2] ( Zhu Jianzhong, 2005). As the enterprise, the goal
will be realized finally by its most valuable resources -- its staffs. The enterprise staff’s achievements
are the entire enterprise’s achievements. In order to enhance the whole achievement, the staff’s duties
are the enterprise’s success. In a short, the self-approval of the staff for enterprise image should be
established. The enterprise ideological and political education system is for the purpose which made the
staff form the highly effective self-approval of the enterprise image.
There are many differences between the ideological and political education system and human
resources management. Although they are all object to aims with person’s transformation which consist
to the organization goal. The ideological and political education stresses on the value guidance. There is
guidance that realizes the conformity and development of the staff and enterprise. It is that through the
effective conformity of enterprise culture, information communication, interpersonal relationship
harmony and the contradictory conflict resolving, the individual within the enterprise, the group goals,
the behavior and the manner trend to the enterprise’s requirement and philosophy and form the high
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cooperation and coordination synergies to achieve the communal development of the individual and the
enterprise and to display the group superiority. In this way, the enterprise’s productive forces and
benefits improved, the staff ability enhanced and exerted and the maximum individual value and
enterprise’s technical progress realized appropriately. Here, what we emphasized is the value guidance,
namely object (staff) value approval. As for this view, there are few deep researches carrying on the
function of the ideological and political education in the enterprise internal image at home and abroad.
US psychologist Froomkin advanced the expectancy theory in 1964 which researched on the
relations of people’s behaviors and anticipated results. This theory believed that, the enthusiasm of the
people for a particular job depends on what and how to meet his needs and the possible realization. So
we can draw the conclusion that the enterprise internal staff’s recognition about the enterprise image is
mainly decided to what and how this kind of recognition meets their needs. Maslow’s Hierarchy of
demand theory believed that the human have five level demands: Physiological demand, safety
requirement, public relations demand, respect demand and self-realization demand. The physiological
demand and the safety requirement belong to the basic survival demand; the public relations demand,
the respect demand and self-realization demand which called them “the social demand”, because they all
reflect the situation occurred during the social time. Those demands can clearly demonstrate the attitude
about the staff’s treat to the enterprise internal images. Within the enterprise, the author believe that “the
social demand” can be divided into the interpersonal admission and organization admission, the human
affairs inspection and policy-making participation system, the continuing education and re-education
system, the enterprise exterior approval and so on. These contents, which can reflect precisely enterprise
image in the staff’s feelings, actually most can manifest enterprise’s staff value.

2 An Example
The author once has made the questionnaire type investigation on above four contents from
February 20th, 2010 to April 14th, 2010 in 5 enterprises providing 20 questionnaires for two enterprises
in Xi’an, 20 questionnaires for two enterprises in Shenzhen, 20 questionnaires for one enterprise in
Zhengzhou. The investigation objects respectively are the enterprise mister, the human resources
inspector general, the divisional manager (technical manager and sales manager) and the common staff.
Recycling questionnaire 55, are specifically as follows.

Enterprise 1
Enterprise 2
Enterprise 3
Enterprise 4
Enterprise 5

Interpersonal
admission and
organization
admission system
Unclear
Unclear
Unclear
There are
regulations
Disinterest

Table 1 Questionnaire
Enterprise external
Human affairs
approval
inspection and
policy-making
participation system
Unclear
No regulations
Disinterest
Very few
Unclear
Very few

Continuing education
and re-education
system
There are regulations
simple
simple

Unclear

No regulations

Very few

Unclear

Very few

Very few

The above investigation indicated that the internal image which the enterprise recognized presents
through the management system. The developing of the management system indicates merely is the
maker’s intention and their own interests. This is just a kind of “occupation”. The result is the hidden
scarcity. The enterprise interpersonal admission and the organization admission are imperfect; the
enterprises are not cared influence regarding the enterprise external image for the staffs. The inspection
and the policy-making system also have many flaws as well as the education and the re-educational
system. All these factors affect the enterprise internal image approval and result in the falling of
enterprise’s core competitiveness. If the management and the control system were rational, they would
have managed the enterprise scientifically. If the management of public relationship was conducted in
the internal enterprise, the reasonable management measure would have been made [2] (Zhu Jianzhong,
2005). Therefore, there are great significance to strengthen the establishment and the consummation of
the enterprise ideological and political education system for the enterprise’s development.

3 Methodology
3.1 Method one
The enterprise Ideological and political education takes systematization as a target. The enterprise
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ideological and political education must establish the demand and warning mechanism and form the
bidirectional system which we called the “feedback - regulation - -feedback” system. The enterprise
ideological and political education meets the right demand of the staff and looks for the conjunction of
the value between the enterprise and the staff in order to seek out the vintage medium of the value return
during the staffs as the priority target of the enterprise.
The recognition of the staff for the enterprise image benefits from the superposition of the
enterprise philosophy and the staff belief. The superposition includes the mapping influence of the
external enterprise image (the public judgment regarding the enterprise) to the staff belief; the difference
image of each enterprise; the staff’s self-respect satisfaction and so on. The enterprise internal image
management is just seeking for the superposition which satisfies the staff’s certain demand. Often as the
decision-making management, what they pay attention to is the major issues that is closed related to the
enterprise survival and development. As a traditional view, the staff is considered just as a part of human
capital. So the staff’s deeper value is often neglected. It is dangerous.
The systematical enterprise Ideological and political education adopts the working pattern of
“surface-line-point” in seeking the conjunction of the enterprise’s value and the staff’s value and takes
the enterprise’s whole personnel as the object of the research. In the point of application, the demands of
all staffs and each staff are taken as the core of the feedback. The similarities and differences between
the staff needs and the enterprise value are understood, the demands of the staff are comprehensively
considered. The significance that these demands stand in the enterprise sustainable staff resources
development is found out and the concrete solution, called the “double-win” solution, from the
enterprise to the staffs is considered. In the opportune moment, it unifies the feedbacks and
management’s significant policies to the possible considering factor in enterprise decision-making. The
interests of the enterprise and the staff are all considered. Then the decision-making is conveyed fast to
feed back staff’s different response and find the best solution to solve the problem. In some distance, the
decision-making may even lose the certain values just like the short-term values in order to obtain
enterprise’s long-term values. This is a continuous process of recycling form. At the same time, this kind
of circulation working pattern is applied to the daily enterprise operating. It is an important way for
grasping the full information of the staffs, preventing bad responses, and further forming the early
warning mechanism. Also it is important in improving the enthusiasm and acceptance.
3.2 Method two
Establish the level mechanism of the enterprise Ideological and political education. The enterprise
ideological and political education level mechanism in essence is the multi-level and the multi-position
lattice working mechanism. The realization of the mechanism needs to coordinate in two aspects. Firstly,
the enterprise ideological and political education integrates in human resources management and form
the institutional framework construction to transfer the enterprise staffs from the pure obedience system
to the belief seepage system mechanism. Human resources management refers to the series of human
resources policy as well as the corresponding management activity. Namely the enterprise by using the
modern management takes a number of actions to do the plans, the organization, the direction, the
controlling and coordination about the gain of the human resources(election), the development (nurture
human), maintaining (keeping the staff), the using (personnel) and so on. So that it finally realizes the
enterprise development goal.
Along with the development of the modern management theory, the manager makes every effort to
seek for the humanization management patterns and tools. Although they have made certain progresses,
fundamentally speaking, business management’s goal is not meeting the individual demands but
pursuing the economic interests. This contradictory must be solved fundamentally. The best methods are
the theory of the enterprise ideological and political education system, although it is just a flexible
management.
Essentially, there are explicitly relations of the interests between the enterprise and the staff. First,
the staff is the dependence of the enterprise benefit gains; second, the enterprise is also the dependence
which the staff demands can be satisfied. The enterprise ideological and political education seeks the
balance point of value relation between the enterprise and the staff in order to realize the goals of value
return, and solve the value conflicts basically. The staffs realize that they can obtain the host of profits if
the enterprise has many profits. Also the enterprise regards the staff as one kind of dependence.
On the other hand, enterprise ideological and political education combines with the enterprise
culture construction. The enterprise image is the reflection of the enterprise culture [3](Zhangde, Wu
jianping, 2003). US scholar Lawrence·D·Akerman advocated that the enterprise image determine the
enterprise culture and may understand enterprise culture in some distance [4] (Lawrence·D·Akerman,
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2003).Because the enterprise ideological and political education itself has the similar aspects with the
enterprise culture, many enterprises cleverly equate the enterprise ideological and political education
into the enterprise culture. But in fact, they are different. Integrating the enterprise ideological and
political education into the enterprise culture developing process materially emphasize the value
function of the ideological and political education and pay great attention to place the cultural
dissemination by the value function. The staff approve the value guidance of the enterprise, also the
enterprise simultaneously consider the staff’s demands. Certainly, the ideological and political education
working mechanism should also make the segmentation in different kind of fields. For instance, they
may establish the true netted structure from different level and also for different sex staff and so on.

4 Results
As a result, that the enterprise’s ideological and political education system’s construction is
reasonable or not will immediately influence the recognizing of the enterprise internal image. It is one of
the factors that hinder the market competition and finally affect the entire business management activity.
Therefore, in the construction of the enterprise ideological and political education system, we should
insist on the scientific planning and step-by-step construction gradually. On one hand, we must fully
attach the importance to the systematic construction and establish the feedback system over the whole
enterprise. On the other hand we must remain committed to quantitative work by stages and in
administrative level in order to realize the superposition of the enterprise value and the staff value in the
unification of the human resources management and the enterprise culture construction. It is the best
way for the staff to approve to the enterprise internal image. It also can raise enterprise’s market
competition efficiently.

5 Conclusion
The enterprise image is one of the most important parts of the whole enterprise’s wealth. It is also
an absolute system that affects enterprise market competition abilities. In certain significance, the
growing of the enterprise is the intrinsic unification of the enterprise value and the enterprise staff’s
approval. But in the realistic enterprise’s management process, the enterprise value and the staff value
often present the dual characters: The staffs do not have a strong corporate identity and the enterprise
value dominates above the demand of the staff. It is different to the former management is that the
enterprise ideological and political education system have adopted the even more flexible management
method exactly. It seeks the foothold point of the value between the enterprise and the staff. It has acted
as bridge of the staff reorganization and the enterprise value. There are two requests in the horizontal
construction of the enterprise ideological and political education system: Firstly, the systematic
enterprise ideological and political education should be established in order to form the “feedback regulation - feedback” bidirectional system. There, the manager can show solicitude for enterprise’s
overall benefits while paying close attention to the staff’s demands; Secondly, establishing the level
mechanism of the ideological and political education system. On the one hand, the ideological and
political education manifests the value guidance superiority by unifying with human resources
management. On the other hand, the ideological and political education places the cultural dissemination
of the value function by participating in the building of enterprise culture. The two unifications form the
whole cover of the ideological and political education system in the internal enterprise and powerfully
penetrate into internal image management and image approval during the whole enterprise. It can
guarantee the form of the powerful enterprise culture and competitive power, and finally form the great
wealth of enterprise development.
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Abstract In today’s competitive business environment, companies are striking to retain their existing
customers through many loyalty programs. Their ultimate goals are the success of retention and the gain
of repurchase intention of customers. The purpose of this study is to contribute to the body of
knowledge by empirically testing the impact of corporate image, customer satisfaction and switching
costs on customer loyalty in the telecommunication companies in Togo. Data was collected through
questionnaire from 160 mobile phone user’s of two Togolese telecommunication industries, namely
Togocell and Moov and we use ANOVA to test our hypothesis by using SPSS 17 as statistical tools. The
results of the study reveal that the degree of customer loyalty has a tendency to be higher when
perceptions of corporate image, customer satisfaction and switching cost are strongly favorable.
Key words Corporate image; Customer satisfaction; Switching costs; Customer loyalty; Togolese
telecommunication companies

1 Introduction
Customer loyalty is considered by many service providers as an important source of competitive
advantage (Woodruff, 1997). Gaining customer loyalty is one of the most important issues for many
firms today; and the cost of ensuring that a customer stay with the firm is lower than the cost of
acquiring a new one (Dick and Basu, 1994). Indeed, as (Reichheld 1996) pointed out, acquiring a new
customer costs five times what it takes to keep an existing one. Enhanced customer loyalty in service
firms will lead to greater profitability. Much research has focused on examining the relationship between
customer loyalty and its antecedents (e.g. Aydin and Ozer, 2005; Cronin, Brady, and Hult, 2000; Ibanez,
Hartmann, and Calvo, 2006; Liu, Leach, and Bernhardt, 2005; Sirdeshmukh, Singh, and Sabol, 2002;
Woodruff, 1997).
It has been found that one factor believed to have a significant positive affect on customer loyalty
is customer satisfaction (Soderlund, 1998). Another such factor is switching cost (Selnes, 1993).
Moreover, according to (Nguyen and Leblanc 2001), a company’s corporate image, especially that of
financial service firms, also plays an important part in securing customer loyalty.
The purpose of this study is to show the effect of corporate image, customer satisfaction and
switching cost on customer loyalty in Togolese telecommunication companies.

2 Evidence about Customer Loyalty, Corporate Image, Customer Satisfaction and
Switching Costs
2.1 Customer loyalty
Zeithaml (2000) states that previous studies viewed customer loyalty as being either behavioral or
attitudinal. The behavioral approach is that customers are loyal as long as they continue to buy and use a
good or service (Woodside et al., 1989; Parasuraman et al., 1988; Zeithaml et al., 1996). Reichheld
(2003) states that the strongest evidence of customer loyalty is the percentage of customers who were
enthusiastic enough to refer a friend or colleague to a particular good and/or service. The attitudinal
approach is that customers feel a sense of belonging or commitment to the good or service. (Baumann et
al. 2005) noted that Day (1969) four decades ago introduced the concept that loyalty has both behavioral
and attitudinal dimensions. The behavior approach includes criteria such as repeat purchase,
share-of-wallet, and word of mouth referrals, whereas the attitudinal approach consists of criteria like
commitment, trust or emotional attachment. (Baldinger and Rubinson 1996) examined the link between
attitude and behavior and found that ‗the stronger the attitudinal commitment..., the more likely
consumers were to remain loyal’ thus the use of an attitudinal measure would also indicate the
behavioral dimension of loyalty.
2.2 Corporate image
Corporate image is described as the overall impression made on the minds of the public about a
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firm (Barich and Kotler, 1991). (Nguyen and Leblanc 2001, p. 228) claim that corporate image is related
to the physical and behavioral attributes of the firm, such as business name, architecture, variety of
products/services, and to the impression of quality communicated by each person interacting with the
firm’s clients.Corporate image is the result of a process (MacInnis and Price, 1987). The process stems
from ideas, feelings and consumption experiences with a firm that are retrieved from memory and
transformed into mental images (Yuille and Catchpole, 1977). Therefore, corporate image is the result of
an evaluation process. Although a customer may not have enough information about a firm, information
obtained from different sources such as advertisements and word of mouth will influence the process of
forming the corporate image.
Corporate image affect customer loyalty (Johnson et al., 2001, p. 224). Nguyen and (Leblanc 2001)
demonstrate that corporate image relates positively with customer loyalty in three sectors
(telecommunication, retailing and education). The same relationship is demonstrated by (Kristensen et al.
2000) for Danish postal services, and by Juhl et al. 2002) for the Danish food retailing sector.
2.3 Customer satisfaction
There is several definition of customer satisfaction. A widely accepted definition would be the
following which is presented by Olivier in 1997: “satisfaction is the consumer’s fulfillment response.
It’s a judgment that a product or service feature, or the product of service itself, provided (or is
providing) a pleasurable level of consumption-related fulfillment” (Olivier, 1997). In this definition, first
the focus is on a consumer rather than a customer. Consumer uses a product or service, whereas a
customer pays for the product or service but may not use the service or product offered to him. Second,
satisfaction is a feeling and thought; it’s a short-term attitude that might change under certain
circumstances or situations. Satisfaction stays in consumer’s mind and is different from observable
behaviors such as product choice, complaining, and purchase. Third, satisfaction commonly has
positions at both a lower and upper level. This means that a consumer’s satisfaction may drop if she/he
gets too many good things. Also, their satisfaction level may rise if they get a little of good things. Many
people focus upon the lower position and neglect the potential for an upper position. This conflict and
ignorance might ruin the whole purpose of customer satisfaction and sets its level to a very low position
in the mind of customer.
2.4 Switching costs
(Porter 1998, p. 10) defines switching costs as one-time costs facing the buyer when switching
from one supplier’s product to another’s. In addition to objectively measurable monetary costs,
switching costs may also pertain to the time and psychological effort involved in facing the uncertainty
of dealing with a new service provider (Bloemer et al., 1998, Klemperer, 1987). Hence, switching costs
are partly consumer-specific (Shy, 2002). For this reason, a switching cost can be seen as a cost that
deters customers from demanding a rival firm’s brand.
(Jackson 1985) describes the switching cost as the sum of economic, psychological and physical
costs. The economic or financial switching cost is a sunk cost which appears when the customer changes
his/her brand, for example the costs of closing an account with one bank and opening another with a
competitor, the cost of changing one’s long-distance telephone service (Klemperer, 1987) or the costs of
changing one’s GSM operator.
Psychological cost is perceived as the cost stemming from social bonds (e.g. staff-customer
relations, etc.) that appear over the course of time and the uncertainty/risk of the unused brand. The
customer perceives high risk regarding a brand he/she has never used (Sharma and Patterson, 2000).
Physical costs is perceived as consumer lock-in, where it is observed that consumers repeatedly
purchase the same brand even after competing brands become cheaper (Shy, 2002, pp. 71-2). For these
reasons, switching costs are a factor that directly influences customers’ sensitivity to price level, and so
influences customer loyalty (Jones et al., 2002; Bloemer et al., 1998; Burnham et al., 2003; Lee et al.,
2001).

3 Data and Methodology
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Corporate image
Customer loyalty
Customer satisfaction
Switching cost

Figure 1

Research Model

To answer the research questions which are why have Togocel and Moov customers remained loyal
and what have Togocel and Moov done to retain its existing customers and create customer loyalty, we
use the model specify above (figure 1) and the analysis is based upon data collected through
questionnaire from Togocel and Moov mobile phone users. For the purpose of our analysis, we use both
the quantitative and the qualitative method of data collection and interpretation. The qualitative method
is a set of questionnaire based on the five stage of Likert scale rating as follows: 1 (Strongly Disagree) ,
2 (Disagree), 3 (Neither agree nor disagree), 4 (Agree) , 5 (Strongly Agree). The quantitative method is
about the use of the SPSS 17 tool to test our hypotheses which are: H1- corporate image affect customer
loyalty, H2- customers are loyal because of satisfaction, H3- customers perceived switching costs as
determinant of their loyalty. The questionnaire is divided into two parts: the first part included the
demographic variables wish includes questions about respondent’s age (in years) and gender (male or
female); the second part included the respondent’s choices about corporate image, their satisfaction and
loyalty and then their perceived switching costs. Taking into account the Statistical test for this research,
we selected ANOVA (analysis of variance) with confidence level of .05 to test our hypothesis. About
400 questionnaires were mailed to the both mobile phone customers and 160 were returned with 40% as
respondent’s rate.

4 Results
Table 1

Between People
Within People

Between Items
Residual
Total

Total

ANOVA for Corporate Image

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

144.665
23.037
243.629
266.667
401.331

159
2
318
320
479

.847
11.519
.766
.833
.838

F

Sig

15.035

.000

F

Sig

40.541

.000

Grand Mean = 3.27
Table 2

Between People
Within People

Total

Between Items
Residual
Total

ANOVA for Ccustomer Satisfaction

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

269.915
499.560
1959.273
2458.833
2728.748

159
11
1749
1760
1919

1.698
45.415
1.120
1.397
1.422

Grand Mean = 3.39

The Cronbach alpha test was applied to determine the reliability of the data collected. The values of
the Cronbach alpha for the tree items in the present study are all above 0.7, indicating hight reliability of
the data. Results in the above tables (table1.1, table1.2, table1.3) show the ANOVA test for the
independent variables which are corporate image, customer satisfaction and switching costs. The
ANOVA tables show that difference between group is significance for the corporate image (df=2,
F=15.035, Sig=.000 ≤.05), significance for the customer satisfaction (df=11, F=40.541, Sig=.000 ≤.05),
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and also significance for the switching costs (df=3, F=5.546, Sig=.001 ≤.05). We reject the null
hypothesis we set and accept the alternative hypothesis. Demographic variables informations show that
39% of the respondents were female while the majority of the respondents 61% were male, and 31%
belong to the age between 31 and 40, 25% between 20 and 30, 21% between 41 and 50, 13% between
51 and 60 and finally 10% .
Table 3

ANOVA for Switching Costs

Sum of Squares
Between People
Within People

Total

111.811
Between Items 11.367
Residual
325.883
Total
337.250
449.061

df

Mean Square

159
3
477
480
639

.703
3.789
.683
.703
.703

F

Sig

5.546

.001

Grand Mean = 3.84

5 Conclusion
The innovative point of this research paper is to provide for the Togolese telecommunication
enterprise the tools for gaining customers loyalty because any research has been found in that area. The
funding of our research is corporate image affect customer loyalty, customers are loyal because they are
satisfying with the service provided by the mobile phone companies and finally, customers perceived
switching costs as determinant of their loyalty. The degree of customer loyalty has a tendency to be
higher when perceptions of corporate image, customer satisfaction and switching cost are strongly
favorable. Before setting loyalty programs, managers should focus on every determinant of customer
loyalty such as corporate image, customer loyalty and switching costs.
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Abstract In this paper, the Idea of Minimum Cost (IMC) is discriminated and its disadvantages are
discussed and concluded. Subsequently, this paper collectes the financial annual reports of 1752 listed
companies in China in 2009 and analyzes the relationships of among Sales Cost (SC), Total Assets (TA)
and Sales Profit (SP), as well as the relationships among Net Asset per share (NAPS), Earning per share
(EPS) and Return on Net Assets (RONA). And the Idea of Maximum Payout (IMP) is demonstrated
according to the results of the above analysis, with the addition of some other literature maerials. Then
the concept of IMP is defined and its connotation is also introduced, based on which the concept and
connotation of Payout Transferring (PT) are introduced. At the end of this paper, the significance and
main application of IMP are descibed.
Key words Idea of minimum cost (IMC); Idea of maximu payout (IMP); Enterprise payout (EP);
Payout transferring (PT);

1 Introduction
IMC is the powerful part of the cost-benefit idea of the enterprises. Concretely speaking, IMC
emphasizes the cost’s minimizing when the enterprise income stays at the same size, which is beneficial
to getting more net income. This idea is widely accept in theory and practice circle because it is helpful
to achieve the enterprise targets “Cost Minimum” and “Profit Maximum”. From finance and accounting
perspective, IMC seems thoroughly right. That’s why there are nearly any scholars and experts who
have any different opinions to date.

Figure 1

IMC’s Vicious Circle

However, we found some disadvantages of IMC. And we believe that IMC may easily lead to a
vicious circle, as is shown in Figure 1. From Figure 1 we know that the enterprise owners will try their
best to reduce the labor cost according to IMC, which will lower the level of employee compensation.
This compensation lowering, plus the IMC’s influencing on enterprise employees, will of course make
employees reduce their payout consciously or unconsciously. Generally speaking, the reducing of
employees’ payout is mainly reflected by the less seriousness and less diligence in their jobs and work,
which may definitely bring down the enterprise performance and benefit. This result will make the
enterprise owners further reduce the labor cost, which will form a vicious circle gradually. Besides the
easily forming of this vicious circle, IMC also strengthens the attribute “Economic Man” of all
stakeholders of the enterprises, as well as enhancing the material interest relationships of the inner and
exterior enterprises, which will not facilitate the constructions of enterprises’ and society’s culture and
atmosphere.

2 Demonstration and Induction of IMP
2.1 Demonstration of IMP
The following analysis will use several financial indexes of 1752 listed companies’ financial annual
reports of China in 2009, which is taken from the NetEase website (www.163.com) from January 1st to
April 28th, 2010. And these financial indexes include the Earning per share (EPS), Net Assets per Share
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(NAPS), Return on Net Assets (RONA), Sales Revenue (SR), Sales Profit (SP) and Total Assets (TA).
However, for the lack of space, here Table 1 only displays 5 listed companies’ financial indexes of their
annual reports.
According to the formula “Sales Cost (SC) =Sales Revenue (SR) – Sales Profit (SP)”, we can
calculate the SC of each listed company. Subsequently, with the help of SPSS 16.0, we can do the
correlation analysis (CA) of SC and SP, and the correlation coefficient is 0.785, as is shown in Table 2.
Likewise, we can get the correlation coefficients of TA-SP, NAPS-EPS and NAPS-RONA, and they are
0.680, 0.608 and 0.242 respectively, as is shown in Table 3, 4 and 5.
Financial Indexes of China’s Listed Companies in 2009[1]
SR
SP
EPS
NAPS RONA
Company Name
(RMB in 10 (RMB in 10
(Yuan) (Yuan)
(%)
Thousand)
Thousand)
Eastern Gold Jade Co., Ltd
0.03
1.06
3.25
111542
8964.87
Shanghai Prosolar Real Estate
0.05
1.51
2.36
8964.84
3359.39
Co., Ltd
Beijing Huaye Real Estate Co.,
0.18
3.21
5.75
121004.15
23461.38
Ltd.
Guangxi Wuzhou Zhongheng
0.48
2.18
24.74
71239.59
33850.82
Group Co., Ltd
Jiugang Iron & Steel Co., Ltd
0.16
4.83
3.05
3594844.16
334375.96
Table 1

Table 2

SC and SP’s CA

SC

Table 3

SP

Pearson Correlation
1 .785**
TA
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
SC
N
1750
1750
Pearson Correlation
.785**
1
SP
SP
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
N
1750
1752
Note: **. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Table 4

SC and SP’s CA

NAPS

Pearson Correlation
1 .608**
NA
Sig.
(2-tailed)
.000
PS
NAPS
N
1750
1748
Pearson Correlation
.608**
1
RO
EPS
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
NA
N
1748
1750
Note: **. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

72183.57
667597.77
150455.46
2608558.28

TA and SP’s CA
TA

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Table 5

EPS

TA
(RMB in 10
Thousand)
150943.76

1

.680**
.000
1751
1

1751
.680**
.000
1751

1752

TA and SP’s CA
NAPS

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

SP

1
1750
.242**
.000
1723

RONA
.242**
.000
1723
1
1724

From the above data we can know that, the enterprise profit, revenue and cost, assets have a
positive correlativity. In other words, the EP will increase with the increase of the enterprise profit;
meanwhile, when the payout direction and the environment are suitable, the enterprise profit will
increase with the EP’s increase. And the result will be also proved by the following literature data: (a) In
accordance with Sun Qianlu, Yang Yufeng, Shen Yuling and Hu xin’s papers[2]-[3], there is a positive
relationship between the senior executive compensation and Enterprise performance, as well as between
the senior executives’ education background and their compensation; (b) according to Ma Guanghui’s
paper[4], the learning achievement of foreign languages will become higher and higher if more and more
effort is spared.
2.2 Induction of IMP
Through the above demonstration, we believe that there is a positive relationship between the
Enterprise profit and payout. Here, Enterprise Payout (EP) refers to all the payout paid for obtaining
more profit and much bigger space of living and developing, such as the material cost of production,
financial expense of loan, labor cost of employees, profit distribution of shareholders, unpaid donation
of enterprises, etc. According to IMP, the corresponding total payout will increase if the enterprises want
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to improve their total profit. At the same time, the corresponding payout items will increase, too. At this
moment, if the enterprises want to lower one payout item, such as the material cost of production as is
shown in Figure 2, the other payout items have to further increase, such as the labor cost of employees.
And this will result in the payout transferring (PT), which means the transferring from one payout item
to the others.
Material Cost of Production ↘
Financial Expense of Loan ↗

Total Payout↗

Labor Cost of Employees

↗↗

Total Profit↗

Profit Distribution of Shareholders ↗
Unpaid Donation of Enterprises ↗

Figure 2 Enterprise Payout and Profit

Based on above analysis, here we put forward the Idea of Maximum Payout (IMP), which means
that the enterprises should emphasize the positive relationship between the total payout and total profit
in their business operation and administration, and the enterprise total payout should be increased to the
maximum, wherever and whenever reasonably practicable; meanwhile, the enterprises should always
look for the best payout direction, and after ensuring the other payout items in their best appropriate
proportion, all of the residual payout should be transferred into the best payout items with the highest
profits, which is helpful to get more profits and bigger space of living and developing.
In order to understand IMP well, it is necessary to elucidate the following points. (a) IMP is not
meant to pay out blindly without regard to the principle of cost and benefit. In fact, if the enterprises
want to minimize the total cost, it is necessary to figure out which payout items are reducible, as well as
working out and carrying out the concrete measures. Obviously, all of these activities need the serious
and diligent work of the enterprise employees, and more labor payout is heavily needed to ensure the
goal of cost minimum. (b) IMP asks for frequent payout transferring to ensure that the enterprise limited
resources are used on the best payout items with the highest profits. We should know that the enterprises
are not just the resource repositories but the places of capital investing and increasing. Therefore, the
enterprise goal should not just be saving and reducing the resource but ensuring these resources in the
highest-profit investments, especially for the employees’ labor resources. (c) IMP pays attention to the
incremental contribution. The method of IMP’s profit increasing is not just reducing cost, but paying
more attention to insuring the resources to fully play the role in order to get more profits. (d) IMP
emphasizes the effect of labor resources, especially in looking for the most cost-effective payout items
and the best investing direction. Meanwhile, enterprises also should attach importance to the payout of
labor resources when carrying out the concrete investment programs. (5) IMP changes the idea of
enterprise cost management, from the ideas of “Minimum Cost and Maximum Profit” to the ideas of
“Most-suitable Cost, Maximum Payout, Optimized Profit and Biggest Space”. We know that, it is hard
and uneconomical to minimize the cost because of the complicated and changed environment, thus most
of time the cost may only be controlled at a most suitable level in practice. Meanwhile, in order to keep
the enterprise sustainability, the owners should just enjoy the most appropriate proportion in profit
distribution, which can ensure the enterprises and their owners get more profits and bigger space of
living and developing in the future.

3 Significance and Application of IMP
3.1 Significance of IMP
The significance and value of IMP mainly are embodied in the following aspects.
1) IMP changes and reconfirms the correct idea of cost control and management. IMC believes that
the enterprise profit will be the biggest when the cost is the lowest. However, this idea may be not very
true if all the things are considered. On the contrary, IMP definitely demonstrated the positive
relationship between the enterprise profit and their payout. Thus, the key point is whether the enterprises
put their limited resources into the rightest and optimum places, rather than how much the cost is
reduced. In other words, the places, which really need the most payout, should be given to the maximum;
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while the places, which really need no investment and payout, shouldn’t be spent anything.
2) IMP perfects the new idea of enterprise profit distribution. It is well-known that there are many
competitions and conflicts in the enterprises. However, the cooperation and coordination is also badly
needed in the enterprises. Therefore, in order to keep enterprises steady and ensure enterprises get more
profits and space of living and developing in the long term, the owners and enterprises should just enjoy
a appropriate proportion of profit distribution according to IMP.
3) IMP demonstrates the secrets of enterprise successful operation and management. As is well
known, the operation and management of the enterprises is very hard. And no matter what level they are
at, what environment they are in, what kind workers they have, the enterprise related people have to be
careful and work hard all the time. No production technology, idea of operation and management or
rules and regulations can make sure the enterprises exist and develop forever. In our opinion, only the
greatest seriousness, diligence and payout of all the related people of the enterprises can go better and
better, which will be helpful to win a place in the highly competitive environment.
4) IMP voices the ultimate goal of enterprise existing and development. For a long time, the goal of
enterprise existing and development is always the goals “Enterprise Profit Maximization” or “Enterprise
Value Maximization”, etc. However, this idea and goal can’t combine all the respects of the enterprises
and the whole society very well. Besides, this kind of idea and goal is the one that is extremely only in
pursuit of the enterprise material interest maximization, which of course will bring many interior
conflicts in the enterprises, as well as lots of related social problems. On the contrary, IMP asks all
enterprise stakeholders spare no effort to work hard for the enterprise existing and development, which
certainly bring more and more profits. As for the profit distribution, IMP calls for all the stakeholders
only enjoy the best appropriate proportion of the whole profits, which may be easier to keep the
enterprise in good steadiness, cooperation and coordination. In a word, IMP can not only make all the
enterprise stakeholders get more and more profit forever, but also promote the harmoniousness of all the
whole society, which embodies the ultimate value and significance of the enterprises.
3.2 Application of IMP
IMP can be used every aspect of the enterprise, especially being shown in the following ones.
1) The choosing of the best capital investing direction. The capital investing activities in enterprises,
which are like to arrange forces in certain information in wars, always need lots of hard-working
preparation work before making the decisions. The preparation work, as well as the careful analysis in
the decision-making may improve the odds of success of the investing activities. Otherwise, the
investing activities tend to fail. Obviously, IMP could frequently reminds the senior executives in the
decision-making level well, which will let them work more careful and diligent in looking for the right
direction of enterprise investment.
2) Timely and suitable payout transferring. We know that, the enterprise environment is always in
change, as well as all business activities, employees, etc. So after a brief spell, many things will change
and the new situations and environment calls for appropriate readjustments in many aspects of the
enterprises. From the perspective of cost control and management, the enterprises should often analyze
which payout items are most cost-effective, where is the right investing direction. Subsequently, some
concrete measures should be made timely to promote the enterprise resource transferring from the less
cost-effective payout items to the most cost-effective ones, which can make sure the limited resource be
in the most cost-effective places and directions.
3) Emphasizing labor resources and establishing the virtuous circle of enterprise value. It is well
known that nearly all the enterprise resources are limited and non-renewable. However, there is an
exception, and it is the enterprise labor resource. The enterprise labor resources are not only renewable
but also can recover very fast. So in our opinion, the enterprise labor resources are one of the most
important resources in the enterprises, and we should pay enough attention to them. IMP does well in
using the enterprise labor resources. And according to it, we can establish the virtuous circle of
enterprise value through some measures like the employee stock ownership plan, as is shown in Figure 3.
In Figure 3, in order to get more profits, the enterprise owners, senior executives and ordinary staff try
their best to look for the most cost-effective investing direction and the direction of diligence and payout.
After that they will also spare no effort to carry out the enterprise goals of operation and management.
And these cooperation and coordination, plus the maximum payout of all the people related to the
enterprise, will bring more and more profits. In accordance with IMP, in order to keep the cooperation
and coordination relationships among all the stakeholders, the enterprise owners and the senior
executives will be willing to give out profits to the ordinary staff to motivate them for greater diligence
and higher performance. Obviously, IMP will be helpful to improve the relationships among all
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enterprise stakeholders, let all the stakeholders get more profits and get bigger space of living and
developing for the enterprises.
Most Appropriate Profit Proportion
Enterprise Owners
Senior Executives

Maximum
Payout

Best Payout
Direction

Maximum
More Profits
Payout

Ordinary Staff
employee stock ownership plan

Figure 3 Virtuous Circle of Enterprise Value

4 Conclusion
For a long time, IMC is widely accepted in theory and practice fields. However, according to our
thinking and analysis, we believe that IMC is not the best idea for us to learn, which brings this paper. In
this paper, through the financial annual reports of 1752 listed companies in China in 2009, the
relationship between enterprise payout and profit is anlayzed, and the result is positive. On this basis,
this paper puts forward IMP and introduces its connotation,significance and application.
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Abstract Non-metallic minerals industry is an important industry in China, and its development is
related with China’s economic development. To address the problems in the development process of
China’s non-metallic mineral industry, the paper applies information architecture to study the website
design of non-metallic minerals industry. It determines the objectives of website and the function
expected to be achieved, determines the information content and structure of non-metallic mining
website and designs the site’s navigation and search system. Based on the information architecture
theory, the design of website of non-metallic minerals industry can achieve the effective combination of
users, environment and information, and provide standardized information and technology for
researchers of China non-metallic minerals industry, which will help promote the development of China
non-metallic minerals industry.
Key words Non-metallic minerals; Information architecture; Navigation system; Search system

1 Introduction
At present, China has found about 110 kinds of non-metallic minerals, nearly 90 species has been
proven reserves, annual output is more than 40 million tons, and widely distributed [1]. Along with
non-metallic mineral resources exploration and development, while many of our non-metallic mineral
resources meet the rapid economic development needs, a large number of them has been exported and
also used in many high-tech fields to develop new products. However, there are many problems in our
non-metallic mineral industry, such as: low annex value, small-scale production enterprises can not form
a cluster and the chain effect [2]. National "Eleventh Five-Year Scientific and Technological Support
Program" sets up "high performance non-metallic mineral material preparation techniques" task, it
intends to improve the status of non-metallic mining industry, solve the problems faced by non-metallic
mineral industries, promote the development of non-metallic mineral industries, and the task contains
nine sub-topics. Issue nine "non-metallic mineral material basic Information testing technology and key
equipment research" main research testing methods, testing equipment of betonies and tourmaline,
mineral basic information parameters of typical mining and application technology of betonies,
tourmaline in China. This subject is the first time of accurately testing the minerals performance of
typical betonies and tourmaline mineral point in China, establishing complete and unified betonies and
tourmaline test specifications, developing critical test equipment and establishing China’s non-metallic
mineral materials information resource database, and betonies, tourmaline mineral basic information
performance data and application information services function package [3].
Information construction is basic of organization and management information resources. It
describes theory, principles and guidelines that design an effective information management framework
must need. The core elements of information construction is the organization system, the marking
system, navigation system and search system design, and the purpose is to help people find and manage
information in network and Web environment more successfully, and solve the user’s information needs
effectively[4]. Information construction has been applied in the website construction by many experts at
home and abroad, (Deng Chang 2007) establish evaluating index system that suit to the university
library website from the information construction theory[5]. (Qi Shuxia 2005) puts forward the
construction process of website based on IA, points out enterprises website construction based on IA
must follow the WEB standards follows the enterprise WEB based on IA comprehensive evaluation
method, and discuss the comprehensive evaluation method of enterprise website based on IA[6].
This is the first time that uses information architecture theory to design the non-metallic mineral
website. From the view of information, users and information environment to construct non-metallic
mining site has great significance for it: (1) Non-metallic website includes the basic information,
application information, patents, standard and test technology, application research, new technology of
dynamic etc about non-metallic minerals and products. This can be used to guide us exploit mineral
resources rationally and processed mineral resources highly and efficiently. The non-metallic websites
can guide users to choose the most suitable mineral materials, promote the development of non-metallic
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industry. (2)The building of non-metallic website provides information about non-metallic and users can
browse non-metallic websites information conveniently. At the same time the non-metallic website has
the function of interactive forum; users can participate in the discussion about non-metallic information.
(3)The building of non-metallic websites is conducive to realize integration of users, non-metallic
information and t environment, and provides information resource for scientific researchers with
non-metallic information, and is conducive to strengthen and perfect cross-industry, multi-level joint
research and collaborative mechanism, and promote the development of non-metallic industry.

2 Building Objectives and Functions of Non-metallic Minerals Website
2.1 Building objectives of website
The construction of non-metallic websites uses step by step implement and rolling development
strategy: the first stage mainly involves betonies and tourmaline two minerals, including performance
parameters of basic information and application information, patent, standard, development trends,
application research and testing technology and realizing the functions of query, interactive forum, news
information and the function of background management. The first phase of the non-metallic websites is
full scalability and provides convent for the second phase; the construction of non-metallic websites in
second phase will carry out with the completion of other non-metallic mineral resources information,
adding the basic information, application information, patent , standard, development trends and
application research and testing technology information of other minerals except betonies and
tourmaline, and forming the rolling development of non-metallic industry and adding the function of
experts review. The main purpose of non-metallic websites construction is to realize knowledge
management about research results done by experts in the field of non-metallic at home and abroad,
provide the knowledge service and sharing for scholars and researchers in the field of non-metallic
industry, and realize non-metallic industry efficient and rapid development[7].
2.2 Functions of website
The function of non-metallic website is divided into front and back management functions. The
front main includes search, interactive forum, and news information.
(1) Information search main achieves the functions of users query related information of
non-metallic mineral. It can be divided into non-metallic mineral resources, Non-metallic mineral
materials, patent, and standard by search content, and by the function inquiry module it can be divided
into general search and advanced search.
(2) Interactive forum mainly provides users with an exchange platform. Membership in the forum
can view the information in the forum, discuss the minerals, products, standards, patents, reports and
other information, and issue new posts and reply to other posts.
(3) News information module main provides users with the latest developments and non-metallic
minerals industries news in domestic and foreign, the user can understand the development dynamic of
non-metallic mineral industry.
(4) Background management function achieves the background management of non-metallic
mineral site, it can be divided into four sections by management content: user management, basic
information management, news information management and interactive forum management, and it
achieves the function of add, delete, modify and so on.
user management
basic information
management

background
management

news information
management

functions of website

interactive forum
management
non-metallic
mineral
resources

information search

interactive
forum

news
information
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3 The Process of Non-metallic Minerals Website Building
3.1 Information organization stage
At present, the information of non-metallic mineral is too much, but considering the amount of
content issues and avoiding the total information overload and shortages of available information. The
site according to predetermined objectives and functions to be achieved, it organizes and screens all
non-metallic mineral information and identifies non-metallic mining site mainly contains information on
the following aspects：
(1) Non-metallic mineral resources. Non-metallic mineral resources mainly include mineral name,
mineral origin, profile, geology cause, reserves, type, major uses, physical properties, chemical
properties, functional properties and other information.
(2) Non-metallic mineral materials. Non-metallic mineral materials is products made by
non-metallic mineral resources, they involve energy efficiency, environmental protection, agriculture,
water efficiency, medicine, machinery, electricity, light and chemical nine application areas. Application
information describes the main process, product performance, product formulation, use places and other
information related to the non-metallic mineral products, it provides basis for us when we make testing
of non-metallic mineral products.
(3) Patent information. Patent information in the non-metallic mineral materials information
resource database covers all the patents information of non-metallic mineral materials and products at
home and abroad, and innovation of new technology, new product in the field of non-metallic mineral;
this will lead to the development of non-metallic mineral industries.
(4) Standard information. Standard information is divided into four levels: international standards,
national standards, industry standards and enterprise standards. At present, China’s non-metallic
minerals industry develops slowly, the common key technologies, products preparation methods and
certain exploitation methods of some mineral resource have not form uniform standard. The
non-metallic mineral material information resource database we constructed is mean to solve the
problem in these regards, it will make the non-metallic mineral industry standardization through the
study of experts in non-metallic mineral sectors, and make the development of non-metallic more
industrialized, and direct the development of other related industries.
(5) New technology dynamic. New technology dynamic is research reports of mineral application
and development trend, and they are published by authority organization in different minerals area. The
report mainly deals with new technologies, new products and other content in non-metallic mineral
industry, as a dynamic report it will lead the development of non-metallic minerals industry.
(6) Testing technology. Testing technology is research reports of test technology related to
non-metallic mineral resources and products.
(7) Application research. It main includes applications field, applicable scope and other information
of the non-metallic mineral resources and products.
3.2 Design of navigation system
Navigation system determines how users browse and search web content and help users understand
their location and what they can gain from this website, like road signs or maps in reality life.
Navigation system consist many navigation elements, they embed in the webpage and provide
navigation path for users browsing the site. This website’s navigation system with global navigation,
local navigation and context Navigation mainly, and with site map auxiliary
(1) Global navigation. Global navigation system as an overall navigation of non-metallic mining
website, it provides navigation links to any interface under the main page for users. The global
navigation in this website is on the top of the website by the form of navigation, it guides users to view
the entire website. Navigation mainly includes: non-metallic mineral resources, non-metallic mineral
materials, testing techniques, standards and patents, applied research, new technology dynamics,
non-metallic mining news, non-metallic mineral forum.
(2) Local Navigation. Local Navigation in this site is set up on the basis of the global navigation, it
mean to subdivide the content under global navigation, and the local navigation is different when the
content page is different, its main purpose is to allow users to view information according to the
hierarchical in the field of contents. For example: In the non-metallic mineral resources page, due to
non-metallic mineral resources include a wide variety of minerals, in order to facilitate users’ needs of
browsing the information of mineral non-metallic mineral resources, we design local navigation, we also
design local navigation in other pages.
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(3) Context Navigation. Context Navigation is text type links navigation system that embedded in
the text paragraph, and more used for non-critical information, allowing users to browse the information
that relate to content they are reading. Context navigation on this site primarily as the supplement of
global navigation and local navigation, it uses text links navigation system and embeds into the
paragraph and text. For example, the link of "physical and chemical nature and function" in the
information of betonies can display the detailed information of physical and chemical properties and
functional properties of betonies.
(4) Website Map. In addition to global navigation, local navigation, and context navigation systems,
the non-metallic mining site also designs the website map; the website map makes part of information
together and displays to the user as the form of map.
3.3 Design of search system
Search interface is the channel for user r search information. It searches the site content and
submits search results to the users by providing a search tool and according to user’s question and some
search algorithm.
Navigation and search system are not isolated, but they are interrelated and affect, and supported by
invisible component. Search system is the supplement of navigation system. Because the amount of
information in website is usually large, it is difficult for users to find the information they need when
they face a large amount of information, therefore, users often want to find the information they need
quickly through retrieval system. The main purpose of non-metallic mining websites is to provide
information (such as: mineral resources, and related products, such as patents, standards, testing
technology, and other cutting-edge developments information) for researchers as the form of website
and provide convenience for their scientific research work, so the design of website must satisfy the
need of finding target information quickly, this requires the non-metallic mining website must have the
powerful search system in addition to the navigation system.
The search system of non-metallic mineral site is divided into advanced search and general search.
Advanced search main achieves flexible queries which refer to libraries’ retrieval systems: users can
select inquiry areas actively. First users choose the search scope of information, mainly divided into
minerals, product, patent and standard; and then select search criteria in the lower search box; finally
input keywords in the search column to complete search. For example, we select patent in the search
section; then display search criteria related to patent in the secondary search box: patent name, patent
number, patent country and patent types, users enter keywords in the search column, then it displays the
associated patent information. The advanced search also can achieve fuzzy search function. User does
not specify the query information is minerals, products, patents, or standard but select all directly, and
then enters keywords in the search column, it also can display associated information of minerals,
products, patents and standards.
General search is similar to the ordinary website. They are placed on the pages of minerals,
products, patents, standard, testing technology, applied research and new technological developments,
each sub-information can be retrieved by different standards. For example: minerals can be retrieved in
accordance with the mineral name, mineral origin, minerals types, main purpose, and geological origin.

4 Conclusions
In this paper we use information architecture theory to design the non-metallic mineral website. It
mainly includes the information organization and the design navigation systems and retrieval system.
(1)The information of non-metallic minerals website only includes basic information, application
information, patent and standard, testing technology, applied research and new technological
developments and other information of betonies and tourmaline now, We will adopt gradually planning
and rolling development strategy to cover all the non-metallic mineral information in the future, thus
promote the whole development of the non-metallic mining industry.
(2)The navigation system of non-metallic mining website consists of global navigation, local
navigation, context navigation and site maps, the four parts is the overall navigation system of
non-metallic mining site, and it provides the path for users to visit non-metallic mining website.
(3)The search system of non-metallic mining site includes advanced search and general search two
parts. The main purpose of the construction of non-metallic mineral websites is to provide users with
non-metallic mineral-related information, facilitate users to browse the information they concern about
in the website, so non-metallic mining site designs search system includes advanced search and general
search to meet users’ need of inquiring related non-metallic mineral information.
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Using information architecture theory to design of non-metallic mining website provides basis for
the construction and implementation of non-metallic mining website. Starting from user needs, covering
all the information of non-metallic minerals, designing environment is conducive to the development of
non-metallic mineral industry, it reflects the unity of information resources, users and the environment
of non-metallic mining website. The design of non-metallic mining website based on information
architecture theory provides help for improve the situation of underdevelopment of non-metallic
minerals industry in China, conducive to form standard and achieves information sharing of
non-metallic minerals industry, so it can promote the development of non-metallic minerals industry
health and orderly.
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Abstract Based on the portfolio model and theory from the business perspective and practical case
studies,This paper reaches a conclusion that diversification can be successful on certain condition.
Finally,the paper does a empirical study by using the relatively well-developed retail companies in our
country as samples.The results show that: whether state-controlled or private holding companies in the
diversified process, although they diversified for different purposes, but if they do not follow these basic
prerequisites, it woald certainly bring the detriment of the company's value.
Keywords Asset portfolio;Bow-shaped curve;Diversification;Empirical study

1 Introduction
In 1952, Harry. Markowitz published a paper entitled "asset portfolio choice" "Journal of Finance",
which firstly proposed the comprehensive system of portfolio theory: multi-asset portfolio will not
reduce the portfolio's expected return , but it will spread portfolio risk. Take two kinds of assets for
example, the expected return of the combinations of assets is a simple weighted average expected return
of each asset, but the the variance of the combinations of assets is:

Var(combination) = X A2σ A2 + 2 X A X B ρ ABσ Aσ B + X B2σ B2

(1)

As long as ρ AB ≠ 1, it will be able to spread out some of the risks.Based on this point,we will get
the efficient frontier of investment, and the efficient frontier may be a bow-shaped curve.The
significance of bow-shaped curve is that introducing a high-risk investment, We can get more expected
return of asset portfolio than the previous expectation of a single project, but the risk is decreased.
Ross.S.A argues that this surprising phenomenon is due to portfolio diversification effect.the asset
portfolio actually play the role of "hedging", and as long as ρ AB ≤ 0, bow-shaped curve will certainly

occur, and when ρ AB > 0, the bow-shaped curve may appear, or it may not appear.
The asset portfolio theory give the investors quite a seductive results on the surface.But
unfortunately,many companies use this theory to practical investment diversification, most of them had
failed. In 2006, the China Enterprise Confederation announced a research report about the reason of the
companies’failure in China.The report said that among the failure of collected companies, the vast
majority of them lose business because of diversification，such as San Jiu Medical & Pharmaceutical、
De Long Group、San Zhu Group etc.Even China’s best PC company, Lenovo Group,also failed in
diversification,and thanks to abolish diversification promptly and devote its mind to PC,the Group
regain its market position. Similarly, diversified business practice is not satisfactory in Western
countries. In 1994, Lang Xianping and R. Stulz co-published a paper named "Tobin's Q, the company's
diversified operations, company performance" which reach a conclusion: the average Tobin's Q value of
specialized companies in the United States is 40% higher than the mean of all the samples.At the end of
the century, the well-known west companies enterprises began "go core business " wave. Is it a failure
of portfolio theory? Or it does not apply to investment practise?So this is the paradox of asset portfolio
theory.Many scholars have studied this paradox.
(1) (Bauer 1989)thought that the company is specialized intermediaries, and their knowledge
structure is specific to a particular class or certain types of asset and service transactions.Just because of
limitations of knowledge structure,the businesses which the company have to face is always a finite
collection of sets, rather than the infinite set.So when the company conduct diversification of capital
investment,they need to learn new knowledge and enhance the knowledge structure.The cost of this
study are closely linked with the correlation between the investment projects. The smaller the
correlation coefficient, the greater the cost of learning costs. When the marginal increase of learning
costs is more than the marginal diversification benefits, the failure of diversification is inevitable.
So another problem has arisen:how to reduce the learning cost effectively? As we know,the main
body of learning in the enterprise should be the natural person,such as the senior management personnel,
including the business organizations of course.and the business transaction information which the
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enterprise has to learn come not only from the market, but also from the enterprise inside.and the
internal information is mainly provided by the accounting system, rather than directly from the
operation of the market. (Xie Deren 1996) said that: Once the assets enter into the enterprise which is
independent of the market, the measurement of the assets is naturally out of the market, and is
conducted by the accounting system.
As can be easily seen from the discussion above,there are mainly two ways to reduce the learning
cost:one is improving the corporate governance structure;the other one is perfecting accounting
system(including the auditing system).But in our country,neither of the two condition is qualified.
(Zhang Weiying 2001)thought that the Chinese managers generally lack the credibility because of the
property order.And once the property rights are not well-protected,and the incentive mechanism is not
well-sophisticated, diversification is a danger to the enterprises.Lang Xianping thought that it is not the
fault of the property order,it is the the lack of legal environment and harsh punishment which make the
lack of fiduciary duty.No matter the two economic master’s view of the question,the conclusions are the
very same: oppose Chinese enterprises to be diversified.
(2)According to he asset portfolio theory, the bow-shaped curve will certainly appear when
ρ AB ≤0.In this sense,it seems that it is ideal when you invest to the business which ρ AB ≤0.But in

reality, the business which ρ AB ≤0 often produce Antagonistic effect.Lang Xianping(2006) take Sony
as an example.He analysed that the fall of Sony is just because of the diversified operations(primarily
electronics and entertainment businesses) is conflict with each other which lead the company to collapse.
So the correlation coefficient is not as small as possible when you select the combination of assets,and
when the correlation coefficient is in the range of （0，

σA

σ B ）,the effects of combination is better.
Lang Xianping also did some success stories of diversification. Hutchison Whampoa is one of them.
Hutchison Whampoa invest in seven major sectors, namely property development, container terminals,
retail, manufacturing, telecommunications, e-commerce and holding.The correlationship between the
seven sectors is not significant. If you just look at the growth rate of the profitability in each sector,then
the lowest growth rate is -50℅,while the maximum is 200 ℅.But if you look at the weighted average
growth rate,then the growth rate of asset portfolio is between -5℅-20℅.The earnings volatility is 10
times smaller.Just because of the complementarity of Hutchison Whampoa’s assets,the business risk was
cut down effectively.The success of Hutchison Whampoa prove that the asset portfolio theory is correct
and can be practical.

2 The Empirical Study on Diver Sification in Retail Listed Companies
Since the barriers to entry of China's retail is relatively low,the policies and regulations is relatively
perfect and the competition is very fierce.So the paper take the retail companies as samples.In this
way,we can get rid of non-market factor effectively,and will get the relatively authentic results.
2.1 Index design and data resources
(1)In the empirical study,it commonly use Herfindahl Index( HI ) , Entropy of Income( EI ) and
the number of industries which the enterprises engaged in.
N

HI = ∑ Pi 2

(2)

i =1
N

1
EI = ∑ Pi ln( )(i = 0,1,2.......)
Pi
i =1

(3)

In which, Pi is the business income share of i.In this paper,we use EI and the number of
industries which the enterprises engaged in as Independent Variables.
(2) Generally,the index for corporate value is Tobin's Q,which is calculated as follows: Tobin's Q =
(book value of debt + market values of shareholders benefits) / book value of assets.In this paper,Tobin's
Q values directly from RESSET Database.
(3) Sample selection.According to China Merchants Securities,This paper selected 51 retail
companies in 2007 considering retail report from the China Economic Information Network,in which 29 of
them were controled by the state,18 of them were controled by the private,1 is a foreign-controlled
company and the rest are owned by the employee stock ownership.As there is only one foreign-controlled
company, in order to facilitate the study,this foreign-controlled company is classified as private-owned.
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2.2 Regression model and the analysis of results
2.2.1 Model construction
According to the foregoing analysis,we can construct the simple linear regression model as follows:
Δ Tobin' sQ = α + β i DIVAi + ε i
(4)

In which, Δ Tobin' sQ stands for the relative value of the listed companies, namely the actual
Tobin's Q of the company subtract the average of Tobin's Q in the industry. DIVA i stands for the
index of diversification.
2.2.2 The analysis of regression results
In this paper,we got the regression results using the statistical software--SPSS12.0(the Δ Tobin' sQ
as the dependent variable;the DIVA i as the independent variable),and the results are as follows:
Independent
Variables
EI
Number of
Business

Overall
R2
Coefficient

Table 1 Regression Results
State-owned
T-value R2
Coefficient T-value

Private-owned
R2
Coefficient

T-value

0.098
0.076

-2.305 **
-2.006 **

0.152
0.054

-1.74 *
-0.989

-1.18
-0.253

0.138
0.212

-1.434
-0.5

-2.077 **
-2.695 **

-1.519
-0.196

(*--means significant at the level of 10%; **--means significant at the level of 5%;)
As we can see from Table 1,the results of regression analysis are basically consistent with the results
of relevent analysis and other scholars’ conclusions,such as Jin Tian.(Yu Pengyi 2005),(Jiang Fuxiu,Liu
Zhibiao 2006).Namely:diversified companies are not recognized by the market,and will damage the
corporate value.Compared with the private-owned companies, the damage of diversification is more
serious for the state-owned companies.The damage to the corporate value for the private-owned diversified
companies is significant at the level of 10% does not mean that the private-owned companies has got the
conditions for success,as the increase of the corporate value is the result of control the stock price.
2.2.3 The deficiency of empirical study
During the process of empirical study,as part of the listed companies did not diclose their industrial
distribution data in details,the paper ignore those industries,and this may influence the results.From this
point of view,we need further study to resolve.

3 Conclusion
The paper firstly introducts the asset portfolio paradox and sum up the research results of the
scholars from China and abroad.Then using the regression model,the paper chooses the listed retail
companies as samples and conducts the empirical study.The results are as the author
expected.Finally,we can get the following conclusions:
(1)To some extent,diversification significantly influences the corporate value.For the chosen
companies,the more diversified,the worse the companies performed.
(2)In China,the companies lack the conditions for diversification,such as the property structure,
corporate governance structure and the accounting systerm etc..So diversification is not the best choise
for the company at present.
(3)Only if the conditions are qualified,the asset portfolio theory can be effective.
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Abstract Confronted with soaring business risks and fierce global competition, managers are
discovering that the best hope for staying ahead is by joining forces with other companies. By pooling
resources and complementary strengths companies can increase productivity and competitive standing
in ways they could not do by themselves. This research aims to give information and insights to
companies and/or managers who are considering entering an International Joint venture (IJV) or for
those struggling to deal with Its problems particularly in a Sino-Nigerien context. Our research
conducted us to examine numerous and diverse types of Joint ventures (JVs) while keeping close
attention to strategies that have been used by these JVs in order to uncover what makes them successful
(or unsuccessful) and why they work differently in different situations. Using these information, we aim
to give potential IJVs’ actors how to do it right. We develop a JV framework that managers can use to
identify the benefits and pitfalls of cooperation, to set realistic expectations, to select partners and
negotiate working agreements, to successfully transfer knowledge, resources, and personnel between
owners and the new IJV, and to recognize when the arrangement is risky or even will no longer work.
Armed with their own expectations and expertise, managers both from China and Niger can glean from
this research new ways of designing and managing successful IJVs especially between Chinese and
Nigerien companies. This research has been conducted based on information gathered both in Niger and
China and the quantitative as well as qualitative data mostly came from JVs sources. The objective of
this research is to deal with issues in joint-venture perspectives, to help companies’ internationalization
toward Niger, based on partnership with Chinese companies. Research results are expected to contribute
to further mutual development of companies both from Niger and China. This research represents, on
one hand, the bedrock of up-coming joint-ventures in the sense that it could support the success of new
IJVs and on another hand, will serve established joint-ventures to upgrade and adapt their structures our
findings for better JV management.
Key words IJV; Internationalization; Sino-nigerian

1 Introduction
Establishing a joint-venture with a company in another country has long been a popular means for
enterprises to enter new market[1]. Joint-venture benefits a company through (1) the local partner’s
knowledge of the host country’s competitive conditions, culture, language, political system; and the
sharing of development costs and/or risks with the local partner. In addition, (2) many countries’
political considerations make joint-ventures the only feasible entry mode. The basic motivations and
benefits guiding global and cross-border JVs are (1) to avoid import barriers, licensing requirements,
and protectionist legislation, (2) to share the costs and risks of the research and development of new
products and processes, (3) to gain access to specific markets overseas where regulations favor domestic
companies, (4) to reduce political risk while making inroads into a new market, (5) to gain rapid entry
into a new or consolidating industry and to take advantage of synergies. And these facts have been stated
existing in both China and Niger[2].
“A JV is a partnership between two or more companies, or people, that takes advantage of the
resources already available from each partner to create an instant win/win situation[3]”. Therefore, the
term ‘JV’ is an umbrella term which describes the commercial arrangement between two or more
economically independent entities. In practice, the form of a JV is likely to be determined by a number
of factors including the nature and size of enterprise, the anticipated length of the venture, the identity
and location of stakeholders, and the commercial and financial objectives of the participants. Thus, IJVs
may be more complex to establish especially for those aiming to internationalize, as it involves foreign
and local companies. The difference in legal tradition and rules between common law countries (such as
China and Niger) and civil law systems should be carefully taken into consideration for an easy
management of the JV. The importance of JVs has made them at the center stage of many academic
works particularly when it comes to business cooperation and alliances at national and international
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level. Thus, the past few decades have been characterized by a multiplication of studies focusing on the
subject of alliances and JVs. Statistics provided by some of these investigations allow identifying two
major trends: (1) an increasing use of cross-border JVs by companies, (2) a relatively high failure rate of
these hybrid forms of organization. Several studies show that the number of JV and non-equity
cooperative arrangements has surged since the early eighties. For instance, Hergert and Morris[4] found a
steady increase in the number of collaborative agreements signed between 1979 and 1985. Conversely,
most following investigations indicated that the flow of new coalitions fluctuates from year to year[5].
However, the trend is towards a general increase in the use of IJVs[6]. A multi-disciplinary analysis is
necessary in order to further JVs studies especially in consideration of this global context where
internationalization is at the center stage of business entities.

2 Methodology
The methodology is based on the treatment and analysis of the two questionnaires that were
fulfilled in Niger and China. In fact, this empirical study is designed to give more practical insights to
the existing and potential Sino-Nigerien JVs and aims to contribute to the improvement of business
cooperation between Niger and China. In-depth analysis of the key questions of both Chinese and
Nigerien questionnaires will be performed in order to figure out, and consequently address, the main
current and potential issues that Chinese and Nigerien companies face or are likely to face when
engaging into international joint venturing establishment or management. The two questionnaires were
designed on the same basic objective which is getting enough and correct information about principal
aspect of IJVs management. However, some few open questions have been put to each country’s
questionnaire in order to give a wide liberty of giving any information that is specifically related to the
country’s or company’s own characteristics and context.
Questionnaires were specifically addressed to Nigerien and Chinese JVs (national and international)
and companies in general, but in Niger, preference was first given to companies that operate in the
mining sector. Thus over all Nigerien questionnaires, ninety per cent were fulfilled by personnel from
mining companies which operate mostly in the North part of Niger. In fact the North Niger is the
principal deposit of national resources (Uranium, and oil). The remainder of ten per cent was fulfilled by
companies that operate in diverse sectors including import-export, telecommunications, and others. For
the Chinese questionnaire, respondents come from diverse industries and are mainly located in the
Southern-East part on China. The common point of these respondents was that, some are national or
IJVs and others are companies that have expressed their desire to establish international partnerships.
The objective of this target respondent’s segment is to get clear determinant factors and problems that
established IJVs have faced and also to clearly grasp the expectations of Nigerien and Chinese
companies potentially interested in entering IJVs.

3 Data Collection Method and Sampling
For the purpose of the research, it has been decided that only people with managerial positions
would fulfill the questionnaire. This choice was due to the nature of information and questions contained
in the questionnaire which requires advanced knowledge in the field of business administration and the
understanding of key concepts related to enterprise management especially in the international business
field. In fact, questions asked were based on recent trend of internationalization and cross-border JVs
literature and hot topics and thus require respondents to be up to date. The questionnaire included
general and concise information enquiries and each part contains questions ranging from corporate-level
enquiries and perceptions to national and international enquiries. Initially, the corporate-level questions
were discussed with some joint-ventures managers both in Niger and China, whereas national and
international-level questions come from some officials from Niger and Hong-Kong Chambers of
commerce and the literature review of IJVs. The objective of this method is to be sure that all questions
and concepts used in the questionnaire apply well to the enquiry and specific needs of the research. As
argument of this method, many initial items of the questionnaire have been cancelled or modified in
order to adapt to the research environment and constraints.
Over a total of 100 questionnaires sent, 73 were correctly answered, which is equivalent to 73% as
response rate. This percentage is actually beyond our expectations due to the sensibility of questions
asked, especially in a business sector that is subject to tight competition among local companies. The
demographic structure of respondents sample is drawn on the diagram and respondents are described by
five variables including gender, age, marital status, type of employment, and field of specialization.
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Below is the demographic description of respondents.

Figure 1 Demographic Structure Diagram

4 Results and Analysis
Due to the structure of the questionnaire, the results will be classified into two categories including:
(1) enquiring global JVs’ prospect between Nigerien and foreign companies and (2) expectations based
on respondents’ own perception. In the results the majority of respondents (83%) have declared that if
any company needs to be successful, then it has to go global. The rest of respondents think that
companies should go global a little bit (12%), and not at all with a percentage of 5%. The general
finding here is that although their exist those who think that it’s not yet necessary for companies to
internationalize, most of respondents believe that in today’s world, companies that aim to succeed have
to go global anyhow. This result shows that many Nigerien and Chinese companies/businessmen are
aware of the fact that globalization issues impose to enterprises the logic of going overseas for business
development through various modes of international market entry including the use of IJVs.
4.1 Global JVs’ prospect between Chinese and Nigerien companies
Chinese and Nigerien respondents have given their opinions about the global view of IJVs in the
perspective of future trend analysis.
Table 1

Prospect

Enquiry
Cross-Border JV Opportunities between Countries are
Huge
Average
Low
Total
Possibilities for Companies to Internationalize in near Future are
Great
Average
Not too much
Total
In the Future, if you Internationalize by Cross-Border JVs, you would Choose
Developing Countries
Developed Countries
Depending on Country’s Opportunities
Total

Frequency

Percentage
(%)

58
12
3
73

79.5
16.4
4.1
100

51
12
10
73

69.9
16.4
13.7
100

17
25
31
73

23.3
34.3
42.4
100

Generally, a big majority of respondents agreed on the fact that there are huge opportunities of JVs
between companies worldwide. Also they think that possibilities for companies to internationalize in
near future are great with percentage of 70%. But an important part of respondents (23%) said that they
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will first choose developing countries when going global. 42% stated that their choice will be motivated
on country’s opportunities. Lastly, about 34% of the sample will choose to go toward developed country
for their expansion.
4.2 Findings about determinant factors for IJV establishment and success
Below is a consolidated table of the two samples that are analyzed in this research. This sample
comes from the combination of the Nigerien and Chinese samples and thus has a size of 73 (32+41)
respondents from both two countries. Thus the score of each feature has a basis of 730 point. But the
importance rating remains on a 10 basis. The table compares respondent’s perception of the importance
of each feature for IJVs establishment and success.
Table 2 Determinant Factors of Cross-Border JV
Nigerien Sample
Chinese Sample
Score Impo Ran Score Impo Ran
rtanc k
rtanc k
e
e
Market Opportunities
402
9.80
1
312
9.75
1
Profit and Loss Sharing
401
9.78
2
302
9.44
3
Financial Decisions
395
9.63
3
242
7.56
7
Part of Ownership
388
9.46
4
302
9.44
3
Political, and Economic Risks
378
9.21
5
307
9.59
2
Management Decisions
372
9.07
6
298
9.31
5
Technology Sharing
354
8.64
7
212
6.63
10
Type of JV
342
8.34
8
242
7.56
7
Host Competitive Conditions
330
8.05
9
228
7.13
9
Take Advantage of Synergies
302
7.37
10
176
5.50
15
Business Area
299
7.29
11
197
6.16
12
HR Availability
286
6.98
12
179
5.59
14
Cost of Factors of Production
280
6.83
13
203
6.34
11
Culture and Language
244
5.95
14
272
8.50
6
Distance Between Countries
154
3.76
15
197
6.16
12

Feature

All Sample
Scor Import
e
ance

General
Rank

714
703
637
690
685
670
566
584
558
478
496
465
483
516
351

1
2
6
3
4
5
8
7
9
13
11
14
12
10
15

9.78
9.63
8.73
9.45
9.38
9.18
7.75
8.00
7.64
6.55
6.79
6.37
6.62
7.07
4.81

The feature “market opportunities” leads all three samples with a relatively higher importance in
Nigerien sample. This results confirms once again, that market opportunities tops all other
considerations when companies are deciding to go global and thus, foreign business opportunities
impact significantly the use of IJVs. Accordingly, this feature totaled an importance of 9.78 which
means extremely determinant factor.
“Profit and loss” feature, which ranks second in Nigerien sample and third in Chinese sample,
occupies the second place in the general sample with an importance of 9.63 over 10. Therefore,
companies from both countries, give significant importance to sharing any outcome of the joint
venturing deal. This seems inherent to and necessary condition for both JV stakeholders.
“Part of ownership” (which occupies the fourth place in the Nigerien sample, and third in the
Chinese sample) ranks third in the general sample with an importance of 9.45 meaning a very important
factor for the establishment of cross-border JVs.
However, less important factors, in both samples, remain almost less important in the general
sample. Except “culture and language” which is important in Chinese sample (rank 6) but relatively less
important is the general sample (rank 10).

5 Conclusion
From this research paper, many findings occurred. Characteristic from both Nigerien and Chinese
samples seem to be very common in terms of IJVs establishment, decisions, management. Also many
determinant factors such as market opportunities, profit and loss sharing, type of JV, and hosting
country’s competitive conditions seem to have relatively similar importance for both sides. On one hand,
this fact could be considered as an opportunity to clearly establish a better common ground between
partners. On another hand, if importance of one factor differs significantly according to each partner,
negotiations will determine the agreement, especially regarding the running of the IJV. Among
significant conclusions, we discovered that: (1) JVs have recently been increasingly used by companies
when internationalizing their business; (2) There exist many types of market entry mode including the
use of IJVs and also many differences between concepts that are used for international business
development such as strategic alliances, partnership or IJVs; (3) Many Chinese and Nigerien companies
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have established international business development strategies resulting into the establishment of many
Sino-Nigerien JVs; (4) This study confirms that IJVs have many risks and are mainly related to the
nature of the JV because it goes beyond the ordinary inside-one-country partners; (5) Policies at
corporate-level and national-level play an important role in companies’ internationalization and also for
cross-border establishment and development; (6) The empirical study shows that companies are driven
by foreign business opportunities in internationalizing.
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Abstract With the development of economic globalization, cultural industry as a sunrise industry
plays a more and more important role in the international economy. International cultural trade is
thriving under this trend. China as a traditional trading power, its cultural trade is also developing
rapidly. As we know, the United States is most developed countries, so Sino-US trade relationship is one
of the most important bilateral trade relationships in the world today. As opposed to continuing Sino-U.S.
trade surplus in goods, culture trade has always been deficit, which is not commensurate to the role of
China in the world. This is a question worthy of further study. In this paper, we study the current
situation of Chinese cultural trade. By regression analysis, we find the factors affecting cultural trade.
What’s more, we analyze the causes of the Sino-US cultural trade deficit. Finally, we conclude that the
international competitiveness of Chinese cultural trade is still weak, and the cultural industry is still in
an inferior position in the international market, but, hopefully the Sino-U.S. trade deficit has a trend to
narrow.
Key words Cultural trade; Competitiveness; Deficit

1 Introduction
Both China and the United States are the world trade powers, and Sino-US trade relationship is one
of the most important bilateral economic and trade relationships in the world today. Relative to Sino-US
continued trade surplus in goods, Sino-US cultural trade has always been a deficit, which is not
commensurate to the role of china in the world. At present, the development of Chinese cultural trade is
still very slow, and the deficit of Sino-US cultural trade is serious. How to promote Chinese culture to
go abroad more actively, to make more and more culture products approach the U.S. market, and to
access the international markets with a large-scale is a key problem which need to be well studied.
In the study of cultural trade,(Waterman and Rogers 1994) verified that economic growth has a
positive correlation with the degree of self-sufficiency of TV programs. The faster the economic develop,
the more TV programs domestic media will supply, and the less foreign TV programs we will import
from other countries.(Linnemann 1966) holds that population size is related to the trade imports, the
larger the population is, the more demand for cultural products one country has, and the more imports it
needs. (Tinbergen 1962) tested the influence of geographic distance on the international trade. However,
(Tharakan and Van Beveren’s 2003) study in the India’s software trade shows that the effect of distance
is not significant, which indicates that the distance is not the important factor in its software export.
(Marvastiet Canterbery 2005) confirms that culture similarity has positive effect on bilateral trade.
(Jeongho Oh 2001) also proved that the culture similarity among countries has a positive correlation
with the movie import. Besides, the closer the two countries are, that is to say, they have similar
language, religion, national laws, the easier people accept the products, the larger the cultural trade size
will be [1] . Schulze analyzed 49 country’s cultural trade with gravity model, and found that the similar
language, geography position and the level of income have strong influence on the cultural trade flow
between countries. His analysis suggests that new trade theory could explain exchanges trade in
reproducible culture (e.g. recorded music, books, movies), which is characterized by scale economies
and differentiated products. However, it can’t be extended to specific art (like painting and sculpture).
The exchange between consumers of this kind of art is limited. He also emphasizes that trade patterns
are influenced by the addictive character of culture product’s consumption (Gunther G. Schulze, 1999).
Looking around at the research on culture trade scholars came from different countries had
discussed, there is not too many researches on culture trade by county, particularly in the Sino-US trade,
culture trade is extremely rare. Therefore, this research has important practical significance.
The rest of this article is scheduled as follows: The status of Chinese culture trade is presented in
the second section. The third section we analyze the factors affecting Sino-US cultural trade. In section
four we discuss the causes of the deficit in Sino-American cultural trade. Finally, we come to a
conclusion in section five.
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2 The Status of Chinese Cultural Trade
Table 1

country

Book Copyright Trading Between China and the Major Countries and Regions
Unit: 10 thousand dollars

export

import

balance

Ratio of import to export(time)

America
16
3932
3916
245.75
England
74
1647
1573
22.26
Germany
9
366
357
40.67
France
7
320
313
45.71
Canada
0
39
39
Total import
Japan
15
705
590
47
Russia
6
49
43
8.17
Singapore
43
140
97
3.26
Korea
304
554
250
1.82
Hong Kong
169
204
35
1.21
Macao
1
43
42
43
Taiwan
673
1038
365
1.54
others
117
345
228
2.95
total
1434
9382
7948
6.54
Source: General Administration of Press and Publication of the People's Republic of China, "the basic situation of
the publishing industry of the whole country in 2005," see:
http://tradeinservices.mofcom.gov.cn/index.shtml?method=view&id=17372

In recent years, the pace of cultural products and services going abroad is accelerating[2]. According
to Commerce Department statistics, in 2007, the import and export of Chinese cultural goods and
services amounted to $16.64 billion, of which the core cultural products amounted to $12.92 billion,
more than 26.6% increase compared to 2006. The ratio of China's import and export of cultural products
is 7:1 in 2008, and the proportion is nearly to be 2:1 in 2009. We can find that cultural trade deficit of
our country is eased, and our culture goes to the international market steadily. Take the film for an
example, in 2009, a total of 22 production companies in China sale 45 films (of which 34 jointly shot
films) overseas, exported to 68 countries and regions, achieving sales of 2.759 billion Yuan. Among
them, the overseas box office income is 2.404 billion Yuan, 355 million after the product revenue, and
the total revenue increased to 231 million Yuan than in 2008. The overseas market of China-made films
is still concentrated on North America, Europe and the Asia Pacific region，the three traditional area.
Two joint productions of these films are sold to the United States, whose box office revenues is 610
million Yuan, accounting for 22.11% of the total annual overseas revenue; 15 domestic films (including
9 jointly shot films) sold in Europe, realizing a revenue of 406 million Yuan, accounting for 14.72% of
the total annual revenue; 8 Chinese movie (including 6 co-production films) are exported to Japan, the
income is 761 million Yuan, accounting for 27.58% of total annual revenue; 11 co-production films are
sold to Korea, realizing a total revenue of 3.14 billion Yuan, accounting for 11.38% of total annual
revenue in overseas markets①. Since 2005, Press and Publication Administration released "the basic
situation of the national press and publication industry" statistics: the deficit of core cultural products
such as books, newspapers, periodicals, audio-visual products and electronic publications has expanded
each year ($148.5316 million in 2005, $172.5639 million in 2006, $214.7773 million in 2007,
$250.2964 million in 2008); the ratio of copyright import and export decreased during 2005 and 2007
(7.18:1 in 2005, 6.02:1 in 2006, 4.28:1 in 2007), but it increased to 6.91:1 in the opposite direction in
2008.②
From the above data we can see that Chinese cultural industry is exploring the forward path in the
international market. Overall, Chinese cultural trade has improved, and cultural trade data showed a
Source: Arts and Entertainment Consulting, in February 210, See
Source: "National press and publishing industry case", Press and Publication Administration Web site of the
People's Republic of China, "Statistics" column, see http://www.gapp.gov.cn/cms/html/21/464/List-1 . html

①
②
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rising trend. But we should also be noted that compared with developed countries, China's cultural trade
is still in its infancy stage, and the cultural industry is at the low end of the global division of labor chain
position. The core cultural products containing Chinese mainstream value and modern concepts remain
small in international cultural trade volume, and the Sino-US cultural trade deficit will still be existed
for a long period of time[3]. Case in book publishing, as shown in table 2:
From Table 2 we can see that our trade are basically balanced with the Hong Kong 、Taiwan、South
Korea、Singapore and other major Chinese cultural circle in book copyright. That is, the output are
chiefly to some Asian countries and areas like Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan, however, towards
America, Britain, Germany, France, Canada, Japan and other Western countries, the average deficit is
73.4:1, in which the deficit to the United States is 245.75:1. This shows that in the international cultural
trade deficit, China is still passive to accept Western cultural products, while Chinese cultural products
can mainly flow in the Chinese culture circle. Thus, Chinese cultural trade is still at an early stage in
international markets, the Sino-US trade in services is still a big gap. With the era of cultural
globalization, cultural trade had a significant growth in each country. If the Chinese cultural products
want to occupy a place in the international cultural market, we need to make great efforts to be bigger
and stronger, combining socio-economic and international situation to make medium-term and
short-term goals of cultural industry development, step by step, only in that way will we really open up
the internationalization era of China's cultural industry[4].

3 Factor Analysis of Sino-US Cultural Trade
Unlike general goods, cultural product has its own particularities. Cultural product not only has the
commercial character, but also is awareness. We make the following assumptions:
H1: Suppose GDP is positively related to the export of cultural products and negative to the
imports.
H2: Suppose a country's population size is positively correlated with cultural imports, and negative
to the exports.
H3: Suppose the geographical distance between the two countries is negatively related to cultural
trade. The farther the distance between two country is, the higher the transportation costs will be, trade
between the two parties will be less;[5] closer the geographical distance is, more frequently the culture
trade will be.[6]
H4: Suppose we take the same language as the measure to test cultural similarities between two
countries. Cultural similarity can be replaced by specific variables, such as language, religion,
nationality (Boisso and Ferrantino, 1997; Frankel, 1997; Melitz, 2008). These variables can concretely
reflect the cultural similarity between the two countries.
United States is the largest trade power in the world for the present, and its culture trade is
relatively mature. This paper takes book publication of the United States in 2009 as an example to
analyze the cultural factors affecting culture trade. We choose Canada, UK, Japan, Mexico, France,
Russia, Spain, India, China, Italy, Germany and Brazil as its trading partners, and the data come from
the U.S. Census Bureau. Geographical distance between the two countries is based on data obtained
from Google Maps. Language is dummy variable. We evaluate it with the actual situation in each
country. Using SPSS to make a regression analysis, [7] Table 2 reports our core results based on
regression analysis:
The analysis shows that the regression results of the U.S. GDP variable is not significant, that is to
say, in the factors which can affect one country’s culture trade, the level of economic development of
one country has no significant correlation to cultural exports. This is incompatible with our expectation.
It’s probably due to the selected sample is too small, and the selected number of developed and
developing countries has a certain influence to the result (results). Population size is significant as
expected, indicating that the number of people between two countries had significant impact on trade.
The larger the population is, there is the greater demand and more import for cultural products;
conversely, the import of cultural products is less. The coefficient of Geographical distance by
regression is 22.906, but the variable is not significant, which does not match the initial expectation.
This may be related to the characteristics of cultural products. A number of cultural products trade
doesn’t need to be transported, such as electronic publications, video, etc., which have little to do with
geographical distance; small sample size may also be relevant, since the United States geographical
distance between the 12 countries are established, and we only got 12 valid sample data. This may be a
greater impact on the validity of conclusions. The regression of common language is significant,
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indicating that if the trading parties have a common language, so their ethnic, religious, legal, and
ideological may have some common points, and the influence of "cultural discount" in the consumption
of cultural goods is smaller. So the cultural products are more easily to be accepted, and the cultural
trade between countries is more frequently.
Table 2

Coefficients (a)
Standardized
Unstandardized Coefficients
Coefficients

Model
1

(Constant)
Distance

B
2201569.89
5
22.906

Std. Error

t

Sig.

Beta

297520.839

7.400

.000

14.917

.169

1.536

.163

-.002

.000

-1.267

-8.634

.000

3.042
Language
-2139943.0
87
a Dependent Variable: book export

5.168

.062

.589

.572

243748.439

-1.332

-8.779

.000

Population
GDP

4 Reasons for Sino-American Culture Deficit
4.1 Shortage of specialization division
At present, China's cultural industry is lack of specialization division, and the industry is shortage
of skilled workers, which resulting in inefficient cultural industries and unobvious learning effect. So the
economy of scale is difficult to achieve. In the capital, the insufficiency of overall profitability of
Chinese cultural industry hinds the inflow of the large scale of fund. The involvement of financial
capital, some venture capital funds, and venture funds in the cultural industry in China, mostly limited to
the level of specific cultural projects and cultural productions, the culture industry is short of the support
of scale finance. In addition, the cultural products lack innovations and professionals.[8] These factors
make the economies of scale of China's cultural industry difficult to achieve, and the international
competitiveness of cultural products weak. What’s more, it impedes the export of cultural products in
China, and results in long-term Sino-US cultural trade deficit.
4.2 “Cultural discount” effect
From the U.S. trade deficit in culture we can see that Chinese cultural products are difficult to be
accepted by Americans, whereas American cultural products are very popular in China, which is worth
considering. Since English is the most common language in the world today, in line with the world,
China has set up English courses in elementary and secondary schools. Language learning makes
Chinese people know more about Western culture, so they gradually are accustomed to the western
values and thoughts. In addition, China has advocated the philosophy of "learning from the West" for a
long time, which further promote actively learn the Western culture. Hence, in the Sino-American
culture trade, the U.S. is easy to export cultural products to China, and be accepted by Chinese people.
However, there is a higher “cultural discount” when the West accept Chinese culture.
Therefore, the Chinese cultural products wants to go abroad and go to the world, not only should
pay attention to local culture, but also need to attach importance to internationalization, taking the
combination of localization and internationalization, can have a foothold in the international market.
4.3 Insufficient investment
As to Sino-US cultural trade, the United States has advanced science and technology, high-quality
management personnel. What’s more, the United States invests a large number of research and
development fund to the cultural industry, and has a wide channel to get valuable information, which
makes American culture competitive in the international market. In the new elements theory, it means
comparative advantage. While Chinese cultural products lack the input of new elements, technological
innovation and R & D investment are small, the gap with the United States is relatively large, and the
international competitiveness is weak. Therefore, China imports more cultural products from the United
States, while exports less to the U.S, and this is a key reason for the deficit of Sino-U.S. culture trade.
4.4 Irrational of cultural trade structure
Research shows that from 1997 to 2006, the proportion of export of cultural goods in culture
products in China is more than 0.99, which is such a high proportion. While the proportion of cultural
services are very low; from the statistics of culture exports of core cultural goods and services, the
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proportion of core cultural services is very low, not to 0.001. It shows that culture export in China is
basically in cultural goods, but very little in cultural services.
China mainly exports cultural products in the cultural and educational entertainment, sports
facilities and equipment, most of which are in the downstream of cultural industry chain. The
value-added of these products is low, and the profit margin is narrow. The export of upstream cultural
products like video broadcasting, book publishing, arts and culture, exhibition performances and other
cultural services are very small, which seriously affected Chinese international competitiveness. In
comparison, the U.S. culture trade is mainly “soft culture”, which has high added value, large profit
margins, and strong international competitiveness.[9] Hence, difference in the structure of culture trade is
also an important reason of Sino-US cultural trade deficit.

5 Conclusion
By regression we analyze the factors affecting cultural trade, such as culture similarity (language,
national religious beliefs, law, etc.) and population size, which are the main factors of cultural trade.
However, it may be due to the sample, conclusions are not corresponded to our expectation. The
influence of GDP and geographic distance on cultural trade is not significant. Practice shows that, in
recent years, with the encouragement of the government and the efforts of enterprises, Chinese cultural
trade is developing steadily. Sino-U.S. cultural trade deficit has a trend to narrow. Therefore, the cultural
trade of Sino-America has a wide vista of research.
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Demand Forecast of Human Resources in Starred Hotel Based on
Grey Theory and BP Neural Network Combined Model∗
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Abstract To properly forecast the hotel human resource demand helps solve the contradiction between
supply and demand in hospitality industry, however, the demand forecast of human resources in China
counterpart is lagged behind. Aiming at the disadvantages that the human resource demand forecast
methods are single and not very accurate, this paper put forwards to set up a combined forecast mode
based on a gray theory and BP neural network, and takes Hunan Province starred hotel human resources
demand for example in China, and concludes that the combined model forecast results are superior to
single methods, so this research is great significance on theoretical research and practical application.
Key words Starred hotels; Human resource forecast; Grey theory; BP neural network

1 Introduction
China hotel industry has been developed rapidly as its economy’s sustained growth, according to
the data of 2008 statistical bulletin, which showed that at the end of 2008, the number of starred hotels
in China reached 14,099, with 1591400 rooms and 2,934,800 beds, hotel industry has become a pillar
industry of tourism. At present, hotel industry competition is human resources competition, as the
phenomenon that hotel industry employees’ high mobility rate is prevalent, it leads to the contradiction
between supply and human resources demand in the hotel, and brings the economic benefits of hotel to a
great loss. So the scientific forecast not only can ensure adequate human resources supply but also avoid
the service quality decline in the hotel.
Domestic and foreign scholars have done some research in the human resources demand forecast.
There are econometric models, time series models, Grey theory and neural network methods and so on.
David M. Georgoff and (Murdick, RG 1986) analyzed the advantages and disadvantages of 20
forecasting methods, such as the time frequency and time series method[1]; Robert H. (Meehan et al
2002) predicted the human resource demand through establishing needs model[2]; (Zhao xi et al 2009)
used gray forecast method to predict future human resources demand in manufacturing sector[3] ; (Cao
Shumin et al 2008) analysed the application of BP neural network in the human resources demand
forecast [4-5].
Now there are the limitations and low accuracy in the traditional methods, and some combining
forecast model can improve accuracy as a good forecast method (Li Tao, 2006) [6], such as (Lei kewei
2007) combined ARIMA and BP neural network method to predict the amount inbound tourists in
China[7], and there are no combining methods applied in human resource forecast of China hotel industry.
So this paper puts forward to a combining forecast Model based on gray theory and BP Neural Network,
and sets Hunan Province starred hotel in China for example, to make contribution to practical guidance
for Hunan Province tourism professional project in China.

2 Setting up the Grey Neural Network Model
Although the traditional gray theory model has the characteristics with less data required and
higher short-term forecast accuracy, so it is more applicable to the data with exponential growth law, and
no for greater volatility curves[8]; but artificial neural network as a good forecast accuracy method[9], In
the application it is easy influenced by topology structure complexity of network and the data
complexity, and arises the over-study phenomenon, then leading to low generalization ability[10]
Therefore, this paper uses the combined model of gray theory model and BP neural network model, in
order to avoid the respective faults.
∗
Supported by 2010 National Social Science Foundation “ Study on Chinese Enterprises Strategic
Transformation Capability Cultivation and Path Selection after the Financial Crisis”and Central South University
Postdoctoral Science Foundation Project.
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Setting up the original data order as: X = ( x1 , x2 ..., xn )T , using Number i method（i=1，2，…m）
as the predict result is X i = ( x1i , x2i ,..., xni )T , then it satisfies the minimum variance criterion:
n
⎧
wi = 1
⎪
∑
MinQ ∑ wi ( X − X i )
s.t. ⎨
(1)
i =1
i =1
⎪ w ≥ 0, i = 1, 2,..., m
⎩ i
Then the best credibility can be obtained, and then obtains synthetically optimum mode.
Set f1 as gray model predictive value, f 2 as the neural network predictive value, f c as the
n

2

optimal combination model predictive value. Forecast errors are e1 , e2 and ec respectively, taking
corresponding weight coefficient is w1 , w2 , wc ,and w1 + w2 =1, then:
f c = w1 f1 + w2 f 2
(2)
Error and variance are:
ec = w1e1 + w2 e2
(3)
Var (ec ) = Var ( w1e1 + w2 e2 ) = w12Var (e1 ) + w22Var (e2 ) + 2w1 w2 Cov(e1, e2 )
w1 =

Then:

(4)

Var (e2 )
Var (e1 )
， w2 =
Var (e1 ) + Var (e2 )
Var (e1 ) + Var (e2 )

fc =

(5)

Var (e2 )
Var (e1 )
f1 +
f2
Var (e1 ) + Var (e2 )
Var (e1 ) + Var (e2 )

(6)

The model structure is：
Grey Theory Model

f1

w1 f1
Combined
Model

Initial Data
Neural Network Modelf 2

Figure 1

f c = w1 f 1 + w 2 f 2

Forecast
Data

w2 f 2

Grey Neural Combined Model

3 Empirical Analysis
This paper selects the number of starred hotels practitioners[11] in Hunan Province from 2000 to
2008 to build models as a data sample for statistical analysis, as shown in Table 1 and Figure 2.
Year
Employee Number

Table 1 Number of Employees at Starred Hotel in Hunan Province from 2000 to 2008
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
19178 31416 33351 33599 34998 35460
43254
44425
56890
Figure 2 Hunan Starred Hotel Employees from 2000 to 2008

Ten Thousand
People

Hunan Province Starred Hotel

6
4
2
0
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
Years

3.1 Grey theory model forecast
Table 1 and Figure 3 show that although data are limited and the curve doesn’t emerge exponential
growth, but the total wave is not particularly large and appears upward trend, the above condition is
according with gray theory model. This paper uses gray information model which has dynamic equal
dimension, with 5 as the sequence length, after having forecasted starred hotels employees one year,
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then removing the first year data, using the following year data, then rebuilding the new model and
forecasting the next year's starred hotels employees, to ensure the forecast accuracy. Table 2 shows as
the last forecast result.
3.2 BP neural network model forecast
The hotel employees number are affected by many relevant influential factors, the research shows
that welfare, work environment, employees state can affect their flow, but these factors’ ultimate impact
can be seen in the actual number of hotel employees each year, so this paper does not consider the
relevant affective factors, and using the every year actual hotel employees number as analysis objective
directly.
This paper uses 2000--2002, 2001-- 2003, 2002 --2004, 2003 -- 2005, 2004 – 2006, 2005--2007
years data as the network target input, and uses 2003, 2004,2005,2006,2007,2008 years data as a
network target output respectively. Firstly initializes the data to [-1,1] before network training, then
using normalized training data to train the network, input layer, hidden layer transfer function is
Sigmoid type, and the output layer is Purelin transfer function. The range of Sigmoid function is [0,1],
Setting the maximum study number for 5000 times, the learning goal takes 0.00001 as the square error
and setting the initial value of network connection weights is the random number between[-1,1]. It
converges to the error range after 12 training times based on Levenberg-Marquardt optimization
algorithm, then error relations shown in Figure 3 and the predicted results shown in Table 2.

Items
Years
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

3.3

Figure 3

Neural Network Computation Steps and the Error Map

Table 2

Gray Model and Neural Network Model Forecast Result
BP Neural Network Model
Grey Model Forecast
Forecast
Predictive
Predictive
Absolute
Absolute error
value
value
error
19178
0.0000
----31713
0.0297
----32773
-0.0578
----33867
0.0268
33926
0.0327
34999
0.0001
34870
-0.0128
36178
0.0718
35629
0.0169
37096
0.6158
43270
0.0016
44922
0.0497
44512
-0.0013
49280
-0.7610
56836
-0.0054
63540
--56639
--72714
--69571
--84932
--70846
---

Actual
value
19178
31416
33351
33599
34998
35460
43254
44425
56890
-------

Grey Neural
Network
Model
Forecast
------33920
34883
35684
42653
44553
56080
57329
69885
72255

Grey neural network model forecast
It can be calculated through the data in Table 2 and variance formula, var(e1 ) =0.0994 ，
var(e2 ) =0.0111, we get w1 =0.10， w2 =0.90 by the formula(12), we can obtain the number of starred
hotels practitioners predictive data from 2009 to 2011 in Hunan Province by the formula (13), and as
shown in Table 2.
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4 Conclusion
We can know from the gray model and BP neural networks forecast model, the predicted data and
the actual data have large difference from 2006 to 2008 in the gray forecasting model, the main reason is
that there are relatively large fluctuations in this two years data, but the BP neural network forecast
accuracy is relatively high. From the whole, the combined model’s forecast accuracy is superior to
single model’s forecast accuracy. Second, the predictive number of employees in Hunan-starred hotel
from 2009 to 2011 are 57 329, 69 885 and 72 255 people respectively, and the people number is going
up, because Hunan tourism industry has entered a rapid and healthy developed period in recent years,
and there are many new open starred hotels, so it leads to new increasing employees in starred hotels.
The above data can play an important role in planning Hunan Province tourism professional project. In
addition, there is little research in the hotel human resource forecasting with combined model, this paper
provides a new research direction for human resource demand method. However, the actual employees
demand and supply are influenced by many reasons, such as political, economic conditions and critical
cultural and physical activities, the forecast result is difficult to get absolute accuracy and the forecast
results still need to practical test.
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Abstract This paper concerns itself with the rationale of the outsourcing business of manufacturing
industry forming producer service industry, explores the technological relationship between two
industries, and analyzes their R&D strategies through game theory approach. Under weak degree of
technological interrelatedness, their technique R&D would construct mixed Nash equilibrium on certain
probability, which leads to R&D synergetic innovation effects; under strong degree of technological
interrelatedness, manufacturing and producer service industry take R&D first-mover and follower role
respectively, which forms R&D game Nash equilibrium. The ending part considers the R&D game
demonstration of two industries under different degree of technological interrelatedness. These final
thoughts bring into the conclusions.
Keywords
Technological interrelatedness; Synergetic innovation; Producer services industry;
Technology R&D first-mover

1 Introduction
With the pattern of economic growth changing, economic structure has been continuously
readjusting and upgrading. Characterized by huge potential of value creating and vocation employing,
modern producer service industry has dramatically promoted the development of manufacturing industry.
Home and broad academic research shows [1] [2] [4] that the relationship between service and
manufacturing industry performs not simply causal, but constant interacting under technological
interrelatedness situation. The current research, which examines the internal interacting mechanism of
technology innovation and R&D of two industries, is still unsatisfying. This paper starts with the
technological interrelatedness between manufacturing and producer service industry, exploring their
synergetic innovation mechanism under weak degree of technological interrelatedness, and the impact of
technology R&D strategy of manufacturing industry on that of producer service industry under strong
degree technological interrelatedness. New clues and approaches being brought into in this paper to
analyze the technology innovation and R&D interactive relationship between manufacturing and
producer service industry, which would provide the academic bases to drive the technology innovation
and R&D of both industries.

2 Definition of Technological Interrelatedness
2.1 Concept of technological interrelatedness
Proceeds from technology systematicness and the function information technology, (Freeman and
Soete 2004) explored the relevance of technology system, and its significance to developing countries.
They pointed out that development does not merely mean the success of one typical product, but the
technology system established during the process of developing and evolving, which consequently
achieve potential sustainable development. (Frankel 1995) analyzed the technological interrelatedness
issue for the first time in his article Technology Backward and Evolving in Mature Economy, published
on The American Economic Review. While the discussion focused mainly on the hinder of technological
interrelatedness to structure upgrading and adjusting, with no respect to take technological
interrelatedness to strengthen the technology innovation.
This paper begins with business operational mechanism, tries to build up the concept of
technological interrelatedness through the analysis of relative business technology activities. The
so-called technological interrelatedness means the interactional, mutually complementary relevance
among various industries in production process. It embodies (1) Among industries with technological
interrelatedness, the technology innovation of one typical business needs the support of technology
innovation from other related businesses. (2) The revenue of one typical business with technology
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innovation would motivate the technology innovation investment of related businesses. (3) Technology
innovation of one business would have tremendous implication and promotion effects on other related
businesses. (4) Technology spread and technological interrelatedness constitute the technology
innovation spread net, which would form the synergetic innovation of related industries and promote the
technology innovation capacity of industry chain.
2.2 Technological interrelatedness between producer service and manufacturing industry
Producer service industry renders manufacturing industry as follows [3], consequently forms strong
technology relevance. (1) Directly, the products and services provide by producer service industry are
taken as the intermediate input. (2) Certain part of currency and financial service in the process of
merchant exchange. (3) Services needed by the formation of human capital that goes with new
productive structure, like training agency. (4) Services needed to spatially coordinate and regulate
productive system as a whole. In the process of value creation, labor division of producer service and
manufacturing industry form the technological interrelatedness, this is the essential building block of
their interaction. More departments, originally internal based, find them separated from manufacturing
industry in the wake of deepening modern labor division. The new formed service industry has amply
intensified the technological interrelatedness.
The weak or strong degree of technological interrelatedness between producer service and
manufacturing industry varies to the vicarism of goods or services supplied by producer service industry.
The more important the goods or services supplied by producer service industry to the productive
operation activities of manufacturing industry with less congener goods or services, the stronger degree
of technological interrelatedness between them. Besides, technological interrelatedness degree depends
on the specialization of producer service industry as well, the higher the goods or services specialization
needed by productive operation activities of manufacturing industry, the stronger degree of
technological interrelatedness between them.

3 Game on R&D Between Producer Service and Manufacturing Industry on
Technological Interrelatedness
Due to technological interrelatedness between producer service and manufacturing industry, the
surplus profits gained from technology R&D of their businesses are closely related, on which directly
influence their R&D strategy. The cost input and revenue of R&D characterized by certainty and
uncertainty respectively. That is to say, the successful or failing results of R&D hinge on probability.
Normally, the probability of success goes higher as more R&D cost input. Assume the R&D cost of
producer service industry is Cs 0 , the probability of R&D success is Ps , R&D revenue is Rs 0 , the
predict profit is π s , only when the predict revenue larger than R&D cost, that is π s = Ps Rs 0 − Cs 0 > 0 ,
the R&D would be carried on. Equally to manufacturing industry, assume the R&D cost is Cm 0 , the
probability of R&D success is Pm ，R&D revenue is Rm 0 . Same as the conditions of producer service
industry, only when the predict profit larger than zero, meaning π m > 0 , the R&D would be carried on,
that is π m = Pm Rm 0 − Cm 0 > 0 .
The technological interrelatedness between producer service and manufacturing industry differs
with respect to various industry types, the weak or strong degree of technological interrelatedness would
affect the revenue gained from technique R&D strategy of producer service and manufacturing industry.
Indeed, both industries would determine their technique R&D strategy with reference to the weak or
strong degree of technological interrelatedness.
3.1 R&D game between producer service and manufacturing industry under strong degree of
technological interrelatedness
The strong degree of technological interrelatedness influence the profits of technique R&D of
producer service and manufacturing industry, we particularly sharpen our attention on the impact of
manufacturing industry R&D have on producer service industry. Producer service and manufacturing
industry would take R&D strategy portfolio: firstly, the so-called R&D first-mover, that is, they process
R&D at the same time. Secondly, one of them takes R&D in advance, the other gains additional profits
by taking maximum advantage of later R&D through technological interrelatedness and information
sharing. Thirdly, both of them refuse to process R&D in advance; R&D profit under this situation is
zero.
Suppose both of the industries adopt first- mover strategy, the additional R&D profits
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are π s and π m respectively; if producer service industry acts as first-mover, it would gains R&D
∗

∗

profit π s , as the follower, the R&D profit of manufacturing industry is π m 0 . Accordingly, if producer
'

service industry acts as follower, it would gains R&D profit π s 0 , as the first-mover, the R&D profit of
manufacturing industry is π m . When both of them choose to be R&D follower, their R&D profit
'

is π s and π m respectively. Therefore, their R&D game illustrates as figure 1:
0

0

Producer Service
Industry
First-mover
Follower
Manufacturing
Industry

Figure 1

π m∗ , π s∗

First-mover

π m'

π m 0 , π s'

Follower

，π

s0

π m0 , π s0

R&D Game Between Producer Service and Manufacturing Industry under Strong Degree of
Technological Interrelatedness

Act as first-mover; manufacturing industry motivates the follower, producer service industry to
process technique R&D activities through price increasing. The greater profits from which the technique
R&D of producer service industry can achieve depends heavily on the information sharing and
technological interrelatedness. If, similarly, producer service industry chooses first-mover role, the
technology level of two industries would determine the R&D profit results, neither of them would take
any R&D advantage of the other part through technological interrelatedness. When taking first-mover
role, due to the huge R&D costs and uncertainty, producer service industry may suffer more risks and
fall into big profit loss. Meanwhile, as the follower, manufacturing industry would take maximum
advantage of the information and convenience of producer service industry to conduct its R&D apace
and gain more profits. Therefore, the profit relationship under different R&D strategies of producer
service industry is π s 0 > π s > π s > π s , accordingly, the profit relationship under different R&D
∗

0

'

strategies of manufacturing industry is π m 0 > π m > π m > π m .
∗

'

0

During game, because of π s < π s 0 and π s < π s , that is, whether manufacturing industry chooses
∗

'

0

R&D first-mover or follower, the profits of producer service industry gained as R&D follower would be
larger than that as R&D first-mover. To producer service industry, therefore, technique R&D first-mover
is a strictly unwise decision. In any case, producer service industry would act as follower other than
first-mover. When producer service industry takes follower role, because of π m > π m , manufacturing
'

0

industry would choose first-mover role for R&D profits. Hence, under the strong degree of
technological interrelatedness, the strategic portfolio (manufacturing: first-mover, producer service
industry: follower) achieves R&D game Nash equilibrium.
Under strong degree of technological interrelatedness, act as R&D and innovation sponsor and
pusher, manufacturing industry takes its technology innovation advantage to promote itself and the
technology improvement and innovation of strong technological interrelated producer service industry.
Thereby, the interrelatedness effects demonstrating technique R&D of manufacturing industry drives
technology upgrading of producer service industry unfold.
3.2 R&D game between producer service and manufacturing industry under weak degree of
technological interrelatedness
As we shall see, under weak degree of technological interrelatedness, because of information
sharing, technology leading and profit redistribution, any part as first-mover would become the leading
driver to the other part that would benefits from high probability of technique R&D success. Like strong
degree of technological interrelatedness, producer service and manufacturing industry take first-mover
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or follower strategy in R&D game as well, they differ in terms of various strategic portfolio. Figure 2
illustrates R&D game between producer service and manufacturing industry:
Productive service
Industry

First-mover
Manufacturing
Industry

Figure 2

Follower

First-mover

π m∗ , π s∗

π m' , π s 0

Follower

π m 0 , π s'

π m0 , π s0

R&D Game Between Producer Service and Manufacturing Industry under Weak Degree of
Technological Interrelatedness

When both producer service and manufacturing industry act as R&D follower, neither of them
would conduct technique R&D forwardly, their R&D profit is zero, that is π m = π s
0

0

= 0 . If both of them

take first-mover role, they would benefit during R&D process. Because of weak degree of technological
interrelatedness, two industries conduct R&D exclusively, which affects profit more slightly. If one part
takes first-mover role and the other acts as follower, the follower who gets information and technology
support would get technological interrelatedness-based R&D advantage and gain greater profit. To
producer
service
industry,
profit
relationship
of
different
R&D
strategy
is

π s 0 > π s∗ > π s' > π s0 ( π s0 = 0 ); profit relationship
∗
'
0
0
industry is π m 0 > π m > π m > π m ( π m = 0 ).

of different R&D strategy of manufacturing

Here we use the mixed strategic game, not pure Nash equilibrium. According to Nash equilibrium
principle, suppose the probability of the first-mover, producer service industry is Ps (C ) , probability of
its follower choice is Ps (D ) , then whether manufacturing industry chooses first-mover or follower; it
gains equal expect R&D profit.

⎧ Ps (C )π m∗ + Ps ( D)π m' = Ps (C )π m 0 + Ps ( D)π m0
⎪
Ps (C ) + Ps ( D) = 1
⎨
⎪
π m0 = 0
⎩

（1）

π m∗ − π m 0
π m'
∗
,
.
=
P
(
D
)
s
π m∗ − π m 0 − π m'
π m' − π m∗ + π m 0
To manufacturing industry, suppose the probability of first-mover role is Pm ( A) , the probability of
We may get Nash equilibrium Ps (C ) ∗ =

follower choice is Pm (B ) , then whether producer service industry chooses first-mover or follower; it
gains equal expect R&D profit.

⎧ Pm ( A)π s∗ + Pm ( B )π s' = Pm ( A)π s 0 + Pm ( B )π s0
⎪
Pm ( A) + Pm ( B) = 1
⎨
⎪
π s0 = 0
⎩
π ∗ − π s0
π s'
The mixed strategy of game is Pm ( A) ∗ =
, Pm ( B) ∗ = ∗ s
.
π s − π s 0 − π s'
π s' − π s∗ + π s 0

（2）

When producer service industry adopts technology R&D first-mover and follower in terms of the
∗

∗

probability distribution of ( Ps (C ) , Ps (D ) ), while manufacturing industry adopts technology R&D
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∗

first-mover and follower in terms of the probability distribution of ( Pm ( A) ， Pm (B ) ), neither part of
the game can increase R&D profits through strategy changing, that is, solely changes the probability
distribution of pure random strategy. Therefore, the above probability distribution portfolio
compromises a mixed strategic Nash equilibrium.

4 Synergetic Innovation Between Producer Service and Manufacturing Industry
under Weak Degree of Technological Interrelatedness
The so-called synergetic innovation is the technology innovation-diffusing network formed by
internal technology innovation diffusion and technological interrelatedness among industries, it shows
the process of technology upgrading of the industry chain as a whole. We refers to internal technology
diffusion as the process other firms imitate and learn the technology innovation activities of an inside
typical firm. Technological interrelatedness among industries means the technology innovation of one
firm will prevail as the technology-driven to other firms. Before fully separating from manufacturing
industry, producer service industry subordinates to manufacturing industry as a typical department or
link. The inside technological interrelatedness of the firm still exists even after labor division (producer
service industry separates from manufacturing industry chain), which becomes fundamental base of
their mutual technology innovation influence and motivation, and hinges on these essential building
blocks of their synergetic innovation.
According to different strategy profit relationship of producer service and manufacturing industry

π s 0 > π s∗ > π s' > π s0 ( π s0 = 0 )

and

π m 0 > π m∗ > π m' > π m0 ( π m0 = 0 ),

we may get the probability

relationship when producer service and manufacturing industry take R&D first-mover and follower:
To

producer

service

industry,

we

have

Ps (C ) ∗ > Ps ( D) ∗

,

that

π s'
π s∗ − π s 0
∗
∗
>
; to manufacturing industry, we have Pm ( A) > Pm ( B ) , that
π s' − π s∗ + π s 0 π s∗ − π s 0 − π s'
π m'
π m∗ − π m 0
>
is '
. The probability that both producer service and manufacturing
π m − π m∗ + π m 0 π m∗ − π m 0 − π m'

is

industry take first-mover is larger than that of the follower role. The first-mover role taken by both of
the two industries forms the new synergetic innovation effects.
The following figure illustrates the synergetic innovation rational of producer service and
manufacturing industry under weak degree of technological interrelatedness:
Producer Service
Industry

Figure 3

Profits
increasing
ValueAdded

Profits
increasing
R&D
investment

Technology
Innovation

Technology
related

R&D
motivating

Product
difference

Profit
related

Manufacturing
Industry

Producer Service
Industry

R&D
motivating

Technology
Innovation

Profits
increasing

Manufacturing
Industry

Profit
related

Technology
related

Profits
increasing
R&D cost

Mutual Influence Between Producer Service and Manufacturing Industry

The technology innovation of manufacturing industry drives and affects the technology innovation
of producer service industry through innovation revenue and R&D cost. Technology innovation of
manufacturing industry needs services and supports, even the simultaneous upgrading provided by firms
of producer service industry. Manufacturing industry, therefore, must sacrifice part of R&D revenue to
guarantee higher service cost, which motivates producer service industry conducting technological
innovation. Ultimately, the degree of technological interrelatedness between these two industries
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determines the results of revenue motivation effects. The higher degree of technological interrelatedness
would drive larger R&D revenue gaining by producer service industry.
Technology innovation revenue and manufacturing products value-added reflect the important role
of producer service industry in terms of technology progress and standard upgrading. With respect to
technology innovation revenue, producer service industry pursues its own benefits, reduces producing
cost and improves service through R&D and innovation, thereby, provides quality service for
manufacturing industry with lower price. Manufacturing industry, in general, would focus on technology
innovation and R&D with more capital and efforts. Technology innovation of producer service industry
acts as available driver, but not essential reason to the technology innovation of manufacturing industry.
Concerning with manufacturing product value, the new otherness products embodies the special
technology provided by producer service industry, like technology innovation and R&D design, which
implement the value-adding process. Manufacturing industry can take value-added revenue as R&D
investment, and consequently achieves the process of producer service industry driving manufacturing
industry upgrading.

5 Conclusions
The analysis of R&D strategy and profits between producer service and manufacturing industry
under different degree of technological interrelatedness provides not only the academic rationale
building blocks for examining producer service industry as upgrading-driven to manufacturing industry,
but the valuable reference to regulate relevant policies—not all producer service industry fit for
first-mover role.
From firm point of view, under strong degree of technological interrelatedness, producer service
industry would almost lose R&D motivation with no need of new technology from manufacturing
industry. Therefore, the better role for producer service industry is R&D follower that hinges closely on
R&D orientation of manufacturing industry. By taking advantage of the convenience of R&D
information and profits from manufacturing industry, the innovation activities of producer service
industry would easily unfold. Under weak degree of technological interrelatedness, by means of mutual
innovation motivation, producer service industry should take first-mover strategy and collaborate with
manufacturing industry, to keep its mighty competitor role and achieve win-win situation through
technology union with manufacturing industry. Whatever degree of technological interrelatedness, to
manufacturing industry, the continuous technology R&D and innovation is the major path to gain a
foothold in product market share, and maintain core competition.
From government point of view, during industry structural upgrading, producer service industry
developing, and manufacturing industry technology improving process, their exclusive technology
innovation should not be given too much emphasis. Indeed, government should regulate technology
innovation strategy and policy with reference to different degree of technological interrelatedness for
two industries. Under strong degree of technological interrelatedness, government should guide and
promote the technology innovation and upgrading of manufacturing industry; build free innovation
environment, and construct effective information and technology transmission mechanism for them.
Producer service industry may precisely know and grasp the R&D trend of manufacturing industry in
time, and explore its own innovation strategy and R&D path more effectively with less uncertainty.
Under weak degree of technological interrelatedness, due to their synergetic innovation effect,
government should bridge producer service and manufacturing industry through technology R&D
communication platform and facilitate technology union, expand technology communication and R&D
collaboration between two industries.
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Abstract This article evaluates the results and impact of various administrative contracts in China
after years of government reform, concentrating on the improvements of public service. Drawing on the
empirical basis, it assumes that both “contracting-in” and “contracting-out” methods do improve the
administrative performance. However, under the circumstance of market economy, government
functions are not only effective but also fair and moral. So the essay constructs the Contract
Responsibility System in administration management and analyzes its feasibility in China.
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1 Introduction
Since 1970s, the New Public Management (NPM) movement started from Great Brain, the U.S.A,
Australia and New Zealand, and then it expanded to the European countries and even to the whole world.
By applying the theories, methodology and techniques of the business management, it aims to improve
the efficiency of public management and the quality of public service. NPM focuses on “reengineering
government”, developing competitive mechanisms needed to reform the traditional government
management in order to achieve “3E”s, i.e., Economy, Efficiency, and Effectiveness. In this international
reform movement, many western countries redesigned their schemes on their own conditions: the
entrepreneurial government reform in the U.S.A, the public administration reform in France, the
modernization of public sectors in Denmark, the improvement of financial management in Australia, etc.
Influenced by the managerialism, these reforms share a lot in common, such as market-orientation,
de-nationalization (privatization), liberalization and customer-priority.
Among the specific practices in the global NPM reform, contracting-out becomes the main
principle and proves to be more efficient and effective, for it contributes to cutting down the size of
government institutions and realizing the “spending less but doing more” objective. However,
contracting-out inevitably invites more private businesses and individuals to participate in the public
service, and it is natural to apply the methodology of private management. As the Britain scholar J.
Greenwood points out, the sharp differences between public and private sectors shouldn’t be neglected,
and privatization challenges the public responsibility, the fairness, the legality and the variety of the civil
society. Thus, to such a controversial problem, this article provides a feasible solution. Since right and
responsibility are the critical elements in both the public and private management, it is necessary to
create a new incentive mechanism—the Administrative Contract Responsibility System (ACRS) to unite
the two.

2 What is the Administrative Contract Responsibility System (ACRS)
As an incentive mechanism, the ACRS expects to compromise the contractors’ right and
responsibility, obligation and interests. It also requires that anyone who will implement the
administrative service undertake the construction of social morality and justice. The contractors may
include the national institutes, the private enterprises, the public servants and the social individuals. All
of them are assigned to offer public service products to the same object—the public. To accomplish their
contract effectively, they have to comprehend the ACRS characteristics. Firstly, it is mandatory. Anyone
who violates contracts or principles would be punished legally, suffered economically or condemned
morally. The law assigns contractors obligations, and then, the public credits their morality and their
service bring them economic benefits. Law and contracts stipulate contractors’ behavior in execution.
Secondly, it is utilitarian. The public service is taken as a kind of product and priced by market. Good
service earns the “user charge” and bad service gets complaints. The economic interest determines
contractors’ opting out of the public service. Thirdly, it is for commonweal. Undertaking the public
service, contractors must realize that the pursuit of economy, efficiency and effectiveness is not the
ultimate objective. The interest of the majority should be placed first. Meanwhile, the social morality,
justice and responsibility should be regarded as commonweal too. Let’s illustrate with a simple example.
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A contractor who is in charge of a nursing home can’t turn off the central heating in chill winter for the
sake of economy or poor management. Once he signs the responsibility contract, he is obligated to
provide the standard service. His performance is under the immediate supervision of government.
Meanwhile, he should be open to the media and the public. Any ill-treatment to his customers will be
imposed sanctions. So, the ACRS is not a contract, but a responsibility agreement. It urges contractors to
balance the right and responsibility while serving the public.
In China, the ACRS is especially designed for the government officials. China has a long history of
bureaucratic governance and its government officials are accustomed to giving orders or instructions to
“their people”. But now, the New Public Management movement changes “people” into “customers”
who will pay for the public service, while the New Public Service movement promotes “people” to the
“masters” of the country who have the right to enjoy the fine quality commonweal. There is no denying
that people’s social status and functions are heightened. But how about the government officials? The
“managers” or “instructors” are not the appropriate titles any more. With the conversion of the
government role, serving the society and the public becomes their duties and the “public servants” or the
“service personals” become their new name. Such tremendous conception transition usually would take
people a long and difficult time to accept, but a highly developing country need a highly efficient
government to work with. In this case, the ACRS is regarded as a roll booster—to impel officials to
adjust their concepts and roles to the new situation. With the ACRS, the present officials should take a
fresh look at their right and responsibility. Now, they are responsible for the citizens, not their superiors.
The only purpose of exercising rights is to serve the public more effectively. The service content, quality,
efficiency are the decisive measurements to evaluate their job performance and is the only source to
bring them economy interest. Finally, the ACRS will internalize their attitude and take their
responsibility as a guide to action.
China is experiencing an era of transition and reform is ongoing in every field. Its government
reform is considered the key in all because the government used to play such an important role in history.
And the related administrative reform will determine the country’s future. The ACRS is created to help
administrative staff improve themselves in the global trend of marketization and socialization. Only
when their serving consciousness is born innately not compulsorily, can they offer the society seamless
service at any time and any place[1]. Only then, China can realize a truly people-centered government.

3 Contracting-in and Contracting-out in the ACRS
In the contemporary era, society grows into a huge organism and government alone is not able to
serve all purposes. According to the theory of public governance, it is feasible and necessary to build a
bridge between government and society, national institutions and non-government organizations (NGO),
public and private sectors[2]. The cooperation is based on mutual action and influence. Thus, the ACRS
in China bring forth two forms: contracting-in and contracting-out,
which entitle both the
government and non-government organizations to accomplish the unanimous task of serving society. So,
on one hand, this design discloses the historical necessity that national power is destined to return to the
public; on the other hand, it conforms to the objective of government reform, i.e. to simplify the
administrative procedures and delegate powers to the lower levels, which reveals the participatory
democracy in Chinese reform.
3.1 Method one: contracting-in of the administrative service
Among the government functions, some administrative service should be undertaken only by the
government agencies or their employees, for such service is characterized by specialty, confidentiality,
and irreplaceability. To guarantee the government’s power and prestige, some public service like
administrative penalty, administrative license, administrative acknowledgement, administrative charge,
and administrative enforcement should be implemented by the national public servants. They are people
of positions in the government agencies and abide by the position responsibility system. Since they are
representatives of the government, the service that should be completed by the government is assigned
to them. That is called “contracting-in”, which is a coined word from its opposite—“contracting-out” (to
assign some usual and routine service to people who are out of the government.)
In the ACRS, the national public servants must accomplish the duties and obligations specified by
their present position. That is the basic requirement which enables the government affairs to be operated
normally. However, the contracting-in service signifies the special powers or functions by itself, which
means that without proper surveillance, it is much likely to take place the abuse of power or corruption
in these positions. To avoid such incidents, government officials have to strengthen their sense of
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discipline and self-discipline personally. Meanwhile, they are supervised by the accountability system,
the administrative law and the civil servant law. The ACRS urges the officials who are involved in the
contracting-in service to “do and do it well”.
Police is such a national agency which can not transfer their power to the civil society. A qualified
policeman knows well how to integrate his power and responsibility. For example, Wuhan is one of the
biggest cities in China and also is well-known for its terrible traffic condition. To cope with the traffic
disorder, the traffic police regiment in Wuhan Jiangxia District adopts the ACRS and attaches one’s law
enforcement to his effectiveness. Each policeman is responsible for a given route, and his performance
is evaluated by its unobstructed condition in the rush hour. In order to achieve the objective, the
policeman has to enhance the sense of responsibility and improve his attitude to the common citizens on
transportation. Thus, the citizens’ complaints reduce sharply and the routes go smoothly. The application
of the ACRS proves to be more efficient than the traditional method—to be on duty by turns.
Policeman’s undesirable behavior, such as arbitrary fines, nonfeasance or shirking responsibility is
effectively controlled. The benefited citizens of course applaud such high quality service.
Sometimes, the contracting-in service should not focus on the economic interest, for it bears more
social responsibility. Another example is about the police too. The traffic police regiment in Shanghai
Minhang District also applied the ACRS to their routine work. But they went so far because they took
the police as a “making profit” business. The main task of the policemen was designed to make money
by placing arbitrary fines. Everyone should complete the contracted amount, or they would suffer
economic punishment. Thus, to fulfill the subscribed target, these law representatives collaborated with
the unemployed to trap the innocent people to be fined. They knew the law but break it, they were to
protect people’ right but actually violate it. So, if people’s interest is always put in the first place, the
government officials in the ACRS would never choose the wrong way.
3.2 Method two: contracting-out of the administrative service
Contracting out borrows the methodology of “outsourcing” in the business management. The
modern industrial society is known for the highly developed division of labor. It is impossible for a
single enterprise to own enough top human resource to excel in every branch. In order to concentrate on
its core business, the enterprise usually entrusts the other specialized agency to take its unimportant
business. By doing this, it can not only reduce the management cost, but also upgrade the service quality,
and ultimately achieve the goal of satisfying more customers. Microsoft is a good case in point. It is
because IBM outsources its software business to Bill Gates that Microsoft gets the opportunity to grow
into a giant in the software world. Lots of successful cases prove that this outsourcing mode can achieve
the double-win effect.
Based on the outsourcing mechanism, the public management theory invents the
contracting-out method to carry out some administrative service. To be more specific, the
government institutions transfer some labor service such as public service, logistics service,
community service, etc. to the other qualified organizations, and disburse accordingly at the
market price. For instance, the job training, the annual census, the law consultation and the
construction and maintenance of the network, all of these can be entrusted to the social institutes
with special qualification and technology. In view of the public management, contracting-out
mode can best utilize and integrate both government resources and social resources. At the same
time, more and more people can participate in government and political affairs, which contributes
a lot to the political democracy and social stabilization. And in view of economics, contracting-out
method helps the government cut down administrative cost greatly and improve the administrative
efficiency effectively. Generally speaking, contracting-out of administrative service brings great
benefits to the government reform, especially in the aspect of reduction of government agencies
and optimization of government functions.
Now, Chinese government mainly opens the following realms to the contracting-out practices.
3.2.1 Contracting out of the e-government
In the report of the 17th CPC (Communist Party of China) national congress, promotion of
e-government and aggrandizement of social management and public service become the essential tasks
of constructing service-oriented government[5]. It is the international trend to apply the E-information
technology to the government management in modern society. Like the other major countries, China
adopts BOO (Building, Owning, Operating) mode—the contracted enterprise invests and is in charge of
design, construction, maintenance, operation, and training. The property right of the hardware and
software belongs to enterprise. And the government puts forward the construction requirements,
coordinates from the macroscopic view and creates the feasible outer environment. At the same time, it
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pays for the usage rights of the e-system. Now, the rapid development of e-government enables Chinese
people to know more about the government work process, the national policies and the latest reform
news. On the other hand, citizens can consult procedures, apply certificates and feed back social
problems through e-government. Thus, a convenient communication platform between government and
citizens is established.
3.2.2 Contracting out of the human resources
In China, there used to be a special phenomenon that getting a job in the government agency means
holding an iron bowl forever. No matter how well one works, he will be definitely promoted according
to seniority. Undoubtedly, this personnel mechanism leads to overstaff, bureaucracy and lack of
efficiency. The contracting out of the human resources introduces the competition mechanism to the
“stagnant water”, which stimulates the crisis awareness of the government staff. According to the
contract, the human resource institute should accomplish the employee recruit, personnel training and
staff outsourcing, and the government can cut down the redundant staff and institutions. In brief, the
human resources from the society and government are integrated effectively and the administrative
efficiency is achieved.
3.2.3 Contracting out of the administration finance
In recent years, China gradually opens its financial departments and establishes a huge financial
system—under the supervision of China Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC), China Insurance
Regulatory Commission, China Securities Regulatory Commission, the national commercial banks
constitute the main body, coexisting with various financial institutes. With the expansion of financial
market, the labor division and the competition urge all the agencies to improve the service quality and to
complement functions of each other.
Chinese administration contracts out its regular financial affairs to the banks, usually including the
management of staff salary, social insurance, welfare and national loans. As rewarded, the government
can get such benefits like saving cost, simplifying procedures, and enjoy a lot convenience from the
specialized, standardized and automatic financial service.

4 How to Solve Disputes in the ACRS
Where there is a contract, there is a dispute. The major western countries always adopts
administrative law to solve disputes. They prefer the methods not involved in the judicature, such as
negotiation, arbitration or adjudication within administrative institutes. In England, the common court
will accept the disputes caused by administration contracting-out. But unlike the civil dispute, the court
administers the different laws. In France, contracting-out is regarded as one practice of public
management, so the related disputes should be solved by the administrative proceedings. In German, as
a usual rule, the dispute about contracting-out should be brought to the administrative court [6] .
In China, the administrative law is also applied to solve any dispute in the ACRS. On Dec. 28,
2009, Topics in Focus on CCTV broadcasted a program named “Don’t let the land‘sun’”, in which the
land developers openly violated the contract with the government in order to make great profits. They let
the land lie idle and waited for the land-value rise. The Land and Resources Bureau held the hearing,
and discussed with the key administrative departments like Planning Directorate, the Construction
Bureau, the National Development and Reform Commission and the Finance Bureau. In the end, they
decided to take back the land gratuitously. The involved land developers suffered the huge economic
loss and confronted the credit crisis.
In order to promote the ACRS, Chinese government not only tries to find qualified contractors, but
also intends to set examples of credible, responsible enterprises to the public. “Serving the people
heartily” should be the strong motive of any contractor who is going to undertake the public service.
“Being responsible for the country ” should be the guideline to evaluate every contractor’s job. Any
mischievous behavior will incur a heavy loss in economy and morality.

5 Conclusion
For a long time, whether the administrative service can be contracted with private sectors has
remained a controversial topic. During the process of modernization and globalization, Chinese society
is undergoing the great transition. Its government will not qualify itself for a versatile “babysitter” any
more. In order to serve its thirteen hundred million population more efficiently, it has to set up a new
mechanism. So the Administrative Contract Responsibility System becomes an irresistible trend.
As a trial mechanism, the ACRS needs the joint efforts from the academic fields to perfect itself,
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such as the jurisprudence, the public administration, the economics, the sociology and so on. And more
studies are invited to solve the problems arising therefrom—how to activate more public servants to take
the contracting-in service, how to effectively supervise and evaluate their performance, how to inject the
sense of responsibility into every contractor, how to make good use of social morality…… Generally
speaking, the ACRS deserves further study, because all the efforts are actually to benefit the society and
bring happiness to all of the people.
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Abstract During the Tenth Five-year Plan period, the construction work of SMEs social service
system has made gratifying achievements around the country. The construction of our SMEs social
service system is still in the initial stage. There is rather obviously different in the levels of service
system among various regions. It is a prominent phenomenon that economic power determines the level
of service system. This article explores the business model of the SMEs social service system of various
regions, aimed at promoting the construction of SMEs service system, being better serve SMEs.
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1 Introduction
During the Tenth Five-year Plan period, the construction work of SMEs social service system has
made gratifying achievements around the country. However, as a whole, the construction of our SMEs
social service system is still in the initial stage, there are still some problems, chiefly including:
imperfect of services institutions, disequilibrium of service system development, and slow pace of
development and low level of service. Therefore, it is not able to provide better social services for SMEs,
and it is a prominent phenomenon that economic power determines the level of service system. During
the Eleventh Five-year Plan period, the Central Committee calls on all localities to further improving
SMEs Social service system in accordance with the social, professional and market principle. This is not
only the internal needs of SME development, but also the urgent needs of providing the necessary public
services for market vulnerable groups, building service-oriented government. Therefore, it is of high
theoretical and practical significance to explore the business model of the SMEs social service system of
various regions.

2 Status and Problems of Smes Social Service System
The construction of Chinese SMEs social service system has undergone an initial and advanced
stage.
The initial stage (1999-2001): in September 22, 1999, the fourth plenary session of the 15th party
central committee of the CPC, passed The decision on the major issues of State-owned enterprise reform
and development of CPC Central Committee. It proposed "to nurture SME service system, provide
information consultation, market development, financing, loan guarantees, technical support, personnel
training and other services for SMEs". Subsequently, the State Economic and Trade Commission (the
National Development and Reform Commission) has issued The pilot guidance on the establishment of
SME credit guarantee system (SETC SMC[1999] No. 540) and The major issues views on the
cultivation of SMEs social service system (SETC SMC[2000] No. 372). In 2001, the State Economic
and Trade Commission (now NDRC), issued a Pilot program on the construction of SME service
system , selected 10 cities (Shanghai, Shenzhen, Qingdao, Harbin, Chengdu, Lanzhou, Zhenjiang,
Fushun, Wenzhou, Chuzhou) to conduct a pilot of SME service system, actively explore the practicable
model of the SMEs social service system of various regions.
The advanced stage (2002-now): Under the impulse of National Development and Reform
Commission, governments at all levels take building SMEs social service system as an important task,
according to the requirements of SME Promotion Law. First, they put forward a series of policies and
regulations, including several proposals on encouraging and promoting SME development, Law of the
People's Republic of China on Promotion of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises, Several proposals on
Encouraging, Supporting and guiding the development of the individual private and other non-Public
sectors of the economy. The introduction of the three typical documents points out the direction for the
construction of SMEs social service system, providing a legal basis; Second, the functions of SME
service centre is advancing step by step, particularly in some developed areas, the service center
gradually shift from public institutions to the enterprise corporate, based on market demand, exploring
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the development of services market for SMEs, obtaining a good demonstration effect; Third, industry
associations, chambers of commerce gain strength, especially in market exploitation, legal protection,
information consulting and other fields, rendering a large number of services to SMEs; Fourth,
professional service organizations develop rapidly, accounting firms, auditing firms, law firms and
management consulting organizations flourish and become the new power for servicing SMEs; Fifth, the
construction funds of services system gradually implement. The National Development and Reform
Commission has allocated special subsidies for SMEs and introduced corresponding management
policies, promoting the construction of the service system. In the SME Promotion Law, it further defines
the amount and the sources of the service system construction funds. In 2004, Ministry of Finance
issued The Interim Measures for the using of special subsidies of SME service system. In 2008, Ministry
of Industry and Information Technology issued the notification on doing the use and management work
of special subsidies of SMEs service system, to enhance the efficiency of application of funds. In
addition, the state also increased the supportive dynamics on key service sector; Sixth, the way of
service is advancing unceasingly, the central and local arranged special fund to support SMEs
information consulting, technology innovation, business counseling, marketing and personnel training.
After several years of efforts, China SMEs social service system has achieved remarkable results,
but from the nationwide perspective, there are significant differences in the level of the service system,
it is a prominent phenomenon that economic power determines the level of service system, developed
areas is significantly better than backward areas. The function of integrated services sector (SME
Service Centre) of Medium-developed areas remains to be further improved. During the investigation,
we found that it is difficult for most SMEs service center to do the normal woke, due to the lack of
preparation and funds. Business service centers are mostly attached to government departments, namely,
they don't get rid of administrative restrictions. And social service agencies are not fully excavating the
potential. The less of service agencies, service products, service quality, service means and the
distemperedness of service function have seriously restricted the development of social service agencies.
But underdeveloped regions invest inadequately, due to lack of funding for service system construction,
owe money shortage or no, leading to serious lag of service system construction.

3 The Commercialization Model of Smes Social Service System in Different
Levels of Economic Development Area
Due to the difference of the market environment and the level of economic development, there are
significantly different in the development level of SMEs social service system among developed areas,
middle-developed areas and less developed areas. It highlighted in the divers role of government played
in the service system construction and the different marketization degree of enterprise development
services. Therefore, to expect a kind of universal service system construction model is not realistic.
However, developed regions or underdeveloped regions, the ultimate goal of service system construction
are to foster and promote the establishment and development of the enterprise development service
market; it is also an increasingly commercialized and market-oriented process of business development
services. It is a transition process from government-led to government guidance to government direction,
is a process from administrative department or comprehensive service sector to social intermediary
organizations. Due to the difference of the level of economic development and the marketization degree,
there are some differences in the main propulsion of SMEs social service system, the decision structure
and driving mechanism, information transfer, supporting focus among developed areas,
middle-developed regions and less developed areas.
3.1 The commercialization model of social service system in developed areas
For developed regions, on the one hand, the number of SMEs is more and their economic strength
is stronger; On the other hand, the degree of market is relatively higher and the development of social
intermediary organizations is relatively more mature. Therefore, we should build a kind of social service
system with a core of social intermediary organizations, to improve the government guidance and
market-driven business development services market.
3.1.1 Main propulsion
Various kinds of social intermediary organizations are the main propulsion of social service system
in developed areas. The Government will need to formulate fiscal and taxation policies to promote the
construction of the service system. Through improving the soft and hard environment of service system
construction, standardizing the market order, in order to give full play to the core role of social
intermediary organizations.
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3.1.2 Decision structure
Developed regions are of high degree of marketization, the features of decentralized decision are
relatively evident. No matter the service intermediary institutions as the supply side, or SMEs as the
demand side, all units have their own individual decision to choose the best solution. Social
intermediary agencies, according to the needs of SMEs, make the marketing strategy and development
strategies, decide to provide the kind, quantity and fees of service products; SMEs determine what and
how much services to buy, according to their actual needs.
3.1.3 Driving mechanism
The driving mechanism of SMEs social service system construction in developed areas includes
three aspects: as to the Government, it can promote the local economic development to get more
revenue, by means of provision of policy support, creating a good living environment for the
development of enterprises; in terms of social intermediary organizations, the purpose of its services are
to make an appropriate profit; for SMEs, the purpose of getting services is to promote the development
of enterprise itself, solve the problem they facing, namely, management, personnel, capital and other
problems.
3.1.4 Information transfer
Developed regions are of high maturation of enterprise development services market. The service
supplier and demander transmit information between each other, mainly relying on price fluctuation.
According to the price acceptable of the demanders, the service providers unceasingly adjust the volume
and the price of supply, until the two sides reach an agreement through bargaining.
3.1.5 Supporting focus
The functions of comprehensive service sectors are more complete in developed areas and, social
intermediary organization development is more mature. But, there is still some problem to further
improve, particularly on how to further integrate administrative and social resources. Discussion group
think that developed areas should focus on supporting the virtualization operations of service center. The
government ought to help service center improve its information, knowledge and contract network,
integrate government information resources and intermediary social service resources, realizing the
upgrade of regional service system, promoting the prosperity of business development services markets.
3.2 The commercialization model of social service system in middle-developed areas
For the medium-developed areas, as the lag of development of social intermediary organizations,
services providing within a narrower range, lack of working capital, the supply shortage is of common
occurrence, so the Government guidance is critical. It should go this way that government support
intermediaries, intermediary service enterprises. It needs to set policy to support intermediaries niche
targeting for the construction of social service system, and then gradually strengthen business
development services market.
3.2.1 Main propulsion
Various social groups, including industry associations and chambers of commerce, have not
matured in middle-developed areas, haven't showed enough strength in pluralistic governance. The
number of various professional service organizations and the services provided by these bodies are also
fewer, services product and service quality often doesn’t meet the actual needs of SMEs. Therefore, to
develop social service system, the middle-developed areas require that not only social intermediary
agencies provide various commercial services as much as possible, but also government offer public
service or public welfare services, in order to make up for lack of intermediary services.
3.2.2 Decision structure
In middle-developed areas, the decision structure of business development service market have
both the decentralized making and centralized decision-making characteristics.It needs the Government
to play a role in the business development services market, including setting policy to support the
development of social intermediary organizations, drawing up a plan for service system development.
So that social intermediary organizations improve their management and service quality, obtaining
benefits in the business development service market.
3.2.3 Driving mechanism
The driving mechanism of SMEs social service system construction in middle-developed areas
includes three aspects: as to the Government, it can satisfy the local SMEs' needs of business
development services, through supporting the development of intermediary organizations in order to
foster business development services market; In terms of social intermediary organizations, one of its
services purpose is to obtain profit, the other is to seize the development opportunity, lay the foundation
for obtaining benefit when business development service market isn't mature; For SMEs, the purpose of
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getting services is to acquire various services at price as low as possible, promoting the development of
enterprise itself.
3.2.4 Information transfer
In middle-developed areas, the information transfer of business development service market rely
mainly on two aspects: First, according to business needs, the government could publish a variety of
information, build service supply-demand docking platform, to access appropriate services for SMEs;
Second, relying on the price transmission mechanism, particularly the Government giving the subsidies
to intermediaries, to enable more SMEs, especially the start-up, have the ability to obtain a variety of
business development services.
3.2.5 Supporting focus
While improving the function of integrated services, the government of middle-developed areas
also selectively supports various commercial intermediary services organizations and trade associations,
chambers of commerce and other social groups. Therein, the support for business intermediary services
organization, listing as follows: first, make relevant preferential policies, including simplifying
registration procedure in industrial and commercial bureau, providing tax incentives, reducing the sales
tax or debating income tax; second, establish effective incentive mechanism, including establishing a
business relationship with outstanding performance and reputable commercial services institutions, or
purchasing individual services, or creating conditions to encourage the output of services, providing
special capital subsidy, carrying out material and spiritual rewards, helping service brand publicity.
3.3 The commercialization model of social service system in less developed areas
For the less developed regions, the government-led is the key. However, government departments
do often not well understand the actual service needs of SMEs. Besides, the lack of professional and
technical personnel, the lag of management systems and mechanisms, may easily lead to insufficient
supply of services. Therefore, it requires establishing small and medium Enterprise Service Center, and
continuously improving its functions, relying on the role of management services, link bridges, and
combined effect of Service Center, to meet the needs of SMEs. After established SME service center,
they are able to support the development of intermediary institutions and foster business development
services market, by subcontracting services, setting supportive policies and other measures.
3.3.1 Main propulsion
The level of economic development in less developed regions is relatively backward, the number
and strength of SMEs significantly lag behind the developed regions, Additionally, the development of
social intermediary organizations serious lag behind, the number and quality of service products offered
can not satisfy SMEs' needs of enterprise development services, social service system evidently lagged
behind, more products need to be provided by the government.
3.3.2 Decision structure
In less developed areas, the decision structure of business development service market has
centralized decision-making characteristics. Based on the urgent needs of SMEs, the Government
gradually establishes local social service system in the form of providing public services, through the
SME management or integrated service sector (SME service center).
3.3.3 Driving mechanism
Under the current financial situation and economic development, the power of SMEs Social
Service System construction lies in the establishment of SME service center and upgrade of service
center functions, relying on the role of management services, link bridges, and combined effect of
Service Center, to meet the needs of SMEs. This is the direct path for less developed areas to satisfy
SMEs' needs of the development services in the short term; and, this is the requirement of fostering
business development services market in the long term.
3.3.4 Information transfer
The information transfer in less developed areas mainly depends on the public information
provided by the government's functional department and integrated service sectors. The decision
basically considers the needs of the enterprise, the transmission mechanism of price often fail. The
reason is that the local SMEs need lower or free service products.
3.3.5 Supporting focus
The selective support of less developed regions is integrated SME services--SME Service Centre
and a variety of public welfare services. Therein, the SME Service Centre should choose the mode of
substantive operating, mainly providing public service. Government ought to focus on promoting: first,
ensure that service center fix the number of people employed, and provide financial support in
accordance with their actual need; second, establish effective coordination mechanisms, pass the
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national and local SMEs policies on to the service center without delay, service center will timely feed
back the new tendency and difficulties in the service field to the government administrative agencies, to
provide reference for strategic decision; third, build a reasonable assessment mechanism, to evaluate the
effectiveness of SMEs. Therein, some funds come from government fiscal allotment. Assessment should
include: the use of funds (is the flow in the specified scope), business performance (the number of
services enterprises receiving, degree of satisfaction), self-construction (organization, hardware, etc),
service capacity (manager's decision-making ability, team cohesion, adaptability, etc). Evaluation
method is the index weight forms; assessment programs should be promptly released. They can select
the object of evaluation, by public tender form. Integrated service organization can also receive the
uniform identification and assessment of service system.

4 Conclusion
Based on the above analysis, we can sort out the difference of the main propulsion, the decision
structure and driving mechanism, information transfer, supporting focus of SMEs social service system,
among areas of different economic development levels. We can come to some important conclusions:
first, the construction of the SMEs social service system must take into account the level of local
economic development, so as to formulate construction program in conformity with local reality; second,
the construction of the SMEs social service system is carrying on step by step, the cultivation of
business development services market is gradual, so we must make clear the emphasis of the
construction in all phases; third, the main propulsion is different among regions, but in the long run, how
to cultivate and support social intermediary organizations is an important part of service system
construction in all areas.
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Abstract Business transformation is one of the important ways for an enterprise to seek development,
and internal communication is a key factor which determines whether the enterprise will succeed in
transformation. This paper redefines the meaning of enterprise transformation and divides it into several
different stages: awakening and thaw stage, reconstruction and internalization stage, and integration and
freezing stage. It also puts forward different communication modes at all these stages of enterprise
transformation: linear communication, “four in one” communication and three-dimensional
communication.
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1 Introduction
With the accelerated pace of economic globalization and technological innovation, the enterprise
managers have embarked on a business transformation path to gain new competitive advantages and
core competencies. If business transformation is expected to succeed, it requires business stakeholders
of this enterprise to adapt and achieve new business goals with new behaviors. Therefore, the key to the
success of enterprise transformation is communication, and the process of transformation is that of
communication. Communication is the best weapon breaking the barriers between leaders and
employees as well as a basis of obtaining support. Only all stakeholders resonate, reach consensus can it
be possible to achieve the success of business transformation. Therefore, the author attempts to explore
the different modes of communication at all stages of an enterprise transformation, helping enterprise
managers achieve business transformation successfully.

2 The Concept of Enterprise Transformation and Stage Analysis
Table 1 Characteristics of Each Stage in Enterprise Transformation and the purpose of communication
stage in enterprise
characteristics
the purpose of communication
transformation
Try to change the old habits of
Corporate survival is at stake, and it must employees and motivates them to
the
urgency
of
implement transformation to get through and make feel
awakening and thaw new development. There exists inertia and transformation, to recognize that
resistance from organizations and individuals in they can not achieve the desired
stage
the enterprise which makes it difficult to start result with past practice. Thus,
achieve transformation of staff
transformation.
awareness.
Point out the direction of
Staffs recognize that old practice and habits must
transformation and make the
change, but the individual's ability cannot adapt to
staffs feel motivated and have
the new system requirements temporarily.
reconstruction and
high spirits. Help them form new
internalization stage Members in the organization need to know the
attitudes and behaviors, thus
direction and requirements of transformation and
achieving the transformation of
are constantly encouraged and trained.
staff behaviors.
New methods and new system has been
implemented successfully and new perception has Use necessary strengthening
integration and
gradually come into being. Transformation methods to make the new
freezing stage
achievements need to be solidified in the attitudes and behavior fixed and
organization system in order to fulfill the real persistent.
transformation of enterprise culture.
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Business transformation is that an enterprise's external environment and internal environment (or
the interaction of the two) encourages the enterprise to make strategic adjustments so that the
enterprise's operation has a fundamental change, particularly adjustments or changes in the direction of
its development. Business transformation has to go through a long complicated process consisting of
transformation planning, implementation and the establishment. Based on characteristics of each stage
in enterprise transformation, this paper classifies the enterprise transformation into three stages:
awakening and thaw stage, reconstruction and internalization stage, and integration and freezing stage.

3 Modes of Internal Communication of Enterprises in a Transformation Period
3.1 The linear communication at awakening and thaw stage
Stakeholder
Stakeholder

Leader

Leadership team

Leadership team

Function
institution

Staff

Staff

Figure 1 The Mode of Linear Communication

Figure 2

The Mode of “Four in One” Communication

At this stage, Business leaders are communication subjects in the communication process. They
should communicate with the main objects, including shareholders, employees and other leadership
team and explain reasons and purposes for transformation and other information. Meanwhile, the leaders
should have effective communications with members selected from all teams and finally form a
leadership team. Thus, the leaders, as the main internal communication subjects in awakening and thaw
stage, have upward communication with shareholders, downward communication with team members,
and then communication through the leadership team. This is a similar linear mode of communication
(See Figure 1 above), in which the leaders play a decisive role.
3.1.1 Characteristics of the mode of linear communication
(1) The leader is primarily responsible for the communication task and is often the initiator of the
transformation strategy. In order to truly achieve communication goals, leaders must report upward to
win the support of shareholders, communicate with the enterprise members and win their trust, select
and train its leadership team.
(2) The leader moves the enterprise members with the sense of crisis, guide them with the power of
enterprise philosophy infect them with his own leading charm. This is the main thrust of linear
communication.
3.1.2 Application of the mode of linear communication
(1) Creating a communication atmosphere
In order to force business stakeholders to see more problems and difficulties of the enterprise,
create a tense work environment. Make each employee feel anxious and recognize that the company's
current situation may affect their personal interests, so that they will believe only all staff keep united
can a successful enterprise transformation be achieved and greater individual development be regained.
(2) Choosing communication channels and networks
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In order to ensure that all members have a profound understanding of transformation and give
sufficient support, two-way communication channels including top-down and bottom-up should be put
into integrated use. The choice of communication networks, mainly depend on the vertical Y-type
communication network, which has a high degree of concentration, high problem-solving speed and a
higher forecast level of leaders in this organization.
(3) Specific communication methods
① Meeting communication
Leaders should arrange special report meetings for shareholders, and carry out regular and irregular
scheduled opinion exchange discussion meetings with team members. They should also hold frequent
meetings with middle management and some targeted staff meetings to convince shareholders and the
majority of employees, helping them understand the reality of enterprise development.
② Face-to-face communication
For those subordinates and staff who oppose and resist the transformation, because of their strong
mood of resistance, and thus, the leader can use a separate face to face communication.
③ Media communication
Internal publications and intranet sites: A number of thematic sections should be opened up in the
enterprise's internal publications. At the same time, add some external information feedback conditions
to the internal publications and intranet sites, so that every employee can get more outside feedback.
Enterprise radio and television station: radio and television station within the enterprise are also
effective means to promote the transformation strategy. It can use radio and television to broadcast
difficulties facing the enterprise, as well as enterprise transformation programs, corporate goals to be
achieved, staff’s good ideas and so on in a fixed time every day. Thus, staff‘s awareness of
transformation can be continually strengthened from both auditory and visual sense.
④ For the purpose of fully enhancing the leadership and management skills of team members, establish
appropriate courses and a training system according to the requirements of transformation goals. A
planned intensive training can give team members necessary help to address the shortage of their skills.
3.2 The mode of “four in one” communication at reconstruction and internalization stage
The reconstruction and internalization stage is a key stage of transformation. It is the stage of
strategy implementation and new stage formation. In this stage, there are crisis and challenges
everywhere and it would need up to the shareholders, the new leadership team and down to staffs to
fully participate in communication. All members need to actively involve themselves in the
communication process and implement the transformation strategy step by step. Only by acting like this
can the enterprise realize its phased transformation goals. Only by establishing such a four in one
communication mode (depicted in Figure2)in which shareholders, business leadership team, function
institutions and enterprise employees are involved with a scientific division, mutual cooperation can the
enterprise ensure smooth channels and the smooth implementation of transformation strategies.
3.2.1 Characteristics of the mode of “four in one” communication
(1) Leadership team is at the axis position. It has support and understanding from the upward
shareholders while embracing assistance and support from the lower managers, as well as trust and
cooperation of employees.
(2) Function institution should play a transmit role in the implementation process of strategic plans.
It should keep giving feedbacks to the leadership team about newly observed problems. Different
departments ought to coordinate and discuss to generate a solution. And the function institution also
should go deep into the production line and inform each employee of the transformation plans and
objectives to help staff successfully complete the plan.
(3) Every employee is proposed to participate in the implementation process of transformation
strategies. That fully reflects the principles of humanistic management.
3.2.2 Applications of the mode of “four in one” communication
(1) Creating a communication atmosphere
Help employees get rid of their fear at the first stage and create a working environment in which
everyone wants to say and really dare say. To put it short, that is to construct a cultural atmosphere full
of trust.
(2) Choosing communication channels and networks
Make integrated use of two-way and multi-way communication like top-down, bottom-up, parallel
and inclined communications. To some extent, encourage inter-departmental communication and
bottom-up skip-level communication to reflect problems.
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In order to ensure the accuracy of decision-making and improve the problem-solving speed of the
leadership team, round-based networks and network-wide access type should be combined. This on the
one hand let all members of the enterprise participate in the communication process, and on the other
hand, guarantee a comparative high degree of centralization.
(3) Specific communication methods
① Meeting communication
Except for normal working arrangement meetings, other meetings mainly aim at communication
and coordination. As there will be a lot of unexpected events in the transformation process, many
information needs regular communication and coordination. Therefore, this stage calls for more forms of
informal, short meetings - brief meeting, the process of which is shown in Figure 3:
Tuesday: department’s brief
meeting
Monday: leadership team’s brief
meeting

Wednesday: function institution’s
brief meeting

Friday: terminal brief meeting

Figure 3 The Process of Brief Meetings

② Face-to-face communication
To help employees improve their job performance, it is necessary to know your staff and obtain
first-hand information on their work. The leader must fit into employees, get informed and
individualized instruction.
③ Media communication
Electronic media: Business leaders and employees can communicate via email. Employees can also
skip levels to ask leaders for advice or reflect problems. Enterprises can also create their own new world
of corporate culture via intranet.
CEO website: Enterprises can build their own CEO website, publishing the president's speeches
and working plans, etc. The president is also likely to answer staff’s questions on line.
Corporate media and cultural activities: At this stage, it is better to make full use of internal publications,
radio or TV station to promote communication between employees and enterprise. Enterprises can also
organize various cultural activities.
Suggestion Box: Decision-making team can understand staffs’ ideas by setting the suggestion box.
Adequate attention should be given to staffs’ comments or suggestions. No matter whether or not they
are used, response should be made in time.
④ Special relevant training
At the reconstruction and internalization stage, it is a must to add some training in a variety of
specific topics to enhance the skills of employees and help them improve their working abilities.
⑤ Other communication methods
Letters and visits reception day: Decision-making team should increase the amount of time of
letters and visits reception days at this stage to listen more voices from employees.
Bulletin board and visual plate: Announce related progress, achievements and problems of the
transformation in the bulletin board and give compliments to those staffs that have made great progress.
Front-line staffs face the visual board every day in the workshop. Therefore, mark every day’s objective
in the visual board to give employees a clear day, forcing them to finish everything they should on that
day.
3.3 The mode of three-dimensional communication at integration and freezing stage
To ensure that the results can be solidified within the organization system to make it persistent and
stable, the mode of three-dimensional communication should be established at this stage. It is composed
of the leadership team, middle managers of the function institution and corporate staff. The three parts
cooperate with each other. The leadership team is responsible for supervision, and middle managers are
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responsible for implementation and evaluation. Staffs have to seriously practice and put the new system
as well as process into effect in daily work. Through this mode of communication, the enterprise can
build the culture of system implementation.
3.1.1 Characteristics of the mode of three-dimensional communication
(1) The leadership team and administrative managers of function institutions should firstly improve
requirements of themselves. They must conform to the new disciplines and demands and become
models for employees by practicing themselves.
(2) The middle managers of function institutions ought to constantly inspect and supervise staff’s work
under the new system specifications and continuously improve the evaluation and incentive mechanism.
3.3.2 Applications of the mode of three-dimensional communication
(1) Creating a communication atmosphere
Enterprises should create an advantageous business environment and atmosphere to achieve new
goals. Through creating a culture of executive power, change the behaviors of corporate staff, enabling
them to put the company's strategy, goals and plans into implement effectively in their respective posts
and daily work. It is proposed to form a harmonious cultural atmosphere which is customer-oriented,
performance-oriented, learning innovation, weighing teamwork, pursuing development, seeking
breakthroughs and maintaining the pursuit of excellence.
(2) Choosing communication channels and networks
As to the choice of communication channels, the enterprise should focus on the top-down
communication. When it comes to communication networks, the enterprise should mainly adopt the
vertical Y-type communication network, thus increasing the degree of centralization on
decision-making.
(3) Specific communication methods
① System Handbook. Compile the enterprise’s new systems and processes in a handbook and each
employee has a copy. So employees can constantly learn it at any time, anywhere.
② Leader as an example. Company leaders and managers should be the inventors, advocates and
practitioners of business execution culture. In practice, the company leaders and managers should set an
example: conscientiously strengthen the awareness of implementation and improve their executive
power of system so as to serve as a model for employees.
③ Scenario intervention. The concept of system executive power culture has some material
expressions, such as slogans, logos and activities. Within the space and time region that staffs are
working and living, it is suggested to set all kinds of signs, organize thematic activities, thus making
employees continually influenced by the culture of execution power.
④ Enhance learning and training to improve staff’s knowledge, skills and qualities, and include
learning and training in staff’s career development plans.

4 Conclusion
Faced with the fierce market competition, enterprises must implement transformation strategy
attain sustainable development. In the process of transformation, whether or not communications
between members are successful is a key factor to a successful business transformation. Only by
applying the appropriate communication modes and methods, can it be possible to receive understanding
and support from organization members and ultimately obtain the success of transformation.
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Abstract Enterprise life cycle determines the survival and development of enterprises. This article
combines the theory of enterprise life cycle and financial risk organically, then analyzes the financial
characteristics during different stages of enterprises’ life cycle, and builds up an early warning index
system of financial risk on the basis of cash flow. Then concerns factors infecting enterprises life
cycle, and builds a financial risk early warning model with grey system theory, and amends the model
concerning the influence factors of enterprises’ life cycle.
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1 Introduction
Each enterprise will experience four stages of life cycle: start-up stage, expansion stage, profitable
stage and decline stage. Different characteristics of life cycle stages will have certain different
characteristics of financial risk. So the grasp of financial characteristics in different stages exactly is
useful for the financial control and its design. Start with cash flow and risk of different stages of
enterprises life cycle, this article tries to explain enterprises’ financial characteristics such as
investment, financing and income distribution, and so on.
high

Creative development

financial
risk

low

Coordinate development Solid development Breakthroughs development

abortion

Start-up stage

Expansion stage

tip
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Enterprise life cycle

Figure 1 Enterprise Life Cycle and Its Financial Characteristics

1.1 Start-up stage
During this stage, enterprises need to invest many funds on market researching and products
developing. When working capital is lack, enterprises will face the threat of abortion. During this stage,
there are many unknown problems such as whether the product would be produced successfully, and be
accepted by customers or not. Similarly, only would the market expand to certain scale so as to give
enough developing room for the product and compensate the cost.
1.2 Expansion stage
During expansion stage, an enterprise should build up its product awareness. When its sales
volume grows up, its operating risk will reduce. Besides, during high expanding stage, high volume of
sales based on the reasonable profit will bring more rich cash flow. Meanwhile, enterprises must invest
many funds to develop and expand its market shares. The result is that the cash produced in operating
must be reinvested in production. These will make enterprises lacks of money. So its operating risk
reduced, but the absolute risk remains high.
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1.3 Profitable stage
This stage has the characteristics of perfect manage system, high and stable sale, reasonable profit
room and plus cash flow. With the operating risk reduces further, enterprises will have relatively enough
cash flow and higher volume of profit to be distributed. At the same time, due to the lack of new growth
points, the efficiency of capital and asset-liability ratio is lower. Although financing channels are rich,
enterprises are unwilling to owe more money. During this stage, enterprises have sound financial
situation while lacks of long-term profitability ability.
1.4 Decline stage
In this stage, enterprises have enough cash flow and lower operating risk. Meanwhile, its market
begins to shrink, and the increase rate of sale has negative number. Besides, its profiting ability declines
and enterprises can’t keep its debt paying ability. Enterprises in this stage face two results: find new
business opportunity or go bankrupt. If enterprises expand in time, they will enter in another start-up
stage and develop continually. If failed, enterprises will exhaust all of their assets and move towards
decay. Usually the operating cash flow of these enterprises is negative.

2 Building Stages of Early Warning Model of Financial
2.1 Determination of index system
This article chooses the early warning index system of financial risk on the basis of cash flow as
sample variable.
2.2 Deciding threshold
During the method of grey disaster forecast, the threshold is the standard of building disaster
sequence and it can be decided according to the character of cash flow.
2.3 Determination of cash flow disaster class
This step is to collect the raw data sequence of the cash flow and then determine the cash flow
disaster class according to the threshold.
2.4 Accomplishment of early warning of cash flow in the future
This step is to get the time class according to the cash flow disaster class, then forecast the disaster
time class, so as to accomplish early warning of cash flow in the future.
2.5 Construction of early warning model based on enterprises life cycle
This process is to choose the value of dyi according to the stage of life cycle of enterprises and
build up the early warning model of enterprises life cycle.
2.6 Check on the precision of model
Usually we choose the relative error test rating. If the model is unqualified, we can amend it by
building up verified model and check out it with posterior errors.
Table 1

Category

Operating activities
risk Early warning
index

Investing activities
risk Early warning
index

Financing activities
risk Early warning
index

Early Warning Index System of Financial Risk Based on Cash Flow

Index
The current rate of sales
Net operating cash ratio
Net operating cash per share
Ratio of cash flow structure
Cash inflow and outflow rates
Net operating cash flow growth rate
Cash cycle
Cash flow rate of total assets
Deviate from the standard ratio of cash flow
Ratio of cash flow structure
Appropriate ratio of investment
Reinvestment cash ratio
Investing activities net cash flow growth rate
Cash flow ratio
Total debts Cash flow ratio
Current asset cash ratio
Cash interest cover
Purchase cash ratio
External financing ratio

Purpose analysis
Quality of earnings
Acquire cash ability
Cash flow structure analysis
Developing ability
Turnover ability
Acquire cash ability
Quality of earnings
Cash flow structure analysis
Cash Sufficiency
Developing ability
Debt paying ability
Fluidity
Financial flexibility
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3 Early Warning Index System of Financial Risk Based on Cash Flow
This article constructs the early warning index system of financial risk mainly by the introduction
of cash flow and the concrete explanation is in Table 1:

4 Early Warning Model of Financial Risk Based on Enterprises Life Cycle
This article will build up an early warning model financial risk with the theory of grey system and
the detailed process is as follows.
4.1 Design of the early warning model of financial risk
The main design of grey system model has such stages as follows:
(1)Suppose the primitive array X = ⎡ X (1) , X (2) , L , X (n ) ⎤ is an unsmooth array.
⎣

(2)Suppose

⎦

σ is a threshold decided，the th net cash flow is X i , i = 1, 2,L, n.

(3)When X i < σ , X i is an informal number. All of the informal numbers form a disaster collection,
then:
(4) Assume X

(0)

X ξ = ⎡⎣ X (T 1) 1 ∈ L, L = (1, 2,3,L , s ) ⎤⎦
= (t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,L ,t s ),t1 ⇔ i, t2 ⇔ j , t3 ⇔ k , L , ts ⇔ q is a disaster time distribution，and

then we call X (0) = ⎡t t ∈ H , H = ( i, j , k , L , q ) ⎤ is a disaster time collection of net cash flow.
⎣
⎦
(5) Suppose X (1) is the aggregate array of X (0) ： X (1) = ⎡ X (1) (1), X (1) (2),L X (1) (n) ⎤
⎣
⎦
(6) Assume Z (1) ( K ) = 1/ 2 ⎡ X (1) ( K − 1) + X (1) ( K ) ⎤ ( K = 2,3,L n),
⎣
⎦
Then we construct a data matrix B as follows：
− Z (1) (2) 1
B=

− Z (1) (3) 1 ，we call X (0) ( K ) + aZ (1) ( K ) = b is disaster amount GM(1,1).
M
M
− Z (1) (n) 1

In which，a is development coefficient and b is grey action.
(7)Suppose， a$ = ⎡ a ⎤ , then evaluate parameter a$ with method of least square, a$ = ( BTB )−1 BT Y
⎢b⎥
⎣ ⎦

[

]

Y = X (0 ) (2 ), X (1) (3), L X (0 ) (n )
：
(8)The reactive array of disaster time array GM（1，1）

T

⎧ ∧ (1)
b⎤
b
⎡
X (S + 1) = ⎢ X (0 ) (1) − ⎥ e − as +
⎪⎪
a
a
⎦
⎣
⎨
(
1)
∧
∧
∧
⎪
⎪⎩ X (S + 1) = X (S + 1) − X (S ), S ≥ 1

It’s (S + 1) = (1 − e − as )⎡ X (0 ) (1) − b ⎤ e − as
⎢
⎥
⎣

∧ ( 0)

(9) If X
∧ ( 0)

and X

∧ (0)

⎡
= ⎢X
⎣

a⎦

∧ ( 0)

( 0)

(0)

∧
∧
⎤
(1) , X ( 2 ) ,L, X ( n ) , X ( n + 1)⎥ ，the last n numbers are fitted value of

⎦

( n + 1) is Early warning value.

(10) Test the accuracy of the model
∧ ( 0)

The residual value ε ( S ) = X ( S ) − X (0) ( S ) , S = 1, 2,L , n
ε (S )
The relative mistake
ΔS =

X ( 0) ( S )

The average relative deviation Δ = 1

n

∑Δ
n
S =1

S

The rank of accuracy is as shown in the table 2：

X (0) ,
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Table 2

the Rank of Accuracy
the average relative deviation

The Rank of Accuracy table

First grade
0.02

Second grade
0.05

Third grade
0.1

Fourth grade
0.2

4.2 Amendment of the model
The model ahead doesn’t concern the impact of life cycle to forecast results. So we put in
compensation factor dyi = ( i = 1, 2,3, 4 ) in the last number responsive GM（1，1）to amend the mode.

Then we get the main factors infecting the dividing of life cycle such as enterprises age、sales volume、
scale and organization structure with questionnaire survey and Delphi method, and then give the experts
assess according to impact of each factor to the life cycle character， then get the evaluation of dyi. dyi
can be calculated as follows： dyi = ∑ X i yi 4,
i = 1, 2,3, 4
In which, X1 is age of enterprises, X2 is cash flow, X3 is sales volume, X4 is the scale of enterprises；
y1 is start-up stage, y2 is expansion stage， y3 is profitable stage， y4 is decline stage.
The model amended of enterprises life cycle is：

(

)

∧
b⎤
⎡
X (S + 1) = 1 − e − as ⎢ X (0 ) (1) − ⎥ e − as dyi ,
a⎦
⎣

i = 1,2,3,4

5 Conclusions
From the perspective of life cycle of enterprises and choosing the cash flow index, this article
builds an early warning model of financial risk with grey system theory. The model has advantages of
representative index, quantitative analysis and comprehensive evaluation, which can help enterprises to
identify and efficiently avoid the financial risk in time.
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Abstract In the business activities, there are a lot of failed projects. Failed project resources need to be
re-optimized urgently. Because there are many uncertainties in business activities, traditional evaluation
methods cannot correctly assess the value of failed project resources. Real options can be used to solve
this problem. This paper presents a real options model in valuation of failed project resources in
enterprise. This model solves the appraisal value of resources in failed projects of enterprises, especially
the value of the resources in need of improvement.
Key words Enterprise failed projects; Resources in enterprise failed projects; Real options; A real
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1 Introduction
Statistical data indicate that the success rate of enterprise projects is not too high, and more than
one third of the projects are completely failed. Because of the large number of failed projects, there are
also a large number of failed project resources in the mean time. It is imminent to assess the value of the
failed project resources and re-use them.
After studying domestic and abroad research, we can learn that most research has focused on the
causes of failed projects and counter measures, and there are many achievements, which apply theories
and methods of operations research and other relative research, in the project resource allocation and
scheduling, etc. But there is little research in assessing the value of failed project resources. At present,
there are many researches in the tangible and intangible assets valuation at domestic and abroad.
Norman G. Mille and Sergey Markosyan[1] divide the asset evaluation theoretical research into the
following four phases on the basis of abroad literatures. In the first phase, major study focuses on real
estate valuation, and the main three approaches of this stage are market comparison approach, income
approach and cost approach. The main representatives are Richard Ely, Homer Hoyt, and Arthur Weimer,
etc.; in the second phase, the study is in the course of theoretical improvement. It is represented by
Richard Ratcliff and Leon Ellwood, of which Richard Ratcliff firstly proposes the market value and
Leon Ellwood introduces the debt and equity analysis approach. The third phase is the expand stage and
innovation stage. This phase introduces DCF (discounted cash flow method), and electronic calculators
are widely used. The main representatives are Paul F.wendt and James Amold Graaskamp. In the final
phase, the main change is the application of the multiple regression method. In China, (Yan Shaobing
2001) published an article named How Values Perceive the Meaning of Market and Market Value, it has
studied the concepts and the amount of the market value [2]; (Jiang Nan 2002) published an article named
re-recognition of basic objectives of asset evaluation and study the fair value and market value, first
proposed the concept of fair value of asset evaluation in the paper, it is defined as the basic objectives of
asset evaluation. He analyzes fair value of accounting and asset valuation, and studies the relations and
differences between fair value and market value of asset evaluation and pointed out that it belongs to
price category[3]; (Wang Chengjun 2002) published an article named Market Value of Assets
Valuation ,and he expounded the meaning of the market value of the assets assessment in the text[4];
Yang Chunpeng, (Wu Haihua 2003) published an article named Real Options Approach to the Value of
Patents Right ,and discussed the application of the pricing of real options theory in the franchise,
intangible asset evaluation and other fields[5]; (Liu Zeshuang, Zhang Dan 2009) published an article
named Study on the human capital investment model based on real options, and utilized the real options
approach to assess the human capital value[6]; (Zhan Huirong, Peng Long 2009) published an article
named Assess the Value of Patents Based on Multiple Real Options, and used the multiple real options
to assess the valuation of the patent[7]; (Xiao Lan 2010) published an article named Study on the Option
Pricing of Operating Leasing Fixed Assets, and utilized the real options method to assess the pricing of
fixed assets under operating[8].
We can know by the review that the approaches to assess resources are market comparison
approach, income approach, cost approach, and Real Options approach, etc. Although real options
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approach is widely used, it is rarely used for assessing the value of failed project resources. Therefore,
this paper uses real options approach to assess the value of failed project resources.

2 Real Option Model to Assess the Value of Resources in Enterprise Failed
Projects
2.1 Connotation of resources in enterprise failed projects
2.1.1 Definition and classification of Resources in Enterprise Failed Projects
Resources in enterprise failed projects are all kinds of inherited assets after the failure of enterprise
project. These assets maybe have no reuse value, may be directly applied to other projects, but also may
be adapted to achieve its value.
So far, there is no a unified framework on the classification and definition of resources in the
academic community, and it is accepted that enterprise resource can be divided into two major
categories, tangible assets and intangible assets. In addition, there are other classifications. After
learning these classifications, this paper makes the following several categories of resources in
enterprise failed projects.
1) The resources can be classified into natural resources, socio-economic resources and technical
resources by resource nature. Natural resources are those resources, which provide material, natural
conditions and natural ecosystems after interaction for human survival and development. Social and
economic resource, also known as social and human resource, is a socio-economic factor which directly
or indirectly plays a role in the production. Technical resources include two aspects: one is knowledge
concerned with solving practical software problems; the other is knowledge of equipment, tools and
other hardware to solve these practical problems.
2) According to resources form, the resources can be divided into assets tangible and intangible
assets. Tangible assets refer to assets that have physical substance. Narrowly, Tangible assets usually
refer to fixed assets and working capital of enterprises. Broadly, Tangible assets include all the
production elements including general corporate funds, resources, products, equipment, fixtures, plant,
human resources information etc. Intangible asset refers to identifiable non-monetary asset, which is not
owned or controlled by enterprise. Intangible assets mainly include patents, non-patented technology,
trademarks, copyrights, land-use rights, and franchise and so on.
3) By the way of their reuse, the resources may be classified into direct use of resources and
resources in need of rehabilitation. Direct use of resources refer to resources that can be directly applied
to other projects, such as the mature scientific technology that is gradually accumulated in failed project;
resources in need of rehabilitation refer to resources that can be directly used, but can be used after some
kind of transformation, such as the production lines or equipment which will be applied to the
production of different products.
2.1.2 Real option characteristics of resources in enterprise failed projects
Real options’ basic characteristic mainly includes the following aspects: 1) it does not have the
public option bargain price 2) the current price of the underlying asset is very difficult to determine 3) it
has the multiple uncertainty 4) the term of validity of real options is fluid 5) the price to carry out the
option is fluid.
Resources in need of reconstruction in enterprise failed projects do not have public option bargain
price, and the current price is also very difficult to determine. When the enterprises handle resources in
need of reconstruction, they possibly give up using the resources, also possibly give up after certain
investment, or don't use the resources until the market condition is good. And this process has many
uncertainties. Moreover the term of validity and the price to carry out the option change all the time.
These characteristics are very similar to the real options characteristics.
In consideration of the similarities between resources in need of reconstruction in enterprise failed
projects and financial options, we can construct a corresponding real option. A financial option gives
investors a right, which is that you can pay a predetermined price to get a kind of specific asset at certain
specified period of time; a company having resources in failed projects also has this right, which is that
the company can get the right to use project resources after payment of certain costs. Resource in need
of reconstruction in enterprise failed projects is equivalent to the underlying asset of financial options,
the cost of resources improvement is equivalent to the strike price of the option, the time of resources
improvement is equivalent to the maturity date of option, the uncertainty of resources improvement is
equivalent to the size of derivatives risk in options. Specific correspondence shows in Table 1:
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Table 1

Correspondence between Financial Options and Resources in Need of Improvement in
Enterprise Failed Projects
Financial options
Resources in need of improvement in enterprise failed
projects
The current price of the underlying asset S
Related discounted present value of cash inflow I

Commitment value of options X

Related discounted present value of cash outflow O

The maturity date of option T

Expected usable time T

Standard deviation of the value of the
underlying asset σ
Risk free rate r

Expected value fluctuation of resources in enterprise failed
projects σ
Risk free rate r

There are several instructions in Table 1:
1) Related discounted present value of cash inflow refers to the discounted value of net operating
cash inflow after improving and making use of the resources in need of improvement in enterprise failed
projects when other conditions is unchanged .
2) Related discounted present value of cash outflow refers to the discounted value of cash outflows
after improving and utilizing resources.
3) Risk-free interest rate can be the interest rates of government debt, and they also can determine
the interest rate according to the situation of the enterprises themselves and in combination with their
historical information.
4) Expected usable time can be obtained from the history, and the new company can refer to the
situation of the same industry.
5) Expected value fluctuation of resources in enterprise failed projects can be obtained from
historical data. Likewise, the new company can refer to the situation of the same industry.
2.2 Real options model of resources in enterprise failed projects
In 1973, Black -Scholes option pricing model (B-S option pricing model) was proposed, and people
finally found a practical option pricing method. Although the first option appears in the financial field, it
is more widely used in investment appraisal. B-S option pricing model is as follows:
C0=S0[N(d1)]-Xe-rct[N(d2)]=S0[N(d1)]-PV(X)[N(d2)]
（1）

d1=[ln(S0/X)+(rc+0.5σ2)t]/σ t =[ln(S0/ PV(X))]/ σ t +0.5σ t

（2）

d2=d1-σ t
（3）
where: C0 is the current value of call option, S0 is the current price of underlying stock, N (d) is the
probability when the standard deviation of normal distribution is less than d, X is the price to carry out
the option, e is equivalent to 2.7183, rc is risk-free interest rate, t is the time before expiration (years), ln
(S0/X) is the natural logarithm of S0/X, and σ2 is the variance of equity returns.
Based on the above analysis, the options model of resources in enterprise failed projects is as
follows:
C0=S0[N(d1)]-Xe-rct[N(d2)]=S0[N(d1)]-PV(X)[N(d2)]
（4）
d1=[ln(S0/X)+(rc+0.5σ2)t]/σ t =[ln(S0/ PV(X))]/ σ t +0.5σ t

（5）

d2=d1-σ t
（6）
where: C0 is the option value of resources in enterprise failed projects, S0 is related discounted present
value of cash inflow, N (d) is the probability when the standard deviation of normal distribution is less
than d, X is related discounted present value of cash outflow, e is equivalent to 2.7183, rc is risk-free
interest rate, t is the time before expiration (years), ln (S0/ X) is the natural logarithm of S0 / X, andσ2 is
expected value fluctuation of resources in enterprise failed projects.

3 Case Studies
To illustrate the application of the model, simplified case is given as follow. A company is a
computer hardware manufacturer. At the end of 2004, the management of the company forecasted that a
high-end mobile storage device had a huge space for development, and planned to introduce the
technology to produce this kind of equipment.
In consideration of that the growth of the market will take time, the project will process in two
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phases.
The first production is in 2005, and the company invested 10 million Yuan at the beginning (at the
end of 2004). The production capacity of the company is 1 million Yuan. The first period is 5 years, and
operating cash flow after tax at the end of 2005-2009 was 200,300,400,400,400 million Yuan. After
Putting into production, market demand is not as good as expected. And the present value of total cash
flow from operations is 9,601,300 Yuan. As it is shown in table 2:
Table 2

Distribution of Cash Flow in the First Phase of the Project

2004

Time（end of the year）
Operating cash flows after tax
Discount rate（10%）
The present value of cash flow after
tax from operations
The combination of the present
value of cash flow after tax from
operations
Investment

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

200
0.8333

300
0.6944

400
0.5787

400
0.4823

400
0.4019

116.67

208.33

231.48

192.90

160.75

960.13
1000

The first phase of the project did not meet the established minimum rate of 10%, and we can
conclude that it is failed. The reason is that the market is downturn. The project machinery and
equipment were left. They can be adapted to other projects. Of course, enterprises can sell them, and it is
known that it is unable to find the value of similar equipment. If we directly sell them, the price is 6
million Yuan. If the enterprise transform the device and apply them to new projects, companies should
put in 20 million Yuan, of which the cost of the improvement in equipment (Re-engineering cost) for the
recycling is 3 million Yuan. It is estimated that after 5 years, the annual net cash flow from operations
after tax is 600 million Yuan. The discount rate is 10%. The industry is highly-risky, and future cash
flows are uncertain. Their standard deviation was 35%, which was assessed by the authorities. The
specific data is shown in Table 3.
Table 3

Distribution of Cash Flow in the New Project

Time（end of the year）

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Operating cash flows after tax
Discount rate（10%）
The present value of cash flow after
tax from operations
The combination of the present
value of cash flow after tax from
operations
Re-engineering cost
Investment

600
1

600
0.9091

600
0.8264

600
0.7513

600
0.6830

600

545.46

495.84

450.78

409.8

2501.88
300
1700

According to the options model of resources in enterprise failed projects, we can deduce: S0=
2501.88, PV(X) = 2000, t=5, σ=35%, and rc =10%.
We can deduce the real option value by making use of B-S model：

d1= [ln (S0/X) + (rc+0.5σ2) t]/σ t
=[ln(S0/ PV(X))]/ σ t +0.5σ t
=ln (2501.88 /2000)/ (0.35× 5 ) +0.5×0.35× 5
=0.6774

d2= d1-σ t =0.6774-0.35× 5 =-0.1052
The results can be found in the tables ： N(0.67)= 0.7486,N(0.68)=0.7517 ； N(0.10)=
0.5398,N(0.11)= 0.5438,N(d1)= N(0.6774)=0.7509,N(d2)=N(-0.1052)=1- N(0.1052)=1-0.5419=0.4581
We can get the options value of resources in enterprise failed projects:
C0=S0[N(d1)]-Xe-rct[N(d2)]
=S0[N(d1)]-PV(X)[N(d2)]
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=2501.88×0.7509-2000×0.4581
=962.46（million Yuan）
This result suggests that if we transform the equipment in the failed project, and then use them for
new projects. The value of its options is 9.6246 million Yuan, but if we directly sell it, it cost only 6
million Yuan. Hence the business can make decision for investors according to the value of the options.

4 Conclusions
When the enterprises handle resources in failed projects, they possibly confront many uncertainties.
The real option model of Resources in enterprise failed projects proposed by this paper makes business’
assessment of the value of the flexible use of the failure of project resources possible. So the business
can better make decision for investors according to the value of the options. But in the practical
application of the model, and it also need to integrate with non-monetary measures in order to better
assess its value.
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Abstract Corporate strategic outsourcing is the advanced form of business outsourcing. Its main
purpose is to enhance the core competence and sustainable competitive advantage. Firstly, this paper
analyzes the essential difference between corporate strategic and tactical outsourcing; secondly, a
comparative study of the main business operation model of strategic outsourcing is generalized; finally,
a new strategic outsourcing business operation mode based on the mode of operation existing is brought
forward - contingency operation of enterprise strategic outsourcing.
Key words Outsourcing; Strategic outsourcing; Core competencies; Operation mode

1 Introduction

Since Prahalad & Hamel first proposed outsourcing in 1990[1], a large number of scholars have
defined on outsourcing from different angles, in which Cheng Suan Soon believed that outsourcing is
the strategic use of external resources through which to deal with those activities that is traditionally
completed by internal staff or resources. Yin Jianhua, (Wang Zhaohua and Su Jingqin 2006) believed
that outsourcing is a management model through which to achieve lower costs, improve performance,
enhance the enterprise's core competitiveness and the environmental adaptability by retaining only the
most competitive advantage of its core resources when in-house resources are limited[2].(Tan Liwen, Liu
Linqing 2008) proposed that outsourcing is an interest-interactive, collaborative strategic management
that transferred the services provided original by in-house staff to external organizations based on
mutually agreed standards, costs and conditions of the contract division of work to achieve their
organization's own sustainable development[3].From the definition of these scholars, it’s easy to find
understanding of outsourcing has been raised to a strategic height, with characteristic of the interest of
inter-organizational interaction and collaboration division. From a business point of view, outsourcing
remains not only in the level of costs reducing and efficiency improving and access to resources, the
operation of strategic outsourcing is the auxiliary rudder of enterprises to gain greater competitive
advantage and sustainable development capacity [4]. Based on analysis of the nature of the strategic
outsourcing, the paper study strategic outsourcing business operation in-depth.

2 Essential Characteristics of Strategic Outsourcing
Strategic outsourcing or partnership outsourcing appearing in the 1990s is the outsourcing that the
contracted signs long-term agreements only with one or a few contractor. Enterprise focuses on the
relationship between outsourcing and overall strategy implementation, tend to conclude a long term
partnership with cooperation partners, and the outsourcing relates to the business servicing its core
competence. Here, in order to further define the content and essential characteristics of the strategic
outsourcing, this study will clarify the difference between strategic and tactical outsourcing from various
angles, detailed in Table 1.
From these we can give the scientific understanding of the Enterprise Strategic Outsourcing: with
limited internal resources, some non-dominant functions or business within the enterprise will be
outsourced to external specialized companies through contractual relationships and governance model in
order to achieve its long-term strategic goal, develop and upgrade their strategy-oriented, unique core
capabilities and maintain a sustainable competitive advantage.

3 Operation Modes of Enterprises Strategic Outsourcing
3.1 Analysis of the main operation mode
According to the special requirements related to the industries characteristics, stage of development,
business strength and market demand, Enterprises choose a different outsourcing partners outsourcing
target, outsourcing path. There are four different outsourcing operation modes: central dependent,
oligarchic joint type, pyramid, nested-interleaved type.
(1) Centre dependent operation model of strategic outsourcing
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This operation model centers around a company with core technology companies and surrounded
by other cooperative enterprises. The core enterprise tends to outsource certain business to cooperative
enterprises around from a strategic point of view. The strategic outsourcing mode is the most basic and
widespread organizational form.
(2)Oligarchic joint strategic outsourcing operation mode
Oligarchic joint model, also known as value alliance model, has two or more of the core business.
These companies with different core competencies and technologies are equal, mutually beneficial and
complementary. Through mutual cooperation they maximize their core competitiveness. At the same
time, each core business has its own outsourcing cooperative enterprise. An outsourcing company can
serve more than one core business.In the operation, each member with their own core competencies will
focus on one part of the industry value chain, then complete the course of value-added products or
services through mutually beneficial cooperation between the members, deliver the completed products
or services to the terminal customers, and finally achieve their own core competencies.
Table 1

Strategic Outsourcing and Tactical Outsourcing

For comparison
Comparison
dimensions

Tactical Outsourcing

Strategic Outsourcing

Outsourcing guide

Cost-oriented

Relationship-oriented

Cooperative
enterprises

Multiple

One or a few

Outsourcing frequency

More, important

Less, very important

Scope of business

Functions based activities

Capacity-type activities

Resource Level

Market resources

Core resources

Outsourcing Features

1. Relate to the important business
. Aims to improve the financial
performance or non-financial
performance, support the core resources,
and enhance competitive advantage
Even if the failure would not threaten
business survival

1. Relate to the core business, potential core
business
2. The purpose is to obtain / improve core
competence, make up lack of its capacity,
develop the market response
3.Have the risk of losing their core
technology and competitive advantage
Strengthen core competencies, improve
business concerns; acquisition of advanced
skills; for reorganization; reduce risk
management; for flexibility; offering
customers a faster, newer solutions; ahead
of the competition

Get the edge

The relationships with
outsourcing Suppliers

Reduce and control operating costs;
reduce investment; improve
performance, increase functionality;
overcome management difficulties
1. A long time cooperation
2. Emphasis on communication and
coordination
3. Limited technical support
4. There is a certain gap between the
distribution of profits

1. Long-term partnership
2. A win-win mechanism, and respond to
market competition and profit sharing
3. Technology can support each other

(3) Pyramid operation mode of strategic outsourcing
Pyramid strategic outsourcing model is system consist of the center with core business and
multi-outsourcing joint venture.In general, the core business will contract the manufacturing or other
business to primary contractor, primary contractor, as the case may be, will sub-contract to secondary
contractor. Layer upon layer the core business will be up to manage the entire outsourcing system by
manage the primary contractor.
(4) Nested-interleaved operation mode of strategic outsourcing
Nested-interleaved type is the relatively stable outsourcing pattern built by a number of core
business through the outsourcing of products, information, capital and human resources. On an equal
basis the core businesses have access to the capacity, resources, technology and knowledge they need
but do not have. Other cooperative outsourcing companies around each of the core business form subnet.
Here, different from the oligarchic joint model, the small and medium enterprises attached to the core
business have the relationship of transactions in this mode. Therefore, in the nested-interleaved
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outsourcing model, all the participation outsourcing companies are intertwined, and form a complex
resource complex with one center or multiple centers.
3.2 Comparative Analysis
Centre dependent and the pyramid model of strategic outsourcing have a lot in common: the core
businesses are generally large or giant enterprises with strong control of the outsourcing joint venture;
the competitiveness of the model comes from the close coordination between the core enterprises and
outsourcing joint venture; construction of the two outsourcing model is derived from the core business
"will be more focus on core competencies."
In general, oligarchic joint mode of strategic outsourcing consists of two or more comparable
parallel enterprises, each with different resources, to achieve the purpose of power-and-power
combination through core competencies complement. The enterprises in this mode have a strong
initiative, and most of them would safeguard the interests of the whole pattern consciously.
Nested-interleaved model is the relatively loose and dynamic outsourcing mode that consists of a
number of independent companies, all contributing to the operation of strategic outsourcing. The
purpose of the model is to enhance the organizational learning and innovation of the core enterprise.
The comparison between the four models above is shown in Table 2.

4 Contingency Operation of Enterprise Strategic Outsourcing

Mode
Stability
Competitive
Power
Objective
Industry
characteristics
Approach of
labor division
and
collaborative

Relationship
with
outsourcing
joint venture

Table 2 The Four Strategic Outsourcing Operation Models
Centre dependent
Oligarchic joint
Pyramid
One center with
A central with
Center with two or
multiple attachment
layers of
more enterprises
unit
contracting
Poor
General
Poor
Long and close
Long-term trusting
coordination to
Core competencies
cooperation to
complementary
achieve resources
achieve
complementary
coexistence
Risk diversification,
Need to focus on
Need to focus on
core competence
core competencies
core competencies
enhancing
Rapid changes of
Strong divisibility
Strong divisibility
technology and market
A central
star-division
multi-center divergent
Relatively stable
collaborative approach
form
collaborative
approach
Core business-led,
Core business has
have a strong
many different
control of its
levels of
Interference in each
members
cooperative
other, not depend
enterprises,
heavily on each other,
long-term’s mutual
mutual benefit
trust and
dependence

Nested-interleaved
Multiple business units
connected to each
other
Strong
Dynamic creation of
competitive advantage
Risk diversification,
knowledge learning
and innovation
Rapid changes of
technology and market
Collaboration between
members by means of
science and technology
Mainly with the
learning organization,
equality, common
development, learning
and innovation
capabilities promoting

Model
diagram
the core business
Dependent
enterprises
Case

Metersbonwe

Primary
contractor
Sony and Dell

Toyota

Saic Motor
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Beyond the
requirement
The ability
of business
implementtation

Good
enough

With central dependent or pyramid type
To reduce costs through outsourcing;
sacrifice capacity if necessary
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Consider creating new
business (If you are
close with the core
business)

With oligarchic joint
To reduce costs by outsourcing

Not good
enough
With central dependent
Increase capacity by lower
costs through outsourcing

Higher than the
industry average

Using nested-interleaved type
If necessary, even if costly, enhance the
capacity by outsourcing

At the industry average

Below the industry
average

The cost of operating services
Figure 1

Contingency Enterprise Strategic Outsourcing Operation Map

5 Conclusions
The operation mode does not require the same. It should be adjusted according to the characteristics
of business and industry. When the enterprise has strong implementation ability and with business
operating costs below the industry average, it can consider creating new business. When the enterprise's
implementation ability is beyond the requirements, and the operating costs is at or above the middle
level of the industry, enterprises should adopt central dependent or pyramid type strategic outsourcing
mode of operation. When the company's implementation ability is good enough, but the operating costs
at or above the middle level of the industry, enterprises should adopt oligarchs joint type, to achieve
core competencies complementary and risk diversification. When the company's implementation ability
is not good enough, and operating cost is at or above the middle level of the industry, it should adopt
central dependent type, but it’s not the leading force but attachment. When the company's
implementation ability is not good enough, and the cost of operating is at or below the middle level,
enterprises should adopt nested-interleaved type, while in the diversification of risk, to meet the business
needs of learning and innovation, and to create a dynamic competition advantage.
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Abstract The research explores factors affecting knowledge sharing of virtual teams. Collectiveness
and conscientiousness emerge as important socio-cultural enablers for avoidance of uncertainty and risk
by team members, so technology assets, human networks, social capital, intellectual capital, and change
management are identified as essential factors that have the potential to ensure effective knowledge
sharing. More research is needed to validate the above results and deepen the understanding of the
socio-organizational factors affecting value creation in industry in the future.
Key words Essential factors; Knowledge sharing; Virtual team; Human networks

1 Introduction
Organizations have become increasingly dependent on teams to carry out their virtue tasks.
Effective teams rely on knowledge sharing and group cohesiveness to achieve better performance. In
particular, the transitive memory system (TMS) and trust are two important factors that impact
knowledge sharing in virtual teams. To date, there has been relatively little empirical investigation of the
effects of knowledge sharing and group cohesiveness on team performance in technology virtual teams.
This study proposes a research model based on knowledge sharing and group cohesiveness to examine
team performance in technology virtual teams.
Most product and technology development is moving towards team-based structures, since teams
are believed to increase individual commitment and performance (Ramesh and
Tiwana,1999).Organizations rely on many kinds of collaborative groups to develop products, improve
services, and manage operations(Cummings,2004),particularly relying on virtual teams to develop
innovative technologies and products. Through interviewing the research materials in this field, we draw
the main outline as following structure:

Figure 1 Factors Affect the Knowledge Sharing

2 Factors Research
2.1 Human networks
Team members have expressed concerns about the potential lack of face-to-face interactions during
the virtual team lifecycle and in particular during the inception stage where the vision, mission, and
goals can be communicated and shared. They have suggested the need to develop strong communication
and collaboration protocols, including code of conduct, standards for availability and acknowledgement.
Team collaboration through face-to-face communication creates stronger social relationships. These are
difficult to establish in Virtual contexts due to the lack of emotional expressions. Therefore, team
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members in a Virtual team are aware of the greater societal acceptance of face-to-face rather than Virtual
interaction. Virtual communication such as email may form bridges between people (e.g. across different
geographical locations) but it does not bond team members enough together. Construction relies heavily
on ad-hoc relationships between individuals and companies. Therefore, the organization's knowledge
values must be created through the network of relationships possessed by actors across projects. Strong
social relationships, cohesiveness and collectiveness are perceived as critical factors necessary to create
more opportunities for team members to participate in problem-solving and decision making.
2.2 Social capital
Issues related to trust, cohesion, motivation and satisfaction were raised in the team, and the sense
of a political climate that engenders mistrust and competition emerged. Much of valuable knowledge is
tacit and nurtured in small social networks. It was suggested that a “participatory” type culture, with
affiant structure, open communication channels, and participation and involvement in decision making,
enhances sharing of information and facilitates team cohesion, which in turn promotes respect and trust.
This contributes to improving employees' overall satisfaction and job effectiveness. A culture that
recognizes tacit knowledge and social networks results in the promotion of open dialogue between staff
allowing them to develop social links and shared understandings, as outlined in Rezgui(2007)[1].The
need to share tacit knowledge through face-to-face social communication has emerged from the research
to foster social capital. This method is perceived to (a) break down barriers between employees and
management, (b) establish stronger relationships among employees, (c) allow employees to reduce
personal barriers and gain confidence, and (d) practice and improve their knowledge sharing skills.
Support in converting explicit to tacit as well as tacit to explicit knowledge and moving knowledge from
the individual level to the organizational and the inter organizational level (social networks) in
construction sector helps promote knowledge value creation (C.Hopfe, N.Müller, C.Struck,
J.Hensen,2006)[2]. Social networks can be facilitated and nurtured by providing informal forums that can
be assimilated into communities of practice. These are complemented with Virtual spaces to share
knowledge (including sensitive information) protected by a role access control system. Employees need
the creation of strong relationships and network ties across projects and organizations and avoid any
conflicts so that to maintain a good level of relationship between team members. This emphasizes the
role that social capital plays in creating organizational value underpinned by strong human networks.
2.3 Technology level
The technology level is an important factor in promoting a culture of knowledge sharing facilitated.
The research results show the concerns about lack of social-oriented communication due to the tendency
to completely rely on computer technology, which results in people feeling that they are usually “stuck”
in front of their computers. This perception leads to KM fallacies or traps that directly influence the
perceived functionality of technological applications for the support of KM initiatives (M.Huysman,
D.de Wit, 2002)[3].As also reported in (Huysman and Wulf 2006), these fallacies relate to the tendency
of organizations to concentrate too much on the IT role supporting KM practices, especially knowledge
sharing, resulting in the “IT trap”. It is important to recognize that IT is not independent from the social
environment, as it is not the technology itself, but the way people use it that determines the role of IT in
supporting knowledge management practices [4].Therefore, the organization's success with the use of IT
will not depend on IT skills, but the appropriate social context that can benefit from electronic
communication technology (M.H.Zack, J.L.McKenny, 2009)[5].
2.4 Intellectual capital
Issues pertinent to organizational learning, innovation, skills, and best practices were raised. These
also include improved management competence and sustained motivation through adapted training and
incentive/reward systems. While the organization has an overall good awareness of KM practices, there
are some limitations that may have caused only a gradual improvement in KM over several years. These
limitations revealed the following issues: Employees have expressed strong concerns about sharing their
knowledge, arguing about confidentiality implications and Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) issues as
they fear that their knowledge will be stolen or given away to others. Dominant bureaucratic
(hierarchical) organizational structure in place is perceived to inhibit the development of skills and best
practices amongst employees and managers who are of higher social rank, also leading to personal
barriers. The support of communities of practice where members continuously increase their
understandings of their collective tasks is essential. The results show that the organizations have
provided spaces to support communities of practice such as formal training, resulting in efficiency in (a)
connecting employees in general and (b) obtaining both tacit/explicit knowledge (best practices and
innovation) and developing learning skills. An introduction of knowledge repositories within several
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participating organizations (including project databases) has been welcomed, as these systems promote
documenting and archiving of best practices across the organization. In fact, the coding and sharing of
best practice is one of the common initiatives employed to initiate organizational KM, and knowledge
sharing can take place only once a corporate knowledge repository is made widely accessible to staff.
These have helped improve knowledge connectivity, access, and transfer across construction sites. An
appropriate representation of the history of knowledge sharing activities may be useful since it allows
human actors to better understand and refer to past interactions (Huysman and Wulf2006)[4]. The
respondents promoted their current practice involving recording useful research experiences and making
these available through the company Intranet.
2.5 Change management
Change management may include technical and human issues. In terms of technical sides,
interviewees expressed concerns about the invasive nature and the need to adapt to continuous
technology introduction across projects in which they are involved, suggesting that research team
members are affected more by the newness of the technology being used than of the team structure
itself(which changes from one project to another).They pointed out that these problems of technology
adoption could have a negative effect on individual satisfaction with the team experience and
performance. Conversely, when team members are able to deal with technology related challenges, a
culture of knowledge sharing is promoted. While the potential gains have been well articulated,
concerns have been raised in that the necessary changes might be resisted. Therefore, to be effective,
any KM program should be incorporated within a change management program that promotes a
“participatory” type of culture while taking into account the team based structure and discipline-oriented
nature of the construction industry.
The concerns about the necessary changes in the organization should be raised explicitly. For
example, the organization can force most employees to follow the organizational obligation and norms
as they may wish to avoid unexpected problems. One of the KM norms (knowledge owned and
managed by individuals) is perceived to result in data redundancy and inhibit the efficiency of
knowledge sharing across the organization. It is possible that they sometimes reflect skepticism about a
low level of willingness to voluntarily follow this norm, though employees do not voice their concerns
or express any resistance. This relies on the belief that they seem to value assigned responsibilities and
follow mandatory policies or norms even if they are unwilling to do so. Conscientious people are likely
to be responsible and reserved enough to express their request for changes. This may lead to gradual
organizational development.

3 Conclusions
It has been argued earlier that technology assets, human networks, social capital, intellectual capital,
and change management are important factors that underpin value creation activities. It is important that
the construction sector migrates to a knowledge value creation culture where technology assets, human
networks, social capital, intellectual capital, and change management must be blended successfully to
ensure effective knowledge value creation. Understanding the social and cultural features, which
influence knowledge value creation in the fragmented socio-cultural environment of the construction
industry, is needed. As far as the research question is concerned, crucial cultural features emerging from
the results include collectiveness and conscientiousness. Collectiveness represents collectivist culture
and social relationship and conscientiousness represents avoidance of uncertainty and risk. Therefore,
the organization's knowledge values must be created through the network of relationships possessed by
people across teams and projects. A participatory culture helps develop trust, respect, and understanding
for others at different levels in the construction sector. To sum up, the research has explored and
identified distinctive socio-cultural features influencing knowledge value creation of Virtual teams in the
construction industry. More research is needed to validate the above results and deepen the
understanding of the socio-organizational factors affecting value creation in industry.
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Abstract On the transition period, the marketing environment of enterprises in China have
experienced series of important changes. This paper expounds the basic characteristics of Chinese
economic transformation. Then, using PRG analysis, it analyzes structural adjustment of national
strategies on enterprises’ ability to meet the emergency accidents, the influence of economic growth
mode transformation no the power of enterprise operation. Finally, the paper puts forward enterprise
marketing strategy conversion to meeting the transition economy environment changes and draws the
conclusion that during the period of economic transition enterprise must regard the environment study as
a regular work and always keep the dynamic balance with environment.
Key words Economic transformation; Marketing strategy; Mode conversion; PRG analysis

1 Introduction
Economy of China has entered intense transformation period and 2010 is the key year of economic
transformation. The enterprises will be affected by economic transformation inevitably. From the
general sense, economic transformation of China mainly refers to the transformation from planned
economy to the mode of socialist market economy. Different from Russia and eastern European
countries’ radical economic reforms, economic transformation in China is taking the progressive reform
mode. But a worldwide rise of new economy and accession to WTO endow new research content of
transformation period in the new century. In the background of implementing the scientific development,
the Chinese government is adjusting the international image and the national strategy, pursuing quality
of economic development, controlling overheating and avoiding the sluggish economy era to pursue
advanced world civilization. Starting from actual combat of the enterprise marketing, various links of
the enterprise marketing are inevitably affected by the environment of economic transition. Transition
marketing is the theory and practice of researching marketing strategy from the angle of economic
transition marketing, and it is different from transformation of marketing or other business
transformation. Transition marketing is marketing methods or general marketing strategy which pays
attention to uniqueness on transformation and business transformation or marketing transformation is to
show adjustment of enterprise’s specific marketing tactics (Xiao Shiming, 2004). Therefore, research on
transformation of marketing pattern under the environment of China’s economic change is realistic and
urgency.

2 Characteristics of China’s Economic Transformation
Economic transformation of China is intricate. Chinese economy transformation is the compulsory
vicissitude mode subject to national system and at the same time, is a marginal and progressive institutional

change model. Mandatory and progressive is the main characteristics of China’s economic
transformation (Wang Shuguang, 2002). Enter a new historical period, China’s economy needs to
transform and upgrade at the same time. There are three meanings to promote economic transformation
and upgrading: first, to adjust the industrial structure, stick to two wheels of advanced manufacturing
and modern service industry, and especially to develop modern services; second, to enhance the quality
of economic development, to establish the guiding of high-end and characteristic industry, to cultivate
characteristic industry; third, to change the mode of economic growth, to accelerate growth from
denotative and extensive to intensive and ecological development and from investment pulling and
resource consumption to innovation and talents supported. Therefore, the transformation of the mode of
economic development and the economic structure adjustment and optimization is leading task of
China’s economic transformation at this stage.

3 Challenge of Marketing Environment in the Economic Transformation
According to PRG analysis, enterprise marketing environment analysis framework of economic
transformation is: E = f (P, R, G). E: marketing environment, P: economic policy and economic structure
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adjustment, R: transformation of economic growth mode, G: resources and the allocation of resources
(Xiao Shiming, 2004). Using PRG analysis, we can differentiate enterprise environmental challenges of
transformation.
3.1 Economic structural adjustment under national strategic layout tests enterprise’s power of
meeting an emergency
After 30 years of reform and opening-up, China’s GDP reach the third place in the world. In 2010,
China’s economy keeps continued rapid growth. China becomes the world’s biggest exporter and is
expected to go into the second largest economic entity. But behind the economic bounce back, problems
of the extensive pattern of economic growth stood out. The party’s seventeenth conference puts forward
that GDP per capita will quadruple than 2000 by 2020, which means that China’s economic volume will
remain continued rapid expansion in the following ten years. With the expansion of economic output, in
the development process, if we can’t get rid of traditional industrial structure mode, China’s economic
and social development are restricted to resources and environment more and more severe, and may
even be suffocated by the bearing of resources and environment. For example, China’s economic growth
relied on the second industry especially industry in the past. In the international financial crisis,
industry’s crisis is the deepest, which has become the main reason of the drop of economic growth rate.
Therefore, the country will depend on the market to support resource allocation, support
industrialization projects of significant competitive advantage and develop regional leading industries.
The Country will gradually compress enterprises of low technology, labor intensity, small size and high
operating cost and support the enterprises that have independent intellectual property and innovation
ability to promote industrial upgrade, the nation will adjust the energy prices, advocate saving energy
consumption of resources, and weed out enterprises of serious environmental pollution. Whether the
enterprises can turn these pressures brought by policy structure adjustment into motive force, is in
relation to the dead and survival of the enterprises.
3.2 Economic growth mode transformation under the guidance of national strategy test the power
of enterprise operation factor optimization
China’s resources and environment problems is closely related to the excessive reliance of
economic growth to production factors input. In recent years, along with the integration of the world
economy, production factors is optimized rapidly in the global market and China’s economy takes on the
international dumping image of low labor costs , high resource consumption and low additional value.
China is playing the role of international manufacturing plants. The economic growth pattern of
low-cost production and low price sales isn’t adapt to the sustainable development of China’s economy.
Therefore, seventeenth National Congress of the CPC clearly put forward that the economic growth
should shift from the pattern of low energy, low price and the labor immature capital markets to the
optimizing pattern of improving the ability of independent innovation, strengthen resource conservation
and environmental protection, improve value-added content of product. Therefore, the traditional
advantages of low cost and low price are disappearing quickly. The enterprises can adapt to the new
pattern of competition only by accessing to technology, brand operation and management.
3.3 The global economy structure adjustment and in the process of ascension test upgrading of
enterprise strategy
The financial crisis accelerates the global economy structure adjustment and the new pattern is
formed. In order to get rid of the crisis and tap new sources of economic growth as soon as possible, the
United States and other developed countries put forward the new concepts and new strategy of
reindustrialization and low carbon economy. They increase the investment in science and technology
and try to keep competitive advantage in the fields of new energy and new materials, aerospace and
electronic information, ecological environmental protection, life science and other emerging industries.
For example, in 2009 the American law of revival and reinvestment proposed the approach to electric
automobiles, new energy and biotechnology industry and intelligent network plan etc. January 2009,
South Korea also determined industry software, medical service and renewable energy and other 17
industry as the new industrial growth industries. At the same time, the green economy and low carbon
development gradually becomes every countries’ economic model. However, China’s economic growth
is overly dependent on resource consumption, and become one of the world’s largest factories. In 2009,
China yields 560 million tons of crude steel, and 6.9 million tons steel. The cement production reached
16 million tons and is 50% of the world. Overall, the Chinese manufacturing industry is still in the
middle and low-end of the global value chain. Therefore, China needs to realize industrial upgrading.
But on the other hand, due to the lagging development of manufacturing industry, the support of
optimization and upgrading the manufacturing industry is not enough. At present, China’s proportion of
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producer service industry in service is 39.3% which is 24 and 22 percent low to U.S. and South Korean.
Therefore, put advanced science and technology into use should base on practice, accelerate the
transformation and upgrade of the traditional industries, and to focus on the future, pay more attention to
the cultivation of strategic emerging industry and development. To accelerate the economic
transformation and upgrade, the government’s leading and the enterprise is subject. The enterprises must
look far ahead and aim high and complete internationalized transformation and ascend in the strategic
thinking.

4 The Conversion of Marketing Strategy Model in Economic Transformation
Economic environment is the basis of enterprise strategy and the degree of environment uncertainty
is positive correlated with strategic changes (Wiersema, 1993). In the process of economic
transformation, the consistency of the relationship between environmental - strategy will produce direct
and far-reaching influence on enterprise management mode of operation and bring significant change in
the business operation. In order to adapt to changes in economic environment of transition, the
enterprise must carry out the following Innovation of marketing strategies.
4.1 Intensive marketing strategy
The key features of the enterprise intensive marketing strategy include the following aspects: First
is the quality of marketing, which puts the quality management in important position and turn the past
marketing thinking of extension to the track of strengthening connotation to practice. Promote grade in
the fields of assets, liabilities, quality management, service quality, etc. Second is the group scale
marketing, which requires production elements relatively concentrated and realizes integrated marketing
by the change from the situation of dispersion and division according to the district to the situation of
collectivization and scale. Third is high-tech and electronic marketing, which requires the continuous
increase in the content of science, technology and develops computer network engineering, and realizes
the change from handmade to e-government. Forth is efficiency marketing, which puts an end to high
cost and low efficiency, and spares no effort to the marketing objective of low investment and high
production.
4.2 Low carbon marketing strategy
Low carbon economy is a kind of economic form which strives to achieve a win-win development
of economic development and ecological environment protection. At the same time it will bring a
revolution of unprecedented values and way of life. Driven by low carbon economy, low carbon
marketing planning is essential for the survival of enterprises. Chinese enterprises must promote low
carbon brand image in low carbon economy by marketing practice. Enterprises should strengthen
research on low carbon consumption market and develop low carbon technologies actively, at the same
time, enterprises should formulate appropriate prices for low carbon products, develop green sales
channels and promotion and provide green services. Many domestic enterprises begin to conduct low
carbon marketing. For example, in 2009, the Mengniu realized the economic transformation of the green
economy by advocating green consumption and low carbon life in the whole society.
4.3 Social responsibility marketing strategy
Economic transformation requires the transformation of enterprises and the development of
transformed enterprises is closely related to the whole society. As social organizations, the enterprises
should always concern social responsibility. Michael porter thinks that corporate social responsibility is
an integral part of the business. The first consideration of many enterprises is the organizational
transformation and transformation of mode of business operation. However, they often neglect their
social responsibility. Social responsibility marketing is to create good marketing environment of fairness,
justice, honesty, friendly and no unfair competition. American carmakers Ford once said that a good
enterprise is different from a great enterprise. A good enterprise can provide products and services for
society while a great enterprise can not only provide products and services but also make the society
more harmonious. No doubt, corporate social responsibility has become a worldwide trend and no
enterprise can avoid. Therefore, Chinese enterprise should formulate and implement social responsibility
marketing strategy in the period of transformation. Firstly, the enterprise must strengthen the sense of
social responsibility and deepen education of social responsibility. Secondly, the enterprise should take
the strengthening of social responsibility as the important way to enhance enterprise cohesive force.
Third, the enterprise should take the strengthening of social responsibility as a necessary condition of
sustainable development and the main contents of the brand.
4.4 Brand marketing strategy
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Economic transition means transition to innovation and brand economy. The purpose of economic
transition is to make the international competitive advantage, and improve the international market
image (He Jiaxun, 2006). Business week published a list of 100 global most valuable brands. Coca-Cola
won the first prize with the brand value of 689.5 billion dollars, which fully explained that
implementation of brand strategy can bring direct economic benefits. At present, China’s export
products are mainly products with low value-added and low technical content, the ratio of independent
brand products is small and the world famous brand is lacking. Among the world 500 famous brand of
2009, there were only 18 Chinese brands, which is far less than the U.S. (241), French (46) and Japan
(40). Market competition depends on brand competition in the situation of economic globalization.
From the general sense, market competition goes through the competition of yield, quality, price, service
to brand. Therefore, brand competition is the competition of high level. Chinese enterprises should
strengthen the construction of independent brands and turn from made in China to create in China.
4.5 Technology marketing strategy
The enterprises in economic transition need innovative spirit and get business success through the
continuous reform of production technology and product innovation. In some basic industry enterprises,
lag in production technology is the main causing of high production costs, low labor productivity, and
lack of enterprise competitiveness. In the system of market economy, the enterprise has the
decision-making power of science and technology development. Therefore the enterprise should
increase the technical innovation, which is the most important core competitiveness in the period of
economic transition. For example, Mengniu relies on high-tech on the one hand, and on the one hand is
close to consumers, which not only meets the different needs of the consumer, also leads China Dairy to
a road of sustainable development. Technological innovation is an integrated process from generating
new ideas of technology or product to the application of the market. Technology innovation can be
completed by the enterprise, also can be completed by the cooperation of the universities, research
institutes and the enterprise, however, the sign of accomplishment of technology innovation is the
complete success in product market. At first, the enterprise should strengthen the market survey,
establish strong R&D team, and develop new products to win the broad market space for development.
Secondly, the enterprise should straighten out the key process of development, capture the market
entrance of information, and get down with the project approval, planning, project evaluation and new
product development to convert rapid market information to real productivity. Thirdly, the enterprise
should establish the incentive policy of rewards for R&D projects to mobilize the stuff, and take
technological innovation as its first concept of productivity.

5 Conclusion
Under the conditions of market economy, the economic environment is the basic force in enterprise
strategic decision (Philip Kotler, 2001). Economic transition means economic environment will be
changed significantly, and can also cause the changes of social and political environment, which can
bring the adjustment of enterprise production and operating mode. One of the core problems is the
change of marketing strategy. The importance of economic transformation is not only that the
environmental change can cause changes in the enterprise strategy, but also is the economic
transformation can bring essential change of relationship between living environment and enterprise
strategy. The collectivization of China’s enterprises, market internationalization and introduction of the
technology are all embodiment of enterprise strategy change (Liu Haichao, 2006). In market
environment, the change is the only constant. In the intricacies period of the economic transition, the
timely adjustment of the enterprise marketing strategy is of decisive significance for effectively to adapt
to change, change enterprise crisis and improve the performance. Therefore, the enterprise should regard
environment research as a regular continuous work, and always keep the dynamic balance with
environment. Only in this way can the enterprise turn the mandatory impact by the marketing
environment into adaptability to the environment, and turn the pressure of environmental change to the
power of the enterprises development.
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Abstract Study attempts to identify the impact of short-term interest rates which are measured by 91
days, 182 days and 364 days Treasury bill rates on stock prices of Sri Lanka. By this investigation,
Multiple Regression Analysis is employed as the key tool and Augment Dickey-Fuller (DF) Unit Root
Test, Autocorrelation, and Multicollinearity support the regression results. Study founds that there are
weak relationships between short-term interest rates and stock prices of Sri Lanka and correlation between
364 Treasury bill rate and the stock prices indicates a negative relationship. Granger Causality Test reveals
that the existence of causality between 364 days Treasury bill rates and stock prices. Findings of this paper
provide the literature for prospective researches to investigate the impact of other macroeconomic
variables on stock prices of Sri Lanka.
Key words Short-term interest rates; Stock prices; Sri lanka

1 Introduction
“Sri Lanka’s Stock Market Value Climbs to Record as War Ends” (P. Thakur, 2009). The end of the
nearly three decade terrorism in Sri Lanka has shown improvements in key macroeconomics indicators.
In the year 2009 the International Monitory Fund has named Sri Lanka as a middle income emerging
market as per the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at purchasing power party (PPP) per capita. Similarly
as an emerging stock market Colombo Stock Exchange (CSE) is breaking its own records being the best
performer in the Asia region in the year 2009. In achieving these performances by the CSE, stability of
macroeconomic variables of the economy is important and studying the extent to which influenced by
macroeconomic variables is also important. The purpose of the present study is to examine the impact of
short-term interest rates measured by Treasury bill rates on share prices of CSE.
A number of studies has been undertaken to examine the relationship between macroeconomic
variables and the indicators of stock markets; stock return or stock prices or market capitalization
(R.C.Maysami, L.C.Howe and M.A. Hamzah, 2004; K. Hussainey and L.K. Ngoc, 2009; C. M. Bilson,
T. J. Brailsford and V. J. Hooper, 2001; M.A. Hooker, 2004; M.J. Flannery and A.A. Protopapadakis,
2001). It has included interest rate, industrial production, inflation, GDP, exchange rates, money supply
and so on. There are few studies in the literature to identify the effects of interest rate on stock prices
and there is less number of studies carried out to investigate this relationship based on the CSE in Sri
Lanka. Economic theory says that there is a negative relationship between interest rates and stock prices.
This study attempts to empirically test this relationship only taking short-term Treasury bill rates as
proxy for the short-term interest rates to narrow down the investigation.
The CSE has been established in 1984 and which is the only stock exchange in Sri Lanka. It has 232
listed companies representing 20 business sectors as at 31st December 2009. Public Companies
incorporated under the Companies Act No.7 of 2007 are eligible to list on the CSE to raise Debt or
Equity through Public offerings or introductions. Presently, CSE has 15 institutional members, all of
whom are licensed to act as stock brokers. It has two main price indices; All Share Price Index (ASPI)
and Milanka Price Index (MPI). While the ASPI indicates the price fluctuations of all the listed companies
and covers all the traded companies during a market day the MPI comprises of 25 companies called
“Blue-Chip Companies” selected by considering their performances over the past four quarters.
Governments issue treasury bills “T-Bills” to fulfill their short-term financial requirements with the
maturity period usually does not exceed more than one year. Sri Lankan Governments also issues three
types of treasury bills with the maturity period 91 days, 182 days and 364 days respectively. Weighted
average yield rate of Treasury bill is important in the investment point of view because CSE takes
government Treasury bill yield rate as the Risk-free interest rate in the Irvin Fisher’s Security Market
Line to calculate the Beta factor of listed companies. Therefore there is a rationality of using short-term
Treasury bill rates as the proxy in the process of examining the impact of short-term interest rate on
share prices of CSE and empirically testing this relationship is important.
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2 Literature Review
(Hasan and Samarakoon 2000) study the ability of interest rates, as measured by the treasury bill
rates of three maturities; 3, 6 and 12 months, to track the expected monthly, quarterly and annual returns
in the Sri Lankan stock market for the period 1990-1997. Stock return is measured by the continuously
compounded monthly returns on the ASPI and Sensitive price index. Results of the Ordinary Least
Squares suggest that the short-term interest rates are positively related to future returns and they are able
to reliably track expected returns horizons. It further suggests that the 12 months maturity is the most
powerful tool to track monthly and quarterly expected return among all three maturities.
A study undertaken by (Banerjee and Adhikary 2009) investigates the dynamic effects of interest rate:
weighted average interest rate on bank deposit, and exchange rate changes on ASPI stock market return
from January 1983 to December 2006 in Bangladesh. It is applied the Johansen-Juselius procedure and the
Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) respectively to test the co- integrating relationship and the
existence of long –run equilibrium relationship among the variables. While Trace statistics suggests that
there is no co-integrating relationship among variables and ECM concludes that a long-run equilibrium
relationship exists among the variables. Research findings specifically point out that the interest rate and
exchange rate changes affect for the stock market in the long run and there is no significant influence in
the short-run. (Amaresh das 2005) documents a paper to investigate interrelationship between the stock
prices represented by market index and interest rates measured by three months Treasury bills for monthly
observations from January 1985 to January 2003 sampling three Asian countries including Bangladesh.
Codependence among variables shows that the relationship between stock prices and interest rate is not
significant for Bangladesh and Pakistan except India. Results further suggest that the time series data for
Bangladesh and Pakistan reflects strongly common cycles.
With the purpose of providing empirical evidence of stock market sensitivity to interest rates and
inflation in UK, (T. Nicholas 2003) examines the behavior of nominal and real interest rates and monthly
total return of 35 industry indices and 10 sector indices as well as four financial times indices. Results of
the linear regressions reveal that interest rate movements are important determinants of equity return
variability and all the industries other than forestry and paper, sectors and market portfolios are negatively
related to interest rate changes. Utilities have the highest sensitivity to movements in nominal interest
rates because of their high exposure to inflation. Statistical outputs conclude that there are significant
differences between interest rate and inflation sensitivities across all economic sectors.

3 Data and Methodology
To identify the impact of short-term interest rate on stock prices of Sri Lanka, treasury bills with the
maturity period 91 days (TB 91), 182 days (TB 182) and 364 days (TB 364) are taken as the explanatory
variables and All Share Price Index (ASPI) and Milanka Price Index (MPI) are considered as the
respond variables. Monthly data from January 2002 to December 2009 for each variable is gathered
from the Annual Reports published by CBSL as the secondary data source. In this investigation
following tests are expected to be employed.
3.1 Multiple regressions
Study tests three explanatory variables with each respond variable separately because composition of
share prices included in each index varies. In this sense two models are built up in line with the multiple
regression analysis; APIt = a + b1TB91 + b2TB183 + b3TB364 and MPIt = a + b1TB91 + b2TB183 + b3TB364.
Coefficients of each equation are found using the method of Ordinary Least Squares (OLS). Results of the
regressions are analyzed by Coefficient of Correlation (R), Coefficient of Multiple Determination (R2)
and Adjusted Coefficient of Determination (R2adj). In addition the OLS draws inferences for both cases in
testing following hypotheses and F distribution is employed to test the null hypothesis.
H0: β1 = β2 = β3=0 H1: Not all the βi’s are 0
3.2 Unit root test
All explanatory variables and respond variables used in the study are time series in nature. To prevent
generating spurious results from above regression models and to balance the models all the time series are
expected to be stationary. So study performs Dickey-Fuller (DF) Unit Root Test to decide whether those
time series are stationary or non-stationary where three regression forms are generated by the DF unit root
test; ∆Yt = δYt-1 + ut (None), ∆Yt = α + δYt-1 + ut (With Constant) and ∆Yt = α + βT + δYt-1 + ut (With
Constant and Trend).These regressions test hypotheses separately on existence or non-existence of unit
root;H0: δ = 0 (Unit root exists) and H1: δ ≠ 0 (unit root does not exist). In case of non-stationary time
series study will transform them in to stationary using Difference-Stationary Process (DSP) in which
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another regression is applied; ∆ (∆Yt) = α + δ∆Yt-1 + et.
3.3 Autocorrelation
Successive residuals are independent is one of the most important assumptions made in regression
analysis. If the successive residuals are correlated there is a condition of autocorrelation for time series
data and it will create problems in testing hypotheses on regression coefficients. Durbin-Watson statistic
(d) is applied to check whether there is an autocorrelation problem for the sample data set. Where, d =
2
2
N
N
t =2 (et - et-1) /
t =1 (et) and et = (yt – ŷt). However SPSS output directly provides the
Durbin-Watson statistic by its own. Based on the d value, the nature of the autocorrelation is explained.
When the d value equals to 2 there is no autocorrelation among the residuals and if the d value is close
to zero it indicates a positive autocorrelation. Likewise the value exceeds 2 indicates a negative
autocorrelation.
3.4 Multicollinearity
Study executes the test for Multicollinearity to check whether the explanatory variables are
correlated that enables to ensure the validity of multiple regression models in predicting stock prices.
The rule of thumb (-0.70 to 0.70) on correlation between two independent variables is tested in the study.
In addition Variance Inflation Factor (VIF: 1/1-Rj2) is used as a precise measure for Multicollinearity
which is directly given by the SPSS output. If the VIF is higher than ten, relevant explanatory variable is
excluded from the regression model.
3.5 Causality test
To determine whether the changes in the short –term interest rates (x) cause changes in stock prices
(y), study carries out the (Granger and Sims’s 1969) causality test where study tests two conditions; x
should help to predict y and y should not help to predict x, to conclude that “x causes y”. Accordingly, to
satisfy these two conditions hypotheses are tested separately based on the unrestricted and restricted
regressions. Condition 01: H0: Short-term interest rate does not cause stock prices; Unrestricted
②
m
m
Regression①: y = im=1 αiyt-i +
i =1 βixt-i +
t and Restricted Regression : y =
i =1 αiyt-i +
t.
Condition 02: H0: Stock prices does not cause short-term interest rate; Unrestricted Regression: x
m
m
= im=1 αixt-i +
i =1 βiyt-i +
t and Restricted Regression: x =
i =1 αixt-i + t.

4 Results
4.1 Unit root test and autocorrelation
Result of DF Unit Root Test (Table 1) shows that the time series data of all explanatory variables
and respond variables has a unit root as per the first regression because test statistics of each variable are
higher than at least one critical value at any significant level accepting the null hypothesis. So they show
non-stationary time series which will generate spurious results for the multiple regression models. This
result is further ensured by the probability values of each condition being higher than 0.05 at 5 percent
significant level.
Table 1

First DF Regression

DF Unit Root Test

TB91

TB182

TB364

ASPI

MPI

Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Statistic

-0.8910

-0.8505

-0.7558

1.6457

0.9222

Test Critical Values: 1% Level

-2.5895

-2.5903

-2.5898

-2.5895

-2.5895

5% Level

-1.9442

-1.9444

-1.9443

-1.9442

-1.9442

10% Level

-1.6145

-1.6144

-1.6145

-1.6145

-1.6145

Probability

0.3276*

0.3449*

0.3864*

0.9752*

0.9039*

Durbin-Watson Statistic

1.8537

1.9621

2.1008

1.6121

1.6543

*Insignificant at 1%, 5% and 10% levels
Likewise the first regression of DF test, second regression and third regression also ensure that all
the time series are non-stationary further accepting the null hypothesis. Results of each regression are
reliable because Durbin-Watson statistics are near to 2 reflecting non-existence of autocorrelation
problem. In the process of transforming non-stationary time series in to stationary time series by DSP,
①
②

Unrestricted Regression: y is regressed against lag values (m) of y and lag values of x
Restricted Regression: Y is regressed only against lagged values of y
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time series become stationary on either first difference or second difference (Table 2).
Accordingly DF test statistics are lower than the critical values of each variable at different significant
levels. So it is concluded to reject the null hypothesis. Time series like TB364, ASPI, and MPI are made
stationary by their first difference under the equation with a constant. TB91 and TB182 become stationary
at their second difference under the equation with a constant. This result is further ensured by the
probability values of each condition being lower than 0.05 at 5 percent significant level. These regression
results also reliable because Durbin-Watson statistics are very near to 2 indicating non existence of an
autocorrelation problem. Differentiated time series are the inputs to the multiple regression models.
Table 2 Difference-Stationary Process

First or Second DF Regression

TB91

TB182

TB364

ASPI

MPI

Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Statistic

-10.4920

-12.1914

-6.1510

-7.7441

-8.0166

Test Critical Values: 1% Level

-3.5039

-3.5030

-3.5014

-3.5014

-3.5014

5% Level

-2.8936

-2.8932

-2.8925

-2.8925

-2.8925

10% Level

-2.5839

-2.5837

-2.5834

-2.5834

-2.5834

Probability

0.0000*

0.0001*

0.0000*

0.0000*

0.0000*

Durbin-Watson Statistic

2.0305

2.0181

2.0991

1.8988

1.9561

*Significant at 1%, 5% and 10% levels
4.2 Multicollinearity
At 90 percent significant level Pearson’s Correlation matrix (Table 3) among explanatory variables
satisfies the rule of thumb of multicollinearity besides the correlation (0.714) between TB91 and TB182
because it exceeds the 0.7 limit. However VIF values of all variables are less than the upper limit of 10.
It indicates that there is no multcolinearity problem among explanatory variables and there is an ability
to use all the explanatory variables in both regression models.
Table 3
TB91
0.714
0.391

Variables
TB91
TB182
TB364

Pearson’s Correlation Matrix and VIF
TB182
TB364
Co- linearity Statistics (VIF)
0.714
0.391
2.037
0.554
2.489
0.554
1.442

4.3 Multiple regressions
Results of the multiple regressions (Table 4) show that R and R2 of both models represent low
values. Accordingly 0.072 of model 1 indicates that explanatory variables account for 7.2 percent of the
variation in the dependent variable and in the model 2, explanatory variables explain 5.3 percent of the
variation in the dependent variable. Likewise R2, adjusted R2 is also low for both cases. When it is
compared the R2 and adjusted R2 of both model, difference is relatively low. It indicates that the effect of
explanatory variables on R2 is low. While the coefficients of b1 and b2 of both models shows positive
values, b3 of both cases takes negative values.
Model
1
2

R
0.268
0.230

R2
0.072
0.053

Table 4 Multiple Regressions
R2adj
F
Sig (P)
a
0.041
2.325
0.080*
26.082
0.021
1.675
0.178*
25.947

b1
0.126
0.073

b2
0.108
0.135

b3
-0.301
-0.264

*Insignificant at 5% level
At 0.05 of significance level the critical value relating to 3 degrees of freedom in the numerator and
90 degrees of freedom in the denominator is 2.7058 which is higher than the computed F values 2.325 in
model 1 and 1.675 in model 2. These F values are in the region where H0 is not rejected. The null
hypothesis that all the multiple regression coefficients are zero is therefore accepted. Same result is
given by the P value of both models. They also support to accept null hypothesis exceeding 0.05 at 95
percent significant level.
4.4 Causality test
As per the table 5 there are sufficient evidences to accept almost all the null hypotheses whose F
statistics are lower than the critical value 2.7058 and P values are higher than the 0.05 at 95 percent
significant level. Even though the P values of “DTB364 does not Granger Cause DASPI” and “DTB364
does not Granger Cause DMPI” are little higher than 0.05, their F statistics are higher than the critical
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value. Thereby it could be concluded to reject only these two null hypotheses.
Table 5

Granger and Sims’s Causality Test

ASPI
Null Hypothesis
D①ASPI not Cause DTB91
DTB91 not Cause DASPI
DASPI not Cause DTB182
DTB182 not Cause DASPI
DASPI not Cause DTB364
DTB364 not Cause DASPI
*Significant at 10% level

F
0.88694
0.33682
1.43377
0.25748
0.40874
2.97630

P
0.41561
0.71496
0.24398
0.77358
0.66574
0.05614*

MPI
Null Hypothesis
DMPI not Cause DTB91
DTB91 not Cause DMPI
DMPI not Cause DTB182
DTB182 not Cause DMPI
DMPI not Cause DTB364
DTB364 not Cause DMPI

F
0.83446
0.23573
1.39756
0.41063
0.29487
2.74454

P
0.43755
0.79050
0.25269
0.66451
0.74536
0.06978*

5 Conclusion
To determine the relationship between short-term interest rates and stock prices of Sri Lanka study
used three time series data relating to short-term Treasury bill rates (TB91, TB182 and TB364 days)
and two time series relating to price indices of the Colombo Stock Exchange (ASPI and MPI). These all
the time series are non-stationary time series with unit root problems as per the Dickey-Fuller Unit Root
Test. However Durbin-Watson statistic reveals that these time series do not have an autocorrelation
problem. In the process of converting non-stationary time series in to stationary time series TB364, ASPI,
and MPI become stationary at their first difference and TB91 and TB182 become stationary at their
second difference.
Non-existence multicolinearity problem among TB91, TB182 and TB364 enhances the validity of
applying both regression models in the study. However these explanatory variables just account for 7.2
percent of the variation in the ASPI and 5.3 percent of the variation in the MPI. It means that 92.8 percent
of the variation in the ASPI and 94.7 percent of the variation in the MPI is due to other sources or variables
not included in the analysis. In the both multiple regression models coefficients of correlation relating to
TB91 and TB182 show a weak positive relationship with ASPI and MPI and that is of TB364 reflects a
weak negative relationship with both ASPI and MPI. In applying the sample results in to the entire
population of each variable the null hypothesis says that there is hardly relationship between short-term
interest rates measured by Treasury bill rates and stock prices in Sri Lanka.
Granger and Sims’s Causality Test suggests that 364 days Treasury bill rate cause both All Share
Price Index and Milanka Price Index.
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Abstract To establish trust within innovation teams of scientists and technicians working on
large-scale projects is considered an critical factor for the successful compeletion of the project when
working in a virtual environment. To build trust among team members for any project requires a
selection decision on which trust factors will best achieve the goals of the project. This paper presents
application results of using two analytic methodologies used to evaluate trust survey information.
Key words Trust: Evaluation: Analytical hierarchy process: Project management

1 Introduction
A innovation team is defined as a self-managed knowledge worker team, with distributed expertise,
that forms and disbands to address a specific organizational goal. The issue of building trust in a
scientific virtual project team is important because of the unique opportunity and because the next
generation of "big science" projects will require global virtual project teams. Trust in a co-located team
is usually built on impersonal and interpersonal factors. Impersonal factors are linked to institutional
norms and beliefs. Interpersonal factors relate to expectations of the working group. Both the impersonal
and interpersonal factors of trust assume that the relationship between co-located team members has
some longevity. Consequently, trust in co-located working groups is based on the expectations of
members' behavior and also the collective norms of the working group's institution. Trust in a innovation
team as described above, the traditional model of trust for a co-located team is built on long- term
relationships that a innovation team does not have the luxury of time to establish. Building trust in a
innovation team has been described as more a set of team leader (TL) and team member (TM) actions
that fall into three categories: performance and competency; integrity; and concern for others.
Performance and competency pertain to the TLs' and TMs' track record of results. For example,
does the TL bring projects in on time? Do the TLs or the TMs have the proper experience and technical
expertise to make the project succeed? Do they honor their commitments? Commitment follow-through
may be more important for innovation teams than for co-located teams because innovation teams have
fewer events to judge whether a TL or a TM are really committed to the project's overall success.
Integrity is described as a set of principles that makes a TL or TM dependable and reliable. Examples
might include standing up for the team, speaking positively about the team's performance and
maintaining consistent and balanced communications with the TMs. Once performance, competency and
integrity are in place, the care and concern shown towards others by the TLs and TMs become important.
Concern for others relates to the fact that we trust people who are consistently responsive to our needs
and to the needs of others in the organization. Measures of this third category might include the TLs'
actions related to effectively transitioning people on or off the project team or their understanding of the
impact of team actions on people inside and outside the team.
2 Theoretical Research of Innovation Team Trust
Trust building on high performing temporary teams is focused on achieving mission success, on
having clear goals and purpose and on meeting tight deadlines. There is no time to develop trust through
more traditional means of impersonal or interpersonal trust factors. High levels of action rather than
personal relationships are what establish trust in these temporary teams. The concept is referred to as
swift trust, i.e. the ability to quickly get down to business, focus on the task, keep distractions to a
minimum, and complete the job and then dissolve the team. The concept of swift trust was developed to
explain how temporary teams can enjoy high levels of trust, even though members do not share any past
∗
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affiliation and cannot necessarily expect to have any future association. A major premise of swift trust is
that the time pressure of a team's project will hinder the ability of TMs to socialize and learn about one
another's behavior, abilities and goals.
One of the ways to measure trust in teams is with trust surveys. Results from a trust survey can
indicate policies and practices that should be maintained and identify areas for improvement. Trust
surveys can also be used to identify which of the trust factors are important on a project. A survey of
trust factors was developed based on the principles to manage a gauge of the trust climate within the
project. The survey questions were selected to capture measures on three types of personnel, in three
categories of co-located, virtual, and swift for trust, which are further broken down into seven different
types of trust factors (representing the decision variables in this study), as presented in Table 1.
Table 1 Trust Factors, Categories and Descriptions
Trust factors
Trust categories
Description
x1
Co-located team trust
Organizational policies
x2
Co-located team trust
Management and team relationships
x3
Co-located team trust
Communications
x4
Innovation team trust
Performance and competency
x5
Innovation team trust
Integrity
x6
Innovation team trust
Concern for others
x7
Swift trust
Ability of business and form trusts quickly
Survey results were obtained from many managers, technical and support staffs from the six region
laboratories involved in the certain project. A total of 105 completed survey forms were returned out of
approximately 600 e-mail requests to employees. The scale used in the survey that measured trust on
each question ranged from low trust score (a score of 1) to high trust score (a score of 5). Average scores
for all participants by type of personnel and by trust factor are presented in Table 2.
Table 2 Average Survey Preference Scores by Type of Personnel and Trust Factors
Co-located team trust
Innovation team trust
Type of
Organization Management Commu- Performance integrity Concern Swift
personnel
policies
and team
nications
and
for
trust
relationships
competency
others
Management
3.833
4.038
3.906
4.042
3.821
3.670
3.439
Technical
3.801
3.953
3.687
4.238
3.990
3.453
3.545
Support
3.828
4.120
3.900
4.344
4.104
3.524
3.583
Total
11.462
12.111
11.493
12.624
11.915
10.647 10.567
The final survey results indicated that employees gave the project an overall average score of 3.89
for all trust categories, with approximately 3.9 for co-locate trust, 4.3 for virtual trust, and 3.5 for swift
trust. The overall survey results clearly indicated that trust factors associated with innovation teams were
the most important. Overview of the managerial decision-making problem despite the strength of the
survey scores for the virtual trust factors, project management knew the project was in transition. The
partner labs were completing their project assignments and remaining project work would soon be
performed only at the project home laboratory. Project management wanted to use the existing survey
results to support their belief that the trust factors related to co-located trust should be emphasized over
virtual and swift trust factors at the project's home site. However, management personnel did not feel
their overall preference for trust factors were more important than the overall preferences of the
technical and support personnel preferences.
Based on the above requirements, project management wanted to use one or more management
decision-making methodologies to determine on which trust factors they should focus. Once the trust
factors (which are the decision variables in this study) were identified, management planned to review
associated survey questions and employee responses to identify to what specific emphasis and action
areas they could best devote effort to improve trust for the project as a whole. Project management felt
that by using more than one selection methodology they might better reveal solution patterns that would
help to validate their final selection of trust factors.

3 Theoretical Research of Innovation Team Trust
One of the more popular methods that allows for the incorporation of judgmentally scaled opinions
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into a ranking for selection decision purposes is the analytical hierarchy process (AHP). AHP can be
used to determine the ranking of trust factors, and thereby provide prioritized focus of effort of
managers to aid in trust building. AHP has also been combined with the multi-objective programming
methodology of goal programming(GP) to permit individual preferences to be explored. Combining GP
and AHP to determine which of the trust factors were most important in light of personal preferences
represents a unique possibility in this case study. To that end, AHP is presented here first as a
stand-alone methodology and then a combined AHP and GP model is presented as an extension to
consider additional criteria in the decision-making process and to compare both solutions' results. AHP
is a technique for considering data about a decision in a systematic manner and is a highly flexible
decision methodology that is typically used in decision situations, which involve selecting alternatives
from several candidate decision alternatives on the basis of multiple decision criteria of a competing or
conflicting nature. Particularly important for the trust factor selection situation, the decision criteria may
hold a different perceived degree of preference or level of importance to the decision in the eyes of the
decision makers. AHP helps to bring consistency in selection problems whose decision criteria are
expressed in subjective measures based on managerial experience. We compute the AHP weighting
using the computer software application Decision Support Software. The procedure for computing the
AHP preference vector used in this case to decide on trust factors can be found in most basic decision
science textbooks.
Trust factor selection decision

Management team criteria

Co-location sub-criteria
Figure1

Technical team criteria

Virtual sub-criteria

Support team criteria

Swift trust sub-criteria

AHP Criteria, Sub-criteria and Alternatives

The use of AHP was investigated first as a means to establish a trust factor ranking. Utilizing the
Decision Support software, preferences were established for criteria and sub-criteria. Survey average
scores from Table II were used to build alternative preferences required in the process. Consistent with
AHP, a decision hierarchy is established to map out how the final decision is related to the multiple
criteria in the decision environment. This hierarchy is presented in Figure 1. Application issues used in
the Expert Choice generated AHP solution of the trust factor problem is described below: .project
management viewed each of the criteria as being equal. A preference value of 1/3 was consequently
assigned to each. Sub-criteria preferences were based on management's weighting of 8,5 and 1 for the
three trust categories; co-located team trust, innovation team trust, and swift trust. The AHP preferences
for decision variables under each sub-criterion were assigned normalized values. These values were
based on trust factor average preference scores from the project trust survey(Table 2).
Additional tests for AHP consistency were undertaken to ensure the computational accuracy of the
application. This test evaluates the validity of the basic AHP pair-wise comparison process. A
consistency index to random index ratio of less than 0.1 indicates a satisfactory degree of consistency.
The Expert Choice software calculated the resulting ratio at less than 0.001,indicating near perfect
consistency for this trust factor problem. Choice AHP solution and the resulting ranking of trust factors
are shown in Table 3.
Table 3 Ranking of Trust Factors Using AHP
Trust
Resulting AHP
Resulting AHP
Trust categories
factors
weighting
ranking
x1
Co-located team trust: organizational policies
0.192
1
x2
Co-located team trust: management relationships
0.193
1
x3
Co-located team trust: communications
0.188
1
x4
Innovation team trust: performance and competency
0.134
2
x5
Innovation team trust: integrity
0.116
3
x6
Innovation team trust: concern for others
0.107
4
x7
Swift trust: quick trust
0.071
5
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Based on the AHP ranking results, project management should first place their efforts in building
trust on co-located team trust and second on innovation team trust (just the performance and
competency factor).If this decision based on the AHP ranking is true, then another methodology should
reveal a similar result. To explore the validity of this AHP ranking and for comparison purposes, we next
turn to AHP's use in a GP model. The GP model formulation consisted of seven decision variables, three
priorities and 20 goal constraints, i.e. three management constraints and nine trust factor category
constraints; one AHP weight constraint; and seven maximum preference score constraints.
Table 4 Trust Factor Rankings Based on Combined AHP/GP Decision Methods
Trust
Trust categories
Resulting GP
Resulting GP
factors
weighting
Ranking*
x1
Co-located team trust: organizational policies
5
3
x2
Co-located team trust: management relationships
7.484
1
x3
Co-located team trust: communications
5
3
x4
Innovation team trust: performance and competency
6.220
2
x5
Innovation team trust: integrity
5
3
x6
Innovation team trust: concern for others
5
3
x7
Swift trust: quick trust
5
3
Note: *The larger the weight, the higher the rank
The GP objective function had to reflect the desire to permit the technical and support staff's goal
constraints to be viewed as being as important as management's goal constraint. Management also
wanted to assign weights of 8,5 and 1 to constraints associated with co-located team trust, innovation
team trust and swift trust ''categories''. These weights corresponded to the sub-criteria preferences
established using the AHP process. The computational results indicated that all of the goals as stated in
the objective function have been fully achieved. The optimal GP weights of the trust factors and their
corresponding ranking are presented in Table IV. Based on the GP ranking results, project management
should first place their efforts in building trust on co-located team trust and second on innovation team
trust. While these are the same two categories as chosen by the AHP method, the GP solution helped
narrow the co-located team trust factors from three to just one.

4 Conclusion
Most of management's emphasis should be placed on building trust via the co-located team trust
and innovation team trust categories. The ranking of the individual trust factors of co-located team trust:
management and team relationships and innovation team trust: performance and competency were first
and second, respectively. They both identified swift trust with the lowest priority and should receive the
least emphasis. On these points, the methodologies appear to help validate each other's answers. While it
can be argued that the GP model was based on the outcome parameters of the AHP method, the GP
model introduced additional decision-making criteria that could have made, but did not make, a
substantial difference in the resulting solution for the highest ranked trust factors. The GP solution is
different in that it adjusted the individual trust factor preferences from the AHP method to include
project management's category weighting. This shifted the analytical process to favor better the
co-located team and innovation team trust category factors, resulting in a different priority structure
from using AHP alone. It is interesting to note in the bottom row of Table 2, the two trust factors with
the largest summed average preference scores are the same as those GP model assigned the highest two
ranks. In this regard, the GP model appears to have provided a solution that better reflects the trust
survey findings than the AHP weightings. Project management expected co-located team trust factors to
be important. The results of the combined AHP and GP decision methodologies have in this application
reinforced their expectation. The application and information provided by the GP method have helped
project management to initially focus their trust-building efforts more intensely on a fewer number of
trust factors.
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Abstract Under the background of financial crisis and facing huge flourishing market in China, how
should luxury enterprises cope with the essential differences between Chinese and western consumers in
consumption behaviors and concepts? How do luxury enterprises launch marketing activities according
to Chinese consumers’ consumption psychology? Based on luxuries’ definition in the minds of Chinese
consumers, an analysis on existing luxury marketing strategies is done in combination with luxuries’
characteristics through an analysis about luxury consumption purpose, what’s more, the paper
summarizes it advantages and disadvantages for existence and makes several feasible innovation
suggestions including classified channel management, rational channel resource allocation and effective
network marketing utilization based on disadvantages existing in luxury enterprises’ existing marketing
channels.
Key words Luxury; Marketing channel; Consumption behavior; Channel innovation

1 Introduction
Luxury is defined as “a consumer goods which is beyond people’s living and development needs
and characterized by uniqueness, scarcity and rareness etc.” internationally. It refers to very expensive
non-essential goods characterized by uniqueness, scarcity and rareness etc.
Some domestic scholars have studied problems concerning luxury marketing, from the study on the
current situation of luxury enterprises’ marketing channels, they draw a conclusion that most luxury
enterprises choose to sell luxuries at stores built in hypermarkets and high-standard hotels etc., in most
cases, their marketing channels need to be realized through middlemen. With regard to luxuries’
marketing channels in China, Chinese scholars deem that, due to consumption concept difference
between Chinese and western consumers, their consumption behaviors will be influenced by different
factors inevitably, thus, luxury manufacturers should do a selective analysis based on the above point
and carry out sales activities based on Chinese consumers’ conspicuous consumption psychology. In the
meantime, under the background of financial crisis, they should develop network marketing actively to
minimize the cost. Though scholars have done analysis on luxury marketing channel innovation in
China, they fail to give specific measures or other feasible suggestions. In the paper, the problem
concerning how to innovate luxury manufacturers’ marketing channels in China more effectively is
analyzed, feasible suggestions and specific measures are proposed.

2 Analysis on Luxury Consumption Characteristics in Chinese Market
2.1 Consumption concept difference between Chinese and western consumers
Firstly, according to cultural origin, western theology accepts material while eastern theology is
strong against material, which determines that Chinese and western consumers have entirely different
attitudes to luxuries. Western consumers care about themselves, attach importance to brand culture and
pursue for consilience between commodities and self-value. However, eastern consumers long to
improve their self-value via luxury brands and they pursue for conspicuous value which can be provided
by the commodity.
Secondly, Chinese and western consumers’ personality traits formed in long cultural development
have become different. Inheriting individualism for ages, most westerners behave independently and
they are not easy to be affected by others’ ideas, but easterners have been accustomed to self-relevant
behavior manners and have formed mass-following psychology and they are eager to reduce the
differences with others and them. Therefore, with regard to luxuries, eastern consumers prefer to buy
well received brands or buy luxuries so as to be widely accepted.
2.2 Luxury consumption behavior characteristics in Chinese market
Affected by Confucian culture, Chinese incorporate self-affirmation obtained from their
self-identity to social values and cultural values into their values. Affected by the values, Chinese
consumers mainly show the following behavior characteristics in their luxury consumption: (1)
Conspicuous consumption (2) mass-following consumption (3) consumption for relationship.
2.2.1 Conspicuous consumption
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In consumption process, Chinese consumers are affected by crowds easily, they care about
commodities’ status symbol and how to utilize branded commodities to establish and consolidate their
relationship with third party and their consumption purposes in most cases are conspicuous
consumption.
2.2.2 Mass-following consumption
Not everyone has conspicuous psychology, however, in Chinese social groups, people with ideas
different from others often seem unsocial. Therefore, in order to reduce the differences between
themselves and others and keep their own status and dignity, they have to follow the masses’ footsteps,
as time passes, they have also stepped into the conspicuous consumption psychology circle gradually.
This mass-following social orientation makes Chinese have to change themselves frequently to reduce
the differences between themselves and others.
2.2.3 Consumption for relationship
Relationship orientation has become a main operating way for Chinese in social network and it
possesses such characteristics as relationship formalization, relationship interdependency and
relationship harmoniousness etc. Chinese way to identify status by relationship has become an unwritten
regulation, people take different attitudes to different relationships, they provide mutual benefit to each
other in interpersonal relationships with the aim to convert the relationship between them to a symbiotic
relationship. Based on traditional Chinese values, interpersonal relationship has played a dominant role,
so it becomes very important to establish intimate a relationship with “Important Person” and thus the
behavior of “Gift Giving” is derived. In addition, Chinese consumers are sensitive about theirs
reputation and like to show off themselves, so they prefer to give more precious gifts.

3 Analysis on Luxury Marketing Channels in China
3.1 Existing marketing channels’ status
Firstly, in most cases, luxury manufacturers choose to build flagship stores at five-star grand hotels,
hypermarkets or high-class business districts, then they select customer groups indirectly and enable
products to be displayed to target customer groups specially. However, such stores fail to bring about
satisfactory effects in Mainland China, their sales volume is far below that in Hong Kong, moreover,
huge storefront cost and inventory cost make them maintain revenue & expenditure balance with
difficulty.
Secondly, most luxury manufacturers choose to conduct discount promotion activities at airport
duty-free stores or special brand discount stores (such as outlets etc.). In the meantime, due to luxuries’
features, they need to create a sense of distance with consumers in marketing process, so manufacturers
tend to control products’ sales volume intentionally to make products fail to cover marketing channels
completely, so as to attract consumers’ attention.
In addition, some luxury enterprises have begun to do research & development on network sales
platforms, extend market shares and reduce inventory and transportation costs actively, but the channel
has not been expanded to Chinese market.
3.2 Analysis on existing marketing channels’ advantages and disadvantages
Table 1 Advantage and Disadvantage Comparison of Existing Luxury Marketing Channels
Luxury Marketing Channels
Advantages
Disadvantages

Full-price Sales at Stores

.Face
target
groups directly
.Keep brands’
image

customer
high-end

.Hugh inventory and transportation costs
.Huge price difference between mainland China
and Hong Kong

Sales at Discount
Stores/Duty-free Stores

.Direct at target customer
groups
.Price is a little popular
with the broad masses

.Lower brand image
. Full-price styles’ price reduction will impact
consumers’ loyalty to the brand
.There is still price difference between stores in
mainland China and Hong Kong

Sales on Network

.Convenient and prompt
shopping platform
.Lower transportation and
inventory costs
.Broaden
consumers’
understanding

.Be unable to provide chances to touch and
experience commodities
.Network services are not popularized in Chinese
market
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3.2.1 Sales at stores
When enterprises select the sales mode at stores, they ensure selling activities conducted specific to
target customer groups, which reduces unnecessary resource waste virtually. At the same time,
commodities’ full-price sales keeps brands’ high-end image and attracts high-end consumers. However,
due to huge price difference between mainland China and Hong Kong, many consumers prefer to buy
luxuries in Hong Kong or foreign countries. Sales at stores provides consumers with an opportunity to
touch commodities really, but such sales tends to make consumers just go window shopping, it results in
most luxury stores’ poor sales performance in mainland China and makes these stores maintain revenue
& expenditure balance with difficulty under huge inventory and transportation costs.
3.2.2 Sales at discount stores/duty-free stores
No matter at flagship stores or outlets, existing luxury marketing channels have conducted
customized sales activities geared to target customer groups’ needs specially, which saves unnecessary
resources. The customized mode of sales keeps stable product sales volume as it ensures stable customer
groups. However, in discount stores, sellers can see price reduction in contrast with full-price stores, but
there is still price difference between these stores and those in Hong Kong. Moreover, though there are
many very rich and powerful person in China, affected by thousands years of Confucian culture,
Chinese always expect to buy commodities with the most excellent quality and the most reasonable
price during consumption. Therefore, if a commodity in some style is sold at a discount after full-price
sales, Chinese luxury consumers’ consumption enthusiasm will be dampened greatly and their loyalty to
the brand will be lowered.
3.2.3 Sales on network
The implementation of network sales makes more people care about luxuries, stimulates more
consumption desires and promotes sales volume increase virtually, in the meantime, it also provides
target customers with a more convenient & fast and more detailed shopping channel, reduces inventory
and transportation costs and increases enterprises’ profits. Quite a few luxury enterprises have launched
network marketing actively, but the marketing mode is not expanded to Chinese market, which makes
many consumers inconvenient to go out for a long journey can only choose to buy luxuries at stores,
what’s more, huge price difference between stores in mainland China and Hong Kong also dampens
consumers’ purchasing enthusiasm, so it reduces enterprises’ sales volume virtually. Besides, network
marketing provides enterprises with numerous benefits, but it can not provide consumers with chances
to experience these luxuries by themselves, so it also makes many consumers expect to purchase
luxuries on network after experiencing them at stores.

4 Marketing Channel Innovation Scheme
Through analysis on existing luxury marketing channels in China, it can be seen that single channel
is difficult to meet consumers’ needs to the full, therefore, I make the following suggestions on luxury
marketing channels:
4.1 Classified channel management
Chinese consumers’ consumption concept is different from that of western consumers, so they
pursues for tangible benefits from the most excellent quality and the most reasonable price as they think
more of commodities’ added value, they dislike valuable commodities’ sales at a discount and they long
for commodities’ valuableness. Therefore, in Chinese market, luxury manufacturers should carry out
commodities’ classified-channel sales policy which is to classify commodities into two categories
including sales at a discount and value-keeping sales actively.
Value-keeping commodities are intended for those wellborn high-end consumer groups who go
after individual taste and status and dislike commodities sold at a discount, sales at luxury flagship
stores or franchised stores ensures that these styles of commodities will never be sold at a discount and
even there will be appreciation possibility for these commodities. What’s more, it makes target
consumer groups have a good impression on the commodity and take up positive attitude to buy the
commodity. Meanwhile, manufacturers should ensure commodities’ quota production, that is,
manufacturers should ensure products’ incomplete coverage of sales channels and keep supply unable to
meet the demand. With regard to store construction, enterprises should make great efforts to maintain
their high-end images, select high-caliber and highly qualified high-end service workers and have
reached the best service level so as to bring the greatest mental satisfaction to clients.
With regard to discounted commodities, manufacturers can consider designing them as several
special commodities which refer to nominal discounted commodities never sold at flagship stores at full
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price. Discounted commodities’ target consumer group is white collar class, that is, the group in need of
luxuries to improve self-image and self status but without ability to buy lots of luxuries. Their demands
are just limited to pursuit of well-known brands and have no expectation for commodities’ valuableness.
Therefore, commodities’ price plays an important role to stimulate their desires to purchase.
Furthermore, discounted commodities are sold at outlets etc., the standards for store layout and salesman
allocation can be lowered appropriately so as to minimize costs.
By contrast, commodities’ sales by classified channels, which is more helpful to sell commodities
to target groups specially, reduces cost further and eliminates negative impact exerted by full-price
commodities’ price reduction on consumers, expands consumption market and creates more increasing
space for enterprise profits.
4.2 Rational channel resource allocation
Since from Hong Kong's Return to China in 1997, travels to Hong Kong have become more and
more convenient for residents in mainland China, in the meantime, Hong Kong is the gathering place for
duty-free commodities, the prices of many commodities (especially luxuries) are even lower than those
in their countries of origin, which makes consumers in mainland China are captivated by it naturally.
Therefore, numerous consumers in mainland China give priority to going to Hong Kong for buying
luxuries when they intend to purchase luxuries. Then luxuries’ sales turnover in mainland China is
subjected to huge impact unavoidably. After luxury manufacturers find the huge market in China, they
invest in setting up flagship stores and franchised stores in mainland China one after another, however,
in comparison with Hong Kong, its huge price difference makes consumers give up purchasing luxuries
in mainland China unavoidably, which causes commonly occurring “Window Shopping” phenomenon
in luxury stores in mainland China.
For the phenomenon, luxury manufacturers may consider reducing luxury flagship store
construction in mainland China or appropriately lowering storefronts’ building cost, changing their
purposes to set up stores into providing consumers with a place mainly for real touch and experience
supplemented by shopping place, displaying samples in stores and retaining no or fewer commodity
stocks as well. Thus, manufactures’ cost for setting up stores in mainland China can be minimized,
manufactures’ main investments can be used in brand image construction in mainland China and
storefront construction in Hong Kong and sales can be combined with network marketing more fully in
the meantime.
4.3 Network marketing channel’s effective utilization
In the 21st century which is a network era, all major luxury manufacturers are devoted to network
marketing activities in succession, all brands have got their own sales networks ready, however, sales
areas covered by most websites are just limited to areas in the native country and overseas sales are
excluded, which perplexes Chinese consumers to some extent. Many consumers have the ability and
desire to buy luxuries, but they do not have enough time to go to Hong Kong or foreign countries to
purchase luxuries and they do not want to spend unnecessary money to buy luxuries in flagship stores
either, so they give up their thoughts to buy luxuries gradually. Thus, a part of sales volume is lost
virtually.
Therefore, luxury manufacturers can considering extending network construction to Chinese
market, they can place inventory in Hong Kong and provide network sales for consumers in mainland
China, then it increases consumers’ good impression on commodity price as it improves manufacturers’
commodity page views which can make more people get detailed commodity information and develop
more potential consumers. In the meantime, network also provides a more convenient and more detailed
shopping platform, extends commodities’ marketing channels and improves manufacturers’ profit space.
In addition, sales stores built under lowered cost also provide a good platform to get in touch with
commodities for network marketing.

5 Conclusion
For luxuries symbolizing uniqueness, scarcity, rareness, expensiveness and unnecessity etc.,
Chinese consumers pay more attention to added value which can be brought by commodities and they
are easy to be affected by crowds when buying luxuries. Therefore, based on consumer groups’ peculiar
consumption psychology and consumption behaviors in Chinese market, luxury enterprises should take
special and customized strategies, expand network services in China actively and effectively, adopt
classified channel management, adopt classified sales mode to value-keeping commodities and
discounted commodities, improve pertinence to target groups during sales and strive to meet consumers’
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needs to the full. In the meantime, they should see Chinese consumption market’s special status clearly,
that is, see commodities’ huge price difference between Hong Kong and mainland China clearly,
deallocate channel resources, make efforts to lower cost and change brand flagships’ and franchised
stores’ existence purposes into providing chances to touch and experience commodities. In luxury
marketing process, though they do not go in for enabling consumers from all walks of life to purchase
their commodities, they should strive to make all consumers with ability to buy luxuries to purchase
their commodities. In order to minimize costs, improve sales volume and maximize enterprise profits,
luxury enterprises should always keep alert to consumer psychology, meet their needs timely, adjust
marketing channels constantly and improve enterprise marketing channels’ profitability.
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On Building and Managing Chinese Comprehensive Sports Club by
Viewing NPO Incorporation of Japanese Sports Industry
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Abstract After examining and explaining the NPO incorporation in Japanese sports, this paper
analyzes the building and managing models of Chinese comprehensive community sports club
according to the specific condition of the developing community clubs in China. It puts forward to
setting up a model combining strong government and big society. Some corresponding measures have
also been proposed as perfecting law system, exploring effective socialized management system and
setting up NPO aiding center.
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1 Introduction
NPO, the so-called Nonprofit Organization, is also referred to as “non-governmental organization”,
or “voluntary organization”, or “the third department” etc. Generally it refers to the non-governmental
social organization aiming at various kinds of voluntary public or mutually beneficial welfare activities.
Thus, NPO incorporate organization is the one focusing on organizing “specific nonprofit activities”. On
December 1, 1998, the law of promoting specific nonprofit activity began to be practiced in Japan,
which made the range of nonprofit activity clear and sports being included. This law made the nonprofit
organizations in Japan developing rapidly, and the number of registered NPO incorporates increased
from 1072 in 1999 to 34941 in 2008. The promoting law will award the qualification of “NPO
Incorporate” to the organizations and groups which meet necessary requirements. Those certified
organizations or groups will be funded by government and enjoy many preferential policies. After being
incorporated, these organizations usually get their social status and reputation increased, and they are
able to attract much more members, participants and grants from enterprises as well. Sports NPO refers
to the “NPO Incorporate” dealing with nonprofit activities related to sports and its working objective
records submitted to relevant department include “sports”, “entertainment”, “health” and “strength”.
NPO of Japanese sports, which is a specific pattern of NPO incorporate organization, was just certified
in 1998, and now has come into a time of fast development.
In Japan, the scope of sports NPO activities becomes wider and wider, covering such as female
sports, the disabled sports and some important events etc. Nowadays, most activities organized by NPO
mainly center on “sports service and supply”, and in the future they will largely focus on “study, support
and aid”. The increasingly growing number of sports NPO incorporates brings great energy to the
development of Japanese sports. Sports environment is greatly improved and Japanese government,
subsequently, set up subsidy system, which also encourages government to find out some new ideas on
administrative plan, city building, education support, and measures to aging. Meanwhile, enterprise’s
grant and support for sports NPO have also become more and more active. More and more enterprises
take the grant as a type of investment to directly get in touch with customers. Therefore, the contribution
of NPO incorporate to society is not one-sided, but a chain-reaction type. The Prosperity Plan of
Japanese Sports issued in 2000 also put forward particularly that there was still a great space for the
cooperation among community sports, competitive sports and school sports etc. Sports NPO incorporate
should exploit effectively the business running resources in community, and cooperate closely with
schools and enterprises. These have become a great chance for Japanese sports system tuning to be
“independent”.

2 The Definition and Model
2.1 The definition of comprehensive sports community
Japan is a county which set up comprehensive community sports club quite early. By borrowing
relevant experience from Germany, British and French etc, Japan began to experiment on the promotion
of such clubs in 1995. Chinese researcher mainly focus their studies about this type of club on the
function, feature, developing pattern, running manner, current condition and problems of Japanese
comprehensive community sports club. As for the study on such club in China, it is almost a blank yet.
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Combining some experience from Japan and examining the current developing condition and scale of
Chinese community sports club, the comprehensive community sports club is defined as a nonprofit
organization which takes all residents of different age, gender and sports level in the community as its
participants, is formed voluntarily according to common target and interest with the particular sports
facilities within the area of the community as a support to launch various kinds of sports activity
frequently, and is run and managed independently by the community residents themselves.
2.2 Building model of comprehensive community sports club
Comprehensive community sports club takes the club as the main body to realize its idea of
developing community sports. Based on sufficient supply of open sports facilities, and the continuous
improvement of sports instructor training, sports goods renting, and sports information supply, the club
aims to provide opportunity for sports activities, make people realize the importance of sports, and
cultivate some community residents’ sports organization with self-achievement and long-lasting
arrangement. After getting the qualification of NPO incorporation, a complete comprehensive sports
club will mainly include the following aspects (as shown in figure 1): 1) club member 2) sports playing
ground 3) sports instructor 4) sports facilities 5) running committee 6) the team assisting and supporting
the club.
Community residents

General
committee

Club members

Sports facility

Running committee

Management department
Development of
leisure sports

Sports instructor

General
affairs
office

Membership
fee
accounting,
independent financial
source

Figure 1

Planning
office

Propaganda
,training
office

Sports
instructor
office

Planning and management
of sports enterprise
Common beliefs
for the club

sports playing ground

Model of Comprehensive Community Sports Club

3 The Managing of Chinese Comprehensive Community Sports Club
3.1 The running of Chinese comprehensive community sports club by viewing NPO incorporation
Because of NPO incorporation, the running and managing of comprehensive community sports
would not be administration-centered, but be carried out by community residents. After obtaining the
qualification of NPO incorporate, club can gather some due fee for membership, attract donation widely
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from community to maintain its running; and at the same time government can put part of the revenue
collected from state-owned professional sports organizations into the club as a supplement to the club
running fund and enhance the construction of public sports facilities and the openness of school sports
facilities to guarantee that the club, based on a steady running of itself, could be widely built up. In this
way the expected objectives of community would be met. This kind of club undertakes all the tasks of
community sports, and thus the running manner must meet the requirement of various developments of
the community.
At the initial stage of the club, state must provide some help to it by applying quite many
preferential policies and supplying some fund to the club to make its running start successfully. Then at
the intermediate stage, the club should be gradually transformed from with government intervening to
complete self-running. At last, the club would apply a semi-public-beneficial and semi-consuming
model of running and managing. Comprehensive community sports club should be an entity which is
public beneficial, nonprofit making, market facing and business operating. Its running is largely made
up of community residents’ self-managing and self-operating, and government would appropriate a
certain amount of money to the club from some special fund to provide the club with part of the fund
needed by public sports service. Some preferential taxation policies should also be provided by
government to the club. The club could also collect a certain amount of fee for membership as a
supplement to the payment for instructor’s work and the cost for maintaining play grounds and other
sports equipment. So this running model which changes community sports to be semi-public-beneficial
and semi-consuming could attract much more force from market to allocate the current sports resources.
Community sports must include two parts: sports enterprise and sports industry. At present, the
problem of mixing sports enterprise and sports industry exists in china’s sports management. After the
division of right, administrative department of sports will take on the macro-management of public
sports, while community sports club will undertake the micro-management of public sports and be in
chare of dealing with specific affairs about sports. According to the new public sports managing system,
the gathering of public sports fund must be transformed gradually from relying on state appropriation to
industrialization. The growing process of current community sports and fitness club also tells us that
various types of running models should be included, especially after comprehensive community sports
club getting the qualification of NPO incorporate, the club could increase the sources of its fund, for
example, income of club, grant, subsidy, interest and loan etc. All these could be regarded as legal only
after getting the qualification of incorporate. Therefore, the qualification of the incorporate of the
comprehensive community sports club means that the club will be enhanced from being dissociating to a
stage of entity development, and becomes a main body with its own organization, right and
responsibility and a body much more widely accepted by society.
3.2 Setting up the running model of comprehensive community sports club by combining
government and big society
The popular running models of community sports club at present in china are: 1) the public
beneficial type mainly relying on the administrative assistance of government; 2) the business-running
and managing model mainly featuring in the sports clubs initiated by governmental and administrative
departments; 3) the running model mainly centering on community club. The above three types of
running models all are quite fit for our country’s current situation. Due to different economic power and
development in different area, these three models can be taken as the three steps of building the running
models of comprehensive sports club.
At present the basic characteristic of Chinese sports system reform is that the relationship between
government and society is “small government, big society”. Without the force from government
regulation and control, all the reforms in the fields of economy, society and sports would be impossible.
In this sense, it is need to shape “a small government”, yet “a strong government”. That is to say,
“strong government, big society” would be a new type of running model for comprehensive community
sports club, and would also be a system requirement and features of the healthy and rapid development
of Chinese urban sports.
The basic definition of “strong government” is: in the process of comprehensive community sports
club’s building and developing, government’s administrative sports department is a unit which can
execute effective regulation and control, that is, within the scope of legal right, this governmental
department controls the club by emphasizing mainly on the sports planning, the guiding, and the
relationship coordination and supervision among different levels within the area of community. Give up
managing specific activities and affairs within the club and let the club fully carry out the responsibility
and right as a public beneficial incorporate and offer community resident public sports service.
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The basic definition of “big society” is : various kinds of non-government social sports
organization and folk sports team develop well, fully play their organizing and managing role in
community sports activity, and the autonomous control of community sports is truly realized. To build
the “strong government, big society” running model of comprehensive community sports club, firstly a
reasonable organizing structure for community sports should be set up. This structure includes four
levels: leading system, decision system, regulation system and execution system. Each system interacts
as shown in figure 2
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Figure 2 The Managing Model of Comprehensive Community Sports Club by Combining
Government and Big Society

4 Suggestions and Countermeasures
4.1 Perfect legal system
At present the rules for managing and registering private non-business unit and societies are not fit
for the status and behavior of comprehensive community sports club. To solve the problems in the
system of registering and tax collection, the rules in western developed countries and china about the
registering and the tax-freeing of nonprofit organization should be referred to according to the
specialties of sports by viewing NPO. Some coordination should be made with relevant departments to
issue some rules and policies targeting at sports nonprofit organizations. Some specific and feasible
management rules should also be made about the club’s preparatory bid, organizing unit, fees charging
for activities and surplus dealing. Now many of our fundamental sports organizations are facing a
conflict between social legality and law legality, and comprehensive community sports club is no
exception. Besides, relevant laws and regulations should be perfected to make comprehensive
community sports club both socially legal and legal in law.
4.2 Explore effective socialized management system
Our sports management system is altering now. Its basic rule is make the management socialized,
that is, government gives its power to society, weakens the immoderate reliability of some sports society
and organization on government, makes them become private non-business unit in a complete sense, and
realize the lasting running and nonprofit making of club. Such kind of non-governmental and nonprofit
making organization will not only lessen the load of government and lower management cost, but also
develop its own advantage in management. This will meet the trend of sports management socialization.
4.3 Building NPO sports aiding center
NPO aiding center refers to the unit which supplies information consulting, training and daily
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service to NPO, with its aim being promoting a smooth and orderly progressing of NPO activities. There
are no such units in China at present. In Japan, to ensure a healthy development of NPO, there have been
289 aiding centers till 2008 which nearly become a aiding net spreading throughout the country. Our
development of NPO is quite late and there has not such center yet. Therefore, nonprofit organization
which fits the current condition of china and sports development scale should be set up as quickly as
possible. The aiding center will take some positive effect on the healthy development and progress of
the sports organization like comprehensive community sports club. The main functions of such centers
is service providing, including daily business service, regular training, consultation and information
supply, and promoting good communication among NPO incorporate organizations etc.

5 Conclusions
Comprehensive community sports club is still a new thing in China. It has essential difference with
the early community sports club in activity content, development objective, concept of running and
managing, unit setting and especially in the feature of incorporation. With the large scale development
of NPO in China and after incorporation, comprehensive community sports club will be run more and
more according to the rules of market economy. Its model building and management would become
more scientific and detailed. Performance management and evaluation system will be brought in. But
the most basic value of comprehensive community sports club will never change, which is to provide
public sports service for the public. For the future NPO, there would be some touch of business-running.
The understanding for the aim of NPO should be more complete and realistic. As for the pressure of
running, increasing “customer source” would be the best way out.
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Abstract Evaluation of credit risk is an important task before loan of a project. However, effective
methods have not developed until Support Vector Machine is brought. In this paper, because SVM is a
kind of general forward-feedback network, it is applied to how to evaluate credit risk of commercial
loan in banks. Empirical results show that SVM is effective and more advantageous than BP neural
network. It has the advantages of easy classification plane, strong generalization, good fitness and strong
robust.
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1 Introduction
Banks can provide money, lead asset and adjust supply and demand of society as finance and credit
loan centers. However, they also face all kinds of risks during the process of operation, including system
and non-system risks. Among non-system risks, credit risk is especially important. Study of World
Bank on crisis of global bank industry shows credit risk is the most possible reason to lead banks
bankrupt.
Credit risk is the uncertainty of loan safety, which shows the probability of bad debts that because
enterprises are not willing or have no ability to return loan and interest. Credit risk management is a
basic work of loan risk management in banks. Its aim is to analyze the willing and ability whether
borrowers can repay debt.
Research of evaluation methods on credit risk began from 1930s, which became the hot point of
study in 1960s. With the development of globalization and financial liberalization, the methods are
improved continuously[1]-[5]. Until now, there are three developing stages: proportional analysis, statistics
analysis and human intelligence. Discriminate analysis models based on statistics were brought forward
after Fisher’s heuristic research, such as Discriminate Analysis, Logistic Regression, Major Constituent
Analysis and Clustering Analysis etc.[5]-[12]. Among them, the classic methods include Altman’s Z-score
Model and improved ZETA model. Although Statistics Analysis overcomes the shortcomings of weak
comprehensive analysis and quality analysis, there are still some problems: (1) Statistics methods is a
kind of graduate theory that samples tends infinite , which demand samples quantity; (2) Statistics
models are limited by many supposes, such as Multivariate Discriminate Analysis (MDA) requires data
must obey multivariate normal distribution and equal covariance. Whereas, many samples do not accord
with the supposes.
After 1980s, artificial intelligence technology is applied to evaluate credit risk, such as Expert
System, Neural Network(NN), which overcomes the shortcomings of statistics methods. Especially for
Neural Network, it has the characteristics of self-organization, self-adaptation, and self-study. It not only
has non-linear mapping and generalization, but also has stronger robust and higher precision.
Nevertheless, there are some flaws for NN: (1) network structure is difficult to be determined; (2) easily
plunge into local minimum with low training efficiency. Because of no enough samples, the effects are
not good for statistics methods and Neural Network. In order to solve the problem, this paper brings
forward a general algorithm of Support Vector Machine(SVM) and applies it to evaluate credit risks of
banks.

2 Principle and Algorithm of SVM
SVM is a kind of general forward-feedback network, brought forward by Vapnik first. The idea of
SUM is to build up a hyperplane as a decision-making surface which make the isolated margin
maximum between positive and negative examples. Moreover, SUM is an approximate method of
minimizing structure risks. The idea is based on such fact that error rate of testing data is limited in the
sum of training error rate and an item depending on Vapnik Chervonenkis dimension. Under the pattern
of SUM classifier, the formal value is zero, the latter value is minimized. Thus, although SUM does not
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need knowledge of question field, it can provide good and particular generalization ability for pattern
classification[13].
H2
H
H1

Figure 1

Linear Classification Defined by the Hyperplanes

SUM is developed from optimum classification hyperplane of linear classification. In Figure 1, star
points and circular points represent two sorts of samples. H is a classification hyperplane. H1, H2 across
the samples are the nearest hyperplane to H and parallel H hyperplane. The distance between H1 and H
is equal to that between H2 and H, which is called classification space[14]. The optimum hyperplane is
the biggest space that makes the samples separated correctly.
The decision-making curve equation is wTx+b=0 for classification hyperplane. Where, x is input
variable, w is adjustable weight vector, b is bias vector, y is corresponding expect (target output).
Suppose yi=+1 representing pattern classification is distinguished from yi=-1 representing that, following
piecewise function can be acquired:
wTxi+b≥0
yi=+1
wTxi+b<0
yi=-1.
Namely, linear and separable sample set (xi, yi) meets
yi[(wTxi+b)]-1≥0
(1)
Where, classification space equals to 2/||w||. Consequently, making space maximized equates to
make ||w|| minimized. The optimum hyperplane meets equation (1) and makes 1/2||w||2 minimized.
Support vector is the input vector making equation (1) existence.
The question of optimum classification hyperplance can be turned into dual problem by Lagrange
optimum method. The dual problem has same optimum with the old problem. Therefore, the optimum
can be acquired by Lagrange operator, namely that is to find the optimal solution of a quadratic function
constrained by an inequation. The optimum classifier function is
n

f ( x) = sgn{( wT x) + b} = sgn{∑ α *j y j ( x j .x) + b* }

(2)

j =1

Where, α *j is the operator of Lagrange for every sample. It can be proved that α *j if a part of are
not zero, corresponding samples are support vectors. b* are classification thresholds which can be
acquired by any support vector or any pair of support vectors of two samples[15]. If sample set can not be
divided, a slack variable can be increased to equation (1), then, equation (1) is changed as follows:
y j [( wT x) + b] − 1 + ξ j ≥ 0

The aim is changed that makes ( w, ξ ) = 1 / 2

n

w + C[ ∑ ξ i ]
2

i =1

(3)
minimized. Namely, constructing a soft
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interval considering wrong-distributed samples and maximum classifier space eclectically, which is
so-called generalized optimum classification plane? Where, C>0 is a constant that controls the extent to
punishing wrong-distributed samples.
For non-linear problems, they can be converted into linear problems of a certain high dimensions
through non-linear conversion. In conversion space, the optimum classification plane can be gotten. If
proper inner product function K(xj, yj) takes place of inner product of the old space, linear classification
can be realized after non-linear conversion[16]. So, classification function is described as follows:
n

f ( x) = sgn{∑ α i* yi K ( xI .x) + b* }

(4)

i =1

3 Demonstration of Credit Risk Appraisal Based on SVM
3.1 Constructing index frame
Credit risks of banks are related with credit status of loaner, distribution of loan and industrial
convergence. They consist of loan enterprise risk, bank risk, macroeconomic risk and others.
According to enterprise performance appraisal index of Statistical Bureau of Ministry of Financial
and enterprise credit standing index frame of Industrial and Bank of China Limited and other research of
foreign and civil literatures, considering particularity of Chinese credit risks and getatability of data,
sixteen variables are used to evaluate risks of banks: sales income/total asset, total asset turnover,
current asset turnover, fixed asset turnover, inventory turnover, accounts receivable turnover, liquidity
ratio, operation capital/total asset, quick ratio, over quick ratio, return on assets, net return on assets,
credit mode.
3.2 Processing data of sample
The data of this paper resource from Harbin branch of Industrial and Bank of China. Because
industry, operation environment, business arrange are different, financial and non-financial index of
different enterprises are not comparative. Therefore, samples are chosen from call loan of same industry
in the model. Before demonstration, samples should be processed by two or three times of standard
deviation while abnormal data will be erased. Finally, one hundred and fifty seven samples are acquired.
Among them, financial standing is good for eighty enterprises whose loan risks are less and named as
“implementation enterprise”. Others’ financial standing is so bad that probability of default is big, which
are called as “default enterprise”. Because the quantity of two sorts of samples is close, requirement of
SVM is met. We can use SPSS to do factor analysis for financial data of 157 enterprises. According to
eigenvalue rule, sixteen index are divided into four explain factors including operation factor, debt
service factor, earning power factor and loan mode factor: On the basis of above-mentioned, sample set
is divided into train sample and test sample set. In order to show the learn ability of SVM for small
samples and generalization ability of the model, thirty five percent (fifty six enterprises) is chosen to
construct SVM model as train sample set randomly. Other sixty five percent (one hundred one
enterprises) is chosen randomly to test generalization of the model as test sample set.
3.3 Construct SVM model
According to above-mentioned analysis, we can construct sample set (x, y), where, dimension of x
is 4 and y is sort attribution of sample. For “implementation enterprises”, y=1; For “default enterprises”,
y=-1. If inner product kernel function chooses polynomial kernel function, radial-based function or
Sigmoid kernel function, SVM can obtain the result of approximate performance, and distribution of
support vectors is not big. In this paper, inner product function of SVM model selects radial-based
function:

K ( x, xi ) = exp{−

x − xi

σ2

2

}

(5)

Comprehensively considering minimum wrong-distinguished and maximum classification space,
soft space is constructed in high dimension interspaced. By cross validation, α2=225 and C=105. Then,
we can use Matlab 7.1 toolbox to test and analyze model.
3.4 Analysis of demonstration result
We compared the result of SVM with that of BP neural network in Table 1. In BP model, number of
performance error and hidden layers is attained by cross validation (performance error=0.1, number of
hidden layers=12). In Table 1, wrong rate is the value that the sum of judging “default enterprises” as
“implementation enterprises” and judging “implementation enterprises” as “default enterprises” is
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divided by total samples. Seen table 1, the accurate rate of SVM model is 83.78 percent in test sample
set. It is superior to BP mode with 77.38 percent accurate rate evidently. In addition, we also compared
robust of two models. For train sample set, accurate of BP model is 82.14 percent, and that of SVM is
85.71 percent. In test sample set, accurate rate descends to some extent. BP model descends 3.6 percent
and SVM descends 2.9 percent. Apparently, robust of SVM is better and can meets requirements of
application.
Model

Table 1 Distinguish Result of SVM and BP Model
Train sample set(56)
Test sample set(101)
accurate
wrong
accurate
wrong

BP
82.14%(46)
17.864%(10)
SVM
85.71%(46)
14.29%(8)
Note: number in parenthesis is quantity of samples.

79.2%(80)
83.17%(80)

20.8%(21)
16.83%(17)

4 Conclusions
SVM is a general learn algorithm based on small samples with strict basis of theory, which can
solve the problems of non-linear, high-dimension and local minimum that traditional methods can not
solve. By applying SVM to evaluate credit risk of banks and comparing with BP neural network
model, we find that SVM has the advantages of easy classification plane, strong generalization, good
fitness and strong robust. However, However, there are still some problems to be studied such as
mapped space of kernel, optimization scale.
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Research on Conflict Level and Conflict Effect among Top
Management Teams Based on Team Heterogeneity∗
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Abstract: Top management team is a senior management team with different professional and social
backgrounds, who have a rich social capital and knowledge capital, have good adaptability and rapid
response speed of technology and market environment, and are able to make effective decisions with
limited available information. Although TMT’s heterogeneity plays an innovative role in promoting
innovation development, but the heterogeneity is too large that may also destroy the team's harmony.
Studies have shown that when cognitive conflict’s level excesses a certain level, which is likely to
trigger emotional conflict, and thus the nature of the constructive conflict may transfer to a destructive
conflict. Therefore, TMT’s heterogeneity has a great impact on the conflict level and conflict effect in
top management team. This paper summarizes the relationship among team characteristics, team conflict
levels, team conflict effects and measurements based on TMT’s heterogeneity.
Key words: Top management team; Heterogeneity; Conflict level; Conflict effect; Performance

1 Introduction
Strategic management is the process that top managers do researches, make decisions, execute
plans and control Organization’s long-term goals, growth modes and organizational structure. Top
management team plays a decisive role in corporate strategic management by making right corporate
strategies and executing right missions to improve corporate performance. (Hambrick 1984) proposed
“Upper Echelons Theory”, a lot of organization behavior scholars and strategic management researchers
began studying team heterogeneity’s influence on top management team’s productivity[1]. Until now,
there are some fruitful results, which provide the basis for the subsequent study, however, top
management team’s heterogeneity has been the focus of the study.
Top management team’s heterogeneity is the difference of demographic characteristics and the
differences in structural characteristics among members of top management team. Specifically refers to
team members with differences in their ages, personality, positions, tenure, educational backgrounds,
other work experience, socio-economic background, as well as the differences in power, ranks, and
responsibilities within the team. Top management team’s heterogeneity may bring about constructive
conflict to the team, and may also bring a destructive conflict, which is a double-edged sword.

2 Literature Review
Top management team’s diversity mainly refers to the relative degree of team members’
homogeneous and heterogeneous characteristics in the degree of decision-making process from a broad
perspective. (Wiersema and Bantel 1922)[2] hold that demographic heterogeneity of team members
reflects the diversity of information sources and angles, creativity and innovation in the decision-making
process, whereas, Filley (et al 1976)[3] hold that the homogeneity of team is more suited to resolve
procedural issues. Some studies have indicated that a high degree of TMT’s heterogeneity may improve
the organization of adaptability (Katz[4], 1982; Weick[5], 1969). Currently, TMT’s heterogeneity
focused on its role in the diversity of sources (Michel, etc.[6], 1992; Simons, Pelted, Smith[7], 1999;
Boone[8], 2004). (Michel et al 1992) proposed that TMT’s interdependence after TMT’s heterogeneity
process increases TMT’s cohesion and knowledge-base of corporate operations and performance[6]. In
addition, (Boone et al 2004) found that increasing TMT’s heterogeneity through selective turnover, and
the more obvious in the characteristics of TMT’s heterogeneity, the more likely to leave the team[8].
(Wang Guofeng, Jing Runtian 2006) did an empirical study on the relationship among TMT members’
demographic characteristics, work stress, cognitive conflict and affective conflict in their paper “An
empirical study on internal conflicts and resolving strategies among top management team”[9], the
conclusions are consistent with the foreign scholars’ results.
∗
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Based on the analysis of the literature, that future research on TMT’s interaction, leadership,
behavioral integration, power distribution and other factors that can affect TMT’s operation and further
affect the performance of the entire organization should be strengthen and conducted in-depth is
necessary.

3 The Impact of Top Management Team’s Heterogeneity on Conflict
According to the understanding of the structural characteristics among TMT members, TMT is a
senior management team with different professional and social backgrounds, who have a rich social
capital and knowledge capital, have good adaptability and rapid response speed of technology and
market environment, and are able to make effective decisions with limited available information. TMT
members collect, sort, refine the information from different professional points, and increase a variety of
sentence interpretation and different points of view, which product a high degree of cognitive conflict in
the decision-making process with TMT. This cognitive conflict is from TMT heterogeneity, which plays
a positive effect on the business and can provide enterprises with timely, valuable, comprehensive and
strong actions or solutions; therefore, heterogeneity is positively correlated with the innovation activities
and innovation capacity in the business process.
Although TMT’s heterogeneity plays an innovative role in promoting innovation development, but
the heterogeneity is too large may also destroy the team's harmony. Studies have shown that TMT
members have expertise in psychological characteristics, behavioral tendencies and problems defining,
such differences may hinder communication among team members and communication among team
members may also reduce the understanding and cohesion. At the same time, there is a certain degree of
correlation between cognitive conflict and affective conflict. When cognitive conflict’s level excesses a
certain level, which is likely to trigger emotional conflict, and thus the nature of the constructive conflict
may transfer to a destructive conflict. Therefore, TMT’s heterogeneity has a great influence on the
conflict level and conflict effect in top management team.

4 The Relationship among Top Management Team’s Heterogeneity, Team Conflict
Levels, and Team Conflict Effects
From TMT’s heterogeneity perspectives, to analysis the relationship between conflict levels and
conflict effects among TMT, we find that the conflict effect goes from negative to positive with the level
of increase of the conflicts led by TMT’s heterogeneity goes up, and when arriving and going after a
certain level of conflict, conflict effect goes down to a negative effect, as shown in Figure 1.
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The Relationship among TMT’s Heterogeneity, Team Conflict Levels, and Team Conflict Effects

In Figure 1, Points A, B, C, D, E, are respectively intersection points and the inflection points of
conflict level---conflict effect curve of TMT and X, Y axis. Point A is an ideal state, representing zero
conflict level. At this point, TMT presents an indifferent, or a harmony air with no positive actions and
no innovative thinking, in which enterprises under supervision by that TMT will surely be kicked out of
the market environment. Point B is offset by positive and negative effects of conflict at a lower conflict
level, known as omission—low conflict level, and point D is offset by positive and negative effects of
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conflict at a higher conflict level, known as omission—high conflict level. Point B and Point D in
common is that both effects are at zero points of conflict; wherever, the difference is, the TMT’s
heterogeneity at point B has not played a useful part, the TMT is conservative, is lack of spirit of
learning, and at point D, too much TMT’s heterogeneity leads TMT to interpersonal conflict or affective
conflicts arising from excess cognitive conflict. Point C is the only inflection point along the conflict
level – conflict effect curve of TMT, and is also the best ideal state of conflict level impacted by TMT’s
heterogeneity, where TMT’s heterogeneity plays very well to the extreme extent, where cognitive
conflict brings a very big inspiration, a high degree of informationization, a high decision-making
efficiency, a frequent innovation activities and a cohesive team mode to TMT. Point E is also an ideal
state, representing a high level of conflict, all cognitive conflicts transfer to malignant or interpersonal
conflict or affective conflict, no cooperation among team members, disorder, low work efficiency and
eventually, the team split, big turnover rate in leadership, a serious business losses or even bankruptcy.
From the above five points, we can find that those five points are either in perfect condition, nor in an
instant state, but in the actual operations, the probability of these phenomena do not occur or is very rare,
therefore, how to rationalize TMT’s heterogeneity at a aim that both conflict level and conflict effect can
be stay in an optimal scope is a very important question, in another word, what measurements should be
taken in different situations to guarantee both conflict level and conflict effect are always in BCD area
are summarized in Table 1. It is worth mentioning that the entrepreneurial companies often start in BCD
area, and finally end in DEE’ area.
Table 1

The Relationship among Team Characteristics, Team Conflict Levels, Team Conflict Effects
and Measurements Based on TMT’s Heterogeneity

Conflict
Level

Team Characteristics

Conflict
Effects

Measurements

Point A

zero conflict
level

Indifferent attitude among
TMT members; or a harmony
air with no positive actions and
no innovative thinking

high
negative
effect

increase TMT’s heterogeneity
to improve conflict level; adjust
TMT
members
structure;
induce effective competition
and encouragement mechanism

Point B

omission—
low conflict
level

Low
respond
speed
to
information;
slow
action;
conservative and lack of
learning and innovating

offset
by
positive
and
negative
effects

cultivate innovation ability;
face bravely to new challenges;
build learning organizations

negative
effect

strengthen TMT members’
communication
and
understanding; build effective
meeting policies

maximum
positive
effect

try to keep this conflict level;
avoid affective conflict induced
by cognitive conflict; prevent
high
cost
in
searching
information

Situations

Indifferent attitude among
TMT members or extremely
harmony air with team; high
cost in information collection;
lack of push force to
organizations
cognitive conflict caused by
TMT’s heterogeneity arrive at
the best point; high rate of
information share in common;
strong innovation ability; vivid
organization activities

A B A’
Area

low conflict
level

Point C

high
commitment
conflict level

BCC’
Area

commitment
－
low
conflict level

team activities in order; good
information
communication
and
exchange;
harmony
relationship
among
TMT
members; high work efficiency

positive
effect

improve communication rate in
an appropriate scope; improve
informationization

omission—
high conflict
level

offset by cognitive conflict and
affective conflict induced by
cognitive conflict; boasting and
exaggeration in team; emphasis
on communication while less
on implementation

offset
by
positive
and
negative
effects

adopt appropriate conflict
management
measurements,
such as, the third party
interference, work reallocation

Point D
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Coutinued Table 1

DCC’
Area

commitment
－
high
conflict level

Point E

high conflict
level

DEE’
Area

high conflict
level

chaos activities in TMT; too
much information; affective
conflict exists; member’s point
of values starts to change
team
split;
each
holds
individual views, never listen
to others, low work efficiency
team starts to break up; team
cooperation goes wrong; team
rule is useless

positive
effect
high
negative
effect
negative
effect

cut down the frequency of
communication; slow down the
information sharing cost
exchange
positions;
big
turnover in leadership; rebuild
mechanism and culture
pay attention to interpersonal
conflict and mediate; modify
enterprise’s policies

5 Conclusions
From the above analysis and summary, this paper did a good job on the relationship among team
characteristics, team conflict levels, team conflict effects and measurements based on TMT’s
heterogeneity. In future research, more detailed factors should be considered in the conflict interaction
among TMT members, like ex-working experience heterogeneity, age heterogeneity, risk preference
heterogeneity, education heterogeneity, and tenure heterogeneity, in addition, company’s performance is
the most critical standard to measure whether a TMT is a success team or not.
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Abstract This article attempts to provide an overall description of Professional Degree Masters, to
examine and analyze the similarities and differences between Professional Degree Masters and standard
Academic Masters, and to illustrate the valuable experiences accumulated during the development of
professional degree education in representative countries through literature research method and
comparative research method. It studies problems existing in China’s present Postgraduate education
system and probes that the mode of nurturing Professional Degree Masters could be improved by
transmuting sponsoring concepts, electing outstanding graduates, optimizing teaching programs and
establishing double or multiple supervisors system. This article concludes that the curriculum should
be reasonable, practice oriented to promote the link between talent training and social needs and thus to
result in an effective reform on Chinese professional master training mode in order to achieve practical
outcomes.
Key words Professional degree master; Course master; Research master; Cultivating mode

1 Introduction
There are three main modes of postgraduate education in the world, 1) target on the region and
flexibility--represented by America, "not only enrich students in the professional knowledge but also
cultivate their creative thinking on university campuses."(He zhiyu, Feng Xuefei, Xue Liuzeng,Fu
Wenbao,2004) "Elite education". In Germany," from the early 19th century it has paid much attention to
the combination of the master's training objectives and the scientific research, and still retained the
tradition and characteristics of the academic and research."(Graduate education groups of each European
country,2002) Interdisciplinary integration goals. In Australia, it aims at "representing the development
research students get more and new advanced professional knowledge of the project designs and
evaluation". Chinese relevant researches basically have following three views (1) on the positioning of
professional and academic, the representative viewpoint is “strengthen the cooperation and develop the
exchanging researches of varies disciplines.(Zhang Jianrong,2008) The orientation theory of the subject
construction. Representative viewpoint is "to strengthen cultured cooperation between the capabilities of
the profession and academic."(Zhou Mingxing,2004) Focus on the professional and academically
localization theory. Representative viewpoint is "without a start on training target, it should based on the
specific circumstances of the process of cultivating students' innovative ability and covering the tutors
guiding practice. "(Luo Kuang,Rao Yilun,2008)
All opinions above reflect the different aspects of the cultivation target for master degrees. They
also have roles to enlighten orientations of professional degree masters and to optimize the mode of
cultivating professional degree masters in China.

2 The Description of Professional Degree Masters and the Aim of the Cultivation
The term Professional Degree Master is defined in comparison with standard Academic Master for
whom the focus of degree studies are to a large extent course oriented. Professional Degree Masters are
educated to become sophisticated specialists in their professional areas with the ability to apply good
mastery of theories into field practices that suffice the requirements of particular industries and/or actual
job contents. On the premise of solving realistic problems, Professional Degree Masters have a better
understanding of the research areas and a stronger initiative to study. They tend to focus more on the
practical use of theoretical knowledge and, given their existing professional skills, are more capable of
bringing technical innovations and reinventions based on academic findings.
2.1 The characteristics of professional degree masters
Firstly, in perspective of knowledge structure, Professional Degree Masters command an in-depth
comprehension of the professional theories and a broad scope of field knowledge, emphasizing on the
completeness, coherence and practicability of knowledge system.
Secondly, on ability aspect, they advance in analysis and creativity on both theoretical and
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technical fronts, due to their professional qualities and ability of action gained from the systematic
training they receive.
An outstanding characteristic of professional master degree education is the combination of
theoretical studies and a great amount of reality practice. Instead of proceeding to further academic and
research careers, the Professional Master’s Degree holders are supposed to work in their areas of
expertise such as engineering, medical, educational, law and accounting. As a result, when
presume/resume their careers, they will be expected to improve the standard of their industries and the
efficiency of management through innovation in the respective areas, by their own knowledge and
ability and thus, create value for the society.
2.2 The core competencies of professional degree masters
The core competencies of Professional Degree Masters include resourcefulness, good professional
qualities and relatively stronger practical abilities and creativity. During learning and research processes,
they are provided with the opportunities to create and integrate professional resource. Based on their
knowledge and skills, they will have the potential to fully use available resource and maximize the
effectiveness, in order to obtain continuous competitive advantages.
Professional qualities, as a result of systematic professional trainings, refer to the basic work ethics
include ethicalness, spiritual aspiration, strong sense of social responsibility, honesty, and good manners,
which prepare the students to become qualified future professionals. (Zhang Xinyue, Dong Shihong,
Zhou Jinqi, 2008).The practical abilities consist of the abilities to find and solve the problem, to make
practice oriented knowledge transition and to coordinate and organize work and study.
In addition, Professional Degree Masters also exhibit strong creativity. Creativity not only reflects
in both acquiring, re-structuring, and applying of the existing knowledge and researching and inventing
of new ideas, technologies and products, but more importantly, also reflects as a conscious of presuming
innovation and originality, as a tendency of facing and dealing with challenges, as a sensitivity in
exploring opportunities and an adaptiveness to the environment. Creativity allows Professional Degree
Masters to gain competitive advantages by means of new ideas, new technologies and new methods and
therefore is the most important among the above mentioned core competencies.
2.3 The aim of professional degree master education
The Professional Master Degree and the Academic Master Degree are equal degrees with different
concentrations. They have their own definite positions in educational aims, and differ from each other in
terms of teaching methods, teaching contents, and the standard requirements in achieving the degree.
The Professional Master’s Degree should be guided by practice in professional fields, with focus on
activities and applications. However, the degree granting standard should still represent the
distinctiveness of profession and the common requirements on professional knowledge and academic
abilities for high-level talents. Hence, the writer believes that the educational target of Professional
Masters is to produce top talents with practical capabilities to suit the need of the society.

3 Problems in Postgraduate Education
By 2009, about 400,000 postgraduates had been enrolled in China. Looking from the employment
tendency perspective, more and more postgraduates choose jobs of practical fields. With the
development of the economy and society, the need of the application-based high-level professional
talents is greater and more urgent in both quality and quantity. Now, the postgraduate education is facing
these following four principal problems.
3.1 Unitarization of the training objectives
At present, the amount of the academic master is too big, while the professional master cultivation
scale is so small that only takes up 10 percentage of whole postgraduate education and the
understanding to degrees of the society mainly concentrated on academic standards. The training
requirement is the ability of scientific research and specialized technical work, and the training
objectives are teaching and researching staff. But the development of the society needs not only
scientists, college teachers but more application-based talents like high-level engineers and technicians,
and high-ranged administrators.
3.2 Low adaptability of the talents training
Today, the employment scope of the postgraduates is getting wider and wider, which does not only
restrict to colleges and institutions. The result of this change is that the postgraduate training objects
can’t meet the need of society and go against with the practical work of graduates. The talents trained
under the original objectives can not meet the demand of the society.
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3.3 Scarcity of the types of professional degrees and coverless of professions
From the analysis of the development of professional degree in China above, we can get that the
types of our country’s professional degree are enriched with more and more professions being covered.
However, the quantity of professional degrees still constitutes a small percentage of graduate degrees,
and the types of it are quit limited. As the social need of high-level application-based talents is various,
the postgraduate training objectives should also be various. That requires to rapidly develop all types of
professional degrees, and under the scope of one profession, it is still very necessary to settle flexible
training objectives and plans to meet the society’s need.
3.4 On-the-job postgraduates being more than full-time postgraduates
The great percentage of on-the-job postgraduate affects the continuance of the development of
student’s study. Non-full-time education can’t assure the quality of high-level talents training affecting
the development of economy and society. Therefore, full-time professional cultivation is an inevitable
result of the social development and an urgent need of the knowledge economy era.

4 Construction of the Professional Degree Training Pattern
The aim of the training of the professional degree is to cultivate high-level application-based
pioneering talents. So the concentration is put on the accumulation of students’ practical experience and
the combination of theory and practice. Further the reform of the training pattern of postgraduate
training and strengthen the force of the training of the application-based talents can promote the
connection between talent training and need of the society. Based on the completed description of
professional degree talents and analysis of the experience and problems in the development of
professional degree in and out of China, the essay puts forward constructive ideas about the professional
degree talents training from the following point of view.
4.1 Changing the education belief
Professional degree education is developed from experience and is adapt to the national conditions
and practical training pattern of talents. It makes up the academic degree postgraduates’ weakness in
combination between theory and practice. But due to the low level of postgraduates is far from the
satisfactory of the economic development. The postgraduate admission and training institution should
seize the opportunity of enrolling the full-time professional degree postgraduates to reposition the
training objectives and enlarge the scale of application-based talents. The development of professional
degree should be paid great attention and the country should try to construct specialized professional
degree brand.
4.2 Picking out outstanding source of students
The quality of the source of students is the foundation and premise of full-time professional degree
education compared to the enrollment of the on-the-job postgraduates, the enroll objectives of full-time
professional degree is not restricted by the work experience. All the professional degrees examed and
approved by Academic Degrees Committee of the State Council can enroll students, except for those
that are prescribed or inappropriate for graduating students. The colleges examine the students who go
for the reexamination according to the training objectives of the professional degree post graduators and
increase the proportion of tests on practical ability, so as to picking out more potential source of
students.
4.3 Reforming the training plans
Professional degree training talents should have a solid theoretical foundation. On the other hand,
they should possess the ability of practice. In order to assure the quality of the training of the full-time
professional degree postgraduates, the colleges should make deep research and master exactly the laws
of postgraduate education. The new training plans should be made with course study and professional
practice.
The curriculum should be based on the fundamental knowledge of the students taking account of
the system ethicalness of knowledge and the practical demand of the concerning field, making the
improvement of comprehensive quality and implicational knowledge and ability as the core. The
following curriculum analysis is based on the example of Electrical Engineering postgraduates; the
training objective of professional master is training advanced applied technological, inter-disciplinary
electric engineering technology and engineering management talent. The students should possess the
basic theory In the field of Electric, widening and update original knowledge and master systematic
related knowledge, should have capability to research and develop fresh technology, fresh product and
fresh equipment, furthermore, they should have obvious ability to resolve practical mechanical
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engineering technology problem and to carry through the pioneering work. According to the similarities
and differences of training objectifies between professional master and academic master, setting the
curriculum table of comparisons, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1

Category

Basic
specialized
courses

Limited
optional
courses

The Comparison of Course Master and Research Master in Electrical Engineering Field
(the public courses are not listed)
credits
credits of
The
The
Class
curriculum
Class
of
master of
minimal
minimal
hours of
hours of
credits of
master
research
credits of
master of
master of
of
master of
master of
research
course
research
course
course

Matrix analysis

46

46

3

3

Statistics and
stochastic process

46

46

3

3

Intelligent control

46

46

3

3

Financial control

45

45

3

3

Modern business
management

45

45

3

3

CAT

32
30

32
32

2
2

2
2

30

32

2

2

30

32

2

2

30

32

2

2

60

64

2

4

30

32

2

2

30

32

2

2

30

32

2

2

Modern Digital
Signal Processing

30

32

2

2

Signal Detection
and Estimation

30

32

2

2

DSP single chip
microcomputer
control
Academic activity
Social practice
Published papers

30

32

2

2

\
2
\

1
\
1

1

1

New special
electrical machinery
Major
Elective
Courses

Others

Electrical
machinery of
dAdvanced
i
Power
Electronics
System
identification and
parameter
estimation
The analysis of
modern electronic
system
Operation and
Control for Power
System
HVDC and
FACTS
New generating
capacity

Graduate thesis

9

9

2

2

12

12

3

3

According to Table 1, comparing to the credits which is the minimal and to the calculated
separately class that are needed by both the master of course and research, the ratio of professional
course credits of two kinds of student is 1:1, Of course credits than limit for 1 class, the ratio of 1:1,
Professional elective credits of the ratio of 1:1, the better than for hours. It indicates that two kinds of
students in the class have professional elective course is calculated, further academic master knowledge
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learned than professional master class hours at least 12 hours, more than academic master in
professional knowledge learning cultivation.
Professional practice is an important link in the nurturing of full-time professional degree masters.
In order to guarantee the quality, the practical teaching should be managed, served and assessed during
the whole process. For example, thesis of the project master should be closely contacts with enterprise
of engineering practice, the application of the theory knowledge learned to solve engineering problems
in the theory or work, or the key technical problems. Comparing to the demands of student's social
practice in table 1,it shows that professional master practice credits required for 2 points, and nothing for
academic master, thus in the professional practice ability to master the cultivation. While opening the
reasonable curriculum, it also needs the flexible teaching methods to link more closely between the
courses and practices. Universities should exploit and build more external practice bases to provide
students with more practice chances to improve their ability to solve practical problems. The
specification and standard of professional degree essays should be properly set in accordance with the
cultivation goal of professional degree. The titles of the essays should come from implicational tasks
and realistic problems, which enables the essays to realize innovation of a certain degree and practically
implicational value, based on profound academic foundation.
4.4 Creating double-tutorial or multi-tutorial system
The key to the cultivation of professional degree masters is a group of teachers with high
theoretical knowledge and rich practical experience. Multi-tutorial system should be established and
perfected both in and out of the universities. Intramural tutors play dominant roles, focusing on
cultivating students’ academic theory researching ability, while external tutors participate in practice,
program research and course and paper instruction, cultivating students’ practical ability, hence making
the most of the multi-tutorial system. The nurturing of full-time professional degree masters requires
more qualified tutors. Universities should select teachers with high professional knowledge as tutors and
experts and scholars from other fields or with rich work experience as vice tutors. In this way,
succeeding to professional knowledge, students can effectively combine theory with practice by putting
theories into practice.

5 Conclusions
In conclusion, the remarkable characteristic of Professional Degree education is the combination of
theory studies and practice, with more attentions paid on the latter. In other words, it embodies a greater
importance attached to the practicability of knowledge structure, as well as much focused applicability
and creativity in the ability structure.
The author regards the Professional Postgraduate education as a scheme aiming to train
application-oriented high-level specialized talents for the need of the society.
China’s Professional Master Degree education could benefit from reforms in the aspects of
transformation of the sponsoring concepts, selection of the capable pupils, optimization of the teaching
programs, and establishment on a system of double or multiple supervisors.
A more reasonable program arrangement with better concentration on practical experience will in
particular promote the connection between education and the ever growing social demand on talents,
and consequently contribute to the success of reforming Professional Master Degree education.
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Abstract The investment system reform has raised new demands for evaluating economic feasibility
of enterprise investment project in China. Based on the analysis of the influence by the innovation of the
investment system to the evaluation of economic feasibility of project, this paper puts forward the
overall conceives and specific plan to improving the economic feasibility evaluation system for
enterprise investment project, so as to create a advantage condition of the decision makers of enterprises
to make a scientific decision and effectively improve benefit of investment.
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1 Introduction
Take a broad view of the research state of evaluation system of domestic and international
investment project, the performance evaluation in investment project before the fifties of the 20th
century only applies the financial evaluation. Since the end of the fifties, the evaluation of project
investment has added the economic evaluation. After the end of the sixties, it increased the content of
social assessment as well. Since the eighties, the project performance evaluation has been further
improved. Its representative figure or the organization include: the water planning project group of
Harvard University improved the theory of the analysis of project investment in 1926,; Nobel Prize
winner of economics in 1958, J. Tinbergenr, the econometrician of Holland which uses the theory of
“Shadow Price” in the economic analysis of the investment project; the famous welfare economist I.
Little and of Oxford University economic mathematician J. Mirrlees which was jointly written “the
Analysis Manual of Industrial Project” in 1968 and propose L-M law; London economist Professor P.
Dasgupta and S. Marglin Professor of Harvard University which propose UNTDO law in “Analysis of
Project Evaluation; researcher L.Squire and H.Vander Tak of World Bank which have proposed S-V-T
law in the book of “Economic Analysis of Project” in 1975. In China, the State Planning Commission
issued “the Tentative Measure of the Feasibility Research of Construction Project” in 1983. The
National Development &Reform Commission and Ministry of Construction of China issue the
“Methodology of Economic Evaluation and Parameter of Construction Project” in 1993 and 2006 (2nd,
the third editions), etc. However, these cannot totally meet the new demand of the system reformation of
investment (2004) yet, it still needs to study and perfect the evolution system of investment project
further.
The key content of the investment system reform is as following. First, revolutionize the enterprise
investment management method of approval by governments and related departments according to
investment scale disregards investors, capital source and project nature. Second, government approval
will no longer be required for projects not funded by the government, instead, the systems of
“Authorization” and “Record-filing” will be used where appropriate[3].
The investment system reform suggests that the enterprise investment decision-making autonomy
should be further delegated authority, and project investment decision should be becoming more and
more important in fulfilling enterprise’s development strategy. So it is a huge problem for corporate
heads to make scientific and normative project decision to avoid a situation of disorganization and
blindness. In this context, improving economic feasibility evaluation system of enterprise investment
project appears essential especially to meet the new demands of investment system reform[4].

2 Investment System Reform Has Raised New Demands for Economic Feasibility
Evaluation System of Enterprise Investment Project
The investment system reform aims is to practice the principle that the one who invests, makes
decision, benefits and takes risk. The enforcement of this principle established the position of main
investors of an enterprise[5]. This forms the new situation of investment, capital and credit are restricted
mutually, and fulfilling their duties. So this new situation raises new demands for economic feasibility
evaluation system of enterprise investment project[6].
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2.1 Project investment decision must fit business strategy.
The project investment decision in the market economy is an integral component of enterprise
general decision-making system. In the traditional economic feasibility evaluation system of enterprise
investment project, the economic feasibility evaluation was approved by government. And government
did not check whether investment project comply with business strategy or not. Ignoring the project
investment decision fitting the business strategy would bring out project investment not complying with
business strategy and the multi-channels of blindness investment would weaken the core competition
ability and cause repeated construction[7]. So investment system reform is bound to require the matching
analysis of investment decision to be an important part of the economic feasibility evaluation of
enterprise investment project.
2.2 Economic feasibility evaluation of investment project emphasizes sharply the market research
and price expectation.
Traditional economic feasibility evaluation of enterprise investment project also contained market
research and price expectation. So most enterprise only made market analysis and price expectation at
the end of project construction, basing their sale proceeds during production period on the market
research and the project planned production capacity. Actually they supposed the same price and the
same output every year during the production period, which on most case is obviously impossible.
After the reformation of investment system, the market research and market analysis shall take
leading role in project, and market decides the project investment, decides investment scale, cost,
economic benefits and anti-risk capability, inspects advanced technology, and arouses investment
interest. Therefore, economic feasibility evaluation system of enterprise investment project shall have an
improved and strong market research and analysis ability.
Improving the economic feasibility evaluation system of enterprise investment project also demand
an accurate price expectation and price system. The price system and value chain can not be formed in
one day, it is a dynamic process, a historical stage, coupled with the development of science and
technology, economic growth, resource exploitation, expanding application and people’s deepening
understanding. Therefore, price system insurance must base on historical price statistical data obtained
under the real market economy, which is a challenge for price expectation system of economic
feasibility evaluation of investment project.
2.3 Multi-channels of financing way require more attention on financing choices in evaluating
economic feasibility of investment project.
With the deepening reform of investment system, the financing subject and its duties are becoming
more explicit and the financing constraints are becoming one of the main constraints of project
investment. The different financing channels decide financing cost and the channels fundamentally
affect the final economic benefits and the risk of the project. We can see the simple analysis and
description for financing way and repayment of economic feasibility evaluation of investment project no
longer meet the needs of new situation[8].
The economic feasibility evaluation system of investment project has special study in financing
issues, then disbursement schedule, financing structure, repayment method, repayment period, financing
cost, lending rate, foreign currency balance, cash flow, return on invested capital and so on are analyzed
item by item. And all kinds of result for financing problem can be predicated from economic analysis.
All these analysis finally provide feasible alternative on minimized financing cost and risk for project
investors.
2.4 New change in the relationship between bank and government stresses on project risk analysis.
Under the traditional investment system, the government approval shall be the important basis for
requesting a loan from a bank. The bank approval is in a subordinate position. The investment system
reform is that the bank may self lend and takes risk itself. And bank shall consider the risk and pay more
attention to risk evaluation of the project when they provide a loan[9].
The project risk analysis method turns the traditional uncertain analysis method to the
multi-analysis method of project risk and the probability of risk occurrence. Risk analysis index of the
project is fully connected with bank risk assessment method.

3 Improving the General Idea and Objective of the Economic Feasibility
Evaluation of Enterprise Investment Project
At the moment, electronic report is internationally used in data analysis and table processing in
evaluating enterprise project. And in China, the economic feasibility evaluation of enterprise investment
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project is on the stage of probing, which can be generally divided into two types. The one type is with
high-level language planning, the other one is with electronic report. Most current systems were
designed based on the third edition of Methodology of Economic Evaluation and Parameter of
Construction Project. The basic functions realized make related report forms and economic evaluation
index according to required feasibility report form. Those functions obviously can not meet the new
requirements for evaluating enterprise investment project under the investment reform[10].
3.1 General idea
Comprehensively apply various methods, like data base, financial budget, market analysis, risk
assessment and so on, to realize multiple functions, like project financing and economic evaluation,
project strategy matching evaluation, market analysis and predication, uncertain analysis and probability
analysis, investment planning choice and so on, so as to possess practicability, pertinence and
innovation.
3.2 General objectives
Improve evaluation system to adapt to the new demands raised by investment reform for the
economic feasibility evaluation of enterprise investment project, to greatly improve the effectiveness,
scientific value and veracity of enterprise investment decision, and to bring the economic feasibility
evaluation of enterprise investment project to a new level.

4 Main Contents, Functions and Process To Improving the Economic feasibility
Evaluation of Enterprise Investment Project
4.1 Contents
4.1.1 The foundation database
This module aims to provide mighty data support. Generally speaking, database contains law data
bank, policy data bank, standard specification data bank, industry statistics information bank, project
data bank and so on. Of all these data banks, industry statistics information bank covers industry related
international development scale, import and export data, sales data, development trends, situation of the
manufacturing enterprise and sales company and the development trends of technology and so on. The
project data bank is including the consultation achievements of similar projects and their practicing
information and data, building scale, investment evaluation, technology source, tech. standard, major
equipment, properties of products and target market and so on[11].
4.1.2 Project strategy matching analysis
This module aims to analyze whether investment project matches with enterprise overall strategy.
This module mainly provides analysis report structure with two functions. On the one hand, with
proposed project, by aid of External Factor Evaluation Matrix, Competitive Profile Matrix, Internal
Factor Evaluation Matrix and SWOT Matrix, it assesses and reports project strategic value, analyzes
whether the project matches with the overall strategy through comprehensive analyzing external
opportunities, risk, internal strength and weakness. On the other hand, without proposed project, through
analysis tools, like BCG Matrix, General Matrix and so on, it finds out and establishes effective project
alternatives with external factors matching with internal ones. Through Quantitative Strategic Planning
Matrix, it compares the project alternatives to ensure which project can be most successful. We can see
this module provide every screening process.
4.1.3 Market analysis and expectation
This module is closely around two key indexes— “Price” and “Business volume”, to analyze and
make prediction, finding out the important factors affecting these two indexes to build modules. Analyze
and predict these two index with comprehensive applying various analysis methods, like simple
regression method, multiple regression, coefficient of elasticity and consumption coefficient and so on,
with multiple extended forecasting method, like simple moving average, exponential smoothing, growth
curve model, seasonal fluctuation model and so on, and with other qualitative forecasting method, like
analogy, expert meeting and Delphi method[12].
4.1.4 Project budget analysis
The main outcomes cover analysis for total investment estimate, financing choice, yearly
investment plan, working capital estimate, on production and production progress, total cost, income
and taxation, projected profit-and-loss statement, statement of profit distribution, forecasting statement
of cash flow (pre-tax and after tax) and pro forma balance sheet.
Making use of the basic data from the related module of basic data and module of market analysis
and expectation, this module calculates and normatively outputs the project financing budget, providing
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calculation basis for economy evaluation.
This module utilizes simple estimate methods, like index of production capacity, breakdown
estimates method and coefficient estimates method, to analyze investment opportunity and estimate
project aggregate investment during feasibility evaluation period of project.
During feasibility evaluation period of the project, this module takes methods of investment
estimate and investment classification to estimate the project aggregate investment, employs expanding
index estimate method and breakdown estimate method to estimate gross working capital, to analyze
financing cost of various financing package (renting, BOT, bond etc.). The most important function is to
identify and calculate cash flow that may occur in the project according to with and without comparison
method.
4.1.5 Economic assessment system
The main function of this module is to assess project financial evaluation and national economy.
Financial evaluation is the core, supported by national economy assessment.
The project financial evaluation contains assessment of financial profit ability and debt-paying
ability and financial sustainable development capacity. It applies static and dynamic evaluation methods.
The static and dynamic calculative indexes for financial profit ability include its return on capital,
investment payoff period, financial net present value, internal rate of return, interest coverage ratio, debt
repayment ratio and repayment period. And select the most feasible project by comparing related basic
parameters (financial basic return rate, industry average payback period, the average profit rate of
investment and profit and tax investment ratio) and comparing key financing indexes from different
programs.
The investment project financial assessment system is for developing two kinds of project. One is
for the new project and the other one is for the expansion project. This module comprehensively
employs dynamic methods to compare programs, like internal rate of return of incremental investment,
comparative present value approach, comparative yearly value approach, minimum price method,
effectiveness/cost method, static analysis method, method of return rate of incremental investment,
payback method of incremental investment, calculating cost method and so on.
National economy assessment mainly takes economic indexes, like shadow price, shadow
exchange rate, shadow wages and social discount rate, to analyze and calculate national economy cost
and benefits of the investment project and assess its macroscopic feasibility.
4.1.6 Risk assessment
Through uncertainty analysis and probability analysis, this module is to qualitatively ensure the
possibility of turning economic feasible situation to infeasible situation, so as to predicate project risk
degree, providing basis for project decision-maker. The uncertainty analysis mainly takes sensitivity
analysis and profit and loss balance analysis, while the probability analysis takes probability tree
analysis and Monte Carlo analogy. By analyzing variables affecting project risk, like exchange rate,
interest rate, sales volume of production and service, selling price, cost, investment and construction
period, this module aims to confirm situation that may occur and its probability. It also calculates the
probability distribution of project evaluating indexes—IRR, NPV, so as to confirm the project' s
deviating degree from an intended course and the deviating probability[13].
Meanwhile, this module also shows risk factor and it’s affecting degree with comprehensive usage
of risk identification and classification. Based on this, it provides countermeasures for risk prevention.
4.2 Functions
The system possesses five functions, including meeting national requirements for construction
project financial assessment, project strategy matching analysis, market analysis and prediction, project
risk assessment and analysis, investment project choice.
Through inputting basic data, the system shall output construction investment estimate sheet,
working capital estimate sheet, and plan of money use and fund raising sheet, cost graph, balance sheet,
debt-repayment sensitivity analysis graph, return on equity, investment payoff period, internal rate of
return, interest coverage ratio, debt repayment ratio and repayment period.
4.3 Process
4.3.1 Basic data input and project strategy matching analysis
With basic data input, the system automatically analyzes whether the project investment matches
with the enterprise overall strategy. The matching project shall proceed to the next steps of the process
and the unmatched items shall directly output suggestive results.
4.3.2 Market analysis and expectation
The system is closely around two key indexes: “Price” and “Business volume” to analyze and make
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prediction, providing the predicted data within prediction time as a basis for financial budget.
4.3.3 Financial budget
By using the predicted data and original data, the system takes initial prediction, outputting basic
statements, like construction investment estimate sheet, working capital estimate sheet, plan of money
use and fund raising sheet, and other supplementary statements.
4.3.4 National economy assessment
For national economy assessment, the system mainly takes economic indexes, like shadow price,
shadow exchange rate, shadow wages and social discount rate, to analyze and calculate national
economy cost and benefits of the investment project and assess its macroscopic feasibility.
4.3.5 Financial evaluation
The system shall analyze assessment of financial profit ability and debt-paying ability and financial
sustainable development capacity, outputting return on capital, investment payoff period, financial net
present value, internal rate of return, interest coverage ratio, debt repayment ratio and repayment period.
4.3.6 Risk assessment
Through uncertainty analysis and probability analysis, the system predicts the project risk degree
by taking sensitivity analysis, profit and loss balance analysis, probability tree analysis and Monte Carlo
analogy.
4.3.7 Scheme choice and general conclusion
Select the most feasible project by comparing related basic parameters (financial basic return rate,
industry average payback period, the average profit rate of investment and profit and tax investment
ratio) and comparing key financing indexes from different programs. Following chart are the details
(Figure 1).
1. Basic data input and project strategy matching analysis

2. Market analysis and expectation

3. Project financial budget

Basic statements and supplementary statements

4. National economy analysis

5. Financial evaluation

6. Risk evaluation

7. Scheme choice and general conclusion
Figure 1 System Flowchart of Economic Feasibility Evaluation of Investment Project

5 Conclusion
To perfect the evaluation system of the economic feasibility of the investment project of the
enterprise project is to perfect the requirements reformation of investment system. This system stress on
the economic benefits, however, it also gives consideration to social benefit. It emphasis on analysis
evaluation of market survey, price expectation, key financial index, and risk assessing, etc., so as to
create a advantage condition of the decision makers of enterprises to make a scientific decision and
effectively improve benefit of investment.
Certainly, the analysis and evaluation of the companies has its own special focus due to its different
industries. The evaluation system of the economic feasibility of the investment project of the enterprise
shall ensure a good compatibility and interaction, so as to meet demands of different enterprises. This
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shall be the key issue which shall be focused on in the future.
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Abstract The formation of dominant discipline clusters in universities is categorized into 4
development stages of professional subject, discipline, discipline cluster, and dominant discipline cluster.
With the theory of synergetic, this paper analyzes the system elements, fast variables, order parameter
in each phase, explains the factors contributing to changes between different stages and describes their
evolution process in university functions. Finally, corresponding countermeasures are proposed to
promote the formation of dominant discipline clusters in universities from the angles of internal system
and external environment.
Key words Dominant discipline cluster; Synergetic; Fast variable; Order parameter

1 Introduction
To build a cluster of advantageous disciplines are popularly regarded as an effective way for
universities to gain competitiveness, for which the current researches, however, are still limited within
the scopes of practices. The research on this topic is still far beyond theoretical generalization or
integration between theory and practice. For examples, Ju Jianfeng (2007) argues the importance of
focus on careful planning and innovation of operation mechanism for a proper organization of cluster
disciplines [1]. Huang Meifang (2008) emphasizes the contribution of specified objectives and orientation
for innovative regional development for the success of advantageous clusters of advantageous clusters [2].
Han Yueping (2005) proposes several alternatives for the development of advantageous discipline
clusters such as merging and combination, joint operation and flexible alliance, and countermeasures of
improved organization and management, differentiated guidance and better policy mechanism [3].
Based on Dissipative Structure Theory and under conditions of open systems far from equilibrium,
Synergetic lays emphasis on the fact that in the complex large system, collaborative behaviors of
subsystems produce joint functions that exceeds individual’s separate roles, bringing about a unified and
combined system. This is instructive in the analysis on the formation of dominant discipline clusters in
universities.

2 Formation Stages of Dominant Discipline Cluster in Universities
From the development of higher education, dominant discipline clusters in universities have
undergone the following three stages, from professional stage to academic stage, from discipline to
discipline cluster phase, from discipline cluster to dominant discipline cluster stage. These phases have
their own purposes with clarity, that is, the change from the professional to the academic stage is the
change from meeting the demand of the society to the development of knowledge, the process from
discipline to discipline cluster phase is the change from knowledge development to knowledge
innovation, and the development from discipline cluster to dominant discipline cluster is the
strengthening of educational functions of universities and highlighting of school thinking and
educational features.
2.1 Development from the professional subject to the academic stage
From the university point of view, professional subject is to assume the function of personnel
training. From a social point of view, subjects are set up to meet the social demand for professional
personnel, who need relevant training. Therefore, from the point of view of supply and demand for
talent training, professional subject is a combination of supply and demand. “Discipline” is defined as
the logic of knowledge, and the division and identification of a relatively stable specific scientific
research. Therefore, discipline is a professional basis, providing support for professional personnel
training with unique properties in scientific research.
During the development of higher education, from home and abroad, to cultivate talent is the initial
stage. Berlin University, founded by Humboldt, emphasizes on the realization of research functions, the
∗
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shift from the single function of personnel training to the double functions of personnel training and
scientific research, a leap from professional to academic development.
2.2 Development from discipline to discipline cluster
The leap from professional to academic development can be manifested in the cultivation of
post-graduates besides the change to dual functions mentioned above. Establishment of Berlin
University is a turning point in world development of higher education. Laboratories were established,
creating a new model of graduate education in modern sense, which is the beginning of graduate
education and has influenced the world ever since [4].
After the founding of new China, graduate education of China has experienced ups and downs. The
process from discipline to discipline clusters is closely related to the building of departments. In the 90s
of the 20th century, as China's economy continues to develop, higher education has also developed
rapidly. The setting of campus education takes the form of university, school and department
management mode, which means the transition from disciplines to discipline clusters. The landmark
with significance in this period is the sixth degree authorization meeting conducted by the State Council
Academic Degree Committee. In May, 1995, five first-class disciplines were authorized to be
experimental units, symbolizing the concern on the development of discipline clusters from the
government [5].
2.3 Development from discipline cluster to dominant discipline cluster
The change from discipline to discipline cluster and then to dominant discipline cluster seems to be
a coincidence but from the national level, the two stages are closely linked.
When Academic Degrees Committee of the State Council in 1995 introduced experimental units for
disciplinary authorization, it also launched a national key project - “211 Project”. This has a profound
and important impetus to higher education in China and a huge impact in the world, signifying the
transfer to construction of key and important discipline clusters with characteristics. In 2007, the State
Council Academic Degree selected 286 subjects to be national key disciplines, 677 second-class national
key disciplines and 217 important disciplines (cultivation) in the third-round assessment work, marking
the leap to the construction of dominant discipline clusters. This stage of development conforms to the
inevitable trend of history and is the change from scale and quantity development to content and
characteristic construction [6].

3 Synergetic Analyses on the Various Stages of the Formation of Dominant
Discipline Clusters
In accordance with the theory of synergetic the formation of dominant discipline clusters in
universities can be analyzed systematically.
3.1 Professional subject stage
When in the professional stage, the system consists of teachers, teaching conditions and
undergraduate training. Responsibilities of teachers are relatively simple, which is to carry out teaching
activities, training undergraduate talents for the society. So in the professional stage, the function is
unified, that is, to train the required personnel for the community. During this period of development,
there would be fast variables.
3.2 Discipline stage
As for order parameter volume in professional phase, when teachers in the same profession desire
to seek further development in a competitive environment, their teaching work will only be part of the
work and turn some of their energies to scientific research. When professional research funding and
research projects undertaken increase with rapid speed, the order parameter in the professional phase
will no longer be the order parameter, but the fast variables, which marks the birth of another stage –
discipline stage.
When in subject phase, the system elements have changed. As research funding and the number of
research projects increase rapidly, the competence and conditions to train postgraduates have been
fostered. The essential factors, apart from the teaching staff in the professional stage, undergraduate
training and teaching conditions, are postgraduate training, scientific research and research conditions,
and thus discipline phase differs dramatically from professional stage, because of the two major
functions of research and postgraduate training.
3.3 Discipline-cluster stage
The continuous development of a discipline is bound to bring about the development of other
related disciplines, which broadens the vision scope of the discipline. The combination of theoretical
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research and applied studies will enhance the rapid development in academic levels and competence.
When in the discipline cluster stage, the system elements have changed. Because of the significant
improvement in research abilities, the competence to train doctoral students is enhanced. Besides the
elements of teaching staff, undergraduate education, teaching conditions, post-graduate training,
scientific research and research conditions in discipline stage, knowledge innovation is added in this
phase, and thus its function has changed for the better.
3.4 Stage of dominant discipline cluster
The continuous development of a discipline cluster will gradually become the focus and
characteristics of universities. It is also closely related to the prestige and influence of the universities in
the society. So it will be the focus of universities and key construction inputs, and gain attention and
support from local governments. After a certain period of development, the overall strength improves
significantly. Specifically: rapid scale development of doctoral education, breakthroughs continually
made in national scientific research awards, significant increase of high-level teachers (including the
Changing Scholars, winners of Outstanding Youth Fund). Order parameters change into fast variables,
meaning the step into the stage of dominant discipline cluster.
In dominant discipline group stage, the system elements have changed. In this period, the discipline
cluster becomes increasingly influential, making an embodiment of the influence and competitiveness of
the university in the society. Elements of the system during this period are the teaching staff,
undergraduate education, teaching conditions, post-graduate training, scientific research, scientific terms
and knowledge innovation, and the influence of the university is also added. Different phases of the
system elements, fast variables and order parameters are in table 1.
Stage

Professional
Subject stage
Discipline
stage

Discipline
cluster stage

Dominant
discipline
cluster stage

Table 1 Elements of the System, Fast Variables and Order Parameters in
Different Stages of the Formation of Dominant Discipline Cluster
System elements
Fast variables
Slow variables
(Order parameter)
Teachers,
teaching The scale of teaching staff and Research funding, the
conditions, undergraduate undergraduate education
number of research
education
projects undertaken
Teachers,
scientific The scale of teaching staff and Scale
of
graduate
research,
undergraduate undergraduate education, research students, number of
education,
postgraduate funding, the number of research high-level
research
projects, awards and
training
and
research projects
conditions
basis
education
scale
of
teachers, Doctoral
Teachers,
scientific The
state-level
and
graduate scale,
research,
undergraduate undergraduate
research
education,
postgraduate education, research funding, the scientific
high-level
training, scientific research number of research projects prizes,
(including
the
number
of teachers
conditions,
knowledge undertaken,
Scholars,
high-level
research
projects, Changing
innovation
provincial and ministerial level winners of Outstanding
awards, provincial-level scientific Youth Fund)
research basis
Teachers,
scientific The
scale
of
teachers, Major national scientific
research,
undergraduate undergraduate
and
graduate research
projects
education,
postgraduate education,
research
funding, (including the “973”,
training,
knowledge research projects, the number of “863” National Social
innovation, the influence of high-level
research
projects, Science Foundation and
university
provincial and ministerial level other major research
scientific research prizes and basis topics
of
major
doctoral education scale, state-level subjects), academicians
scientific research awards, high
level teachers

Based on the synergetic analysis on all the stages in the formation of the dominant discipline
clusters in universities, the development from professional stage to stage of the dominant discipline
clusters is obvious: in the professional stage, the educational goal is mainly to cultivate undergraduates
for the society, only one main function; in the discipline stage, and the pursuit of knowledge
development is another goal, the functions being widened, expanded from undergraduate education to
scientific research and personnel training (including training undergraduate and postgraduate students);
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in discipline cluster stage, the aim is the pursuit of knowledge innovation, its functions being improved,
which includes personnel training, scientific research and knowledge innovation; in the final stage of
dominant discipline cluster, the pursuit of their goal is to highlight the school characteristics to expand
the university social influence and competitiveness, reflecting an upgrading of the ideas of education.
Promotion of
educational ideas
Expansion of
functions

Perfection of
functions
Highlighting
characteristics
Knowledge
innovation

Facing the
society

Professional
stage
Figure 1

Knowledge
development
Discipline
stage

Dominant discipline
Cluster stage

Discipline
Cluster stage

Development of Dominant Discipline Clusters in Universities

4 Synergy of External Environment and Internal Elements of Dominant
Discipline Clusters in Universities
Synergy of dominant discipline clusters in universities is that of external environment and internal
elements.
4.1 Discipline cluster collaboration with external organizations
The discipline cluster is seen as a system, and outside the organization is its environment, including
the central education authorities, other relevant ministries, local governments and relevant management
authorities, relevant management agencies within universities and related industries. In accordance with
Synergetic, to get a better development, it is essential for the discipline clusters to establish good
collaborative relationship with these organizations.
In addition, the discipline clusters should pay attention to the links with related industries, and
strengthen cooperation with the major enterprise. Discipline construction is meant for researches,
personnel training and social services, and its goal is to contribute to the development of society, and in
the process, to seek community support, which is a basic and fundamental point of university
development.
4.2 Synergies between internal disciplines within discipline cluster
When achieving the university disciplinary collaboration with external organizations, dominant
discipline clusters should also strengthen the academic collaboration within internal disciplines, forming
the force of “1 +1> 2” and ensuring the promotion of overall strength of dominant discipline clusters.
The current organizational structure of dominant discipline clusters, generally speaking, includes
colleges and a number of related research institutes and units, which are independent secondary units.
Therefore, synergy of dominant discipline clusters is first the collaboration in management of
individual colleges and research institutions, including the management system and operation
mechanism. As the colleges and the research units are independent organizations, but belong to the same
discipline cluster, so in scientific research, faculty development, personnel training, base building,
synergy is essential between colleges and research institutions to achieve “1 +1> 2” effect. Therefore,
the university management system should strengthen management of secondary institutions within the
same discipline cluster.
Secondly, there is a need to achieve synergy in scientific research, faculty development, personnel
training, and base construction. The internal elements of discipline cluster construction include research
field, scientific research, faculty development, personnel training and base building and these involve
the collaboration between colleges, scientific research units to achieve the promotion of the orderly and
effective development of discipline clusters.
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In academic research field of dominant discipline clusters, it is important to grasp the international
forefront of academic development, closely integrate major national development needs, and adjust the
direction of academic research. At present the society is in rapid development, where knowledge is
constantly updated, and the information exploded. Knowledge update is very quick, so that university
discipline clusters should closely follow the development of frontier areas, exerting advantages and
influence in the academic frontier, which is the key for development of dominant discipline clusters.
Finally, subjects and courses which belong to the discipline cluster need collaboration, mutual
support, mutual promotion and common development. Theoretical disciplines focus on the basic
theories, while applied disciplines focus on practical application, so these two disciplines is under
mutual influence, mutual restraint, and the synergy between these two is essential for the development
of discipline cluster. Without a good theory basis, it is difficult to have breakthroughs and innovations in
applied researches. This is the fundamental reason why innovation is inadequate in scientific researches
and why the state increases its basic research efforts. Therefore, the construction of dominant discipline
clusters in universities not only involves the building of basic theory disciplines but that of applied
disciplines, for the formation of adaptation and development mechanism, balance and imbalance
mechanism, coexistence and competition mechanism.

5 Conclusions
Adaptation and development mechanism means that in ecological system of disciplines, various
disciplines should actively seek their harmonious coexistence with the surrounding environment and
actively seek their own adaptation to the environment, coordination and interaction with the
environment, forming their own healthy development mechanism. Balance and imbalance mechanism is
to strengthen stability and anti-jamming capability of ecosystem of disciplines during the construction of
dominant discipline clusters, optimizing the discipline structure, and strengthening the construction of
multi-level diversity. In higher learning institutions, a number of national or provincial or ministerial
key disciplines or university-level important and general disciplines should be set up to create a
reasonable multi-level system. Coexistence and competition mechanism means that in the ecological
system of disciplines, all disciplines influence and interact with each other, when a certain subject
develops; it will enhance the overall academic reputation and school influences, which is beneficial to
other disciplines. In addition, the development of a subject brings about the interaction and
communication between disciplines, while having the impact on other disciplines. Therefore, there is
need to strengthen the construction of dominant discipline clusters, by strengthening the process,
promoting the improvement of overall strength of university disciplines. As the ecological system of
disciplines exist within the same university, and share common resources (i.e., university personnel,
finance, materials, etc.), in the development process, there is inevitably competition. Universities’
limited resources make the competition between disciplines more severe, thus forming a competitive
relationship.
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Abstract This paper discusses the factors that motivate China’s listed companies to engage in earnings
management and the most frequently used earnings management techniques based on Chinese realistic
situation, and uses case study method to analyze earnings management incentives of China’s listed
companies after the Split Share Structure Reform and techniques after China internationalized its
accounting standards. The results show that the earning management incentives of capital market
considerations are very strong in China’s listed companies; after the Split Share Structure Reform, the
earning management incentives that listed companies inflate profits and boost share prices for the largest
controlling shareholder’s reduction exist; earnings management techniques by making use of the
weaknesses of the new enterprise accounting standards are used in China’s listed companies.
Key words Earnings management; Case study; Accounting estimate

1 Introduction
Up to date, there is no an agreed definition about earnings management. Schipper (1989) defined
earnings management as “a purposeful intervention in the external financial reporting process, with the
intent of obtaining some private gain (as opposed to say, merely facilitating the neutral operation of the
process).” (Healy and Wahlen 1999) pointed out that “earnings management occurs when managers use
judgment in financial reporting in structuring transactions to alter financial reports to either mislead
some stakeholders about the underlying economic performance of the company or to influence
contractual outcomes that depend on reported accounting numbers.” According to the two definitions,
earnings management is viewed as a purposeful and deliberate intervention of the external financial
reporting, earnings management techniques include not only accounting methods but also
non-accounting methods, for example structuring transactions etc. In addition, it is not definitely
distinguished whether accounting methods violate generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) or
not.
(Scott 1997) defines earnings management as a selection of accounting policies from a set of
GAAP by managers to maximize their own utility and/or the market value of the company. (Ortega and
Grant 2003) argue that earnings management uses the flexibility in financial reporting to alter the
financial results of the company. From the two definitions, we can see that earnings management
techniques only include accounting methods, and the accounting methods used in earnings management
can not be permitted to violate GAAP.
(Levit 1998) defines earnings management as a gray area where the accounting is being perverted;
where managers are cutting corners; and, where earnings reports reflect the desires of management
rather than the underlying financial performance of the company. Levit considers that earnings
management is equal to earnings manipulation.
Carlos Noronha and (Yun Zeng 2008) view earnings management as a continuum of purposeful
interventions in the external financial reporting process, from legitimate activities to fraud violating
GAAP, with the intention of misleading some stakeholders about the underlying economics and
performance of the company.
In this study, earnings management is viewed as a purposeful intervention of the external financial
reporting process, with the intention of misleading some stakeholders about the underlying economic
performance of the company. Earnings management techniques include both non-accounting methods
and accounting methods within GAAP.

2 Earnings Management Incentives
As stated by (Healy and Wahlen 1999), managers mainly engage in earnings management for four
kinds of incentives namely, external contract incentives, management compensation contract incentives,
regulatory motivations and capital market motivations. Do the four kinds of earnings management
incentives exist in China’s listed companies? In this paper, this question is analyzed as stated below.
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2.1 To avoid external-contract violations
External contracts include debt contracts, dividend covenants, supplying contracts etc. As
accounting data are used in external contracts, managers can alter accounting data by earnings
management to meet the contract requirements. For example debt contract, the use of accounting data in
debt contract is observed in China. Chinese banks can require companies to maintain specified levels of
debt to equity, interest coverage, or working capital. If these covenants are violated, Chinese banks can
impose penalties such as higher interest rates, or constraints on additional borrowing or demanding
immediate repayment. Therefore, when companies are close to debt covenants and are likely to violate
them, managers have incentives to use earnings management techniques to increase earnings to loosen
or postpone the restrictiveness imposed by earnings-based debt covenants. On the other hand, troubled
companies have incentives to reduce earnings for contractual renegotiations.
2.2 Meeting management compensation contract requirements
Most management compensation contracts measure the achievement of managers by accounting
data such as profit and sales scale, so management compensation contract can drive managers to engage
in earning management. For example bonus plans, (Watts and Zimmerman 1986) stated that managers
have incentives to advance the reported earnings from the future to the current accounting period when a
bonus award plan existed. (Healy 1985) provides the evidence that earnings are managed in the direction
that is consistent with maximizing managers’ earnings-based bonus awards. When earnings will be
below the minimum level required to earn a bonus, the earnings are managed upward so that the
minimum is achieved and a bonus is earned. Conversely, when earnings will be above the maximum
level at which no additional bonus is paid, then earnings are managed downward. The extra earnings
that will not generate extra bonus this current period are saved to be used to earn a bonus in a future
period. When earnings are between the minimum and the maximum levels, then earnings are managed
upward in order to increase the bonus earned in the current period.
With stock options incentives being applying in Chinese companies in recent years, stock option
compensation is associated with earnings management. Since earnings and stock prices are positively
related, managers can manage earnings down before scheduled stock option awards. The result is to
arbitrarily hold down the stock price before the award, thereby lowering the exercise price and
increasing the value of their stock option compensation. On the other hand, managers can also manage
earnings up before abnormally large stock option exercise. Inflating earnings in the pre-exercise period
can increase the cash payout from option exercises. Because option exercises occur rarely in Chinese
companies, some studies on the relationship between stock option compensation and earnings
management are mainly concerned with stock option awards. (Yu 2009) provides the evidence that
managers manage earnings down through discretionary accruals before scheduled stock option awards,
and these discretionary accruals reverse in the post-award period.
2.3 To avoid regulatory and minimize political costs
Due to anti-trust considerations, some companies have the incentive to lower earnings in order to
minimize political costs associated with being seen as too profitable. In China, anti-trust regulations and
industry-specific regulations for earnings are rare. The most important regulatory motivation for Chinese
companies is tax considerations. Especially for small sized and private ownership companies, earnings
management for tax-planning purpose may be prevalent in practice in China.
2.4 Due to capital market considerations
Capital market motivations have been recognized as the most important reason for managers to
manage earnings. For Chinese companies, the most important capital market considerations may come
from the regulatory framework, which is a series of guidelines issued by the China Securities Regulatory
Commission (CSRC).
2.4.1 IPO and earnings management
In China, issuing companies have incentives to engage in earnings management for satisfaction of
legal requirements, higher offering price etc. (Lin and wei 2000) used the ROA as measurement index,
examined the earnings performance surrounding the Chinese A-share companies’ IPOs during the
1992-1995 period, And found that the reported earning of A-share companies peak one or two years
before the IPO year, and earnings decline significantly in the IPO year instead of rising or dropping
slightly. (Chen 2010) examined the relationship between pre-IPO earning management and post-IPO
performance using 247 IPO companies as the sample in A-share market of Shanghai and Shenzhen
Stock Exchange during 2001-2005, and found that the degree of earnings management in the pre-IPO
years can be used to predicate the post-IPO performance of IPO companies to some extent, and the more
the degree of pre-IPO positive earnings management, the more the post-IPO performance declines, i.e..
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The behavior of positive earnings management in the pre-IPO years will result in the decline in the
post-IPO performance of IPO companies.
2.4.2 Stock right issues and earnings management
Stock right issue is an important financing source for most of the listed companies in China,
meanwhile the CSRC required companies to meet certain levels of profitability to be qualified for stock
right issues, so managers have strong incentives to manager earnings to be qualified for stock right
issues.
In China, with the change of earnings-based stock right issue rule, earnings management
phenomena changed too. During the period 1996-1998, the CSRC required that companies had to report
the rate of return on common stockholder’s equity (ROE) over 10 percent for three consecutive years if
they wanted to apply for stock rights issues. For companies in the energy, raw materials, and
infrastructure industries, the required ROE could be lowered to 9 percent. This regulation resulted in a
“10 percent phenomena”. (Jiang and Wei 1998) examined the relationship between stock right issue rule
and earnings management based on ROE disclosed by annual report of the listed companies in Shanghai
and Shenzhen Stock Exchange during 1993-1997, and found the abnormally high percentage of
companies that reported ROE marginally higher than 10 percent. (Chen et al. 2000) also provided
evidence that companies whose ROEs were slightly above 10 percent had unusual increase in accounts
receivable (as a percentage of sales). The CSRC altered the earnings-based stock right issue rule in early
1999, this new rule requires ROE be no less than 6 percent for each of the previous three years and the
average ROE for these three years should exceed 10 percent. After the new rule were carried out, (Yan et
al. 2000) found that ROE distribution of China’s listed companies showed apparent 6 percent and 10
percent phenomena. These studies suggested that managers have incentives to engage in earnings
management so that the ROE can meet the threshold for rights issue in China’s listed companies.
2.4.3 Loss companies and earnings management
The CSRC made some penalty policies for Chinese loss listed companies, saying: “For those
companies that have suffered losses for two years in succession, the CSRC will give them special
treatment; and for those companies that have suffered losses for three years in succession, the CSRC
will have them delisted.” Being given special treatment (ST), or particular transfer (PT) or being
delisted will become obviously unfavourable to the listed companies themselves, their shareholders,
their management, and the government offices concerned. As such, all of them will have the motivation
to take all kinds of earnings management techniques so as to maximize their utility.
To the managers who try to window dress the financial reports of their companies, if their
companies will suffer light losses in the current year, they will try to make their companies profitable by
earnings management techniques. If their companies’ financial situations are very bad in the current year
so that it is impossible to make their companies profitable, they will take a big bath by earnings
management techniques to make their companies suffer heavy losses in the current year, and expand the
space for earnings management in the next year. If their companies suffered losses in the previous year,
they will have a strong motivation to inflate earnings in the current year in order to avoid special
treatment.

3 Earnings Management Techniques Used in China
Managers usually use both accounting methods and non-accounting methods to engage in earnings
management in China’s listed companies. Accounting methods mainly include accounting policy
choices and changes, accounting estimates and changes etc.; managers engage in earnings management
using non-accounting methods, primarily through structuring transactions to achieve, for example, asset
restructuring, debt restructuring and related transactions etc.
3.1 Accounting methods
Chinese GAAP offers some flexibility in preparing the financial statements and gives the financial
managers some freedom to select among accounting policies and alternatives. Earnings management
uses the flexibility in financial reporting to alter the financial results of the company so as to achieve a
predetermined target set by the management.
3.1.1 Changing the depreciation methods and/or period
Depreciation expenses can be managed by changing the depreciation methods and/or period.
Chinese GAAP allows companies to change depreciation methods and period to reflect the real
economic situation, so some companies change depreciation methods and/or period to mange the
reported earnings. For example, Haide Polyester Plant that is the wholly owned subsidiary of Qiong
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Haide changed the depreciation methods from Straight Line Method to Production Method since
January 1997. Polyester market was weak in 1997, production of Haide Polyester Plant decreased.
However, although fixed assets of Haide Polyester Plant increased by 12 percent in 1997, its
depreciation expenses decreased by RMB 3.82 million in 1997. As a result, Qiong Haide’s ROE in 1997
reached 10.49 percent, and broke the threshold for stock right issues.
3.1.2 Using the asset impairment
According to Chinese GAAP, companies should consider conservatism principle and judge whether
the assets have been impaired on the balance sheet day, including short-term investments, accounts
receivable, inventories, goodwill, long-term equity investments, fixed assets, construction in progress
and intangible assets. If there are objective evidences proving that the assets have been impaired, the
impairment provisions shall be set aside.
1) Making use of that the impairment provisions of short-term asset are set aside and reversed to
manage earnings. Chinese GAAP permits reversals for the impairment provisions of the short-term
assets, such as accounts receivable, inventories, financial assets etc. This regulation provides managers
opportunities to manage earnings. For example, managers can increase the amounts that the impairments
provisions of short-term asset are set aside in current year, this leads to lower reported earnings in
current year. These lower earnings, however, create unrecorded reserves; managers have more flexibility
to report more income in the future by reversals for the impairment provisions of the short-term asset.
That is to say, managers can increase reserves, and so reduce earnings, by setting aside the impairment
provisions of the short-term asset; managers can also release reserves and create additional earnings, by
reversals for the impairment provisions of the short-term asset.
2) Making use of long-term asset impairment to manage earnings. According to the CAS#8 “Asset
Impairment”, for fixed assets, intangible assets, goodwill, long-term equity investments and other
long-term assets, once asset impairment losses were recognized, they can not be reversed in a
subsequent period, and are only allowed to conduct accounting treatment when assets are disposed of.
Meanwhile, after assets impairment losses were recognized, the depreciation or amortization expenses
of impairment assets should be adjusted accordingly in future periods in order to allocate systematically
the adjusted book value of assets (deduct estimated net salvage value) within the remaining useful life.
Take fixed assets for example, managers can low earnings in current year by setting aside fixed
asset impairment provisions, as asset impairment losses can not be reversed, and the amount of
depreciation will be re-adjusted within the remaining useful life of fixed assets, so the amount of
depreciation will decrease and earnings will increase in the next year.
3.2 Non-accounting methods
The main focus of earnings management is not only on the GAAP-based earnings managements
activities referring to the timing and recognition of revenues and expenses. Earnings management also
include operational or real activities which deal with voluntary business decisions like structuring
transactions such as asset restructuring, debt restructuring, related party transactions and receiving
revenue form government subsidies.
3.2.1 Asset restructuring
The main methods of asset restructuring include mergers and acquisitions, asset replacement,
transfer of assets and equity transfer. In china, listed companies usually make use of asset restructuring
in earnings management. Listed companies increase their reported earnings by merging with the
companies with good performance and exchanging their non-performing assets for high-quality assets of
affiliated enterprises (mainly parent companies).
3.2.2 Debt restructuring
According to the CAS#12 “Debt Restructuring”, a debt restructuring is an event in which a debtor
is in financial difficulty and a creditor grants a concession to the debtor in accordance with a mutual
agreement or the ruling of court. Four types of debts restructuring include (1) satisfaction of a debt by a
transfer of assets; (2) conversion of a debt into capital; (3) modification of the terms of a debt, other than
by the types as referred to in (1) and (2); and (4) a combination of (1) to (3). The debt restructuring
standard prescribes that the amount of debtor’s liabilities waived or reduced because of the concessions
of creditor shall be recorded into the profits and losses of the current period, and the fair value is used in
the business that the debtor transfer non-cash assets to the creditor in satisfaction of the debt. Therefore,
listed companies with loss in the previous year are likely to change the profits and losses of the current
period by the recognition of gains of debt restructuring.
In addition, Chinese local governments usually give subsidies to some important listed companies
to improve their performance so as to meet some capital market requirements, and related party
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transactions are common in the mainland. Therefore, the two kinds of earnings management techniques
are also important in China, and they cannot be ignored.

4 Case Study
4.1 Case description
Harbin Air Conditioning Co., Ltd. (referred to as Ha Kongtiao) has gone public on Shanghai Stock
Exchange since June 3, 1999. The main products of company include air-cooling equipments, air
conditioning equipments and energy-saving heat exchangers. Ha Kongtiao is one of the 500 mechanical
industrial enterprises of China, and its domestic market share of the petrochemical air cooler is above 50
percent.
July 31, 2007, Ha Kongtiao released the Semi Annual Report of 2007 on the matter of changes in
accounting estimates as follows: Our company altered the method that bad debt provisions for accounts
receivable were set aside since January 1, 2007, changed from Aging Analysis Approach to Delinquency
Flow Model Method, this modification based on the “Accounting Standards for Enterprises: Application
Guide”. This change in accounting estimates resulted in the current profit increases by RMB 28 165
481.77 Yuan.
Table 1 presents the amounts that bad debt provisions for accounts receivable were set aside
according to old and new accounting estimates policies.
Table 1

The Comparison of Old and New Accounting Estimates Policies on Bad Debt Provisions
Unit: RMB Yuan
2007.06.30 (Delinquency Flow Model Method)
2006.12.31 (Aging Analysis Approach)
Account
Account
Account
Bad Debt
Bad Debt
Percent
Balance
Percent
Category
Provision
Provision
Receivable
Receivable
Age
Less than
Normal
545 918 836.11 75.01 10 700 934.77
424 806 245.26 74.75 21 240 312.28
One Year
Special
One-Two
136 294 196.42 18.73
2 671 366.25
119 890 743.80 21.10 11 989 074.39
Mention
Year(s)
Two-Three
Substandard
35 558 189.48
4.88
696 940.51
7 944 380.95
1.40
2 383 314.30
Years
Three-Four
Doubtful
7 829 791.75
1.08
153 463.92
6 092 527.92
1.07
3 046 263.98
Years
Four-Five
Loss
2 189 706.56
0.30
42 918.25
4 247 201.53
0.75
3 397 761.23
Years
More than
5 344 758.43
0.93
5 344 758.43
Five Years
Total
727 790 720.32
100
14 265 623.70
Total
568 325 857.89
100 47 401 484.61

As shown in Table 1, the amount of accounts receivable increases from RMB 568 million Yuan in
2006 to RMB 728 million Yuan in 2007, an increase of RMB 160 million Yuan, while the amount of bad
debt provisions decreases from RMB 47 million Yuan in 2006 to RMB 14 million Yuan in 2007, a
decrease of RMB 33 million Yuan.
March 12, 2008, Ha Kongtiao published the 2007 Annual Report. The report disclosed the method
that bad debt provisions for accounts receivable were set aside changed from Aging Analysis Approach
to Delinquency Flow Model Method from January 1, 2007 to December 31, 2007. As a result, the
amount that bad debt provisions were set aside decreased by RMB 50.2034 million Yuan in 2007, and
the current net profit increased by RMB 41.1654 million Yuan, accounting for 17.47% of total net profit
of 2007.
Ha Kongtiao said, the reasons that the method that bad debt provisions for accounts receivable
were set aside was altered since January 1, 2007 were as follows: (1) The main products were mostly
used for the new projects or reconstruction project of the key power stations and petrochemical included
in the national plan, construction funds were assured; (2) product contract amounts were larger; (3)
Settlement cycles of product contract were long, usually 2 to 3 years, some longer.
Based on the above situation, Ha Kongtiao considered that if Aging Analysis Approach was
adopted the actual losses of bad debts of accounts receivable were fewer, but the amount of bad debt
provisions would be larger. Ha Kongtiao said, by statistics, the actual average annual loss rate of bad
debt of accounts receivable was 0.85 percent before 2007. In 2007, the comprehensive loss rate would
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be 0.95 percent if Delinquency Flow Model Method was adopted, 7.09 percent if Aging Analysis
Approach was adopted. Thus, Ha Kongtiao believed that Delinquency Flow Model Method would be
more in line with the actual situation of Ha Kongtiao.
4.2 Case analysis
Ha Kongtiao carried out independent test and combination test for the impairments of accounts
receivable. The top 10 in single amount of accounts receivable were listed as the items with significant
single amounts, and the independent impairment tests were made on them. Upon independent test, the
accounts receivable with significant single amounts has not been impaired, they were included in a
combination of the other accounts receivable to conduct another impairment test, and the bad debt
provisions were set aside by Delinquency Flow Model Method.
In the Interim Financial Report 2007 of Ha Kongtiao, the amount of the accounts receivable with
significant single amounts was RMB 274 million Yuan, accounting for 37.65% of total accounts
receivable. The amounts that the bad debt provisions for the accounts receivable with significant single
amounts were set aside have a very large impact on the amounts of all bad debt provisions. So, how did
Ha Kongtiao independently set aside the bad debt provisions for the accounts receivable with significant
single amounts? Meanwhile, according to a recent study by Yang et al. (2009), 26 representative
samples were extracted form the listed companies in the same industry as Ha Kongtiao, by calculating,
the average comprehensive ratio that bad debt provisions were set aside was 14.66 percent in 2006, and
15.42 percent in 2007. For these sample companies, the average comprehensive ratio has no obvious
change in 2007 compared with that in 2006, while Ha Kongtiao’s average comprehensive ratio that bad
debt provisions were set aside by Delinquency Flow Model Method was 0.95 percent in 2007. There
were large differences in the average comprehensive ratio in 2007 that bad debt provisions were set
aside between Ha Kongtiao and the sample companies.
From information disclosure, Ha Kongtiao revealed a net profit growth rate of 171.34 percent in
the Semi Annual Report 2007, 409.11 percent in the Third Quarterly Report 2007, and 118.98 percent in
the Annual Report 2007. Meanwhile, shares of Ha Kongtiao closed at RMB 6.58 Yuan at the end of
2006, RMB 22 Yuan at the end of 2007, and up to RMB 29.78 Yuan in February 2008. Share price of Ha
Kongtiao rose far higher than the Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite Index over the same period.
After share price of Ha Kongtiao rose, its largest controlling shareholder of Harbin Institute of
Technology Assets Management Co., Ltd. reduced 12 286 560 shares of Ha Kongtiao in five
installments during the period December 2007 to February 2008.
Table 2 presents the largest controlling shareholder’s reductions in five installments.
Table 2

Announcement
Date
2007.12.25
2007.12.29
2008.1.9
2008.1.25
2008.2.29
Total

The Largest Controlling Shareholder’s Reductions in Five Installments
Average
Holding
Reduction
Reduction Price
Reduction
Proportion after
Reduction Time
Percentage
Shares (share)
(RMB
Reduction (%)
Yuan/share)
2007.12.11-12.22
1.12
21.20
2 754 383
45.56
2007.12.22-12.27
1.02
22.29
2 494 458
44.55
2007.12.27-2008.1.7
1.50
23.29
3 694 719
43.05
2008.1.7-1.22
0.90
25.61
1 563 000
42.45
2008.1.22-2.27
0.72
23.51
1 780 000
41.73
5.26
12 286 560

In 2006, Ha Kongtiao formulated and published the Split Share Structure Reform Plan. On August
31, 2007, Ha Kongtiao released an announcement as follows: “12 286 560 tradable shares with
restricted conditions would be listed for trade since September 5, 2007.” On the face of it, Ha Kongtiao
engaged in earnings management by altering the method that bad debt provisions for accounts
receivable were set aside, inflated profits, boosted share price and purposely make opportunities for the
largest controlling shareholder to reduce shares at high share prices to cash out.

5 Conclusion
This study presents a general picture of earnings management in China’s Listed Companies, and
the focus is on the incentives and the techniques of earnings management.
Firstly, according to the four kinds of earnings management incentives stated by (Healy and
Wahlen 1999), the earnings management incentives of China’s listed companies were studied based on
Chinese realistic situation in this paper. This study showed that the earnings management incentives of
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avoiding external-contract violations and meeting management compensation contract requirements
exist in china’s listed companies, but those of anti-trust regulations and industry-specific regulations are
rate, and for small sized and private ownership companies, the earnings management incentives of
tax-planning purpose is strong in china. Meanwhile, due to the dilemma of the institutional
arrangements of the capital market, the earning management incentives of capital market considerations
are also very strong in China’s listed companies.
Secondly, the earning management techniques used in China’s listed companies were studied in this
paper. This study showed that managers usually use both accounting and non-accounting methods to
manage earnings in China’s listed companies. Accounting methods mainly include the changes of
depreciation method or period and the method that asset impairment provisions are set aside.
Non-accounting methods mainly include asset restructuring, debt restructuring, revenue from
government subsidies and related party transactions. Although China has been making progress in
internationalizing its financial reporting system, earnings management from legitimate accounting
choices to fraud that violates GAAP is popular in China’s listed companies. The fundamental reason for
this problem is the institutional characteristics of the Chinese market. Meanwhile, as the legal System
does not state clearly and in detail the consequences and penalties for managing earnings, so earnings
management can not be usually detected easily and appropriately prosecuted.
Finally, Ha Kongtiao case was analyzed in this paper. Ha Kongtiao altered the method that bad debt
provisions for accounts receivable were set aside from Aging Analysis Approach to Delinquency Flow
Model Method since January 1, 2007. The changes result in a series of surprise net profit growths. As
the phenomenon of investors’ functional fixation on the reaction to the accounting earnings exist in
Chinese securities market, investors can’t see through the financial reporting of listed companies, so the
share price of Ha Kongtiao sharply rose with significant net profit increase. This analysis showed that
Ha Kongtiao made opportunities by earnings management for the largest controlling shareholder’s
cashing out at high share prices.
This study concludes that earnings management is pervasive in China’s listed companies. Earnings
management makes earnings less reliable as a measure of company performance, if the true performance
of the company is hidden, there is potential for less efficient resource allocation decisions. Therefore, it
is necessary that the prevalence of earnings management is controlled by constructing the effective
accounting standards, changing the institutional arrangement of the capital market, improving the legal
system and reforming the economic and political system.
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Abstract Opportunity evaluation is one of the most critical aspects in process of entrepreneurship.
There are two kinds of entrepreneurial opportunity evaluation approaches, namely qualitative and
quantitative research approaches. Based on Timmons’ hierarchic index of opportunity evaluation, we
establish a new method of opportunity evaluation that integrates grey assessment and fuzzy assessment.
The grey clustering theory can be used to obtain the index grey statistics and structure the opportunity
fuzzy subjection matrix that enables a comprehensive evaluation of opportunity. At last, a practical
example is given to confirm the feasibility and the practicability.
Key words Opportunity evaluation; Grey-fuzzy assessment; Entrepreneurial opportunity; Grey theory

1 Introduction
Since the 1980s, scholars have increasingly recognized that entrepreneurship research plays a major
role in employment and economic development, which also has gained rapid development. During thirty
years of development, entrepreneurship research has made great progress. The most important progress is
that entrepreneurship research system is formed which focuses on entrepreneurial opportunities. Defined
from the perspective of business opportunities, entrepreneurship is the progress of identification,
assessment and exploitation of opportunities, which create future goods and services [1].
Entrepreneurial opportunities are defined as situations in which new goods, services, raw materials,
markets and organizing methods can be introduced through the formation of new means, ends, or
means-ends relationships [2]. Assessment of entrepreneurial opportunities by entrepreneurs, which relates
to whether the opportunity should be reasonable exploration and exploitation finally, is an important
component of entrepreneurial processes.

2 Entrepreneurial Opportunity Evaluation Approaches

In qualitative research approaches of entrepreneurial opportunity evaluation, Longnecks [3] points
out five principles of these qualitative approaches: clear market demand and appropriate access of entry,
sustainable competitive advantage, high return, combination with entrepreneurs, non-fatal flaw.
Timmons [4] proposes an evaluation system of entrepreneurial opportunity that contains 8 one-grade
indices, 53 two-grade indices, which is the most comprehensive evaluation index system of
entrepreneurial opportunity; Jiang Yanfu[5] who made an empirical research on the orders of key indices
of index system proposed by Timmous, suggests the 10 key indicators of entrepreneurial opportunity
evaluation which is appropriate for Chinese entrepreneurs. Lei Jiasu[6] suggests five dimensions for
choosing market opportunities: market size, the tine-horizon of opportunities’ existence, the growing
speed of market size over time, the five characteristics of good opportunities, the reality of special
entrepreneurs. Zheng Bingzhang[7], based on the Balanced Scorecard's four dimensions - financial,
customer, internal factors, innovation and growth , proposes an index system using to assess
entrepreneurial opportunities.
Quantitative research approaches to assess entrepreneurial opportunities are mainly composed of
standard scoring matrix and Baty Choices Act. The standard scoring matrix approach is a method that
chooses the important factors which influence the success of entrepreneurial opportunities, and then
grades each of the important factors by the expert group with three levels of best (3 points), good (2
points) and general (1 point), and at last, calculates the weighted average points for each factor under all
business opportunities, which can be used to compare the different entrepreneurial opportunities. The
Baty Choices Act approach is a method that assesses entrepreneurial opportunities by designing 11
choice factors which is used to judge entrepreneurial opportunities. If an entrepreneurial opportunity
only meets six or less than six choice factors, the entrepreneurial opportunity is likely undesirable; in
contrast, if an entrepreneurial opportunity meets seven or more than seven choice factors, then the
entrepreneurial opportunity is promising [8].
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The pure qualitative assessment approaches have some shorts, which would be difficult to give
orders of several entrepreneurial opportunities; quantitative assessment methods also have two shorts.
One short is that the division of assessment dimensions is less reasonable, which appears one-sidedness
and overlapping and neglects the effect of mutual coupling between indices on the program. The other
short is the lack of combination of subjective and objective assessment. Appraisers are subject to the
constraints of knowledge and information, as well as personal preferences, and so assessment
information provided by them is often incomplete or inadequate. To some extent, this affects the
effectiveness of opportunity assessment.
There are two types of uncertainty in assessment of entrepreneurial opportunities. First, Uncertainty
is caused by unclear and incomplete information, namely grey; second, the boundary of assessment
indices is not obvious, and a number of factors that impact assessment are ambiguous, namely fuzzy.
Only using simple fuzzy approach leads to the loss of information, while only using grey method is hard
to reflect possible cross-fuzzy defined by assessment indices. Therefore, during entrepreneurial
opportunity evaluation with dual uncertainty, grey-fuzzy comprehensive assessment model is a scientific
and effective method for assessment.

3 Grey-fuzzy Assessment Approach
3.1 Identification of the index system
Though comprehensive comparison of assessment index system of entrepreneurial opportunities
from domestic and foreign scholars, the evaluation criteria suggested by Timmons[4] is relatively
comprehensive, almost covering full content argued by other theories. The index system includes 8
categories of one-grade index, 53 categories of two-grade index, and respectively portrays the maximum
and minimum potential of each index. So it can be as an evaluation index system of entrepreneurial
opportunity. It is showed in table 1.
1) Industry and Market. High potential entrepreneurial opportunities should satisfy these conditions:
customers can accept companies’ products or services and are willing to pay for them; products have
high value to customers; products have a long life term; the project is in a new industry and competition
is imperfect; the industry market has large sales and its potential sales can reach from 10 million to1
billion; the growth rate of industry market is more than 30-50%; the productive capacity of existing
firms within the industry is almost completely saturated; within 5 years, the enterprise can occupy the
leading position in the market and the market share can reach 20% above; the enterprise have low-cost
suppliers.
2) Economic factors. High potential entrepreneurial opportunities should satisfy these conditions:
the need of time to reach break-even point is less than 1.5-2 years; the break-even point will not
gradually increase; investment rate of return and internal rate of return will be potential over 25%;
project funding requirements are not great, and have access to financing; the growth rate of sales is
higher than 15%; it can provide sustainable gross margin and gross margin is above 40%; it can provide
long-lasting after-tax profit, and after-tax profit margin is more than 10%; assets to sales ratio is low;
spontaneous flow of capital requirement is low; Research & Development (R & D) on capital
requirements is low.
3) Harvest conditions. High potential entrepreneurial opportunities should satisfy these conditions:
the added value brought by projects has relatively high strategic significance; capital market valuation
multiples of enterprises are relatively high and have the historical comparability; there are existing or
foreseeable exit strategies; capital market environment is favorable and capital flows can be achieved.
4) Competitive advantage. High potential entrepreneurial opportunities should satisfy these
conditions: fixed and variable costs are low; the control of costs, prices and sales is high; it can obtain
patent protection of ownership; competitors respond slowly and indifferently; it has legal or contractual
exclusivity; it has well-developed network of relationships and has easy access to the contract; it has
excellent key personnel and management team.
5) Management team. High potential entrepreneurial opportunities should satisfy these conditions:
the entrepreneurial team is a combination of excellent managers; industry and technology experience of
teams should achieve the highest levels of our own industry; the degree of integrity and honesty of
teams should achieve the highest standard; the team should know which aspects of knowledge is lack.
6) Fatal flaw. High potential entrepreneurial opportunities should not have any fatal flaws.
7) Entrepreneur's personal standards. High potential entrepreneurial opportunities should satisfy
conditions: entrepreneur's personal goals is consistent with entrepreneurial activities; the opportunity
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can enable entrepreneurs to achieve the success of limited risks; entrepreneurs can receive the salary
reduction and other losses; entrepreneurs are eager to start this kind of entrepreneurial life manner, not
only to make a lot of money; entrepreneurs can bear appropriate risks and grow well under pressure.
8) Strategic difference. High potential entrepreneurial opportunities should satisfy these conditions:
business drivers are fit to the external environment; corporate management team has been the best; there
are good service concepts in customer service management; the founder of the business trends to the
times; the adopted technology has a breakthrough, which does not have many alternative products or
competitors; it has flexible adaptability and can quickly make decisions to go on or give up; always look
for new opportunities; pricing of our own firm keeps nearly flat with the market leader; have access to
sales channels, or have existing network; allow mistakes and failures.
Table 1 Evaluation Index System of Entrepreneurial Opportunity
Attractiveness of opportunities ( uij )

No. i

1

One-grade
index

industry
and market

No. j

Two-grade index

1

Product/service
customer acceptance

2

product value

No. i

4
4

influence of product
on markets

4

product life

6

5

industry structure

7

6

market size

1

7

industry growth rate

9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
1
2
3

harvest
conditions

3
4

4

competitive
advantage

competitive
advantage

3

8

economic

No. j
3

5

2

One-grade
index

1
2

productive capability
of existing firms
availability
of
market share
cost structure
6
time
to
reach
break-even point
whether break-even
point can increase
potentiality of investment
rate of return
7
potentiality of internal
rate of return
capital requirements
of projects
growth rate of sales
spontaneous
flow
capital
gross margin
after-tax profit
after-tax profit
the capital requirement
of R&D
strategic value
8
valuation multiples
withdrawal
mechanism
Capital
market environment
fixed and variable
costs
the control of costs,
prices and sales

Management
team

5

2
3
4

Two-grade index
patent protection of
ownership
competitors’
responding time
legal or contractual
advantages
relationships
and
network
key personnel
component
of
entrepreneurial teams
industry & technology
experience of team
Team integrity and
honesty
Team awareness and
honesty

Fatal flaw
1
2
Personal
standards

3

opportunity cost

4

entrepreneurial
Intentions

5

risk / reward tolerance

6

6
7

stress tolerance
consistence of drivers
with environment
team level
service management
access time
technology
breakthrough
strategic flexibility
opportunity-oriented

8

pricing strategy

9

distribution channels

10

fault-tolerant space

1
2
3
4
5
Strategic
difference

consistence
in
personal & firm goals
risk of opportunity to
entrepreneurs
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3.2 Grey-fuzzy assessment model
1) Determine the evaluation factors set. The evaluation factors set is:
U = {u1 , u2 ,..., u8 } , where ui = ui1 , ui 2 ,..., uij , L , uin , (i = 1, 2, L ,8) .

{

}

2) Design an opportunity remark set. The opportunity remark set is designed as:
V = {v1 , v2 ,..., v5 } , v1 , v2 ,L, v5 respectively mean index remarks as "excellent", "good", "Medium" , "poor"
and "worst", the corresponding score of 5,4,3,2, 1.
3) Determine the weight set of evaluation indices. The weight is used to describe the relative importance
of various indices to assessing purpose. Weights can be obtained by an average score calculated through
experts’ remarks in the form of distributed assessment, the Delphi method and AHP.
W = {w1 , w2 ,..., w8 } , where wi ∈ [ 0,1] and ∑ i =1 wi = 1, (i = 1, 2, L ,8).
8

wi = {wi1 , wi 2 ,..., win } , where wij ∈ [ 0,1] and ∑ j =1 wij = 1, ( j = 1, 2, L , n).
n

4) Organize assessment experts to remark each of evaluation factors for opportunities. Experts k (k=1,
2, ..., m) give remarks d ijk to opportunities uij , then we can obtain an evaluation matrix Di of the index
i:
⎡ di11 di12 L di1m ⎤
⎢d
di 22 L di 2 m ⎥⎥
i 21
⎢
Di =
(1)
⎢ M
M O
M ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣⎢ dij1 dij 2 L dijm ⎦⎥
5) Establish the evaluation grey type. As constraints of experts’ level and differences of cognition, we
can just only give the number of a grey whitening value. In order to truly reflect the degree of a special
category which experts’ remarks belong to, we need to determine the whitening weight function [9].
According to score grading standards, we obtain five assessment grey categories: e = 1, 2, ... , 5. And the
evaluation remarks of the corresponding is respectively "excellent", "good", "medium", "poor," "worst."
And the corresponding Whitening weight functions as follows [10]:
The first grey category is defined as “highest” (e=1). And design grey number as ⊗1 ∈ [5, ∞ ] , the

whitening weight function as f1 :
⎧dijk / 5
⎪
f1 ( dijk ) = ⎨ 1
⎪ 0
⎩

dijk ∈ [ 0,5]

dijk ∈ [5, ∞]
dijk ∉ [ 0, ∞]

(2)

The second grey category is defined as “high” (e=2). And design grey number as ⊗2 ∈ [ 0, 4,8] , the
whitening weight function as f 2 :

⎧ dijk / 4
dijk ∈[ 0,4]
⎪
f2 ( dijk ) = ⎨( 8 − dijk ) / 4
dijk ∈[ 4,8]
(3)
⎪
dijk ∉[ 0,8]
0
⎩
The third grey category is defined as “medium” (e=3). And design grey number as ⊗3 ∈ [ 0,3, 6] ,
the whitening weight function as f3 :
⎧ dijk / 3
⎪
f3 ( dijk ) = ⎨( 6 − dijk ) / 3
⎪
0
⎩
The forth grey category is defined as “low”

dijk ∈[ 0,3]
dijk ∈[3,6]

dijk ∉[ 0,6]

(4)

(e=4). And design grey number as ⊗4 ∈ [ 0, 2, 4] , the

whitening weight function as f 4 :
⎧ dijk / 2
⎪
f 4 ( dijk ) = ⎨( 4 − dijk ) / 2
⎪
0
⎩

dijk ∈ [ 0, 2]

dijk ∈ [ 2, 4]
dijk ∉ [ 0, 4]

(5)
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The fifth grey category is defined as “lowest” (e=5). And design grey number as ⊗5 ∈ [ 0,1, 2] , the
whitening weight function as f5 :
⎧ dijk / 1
⎪
f5 ( dijk ) = ⎨( 2 − dijk ) / 1
⎪
0
⎩

dijk ∈ [ 0,1]

dijk ∈ [1, 2]

(6)

dijk ∉ [ 0, 2]

6) Calculate the grey weight value rije of each d ijk according to f e ( dijk )（e=1, 2, 3, 4, 5）, and establish
the fuzzy membership matrix. Suppose the evaluation ratio yije is the e-th evaluation grey category of
opportunity assessment index uij , and yije = ∑ k =1 f e ( dijk ) . The total grey evaluation ratio
m

is yij = ∑ e =1 yije which belongs to uij . The fuzzy membership from uij to the remark set V is rije =
5

yije
yij

and ∑ e =1 rije = 1 . The single factor fuzzy evaluation matrix Ri of the evaluation index i is:
5

⎡ ri11
⎢r
i 21
Ri = ⎢
⎢ M
⎢
⎣⎢ rij1

ri12
ri 22
M
rij 2

L ri15 ⎤
L ri 25 ⎥⎥
O M ⎥
⎥
L rij 5 ⎦⎥

(7)

7) Overall evaluation. The overall evaluation value of factor i is Bi = [b1 , b2 ,..., b5 ] = wi o Ri , ( i = 1, 2,...,8 ) ,

and the symbol “ o ” means weighted calculation.
(8)
R = [ B1 , B2 ,..., B8 ]T
Then calculate R using the fuzzy matrix, and we can obtain a systemic fuzzy assessment matrix M:
M = [ M 1 , M 2 ,..., M 5 ] = W o R
(9)
At last, we know the overall evaluation value of opportunities through C = M ⋅ V T .

4 A Practical Example
In this paper, we study an entrepreneurial team in Hefei, and use the evaluation index system and
model to evaluate the entrepreneurial opportunities which they face. The team was formed in September
2009 and has 6 members, whose average age is 26 years old. And most of members have associate
degree. In the early years, the team's principal business is agent of SIM cards and network cards of
telecommunications carriers. Now the team has developed to have five self-employed business hall and
act for a comprehensive range of business operators. Now the team faces the choice of the following
three opportunities.
Opportunity S1: increase sales of SIM cards and network cards and focus on becoming an
outstanding agent of operators.
Opportunity S2: develop application software, and commit to becoming an application developer in
the 3G industry, such as remote medical care system.
Opportunity S3: run hotel chain, and commit to being a well-known regional chain hotel.
Invite five experts in the University of Science and Technology School of China of Management to
score 53 indices of the evaluation system. And then calculate the average of each index. At last, obtain
all the weights of the one-grade and two-grade indices.
W = {0.111, 0.115, 0.123, 0.112, 0.135, 0.145, 0.125, 0.135}
w1 = {0.137, 0.080, 0.089, 0.061, 0.105, 0.099, 0.125, 0.105, 0.112, 0.086}
w2 = {0.089, 0.070, 0.115, 0.112, 0.087, 0.098, 0.075, 0.089, 0.109, 0.070, 0.086}
w3 = {0.266, 0.295, 0.216, 0.223}
w4 = {0.136, 0.163, 0.158, 0.090, 0.127, 0.122, 0.204}
w5 = {0.301, 0.268, 0.196, 0.235}
w6 = {1.000}
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w7 = {0.175, 0.170, 0.142, 0.165, 0.170, 0.179}
w8 = {0.073, 0.110, 0.115, 0.107, 0.102, 0.094, 0.084, 0.068, 0.081, 0.065}

Please five experts in the University of Science and Technology School of China of Management
to score every assessment indices of three opportunities. And obtain the evaluation matrix. Then
calculate the evaluation matrix according to approaches from part Ⅲ. At last, we gain the fuzzy
assessment matrix of three opportunities.
M S 1 = [ 0.3450, 0.3210, 0.0728, 0.0176, 0.0012]
M S 2 = [ 0.2602, 0.2752, 0.0616, 0.0284, 0.0032]
M S 3 = [ 0.2114, 0.2518, 0.0592, 0.0482, 0.0019]
V= {5, 4,3, 2,1} , according to C = M ⋅ V T , we can calculate the overall values of three opportunities,

respectively as 3.2637, 2.6468, 2.3397. So opportunity S1 is the best appropriate opportunity to the
team.

5 Conclusions
The entrepreneurial opportunity evaluation approach based on grey-fuzzy assessment has two
advantages. First, it rationally makes use of experts’ knowledge to overcome evaluator's subjective
dependence. Second, it considers the effect of cross-cutting and coupling between evaluation indices on
projects, reducing the difficulty of the evaluation index system measurement and the human factor error
during the evaluation process. The empirical study implies that the grey-fuzzy evaluation method is
feasible and effective to evaluate entrepreneurial opportunities.
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Abstract Performance appraisal index for R & D staff is a system which can fully reflect and reveal
the laws between the behavior and results of the work of R & D staff in the course of their work, and it
can reflect and ensure their long-term development goals to achieve the index. In this paper, according
to the performance characteristics of R & D staff, an initial index content system is established; then in
the light of the actual situation of the surveyed enterprises and job characteristics of R & D staff, factor
analysis method is used to make a comprehensive adjustment of the index content; finally, a highly
indexed performance appraisal index system of R & D staff is determined.
Key words R & D staff; Performance characteristics; Factor analysis; Performance appraisal index
system

1 Introduction
Research and development (R & D) staff, as typical knowledge workers, who have higher stock of
human capital, are the core unit to promote the development of knowledge-based economy. How to
develop each R & D staff’s creativity and enthusiasm is the key factor to enhance the core
competitiveness and achieve sustainable development of enterprises. Therefore, a fair, reasonable and
scientific assessment has become a key point of efficient work. However, compared with the general
staff’s work, since the work of R & D staff is creative and cooperative, the nature of the work process is
difficult to grasp. Thus, there is a certain difficulty in the process of assessment, which has become a
difficult problem for human resource department in the aspect of evaluating performance of R & D staff.
At present, there are a lot of researches for the assessment of R & D staff, but these researches have only
stayed in the evaluation of the current status and the level of difficulty of the R & D staff. Or some
people put forward some assessment principle for R & D staff, but they did not make in-depth study on
R & D staff’s evaluation system [1]. Schneider et al. scholars pointed out that the key of performance
evaluation for knowledge workers was to grasp the characteristics and the nature of performance, when
they discussed “how to build a successful assessment system for performance [2].Chinese scholars Liao
Jianqiao et al [3]. performed a practical analysis of characteristics of performance of knowledge workers.
The results show that knowledge workers have the characteristics such as profession, creativity,
complexity, duality and team-cooperation and so on. Based on the performance-oriented characteristics,
they did a research about the assessment method about the knowledge workers [4].Even though there is
no research based on the performance characteristics about R & D staff, yet R & D staff, as typical
knowledge workers apparently have the performance characteristics of knowledge workers. According
to the performance characteristics of R & D staff, the author tries to initially establish an index system
about R & D staff’s performance characteristics. Then, in view of practical work condition and
characteristics of the investigated R & D staff, applying the factor analysis method to perform the
general adjustment of the index contents. And finally, the author fixes on the performance evaluation
index system in order to provide reference to the business management practice.

2 Performance Characteristics of R & D Staff
2.1 Creativity
The realization of R & D staff’s performance is a creative process. Creativity is another distinctive
feature of R & D staff; the main reasons are the following aspects:
Firstly, R & D staff have to keep learning and accumulate knowledge to be competent at their work, and
to meet the requirements of the developing world and organizations [5]. Secondly, knowledge includes
two types: explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge. Explicit knowledge can be obtained directly from
the official exchange, but it is not enough to depend only on explicit knowledge. To make up the
deficiency of explicit knowledge, it needs our understanding and creativity. Thirdly, R & D staff’s
knowledge contains application, creativity, accumulation, and transmission four processes [6].Among
them, knowledge creativity and application are the aims of knowledge work. However, through working
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to create new knowledge or applying knowledge to creatively solve problems is the significant symbol
to achieve the performance of R & D staff. While the main proof to measure the performance of
knowledge workers is whether it is creative or how much of creativity is included in the performance [7].
2.2 Difficult monitoring for the performance behavior
General staff’s performance evaluation is normally established on the basis of working
normalization and standardization, and then monitoring the process of standard working content is to
make the evaluation of working process scientific and evident. But the creative characteristic of R & D
staff normally determines the low repetition degree of their tasks, and there are no defined processes,
procedures and no fixed work rules. Moreover, the working manner changes completely, and the course
of the work is usually invisible, this kind of non-standard working content and non-programmed process
behavior is difficult to perform process monitoring and evaluation.
2.3 Difficult measurement of the performance
Due to the special nature of R & D staff’s work, their work is mainly thinking activities. Labor
process is often invisible, the achievement of performance results often needs long time, and
experiences a certain period of time. While some work is not great certainty, which will not produce
profits immediately. Therefore, the results of work are difficult to be reflected in the short term, and
more difficult to quantify.
2.4 Duality
The performance of R & D staff not only has objectivity but also has subjectivity. The objectivity
on the one hand refers to the laboring results of R & D staff that do not have clear assessment criteria,
but the peers are able to make the overall judgment of merits and demerits. On the other hand, it refers
to the performance of R & D staff with visual and objective form of expression. Even personal thoughts,
ideas, or creativity can also be expressed in an objective and clear form. The subjectivity refers to the
performance evaluation about R & D staff. Even the evaluation from the peers is just qualitative and
subjective, because the focus is the evaluation of the quality evaluation, thus the evaluation is not
possible to be as accurate and quantitative as the measurement of labor working. The duality of R & D
staff’s performance characteristics demonstrates that, in evaluating the performance of R & D staff, only
objective index is not feasible. However, without objectivity is also unfeasible [7][8].
2.5 Team-cooperation
The specialization of knowledge makes the value creativity of R & D staff perform in the form of
division and cooperation. So, many jobs of R & D staff are finished in the form of cooperation. The
labor results are the crystallization of the wisdom and the team, and the achievements of performance
mostly depend on the cooperation rather than the individual strength. In the team work of R & D staff,
although the achievements of team can not be separated from individual, still the team-cooperative
results can barely separated to each person [9]. Therefore, it is difficult to quantitatively define the
contribution of certain person, and regard it as a basis for the evaluation of personal performance.

3 Preliminary Establishment of the Performance Evaluation Content System
about R & D Staff
Aiming at the performance characteristics for R & D staff, the performance evaluation is
identified, including the following aspects:
3.1 Capability
Capability reflects the possibility for individual to complete various tasks [10].
Firstly, it includes the abilities that they have already possessed, such as professional skills, knowledge
and physical ability and other static abilities.
Secondly, it refers to the capability that displays and determines the working efficiency, including
innovation ability, the method to solve problems and communication capability and other apparent
abilities. The evaluation of capacity not only reflects the enhancement of static ability, but also reflects
the apparent ability to play the situation.
Capability means the matching between individual and job position. The right people into the right
positions is critical to the capability to play, so we should pay attention to the degree of employee job
competency evaluation, comparing employee’s knowledge, technology and other practical working
behaviors with the expected working aims and job position responsibilities. Labor productivity (input /
output), professional skills, learning ability, and creativity, etc. not only reflect the capacity criteria, but
also reflect the performance characteristics of R & D staff.
3.2 Attitude
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Attitude refers to a more persistent and consistent internal psychological and behavioral tendencies
on the outside [11], mainly including the positivity and negativity, approval and disapproval of behaviors
and responses. It embodies in the three aspects of job satisfactory, job involvement, organizational
commitment. Employees with high satisfaction are positive towards their work. Job involving means the
importance of performance level towards self-worth. Employees with high degree involve in a strong
sense of identity and higher efficiency. Organizational commitment refers to the recognition of the
individual towards organization and objectives. Only high job satisfactory and high job involvement can
have higher organizational commitment. Based on the qualitative analysis of work behavior, work
attitude, team spirit, and service attitude etc. can reflect the criteria of attitude. The use of performance
assessment can change the job motivation of employees, thus the work attitude can be changed.
3.3 Achievements
Achievements means that organization presents the effective output in the organizational,
departmental and individual level in order to achieve its goal, which is the result of organizational
expectation and employee’s commitment to the organization [12]. Achievements reflects the work quality,
profit level, index completion rate and so on, and embodies what we have done, how much we have
done and how much contribution we have done for employees.
The specific details of performance evaluation index system for R & D staff are shown in table 1.
Table 1

Index Grade On

Capability

Attitude

Achievements

Index Content of R & D Staff [13]

R & D staff
1.The level of expertise
2.Communication skills
3.The training level
4.The new project ROI
5.Cost control
6.Input-output ratio
7.The ratio of views to be adopted
8.The number of intellectual property owners
9.Learning motivation
10.The speed of skills to be improved
11.The number of participating exchanges
12.Teamwork attitude
13.Knowledge-sharing participation
14.Responsibility
15.The standard degree of implementing process
16.Absenteeism rate
17.The degree of compliance with rules and
regulations
18.The number of customer complaints
19.The speed and effectiveness of service
20.The success rate of project development
21.Technical assessment pass rate
22.The ratio between research expense and revenue
23.Project size
24.Project income
25.Project profit
26.Project compliance rate
27.The rate of progress of the project on time
28.Project quality

4 Comprehensive Adjustment of Index Content Based on Applying Factor
Analysis
In the previous section, we initially gained the index content system for R & D staff, but
considering the index large scope, it is possible for cross and overlap between indexes. We further carry
out the questionnaire and make use of factor analysis to comprehensively adjust the index system.
4.1 The design of questionnaire and the selection of sample
First, we designed the initial questionnaire. After consulting the senior human resource experts, we
gained valuable advice on the aspects of index description, the additions and deletions. After further
amendment, we obtained the final questionnaire of this thesis. There are twelve representative
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enterprises in Beijing, Wuhan, Changsha, Liuzhou four places, where the R & D staff are used as
samples of this study. I personally gave out questionnaires, sent emails and other forms of
questionnaires to the above sample enterprises. There are total 120 questionnaires, of which 100 valid
questionnaires are recovered. The recovery rate is 83.3%.
4.2 The method of analysis
In this paper, the author uses factor analysis, through SPSS software to statistically analyze the data
in the questionnaires. The so-called factor analysis means that a number of original variables
concentrate on a small number of factors with the minimal loss of information, so that factor has become
of multivariate statistical analysis of certain explanatory name [14].
The idea of factor analysis can be expressed with mathematical models. Suppose there are r
variables x1 , x 2 , L , x r and the mean of each variable (or after standard treatment) is 0, standard
deviation is 1.Now express each original variable with linear of combining number
of p ( p ≤ r ) factors f 1 , f 2 , L , f p , we have:

⎧ x1 = a11 f1 + a12 f 2 + L + a1 p f p + ε 1
⎪
⎪ x 2 = a 21 f1 + a 22 f 2 + L + a 2 p f p + ε 2
⎨
⎪M
⎪ x r = a r1 f1 + a r 2 f 2 + L + a rp f p + ε r
⎩

(1)

In equation (1), order:

⎛ a11
⎛ x1 ⎞
⎜
⎜ ⎟
x
⎜ a 21
⎜ ⎟
X = ⎜ 2 ⎟, A = ⎜
M
M
⎜
⎜ ⎟
⎜x ⎟
⎜a
⎝ r⎠
⎝ r1

a12 L a1 p ⎞
⎛ f1 ⎞
⎛ ε1 ⎞
⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
a 22 L a 2 p ⎟
⎜ f2 ⎟
⎜ε ⎟
, F = ⎜ ⎟, ε = ⎜ 2 ⎟
⎟
M O M
M
M
⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎜
a r 2 L a rp ⎠
⎝ε r ⎠
⎝ fp ⎠

The equation (1) can be written in the following matrix form:

X r×1 = Ar× p F p×1 + ε r×1

(2)

In equation (2), the F is called factor, because it appears in each original variable’s linear expression, so
it is known as common factor. The A is called factor loading matrix. The
aij (i = 1,2,L, r; j − 1,2,L, p) is called factor loading, which is the ith original variable in the jth factor’s

loading factor. The ε is called special factor, which indicates the original variable whose part can not be
explained by factors, the mean is 0.
Thus, the problem of common factor actually asks to find the matrix Ar × p that satisfies the above

conditions.
4.3 Reliability test
Homogeny reliability method is used to test the reliability of questionnaires. This method that is
used to test the internal consistency between projects is called internal consistency reliability method.
This paper applies SPSS software to test the homogeny [15] .In general, if the coefficient of Cronbach’a is
no less than 0.65, it can be accepted. To the scale variables that have not yet been verified, as long as the
coefficient of Cronbach’a is greater than 0.60, it is acceptable.
Table 2

Internal Consistency Reliability of the Scale

The name of scale

The coefficient of internal consistency（α）

The capability index scale of R & D staff

0.873

The capability index scale of R & D staff

0.820

The capability index scale of R & D staff

0.867

Table 2 shows that in questionnaires, the Cronbach’a coefficients of the capacity scale, the attitude
scale and the performance scale are above 0.7, so it indicates that the internal consistency of the whole
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questionnaire is good, and the reliability of the data from the questionnaire is higher.
4.4 The test of the applicability
The correlations between the variables have the ability of analysis and the results have the practical
basic premise, or else, common factors can not be extracted. Therefore, the correlation test is necessary
for the analysis. At current, tests that use factor analysis test are Bartlett test and KMO test, of which,
Bartlett sphericity test is used to judge whether the relative coefficient factor matrix is the unit matrix. If
the observation of the statistics is relatively large, and the corresponding possibility P value is less than a
given significant level α, then the original variable is suitable for factor analysis. On the contrary, it is
not suitable for factor analysis. The test of KMO is used to compare the index between the simple
correlation coefficient of variables and partial correlation coefficient of variables. KMO value is closer
to 0.The original variable is not suitable for the factor analysis. The value above 0.9 is very suitable; the
value of 0.8 is suitable. The value of 0.7 means the general, while the value of 0.6 is not suitable, and
the value of no more than 0.5 is not proper.
4.5 Factor analysis
In this thesis, the author adopts the maximum likelihood method to estimate the factor loading
matrix, using factor analysis extracts the common factors whose eigenvalue is more than 1 in order to
easily name and explain common factors ,and then treat the common factors using the method of
orthogonal rotation(maximum variance method).Observe each scale table ,according to the key index
principle and each factor loading scale on each dimension ,and then delete the unreasonable factors so as
to make sure that the scale tables which are more suitable for the index system in requirements of
contents and construct.
4.5.1 The analysis of ability index
We analyzed the main component factor analysis of the 11 indexes of the ability performance
scale tables of R & D staff, the results of the analysis are shown in table 3.
The analysis results show that except for the loading scale of the index “number of participating in
exchange” in all dimension is less than 0.5, the rest of indexes in each dimension’s loading scale is more
than 0.5.Through analysis, the index of “the number of participating in exchanges” and the index of
“active learning” are overlapped, so we delete the index of “the number of participating in exchanges”,
and keep the rest of indexes.
Table 3

KMO & Bartlett Sphericity Test of Capability Performance Scale about R & D Staff

The capabilities performance about R & D
staff

Component

1
2
.295
.894
The level of expertise
.351
.842
The ability to communicate with people
.137
.814
The level of training
.960
-.146
ROI
.944
-.257
Cost control rate
.831
-.133
Input-output ratio
.099
.083
The rate of accepted views
.319
.446
The number of intellectual property rights
-.377
.116
Active learning
.274
.275
The speed of improving skills
.297
.260
The number of participating in exchanges
KMO=0.837， Sig=0.000，Cumulative%=84.313%

3

4
.172
.288
.424
-.215
-.022
-.312
.903
.771
.170
.224
.341

.245
.277
.117
-.072
-.039
-.124
.156
.112
.794
.862
.154

Note: Factor extraction method is principle component analysis. Rotation method is the maximum
standard deviation method. The rotation frequency is 6 times.
It can be seen from table 3 that the projects of the first factor are associated with the professional
skills of experts, including professional knowledge , the ability of communicating with people and the
level of training, their factor loading scales are 0.894, 0.842 and 0.814 respectively, thus it can be named
professional skills; The second factor is related to labor productivity, including the return on investment
of new projects(ROI),cost control and input-out ratio, their factor loading scales are 0.960, 0.944 and
0.831 respectively, so it can be called labor productivity; The projects of the third factor are related to
the innovation capability of R & D staff, including the rate of accepted views and the number of
intellectual property, their factor loading scales are 0.903 and 0.771 respectively, therefore, it can be
called the innovation capability; The projects of the fourth factor relating to the learning ability of the R
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& D staff include the activity of learning and the speed of improving skills, the factor loading scales of
them are 0.794 and 0.862 respectively, thus , it can be named learning capability. The value of KMO is
0.837, which is more than 0.6, indicating that the sample rate is high; the associated probability of the
spherical test is 0.000, less than the significant level 0.01; the factor cumulative variance contribution
rate is 84.313%, which can explain most variances. Ultimately, this scale table is divided into four
dimensions, ten indexes, and the construct validity of this scale table is quite good.
4.5.2 The analysis of the attitude index
We analyzed the eight topics of the attitude performance scale table about the R & D staff; the
results of the analysis are shown in table 4.
Table 4 KMO & Bartlett Sphericity Measure of Attitude Performance Scale about R & D Staff
Component
Attitude performance index about R & D staff
1
2
3
The attitude of team-cooperation
-.053
.884
.138
Participating degree in knowledge sharing
.010
.848
.123
Responsibility
-.375
.685
.084
The degree of implementing the standard process .867
-.151
-.020
Absenteeism rate
-.066
-.026
-.139
The degree of compliance with the rules and regulations
.912
-.090
-.132
The number of customer complaints
-.015
.128
.982
The speed and effectiveness of service
-.135
.211
.964

KMO=0.800，sig=0.000，Cumulative%=73.959%

Note: Factor extraction method is principle component analysis. Rotation method is the maximum
standard deviation method, the rotation frequency is 5 times.
The analysis results show that except for the index “absenteeism rate” in all dimension’s loading
scale is less than 0.5, the rest of indexes in each dimension’s loading scale is more than 0.5.Through
analysis, the index of “absenteeism rate” and the index of “the degree of compliance with the rules and
regulations” are overlapped, so we delete the index of “absenteeism rate”, and keep the rest of indexes.
It can be seen from table 4 that the projects of the first factor are associated with the attitude of experts,
including the degree of compliance with the rules and regulations and the degree of implementing the
standard process, their factor loading scales are 0.912 and 0.867 respectively, thus it can be named work
attitude; The second factor is related to team spirit, including the attitude of team-cooperation, degree of
participating in sharing knowledge, the responsibility, their factor loading scale are 0.884, 0.8448 and
0.685 respectively, so it can be called team spirit; The projects of the third factor are related to the
service attitude to customers of R & D staff, including the number of customer complaints, the speed
and effectiveness of service, their factor loading scales are 0.982 and 0.964 respectively, therefore it can
be called the service attitude; The value of KMO is 0.800, which is more than 0.6, indicating that the
sample rate is high; the associated probability of the spherical test is 0.000, less than the significant level
0.01; the factor cumulative variance contribution rate is 73.959%, which can explain most variances.
Ultimately, this scale table is divided into three dimensions, seven indexes, and the construct validity of
this scale table is quite good.
4.5.3 The analysis of performance index
We analyzed the principal component factor analysis of the 9 indexes of the performance scale
tables about R & D staff, the results of the analysis are shown in table 5.
The analysis results show that except for the index “the on time rate of R & D projects” in all
dimension’s loading scale is less than 0.5, the rest of indexes in each dimension’s loading scale is more
than 0.5.Through the analysis, the index of “the compliance rate of R & D projects” may include “the on
time rate of R & D projects”, so we delete this index of “the on time rate of R & D projects”, and keep
the rest of indexes.
It can be seen from table 5 that the projects of the first factor are associated with the profit
condition of experts, including the profit, the scale and the revenue of the R & D projects, their factor
loading scales are 0.942, 0.923 and 0.966 respectively, thus it can be named profit; The second factor is
related to the development condition of new projects, including the success rate of R & D projects,
expense-revenue ratio and the accreditation pass rate, their factor loading scales are 0.792, 0.857 and
0.963 respectively, so it can be called the new project development; The projects of the third factor are
related to the work effect of R & D staff, including the compliance rate of R & D projects and the
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quality of R & D projects, their factor loading scales are 0.984 and 0.897 respectively, therefore it can
be called work effect; The value of KMO is 0.821, which is more than 0.6, indicating that the sample
rate is high; the associated probability of the spherical test is 0.000, less than the significant level 0.01;
the factor cumulative variance contribution rate is 72.689%, which can explain most variances.
Ultimately, this scale table is divided into three dimensions, eight indexes, and the construct validity of
this scale table is quite good.
Table 5 KMO & Bartlett Sphericity Measure of Results Scale about R & D Staff
Component
The performance index about R & D staff
1
2
.792
.454
The projects development success rate about R & D
.963
.165
staff
.857
.165
The accreditation pass rate
.157
.923
The expense-revenue ratio
.201
.966
The scale of R & D projects
.201
.942
The revenue of R & D projects
.094
.081
The profit of R & D projects
.252
.037
The compliance rate of R & D projects
.094
.081
The on time rate of R & D projects
The quality of R & D projects

3
.167
.121
.121
.154
.035
.035
.984
.303
.897

KMO=0.821，Sig=0.000，Cumulative%=72.689%

Note: Factor extraction method is principle component analysis. Rotation method is the maximum
standard deviation method. The rotation frequency is 5 times.
Professional skills
Labor productivity

……

Capability
Innovation ability
Learning ability
Performance
Appraisal
Index
System
of
R&D
Staff

Work attitude
Attitude

The attitude of
team-cooperation
Team spirit
Participation degree
in knowledge
sharing

Service attitude
New project development
Achievement

Profit

……

Work results

Figure 1

Performance Appraisal Index System of R & D Staff

4.5.4 The performance appraisal index system of R & D staff after adjustment
According to the above analysis of the performance evaluation dimensions for R & D staff,
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learning ability, innovation ability, labor productivity and professional skills is the first specific index
layer of ability dimension, work attitude, team spirit and service attitude is the first concrete index layer
of attitude dimension, and new project development, profitability and work results are the first concrete
index layer of performance dimension. Therefore, in the light of the goal of making the ultimate
decision (performance evaluation scores of R & D staff), we can establish the following evaluation
index system (as shown in Figure 1).

5 Conclusion
R & D staff, as a special group belonging to enterprise employees, is engaged in creative work.
They are the source of business innovation and the key for its development. In the era of knowledge
economy, how to develop each R & D staff’s creativity and enthusiasm is the key factor to enhance the
core competitiveness and achieve sustainable development of enterprises. Therefore, it is of a very real
sense to establish a reasonable index system for R & D staff. In this paper, we adopted both qualitative
and quantitative methods. We established an initial index content system; and then made a
comprehensive adjustment of the index content by factor analysis method; in the end we determined a
performance appraisal index system of R & D staff. It is operational in the actual performance
assessment of enterprises, and has a potential market value.
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Research on Impact of the Senior Executive Incentive
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Abstract Flowing chart method is employed in the paper. It is thought that technological innovation and
institutional innovation are inseparable, as one of the important incentive mechanism, innovation couldn’t
create performance itself, but it could stimulate the senior executive’s innovative behavior, through the
senior executive’s leading in enterprise innovation, the enterprise financial performance will be promoted
with technological innovation and institutional innovation further. Those enterprises could obtain
comparative advantage with the strong competition and the strategy adjusted with the change of the
external environment, thus enterprise’s financial performance will be promoted.
Key words Incentive mechanism; Financial performance; Sustainable innovation; Comparative
advantage

1 Introduction
1.1 Research situation at home and overseas
It is earlier about the research on incentive mechanism at overseas. Coase, represented institutional
economics property right school, he believes that the key to enterprise’s performance is to clearly define
the limit of property right in law or optimize the property structure. Beyond Property Right Theory think
that enterprise performance and change of the property is not necessarily related. it mainly depends on the
degree of market competition, the more competitive market is, the more effort enterprise put to improve
the efficiency. At home, (Zhong hongwu 2007) systematically studied the relations of charitable donations
and corporate performance, if manager want to improve the enterprise environment, financial performance
would be improved directly or indirectly.
1.2 The meaning and types of incentive mechanism
Incentive mechanism is the system that the stimulate object would take some economic activity or
not according to their own goals. In the modern enterprise system, the so-called incentive system is the
progress that enterprise’s owner make an interaction with the operator through the incentive factors, its
essence is to resolve the problem of the enterprise’s power. According to the different forms, incentive
mechanism could be divided into salary incentive and non- salary incentive. Salary incentive includes
the annual salary incentive, equity-based incentives. Non-salary incentive mostly exists in the form of
recessive incentive, and comes from internal and external of the enterprise. The former includes
promoting incentives, culture incentives, control power incentive, the latter includes mainly including
competitive incentives and reputation incentives.
1.3 Factors affecting financial performance
Enterprise performance is the enterprise’s results or performance during a certain operating period,
while financial performance can reflect the operation situation and the enterprise’s development trend
adequately. Enterprise's main idea of core competitiveness is bellow; the decisive factors of enterprise
performance and competitive advantage include the internal resources, capabilities, especially for
knowledge-based core capability.
The decision factors affecting enterprise performance would change with economic environment
change, the enterprise have to innovate constantly to adapt the change of the environment. So enterprise
performance would be determined by technical innovation, management innovation and system

innovation, they are interlinked organically and mutually reinforce.

2 Analysis on Relationship Between Executive and Financial Performance
2.1 Continuable earnings: the substance security to make enterprise continuable innovation
An economist, Schumpeter believes that uncertainty is one of the basic characteristics of
innovation.Based on uncertainble innovation itself, enterprise will face series of risk and higher cost[1].
Sustainable earnings obtained will enable enterprises enhance significantly in enterprise value, the
overall level of returns as well as the financing capacity of such areas, which will become a powerful
guarantee for enterprise innovation. innovation is a constant activity, and it’s hard to meet the profit in a
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short period of time. Continuable earnings could provide adequate financial support for enterprise
innovation. Thus, continuable earnings enable enterprise to increase research capital, facilities,
technology and human resources capacity, and meanwhile improve the ability to accept the risks in the
process of innovation.
2.2 Incentive mechanism：the guarantee to obtain continuable earnings
System are series of rules or ordinance worked for enterprise with the goal to make the maximum
profit, attached with compellent obligation during the production management activity [2]. This is a
powerful measure to obtain continuable earnings and realize the enterprise’s goal. The scientific, perfect
and useful system would provide the organize guarantee for the achievement of the enterprise’s goal.
Incentives for operators can lead and control their behavior, also figure out the dynamic problems in the
development [3].
A perfect incentive contract can combine the operators’ personal interests and enterprise’s interests
to make the operators pay more attention to corporate long-term development and receive sustainability
profit. In order to maintain long-term incentive function effectively, we have to achieve the
institutionalization of incentives. An effective incentive mechanism would enable the proper
implementation of incentive plans with the better incentive effect.
2.3 Incentive mechanism：the engine of enterprise's sustainable innovation
1) Internal innovative incentive mechanism
In the changing market, only relying on sustainable innovation can keep the constant competitive
advantage of the enterprise and achieve sustainable earnings growth for enterprises, the senior
executives are leaders in innovative enterprises, the whole innovation program would be promoted by
the senior executives who have innovation ideas , incentive to executive is the key to keep the enterprise
continually innovation. innovative power is an important factor affecting the senior executive’s
innovation. An effective incentive mechanism could make the owners’ interests consistent with the
operators’ and linked the self-interest with the enterprise’s long-term development. after the executives
were given innovative motivation the implementation of innovative strategies, technical innovation,
management innovation and system innovation, would enhance the company's core production capacity,
and the growth of performance will provide a material guarantee for enterprise’s sustainable innovation.
At the same time, the enterprise's performance growth yield huge innovation driving force through
incentive mechanism. So back and forth, enterprise will achieve sustainable innovation, its principle is
shown in Figure 1：

Innovation
ability
Innovation
incentive

Operator

Innovation
Power
Innovation
Right

Figure 1

Technology

system

Performance
growth

Management

Impact Of Innovation Incentive to the Performance

2) External innovation incentive mechanism
① The Government's incentive innovation
Government's fiscal policies can significantly affecting the input of the enterprise’s innovation
resource, and thus have a direct impact on the enterprise’s growth. The government's various innovative
incentive policies, such as science and technology policy, financial policy, tax policy and a variety of
incentive policies, can provide motivation for enterprises’ continually innovation.
② Market innovation incentive
According to Schumpeter's innovative basic theory, market economy system is the basic condition
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for achieving innovation. Therefore, the market innovation incentives constitute the basis of
entrepreneur’s continuous innovation incentives system. The market price system will continue to give
the direction to induce the enterprise innovation, innovative ideas and creative implementation.
Enterprise with product advantage and great technological capabilities would gain competitive
advantage, and stand on an indefectible position in the fierce market competition. These two external
innovate incentives cannot directly act on the operators but the direct worked with the enterprise, and
react through the company's internal innovation incentive to operator. However, the Government’s
innovation incentive system for entrepreneur could have an effect on incentive directly.

3 Principle of Executive Incentive Mechanism to Financial Performance
From the relative analysis in incentive system and financial performance, we can see that
technological innovation and institutional innovation are inseparable. To obtain sustainable development,
enterprises have to be accompanied by technical innovation and system innovation. But the system
innovation cannot act on the development of enterprises directly, and need an indirect effect through
technological innovation. As one of the important governance mechanism, incentive cannot create
performance itself, but to stimulate the innovative behavior of executives, through executive’s leading in
innovation , the technological capabilities would be promoted, and act on the enterprise performance
further. the senior executive’s management has effects on the enterprise performance indirectly.
Executives’ incentive’s mechanism to financial performance can be illustrated by Figure 2.
Inner

Management
Decision-making system

Restricted system

Incentive System

Effort Extent Of The
Senior Manager
Operating Activity Of The
Senior Manager

External Environment

Political And Legal
Systems

Market Economy System

Social

Culture

Strategic Decision Of Innovation Enterprise
National Policy
Performance Of
Innovation Enterprise

Production Capacity System

Figure 2 Graphical Representation of the Senior Executive Incentive Mechanism to Financial Performance

As figure 2 shows, in the enterprise, the internal incentive system leads the senior executives’
activity through the incentive， in which innovation incentive mechanism could motivate executive’s
innovation activity, while the salary incentive motivate executive’s innovation power; controlling
power incentive gives innovator innovation rights and internal promotion incentive, the selection,
appointment mechanisms makes sure that the executive should have certain ability to innovate. The
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negative incentive—restraint mechanism can regulate the behavior of executives, meanwhile make the
negative effect to incentive system. In this way, executive can worked out innovation strategy under the
system of enterprise decision-making.
In order to realize innovation strategy of enterprises, under the leadership of the executives,
technical innovation, management innovation, system innovation would be implemented ,and enterprise
would raise the core competitiveness level. Enterprises which have competitive advantage in market will
win in the market competition thereby raise the financial performance of innovative enterprises.
Enterprise's external environment constitutes the enterprise’s external governance environment and has
influence on the internal governance through the enterprise's internal governance mechanism. Among
them, the policy environment, market environment, legal environment constitute the executive's external
incentive system. The legal environment guide and constraint operators by regulate the operator's rights
and responsibility; manager market, capital and product market constitute the external market incentives
of the executives.
Under the influence of the external market, incentive mechanisms just as executive's reputation
incentive, equity incentive and credit incentive will be fully effective social culture affect people's
behavior by influencing people's opinion .innovation in the whole society obviously have a function that
lead and demonstration for executive and enterprise's innovation activity; national policy of incentive
manifest favorable policy and incline to guide the enterprise and operator.

4 Conclusions
The environment which enterprises exist is also the touchstone of the innovative strategy, product
ability and management level for the enterprise. Whether the enterprise’s innovative strategy is flexible,
whether an enterprise has a sustainable competitive advantage, as well as the enterprise’s internal
governance structure will be tested in the changeable environment. Only those enterprises could obtain
comparative advantage with the strong competition, the strategy adjusted with the change of the external
environment, thus raise enterprise’s financial performance.
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Abstract This paper puts forward that the powerful innovation incentive system is the fundamental
guarantee to strengthening the independent innovation capacity. In recent years, China has started to
introduce and implement innovation incentive policy. But as a whole, it is still at primary phase, and there
is an obvious gap between our country and the developed countries. This article adopts the system
approach to construct the independent innovation incentive system and informal social culture incentive
system. Then it concludes that provide a powerful force source to improve the ability of independent
innovation.
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1 Introduction
"A nation without technology independence, will not have economic independence or political
independence." If the technology is still attached to the other, it will be difficult to get rid of being led by
the nose, and to obtain integrated political and economic independence. Yet, independent innovation is the
only way to realize the complete technology independence.
Nations stand in great numbers in the world, with the very rich and the very poor, and the gap
between them is further widening. If comparing a room to a country, one with the wise to arrange the
system, and the other with relatives and friends of the authorities to design the system, the former will be
richer than the latter under the same other conditions. History also proved this point. In the early years of
the 19th century, China had a population of about one-third of the globe’s, and produced about one-third
of the global GDP. The establishment and improvement of the imperial examination system is the key
reason for China to keep rich and an important position in feudal times. It established a good selection
mechanism, which provided quality and efficiency for the government bureaucracy system. At the
contemporary times, European countries appointed people by favoritism are. Under the circumstance that
market and government were both backward in the worldwide, system breakthrough provided a booster
for China's leading economy. However, its defect was also so obvious that seriously hindered the
innovative thinking. It was hard to ensure a long-term dynamic state, and finally led to Chinese feudalism
falling apart. Meanwhile, the implementation of the politically neutral modern civil service system
brought about system transcendence in western countries.
The fundamental determining factor resulted in the rich and the poor lies in the system, and the
system innovation is the way to wealth. BMW hypothesis put forward in the book “The way to wealth” by
FuJun points out that the wealth of a nation is determined by the longitudinal bureaucracy system and the
transverse market system in a certain historical period, whether the arrangements of the two institution
groups are reasonable determines the national wealth will be sustainable. China should gradually
establish and perfect political system guided by talents, based on laws and aimed at supporting the market
longitudinally. In horizontal, China should gradually establish and consummate the market system based
on the fine incentive and property protection and connected with the world economy. This two systems
create environmental advantages. This paper focuses on analyses on the incentive system innovation of
independent innovation.

2 Related Concepts and Independent Innovation’s Importance and Current Situation
2.1 Concepts
Independent innovation is a kind of creation activities compared to the technology import and the
imitation. It refers to the new product value realization process based on the unique core technology
with independent intellectual property rights. Independent innovation is the way to a powerful nation,
and is guaranteed by the institutional innovation. Institutional Innovation refers to realize the social
sustainable development by creating new and more effective incentive systems and regulations under
people’s existing producing and living conditions.
2.2 Importance
Independent innovation incentive system innovation will greatly promote scientific and
technological personnel’s innovation activities from the microscopic aspect. From the macroscopic
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aspect, it will change the extensive growth mode consuming a lot of natural resources, and lead to the
new road of industrialization getting rid of resource constraints. It will optimize the industrial structure
and promote the industrial upgrading by improving the technology intensive industries proportion and
reform the traditional industries by hi-tech. It will also improve our trade conditions and reduce
dependence on foreign technology so as to obtain high added value in the international labor division.
2.3 Current situation
Long-term since, the United States government has formed a set of scientific management systems
that fit with its "separation of the three powers" regime. The federal government effectively improve the
social environment for innovative activities and thereby promote them through taxation, patents and
government procurement policies and by establishing and perfecting various laws and regulations with
regard to technical innovation, technology diffusion and patents. The United Kingdom maintains its
leading position in technology field in the world with far less research funds than America for its
unrestricted and globalization talent flow policies. Japan benefits from the institutional environment
which encourages cooperation among organizations during the innovation process so as to take the lead in
many areas of science and technology in the world. Such practices create more favorable external system
environment for enterprise innovation diffusion and speed it up faster than the U.S. limited by antitrust
laws. Taiwan’s semiconductor industry ranks second not mainly on account of its vast territory and
abundant resources, but lies in its respect for the market, profession and system. Independent innovation
system arrangement has been the successful experience for the leading countries and regions for a long
time.
There is an obvious gap in independent innovation capacity between China and the developed
countries. China’s independent innovation ability is insufficient, and the core technology is controlled by
others. The United States and Japan take up 90% patents of the world, and other countries, including
China, only possess about 10%.Specifically speaking, the problems are as follows: The digestion and
renovations ability of the introduced technology is weak, for it has not been combined with the
improvement of the industry competitiveness. Technology innovation system is with the enterprises as the
main body, and featured by the combination of producing, learning and studying has not been formed.
Human, financial, and material investment are seriously insufficient.

3 Independent Innovation Incentive System Constructions
More innovative elements and more resources do not necessarily bring about large-scale innovation
activities. The key lies in the innovation incentives environment construction. Such as Shenzhen, it took
the lead in establishing the market economy system framework by combining reform and opening up
together. It integrated the innovative elements one step ahead and soon became the paradise for high
technology enterprises. In 2008, Shenzhen’s hi-tech production value reached 870 billion Yuan,
accounting for more than half of the total industrial output. More importantly,59 percent of the output
value possessed independent intellectual property rights, and this ratio was far ahead of the nation.
Advantages of Shenzhen’s independent innovation incentives environment embodies in the following
aspects: Its policies are aimed at the major problems reflected in the innovation practice, based on which
to propose the solutions and science and technology policies and regulations. Such as the technology
shares, it arose in the early 1990s to resolve the interests distribution conflicts among scientific and
technological personnel who come to Shenzhen to do business. Another example is the system design
for an important aspect of the intellectual property right. The intangible asset appraisal management
regulations provided for the foreign joint venture and science and technology personnel creation with
important system support.
3.1 Increasing government support and perfecting the venture capital market mechanism
Our country’s risk investment market system and mechanism has not taken shape. It is hard to
combine the innovative technology and venture capital effectively. Risk investment is the key link to
promote high-tech industrialization. The problems the innovative enterprises will be faced with include
the follows: financing difficulties, lack of effective exit mechanism for risk funds, insufficient risk
investment institutions, small-scale risk investment. China has more than 20 thousand high-tech
achievements each year above the provincial and ministerial level, and less than 15% of them are truly
translated into practical productivity. Among the scientific and technological achievements that have
realized transformation,56% were self-financing,26.8% got loans from the state, and only 2.3% obtained
risk investment. The scale of China’s risk capital is generally small currently and it can not absorb social
capital, so it can only support some short term, rapid and small investment projects. Research-production
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transformation cycle can be shortened from 20 years to10 years if there is venture capital participation in
the early stages of scientific research. China should construct the multi-level financial system, and
establish risk compensation mechanism in commercial banks for loans offered to enterprise independent
R&D innovation activities, and make good use of policy financial tools such as fiscal interest subsidies,
and meanwhile relax restrictions on venture capital sources.
3.2 Constructing new tax system to support enterprises’ independent innovation
Our innovative and supportive taxation system has not been established. It remains to improve the
policy effectiveness. Currently high-tech enterprises generally belongs to manufacturing industry and
being implemented by production-based value-added tax, which is unfavorable for R&D enterprises
which mainly depend on labors and the raw materials costs of which are only less than 30%.Our country
should use the taxation policies as a lever to increase R&D investmen,and at the same time carry out fair
taxation so as to encourage the domestic enterprises to develop independent brand products.
3.3 Setting standards to promote enterprises’ innovation
At present standards in various fields have not been set. Standards are an important factor to
influence technology supplies and demands. Standards for energy, environmental protection, healthy and
consumer protection,etc, in developed countries are higher and higher, which urges enterprises to adopt
new technology. It is mainly embodied in as follows: Technical standards are more and more detailed. The
number of the technical indexes and formulations for products in European Union that enter the EU
market has reached more than 100 thousand. The coverage is more and more wide. "Electronic waste
disposal method" in 2004 in EU implied that the environmental protection standards have extended from
production to sales and then to service, namely the whole life cycle.
3.4 Increasing the government procurement on self-directed innovation achievements
According to the international experience, the government procurement will promote more
innovation than R&D subsidies do in many areas. The government purchasing expenditure averagely
accounts for about 30% of the expenditure budget, and about 10% of the GDP, while the government
procurement expenditure account for less than 2% of the GDP in China. Therefore, our country’s
government procurement potentials are great. We should earnestly implement the government
procurement law, and add the "domestic products" clauses, and increase the government procurement on
self-directed innovation products and services to change the situation that foreign brands dominate in our
country’s government procurement, which will guarantee that domestic enterprises will benefit from it.
Relevant international research shows that innovative products in energy-saving, environment
protection and resource comprehensive utilization fields are the major areas of the government
procurement. The government procurement on innovative products will provide a market guide for the
new technology and encourage enenterprises to increase R&D investment. From the long-term view, it
will reduce the government expenditure and create opportunities to improve the quality and efficiency of
public service for the "whole life cycle cost" pricing mechanism. The innovation-oriented government
procurement focuses on strategic technology. For example, the United States government concentrates on
national defense and space flight and aviation industry. Countries in the EU center on key fields, including
electronics, medical treatment, pharmaceutical, logistics, environment, energy and safety industries, etc.
South Korea regards the information communication technology as the key.
3.5 Setting up incentive compensation mechanism based on intellectual property protection and
utilization
Our talent incentive system has not been established yet. High-tech brain drain remains serious. In
order to make the employee behavior can help enterprises to achieve the goals of innovation, it must
ensure the interests of intellectual innovators, and the key is to build a incentive compensation mechanism
based on intellectual property protection and utilization.
3.6 Matching the formal and informal institution
As for intellectual property infringement, it will be punished by the formal system, but be regarded as
the most economic and effective way by the informal system, which leads to the proliferation of piracy. So
if the formal system and the informal system can not be coordinated well with each other, it will be hard
for the intellectual property rights incentive system to play a role. Creative-oriented consuming culture
should be advocated and be guided by the government. The measures mainly refer to restrictive provisions,
publicity and behavior modeling, etc, which steers for the construction of innovative consuming culture
through sending innovation pursuit signal.
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4 Conclusions
Based on the above analysis, the government should give more support to construct the independent
innovation incentive system comprehensively from the following several aspects: perfecting the venture
capital market mechanism, building a supportive tax system, establishing the innovation standards,
increasing the innovation-oriented government procurement, setting up incentive compensation
mechanism based on intellectual property protection and utilization, matching the formal and informal
institution, so as to provide a powerful force source to improve self-directed innovation capability.
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1 Introduction
Since the reform and opening up, especially, the formation of China's four major economic blocks
in the new century, economy has developed rapidly around China, many east coastal prefecture-level
cities’ GDP (such as Nantong, Tangshan, Weifang, etc.) break through 100 billion Yuan and it took just 4
years when GDP broke through 200 billion Yuan, economic development has made remarkable
achievements.
In recent years, in central part of China, some prefecture-level cities’ GDP reached 100 billion Yuan;
people began to study them in order to develop economy quickly. From these cities’ economic
development experience, they formed a pitch-industry development system, the vertical system:
industries — pillar industries — industrial park — industrial clusters — leading enterprise (cultivation
of leading enterprises is largely dictated by the strategy of enlarging and enhancing enterprises, market
financing and brand strategy, etc.); horizontal system: government reform, investment in the soft and
hard environmental improvement, technology policy and economic evaluation work of counties of
prefecture-level cities, etc.
This article takes counties of prefecture-level city and municipal development zone as study objects,
establishes economic evaluation system through index system design principles, builds the relative
correlation of grey system theory, integrated assessment model of entropy and scatter degree, which has
theoretical significance, as well as provides use for reference of economic evaluation to prefecture-level
city and municipal development zone

2 Design Principles of Economic Evaluation Index
Design and formulation of counties’ economic evaluation index should make clear its purpose and
pay attention to its scientificalness, oneness, systematicness and comparability.
2.1 Principle of purpose
The subjects investigated are the counties and municipal development zones of prefecture-level
cities. Considering the importance of every index in the whole index system, we will not focus on the
estimate evaluation of economic evaluation. The basic goal is to analyze the current situation in different
zones in the aspects of strength, innovation level and innovation environment then to dig out reasons
causing disparity. Supply different zones with scientific basis to improve their innovation capability.
2.2 Principle of scientific
Design index system of counties and municipal development zones and fix their names, meanings
and diameter ranges according to a certain purpose. Namely, Formulation of the index names should
have scientific basis in theory and efficiency in practice. Only by this, materials can be collected and
reasonable analysis and application can be received.
2.3 Principle of oneness
Oneness consists of two aspects: one is the meaning, diameter range, design procedure and
computing time should be unified from the domestic relations. The other is qualitative analysis should
be combined with quantitative analysis. When we weight the three one- grade indexes, we should adopt
comprehensive empowering act which combined objective one with subjective one.
2.4 Principle of systematic
This principle has two meanings. The first meaning: level is one important feature of
systematicness. Index system of economic evaluation has three levels: the first level is one- grade index,
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that’s three factors; the second level is nine two -grade indexes; the third level is sixty five third-grade
indexes. The second meaning: considering region as a system, we should combine environment and
system for index including internal one and environment index.
2.5 Principle of comparability
On the precondition of fixing the purpose, scientificalness, oneness and systematicness are service
as guarantee of comparability. Only comparable competitiveness index can supply us with correct
information materials. Then analysis and decision can be made and decision-making services can be
given. Comparability requires three meanings: firstly, comparability can be carried out in different
regions and spatial dimension. For example, index with currency unit (total industrial output value and
high-tech industrial added value) must deduct price element from it; secondly, caliber and range of index
should be combined with each other when compare high-tech zones in different regions. Generally,
relative numbers, proportional numbers, index and average are used to compare. Thirdly, in the
evaluation process, absolute number and relative numbers are listed in the same index system. In order
to avoid accident, it is necessary to deal with the index data to achieve standardization, normalization,
maximization and mineralization. Thereby, data can be compared in a zero dimension condition.

3 Economic Evaluation Index System Design of Counties of Prefecture-Level City
and Municipal Development Zone
Establishing evaluation indicator system based on the principles of indicators construction as
follows:
Economic level includes 9 secondary indicators: GDP per capita growth rate, tax revenue proportion
of GDP, tax revenue growth, total retail sales growth rate, import and export volume growth rate,
exports growth rate, the actual utilization of foreign investment growth, local fiscal income growth, the
proportion of local finance of total tax revenue, reflects economic growth and the quality of economy.
Industry level has10 secondary indicators and includes the growth of agricultural exports,
value-added growth rate of agricultural processing enterprises, integrated mechanization level of
agriculture, industrial value-added tax revenue growth rate, main business income growth rate of
large-scaled industries, increased percentage point of the industrial economic efficiency index, increased
percentage point of industrial increased value to the contribution growth rate of economic growth, the
proportion of the modern service industry to the tertiary industry, service sector growth in tax revenue,
growth rate of sales of commercial housing space, mainly reflects the growth level of modern
agricultural, industrial efficiency and modern service industry.
Science and technology input and output levels have 12 secondary indicators, which include
increased percentage point of high-tech industries’ investment accounts to the investment of industries,
the growth rate of cultural industry investment, technological innovation investment accounts to
investment of industries, optimizing rate of fixed assets investment structure, growth rate of the actual
investment for 50 billion projects, growth rate of trade and investment promotion, growth rate of the
registered capital of new enterprises, the proportion of financial institutions’ loans to savings, the
proportion of large industrial enterprises’ R&D expenditure to GDP, the proportion of high-tech industry
output value to industrial output, growth rate of high-tech industry output value, number and growth rate
of high-level talents, growth rate of high-level talents per 10,000 people.
People's living standard has 16 secondary indicators, including corporate employees’ average wage
growth rate, the Engel coefficient, growth rate of the number of hospital staff per 10,000 people,
compliance rates of urban community health service, standard rate of rural health office service ability
promotion project, funding amount per capita of new rural cooperative medical care, coverage of basic
medical insurance for urban residents, collection amount of employees’ basic old-age insurance, urban
workers basic medical care, collection amount of unemployment insurance, collection amount of rural
old-age insurance, growth of urban and rural residents’ minimum living standard assistance, urban and
rural residents’ medical standards and growth, the living standard of the beneficiaries and growth,
release rate of urban low-rent housing finance, renovation number of dilapidated buildings of rural poor
disabled persons.
Education level has 10 secondary indicators, primarily reflects the counties’ culture, education
standards and physical standard. It includes senior secondary education coverage, the proportion of
government teaching achievement awards, teachers’ salaries brought into the county fiscal convergence
criteria, public cultural service system compliance rates, and cultural construction of compliance rate,
the number of culture, news reports awards above the provincial level, cable TV households rate and the
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number of new users, the proportion of 10,000 people that transporting athletes to sports teams which
above the city level, the proportion of 10,000 people that getting competition medals, courage rate of
sporting facilities in rural areas,
Energy conservation standard has 6 secondary indicators, mainly reflects the friend degree of local
economy and environment. It includes decreased rate of 10,000 Yuan GDP energy consumption,
decreased rate of 10,000 Yuan GDP water consumption, added value energy consumption rate of 10,000
Yuan industries, emissions reduction rate of chemical oxygen demand (COD), emissions reduction rate
of sulfur dioxide,
Harmony building level has 7 secondary indicators, mainly reflects the harmonious development
degree in the counties. It includes the coverage rate of standardized urban community service centers
(stations), coverage rate of standardized rural areas’ community, the standard rate of urban community
management of the "three-have" (there are certain officials to provide service for people, there are
enough money to do things, there are enough land to do things), the standard rate of rural community
management of the "three-have", control of petition, soft environmental comprehensive assessment of
economic development, the rate of criminal cases per 10,000 people,
Infrastructure level has 9 secondary indicators, mainly reflects infrastructure facilities of the county
level. It includes urban piped gas penetration, city bus number for every 10,000 citizen, the proportion
of new energy bus of total buses, village paved road rate, the new reform mileage, new-added
beneficiary population of running water, transformation and increase of the beneficiary population, per
capita green cover, green tracts of forest land completion rate, completion rate of forest construction.

4 Evaluation Model of Counties Economic Evaluation Research
4.1 Determining evaluation matrix and correlation coefficient
Matrix X k is n second-grade index data of s counties cities and municipal development zones of

the Kth First-Grade Index in a prefecture-level city
⎡ x11k x12k L x1kn ⎤
⎥
⎢ k
k
L x 2kn ⎥ （ K = 1,2, L ,8 ）
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x 22
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⎢L L L L ⎥
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k ⎥
⎣⎢ x s1 x s 2 L x sn ⎦⎥
Establish a sequence
Two second-grade index in the same level are X i (k ) sequence and

X i = {X i (k )k = 1,2,L, n} X j = {X j (k )k = 1,2, L , n},
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Calculate relative degree of association
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4.2 Calculating the entropy values in the second-grade index
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Calculate the weight of the second-Grade Index
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4.3 Evaluation value of the first-grade index
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Fk = ∑ wik xijk (k = 1,2, L ,8)
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4.4 Confirmation of the eight first-grade’s significance
According to the above factor analysis, we can get n number of counties economic evaluation
research. Use matrix to express, it is B = ( bij ) ， bij is the i th counties economic j the evaluation
n×8

value of the first-grade index.
4.5 Theory of “widening the difference between different grades”
Several subjects being evaluated can be regarded as several points in three dimensions which are
formed by three indexes from geometry aspect. To get the evaluation value of several subjects is like to
project points ‘shadow to a certain dimensional space. It will expand the disparity between
subjects .According to the m- dimensional space, built a best one dimensional space .Every point
shadow in this dimensional space will be scattered. Then the dispersion will receive greatest
degree .Select linear function of enormous evaluation index t1 , t 2 , t 3 L t 8 :

y = ω1t1 + ω 2 t 2 + L + ω8 t 8 = ω T t

In the formula

ω = (ω1 , ω 2 ,L, ω8 )T vector

（3）

is to be determined of m(role as weight coefficient

vector) . t1 , t 2 , t 3 L t 8 is status variable of evaluation sample collection. Put the three standard
observations
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principle of determination the weight coefficient vector ω can
display the disparities between samples to a biggest degree. Find different index vectors’ linear function
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and scatter several samples as widely as possible. As for the variable y = ω t , put
into the sample variance formula
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Then have

nS = ω B Bω = ω H ω . In the formula (4), any large value can be selected with no limitation on
ω .If ω T ω = 1 , it can prove that max ( nS 2 ) = λmax λmax is the biggest eigen value of H = BT B . ω is
2

T

T

T

eigenvector vector of the biggest eigenvalue. Normalize it then will find weight coefficient vector and
8

∑ω
i =1

=1.

i

4.6 Confirmation of independent innovation capability’s evaluation value
According to the above competitive evaluation in eight regions and the confirmation of the
significance, we can get the formula of overall evaluation in regional competitiveness
8

F = ∑ ωk Fk
k =1

5 Conclusions
（1）This article takes the relative correlation to study correlation coefficient; the reason is that
correlation Analysis takes zero as the starting point to do initial treatment, when the factors have
large difference, variables’ dimensions are different, and analysis will be affected, it is difficult to
get a reasonable result. (2) The process of obtain index data has availability (China Statistical
Yearbook, Statistical Yearbook of Science and Technology of China) (3) It needs further research if
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we are going to give a more correct definition of counties economic evaluation research. (4) Quite
scientific, comprehensive index system of counties economic evaluation research was established.
Model has operability (SPSS software). Index data has availability (China Statistical Yearbook).
They can reflect the status of regional competitiveness objectively and correctly. How to give a
more correct definition of counties economic evaluation research needs further research.
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Research on the Measurement of Customer Value: The Case of
Cell Phone Industry
Gao He
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Abstract In this paper, the theory of customer value throughout the entire process of research,
centered on how to measure customer value and develop competitive strategy with the theory of
customer value. Firstly, the paper introduced the idea of “competition” to the theory of customer value
measurement, pointed out that the measurement of customer value needs to select and integrate the
existing methods; Based on empirical study, obtained two factors of perceived value attributes when
consumers used the cell phones, found that three foreign brands in terms of the difference of customer
perceived value was more obvious, the competition between the two domestic brands was most intense,
and the customer perceived value of foreign brands ware higher than domestic brands.
Key words Customer value; Measurement of customer value; Competition-oriented; Customer
perceived value

1 Introduction
Western marketing academic began to research on the theory of customer value in the late 1980s,
but it once proposed has aroused growing concern by academic and the business community, and
quickly became a new hotspot in marketing research field. In just two decades, scholars did a lot of
research on the concept and meaning of customer, measurement of customer value, innovation and
application of customer value. In regard to how to measure customer value, many scholars have put
forward their own theories. In early 1980s, the values and lifestyles (VALS) which were proposed by
(Mitchell 1983) are the most classic methods for value research. His theoretical foundation based on the
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (1954) and social characteristics concept, which segmented the U.S.
consumers as 9 kinds of lifestyles groups. Although the impact of VALS is enormous, but the academics
didn’t pay attention to this special measurement system at that time[1]. During this period another
methodology of value was List of value (LOV) proposed by the researchers of the Survey Research
Center in the University of Michigan which can substitute the VALS. The development of LOV based
on the research of value by Feather, Maslow and Rotech. It is most closely related to the social
adaptation theory[2]. At present, Japan and other countries have also developed their own VALS. In
addition, Woodruff’s theory was introduced the qualitative analysis into the measurement of customer
value[3]. (James and Dipak 1993) based on the past related customer value assessment methods
summarized 9 kinds of customer value assessment methods which are widely used in practice, these
methods assessed customer value from the point of the attributes and feature of the product, mainly used
to assess customer value of industrial products[4]. (Gale 1994) adopted two attributes which are quality
and price, let the customer afford the weight of the criteria, through a simple customer perceived value
chart to measure every brand’s perceived value[5]. (Indrajit and Wayne 1998) used three-dimensional
structure (brands, attributes, segments) to measure every brand’s perceived value, proposed value map
model for assessing customer value[6]. (Hogan 2001) proposed through four steps as distinguishing value
center, assessing uncertainty factors, developing a relationship model and analyzing key variables to
measure the expected relationship value[7].
In addition, there are other scholars’ methods or tools being used to assess customer value, of
which there have been many well-know methods, such as value-map (use price and quality as
dimensions); but they have not formed a system of methodology, we will not enumerate. Most of the
above-mentioned customer value measurement method can not properly reflect the customer perceived
psychology, including many reasons: or more dimensions attributes of customer value can’t describe; or
the limitations of the definition of customer value affect the validity of the choice methods; or business
is not understanding customer value from the customer perspective; or business do not realize the
[7] John E. Hogan. Expected Relationship Value: A Construct, a Methodology for Measurement and a Modeling
Technique[J]. Industrial Marketing Management, 2001, 30:339~351
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difference between the customer’s own value demand, competitors’ product value and own product
value. Therefore, we consider that can not simply rely on one method to measure customer value,
require to choose and integrate the existing methods; The accuracy of the customer value assessment
depends on the science of the using method, yet the selection of the methods depend on the definition of
customer value whether correct, and the content whether adequacy.

2 Research Method
2.1 Research framework
The empirical research framework are as follows: First, chosen the cell phone product as example,
through the qualitative research, selected the product attributes variables which can reflect the customer
value; Following study is divided into two aspects: on the one hand, using the customers’ evaluation of
the product attributes variables to carry out factor analysis, obtains the factors of customer dimensions,
and draw the customer perceived value space map; the other hand, according to the customers’
evaluation of the different brands’ product attributes variables, draw the map of the different brands’
performance in different customer value attributes.
2.2 Selection of measured variables
Before the formal investigation, we use Woodruff’s ladder method to do the pre-research, defined
the value attributes of the cell phone market as 12 value attributes which is the quality of call, standby
time, price and so on. (See Table 1)
Code
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

Table 1 Customer Value Attributes Variables
Variables
Code
Variables
Code
Quality of call
Q5
Edit SMS
Q9
Standby time
Q6
After-sale services
Q10
Price
Q7
Reaction speed
Q11
Appearance style
Q8
Convenience
Q12

Variables
Efficiency
Conducive to health
Pleasurable
Not affect others

In the choice of brands, for the simplicity of the questionnaire and to meet research requirements,
we selected 5 brands which were Nokia, Motorola, Samsung, TCL, Bodao.These 5 brands both have
international renowned brands, but also have domestic brands, with strong representation. In order to
quantify customer perceptions, the questionnaire used Likert 5 scale, 1 represents “very poor”, and 5
represents “very good”.
2.3 Sample and data collection
The survey was conducted in May 2007, a total of 150 students participated in the survey,
respondents distributed in various grades, including undergraduates, graduate students and doctoral
students. In this paper, we use SPSS10.0 software to analyze, in the process of statistics, the treatment of
missing value put forward Listwising method, and the effective sample size was 133.

3 Data Processing Results and Competition-Oriented Analysis
3.1 Factor analysis
The questionnaire items carried on factor analysis by method of principal component analysis,
Bartlett spherical test results were significantly 0.000, KMO value was 0.926. According to the standard
that Eigen value greater than 1 to determine the factors, we can see all the measured variables in the
questionnaire can be explained by two factors, the cumulative contribution rate is 98.6%, meaning that
two factors may reflect 98.6% of the total information of the original 12 indicators (see Table 2).
Code
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

1
0.997
0.980

Table 2
Factor
2

0.984

0.790

Result of factor analysis (rotated factor loading)
Factor
Code
Code
1
2
Q5
0.972
Q9
Q6
0.991
Q10
Q7
0.996
Q11
Q8
0.987
Q12

Factor
1
0.991
0.994
0.983

2

0.986

Based on the analysis of the meaning of attributes various which included in the factor, combined
the results of literature research and focus group interview, we named these two factors. Factor 1 could
be called “interest factor”, which is a set of interests that customers obtain from the particular product or
service; Factor 2 can be grouped into the “cost factor”, which refers to the estimated costs that arising
when the customers assessing, obtaining and using of the product or service.
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The result of factor analysis showed that customer’s perception of value mainly came from the
trade-off of the costs and benefits. This is consistent with the theory of Kotler’s customer delivered
value. Price level is the main factor to perceive cost, and other attributes were good or bad can mainly
determine the size of the customer perceived interests.
3.2 Multidimensional Scaling (MDS)
According to the factor analysis of above 12 kinds of attributes obtained two dimensions of
customer perceived value: the cost factor dimension and the interest factor dimension. Through the 5
brands’ performance on different attributes which customer perceived, as well as the customers’ overall
rating for the barns, we can analyze the 5 brands’ coordinates in two dimensions, and get the 5 brands’
customer perceived value space map(See Figure 1). The horizontal dimension is cost factor, and the axis
dimension is interest’s factor. To note that the cost factor dimension from left to right not mean the cost
increased, but said the value of cost was higher, that is, the cost dimension which customers perceived
changed from bad to good. Thus, the upper right in the map is the highest point of customer value.
From the customer perceived value space map, we can see that: the interest’s factors which
customers perceived highest followed by Nokia, Samsung, Motorola, TCL and Bodao; the cost factors
which customers perceived highest followed by Nokia, Motorola, Bodao, TCL, and Samsung. From the
location in the map we can see that, the interest’s factor of three foreign brands is much higher than the
domestic brands.

Figure 1

The customer perceived value space map of different brands

The location in the customer perceived value space map indicated the differences of the product
value which customers perceived, which also showed the intense competition of different products. Can
be seen from the figure, the position of the domestic brands TCL and Bodao is very close, which means
that customers thought the value their products provided had little difference, and their target market are
similar. The competition between them is the most direct competition, and is the most intense
competition. Therefore, one party first started a strategic behavior, such as lower prices, the other party
must make the appropriate response at the same time; otherwise it will lost a lot of market share.
Because the value which products provided does not have unique, so they are easier to cause a price war.
In contrast, the relative distance of three foreign brands is farer; the product value which customers
perceived is unique. So, the target market they served is not the same.
In order to facilitate an in-depth analysis of every competitive brands, we do a normalization on the
map, let the point which the interest factor value and cost factor value are 3 as the origin (See Figure 2).
On this point, the customer interest’s factor and cost factor all have general performance that is the
starting point to achieve customer desired value. As can be seen from Figure 2, the X-axis and Y-axis
respectively represent the cost factor and the interest factor, they divided the customer perceived value
space map into four quadrants.
In the first quadrant, the cost factor and the interest factor the customers perceived are positive, that
is, the value of the cost factor and the interest factor the customers perceived are more than the desired
value, it is the region which the customer perceived value is highest. In this quadrant, the more to the
upper right position, on behalf of the higher customer perceived value. Enterprise should work toward it.
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In the second quadrant, the customers’ perception of the interest’s factor is positive, but the
perception of the cost factor is negative; that is, the customer perceived value of interest factor is higher
than customer desired value, but the customer perceived value of cost factor is lower than customer
desired value. Enterprise in this quadrant, customers are satisfied with the benefits which its products
provided, just to reduce the cost, can improve customer perceived value. So the enterprise should make
its products in the second quadrant move to the first quadrant.

Figure 2

The customer perceived value space quadrant map of different brands

In the third quadrant, the customer perceived value of the interest factor and cost factor are all
negative, that they are lower than customer desired value. Customer perceived value is lowest in this
quadrant. Enterprise should strongly avoid this quadrant. If the enterprise’s products in this quadrant,
either the enterprise quit, or else raise the performance of the interest factor or cost factor, so that its
products can move to the second quadrant or the third quadrant.
In the fourth quadrant, the customers’ perception of the interest’s factor is negative, but the
perception of the cost factor is positive; that is, the customer perceived value of interest factor is lower
than customer desired value, but the customer perceived value of cost factor is higher than customer
desired value. If the enterprise’s products located in this quadrant, indicating the value of the product
can not make the customer satisfaction, only the price is relatively lower. After all, if the customers’
perception of the interest’s factor is long-term very low, but the perception of the cost factor is higher,
then it will easy to make the customers to form an impression of that the enterprise’s products are low
price and low quality. This is not conducive to long-term development of enterprises. The products in
the fourth quadrant, enterprise can improve the attributes of interest factor to enhance the customer
perceived value, make the product’s perceived location move to the first quadrant.
As can be seen from the above analysis, customer perceived value of the product is the highest in
the first quadrant, perceived value of the product is the lowest in the third quadrant. The products in the
second quadrant or fourth quadrant, enterprise should be further analyze what value attributes the
interest factor or cost factor represented can not make the customers satisfaction, whether these value
attributes can be improved by using existing resources in the short term ,or can not be improved.
Combined with our empirical research, the distinction of three foreign brands in terms of customer
perceived value is more clear and intuitive. Nokia and Motorola in the first quadrant, the customers’
perception of the interest factor and cost factor are both higher, while the Samsung is in the second
quadrant, the customers perceived value of interest factor is high, but the perceived value of cost factor
is low. In fact, Samsung's customer perceived value performance was the worst among the five brands.
Therefore, the overall view of customer perceived value; Samsung is inferior to Nokia and Motorola. In
addition, with our analysis above, customer perceived value of TCL and Bodao are close, they are
located in the fourth quadrant, TCL and Bodao's perception of interest factor are negative, reflects the
university students generally recognized the interests factor provided by the foreign brands are higher
than the domestic brands. From the above analysis, we can see that the competition among TCL and
Bodao is the most intense, their competitive strategies on the other party are the most effective; the
competition among the foreign brands is not very intense.
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4 Conclusions
The correctness of customer value measurement depends on scientific measuring methods,
however the selection of methods depends on whether the definition of customer value is correct and the
content is complete. This study regards cannot solely rely on one way to assess the customer value,
because only using one measuring method cannot describe customers’ perceived psychology very well,
require to choose and integrate the existing methods.
Through the empirical study, this study get two factors which are the consumers’ preferences of
value attributes for mobile phones, which are “interest’s factor” and “cost factor”. The result of factor
analysis showed that customer’s perception of value mainly came from the trade-off of the costs and
benefits. This is consistent with the theory of Kotler’s customer delivered value.
Based on the factor analysis, this study draw up the customer perceived value space map which
indicated the differences of the product value which customers perceived, which also showed the intense
competition of different products. In addition, according to the performance of different brands, drawing
the customer perceived value space quadrant map, makes the performance of different brands in the
value attributes is more clear and intuitive.
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Abstract China is the a industry great nation, the leaf tobacco and the cigarette output and the sales
volume are the whole world first, but our country is not the tobacco industry powerful nation, compares
with the international tobacco giant also has the big disparity. Along with recent years “modern tobacco
agriculture” the experiment site and the promotion, “double ten” the strategic advancement vigorously,
“order form ordering” the reform extends thoroughly as well as the FCTC comprehensive
implementation, the Chinese tobacco processing industry is facing a more stern challenge and the
development opportunity. This is indeed urgent, optimizes the tobacco processing industry effectively
the market structure, and improves the market achievements, under the advancement financial crisis
background's tobacco processing industry “two figures” guarantee the growth goal realization. The
article has utilized the real diagnosis model to the tobacco industry market mechanism, the market
achievements and both relations have carried on the quantitative analysis. The result indicated: The
opening concentration degree, the economical scale, the industry specialize in selling the policy to the
tobacco industrial market achievements influence for negative, production expansion ability influence
for positive. Put forward certain policy aspect proposal, the hope impetus tobacco industry healthy
development.
Keywords Specializes in selling system; Tobacco processing industry; Market mechanism; Market
achievements

1 Introduction
Stiglers (1963) studies the discovery, the industrial centralism and its profit margin linear
correlation dependence is not obvious. (Demsetz 1973) empirical study discovery, between
concentration degree and profession profit margin relations for misalignment double S curve. (Sumner
1981) the findings confirmed the American tobacco market has not entrusted with the efficiency Cartel
to operate. (Appelbaum 1982) studies indicated that tobacco processing industry existence high
monopoly degree. (Becker 1992) believed that in the short-term the tobacco product's price and the
consumption quantity assume reverse 10%, 4%, long-term in assumes reverse 10%, 7.5%.
Bai Wenyang and (Li rain 1994), (Yin Xingming 1995), (Qi Yudong 1998), (Du Chuanzhong 2002),
Wei Houkai (2003) research indicated that between our country industry concentration degree and the
profit margin has the obvious linear relationship. (Xu Zhilin 2005) thinks the market mechanism and the
achievements existence quite obvious correlation dependence. (Li Baojiang 2001), (Zuo Xiangguo
2004), (Huang Bo 2004), (Tao Ming 2005) discovered that China's tobacco processing industry
centralism passed lowly. (Zhao Jiancheng 2004) to believe that the tobacco processing industry market
achievements' frontage performance is few, the negative performance is many. The (Dong Deli 2004)
studies indicated that the long-term administrative monopoly reduced the tobacco enterprise's
competitive ability. (Su Yanlin 2005) pointed out that the industrial policy to sells the profit margin the
influence is negative. (Zhang Quanzai 2006) pointed out that China's tobacco industry needs to establish
“the oligarch leading” the market organizational structure. (Zhang Yiliang 2007) to discover that the
tobacco specializes in selling the system and the market achievements assumes the reverse change
relations.
In summary, the market mechanism with the market achievements' relations still not consistent
conclusion, the target-oriented analysis specialized in selling system this specific essential factor are
also quite few to the tobacco processing industry market mechanism and the market achievements
influence. Presently, the Chinese tobacco processing industry is being in the switch time, specializes in
selling system's implementation in the place and in Central authorities' gambling process also frequently
to present the distortion. Therefore the discussion optimizes the market mechanism to improve the
market achievements, the advancement tobacco processing industry healthy development has the big
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practical significance.

2 Research Techniques and Condition Hypothesis
This article profits from the Industrial organization theory the SCP analysis model, the utilization
econometric model, the time series statistics analytic method, the real diagnosis analytic method, the
static dynamic gambling analytic method, attempts to establish the tobacco processing industry market
mechanism, the market achievements with to specialize in selling the system evaluation model, the
examination specializes in selling under the system the Chinese tobacco processing industry market
mechanism and the achievements relations and optimizes the market mechanism the measure.
Hypothesis which makes regarding this research and anticipated as follows:
To market mechanism and achievements relations hypothesis. Between the tobaccos processing
industry concentration degree and the market achievements has the linear relationship, take the market
achievements as the dependent variable, take the industrial concentration degree's certain influence
factor as the independent variable, establishes the regression model;
To previous year industry concentration degree anticipation. Previous year the industrial
concentration degree has the positive and negative two kind of possibilities to market mechanism's
influence: when in the profession leads the manufacturer to adopt prevents the price strategy which the
new manufacturer joins, this coefficient for positive; when in the profession leads the manufacturer the
information not to adopt not completely or has no intention to adopt prevents the new manufacturer
joins, this coefficient for negative. Because China implements the tobacco to specialize in selling the
system, has and the strict admittance limit to the new manufacturer, therefore this article anticipated this
coefficient for positive;
To productive plan expansion ability anticipation. In “state monopoly” under the system, various
tobacco processing industries is produces strictly according to the national issuing plan quantity. As one
kind of ethological barrier, the existing tobacco processing industry realizes on own initiative contains
the goal which the new manufacturer enters, urges the potential entrant's anticipated profit to reduce.
This article anticipated this coefficient is positive;
To economical scale anticipation. The economical scale indicated by the tobacco processing
industry various years property remaining sum and the enterprise number that explains various
enterprises' average property level. , The industrial lowest economical scale is generally speaking bigger,
joins enterprise's cost barrier to be bigger newly, then the industrial concentration degree is higher,
therefore this article anticipated this coefficient for positive;
Specializes in selling the system policy to the tobacco processing industry anticipation. This article
tobacco processing industry specializes in selling the system policy to suppose for the dummy variable,
when obvious display the evaluation is 1, otherwise the evaluation is 0. For many years, although the
Chinese tobacco processing industry has had “state monopoly” system superiority, but place
protection and market segmentation still time has the existence. The tobacco profession in 2003 has
implemented “the industry and commerce separation” the policy. Therefore this article anticipated,
before 2003, this variable is 0, 2003 years later this variable is 1.

3 Real Diagnosis Models and Variable Hypothesis
3.1 Tobacco processing industry market mechanism reckoning model
Market Structure refers to the stipulation to constitute the market seller (enterprise), the buyer as
well as between the seller and the buyer group and so on various relational factors and the characteristic.
The market mechanism centralism has manifested the market competition and the monopoly degree.
Concentration Ration is portrays the industry market mechanism character and the big enterprise market
controlling force concept, usually certain enterprise's certain target's sum total number occupies the
entire industrial corresponding target before some industry in the proportion to reflect, this ratio is
bigger, the showing industry concentration degree is higher. The industrial concentration degree is
weighs the market mechanism condition the important target, reflects the market directly the monopoly
or the competition degree.
At present, the academic circle uses for to weigh the industrial centralism condition the target to be
many. One kind is an absolute method, including CRn 、 HKI 、 EI ；Another kind is relative method,

including HI 、Lorentz curve、Gini Coefficient。Comparatively speaking, in absolute method main
reflection particular market several biggest enterprise's centralized degrees, but has not been able to take
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into consideration to this market participation enterprise's number and this market scale not equal degree
overall; But the relative principle took into consideration the entire market participation enterprise size
difference, actually has not taken into consideration to the leading enterprise's centralized degree.
Therefore, this article synthesis utilizes CRn and HI two targets inspects, can reflect the Chinese
tobacco processing industry accurately the market mechanism.
3.1.1 CRn model
China implements state monopoly to the tobacco industry the system, each enterprise's productivity
is the country by administrative instruction form issuing, the production target is the profession
extremely rich value scarce resources, also represents one of enterprise size level most important targets.
Therefore this article uses the production target target to survey the Chinese tobacco processing industry
the market mechanism.
n
N
CRn = ∑ X i / ∑ X i
i =1
i =1

N
n
∑ X i Is the tobacco processing industry ultimate output， ∑ X i s the ith
i =1
i =1
enterprise's output cumulative value, N is the Chinese tobacco processing profession enterprise total
number.
In the formula,

3.1.2 HI Model

HI is the CRn supplement, uses for in market which examines the concentration ratio to decide,
the manufacturer scale's distribution is whether even. Its formula is:
n X
2
HI = ∑ ( i *100)
i =1 T
Table 1

Tobacco Processing Industry Market Achievements Evaluating Indicator,
Weight and formula

Evaluating
indicator
Credit
capacity
Operation
ability
Profit
ability
Develop
power

Constitution target

Weight

Formula

12

Total liabilities/gross asset×100％

8

Before rest tax, gross profit/interest expense

9

Main business income net amount/average gross asset

Property ratio of debt
to net worth
Has attained the
interest multiple
Total assets cycling
rate
Current assets cycling
rate
Net assets returns ratio

25

Total assets return rate

13

Sales rate of
increment
Accumulation of
capital rate

9

12
12

Main business income net amount/mean flow gross asset×100
％
Net profit/average net assets×100％
Before rest tax, gross profit/average gross asset×100％
This year sold business income amount of increase/ sell
business income total amount last year×100％
This year ownership interest amount of increase/ at the
beginning of the year ownership interest×100％

Data source: Ministry of Finance, the State Economic and Trade Commission, the Central Enterprise Working
Committee, the Work Safeguard Department, the State Planning Commission "the Enterprise Effect Twists the
Appraisal Operation Regulation (Revision)"

In the formula, n is the tobacco processing industry all enterprise's number, T is the profession
ultimate output. For each enterprise's productivity.
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3.2 Tobacco processing industry market achievements evaluation model
Market achievements are refers to in certain market mechanism foundation, enterprise's market
behavior influence resources deployment efficiency and the benefit assignment and so on achieves
realistic condition. Based on the different theory viewpoint, grew the different achievements appraisal
method, such as the event methodology, the factor analytic method, the non-financial norm analytic
method, the discount cash flow menstruation, the expert graded law, brains storm law and so on. The
achievements appraisal's method point of application, the stress surface is different, which one method
uses to be more appropriate specifically must unify the concrete situation. The Chinese scholars favor in
use the accounting data to weigh the market achievements. This is because accountant the profit easy to
receive the operation freely, but the fiscal statement earnings digit still included the very strong
information content, and any accounting data's operation majority of is only temporary, the enterprise
operating results along with the viewing time section's extension, can reflect finally to the fiscal
statement. Stemming from such consideration, this article has used the financial norm law, unifies
Ministry of Finance, the State Economic and Trade Commission, the central enterprise working
committee, the work safeguard department, the State Planning Commission "the Enterprise Effect To
twist the Appraisal Operation Regulation (Revision)" appraises the tobacco processing industry the
market achievements.
3.3 Tobacco processing industry market mechanism and achievements relational model

Yt = C + β1CR + β 2G + β3 S + β 4 P + ε
In model, Yt expresses the market achievements, C expression absolute terms, βi （i＝1,2,3,4）
expression coefficients, ε expression error terms; ε independence obeys in N（0 ， δ ） normal
distribution.
CR expressed one year's industrial concentration degree, here uses CR4 （n＝4）
；
G Expresses the productive plan expansion ability;

S expresses the economical scale, S =

Year gross asset
Enterprise quantity

；

P Expressed that the tobacco processing industry specializes in selling the policy.

4 Models estimated that the result and discusses
4.1 Model estimate result
4.1.1 Tobacco processing industry market mechanism
500
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

467
403
287

158
137

1995

170
131

1996

171
126

1997

178

176

177

170

185

116

114

114

113

106

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

305

196
84

2003

57

2004

44

2005

36

2006

30

2007

Figure 1 The HI expression China tobacco processing industry concentration degree from1995 to 2007

Data origin: According to National Tobacco Monopoly bureau internal data reorganization
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The CRn expressed Chinese tobacco processing industry concentration degree from1995 to 2007

Table 2

Year

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

CR
4
CR
8
CR
12

15.2

16.4

16.2

16.6

16.1

16.3

16.8

16.4

19.6

23.9

24.0

25.0

27.3

24.4

26.2

25.5

26.2

26.1

26.3

26.5

26.8

31.4

39.9

41.4

44.8

49.6

32.6

33.9

33.1

33.9

33.8

34.1

35.0

35.8

39.5

46.3

48.2

60.2

67.5

Data Origin: According to National Tobacco Monopoly Bureau Internal Data Reorganization

4.1.2 Tobacco processing industry market achievements
Table 3 The Chinese tobacco processing industry market achievements value from1996 to 2007

Evaluating
Constitution target 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
indicator
Property ratio of
7.2
6.6
5.8
5.3
5.3
6.0
5.4
5.0
4.4
4.1
3.5
3.0
Credit
debt to net worth
capacity
Has attained the
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.8
0.8
0.6
0.7
1.1
1.4
1.6
2.3
3.6
interest multiple
Total assets cycling
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
Operation
rate
ability
Current assets
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
cycling rate
Net assets returns
3.9
3.6
2.8
2.3
2.4
2.2
2.5
2.7
3.6
3.3
3.4
3.9
Profit
ratio
ability
Total assets return
1.4
1.4
1.2
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.2
1.3
1.7
1.7
1.9
2.3
rate
Sales rate of
1.9
0.9
0.6
0.1
1.8
2.4
1.7
2.0
2.6
1.2
1.0
2.0
Develop
increment
power
Accumulation of
3.3
2.9
1.9
1.8
1.0
2.2
1.8
2.2
2.3
1.9
1.7
1.9
capital rate
Achievements synthesis minute 18.4 16.0 13.0 11.5 12.6 14.5 13.6 14.5 16.3 13.9 14.0 16.9
Data origin: According to National Tobacco Monopoly Bureau Internal Data Reorganization

4.1.3 Tobacco processing industry market mechanism and achievements relations
Table 4

The Chinese Tobacco Processing Industry Market Achievements and Market Mechanism
Influencing Factor from1996 to 2007

年份

Yt

CR4

G

S

P

1996

18.44

15.20

3.40

7.94

0

1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

16.01
13.00
11.45
12.60
14.54
13.57
14.54
16.34
13.92
13.97

16.40
16.20
16.60
16.10
16.30
16.80
16.40
19.60
23.90
24.00

3.19
3.17
3.09
3.16
3.24
3.34
3.48
3.76
3.93
4.04

8.79
9.26
10.38
11.88
16.19
18.87
31.81
52.86
76.57
96.89

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

2007
16.86
25.00
4.28
129.69
Data origin: According to National Tobacco Monopoly Bureau Internal Data Reorganization

1
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The regression equation adopted the related examination, may establish the tobacco processing
industry market mechanism and the market achievements' regression equation is:

Yt = −27.202 − 0.842CR +17.267G − 0.052S − 2.582P
4.2 Discussions
4.2.1 Tobacco processing industry market mechanism discussion
Junction 2, charts 1 analysis: Since 1995, has been following the profession enterprise quantity
reduction, the Chinese tobacco processing industry concentration degree enhances gradually, after
particularly 2003, CR4 、CR8 、 CR12 have the large promotion. 1995 to 2002 was biggest 4 enterprises
the shares nearby 16%, after 2003, the remarkable promotion, in 2007 achieved 27.3%. 1995 to 2002
was biggest 8 enterprises the shares nearby 26%, after 2003, the remarkable promotion, in 2007
achieved 49.6%. 1995 to 2002 was biggest 12 enterprises the shares nearby 34%, after 2003, the
remarkable promotion, in 2007 achieved 67.5%. Were 158, 1996-2002 years maintains in 1995 between
170-185, after 2003, the large promotion, in 2007 has achieved 467. According to Wei Houkai's
industrial concentration degree and the market mechanism synthesis classification, the Chinese tobacco
processing industry market mechanism starts by the E dispersion to the D dispersion competition
transformation, the market mechanism to optimize gradually highly, but compares with the overseas
tobacco enterprise, the Chinese tobacco processing industry concentration degree was still somewhat
low.
4.2.2 Tobacco processing industry market achievements discussion
Junction 3 analyses: Looking from the credit capacity, the Chinese tobacco processing industry's
property ratio of debt to net worth market achievements value 7.16 dropped from 1996 to 2000 5.3,
although went up in 2001, but continually dropped afterward until 2007 3.01; The interest safeguard
multiple assumes the constant rise trend as a whole. From this reflected the Chinese tobacco processing
industry through many year development, the credit capacity had the remarkable improvement. Looking
from transport business ability, the Chinese tobacco processing industry total assets cycling rate and the
current assets cycling rate assumes the constant rise trend as a whole. Looking from the profit ability,
Chinese tobacco processing industry transport business ability can also enhance as a whole, the net
assets returns ratio market achievements value in 1996 was 3.94,2001 year drop to 2.19, but in afterward
in 2002, in 2003 on constant rise until 2007 3.87; The total assets return rate market achievements value
in 1996 was 1.38,2001 year drop to 1.01, but in afterward in 2002, in 2003 on constant rise until 2007
2.31. Looked from the develop power that the sales rate of increment market achievements value from
1996 1.89, dropped continually to 1999 0.10, although afterward had many years to present the large
growth, but fluctuated as a whole in a big way, the capital rate of accumulation's change tendency was
similar with it, reflected the Chinese tobacco processing industry the develop power has not been able to
obtain long-enduring the effective promotion. As a whole the Chinese tobacco processing industry's
market achievements synthesis score by 1996 from 18.44 drops to 1999 11.45, in 15.00 high and low
fluctuation, rose afterward in 2007 to 16.86, the financial achievements the tendency which presented
improves continually.
4.2.3 Tobacco processing industry market mechanism and achievements relational discussion
Junction 4 analyses: The opening concentration degree's influence coefficient for - 0.842, indicated
that the opening concentration degree to the tobacco processing industry market achievements' influence
for negative, this showed that in recent years in specialized in selling under the system to impel to have
the strong administrative color tobacco processing industry large-scale merge, although has brought the
market concentration degree promotion, but has not vacillated the profession the monopoly pattern, has
not been able to promote the market achievements improvement effectively. The production expansion
ability's influence coefficient is 17.267, indicate the production expansion ability positively to the
tobacco processing industry market achievements influence. Namely market absorption capacity's
expansion forms the remarkable promoter action regarding the market achievements' improvement. In
recent years, along with the resident consumption level's promotion, the cigarette consumption quantity
upscale smoke's consumption quantity large scale enhancement, the profession productivity increased
particularly from 1996 34,017,000 box to 2007 42,828,000 box, promoted the tobacco processing
industry fast development. The economical scale's influence coefficient for - 0.052, indicates the
economical scale to the tobacco processing industry market achievements influence for negative, and the
influence coefficient is only 0.052, explained that the economical scale is not obvious to the tobacco
processing industry market achievements' influence function, indicated the Chinese tobacco processing
industry the economies of scale are not obvious, enterprise size's size with and profit targets and so on
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its sales profits and taxes rate and not obviously relates. The industry specializes in selling the policy
influence coefficient for - 2.582, indicated that the industry specializes in selling the system policy to the
tobacco processing industry market achievements influence for negative, indicated that the existing
some industrial policy does not favor our country tobacco processing industry market achievements
improvement. For instance, the Chinese present finance and taxation system, “endures richly in drafts”
the tax policy and the administrative decentralization, caused the state monopoly distortion to specialize
in selling for the place, has created our country tobacco's regional protectionism and the market
segmentation, and did not favor the superiority enterprise's development. In 2003 implemented industry
and commerce separation, although had the very big promoter action to the tobacco industry market
mechanism's adjustment, but after reorganizing the conformity process had the very big uncertainty, has
also had certain negative influence to the achievements promotion.

5 Tobacco processing industry market mechanisms optimizes gambling analysis
China implements state monopoly to the tobacco processing industry the system, the tobacco
processing industry market mechanism the Central authorities and the Local authority benefit gambling
relations immediate influence. In both gambling relations, Central authorities' through enterprise method
transform outmoded habit and customs and so on merger and acquisition reorganization, makes every
effort the industry to do does strongly greatly; Tax benefit's influence, the Local authority will be had
regarding Central authorities' behavior receives and resists two different manner.
Local authority（L）
Acceptance
Optimization
Central authorities（C）
Maintenance

（T

(T

C
1

C
3

,T

1

,T

3

L

L

Resisting

）

(T

C

)

(T

C

2

4

L

,T

2

,T

4

L

)
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Figure 2 The central committee and place intergovernmental static state gambling model

Local authority
Maintenance

Central
authorities○

●（ U 1 , V 1 ）

Acceptance

Local authority
●
Optimization
Resisting

Figure 3

(U 2 , V2 )

(U 3 , V 3 )

The central committee and place intergovernmental dynamic gambling model

In the static gambling model, the payoff matrix which the Central authorities expected for
(optimization, accepts), by now the Central authorities obtained pay T1C , the payment which the Local
authority obtains were T1L most greatly, but speaking of the Local authority, to obtain the huge tax
revenue income which the place tobacco enterprise brings and so on, it expected obtains the result
maintains the present situation, namely seeks pays T3L most greatly. May know by the central
committee and the place intergovernmental static state gambling model, the Central authorities to reduce
because of the optimized tobacco processing industry market mechanism suffer send Local authority's
resisting, deals suffers injury the Local authority to give the corresponding economical compensation,
and compensation dynamics should not be smaller than (T3L − T1L ) , thus realizes (optimization, accepts)
is balanced in new payoff matrix Nash, achieves the Central authorities and the Local authority overall
benefit maximization.
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A more realistic situation is, stemming from deals with reasons and so on international competition,
the Central authorities to the tobacco processing industry market mechanism's adjustment are inevitably,
by now the Central authorities and the Local authority were a dynamic gambling process. In the
dynamic gambling process, the Central authorities first make the policy-making issue industrial policy,
and knows payment（U1,V1）
、(U2,V2)and(U3,V3) possibly realizes. Stemming from will obtain reasons
and so on huge tax revenue income which the place tobacco enterprise will bring, the Local authority
definitely will choose (U3,V3). Thus the Central authorities must make the decision-making in（U1,V1）
and (U3,V3), but the Central authorities optimize the market mechanism the determination to decide,
then (optimization, resisting), (optimization, resisting) becomes Nash to be balanced. May know by the
central committee and the place intergovernmental dynamic gambling model, the Central authorities
must realize the tobacco processing industry market mechanism optimization smoothly, only depends
on the industrial policy is insufficient, but also a need more concrete measure, gives the Local authority
solid benefit, reduces Local authority's resisting, and even drives the Local authority initiative Central
authorities' action.

6 Conclusions
The article studies indicated that the industrial concentration degree, production expansion ability,
the economical scale and the industry specialize in selling the policy to have certain influence to the
Chinese tobacco processing industry market achievements, what affects is biggest produces the
expansion ability, next is the industry specializes in selling the policy and the industrial concentration
degree. Must enhance the Chinese tobacco processing industry market achievements, first should defer
to the moderate economies of scale the principle, take “the oligopoly” as the goal pattern, under the total
quantity control's premise, introduces the competitive system moderately, the change tradition
productive plan assignment mechanism, is centralized the limited resources to the superiority enterprise,
builds positively is advantageous the system environment which expands continually in the core
enterprise; Next must, in the national tobacco specializes in selling under system's frame, further
consummates the market competition mechanism, lets loose gradually to enters the fund the control,
straightening out system sexual relationships and so on tax revenue finance and plan; Should break the
tobacco Processing industry gradually once more in aspect and so on output plan, trans-regional sale,
property management institutional restraints, establishes the unification, the opening, the competition,
the order tobacco market system, lets “superior win and the inferior wash out” the market mechanism
advancement industry gathers, optimizes the market mechanism, promotes the Chinese tobacco
processing industry the market achievements.
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An Empirical Research on Financial Crisis Early Warning System
from the Inventory Perspective
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Abstract In allusion to the insufficient research on financial crisis early warning of listed companies
in China, this paper makes an empirical research on the correlation between the companies’ inventory
risk and financial crisis with the design of two indicators like inventory turnover ratio and inventory
scale through logistic regression analysis. The results showed that: 1) The inventory turnover ratio is
negatively related to financial crises, in other words, the lower the inventory turnover ratio is, the more
it likely to have financial crises; 2) The inventory scale is in direct proportion to financial crises, in other
words, the smaller the inventory volume is, the less it likely to have financial crises.
Key words Inventory risk; Inventory turnover ratio; Inventory scale; Logistic regression model

1 Introduction
As the financial crises of enterprises in China keep on increasing at present, the market of warning
information as to financial crises assumes a booming spectacle. However, a brief look at research results
on financial crises early warning in theoretical circles in China will enable us to see that most of them
establish models by selecting some traditional financial ratio indicators from experience to carry out
early warning of financial crises. Few ones make research on financial crises from the perspective of
“Inventory”. Therefore, this paper establishes a financial crises early warning system that is distinct
from others by focusing on the inventory, selecting various inventory indicators to reveal financial crises
and using Logistic regression model.
The single variable prediction carried out by (Fitzpartrick 1932) is a pioneer research on early
warning of financial crises. Beaver used samples from 79 companies to study their warning ability 1-5
years before bankruptcy by testing respectively 30 variables of six groups, which indicate the
companies’ different financial characteristics. He found out that the closer the insolvency date is, the
lower the error rate would be. Altman took the lead in studying the companies’ financial crises by using
multivariate linear discriminant model in 1968.
Professor Yu Lian from Wuhan University of Technology conducted “Enterprises Adverse
Management - Component Analysis of Error Management and Countermeasures for Business Slide” and
published Corporate Warning Management Serie (Hebei Science and Technology Press, 1999).
Representative achievements in establishing financial crises early warning model suited to conditions of
China include: ① Financial Failure Prediction of Listed Companies Empirical Study (“Systems
Engineering and Electronics”, No.1,2001,10) of Huang Yan and Li Yuanxu from Fudan University. ②
Research on financial distress of listed companies in China conducted by Professor Chen Xiao from
Tsinghua University and others ③ Accounting Department of Xiamen University, Fujian, Chen Yu's
Firm Prediction on China's Securities Market ST Empirical Research.

2 Financial Crises Early Warning Model of Listed Companies from the Inventory
Perspective
2.1 Model design
2.1.1 Variable definition and model design
1) Variable definition
Table 1 Variable Name
Name
Code
Formula
Inventory turnover ratio
X1
Operating costs / Average inventory costs
Inventory scale
X2
Ending inventory costs / Total assets
Note 1: Average inventory costs = (Opening inventory costs + Ending inventory costs) / 2

The inventory turnover ratio indicates the number of inventory turnover during a certain period,
which can be used to determine the rate of corporate inventory liquidity, measure the sales ability and
inventories. It also reflects the company's marketing efficiency and inventory efficiency.
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The inventory scale indicates that if the actual average inventory exceeds the normal level during a
certain period, it will give rise to the opportunity and warehouse cost of unreasonable occupation of
funds. It is the ration between the inventory and total assets at the end of the year.
2) Modeling Design
Logistic regression model and general linear regression model have a common feature: the
relationship between a function of the mean response variable and the independent variables can be
considered linear. In the binary response model, the response Y represents an individual or an
experimental unit, assuming that x is a vector of independent variables, then p = p (Y = l / x) is the
response probability of establish a model, linear Logistic model has the following form: Logistic (p) = ln
[p / (1-p)] = a + b'x.
2.1.2 Sample selection
Start from 31 December 2009, this paper randomly selected 30 ST companies with A shares listed
in Shanghai and Shenzhen as research subjects. During the study, I selected financial data of 2008 as a
research data, which was analyzed by the international authoritative SPSSl7.0 statistical analysis
software.
2.2 Research hypotheses
2.2.1 Make hypotheses
Based on the company's measure of financial crisis and combined with social backgrounds and
study issues, I make out the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: The inventory turnover ratio is negatively related to financial crises.
In normal circumstances, if the business goes well, the higher the inventory turnover rate is, the
faster the inventory turnover would be, the stronger the business sales capacity, the less the money
occupied by inventories. Conversely, if the inventory turnover ratio is low, inventory turnover would
move slowly and thus there will be more money occupied by inventories, resulting in financial crises. It
is assumed that: the lower the inventory turnover ratio is, the more it likely to have financial crises.
Hypothesis 2: The inventory scale is in direct proportion to financial crises.
The greater the proportion of inventory scale is, the worse the company's overall asset would be,
giving rise to payment difficulties and greater possibility of financial crises. It is assumed that: the larger
the inventory scale is, the more it likely to have financial crises.
2.2.2 Test hypotheses
It can be seen from Table 2, which shows the descriptive statistics of 2008 data and t-test of mean
value, that:
1) In terms of inventory turnover ratio (X1) indicator: mean values of ST companies are relatively
lower than those of non-ST companies, and t-tests on mean values of such two types of companies based
on this indicator are statistically significant in the 1% level. This shows that such two types of
companies were significantly different from each other in “inventory turnover ratio” in 2008.
Variable
X1
X2

Table 2 Descriptive Statistics and T-test of Mean Value
Mean Value
Standard Deviation
t-Test
ST
non-ST
ST
non-ST
t value
P value
5.8576
7.7835
7.5762
12.3496
3.452
0.000**
0.2658
0.2117
0.2096
0.2060
5.631
0.000*

Note:* and ** showed statistical significance in the 5% and 1% level respectively [Sig. (2-tailed)]

Variable

Table 3 Estimation on Regression Model Parameters
Parameter
Wald Card
S.E.
pr
Estimation
Variance

Remarks

Step

Intercept ( b 0 )

1.678

0.742

5.121

0.024

Parameters below the 5% level

1(a)

X1

-1.9094

0.327

11.206

0.001

Significant non-zero

Step

Intercept ( b 0 )

-4.191

1.025

16.278

0.001

Parameters below the 1% level

2(a)

X2

14.990

4.767

10.278

0.000

Significant non-zero

2) In terms of inventory scale (X2) indicator: mean values of ST companies are relatively lower
than those of non-ST companies, and t-tests on mean values of such two types of companies based on
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this indicator are statistically significant in the 1% level. This shows that such two types of companies
were significantly different from each other in “inventory scale” in 2008, supporting the phenomenon
described in Hypothesis 2.
It can be seen from Table 3 that:
1) In the variable X1, both the intercept b0 and regression parameters are statistically significant in
the 5% level, and the return of the variable parameters is negative, indicating that the inventory turnover
ratio is in direct proportion to the financial crisis.
2) In the variable X2, the intercept b0 and regression parameters are statistically significant in the
1% level, and the return of the variable parameters is positive, indicating that the inventory scale is in
direct proportion to the financial crisis.
2.2.3 Conclusion
According to the abovementioned Logistic regression analysis and results of discussion, we can
make the following judgments:
Table 4 Summary of Hypothesis Testing
Hypothesis

Empirical Results

Hypothesis 1: The inventory turnover ration is negatively related to financial crisis

Set up

Hypothesis 2: The inventory scale is in proportion to financial crisis

Set up

2.3 Logistic regression result and model construction
We establish the following regression model on the basis of abovementioned variable definitions
and relevant conclusion:
W= b 0 + b1 Xl + b 2 X2 +ε

Where, W is the logical dependent variable (ST companies W = 1; non-ST companies W = 0),

b i (i = 0,1,2) is the regression parameters, ε is the regression residuals. Refer to Table 5 for 2008 model
regression results:
Variable
X1
Step
1(a)

X2
Intercept
( b0 )

Table 5 Estimation on 2008 Regression Model Parameters
Parameter
S.E.
Wald Card Variance
pr
Remarks
Estimation
Parameters below the 5% level
-0.035
0.032
1.209
0.043
Significant non-zero
Parameters below the 5% level
1.776
1.449
1.503
0.024
Significant non-zero

0.568

0.477

1.415

0.234

Indistinctive

According to Table 5, we construct the model as follows:
In[p／(1-p)]=0.568-0.035X1+1.776X2+ε
2.4 Validity check on earlywarning model
According to the construction principles of two Logistic regression models and the
z

z

abovementioned regression results, the company's probability of financial crisis is P = e / (1 + e ), in
particular, Z = -1.704 - 0.561X1 + 5.949 X2 + ε. When calculating the probability, first, calculate
relevant parameter value of the company, second, figure out the prediction probability of the company
being predicted, finally, make judgments according to prediction probability. This paper takes 0.5 as the
best decision point. The company shall be deeded as having financial crises if the probability is larger
than 0.5.
Based on the above principle, we selected 20 ST companies and 20 non-ST companies with A
shares listed in Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchange as test samples and tested the validity of models
by using the 2009 raw data.
2.4.1 Test ST companies by early warning model in 2009
1) Test results
To test the predictive validity of the early warning model, we first carried out tests on ST
companies with A shares listed in Shanghai and Shenzhen in 2009, the results are shown in Table 6.
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Table 6

Results of Tests on Early Warning Model for ST Companies In 2009
Inventory
Inventory
Prediction
Companies
Probability
Turnover Ratio
Scale

Number

Code

Results

1

600381

ST Xian Cheng

23.9509

0.0033

0.4208

N

2

600419

ST Tian Hong

2.9918

0.2244

0.9729

Y

3

600462

ST Shi Yan

4.1718

0.0926

0.9646

Y

4

600604

ST Er Fang

2.2377

0.0906

0.9667

Y

5

600608

ST Hu Ke

3.1966

0.1069

0.9666

Y

6

000408

*ST Yu Yuan

4.0834

0.0682

0.9632

Y

7

000505

ST Zhu Jiang

0.4353

0.2650

0.9768

Y

8

000557

ST Yin Guangxia

0.0903

0.0428

0.3664

N

9

000576

ST Gan Hua

4.5544

0.0873

0.9638

Y

10

000586

ST Hui Yuan

4.2338

0.1356

0.9670

Y

11

000598

*ST Qing Xi

7.2231

0.1249

0.9629

Y

12

000605

ST Si Huan

2.6261

0.0847

0.9659

Y

13

000613

ST Dong Hai A

8.6545

0.0044

0.4522

N

14

000633

ST He Jin

5.0110

0.0558

0.9612

Y

15

000673

*ST Da Shui

0.8036

0.0172

0.9640

Y

16

000736

ST Zhong Shi

0.0256

0.5653

0.9865

Y

17

000738

ST Yu Hang

2.0687

0.1511

0.9702

Y

18

000856

ST Tang Tao

0.6557

0.4114

0.9819

Y

19

000921

ST Ke Long

13.0214

0.1522

0.9569

Y

20

002002

ST Qiong Hua

8.0623

0.0434

0.9561

Y

Note: Y indicates that the prediction is correct, while N indicates that the prediction is wrong.

2) Test results
It can be seen from Table 6 that among tests on early warning model for ST companies in 2009:
predictions for 17 companies are correct, while for 3 ones are wrong, with the accuracy rate reaching
85%. The test on early warning model for ST companies’ data in 2009 shows that our financial crisis
early warning systems from the inventory perspective is effective, in other words, financial crises are
largely related to inventories.
2.4.2 Tests on early warning model for non-ST companies in 2009
1)Test results
After testing the validity of early warning model for ST companies, it is necessary to carry out the
same for non-ST companies so as to examine the prediction accuracy rate and obtain many results. We
selected 20 samples, with the test results shown in Table 7.
2) Test results show
It can be seen from Table 7 that among tests on early warning model for non-ST companies in 2009:
predictions for 16 companies are correct, while for 3 ones are wrong, with the accuracy rate reaching
85%. The test on early warning model for non-ST companies’ data in 2009 shows that our financial
crisis early warning systems from the inventory perspective is effective, in other words, financial crises
are largely related to inventories.
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Table 7

Results of Tests on Early Warning Model for Non-ST Companies In 2009
Inventory
Prediction
Companies
Inventory Scale
Turnover Ratio
Probability
Baiyun airport
68.7577
0.0023
0.7652
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Number

Code

Results

1

600004

2

600006

Dongfeng Automobile

5.0257

0.1688

0.0668

Y

3

600011

Huaneng Power

13.9692

0.0211

0.0263

Y

4

600019

Shanghai Baosteel

4.1265

0.1465

0.2761

Y

5

600021

Shanghai Electric

21.2420

0.0150

0.3769

Y

6

600028

Sinopec

8.7193

0.1634

0.2614

Y

7

600031

Sany Corporation

3.7503

0.1856

0.1915

Y

8

600072

O/zgm

3.0937

0.1660

0.1693

Y

N

9

600086

Dfjy

1.3650

0.5372

0.4532

Y

10

600100

Tongfang Co. Ltd

3.0221

0.2002

0.1901

Y

11

600111

Baotou Steel Rare Earth

1.7667

0.2249

0.2850

Y

12

600127

Jinjian CIC

2.0951

0.3203

0.2659

Y

13

600151

SAAE

3.5357

0.0456

0.2986

Y

14

600166

Futian Automobile

10.4127

0.2772

0.1932

Y

15

600185

Griffith real estate

0.1789

0.6231

0.2045

Y

16

000502

Ljdc

0.7320

0.7389

0.6961

N

17

000506

Zhongrun Investment

0.2287

0.6901

0.8141

N

18

000537

Guangyu Development
0.2845
0.7453
0.5914
Osram Foshan Lighting
19
000541
4.7431
0.0782
0.2661
Company
Heidelberger
20
000567
0.3721
0.3079
0.2911
Druckmaschinen AG
Note: Y indicates that the prediction is corrent, while N indicates that the prediction is wrong.

N
Y
Y

3 Conclusion
This paper focuses on financial crises early warning system from the inventory perspective and
selects two indicators manifesting characteristics of inventories: inventory turnover ration and inventory
scale. It also makes an empirical research on the correlation between the companies’ inventory risk and
financial crisis and the following conclusion was reached:
1) The inventory turnover ration is negatively related to financial crisis, in other words, the lower the
inventory turnover ration is, the more it likely to have financial crises.
2) The inventory scale is in direct proportion to financial crises, in other words, the greater the inventory
scale is, the more likely it to have financial crises.
Based on the abovementioned conclusions, this paper constructs a financial crises early warning
model from the inventory perspective, takes 30 ST companies and non-ST companies with A shares
listed in Shanghai and Shenzhen in 2008 as test samples, and carries out tests on validity of early
warning model for their financial data in 2009. Tests results show that the prediction accuracy rate for
20 ST companies in 2009 is 85%, while that for non-ST companies in 2009 is 80%. The test on early
warning model shows that the prediction accuracy rate of financial crisis early warning system
constructed in this paper is not only high but also effective, which further illustrating the theory and
realistic meaning of the problem of financial crisis early warning system from the inventory
perspective.
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Abstract To train and support university graduates to start up, the entrepreneurship education, which
aims at creating new employment positions, is a pressing requirement to deepen university education
reform under the background of shortage of job opportunities. Through the investigation over cultivation
of the student’ consciousness over innovative undertaking, this thesis analyzes the students’
consciousness, advantages and existing problems and reasons for starting up. Moreover, based on this,
forms a supporting system integrated by government, society, university and individual. Hopefully it can
provide due support and help for university students’ innovative undertaking.
Key words Entrepreneurship education; Innovative undertaking environment; Start up; Supporting
system

1 Introduction
In recent years, it has become a great problem for the university students to get employed, so all
countries and the International Labour Organization are advocating university students' innovative
undertaking. ILO’s “Know About Business” programs have been implemented in more than 30 countries.
The programme provides Entrepreneurship Education at higher education and is designed to help
university students to start an undertaking after graduation and to increase the success rate of starting
business. In accordance with the statistics of the human resources and social security departments, in
2010, the number of Chinese college graduates is 6,300,000, 190,000 more than the 6,110,000 in 2009;
the employment situation is very grave ①. Students’ innovative undertaking is one of the effective ways
to solve the employment pressure. However, the current situation of university students’ innovative
undertaking is not optimistic. Researches show: 70% of university students hold the idea to start
enterprises, however, after graduation, only less than 0.03% practically start their business. Therefore,
we carried out an “Investigation on Cultivation of University Students’ Entrepreneurship
Consciousness” to some university students in Beijing. In this investigation, 516 questionnaires were
issued, 431 were returned and the effective ones accounted for 83.5%.

2 Analysis of the Awareness of University Students’ Innovative Undertaking
2.1 Opinions of university students’ innovative undertaking
Among the students investigated, 54.8% of them show support and recognition; 34.3% hold a
neutral attitude. From the proportion, nearly 90% of the respondents do not object to university students
to start an undertaking.
2.2 Entrepreneurial intention and the reasons
Among the students investigated, 49% of them have the impulse of starting business but do not put
it into practice, and 45.7% do not have the impulse of starting business. People with the entrepreneurial
impulse and having carried out entrepreneurial plan are the fewest, only accounting for 5.3%. 29.2% of
the respondents have a plan of starting business after graduating; 40.1% do not intend to start business
after graduating, and 30.6% have not yet considered this problem. 64.3% of the respondents place “paid
employment” in the first place among the three sequences, followed by “further study”, and only 6.3%
rank “to start an enterprise independently” in the first place. Thus it can be seen that, in the eyes of the
university students, it is not an attractive optimal choice to start an enterprise independently after
*Funding Project for Academic Human Resources Development in Institutions of Higher Learning Under the
Jurisdiction of Beijing Municipality
①
In 2010, the number of university graduates in the country is 6,300,000, 190,000 more than that in 2009.
Information Times February 17, 2010
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graduation.
Table 1

The Selection Sequence of Students After Graduating From University
Frequency
Percentage (%)
Cumulative Percentage (%)
A Further study
127
29.5
B Get a paid employment
277
64.3
29.5
C To start a business independently
27
6.3
93.7
namely to be self-employed
Total
431
100
100

2.3 Main reasons for choosing not to start enterprises
Among the students that choose not to start enterprises, 70.4% are because of lacking fund, and this
reason takes the biggest proportion, which reflects the seriousness of this problem. Second to it, it is
risky to start a business; this reason is a comprehensive one, which is related to lack of fund, experience,
capacity and guarantee.
2.4 Venture capital
Among the students investigated, 86.1% do not have enough venture capital at present; only 3.9%
have enough venture capital.
100.00%
80.00%

86.10%

Capital status

60.00%
40.00%
20.00%
0.00%

3.90%
Shortage of
capital

Sufficient
capital

Figure 1

10%
Not
considered

Whether You Have Sufficient Venture Capital

2.5 Understanding and expectation to the relevant policies
When asked the understanding degree to the relevant policies and regulations that are put forward
by the state to support the university students’ independent innovative undertaking, only 3% respondents
know the policies and regulations very well; 23.7% are comparatively clear about them; 55.5% only
know some and 16.9% know nothing about it. It indicates that students do not know much about the
relevant national supporting policies. In the question “from which aspect should the government support
the university students in starting their own business” , 68.4% students choose the support of university
student science and technology innovation fund, 51.7% choose socialized and specialized management
service institutions to render services; 45.5% choose to reduce taxes and lessen expenses, 13.9% choose
to improve financial environment and step up publicity. Then we can see that students are in great need
of government support in terms of funding and tax reduction.
2.6 Views on entrepreneurship education
80% students believe that it is necessary to carry out entrepreneurship education; when mentioning
university entrepreneurship education, 46.2% students think that there are some entrepreneurship
education activities in universities and colleges, but these activities are not influential enough; students
not understanding and having no related activities take up 29.7% and 17.4% respectively; only 7.4%
students have ever attended entrepreneurship contests. Thus we can see that the popularity level of
entrepreneurship education is not high enough in universities and the influences are far from enough.
In the investigation as to whether the existing knowledge and skills can meet the entrepreneurship
requirements, 75.6% students think their own skills and knowledge cannot meet the requirements.
Table 2

A Survey on Whether Students’ Knowledge and Skills Can Meet the Entrepreneur
Frequency
Percentage (%)
Cumulative Percentage(%)
A Meet
17
3.9
B Basically meet
50
11.6
3.9
C Not meet
326
75.6
15.5
D Not clear
38
8.8
91.2
Total
431
100
100
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They believe that a good entrepreneurship education has the following characteristics: (1)
entrepreneurship practice; (2) business simulation training; (3) on-site visit and study; (4) to invite
successful businessmen to make report and talk about their experience. In the entrepreneurial guidance
courses, 62.1% students choose practical activities, 58.7% choose entrepreneurial procedures
(procedures of applying for operation qualification and channels for raising funds etc.); 52.4% choose
interpersonal communication skills; 41% choose marketing courses.

2 Main Problems Existing in University Students’ Innovative Undertaking
2.1 Weak capacity and lack of experience
Most students only focus on their specialty courses during their study in school and do not pay
attention to extending their knowledge. Although university students’ innovative undertaking mostly
depends on the advantages of their own skills, as a systematic project, to start business is not just
competition of technology, but more competition of operation concept and measures; it requires the
business starters to have certain knowledge accumulation on management, marketing, finance, business,
tax and law. Obviously, students that just graduate from university have very limited social experience,
working experience, little understanding about market characteristics and products marketing methods,
and they are also short in business operation and management ability. They often find it difficult to solve
complex problems coming across during the process of starting their business. Also it is difficult for
them to accurately analyze and grasp the future development trend of the industry.
2.2 Lack of a systematic guidance
Currently a lot of universities have not yet fully recognized the importance, necessity and pressing
of students’ innovative undertaking. They simply focus on employment education and guidance, and the
education content is mostly limited to periodic business plan contest, focus relatively less on the
cultivation of students’ awareness of being self-employed and entrepreneurship, investment project
argumentation, fund raising, product technology, quality management, marketing development,
interpersonal relationship, business regulations and relevant government policies. And then, there is a
lack of an environment to cultivate and provide new-style talents for enterprises.
2.3 Capital shortage
Capital shortage is one of the toughest issues for university students’ innovative undertaking.
Because it is difficult to evaluate the credit ranking of self-employed students, even if the state has
issued policies to provide students with small amount interest-free loans, the banks still holds very
careful attitude towards their credit extension loan, so it is not easy to get a loan for the students. Due to
the limitation of experience and sight, the pioneering projects selected by students are mostly difficult to
win adventurous investors’ acclaim. As for other fund raising methods, such as pawn financing and
financial lease, due to the limited scale of the real assets owned by the student business starters, it is
difficult to win large amount capital support.
2.4 Lack of support of related policies and public opinions
In terms of government support, currently the support for the self-employed university graduates
mainly includes simplifying the approval formalities, providing free consultation services of policy,
regulation and information and tax reduction and exemption, and so on. But some policies are very
difficult to carry out; especially, in the key problems, such as operation field, financing channel and tax
privileges, the university students who start enterprises have not truly enjoyed the support.
In terms of public opinions, the focus mainly falls on employment of university students. To improve
the employment rate, the universities do not hold a fully supportive attitude toward students’
entrepreneurship. In the ideas of many parents and students, if they start their own business after
graduation from universities without a company to accept them, it means that they have not been
recognized by society. Therefore, the primary choice after graduation for students is to get a paid
employment in a company but not to start enterprises.

3 Suggestions and Solutions
To start a business is an effective way to relieve students’ employment problem. To provide due
help and support for university students’ entrepreneurship and improve their ability of starting their own
business through construction of entrepreneurship education and entrepreneurship is of far reaching
importance for innovating education concept, deepening educational reform, and promoting the
employment rate of colleges and universities and even improving the overall employment rate in China.
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3.1 Support university students to start enterprises from the government
Research data show that China’s financial support of venture capital, direct support of government
policy, policy making of the central government, approval efficiency of a new enterprise, service
organization in government projects, education and training, conditions for transfer of research and
development, property right protection, business “soft environment”, and the responsibility relationship
between individuals and collective② in social culture are at a disadvantage, and it is urgent to establish a
government supporting system, which mainly includes:
3.1.1 Simplifying the related procedures of starting business and further improving service quality
The government has put forward a number of preferential policies for university students’
innovative undertaking, but these policies have not been well popularized, and some policies have not
yet been actually put into practice. The government shall continue to carry out related policies, lower the
threshold, reduce limitations and simplify the related procedures of students to start enterprises, so as to
provide them with simple and quick service as far as possible.
3.1.2 Providing financial support
The greatest challenge faced by business starters is fund. Currently, the most urgent task for the
government is to provide startup capital for the undergraduates, rationalize the financing channels,
establish complete mechanism for venture capital investments, explore and utilize actively the financing
mechanism guaranteed with technology, patent, knowledge and credit, and perfect the encouragement
and support policy gradually. The state shall establish undergraduates venture capital fund③ and special
small amount credit loans to support entrepreneurship programs, and provide certain privileges in other
aspects for the cooperative and supportive enterprises.
3.1.3 Step up publicity efforts
Although recently the state has provided a lot of preferential policies for university students to start
their business, but a lot of the business starters are not fully clear about their rights. As the government
propaganda is not enough, deviation in understanding and practice occurs during the implementation by
lower level authorities, and the operability is also comparatively weak. To cultivate an entrepreneurial
society, the government shall make full use of various media to strengthen the publicity of
entrepreneurship policies and culture.
3.2 Support students to start enterprises from society
Currently, social support of university/college students’ innovative undertaking still is at a
relatively weak phase, which lacks the spirit to allow failure and encourage adventures; therefore a
positive entrepreneurship culture is waiting to be established. Besides, the related authorities shall also
abandon the policy idea of blind pursuit of success when making related policies of university students’
entrepreneurship. To see if the support of entrepreneurship is effective, not only we shall focus on the
number of successful cases, but also we need to focus on the registered number of starting business,
namely, the number of people that will start business and actually put into practice. That would be more
helpful for the development of university students’ entrepreneurship.
3.3 Support the university students from universities/colleges
Currently in China’s higher education, cultivation of students focuses mostly on knowledge and
skills, while lacking the cultivation of independent entrepreneurial awareness, quality and skills. This is
an important problem that needs resolution urgently. The destination of entrepreneurship education is to
enable university students to acquire comprehensive quality of starting business through education,
training and exercise, and then make them become entrepreneurial talents that meet and lead the needs
of society.
Entrepreneurship education falls into four parts, including: entrepreneurial awareness,
entrepreneurial quality, knowledge structure and entrepreneurial ability. Entrepreneurial awareness is
the desire of people to start a business, and, it dominates people’s attitude and behavior toward business
starting practice to a large extend and is a starting point of entrepreneurship education. Entrepreneurial
quality is a regulating system of emotion, will, and spirit of starting a business, which includes five
special qualities: grasping entrepreneurial opportunities, managing entrepreneurial risks, bearing
entrepreneurial responsibilities, maintaining entrepreneurial enthusiasm and adhering to the
②

China Entrepreneurship Research Center of Tsinghua University “Global Entrepreneurship Monitor- 2002 China
Report”
③
Gu Xiaosong, “Construction of University Students’ Entrepreneurship Support System”, Xinhua Daily, March 14,
2008
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entrepreneurial rationality. A good entrepreneurial quality is the important guarantee of university
students to start enterprises successfully. Entrepreneurship knowledge mainly includes: professional
knowledge, operation and management knowledge and comprehensive knowledge, and it is the main
body of entrepreneurship education. Entrepreneurial knowledge mainly includes professional knowledge,
operation management knowledge and comprehensive knowledge, and it is the main body of
entrepreneurship education. Entrepreneurial ability is the ability of self survival and self-development in
the practice of starting business, including innovation ability, design ability, organizational and
coordination ability, and leadership. Entrepreneurial ability is the practical application of entrepreneurial
knowledge, which is the foothold of entrepreneurship education.
In the entrepreneurship education, higher institutions shall also focus on the curriculum design, the
establishment of experimental bases, and, especially the cultivation of teachers. At present, most of
teachers are lack of entrepreneurship experiences. Therefore, when introducing high level talents
vigorously, the higher institution shall try to employ experienced management personnel from
enterprises and groups, establish a entrepreneurship education-based group of teachers and change the
situations of just paper talk of entrepreneurship education. Change the lecture of entrepreneurial courses
into a real lecture room of entrepreneurship, so as to make full preparation for the students to start their
business in future.
3.4 Cultivation of the self cognition and self awareness of an individual
Influenced by the exam-oriented education, the self-competence evaluation of university students
relies more on scores, which makes the students blindly arrogant and engage in idle theorizing. This
often causes ill positioned and blind entrepreneurial behaviors and poor ability to resist setback. As a
result, in the preparation process of starting business, students should intentionally strengthen the
cultivation of their self cognition and self awareness. Through cultivation of self-awareness, they can
form a clear judgment and definition of themselves, and know if they are suitable to start enterprises and
what kind of business is suitable for them

4 Conclusions
All the related policies and entrepreneurship education shall be made according to the actual needs
of students and adjustment shall be made according to the demands of development of times and society
and adjusted in accordance with the needs of times and social development. As an emerging matter in
China, university students’ innovative undertaking needs to be explored and asks for more attention and
support from government, society, universities and each person.
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Abstract By analyzing appraisable factors of engineering project bidding risk, a comprehensive
evaluation model of engineering project bidding risk based on BP (back propagation) neural network is
established to enhance the validity of evaluation in this paper. By learning of some effective samples
given, the extraction and storage of experts’ knowledge and experience are realized with this model.
Two simulation examples show that the proposed comprehensive evaluation model of engineering
project bidding risk based on BP neural network is reasonable and feasible. The purpose of this paper is
to provide a scientific basis for the bidding decision-making.
Key words Engineering project; Neural network; Risk evaluation

1 Introduction
The purpose of engineering project’s bidding is to lower cost and to improve project quality by
winning the bid in competition. One of the important links is bidding risk appraisal, which is also tactics
and technologies competition between bidding enterprises. Several researches on risk appraisal
regarding engineering projects have been conducted at present, and some practical appraisal methods
have been proposed at present. For example, the entropy method[1], projection pursuit(PP) method[2],
Analytic Hierarchy Process(AHP) method[3], fuzzy comprehensive evaluation[4], etc. All these
appraisal methods have their limitations. For instance, In the PP method realization process, projection
direction, projection value and projection indicators’ function, etc., need to be changed according to
actual problems, and it is worth a further studying. The AHP method requires appraisal indicators to be
independent, etc., but many factors in multi-level system are interrelated and influence each other, and
their indicator systems are not independent structure. Therefore, this paper proposes an appraisal method
of engineering project bidding risk based on artificial neural network technology, and establishes
appraisal model of project bidding risk based on BP neural network. Its goal is to appraise project
bidding risk effectively and to provide a scientific basis for the bidding decision-making.

2 Indicators System of Engineering Project Bidding Risk Appraisal
2.1 Construction of appraisal indicators
In order to analyze the project bidding risk comprehensively, firstly we should determine the
project bidding risk influence factors. According to the roots where risk factors produce and some
correlated domestic/foreign literature materials, based on some indicator appraisable principles of
commensurability, representation, measurability and foresight, the risk factors in engineering project are
given in Table 1. Appraisal indicators used to decide effectual factor are natural risk, political risk,
economic risk, competition risk, scene risk, technical risk, equipment material risk, owner risk,
contractor risk, overseeing mechanism, management mechanism and decision-making level. According
to the appraisal rule, the key effect factors are obtained. A framework with 12 indicators is listed in
Table 1, in which there are 4 indicators for ‘External Environment’, 3 indicators for ‘Project
Mainbody’, 4 indicators for ‘Project Owner’ and 1 indicators for ‘Management Decision-Making’.
2.2 Normalization of appraisal indicators
In order to eliminate the difference of magnitude and units, the original data should be normalized
before Artificial Neural Network processing. Because the dimensions and quantities of different
indicators differ greatly, they should be transformed to a certain range and in a non-dimensional form.
Thus the comparisons would be meaningful. In this research, a normalization transformation method
was utilized to transform all the parameters and variants to non-dimensional quantities. All indicators in
project bidding risk are grouped into two kinds: positive and negative ones. If an indicator increases
while bid risk appraisal result increases, it is grouped as positive ones. Vice versa, negative indicators
refer to the opposite characteristics. The normalization processes of appraisal indicators are listed as
follows:
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(1) Positive indicators:

⎧
1(u i ≥ u i max )
⎪⎪ u − u
i min
(u i min < u i < u i max )
xi = ⎨ i
⎪ u i max − u i min
⎪⎩
0(u i ≤ u i min )
Table 1

Risk
categories
External
Environment
Risk

Indicators and Influence Factors of Project Bidding Risk Appraisal

Specific indexes

Indicators describe

natural

Climate condition; Natural disaster

policy

Policity environment; Profession policy

economy

Society economy ; Profession economy; Contractor economy

Status of competition
Economy Status; Intelligence, prestige, achievement; Authorized
tendency
Intelligence, prestige, achievement; Construction technical
technology; Management level

owner
Project
Owner Risk

contractor
Overseeing quality
Management mechanism

Project
Mainbody risk
Management
Decision-maki

Technology
Equipment material
Tenderer’s management
Decision-making level

Geology position and scene
New craft; Technology complex
Special equipment; Equipment power; Material supply

(2) Negative indicators:

⎧
1(u i ≤ u i max )
⎪⎪ u
−
u
i
(u i min < u i < u i max )
xi = ⎨ i max
−
u
u
i
i
max
min
⎪
⎪⎩
0(u i ≥ u i min )
Where u i represents the original data of any risk indicator, i ( i = 1, 2,L,12 ) u i min and u i max are
respectively the minimum and maximum data of indicator i in the standard framework in Table 1. By
this way, we transform the original data into standardized values in the range of [0,1], and they are
non-dimensional values.

3 Artificial Neural Networks Model of Project Bidding Risk Appraisal
3.1 Principle of the model of bidding risk evaluation Based on ANN
The principle of the model of engineering project bidding risk evaluation based on ANN(Artificial
Neural Network) is: Through experts’ successful experiences and data, we establish a multi-inputs and
multi-outputs ANN comprehensive appraisal model. Firstly, ANN model takes the bidding risk
indicators’ normalization values as input value and the output is the appraisal value of the project.
Secondly, ANN model will train the network through enough learning data and make different input
vector obtain corresponding output vector and format experts experience, knowledge as well as indicator
tendentious understanding of project bidding risk evaluation. As its simulation is very accurate, the
trained ANN model can be used as one kind of effective tool to evaluate unknown project bidding risk, it
can output the project bidding risk appraisal degree and realize a comprehensive evaluation of
engineering project bidding risk.
3.2 BP network model structure
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Expectancy
Output vector

Input layer

Output layer
Hidden layer
Figure 1 BP Network Model Structure

According to the comprehensive appraisal characteristics of project bidding risk, a
3-layers-structure back propagation (BP) neural network is proposed for multi-layer artificial neural
network with sigmoid function. It is composed of input layers, hidden layers and output layers. In this
research, input layers refer to project bidding risk indicators and output layers refer to appraisal result.
Based on some correlated cases and literatures, input layer is composed of twelve input neural units,
namely natural condition, political condition, current economic condition, competition risk, geology
position, technology factor, equipment & material, owner factor, contractor factor, overseeing
mechanism, management mechanism and decision-making level; output layer is composed of five
output neural units, namely risk evaluation degree very high, higher, medium, lower and very low;
hidden layer is determined by probe and experience, here we select 25 hidden neural units. The BP net
model structure is pictured in Figure 1.
3.3 BP network learning method
BP neural network learning method is divided into two stages: In the first stage, BP network
calculates each neural units’ input and output values from input layers to output layers, which belongs to
fore transmission; in the second stage, BP network calculates each neural units’ output errors from
output layers to input layers and then adjusts each layer’s weigh-value as well as neural units’ threshold
value by error gradient drop principle, which belongs to back transmission. We suppose input sample
space is X = ( x1 , x 2 , L , xi ) , output sample space is Y = ( y1 , y 2 , L , y j ) , where T denotes
T

T

numbers of the sample, weigh-value between input layer and output layer is wki , deviation value is

bk , weigh-value between hidden layer and output layer is w jk , deviation-value is b j . Then the BP
network learning steps are as follows:
Step 1: Initialize weigh-value wki 、 w jk and deviation-value bk 、b j , in order to establish small
random numbers to avoid network saturate and unusual situation;
Step 2: Input learning data and calculate network output values, we have

∑w x −b )
f ((∑ w x − b ) − b )

Hidden layer: o pk = f ( xi ) = f (

ki

i

k

i

Output layer: o pj = f (o pk ) =

jk

i

k

j

ki

f ( x) = 1 /(1 + e − x )
1
2
Step 3: Calculate each layers’ error signal, namely E = ∑ (T pj − o pj ) , where T pj is a
2 j
expect error, Here output layer error signal is e j = T pj − o pj then input layer error signal is
Where f (x ) can be taken as a sigmoid function, namely

ek = f ' (o pj )∑ e j w jk = (1 − bk2 )∑ e j w jk ；
j

Step

4:

j

Adjust

weigh-value

and

deviation-value

;

wki = wki + Δwki

，

w jk = w jk + Δw jk , bk = bk + Δbk , b j = b j + Δb j , Δwki = η ⋅ ek ⋅ xi , Δw jk = η ⋅ e j ⋅ o pk ,
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Δbk = η ⋅ ek , Δb j = η ⋅ e j

Where η refers to learning rate.
Step 5: Repeat the learning process (step 2 to 4) for n times to get a normal distribution and the
average value.

4 Comprehensive Appraisal Model Training and Testing
Table 2

No

X1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
0.6
0.6
0.6
1
0.4
0.4
0.8
0.6
0.2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

X2
0.8
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.6
0.6
0.2

X3
1
0.4
0.8
0.4
1
0.6
0.4
1
0.4
0.4

X4
1
0.6
1
0.6
1
0.6
0.4
0.8
0.6
0.2

ANN Net-Training Input Value

X5
0.8
0.6
0.6
0.4
1
0.8
0.6
0.8
0.8
0.4

X6
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
1
1
0.4
0.8
0.6
0.6

X7
0.8
0.2
0.2
0.6
1
0.2
0.2
1
0.4
0.2

X8
1
0.8
0.8
0.6
1
0.6
0.2
1
0.6
0.2

X9

X10

X11

X12

0.653
0.385
0.597
0.784
0.467
0.374
0.315
0.605
0.652
0.362

0.580
0.688
0.433
0.236
0.512
0.605
0.677
0.275
0.351
0.655

0.436
0.498
0.125
0.119
0.236
0.337
0.503
0.452
0.228
0.477

0.135
0.092
0.642
0.076
0.074
0.057
0.189
0.248
0.115
0.189

Table 3 Factual Output and Expectation Output of ANN
Expectation Output
Factual Output
0
0
1
0
0.0017
0.0035
0.0069
0
1
0
0
0.0038
0.0041
0.9524
0
0
1
0
0.0063
0.0034
0.0056
0
1
0
0
0.0008
0.0016
0.9266
0
0
0
1
0.0076
0.0049
0.0035
0
1
0
0
0.0074
0.0078
0.9713
1
0
0
0
0.0055
0.9547
0.0031
0
0
1
0
0.0069
0.0045
0.0057
0
1
0
0
0.0013
0.0062
0.9572
1
0
0
0
0.0036
0.9646
0.0038

0.9474
0.0021
0.9643
0.0049
0.0027
0.0095
0.0047
0.9525
0.0045
0.0047

0.0028
0.0072
0.0057
0.0065
0.9407
0.0018
0.0015
0.0048
0.0036
0.0058

To train BP neural network well, firstly we should determine learning data’s input/output value.
Learning data input-value can be obtained through a normalizing way. In terms of the actual situation of
project bidding risk appraisal, output-value could be grouped into 5 levels, namely very high, higher,
medium, lower and very low, in which vector (1,0,0,0,0) indicates risk very high, vector (0,1,0,0,0)
indicates higher, vector (0,0,1,0,0) indicates medium, vector (0,0,0,1,0) indicates lower and vector
(0,0,0,0,1) indicates very low. As analyzed above, we import the first 10 groups of data as training data
in table 1 and the last one as testing data to model emulate by Matlab software, and run the emulate
model to begin the train, we select overall error is 0.01, hidden layer’s learning rate 0.8 and output
layer’s learning rate 0.6. Training input-values of ANN model are listed in table 2. By training 1100
times, ANN net-training error which precision is 3.2703×10-4, but the goal precision is 1×10-4, After
net-training 2000 times, ANN net-training tends to be stable, which iteration is 0.001. BP network actual
output-value comparison to expectation output-value is listed in Table 3. By comparing the training
result in Table 3, BP net factual output-value is consistent with expectation output-value completely. In
order to test BP net structure built above, now we import last group of data (In Table 2) to BP net model
to examine its feasibility in terms of their output results. By calculating and training, the BP network
factual output-value vector is (0.0037，0.9468， 0.0045 ， 0.0017 ， 0.0034), which is consistent with
expectation output result(0,1,0,0,0). Therefore, project bidding risk evaluation method based on ANN
can obtain satisfaction results.

5 Practical Applications
As discussed above, we utilize this ANN model to evaluate project bidding risk of Jingying
highway in contract section A2. According to this project’s correlated statistic data and some
investigations of external environments risk, project main body risk, project owner risk as well as
management decision-making risk, by normalizing these evaluation indicators, a quantification value
vector will be achieved, namely (0.3758, 0.3150, 0.4081, 0.2162, 0.1932, 0.5421, 0.1817,0.0385, 0.2567,
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0.3860, 0.2776, 0.4345). Inputting these vector data to ANN model established above, by calculating
and training in ANN model, we get a output-value vector, namely (0.0014, 0.0046, 0.0065, 0.9453,
0.0085). Through ANN net output results, we know this project bidding risk degree is lower.

6 Conclusions
This paper constructs an indicator system of engineering project bidding risk appraisal and
establishes a risk appraisal model based on ANN. Through real diagnosis research, the ANN model is
capable of appraising project bidding risk comprehensively. When we appraise unknown projects
bidding risk by ANN model, the ANN model can realize a direct and objective appraisal result through
reappearing experts’ knowledge and experience. Its goal is to provide a scientific basis for the bidding
decision-making.
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Abstract Administration of the state-owned enterprise group has a widespread problem of insufficient
control. The state-owned enterprise groups control the main source of their subsidiaries, which are
mainly based on the property of strategic cooperative ties; Group control force mainly comes from
authoritative headquarters, which have the ability of strategic planning, controlling finance and
outputting human resource. According to the degree of centralization and decentralization the control
force could be divided into three parts which include financial controlling mode, strategic controlling
mode and operation controlling mode; In order to convert administrative management to value
management, the decision maker of the state-owned enterprise group needs to convert their thinking
modes, strengthen Group controlling system and then improve group control force.
Key words Control force; Strategic cooperative ties; Value management

1 Introduction
Most of enterprise groups were built up by the government during China’s economy transition from
planned economy to market economy. These enterprise groups, core firms of which are state-owned
enterprises, to some extent, depend upon government so that management system and governance
structure are in obvious the administrative character. Hence, there is common problem that
principal-agent level is more and management chain is longer. In this multi-level management structure,
if the group’s control force is less, the synergetic effect would not show, even the group would take the
risk of losing control in management.

2 The Resource of SOE Group’s Control Force---Strategic Synergy on Basis of
Property Right
SOE group’s control force is a comprehensive response capability when implementing
management and control system, which is framed based on business organizational model and structure.
Due to historical reasons, the majorities of SOE groups in China followed administrative approaches in
the term of subsidiary management, typically layers of approval. That management seems to work, but
brings huge management cost and decision-making risks. On one hand, “decision-making body” in each
subsidiary falls into “deliberative body” so that the efficiency reduces; on the other hand, at the end of
decision-making process, individual approval takes place of collective approval so as to increase the
decision-making risks.
In fact, the group management control is not one kind of management tolls, it is neither
management nor control but to compare and choose between management control and max value
creation capacity. The ultimate goal of management control is to enhance value creation ability. If the
value creation ability can achieve to the maximization without management control, the group would
not need control, while if not, the group should need it.
The resource of SOE group’s control force, truly, is not the administrative right but the strategic
synergy on basis of property bond. Firstly, property bond is the basic character of enterprise groups
different from other economics commonwealths. Secondly, the group has strategic synergy advantage:
firm group has both scale and organizational structural advantages, it also can retain single legal person
to management using “visible hand” to allocate the resources. Hence, the nature of SOE group’s control
force is the right configuration on the basis of synergy, and this kind of right configuration can make
subsidiary operate free and gain more support so that the subsidiary will actively adopt the management
control, even the group will achieve value maximizing.

3 Foundation of SOE Group Control Force—Strong and Authority Headquarter
Many SOE group founded as a result of administrative allocation, this kind of group shows typical
character “first son, after father”. Due to late establishment of headquarter, the group often is short of
control force. Firstly, the problem of multi-level legal person results front stretch, information failures,
and increases the cost of organizational control. Secondly, among the group, the link bond is fragile, the
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relationship between parent and subsidiary has not straightened, and centralization and decentralization
are not in equilibrium, the operation and management functions are in confusion. Thirdly, multi-stage
investment center within the group is easier to form a distorted pattern, weaken the group headquarters’
authority and ability to allocate resources. Fourthly, to the group, it is difficult to control the subsidiary’s
operation and management state by human resource allocation and management. Fifthly, the group
headquarter has not yet perfect finance management mechanism, especially capital centralized
management and budget and final accounts management, what’s more, the management and control on
subsidiaries’ investment scale, product and operating cost, profit margin and so on is just superficial
form.
Actually, most of successful business groups’ controlling experience shows that the group control is
a process of building the headquarters’ authority step by step, a large number of the groups experienced
the cycle, “decentralization—centralization--decentralization”. For example, the rise of one certain
group is due to centralized management system. There were only 50 people at the end of 2003 in the
headquarters, and the control of headquarter and board was weak, so the second subsidiaries went their
own way, the resources scattered, the group was in inefficient. On the basis of such situation, the group
carried out “five unifications” and “one devolution”, which are, respectively, investment unification
(the investment right unified to the group), brand unification (integrating the brand in 3-4 years),
internal control unification (dealing with internal audit staff and cadres of discipline), capital unification
(building internal bank gradually), human resource unification (the group is in charge of subsidiaries’
important appointment and dismissals) and subsidiary decision-making right devolution (major project
approval and professional operation rights are in devolution ). Through these measures, this group
focused the resources, streamlined the management system, which laid a solid foundation on the rapid
expansion in the next a few years. In 2009, the group adjusted the management system, promote actively
the diversification of equity, strengthen the operating autonomy, mobilize adequately resources by the
approaches combined inside with outside in order to achieve greater development.
Therefore, the foundation of SOE group control force is the strong and authority headquarters,
which is more important in the process of building SOE group. The group control force is made up of
the headquarters’ strategic planning capacity, finance regulation ability and human resource output
ability.

4 Protection of SOE Groups’ Control Force—Building Control Mechanism
The group control is a so complicated task. The parent-subsidiary control model among large-scale
enterprise groups is vastly different, and even in the same enterprise group, there would be different
control model to subsidiaries. From angle of the headquarters’ centralization or decentralization level,
there are commonly three basic management control model:
4.1 Financial targets control model
In this control model, the headquarters is only in charge of the group’s financial plan, asset
operation, investment decision-making and monitoring, and A&M. The group plans the annual financial
goals, which subsidiaries should achieve. In this kind of the group, the correlations between subsidiary
firms can be very small. GE and Hutchison Whampoa take this control pattern.
4.2 Strategic management and control model
In this model, the headquarters takes charge of the group’s finance, asset operation and the whole
strategic plan, while the subsidiary companies also should develop their own strategic plan and the
corresponding budget. The headquarters approves the subsidiary firms’ strategic planning, if it passes
the approval, the subsidiary businesses would operate it. In this kind of the group, there are high
correlations between the subsidiary enterprises, and the headquarters focuses on balance between
affiliated enterprises’ resource requirements, supervision on subsidiary firms’ completing the goal in
order to maximize the group’s profit. British Petroleum, Shell and Philips take this control model. At
present, most of enterprise groups have adopted or are turning to this control model.
4.3 Operating control model
In this model, the headquarters takes centralized management of affiliated firms, and also is in
charge of subsidiaries’ strategic planning and annual budget; the subsidiary companies only implement
them, so the group carried out the strict process control. In this kind of business group, the affiliated
enterprises’ correlation is high, the scale of headquarters is large, and the number of department and staff
is too many. IBM and the Formosa Plastics Group take this control model.
In the above three basic control modes, financial targets and operating control modes are
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respectively in type of decentralization and centralization management, while strategic control mode is
in the middle of those two extreme types. There are differences in these three control mode, such as
control structure, type and objective, as follows:
Financial Control
control
structure

Headquarters

Strategic Control

Operating Control

Headquarters

Headquarters

Service

Sectors

Subsidiaries

Subsidiaries

Subsidiaries

control
objective

Function Sectors

· Financial maximizing

· strategic

allocation

benefits

resources

·standard control

·Financial ROI Control

·coordination control

·optimized business

· Financial portfolio’s

·profession operating

· complex

dynamic optimization

· sound

index improves

process

and

·cubic management

operating

institution
Figure 1

Control Structure and Control Objective

The different degree of centralization or decentralization, mainly in strategic planning, investment
plans, operating plans and human resources management plans, shows the depth of the different
management.

Strategic plan

Financial Control Mode

Strategic Control Mode

Operating Control Mode
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capital, focus on ROI
· formulate

HR plan

for subsidiaries

guidance if necessary

Investment plan
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do

not

interfere the operation

·formulate financial and

operating

objectives,

exam its effect

·formulate financial and

operating objectives, join
the implement
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· assess managers and

·formulate HR plan and

the directors of affiliated

core technology staffs

monitor implement

firm

Decentralization
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Centralization
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Accordingly, due to different control point of the three models, there are different characters in
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strategic management, risk control, operating management and other function supports.
Table 1 Strategic Management, Risk Control, Operating Management
Control Model Finance & Risk Control strategic management Operating management other function support
Financial
·Finance auditing
·guide finance goals ·capital management
·logistics, information,
Control Model ·risk management and · monitor financial ·management of raising purchasing, HR and
other function supports
monitoring
index
money
Strategic
· strategic financial ·guiding strategic plan · industry research, ·logistics, information,
Control Model management
to
establish purchasing, HR and
·implement monitor support
other function supports
· strategic program ·performance control control model
·background support
investment risk control
Operating
·budget management · decide core text of ·help expand business ·logistics, information,
Control Model ·real time monitoring, the strategic plan
·help internal integration purchasing, HR and
other function supports
·performance control and internal control
deviation analysis
Major Sectors ·Operating Sector
·Strategic plan sector ·Operating Sector
·HR Sector
to the Group ·Finance Sector
·Operating Sector
·Strategic plan Sector ·Logistics Sector
·Audit Sector
·Finance Sector
·PR Sector
·Information Center

Collaborative basis and headquarters’ authority can not ensure the group’s control effectively, the
group’s control is an organic whole, so the centralized monitoring of rights, pooling of resources and
allocating of information involve multi-level management such as strategy, organization and human
resources and information management. Overall, according to the group’s control, there are seven key
factors, such as clear strategic planning and implementation, ability of ROI, the necessity of business
and process, management maturity, risk control, information management capacity and mechanism of
power and benefits. The success or failure of enterprise group’s control, to large extent, depends on
understanding of the above seven factors, achieving ability and control model selection. In all, the
group’s control system is divided into four major parts, such as strategic management mechanism,
organizational structure mechanism, power and benefits management mechanism and performance
evaluation mechanism. Hence, the above control mechanism is the protection of SOE groups’ control
force.

5 Suggestion on Improving SOE Groups’ Control Force
5.1 Clear the group’s strategy, crystallize headquarters’ functions and strengthen authority
The decision-makers of SOE groups should treat with the control issues from another angle. Firstly,
focus on subsidiary businesses’ strategic synergy, which works from relying on the administrative power
to the allocation of resources. Secondly, strengthen the ability of financial regulation and human
resources output, enhance the headquarters’ authority. Thirdly, formulate the unified strategy and clear
position of headquarters and subsidiaries, which establishes strategic objectives for effective control.
5.2 Choose suitable control model according to subsidiaries’ strategic position
Select appropriate control model according to affiliated firms’ strategic position and function. The
headquarters, to core subsidiaries, adopt strategic control model; to affiliated companies that will be
future earning growth, take operating control mode; to subordinate enterprises that solely are used to
return on investment, choose financial control model.
5.3 Establish effective corporate governance and organizational structure
Due to the problems, weak internal link, internalization of the executive management, virtual
governance of enterprise groups and so on, to establish effective corporate governance and
organizational structure is benefit to organizational protection of control force.
Structure of property rights determines corporate governance, while corporate governance
determines internal organizational structure and control model. The more level of property rights, the
more complicated statutory operating procedures, the longer management chain, the high management
cost, the more serious the distortion of information, the worse management effect, so promote flat
management, streamline management level, strengthen control force. Meanwhile, the group should
make rules to the directors, supervisors and manager members, who are on the behalf of the
headquarters in the subsidiaries. The enterprise group also can monitor affiliated firms through those
staffs.
5.4 Strengthen the group’s control system
The core of strengthening the group’s control system is to establish clear system of responsibility
and rights. As independent legal person, the subsidiaries can decide the whole production and operation
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on its own way, while the group, as a investor or shareholder, can effect affiliated firms’ operation
indirectly only through director board, directors, general manger and other approaches. Hence, the clear
system of responsibility and rights in enterprise group can ensure that the subsidiaries operate
independently, effectively, and even the group manages right and effective.
5.5 Focus on the construction of supporting system and monitoring corrective mechanism
In an effective control model, the strategic control model is in leading status, and financial control
mode, human resource control mechanism and information system are the supporting systems, which
are of help to effective control mode, and what’s more, make the group achieve objectives. Monitoring
corrective mechanism also is vital to realize the goals, so the enterprise group should strengthen internal
auditing system and let legal personnel join the subsidiaries’ operation.

6 Conclusion
In short, according to SOE groups, coming out of planned economy, featured with administrative,
only through positioning accurate the strategy and headquarters’ function, streamlining the process,
adopting right control model to each subsidiary, taking sound corporate governance structure as the
prerequisite, strategic control mode as basis, financial control, human resources control and information
systems as support, the SOE group’s management can turn from administration to strategic management,
then to value management so as to enhance the group’s control force.
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Abstract To keep up with the pace of dynamic competition and create sustainable competitive
advantage, enterprises must carry out innovation strategy in dynamic and competitive environment. This
paper defines 14 modes of the enterprise innovation strategy which can be divided into four innovation
strategy regions. The four innovation strategy area can be matched to applicable product life cycle stage.
Combined the theory of product life cycle and innovation strategy theory, it puts forward enterprise
innovation strategy mode based on the product life cycle.
Key words Product life cycle; Continual innovation strategy; Innovation model

1 Introduction
As the pace of technological innovation quickly accelerates, the globalization unceasingly deepens,
and the boundaries of different industries gradually blur, a dynamic and competitive environment is
taking shape. In this new environment, enterprises are confronted with numerous uncertainty, ambiguity
and growing discontinuity in strategies in the course of operation. Meanwhile, the essence of
competition is also radically changing, and the competitive environment is even featured with kind of
“super-competition”. The fact that the periods of validity of all strategic action get reduced continuously
stimulates the strategies to get renewed at an unprecedented speed, rendering the “sustaining
[1]
competitive advantage” out of the question. The currently-established strategy shouldn’t be expected
to be strictly carried out in the prescribed way, thus, a continuous innovation of strategies must be
achieved by enterprises.
The generalized innovation strategy focuses on studies of how to redefine the existing business
[2]
model. The redefinition covers the currently- existing technology, products, services, market operation
model, marketing model and other main components of enterprises’ production and operation. At
different stages of the development of products, the internal and external environments enterprises
encounter also varies a lot. Most typically, the product life cycle is divided into establishment period,
[3]
growth period, maturity period and decline period .

2 Sustainable Innovation Pattern Classifications
In accordance with difference in the degree and focus of innovation, 14innovation strategy modes
can be summarized, namely, disruptive innovation, application innovation, product key innovation,
platform integration and innovation, product line innovation, optimization and innovation, marketing
innovation, and purchase experience innovation , value engineering innovation, function integration
innovation, process innovation, value migration innovation, renewable reform innovation and merge
reform innovation.
The concerns of the above innovation strategy modes are different. In addition, they also differ
from each other in markets they target, the resources they invest and the risk they bear. There is a link as
well as difference between them. Combined with the customer value theory, and the differences or
relations between the existing products and the future products, each innovation strategy mode has
correlation in logic between concerns and innovation degree. Use “innovation concern dimension” and
“innovation degree dimensions” as classification coordinates to establish a two-dimensional
classification quadrant model strategic innovation mode. “Product - service” is the two extremes in
“innovation concern dimension”, and the “high degree of innovation—low degree of innovation” is the
extreme of “Innovation degree dimensions”. It is shown in figure 1 as the two-dimensional classification
quadrant model.
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Figure 1 Innovation Strategy Pattern Classification Model

Through further analysis, we make out the respective traits of the four innovation strategy areas and
conditions under which they can apply. Please see chart below.
Table 1

Induction of Innovation Strategy Region

Strategy innovation
region

Product life
cycle

Product value region

Stage or growth

Operation value
region
Customer value
region
Product update region

mature
mature
Mature or
recession

Innovation concerns

Degree of
innovation

The basic value of the products or
services
Enterprise production operation
process
Customer requirements and
interactive process

Medium

repositioning products

High

High

Low

3 Factors Influenced the Choices of Enterprise Innovation Strategy Pattern
The above analysis provides reference for enterprises’ selection of innovation strategy modes.
[4]
Another point is that innovation strategy also brings about an unnoticed consequence –wasting.
Enterprises want to select a mode that can really help them achieve superiority to their competitors and
create sustainable competitive advantage, but not to become a bottomless pit of consuming great
quantities of resources or only pull away the distance between them and their competitors a little bit.
Then they need to know the factors that affect their choice.
When selecting modes, enterprises should not only get familiar with the respective characteristics
of different modes, but also combine their own innovation ability and the conditions of their competitors
[5]
, and then analyze the patterns of commercial architectures and the life management phase products
belong and finally find an appropriate and effective mode.
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Among all enterprises, there exists two types of commercial architectures: one is complex system
architecture, also known as customized business model；The other is volume operation architecture, also
known as large-scale business model.
Complex system architecture is an operation mode where large enterprises are their main clients,
based on trading to cultivate good relationship, which specializes in offering counseling service, tackling
complex issues and proposing personalized solution. It usually has few clients, but the transaction
amount with every client is quite large. Volume operation architecture is another mode that orients many
consumers, based on systematic trading. It specializes in standardized products and services of the
wholesale market. This type of enterprises has many clients with whom they have a lot of transaction
while the transaction amount is low, but they also endeavor in getting access to customers groups
counting from tens of thousands to millions. The two architectures differ sharply from the other in the
seven features of value creation as in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Features of Enterprise Value Creation in Two Kinds of Commercial Architecture

4 Enterprise Innovation Strategy Mode Choice Model
Through the above analysis, we can see that selecting a suitable and effective innovation strategy
mode is quite important for enterprises to hold their dynamic competitive advantage. The procedure for
selecting innovation strategy mode can be concluded into the following 5 steps as in Figure 3.
(1) The product life cycle. At this step, enterprises need to define the cycle phase in which the
products or services enterprises manage are, analyze the different cost-effective strategic objectives of
innovation strategy at different life cycle stages, in order to ensure that the innovation is effective and
not overused. Next, analyze the environment of innovation strategy enterprises face at different stages of
life cycle, including the analysis of the level of the commercialization of products. The specific degree
of commercialization helps enterprises to seize the focus of innovation strategy. Focus on product and
service, or on customer? Then, specify the scale of potential markets for enterprises’ corresponding
products or services of innovation and the amount of returns they can bring for enterprises through
further analysis. Finally, enterprises can choose the mode of appropriate innovation degree for
themselves.
(2) The determination of the optimal approaches of innovation strategy for every stage. Enterprises
at different stages of products life cycle demand different approaches to process their innovation strategy.
Therefore, these approaches should be the principal direction and focus of enterprises when they carry
out the innovation. The mentioned 14 modes in the above follow this principle. In light of the analysis
results at the first step, combing the trends and the drivers of markets, enterprises will find out the best
approaches for different stages.
(3) The screening of the dominant innovation modes at every stage. After clarifying the approaches
through which the innovation will be carried out at different stages, enterprises should begin to screen
the 14 modes for the dominant innovation strategy modes that match innovation approaches of every
stage.
(4) The analysis of the commercial architectures. Figure out the commercial architectures in which
enterprises are, and the traits of them. Next, analyze the working conditions and implementation
requirements of each dominant innovation strategy mode under the architectures they belong. Then, test
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it with the innovation ability of enterprises and the conditions of their competitors. After this, make final
decision on the innovation strategy modes in accordance to their product life cycle.
(5) The analysis of the innovation ability and the conditions of competitors. To prevent themselves
from failing to accomplish their innovation or getting assimilated by their competitors, enterprises
should pay attention to considering their innovation abilities and the conditions of competitors during
the processing of the above 4 steps.

Figure 3

Enterprise Innovation Strategy Mode Choice Model

5 Conclusions
In the current market environment which progresses drastically with each passing day, Customer's
demand preference is also changing fast, and enterprises are under continuously increasing pressure in
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the competitive market as their originally-- created competitive advantages can easily be broken and
the initial static strategies of enterprises no longer accommodate with this dynamic and intense
competition environment. Therefore, enterprises must adopt innovation strategies in the dynamic
competition environment. Based on life cycle theory and innovation strategy theory, this paper gives the
ways, mode and selection model of corporate strategy in different stages.
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Abstract The efficiency of corporate governance is reflected by the performance of a company, which
means corporate governance has the positive and negative effects on the performance of this company.
Based on the discussion of the theoretical basis of governance efficiency, this paper takes the listed
company with management buyout (MBO) in China as samples and makes an empirical analysis of their
governance effecting in 2008. Besides, it probes that the relationship between the proportion of shares
held by managers and corporate performance, and the range effects of the proportion of shares.
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1 Introduction
(Jensen and Meckling 1976) have divided the shareholders into two categories: one is internal
shareholders who take the role of both managers of a company and its owners; the other is only outside
shareholders. The less the shares held by the owners or managers is, the less their claims to the residual
income of this business is. This will encourage them to take up additional corporate resources in the
form of bonuses, more importantly, Schumpeterian innovation activities will be reduced, which causes
the significant reduction of corporate value.
(Demsetz 1983) has presented that the ownership structure and corporate performance is no inherent
relationship. He pointed out that the simple distribution of ownership would not result in maximizing
corporate value, and ownership structure is the result of competitive selection. By comparing the various
costs of different ownership structures will reach equilibrium. (Morck, Shleifer and Vishny 1988) found
that ownership concentration and performance is proportional to each other.
(Stulz 1988) has assumed that from the viewpoint of acquisitions and mergers, the relationship
between the corporate value and the voting rights controlled by managers was U-shaped. When the
controlling right holed by managers or the ratio of stock α is small, with the increase of α, the value of
this company will be increased; when α is large, as α increases, corporate value tends to decline. This
assumption has been confirmed by (McComell and Servaes 1990).
(Shlerfter and Vishny 1997) have pointed out that the law can not give the effective protection to
minority shareholders, but the larger shareholders can put the effective control over a company, so the
larger shareholders are common in the capital markets worldwide. However, larger or controlling
shareholders are not common in the United States and Britain, so hostile takeovers emerged as an
alternative mechanism in these two countries. Besides, large creditors also have a lot of powers in some
companies, such as Japan and Germany. However, when the interests of larger investors, other investors,
managers or employees are conflicted with each other, the predatory behaviors of larger shareholders
will come about. Large investors will meet their own preferences at the expense of the interests of other
investors.
(Huang and Li 2004) makes the empirical research on the relevance of MBO governance
performance of listed companies and the results show that if management’s stake in the range of 0% to
4.41%, performance and corporate governance is at the correlation level; in the range from 4.41% to
32.88%, this relevance will be intensified. If management ownership percentage is greater than 32.88%,
it will be negatively correlated with firm performance.
In summary, the appropriate change of ownership structure and capital structure will help to improve
the efficiency of corporate governance; the ultimate efficiency will be reflected in the performance of a
company, the carrier of corporate governance. Based on the above analysis, we have:
Assumption 1: There exists a positive correlation between corporate performance and managerial
ownership.
When the residual claim of management goes up to a certain level, the welfare function will be more
relevant to the company’s operating results, then the interests of management and outside shareholders
will come into convergence. That is, they will try to choose the best decision-making with discretion
when making investment decisions, thereby to maximize shareholder wealth, but also to maximize their
own interests. Furthermore, the increase of management ownership percentage will only increase the
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company’s agency costs and lead management to seize the benefits of external shareholders. When the
managers of listed companies are also a major shareholder, the management can use their information
asymmetry and position to damage outside shareholders, particularly small shareholders. Thus the
external management is easier to seize the benefits of shareholders in Chinese listed companies than in
other countries. Based on the above analysis, we have:
Assumption 2: There exists the range effect between the company’s performance and the proportion
of ownership held by management.

2 Analyses Procedures and Results
2.1 Selection of samples and data resources
We collected listed companies in Shanghai Exchange and Shenzhen Stock Exchange that have
completed MBO as samples and then acquired 19 samples from 2001 to 2006. The study period covers
following periods: if the company conducted a number of share transfer, the data is subject to the first
announcement. The data used in this paper is from the acquired company’s annual report, the Shanghai
and Shenzhen stock exchange announcements and other relevant reports.
2.2 Variables design
(1) Dependent variable: corporate performance indicators PERFORMANCE
Selection of variables for the above model equation is extremely important, it will affect the validity
of model equations and different variable selection can also affect the estimated model parameters and
test variables.
The traditional accounting performance variables are of the following two shortcomings: on the one
hand, due to the accounting practices and accounting procedures under the principle of conservatism, the
evaluation methods of tangible and intangible assets are not the same, and not a true reflection of the
company’s performance level; on the other hand, if the company’s management compensation
mechanism is built on the basis of accounting performance, then managers can manipulate earnings
easily because of the advantages of information on these indicators. To prevent these two shortcomings
affecting the results of empirical research, we selected Return on Operating Asset and free cash flow as
a performance indicator, instead of the traditional indicators such as Tobin’s Q value.
1) Return on Operating Asset (ROOA)
For China’s securities market, taking into account changes in the performance; it is more inclined to
examine the performance indicators more directly. In this case, the accounting indicators become even
more a natural advantage. Therefore, this accounting more priority targets, we selected Return on
Operating Asset as the company performance variables.
2) Free cash flow (FCF)
For the analysis of fundamentals of business investment decisions, there are mainly two ways:
investment and growth value investing. Intrinsic value investors try to find undervalued companies,
hoping to gain profits through the company’s stock price return to its intrinsic value; and growth
investors are committed to finding the expected future growth rate higher than the market average,
expecting to gain profit through the company’s future growth to make up the current high prices.
Lakonishok, Shleifer and Vishny (1994) suggest that value style investment is better than growth
style investment. Value investors often use the intrinsic value of the following methods to select
undervalued companies. If a company has the market price-earnings ratio below the industry average
price-earnings ratio; the company’s market value / net asset ratio in the industry or the market at a low
level; the company’s dividend / market value is higher than the market average. Here, we use free cash
flow analysis to evaluate whether a company has investment value, calculated as:
Net free cash flow = Operating cash flow - [capital expenditure + incremental working capital +
interest on debt maturity * (1 - tax rate) + maturity the principal amount of debt - borrowing cash from
new debt] - preference dividends - preferred stock redemption back amount
For the convenience of study, free cash flow will be reduced in this paper:
Net free cash flow = Operating cash flow - capital expenditure
Capital expenditure consists of two parts: the first part of the company’s ability to maintain existing
production and management to purchase plant, equipment and other fixed assets and other long-term
assets, intangible assets that are paid in cash. The second part is to maintain the company’s market
advantage and need to increase the amount of operating cash.
According to foreign scholars, in the long run, about 95% of U.S. enterprises’ capital expenditures
equal to depreciation and amortization. The different enterprises in market competition have different
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needs to increase operating cash. In view of the characteristics of listed companies, in this paper, 20% of
the amount of depreciation and amortization is assumed for the need to increase the amount of operating
cash. Namely:
Capital expenditure = (1 +20%) × the amount of depreciation and amortization
(2) Explanatory variables: the proportion of management ownership (PROPORTION)
(3) Control Variables
1) Company size (SIZE)
This variable is the company’s natural logarithm of total assets (total assets of 10 billion for the
unit).
2) Growth ability (GROWTH)
Net profit growth rate = (year net profit - net profit last year) / net profit last year
3) Asset-liability ratio (DAR)
On the assumption that a regression model was established:

Performance = Bo + B1PROPORTION + B2 SIZE + B3GROWTH + B4 DAR + ε

Where PERFORMANCE stands for ROOA and FCF respectively, and ε is errors.
2.3 Regression results
(1)For Assumption 1, the regression result is as follows:
Table 1

Regression Analysis between Holding Proportion of Management and Performance

ROOA

FCF

Intercept

0.486*
(14.90)

0.164*
(9.78)

PROPORTION

－0.290*
(－5.64)

0.002*
(3.89)

DAR

－0.012
(－1.67)

0.018*
(3.83)

SIZE

0.006
(1.13)

0.013*
(5.36)

GROWTH

－0.085*
(－4.40)

0.011
(1.17)

Adjusted R2

0.127

0.243

DW test

1.98

1.98

F statistic

7.95

16.39

In Table 1, column 1 shows that there exists a significant negative correlation between ROOA and
managerial ownership, and the regression coefficient is -0.29; column 2 shows that between the ratio of
free cash flow and management, there exists a significant positive correlation, indicating that free cash
flow is more definite to explain the improvement of the efficiency of corporate governance than ROOA
after MBO. ROOA can not pass the significance test of the possible due to the MBO listed companies
may adjust accruals and other accounting items in order to manipulate earnings and other indicators.
Meanwhile, due to the regulatory pressure of CPA audit and compliance of mandatory disclosure, it is
hard to adjust some financial indicators such as sales of some commodities such as cash received.
Therefore, we believe that, because the history of MBO in China is very short, free cash flow has a more
persuasive ability to describe the improvement of the efficiency of corporate governance in MBO
companies.
(2) Regression analysis of range effect of managerial ownership
The 19 sample companies are is divided into 0 to 30% and 30% respectively based on management’s
stake, and the regression analysis of the two groups are as follows:
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Table 2

Regression Analysis between Holding Range of Management and Performance

0～30％
*

Above 30％

0.674
(11.70)
0.280*
(5.04)
0.032
(4.07)
0.066
(6.13)
0.285*
(4.40)

0.384*
(8.74)
0.006*
(3.39)
0.018*
(3.23)
0.013*
(5.36)
0.011
(1.17)

Adjusted R2

0.537

0.383

DW test

2.98

2.98

F statistic

17.85

16.48

Intercept
PROPORTION
DAR
SIZE
GROWTH

Taking free cash flow as the performance indicators, we use 30% as the decomposition point of
regression analysis. When the management stake in the range from 0 to 30%, free cash flow has a positive
correlation with the share proportion of managers, which indicates that there exists consistency between
the interests of management and external shareholders. If the management in this range gets more equity
ratio, the company’s performance will be increased; in the range above 30% stake, the ratio of free cash
flow is negatively correlated with management ownership, then the increase in the proportion of
management ownership will only increase the company’s agency costs, lead the interests of outside
shareholders tend to deviate from interests of management. When managers is not only the management of
listed companies, but also major shareholder, the management can use their information asymmetry to
damage outside shareholders, particularly small shareholders, then the interests of shareholders.

3 Conclusions
In the unique ownership structure of listed companies in China, MBO of listed companies is the
transaction of basically non-tradable shares through the transfer of the completed agreement. Therefore,
the internal and relevant shareholders (insider traders) are entirely possible to pay a limited equity
transfer price. At the same time, they can gain huge speculative income with insider information from
the secondary market for shares, then leads to the unique defects of the Chinese securities market system
and governance crisis. We believe that, MBO of listed company should be reflected from the speculative
motive and the unique structure of these companies should be incorporated into the elements of
governance effect.
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Abstract From short-term and long-term aspects, this paper made an analysis of the influence of
interest rate fluctuations on the stability of SSE Index in China, the study found that interest rate
adjustments would be an impact on the SSE index.Falling interest have more intense influence than
rising interest. Stock index and interest rate increase simultaneously two days after the interest rate
adjustment; But in the long run, interest rate adjustments will help the stability of the SSE index and can
effectively prevent the emergence of the stock market bubble. Therefore, in the further development of
the stock market, reasonable use of interest rate as a tool can stabilize the stock market.
Key words Interest rate fluctuations ; SSE index; Stability;Influence effect

1 Introduction
In the many factors that affect the stock market movements, interest rate is a relatively sensitive
factor, no other factor can produce a more far-reaching and substantial influence on the stock market
than interest rate. On the one hand, interest rate fluctuations will lead to changes in the stock market
investors’ opportunity cost, thus cause the capital inflows or outflows of the stock market, affect the
entire market's movement and make an impact on the stability of the stock market; On the other hand,
interest rate fluctuations will affect the investors’ investment structure and affect the flowing direction
and volume of funds through reorganization of assets, thus the supply and demand of funds in the stock
market and stock prices, causing the stock market fluctuations. Stock market in China was established in
the early nineties in the twentieth century, in its short ten-year development history, how did interest rate
actually function? What kind of impact did it have on the stability of stock market ? This is an issue
which is worth studying.
(Bulmash 1997) and (Trivoli 1999), (Mukherjee 1998) and (Naka 2002), (Ramin 1997) and (Tiong
1997), (Alireza 2000) and (Strauss 2001) made an empirical study on the long-run equilibrium
relationship between interest rate as well as other macroeconomic variables and stock prices. Bulmash
and Trivoli studied the situation in the U.S., Mukherjee and Naka made an empirical analysis of Japan's
data, Ramin and Tiong, Alireza and Strauss respectively studied the cases in Singapore and European
countries (including France, Germany, the Netherlands, Switzerland, United Kingdom). Although they
have different research objects, they used the same research methods, that is, cointegration theory and
reached the same conclusion— stock prices are negatively correlated with long-term interest rate,
positively correlated with short-term interest rate. As a semi-strong-form efficient stock market, does the
above-mentioned conclusion also exist in stock market in China’s reaction to interest rate adjustments?
This paper will use event analysis and the cointegration analysis method to analyze the influence of
interest rate adjustments on the stability of Stock market in China through theoretical research and
empirical research.

2 The Oretical Analysis of Influence of Interest Rate Fluctuations on the Stability
of SSE Index
2.1 Short-term effects
In the short period, interest rate affects the stock market in the relatively easier way. First, In the short
period, enterprises’ capacity to adjust production and supply is confined, companies’ total revenue in the
short period will not be much affected, but the interest rate can affect the value of enterprise to influence
the stock prices. Low interest rate policies are usually adopted by governments to stimulate economic
development, and thus it can be predicted that the future enterprise profits will increase because of the
overall economic prosperity, therefore, the stock price will fall with the rise of interest rate; On the
contrary, high interest rate may be the signal of tight policy the governments use to curb inflation so that
the overall economy will slowdown, which will reduce the expected profit of enterprises, the enterprises’
future value which investors expect will be affected; Interest rate adjustments will affect the enterprise’s
financial situation, making bond yields change with stock price movements, investors may adjust their
portfolios according to income changes. Second, the interest rate can affect the stock prices through
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fluctuations in supply and demand in the securities market, higher interest rate leads to rising yields of
stock’s alternative financial asset, increasing investors’ demand for alternative financial assets, reducing
the demand for the stock, resulting in the decline in the stock prices; At the same time, interest rate
adjustments cause fluctuations in supply and demand in the stock market and affect the stock market
funds, in particular, the use of loan capital in buying and selling stocks, the sale of shares affected by the
inflow and outflow of funds, thus affecting the stock prices. Third, from the perspective of policy and
information, you can also consider the influence on interest rate in the short period. If the investor is
expected to take into account the factors of policy fluctuations and realize these expectations, which will
be absorbed, the influence on the stock market will not necessarily reflect the results of experience theory.
2.2 Long-term effects
long-term effects of interest rate on the stock market are more complicated. In the long period, enterprises
have enough time to change the production scale, enterprises’ operating conditions are subject to the
multiple effects, such as economic cycles, investment trends, the marginal propensity to consume, the
future expectations, etc. Enterprise's total income are uncertain, the effect of interest rate fluctuations on
stock market prices is no longer a simple inverse relationship. As an economic variable, the interest rate
adjustment will cause the changes of macro-economic environment, operating performance of listed
companies and the other factors and have many-sided influence on stock price.

3 An Empirical Analysis on the Influence of Interest Rate Fluctuations on the
Stability of SSE Index

The stability of the stock market depends on fluctuations in stock index, stock index also reflects the
changes of stock prices in the stock market, this paper mainly analyzes stability of stock index through
the analysis of influence of interest rate adjustments on the stock index changes.
3.1 The short-term effects analysis of the interest rate fluctuations influence on the stability of SSE
index
3.1.1 Sample data selection
Stock markets in China have been in existence for 18 years since 1991, interest rate was adjusted
many times, interest rate was low from 1990 to 1992, annual interest rate increased twice in 1993,
interest rate dropped in the eight consecutive years from 1996 until 2002, rising interest rate policy was
implemented from 2004 to 2008, Interest rate dropped successively four times from September 2008
onwards to the end of November. Therefore, the choice of sample data of interest rates ranges from May
5, 1993 to November 25, 2008, a total of 14 data. The interest rate we referred to here is various in the
national economy, in which the benchmark interest rate is the guiding interest rate announced by the
People's Bank to guide commercial deposits, loans, discount rates which is a general reference to other
business in the financial markets, therefore, the one-year benchmark deposit interest rate is used as the
sample data in this paper.
As the return rate sequences of the Shanghai and Shenzhen show a significant linear correlation, in
this paper, only the Shanghai Composite Index is analyzed, the results also can reflect the actual
situation of the Shenzhen Composite Index. The Shanghai Composite Index closing price on the day of,
five days before and four days after the interest rate adjustment announcement, are selected as the stock
price index.
The data are from the China Investment Great Wisdom Software, Shanghai Stock Exchange as well
as the official website of People's Bank.
3.1.2 Data processing
Take the natural logarithm of one-year deposit rate announced by the Central Bank and then use the
data of t period and t-1 period for difference, each amplitude of interest rate adjustments can be
obtained.
Similarly, take the natural logarithm of the collected closing price of Shanghai Composite Index, use
the data of t period and t-1 period for difference. In each duration of interest fluctuations, the amplitude
of daily stock price movements in the selected time scope can be obtained.
3.1.3 The data analysis of the short term effects of the interest rate adjustment on the stability of SSE
index
Before and after interest rate adjustments, from the comprehensive condition of the market, in the
short period, market has a strong reaction to interest rate adjustments, especially before the interest rate
adjustments, there are significant fluctuations. This effect is more intense two days before interest rate
adjustments, the prices gradually stabilize 2-3 days later. At the same time we can see that the influence
of rising interest is much more intense than the falling interest rate. Within two days after the interest
rate adjustments, interest rate and stock index simultaneously increase. Meanwhile, it also confirms
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what Bulmash and Trivoli, Mukherjee and Naka and the other foreign scholars had studied, the
short-term interest rate adjustments and stock prices are positively correlated with stock prices.
Based on the above observation and analysis, it can be seen that in each adjustment period, market
fluctuations were mainly embodied in the three days before, two days before, one day before and one day
after, two days after the announcement of interest adjustments, the most prominent fluctuations appeared
on the first, second day after the interest rate adjustments. Compared with other same conditions, there
are significant fluctuations in stock prices. In addition, the influence of the rising interest rate policy is
much bigger than the falling interest rate policy on the stock market.
3.2 An long-term effect analysis of the influence of the interest rate fluctuations on the stability of
SSE Index
3.2.1 Selection of sample data and definitions of variables
Sample data range from May 5, 1993 to November 25, 2008. As Shanghai stock market covers a
wider scope of industries and have large market value, it is more representative, so monthly data of the
closing composite index of Shanghai stock market, represented by P, are suitable to represent the general
level of stock market prices in China. In the choice of interest rate, the monthly average of one-year
bank deposit rates, from May 5, 1993 to November 25, 2008, represented by R, are used as Central
Banks nominal interest rate.
3.2.2 Research methods
The econometric cointegration research methods are adopted. The core idea of this approach is to
seek equilibrium relationship between two or more non-smooth variables. After a unit root test, if two
(or more) time sequences are found to be non-smooth, but as long as their certain linear combinations
are smooth, then there are long-term equilibrium relationship (or cointegration relations) between the
two (or more) non-smooth time sequences. The specific process is to conduct extended Dickey-Fuller
test of the interest rate (R) and stock prices (P) to do unit root test respectively of each target sequence to
determine smoothness. If they are non-smooth sequences, then carry out a first-order difference,
recorded as D(P) and D(R) to determine whether a first-order difference is smooth or not, if, after a
first-order difference, the two sequences are a first order single sequence, that is, they have necessary
conditions to construct cointegration equations, thus we can make the long-term co-integration analysis
of the individual variable sequence.
3.2.3 Cointegration test of stock prices and interest rate
Take the logarithm of interest rate (R) and stock prices (P), that is, LR, and LP. It can be seen from
Table1, the statistic after testing t is -1.239271, larger than the critical value of the significance level of
1%, we can not reject the original assumptions, it can be judged that sequence of LR has unit root and is
a non-smooth series. It can be seen from Table2, the statistic after testing t value is -1.662350, larger
than the critical value of significance level of 1%, we can not reject the original assumptions, it can be
judged sequence of LP has unit root and is a non-smooth series.
ADF Test Statistic

Table 1 The Unit Root Test Results of Interest Rate (LR)
-1.239271
1% Critical Value* -2.5769
5% Critical Value
-1.9415
10% Critical Value
-1.6166
Table 2

ADF Test Statistic

The Unit Root Test Results of SSE Index (LP)

-1.662350

1% Critical Value*
5% Critical Value
10% Critical Value

-2.5769
-1.9415
-1.6166

Since the two series belong to non-smooth series, we need to do them a first order difference to
determine whether their first order difference sequences are stable. The first order difference sequences
of LR and LP are recorded respectively as DLR and the DLP, it can be seen from Table 3, the statistic of
testing t value is -5.5984885, less than the level of 1% of the critical value, indicating that the original
hypothesis can be rejected at least under 99% confidence level, so it can be thought that sequence DLR
has no unit root and is a smooth sequence.
Table 3

ADF Test Statistic

Test Results of First-order Differential Sequence of the Unit Root DLR

-5.984885

1% Critical Value*
5% Critical Value
10% Critical Value

-3.4673
-2.8773
-2.5751
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As can be seen from table 4, test t statistic is -6.418159, less than the critical value of 1% level,
indicating that the original hypothesis can be rejected at least under 99% confidence level, so there is no
unit root in sequence DLP, which is a smooth sequence.
Table 4

ADF Test
Statistic

-6.418159

Unit Root Test Results of First Order Difference DLP

1% Critical
-3.4673
Value*
5% Critical Value -2.8773
10% Critical Value -2.5751

From the above unit root test results, we can arrive at the conclusion that these two sequences are
first order single sequences, they all have necessary conditions to construct cointegration equations.
Therefore, we made a long-term cointegration analysis of the above-mentioned variable sequence. In
this paper, Johnsen cointegration test methods are adopted to analyze the cointegrigration relationship
between two variables of interest rate and the SSE index, testing results are shown in Table 5. It can be
seen from Table 5, there exits a first-order co-integration relationship between the interest rate and stock
price, that is, there exists the long-term stable equilibrium relationship between them. Table 6 is the
standardized cointegration coefficients, in TableⅥthe coefficient of variables LP is 1, which is the
dependent variable of model equation. It can be seen from the table, interest rate and stock prices are in
the long-standing negative correlation, that is, when interest rate rise, stock prices fall, interest rate fall,
stock prices rise, which is similar to our pervious prediction.
Table 5

Eigenvalue
0.038738
0.012140

Johnsen Cointegration Test Results of LR and LP

Likelihood 5 Percent
1 Percent
Hypothesized
Ratio
Critical Value Critical Value No. of CE(s)
19.516957 15.41
20.04
None
2.247378
3.76
6.65
At most 1
Table 6

Standardized Cointegration Coefficient

Normalized Cointegrating Coefficients:1 Cointegrating Equation(s)
LP

LR

C

1.00000

-1.607264

21.0848

（0.36600）

Log likelihood

4 Conclusions

87.085

Through empirical analysis of the short-term and long-term effects of successive interest rate
adjustments in China on the stock prices from May 1993 to November 2008, conclusions are the as
follows:
First, in the short period, the interest rate adjustments will be an impact on stability of the stock
market, rising interest rate has a more intense impact on the stock market than falling interest rate.
Especially before the interest rate adjustments, there are obvious fluctuations which in advance reflect
the fluctuations of stock price index, which are affected by the interest rate adjustment, this effect will
be more intense in the first two days before the interest adjustment, 2-3 days later, the prices have
continued to stabilize. Within two days after the interest rate adjustments, the stock index and interest
rate simultaneously increases, which also confirms Bulmash and Trivoli, Mukherjee and Naka foreign
scholars’ empirical research results.
Second, in the long term, interest rate adjustments will help the stock market's stability. Through the
empirical analysis, we can see that interest rate and stock prices are cointegrated, when interest rate rise,
stock prices fall, interest rate fall, stock prices rise, with the constant improvement of stock market in
China and the maturity of interest rate systems, the negative relationship between the two should became
clear in reality. The existence of such a relationship can make countries adjust interest rate on the stock
market to prevent the boom and collapse of stock prices to maintain long-term stability of the stock
market. Therefore, we should give full play to the interest rate tools to stabilize the stock market, the
central authorities should make use of interest rate tools to adjust the stock market, should choose the
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right time and lay down the appropriate adjustments scope; And it is also necessary for investors in the
market to examine the direction magnitude and time effects of interest rate on the stock market and
appropriately adjust the investment strategy to avoid the risks.
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Abstract This study was carried out to examine the relationship between employee motivation and
team performance within the banking sector of Ghana and China. To achieve the objectives of the study,
a questionnaire-based approach was used; a survey was conducted from five banks in China and five in
Ghana. The interpretations of the result has shown that motivation of individuals are not the same as the
motivation of individuals in the team. An individual does not have the same goals and needs as the team,
although the team is made of individuals. However, the whole team motivation or employee motivation
such as recognition after the appraisal of the team performance has a positive impact on subsequent
team performance. From the respondents in Ghana, Recognition received the highest whiles with
Chinese respondents, attractive wage received the highest Strongly agree. However, with factors which
affect team performance, Members Understanding received the highest under strongly agrees among the
Ghanaian respondents. However, among the Chinese respondents, commitment received the highest
under the strongly agree.
Key words Employee motivation; Team performance; Recognition; Organizational commitment

1 Introduction
Nowadays the service sector is one of the major contributors in the economies of the world, and
this is no exception in the case of Ghana and China, Banking sector is one of the huge pioneers of
economic growth of a country, as a result employees performance towards rendered service is very
crucial as their behavior can be the benchmark for formulating an effective strategies. With reference
to Noe- Hollenbeck-Gerhart-Wright performance is one of the major cores of an organization and they
define performance management as the process through which managers ensure that employees’
activities and outputs are congruent with the organization’s goals [1]. Therefore it is the organizations’
priority to ensure that motivational tools which encourages initiative and stimulates efforts from the
employees are put in place for a better performance and deliverance of quality service [2]. Most
organizations are resulting to teamwork to improve their organizational performance. However, it is very
important to the managers to know whether employee motivation will necessarily lead to improve team
performance. Every organization has its motivation drive, in the manufacturing companies in China for
instance, Frimpong identified that, the main motivation for their product innovation is financial reward
[3]
.

2 Literature Review
2.1 Motivation
Motivation refers to the forces either within or external to a person that arouse enthusiasm and
persistence to pursue a certain course of action. Employee motivation affects productivity, and part of a
manager’s job is to channel motivation towards the accomplishment of both personal and organizational
goals. At one time, employees were considered just another input into the production of goods and
services. What perhaps changed his way of thinking about employees was research, referred to as the
Hawthorne Studies, conducted by Elton Mayo. This study found employees are not motivated solely by
money and employee behavior is linked to their attitudes as supported by Dickson [4].
Motivation theories fall into two main categories: content theories and process theories. Content
theories of motivation explain the dynamics of employee needs, such as why people have different
needs at different times. By understanding an employee’s needs, we can discover what motivates that
person. Process theories of motivation do not directly explain how needs emerge. Instead, they
describe the process through which needs are translated into behavior.
2.2 Team performance
Katzenbach & Smith has developed a definition of team as follow: “A team is a small number of
people with complementary skills who are committed to a common purpose, performance goals, and
approach for which they hold themselves mutually accountable”.
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If a group cannot have mutual accountability as a team it can never develop into a team. When
considering the subtle, but essential difference between the two expressions “the manager holds me
accountable” and “we hold ourselves accountable”, it shows the importance of this factor. Mutual
accountability in a team involves the promises team members give themselves and the promise they give
each other. It is promises that emphasize two critical aspects: commitment and confidence. A team
that has a mutual purpose and approach will always be accountable both as individuals and as a group.
In groups where reciprocal accountability is missing, a general purpose and approach has not been
formed. If these were formed they would be able to merge the individuals that are accountable into a
team. According to Katzenbach & Smith, within teams, there is nothing more important than each team
member’s commitment to a common purpose and set of linked performance goals for which the group
holds itself jointly accountable [5]. According to Frimpong, team work promotes good relationship
among the employees and management within the organization thereby providing the enabling
environment for the employees to put up their best [6]. Generally, a team’s level of performance is
connected to how well it can achieve a connection between the task and the structure of the team. A
distinguished characteristic for high-performance teams is the degree of commitment; in particular how
deeply the members are committed to one another.

3 Research Methodology
A survey was conducted by way of administering questionnaires while secondary data was
collected through books and the internet. Data was gathered from five Banks in China and five banks in
Ghana. 50 questionnaires were first administered to test the understanding of the respondent after which
the necessary corrections were made to suit the understanding of the respondents. After that 400
questionnaires all in Chinese language were administered in China and 400 questionnaires all in English
were also administered in Ghana for the purpose of this paper. In all 377 were retrieved from the banks
in China and out of these, 26 were answered incorrectly, thus making them unusable leaving the number
of usable responses for the analysis at 351 representing 88%. In the case of banks in Ghana, 358 were
retrieved, out of these, 32 were answered incorrectly, thus leaving 326 for the analysis representing 82%.
These banks in China are namely; Bank of China, Bank of Communication, China Merchants Banks,
China Construction Bank and Industrial and Communication Bank of China (ICBC). In Ghana the banks
are; Ghana Commercial Bank, Intercontinental Bank, Amalgamated Bank, Agriculture Development
Bank and United Bank of Africa. The respondents were made up of Top Managers, Middle Managers,
First – line Managers and Non Managers.
The questionnaires had 20 features or indexes made up 10 motivational index and 10 team
performance indexes and respondents were asked to rank each feature to the extent that is considered to
be important on a scale of 5 points i.e. 1 (strongly agree), 2 (Agree), 3 (moderate), 4 (disagree) and 5
(strongly disagree) but for the Chinese respondent had a scale of 3 points i.e 1 (Strongly agree), 2
(Agree) and 3 (Disagree). The features for motivation included; Attractive wage (A W), Recognition
(REC), Promotion (PRO), Empowerment (EMP), Job security (J S), Clear responsibilities (C R),
Company policies (C P), Enough information (E I), Work environment (W E), Personal needs (P N). The
features for team performance included; Members Understanding (M U), Commitment (C M), Training
for Team Members (T T M), Team culture (T C), Team goal (T G), Team leadership (T L), Feedback (F
B), Deadline (D L), Individual and team success (I T S) and Team Performance (TP). Descriptive
statistics have been used to describe the basic features of the data collected through the questionnaire
survey.

4 Results and Discussion
4.1 Position
Most of the respondents from Ghana at all level within the banking sector rated recognition as the
main motivational which can promote high team performance. It was deduced from the analysis that,
good working environment and attractive wage also play a role in motivating employees to perform well
in teams. Personal need however was not considered as a motivational factor for promoting high team
performance since it rated as the highest under disagreed option by all respondents at the various
management levels. However, the respondents from China at have different opinion about the
motivational factors at different level of position. However both the Top managers and Middle
Managers rated empowerment as the main motivational factor which promotes team work among the
employees. The middle managers and first – line managers also rated recognition as the motivational
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factor for high team performance just as the case of all the respondents in Ghana. First line managers
and non managers also rated attractive wage as the highest motivational factor for team performance.
The entire respondent rated job security as not very important motivational factor for team performance.
In the case of team performance factors, the Ghanaians respondents had varied opinion. Top
Managers and First – Line Managers considered “Team members should know there is linkage between
individual success and team success” as the highest factor which promote team performance other than
the motivational factors. Also, The First – Line and Non Managers rated “Team members understanding
of the team's goals is important for team’s performance” as the best factor to increase team performance
in the banking sector in Ghana. However, the Top managers, Middle managers and first – line managers
all disagreed to the fact that, team culture does not affect team performance much though some of them
agreed it does, since they rated it under agreed or strongly agreed. With the Chinese respondents, the
Top Managers and Middle Managers rated “Team members must be committed to the team's
performance” as the most important factor for high team performance. However, First line managers and
non managers rated “The organization has to train team members in teamwork skills” as the most
important factor which affects team performance. Whiles top managers considered team culture as not
much important factor, the middle managers, first line managers and non managers rated deadline as not
being of much importance in promoting effective team work.
4.2 Respondents per country
The tables bellow shows the ratings of all the respondents from the various countries. Accordingly
for motivational factors, the highest for strongly agreed from the respondents in Ghana is Recognition
whiles that of strongly disagree is Personal Need. With Chinese respondents, Attractive wage received
the highest strongly agree and Job Security received the highest disagreed.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Responses of Ghanaian Respondents Against Each Index

Responses of Chinese Respondents Against Each Index

However, with factors which affect team performance as shown bellow, Members Understanding
received the highest under strongly agree whiles Individual and Team Success received the highest
under strongly disagree among the Ghanaian respondents. However, among the Chinese respondents,
Commitment received the highest under the strongly agree whiles team culture and dead line received
the highest rating under Disagreed.
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Responses of Ghanaian Respondents Against Each Index

Responses of Chinese Respondents Against Each Index

5 Conclusions
Disgruntled employees will reflect in service provision to customers which might in turn cause
dissatisfaction and loss of customers. Most organizations are resulting to teamwork to improve their
organizational performance. However, employee motivation will not necessarily lead to improved team
performance since the goal of the team might be different from the individual’s goal hence the team
performance factors are also important to ensure team efficiency.
Moreover, the data analysis indicates that motivation and motivational factors have a positive effect
on team performance within the banks. Majority of managers believe that to view an employee as an
asset and recognition are the key role of human capital by managers is the most critical motive factor for
enhancing team performance as a satisfied employee produces best results. Also the respondents stated
that lack of empowerment and recognition immensely reduce their motivation and consequently their
performance deteriorates. This substantial problem therefore needs a speedy and a focal remedy.
Furthermore the gratitude of retired employees creates a positive perspective for employees and leads to
enhance their performance.
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Abstract This paper began with the motivation disorder of the knowledge workers under the
knowledge-based economy. Firstly, the paper reviewed the relevant researches of the dynamic
motivation on knowledge workers. Secondly, the paper put forth the relevant need hypothesizes of the
knowledge workers in different career-life-cycle stages. Thirdly, the paper designed the questionnaires
of the dynamic demands on the knowledge workers. Fourthly, the paper analyzed the statistic quality
and results of the questionnaire investigations. Finally, the paper made the relevant.
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1 Introduction
As we all know that the knowledge had become the key resource and factor of the society in the
knowledge-based economy. So the knowledge workers are the most important fortune of the enterprises.
If the knowledge as the carrier of the knowledge workers drain or their active status is not very good, it
will result in serious consequence. So the motivation of the knowledge workers became the core of the
management and the main force of the efficiency and competence. William James, a professor in
Harvard University, had indicated that the man can only work out his potentialities from 20% to 50% in
worse motivation environment, but he can exploit his potentialities from 80% to 90% in the better
motivation organization. Therefore, the potentialities difference from 50% to 60% result from the
effective motivation. Therefore, Peter Drucker, a famous American professor, had said that it is the most
threats for the organizations how to enhance the productivity of the knowledge workers and effectively
motivate them in 21st century. It is well known that the demands of the knowledge workers in different
career-life-stage are different. If the organizations are not familiar with their demands, they won’t work
out the effective motivation mechanisms. Based on this, the paper aim to present and testify the
career-life-cycle demand model of the knowledge workers to identify the rule of the leading demands in
their different career-life-cycle stages. Therefore, the paper was divided into seven parts. Part 1
introduced the importance of the research on the motivation of the knowledge workers under the
knowledge economy. Part 2 reviewed the relevant researches of the dynamic motivation on knowledge
workers. Part 3 put forth the relevant need hypothesizes of the knowledge workers in different
career-life-cycle stages. Part 4 designed the questionnaires of the dynamic demands on the knowledge
workers. Part 5 analyzed the statistic quality and results of the questionnaire investigations. Part 6 made
the conclusions based on above statistic analysis.

2 Relevant Research Review on Motivation of Knowledge Workers
The relevant researches on the motivation of the knowledge workers result from the development
of the knowledge-based economy. In 1989, MaHon Tampoe put forth the motivation factors include
personal growth, job autonomy, business success, and money wealth. In 2001, Peng Jianfeng and Zhang
Wangjun analyzed the motivation factors of the knowledge workers include salary and reward,
individual growth and the development, the challenging task, the company future, and the security and
stable work. In 2001, Zheng Chao and Huang Youli put forth that the order of the motivation are the
money wealth, the individual growth, achievement and work autonomous according to the importance.
Ma Lirong and Xiao Hongjun put forth that the main motivation factors of the knowledge workers
include organizational environment, individual growth, spiritual and material motivation. Cheng Hui
and Zhang Daliang found that the motivation factors of the knowledge workers exist three dimensions
such as work motivation including the challenge, the achievement and the ability exertion; the external
motivations including management system, the organizational future, the training, the leadership quality,
the work condition and the rewards; and the periphery motivation factors including the work
competence, the human relationship, the team cooperation and the individual life.
∗
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With the development of the further research on the motivation of the knowledge workers, the
scholars found that not only the organizational quality, the education and the marriage and affect the
motivation but also the motivation factors in different career-life-cycle stage are very different.
According to their researches, we can know the follows. The knowledge workers pay more attention to
the money reward in entry phase, the individual growth in development phase, and the achievement in
maturity phase. In different age, the importances of the motivation factors of the knowledge workers
have obvious difference. The younger the knowledge workers are, the more important the individual
growth and the achievement are; the older the knowledge workers are, the more important the money
reward; the higher level their education is, the more important the individual growth; the lower level
their education is, the more important the money reward. Therefore, we can make the follow
hypothesis of the demands of the knowledge workers in different career-life-cycle stage.

3 Hypothesizes on Different Career-life-cycle Demands of Knowledge Workers
3.1 The definition of the career-life-cycle
The predecessor’s relevant researches are only explaining the stage and characteristics of the
career-life-cycle. They have not explored the reasons behind the characteristics and no further research
on the related incentive management. Therefore, the paper aims to combine the motivation theory with
the career--life-cycle theory to indentify the rules of the demand factors of the knowledge workers.
Based on career-life-cycle theories and the state laws and regulations, the career- life-cycle can be
divided into four stages. The entry phase is the period between 18 and 27 years old. During this phase,
the knowledge workers begin to work. There are many unrealistic views and expectations, so they need
to learn the new environment and job skills; they are not familiar with their work, so their performances
are not very high. The development phase is the period between 28 and 35 years old. During this stage,
the experienced knowledge workers have been familiar with their jobs, so they focused on cultivating
their ability, improving their job performance, and enhancing their professional competence. At the
same time, they will take a relatively heavy responsibility and increase performance significantly. The
maturity phase is the period between 36 and 55 years old. In this phase, the knowledge workers
gradually become key members of the business and continue to enhance their core competitiveness and.
Meanwhile, their ability will stay in a stable career peak. They will focus on their achievements, the
participation in work and the challenge task. The decline phase is the period after 55 years old. In this
stage, the knowledge workers will enter into the natural decline stage due to the decline in their physical
energy and learning ability. Their capacity and status will declined rapidly, so the performance will
also reduce drastically.
3.2 The hypothesizes of demands in the different career-life-cycle
In the entry stage, the knowledge workers just entered the organization. So their main task is to
understand the organization, accept the organizational culture, integrate into the working groups,
become an effective organizational member as soon as possible. So they have to cooperate with the
experienced personnel closely and form the mentoring relationship so that they can be competent with
their job under the guidance and assistance of the others. Therefore, the knowledge workers began to
live an independent life and need much more expenditure, thus the demand for money is obvious firstly.
Secondly, they hope that they can make full use their potential, so they have more significant demand of
their individual growth. Finally, the knowledge workers want to integrate into the team and the
organization as soon as possible, so they need a good team atmosphere and other environmental.
Therefore, we put forth hypothesis 1.
Hypothesis 1: In the entry phase, the demands of the knowledge workers are the dominant
physiological and safety needs based on money reward, individual growth, and environmental support.
In the development stage, the knowledge workers have been familiar with their job environment content,
set up their interpersonal relationships network in their work. Meanwhile, they began to accelerate
growth and be recognized by their superiors and colleagues. However, their main problems are that they
began to assume responsibility, assign tasks to others, and demonstrate their skills and expertise to
achieve promotion. In addition, the knowledge has found their positions and can independently
contribute to their work without the guidance of others. Therefore, the knowledge workers have a clearer
understanding and planning of their career, so firstly they will desire to get a promotion and a
breakthrough in their courses. Secondly, they need to secure more favorable conditions to meet their
self-growth demands. Thirdly, they will be faced with bring up the next generation, so they desire a solid
economic foundation support. Therefore, we put forth hypothesis 2.
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Hypothesis 2: In the development stage, the main demands of the knowledge workers are social
and respect needs based on individual growth, environmental support, and money reward.
In the maturity stage, the knowledge workers have abundant expertise and most of them have become
the elite of the organization. Meanwhile, they already have a certain social status, a stable economic
base, the vast relationship network and have climbed their course peak. They can deeply understand the
company's expectations, assess their career development, accept the status quo and make specific
choices for the future. In addition, they can get on well with others, learn how to guide others work,
develop the company policies and fulfill a more important responsibilities. Therefore, they would like to
make an achievement in their courses firstly in order to better undertake their work roles and tasks.
Secondly, they need organizations to give them greater autonomy to work and a good team atmosphere
to direct others. Finally, they usually want to maintain their own achievements and social status, so
they need get the recognition of the superior, colleagues, and society. Thus, we can put forth hypothesis
3.
Hypothesis 3: In the mature stage, the main demands of the knowledge workers are the respect and
self-fulfillment based on the work autonomous and achievement.
In the decline stage, the knowledge workers have accomplished their course, so they began to prepare to
adjust their work and non-work activities due to the decline in their competitiveness and initiative.
Therefore, first of all the knowledge workers are to keep self-values, to use their experience mentoring
others to maintain their existing professional achievements and dignity. Secondly, the knowledge
workers hope to have a relatively comfortable life and get the love of their friends and family. Therefore,
we can put forth hypothesis 4.
Hypothesis 4: In the decline phase, the knowledge workers’ leading demands are the social security
and physical needs based on being recognized, environmental support, and money reward.

4 Demands Questionnaire Investigation of Knowledge Workers
4.1 Questionnaire design
According to the relevant researches of the precursor, the questionnaire divided the demand into
five aspects such as money reward, individual growth, environmental support, work achievements and
work autonomous. They can be subdivided into 21 factors such as Table 1, which can make the
demands investigation more overall, specific and measurable. Meanwhile, the appraisal of the factors
is divided into five grades according to Likert scale, that is, 5 is very important, 4 indicates important, 3
expresses sometimes important, 2 represents rarely important, 1 stands for never important.
Table 1

Dimensions
Money
Reward

Individual
Growth

Environmental
Support

Work
Autonomous
Work
Achievements

The Demand Variables of the Knowledge Workers
Variables
Q1： I want to enjoy the symmetric reward with the contribution.
Q2：The money reward is the manifests of my own value.
Q3：My job objective is to obtain the material reward.
Q4：I want to own the share of the company and share its benefit by my own value.
Q5：I want to enjoy the opportunities of the study, exchange and training.
Q6：I want to undertake the challenging task.
Q7：I hope I can enhance my ability in work.
Q8：I want to get the new job opportunities and assume the new responsibilities.
Q9：I want to have a good communication environment and interpersonal relationship.
Q10：I want to have a good team work atmosphere.
Q11：I want to have a good leaning organization to share its knowledge.
Q12：I want to have a Common values and excellent organizational culture.
Q13：I want to have a sound and favorable system.
Q14：I hope there is a scientific and reasonable performance appraisal system.
Q15：I can arrange the job with my own pattern.
Q16：I want to have a flexible work time and place.
Q17：I hope I can get the trust and empowerment of the supervisors in the work.
Q18： I hope the supervisors can adopt the advice and originality.
Q19：I want to enjoy the sense of the satisfaction and the achievement.
Q10：I want to enjoy the promotion opportunities.
Q21：I hope the position can take advantage of my potential.
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4.2 Questionnaire investigation
In the research, we make preliminary and formal investigation. The objects of the preliminary
investigation mainly are 29 MBA students in WHUT. According to their feedback, we modified the
questionnaire. In formal investigation, the objects are mainly from the organizations such as WISCO,
CMB, DFAC, NANHUA, and TARENA and so on. We sent out 192 pieces of questionnaire and took
back 174 pieces and the rate of the response is 90.63%. There are 3 pieces ineffective, so the effective
questionnaire 171 pieces, the effective rate is 89.1%. The basic situation is shown in Table 2.
Table 2
Gender

Age

Education

The Basic Situation of the Questionnaire Investigation N=171）
Dimensions
Number
Percentages
Male
87
50.88%
Female
84
49.12%
18-27
39
22.81%
28-45
48
28.07%
36-55
40
23.39%
>=56
44
25.73%
Junior college
10
5.85%
Bachelor
61
35.67%
Master
74
43.27%
Ph. D
26
15.20%

5 Statistic Analysis on Demands Questionnaire Investigation
5.1 Reliability analysis
To testify the quality of the questionnaire investigation, we should make the reliability and validity
analysis with SPSS 15.0. In reliability analysis, we generally use Cronbach’s Alpha to express the
reliability. If Cronbach’s Alpha is above 0.60, it indicates that the reliability of the questionnaire can
be accepted. The Cronbach’s Alpha of this qustionaire investigation is shown as Table 3.
Reliability

Total
Questionnaire

Cronbach's
Alpha

0.897

Table 3 Cronbach's Alpha
Money
Individual
Environmental
Reward
Growth
Support

0.765

0.726

0.715

Work
Autonomous

Work
Achievements

0.813

0.799

5.2 Validity analysis
The validity analysis includes construct validity and content validity. In construct validity analysis,
the factor analysis was considered the most powerful distinction method of the construct validity.
According to the point of Kaiser, when KMO is under 0.5, it is inappropriate to make the factor analysis.
The result indicated that KMO equal to 0.908, the Bartlett’s value is 4857.691, df equal to 528 and p
equal to 0.000, so it is appropriate to make the factor analysis. We extracted the factors whose
characteristic root is more than 1 with the principal components analytic method. After the Varimax
orthogonal rotation, we obtained 5 factors with 21 variables named separately them as the money reward,
individual growth, the environmental support, the work autonomous, and the work achievements. In
addition, each factor load value is above 0.5, the variance accumulation achieves 44.421%.
In content validity analysis, we interviewed with the relevant professors and some knowledge
workers, we made the preliminary and formal investigation, and then we modified the questionnaire.
Therefore, we ensured the good content validity of the questionnaire.
5.3 Results discussion
Based on above, we made the questionnaire result analyzes and the classification item by item with
SPSS and EXCEL, then we made decision to determine the questionnaire result with the mean value in
order to testify the hypothesis. The research categorized the objects with their age and the five kinds of
demands, and then got the mean value of each category with equation ⑴.
V ij = ∑ Vij / nPi
(1)

Here,

Vij

is the importance mean value of the objects in i career-life-cycle stage and j demand aspect. Pi

is the number of the object in i career-life-cycle stage, i=1 is the entry phase between 18 and 27 years
old, i=2 is the development phase between 28 and 35 years old, i=3 is the maturity phase between 36
and 55 years old, and i=4 is the decline phase over 56 years old. Meanwhile, i=1 is the money reward,
j=s is the individual growth, j=3 is the environmental support, j=4 is the work autonomous, and j=5 is
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the work achievements. ∑Vij is the total value of the objects in i career-life-cycle stage and j demand
aspect. Thus we can get Table 4.
Table 4

The Importance Mean Value of the Objects in Different Career-life-cycle Stage and Demands
Dimension
Money
Individual Environmental
Work
Work
Demand Dimensions
Reward
Growth
Support
Autonomous
Achivements
Career-life-cycle stages
4.5
4
2.9
2.1
3.2
Entry Phase
3.6
4.4
3.9
2.1
3.2
Development Phase
1.5
1.6
2.7
3.6
4.8
Maturity Phase
4.4
1.2
4.4
4
2.6
Decline Phase

According to Table 4, we can know the follows. In entry phase, the most important demand is the
money reward and the individual growth, and then is the work achievements, the environmental support
and the work autonomous. So Hypothesis 1 basically can be true. In development phase, the most
important demand is the individual growth and the environmental support, and then is the money reward,
the work achievements, and the work autonomous. So Hypothesis 2 basically can be true. In maturity
phase, the most important demand is the work achievements and the work autonomous, and then is the
environmental support, the individual growth and the money reward. So Hypothesis 3 basically can be
true. In decline phase, the most important demand is the money reward and the environmental support,
and then is the work autonomous, the work achievements, and the individual growth. So Hypothesis 4
basically can be true.

6 Conclusions
According to the above, we concluded the follows. Firstly, in the entry phase, the demands of the
knowledge workers are the dominant physiological and safety needs based on the money reward and the
individual growth. Secondly, in the development stage, the main demands of the knowledge workers are
social and respect needs based on the individual growth and the environmental support. Thirdly, in the
mature stage, the main demands of the knowledge workers are the respect and self-fulfillment based on
the work autonomous and achievements. Fourthly, in the decline phase, the knowledge workers’
leading demands are the social security and physical needs based on the money reward and the
environmental support. Therefore, the research conclusions can be put in to the motivation management
practice of the knowledge workers. Based on the research, the organization can adopt more pertinent
measures to dynamically motivate their knowledge workers for enhancing their core competence and
performance.
Supported by Ministry of Education of the PRC, No. 09YJA630125
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Abstract Construction-Agent System is a newly developed and effective public project delivery
method in China. Governance structures affect performance of public projects. According to
arrangement of project control rights and residual claims, this paper classifies project structures into two
modes in terms of the hierarchy as well as the market. The study suggests that four determinants,
including stakeholders, responsibilities and commitments, project objectives and risks, should be taken
into consideration when selecting governance structures. A stochastic optimization model is developed
to reveal linkage between incentive-constraint mechanisms and governance structures. A numerical
example shows that in the high risk state, market governance structure should be selected, while in the
low risk state, hierarchy governance structure will be appropriate.
Key words Construction-agent system; Project governance; Governance structure; Stochastic
optimization

1 Introduction
Public projects play an important role in improving social welfare and stimulating economic
growth for developing countries. For years, management of public projects such as hospitals, museums
and schools in China have always been totally implemented by government which takes full
responsibility for design, investment, construction and operation. However, due to lack of professional
project management capability, government always encountered troubles with controlling project cost
and schedule.
In order to solve such problem, a new public project delivery method has been developed in China
which called Construction-Agent System derived from Construction Manager (C.M) of America. In
Construction-Agent System, a professional project management entity selected by government is
responsible for project implementation, including optimum use of available funds, avoidance of delays,
changes and disputes, enhancing project design and construction quality, etc. As construction finishes,
the project asset ownership will be transferred to government. The entity is called construction agent
which is responsible exclusively to the government and acts in the government's interests at every stage
of the project.
Construction-Agent System has developed rapidly in China recently. In 2001, six cities including
Beijing, Shanghai and Shenzhen began to launch pilot Construction-Agent projects. After three years,
the State council of China decided to promote Construction-Agent System nationwide. According to
statistics, there have been more than four hundred Construction-Agent projects in China up to 2006.
However, as a newly developed project delivery method, Construction-Agent System has difficulty
in designing compensation mechanisms and supervisory schemes, because there exists incomplete and
asymmetric information under principal–agent relationship between construction agent and government.
Government as principal does not know enough about whether a contract has been satisfied. The
solution to this problem is to ensure the provision of appropriate incentives so agents act in the way
government wish, thereby government needs to exercise sovereign authority in governing project.
Therefore (Yan 2004) argues that Construction-Agent System should be studied by applying project
governance theory and responsibilities should be allocated among stakeholders through establishing
appropriate Construction-Agent System project governance structure. But in practice, governance
structure selection of Construction-Agent System projects lacks theoretical basis, which results in chaos
of adopting incentive-constraint mechanisms.
(Yan 2006) points out that performance of Construction-Agent System can not only be improved
by using principal-agent theory but also by applying project governance theory. (Lan 2007) presents
models of analyzing optimal incentive time coefficient of Construction-Agent System based on
government’s project revenue maximization. (Yang 2008) demonstrates that government can motivate
construction agents through introducing benefit sharing ratio which is inversely proportional to effort
cost coefficient.
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Project governance has become widely used terms in organizations and gained popularity in both
practical application and academic research. (Turner 2001) describes governance structures adopted by
successful project-based organizations, and how they use them to manage the interface between projects
and their clients. (Winch 2001) presents a conceptual framework for understanding the governance of
construction project processes, drawing on transaction cost economics. (Bekker 2007) defines the
concept of governance for large capital projects through an international Delphi survey, and introduces a
framework for project governance.
Literature review above shows that some researchers have noticed relation between Constructionagent System and project governance, but how to select appropriate governance structure in order to
motivate and constrain construction agents effectively still remains unsolved. So this paper aims to find
the optimal incentive-constraint mechanism as the way to select the appropriate governance structures of
Construction-Agent projects. The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, research
methodology is designed. Two types of governance structures are summarized and determinants of
selecting governance structures are given in section 3 and section 4. In the following section,
governance structure selection model is developed by stochastic optimization. A numerical example is
provided in section 6, and finally conclusions are given in section 7.

2 Research Methodologies
(Renz 2007) suggests that an exploratory approach is the best method to study project governance,
which combines deductive-inductive approach. Therefore case studies are deemed the most appropriate
for exploring regular pattern of governance structures. (Bekker 2007) also points out that it is necessary
to verify effectiveness of specific governance structures by case study results. Consequently, existing
research about Construction-Agent System project governance mainly adopts case study method. So it is
possible for this study to take advantage of related research results in section 3 and section 4. Moreover,
this paper elaborates characteristics of two types of project governance structures which are very
common in practice, in order to reveal their relation to specific incentive and constrain mechanism.
Government can select appropriate governance structures for Construction-Agent System according to
optimal incentive and constrain mechanism.
So in this paper, the establishment of quantitative linkage between governance structures and
incentive-constraint mechanisms is the key to realize research goals mentioned above. In ConstructionAgent System, government aims to achieve desired project deliverables at lowest possible cost, while
construction agents intend to get benefits as much as possible, both of which have an effect on designing
incentive-constraint mechanisms. Government’s payoff and construction agent’s benefits may be
influenced by uncertainties, i.e. cost overruns, schedule delay and poor quality. As a result, it is
necessary to take uncertainties into account when analyzing principal-agent relationships. The study
applies stochastic optimization method to find optimal incentive-constraint mechanisms through
Monte-Carlo simulation.

3 Governance Structures of Construction-agent System Projects
Project governance structure is a framework of defining stakeholders’ responsibilities and
commitments which determines who should take part in project management during project life cycle.
In other words, it should define how resources and risks are distributed among stakeholders. Governance
structure of Construction-Agent System project is an organized structure established as authoritative
within the institution, comprising responsibility and commitment allocation between government and
construction agent, in order to measure project outcomes, benefits and value against both the plan and
measurable expectations. Therefore how to design and select governance structure is a key to this study.
According to Lindkvist’s research (2004), governance structures can be classified into two basic
modes, the hierarchy and the market, relying on authority and prices respectively. Although (Miller 2005)
questions the idea of having a common governance structure for public projects, and the author argues
that a specific governance structure must adapt to the particular project and its context, it is still
necessary to summarize general governance structures for Construction-Agent System. This paper
adopts taxonomy suggested by Lindkvist which is sensible in the context of Chinese public projects. The
specific governance structures and corresponding basic organizing properties are elaborated below.
3.1 Hierarchy governance structure
In hierarchy governance structure, government as principal appoints non-profit organizations as
construction agents, such as government branches responsible for public project construction
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management. In the mode, construction agents are selected by authority while not by competitive
bidding based on market. Due to common interests existing between government and construction
agents, project control rights are not transferred to agents, thereby agents have not residual claims
accordingly who need not to assume risk. That is to say, construction agents should not be responsible
for project risk, i.e. cost overrun, at the same time, have no rights to share project overflow benefit such
as cost savings. The only benefit of construction agents is project management fees paid by governance.
Hierarchy governance structure is very common in Construction-Agent System of Shenzhen in
China. The construction agent is named as Department of Public Works, responsible for construction of
all public projects except for water treatment and transport projects. As of the end of August 2008,
Shenzhen Department of Public Works has completed more than 150 Construction-Agent projects.
3.2 Market governance structure
Market governance structure represents match between project control rights and residual claims.
Government selects construction agents through competitive bidding from private sector, such as project
management companies. Since construction agents aim to make profit from agency activities,
government ought to transfer project control rights partly or fully to construction agents, in order to take
advantage of private sector’s project management skills and experiences, and construction agents must
have project residual claims, which means construction agents should not only be responsible for project
risk of loss, but also have rights to share project benefit simultaneously.
Construction-Agent System in Beijing of China completely adopts market governance structure.
When government investment accounts for more than 60% of total investment, public projects should
apply Construction-Agent System. Up to 2008, there have been about 65 Construction-Agent System
projects in Beijing, including 11 Olympic Projects.

4 Determinants of Selecting Governance Structures
According to previous research, this paper summarizes four determinants of selecting governance
structures shown in the table below.
Table 1

Determinants of Selecting Governance Structures
Researchers who suggest
Determinants
Reason of being considered
this
stakeholders
the base of governance structures
Renz,Turner,Yan
the base of incentive and
responsibilities, commitments
Renz,Miller,Turner
constraint
project objectives
direct project governance
Renz
influence complexity of
project risks
Bekker,Young,Turner,Winch
structures

First, governance structures intrinsically are relationship frameworks consisting of control bodies
and executive boards who participate in Construction-Agent System. So it is necessary to identify
stakeholders relating to governance. Although there exist several stakeholders in public projects, for
example, government, construction agents, contractors, providers and customers, the study suggests that
emphasis should be laid on the analysis of relationships between government and construction agents,
because principal-agent relationships of both parties determine activities of other stakeholders.
Second, governance performance can be guaranteed by reasonable allocation of responsibilities
and commitments among stakeholders which determines how to design specific incentive-constraint
mechanisms. If construction agents take the responsibility of assuming risks, incentive scheme should
be established accordingly.
Third, project objectives play an important role in directing project governance. In
Construction-Agent System, government usually sets three objectives for public projects, namely,
investment, schedule, quality. It is essential to ensure realization of project objectives to the greatest
extent when designing and selecting governance structures.
Fourth, risks have significant influence on project objectives and stakeholders’ relationships. How
to decrease risk of loss is a key mission of governance structure selection. Although many external and
internal risks come up during project implement, effect of all risks can be measured by influence of
three types of overall risks, namely, cost overrun, schedule delay, poor quality. For this reason, the study
mainly analyzes relation of these three risks and governance structures.
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5 Governance Structure Selection Model
5.1 The basic scheme
Governance structure selection for Construction-Agent System primarily takes payoff of
government and benefit of construction agents into consideration. In Construction-Agent System,
government’s payoff, denoted as Pg, consists of three parts. First part is project actual investment,
denoted as Ia, which is paid by government according to final cost when checking and accepting the
completed construction project. Second part is construction agent fee (Fca) paid by government to
construction agents for coverage of the latter’s project management cost. Fca usually can be calculated
by Ia with a coefficient f which ranges from 0.8% to 2.0% according to practice experience. Third part
are contingency fees (written as Cf) which have relation to incentive-constraint mechanisms. Cf can be
calculated as follows.
Cf=aI (Ip-Ia)+as(Sp-Sa)Ip/Sp+aqQB
(1)
where aI , as , aq∈[0,1], called decision variables, are incentive and constraint ratios of cost,
schedule and quality respectively. For the simplicity, the study does not distinguish incentive ratios from
constrain ratios. Ip and Sp are planned project investment and construction period. The term aI (Ip-Ia) in
equation (1) is cost incentive and constraint faced by a construction agent. When Ip is greater than Ia,
there are project cost savings which can be shared by the construction agent based on the parameter aI.
On the contrary, cost overrun appears, the construction agent ought to compensate damage for
government. The second term of equation (2) is schedule incentive and constraint, where Sa is actual
project construction period, Ip/Sp is unit time cost. The third term is quality incentive and constraint,
where QB can be determined in three states: high quality, with probability of ph, QB=QH(benefit from
high quality); normal quality, with probability of pn, QB=0; low quality, with probability of pl,
QB=QL(loss from low quality). Considering influence of risks, Ia , Sa and QB should be stochastic
variables, which are functions of other factors, such as project characteristics, construction agent effort
level, construction agent market maturity, etc.
5.2 The model setup
In order to realize project objectives at reasonable costs, and at the same time to effectively
motivate and constrain construction agents, government should solve:
Min E [(1+f )Ia+aI (Ip-Ia)+as(Sp-Sa)Ip/Sp+aqQB]
s.t. E [f Ia+aI (Ip-Ia)+as(Sp-Sa)Ip/Sp+aqQB]≥B
E [aI (Ip-Ia)+as(Sp-Sa)Ip/Sp]≤E(aqQB)
(2)
aI , as , aq∈[0,1]
Objective function above aims to minimize government’s average payoff Pg, where E is
expectation operator. First constraint condition is construction agent participation constraint, which
demands agent’s expectation benefit should not be less than B (the lowest acceptable benefit).Second
constraint condition aims to prevent the construction agent from conspiring with other stakeholders,
such as contractors, to make fraud cost savings or ahead of schedule at the risk of reducing quality.
After finding optimal solutions a*I , a*s , a*q, governance structure selection criteria for
Construction-Agent System can be established as: if a*I , a*s , a*q all equal to or close to zero, select
hierarchy governance structure; if anyone of a*I , a*s , a*q significantly greater than zero, select
market governance structure.

6 A Numerical Example
Here a numerical example is presented to illustrate the governance structure selection model. The
government attempts to build a hospital by the means of Construction-Agent System. The parameters of
the model are given as in Table 2.
Table 2

Input Parameters Used in the Numerical Example

variables

Ia (million yuan)

Sa (month)

QB (million yuan)

Probability
distribution
or value

Triangular
(150, 180, 200)

Triangular
(16, 18, 24)

QL= -20, pl=0.4
QB=0,
pn=0.4
QH=40, ph=0.2

f ( Ip B Sp ) (million
yuan, million yuan, month)
f=1.2%
(165 1.5 20)H
(180 1.5 22)L

The labels H and L denote two risk states, the former is high risk state, where government has high
criteria for investment and construction period; the latter is low risk state, where government has low
criteria for investment and construction. Substituting parameters into equation (2), through exercising
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Monte-Carlo simulation by setting maximum number of trials to run to 1000 in Crystal Ball stochastic
optimization software, optimal solution can be achieved as follows (see details in Figure 1).
In the high risk state, where P[Ip-Ia+(Sp-Sa)Ip/Sp+QB ≥0]=40.26%, all incentive and constraint ratios
are significantly great than zero. In this case, market governance structure should be selected, and value
of objective function is 178.51. In the low risk state, where P[Ip-Ia+(Sp-Sa)Ip/Sp+QB ≥0]=77.59%, all
incentive and constraint ratios equal to zero approximatively. In this case, hierarchy governance
structure should be selected, and value of objective function is 179.18.

High risk state
Optimal solution
a*I =0.13, a*s =0.16, a*q=0.37
Figure 1

Low risk state
Optimal solution
a*I =0.00, a*s =0.00, a*q=0.02

Optimal Solutions under Two Risk States

7 Conclusions
Construction-Agent System is an effective public project delivery method in China. According to
arrangement of project control rights and residual claims, governance structures of Construction-Agent
System can be classified into two types: the hierarchy, the market. The study suggests four determinants
of selecting governance structures should be considered, namely, stakeholders, responsibilities and
commitments, project objectives and risks. A stochastic optimization model is developed to select
governance structures through finding optimal incentive-constraint mechanisms. A numerical example
shows that when in the high risk state, market governance structure should be selected, when in the low
risk state, it is appropriate to select hierarchy governance structure.
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Abstract With the fast development of China’s construction industry, Chinese construction firm’s
international contractual revenues have been growing larger. However, the relevant research into
Chinese construction firm’s international entry mode choice has been underdevelopment. Considering
the characteristics of value-chain activities in construction firms, the paper classified the entry mode into
permanent entry and mobile entry. Drawing upon organizational capability view to strategic
management, this paper analyzes the influence of 4 organizational capability factors on Chinese
construction firm’s entry mode selection and hypotheses were then developed. Using data on Chinese
construction firms during the periods from 2005 to 2008, it also tests the linkage of firms’ capabilities
with permanent or mobile entry mode selection by the binary logistic regression, and the results were
interpreted.
Key words Organizational capability; Chinese construction firm; Market entry mode; Binary logistic
regression

1 Introduction
1.1 Research Background
With the fast development of China’s construction industry, Chinese construction firm’s
international contractual revenues have been growing larger, and the number of Chinese firms listed in
the world biggest contractors has increased. For instance, the international contractual revenue of
Chinese construction firms has registered a strong growth rate of 39% from 2007 to 2008, the highest
growth rate during the period 2000 and 2009 (see figure.1). However, the relevant research into Chinese
construction firms’ international entry mode choice has been underdevelopment. This paper aims to
dealing with the impact of organizational capability on China’s construction firm entry mode choice,
which is of theoretical and empirical significance.
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Figure 1 Data of Chinese Contractors’ International Contracting Revenue
Data source: ministry of commerce of the people’s republic of China

1.2 Theoretical review
In recent years, construction management scholars have expressed enormous interest in the
internationalization activities of construction firms. Some researchers have seized the characteristics of
the project-based in the construction sectors, and the research on entry decision is substantially centering
on ‘Go / No-Go’ or ‘Bid / No-Bid’ decisions for a specific project in the targeted new market (Han and
Diekmann 2001[1]). Some researches center on the internationalization of construction firm, for example,
(Low and Jiang[2] 2003) focused on the internationalization of Chinese construction companies, and
proposed an index system comprising of the following 5 factors to identify the top ten “truly global”
contractors.
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With regard to entry modes examined in international construction literature, researchers
investigated some entry modes in the international construction domain, for example, (Shen et al. 2001)
[3]
analyzed the entry mode selection of joint venture of construction firms. Up to now, the only
comprehensive set of international market entry modes were proposed by (Chuan Chen 2005) [4] .in his
PhD thesis, Chuan Chen build hypotheses which associate internal and external factors to entry mode
selection based on theories of bargaining power, institution and culture theory, and
ownership-location-internalization theory, and the hypotheses are tested with binary logistic regression
analysis and the data are from ENR top 225 international constructors during period 1992-2002.
Despite its appeal as a conceptual framework, the existing researches have been two limitations.
Firstly, from theory basis, few researches have been centered on the role of organizational capability
theory in the constructions firm’s entry mode selection; secondly, from the research samples, few
researchers have selected the Chinese construction firms as samples. In this paper we attempt to fill this
gap, using historical data on Chinese major constructors during period 2005-2008.
To implement our study, the reminder of the paper is organized in the following way: the next
section presents an entry mode selection model of construction firms based on organizational capability
theory. Section 3 describes the econometric model and measures. In section 4, we apply our evaluation
model to test the entry mode selection of Chinese constructions firms. Section 5 concludes with a
summary of the main insights.

2 Theory Developments
2.1 Classification of entry mode in construction industry
Construction industry, an industry aiming at providing construct products and service in an
individual manner, is very different from the traditional manufacturing or service industries. This
difference can be manifested by the Porter’s value chain theory. According to (Miles [5] 1995)’s study,
the value chain activities in construction industry can also be divided into two parts of support activities
and primary activities. The support activities include firms’ strategic planning and control, human
resource management, technology development, and procurement. Different from traditional activities
which include R&D, production, market and sales, and customer service, the primary activities in the
construction industry refers to project operations, which includes marketing and bidding, project
designing, project construction, logistics, project operation, and commissioning in the sequence of
typical project life cycle.
Entry mode is an institution arrangement that makes possible the entry of a company’s products,
technology, human skills, management or other resources into a foreign country. According to Chuan
(Chen 2005) [4], there are 9 entry modes adopted by Chinese construction contractors, which respectively
are: BOT project, joint venture project, representative office, long term local agent, project based local
agent, joint venture company, branch company or office, and sole venture company.
In the study of (chuan Chen 2005) [4], the classification of an entry mode as mobile or permanent
depends on its duration, degree of localization, and existence of an on-going organization to carry out
support activities. However, he classified the BOT mode into mobile entry modes, which is contrary to
his classification standard. In order to bridge this discrepancy, this paper made some modification, and
we classified the entry modes according to the existence of permanent residence to support business
growth and the exit or remain decision-making once the facility is completed. The dichotomy of
permanent entry versus mobile entry splits basic entry modes as shown in table 1. For example, since
the contractors in BOT projects does not have a permanent residence to support business growth, but
usually aims to get the construction contract and exit the host market once the facility is completed, the
BOT project is defined as mobile entry modes.
Table 1

Permanent entry modes
Long term local agent
Joint venture company
Sole venture company
Branch company/office
Representative office

Dichotomy of Permanent Versus Mobile
Mobile entry modes
Joint venture project
Sole venture project
BOT or equity project
Project based local agent

Some researchers contend that selection of entry modes should based on trade-offs between risks
and returns, and an entrant should choose the mode that provides the highest risk-adjusted return.
Compared to mobile entry mode, permanent entry mode requires higher resource commitment, incurres
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high risk and obtains more return with less flexibility. These differences constitute the basis to develop a
model for the selection between them. Nextly, we will focus on the selection decision between
permanent or mobile entry modes based on the organizational capability theory.
2.2 Organizational capability and entry mode choice.
The organizational capability perspective in the choice of entry mode, firstly proposed by (Madhok
[6]
1997), has been increasingly giving attention to the notion of firms competing primarily on the basis
capabilities, and considers the notion of entry mode choice as way of optimal use and development of
firm’s activities.
Based on the construct of capabilities in the previous study, we will measure the capabilities from 4
constructs which is foreign experience, human resource, technology innovation capabilities and firm
size, and discuss the influence of these 4 capabilities measures on the construction firms’ permanent or
mobile entry mode choice decision.
2.2.1 Foreign market experience and entry mode choice
According to the organizational capabilities theory, foreign experience has an effect on foreign
entry mode selection choice through the degree of risks in the foreign markets perceptioned by the firms.
When firms have different perception of risk in the same foreign markets, they will give different
evaluation results on the attractiveness and expected return, which will determines the control,
investment scale and resource commitment of foreign market entry, because different level of
investment scale and resource commitment corresponds to different kind of entry mode.
Foreign experience in the construction markets is believed to be the market knowledge
accumulated by the construction firms about the foreign country’s political, economical and culture
environment and the risk evaluation attitude of operating in one target construction market is directly
determined by such knowledge. International experience of construction firms involves the experience n
all the series of distinct value-creation activities, including project design, bid, construction, operation
and management. Considering the characteristics of an individual construct products or service for each
construction projects, it is believed that the foreign experience of construction firms has both general (or
generic) and more specific (or embedded ) components.( Johanson and Vahlne, 1977[7]) . The former
refers to the general ways of doing business in international construction markets including analyzing,
evaluation and operation activities. The latter is more location-bounded and refers to the idiosyncratic
ways of doing business in a specific country. Therefore, when construction firms have accumulated rich
foreign experience, they will also possess much general experience. Such great general experience
endows construction firms with the ability to analyze and detect the market uncertainties of political,
culture and economic factors. With strong general experience, construction firm can reduce the
uncertainties of going abroad, and thus they become more confident and aggressive, manifesting into a
willingness to commit more resources including investing supporting activities in target construction
markets, and is more likely to choose permanent entry. On the contrary, constructors with less foreign
market experience are likely to have greater problems in detecting market risks and opportunities and
managing foreign operations, this makes the choice of mobile modes more suitable for these firm. It is
therefore hypothesized that:
H1: when other variables are held constant, construction firms with more foreign experience are
more likely to use permanent entry modes for overseas markets.
2.2.2 Human resource quality and entry mode choice
Resources invested by construction firm in oversea markets include labor, capital, planning know
how, construction know how, project management expertise and entrepreneurship. Labor quality and
entrepreneurship belong to firm human resource quality. Different human resource quality determines
the control, investment scale and resource commitments level of construction firm’s foreign markets
entry behavior, which thus corresponds to different entry modes. Therefore, construction firm’s human
resource quality have great influence on its foreign market entry mode choice, and such human resource
quality refers mainly to employees education levels and knowledge structure.
When human resource quality in construction firm is quite poor, it means that the ratio of the
number of employees educated in the whole employees is very low. The construction firm is short of
internationalization experts who are required to have basical universal education in the fields of foreign
language, culture and geography aspects. Therefore, construction firm is basically unable to invest
supporting resources in foreign construction market, and supporting resources based on project can be
arranged through the method of subcontracting. It is inferred that firms with low human resource quality
prefer to mobile entry mode which is based on project. On the contrary, when choosing permanent entry
with the strategic objective of obtaining initiative, construction firm is required to establish permanent
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existence in foreign markets which includes the investment of supporting resources and primary
operation resources. The resource commitment must be important, only a construction firm with high
human resource quality can succeed in managing important supporting resource and primary operation
resource. It is therefore hypothesized that:
H2: when other variables are held constant, construction firms with high human resource quality
are more likely to use permanent entry modes for overseas markets.
2.2.3 Technology innovation capabilities and entry mode selection
Similar to the influence that human resource quality has, firm’s technology innovation capabilities
have an effects on entry mode choice through the channel of investment resource scale into a foreign
markets, because the designing technology, project management technology, supervision technology all
can not only be considered as investment resources commitments of construction firms foreign market
entry, but also are regarded as important outputs of construction firms’ technology innovation outputs.
Therefore, when construction firms have weaker innovation capabilities, they lacks suitable technology
resource investment in foreign construction markets, the firms are most likely to choose low resource
level entry modes, i.e. mobile entry modes. It is therefore hypothesized that:
H3: when other variables are held constant, construction firms with high technology innovation
capabilities are more likely to use permanent entry modes for overseas markets.
2.2.4 Firm size and entry mode choice
According to international business theory, firm size is positively related to its resource
commitments, because firm size refers to the ability to transfer investment cost into revenue and profit.
Therefore, the larger the firm size is, the more likely it chooses entry with high resource commitment.
Different from many other service industries, the construction industry is capital-intensive. In
international project bidding, the constructor is often required to cut down payments or help owner’s
project financing. This constitutes a threshold of asset power for construction firms to enter international
markets. Large-size construction firms have strong financing capabilities and are more capable of
undertaking all series of distinct value-added activities including equipments and material procurement,
which will make them step over the threshold of asset power. Permanent presence requires more assets
than short term construction projects as long term employees are kept, equipment is acquired and
maintained, and in some countries, high registration capital is required. It is therefore hypothesized that:
H4: when other variables are held constant, construction firms with large size are more likely to use
permanent entry modes for overseas markets.
2.2.5 Synthesis of influencing factors
The entry mode selection influencing factors based on organizational capability theory and their
associated hypotheses are summarized in table 2. Directions of each hypothesis are also indicated in the
table 2, where “+”means the greater the factors are, the more likely that a constructor will choose the
entry mode, and “-”means that the greater the factors are, the less likely that a constructor will choose
the entry mode.
Table 2

Organizational capability factors
Main effects
Foreign experience
Human resource quality
Technology innovation capabilities
Firm size

Summary of Hypotheses
Entry mode
permanent
mobile

+
+
+
+

-

3 Econometric Specifications
This section includes the sampling method and estimation function for the above four hypothesis
testing.
3.1 Sampling
The samples are composed of two parts:
One part of samples is from Chinese construction listing firms. According to standard industry
classification from www.hexun.com, there are totally 34 construction firms listed in both Shen Zhen
securities exchange market and Shanghai exchange market. Of 34 construction firms, 11 firms have
already realized revenue from international markets, which constitutes a part of our research sample.
The other part of sample are from the reports“2008 Top 225 International Contractors and Top 225
Global Contractors” published by Engineering News Recordings (ENR) in august 2009. in which most
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of the active international constructors are captured. According to the research report, there are totally
50 Chinese contractors listed in the top 225 global contractors ranking. Visiting these 50 firms’ websites,
it is found that 15 contractors’ data in detail are available.
Therefore, considering the availability of firms’ data, 26 China’s construction firms are selected to
make econometric estimation. The main data sources are China’ s Statistical Yearbook, the annual report
of listing firms, China’s patent database, and the website of companies.
3.2 Description of variables
3.2.1 Measurement of dependent variables
In order to test the above 4 hypothesis, the dependent variable is the entry mode adopted by
entrants. This is a binary categorical variable, which has two categories: mobile entry and permanent
entry. The 4 kinds of mobile entry mode and the 5 kinds of permanent entry mode is already mentioned
in table 1. The variable “longshort” is to measure the entry mode.
It is believed that permanent entry is superior to mobile entry, so if one constructor have selected
any of these 5 permanent entry mode into one foreign markets, we can conclude that this constructor’s
entry mode is permanent entry, and the value of “longshort” is equal to one; on the contrary, if a
construction firms didn’t choose any of these 5 permanent entry mode in any foreign markets, we can
concluded that the entry mode is mobile entry, and the value of “longshort” is equal to zero.
3.2.2 Measurement of independent variables
(1)Foreign markets experience
Considering the availability of data, the paper chooses two variables as follows:
Variable A: the time length of construction firm’s internationalization, which is measured as
variable “time”. It is calculated by the time distance between the first time a contractor began to
undertake international project and the ending time which is defined as 2008.
Variable B: The average oversea revenue during the period of 2005-2008, which is measured as
variable “oversea”.
(2)Human resource quality
The estimation model adopted two measures as follows: the ratio of employees with bachelor or
above degrees, which is measured as variable “edu”; the ratio of employees of technology task, which is
measured as variable “tem”.
(3)Technology Innovation competency
Technology innovation competency is a summation of various technological outputs produced and
reported by enterprises. Considering the availability of data, based on the method adopted by Patel and
Pavitt[8] (1987), the statistics on patenting have been used as indicators of innovation capabilities in
this econometric model, which is measured as variable “ patent”.
(4)Firm size
According to the Chuan Chen[4] (2005), in construction industries, only large size company can
realize high revenue. Therefore, the average of the global revenues of each of the sampled 26 china’s
construction firms from 2005 to 2008 is used as measure of firm size and measured as “size”.
3.3 Estimation model
To test the hypothesis, the binary logistic regression method was used. From the foregoing
discussion, we now list the binary logistic estimation function as follows:
(1)
longshort = c + K1i patent + K 2i edu + K 3i tem + K 4i size + K 5i time + K 6i oversea + ui

4 Results and Discussion
4.1 Descriptive statistics of variables
The statistics characteristics of 26 china’s contractors are seen as table 3. It is shown that from the
firm’s size distribution, most Chinese construction firms are large size; from the firm’s history, the
operation life of most firms are between 10-15 years, which demonstrates that most firms are in the
period of high development; from the firms’ average annual sales, there 7 firms whose average annual
sales revenues exceed 10000 million USD.
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Table 3 Descriptive Statistics of Sample
scale
Number of firms

characteristics
Asset (unit: million
USD)

7

0.269

0.5—50

14

0.538

≥50

5

0.193

<10

4

0.154

10—15

19

0.731

≥15

3

0.115

<999

6

0.231

1000—9999

13

0.5

7

0.266

Firm’s history(unit:year)

Average revenue
(unit: million USD)

ratio

<0.5

≥9999
In total

26

4.2 Binary regression results and analysis
A binary logistic regression analysis was performed with the data using Eview 5.0. Table 4 presents
the results of testing the 4 hypothesis developed in section 2, and indicate the following 4 points:
Table 4

Binary Regression Result

Dependent Variable: LONGSHORT
Method: ML - Binary Probit (Quadratic hill climbing)
Date: 05/14/10

Time: 19:21

Sample: 1 26
Included observations: 26
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

z-Statistic

Prob.

Oversea

0.000186

0.000243

0.763252

0.4453

tem

-2.65E-05

7.10E-05

-0.373525

0.7088
0.5344

edu

5.62E-05

9.05E-05

0.621293

size

1.38E-05

6.52E-05

0.210924

0.8329

patent**

0.263677

0.132384

1.991763

0.0464

Time**

0.249077

0.123435

2.017883

Mean dependent var

0.384615

S.D. dependent var

0.496139

S.E. of regression

0.407763

Akaike info criterion

1.216577

Sum squared resid

3.325406

Schwarz criterion

1.506907

Log likelihood

-9.815501

Hannan-Quinn criter.

1.300182

0.0436

Avg. log likelihood

-0.377519

McFadden R-squared

0.351038

Obs with Dep=0

16

Total obs

26

Obs with Dep=1

10

(1) The beta value for the variable “patent” is the largest among all the variables. Such highest,
positive and significant value means that high innovation capabilities contractors tend to use permanent
entry mode to penetrate overseas markets, supporting hypothesis 3.
(2) For Hypothesis 1, two measures of foreign experience are chosen. the beta value for the
variable “time” is positive and significant, indicating that when contractors enters early into oversea
market and accumulated a lot of experience, they tend to prefer permanent entry modes. However, the
beta value for the variable “oversea” is positive but insignificant, which means the sign about foreign
experience is correct with one variable insignificant. The Hypothesis 1 is therefore fully supported with
partially significance.
(3)For Hypothesis 2, two measures of human resource quality are selected. The beta value for
the variable “edu” is positive but insignificant, which means that contractors with more employees who
have bachelor or above degrees are more likely to use permanent entry mode than mobile entry mode,
but the influence of the variable “edu” is insignificant, insignificantly supporting hypothesis. However,
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the beta value for the variable “tem” is negative and insignificant, the reason may be that using the
number of employees undertaking technology tasks from listing contractors’ annual report is incorrect,
since in annual report of listing firms, employees in technology department are separate from that in
manufacturing department, in fact, there are also employees undertaking technology tasks in
manufacturing department. Hypothesis 2 is therefore partially supported.
(4)The beta value for the variable “size” is positive, this means that contractors with a larger size
more likely to use permanent entry modes than mobile entry modes, but the influence is insignificant,
supporting Hypothesis 4 insignificantly.
In short, the binary logistic regression results indicated that in the China’s contractors mobile or
permanent entry mode selection, the variable “time” as measure of foreign market experience and the
variable “patent” as measure of innovation capabilities have significant positive influence, which
supporting Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 3. Hypothesis 2 is partially supported, and hypothesis 4 is
insignificantly supported. Therefore, it can be concluded that Chinese construction firm’s organizational
capability have influence on their permanent or mobile entry mode selection in oversea markets.

5 Conclusions
Based on theoretical reasoning and empirical data analysis, the paper contributes to international
business research in primarily two aspects. Firstly, by classifying entry mode as permanent or mobile
and integrating firm’s organizational capability theory and international business theory, the paper made
identification of 4 organizational capability factors and explored their influence on construction firm’s
entry mode selection between permanent entry and mobile entry. 4 hypotheses regarding the influences
of organizational capabilities factors were proposed. Secondly, hypothesis empirically testing based on
the sample of Chinese construction firms’ data were made. The paper proposed measures for the
influencing factors, and applied a binary logistic regression analysis to test the hypothesis. The results
show that china’s organizational capabilities have influence on their permanent entry mode or mobile
entry mode in oversea markets. Although this model can only distinguish between two groups of entry
modes-permanent or mobile and the research sample is not very large, it provides a starting point to
develop selection frameworks.
As a pioneer study on entry modes selection for international construction firms, this study
identified some other topics worthy of future research. For example, the paper have already empirically
analyzed the influence of China’s construction firms’ organizational capability on entry mode selection,
how about the influence of other country’s construction firm’s organizational capability and are the
influence different or the same as the influence in China’s firms. This international comparison is well
worthy of further investigation. For another example, owing to the data availability, the paper did not
dealt with interacting effects between organizational capability and environment factors, which made the
fitness of regression results is not very optimal. It can therefore be very valuable to explore theoretically
and test empirically the interaction effects between organizational capability and environmental factors
in the future.
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Research on Risk Transmission Elements in Corporate Finance
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Abstract The paper defined the concept of risk transmission in corporate finance system, revealed the
mechanism of risk transmission in corporate finance system, presented the risk transmission mechanism
in corporate finance system, explored risk sources, risk threshold value, risk transmission paths, the
meaning of risk transmission vector, at an aim of laying a theoretical foundation for preventing and
controlling the risk transmission by controlling risk sources, improving risk threshold value, holding risk
transmission vector and cutting risk paths in corporate finance system. It has important theoretical value
and practical significance.
Keywords Risk transmission in corporate finance system; Risk sources; Risk paths; Risk transmission
carrier

1 Introduction
The key element of corporate finance is to maintain the capital balance together with the effective
and reasonable liquidity through investment, financing and profit distribution, etc. Whereas, the liquidity
will be affected by a series of macro factors such as politics, law, legislation, economic cycles, financing
market, competitors, consumers’ demand, technology, etc and a range of micro factors such as human
resource, finance, properties, sales, production, supply, equipments, etc, which will bring the uncertainty
to the process of corporate financing management including financial forecast, financial
decision-making, financial planning, financial control, financial accounting and financial analysis and
will also add risks to the liquidity. Those risk sources will transmit through a certain path in virtue of
given carriers, which will lead the failure in achieving the goal of corporate finance system and will also
cause the deviation of operation objective, instability of economic effectiveness as well as challenge of
enterprise sustainable development. Therefore, it is crucial to lay great stress on risk transmission
research in corporate finance system.
Based on the literatures, there are a lot of scholars have achieved a mature research system of risk
issus in corporate finance system, and set up a complete theoretical and impirical system of risk
management. Whereas, not much attention has been paid to risk transmission in corporate finance
system, especially, the research on the constructive factors of risk transmission in corporate finance
system, like risk sources, risk threshold value, risk transmission paths, the meaning of risk transmission
vector. Thus, this paper aims at doing some innovative and exploring work in this field.

2 Risk Transmission in Corporate Finance System and Its Mechanism[1]
2.1 Concept of risk transmission in corporate finance system
Risk transmission in corporate finance system is the process which will lead to a loss suffering
from the deviation of expected goals caused by the risks in corporate finance system; these risks are due
to the unavoidable disturbances and empacts of subjective and objective uncertainty and will accumulate
to risk flow in corporate finance system, when it exceeds the risk threshold, risk flow will spread and
extend to each business process through a certain path or channel in virtue of given carriers. In other
words, risk in corporate finance system accumulating to risk flow from the risk sources will transmit
through a certain way in virtue of risk carriers and will spread and proliferate in content and process
cycle, will probably result in the deviation of expected financial goals and lead to a loss suffering
eventually.
2.2 Risk transmission mechanism in corporate finance system[2]
From Figure 1, key elements of risk transmission mechanism in corporate finance system
constitution are risk source, risk threshold value, risk transmission carrier and risk transmission path.
∗
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3 Risk Source and Risk Threshold Value of Risk Transmission in Corporate
Finance System
Risk source of risk transmission in corporate finance system is the root of risk accidents and the
origin of risk generation in corporate finance system, which is defined in the initial phases of each
process. Due to the uncertainty of macro and micro factors together with unforeseeable future status
emerged in the planning status, risk is generated, accumulated, strengthened and exceed threshold value
with a spreading and proliferating trendancy.

Loss

Risk result

Qualitative
change

Quantitative
change

Transmission
carriesr

Risk Transmission
Elements in Corporate
Finance System

Value chain

Profit chain

Capital supply
chain

Business
process chain

Transmission
path

Capital property
technology information
transmission idea
Dynamic risk
flow

Specified
affaires

Risk threshold
values

Threshold Release
values

Static risk flow

Microfactors

Macrofactors

Risk source
Figure 1

Risk Transmission Mechanism in Corporate Finance System

According to content cycling figure of corporate financial management as shown in Figure 2, the
risk source of content cycling of corporate financial management lies on the funding process. The failure
of funding will lead to the failure of investment, which will lead to the failure of achieving profit goal.
That is, starting from the funding phrase (risk source), transmitting step by step along with the content
cycling path of corporate financial management, the risk will finally cause the deviation from expected
goal.
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Financing

Investment
Long term
inverstment

Short term
inverstment

Profit distribution
Figure 2

Content Cycling Demonstration of Corporate Financial Management

According to process cycling demonstration of corporate financial management as shown in
Figure 3, the risk source of the process cycling of corporate financial management lies on the corporate
financial forecast process. The operability failure of financial forecast will lead to deviation between
actual result and expected goal, which will spread and proliferate in process cycling path, thus will
probably result in the deviation of expected financial goals.
Financial forecast

financial decision-making

financial planning

Financial analysis

financial accounting

financial control

Figure 3

Process Cycling Demonstration of Corporate Financial Management

However, risk may not spread and extend immediately after risk generation; it will be controlled
by relevant financial organism. It will transmit once arriving critical value of relevant financial organism
(risk threshold value). That is, the risk in corporate finance system will turn to dynamic and conductible
risk from static and local risk when risk source is accumulating and coupling until exceeding some risk
affordable value (critical value) .

4 Risk Transmission Carrier in Corporate Finance System[1]
Risk transmission carrier in corporate finance system is defined as all substances that carry or
transmit risk in corporate finance system, working as “medium”, “bridge”, “tool” and “chain” in risk
transmission of corporate finance system, therefore result in the deviation of expected financial goals
and lead to a loss suffering. Generally the risk transmission carrier can be divided into the following
groups:
Capital
Explicit

Property
Technolog

Systematic risk
transmission
carrier in
t

Informatio
Recessive

Behavior
Idea

Figure 4

Classification of Risk Transmission Carrier in Corporate Finance System

5 Risk Transmission Path in Corporate Finance System[3]
Risk transmission path in corporate finance system is defined as the risk transmission route and
pathway in corporate finance system as shown in Figure 5. In general, the risk transmission route and
pathway is formed based on the financial business process chain, capital supply chain, profit chain as
well as value chain.
In Figure 2, the risk of corporate finance system is transmitting along a capital supply chain; in
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Figure 3, the risk of corporate finance system is transmitting along the financing business process chain;
furthermore, in Figure 4, the risk of corporate finance system is transmitting along through both of profit
chain and value chain.
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Upstream
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Enterprise

Supporting
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Downstream
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Downstream
enterprise

Downstream
enterprise

Downer
stream
enterprise

Downer
stream
enterprise

Downer
stream
enterprise

Figure 5

Risk Transmission Path Demonstration of Corporate Finance System

6 Conclusions
(1) Risk transmissions in corporate finance system are constituted of risk source, risk threshold
value, risk transmission path and risk transmission carrier.
(2) Risk transmission path is consist of business process chain, capital supply chain, profit chain
and value chain.
(3) Risk transmission carrier is consist of explicit carrier such as capital, property and technology
etc and recessive carrier such as information, behavior and idea.
Research on risk transmission in corporate finance system is to regulate risk source, increase risk
threshold value, cut off risk path, hold risk carrier so as to prevent and control risk transmission in
corporate finance system effectively.
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Abstract The structure of entrepreneurial team has great influence over team behavior and performances.
On the contrary, individual behavior, personality, communication etc. affects the structural stability of
entrepreneurial team. This paper applies the five factors analysis to entrepreneurial team, and puts forward
the five factors analysis to eighteen founders of Alibaba Group. The paper also discusses the relationship
among team members by using the mutual generation and restriction model. Moreover, the paper carries
out an analysis on the management thought of Ma Yun, chief executive officer of Alibaba Group, and
furthermore on recent shift in top management of Alibaba Group. Finally, the paper proposes a thought of
so-called harmony entrepreneurial team in order to emphasize the importance of combination rule to
entrepreneurial team.
Key words The five factors analysis; Entrepreneurial team; Harmony entrepreneurial team; Alibaba
group

1 Introduction
Along with the technological updating, economic development and diversity of life style, many
new businesses appear. Entrepreneurship has become one important part of economic and social
activities. Evidence is accumulating that more and more entrepreneurial activities are carried out by
entrepreneurial team rather than a single individual, and the probability of business success is mostly
much higher in entrepreneurial team than in individual business. However, it is difficult to make
high-efficient operation when the entrepreneurial team consists of more than one member. It requires
meeting three goals: a) Make best use of every member’s abilities in entrepreneurial team; b) Reduce
contradictions and conflicts among team members to a minimum; c) Establish efficient group
decision-making system.
According to team issues, most researches pay much attention to working performance
(effectiveness) of multi-members in the fields of group decision making, marketing, enterprise strategy
etc.. In order to find out a better way to improve the performance, many scholars propose that individual
personality in team, or team personality diversity (TPD), is a very important factor in team issues
(George A. Neuman etc., 1999)[1]; (IJ Hetty van Emmerik etc., 2009)[2]; (Miranda A. G. Peeters etc.,
2008)[3]. The most famous theory in team is the Big Five Personality model (1987)[4]. After that, many
scholars research the team structure based on the Big Five Personality, such as (Susan L. Kichuk and
Willi H. Wiesner 1997)[5], (Le Pine and Jeffrey A. 2003)[6], etc.. They research on the individual
characteristics, the relationship among the team members, and cooperation in team etc. which impact in
team performance. They also research the similar issues in Top Management Team (TMT) (2001)[7].
Most researches in entrepreneurial team are mainly in formation of entrepreneurial team, structure
characteristic of team members, learning process of entrepreneurial team, leadership of entrepreneurial
team, and group decision-making process. Some researchers are mainly in the relationship between
entrepreneurial activities and performance. (Tihula and Huovinen 2009)[8]propose that management
teams are more common in the firms owned by habitual entrepreneurs than first-time ones.
Correspondingly, there are more solo entrepreneurs among the first-time entrepreneurs. (Bart and
Nathalie 2004)[9] held that start-up teams with seven persons or more were extremely difficult to work
with. They needed too much overhead and create too much tension between management authority and
shareholder power. (Gaylen and Douglas 2001)[10] hold that the number of technical and operation
experts was much larger than management, market and finance experts in start-up firms. (Timmons
2003)[11] propose that there are always a person to play a core leadership role in entrepreneurial team,
who has very clear mind to the team aspiration. (Mohammed and Ringseis 2001)[12] propose that
unanimity decision rule groups achieved more cognitive consensus than majority rule groups. In
∗
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addition, group members inquiring concerning the reasons underlying others’ decision preferences.
Cognitive consensus also positively influenced expectations regarding decision implementation and
satisfaction.

2 Five Factors Analysis of Entrepreneurial Team
The characteristics of entrepreneurial team members can be analyzed by five important factors,
including innovation power, executive power, decisive power, risk preference and cooperative degree.
Entrepreneurial team members can have five elements ascriptions according to the five factors.
Innovation power refers to the ability of presenting new project and obtaining more competitive
advantages in the case of having internal reform to element resource of company and internal reform.
Executive power refers to the working ability at the premise of having a correct understanding to the
assignment undertaking or projects. Decisive power refers to the decisiveness of guiding to a target
when making selection, adjustment and determination to the direction, content and ways of activities.
Risk preference, is the psychological attitude towards the decision-maker viewing of risk. Cooperative
degree refers to willingness and ability of team members to participate in group decision-making,
collective action and cooperation with each other.
Table 1

Analysis Table of Five Factors Characteristics of Entrepreneurial Team

role

innovation power

executive power

decisive power

risk preference

cooperative degree

leader

relatively strong

relatively strong

strong

risk loving

relatively strong

innovator

strong

relatively strong

relatively weak

risk aversion

relatively strong

executor

relatively weak

strong

strong

risk aversion

moderate

pioneer

middle

relatively strong

moderate

risk loving

relatively strong

supervisor

moderate

relatively strong

relatively weak

risk neutrality

moderate

In the five characteristic factors, innovation power, executive power, decisive power, and
cooperation degree has five indexes of strong, relatively strong, moderate, relatively weak and weak.
Risk preference is classified into three types of Risk Loving, Risk Aversion and Risk Neutrality. The five
elements characteristic of entrepreneurial team is shown in Table 1.

3 Five Factors Analysis on Entrepreneurial Team of Alibaba Group
Alibaba Group (Alibaba.com) is a privately owned Hangzhou-based family of Internet-based
businesses that include business-to-business trade, online retail, a payment platform, business
management software and regionalized classified listings. It founded by Ma Yun (Jack Ma) in 1999,
which is the biggest one of the online trading platform and business exchange community in the world
at present, and also the pioneer of the global business-to business (B2B) E-Business.
Ma Yun and
seventeen other founders started the country’s first e-commerce website — www.china.alibaba.com.
Alibaba Group put out Taobao.com in 1999 which is one of the main domestic online retail marketplace
in May 2003, and established the third-party online platform— Alipay in October of the same year.
Alibaba.com Limited had strategic partnership with Yahoo!, Inc. and took charge of Yahoo! China in
2005. Alibaba.com was listed in the Hong Kong Stock Exchange at the IPO price of HK$ 13.5 on 5
November 2007, and found the Internet-based business management solutions—Alisoft at the same time.
The company put out the leading online advertisement trading platform—Alimama.com again in 2009.
Tremendous success of Alibaba.com is closely connected with the entrepreneurial team of Ma Yun
and other seventeen founders who are called “18 Arhat”. In the book of Alibaba Myth: reveal hidden Ma
Yun growth history[13], wrote by Sun Yanjun, it made a description in details on the personalities of Ma
Yun and his “18 Arhat”. Therefore, the empirical study is based on the book, Quotation of Ma Yun and
lots of investigations. The eighteen founders of Alibaba Group have their own characteristic and
personality. According to the five factors model, the eighteen members can be divided into five types
which are shown in Table 2.
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Analysis on Entrepreneurial Team of Alibaba Group

Role

leader person

innovator person

executor person

pioneer person

supervisor person

Number

one

five
Wu Yongming,
Shi Yufeng, Ma
Changwei, Zhou
Yuehong, Sheng
Yifei

five

four

three

Li Qi, Sun
Tongyu, Peng
Lei, Dai Shan,
Lou Wensheng

Xie Shihuang,
Jin Yuanying,
Jin Jianhang,
Han Min

Cai Chongxin,
Zhang Ying,
Jiang Fang

Name list

Ma Yun

It is appeared from Table 2 that the five elements allocation owned by entrepreneurial team of
Alibaba Group shows unique characteristic. The eighteen founders are distributed into the five factors
analysis tables, which form a unified and equilibrium system. Each type of members plays important
role on the development of entrepreneurial team: a) Leader, represented by Ma Yun. As a successful
leader, he owns a lot of excellent individual characteristics. Firstly, Ma Yun has strong innovation power,
executive power, and decisive power, who has the courage to try something new and has the ability to
make things true. He proposed the new thought of so-called online business-to-business e-commerce
marketplace in 1999. At the same time, he leaded the team to realize the online B2B marketplace mode
at the highest speed. Secondly, Ma Yun has a big appetite for risk with resolute and brave spirit, who
regards crisis as a turning point to success. Thirdly, Ma Yun has good appetency and communication
skill so that he can efficiently operate a team up to eighteen persons. They have achieved solidarity and
unity with little negative contradiction and conflict; b) Innovator, represented by Wu Yongming. This
type of members in the team is mainly engaged in network technology work. They have strong
innovation power and executive power. They are interested in digging at problem to improve their
professional skill. But they are relatively passive, and are considered of a lack of decisiveness, so they
are risk aversion; c) Executor, represented by Li Qi. This type of members in the team is mainly engaged
in daily routines of company, such as administration, HR management, executing significant decisions
etc. Their executive ability is considerable. They have highly-developed sense of responsibility. They
are cautious and pragmatic. But they still have weaknesses, which are indecisive and not good at
innovation; d) Pioneer, represented by Jin Jianhang. This type of members in the team is mainly engaged
in sales administration, market, and public relations etc. They are risk loving with periods of very
creative thinking. They are also good at communicating, and with sense of responsibility; their work is
careful, and the enunciation is clear. Therefore, they have strong association team spirit; e) Supervisor,
represented by Cai Chongxin. This type of members in the team is mainly engaged in high professional
work, such as financial management, legal consultation and so on. They have a good knowledge of
professional knowledge. They are rational and cautious in thought in character. Therefore, they play a
lead role in supervision and controls of the entrepreneurial team. They are also risk neutrality.
The five factors analysis on entrepreneurial team of Alibaba Group which shown in Table 1 reflects
three characteristics as follows: a) Ma Yun is the life and soul of the entrepreneurial team of Alibaba
Group. He is the first advocator of the Alibaba mode, the founder of the Alibaba.com, and the leader of
the team. He plays a vital and essential role in the team in establishing the development strategy and
culture of the company, making important decisions, and guiding the team to form unified values and
standards of behavior; b) Innovator and executor are relatively larger groups in the team comparing with
other types. On one hand, Alibaba.com is the world’s leading online B2B trade platform, so innovation
is the most important factor in the company. Therefore, the company owns R&D talents of network
technology captained by Wu Yongming (Network Engineer of Alipay) and Shi Yufeng (Technical
Director); On the other hand, executors are the backbone of the entrepreneurial team whose executive
ability is considerable. The development model of the company is distinctive and peculiar so they have
no precedent to go by. Based on this, executor members, captained by Li Qi (COO of Alibaba.com) and
Sun Tongyu (CEO of Taobao.com), shoulder a very important task of turning the thoughts into realities;
c) Supervisors, who are fewer in number, play a very important role in the entrepreneurial team. This
type of members is usually the experts or talents in specific field, whose professional knowledge is very
useful in regulating behavior standard and criterion and maintaining normal operation of the
entrepreneurial team. Taking Cai Chongxin for example, he is Chief Financial Officer (CFO) and legal
affairs consulter in the company. When he joint the entrepreneurial team, Cai Chongxin helped the
company to draft an international advanced administration and supervision system, which leads the
company having the most modern development model and achieving solid internal unity in its team.
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In a word, according to the five factors analysis on Alibaba Group, the team structure of Alibaba
Group has its reasonableness. Eighteen founders, who are sticking together and fully developing their
own abilities, form a unified and equilibrium relationship. The relationship among the entrepreneurial
team of Alibaba Group is shown in Figure 1 as follows.
Ma Yun

Leader
generate

generate
Cai Chongxi
Zhang Ying
Jiang Fang

Supervisory

Innovation

Wu Yongming
Shi Yufeng
Ma Changwe
Zhou Yuehong
Sheng Yifei

restrict

generate

generate

Pioneer
Xie Shihuang
Jin Yuanying
Han Min
Jin Jianhang

generate

Execution
Li Qi
Sun Tongyu
Peng Lei
Dai Shan
Lou Wensheng

Figure 1 The Generate-Restrict Relationship Among Entrepreneurial Team of Alibaba Group

Based on the five factors analysis, the main reason why the five factors can reflect dynamic
equilibrium and circulating movement is that it objectively has an automatic mechanism, which is
named as Generate-Restrict Relationship. The Generate-Restrict relationship consists of two regulations,
one is “generation” regulation; the other is “counter-restriction” regulation. Any element has the
relationship of “to be generated”, “to generate”, “to be restricted”, and “to restrict”, which guarantees
the normal relationship of Interrelationship.
According to the Generate-Restrict relationship, we can see that: a) Entrepreneurial team in
Alibaba Group is a successful team which has reciprocal advantages and differentiation abilities among
the eighteen founders. Every member of the team can fully develop their potentialities and abilities to
make outstanding contributions to the team; b) The entrepreneurial team elaborates a system of common
values and unified goals by mutually promotion and supervision. They finally develop the team to be
harmony entrepreneurial one and improve the entrepreneurial performance continuously. The harmony
development of Alibaba.com is embodied in the dynamic equilibrium of mutual generation and
restriction of the five elements theory. The idea of harmony entrepreneurial team refers to “individuality
harmony”, “role characteristic harmony”, and “interrelationship harmony” among team members.
Entrepreneurial performance of harmony entrepreneurial team is much higher than performance of
inharmonious entrepreneurial team.

4 Conclusions
From the researches of the five factors analysisl, four conclusions can be drawn: a) The structure of
entrepreneurial team should be heterogeneous. They also should have complementary advantages and
characteristics; b) Every member of the team should take on corresponding work according to their own
characteristics. In that case, entrepreneurial performance will be improved to the high level; c)
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Functional departments of the entrepreneurial team are not closed system. There must be interaction,
cooperation, and constraint among those departments in order to form a unified and harmony system; d)
The idea of harmony entrepreneurial team refers to “individuality harmony”, “harmony of role
characteristic”, and “interrelationship harmony” among team members. Entrepreneurial performance of
harmony entrepreneurial team is much higher than performance of inharmonious entrepreneurial team.
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Abstract The cost of equity is a significant benchmark for banks’ decision-making on capital, and also
an important component for the estimation of banks’ WACC. In this paper the CAPM is employed to
estimate the beta factor and the cost of equity of ten major Chinese banks. Our empirical analysis
suggests that, CAPM could be appropriate for estimation of the cost of equity for banks in China, and
the beta factor could, to some extent, reflect the differences in performance and risk-taking among banks.
Several conclusions have been drawn as following: at present, the annual real costs of equity for banks
in China range from 8 percent to 11 percent, higher than that of banks in developed countries; the ROEs
for most banks have been higher than the cost of equity estimated, meaning that banks’ earnings not
only could compensate investors’ expected returns, but also raise the economic values of banks
themselves. Above all, our research will lay the foundation for further estimation of the WACC for
banks in China, and also provide a new perspective for the analysis on the impacts of the reform of
international capital regulation under the way on Chinese banking sector.
Key words Cost of equity; CAPM; Beta factor; Risk-free interest rate

1 Introduction
Commercial banks are authorized by banking regulator to receive public deposits, and transform
public savings to loans that meet different needs of end users by its assets portfolio function(quantity
transformation and maturity transformation), to realize the optimization of the capital distribution of the
whole society to support the real economic growth. To avoid bank crisis and the following credit
contraction, National regulatory authorities have implemented strict supervision. Capital supervision is
the core of prudent banking supervision. Following this current global financial crisis trigged by
sub-prime mortgage in US, the Basel Committee on Banding Supervision (the BCBS) is initiating the
comprehensive reform of existing capital regulation. One important issue should be taken into account
by the BCBS is raising the standard of capital adequacy should not harm the function of credit
intermediation of the banking system, especially shouldn't go against the recovery of the economy after
the global financial crisis. Meanwhile with the hiking of the capital adequacy , the returns on equity of
banks may decrease in the short term, and then the costs of equity for banks may increase. Since equity
costs virtually constitute the bottom line of expected internal rate of return for all bank business, it will
influence the capital allocation and business structure of the bank. Therefore, accurate estimation of the
cost of equity is an important starting point for further investigation in the long-term effects of
international capital regulatory reform.
In views of banks in China, with further promotion of banking commercialization, major banks
have gradually been publicly listed either in domestic or overseas capital markets. Their channels to
raising capital have been expanded, from purely depending on internal accumulation and targeted
placement to attaching equal importance to public offering and internal accumulation, from only equity
financing to both equity and debt financing, from only relying on domestic capital to both domestic and
overseas capital. At the same time, as the capital adequacy ratio-the external constrain of asset
expansion and structure adjustment-becoming more and more important, large banks in China will start
to implement the Basel II the end of 2010; and in face of the negative impact on capital adequacy ratio
caused by the rapid expansion of credit in 2009, as well as the more stringent international capital rules,
it is urgent for Chinese commercial banks to improve capital management abilities as soon as possible.
Recently, several Chinese banks have announced new plans of refinancing, which have drawn
∗
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widespread attention from both domestic and foreign investors. The accurate-estimated cost of equity is
of great practical significance for selecting additional channels to supplement capital, reducing costs and
improving internal allocation of capital. In addition, the fact that major banks went listing has also made
it feasible to estimate equity cost of banks by using capital market data.
Even though banks must hold capital for regulatory purposes, only a few studies provide estimates
of the cost of equity for financial institutions, particularly for banks. However, According to (Green etc
2003) and (King 2009)'s research, the equity cost of listed banks could be estimated using accounting
cost method (ROE), dividend discounting model(DDM), and CAPM. The former two methods are
simple and practical, but there are some deficiencies: the ROE is a backward-looking accounting
measure; DDM is sensitive to its inputs like dividend and expected return rate, etc. Theoretically based
on capital asset pricing model, CAPM method is widely used in the study of the average cost of equity
for listed companies, and is able to avoid the deficiencies of ROE and DDM method. At the same time,
(Barner 2006) proved the feasibility of CAPM. After introducing other influencing factors which
influence the CAPM measuring method, the cost of equity calculated by CAPM is robust. From 2006,
the US FED started to use CAPM to calculate the equity cost of member banks of the Federal Reserve
System.
This paper, in addition to the introduction, is structured as follows: part two introduces the CAPM
model—methodology employed in our article, the third part estimates cost of equity for 10 Chinese
banks using market data；the forth part briefly analyze the ability of risk compensation；In the last part,
we give a brief summary and discuss further study.

2 Modeling
The cost of equity is typically defined as the expected return that investors require to purchase
common stock of a firm. It is therefore an important input for bank management when raising capital
and making investment decisions and for investors when they value equity securities and construct their
portfolios. The CAPM method remains the one most commonly used by practitioners and financial
advisers to estimate a firm’s cost of equity.
According to CAPM, the expected return demanded by investors should compensate them for the
risk of holding the company’s stock, and the cost of equity is then the sum of this firm-specific premium
plus the return on a risk-free asset. The mathematic equation is as followed:
Ri = rf + β i ( Rm − rf )
(1)
Where Ri is the expected rate of return or equity stocks, rf and Rm are the risk free return rate and
market returns respectively, cost and yield rate market risk.

βi

measures the covariance of a stock

returns and market returns, scaled by the variance of market returns.
The β i ( Rm − rf ) represents the stocks' risk premium. Specifically, it is divided into two parts:
Firstly, the beta provides a measure of the sensitivity of a stock’s returns to market risk. The higher
covariance translates into more risk and requires a higher risk premium, while lower covariance requires
a lower premium. Secondly, Rm − rf is risk premium in stock market, representing the incremental
return that investors require from holding risky equities rather than risk-free securities. More importantly,
the market premium could be forward-looking,, time-varying and difficult to predict, and the CAPM
model is usually thought as a general equilibrium model, the market risk premium is usually represented
by historical long-term mean, and the model itself cannot be used in the short-term investment decision
or the market pricing. Therefore, the equity cost estimated through CAPM model should be viewed as
the discount rate of banks' long-term investment.

3 Empirical Analyses
3.1 Variable selection and data resources
At first, We choose the “one-year treasury bond yield” as the risk-free rate and we calculate the
monthly yield with the year-ahead data, then we choose the monthly return rate of Shanghai Stock
Composite Index as the market risk premium, and the monthly return rate of each listed bank as the
special risk premium. The listed banks include: the ICBC (Industrial and Commercial Bank of China),
the BOC (Bank of China), the CCB (China Construction Bank), the BOCom (Bank of Communication),
the CMB (China Merchants Bank), the SPD Bank (Shanghai Pudong Development Bank), the China
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CITIC Bank, the CMSB (China MinSheng Bank) , the HuaXia Bank, the CIB (China Industrial Bank).
The time range of each special bank is from its IPO date to April 30, 2010, and all of the data are from
Wind database.
3.2 Estimation of β i
3.2.1 The model and the estimation method
According to equation (1), we could get the following time series model,
∧

( Rit − R ft ) = α i + βi ( Rmt − R ft ) + ε it

(2)

∧

RYit = α i + β i RX t + ε it
Where, i, from 1 to 10, represents for each bank. According to CAPM, the constant

αi

(3)
should not

be significantly different from zero, and the residual should be white noise.
In this paper, the “monthly beta” will be estimated by one-dimensional linear regression method,
and the “time-varying beta” will be calculated by running-rolling regression method. Since the period of
capital market data for these ten banks have not been so long, for CMB, SPD Bank, CMSB, HuaXia
Bank, the sample number of regression is 36 month because they have been on listed for a longer time,
but for other selected banks, the sample is 24 months.
3.2.2 Tests of variables.
We will describe and analyze all of the variables through Eviews6.0.
① The statistical description of each variable: the statistical description is on each bank and stock
market risk premium, these characteristics include: the mean show that all banks and market risk
premium are below zero, which means that the stock average return rate is lower than the risk-free rate;
the kurtosis value of ICBC, BOC, HuaXia Bank are over three, their distribution are leptokurtic; at last,
the J-B statistics value and the relevant P-value demonstrate that the preceding four variables are not
standardized but similar to normal distribution.
② The Smooth Test of each variable: We first examine the self-correlation of RX t and RYit , the
results show that there is no self-correlation. Then the ADF test result shows that all of the variables are
smooth.
3.2.3 Results of β i
Based on the preceding model and method, the β i for each bank is as followed:
Table 1

Bank Name
Mean
Variance
Bank Name
Mean
Variance

ICBC
0.741839
0.006033
SPD Bank
0.863416
0.015732

Mean and Variance of β i

BOC
0.737164
0.005628
China CITIC Bank
0.868448
0.004685

CCB
0.909022
0.000439
CMSB
1.137083
0.031982

BOCom
1.115176
0.004012
HuaXia Bank
0.809538
0.014462

CMB
0.78389
0.023105
CIB
1.291584
0.011035

In general, as for those shareholding banks with smaller scale, both of the mean and variance are
significantly larger than the state-owned banks. This phenomenon could be explained from two aspects:
one is that the scale is an important factor influencing the stock trading activity, the other is that the
state-owned property could, to some extend, decrease the risk premium through the implicit
state-assurance. In the shareholding banks, CMSB and CIB, with a continuously high-speed expansion,
have a relative bigger beta than other banks, which means that investors expect higher risk
compensation. The beta of BOCom is above one. Though it is a state-owned bank, its scale is smaller
than other three ones, and its operation is close to the shareholding banks. According to the table, we can
infer that the stock market is efficient to some extent, being able to indentify the progressive banks or
conservative banks, and the institutional differences among different banks’ risk compensation as well.
3.3 Estimation of equity cost
(Fama and French 2007), (Michael King 2009) argue that, the range of ten years could smooth one
cycle of financial markets fluctuation. However, Chinese markets have just been built for about 20 years,
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and the cap of price volatility has been introduced at Nov.16th, 1996, so we choose the average risk
premium from Jan.1997 to T as the expected risk premium of time T+1. At the same time, based on the
(Edward.J.Green, et 2006), on one aspect, the unsystematic risk is unavoidable because the article is do
research on individual stock rather than portfolio, on the other aspect, the CAPM is regressed on the
equilibrium return rate and cost, but Chinese stock market is very young and always with very large
volatility, so could only the long-term equilibrium ensure the accuracy. Therefore, we use the
accumulated method to calculate the market risk premium, and estimate the monthly nominal cost of
equity. Anyway, we have to emphasize that the cost of equity in our article----monthly and yearly,
nominal and real----are all expected value. The estimating model is:
∧

Costt = rft + β t ( Et ( Rm ) − rft )
Where rft is the risk-free rate at time t,

∧

βt

is the expected beta at time t, and Et ( Rm ) is the

average monthly return rate from Jan.1997 to time T
Table 2

Bank Name
Mean
Variance
Bank Name
Mean
Variance

ICBC
0.82%
9.96E-07
SPD Bank
1.18%
2.43E-05

(4)

− 1.

Mean and Variance of Each Bank’s Equity Cost

BOC
0.82%
1.45E-06
China CITIC Bank
0.98%
9.34E-07

CCB
1.06%
1.45E-07
CMSB
1.01%
1.37E-05

BOCom
1.25%
6.71E-07
HuaXia Bank
0.91%
1.14E-05

CMB
0.85%
1.12E-05
CIB
1.38%
3.38E-06

Table 2 shows that the SPD Bank, the CIB and the BOCom have higher cost of equity, but others
are relative lower.
0.18
0.15
0.12
0.09
0.06
0.03
0
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yearly HuaXia Bank
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Real Yearly Cost of Equity of Four Shareholding Banks
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Figure 2 Real Yearly Cost of Equity of Two State-Owned Banks

Furthermore, we estimate the yearly real cost of equity for four shareholding commercial banks,
SPD Bank, HuaXia Bank, CMSB, CMB, as well as two state-owned commercial banks, BOC and ICBC,
the results are given by two following figures:
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Apparently, the equity cost of CMSB are higher than other three shareholding banks, it reached to
the highest 16.32 percent in 2007, and the SPD Bank, CMB and HuaXia Bank are 14.24 percent, 14.67
percent and 14.44 percent respectively. In 2009, the equity cost becomes lower and lower, from 14
percent in the early year to about 10 percent in the end. On the other hand, the costs of equity for
state-owned banks are significantly lower than that of shareholding ones, the former were only 7.99
percent and 7.62 percent for BOC and ICBC respectively, also the volatility is much less than that of
shareholding banks.

4 Analyses on the Risk Compensation for Cost of Equity
As analyzed before, the equity cost, based on CAPM and estimated with forward-looking
information, is a long-term expected return rate, but it should be compared with accounting information
(backward looking indicators), to examine whether the individual bank could fulfill the investors’
expected risk compensation. Therefore, we define the “ROE/equity cost” as the compensation ability,
and if the indicator would be above 100 percent, it means that the bank could not only compensate the
risk, but also realize the added economic value for bank; if not, the performance of the bank could not
fulfill the investors’ expectation. Definitely, the equity cost could not be compared with the ROE directly,
because the former is the long-term expecting return level, but the latter is a present earning indicator.
Nevertheless, because the RAROE data or other similar indicators could not be available, the ROE will
be a reasonable proxy, which could provide a general benchmark for measuring the real profitability of
banks. The results for ICBC etc are as followed:
Table 3

Cost of Equity, ROE and Compensation Ability

2003

ICBC

BOC

2004

2005

SPD Bank

CMSB

HuaXia Bank

2007

2008

2009

Equity Cost

10.05%

ROE

20.14%

Compensation

200.47%

Equity Cost

9.66%

ROE

16.44%

Compensation

170.12%

Equity Cost
CMB

2006

5.31%

13.97%

13.84%

12.18%

ROE

17.52%

24.76%

28.58%

21.17%

Compensation

329.98%

177.25%

206.44%

173.74%

Equity Cost

9.86%

9.95%

5.55%

6.20%

13.83%

13.45%

12.39%

ROE

15.68%

15.12%

17.35%

16.49%

20.75%

35.77%

24.11%

Compensation 159.06% 152.04%

312.97%

265.74%

150.05%

265.94%

194.66%

Equity Cost

10.68%

7.21%

8.93%

20.66%

16.45%

12.73%

ROE

18.07%

18.90%

22.09%

18.23%

15.15%

17.06%

Compensation

169.21%

262.07%

247.36%

88.25%

92.13%

133.99%

Equity Cost

5.96%

14.97%

14.49%

11.14%

ROE

13.14%

17.01%

15.17%

13.04%

Compensation

220.47%

113.67%

104.71%

117.08%

According to table 3, in general, the on-listed banks have high compensation ability, stable
operation and strong profitability. To be special, (1) The ROE of SPD Bank and CMB are far over than
their equity cost, but the CMSB and HuaXia Bank are relative weaker, in 2007 and 2008, the ROE of
CMSB are even lower than its equity cost. (2) Since the data for state-owned banks are limited, the
trending analysis could not be done. But in 2009, their compensation ability is also strong, the ROE of
ICBC is 270 percent of equity cost and the BOC is over 70 percent of equity cost.
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5 Conclusion
This paper, based on the CAPM model, provides an estimation of beta for 10 Chinese on-listed
banks by using the method of rolling regression. It calculated both the monthly nominal and yearly real
cost of equity. This essay tried to bridge the gap of practical research in this field. The tentative
conclusions are drawn as:
(1) Although Chinese capital market is characterized with systematic risks and great volatility, it is
possible to estimate beta and costs of equity for banks with CAPM model. To some extent, the beta
estimation reflects banks' operational strategies and resulting difference in risk and cost among the
banks. Obvious volatility occurred before 2006 and then it became less and less volatile from 2007. It
reflects that conditions for the employment of CAPM model become gradually mature along with the
gradual improvement of basic institutional arrangement in Chinese capital market.
(2) The estimates show that from 2003 to 2007, the actual costs of equity for SPD Bank, HuaXia
Bank, and CMB are between 3~6%, CMSB is somewhat higher, between 5 percent and 10 percent.
However, at present the cost of equity for the four banks is around 9% to 11%, the cost of equity for the
state-owned commercial banks is lower, about 8%. Obviously, the cost of equity for commercial banks
in China is beginning to fall in recent years, which is to a certain degree consistent with King(2009)'s
findings that, in the long run, the equity cost of listed commercial banks in the western developed
countries demonstrates a declining trend.
(3) In recent years, Chinese commercial banks have maintained a high profit level, and the return
on most listed commercial banks not only compensated the estimated equity cost, but also increased
banks' economic value.
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Abstract In the enterprise innovation process, information plays a role of inherent and intangible
promotion. Through the questionnaire and interview on 89 enterprises, the main characteristics of
information requirement and information service requirement in enterprise innovation are summarized
in this article. The enterprise innovation information requirement is diversified and external, with
purpose and application, convenient and independent, service and market, etc., the enterprise innovation
information service requirement has the characteristics of being timely, digital, industrial, research, paid,
etc.
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1 Introduction
Enterprise innovation refers to the process in which the enterprise recombines production factors,
production conditions, production organization, etc., so as to establish a more efficient production
system, and obtain higher economic benefit[1]. With the rise of knowledge economy and increasingly
strengthened awareness of intellectual property right protection, to take the road of innovation becomes
the necessary strategic selection of Chinese enterprise development.
In the enterprise innovation process, information plays a role of inherent and intangible promotion.
The acquisition and effective utilization of various information can enrich innovation thought, optimize
innovation decision, accelerate the innovation process and improve innovation benefit, so as to reduce
the uncertainty of innovation[2]. It is penetrated in all links of enterprise innovation and decides the
success or failure of innovation.
To deep into the understanding of enterprise innovation requirement on information and
information service, we adopt typical sampling method, organize the questionnaire on 89 enterprises in
Henan Province of China and interview with part of the entrepreneurs in early 2010. 56 of the 89
enterprises (accounting for 62% of the total samples) are hi-tech enterprises, which are the main body of
innovation, as well as the key research objective of this subject. The selection of investigation object
gives consideration to the industry, scale, operation nature, etc. of the enterprises, involves more than 10
industries as electronic information, biopharmaceuticals, material, electric power, etc., the enterprise
scale is mainly subject to the medium and small enterprises with the staff number below 1,500 (81
enterprises, accounting for 91%), the proportion of private enterprises is 69% (61 enterprises).

2 Analysis on Characteristics of Enterprise Innovation Information Requirement
Enterprise innovation information requirement is the desire and requirement of enterprise on
information in the innovation process, is an expectation status of the enterprise on information content
and information carrier, as well as the source and power to inspire the enterprise to actively conduct
information activity. Through the analysis on the investigation result, we summarize the characteristics
of enterprise innovation information requirement as follows:
2.1 Diversified and external
Enterprise innovation has a wide coverage and involves many related factors, therefore, the
required information type is very rich. Figure 1 reflects the degree of requirement on various
information in enterprise innovation, it shows the diversified characteristics of enterprise innovation
information requirement.
In the situation of only three options can be chosen (note: except for the data of Figure 6, the other
in the article are multi-choice questions), the investigated enterprises mainly choose market information
(73%), industrial dynamic information (43%) and policy information (36%). Enterprise needs to know
market information, such as the user’s requirement, market feedback, etc. so as to confirm the
∗
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innovation direction; the industrial dynamic information conveys the industrial development tendency
signal, as the important reference for enterprise innovation; enterprise innovation activity is regulated
and restricted by relevant national policy, therefore, to understand policy information is the foundation
for enterprise innovation.
Talent information

9%

Financing information

10%

Management experience information

24%

Competitor information

25%

Technology information

31%

Policy information

36%

Industrial dynamic information

43%

Market information

73%
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Figure 1

Degree of Requirement on Various Information Types in Enterprise Innovation

We note that the selection proportion the information on technology, management, talent, financing,
etc. directly related to enterprise innovation is not very high, for these issues are mainly solved by the
internal force of the enterprise. While market information, industrial dynamic information and policy
information must be acquired from outside, therefore, the requirement degree is higher.
2.2 Purpose and application
The information requirement of enterprise does not only aim at acquiring the required information,
but also at finding the scheme and strategy to solve the problem through the information. The final
purpose of enterprise innovation is to apply the innovation result, so as to improve the enterprise
competitiveness. The information requirement of enterprise innovation also serves this purpose, the
enterprise expects to obtain information support to promote the application and penetration of new result.
The severity degree of information requirement in all links of innovation process (see Figure 2) can
reflect this point.
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Severity Degree of Information Requirement in All Links of Enterprise Innovation Process
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Enterprise innovation process includes new thought inspiration, innovation through argumentation,
research and development, application, promotion, intellectual property right protection and other links,
innovation itself is a systematical process of information communication and exchange, every link
requires precise, timely and overall information support. Which link has the highest information
requirement?
Figure 2 shows that the severity degree of information requirement in all links of enterprise
innovation process presents a waving fluctuation, in which the highest information requirement is the
application process (52%), followed by innovation thought inspiration process (37%) and promotion
process (36%). Therefore, the enterprise innovation focuses on application and promotion with very
strong purpose and application nature, and the information requirement in this link is the highest.
2.3 Service and market
Information source is the source from which the enterprise acquire innovation information, and it
includes the enterprise internal and external information source. This investigation mainly aims at the
enterprise external information source.
In a number of external information sources that can provide innovation information, the
proportion of user/customer reaches 52%, they are the service object of enterprise, and their requirement
is also the largest power for enterprise innovation.
Second, the supplier is also the main object for enterprise to acquire information (proportion is
37%). Therefore, the upper and lower reach link such as user and supplier with direct business relation
with the enterprise is the principal information source in enterprise innovation, for they are closest to
market, their requirement feedback and suggestion can provide enterprise innovation with powerful
reference.
We also find that the proportion of the scientific research institute, university, governmental agency,
library that shall provide enterprise innovation with more information support is very low, and their
roles are to be excavated.
Table 1 Information Source in Enterprise Innovation
Information source
Proportion

User/Customer

52%

Supplier
Professional information
service institution
Market investigation
institution
Industrial association

37%

15%

Competitor

13%

Scientific research institute

12%

University

7%

35%
21%

Governmental agency

6%

Library

3%

Talent center

2%

Financial institution

0%

3 Analysis on Characteristics of Enterprise Innovation Information Service
Requirement

Information service is the service measure to make people obtain required specific information[3].
There are many information requirements in the enterprise innovation process, which requires the
information provider to provide various effective information to enterprise to choose and use in
appropriate method. The enterprise innovation information service requirement presents the following
characteristics:
3.1 Timely and digital
The change of information service environment and enterprise information requirement makes the
traditional information service method difficult to meet the information requirement of enterprise
innovation. What is the information service method that the enterprise innovation expects to obtain?
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Inquire document literature in
information service institution
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21%

Information service institution provides
special report

36%

Inquire database in the method of
network

52%
58%

Regular acquire the latest information

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%
Figure 3 Information Service Method That the Enterprise Expects to Acquire in Innovation

The investigation result shows (see Figure 3) that more than a half enterprises expect to “regularly
acquire the latest information” (58%), which reflects the timely and fast requirement of enterprise
innovation on information.
“Inquire database in the method of network” (52%) is also the information service method that
most investigated enterprises expect to acquire, which requires the information service institution to
fully utilize the latest information technology to provide enterprise with digital information service.
The proportion of traditional information service method such as “inquire document literature in
information service institution” and “information service institution provides special report after the
requirement is proposed” is very low.
3.2 Industry and research
The highest proportion of the information service content that the enterprise expects to acquire in
the innovation is industrial dynamic information and technology tracing report (67%), followed by
industrial research report (42%). Therefore, the enterprise focuses on the information of its industry, the
information requirement has its industrial characteristics.

Patent information report
Competition information
Special investigation report
Policy information report
Industrial research report
Industrial dynamic information and
technology tracing report

6%
21%
27%
36%
42%
67%
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Figure 4 Information Service Content Expected by the Enterprise in Innovation

Figure 5 shows that the investigated considers that the major problem in the information acquired
by enterprise in innovation is the information research, “the acquired information lacks of in-depth
analysis” (39%) and “too much information results in hard screening” (33%) have the highest proportion,
therefore, in the current information era, there are many information acquisition channels for the
enterprise, the information quantity is large, however, it lacks of effective information researched.
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Main Problems in Information Acquisition in Enterprise Innovation

3.3 Paid
To pay to acquire information service has been recognized by most enterprises, 94% of the
investigated enterprises spent on information service in 2009 (see Figure 6). However, the expenditure
of 61% enterprises on information is within RMB 100 thousand Yuan, the proportion of expenditure
within RMB 10 thousand Yuan and RMB 10-49 thousand Yuan is the highest, both accounting for 21%,
the proportion of enterprises with information expenditure of RMB 50-99 thousand Yuan is 19%.
However, we also note that the proportion of the enterprises with the information service expenditure
more than RMB 1 million Yuan also reaches 12%.
No
expenditure,
RMB 500-999
6%
thousand
Yuan, 9%

Within RMB
10 thousand,
21%

RMB 100-499
thousand
Yuan, 11%

More than
RMB 1
million
Yuan, 12%

RMB 10-49
thousand
Yuan, 21%
RMB 50-99
thousand
Yuan, 19%

Figure 6 Enterprise Innovation Information Service Expenditure in 2009

4 Conclusion
To sum up, enterprise innovation information requirement is diversified and external, with purpose
and application, convenient and independent, service and market, etc., the enterprise innovation
information service requirement has the characteristics of being timely, digital, industrial, research, paid,
etc. The resource and service method of innovation information service shall start from the user’s
requirement, through resource integration, characteristic special database, diversified service method,
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etc., fully meet the enterprise information requirement and information service requirement, so as to
truly effectively serve enterprise innovation.
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Research on Entrepreneurial Intention and Ability of
Self-Employment for University Students
He Shan, Guan Shuqi
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Abstract The self-employment of University students has become a hot topic, more and more students
turn their attention to start a business by themselves. Higher education institutions and scholars have
paid attention to the student venture. Based on the investigation of University students of seven
universities in Wuhan, this paper analyzes students’ wish and ability of self-employment from three
aspects that are the entrepreneurial intention of student in campus, the direction of University students’
employment after graduation and the concept of entrepreneurship. In order to improve students’
entrepreneurial ability, this passage provides four suggestions. The first is that students should improve
their own quality. The second is that universities should strengthen the entrepreneurial conception.
Thirdly, government and relevant agencies should produce much propaganda and guarantee the
implementation of the supporting policy. Finally, individuals, universities and government ought to
coordinate and cooperate with each other.
Key Words University student; Entrepreneurial intention; Entrepreneurial ability; Self-employment

1 Introduction
The employment situation of university graduates is not optimistic because of University expansion
makes university education from "elite education" gradually to "public education" for many years.
Every year there are numerous university graduates and it has a very big disparity between the
graduates’ ability and the post that the society provides, which leads to the rapid increasing of the
unemployment number of university graduates. According to the relevant statistics, the number of
University graduates was 4.95 million in 2007 and 5.59 million in 2008, there were about one million
graduates unemployed after graduation in 2009. Currently, graduates are encouraged to start their own
businesses while multi-channel employment is supported. Therefore, more and more students turn
attention to their own businesses driven by favorable policies. However, in China, the average success
rate of students’ self-employment is only 2% and the figure in United States is 20%. This is a heavy
disparity.
Graduate entrepreneurship has become a hot topic and it is becoming more active and there are a
lot of remarkable results in the United States and other developed countries since 1980s. According to
the American Management Association's latest report business segment statistics, there are 1,600
universities in the United States opening more than 2200 courses on entrepreneurship, 44 relevant
academic journals, 100 centers for entrepreneurship, 277 professor seats. In China, higher education
institutions and scholars have paid attention to the student venture. Many universities, such as Tsinghua
University, Beijing University, Wuhan University, Huazhong University of Science and Wuhan
University of Technology, all focus on students’ self-employment and are business and invest into large
amount of manpower and material resources.
Wuhan is a central city in Hubei, which is known for its rapid development, high degree of
openness, variety of education resources and relatively flexible policy. In 2009, there were about 1.04
million University students, ranking first place in the country. In this paper, university students in
Wuhan are the research subjects. By a thorough investigation and research, we analyze the causes of
University students’ entrepreneurial intentions; explore their own understanding of the entrepreneurship,
social entrepreneurship requirements and students’ entrepreneurial ability including the abilities that
have been obtained and of importance. Then a detailed entrepreneurial ability cultivation suggestion is
presented to enhance students’ entrepreneurial capacity and provide direction for universities to have
efficiency education and improve the success rate of self-employment.

2 Investigations of University Students Entrepreneurial Intention
The subjects of this survey are the students of seven universities in Wuhan. There are 500
questionnaires in total (100 in Jianghan University, 100 in Wuhan University, 100 in Huazhong
University of Science, 50 in East Lake Branch of Wuhan University, 50 in Hubei University, 50 in
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Chinese Geology University, and 50 in Wuhan Music Conservatory). The University students who filled
the questionnaires were senior students, 394 questionnaires were reclaimed and 374 were effective.
2.1 Students’ entrepreneurial intention during university
According to the investigation, it is about 54% students considered to do their own businesses but
did not implement, the number of students who have undertaken accounted for 9%, and the students who
never thought to do their own businesses accounted for 37%. This illuminates that the majority of
students thought about entrepreneurship during they are in universities. However, there are only few
students who has implemented because of various reasons, such as lacking of entrepreneurial ability,
high risk and lacking of venture capital.
2.2 Direction of university students employment after graduation
Most University students choose to go to work in enterprises or to be civil servant after graduation.
The number of students who choose to do their own businesses is only 11%. This illuminates only a
relatively small part of the university students have entrepreneurial intention, the vast majority of
students have no entrepreneurial intention (Table 1).
Table 1

The Proportion of Different Choices after Graduation
Choices
Percentage
Go to work
34﹪
Be a Civil Servant or a Post Graduated Student
34﹪
Go Abroad
4﹪
To do Own Business
11﹪
Others
7﹪

Students’ entrepreneurial intention is influenced by various factors, including hobbies, profession,
family they from and so on. Among which family plays an important role, because whether the students
do their own businesses is not only related with family income but also affected by the attitude of
parents. Parents have great influence to the children’s life, and most parents expect their children to find
a good job or to be post graduate students after graduation, few students thinking of self-employment
and less students implementing. Therefore, schools and government ought to propagate knowledge,
benefits and feasibility to the student's parents.
2.3 Analysis about the students’ concept of their own businesses
Although few students have entrepreneurial aspirations, but from the views to students who do
their own businesses after graduation, the potential of entrepreneurial aspirations is very strong. From
the views to other who has started his own business after graduation, 54% students expressed admiration
and they will wait for good chances to start a business, 34% said they admired but would not select
self-employment, only 3% considered it would be an unwise choice to start own business. This shows
that the majority of students agree that graduate entrepreneurship is worthy of admiration, and many
expressed admiration even if they may not have this choice. The potential entrepreneurial consciousness
of university students is intense. However, there are only a few students who would really carry on their
own businesses. This is mainly because that most students are unaware of their own entrepreneurial
ability, lacking of entrepreneurial knowledge and fund etc.

3 Students’ Entrepreneurial Ability
3.1 Demand and supply of entrepreneurial ability
Students’ entrepreneurial ability is essential. It directly affects the success rate of entrepreneurship.
Table 2 shows the need of entrepreneurial abilities in University students’ mind. Most students think the
most necessary element during self-employment is strong personal ambition; the second is individual or
group research and patent. In order to improve the successful rate, the most effective way is to train
students to have the value of their own aspirations, to encourage University students take part in various
practical activities and competitions, scientific research and exploration, to have their own research or
patent.
Social skills, the capacity of information gathering, processing, use and management are the most
important abilities that University students chose. This illustrates a majority of students expect that they
have these abilities, that is, if schools wish to foster the students’ entrepreneurial intention and ability, it
should pay more attention to these three abilities.
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Table 2

Questionnaire about Key Elements to Start an Undertaking
Numbers
Percentage
Elements
Research Achievement and Patent
93
21.7﹪
Entrepreneurial Intention
129
30.2﹪
Support Policy
84
19.6﹪
Undertaking Training and Service
50
11.7﹪
Professional Management
72
16.8﹪

3.2 Advantages those university students already have had to start a business
Employment pressure is heavy and entrepreneurship has become the focus. As government,
educational institutions and society's emphasize on students’ self-employment, the advantages for
University students to do their own businesses are more and more obvious (Table 3).
Modern University students are innovative compared with social workers. Students are higher
educational, good at study and analysis, be happy to accept new things and have confidence and desire
to the challenges on traditional values and traditional industries. And these innovation features also tend
to create a power of entrepreneurship. With the increasing employment pressure, government and
schools give students some venture funding. For example, Jianghan University provides a fund to
subsidize University students who start a business, government departments gives some business tax
relief for University students, Optical Valley Technology Park and high-tech business incubator all have
provided training on the innovative ability and entrepreneurial management skills for University
students. Wuhan has sustained steady development in recent years. The market demand is broad and
there are more and more entrepreneurial opportunities. Hanzheng Street’s terminal market,
Guangbutun’s electrical market and the business street of Optical Valley provide a lot of business
opportunities. Not only the existing market is needed to develop, entrepreneurship competitions
organized by various organizations also provide business platform. Meanwhile, some universities set up
technology parks or business parks to be the catalysis for University students’ self-employment.
Table 3

Questionnaire of the Advantages that University Students Already Have to Start a Business
Advantages
Numbers
Percentage
Good at Study and Analysis
154
23.0﹪
Higher Educational
119
17.6﹪
Be easy to Accept New Things
99
14.8﹪
Desire to Receive Challenges
103
15.4﹪
Having Confidence
56
8.3﹪
Leading Ability
41
6.1﹪
Innovation Ability
99
14.8﹪

3.3 Entrepreneurial ability that university students already have
In the survey, a large number of students said they had strong self-learning ability, a certain degree
of social communicated skills, coordination and management capacity, but compared to the self-learning
ability, these capacities are relatively weak (Table 4). The two important abilities needed in the process
of entrepreneurship are innovation ability and leadership ability, but very few students had. It illustrates
that school education did not emphasize on these entrepreneurial abilities, especially innovation ability.
Therefore, schools should upgrade the education of innovation, social skills, organizational capacity and
other capabilities needed for business. In particular, the school ought to focus on cultivating innovation
capacity, and this is a very important for University students to open a shop and keep it.
Self-Learning Ability
Communicated skills
Coordination Ability
Innovation Ability
Leading Ability
Organizing Ability

Table 4 The Ability Students Obtained in University
Abilities
Numbers
222
105
92
35
65
109

4 Suggestions to Improve Students’ Entrepreneurial Ability
4.1 Students should improve their own quality business

Percentage
35.3﹪
16.7﹪
14.6﹪
5.6﹪
10.4﹪
17.4﹪
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Students’ quality directly impact on the entrepreneurial successful rate. The processes of doing a
business are full of challenges. Not only the risks, but every step could be an obstacle. So the students
who want to start a business should improve their quality. Entrepreneurial quality includes personal
knowledge and ability, the entrepreneurial attitude and entrepreneurial spirit. While learning
professional knowledge, students should develop entrepreneurial spirit, be brave and full of confidence,
keep faith and participate in business seminars, training, and competition to practice their ability of
innovation. If you want to have you own business after graduation, you can start when you are at school.
To listen relevant lectures could make you know more about keys of success. To take part in
entrepreneurial competitions could let you have the pressure and feeling in advance.
4.2 The university should strengthen the entrepreneurial concept education and practicing
Entrepreneurial concept is the start line of entrepreneurship. According to the survey, 80% of
current students feel that the business knowledge and skills they have had are not satisfied the
requirements of business, which directly affect most post-graduation do not choose to venture. Therefore,
the concept of entrepreneurship should be strengthened, such as the creation of business counseling
sessions, holding lectures about preparations for the venture, business requirements and business risks.
Only having the concept is not enough. The practice is the most important and a short way to success. If
universities do these jobs well, University students will have the certain acquaintance to start an
undertaking and improve technical ability.
4.3 Government and relevant agencies should produce much propaganda and guarantee the
implementation of the supporting policy
According to the survey, 65% students are not familiar with the relevant policies while only 2% are
well aware of them. It illustrates that government and relevant agencies don’t produce much propaganda.
The survey shows the lack of capital is one of another serious problem. However, the government has
already introduced a number of related policies to solve it. Government and schools also offer a lot of
preferential treatment for university students.
Students are not familiar with the relevant policies introduced by the Government to support
undertaking, largely because there is no school or community-related organizations to provide
comprehensive guidance. In the survey, 58% students denote that they have not received the relevant
guidance. This shows that the school and relevant institutions did not make full use of entrepreneurship
resources and advantages that already exist, which resulted in only 2% students well know the
entrepreneurship relevant policies. Since the school or the government has introduced a number of
policies and regulations, they should use the advantages and resources to encourage and help students.
In the same time to instruct a comprehensive guide it is also an undertaking mobilization. If students
fully understood these policies and regulations, more of them will choose to start their business. This
may also reduce difficulties and increase success rate.
4.4 Individuals, universities and government ought to coordinate and cooperate with each other
The university students are a particular group, students’ self-employment is closely relevant with
universities and the government, and the increasing of students’ self-employment success rate should be
the result of coordination and cooperation of student, universities and the government. Firstly, university,
government and relevant branches hold various lectures and competitions for students participating in,
and form the process of educating, taking-over, feedback and re-educating. Secondly, the students need
to fully utilize the supporting resources which universities and government also should guarantee the
effectiveness of the policies. In short, student individuals, universities and the government should be
interconnect organically, no matter which of them have a project about students’ self-employment, the
others ought to cooperate and support.

5 Conclusions
As the increase of employment pressure, more and more students turn their attention to start their
own business, and higher education institutions and scholars have paid attention to the student venture in
order to increase the successful rate. Although the self-employment of university students has become a
hot topic, the students themselves’ understanding self-employment is still insufficient, entrepreneurial
intention is not strong and entrepreneurial ability is poor. Universities, government and related agencies
ought to vigorously excavate university student’s potential, produce much propaganda and guarantee the
implementation by supporting policy, and work out appropriate educational and training plans for the
university students. What’s more, students themselves are the key element, and students should make
their effort to make good preparation for self-employment with the supporting policies, education and
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training conditions, to improve the success rate of entrepreneurship.
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Abstract Liquidating proportion and transferring price are two important problems in treating the bad
financial assets. The paper introduces the status quo of external and internal researches on treating of
bad financial assets first and then presents the situation of China’s bad financial assets and the main
reasons for it. On the third part, liquidating proportion and transferring price are discussed by a
theoretical model in this paper. Moral hazard will come into being and cause welfare loss when the
government adopts the different inspiriting policies, econometric technique is applied to analyze the
transfer price of bad assets, and finally, it is concluded that the non-linearity price of the bad financial
assets is the cheapest mean of capital structure regrouping without distorting inspiriting mechanism.
Key words Commercial bank; Bad financia assets; Inspiriting mechanism; Moral hazard

1 Introduction
The transition of banking system is the core content of economic transition, which is the key factor
that concerns the success of economic transition. A large number of bad assets in the banking system is
heavily threatening the financial and economic safety. Then how to encourage the managers in
nationalized banks to make the ratio of their bad assets public and in what price to liquidate these bad
assets become two master key issues for the transition of banking system. The so-called bad assets,
often refers to those in the non-good condition, and related customers unable to return the band assets as
scheduled principal and interest amount in the banking system. It is not only a standard measurement of
good or bad banking, but relevant to the entire financial system stability. Regardless of the economic
management of the bank or the monetary policy-making has paid considerable attention on its Causes
and disposal. Some economists studied this issue in the past several years, especially with the explosion
of global financial crisis. (Dorothea Schafer and Klaus F. Zimmermann 2009) presented a plan how
governments can efficiently relieve ailing banks from toxic assets by transferring theses assets into a
publicly sponsored work-out unit, a so-called bad bank. (Douglas J. Elliott 2009) explained three
particular ideas which were received a growing amount of attention: establishing a “bad bank”,
guaranteeing toxic assets, and nationalizing one or more banks with a discussion of the pros and cons,
and recommended a combination of toxic asset guarantees and a mild form of nationalization, as this
approach could both provide badly needed stability to the system and also could be tailored to the
specific circumstances of different banks. (Shi Huaqiang and Peng Xingyun 2003) thought that soft
budget constraints in China state-owned banks not only increased the bank's moral hazard and
opportunism, but also strengthened the already relatively serious soft budget constraints in state-owned
enterprises, which made the problem of bad assets in state-owned banks more serious. (Yu Qiao and
Zhao Changwen 2009) established a general theoretical model to explain the forming process of bad
assets which arising from the joint action of politicians and managers in state-owned banks under the
conditions of political control. They thought that in political control, bank bad assets would continue to
accumulate, showing the trend of divergence with the deterioration of moral hazard caused by
asymmetric information problems. Government had to treat the huge bad assets of banks at last.
This paper applies econometric approaches to constructs a simple model to discuss these issues,
and then analyses the responses of managers and the welfare loss caused thereby under different policies
made by governments for capital restructuring. Nonlinear transfer price may be an inexpensive way to
restructure the bank capital with not distorting the bank’s incentive mechanism.

2 Definition and Main Cause of Bad Asset
A bad financial asset in China is mainly reflected as a bad loan which is also called a
*
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non-performing loan. Due to the simple and single bank’s asset structure, which focused mainly on
loans, bad assets are mainly refers bad loans. These two are in the equivalence relation. When
concerning to the dispose of bad assets in China, we can explain it in two ways. The first one is
according to common international practices and from the perspective of dynamics of risk monitoring,
classify bad loans into four categories- interest, secondary, doubt and loss. But strictly speaking, it refers
only to the last three types- secondary, doubt and loss, which can not be returned according to the
agreement or contract date or cannot be accepted in other ways. The second definition is based on our
traditional classification of loans on quality. The loans are classified into four categories-normal loans,
overdue loans, doubtful loans and bad debt loans, where bad loans refers to the overdue loans, sluggish
loans and doubtful loans. China’s bad financial assets mostly concentrate on state-owned enterprises,
while state-owned enterprises are generally characterized by high debt, and the debt continues to
increase among business area.
The bad assets in China’s bank are characterized as large account, fast growth, significant share and
so on. The reasons are as follows:
1) Policy factors. Such as the original defects of investment system or the administrative
intervention of local government on the banks.
2) Bank factors. It refers to the banks’ own governance structures and poor management, such as
the neglect of scientific decision-making, one-sided pursuit of market share and economic scale,
imperfectness of credit management in internal control mechanism, lack of the necessary risk restriction
mechanism which resulting in credit risk, moral risk and investment mistakes.
3) Business factors. It mainly refers to the large area losses caused by wrong business investment
decisions and vacant and dodging of banks’ debt in corporate restructuring process.

3 Theoretical Model
Suppose the total asset of the bank is 1，b of which generate yield rate Rf in the first term and the
other part (1-b) have no profit. Renew the assets whose ratio is（1-b）, k of which will generate yield RP
in the second term, and the other portion (1-k) will have no profit. When the nonprofit assets whose ratio
is（1-b）is to be liquidated but not renewed, the yield of liquidation would be L. Meanwhile it should be
supposed that:
Rf > RP > 1，
0 < L < 1，
And,
kRP + (1-k)L < 1，
In other words, the expected yield of bad assets is less than 1, and their expected return is negative.
Therefore, the best option of the bank is to renew the assets whose proportion is k and liquidate the other
part of assets whose proportion is (1-k). Under this situation, the bank obtains the maximum yield kRP +
(1-k)L.
Assume that the parameter b can take two possible values b1 and b2 (b1 > b2 ≥ 0) while their
probabilities are P1 and P2 respectively. Taking into account the assumption that the initial asset is 1, the
net worth of the bank which is depending on the value of parameter b can be defined by the following
formula:
(1)
Ui = biRf + (1-bi)[kRP + (1-k)L] – 1
Get U1> U2 as b1 > U2, and assume that U1> 0, U2 <0. If the bank does not behave affectedly, the
proportion of liquidated assets under the two states is di = (1-k)(1-bi）.

4 Moral Hazard of Bad Assets Disposal Policy
Assume that the government has access to the account of liquidated assets but not the good assets
ratio in balance sheets of the bank, b. Therefore, the capital restructuring of the bank depends on its
liquidation policies. It allows a bank to change di = (1-k’)(1-bi）, where k’ is the bank's choice variable,
distorting its liquidation decision. After choosing their own choice variable k’ to disposal the bad assets,
the continued value of bank’s assets would be:
(2)
V = min {k, k’}RP + (1- k’)L
1) When k’ > k, the bank manager would reduce the proportion of bad assets, that is, the assets
continuation is excessive, the yield of bad assets disposition would be kRP + (1- k’)L. Since the part
(k’-k) of the assets does not get liquidation value, the disposition loss of excessive assets continuation
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would be (k’-k)L.
2) When k’ < k, the bank manager would exaggerate the proportion of bad assets, that is, the assets
liquidation is excessive, the yield of bad assets disposition would be k’RP + (1- k’)L. Since the part (kk’) of the assets is liquidated but not extended, the disposition loss of excessive assets liquidation would
be (k- k’)(RP-L).
Now we analyze the moral hazard and welfare loss when the bank managers use counter plan and
the governments adopt different policies to impel the disposal of bad assets.
1) If the governments carry out stringent capital recombination policies, that means when managers
declare Ui < 0, they will be discharged. Suppose that the government has access to the account of
liquidated assets but not the good assets ratio in balance sheets of the bank, b. In this situation, the moral
hazard will emerge, and then the bank managers will deliberately declare U1 when U2 happens, and
liquidate the projects less than needed. Because what the bank declare is U1, then the proportion of bad
assets that the government can supervise is (1-k)(1-b1). While in the second situation, the proportion of
capitals that the bank would actually liquidate should be d1 = (1- k’)(1-b2) ≡ (1-k)(1-b1). As b1 > b2, we
get k’ > k, which means undue continuation will happen.
2) If the government carries out soft capital recombination policies, which means managers declare
Ui < 0, they will not be discharged, but even probably get profits from over recombination. In this
situation, the moral hazard will also emerge. The bank managers will deliberately declare U2, while U1
happens, and then result in excessive liquidation. Because what the bank declare is U2, then the
proportion of bad assets that government can supervise is (1-k)(1-b2). While in the first situation, the
proportion of capitals that the bank will actually liquidate should be d2 = (1- k’)(1-b1) ≡ (1-k)(1-b2).
Since b1 > b2, we get k’ < k, excessive liquidation will happen and the welfare loss will be λ [P1 (U1 U2) ].
From the viewpoint of welfare, the anticipated loss of the strict policy will be P2 (1-k)[(b1-b2) /
(1-b2)]L, and the anticipated loss of the soft policy adopted in recapitalization will be P1{(1-k)[(b1-b2) /
(1-b2)](RP – L) + λ(U1 - U2)}. These two policies have different effects with different values of P1 and P2.
When the value of P1 is relatively high, that is to say, when people think highly of the economic position,
the strict policy will be better. When people think that the economy is in crisis, that is to say, when the
value of P2 is relatively high, the soft policy will be better.

5 The Transfer Price of Bad Assets
During the disposition of bad assets, the government introduces clearing bank as a policy
instrument. Now the transfer price of bad assets will be discussed in the basis of liquidating proportion
of bad assets which has been analyzed above. In what condition will the banks have the incentive
mechanism to get rid of bad assets? In another word, what price should be paid to the bank in order that
it will transfer assets to the clearing bank?
Let the price level be t. Clearly, t must be less that Rf in order to guarantee that the bank will not
sell out the good assets. However, when t = 1, the bank will sell the bad debt in the value of initial book
value, and get profit from the good assets. A cheaper price is what can make the bank break even in the
state 2. Here, t is a solution to this following equation b2Rf + (1-b2)kRP + (1-b2)(1-k)t = 1. But even in
this case, the bank's net worth remains positive in the state 1. On average, the bank will have a positive
net worth.
The minimum transfer price which can maintain incentive compatibility is a non-linear transfer
price. This non-linear transfer price is tL when the share of bank portfolios is m, and tH when more than
m.
What characteristics should this price mechanism have?
1) In order to avoid the bank exaggerating the scale of bad debts, there must be:
(3)
tH ≤ RP
2) In the first situation, the utility that we sell bad debt to the government should not more than
those what the enterprise get from accounting because of daring not selling bad debt:
(4)
(d1 - m)tH + mtL ≤ d1L
3）The transfer price mechanism must allow the banks to carry out capital restructuring in the state 2:
(5)
b2Rf + (1-b2)kRP + (d2 - m)tH + mtL ≥ 1
Constraint equation (4) is not linear independent with (5). Therefore, if a solution exists, it is not
the unique one. Through two constraint conditions, we can obtain,
(6)
(d2-d1)tH ≥ 1 - d1L - b2Rf - (1-b2)kRP
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If constraint equation (3) and (6) do not conflict with each other, there exist solutions, one of which
relates to tH = RP and tL = 0. Then, from (4), we get m =d1 (RP - L) / RP.

6 Conclusion
Though the establishment of theoretical model, the paper discussed the issues of liquidating
proportion and transferring price and determined the liquidating proportion of bad financial assets.
Though research, we found that when the government adopts the different inspiriting policies to solve
this issue, moral hazard would cause welfare loss. The paper adopted the methods of the model and
analyzed the moral hazard and welfare loss when the bank managers use counter plan and the
governments adopt different policies to impel the disposal of bad assets. We found that when people
think highly of the economic position, the strict policy will be better. When people think that the
economy is in crisis, the soft policy will be better.
What’s more, the transfer price of bad assets were put into research in the paper and we got that
non-linear transfer mechanism may be the cheapest way of capital structure regrouping without
distorting the inspiriting mechanism. An intuitional interpretation is as follows:
Putting a low price on one part of the bank’s asset portfolio may restrain the bank from selling
assets in state 1. And then, we can calculate the relatively high price, for the other part in order to
achieve break-even in state 2.
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Study on the Customer Segmentation Management Based on Profit
Power
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Abstract The capability to compete for customers has become a decisive factor for the survival and
development of a modern enterprise, to draw on the experience of enterprise’s capability theory, this
article defines the concept and analyzes the connotation of profit power, based on analyzing the
relationship between customer and profit power, customer contribution was thought to be a important
standard in customer segmentation, the customer segmentation matrix model was established, customer
was divided into diamond customer, strategy customer, problem customer and abandon customer,
corresponding management strategy was given to different customer.
Key words Profit power; Customer contribution; Customer segmentation; Segmentation management

1 Introduction
As independent economic entity, when revenue minus cost, the enterprise can get its profit. To a
great extent, profit margin of an enterprise reflects its economic benefits of Business management and
operation, it also indicates the operating results of the enterprise. However, the standard to measure
whether an enterprise is successful including not only financial index such as profit margin and rate of
return on investment and so on, but also the index such as customer retention rate and share of
customer and so on. Enterprise’s management concept has changed into customer-centric from
product-centric, customer determines the survival and development of enterprise, therefore, the essence
of enterprise’s marketing management is customer requirements management. Customer is the greatest
resource of enterprise, production and business operations of any enterprise are customer-centric directly
or indirectly, so, an enterprise can develop steadily as a result of focusing on customer requirements,
effectively managing the relationship with customer, be customer-centric and ensuring high customer
satisfaction, ultimately the enterprise can gain strongly profit power, realize the maximization of
shareholders value.
An article named Profit Pool: New Strategy Angle of View was published on Harvard Business
Comment in 1985 the fifth phase, it’s written by Orit Gadiesh and James L .Gilbert who worked in Bain
Company, they thought that on the trade value chain, the sum of profit in all aspects of a trade is called
profit pool. Those enterprises with very unique outlook are easier to gain high profit in their trade. In
March 2005, France savant, Claude Michaud and Jean-Claude Thoenig, thought that firstly, those
enterprises interrelated with profit pool strategy must ensure the horizontal line interrelated with profit
steadily enough long; secondly, updates must be realized in a intrinsic way in the hard-core of enterprise.
Every innovation, whether it is material, or technical, must reflects a type of understanding to the world,
market and customer. Profit pool theory is a strategy model that make enterprise focus on the increase
of profit rather than the increase of operating income, that is to say, when drawing up enterprise’s
strategy, it’s dangerous to pay only attention to the increase of operating income, managers must
overleap the income angle of view, thoroughly understand the real form of profit pool of the trade. Well
then, how to look for new profit growth point? How to make profit pool shifting from main business?
None the less, it needs to rely on product, but the real starting point of enterprise’s profit lies in customer
preferences, putting customer management into practice, satisfying customer requirements, creating
profit power, realizing enterprise value.
The variation of customer requirements determines that, in order to develop, enterprise must be
customer-requirements-centric. Various changes make customer group vary, customer take more right in
the one-to-one marketing mode, they determines which product is more valuable. This article used the
method of calculating customer contribution to discriminate the difference of customer, and then
adopting corresponding management strategy to different customer, making limited resources of
enterprise effectively used.

2 Definition of Profit Power
2.1 Origin and system composition of profit power
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‘Power’ belongs to physics in subject, it means mutual effect between objects; power also means
how big the utility is, we called it capability. Profit power is the key factor of enterprise’s development,
there is no built to last if there is no profit power. George Clason pointed out in his work named “Profit
Power”: profit is the constant center in commercial activity, it reflects the size of gaining profit
capability in time and space, it is the most direct and simplest standard in measuring competitiveness
and vitality of an enterprise. He thought that the capability and method which can rapidly gain profit in
an effective period were profit power.
The target of analysis of enterprise’s profit power is to analyze how the enterprise activity affects
its operating profit from both external and internal of the enterprise, profit power mainly comes from
four aspects including new clients developing from external, old customer mining, improving cost
composition from internal and improving the operational efficiency of assets. When the enterprise
resource is limited, it is the key strategy problem that which aspect should enterprise put limited
resource into. With market competition becomes more and more intensified, enterprises realize that
attention must be paid to external, that is obtaining more customer and more order forms, enhancing
customer value and enterprise profit power.
Whether enterprise can develop in accordance with established direction and operate healthily and
orderly or not, it relies on management power, the core of enterprise management is human resource,
therefore, operators is the core of enterprise’s survival and development, they control the development
direction of enterprise, so human resource is the core of profit power composition system, it ensures
every part of enterprise running well and providing driving force for the development of enterprise.
Study power and innovation power are two engines that encourage enterprises to continue to move
forward, in order to increase efficiency and effectiveness of the organization, learning and innovation
activities must be enhanced, well enterprise environment also must be provided, so that enterprise
business operation can be succeed.

Develop New
Customer

Improve Cost
Structure

Mine Old
Customer

Improve the
Operational
Efficiency of
Assets

Profit Power
Management Power
Learning

Product

Culture
Power

Innovation

Human
Price

Brand
Customer

Figure 1

The Origin and System Composition of Profit Power

The value and use value of products are the key to link enterprise, market and customer, satisfying
customer requirement and achieving the target of enterprise business operation are depend on the
product features, quality, service and value, so product power plays a role of leading power. Price power
and brand power are the most effective competition mean which can’t be ignored, with the help of price,
enterprise can adjust business operation decision and the direction of resource allocation, balance supply
and requirement; brand power shows external effects of product power, it determines how the customer
evaluate the enterprise, only when the brand power is continually enhanced, enterprise can have unique
capability difference or ahead of other competitors in market competition. Culture power is a core sense
of worth that enterprise find, discriminate, cultivate or create, it’s identified by customer though
outwards disseminating in a way of affecting other factors of enterprise.
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2.2 Concept and connotation of profit power
Profit power is a capability which can obtain profit in best time with lowest cost, the capability
base on discriminating, mining, integration and optimizing enterprise resource, and then turns these
resource into competitive edge, it aims at giving play to maximize effects of every resource and
cultivating core competition of enterprise.
(1) The essence of profit power is the capability of obtaining profit of enterprise, it’s a financial
index, the calculating formula is as following:
(1)
P0=P/C0*t=P/t*1/C0
Because,
(2)
VP=dp/dt=K(Pmax-Pt)n
So,
(3)
P/t= K(Pmax-Pt)n
Therefore,
(4)
P0= K(Pmax-Pt)n/C0
Among, P0 is profit power, P is profit, t is the time gaining profit, C0 is total cost, VP= dp/dt is
gaining profit speed，n is the stage number of gaining profit speed, K is gaining profit speed constant
related with factors such as customer, cost structure, assets operation and so on.
(2) The basis of profit power is enterprise resource, it’s the process that enterprise transform profit
power into enterprise capability though effective cultivation and scientific use of enterprise resource.
Profit power is an organic integration based on strategic lay, it ensures resource being optimally
allocated and rationally used in all business links, it also doesn’t focus on short-time benefit but face
competition, analyze internal and external environment, make self resource advantage clear-cut and
make the structure to be built and the culture to be constructed of enterprise clear-cut, design appropriate
operation mode, then make enterprise develop long-termly and healthily.
(3) The strategy target of profit power is to cultivate core competitiveness of enterprise. Enterprises
integrate internal and external resource scientifically, pay attention to cultivate so much factors such as
quality, price, service and so on, make customer produce feelings to product, form preference and
purchase long-termly and repeatedly, enhance confrontation and combat effectiveness, at last form the
core competitiveness.
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3 Relationship Analyze of Profit Power and Customer Loyalty
(1) Customer loyalty is the premise of obtaining profit power
Customer loyalty comes from customer satisfaction, enterprise obtain customer satisfaction
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though delivering service value to customer, speaking from internal enterprise, realizing above process
base on employee loyalty. Customer loyalty can affects profit power directly, purchasing behavior
produced by customer loyalty can increase enterprise profit. If customer loyalty is healthy and energetic,
the customer base is forming. Obviously, customer loyalty is not shown in balance sheet, but it’s the
biggest amount of property of enterprise, this property affects sales revenue and profit power of
enterprise.
(2) Profit power assures the cultivating of customer loyalty
Customer is the life of enterprise, for the sake of maintaining business turnover, enterprise must
keep original customer and inject new customer, they must keep developing rapidly, at the same time
supported by profit power, so that customer loyalty can be maintained and trades are kept going.
Continuing devoting to customer management and encouraging customers to buy high-frequency
repeatedly can cut operational costs virtually, enhance enterprise’s competitiveness, profitability, market
share and penetration, all of this establish enterprise itself in an unassailable position in more intense
market competition in future.

4 Customer Segmentation Based on Profit Power
Customer segmentation is put forward by Wendell Smith in middle fifty decade twenty century. It
is based on the difference of customer requirement, but when the benchmark was transformed into
customer and customer contribution, the segmentation must base on customer contribution. According to
scarcity of resources, heterogeneity of customer requirement, differences of customer contribution, we
can make segmentation to customer.
4.1 Customer segmentation principle based on profit power
(1) Be purposeful. There are many variable in customer segmentation, but it must be purposeful. It
is worthless to do insignificant segmentation, it’s a waste. This article aims at looking for more valuable
customer, allocating limited resource in reason and bringing the maximum utility of enterprise resource
into play.
(2) Can be discriminated and measured. This article discriminates and measures customer with the
standard of customer contribution, it’s easy to discriminate a type of customer from others, the number
of it can be measured. At the same time, the preference of different customer group has some differences
to one product.
(3) Have suitable scale. There is request to make customer segmentation, that is different types of
customer must have suitable number, if the number is too big, it’s important to take well targeted
management strategy, therefore, the segmentation is useless, if the number is too small, it will increase
management cost and cause some trouble in management.
4.2 Customer segmentation type based on profit power
In our daily life, it’s often to see different customer bring about different profit to enterprise, that is
to say, customer contribution is different from one another, so it’s necessary to do research on customer
types in customer contribution, and then customer segmentation is done, so that we can manage
customer well.
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Evaluation of Customer Contribution
Customer A

Customer B

Grade Weight Weighted Score Grade Weight

Input
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Weighted Score

The Current
Moneyness Purchase Amount
Cost Save
The Current
Purchase Amount
inmoneyness Involved in New
Product
Development
Gain Cost
Sell Cost
Service Cost
Maintenance Cost
Total Marks

In the process of customer segmentation, it’s usually achieved though certain process or method.
There are many different segmentation processes by several years’ research and practice, they have their
own characteristics and advantages, and it’s different in their applications. This article is oriented by
profit power, customer segmentation was done in according with customer contribution size, when
laying down the criterion of customer contribution estimation, two key problem must be considered: the
first one is input revenue that customer contribute to enterprise; the second one is output expenses in
obtaining and maintaining customer. Though analyzing key problem, the indexes for estimating
customer contribution are determined, the details are shown in table 1.
Based on customer contribution and customer relationship, customer segmentation matrix was
established, customer was divided into four types, they were diamond, strategy, problem and abandon
customer, corresponding management strategy was given to different customer.
Diamond customer: this type of customer have both high customer contribution and good customer
relationship, they are willing to establish a long-term relations of mutual benefit and reciprocity , it can
bring profit to enterprise after they make a deal, they are the most valuable customer of enterprise. This
type of customer have high loyalty, they are the bedrock of profit, so enterprise have to put main
resource on maintaining and developing this customer, make them never turn to competitors.
High
Customer
Contribution

Strategy
Customer

Diamond
Customer

Abandon
Customer

Problem
Customer

Middle

Low

Bad
Figure 4

Middle
Customer Relationship

Good

Customer Segmentation Matrix

Strategy customer: this type of customer have high customer contribution but bad customer
relationship, from the perspective of customer life cycle, the relationship between this type of customer
and enterprise hesitates in probation, they are key customer of competitors. This type of customer are
potential to create objective profit for enterprise, so enterprise should put suitable resource to regenerate
the relationship, make the customer feel lasting satisfaction and highly trust enterprise, then make
customer relationship go over probation.
Problem customer: this type of customer have low customer contribution but good customer
relationship, they are willing to establish long-term business relationship with enterprise, it can bring
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small profit to enterprise after they make a deal, from the perspective of customer life cycle, the
relationship between this type of customer and enterprise has come into Decay Period, it’s not the most
suitable time to gain profit from them. So if enterprise want to maintain this type of customer, they
must develop new product to satisfy the deep requirement of customer, it’s in favor of enhancing
enterprise image to maintain this customer, because this customer will publicize enterprise to customer
around them, they can also bring new customer for enterprise.
Abandon customer: this type of customer have both low customer contribution and bad customer
relationship, they will make a comparison among enterprises when they before they make a deal, and
then do business after enterprise put the price in a low level. So this customer doesn’t have high valuable,
though enterprise get all of this customer after costing much, the profit of enterprise is much lower and
even issued in loss. So enterprise should not put resource on this customer, they could be allowed to
drain.

5 Conclusion
Profit power is a capability which can obtain profit in best time with lowest cost, it’s an organic
integration process which transforms enterprise resource into capability, it aims at cultivating core
competition of enterprise. Customer loyalty is the direct reason of profit power that enterprise gains,
enterprise obtain customer satisfaction though delivering service value to customer, so customer
contribution was used as an important standard in customer segmentation, then the customer
segmentation matrix model was established, customer was divided into four types of diamond, strategy,
problem and abandon customer. For diamond customer, much efforts must be done to ensure them never
turn to competitors; for strategy customer, large amount of resource must be put in to strive for them;
problem customer worth our lasting paying attention to; abandon customer has low contribution, in
order to save cost, they could be abandoned.
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Abstract：In this paper, based on the literature review, an investigation about the characteristics of
innovation implementation and innovation achievements has been carried out in more than 10 provinces
of China in 2009 to find out the typical features in innovation process. Nuclear, cooperative and random
has been figured out as the characteristics of innovation implementation, and utilitarianism, integration,
popularization and protection has been found out as the characteristics of innovation achievements.
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1 Introduction
Since 2004, President Hu Jintao and Premier Wen Jiabao respectively made an important speech
on innovation and they said that technological innovation is an important means to improve our
international competitiveness through strengthening the original innovation and integrated innovation.
Thereafter, despite broad interest and a vast literature, the empirical studies from the application and the
implementation perspectives are comparatively rare. Henry Chesbrough hold that open innovation
requires that companies abandon the existing innovation activities, break the traditional corporate
boundaries and achieve the internal and external technology as a system organically integrated,
coordinated within the enterprise external resources to generate innovative ideas and comprehensive
utilization of internal and external channels to market for innovation services[1]. Thus, a good solution
can be both produced in-house, or you can get from outside the enterprise, the ultimate aim is to as
quickly as possible to all kinds of innovative ideas into products to serve the users and society, while
allowing enterprises to obtain higher innovation performance[2]. Cao Zhiyong presented the status quo of
enterprise innovation activities and the availability of preferential polices in China[3]. Facing with the
requirement of the future, the investigation on the characteristics of innovation implementation and
innovation achievements is an important empirical research.

2 Methodology
The investigation named “Innovation Implementation and Innovation Achievement” lasts 8 months
from April 2009 to December 2009, by conducting multiple activities such as convening entrepreneur
conference, holding academic forums, visiting & researching enterprises, and conducting the
questionnaire survey among MBA students, we have finished the questionnaire investigation in 145
enterprise samples located in more than 10 provinces (such as Guangdong, Shandong, Zhejiang, Hubei)
of China, the category criteria for classification and the sample amount are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Category Criteria & Number of Surveyed Enterprises
Category Criteria
Number
Within 5 years
28
Established Year
More than 5 years
117
More than 250 employees
35
Scale
250-500 employees
20
(referred as number of
500-2000 employees
37
employees)
More than 2000 employees
53
Manufacturing
71
Business Domain
Service
45
Other
29
State-owned
40
Partnership
3
Company limited by shares
38
Ownership
Limited liability company
45
Private-owned company
17
Others
0
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3 Statistical Analyses of the Characteristics of the Innovation Implementation
3.1 Nuclear
Statistics shows that (as shown in Figure 1), During the early stage of conducting innovation projects,
the priority work of 53% enterprises in all regions of China is to appoint a project manager. (In
Shenzhen this phenomenon is most obvious, where the rate of the priority work as “appointing a project
manager” achieves a proportion of 70%), the other necessary steps in innovation implementation are in
the following order: setting up a technical team and enterprise leader direct tracking. The organization of
innovation activities requires a full exploration of employees’ subjective initial. The project manager,
namely, the core figures of the innovation team are particularly crucial to the success of the process of
innovation project implementation, for they play important roles in coordinating the innovation team,
allocating related resources, developing innovation scheme, and avoiding risks rose in innovation. From
the above investigated result, the appointed person who is in charge of development process of
innovation projects is usually also the person in charge of the whole enterprise. This shows that, to
develop the enterprises’ chief leader responsibility system in innovation projects as well as to establish
their core positions in these programs represent a quite significant sense to the development of
innovation projects.
3.2 Cooperative
From the concrete process of innovation project implementation, in all regions of China, exclude
Guangdong province, enterprises (the national average level is as high as 66%) all adopt an approach
which emphasizes experimenting firstly, testing secondly and spreading thirdly to carry out the
innovation projects. The reason for adopting this approach lies in the trial and error characteristic and
the adaptability of innovation, which makes it can not be achieved all in one step in innovation project
implementation. Therefore, to set up innovation learning and innovation promotion systems based on
certain small-scale, small-batches, small-investment and small-scope innovation basis, has rather crucial
influence to the success of organizing and implementing innovation activities. From the independence
and cooperation characteristic of innovation project implementation, most enterprises adopt the
collaborative innovation approach, that is, to extend extensive collaboration with universities, R&D
institutions and enterprises, and the percentage of each collaboration type is 54%, 23% and39%
respectively. Among all the regions we investigated in China, the enterprise-university collaboration in
Shenzhen is the closest (the proportion is as high as 78%), while the enterprise-university collaboration
in Zhejiang is at the lowest level (the proportion is 38%). People can conclude the cooperation
characteristic which innovation activities bear, that is, through the university-enterprise collaboration,
each collaborative partner can share resources, complement useful elements, and doing collaborations to
achieve the advantage of position differences and avoid innovation risks. From the consideration of the
opportune time of innovation project implementation, currently the Chinese enterprises have relatively
strong randomness, document shows that 61% enterprises’ innovation projects having their innovation
decisions made singly according to circumstances, but the situation in Zhejiang is exceptional, survey
statistics show that most enterprises there do not carry out their innovation projects singly according to
the circumstance, instead, they have plans implementation in a time range of 2-3 years. Hence, it can be
perceived that, currently the Chinese enterprises are relatively short-sighted and apparent utilitarian.
That is, usually their innovation activities are for catering to the current need of enterprises’
development, especially to resolute the problems rising from the technology and market competition,
lacking a vision and proactive consideration to innovation activities.
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Characteristic Indicators of Innovation Organization

3.3 Random
From the statistics of enterprises of different established years, the enterprises which operate less
than 5 years are more inclined to set up technology team and adopt an independent way in the early
phase of innovation project implementation, while for those enterprises have a history more than 5 years,
the priority work is to appoint a project manager, and tend to collaborate with universities and
institutions in innovation projects development. From the statistics of enterprises with different scales,
the enterprises have less than 250 employees tend to set up technology team during the early stage of the
innovation projects, while the enterprises have a staff of more than 250 are inclined to collaborate with
higher institutions and universities. From the statistics of enterprises of different ownerships, partnership
enterprises are more inclined to conduct independent innovation compared to the enterprises of other
types of ownership.
4 Statistical Analyses of the Characteristics of the Innovation Achievements
4.1 Utilitarianism
Judging from the survey results (Figure 2) of the overall objectives which enterprises intend to
achieve in the process of innovation implementation, most(74%) of these enterprises’ objective is to
develop new products, 59% enterprises hope to improve their existing products, relatively less
enterprises set their overall objective as to design new techniques or to improve the original ones. From
the statistics, we can infer that currently the utilitarianism of Chinese enterprises in conducting
innovation activities. They attach much more importance to the innovation of products rather than to the
innovation of techniques, namely, the innovation of Chinese enterprises always intend to gain
corresponding short term profit and direct profit from the new product development through the
superficial product innovation, while put much less attention to the principal and deep-seated innovation
modes.
4.2 Integration, popularization and protection
The survey statistics show the objective of 71% investigated enterprises in conducting innovation
projects is to serve and apply to the enterprise as a whole rather than to serve and adapt to some certain
departments. 76% enterprises hold the opinion that the innovation projects in one certain business area
can be adapted to and spread to other business domains, 52% enterprises have set up patent application
system of innovation projects. Although the organization process of enterprise innovation activities has
several characteristics such as randomness, short-sightedness, and trial and error, enterprises are more
inclined to satisfy their innovation needs by carrying out universal, targeted, and adapted innovation
activities. That is, not only can the innovation achievements adapt to one certain department, but also
they can be referred, spread and applied to other professional fields, technology department and other
disciplines to make the experience of selected units promoting the work in the entire enterprise, and
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bring the scope economy and technology overflow into full play. Which needs to be stressed here is that,
although universally enterprises emphasize the adaptability and spread ability of innovation
achievements, they lack the necessary protection mechanism to these achievements. Nearly 50%
enterprises still haven’t established an effective patent application system for innovation projects. From
the scope of the whole country, more than half of the enterprises in Hubei are still short of a strong sense
of IP protection; the effect of their patent protection is not good. This phenomenon calls for people’s
more attention.

Figure 2

Characteristic Indicators of Innovation Achievements

5 Conclusions
From the statistics of enterprises with different established years, those has a history less than 5
years are more risk-preference and more innovation-orientated. Therefore, they are prone to innovate
directly, while on the contrary, these enterprises which have a history more than 5 years are incline to
conduct their innovation process by doing experiments and tests firstly. The survey statistics also reveal
that, the enterprises which set up earlier than the ones established later put more emphasis on the
innovation achievement and intellectual property protection. From the angle of the statistics of
enterprises with different scales, these ones have less than 250 employees are prone to set up technology
team during the early stage of the development of innovation projects, while the enterprises have more
than 250 people are inclined to collaborate with universities and institutions. From the statistics of
enterprises with different ownerships, partnership enterprises are inclined to independent innovation
while the state-owned enterprises and the limited liability companies put more emphasis on the patent
application.
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Study on IPO Underpricing in China’s Growth Enterprise Market
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Abstract This article takes samples from 58 companies which go public in the growth enterprise
market (GEM) between October 2009 and February 2010, and sets multiple linear regression models to
exam asymmetric information hypothesis and behavioral hypothesis. The results show that the
mainstream asymmetric information hypothesis can only explain part of China’s GEM IPO underpricing.
However, the supply and demand imbalances in the secondary market and the speculation atmosphere
among investors are important reasons for IPO underpricing in GEM.
Keywords GEM (growth enterprise market); IPO underpricing; Asymmetric information hypothesis；
Behavioral hypothesis

1 Introduction
IPO underpricing means the offer price of a company is much lower than the share price on the first
day of trading in the secondary market. Therefore, investors can gain excess rate of return. IPO
underpricing widely exists in worldwide stock markets, and is essentially a problem of market
efficiency.
Rock[1] advanced the model of "winners curse", and thought that there exists information advantage
for one party, so that another party without information advantage will be in an unfavorable situation
because of self-selection. Beatty and Ritter[2] extended Rock’s model, and introduced uncertainty to the
model "winners curse". They believe that the higher degree of uncertainty in a company’s value before
IPO, the greater the expected IPO underpricing. Baron and Holmstrom[3] pointed out that there exists
potential conflicts of interest between issuers and underwriters: Although the issuers require maximizing
their return, but the underwriters have an incentive to set a relatively low price in order to reduce costs
and workload. Ibbotson[4], Allen and Faulhaber[5], Grinblatt and Hwang[6], Welch[7] suggests that the
issue company is at a position of information advantage. Underpricing is a kind of signal of true value
passed from issue companies to potential investors. WeIch[8] believed that issuers and investment banks
may issue underpriced stock because they want to attract potential investors to subscribe for a small
number of initial public offering of stock, and then attract other investors to buy more ,thus producing
“herding effect”. Ljungqvist, Nanda and Singh[9] proposed investor sentiment hypothesis.
High IPO underpricing in China causes interests of many scholars. Su and Fleisher’s[10] study
showed that the signal transmission hypothesis may explain IPO underpricing in China. Bribing officials
and the ballot system intensify this phenomenon. Research done by Chen Gongmeng and Gao Ning[11]
further confirmed the explanatory power of the signal transmission hypothesis. Results showed by Liu
proved that asymmetric information hypothesis can only partly explain IPO underpricing in China. Su[12]
used uncertainty in a company’s value before IPO to measure information asymmetry, and found that
high degree of information asymmetry in stock market may explain China's high rate of IPO
underpricing. Yu and Tse’s[13] study showed that "winners curse" hypothesis could explain IPO
underpricing in China, while signaling hypothesis is not suitable to explain. Wang Yixia , Xia Xinping,
and Cheng Mengqun[14] proved that investor sentiment can better explain high IPO underpricing in
China. Variables such as degree of media attention, the dispersion of analyst forecasts and consumer
expectation index can measure investors ‘ market optimism, thus making significant effect on IPO
underpricing.

2 Data and Methodology
2.1 Sample
Samples are taken from stocks listed in China’s GEM before June, 2010. Stocks code from 300001
to 300058. Main statistical characteristics in China’s GEM are shown in table 2-1, table 2-2, table 2-3.
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Table 1 Main Statistical Characteristics in China’s GEM
Variables
Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Issue Price(RMB)
29.51
27.8
88
11.3
PE
70.03
66.61
126.67
40.12
Share Price on the first day of 46.71
42.28
115.23
20.99
trading(RMB)
Turnover Rate on the first 78.14
85.5
91.02
54.19
day of trading(%)
0.75
0.71
1.35
0.31
Bid Rate（%）
Interval between subscription 18.5
17
35
9
and go public(day)
2208
2000
5300
1000
Issue Size（10 thousand）

Standard Deviation
13.88
20.09
19.31
11.75
0.25
11.47
1858

Table 2

Samples
58

Main Statistical Characteristics of IPO Underpricing in China’s GEM(%)
Standard
Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Deviation
67.26
76
210
8
46.61

Table 3
Interval
<0
0-50
50-100
100-150
150-200
200-250
Total

Interval Characteristics of IPO Underpricing Rate in China’s GEM
Numbers
Ratio（%）
0
0
27
46.55
21
36.21
7
12.07
2
3.45
1
1.72
58
100

2.2 Hypnosis and variable definition
The hypothesis “Winners curse" is valid on the premise that investors share different information
on the company's future cash flow. Therefore, the key to exam “Winners curse" is to measure the degree
of information asymmetry. This article references to Liu’s[15] method, considering ratio between issued
shares and total shares as the proxy variables in investor information asymmetry. In general, the number
of shares issued has positive correlation with firm size. Larger the companies has lower degree of
information asymmetry. Moreover, larger number of issued shares, shares that are more dispersed, can
lower the risks of share price to be manipulated. Thus, we propose hypothesis 1:
Hypothesis 1: IPO underpricing in China will be negatively associated with the ratio between
issued shares and total shares.
Beatty and Ritter[2] believed that an important factor to "winners curse" is that higher degree of
uncertainty in a company’s value before IPO results greater expected IPO underpricing. This article
selects the number of risk factors listed in the prospectus, interval between stock issuance and going
public as proxy variables for prior uncertainty. Thus, we propose hypothesis 2 and 3 :
Hypothesis 2：IPO underpricing in China will be positively associated with risk factors faced by a
company.
Hypothesis 3: IPO underpricing in China will be positively associated with the time interval
between stock issuance and going public.
Signaling hypothesis supposes that high-quality business is distinguished by the payment of the
cost of underpricing, thus passing signals about the company’s value to investors. The loss will be made
up when refinancing later.
Low-quality companies are not expected to re-financing, therefore less underpricing. This article
selects ROE to reveal company’s quality. Thus, we propose hypothesis 4 :
Hypothesis 4: IPO underpricing in China will be positively associated with ROE in the previous
years before the company going public.
According to "prevailing", hypothesis, in the process of issuing new shares, the issuer may lower
the price to attract investors, in order to stimulate more purchases. In the stock market, bidding rate
reflects the degree of investor’s favor of new shares. Lower bidding rate reflects greater attraction to
investors. Thus, we propose hypothesis 5:
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Hypothesis 5: IPO underpricing in China will be negatively associated with bidding rate.
Moral hazard hypothesis supposes that issuers and investment banks are agent relationship, but
investment bankers have information advantage compared with issuers. Ljungqvist’s[9] study showed
that the higher issue fees, the lower IPO underpricing rate. Therefore, this article uses issue fee as the
proxy variable of underwriter’s income.
Hypothesis 6: IPO underpricing in China will be negatively associated with issue fees.
Investor behavior hypothesis attempts to analyze GEM IPO Underpricing from the price
determination in the secondary market. The basic assumption is to suppose issue price is reasonable.
IPO underpricing occurs because the stock price in the secondary market is too high. Supply and
demand imbalance causes this problem.
In the current approval system, the company can decide the number of shares issued, but the
Commission has the right of final decision on the number of shares issued. In order to ensure the success
of issue, SMEs will reduce the number of shares when applying to the Commission. Since investors
have great interests in new shares issued in GEM, the problem that supply can not meet demand
happened. Thus, we propose hypothesis 7:
Hypothesis 7: IPO underpricing in China will be negatively associated with the number of shares
issued.
There is a climate of speculation in the secondary market, and over-speculation from investors
aggravated the supply and demand imbalance. Therefore, turnover rate on the first day of trading reflects
investor’s speculation.
Hypothesis 8: IPO underpricing in China will be positively associated with the turnover rate on the
first day of trading.
2.3 Model to exam asymmetric information hypothesis
Underate = β0 +β1 tradsh +β2 riskfa +β3 timlag +β4 roe +β5 lotrate +β6 isfee + v
(1)
hypothesis
Winners
Curse
Signaling
Prevailing
Moral Hazard
Investor
Behavior

Table 4 Variables in Asymmetric Information Hypothesis
Variable
Expected Symbol
Way to measure
tradsh
ratio between issued shares and total shares
riskfa
+
risk factors listed in the prospectus
timlag
+
time interval between stock issuance and going public
roe
+
ROE in the previous year before IPO
lotrate
Bidding rate
isfee
issue fees
IPO size
number of shares issued
turnover
+
turnover rate on the first day of trading

Table 5 Results of OLS in Model 1
Dependent Variable: UNDERATE
Method: Least Squares
Date: 06/16/10 Time: 12:17
Sample: 300001 300058
Included observations: 51
Variable
Coefficient
Std. Error
t-Statistic
C
6.429431
5.340033
1.204006
TRADSH
-9.403415
9.219127
-1.019990
TIMLAG
0.019771
0.006723
2.940673
ROE
-0.016851
0.006156
-2.737131
RISKFA
-0.003468
0.009394
-0.369181
LOTRATE
-0.298876
0.240776
-1.241304
ISFEE
-9.22E-05
4.30E-05
-2.142657
R-squared
0.493785
Mean dependent vary
Adjusted R-squared
0.424756
S.D. dependent vary
S.E. of regression
0.367949
Akaike info criterion
Sum squared reside
5.956998
Schwarz criterion
Log likelihood
-17.61076
F-statistic
Durbin-Watson stat
1.055075
Probe(F-statistic)

Prob.
0.2350
0.3133
0.0052
0.0089
0.7138
0.2211
0.0377
0.678824
0.485134
0.965128
1.230280
7.153273
0.000023
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Underrate=6.429 – 9.403 tradsh – 0.003 riskfa+0.019 timlag – 0.019 roe – 0.030 lotrate – 9.22E-05
(2)
isfee + v
2.4 Model to exam investor behavior hypothesis
Underate=β0+β1tradsh+β2riskfa+β3timlag+β4roe+β5lotrate+β6isfee+β7iposize+β8turnover+v
(3)
Table 6 Results of OLS in Model 2
Dependent Variable: UNDERATE
Method: Least Squares
Date: 06/07/10 Time: 20:25
Sample: 300001 300058
Included observations: 51
Variable
Coefficient
Std. Error
t-Statistic
C
-0.601263
4.035104
-0.149008
TRADSH
-2.654403
6.487437
-0.409161
RISKFA
-0.005819
0.006439
-0.903653
TIMLAG
0.007916
0.004915
1.610514
ROE
-0.000493
0.004887
-0.100962
LOTRATE
-0.755319
0.177017
-4.266928
ISFEE
-2.61E-05
3.27E-05
-0.797070
LOG(IPOSIZE)
0.120300
0.099117
1.213718
TURNOVER
3.142681
0.436364
7.201977
R-squared
0.773547 Mean dependent vary
Adjusted R-squared
0.730413 S.D. dependent vary
S.E. of regression
0.251890 Akaike info criterion
Sum squared reside
2.664835 Schwarz criterion
Log likelihood
2.902061 F-statistic
Durbin-Watson stat
1.545841 Probe(F-statistic)

Prob.
0.8823
0.6845
0.3713
0.1148
0.9201
0.0001
0.4299
0.2316
0.0000
0.678824
0.485134
0.239135
0.580045
17.93364
0.000000

Underate = 0.601 – 2.654 tradsh – 0.006 riskfa +0.008 timlag – 4.93E-04 roe – 0.755 lotrate
– 2.61E-05 isfee + 0.120 log(IPO size) + 3.143 turnover + v

(4)

3 Results
From model (1)’s regression results, we know that the proportion of outstanding shares, the number
of risk factors, the bidding rate in the coefficient is not statistically significant, indicating that hypothesis
1, hypothesis 2 and hypothesis 5 does not hold.
Coefficient of time interval between stock issuance and going public has the expected sign, and
statistically significant, which shows the hypothesis 3 “IPO underpricing in China will be positively
associated with the time interval between stock issuance and going public” hold.
Coefficient of ROE has the opposite sign, but statistically significant. This is a serious
inconsistency with the theoretical analysis. The reason maybe that hypothesis “high-quality companies
demonstrate its strength through IPO underpricing” can not fully reflect in China. This also shows that
investors do not establish the idea of “value investing”. Therefore, some financially excellent companies
have not been favored by investors.
Coefficient of issue fee has the expected sign, and statistically significant, which proves that “IPO
underpricing in China will be negatively associated with issue fees”.
R-squared in model (1) is 49.38%, and its adjusted R-squared is 42.47%, which means asymmetric
information hypothesis can only partly explain IPO underpricing in GEM.
The results of model (2) showed that hypothesis 7 does not hold.
This means the expansion of issue scale can not reduce the degree of IPO underpricing. Moreover,
this may indicate that some security research institutes in China do not give a more profound study on
large-scale growth enterprises, or Chinese investors do not pay much attention to results done by
research institutes.
Coefficient of turnover rate on the first day of trading has the expected sign, and statistically
significant at 1% significant level. That’s to say, the hypnosis: “IPO underpricing in China will be
positively associated with the turnover rate on the first day of trading” holds. This means there exists
serious speculation atmosphere in China's Growth Enterprise Market. Investors earn high short-term
returns through frequent handover, and lack of “value investing” concept.
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R-squared in model (2) is 77.35%, and its adjusted R-squared is 73.04%, which numerically
superior to asymmetric information hypothesis.

4 Conclusions
The results indicate that the mainstream asymmetric information hypothesis can only explain part
of China GEM IPO underpricing phenomenon However, the supply and demand imbalances in the
secondary market, and the speculation atmosphere are important reasons for the IPO underpricing in
GEM. Since the GEM market has just opened, this article is only done some tentative work, thus
existing many deficiencies and fields that need continuous study. For example, further study can focus
on Institutional hypothesis, ownership and control hypothesis. Or finding more appropriate variables to
exam related IPO underpricing hypothesis in GEM. Even with the increase in the number of listed
companies in GEM, longitudinal comparisons can be taken into consideration, and whether “Hot Issue”
and “Cold Issue” exists in the China’s GEM can be discussed.
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Abstract Product innovation is crucial to the survival and prosperity of the modern corporation. This paper
reveals the pathway of product innovation design, analyzes the risks that exist in all sectors of product
innovation path, and finally draws out the risk transmission path of product innovation design. The
characteristics of product innovation is a linear process, risks arising from the previous transmission path of
product innovation design will pass along the design process to form risk transmission path. The significance
to draw out the map of the risk transmission path of product innovation design is visually presenting the order
of product innovation and design process, making it easier to avoid unnecessary risks by controlling the risk
sources, retaining risk carrier, cutting risk path with the risk transmission theory. It has guiding significance
and application value for avoiding and controlling risks in product innovation design.
Key Words Product innovation; Design risk; Transmission path

1 Introduction
Product innovation is the key element to the continuously development and prosperity of modern
enterprise and it is the driving source of product design. Design, as a “relations of production’ which
was given birth of the coordination and solution that “small production” did not suit the mode of “mass
production”, it is a process that could transform the invisible concept into the visible entities, then
provide goods by companies to satisfy human’s aspirations and needs, and it is also an important way
and the ultimate means to achieve product innovation. Meanwhile, as an “imperative logic” which
studies “How?” and “How can?”, therefore, design has a grave responsibility. Whether the design is
appropriate relate to the deviation of the relationship between the expected targets, and actually
achievement relate to the success of product innovation. However, the design process will be effected by
macro and micro environment, resulting in that actual achieves has deviation’s possibility with the
anticipated target, and this is design risk.
From the perspective of patterns of innovation strategy, product innovation design is a process of
asking question, information searching, analyzing, plan making, standards finding, choice selecting,
plan accepting, implementation, and review. From the perspective of design program, product
innovation design is the process including product demand investigation, product development and
design, display and identification. From the perspective of design procedure, product innovation design
is a process of the requirement analysis, conceptual design, detailed design, prototype testing and
evaluation, production and sales, recovery and regeneration. From the perspective of design
management, product innovation design includes design strategy, design goals, design process, design
systems, design quality, design intellectual property. It should be considered above viewpoints and
clarify all aspects of the design process and relevant factors when enterprises carry out product
innovation. Therefore, the author drew out the path of product innovation design according to the
internal relations of these views (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Sketch of Product Innovation Design Path
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In the road map, product demand and investigation are completed by demand analysis. Then the
related research data are obtained, which is the basis to make business development strategy and set
goals for product design, and it is at this stage to make the product development strategy and design
goals.
The product design and development is carrying out after strategies and goals identifying. The
detailed implementation process begins with an initial but comprehensive conceptual design, it is a
continuous evolution process that behaves from coarse to fine, from ambiguity to clear, from the abstract
to the specific. The goal of concept design is the first time to transform strategy and objectives into an
intuitive, visual product image in order to display product concept, function, usage, market positioning,
styling, body volume size, and then initially assess the feasibility of strategies and objectives. When the
concept design is completed, the next step is detailed design and more comprehensive refinement is
obtained in accordance with the conclusions of concept design, and determines the product’s shape,
color, structure, texture and materials needed to achieve the product, process and other specific concerns.
In this phase, all parameters that are needed prior processing ought to be completed, at the same time,
whether the objective could be successful achieved is an ordeal to the enterprise product development
process and cooperation of every department.
In the stage of product display and identification, prototype will be trial-manufactured and
evaluated to assess whether the result of product development and design is consistent with the
requirements of strategies and objectives. It is a self-test procedure before putting into mass production.
The design will be orientated display and evaluation in this stage, to make consequential amendments on
this basis to ensure the implementation of mass production. It is also the time to set standards on product
quality and establish intellectual property stage.
In the stage of production and sales, product structure and streamline processes should be
simplified, and make it easy to manufacture, decrease rejection rate and create the packing that has
simple structure, saves resources, make it easy to transport and display by design in order to improve the
product’s competitiveness.
In the stage of recovery and regeneration, it will be a test whether energy conservation has been full
considered of at the beginning of product design. Excellent products should not only be of high quality
and easy to use, but consider low energy consumption and hazard-free in the process of creating, using
and reclaiming. Therefore in beginning of product design, product structure, material selection,
manufacture process and recovery methods should be taken into consideration. The product’s structure
should be simple, easy assembly and disassembly. The process should be simple, easy to manufacture
and degradation. Materials should be environmentally friendly, easy recovery and regeneration. Product
innovation does not only design the product appearance, but include the whole process from the
beginning of product design to manufacturing, marketing, distribution to recycling. As a “production
relations”, this is the embodiment of design in the entire proceeding. The concept of energy conservation,
environmental protection and green design is also an irresistible trend.

2 Risks and Transmission Path in the Stage of Product Demand and Investigation
Risk is a function of uncertainty (or failure probability) and the individual or corporate funds.
Enterprises should be cautious to product innovation because risks exist at everywhere and anytime, it is
related to corporate finance and investment. A failure of the product innovation project is likely to bring
great loss to the company, which may be fatal to some small and medium enterprises. In China, in order
to avoid the risk of product innovation, many small and medium enterprises ignore intellectual property,
and a number of “cheap and copy products” which only imitate the appearance of successful product
and are lack of core technology are produced. This is to avoid investing funds, personnel and technical
input and failure risk, obviously it is very inactive and negative, the product will be knocked out of the
market is just a matter of time because they do not have the core technologies and intellectual property
rights, it is hard for these SME to survive. Nonetheless, product innovation processes of large
enterprises are not smooth although they have funds, personnel and technical advantages. Almost all
type of enterprises face the same challenges in front of risks.
The core element of product innovation is determined in the phase of establishing design strategies
and objectives, which are the key to the entire product innovation. Design strategy, as an part of business
strategy, is the long-term planning and method that is set according to enterprises’ own situation, is the
development planning of design sector, is the design guidelines and direction requirements. Design goal
is the expected result that is achieved by design department under the requirements of the design
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strategies. The proposed of design strategies and objectives is completed based on the analysis of
product demand, and the need research is generally divided into the user market research and product
research, therefore, from the perspective of product innovation map, in the stage of product demand and
investigation, the risk factor came from authenticity and accuracy of the market and product research.
The manifestation that risk produces is to work out the wrong design strategy and target, it will have a
fundamental adverse effects to the following stages. From this we can draw out the risks and
transmission path in the stage of product demand and investigation (Figure 2).

Figure 2

Risks and Transmission Path in the Stage of Product Demand and Investigation

3 Risks and Transmission Path in the Stage of Product Development and Design
Product development and design is mainly completed through conceptual design and detailed
design. The previous stage of conceptual design is to transform the design goal into the problems to be
solved, and these problems will be the starting point of design. Design team and other field personage
work together to open design ideas with innovative approaches such as “Brainstorming” or “Fully
managed” to obtain a rich and extensive association and seek diverse solutions to problems. It is a
divergent thinking process and a diffusion search pattern. The later stage of conceptual design is to
screen the generated ideas by discussion and acquire helpful solutions by some species regulation. This
is a divergent thinking process and a focalizing search pattern. Therefore, the process of conceptual
design is completed common machining by the divergence and convergence, and the whole the behavior
process look like a “spindle”. Conceptual design has diverse pattern of manifestation. According to the
difference of companies and projects, the design plan can be showed by drawing, digital 3D model,
animation (virtual reality technology), physical model (rapid prototyping) and trial sample (such as the
concept car) (Figure 3).As conceptual design is a process to transform the design goal into the visible
visual touch conceptual plan, so in this part there is a considerable uncertainty.

Figure 3

The Manifestation of Conceptual Design

According to the plan generated based on conceptual design, detailed design will have a further
refinement and more comprehensive program with the cooperation of industrial designer(ID),
mechanical designer (MD), user interface designer (UID), hardware and software engineer etc to
determine the product’s shape, color, structure, texture and materials, process and other specific issues.
A specific item about size, material and tolerances of all non-standard components and standard parts
purchased from suppliers should be listed. To establish a process plan and design tools for every
manufactured component and part. The output of this phase is the control documentation -- describing
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each component’s geometry drawings and computer files of manufacturing tools, purchase list and the
plan of product manufacturing and assembly.
Conceptual design is the program of detailed design, and detailed design is the refinement and
extension of conceptual design. The results of conceptual design would be amended in detail design, and
the results of detail design would be identified in the display and identification phases. In the stage of
product development and design, there are more risks compared to the conceptual design stage. How to
transform design objectives into a viable, visual design program has been a challenge. In fact, in order to
improve design programs and reduce the risks, it is often to interpose nodes in appropriate location of
conceptual design and detail design. There is assessment in these nodes, if incompliant, go back to
design again until meeting the design requirements. Whether it is a conceptual design or detailed design
should be built on the basis of originality, the patent examination should get involved in the assessment
of technology selection and design plan.
Meanwhile, at this stage, the system and design process is the key factor to ensure conceptual
design and detailed design to achieve goals. Whether the design process is scientific and reasonable
directly relates to the orderly performance of design and complete the design in time. Whether the
structure of design system is complete and reasonable directly relates to the design quality and whether
the plan can meet the technical requirements of production and the need of market. On the other hand,
the result of this stage is a preparation for production and processing. From this we can draw out the
risks and transmission path in the stage of product development and design (Figure 4).

Figure 4

Risks and Transmission Path in the Stage of Product Development and Design

4 Risks and Transmission Path in the Stage of Product Display and Identification
In the stage of product display and identification, prototype will be trial-manufactured and
evaluated to assess whether the result of product development and design is consistent with the
requirements of strategies and objectives. In the stage of product display, all features should be
comprehensive exhibited. Therefore, it is often to demonstrate products’ appearance, texture, structure,
using condition, using method, even product packaging, storage and sale forms through drawing,
animation, prototype, samples of the product-related materials and accessories. Only show the product
completely can we discover the issues and make a timely correction. The process of identification is the
process of testing and evaluation, is an important part of ensure product quality.
In the process of product innovation design, display and identification are not only to test and
evaluate prototype. In fact, as a means to avoid risks, display and identification have already intervened
in product development and design stage. There are following risks in this stage: whether the display is
comprehensive, intuitive and effective to reflect design; whether the test project is comprehensive, the
test method is correct and the test data is real; whether the evaluation system is perfect, the evaluating
indicators is accurate, evaluation is objective and fair. Meanwhile, this stage needs to acquire an
accurate assessment and identification programs, develop effective revising strategies and motivate the
team to continue the development process.
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Through the display and identification, design is corrected and ultimately determined, the
product’s parameters and quality standards are established. Product quality is the specific performance
of product innovation, which is related to the user's life, health and property, therefore to set quality
standards and control manufacturing sectors are critical. With the diversification of products and
Enterprise product image's gradually rich, the structure of product quality has changed from physical
products to the combination of physical and intangible products.
In order to have the intellectual property of the design project, the enterprises should apply for
patent about the product’s key technology, unique shape, structure, using manner and appearance as
soon as possible. At the same time, it is required special attention that either conceptual design or
detailed design should be built on the basis of originality, the patent examination should get involved in
the assessment of technology selection and design plan. The concept of intellectual property should be
sufficient appearing in product innovation design, intellectual property rights is an effective means to
protect the innovation from stealing, and a embodiment of original creating spirit and respecting value.
But it should pay attention to intellectual property’s region, agency and date. From this we can draw out
risks and transmission path in the stage of product display and identification (Figure 5).

Figure 5 Risks and Transmission Path in the Stage of Product Display and Identification

5 Risks and Transmission Path in the Stage of Producing and Sales
In the stage of producing and sale, the design transforms into products and creates value.
Production risks mainly come from three aspects: Firstly, it is the quality of the design itself, such as
whether it has maneuverability and economy, whether the structural design is reasonable, whether the
material selection is proper. The second is the level of production skill such as whether it could meet the
requirement of machining accuracy, whether the employee skill, productivity and efficiency is to meet
the demand. The third is the supplying of raw materials, such as raw materials’ type, quality and price.
The sales risks have more diversified sources. From the perspective of design, the sales risks mainly
from the difference of locality including laws, regulations, family structure, lifestyle, purchasing power,
consumption habits, aesthetic preferences, religious faith, brand value, competition, sale models and
marketing. The above factors should also be given full attention to in the research stage of design and
fully reflected in the implementation stage. So the normal way is to use "native" concept design products
for the users of a specific region and country, or to adopt a common concept of globalization to design a
"universal" product. From this we can draw out risks and transmission path in the stage of producing
and sales (Figure 6).
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Risks and Transmission Path in the Stage of Producing and Sales

6 Risks & Transmission Path in the Stage of Product Recovery & Regeneration
Industrial products have the feature of mass production. When products do not have value and
become industrial garbage, they aggravated environmental pollution. As the increasing of human’s
awareness of environmental protection, recovery and regeneration are hot topics in recent years. The
risk of recovery and regeneration are not immediately apparent, and its destruction to the environment
will be gradual and continuous, so it would encounter resistance from consumers who do not trust the
product brand finally. The risks of recovery and regeneration caused by many factors, such as products’
complex structure, diverse materials, difficult degradation or recycled and containing toxins, which
would bring the problems of difficult to recycle or high cost recovery, ultimately resulting in difficult to
reclaim and environmental damage. The “3R” principle of green design contributes ideas to avoid the
risks of recovery and regeneration, which are “Reduce”, “Reuse” and “Recycling”, in accordance with
“3R” principle, it is needed to advocate healthy and green living ideas from the stage of product
definition, such as low power, universal, best use. In the process of product design, the product should
be compact, pure, lean, and small energy consumption, easy to transport storage and recycling. In the
process of producing, product resources should be more rational allocation by regulating the production
to reduce waste of resources. In the process of commodity circulation, it is important to reduce energy
consumption by shortening the transport distance during transport, to avoid excessive publicity and
mislead consumers, and advocate simple lightweight packaging. From this we can draw out the risks
and transmission path in the stage of product recovery and regeneration (Figure 7).

Figure 7

Risks and Transmission Path in the Stage of Product Recovery and Regeneration

7 Conclusion
According to the reviewing and analysis of product innovation design procedures, it is found that
the whole design process is linear and clear although some stages may be repeated. Because the
characteristics with linear is appeared in product innovation process, the results of the previous stage are
the conditions of the latter, risks arising from the previous will pass along the design process and form
risk transmission path. Based on the path diagram of product innovation design, integrated various
aspects of risk factors and pathways, the map of the risk transmission path of product innovation design
can be drawn out (Figure8). The line with the red arrow is the path of risk transmission, and it connects
the stages of the design process in series. This shows the linear feature of risk transmission during the
design process. The red dots are the sets of risk factors in each stage of the design process, where all
risks come from, and the risk factor sets are the first defenses to control risks. The blue dots represent
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key control points, the points means that the last stage is completed and the next stage is about to begin.
At this point, it is required to discriminate the work has been completed, once negligence was found, it
should be returned back and amended in time. It is a key interception and control risk barrier.
The significance to draw out the map of the risk transmission path of product innovation design is
visually presenting the order of product innovation and design process, show the responsibilities of
various stages and the risk factors, thus to find the source of production risks easily and judge the
transmission direction of risk, making it easier to avoid unnecessary risks by controlling the risk sources,
retaining risk carrier, cutting risk path with the risk transmission theory.
Based on path of the risk transmission in product innovation design, we can further study the
characteristics of the risk transmission, such as criticality, direction, coupling effects of risk transmission;
research risk control node; study when various departments are involved in the design process, and
optimal design processes to build an effective risk-averse practice mode.
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Co-Link Analysis for Mining Business Competitive Intelligence:
A Case Study of Pharmaceutical Industry
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Abstract Based on earlier studies which showed that links to business websites contain useful
business information, 39 Pharmaceutical companies are selected to show the steps and methods of
co-link analysis for the excavation of competitive intelligence. Co-link data of 39 companies are
collected from Yahoo! and then converted to correlation matrix with Ochiai Coefficient for further study.
The method of MDS is used to analyze the raw data. Results of the MDS map display the competitive
position and competitive degree from which three groups of pharmaceuticals industry are revealed. We
conclude that co-link analysis and MDS can be used to reflect the competitive position of enterprises.
Key words Co-link analysis; Pharmaceuticals industry; MDS; Competitive intelligence

1 Introduction
As the development and popularization of the internet, it has become the main platform people can
collect, retrieve, and disseminate information. Currently, almost all the well-known companies have
built their own portal website to release information and carry out business transaction. Profound
changes in business transactions have taken place due to internet, while the internet has become an
important approach to gain competitive intelligence.
Co-link analysis is a kind of link analysis, which is an important analysis method of webometrics.
Co-link analysis originated in co-citation analysis of bibliometrics. The concept of co-link is analogous
to the concept of co-citation in bibliometrics (SMALL, 1973). If page X and Y are both linked to by
page Z (i.e. page X and Y both have in links from page Z), then X and Y are co-linked. The first study
on co-link phenomenon in the internet was conducted in 1996 by Larson, a famous information scientist
in University of California, Berkeley. He proposed that cyberspace can be observed by co-link
relationship between websites (Larson, 1996). Since then many researchers have carried out studies on
the application of co-link analysis. For example, Vaughan L examined why websites were co-linked
using Canadian university websites as the test set (Vaughan L, 2007). Junping Qiu presented
“substantive co-link analysis” which carried out with the sample of 20 academic blogs on Library and
Information Science (Junping Qiu, 2008). There are also some authors have focused on academic
websites (Thelwall, 2002a; Thelwall, 2002b; Aguillo &Granadino, 2006).
Studies about the application of co-link analysis to obtaining business competitive intelligence
research is still in infancy stage. An early study (Vaughan, You, 2005; 2006; 2008) successfully used
co-link data to map competitive positions of a group of companies. In addition to related researches of
Vaughan, competitive situation of 31 consulting firms has been studied by using co-link analysis(Jin
Yuxin, 2009).
In this paper, the world’s leading pharmaceutical companies are taken as a case to show steps and
methods of co-link analysis for the excavation of competitive intelligence. As the pharmaceutical
industry has the high sensitivity of information, whether drug research or development, sales or service
are inseparable from the access to information.
We apply co-link analysis in discovering competitors and keeping abreast of competitive position,
because the number of co-links to the websites of a pair of companies is a measure of the similarity
between the two companies. The more co-links the two companies have, the more closely related they
are in the views of the sites that link to them. As companies with similar business will share the same
market, so they are more likely to become competitors. The method of MDS is used to analyze the
co-link data, because the degree of similarity can be judged through the distance between companies in
the MDS map showing the relative positions of the companies. Similar companies were positioned
together and the map matches our knowledge of the relationships among the companies.

2 Data
2.1 Data collection
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39 companies related to pharmaceuticals are selected from the world’s Fortune 500 companies
published in the UK "Financial Times" in 2010. The name, website and country of the 39 companies are
shown in Table 1.
Table 1 39 Pharmaceutical Companies in this Study
Name
URLs
Country
Johnson
http://www.jnj.com
America
Novartis
http://www.novartis.com
Switzerland
Roche Holding
http://www.roche.com
Switzerland
Pfizer
http://www.pfizer.com
America
Merck
http://www.merck.com
America
GlaxoSmithKline
http://www.gsk.com
Britain
Sanofi-Aventis
http://www.sanofi-aventis.com
France
Abbott Laboratories
http://www.abbott.com
America
AstraZeneca
http://www.astrazeneca-us.com
Britain
Teva Pharmaceutical
http://www.tevapharm.com
Israel
Amgen
http://www.amgen.com
America
Tesco
http://www.tesco.com
Britain
CVS Caremark
http://info.cvscaremark.com
America
Medtronic
http://www.medtronic.com
America
Alcon
http://www.alcon.com
America
Bristol Myers Squibb
http://www.bms.com
America
Eli Lilly
http://www.lilly.com
America
Gilead Sciences
http://www.gilead.com
America
Novo Nordisk
http://www.novonordisk.com
Danmark
United Health Group
http://www.unitedhealthgroup.com
America
Walgreen
http://www.walgreens.com
America
Baxter International
http://www.baxter.com
America
Takeda Pharmaceutical
http://www.takeda.com
Japan
Carrefour
http://www.carrefour.com
France
Woolworths
http://www.woolworthslimited.com.au
Australia
Medco Health Solutions
http://www.medcohealth.com
America
Wellpoint
http://www.wellpoint.com
America
Celgene
http://www.celgene.com
America
Express Scripts
http://www.express-scripts.com
America
Covidien
http://www.covidien.com
America
Stryker
http://www.stryker.com
America
Thermo Fisher Scientific
http://www.thermofisher.com
America
Allergan
http://www.allergan.com
America
CSL
http://www.csl.com.au
Australia
Becton Dickinson
http://www.bd.com
America
McKesson
http://www.mckesson.com
America
Sysco
http://www.sysco.com
America
Astellas Pharma
http://www.astellas.com
Japan
Fresenius Medical Care
http://www.fmc-ag.com
Germany

Under the current situation, search engines are the usual tools which are used for data collection,
such as AltaVista, AllTheWeb, Google, MSN, Yahoo, etc.. In the study Yahoo! ( http://www.yahoo.com)
is used for co-link data collection. Because Yahoo! acquired AltaVista and AllTheWeb in March 2004
and it is not only a worldwide best-known Internet brand, but also the most influential business database.
Yahoo’s basic principle of website inclusion is whether the website can bring value to users or not.
Taking two hypothetic URLs www.x.com and www.Y.com as an example, the syntax that is used to
search for co-links of the two URLs is (link:http://www.X.com -site:X.com) and (link:http://www.Y.com
-site:Y.com).
2.2 Data manipulation
The co-link data are saved in the form of a symmetrical matrix. Partial data is shown in Table 2.
The co-link data are collected on June 24, 2010.
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Johnson
Novartis
Roche
Pfizer
Merck
GlaxoSmithKline
Sanofi Aventis

Johnson
0
1240
996
5910
2530
1760
260

Table 2 The Part of Raw Co-Link Data
Novartis Roche Pfizer Merck
GlaxoSmithKline
1240
996
5910
2530
1760
0
2870
2940
3871
8581
2870
0
3320
2540
5870
2940
3320
0
6070
6050
3871
2540
6070
0
6011
8581
5870
6050
6011
0
934
709
524
410
865
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Sanofi Aventis
260
934
709
524
410
865
0

The number in the cell row x and column y is the number of co-links between URL x and URL y.
However, the co-link frequency information in raw matrix can’t scale the degree of similarity or
dissimilarity of co-link phenomenon and different number in raw matrix differ greatly. Then, convert
co-link matrix to correlation matrix with Ochiai Coefficient in order to uncover the proximity degrees
and eliminate the impact of great frequency differences. The correlation matrix is done through Ochiai
Coefficient as follows:
n (A I B )
O chiai C oefficient =
nA *nB
Where A is the set of web pages which links to URL X and nA is the number of web pages which
links to URL X.
B is the set of web pages which links to URL Y and nB is the number of web pages which links to
URL Y.
n(A∩B) is the number of pages which link to both website X and website Y, i.e. the raw co-link
count.
The number of web pages which links to URL X is collected by using the query syntax:
link:http://www.X.com -site:X.com.

3 MDS Method and Result
We put the correlation co-link matrix into the multidimensional scaling (MDS) program of SPSS
version 18.0 and found the distribution of enterprises from the mapping results. The maps shown in the
following sections are from the correlation matrices. SPSS version 18.0 has two options for MDS:
PROXSCAL and ALSCAL. PROXSCAL allows for input data to be either in the form of similarity
matrix or dissimilarity matrix while ALSCAL allows input only to be in the form of dissimilarity matrix.
Co-link counts, same as co-citation counts, are similarity measures (the larger the count, the more
similar the two objects are), so we used the similarity matrix option of PROXCAL.
The stress values and DEF values of MDS analysis are 0.13 within 0.20 and 0.86 beyond 0.60
which show that there is a very good fit between the input data and the output maps.

Figure 1

MDS Map Based on Co-Link Data of 39 Medical Company

In Figure 1, company positions reflect their overall strength in the pharmaceuticals marketplace,
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which includes three major groups of companies in this map according to X-axis dimension.
1) Drug Retail group. This group whose x﹥0.5 is located in the right of the MDS map. In this
region，CVS Caremark and Walgreen are companies which focus on drug retail market as their main
business. The business of CSL is mainly about researching and developing new products besides drug
retail. The reason why it is located in this Drug Retail group may be because the country domain name
of its website is Australia. So the URL of CSL is linked infrequently and the node in MDS map deviate
from the Pharmaceutical and Biotechnology group relatively. Woolworths, Carrefour, Tesco, and Sysco
have a comprehensive business of food and drug retail.
2) Pharmaceutical and Biotechnology group. This group whose x∈(-0.5, 0.5) is located in the
middle of the MDS map. Companies in this group are mainly medical technology and pharmaceutical
companies. The larger x value the node is, the closer relationship with Drug Retail companies it has. The
smaller x value the node has, its relationship with companies which work at medical equipment and
service is closer.
3) Medical Equipment and Service group. This group whose x﹤0 is located in the left of the MDS
map. 13 companies in this group mainly engage in medical devices provisions and medical services. In
these 13 companies, US companies hold 12, which have something to do with the development of listed
companies of US health care sector and the chain operation of US medical industry. In addition to the 12
US companies, the other is Fresenius Medical Care being from Germany，which is the world’s largest
vertically integrated provider of dialysis care.
As can be seen from the above analysis, companies are divided into different groups in terms of
business similarity with MDS. In the MDS map the distance between the nodes shows the similarity
between them. Companies in the same group are more likely to become competitors. The more similar
the two companies are, the more intense competition they have.

4 Conclusions
The success of this mapping from co-link data suggests that co-link data do contain information
about the relationship among companies. Highly co-linked companies are highly related in their
products and the market. Since related companies serve the same market needs, so they are competitors,
it follows that co-link data can be used to map the competitive position of companies. In the study, MDS
are used to display the analysis result. It proved that both MDS map can be used to show competitive
position of enterprises. At the same time, there are still some methodological problems to be discussed
and addressed in co-link analysis. For example this study used Ochiai Coefficient for raw data
manipulation, but some measures (e.g., Pearson’s correlation, Jaccard Index or others) have ever been
used by many scholars. Which method is more suitable for analysis should be for further discussion. In
addition, whether the query syntax: “link:http://www.X.com -site:X.com” is reasonable or not is worth
discussing since the “link” command will only search for links pointing to the homepage. However, with
the development of link theory and link motivation classification, co-link analysis will give us a more
clear and precise interpretations and results.
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Abstract According to China's Enterprise Accounting Standards requirement, when an investor
company has adopted a joint holding company, it should prepare consolidated financial statements. On
the current situation, there are two theories for the consolidated financial statements report, and one of
which is the entity theory. This article intended to make an analysis to the entity theory, and gives its
corresponding E-R model, then, reveals the limitations of this theory by analysis to the model. Based on
above research, the article gives the optimized E-R model of the theory. The expected significance of the
study is just as following: the research results are to be helpful to improve the financial reporting entity
theory.
Key words Financial statements; Entity theory; E-R model; Consolidated financial statements

1 Introduction
As an important form of joint, the joint of holding has the significant advantages than the other
joint approach, and it has played an important role to accelerate the development of economic
construction (José et al., 2009). However, generally speaking, to almost all cases of holding joint, both
the parent companies and the subsidiaries are the independent legal entities, and they have their own
independent financial statements, thus, the holding company's interests in its subsidiaries are only
reflected in the holding company's financial statements as a long-term investment, therefore, the
operating results and financial positions of the subsidiary haven’t fully been revealed under the control
of the parent companies (Christof et al., 2007; Judith et al., 2008), which objectively requires the
holding company prepared the consolidated financial statements containing the information of operating
results and financial position both the holding company and the subsidiaries, so as to provide the parent
company’s shareholders and creditors with the comprehensive financial information (Steven, 2008;
Haifeng et al., 2009).
When the parent company holds full ownership of its subsidiary (absolute Holdings), the
consolidated financial statements are easier to be prepared (Frank, 1991; Réal et al., 2009). When the
holding company holds less than 100% stake in a subsidiary, there are two theoretical basis to the
consolidated financial statements, namely, the ownership theory and the entity theory (Nir, 2006), and
the different statements theory will correspond to the different statements concepts, and thus, to produce
different reports practical operation. The paper are to explore the theory of the entity according to the
approach of entity-relationship (Peretz et al., 2004; Gerald et al., 2008; David et al., 2009), so as to
reveal the limitations of the theory of financial reporting entity.

2 The Entity Theory and Its E-R Model
The entity theory of financial reporting looks the enterprise as an independent entity from its
owners. Under the circumstance of the economic entity constituted of a number of companies, the entity
theory pays much emphasis to reflect the economic entity's assets and liabilities, that’s the total assets
and liabilities of the parent company and the subsidies as a whole. Based on above ideas, both the
controlling shareholders and the minority shareholders are seen to be two separate shareholder groups,
and both of them possess the interest to the merger economic entity, therefore, the minority owner's
equity is part of the merger’s interest, which can not be ignored.
In order to be convenient to understand, we would like to make a brief introduction to the
entity-relationship approach. The entity-relationship approach is also called as E-R method, which was
originally the data model under DBMS. In this model, those things objectively reality and can be
distinguished are called the entity; the entity collections with the same nature are called the entity set;
the feature possess by the entity are called the entity’s attributes. The model directly lists all entities,
entity attributes, and linkages between the entities, and among them, on behalf of entity set with a
rectangle, entity properties with oval, and the physical contacts between the entity with the diamond,
and the links between these entities are connected with the directed line or non-directed line. This
approach to reflect people’s right knowledge and understanding of the real world is closer to people's
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thinking, and are easy to identify the links between the real things. In view of the professional
characteristics of financial reporting, besides the E-R method, the paper increased the parallelogram to
represent the financial statements.
Based on above description to the entity theory methods, following, the paper are naturally to use
the E-R method to describe its content, so as to make a more intuitive formulation to the theory, and thus
to evaluate the pros and cons of the theory, which is the basis of the optimization.
This following analysis is based on the two assumptions, firstly, the holding company and its
subsidiaries only offer the ordinary shares in circulation, and there aren’t preferred stocks; secondly, the
paper only consider the situation that there is the single holding relationship and a parent company only
hold a subsidiary, for the multi-layered or multi-directional controlled situation, readers can do the same
analysis.
The model of entity theory described with E-R method is shown in Figure 1. This model is called
the E-R model of entity theory of the financial statements of entities. The model combined the entity of
parent company with the entity of subsidiary company into an economic entity according to the
controlling relationships, and the controlling shareholders and minority shareholders are looked into two
properties of this big entity, therefore, the consolidated financial statements are prepared by this big
entity and are available to these two types of diverse shareholders.

The parent company

The controlling shareholder

Consolidated financial statements

control

The subsidiary

Figure 1

The minority shareholder

The E-R Model of the Entity Theory

3 The Improvement to the E-R Model of the Entity Theory
3.1 Analysis to the defect of the current E-R model
For the current E-R model, we can see that the model there is at least the following three
limitations.
On the one hand, the model looks the shareholders of the parent company and the minority
shareholders of the subsidiary as the same and the independent shareholder groups, that’s the same
attributes of the big entity, which is clearly contrary to the facts. The reasons include just as following:
firstly, from the view of the actual relationship between parent and subsidiary companies, the parent
company's shareholders enjoy the corresponding rights and interests matching with their equity ratio in
the parent company, however, part of the rights and interests of the parent company can rely on
subsidiaries’ distributive profits, therefore, for the shareholders of the parent company, they enjoy their
rights and interests through direct and indirect ways in the parent companies and the subsidiaries, but the
minority shareholders of subsidiaries are not so; Secondly, from the realization degree of the right of
operation, management and control, parent company's shareholders of the joint entity are much more
full than the minority shareholders of a subsidiary, or other word, the parent company's shareholders as a
whole entity is very obvious enjoyment of these rights, but the minority shareholders of a subsidiary can
not enjoy any of the rights in the parent company, what’s more, the minority shareholders of a subsidiary
even can’t enjoy any rights of control and decision-making, aspect of the rights of knowing in the
subsidiary because of the restrictions on the amount of its holdings shares. Therefore, the shareholders
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of the parent company and the minority shareholders of the subsidiaries do not have a parallel nature,
and they can not simply be treated as an equivalent entity in the property.
On the other hand, the model is not well reflected that who should prepared the consolidated
financial statements and how to obtain the information from the other which is necessary to the
preparation. That’s to say, the model doesn’t tell us either the parent company or its subsidiary have the
obligation to offer the consolidated financial statements, and how the corresponding information of the
subsidiary are delivered to the preparing company. In addition, in the model, both the parent company
and the subsidiary use the same consolidated financial statements, which is no problem to the parent
company's shareholders, because they are able to obtain all necessary financial information, such as
capital structure, balance sheet, profit and loss situation, etc., as long as they reference the parent
company own financial statements, further, they can calculate the solvency, operating capabilities and
profitability of such indicators. But for the minority shareholders of subsidiary is concerned, because it
does not need to worry about the parent company's financial situation, thus, they only get limited useful
information from the consolidated financial statements, and a lot of redundant information for the report
bring great trouble to them.
On the third hand, when the asset's booking value and the fair value does not match, it must carry
out the project amortization or write-downs, which are doomed to bring greater trouble to prepare the
consolidated statements. Under normal circumstances, it is difficult to match the cost of the parent
company to obtain a subsidiary with its book value, therefore, the difference of the cost produced. When
the acquisition cost less than the book value of subsidiaries, their difference applies to write-down the
intangible assets; when the acquisition cost is higher than subsidiaries book value, the difference should
be recorded as goodwill and amortized over the next number of years relevant. This means that in the
consolidated balance sheet, the large number of projects to do the offsetting accounting entries, and
carry out the offset in the consolidated balance sheet, which would be not only the heavy workload, but
also prone to error.
3.2 Improvement to the current E-R model
The above-mentioned defects of the E-R model of the entity theory not only bring a great
inconvenience to the accounting statements users, but also aren’t conducive to a correct understanding
of financial concepts and the preparation of consolidated statements. Taking into account above reasons
and the practical operation of present consolidated financial statements, the paper put forward the
improving E-R model of the entity theory of the financial statements, and the frame of the optimized
model is shown in Figure 2.
Holding shares

Consolidated financial
statements
The parent company
Financial statements of
the parent company

The minority
shareholders

The ordinary
shareholders
of the parent
company

Financial statements of
the parent company
holding
shares

The
subsidiary

Controlling
shares

Figure 2 The Improved E-R Model of the Entity Theory

The model has treated the shareholders of the parent company and the minority shareholders of the
subsidiary as the independent entities, which is more in line with modern financial realities, what’s
more, it can clearly reflect the financial relationships between the parent company's and its subsidiaries,
as well as different financial information needs of different shareholders, and it can separate the
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financial statements concerned by the minority shareholders of the subsidiary from that concerned by
the shareholders of the parent company.

4 Conclusion
Based on above analysis to the improved model of the entity theory of financial reporting, we can
describe the entity theory as follows. Each company, either the parent or the subsidiary, are the entities
under the control of the shareholders. When the economic entity is constituted by a number of
companies, in accordance with the entity's ownership percentage and the actual control relationship, the
total shareholders can be divided into the controlling shareholders and the minority shareholders. For the
controlling shareholders, they posses the equity to the entire merger economic entity, therefore, what is
concerned by them is all of the assets and liabilities of the entity; while for the minority shareholders,
they only concerned part of the entity, that’s the operation situations of the affiliated business. Within the
entity, the affiliated companies have obligation to provide the relevant financial information about their
own operating conditions for the holding company, which is the theoretical basis for the consolidated
financial statements. In a word, the improvements of the E-R model are doomed to be more conducive
to the modern financial practice.
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Abstract Job satisfaction is a very important antecedent variable of workers’ turnover, in this paper
samples got through questionnaire, we analyze influence of LMX quality on the relationship between
job satisfaction and turnover. The results show that: the quality of LMX has significant influence on job
satisfaction, and is negative with turnover intention; the quality of LMX is a moderator variable in the
relationship of job satisfaction and turnover intention. When job satisfaction decreases, workers’
turnover intention is lower in high quality LMX environment than in low quality LMX environment.
The purpose of this study is to give some suggestions in order to reduce turnover rate, remain the key
personnel, make turnover rate in a reasonable level.
Key words Job satisfaction; Turnover intention; Leader—member exchange(LMX); Worker.

1 Introduction
In recent decades, the phenomenon of employee voluntary turnover has caused business executives
and researchers ’concern, high rate of voluntary turnover brings high cost to enterprise. Scholars focus
on the phenomenon of turnover intention, which is an important concept of turnover. Turnover intention
is a tendency or an attitude of individual wants to leave the organization where he is currently engaged
in [1]. Through empirical research (Mobley et al 1979) indicates that employee turnover is a broad-based
variable of many related factors of turnover, significantly related to actual turnover behavior [2].
Intention of people stay or leaving the current job is closely related to actual turnover behavior (Dalessio,
Silverman & Schuck [3], 1986; Griffeth & Hom [4], 1988; Mathieu & Zajac, 1990 [5]). In the global
competitive environment, turnover intention potentially means that staff will really leave the company,
high staff turnover rate will result in higher costs of human resource management. Zero turnover rate is
not the goal of an organization, an appropriate turnover rate of the organization is healthy.
Some scholars have studied the factors of turnover intention, including: demographic variables
(gender, age, education level, working time, etc.); attitude factors (such as job satisfaction,
organizational commitment); work-related factors (role conflict, role ambiguity, autonomy, task diversity,
etc.); sense of fairness and organizational features (system, enterprise culture, etc.); external factors such
as job opportunities. However, research about influence of the quality of lead—member exchange on
turnover intention is not much. In this paper, mainly analyzes from job satisfaction and leading-member exchange (LMX) influence on staff turnover. LMX describes the quality of relationship
between leaders and members, from low to high. To study the relationship of job satisfaction and
turnover intention, and to explore if the linear graph of employee job satisfaction and turnover intention
is affected by the level of LMX quality. when job satisfaction is declining, if employees ’turnover
intention in high quality LMX is lower than those in low-quality LMX . if there is significant difference
of job satisfaction - turnover plan under different quality LMX employees . Employees in low-quality
LMX, the job satisfaction - turnover graph is relatively steep graph, whereas in the high-quality LMX
turnover intention influenced by job satisfaction relatively low ,it shows that LMX has moderate role
between job satisfaction and turnover intention.

2 Methods
2.1 Sample collection and analysis tools
Trough the way of online surveys and contacting human resources personnel, a total of 300
questionnaires were issued, mainly including employees basic information, job satisfaction and turnover
intention. Qualified staff fill the questionnaire anonymously, protecting personal information and
providing feedback reports, ensuring data authenticity. 228 questionnaires were received, of which 27
were invalid, 202 valid questionnaires (response rate was 67.3%). Using SPSS software to analyze data,
testing the relationship of job satisfaction, job tenure and employee turnover intention.
2.2 Variables measurement
2.2.1 Demographic variables
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Age, gender, education level, working time and job satisfaction are important factors of turnover
intention (Mobley et al., 1979; Williams & Hazer, 1986[6]). Other statistical characteristics, such as: race,
marital status and relationship between job satisfaction and turnover are not significant, in the study of
job satisfaction, demographic characteristics are often used as control variables. So in the analysis, age,
gender, education level and job tenure are measured.
2.2.2 Job satisfaction
Job satisfaction scale is designed according to Seashore et al.[7], (1982) Michigan Assessment
Questionnaire, including three items, such as: Overall, I am very satisfied with my current work. Using
Likert five-evaluated, 1,2,3,4,5 were "very dissatisfied"; "more satisfied"; "satisfied"; "relatively
satisfied"; "very satisfied." Higher scores indicates higher satisfaction, Cronbach's α is .847.
2.2.3 Leader—member exchange(LMX)
LMX scale references LMX-7 scale[8], contains 7 items. using LIKERT 5-points, the Cronbach's α
is .846. LMX value> 3 is high quality LMX, while the value less than or equal to 3 is low-quality LMX.
2.2.4 Turnover intention
In this study, using Farh et al (1998) scale, including four items: ① I often want to leave current
job; ② next year I might leave the company to pursue other; ③ I plan to do long-term career
development in the company (reverse scoring); ④ If I stay in this unit, I will not get good prospects.
Staff use "1 (strongly disagree)" to "5 (strongly agree)" to express their propensity to leave current
organization. add up the 4 items and then get the mean, the higher the score , the stronger turnover
intention. Cronbach's α is 0.845.

3 Data Analysis and Results
3.1 Sample distribution and correlation analysis
The average age is 27, average job tenure is about 2.7 years, male 55.4% and 66.3% employees are
graduates. The following table (table 1) shows variables’ mean, variance and coefficient of variables.
variable

mean

Table 1
variance
1

Mean, Variance and Coefficient
2
3
4

gender
age
education
Job tenure
Turnover
intention
LMX
Job satisfaction

1.45
27.00
4.89
2.76
2.76

.498
3.560
.813
32.730
.834

1
-.070
-.151
-.058
-.054

-.070
1
.258
.679**
.046

-.151
.258
1
.093
-.111

3.37
3.28

.656
.763

.094
-.062

.152*
.124

.187**
.112

5

6

7

-.058
.679**
.093
1
.047

-.054
-.046
-.111
.047
1

-.094
.152*
.187**
.038
-.323**

.062
.124
.112
.013
-.717**

.038
.013

-.323**
-.717**

1
.429**

.429**
1

*.sig.<0.05
**.sig.<0.01
Data in table 1 shows job satisfaction (JS) is negatively related with turnover intention (P =- 0.717,
sig <0.01), the higher the job satisfaction, the lower staff turnover intention. It is in accordance with
Freeman ’results 1978[10], who stressed the negative correlation of Job Satisfaction and Employee
Turnover. Job satisfaction is an indicator to measure employees belonging to enterprises, work attitude,
job quality, it is significant correlated with staff performance, turnover rates, absenteeism rates and other
factors.
Jackson & Ruderman other scholars divide demographic variables into visible diversity (gender,
age, etc.), invisible diversity (education, working time, etc.). Age, education and LMX correlation
coefficients are 0.152 and 0.187 (sig <0.05). This show that people's social experience, interpersonal
skills, cognitive ability, work ability enhance with age growth and education level , getting well along
with leadership, creating a higher quality of LMX.
The correlation coefficient between LMX and job satisfaction is 0.429 (sig <0.01), and with
turnover intention is -0.323 (P <0.01), the higher LMX quality, the higher employee job satisfaction, the
lower turnover intention, this supports the hypothesis 1 and 2. Study results of Liden, Erdogan, Wayne
and Sparrowe[11] show that LMX is positively related with employee job performance, work motivation,
job satisfaction, organization commitment. Some scholars believe that the relationship between
employees and leaders is one of the most important relationships and an important predictor of
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achievements.
3.2 Research of LMX as a moderator on job satisfaction and turnover intention
The exchange between leader and member is mainly substance exchange, is visible reward. In high
LMX relationship, social exchange turns to a higher level. High LMX means workers belong to “ in
circle” members, workers will make additional effort to improve performance, have high organizational
commitment, then the low turnover intention. For exchange, leader will get workers’ belief, respect and
favor, set up a high level interactive effect. “out of circle” members have a more formal right
relationship with leader, they will be confined in relative common tasks, only work by contract, finish
set work. Psychological distance is far between leader and workers, workers have negative emotion.
This decreases work positively and job satisfaction, finally leading to high turnover intention.
Age
Gender
Education
Job tenure
Job satisfaction
LMX
R2
F=

Table 2 Hierarchical Regression Analysis
Step 1
Step 2
-.070
-.012
-.112
.022
-.105
-.043
.129
.045
-.715**

.027
1.350

.519
42.249

Turnover
Step 3
-0.14
.024
-.041
.044
-.707**
-.018
.519
35.065

Figure 1 Job Satisfaction—Turnover Intention

To further verify whether the Leadership---Member Exchange (LMX) plays moderating role in the
relationship of job satisfaction and turnover intention, we use the method proposed by Baron and Kenny,
LMX plays moderating role in employee job satisfaction and turnover intention must meet the
requirements: (1) employee job satisfaction is significantly related to LMX; (2) LMX is significantly
correlated with turnover intention; (3) Job satisfaction and turnover intention is significantly correlated;
(4) When LMX is inserted into the analysis of employee job satisfaction and turnover intention, job
satisfaction influence on turnover intention is weaken.
In the foregoing analysis, the first three requirements have been met. Through hierarchical
regression analysis, demographic variables as control variables in the regression of the first step, job
satisfaction goes into the second step of regression, the coefficient of job satisfaction and turnover
intention is (B = -.715). In the third step with introduction of leader - member exchange quality (LMX),
relationship of job satisfaction and turnover intention is weaken (B = -.707), Supporting hypothesis 3
proposed in this paper, LMX has moderating effect on job satisfaction and turnover intention.
LMX will have influence on working attitude and results, which play an important role in
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organization’s exist and development in the competitive marketing environment. The higher quality of
LMX, the better relationship of leader and member, forming good communication, improving work
enthusiasm, job satisfaction and organization commitment, then reducing turnover intention. Foregone
study discovered that leaders’ support can alleviate work pressure especially when workers face life
pressure (House, 1981 ，Kasl & Wells, 1985). Recent study such as Fried &Tiegs, 1993 and Kickul &
Posig, 2001 prove this view. Leaders’ support is positively related with job satisfaction (Griffin,
Patterson, & West [12], 2001; Parkes, Mendham, & von Rabenau,[13] 1994), organization commitment
(Landsman, 2001; Mannheim & Papo, 2000; Morris, Shinn, & DuMont, 1999; Weaver, 2002).
From the interactive figure, it shows that job satisfaction—turnover intention line is flatter in high
LMX environment than in low LMX environment. This phenomenon gives some inspiration: in the left
of the chart, line of low LMX is above the line of high LMX, meaning that when employees’ job
satisfaction is low, their turnover intention is higher than in high LMX environment. The highest
turnover intention appears when employees’ job satisfaction is low and the quality of LMX is low. So
leaders should enhance communications with employee and improve quality of LMX. We can
understand from chart 1 that quality of LMX plays moderating role in the relationship of job satisfaction
and turnover intention.

4 Conclusions
Turnover intention brings true turnover, how to make turnover rate in a reasonable level and
overcome enterprises’ lost by high turnover rate is a problem need to be solved. So enhancing
communications between leaders and employees, knowing employees’ needs in work and life,
supporting and encouraging employees is necessary. Leaders should improve their own knowledge and
ability. In high quality LMX environment, employees admire their leaders, have good corporations and
affections with leaders. When JS is decreasing, their turnover intention is not so obvious in low quality
LMX environment, mainly because that employees who are in high quality LMX environment have
pleasure corporation with leaders, they like to worker for them, namely high satisfaction in mental.
Managers should not only improve job satisfaction, but also enhance quality of LMX, finally keep
turnover rate in a reasonable level.
In this paper we only study influence of LMX quality on the relationship of job satisfaction and
turnover intention. Coworkers relationship should be considered in future study. Namely if quality of
Coworker Member Exchange will also make influence, this is not considered in the paper, so CMX
should be added in the future study.
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Abstract The independent director system has been prevailing for a long time in western developed
countries, and theoretical independent director that is not associated with the interior company can to
monitor the company’s development preferably. However, there have not been specific findings in
specific empirical analysis. Since China introduced independent director system to the listed companies
in 2001, how to bring in foreign policy preferably is a research highlight nowadays. Researching on
SME board listed companies in China; the paper mainly investigated the independent directors’ response
to the change of the independent director compensation in the SME board listed companies.
Consequently the relationship of them has been discovered and path dependency theory mentioned by
North in institutional change theory has been innovatively introduced. The viewpoint that “as to the
enhanced encourage brought by the independent director compensation, more attention should be paid to
the relative change rather than the absolute change” has been put forward, which has brought a new
perspective for corporate governance in China after the introduction of independent director system.
Key words Independent director system; Independent director compensation; Path dependency;
Compensation incentive

1 Introduction
Independent director refers to the director independent of the shareholders and not served in the
company, having no significant business contact or professional association with a company or business
managers, and makes independent judgment on the corporate affairs. According to China “on the
establishment of independent directors of listed companies in the guidance system (draft)”, the
independent directors of listed companies refer to the directors who don’t take other duties in addition to
directors of the listed company and has no relationship that may hinder their objective judgments with
the listed company they are employed and the major shareholders of the listed companies.
Independent director system was widely spread in western countries mainly in the second half of
the 20th century, while it is in the 1990s that it was promoted in most developing countries. The
“Watergate scandal” in the early 1970s urged the SEC to require all listed companies to set up the audit
committee consisting of independent directors to review financial reporting and control internal
violations. Nowadays in the U.S, independent directors take up about two-thirds of the board directors in
listed companies, the majority of the board, and are the decision force of the company’s development. In
China, not until China Securities Regulatory Commission announced an “Establishment of Independent
Director Systems by Listed Companies Guiding Opinion (Draft)” in August 2001 was the independent
director system full implemented in China’s listed companies. However, in theory and in practice, we
have encountered a lot of questions, which include the institutional construction of independent director,
how to keep the independence of independent directors and keeping the restraint and of incentives
independent directors, which all lead to our arguments.
This paper tries to find the relation that the incentive behavior to improve the compensation of
independent directors on the corporate performance brought by independent directors through empirical
analysis on the independent director system of SME board listed companies in China, which is expected
to provide some suggestions on corporate governance in China.

2 Literature Review
At present, there are two reasons why corporate governance has been paid high attention by the
academia. Firstly, corporate governance issues have become increasingly prominent. Secondly, there
does not have a unified view in theory and practice in this aspect.
As to the setup of independent director system, more scholars support the independent director
system: (Milistein and Macavoy 1998) pointed out there was a positive correlation between positive,
independent board of directors and company performance in 154 samples of large U.S. public
companies. (Yermack 1996) selected 734 directors of Fortune 500 companies from 1994 to 1996 and
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conducted a five-year follow-up study, and the research content includes compensation, stock ownership
change, the acquisition of other board seats, and the change after the disclosure of conflict of interests,
and leave the board. According to the conclusions from the empirical study, outside directors’
compensation and company performance has a significant positive correlation. Lee, Rosenstein and
(Wyatt 1999) discussed the independent director system from specific sectors, and they found that the
financial advice and recommendations from independent directors of investment banks, commercial
banks, and insurance companies on financial aspects were on particularly useful for the listed companies.
Furthermore these independent directors even were able to use their social capital in the financial sector
to provide enterprises with a variety of financial services.
(Forsberg’s 1989) empirical research was against independent director system. He found that there
was no correlation between the proportion of independent directors and the company’s return on assets
as well as the proportion of independent directors and the company’s oversight, that is, independent
directors can not increase management performance of the company.
At home, the study on the independent director system started relatively late. In the study area of
compensation incentives of independent directors, (Song Lin and Han Xiang-rong 2003) pointed out that
China’s current compensation level of independent directors was low and not conducive to encouraging
independent director. And (Jiang Yi-hong, Wu Zhigang 2004) carried out empirical research on the
cognation of independent directors’ allowance and controlling shareholders interests, with the existence
of non-associated hypothesis being rejected. The empirical studies from the classification of domestic
listed companies are still relatively few.

3 Theoretical Hypotheses and Empirical Model
3.1 Theoretical hypotheses
A feature of Chinese companies is the in separation of government functions from enterprise
management, and that is the company’s board of directors cannot determine the company’s development,
while the government will use administrative means to interfere the management of the board in
different levels. Therefore, to examine the performance of Chinese corporate governance, we must think
of ways to remove government influence on corporate governance.
The SME board listed on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange is growth enterprises with less than 100
million float caps, which are set up by the state to encourage independent innovation specifically for
small and medium plates. Most small and medium companies are founded by the private entrepreneurs,
and the state will not share or give excessive interference Compared with other listed companies, the
government intervention is less. Because rid of “state-owned”, the board can get full control right of
corporate governance.
Independent directors are not associated with the company, so that it is believed they are not
relevant to the interests of the company, to execute the directors’ obligations independently and monitor
the development of companies independently. Like the factory workers, the degree they are responsible
for the company is directly related to their “wages” - the compensation of the independent directors.
Therefore, we propose the following theoretical hypothesis:
Theoretical hypothesis 1): If the company increases the compensation of independent directors, the
independent directors will work harder and the corporate performance will improve.
North (1990) believed that institution change is constrained by the capital cost of system
re-creation in the path dependence theory put forward by him in institution change, that is, “ The choices
made in the past determines the possible choices they have now.” Therefore, the author believe that it is
critical for the company to set the compensation of independent directors when the independent
directors system firstly established, and to give independent directors the incentive of conducting higher
compensation, the percentage of increased compensation is more important rather than the absolute
number of the increase compensation. Therefore, we propose another theoretical hypothesis:
Theoretical hypothesis 2): the greater the relative increase of the compensation of independent
directors (the percentage) is, the better is the company’s performance.
3.2 Empirical model
For hypothesis 1, to contrast the corporate performance before and after improving the independent
directors’ compensation, we introduce a dummy variable, specifically, introducing the dummy
variable dt , before the independent directors’ compensation is increased, dt = 0 , and after the
independent directors’ compensation is increased, dt = 1 .
The specific regression equation is:
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g it = β 0 + β1dt it + ε it

(1)

The net effect brought by the increased compensation of independent directors on the
corporate performance is β 1 .
In the empirical analysis, to control the influence of other factors, the regression equation is written
as:

g it = β 0 + β 1 dt it + ηX it + ε it

(2)

There into η and X are separately other observable control variable and the corresponding
coefficient vector.
As to hypothesis 2, as we investigate the percent change of independent directors’ compensation on
the corporate performance, we introduce the logarithm form of independent directors’ compensation.
The specific regression equation is:
g it = β 0 + β 1 ln wage + ε it
(3)
That is the net effect brought by the increased percentage of independent directors’ compensation
is β 1 .
In the empirical analysis, to control the influence of other factors, the regression equation is written
as:
g it = β 0 + β 1 ln wage + ηX it + ε it
(4)
There into η and X are separately other observable control variable and the corresponding
coefficient vector.

4 The Data and the Selection of Data
Since China introduced SME board market in 2004, there are only 50 SME board market listed
companies by the end of 2005, and increased to 119 companies by 2006. In order to increase the sample
size, the author investigated the compensation change of independent directors of the SME board listed
companies in China from 2006 to 2007. The data comes from CCER Economic Research Service, the
ultimately set capacity of sample is 103 after removing the unknown data sample (the data shows that
independent directors’ compensation -97) and data clearly erroneous sample (002034 Mizuda, the data
show that independent directors’ compensation in 2007 is 60 million).
We select the company’s net asset growth as an explained variable. Just like the GDP growth within
a region, if the company is taken as a regional government, the growth rate of net assets is an indicator
to study the corporate performance.
Overall, 67 of the 103 companies increased the compensation of independent directors. In 2006, the
average compensation independent directors is 32,050 Yuan, with the standard deviation of 12 566;
while in 2007, the average salary rose to 75,081 Yuan, with the standard deviation of 58 624. The
difference between the groups is still relatively large and the difference of the independent directors’
compensation paid by different companies also varies widely, so the direct discussion of the absolute
value of the independent directors’ compensation on corporate performance may be ill conceived.
Moreover, the net assets growth rate of the 103 companies increased from 23% in 2006 to 48% in 2007.

5 Empirical Analyses
In the empirical analysis, the regression model we have adopted is:
g it = β 0 + β 1 dt it + β 2 TA it + β 3TN it + β 4 IN it + β 5 DC it + ε it

(5)

To distinguish the effect of explained variables of dt and lnwage independently, we added
control variable TA, TN, IN, DC, which separately represents the total assets, the number of directors,
the number of independent directors and the asset liability ratio of the company.
β 1 is the coefficient we have paid close attention to. In the first regression equation, β 1 is positive
and can pass the significance level test of 5%. That is, the company’s behavior of increasing the
independent directors’ compensation can encourage the independent directors’ supervision and enhance
corporate performance, which is corresponding to our hypothesis results. In the second regression
equation, β 1 is still positive and can pass the significance level test of 5%. That is corporate
performance will rise every time the unit percentage of independent directors’ compensation is increased,
which is also corresponding to the hypothesis results.
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In addition, in order to further verify the view of the second hypothesis that independent directors
are concerned about the percentage change of compensation rather than absolute change, we substitute
the independent directors’ compensation in equation (6) into the regression equation in non-logarithmic
form and get that the coefficient is positive, but can not pass the 10% significance level test.
Consequently the relations between the absolute value change of the independent directors’
compensation and corporate performance is still difficult to determine.
The regression results are as follows:
Table 1 The Regression Results
Coefficient
Std. Error
t-Statistic
constant
-0.0491
0.2204
-0.2229
dt
0.2134**
0.1064
2.0052
TA
1.78E-10**
7.69E-11
2.3180
TN
-0.0420
0.0336
-1.2510
IN
0.1798***
0.0691
2.6040
DC
-0.1165*
0.0690
-1.6883
adj-R2
0.1471
F statistic
8.0696
D—W
1.9554
Note: ***, **,*separately refers to being significant at the level of 1%, 5%, 10 %( Two-sided)

Variable

g it = β 0 + β 1 ln wage + β 2 TAit + β 3TN it + β 4 IN it + β 5 DC it + ε it
The regression results are as follows:

(6)

Table 2 The Regression Results
Coefficient
Std. Error
t-Statistic
-1.0215**
0.4745
-2.1527
0.1039**
0.0476
2.1838
1.82E-10**
7.79E-11
2.3385
-0.0439
0.0354
-1.2389
0.1690**
0.0720
2.3477
-0.1216*
0.0681
-1.7860
adj − R 2
0.1440
F statistic
7.8951
D—W
1.9592
Note: ***, **,* separately refers to being significant at the level of 1%, 5%, and 10 %( Two-sided)

Variable
constant
lnwage
TA
TN
IN
DC

6 Conclusion
Generally, as independent directors not associated with the company, they can supervise the
company, promote the development of the company and play active role in corporate governance.
Currently the literatures on the effectiveness and system establishment of independent director at home
and abroad are numerous, but the view is not uniform and contradiction still exists.
Based on the national conditions of the in separation of government functions from enterprise
management of most listed companies, the paper conducted a separate study on SME board listed
companies, excluding the impact of government on the listed companies, thus allowing a separate study
the on effect of China’s listed companies’ governance. The past research has put more emphasis on the
specific value change of compensation on the corporate performance, while this paper in another way
carried out a separate study on the independent directors’ response to the compensation increase incident.
As the empirical results show, the independent directors’ response to the compensation increase incident
is to be more responsible for the supervision of company’s development, which is the increase of
corporate performance.
In addition, north, the founder of the new institutional economics has introduced the path
dependence theory in institutional change and believes that the cost of institutional change is influenced
by the system established in the past, which determines the field of choices of institutional change.
Combining the theory, the viewpoint that in corporate governance the change of relative amount of
rather than the absolute amount is more important in the compensation incentive of independent
directors has been raised. Empirical results indicated that the increase of the relative amount of
independent directors’ compensation did increase the company’s performance, while the increase of the
absolute amount didn’t have a significant impact.
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The following problems still exist in this paper, that is, the paper originally attempted to use the
method of difference-in-difference to analyze the independent directors’ response to the incentive of
increasing compensation. However, because only the data from 2006 to 2007 can be obtained, it can not
be achieved. If the data of 2008 is available, the method of difference-in-difference can be used and the
results will be more credible.
In brief, the empirical analysis has found that the increase of the independent directors’
compensation will stimulate the independent directors to work more seriously. How to conduct such
incentives? The paper raised that more attention should be put to improving the percentage change in the
compensation of independent directors rather than the absolute number of change. Namely, the specific
value of the increased compensation should be compared to the compensation paid formerly, without the
uniform optimal value.
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Abstract This paper has conducted a case study on the transmission mechanism between employee
satisfaction and customer satisfaction based on the data of large-scale chain supermarket. With the
investigation data, the authors revised the questionnaire, proposed seven hypotheses, and then testified
model with Structural Equation Model (SEM). The results show that, employee satisfaction and
employee loyalty of large-scale chain supermarket have no direct influence on customer satisfaction.
Employee satisfaction has indirect influence on customer satisfaction through employee loyalty and
perceived employee service quality.
Key words Employee satisfaction; Customer satisfaction; Customer perceived quality; Employee
loyalty; SEM

1 Introduction
Along with the aggravating competition, development of enterprise is affected by more and more
factors, among them, the employee satisfaction and customer satisfaction are two factors that lead to the
success of an enterprise. As competition of talent has already become the key of enterprise competition,
to understand and enhance the employee satisfaction, and reduce the brain drain have become the
important aspect in management. Also, customers are the source of enterprise profit, especially in the
retail market. Without the customers’ satisfaction, it’s difficult to enhance customer loyalty.
With the development of retail industry in China, the large-scale chain supermarkets have become
the places which more and more customers like to visit. In the supermarket, the staffs provide
face-to-face service for the customer; therefore, besides providing the commodities, the supermarkets
also provide services for the customer. So the customer satisfaction depends on both the quality of the
product itself and comprehensive services. The quality of the services that the staffs provide in the
supermarkets is also influenced by employee satisfaction. So it’s worthy to study transmission
mechanism between the customer and employee satisfaction, in order to realize the fast development of
large-scale supermarkets. Hence, we have employed the too-SEM to analyze the transmission
mechanism between them.

2 Literature Review
The research of employee satisfaction and customer satisfaction mainly includes the factors that
affect them, relationship with other variables and questionnaire design. (Katzell, Rock and Likert [1]
1980) concluded the most direct factor that influence employee satisfaction. Specter [2] (1987), Robbins
[3]
(1997), Antoniou [4] (2003), had conducted research on the relationship between employee satisfaction
and job pressure. (Boulding [5] 1993), (PZB [6] 1985) indicated perceived service quality was positive to
the intention of consumer behavior. But (Reichheld and Aspinall [7] 1995) indicated through the tracking
investigation that the customer who were satisfied would also have the transformation behavior when
they found a better choice. (Chen [8] 2005), (Wang, Li, Lu [9, a] 2006), (Peng [10] 2008) studied on the
large-scale supermarket customer satisfaction and proposed the factors influencing the customer
satisfaction.
Regarding to research on the relationship between employee and customer satisfaction, (Wiley [11]
1991), Reynierse, Harker 1992), (Brown, Mitchell 1993), (Johnson 1996), (Bernhardt 2000) discovered
the employee satisfaction had positive influence on customer satisfaction. But (Schlesinger, Zornitsky’s
1991) indicated that the relationship was not significant. (Heskett et a1. 1994, 1997) established “the
service profit chain” model, which pointed out that the employee had indirect influence on business
finance achievements through the customer satisfaction. (Loveman [12, a] 1998), (Rucci 1998) revealed
that though there were corelational dependences between the employee satisfaction and the customer
∗
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satisfaction, the correlation was not significant. (Robert, Hooman [13] 2007) discovered that, taking the
staffs’ turnover as a mediator variable, the turnover data logarithmtics has the remarkable forecast
function to the customers satisfaction. Chinese researcher (Long [14, a] 2006) conducted survey in the
hotel industry, and discovered that employee satisfaction had indirect influence on customer satisfaction
through employee loyalty and perceived employee service quality. Wang [15, a] (2007) conducted survey
in large-scale supermarket retail market, which indicated the service quality and the customer
satisfaction had positive influence on the customer loyalty. Zhang [16, a] (2009) pointed out that the
employee satisfaction had the indirect influence on the customer satisfaction through the work
achievements.
In summary, research on how employee satisfaction influence customer satisfaction are quite few
and the research of transmission mechanism between them in the large-scale chain supermarket are so
rare, therefore, this article takes the large-scale chain supermarket as a sample, and analyze the
relationship between employee satisfaction, employee loyalty, customers perceived quality and customer
satisfaction.

3 Model and Case Study
3.1 Model and assumptions
According to (Loveman [12, b] 1998) and (Rucci 1998), there is positive correlation between
employee satisfaction and customer satisfaction, but the correlation is not significant. (Long [14, b] 2006)
concluded that the employee satisfaction has no direct influence on customer satisfaction, but had
indirect influence through employee loyalty, customer perceived quality. Based on the previous study,
we make the following assumptions as follows for employees and customers of the large-scale chain
supermarket.
H0: employee satisfaction has positive influence on customer satisfaction
H1: employee satisfaction has positive influence on employee loyalty
H2: employee satisfaction is positive to the perceived employee service quality
H3: employee loyalty is positive to the perceived employee service quality
H4: employee loyalty is positive to customer satisfaction
H5: each dimension of customer perceived quality is positive to customer satisfaction
H6: job characteristic, Job return, Relationship; Working Environment satisfaction is positive to
employee satisfaction
The conceptual model of the research is presented in Figure. 1.
Job return

relationship

Job
characteristic

working
environment

Perceived
shopping
environment
quality

Employee
satisfaction
Customer
Perceived
employee service
qualiy

Customer
satisfaction

Employee loyalty

Perceived
product
quality
Perceived
After-sale
service quality

Figure 1 Research Conceptual Model

3.2 Analysis on Exploratory Factors
According to the questionnaire designed by (Wang, Li , Lu[9,b]2006), (Wang [15,b]2007) and
(Zhang[16,b]2009)，we have designed a questionnaire to explore customer satisfaction , customer
perceived quality, employee satisfaction and employee loyalty of large-scale chain supermarket. The
survey was conducted in Wuhan, China. The objects of investigation are the employee and the often
visiting customers; one employee questionnaire is corresponding to two customer questionnaire of the
same supermarket. We have delivered 120 employee satisfaction questionnaires and 240 customer
satisfaction questionnaire. The sample size is 206(34.7% come from Carrefour, 24.2% come from
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Wal-Mart, 25.2% come from RT-Mart, 2.1% come from Lotus, 3.2% come from Zhongbai supermarket,
3.2% come from Wushang supermarket, 1% come from Zhongshang supermarket).
Based on the data collected, we revised the questionnaire by Factor Analysis, and then analyze the
reliability of the questionnaire. The results of the Reliability Test are presented in Table 1.
Factor
Cronbach’s
Alpha
Factor

Table 1 Reliability Test
employee loyalty
employee satisfaction customer perceived quality

customer satisfaction
0.838

0.749

0.855

0.904

k1 Perceived shopping k2 Perceived employee K3 Perceived product
environment quality
service quality
quality

Cronbach’s
Alpha
factor
Cronbach’s
Alpha

K4 Perceived after-sale
service quality

0.837

0.874

0.857

0.837

K5 Job characteristic

K6 Job return

K7 Relationship

K8 Working Environment

0.763

0.648

0.846

0.867

The result of Reliability Test that include items deleted is presented is Table 2
Table 2

Item

CITC

Cronbach's α if
Item Deleted

v18a Polite

0.642

0.859

v19a Reliable

0.782

0.845

v20a Appearance and uniform

0.638

0.86

v21a Proactiveness *

0.379

0.881

v21 Supervisor of supermarket

0.623

0.821

v22 Higher authorities

0.545

0.837

v23* Advice of leader

0.463

0.851

v25 Relationship with colleague

0.658

0.815

v26 Communication between colleague

0.725

0.801

v27 Getting along with colleague

0.766

0.793

Factor

k2 Perceived
employee
service quality

K7 Relationship

Reliability Test

Cronbach’s
Alpha

0.874

0.846

Note:*refers to items to be deleted

The reliability is accepted, if the Cronbach coefficient α is above 0.6, and the item which CITC is
less than 0.5 should be deleted. According the results, items of v23, v21a and v32a are deleted,
because both CITC are less than 0.5 and if deleted, the Cronbach coefficient α will increase.
3.3 Results
With the professional software Lisrel 8.7, the hypotheses are tested by the Structural Equation
Model(SEM) in this paper. The results show that the indicator RMSEA is 0.073（less than 0.08）,NNFI is
0.82, CFI is 0.90(greater than 0.9),IFI is 0.90, therefore, the goodness of fit for SEM is good. The
Structural Equation Model and its Path Coefficient is presented as below.
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relationship

Job return
Job
characteristic

-0.03

working
environment

0.22*

0.36*

Perceived
shopping
environment
quality

0.36*
Employee
satisfaction
Customer
Perceived
employee service
qualiy

0.67*

0.35*

0.72*

Customer
satisfaction

0.10

0.26*

Perceived
After-sale
service quality

Employee loyalty

Figure 2

Perceived
product
quality

Structural Equation Model and Its Path Coefficient

According to the result of the hypothesis test, job characteristic, job relationship and working
environment are significantly positive to employee satisfaction, customer perceived employee service
quality and perceived product quality are positive to customer satisfaction. Employee satisfaction has
positive influence on employee loyalty, and employee loyalty is positive to customer perceived
employee service quality, which has positive influence on customer satisfaction.
The result of the T- Test for Path Coefficient presented as below.
Table 3

T-Test for Path Coefficient

hypothesis

Path description

coefficient

T

H0
H1

employee satisfaction is positive to customer satisfaction
employee satisfaction is positive to employee loyalty
employee satisfaction is positive to the perceived employee
service quality
employee loyalty is positive to the perceived
employee service quality
employee loyalty is positive to customer satisfaction
customer perceived product quality is positive to customer
satisfaction
customer perceived employee service quality is positive to
customer satisfaction
customer perceived after-sale service quality is positive to
customer satisfaction
customer perceived shopping environment quality is
positive to customer satisfaction
job characteristic is positive to customer satisfaction
job return is positive to customer satisfaction
relationship satisfaction is positive to customer satisfaction
working environment is positive to customer satisfaction

0.02
0.78

0.25
6.12

Yes or
not
No
Yes

-0.09

-0.54

No

0.28

2.03

Yes

-0.05

-0.65

No

0.65

5.14

Yes

0.23

4.69

Yes

0.07

1.33

No

-0.07

-0.90

No

0.16
0.32
-0.04
0.18

3.01
-0.27
2.49
3.67

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

H2
H3
H4
H5a
H5b
H5c
H5d
H6a
H6b
H6c
H6d

4 Conclusions
The results show that employee satisfaction and employee loyalty of large-scale chain supermarket
have no direct influence on customer satisfaction, but have indirect influence through employee loyalty
and perceived employee service quality. The results also indicates that the employee satisfaction of
large-scale chain supermarket is positively influenced by job characteristic, working relationship and
working environment，not by the job return. Customer perceived employee service quality and perceived
product quality have positive influence on employee satisfaction. When improving the customer
satisfaction, the satisfaction towards working characteristic, working relationship and working
environment of the employee, and the employee service quality should be considered.
In this paper, we don’t analyze the path that how employee satisfaction and employee loyalty
influence customer satisfaction through perceived product quality. Further research could be done on it.
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Also, further research could be done with larger sample size.
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Research on Production Lot and Transfer Price Based on Product
Customization Degree among Cooperators in Supply Chain
Xia De1, GuoFeng2, Deng Chaoqun1
1 School of Management, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, P.R.China, 430070
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Abstract Cooperators in supply chain arrange their productivity rationally, realizing a perfect match
between production plan and transferring pricing decided by multiple factors. According to marginal
utility theory and general equilibrium theory, this paper analyses the relationship between the internal
and external market in supply chain and probes into the model of decisions mechanism on product
pricing and production a lot in supply chain enterprises from the perspective of degree of product
customization.
Key words Degree of customization; Internal market; External market; Pricing; Decision;

1 Introduction
How to choose the transfer price and production lot in a profit-maximization association of supply
chain enterprises, the transfer price means the valuation of the parts, that is the internal price at which
the upstream cooperative enterprises which produce customized parts deal with the downstream
companies. In the horizontal and vertical cross association of the supply chain, the internal transfer price
will be decided by two dimensions. One is the degree of product customization, which is from
standardized to pure customized parts. The other is the competitive structure of the market. For the first
dimension, there are decisions about the transfer price of the fully customized parts, general parts,
standard parts and production lot. For the second dimension, it can be divided by two cases, that is
whether or not there exists an external market when realizing the large-scale customization production
in supply chain. For fully customized parts, which are supplied to specific enterprises for customized
products, and it is impossible to purchase from non-cooperators or sell to the market, it is called pure
customization. For general or standard parts, however, it is another case - the parts for large-scale
customization are not only provided by cooperators in supply chain, but also can be purchased from an
external market. Meanwhile it is necessary to keep a certain number of manufacturers producing general
and standard parts in supply chain for the continuity of implementing large-scale customization steadily
and the guarantee of product quality. Regarding the price decision, there are also two choices for their
own products in these upstream companies: sell the parts in supply chain or to the external market. Due
to this difference between outside market and inner market ( in supply chain), the arrangement of
production and price will depend on each other while it is decided by several factors mentioned above. A
reasonable analysis framework will facilitate this decision process. For this sake the paper explores a
decision scenario of transferring price and production for practitioners in supply chain regarding the
different competitive intensity and customization degree.

2 The Transfer Price of Purely Customized Parts among Cooperators in Supply
Chain
Based on the hypothesis above, we first consider the decision on production lot and transfer price
among cooperators which only supply the customized parts for large-scale customization in supply chain.
Supposing two upstream companies produce customized parts for a downstream assembly company.
The quantities of the parts which the two upstream companies produce are Q1 and Q2, the total cost are
respectively C(Q1) and C(Q2). The quantity (Q) which the downstream assembly company produces is
determined by production function, that is:
Q=F(K, L, Q1, Q2)
(1)
In this equation, K and L denote capital and labor inputs.
The common intention of cooperators in supply chain is to maximize their own and overall profits.
We may pay attention to the total profit in a downstream assembly company:
π(Q)=R(Q)-CT(Q)-C1(Q1)-C2(Q2)
(2)
In equation (2), π (Q) represents the total profit in a downstream assembly company. R (Q) is the
sales revenue. CT (Q) is the total cost. C1 (Q1) and C2 (Q2) are the procurement costs of intermediate
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products.
Now it is necessary to determine the transfer price P and the quantity Q of intermediate products in
order to maximize their own and overall profits among cooperators in supply chain. Two upstream
companies intend to maximize their profits:
π(Q)=PQ-C(Q)
(3)
They will choose Q to make P equals MC. Similarly a downstream company intends to maximize
its profit:
π(Q)=R(Q)-CT(Q)-P1Q1-P2Q2
(4)
(P1 and P2 are transfer prices of intermediate products produced by two upstream companies.
It will choose the condition:
MR-MCT=NMR=MCP
(5)
By means of making the transfer price equals the marginal cost (P1=MC1, P2=MC2), it is easy to
draw a conclusion that the transfer price of purely customized parts in supply chain is equal to the
marginal cost in upstream companies. And the quantity of customized parts produced by upstream
companies is equivalent to the quantity that is needed by a downstream company. As a result, it
facilitates eliminating waste and reducing inventory. As for this kind of customized parts in supply chain,
the relationship of decisions on transfer price and production lot can be illustrated by figure 1.
P
NMR

PT

MCP
AR

PP

MCT
MR
QT =QP

Q
MR-MCT

Figure 1 The Transfer Price and Production Arrangement of Purely Customized Part
among Cooperators in Supply Chain

QP (the quantity of the parts produced by one of the upstream companies) is determined by the
point of intersection of two lines. One line MCP shows the marginal cost of customized parts, the other
line NMR shows the net marginal revenue of the finished products. NMR is the balance of the marginal
cost for sales and the marginal cost for assembly (MR-MCT).The transfer price PP is equal to the
marginal cost of the customized parts. The finished product will be sold with the price PT.

3 The Transfer Price of General and Standardized Parts among Cooperators in
Supply Chain
In view of an external market for general and standard parts in supply chain, supposing the
competition of the market is sufficient, then purchasing and selling this kind of parts is only with a
single market price. Thus the marginal cost of intermediate products is just equal to the market price.
Besides, the optimum transfer price must equal the marginal cost, so it is also equal to the market price.
Supposing the parts produced by a upstream company A has a competitive external market. If the
market price is lower than the price in company A, a downstream company may consider purchasing
these parts from the market. If the market price is higher than the price in company A, A may consider
selling these parts to the market.
The first case is shown in figure 2, for the quantity lower than QP,1, the marginal cost of parts
produced by company A is lower than the market price. For the quantity upper than QP,1, the marginal
cost of A is higher than the market price, thus a downstream company can purchase this proportion of
parts from the market.
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Q

QP，1 QP，2

MR-MCT

Figure 2 The Transfer Price and Production Arrangement of General and Standardized Parts
among Cooperators in Supply Chain (Ⅰ)

For the quantity from 0 to QP, 1, the marginal cost MC*P of the parts is just the marginal cost in
company A. For the quantity upper than QP, 1, the marginal cost is the market price PPM. The
downstream company is supposed to use QP, 2 parts to produce the finished products when the marginal
cost of the parts is equal to the net marginal revenue. QP, 2- QP, 1 parts are purchased from the market.
The transfer price for the remaining QP, 1 parts among cooperators in supply chain is PPM.
The second case is shown in figure 3, the market price is higher than the transfer price determined
by company A. In this case, company A will produce QP, 1 parts, of which only QP, 2 parts is supplied
to the downstream company to produce the finished products, the remaining parts are sold to the
external market with the market price.

P

NMR

PT

MCP
AR
MC*P
MCT
MR

PPM

QP，2

QP，1

Q
MR-MCT

Figure 3 The Transfer Price and Production Arrangement of General and Standardized Parts
among Cooperators in Supply Chain (Ⅱ)

The optimum transfer price is the market price PPM, which is higher than the point of intersection
of MCP and NMR, so the company A will sell a proportion of the parts to the market. A produces QP, 1
parts when MC*P is equal to PPM, the downstream company only use QP, 2 parts when NMR is equal
to PPM.

4 The Transfer Price of Intermediate Products in Monopolistic Competition
Market
The parts produced by upstream companies with the core competency may have an external market,
however, the competition of the market is not sufficient, which means the upstream companies have
certain monopoly power relying on their core competence. Now it is necessary to discuss the problem
about the decisions on production lot and transfer price among cooperators in supply chain in this case.
The principle mentioned above is still applicable, the question is how to determine the net marginal
revenue from the parts sale in company A. In figure 4, DPM represents the demand of the parts from the
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external market, and MRPM is the corresponding marginal revenue. The marginal revenue of producing
and selling a extra unit of parts by company A has two sources: one is come from the marginal revenue
MRPM in the external market; the other is from the net marginal revenue (MR-MCT) from downstream
companies who use these parts. Through the horizontal addition by two curves, we can get the curve
NMPP.
The quantity QP,1 and the optimum transfer price Pp are determined by the point of intersection of
two curves (MCP and NMRP). Of all these parts, only QP,2 parts are used to produce the finished
products while the net marginal revenue of downstream companies (MR-MCT) is equal to the transfer
price Pp. QP,1- QP,2 parts are sold to the market not with the internal transfer price Pp, but with the
higher price PPM thanks to their monopoly power.
P

PT

MCP

PPM
PP

·

AR
NMRP
MCT
MR

·

MRPM

QP，3 QP，2

QP。1

DPM
Q

(MR-MCT)
Figure 4 The Transfer Price and Production Arrangement of Intermediate Products in Monopolistic
Competition Market

5 Conclusion
Basing on the discussion about three scenarios mentioned above, we can arrive at a conclusion.
For purely customized parts which it is impossible to purchase from non-cooperators or sell to the
market, the transfer price of this kind of parts is determined by the marginal cost of upstream companies
and the net marginal revenue of downstream companies. And the quantity of customized parts produced
by upstream companies is equivalent to the quantity that is needed by downstream companies.
For general and standard parts, supposing the competition of the market is sufficient, the optimum
transfer price is determined by the competitive market price. If the market price is lower than the price
in upstream companies, downstream companies may consider purchasing these parts from the market. If
the market price is higher than the price in upstream companies, they may consider selling these parts to
the market.
For intermediate products in monopolistic competition market, the transfer price is determined by
the marginal cost of upstream companies and the sum of the marginal revenue from sales in the market
& the net marginal revenue from downstream companies. Only a proportion of the parts are transferred
to downstream companies, the remaining parts are sold to the market with the higher price.
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Case Study
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Abstract Many studies have discussed vanity traits in foreign countries for many years. The studies of
vanity traits have been considered commonly as aberrant consumer behavior. This paper is designed to
explore the relationship between vanity traits and purchasing intention. This research utilizes
questionnaire survey to examine 126 participants. Then, SPSS software is applied as statistic methods to
prove the research hypotheses. It also uses Cronbach’s alpha for reliability test, factor analysis for
validity and path analysis for verifying the research hypotheses. It is found that vanity traits have
positive influence on purchasing intention. These results are corresponded to research hypotheses. In a
word, the purpose of the paper is to examine whether the phenomenon of vanity traits exist in Chinese
market and also provide an evidence that it would influence the purchasing intention significantly.
Key words Vanity traits; Purchasing intention; Physical vanity; Achievement vanity

1 Introduction
Consumers nowadays almost get everything they want as long as they have money. In the material
society, they have not satisfied the basic needs, but rather the desire to pursue more. These consumers
have been bombarded with advertising messages that promote the importance of financial achievement,
social status and physical beauty; thus, these consumers may possess vanity which subsequently may
affect the development of their self-identity. Consumption behavior resulting from vanity has roots in
materialism: price-based prestige sensitivity, cosmetics usage, clothing concerns and membership in
exclusive clubs (Netemeyer et al., 1995). So, marketing academics and business managers have recently
paid an increased attention to the relationship between vanity and purchasing intention.
The aim of the article is explore the impact of vanity traits on consumers purchasing intention.
Though lots of studies focus on the characteristics of vanity traits, few mention the relationship between
vanity and consumer behavior, largely due to the difficulty in measuring the construct. In this paper, the
concept of consumer vanity traits is first presented along with a review of the literature review and the
consumer vanity scale. Next, the research hypotheses were presented. Thirdly, the hypotheses are
examined by statistic data and results were provided. Finally, the Conclusion section will identify issues
for future research.

2 Literature Review and Hypotheses Building
Consumer vanity is a psychological construct which is defined as ‘a fixation on physical
appearance and achievement of personal goals’. Consumer vanity is a multidimensional construct
comprised of four distinct components: a concern for physical appearance; a positive (and perhaps
inflated) view of physical appearance; a concern for achievement; and a positive (and perhaps inflated)
view of achievement (Netemeyer et al., 1995). The first two components capture the domain of physical
vanity while the latter two components capture the domain of achievement vanity (Kittichai, 2008).
A growing body of academic research has also been devoted to physical appearance and its effect
on consumer behavior. It has been suggested that outward physical appearance is important for
establishing and maintaining one's self-concept. This is supported by the proliferation of, and demand
for, appearance-related products such as cosmetics and clothing (Solomon, 1992). In addition, the use of
physical attractiveness in advertisements also affects viewers’ psychological well-being. Using social
comparison theory, (Martin and Gentry 1997) found that young teenage girls tend to compare their
physical attractiveness with that of models in advertisements, consequently altering their self-perception
and self-esteem. In other words, customers may switch their purchasing intentions as a result of their
physical vanity. It has also been suggested that concern for physical attractiveness leads not only to
positive consumption behaviors (e.g., exercising and healthier eating habits), but to negative behaviors
as well (e.g., addictive behaviors, eating disorders, and numerous elective cosmetic surgeries;
Netemeyer et al., 1995). However, little has been done by consumer researchers in examining the
relationships between psychological predispositions toward vanity, marketing practices, and
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body-altering behaviors.
Research on the relationship between achievement vanity and consumption behavior has noted
important implications for many consumer behavior and marketing activities such as appealing to
materialism (Wei-Lung, 2008). (Belk 1985) indicated that the consumption of attractive goods to get
attention and to show one's drive to achieve is prevalent. (Lai 2003) noted that those between 18-23
years of age wanted to be a spokesperson for a superstar, buy new goods, wear makeup, and earn lots of
money. (Buunk 1991) used social comparison theory to show how, in general, people usually compare
themselves with others; they feel dissatisfied, inadequate or envious when the person they are
comparing themselves with is more successful. Similar to the physical appearance domain of consumer
vanity, the personal achievement domain of consumer vanity may also create a sense of negative
personal well-being; when people compare themselves with others with greater achievements, it may
result in self-doubt about one’s own abilities. Those studies show that customer prove their vanity traits
through conspicuous consumption. However, few studies concentrate on the influence of vanity traits on
purchasing intention. The research tries to investigate the direct relationship between vanity traits and
purchasing intention. Thus, the following hypotheses were developed:
H1: People who care about their physical appearance have a positive impact on purchasing
intention.
H2: People who care about their personal achievements have a positive impact on purchasing
intention.

3 Method
Subjects: one hundred and twenty-six students from Anhui University were recruited for the
research. Students from Management, Engineering, Economics, Law, and Art participated in the study.
Eight surveys were invalid.
Instrument: A questionnaire survey methodology is employed. The survey is conducted to test the
cause-and-effect relation between vanity traits and the purchasing intention. A pretest of 40
questionnaires is distributed to participants. The researcher used pretest to ensure that revised items of
questionnaires are reliable. Cronbach’s alpha is applied to test the reliability in the research.
Items: Vanity traits have two dimensions including a concern for physical appearance and a
concern for achievement. The study uses the questionnaire is developed by (Netemeyer 1995). Five
questions in each exogenous latent variable are adopted in the researcher’s questionnaire, meaning ten
questions in total. Besides, this study also employs a 5-point Likert-type scale that ranges from “strongly
disagree,” “disagree”, “neither disagree nor agree”, “agree”, to “strongly agree.” The question items of
each latent variable are shown thereafter.
Table 1 Items of Vanity Traits Questionnaire
Item Number
Item Wording
1
The way I look is extremely important to me.
2
I am very concerned about my appearance.
3
Looking my best is worth the effort.
4
People notice how attractive I am.
5
My looks are very appealing to others.
6
Professional achievements are an obsession with me.
7
I want my achievements to be recognized by others.
8
In a professional sense, I am a very successful person.
9
I am an accomplished person.
10
I am a good example of professional success.

The questionnaire of purchasing intention comes originally from the research which Zeithaml
designed. A total of three questions are employed in the research. The question items of each latent
variable are shown thereafter.
Table 2

Item Number
1
2
3
4

Items of Vanity Traits Questionnaire
Item Wording
I prefer to buy product which can build self-image of my own.
I will spend more time on product that I like.
I will spend more money on buying products.
I will recommend the brand of product for my friends.
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4 Analysis and Results
4.1 Reliability analysis
Cronbach’s α statistical procedure is used to exam the reliability of each variable. The reliability
of vanity traits is 0.846. The reliability of purchasing intention is 0.668. A reliability estimate of
exceeding 0.7 is regarded as high value for acceptable scale reliability. And a reliability estimate of 0.35
to 0.7 is regarded as good value for acceptable scale reliability. The data indicate that these variables
posses high and good reliability.
4.2 Validity analysis
In the examination of validity, KMO value can be viewed as construct validity. In this research,
each variable’s KMO value reaches middling to meritorious level which is a persuasive argument.
Beside, through adopting prior researchers’ questionnaires and recruiting specialists and professionals in
this field to test and verity the fitness of the questionnaire, high content validity are produced. The KMO
value of vanity traits is 0.816. The KMO value of purchasing intention is 0.704.
4.3 Path analysis : Hypothesis Testing
The path model is as follows: vanity traits are hypothesized to influence purchasing intention. Two
latent variables of vanity traits, including physical vanity and achievement vanity, would be applied to
examine the direct influence on purchasing intention respectively. Table 3 is a summary of regression
analysis model. The independent variable is physical vanity. The dependent variable is purchasing
intention. The R2=0.226. In other words, the proportion that the dependent variable is explained by the
independent variable reaches 0.226. Therefore, the proportion of unexplained variance reaches 0.774.
The coefficient of alienation reaches 0.862. The coefficients of the effects of physical vanity on
purchasing intention is 0.489(P=.000<.001), reaching the level of significance.
Table 3

A Summary of Regression Analysis Model

Model
R
R Square Adjusted R Square
1
0.489(a)
0.226
0.222
Predictors:(Constant)Physical Vanity
Dependent Variable: Purchasing Intention

Std. Error of the Estimate
1.56820

Table 4 is a summary of regression analysis model. The independent variable is achievement vanity.
The dependent variable is purchasing intention. The R2=0.076. In other words, the proportion that the
dependent variable is explained by the independent variable reaches 0.076. Therefore, the proportion of
unexplained variance reaches 0.811. The coefficient of alienation reaches 0.949. The coefficients of the
effects of achievement vanity on purchasing intention is 0.296(P=.000<.001), reaching the level of
significance.
Table 4 A Summary of Regression Analysis Model
Model
R
R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate
1
0.296(a)
0.076
0.075
1.26470
Predictors:(Constant)Achievement Vanity
Dependent Variable: Purchasing Intention

So, H1 and H2 test the influence that physical vanity and achievement vanity put on purchasing
intention. Each independent variable is put to test the coefficient with purchasing intention respectively.

5 Conclusions
The results show that two latent variables of vanity traits have significant relation with purchasing
intention. These results agree with previous studies published by Netemeyer in 1995 and Richins in
1992. Besides, the researcher thought that consumers with vanity traits may purchase product in order to
show theirs ability and obtain others’ respect and praise.
As in any study, further research is needed to extend findings. Vanity traits and materialism belong
to mental characteristics. More consumers’ inner idiosyncrasy should be put into consideration. Also,
the present research did not examine such personal factors as product involvement, variety seeking,
impulsiveness, and so forth. Such individual differences should be incorporated in future researches.
Besides, we still need to develop a more detailed understanding of the relationship between vanity traits
and other marketing-related variables.
Finally, we should put more researches on different industries. Most researches on vanity traits
focus on clothing and cosmetics. Although these researches results show significance on concern for
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physical appearance, they show little significance on concern for personal achievement. These results
can not present the entirety of consumers purchasing intention.
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Abstract Using the method of the Data Envelopment Analysis(DEA)，this paper has made the
comparative evaluation and analysis of the efficiency of input into Henan R&D from 2000 to 2007, as
well as the comparison among 30 domestic cities and provinces in 2007. The result of the DEA model
reflects the efficiency of input into Henan R&D objectively. At last, results are interpreted in details,
based on analysis results and present situation; the author give some corresponding suggestions of the
input into R&D in Henan.
Key words R&D; DEA; Empirical research; Efficiency

1 Introduction
In recent years, competition between countries gradually moves to the basic research, which is an
important kind of strategic resources (Li Zhengfeng, 2002). Based on this situation, all countries and
regions regard the R & D input as a strategic investment and increase investment in basic research so as
to seize the high point of the system of science. With the increased investment in basic research, its
potency，efficiency and accountability are becoming the focus of attention in various aspects (Ge
Guoyao, Song Ziliang, 2003). Whether the R&D input can really promote the regional science
innovation level or enhance local economics has a great deal with its effectiveness.
In the 1970s, the demand for performance evaluation of basic research came out in the face of the
pressure from taxpayers. National Science Foundation (NSF) and National Institute for Health (NIH)
established the first assessment office and began to research and explore the performance on R&D
activities. Since then, performance evaluation gradually got more and more attention from governments
all around the world. The initial evaluation on R & D activities in China are mainly qualitative
evaluation and the subjective evaluation of the competent leader, peer views are supplement. (Xu
Qingrui, Zheng Gang, et al, 2002). With the increasing enlarged scale of R & D activities and the
promotion of scientific research level, various assessment methods and theories are applied to the
evaluation of R & D in practice.
Data envelopment analysis(DEA) was one of the main methods used to measure technical
efficiency (Fang –Ming hsu, Chao-Chin Hsueh, 2008). DEA is a nonparametric method, no input or
output function is estimated from the data. This precludes evaluation of each index in the priority of
weight, and errors caused by subjective factors. DEA is the effective method of evaluating the efficiency
of the allocation resources, especially used to evaluate the efficiency nonmarket agencies like schools,
hospitals, and courts, which produce identifiable and measureable outputs from measurable inputs but
generally lack market prices of outputs.
In order to build an innovative province, the amount of R&D spending is growing gaining around
in Henan. During the past five years, with an average 29.52 percent rate of growth, the Intramural
Expenditures on R&D reached 12.409 billion in 2008; compared with 2007, the number of persons for
R&D Amounted to full-time increased by 12.23 % reached 72,830 person-years; scientists and engineers
for R&D Amounted to full-time reached 56316 person-years, with an increase of 16.07% over the
previous year. Compared with other provinces in central of china, Henan Province is in a leading
position in the amount of R & D resources, but the R&D investment intensity (R&D/GDP) is still
lagging behind others. Still, there is a big gap between Henan and the developed areas in east, whether
in absolute quantity or relative quantity.
In the current situation, Henan Province must continue to increase the R & D input and use the
limited R&D resources to maximize scientific research output. By analyzing the efficiency of R&D
∗
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input in Henan, this paper want to find a suitable and efficient way to develop science and technology.

2 Analytical Model and Analytical Framework
2.1 Instruction of DEA model
This study presents a Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) approach to assess technical efficiency of
R&D input/output in Henan. The discussion is based on the non-parametric, mathematical programming
framework. The specific technique used is DEA, which first introduced by the Operation research
scholar Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes, assess the relative efficiency of a homogenous set of decision
making units in the presence of multiple input and output measures.
DEA is a nonparametric method, no input or output function is estimated from the data. This
precludes evaluation of each index in the priority of weight, and errors caused by subjective factors.
DEA is the effective method of evaluating the efficiency of the allocation resources, especially used to
evaluate the efficiency nonmarket agencies like schools, hospitals, and courts, which produce
identifiable and measureable outputs from measurable inputs but generally lack market prices of
outputs.
This part we will introduce two models of DEA. The first classical model is CCR, first introduced
in to Operation Research literature by Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes（CCR）. CCR model is applicable
only to technologies characterized by constant returns to scale (CRS). In what turned out to be a major
breakthrough, Banker, Charnes, and Cooper (BCC) extended the CCR model to accommodate
technologies that exhibit variable returns to scale (VRS).
Assume there are data on N inputs and M outputs for each of I firms. For the i –th firm these are
represented by the column vectors xi and qi, respectively. The N×I input matrix, X, and the M×I output
matrix, Q represents the data for all I firms. The piecewise linear input requirement set under constant
returns to scale (CRS) can be expressed as the following equation:
L(q)= {( x, q) ≤ λQ, x ≥ X λ}
The CCR model was presented in the following equation: :
Min θλθ,
− qi + Qλ ≥ 0

Subject

to

θ xi − X λ ≥ 0
λ ≥0

(1)

where θis a scalar value representing the efficiency score for the i-th firm. and is a I×1 vector of
constants. If θ, with a value of 1 indicating a point on the frontier and hence a technically efficient firm;
ifθ<1, which denotes that the evaluating of the i-th firm is technical inefficiency.
The CRS assumption is appropriate when all firms are operating at an optimal scale. However,
imperfect competition, government regulations, constraints on finance, etc., may cause a firm to be not
operating at optimal scale. Banker, Charnes, and Cooper (BCC) adjusted the CRS DEA model to
account for variable returns to scale (VRS) situations. The CRS linear programming problem can be
easily modified to account for VRS by adding the convexity constraint: λ I = 1 to equation (1) to provide:
Min θλθ,
− qi + Qλ ≥ 0

Subject to θ xi − X λ ≥ 0

(2)

λI = 1
λ ≥0

The piecewise linear input requirement set under variable returns to scale (CRS) can be expressed
as the following equation:
L(q)= {( x, q) :q ≤ λQ, x ≥ X λ , λ I = 1}
A scale efficiency (SE) measure for each DMU can be obtained if technology exhibits VRS. If
there exists a difference score between constant returns to scale (CRS) technical efficiency score (TE)
and VRS TE score for a special DMU, the DMU is characterized by scale inefficiency where the scale
efficiency can be calculated as ratio of CRS TE to VRS TE. The VRS TE score can then be divided into
two components, scale efficiency and pure technical in efficiency.
2.2 Analytical framework of R&D efficiency using DEA approach
2.2.1 Analytical framework
In order to realize the current status of efficiency of input of R & D in Henan, discover the existing
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problem and causes, and propose the counter- measures to optimize the R&D activities, this paper will
analyze following the two aspects: (1) making the comparative evaluation and analysis of efficiency of
R&D input from 2000 to 2007 in Henan, (2) making the efficiency research of R&D of 30 regions1 with
the DEA model.
2.2.2 Measures and data collection
Three input indicators employed in this study are detailed below: (1) Number of persons for R＆D
Amounted to full-time: refers to the workload of the persons in R&D activities, which including
full-time staff and all part-time staff in a year; (2) Intramural Expenditures on R&D: refers to the actual
expenditure spending on internal R&D activities in a report period of the investigation unit; (3)
scientists and engineers for R＆D Amounted to full-time: the workload of the scientists and engineers in
R&D activities, which including full-time staff and all part-time staff in a year.
Four output measures used in this study are described as follows: (1) Number of scientific papers:
refers to the amount of scientific paper, which published on the National University or academic
publications, or on the issue of overseas tertiary institutions or academic journal (2) The publication of
scientific monographs: refers to the amount of science and technology monographs, textbooks, popular
science books, which compiled and published by official press. Account the same title as a book,
nothing to do with the circulation of the book. (3) The amount of patents granted: refers to the patent
which the official agency has no objection to application, registered and given the authorization or
patent license. Patent, which is an important output of R & D and technological innovation activities,
always are closely related technological development. (4)The volume of contracts realized on
technological market: the number of the contracts which traded or realized on technology markets in all
regions. It is market that is an important detector of testing any innovation’s true value.
Dimension
inputs

outputs

Table 1 Measures of Inputs and Outputs of R&D Activities
Measures
Items and definition
the workload of the persons in R & D activities, which
Number of persons for R＆D Amounted
includes full-time staff and all part-time staff in a year
to full-time
Intramural Expenditures on R&D
refers to the actual expenditure spending on internal R &
D activities in a report period of the investigation unit
scientists and engineers for R ＆ D the workload of the scientists and engineers in R & D
activities ,which includes full-time staff and all part-time
Amounted to full-time
staff in a year
Number of scientific papers
refers to the amount of scientific paper, which published
on the National University or academic publications, or
on the issue of overseas tertiary institutions or academic
journal
The publication of scientific monographs the amount of science and technology monographs,
textbooks, popular science books, which compiled and
Published by official press. Account the same title as a
book, nothing to do with the circulation of the book
The amount of patents granted
the patent which the official agency has no objection to
application or review does not hold meaning, registered
and given the authorization or patent license. Patent,
which is an important output of R & D and technological
innovation activities, always are closely related
technological development
The volume of contracts realized on
the number of the contracts which traded or realized on
technological market
technology markets in all regions.

Owing to the characteristics of R&D activities, outputs are lag a certain amount of time behind
inputs. After co-integration, this paper finds that the maximum delay between R&D input and output is 1
year. That is, the 2007 R & D investment, will output in 2008.
The data used in this article come from the “Zhejiang Science and Technology Yearbook”
(2007-2008), “Henan Statistical Yearbook” (2001-2009),”China Statistical Yearbook” (2008) and”
1

Some related indicators for statistics of Tibet used is this paper are not exist, so Tibet is removed from the

samples.
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Statistical of Chinese S&T Papers(2009)”.

3 Empirical Results Obtained by DEA Approach
3.1 Applying DEA in evaluating of R&D input between years 2000 and 2007 in Henan
According to the statistic annals of Henan province, obtained the data of the number of persons for
R＆D Amounted to full-time (x1) , intramural Expenditures on R&D (x2) scientists and engineers for
R&D Amounted to full-time (x3); the number of scientific papers (Y1), the publication of scientific
monographs (Y2), the amount of patents granted(Y3), volume of contracts realized on technological
market (Y4). This paper use CCR and BCC models of DEA method, and take the year from 2000 to
2007 as decision-making units. It selects data of Henan R&D input from 2000 to 2007 and R&D output
from 2001 to 2008, and put it into the model and results are got automatically by using Win4Deap
software.
Table 2

DMU

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

Evaluating Result of R&D Input in Henan Province from 2000 to 2007

σ

CRS(TE)

VRS(TE)

∑λ

Economy of
scale.

θ /σ
VRS(SE)

0.986
0.864
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.930
0.990
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.836
0.818
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.224
1.266
1.000

irs
irs
drs
drs
-

0.986
0.864
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.930
0.990
1.000

θ

3.1.1 CRS technical efficiency analysis
Table 2 lists the descriptive statistics of R&D input/output efficiency with scores from 2000 to
2007. In the years from 2002 to 2004 and 2007, the TE scores of R&D activities equal to 1, then this
indicates that R&D input/output in these years in Henan province rated as fully efficient. As table 2
observed, the years of 2000-2001, and 2005-2006 are non-DEA efficient units. But all the units are
technical efficiency when VRS is assumed, that means all the decision-making units are operating at an
optimal pure technical efficiency. Favorite in a word, DMUs’ technical inefficiency result in scale
inefficiency while not pure technical inefficiency.
3.1.2 Scale efficiency analysis
Results from Table 2 suggest that 2000-2001 Henan Province achieved the optimal pure technical
efficiency, while the SE scores of R&D input/output are less than 1, which indicate that in 2000-2001
Henan R&D activities’ operation exhibit increasing returns to scale. Insufficient input are the real reason
leading to non-DEA efficient in 2000-2001.On the contrary, 2005-2006 Henan SE evaluation are greater
than 1, shows that R&D input/output in this period is decreasing returns to scale, A serious shortage of
R&D output due to non-DEA efficient. In 2002-2004 and 2007, Henan R&D activities are operating at
both Scale efficiency and pure technical efficiency.
3.1.3 Projection analysis
In order to identify the specific reasons of invalidity for R&D investment, non-efficient DMUs’
evaluation is made by using DEA projection theory method.
Compared to R&D activities on the efficient production frontier, owing to preserve the current
output scale, more excessive resources such as personnel, R&D Expenditures and the scientists and
engineers engaged in R&D activities are wasted in the years 2000-2001 and 2005-2006.
In 2000, the slack of the workload of R&D staff and intramural expenditures is only about
1.42%. As increase investment is put into R&D, the degree of redundancy of R&D input in 2001 is
larger than 2000, which the slack of both the two DMUs’ inputs rise to 8.63%. 2001, the slack of
scientists and engineers engaged in R&D activities decreased slightly, reduced from 14.94% to
12.18%.Afterwards, the redundancy in R&D activities’ input has been gradually decreased in Henan
province. 2006, the slack of the workload of R&D staff and intramural expenditures decreased to 0.96%,
and the slack in scientists and engineers dropped to 5.05%.
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Table 3

DMU
indicator
X1redundancy rate
X2redundancy rate
X3redundancy rate
Y1 insufficient rate
Y2 insufficient rate
Y3 insufficient rate
Y4 insufficient rate
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Result of Projection Analysis of Non DMU

2000

2001

2005

2006

493.327
1.42%
0.353
1.42%
4413.606
14.94%
0
0
0
0
267.937
38.94%
262.958
38.95%

3121.001
8.63%
2.445
8.63%
3399.697
12.18%
1292.433
5.83%
0
0
185.883
22.63%
0
0

4014.776
7.89%
3.877
6.97%
2719.891
6.97%
3.223
0.007%
255.398
10.81%
0
0
1783.657
63%

561.207
0.96%
0.725
0.96%
2362.258
5.05%
2969.126
6.20%
122.156
4.53%
0
0
1257.131
33.32%

In the year 2000 and 2001, patents granted are present shortage, of which 38.94% increase in 2000
and 22.63% in 2001, technical and scale efficiency can be achieved. Since 2002, as shown in tabel3, the
number of patents granted has reached largest volume of production. In the year 2005 and 2006, except
the patents granted has reached its maximum production, the rest of three science and technology output
of R&D activities present shortage. Scientific monographs’ production capacity should be increased by
10.72% in 2005, 2006 by only 4.53% and scientific papers are present a shortage of 6.20%. Compared
to output of scientific monographs and papers, there is a serious shortage of the contracts realized on
technological market. Contracts realized on technological market should increase by 38.95%, 63% and
33.32% in 2000, 2005 and 2006, technical and scale efficiency can be achieved.
The analysis implies that insufficient output of scientific and technological is the main reason for poor
performance of R&D activities in Henan. Low high-technology transformation contributed to the
inadequate scientific and technological outputs.
3.2 Evaluating the efficiency of R&D input of 30 regions with the DEA model
According to the “Zhejiang Science and Technology Yearbook” (2007-2008), “China Statistical
Yearbook” (2008) and” Statistical of Chinese S&T Papers(2009)”,obtained the data of the number of
persons for R＆D Amounted to full-time (x1) , intramural Expenditures on R&D (x2) scientists and
engineers for R&D Amounted to full-time (x3); the number of scientific papers (Y1), the publication of
scientific monographs (Y2)2, the amount of patents granted(Y3), volume of contracts realized on
technological market (Y4).
Take 30 regions nationwide as decision-making units, It selects data of R&D input of 30 regions in
2007 and R&D output in 2008, and put it into the model and results are got automatically by using
Win4Deap software.
3.2.1 CRS technical efficiency analysis
The results shown in Table 4 suggest that Tianjin, Zhejiang, Shandong, Hainan, Yunnan, Xinjiang,
Shanghai, seven provinces’ TE scores of R&D activities equal to 1, then this indicates that R&D
input/output in these regions in 2007/2008 rated as fully efficient, which means that the R&D personnel
and financial inputs have been fully utilized and achieved the maximum possible output results. There
are 23 regions’ TE scores less than 1, that about 76.66% of DMUs are non-DEA efficient region, which
also exist scale inefficiency. Among the 23 non-DEA efficient regions, only Beijing is marginal
efficiency unit which TE score is close to 1. Marginal efficiency unit refers to the unit which DEA value
is between 0.9 and 1, which after slightly adjustment of the input and output DEA value will attained. 1.
Among the 22 significant non-efficiency units (DEA value is less than 0.9), there are 16 regions which
TE scores of R&D are less than 0.6, accounting for 53.33% of all the regions nationwide. That means
more than half the regions in china have poor performances in R&D activities, and it is very difficult to
improve their performances in a short time. The CRS TE of Henan is 0.402, which implies that Henan
province has not only a poor performance in R&D activities, but also a significant non-efficiency unit in
2

The latest figures of Scientific output which published by National statistics, the measure of "the publication of
scientific monographs" of 30 provinces is not involved, so this paper eliminated the index in lateral analysis.
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2007, it will take a long period and more effort to improve its performance.
Table 4

DMU
Beijing
Tianjin
Hebei
Shanxi
Inner Mongolia
Liaoning
Jilin
Heilongjiang
Shanghai
Jiangsu
Zhejiang
Anhui
Fujian
Jiangxi
Shandong
Henan
Hubei
Hunan
Guangdong
Guangxi
Hainan
Chongqing
Sichuan
Guizhou
Yunnan
Shaanxi
Gansu
Qinghai
Ningxia
Xinjiang

Evaluating Result of R&D Input Efficiency in 30 Regions in China, 2007
σ
∑λ
σ
Economy of
VRS(TE)
scale.
CRS(TE)
VRS(SE)
0.950
1.000
0.950
6.372
Drs
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.409
0.410
0.996
0.560
Irs
0.410
0.434
0.944
6.259
Drs
0.354
0.365
0.969
0.213
Irs
0.796
0.955
0.833
3.562
Drs
0.643
0.646
0.955
0.380
Irs
0.530
0.569
0.931
13.275
Drs
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.547
0.568
0.963
22.491
Drs
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.572
0.598
0.956
1.31
Drs
0.468
0.471
0.994
1.051
Drs
0.342
0.345
0.989
0.499
Irs
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.402
0.404
0.966
0.542
Irs
0.602
0.602
0.999
0.700
Irs

0.884
0.784
0.392
1.000
0.585
0.458
0.881
1.000
0.469
0.593
0.584
0.404
1.000

0.910
1.000
0.401
1.000
0.602
0.460
0.926
1.000
0.477
0.598
0.944
0.491
1.000

0.971
0.784
0.977
1.000
0.972
0.997
0.951
1.000
0.984
0.992
0.618
0.822
1.000

7.543
1.805
2.111
1.000
4.383
0.439
4.025
1.000
3.663
0.600
0.414
0.101
1.000

Drs
Drs
Drs
Drs
Irs
Drs
Drs
Irs
Irs
Irs
-

3.2.2 Scale efficiency analysis
Among the 30 provinces participating in the evaluation, only Tianjin, Zhejiang, Shandong, Hainan,
Yunnan, Xinjiang, and Shanghai etc., are operating at both Scale efficiency and pure technical efficiency.
There are nine provinces’ with SE scores less than 1, results in Table4 indicate that including Jilin,
Hubei, Henan, Qinghai etc., nine provinces’ R&D operation exhibit increasing returns to scale. The rest
regions of 14 provinces’ R&D activities including Guangdong, Guangxi, Shaanxi etc., are operating at
decreasing returns to scale. More than 46% R&D investment in china is diseconomies of scale. The
VRS TE scores of Henan R&D activities is 0.542, indicates that R&D investment in Henan province
exist a serious shortage; the VRS scores of Henan R&D activities is 0.404, which implies the
management of R&D investment is unscientific; the SE scores is 0.966, R&D input/output in 2007 in
Henan is increasing returns to scale. Increasing in R&D input will lead to the more output increased.
3.2.3 Projection analysis
In order to identify the specific reasons of invalidity for R&D investment, non-efficient DMUs’
evaluation is made by using DEA projection theory method.
The result of Input-oriented of DEA model implies that maintaining outputs invariably, minimize the
inputs. As is shown in Table5, ensuring the science and technology output unchanged in 2008, the R &
D resources which put in 2007 exist excessive redundancy. The slack rate of the workload of R&D staff,
intramural expenditures and scientists and engineers engaged in R&D activities are about
63.52% ,59.8% and 59.8%, which implies that ensuring the science and technology output unchanged,
the R&D should be reduced about 60%. The analysis demonstrates that the main reason for poor
performance of R&D activities in Henan, are excessive resources wasted in R&D activities.
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Table 5 Result of Projection Analysis of Henan, Input-oriented
X1redundancy rate X2redundancy
X3redundancy Y1insufficient Y3insufficient Y4insufficien
rate
rate
rate
rate
t rate
Henan 63.52%
59.8%
59.79%
0
0
0

Index

Index
Henan

Table 6 Result of Projection Analysis of Henan, Output-oriented
X3redundancy Y1insufficient Y3insufficient Y4insufficient
X1redundancy rate X2redundancy
rate
rate
rate
rate
rate
9.28%
0
0
59.8%
59.8%
59.8%

The result of output-oriented of DEA model implies that keeping inputs unchanged, maximize the
outputs. As is shown in Table6, ensuring the R&D inputs invariable in 2007, there is a serious shortage
of science and technology outputs. Unless the scientific papers, patents granted and volume of contracts
realized on technological market increased by 59.8%, the technical and scale efficiency can not be
achieved in Henan. The content in Table6 illustrates that insufficient output of scientific and
technological is the main reason for poor performance of R&D activities in Henan.

4 Conclusion
According to the current situation and existing problems of R&D activities for the Henan Province,
this paper proposes the following recommendations.
The first is to maintain the existing scale of inputs, focus on improving the efficiency of R&D
activities. The government and enterprises should increase the funding and personnel in science and
technology, meanwhile more efforts should be made in improving the efficiency of R&D outputs.
The second is to develop the inputs’ structure, optimize the allocation of three types of R&D
research funds’ ratio. The basic research funds accounted for R&D funding in Henan Province is about
2% for a long time and far below the national average (5%). Basic research funding in R&D share of
total funding is above 10% in majority of OECD member countries and six observer countries, while
most countries around the world this proportion is around 20%. Low proportion for basic research,
contributed to the insufficient output of scientific papers, monographs and other important scientific and
technological achievements. Although the R&D activities scale is big in Henan, while most of them are
enterprises experimental development activities. Few enterprises involved in basic research, not only
can’t for basic research take more economic benefit directly, but also has the enterprises no capacity to
carry out basic research.
Third, owing to promoting integration of production and scientific research, government should
create a suitable Science and Technology operation mechanism in Henan as quickly as possible. Policy
makers must adjust the R&D funds’ structure and promote government and science field creating a
suitable Science and Technology Development Mechanism. In order to promote the powerful
cooperation of enterprises and research institutions, which maximize utility of enterprise's economic
resources and colleges’ scientific and technological resources. Companies should increase their own
intellectual property rights to develop and strengthen cooperation with scientific research units and
technological universities. For the sake of facilitating promotion and use of new technologies,
improving the technological content of products, it is necessary to enhance the horizontal
communication and cooperation between scientific research institutes and firms.
Fourth, the government and science field should compile appropriate technology development
planning, and promote integration of scientific and technological resources. The scale, objectively,
funded key fields and financing projects' scope of R&D and basic research investment should be
reification and maneuverability in the technology development planning, for the purpose of making the
funds and personnel of R&D in reasonable growth and use. No scientific and rational planning, will
cause duplication or blind area of funding and finally lead to the waste of resources, which is the main
reason that caused the insufficient inputs and redundant outputs.
The last but not the least, is to improve policies and regulations, for sake of creating a platform for
industrialization of research findings. Create a favorable macro-technology environment and provide
fast, accurate market information for scientific subjects.
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Abstract This paper introduces the development of the critical factor index (CFI) method. The CFI is
a management tool to support strategic decisions which is based on real-life expectations and
experiences. After a comprehensive description of the method the current pitfalls will be explained by
comparing the CFI to the newly developed BCFI (balanced critical factor index) formula. The findings
will present break through innovations in terms of validity and reliability. The execution of the BCFI in
the first case study approved the good performances of the testing phase. The benefits of a fast,
comprehensive and reliable method to gather important information in order to make strategic decisions
on a low cost level are self-evident and will most probably lead to a further increase of interest about the
BCFI method.
Key words CFI methodology, Management tool, Strategic decision, Business performance, Process
measurement

1 Introduction
Many strategic decisions have to be made on daily bases. Therefore the management of an
organisation need to have a profound overview about the current situation and future development
possibilities. In order to make the right decision managers are using more and more, so called, decision
supporting tools. Therefore the CFI (Critical Factor Index) has been developed to offer a comprehensive
perspective on current performances of business processes.
The CFI method is a measurement tool to indicate which attribute of a business process is critical
and which is not, based on the experience and expectations of the company’s employees, customers or
business partners[1]. The CFI was developed on the basis of the Gab analysis and the implementation
index (IMPL). The IMPL was also invented by Josu Takala. The original idea, behind these
measurement tools, was to develop a fast and reliable method for management purposes to sense and
respond (to) customer satisfaction[2]. The method reveals which attributes are critical within the business
process and therefore supports the management to make decisions concerning which attributes should be
improved. However, the usage of IMPL and CFI in over 50 different case studies, comprising a big
variety of processes as well as business environments, showed that the method can be used to measure
basically all business processes, given that the attributes are well defined.
The use of a questionnaire is one of the most efficient approaches to gather the required
information. Due to the fact that each process has its own attributes the questionnaire cannot be
standardized but instead has to be created individually. Typically the method consists of three phases.
During the first phase the current situation is explored, tools like personnel interviews, in depth
interviews and observing are used. The second phase is the most crucial part; the right attributes have to
be defined in order to reveal the relevant critical factors. To serve the overall goal, proposing
development needs for certain attributes, the choice for them should be in line with the company’s own
strategy, vision, mission and values. Therefore information from phase one is essential as well as
internal information about the company’s internal proceedings. In phase three all gathered information
will be analysed and furthermore the CFI measurement tools will be applied [1] [2].
However, a frequently stated weakness of the CFI indicator is the high influence of the standard
deviation. Antti Rajala proposed in his case study a further development of the CFI in order to increase
the reliability of the findings[3]. In this paper the method will be explained in depth and furthermore the
development from CFI to BCFI will be presented.

2 The Development of the CFI
In this case study the method was used to measure the performance of the human resource
allocation process. In total 20 attributes were chosen to describe the process of planning, allocating,
monitoring and using software tools for the overall allocation process. The following table shows some
examples, taken from the questionnaire.
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Table 1 Examples of Attributes from the Internal Questionnaire
Expectations Experiences Direction of Development
Compared to past
(1‐10)
(1‐10)
Worse Same Better Worse
Same
Better

ATTRIBUTES
Resource planning process
Structure and clearity of project schedules
Reliability of time schedules
Reliability of workload estimations
Information flow throughout the project team
Planning process in general
Resource allocation process
Communication between management and project team
Distribution of projects

The respondents were asked to evaluate each attribute in terms of expectations and real life
experiences. In this case study it was also asked in which way the employees believe the attribute will
develop within the next two years and how it has changed within the last two years. The scale from 1 to
10 has been chosen to evaluate the different attributes. The relatively wide range makes it easier to point
out inconsistencies between expectations and experiences[1]. The following figure will present all
necessary formulas for calculating the CFI.

Figure 1 The CFI Method

Based on the CFI formula some changes have been made in order to lower the high influence of the
SD and furthermore to higher the weight of the experiences. In addition to these features the earlier SD
problem, by appearance of SD = 0, has been solved. The new formula is called BCFI (Balanced Critical
Factor Index) and has been approved in terms of functionality by the inventor of the CFI method,
Professor Josu Takala and the statistic Professor of Vaasa University, Dr. Bernd Pape.
BCFI=

SD expectation index - SD experience index - Performance index
Important index - Gap index - Direction of development index

SD expectation index= ⎜⎛ ⎜⎛ SD of expectation ⎟⎞ + 1⎟⎞
10

⎝⎝

⎠

⎠

SD experience index= ⎛⎜ ⎛⎜ SD of experience ⎞⎟ + 1⎞⎟
⎝⎝

10

⎠

⎠

(1)
(2)
(3)

Performance index= Average of experience/10
(4)
With the BCFI the critical factors can easily be identified. All attributes with a value below one are
considered to be critical. As more the values of the attributes are going in the direction of zero as more
critical they are. The value one represents an optimal attribute whereas all attributes with values above
one are considered to be “high performers”. However, the expression of high performer could lead to a
misinterpretation. High performer does not necessarily mean that the attribute has a high performance
it only indicates, for example, that the expectations are met by the experience and the direction of
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development is higher than one (positive direction), if the experience exceed the level of expectations or
similar combinations.
In addition to the standard formula the BCFI method offers two variables which can be emphasized.
The following formulas will show how the Gap index and the Direction of development index can be
modified.
Influence of Gap index increased by 0,3:
Gap index = |(avg. of experience - avg. of expectation)*1,3/10-1|
(5)
Influence of Direction of development decreased by 0,1:
Direction of development = |(b% - w%)*0,9/100-1|
(6)
The results change accordingly to the adjustments that have been made and therefore different
factors can be reflected stronger or weaker than the others. This is important, for example, if the
management feels that the employees might have a too positive attitude concerning the direction of
development. In that case the management can lower the influence of this factor by reducing its
weighting as stated in formula 6.
As mentioned earlier the respondents were also asked to answer in which direction an attribute has
changed compared to the past. Therefore the BCFI has to be calculated with the past development index.
As this factor should have the reverse influence on the value of the attribute, compared to the direction
of development index, following formula has to be applied.
Past development index= |(w% - b%)/100-1|
(7)
Otherwise the BFCI formula remains the same. After the BFCI with direction of development index
and the BFCI with past development index have been calculated, the development of the attributes can
be monitored simply by comparing the two calculations. This approach gives valuable information for
the management to see how past development efforts have been affecting the attributes.
The following table shows the feasible values for each factor and furthermore explains the logic
behind the value.
Table 2 Values and Meaning of Factors
Range of value
Meaning
1 – 1,5
1= high (critical)
1,5= low (not critical)
Performance index
0,1 – 1
0,1= high (critical)
1= low (not critical)
Important index
0,1 – 1
0,1= low (not critical)
1= high (critical)
Gap index
0,1 – 1,9
0,1= low (not critical)
1,9= high (critical)
Direction of development
0–2
0= low (not critical)
2= high (critical)

Factor
Standard deviation index

The standard deviation, for example, indicates the agreement between the participants of a certain
attribute, a low value indicates that people agree with each other and therefore the attribute is defined
with a higher trustworthiness. If the value is high the significance for the attribute is decreasing as the
participants have quite different opinions about it. The performance and importance index are
self-explanatory and representing simply the level of performance or expectation of the attribute. If there
is no gap between the expectations and experiences of an attribute the index is one, otherwise the Gap
index can give positive or negative direction to the CFI according to the relation of difference. The last
index follows the same principle as the Gap index, if the direction of development is 100 percent same
(no direction) the value is one otherwise it will influence the CFI in the same manner as the Gap index.

3 Findings
The following comparison between the old CFI and new BCFI are based on 18 responses out of 33
send questionnaires. Also the response rate is not much higher than 50% big differences could have been
identified. The following graph will show the deviation between the two approaches.
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(The CFI values have been divided by ten in order to plot a chart for a good visible comparison.)
Figure 2 Comparison between CFI and BCFI Values

By analysing the CFI method the attributes 1, 2, 5 and 6 would have been identified to be most
critical, the BCFI on the other hand shows the attributes 2, 3, 16 and 20 as the most critical ones.
Furthermore high deviations can be monitored on the attributes 6 and 14 which result from the values of
the standard deviations. According to the CFI approach, attribute number 6 has been considered as being
among the most critical attributes, whereas it is not considered as critical with the BCFI approach. The
following table will show the exact results for the different attributes.

Attribute
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
CFI
BCFI
CFI & BCFI

Table 3 Internal Questionnaire Results of HRM Case Study
Direction of development
Avg. Expectation SD Expect. Avg. Experience SD Experi. Worse
Same
Better
8,28
0,93
5,26
1,83
11,11
55,56
33,33
8,28
0,80
5,00
1,50
27,78
50,00
22,22
7,33
1,37
4,95
2,04
27,78
55,56
16,67
8,89
1,20
6,26
1,67
16,67
38,89
44,44
8,33
1,25
6,11
1,38
16,67
44,44
38,89
8,72
0,80
6,53
1,71
5,56
50,00
44,44
7,61
1,95
6,11
1,68
5,56
77,78
16,67
8,00
1,37
5,84
1,91
22,22
66,67
11,11
8,06
1,72
5,84
1,86
16,67
61,11
22,22
7,83
1,38
5,79
1,80
16,67
66,67
16,67
7,67
1,76
6,11
2,01
0,00
66,67
33,33
7,72
1,19
5,95
1,95
11,11
55,56
33,33
7,61
1,11
5,58
1,67
5,56
61,11
33,33
8,56
0,96
7,68
1,56
5,56
55,56
38,89
7,22
1,87
6,32
1,89
11,11
77,78
11,11
7,72
2,28
4,84
2,64
50,00
22,22
27,78
7,67
1,86
5,16
2,39
38,89
33,33
27,78
7,44
2,34
5,84
2,63
27,78
27,78
44,44
8,11
2,02
6,21
2,48
27,78
50,00
22,22
8,22
1,87
5,16
2,81
50,00
33,33
16,67

Especially attribute number 14 reveals the pitfall of the CFI equation. The expectations are high but
so is the experience and furthermore are the participants quite in line with each other (relatively low
standard deviation). In addition only 5,56% are expecting the attribute to get worse within the next two
years which in summary should present a quite good performed attribute. Another example is attribute
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number 16 which is considered among the four best attributes according to CFI and one of the most
critical according to BCFI. Although the gap index already indicates a high deviation between the
expectations and experiences on attribute 16 and furthermore 50% expect the attribute to get worse, the
CFI, based on the high standard deviation, ranks the attribute still as high. The BCFI in contrast
considers also the low performance of the attribute and takes weight of the high standard deviation. The
SD can become logically higher as closer the value of an attribute is to the median of the overall
weighting scale. Therefore the SD should not have a too big impact on the output. The main problem of
the SD usage in the CFI is that if the standard deviation of either expectations or experiences is below
one the results are negatively influenced. In case both standard deviations are below zero the effect is
even stronger. As a result the BCFI gives a more reliable indication of the critical factors and offers a
more comprehensive analyse tool.
In addition to the critical factors the development over the last two years can be monitored. This
feature is especially interesting if a company had development efforts over the period in question. The
following figure will show the findings of this case study.

Figure 3 Comparison between BCFI and Past BCFI

As the development direction of both BCFI values are based on expectations and experiences the
reliability of the difference is greatly influenced by recent events and impressions, therefore this
comparison should only give a rough idea in which direction one attribute has developed. For
continuous analyses the past development index can be left out after the first investigation and be
replaced by the BCFI of the previous survey.
In case that several factors occur equally critical the management has the option with the BCFI to
higher or lower the influence of certain factors. The following figure shows for example the BCFI high
Gap with a 50% higher influence of the gap index and the BCFI low development with a 50% reduced
influence of the development index, compared to the standard BCFI.

Figure 4 Comparison between Different Weighting Modifications

In this case study the critical factors could be identified easily due to big variations and no
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significant changes occurred when changing the influence factors. However, the feature can still be
monitored and will help especially when differences between several attributes are not as distinct as in
this case study.

4 Conclusions
The new BCFI method performed well in the first real-life execution phase and reflected the
current HR- allocation process of the case study very precisely. The management of the case company
was convinced of the usability and reliability of the new method. Furthermore the testing phase with
extreme values showed the high sensitivity, high scalability and the advantages of modifying certain
factors of the new method. Also the identification of critical factors is now defined exactly and can
easily be recognized. As more the value of an attribute is going in the direction of zero as more critical it
is, on the other hand if its performance exceed the value one it can go to infinity. In the test phase the
only error occurred when an attribute had equal values for expectations and experiences, the SD of both
factors were zero and the direction of development was rated with 100% better. Than the equation leads
to an error message and cannot be solved. However in such a case the attribute would not be considered
as critical and therefore can be influenced by setting the direction of development for example to
99,99999.
The comparison of the BCFI with the earlier CFI method revealed the pitfalls of the CFI method.
Especially the usage of the SD caused major errors and therefore influenced the reliability of the results
negatively. Another advantage of the BCFI method is that it is based on the same data as the CFI and no
further data has to be collected. That means that all data which have been collected for testing the CFI
method can now be used to test the BCFI method as well.
The benefits of a fast, comprehensive and reliable method to gather important information in order
to make strategic decisions on a low cost level are self-evident and will most probably lead to a further
increase of interest about the BCFI. However as stated above there is still the need of further
development and therefore should be tested in future case studies. Last but not least it has to be stated
that the BCFI can be utilized to test internal as well as external processes, based either on expectations
and experiences of employees, customers or business partners.
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Abstract Using bibliometrics technology to study “Science and Technology Policy” can not only
improve better understanding of “Science and Technology Policy” for researcher , but also have
important value for policy maker. In this article, the author use bibliomtrics method and select “Science
and Technology Policy” as search word and 267 records of articles in 1998-2008 are retrieved from
CSSCI. Then the author analysis on the key words, publishing authors and cited authors, source and
cited journals. According to analysis, the author get the following conclusion:(1) these studies are not
particularly focused on hot spots and links between studies are not particularly close;(2) Not only
publishing authors but also cited author, their articles’ counts are very low and couldn’t form special
core literatures and core authors;(3) Science and Technology policy research is absorbed contents of
many fields, has not formed fixed areas.
Key words Science and technology policy; Bibliometrics; CSSCI

1 Introduction
Science and technology are the most active elements of morden society, science and technology
policy is an important strategy for socio-economic development and scientific and technological
development. To explore the content and the focus of Science and technology policy research is a scan
for the development of science and technology policy research itself, it is also Element Study. Many
scholars (Ye 1995, Wang 1998, Sheng &Cheng 2002, Lou 2002). have made outstanding contributions
to these element studies. In addition to per study, Liu LI(Liu,2008) , Song Jian (Song, 2008) Peng
Fu-guo(Peng 2006) and other scholars have studied the stages, milestones, and evolution of Chinese
science and technology policy development, which is equivalent to study the history of Chinese science
and technology policy; Wu Tong, Sun Li(Wu&Sun,2004), Wang Tao, Wu Gui-Sheng
(Wang&Wu,2001), who studied the relevant shortcomings and problems of China's science and
technology policy; Peng Ji-Sheng, Sun Wen-Xiang, Zhong Weiguo(Peng, Sun&Zhong 2008), Li Xia,
Su Jin-Ying (Li&Su,2008)and others have made quantitative research on the Chinese science and
technology policy-making, evaluation, determination; Duan Jianping (Duan,2006) and other scholars
pay their attention to the science and technology policy in other countries and comparative studies.
There are many of the characteristics of Chinese science and technology policy research. Although
scholars have made comprehensive discussion on Chinese science and technology policy research, but
few authors study the field from the perspective of bibliometrics. In this paper, we try to study the
science and technology policy from bibliometrics point of view and get some interesting results.

2 Data and Methodology
The data in this study are all from CSSCI. There are a lot of science and technology policy
inconsistencies in research, so we had made concept analysis before retrieval. According to comparison,
we find “Science and Technology Policy” can represent these conceptions better, so we decided use
“LY98,LY00,LY01,LY02,LY03,LY04,LY05,LY06,LY07,LY08, BY=“Science and Technology
Policy” ”as search expression and 267 records of articles and 1564 citation references in
1998–2008(exclude 1999) are retrieved from CSSCI. In order to nicety, the data have been cleaned up
and standardization and 260 articles are efficiency. Taking these data as database, we analysis on the
key words, publishing authors and cited authors, source and cited journals.

3 Results and Analysis
3.1 Keyword analysis
∗

This research was supported by the China Postdoctoral Science Foundation under Grant 20090460288

.
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There are total 542 keywords in 260 papers, according to frequency analysis, we found that "
Science and Technology Policy (S&T policy)" appeared 208 times, Key words appeared 10 times is 2,

9 times(2), 8times(1), 7times(3), 6times(2), 5times(5), 3times(18), 2times(45), 1time(453).
Table 1

Freq.
208

Keywords Appear Above 4 Times of Science and Technology Policy Research in CSSCI

Key word
Science
and
Technology
Policy(s&t policy)

Freq.

Key word

Freq.

Key word

7

WTO

5

Science
technology

and
and

11

national innovation
system

7

Industrial Policy

4

10

science and technology
management

7

the Transformation of
Scientific and
Technological
Achievement （TSTA）

scientific
technological
thought

4

S&T investment

10

science and technology
innovation

6

Development of science
and technology

4

9

basic research

5

technology foresight

4

9

Technique Innovation

5

Scientific
and
Technological system

4

8

Science of science

5

national S&T Policy

4

Policies of Science
and Technology
of the U.S.
Scientific
and
Technological
Indicators
reforms of sci-tech
system
indigenous
innovation

From table 1, we can see that there are a lot of content are included in S&T policy study, these
contents are related to science and technology policy, the keywords with more frequency can be seen as
a research focus. However, table 1 shows that these studies are not particularly focused on hot spots and
links between studies are not particularly close.
3.2 Author analysis
3.2.1 Publishing author analysis
There are total of 347 authors in 260 papers who had published one article are 305, two articles are
32, three articles are 5, four articles are 2, 5 and 8 articles are only one person. Table2 show the authors
and work units who have published three or more.
Table 2

counts

Publishing Authors of Science and Technology Policy Research in CSSCI(above 3 times)

Publishing author

Organization
The Institute for Research in Science Technology and Society in ShanXi
University;
Department of Philosophy,Central South University,

8

Li xia

5

Center of Science , technology and Society ,Tsinghua University

4

Xiao guangling
Chinese Association for
Science
of Science and S&T
Policy
Du Baogui

3

Liu Li

Center of Science, technology and Society ,Tsinghua University

4

3

Huang Junying

3

Gong Xu

3

Hong kai

3

Su Jun

Chinese Association for Science of Science and S&T Policy
School of Literature and Law, Northeastern University
Institute of Science and Technology Information of China
Policy Bureau,The National Natural Science Foundation of China
Management School,Jinan University;
school of Architecture,South China University of Technology
School of Public Policy and Management, Tsinghua University

From table 3, we can see there are 40 people who studied on science and technology policy had
published papers more than 2 in CSSCI. Among of them 22 units are included "Science and
Technology", 8 units are related to economic management, the rest is the Policy Office, Party School,
Business School, school of literature and Law, school of Humanities and social sciences and so on. The
distribution of high published authors of s&t policy is in Beijing, Shanxi, Liaoning, Wuhan, Guangzhou,
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etc. University is the main source for published papers, followed by a number of research institutes;
there are also some government departments who published on the Academic Journal.
3.2.2 Cited author analysis
According citation analysis on 260 papers, we find that there are 1564 citations and average cited
times are 6.02 per author.
From table 3, we can see important cited authors of science and technology policy research in china
in CSSCI. Compared published authors with these cited authors show that there some different between
them which not necessarily high on high. However, some of them appear Simultaneous, such as Li Xia,
Zeng guoping, Liu Xielin, Zhou Jizhong, Xiao guangling, Ye Ming, Wang Tao etc.
Table 3 Show that there are several categories high cited author, for example, the cited authors in A
are leaders of China, Mao Zedong, Deng Xiaoping, Jiang Zemin etc., Some of their discourse on science
and technology or the classic statement widely cited by Science and Technology Policy researcher; B
cluster is a number of authoritative international and national institutions or discussion group released a
number of related data, special reports, or policy guidance, etc.; authors in C are all foreign researchers
who focus on innovative theory; D is some foreign reports issued by Science Foundation. The rest are
well-known scholars from the major university and institutions who had innovative or groundbreaking
research or discussion for policy research which discourse or judge had made an important influence on
science and technology policy research and policy development and formation.
Table 3

Time
cited
11
7

Cited Authors of Science and Technology Policy Research in CSSCI(above 5 times)

Cited author

6
5

OECD
Wang Chunfa
State
Scientific
and
Technological Commission
Chinese S&T Research report
Group
National Bureau Of Statistics Of
China
Deng Xiaoping
Mao Zedong

5

Li Xia

5
5

Fu Jiaji
Zeng Guoping

5

Li Zhengfeng

7
6
6

Cited contents
Science & Technology policy Outlook
developing countries in Science and technology globalization
China Science and Technology Policy Guide
Chinese S&T Research Report
China Statistical Yearbook on Science and Technology

Deng Xiao Ping Wen Xuan
Selected Works of Mao ZedongVolume 5)
The Making Subject Change and Model Select in Process of Making
Policy
Technology innovation studies
Science and national interests, national objectives
A Preliminary Exploration on the Changes of the Basic Research
Function

It is can be seen that not only published authors but also cited author, their articles are very low and
couldn’t form special the core literatures and core authors.
Table 4

Source Journal of Science and Technology Policy Research in CSSCI(above 2 times)

Journal title
Forum on Science and Technology in China
Studies in Science of Science

Counts

Journal title

Counts

42

Science Technology and Dialectics

3

32

Latin American Studies

3

Science of Science and Management of S&T

25

Productivity Research

3

Science and Technology Management Research

19

Northeast Asia Forum

2

Science & Technology Progress and Policy

16

Management World

2

China Soft Science

12

2

Studies in Dialectics of Nature

11

International Economic Cooperation
Journal of South China Normal University
(Natural Science Edition)

2

Science Research Management

10

Economic Management

2

Scientific Management Research

9

On Economic Problems

2

Journal of Dialectics of Nature

8

Economic Review

2

R&D Management

7

Studies in the History of Natural Sciences

2

Future and Development

5

Forum of World Economics & Politics

2
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3.3 Journal Analysis
3.3.1 Source journal analysis
The 260 papers are distributed in the 60 magazines. The number of articles published in the top 12
journals is 196 and 75.4% of total published papers; there are 223 papers published in top 24 journal
which occupied 85.8 % of total. Table 5 shows the top 12 journals are all core journals about scientific
management, economics and management. We also see that there are many published in the
international economic and political development core journals.
Table 5

Ctied Journals of Science and Technology Policy Research in CSSCI(above 5 times)

Cited journal
Unknown title

Cited times
452

Cited journal

Cited times

Studies in Science of Science

26

Scientific Management Research
Science of Science and Management
of S&T
Forum on Science and Technology in
China

25

Science & Technology Review
Beijing: Science and Technology
Literature Press
Beijing：China Renmin University Press

9

23

People's Daily

8

21

R&D Management

7

Global Technology Economic Outlook

19

Research Policy

China Soft Science

8
8

19

Technological Forecasting and
Social Change
Management World

6

17

Journal of Dialectics of Nature

6

Chinese Science Bulletin

16

Science

6

Studies in Dialectics of Nature
Science and Technology Management
Research
Beijing: People's Publishing House

13

6

12

Impact of Science on Society
Science & Technology Progress and
Policy
Xinhua Digest

Science Research Management

11

Beijing：China Statistics Press

5

Economic Research Journal

11

Beijing：Peking University Press

5

Science and Technology Daily

10

Beijing：Huaxia Press

5

13

7

6
5

From cited journal analysis, we can see that Science and Technology Policy Research is absorbed
contents of many fields such as science of science, philosophy of science, technology and society,
economic management, and public administration etc. However, it is also reflects such issues that there
is yet no specific core journals of science and technology policy, science and technology policy research
is not yet a relatively mature field. At the same time, science and technology policy studies had absorbed
more other types of literature contents, such as books, newspapers, etc., but for its core journals, citation
is relatively low, shows a considerable spread of science and technology policy, has not formed a fixed
several areas.

4 Conclusion and Forward
4.1 Conclusion
According to bibliometrics analysis on “Science and Technology Policy”, we have a general
understanding on contents and research fronts, publishing authors and cited authors, source and cited
journals of Science and Technology Policy of china. We find that:(1) these studies are not particularly
focused on hot spots and links between studies are not particularly close;(2) Not only publishing authors
but also cited author, their articles’ counts are very low and couldn’t form special core literatures and
core authors;(3) Science and Technology Policy Research is absorbed contents of many fields, has not
formed fixed areas.
4.2 Inadequate and forward
This study has some deficiencies as following:(1)For use of CSSCI database includes only the
1998-2008 data, we can only show a rough part of China's Science and Technology Policy Research.
Using "science &technology policy" as a search keyword maybe inevitably miss some aspects of
research, such as science and technology talent policy research;（2）As the special nature of Science and
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Technology Policy Research, some professional policy staffs’ production maybe couldn’t appear in
academic journal, this would also have missed some studies. (3) Using bibliometrics methods and do not
have much content analysis.
The next step will be launched in the following areas:（1）We will consult some well-known
scholars in this field and ask for about 10 key words on science and technology policy , according to
comparison and combination, we will retrieval again and made more deeply analysis;（2）We will use
CNKI database and made content analysis so that we can study Chinese S&T Policy more nicety and
more comprehensive understanding and can give good advice for S&T studies.
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Tomohisa Kimura
Graduate School of Management of Technology, Yamaguchi University, Ube-shi Yamaguchi, Japan
(E-mail: t-kimura@yamaguchi-u.ac.jp)
Abstract Medical researchers belonging to the fundamental or theoretical research filed generally
think there is little patent information that can be used for their research. When medical researchers are
divided into two categories, fundamental researchers and clinical researchers, the former has superior
skills of patent application and patent literature information search to the latter. Fundamental researchers
tend to interpret patent literature information from more theoretical viewpoint, while clinical researchers
tend to put more importance to the information with regard to applied research. It was discovered that
approximate 50% of both groups feel it difficult to search patent literature information.
Key words Intellectual property; Patent information; Patent gazette; Patent map; Research
management

1 Introduction
It is desirable that the literature for university researchers to use for enhancement of their research
abilities should include not only patent information but also research papers. This is because for the
research and development that a corporation carries out, the disclosure timing as well as the advisability
of disclosure is controlled by the logic different from that of the academic world, which usually pursues
the priority[1]. However, when I take a general view of utilization of patent information by university
researchers[2], I notice all of them haven't achieved as good skills as those when they use for retrieval,
sorting or assessment of search papers. In order to discover the causes, I conducted hearings and
questionnaire surveys for the researchers in the fields of medicine, engineering, science and agriculture.
The conclusion derived from this research is reflected on the functions of the patent search system
developed by Yamaguchi University[3] [4]. This report focused on the utilization of patent information by
the medical researchers[5] by extracting the related data from findings so far.

2 Method and Data Used for Study
Though significance of using patent information for study in science is accepted, in fact the patent
information has not been utilized so frequently. Probable causes of this include "the importance of patent
information is not noticed", "the system to use patent information is not well prepared in a laboratory",
"researchers are not proficient in searching patent information", "the contents of patent information have
some factors for hesitation of using it", "researchers are not sufficiently trained to interpret patent
information" and others. I carried out investigations below to examine these probable causes; (1)
hearings with science researchers belonging to Yamaguchi University and other universities in Japan
(2006 and 2007), and (2) a questionnaire survey with science researchers belonging to Yamaguchi
University and other universities in Japan (2006).
This report examines the data obtained from medical researchers by extracting them from the
mentioned investigation results. Medical researchers in Japanese universities are usually classified into
two categories; those of fundamental research and those of clinical study. Then, I report on the
differences in utilizing patent information between the researchers of both categories. The number of
respondents to the questionnaire among the science researchers was 71. I consider the number of
samples for the questionnaire survey can satisfy the minimum requirement for identifying certain trends
of the medical researchers who belong to the limited job area. However, in order to compensate the
small number of samples, it is considered effective to scrutinize the questionnaire result of the whole
science researchers comprehensively. For that matter, please refer to the previous report[6].

3 Hearings of Researchers
I conducted hearings with science researchers belonging to Yamaguchi University and other
universities in Japan from August to the beginning of November in 2006. I also conducted hearings in a
smaller scale in 2007 as supplement. The survey results showed common tendencies among science
researchers including medical researchers. I summarized the survey result by placing researchers in the
chart with the horizontal axis indicating the research phases from “fundamental and theoretical study” to
“product development” and with the vertical axis representing the career (increasing from A to C). I also
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found that all the interviewed researchers pointed out that systematic education and training including
patent information search, interpretation and mapping with the viewpoint of R&D should be provided to
undergraduate students as well as graduate students.
All the researchers with the careers (A to C) conducted sufficient search, sorting and examination
of research papers. The researchers in the category C with the longest career utilized information of
research papers and patents accumulated based on their past experiences. The researchers in this
category remarked at the beginning of interview that they did not use patent information. However, as I
asked more questions I realized they had already established the patent map of their research field and
made use of it for their study either unconsciously or consciously. The researchers both in the categories
B and C mentioned that there was little useful patent information available for the phases of
fundamental and theoretical studies. In other words, because the studies on these phases are advanced as
well as basic, they are not appropriate to patent application. For example, it was pointed out that
studying failure cases is significant on these phases but they do not lead to patent application with an
aim of commercialization. The researchers in the category A with shorter career review research papers
but they frequently neglect patent information search following their usual practice. However, it was
discovered that they had a certain level of recognition that “not conducting patent information search”
may accompany a risk for their study. The researchers in this category have an optimistic expectation,
though it is vague, that patent information in any technological field can be generally utilized for study
on any study phase. In addition, they hope to be trained about patent information search, interpretation
and utilization for studies in some rational way because they are always busy in teaching and studying.

4 Results of Questionnaire Survey
4.1 Overview of the survey
I conducted questionnaire survey with science researchers belonging to Yamaguchi University and
other universities in Japan (2006). The number of respondents to the questionnaire was 294 in total,
including 179 (engineering), 19 (science), 25 (agriculture) and 71 (medical). The medical researchers
were analyzed after they were divided into fundamental researchers (24) and clinical researchers (43). It
should be noted that four respondents of medical researchers did not provide the information to classify
them between fundamental and clinical categories. So, I used their data only for the whole group of
medical researchers. For the entire survey data, refer to the report*6 submitted to Japan Patent Office.
I describe typical findings obtained from the questionnaire survey of medical researchers as
follows.
4.2 Basic attributes of medical researchers covered by the questionnaire survey
First, I explain the attribute of the medical researchers which replied to the questionnaire.
The proportion of the medical graduate students who work on fundamental research is extremely
small. It is only 4% among all the fundamental researchers even when the students of doctorial
programs are included. It turned out that fundamental researches are carried out by teachers who are
readers/instructors or higher posts, and such teachers occupy 80% of the fundamental researchers. On
the other hand, 60% of the clinical researchers are teachers who are readers/instructors or higher posts
and 33% are graduate students; so it is assumed that graduate students play a certain role in research.
Reflecting this fact, the average age of fundamental researchers among respondents is approximate 10
years older. The career (years of research) of respondents has a similarly tendency. I will analyze the
survey results in the following sections based on the divisions of fundamental and clinical researchers. It
is necessary to draw a conclusion while taking the basic differences mentioned above into consideration.
4.3 Reasons for not applying patent for the past three years
When I asked medical researchers about the experience of patent application for the past three
years, 10% of fundamental researchers (24 respondents) applied two or more patents, 11% of them
applied one, and 79% of them applied none. 7% of clinical researchers applied two or more patents, 9%
of them applied one and 84% of them applied none. When I asked the same question about a whole
laboratory, the answer tended to be similar. Against my original expectation, the proportion of
fundamental researchers who applied patent(s) was twice as large as that of clinical researchers.
In order to determine the reason for this, for example, whether the fact that there are many
researches to be conducted with collaboration with corporations prompted positive patent application at
the early stages, or the difference in post or career as described in the preceding section just influenced
the result, further investigation is required. The table 1 shows the question I asked the researchers both
in the fundamental and clinical fields who did not applied patent to make out why they did not do so.
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Why Did You Apply no Patent for the Past Three Years? (The Respondents May Mark All that
Apply)

I have no interest in patent application
I have no time for patent application
Patent application has a complex procedure
Patent application requires complex preliminary survey
I consider an article is more important than patent
My research contains no invention for patent application
My research is not directly related to a specific invention
Though an invention is completed, there is little possibility to
recover the cost by commercialization.
I want to give priority to disclosing my invention to the society
for
free over patent application
other

fundamental
researchers
(17 respondents)
12％
12％
0％
0％
17％
41％
12％
0％

clinical
researchers
(39 respondents)
18％
13％
5％
0％
10％
21％
33％
0％

0％

0％

6％

0％

More fundamental researchers tend to put writing articles above patent application. However, as
mentioned above, more fundamental researchers actually apply patents. Considering comprehensively
the survey results, 41% of the fundamental researchers and 21% of clinical researchers think "my
research contains no invention for patent application", and 12% of the fundamental researchers and 33%
of clinical researchers think "my research is not directly related to a specific invention", I assume that
fundamental researchers are superior in ability to detect inventive concepts in their researches as well as
in ability to interpret or assess implications of their research contents compared to clinical researchers,
though they tend to attach more importance to writing articles. Nonetheless, as I mentioned before,
further investigation is required to define how the difference in post or career of the respondents
influenced the results. It should be noted that if clinical researchers are trained to improve their abilities
to detect inventive concepts or to interpret implications about their research contents, it will facilitate
their actions of patent application.
4.4 Experiences of searching patent information and reasons for not searching it at all
When I asked medical researchers about experiences of searching patent information, 29% of
fundamental researchers (24 respondents) had experiences of doing it by themselves, 8% of them asked
someone responsible for it in the laboratory to do so, and 63% of them had no experiences at all. In case
of clinical researchers (respondents: 45, including 2 who marked two options), 9% of them searched it
by themselves, 15% of them asked someone responsible for it in the laboratory to do it, and 76% of
them had no experiences at all. A little less than one-third of fundamental researchers had experiences of
searching patent information by themselves; this is consistent with the tendency of patent application
behavior described in the preceding paragraph. Generally, it is considered that fundamental researchers
have better skills about patent related information and system than clinical researchers. Then, to the
question asking them why they had no experiences of searching patent information, 18% of fundamental
researchers (respondents: 17; they may mark all that apply) answered they do not know how to make
patent literature search, 29% of them feel search of academic papers is sufficient, and 12% of them have
no time to do it. In case of clinical researchers (respondents: 14; they may mark all that apply), 37% of
them do not know how to make patent literature search, 20% of them feel search of academic papers is
sufficient, and 27% of them have no time to do it. These findings suggest fundamental researchers have
more difficulties in skills to search patent literature information, and that it is necessary to develop some
training system of patent information search for the researchers with no experiences, regardless of being
fundamental or clinical researchers.
4.5 "Factors of Complexity" pointed out by the researchers who think patent literature
information search is difficult
To the question regarding problems that researchers would have when they search patent literature
information, 20% of fundamental researchers (respondents: 20) answered "there is no problem" and
55% of them answered complexity of how to make such a search. In case of clinical researchers
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(respondents: 32), 19% of them answered "there is no problem" and 50% of them answered complexity
of how to make such a search. In summary approximate 50% of both groups pointed out complexity of
how to make such a search. Table 2 indicates the answers of the researchers who pointed out the
complexity to the question of what factors make such a search complex.
Table 2

Factors of Complexity of Patent Literature Search (the Respondents May Mark All that Apply)

Diffcult to comprehend IPC search, FI and F terms
Diffcult to detect necessary classification(e.g.IPC,FI and F term)
Search results of a term often vary
Not readily reach the expected search result
It takes time to display the results or to print them
Search response is not satisfactory(takes long)
It requires expenses to use it
others

fundamental
researchers
(23)
22％
30％
9％
22％
4％
9％
4％
0％

clinical
researchers
(25 respondents)
12％
12％
12％
12％
12％
12％
12％
12％

For the proportions of researchers who think "search results of a term vary", in other words, "text
search does not result in unified search results that follow constant directionality", 9% of fundamental
researchers (respondents: 23) and 16% of clinical researchers (respondents: 25) think that way. This
finding indicates the limitations of text search because some corporations intentionally disperse
technical terms used for patent applications. In addition, for the proportion of researchers who feel it
difficult to comprehend how to make a search by using class symbols such as IPC or F terms,
fundamental researchers outnumbered clinical researchers. At any rate, complexity factors are dispersed
in both text search and search by class symbols.
4.6 Which part do you read carefully when you read patent literature information
Table 3 shows the question inquiring which part researchers read carefully when they read patent
literature information. For the parts of the bibliography (including applicant and inventor) as well as
patent claim, almost the same proportion of both fundamental and clinical researchers answered they
would read them carefully.
Table 3

Which Part Do You Read Carefully when You Read Patent Literature Information?
(the Respondents May Mark All that Apply)

Bibiographic part including applicant, inventor and others
Abstract
Patent claim
Technical field
Background art
Problems to be resolved by the invention
Effects of the invention to practical use (examples)
Best mode to put the invention to practical use (examples)
Industrial applicability
Brief description of the drawings
Drawings

fundamental
researchers
(30 respondents)
6％
27％
23％
7％
7％
7％
13％
0％
0％
0％
10％

clinical
researchers
(31 respondents)
7％
52％
19％
0％
0％
3％
3％
3％
3％
3％
7％

However, for the other parts they showed different tendencies. Fundamental researchers tend to
read technical field, background art and effect of the invention carefully; which suggests they interpret
patent literature information form more theoretical viewpoint. On the contrary, clinical researchers tend
to put more importance to applied research and others including operation modes of invention and
industrial applicability. This assumption is supported by the fact that the proportion of clinical
researchers who read carefully the abstract (describing only the outline of the invention within 400
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characters) is twice as large as that of fundamental researchers.

5 Conclusion
In this report I introduced only the results of typical hearings and questionnaire survey conducted
to medical researchers. In conclusion, researchers belonging to the fundamental or theoretical research
filed generally think there is little patent information that can be used for their research. When medical
researchers are divided into two categories, fundamental researchers and clinical researchers, the former
has superior skills of patent application and patent literature information search to the latter.
Fundamental researchers tend to interpret patent literature information from more theoretical viewpoint,
while clinical researchers tend to put more importance to the information with regard to applied research.
It was discovered that approximate 50% of both groups feel it difficult to search patent literature
information. Note that the influence of the fact that fundamental researchers are approximate 10 years
older than clinical researchers, which I pointed out in the basic attributes of respondents, remains for
further investigation.
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Abstract Government R&D investment has been playing a very important role in the economic
development. Based on the data from 1978 to 2008 issued by China Statistical Bureau, this paper
analyzes the dynamic equilibrium relationship between government R&D investment and economic
growth by using cointegration analysis in econometrics. The results show that there is stable long-term
balancing relationship between the government R&D investment and economic growth in China, and
government R&D investment is main causation which brings about economic growth.
Key words Economic growth; Government R&D investment; Granger causality; Error correction
model

1 Introduction
At present, China is being in the strategy opportunity time, and enhancement independent
innovation ability has become the current economy development an important topic in China. Although
China has initially established a diversified R&D investment patterns, the Government R&D investment
till plays an important role in a long time due to the enterprises’ size limit. In 2008, the proportion of
government funds in collection of R&D funds has reached 23.1% and accounts for a large proportion,
however, how government R&D investment impact on economic growth in China, and how to play a
more effective of government R&D investment in economic growth and improve capacity for
independent innovation. In this paper, we studied the relation between the government R&D investment
and economic growth of China from the demonstration aspect in the time-serial dynamic balanced
relation’s cointegration analysis technique in econometrics, with the statistical data issued by China
statistic bureau from 1978to 2008.

2 The Model and Method of the Cointegration Analysis
Cointegration Analysis is a technique used to estimate the long-term equilibrium parameter in the
nonequilibrium variable equation, and it has been broadly used in the dynamic model enactment,
estimating and test, also, it has strong stability and reliability and can avoid illusive regression,
overcome various difficulties of the traditional measure analysis used in nonequilibrium economic
time-serial analysis. When carrying out the cointegration analysis, the general order is test the stability
of time-serial variable and its single-order difference serial firstly, then, test the cointegration
relationship of the variables, establish the error correction equation between the cointegration variable
and the equilibrium, at last, furtherly test the causality of the cointegrated time-serial variables again.
2.1 Equilibrium test of the time-serial variables
Generally speaking, if the mean and variance of a time-serial keep stable at any time, and the
covariance (or autocovariance) between the period of t and t+k only depends on the distance (interval or
lag) k of the two periods, and irrelevant with the real period t of these covariances, then the time-serial is
smooth. The time-serial won’t be smooth if those three conditions are not all meeted. Another method to
express non-stability is known as unit root, which can transform the test of non-stability into the test of
unit root. The variable xt has unit root if the single-order difference of which is stable, and this process is
known as unit root test. In this paper, the ADF method is used to test the variables’ stability, analyse as
follows:
k

Δxt = α 0 + α 1t + α 2 xt −1 + ∑ α 3i Δxt −i + μ t

（1）

i =1

and then, carry out hypothesis test: H0: α0; H1: α2<0. If accept the hypothesis H0, and reject H1, then the
serial has unit root, and the serial is not smooth; otherwise, the serial xt has no unit root, and the serial is
smooth. We have to add k lag items into equation (1) which can transform the residual error to flat noise.
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It needs to test stability of the single-order difference (or growth rate), if the variable is not smooth. The
variable is I (1) if its single-order is smooth. All the variables’ single-order are smooth is the requirement
that the variables have cointegration relationship.
2.2 Cointegration analysis of the time-serial variables
Cointegration stands for that two or more time-serial’s linear combination is smooth, though a
single time-serial is not smooth. The variables involved in the cointegration analysis are all non-smooth,
but they drift together. This collective drift of the variables make that there are long-term linear relation
among the variables, and then, the study of the long-term equilibrium relationship among the economic
variables becomes possible. The significance of cointegration is that it exposits a long-term stable
equilibrium relationship, meets the situation that the economic variables can’t be too distant from each
other, a single time attack only can make them leave the balanced station in short time, and will return to
the balanced station automatically in the long term. The economic significance of the cointegration is
that there is a long-time equilibrium relationship if there are two variables, which both have long time
fluctuant discipline, and it is cointegrated between these two variables. Whereas, there is no long time
balanced relation between the two variables if they are not cointegrated. Now, there are many
idiographic technique models about the test and estimation to the cointegration relation, such as
Engle-Granger two-step process, Johnhansen maximum likelihood method, frequency domain
non-parameter spectrum regression method, etc. We choose the Johnhansen maximum likelihood
method to test the cointegration relation of the variables in this paper. Johnhansen maximum likelihood
method can determine the number of cointegration equation, and this number is called cointegration
order. The cointegration likelihood ratio is hypothesized as:
H0：There are r cointegration relations at most
H1：There are m cointegration relations
Test the trace statistics

Qr = −T

m

∑ log(1 − λ )

i = r +1

i

λi is the i th eigenvalue, T is the observation period’s total number. This is a series of test
corresponding to r’s different value, not an unaided test. From the null hypothesis that the test has no
cointegration relation, to there is only one cointegration relation at most, to there are m-1 cointegration
relation at most, there are m tests and the alternative hypothesis don’t change.
There are five possible situations in Johnhansen maximum likelihood method’s analysis frame: the
serial has mean value and the cointegration equation has no intercept item; the serial has mean value and
the cointegration equation has intercept item; the serial has mean value and linear trend item, the
cointegration equation has no intercept item; the serial has mean value and linear trend item, the
cointegration equation has intercept item and linear trend; the serial has mean value, linear and quadratic
trend item, and the cointegration has intercept item and linear trend item. To the given cointegration
order, the five tests above are strictly decreasing.
2.3 Error correction model
Cointegration analysis also can be used in the estimation of the short-term of non-balanced
parameter, according to Granger Theory, variable Xt has long-term equilibrium relationship with variable
Yt if these two variables are cointegrated. However, in short term, these variables can be not balanced.
The turbulency item is the equilibrium error ξt, the dynamic structure of the short-term non-balanced
relation between the two variables can be described by the error correction model (ECM). The EMC,
which contacts short-term and long-term action of the two variables, can be specified in the following
equation:

ΔYt = lag (ΔYt , ΔX t ) + λε t −1 + vt

（2）

in the equation，Yt~I(1), Xt~I(1), Yt, Xt~CI (1), ξt= Yt-β0-β1Xt~I(0), vt is flat noise；λ is short-term
pondage factor。
2.4 The granger causality of the time-serial variables
In the regression analysis, the regression can measure the contact degree between the variables, but
it can not testify the causality. The causality identification is very important in the study based on test.
The basic idea of the causality test method advanced by Granger and Sim is: if variable X is helpful to
forecast variable Y, and when carrying regression to Y according to Y’s used value, and if it can boost up
the regression’s interpreting ability remarkably after adding up X’s used value, then, X is called the
Granger cause of Y, otherwise, called the non-Granger cause. The test process to the Granger causality
between X and Y is: to test the original hypothesis“X is not the causation to arise the change of Y”, and
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estimate the following two regression model:
Non-limited condition regression: Yt =
Limited condition regression： Yt =

m

t =1

i t −i

m

∑a Y
t =1

m

∑a Y
i t −i

+ ∑ bi X t −i + μ t

（3）

t =1

+ μt

（4）

The various regression’s residual error quadratic sum and F’s static value are used to test if the
coefficients b1,b2,…, bm do not equals zero remarkably at the same time or not. If the above result is YES,
then, we reject the original hypothesis “X is not the causation to arise the change of Y”. And then, test
the other original hypothesis “Y is not the causation to arise the change of X”, carry out the same
regression estimation, change X to Y, test Y’s lag item does not equal zero remarkably or not. If the result
is YES, then reject “Y is not the causation to arise the change of X”.

3 Demonstration Analysis of the Relation Between Government R&D Investment
and Economic Growth
We choose GDP as economic growth measurement (PGDP as practice data after adjusting price
index), and GST as government R&D investment (PGST as practice data after adjusting price index).
We get logarithm of PGDP and PGST in table 1, then get LNPGDP and LNPGST, and make time list
figure and dot figure. According to figure 1 and figure 2, we can see that both of variables are growing
up, and with the same aspect. It means that there likely to exist relation. Figure 3 also shows that
economic growth and government R&D investment exist strong relation. After count, the relation
coefficient is great (0.9708).
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In order to study this relation, normal method is to set up a regress equation basing on the
stylebook data. When we make a traditional regress analysis, we need a balanced time list, or result in
“fake-regress”. However, in fact, economic time list usually is unbalanced (doesn’t have obvious change
trend), which destroyed the assume of balance. So for the regress makes sense, we can make it balance.
General method is to differ the level list, then makes the difference list regress. But the result ignores
some useful information in the level list, which is necessary and important for our analysis.
Cointegration theory provides a method to deal with unbalanced data.
3.1 Equilibrium test of the variables serial
It must test the variables’ equilibrium before the cointegration analysis. We do equilibrium test to
LNPGDP, LNPGST in Table 1 and their single-order variables: DLNPGDP and DLNPGST, and the
results are in Table 2.
Table 2 Equilibrium Test Result
Variable
ADF test value
Test class(c,t,k)
5%critical value 10% critical value
result
LNPGDP
-2.6840
(c,t,1)
-3.5742
-3.2217
Disequilibrium
LNZLSQ
0.4222
(c,t,1)
-3.5684
-3.2184
Disequilibrium
-3.5950
-3.2335
Equilibrium
DLNPGDP
-4.7505
(c,t,1)）
DLNZLSQ
-2.04658
(c,0,1)
-1.9529
-1.6100
Equilibrium
note：① The c and t in test form state the const item and the trend item, and k states the lag exponent number；
② The critical value of ADF test comes from Eviews 3.1 software；
③ The chosen standard of the lag time, k, is according to the principle that the AIC value and the SC value are at
minimum.
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3.2 Cointegration test and error correction model
We test the cointegration relationship of China’s economic growth and government R&D
investment from 1978 to 2008 in Johansen cointegration test method, and the test results are in Table 3.
Eigenvalue
0.395986
0.280739

Likelihood ratio
14..62057
9.556404

Table 3 Johansen Cointegration Test Result
5% critical vale 10% critical value Original hypothesis
15.89210
20.16121
r=0
9.164546
12.76076
r<=1

Alternative hypothesis
r=1
r=2

The likelihood ratio states: there is a cointegration relationship at the 10%conspicuous level. And
the cointegration vector, (LNPGDP, LNPGST, C), turns to (1.0000, 1.1656, 4.0223) after being
standardized, and then, the long time equilibrium equation of the government R&D investment and the
economic growth is:
LNPGDP=1.1656*LNPGST+4.0223321
The error correction model of the adjustment to the short term fluctuation to long time equilibrium
of the government R&D investment’s change is:
DLNPGDP=-0.0081437*EC-1+0.227312*DLNPGDP-1+0.265867*DLNGST-1-0.126309*DLNGST-3
+0.069186
The above analysis results show that:
(1) During 1978-2008, government R&D investment and economic growth in China exist a long
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and balanced relation.
(2) In short order, the change of GDP is affected by government R&D investment and its own.
Thereinto, economic growth variable laging one year and government R&D investment variable lagging
one years and three years affects change of GDP markedly, and other laging period affects change of
GDP inconspicuously.
(3) EC is the error correction item, and this coefficient reflects the action mechanism of the error
correction scale, which corrects the biased equilibrium error. The GDP and government R&D
investment in the prime year would adjust to equilibrium state in the following year when the correction
coefficient is 1. The coefficient of this model is only -0.0081, which means GDP growth change is
affected by many other factors. The balanced relation between GDP and government R&D investment
doesn’t affect current unbalanced error correction ability greatly.
3.3 Causality test
Cointegration test results indicate that government R&D investment and economic growth in China
exist a long and balanced relation. However, government R&D investment growth results in economic
growth, or economic growth results in government R&D investment, it needs a further improved. We
use the data of government R&D investment and GDP in figure 1 to do Granger Causality test, results as
table 4. The first row is a null hypothesis as Granger cause and effect test, the first line in other rows is
statistic F, and the second line is probability of notability level, when statistic F under the null
hypothesis.
Table 4
null hypothesis
The change of government R&D investment
is not the reason for the change of GDP
The change of GDP is not The change of
government R&D investment

Granger Causality results
observations
Statistic F

29

Notability level

2.9671

0.0706

2.3257

0.1193

Table 4 indicates that government R&D investment is main causation that brings about economic
growth and economic growth is not main causation that brings about government R&D investment,
which means in China, government R&D investment growth result in economic growth, but economic
growth doesn’t result in government R&D investment growth.

4 Conclusion
According to the analysis above, we can draw a conclusion that government R&D investment and
economic growth in China exist a strong relation. Though neither growth is steady, for a long period,
they have a long, steady and equipoise relation. A short lag economic growth and government R&D
investment affect actual GDP greatly, but economic growth and government R&D investment do a weak
effect of unequipoise error. As a whole, there is single way causality between government S&T
investment and economic growth from 1978 to 2008, and government S&T investment is main
causation that brings about economic growth. These phenomenon indicate that we should pay much
attention to the gross of government S&T investment so as to enhance the independent innovation
ability and promote China’s economy to a rapid growth.
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Abstract Direct cooperation between the central and local governments in scientific and technological
areas- what this article calls “Province-Ministry Science and Technology Cooperation” (PMSTC)– plays
a significant role in areas of contemporary policy such as education, disaster response, economic
development, social services, and environmental protection. Authors illustrate this evolution from the
perspective of science and technology policy development. This paper proposes the China’s science and
technology management mode, which has gone through two periods: the period of central governmental
command oriented mode and the period of governmental conduct mode. The latter period can be further
subdivided into three stages: reform stage, deepening reform stage, and province-ministry cooperation
stage (also called the “science and technology governance” stage). Finally, authors concluded the paper
with factors caused this evolution, namely, 1) the establishment of a partnership between the central and
local governments, which is the prerequisite for province-ministry science and technology cooperation
(PMSTC), 2) some scientific and technological affairs with the characteristics of the quasi public goods
are the objective basis for PMSTC, 3) the scarcity, dispersion and waste of Chinese technological
resources are the practical requirement for PMSTC.
Key words Province-ministry science and technology cooperation (PMSTC); National-regional;
Science and technology governance

1 Introduction
Reaches adopted the multi-level governance mode as the overall framework to explore the
participatory governance on S&T (Macleod, 1996[1]; Lyall, 2007[2]). The term “multi-level governance”
was first described as a theoretical framework to identify the roles played by diverse actors on the
European policy stage (Marks et al, 1996[3] ; Sloat, 2002[4]; Bache and Flinders, 2004[5] ). The regional
boundaries and dissimilar institutions confer on European countries a distinguishingly innovational
system that affords multiple opportunities to interact among the different levels of governments. For
some European countries, such as Finland, Scotland, UK, regional policy actors are playing increasingly
the significant roles in the governance of S & T where the science policy was previously in the hands of
central government (Charles et al, 2004[6]; Sotarauta et al, 2007[7]; Parsons, 2001[8]). Therefore,
national governments which desire to reinforce the S&T capacity at the local level must build policy
network to advance multi-level governance and communication and cooperation with localities (Cooke
et al, 1997[9]; Cooke, 1998[10]). This situation underlines the need for multiple levels to work
cooperatively to deploy more holistic solutions to complex policy problems (Newman, 2001:59[11]).

2 Early Days after the Founding of New China: The Period of Central
Governmental Command Oriented Mode (1949-1977)
China has reconstructed its own scientific and technological management system by learning from
the “Soviet Mode” since the 1950s with the characteristic of central planning. All the public institutions
including schools, hospital, libraries and all the national causes of science, education, culture and health
are all directly controlled by the central government. The Chinese scientific research institutes have
adopted a system whereby the director assumes overall responsibility under the leadership of the Party
committee. In these cases, scientific activities were limited to certain public institutions, called “five
front armies” (figure 1), research unit expenditure allowances were allocated only by the central
government.
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3 Reform and Opening-up Period: Governmental Conduct Mode (1978-early 21st
century)
3.1 Reform stage (1978-1991)
Since reform and opening-up policies have been implemented in China, profound changes have
been taking place in the government science and technology management mode. However, there are still
some problems existing in this management mode: the separation between science and economy, the
barriers in commercialization of scientific and technological achievements, and scientific researches
lacking of harmony.
To deal with the outstanding problems existing in the scientific and technological management
mentioned above, the CPC Central Committee has promulgated “Decision on Reform of the Scientific
and Technological Structure”, which has mainly focused on coordination between the economic
structure and the scientific and technological structure.
3.2 Deepening reform stage (1992-2000)
Marked by the 14th Central Committee of the CPC as well as the speech Deng Xiaoping gave
during his whirlwind tour of south China in 1992, China has entered a new period of deepening the
reform of scientific and technological systems. The major contents of the reform included another two
decisions: “Decision on Accelerating Progress in Science and Technology” (1995) and “Decision on
Quickening Technology Innovation, Developing Advanced Science and Technology and Accomplishing
Industrialization” (1999). In this period, the cooperation between the central and local governments
mainly focused on basic science and education projects such as co-construction of universities and
laboratories.

4 Province-ministry Cooperation Stage (2001-present): Science and Technology
Governance

Since the 21st century, Chinese economy has been experiencing sustained and rapid growth, and
China has also made extraordinary progress in knowledge and technology over the recent decades.
However, the growth of GDP is not a good measure of environmental or social progress. Social
development has still lagged behind economic development as a result of environmental pollution,
ecological destruction, soil erosion, desertification, problems of biodiversity and so on. How to make the
scientific and technological development promote economic and social sustainable development is an
important task for Chinese government. In addition, speaking from an international or global perspective,
the cooperation between the national and local governments is showing a tendency of rising. This
phenomenon has sometimes been described as “new federalism,” “intergovernmental politics,”
“intergovernmental management,”[12] “intergovernmental system” “policy networks,”[13] and
“boundary-spanning management”. Meanwhile, with the development of some theories−economic
globalization, global governance, new public management, the third sector participation in public
decision-making and the request of decentralization reform−the concept of intergovernmental
cooperation has got the widespread attention and become the new trends of the PA study.
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Figure 2 National—Regional Science and Technology Governance

Under these special circumstances and conditions, the Chinese government issued “State Plans for
Medium and Long-Term Development of Science and Technology (2006-2020).” The keyword of this
plan was “independent innovation,” and the goal of this plan was to construct a “national innovation
system”; accordingly, the construction of a “regional innovation system” has also been put on agenda.
However, province-ministry science and technology cooperation (PMSTC), as a connection between
“national innovation system” and “regional innovation system,” was officially launched (fig 2).

5 Conclusion
There are three factors caused by the abovementioned evolution: first, the establishment of a
partnership between the central and local governments; second, some scientific and technological affairs
with the characteristics of the quasi public goods; third, the scarcity, dispersion and waste of Chinese
technological resources.
5.1 The establishment of partnership between the central and local governments
Since 1949, China basically set up the highly centralized socialist system, which had suppressed
the zeal of local authorities. Chinese governments have repeatedly placed too much emphasis on
ensuring centralism and unification by the Party, and on combating decentralism and any assertion of
independence . Since China introduced reform and opening policies, the economy has become more and
more market-oriented, which surely had to change the highly centralized relationship between the
central and local governments. To stimulate the people's initiative, the most important thing is to
delegate power to lower levels, especially local governments.
Since the 21st century, Chinese society has entered an entirely new age of information and
knowledge-based economy, in which social problems have seemed increasingly limitless. Confronting
these social problems, a local government which at one time successfully dealt with these problems
individually can not succeed with these same tactics again. It seems clear that public social problems are
related to both the central and local governments. These two authorities have closer relative relations
than ever before, for they have to face similar external circumstances and pressures.
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5.2 The scarcity, dispersion and waste of Chinese technological resources
Strictly speaking, scientific and technological recourses comprise S&T human recourses, S&T
financial resources, material resources, information resources and other relevant recourses. And now, we
choose R&D expenditure as the measure of the input of science and technology.
In China, the ratio of R&D to GDP was less than 1.34% until 2005. According to latest IMD world
competitiveness yearbook published in May 10, 2007, the ratio of R&D to GDP in China ranks 24th in
the world, which lags far behind technologically advanced countries such as the USA and Japan.
Alongside the scarcity of Chinese technological resources, viewed overall, many wasteful problems
still exist-- blind investment, irrational and redundant construction and ineffective input.
5.3 Some scientific and technological affairs with the characteristics of the quasi public goods
Generally speaking, all scientific and technological projects can be divided into three categories
according to their nature: public goods, private goods and quasi public goods. Basic research and
military science belong to the public goods which should be provided by government – especially the
central government. On the contrary, the results of efforts produced by company or private enterprise
belong to the private goods which should be provided by these companies.
However, a great many scientific and technological projects intermediate between public goods and
private goods, such as environmental pollution, ecological destruction, soil erosion, desertification,
problems of biodiversity and so on. These problems, featuring a wide range of regions, long-term, and
substantial risk, should be solved by governments at all levels as well as the other organizations
involved. You can see these projects as follows: South-to-North Water Transfer Project and Three
Gorges Project.
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Abstract Intellectual property rights (patents, trademark, copyrights, etc) accelerate the activities of
innovative businesses by facilitating the transformation of the ingenuity, creativity, and the innovative
ability into economic assets. Patent information is considered as a valuable indicator of innovation
activities and hence it has been used in this paper to assess the innovative capabilities of the top five
Chinese domestic car manufacturers. On the basis of patent information analyses, it can be implied that,
although BYD Auto is the second most profitable company after Cherry automobile on the basis of
annual sales, but it is the most innovative Chinese domestic company with the highest number of
registered patents.
Key words Chinese car manufacturers; Innovation; Intellectual property rights; Patent information
analyses

1 Introduction
1.1 Chinese automobile industry and the need for intellectual property rights
The Chinese automobile industry, world’s largest customer market, where the global auto giants
have held the major market share since its open policy (1980s), poses great opportunities and threats for
the domestic car manufacturers. As the market competition becomes fiercer, the Chinese domestic car
manufacturers which have long been criticised for low quality and imitating their foreign rivals, need to
form long-term strategies, focus on R&D and increase their technological (innovative) capabilities in
order to enhance their competitiveness and improve market position.
The Chinese government has taken many persistent measures for the development of its Automobile
Industry and has announced it as one of the pillar industries for economic revival. One important step
has been the development of the “Automobile Development Policy”, first issued in 1994 and revised in
2004. The imperative aspect of this policy is not only that the government has shown great concern for
the Automobile manufacturers but also the importance given to “Independent Development”
(Independent Innovation) with China's own IPR (Intellectual Property Rights).
1.2 Methodology
Patents, one form of intellectual property, are seen as valuable indicators / measures of an
organization’s innovation activities, that encourage investment in innovation, create a monopoly for the
holder, and, act as a source of information on technological change. Researchers consider patents as the
most widely available indicator of output of technological activities and representative of inventions
which are expected to have a commercial impact.
This paper uses Patent Information Analyses to assess the innovativeness of the top five Chinese
domestic car manufacturers, i.e. Cherry Automobile, Build Your Dreams (BYD), Brilliance Auto, Geely
Auto Co. and Great Wall Motors. Other information used for the analyses include company annual car
sales and number of infringement cases.

2 Patent Information Analyses and Discussion
2.1 Sales and patents
The top five Chinese domestic car manufacturers were selected on the basis of their annual
sales (Table 1) for the year 2009, i.e. Cherry Automobile, Build Your Dreams (BYD), Brilliance
Auto, Geely Auto Co. and Great Wall Motors. As per table 1, the highest number of patents
registered in 2009 was by BYD Auto, i.e. 491. Second highest was Cherry Automobile which
registered 154 patents in 2009, followed by Brilliance Auto, Great Wall Auto and Geely Auto with
151, 35 and 26 patents for the year 2009 respectively. From the sales point of view, it can be
ascertained that Cherry Automobile is the most profitable Chinese domestic car manufacturer but
based upon the number of patents, BYD Auto can be assumed to be the most innovative Chinese
domestic company for the year 2009.
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Table 1 Number of Sales vs Patents Registered
by Top Five Chinese Car Manufacturers for the Year 2009
Year 2009
Company
Sales
Patents

Cherry Automobile

500300

154

BYD Auto

448400

491

Brilliance Auto

348300

151

Geely Auto

329100

26

Great Wall Motors
120446
35
Source: China Association of Automobile Manufactures;
http://www.soopat.com/Home/Index (Retrieved on 2010-5-14).

2.2 Total registered patents
According to table 2, the number of patents held by BYD auto before the year 2000 was 637 and
during the year 2000 till 2009 were 4553, making it the most innovative Chinese domestic car
manufacturer with a total of 5190 registered patents. Cherry automobile did not hold any patents before
the year 2000, but, registered 3553 patents from the year 2000 till 2009 making it the second most
innovative domestic car manufacturer. Geely auto held 6 patents before the year 2000 while registered
800 patents between the period 2000 to 2009. Brilliance had registered 1 patent whereas registered 296
patents in the following ten years, whereas Great Wall Motors has only registered 286 patents during the
period 2000-2009.
2.3 Types of patents
Table 3 depicts three types of patents held by each of the five domestic Chinese car manufacturers,
i.e. Invention, Utility model and Design patents. Accordingly, the highest number of invention patents
was held by BYD auto, i.e. 2006, followed by Cherry automobile with 1103 invention patents. The
highest number of Utility Model patents was also held by BYD auto, i.e. 2668, followed by Cherry with
a total of 935 Utility Model patents. Cherry held the most Design Patents amongst the five Chinese
domestic car manufacturers, i.e. 1515, whereas, BYD auto was placed second in this category with a
total of 516 Design patents. These figures imply that BYD auto has high capabilities in the field of
inventions and utility models as compared to design.
Table 2

Number of Patents Registered by Top Five Chinese Car Manufacturers
by the end of Year 2009
Company

Before 2000

2000-2009

Total

BYD Auto

637

4553

5190

Cherry Automobile

0

3553

3553

Geely Auto

6

800

806

Brilliance Auto

1

296

297

Great Wall Motors

0

286

286

Source. http://www.soopat.com/Home/Index (Retrieved on 2010-5-14)
Table 3

Types of Patents Registered by Top Five Chinese Car Manufacturers
by the End of Year 2009
Company
Total
Invention Utility Model
Design

BYD Auto

5190

2006

2668

516

Cherry Automobile

3553

1103

935

1515

Geely Auto

806

68

528

200

Brilliance Auto

297

7

61

229

Great Wall Motors
286
9
21
256
Source. http://www.soopat.com/Home/Index (Retrieved on 2010-5-14)
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Figure 1 Total Patents Registered by Top Five Chinese Car Manufacturers by the End of Year 2009

2.4 Registered patents in china and abroad
Table 4 presents the total number of registered patents by each of the domestic Chinese car
manufacturer in China and abroad till the year 2009. BYD auto is seen as having the most registered
patents abroad, i.e. 388, followed by Cherry with 43, Great Wall with 13, Geely with 4 and Brilliance
with only 1 registered patent outside China. The data implies that BYD auto is more likely to create
goodwill and gain competitive edge in the international market. And whereas, Geely auto has only 4
registered patents (0.5%) abroad out of 806 total registered patents; Great Wall Motors has successfully
registered 13 patents (4.5%) abroad out of a total of 286 patents.
Table 4

Number of Patents Registered by Top Five Chinese Car Manufacturers in
China and Abroad by the End of Year 2009
Company
Total
Abroad

BYD Auto

5190

388

Cherry Automobile

3553

43

Geely Auto

806

4

Brilliance Auto

297

1

Great Wall Motors
286
13
Source. http://www.ipexl.com/index.html (Retrieved on 2010-5-14)

2.5 Infringement and IP cases
Table 5 represents the number of total infringement cases including IP related filed against as well
as the total number of patents for each of the top five Chinese domestic car manufacturers by the end of
year 2009. A total of eight infringement cases including three IP cases were filed against Brilliance auto,
making it the most accused Chinese car manufacturer. Seven cases including three IP related were filed
against BYD auto which has the most number of registered patents, while, five out of six cases related to
IP were filed against Geely auto. Five cases including one related to IP were filed against Cherry
automobile, and, two IP related cases out of a total of 4 cases were filed against great Wall Motors.
Table 5

Number of Infringement Cases filed against Top Five Chinese Car Manufacturers
by the End of Year 2009
Up to Year 2009
Company
Total Infringement Cases
IP Cases
No. of Patents

Brilliance Auto

8

3

297

BYD Auto

7

3

5190

Geely Auto

6

5

806

Cherry Automobile

5

1

3553

Great Wall Motors
2
4
Source. http://www.lawyee.net/ (Retrieved on 2010-5-15)

286
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From the data manipulation it can be implied that there is no direct relation between the number of
patents held and the number of infringement cases filed against each company. For instance, Brilliance
auto has the highest number of infringement cases filed against it, but, has the second lowest number of
registered patents. Similarly, Cherry automobile has the second lowest number of infringement cases
filed against it, but, has the second highest number of registered patents.

Figure 2 Infringement and IP Related Cases Filed against Top Five Chinese Car Manufacturers

3 Conclusion
Patents provide the opportunity to gain maximum market share by monopolizing inventions /
innovations and hinging imitation. Patents also provide basis for assessing an organization’s innovative
capabilities and competitive edge in the domestic as well as international markets. The Chinese domestic
car manufacturers, which have long been criticised for imitating their foreign rivals, are now seen in the
forefront to increase the number of their registered patents and enhance competitive edge within China
as well as abroad.
This paper has tried to assess the innovativeness of the top five Chinese car manufacturers, i.e.
Cherry Automobile, Build Your Dreams (BYD), Brilliance Auto, Geely Auto Co. and Great Wall Motors.
Based upon the analyses it has been found that, BYD auto can be nominated as the most innovative
Chinese domestic car manufacturer with a total of 5190 registered patents till the end of year 2009.
Future research in this area can be carried out by assessing and comparing the innovative capabilities of
Chinese domestic and foreign car manufacturers operating in the Chinese as well as international
markets on the basis of patent information analyses.
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Abstract This paper began with the importance of the knowledge to the organization and the country
under the knowledge-based economy. Firstly, the paper indicated essential effects of the motivation to
the knowledge conversion. Secondly, the paper illustrated the basic concepts, the factors and the
processes. Thirdly, the paper reviewed the relevant researches of the motivation on knowledge workers
and the effect factors on the knowledge conversion. Fourthly, the paper put forth structural model of the
motivation conduction of the knowledge conversion and the relevant hypothesizes. Fifthly, the paper
designed the appraisal indicators and the statistic model of the knowledge conversion. Finally, the paper
made the relevant conclusions and recommendations.
Key words Knowledge conversion; Knowledge transfer; Knowledge worker; Motivation conduction

1 Introduction
It is well known that the knowledge had become the key decisive resource and factor of the
economic development in the knowledge-based economy. The implicit knowledge is the object of the
knowledge conversion. If the knowledge workers as the carrier of the knowledge drain, they will result
in serious consequence. As we all know that the knowledge conversion depend the ability and
willingness of the sender and the receiver. So if you want to realize the successful knowledge
conversion, you have to make out the effective motivation mechanisms. However, the precondition is to
identify the key factors of the knowledge conversion and be familiar with the conduction relationships
among them. Based on this, the paper aim to indentify the factors and explore the conduction
mechanisms among them. Therefore, Part 1 introduced the importance of the research on the knowledge
conversion. Part 2 illustrated the basic concepts, the factors and the processes of the knowledge
conversion. Part 3 reviewed the relevant researches of the motivation on knowledge workers and the
effect factors on the Knowledge Conversion. Part 4 put forth the structural model and the relevant
hypothesizes of the motivation conduction of the knowledge conversion. Part 5 designed the appraisal
indicators and the statistic model of the knowledge conversion. Part 6 made the relevant conclusions.

2 Factors and Processes of Knowledge Conversion Based on SECI
2.1 The relevant definitions of the knowledge conversion
The knowledge subject includes the individual and the organization in the ontology aspect, and the
knowledge can be divided into the implicit and the explicit knowledge in the epistemology. So the
knowledge can be combined into the individual implicit knowledge, the individual explicit knowledge,
the organizational implicit knowledge and the organizational explicit knowledge. The individual explicit
knowledge can be expressed by the word such as the skills, the techniques and the methods of life.
However, the individual implicit knowledge only can be understood by the insight such as the skills, the
faith and the philosophy of life. The organizational explicit knowledge includes the systems and rules,
operational processes and techniques and so on. However, the organizational implicit knowledge
includes the cooperation ability, the mentoring, the values, the common vision, the experience and so on.
The knowledge management activity mainly includes the knowledge transfer and the knowledge
conversion. There are not only some differences but also the close relationships between the knowledge
transfer and the knowledge conversion. The knowledge transfer means the knowledge transfer among
the knowledge object subjects, which include the sender, the receiver and the content. So the effective
knowledge transfer depends on the mutual action between the sender and the receiver. However, the
knowledge conversion means the changes of the knowledge form and the knowledge self–refreshment.
In the knowledge conversion process, the amount of organizational knowledge capital is be boosted, its
quality be enhanced and the core competence be formed. That is to say, the process of the knowledge
∗
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conversion is the unity between the quantity and the quality of the knowledge.
2.2 The seci process of the knowledge conversion
As we all know that the individual implicit knowledge is not only the starting point but also the end
point of the knowledge conversion. The knowledge conversion has its period which includes two stages,
one is the knowledge conversion from the individual to the organization in order to share the knowledge,
and the other is the knowledge conversion from the organization to the individual in order to apply and
create the knowledge. So the first is the precondition of the second, but only the first makes no sense.
Firstly, the knowledge conversion to share the knowledge is the knowledge from the individual to
the organization, which includes the individual socialization, externalization, combination and
internalization processes. Therefore, it is easy as an organizational learning process. The individual
socialization is to share his knowledge with the organizational members who can obtain it only through
continuous observation, imitation and experience. The individual externalization is to share and
externalize his knowledge through the comparison, metaphor, model, deduction and conclusion. For
the member experience and knowledge take part in the process, it will result in the knowledge
innovation. The individual combination is to integrate his scattered explicit into the systematic explicit
knowledge. The individual internalization is that his explicit knowledge is absorbed by the
organizational members and sublimated it into their implicit knowledge. Secondly, the knowledge
conversion to apply the knowledge is the knowledge from the organization to the individual, which
similarly includes the organizational socialization, externalization, combination and internalization
processes. Therefore, it is difficult as an individual learning process. The organizational socialization is
the conversion from the organizational implicit knowledge to the individual implicit knowledge. The
conversion of them depends on the team cooperation ability, the mentoring, the values, the common
vision, the skills, the know-how, the experience and so on. So the individual consciousness, ability and
the methods etc. are very important in the organizational socialization. The organizational
externalization is the conversion from the organizational implicit knowledge to the individual explicit
knowledge. The individual needs not only master the organizational implicit knowledge but also be able
to express the organizational implicit knowledge. The organizational combination is that the individual
translate the organizational scattered explicit knowledge into the systematic explicit knowledge. IT can
be helpful to the process. The organizational internalization is the conversion from the organizational
explicit knowledge to the individual implicit knowledge, the electric community and E-learning can
accelerate the realization.

3 Reviews of Relevant Researches on Knowledge Conversion Based on SECI
3.1 The relevant researches on the motivation of the knowledge conversion
There are many references on the knowledge activity but few on the knowledge conversion
motivation in abroad. In 2000, Margit put forth that the internal motivation is the key to the implicit
knowledge transfer, and the external motivation is the essential to the explicit knowledge transfer. In
2007, Hsiu Fen Lin testified that the external and internal motivation is helpful to the knowledge
conversion. In 2009, Robin put forth that they can make effects to the individual knowledge
performance such as the internal motivation, the organizational support, the object orientation and the
function departments. In 2010, Ana Maria advanced that the effective factors of the knowledge
conversion include the organizational culture, the individual growth, the object consistency and the time
cost and so on.
In China, Gao Xiangyu thought that the different trust will affect the knowledge transfer in 2005. In
2006, Ma Qingguo put forward that the factors to affect the individual knowledge transfer include the
knowledge quality, the motivation, the coding ability, the decoding ability, the absorption ability and so
on. In 2007, Zhou Mi advanced that the individual correlation performance has a strong relationship to
the effect of the knowledge. In 2009, Liu Hongli put forth that they have a strong effects to the implicit
knowledge such as the express ability, the transfer ability and willingness; the absorption ability and
learning willingness, the competition and distance, the contact frequency and so on. Pu Jianyong
advanced that the reciprocal culture can effectively enhance the knowledge transfer.
In summary, the relevant researches on the motivation from the aspect of the knowledge conversion
are very few, but they provided the strong support for the motivation of the knowledge conversion.
3.2 The relevant researches on the motivation of the knowledge workers
The relevant researches on the motivation of the knowledge workers result from the development
of the knowledge-based economy. In 1966, MaHon Tampoe put forth the motivation factors include
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personal growth, job autonomy, business success, and money wealth. In 1999, Francis Horibe indicated
seven the characteristics of the knowledge workers such as independence, creativeness of work, difficult
supervisory control, no measurable fruits of labor, stronger achievement motivation, Contempt for
authority and strong flow will. In 2001, Peng Jianfeng and Zhang Wangjun analyzed the motivation
factors of the knowledge workers include salary and reward, individual growth and the development,
the challenging task, the company future, and the security and stable work. Zheng Chao and Huang
Youli put forth that the order of the motivation are the money wealth, the individual growth,
achievement and work autonomous according to the importance. In 2002, Peter Drucker pointed out that
the knowledge workers should be treated as the employees rather than as the volunteers. Ma Lirong and
Xiao Hongjun put forth that the main motivation factors of the knowledge workers include
organizational environment, individual growth, spiritual and material motivation. In 2005, Cheng Hui
and Zhang Daliang found that the motivation factors of the knowledge workers include the work
motivation, the external motivations and the periphery motivation. In 2006, Liu Dawei established the
spiritual motivation model of the knowledge workers according to the career development stage.
Based on above, the academic and the practice paid more attention to the knowledge workers motivation.
Although the specific strategies were different, all stressed their special features.

4 Motivation Conduction Model and Hypotheses of Knowledge Conversion
4.1 The motivation conduction structural model of the knowledge conversion
Based on above, the knowledge conversion motivation conduction structural model can be
expressed by Figure 1. Firstly, the organizational dynamic completion advantages originate from the
knowledge conversion process which is a spiral ascending SECI process. Secondly, the knowledge
conversion performance P can be measured by the different stage performance. That is, P=f1 (PS, PE, PC,
PI). Thirdly, the knowledge conversion performance P is affected by the sender T, the receiver R, the
knowledge quality K and the situation factors. That is P=f2 (T, R, K, E). Fourthly, the knowledge
conversion effects of the subjects are affected by the knowledge quality K and the motivation factors M.
That is, T=f3 (K, M), R=f4 (K, M).fifthly, the internal motivation factors MI affects the implicit
knowledge conversion, and the external motivation factors ME affects the explicit knowledge conversion.
That is, P=f5 (MI, ME). Finally, the internal motivation factors include the individual growth G, the work
autonomous T and the work achievement A. That is, MI =f6 (G, T, A). The external motivation factors
include the money reward W and the environmental support E. The environmental support includes the
organizational system S, the organizational culture C, the interpersonal relationship I, the competition
pressure Pc and the social capital Sc. That is, ME=f7 (W, E) ，E=f8(S, C, I, Pc, Sc …). Thus we can
establish the relationships between the knowledge conversion performance indicators such as PS, PE, PC,
and PI and the motivation factors such as G, T, A, W, E.
Externalization
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Situation Dimension

Subject Dimension

Willingness

Knowledge Quality
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Figure 1 The Motivation Conduction Structural Model of The Knowledge Conversion
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4.2 The motivation conduction hypothesizes of the knowledge conversion
The knowledge conversion motive means the expectancy satisfaction extent of the knowledge
workers between the behavior and the performance of the knowledge conversion. Generally speaking,
the stronger the organizational motivation is, the further the extent of the knowledge conversion is.
According to the relevant research, we can make the follow hypothesizes. H1: the money reward
has the positive relation with the knowledge transfer. H2: the environmental support has the positive
relation with the knowledge transfer. H3: the individual growth has the positive relation with the
knowledge transfer. H4: the sense of the achievements has the positive relation with the knowledge
transfer. H5: the work autonomous has the positive relation with the knowledge transfer. H6: the money
reward has the positive relation with the knowledge absorption. H7: the environmental support has the
positive relation with the knowledge absorption. H8: the individual growth has the positive relation with
the knowledge absorption. H9: the sense of the achievements has the positive relation with the
knowledge absorption. H10: the work autonomous has the positive relation with the knowledge
absorption.
In the organizational knowledge activities, the realization the knowledge conversion often exists in
the knowledge transfer. When the knowledge is transferred from the sender to the receiver, the
knowledge conversion will happen to them. The stronger the knowledge transfer motive of the sender is,
the more knowledge the sender transfer to the receiver. Meanwhile, the stronger the knowledge
absorption motive of the receiver is, the less misunderstanding of the knowledge in the knowledge
transfer. In reality, the knowledge conversion will be involved in two parts or more. Therefore, the
motivation of the knowledge conversion is realized through motivating the knowledge transfer.
Based on above, we can make the follow hypothesizes. H11: the knowledge transfer has the
positive relation with the knowledge socialization. H12: the knowledge transfer has the positive relation
with the knowledge externalization. H13: the knowledge transfer has the positive relation with the
knowledge combination. H14: the knowledge transfer has the positive relation with the knowledge
internalization. H15: the knowledge absorption has the positive relation with the knowledge
socialization. H16: the knowledge absorption has the positive relation with the knowledge
externalization. H17: the knowledge absorption has the positive relation with the knowledge
combination. H18: the knowledge absorption has the positive relation with the knowledge
internalization.

5 Motivation Conduction Appraisal Indicators and Statistic Model
5.1 The motivation conduction appraisal indicators of the knowledge conversion
The first is the motivation appraisal indicators design. According to the relevant theories, the
motivation factors can be divided into eight appraisal indicators. That is, scientific and reasonable
compensation system X1, the better competition pressure and harmonious interpersonal relationship X2,
the organizational innovative and learning culture X3, the scientific and reasonable individual career plan
X4, the flexible work place and time X5, the reasonable recognition mechanism of the work achievement
X6, the perfect and effective organizational system X7 and the supportive attitude of the decision maker
X8.
The second is the design of the appraisal indicators of the knowledge transfer. According to the
relevant researches, the knowledge transfer factors can be divided into four appraisal indicators. That is,
the willingness of the sender to transfer the knowledge to the others Y1, the effectiveness of the sender to
transfer the knowledge to the receiver Y2, and the value of the knowledge being transferred to the
receiver Y3, the trust of the sender to the receiver Y4. According to the relevant researches, the
knowledge absorption factors can be divided into four appraisal indicators. That is, the willingness to
absorb the knowledge of the sender Y5, the effectiveness of the receiver to absorb the knowledge of the
sender Y6, the feedback of the receiver to the sender Y7, the trust of the receiver to the sender Y8.
The final is the appraisal indicators design of the knowledge conversion. According to the relevant
researches, the knowledge conversion factors can be divided into four dimensions and sixteen indicators.
The knowledge socialization factor η1can be divided into four indicators. That is, the harmonious work
and study atmosphere Z1, the support extent of the decision maker to the knowledge communication Z2,
the willingness to give the experience and skills to others Z3, the extent of the organization to pay more
attention to absorb the experience of the opponent Z4. The knowledge externalization factor η2can be
divided into four indicators. That is, the motivation extent of the knowledge worker to conclude the
skills and experience Z5, the soundness of the mechanism to apply the experience in the organization Z6,
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the willingness to format the individual skill and the experience Z7, the extent of the organization to pay
more attention to motivate the excellent knowledge worker Z8. The knowledge combination factor η3can
be divided into four indicators. That is, the application efficiency of the intranet information system Z9,
the performance of the sharing database Z10, the motivation extent to integrate and correct the
department experience, rules and the processes and so on Z11,
the extent of the department to pay
more attention to collect the relevant business information Z12. The knowledge internalization factor η4
can be divided into four indicators. That is, the extent of the organization to pay more attention to the
training and development of the knowledge workers Z13, the extent of the organization to pay more
attention to the construction of the innovative and harmonious organization culture Z14, the motivation
extent of the organization to pay attention to the team BPR Z15, and the motivation extent of the
organization to pay attention to the construction of the learning organization Z16.
5.2 The motivation conduction statistic model of the knowledge conversion
According to above, we can get the motivation conduction statistic model of the knowledge
conversion as Figure 2. Here Φ 1 is the external motivation, Φ 2 is the internal motivation, η 1 is the
knowledge transfer, η 2 is the knowledge absorption, the knowledge socialization is ζ 1, the knowledge
externalization is ζ 2, the knowledge combination is ζ 3, and the knowledge internalization is ζ 4.
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Figure 2

The Motivation Conduction Statistic Model of The Knowledge Conversion

6 Conclusion
According to above, we concluded the follows. Firstly, the implicit knowledge is the source of the
knowledge creation and the object of the knowledge conversion. Secondly, the successful knowledge
conversion depends on the effective motivation mechanisms and countermeasures. Thirdly, SECI is a
good framework for the research on the motivation of the knowledge conversion. Fourthly, there are the
motivation conduction relationship between the motivation factor of the knowledge worker and the
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knowledge conversion. Finally, the motivation conduction structural and statistic models of the
knowledge conversion can be referred by the organizational motivation management.
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Study on Knowledge Absorptive Capacity of Service Outsourcing
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Abstract The rapid development of service outsourcing is a product of international industrial
restructuring, promoting the structure optimization of service industrial. Since service outsourcing
depends on knowledge highly, this paper explores the relationship between knowledge stock and
knowledge absorptive capacity in knowledge management of service outsourcing enterprise, uses SPSS
statistical software, factor analysis, correlation analysis and other statistical principles to obtain the key
factors that impact knowledge stock and knowledge absorptive capacity, and does analysis of the whole
correlation and the dimension correlation between the two parts, which is practical meaningful for
enhancing the ability of knowledge management in service outsourcing enterprise.
Key words Knowledge; Service outsourcing enterprise; Knowledge stock; Knowledge absorptive
capacity

1 Introduction
The knowledge stems from the thinker’s thoughts. In a broad sense, the knowledge is the sum of
cognition and experiences in the practice when understanding and changing the world. The knowledge
resources are playing a more and more important role in modern enterprises, and have become one of
the key factors of enterprises to acquiring core competence. In recent years, many scholars have done an
amount of researches on enterprise’s knowledge management, among which includes profound analysis
on knowledge absorptive capacity.
The knowledge absorptive capacity applied by many scholars explains organizational phenomena
and has been introduced in organizational learning (Huber, 1991；Kim, 1998), resource foundation
theory (Lane & Lubatkin, 1998) as well as dynamic competence (Mowery, Oxley & Silveman, 1996),
which then greatly expands the analytical scope and frame of absorptive capacity. In 2002, Zahra &
George conceptually distinguished different factors of knowledge absorptive capacity and defined each
factor. According to them, absorptive capacity is a serial of organizational practices and processes.
Through knowledge acquisition, knowledge assimilation, knowledge conversion and knowledge
application, an enterprise builds up its dynamic organizational ability. In 2001, Wenpin Tsai pointed out
that it is really important to strengthen the enterprise’s absorptive capacity by increasing R&D
investment, but little attention has been paid to how to acquire knowledge - the access to knowledge.
According to his opinion, this is related to the enterprise’s position in the organizational learning net. In
2003, Jianwen Liao, Welsch and other people studied the relationship between the enterprise’s
absorptive capacity and organizational response of growth-oriented small and mid-sized enterprises. In
2004, Gong Yi and Li Heng, on the basis of potential and practical absorptive capacity, analyzed the
relationship between the enterprise’s independent R&D and technique purchase. In 2005, Gao Zhanjun
and Li Heng pointed out that in a fast changing and unpredictable environment, resource-based concepts
did not account for why certain enterprises could acquire competitive advantages. Thus, they discussed
affections of different control methods on an enterprise’s absorptive capacity. In 2008, Liu Lu and Yang
Huixin integrated the resource base concept and enterprise ability concept and reconstructed Chinese
concept of enterprise absorptive capacity. They constructed by interviewing the originating and
functioning model of Chinese enterprise absorptive capacity, and expounded by quantitative and
empirical methods the affecting factors as well their functions of enterprise absorptive capacity.
To sum up, most scholars paid more attention to the research on the importance of knowledge
absorptive capacity, on the relationship between absorptive capacity and enterprise organization as well
as how to upgrade enterprise absorptive capacity. While, less attention has been paid to enterprise
knowledge stock and knowledge absorptive capacity, and less empirical analysis. This paper is intended
to collect data of service outsourcing enterprises, found main effecting factors of enterprise knowledge
stock and knowledge absorptive capacity with factor analysis methods. It puts forward suggestions to
optimize knowledge management of service outsourcing enterprises, which will be of practical
* Funded by Ministry of Education of P.R.China, No. 09YJA630125
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significance for enterprise innovation and maintaining their competitive advantages.

2 Knowledge Stock and Knowledge Absorptive Capacity
Service outsourcing mainly includes BPO (Business Process Outsourcing), ITO(Information
Technology Outsourcing), KPO(Knowledge Process Outsourcing). The business of Service outsourcing
enterprises mainly involve registration management services, accounting tax agents, software
development services, network consulting services, enterprise culture, professional training services and
so on. They are different from standardized products manufacturing of manufacturing, the main
resources of Service outsourcing enterprises are knowledge resources, including enterprise staff
knowledge and organization knowledge, so for the resources management of such enterprises,
knowledge management is particularly important.
The famous scholar Porter holds that: “Knowledge discovery, integration and innovation has been
through the whole process of the human transforming nature, society and themselves, the continuous
accumulation of knowledge stock directly influence the progress and development of human society,
and is the fundamental driving force of social progress.” For service outsourcing enterprises, knowledge
stock refers to enterprise’s possessive the total of knowledge resources in particular time point,
including the sum of all knowledge of enterprise staff, equipment and organization structure, it mainly
depended on the individuals and organizations as the carrier. Knowledge absorptive capacity mainly
includes for types: knowledge acquisition capacity, knowledge acceptance capacity, knowledge
internalization capacity, knowledge use capacity. Among them, knowledge acquisition capacity refers to
the ability to judge and obtain the knowledge which have a key role in the enterprise that generated in
the external; knowledge acceptance capacity is emphasized external knowledge was explained and
understood effectively within the enterprise, the knowledge can’t be understood is difficult to be
developed and used again; knowledge internalization capacity refers to the effective integration of the
new external knowledge and the internal existing knowledge; finally, knowledge development-utilization
capacity refers to through the common use of internal knowledge and external knowledge to develop
new knowledge.
Enterprise knowledge acquisition mainly depended on the basis of the original knowledge, judge
and identify the external knowledge based on the existing knowledge cognition and experience, the
better knowledge base enterprise has , the more experience it own, the basis of characterization will get
more powerful, thus the higher knowledge acquisition capability enterprise will have. Staffs have good
knowledge quality, the more active thinking they have, and the more open management style enterprise
have, the enterprise is easier to receive the external knowledge, and integrate new knowledge with old
knowledge. In the process, the absorption of knowledge will be influenced by enterprise information
sharing platform, enterprise organizational structure, enterprise culture, and so on, the pros and cons of
these factors be directly determined by the existing knowledge stock of enterprise. Enterprises
transformed outside knowledge into their own knowledge, the main purpose is that we can apply the
knowledge to products or services, and they can accumulate experience and upgrade skills in the service
process, ultimately, adding new knowledge stock for the enterprise.
From the above analysis, we can propose that knowledge stock and knowledge absorptive capacity
are relevant, the following, this paper will use empirical data to analyze the relationship between them.

3 Empirical Analysis
This paper is mainly studied the service outsourcing enterprise in Wuhan City, covering software
development enterprise, training institutions, consulting firms and other enterprises. This study sent 312
questionnaires in all, 301 were recovered, 298 were valid, the recovery rate and the proportion of valid
questionnaire were 96.5% and 95.5% respectively.
Questionnaire is composed of two parts, knowledge stock and knowledge absorption capacity, the
measured variables are shown in Table 1.
3.1 Factor analysis for knowledge stock
According to the valid questionnaires, use the method of factor analysis to analyze the impact of
knowledge stock. First of all, KMO and Bartlett's testing: KMO test coefficient is 0.878, greater than 0.5;
sample distribution of Bartlett’s Test of the chi-square test value is 237.143(freedom of 10); the
significant level is 0.000. So it is suitable for factor analysis. Secondly, use the method of principal
component analysis to determine the number of factors. Use the method of the principle component
analysis to extract two eigenvalues which are greater than 1, and then, by comparing pre-and
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post-rotation factor loading matrix, the factor of the extraction are classified and explained, which are
shown in Table 2.
Subjects
Knowledge
Stock

Knowledge
Absorptive

Table 1
Codes
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6
a7
b1
b2
b3
b4
b5

b6
b7
b8

Capacity

b9
b10
b11
b12
b13
b14
b15
Table 2

Measured Variables of Questionnaire
Factors Variables
the level of staff qualifications
the work experience of staffs
the command degree of professional knowledge for staffs
the management level of managers
the relationship between enterprises and clients
the number of intellectual property asserts
the level of organizational processes
enterprise can quickly implement the decision-making
enterprise attaches great importance to staff learning ability
copy the new knowledge effectively
determine the value of the knowledge source
the degree of understanding of the external environment
know whether the source of knowledge matches with the
enterprises’ strategic
to perfect the existing business process by existing experience
to make up for the shortcomings of enterprise with newly acquired
experience and skills
use new knowledge in products and services effectively
quickly work out appropriate strategies for environmental changes
enterprise often carry out training and study courses
provide new knowledge to staffs quickly and efficiently
learning atmosphere in enterprise is very strong
staffs have a strong sense of innovation
break on the usual thinking for the specific issues

The Result of Factor Analysis for Knowledge Stock
Common Factors
Factors Variables
A1
A2
a1
.576
.188
a2
.481
.175
a3
.519
.267
a4
.705
.144
a5
.236
.755
a6
.140
.659
a7
.222
.631
eigenvalues
1.33
1.33
42.07
36.25
the cumulative（%）
42.07
78.32
of %（%）

From the factor analysis results of knowledge stock can be see that there are two common factors
which eigenvalues are greater than 1: A1 can explain the “a1 the level of staff qualifications”, “a2 the
work experience of staffs”, “a3 the command degree of professional knowledge for staffs” and “a4 the
management level of managers”, the factors explained rely on personnel carrier, so it can be named as
staff knowledge; A2 can explain the “a5 the relationship between enterprises and clients”, “a6 the
number of intellectual property asserts” and “a7 the level of organizational processes”, the factors
explained rely on enterprise carrier, so it can be named as organization knowledge. In attention, the
sores of these two factors in this study are saved for the following analysis.
3.2 Factor analysis forknowledge absorptive capacity
According to the valid questionnaires, use the method of factor analysis to analyze the impact of
knowledge absorptive capacity. First of all, KMO and Bartlett's testing: KMO test coefficient is 0.829,
greater than 0.5; sample distribution of Bartlett’s Test of the chi-square test value is 287.933(freedom of
76); the significant level is 0.000. So it is suitable for factor analysis. Secondly, use the method of
principal component analysis to determine the number of factors. Use the method of the principle
component analysis to extract four eigenvalues which are greater than 1, and then, by comparing
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pre-and post-rotation factor loading matrix, the factor of the extraction are classified and explained,
which are shown in Table 3:
Table 3

The Result of Factor Analysis for Knowledge Absorptive Capacity
Common Factors
Factors Variables
B1
B2
B3
B4

b1

.384

.553

.218

.351

b2

.397

.627

-.256

.105

b3

.637

.147

.135

.372

b4

.785

.145

.115

.110

b5

.545

.141

.229

.249

b6

.645

.484

.118

.173

b7

.202

.267

.320

.696

b8

.225

.112

.136

.700

b9

-.117

.433

.201

.612

b10

.211

.526

.424

-.246

b11

.353

.626

.239

.131

b12

-.014

.668

.206

.333

b13

.163

.199

.641

-.089

b14

.288

.033

.697

.158

b15
eigenvalues

.186

.218

.732

.273

2.91

2.59

2.28

2.20

the cumulative（%）

21.62

18.12

17.48

9.16

of %（%）

21.62

39.74

57.22

66.38

From the factor analysis results of knowledge absorptive capacity can be see that there are four
common factors of which eigenvalues are greater than 1: B1 can explain the “b4 determine the value of
the knowledge source”, “b3 copy the new knowledge effectively”, “b5 the degree of understanding of
the external environment” and “b6 know whether the source of knowledge matches with the enterprises’
strategic”, so it can be named as knowledge acquisition capacity; B2 can explain the “b12 provide new
knowledge to staffs quickly and efficiently”, “b2 enterprise attaches great importance to staff learning
ability”, “b11 enterprise often carry out training and study courses”, “b1 enterprise can quickly
implement the decision-making” and “b10 quickly work out appropriate strategies for environmental
changes”, so it can be named as knowledge acceptance capacity; B3 can explain the “b15 break on the
usual thinking for the specific issues”, “b14 staffs have a strong sense of innovation” and “b13 learning
atmosphere in enterprise is very strong”, so it can be named as knowledge internalization capacity; B4
can explain the “b8 to make up for the shortcomings of enterprise with newly acquired experience and
skills”, “b7 to perfect the existing business process by existing experience” and “b9 use new knowledge
in products and services effectively”, so it can be named as knowledge use capacity. In attention, the
sores of these four factors in this study are saved for the following analysis.
3.3 Correlation analysis
Firstly, use the method of correlation analysis to analyze knowledge stock and knowledge
absorptive capacity. According to the scores of factors stocked above, calculated the total scores of the
two tables: A=A1+A2, B=B1+B2, take the whole correlation analysis for the two by SPSS16.0 software,
the result is: Pearson Correlation value is .965**, Sig. (2-tialed) is .000, so we can say knowledge
stock and knowledge absorptive capacity are positively co-related to each other.
Secondly, use the method of correlation analysis to analyze the dimensions of knowledge stock and
knowledge absorptive capacity. According to the scores of factors stocked above, calculated every
dimension scores of the two tables, use the method of correlation analysis to analyze the two dimensions
of knowledge stock and the four dimensions of knowledge absorptive capacity, the results are shown in
Table 4:
From the study results can find that the two dimensions of knowledge stock and the four
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dimensions of knowledge absorptive capacity are all positively co-related to each other, but the
correlation coefficient of staff knowledge and knowledge use capacity is larger comparatively, the
correlation coefficients of organization knowledge and knowledge acquisition/ acceptance/
internalization capacity are larger comparatively.
Table 4
A1

The Dimension Correlation Coefficients
A2
B1
B2
B3
B4

A1

1.000

A2

.528**

1.000

B1

.597**

.665**

1.000

B2

.649**

.663**

.659**

1.000

B3

.506**

.542**

.467**

.543**

1.000

B4

.524**

.495**

.538**

.500**

.427**

1.000

Note: ** p-value<0.01

4 Conclusions
To sum up, knowledge stock and knowledge absorption capacity of knowledge management in
service outsourcing enterprises are highly positively co-related to each other. The increase of knowledge
stock can enhance knowledge absorption capacity while the upgrading of knowledge absorption can also
result in increase of knowledge stock. Therefore, to strengthen knowledge management can keep the
enterprise in a constant cycling process that knowledge stock increasing and knowledge absorption
capacity upgrading, which can maintain the development of enterprise.
Enterprises investigated in this paper are limited in Wuhan City, and the number of questionnaire is
not enough, so the variable of affecting factors is just universality and simple. Whereas enterprises
always stay in a constantly changing and complicated environment, some particular affecting factors are
still not considered. Meanwhile, the particularities of knowledge management in different service
outsourcing enterprises have to be studied in the future.
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Abstract The data of Shanghai and Shenzhen stock market listed companies in various industries in
China during 2003-2008 are selected in this paper. The authors compare the situation of intangible
assets in different industries, and find that companies in different sectors of the amount of intangible
assets are significantly different. Excluding the impact of scale of the company, we use intangible assets
to total assets ratio of the relative amount of target. On the whole, the indicator of social services is
higher than other companies. And then, selected 34 social service listed firms between 2003-2008 tests
of intangible assets of the business performance. The results show that, the intangible assets of current
social services listed company’s impact on the business performance insignificantly.
Key words Social services; Intangible assets; Enterprise performance; Empirical test

1 Introduction
Intangible assets typically include patents, non-patents, trademarks, copyrights, franchises, land use
right and so on. But by far, the definition of intangible assets is in dispute. This intangible data are
selected from CCER database intangible items, not including goodwill.
From the mid 20th century, with the rise of business forms of concession granted, franchising,
OEM etc, intangible assets plays a significant role in enterprise daily operation and expansion, and
obtain steady profits for the enterprise. For example: Microsoft’s control the global software market by
their intangible assets such as trademark rights and software copyrights ;because of its trademarks,
recipes and a unique brewing method , State Liquor Mao-tai also create significant value.
The thesis of "In today's wealth and economic growth is mainly driven by intangible assets" (Lev,
2001) has been generally recognized. Companies of various industries have also increased investment
and development of intangible assets. Since the reform and opening up of China, service industry
developed rapidly. During the 30 years of reform and opening up, more than 10% average annual
growth rate of service, higher than the gross domestic product growth. The emergence and development
of services is the inevitable result of social progress, economic development and technological
innovation. Along with the continuous adjustment of industrial structure, the proportion of service sector
in the national economy will be growing. In this context, the study of the intangible services is
important.

2 Literature Review
Western scholars related to a lot of empirical research on correlation of intangible assets and
market value, disclosure the information about them, and got some useful conclusions as follows.
Itami: intangible assets, such as the specific technology, consumer information, brand, reputation
and corporate culture are very valuable enterprise competitiveness. In fact, intangible asset is the only
resources that can make business with the continued competitiveness (1987, p.1). BelenVillalonga
Using a sample of U.S. public companies to study the relationship of intangible resources and
sustainable development. Intangible resources are the double-edged sword. For enterprises, intangible
resources are a high-risk and high return strategy. Aboody & Lev (1998) Investigated 163 software
companies during the period 1987-1995 and found that each capitalized software development costs and
stock returns were significantly positive correlation; Hilary Schane (1993) researched 11 semiconductor
company's shows that Patent citation rate helps to explain the difference of the Tobin Q among
semiconductor companies value. Huselid (1995), Becker and Huselid (1998) through survey found
human resource activities and there is a positive correlation between market value. Ittner and Larcker
(1998) Studies have shown various forms of customer satisfaction are related to market value. Barth &
Clinch (1998) found that there are significant relationship among the revaluation of intangible assets and
stock returns and stock price.
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Domestic research on intangible assets mainly in the valuation of intangible assets, recognition,
content and information disclosure issues in the standardization research, and only few empirical
research on the intangible.
Xueyun Kui, Wang ZhiTai (2001) took the Shanghai Stock Exchange-listed stocks as the object of
study, investigated the intangible assets on the role of business activities and examine the value
relevance of intangible assets. The results show that intangible assets of enterprises have played an
important contribution to the business activities and the disclose of the intangible assets of listed
companies is significantly positively correlated with stock prices；Liu Bin, Han chuang mo（2009） took
Shanghai Stock Exchange listed companies as the research object, examined the performance of
intangible assets and related business. The results show that the performance of intangible assets on
business contribution is significant, positive; Intangible assets is less than fixed assets for the
contribution to business performances；Wan Xiang, Tian Kunru (2006) found that there are significant
differences of the amount of intangible assets in different industries among listed companies, the type
and proportion of elements are different.Dou Zhibin (2007) researched 27 listed company of auto
between 2003-2005 in Shanghai and Shenzhen stock market ,test of intangible assets on business
performance. The results show that the current listed car company’s manufacturer of intangible assets on
business performance showed a significant negative correlation.

3 The Relation of Intangible Assets and Business of Listed Companies
3.1 Study design
Without considering whether the recorded value of intangible assets is equal to the actual value, we
directly use the book value of the financial statements. We choose Shanghai and Shenzhen stock market
A-share listed companies which are listed before January 1, 2002 for the study. In order to maintain
continuity, consistency and comparability, we select the data of these companies form 2003 to 2008,
excluding “st”, “pt” enterprises and companies that replaced main business during this period (the
industry). Finally get 973 companies, including A: agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and fishery;
B: extractive industries; C: Manufacturing; D: Electricity, gas and water production and supply; E:
Construction; F: transportation, warehousing; G: Information technology industry; H: wholesale and
retail trade; J: Real Estate; K: Social Services; L: Communication and Cultural Industries; M:
Comprehensive. Intangible assets of listed companies selected descriptive statistics are shown in Table
1.
Table 1

Listed the Ratio of Amount of Intangible Assets to Total Assets the Descriptive Statistics
Year
Sample
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
Industry
n
A
18
4.84% 5.26% 6.12% 8.11% 8.86% 8.61%
B
13
5.54% 5.58% 6.19% 4.68% 5.89% 6.93%
C
558
3.26% 3.50% 3.56% 4.11% 4.68% 5.00%
D
49
2.26% 2.33% 2.14% 2.10% 2.98% 3.56%
E
17
2.90% 1.96% 5.51% 4.33% 5.80% 8.03%
F
43
5.33% 6.15% 6.09% 5.88% 7.62% 13.61%
G
50
2.58% 2.05% 2.02% 2.09% 2.53% 3.06%
H
74
3.20% 3.09% 2.89% 2.84% 4.15% 4.50%
J
50
1.90% 2.47% 2.35% 2.82% 1.25% 1.04%
K
34
6.71% 6.54% 6.65% 6.34% 7.33% 10.59%
L
7
4.45% 5.13% 4.27% 3.83% 5.12% 5.21%
M
60
5.36% 4.38% 4.40% 4.18% 4.45% 5.02%

Note: Industry standard according to the first-class industries stipulated by "Classification of listed companies
in the industry guidelines" which issued by CSRC, the sample excluding financial and insurance in type 1.

To weaken the impact of firm size, this paper uses the indicator of intangible assets to total assets
ratio. Table 1 shows the proportion of intangible assets to total asset of all industries during 2003 to
2008, the ratio of intangible assets to total assets in various industries except J have a larger raise.
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Meanwhile, the relative amount of intangible assets between the various sectors is very different.
Among them, the proportion of the social services sector is highest during 2003 to 2005, and for the year
2006 to 2008 it is only after maximum value of other industries.
Suppose 1: Does not consider intangible assets accounting problems in practice, such as the
accounting treatment of goodwill, research and development costs.
Suppose 2: the higher the level of corporate intangible assets, the greater the company's operating
profit.
3.2 Sample selection and data sources
From the industry perspective, social service sector has a larger proportion of intangible assets.
According to the companies above , 34 social services companies in service sector are choosed for study,
deleted the year in which intangible assets is zero. Sample observations are from CCER database, the
National Tai-finance database, hexun network, huge influx of information network. We use spss 17.0,
Excel 2003 to do our research.
3.3 Model design and variables explanation
Referring the method used by Xueyun Kui, Wang ZhiTai (2001)to test the contribution of
intangible assets of listed companies on operating profit, the paper use the following model to examine
the contribution of intangible assets on business performance:
OPti=α0+α1 PPEt,i+α2INTANt,i+α3OP（t-1）,i+α4 CSt,i+α5 ASSETt,i +εt,I
(1)
OP is as operating profit. PPE is the fixed assets at the end of t year. INTAN is intangible assets at
the end of the year of t. CS is the end of the asset liability ratio. It can control capital structure and
growth effects. ASSET is log of total assets at the end of the year of t. It can control the impact of size
on business performance. t means year, i means company.
3.4 Regression analysis
Table 2

Correlation

correlation

OP（t-1） PPE INTAN

OP
OP

Pearson
Significant (bilateral)

.000

.869**
OP（t-1） Pearson
Significant (bilateral) .000
PPE

Pearson

ASSET

Significant (bilateral)

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

1 .391**

.000

.000

.490** .594** .391**

Significant (bilateral)
Pearson
Significant (bilateral)
ASSET Pearson

.000

.025

.000

1 .651** .594** -.163* .558**

.632** .651**

INTAN Pearson
CS

CS

1 .869** .632** .490** -.149* .549**

.014

.000

.058 .629**
.389

.000

1 -.048 .453**

.000

.000

-.149* -.163*

.058

-.048

1 .238**

.389

.476

.000

.025

.014

.476

.000

.549** .558** .629** .453** .238**

Significant (bilateral)
Table 3

.000

.000

.000

.000

1

.000

Regression Analysis Result
Model Summaryb

Change Statistics
Model

R

R square

Ajust R
square

Standard error of
estimate

R Square
Change

F change

1

.877a

.769

.763

16396.33613

.769

145.408

Sig. F change
.000

Respectively to do regression analysis of each independent variable on performance profit, it shows
as following. The correlation coefficient of business operating profit t with operating profit the year
before is 0.869 ,with net fixed assets, the simple correlation coefficient is 0.632 , with intangible assets,
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the simple correlation coefficient is 0.490 , with asset-liability ratio, the simple correlation coefficient is
-0.149 and with the natural logarithm of total assets, the simple correlation coefficient is 0.549.
Meanwhile the probability P values of them are similar to 0. Operating profit has been positively
impacted by the previous year operating profit, net fixed assets, intangible assets and total assets of the
natural logarithm and the impaction from the previous year operating profit is more than the other
indicators. As a model, the Regression Analysis result is as following Table 3.
As can be seen from Table 3, R square is 0.769, adjusted R square is 0.763, so the model fitting is
not high.
Table 4 Coefficient
coefficient a

Non-standardized coefficient
model
1

B

Standard error

constant

-28921.800

16813.207

OP（t-1）

.920

.061

PPE

.014

.008

INTAN

-.023

.018

Standard
coefficient
t

Sig.

-1.720

.087

15.036

.000

.087

1.834

.068

-.054

-1.308

.192

trial edition
.784

CS

-95.791

67.187

-.051

-1.426

.155

ASSET

2975.029

1496.885

.093

1.987

.048

As can be seen from Table 4, Regression equation is：
OPti=-28921.80+0.014 PPEt,i-0.023INTANt,i+0.92OP（t-1）,i- 95.791CSt,i+2975.029 ASSETt,i +εt,I (2)
For a given significance level of 0.1, operating profit and intangible assets are poorly fitting, as
well as and assets-liabilities ratio .The relative coefficient of operating profit and intangible assets is
-0.023, It shows a very weak negative correlation. Also, we can see that intangible assets of listed
companies in China's social services did not play its enough roles. We also make the further study of
data in 2009 and find the indicators as following. R is 0.966, R square is 0.933, and sig value is 0.026. It
obviously passes the significance test and shows that intangible assets of social services to enterprises
come into play.

4 Conclusions
Through the analysis, we can found that the enterprises operating profit impact on intangible assets
is small in social services industry during 2003-3008. There are many reasons can explain this.1) By far,
there is no complete unification of the definition of the intangible asset. So enterprises can not
accurately confirm the value of intangible assets, and there are not specific measures to treat various
types of intangible assets and capital investment costs;2)The impact of intangible assets on operating
profit may be lagged, and current business intangible assets can not be immediately reflected in the
current yield ; 3) The use of the land and use rights and housing rights occupy the most of China's listed
companies’ intangible assets, and the most core competitive intangible assets such as proprietary
technology, software, human resources is less; 4) Intangible assets in China listed companies have not
fully play the role in enterprise performance, intangible asset utilization is not high and don’t achieve
the desired effect. And overall, the size of intangible assets of listed companies needs to be improved.
Analyzing the possible problems of intangible assets of the listed companies for the above, we
proposed some suggestions as following: 1) Enterprises should maintain the innovative ideas, attention
to the introduction, updating and application of intangible assets; 2) Enterprises need to increase
investment in intangible assets, and also use existing intangible assets as much as possible into practical
productive forces to bring more competitive for enterprises.
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Abstract In this paper , with the basic characteristics of open innovation model，the authors analyze
the influences of the open innovation model to intellectual property management in companies，and then
propose Intellectual Property Management Strategies (IPMS) under open innovation model：the
construction of business model of intellectual property management through open innovation
environment; exploring the tools and means on evaluation of the value of Intellectual Property (IP);
fostering the trading market of intellectual property rights; strengthening both the protection on core
technology owned by Enterprises themselves and risk control; creating an cultural environment of open
innovation with the nature of equal partnership based on mutual trust.
Keywords Open innovation; Intellectual property; Management; Strategies

1 Introduction
In the 21st century, the pace of economic globalization is accelerating gradually, which is
promoting the technology, information, knowledge, talent and other novel and innovative resources to
configure and flow in a wider range. And meanwhile, technical difficulties also increase the cost of
innovation, and the shortening of product life cycle (PLC) accelerates the need of research and
development (R & D). Businesses demand the pace of innovation to speed up faster, leading to hardly
meeting the need of market competition and development for companies only through internal R & D
and hence some leading enterprises have been begun to actively seek and explore and acquire external
creative resources. The creation, possession and use of knowledge resources have become the base for
states to improve competitive advantages and enhance overall national strength. Businesses as the
mainly innovative players, because of the divisional and distributional features for knowledge and in
order to obtain and maintain a strong competitive advantage, must also explore and integrate external
knowledge resources except for the organizations themselves creating and integrating knowledge,
making use of wealthy knowledge and creativity outside companies to accelerate product development
and market-based product. At the same time, it must open systems themselves for companies, and allow
the technology un-used to transfer to other enterprises which can make the technology transferred
generate value and potential. A newly innovative way began to emerge actively, namely open
innovation.
Open innovation is the strategic measure so as to adapt to the world's industrial structure changes
and the trend in world economic regional integration. Open innovation, however, has to involve in
issues related to intellectual property management. YANG Wu（2006）discusses the development of the
open innovation theory and its causes，analyzing from four aspects the theoretical issues on intellectual
property management based on open innovation model, and then proposes studying the theoretical
issues of intellectual property management based on open innovation from the angle of technological
innovation, from the perspective of an economic, technological and legal integration, from the
commercial point of view and from the interest mechanism.CHAI Jin-yan (2008) points out that while
open innovation that emphasizes external knowledge resources in regard to the importance to business
innovation process, bring new innovative benefits for the enterprise, it causes a series of implications the
concept, property rights, knowledge assets, management costs and risks of intellectual property
management in enterprises. With open innovation model, the intellectual property management in
enterprises should adopt opening strategies, carry out independent innovation and update on system, and
establish the cooperation mechanism for sharing and the mechanism for risk control. Based on the
analysis of transformation of the behavior on the possession of companies under open Innovation,
WANG Sui (2010) proposes intellectual property based on relationship, and combines with the typical
examples of open innovation to explain its specific application, with the aim to answer how to business
use intellectual property flexibly and then benefit from open innovation.

2 The Nature of Open Innovation Model
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In academic community, Henry Chesbrough, the professor of Harvard University, proposed the
concept of open innovation first. In his academic work "open innovation: technological innovation and
profit from the new rules", he argues that when developing new technologies, companies should also
integrate the internal and external valuable ideas organically, meanwhile, using the internal, external
two-channel of the market. In addition, bring the creative ideas to the market for enterprises can be
achieved through external channels, which can escape from the shackles of the current scope of business
for market-oriented businesses so as to reap excessive profits. With the context of rapid technological
innovation and economic globalization, increasingly fierce market competition raises much more serious
challenges against the ability of independent innovation of Chinese enterprises. Enhancing the capability
of independent innovation is not only the need for improving national competitiveness, but also the key
to sustainable development of companies. Therefore, how to use limited resources to enhance the
capacity of independent innovation means strategic and practical significance. Professor Henry
Chesbrough's open innovation model for businesses to make most use of and integrate internal and
external innovative resources to improve the efficiency of innovation provides a new innovation
management model.
Table 1 The Comparison Between Open Innovation and Closed Innovation
Comparative Detail
Open Innovation
Closed Innovation
Company philosophy
The best ideas may come from elsewhere
Non-invention here
Spatial extent of innovation
Integration of internal and external resources to Emphasis on internal
achieve innovation
resources
Core competences
Search, identify, obtain and use external resources; Vertical integration of
the ability to integrate internal and external designation on Products
resources
and services
Research and Development Internal R & D or sharing external R & D outputs
Their own inventions and
(R & D)
bring products to the
market
Staff
ideas
and The main players of business innovation, and Enterprises have the most
responsibilities
internal and external smarter staff to work together
intelligent members in the
industry and complete the
tasks top-down
User's role
Passive acceptance of products
Active co-innovators
The
attitude
towards Picking up external knowledge and internal Ownership and strict
intellectual property
knowledge of R & D are equally important; profit control of intellectual
from the sale of intellectual property
property rights; emphasis
on the retention of internal
knowledge
and
minimizing the flow of
knowledge as soon as
possible
Creative ideas source
Enterprises which make full use of internal and Industries produce the
external creative ideas can achieve success
creative
ideas
best;
enterprises must be able to
win in the competitive
environment
Competitive advantages
Better business model
New technology and new
products
Measurement on the success Increase profits and sales revenue; shorten the time Increase market share
of innovation
to market

Compared with open innovation, there is a contrast between open innovation and the closed model
of innovation. Open innovation means that a good technical solution can be obtained from either outside
or inside the enterprise. Open innovation strategies treat the innovative ideas both internal and external
equally, in order to present the innovation to consumers with the minimum cost and the shortest time. As
is shown in table 1, the comparison between open innovation and closed innovation is given.
Open innovation helps businesses acquire creative ideas from the outside, which allows businesses
to obtain innovative resources in a short period of time and to achieve higher innovation performance at
a lower cost of innovation, in return reducing the risk of innovation. For example, IBM changed the
previous pattern of closed innovation, using someone else's technology to develop their own products,
and meanwhile selling their technology to other companies so as to develop their own business. Paying
close attention to academic research activities outside the enterprise and Carrying out venture to other
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beginning firms, Intel makes most use of external technology efficiently. In China, there are some
medium-sized high-tech enterprises embarking on open innovation activities, such as Huawei, ZTE,
Baosteel and other companies.

3 The Influences of Open Innovation Model on Intellectual Property Management
in Enterprises
In the context of open innovation, the allocation and flow of intellectual property resources occur to
a larger extent, the source of the outcome of intellectual property rights will be more abundant, and the
players who get interests from intellectual property will be diversification. What’s more, the possession
and use of the outputs of intellectual property will be more diverse, intellectual property management
being more complex. Intellectual property management is the management of subject and object of
intellectual property rights, including intellectual property resources management and the management
of intellectual property results. Intellectual property resources, namely innovative resources in
companies, mainly include human resources, knowledge, technology, capital, the market and
information. The outcome of intellectual property can be the assets of intellectual property rights in
enterprises, including technical innovative outputs and non-technological innovative ones. In the open
innovative environment, significant changes have taken place to intellectual property management in
companies.
(1) Knowledge sharing and transfer may lead to their exposure of key skills and knowledge to other
enterprises, with the result of facing intellectual property risks, such as the loss of intellectual property
rights, unfair competition, and intellectual resources plundered. In the context of open innovation, the
increased mobility of innovative resources will lead to increasing difficulties to monitor and manage
them. Open innovation contributes to the rapid diffusion of knowledge, maybe leading to the loss of
ownership of knowledge to R & D companies ,which will suffer great losses. Moreover, under open
innovation model, the attribution of property rights and the distribution of benefits for cooperative
innovation will be more complex than that of the closed innovation model, leading to intellectual
property disputes easily. As open innovation is implemented in the relatively open environment and is a
loose, flexible innovative model, there are some difficult terms to control in the innovation process to
the companies, bringing greater risks to business management.
(2) The rise of the Internet and information economy era exerts business model of companies and
strategic behaviors on fundamental impacts. The emphasis on the relationship between business
organizations and the application of open innovation model enables companies to build and apply a
more flexible intellectual property system, which plays an important role in the protection and
encouragement for enterprises to profit from open innovation. At present, many firms (especially large
corporations) have a considerable number of patents and inventions, many of which were found no
longer important for the development of enterprises, or with other researches being by-products
generated. Among these patents, only a small part was used by the enterprises themselves, a large
number of patents being shelved. The acquisition of these patents also spent a lot of the money of the
enterprise, but in turn they can be applied by other companies. Therefore, these patents can achieve the
largest intellectual property value through selling out.
(3) In the context of open innovation, the subject of companies using intellectual property assets
tends to be diversification, and the existence of the subject of intellectual property is in many forms. The
cooperation between the subjects tends to be more frequent and widespread. With the development of
the knowledge economy and network economy, increasing mobility of technical talents has come into
existence. And it is increasingly difficult for businesses to have all the knowledge and the necessary
technical personnel needed for long-term competition in the market. At this point, the cooperation with
the subject of intellectual property rights the outside must be considered seriously rather than to pursue
self-development. Therefore, with the open innovation concept, innovation results will diffuse so as to
spread over companies' borders. The internal intellectual property rights can spread to other companies
playing a role while the external intellectual property rights can also be accepted and applied by
businesses. The enterprises which have expertise respectively can be achieved gathering resources of the
advantages by cooperation through innovation process. And the enterprises can integrate social
innovative resources effectively to enhance the intellectual property development speed. Meanwhile, the
different innovative subjects share risks on innovation, improve the success rate of innovation and
assure the quality of intellectual property assets.
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4 Intellectual Property Management Strategies Based on Open Innovation Model
in Enterprises
In the context of open innovation, companies must be with open awareness of intellectual property
strategy, with the implementation of appropriate intellectual property management strategies to prevent
loss of intellectual property assets, and acquire benefits through intellectual property management and
transaction to create the greatest value.
4.1 Construct the business model for intellectual property management in open innovative
environment
In a traditional business strategy, patent is seen as an entry barrier. Patents exclude competitors
through legal means, which itself plays a protective role. In addition, in the closed innovation era the
dominant mode of organizational innovation is the vertical integration strategy. Enterprises defend their
commercial interests through allowing to the transfer of specialized knowledge with safe and effective
feature in a closely related group. However, in the context of open innovation, companies should
consider patents and other intellectual property as the profitable assets which can directly increase the
market value of one company, and transfer their intellectual property through licensing, releasing
intellectual property rights being shelved to generate profits. The system of intellectual property
protection which is suitable for open innovative environment should link intellectual property rights
with the business model and make full use intellectual property rights inside and outside the enterprise
through effective business model leverage.
4.2 Explore the tools and means of the evaluation on the value of intellectual property
To measure the value of intellectual property rights accurately and objectively and effective
protection of intellectual property strategies play a substantially important role for the protection of
intellectual property. However, the assessment of the value of intellectual property would be a
challenging task, since much of the corporate knowledge is embedded in the brains of knowledgeable
staff. Moreover, this knowledge is dynamic and its value changes over time with a great volatility. As a
result, an important aspect of intellectual property protection is to develop tools and instruments used for
the assessment of intellectual property value, in order to have a clear understanding of intellectual
property status faced by enterprises themselves.
4.3 Foster the intellectual property rights trading market
Property transaction intermediary organizations must develop various forms of technology
intermediary service organizations actively in order to reduce the transaction both parties because of
information asymmetry and market uncertainty. On the one hand, the organization should promote the
allocation of intellectual property rights to guide industry, academia, research and other institutions to
follow the principles of voluntary equality, mutual benefit and compensation, and good faith for the
technology development and results transfer. On the other hand, it should select the distribution
allocations adapting to technical characteristics and development requirements according to the actual
situation. In addition, the organization should cultivate high-quality intellectual property brokers,
standard technical trade intermediary services and examine the appropriate staff of technical trade
intermediaries.
4.4 Strengthen the protection of core technologies in enterprises
(1) Establish a sound system of protection and safeguard
Based on the analysis of objective and process management during technology alliance strategy,
enterprise should confirm the operator who exploring and applying core knowledge and technologies
between the company and the union. Describe the user's identity and scope clearly, and identify the
internal user who controls specific knowledge, besides, make sure the technology scope prescripts
during when operating: indicate the individual or team that master knowledge and technology to the
outside. On the basis, enterprise should confirm rules and regulations of core technology management
and using range. Determine areas which the items belong to and ways they used by. Establish the model
of selecting ideal partner, and use the appropriate contour map to indicate the technology and technical
depth which need to master presently or future. Then it will suggest that the scope of staff who should
master technology internally, and build the value evaluation of core technology in special using scope.
The use of core technology refers to building a sharing value system which makes the core technology
as the center based on model, and organize activities around the system.
(2) Strengthen the technical protection awareness of the technology alliance participants
Enterprise should systematize the thoughts of the internal staff before the implementation of
technology alliance, so that they can understand the system and method of core technical management
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deeply. Not only make sure the potential value brought by core technologies, but also predict the
enormous risk after the loss of the core technologies. The enterprise should ask participants to avoid
disclosure the internal technology which is not related to the company during both union work and
amateur communication. It is never allowed to put the important technical information related to the
enterprise at will during work, and enterprise should limit the union staff to enter the research and the
production areas strictly.
(3) Keep the flexibility to maintain union contracts
Although technology alliance is an effective mode of enterprise competition, the failure rate is very
high. One important reason is resulted of the union contract. Union is based on market opportunities,
and it requires constant adjustment. The adjustment of union league means the regulation of union
contract, and according to the development of market and technology, the changes continued to be
adjusted. It seemed to be a dateless "opinions memorandum ". Therefore, union contract which is
different from the general technology development contract should not be formatted. Union members
sign contracts not only facilitate the alliance partners, but also modify the contracts to maintain the
union flexibility according to changes in the environment.
(4) Strengthen risk control
Under the opening innovation environment, companies should introduce internal risk control
mechanism in order to prevent the loss of intellectual property assets. Internal risk control mechanism
contains venture capital mechanism and risk evaluation mechanism. Venture capital mechanism which
contains the proper stage evaluation system could improve the operating efficiency of innovation items.
It helps enterprises to improve the total using and integration of outcomes of the intellectual property,
and enables collaborators bear the common risks and benefits together, and it increases the successful
rates of outcomes of property and the possibilities of commercial operation. Enterprises should import
risk evaluation mechanism at the same time, as it could enhance the early assessment capacity of the
commercial potential of R & D results. Risk evaluation mechanism could evaluate the potential business
value of the intellectual property resources which flow out and into the enterprise in order to avoid
potential losses.
4.5 Create an opening innovation cultural environment contains equal partnership and mutual
trust
Under the opening innovation model, the cooperation and innovation between enterprises is both an
integrated network of knowledge flows, but also a network based on trust partnerships. The degree of
trust between partners affects the success of cooperation during cooperation innovation. The base of the
trust is equal cooperation, and all parties should respect their own intellectual properties so that create a
diversified innovative environment. It could mobilize the enthusiasm of all co-workers, thus creates a
truly original intellectual property results.

5 Conclusions
Intellectual property (IP) as a strategic resource, the role in economic development is getting more
and more important. Whether economy in China can really integrate into the tide of economic
globalization or not, whether Chinese companies can become bigger and stronger or not in competition,
both need to integrate all aspects of knowledge, technology resources to improve the capability of
independent innovation, and to manage and protect intellectual property. These are two key elements for
China searching for sustainable economic and social development. State leaders have repeatedly
mentioned the need to work to improve our independent innovation capacity. Independent innovation
does not mean that closed innovation, and enterprises in the innovative process need to absorb the
external key knowledge and technical resources. Researching the theory of intellectual property
management based on open innovation has important practical and theoretical significance for
combining the independent innovation with the open innovative trend closely. In the open innovation
paradigm, management and protection of intellectual property in enterprises are not the control of
intellectual property rights, but paying more attention to the configuration of intellectual property rights,
application and increasing value of intellectual property. This requires appropriate exploring of business
model to manage knowledge of companies, developing the tools and instruments to assess the value of
intellectual property, and nurturing the trading market for intellectual property rights, and then
improving the capability of intellectual property protection. Companies must establish an open strategic
thinking on intellectual property management, analyzing the resources on intellectual property inside
and outside the enterprises effectively and then achieve maximum utilization of the results on
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intellectual property.
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Abstract New ventures knowledge management is a new area of entrepreneurship research, and
knowledge management research based on dynamic capabilities is a hot topic in related research.
Knowledge is a key resource for enterprises to have access to sustainable competitive advantage.
Therefore, improving knowledge management of new enterprises is an effective way to enhance
competitive advantage. Compared with established firms, new ventures knowledge management is
unique and important. Based on the literature review, this paper integrates theory results of knowledge
management and dynamic capabilities and analyzes the process of new ventures knowledge
management. Based on defining the concept of new ventures and dynamic capabilities, this paper
constructs a knowledge management model for new ventures based on dynamic capabilities.
Key words New ventures; Knowledge management; Dynamic capabilities; Knowledge management
model

1 Introduction
There are huge differences between new ventures and established firms. New ventures face many
liabilities of new enterprises growth. So how to obtain sustainable competitive advantage is guarantee of
new ventures’ healthy development. Resource-based theory represented by Barney (1991) considered
that values, rareness, imitation difficulties and strategic resources which cannot be replaced are the basis
of enterprises’ competitive advantage, and venture resources are essential for the sustainable
development of new enterprises.
In the rapidly changing dynamic environment, enterprises must be able to quickly integrate, build
and reconstruct their internal and external resources and capabilities to create new competitive
advantages. The so-called dynamic ability is the process that enterprises use resources, particularly the
process of acquisition, creation and integration resources to adapt or create the market transformation.
The object of this paper is to build new enterprises’ knowledge management model based on dynamic
capabilities. This paper first proposed the classification of new enterprises’ knowledge management
activities, then defined the dynamic capabilities dimensions of enterprises knowledge management,
further analyzed the relationship between dynamic capabilities of knowledge management and
competitiveness, finally built the system model of knowledge management chain.

2 Review of Related Researches
2.1 Definition of related theory
Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) report considered that new ventures were enterprises
whose setting up time is less than 42 months. In the field of entrepreneurship, scholars primarily
concerned with entrepreneurship features of new ventures followed by the length of creation time. In
this paper, new ventures are defined as legal entities which have entrepreneurship features and have
been created no more than 6 to 8 years.
Knowledge management has got widespread concern in recent years, research on enterprises’
sustainable competitive advantage found that knowledge is a vital source to provide organizational
competitive forces. Holsappel & Signh (2001) proposed a knowledge chain model for knowledge
management activities, which referred to Porter value chain model. This model divided knowledge
activities into two basic types, and defined five major knowledge management activities in the basic
activities. Eisenhardt & Martin (2000) considered that dynamic ability was the process that enterprises
used resources, particularly the process of reconfiguration, build and integration resources to adapt the
market transformation. Therefore, with the conflict, fission, evolution and decline in the market,
dynamic ability is organization and strategic practices in order to achieve new resources organization.
2.2 Activities classification of new ventures knowledge management
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According to Holsapple & Joshi’s (2002) classification and the characteristics of new ventures, this
article classifies new ventures’ knowledge management activities as three types of basic activities which
include knowledge acquisition, knowledge creation and knowledge integration, as well as two types of
ancillary activities which include entrepreneurial leadership and knowledge utilization.

3 Dimensions of Dynamic Capabilities in New Ventures Knowledge Management
According to the above definition, dynamic capabilities dimensions of new ventures knowledge
management include knowledge acquisition capability, knowledge creation capability and knowledge
integration capability.
3.1 Knowledge acquisition capability of new ventures
Knowledge acquisition capability of new ventures refers to dynamic capabilities acquisition of
external knowledge by purchase, licensing, mergers, attracting and hiring. Mathews & Cho(1999)
pointed out that weak base of knowledge resource is the most important issue when new ventures are in
the start-up phase. Many new ventures in our country which have weak resource base offset the shortage
by effective external knowledge acquisition and achieve success when they compete with established
firms. Such as Sina, Tencent, Baidu, Alibaba and other network-known enterprises which have achieved
great successes in China’s market by transferring foreign knowledge resources.
3.2 Knowledge creation capability of new ventures
Knowledge creation capability of new ventures is that new ventures achieve accumulation of
internal knowledge resources and acquire dynamic capability of new knowledge through research and
development, staff training, organizational learning, etc. Knowledge creation is the basis of new
ventures sustainable development. Therefore, neglecting knowledge creation would seriously affect the
future competitiveness of new ventures. While acquiring external knowledge resources is available to
help new ventures solve key issues such as technical bottleneck, relying solely on external resources and
neglecting accumulation of internal resources would leave hidden troubles for new ventures sustainable
development.
3.3 Knowledge integration capability of new ventures
Knowledge integration capability of new ventures is to create an open structure and regroup
dynamic capabilities of knowledge resources, which includes the reorganization capacity of the internal
knowledge resources and the integration ability with the external environment. The significance of
knowledge integration for new enterprises reflects in open market changes. It is difficult for new
ventures to step across different fields to integrate knowledge. And the integration of technical
knowledge and market knowledge has more practical significance. For example, Tencent creates
entrepreneurial performance far beyond the study benchmark through imitating the instant messaging
technology of the United States and integrating with China’s internet market.

4 Knowledge Management Model for New Ventures Based on the Dynamic
Capabilities
4.1 Model construction for knowledge management of new ventures
Referencing knowledge chain model for knowledge management activities proposed by Holsappel
& Signh (2001), and combining the characteristics of new enterprises, this paper presents knowledge
management model based on dynamic capability: the system framework of new ventures knowledge
management. This model divides knowledge management into a number of interrelated processes, also
defines the process and ability composition.
Entrepreneurs’ leadership

External environment

Knowledge acquisition
Knowledge creation
Knowledge integration

Knowledge use

Competitiveness

Internal resource
Figure 1

Knowledge Management Model for New Ventures Based on Dynamic Capabilities

As the newborn's growth 1iability and growth stage are different, the constitute basis of knowledge
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management model for new ventures is quite different from established firms. Compared with Holsappel
& Signh’s (2001) knowledge chain model, in this paper, knowledge protection would be included in the
process of knowledge applying. Moreover, knowledge leadership, coordination, supporting processes of
control and evaluation would be merged in the process of entrepreneurs leading. This paper also
highlights that entrepreneurs and entrepreneurial team of new ventures play an important and
complementary role in knowledge management.
4.1.1 Relation model for knowledge acquisition capacity and competitiveness of new ventures
The mechanism of enhancing competitiveness for knowledge acquisition capacity can be analyzed
from the following aspects.
First, new ventures have access to gain ideas on technology innovative from the customers and
suppliers, and so as to find more business opportunities. Second, new ventures can directly gain the
necessary technical knowledge through technology transfer, licensing and other forms, which can
improve business performance. Furthermore, customers, partners and competitors can be important
sources for new ventures to obtain market knowledge.
External knowledge
environment
Customer
Supplier
Cmpetitor
Cooperative network

Figure 2

Entrepreneurs leadership

Knowledge
acquisition

Knowledge
integration

Knowledge
use

Competitiveness

Relation Model for Knowledge Acquisition Capacity and Competitiveness of New Ventures

4.1.2 Relation model for knowledge creation capacity and competitiveness of new ventures
Knowledge creation capability has important implications for competitiveness. This not only
because it can obtain the tacit or critical external knowledge resources so as to enhance competitiveness,
but also because it can improve absorptive capacity of external knowledge by enhancing the knowledge
resource base and thus indirectly enhance competitiveness.
Internal
knowledge
Resources
Technical
Process
Practice
Culture

Entrepreneurs’ leadership

Knowledge
creation

Knowledge
integration

knowledge

use

Competitiveness

Knowledge
acquisition
Figure 3

Relationship Model for Creation Capacity and Competitiveness of New Ventures

4.1.3 Relation model for knowledge integration ability and competitiveness of new ventures
The required knowledge of new ventures scatters in the internal organization and external supply
chain. Therefore, combining company’s own knowledge resources and other subjects’ knowledge in the
supply chain plays an important role in raising competitiveness.
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Entrepreneurs’ leadership
Internal knowledge
resources
Technical process
Practice culture

Knowledge
integration

Knowledge

use

Competitiveness

External knowledge
environment
Customer supplier competitor
cooperative network
Figure 4

Relation Model for Integration Capacity and Competitiveness of New Ventures

4.2 The correlation between entrepreneurial leadership and knowledge management dynamic
capability of new ventures
Knowledge strategic planning, knowledge acquisition direction, knowledge creation field,
knowledge integration rules, knowledge use strategies of new ventures systematic planning heavily rely
on the entrepreneur and entrepreneurial team. Entrepreneurs have a close relationship with knowledge
management activities, coordination, control and policy. Carrying out these management processes
depends on the leadership or guidance of entrepreneur and entrepreneurial team. Many of the
entrepreneurial processes have become part of the culture. Leadership style, personality and behavior of
the entrepreneurs guide the corporate culture, and have a profound impact on the knowledge
management behavior of new ventures. For new enterprises, the dynamic capabilities of knowledge
management reflect their overall knowledge increment, which is controlled and led by the entrepreneur
and entrepreneurial team. The leadership of entrepreneur and entrepreneurial team is a key element
which influences dynamic management capabilities of new ventures.
4.3 The correlation of knowledge use and knowledge management dynamic capability, as well as
competitiveness of new enterprises
Knowledge use includes the processes of knowledge storage, sharing, learning, commercialization
and protection, especially the process of applying and using knowledge resources that already exist.
Among them, effective knowledge storage can allow enterprises to quickly create new knowledge,
sharing and learning can significantly enhance the ability of knowledge creation, knowledge
commercialization can also enhance the ability of knowledge integration. Therefore, as an intermediate
variable linked by knowledge management dynamic capacities and competitiveness, knowledge use has
an important impact on enhancing dynamic capabilities and competitiveness.

5 Conclusion
Based on such theories about knowledge management and dynamic abilities, this paper proposes a
knowledge management model for new ventures based on dynamic capabilities. Conclusions are as
follows.
Knowledge management activities of new ventures have three types of basic activities which
include knowledge acquisition, knowledge creation and knowledge integration, as well as two types of
activities which include entrepreneurial leadership and knowledge utilization. The dynamic abilities of
new ventures are defined to acquire, create and integrate knowledge resources to adapt or create the
market transformation. Therefore, knowledge acquisition, knowledge creation and knowledge
integration have great influence on enhancing competitiveness of new ventures, as well as
entrepreneurial leadership and knowledge use.
For new ventures, knowledge management is a strategic problem, so it has important implication to
study knowledge management of new ventures based on dynamic abilities. The knowledge management
model proposed by this paper limits to the level of qualitative analysis, so following study will make
quantitative determination and verification based on this model, so as to define the influence degree of
different factors to knowledge management of new ventures, as well as correcting and improving this
model through data analysis.
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Abstract Phosphorus is a basic material for producing phosphate fertilizer. Hubei is a province with
abundant phosphate resources and there are lots of phosphorous chemical industries. However, there are
some problems in phosphorous resource development and utilization, such as the product line extension
and the expansion of the industrial chains, and the production of fine phosphorous chemicals. Patent
strategies for phosphorus resource development and utilization in Hubei not only are significant for the
development of phosphate resources or the scientific decision-making at the all levels from the nation,
the regions, departments, units or enterprises, but also have a positive impetus for innovation and
industrialization of Hubei phosphate resources comprehensive utilization technology. Such measures to
strengthen the protection of intellectual property rights are proposed in this paper as follows: 1) patent
databases are to be established; 2) relevant training activities should be held; 3) the research staff should
be well informed of the patent home and abroad; 4) enterprises should take actions to protect intellectual
property rights once achieving technical breakthroughs in a particular area.
Key words Patent strategy; Phosphorous resources; Development and utilization; Measures

1 Introduction
In order to avoid the negative impact on china's economic and social development brought by
financial crisis, the Department of State issued successive plans on “Top Ten Industrial Development”,
including steel industry, automobile industry, equipment & manufacturing industry, electronics, textile,
petrochemical engineering, and other fundamental industries concerning people's livelihood. And patent
strategies should be focused on implementation of intellectual property strategy and revitalization of
these ten industries plans, through analysis and research on related technical fields' patent information,
exploring the development direction of the technology, understanding the relevant industries and
industry market trends, providing practical policy recommendations to protect the implementation of
important measures in key areas and major projects (Jin et al., 2008). Due to abundant middle-low-grade
phosphorus resources in Hubei province, the patent strategies for phosphorus resource development and
utilization were discussed in this paper, which would promote the patent strategy in the development of
fine phosphorus chemical products and satisfy the requirements of "State Intellectual Property Office
Patent Strategy Promotion Project".

2 Current Status
Phosphorus is a basic material for producing phosphate fertilizer, which is of great significance to
ensure the sustainable development of China's phosphorus chemical industry, phosphate compound
fertilizer industry and food production safety. It has been proved that our country's reserves of phosphate
rock resources are 16.78 billion tons, ranking second in the world (Huang et al., 2004). It is also known
that the middle-low-grade phosphorus makes up 76% of the total amount, and it is difficult to process
and produce phosphorus chemical products. Therefore, comprehensive utilization of research and
development about phosphate industry and phosphorous chemical phosphorus will solve about 110
million tons of middle-low-grade phosphate rational utilization of resources in our country.
It features that there is a large amount of phosphate reserve in China but it is largely distributed in
the numerous low-grade ores and a few high-grade ores. The types of deposit are primarily sedimentary
phosphorus rock. Six phosphate production bases with mines of different scales have been built in
Yunnan, Guizhou, Wengfu, Jingzhou, Xiangyang, and Sichuan, which promotes simultaneously the
phosphate development. Therefore, it is of great importance to strengthen the protection of resources
and transformation of the original phosphorous chemical production technology and development of
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new phosphorus chemical products, to extend the phosphorous chemical industry chain, and to raise the
utilization rate of atoms and added value of phosphorus products, which helps achieve conservation of
resources, environmental protection, the harmony between the human being and the nature, and
contributes to the needs of achieving sustainable and healthy development of China’s economy.
Hubei is a province rich in phosphate resources, where 20.2 billion tons of proven reserves have
been stored, but phosphate with the grade over 30% is only 6.63%. Moreover, mining-rich phosphate
rock is not only in a tremendous waste of resources, but also lead to a variety of environmental
geological disasters (Yang et al., 2004). Hubei is also an agricultural province and the demand for
phosphate fertilizer statistically occupies 1/3 of the basic fertilizer; Hubei is a large phosphorous
chemical province, and the output of sodium hexametaphosphate ranks the first in the world, sodium
tripolyphosphate and sodium hypophosphite ranks the first in China. So the comprehensive utilization of
phosphorus resource will promote the phosphorous chemical pillar industry of Hubei province, and
strategic objective of the combination of mining, mineral, mineral fertilizer has been put forward by the
Hubei government.
Hubei province has lots of phosphorous chemical industries, and the production of the sodium
hexametaphosphate ranks the first in the world. Hubei Phosphate resource can be divided into
sedimentary metamorphic limestone deposits and sedimentary phosphate rock phosphate deposits in two
kinds of genetic type. The total proven reserves of phosphate rock is 2.022 billion tons and maintaining
reserves is 1.833 billion tons, of which the phosphate ore P2O5 graded over 30% only accounts for
6.63%, mostly of middle-low-grade. Based on the geographical location of phosphate rock bed output, it
can be divided into seven mines, namely, Yichang, Jingxiang, Baokang, Xingshan, Hefeng, Dawu, and
Huangwuxue. However, the extensive mining operations and the overuse of rich mines, abandoning the
poor mines in the development and utilization of the phosphate resources, not only result in wastage of
resources and environmental destruction, but also seriously affect the rational use of phosphate rock
resources.
Now there are 98 phosphorus chemical enterprises above designated size, among which there are
78phosphate fertilizer production enterprises and 28 fine phosphorus chemical enterprises (including 15
yellow phosphorus producers, and some other few enterprises which produce phosphate fertilizer). Of
these companies, there are 7 large-scale enterprises (Hubei Yihua Group Co., Ltd, Hubei Xingfa
Chemical Industry Group Co., Ltd, Hubei Huangmailing Phosphorous Chemical Industry Group
Company, etc.), 17 medium-sized enterprises, 3 listed companies. In 2004, the provincial output is
11.36 million tons phosphate rock, among which 5.7 million tons phosphate rock were processed and
used in the province, for example, 4.35 million tons ore used for the phosphate fertilizer, phosphorous ,
and 1.35 million tons mine used for feed-grade DCP etc. In 2004, the output value of phoschemical
industry reached 7.851 billion Yuan, accounting for 22% of the province's chemical industry output
value, achieving profits and taxes of 842 million Yuan. Among them, the output value of phosphate
fertilizer was 4.48 billion Yuan RMB with profits and taxes of 440 million Yuan RMB, and fine
phosphorus chemical production value of 3.371 billion Yuan RMB with profits and taxes 402 million
Yuan RMB (Kijkowska et al., 2002). It’s clear that phosphorus chemical industry has an important part
in the economic development .The comprehensive utilization technology of developing mid-low-grade
phosphate, which provides the high-quality phosphoric acid and phosphate raw materials for fine
phosphorous chemical enterprise, provides high concentrations of phosphate agriculture; it has
important significance for the economic development in our province.

3 Problems in Resource Development and Utilization
The world's phosphorus chemical industry is undergoing dramatic changes in technology and
product structure, which can be summarized as follows:
1) Product line extension and the expansion of industrial chain. The phosphorous chemical
products are developing to the field of pharmaceutical industry, electronic industry, additives (such as
phosphorus-containing water treatment, phosphorus-containing accelerant, and phosphorus-containing
antioxidant) phosphate compound new materials, etc, and it's expected to become the mainstream trend
of refinement of phosphorus chemical industry.
2) Importance has been gradually attached to fine phosphorous chemical products, and products of
high added value will become the industry's new growth point. The chemical industry in the 21st
century will be represented in high-performance materials specialty chemicals age. In order to protect
resources and save energy, some developed countries in Europe and the Unite States of America have
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gradually reduced and abandoned the phosphorous chemical-based products leaving the market of some
extensive phosphorus chemical products to the developing countries, and concentrate on developing
high-tech, high value-added fine and special phosphorus chemical products.
The main problem in phosphate fertilizer industry in China is the irrational product structure, which
means that the high-grade phosphate and compound fertilizers and phosphorus chemical products can
not meet the domestic and international market demand in the final analysis. The main reasons are that
our phosphate fertilizer industry's level of technology is not high enough and the backward equipment
leads to high product costs. Phosphorous chemical products mainly use yellow phosphorus as a raw, but
the productive process of yellow phosphorus involves energy consumption, high production costs, and
low resources comprehensive utilization rate. Compared with furnace phosphoric acid, low energy
consumption and low production cost of wet-process phosphoric acid production line requires the
phosphate P2O5 of grade over 26%, and the fact that phosphoric acid produced can only be used for
fertilizer, which cannot reach the quality requirements of industrial phosphoric acid, restricts the
development of food-grade phosphorus-containing products, even with the wet phosphoric acid
producing TSP. This traditional craft is still subject to a variety of factors, such as the quality of
phosphate and so on. The output of the current wet-process phosphoric acid production has already
accounted for more than 80% of the total WAP. The production capacity of domestic wet-process
phosphoric acid in 2003 was about 7.4 million tons P2O5, and the output was about 4.64 million tons
P2O5. In Europe, as early as 1997, more than 80% of STPP was produced by purifying wet-process
phosphoric acid. In 1989, after British closing the 6-million- ton/year yellow phosphorus device in
Canada, British company AW enlarged the wet-process phosphoric acid purification devices to 25
million tons/year P2O5 scale. Almost 20 companies in the world have established wet-process
phosphoric acid purification equipment, and the scale of production is growing rapidly (Mahoud et al.,
2009).

4 Patent Strategies for Phosphorus Resource Development and Utilization
At present, many related enterprises in Hubei have a certain awareness of IPR protection, but their
declarations for patent are ‘loose’ and ‘individual’. By ‘loose’, we mean ‘not of standard, diverge from
usual procedure’, while by ‘individual’ we mean ‘not organized’. Due to various reasons, most of them
failed to declare patents to protect intellectual property rights. Therefore, we should deeply and
accurately understand the patent information about the field of comprehensive utilization of phosphate
resources, analyze the comprehensive utilization areas of phosphate resources, as well as the
development direction involved in industries, and make contribution to strengthening and enlarging the
Hubei Phosphate Cause.
Based on the patent information, enterprises should analyze the comprehensive utilization areas of
phosphate resources and the development direction of key technical areas involved in the industries. For
example, targeting at such issues as high impurities in the wet-process phosphoric acid, complicated
components, difficult separation and purification, we should conduct primary treatment- Solvent
Extraction- Solvent precipitation combined treatment of three key technologies. Technical problems in
desulfurating off the Fe and Mg should be solved. Moreover, we also should develop effective
desulfurizer, defluorination, the removal of iron and magnesium triple combination WPA new
technology, achieve the cost of wet industrial phosphoric acid production below 2000 Yuan/ton,
complete 10,000t/a WPA installation's industrial research, and implement the national standards of
pollutant emissions (Ke et al., 2007).
Therefore, as for Hubei phosphorus resources' comprehensive utilization enterprises, we should
take the following measures to strengthen the protection of intellectual property rights:
1) Help the enterprises related to establish various databases which are relevant to scientific
research, production and management. Try to update these patent databases constantly, enabling
enterprises to understand the future trends in technology development.
2) Training programs are to be carried out. During the implementation of the project, we should at
least held themed training related to phosphorus chemical industry's intellectual property rights; a group
of staff are cultivated enabling to understand both technology and the patent research analysis, then to
grasp the status of the international peer-patented technology and developments timely. Moreover,
taking the characteristics of the enterprises into consideration, try to find a breakthrough to guide a
direction for the research and development on the issue of intellectual property rights related, and to
provide legal support for the enterprise's high-level leaders’ decision-making.
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3) The research staff should be well informed of the existing patents, aware of where they are and
avoid unnecessary repetition of work. They also should provide a platform for exchange, then strengthen
the collaboration among enterprise and universities, scientific research units. Joint declaration of the
patent are encouraged on the condition that the intellectual property rights are protected legally.
4) Once achieving technical breakthroughs in a particular area, the enterprise should apply for the
patent for the core technology first, and the development ideas in the meantime, launch research of the
related fields around the core technology timely, promote the patent application at different levels as
soon as possible and build patent network around the core technology.

5 Conclusions
Patent strategies for phosphorus resource development and utilization in Hubei are not only of great
value for the nation, the regions, departments, units and enterprises in the development of phosphate
resources and the scientific decision-making, but also have a positive impetus for Hubei phosphate
resources comprehensive utilization technology innovation and industrialization, which can further
promote the scientific research transformation to technology and techniques with independent
intellectual property right, shorten the cycle for technology transformation and application, promote the
progress and structural adjustments of traditional industries, and thus accelerate the development of
high-tech industries.
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Abstract This paper utilizes quota analytic method, qualitative analytic method and literature
methodology, and proposes the viewpoint that intellectual property rights protection is the essential
supports of the development of private technology enterprises, if they have no protection or
management of intellectual property rights systems, the development of private technology enterprises
would lack formidable driving mechanism. Through analyzing the problems and insufficiency of
intellectual property rights existing in private technology enterprise, we come to the conclusions: To
develope private technology enterprises, in addition to their own efforts, the cooperation and joint
promotion are also needed.The key is to run through intellectual property rights as the main line,to
promote private technology enterprises carrying out scientific and technological innovation, system
innovation and management innovation better.
Key words Intellectual property rights; Private technology enterprise; Protection; Innovation

1 Introduction
“Private Technology Enterprise” is not internationally accepted classification of enterprises, it’s a
Chinese characteristic terminology. Private technology enterprises was born in 80's of 20th century, in
these years, they developed from nothing, from small to large, by their unique talent constitution and
competitive advantage, have played an important role and made considerable progress in promoting
scientific and technological progress and industrialization of scientific and technological achievements.
The first 103 trial innovative enterprises confirmed in 2006, 77 are private technology enterprises,
accounting for 75%. Lenovo and Haier Group are among the world top 500 enterprises. In the 53
national high &new-tech districts, private technology enterprises account for more than 70% of total
number of enterprises, among the government identified high &new-tech enterprises, private technology
enterprises in Beijing, Shanghai, Jiangsu account for 80%, Guangzhou, Shenzhen account for 90 %,
Zhejiang account for 95%. The industrial emphases of private technology enterprises are still in high
&new-tech areas, the proportion continuous rising, is the main force of high &new-tech industrial
development zones. According to incomplete statistics, at present, in product sales revenue of China's
private technology enterprises, high &new-tech product such as electronic information, biological
technology, new materials, new energy, mechanical and electrical integration accounted for about 75%
of total sales.
Table 1 The Situation of Private Technology Enterprise
(Unit: hundred million RMB, hundred million dollars)
2005
2006
2007

2008

Amount

143991

150595

162337

159384

Total assets

63120

75667

96993

120000

Annual gross income

61218

76267

98642

100000

Technology income

2757

3514

5217

5360

Foreign exchange earning

1742

2000

2867

---

Paid taxes

2958

3500

4870

---

Technology activity funds

1230

1640

2130

2132

Industry added value

12966

15995

20959

---

According to statistics of polity division of Ministry of Science and Technology, by the end of
2008, private technology enterprises are nearly 160 000, make rapid growth in technical income, paid
taxes, scientific and technological activities investment. This fully shows that private technology
enterprise is not only the most dynamic enterprise groupamong high &new-tech industry, but also the
main force of independent innovation, has become an important new industry force of national
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economic development.

2 Problems in Intellectual Property Rights Protection of Private Technology
Enterprises
The establishment and improvement of China's intellectual property rights (IPR) protection system
have played a role contributed in promoting the development of private technology enterprises, vast
majority of private technology enterprises developed under the protection of IPR system. However,
compared with enterprises in Western developed countries, there are a host of problems in IPR
protection of China's private technology enterprises.
2.1 Lack of adequate understanding of IPR protection, weak on conservation awareness
In recent years, though Chinese enterprises increased their awareness of IPR protection, by the
inertia of thinking, the overall protection awareness is still relatively weak. Number of China’s private
technology enterprises lack sufficient knowledge in IPR protection, conservation awareness is not
enough. Many enterprises do not attach importance to IPR protection in the research & development and
production management, think that if the achievements are developed by themselves, they are
intellectual property rights, neglect confirm rights to innovation results, the phenomenon such as having
knowledge no proprietary, having product no trademark are very common. Many enterprises think
that when they develop new products and technologies，they can develop the market not to apply patent
or register, so it is not necessary to pay for applying protection. The ideas and channels of enterprise
developing and owning IPR are not wide, the momentum of rapid, high-quality and leap development is
not formed.
2.2 Serious loss of IPR, IPR protection is not enough
First of all, the leadership does not attach importance to it, security measures and constraint
mechanism is not perfect, often unwittingly divulge corporate trade secrets. Scientists often disclose
technical secrets when they publish papers, attend conferences. Second, management is not in place.
Many private technology enterprises have no uniform rules and regulations on whether to apply for
patent and how to manage when authorized, lack of unified management, random give up patent rights.
Some enterprises fail to apply for patent protection in time on their technological innovation but are
pre-empted by later. Enterprises neglect the IPR valuation, when they assess assets, a considerable part
of enterprises did not include patent, trademark and technology secrets which really play a role and
create effective in the enterprise, some enterprises give low evaluation. In addition, personnel flow
resulting in IPR loss. In private technology entrepreneurs, talent flow frequently, when employees
“hopping job”, they often took away commercial secrets, in particular, the core management and
technical backbone who master the commercial secrets lost to foreign, is the main reason causing the
IPR loss of private technology enterprises.
2.3 IPR protection management is not in the place, weak in administration
IPR management involve complex technological, economic, market, legal theory and practice,
many foreign enterprises have set up specialized management agencies, and with IPR experts, lawyers,
assets appraisers, market analysts and other professional managers. As an intangible asset resources, IPR
should be scientific and rational developed, utilized and operated, so the IPR resource efficiency can be
full played. Many private technology enterprises in China paid insufficient attention to set up
professional IPR management bodies and incentive mechanism, also hindered the enthusiasm of the
patent application to a certain extent. Currently, many private technology enterprises neither have
specialized agencies and personnel to deal with IPR affairs, nor formulate corresponding IPR
management and protection requirements, let alone utilize IPR strategy flexibly to promote enterprise
development. Most enterprises do not set up independent IPR management institutions, most relative
works pluralized by vice president, the management are mostly part-time, professional ability is low, the
capability of researching and utilization is weak, the management is in the loose state.
2.4 High cost on maintaining rights, weak capability on IPR protection
With the expansion of the scale and business scope, there’re more and more abuses and violations
in private technology enterprises’ development process being, serious impact on the formation and
healthy functioning of technology innovation mechanism. Many private technology enterprises,
especially small and medium private technology enterprises are still at a disadvantage in the capital and
human resources, when own IPR were violated, they fear of IPR litigation, fear of time and money
consumption, taking the initiative is not enough, could do nothing about the IPR violations by other
companies or individuals.
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2.5 Not perfect on IPR management mechanism and legislation
About IPR protection management mechanism, there exists some institutional "bottleneck", such as
multiple management, against infringement insufficient, high cost on maintaining rights, evaluation
system unscientific and others. IPR protection not only involve trademarks, patents, copyright and other
competent authorities, but also involve culture, radio and television and movies, information industry
and other related departments, as well as customs, public security, procuratorate, court and other law
enforcement organs. Fragmented management system can not form a combat force, are likely to cause
multiple law enforcement, which create great impact on IPR protection of private technology enterprises.
With the continuous emergence of new technologies and new knowledge, new IPR categories emerged.
The scope of modern IPR protection has expanded to include computer software, integrated circuits,
plant varieties, trade secrets and biotechnology etc.. Developed countries like the United States,
Germany, Britain, Sweden and others have set up gene patent granting business, the U.S. even include
the network marketing model and other concepts in the scope of patent protection. But in China, some
high-tech intellectual achievements involving knowledge-based economy have not yet included in the
list of IPR protection, there are some gaps between domestic laws and regulations with international
practice.

3 Countermeasures on Private Technology Enterprises IPR Protection
IPR are important assets of enterprises, more and more private technology enterprises have made
technological innovation and IPR protection as the core competitive strategy, also regard it as one of
four resources juxtaposing with human, financial and materials. Strengthen IPR protection of private
technology enterprises, the following aspects should be taken:
3.1 Awareness of IPR throughout the entire process of technological innovation, enhance IPR
protection awareness of private technology enterprises
Private technology enterprises should strengthen their own IPR protection awareness, vigorously
propaganda the importance of IPR protection, vigorously promote the viewpoint of "IPR is the lifeblood
of enterprise survival and development", enhance the awareness of IPR protection of staff, especially of
scientific and technological personnel. Technological innovations were not necessarily capable of
forming technical and economic advantages, only transform into independent IPR through patent
application, access to legal protection and as intangible assets to manage, then can ultimately form their
own competitive advantages: technological advantage, product quality advantage and market advantage.
Therefore, we should establish the concept pay attention not only to innovation but also to IPR
protection and throughout the entire process of technological innovation, that’s from topic selection,
project research, patents and non-patent technologies search novelty, patent law process condition
monitoring in R &D process, initial results management, results transforming and even the
commercialization and market transformation and other aspects, to pay attention to the protection by
utilizing IPR laws.
3.2 Prevent IPR loss, establish and improve IPR management agencies and systems
Private technology enterprises should bring IPR management into the overall framework of
enterprise management to operate, according to its own conditions, set specific personnel to manage or
concurrently in charge of, or set up IPR management organizations in the relevant sectors. At the same
time, according to IPR laws and regulations, formulate IPR management rules and regulations accord
with enterprise’s actual situation, standardizing the management and protection of technological
innovation. Sound security measures and restraint mechanisms, and should understand and grasp the
technical commodity consumption characteristics of technological achievements of own enterprise, that
is the indirectness, uncertainty and malleable of use value, and timely response, enhance tracking
management.
3.3 Select the appropriate IPR protection mode, effective protect technological innovation results
Especially in the early days, private technology enterprises should according to their needs and
economic and technological strength, adopt appropriate IPR protection methods. In general, the
invention within the scope of patent protection and have obvious market prospects can apply for patent
protection, the invention difficult to be decipher through "reverse engineering", can use technology
secret to protect, scientific papers, technical reports and product brochures can use copyright to protect,
and should strengthen registration awareness to avoid the difficulties of proof in litigation.
3.4 Improve IPR protection, enhance self-protection capability
Private technology enterprises should care about and understand the trend of IPR protection and
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development home and abroad from multi-aspect, improve the self-protection ability of utilizing IPR
judicial relief, pay attention to IPR multi-angle protection. If the technology products can meet the
characteristics of patent, patent should be applied for firstly, the core technology and key technology can
be protected as trade secrets, trademarks should be registered before products on the market, the packing
of product should be protected by appearance designs or copyright, their manual should choose
copyright protection; advertising patterns and slogans commissioned to design should clear their
copyright. No comprehensive IPR protection, enterprises will easily let speculators in by improper
competition methods in market competition, and lose products competitiveness.
3.5 Strengthen IPR talent cultivation, pay attention to the construction of IPR management team
Enterprises must take effective measures to strengthen IPR talent cultivation, attention to the
introduction of IPR professionals, with emphasis on relying on post-doctoral stations, research institutes,
key laboratories and other carriers, introduce high-level talent at home and abroad, in particular, should
be targeted the introduction of a number of science and technology leading talents urgent needed in
pillar industries and key technology areas, and provide them with good working environment. Increase
the investment on IPR talents training and education, improve the business level and overall quality of
IPR talent. Vigorously promote personnel training project, to create a line of high quality native talent
echelon accord with industry characteristics and structure.
3.6 Eance support efforts to private technology enterprises, create a favorable policy environment
First, the government should emancipate their minds, construct atmosphere, create a good social
environment for private technology enterprises. The strategic significance and great role of private
technology enterprises in the process of transforming economic development mode, increasing
independent innovation capability and enhancing core competitiveness should be fully aware. Unify
understanding, change concepts, enhance the sense of responsibility and urgency of developing private
technology enterprises, make concerted efforts, effectively promote the large-scale development of
private technology enterprises. Second, carding policies, integrate resources, improve policy systems of
promoting private technology enterprises development. Sort out the existing policies, re-examine the
rationality and feasibility, adjust and improve according to specific conditions, increase implementation
efforts of each existing policy of promoting private technology enterprise development, ensure
policies are in place. Integrate resources, further improve the financial and tax support policies, sort out,
consolidate resources, improve management of various special funds, avoid enterprise multiple
applications and applications, improve special funds utilization efficiency. Third, strengthen the
construction of technology services platform and technology vector, promote the industrial development
of private technology enterprises. Fourth, establish risk investment and financing systems, smooth
financing channels of private technology enterprise development.

4 Conclusion
As the main body of technological innovation, private technology enterprises play a pivotal role in
technology and economic integration and the process of high &new-tech industrialization. IPR
protection system is essential supporting conditions for the development of private technology
enterprises. Practice shows that developing private technology enterprises, except their own efforts, the
cooperation and joint promotion of allaround also needed. The Party and the nation steadfast implement
the policy of emancipating the mind and reform and opening up, crearing a macro development
environment for the development and expansion of private technology companies. A good legal
environment is a necessary condition for the development of private technology enterprises, and in the
legal environment, IPR protection system is particularly important. In the new period of development,
private technology enterprises are facing new opportunities and challenges, the key is to run through the
mainline of IPR all along, namely guide with IPR information functions, and protect by the IPR
security function, to promote private technology enterprises carrying out scientific and technological
innovation, system innovation and management innovation better, achieve the changes of from family
business to the modern enterprise system, from decentralized small-scalization operation to scalization,
intensification operation, from labor-intensive to technology-intensive, from irregular operations to
standadization operations early. In the process of establishing enterprises as the mainstay,
market-oriented, production-academic-research combination technology innovation system, achieving
stratigic target of building innovation style country, private technology enterprises will certainly play a
greater role by relying on their own system and mechanism advantages, technological innovation
accumulation and long-term tempering in the market.
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Abstract In recent years the ongoing innovation of financial tools and asset backed security practices
lead to a growing interest in intellectual property as a relevant source of funding and collateral security.
Considering the new financial solutions with intellectual property as underlying asset for the
corporations, this paper analyzes the potential of securitization as the proper financing strategy which
the small and medium size enterprises should take during innovation and the feasibility of patent
securitization operation. The governmental policies to encourage this new kind of financing mode are
also suggested.
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1 Introduction
The practice of securitizing intellectual property (IP) lies within a larger trend in the changing
conceptualization of corporate assets in the US. US companies are increasingly aware of their intangible
assets, including intellectual property, and the need to employ valuation tools which can accurately
capture their worth. As these tools have developed in methodological sophistication and gained
acceptance by authorities and investors, IP securitization has expanded dramatically.
Ongoing development and innovation of financial instruments may, however, give firms easier
access to financial and credit markets and more opportunities for hedging (Rajan and Zingales, 1995).
This situation leads to a growing interest on intellectual property as a source of funding and collateral
security. Companies with high ratios of intangible to tangible assets, frequently, have trouble in raising
funds in order to manage business because they have insufficient credit-worthiness and are unable to
leverage on their IP portfolio to get alternative liquidity. Given the limits and barriers to finance R&D,
innovation and other activities established to build up a wide IP portfolio, the question of whether or not
intellectual property could be used in order to raise funds appears to be fairly significant.
In past years an increasing number of studies has pointed out that assets related to innovation,
human and organizational capital are becoming strategic for firms: the largest share of company’s value
resides in intangibles (Lev, 2001).Like other valuable assets, intellectual property rights can be
recognized as financial assets because they give owners options on future revenue streams.
Consequently, they should play an important role in companies’ funding processes. However, empirical
evidence shows that this outcome is yet to be achieved: characteristics of innovative firms are expected
to generate a market failure in making use of traditional financial instruments (Hall, 2002).
Even if the concept to design asset backed securities drawing on intellectual property rights was
born in the 90s, at the present time employment of IP asset in secured financing is quite narrow. Some
authors stated that the next few years will likely see the diffusion of a new class of asset backed
securities with intellectual property as underlying asset, especially patents, brands and copyrights
(Edwards, 2001). According to these beliefs, market for intellectual property financing should develop
significantly as a consequence of an increased awareness of intellectual property value (Hillery,
2004).However, despite their potential, IP-backed financial instruments have grown less rapidly than
expected. This slow growth is related to different stakeholders’ issues (Throckmorton, 2004), such as
risk, IP asset valuation, demand side issues and socio-behavioral reasons.

2 Advantages of IP Securitization
2.1 For SMEs as financing method
2.1.1 Low cost of financing
A company which securitizes its IP can obtain a greater amount of revenue and a much lower
interest rate than from a loan based on that future revenue. Securitization can accommodate a
loan-to-value ratio of as much as 75 percent. Securitization is a good alternative to the 22 to 30 percent
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rates of return demanded by mezzanine lenders
2.1.2 Unchanged ownership
Owner still retains ownership of the IP (as opposed to monetization by outright sale of IP). IP
securitization can be structured so that the seller holds on to an equity component of the royalty stream,
while the buyer participates mostly in the debt-side. If the SMEs acquire loans from commercial banks
with IP as the mortgage, once the SMEs fail to pay the debts, their intellectual property will be
auctioned by the banks and get lost, which is absolutely unacceptable for the SMEs’ technology
innovation.
2.1.3 Diversification of risks
The transfer process of illiquid intangible assets into liquid Asset Backed Security (ABS) reduces
the risk of small and medium size enterprises and removes their unstable assets from their balance sheet,
which removes their risks at the same time. Furthermore, the credit rating on the securitization can be
higher than the originator’s rating because of the quality of the assets, credit enhancement, and the
isolation of the assets in a bankruptcy-remote entity.
2.1.4 Convenience to implement
It is very difficult for small and medium size enterprises to get loans from commercial banks
without any previous credit record or make IPO on stock markets, while the securitization of intellectual
property is based on the credit of intellectual properties themselves and can be securitized as long as the
intellectual properties can generate steady cash flow. The capital is obtained immediately, rather than
waiting for royalties to trickle in over time.
2.2 For investors
The investors who might be interested in the intellectual property backed security are primarily
institutional investors, such as the pension funds or life insurance funds. They hold large amount of
money in search for the proper investment portfolios which are long-term, high rate of return and highly
rated. As a combined pool of financial products, the intellectual property security can largely satisfy the
requirement of these institutional investors and offers them the following advantages: firstly, the IP
securitization allows investment in an otherwise unavailable niche and provides the investors with
unexpected rate of return; secondly, IP securitization permits investment in IP narrowly rather than in a
company as a whole (the venture capitalist approach); thirdly, IP securitization has benefited
underwriters, lenders, and insurers because of the payoff from involvement in an emerging asset class
and it provides good coupon rate for the bond.

3 Obstacles to IP Securitization
Despite the advantages mentioned above, securitization of IP has grown less rapidly than one might
expected in China. The main obstacles which are holding back IP securitization are as followed:
3.1 Cultural reasons
In SMEs which are founded in a short term, the usual condition is the accounting divisions of
corporations have rarely interacted with R&D departments, where catalogues of IP are maintained. So
the value of their intellectual properties is kept unexploited in the drawers of R&D departments and may
miss the best timing for their securitization.
3.2 Risk and price evaluation
When the risks are difficult to gauge accurately, they are more likely to be overstated and thus an
impediment to the transaction. Admittedly, the evaluation of intellectual property risk and its properly
pricing require a lot of financial engineering techniques. The whole process of operation needs the
cooperation of many experienced financiers.
3.3 Complexity of deal
Each IP-backed securitization is different and expensive to put together. In order to generate steady
and significant cash flow, different kind of intellectual properties from different corporations should be
gathered into the same asset pool and then enhance their rating. It is not easy to make the perfect IP
combination to securitize.
3.4 Institution absence

The securitization of intellectual property also involves the institution
construction, such as the updating of accounting principles which are related with how
the SMEs should deal with the securitization of their intangible assets in their book of
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accounts. The laws which may supervise the behavior of the securitization are also
required to be established.
4 Governmental Policies to Support IP Securitization
Even though the advantages of securitization of intellectual properties are obvious to SMEs during
their technology innovation financing and transformation process, the obstacles analyzed above has
prevented the securitization process and the intangible assets in SMEs are not utilized effectively.
However, there are a number of patents that are not in use. It has also been indicated that R&D
investments in the SMEs do not always contribute to economic growth. In order to make China an
intellectual property-based nation, owners of intellectual property including both state-owned companies
and SMEs are expected to exploit such assets in their business activities to the greatest extent, and it is
also necessary for the government to develop the business environment to this end.
In such light, the government should support companies in promoting the strategic exploitation of
intellectual property and develop necessary environments for such exploitation of intellectual property
by taking the following measures. The government will also support companies in carrying out the
international standardization of activities for the purpose of increasing the value of their technologies to
the maximum.
4.1 Promoting strategy emphasizing IP for SMEs
SMEs should consider intellectual property as a source of competitiveness that will produce
economic benefits in the future and position it as the core of their management strategy. Some
companies are taking a progressive approach to deal with business strategy, R&D strategy and
intellectual property strategy all in one at their management strategy conferences. In order to promote
such an approach, the government should encourage the SMEs to formulate a management strategy
which focus on intellectual property exploitations.
4.2 Promoting disclosure of information on IP
It is necessary to consider an ideal disclosure system in which the securities markets would be able
to properly evaluate how individual companies recognize intellectual property in connection with their
business. Accordingly, the government will take measures to encourage SMEs to voluntarily disclose
information on intellectual property, following the examples of environmental reporting and accounting.
However, whether or not to disclose information should be decided by individual companies based on
their own judgments.
4.3 Establishing a method of IP evaluation
The government will consider and organize ideas about the ideal criteria for objectively evaluating
intellectual property (quantitative analysis through conversion to the amount of money or qualitative
analysis), with reference to evaluating methods applied by private rating firms and according to the
characteristics of each type of intellectual property. The government will also make efforts to establish a
market for the assignment of patents and other intellectual property by organizing and disclosing
example cases in which such property has been evaluated for mergers or acquisitions of companies,
which are expected to increase in the future. In regard to the evaluation of intellectual property, the
government should secure flexibility by entrusting companies with intellectual property evaluation
according to their independent judgment and ideas.
4.4 Utilizing trust systems to promote the management and mobility of IP
For the purpose of promoting the consolidated management of patents and brands in the case of a
business group consisting of multiple affiliated companies, services for management and distribution of
patents and brands on behalf of SMEs and venture companies that own such property, and transfer of
university-launched patents to private companies, the government should take necessary legislative
measures with the aim of developing ideal trustees that will be able to properly undertake management
business in accordance with the characteristics of individual intellectual property rights. In order to
further promote securitization of intellectual property, the government may include intellectual property
in the scope of subjects in trust and allow entry of general purpose companies in the trust business.
Consideration should be given to ensure that sound business activities and investors’ interests will not
be disturbed due to abuse of rights by trustees in charge of management business.

5 Conclusion
To a number of professionals in the securities business, it seems clear that intellectual property will
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be the largest asset classes in the future because it is such a great proportion of the income stream
worldwide and there are benefits for both sellers and buyers. This article has discussed the potential of
securitization as the proper financing strategy which the SMEs should take during innovation and the
advantages and feasibility of patent securitization. The governmental policies to encourage this new
kind of financing mode are also suggested. Some conclusions can be drawn from the above analysis of
IP securitization:
Firstly, an effective IP strategy for a company is to perform a comprehensive assessment of its IP
portfolio. Such an assessment should take into account the value of a company’s patents, as well as
market trends, litigation trends and the remaining life of the intellectual property asset, and its level of
activity and risk. This is the first step in determining whether the company is holding any securitizable
assets.
Secondly, larger and more diversified portfolios of licenses will be more attractive to investors
because of the stability and predictability of expected cash flows.
Thirdly, the government should take measures to support and promote the securitization process of
intellectual property so that the SMEs’ technology innovation will not be held up by lack of innovation
funds. The role of government in bolstering this new kind of financing for technology innovation may in
great extent decide the future technology level of the nation.
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Abstract The performance and industrializing condition of patent in the college is analyzed, the
reason of gap between the number of patent license in universities and the rate of industrialization is
dissected, and countermeasures to promote the implementation and industrialization are proposed , by th
data analysis and logic reasoning. counterruasuresinclude: positioning the status of college in the period
of the implementation and industrialization accurately, improving the quality of the patents, setting up
the bases, perfecting patent industrialization service agencies, strengthening cooperation among industries,
universities and research institutes and the patent law.
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1 Introduction
The implementation and industrialization of patent is the common management terms used by the
universities and research institutions, enterprises and government departments. From the way of
word-building and use, the term means that the personnel fulfilling the patent enforcement and
industrialization of scientific research is to complete the job (including all kinds of subjects), or the
patent application by making use of the school material and technical conditions, which emphasizes the
use of the patent, and how to embody the patent competitiveness in the practice.
A university is the important part of the science and technology innovation system. As the
important sign and reflection of the science and technology innovation, the patent is the important index
that measures the scientific and technological level. With the increasing investment in national
university, the number of the patent authorized has been obviously improved in recent years, many
experiences have been accumulated in the implementation and industrialization of the patent, but there
has still been so many problems existed that caused extensive concern of domestic scholars, the typical
views are as follows:
Li Baifang had some opinions universities patent quality and patent industrialization rate , patent
quality refers to the extent of the patent technology, it’s not only the premise that embody the value of
patent, but also the intrinsic reason whether patent can quickly industrialized. We must apply for high
technology content patent to improve their quality oriented with the policy and quality. At the same time,
the market is the key of patent industrialization, college patent should be aimed at the market demand,
the combination of production, research to make patent development. (Li Baifang, on the own quality
and market acceptance patent industrialization in the university, scientific advisory, 2009.7)
About the formula of college patent, Chen Kangmin, , Lin Bin think, our college patent technology
transformation model is an important factor of industrialization of achievement, the existing mode has
four kinds, such as college-owned entities, collaborative entities, transformed by technical market, etc.
College patent industrialization must take knowledge as capital to develop the science and technology
industry of the school, avoid single achievements transformation pattern, Avoid the risk in the school
technology industry development as far as possible, integrate the internal resources of the college,
establish the multi-channel investment system, Establish university science and technology industry,
escape mechanism of university science and technology achievement industrialization and intermediaries,
cooperate with the government, enterprises, promote the construction of experimental base for
supporting university-industry cooperation. (Chen Kangmin, Lin Bin. university science& technology
industrialization in China, Achievements transformation pattern and industrialization of university
science and technology in China, 2009.7)
About the countermeasures about college patent industrialization, Liu Xifa thought that we should
adopt strengthening intellectual property protection and patent incentive policies, establish patent
management institution, perfect patent service system and evaluation system of scientific and
technological achievements. However, there are still some problems in the low industrialization rate,
which needs further solution: service the local economy, promote the patent industrialization, promote
the innovation of the patent, strengthen exchanges and promote rapid transformation of patent technology,
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Build strategy system on its own. (Liu Xifa, the present situation and countermeasure of transformation
of scientific and technological achievements in china, education Heilongjiang province, 2009.9)
About college patent industrialization issues, Chen Lanjie thought, we can see from the developed
countries, technological development history, colleges and universities are the main base of national
science and technology innovation and the development of national economy and many major breakthroughs
relied on the university, so far, 70% of the major research that impact human life style was born in
universities. To solve most of college patent technology transformation, practical problems is the thorny
issues must be properly treated before us. (Chen Lanjie. Comparison on the transformation mode of
scientific and technological achievements, industrial technology economy, 2009.3)
About the scientific research status of university, Dang Xiaomei, Zheng Yongping thought, university
science research is the important power in science and technology, develop gradually the mainstay of
basic research and applied research, and the important army of high-tech industrialization. In statistics of
recent years, in national science and technology projects, such as science and technology, vol.10,
national “863”, “973” project plans, more than 30% and over 70% national natural science fund project
are finished by the college, In the national science and technology prize winning project, more than 50%
of the three award-winning program are rewarded by universities, about 70% of paper are published by
the college. By the longitudinal and transverse analysis, comparison and statistics on the university
science and technology development index, the university science and technology development status
and overall strength has been clarified. (Dang Xiaomei, Zheng Yongping. Research and thinking on
practices and development management in University patent work, 2007.4)
The thesis studied the essence of other researcher’s works, quoted authority statistics from ministry
of science and technology development center and the state intellectual property office, analysis the
situation of patent in the university, put forward the ideas and countermeasures fit for characteristics and
demands of college patent industrialization.

2 The Condition of the Industrialization of Patent in Universities
There are rich science and technology resources in the university, many R&D personnel and
comparatively perfect research facilities. According to statistics, there are more than 60 million,
researchers, 100 of state key laboratory, the 2/3, national high technology plan project in China. The
university is the main power in the patent research and development, the department owned national
research funding, scientific equipment and the most preferential policy, Universities have good research
environment, have thousands of approved patent. In recent years, college patent license number is larger,
as the following table:
Table 1

year
total
2006
2007
2008
growth

10457
14773
19159
78929

The Number of Patent License in Universities Recent Three Years
The number of Patent grant
Growth rate invention Growth rate Utility Growth rate Appearance Growth rate
design
41.3%
6198
39.2%
3453
44.4%
806
45.2%
41.3%
8214
32.5%
5502
59.3%
1057
31.1%
29.7%
10265
25.0%
7242
31.6%
1652
56.3%
23.8%
40086
39.33%
34297
18.56%
4546
86.9%

The Data from Table 1 shows that there are many patent granted in the university in China in recent
three years, in which over 75% are invention, it means that high concerns are paid to the protection of
high technique innovation achievements and technology innovation achievements in the university, the
knowledge and innovation ability assets university, this can bring the glory to the university, such as
government rewards and substantial funding, university rankings, visibility ahead. Meanwhile, many of
the invention patent, good scientific basis and condition, implement laid the base for the application and
industrialization of college patent.
Data from Graph 1shows that the top 10 universities that apply for a patent centered in Beijing,
Shanghai, Zhejiang, because of high level of economic development in the three areas, industrial
manufacturing output in 2007 China respectively, the third ,the fourth and fifth1, regional economic
competitiveness depends on enterprise competitiveness, and enterprise competitiveness depends on
innovation ability of the enterprise, universities and research institutions can provide technical support.
1

Ministry of industry and information consulting service center of electronic intellectual property. Chinese
Electronics, 2009,11,20
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Research data shows that there are direct interaction between college patent status and area
technological innovation strength of ascension and the overall economic development. On one hand, the
development of regional economy increases the high-end technology talented person’s demand,
improving college education resources development and research funds, promote technology innovation
of the university, On the other hand, of college patent technology provides a new source of talent for
local economic development, it is the important innovation elements in the local economic development.

Xi’an 10%
Wuhan 10%

Beijing 20%

Harbin 10%
Shanghai 20%
Chengdu 10%
nanjing 10% Hangzhou 10%
Figure 1 The Regional Distribution of the Top 10 Application for a Patent for Universities
Data sources: Ministry of industry and information consulting service center of electronic intellectual
property, 2009
In recent years, patent quantity increased year by year in Chinese universities,, but the quality of
most patents are still poor, university college patent and the patent industrialization between provinces
develop unbalanced, there are much differences in college patent industrialization. According to the
national patent information in 2005, about 80% of patents are from scientific research institutes and
universities, and as the main body of the research achievements, the industrialization rate is less than
10%1. According to a special investigation of Zhejiang university in 2009, in the recent years, college
patent implementation rate of only 22.8%, the average of the whole country is about 30%,
implementation rate of the university is below than that of the average level. The value of the patent is
implemented, rather than the number of patent. There are various reasons exist in the low rate of patent
application and industrialization.
(1) Self reason in the college patent
The patent value and value pursuit of college teachers have intersection and difference, both the
number of paper and patent are assessment index for university teachers, “the university paid more
energy on scientific research, except for a few will be sold out or have technology transformation, a
large number of patent are in sleep and can’t be activated.” 2 MaSongDe, Former vice minister of
science department and researcher of ministry automation in science institute,said the number of
application patent of university is 11.7% of the total but had almost no economic benefit, by contrast,
American universities had only 4% patent application, but had 12% patent fee income, more than 10
billion dollars income3. Data shows that our college patent has weak competitiveness, which is less
authorized by the enterprises of our country industrialization. By contrast, patent industrialization rate of
enterprise is higher than that of the university. Tianjin Science and Technology University reported
patent industrialization rate of Taida company patents is 55%, It is reported by Hubei Daily “The
industrialization rate of Italian packaging machinery is 76%”, “patent industrialization rate of jiang is
30%.”4 The reason of these is college patent development can’t keep pace with the market, combining
industrial enterprise research and development power with the market demand result in the
industrialization, the development of products patent technology is certain to have good market.
(2) The loss of market mechanism
The general steps of Patent industrialization is: find market demand for products--R&D projects
--financing-- marketing--complete of industrialization, The patent achievement in Chinese universities
1
2
3
4

Liu Dan, Qiu Yi. http://www.sina.com.cn, 2005, 4, 20
Liu Jian. College patent technology universal idle students to intellectual property rights become self-employed,
Legal daily, 2009,5,26
GuYang. Experts say China university of patent application little economic benefits. Guangming daily, 2008,10
Li Baifang. The university of patent industrialization on their quality and market acceptance. Scientific
consultation, The 7th in 2009
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are transferred directly to enterprise or used in own enterprises. The reality is that most college patent
technology is lace of information transmission and trading platform, can’t be industrialized for lack of
funds and practice.
(3) Limited communication between School and enterprise
The technical innovation must be realized by the enterprise, the alliance of combing production
with research is the best way to implement the industrialization of college patent. At present, the main
cooperation way between universities, research institutes, and the cooperation between enterprises is
project, so there are many defects of short time and temporary, the barriers between enterprises failed to
pull down, the long-term and stable community of interests between the parties failed to be established.
(4) The loss of college patent
According to the survey, it is a common phenomenon that the Chinese college patent technology
loss a lot, the typical is the information like a trade secret can’t be protected because the liable person
take no privacy measures, the technology which should be applied for patent protection lose for the
delay of achievements appraisal1. There are nearly 30% of the scientific and technological achievements
in the University are stolen or lost because of staff loss, there are significant proportion of the teachers
and technicians start companies or operate the school invention and transfer the invention to other
company or let out the patent.

3 The Approach for Implementation and Industrialization of University Patents
“National long- term plan in science and technology development (2006-2020)” established the
building of an innovation-oriented country, and put forward the strategic decision of proceeding into the
innovative country by 20202. In the national innovation system, college has an important strategic
position, if college patent can not realize industrialization, it will discourage the enthusiasm for college
patent application and strategic implementation. So it is necessary to consider favorable conditions of
universities, and various approaches for promoting implementation and industrialization of the patents.
3.1 Set up the base of patent industrialization
At present, there are several base named by government departments, supported and established by
policies and laws involved in patent technology commercialization, industrialization base. Such as the
“national patent industrialization project” pilot base set by the state intellectual property office
organization, “863” project accomplishments industrialization base and the torch plan of characteristic
industry base set by the Science and technology department, the local patent industrialization base
established by intellectual property office and the technology department, plays an important role in
promoting the transformation of patent scale achievements.
Usually, the college patent technology industrialization base can more readily make comprehensive
results of industrialization, on one hand, by the central, systematical and large-scale transformation of
the patent technology can improve enterprise scale industrial digestion and absorption capability and
technical innovation ability, it will have the advantage in the fundamental industrialization, orderly risk
industrialization, technology industrialization base operation than general patent industrialization. On
the other hand, the patent that enter the patent industrialization base and the enterprise that guide the
construction of college patent, have the advantages of producing high quality of independent patent
fruits and promoting technological innovation subject growth because of its more continuous innovative
power and enthusiasm. Therefore, we should combine the social production elements with the enterprise,
taking the enterprise as the main body, orient with the market, realize base industrialization to attract
risk investment expand cultivate brand in the market; to promote more scientific researcher to strengthen
his transformation, drive with independent intellectual property rights group, introduce scientific
research projects advantages into high-tech enterprise development strategy, improve industrialization
of achievement of university science and technology innovation.
3.2 Promote the alliance combining research with the production around college patent
Alliance of Combining research with the production is an organization composed of enterprises,
institutions of higher learning and scientific research institutions based on the resource sharing,
complementary advantages and business association, interests and the commitment to apportion
constitute the basic research, development and application research on close cooperation organization.
Patent enforcement is closely related with the enterprise management benefit, the focus should not only
1

Song jian, Superior Intellectual Property Protection Connive Development of Regional Economy. Jiangsu Law,
October 17, 2006
2
State. The national long-term science and technology development plan outline (2006-2020)
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is the pursuit of patent, and should center around the conversion of core technology, development,
through the combination of patent protected, patent enforcement alliance and industrialization.
The union of research that combined with enterprise alliance is a kind of new market-oriented
technology innovation system, and its realization is: to establish college patent technology incubation
bases, realize industrialization application technology digestion and absorption and technical innovation
ability, Establish universities, scientific research institutions and enterprises participate in the combination of
forming complexes, complementary, Shared interests and risks of the running mechanism. During the process,
the government should promote to build enterprise as the main body, give financial support and reward
for universities and research institutes in the combination of formation complexes, complementary,
Shared interests and risks of enterprise operation mechanism, and industry associations and higher
school construction, cultivate and achieve higher level of production base, Combining production with
research can provide the industrialization of intellectual property in colleges and universities, path
produce-study-research transformation, and the patent output manufacture -learning-research cooperation and
technical enterprise formed into base, the enterprise in transfer technical problems encountered in practical
production, hire college patent technology experts, improving pertinence, promote the development of college
patent output to qualitative change. It can Also provides support for the enterprise technological upgrading,
new product development and training1. So it is an effective way to shorten the development cycle, the
project’s enterprise innovation ability and improve the level of innovation.
3.3 Improve intermediary services of patent industrialization
Recently, many countries have taken effective measures to promote industrialization of college
patent application, for example, in April 2009, state intellectual property office and the education
department implement “patent information into common universities”, make broad popularization and
application of patent in the university, promote the combination of scientific research, teaching activity
and patent to promote the training of the compound talent having both professional skills and patent
knowledge and promote the patent utilization consciousness of college teachers2.
In addition, it is necessary to establish patent technology broker career, perfect patent evaluation
system, improve patent conversion service agencies. Cultivate the patent technology broker of trading
and industrialization to improve and promote patent technology transformation establishment market by
professional practice of intermediary service. Establish intellectual property appraisal institution
includes patent assessment system and standard, construct standard and evaluation system of intellectual
property evaluation expert, establish and perfect the intellectual property appraisal system. With the
patent agencies and patent build for transformation of intermediary service certification, the
establishment and implementation of patent industrialization service department, completes the patent
agency, patent litigation, patent transformation, etc. promote college patent technology and information
asymmetry and smooth by the intermediary service.

4 Relevant Countermeasures for Pushing Forward the Implementation and
Industrialization of University Patents
Patent enforcement and industrialization is a complicated system, it involves different stakeholders,
government authorities, different industries and different operation modes, it is necessary to consider
various conditions and factors, drive college patent reasonable exploitation and utilization and
universities comprehensive development with appropriate countermeasures.
4.1 Position the status of university in the national innovation system accurately
College patent industrialization could not exist and develop in the society in isolation, colleges are
the most active system in the national innovation system, especially in recent years, the subsystem
high-tech research universities is an important force is emerging. College patent industrialization is not
only the needs of the development of the universities in China, but also the actual need, it is necessary to
position the status of universities in the national innovation system.
Technology innovation subject include scientific research institutions, universities, enterprises and
intermediary, the main functions of each are shown in figure 2. Positioning the status of university in the
national innovation system, science and technology innovation system of colleges and universities
should concern with the contact between innovation system. Although the university can not being as
1

Song jian. Superior Intellectual Property Protection and the Common Development of Regional conomy. Jiangsu
Law, October 17, 2006
2
Li Chenxi, Ao Xiang. College Patent 2009 Information Service Platform System. The State Intellectual Property
Office Network, April 24,
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pure market legal to make business, it can keep in scientific research, keep closely with market such as
know the market information initiatively, research and arrange patent application and obtain
independently. Orientate the status of the college by the patent industrialization, so that college and
university innovation research and talent cultivation can be combined in market environment, and it
should not be obtained from college clique interest circulation, and as a means of honor and profit by
producing the patent for the units or individuals. Through college patent, achieving the activating
industrialization of technology transfer, technology transfer, production and capital market, property
right financing, it will fundamentally improve the scientific development in the technology innovation
system and cooperate the efficient operation of the national innovation system.

universities

Scientific research
institutions

The function of Science
&technology innovation and
personnel training

intermediary

enterprise

Technology
innovation
investment and behavior
subject

agent
Information service
Conversion of patent
Sueing of patent

Figure 2 National Science and Technology Innovation Subject
4.2 Improve the quality of college patent
Patent quality refers to the patent technology content (creativity, utilization), which determines
whether the patent can rapidly industrialized, it is the primary conditions of patent industrialization. The
value of patent is application, only which combined with the market can be turned into economic benefit,
can be of quality, if the patent can’t be industrialized is the waste of knowledge, patent application and
maintenance costs, patent will lose its value.
Practice has proved, patent that meet with market needs can attract investment, can be quickly
transferred to the market and be transformed into real productivity. Given college patent the market,
taking market demand as the direction of the research, taking market recognition as a patent application
standard. College patent technology researchers must strengthen the consciousness of the effective
patent implementation for product, pay attention to the production practice and research on technical
problems, reflect on market demand for technology product, make market survey, the content includes:
technical background, market demands, like products, products distribution, the market expectations, etc.
Then carry out patent inventions based on the patent index, improve the possibility of the
commercialization of technology, normative of the development and the reliability of the product
performance, increase the number of college initiative patent, improve preciseness and maturity of
patent technology. In the implementation of the patent, guide measures, such as a proportion of patent
transfer fee is stipulated to inventor, guide the personal aim at implement and transfer of the patent,
apply for high technology invention patent, improve their quality and increase the conversion rate of
patent.
4.3 Strengthen the patent law
The patent law is the intellectual property system promoting technical innovation and knowledge
innovation under the condition of socialist market economy. It has the positive significance in
strengthening the legal system, straightening out the patent management and encouraging college patent
technology development, enhancing the patent college patent industrialization and competitiveness.
To strengthen the patent law requires: to strengthen comprehensive legislation, make clear the
scientific and technological achievements, avoid the loss of property ownership college patent,
Establishing and perfecting intellectual property protection, scientific and technological achievements
and patent ownership policies and standard patent system in the science and technology management,
adjust the interests relation, motivation and safeguard the function and effect of technology innovation,
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Increasing the patent law propaganda, help college patent and the patent technology innovation subject
understanding, grasp the newest technology innovation level, development trends and save time, reduce
cost and risk Formulate college patent examination and management rules and regulations, perfecting
patent protection system, pay more attention to patent overall strategy.

5 Conclusion
The universities have rich technical resources, they are not only the base for intelligence and
knowledge spread and innovative personnel training, but also the base of knowledge innovation and
technological innovation. In recent years, with more attention are paid to the university of intellectual
property rights, the patent license number increase, however, the patent technology self-defects, patent
industrialization market mechanism, patent loss, our universities patent industrialization rate is low, all
these inhibit innovation ability and further improvement. Therefore, colleges and universities in China
should be accurately positioned in the patent implementation and the patent industrialization status. We
should improve their quality, establish college patent industrialization base, improve patent
industrialization service agencies, and promote the combination of college patent around the patent law,
strengthen the alliance, and make the college the real point as high-tech industrialization and radiation.
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Abstract This paper analysises the competitiveness of knowledge-based workers in knowledge-based
organization, And the authors find out four ways about the competitiveness of knowledge-based workers
how to convert into the competitiveness of knowledge-based organization; At the same time,the anthors
propose that some problems should be paid more attention at this time of improving the competitiveness
of knowledge-based workers. So as to fully play the role of knowledge-based workers and enhance the
competitiveness of organization.
Key Words Knowledge-based organization; Knowledge-based workers; Competitiveness; Conversion

1 Introduction
With the arrival of the era of global competition and intellectual economy times in 21st century, the
traditional mode of enterprise development and enterprise theory has been challenged increasingly.
Therefore, the appearing of new type enterprises is inevitable. The paper “Appearance of New Type
Organization ” of Peter F. Drucker in 1998 points out that after experiencing the separation of
management and ownership、order-Dominating Organization, due to the development of information
technology, enterprise will enter a new form: knowledge-based organization by the group of experts
The entrepreneur[1]. and financial analyst Doctor Karl Erik Seviby is the first person who proposed
the word “Knowledge-based Organization” in 1986 Knowledge-based organization to grow and survive
in the keen competition is due to the existence[2]. of knowledge-based workers. According to Peter
Drucker’s definition, knowledge-based workers are the kind of people who master and apply symbols
and concepts, take advantage of knowledge and information to work. The famous Canada scholar
Frances Horibe considers: “knowledge-based workers are those who create wealth by brain more than
by hands. They bring added value for the products through their own originality, analysis, judgement,
comprehensive, and design.” Some scholars define knowledge-based workers as those who have the
strong ability of learning and knowledge innovation, and can make full use of modern scientific and
technological knowledge to improve work efficiency.
In economic era, the role of knowledge-based workers in the enterprise competition has become
not to be neglected and knowledge-based workers have got more and more attention by enterprise.
Although scholars both at home and abroad have deep studies on knowledge-based workers, most of
them pay more attention on the competitiveness of knowledge-based workers themselves, but less on
how to convert into the competitiveness of knowledge-based organization. Based on the basis of
theoretical analysis, this paper builds four ways on the competitiveness of knowledge-based workers
how to convert into the competitiveness of knowledge-based organization and proposes that some
problems should be paid more attention while are improving the competitiveness of knowledge-based
workers to make enterprise to make better use of the resource of knowledge-based workers. Then
improve the competitiveness of enterprises.

2 Competitiveness of Knowledge-based Workers
In the knowledge society, social resource has not only confined to capital, labor, management and
natural resources, etc. Knowledge has become a more powerful resource into the sight of enterprise
management scholars and business leaders. Traditional workers cannot satisfy present enterprises’
urgent need of improving their own competitiveness; therefore, knowledge-based workers’ advantages
of promoting the enterprise competitiveness can be highlighted. In comparison with traditional workers’
characters, this paper found that knowledge-based workers have great advantages in five aspects
including learning ability, innovation ability, the degree of professional knowledge, individual needs and
the intensity of personalization(as shown in table1). Besides that, the competitiveness of
knowledge-based workers still are reflected in other aspects, including personal qualities, profession
loyalty and the spirit of challenge. Because of knowledge-based workers having these advantages, they
can make it in an invincible position in the ever-changing market environment and the intense
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competition.
Table 1

Differences between Traditional Workers and Knowledge-based Workers
Traditional workers
Knowledge-based workers
No consciousness of autonomous
Autonomous learning, strong ability of
learning, little application of
Learning ability
acquiring and applying knowledge
knowledge
In the changeable and uncertain systems,
Innovation ability
Stress on the loyalty to their duties
showing personal wisdom, and having
great flexibility and creativity
The degree of professional
Having all trades and mastering of
Professional experts with certain
knowledge
none
knowledge authority
As the "economic man", having strong Having realized low level needs, making
low level needs, such as: physiological
self-esteem and self-actualization as
Personal needs
needs and safety needs
goals
The intensity of
Clinging to old ideas, depending on
Independent and self-management
personalization
organization

2.1 Autonomous learning ability
Knowledge-based workers engage in not simple and repetitive work, but bring full play to
individual performance and inspiration, promote technological progress in the changeable and not
entirely sure system to keep products and services updated. With their own specialization knowledge to
make creative thinking, form new knowledge constantly. However, along with the changes of times,
knowledge has changed. The original advanced knowledge[3] becomes behind and abandoned by man.
This requires knowledge-based workers having constantly learning ability.
2.2 Professional knowledge
Knowledge is the first resource in the knowledge-based organization, so only owning professional
knowledge can create value for the organization. What’s more, owing to the specialization and
standardization of production and operation, knowledge-based workers’ labor depends more on their
own knowledge rather than external conditions or tools. It is inevitable to have professional knowledge
for knowledge-based workers. During business management, the coordination between various
functions has become more and more professional and complicated. Knowledge-based workers who
hold the core knowledge and information which is required by enterprise survival, have gradually
occupied the dominant status with a higher level of culture and technique.
2.3 Strong achievement motivation
Maslow’s hierarchy of basic needs is also applicable to knowledge-based workers. He divides the
needs of people into 5 levels: physiological, safety, belonging-love, self-esteem, self-actualization.
Knowledge-based workers have the above 5 needs like traditional workers. Comparison to traditional
workers, knowledge-based workers display on more intense pursuit and need to self-actualization.
That’s to say, they have more intense sense of achievement to self-actualization.
2.4 Profession loyalty
Knowledge-based workers are paying more attention on personal career planning, and have higher
loyalty to profession than to enterprises. If an enterprise is unable to provide career development space
for knowledge-based workers, they will use the professional knowledge to serve other enterprise with
the same industry, so as to realize their own value. Profession loyalty is helpful to improve the
knowledge specialization, which promotes the competitiveness in a certain extent.
2.5 Strong personalization
The working process of traditional workers is visible and can be measured and monitored, but
knowledge-based workers’ work is mainly complex brain thinking process and can be done whenever
and wherever, without place and time limit, power and environmental constraints. Therefore, they have
certain preferences for self management and playing personality. No cling to old ideas is the most
significant performance of personalization.
2.6 High personal qualities
Knowledge-based workers are generally high talented persons, who accept the specialized system
education; have a more specific outlook on life and values; have authority and higher vocational
morality in the professional field; and also have broad vision, the strong desire for knowledge, strong
ability to learn, broad knowledge level, etc.
2.7 Spirit of challenge
Facing with the emergence of new things, because of their own strong innovation ability and
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personalized characteristic, knowledge-based workers have showed strong spirit of inquiry. They hope
to undertake these difficult new things, because the appropriate adventure and challenge is the
inspection and affirmation to their abilities. They are fond of challenging work and creative task, to
regard conquering difficulties as a kind of fun, and crave to show their individual talents through this
process. And also explains the importance of their existence to the organization, which reflects their
value and non-substitutability, satisfies the need of self-actualization.
2.8 Innovation ability
Today there being various kinds of market products, expand the space of consumer choice, which
reduces the consumer’s loyalty to product brand. So if the enterprises want to gain a foothold in the
fiercely competitive market, they must make product innovation every now and then. Knowledge-based
workers germinate the consciousness and desire for innovation naturally in this kind of environment.
What’s more, knowledge-based workers having the ability of autonomous learning and the intention of
continuous learning new knowledge, they can acquire new knowledge timely, and then analyze, apply
and finally convert into the new achievement.

3 The Competitiveness of Knowledge-based Workers Transforming into the One
of Organizations
On the basis of the study on the competitiveness of knowledge-based workers, from four aspects
including perfect training mechanism; personal goals being integrated with enterprise’s goals; moderate
decentralization, emphasizing self management and internal knowledge sharing, proposes the way on
the competitiveness of knowledge-based workers transforming into the one of organization(as shown in
figure 1).

Figure 1

The Mode of the Ways of the Competitiveness of Knowledge-based Workers Transforming into the
One of Organization

3.1 Improving the training mechanism of enterprise
American management master Drucker points out that modern enterprise is not only “learning
organization”, but also “teaching organization”. Retraining knowledge-based workers is not only the
personal needs of employees, but also is the inevitable [4] requirement of the development of enterprises.
Because of the rapid development of science and technology; the trend of knowledge diversity; and the
acceleration of knowledge updating, enterprises grasping the advanced science and technology is the
key to keeping advantage in market competition. As highly educated talents, knowledge-based workers
have high capacity in the field of professional knowledge, and self learning. Establishing employees’
training system to increase the human capital accumulation of knowledge-based workers provides
motivation for the long-term development of the enterprise in the wake of personal growth.
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3.2 The personal goals being integrated with enterprise’s goals
The loyalty to profession and strong achievement motivation of knowledge-based workers decides
that, Compared with traditional workers, they pay more attention to whether realizing personal
development targets or not. The behavior of intensely pursuing their personal targets is going to be
changed into realizing targets of organization, so knowledge-based workers’ ability and creativity not
only can meet the present goals of enterprise, and also the future ones. What’s more, the personal
development goals can be fully mixed with enterprise’s development goals. Therefore, the management
should pass on the vision and strategy of enterprise actively to employees and be aware of their personal
goals. On such basis, knowledge-based workers fully participate in the process of decomposition of the
long-term goals of the enterprise, so as to be integrated with personal goals. Considering
knowledge-based workers, the formulation of goals is no longer one-way decision-making process, but
they must consider the enterprise’s goals. Knowledge-based workers taking part in the process of
formulation of enterprise’s goals mobilizes the enthusiasm of workers participating in enterprise to
improve the enterprise's cohesive force, and then strengthen the competitiveness of the enterprises in the
market.
3.3 Moderate decentralization, emphasizing self control
Compared to traditional workers, the higher personal comprehensive quality and intensity of
personalization of knowledge-based workers determines that the biggest characteristic of their work is to
show their own wisdom and creativity. Therefore, they should gain more authorization. Enterprise's
leadership should know knowledge-based workers; change “managing” them into “leading” them; and
give them certain space to display their talents. This can not only promote the production of the intrinsic
motivation of knowledge-based workers, but also can make their efforts to successfully complete the
work arranged by upper leaders. Sequentially improve enterprise’s efficiency at most.
3.4 Reinforcing the internal knowledge sharing, improving innovation ability of enterprise
Autonomous learning ability of the knowledge-based workers determines their desire to acquiring
new knowledge. On the condition of mastering new knowledge and technology through getting trained,
knowledge-based workers’ characteristics on challenging new things determines them not to cling to old
things in every aspect. Based on the strong needs of knowledge-based workers to the innovation of
knowledge and technology, enterprise should establish a perfect mechanism on internal knowledge
sharing and information communicating, to construct a platform for exchanging knowledge for
employees, and choose the promising innovative solutions to make it become the source of innovation.

4 Some Problems
The advantages of knowledge-based workers determine the level of their competitiveness. However,
at the time of the rapid development of knowledge and technology, maintaining their competitiveness
should pay more attention to the problems existing in their work.
1) Give them education on the loyalty to enterprise and meet their reasonable requirements in a
certain extent in order to reduce the loss of qualified employees. The advantages of knowledge-based
workers can help enterprise gain advantage in the ever-changing market competition, but most of them
have lower loyalty to enterprise than traditional workers, which is caused by the character of
knowledge-based workers. In the traditional organization, the status of employees is mainly from their
position. Once they leave, their power will be lost and economic income will be also affected, not to
mention the status and realization of self value. However, knowledge-based workers with their
professional knowledge can easily find the lost status and self value. Therefore, leaders should formulate
rational incentive mechanism to reduce the loss of knowledge-based workers to the minimum.
2) Their expert position makes them easy to be complacency, and not accept the opinions of others,
thus become fatuous. This requires leaders when give them autonomous right, should also regularly
carry out education activity and the inspection work .in order to make them do self-examination and
self-adjusting in time.

5 Conclusion
The competitiveness of knowledge-based workers determines they can’t be substituted in the
organization. As long as leaders give them properly lead and utilize, the competitiveness of
knowledge-based workers can be transformed into the one of organization. Therefore, when they play
the competitiveness, knowledge-based workers should try to avoid the appearance of problems which
affect their authority. This is beneficial to the lasting survival and development of enterprises. At the
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same time, their competitiveness could rise to a new height.
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Abstract The private enterprises in China, comparing to the state-owned enterprises, have less funds
and policy implications to protect their intellectual property. So the government acts in the protection of
intellectual property rights have a significant impact on the development of the private enterprises. This
paper studies the impact of the government regulations of the intellectual property rights on private
enterprises based on the game theory. And the anthors find that it is very important to build an upright,
just, honest and clean supervisor team to make sure that the private enterprises’ intellectual property
rights under good protection. And the anthors suggest to increase the opportunity cost of taking bribes,
strengthen the supervision of the supervisor’s and take “high salary” mechanism to establish that kind of
team.
Key words Regulation; Game model; Intellectual property rights

1 Introduction
In recent years, China’s intellectual property protection has made remarkable achievements, experts
and scholars pay attention to various aspects of the intellectual property protection, such as legislation,
policies, approach, and so on, and get much more research. However, the Government’s protection of
intellectual property rights in the conduct of only a small amount of research, For example, Li Zuojuan
(2006) pointed out that the Chinese government in protection of intellectual property rights that exist in
too much administrative intervention, providing inadequate service ,Xu Qiang (2007) make Zhujiang
Road Nanjing city as an example, analysis the capacity of local governments regulation on the
intellectual property protection, defined on the power, Zhang Xianfeng (2007) through the effective
protection of intellectual property rights when the price of computer software as a standard for
comparison and analysis of production of China’s protection of intellectual property rights of enterprises
and the government’s actions and its consequences. Yao Lei (2008) Protection of intellectual property
rights from the Government’s involvement in the analysis of the causes that promote the protection of
intellectual property rights of China’s government is due mainly to enhance the international
competitiveness from reducing international trade frictions and to promote the need for independent
innovation. The protection of intellectual property rights of private enterprises in the study of
government behaviour is even more quite scarce.
This article holds that the private enterprises in China has become the backbone of technological
innovation, for promoting China’s independent innovation plays a decisive role, according to Ministry
of Science and Technology statistics, the country’s private enterprises to provide about 66% of the
patented invention, 74% of technological innovation, 82 % of new product development. However,
when talking about innovation, and often overlooked role of small and medium enterprises, large
enterprises is generally believed that the main body of innovation. Relative state-owned enterprises,
small-scale private enterprise funds, the impact of poor policies, weak awareness of intellectual property
protection, intellectual property disputes arising at the same time. Therefore, when the Government acts
in the protection of intellectual property rights of private enterprises have a significant impact, this
article from the perspective of game theory to the protection of intellectual property rights of private
enterprises to study the government’s actions.

2 Game Model
2.1 Model assumptions
Model is divided into two phases: t , t + 1 ; wt and wt +1 are the regulator of the two phases
earners, bt is the gray income,

β

Is the discount factor, at +1 (bt ) is the regulator of corruption was

found to function after the punishment. For the regulator in real life there are three cases, one clean, and
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its effectiveness for U = wt + β wt +1 ; Second, the regulator of corruption, but managed to escape the
supervision, not be punished for its effectiveness U = wt + bt + β wt +1 ; Third, the regulator of
corruption, but was discovered and punished, for its effectiveness U = wt + bt − β at +1 (bt ) , as
corruption was found, it is no longer in the period t + 1 of wage earners.
q Is the regulator of its supervision of the higher authorities of the mechanism, we can be
understood as the country to monitor the intensity of corruption, θ is the corruption of the regulators
in decision-making variables, in reality, the performance of a monitor’s professionalism and moral
self-cultivation. q ∈ [0,1] , θ ∈ [0,1] .
The assumption that the average wage of the effectiveness of community level U e
2.2 Game model analysis
The payment of the matrix game model is as follows:
Higher-level oversight
bodies
No
Supervise
supervise
(q)
(1－ q )
wt + β wt +1
wt + β wt +1
Clean( θ )
w
+
b
−
β
a
(
b
)
wt + bt + β wt +
Corruption(1 －
t
t
t +1 t
θ )
Therefore, the regulator is expected to inter-period utility function as follows:

Regulator
s

E t U = (1 − θ ){q[ wt + bt − β at +1 (bt )] + (1 − q )( wt + bt + β wt +1 )} + θ ( wt + β wt +1 )

(1)

The clean Regulators utility function as follows:

Eθ U = wt + β wt +1

(2)

Regulators of the utility function for corruption:

E 1−θ U = q[ wt + bt − β at +1 (bt )] + (1 − q )( wt + bt + β wt +1 )

(3)

In conditions of asymmetric information, the regulator of the higher level of supervisory authority
can not directly observe whether or not the regulator clean, and the regulator in accordance with the
principle of utility maximization own actions, so only the design of mechanisms to maximize the
effectiveness of the regulator to achieve monitoring results.
(IR)Participation constraint: That the regulators will be involved in monitoring the effectiveness of
not less than the average level of society brought about by the effectiveness, namely:
(IR) ΔU = EtU − U e > 0
(4)
Which means:

ΔU = (1 − θ ){q[ wt + bt − β at +1 (bt )] + (1 − q )( wt + bt + β wt +1 )}
+θ ( wt + β wt +1 ) − U e > 0

(5)

(IC)Incentive compatibility constraint
Because regulators can not be higher supervision department supervisor observed actions and
state θ , regulators want to be clean, must be honest in the choice of the regulator to be greater than the
effectiveness of the effectiveness of corruption, namely:
Eθ U > E1−θ U
(6)
(IC)

w t + β w t + 1 > q [ w t + bt − β a t + 1 ( bt )]
+ (1 − q )( w t + bt + β w t + 1 )

(7)

Regulator is expected to inter-period effect of the average wage and social difference between the
utility function as follows:
ΔU = EtU − U e = (1 − θ ){q[ wt + bt − β at +1 (bt )] + (1 − q )( wt + bt + β wt +1 )} + θ ( wt + β wt +1 ) − U e （8）
For regulators, the regulatory authorities when it is in the utility function with the social utility
function of the average wage is no difference, that is,
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ΔU = 0
We can draw the corruption of the critical value function as follows:
1−θ =

U e − ( wt + β wt +1 )
q[ wt + bt − β at +1 (bt )] + (1 − q )( wt + bt + β wt +1 ) − ( wt + β wt +1 )

（9）

We assume that the regulator in the regulatory departments of the utility function when the average
wage and the social utility function is no difference, the regulator for the corruption of the
decision-making variables

θ* .

∵ ΔU = EtU − U e > 0
We are bound to participate in derivation, may:
∂ΔU
= −{q[ wt + bt − β at +1 (bt )] + (1 − q )( wt + bt + β wt +1 )}
∂θ
+ ( wt + β wt +1 )
w + β wt +1 > q[ wt + bt − β at +1 (bt )]
∵ t
+ (1 − q )( wt + bt + β wt +1 )
∴

（10）

∂ΔU
>0
∂θ

when θ = θ , ΔU = 0 , ∴ θ > θ
We can come to the conclusion: as long as the mechanism to meet the participation constraint (IR)
and incentive compatibility constraint (IC), the regulator of the state better than clean 1 − θ in a state
of critical value. Therefore as a client a higher level of regulatory oversight bodies of the task is to
design a reasonable contract (mechanism) so as to meet the participation constraint (IR) and incentive
compatibility constraint (IC).
To meet the participation constraint (IR) and incentive compatibility constraint (IC), the regulatory
action is the optimal solution of the following issues:
S.t M A X E t U = (1 − θ ){ q [ w t + b t − β a t + 1 ( b t ) ] +
*

*

(1 − q )( w t + b t + β w t + 1 )} + θ ( w t + β w t + 1 )
0
(1
−
θ ){q[ wt + bt − β at +1 (bt )] + (1 − q )( wt + bt + β wt +1 )}
p
(IR)

+θ ( wt + β wt +1 ) − U e
(IC) wt + β wt +1 > q[ wt + bt − β at +1 (bt )] + (1 − q )( wt + bt + β wt +1 )
First-order conditions: ∂ E tU = q β w t + 1 − bt + q β a t + 1 ( bt ) = 0
∂θ
Deformation of the equation as follows: q β wt +1 − [ bt − q β a t +1 ( bt )] = 0

The first equation is the regulator of the future expected wage income, the second is the gray
income, the third is facing the punishment of corruption.
So we can know whether or not the regulator clean by the impact of three exogenous variables: the
higher level supervision department supervision, future expected wages and punitive efforts. For bt , we
believe that it is caused by the regulators need to decide according to their amount of bribery, while the
regulator is to decide whether to accept, rather than bargaining. Therefore, the regulator can clean, and
its degree of honesty θ marginal utility of the decision with his approach. In the equation

∂EtU
= qβ wt +1 − bt + qβ at +1 (bt ) There is any uncertainty. We can see:
∂θ
∂EtU
if q β wt +1 − bt + q β at +1 (bt ) < 0 ,
so
<0
∂θ
∂EtU
if q β wt +1 − bt + q β at +1 (bt ) > 0 ,
so
>0
∂θ

This means that the higher level of supervision of their supervision departments
the amount of punishment

q , it is expected

at +1 (bt ) and the expected wage level wt +1 the joint effect of the existence
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∂EtU
< 0 , in terms of monitoring and the effect
∂θ
EtU is the degree of its clean θ function of the reduction, which will lead to θ * → 0 , means that
∂EtU
*
the regulator will see stolen goods on the corrupt, when the joint effect of higher than bt ,
> 0,
∂θ
the effect of the regulator EtU is clean degrees θ an increasing function, which will lead to
of a critical value

bt* , when it is less than bt* ,

θ * → 1 , clean and honest regulators. θ * → 1 is exactly what we want to
qβ wt +1 − bt + q β at +1 (bt ) > 0 deformation was: q β wt +1 > bt − qβ at +1 (bt )

see the results of the

Where the left is the regulator’s future wages, the right is the imbalance between the accepting
bribes and the punishment that was found , that is, income opportunities for bribery.
For a higher level of regulatory supervision q , the inequality in β wt +1 , bt , β at +1 (bt ) certain
circumstances ,there is a critical value

q* allow q* β wt +1 = bt − q* β at +1 (bt ) , when q > q* , q* is

greater the inequality the more it can to ensure the establishment of regulatory authorities means that the
higher level supervision or more stringent monitoring mechanism more robust,

θ * → 1.

3 Conclusion
The government supervisors’ behaves have significant impacts on the market participants who will
adjust their actions based on the preceding behaves of the supervisors. If the market participants
observed that the supervisors were corrupt, they will do harm to the intellectual property owners to get
profits, which will ruin the innovation diffusion and kill the long run economic growth. So, in order to
make sure that the innovation diffusion get successful, we should build an upright, just, honest and clean
supervisor team to make sure that the private enterprises’ intellectual property rights under good
protection. And we suggest that increasing the opportunity cost of taking bribes and strengthening the
supervision of the supervisor’s and taking “high salary” mechanism to establish that kind of team. That
means we should severely punish those supervisors who violate the law and discipline to create a
warning effect, and we can take the “high-paying Honesty” policy to raise the regulator’s income to
prevent them from doing corruption. In all those ways, the private enterprise’s intellectual property
rights will be protected well and the private economy in China will get well developed.
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A Study on the Development and Applications of Collective
Intelligence
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Abstract This paper mainly presents a state-of-the-art overview of the development and applications
of collective intelligence, introduces the characteristics of collective intelligence, and then analyzes the
applications of collective intelligence in web, specifically in Wikipedia and Google, as well as issues
concerned with its further development. The paper also explores the application of collective
intelligence in effective team management. The genetic framework and problem solving mechanism
provided by CI are discussed to promote knowledge sharing and innovation in team work.
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1 Introduction
Collective intelligence (CI) is a shared or group intelligence emerging from cooperation and
competition among many individuals. CI is exhibited in the bacteria, animal, human and computer
network, and it appears as a decision-making pattern in various forms of consensus. As the research
work of it is concerned, CI can be considered as a cross-discipline of sociology, business, computer
science, mass media and the public behavior. This cross-discipline studies group behavior among
individuals from very junior level to very senior level, i.e. from level of Quark, bacteria, plants, animals,
to level of human society
CI can also be defined as some forms of networking, such as Internet. The newly-developed form
of web, web 2.0, provides an interactive environment where users can publish, maintain and share their
own content. CI improves the social sharing of existing knowledge with interactions among web users.
According to Henry Jenkins, one of the main theorists in the area of new media and media convergence,
CI can be attributed to the integration of media and the sharing of culture. CI is not only the contribution
of all the cultures in the amount of information, but also that in the quality of information.
In this paper, we present the development and applications of CI. The rest of this paper is outlined
as follows: Section 2 describes the characteristics of CI. Sections 3 explore the applications of CI in web,
specifically in Wikipedia and Google, as well as its further development. Section 4 discusses the
application of CI in effective team management by taking advantage of the genetic framework provided
by CI. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Characteristics of Collective Intelligence
Collective information is often beneficial to making much better decisions than that made by each
member individually. As Figure 1 shows, CI can be divided into three types: cognition, coordination and
cooperation. CI has four characteristics: distributed, good-scalability, simplicity, self-organization,
which is detailed as follows.
(1)Distributed. There is no central control on CI as the sources of the intelligence may be at
different places or on different servers. This enables CI to be better adapted to the work status under
current network environment and maintain strong robustness, that is, the failure of one or several
individuals will not affect the group to solve the whole problem.
(2)Good-scalability. Each individual in the group may exert influence on the environment which
further exerts influence on behavior of other individuals. So individuals communicate and cooperate
with each other indirectly. This approach is known as stigmergy. When the number of individuals in a
group increases, the expense in group communication only increases by a narrow margin. That results in
a good scalability.
(3)Simplicity. Both the ability of each individual in a group and the principles in the group they
need to follow are very simple, therefore, collective intelligence is easy to realize.
(4)Self-organization. The complex behaviors exhibited by groups are emergent intelligence shown
by simple individuals’ interactions. As self-organization implies, the process of a system constantly
improves its own degree of complexity and the fineness driven by mechanism of interactions among its
members, develops towards the direction from simple to complex, from rough to detailed. CI embodies
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such a characteristic and so is self-organized.

3 Application of CI in Web
Instead of allowing users to browse web content as web1.0 does, web 2.0 focuses on users’
interaction. Users are both web content browser and producer. The core of Web2.0 is that it uses
collective intelligence wherever it can. There are many applications of CI in web, such as clustering,
optimization, personalized recommendations and so on. The detail information is described in the Figure
2. Besides, Wikipedia and Google are two organizations famous for employing CI.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Collective Intelligence Types

Collective Intelligence Applications

3.1 Wikipedia
Wikipedia is an online encyclopedia maintained entirely by users, as well as an intellectual project
of high-quality created by tens of thousands of people across the globe with almost no centralized
control. As Jimmy Wales, the founder of Wikipedia, said, Wikipedia relies on spontaneous users instant
editing, has accumulated more than 78 million entries and become the world’s largest encyclopedia,
which proves the creativity of open sharing. Wikipedia is often taken as a model of CI by people, for
thousands of contributors all over the world have collectively created the world’s largest encyclopedia,
with articles of remarkably high quality. Anyone can change almost anything as he/she wants, and
decisions about keeping what changes are made by a loose consensus of those who care. What’s more,
the people are volunteers who do all this work without getting paid. This means that whoever you are, as
long as you can access Internet, you are able to provide information free of charge for others, and get
more information from others free of charge too.
3.2 Google
The general connotation of CI usually means creating new ideas with a group of people’s behaviors,
preferences or thoughts. At the initiating stage, Google was a relatively small search engine company,
but later the founders of Google adopted a new approach to sort search results, that is its famous page
ranking algorithm which uses millions of links on the websites to determine which one is the best
relevant page. While Google is the world’s most popular search engine, it is also the first search engine
evaluating the current page level based on the number of reference to the current page by other web
pages. Different from Wikipedia inviting users to provide information and content, Google extracts
important information through operations made by the creator themselves who provide the web content,
and use that information to score and rank each website for users’ reference. In short, Google uses
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advanced algorithms which combines data from different groups and draws new conclusions as well as
creates new business opportunities. Google’s search results are far superior to its counterparts and it has
now become the world’s largest search engine company.
3.3 Further development of CI
As regards further development of CI, people began to consider how to make people contact with
computers more closely, and how to employ CI to makes ideas more intelligent than a single individual,
group or computer does. Researchers of the MIT Center for Collective Intelligence have been studying
and exploring CI in groups composed of people and computers. Their main goal is to answer such a big
question: how can people and computers be connected so that collectively they act more intelligently
than any person, group, or computer has ever done before? Malone, director of the MIT Center for
Collective Intelligence, put forward that for a website to realize its potential it should have at least
thousands, maybe tens of thousands of people involved.

4 Applications of CI in Team Management
The success of modern enterprises can not do without an effective and efficient team as personal
abilities of business managers and owners are limited. To establish an effective and efficient team, an
organization must first create a corporate culture of pursuing excellence, form a sense of crisis, and set
global optimization as the highest goal. To improve the efficiency of the team and to realize their full
potential and initiative, a wise organization should have the following four characteristics:, the diversity
of opinions, independence, decentralization and aggregation. The reason for the failure of the groups in
an organization is mainly that individuals of the group understand each other’ views too well to think
independently, which often results in being too homogeneous, too centralized, too divided, too imitative,
too emotional, and even too connected.
These examples of Web enabled collective intelligence are inspiring to read about. But to take
advantage of the new possibilities they represent, it’s necessary to go beyond just seeing the examples as
a fuzzy collection of “cool” ideas. To unlock the potential of collective intelligence, managers instead
need a deeper understanding of how these systems work.
How could we get crowds to do what our business needs them to do? To take advantage of the new
possibilities CI, it’s necessary to go beyond just taking those successful applications as a fuzzy
collection of cool ideas. To tap the potential of CI, managers need a deeper understanding of how CI
system works to get works done by a group, in a cheap and perfect way. It is known that synergy among
group members is formed in various forms, ranging from mere information sharing to coordination,
cooperation and collaboration. CI represents a kind of synergy of new and high level, and provides a
more effective mechanism for solving problems. It’s very important to understand the mechanism of
applying CI in team management for the benefits of an organization.
Thomas et al. presented a user’s guide to the building blocks of collective intelligence [10]. They
pointed out that managers can design the powerful system they need by recombining CI genes according
to the work required. Their work is based on the theory of the Collective Intelligence Genome invented
by MIT CCI and harnesses it to describe the steps adopted by enterprise to build a CI system. The steps
are as follows.
(1)Crowds
As Figure 3 shows, the society is full of people and each one is taken as a gene in crowd genes.
Activities can be performed by anybody in an organization who chooses to do so, without being
assigned by someone in a position of authority. Crowds could do some certain things, like brainstorming,
for a long time. Low cost in communication enabled by Internet makes it feasible for crowds to do many
more things than ever before. For instance, people could make a link to a web page, and each new link
becomes one part of the database Google uses to serve up answers to searches.
(2)Clustering
Of course, the linked but distributed genes can do something much better than before. The problem
is how to bring their potential power into full play. As Figure 4 shows, the stimulations, such as good
reputation, wealth and love, can be exploited to motivate genes distributed in the society to work
together. In traditional hierarchical organizations, problems are generally answered by a particular
person or group of people performing the corresponding task. Whereas, the task could be solved with a
large number of people through the CI mechanism by which their ideas and genes are clustered.
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Genes in the Society

Figure 4
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Clustered Genes

(3)Creation
As Figure 5 shows, gene clusters should collaborate with each other to correlate, spark and create
good, new and innovative ideas. Most online forums, for example, provide open hosts to visitors and
visitors who are very active in discussion. They also provide platform for visitors to debate, which offers
a concise look at key issues and different positions on them. The design is based on argument mapping,
an approach developed by team member Mark Klein, CCI principal research associate.

Figure 5

Genes Collaborated and Created

(4)Decision
It is believed that the collaborated group ideas can offer a better solution than single ideas. The CI
mechanism makes those genes work together and discuss with each other through some tools like
Internet. They are motivated by certain kinds of stimulations to form main solutions, and then decide
which one is the best after they evaluate all alternatives

5 Conclusions
The above mentioned applications and developments of web-enabled collective intelligence are not
the end of the story. On the contrary, it’s just the beginning. As Web2.0 continues to improve, there will
be a myriad of other examples to appear. We believe that CI provides a good genetic framework for
knowledge sharing and innovation. We agree with Malone that CI, to some extend, is a kind of societal
phenomenon that actively involves many tens or even hundreds of thousands of people around the world
who contribute information, express themselves, and help to formulate the best possible program for the
world to deal with social problems.
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Abstract This paper attempts to use the infringement judgement of design patent as a perspective,
through analyzing the process of design patent infringement and the recognized standard general, The
authors propose that the effective way to solve the problem that current management is not standardized
should be based on innovation theory, abandon similar products identified as infringing the premise,
identify whether there is aesthetic sense as the standard, and bring establishing partial design patent
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1 Introduction
Level of the development of industrial design, to a certain extent, reflected the level of the
industrial development of a country. Nowadays, the scope of design patent protection is expanding; the
level of it is increasing and the competition about patent design is intensifying. Patent design is an
intelligent creative work which was easy to be imitated and difficult to be managed, compared with the
invention and utility model. Throughout China’s design patent management, all the patent management
departments are focused on how to increase patent applications and grant authorization, but the
management of design patent infringement was hasn’t involved. On the one hand, for the management
of design infringement is lack of legal basis and theoretical explanation that makes the practice hard to
start. On the other hand, identity of infringement of design patent was lack of specific executable
regulations; therefore the results are uncertainty and unpredictability that make the management become
more difficult. In practice, when identified an infringement of design patent, firstly have to find if the
allegedly infringing product and design patents whether similar products and then from the perspective
of ordinary consumers, observed with whole or use important part determine method to find if both are
same or similar in aesthetic feelings, finally identified the allegedly infringing product infringed the
design patent or not. Every aspect of this process is lack of identification of the statutory standard. This
lack of authority and impartiality of the infringement found to some extent condoned the violations,
harmed profits of a patent designer; the most important is a disadvantage for the management of Chinese
patent design and its development.

2 The Theoretical Foundation of Design Patent Infringement Judgment
At the present time, there lay two theories concerning the preservation of design patent, Confusion
theory and Innovation theory. The first holds this opinion that, functions of design patent are reflected in
unique layouts rather than those distinctive technique uses different from other industry outputs.
Therefore, the designs of physical form in confusion theory mainly effect in distinguishing two different
products, similar with brands. Innovation theory considers that, as a kind of design, physical form
designs should be protected by the patent right. Distinctive from brands, physical form designs are a
promethean intelligent work in the product design itself, just like inventions and practical patents. The
fundamental account of the design patent’s arise must be to encourage innovations, to promote designs`
enhancement, and to accelerate the development of society. Generally, the protection of design, using
variety of theories, correspondingly, infringement judgments could have different standards. In the
infringement judgment standards, there are novelty standard and creativity standard. Generally speaking,
those infringement judgments corresponding to the Confusion theory are novelty ones. The novelty one,
taking the common consumers as the observed crowd, uses integrated observation and important part
determination to judge those infringements. Right now, though the worldwide have multiple design
preservation modes, most have accepted the Confusion theory, whichever the countries using patent
mode, copyright mode, or laws to protect, including China. However, with the development of design
patent institutions, especially after United States started to let in the “novel point of law” of innovation
part of design [1], the infringement judgement theory from Confusion theory transition to Innovation
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theory.

3 The Premise Issue of Design Patent Infringement Judgement: Similar Products
In judicial practice of infringement of design patents identified, generally, the first thing to do is to
determine that “the allegedly infringing products and patented product are the similar product or not,
only if their similar products, then the infringement judgement could work, otherwise, infringement
should not be judged[2].” Judge the accused infringing products and patented products whether the
similar products could be an important prerequisite of proceed identify of infringe design patent.
However, what should be the standard of judge infringe products and patented products whether the
similar products or not, there was no authoritative and detailed standard in practice. Currently, there are
two points for the standard, a view that, in judging whether the similar products, the standards should as
same as the standard of the patent administration taken when they authorization the design, which is
simply using the standard of category for the products in International Design Classification. Another
view was that, International Design Classification is the standard use for the patent administration
authorizing the licenses, but not representative of the public criterion. Therefore, when making
judgement of similar products should be in accordance with actual product performance, use, materials,
shape, distributions and other combination of factors, and take the common standards which widely
received and recognized by Chinese consumer.
In the first point of view, even the International Design Classification defined classifications of the
products, taking this as the standard will be more convenience, simple and easy to use, also it make the
infringement standard, authorize and examine standards become a unified standard, but the classified of
products in International Design Classification is different with the classified of products in industrial or
commercial systems, even though has great difference with consumer’s habits and normal recognized[3],
these cannot really solve the problems of infringe judgement in practice. In the International Design
Classification, those similar products may not have any similarities, but the products in different
categories may have similar or even same appearance. For instance, in the digital market, there is a very
serious problem called “cottage”, such as, mobile phones, digital cameras, mp3 or mp4 player, PSP
games, electronic dictionaries and other products, these products are different, even though their not
belong to the same category, but they could be imitate appearance of any other products, infringe the
patent. If just because of these products do not belong to the same sort of category then judge the
infringement is not valid, is clearly inappropriate. The second point of view, although its taken into
account our actual business practices, avoid the first rigid criteria for judging the issue, but lack a
unified standards is the biggest flaw of this view. In judicial practice, if only in accordance with the
judge’s personal experience and habits to judge the classification of products, the results of judgement
will be so subjectivity and uncertainty. Therefore, judge the infringing design patent in practice when
there haven’t a specific executable classification standard currently, they have to combine the first point
and the second point, then reference the classification in International Design Classification as basis,
considerate the features of products, the actual sales and the use in specific focus, to sort of the alleged
infringement of design patent products and judge them become the method of practice, but it is still just
an expedient measure.
Make similar products as the premise of the judgement of infringe design patent is not conducive to
the protection of innovation, this should be abolished. Design patent protection is an innovative,
practical, industrial product design. As the availability of this feature, it has to attach to a certain design
of specific industrial products, but the main protection is the specific content of the design rather than
the products. The reason of infringe a design patent not because of the products a re same, but because
of they have the same content. The range of design patent right should not limit by the product
categories. Without the permission of rights holders, use the design of patentees should be an
infringement, including the use of same products categories and the use of different products
categories[4].

4 The Perspective Issue of Design Patent Judgement: Normal Consumers’
Observation
It is generally recognized, “when defining the design patent infringement, that is to determine
whether there is similarity or it is the same between the accused of infringing products and products
incorporating patented design, the standard should be made by normal consumers’ observation and the
ability of aesthetic rather than that of the professional designers’.”[5]Chinese patent review guidelines
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also adopted the same standard, that is the perspective of the normal consumers to judge whether the
two products the same or similar design. In accordance with this standard, if a normal consumer
confuses the accused infringing product and the patented design product, it is regarded that the accused
infringing products and patented products are the same or similar products.
However, the perspective of the normal consumers is not proper. First problem is how to define the
consumers. The concept of consumers here is not exactly the same as that in the Consumer Protection
Law. Designs for daily necessities can be directly applied to the concept of consumers in Consumer
Protection Law. But for the designs of non-daily necessities and raw materials for manufacture of daily
necessities, the consumers will not but these products for daily use, thus they can not be the consumers
in Consumer Protection Law. Therefore, using the concept of consumers in Consumer Protection Law is
clearly inappropriate. Secondly, the “ordinary consumer perspective” is not a unified standard scale.
Considering what is now been accepted by scholars, the “ordinary consumers” should be regarded as a
special consumer group, that is the buyers or users of a particular commodity[6]. This definition may
seem to obtain a fixed and uniform range for “ordinary consumers”, but in practice, if we follow this
perspective, there will be no unity since each product has its own special view of the infringement.
Moreover, in real life, only a very small part of the design is completely different from the design being
made public. Most designs are based on the design being made public and have new shape and pattern,
or combine the color, shape, and pattern, or some modification, where the modified parts are the key
parts that differ from other design. General people as "ordinary consumers", due to their cognitive level,
are difficult to find out the key parts. Therefore, it is not conducive to the protection of the designers if
the design pattern infringement totally depends on the perspective of “ordinary consumers[7]”. Finally,
the identified design perspective impairs the encouraging of innovation and development. The reason
that “general consumer perspective” theory is supported is because of confusion theory is introduced in
China’s current design patent infringement, that is, the design will not cause confusion between this
product and other products by the consumers. This theory is concerned only with the design to help
differentiate the products, but ignores the real reason of the design patent protection. The main reason
that a design protected by the patent law is, it introduces innovation and progress in practical use. It
makes the daily products more attractive, in that sense, to improve people's living quality. It is the
intellectual invention of the designer which monopoly protected by the patent, because it can promote
the development of technology. It is against the original purpose of patent protection to consider the
design equivalent to trade mark that does not have intellectual invention to avoid consumers’ confusion.
It is adverse to the development of design in China.
Therefore, with the purpose of encouraging design innovation, the perspective of design patent
infringement should adopt the perspective of common designers or common technical staffs in the
corresponding area of the innovation theory. This will not only enhance the quality of our design patent,
but also standardize the perspective of design patent infringement with authority and science.

5 The Recognized Standards Issue of Design Patent Infringement Judgement: the
Standards of Aesthetic Feelings
Patent Law of the P. R. China Article 2 said: “design means, the shape, pattern of the products or
their combination, as well as color, shape and pattern combine which made a new design that beautiful
and suitable for industrial applications.” This provision obtained the legal status of aesthetic feeling in
the authorization and infringement of appearance design. In judicial practice, it becomes a generally
recognized and accepted standard that whether there exists the same aesthetic of appearance design
between the accused infringing product and the patent product.
However, in trial practice, aesthetic criterion has led to confusions of the law enforcement standard
of design patent infringement. The emergence of this confusion, needless to say, is mainly because the
subjective ambiguity of aesthetics. What is ‘aesthetics’? Ci Hai explains, “Aesthetics, specifically to the
aesthetic feeling, that is, people’s subjective feelings, experience, and mentally joy constitute the basis
of aesthetic consciousness. Aesthetics is produced and developed in aesthetic practice. Its basic
psychological factors contain feelings, perception, representation, association, imagination, emotion,
thought, volition ect.” People from different ages, classes, nationals and regions, as well as individual
difference, result in aesthetic difference because of different ideas, habits, literacy, personality, hobbies
and so on. Thus, “aesthetics” as one’s subjective feeling of “beauty”, is the eyes of the beholder wise see
wisdom in personal knowledge. Defining a such strong personal subjective term as one of the standards
to identify the design patent infringement, undoubtedly make the design patent infringement full of
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randomness and uncertainty, which does not meet the requirements of legal authority.
Design patent protect the new design in industrial products. The expressions of the new design is in
the products shape, pattern or other combination, as well as color and shape, pattern combined with the
presentation of the new state. These are the objective reality, and there is no ‘aesthetics’ as such
subjective factor. When identifying the design patent infringement, the accused infringing product will
be compared to the design patent product shown in pictures or photos to decide whether they are
identical or similar. There is only objective comparison no matter overall judgement method is used or
partial comparison is used. Introducing “aesthetics”, such subjective feelings, into the objective
judgement, will not only unclear infringement, but also bring out evidence, cross-examination can not
during the trial, ultimately lead to referee can not. As a standard, it should first be quantified and
operable, yet “aesthetics” standard clearly does not meet this condition. Therefore, during the
determination of infringement of design patent, aesthetic standards should be canceled.

6 The Comparison Methods Issue of Design Patent Infringement Judgement: the
Important Part Compare Method
There are two different methods when compared the allegedly infringing products and patent
products. One is overall comparison method that can identify the allegedly infringing design as identical
or similar design just when it same or approximate with the entire design patent. The other is important
part compare method which through comparing the most important part that cohesion the major
intellectual of design patentee determine whether the two designs same or similar. In practice, only use
an overall comparison or just the important part compare, either ignore the innovative part of design
patent, either ignore the overall effect of design, both seem too one-sided. Therefore, judge a design
patent infringement case in practice, combine those two methods above, and produce a “compare in
whole, focus on observation and comprehensive judgments” method.
The important part compare method of “Focus on observation” caused some controversy. The
Guidelines for Patent Examination amended by Intellectual Property Bureau of China in 2004,
mentioned that, there are some products have some of the parts which easier to get consumer’s attention
than other part of the products, this part call the “important part” of the products. However, the
Guidelines for Patent Examination released in 2006 delete the concept of “important part” and the
regulations of how to identify an “important part”. The main reason is in the process of invalidation
announce and judicial review proceedings, the Patent Reexamination Board and the courts are not
unified to the understanding of the “important part”, it made the rules of identify have some conflicts.
The Patent Reexamination Board thought, “important part” is a part that can get consumer’s attention,
one design patent product only can have one “important part”. The court believes that “important part”
should be the new point of a design, one design patent can have many “important part”. Moreover,
because when submitting application documents do not require the brief description of design, then
different person will have different understanding for which part of the design is “important part”. In the
cases of infringement of design patent, disagreement on “important part” is disagreement on objects
which on compare, this kind of disagreement will directly influence legal and social effects of the design
patent trial.
The identification of “important part” is the inevitable process of a infringe design patent case,
currently, China adopt the overall protection mode on design enables the “important part” identification
become a troublesome problem. To solve this problem and improve the protection of China’s design,
drawing some of the foreign protection system of design is an effective way. In the partial design
protection system, applicant have to submitted a patent application document including a brief
description of the design, and the design chart have to reflect the range need to be protect which have to
present by solid and dotted lines, that means the solid lines for the protection parts which is the
important part of the design, and dotted lines represents the parts that does not require to protect which
is the part that public known. The solid line represents the part design of the products. Combine this
system with the overall protection system, on the one hand, when identified infringement, “important
part” identification will be easier, and make the range of protection more clear; there won’t any
disagreement in the compare process. On the other hand, establish an important part design protection
system will be better protecting the design innovation and effectively contain the design infringements
which help to improve the quality of design patents, and promote the patent development in China.
Implementing Regulations of the Patent Law of P.R.China released in 2010, Article 2 said: “The
brief explanation of the design shall include the name of the product design, purpose, main point of
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design, and appoint the picture or photo which can presents the main point of design. The Guidelines for
Patent Examination released in 2010, mentioned that change the concept of “main point of design” to:
“Distinguished from the existing product design the shape, pattern and combination, or color and shape,
the combination of patterns, or parts”. Can be seen from these changes, China is gradually identified
some of the design patent protection in the position to quickly solve some negative impact for overall
protection.

7 Conclusions
Infringement of design patent is considered the foundation of the in-depth and effective
management of the design patent. With the continuous development of design patent system in China,
design protection will be based on the innovation theory and the corner stone of design patent
infringement should be reflected the protective for design innovation that use the perspective of
common designers; cancel the prerequisite of judgement about whether the products are similar products;
cancel the aesthetic criterion and established partial design patent protection system. Certain and easy
judgement of infringement always help the emphasis of design management changing from the number
of management in form to the stop of patent infringement in substantial, it will satisfied the needs of
patent management of marketing competition, attain the purposes of “protecting the legitimate interests
of patent holders, encouraging invention and creation, promoting the application of inventions,
improving the capacity of creation, and accelerating the technological progress and social development”.
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Abstract To clarify the relationship between University intellectual property management and
university scientific and technological achievement transformation is an important guarantee of
effectively realizing the transformation of sci-tech achievements. There is an interactive relationship
between the University intellectual property management and the transformation of sci-tech
achievements, handling the relationship between the two scientifically and properly would help to
strengthen IPR management. This paper aims to analyze the factors constraining the transformation of
sci-tech achievements of higher institutions through three stages of the process of intellectual property
management that including the formation of intellectual property stage, the effective use of stage and
phase of the use of intellectual property strategy, and then tries to put forward some helpful measures to
strengthen the intellectual property management and enhance the ability of university technology
transformation.
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1 Introduction
There is an interactive relationship between the university intellectual property management and
the transformation of scientific and technological achievements, handling the relationship between the
two scientifically and properly would help to strengthen Intellectual property protection management.
University as one of the largest producer, the issue of the protection of its intellectual property rights has
caused the practical and theoretical circles of great concern. Researching on the protection of intellectual
property and technology transfer, domestic scholars have carried out more in-depth research, and have
achieved some results. Some scholars, from the perspective of college’s science research management,
have a research on intellectual property protection, such as Wang Shiheng think that the unbalanced
phenomenon existing in patents with other results in the management efforts is prevalent in the work of
University intellectual property protection and management, what’s more he believes that the weak
awareness of protection of researchers is a reason to cause great loss of intellectual property. From the
perspective of technological innovation, Song Huiling studied the interaction between technological
innovation and come up with some suggestions on intellectual property protection. However, the article
researches on university intellectual property management and scientific and technological
achievements transformation from the perspective of management, aims to analyze the factors
constraining the transformation of sci-tech achievements of higher institutions, and then tries to put
forward some helpful measures to strengthen the intellectual property management and enhance the
ability of university technology transformation.

2 The Dialectical Relationship Between University Intellectual Property Management
and University Scientific and Technological Achievement Transformation
University intellectual property management is a kind of management activities and process, which
university administrators utilize, create, transfer and use resources in knowledge through the use of
policy-making, planning, organization and control by the development of knowledge and innovation
ability, to create wealth increase competitiveness and promoting the development of the organization.
Intellectual property management institutions mainly include intellectual property rights promotion and
intellectual property market supervision, intellectual property rights and contract management and
intellectual property legal affairs and handle the disputes. The process of university intellectual property
management can be divided into three stages, which including the formative stages of intellectual
property, Effective use of intellectual property and using intellectual property strategy.
University scientific and technological achievements transformation is college, by digging their
own resources and exploiting their own technological advantages to enhance levels of productivity,
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conduct scientific and technological achievements which is practical value generated by scientific
research and technological development, in the subsequent trial and development, application and
promotion to form the new products and new technologies and materials, to develop new industries. it
has some characteristics such as the diversity of forms, function and value of integrated and multi-tasks,
its essence is integration of production, academia, and research, and its ultimate purpose is to enhance
competitiveness and the overall national strength and strengthen institutions of higher technology
radiation and social services functional ( Xu Ping, 2008).
Scientific and technological achievements transformation is kind of integrated innovation through
technical means to achieve market value and commercial purposes, which combined technology and
economy, for guidance and standards of market effects. Putting intellectual property into real
productivity is not a spontaneous, but by the people managing and coordinating intellectual property to
achieve. Intellectual property management and scientific and technological achievement transformation
contact with each other, complementally and mutually reinforcing, both jointly promote technological
progress and economic development through Integration with each other and the coordinated
development. Protection of intellectual property is the basis and guarantee of achieving scientific and
technological achievement transformation.
Firstly, intellectual property system effectively promote scientific and technological achievement
transformation in a free market economy and it is also an important means to manage and protect
intellectual property, the protective functions not only endow the people who created knowledge and
innovated achievement with the legal rights but also prevent the other without the sanction of the owner
from using the results and getting profits with lawless actions, so that can provide legal indemnification
of protecting the legitimate rights and interests of creators of knowledge and encouraging innovation
and action. Thus, strengthening intellectual property management and in-depth implementation of the
intellectual property system have an important function of safeguarding, encouraging and promoting to
boost technological innovation and accelerate the industrialization of scientific and technological
achievements and enhance scientific and technological competitiveness.
Secondly, the development of scientific and technological achievement transformation plays a
positive role in raising the level of intellectual property management. Scientific and technological
achievement transformation boom that gives birth to a growing number of independent intellectual
property rights, creates new demands on intellectual property management, and then promotes
continuous improvement and development of the intellectual property system. University is an
important place of science and technology innovation system in China, and is also the growing point and
the radiant sources of high-tech. In the mist of innovation in scientific and technological achievements,
reforming the existing management system, establishing a healthy interest guarantee mechanism,
reducing the loss of intellectual property and exploring the new era of technological transformation of
the results of successful experiences and operation mode, all of them have irreplaceable important role
in improving the level of the intellectual property management (Xu Ping, 2008).
Thirdly, there is an interactive relationship between development of scientific and technological
achievement transformation and level of intellectual property management. The function of scientific
and technological progress and economic development comes true primarily through the innovation and
transformation of university scientific and technological achievements. If no protection of intellectual
property rights, there could be no fair and just competition environment and system security, not to
mention motivate a large number of invention and innovation and technology achievements.
Universities as a source of national scientific and technological innovation, only regarding the slogan ,in
a strategic height, that “enhance the ability of independent innovation and building an innovative
country,” as a jumping-off place, carefully studying the theory and practice of intellectual property
management issues, can we create the environment to encourage innovation, promote scientific and
technological achievements into practical productive forces ,better ensure that the promotion of
scientific and technological achievement transformation and promote national economic development
and enterprise development in a steady stream of power.

3 Analysis on Constraints of Scientific and Technological Achievement
Transformation in the Process of University Intellectual Property Management
Scientific and Technological Achievements have increasingly become the new driving force of
promoting the institutions, enterprises and socio-economic development. The transformation efficiency
has a direct impact on the progress of human science and technology and socio-economic sustainable
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development. However, there are so many problems in the process of university intellectual property
management, for instance, awareness of intellectual property protection is weak, the shortage of funds
and administration and management system are not sound, which have seriously hampered and impeded
the efficiency and capacity of scientific and technological achievement transformation .
3.1 During the stage of the formation of intellectual property rights
Because of the shorter time that our colleges carrying out the work of IPR, a common issue exist in
institutions is that the awareness of intellectual property protection was not strong. For a long time,
Chinese universities has been the number of published papers, several research projects, research
funding number, identification number and the outcome of such award-winning technology as the main
aspects of work requirements, and often take these indices as a professional titles, promotion incentives,
an important indicator of performance appraisal. In the “results-light patent” policy orientation, the
teachers have poor sensitivity for patent protection, lack of market values and sense of competition,
emphasis on the assessment of academic standards, despise the exertion of economic benefits. The root
cause leading to this undesirable situation is due to the intellectual property rights protection system was
established late, it is the propaganda that intellectual property protection and implementation and the
principal influences of intellectual property strategy do not work well. Management system is still
imperfect, tendency exist for a long time in focusing on results-oriented incentives and a long paper
published and looking down on patents and trade secrets (Yang Fang, 2009). On the other hand,
objectively owing to a long time of patent grand licensing, while the return of the papers and rewards is
much faster, which has become one of the leading reasons of teachers are not positive in patent
application.
3.2 During the stage of effective use
According to relevant provisions, colleges should set up a patent fund and give a person prize, who
has gained the patent. But, at present our college is not the case, although some universities with patent
fund, it is also seriously inadequate. If the inventor wants to apply for a patent, most expenditure needs
discussion group or individuals to pay. In addition, universities of china now is widespread lack of
intellectual property management funds, in recent years, the phenomenon that early termination of
university patents suspended has happened frequently, which, to some extent, directly related to a
serious shortage of maintenance costs. What is more, conversion and transfer of scientific and
technological achievements in some Chinese universities is not market-oriented, ignorance the search of
patent literature, as a result, unable to understand and grasp the level of domestic and international
development trend of the latest technology, contributing to transformation seriously out of line with the
market (Dong Jianzhen, 2006). Besides, some university teachers rather pay attention to the number of
patent applications than to quality, leading to the ratio that realization of the true sense of scientific and
technological achievements transformation and industrialization is relatively low, and poor prospects for
application.
3.3 During the stage of the use of intellectual property strategy
3.3.1 Knowledge management institutions are not perfect, scientific and technological achievements
transfer protection is missing
According to official statistics, the majority of colleges and universities in China have not
improved intellectual property management organizations, and even without special management.
Generally science and technology department of colleges took the management of intellectual property
matters, that is concurrently in charge of science and technology department, and the management
activities are limited to general day to day transactions. The management of intellectual property
management work is often limited to the level of scientific research, the scope of intellectual property
management, involving mainly patent application, the contract signed for; lack of intellectual property
rights protection and implementation of the creativity and the overall management, such management
pattern not only abate enthusiasm of researchers and teachers pursuing science and technology
innovation but also restrain the further development of innovative. Therefore, this will inevitably lead to
management responsibilities are not clear, low management level, management loopholes. On the
system aspect, a scientific and normative management system has not yet established, management
policies and systems are not strictly or even incomplete. Once this case of intellectual property disputes
were happened, university laws, policies, and measures cannot protect the themselves and their teachers
interests from suffering or from damaging, that also will inevitably cause a huge loss of intellectual
property.
3.3.2 Management regulations imperfect, transformation of sci-tech achievement has no chapter to
follow
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The current management system of intellectual property in China is mainly imperfect. First, patent
management of sci-tech achievements in the innovation process system is imperfect, R & D project yet
to be established, it is common to exist a problem that focus more on application less on conversion;
second, the lack of funding for special funds to protect intellectual property. Although some of the patent
offices established a fund or incentive systems, but lack of funds or funds not in time, serious impact on
the applicants to innovation; third, there is no mediating patent disputes and dealing with the
establishment of relevant mechanisms, the lack of intellectual property rights disputes and litigation
costs and other specialized (Chen Yafen, Chen Yiyuan, 2009).

4 Countermeasures of Strengthening the Intellectual Property Management and
Promoting the Transformation of Scientific and Technological Achievements
4.1 To adopt various measures to strengthen awareness of intellectual property rights in its
forming process.
The universities’ intellectual property managers’ attention to laws and regulations relating to
intellectual property is closely linked with whether they have fulfilled their duty and effectively
implemented the related regulations. Hence, in order to promote the managers’ awareness, we need to
formulate and implement training program concerning intellectual property rights protection and
management to make them well acknowledged of the country’s existing laws and rules, to learn from
cases home and abroad about intellectual property rights’ creation, protection and management, and to
effectively enhance the awareness of intellectual property management. Besides, in the process of
improving the quality of the staff members, we can enhance the propaganda and education by following
their example and working experiences as well as holding seminars and workshops, setting up
compulsory courses, popularizing the legal law of patent, copyright, trademark, the anti-unfair
competition and knowledge of intellectual property management expertise and education on typical
cases to comprehensively improve the university staff members’ and workers’ intellectual property
rights protection and management standards and strengthening its ability to compete with self-protection
consciousness.
4.2 Establishing incentive mechanism to economize the investment
The government should improve the funds to universities and colleges on their intellectual property
rights protection and management, such as setting up special protection fund administration to offer
support and investment to the patent application and patent maintenance, intellectual property rights
training and disputes dealing. In addition, the various institutions of higher education themselves must
actively seek financing channels and procedures for the scientific and technological innovation to
effectively improve the output of colleges and universities intellectual property rights. This can not only
safely fund the intellectual achievements of teachers in colleges and technical personnel, but provide
good material foundation for innovation, protection and management of institutional intellectual
property rights. At the same time, we should establish effective incentive mechanisms, such as awarding
the patented technological innovation with property rights; attaching more importance to patented
technology innovation in the assessment of college teachers and scientific and technical personnel,
which means, listing the implementation of patented technology innovation as one important index for
their evaluation, promotion ,salary increase and special treatment. The guidance of incentive mechanism
enables the universities to link their interests with the importance being attached to intellectual property
rights and inspire themselves greatly in the protection and management.
4.3 Employing the intellectual property strategy to perfect the intellectual property management
system
First, try to establish a unified intellectual property management system and strengthen the team
building. The establishment of this unified management institution and its independence and overall
regulation becomes the key factor of maintaining management work and promoting the scientific and
technological transformation. As a college’s intellectual management level and quality has a direct effect
on the efficiency and effect of the management, it is necessary to strengthen the building of management
team, attach much importance to the staff training, improve their professional level, make sure the duty
is clearly distributed and carried out and make mobilize the power of management staff. All these will
establish a better environment for the intellectual property management and technological innovation
and make sure the two can develop in a balanced and sustainable way.
Second, the scientific and technological achievements system needs to be reformed quickly;
besides, the creation and protection of intellectual property must go through every step of the
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commercialization of research outputs. We have to establish and gradually perfect the concerning
systems of universities’ intellectual property’s protection and management, such as: patent retrieval
system of research & development project approval, supervision and control system of the process,
patent application, management system in authorization and commercialization, relevant systems of the
intermediation and settlement towards patent disputes, etc. What’s more, we should make full play of
the universities’ key role as the main body of research outputs commercialization, creation and
application of intellectual property, strengthen the close cooperation in production, study and research,
promote the commercialization of research outputs and improve the technology innovation capacity to
make contribution to the establishment of innovation-oriented country.
Third, to regulate the management of scientific and technological achievements through intellectual
property regulations, it is also necessary to establish a personnel system that conforms to the university
reality and that is conducive to scientific research transformation. For example, to encourage the
teachers and researchers to give instructions to the enterprises is one of the methods. Thus, the
researchers can catch the latest information and apply it to the transformation of the university scientific
and technological achievements and conduct their applied research according to the market needs.

5 Conclusion
Scientific and technological achievements from colleges and universities have increasingly become
the new driving force to promote universities, enterprises and socio-economic development and its
transformation efficiency has a direct impact on the progress of human science and technology and
socio-economic sustainable development. However, the weak awareness of intellectual property
protection, lack of management funds, imperfect management system and many other problems have
already become an obstacle to the transformation efficiency and power of those scientific and
technological achievements. theoretical research and empirical analysis shows that only scientifically
and reasonably handle the relationship between intellectual property management and transformation of
scientific and technological achievements, to develop a clear strategic goal of intellectual property rights,
continue to strengthen IPR awareness, improve intellectual property management system, improving
intellectual property management level can help to strengthen management of intellectual property,
enhance the ability of results transferring to the university intellectual property rights and can make the
work of scientific and technological achievements transformation into a new stage of development.
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Abstract Sci-tech Finance is an important component of financial development , and the combination
of technology and finance is a win-win. Based on the theories of sci-tech finance development, this
article analyzes current situation of the sci-tech financial development in Hubei province of China and
the progresses that have been made in the construction of platform of Sci-tech financing, pilot project of
sci-tech insurance and the government’s promotion of sci-tech finance. This article also points out the
relatively low level of sci-tech Finance. The fundamental reason of this situation is the lack of sound
institution, that is, the lack of property rights of scientific and technological enterprises, government’s
market awareness, effective co-ordination mechanism, integral credit guarantee system and motivation
of mechanisms of financial innovation. So intitutional innovation should be the starting point to promote
the development of sci-tech finance.
Keywords Sci-tech finance; Institutional constraints; Institutional innovation

1 Introduction
Sci-tech Finance studies the relationship of technology, finance development and economy growth,
discusses the influence of the input, creation and conversion of science and technology on finance
development and economy growth and analyzes the long-run influence of financial variable on
technology and economy growth. As a component of theories of financial development, though the
study of sci-tech financial development started later than theories of financial development, the
combination of technology and finance began earlier than the theories of financical development. The
development of America. is a whole history of the combination of technology and finance, and it is "the
technology innovation and progress promoted by financial market and the new concept and the enduring
vitality of financial market put into by technology innovation". Schumpeter first analyzes the
combination of technology and finance, he discusses the influence of bank system on technology
innovation in his book "Theory of Economic Development"(1912), and he believes the sound banks
could promote technology innovation by recognizing and supporting the entrepreneurs who can
successfully commercialize and industrialize innovative products. In the 70s of 20th century, after
McKinnon and Shaw proposed the theory of "Financial Repression" and "Financial Deepening"(1973),
the theories of Sci-tech Finance had made great progress. Scholars discuss the positive relationship of
financial development and technology innovation(Hannan,McDowell,1984;Saint-Paul, 1992; Rin, 1997;
Stulz, 2003; Keuschning,2002;Casamatta, 2003),and analyze the effect on using technology innovation
to reduce transaction costs and promote economic growth by testing the domestic and abroad
data(King,Levine,1993;Tadesse,2007;Canepa,Stoneman,2008;Benfratello,Schiantarelli,Sembenelli,2007
;Samaniego,Ilyina,2008;Gorodnichenko,Schnitzer,2010). In China, the study of Sci-tech financial
development began later, but is developing fast. The studies mainly focus on the influence of financial
structure, capital market, venture investment even the policy finance on sci-tech finance and researchers
believe the improvement of financial development is the "booster" of technology development and
innovation(Lv Wei,2002;Wang Songqi,2005; Gu Shengzu,Hong Qunlian,Zhang Xiang,2007; Lu
Jingui,Chen Zhenquan,2009). The institutional problems of sci-tech financial development are not
systematically discussed neither in domestic or abroad studies. This article mainly analyzes the
constraint factors of sci-tech financial deepening based on the current situation of Sci-tech financial
development in Hubei Province and points out the fundamental reason of the low level of Sci-tech
Finance is the unsound institution and the way to promote sci-tech financial development is institutional
innovation. The whole article is structured as follows: section 1 analyzes the current situation of Sci-tech
financial development in Hubei Province from the prospective of achievement and problems; section 2
discusses the instituitonal dilemma faced by sci-tech financial development in Hubei province of China;
section 3 points out the institutional innovation way of deepening sci-tech financial development in
Hubei province of China.
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2 The Current Situation of Sci-tech Financial Development in Hubei Province
As an important province with science and dducation resources, Hubei province has positively
participated in the national science and technology development. The combination of technology and
finance began from the 90s of 20th century and has made great progress.
One of the achievements of sci-tech financial development in Hubei province is the service system
form of the financing platform of technology enterprises and the quantity of technology loan is growing
fast. For instance, by the end of 2008, the quantity of technology loan has reached RMB879.538 million
Yuan. There are technology banks established particularly for high-tech industries, technology
enterprises and high-tech zone. On 29th of September in 2009, the Guanggu brunch of Hankou Bank
was established and it became the first technology bank that serves for the Small and Medium
Technology Enterprises. This bank offers many innovative products of loan financing, such as Patent
Pledge, Pledge Receivables, Equity Mortgage and Intellectual Property Rights Pledge. Apart from this,
many banks have signed Strategic Cooperation Agreement with Science and Technology Department of
Hubei province and other relevant authorities. At present, many banks, such as Bank of
Communications, Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, Commercial Bank of Wuhan, Merchants
Bank and Pudong Development Bank, have signed Cooperation Agreement of Technology Incubator
Financing Mechanisms. These cooperation agreements do not only cover the whole city of Wuhan, but
also reach the other cities in Hubei province of China. For instance, the Science and Technology
Department of Huangshi have signed agreements with Merchants Bank about construct platform of
Sci-tech Finance and the Mechanisms of Sci-tech Loan Cooperation. The achievements of construction
of technology business and investment system are notable and the “Business and Investment Guide
Fund has been established. Especially in 2008, the fund has collected about 100 million Yuan as guiding
fund and founded four business and investment institutions by introducing funds, institutions and human
resources from other provinces. Another achievement is the initial results of Pilot Technology Insurance.
By the end of October of 2008, the Technology Insurance Premium Income has reached up to RMB8.58
million Yuan and the Risk Insurance Coverage, RMB2.52 billion Yuan. And there are total 58
enterprises engaged in this insurance, besides, the compensation amount is 203 thousand Yuan. The
Science and Technology Department of Wuhan have arranged RMB4 million Yuan as insurance subsidy
for high-tech enterprises from the R&D Funds. The third achievement is the government has become the
promoter of sci-tech financial development and Innovation. On the condition of fast development of
Sci-tech Finance in Hubei Province, the Donghu High-tech Zone of Wuhan, which is approved for the
national high technology development zone, was approved for the National Independent Innovation
Demonstration Zone after the Zhongguancun of Beijing was approved. The Donghu Zone has got the
right to apply the Equity Incentive Pilot Program and the Deepening Pilot Program of Sci-tech Finance
Reform and Innovation. This does not only bring the Donghu Zone new development opportunities, but
also brings the whole province the chance to deepen Sci-tech Finance.
However, the sci-tech financial development is being faced with notable problems: firstly, the
channel of Sci-tech Financing is very narrow. Though the System of Sci-tech Financing and Service
begins to take shape, the Technology Enterprises heavily rely on the money from banks. And the
quantity of loan is at a low level. As a result, the proportion of loans from financial institutions in total
loans is less than 3%. Moreover, there are lack of Equity Financing and Margin. In 2009, the city of
Wuhan issued Small and Medium Enterprises Small Collection of Trust which is worth of 200 million
Yuan. But this progress has met many difficulties and not lived up to its anticipative issuing scale.
Though the city of Wuhan has decided to increase the scale of Small and Medium Enterprises Small
Collection of Trust and established multi-level structure of bond financing, the program is only under
the stage of survey and investigation. Secondly, the deepening level of technology insurance is not high
enough. The deepening level, which is measured by the proportion of premium income in GDP or the
proportion of premium income in all kinds of insurance, is still very low even after Wuhan became the
Technology Insurance Pilot City in 2007. Thirdly, the sci-tech financial development in Hubei province
is unbalanced. The city of Wuhan in China is developing the fastest, but the levels of the outside areas of
Wuhan are on the uneven level. The city of Huangshi is in the second place, but in other cities, such as
Yichang and Jingzhou in Province of China, the Sci-tech Finance is developing relatively slow.

3 Institutional Constraints on Sci-tech Finance in Hubei
Advanced financial system and environment are the guarantees of the technology development and
innovation. Meanwhile, the development of technology and innovation could boost the economy growth
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including the finance industry and financial modernization in return. The two aspects are in a positive
relationship. Moreover, the system could boost the deepening of the relationship. The reason for the low
level of Sci-tech Finance in Hubei province lies on the unsound system of sci-tech finance development.
The first aspect is the lack of Property Rights of Scientific and Technological Enterprises. The second is
the lack of government’s market awareness. The third is the ineffective co-ordination mechanism. The
fourth is the unsound integral credit guarantee system and the fifth is the lack of motivation of
mechanisms of financial innovation.
3.1 The lack of property rights of scientific and technological enterprises
The scientific and technological enterprises in Hubei province are mainly small and medium
enterprises. They are faced with the similar financing difficulties like other small and medium
enterprises, that is, the scientific and technological enterprises are the typical enterprises with no funds,
guarantees or collaterals. But this is not the fundamental problem. The key problem is the lack of
Property Rights of Scientific and Technological Enterprises. The property rights problem mainly lies on
that the own rights of the technology properties are ambiguous. Such kinds of enterprises are mainly
based on universities or research centers, which belong to these universities or research centers.
However, as a result of bifurcation on the own rights of the technologies developed, the property rights
are lack of main body. Thus, these enterprises may not be well managed and the accounting system may
be unsound. As a consequence, on one hand, these enterprises could hardly get loans from banks; on the
other, they can not get financed in the financial market. What’s worse, the property rights market in
Hubei Province is not so advanced, so the supportive effect is not notable.
3.2 The lack of government’s market awareness
The lack of government’s market awareness represents on that the input effect of technology is not
significant. The government plays a positive role in sci-tech financial development and devotes the most
funds in this field. But the kind of devoted funds is free so that it could not change these enterprises’
reliance on government and low level of participation. So the government input could not bring about
the Leverage Effect.
3.3 The Lack of sound co-ordination mechanism
Because of the limitation of the small and medium enterprises, they also have contradictions with
financial institutions. Though a great of effort has been made, the problem has not been settled. That is,
there is no co-ordination mechanism among government, enterprises and financial institutions to
allocate financial resources for the purposes of making a better environment for the sci-tech finance
dDevelopment. This could especially makes those graduates with great passion on carving out break out
just because of the lack of start capital, or makes these enterprises get financed by relative way or geo
way.
3.4 The unsound credit guarantee system
From 2007, China has issued many collection notes of Small and Medium Enterprises(SMEs), with
the total collected money over 200 million Yuan. As an innovative method of direct debt financing for
these enterprises, collection notes are recognized by the market, but this also represents the low level of
the Credit Guarantee System. At present, apart from Sichuan Province, the city of Chongqing and Hei
Longjiang province of China, Hubei province is positively preparing for the issuing of Collection Notes
of Small and Medium Enterprises in order to construct the bond financing structure consisting of
collection notes of Small and Medium Enterprises, district financing platform and cities and provinces
financing platform. The credit guarantee system represents the trend of multi-structure developing and
the method of funding has changed from the government-leading way to the market-leading way, but the
problem lies on the unsound system. One of the main problems is the relatively small scale of credit
guarantee institutions. There are many guarantee companies can not achieve the Registered capital
requirement and the guarantee premium is at a high level, sometimes at the level of tens of thousands of
Yuan, which makes the contradiction between enterprises and banks. Another problem is the lack of
effective quantitative index to evaluate the credit level of small and medium enterprises. The third
problem is the lack of risk diversification and compensation mechanisms. There are about 120 Credit
Guarantee Institutions in Hubei Province, the proportion of compensatory damage in total credit
guarantee is less than 1%, which is lower than the national criterion-5%.The fourth problem is the
unbalanced practice and policies. For instance, the Hubei Province sets the cost of compensating,
discharging and transferring, and the registration department should relief some cost according to the
government’s provisions. But in the practice, some small guarantee companies breach these provisions.
3.5 The lack of motivation of mechanisms of financial innovation
Similar with most small and medium enterprises, this kinds of enterprises in Hubei province are
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faced with the long period of time to be maturity and the uncertain risk, so the development of these
enterprises does not only rely on the support of funds, but also on the financial service offered by the
financial system according to different stages. And this must be made by the effective financial
innovative mechanism which could create appropriate products to satisfy the financing demands of these
enterprises. At present, Hubei Province is lack of sound financial innovation mechanisms. Though the
authorities and banks could offer financial products such as patent pledge, pledge receivables, equity
mortgage and intellectual property rights pledge, these products are of narrow extension and their clients
are mainly those from the Donghu zone. For those technology enterprises that are in the period of
growing, the services banks could offer are still traditional ones.

4 The Institutional Innovation to Deepen Sci-tech Financial Development in
Hubei Province
The sci-tech financial development should be deepened by settling the system problems, that is, to
improve the environment of the property rights and the government’s market awareness, establish the
co-ordination mechanisms of financing and strengthen the construction of credit guarantee system and
boost the impetus of Financial Innovation.
4.1 Improve the environment of the property rights
Small and medium enterprises are faced with problems about property rights and the difficulties in
property rights trading. So the property rights reform is the key step to enhance the combination of the
technology small and medium enterprises and finance. First of all, the main body of corporate property
rights and ultimate ownership should be definitude, especially for the technology enterprises based on
universities and research centers. Moreover, the platform effect of property rights dxchange enter
should be improved in order to facility the industrialization of technology products and the development
of small and medium enterprises.
4.2 Improve the government’s market awareness
The enhancement of government’s market awareness depends on the change of the funding channel,
that is, from the government-leading pattern to market-leading pattern, in order to scale up the amount
of outlay. At present, many encouragement measures have been taken to facility the support from policy
and commercial banks to technology enterprises, but this is not enough. On one hand, the policy banks
should be guided to offer services in R&D. On the other hand, the credit management system should be
established on the condition of commercial banks’ risk control, and with the help of media, the influence
of commercial banks that greatly support small and medium enterprises with great potentials could be
expended.
4.3 Establish the co-ordination mechanisms of financing
In China, the combination of technology and finance began earlier and is developing fast, but there
is always lack of co-ordination mechanisms of financing. It is better to establish particular co-ordination
institutions. These institutions are not merely responsible for the co-ordination of technology and
finance, but also for building and maintaining sci-tech financical resources database. The database
should be open and transparent in order to offer a strong data platform for the researchers of sci-tech
finance.
4.4 Strengthen the construction of credit guarantee system
To strengthen the construction of credit guarantee system, firstly, the credit database of enterprises
should be founded with the help of the sci-tech finance co-ordination Institution; secondly, the scale of
guarantee institutions could be enlarged by developing commercial guarantee institutions; thirdly,
establishing guarantee institutions that is composed of membership small and medium enterprises could
reduce and diversify risk; fourthly, the disjoint of practice and policy could be coped with by increasing
confiscated income.
4.5 Boost the impetus of financial innovation
The impetus of financial innovation comes both from the government and market which means the
development of sci-tech banks. The number of sci-tech banks is too small to satisfy the demand of
financial service. So from the aspect of government, it is better to enhance the support of the outlay and
establish more sci-tech banks with no constraints market economy. From the aspect of market,
commercial banks should transform from the traditional management pattern of pursuing margins to
developing more financial product to earn more profit.
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5 Conclusions
The interaction between technology and finance could not only facility the Financial development
theories, but also improve the quantity and quality of the economy. Based on the current situation of
Sci-tech financial development in Hubei Province, this article points out the main problems of sci-tech
financial development are the low level of Institutional innovation and it is better to facility the
development of technology and finance by improving the environment of the property rights, enhancing
the government’s market awareness, establishing the co-ordination mechanisms of financing,
strengthening the construction of credit guarantee system and boosting the impetus of financial
innovation. But there are some inadequate as follows: this article is lack of positive analysis between the
technology and finance development and discussion of the causality of them; this article does not
analyze the short-run and long-run influence on economic growth from the combination of the
technology and finance from theory and positive analysis aspect. And these inadequate are the directions
of the future study.
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Abstract The scientific research institute is an knowledge concentrated organization which works for
knowledge innovation. Due to the variety of understandings, people define the knowledge management
differently. This thesis analyzes the research background, necessity, contents and range of knowledge
management in agricultural scientific research institutionT the authors put forward the point that the
core values of knowledge management is tacit knowledge transfering into explicit knowledge, which is
assumed to throw light on knowledge management in practicing and set up the theoretical system of
knowledge management.
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1 Introduction
The universal application of information technology has triggered profound changes in the
traditional scientific research methods. The extent and speed of possession, distribution, development
and utilization of knowledge resources will become key factors to occupy the dominant position of
international science and technology, and economy, and also serve as important support and basic
security conditions for national technology innovation system. Wide practice has proved that knowledge
management and knowledge sharing can increase the company’s competitiveness and promote
agricultural research institutions in the same way.

2 Enlightenment from Knowledge Management Studies on Foreign Agricultural
Research Field
In March 2001, a seminar on strategic plan for global knowledge sharing was held in Washington
USA. Participants included information management personnel, information technology experts and
research management personnel from the National Agricultural Library, United Nations FAO, and 13
centers of CGIAR organization. They discussed the global knowledge sharing strategy plan [global
knowledge sharing strategic planning (GKS)], set off a worldwide wave of knowledge management
research. GKS strategy is to address how to spread the knowledge produced by CG organization or
knowledge jointly produced by CG organization and its partners, and how to use resources to let CG
organizations researchers and its partners access to information and knowledge. The development idea
of DKG is to find out the knowledge status owned within CG organization now, to develop and
implement common tools that facilitate information and knowledge sharing and let information
management professionals combine together with research projects. The specific method is to establish
electronic document delivery services for special working group to assess joint procurement and
implementation (ARIEL or other methods); set up a union catalog for information that CG organizations
library owns. Maintain SRLS database; complete the list of CG electronic resources catalog (IPGRI
prototype); prepare and develop a CG organization scientists catalog; establish and develop CG
organizations publications database; develop CG Organization Video Library / re-design and modify the
library web page [1].
Economic Research Service (ERS) of U.S. Department of Agriculture has launched a knowledge
management project (PMS). Currently, the project goes into service internally. The content recorded
within the gateway includes the latest research, ongoing projects, personnel information and so on. It
may be updated weekly, and each researcher must, within one week, put the latest research report,
published articles, and the work progress on the intranet, so that information and knowledge within the
organization can be shared.
U.S. National Agricultural Library has utilized metadata (METADATA) XML extensible markup
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language to collect on-line resources to provide customer service. AGNIC of National Agricultural
Library access to the Internet as per topics, realizing remote access knowledge inquiry, and now there
are more than 50 organizations being involved [2].
Cornell University Agricultural Library is also actively promoting knowledge management
construction on professionals, by advancing personal professional website and personal website,
encouraging persons with different professional backgrounds to put their interested knowledge online on
a regular basis for the knowledge sharing [2].
The development and application of the above knowledge management activities abroad will
enlighten us well for timely research knowledge management and application. It prompted us to conduct
relevant research for involving the world of knowledge management research.

3 Background and Opportunity of Knowledge Management Research on Chinese
Agricultural Sector
In the mid to late 1990s, with the gradual penetration of the domestic information construction, the
modern information technology represented by computer technology and the Internet are increasingly
widespread in agricultural production and research applications. The China Agricultural Science and
Technology Information Network were opened in 1997, and in 1998 the research and development
projects of Chinese Agricultural Research Information System (ARIS) were launched. In 2001, the basic
database and shared services platform construction of China Agricultural Science and Technology are
under way, and in the meanwhile, the research and development were performed on agriculture digital
library, which has provided technical support and a working basis for management of agricultural
science and technology.
The research and development projects of China Agricultural Research Information System (ARIS)
put forward a set of "Agricultural Research Information System Management Modes", for providing a
theoretical basis to knowledge management and research[2] through systematic research and analysis.
Both Agricultural technology structural reforms and agricultural technology management put
forward new demands. China's agriculture has entered a new period of development, and thus set the
new task for innovation and development of agricultural science and technology, requiring the
Agricultural Science and Technology Company continues to advance structural reforms of agricultural
science and technology, and speed up agricultural technological innovation. It is recognized that the
knowledge management can promote the structural reforms of agricultural technology system,
technology management and technological innovation.
Information sharing will promote the knowledge sharing. Since 2000, the implementation of major
national science and technology elementary projects has promoted the construction and sharing services
of China's agricultural science and technology basic database. In recent years, the department of Science
and Technology work jointly with other relevant departments to push the construction on scientific data
sharing service platform, and promote information sharing so as to offer referential work basis to the
sharing of knowledge.
There are some problems existing in agricultural research institutions in new period, but in the
meanwhile, new opportunity are presented to the knowledge management research.

4 The Management Core
of
Knowledge-explicitize Tacit Knowledge

Agricultural

Research

Institution

Knowledge can be divided into explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge. The core of agricultural
research institutions knowledge management aims to changing tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge,
for applying to knowledge management. Research shows that 90% knowledge of the research
institutions is tacit. Therefore, throughout the process of knowledge management, the issue of tacit
knowledge transformation has been reflected in all aspects. Whether develop a knowledge management
system for knowledge association and knowledge map expression, and the use of information
technology networks, or concrete applications under the knowledge management, such as scientific &
research management, intelligence management, competitive intelligence, and organizational innovation
etc., all they have promoted the agricultural research institutions’ tacit knowledge transformation
towards explicit knowledge from different perspectives.
Explicit knowledge can be articulated by using of formal language, which is easy for knowledge
transmission between each human, including literature and data. With the development of computer and
network technology, it is more easy and convenient to access and organize the explicit knowledge that
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are processed by digital or database information technology. As the explicit knowledge and tacit
knowledge are mutually reciprocal, and can be mutually transformed, it can be either explicit knowledge
or tacit knowledge at the same time from different point.
4.1 Concept and characteristics of tacit knowledge
Tacit knowledge is proposed by the British scientist and philosopher Michael Polanyi (Michael
Polanyi) in 1958 [3]. Polanyi said: “There are two kinds of human knowledge. The one that is often
described as knowledge is only one type of knowledge, which is expressed in written text, diagrams and
mathematical formulas, while the one not described is another type of knowledge, like what we owned
during doing operating something. ” Polanyi has a classic analogy on tacit knowledge, that is: “We can
recognize one person's face in thousands of faces. However, in general, we can not tell how we
recognize this face.”
Tacit knowledge has the following characteristics:
(1) Tacitness: Polanyi pointed out that the tacit knowledge is essentially an understanding, a kind of
comprehension. It is difficult to explicitly state and logically present the tacit knowledge, which is
achievement of non-verbal intellectual activities of humans.
(2) Individuality: tacit knowledge generally exists in the minds of individuals, which is hard to pass
through the normal form (for example, school education, mass media and other forms) to, but can
transfer in a special way (e.g. “ master grant”) .
(3) Irrationality: the explicit knowledge is available through the logical reasoning process of people,
therefore it can be reflected rationally, while tacit knowledge is gained through people's physical senses
or intuition and insight, thus the tacit knowledge has irrationality characteristics, one can not rationally
criticize it.
(4) Contextuality: the tacit knowledge is always associated with a particular scene, always relying
on specific situations, which is integrative viewing on specific task and context.
(5) Culture: the tacit knowledge has stronger cultural characteristic than the explicit knowledge. It
is not separated from the concept, symbol, and knowledge system that people analyze in some certain
cultural traditions, or, people in different cultural traditions shared different tacit knowledge “system”,
including hidden natural knowledge “system”, as well as hidden social and human knowledge “system”.
(6)Occasionality and Randomness: the tacit knowledge is more casual and more occasional, and
hard to capture, so it is more difficult to gain tacit knowledge than explicit knowledge.
(7) Relativity: It has two meanings, firstly, under certain conditions, the tacit knowledge can be
transformed into explicit knowledge, and secondly, the knowledge belongs to the tacit knowledge
referring to one person, but it may become the explicit knowledge by referring to other person, and vice
versa.
4.2 Tacit knowledge of scientific research institution
With increasing development and widespread application of knowledge management ideas, the
concept of tacit knowledge is also constantly expanded and updated during the practical operation of
knowledge management. Companies with different type may have different scope of tacit knowledge.
For scientific research institution, Michael Polanyi's tacit knowledge definition showed a little narrow.
For this reason, this paper has made the following supplementary to the tacit knowledge concept and
scope of research-based company on the basis of Michael Polanyi's theory:
The tacit knowledge of scientific research institution refers to those tacit dynamic knowledge
present in the minds of scientific researchers, static tacit knowledge existing in the forms of individual
or team project applications, task books, contracts, unpublished research reports and other confidential
materials, as well as other “non-logical knowledge” tacit in the research project management process,
with no digging and sorting, including:
Strategy and planning knowledge: It mainly covers the company development goals, cultural ideas,
operation mode of institutions, planning and strategy that are specified by the leadership of scientific
research institution, as well as development strategies made by external advising experts. These tacit
knowledge have individual and relatively-hidden features.
Work proposal knowledge: It is mainly consist of management plan of human, financial and
material resources, combination, allocation schemes and methods made by middle management
department and implemented. It specifically refers to project contracts and tasks book that concentrated
reflect the head knowledge of researchers. Although this kind of knowledge has been shown by
language, words, diagrams and formulas, but due to personal protection of intellectual property
restrictions, the academic thinking condensed in the contract, task books and research reports has been
well expressed, it still can not be shared socially. It may be owned in small-scale of researchers personal
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or project team. For the research team outside, it is tacit knowledge, also has individual and relatively
hidden characteristics.
Individual head knowledge: the scientific and technological personnel of agricultural research
institutions has trained and practices the unique research ideas to analyze and solve problems through
long period of research practice , including research technical routes, methods, and angles of problem
analysis. This kind of tacit knowledge has individualistic and irrational features.
Scenarios inspired knowledge: the scientific research is primarily a thought process of
accumulation, but also of thought park by chance. These innovative ideas are not sytematized and
modelized. It often crossed one’s mind quickly, if you do not capture and fixed in time, that knowledge
will soon be forgotten. This kind of tacit knowledge is situational and contingency.
4.3 Knowledge transformation of scientific research institution
4.3.1 Knowledge transformation process
One argument considers that the so-called knowledge management refers to the management on
various transformations between tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge. Ikujiro Nonaka, a renowned
Japanese experts in knowledge management, proposed four explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge
conversion processes of grouping, externalization, integration and internalization (see Figure 1 below)[4].
Tacit Knowledge

Tacit Knowledge

Explicit Knowledge

Explicit Knowledge

Grouping

Externalization

Internalization

Integration

Figure 1 Interconversion Process of Tacit Knowledge and Explicit Knowledge
(Data sources: John van den Hoven, Information Resource Management: Foundation for Knowledge
Management.2001)

The grouping transformation process of tacit knowledge to tacit knowledge is a socialization
process of tacit knowledge. The information technology may be used to build network virtual
knowledge communities (such as BBS, etc) to achieve the “master and apprentice teaching” on tacit
socialization knowledge, realize in a wider range of the transformation process from tacit knowledge to
tacit knowledge.
The externalization transformation of tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge. Explicitize the tacit
knowledge through timely recording and explicit description of tacit knowledge. Such applications as
knowledge mining system, intelligent simulation, expert systems and other modern information
technology can greatly improve the efficiency of tacit knowledge externalization.
The integration transformation of explicit knowledge to explicit knowledge is a process of
knowledge diffusion. The tacit knowledge of scientific research institution is still disadvantaged on
fragmentary and unstructured through socialization and externalization transformation, which must be
further formatted and structured. These fragmented knowledge shall be integrated through modern
information technology, such as the application of the distributed document management, content
management, data warehouses, and others, and expressed in professional language, to promote personal
knowledge to the organization knowledge, for more people share and create organizational value.
The internalization transformation of explicit knowledge to tacit knowledge is a process, in which
systematized explicit knowledge penetrated fully into organization members. After organization
members accepted the systematized explicit knowledge, combined with external environmental factors
and then applied to work, to create new tacit knowledge. Group work, work training, electronic
community, and E-learning systems are effective means to achieve tacit of explicit knowledge.
4.3.2 Knowledge transfer means under the conditions of modern information technology
The development of modern information technology provided a good means of achieving for
knowledge transfer. Currently there has been a lot of knowledge management software platform or
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products in the market mainstream, such as: Lotus Domino / Notes produced by IBM Company, Exact
synergy produced by Netherlands Exact Company, and Oracle eBusiness Suite, ySAP.com and other
well-known large-scale e-commerce suite. In accordance with the transformation process of tacit
knowledge and explicit knowledge, these knowledge transformation means can be divided into four
categories [5]:
The “grouping” transformation mean of tacit knowledge to tacit knowledge: electronic
communities, e-mail, groupware, discussion groups, instant messaging, P2P applications, and expert
positioning system.
The externalization transformation means of tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge mainly
contains: self-service, document workflow, internal and external web content management, search
engine and text retrieval, data storage and online analysis, intelligent modeling, data mining and
knowledge mining.
The integration transformation means of explicit knowledge to explicit knowledge mainly contains:
knowledge base networking, heterogeneous database searching, data warehouses and data marts, portals,
and organization application integration.
The internalization transformation means of explicit knowledge to tacit knowledge mainly contains:
electronic communities, e-mail, groupware, discussion groups, instant messaging, P2P applications,
traditional teaching, E-learning [6].
4.3.3 Knowledge transformation of scientific research institution
From the above we can see that the tacit knowledge concept of scientific research institution is
different with the general concept of tacit knowledge. Therefore, the tacit knowledge explicitization of
scientific research-based institution has a close relationship with general information management tools,
such as office automation and document management.
(1) Explicitization of tacit knowledge
Grouping of tacit knowledge. The scientific research institution can train graduate students,
combine project team voluntarily, build effective research teams and conduct internal discussions, etc.,
for individual researchers to exchange academic ideas, to expand the scope of individual tacit
knowledge of the radiation, and to realize grouping of tacit knowledge.
Explicitization of dynamic tacit knowledge. The “personal head knowledge” and “accidental
scenarios knowledge” existing in the minds of the scientific staffs of scientific research institution can
achieve explicitization through discovering, digging, extracting, precipitation and other means. The
method of “Discovery” and “Dig” aim to embodying the academic thinking, research experience,
research methods, scientific operation and management rules in the minds of research personnel by the
report and summarizing; “extracting” is to timely record and sort out the thought sparks of researchers
through academic conferences and field reports, for producing readable, visible, and audible explicit
knowledge.
Explicitization of static tacit knowledge. For static tacit knowledge existing in the form of research
projects applications, contract, task book, concluding report, and acceptance materials, etc., the way of
document management and building a knowledge base, etc., can be used to expand the scope to share
and achieve dominant transformation.
(2) “Integration” and “solidify” of explicit knowledge
After the explicitization, the tacit knowledge of academic thought, application, contract, task books
of scientific research staff still lack of organic links and interact correlation, the integral knowledge of
institution is also short of internal logic links, need to be integrated and normalized. The way of
extracting knowledge points and knowledge map database retrieval, etc., can be applied to achieve
consolidation and normalization and the overall integration of explicit knowledge;
The development strategy knowledge, explicitized personal mind knowledge and the institution
development law of scientific research institutions can achieve solidify transformation from dynamic
explicit knowledge to static explicit knowledge through the trial, amendments, judgments and
solidifying methods. The scientific research institutions can design work systems or measures
accompanying based on the planning and formulation of the institution development strategy, and then
give a trial at work or implement temporarily; at the same time, take the form of surveys and meetings,
listen to opinions of the masses, screen and assess correctness and rationality of a variety of systems,
procedures and proposals, make adaptation amendments on a regular to Interim Measures, system and
knowledge on the trial, and solidify the dynamic explicit knowledge.
(3) Internalization of explicit knowledge
Once the tacit knowledge of innovative ideas of academic researchers is explicitized, they should
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be together with the institution’s development strategies, research programs, scientific research and
management system for a hidden “internalizing” static explicit knowledge. Scientific research
institutions may upgrade the individual or local knowledge into institution knowledge through a wide
range of literacy lectures, relying on online inquiry and learning of the knowledge management system,
etc. Preach researchers with the institution’s development strategy, key concept and planning programs
through advocacy and training, etc., and give various incentives systems to make the explicit knowledge
exerted a subtle in the minds of all scientists under the institution’s mainstream culture framework,
forming at a higher level of behavior and thinking patterns, for laying foundation for knowledge
innovation and new knowledge transformation at the next step.

5 Conclusions
As the national investment on agriculture research basis is relatively weak, it is difficult to share
the agricultural science and technology research results or knowledge assets formed; by the constraints
of traditional agricultural concept, physical material resources are highly valued, while invisible
intellectual resources are belittled; due to the long-term impact of the planned economy, the ways of
agricultural research management and organization innovation are out-of-date and thus do not meet the
requirements of knowledge management; the loss of strategic knowledge resources ( caused by
retirement of researchers or staff mobility) still exists; since China's accession to WTO, in the market
economy, agriculture will gradually go abroad, and all aspects related to agricultural production need
various types of knowledge to support; under the influence of knowledge management, the agricultural
information management organization began pay attention paid to explicit knowledge management,
such as database construction of literature books, but great importance are not attached to tacit
knowledge, that is, no ordering, non-structural knowledge, such as the important thinking of people,
innovative programs or proposals management. As the above problems existing in research institutions,
the knowledge of these institutions are scattering and such information with each other are closed;
causing the phenomenon of repeat research , leading to waste of capital and talents; knowledge assets of
these institutions can not be integrated in a comprehensive development and utilization; the overall
layout of knowledge can not meet the scientific and technological development requirements; the human
resources of long development and management have little knowledge of the explicit and tacit
knowledge, who can not achieve knowledge sharing and innovation through knowledge management.
All of these problems and results existing showed strong demands for the implementation and
application of knowledge management and research.
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Abstract Facing the change of innovation mode, how to manage and protect the intellectual
property(IP) to realize maximum benefits of enterprises becomes one of the core elements in open
innovation theory. This paper summarizes the new applications of intellectual property, such as
intellectual property licensing and transfer, intellectual property alliance, intellectual property R&D, and
intellectual property for free, in open innovation from specific examples, and utilizes two typical cases
and related data to analyze the main problems of IP management in Chinese enterprises. This paper also
develops an IP management model in enterprises in open innovation, and proposes countermeasures of
IP management by analyzing the characteristics of IP application in different stages in technical
innovation.
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1 Introduction
Enterprises begin to adopt the open innovation approach to achieve technical innovation owing to
the rapid growth of ideas, frequent employee job-hopping, as well as the improvement of research
capacity. However, adopting this new approach can present numerous challenges, including how to
manage intellectual property and where to look for beneficial external partnerships (Jill Jusko, 2009). A
study indicates the increasing privatization of knowledge domains and activities that were previously
public makes the ownership in the innovation process more conducive to technology diffusion
(Benjamin Coriat, Fabienne Ors.i, 2002). Licensing of IP, as one of the most effective means for
technology diffusion, is becoming a new commercialization strategy in technology-based firms
(HolgerKollmer, Michael Dowling, 2004), and an appropriate IP strategy can be an enabler of OI
activities (Oliver Alexy, Paola Criscuolo, Ammon Salter, 2009). Another study indicates the importance
of a strong security policy on managing who has access to what information, and this strong policy must
be balanced with sufficient openness to foster partner collaboration and not stifle the innovation process
(Michael Burkett, Ian Finley, 2007). But, legal protection strategies are a novelty in emerging business
fields. Some new situations are difficult to tackle by legal protection instruments (Martin A Bader, 2008).
In this case, informal protection mechanisms partially compensate incomplete formal mechanisms. Also,
these informal protection mechanisms can widely prevent imitation and uncontrolled knowledgespillovers across the duration of the partnership (Christiane Hipp, Ricarda B Bouncken, 2009). As a
result, in order to realize greater benefit, the enterprises should not only focus on internal legal
protection, but also pay attention to flexible use of their IP outside the enterprises. However, the studies
on IP management under the open innovation mode in China are mainly concentrated in IP management
theory (Yang Wu, 2006), IP strategy in enterprises (Hu Chenghao, Jin Minghao, 2008), property orectic
model of enterprise open innovation (Zheng Xiaoping, Liu Lijing, Jiang Meiying, 2007), the factors
affecting IP protection, and IP protection mechanisms (Tang Fangcheng, Tong Yunhuan, 2007). Most of
these studies analyze purely from legal, technological or managing perspective, lack of integrated
analysis. This work, therefore, follows an integrated approach to investigate the IP management
countermeasures according to the characteristics of IP application in different stages of technical
innovation.

2 The Impact of New IP Applications in Open Innovation
Open innovation is a term promoted by Henry Chesbrough and defined as “a paradigm that
assumes that firms can and should use external ideas as well as internal ideas, and internal and external
paths to market, as the firms look to advance their technology” (Chesbrough, H.W, 2003).This new
paradigm aims to use minimum inputs to achieve maximum return. Facing the new paradigm，firms that
focused on Know-How before pay more attention nowadays to external knowledge and Know-Who
(John Dubiansky, 2006).
2.1 New applications of IP
Because of the “open” feature, open innovation is more inclusive and flexible than closed
innovation. Besides internal R&D, the enterprises also attach importance to search, purchase and use the
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technological achievements of SMEs and other external resources. By combining of the internal and
external resources, they develop new products or technology. In this case, IP in enterprises exists in
different forms, such as self-developed IP, purchased IP, paid sharing IP and free sharing IP. New
applications of IP can be summarized as follows:
2.1.1 IP licensing and transfer
IP licensing, the permission for others to use the intellectual property right (IPR) under certain
condition in premise of the holder retain the proprietary of IP, is the ideal way to maximize the benefit.
In the progress of open innovation, IP licensing usually appears as patent licensing, especially for
cross-licensing which is the most common method and the best solution in solving the problem of
patents crossing between different enterprises. For example, in October of 2009, IBM and ASUS came
to an agreement of patent cross-licensing which ended the patent litigation between these two companies.
This agreement also became the foundation of the cooperation between IBM and ASUS. Besides the IP
licensing, IP transfer also helps the increase of enterprise’s benefit. Besides, P&G has built up an
internal criterion: its patent will be sold to other company, even its competitor, in case that this patent
can not be converted into internal productivity. IBM also positively divides up its value chain and gets
significant return from selling out its patent.
2.1.2 IP alliance
IP alliance mainly refers to patent alliance or patent pool in the process of technical innovation. It
forms with related patents for the common interests among enterprises. During the early market
competition, APPLE refused to cooperate with other companies because of its preponderance on both
hardware and software technology. At the time of APPLE refusing others, IBM chose to cooperate with
Microsoft and Intel. Profiting from this labor division, IBM won in the marketing competition, because
their product performance had significant progress and finally exceeded that of APPLE. This kind of IP
alliance, such as the cooperation between IBM, Microsoft and Intel, can efficiently change the
competitive situation and environment in a short time and bring multiple benefits to the enterprise.
2.1.3 IP cooperative R&D
Cooperative R&D, such as developing cooperation projects between enterprises or building up
R&D center at university for Industry-University cooperation, is a main path for enterprises to obtain
new IP in open innovation. The Industry-University-Government cooperation has evolved into nation
innovation system. In order to solve the European paradox, European Union has treated the
improvement of Industry-University cooperation as an important feature in the open innovation project
since the age of European Community. The cooperation principle and frame of IP in Industry-University
cooperation were discussed and decided in the Framework Program. Also, Japan built up its
Industry-University-Government cooperation system in 1980s. With the help of this system, universities,
enterprises and institutes in Japan can freely share IP resource and complement each other.
2.1.4 IP for free
While open source and open innovation might conflict on patent issues, they are not mutually
exclusive, as the participating companies can donate their patents to an independent organization, put
them in a common pool or grant unlimited license use to anybody. Hence, some open source can
initiatively merge the two concepts, such as Eclipse platform. It is advocated as a case of open
innovation by IBM, where competing companies are invited to cooperate inside an open innovation
network.①
Actually, enterprises may often take combined use of these modes according to the practical
situation in order to achieve the best result.
2.2 The impact on IP management
2.2.1 Management concept update
The old innovation mode depends on internal R&D and takes advantage of new technologies and
new products to earn high profit. It induces the enterprises to take strict control of their IP to prevent
competitors benefitting from them. However, since the “open” feature of open innovation makes the IP
resources allocate and flow within larger area, the enterprises pay more attention to how to use their IP
resources to realize profit maximization through both internal and external paths, rather than
unsophisticated monopolize them.
2.2.2 IPR subject diversification
In closed innovation, enterprises technical innovation prohibits others to participate. But with the
①

Eclipse Open Innovation Networks.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_innovation
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continual exchange of ideas and employees, it's hard for an enterprise to keep all indispensable
employees in a long-term. Sometimes, the most appropriate person to solve a particular problem may
locate outside and some new technologies or new products that the enterprise urgently needs may have
become the IP assets of others. At this point, it is better for the enterprises to cooperate with external IPR
subject than to pursue self-development. This means that the participants of technical innovation may
include not only the enterprise itself, but also other enterprises, research institutions, universities, users
and government. They actively seek partners and use each others’ strength to realize technical
innovation. The diversification of participants inevitably leads to the joint ownership of IPR which
complicates the distribution of the interest brought by IPR.
2.2.3 Increasing management risks
After the interior R&D department developed something new, the enterprises used to keep them
away from others if they can’t commercialize the achievements by themselves. So, the risk of IP
management in closed innovation is primarily reflected on its R&D management. But in open
innovation, enterprises try to make good use of both internal and external paths. They obtain the IP of
others by the way of cooperation, exchange or purchase, and gain profit through IP transfer or licensing.
As the diffusion of knowledge becomes more rapid, the difficulty of controlling and managing IP in
enterprises increases, and the relations between ownership and management of enterprises become more
complicated, which easily lead to IP disputes.

3 Empirical Analyses of Intellectual Property Management and Protection in
Open Innovation
The emergence of these new IPR operation modes indicates that how to manage and protect the
IPR to achieve maximum business value turns into the most important issue. According to statistics, the
IPR disputes in China have risen gradually since 2006. (See Figure 1)① With the increase of cooperation
between the external IPR subjects, if the enterprises fail to address the new characteristics of the object,
take appropriate IP management and balance the interests between IP subjects, it will inevitably arose IP
disputes and hinder the technical innovation process.

Figure 1 2006-2009 Local Court Cases of IPR in China

3.1 Typical cases review
Case 1 Tianjin Light Industry Machinery Factory (Plaintiff) v. Hangzhou Project & Research
Institute of Elector-Mechanic in Light Industry (defendant 1) and Zhangjiagang Huasheng Paper Pulp
Equipment Co., Ltd. (defendant 2) Case. In this case, the plaintiff claimed that the two defendants
infringed trade secret jointly. It charged defendant 1 for violating the agreement to allow defendant 2 to
use the re-innovation technology unauthorized. The defendants pleaded of that the technology in dispute
is developed by themselves, and the evidence provided by plaintiff can not prove the defendants
infringed the trade secret of plaintiff. After reviewed the evidence and the views of both sides, the court
judged the defendants carried the case because of lacking evidence and legal basis.
Case 2 Kingdream “drill bit” case. Kingdream public limited company furnished a huge amount of
money for importing oil drilling bit manufacturing technologies from abroad in 1980s and had made
great profits by developing self-dominant IPs. In 2001, Xing Fafen, the technical employee of
①

Data organized from China Intellectual Property Yearbook (2007-2009) and http://www.chinacopyright.org.cn/copyrightcase

/2010-3-10/100310201016100 11650.html
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Kingdream, switched to Tianjin Lilin Drill Bit Co., Ltd., as the manager of technology department.
Since 2004, Kingdream had found that some oil field began to use Lilin's drill bit. These drill bit are
cheaper and similar to Kingdream's, greatly suppressed the market share of Kingdream. In 2008,
Kindream charged Xing Fafen and Lilin with trade secret joint infringement. After 5 years 7 courts 9
times lawsuit and many times mediation, the parties reached agreement in 17 million. This is a typical
and influential case caused by employee switch.
3.2 Analysis of IP management actuality in Chinese enterprises
There are a lot of similar cases as discussed above. The essence of these cases is that the enterprise
did not complete its IP management regulation to face the challenge from new creative environment.
The disadvantages of current IP management regulation in the enterprise appear as follows: (1)
Awareness of IP right is weak and the way to protect the IPR is too simple. Few Chinese enterprises own
its dedicated IP management section. The enterprises usually focus on the protection of technical
resource for creation and ignore that of management resource. Patent management is regarded as an
important issue in enterprise but other kinds of IP are neglected. (See figure 2) (2) Lack of confidential
training and education for employees. According to the trade secret law, if the obligee do not take
security measures, the law and regulation will not forbid anybody obtain commercial secret via
legitimate means and method. Consequently, the protection of commercial secret is very important for
the enterprise especially with the increase of human resource flexibility in open innovation environment.
The survey of trade secret disputes in China shows that 60% of criminal cases are caused by
job-hopping of employees, and above 80% of disclosure cases are caused by the employee of the right
holder (Zhang Suying, 2010). Even though a confidential agreement is signed between the employer and
employee, the commercial secret is still easy to be revealed because of lacking guidelines for the
employee to make judge between confidential information and non-confidential information. (3)
Confused management of IP trading contract. This problem is mainly caused by the lack of dedicated
management regulation and professional management staffs. Most of the enterprises are weak in the
establishment, auditing and surveillance of the contract terms. They can not differentiate and control the
IP trading risk by reasonable contract management means.

Figure 2 Actuality of Trade Secrets Management in Chinese Enterprises

4 Countermeasures of IP Management in Open Innovation
The effective management of IP is crucial in open innovation, not only in identifying useful
external knowledge but especially to capture the value of a firm's own IPRs.①For better understanding,
author simplifies the open innovation as a linear process. Knowledge and technology come into this
process through technology import phase, and pass through R&D phase. New products and new
technologies access to market after commercialization phase. (See figure 3) Each phase has its own trait,
and this requires the enterprises to configure relevant IP management countermeasures according to its
trait.

①

Open Innovation and Intellectual Property. www.proinno-europe.eu/extranet/upload/.../3_3_Rutz799 5.pdf
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4.1 Technology import phase
Technology import is the initial point of technical innovation. Acquisition and selection of related
information or technological achievements is of decisive significance for enterprises. On one hand,
many people in different firms may doing the same research and development simultaneously, while the
patent has been authorized to others. Therefore, technical innovation may relate to patent analysis,
patent avoidance and patent decoding. If enterprises can not take a full grasp of patent information
accurately, they would perform similar research, which is not only a waste of money, but also likely
causes IP disputes. On the other hand, owing to open innovation, difficult problems can be solved in
different ways by greater use of external resources. However, which way would be better becomes
another important problem (Jill Jusko,2009). In this case, “search and evaluation” is the key point of IP
management in this phase. Enterprises should improve the IP retrieval system and IP assessment tools,
including: (1) build up enterprise special appropriative IP database, (2) IP information analysis system,
(3) patent control strategy etc.
Another point worth being noted in this phase is valuable information management. New IP is
generated during searching and evaluation since many useful information will be gathered and new
valuable information like reports of status and forecast on some technology or market competition will
be formed through some creative intellectual activities such as data analysis, market analysis and
valuation (Fan Zaifeng,2004). In other words, enterprises ought to establish appropriate IP strategy to
manage the valuable information not only by means of patent but also copyright or trade secret, and to
configure special employees to monitor and track their IP through markets and networks. Besides, IP
trading contract management is also a key point of this phase, and it will be discussed thoroughly in 4.3.
4.2 R&D phase
R&D phase is the core phase of technical innovation, whether in open or closed innovation. In this
phase, enterprises digest and absorb the technological achievements selected in the previous phase and
create new technologies or new products via independent R&D or cooperative R&D. However, these
new technologies or products have not yet been put into market competition and the enterprises have not
yet been rewarded either. Thereupon, it's important for enterprises to prevent others from applying
patents first or getting prior rights on using the same technologies or products. In this sense, IP
management in this phase appears more closed than in other phase so that “control and protect” is the
key point of pre-competitive technology management.
Coca-Cola's enduring experience indicates that the choice of IPR protection methods is crucial. For
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example, patent requirement is novelty, utility and uniqueness. If a core technology applies for patent,
the applicant must publish its characteristics to distinguish the current technology. Once be authorized,
the patent would be protected by legal force, while if it failed, the core technology might be published.
On contrast, trade secret requirement includes confidentiality, value and taken security measurements by
its owner, which makes the object scope much wider than patent's and enables the trade secret owner to
get certain level of legal protection without publishing its core element, though the strength is less than
patent's. Obviously, different protection method have different effect and intensity. During the process of
R&D, the keystone of IP management is to configure different strategies of IPR protection and take
comprehensive method, according to practical factors such as the characteristics of new technical
achievements, the industry characteristics, and economic capacity of the enterprise to realize IP dynamic
management.
4.3 Commercialization phase
Commercialization phase is the technology diffusion phase in technical innovation. Contrary to
closed innovation, the open innovation expects that new technological achievements can be valuably
diffused outside in more ways. This is the most salient feature of open innovation. Thus, the focus of IP
management in this phase should be how to improve the management of IP contract to balance the
interests and avoid IP disputes effectively. In the main while, IP contract management includes two
parts--internal and external IP contract management.
1) Internal IP contract management. The technology diffusion actually includes internal diffusion
and external diffusion. The internal diffusion means technological achievements flow from one
department to another inside the enterprises. This diffusion leads to the expansion of knowing scope,
and increases the risk of spillover of internal technology. From the cases shown in 3.1, it can be seen
that if a service invention was unauthorized sold by employee or lost with the staff “quit”, the interests
of enterprise would be greatly damaged (Zhang Haifeng, 1999). In this sense, managing the internal IP
contracts means to clear the ownership of the technological achievements and the obligations of the
employees. Enterprises ought to organize professional staffs to complete the contract terms, in order to
let the employees know what to do or should not do. Besides, the enterprises should also update
knowledge of employee timely by holding training programs regularly, and ensure the employees
understanding what kind of information (or technology) is forbid to leak.
2) External IP contract management. Corresponding to the internal diffusion, external diffusion
refers to technological achievements flow out the enterprise to enter the market or be used by other
enterprise. In open innovation, external diffusion becomes more obvious. Besides absorbing external
ideas or technology widely, the enterprises will likely authorized other to use or even transfer the
technological achievements (especially the non-core or idle technology) to maximize economic benefits.
So, protecting IP by trading contract comes to the fore (Oliver Gassmann, 2006). In commercialization
phase(also in technology import phase), there're several problems should be noticed:
A) Restrictions of technology use area. The same technology used with different approaches may
have varing functions or produce different purposes. When an enterprise licenses some technology, it
may authorize different licensors to use for different purposes. If the licensee (authorized subject)
improve this authorized technology, and then re-license the new improved technology to another
enterprise in the related field of licensor (original authorizer), it may likely damage the competitive
advantage of original authorizer. Therefore, no matter in technology import phase or in
commercialization phase, the enterprises should prescribe the use area of authorized technology and
improved technology explicitly to avoid the vicious competition between licensor and licensee in
configuring IP trading contract (Liu Chengyu, Lai Wenzhi, 2000).
B) Ownership of improved technology. As discussed above, the licensee may develop better
technology which has grater commercial value in practice. However, because the new improved
technology is built upon the original technology, it could not be used solely if there is no permission of
original licensee. Therefore, enterprises should find out the most appropriate mode to distribute the
ownership of improved technology and balance the interest of innovation participator (Tang Anbang,
2004).
C) Liability of technology defects. There is a basic law principle that nobody can grant someone
else the right he didn't owned. When applied to technology licensing, this principle requires that licensor
should has the full disposition of the technology that he provided. That means the licensor should bear
warranty liability of right defects about the subject technology (Liu Chengyu, Lai Wenzhi, 2000). This is
a basic requirement for technology licensing. However, with the improvement of information access
capacity, many technology owners are not sure whether the technology that they developed did not
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infringe the IPR of others. In order to avoid responsibility, several licensors made some terms to refuse
to promise in licensing contract. In this case, once the third party advocates their rights, generally, the
licensee may have to bear by themselves. To the licensee, this is extremely unfavorable. An unfair
trading causes disputes that will not only increase costs, but also obstruct the realization of maximum
commercial value. Accordingly, enterprises should clear the liability ascription of technology defects in
IP trading contract, and this is the effective way to ensure fair trading and to protect the legitimate rights
and interests of both trading parties.

5 Conclusions
IP management modes can be generally summarized as open management mode, closed
management mode and mixed management mode. Considering the protection efforts, the closed mode>
mixed mode> open innovation mode, while considering the management costs, it’s on the opposite. This
means different management mode has its own advantage and disadvantage. In intellectual economy era,
IP, as a scarce resource, reflects core competitiveness of enterprises. The emergence of open innovation
mode makes enterprises no longer stick to high-cost independent R&D, but focus on widely using
external resources such as cooperative R&D, purchase and licensing in technical innovation.
Accordingly, how to use the internal and external IP effectively becomes the new key point instead of
the “strict control” in enterprises. Therefore, the enterprises should have an overall consideration on the
practical factors and the characteristics of different innovation phase when they are making the IP
management strategies. In addition, IP management is a systematic project, and establishing the
management strategy internally is not enough. The enterprises should actively participate in the
formulation of national IP strategy and policy which adapt to open innovation, and cooperate with the
government, university, research institution to enhance the capability of IP management via constructing
and improving IP management information platform(include website and database), IP market
transaction system, IP transaction intermediary organization, IP legal system, professional personnel
training. How to improve the external environment for enterprise IP management is another important
study in open innovation.
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Study on Comprehensive Quality Evaluation of Students Based on
Data Mining Technology
Song Dechang, Yan Minjuan
School of Management, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, P.R.China, 430070
(E-mail: songke@whut.edu.cn,
Abstract This paper firstly analyzes the researching actuality of the student result management and
points out the problems that still exist. Secondly, a method of data mining is designed for solving the
problems. Through the application of this method, the anthors construct the student classification models,
which are mainly tested by student’s score. Finally, the anthors do a prediction for a new student and
give the result of the prediction, the analysis shows that the work is of great theoretical and realistic
significance to assist managers in student result management programs.
Key words Evaluation of student; Student score; Management, Fuzzy data mining

1 Introduction
Generally speaking, there are two main aspects in the student result management, one is the record
of score, and the other is statistical analysis of the score. Such works immediately concerns not only
students’ vital interests but also the future learning and development. Only we do the scientific，effective
and objective management, then it will be able to better service the development of the students,
teachers and school education.
Now there are many articles introduce the research achievements of student score management.
Zhang Zhiyan, Li Junfeng(2009)[1]used association rules to study the student score and dug out credible
information, which can provide scientific basis for the future score management. Kang Yanxia(2009)[2]
applied the data mining techniques to the analysis of student score and found the association between
curriculum, the reference was provided for choosing courses and teaching management. Gan Xiaoya,Liu
Kan﹠Liu Ping(2009) [3] used data visualization technology to college students’ score in an English test,
in view of the visualization findings, the paper has put forward some advice to guide future English
teaching. In conclusion, these articles from different angles carried on the theory to probe into to the
structure and management of student score, and it has positive guidance meaning for students’ learning
in school and teachers’ arranging. However, the study of students’ comprehensive evaluation and student
management need to make a thorough study which use student score as the key indicator.
With the increasing spread of lifelong education in every large university, there is more demand for
student score during school study and after graduation, such as, work of scholarship and sent graduate
students is linked tight with it. Because student score is given subjectively more or less, it was an
arbitrary decision if we judge a student merely by high or low marks. Therefore, in real life other ability
indexes such as innovation ability, research ability and presentation needed to be referred to help us
accomplish such tasks.

2 Fuzzy Data Mining
Fuzzy data mining uses student score as the main evaluation index, and assess the student
scientifically and rationally, the evaluation results can direct the work of student evaluation to
accomplish.
Professor L.A. Zadeh, who was a cybernetics expert of California University in America has
published one initiative thesis of “Fuzzy Sets” in Information and Control, and It marks the birth of
Fuzzy Mathematics. Because the merely data mining may cause “acute boundary” problems, so we will
introduce fuzzy data mining technology which combines data mining and fuzzy logic to the work of
student score management. Thorough the application of fuzzy data mining, we can make fully use of the
student score while consider other index, and avoid narrow-mindedness of the student evaluation wok
which merely tested by student score.

3 Modeling
3.1 Choose index elements and objects mainly by student score
The object to be classified is called sample, such as: u1, u2 , u3,…,un，and we call U={ u1, u2 ,
u3,…,un } Samples. If there are ten objects will be divided, then domain U={studen1, studen2,…,
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studen10}. In order to make rational classification, the specific attribute of sample should be quantified
(table1), quantified attribute is called sample index, Set each sample has four indicators, each sample
can be described by four-dimensional vector, that is:
( i=1, 2,…,10 )
(1)
u i = ( u i1 , u i 2 , L , u i 4 )
sample
number
student1

Table 1 Samples of Students and Quantification Table of Attributes
score of specialized score of selected
innovative
writing
course 6
course 6
ability 4
ability 5
high5
good 2
not very strong 3.5
not too bad 3

student 2

fairly good 4

passable 1.5

not weak 2.5

not too bad 3

student 3

pretty good 3

pretty good 3

not weak 2.5

passable 2.5

student 4
student 5
student 6
student 7
student 8
student 9

good 2
very high 6
not too bad 1
pretty good 3
not very high4.5
good 2

pretty good 3
fairly good 4
pretty good 3
passable 1.5
high 5
very high 6

not weak 2.5
very strong 4
not too bad 2
not weak 2.5
strong 3
weak 0

passable 2.5
not weak 3.5
not too weak 2
not too weak 2
passable 2.5
weak 1

student 10

not very hig4.5

very high 6

not very strong 3.5

not too bad 3

In real work, different types of data might be different in nature and dimension, the initial data
should be processed in order to meet the need of calculation, such as the data standardization, and then
the initial data is given in the interval [0,1], at last fuzzy matrix will be constructed. There are two steps
of processing method:
① Translation—standard error transformation

u ik'' =

u ik' − u k'
, (i = 1,2,…,10, k = 1,…,4)
Sk

(2)

in which：
'
uk' =（u1' k + u2' k + L+ unk
）/ n = 1

n

∑
n

SK =

i =1

u ik'

1 n '
(u ik − u k' ) , k = 1,2,…,m
∑
n i =1

in these formulas n = 10, m = 4.
Average is given according to formula (3):

uk'

= {3.5, 3.5, 2.6, 2.5}, k = 1,…,4

Standardized vector is given according to formula (4):
s k = {1.563, 1.700, 1.101, 0.707}, k = 1,…,4
Standardized matrix (A) is given according to formula (2):
⎡ 0 . 96
⎢
⎢ 0 . 32
⎢
⎢ − 0 . 32
⎢
⎢
⎢ − 0 . 96
⎢
⎢ 1 . 60
A = ⎢
⎢ − 1 . 60
⎢
⎢ − 0 . 32
⎢
⎢ 0 . 64
⎢
⎢ − 0 . 96
⎢
⎢ 0 . 64
⎣

− 0 . 88
− 1 . 18

0 . 82
− 0 . 09

− 0 . 29

− 0 . 09

− 0 . 29

− 0 . 09

0 . 29

1 . 27

− 0 . 29

− 0 . 55

− 1 . 18

− 0 . 09

0 . 88

0 . 36

1 . 47

− 2 . 36

1 . 47

0 . 82

0 . 71 ⎤
⎥
0 . 71 ⎥
⎥
0 . 00 ⎥
⎥
⎥
0 . 00 ⎥
⎥
1 . 41 ⎥
⎥
− 0 . 71 ⎥
⎥
− 0 . 71 ⎥
⎥
0 . 00 ⎥
⎥
− 2 . 12 ⎥
⎥
0 . 71 ⎥
⎦

(3)
(4)
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1] after translation—standard error transformation, then the

translation—range transformation is also needed, that is:
② Translation—range transformation

u ik
''

Here u m axk and

u 'm' ink

''
u ik'' − u min
k
= ''
''
u max k − u min k

(5)
''

''

''

denote respectively the maximum and minimum of u1k , u 2 k , L , u nk .

Standardized matrix (B) is given according to formula (5):
⎡ 0 . 80
⎢
⎢ 0 . 60
⎢
⎢ 0 . 40
⎢
⎢ 0 . 20
⎢
⎢1 . 00
B = ⎢
0 . 00
⎢
⎢ 0 . 40
⎢
⎢ 0 . 70
⎢
⎢ 0 . 20
⎢
⎢ 0 . 70
⎣

0 . 11

0 . 88

0 . 00

0 . 63

0 . 33

0 . 63

0 . 33

0 . 63

0 . 56

1 . 00

0 . 33

0 . 50

0 . 00

0 . 63

0 . 78

0 . 75

1 . 00

0 . 00

1 . 00

0 . 88

0 . 80 ⎤
⎥
0 . 80 ⎥
⎥
0 . 60 ⎥
⎥
0 . 60 ⎥
⎥
1 . 00 ⎥
0 . 40 ⎥
⎥
0 . 40 ⎥
⎥
0 . 60 ⎥
⎥
0 . 00 ⎥
⎥
0 . 80 ⎥
⎦

3.2 Establish fuzzy relations R
R can be expressed as similar matrix, and its general form can be described as

⎛ r11 r12 L rin ⎞
⎟
⎜
⎜ r21 r22 L r2 n ⎟
R= ⎜
(6)
⎟ 0 ≤ rij ≤1 i = 1,2,…,n j=1,2,…,n
⎜L L L L ⎟
⎜ rn1 rn 2 L rnn ⎟
⎠
⎝
There are many ways to calculate rij , in order to make the calculation easier that we choose
Euclidean distance method in this paper. That is:

⎧rij = 1 − E ⋅ d (ui , u j）
⎪
m
2
(i, j = 1,2,…,n)
(7)
⎨
=
）
d
(
u
,
u
(uik −u jk)
∑
⎪ i j
k=1
⎩
E is determinated constant which can meet all of rij ∈ [0,1] （i，j=1,2,…,n）. According to this
formula fuzzy similar matrix (C) is given as follows:
⎡1.00
⎢0.80
⎢
⎢0.67
⎢
⎢0.58
⎢
⎢0.68
C = ⎢0.41
⎢
⎢
⎢0.63
⎢0.58
⎢
⎢0.05
⎢
⎢0.47
⎣

1.00
0.74 1.00
0.67 0.88 1.00
0.52 0.50 0.41 1.00
0.52 0.72 0.82 024 1.00
0.73 0.77 0.74 0.36 0.68 1.00
0.51 0.67 0.60 0.64 0.47 0.49
0.12 0.34 0.35 0.00 0.44 0.25
0.39 0.53 0.47 0.65 0.34 0.32

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
1.00
⎥
⎥
0.34 1.00
⎥
0.81 0.24 1.00⎥
⎦

3.3 Cluster analysis and the establishment of classification model
There are three methods about clustering analysis: equivalent closed method, maximum tree
method, netting method. But the most common is maximum tree method, and concrete account steps are
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given in paper[3]. The maximum tree is not the only one if we use different connection methods, but it
has the same result if gives the λ cut-set.
Through application of maximum tree method the maximum tree is gotten as follows:
2

0.80

0.74

0.68

0.73

3

7

1

5

8

0.64

0.81
0.88

6

0.82

10

4
Figure 1

0.24

9

The Maximum Tree

If λ = 0.64, it can be divided into two sections:
{student 9}, and the others belonged to the second group
If λ = 0.73, it can be divided into four sections:
{student5} (typeA: students of fairly good comprehensive quality);
{student 8, student 10}(typeB: students of pretty good comprehensive quality);
{student 1, student 2, student 3, student 4, student 6, student 7}(typeC: students of good comprehensive
quality);
{student9}(typeD: students of not good comprehensive quality)
If λ = 0.80, it can be divided into seven sections:
{student 3，student 4，student 6},{ student 8，student 10}, the other were respectively.
If λ = 0.24, all the students are bracketed together.

4 Forecast
In order to understand a student’s comprehensive quality better, forecastion work should be done
based on the analysis of cluster. The accomplishment of such work can provide the theoretical
foundation to comprehensive evaluation of student, further more, and it can make contribution to
provide scientific guidance for managers to implement the management of student score,
4.1 Calculate the average indexes of each mode
For each pattern, average index is evaluated according to formula as follows:
Mod e ij =

∑u

kj

/p

i = 1,2,…,s j = 1,2…,m

(8)

S used to represent the total number of models, k used to represent the mode derived by which few
records, p represents the number of records.
Take λ = 0.73 for example, calculate the average indexes of each pattern according to formula (8):
Table 2 The Average Indexes of Each Pattern When λ =0.73
investigated
score of specialized score of selected
innovative
writing ability
objects
course
course
ability
student of type A
6.00/6(1.00)
4.00/6(0.67)
4.00/4(1.00)
3.50/5(0.70)

student of type B

4.50/6(0.75)

5.50/6(0.92)

3.25/4(0.81)

2.75/5(0.55)

student of type C

3.00/6(0.50)

2.33/6(0.39)

2.58/4(0.65)

2.50/5(0.50)

student of type D

2.00/6(0.33)

6.00/6(1.00)

0.00/4(0.00)

1.00/5(0.20)

4.2 Judge the type of prediction sample
Definition 1 if A，B ∈ F(U), A⊙B =
fuzzy sets A and B.
Definition 2 if A，B ∈ F(U), A ⊗ B =
fuzzy sets A and B.

∨ ( A (U ) ∧ B (U )) is called as inner product of

u ∈U

∧ ( A (U ) ∨ B (U )) is called as exterior product of

u ∈U
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The Calculating Formula of proximity is as follows:
(X, Modei) = (1/2)[X⊙Modei+(1-X ⊗ Modei)]
(9)
If a student x =(high5, fairly good4, not very strong3.5, not too bad3）is given, and it was compared
with above modes, proximity between it and each mode will be calculated according to formula (9) and
definition of inner product and exterior product.
First, X should be standardized after we get the standardized data X= (0.63, 0.51, 0.44, 0.38),
To mode A: inner product = 0.63, exterior product=0.67, proximity = 1/2(0.63+ (1-0.67)) = 0.48
To mode B: inner product = 0.63, exterior product=0.55, proximity = 1/2(0.63+ (1-0.55)) = 0.54
To mode C: inner product = 0.50, exterior product=0.50, proximity = 1/2(0.50+ (1-0.50)) = 0.50
To mode D: inner product = 0.51, exterior product=0.38, proximity = 1/2(0.51+ (1-0.38)) = 0.565
In light of approximately principle（X, Modei) = max((X, Mode1), (X, Mode2),…,(X, Modes)), we
discovered that the student has the highest identity with mode D, and the student’s comprehensive
quality belongs to the classification of not good.
In short, according to classification model and prediction result we found that the student with high
score might not be the most outstanding one. Specific to the work of scholarship and sent graduate
students, the probability that it will choose student A is high, because this student has not only high
score but also good comprehensive quality. For student D, the score is all right but comprehensive
quality is not the most outstanding one.

5 Conclusions
This article used fuzzy data mining technology to mine the data of student score, and classification
was given to help the managers understand the students learning better, judge the type of prediction
sample could not only help teachers to forecast the study of a student but also provide scientific
guidance for managers. The student score management is the most important work of university
teaching management, only fully use the data of score scientificly and effectively can we succeed in
doing the job of student score management. On account of a good many of subjective factors, it seems
too flexible for the mining wok of student score, according to this article the process of data’s accuracy
and reuse of data are the future direction of working hard.
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Abstract Learning evaluation is an effective way to ensure the quality of online education. However,
most of online learning evaluation models are not fully consider the characteristics of online learning.
This paper, from the view of the characteristics of online learning, establishes an index system of
evaluation of the online learning’s effect. Besides, weight of every factor affecting online learning is
calculated by using entropy method. At the same time, a model based on entropy weight of the fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation is established and its calculation is given out. At last, the learning effects of a
learner are evaluated and its result is analyzed by this model.
Key words Entropy; Online learning; Weight; Fuzzy Comprehensive evaluation

1 Introduction
Learning for a long life is the current development trend of social education. Construction of
modern network education is the primary means of lifelong learning system. Internet offers an ideal
learning environment for distance education. With the launch of online learning, its’ quality has aroused
extensive concern. Quality of online education is the key to development for online learning, and also
the core competence for the long-term development of online education. Learning evaluation is effective
way to ensure the quality of online education. Learning evaluation is also the core of online education
evaluation system.
Currently, the evaluation of online learning is concerned by domestic and foreign scholars. For
example, Ellen.B researched the development trend of learning evaluation [1]. Jconghee Huh had
researched the evaluation about reading activities in e-learning [2]. Moreover, the evaluation of online
learning was used in online education by some countries. Meanwhile, the development of online
learning evaluation system also been researched. These studies mainly focus on the design and
implementation of online learning evaluation system. Some universities have developed these systems.
Such as Web-CT, WISH, Virtual-U, Black-Board, Course-Info, Path-Ware [3]. However, most of these
studies used the traditional education and learning evaluation system to evaluate the online learning. In
traditional education and learning evaluation system, written or online tests are the main forms of
evaluation, learning evaluation was made by teachers, learners’ level were often measured by learners’
test results. It can not fully consider the characteristics of online learning. It was difficult to adapt to
rapid development of online learning. Therefore, it needs to establish new indicators evaluation system
to adapt to the feature of online learning.

2 Evaluation Indicator System of Online Learning
Learning behavior was a multi-dimensional and multi-level learning style, which was carried out
by means of the Internet; it was a behavior of student self-discipline and self-control. Actors had
sufficient autonomy to determine learning goals, learning schedule, learning strategies, learning
resources, as well as the occurrence and changes of the learning behavior. We could describe the
learning behavior by the following model .
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Information Exchange
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Figure 1

Behavior Model of Online Learning

Through this model, we could summarize the main internal factors that have impact on online
learning such as preparation for learning, attitude of learning, learning ability of learners and
information exchange capabilities. In addition to internal factors, the contents of online course and
online test also affected the evaluation of online learning behavior. We summarized these factors as
external factors which were impact of online learning. Therefore, evaluation indicator system of online
learning could be divided into 6 first grade indicators and 27 second grade indicators.

3 Online Learning Assessment Model Based on Entropy Weight Fuzzy
Comprehensive Evaluation Method
3.1 The model of entropy calculation
In the online learning assessment,different indicators will have different impacts on the effect of
online learning . Therefore, we need to assign weight to every indicator. In the traditional method, we
directly assign every indicator’s weight by experience. This method is very simple, but is difficult to be
objective and reasonable. Meanwhile, it is difficult to ensure consistency in the process of critical
thinking. In this paper, concerning the characteristics of the online learning, we invite several learner’s
partners and teachers as experts to mark, so as to make the weights to be in line with the actual situation.
However, different evaluators have different understanding to the factors which impact on the effect of
online learning, because of different background, therefore, weight has some divergence. In order to get
the weight of reflecting objective requirements on the subjective evaluation basis, we use method of
entropy assessment to analyze and process the result objectively. In other words, it is to calculate the
weight of every indicator relative to the weight of upper indicators through the inner relations among
those indicators. In this method, subjective judgment is combined with objective calculation. And the
calculation is as following [5].
There are m evaluators and n indicators. y ij .is the score from evaluator i evaluate indicator j. Then:

⎡ y11
⎢y
Y = ⎢ 21
⎢ ...
⎢
⎣ y m1

y12
y 22
...
ym2

y1n ⎤
...... y 2 n ⎥⎥ *
, y j is the highest score of indicator j. It is the value which
...
... ⎥
⎥
....... y mn ⎦
......

reflects the effect of assessing every indicator.

d ij is the approaching degree between y ij and y *j ,
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then

d ij = y ij / y *j

(1)

According to the definition of entropy, H is the entropy of m evaluators and n indexes.
n

m

H = −∑∑ d ij ln d ij

(2)

j =1 i =1

Table 1

Evaluation Indicator System of Online Learning

Basic knowledge of discipline U 11
The convenience of learning time U 12

Preparation
learning U 1

for

Plan of learning U 13
Computer ability of learners U 14
The economic situation of learners

Attitude of learning

U2

U 15

Participate in online teaching and learning activities actively U 21
Study on Internet by self U 22
Without cheating in the online test U 23
Submitting the work timely U 24
Using Internet search tools

U 31

Ability of Learning

Using online database resources

U3

Using forum resources U 33

U 32

Using multimedia resources U 34
Answer questions on the Web

U 35

Published the views of relevant courses in the forum U 41

Information exchange
capabilities U 4

Discuss experiences with other partners in the forum U 42
Giving the suggestion on the online teaching

U 43

completing the relevant issues with other learning partners U 44
The correlation of knowledge

Contents of
course U 5

online

U 51

The continuity of knowledge modules
The scalability of knowledge U 53
The integrity of knowledge

U 54

The stability of knowledge structure

Contents
test U 6

of

U 52

online

The difficulty of online tests

U 55

U 61

The knowledge coverage of online test U 62

Amount of test questions U 63
The knowledge extension of the online test

U 64

The uncertainty of the index is decided by the conditional entropy H’
m

m

i =1

i =1

H ' = −∑ (d ij / d j ) ln(d ij / d j ) , d j = ∑ d ij

(3)

'
'
, e(d j ) is the entropy which
H max
= ln m , conditional entropy is normalized by H max

reflects the importance of indicator.
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e(d j ) = H ' / ln m

(4)
n

W j is the weight of index. w j = [1 − e(d j )] / ∑ [1 − e(d j )]

(5)

j =1

3.2 Constructing model based on entropy weight fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
3.2.1Constructing a set of evaluation factors
According to the properties of the evaluation factors, a set U can be established. In this paper, U
contains 6 first grade indicators as: U
second grade indicators as:

= {U 1 ,U 2 ,....,U 6 } . Every first grade indicator contains several

U i = {U i1 ,U i 2 ,....,U ij ,...,U ik }, ( j = 1,2...., k )

Reviews of each index are divided into m levels. In this paper, 5 grade reviews are used to evaluate
every indicator of the model. V

= {V1 , V2 , V3 , V4 ,V5 } . V is a set of reviews. In the set V1 is the worst,

the score of V1 is between 0 and 20. V2 is worse, its score is between 20 and 40.
score is between 40 and 60 . V4 is better , its score is between 60 and 80 .

V3 is normal , its

V5 is the best, its score is

between 80 and 100 . Those ‘best’, ‘better’ , ‘normal’ , ‘worse’ , ‘worst’ represent the effect of the online
learning[6] .
3.2.2 Determining the weight of every indicator
The weight of the index of first level is calculated by the model of entropy calculation. W is a set of
weight as

W = {W1 ,W2 , W3 ,W4 ,W5 , W6 } . Wi is a set of sub-indicator , Wi = {Wi1 ,Wi 2 ,..,Wik } .

Process of calculation is in Section 3.1.
3.2.3 Constructing evaluation matrix

R j is the fuzz matrix from U ij to V.
⎡ ri11 ri12
⎢r
r
Ri = ⎢ i 21 i 22
⎢ ... ...
⎢
⎣ rik1 rik 2
In this paper,

ri15 ⎤
ri 25 ⎥⎥
...
... ⎥
⎥
....... rik 5 ⎦
......
......

rijp is the membership grade of U ij to V p , V p is element of V. According to the

statistics of the experts’ scores , we can get

U ij , there are mij1 reviews belonged to V1 , mij 2

reviews belonged to V2 , mij 3 reviews belonged to
belonged to

V3 , mij 4 reviews belonged to V4 , mij 5 reviews

V5 , at last , we can obtain the value of rijp .
5

rijp = mijp / ∑ mijp

(6)

p =1

3.2.4 Calculating the value of model
Calculating

Ri with fuzzy method C i is obtained. Ci is the vector , which reflects the

membership grade of

U i to V.
k

C i = Wi • Ri . C i = (C i1 , C i 2 , C i 3 , C i 4 , C i 5 ) , C ip = min{1, ∑ Wij rijp } (p=1,2,…5)
j =1

(7)
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Judgment matrix R is composed with all the vectors C i .

⎡ C1 ⎤ ⎡C11
⎢C ⎥ ⎢C
R = ⎢ 2 ⎥ = ⎢ 21
⎢ .... ⎥ ⎢ ...
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎣C 6 ⎦ ⎣C 61

C12
C 22
...
C 62

... C15 ⎤
... C 25 ⎥⎥
... ... ⎥
⎥
... C 65 ⎦

(8)

C= W • R = (W1 , W2 ,..., W6 ) • (C1 , C 2 ,..., C 6 )
6

−

c p =min {1, ∑ Wi C ip } (p=1,2,..,5) when
i =1

5

s.t.

−

−

^

5

5

−

∑c
p =1

p

T

−

−

−

= (c1 , c 2 ,..., c5 )

(9)

≠ 1 , normalized C,

−

∑ c p = 1, c p = c p / ∑ c p
p =1

p =1

−

−

−

−

−

At last, u = 90 × c 1 + 70 × c 2 + 50 × c3 + 30 × c 4 + 10 × c5 , u is the result of model , the
bigger the value of u is , the better the effect of the online learning is .

4 Case Studies
Now there is an online learner, 6 experts evaluate the effect of online learning. They score all the
indicators from different levels and the indicators are presented in Table 1.The range of score is 1 to 10.
Y is the score of the relative importance of fist-level indicators.Y1, Y2 , Y3 ,Y4 ,Y5, Y6 is the score of the
relative importance of second-level indicators which belong every fist-level indicators.
⎡5 8 5 5 6⎤
⎡6 8 7 6 ⎤
⎡5 9 8 5 6 8 ⎤
⎢7 6 4 6 5 ⎥
⎢7 6 8 6 ⎥
⎢5 8 6 7 7 6⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢6 7 5 6 7 ⎥
⎢6 7 7 5 ⎥
⎢5 6 5 6 7 5⎥
Y = ⎢
⎥ Y2 = ⎢
⎥
⎥ Y1 = ⎢
⎢7 7 5 5 5 ⎥
⎢7 9 9 5 ⎥
⎢4 7 7 5 6 6⎥
⎢8 6 6 5 6 ⎥
⎢8 6 8 7 ⎥
⎢5 6 6 5 7 6⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣⎢ 4 9 9 7 8 7 ⎦⎥
⎣⎢5 5 5 4 6⎦⎥
⎣⎢6 5 7 8 ⎦⎥
⎡5 7 7 6 4⎤
⎡5 7 7 6 ⎤
⎡6 7 7 6 7 ⎤
⎡6 7 7 6⎤
⎢5 9 7 6 4⎥
⎢5 6 8 6 ⎥
⎢5 6 8 6 6 ⎥
⎢9 6 8 6 ⎥
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎢6 8 5 5 4⎥
⎢7 7 5 7 ⎥
⎢8 7 5 7 6 ⎥
⎢8 7 6 7 ⎥
Y3 = ⎢
⎥ Y4 = ⎢
⎥ Y5 = ⎢
⎥ Y6 = ⎢
⎥
⎢5 6 6 5 5 ⎥
⎢6 8 7 5 ⎥
⎢6 8 7 5 5 ⎥
⎢6 8 7 5⎥
⎢7 7 5 7 5 ⎥
⎢6 5 6 5 ⎥
⎢6 5 6 5 7 ⎥
⎢6 5 6 5⎥
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎣⎢5 8 6 5 4⎦⎥
⎣⎢4 5 6 5 ⎦⎥
⎣⎢7 5 9 5 8 ⎦⎥
⎣⎢7 5 5 5 ⎦⎥
According to Formula (1),(3),(5),we can calculate the relative weights of fist-level indicators.W is
the weight which is from U i to U. W = {W1 , W2 ,..., W6 } ={0.086,0.232,0.228,0.190,0.083,0.179}.
The same as W:

W1 = {0.307,0.219,0.155,0.180,0.138} ,
W3 = {0.219,0.195,0.247,0.201,0.137}
W5 = {0.187,0.263,0.217,0.145,0.188} ,

W2 = {0.130,0.407,0.151,0.312} ,
W4 = {0.292,0.292,0.255,0.161}

,

W6 = {0.251,0.291,0.297,0.161}

The experts score all the 27 indicators referred in Table 1. The range of score is 0 to 100.The score
higher the risk higher. From the view of statistics, the result is reasonable. According to Formula (6),
the judgment matrixes are obtained.
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⎡0
⎢ 0.1
⎢
R1 = ⎢ 0
⎢
⎢0
⎢⎣0.2

0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3⎤
⎡0.1
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3⎥⎥
⎢0.2
⎢
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4⎥ R2 = ⎢
0.1
⎥
⎢
0 0.3 0.4 0.3⎥
⎣0.1
0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1⎥⎦

⎡0
⎢0.1
R4 = ⎢
⎢0.1
⎢
⎣0.1

⎡0.1
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4⎤
⎢0.1
0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2⎥⎥
⎢
R5 = ⎢0.1
0.2 0.3 0.3 0.1⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢0.1
0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2⎦
⎢
⎣0.1
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⎡0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.1⎤
0.2 0.3 0.3 0.1⎤
⎢ 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2⎥
⎥
0.2 0.3 0.2 0.1⎥
⎢
⎥
R3 = ⎢ 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3⎥
⎥
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3
⎢
⎥
⎥
⎢ 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2⎥
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3⎦
⎢⎣ 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.1⎥⎦
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3⎤
⎡0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.1⎤
0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2⎥⎥
⎢0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3⎥
⎥
0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2⎥ R6 = ⎢
⎢
⎥
0
.
1
0
.
2
0
.
3
0
.
2
0
.
2
⎥
0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2⎦
⎥
0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2⎦

According to Formula (7), C1 can be calculated

C1 = W1 • R1 = {0.0495, 0.1402, 0.2316, 0.2901, 0.2876}
The same as C1 ,

C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , C 5 , C 6 also can be calculated. According to Formula (8),

Judgment matrix R can be calculated.

⎡ C 1 ⎤ ⎡ 0 .0 495
⎢C ⎥ ⎢ 0 .1 407
⎢ 2⎥ ⎢
⎢ C ⎥ ⎢ 0 .1 218
R = ⎢ 3⎥ = ⎢
⎢C 4 ⎥ ⎢ 0 .07 08
⎢ C 5 ⎥ ⎢ 0 .1
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎣⎢C 6 ⎦⎥ ⎢⎣ 0 .1

0 .1 402
0 .1 688

0 .2316
0 .25 37

0 .2 901
0 .24 42

0 .1 751

0 .2 354

0 .2 778

0 .17 08
0 .1 217

0 .24 16
0 .2 263

0 .2 839
0 .28 55

0 .17 09

0 .25 48

0 .27 03

0 .2 876 ⎤
0 .19 62 ⎥⎥
0 .1 889 ⎥
⎥
0 .2 329 ⎥
0 .2 477 ⎥
⎥
0 .204 ⎦⎥

According to Formula (9),
C= W • R = (0.1043,0.1643,0.2427,0.271,0.2147)
The value of the effect of A’s online learning maybe 10.43% between 0 -20,16.43% between
20-40,24.24.27% between 40-60,27.1% between 60-80,21.46% between 80-100.
−

−

−

−

−

At last, u = 10 × c 1 + 30 × c 2 + 50 × c3 + 70 × c 4 + 90 × c5
=0.1043*10+0.1643*30+0.2427*50+0.271*70+0.2147*90=56.391
The value of the effect is 44.036. Therefore, the effect of A’s online learning is normal.

5 Conclusions
Evaluation of the online learning is a complicated process. The effect of online learning is
influenced of all kinds of factors .While the weight of these factors is determined, we can make a
reasonable assessment for the effect of online learning so that learning of students’ and teaching
methods of teachers’ could be adjusted in time . At the same time, an indicator system of online learning
assessment is founded. Weight of every factor is calculated by entropy theory. Through the
establishment of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model to evaluate the effect of the online learning,
teachers can understand the current status of online learner better, and then teachers can manage the
online learning more effectively.
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Abstract Organizational behaviors of employee have significant impact on performance. Based on the
theory of organizational citizenship behavior, the authors survey based on the questionnaire in the
state-owned enterprises, private enterprises, foreign-funded enterprises. The authors test the relationship
between organizational citizenship behavior and organizational performance, the results show that:
organizational citizenship behaviors not only affect organizational performance but also have an impact
on individual performance of employee. The final of the paper, based on the thcory of organizational
citizenship behavior, we discussed how to make good use of organizational citizenship behavior to
improve organizational performance.
Keywords Organizational citizenship behavior; Individual performance; Organizational performance

1 Introduction
In an organization, the organization performance is closely related to the behavior of the staffs, that
how to guide the staff work behavior is a job needed to be considered for the managers. Many literature
studies have shown that organization citizenship behaviors are beneficial to that how to properly
understand the staff works behavior. Western scholars Karambayya get the rule in the way that
researching on the relationship staff job satisfaction in Staff working groups, organizational citizenship
behavior and work group performance: good organizational citizenship behavior is closely to the high
performance, organizational citizenship behavior is beneficial to the organizations high performance.
The Organ put the research on the organizational citizenship behavior back to the year 1938, in this
year Barnard propose the “willingness to cooperate”, which is one of the three conditions for the
existence and development of the organization, Roethlisberger and Dicksinv (1964) did the research on
the "informal organization” in the Hawthorne experiment. He considered that the "Informal" and the
"Cooperation" contain the quintessence of the organizational citizenship behavior and the concept
“Organizational Citizenship” Katz and Kahn proposed in the year 1966. in the year 1983,based on the
existence of the research on the individual's conscious behavior within the organization, Organ
formally proposed Organizational Citizenship Behavior, called OCB or short. In the year 1988, he
formally gave the definition to the OCB defined as "it’s the sum of the behaviors, in the organization
formal salary system, it hasn’t yet been clearly identified or directly confirmed, but on the whole it’s
beneficial to the operating effectiveness of the organization” But the Organ deemed that this definition is
not precise, Because in his study, he found there are some overlapping parts between the job demanding
behavior and the organizational citizenship behavior. Organ also found that the most job behavior did
not receive the direct compensation, only a small part is directly linked to the remuneration. in the year
1997, Organ found a link between the OCB and “Contextual performance "concept proposed by
Borman and Motowidlo in the year 1993, Redefined the OCB as “it’s the social and psychological
behavior which is help to maintain and improve the completion of supporting task performance. He
further enriched and developed the connotation of OCB.
The abroad have already done some research on the organizational citizenship behavior
experienced more than 20 years, received some research fruit. Relative to foreign research on
organizational citizenship behavior, our research started late in this field., the first paper introducing the
OCB emerged in the year 2000, since 2005 research has gradually increased, but the number of the
empirical literature is still small . Organizational citizenship behavior has the impact on the corporate
performance; this paper uses the case to analyze the impact by the return of documents, questionnaire
preparation and the actual survey.

2 Organizational Citizenship Behaviors and Organizational Performance
2.1 Organizational citizenship behavior
Organizational Citizenship Behavior theory (called OBC For short ) is proposed by Organ and
others in the 80s in the 20th century. "organizational citizenship behavior" is defined by Organ (1988)
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as: on the whole ，it’s the various behavior beneficial to the organization ，but it’s made spontaneously
by members and never been directly or explicitly instructed in the organization formal reward system.
From the "free decision" behavior ，OCB is not within the role or the range provided by job description,
It is a clear employment contracts between individual and organizations, such behavior is more similar
to personal choice.
According to Organ (1990) study, organizational citizenship behavior is composed of five factors,
they’re altruism, conscientiousness, sportsmanship，courtesy，civil virtue.
According to Organ's five-dimensional model development ,we get organizational citizenship
behavior table composed of 24 test items. Later, Williams & Anderson divided organizational
citizenship behavior into two dimensions, they’re organizational citizenship behavior (OCB-I) pointing
to the individual and organizational citizenship behavior (OCB-o) pointing to the organization.[7]Based
on this, Organ(1988)proposed that altruistic behavior and polite in five-dimension model belong to
organizational citizenship behavior pointing to the individual, while sportsmanship, civic virtue, and
responsibility meaning belong to organizational citizenship behavior pointing to the organization. the
division method of the dimension of is similar to the Second Dimension division of Smith, Organ &
Near (1983) : OCB-I corresponds to altruistic behavior, OCB-O corresponds to the general subject.
Podsakoff and others summarized the foreign OCB into seven major dimensions, through to the
summary of previous research, it included Helping behavior, sportsmanship, organizational loyalty,
organizational compliance of individual initiative, civic virtue and self-development.
2.2 Organizational citizenship behavior and organizational performance
According to Organ’s definition to organizational citizenship behavior, Organizational citizenship
behavior can overall improve organizational performance. After that, a number of scholars from
different angles show the reasons that organizational citizenship behavior can improve organizational
performance. Podsakoff and others (2000) summarize organizational citizenship behavior’s affects on
organizational performance into seven areas: a. to improve the efficiency of colleagues and managers; b.
release resources for more productive activities and objectives; c. reduce the scarce resources needed for
the maintenance of the normal operation of the organization; d. assist in the coordination between work
groups and groups within ; e. strengthen the ability for the organization to attract and retain talented
employees; f. enhance the stability of the organization; g. make organizations more responsive to change
in the environment. Later, Bolino, and others further suggested that OCB can also increase the
organization's social capital.

3 Data and Research Methods
3.1 Selection sample
The survey selected objects includes state-owned enterprises, private enterprises and
foreign-funded enterprises. State-owned enterprises are a power company in a city of Hebei province
and wind power plants, the private one is a Ningbo private enterprises, foreign-funded enterprises
selected is a design company in Shanghai. The reason that we select the enterprises in these types to do
the study are：First, in China, these three types companies occupy the majority, which would help to the
diversity of the sample, can reflect the degree that different organizational nature rely on the OCB.
Second, there is a large diversity for the OCB, Selecting the different nature business can help us to
understand the richness of organizational citizenship behavior.
3.2 Data collection
The survey uses random sampling survey method，Uses questionnaires and electronic questionnaire
method. The number of the questionnaires distributed was 200, 196 questionnaires were returned, of
which the number of the valid questionnaires is186. Recovery rate is98%, efficiency rate is 87%.
3.3 Explanation of the questionnaire design
Based on the previous research, pre-test questions was determined. 153 valid questionnaires were
collected in pre-test. After item analysis and factor analysis to each question item, based on the analysis
results, remove non-conforming items. After several repeated changes, to establish an official
questionnaire. The questionnaire included organizational citizenship behavior, performance, and
employee demographic data.
3.3.1 The dependent variable
Dependent variable is the performance of enterprises. Performance scale main references Williams
&amp; Anderson scales on the performance evaluation, on this basis, 12 questions are formed. These
problems include a competent job done, sales, profitability, employee morale, etc. The problem with the
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dependent variable was measured with Likert (R.A.Likert) 5 points scale. Where 1 means "very
inconsistent", 2 means "do not meet " 3 means that "sometimes found", 4 means " meet ", 5 " very much
in line."
First of all, these 12 indicators are to measure performance, we do the KMO and Bartlett to get the
Sphericity test for them, as shown in the Table 1. Where KOM values is 0.712, Bartlett test spherical (P
<0.001) was significant and suitable for factor analysis. Factor analysis approach is using the maximum
likelihood methods to extract the factors, while the greatest variance by rotation results is shown in
Table 2. The factor analysis results for the performance showed that the 12 indicators have a good
response on the two factors. Total sales, staff morale lie in the one indicator. These performance
indicators reflect more major business performance, so the factor is defined as the business performance.
The five factors that expecting to complete the task, reaching the working formal performance
requirements and so on. Because these performance indicators mainly reflect individual performance,
the factor is defined as the individual employee performance. Corporate performance and individual
employee performance reliability coefficient Cronbach was 0.936 and 0.902, reliability are all high. In
addition, in order to facilitate comparison and analysis, using statistical software SPSS first calculated
the total score for each individual employee performance (5 indicators) and business performance
(seven indicators), and then unified into a 5 points scale to do the comparison.
Table 1

KMO and Bartlett’s Test

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy
Bartlett Test of Sphericity
Approx. chi-square
Df
Sig.
Table 2

.712
203.002
66
.000

The Factor Analysis Results of Performance

1. Enterprise total sales
2. Employee morale
3. Enterprise overall performance
4. Assets margins
5. The market share
6. Competitive position
7. Sales growth
8. Complete expected tasks
9. Qualified to complete the duty
10. The voluntary work
11. The formal performance requirements of work
12. Perform responsibility in job instruction

component
2．Individual
performance
0.142
0.174
0.210
0.354
-0.025
0.202
0.025
0.873
0.865
0.858
0.806
0.783

1.Enterprise
performance
0.932
0.861
0.860
0.831
0.793
0.771
0.735
0.138
0.125
0.260
0.076
0.098

3.3.2 Independent variable
According to research of Fan Jing Li who chooses domestic employees as the sample we choose
seven conformed to China’s domestic staff dimensions of organizational citizenship behavior. Including:
help behavior, organizational loyalty, the following of organizational, individual initiative, self
development, save resources, maintenance interpersonal harmony. With the same as dependent variable,
the independent variables using 5 scale measurements of Likert.
Table 3

The Correlation Between the Various Behaviors

1
Maintain interpersonal harmony
The following of organization
Individual initiative
Save resources
Organizational loyalty
help behavior
Self development

2
1.000
.206
.154
-.107
-.354
-.371
.003

3
1.000
.186
.060
-.141
-.232
-.214

4
1.000
-.074
-.106
-.292
-.059

5

1.000
.111
-.018
-.175

6

1.000
.108
-.469

7

1.000
-.427

1.000
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4 Analysis and Discussed Survey Results
(1) Regression analysis of personal performance and each factor (table 4)
We do regression analysis with SPSS, the results showed that these organizational citizenship
behavior explained 63% of individual performance (adj.R2=0.63 F = 6.593, p < 0.01), it is a better
explanation of organizational citizenship behavior’s influence to individual performance. Organizational
loyalty, the following of organization, individual initiative, and maintenance interpersonal harmony
exists significant influence to individual performance. It shows that many factors can affect individual
performance. The improving of employees in various of organizational behavior are likely to increase
their personal performance. Additional, help behavior, save resources of individual behavior have less
influence to individual performance. The probably reason may be helpful actions as a kind of behavior
to help others, which use your own resources to help others and reduce their performance. The behavior
of save resources advocate employee to save resources to reduce costs. However, in real life, we often
can find enterprise staff possesses enterprise resources to improve themselves performance in the
enterprise. Conversely, if employee saves resources also means employees giving up part the chance to
create performance for themselves.
Table 4

Regression Analysis of Personal Performance and Each Factor

the non-standardized
Standard
coefficient
coefficient
B
Standard error
(Constant)
1.451
.495
help behavior
-.130
.089
-.289
Organizational loyalty
-.066
.101
-.120
The following of organization
.366
.091
.607
Individual initiative
.198
.077
.361
Self development
-.065
.103
-.136
Save resources
-.111
.073
-.202
Maintain interpersonal harmony
.420
.086
.807
2
2
R =0.743 adj.R =0.630 F=6.593 P=0.001

t

Sig.

2.931
-1.466
-.650
4.044
2.558
-.635
-1.514
4.889

.010
.162
.052
.001
.021
.534
.149
.000

(2) Regression analysis of enterprise performance and each factor (table5)
We do regression analysis with SPSS, the results showed that help behavior, organizational
loyalty, the following of organizational individual initiative, self development, save resources,
maintenance interpersonal harmony has significant influence to enterprise performance. This research
results is similar with predecessors'. These organizational citizenship behaviors explained 61% of
enterprise performance. Among these behaviors, help behavior ( β = 0.395，P < 0.01 ) has
important influence to enterprise. It may be an employee get helps when he is being trouble can generate
strong sense of belonging. They see themselves as part of the organization; they will be more effort for
themselves and enterprise to create higher performance organization.
Table 5

Regression Analysis of Enterprise Performance and Each Factor

(Constant)
help behavior
Organizational loyalty
The following of organization
Individual initiative
Self development
Save resources
Maintain interpersonal harmony

The non-standardized
coefficient
B
Standard error
.204
.836
.543
.150
.132
.170
.252
.153
.126
.131
.148
.174
.096
.123
.078
.145

Standard
coefficient
t
.395
.096
.183
.092
.107
.070
.057

.245
3.616
.773
1.650
.968
.853
.779
.535

Sig.
.010
.002
.045
.011
.034
.040
.044
.060
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R2=0.729 adj.R2=0.610 F=6.149 P=0.001

5 Conclusion
The paper studies relationship between organizational citizenship behaviors and the enterprise
performance in China by the method of sampling survey. We take organizational citizen behavior as
explaining variables, and the enterprise performance and individual performance as explained variables.
We get organizational citizenship behavior performance and individual performance has influence
through regression analysis.
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An Investigation on Enterprises’ Technical Requirements in Hubei
Province of China and Its Solutions∗
Ma Ying, Xie Kefan
School of Management, Wuhan University of Technology, P.R.China,430070
(E-mail: mying331@163.com, xkf@whut.edu.cn)
Abstract It is very important for furthering the economic development in Hubei to satisfy the
technical requirements of industrial enterprises. So it is the key to find out what are the indeed
requirement and what extent these requirement are satisfied, the investigation is to meet the demands.
The investigation give a description of the types of enterprises’ technical requirements and the solutions,
cooperation willingness with universities and research institutes and the cooperation status. At last the
solutions are proposed from two sides of the government and the enterprises.
Keywords Technical requirements; Enterprises in Hubei; Investigation

1 Introduction
The investigation aims to understand the technical requirements of industrial enterprises in Hubei
province. For this sake, an investigation team is set up, which is composed by experts in related fields of
the CAS bureau, Hubei provincial science and technology agency, Wuhan biology Institute of the CAS
Bureau, Hubei provincial development and reform Commission and Wuhan University of Technology.
The team investigated the related enterprises of key industries field in Wuhan city circle and vice-central
city of Hubei province. This investigation has issued 131 questionnaires in total, with 131 questionnaires
returned, 119 valid questionnaires, achieving a validity of 91%.
Table 1 Characteristic of Investigated Enterprises
Enterprise Type

Proportion

The proportion
of R & D

Proportion

25.83%

<=10%

24.58%

private

1.68

Enterprise
size(Registered capital:
Million)
<=500

Cooperative
Enterprises
Joint venture
Limited
Liability
Enterprises
Shares
Limited
Enterprises
Private enterprise
Hong Kong, Macao
and Taiwan invested
Foreign-invested
enterprises
Others

2.52

500~1000

21.67%

10%~20%

45.76%

0.84
51.3

1000~5000
>5000

37.5%
15%

20%~30%
>30%

9.32%
20.34%

State-owned
enterprises

Proportion

22.7
16
0.84
1.68
2.52

The enterprises samples (shown in Table1) involve industries of electronic information, automobile
manufacturing, biomedical, electromechanical, petrochemicals, agricultural products growing and
processing businesses. And the enterprises types cover stock cooperative enterprises, joint ventures,
limited liability (enterprise), shares limited (enterprise), private enterprises, foreign-funded enterprises,
etc, and more than 95% of them are more than the scale. In the investigation, 93% of the enterprises
have R&D institutions; 86% of enterprises have long-term stability of the technical support unit, and the
proportion of enterprises which rely on university R&D is 91%, which are mainly Huazhong University
of Science and Technology, Wuhan University of Technology and Wuhan University etc. Another 9%
mainly rely on scientific research institutes. The above figures show that enterprises in Hubei Province
owning research efforts are still weak, but the R&D institutions and universities are closer.
∗
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2 The Investigation on Enterprises’ Technical Requirements
2.1 The type of enterprises’ technical requirements
Among the technical challenges related to the development of productive technology, energy
conservation, pollutants reduce, new product development, informatization, cost reduction and
productivity improvement the enterprises have faced, the results (as shown as Figure 1) have shown that
about 70% enterprises choose new product development, and secondly the development of productive
technology, which indicates the enterprises attach great importance to product and technology
innovation.

Process Energy Reducing New product
Improve saving energy
development
-ment
consumption

Information Reducing Production
cost
efficiency

Figure 1 The Type of Enterprises’ Technical Requirements
2.2 The solutions to enterprises’ technical requirements
As to the expected solutions to enterprises’ technical requirements( as shown as Figure 2), 68% of
the enterprises are "internal organization research", 67% of the enterprises choose " R & D with
universities and research institutions ", 46% of the enterprises choose "the introduction of technical
personnel" solution, 39% of the enterprises choose "entrust to universities and research organizations ",
31% of enterprises choose "find their own technical resources to discuss technology import", 5% of the
enterprises choose "authorize the technology intermediary for the introduction of technology."

Commissioned Commissioned Cooperative Introduction of Internal Finding technical
technical
universities &
R&D
technical
R & D sources
intermediary
research institutes
personnel
independently

Figure 2 The Solutions of Enterprises’ Technical Requirements

3 The Investigation on Enterprises’ Cooperation with Universities and Research Institutes
3.1 The enterprises’ cooperation willingness with universities and research institutes
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For the emerging enterprises’ technical requirements problems, 80% of enterprises are willing to
cooperate with universities and research institutes, and can accurately make their own technical
requirements, of which 90% of the total enterprises are in the proactive search for cooperation
opportunities with universities and scientific research institutes, and get the ability to maintain its
long-term partnership. In the cooperation with universities and scientific research institutes, 75% of
enterprises are willing to invest substantial human, financial and material resources and carry out joint
technology foresight.
3.2 The cooperation between enterprises and technology intermediary and its evaluation
In cooperation between the investigation enterprises and technology intermediary, only 45% of the
enterprises have " successful cooperation case " with the technology intermediaries, 42% of the
enterprise " have heard of technology intermediaries but have not contacted" , 83.2% of enterprises
"have contacted but without cooperation" 30% of the enterprises " have close contact but have no
successful cases," 42% of the enterprises "have no willingness to cooperate with the intermediaries ",
and 7% of the enterprises " have never heard of technology intermediaries. "
The pragmatic evaluation investigation result on the technology intermediaries shows, only 37% of
enterprises believe that the technical intermediaries "be able to promote the success of technology
transfer", and 34% of enterprises show "no understanding” of the role and the effectiveness of
technology intermediaries, and 20% of the enterprises have not give any evaluation. The results show
that the cooperation between production and research in Hubei is not very optimistic. Enterprises lack
understanding of technology intermediaries, and technology intermediaries have not played effective.
3.3 Enterprises’ technology import status
Among the investigation enterprises, 75% of the enterprises have introduced technology, as to the
introduction ways, 52% of the enterprises import “directly from the technical source unit", 24% of
enterprises import "directly from the person who researches technology ", 20% of the enterprises
“introduce technology through the introduction of talents". That is, more than 95% of the enterprises
import directly, only 4% of the enterprises introduce "through the technology intermediary service
organizations." For the contact with the technical source units (shown in Figure 7), more than 45% of
the enterprises through the "call on universities and research institutions ", 27% of the enterprises are
informed by " participating in technical seminars, project presentations, etc. ", 20 % of the enterprises
are introduced " by students, business partners " ,13% of the enterprises are "brought together by the
local government", only 3% of the enterprises "through the technology intermediary service
institutions."

4 Conclusions and Recommendations
As the investigation findings show, there is a high degree of technology requirements of enterprises
in Hubei Province, and enterprises have a strong willingness to seek technical cooperation. There are a
lot of strong researches and technology resources in Hubei Province, but the utilization and effect of
these research resources are not very satisfactory, particularly the effectiveness of technical services
institutions in the society has not appeared, whose technical service capabilities need further
improvement. Therefore, a sound government science and technology public platform and a technology
innovation system with enterprises as the mainstay and the combination of production, study and
research should be established in Hubei Province. With the further concentration of regional innovation
resources and the establishment and improvement of the four systems including macro-control,
knowledge innovation, technological innovation and intermediary service, the science and technology
energy get full release, and the convert from the technological advantages to the economic advantages is
achieved.
(1) Establish and improve the government macro-control system. Enhance major technological
development research and technology foresight, improving science and technology decision-making
mechanism, in realizing the guiding role in the optimal allocation of technology resources, enhance the
macro-control ability to stimulate technological innovation power and vitality effectively, strive to
create an innovative environment and to achieve the organic combination of the government guidance
and market traction, to promote the orderly and rational flow of the science and technology resources
elements.
(2) Set up and improve the technology innovation system with the enterprises as the mainstay and
the combination of production, study and research. Enterprises play the main role in the technological
innovation, with the project as the carrier, the integration of production, study and research as the path
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and the science and technology intermediary as a link, make efforts to solve the highlights
contradictions such as scientific and technological resources being separated from the enterprises,
technological innovation base and capability being weak, to vigorously promote scientific and
technological resources into the business, create the enterprises groups with active technological
innovation and high-level independent intellectual property, and improve the production, study and
research cooperative mechanism.
(3) Establish and improve knowledge innovation system. Bring the vital new force role and leading
role of the universities and research institutes in the regional technological innovation, and take effective
measures to encourage to attract universities and scientific research institutes in Wuhan to participate in
national level scientific research, at the same time, carry out key technologies joint research around the
distribution of productive forces and the economy in Wuhan social development needs, and thus
enhance the original innovation capacity and capability for innovation.
(4) Set up and improve science and technology intermediary service system. Give play to the
bridge and link role of science and technology intermediary to link the innovation subjects in the
regional science and technology innovation and to promote the joint interaction, forming the science and
technology intermediary service network with the organizational networking, industrial scale and
socialized service to strengthen a number of technical advice, technology assessment, technology
transaction, venture financing, transformation service, international science and technology cooperation
and protection of intellectual property core technology intermediaries, to provide full, comprehensive
high quality service for the regional innovation and entrepreneurial activity.
(5) Establish and improve a platform for technology transfer to accelerate the transformation of
scientific and technological achievements. With the national, provincial and municipal engineering
technology research center linked around the common techniques the appropriate economic scale
production needs, carry out the engineering of technology and system integration. Sticking to taking the
project as the carrier, enterprise as the support, give scope to the comprehensive advantages and carry
out services for the productization and industrialization of the technology results in Hubei Province and
the enhance of the overall technology level in the industry.
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Abstract Many scholars have thought that entrepreneurship has an important effect on improving
enterprise competitive position and obtaining enterprise competitive advantage. Then, what effect does
the entrepreneurship has on diversification and capital structure strategy? In this paper, entrepreneurship
is classified into radical entrepreneurship and gradual entrepreneurship, enterprise performance into the
overall financial performance and new product performance. On the basis of questionnaire survey, by
exploratory factor analysis and structural equation modeling, the results show that the radical
entrepreneurship is helpful to SMEs realizing diversification, however, the gradual entrepreneurship is
helpful to specialized operation; Whether radical entrepreneurship or gradual entrepreneurship has little
effect on capital structure strategy in SMEs; Diversification indirectly affects the overall financial
performance through affecting the new product performance.
Key words Entrepreneurship; Small and medium-sized enterprises; Diversification; Capital structure;
Structural equation modeling

1 Introduction
In Western academia, the study on the relationship between diversification and capital structure
began in the 20th century, 70's, which has proposed a variety of theories such as "the debt capacity
theory", "the internal capital markets theory" and so on. These theories have made different explanations
from different angles. Then, are the results of foreign research suitable for China? From the mid-90s of
20th century, domestic scholars have involved in the study on the relationship between diversification
and capital structure and using empirical methods studied the relationship between diversification and
capital structure. Some scholars have believed that there is a positive correlation between diversification
and capital structure(Lei Lianghai, Xu Yongguo, 2002; Lei Lianghai, Du Xiaojuan, 2003; Chang Yong,
Cheng Hongwei, 2006; Hong Daolin, Xiong Dehua, Liu Li, 2007)and some have believed that there is a
negative correlation(Wang Jiaqian, 2003; Lin Kongtuan, Li Jianjian, Wu Jianfeng, 2006),in addition,
Some scholars have also believed that there is an inverted U-shaped non-linear relationship (Shao Jun,
Chen Shuliang , 2006; Jiang Fuxiu, Lu Zhengfei, 2006). Due to the different objects and control
variables，the results of studies of domestic scholars are quite different, but many scholars have believed
that entrepreneurship has a significant effect on diversification and capital structure decisions
（Burgelman，1983；Zahra，1993，1995，1996）. Taking the Small and medium-sized enterprises in
Urumqi, Xinjiang, as investigation object, this paper mainly explores the action mechanism of
entrepreneurship to diversification and capital structure decisions and then investigates the effect of
entrepreneurship on enterprise performance.

2 Literature Review and Theoretical Hypotheses
2.1 Entrepreneurship
With the increasingly intensifying trend of competition and the rapid development of science and
technology, the entrepreneurship is playing an increasingly important role in the enterprise operation
process. After 90’s of the 20th century, some scholars (eg, Guth & Ginsberg, 1990; Zahra, 1995, 1996)
have suggested that entrepreneurship in the organization is classified into three categories. The first is
new business development in the existing companies, including the company's internal venture, new
business division and internal innovation and adventure. The second is renewal or reengineering of
existing organizations, including strategic renewal, strategic change, reengineering and strategic strip.
The third is innovation. There exists intense debate on which type of entrepreneurship will help improve
enterprise performance in academia. In this paper, according to the classification method by Hendenson
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and Clark (1990), entrepreneurship is classified into gradual entrepreneurship and radical
entrepreneurship. Gradual entrepreneurship tends to strengthen and upgrade the strategic orientation of
existing products or markets, focus on full use of existing products or markets, seek continuous
improvement and realize specialization. Entrepreneur with gradual spirit has a lower capital requirement,
so the enterprise tends to choose a lower capital structure level. Radical entrepreneurship tends to
develop the strategic orientation of new products or markets, get rid of competition pressure of
existing products or markets, seek new profit space and realize diversification. For SMEs, entrepreneur
with radical spirit often takes an active debt financing to raise funds for developing the new products or
markets, so the enterprise tends to choose a higher capital structure level. Therefore, this article has the
following hypotheses:H1a: radical entrepreneurship promotes diversification;H1b: gradual
entrepreneurship promotes specialization;H1c: radical entrepreneurship promotes enterprise operating in
a high capital structure level (high total asset-liability level); H1d: gradual entrepreneurship promotes
enterprise operating in a low capital structure level (low total asset-liability level).
2.2 Relationship between diversification and capital structure
Studying the difference between diversified enterprise and non-diversified enterprise from
enterprise finance, western scholars believe that the motive of diversification is to increase the overall
debt capacity and achieve the improvement of enterprise performance, which is the debt capacity theory.
From the perspective of debt capacity, Lewellen (1971) has examined the causes of joint ventures and
thought that diversified enterprise can increase the overall debt capacity and enhance the enterprise
value through combining the different business whose cash flow volatility is uncorrelated or even
negatively correlated. The internal capital markets theory holds that diversification can eliminate the
volatility of enterprise income and get more stable cash flow, which can effectively provide funds for
those underfunded sectors within the enterprise, namely forming the internal capital markets, and reduce
the operational risks brought by single-sector operation, thus bringing about co-insurance effect. Stulz
(1990) has pointed out that as creating a strong internal capital markets, diversified enterprise, through
capital movement within the enterprise, can effectively solve the above problem of insufficient
investment and make diversified enterprise more difficult to lose good investment opportunities
comparing to specialized enterprises and thus enhance the enterprise value. When an industry within the
enterprise is in recession, a large number of idle funds generated by this industry can be transferred to
other industries, which can avoid the waste of enterprise resources and ensure other industries within the
enterprise have enough strength to participate in market competition.Comment and Jarrell (1995) have
found that the financial leverage of diversified enterprises is 38% to 40% while the average financial
leverage of all enterprises is 33% to 34% in their samples. Therefore, this article has the following
hypotheses: H2a: there is a positive correlation between diversification and capital structure (total
asset-liability level);H2b: there is a negative correlation between specialization and capital structure
(total asset-liability level).
In fact, diversification and capital structure strategies are both to improve the enterprise
performance. In order to further explore the effect of diversification and capital structure on enterprise
performance, referring to the research by Jiang Chunyan and Zhao Shuming (2006), this article has
classified enterprise performance into the overall financial performance and new product performance.
Generally speaking, through diversification, the enterprise can get more marginal profit from new
products than from mature products (Li & Atuahene.Gima, 2001, 2002), thus the enterprise can get
higher new performance. In other words, as the market demand for the product being saturated, in order
to win the competition, the enterprise must constantly introduce new products.Because of the constant
change of market demand for the product and the rapid development of science and technology, it is
possible to introduce new products and make the product life cycles gradually shortening. It can be said
that the effect of new product performance on the overall financial performance is increasing. Therefore,
this article has the following hypotheses:H3a: there is a positive correlation between diversification and
new product performance;H3b: there is a positive correlation between specialization and the overall
financial performance;H3c: there is a positive correlation between new product performance and the
overall financial performance.

3 Research Methods
3.1 Sample and data collection procedures
This study collects data by questionnaires. According to the research needs, this study has a
rigorous screening on returned questionnaires. Screening criteria are: (1) the measured enterprises
should be through the start-up, so the age of enterprise must be more than 3 years; (2) the enterprises,
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with over 1,500 employees should be removed; (3) the questionnaires should be filled in by those who
are middle-senior managers with working age over one year in the enterprise to ensure the information
quality of the survey data. From July 2009 to September 2009, this study distributes 600 paper
questionnaires to MBA students and enterprise people and collects 302 questionnaires 213 of which are
valid, the valid rate of the questionnaires is 35.5%.
3.2 Indicator System
To ensure the validity and the reliability, this study has tried to adopt the used scale in the existing
literature at home and abroad and then made some appropriate modification according to the purpose of
this article. To ensure the design quality of the questionnaire, after inviting five referees from MBA
students to make items sorting, this study has eliminated some items and modified the wording of some
items and then formed pre-survey questionnaire. To assess the accuracy of questionnaire design, the
study has made a pilot test on MBA students and then made some appropriate modification again
according to the advice provided by the pre-volunteers. Eventually, the items measuring
entrepreneurship have eight, four of which measure gradual entrepreneurship and four measure radical
entrepreneurship. The items measuring enterprise performance has six, three of which measure the
overall financial performance and three measure new product performance. All items are measured in
Likert 5 scale and 1 represents very low while 5 represents very high.
The measurement of radical /gradual entrepreneurship has taken the He and Wong (2004) scale,
including eight items of “introducing new products, expanding new products range, developing new
markets, entering new areas of technology, improving the quality of existing products, increasing the
flexibility of current production, reducing the cost of current production, increasing output and reducing
energy consumption”. All items are measured in Likert 5 scale and 1 represents very low while 5
represents very high.
The measurement of diversification has combined business strategy classification by Palepu (1985)
with average information. The sample enterprise is classified into low related diversification-high
unrelated diversification and high related diversification-low unrelated diversification to examine the
diversification.
In our reality, it is difficult for enterprise to define the long-term liabilities and short-term liabilities
through renewal, so the capital structure is represented by the total asset-liability ratio. However, it is
still very difficult to obtain the true and absolute total asset-liability ratio, therefore, this study has
adopted the relative value used by most empirical research. All items are measured in Likert 5 scale and
1 represents very low while 5 represents very high, requiring respondents to answer the questions
according to the liabilities.
The overall financial performance is represented by “the relative level of net profit, the relative
level of sales revenue, the relative level of return on assets”. The measurement of new product
performance has taken the Li and Atuahene-Gima (2001) scale, including three items, respectively,
measuring the number, sales growth and market share of new products. All items are measured in Likert
5 scale and 1 represents very low while 5 represents very high.
3.3 Methods
In this study these 213 valid sample data were analyzed using SPSS12.0 and LISREL8.50. Firstly,
to assess the consistency of measurement items, exploratory factor analysis and confirmatory factor
analysis were performed by structural equation modeling (SEM), then to judge whether there is a match
between measurement model and data, fit index was tested and finally to test the hypotheses, the
goodness-of-fit of structure model and the distinctiveness of path coefficient were tested.

4 Data Analysis and Research Results
4.1 EFA
This study has taken the Cronbach's alpha coefficient to test the reliability of variable. The
Cronbach's alpha coefficient of radical entrepreneurship, gradual entrepreneurship, new product
performance and the overall financial performance is 0.830，0.794，0.799，0.816, all above 0.70,
therefore the scale has satisfactory reliability.
The primary component analysis (PCA) of four items of radical entrepreneurship shows that
Bartlett's globular test statistics is significant and the minimum factor loading coefficient of items is 0.57.
The PCA of four items of gradual entrepreneurship shows that Bartlett's globular test statistics is
significant and the minimum factor loading coefficient is 0.76. The PCA of three items of new product
performance shows that Bartlett's globular test statistics is significant and the minimum factor loading
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coefficient is 0.62. The PCA of three items of the overall financial performance shows that Bartlett's
globular test statistics is significant and the minimum factor loading coefficient is 0.67. Because each
factor loading coefficient in this scale is all above 0.5, the scale has satisfactory construct validity. After
oblique rotation cumulative variance explained reaches 57%, indicating that the measurement has
satisfactory construct validity. Table 1 shows the results of exploratory factor analysis of four latent
variables.
item

Table 1 the Result of EFA
F1 radical
F2 gradual
entrepreneurs entrepreneurs
hip
hip

Introducing new products
Expanding new products range
Developing new markets
Entering new areas of technology
Improving the quality of existing
products
Increasing the flexibility of current
production
Reducing the cost of current production
Increasing output and reducing energy
consumption
The relative level of net profit
The relative level of sales revenue
The relative level of return on assets
The number of new products
The sales growth of new products
The market share of new products
Cronbach's alpha coefficient
Eigenvalue
The cumulative percentage of variance
explained

0.84
0.69
0.81
0.57

F3 the overall
financial
performance

0.86
0.78
0.86
0.76

0.830
3.6
26.4

F4 new
product
performance

0.80
0.67
0.68

0.794
2.6
40.6

0.70
0.80
0.62

0.816
1.2
51.1

0.799
1.1
57.0

Table 2 shows the mean, standard deviation and Pearson correlation coefficient of all variables.
Overall, new product performance and the overall financial performance is significantly correlated (r =
0.38). Diversification and capital structure is not significantly correlated with the overall financial
performance(r =0.10, r = 0.06) but correlated with new product performance(r = 0.23, r = 0.20). Radical
entrepreneurship is more significantly correlated with diversification and capital structure than gradual
entrepreneurship with diversification and capital structure(r = 0.35 and r = 0.18 compared with r = 0.12
and r = 0.05). Meanwhile, radical entrepreneurship and gradual entrepreneurship are all significantly
correlated with the overall financial performance(r =0.30, r = 0.31), while, radical entrepreneurship is
more significantly correlated with new product performance than gradual entrepreneurship(r = 0.44 and
r = 0.23).
Table 2 the Mean, Standard Deviation and Pearson Correlation Coefficient of all Variables
standard
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
variable
mean
deviation
radical entrepreneurship F1
3.89
1.09
1

gradual entrepreneurship F2

3.31

0.88

.24

F6

1

the overall financial performance F3

3.22

0.93

.30

.31

1

new product performance F4

2.89

1.90

.44

.23

.38

1

capital structure F5

2.77

1.01

.18

.05

.06

.20

1

diversification F6

1.16

0.29

.35

.12

.10

.23

.07

1

4.2 Structure model and test of the research hypotheses
The structure model has a better goodness-of-fit:
2
χ =729.43,p<0.01;GFI=0.91,RMSEA=0.060,SRMR=0.042, NNFI=0.93, IFI=0.92.By the parameter test
of modified model, the results show in Table 3.
Radical entrepreneurship promotes diversification, while gradual entrepreneurship promotes
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specialization, that is, hypothesis 1a and hypothesis 1b are supported. The hypothesis 1c of radical
entrepreneurship and capital structure and the hypothesis 2a of diversification and capital structure are
not supported. However, the hypothesis 1d of gradual entrepreneurship and capital structure and the
hypothesis 2b of specialization and capital structure are supported. Diversification and new product
performance, specialization and the overall financial performance, new product performance and the
overall financial performance are all significantly correlated, that is, hypothesis 3a, 3b and 3c are all
supported. Therefore, radical entrepreneurship is the important factors not only affecting diversification
but also affecting new product performance.
path
γ11
γ12
γ13
γ14
γ21
γ22
γ31
γ32
γ33

Table 3 the Path Coefficients of Structure Model and the Test Results
the relationship between variables
path
T
Corresponding
coefficient
hypothesis
4.20 H1a
radical entrepreneurship→diversification
0.35***
2.78 H1b
gradual entrepreneurship→specialization
0.22**
3.02 H1c
radical entrepreneurship→high debt
0.13***
2.75 H1d
gradual entrepreneurship→low debt
0.25***
3.87 H2a
diversification→high debt
0.07***
1.98 H2b
specialization→low debt
0.15**
2.75 H3a
diversification→new product performance
0.21***
3.43 H3b
specialization→the overall financial performance 0.19***
3.02 H3c
new product performance→the overall financial 0.31***
performance
Note：* p<0.05；** p<0.01；*** p<0.001.

radical entrepreneurship

***

0.35

gradual entrepreneurship
***

0.22

diversification
Specialization

***

0.21

test result
support
support
no support
support
no support
support
support
support
support

new productper performance
***

0.31
**

0.19

the overall financial performance

Figure 1 The Modified Structure Model and the Relationship Between Variables

Figure 1 shows the modified structure model and the relationship between variables (omitting the
direct effect of entrepreneurship on capital structure).

5 Conclusions
Based on the classified of enterprise performance, this paper discusses the relationship between
entrepreneurship, diversification, capital structure and enterprise performance. Building a theoretical
model by studying literature, choosing the small and medium enterprises in Xinjiang as the empirical
research object, the results of this study show that entrepreneurship has a significant effect on
diversification and capital structure. As the following: (1) radical entrepreneurship is helpful to SMEs
realizing diversification, however, gradual entrepreneurship is helpful to specialized operation; (2)
Whether radical entrepreneurship or gradual entrepreneurship has little effect on capital structure
strategy in SMEs; (3) Diversification indirectly affects the overall financial performance through
affecting the new product performance.
The results of this article have great significance in the theory and practice related to portfolio
diversification and capital structure. First, the results of this article show that entrepreneurship has a
significant effect on diversification, while has little effect on capital structure. The possible reason is that
because of difficulties in debt financing, the SMEs in the underdeveloped regions tend to rely more on
self-accumulation in the process of diversification. Therefore, the results of this article have made some
contribution to the research on the survival and development issues of SMEs in the underdeveloped
regions. Second, the results of this article show that diversification and capital structure indirectly affect
the overall financial performance through affecting the new product performance, enriching the theory
of optimal capital structure.
However, there are still some limitations in this article. First of all, this sample was obtained
through convenience sampling and this non-probability sampling limits the results analogizing to all
underdeveloped regions; Secondly, this article uses some subjective performance indicators, although
these indicators are effective and acceptable in survey research, but some objective performance
indicators should be more persuasive; Finally, this article only studies the effect of entrepreneurship on
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diversification and capital structure without considering such factors as the intensity of market
competition, competition policy and so on. Therefore, the application of the conclusions of this article
has some limitations.
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Abstract Based on the quarter data from 2002 to 2009 of China Merchants Bank, this paper does the
empirical analysis between the ratio of non-interest income in the business income and return on equity
(ROE). The test result shows that there exists cointegration relationship between them. Developing
non-interest income business can enhance remarkably the operation performance of commercial banks.
ECM shows that both short-term fluctuation of non-interest income and the equilibrium error of
operation performance have striking effect on the short-term fluctuation of operation performance of
commercial banks.
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1

Introduction

During the past 20 years, with the rapid development of commercial banks and more and more
fierce competition in the financial market, commercial banks have changing their structure of income.
The ratio of non-interest income business in the business income of commercial banks is increasing
continuously. For some large banks in Europe and the United States, above ratio has larger than 50%.
For Chinese commercial banks, the non-interest income business has also developed rapidly in recent
years, but the traditional interest income business is still in the leading position.
Foreign researchers began the research on the non-interest income business from 1980s. Diamond
(1983,1984) and Williamson(1989) held that the diversification of the income structure results in some
information advantages for commercial banks. Diversification of the income structure can bring
comprehensive benefits to commercial bank. Clark (1988), Murder (1992) and Rorestoeri (1993) did
empirical research on some Japanese, Israeli and European commercial banks. They concluded that
diversification of the income structure leads to economies of scope for commercial banks. Saunders and
Walters (1994) held that the expansion of banking business can reduce risks. Galloet al. (1996) held that
increasing ratio of non-interest income business contributes to the increasing profitability and risk
reduction. Ralf Elsas (2006) analyzed the panel data of nine countries from 1996 to 2003, tested the
effect of revenue diversification on bank value. Vincenzo Chiorazzo (2008) researched on the
relationship between revenue diversification and performance in some Italian banks. Their research
showed that there exists a positive correlation between the two variables. Some researchers got different
conclusions. De Young and Roland (1999) held that the revenue from commission is not as stable as that
of traditional banking business. Behr (2005) concluded that the more diversified a commercial bank’s
business is, the less income it gains. Stiroh and Rumble (2006) held that the increasing of the
non-interest income ratio of a commercial bank will not increase its profitability because the
non-interest income is more volatile than the interest income and the profitability is less. Evelyn,
Hayden (2007) did the empirical analysis about the relationship between revenue diversification and
bank performance by using the credit data of 983 Germany bank from 1996-2002. Their research did not
prove any obvious correlation between the change of the flow of such credit fund and bank performance.
Lepetitet al (2008) held that the size of a commercial bank and the type of non-interest income have
effect on the relationship between non-interest income and bank profitability.
Domestic researchers began the research on the diversification of the income structure of
commercial banks only in recent years. Wang Ting (2007), Zou Jiang, Zhang Wei-Ran, Xu Ying-hong
(2004) compared the income structure between Chinese and foreign commercial banks; He Yong (2006)
put forward some countermeasures for Chinese commercial banks to optimize the income structure.
Wang Zhi-jun (2004), Xue Hong-jian (2006), Wang Jia-Qiang (2007) reviewed the non-interest income
of commercial banks in the United States, European Union and Asia-Pacific area. Cai Hong-yuan (2005)
and Wang Yong (2006) analyzed the main sources of the non-interest income and the problems in the
development of non-interest income business; Zhou Hao-Wen, Wang Jing (2008) held that non-interest
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income is volatile. Zheng Rong-nian, Niu Mu-hong (2007) concluded that the commercial banks with
high credit risk are liable to develop non-interest income business. Lou Ying-chun (2008) held that for
Chinese commercial banks, non-interest income does not have a significant effect on bank assets and the
profitability.
Taking into account the availability of data, this paper takes China Merchants Bank as an example.
China Merchants Bank became a joint-equity bank from the first quarter of 2002. This paper aims at
analyzing the relationship between the development of non-interest income business and the operation
performance of China Merchants Bank. Firstly, it will do the stationary test for every time series and the
cointegration test between two time series. Secondly, it will conclude whether there exists a long-term
stabilized equilibrium relationship between the two variables. Finally, it will analyze the factors which
explain the short-term fluctuation of the operation performance of the bank by ECM.

2 Indicator Selection Data Sources and Processing
Non-interest income refers to all the income of a commercial bank other than the interest income.
In the paper, the ratio of non-interest income in the business income indicates the development level of
the non-interest income business in China Merchants Bank, return on equity (ROE) indicates the
operation performance of the bank.
All the data of above two variables, namely, the ratio of non-interest income in the business income
(NONINT) and return on equity (ROE) come from the website of China Merchants Bank and is shown
in Table 1.
Quarter
Q1 2002
Q2 2002
Q3 2002
Q4 2002
Q1 2003
Q2 2003
Q3 2003
Q4 2003

NONINT
3.3
3.7
4.3
6.9
5.55
5.56
4.2
5.29

Q1 2004
Q2 2004
Q3 2004
Q4 2004
Q1 2005
Q2 2005
Q3 2005
Q4 2005

5.47
5.5
5.33
7.07
5.78
9.31
6.88
8.46

Table 1
ROE
2.17
5.68
8.08
9.52
3.35
6.46
3.27
12.21

4.37
8.69
4.17
15.06
4.81
9.59
13.67
15.93

Variable Data
Quarter
Q1 2006
Q2 2006
Q3 2006
Q4 2006
Q1 2007
Q2 2007
Q3 2007
Q4 2007

Q1 2008
Q2 2008
Q3 2008
Q4 2008
Q1 2009
Q2 2009
Q3 2009
Q4 2009

NONINT
7.75
13.76
2.91
13.17
9.16
15.97
11.13
17.23

ROE
4.05
8.55
3.28
17.52
4.30
21.40
15.84
24.76

8.39
16.09
10.52
15.23
11.20
24.52
12.56
21.54

8.45
36.42
22.73
27.41
5.12
20.16
14.95
21.18

By Eviews6.0, we get 0.741909, the correlation coefficient between above two variables, which
means that there exists relative strong positive correlation between the two variables.

3. Empirical Analysis
3.1 Stationary test to variables
To analyze the relationship between two time series, the first step need to be done is to test the
stationary of the two time series respectively. In this paper, we adopt the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test,
i.e., the ADF test to do the unit root test to the two variables. The test result is shown in table 2.
Table 2
Result of ADF Test
Durbin-Watson
ADF test
statistic
statistic

5%
1%
critical
critical
value
value
1.93
-20.60
-1.95
-2.64
NONINT
1
（0, 0,0）
1.88
-14.78
-1.95
-2.64
ROE
1
（0, 0,0）
Note: （C, T, K）indicates the constant, trend and lag length in ADF test;
* indicates that the difference of variable passes the ADF test under the 1% critical level.
variable

Times of
difference

（C, T, K）

test
result
I(1)*
I(1)*
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The above test result shows that neither of the above two variables are stationary, and both of them
are I (1).
3.2 Cointegration rank test between the variables
To test whether there exists a long term stabilized equilibrium relationship between the two
variables, we need do the cointegration rank test to the variables. The test result is shown in table 3.
Table 3

Result of Cointegration Test

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)
Hypothesized

Trace

0.05

No. of CE(s)

Eigenvalue

Statistic

Critical Value

Prob.**

None *

0.326603

14.36440

12.32090

0.0224

At most 1

0.080011

2.501805

4.129906

0.1343

Trace statistic 14.36440 is less than 0.05 critical value 12.32090. Trace test indicates 1
cointegrating equation at the 0.01 level between the two variables. To do the further test, we do the OLS
to the two variables. The residual series E of the above regression equation is illustrated in figure 1.
E
20
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-10
2002

2003

Figure 1

2004
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2009

Line and Symbol of Residual Series E

Then we do the unit root test to the residual series E, the ADF test result is shown in table 5.
Table 4

Result of ADF Test to Residual Series E

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic
Test critical values:

t-Statistic

Prob.*

-4.332234

0.0089

1% level

-4.284580

5% level

-3.562882

10% level

-3.215267

*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.

The t-statistic -4.332234 is less than the test critical value -4.284580 under 1% level which proves
that the residual series E is stationary. Trace test indicates 1 cointegrating equation at the 0.01 level
between variables ROE and NONINT.
3.3 ECM analysis
Since trace test indicates 1 cointegrating equation at the 0.01 level between variables ROE and
NONINT, according to Granger theory, there must be ECM between them. Firstly, we define the
equilibrium error (ecm), ROE being the dependent variable, NONINT being the independent variable.
Secondly, we do the OLS, the coefficient is 1.165417. Do the ECM analysis with Eviews6.0, we get
table 6.
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Variable
C
D(NONINT)
ECM
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

Table 5
Result of ECM Analysis
Coefficient
Std. Error
t-Statistic
0.724781
1.076402
0.673336
1.261006
0.185507
6.797603
-0.799340
0.189167
-4.225572
0.729969 Mean dependent var
0.710681 S.D. dependent var
5.835819 Akaike info criterion
953.5901 Schwarz criterion
-97.09392 Hannan-Quinn criter.
37.84581 Durbin-Watson stat
0.000000

Prob.
0.5063
0.0000
0.0002
0.613226
10.84958
6.457672
6.596445
6.502909
1.897695

From table 6, we get the ECM equation as follows:

ROEt -ROEt-1=0.724781+1.261006(NONINT-NONINT
t
t-1)-0.799340(ROEt-1-0.911807-1.165417NONINTt-1)+μt

4 Conclusions
There exists a cointegration relationship between the ratio of non-interest income in the business
income and return on equity (ROE). Furthermore, there exists a significant positive correlation between
the two variables. For the joint-equity commercial banks, developing non-interest income business can
improve their business performance significantly which can result in higher rate of return for investors.
To optimize the income structure through developing the non-interest income business is the
inevitable choice for commercial banks under the increasingly fierce competition, which has become a
worldwide tendency for commercial banks. Chinese commercial banks should take measures to
continuously improve the non-interest income business so as to enhance their operation performance,
and to narrow the gap with the commercial banks in developed countries.
The short-term fluctuation of ROE results from two factors, one is the short-term fluctuation of
NONINT, the other one is the equilibrium error which indicates the degree the variable ROE deviates
from its long-run equilibrium. From ECM equation, the ratio of non-interest income in the business
income increases by 1%, ROE, in short term, will increases by 1.26%. ROE deviates from its long-run
equilibrium by 1%, its short-term fluctuation will bring ROE back to its equilibrium point by 0.8%. The
short-term fluctuation of non-interest income business has a significant impact on the short-term
fluctuation of the operation performance of commercial banks. Therefore, the commercial banks should
maintain the stable development of the non-interest income business so as to avoid excessive
fluctuations of the operation performance of the commercial banks due to the excessive fluctuation of
non-interest income.
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Abstract Human resource environment (HRE)of enterprises has a great influence on the growth of
staff and enterprise performance, so it is necessary to do the evaluation of enterprise human resource
environment. This paper constructs a human resource environment(HRE) evaluation index system
formed by three first-level and fourteen secondary-level indicators, and delegates it weight through the
method of hierarchy analysis Finally, the paper takes S Corporation as an empirical study case, and gets
the score of the company's human resource environment is 2.99, which is in good condition. The paper
is consistent with the actual situation of the company, and proves the rationality of the evaluation
system.
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1 Introduction
As the concept of human resource has been put forward in 20th century, 50's, human resource has
increasingly taken seriously as a kind of resource. Under the background of rapid acknowledge
information development, human resource has been one of the most important resources. From the point
of view of economics, resources are scarce, and human resource is no exception. The human resource
environment (HRE) is a very important factor in how an enterprise can get good human resource and
play a greater role of it. It is a topic worth exploring that how HRE is and how its evaluation method is.
For employees, a good human resources environment is more conducive for their ability to play and
reflect their own values. The merit of HRE will directly affect the attractiveness of enterprises to the
talent outside, and also affects the efficiency of internal human resource.
At present, the research of human resource environment and the related areas have made some
progress inside and outside the country. Internationally, Newman (1977) divided the working
environment of human resource in enterprises into 11 aspects: "supervisor type, task characteristics,
performance rewards and punishments, employee relations, work motivation, staff facilities
configuration, staff capacity, organizational decision-making policies, living space, producing pressure
and work duties "[1]. And Amabile (1996) designed KEYS chart which reflects the working environment
condition in view of this point, and verified the related relationship between different working
environment and employee innovation[2]. Chiu(2002) designed the cognitive scale of Chinese employees
working environment on the basis of view of the five points, which are organizational prospects,
operational effectiveness, staff promotion, staff participation and role expectations. And through the
research they found out that the recognition of employees of enterprise environment in private
enterprises is higher than that in state-owned ones in China[3]. Martin (2006), his study showed that the
attitude of staff towards work is affected by their organizational environment[4]. Related issues inside the
country have also been researched; Wang (2001) investigated the organizational environmental factors
which effects the quit of employees[5]. Zeng (2005) studied how to optimize the internal environment of
human exploration from the point view of enterprise culture, enterprise development strategies,
incentives and employment mechanism and human resource management model[6]. Xiong (2008)
researched causes of organizational confidence crisis, its adverse impacts and suggestions of building
trust-based organization environment[7]. Hou (2009) made the evaluation system of hotel personnel
environment and analyzed six hotels[8]. However, currently, the research of the construction of the
enterprise human resource environment evaluation system which can universally adaptive is still lacking.
Therefore, it is of great significance to promote the development of enterprise human resource
environment in building a universally adaptive enterprise human resource environmental evaluation
system and doing effectively study to enterprise human resource environment.
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2 The Establishment of Human Resource Environment Evaluation System
The enterprise human resource environment evaluation of this paper is analyzed based on the
objective conditions the enterprise state and the knowledge and experience of employees of enterprises
to the environment. Therefore, at the time when the enterprise human resource environment evaluation
indicators are established, it takes the way of objective scoring and the questionnaire survey respectively
to obtain the evaluation data according to different index characteristics, and then using the fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation and the method of weighted arithmetic average to obtain the final evaluation
results and then judging the HRE status of an enterprise.
2.1 The establishment of enterprise HRE evaluation index system
2.1.1 The principle of indicator selecting
To make the HRE evaluation index reflects the true situation objectively, on the index setting, we
should follow the following principles:
(1) Rational and scientific, on the index setting, we should be scientific and rational, refining the
key indicators and reducing the introduction of less correlative index to ensure the representation of
index system.
(2) Independent and clarity, the content of indexes is independent with clear boundaries, reducing
the relevance of indicators and occurrence of ambiguity.
(3)Generally adaptation, enterprises of different size, industry and nature have their own
characteristics, targets set needs universal applicability and replicability propagable.
Table 1

First-level
index
Objective
indicator

Basic
environment
(U1)
w1=0.2473

Organizational
Environment
(U2)
w2=0.3021

Subjective
indicators
Personal
development
environment
(U3)
w3=0.4506

CR=0.0043

HRE Index System

Secondary -level index

Index Description

Enterprise Development(U11)
w11=0.4251
Enterprise scale(U12)
w12=0.2493
Enterprises Position(U13)
w13=0.3256

Enterprise development condition and
development trends

Organizational structural
system(U21)
w21=0.1996
Organizational management
capabilities(U22) w22=0.3100
Organizational stability(U23)
w23=0.1570
Organizational information
flow degree (U24) w24=0.1338
Organizational of interpersonal
coordination degree (U25)
w25=0.1996
Personnel selection
mechanism(U31) w31=0.1921
Performance appraisal
system(U32) w32=0.1573
Remuneration
competitiveness(U33)
w33=0.2346
Education and training(U34)
w34=0.1626
Working conditions(U35)
w35=0.1246
The job matching(U36)
w36=0.1246

The size of enterprise
Area of enterprise
CR=0.0043
Recognition of staff to the organizational
framework
Evaluation of managing ability of management
in the organization
Whether the organizational personnel structure is
stable
The degree of organizational information
dissemination and communication
Whether the organizational interpersonal
relationship is coordinated, the political
condition of the company
CR=0.0011
Whether the personnel selection mechanism is
reasonable

Whether the performance appraisal is scientific
He standard of remuneration in the enterprise
The training opportunity and training quality
How is the working and leisure facilities
Whether individuals and work is match
CR=0.0007

2.1.2 The establishment of indicators
HRE indicators set from three dimensions, which is the basic environment of enterprise,
organizational environment and individual development environment. We set three first-level and
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fourteen secondary-level indicators based on this consideration. Basic environmental indicators reflect
the background and development condition the enterprise state and show the basic elements of HRE.
Indicators in this level include three secondary-level indexes, which are enterprise development, firm
size and enterprise location; Organizational environment indicator is the working organizational
environment that inside the enterprise stay, which reflects the organizational situation. Under this level,
it sets five secondary-level indicators which are organizational structure system, organizational
management ability, organizational stability, smooth degree of organizing information and
organizational interpersonal coordination degree; The personal development environment of the first
level indicator reflects the occupational status of employees and the assessment of their own to personal
professional status and development prospects. At this level it sets six secondary-level indicators which
are personnel selection and performance evaluation mechanism, competitive pay and benefits, education
and training, working conditions and job matching (Table 1). Evaluation in these three dimensions, as
the quantitative analysis that the basic environmental index incline to objective, the research analysis
taking the way of direct scoring according to data, and because of the personal subjective feelings that
involved and dematerialized indicators in the organizational environment and personal development
environment, we analysis adopting the method of questionnaire and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation.
2.2 Identifying indicators for weight
For this study set of index weight, we adopt AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) method. AHP is a kind
of systematical and hierarchical analysis method that combines the qualitative and quantitative, and that
subjective judgments can serve as an important part of the judge on the factors the AHP is quite
satisfactory[9]. In order to guarantee the scientific of the weight, we consult to 7 people include
university experts, HR practitioners and corporate staff. We give scores with taking the method of 1-9
calibration, constructing the judging matrix on the basis of suggestion, and doing data analysis through
hierarchy analyzing software yaahp(0.51), and doing conformance testing and normalizing and get each
index weight, specific results( table 1).
2.3 Comments chosen
The comment is the evaluation standard to the environmental condition, and this research adopts
point from 4 point to 1 point to carry on the appraisal. Under the basic environment of the first-level
index, the enterprise development indicator takes the enterprise profit ability as the evaluation standard,
bestowing 4 points to enterprises that year income grows 15% above in three years, 3 points to which
grows 15%-8%, 2 points to which grows 8%-0% and 1 point to the negative growth; The enterprise size
indicator carries on the judgment according to its annual turnover size, bestowing 4 points to enterprises
that the year turnover surpasses 300,000,000RMB, 3 points to which is between
30,000,000--300,000,000RMB, 2 points to which is between 30,000,000--5,000,000RMB and 1 point
to 5,000,000RMB below; The enterprise position mainly carries on the appraisal by the enterprise local
situation, bestowing 4 points to enterprises which located in first-level city (Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangzhou, Shenzhen), 3 points to the provincial capital city, city specifically designated in the state
plan and the coastal developed city, 2 points to the medium-sized city and 1 point to small cities.
Regarding two first-level indicators of organizational environment and individual development
environment, it adopts four descriptive words of superior, good, general, bad and evaluates with 4/3/2/1
point to carry on the questionnaire design separately, and to obtain the appraisal data through carrying
on the investigation to the enterprise staffs.
2.4 Indicators comprehensive evaluation
(1) To the basic environmental indicators, the paper gets the evaluation results taking the way of
weight arithmetic average.
(2) It takes the way of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation of organizational environment and personal
development environment.
Its fundamental model is:
①Establish factor set U, namely evaluation indicator collection
U= {u1, u2, u3, … , un}
②Establish evaluation set V.
V= {v1, v2, …, vm}
vi represent the evaluation results
③The degree of membership of factor ui (i=1,…, n) to evaluation level vj (j=1,…, m) is rij, and then
the appraisal vector of single factor ui is
ri=(ri1, ri2,…, rim)
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= 1 (i=1,2,…, n)

j =1,

By n factors for the comprehensive evaluation matrix

⎡ r11 r12
⎢r 21 r 22
R=(r1, r2,…, rn)T= ⎢
⎢ ... ...
⎢
⎣ rn1 rn 2

... r1m ⎤
... r 2 m ⎥⎥
... ... ⎥
⎥
... rnm ⎦

④Establishing weight set W
W= (w1, w2, w3…, wn)
n

wi means the weight of the i-th factor in U set, and

∑w =1
i

i =1,

⑤By vague it changed for
S=R·W
⑥ Into a numeric conversion
U= SV
This is the basic model of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, and finally the numerical results can be
obtained.
(3) Regarding to the result number of the three first-level indicators which obtained, according to
its different weight, carries on the arithmetic weight average again to obtain the comprehensive
evaluation results of HRE evaluating indicator system.

3 Empirical Research
This research select S Corporation to do the empirical analyze. S corporation is the subsidiary
company of China Railway Group’s capitalization, mainly doing business for architectural engineering.
This company is also one of important enterprises of Chinese construction industry.
3.1 Data collection
This research carried on the material collection as well as the questionnaire survey based on
indicators that preceding text established. Data shows that the business income of the company exceed
more than 230 billion RMB in 2008 and 40 billion RMB in 2009; The profit growth in 2007, 2008 and
2009 is 260%, 22.6% and 34%, belongs to the high-growth enterprises. In the survey, we designed
questionnaires included by 11 questions options and four personal background description problems,
and in which the composed problems
correspondence to the subjective indicators in the index system
of HRE. This investigation takes the method of on-site survey anonymously. We granted 120
questionnaires and recycled 107 effective questionnaires, the effective recovery rate is 89.2%. Through
the analysis of samples, the number male employees who accept this investigation is 78, the number of
female employees is 29, and the rate is 72.9% and 27.1%respectively; Age distribution between 20~55
years old, working life in 1~36 years; Staffs who engaged in the technical position is 66, occupies 61.7%
of all the investigated population, 41 people on management and rear service, and this result may
basically reflect the company's situation. We compiled statistics the data on the questionnaire and got the
following data (table 2).
3.2 Comprehensive evaluations
(1) According to the data above, we judging that the annual business income of the S company
surpasses 300,000,000 RMB, belongs to the major industry, this indicator U11=4; annual profit increase
rate in three years is 260%, 22.6% and 34% respectively, surpasses the set standard 15% so U12=4; The
company belongs to the provincial capital city U13=3. Three items carry on the weighted average:
U1=0.2451*4+0.2493*4+0.3256*3=3.68
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Table 2

First-level index

Organizational
Environment(U2)

Personal
development
environment(U3)

Comment set of the Questionnaire

Secondary- level index
Organizational structural system(U21)
Organizational management capabilities(U22)
Organizational stability(U23)
Smoothly degree of organizational information (U24)
Organizational social harmony(U25)
Personnel selection mechanism(U31)
Performance appraisal system(U32)
Pay welfare competitiveness(U33)
Education and training(U34)
Working conditions(U35)
The job matching(U36)

Superior
25
23
19
21
30
11
32
38
7
12
16

Comments set
Good General
55
18
61
17
47
28
40
34
51
19
38
44
49
18
50
12
47
45
33
41
50
31

Bad
9
6
13
12
7
14
8
7
8
21
10

(2) Establishing subjective indicators of evaluation matrix according to the questionnaire survey
reviews:
⎡0.1028 0.3551 0.4112 0.1308⎤
⎡0.2336 0.5140 0.1682 0.0841⎤
⎢0.2990 0.4579 0.1682 0.0747 ⎥
⎢0.2149 0.5700 0.1588 0.0560⎥
⎢ 0.3551 0.4672 0.1121 0.0654⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥
R2= 0.1775 0.4392 0.2616 0.1214
R3= ⎢
⎢
⎥
0.0654 0.4392 0.4205 0.0747 ⎥
⎢
⎢0.1962 0.3738 0.3177 0.1121⎥
⎢ 0.1121 0.3084 0.3831 0.1962⎥
⎢⎣0.2803 0.4766 0.1775 0.6654⎥⎦
⎢0.1495 0.4672 0.2897 0.0934⎥
⎣
⎦
Establishing weight set according to the weight that has calculated:
W2=(0.1996, 0.3100, 0.1570, 0.1338, 0.1996)
W3=(0.1921, 0.1573, 0.2346, 0.1626, 0.1246, 0.1246)
Change to a vague：
S2=R2·W2=(0.2233, 0.4934, 0.2018, 0.0814)
S3=R3·W3=(0.1933, 0.4179, 0.2840, 0.1005)
Into a numeric：
U2= S2V=2.86
U3= S3V=2.70
(3) The objective indicators U1 and subjective indicators of U2, U3 for weighted average is:
U=∑UiWi=3.68*0.2473+2.86*0.3021+2.70*0.4506=2.99
3.3 Result analysis
Through comprehensive analysis of the S company, the HRE score is 2.99 which is fine. And the
basic environment score is 3.68, which explained that the basic condition of this company is good. And
the organizational environment and personal development environment was 2.86 and 2.70 respectively,
which shows that in the respect of these two primary index, the company is done not well enough and
also have the space to develop and need to do more work to improve. In secondary-level indexes, the
score of smooth degree of organizational information, personnel selection mechanism and education and
training is low. So S company, in order to increase the HRE, it should be improved on these aspects.

4 Conclusion
Human resource environment of enterprise reflects the development condition and the importance
of the enterprise to the staff, which is the important component of HR strategy of enterprises. The paper
constructed the evaluation index system of human resource environment of enterprises, and evaluating
the merits of the human resource environment in the way of quantitative. Through the empirical study to
S company, we can identify that the HRE of the company is good which tally with the actual situation,
which also shows the rationality of the evaluation index system. In addition, indicators that this paper set
is generally applicable, which can be used to evaluate the human resource environment of enterprises of
different properties, different professions and different scale, and the evaluating results is of certain
guiding significance. This paper has conducted only one empirical study，so, in the future we can
increase the number of samples to do further validation and refinement of the system, and enable it
become the standards of judging the human resources environment superior or inferior for enterprise as
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well as the staff.
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Research on the Mechanism of Consumer Responses to Corporate
Social Responsibility under Multi-Industry Context in China∗
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Abstract This research examines the mechanism of consumer responses to CSR under multi-industry
context in China. Data is collected by a three-industry comparative survey. The empirical results show
that: 1) Two positive influences of consumers’ perceiving CSR performance on their corporate
associations and product associations are respectively partially and fully mediated by consumers’ CSR
trust; 2) Product category is a moderator of the relationship between consumers’ CSR trust and product
association, and the positive path from product association to purchase intention. This study could help
managers to understand how consumers think about CSR, and provides them strategic guidance to
implement CSR programme in China.
Key words CSR; Consumers responses; Mechanism; Product category; China

1 Introduction
A large number of researches suggest that corporations of the twenty-first century can derive
enormous benefits when they are perceived as being socially responsible by their stakeholders [10]. In all
stakeholders, one important stakeholder group that appears to be particularly susceptible to a company’s
CSR initiatives is its consumers [4]. A growing body of academic research attest that CSR has positive
influence-across a range of product categories-on consumers’ company/product evaluations and
purchase intentions, but these relationships are only established within a range of product categories.
However, few researches explore the mechanism of consumer responses to CSR under multi-industrial
context, and make a further comparison.
On the other hand, current studies are mainly conducted in western countries. China, as the world's
largest emerging market, is still in the beginning stage in terms of CSR research and practice. Therefore,
exploring how Chinese consumers respond to CSR actions is very important to multi-national
corporations operating in China. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Relevant literatures are
reviewed in the next section, followed by research method. Later section is research results, and the final
section is conclusion and implications.

2 Literature Review and Hypotheses
2.1 Conceptual definitions of CSR
A major question for business historically has been whether corporate decision makers should be
concerned with issues other than profitability . For this reason, there is a growing body of research
attempting to define what it means for a company to be socially responsible, and many definitions about
CSR are adopted. Perhaps the most oft-cited definition of CSR is Carroll's model which designed a
four-part conceptualization of CSR included economic, legal, ethical and discretionary (philanthropic)
responsibilities. Ethical responsibilities embody those standards, norms, or expectations that reflect a
concern for stakeholders like the environmental, civil rights, and many other forms; Philanthropic
responsibilities encompass those corporate actions that are in response to society’s expectation including
business contributions to the arts, education, or the community. Economic and legal responsibilities are
the basic level of CSR which must be carried out by corporations with no doubt. Therefore, the existing
studies mainly discuss CSR practices in higher levels (ethical and philanthropic responsibilities) which
are also the primary concern of our study.
2.2 Consumer responses to CSR
Information Processing Theory (IPT) points out that human information processing at least
includes the following stages that are personal focus of attention, encoding and judging in short-term
memory, recoding and reasoning through retrieving long-term memory, and finally make a behavioral
response. Based on this theory, we believe that consumers’ processing of CSR information also contains
the following steps: First, consumers must be aware of CSR information, next they judge the sincerity of
∗
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CSR actions, then reason or associate CSR information with companies and their products, and finally
make a behavioral reaction on purchasing. The above steps corresponding to four important constructs
in existing literatures, which are: 1) consumers’ trust or attribution on CSR; 2) consumers’ corporate and
product association under CSR stimulus; 3) purchase intention. In the sections that follow, we look back
the above constructs in the literatures and describe their expected effects.
2.2.1 CSR trust
CSR trust is generally defined as consumers’ expectation that the company, as a sponsor of CSR
programmed, is willing to keep promise and to fulfill obligations with honesty, goodwill and
non-opportunistic motives. Drumwright found that even though managers described firm’s motives as
mixed-serving both economic as well as social objectives, these same managers believed that consumers
are simplistic in their judgments about CSR initiatives and view them as either serving economic ends or
reflecting sincere social concerns. A number of researches suggest that consumers’ trust or attribution on
firm’s CSR practices significantly affect their subsequent attitudes and actions. Moreover, in some
conditions CSR could hurt company’s image when the motive of engaging in CSR is perceived as
insincere. Therefore, we believe that consumers’ CSR trust is a mediator in the relationship between
CSR and corporate/product associations. This theorizing is summarized in the following hypothesis:
H1: A higher perceived level of CSR leads to a higher trust on CSR;
H2: A higher trust on CSR leads to a more positive corporate association;
H3: A higher trust on CSR leads to a more positive product association.
However, some scholars didn’t care about the impact of CSR trust on consumers’ attitude and
behaviors, they believe that CSR has a direct influence on consumers’ corporate associations (Brown
and Dacin, 1997). Therefore, in order to examine whether CSR could directly affect consumers’
corporate and product associations, we formulate the following:
H4: A higher perceived level of CSR leads to a more positive corporate association;
H5: A higher perceived level of CSR leads to a more positive product association.
2.2.2 Corporate and product associations
Corporate association includes perceptions, inferences and beliefs about a company. Corporate
associations differ in their focus from product associations. The former deal broadly with the company,
whereas the latter deal with a specific product or service. The existing studies argue that a positive
consumer attitude towards an organization (i.e. corporate association) contributes significantly to reward
behavior via favorable purchase intent. Recently, some qualitative studies infer that CSR may have a
positive impact on consumers’ product attitudes, and whether CSR can become an effective tool for
product differentiation to promote purchasing behavior is a interesting topic await of being tested
Derived from these discussions, we investigate the following:
H6: A more positive corporate association leads to a higher level of purchase intention;
H7: A more positive product association leads to a higher level of purchase intention.
2.3 Product category
Existing empirical results that firms selling durable experience or credence goods are more likely to
be socially responsible than firms selling search goods. Search products’ qualities can be determined by
inspection prior purchase, and the qualities of experience products cannot be. While the value of
credence products can not be evaluated even after use. Clothing, appliance and insurance service are
respectively typical example of search, experience and credence product.
Why firms selling durable experience or credence goods are more likely to be socially responsible?
Recent theories of the strategic use of CSR emphasize the role of information asymmetry and how CSR
is likely to be incorporated into a firm’s product differentiation strategy. When consumers cannot inspect
the true quality or value of product before or even after purchasing (i.e., information asymmetry), CSR
could be used as a signal of product quality. The notion of a consumer demand for CSR is based on the
idea that buyers believe that a reliable and honest firm will produce better products, and CSR is viewed
as a signal of such honesty and reliability. That is the reason why durable experience or credence goods
are more likely to be associated with CSR. Therefore, we believe that when consumers buy durable
experience or credence products, they are more likely to associate CSR with product quality or values if
they believe firm’s CSR actions are derived from sincere motivation, and a more positive product
association could probably leads to a higher level of purchase intentions. Therefore, we suggest the
following:
H8: A higher level of CSR trust leads to a more positive product association when consumers buy
durable experience or credence (vs. search) product;
H9: A more positive product association leads to a higher level of purchase intention when
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consumers buy durable experience or credence (vs. search) product;
Corporate
Association

+H4

Perceived
CSR

+H1

+H6

+H2

Purchase
Intention

Trust
+H3

+H5

Product
Association

H8

+H7

H9

Product Category
Figure 1

Hypothesized Model

3 Data and Methodology
3.1 Multi-industry setting
We obtain data through a survey which conducted in Wuhan and Shanghai of China. Three types of
questionnaires are designed respectively in the context of buying clothing, home appliance and
insurance service. In the beginning of each questionnaire, we describe a fictitious firm’s (called X
company) CSR performance in the last ten years. In order to control the influence of other corporate
factors, we suppose X company is a large firm and its product or service is a well-known brand in the
market. Moreover, the social issue we described in the questionnaires is mainly ethical and philanthropic
programmes, and they are not directly unrelated to the specific product.
3.2 Measures
For all dependent measures, we used multiple-item scales consisted of seven-Likert scales
(1-strongly disagree; 7-strongly agree). With respect to trust, corporate associations, product
associations and purchase intention, we first factor-analyzed the multi-item scales for each construct
separately. Across all samples, a single factor emerged in each case. As Cronbach’s alpha values ranged
between 0.70 and 0.89, reliability was uniformly high in all samples for all constructs. Then we assessed
the second-order factor model with the first-order factors (trust, company association, product
association and purchase intention) that originated from the higher-order factor consumers’ CSR
responses① These measurement results were acceptable in each sample (comparative fit index [CFI]
and nonnormed fit index [NNFI] ranged from .92 to .96 for CFI and from .89 to .95 for NNFI). All
first-order and second-order factor loadings were significant, demonstrating convergent validity. This
provided us with enough confidence to calculate averages for trust, company association, product
association and purchase intention based on the multi-items of each construct and use these averages as
indicators of the construct consumers’ CSR responses.
3.3 Samples
Information was collected from real consumers----shopping mall and railway station visitors in
Wuhan (a major city in central China) and Shanghai (a major city in coastal area of China). Across our
samples, an average of 69% of the visitors we approached participated and a total of 520 questionnaires
(92.6 % of the total) were found to be usable. The sub sample size of three industry respectively are
173(clothing), 179 (appliance), 168 (insurance ). The demographic characteristics of the sample are
summarized in Table 1. We also sought even coverage over interviewing time of day and interviewing
day of week to reduce possible shopping pattern biases.
① On request, the authors can report the detailed results on the factor analysis, reliability scores,
and the second-order factor model.
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Table 1 Demographic Characteristics of Total Sample
Demographics
Percentage(%)
Demographics
Percentage(%)
Gender
Age
Male
49.1
18-24 years
34.8
Female
50.9
25-39 years
38.2
Education
40-55 years
14.7
high school
30.4
Above55 years
13.3
undergraduate
58.1
Monthly income
graduate
11.5
Below2000yuan
47.2
City
2000-3000yuan
23.5
Wuhan
51.8
3000-5000yuan
19.0
Shanghai
48.2
above5000yuan
10.3
Notes: 1) Elder people were less willing to participate in the survey. 2) In China, the sum of a person’s monthly
incomes in a year usually consists of 1/3 to 2/3 of his/her total yearly income. The monthly income is fixed but the
year-end performance income is fluctuating and not guaranteed. Thus people tend to tell you their monthly income
when asked about it.

4 Results
4.1 Examination of data pooling
We assessed the hypothesized structural model with gross sample (Figure 1). we report the values
of the fit statistics. The chi-squares are mostly significant (P< .05). The ratio of chi-square to degrees of
freedom (d.f.) is between 2.01 and 2.59. The values of GFI (0.95), AGFI (0.92), NFI (0.91), CFI (0.95),
RMSEA (0.05) and RMR (0.09) are acceptably close to the standards. To decide whether we needed to
estimate separate models for each industrial sample, we investigated the pooling data across industries
by multi-group analyses. Table 2 reports the overall model fits in each industrial sample and the equal
sample (all structural paths were set equal). The model in each industrial sample obtained a significantly
better fit than the equal model, which indicates that not all of the paths were equal across clothing,
appliance and insurance. Therefore, we decided not to pool the data across industries.
a1
a2

0.75
0.69

Perceived CSR

0.71

a3

0.54

**

a4

0.67
0.74

CSR trust
0.78
*

0.34
0.56

a7
a8

0.17

*

**

a5
a6

0.06
0.64

0.77

Corporate
Association

0.86
0.75

Product
Association

a9
0.40

a15
a16
a17

**

0.14

0.69
0.71
0.75

a12

0.79

a13
a14

Purchase Intention

0.77

Figure 2 Structural Model of Gross Sample
2

a11

*

0.67
0.88

a10

Note: X /d.f.=2.349; GFI=0.95; AGFI=0.92; NFI=0.91; CFI=0.95; RMSEA=0.05; RMR=0.09;
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* P< .05; ** P< .01.
Table 2

Fit Statistics

X2
X2/d.f.
GFI
AGFI
RMSEA
RMR
NFI
CFI

Clothing
124.771
1.27
0.92
0.89
0.04
0.11
0.87
0.97

Overall Model Fits
Appliance
123.70
1.26
0.90
0.86
0.03
0.11
0.86
0.94

Insurance
154.74
1.57
0.90
0.86
0.04
0.11
0.84
0.96

Equal model
522.77
1.60
0.78
0.77
0.06
0.17
0.71
0.84

4.2 Measurement model evaluation
In table 3, we report the results of the measurement models. We assessed reliability jointly for all
items of a construct by computing the composite reliability and average variance extracted. For a
construct to possess good reliability, composite reliability should be between 0.60 and 0.80, and the
average variance extracted should at least be .50. All scales demonstrate good reliabilities. Second,
Convergent validity was supported by all loadings being significant and nearly all R2 exceeding .50.
Third, we tested the discriminate validity as follows: we checked whether correlations among the latent
constructs were significantly less than 1. In all samples, construct correlations indeed met this criterion.
Besides, the average variance extracted by the underlying construct is larger than the shared variance in
all samples. In summary, the measurement models are clean, with evidence for reliability, convergent
validity and discriminate validity, which enabled us to proceed to the structural model evaluation.
Construct
Perceived CSR
CSR trust
Corporate associations
Product associations
Purchase intention

Table 3 Measurement Models
Composite Reliability
Percentage of Variance Explained
Clothing
Appliance
Insurance
Clothing
Appliance
Insurance
0.789
0.785
0.804
0.556
0.549
0.579
0.788
0.778
0.791
0.553
0.540
0.558
0.810
0.834
0.858
0.591
0.626
0.669
0.873
0.845
0.870
0.579
0.521
0.573
0.825
0.848
0.812
0.613
0.655
0.592

4.3 Structural model evaluation
Table 4 indicates that in each industrial sample, all significant relationships between latent
constructs are in the hypothesized direction, which provides initial evidence for our conceptual model
and supports the nomological validity of the constructs. Empirical results show that CSR trust indeed
mediate the influence of perceived CSR on corporate association. In addition, the relationship between
perceived CSR and corporate association and the positive path from corporate association to purchase
intention are confirmed across all industrial samples. Consequently, there were strong and uniform
supports for H1, H2, H4 and H6.
Table 4 Structural Models
Standard Estimates

Hypothesized Path

Clothing

Appliance

Insurance

H1: Perceived CSR→CSR trust (+)

0.56**

0.49**

0.52**

H2: CSR trust→Corporate association (+)

0.37**

0.45**

0.31**

H3: CSR trust→Product association (+)

0.13

0.36**

0.43**

H4: Perceived CSR→Corporate association (+)

0.41**

0.34**

0.40**

H5: Perceived CSR→Product association (+)

0.11

0.13

0.16

H6: Corporate association→Purchase intention (+)

0.39**

0.46**

0.28**

H7: Product association→ Purchase intention (+)

0.14

0.24*

0.07

Note: * P< .05; ** P< .01.

Second, the relationship between perceived CSR and product association is not confirmed across all
samples, which indicates that the impact of perceived CSR on product association cannot be directly
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occurred. Therefore, H5 is not supported.
Third, the data support a positive path from CSR trust to product association in appliance and
insurance samples but not in clothing samples. In addition, the positive path from product association to
purchase intention is confirmed in clothing and appliance samples but not in insurance sample.
Therefore, H3 and H7 are partially supported.
4.4 Moderating influences
We tested moderating effects through multi-group analyses. Clothing, appliance and insurance
respectively represent different product category of search, experience and credence product. Table 5
displays the results for structural model estimations in terms of chi-square and degrees of freedom. The
results show that when consumers buy experience (appliance) and credence (insurance) product, the
impact of CSR trust on product association is significantly confirmed. While positive product
association under CSR stimulus could leads to a higher level of purchase intention only in the condition
of buying experience product. These findings tentatively support H8 and partially support H9.
Table 5

Moderator：Product Category

Moderating Influences
X2

d. f.

△X2

Equal Model

522.77

327

H8: CSR trust→Product association: free

518.46

326

4.31*

H9: Product association→Purchase intention: free

510.31

326

12.46**

Note: * P< .05; ** P< .01.

5 Conclusions
This research examined the mechanism of consumer responses to CSR under multi-industry
context in China, and this process complies with information processing theory, which went through
steps of attention (artificial), judging the sincerity of CSR actions, then associating CSR information
with corporate and its products, and finally giving rise to purchase intention. We examined this
mechanism with a conceptual model under three-industry context, and results indicate that there is some
difference among industries selling clothing, appliance and insurance which respectively represented
search, experience and credence product. Two important findings are as followings: 1)Basically,
consumers’ trust on firm’s CSR actions mediated the influence of perceived CSR performance on
corporate and product associations, although consumers’ perceived CSR performance can also directly
affect their corporate associations. This finding indicates that consumers’ CSR trust has a stronger
mediating effect on the relationship between CSR and product than the relationship between CSR and
corporate. 2) Product category is a moderator of the relationship between CSR trust and product
association, and the positive path from product association to purchase intention. Specifically, when
consumers buy a durable experience or credence (vs. search) product, they are more likely to associate
CSR with product qualities or values given they trust CSR actions are derived from sincere motivation.
More importantly, a more positive product association could lead to a higher level of purchase intention,
but this relationship is established only in the condition of buying durable experience (vs. search and
credence) product. These results prove that consumer responses is not homogeneous when they
associate CSR with different product category, and positive CSR information of durable experience or
credence product are indeed more likely to evoke positive product attitude than search ones. It provides
an important reason to explain why firms selling durable experience or credence goods are more likely
to be socially responsible than firms selling search goods.
The findings of this research imply that firms selling durable experience goods or services are more
likely to please consumers through CSR activities. These firms can try to adopt CSR strategy to
differentiate products and promote consumers’ consumptions. However, an important issue needs to be
careful considered by mangers is that how to communicate CSR information to consumers not only
catch their attentions but win their trust.
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Abstract Non-metallic mineral materials information resource system provides users the based
information about the physical, chemical and functional properties of non-metallic mineral materials,
and some application information about the technology, formulation and application fields, and
non-metallic mineral-related patents and some key technical standards for non-metallic Mineral industry,
it mainly solve the user requirements from the perspective of research and development. But it does not
satisfy the more personalized or integrated service needs. This paper proposes an extended model which
is based on Non-metallic mineral material information resource system, and uses semantic Web service
discovery technology to present an implementation mechanism. The system gives Chinese Non-metallic
mineral industry a more optimized platform for information services, and also helps the value chain of
non-metallic mineral industry being extended.
Key words Non-metallic mineral; Information Resource system; Extended system; Semantic web
service

1 Introduction
In view of the non-metallic mineral industry development, national "Eleventh Five-Year Plan" to
support science and technology projects set up special task, "technology of preparation for high
performance non-metallic mineral materials" [1], Chinese non-metallic minerals information resource
system is the ninth project of the task, the construction of the system is very important[2]: (1) It covers
the basic information and properties, application information of the non-metallic mineral material, and
guides the rational exploitation of mineral resources and efficient and deep processing and the users
precise choice of materials. (2)It forms a number of common key technological standards and
specifications of the industry, and accelerates the industry's technological progress, contributing to
efficient development of non-metallic mineral material processing. (3) It changes a chaotic situation of
non-metallic mineral materials application performance parameters, provides information related to
scientific research personnel, promotes integration between research and producing. But the information
inquiry service and some professional requirements provided by the original system is mainly to meet
research and development of mineral materials. The system just provides some professional standards
and basic information. But the users’ needs are so many, including some personalized service or other
comprehensive service needs. Therefore, the original system are not well satisfied customers from a
business point of view，and can not solve the issue of information exchange between enterprises in the
non-metallic mineral industry, from the long term, openness, scalability, and interoperability on such a
system is not satisfactory, it is difficult to meet the higher requirements for the user, this is the limit of
system. Therefore, to meet more personalized service needs and comprehensive service needs, let the
user through the system access to a variety of related Web services and resources to meet their needs.
Now, there are many services Web site related Non-metallic minerals industry, for example, China
non-metallic minerals information network, Chinese non-metallic minerals Industry Association, China
non-metallic minerals international network, etc. These sites also provide many Web services related
non-metallic mineral. If it will cooperates with these service providers, the system allows users access to
more Web services met personalized or comprehensive needs. In addition ,to solve all non-metallic
mineral data exchange between business users, information spread, or business collaboration issues of
the system, we must make the system greater integration of Web services ,and let it be a platform which
can be an intermediary function to access Web services, enterprise information communicate and
business collaborate. This requires the system to achieve Web service discovery, and the semantic Web
service discovery technology compared with traditional discovery technology to have an advantage,
providing a higher recall rate and precision, to discovery what we need among a variety of
cross-platform and heterogeneous resources to meet the practical needs of the system.
Under the semantic Web service discovery and the related principles of system construction ,this
paper proposes a extended model design of non-metallic mineral material information resource system
based on semantic Web service discovery, and explores how to implement the model. It is an extension
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of the original system, and achieves a more optimized access to Web service and information sharing
and exchange, in order to solve issues of the system that meet the demand of personalized and
comprehensive.

2 Semantic Web Service Discoveries
Semantic Web services are provided by the fusion of Semantic Web technology and Web services.
It is based on the concept of Web services with semantic elements, which is using the specific rules to
explain the meaning of concept in order to achieve the purpose of explaining Web services [3].
Semantic-based Web service discovery is achieved Web service discovery in the semantic level, which
is the structure based on the original Web service system with the method of ontology, semantic
reasoning, OWL-S (Ontology Web Language for Services) and other technologies. Using OWL-S
description of the semantic Web services can enable users to understand the functional details, enhance
the intelligibility of machines for service descriptions [4], and get more accurate results by matching the
semantic request and semantic service descriptions.

Figure 1

Semantic Web Service Discovery Framework

Semantic Web Service Discovery Framework is shown in figure 1. When Service providers publish
semantic Web services, they need change the semantic Web service description to meet the UDDI
(Universal Description Discovery and Integration) format according middleware, then posts service to
the registry. Service requester sends service requests, then matching device can identify the service
request in OWL-S format, it makes a semantic reasoning process combined with ontology database, and
returns the final matching result to the service requester.
In the view of Semantic Web Service Discovery framework, semantic Web service matching is the
nature of the process of semantic Web service discovery. The semantic Web service matching is
compared the request description with advertising services on semantic level. In this paper the basic idea
about semantic Web service matching is: first of all, we make a service category match that can filter off
the irrelevant advertising services; then make the matching between the input parameters output, after
that, make a QOS(Quality of Service) match among the candidate services which meet the requirements,
Finally, it sorts the candidate services on the results list according to the similar degree of service and
returns the matching result set. Semantic Web service matching process is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2

Semantic Web Service Matching Process

3 The Extended Model of Non-metallic Minerals Materials Information Resource
3.1 The extended model based on semantic web service discovery
The goal is solve the problem of personalization and comprehensive demand which the extended
model of non-metallic mineral materials information resources system based on semantic Web service
discovery want to realize. The users’ service demand is so different because of their different identity.
The Web services provided by original system are limited, which is mainly on-metallic mineral
materials basic information inquiry services. But users’ demands are not limited to this, they might want
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some non-metallic minerals transaction management services, or want to check into their interested
enterprises to some of the external supply of information, etc., and there are many different demands on
the service. How to solve this issue is worth considering, the traditional approach is to continue to
optimize general system functions, adding more systems Web services, but it will be not only arduous
tasks, efficiency is not high, but also can not quite satisfy user changing demand for services. Therefore
from the system integration of direction to consider, the system was expanded into a service integration
platform, the user can through the reconstructed system to access more Web services, but these Web
services do not require system own them, they come from different service providers (including
professional service providers, and some non-metallic mineral enterprise). The problem is transformed
how users find Web service that they need through the system. Therefore, the most important task of
extended model is to achieve related Web resources discovery, specifically to solve enterprises users’
demands about non-metallic mineral related services, as well as data exchange between enterprises users,
information spread and business collaboration issues, and system would play an interactive role as a
bridge of resource sharing among enterprises. In the face of the resources from the Web and the
distributed heterogeneous enterprise resources, and semantic Web service discovery is better than the
traditional Web service discovery, allowing users to more accurately find the services they need.
Combined with previously proposed semantic Web service discovery framework and strategy, the paper
proposes the extended model of non-metallic mineral material information resource system based on
semantic Web service discovery as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3

The Extended Model Based on Semantic Web Service Discovery

System extended model is divided into the following three layers:
(1) User access layer is the entrance of system, which is used for visual users’ interface to access
system, and the user service request is sent from here. The users of non-metallic mineral materials
information resources system is divided into five categories: enterprises and individual users in
non-metallic minerals industry, the expert users to engage non-metallic mineral material, the system
partners and the system administrator. The five categories of users constitute the group of users of the
system, the user could have multiple identities, and they can be either a provider of Web services or the
Web services requester. Through this system, they can provide or request the Web services, and spread
information, exchange data and other activities to meet their own individual needs.
(2) Semantic Web services layer is the core functions layer of the extended system. It includes
semantic Web services package module, service registry (OWL-S/UDDI converter module, UDDI
registration center), the service matching module (communication modules, WSDL2OWLS modules,
OWL-S matching engine, ontology management engine), service composition module (flow graph
database, service composition engine), service coordination control module (service request agent, the
service call agent). This layer implements the semantic Web services packaging and distribution and the
semantic Web service discovery process. The paper will explain the details of the layer working
principle and function.
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(3) Distributed resources layer mainly includes a variety of Web resources provided by the system.
The extended model will package the non-metallic mineral material information query service with
semantic technology, and publish that. Extended mode allows non-metallic minerals related professional
services providers and non-metallic minerals enterprises provide a variety of distributed heterogeneous
resources, after semantic packaged and published, all resources could be discover and called through the
user’s access layer in this system. These distributed resources can be entered into an agreement in the
form of paid services to implement from the management point of view. For example the services could
be paid for how many times the service is called or how long the authorized period is.
Some applications for the enterprise or some database information services can be entered into data
sharing and security provisions and compensation for the use. However, from implementation of the
point of view, for to achieve system function, it needs the modules of semantic Web services layer work
together to conduct a series of service discovery and call.
3.2 Main modules in semantic web services layer
In the three layer structure of this extended model, the semantic Web services layer is the core of
the system; there are mainly previously described 5 major modules. The workflow among the modules
is: semantic Web services package module makes each service package, and then carried out registered
release by the Service registry. When the user sends service request, the service agent will send it to the
service matching module to match service requests and advertisements have been registered and the
return results, if not directly match, taking service request sent to the service composition module to try
whether services composition meet the service request or not. Finally, service call agent is responsible
for implementation. From the perspective of semantic Web service discovery to research, service
composition aspects will not be discussed.
(1) Web services semantic package module. Web services semantic package module package the
application resources of distributed resources layer with semantic technology. As the applications
provided different providers often use different programming languages and databases running on
different operating system platforms. Semantic Web layer can not make unified, efficient access
application resources on distributed resources layer. Therefore, in order to enable the system in unified
approach to interact with these applications, application need for the necessary package. In this model,
all applications are described in the semantic Web services description model to be services in the face
of the system, including application of the original system packaging with semantic technology. Thus,
packaged services registration issued in UDDI registry. (2) Service registration center. Service
registration is a prerequisite to achieve system function, only the service providers publish semantic
Web services packaged in register，users could discover and use the services.(3) Service matching
module. Service matching is the most important part of non-metallic minerals information resources
system and an important functional module. Service matching module includes communication module,
inference engine, and OWL-S matching engine and Ontology management engine. These sub-modules
are basis of service discovery, service matching module receives the user's service request, it will use the
logic of matching strategy and the matching algorithm for service discovery, and send the final match
results to the user through the communication module, thus the whole process of service discovery
end.(4) Service coordination control module. It includes service request agent and service call agent.
Service request agent is an entrance which system receive service request. The service call agent is the
export which system calls service.
3.3 Semantic Web service matching
(1) Concepts modeling
Web service description model [5]: simply said, Web service is the service to support the abstract
description of an operation, it can be defined as a four-topple, including the service's basic property
(Proporty), input parameter set (In ), output parameter set (Out), quality of service(QoS).
WS = <Proporty,In,Out,QoS>.① Proporty means service basic properties, including service ID (ID),
category information (Category), service provider ID (PoviderID), service name (ServiceName), service
provider name (Provider Name), service versions (Version).② QoS is non-functional properties of
service. Including service response time (Time), service price (Price), service reliability (Reliability).
Reliability = s / t, s means the number of successful operation; t means the total number of calls
indicated.
Service request model: the user’s abstract description on interface requirements, as Web services,it
can be expressed as four-tuple.WS = <Proporty,In,Out,QoS>.① Proporty means basic properties
required by service request;② QoS means the quality of service required by service request , which
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content is the same to QoS in Web service model.
(2)Service matching steps
According to the matching strategy, Semantic matching of Web services need to go through several
stages to find the result set to meet user’s requirements:①Web service category filtering, which in fact
is a filter filtration process. After analysis, it can be found that if the category required by service request
and advertisement service is not matching, they will not be similar. When the advertisement service has
nothing to do with the service request category, it will be filtered out. Finally, we get candidate services
set after the first matching.② Web services function semantic matching, because users are more
concerned with service output, so Web service discovery algorithm in this paper first according to
output parameters of user’s service request and the candidate service set semantic matching calculation,
then remove the candidate services which can not be able to meet a certain threshold, get the
intermediate results, intermediate results of the service sorts based on output items semantic similarity [6]
between service requests and candidate service; then make the user service request input parameters and
the candidate services of intermediate results input parameters matching, and remove the candidate
services of intermediate results which input matching can not be able to meet a certain threshold and
then get the service set which meet the user’s requirement. The semantic similarity of input parameters
will be recorded as SemSim(RS.In,WS.In),and the semantic similarity of Output parameters will be
recorded as SemSim(RS.Out,WS.Out).③quality of Web service matching, QoS match is the third step
of the service match ,in order to select the best service from a large number of similar functions. This
paper selects service response time T (in seconds), the price of services P (in yuan), service reliability R
(Reliability= the number of successful implementation / call number) three factors to evaluate the
quality of a service. Through these three indicators of quality of service match to get the QoS matching
degree which is recorded as QoSMatch(RS,WS).④ Web service similar degree calculation, through the
above matching steps, integrateing input and output parameters similarity and the similarity of QoS,
users give preference degree on each match,which is as WP，W1+W2+W3=1;then it can calculate the
Web service similar degree between the service request and advertisment service ,final return the result
set ordered in Web service similar degree. Web service similar degree calculates as follows:
Degree (RS, WS ) = W1 ∗ SemSim (RS.Out, WS.Out ) + W2 ∗ SemSim (RS . In, WS.In )
(RS, WS )
+ W3 ∗ QoSMatch

4. System Case
(1) User registers Web service
The first step, before the service provider obtains permission to have access to registration services,
is that it must be registers UDDI users. Service registry users can post new services and manage services
(revise, cancellation service). Service providers send service registration requests, using semantic Web
service description model for semantic description of services, and get services semantic description
document, matching module is responsible for receiving by communication module. Second step, the
communication module send the Semantic Web service to OWL-S/UDDI converter module, converter
translate the semantic Web services to UDDI service description format. The third step is sending the
UDDI service description format to UDDI registration center to register, getting the service identity ID
after registration ends. Fourth step, system sends the service identity ID which is bound to the original
OWL-S description to ontology management engine in order to saving this advertisement Web service.
Taking non-metallic mineral material information inquiry service as an example, it is released in
the system after carrying out semantic Web services package. System development should get UDDI
user registration, then send the registration requests after obtaining permission to have access to
registration services. The system through semantic Web services package module makes Semantic
description of the services with Web service description module, including:①Service ID: ID; service
category information (Category): NAICS (North American Industry Classification Standard); Service
Provider ID: PoviderID; service name: MineralQuery; Service Provider Name: Non-metallic Minerals
system; service version information: Version.②the input parameter set (In): MineralName (mineral
name).③Output parameter set (Out): ProPlace (origin), GeologicalCauses (geological origin), Reserves
(reserves), Sort (type), ProAppePicture (Mineral appearance chart), MineralPicture (mineral map),
CryStrPicture (mineral crystal graph), MineralChemical (chemical properties).④Quality of Service
(Qos): Time=4second, Price=50RMB, Reliability=0.98. Input parameters and output parameters which
need to be well in the definition of ontology database. After service package and publish, then the user
can find the service through the system and perform service calls.
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(2) The user requests Web services
Firstly, when communication Module in the service matching module identifies that information is
requester's service request, if the request is based on WSDL (Web Services Description Language), then
system transfers it to WSDL2OWLS Module [7] for semantic change, otherwise send service requests to
service matcher for implementation of the service matches. Now it is an example that user request
non-metallic mineral materials information search service, according to the service request model
mentioned, the user should provide the following service request information:①service request name
(ServiceName): MineralSerach;②service category information (Category): NAICS (North American
Industrial Classification Standard)code;③input parameter set (In): The first input parameter called
MineralName (mineral name), it is Mineral Name concept coming form the non-metallic mineral
resources ontology.④output parameter set (Out): Output Parameters are ProPlace (produce place),
Reserves (reserves), Sort (type), these are ProPlace,Reserves and Sort concept coming form the
non-metallic mineral resources ontology;⑤Quality of Service (QoS): Time <5 second, Price <100RMB,
Reliability> 0.9. The user's service request information can be the default some items in the service
request description model, the number of input parameters and output parameters do not need be
completely same, of course if not same, it will owe service similar degree in the service matching.
Secondly, when the communication module send the non-metallic mineral material information
query service request to the OWL-S matching engine, the matching process and methods as noted above,
the final output set for the user to choose, or system directly select the service which has highest service
similar degree, that is the most satisfying service, and then return the result to user, the user can call the
service through the service call agent. Otherwise, if not directly matches, taking service request sent to
the service composition module to try whether services composition meet the service request or not. In
this case, it is on doubt that the information about information query service provided by the system
could match the user query service request, of course, if the service similar degree is the highest
including input parameters, output parameters and QoS matching between non-metallic mineral material
information inquiry service and non-metallic mineral materials information search service quest, it will
be scheduled in the first recommendation to the user.
Thirdly, system will return the result of (Web service description documents and UDDI parameters
ID) to the user through the communications module and the service call agent performs service.

5 Conclusions
Chinese non-metallic mineral materials information resource system is built to meet the
information demand of non-metallic mineral industry, while the current system provides a platform from
which enterprises, personal and expert in non-metallic mining industry can get information. It plays an
important role in promoting non-metallic mineral industry. But in the long run, the system's existing
capabilities can not fully meet the users future needs of more services. This paper proposes a extended
model based on previous studies in the background for this application, it allow users access to more
Web service related non-metallic mineral materials. The program use the semantic Web service
discovery technology to achieve a good Web service discovery ,then realize Web service and business
information integration related non-metallic mineral materials to meet user personalized and
comprehensive demand. Of course, as a new area of research in semantic Web services also has many
unresolved issues, this paper just explore the service discovery lightly and do not research Service
composition in the model deeply. That is all we need to do next. Besides, combining with Specific
application background, this work is still stuck in the model design phase, while the specific issues of
non-metallic mineral industry is also changing, many practical problems also need to solve, these are the
following research tasks to be completed.
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Abstract Technology transformation is the only way to turn science and technology into the
production. It can be divided into three modes: technology transfer, technology cooperation and
spin-offs company. By building a game tree of technology transfer under the asymmetric information
condition, the paper shows the results of different strategies combination and makes a comparison of
price ranges under two conditions, and finds the buyer’s price strategy is related to P(Th|Ph), so as to
provide a new point of viewing technology transfer.
Key words Asymmetric information; Technology transfer; Game; Asymmetric information

1 Introduction
Technology transformation is a movement in which technology shifts from research institutes and
universities to businesses and other organizations, and shapes from knowledge to material form, it can
significantly improves the production efficiency and promotes the development of society. So many
studies have been made on this topic, including mechanisms, policies, performances evaluation and
technology transformation modes. Brain Harmon et al (1995) divided the university technology
transformation into five types; Henry Etzkowit (1998) believed that university technology
transformation has 3 ways according to the university’s participation. In general, it is considered that
there are 3 modes according to the relationship between the suppliers and demanders in the
transformation process, which are technology transfer, technology cooperation and spin-offs company.
There have been a lot of theoretical and empirical researches about technology transfer. In recent
years, game theory is applied to the researches of technology transfer to make qualitative and
quantitative analysis and establish game models. Ye Xiaoqing et al (2003) made game analysis on the
information asymmetry issues in the cooperation of university and enterprise, and gave interpretations of
the adverse selection in technology transfer. Hu Junfeng applied game theory into the analysis of
government conducts, and believed that the government's duty in technology transfer was building a
good system environment which was conducive for technology transfer. Liu Bin et al (2001) believed
that information asymmetry was widespread in society, and technology transformation was a typical
game process. By analyzing the technology transformation of Chinese Academy of Science, he
supposed that technology transformation was a multi-party game process, in which the information of
suppliers and demanders was asymmetric.
In this paper, we will specially make a game analysis on technology transfer under asymmetric
information condition, by which to reveal the strategy choices of buyers and sellers and the requirements
of transfer. In this process, research institutions, universities and other technology suppliers transfer or
license the technology to enterprises and other demanders with price as a return. Suppliers complete the
laboratory stage independently and demanders finish commercialization stages alone, their relationship
ends almost after the business, except some necessary technical support and service sometimes.

2 Asymmetric Information Problem in Technology Transfer
Under the asymmetric information conditions, the participant who is in information superiority is
called “client”, the participant who is in information disadvantage is called “client”. Technology transfer
is a process in which technology, capital, equipments, labours, management and other elements are
regrouped, so the suppliers and demanders “principal - agent” relationship is not fixed. From “owning
information of technology” point of view, suppliers can be seen as principals and demanders can be seen
as agents; from “owning information of market and management” perspective, suppliers can be seen as
agents and demanders can be considered as principals.
If the information asymmetry exists before the transaction, the game process between the suppliers
and demanders is called adverse selection model; otherwise, it is called moral hazard model. For the
suppliers and demanders relationship ends after one technology transfer, so the game analysis on
technology transfer is adverse selection model. In the first case above, demanders are difficult to
distinguish between high value and low value technology, so large number of low value technology may
flood the market while the high one becomes less and less, that is the bad one drives out the good one; in
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the second case, because suppliers are difficult to accurately assess the market value of the technology
due to lack of business knowledge, they are cautious in selling.

3 A Game Model of Technology Transfer
The main asymmetric information in technology transfer is the value of the achievements, so we
will analyze the influence of this information to transfer.
3.1 Construction of game parameters
(1) There are two participants in technology transfer: seller and buyer. N = (1,2) means the player
set, 1 is on behalf of the seller (supplier) and 2 is the buyers (demander). The seller-self has a certain
production capabilities and can turn knowledge achievements into business.
(2) Technology has two types: high value and low value. Th is on behalf of the high value, Tl is
the low value. The expected profit of high value and low value achievements is Rh and Rl , and Rl <
Rh .
(3) The seller has two price strategies: high price and low price, which is separately expressed by
Ph and Pl . When P = Ph , there is T = Tl or T = Th ; when P = Pl , there is T = Tl . That is to say,
the technology achievements must be low value if the seller’s price is Pl ; otherwise, the buyer is
uncertain for its type if the seller’s price is Ph .
(4) Although the buyer can not know exactly the values of T, but they are aware of the following
probability distribution of the values.
P(Th|Ph ) = p ，P(Tl|Ph ) = 1-p , that means the probability of high value is p and low value is 1 − p ,
when the seller’s price is Ph .
P(Tl|Pl ) = 1 , P(Th|Pl ) = 0 , that means the probability of high value is 0 and that of low value is 1,
when the seller’ price is Pl . In other words, seller will never sell the high value technology with a low
price.
(5)There are two strategy choices for seller: transfer or not transfer. The second choice means
choosing spin-offs company and the profits of seller in this mode are Rh' and Rl' （ Rh' > Rl' ）, which is
decided by the value of technology. Facing the seller's transfer choice, the buyer has two options: accept
or reject. In the second cases, seller takes spin-offs company mode, buyer produces using original
technology and has an expected profit of R0 , and R0 < Rl < Rh .
(6) Assuming that the cost of R&D and technology transfer is zero.
3.2 Game tree
By establishing game tree, we can show the income portfolios in different strategies combinations
as following figure 1 shows.
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1) The technology is of high value and buyer’s price must be Ph . Because of asymmetric
information, buyer cannot know exactly the true value of technology and can only expect his profits
according to probability distribution of the value.
When the buyer considers that the technology is of high value, his expected profit from purchase is
Rh − Ph . When the buyer considers that the technology is of low value, his expected profit from
purchase is Rl − Pl .
As we have known P(Th|Ph ) = p , P(Tl|Ph ) = 1-p ; P(Tl|Pl ) = 1 , P(Th|Pl ) = 0 .
Based on these assumptions and profits, we can get that buyer’s expected profit at a price of Ph

h
is E 2 = P(T h|Ph )(R h − Ph ) + P(T l |Ph )(R l − Ph ) = p(R h − R l ) − (Ph − R l ) , and seller’s
h
expected profit is E1 = Ph . Next, we continue to analyze the requirement of transfer.
'

h
When E1 = Ph > R h , seller will choose transfer instead of spin-offs company. When

E 2h = p(R h − R l ) − (Ph − R l ) > R0 which also is Ph < p(R h − R l ) + R l − R 0 , buyer will choose
to buy.
'

So, when there is R h < Ph < p(R h − R l ) + R l − R 0 , the technology transfers successfully.
That is to say, at the price of Ph , the range of transfer equilibrium price is Ph ∈ ( Rh' ,
p(R h − R l ) + R l − R 0 ) when the technology is of high value.
On the condition of symmetric information, when the technology is of high value, the range of
transfer equilibrium price is Ph ∈ ( Rh' , Rh − R0 ) . (According to author’s analysis at other places, which
is omitted here)
Make a comparison between the two price ranges under different information conditions, we will
find that their lower limits are equal and there are p(Rh − Rl ) + Rl − R0 < Rh − R0 between their
upper limits.
2) The technology is of low value and buyer’s price is Ph . Buyer can only expect his profits
according to probability distribution of the value.
When the buyer considers that the technology is of high value, his expected profit from purchase
is Rh − Ph . When the buyer considers that the technology is of low value, his expected profit from
purchase is Rl − Ph .
Based on these assumptions and profits, we can get that the buyer’s expected profit at a price of
h
Ph is E 2 = P(T h|Ph )(R h − Ph ) + P(T l|Ph )(R l − Ph ) = p(R h − R l ) − (Ph − R l ) , and the seller’s
h
expected profit is E1 = Ph .
The analysis is the same as (1), we can get that buyer’s expected profit at a price of Ph is

E 2h = P(T h|Ph )(R h − Ph ) + P(T l|Ph )(R l − Ph ) = p(R h − R l ) − (Ph − R l ) , while the buyer’s
h

expect profit is E1 = Ph .
Next, we continue to analyze the requirement of transfer.
'

h
When E1 = Ph > R l , the seller will choose transfer instead of spin-offs company.
h
When E 2 = p(R h − R l ) − (Ph − R l ) > R 0 which also is Ph < p(Rh − Rl ) + Rl − R0 , buyer

will choose to buy。
So, when there is Rl' < Ph < p(Rh − Rl ) + Rl − R0 ，the technology transfers successfully. That is to
say, at the price of Ph, the range of transfer equilibrium price is Ph ∈ ( Rl' , p ( Rh − Rl ) + Rl − R0 ) when the
technology is of low value.
On the condition of symmetric information, when the technology is of low value, the range of
transfer equilibrium price is Pl ∈ ( Rl' , Rh − R0 ) . (According to author’s analysis at other places, which
is omitted here.)
Make a comparison between the two price ranges under different information conditions, we will
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find that their lower limits are equal and there are p(R h − R l ) + R l − R 0 > R l − R 0 between their
upper limits.
3) Since the seller will never sell the high value technology at price of Pl, so the buyer’s expected
l
benefit of the technology at Pl is: E 2 = P(T l|Pl )(R l − Pl ) = R l − Pl .
As we have known, the buyer’s expected profit of technology at a price of Ph is:

E 2h = P(T h|Ph )(R h − Ph ) + P(T l|Ph )(R l − Ph ) = p(R h − R l ) − (Ph − R l ) .
Put E 2h and E2l into the formula E 2h > E2l , we can get p >
It means when there is p >

Ph − Pl
.
R h − Rl

Ph − Pl
, the buyer’s expected profit at a price of Ph is greater than
R h − Rl

that at a price of Pl and then the buyer is willing to pay a high price for the technology; In turn, when
there is p <

Ph − Pl
, the buyer’s expected profit at a price of Pl is greater than that at a price of
R h − Rl

Ph , then the buyer is willing to pay a low price for the technology. So we can get that the buyer’s price

strategy is related to P(Th|Ph ) .

4 Conclusion
From the comparison of prices on condition (1) and (2), we get such results as following: Firstly,
asymmetric information influences the price range of transfer, it lowers the transfer price when the
technology is of high value which is not benefit for seller and raises the transfer price when the
technology is of low value, which is not benefit for the buyer. So, high value technology will gradually
withdraw from the market and low value technology will be more and more, this phenomenon is called
“adverse selection” which means an expulsion of low-quality products to high-value products. Secondly,
the buyer’s price strategy is closely related to P(Th|Ph ) which will change the expected profits at the
price of Pl and Ph . So how to raise the buyer’s expected probability of Th is important to technology
transfer, it influences the technology markets scale and then its R & D by affecting the buyer’s willing
pay.
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Abstract The customization in the MC is driven by the customer, so customer retention to a large
extent influent the effective implementation of mass customization. Combining the dynamic customer
relationship management and the three stages of customer consumption emotional and customer
loyalty，the anthors build three-dimensional structure model. The paper studies the dynamic model of
customer retention under the mass customization services, meanwhile,the paper analyzes the different
characteristics and influence factor of customer loyalty and customer consumption emotion at various
stages of CRM.
Key words Mass customization; CRM; Customer retention; Customer loyalty

1 Introduction
Stanley Davis (1987) initially use "Mass Customization(MC)" in the "Future Perfect", he thought
the mass customization is a new mode of production that can meet customer individual requirements,
without sacrificing enterprise efficiency[1] B. Joseph Pine Ⅱ (1993) believed that mass customization is
based on the large-scale to product and market the customized products and services, and it is a new
paradigm in manufacturing and services, a new perspective method for enterprise competition, it will
identify and achieve personalized customer needs as its focus, while not giving up the efficiency,
effectiveness and cost-effective [2].
MC services based on a combination of the nature features of service customization and efficiency
advantages provided by the large-scale manufacturing industries. In the service product delivery process,
through the realization of standardized elements of service products, and customers or service providers’
generation of the product combination during service providing, the MC Service can maximize customer
value, reduce internal costs, and enhance competitive advantage of service enterprises [3].General
services has several features ,such as high degree of customer participation, a high quality sensitivity,
high reliability of information, when introduce the concept of mass customization, there is no strict
distinction between manufacturing and service industries, but the subsequent research has focused on
manufacturing industry field.
Customer retention is the process of supplier maintaining an established customer relationship,
making customers to repeat purchase products or services [4].Customer retention is the result of both
customer loyalty and switching costs, which determines the company's future profitability. There are
also some scholars to define customer retention from the perspective of customer relationship life-cycle
theory. In general, customer retention refers to the enterprises trying their best to maintain the
established customer relationships in order to make customers repeatedly purchase their products or
services. His work is basically carried out in a stable period, compared to other phases, the enterprise
pay the least and benefit greatest in this phase. If you try your best to retain your customers without
identifying them before, a possible result is to pay higher costs and create lower value, and may even not
enough to offset the costs [5]. In this paper, we study customer retention under the mass customization
services. This paper will use the customer relationship life-cycle theory and customer consumption
emotion as well as customer loyalty to build three-dimensional structure model, and study all relevant
factors how to promote customer relationship development from lower to higher.

2 CRM Lifecycle
CRM will be a breakthrough in the implementation of mass customization and an essential
component of mass customization. Gang Xiao, Zhang Yuan-ming [6] and other scholars combined MC
and CRM proposing MC-oriented CRM, which is based on the MC ,through enhanced customer
relationship management and the ability of acquisition and management customize information, when
providing customer service, allowing customized demand information to transfer and share among
various departments, to support business enterprises organize large-scale production according to
customized needs, and ultimately to provide customers with satisfactory products. Customer relationship
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has obvious periodicity[7], which can be divided into four stages, the probation, the formative stage, the
stable stage, and the stage of degeneration, “four-stage model” for short. This model is the theoretical
basis for the three-dimensional structure model that this paper raised.
（1）The Probation. During this stage, deficient understanding of each other and high uncertainty is
the basic feature of the probation. The key aim of this stage is to evaluate the potential value of the other
side and lower the uncertainty. Customers will do trial-purchase in this stage.
（2）The Formative Stage. The relationship of the two sides can enter into a new level, which
indicates that during the probation, the customers are contented with the service provided by the
company, and mutual trust and inter-dependency are established. In this stage, with the gradual maturity
of their relation, the willingness of each side’s risk taking is increased.
（3）The Stable Stage. The two sides are highly contented with the value provided by each other;
the two sides contributed considerable investment, visible and invisible, in order to keep the stable
relationship; high-level resource exchange, i.e. large quantity of transaction. Therefore, in this period the
inter-dependency between the two sides reached the highest point, and the company received the most
economic returns. Customer retention is important in this stage.
（4）The stage of degeneration. This paper established the three-dimensional structure model of
customer retention, and only concerns the first three stages of customer relation.

3 Three-dimensional Structure Model
3.1 CE-CRM two-dimensional structure model
From a psychological perspective, emotional, or feelings are subjective experiences arising from
whether the objective things meet their needs. A stable experience associated with the social needs for a
long time is generally called emotion, for example, the moral sense [8].Thus, in a specific time and place,
emotion is stable, but also can be measured. Westbrook and Oliver (1991) believe that the customer
consumption emotion is a series of emotional reactions to the consumer experience of goods and
services [9]. Therefore, the customer consumption emotions (CE) is with emotional stability on the one
hand, on the other hand has emotional dynamic nature.
Sublimation

Formation

Consumer
Emotion
Formation
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Precipitation

Consumer
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Three Stages in the Consumer Emotion Process

Consumer will form a stable emotional experience in the long-term spending process, these
emotional experience and the corresponding attitudes affect each specific consumer behavior in turn.
Thus, a consumer behavior is not only an expression of an emotional of the time, but also with consumer
emotional characteristics and attitudes of the past. This study suggests that customers experienced
through the consumer emotion formation, consumer emotion sublimation and consumer emotion
precipitation three stages in the consumer process, (Figure 1).
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The stage division of customers’ consumption emotions and the life-cycle theory of customer
relation management can construct two-dimentional structure model(figure 2):
（1）In the CRM probation where the customer relation is being established, the two sides don’t
understand each other well, and the emotional bond between customers and company or the service is
weak. The emotional bond can be influenced by the service quality, customer satisfaction, as well as
customer value, and under such influence, the bond can be deepened or ended.
（2）In the CRM formative stage where customer relation develops fast, customers are highly
satisfied with the company, and consumption emotion, particularly positive emotion, is strong. Such
strong emotional bond will promote further development of customer relation.
（3）In the CRM stable stage where customer relation develops to the highest point, customers and
companies established stable emotional bond. The positive accumulation of emotion is benefit to the
stable development of company-customer relation. Meanwhile, in this period, the consumption behavior
become more frequent and smooth, and their cooperation with the service staff is becoming more tacit.
This period is the time when customers bring the maximum value to the company.
3.2 CE—CRM—CL three-dimensional structure model
Customer loyalty (CL) is particularly critical to the service sector, since consumer loyalty in the
service is more widespread than that in the consumer products. And the services provided more
opportunities for interpersonal interaction, thus providing opportunities for the development of loyalty,
and loyalty is often used as a strategy to reduce risk [10].Gremler and Brown (1996) think that the service
industry customer loyalty is "the extent of repeat purchase behavior and positive attitudes of a customer
toward a specific service provider, and the tendency of customer choosing the service providers as the
only objects to favor when increased demand for the service "[11].Oliver (1999) start from cognition,
emotion, conative and behavior four dimensions to divide customer loyalty into four stages, namely,
cognitive loyalty, affective loyalty, will loyalty, action loyalty [12].
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Ⅰ
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On such a basis, this paper combines customer loyalty theory, customer consumption emotion and
the two-dimensional model of customer relation, and establishes the dynamic model of CRM-based
mass customization services customer retention(figure 3):
(1)Cognitive loyalty stage (In the CRM probation). In the CRM probation where the customer
relation is being established, the two sides don’t understand each other well, and the emotional bond
between customers and company or the service is weak. In this stage, through providing customized
service with low cost and high efficiency, mass customization services can exert positive influence on
customers on their early consumption emotion, and can strengthen customers’ cognition to brand and
value, so that early cognitive loyalty can be formed.
(2)Affective loyalty stage (CRM formative stage). After the customers’ trial purchase in the CRM
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probation, customers are highly satisfied with the quality of customized service, so their positive
affection is deeper and their desire to purchase is stronger, and high affective loyalty is formed. During
this time, repurchase, in rate, became a “certain thing”, and due to customers’ emotional preference, has
higher endurance for price.
(3)Will loyalty stage (later period of CRM formative stage and early period of stable stage, i.e.
transitional period). In this stage, customer relation has stabilized gradually, and customers emotionally
depend on service firms. During this time, except strong intention to repurchase and price endurance,
customers also have the intention to cross purchase. Even if more luring purchasing choices, customers
still keep repurchasing. Customers not only have high economic switch cost, and also face psychological
and spiritual switch cost, so a higher will loyalty is formed. Customers buy out of their intention.
(4)Action loyalty stage (CRM stable stage). After a series of satisfied purchase, customers’ positive
affection is accumulating and stable emotional bond is formed. Strong desire of mutually beneficial
cooperation and behavior are motivated in customers. On the other hand, such stable emotional bond
can bring about higher switch cost. In this stage, customers may spontaneously or positively spread the
good reputation of the firm, and recommend new customers; they may also sincerely raise some
constructive suggestions. During this time, customers’ loyalty developed into action loyalty. It is great
importance to retention customers of service firms.

4 The Operation Mechanism of Three-dimensional Dynamic Model
4.1 CRM probation
During this stage, mass customization services can exert positive influence on customers on their
early consumption emotion, and can strengthen customers’ cognition to brand and value, so that
customers can do a series of trial purchase on the basis of the knowledge about the brand and value.
Through establishing one-to-one relation with customers, customized service firms fully realize
customers’ customized needs in order to provide satisfying service or products. If the value provided by
the service firms is higher than customers’ expectations comparison level (CL1), customers will be
satisfied. The early affective dependency and cognitive loyalty are formed due to customers’ high
satisfaction to customized service quality, which promoted the further growth of customer relation.
4.2 CRM formative stage
Consumption emotions and the customer accepted value formed in the probation period will lead to
a series of repeat purchase. Initially established customer relationships and emotions would be greatly
facilitated transaction costs savings, meanwhile service companies have increased customer satisfaction
based on customer relationship management platform and advanced customized services capacity, which
make positive consumer emotions to become increasingly sublimation to form a high emotional loyalty,
this emotional loyalty to drive the further development of customer relationship. In the customer
relationship development process, the customer always been to assess the relative value of services, but
the reference point for comparison are changing over time, to the later of formative stage, the customer
will compare the value provided by the previous stage to the expectancy-value offered by the best
alternative service firms. Therefore, at this stage, service companies should provide superior quality of
service, make customers realize the value of the enterprises providing can be greater than the alternative
services, consolidate customer relations, and thus develop into a higher stage——stable stage.
Customers have more confidence for corporate customized services and emotional dependence. At
this time customers not only have strong repeat purchase intention and price tolerance, but also create
cross-buying intentions. In the late of the CRM formative stage, customer intentional loyalty become
more obviously.
4.3 CRM stable stage
After a series of satisfying purchases, customer relation is becoming stable, and emotional bond is
formed because their positive emotion is continously accumulated. Such emotional bond is not only
beneficial to the formation of customer satisfaction and customer loyalty, it also lets customers shoulder
comparatively high switching cost, which has important influence in the stable period of customer
relation, advancing the formation of customer retention. During this stage, the reference point of
customer value is greatly changed, which is not only to estimate the value that customers attained from
the relation, but also to estimate the value service firms attained form the relation. The value that both
sides attained must be equal, or it is unfair. Service firms grasped a lot of customized information, and if
they ignore higher level of expectation of customer value, it might cause customers’ sense of crisis and
betrayal. Therefore, service firms should reinforce their contact with customers, make customers trust
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the servicing firm more, and make them believe that this firm has the ability to continuously provide
higher value than the competitor in the future. In this way, firms can promote the formation of action
loyalty and to really retain the customers.

5 Conclusion
The customization in the MC is driven by the customer, so customer retention to a large extent
influence the effective implementation of mass customization. For mass customization, because of a
change in the role of customers, customer retention reasons, causal relationship of various structural
variables has its unique. In this paper, through understanding and in-depth study of the theory of mass
customization and customer retention and CRM, on the basis of the conclusion of previous research
results, build CRM-CE-CL three-dimensional structural model, and explain the operation mechanism of
this model.
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Abstract This paper analyzes the features of the application under the concept of DIY fashion design
by the way of listing, The authors put forward the designer’s mission and the connotation of the
application under the concept of DIY fashion design. The versatility of design thinking, do it yourself,
the reuse of clothing and a multi-wear clothing in order to extend the connotation of green fashion
design. The authors suggest to change human’s consumer psychology by establishing a healthy lifestyle.
Key words DIY; Green clothing design; Low-carbon; The features of reuse; Sustainable development

1 Introduction
DIY is the abbreviation of ‘Do It Yourself.’ Currently, DIY concept have been widely promoted
and applied in many domains, involving various levels, including self-catering, DIY toys, housing repair,
car maintenance and production of fashion clothing consumption, beauty salon, personal blog and so on.
The Green Design is an international design tidal current which the 20th century 80 end appeared.
It had displayed people's environment and ecological damage reflection which caused by regarding the
modern science and technology culture, simultaneously had also manifested designers' morals and the
social sense of responsibility.
With the steady development of the country and society, an increasingly abundant material
condition of people, great changes have sweeped consumption concept day by day. The public pay more
attention to the environment, the resources questions then before. Specially the resources question, has
involved the human world limited resources reasonable use, moreover, is also the main root of the
environment question. The Green Design is precisely arises at the historic moment under such
environment background, however, many people on the concept of green design is not very clear; DIY
Design idea still belonged to the development phase in domestic, particularly in the context of clothing
are few and far between. Therefore, the author thought: The versatility design thinking hand-on
production in DIY make clothing to be reused and multi-weared, extending the meaning of green
clothing design in some degree. These are very worthy to be studying and thinking.
With the progress of social development, the environmental protection enterprise's development
has received more and more attention. In China, ‘Clothing Annual Ring’ concept was proposed at
‘low-carbon clothing’ seminar in 2009, which advocated a new philosophy of environmental protection
on the dress. The proposed concept demonstrates that two trends of the clothing development:
Trend 1:The concept ‘Clothes Annual Ring’ is based on understanding about the ‘Tree Ring’,
putting forward that the index of clothing measures the service life, total carbon emission and average
carbon emission of clothes. The concept ‘low-carbon attire’ means pursuing the lower carbon emission,
one clothes multiplex use and increasing the utilization of each clothes in the complete clothing process.
Tendency 2: It demonstrates new profit pattern of apparel industry in the future. Such as
value-added service: Training customers how to mix, including a variety of clothing worn; How to make
a stylish effect with old clothes and new clothes; ‘Old clothes DIY’ means to help customers to recycle
old clothes, organize customers to make clothing by themselves.
‘Clothes Annual Ring’ concept states that not only has demonstrated the development of DIY idea
in domestic, also has manifested the high attention in attire industry about ‘Green Clothes Design.’

2 An Example
The statistic has been issued by British Environment Special Committee shows that the rate of
textile waste from 7% to 30% will surge from 2009 in the next 5 years. Green fashion design under the
concept of DIY bases on the environmental protection. It advocates to transform old clothing and use
again with the design tools to reduce design trash and the environment pollution, to promote the natural
beauty of form and master processing and production methods with simple and easy way.
Here, The abbreviations of DIY can stretch from the original meaning ‘Do It Yourself’ to ‘Design
It Yourself’. As illustrated in Figure 1, Tavi, an American girl, showed her DIY fashions through the
blog. From 2008, Tavi have been updating her fashion blog ‘Style Rookie’. She have changed the old
clothes by herself and modeled from the style of International top-level Fashion Show.
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Tavi's Clothes DIY

3 Methodology
Green fashion design under the concept of DIY is covering environmental protection, the handwork,
the nature gentle design shape. It pursues the highest clothing utilization ratio by the lowest carbon
emission. So, I think it bear with the following categories:
3.1 Method one: old clothes green remanufacture
DIY is the transformation of old clothes as the original material, through the dismantling
reconstitution of clothing to create a new style. Old clothes, old accessories have became individual
materials of consumer to create modern personality, and these also have environmental protection
characteristic. Next we will talk about it from the domestic and the abroad two aspects.
Reconstruction of old clothes in China is very common in life. For example the clothes which was
weared by parents can be changed to the baby coat, such as sweater and so on. But these clothes are
made by only considering the functional way, which far from their own design and aesthetics, let alone
the fun in the process of participation.

Figure 2

Professional Website

There are specialized websites that offer clothes conversion methods, but most of them lack of
professional designers to guide. There are currently more than 90% of the clothing stores are equipped
with ‘Alteration’ (costume changes),which in many large department stores and special stores set up the
‘Edit Part’ that more work are simple changes, to short trouser legs, rolled edge and so on. It did not
provide personal changes, not provide consumers to participate the revision of services with their own
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hands. In addition, the materials, tools which are needed in the process of restructuring may surpass the
cost of clothing itself. Currently, the application of this idea of fashion design is not yet mature in China.
As illustrated in Figure 2.This kind of fashion design and its application development are more
perfect in overseas, which that impart primarily to the public restructuring skills through the Internet,
books. It not only includes apparel, but also provides a range of DIY materials and skills about packages,
sunglasses and other related accessories manual conversion method, tools, etc.
3.2 Method two: a multi-wear clothing
Old clothes reform is a specific expression form of the deconstruction fashion design, which
provides the unique thoughtful angle for the dress designing. This innovative design thought to make
clothing functionality have been further developed. Old clothes reform has developed from changing
original size to the trend that achieving a multi-wear clothing and clothing combination through
deconstruction, re-structure way.
Here, ‘a Multi-Wear Clothing’, not merely means old clothes for re-processing and reuse, yet it
covers finished garments with more functions, more kinds of worn.With the fast pace of life and work,
for the need of communication and etiquette, a part of the consumers' clothing need to change at
different times at different stages in a day. As illustrated in Figure 3, the popularity of transfiguration
day and night dress meets the need of white-collar ladies’ work during the day and night at the reception.

Figure 3

Day and Night Dress

Consumers could use the structural design such as mix and match, disassembly, assembly methods
that these are no harm to the environment to achieve a variety of wearing apparel. For examples, the
brand of Me City 09 year’s a down garment, which the sleeves can be removed into a down vest;
Giordano 05 year’s a fall garment, is connected two isometric pieces of rectangular knitted fabric by
Binate button form. Consumers can change it into the shawl, the dress, the skirt, the jacket and a few
other models by their own needs and different occasions. So, fashion design like these, which take into
the aesthetic interest and the actual function.
3.3 Method three: surplus room for the design
Keeping-odd design of DIY idea, which that uses the design method to leave behind certain free
design and the transformation modelling space to the consumer. And this, not only satisfied the wish of
the consumer to participate in the design, but also bringed design’s effect into fully play.
The female windproof coat in recent years, which the design of waist, collar band always do not
stitch fixedly, but uses the string, the zipper or the button let the consumer freely reconstitute and
change modeling. Muji’s raincoat, in the hem and cuffs part, has the dotted line to cut the required
length by the consumer of their own; ‘A-POC’, is conceptual brand of Issey Miyake, that is ‘A Piece of
Cloth’. ‘A-POC’ series is the model of keeping-odd design under DIY green fashion design idea: it uses
natural elastic knitted materials to advanced computer gauge, reuses industrial weaving machine to
weave one piece tubular circular single-product; The edge is not off-line design. There are not clear
difference between upper outer garment and pants, and the dotted line is on top of painting. When after
home, consumers could make a new dress that they wanted according to dotted line cut by themselves.
Consumers can participate in the process of a garment made. In the course of such participation,
Consumers could rely on their own preferences that lead the high round neck into U or V-Neck collar,
or cut into a super-mini skirts. That’s truly with the fashion design method to realize ‘Zero Waste.’
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3.4 Method four: environmental materials apparel
In the fashion design, the environmental protection material's utilization initiates largely Green
Design. Environmental Materials Apparel is one concrete form of Green fashion under the concept of
DIY, which also is the reflection of ‘Low-Carbon’ life style at the moment. It mainly has the following
two characteristics:
Firstly, the clothing has many kinds of functionality design features, which the fabric is
environmental protection material. Consumers could disconnect and assembe clothing through DIY
methods to enable the functionality to obtain the biggest utilization. Of course, the usual cost is very
high, because that the whole process (from the material to the manufacture, the packing, the
transportation, the use, the recycling, the degeneration) is asked to reduce as far as possible harm to the
environment. Therefore, it is no doubt that the high cost's design manufacture requests the
corresponding to the functional diversification, the usable characteristics. For an example: The
multipurpose design of ‘tent clothes’ in out-of doors sport.
Secondly, Conceptive Clothing, which is green environmental protection clothing with the distinct
DIY characteristics. Although insufficient utilization, it actually has manifested the designer and the
populace using environmental protection materials, by the handwork, to participate in and support
environmental protection enterprise. As illustrated in Figure 4, Havana, the capital of Cuba, at the
anniversary of celebrating to construct the city 488th, some artists take the fashion exhibition of
characteristic environmental protection, which the clothing is made by recycled paper.

Figure 4

The Clothing Made by Recycled Paper

4 Results: Designers' Duty
4.1 Designs and economic value factors research
Consumer behavior's transformation stems from the life change and diversification of people. DIY
fashion design is born in the process which transforms in the life style. In the environmental protection
foundation, old clothes's recycling and the transformation design cause the consumer to taste fully the
pleasure of participating in the design. But a situation also should not be neglected that, when manual
transformation old clothes’ time-consuming and economic cost are much more then a new batch of
clothes.
Therefore, the economic value of DIY old clothes transformation is an important research factor.
On the one hand, it requests the designer to study at utilizing and simple design methods to reduce the
DIY old clothes transformation cost, that enables to obtain the widespread application. It meets the
‘low-carbon’ lifestyle. On the other hand, choosing remanufacture and redesign value old clothes also is
very important. A dozen yuan T shirt, which DIY remanufactured value cost is excessively high, it
could not find a good balance point between the design and the economic value.
4.2 Design connotation research
Connotation research could be considered from two following aspects: On the one hand, it is the
rich and the innovation application of design techniques. The vanguard innovation and the rationality of
‘Borrowing’ and ‘Deconstruction’ are leading the DIY design correct direction , which makes ‘DIY’ as
a post-modern design is not as simple as it looks. The creativity design needs the theory as the guidance
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and the support. The DIY idea’s culture foundation and the specialized knowledge are relatively shallow.
So, Green fashion design under the concept of DIY, not only needs the green design theory to make the
support, but also needs to the technique of DIY itself to make the full research and rich.
On the other hand, the design aims to be better service in life. The clothing practitioners should
know their social responsibilities that not only need to guide expense desire correctly through the dress
designing, but also make a deeply reach that the relation between Green fashion design under the
concept of DIY and ‘the low-carbon’ life style.

5 Conclusion
This kind of design idea enables the cloth to realize the features of reuse and a multi-wear clothing
and increase each clothing's utilization ratio; The design method enables the clothing to have the
personalization, the interesting, the environment-protective characteristic, that conforms to society's
trend of development. The green environmental protection's idea and the experience of the
personalization participate in the design have left behind the general development opportunities to
Green fashion design under the concept of DIY.
The application and the economical value of design have decided its development life cycle to a
certain extent. Therefore, on the one hand the economic value, the design theory and the connotation of
Green fashion design under the concept of DIY are leave us to be worth further discussing research; On
the other hand, as clothing specialized practitioners, we should maintain the sensitivity to fashion design
and social sense of responsibility, pondering and feeling life, that make design to annotate life and serve
in the life.
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Applied Research on Cruise Rescue Station Establishment of an
Inland River Based on a Kind of Linear Programming Model
Wang Jie
Changjiang Maritime Safety Administration, Wuhan, P.R. China,430016
(E-mail: wangjie@mail.cjmsa.gov.cn)
Abstract Some key water areas in the prefecture of an inland river can be looked as some spots on a
straight-line. On that basis, the anthor establishes a simple mathematics model about decision analysis of
cruise rescue station establishment of an inland river by comparing the time spended on accomplishing
the same rescue task starting from the pre-cruise station The best location can be found based on a linear
programming theory and the schedule table of cruising in a day established by the manager. At last,
instance is given to certify that the method is practical and feasible.
Key words Cruise rescue station establishment; Inland river; Linear programming; Applied research

1 Introduction
Now, the cruise rescue stations of inland river were established mainly by two approaches: one is
to set the station by equidistance in a prefecture water area in order to meet the the requirement of
rescue in time, the other is to set the station at the vicinity of the accident-prone waters, bridge district,
Dam and other key waters based on the empirical data. These two methods both have its advantages and
disadvantages in application, and by using these two methods a certain waste of resources were created
in the course of the cruise work. The author applied the theory of linear programming to the cruise
rescue station establishment of an inland river, by comparing the time spended on accomplishing the
same rescue task starting from the pre-cruise station to find the best location. It can make the the cruise
rescue station establishment of inland river more scientific and economic, and it has definite practical
significance.

2 A Practical Problems

1

n-1

2

n

Figure 1 A Simple Mathematics Model of Some Key Water Areas in the Prefecture of An Inland River

As is shown in Figure 1, an inland prefecture has n key water areas, X ij expresses the distance
between key water area i and the key water area j , the average speed of the patrol craft is v, the i key
water area need to cruise every t i hours in a day, The average staying time in each station can be
looked as t 0 hours, the question is where the most reasonable place is to set the cruise rescue station ?

3 Application of Linear Programming Model
3.1 Establish the schedule table of cruising in a day
Table 1
Time division
T1

The Schedule Table of Cruising in a Day
The cruising situation of every key water area
1
2
……
n-1
n
a
a11
a12
a1n
……
1 ( n −1 )

am 2

……
……
……

24/ t2

……

T2

a21

a22

……

……

……

Tm

am1

The frequency of cruise task
everyday

24/ t1

In the table 1,

a2( n−1)

a2n

……

……

am ( n−1)

amn

24/ t( n−1)

24/ tn

aij denotes the cruise situation of j key water area at i time, if the j key water area
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was cruised at i time, the value of the

aij can be looked as 1, otherwise, the value of the aij can be

looked as 0. In the following calculation we can bring out a matrix A,A can be showed as:

Am×n
In above matrix, Ai =

(a

i1

⎛ a11
⎜
⎜ a 21
=⎜
...
⎜
⎜a
⎝ m1

ai 2

3.2 The programming component

a12

...

a 22

... a 2 ( n −1)

...
am 2

...
...
... a m ( n −1)

... ai ( n −1)

a1n ⎞ ⎛ A1 ⎞
⎟ ⎜ ⎟
a 2 n ⎟ ⎜ A2 ⎟
=
... ⎟ ⎜ ... ⎟
⎟ ⎜ ⎟
a mn ⎟⎠ ⎜⎝ Am ⎟⎠

a1( n −1)

ain )

(1)

S ij solving

S ij expresses the require time starting from the i water area to accomplish the Ai rescue task if
the cruise rescue station was established near the i water area. To the shipping water areas of inland
river, a number of inland water areas of the same prefecture can be abstracted of a few points on a
straight line. When the cruise rescue station was established near the k water area, the shortest time of
completing the Ai task is the total time of a patrol craft cruising to and from the farthest distance
waters of the both sides of the pre-cruise station added the total dwell time of each task cruising waters.
Here we note that the water area was all day cruising if the cruise rescue station was established near a
water area, and the spend time from the pre-cruise station to the water area is 0.
n

S i = ∑ S ij

(2)

j =1

3.3 To obtain the optimal solution
Set S = min S1

(

S 2 ... S ( n−1)

S n )，suppose S = S k

(3)

When the cruise rescue station was established at the vicinity of the key water area k, the required
time of completing the cruise task should be the shortest, the resources consumed should be the least,
and the key water area k should be the most reasonable place.

4 An Instance
4.1 A practical problem

1

2

3

4

Figure 2 The Simple Mathematics Model of Station Establishment

From the figure 2, we can see that there are 4 key water areas in some inland river Prefecture,
X 12 = 10 Km , X 23 = 15 Km , X 34 = 5 Km . The average speed of the patrol craft is v = 30 Km / h .The
water area 1 and the water area 4 are required to cruise every 8 hours a day, the water area 2 is required
to cruise every 12 hours a day, and the water area 3 is required to cruise every 24 hours a day. The
average dwell time should be 0.5 hours in one cruising task. The question is which water area we should
set the cruise rescue station in, the water area 1, the water area 2, the water area 3 or the water area 4?
4.2 To establish the schedule table of cruising in a day
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Table 2

The Schedule Table of Cruising in a Day
The Cruising Situation of Every Key Water Area
Time Division
1
2
3
4
1
1
1
1
0：00-4：00
0
0
0
0
4：00-8：00
1
0
0
1
8：00-12：00
0
1
0
0
12：00-16：00
1
0
0
1
16：00-20：00
0
0
0
0
20：00-24：00
The Frequency of Cruise Task
3
2
1
3
Evreyday

make matrix A,

⎛1
⎜
⎜0
⎜1
A=⎜
⎜0
⎜1
⎜
⎜0
⎝

1

1

0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

1⎞
⎟
0⎟
1⎟
⎟
0⎟
1 ⎟⎟
0 ⎟⎠

4.3 To establish the programming component S ij

4.3.1When the cruise rescue station is set at the key water area 1
6

S11 = 3.5 , S12 = 0 , S13 = 2.5 , S14 = 1.2 , S15 = 2.5 , S16 = 0 , S1 = ∑ S1 j = 9.7
j =1

4.3.2When the cruise rescue station is set at the key water area 2
6

S 21 = 3.5 , S 22 = 0 , S 23 = 3 , S 24 = 0 , S 25 = 3 , S16 = 0 , S 2 = ∑ S 2 j = 9.5
j =1

4.3.3When the cruise rescue station is set at the key water area 3
6

S 31 = 3.5 , S 32 = 0 , S 33 = 3 , S 34 = 1.5 , S 35 = 3 , S 36 = 0 , S 3 = ∑ S 3 j = 11
j =1

4.3.4When the cruise rescue station is set at the key water area 4,
6

S 41 = 3.5 , S 42 = 0 , S 43 = 2.5 , S 44 = 1.8 , S 45 = 2.5 , S 46 = 0 , S 4 = ∑ S 4 j = 10.3
j =1

4.4To obtain the optimal solution
From the above analysis, we can conclude that S = min ( S1

S2

S3

S 4 ) = S 2 ,it means that

when the cruise rescue station is established at the key water area 2，the total time that we spended
to complete the cruise task would be the shortest, and the resource consumed would be the least.

5 Conclusion
With the development of the inland river navigation, the ship traffic and the quantity of the
passengers ferry are growing up, the types of ship are more abundantly. All these lead the merchant
shipping management to more complex. Applying the decision analysis theory to the merchant shipping
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management and applying the linear programming model to the cruise rescue station establish problem
would improve the timeliness, the effectiveness and the economy of the cruise rescue work. It has strong
scientific and practical significance.
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Economies of Combination Innovation from Group Operation in
Petrochemical Complex*
Kazuya Inaba
Graduate School-Management of Technology, Yamaguchi University, Yamaguchi, Japan,753-8511
(E-mail: inaba@yamaguchi-u.ac.jp)
Abstract The circumstances in the oil and petrochemical industry recently have been severe. Under
such a severe competitive situation, oil and petrochemical companies come up with the idea of business
cooperation in the same region in order to acquire global competitiveness. In this paper, the approach
and ways of the high-level integration for group operation in petrochemical complex are analyzed. The
author explains the case in business cooperation, and introduces the advanced projects in Japan. And
economies arising from group operation are considered. Cooperation with some businesses would be
effective for energy conservation and environmental measures, and would advance to pursue some
social interests. The paper proposes that economies in group operation have made possible simultaneous
implementation o f two strategies, Cost Leadership and Product Differentiation.
Key words Petrochemical complex; Oil and petrochemical industry; Group operation；Pursuit of
social interests; Economies of combination; Management of sustainability

1 Introduction
The circumstances in the oil and petrochemical industry recently have been severe. Oil and
petrochemical companies are in the situation where they should deal with various problems. These
subjects are global competitiveness, sudden rise of price of raw material, response to environmental
issues, minimization of resource energy consumption, security of safety technology, employment and
economical contribution to the region, requirement to satisfy severe product quality standard, further
upgrade and cost reduction in system of production, and construction of system of production for
sustainable development etc.. In Japan, oil and petrochemical companies have taken up matters of
energy saving measure, actions on environmental problems, security of global competitiveness, and
restructuring of system of production etc.
In Europe, America, the Middle East, and East Asia (China, Taiwan, and South Korea), one
company usually builds a large-scale factory, and consistently produces oil and petrochemical goods in
the system of one company. Differently from it, two or more companies are concentrated in the coast
landfills in Japan, and generally manufacture in the system of groups. The system of production in a
petrochemical complex would be a medium-scale level if it sees worldwide.
In severe competitive situation, oil and petrochemical companies came up with the idea of business
cooperation in the same region in order to acquire global competitiveness. In this paper, the approach to
and ways of the high-level integration for group operation in petrochemical complex are analyzed, the
meaning of the plan is declared, and the economy arising from the group operation business is
considered. Cooperation with some businesses would be effective for energy conservation and
environmental measures, and would advance to pursue some social interests. Also, group operation
would break the stoppage and promote innovations of manufacturing technology in petrochemical
industry one after another.

2 Change of Oil and Petrochemical Industry in the World
In the 1990's, oil and chemical companies of Europe and America have reorganized and
consolidated their businesses based on the strategy of selection and focus. Extending strong fields
further, they had been improving global competitiveness. In the petroleum industry, British Petroleum
and Amoco Corporation had a plan to merge between 1998 and 2001, and became BP Amoco Chemical
Corporation. Afterwards, ARCO was purchased. In oil companies in France and Belgium, TotalFinaElf
was born. In the United States, there were two large scale merges of Exxon Mobile and Chevron Texaco
Inc. As a result of having repeated merges and integrations, oil companies were integrated into mainly
*

This paper is written, based on my presentation paper in ICIM2009 and the 25th International Conference on
Korea-Japanese Economy and Management, and I added retouches and corrections to it.
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four companies, Exxon Mobile, Chevron（changed from Chevron Texaco Inc. in 2005.）, BP, Royal
Dutch Shell.
In the oil industry of Europe and America, these integrations don't only mean the efficiency, but
also improvement and consolidation of oil refinement. Many oil companies have petrochemical
industries downstream. If they could construct a consistent system of production from oil refinement to
petrochemistry, the effect by integration would be larger. And the operation of supplying material to
petrochemical sectors has occupied a big part of the profit in the oil refining industry. In the 1990's, the
petrochemical section had changed for oil companies from a supplementary section to the section in
which the profit is secured and growth will be expected in the future.
Exxon (US)

1999

Exxon Mobil (US)

Mobil (US)

Selection and Focus
Chevron (US)

2001

Chevron Texaco (US)

Texaco (US)
Chevron

1998

Super Major

BP (UK)
2000

Amoco (US)

BP (UK)

ARCO (US)
1998

Economies of Scale and Scope

Total (FR)
2000

Petrofina (BE)

TotalFinaElf (FR)

Elf aquitaine (FR)

Total

Cost Leadership Strategy

Royal Dutch Shell (UK, NL)

Figure 1 Reorganization of the Major “Big Oil” Companies

Meanwhile, petrochemical companies of chemistry origin also have attempted to reorganize and
consolidate. Large mergers, alliances, and business integrations were done actively. However, different
from petroleum industry, the integration of petrochemical companies of chemistry origin has another
meaning.
On the one hand, the integration of oil companies which have petrochemical divisions have
accomplished large plants in scale, consolidation, vertical integration, and possession of a lot of
derivatives. They have adopted the strategy to pursue economies of scale and economies of scope. On
the other hand, the integration of petrochemical companies of chemistry origin has consolidated their
business into strong sectors in order to have global competitiveness. They have adopted the
differentiation strategy. Changing from the strategy that possessed many sections and aimed at the
general chemical company in the past, they have concentrated firm resources on strong businesses,
separated weak departments with low share, and sold them off.
Product Differentiation Strategy
Union Carbide (US)

2001

Dow Chemical (US)

Dow Chemical (US)

Energy 1998

Petrochemical Selection and Focus
Medicine1995 1999
Celanese (US)
Hoechst (DE)
Hoechst Marion Roussel
Medicine1999
Petro
Aventis (DE)

RhônePoulenc (FR)

Sanofi-Aventis
Rhodia (FR)
Function chemistry 1998

Shell (UK, NL)
Polyolefin integration
2000
BASF (DE)

Dyestuff integration 2000
Bayer (DE)
BP (UK)

Lyondell (US)

Dupon (US)
Polyester 1998

ICI (UK)
Purchase
Chemical 1999 2008
Huntsman
Akzo
(US)
Nobel(NL)

LyondellBasel (NL)
Purchase
2007
DSM (NL)
Petro chemical

Dupon (US)

PBT dubay Polymer
Olefin derivative 2005

Figure 2

ConocoPhillips
Conoco (US)

SABIC (SA)
INEOS (UK)

Reorganization of Chemical Industry
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As well as the trend of reorganization and integration of European and American oil companies, a
new movement has happened in Asian nations and the Middle East oil-producing countries. Especially,
in the Middle East and China, there were movements to raise oil and petrochemical industry to a new
industry in order to contribute to the region. It is expected that the promotion of oil and petrochemical
industry would be able to produce employment in the region and contribute to the regional economy.
They have intended to secure cheap raw materials, use the plentiful labor, establish competitive
advantage in factor conditions. They are planning on large-scale construction with the latest equipment
to have cost competitiveness internationally. They are going to manufacture ethylene and
general-purpose petrochemical products.

3 Strengthening Competitiveness of Petrochemical Complex and Establishment of
RING
Strengthening cost competitiveness is requested in oil and petrochemical enterprises in Japan. In
the latter half of the 1990's, the merge and reorganization had advanced, and cost reduction had been
attempted with efficiency improvement of production facilities. They had pulled out of unprofitable
businesses. Positive investments in core business and growth business and participation in foreign
complexes had made the business integration and competition stronger. However, the reorganization
and integration of oil and petrochemical companies in Japan, if it is seen in the scale, is internationally
the medium-scale one. It has faults that many operational companies are independent and production
facilities have been distributed to many places. The equipment of oil and petrochemical companies in
petrochemical complexes are widely distributed to eight places in the whole country. One company has
production facilities in some complexes. The consolidation and expansion of manufacturing scale,
efficiency improvement in manufacturing process, and reduction in cost of manufacturing are more
necessary to obtain global competitiveness. But one company can’t do them alone.
It has been said that weak points of oil and petrochemical companies in Japan are halfway of cost
reduction in medium-scale production, excessive competition, surplus of production scale, low degree of
rate of profit. Petrochemical complexes of Japan have production facilities at a medium-scale level. It is
in the situation in which economies of scale cannot be requested. And the equipment of one company is
distributed to two or more districts. It is also difficult to consolidate these in one place. Many enterprises,
concentrated in the same district, often belong to different capital groups. There are examples of
producing same products by different manufacturing methods in the same district, too. In such a system,
each company respectively has continued to conduct business actions, making decisions independently.
Unfortunately, if the company is different, the organizational culture is also different and the spoken
jargon tends to be dissimilar. There was an assumption not to communicate with each other easily in the
situation. They have called these things "Wall of person", "Wall of capital", and "Wall of geography".
Consistent Operation from Oil Refinement to Petrochemical
Types of Cooperation

Current
conditions

R

C

R

C

R-C
R-R
C-C
Wall of
Geography

R

C

R

C
R

C

Wall of Capital & Wall of Person
R C
Insufficient cooperation within
Intensity cooperation and
the complex. Similar, small-scale
construct an advantageous
Expansion
complexes here and there.
refining and complex.
Strengthening efficiency and competitiveness through cooperative
expansions between oil refineries within the refining and petrochemical
complexes, petroleum and petrochemical interests, other complexes,
and other disparate industries (electric power, gas, energy industry, and steel).

Figure 3

Group Operation in Petrochemical Complex
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To solve the problems, 20 companies in oil industry and chemical industry gathered round at first.
Under the Research Association of Technology Law, Research Association of Refinery Integration for
Group-Operation (RING) was established in 2000. RING has acted group-operation programs in
complex, which the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry has supported since 2000. In RING
projects, they have tried to find new methods of integrated management, exceeding types of business
and a frame of capital, developing some latest technologies, aiming at efficiency improvement and
optimization. It is important that one complex is thought of as virtual one factory. If it is so, the
integrated management could be practiced. As a result, new effects, economies and innovations by
new technological development would be achieved. These practices are difficult for one company to do
alone.
In RING, the research and development business, related to advanced united management, has been
done between different types of business such as oil and petrochemical factory, etc. The first R&D
project (RING 1) had got good results of the proof of R&D in the each district. It had resulted that
strong unity was caused among complex enterprises through these activities. Following this, the second
R&D project (RING 2) was executed in 2003. Development of advanced, highly integrated technologies
for reducing environmental burdens was performed there. In addition, the action to optimize entire
petrochemical complex and carry out advanced function unification was executed in the third R&D
project (RING 3) in 2006. At present, such a business has been accomplished in most complexes in
Japan, that is, in Kashima, Chiba, Kawasaki, Chita, Sakai Senboku, Mizushima, and Shunan.
In Japan(2009),
Oil refinement total ability 4,834 (1000 BD)
(Complex districts 3,248)
Ethylene total ability 7,279 (1000 ton/year)

Sapporo

Kashima Region
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520

Ethylene

895

Osaka
Fukuoka

Sakai Senboku Region
Oil refinement
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455
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120

Ethylene

623

Figure 4
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RINGⅠ
Sakai Senboku Region
RINGⅡ
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RINGⅠ,Ⅱ,Ⅲ
Shunan Region
RINGⅠ,Ⅱ

Shunan Region

270

Ethylene

Kashima Region
RINGⅠ,Ⅱ,Ⅲ

Setouchi Region
RINGⅠ

Kawasaki Region

Oil refinement

Chiba Region
Oil refinement

827

Ethylene

2477

Development of RING 1,2,3 Projects

One company perhaps tends to attempt single survival and optimization. Even if it notices the
importance of cooperation, the priority level might be low. There are only two choices whether to
execute it or not in one enterprise. Therefore, the government needs to put out a subsidy at first as a
trigger, and it is necessary to establish the third-party institution in order to give the motivation to
business cooperation. It is important to build the organization to adjust common interest. The support of
the government for RING projects is a pump-priming policy. And the enterprises have recognized new
possibilities in business cooperation. They would begin to mix well with them, and come to analyze a
system of production with each other. They would examine construction of system of production and
technological development accommodating wasted gas, heat, and energy etc. And profits between
enterprises, which one company cannot conceive, would begin to be recognized, and their interest would
spread various contents such as treatment of waste, contribution to the region, joint power generation etc.
Innovations have progressed in an upward spiral through cooperation between enterprises beyond the
limit of single company business. The new idea of business cooperation has arisen one after another.
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Figure 5

The Spial-up Innovation in Group Operation

4 Conclusion
The RING project began from easy business collaborations. It is said that participating companies
had not expected the result to joint operation too much at first. However, as RING projects have
advanced, most enterprises have come to notice potentiality in the effect of group operation and business
cooperation. The circle of RING extends through RING 1, 2, and 3. The speed of technological
development in cooperating businesses has increased with acceleration. Innovations have occurred in an
upward spiral. And, as time passes, reduction of CO2, energy conservation, and environmental measures
have been paid attention to, and they have been involved in RING projects. If one company does it by
itself, only the optimization for one company would be realized. Actions on these problems would be
postponed when thinking from the priority level. However, in group operation and business cooperation,
these would be problems to undertake first of all.
System on the premise
of individual firm

System in group operation

Partial optimization

Whole optimization

・ Cost Leadership
・Product Differentiation

Pursuit of
social interests
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Ｂ
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Ｅ

Ｄ
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Management of Sustainability

Figure 6 Economies in Group Operation

The RING project is an attempt of joint operation and business cooperation in oil and
petrochemical business. The project assumes current production facilities, capital tie, and business
activities. On that assumption, it is necessary for two or more enterprises to cooperate and work on
reduction of environmental burdens facing the world. Different from the strategy that one company
pursues productivity and efficiency, same kind of effects may be achieved by cooperation between
enterprises and different types of business. Whole optimization will be achieved by the system in group
operation. And they can implement simultaneously two strategies, Cost Leadership and Product
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Differentiation.
In addition to economies of scale and economies of scope, some social interests will be pursued.
When collaboration with many enterprises is achieved, ‘justice’ will be necessary for cooperation.
Therefore, the aspects to social interest will arise: joint energy use, efficiency improvement, regional
contribution, establishment of safety technology, positive commitment to environmental measures, and
cooperative treatment of waste etc. And enterprises will pay more attention to practices of social
activities: greening of the complex, ownership of joint power generating equipment, security
cooperative relationship etc. In this paper, economies of combination is defined as some economic
effects which group operation produces; whole optimization and efficiency, simultaneous
implementation of two strategies, pursuit of social interests, innovations with group management,
management of sustainability.
The results of business based on the premise
of one company
• Partial optimization and efficiency
• Alternative strategies; Cost Leadership
or Product Differentiation

“Kombinat” is a
Russian word,
means “combination”,
and is used instead
of “complex”

The results of business in cooperation with two
or more companies
• Whole optimization and efficiency
• Simultaneous implementation of two
strategies
• Pursuit of social interests
• Innovations with group management
• Management of sustainability

Figure 7

in Japan

Economies of Combination (KOM6NHaT)

The goal of the RING project is to obtain global competitiveness in oil and petrochemical
companies. When all technological developments are completed, much of reduction of energy use
amount in oil refinement equipment etc. will be achieved, and it will be expected to increase production
efficiency by the best flexibility of raw material and semi-finished products between oil refinery plants
and different type of factories. And it is forecasted that they greatly contribute to reduction of CO2
exhaust. As a result of experimental studies that have been done up to now in RING projects, the amount
of CO2 exhaust reduction is expected to reach 500,000 tons/year or more. In addition, the developed
technology will be applied to other domestic industrial complexes, and therefore reduce CO2 further.
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Abstract Content management is an integrated application of many IT advanced technologies, and the
acquisition, management, utilization, transfer and increment of various digital resources can be mainly
solved by it. This paper introduces a system frame based on robust, complying with the design idea of
the websites content management system based on open standards. The author discusses the design
pattern and module architecture of scalable integrated websites content management system under
framework of Net.
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1 Introduction
With the enrichment and development of network applications, many websites can not promptly
follow up the steps of lots of information derivation and business model reform. It is a more complex
work to integrate intranet, internet and branch websites, even need reconstruct websites when websites
expanding. Continually, users always upgrade and integrate websites in a high cost and low efficiency
circulation.

2 The Meaning of Content Management System
2.1 The concept of content management system
CMS is the abbreviation of Content Management System, which means “content management
system” [1]. The industry has not a uniform definition to content management, different institutions have
different comprehension. Gartner Group holds that content management should include enterprise
internal content management, web content management, electronic commerce transaction content
management and Extranet information sharing content management according to connotation, and web
content management is a focal point currently. Content management system emphatically solves
acquisition, management, utilization, transfer and increment problems of various kinds of unstructured
or semi-structured digital resources, and it can be organically integrated into business intelligence
environment of structured data, such as OA.
The content management system is an application system specially oriented to websites content
editing and publishing in this paper, which is based on robust system frame, complying with open
standards[2], easy to integrate with other applications and extend different functions, and deploying
quickly. Development CMS aims at alleviating the workload of websites maintenance and the
complexity of establishing various kinds of information websites, standardizing the web background
information management and publication procedure, unifying the format of data storage, reducing the
investment of websites maintenance, strengthening the privilege management of information publication,
making the operation management and content maintenance of websites simple and quick. The content
creator, editor and publisher use content management system to submit, modify, approve and publish the
content. The content here maybe include files, tables, pictures, data in database, even videos and all
information which you want to publish on Internet, Intranet and Extranet.
2.2 The demand of content management system
1) It can assign roles according to system users, in order to guarantee the accuracy and high
efficiency of information publishing (For example, it can set corresponding privilege and real-time
management function for checker, auditor and publisher.);
2) It can define management procedure and create collaborative task, setting event notification
content in order to remind managers to concern with procedure change and task finish. (For example,
after a content creator submits the content to deputy editor, the deputy editor modifies the content and
informs chief editor that the content has been changed and finished, then the chief editor approves and
publishes it.);
3) It can track and manage multi-version operation information of one case content (For example, it
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can examine corresponding events according to case content through content management log module.);
4) It can publish content and control content according to set rules, supporting content search and
retrieval.

3 The Design Pattern of Content Management System

The design pattern[3] of content management mainly includes creational pattern, structural pattern
and behavioral pattern under the framework of .Net. The creational pattern is used for creating objects,
which is an abstracted and instantiated process, it helps one system be independent to create, combine
and represent its objects. There are two characteristics in creational pattern: firstly, it packages concrete
class information which used by system; secondly, it hides how to create and organize the cases of class.
Factory pattern is one of the patterns in creational, core factory class is no longer responsible for
creating all products in factory pattern, but giving concrete creation work to subclass. This core factory
class is only responsible for giving interface realized by concrete factory, but not contacting detail such
as which product class is to be instantiated, which makes factory method pattern can allow system to
introduce new product without modifying factory roles. In factory pattern, factory class and product
have parallel hierarchical structure, they are one-to-one correspondence.
The method to realize the design of factory pattern in content management system is as follows:
create an interface of C#, and make sure that there is a method of declaration for every class of
database access. The system must create a concrete class to realize specific codes for each database
supported, in order to execute each operation of interface. It needs to create a third class, factory class,
in order to support system to ensure which concrete class is to be loaded during running, factory class
reads in a value from configuration file to ensure which procedure set is to be loaded through using
reflection. Namespace by reflection of .Net can load one specific procedure set and create one object
case of this procedure set.
The configuration in web.config file according to the type of database used (SQLSever or Oracle)
during configuring system is as follows:
<add key=" WebDAL " value=" webpub.SQLServerDAL "/>
<add key=" OrdersDAL " value=" webpub.SQLServerDAL "/>
or
<add key=" WebDAV " value=" webpub. Oracle DAL "/>
<add key=" OrdersDAL " value=" webpub .Oracle DAL "/>
then calling the database connection of Data Access class in DAL Factory project, and the codes
are as follows:
private static read only string path = Configuration Manager. AppSettings["WebDAL"];
executing following codes finally:
public static webpub. IDAL. ICategory Create Category() {string class Name = path + ".Category";
return (webpub. IDAL. ICategory) Assembly. Load (path). Create Instance (class Name);}
In this way, users do not need to know which database is to be used in background, as long as
calling the interface. The method used is defined in interface, so it will call an access operation of
bottom data when it calls an interface according to concrete conditions. The DAL Factory is key here, it
will use one of the generated procedure set SQL Server DAL or Oracle DAL again according to concrete
conditions when business logic layer operates database, the advantage of doing it is that business logic
layer and web page layer will not be affected when access procedure of bottom data has been changed,
because it needs to call interface in business logic layer.
Figure 1 shows how to operate mutually among business logic class, factory class and database
access class. The most important advantage of the created solution is that database access class can be
compiled after business logic class, as long as database access class realizes interface of IDAL. This
means that it does not need to change business logic layer (or UI layer) if creating application of MySql
version. The steps of creating MySql compatible version are as follows:
1) Creating the database access class of MySql, and it must realize the interface of IDAL;
2) Compiling the access class of MySql to a procedure set;
3) Testing and deploying the new data procedure set to a server which is running;
4) Modifying the configuration file, pointing to new database access class.
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Figure 1 The Realization of Factory Class

4 The Module Design of Content Management System
It always uses modularization idea to design large application in software design. Because
content management system is involved with a lot of aspects, it always adopts modularization idea to
deal with problems. A content management system with full functions needs following modules to
support it according to the aforesaid requirements, and it realizes the functions of content management
system through coordination among each module.
4.1 The module of user management
The module of user management is divided into two parts: user group management and user
management, in order to reach the purpose of role assignment according to different system users in
system design. The user group management is a management area where it carries on various operations
to system management user group. This part incorporates the module of windows user management, and
combines various system operation authorities together, which is called user group. The concrete
operations include creation, deletion, authority setting and search for user group. Different management
type user groups embody different concrete authorities to users. The user management is a management
area where system management users carry on various operations. The concrete operations of this part
include creation, edit and deletion.
4.2 The module of information management
The module of information management is a core part in content management system, which
includes creation, edit and deletion functions for category, special and content.
Any category attribute of a complete information is determined in order to make information more
methodical, at the same tine, more convenient to manage, and quicker to publish in content management
system. The category may infinitely include subcategory in content management system, but the
category included subcategory does not permit content to be concluded to it. System demands that the
operator make sure there is no information in category and subcategory in order to maintain the certainty
of information category when deleting it.
It needs to get different category information together to increase the special attribute of
information in order to satisfy some situation. The distinction between information special attribute and
category attribute is that, the category attribute is unique and determined, but the special attribute is not
unique or determined. The same information can belong to various special or not belong to any one
special at all.
Combined with the need of news publishing, the content management system divides information
into three classes: common information, header information and link information. The header
information and link information have not content, they only display one header or one jump link on
page. System can satisfy various demands of information publishing through classification like this.
Moreover, it also defines a status attribute to information, which indicates the state of information
circulation. The content management system divides information status into following classes:
abandonment, deletion, auditing and publishing. Any information status is unique and determined, so the
information can be displayed on page only when the information status is publishing. The distinction
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between abandonment and deletion is that, information with deletion status will automatically be deleted
physically from database after one week of operation, but information with abandonment status will not.
4.3 The module of procedure definition
The module of procedure definition serves to the module of information management, in which it
can define the process of information circulation. For example, the procedure of figure 2 is defined as
following:
Information Publish procedure
Start

Submit of Editor

First Audit

N

Y

Discord

Revise and improve

Second Audit
Y

Publish the information

Delete

End

Figure 2

Self-defined Procedure

The process of information circulation is defined like this: Firstly, information circulates to deputy
editor, and it can be abandoned or circulate to chief editor after audit by deputy editor. Secondly,
information can be deleted or circulate to publishing procedure after audit by chief editor when it
reaches chief editor. Finally, information can be displayed on websites if it reaches the publishing
procedure.
The procedure definition above indicates that the module of procedure definition can satisfy the
demand of division responsibilities and information accuracy.
4.4 The module of event log
The function of the module of event log is to satisfy the demand aforesaid that it can track and
manage multi-version operation information of one case content. For example, the deputy editor
modifies the content and informs chief editor that the content has been changed and finished after
submitting the content by creator during the process of information circulation. It can record the operator,
time of event occurrence, IP of operator and content of event involved in the procedure through this
module.
It is very easy to search events and persons responsible for problem happened through the module
if there is a problem in the information circulation. Moreover, it has the function that it can export
information to EXCEL or XML documents. It also can clear early log according to rules set in order to
save the space of server.
4.5 The module of content retrieval
This module can help users finding information needed from plenty of information. The content
retrieval module in early content system retrieves directly from database through constructing complex
SQL languages. It brings the problems that it can increase the burden of database server, consequently,
affecting the throughput of websites, furthermore, it brings security problems to database. But in present
content management system, it makes data search quicker and websites data safer through using
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database of Lucene.net.
Lucene is an open source program library[4] used for full text retrieval and search, which is
supported and provided by Apache software foundation. It provides a simple and powerful application
interface, which can realize full text retrieval and search. Lucene is a mature tool providing free open
source. It is the most popular program library for java information retrieval freely in recent years and
nowadays in terms of itself. It has been transplanted to the platform of .Net presently, so the open source
is called Lucene.NET.
4.6 The module of system template
It abandons the former idea of putting program and page together in constructing websites, and
comes up with new idea during the development of websites construction technology. Program and
design is separated in the new idea, so the program is independent from page, and it is called through
other methods in page. In this way, page without program forms template in usual meaning.
The using of template makes combination work between complex page and program easier than
former. The maker of page no longer needs to know the PHP or ASP program languages[5] and database
operations, he only needs to edit page to combine page and program together, making a website with
various functions; At the same time, the extension of template technology makes a great deal of
repetitive work being finished once during the process of websites page making. Editing single template
can finish the modification of whole website in most situations. Therefore, the appearance of template
technology makes the technology threshold of websites construction lower and the manufacture
efficiency upper.

5 Conclusion
A content management system with high efficiency, high looseness and low coupling, using factory
pattern and modularization idea, based on the environment of .NET, is discussed in this paper. A content
management system with three layer construction can provide more flexible solutions in deployment
and selection, making applications self-define more easily, adapting to the change in business module.
Moreover, the idea of modularization can realize the functions of content management system through
tight coordination among each module, making each sub-module meet the characteristic of high
cohesion and low coupling.
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Abstract Information construction is a revolution of business management. It has a realistic and
profound significance for promoting enterprise management modernization, building a modern
enterprise system, enhancing market competitiveness and increasing economic benefits. Taking
Wuchang (of China) Shipyard as an example, this paper describes the organization system and training
system of shipbuilding informatization, issues concerning key link informatization, and discusses the
performance of informatization, promotes the informatization of the shipbuilding industry to provide
reference information. Finally, through analysis of problems in the process of informatization, put
forward proposals to promote shipbuilding information construction.
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1 Instruction
In the late 20th century, the world’s shipbuilding industry had a series of significant revolution and
progress in technology, system and shipbuilding ways owing to the implementation of informatization.
The shipbuilding industry was definitely regarded as the most suitable field for information technology
application by the European Union, and the EU positively promoted the application of information
technology which made a good effect. The information technology has also been widely used in some
advanced shipyards from Japan, South Korea and other countries for their production, operation and
management, which have greatly improved the efficiency of shipbuilding. The main problem Chinese
shipbuilding faces is low productivity, and informatization is a very important way to solve this problem.
Therefore, promoting the shipbuilding industry information construction has a great significance for
converting shipbuilding mode and enhancing overall competitiveness.
Wuchang (of China) Shipyard, founded in 1934, is a subsidiary of China Shipbuilding Industry
Corporation; the mainland's largest modern integrated Shipbuilding Industry Company. Military ships
represented by underwater and surface ships, civil ships represented by ocean engineering vessels and
non-ship products represented by satellite launchers, the Three Gorges gate, large bridge steel structure
are the three pillar industries of the factory. And the development target of the factory is: Military
products to do fine, civil vessels stronger, non-ship bigger. The main products are: surface and
underwater military ships; ocean engineering vessels and other civil ships; satellite launchers, the Three
Gorges gate, large bridge steel and other non-ship products.
As a conventional manufacturing enterprise growing between history and contemporary, Wuchang
(of China)Shipyard has established its core strategic object to change from the traditional steel industry
to high-tech industry that is based on information technology. Therefore, the popular term "enterprise
informatization" serves as a strategic planning for the development of Wuchang Shipyard. However, to
realize the enterprise informatization is not as simple as buy a set of software, several equipments,
Wuchang (of China) Shipyard has a long way to go. Now, Wuchang (of China) Shipyard becomes a
successful shipbuilding industry in information technology construction. In this thesis, take Wuchang
Shipyard as an example, mainly to describe the organization system, training system and crucial domain
of shipbuilding informatization.

2 The Organization and Training System of Enterprise Informatization
2.1 The process of enterprise informatization
The advance of informanization is a systematic project. Wuchang (of China) Shipyard
informatimation has experienced six stages: The first stage: the formation of three-dimensional design
capability; the second stage: the establishment of three-dimensional design platform; the third stage: the
establishment of flexible production line for digital Products; the fourth stage: the establishment of
fictitious manufacturing research center; the fifth stage: the establishment of production design
management platform; the sixth stage: the establishment of digital shipbuilding IT architecture.
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2.2 Staff training of enterprise informatization
Systematic and hierarchical staff training is essential for the process of enterprise informatization,
the hierarchical staff training of Wuchang (of China) Shipyard in the process of enterprise
informatization includes following aspects:
The first layer is the training about advanced informational management theories for middle and
senior managers, and there are many domestic and foreign experts invited for the training.
The second layer is a professional training for informational team. 80% people from the team
gained various national professional certifications. The professional technical training which covers
database, VB, Delphi, DotNet, Java, Justep, Middleware and Aris has been training more than 200
people.
The third layer is the operation process training for all staffs, training and appraising leaders,
technician and managers in the informatization construction. In the informatization construction project
of heavy industry company, many rounds of training were carried out about new information
management model. It also makes use of the staff training mode in the human, asset and material
operation process.

3 Key Links of Informanization
3.1 Development and design informatization
On the basis of 3D (Three-Dimensional) design technology and computer network environment,
reconstruct 3D design system, the role of designers and scientific division of labor is defined, the
flexible production line of digital products is established by using industrial production mode.
According to the requirements of the flexible production line, the function research of CADDS5
software is enhanced and expanded, research on pipe structure mode, chart generation technology, ship
painting technique, design and manufacture technology for digital ship samples and virtual assembly
technology is carried out, 3D production design packages for the hull, outfitting and electric device,
completed localization of foreign software system are developed, and a complete 3D production design
capacity of hull, outfitting and electric device is formed. 3D production design process plan has been
made according to the traits of the 3D design. The plan makes the 3D production design of the factory
into a systematic and standardized way, and establishes a 3D production design system which based on
3D design and computer networks, have the capability to build 3D production design of 2.5 ships in
parallel.
By using the PTC's CADDS5 and DIVISON software, and on the basis of the SGI advanced
graphics workstation and BARCO's 3D virtual reality platform, Wuchang Shipyard virtual
manufacturing center is built with international standards, with world-class analysis of the finite element
simulation, virtual assembly and workshop logistics simulation software, having engineering digital
simulation technology of large steel structures and equipments, and virtual manufacturing technology
capability of engineering application, such as virtual reality technology, visual technology, etc.,
achieving virtual demonstration system of 3D ship samples which facing design and manufacture.
On the basis of using CADDS5, a flexible production line of digital production, which is based on
3D design, is established. Meanwhile, researches concerning design resources database, configuration
technology, system function dynamic configuration and workflow reconstruction technology are carried
out. Relevant control platform is established by using OPTEGRA software, management and control
platform is built by using WINDCHILL, and a whole information model design of design department is
completed. At the same time, the project management subsystem, file management subsystem, design
process control subsystem, product data management subsystem, design alteration and version control
management subsystem and production design interface subsystem are developed and implemented. By
creating and implementing information model, a parallel design environment of engineering visual is
provided, cooperative design, digital model assembly, interference checking and design process monitor
between different companies are achieved; electronic technical documents and drawing management
environment is provided, the 3D model of CADDS5, 2D drawings, data, issuing process of technical
documents, version control, relevance management, data change management are realized and ensure
the validity of electronic data.
3.2 Production process informatization
According to the requirements of modern shipbuilding mode, intermediate products are taken as
orientation to divide construction area, the space working is regulated to rationalize working process, a
large-scale transformation is made, CNC cutting machine, CNC bending machine, laser cutting machine
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and other equipments are imported, researches about digital technology of sampling tube, laser marking
technology, laser sample processing, laser welding technology and efficient welding technology are
carried out, procedural and standardized rules of large-scale ships are built, transfer is realized between
total segment unit, modular assembly and intermediate products, engineering change of a number of
advanced construction technology is completed, total segment construction, regional outfitting,
precision control of shipbuilding, cable pull apply process, shaft installation process is conquered, and
lifting and other key technologies is integrated. Initially a modern system of the shipbuilding process
was established, the traditional series operation to parallel operation is changed, a key step is stridden in
the integration of design, production and management for modern shipbuilding mode, and also a key
step for improving the working environment, to enhance the construction quality and shorten the
construction cycle.
3.3 Enterprise management informatization
Wuchang (of China) Shipyard reconstructed and optimized its management mode and business
process, enacted enterprise information management system which covers the staff, asset, material and
other main management department. Regarding human resources management, on the basis of the
former personnel information management system, a new human resources management system is
established. Human resources management has the features of good resource sharing, non-specialized
system maintenance, easy operation and high efficiency. In financial management, the factory made use
of computerization of financial assessments, greatly reduced the workload of financial management and
standardized business processes. The financial management achieved a new level, and financial
management has been in the front rank of the group. In materials management, purchasing department
established a marine purchase information management system, realized a whole process of information
management from purchase application, trial price, contract management, financial management,
warehousing inventory to warehouse management, greatly increased the business management
efficiency of material supply department.
In 2002, it completed the structure and implementation of the workshop digital models, made use
of group technology to reconstruct the production processes, realized the transmission between
three-dimensional design data and workshop data, creatively put forward the control strategy -- "parallel
information flow control serial material flow", established the workshop’s computer information
management system and operation control system, provided valuable experience for enterprise digital
engineering. By the reconstruction of informatization, pipe processing capacity increased 1.8 times.
Meanwhile, the information space of the mechanism branch has been made an integrate planning,
developed and implemented 16 management systems, 311 function modules, covers almost all functions
of management business. In 2004, completed system on-line task, realized the integration of product
data and resource data, effectively solved the problem of the "information island". Through the
department information management, business process digitization and effective control of workshop
production, these have ensured the organic integration of various systems. Take advantage of the
functionality of the function dynamical configuration to enable business processes dynamically adjusted.
Through the enterprise information integration, realized transparency and standardization of enterprise
management, and effectively solved the problems that faced in operation, and it rose the enterprise
management to a higher level.
In addition, in Wuhan (of China) Shipbuilding Industry Co., Ltd., the Wuchang (of China) Shipyard
carried out a comprehensive enterprise information space engineering. In the enterprise IT information
platform, based on large bridge steel structure products, it realized matrix management of the bridge
steel structure digital production line, formed a relatively complete enterprise information model design
of business execution layer, control layer and management layer. In the process of Wuchang (of China)
Shipbuilding information space engineering construction, the project team conducted research on a
number of key technologies, conquered the parameterized three-dimensional design technology, parallel
design process control technology, integration middleware, dynamic functions configuration,
information-driven workshop control and other key technologies. At the same time, through the
establishment of the sharing information space project platform, the team completed the inspection of IT
platform infrastructure technologies, provided the key technology for enterprise information space
projects, and provided technical support to the enterprise information space project.
3.4 Comprehensive assembly informatization
Wuchang (of China) Shipyard has established a unified sharing data platform of ORACLE. In early
stage of the informatization, the information constructions were basically undermining mutually; the
databases were not uniform; there existed ORACLE, SQLSERVER, ACCESS and FOXPRO database
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platform; so it cannot realize information sharing and system integration effectively. In summarizing the
former experience, it decided to make the ORACLE as the data sharing platform of the enterprise, and
re-developed human resources and material management information system by using this platform.
Owing to the use of the unified database platform, it solved the interface problems between each system,
and created a good condition for enterprise information sharing and system assembly.
Independent development of business management software system has been successfully used in
the mechanism branch, proving the new informatization system –"board - plug-in" platform architecture
can support complex informatization projects and the means of "board - plug-in" type information
model construction. Wuchang (of China)Shipyard is a key national enterprise which has a staff number
of nearly ten thousand and many information construction projects which need to be accomplished step
by step. So the enterprise informatization is a long process. Regarding the problems of how to
implement those projects step by step, how to ensure information sharing and maintain a sustainable
development, it launched a deep study. In 2000, the factory made the "board - plug-in" way of
information model construction which is advanced and practical; realized the assembly between the
management system and CAPP / PDM system, which proved the openness of this system. In addition, in
the process of the system application, it adjusted the business process of the mechanism branch, and the
information system of the mechanism branch achieved rapid disposal according to requirements.

4 Informatization Performances
4.1 Enterprise management
Wuchang (of China) Shipyard made use of informatization technology, realized the enterprise
information integration, the information system provide dynamic information service for management,
enhanced the level of the management transparency, standardization and enterprise management. After
importing the information management system, many management tasks has been conducted in the
software system according to agreed rules. However, this process is not easy to control under traditional
mode, often appearing "where has the policies, where has the strategies". Therefore, the information
system makes it obligatory in business management. For example, in the traditional management mode,
the planning staff was required to list the quality according to the material inventory. This task is
time-consuming in hand, usually lack of material or over-stock. In the new management system, the
stock balance is finished by the system, and this can greatly improve the precision of the purchasing
plan, and the system can also avoid unnecessary use of money.
4.2 Energy conservation
The factory occupies a small piece of land, which limits the development of the enterprise. It is
high time that we make use of digital shipbuilding technology, take low energy consumption and high
efficiency way of green shipbuilding development. Over the past 10 years, the growth of the factory’s
economic has been at a speed of 20% annually. In 2009, it is the lowest energy consumption in the
10,000 yuan output industry.

5 General Problems of the Shipbuilding Informatization
5.1 Information security
Currently, the factory uses the traditional secret and non-secret network to ensure the security of
information, but the negative effects of physical isolation(the exchange of information must be manually
handled) affects the efficiency of production. Therefore, rational planning in the basic network hardware
platform is necessary, and strict security mechanism should be established to ensure that information can
be identified, accessed, controlled, stored, destroyed and recovered safely and timely.
5.2 Virtual simulation
At present, the virtual simulation of the factory is mainly achieved on the ship design, production
and visualization, but the technology for submarine construction, assembly path planning, lifting
mechanics simulation process, the assembly deformation control, accessory processing workshop,
assembly workshop and logistics simulation need further research, for the purpose of eventually forming
a ship digital virtual simulation platform to assemble the design, production and management.
5.3 Engineering application
As the informatization of the factory has only completed the first project, in accordance with the
requirements of the factory informatization framework, it should also integrate water production lines,
underwater production lines and management information system into the entire information space for
good management.
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6 Conclusions
In order to better promote the shipbuilding industry informatization, the following suggestions are
put forward.
First, enterprises should gradually establish a digital research system, to realize the integration of
the whole product development; establish a visual parallel control system of production process, to
achieve intelligent agile manufacturing; establish an enterprise management and organization mode to
compatible with the digitalization, to improve abilities of decision-making, adaptability and sustainable
development; form an independent intellectual property rights of the shipbuilding industry with
information space engineering software products, and on this basis to achieve the industrialization of the
software products.
Second, the Government should give strong policy support to shipbuilding enterprises which have a
high level of digital shipbuilding, especially financial support to those shipbuilding enterprises who have
a bright prospect of engineering application and those who have core competitiveness of digital
construction in hardware and software. Concerning the features of the digitalized shipbuilding - integrity,
advanced, foreseeability, cross, reality, complexity, long-term, risk, it is necessary to strengthen national
policy guidance and macro-control, to improve the management and control level, to ensure the research
and development funds be used timely and effectively, and to maximizethe effectiveness to avoid risk.
Moreover, as digital shipbuilding construction is a long, complex task, so it requires a large number of
technical studies as guidance and research funds.http://www.itpub.net/misc.php?action=viewratings
&tid=901425&pid=9073474
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Abstract Design strategies for reverse supply chains are relatively unexplored and underdeveloped.
The losses due to time delays represent a significant opportunity for asset recovery. Reverse supply
chain design decisions should reflect the differences in the marginal value of time among products.
The anthors propose that reverse supply chain can be designed for cost efficiency or quick response, and
the decision pivots on the product’s time value. The paper analyzes the time value of return product in
reverse supply chain, and the products are classified into low and high MVT based time value. In the
paper both the efficient, centralized reverse supply chain matching the low MVT product and the
responsive, decentralized reverse supply chain matching the high MVT product are designed In addition,
the paper presents some key technologies for designing the reverse supply chain.
Key words Reverse supply chain; Logistics management; Time value

1 Introduction
Reverse supply chain represents the process by which organizations recover by-products and
residuals for reuse, resale, remanufacturing, recycling or disposal. Firms may engage in reverse supply
chain activities for any number of reasons, such as return of defective mechanism to a supplier,
recycling by-products from a manufacturing process, or a government-mandated product recall .Firms
are beginning to recognize the importance of effective reverse supply chain systems. Government
regulations with respect to the storage, handling, transport and disposal of residuals from manufacturing
processes have forced organizations to establish formal disposal systems.
Key concepts of forward supply chain design—such as coordination, postponement, and the
bullwhip effect—may be useful for the development of reverse supply chain design strategies, but these
concepts have not been examined for their relevance in this context.

2 Time Value of Returned Product in Reverse Supply Chain
The flow of return products in reverse supply chain represents a sizeable asset stream for many
companies, but much of that asset value is lost in the reverse supply chain. Managers, focused
predominantly on the forward supply chain for new products, are often unaware of the magnitude of
these losses and of how they occur. In fact, nearly half the asset value is lost in the return stream. Most
of the loss in asset value falls into two categories: the returned product must be downgraded to a
lower-valued product––a product once valued as new must be remanufactured, salvaged for parts, or
simply scrapped as not repairable or obsolete; or, the value of the product decreases with time as it
moves through the pipeline to its ultimate disposition. However, the losses due to time delays represent
a significant opportunity for asset recovery. These losses include not only the deterioration in value of a
returned product with time, but also the forced downgrading of product due to obsolescence.
Figure 1 illustrates the effects of time delays and product downgrading on asset loss in a return
stream. The upper line in Figure 1 represents the declining value over time for a new product. The lower
line indicates the declining value over time for a remanufactured version of the same product. Products
near the end of their life cycle will show sharp decreases in the rate of value deterioration.
Because much of the recoverable asset loss in the return stream is due to time delays in processing,
managers must be sensitive to the value of time for product returns and use it as a tool to (re)design the
reverse supply chain for asset recovery. A simple, but effective, metric to measure the cost of delay is
the product’s marginal value of time: the loss in value per unit of time spent awaiting completion of the
recovery process. The marginal value of time (MVT) is represented by the slopes of the lines in Figure1
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The time value of returns is best represented in percentage terms to facilitate comparisons across
products and product categories with different unit costs. The time value of returned products varies
widely across industries and product categories. Time-sensitive, consumer electronics products such as
PCs can lose value at rates in excess of 1% per week, and the rate increases as the product nears the end
of its life cycle. At these rates, returned products can lose up to 10-20% of their value simply due to time
delays in the evaluation and disposition process. On the other hand, a returned disposable camera body

Value of
returned
product

Product
return

Processing
delay
Cost of
delay

remanufactured

Value after
remanufacturing

T
Start shipping

T
Begin product
phase‐out
Figure 1

Time

Time Value of Product Returns

or a power tool has a lower MVT; the cost of delay is usually closer to 1% per month. These differences
in the marginal value of time are illustrated in Figure 2.

3 Reverse Supply Chain Design Decision
Reverse supply chain design decisions should reflect, and be driven by, differences in the MVT
among products. If we classify products by time value, we can develop an analog of Fisher’s supply
chain structure to maximize the value of recovered assets in the return stream.
If our objective is to maximize the net value of recovered assets, then the cost of managing the
reverse supply chain must also be considered. Efficient supply chains sacrifice speed for cost
efficiencies and, in a responsive chain, speed is usually achieved at higher cost. Viewed in this way,
reverse supply chain design is a tradeoff between speed and cost efficiency. For products with high
MVT (such as laptop computers), the high cost of time delays tips the tradeoff toward a responsive
chain. For products with low marginal time values, delays are less costly and cost efficiency is a more
appropriate objective. This suggests a supply chain design structure similar to the one Fisher proposes
for forward supply chains; it is displayed as a two-dimensional matrix in Table 1. The right reverse
supply chain matches responsiveness with high time value products and cost efficiency with low time
value.
Table 1

Time-Based Reverse Supply Chain Design Strategy
Efficient chain

Responsive chain

Low MVT product

Match

No match

High MVT product

No match

Match

The major structural difference between efficient and responsive reverse supply chains is the
positioning of the evaluation activity in the supply chain— that is, where in the chain is testing and
evaluation conducted to determine the condition of the product? If cost efficiency is the objective, then
the returns supply chain should be designed to centralize the evaluation activity. On the other hand, if
responsiveness is the goal, then a decentralized evaluation activity is needed to minimize time delays in
processing returns.
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3.1 Efficient reverse supply chains: the centralized model
A schematic of a returns supply chain with centralized testing and evaluation of returns is shown in
Figure3. The reverse supply chain is designed for economies of scale––both in processing and transport
of product. Every returned product is sent to a central location for testing and evaluation to determine its
condition and issue credit. No attempt is made to judge the condition or quality of the product at the
retailer or reseller. To minimize shipping costs, product returns are usually shipped in bulk. Once the
condition of the product has been determined, it is channeled to the appropriate area (or facility) for
disposition: restocking, refurbishment or repair, parts salvaging, or scrap recycling. Repair and
refurbishment facilities also tend to be centralized, often outsourced. The supply chain is designed to
minimize processing costs, often at the expense of long delays.
The centralized, efficient supply chain structure achieves processing economies by delaying credit
issuance and testing, sorting, and grading until it has been collected at a central location. This approach
has been widely adopted by managers of reverse supply chains, perhaps because it embodies a
fundamental design principle of forward supply chains: postponement.
Re-stock
Centralized

returns

Refurbish

evaluation

……

Product

&test facility
Parts recovery
Scrap

Retailers & resellers
Figure 3

Centralized, Efficient Reverse Supply Chain

Postponement—or delayed product differentiation—has been used as an effective strategy for
dealing with the cost of variety in forward supply chains Manufacturing and stocking a basic product in
generic form and delaying the addition of features, or options, until the product is closer to the customer
has been used
The centralized, efficient supply chain structure is also easier from the perspectives of the third-party
provider offering credit issuances and the retailer who can send all the products back to a central
location and do not have to sort returns and ship products to multiple locations.
3.2 Responsive supply chains: the decentralized model
In the reverse supply chain, there are significant time advantages to early, rather than late, process
differentiation. Early diagnosis of product condition maximizes asset recovery by fast-tracking returns
on to their ultimate disposition and minimizing the delay cost. To make the reverse supply chain
responsive, the testing and evaluation of product must be decentralized. The reverse supply chain for
one such responsive supply chain is displayed in Figure4. Instead of a single point of collection and
evaluation, product is initially evaluated at multiple locations—when possible, at the point of return
from the customer.
There are two important ways to decentralizing the returns process by reducing time delays. First, it
reduces the time delays for disposition of new and scraps products; new, unused products tend to have
the highest marginal time value and the most to lose from delays in processing. Second, and not so
Re-stock
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returns

......

Product

repair
facility

Refurbish
Parts recovery

Scrap
Figure 4 Decentralized, Responsive Reverse Supply Chain
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obvious, decentralization also tends to speed up the processing of the remaining products—the units that
need further testing and repair. By diverting the extremes of product condition (new and scrap) from the
main returns flow, the flow of product requiring further evaluation, perhaps by remanufacturing
specialists, is reduced. Reducing congestion for the flow of repairable product reduces the time delays in
queuing and further diagnosis, thereby reducing the asset loss for these items as well.
There are two significant issues that must be addressed to achieve responsive, decentralized reverse
supply chains. First is the question of technical feasibility— that is, being able to determine the
condition of the product return in the field quickly and inexpensively. The second is the question of how
to induce the reseller to do these activities at the point of return. Incentive alignment via shared savings
contracts may be the best way to induce cooperation and coordination between the manufacturer and
resellers, but firms must first know the value of such activities.

4 Conclusions
The losses due to time delays represent a significant opportunity for asset recovery. Reverse supply
chain design decisions should reflect the differences in the marginal value of time among products. The
reverse supply chain can be designed for cost efficiency or quick response, and the decision pivots on
the product’s time value. The time value of return product in reverse supply chain is analyzed and the
products are classified into low and high MVT based time value. Both the efficient, centralized reverse
supply chain matching the low MVT product and the responsive, decentralized reverse supply chain
matching the high MVT product are designed in the paper.
A centralized reverse supply chain is cost efficient because it brings economies of scale in
transportation and returns evaluation. If the product has a low marginal value of time (that is, its value
decays slowly), then the returns supply chain should be designed for cost efficiency.
For products with a high MVT, responsive reverse supply chain can dramatically increase asset
recovery. The decentralized model can eliminate much of the loss in that product segment, as well as
reduce the return flow to only those units needing the attention of technicians.
If the product has a high marginal value of time, speed is critical and a decentralized reverse supply
chain is appropriate. The product is evaluated as close as possible to the returns point and moved rapidly
to its ultimate disposition.
Managers should give reverse supply chains as much attention as forward supply chains.
Recognizing the significant value remaining in product returns and their time sensitivity are keys to
designing their reverse supply chains. This is especially true for maturing markets such as consumer
electronics, where there are declining margins. Poorly handled return streams and increasing returns
volumes can quickly erode profits significantly.
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Abstract This study reviews several issues which are critical to the success of business process
engineering from a customer perspective. Based on a literature review of methodologies, tools and
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1 Introduction
When target existing processes that are not ideally suited to address evolving operational and
market needs, resources are often wasted. Enterprises often pursue process redesign to overcome this
problem. While driven by the increased levels of competition, changes in customers’ needs, IT changes,
and changes in regulation(Grover et al., 1993). Both externally and internally, BPR is becoming one of
the hottest topics in the management field.
Hammer (1990) first presented the concept of BPR as “the fundamental rethinking and radical
redesign of business processes to achieve dramatic improvements in critical, contemporary measures of
performance, such as cost, quality, service, and speed.” Meanwhile, Davenport and Short(1990)
emphasized the inter-reaction between organizations when addressing BPR.
BPR is not intended to preserve the status quo, but to drastically change what is done. Thus, it is
essential for a BPR effort to focus on outcomes rather than tasks, and the required outcome will
determine the scope of the BPR exercise. As Schaffer and Thomson (1992) highlighted how focusing on
results rather than just activities makes the difference between success and failure in change
programmes.
Considering the goal and the primary aim of BPR, according to Vantrappen(1992) and
Chang(1994) , is to redesign processes with regard to improving performance from the customer’s
perspective.
Scherr(1993) saw that the importance of customers was enough to warrant using them as a
perspective point when examining core processes. Sheehy(1997) interprets BPR’s purpose as finding
new ways of adding value to customers. Without the customer focus, Sheehy(1997) argues,
“reengineering pulls inevitably towards a cost cutting exercise, this emphasis eventually reengineering
the customer out of the picture(p.7)”. Hall et al.(1993) argues that for BPR be successful, redesign
efforts must be concentrated on areas that have the most direct impact on customer value and cost.
Terziovski et al. (2002) found that the proactive implementation of BPR as part of the
organisation’s business strategy, coupled with focusing BPR efforts on core-customer business processes
are the most significant predictors of BPR success.
Andrews and Stalick(1992) stated that to successfully implement reengineering projects, companies
need to follow a systematic approach. Even at its lowest level, BPR has a top-down approach ( Hammer
and Champy, 1993). Therefore, most BPR performed as a project ( Earl and Khan, 1994) . They
typically consist of several discrete phases( Carr and Johansson, 1995).
Klein proposed a four-stage approach of preparation, identification, vision, solution, and
transformation.
Furey (1993)emphasized the importance of starting the BPR with determining customer needs and
setting goals.
Johansson et al. (1993) simplified BPR into three steps, namely, discover, redesign and realise.
∗
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Despite the differences among these methodologies, they all confirm that some essential components
must exist, such as: strategies, feasibility analysis, process analysis, understanding of customer
requirements, etc.
Kettinger et al., based on a literature review of BPR methodologies, techniques and tools, put
forward a hierarchical MTT map which relates techniques to BPR project stages and activities, and BPR
software tools to techniques. Their framework consist stages of envision, initiate, diagnose, redesign,
reconstruct and evaluate.
Cypress suggested the tools of operational method studies are ideally suited to the reengineering
task, but that they are often neglected.
Kettinger et al. (1997) proposed that more user-friendly and media-rich tools are needed to enable
non-technical personnel to use them in various BPR activities.
Taking into account the particular conditions of the industrial market in the Flyash trade market and
the area-specific cultural aspects, this paper will try to present a set of analytical tools supporting a
proposed methodology. An organisation is more likely to achieve greater profitability if reengineering is
implemented in a proactive manner as part of an organisation’s business strategy.( Terziovski et al. 2002)
With the aim of synergizing marketing and operation function of the company, we would look at the
performance of YC flyash company after re-engineering by sales volume change.

2 Implementation of BPR in Synergizing Marketing and Operation Processes
Methodology
A proposed methodology for the implementation of customer-focused BPR and the evaluation of its
results can be seen in Fig1.
Guimaraes and Bond (1996)stressed the devastating failure due to a lack of top management
commitment. Thus, the starting point for a BPR project is the change of attitudes and culture, ensuring
extensive communications and dealing with resistence to change from top and middle
management.(Terziovski et al.2002).
The introduction of customer-oriented suggestion would certainly affect the strategy decision from
marketing level to company level. Additionally, this strategy decision would affect the way the compnay
operates.
The second step of the methodology includes the intiation of the BPR project team with purposive
goals. Professional project management skills and second hand information play a big part in this
phrase.
In our proposed methodology, the third phase is supported by the use of operational field-research
method and market analysis, giving the insight of the company’s customer and their needs. In order to
give a clear view of the problematic areas in operations, we would use job analysis from industrial
engineering for observational results. Combing the two methods, we converge the problematic areas and
business process improvement opportunities. The determination of these areas is achieved by analysing
activities’s inputs, outputs, controls and mechanisms. Every problematic area is connected with one or
more improvement opportunities. With diagnosis of these problems, we move on to the next stage.
The fourth stage includes the design of the new system. The objectives of this step are the
knowledge of new processes, the objects that participate in those occurrences, and the constraining
relations that govern the behaviour of an occurrence.
With all the necessary information for the selection of the solution and the most suitable one for the
company. Next, the new system is introduced. It has to be controlled and points of potential
improvement must be identified according to the previous set goals of the project.
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Stage1. Envision
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Project goals and project planning
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Set performance goals

Stage3. Analyse
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Conduct field research for customer needs
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Document existing processes
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Stage4. Redesign
z
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Define and analyse new process concepts
Prototype and detail design of new process
Design human resource structure
Analyse and design IS

Stage5. Evaluate
z
z
z

Evaluate process performance
Link to continous improvement programme
Project summary and good practice database renew

Figure 1 Process Redesign Methodology for Synergy Result

3 Case Study
The company under discussion was founded in 2002. Since then it is growing continously and has
been the market leader in flyash industry in Dongguan for years. The company’s success is mainly due
to its early penatration into the market and relationship building with both suppliers and customers. As
flyash produced from power generation factory, YC transports the qualified flyash to its customers,
which is the concrete batching plant. However, despite of the growing demand in housing industry, the
sales of the company stays stagnant for the whole year of 2008. Even though the quality of the product
remain the same, customers do not call for more orders. All these confront with our basic understanding
of sensibility of organizational purchase. Therefore, YC was in need of initiating a customer-oriented
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process reengineering in the aim of enhancing the synergy effect of marketing and operation.
Historical data relfecting the business results for the original system were obtained and analyzed.
Findings regarded marketing and sales management, dispatch process, inventory management and
human resource management were discussed with company’s management board. Based upon these
reviews with management collected data, we made comparison with initial datas after the production
system was modified to reflect the recommended improvements.
3.1 Process representation
To obtain an establishment of management’s commitment and vision on the project, focus groups
and in-depth interview were made with the participation of the company managers. After the thorough
communication of the importance and foresee performance enhancement, YC top management initiated
a special team with us being the primary researcher. The Business research conducted at YC flyash
company falls under the category of applied research. Using server investigation of YC’s customers for
the insight of market and structured observational form for the process problem.
The company’s operations consist of serveral departments including sales and customer
satisfaction, purchasing, quality control, inventory and most importantly, dispatcher who is in charge of
scheduling of the product delivered from flyash provider(power generation factory) to the
customer(concrete batching plant).
The production process starts at the sales and customer satisfaction department where contracts are
signed during sales visit. Figure2 illustrates the production process in further details. Orders are received
by dispatchers, who then schedule the course and destination of flyash tank truck. During peak season,
Orders are classified as priority or regular. While first class customers were guaranteed delivery of the
product, other customers may turn to other flyash suppliers for lower quality products due to the lack of
supplies. After the delivery of flyash reach the customers, their own quality control will categorized the
product and decide whether to accept the delivery or not. When the delivery service is finished, the sales
would confirm with the dispatcher on the final sales. After the sales process, invoices are sent to finance
department. Little communication is made among departments.
YC compnay has to face with fluctuate demand and fixed supply and makes inventory tougher for
management to perform. As a result, instead of holding a 60% market share, the compnay’s actual
market share is only 27.4%. And there’s a communication gap between marketing and dispatcher
operations which also leads to information gap between the company and the customers.
The analysis of the marketing and operation process, leading to the identification of high
importance areas, the definition of the future strategy and the decision of the BPR project initiation
including identification of processes to be re-engineered. The top management decided to enhance the
marketing function thus changing the marketing strategy in providing value to their customers.
Sales from the company apprantly lack of marketing research training, and their routine work is
more like publicity rather than marketing since the company only has one area related. Their decision is
mostly based on intuition without ground field research, which always leads to mistaken decision and
failure to customer satisfaction. While industrial products share similar quality and values, YC company
needs to obtain added-value and present this customer oriented value to their target segment which they
not yet differentiated.
The primary problems of marketing and operation processes are:
The company lacks of customer information due to an inadequate market research.
When market enviornment and customer needs change, their response to the market is far from
satisfactory; Their product or value delivered would fail to the target customer.
Orders request made by customers makes the company in a passive position of supply chain. Thus,
the current marketing system has a delayed response on product delivery.
Because the delivery decision is largely based on instant customer orders, many orders have been
delivered late or even canceled due to a decrease in customer satisfaction and competive price cut
from competitors.
Customers unsensitive to the quality change or cancel their order from time to time.
Dispatchers’ scheduling or waiting-line management is made by experience without scientific or
concrete foundation.
No direct information flows is made between sales and dispatcher. Sales had no
incentive to acquire order information but only wait for the feedback from dispatchers.
Without material planning management, inventory is facing flucturate demand which leads to delay
or cancel of transportation service.
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3.2 Process Redesign
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Figure 2.

Modified Marketing and Operation System

Traditional business reengineering focus on lowering cost and enhancing efficiency. The objective
of the modified system is to link the production process to customer demands and to enable the
company to meet demand with competitive products and services.
The modified system will be more customer oriented linking production to customer demands with
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products more sastisfied to their needs. Sales and marketing becomes the link between management and
operation, operation and custmer.
The improved system adds supplier and customer information to the current system. Market
Research requires the sales effort since they are the closest to the market to obatin information such as
the market enviornment, construction industry dynamics and customer needs analysis. With these
market information, sales forecast can be made more accurately.
We also recommended the sales making calls to customers for next day’s material plan, with which
can enhance the performance of dispatch operation on their deliver scheduling.
But most importantly, by careful market research we distinguished a market segment which is
highly sensitive to the quality of product and possesses a huge need for the technical support of how to
make the best mix of their supply material. These findings shed light on our product and service which
was once regarded as the same with other flyash traders. YC company change their marketing strategy
and focus on providing added-value product to their customers, that is, the company educated their
customers on techincal issues on mixing experiments. Therefore, the company differentiate customers
and categorized them into groups to which provide different product mix.
As Fig2. shows, now the redesign process enable a sharing of information between marketing and
operation. When customers of YC initiated their material planning, they inform YC’s marketing of
information on their supplier, customer, material needs, etc. Marketing makes sales forecast according to
the information and make feedback to operation. Then, a day earlier than before reengineering,
operation of YC can do the planning, scheduling and inventory. When transportation service is made,
YC’s customer’s inventory department will receive the product and feedback to their opeation. Sales
need to make frequent visit to see if their customers are satisfied.
Based on the findings of the envision and design phases, the implementation of the solution was
determined. YC company would build a lab for experiments in which testing of best proportion of
cement is held out. While the company provid its customers with distinguished technical service which
sastisfy their needs for professional knowledge. It would be suggested a cycle for paying visits to their
customers for better insights of their needs.

4 Evaluation and Summary
Instead of a lack of communication flow between marketing and operation, the new prcess enable
marketing and sales to get the insight of customer. Since the material planning information is obtained a
day ahead, dispatchers can scientifically plan the schedule of transportation trucks which reduces the
chance of running out of service.
Table 1

concrete
batching plant

Performance of Sales Volume after Re-engineering
Before
Sales of
Flyash
Numbers of
Reengineering
batching
demand(ton/
batching trucks
2
materials(m )
month)
(truck
numbers)

After
Reengineering
(truck
numbers)

JUNYU

25

>=40,000

4,000

48

80

SHENGYUAN

20

>=30,000

3,000

34

60

JUNYE

45

>=70,000

7,000

84

140

DONGCHANG

45

>=70,000

7,000

27

140

DONGTIAN

53

79,500

7,950

28

159

HENGDA

84

30,000

3,000

49

60

By the time the company was running through the new process with unqualified staffs cut down,
a sales volumne was observed and recorded. With modification of the system, YC flyash company
changed their marketing strategies and adjusted their marketing mix according to their customers’ needs.
The company succeeded in increasing their sales volume by 125%, from 1000tons/day to 2250 tons/day
on average.
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Conclusion and Recommendation

The implication of these results is that managers must reengineer their core processes from a
customer perspective. Aiming at synergizing marketing and operation, the paper concludes that the key
challenges for successful BPR implementation are changing attitudes and culture, ensuring extensive
communications and dealing with resistance to change from middle management. A failure to reengineer
from a customer perspective has been blamed for disappointing BPR results.
Being lack of experience in professional knowledge and resources, YC flyash company would not
use the high technology for the time being, yet which still fit the three important issues addressed by
Klein(1994) in selecting a BPR tool: ease of learning and use, ability to integrate the tool with other
tools and to move data between them easily, and the fit between cost and benefits of the tool for the BPR
project.
We combined synthesis presentation for the comprehension of the business process to staffs at YC
flyash company, aiming their understanding of the whole redesign process. The charts, photos, stories
used made them see clearly what should be done, what was being done and what would be done. As a
result, staffs felt less reluctant to the drastic change at hand and more open to give out useful
information. With information sharing, co-operation becomes more close between Marketing and
Operation, the company and its customers, which prompts YC to be more responsive in the insight of
market.
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Research on Supply Chain Risks Management by Simulation Analysis
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Abstract Today’s supply chains characterize as high uncertainty, high customer expectations, and high
vulnerability. Supply chain risk management (SCRM) has been an important area of supply chain
management. Internal risks resulted from the interaction among supply chain members act as the major
impact on supply chain coordination, but they are difficult to be modeled and analyzed if using
traditional mathematical methods. Simulation is a valuable tool for modeling and analyzing the
members’ behaviors from strategic level decisions to individual production processes. After reviewing
the application of simulation on supply chain management, this paper proposes an excel-based supply
chain simulation model, which provides a useful tool to model supply chain risk factors and to simulate
the interactions among members’ production strategies.
Key words Supply chain risk management; Simulation; Modeling; Spreadsheet-based simulation

1 Introduction
Supply chain is a normal phenomenon in manufacturing industry. It is a geographically distributed
manufacturing system actually. Suppliers and distributors related to the manufacturers cooperate with
each other, forming a virtual manufacturing system which is far more complex. In fact, a supply chain
should be treated not just as a chain but also as a complex adaptive supply network.
Supply chains in today’s business climate characterize as high uncertainty, high customer
expectations, and high vulnerability. Managing risk in supply chains is an important topic in supply
chain management. The topic’s importance is due to several industry trends currently in place: increase
in strategic outsourcing by firms, globalizations of markets, increasing reliance on suppliers for
specialized capabilities and innovation, reliance on supply networks for competitive advantage, and
emergence of information technologies that make it possible to control and coordinate extended supply
chains[1].
Supply chain risk management is defined as “the identification and management of risks within the
supply network and externally through a coordinated approach amongst supply chain members to reduce
supply chain vulnerability as a whole” [2]. Generally, there are two types of supply chain risks:
endogenous risks and exogenous risks. The former results from the interactions among member firms
across the entire supply chain network, thus controllable to managers. On the other side, exogenous risks
arise from the interactions between the supply chain network and its environment, which is usually out
of supply chain managers’ control. So, it is reasonable that the major impact to system performances
comes from internal risks, such as supply risk, demand risk, and trade credit risk, resulted from
members’ behaviours [3], which, unfortunately, are difficult to be modelled and analyzed using traditional
mathematical methods.
Simulation is ideal to deal with stochastic natures existing in the supply chain. It is especially
helpful to visualize the supply chain risks. Over the past ten years, supply chain risk management using
simulation maintains an increasing trend, mainly because it is regarded as the main technique for
supporting decision-making in supply chain systems, owing to its inherent modelling flexibility [4].
In the next section, we will review the application of supply chain simulation briefly since supply
chain simulation is an important approach to supply chain risk analysis. Then in section 3, a supply
chain simulation model is proposed, followed by its application on risk controlling in a manufacturing
supply chain with 5 members in section 4. Finally, in section 5, results and discussions are taken out and
the future trends of supply chain risk simulation are pointed out.

2 Recent Development of Supply Chain Simulation
Simulation has long been a significant and powerful force for the improvement of system
operations. Advanced computer simulation modelling is the economical decision-making tool that
allows us to understand and visualize the effects of change and the resulting costs prior to
implementation. Well-designed simulation, including methodology and applications, can help managers
studies.
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2.1 Contents of supply chain simulations
As a useful modelling and analysis tool, simulation has been widely used for supply network
analysis, planning, optimization, evaluation, risk management, and even pre-scheduling of the
production throughout the chain. It is a valuable tool for supply chain management from strategic
decisions such as system structure design and global resource allotting, to individual member’s everyday
operational decisions such as production plan and inventory controlling. It is widely used to test the
impact of decisions at all levels in the chain, from overall system controlling and optimizing to
individual manufacturing system monitoring. Many simulation models have been developed for supply
chains designing, evaluating, and optimizing [5], which all contribute to supply chain risk management.
Supply chain coordination and optimization are core operations in supply chain management.
Coordination and optimization of a supply chain are the result of all members’ interaction, which is the
main risk source. It is natural and easy-to-understand that it is the most efficient way to study supply
chains by simulating members’ behaviours. The famous beer game is one of the earliest such simulation.
In recent years, members’ behaviour is considered by more and more researchers as one of the most
important content to be simulated [6], and a lot of behaviour simulation models are developed [7].
However, to clarify and quantify members’ behaviour have been challenging problems, not to mention
devising manufacturing/distribution strategies and determining their parameter values. As
object-oriented simulation techniques getting better use, there will be a surge in supply chain behaviour
simulating in near future.
2.2 Frequently used approaches, technologies, and tools of supply chain simulations
Except for various SCM information systems widely used by all kinds of manufacturing companies,
many simulation tools have been developed for supply chain research and/or real-practice. Theory
researching and algorithms studying are the basis for simulations. The widely used supply chain
simulation methodologies and approaches include visual interactive simulation, parallel simulation,
distributed simulation, spreadsheet-based simulation, simulation games, analytical models, bespoke
programming, and process mapping, and so on.
The most frequently used techniques for supply chain simulation include discrete event simulation
(DES), system dynamics (SD), agent based simulation (ABS), Monte Carlo simulation, Petri-nets,
intelligence simulation, and so on. Among these techniques, DES is the most frequently used one,
followed by SD [8]. Agent based simulation (ABS) is a traditional approach to model supply chain
behaviour, using object-oriented techniques. Monte Carlo techniques have long been used to analyze
operation level problems such as order scheduling and multi-echelon inventory management. Petri-nets
are suitable for strategic decision simulation like system structure designing and business process
optimizing. Intelligent simulation is developing quickly in recent years and has been applied on nearly
all aspect of supply chain simulation [9].
There has been a lot of commercial software for supply chain simulation such as Supply Chain
Guru, IBM Supply Chain Analyzer (IBM SCA), Acorn SCA, and IBM Supply-chain Network
Optimization Workbench (SNOW), to name a few. However, most of supply chain modelling and
simulation tools were developed by researchers. Visual, interactive, and simple to use become three
basic requirements to simulators. To be a truly useful decision making tool, a simulation model also
needs to be accurate, which is attained through rightly-chosen simulation techniques.
2.3 The application of spreadsheet based simulation on supply chain context
Spreadsheet based simulation is a convenient and efficient approach which is welcomed by supply
chain managers (especially those in SMEs) but has not got enough attention from researchers.
The spreadsheet offers numerous merits in terms of easy data manipulation, rapid calculation,
instant visual feedback and analytical as well as graphical capabilities. Moreover, given its numerous
menu-driven, built-in functions, there are many types of tasks a user can utilize the spreadsheet to
perform, from strategic decision supporting to everyday management behaviour suggestion [10]. It is also
a good tool to introduce supply chain operations for the teaching purposes.
The most popular spreadsheet tool is Microsoft Excel, which is usually employed by
spreadsheet-based simulations, under the help of some other tools. ActiveX Automation, VBA
technology and Excel Link are usually used to implement the communication between Excel and host
simulators.

3 Simulation Model for Supply Chain Risk Management
Nowadays supply chains are usually on the base of make-to-order, trying to be “lean, agile, and
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responsive”. To simultaneously realize the two contradictory objections, managers have to make
decisions hastily in relatively short time and take self-benefit as the core focus, thus resulting to the risk
propagation and amplification throughout the whole chain.
A typical manufacturing supply chain with a dominant manufacturer is described in figure 1. The
dominant manufacturer (M5) receives customer orders for product C, and then creates its orders for
necessary parts (i.e., part A and part B) and sends them to upper stream members, M2 and M4. Every
member has its own operation scheme, including the inventory strategy, the business process
configuration, and the transport mode, etc. To every manufacturer, the manufacturing process includes
setup (technology preparing, materials preparing, equipments setting up, etc), material processing, and
finally, finished items transport. Generally, each of these activities takes time and has a reasonable batch
size.
I1’

I1
Raw
material 1

M1
SB1, ST1

Raw material
2

I3
M1
SB3, ST3

M1

PB1, PT1
’

I3

I2’

I2

I5

I5’
M1

I4 Part B
’

M1

SB5, ST5

Product C
PB5, PT5

Customer

PB4, PT4

SB4, ST4

SBi – setup batch size for member i
PBi – process batch size on member i
TBi –transport batch size after member i
Ii – inventory before member i
Figure 1

Part A

SB2, ST2
I4

PB3, PT3

PB2, PT2

STi – setup time for member i
PTi – unit process time for member i
TTi – transport time after member i
Ii’ – inventory after member i

A Typical Supply Chain with a Dominant Manufacturer

The main risks that supply chain managers try their best to avoid are customer dissatisfaction and
supply chain disruption. Except for quality and cost, the most important factor for customer
dissatisfaction is “not in time”, or delivery delay. Similarly, supply chain disruption is usually resulted
from interior delivery delay, which is affected by material availabilities and members’ production
strategy configurations. Another important risk source is the uncertainty of ultimate market, which refers
to the stochastic customer demands/orders which obey to certain distributions. Then, as to the supply
chain system with m members and n materials (raw materials, parts, and products) described in figure 2,
we can formulate its risks as
Risks = f(p(CDS), p(SD)) = g(D, {Ci}m, {Ix0}n, R).

(1)

Here, p(CDS) represents the probability of customer dissatisfaction, p(SD) the probability of
system disruption, D the stochastic market demands, {Ci}m members’ production strategy configurations,
{Ix0}n initial inventory state of the materials, and R the system level coordination rules.
{Ix0}n

D

{Ci}m

R

The system

{Ix1}n

DDR, {Ei}m

Ix0 – initial inventory for material X,
Ix1 – final inventory for material X
D – arrived customer demands
DDR – delivery delay rate for customer orders
Ei – efficiency of member i
Ci –
production strategy of member i
Figure 2 The Risk Analysis Model of the Supply Chain with Members and Materials

To analyze and manage supply chain risks, we developed a MS Excel-based simulation model
which aims to simulate the work process of the manufacturing & service systems. Customer demands
are simulated as a serial of randomly-arrived orders to the system, requiring random amounts of
products. Member manufacturers can adjust production strategies by configuring their process
parameters and inventory policies. After simulation, the performance of the system is appraised and
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reported, which acts as the input of the system risk assessment.
Except for risk predicting and controlling, the simulation model can also realize at least 4 functions:
to investigate the resource utilization and diagnose the bottleneck in the system, to control WIP and
improve lead time by testing different parameter configurations, to improve customer satisfaction by
previewing the handling process of customer demands, and finally, to make comparisons between
supply chain systems.

4 Predict and Control Supply Chain Risk by Simulation
Customer dissatisfaction and supply chain disruption are fatal risks that managers try to evade and
evaluate. As we discussed, these risks both result from delivery delay (interior or/and exterior), which is
traced further down to member operation behaviours. In this section, we will simulate the risk predicting
and controlling process of supply chains facing stochastic market demands, which are simulated as
randomly arrived customer orders. Through analyzing customer orders’ lead times and supply chain
members’ waiting times, the risks of customer dissatisfaction and supply chain disruption are studied.
Take the supply chain system described in figure 1 as an instance. Suppose the dominant
manufacturer (M5) faces stochastic market demand for product C, which is composite by 1 item of part
A and 4 items of part B, as shown in figure 3. The market demand distribution for product C is known.
We further suppose the members are all taking make-to-order strategy, with no ready inventory for their
products, just as in ideal agile supply chains based on lean manufacturing. Members have basic
production parameters as listed in table 1. These assumptions are normal in discrete manufacturing
supply chains in auto, machinery, and electrics industries.
Prod C
1

4

Prod A
Figure 3

Prod B

The BOM of Product C

Figure 4 demonstrates the handling process of the system to a customer order requiring 50 items of
product C. It is clear that members respond to the customer order and start working sequentially, but
some members have to pause occasionally because of interior delivery delay.
material
Part A
Part B
Product C

Table 1 Production Parameters of Materials
manufacturer SBi
STi
PBi PTi TBi

TTi

m1

1000

100

1

10

50

40

m2

1000

50

1

25

100

20

m3

1000

200

1

30

100

60

m4

1000

100

1

20

50

40

m5

1000

200

1

100

20

50

Suppose the arriving of customer orders obeys the Poisson distribution, with λ=10; and the required
amount of customer orders obeys to Normal distribution, N(50,10). In a simulation, during a period, the
supply chain received 11 customer orders, whose detail information is displayed in table 2. Simulation
result shows that, under the basic configurations above, nearly all of these orders are delayed. In most of
the time, the manufacturer of the product, M5, is waiting for the necessary parts, which are not delivered
on time
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200

m3

finished items

160

m4

120
80
40

m1
0
0

m5

m2
2000

T

4000

6000

8000

10000

Figure 4 Members’ Response and Working States after Receiving a Customer Order
Order
No.
1

Table 2 Information of Arrived Customer Orders during a Period
Required
Arriving
Required
Actual start
Actual delivery
amount
time
delivery time
time
time
45
0
468
7150
9150

2

39

5023

12193

12250

13650

3

44

6936

10380

43910

46060

4

54

9881

18892

16930

20710

5

55

14665

18334

23910

27290

6

56

23196

23478

30390

35750

7

60

27483

32897

61770

66370

8

58

35259

43784

38250

41550

9

45

42356

48482

49410

51760

10

55
39

48516
52388

57446
57930

55070
68870

57870
70270

11

Because of restriction in technology and facility capacities, members’ production parameters (i.e.,
setup batch sizes and times, processing times) are fixed. Moreover, as the distances between members
are also unchangeable, it is out of their control to adjust transport time for finished products (assume the
transport net has been optimized). However, members can adjust their logistics strategies to alleviate
delivery delay: transport batch sizes are in their control. To analyze the impact of the transport policy,
we ignore members’ setup processes (i.e., STi = 0, i =1 to 5). Suppose the unit transport cost is CT, and if
the customer order is not fulfilled on time, there will be a delay penalty, CD, for every time unit
exceeding the required delivery time TR. As to a customer order requiring 100 items of product C, the
lead time and supply chain members’ waiting time rates under different transport batch sizes is displayed
in figure 5.

Figure 5

Decrease Transport Batch Size to Improve the Timeliness

The bigger the batch size is, the more the downstream members will wait, resulting longer lead
time for customer orders. When CT = 10, CD = 5, and TR = 12500, the potential costs for different
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transport policies are listed in figure 6. It is easy to find that the best strategy is to set the transport batch
size as 8, with minimal cost 135.
1400

transportation cost
delivery delay cost
total cost

1200

cost

1000
800
600
400
200
0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

transportation batch size

Figure 6

Find the Optimal Transport Policy by Simulation

5 Conclusions and Discussions
Simulation is ideal to visualize the supply chain risks. Spreadsheet-based simulation is a convenient
and efficient approach which is welcomed by supply chain managers. We proposed an Excel-based
supply chain simulation model. It is useful to coordinate the system operation, predict the system
performance, and then act as a real-time risk monitoring and controlling tool for manufacturing supply
chains.
However, the model is still to be improved in the future. Because it is focusing on manufacturing
process, members’ mental behaviours, or the process of subjective decision making, still cannot be
simulated efficiently. Moreover, inventory factors are usually important to supply chain risk
management, but are not fully simulated in this model. To support distributing decision-making
simulation is another improving direction.
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A Bus Transfer Optimization Model Based on Genetic Algorithm∗
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Abstract In order to facilitate public transport, the passenger to make the right decisions on the bus
selection, in this we have proposed a transfer optimize model, starting from the transport network
proposed the possible shortest time model, and realize it through genetic algorithm. The results show
that genetic algorithm can effectively deal with bus transfer path-objective optimization problem. The
genetic algorithm in the optimization decision-making of actual public transport is to get more and more
widely used.
Key words Traffic network; Genetic algorithm; Tool selection; Urban transportation

1 Introduction
Bus transfer problem has been researched in some algorithms currently, for example: Ruichun
He(2004), Zhen Hu(2007), Huayu Deng(2008)[1][2][3]and others, they use of improved labeling
algorithm，the breadth-first search algorithm and the improved Dijkstra matrix algorithm, are obtained
optimal route between any two stops. In this article, we hope to explore the genetic algorithm in the
application of transfer buses, to get the optimal transfer programs. Lanfen Liu and Xiaoyu Ni (2005) [4]
successfully use of genetic algorithms to solve the problem of railway passengers to transfer, give us
great inspiration. Guoqing Yu (2007) and Guoliang Chen (2001) [5][6] had apply genetic algorithm for bus
transfer a good foundation; it is realization of the model has helped.
Nowadays city buses are an important basic infrastructure for urban life. Is a key factor in the
success of urban transportation, is one of the dominant urban public transport system. In order to
facilitate passengers to make the right decisions on the bus selection, we propose an optimized model,
starting from the transport network, propose the shortest possible time model, and then using a genetic
algorithm realize it. The results show that the model and algorithm can achieve a satisfactory solution.

2 Bus Transfer Problems
With the continuous development of cities, How to provide good public transport transfer programs,
which became a subject of public transport services. This paper is based on the analysis of the actual
situation of public transport, which leads to realistic bus transport transfer algorithm, and implement the
algorithm.
2.1 Factors influencing transfer of passengers
Passenger transfer, select the tools are often subject to several factors, the role of [2]: (a) transfer
times; (b) Trip distance; (c) The travel time-consuming; (d) travel costs. In the present rapid economic
development, it is accelerating the pace of life circumstances, most people prefer a shorter distance, time
shorter way to travel. So in this article we will consider time factor shorter way to travel, with time as the
objective function.
2.2 Building transfer network on the bus lines
Transfer network of public transport passengers can choose to bus departure station, destination, and
stops as a network node. If the road network is based on the road network diagrams, then we can directly
assign all the bus information to any sites. then get the right network is a multi-network. Build out the
network based on the transfer bus lines. Bus stop as a site, on the same route adjacent bus stops, along the
bus direction connecting stops with arc, said the two adjacent bus stops [4].
Set G = (N, A, T) as a directed graph. Where N = (1,2, ..., n) is a set of nodes from the station
k
(i, j )
constituted; A={ a ij | i, j∈N,i≠j}is the arc set, said the link of the stops; T={ t
|i, j∈N}is the
parameter value of each node;

t

k

(i, j )

that the time spent on no.k bus from i to j stop. k∈ N u , N u is all
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set to bus lines.
From the practical need to considering switch the request of the shortest distance to the total
travel time to a minimum. Total travel time is consists of two parts: travel time (including bus stops
time), and the transfer waiting time. Transfer time is the required buses waiting time simplified as a

constant, with t 0 said. The transfer times no more than a constant (usually three), with C said.

3 Transfer Mathematical Model
Construction of mathematical model：

k k
∑∑∑t (i, j) x ∑∑∑∑
T
0 xij x jm
i
j
m
k
+
k

Min z =

k

1

2

ij

i

j

k
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∑ ∑ x
j
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1 j
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k

i

j

∑ ∑ ∑ x ij
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j
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＝
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k
ij

k

k
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k
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(4)
(5)

Z ≤T

x

k
ij

,x

k
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∈{0,1} ∀ (i,j),(j,m)∈A (6)

In which the first part of the objective function expressed the travel time used by no.k bus to the j
stop from i, with t k (i, j ) said. The second part said transfer time at j stop when from i stop by bus k 1 via
j stop Transfer bus

k arrives at m station, Simplified to a constant t .
2

0

The constraints(1)ensure that from the source node has a path ,constraint (2) is a balance
constraints condition of each node; Constraint (3) ensure that there are paths to reach the end point
n; Constraint (4) makes the transfer times do not exceed C; (6) is the total travel time T constraints,
and urban public transport generally set according to the size of cities, this article set T = 2h *
60min; Constraint (5) ensure that 0, 1 variable values. Constraint conditions (1)－(3) is the overall
assurance from the source point to the end there is a path. This paper has constructed a
mathematical model which’s objective function is non-linear function, is a kind of constraint and
complex issue of the minimum travel time and can not find the exact solutions in the traditional
algorithms. Therefore, we use genetic algorithms to find the optimal solution.

4 Genetic Algorithms
By using genetic algorithms to solve shortest path problem we must first encoding the path in the
map, characterized by the path that contains the number of nodes is not fixed. Do not reject each
generation of the infeasible solutions. It is appear in the mathematical model that transfer times and
transfer times inequality constraints, with the constraint transfer times constructing the penalty function,
using feasible solution to increase the value of the goal on behalf of the ways to reduce their fitness, and
retain a certain number of infeasible solutions.

∑∑∑ x ij C
meet
≤ constraints,
k

When the transfer does not

i

j

k

minimum transfer times as the penalty function coefficient,

with the degree does not meet the
with α

∑∑∑ x ij
k

said. Set c=

α = C / c punish parameters, taking into account the number of infeasible solutions.

i

j

k

，
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pop _ size

∑ p

Then the objective function is: f = z + α i =1
Which： z is a mathematical model to represent the total travel time of expression;
unm>pop_size/2
Mα
α=
α
Others
i

p

M said a large number; unm is the number of infeasible solutions; pop_size is the size of population;

i

=max (0, C － c )，1≤i≤pop_size.
4.1 Chromosome structure
Gray code has the advantage of two consecutive integers between the values corresponding to the
coding is only one code points are not the same, the remaining code points are identical, for example:15
and 16 of Gray code is represented as 01000 and 11000. Using the Gray code encoding method[5] will
help improve local search ability of genetic algorithms; Crossover and mutation operation is easy to
realize; is consistent with the principle of the minimum character set; easy to use schema theorem
theoretical analysis of the algorithm.
4.2 Crossover and mutation
This paper we use a simple cross. To do is [6]: set a random cross-point in the string of individual,
the implementation of cross, swap part of the structure before or after that point of the two individuals,
and generate two new individuals. Here gives a simple cross-example.
Crossover
Individual A 1101000 1101111 new individual A’
Individual B 1011111 1011000 new individual B’
Cross point

Pairs of chromosomes are going to be tested. First exam chromosomes after cross that it means one
path. If the new chromosome's objective function value is infinity, then this new chromosome are not
from the source to destination node of the path; otherwise, is from the source to destination node of the
path. In addition, exam whether the chromosomes after cross is consistent with the minimum times. The
minimum transfer times with the chromosome test function to test new chromosome is feasible.
The basic mutation operator means: the group of individuals in code string, random selection of one
or more loci, and make changes in the gene value (make changes with the mutation probability
{0,1} binary code string of The basic mutation operation is as follows:
Mutation

p

m

),

Individual A 1110011 1011011 new individual A’
Locus mutation

From the chromosome that going to mutation operation randomly generated one or more variation
points, select the mutation points change 0 to 1, 1 to 0. Then we get a new chromosome. First check
whether the mutation of chromosome is from the source node to destination node of the path, if it isn’t
then randomly generated another variation, when it is a path then test the transfer times constraints of the
chromosome. When the chromosome is not feasible, then randomly generates another mutation point, and
further mutation.
4.2 Fitness function
The
objective
function
with
improved
fitness
functions
as
the
pop _ size

original:

f

i

=

z

+ α

deformation of the fitness
follow：

∑ p
i =1

i

,since the objective function to be seeking minimum, will be

f
function

'
i

=M－

f

i

pop _ size
'

,M represents a large number. Evaluation function as

∑ fi
'

i=1,2, ... ,pop_size
Eval( v i )= f i / i =1
Use Roulette methods choice of genetic operator to be a new species; with a fixed number of cycles
control the end of genetic algorithms.
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5 Experiments
Figure 5.1 intends to seek a city bus system model, from the2 station to reach no.29 station for the
least of total travel time and the least transfer times of the travel programs.

Figure 1 Experiment of A Bus Transfer Optimization Route Based on Genetic Algorithm

Examples are not large in scale, so the size of population is 90, crossover probability

p

c

=

p

m = 0.1, t 0 =2min, with the number of control loop end of the process,
0.6; mutation probability
recycling 1000 times the results obtained are getting There：From the 2 station by bus 5 to reach
7station, transfer from the 7 Station by bus 3 to reach the terminal 29 station, transit 1 times. The
total travel time is at the least 21min. than we obtained the transfer program that the least of total
travel time and the least transfer times 1 times which program from no.2 station to reach no.29
station.

6 Conclusions
From the above steps for solving the modeling process and model analysis, we known that genetic
algorithm can effectively deal with bus transfer path-objective optimization problem. The genetic
algorithm in the optimization decision-making of actual public transport is to get more and more widely
used.
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Research on Supply Chain Resilience Evaluation
Cheng Guoping, Zhu Xinqiu
School of Management, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, P.R. China, 430070
（E-mail: guopingcheng@tom.com, zhuxinqiu2008@163.com）
Abstract This paper proposes the evaluation index system of supply chain resilience on the basis of
analyzing the current status of supply chain resilience. The anthors compare and analyze the four
evaluation methods of supply chain resilience and draw the conclusion that the black box evaluation
method is comparatively simple and objective. The significance of supply chain evaluation is to balance
resilience, cost and efficiency, and plan supply chain resilience for emergent events so as to renew quickly
from interruption and decrease loss.
Key words Supply chain resilience; Resilience evaluation; Index system

1 Introduction
Since USA 911 terror attack, Taiwan earthquake, 8 minutes fire accident of PHILIPS &
ERICSSON, more and more researches on supply chain emergency disruptions in academic and
industrial fields to probe the effective response tactic, to strengthen supply chain resilience is the most
effective way, but the supply chain resilience measure is critical for supply chain resilience evaluation and
also the premise of improving the quality of supply chain resilience. But there are few research literature
for supply chain resilience measure at home and aboard.

2 Literature Summary
Gunderson（2000）defines resilience attribute: firstly, system can endure quantity change; secondly,
system self-organization ability degree; thirdly, system study and self-adaptation degree. So the
self-adaptation ability is one factor of resilience and reflects study action which the system respond
disruption[1]. The research on resilient supply chain abroad is a prototype until 2001. Muckstadt &
Murray（2001）point out to strengthen the cooperation relationship and cooperation intension among
supply chain members and decrease the business environment uncertainty to create supply chain
resilience[2]. Christopher（2003）thinks the best way to obtain supply chain resilience is to create network
which can respond status change quickly*①. Rice and Caniat（2003）suggest to apply mix flexibility and
redundancy to strengthen supply chain resilience[3]. As the continuous change of exterior environment
and demand, the supply chain network is never stable. Haywood & Peck（2003）suggest to strengthen the
management during supply chain change period. It is critical for supply chain resilience because the
supply chain is easy to be attacked when it changes[4]. Lee（2004）summarizes the effective supply chain
resilience standard: firstly, quick response for emergency demand and supply change; secondly, the
adaptation ability along with market structure and tactic evolution; thirdly, supply chain members form
unions to maximize self-benefit and the whole supply chain performance[5]. Yossi Sheffi（2005）points
out resilience could enhance supply chain competitiveness and there are three ways to increase
resilience: increase redundancy, improve flexibility and change company culture. To increase
redundancy will affect utility and the other two factors are critical to increase resilience[6].
In China, the definitions of supply chain resilience connotation are different from each other.
Haohua.Liu（2007）defines supply chain resilience: the ability of the supply chain network system to
return to original or ideal status after disruption risk including the speed (manufacturing, service, supply
ratio) of coming back to normal performance[7]. Haiyan.Yi（2008）thinks the supply chain resilience is
the adaptation ability for the environment change including flexibility and agility. Flexibility is the
mobility of the supply chain do adjustment to meet customers’ requirements along with market
environment and conditions change. The agility is the ability of quick response for unpredictable change
of supply or demand[8].
To sum up, supply chain resilience is the ability of the supply chain to return to original or ideal
status under emergency risk environment. That is like the ability of a spring to return to the original
status within elasticity limit under foreign force. Supply chain resilience mainly includes structure
①
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resilience, information system resilience, logistic resilience etc. We discuss supply chain resilience
evaluation from the index system construction perspective which includes structure resilience,
information system resilience, logistic resilience etc.

3 Evaluation Index System of Supply Chain Resilience
3.1 Construction principle of the index system
Supply chain resilience index system is the standard to evaluate supply chain resilience and affect the
effectiveness of supply chain resilience evaluation directly. So to confirm its construction principle is the
premise of constructing specific index system. As shown in table 1, it proceed from the character of supply
chain resilience index system to confirm the construction principle of it. Core enterprise should confirm
the supply chain resilience evaluation index system with considering the whole supply chain and the joint
participation of enterprises at each node. Because the enterprises at each node to participate the
construction of the resilience evaluation index system can ensure all enterprises to understand and
recognize it so as to improve the whole supply chain resilience through adjusting and improving their
operation situation according to the resilience evaluation performance.
Table 1 Construction Principle of the Supply Chain Resilience Index System

principle

connotation
the index system is consistent with the basic characteristic & objective of the supply
chain resilience

consistency
balance

balance supply chain resilience and cost

completeness

multi-factor, multi-level

independent

relative independent index, non-repetitive

representative

choose the representative index under the premise of completeness

feasibility

ensure it is easy to access the index value
the index system should take into account both reflecting the whole supply resilience
and the enterprises relations

collaborative

Supply chain
structure resilience

Supply chain
logistics resilience

Supply chain connection resilience
Supply Chain
purchasing
resilience

Figure1

Supply chain
manufacturing
resilience

Supply chain IS
resilience

forming

Supply chain
integral resilience

objective for Emergent Events

Supply chain
distributing
resilience

Suppiy Chain Resilience Constitution Based on System Approach

3.2 Index system constitution
As shown in figure 1, we classify supply chain resilience based on system approach. Combined with
the construction principle of supply chain index system , we think the construction of the supply chain
resilience evaluation index system with the cost limit as shown in figure 2. There are five levels of supply
chain resilience evaluation index system, those are general objective level, sub- objective level,
dimensionality level and index level (the first class index and the second class index). The general
objective level indicate the whole supply chain resilience level and be divided by sub-objective level into
interrelated sub-objective levels, those are structure resilience sub-objective, logistic resilience
sub-objective, information system resilience sub-objective, purchasing resilience sub-objective,
manufacturing resilience sub-objective, distribution resilience sub-objective. Dimensionality at each
sub-objective level can indicate supply chain resilience dimension character which divided into velocity
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dimension and domain dimension or structure dimension and domain dimension. It represents the index
factors of supply chain resilience essentially.
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Figure 2 Evaluation Index System of Supply Chain Resilience

4 Evaluation Method and the Analysis of the Whole Supply Chain Resilience
4.1 Evaluation method of the whole supply chain resilience
The whole supply chain resilience is the combined results of each sub-objective. We use constraint
method, addition, multiplication, black-box method to evaluate the whole supply chain resilience
according to the Cross-Correlation effect of each sub-objective[9].
4.1.1 Constraint method
According to constraint theory, the system performance is most affected by the weakest link. As for
the supply chain system which is composed by many resilience factors, if one of the factor decides the
system performance, then the factor resilience decides the whole supply chain resilience.
F = min( SR, LR, IR, PR, MR, DR )
(1)
SR, LR, IR, PR, MR, DR in formula(1)correspond to structure resilience, logistic resilience,
information system resilience, purchasing resilience, manufacturing resilience and distribution resilience
in figure 2 respectively. According to constraint theory, the value's choice of the whole supply chain
resilience is the value of F in formula (1).
4.1.2 Addition
The whole supply chain resilience (general objective) is the integrated inflection of constitution factors
(sub-objective). If the effect to the whole supply chain resilience of each factor is different but the
function is parallel, then the whole supply chain resilience is the weighted mean of each factor resilience.

F = ρ1 SR + ρ 2 LR + ρ3 IR + ρ 4 PR + ρ5 MR + ρ 6 DR
(2)
SR, LR, IR, PR, MR, DR in formula (2) correspond to structure resilience, logistic resilience,
information system resilience, purchasing resilience, manufacturing resilience and distribution
resilience
6
in figure 2 respectively. ρi is the weight of each factor resilience (sub-objective)， ∑ ρi = 1, 0 ≤ ρi ≤ 1 。
i =1
4.1.3 Multiplication
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If the whole supply chain resilience by multiplying each factor of supply chain system, the whole
supply chain resilience be expressed by formula
F = SR × LR × IR × PR × MR × DR
(3)
Formula(3) SR, LR, IR, PR, MR, DR correspond to structure resilience, logistic resilience,
information system resilience, purchasing resilience, manufacturing resilience and distribution resilience
in figure 2 respectively. This method apply to series collection relationship for factors.
4.1.4 Black box method
Black box is the system which neither couldn't be opened nor observed its inner state directly. For
example, we can only define the structure and parameter of our brain through input and output of the
information. Black box method provide an important road to realize things especially for the system with
complex inner structure and the system which human beings haven't resolved yet. Black box theory
indicate that if the inner structure of a system is not clear or impossible to understand, we could research
the system performance through the relationship between system input and system output and no need to
consider the inner structure of the system. Within the supply chain system, as the complex interaction
among resilience factors, it is difficult to analyze the inner structure. So we use black box theory to
evaluate whole supply chain resilience without considering the inner structure. So the whole supply chain
resilience could be evaluated by output resilience response for input of the supply chain system, as shown
in the figure 3.

in p u t

S u p p ly c h a in s y s te m

o u tp u t ( re s ilie n t re s p o n s e )

Figure 3 Black Box Method for Supply Chain Resilience Evaluation

4.2 Comparative analysis of supply chain resilience evaluation method
Table 2 Comparative Analysis of Supply Chain Resilience Evaluation Method

Evaluation method
Constraint method

reference
System constraint
principle

Addition

superposition principle

Multiplication

multiplication principle

Black box method

black box theory

calculative method
evaluate the resilience value of each subsystem,
choose the minimum value of subsystem as the
whole supply chain resilience value
evaluate the resilience value of each subsystem,
choose the weighted mean value of subsystem as the
whole supply chain resilience value
the whole supply chain resilience value by multiply
the resilience value of each subsystem.
evaluate supply chain response index value, the
whole supply chain resilience value is the weighted
mean value of the output resilience index

In table 2, constraint method, addition and multiplication need to evaluate the resilience value of each
factor, but black box method is just evaluate the output resilience response index. So the calculation
amount of the black box method is much less than other methods and more operational. What's more
important, the black box method can ignore the inner structure of supply chain resilience system and
evaluate the whole supply chain resilience through evaluating supply chain resilience response index
directly. So compared with other three methods, black box method is much simple and objective.

5 Conclusions
Resilience is different from other evaluation indexes such as cost, efficiency and quality. It expresses
as a potential ability, which is the response ability for emergent events but not an action. It comes with the
emergency and is difficult to evaluate when it hasn't shown yet. Since the definition and classification of
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supply chain resilience is disunity and limitation, there is no uniform and valid method. So there are few
research for supply chain resilience measure.
The evaluation of supply chain resilience didn't be solved well is one of the reasons that resilience
concept didn't be highly regarded in supply chain decision. So in this paper, we build the evaluation index
system of supply chain resilience, analyze and compare the four possible evaluation methods, propose the
black box method as it's much simple and objective. The significance of supply chain evaluation is to
balance resilience, cost and efficiency and plan supply chain resilience for emergent events so as to renew
quickly from interruption and decrease loss.
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Research on the Application of GIS Technology in Spatial Mode
Customer Relationship Management System
Zheng Hongjian, Xue Fei, Wang Chunxiu
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Abstract This paper applies spatial analysis and GIS coupling to represent spatial visualization of the
customer’s information and brings forward the application of GIS technology in spatial type customer
relationship management. This paper believes that through spatial customer relationship management,
the enterprise can automatically accumulate assorted information including the spatial one of the
customer in previous business to form the spatial database of the customer relationship. The conclusion
is that the analysis and process function of the spatial database system of customer relationship will help
better the comprehension of the customer’s needs so as to make valid prediction of the customer and the
development potential.
Key words GIS; CRM; Management; Spatial mode

1 Introduction
Spatial mode customer relationship management is to use GIS technology to dig out the relevant
information concerning the space location and space distribution in the customer relationship, to make
space visible express about the customers’ information, and to use spatial analytic means to help the
enterprise to better the management of customers, to attract potential customers and to retain valued
customers. Through spatial mode customer relationship management, the enterprise can automatically
accumulate various kinds of customer information including space information in the business activities
so as to form the customer relationship spatial data base. A sound customer data base can not only to
help the enterprise to retain the current customers but also enable the enterprise to retrieve the customers
lost. The analytic and processing function of the customer relationship spatial data base assists the
enterprise to do all-around analysis and management of customers, to better understand the customers’
needs, to provide service for customers nearby and to efficiently predict the development potential of the
customer.

2 Research Status at Home and Abroad
In the current CRM market, the manufacturers are in the preliminary stage of the competition, and
yet none enterprise has claimed to be able to offer comprehensive customer relationship management
solutions directed at customers of all industries. The function modes of the mainstream CRM products
are customer call center with telephone as the main channel, sales force automation component products,
data mining software and network interactive software. Systematic research and implementation on the
customer relationship management from the angle of space and aimed at the distribution feature of the
customers of the logistics enterprises is very rare. ESRI, MapInfo, Oracle from abroad present the
solutions for the application of CIS in CRM. Inside the country, SuperMap Software Co., Ltd has
developed customer relationship management system for the management of marketing, sales and
technology support of its self-developed series of SuperMap software. But in general, to apply GIS
technology in analysis of customers’ spatial distribution and market decisions, and to make the spatial
management of customer relationships are not commonly known by CRM providers; the products are
few with incomplete functions and the promotion is limited; the business application of GIS in the
customer management of logistic enterprises is even rarer. Thus the application of GIS in the industry is
ponderable for research on the specific implementation of customer relationship management in the
industry.

3 GIS and Spatial Customer Relationship Management
The different functions of various information systems are all based on the abundant data in the
data base. Which makes the geographic information system different from common information
management system is that with the support of GIS, the information provided to the user is not just
simple words and figures (which are called attribute information), but also spatial vectorgraph or raster
images process by GIS, i.e. what we called spatial information data. The spatial information is that the
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information itself contains the shape, distribution, space orientation, connections in space, etc., just like
geographic entities such as a road, a bridge, a building, a prefecture, etc. geographic information system,
as a kind of advanced computer technologies, can combine the graphic data management system with
attribute data management system. In digital computers, all information is represented by numbers; also,
GIS is the information processor on the basis of digital computation, it describes the objective world and
the geographic entity inside through numbers. In general, the functions of GIS in the customer
relationship management are as follows:
3.1 Customer space orientation management
The customer space orientation management is to excavate the information relevant to space
location and space distribution in the customer relationship, to make visible express of the spatial
information and to assist the enterprise with spatial analytic methods to better management customers,
attract potential customers and to retain the most valued customers, such as to refer to the customer
distribution, whether the space distribution of the marketing plan is reasonable, how to make promotion
plan according to the customer density and distribution, what is the spatial distribution regularities of
customer complaint, where is the major location of the valued customer, what is competitors’ situations
in the designated areas and so forth. As one useful helper for geographic analysis, GIS plays a
significant role in the assistant of management and analysis of the customer relationship and of the
mastery of the complicated supply and demand relations in the market for the enterprises from the view
of regional space.
Through spatial mode customer relationship management, the enterprise can automatically
accumulate various kinds of customer information including space information in the business activities
so as to form the customer relationship spatial data base. The analytic and processing function of the
customer relationship spatial data base assists the enterprise to do all-around analysis and management
of customers, to better understand the customers’ needs, to provide service for customers nearby and to
efficiently predict the development potential of the customer.
3.2 Spatial analysis of customer
The influence of the demand features of different customers on the economic activity is totally
different. In different area, the primary demand level is sometimes different due to different
consumption custom and other factors. For example, the best-selling product in the market of an area
might be only in the second place in that of B area. In the mean time, the change in consumption level,
consumption construction and consumption behaviour caused by the economic change can also result in
the change in consumption regional space structure and distribution. As the city expands, the population
suburbanization will certainly stimulate the business development in the suburbs which will make the
customer distribution far away from the city center and scattered.
When launching products, the enterprise has two strategies: product standardization and
differentiation strategy. Product standardization strategy refers to that instead of considering different
areas, the enterprise launches the same product for the whole market; it directs at the sameness in the
customer’s demands. Product differentiation strategy refers to that the enterprise designs different
products or alter the product according to different consumption demands in different areas.
3.3 Customer regional division according to the customer’s location
The market features differ in different regions and the sale needs different marketing plan
according to markets in different regions. In general, the marketing plan chosen should have two
features: one is that it can be easily accepted by the target customers and two, it has great profit potential.
The marketing plan chosen should be on the full knowledge of customers’ demand in target area; that is
because the extent of the marketing plan is to seek for the complete coverage of the demand in the target
market. It requires the enterprise to master the demand status and purchase motivation of the customer
to various products, or otherwise the business risks born by the enterprise will increase and it will be
difficult to achieve the enterprise operation goal. And the depth of the marketing plan is to occupy more
market shares; the enterprise needs to mater the demand degree and purchase capability of the customer
on goods so as to attract more customers and improve customer satisfaction degree.

4 Technology for Realization of Spatial Mode Customer Relationship
Management
According to the above analysis of the function of GIS in customer relationship management,
spatial customer management means spatial analysis technology is needed. In different development
stage and technology conditions, the coupling levels of GIs and spatial analysis are different. The
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coupling of GIS and spatial analysis can be classified in three different modes:
4.1 Loose-coupling of spatial analysis and GIS
There is no direct link in language between GIS and this mode of spatial analysis whose run is
independent. To add data transformation interface between GIS and spatial analysis software, the data
needed for spatial analysis will be acquired from GIS data base and the output of the analysis can be
stored in the GIS data base; the spatial query and display is completed by GIS. The kind of development
mode cost less with small risk and is easy to realize. And it will maintain the original professional
feature of spatial analysis. However, the systematic efficiency of this mode is low which increases the
difficulty for the non-experts to get familiar with it and to use it. The general mode construction is as
follows:

User Interface

User Interface

GIS

Spatial Analysis

Data ransformation Interface
Spatial Database

Data Documentations

Figure 1 Loose-coupling of Spatial Analysis and GIS

4.2 Tight coupling of spatial analysis and GIS
In this mode, one system predominates with the function of another system added in. the two has
the same user interface and seamless connection is realized via shared documentation and storage. There
are two ways for this connection: one is to add the spatial analysis mode into GIS; the other is to extend
the function of the spatial analysis mode with GIS function. Through this mode, GIS can not only
provide graphic demonstration for spatial analysis but also use the relevant information in GIS for the
spatial analysis computation. The general mode is as shown in illustration 2.
User Interface

Various Kinds of Professional Analysis Mode

Overlap Analysis

Network Analysis

Domain Analysis

GIS

Spatial DataBase

Figure 2 Tight Coupling of Spatial Analysis and GIS
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4.3 Spatial analysis and GIS
In this mode, the theoretical research and practical application of some professional application
mode is becoming mature and the mode is widely accepted as the spatial analysis tool. With the
development and perfection of GIS base platform, the mode can be brought into the GIS base platform
which will therefore be the basic spatial analysis tool so as to realize complete integration. This is the
supreme coupling.

5 Conclusions
The research in this paper uses the tight coupling of spatial analysis and GIS mode. Currently, with
the development of software technology, GIS application can be embedded directly into the CRM
system to realize the seamless integration of GIS application and CRM; the application of relational data
for the storage and management of spatial data enables GIS data and CRM data to be stored and
managed together. These factors make the application of GIS technology in CRM possible. GIS, as a
technology for spatial information input, process, storage, management, analysis and output, the key of
the application lies in the visible analysis of spatial phenomenon, process and rules. The application of
GIS in CRM is actually a specific application of business geographic analysis.
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Abstract Mass customization is the mainstream production mode in the 21st century. This paper
researches four basic strategies used by enterprises while implementing mass customization, they are:
modularization design, product family design, product development and rapid design, and postponement.
During the research, this paper also shows how these strategies are used in mass customization
production mode, and analyses what competitive advantage they can bring for the enterprise, so as to
support the application and development of the mass customization production mode.
Key words Mass customization; Modularization; Postponement; Product family design

1 Introduction
With the development of human society and the improvement of people’s living standard, people’s
requirement of individuation is becoming higher and higher. When purchasing products, many people
expect utilitarian products which can integrate their own wisdom, manifest their own individuality and
embody the realizing of self-value fully. Conforming to this trend, mass customization (MC) has
become the dominant production mode of the 21st century. In the past, customers just accepted the
products passively, however, in MC, they should participate actively, with the requirement for offering
satisfactory products in reasonable price and speed. This transition has put forward higher requirement
ahead of enterprises inevitably, demanding enterprises to respond quickly to customers’ needs in a lower
cost. For this, enterprises have to combine the scalization with the customer customizing effectively. The
precondition of operating the MC production mode effectively is to reengineer the products and process.
The underlying idea lies in transferring all or part of the production of customized products into scale
production through product reengineering and process reengineering, and reducing the number of
customization components and procedures. Therefore, the basic strategies are: the modularization design
strategy, the product family design strategy, the product development and rapid design strategy, the
postponement strategy.

2 Strategies for Mass Customization
2.1 Modularization design strategy
In order to provide prompt and contented individualized product to the customer, the enterprise has
a pressing need to hold a whole set of interchangeable parts and assembling operation to achieve the
goal of resource sharing, cutting down the forming cycle time and the cost of product. Modularization
design is an important strategy of MC production mode. It uses some methods to realize product
customization, such as configuration, combination, variation and so on. In this way, it can reduce the
development cost and the design time, increasing productivity and realizing scale effect by modularized
scale production, and increasing quantity and quality of customized product at the same time. The
effective combination of product variability and components standardization based on modularized
product design technology, and full utility of the impact of scale and scope economics can improve
utilization rate of design resource effectively, reduce the cost in assembly, and make it easy for
management and maintenance during the whole life cycle of product. What’s more, it simplifies design
process and promote product update, which is a critical success factor of MC.
In the 1950s, the concept of modularization design was formally put forward in some European and
American countries. Then it gained more and more attentions and researches. In Suh’s opinion[1],
modularization design is a technology to analyze the cause of the result in terms of product, process and
system, and meet the predetermined demand. Its method is to choose the right design parameters and realize
mapping of function and requirement domains to design parameters domains. Jia Yanlin[2] takes
∗
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modularization design as a design method to satisfy the various demands of market. By selecting and
assembling modules, it can make up of the various products. And these function modules are divided and
designed after analyzing the function within certain range. These products may have different function, or
have the same function but have different performance or specification. Lao Jun[3] considers that
modularization design is a systematic method, which considers every system object, categorizes system into
several modules with different use and performance according to their functions, calibrates the interfaces, and
selects different modules (and design some specific modules) for combination to meet different kinds of
requirements quickly. Through different combinations of interchangeable modules and standard modules, a
vital role of modularization design is producing a large number of products to meet personalized requirements
of customers. Some chief benefits of modularization design are as follow:
1) To satisfy the customers’ personalized requirements quickly at a low cost. Because
modularization design can produces a large number of variable products by the combinations of a
limited number of interchangeable modules and standard modules, product design is quick. Effective use
of postponement technique can also support the scale production of modular components, which can
finally help to meet the individualized demands quickly at a low cost.
2) Beneficial to the development of new product and the enhancement of competitiveness of the
enterprise. Modularization product is beneficial to outsourcing united production. The enterprise can
outsource its modular components to external cooperative manufacturing enterprises which have
competitive advantage. Then it has the ability to concentrate on the development of new product,
product design and markets exploring. The enterprise can set up cooperation partnership with external
cooperative enterprises, and develops new products together to enhance competitiveness.
3) Beneficial to the parallel tasks and quick response to customers’ requirements. The
standardization of modules and interfaces between them helps to reduce the coupling between product
design and production task, and lower the complexities in related tasks, which is convenient for the
parallel tasks. So the duration of production cycle decreased greatly.
4) Beneficial to the alteration of modules, and enable the enterprise to supply diverse products for
the market. As module uses standard interface and independent from each other, the change of one
module will not affect other modules’ function. Therefore, it’s easy to alter the modules and enable the
enterprise to supply diverse products for the market.
5) Beneficial to the improvement of the quality and reliability of goods. Modules are some
relatively independent units that being careful designed. Previous to becoming general modules, the
modules should experience a long trial, testing, and repeated modification and demonstration. Reuse of
composite module makes it easy for experience summary, optimal design and improvement on the
quality. With respect of reliability, design, manufacturing, assembly, environmental factors and so on,
may all cause the invalidation of product. Because that the reliability has been deeply verified, we just
need to verify the reliability of new modules when adopting modules stereotype embraced.
6) Provide great convenience for update and upgrade, maintenance, scrapping and recycling of
product. Because that product is made up of related modules, users just need to update individual
modules when upgrading his product. Maintenance just needs to replace the related module. Thus, it can
not only save user’s expenditure, but also help economize on raw material and reduce waste.
2.2 Product family design strategy
In mass production, many enterprises design single product to meet public demand. Some
enterprises build product family based on requirement discrepancy on product function and performance.
But the product family is formed by doing some partial and/or easy alterations or variations on the
current products of the company, and then making some categorization. Without systematic planning,
it’s easy to cause the increment of the quantity of altered component, the abusive using of resource,
difficulty in management and cost-controlling, and making great waste to the enterprise. In MC
production mode, on the basic of fully grasping customers’ demands, the enterprise defines several
groups of customer demands according to the difference and similarity of customers’ demands, and
customizes subdivision market product with different functions, specifications and patterns for each
customer demand group. The subdivided product will form a product family that will be planned and
designed by the enterprise. Customer-needs-oriented product family design, on the one hand, satisfies
the difference among customers’ demands in the market, in order to gain more market share and realize
scope economy; on the other hand, maximizes the generality among subdivision market products and
helps to achieve scale economy. Product family is the critical technique of MC. Its basic idea is to
design product platform and corresponding product series, under the guidance of product platform
strategy, and addressing demands of different customer groups in segmentation market, in order to meet
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customers’ individual demands in low price and fast development cycle.
Product family design refers to something that categorizing products with similar function into one
family on the basic of normative components and modules, through similarity analysis of existing
customer requirements, market research and forecasting. After considering fully about the reuse of
design knowledge and quick derivative product model, it structures a configurable model for each
product family, and do the customized design according to order on the basic of product model. Through
the sharing component parts of the product platform and manufacturing process, the enterprise is able to
develop differential products effectively; improve the flexibility of manufacturing process and response
speed; meet the market demands of cost, speed and individuation; occupy the market at a maximum;
improve competitiveness for enterprise. The basic idea of product family design is to utilize the general
mature product platform, design related product series on the basic of product platform according to
demands of different customer groups from subdivision market, meet different customers’ individual
demands in low price and fast development cycle. The technology to realize product family design
including three aspects as follow: ①define the product family that is being considered to develop and
its technical indicators, by the transition of customer demands and the analysis of product family. ②
meet individual demand of customized product by structuring a product model which can covers a class
of product specification and type changes, and instantiate the customization according to customer’s
order. ③construct design resource database that is connected to the product model, which helps to
realize the fast searching and use of current resource, thus raise the reuse rate. Generalization,
modularization and standardization are the cores of product family design. Product family design
strategy of the MC product mode has obvious advantages:
1) The adoption of a great deal of standard modules and interchangeable parts helps to keep the low
production cost and high quality.
2) A reasonable product family makes it easy to derive a series of products, diversify its range of
product, fit the demands from different subdivision market market or rapidly changing market, decrease
the uncertainty of market.
3) Realize the reuse and transfer of technology by using product family, which can help to decrease
cost and risk of development new product, shorten product development cycle.
4) Realize a complete product chain through a complete product family, to cover every demand of
market and shape a good image of both product and enterprise.
The process of product family designing including five levels, namely, division of customer
demand groups, transition of customer demand, product family planning, establishment of product
family model-base, product combination and configuration. Firstly, categorize customer demands on the
basic of intensive analysis on customer demands and the existing system; extract common requirement
and individual requirement from customer demand and transform it into design requirements of product
family; plan the product family according to market research and forecast; build the function model of
product family, the process is as follows: map each function unit through function-principle mapping
unit, then constitute the principle model of the product family; aiming at every principle node of the
function-principle tree, analyze the structure that realize the required function related to each principle
node and extract variant parameter based on dynamic product family, then define range of customization
for product family and form the model-base of product family gradually; and lastly, based on product
family series, design the product configuration that leads to product having practical value.
2.3 Product development and rapid design strategy
Diversity and complexity of product requirement, shortening of product life cycle, and the
globalization of market, all raise the urgent demand for the product design and manufacturing enterprise
to respond to market changes with a maximum speed, the highest quality, the lowest cost and the best
service. In accord with such a request, modern product design is being with the trends of digitization,
modularization, networking and intelligent increasingly. One of the key factors contribute to the success
of MC is to build the support system that is oriented to product development and rapid design of MC. It
enables the enterprise to quickly respond to clients’ customization demands with the cost and efficiency
of mass production. The rapid design based on MC improves the flexibility of product design and
manufacturing; enhances the nimbleness for adapting to market change; characterize the enterprise as
reconfigurable, reusable and extensible; improves self-adaptive range of the company; enables the
enterprise build process beyond predetermined requirement; increases creative ability.
Product rapid design is also called rapid response design or agile design. There is no generally
accepted definition at present. Teng Qi[4] thought that rapid design is a whole of all design technology
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and method aiming at shortening the development cycle. The process of rapid design can be described as:
put forward functional demands according to client requirement; restricted by time, quantity cost and so
on; adjust structure and parameter on the basic of existing product; get a design result to meet clients’
requirements quickly; to organize production, sales, distribution, after service in product value chain as
soon as possible; satisfy clients’ customizing requirements with the right product and reasonable price[5].
The product rapid design in MC falls into two phases: development of product rapid design system and
realizing rapid design. In product development, enterprise locates customer group, analyzes the existing
customer demands, summarizes the existing design knowledge, forecasts potential customer demands;
divides product function based on the analysis and forecasting above; then establishes a dynamic
product model-base(including product family model-base and modules model-base) covering the whole
market demand; forms product rapid design mechanism; supplies foundation of rapid design for quick
response to individual demands. In product rapid design phase, dynamic product model-base is
employed to perform approximate matching for individual demands. By making full use of existing
design resource, taking the configurator as main tool to configure product quickly, or providing
customers with individual products by variant or innovation design of partial or total product, it realizes
the organic combination of mass production and customization production.
2.4 Postponement strategy
The greatest challenges of MC production mode are cost and speed. Firstly, client customization
adds product complexity, makes it more difficult to design, manufacture and manage, in this way, it
raises customization costs. How to keep a low customization cost while meeting customers’ individual
demands is the first issue need to be solved by MC Company. Secondly, in MC manufacturing,
customization is carried on after having received clients’ requirements. How can the MC company gives
fast response in clients’ customization demands, and supply customized products or service, is the
second issue must be solved by MC Company. There’s trade-off conflict between cost and speed. That is,
if you want to response to customers’ individual demands quickly, it may increase customizing costs;
but if no increase of customizing costs, it may also affect the customizing speed. Thus, how to appease
the conflict between costs and speed in MC production, and fully take the advantage of MC production,
is the key to the implementation of MC production mode. Postponement strategy is the right strategy to
solve the contradiction of MC. It applies the concept of postponement to MC production mode. By
looking for disparate points of different product and delaying the time of production, assembly and
distribution of disparate points as much as possible, it maximizes the same production procedure shared
by different product demands, and postpones the variation procedure of customizing demands (the part
reflects individual demands). In these ways, it makes the utmost possible effort to solve the costs and
speed problem in MC production. Thus, while controlling the total cost, it diversifies its products and
satisfies customers’ individual demands. Postponement strategy increases the flexibility of enterprise in
dealing with changes of demands from different subdivision market. It reduces and controls the
requirement uncertainty, helps the enterprise to enhance competitiveness both in time and cost. As one
of the most effective way to realize the MC production mode, both domestic and international
enterprises have paid much attention to postponement strategy. It will certainly become an important
strategy of the MC production mode in this century.
When referring to postponement strategy, it means delaying customizing activity in supply chain
until having received the order, i.e., postponing customizing activity both in time and space, so as to
realize seamless connection between customizing demands and products/ services, and improve
enterprise’s flexibility and customer value. Postponement is a comprehensive application of delay. The
essence of postponement strategy is to postpone the customizing activity in supply chain until having
received determined an order or more accurate information, help to realize seamless connection between
customizing demands and products/ services.
Postponement strategy divides product production and processes in supply chain into two phases,
namely, generalization and customization. It maximizes the generalization phase, so as to manufacture
standard components with generality. Enterprise is able to finish differentiation process and delivery
process of product as fast as possible when receive customer order. In this way, the enterprise is able to
cut down the lead time of product delivery and reduce uncertainty of supply chain operation.
Postponement strategy under MC is a powerful means for enterprise to gain competitive advantage in
the new market circumstances. It is also a better way to realize customization. To implement it, there are
some indispensable terms:
1) Modularization production of product. The product should be able to be decomposed into limited
modules. By assembly or simple processing, these modules can form diverse products. Product may also
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consist of general basic products, which, by certain post-processing procedures, can be provided wider
selection range to customers.
2) Standardization and interchangeability of components. Product modularization is just a prior
condition, standardization and interchangeability is more important. Just after having these
characteristics, can the enterprise completely divide operation process of product into stages of
generalization and customization in time and space, and keep the completeness of final product. At the
same time, because of these characteristics of every module, the enterprise can outsource some of its
modules and components with low technology and weak capabilities of adding value. It produces others
which have higher technology content and added value capabilities. Thus, it improves core
competitiveness of supply chain.
3) Easy to implement final processing. The production of semi-finished product was separated from
that of final product in postponed manufacturing. The manufacturing of final product can be finished in
logistics stronghold near the customer. So the processing and manufacturing of final product should be
of low degree of technical complexity, with a small processing range, without necessity of tremendous
manpower and resources, but of easy operation.
4) Proper delivery lead-time. Too short a delivery lead-time goes against the implement of
postponed manufacturing, due to the required time of the production and processing of final product for
customizing process. But too long a lead time will result in no necessity of implementing the
postponement strategy.
5) Intensive cooperation among multiple agencies and organization. Usually, the postponement
strategy is realized by the product and procedure design. It calls for cooperation among workers of
relevant departments within the enterprise. The manufacturing of modules and components may be
outsourced to other companies. The formation of final product may also need some helps from the Third
Party Logistics Enterprise and the retail corporation. All these require that the enterprise must cooperate
fully with its cooperative partners in its supply chain, and seek for design proposal that brings it back
opportunities of postponed operation.
In addition, if the enterprise wants to make full use the advantage of postponement strategy, it
should first redesign its product structures and manufacturing process. When designing product, it
should use the technologies of standardization, modularization, interchangeability and so on for; and
divide the divide the manufacturing process into stages of interchangeability and customization, which
can be separated completely both in time and spatial.

3 Conclusion
The product family design, product development and rapid design are all blent with the ideas of
modularization and standardization. The product family design, product development and rapid design,
and the modularization design are the design that product structure-oriented. They have given
expression for the MC enterprise making full use of the scale economy and the scope economy. The
postponement strategy is the design process-oriented, expressing the process reengineering concept that
MC-oriented. The modularization and standardization have provides foundation for the postponement
strategy. Without the standardized modules and components, the customizing firms can hardly delay
customers’ requirements to the downstream in its supply chain, and cannot give the rapid response to the
customers’ demands. Only after having combined the strategies of product family design, product
development and rapid design, modularization design with postponement, can it fully produce the
advantage of MC production. By using the MC strategy aiming at individual needs, it can give support
to the application and development of the MC production mode. Therefore, it has an expansive
application prospect.
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Abstract The market domination is shifted from the producer to the customers. They have available
alternatives to choose and buy products from the market at competitive price. Hence, defective products
(if sold) that dissatisfy the customers, raise external failure costs and hold back the sustainable profit for
the organization and consequently the organization is compelled to phase out form the market. This
paper has dealt with identifying the factors that are responsible to the defective products basically in the
production process. On this basis this paper has tried to develop a model by following a new approach
considering the latent variable.
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1 Introduction
Quality refers to degree of excellence. However, quality is customer oriented. Joseph Juran (1988)
defines quality as fitness for use [1]. Crosby (1979) focuses on defining quality as "conformance to
requirements" [2]. From that point quality can be defined as degree to which a product or services satisfy
targeted or specific customer wants or the degree to which a product conforms to design specifications
and engineering requirement.
Globalization broadens the opportunities for the customer. The boundaries of countries no longer can
define the limits of our imagination. The important thing is that customer dissatisfaction should be
reduced regarding quality otherwise organization may be compelled to phase out from the market.

2 Methodology
This paper deals with the development of proposition regarding cost of quality through the value
chain. Moreover, from the developed proposition, questionnaire has developed to measure the cost of
quality, regarding SME sector of Bangladesh based on the Likert’s scale. Although, our developed
proposition is production process oriented, we have considered preproduction task, production task and
postproduction task in our paper.

3 Literature Review
Albright and Roth (1992) define quality costs as quality costs are incurred to ensure that quality
standards are met or because quality standards are not met [3]. Researchers have discussed about the cost
of quality in different perspective. One famous and well known approach is “The Quality Costing
Approach” [4]. This approach is also known as PAF (Prevention-Appraisal-Failure) method (Russell
and Taylor 1995; Juran 1998; BSI 1992; Campanella 1999), which consists of four basic elements:
Prevention Costs, Appraisal Costs, Internal Failure Costs and External Failure Costs.
3.1 Prevention costs
The costs that incurred in personnel engaged in designing, implementing and maintaining the
quality system is called prevention costs. It includes quality planning, quality engineering, quality
training programme, quality reporting, supplier evaluation and selection etc.
3.2 Appraisal costs
The costs that incurred in measuring, evaluating, or auditing products, components, and purchased
materials to assure conformance with quality standards and performance requirement is known as
appraisal costs. It includes pre-production verification, laboratory acceptance testing, incoming
inspection and test, in-process inspection and test, final inspection and test etc.
3.3 Internal Failure costs
The costs that incurred when products, components, and materials fail to meet quality requirement
prior to transfer of ownership to the customer is known as internal failure costs. It includes scrap, rework
and repair, troubleshooting or defect/failure analysis, re-inspection etc.
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3.4 External Failure costs
The costs that incurred when the product does not perform satisfactorily after the transfer of ownership
to the customer is known as external failure costs. It includes returned material, customer complaints,
product liability, warranty claims, loss of sales.

4 Proposition Development through Value Chain
A value chain is a chain of activities for a firm operating in a specific industry. To improve the
operational efficiency to improve product quality, many management tool have been suggested and
implemented. Porter (1985) in his book “Competitive advantage” suggests value chain analysis [5].
According to Porter, Value chain involves with “disaggregating a firm’s operations into strategically
relevant activities in order to understand the behavior of costs and potential source of differentiation”.
This understanding of behavior of different activities is essential to improve the quality.
For strategic advantages an organization has to observe the value added activity in the organization.
Hence it is necessary to draw a value added activity model of an industry. Manager need to keenly
consider the business environment and the firm’s position among the local and international competitors
before establishing a cost structure and allocating resource to value chain [6]. After drawing a value
added activity model a firm can choose his area where he can enjoy strategic advantages to operate
business. To enjoy competitive advantages he has to understand the cost drivers and behavior of costs.
To do this appropriate analysis of value chain is necessary.
The value chain is a string of activities that gradually add value to the different value drivers of the
products to improve the quality. The performance of these value drivers are passively and positively
related with some fundamental blocks (Porter identified as secondary activity of value chain①) in the
organization.
Proposition 1: Behavior of different fundamental blocks or drivers of the organizations force the
activity of different components of value chain
Here, fundamental block indicates the drivers that move forward the main component of value chain,
primary component as well as secondary component. Primary components include inbound logistics,
operations, outbound logistics, marketing and sales and service. Secondary activities include
organization infrastructure, human resource management, technology development and procurement.
Porter assumed that secondary activities heavily influenced primary actives.
Basically, achieving strategic goals requires linking the daily actions of everyone in an organization
to the larger strategic objectives. The Japanese refer to this as hoshin planning or “policy deployment”
[7]
.
From these ground we have tried to understand the main driving force of quality. To understand these
properly, we have tried to adjust the work of Kaoru Ishikawa. Kaoru Ishikawa, in his book “Introduction to
Quality Control” identify five fundamental blocks (manpower, machines, methods, materials and
environment) in the firm to improve the product quality on the basis of cases and effects [8].
Manufacturing scenario has totally changed now form the previous. Manufacturing system has
heavily mechanized. Organizations are also compelled to produce the customized product to satisfy the
customer in the customer dominated market. So, we think Product design is also fundamental blocks that
has impact on the value chain. Moreover, scarcity of energy also is raising concern about the continuous
service to the customer. So, we have identified utility as a separate block.
Proposition 2: Manpower, Materials, Machines, methods, environment, utility and product design
have significant impact on the value chain as well as product quality.
By using the fundamental blocks properly, organizations have to conduct its value chain efficiently
to satisfy the customer. The survival of any organization depends on its customers [9]. Robin Cooper uses
a three-dimensional space represented by price (cost), quality, and functionality to represent competitive
strategy [10]. If the quality of product is good, price is competitive and available when the customer
wants, respective firm will enjoy competitive advantage as well as financial growth.
If organization can identify and maintain its value chain by driving fundamental blocks efficiently, it
will be able to satisfy its customer regarding quality, time and price.
Proposition 3: Different fundamental blocks of the organization have significant impact on the
financial loss function of the organization.
The impacts of different fundamental blocks on the different components of value chain are not the
Porter identified these as secondary activities, but we have tried to identify more specifically to understand their
behavior individually and their impact individually.
①
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same. Particular fundamental blocks have more impact on particular component of value chain then
others.
Although it is difficult to explain the impact of particular fundamental blocks on particular
component of value chain, but it seems plausible that the impact of fundamental blocks on different
component of value chain is not same.

Product Design

Suppliers

Inbound
Logistics
Material

Man

Figure 1

Factory

Outbound
Logistics

Man

Technology

Utility

Customer

Process

Value Chain with Its Driving Force with the Respective Level

This figure shows that, customer dominated market heavily dominates the product design. If
organization fails to understand the customer demand regarding design, external failure costs will raise.
The hidden as well as visible costs of these types of failure are so high. In case of hidden costs, costs
may increase quadratically as actual product characteristics deviate from a target value [11]. And visible
costs are the costs of efforts of all components of value chain.
The costs of man are vague as man is involved with all over the value chain. However, in our
research we have assumed the costs of man indicate the labor cots. Because of heavily mechanized
production process, firms are incurring the major labor costs before the production process in the value
chain. If error is found before production process cased by man, visible costs is efforts have spent up to
this portion. As in maximum case, firm check the material before stored at the inbound logistics, so
visible costs is efforts spend up to this portion.
Material is the basic input to produce the final products. Every firm checks the material before
apply in factory to process with technology or specified process of production. So, if any problem arises
in that case, visible costs will be the effort spent up to that potion form the beginning.
Similarly, the defects caused by utility or technology or different level of process required different
level of efforts to continue the production.
In figure 1, we have tried to identify the influence power of fundamental blocks on the component
of value chain. The closer the fundamental blocks with the component of value chain the higher the
influence power.
We think that in case of organizations those are producing homogenous product, it will be very easy
to follow the figure 1. We are not considering process costing of accounting where rework is calculated
by percentage of task completed, we are considering the process of flow of value added activity in the
organization. Hence our next proposition is;
Proposition 4: Different fundamental blocks of production process impacts with different parameter
on the cost of quality regarding efforts needed to rework
Organizations are facing heavy competition in the world market. Customers are surrounded by a
full of option. Any disturbance or delay in the building blocks to continue the value chain will move it
backward as any thing that makes a company deviate from its planned activities incurs opportunity costs
[6]
.
Although traditional accounting don’t count opportunity cost as a cost of product, high opportunity
cost may cause losing the market in the highly competitive environment.
Weak performance of building blocks may impact in two ways on the financial performance of the
organization. Firstly, delays in each building blocks will raise the probability of lose of market as market
is full of option. Secondly, weak performance of building blocks will produce lower finished output then
the target, which will increase per unit fixed costs. As a result firm will lose competitiveness regarding
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price in the market or profit will be lower. In economics, traditionally it is assumed that production
capacity can’t be increased in the short run [12]. Hence, following proposition can be drawn,
Proposition 5: Failures of different building blocks in the production process have different
opportunity cost based on time to take to rework
We are not considering process costing of accounting where rework is calculated on the basis of
homogenous work having done. We are considering the process of flow of value added activity in the
organization. So, finally we can draw the last proposition as,
Proposition 6: each fundamental block has significant impact on the financial loss function with at
least two latent variables (time and opportunity cost) and one intervening (rework) variable.

5 Survey Result in Bangladesh
5.1 Survey procedure
As the SMEs (Small and Medium Enterprises) assemble on small capital and profit, cost of poor
quality seriously affect SMEs. On the basis of our developed proposition we conducted a survey on the
basis of Likert scale (5 points scale). For employing our model, we have set components from
proposition 2①. To raise concern in respondents about the opportunity costs and the value chain, we set
three questions for each fundamental block. That indicates, in our questionnaire we have included true
as well as latent variable. To determine the dependent variable we have taken opinion on return on
investment (ROI), market share, sales etc that are influenced by fundamental blocks. Survey mainly
conducted among manager and finance and control officer of the firm.
5.2 Response rate
Response rate is about 58%. Among 63 questionnaires at 38 firms 39 are collected including 2
uncompleted questionnaires.
5.3 Findings
Defective product designs incur high cost i.e., impact more adversely on the financial loss function.
The result of the survey are shown in table 1
Table 1 Multiple Regression Analysis
Variable
Coefficient
Std. Error.
t
Product Design
.1517
.0590
2.57
Man
.1419
.0824
1.72
Material
.1723
.0840
2.05
Utility
.1117
.0641
1.74
Technology
.1109
.0628
1.77
Constant
1.8965
.4021
4.72
n = 37, Prob >F=0.0000, R-squared = 0.6093, Adjusted R-squared = 0.5463

p> | t |
.015
.095
.049
.091
.087
.000

Beta
.3305
.2097
.2710
.2143
.2105
-

Mathematical model may be expressed as y = α + β 1 x1 + β 2 x 2 + β 3 x 3 + β 4 x 4 + β 5 x 5 + u ,

y = financial loss function, x1 =Product design, x 2 =man, x3 =material, x 4 =utility,
x5 =technology and u =unobserved factors. So we can write

where

y = α + . 3305 x 1 + . 2097 x 2 + . 2710 x 3 + . 2143 x 4 + . 2105 x 5 + u
Analysis reveals that product design has the strongest impact (.3305) on the financial loss function
with the highest confidence level which is 98.50%. Material is in second position (.2710) with the
95.10% confidence level. Man, utility and technology stands after the product design and material.
The R-squared is 0.6093, meaning that approximately 60.93% of the variability of financial loss is
accounted for by the variables in the model. Adjusted R-squared indicates that about 54.63% of the
variability of financial loss is accounted for by the model; even after taking into account the number of
predictor variables in the model.

6 Future Research
We have conducted our survey in small area. It’s a limitation of our analysis. There is a scope of
conducting research in specific industry to determine the significant level of the fundamental factor’s
impact on the financial loss function.
We have used technology, methods and process interchangeable, as in SME the differentiation of these terms is
hardly possible.
①
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7 Conclusions
We believe that value chain of an organization enables to enjoy the competitive advantages. However,
this value chain should be driven by some strong building blocks considering the modern business. The
weakness of these building blocks raise cost regarding quality. Bad performance of these drivers also raise
opportunity cost in the market which may compels an organization to phase out form the market.
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Appendix: Factor analysis
Table I
N=37, Retained factors=2, number of params=9
Factor
Eigenvalue
Difference
Proportion
Factor 1
1.95508
0.88250
0.3910
Factor 2
1.07258
0.26231
0.2145
Factor 3
0.81027
0.14210
0.1621
Factor 4
0.66818
0.17428
0.1336
Factor 5
0.49389
0.0988
LR test: Independent vs. Saturated: Chi2(10)=19.96, Prob>chi2 = 0.0296
Table II
Factor Loadings (pattern matrix) and unique variances
Variable
Factor 1
Factor 2
Product design
0.6207
-0.6263
Man
0.6150
0.3557
Material
0.7180
-0.4407
Utility
0.6060
0.5057
Technology
0.5557
0.3230

Cumulative
0.3910
0.6055
0.7676
0.9012
1.0000

Uniquenss
0.2224
0.4952
0.2909
0.3770
0.5868
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Abstract Collaborative forecasting is one of the most important processes in supply chain
coordination to better plan capacity requirements and replenishment. RosettaNet standards provide
automation of the strategic forecasting, order forecasting, replenishment planning and exception
management processes. Obviously, it is an effective way to implement collaborative forecasting based
on RosettaNet. This paper describes collaborative supply chain forecasting processes and analyzes the
functions of each level and step. Furthermore, the suitable RosettaNet partner interface processes (PIPs)
have been chose to match the processes of collaborative forecasting. Finally, the authors present an
overall picture about how the processes of collaborative forecasting are executed based on RosettaNet
and Web services within supply chain composed of customers, retailers, manufacturers and suppliers.
Key words Supply chain coordination; Collaborative forecasting; Coordination strategy

1 Introduction
In the current turbulent business environment, one way for enterprises to increase inventory turns,
reduce cost, respond quickly to exception events and improve customer service is to implement efficient
and effective supply chain coordination. Especially, enterprises are increasingly focusing on
collaborative forecasting as efficient as possible. Collaborative forecasting is the process of sales
prediction for distributed partners affected by inventory, promotion, season, cycle, trend, irregularity,
and time period, which can be interactively communicated, monitored, and help supply chain partners to
mutually generate the most accurate forecasts so that the upstream partners’ production schedule and
material purchasing can be controllable and stable. Collaborative forecasting can achieve better
supply/demand match across the supply chain, improve forecast quality and capacity utilization,
decrease uncertainties, increased inventory turns and finally increase customer satisfaction through
assured supply. Xie et al. apply privacy preserving collaborative forecasting with dynamic exponential
smoothing to implement supply chain collaboration in order to avoid revealing any participant's data
[1]
.Tammy et al. develop a conceptual framework of demand forecasting process to postulate a
comprehensive range of forecast granularity specifications, identify the aggregate and disaggregate
proposed forecast items and recommend forecast output with exploratory time series analysis and
consensus approach[2].
Collaborative forecasting is very data intensive. It involves the sharing of real-time demand
forecast information within the supply chain partners, and the order planning can be derived from
collaborative forecasting. For the upstream partners, production planning and material purchasing
planning can be generated in the consideration of capacity, inventory or other factors. Shu et al. put forth
that Spring Festival transportation, shutting down for examinations and repairs and minor repairs play
an important part in supply chain sales forecasting. They present the relevant empirical studies in
different hierarchies and domains [3].Collaborative forecasting also incorporates an exception mechanism
that alerts supply chain partners when performance thresholds or tolerances have been exceeded. Any
changes in the work schedule will be communicated and adjusted for within the supply chain. In the
process of collaborative forecasting, supply chain partners communicate interactively, creating a closed
loop of communication.
The implementation of collaborative forecasting depends on the use of Internet-based technologies
which breaks down the barriers and exchanges information within supply chain. Furthermore, a standard
that enables the communications between different information systems is needed. Huang et al.
proposed autonomous modular collaborative forecasting system based on the Back-Propagation neural
Networks (BPNs) which can well perform the Stock-Keeping Units forecasting for the upcoming
∗
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management of the Stock-Keeping Units inventory [4]. Chen & Guo employ Data Warehouse and the
ASP.net technology to implement the Power Marketing Decision Support System and put forward the
realization of entire system architecture. They apply the forecasting models for distributed collaborative
forecasting, including Quadric Exponential Smoothing prediction model, Curve Fitting, Multiple Linear
Regression Model and the Gray Model which have been packaged into Web services of application layer
[5]
. Umair and Ben propose the collaborative forecasting model based on web services to integrate
legacy systems across the whole supply chain and utilize intelligent agents for communication between
supply chain partners [6]. Currently, RosettaNet standards have been the effective standards that can
increase forecasting accuracy, help better plan firms capacity requirements and replenishment activities.
In this paper we discuss how to implement collaborative supply chain forecasting on the base of
RosettaNet PIPs. First we introduce the RosettaNet standards and analyze the detailed processes of
collaborative forecasting across supply chain in section 2. We then describe how to match RosettaNet
PIPs with collaborative forecasting activities in section 3.1. Finally, we present the executive process of
collaborative supply chain forecasting based on RosettaNet and Web services in section 3.2.

2 RosettaNet PIPs and Collaborative Forecasting
2.1 Overview of RosettaNet standards
Managing the supply chain requires a collaborative environment and streamlining of business
processes from which efficiencies can be derived. Ideally, all partners within supply chain should adopt
universal standards for conducting business-to-business. Many electronic and semiconductor
manufacturing companies dedicated to creating common extensible markup language (XML)-based
supply chain process standards and support RosettaNet as a open standard for various processes [7].
RosettaNet is a non-profit consortium aimed at developing and promoting global industry SCM
standards processes. RosettaNet focuses on developing dictionaries, frameworks and partner interface
processes (PIPs) for system-to-system business exchange. Under the RosettaNet framework, a
dictionary contains the vocabulary used in its dialog of PIPs. From a process-oriented view, RosettaNet
PIP presents a good interface for system-to-system exchange by clustering the core business process of a
typical supply chain into eight clusters, each with operational segments that contain corresponding PIP.
RosettaNet group has developed nearly 90 automated PIPs [8].
2.2 Collaborative forecasting process
The RosettaNet collaborative forecasting standards support automation of the strategic forecasting,
order forecasting, replenishment planning and exception management processes. The collaborative
forecasting processes can be described as Figure 1.
Business Planning

Strategic Forecasting

Order Forecasting

Collaborative
forecasting
exception
management

Replenishment Planning

Figure 1

Collaborative Forecasting Process

First of all, it is necessary to create the multi-party TPA (Trading Partner Agreement) among supply
chain in order to arrive at agreement on what the actual collaboration processes and terms are between
the trading partners and a develop mutual trust and roadmap for the future of joint business planning.
Usually, business planning is typically done to align long-term business plans among the trading
partners. The process of business planning consists of agreeing on the priorities and goals for supply
chain coordination, assessing the performance of supply chain coordination, matching the demand and
supply at the technology level, monitoring the activities of planning, forecasting and replenishment and
handling exception.
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Strategic forecasting is generally presented monthly or quarterly to plan mid-term strategic
capacity needs and supply according to historical order or delivery information. Considering the order
demands, setting inventory targets, lot sizing and purchasing activities and matching the demand and
supply may be conducted at aggregated location level and higher product family level rather than
orderable part number. Strategic forecast message coming from the customer to the supplier and forecast
reply message is sent back to the customer from the supplier.
Order forecasting is typically presented weekly or monthly at the orderable part and ship-to levels
to collaboratively align supply and production plans. Collaborative forecasting process occurs when
order forecasting is combined with a forecast response. Generally, order forecasting processes fall into
two broad categories: non-consignment processes and consignment processes. In non-consignment
processes, title transfer occurs when the supplier ships product out of his warehouse. On the contrary, in
consignment processes, title transfer occurs when product is consumed by the customer. Consumption of
consignment product is typically at the point of shipment out of the consignment warehouse.
Replenishment planning is presented what and when materials are required by the MRP module based
on the information of order forecasting, bill of materials, current stock levels, safety stock, inventory
reorder settings, orders not yet received and back orders. The processes of replenishment planning
support actual daily physical shipment releases at the orderable product and ship-to level.
Finally, the collaborative forecasting exception management is used to identify exception types and
exchange exception information within multiple trading partners. The processes cross all these steps and
levels of collaborative forecasting. They enable monitoring of collaborative forecasting performance and
real-time alerting of trading partners on KPI exceptions.

3 RosettaNet-based Collaborative Forecasting Process
3.1 RosettaNet PIPs matching with collaborative forecasting activities
RosettaNet aims to align the business processes of supply chain partners which include
collaborative forecasting. The segment 4A enables standardization of collaborative order and sales
forecasting between supply-chain partners. The PIP4A1 has been specifically developed to support
strategic forecasting, which is defined as mid- to long-term forecasting of sales, capacity, demand, or
marketing data. The PIP4A5 is used to submit a Forecast Reply Notification to a Forecast Owner. The
knowledge from forecast response can be used to improve the next generation of the customer’s forecast.
The PIP4A6 supports the process where an exception identifier notifies an Exception Recipient of many
different types of exception conditions within a collaborative forecasting process, such as comparison
exceptions, threshold exceptions, incident exceptions, metric exceptions, information exceptions.
In the strategic forecasting process, PIP4A1 is used to notify the mid-term capacity requirements
and PIP4A5 is done to reply the notification. Product structure information may also be shared by
PIP2C8 Notify of Bill of Material. Furthermore, capacity equivalency information can be queried by
PIP7B3 Request Capacity Equivalency or PIP7B4 Distribute Capacity Equivalency. The order forecast
and replenishment planning processes can be merged into a single process by exchanging a frequent
enough schedule with either PIP4A2 Notify of Embedded Release Forecast or PIP4A3 Notify of
Threshold Release Forecast and responding with PIP4A5 Notify of Forecast Reply. PIP4A2 supports the
customer managed inventory process and PIP4A3 supports the vendor managed inventory process.
PIP4A4 Notify of Planning Release Forecast is used to submit a forecast notification to a forecast
recipient and PIP4D1 Notify of Material Release triggers the supplier’s shipment. The material release
identifies product quantities to be shipped to the delivery location.
3.2 Implementation process of collaborative forecasting
In our scenario, we consider a specific supply chain composed of customers, retailers,
manufacturers and suppliers and each partner has its own internal information systems. For example,
retailers have sales forecast systems and logistics/distribution management systems, manufacturers has
order forecasting systems and vendor management inventory systems, suppliers has efficient
replenishment systems and supplier management inventory systems. We can describe the
implementation process of collaborative forecasting as figure 2 on the basis of server supporting
RosettaNet and Web services. Retailers record the sales of Customers by means of POS and moreover
forecast the demand information of Customers, send strategic forecasting notification to manufacturers
according to PIP4A1. Manufacturers convert strategic forecasting into material demand forecasting and
send the notification to upstream suppliers according to PIP4A1. After receiving the forecasting
notification, suppliers and manufacturers orderly submit a forecasting reply notification to downstream
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partners according to PIP4A5. In the process of coordination replenishment, retailers and manufacturers
send purchase order request forward to upstream partners according to PIP3A4, the purchase order
respond will be submit backward to downstream partners according to PIP3A7. In a word, the
forecasting and replenishment information are changed synchronously within supply chain rather than
between two partners. Obviously, consumers are the center of implementation of collaborative
forecasting, coordination plan is based on the forecast of customers demand and customers’ requirement
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Figure 2 Implement Model of Collaborative Forecasting Based on RosettaNet

is met by means of coordination replenishment. Within supply chain, each partner can share the
forecasting information and update them instantly and dynamically, communication barriers and
information conflict will be gotten rid of.

4 Conclusions
Collaborative forecasting has been a subject to research how to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of interaction among trading partners within supply chain and satisfy the customer’s

POS
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accurate demand. This paper discusses the architecture of collaborative forecasting processes which
include strategic forecasting, order forecasting, replenishment planning and exception management
processes. Collaborative forecasting processes are reified and decomposed from the perspective of
implementation. Those sub-processes support each other and transmit the two-way forecasting
information among them, creating a closed loop of communication. On the other hand, RosettaNet
standards have been the effective standards to increase forecasting accuracy and better plan capacity
requirements and replenishment through breaking down the barriers among supply chain partners and
automation of collaborative forecasting processes. The segment PIP 4A enables standardization of
collaborative order and sales forecasting among supply chain partners. Thus, some suitable RosettaNet
PIPs are chose to match the processes of collaborative forecasting at different levels and steps. In the
end, we design a supply chain scenario and describe how to implement the overall processes of
collaborative forecasting when customers, retailers, manufacturers and suppliers coordinate through
their own internal information systems.
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Abstract The purpose of this paper is to resolve the problem of the accuracy on traditional
information retrieval, which brings ontology-based semantic information retrieval. The anthor wlilizes
the method of establishing the domain semantic model with ontology technology, the membership of
concept added to the process of semantic modeling, and to provide semantic annotation to facilitate
computer calculation processing. The model considers two ways to solve the traditional search engine
users search results returned relevance is not high, that is, the user query whether is "true expression"
and search engines whether can reveal the nature of index web documents.
Key words Ontology; Semantic retrieval; Information retrieval

1 Introduction
Traditional information retrieval technology mainly is based on the keyword syntax matching.
Advantage of this technique is simple and quick and easy. However, this is based on the simple
matching syntax level, Lack of knowledge expression, processing and understanding, leading to
unsatisfactory search quality. Ontology is due to good ability of concept hierarchy and support the
logical inference, and expressed semantic by the relationship between the concepts [1], semantic
information retrieval has become an important topic.
Abroad (especially Europe and the United States) is a leading research on the ontology, launched a
series of ontology development methods (such as IDEF5 method, framework laws, enterprise modeling
method, Methodology, cyclic access method, Uschold method, etc.), development tools (Ontolingua,
OntoSaurus, WebOnto, Prot6962000, OntoEdit, etc.) and relevant standards. Ontology in Information
Retrieval applications in foreign countries, well-known projects include (onto)-Agent (An Ontology
Based WWW Broker to Select Ontologies), Ontobroker (Ontology Based Access to Distributed and
Semi-Structured Information) and SKC (The Scalable Knowledge Composition Project) other. Ontology
research in China started is relatively late, relatively little research. The main research contents include
product information modeling, virtual enterprise modeling, and common sense knowledge base. Such as
the large-scale knowledge system of Institute of Computing Technology Chinese Academy of Sciences,
the common sense Knowledge of Chinese Academy of Sciences Institute of Mathematics, Artificial
Intelligence Institute Zhejiang University on product information integration based on ontology research.
Among them, the more influential study is the usefulness of common sense knowledge led by Lu
Ruqian Chinese Academy of Sciences Academy of Mathematics [2].

2 The Information Retrieval Based on Semantic
To understand the rich logic semantic and reasoning search in the network information resources,
retrieval systems must have:
(1) Some knowledge to express objects concept and their inter-relationship between the logical
semantic;
(2) A certain vocabulary system to describe the object classes and their relationships, then to
establishment the corresponding metadata elements;
(3) A certain assignment mechanism to establish metadata element and description relationship of
the corresponding resources (or resource fragment);
(4) Some of the markup language and syntax to mark metadata elements and their the assignment
relationship;
(5) The search reasoning mechanism to search, verification and reasoning use of knowledge
systems and markup languages.
If all of these mechanisms to deal with computer-understandable way, and set up the system in the
popularity of network resources, can achieve the network environment based on semantic retrieval and
reasoning, which is the goal of Semantic Web.
In fact Web-founder Tim Berners Lee in 1998 proposed the concept of Semantic Web , with the
W3C in February 2001 launched Semantic Web Activity , semantic retrieval becomes into the network
research and development mainstream in network environment.
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According to W3C, Semantic Web research goal is to develop a series of computer-readable
expression and processing of semantic information in language and technology to support extensive and
effective automatic reasoning in network environment. At this stage, it will focus in support on the
network information resources and their semantic content and semantic representation, support to
semantic-based agent system data analysis, understanding and processing automatically, support for
inter-agent systems semantic-based knowledge exchange, support different applications and systems
based on semantics of data exchange, transformation and re-use automatically. To achieve this goal,
Semantic Web requires a multi-technology framework (Figure 1).
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URI

A Multi-Technology Framework

Shown in Figure 1, Semantic Web is a set of network information storage, organization, and that all
aspects of security authentication complete system, involving XML, ontology, digital signature
techniques and methods, it contributes to the semantic level based on network information organization
and retrieval, is the development direction of WWW.
Ontology as the semantic support of semantic web information organization plays a central role. In
fact, the original ontology is a philosophical concept, is the philosopher to describe the nature of things.
Later scholars borrowed knowledge engineering concept. In the computer field, the current of more
authoritative ontology concept is proposed by Studer: the concept of ontology is shared clear formal
specification [3]. This definition includes the meaning of 4 layers: conceptual, clear, formal and shared.
Ontology aims to acquire, describe, and indicate the knowledge that is in the related fields, providing a
common understanding of knowledge, determine recognition vocabulary in the area, and clearly define
these terms (terminology) and the interrelationship between vocabularies from formal models of
different levels. It is the performance and the describe capacity of ontology on the concept and the
relationship between concept that to be the core of the semantic web, has become the key to realize the
semantic information retrieval.
Semantic Web provides a new information expression way, so that the information has a semantic,
but also makes the data are more well-defined structure. From the perspective of the semantic Web to
seek new breakthroughs technology of search engine, to structure information retrieval model based on
semantic, to make full use of the semantic information and structured features of data to retrieval, and
fundamentally change the traditional search engine retrieval accuracy and recall was not high
shortcomings. Ontology is the core concept of the Semantic Web, Information retrieval based on
semantic is fundamentally information retrieval based on ontology.
Semantic information retrieval is actually the semantic relations reflected in Ontology applied to
the annotation and retrieval of information resources. Specifically, to achieve information retrieval by
the analysis and reasoning of relevant documents on the semantic level, and to communicate with the
appropriate forms and user-friendly interface[4]. Semantic information retrieval includes ontology
document retrieval, case retrieval and semantic retrieval.
Ontology document retrieval is to find a having specific classes and properties ontology document
[5]
. One of the ideas on how to achieve ontology document retrieval is apply ontology document in the
transformation of ordinary search engines, That is, through the RDF document to be dealing with some
common search engine indexing and retrieval, while in a sense play the role of semantic information.
Another idea is to explore new methods and techniques for ontology searching, such as the site for a
particular search engine or based on Jena the search engine. Metadata extracted in the system by search
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for the semantic Web document together with the original structure information into a database, support
for ontology query of particular class or properties.
The purpose of case retrieval is to find and search on a specified class all instances information in
Ontology-based Knowledge Base, It is mainly based on structured query and reasoning and is based on
RDF (S), OWL and other underlying knowledge model of the graph traversal and graph model is widely
used. By Semantic Web data to complement traditional search results belongs to case retrieval, the
Semantic Web resources including official semantic web documents and semantic annotation
information. At the traditional search same time, the system will be for the query concept in the RDF
Knowledge Base by graph traversal search of all relevant data.
Semantic retrieval is concerned about not only the simple relationship between the properties chain,
it is also associated with various complex relationships between concepts. At present, some studies have
begun to focus in the retrieval problem of semantic relations, Such as the literature [6-7], etc. of the
semantic association search. The main contribution is to analyze the retrieval of semantic relations are
facing three major challenges (that is, not enough understanding of the relationship between generic and
comprehensive, the lack of relationship rather than to the concept of an object query language and
system, search results and scheduling problems) and propose the corresponding solution (to be divided
into semantic relations and semantic similarity of two types of association and formal, designed to
support the relationship between p-query query context based on user-specified results to be sorted).

3 Retrieval System Development and Implementation
3.1 Create ontology
Ontology constitutes the core of knowledge information systems of in the field. Ontology Support
information exchange process from in different aspects, the role of ontology includes: communication
between different digital library systems; semantic-based Agent Communication; knowledge-based
retrieval; semantic-level understanding of content; uniform format; syntax interoperability; semantic
interoperability. Ontology includes concepts, relations, instances and the axioms. Formal ontology be
shown in Figure 2.
Element-of
Class set

A class
Defined-by

Defined-by

instance-of
Enumeration type set

Defined-by

instance-of

Relation type set

As Case
As Case

Defined-by
Defined-by
Axiom set

Figure 2

Ontology Conceptual Model

Concept is a group or a class entities or "things" in certain areas. Relation describes the relationship
between concepts or between attributes properties. Concept can be defined as hierarchical form of
classification system, the various concepts in the classification system linked by category relations.
Relations can be described in different aspects characteristics by its property. Instance is the "things" by
concept expressed. Ontology and its instance are referred to as Knowledge base. Axiom is used to
express a concept or an instance constraint.
Ontology building needs the expert participation in Multidisciplinary. Although ontology
engineering tools have been more mature, but the manual construction is still a tedious and difficult task,
and ultimately lead to the so-called knowledge acquisition bottleneck. Therefore, need for a simple and
reliable extraction method of ontology, that is, an efficient way of ontology structure.
3.2 Information resources semantic annotation
Ontology-based semantic annotation is to use existing ontology, with the XML markup language
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for data to be marked, RDF/XML as a data description model, through annotation of digital resources,
the data is marked with a clear meaning which can be understood by the machine and ultimately create
knowledge base .
James Hendler pointed out: In order to resources contacts with a number of different ontology,
mark the prototype should be able to easily create ontology. Users found the selected ontology
vocabulary is limited when label page, in order to accurately describe the concept, the prototype should
provide a simple ontology editing capabilities, such as to creating new user ontology, inserting a new
vocabulary in existing ontology, merging and reusing existing ontology use vocabulary and so on.
However, So far, current research prototype ontology-based semantic annotation technology, is
generally assumed to be only one body in advance, on the basis of this assumption on how semantic
annotation of resources, rather than by applying multiple ontology to be labeled. Obviously, it does not
match Web-based semantic annotation environment of digital resources. Semantic annotation process is
actually the similarity calculation process, calculation the concept similarity which is extracted from
information and domain ontology [8]. First, using multiple domain ontology extracted from the resources
which the semantic metadata, the extraction of semantic metadata contains two aspects: named data of
entities (classes and attributes) and implied XMLSchema the structural relationship between these
entities. Secondly, calculated with the two parts involved with the concept of domain ontology similarity,
semantic annotated the digital resources according to the calculated similarity. Specific labeling process
is shown in Figure 3. The process of Semantic annotation on the resources is also relevant domain
ontology evolution process, with the creation of new domain ontology, domain ontology editor and has
been updated to maintain the semantics of synchronization and resources to adapt. The final result is
generated heterogeneous knowledge base by annotated heterogeneous resources.
u n str u c tu r e d , se m istr u c tu r e d ,
str u c tu r e d r e so u r c e s

… …

I n f o r m a tio n e x tr a c tio n
to o ls

O ntolog y 1

O n to lo g y N

O n to lo g y e v o lu tio n
S e m a n tic M e ta d a ta

K no w le dg e
ba se
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Figure 3
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Semantic Tagging Model

4 Information Retrieval Model Semantic Web-Based
By this analysis, a semantic Web-based information retrieval model, as shown in Figure 4.

Ind
ex

Search results list

x
de
In

S e a r c h e n g in e

General Documents

document

Add additional information

Users enter keywords

M a r k e d d o c u m e n ts

Figure 4

Documentation Index

Q u e r y E x p a n sio n

Expanded query

Related Ontology

Ontology List

S e le c t

Information Retrieval Model Semantic Web-Based

In this model, First of all, the user selects with queries related to ontology, and then enters
keywords. If the user enters the keyword is the concept of domain ontology, with user-selected
knowledge in domain ontology on the user input the key words for the text described three kinds of
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query expansion, At the same time statistics on the use of frequency expanded each query, The query are
sorted according to their use of frequency to facilitate user selection, then search engine query based on
user selected search. If the user enters the keyword is not in the concept of domain ontology is not
required for query expansion.

5 Conclusions
In order to reduce the response time of user queries can be considered in the domain ontology is
established, it is considered after the ontology founding, that is, after the knowledge be contained in
domain ontology determined, the concept of the ontology query expansion will expand the results stored
in a repository, so that can make online deal be quite simple, that is, just extract the appropriate concept
from information base when query expansion. As the light of the current search engines can not index
the document with semantic mark, the documents with semantic markup was to add additional
information processing, in the process be used to the ontology reasoning mechanism to find out hidden
information within the document, hidden information will be processed to the same document, so that
search engines can index these additional information, it makes the search engine on the document index
to better reflect real content. The model considers two ways to solve the traditional search engine users
search results returned relevance is not high, that is, the user query whether is "true expression" and
search engines whether can reveal the nature of index web documents.
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Abstract Many companies pay much attention to the Value Chain Management (VCM) nowadays.
The VCM can give the strategic direction of enterprise development, which can create the value gained
by the customer. The Customer Relationship Management (CRM) can build the communication channel
of value delivery between the enterprise and customer. Through analyzing the secondary data of the
related literatures, the article builds a model of Value Chain Management based on the Customer
Relationship Management.
Key words Value chain management (VCM); Customer relationship management (CRM); Strategy;
Marketing

1 Introduction
The notion of value chains probably has its origins with Michael Porter, almost 20 years ago (Porter,
1985). Simplistically, Porter proposed the value chain concept as a means of identifying each of the
business actions or stages that transformed inputs into outputs. The traditional view has been that at the
end of the chain is the customer and that the better the chain is at servicing this customer the more value
will be created. At its simplest then, understanding what each link does and how well it fills its role in
the chain provides a vehicle for understanding each process or link, its strengths and weaknesses and
how the chain might best be recast to maximize competitive positioning and therefore value[1].
Interest in CRM began to grow in 1990s (Ling and Yen, 2001; Xu et al., 2002). Regardless of the
size of an organization, businesses are still motivated to adopt CRM to create and manage the
relationships with their customers more effectively. An enhanced relationship with one’s customers can
ultimately lead to greater customer loyalty and retention and, also, profitability. In addition, the rapid
growth of the internet and its associated technologies has greatly increased the opportunities for
marketing and has transformed the way relationships between companies and their customers are
managed (Bauer et al., 2002) [2] .
The VCM can give the strategic direction of customer value development. The CRM can build the
communication channel of value delivery between the enterprise and customer. It is necessary to study
the relationships among the VCM and CRM. The purpose of this article is to build a model of VCM
based on the CRM.

2 The Value Chain Process
Relationship management
Value chain management
Supply chain management
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Brown (1997) has offered a succinct definition of the value chain: the value chain is a tool to
disaggregate a business into strategically relevant activities. This enables identification of the source of
competitive advantage by performing these activities more cheaply or better than its competitors. Its
value chain is part of a larger stream of activities carried out by other members of the channel-suppliers,
distributors and customers [3].
A typical view of value chain structure and process is illustrated by Figure 1, the external
influences have been omitted to simplify the diagram. It is intuitively obvious, simply by observation,
that expansion is unlikely to occur without expansion of assets and core competencies. Consequently,
this is a means by which the relationship and information management activities may become more
effective by identifying value chain constraints and the activities needed (typically by first review key
success factors) to ensure competitive advantage characteristics necessary for strategic success [4].

3 Classification Framework for CRM

According to Kincaid (2003) [5], West (2001) [6] and Xu et al. (2002) [7], CRM comprises three
major functional areas :( 1) Marketing ;( 2) Sales; (3) Services and Support.
These three components may be seen as the life cycle of a customer relationship that moves from
marketing, to sales, to service and support (West, 2001) [6]. Indeed, IT and IS are the other crucial
components in supporting and maintaining these three functional areas as well as the whole CRM
process (Kincaid, 2003) [2].

Marketing

Sales

CRM
Service
IT system

& Support

Figure 2 Classification Framework for CRM

Thus, the classification framework proposed and shown in Figure 2 is based on these four areas
(Marketing, Sales, Services and Support, and IT and IS), plus a fifth covering CRM as a general
category as explained below:
(1) CRM. This is the core part of the classification framework that includes general discussion,
concept, and managerial aspects of CRM.
(2) Marketing. Marketing is the function most often associated with CRM (Kincaid, 2003) [5]. CRM
is founded in marketing (Russell-Jones, 2002) [8] and relationship marketing (Ryals and Knox, 2001) [9].
Ling and Yen (2001) [10] have described the evolution of CRM from direct sales to mass marketing,
target marketing, and then to customer relationship marketing thus emphasizing that marketing and
CRM are inseparable.
(3) Sales. The sales function is direct interaction with customers, which makes up CRM (Kincaid,
2003) [5]. It is important to develop sales strategies at the customer level to build and maintain
relationships with customers to achieve revenue goals (Ingram et al., 2002) [11]. With technologies
emerging for the sales function, it is possible to make the sales process more efficient and automated to
increase sales.
(4) Service and support. High quality customer service and support is the key to improving
customer retention rates and maintaining a good relationship with customers (Yelkur, 2000) [12]. In
today’s highly competitive environment, companies must pay attention to fulfilling the needs of each
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customer quickly and accurately. Customer satisfaction is hard to win and easy to lose. If customers are
not satisfied, they will simply move on to other companies.
(5) IT and IS. IT and IS play a key role in the development of CRM (Kincaid, 2003; Ling and Yen,
2001) [5], [10]. They can be used to automate and enable some or all CRM processes. Appropriate CRM
strategies can be adopted through the assistance of technology, which can manage the data required to
understand customers.
Moreover, the use of IT and IS can enable the collection of the necessary data to determine the
economics of customer acquisition, retention, and life-time value. Advanced technology involves the
use of databases, data warehouses, and data mining to help organizations increase customer retention
rates and their own profitability[2].

4 A Model of VCM Based on The CRM
CRM comprises four major functional areas: (1) Marketing ;(2) Sales; (3) Services and Support ;( 4)
IT system. [2]A typical view of value chain structure and process is illustrated by Figure 4, the external
influences have been omitted to simplify the diagram[4].
Different CRM function contributes to the different activity of VCM in Figure 1. The function of
marketing can contribute to the customers’ value criteria, Value Objectives and strategy, Value
communication and Value proposition. Service & support can contribute to Product service attributes
and Assets and competencies. Sale can contribute to Value delivery. We combine the model of Figure 1
and Figure 2, we can get the model of VCM Based on the CRM in the Figure 3.
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A Model of VCM Based on CRM

5 Conclusions
Value chain management is a coordinating management process in which all of the activities
involved in delivering customer value satisfaction are integrated such that customer satisfaction is
maximized and the objectives of the stakeholders involved (the suppliers of activities, processes,
facilitating services, etc.) are optimized such that no preferable solution may be found. Successful value
chain management requires an identification of customer value criteria and an understanding of the key
success factors which are necessary for creating both competitive advantage and resultant success. The
value proposition becomes the means by which the customer understands the value offer (typically made
explicit as a series of product/service attributes) and by which the value chain enterprise components
formulate, evaluate and decide on their value-adding contributions[4].
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CRM comprises four major functional areas: (1) Marketing ; (2) Sales; (3) Services and Support ;
(4) IT system[2]. Different CRM function contributes to the different activity of VCM in the figure 1.
Marketing can contribute to the customers’ value criteria, Value Objectives and strategy, Value
communication and Value proposition. Service and support can contribute to Product service attributes
and Assets and competencies. Sale can contribute to Value delivery. We combine the model of figure 1
and figure 2, we can get the model of VCM Based on the CRM in the figure 3.
From figure3, two parts manage the value chain: CRM (Marketing, Sales, Services and Support)
and CRM IT system. CRM determine the effective organizational structure of the value chain and its
efficient operational management.
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Abstract Warehouse Management is increasingly attach importance to managers. Many scholars have
carried out a great deal of research and resulted in a number of encouraging results. Through the
comprehensive analysis of other scholars, study, this paper makes a new type of research methods - the
expansion of the EIQ-ABC method. This paper makes the corresponding model and a case study. The
authors hope that this model can provide a powerful warehouse management method for help.
Key words ABC analysis; EIQ method; EIQ-ABC method

1 Introduction
Warehouse management is critical to the logistics management. It is directly related to production
costs and corporate management costs. So warehouse management optimizing has become one of the
most important works. Many scholars have conducted in-depth research, resulting in a large number of
research results. There are many of the theories and methods of warehouse management, such as ABC
analysis, EIQ methods. However, these methods are some flaws.

2 ABC Warehousing Analysis
ABC analysis is a transformation method from the Pareto curve analysis .In 1897, when the Italian
economist Pareto engaged in the study of the distribution of income and wealth in Milan, Italy. He found
that 80% of the wealth is owned by 20% of the people and the remaining 80% of the majority of the
people account for only 20% of minority wealth. Pareto call it relations of "the key of the minorities and
the majority of secondary ", used to indicate that the unequal distribution of wealth and known as Pareto
[1]
charts distribution curve . This basic method is used in the enterprises management, known as "ABC
analysis." The key points are the classification of complex economic phenomena, and finding the small
number of the most critical, then focusing on the small number of key, and then having a multiplier
effect. When ABC analysis is applied to warehouse management, it was known as the ABC analysis
method.
Traditional ABC analysis is very simple and widely used, but the classification criteria is too
simple in practical applications, inventory items were classified by the share of funds or product sales, it
does not take many factors into account, such as the ease of purchasing of products, or the procurement
lead time.
To address this problem, many scholars have done many researches. Such as the Li Huijie and LI
Huijuan, they proposed expansion of the ABC model and Gao Shaojie proposed the double-decker ABC
management model .all of these are very good solution of the problem of traditional ABC analysis.
But whether it is the traditional ABC analysis or the expansion of the ABC analysis, all are from
the view of the interests of the seller to manage warehouse, ignoring the demand characteristics of
products.

3 EIQ Method
In order to adapt varied demand characteristics, Zhang Gui Min introduced EIQ analysis. EIQ
analysis is an analytical method, created by Mr. David Suzuki, the authority logistics experts in Japan,
through more than 40 years experience of actual combat.
EIQ analysis which starts from the enterprise order carried out an orders analysis of different levels
to get receiving, storing, shipping characteristics of the goods, according to customer demand
[2]
characteristics and combined with the entire PCB and ABC cross-category analysis . EIQ analysis can
provide a scientific basis for warehouse management.
The basic steps of EIQ analysis: 1. Book-to-bill data sampling 2. Book-to-bill data decomposing. 3.
Data statistical analysis. Commonly used statistical methods include: on average, the largest minimum
value, the total number, Plato's analysis, frequency distribution 4. Chart data interpretation and analysis,
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including EQ analysis, IQ analysis, EN analysis, IK analysis.
Through EIQ analysis, enterprises can get a lot of useful information and provide effective data
support for the management of enterprise. However, it ignores many Seller characteristics, such as the
ease of procurement, procurement leading time. Shortage costs and so on. it leads contradictions with
the ABC analysis in the classification, so that A-type products should not be the focus of management.

4 EIQ-ABC Method
Many scholars also explore EIQ-ABC methods, but most of all separate ABC analysis of EQ, EN,
[3]
IQ, IK . There is no comprehensive consideration of these four factors on the storage management.
This method only apples ABC analysis in the EIQ, and neglect the seller characteristics, resulting in the
conflicts with ABC analysis in the classification.

Figure

1

In the above Figure, according to the expansion of ABC analysis, A-type products should be
included in paragraph a-b curve. However, according to EQ-ABC classification analysis, you found
significant differences existing.

Figure

2

Do an analysis using EQ-ABC and IQ-ABC; we can see that there is a certain lack of
co-ordination.

5 EIQ-ABC Expansion Analysis
Expansion of the EIQ-ABC analysis is different from the traditional analysis of the EIQ-ABC. It
overcomes the traditional shortcomings of the EIQ-ABC, and absorbs the traditional advantages of ABC
analysis. It is a comprehensive warehouse management method.
5.1 Comprehensive evaluation index of warehouse management system
1) The value of goods
Traditional ABC analysis normally bases on proportion to the share of funds to carry out the
classification, and now it is still an important factor which must be considered in inventory management.
If other factors are in certain circumstances, the more the value of goods, the more important it should
be. Value of goods = Share capital items / total value of inventory items
2) The procurement leading time
Procurement lead-time is the procurement time. If other factors are in certain circumstances, the
longer procurement lead-time is, the more important it should be .then the item should focus on
management, in order to prevent out of stock.
3) Shortage Costs
Shortage Costs is known as the result of external and internal disruption of supply. If other factors
are in certain circumstances, the greater the product out of stock cost is, the more important it should be.
The product should focus on management to prevent shortage of goods.
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4) Ordered frequency of item
Ordering frequency of item refers to the frequency of items to be ordered in a certain period of
time.
n

Ordered frequency of item j =

n

∑ ( IK ) / ∑ ( EN )
ij

i =1

i =1

i

, which i is i orders, j for the product j. If

other factors are in certain circumstances, the higher the order frequencies are, the more important it
should be .Then enterprises should focus on the items.
5) The proportion of items in order
The proportion of items j in order =

n

n

i =1

i =1

∑ ( IQ )ij / ∑ ( EQ )i , which i is the i orders, j for the product

j. If other factors are in certain circumstances, the greater the proportion of items, the more important it
should be. Items should be focused in the warehouse management.
Many factors should be considered in warehouse management course. This paper only mentions a
few of the most important factors. The weight of each factor responses the importance of factors in the
warehouse management.
How to properly determine the weight of each factor is related to the classification results.
5.2 Determine the weight of each factor
AHP is a kind Combination of qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis. This paper uses AHP
to determine the weight of various factors, the steps are as follows.
1)To establish the hierarchical structure
Warehouse Management hierarchical structure is as follow

Figure

3

2)Building Judgment Matrix
The structure of Judgment Matrix as shown in the table

Figure

4

bij Stands for in terms of A, i am on the relative importance degree of j, usually made from 1, 2, 3 ... ...
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9 and the inverse.
3)Single hierarchical arrangement and consistency check
Seek out relative weight value of elements of the same level to a elements on the upper level
Consistency check index CI =

λmax − n
n −1

4)Total hierarchical arrangement and consistency check
The structure is shown in the table

Figure

Consistency check index CI =

5

λmax − n
n −1

5.3 Classify items
First, sort ω1 . ω2 ...... ωm from biggest to smallest. And then calculate weight sum Q. When 65 %<

Q<85%, and these items are into the A category. And the left can be continued to classify B and C or
D .E…..

6 Conclusion
Through analysis of the ABC and EIQ traditional methods, Author makes a new type of research
methods - the expansion of the EIQ-ABC method, hoping that this model can provide a powerful
warehouse management method for help.
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Abstract Efficient use of information can sharply reduce the cost of production as well as required
capital. Information quality can differentiate one firm form others. Quality is influenced by the
organization’s resources and it can also influence the organization. In the competitive world all things
are going to get strategic and knowledge based view. Logistics information system (LIS) is not
exception of that. This paper deals with these issues regarding a case study in a developing country,
Bangladesh. However, case has studied critically to find out the causal relationship of success through
logistics Information systems.
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Deployment); Opportunity costs

1 Introduction
In the age of globalization customers are surrounded by full of options. Moreover, due to
technological diffusion, the functionalities and technological features of products tend to be the same[1].
With the evolution of advanced technologies, firms are becoming more integrated. Demand of
integrated and effective supply chain practice with effective information systems are raising day by day
as customers have become more and more exacting about logistics performance[2]. In the competitive
scenario, the breath of logistics services related to products may play a critical role[3]. However,
integration of logistic service depends on good information systems. Firm’s logistics information
systems capabilities hence are playing a critical role in the pull system environment. Information
systems focuses on information flow[4], however current situation make it more complex than only
focuses on the simple flow of information.

2 Methodology
This paper involved with the case study critically. Data and information are mainly collected form
the primary sources through interview, group discussion, and observation. To augment with the
authenticity of data and information, the factors inside and outside the business have been taken into
account, especially the issues those are exclusively inherent to a developing country. However, case has
analyzed critically, especially have synthesized with the previous research to interpret the fact that
Rahimafrooz used. Moreover, continuous awareness was about to find out any unique things that are
practicing by Rahimafrooz.

3 Logistics Information Systems
Information system is involved with the gathering, processing, storing, distributing and use of
information. In the current pulling system business environment, the difference between mediocre and
excellent logistics is often the firm’s logistics information technologies capabilities[5].
In general Logistic Information systems is involved with the entire order processing. Logistics
information system is involved with the order preparation, order transmittal, order entry, order filling
and order status reporting. Now a days, these works are integrating with the advanced Information
Technologies like; Internet, EDI (Electronic Data Interchange), etc. Moreover, at different stages
technologies like bar code reader, optical scanners, laser-beam bar coding, etc are plying critical role to
provide expedite and excellent services.
Over the years, the cost of providing information throughout supply chain is reducing but
competition is increasing regarding the quality and strategic perspective. Business is dominated by the
consumer group. Moreover, in short terms firm have limited capacity to use to serve[6]. As Globalization
has broadens the opportunity for the consumers, failure of a firm to provide the product or services at a
right time will increase the opportunity costs.
The influence of dynamic environment and rapid information technology advances during the
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1990s led that knowledge is the only resource that has longevity in achieving a sustainable competitive
advantage[7]. We also think that existing resources of organization can work with logistics information
systems together to build a good logistics Information system.

4 Rahimafrooz: An Optimum Integrator of LIS with the Firm Resources
Rohimafrooz Ltd. is one of the largest business groups in Bangladesh. It established at 1954 by
Abdur Rahim as a trading company. However, with time it extends business in other sectors. Now it is
operating three broad segments – automotive after market, power and energy, and retail. Headquarter of
Rahimafrooz is situated at the Gulshan commercial area, the capital of Bangladesh. All group activities
of Rahimafrooz are coordinated from the Rahimafrooz Corporate Office (RACO) through eight
Strategic Business Units (SBUs), three other business ventures, and a not-for-profit social
enterprise.
Beside, the trading, Rohimafrooz Ltd. is now manufacturing different battery products.
Rohimafrooz is a member of Independent Battery Manufacturer Association, Inc. (IBMA) USA. Their
customers are mainly end user like consumer, some industry seeking for energy solution and some
intermediary also.
4.1 Involve with the manufacturing
After the establishment as a trading company, it won the distributorship of the Locus Battery (a
product of Lucas Industries plc, UK) at 1959. At 1978, Rahimafrooz obtained the distributorship of
Dunlop tyres (a company of UK) also. Rahimafrooz acquired the operation of Lucas in Bangladesh at
1980. The firm was interested to produce battery by his own technology with own brand. At 1985
Rahimafrooz become successful in producing Industrial battery. At this year it teamed up with the BP (a
Global energy company of UK) in Bangladesh to familiar with the new technology in solar energy.
From 1992 to 1994, this firm made some big decision regarding the investment. At 1992 it started to
export battery at Singapore. Rahimafrooz lunched Instant Power System (IPS) in 1993. It acquires
another firm, Yuasa Batteries Bangladesh at 1994. However, the growth of the firm regarding sales
became static after that period. Rahimafrooz failed to utilize its full capacity.
4.2 Realization and strategy
After 1994, Rahimafrooz was applying several marketing promotion to increase its sales.
However, these initiatives were failed. At that stage, they concentrate on the information about the
customer choice and demand. They attempted to hear the voice of customer from all of their distribution
centers. Primarily, they work on the customized quality product that required by customer. Because of
this successful attempted, the won ISO 9002 certification for (Rahimafrooz Batteries Ltd) RBL
operations in 1997. However, their analyst revealed that this was not enough to use the full production
capacity and increase the market share sharply. Ultimately, increased quality compelled Rahimafrooz to
increase the price.
The strategic Business Unit of Rahimafrooz then concentrate on information that will help them to
predict the customer demand regarding the time and product quality. The developed a integrated scheme,
including three-faceted intention to increase the custome:
1) Offer highly customized product regarding the demand of customer.
2) Use the opinion of employee regarding the different region both within the country and out of
county.
3) Provide satisfactory services like on-time delivery, door-to-door services, quick replacement of
faulty items, high degree of communication etc.

5 Program and Infrastructure for New Strategy
5.1 Information technology
At the end of 1997, Rohimafrooz used two types of information systems for order processing and
maintain communication with the local dealer as well as the consumer. At it was the entry stage of
internet of Bangladesh, Rohimafrooz used internet only to communicate with Singapore, UK and other
countries regarding the purpose of Supply chain management. Within the country, they used Fax,
telephone, urgent mail etc.
5.2 Dimension of information
To use the information efficiently, Rahimafrooz set several criteria for information. They also
ranked on the basis of their importance. Some of them were as follows
1) Order status information
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2) Planned order information
3) Engineering and design specification in pull environment
4) Delivery Schedule information and frequency of change
5) Changes in purchase order information
6) Accuracy, reliability, external-internal connectivity and so on
Especially in case of 2 & 1, it was required to use the organic resources of organization.
5.3 Use the knowledge of employee
To obtain the quality information regarding the logistics management, Rohimafrooz tempted to use
the knowledge of human resources of organization. Finally, Rahimafrooz integrate LIS with the organic
resources. Apart of these, Rahimafrooz opened its retail chain at 2001, to stay more closely with the
customer to obtain quality information. It was the first retail chain in Bangladesh.
5.4 Cross disciplinary team
Integrating employee with the logistics information systems and collection of knowledge from
them was a daunting task. To do that Rahimafrooz built a team. Primarily their responsibility was to set
a team leader at every region to collect the opinion of employees regarding the dimension of information
that they settled and provide the information to the respective manager to take decision regarding the
nature of consumer.
5.5 The outcomes
Rahimafrooz was begun to success from 2002 at a miracle rate. Obviously success is a result of
good performance of all the department of the organization. However, in case of Rahimafrooz, there is
some clear evidence that indicates that its logistics service was unique than its competitor which was a
result of their initiatives. For example; it has been accredited as the best distributor of Castrol Lubricant
for the year 2009 in Castrol South Asian Sub Region Partner’s Conference 2010 which was held in
Kuala Lumpur on Malaysia. In lubricant distribution its growth rate is about 45%. It’s the result of
Rahimafrooz hybrid logistics information systems.
Hybrid LIS enables Rahimafrooz to serve on-time delivery, reduce cycle time, product design
specification, ensure perfect order fulfillment rate. These procedures also reduce their production cost
Form 2002, their growth rate was about 20%. This scenario tempted them to use advanced technologies
with the organic resources. To do that they lunched Metronet Bangladesh, a joint venture with Flora
Telecom. Metronet Bangladesh is a fiber optic based digital solution provider for data communication.
Now Rahimafrooz is enjoying more then 25% growth per year for the last 5 years.

6 Analysis and Interpretation of the Facts
It would be better to focus on several critical factors to analyze the case to get the gull grasp.
Strategic management and logistic management (or logistic Information Systems) are different subjects.
So, debate may raise whether it’s logical to combine them together or what are the things that
Rahimafrooz has done.
Logistic Information systems involve with the collecting information especially regarding
consumer or distribution using the advanced technologies. In contrast, strategic management itself a
multidisciplinary field, draws heavily on marketing, behavioral sciences and economics, among others.
Mayer describes it as a “pluralistic arena” where all are welcome to participate in the knowledge
development process[8].
For the development of effective supply chain/logistic management, it is required to integrate
supply chain/logistic practice with the quality information. Information quality measures the degree to
which the information exchanged between organizations meets the needs of the organizations[9]. In
reality, some companies are emphasizing on the development of efficient practice of supply chain or
logistics management. Some companies also are working on the obtaining of information on a
commonalty basis with partners. As logistics management is involved with the end consumer and
logistics management & information systems are not independent, it would better to work
simultaneously for Rahimafrooz. Basically, Rahimafrooz did that successfully.
There are so many opinions regarding the characteristics of quality information. McCormack
measured information by accuracy, frequency, credibility, and availability of forecast[10]. Petersen
emphasized on currency, accuracy and completeness[9]. Some researchers also have mentioned that data
accuracy is critical in affecting operating efficiency and customer services[11]. Some researchers also
mentioned that to be useful, information have to be readily accessible accurate and relevant [12]. If we
look at the dimension of information required by the Rafimafrooz, we will see that they were
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concentrating on quality information.
Information becomes quality when some short of direction are involved with it. Many mangers
mistakenly concentrate on only hardware and software for information[13]. But, it’s not the enough. As an
example, we can say about EDI. Many high performing firms are using EDI for instantaneous
communication with the customer and supplier. This proves that not only advanced technology but also
appropriate sharing of information makes a firm effective regarding performance. This information
sharing can also occur within an organization focusing on the consumer. Basically, Resources Based
View (RVB) keeps a scope to do that.
Case study conducted on Volvo few years ago, enhance the strength of this claim. The finding was
that “suppliers are not homogenous group but should be treated according to their cultural dimensions
[14]
. Consisting with that it can be said that as consumers are not homogenous they should be treated
according to their cultural dimensions. But, totally mechanized logistics information is not enough to get
the nature of culture. Hence organic resources and other resources may integrate with the mechanized
logistics information systems to reveals the fact. Rahimafrooz has done that efficiently regarding the
consumers. It seems to us that Rahimafrooz followed a Quality Function Deployment (QFD) approach
in that case to cluster the consumers and provided the product and service needed to different group of
customers. They have used their hybrid logistics information systems not only for the current year ( X t )
but also for the next year ( X t +1 ) efficiently. It appears to us that what Rahimafrooz has done, can be
represents by the figure 1.

Figure 1

Integration of LIS with the Corporate Resources of Rahimafrooz

The QFD starts with the capturing the voice of the customers. However, the voices of consumers
have integrated with the organization’s resources (Mechanistic and organic) to get some hidden
information to serve the consumers optimally with the limited resources. With the combination of these
two houses strategic planning room have developed consisting with the voice of the company.
The challenging task is to combine the different resources with the LIS. Different members of the
organization have different bodies of knowledge. It indicates that combination with the organic and
other factors of the organization and transmission and assimilation of that information is costly and
complex in a big firm. However, after observation of different evidence, we developed the figure 2 to
explain the task of Rahimafrooz.
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Figure 2 Integration Matrices to Integrate Resources with the Logistics Information Systems

To implement the Hybrid LIS, they divided the total task in four stages. At first, they have
determined which resources to be employed to collect the information. At second stage, they have
determined the strategy to use the resource. At third stage, they have recognized the forces to find out
the way of implementation of strategy and at last activities have combined with the forces to implement
the strategy to collect the quality information.
The output of this logistics Information System helps Rahimafrooz to know about the perceived
volume of goods scheduled to be delivered in a specific time, perceived volume of goods to be delivered
to a given customer, compatibility among the goods scheduled to be delivered to a given customer, the
geographical vicinity associated with a given customer, temporal proximity in terms of delivery deadline,
time etc with the advanced technologies.

7 Future Research
Small organizations tend to be more flexible and can therefore cope with change more readily.
They way of success of Rahimafrooz may not be effective for big one. There is a scope to reveals that.
One has to understand organizational structure to explore the phenomena and nature of organizational
resources. For different types of organizational structure, combination of logistics information systems
with the organizational resources may be different to get optimum result. Future research may conduct
on that area also.

8 Conclusions
The findings of the case study on Rahimafrooz show that quality logistics information is required to
survive in the competitive world. To make the information quality, it’s required to combine logistics
information mechanics with the human resources, knowledge and other resources of the organization. To
do that there have to consider so many things that has to theoretically synthesize and empirically test.
This paper only reveals the fact of integration with a case study and shows a simple way to deal with
that.
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Design of Mobile Ships Traffic Management Center Based on AIS
Technology
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Abstract The waterway where traffic congestion and chaos happen is stochastic, so MSTMC(Mobile
Ships Traffic Management Center) needs to be constructed on maritime supervision boat. MSTMC can
be constructed via maritime supervision boat’s AIS ENC (Electronic Navigation Chart with AIS)
receiving AIS (Automatic Identification System)’s standard information from supervised ships. MSTMC
has two subsystems, one is ships traffic situation forecasting subsystem which is to scout and predict
traffic condition in supervised water, the other is ships’ calling and commanding subsystem which is to
identify and match and call and assign ships’ in supervised water. MSTMC accomplishes ships traffic
management duty by the two subsystems.
Key words AIS; Ship trait identification; Navigation locomotion; Traffic management center;
Traffic situation forecasting; Matching

1 Introduction
There are some studies about VTS (vessel traffic services), which mainly discuss stationary VTS
matter. Recently, several scholars start to discuss mobile VTS problem. But theory or technique or
function or intention about mobile VTS that scholars concern are different. This paper discusses mobile
VTS by traffic situation forecasting subsystem and ships’ calling and commanding subsystem to solve
traffic matter in stochastical water.

2 Idea to Design MSTMS
With ships transportation’s development, there are more and more traffic congestion and chaos
which happen in water stochastically. Stationary ships traffic management center can’t answer for
demand of traffic management in stochastic water, so MSTMC need be constructed.
Maritime supervision boat may arrive in stochastic congested and chaotic water and is equipped
with AIS ENC, so MSTMC can be constructed via maritime supervision boat’ AIS ENC receiving
supervised ships’ AIS information. MSTMC has two subsystems, one is ships traffic situation
forecasting subsystem which is to scout and predict traffic condition via receiving supervised ships’
navigation locomotion information, another is ships’ calling and commanding subsystem which is to
match and identify and call and command ships via receiving supervised ships’ trait identification
information. MSTMC accomplishes ships traffic management duty by the two subsystems. The
explanation is showed in Figure 1.
AIS on
supervised ship
AIS on
supervised ship

ships traffic condition
forecasting subsystem
MSTMC —
AIS ENC on Maritime
supervision boat
ships’calling and
assigning subsystem

AIS on
supervised ship

Figure 1

Idea to Design MSTMC

3 To Fulfill Subsystems of MSTMC
To mend AIS information’s format and function standard, ships traffic situation forecasting
subsystem and ships’ calling and assigning subsystem in MSTMC on maritime supervision boat can be
carried out by partial wireless AIS network in supervised water.
3.1 Idea to mend AIS information’s format and function standard
Current AIS are made up of transmitting and responding component and sensor and display. Its
transmitting and responding component sends and receives ship’s trait and movement and voyage
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information by VHF (Very high frequency) equipment. Its information isn’t enough to fulfill ships
traffic situation forecasting subsystem and ships’ calling and assigning subsystem.
In order to carry out the two subsystems, AIS information’s format and function standard must be
mended according to demand. Mended AIS has two information modules, one is ship trait identification
module, and the other is ship locomotion parameter module.
3.1.1 Ship trait identification module
Ship trait identification module includes:
1) Calling and identifying information, such as ship name, call sign, MMSI (maritime mobile
service identity), standing by VHF channel.
2) Ship’s trait identification information in daytime, such as ship category, ship shape, main deck
trait, shell colour, bridge trait.
3) Ship’s trait identification information in night, such as showing navigational light, assembling
identification lights, temporary identification signal.
3.1.2 Ship locomotion parameter module
Ship locomotion parameter module includes:
1) Ship movement information, such as position, course off ground, and speed off ground.
2) Reckoning track information, such as next waypoint, proximate track point at a regular interval
between its position and next waypoint.
3) Voyage information：destination, ETA (estimated time of arrival), crew, cargo stowage.
Mended AIS information’s format and function standard are showed in figure 2.

ship trait identification
module

AIS
Information

ship locomotion
parameter module
Figure 2

1.calling and identifying information
2.ship抯trait identification information in daytime
3.ship抯trait identification information in night
1.ship movement information
2.reckoning track information
3.voyge information

Idea to Mend AIS Information’s Format and Function Standard

3.2 To fulfill ships’ calling and commanding subsystem
To acquire traffic condition roundly and choose assigning ships which make jam in supervised
ships, navigating by AIS and eyes synthetically is demanding and matching assigning ships found in
eyes with assigning ships found in AIS is necessary.
So to fulfill ships’ calling and commanding subsystem, Maritime supervisor firstly must match
assigning ships which make jam found in eyes with assigning ships found in AIS, secondly must acquire
assigning ships’ MMSI or VHF channel stood by, finally may call and command assigning ship
The idea to fulfill ships’ calling and commanding subsystem is shown in figure 3.
match and identify
assigning ship

supervised
ship抯AIS
supervised
ship抯AIS
supervised
ship抯AIS

ship trait identification
information

MSTMC
— ships抍alling and
commanding subsystem

aquire assigning ship抯MMSI
or VHF channel stood by
call and command assigning
ship

Figure 3 To Fulfill Ships’ Calling and Commanding Subsystem

3.2.1 To match assigning ship
(1) Means to match assigning ship found in eyes with assigning ship found in AIS ENC in daytime
That all ships underway must input their trait identification information in daytime to AIS regularly
is requested. Maritime supervisor can compare assigning ship’s trait, such as ship shape and main deck
trait and shell colour and bridge trait, found in eyes in daytime with assigning ship’s trait in AIS
information to match assigning ship which makes jam found in eyes in daytime with assigning ship
found in AIS ENC.
(2) Means to match assigning ship found in eyes with assigning ship found in AIS ENC in night
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Maritime supervisor can compare assigning ship’s trait, such as showing navigational light and
assembling identification lights and temporary identification signal, found in eyes in night with
assigning ship’s trait in AIS information to match assigning ship which makes jam found in eyes in night
with assigning ship found in AIS ENC alike.
(3) Means to match assigning ship found in radar with assigning ship found in AIS ENC in fog
Maritime supervisor can look out at supervised water by radar and AIS in dense fog when looking
out in eyes is defective. Connecting AIS signal to radar display can match assigning ship which makes
jam found in radar with assigning ship found in AIS ENC in fog.
3.2.2 To acquire assigning ship’s calling information
Maritime supervisor can acquire MMSI or standing by VHF channel of assigning ship by his AIS
information after matching assigning ship found in eyes with assigning ship found in AIS
3.2.3 To call and command assigning ship
Maritime supervisor can call and command ships who make jam by VHF equip to ensure traffic
order after acquiring their calling information.
3.3 To fulfill ships traffic situation forecasting subsystem
The function of ships traffic situation forecasting subsystem is to scout traffic condition in
supervised water and forecast traffic situation later. The detail is shown in figure 4.

Figure 4 To Fulfill Ships Traffic Situation Forecasting Subsystem

3.3.1 To scout traffic condition
Supervised ships’ position and speed and course information shown in maritime supervision boat’
AIS ENC form traffic condition in supervised water. So maritime supervisor can scout traffic condition
of the time by them.
3.3.2 To forecast traffic situation later
To forecast traffic situation, supervised ships’ track and navigating time between its position and
next waypoint must be reckoned. Maritime supervisor can forecast traffic situation at a special time by
reckoning supervised ships’ proximate track point at a regular interval between their position and next
waypoint.
(1) To acquire information of supervised ship’ next waypoint
Information of supervised ship’ next waypoint can be acquired in supervised ship’s AIS.
(2)To reckon supervised ship’s track points at a standard interval between its position and next waypoint
Supervised ship’s navigation time between its position and next waypoint can be reckoned
according to distance of its position and next waypoint and speed and course. Supervised ship’s track
points at a standard interval between its position and next waypoint can be reckoned according to its
navigation time and distance between its position and next waypoint. The explanation is showed in
Figure 5.

Figure 5

Supervised Ship’s Track Points at a Standard Interval Between Its Position and Next Waypoint

(3) To forecast traffic situation at a special time
Supervised ship’s proximate track point at a regular interval between its position and next waypoint
can be selected in its track points at a standard interval between its position and next waypoint. All
supervised ships’ proximate track points at a regular interval between their positions and next waypoints
form traffic situation at a special interval time. Traffic situation at arbitrary time can be forecasted by
shifting track points’ time interval. The explanation is showed in Figure 6.
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proximate track point

Figure 6 To Forecast Traffic Situation at a Special Time by Proximate Track Points

4 To Exert Traffic Management Effect in Stochastic Water
Duty of traffic management in stochastic water is that once traffic congestion and chaos happen,
maritime supervision boat will arrive in the water and construct MSTMC and can identify and call and
command assigning ships who make jam to ensure traffic order according to scouting and predicting
traffic situation.
4.1 To acquire information of stochastic traffic congestion and chaos
Because waterway where traffic congestion and chaos happen is stochastic, information of traffic
congestion and chaos mayn’t be obtained by maritime supervision boat. Once stochastic traffic
congestion and chaos happen, ships in the water must immediately report it to Maritime Safety
Administration nearby. Maritime Safety Administration nearby informs maritime supervision boat to
arrive at the water and construct MSTMC in this locale.
4.2 To scout and evaluate traffic situation in supervised water
When MSTMC has been constructed in this locale, maritime supervisor can scout and forecast
traffic situation exactly by ships traffic situation forecasting subsystem of MSTMC combining with
looking out in eyes.
4.3 To match and call and assign ships in supervised water
When find a ship disobeys order to make traffic jam, maritime supervisor can identify and match
and call and assign the ship to ensure traffic order and waterway expedite.

5 Conclusions
To mend AIS information’s format and function standard, MSTMC on maritime supervision boat
can been constructed via receiving supervised ships’ AIS information. Maritime supervisor can fulfill
traffic management duty in stochastical water by ships traffic situation forecasting subsystem and ships’
calling and commanding subsystem of MSTMC.
The following questions about information and capability and installing and using standard of AIS
must be settled to carry out effect of MSTMS based on AIS technology.
(1) Information standard of AIS on all ships
Information standard of AIS on all ships must include: a) standard information of calling and
identifying, b) standard information of identifying ship’s trait in various circumstance, c) standard
information of ship’s movement parameter, d) standard information of ship’s track points, e) standard
information of ship’s voyage, f) standard input of temporary information.
(2) Capability and installing and using standard of AIS on all ships
Capability and installing and using of AIS on all ships must include: a) standard power and distance,
b) standard of restraining false signal, c) installing standard of universal ships, d) standard using of AIS
on all ships.
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Research on Union-Bank Online Payment Model System Design
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Abstract Along with the rapid development of Internet, e-commerce has become an integral part of
life. It owns most of its success to online payment. Nevertheless, some problems of the online payment
are becoming the largest restricts in the development of e-commerce. The proposed Union-Bank Online
Payment mode effectively solves these problems. Applying empirical research approach and model
research approach, Union-Bank Online Payment Model System Design proposes payment mode
combined with the secondary settlement payment mode and the credit-based payment mode. This paper
designs the structure supported by interface layer, business function layer, logic system layer and
database layer, and sets up the model system. Union-Bank Online Payment Model System can
effectively reflect Union-Bank online payment mode, which verifies the theoretical study, in order to
provide a practical leading online payment mode.
Key words Union-bank; Online payment; System; Design

1 Introduction
Along with the rapid development of Internet, e-commerce has become an integral part of life. It
owns most of its success to online payment. Nevertheless, some problems of the online payment are to
become the largest restricts in the development of e-commerce. Recently, domestic and overseas
advanced online payment modes have the following kinds.
(1) Online payment mode with e-banking payment gateway. E-banking payment gateway mode is a
kind of mode that the client or merchants transfer the payment instruction to the payment gateway, then
it complete the payment by the facilities of the bank[1] [2] [3]. In this mode, the online payment technology
effectively guarantee safety, however, due to various commercial banks develop a separate payment
gateway, it makes this pattern expose some problems, such as the disunity of transaction process, the
disunity of payment protocol and interface standard, disunity of authentication and digital certificate and
so on. Pan Huini pointed out that at present many domestic banks have set up enclosure to defend others,
developing an internal system of e-banking and authentication center. Banks cannot achieve
interworking, and our country does not have a national unified and authoritative center. In order to be
convenient in the trade, enterprise and customers have to install a number of computer digital
certificates, register more e-bank. It no doubt leads to cross authentication, repetitive construction and
resource wasting [4].
(2) Online payment mode with third-party platform. Third-party platform payment mode is a kind
of mode that the third-party platform set up connections among buyer, seller, business and bank, and it
provides trade management, currency payment and service of clearing[1] - [3]. In this mode, both credits
are guaranteed, but with the scale of the third-party platform expanding gradually, some problems come
out, such as tremendous transit funds, risk of crime, subject qualification, the legal status and so on. Luo
Xiaomeng pointed out that as an intermediary of Internet consumes engaged in paying and gathering,
the subject qualification and the business behavior of the third-party payment platform are lack of
adequate legal basis [5].
(3) Online payment mode with unified payment gateway (Union-Pay mode). Unified payment
gateway runs by financial service Co., ltd. specialized in electronic business online payment [1] - [3]. This
company is similar to commercial banks, which central bank offer for its liquidation and which provide
an inter-bank transfer payment online service. Its main function is to transmit and record the information
of trade among buyer, seller, logistics companies and banks. Although Union-Pay electronic payment
services Co., LTD. (ChinaPay) succeeded in the field of electronic payment CARDS, but it also has
similar puzzles like third-party payment platform. If you don't develop it in the online payment
advantages, integrating the information flow and solving synchronization problem, and make full use of
the supervisory position, then, it is difficult to become Chinese leading online payment mode. Xi Peng
points out that online banking exists many problems of anti-money-laundering, such as difficult in
executing "know your customer", discovering suspicious clues, supervising online payment transactions
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and [6]. Shen Bing, Chen Meimei noted that there is no special domestic supervision about online
banking laws and regulations, if the relevant bank supervision system in not enough of judicial district
registered, there would be various regulatory troubles about the security interests of local customers [7].
Union-Bank online payment mode effectively solves the existing problems of the above three
online payment modes. UB is short for Union-Bank. It emphasize that it is a bank. It has two aspects: on
the one hand, it is one of the subordinate for Chinese central bank, executing online payment policies,
and responding for online payment areas of financial supervision; on the other hand, it is a bank with
liquidation [8] [9]. Therefore ①with the special executive function of online payment, it unified the pay
process, unified payment protocol and interface standard, unified the authentication and digital
certificate, and so on, solved the existence problems of e-banking payment gateway mode; ②with the
status of bank, it reduces the risk of huge transit funds and crime, and confirms subject qualification and
legal status, solving the third-party payment platform for online payment mode of existence of the huge
traveling funds, crime subject qualification; ③with the official status of financial supervision, it exert its
advantages in online payment, integrating synchronization of capital flow and information flow. In order
to improve this mode, this paper will design Union-Bank Online Payment Model System to verify the
mode.

2 Theory of Union-Bank Online Payment Model System
2.1 Object
Objects of Union-Bank Online Payment Model System are commercial banks and business
enterprises.
2.2 Basic theory
Union-Bank Online Payment applies the secondary settlement payment mode and the credit-based
payment mode. The secondary settlement payment mode refers to one settlement at the time buyer pays
and the other settlement at the time seller receives the money. During the time, Union-Bank keep the
money until buyer confirms that buyer has received the goods. As a third-party keeping the money,
Union-Bank reduced the risk of the lack of credit faced by buyers and sellers in the process;
Credit-based payment mode refers to provide the credit of buyer to the seller. If seller agrees, seller
delivers the goods to buyer. Buyer pays in a certain days after receiving the goods. As a third-party
Union-Bank makes credit rating, objectively and fairly. This settlement mode can reduce the credit risk
appeared in the process of trading.
2.3 Payment process
Main flow: ①The buyer sends in the order through the joint of the enterprises and the
Union-Bank’s online payment system. ②Union-Bank sends the order to the seller through the joint of
the enterprises and the Union-Bank’s online payment system. ③When the Seller has confirmed the
order, The Bank informs the buyer to pay. If the seller does not agree with the order or the seller will
give buyer a discount, Orders will be revised back to the Union-Bank. Then the bank sends the order
back to the buyer and repeat step 1. ④Buyer confirms the payment. ⑤The Bank online payment system
estimates the payment transaction way and deal with it according to the appropriate way. ⑥When the
payment process is completed; both sides make an evaluation of the transaction. ⑦Transaction Closed.
The secondary settlement payment process: ①The buyer pays. ②The Bank withholds the money.
③The seller delivers the goods. ④The buyer receives them. ⑤The seller collects the money. Through
the above process, the secondary settlement payment mode is achieved.
The credit-based payment process: ①The Union-Bank offers the buyer’s credit. ②The Bank
withholds the money. ③The seller delivers the goods. ④The buyer pays. ⑤The seller collects the
money. Through the above process, the credit-based payment mode is achieved.
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Payment Process

3 Structure of Union-Bank Online Payment Model System
3.1 Interface layer.
This layer supplies three main functions. First, provides interactive interface to enterprises and
achieves the information transmission to enterprise, mainly in order to realize the orders transmission so
that data for transaction management can be transmitted. Second, provides interface to commercial bank,
realize the customer sharing between Union-Bank and commercial banks, makes system to realize the
transmission of data for customer management center. Finally, provides the interface to Chinese
National Advanced Payment System, achieving the transmission of data for inter-bank transfer.
3.2 Business functions layer.
This layer mainly completes business functions involved in online payment, including the business
transaction management, the customer management, the inter-bank transfer payments and settlement.
Transaction management function mainly depends on the data transferred by enterprise interface to
record the trading order, to update business state, and to adjust trading conditions to meet the
requirement of trade information in the function of settlement, Customer management function mainly
depends on data transferred by commercial bank to record the customer information and to update
customer information, in order to meet the requirement of account information in settlement. The
inter-bank transfer function mainly depends on data transferred by the Chinese National Advanced
Payment System interface to achieve the transfer of account between Union-Bank and commercial
banks, and makes record, in order to meet the requirement of transfer information in settlement. Finally,
the main function of payment settlement is using the e three types of business information mentioned
above to finish transfer in transaction, which means that achieve the transfer among accounts and record
information for inquiry.
3.3 Logical system layer.
This layer mainly realizes the function of business functions layer and record information in
database, including the payment and settlement subsystem, transaction management subsystem, account
management subsystem, Union-Bank liquidation subsystem. Payment and settlement system is mainly
used in adjusting the remaining balance in the account through account management subsystem when
transaction management subsystem sends out a transfer instruction. If it is transferred between different
places, the Payment and settlement system liquidates the capital through Union-Bank liquidation
subsystem and records every operation. The main function of transaction management subsystem is
disposing the order transferred and recording the information about orders. Depending on the process
about transactions, this subsystem can change the state and conditions to promise the transaction can be
finished safely and this subsystem can record every operation and save it in the transaction details. The
main function about the account management subsystem is managing the information about account and
adjusting the balance of trade in account file table, in order to protect the funds is safely circulation.
When needs audit, the corresponding accounting entries can be viewed and each operation can be
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recorded and stored in account file table. Union-Bank liquidation subsystem’s main role is liquidating
the capital of different branch banks, ensuring capital circulation and records every liquidations in
Union-Bank subsidiary bank table.
3.4 Database layer.
This layer is mainly used in recording all data in Union-Bank online payment system. Transaction
detail database mainly records transaction details, transaction states and transaction conditions and
supports the running of transaction management subsystem. Account file database mainly records the
information about customers, customer accounts and day-books and supports the running of accounts
management subsystem. Union-Bank information database mainly records enterprise`s information and
information about other collaborated commercial banks, branch banks and supports the running of
Union-Bank liquidation subsystem.
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Figure 2 Structure of Union-Bank Online Payment Model System

4 Key Technologies
4.1 Design of the secondary settlement payment mode
(1)After both the seller and the buyer have confirmed the order, buyer pays the money. Then the
payment system reduces the buyer’s account balance and adds it to the payments transaction account.
Accounting entries to debit the seller account, credited to The Union-Bank between transaction accounts.
(2)The system informs the seller to deliver the goods. The buyer may request a refund within 24
hours.
(3)When the seller has confirmed the delivery, the system notify the buyer to receipt. The buyer can
request for a refund within 7 × 24 hours before the confirmation of receipt and after shipping.
(4)After receiving the confirmation that the buyer has agreed to pay, if the buyer neither asks for a
refund 7 x 24 hours after the delivery nor does he confirm the receipt, the system will default the
payment. Then it reduces the bank account balance of payments transactions, accounting entries to debit
payments between bank accounts and credit seller accounts.
(5)Payment is completed.
4.2 Design of the credit-based payment mode
(1)When both seller and buyer are confirming the order, the Union-Bank provides the seller the
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buyer’s credit. The credit is evaluated by the Union-Bank customer credit rating system. The seller can
deliver after he confirms the order.
(2)When the seller has confirmed delivery, the system will notify the buyer to receipt. The buyer
can request for a refund within 7 × 24 hours before the confirmation of receipt and after shipping.
(3)After receiving the confirmation that the buyer has agreed to pay, if the buyer neither asks for a
refund 7 × 24 hours after the delivery nor does he confirm the receipt, the system will default the
payment. The buyer should complete the payment within the credit period
(4)The buyer pays the money and the seller receives it. System reduces the buyer's account balance,
accounting entries to debit the buyer account and credit seller accounts. Then the system increases the
seller’s account balance.
(5)Payment is completed.
4.3 Design of the tables in databases
(1)Transaction detail table (id, account_buyer, account_seller, id_order, amount, mode, state,
time_start, time_end, evaluation_buyer, evaluation_seller, credit_buyer, credit_seller)
(2)Trading flow table (id, account_debit, account_credit, amount, time)
(3)Transaction state table (id, time_buyer_pay, time_seller_deliver, time_buyer_getmoney,
time_seller_getgoods)
(4)Transaction condition table (id, buyer_pay, seller_deliver, buyer_get, buyer_getgoods,
seller_getmoney, refund_apply, refund_agree, evaluation_buyer, evaluation_seller, closed)
(5)Account file table (account, name, balance, bank_certificate, account_certificate, credit_buyer,
credit_seller)
(6)Union-Bank subsidiary bank table (id, name, address)
(7)Corporate bank table (id, name, address)

5 Conclusions
Above all, the Union-Bank Online Payment Model System is designed according to the
Union-Bank online payment mode. In the system, payment process is designed to unify the existed
different payment process, structure of the system, which involves interface layer, business function
layer, logic system layer and database layer, is designed to develop the system. As the key technologies
the secondary settlement payment mode, the credit-based payment mode and tables in databases are
design to solve the problems in the development.
The Union-Bank online payment mode, which has distinctive features differently from of the
existing studies, may become the leading on-line payment mode in our country. Combining the modern
payment system of People's Bank of China and payment gateway of integrated commercial banks, you
can share all bank application system of commercial banks, payment gateway, network resources and
customer resources, use an extension of pay and supply chain to realize cross-bank online payment
service. Meanwhile, using a unified online payment gateways well as a process of a unified information
interface standard to unit and to achieve interoperability with the systems of some institutions such as
the buyers and sellers, certification center, logistics center, the modern payment systems of People's
Bank of China, mobile communication systems, 315 consumer association, quality Supervision, Bureau
of Industry and Commerce Administration and Public Security Bureau, you will effectively solve the
bottleneck of healthy development of electronic commerce. Based on the establishment of e-commerce
infrastructure payment data resource library of online payment based on Union-Bank and the reference
of domestic and overseas research in related fields, we integrate the relevant research of computer
science, operations research, industrial engineering, business strategy, management science and law
science. Hence, we study the intelligent technology based on users' experience, case-based reasoning
technology, ontology technology, forecasting and warning methods, CRM methods and technology,
SCM methods and techniques and credit assessment techniques and methods. By studying the
innovative service linking to the online payment service, it will provide of theory and method for
development of e-commerce economic, at the same time, it will create values for the online payment
service providers and customers. The establishment of the Bank online payment system prototype can
effectively reflect the joint bank on-line payment mode. And constant improvement of its function in
practice will verify the correction of the theory in this research, promote the progress of paid media, and
provide a practical oriented online payment mode for our online payment area.
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Integrated Logistics Model Design for China’s Pharmaceutical
Industry
Zhan Limei
School of Management, Changchun Institute of Technology, Changchun, P.R. China, 130021
(E-mail: limeizhan@yahoo.com.cn)
Abstract With economic globalization and market competition intensification, how to quickly
improve the competitiveness of China’s pharmaceutical industry and promote the scientific development
of medical logistics becomes a top priority. This paper analyzes the present developing situation and
existing problems of medical logistics. According the supply chain management, the paper puts forward
the point of view of integrated development in the medical logistics, and designs the integrated logistics
mode for china’s pharmaceutical, on the basis of pharmaceutical production enterprise, large
pharmaceutical wholesale enterprises, large pharmaceutical retail chain enterprise and third party
logistics enterprise, and furthermore, analyzes the characteristics and applicability of various models.
Key words Pharmaceutical logistics; Supply chain; Integration; Model

1 Introduction
Pharmaceutical industry is recognized internationally as the most promising high-tech, high
investment, high profitability, high-risk sunrise business. According to a forecast, future sales of
pharmaceutical products worldwide will reach 7% annual growth, while China’s annual average growth
rate is 17.5%. By 2010 China’s pharmaceutical market value will reach 60 billion U.S. dollars. By 2020
it will reach 120 billion U.S. dollars. It will surpass the U.S. as the world’s largest pharmaceutical
market, medical logistics will enter a new stage of development, associated with pharmaceutical market.
Medical logistics is a form of flow that transfers pharmaceutical products from manufacturers to
consumers. Pharmaceutical logistics industry abroad has gone through the stage of free competition. The
market has become quite mature and standardized while a highly concentrated industrial pattern has
formed. In developed areas like Europe, America and Japan, medical logistics enterprises in large-scale,
especially some super medical logistics chains, dominate buyers’ market. For example, the top three of
medical logistics enterprises in America has now possessed a market share of 95% while the top two
among them, McKesson Corporation and Cardinal Health, occupy respectively more than 30% of the
domestic market. Similarly, the 75 largest pharmaceutical wholesale enterprises in Japan also dominate
more than 95% of the business. All in all, such are the characteristics and trends of pharmaceutical
logistics industry in developed countries: oligarchy, monopolization, management of scale. However,
the medical logistics market in China is now small and disordered. In contrast to the situation abroad,
the top three among 16.5 thousand wholesale enterprises in China, Sinopharm, Shaphar and Jointown
only share 3~5% of the sales respectively. This distribution dampens both production and vendition,
thus severely limiting the development of the whole pharmaceutical industry.
In recent years, China’s macro-economic development trend is developing better, which provides a
good external environment for the pharmaceutical industry. In 2000 the former State Economic and
Trade Commission issued the “China’s Pharmaceutical Industry Tenth Five-Year Development
Projection” as well as large pharmaceutical logistics centers fiscal policy, which offers discount loans; in
2005 the State Food and Drug Administration issued the “Concerning the Strengthening of Drug
Supervision and Management, Promoting Drug Modern Logistics”; in 2006 the State Development and
Reform Commission issued “China’s Pharmaceutical Industry Eleventh Five-year Development
Projection”. These policy documents have pointed out the importance and urgency to develop modern
medicine logistics.

2 The Development of China’s Pharmaceutical Industry Logistics
China’s pharmaceutical industry grew out of the traditional planned economic system. Under the
conditions of the planned economy, medicine is produced on national plan, state monopoly for purchase
and sales, and the price on the implementation of national centralized control of management at different
levels. Along with the deepening of reform and opening up, China’s pharmaceutical industry has
established a market economic system, but for a long period, the pharmaceutical companies focuses on
production, ignore logistics. It has multi-drug supply chain, many trading levels, and drugs from the
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hands of the factory to the final consumer, in the mature abroad markets generally 2-3 middle traders, in
China tend to have 6-7 middle traders. According to the survey, China’s pharmaceutical logistics cost
rate is 19.63% on average, in the average proportion of sales, logistics costs account for 10% or more,
far more than the United States, the rate of pharmaceutical logistics costs in developed countries (in the
United States, this rate is only 2.6%). At present, there are 16,500 distributors, 14,000 wholesalers, but
the annual pharmaceutical sales is as small as 10% of the global market, pharmaceutical distribution
margins accounts for about 45% in the total margins, while the majority of pharmaceutical business
margin becomes into sales expenses. Its net profit is less than 1% (Jing Liu, etc., 2006). These data
shows that China’s pharmaceutical distribution business is under high energy consumption, low
efficiency state, market concentration is low, no scale. In addition, the lack of medical logistics
management, the lack of medical logistics network system, pharmaceutical industry has not formed
unified standard codes of medicines, these reasons have become a bottleneck on the development of
China’s modern medicine logistics development.

3 The Trend of China’s Pharmaceutical Industry Logistics
3.1 Pharmaceutical logistics industry concentration will gradually increase
In accordance with “Tenth Five-Year” projection requirements, the state in recent years to cultivate
a number of large pharmaceutical distribution companies, an increase of pharmaceutical distribution
company’s coverage and overall strength. National “Eleventh Five-Year Projection” started to focus on
the regulation of the circulation industry standards, comprehensive Good Supply Practice (GSP)
certification to promote the standardization of the construction industry. Through capital merger,
combination, reorganization, integration of existing pharmaceutical resources, to achieve maximum
profits and ultra-conventional development, and this will progressively change over pharmaceutical
companies, more quantities, small scales, scattered, chaotic status, so that production and sales of
pharmaceutical industry concentration and economic efficiency improved significantly. In addition, the
increasingly fierce competition in the market, leads to the concentration development of China
pharmaceutical logistics will tend to focus on the major driving force.
3.2 Trans-regional group distribution system is taking shape
With the changes in the pattern of the pharmaceutical industry, the previous administrative areas
based on distribution model will become into a cross-regional group distribution system development.
January 1, 2005, China allows foreign enterprises to engage in a full range of marketing services,
including drug purchase, storage and distribution, wholesale, retail and after-sales service, which will
have a significant impact on the traditional wholesale, retail and mode of operation. International,
modern, professional pharmaceutical industry enters into the commercial companies to make the
domestic pharmaceutical business and logistics enterprises are facing severe challenges. Through
mergers, joint small and medium sized wholesalers, large-scale logistics enterprises become into a node
company with a wholesale distribution network, at the same time, some manufacturers and retailers have
no logistics functions, they are looked as the target customer. Gradually, cross-chief regional distribution
large pharmaceutical groups formed; its target market is large domestic market.
3.3 The transition from medical logistics information technology to e-commerce systems
In the overall development trend of logistics industry, medicine logistics technology is moving
from manual-based approach to gradually transition to the use of e-commerce systems, e-commerce
system is designed for buyers and sellers throughout the pharmaceutical industry to provide electronic
trading services from third-party independent system. It consists of the data preparation, transaction
matching, order processing, billing and settlement services, membership-based management, transaction
monitoring, and other subsystems. This system does not have the traditional entities of the physical form,
but it can provide physical medicine market trading service functions, the effective integration of
pharmaceutical industrial chain business flow, information flow and capital flow, representing the
development trend of modern medicines in circulation.
3.4 Medical logistics operation to supply chain integration management
With the logistics integration is changing from the integration of internal logistics activities within
the enterprise to enterprise collaboration, supply chain and supply chain management came into being.
Modern medicine logistics becomes into supply chain management model. As a platform of large
logistics center, manufacturers and distributors establish a market-oriented supply system, improve the
efficiency of drug distribution, and form a relatively stable production and marketing alliance network,
it is a medical logistics operation trends. Pharmaceutical supply chain upstream and downstream
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enterprises in the production of varieties, supply quantity, delivery time, delivery methods collaboration
with each other, via the Internet between the upstream and downstream cooperated companies effective
internal net work interface, automatic billing, automatic replenishment, automated purchase, etc.,
common pursuit value-added and reducing costs, and continue to enhance their competitiveness, and
strengthen their own advantage.

4 A Integrated Logistics Model for China’s Pharmaceutical Industry
Integrated medical logistics is to integrate effectively distributed resources on the market from the
pharmaceutical supply chain management, large-scale pharmaceutical enterprises play a central role,
computer network technology and information technology is a backbone, integrated advanced logistics
technology and management approach, to integrate supply chain nodes and management, in order to
achieve the integration of logistics functions, integration between logistics channels and business flow
channels, integration between within logistics ,achieve resource sharing, to provide customers with
integrated and efficient integrated logistics services, and through integration of logistics strengths,
absorbing small and medium pharmaceutical companies and eventually become a medical circulation
system, which has a good network, advanced delivery methods, good quality service, becomes into a
low consuming and high efficient pharmaceutical distribution system (Xia Xudong, 2009) . Among them,
supply chain management is a prerequisite for integrated logistics, modern logistics technology and
information technology support, logistics functions and channel integration is characteristic.
4.1 Integrated medical logistics model with a major business of pharmaceutical manufacturing
enterprises
To the supply chain of large pharmaceutical companies as a core business, to build a modern
logistics distribution network system, will be the upstream suppliers and downstream distributors,
retailers and other organically integrated, both to achieve the integration of logistics functions, but also
Logistics channels and business channels, between logistics channels, to achieve resource sharing and
integration for the production and marketing of integrated logistics services, as shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1 Integrated Medical Logistics Model with a Major Business of Manufacturing Enterprises

Advantage of this model is to ensure that pharmaceutical manufacturers on the supply chain has a
strong control ability; responsive to customer needs, able to establish effective customer relationship
management; to reduce leakage and other trade secrets and intellectual property risks. But the
re-structuring business logistics, high construction costs, this model will bring a certain barriers to the
normal operation of the enterprise to requiring companies to have a strong management capabilities. At
the same time, it can easily lead to full use of logistics resources, logistics and various links fragmented,
from a long term, it can not form the core competitiveness (Yan Cui, 2009).
This model is suitable for large pharmaceutical companies which has a strong logistics capabilities
and experience, and has sufficient economic strength and scale of logistics.
4.2 Integrated medical logistics model with a major business of pharmaceutical wholesale
enterprises
In the supply chain of large wholesale pharmaceutical enterprises as the core businesses, to make
use of its management, technical, financial advantage, with the other nodes in the supply chain
enterprises, in the supply chain and logistics systems, to build an integrated operation, to achieve the
integration of logistics channels and commerce flow channel, integration of logistics functions (Xia
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Xudong, 2009), it is shown in Figure 2.
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Enterprises

This model is suit for wholesale enterprises with large-scale logistics system platform .Make use of
their logistics management and operational strengths and experience, the core status in the supply chain,
to provide “one-stop” series logistics services.
4.3 Integrated medical logistics model with a major business of retail chain
To the supply chain of large retail chains as the core business, with the other nodes in the supply
chain, building into the formation of the integrated enterprise logistics system to achieve the integration
of logistics functions, but does not include the logistics channel integration; but it has a strong capacity
of logistics and distribution, a higher degree of integration. The model through the core logistics and
distribution center from the manufacturer or wholesale organization, organize purchasing and logistics,
and through the distribution center to the chain stores, medical institutions, organizations, distribution,
logistics, to form logistics model with a unified purchasing, uniform distribution. This model has a
low-cost, high efficiency, can achieve immediate purchase and instant delivery.
4.4 Integrated medical logistics model with a major business of third-party logistics
For a major third-party logistics enterprises as the core business, through the supply chain into the
other nodes to form the integrated enterprise logistics system, its main business of third-party logistics
as a professional, social-oriented logistics system, it is available for the field of medicine circulation side
and demand-side entities, provide a full range of logistics services companies business model, it is
shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Integrated Medical Logistics Model with a Major Business of Third-Party Logistics

Third-party medical logistics to provide professional logistics services, from logistics design and
logistics operation, logistics and technical tools, logistics facilities, logistics management, it must reflect
the level of specialization and professionalization, this is both the logistics needs of the consumer, but
also the basic requirements of third-party medical logistics self-development. In addition, third-party
medical logistics compared with normal pharmaceutical logistics company, its most notable feature is
not involved in any activity, just do the logistics and distribution functions, what provide is a highly
targeted logistics services and value-added services, it has obvious personal and professional strengths.

5 Conclusions
Integrated medical logistics model is an inevitable trend of the pharmaceutical industry
development; it is a way to improve the overall competitiveness of the pharmaceutical industries. The
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development of integrated medical logistics models also need to enhance networking and information
technology, promotion of the basic work of drugs and logistics coding standardization.
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Risk Sharing in Business Process Outsourcing
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Abstract Risk sharing needs of the client has been highlighted in business process outsourcing. In
order to get the optimal risk sharing between the client and the vendor, the paper builds a three-stage
game model in which both the client and the vendor are risk aversion. The analyses of model results
show that the proportion of risk undertaken by the client will increase when uncertainty and difficulty of
the outsourced process is higher, but will no more than the risk undertaken by the vendor under
situations that they have same risk aversion. Also, we give the criteria to choose a vendor for the client
who has the need to share the risks.
Key words Risk sharing; Business rrocess outsourcing; Risk aversion; Game model

1 Introduction
Outsourcing has become very widespread in the last decade and has moved on from limited
applications where peripheral business functions are ‘outsourced’ to much more vital business functions
being outsourced today (Quelin and Duhamel, 2003). Business process outsourcing (BPO) is one of the
most common forms of outsourcing and is rapidly growing with a projected annual growth rate of 60
percent (Tapper, 2004). BPO phenomenal growth can be attributed to technological advancements, such
as the Internet and mobile services, which have reduced communication costs and facilitated the
internationalization of business processes (Mahnke et al., 2005). The Gartner Group defines BPO as the
delegation of one or more IT-intensive business processes to an external provider that in turn owns,
administers and manages the selected process based on defined and measurable performance criteria
(Stone, 2004).
The academic literature has identified a number of expected gains that companies can derive from
business process outsourcing. They range from the reduction of operational costs (Lacity and
Hirschheim, 1993) to the ability to focus on core competencies (Quinn and Hilmer, 1994) while having
access to the industry-leading external competencies and expertise (Kakabadse and Kakabadse, 2002).
Also an emerging literature that highlights risk sharing needs associated with business process
outsourcing (Doh, 2005).
In many industries, the output quantity of a business process is not deterministic and is influenced
by many factors. Increasingly BPO has resulted in business risks being shared with providers on account
of reduced need for capital expenditure on infrastructure- and manpower development. BPO clients are
very much part of today's business environment that is dynamic and uncertain in several ways (Garg et
al., 2003) and calls for the need to be less prone to risks. Risk sharing refers to the clients' realization
that they may not ever need full in-house ownership of a particular activity. For example, the decision of
Swiss International Airlines and Austrian Airlines to outsource revenue and traffic accounting,
passenger interlines billing, and frequent flyer program administration to AFS was meant to share
business risks (World Investment Report, 2006).
Our paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the assumptions and setup a
game model in which the client devises risk sharing contract to the vendor and get the payoff function of
the client and the vendor. In section 3, we solve the models based on the participation constraint and
incentive constraint. In section 4, we analyze the optimal risk sharing between the client and the vendor.
The final section concludes the research findings of the paper.

2 Model Setup
Assumption 1. The client has outsourced one business process to the vendor and expected risk
sharing benefits at the same time.
Assumption 2. The production function of the business process is linear, X = pa + θ where a is
the efforts level of the vendor, p is the productivity of the vendor and θ is the uncertainty of
outsourced process faced in the external environment. θ is normally distributed with zero mean and
variance σ 2 , that is θ ~ N (0, σ 2 ) .
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Assumption 3. The vendor’s efforts cost function is C (a) = 1 / 2ba 2 , where b is cost coefficient of
the efforts. The function means the more efforts the vendor put into, the more negative utility the vendor
has and the negative utility isn’t diminishing.
Assumption 4. The client is risk aversion and the client’s utility function is uc ( x) = −e − ρc x , where
ρ c is the client’s coefficient of absolute risk aversion. The vendor is risk aversion and the vendor’s
utility function is uv ( x) = −e − ρv x , Where ρ v is the vendor’s coefficient of absolute risk aversion.
Assumption 5. The client devises a linear contract to get risk sharing with the vendor w = α + β X ,
α is the fixed pay and β is the incentive pay.
According to the above assumptions, the expected utility function of the client and the vendor is
1
π c = X − (α + β X ) − ρc var[ X − (α + β X )]
(1)
2
1
π v = (α + β X ) − ρv var(α + β X )
(2)
2
1
Where ρc var[ X − (α + β X )] is the risk cost of the client and var[ X − (α + β X )] is variation
2
1
of the client’s payoff, where ρv var(α + β X ) is the risk cost of the vendor and var(α + β X ) is
2
variation of the vendor’s payoff.

3 Model Solution
We use backward induction to solve the game model and begin from the final stage to get the risk
undertaken by the vendor and by the client.
3.1 The third stage
In this stage the vendor will decide a to satisfy the incentive constraint. The incentive constraint of
the vendor is to choose a to maximize his payoff, that is Max π v .
a

1
∂[(α + β X ) − ρ v var(α + β X )]
2
According to the first order condition, that is
= 0 , putting
∂a
1
var(α + β X ) = ρvσ 2 into it, then
2
1
∂ (α + β pa − ρv β 2σ 2 )
2
=0
(3)
∂a
We get the optimal efforts of the vendor is
βp
a=
(4)
b
3.2 The second stage
In this stage the vendor will choose to accept the contract or not, that is the contract should satisfy
the participation constraint. Let w be the vendor’s minimum utility level. If the vendor’s payoff is

below w , it won’t accept the contract. So the vendor’s participation constraint is represented as: π v ≥ w .
Under optimal conditions, the client needn’t pay more than the minimum, so the vendor’s participation
constraint is:
1
(5)
(α + β X ) − ρv var(α + β X ) = w
2
3.3 The first stage
The optimal incentive problem of the client is to design a contract to induce the vendor to choose
the action most beneficial to the client, that is
Max π c
β
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1
s.t (α + β X ) − ρv var(α + β X ) = w
2
βp
a=
b
∂π c
Putting the two constraints into
= 0 , then
∂β

.

∂[

β p2
b

−

β 2 p2
2b

−

ρv β 2σ 2
2

−

ρ c (1 − β ) 2 σ 2

∂β

2

(6)

]

=0

(7)

We get the vendor’s risk sharing is

β=

1
b ρ vσ 2
1+ 2
p + b ρ cσ 2

.

(8)

The client’s risk sharing is
b ρ vσ 2
p + b ρ cσ 2 + b ρ v σ 2
The risk sharing between the client and the vendor is
bρ σ 2
1− β
= 2 v
β
p + b ρ cσ 2
1− β =

(9)

2

(10)

4 Model Analyses
We get from equation (10) that the optimal risk sharing between the client and the vendor is
determined by σ 2 , b , ρ v , ρ c and p . The risk sharing is the incremental function of b, ρ v and σ 2 . The
risk sharing is the decreasing function of p and ρ c .
1− β
∂(
) / ∂b > 0 can be explained as the more difficult the outsourced process is, the higher

β

proportion of risk will be undertaken by the client. ∂ (1 − β ) / ∂ρ v > 0 can be explained as the higher risk
β

aversion the vendor is, the higher proportion of risk will be undertaken by the client.
1− β
∂(
) / ∂σ 2 > 0 can be explained as the higher risk the outsourced process faces, the higher proportion
β

of risk will be undertaken by the client.
1− β
∂(
) / ∂p > 0 can be explained as the higher productivity the vendor has, the lower proportion of

β

risk will be undertaken by the client. ∂ (1 − β ) / ∂ρ c > 0 can be explained as the higher risk aversion the
β

client is, the lower proportion of risk will be undertaken by the client.
Moreover, we get from equation (10) that when ρc = ρv ,
higher p can make

1− β

β

1− β

β

< 1 and even when ρc < ρv , a

= 1 . It can be explained as the client will undertake no more risk than the

vendor if the vendor is not more risk aversion than the client.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we aim at the emerging drivers in BPO that the clients need risk sharing with their
vendor and get the optimal risk sharing contract between the client and the vendor. This paper builds a
three-stage dynamic game model in which both the client and the vendor are risk aversion to study risk
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sharing in business process outsourcing. The main findings of the research are as followed. 1) Under
situations that the outsourced process is facing high risks or the outsourced process is difficult to
complete, the proportion of risk undertaken by the client will increase. 2) The client has higher risk
aversion can effectively reduce its risk by choosing a vendor with higher productivity and lower risk
aversion. 3) The client can devise a risk-sharing contract to have the vendor taken more risk when it has
the same risk aversion as the vendor. Extension of the research includes the risk sharing problem
considering the output of outsourced process cannot be verified by the third party.
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A Study on Punitive Damage System to Product Liability
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Abstract The law of the People's Republic of Tort Liability Law (hereinafter referred to as the Tort
Liability Law) comes into force. This act includes punitive damage among product liability, but Chinese
current Product Quality Law. this paper utilizes, the methods of legal interpretation, legislative studies,
comparative studies and practical analysis are used, and based on the understanding of current
legislation, some existing problems and conflicts have been put forward. Finally, it is concluded that the
Product Quality Law should introduce the contents of punitive damage to complete Chinese product
liability system.
Key words Punitive damage; Product liability; Tort liability law; Infringement

1 Introduction
Punitive damage, also known as exemplary damages or vindictive damages, is meaning the
perpetrator to implement some kind of malicious behavior, or when the behavior existed gross
negligence, in order to perpetrators from punishment and pursuit the purpose of deterring such behavior
effect, the court conduct the decree to pay compensation at the same time, usually to sentence the
perpetrator of the victim to pay more than their actual damage range of the compensation[1]. Punitive
damage case law is British & US law system product, particularly applicable in the United States, and
gradually to other common law countries and civil law countries. Educational circles fail to come to an
agreement of the content about this system, which are roughly divided into two ideas: including
compensatory damages or not including compensatory damages. The nature of this system is mainly
related to its ownership in public law or private law, at home and abroad there are several theoretical
perspectives: a) Although Punitive damage have the punitive and deterring factors, but are still civil
liabilities[2]; b) Punitive damage are criminal and should not be admitted into the private law system[3]; c)
Punitive damage are quasi-criminal liabilities[4]; d) Punitive damage are economic liabilities[5]. The
representative views of Punitive damage on the function are: a) That the purpose of Punitive damage is
to suffer the plaintiffs’ losses and let them to gain full compensation[6]. b) That the function of Punitive
damage is punitive (or sanctions), contain (or prevention) and compensation (damages fill) [7]. c) That
Punitive damage have four kinds of functions which are punishment, containment, law enforcement and
compensation[8]. d) The Punitive damage have seven kinds of functions that to punish the defendant, to
stop the defendant repeating, to stop the other people doing the same behavior, the maintenance of peace,
to induce the private prosecution of illegal activities, to compensate the loss of the plaintiff that can not
be filled in other laws, to pay the legal fees to the plaintiff[9]. From the view of legislation and litigation
procedures, almost all countries of the world put the Punitive damage in civil law and basis on tort
liability or contractual liability. View from the field of social law, 1993, China's Consumer Protection
Law adopted this system, the new Tort Liability Law explicitly Punitive damage into the field of tort,
and these is have a great significance for the expansion of the scope about application of the Punitive
damage.

2 About the Issues
2.1 Legal origin of Punitive damage in China’s Product Liability Law
Product liability from the mid-nineteenth century appears as a legal problem, is refers specifically
to a liability result from product defect, which has become a relatively independent area of law. Many
countries in the world are put the problem of damages caused by defective product into the product
liability law for provision and adjustment. There is not a single “product liability law” in China, while
the product liability and product quality supervision are provided in a “Product Quality Law”. This
legislative system has Chinese characteristics. This content of the legislative model is the integration of
public and private law, and using a variety of economic law to adjust the conduct of market subject, and
to supervise state intervention in economic life, in order to protect the whole interests of society.
Since 1993, the Consumer Protection Law was enacted, Punitive damage in the field of product
liability has been a hot topic of research in China. The 49th article of the law provided fraud operators
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bear “double liability” to consumers, China's Contract Law recognized this system in the contract area in
113th article. The 96th article of Food Safety Law provided, resulting in consumers personal, property
or other damage by the production does not meet food safety standards, or knowingly the food does not
meet safety standards still sell, the food producers and sellers, can take “ten times of the compensation”
to consumers. In addition, the article VIII, and article IX in the interpretation of supreme people's court
on the trial of a number of issues about the law applicable of real estate sales have also provided
Punitive damage. The 47th article of Tort Liability Law explicitly introduces Punitive damage into the
scope of product liability. However, current Product Quality Law is still adopting the traditional
principle of homogeneity compensation for defective Product Damage. It has brought some doubts and
problems.
2.2 Specific problems of punitive damage in China’s Product Liability Law
2.2.1 Legislative loopholes of product liability in China
Tort Liability Law is a basic civil law and product liability is a special kind of infringements,
specifically, is a result of damage caused by objects generated violations. Special kind of infringements
are more regulated in special laws in China, that is, on tort liability caused by the defective products, the
Tort Liability Law and Product Quality Law are general law and special law. From the point view of
time order, these two laws were both examined and adopted by the National People's Congress, that Tort
Liability Law is the new law while Product Quality Law is the old law. Competing with the general
principles of law applicable, it seems that the same agency laws, special law is superior to the general
law applicable, and the new law is superior to the old law applicable can be both used. As mentioned
above, Chinese Product Quality Law does not provide for Punitive damage, but to take the traditional
homogeneity principle of compensation. The basic characteristic of the principle of homogeneity
compensation is compensatory, role in the application of civil liability when the damage is difficult to
restitution, using the remedy way to fill the victim's actual loss. It is a direct relief to victims.
Homogeneous formation of relief is based on the legal concept of the performance of private equity and
fairness. Its production is based on a theoretical assumption that all the civil subjects in society have the
equal legal status and everybody has roughly the same benefits and chances in market competition and
distribution. However, in reality product liability, there are certain limitations exist in this principle.
2.2.2 Subjective state of mind and consequence in elements of punitive damage
In the world, the U.S. is typically recognized Punitive damage system, the applicable penalty in the
subjective element of liability, generally requires the following elements: First, the perpetrator has
subjective intent. Second, the actor has malicious. Third, the actor do not interest in the interests of
others. Fourth, the perpetrator has great subjective fault. Then, have caused damage consequences,
usually the victim proof the actual damage has occurred. Furthermore, the victim needs to prove that the
damage is caused by acts of perpetrator’s behavior, that behavior and the damage there is a causal
relationship. Finally, Punitive damage must be attached to general damages.
According to China's Tort Liability Law, the 47th article in the field of product liability for Punitive
damage’ applicable conditions includes that: First, the infringer has the subjective intent, that knowing
the defective products still production or sale. Second, with serious damage that causing the Victims
serious health or death. Third, the harm results and the infringer's conduct have causal relationship. It is
worth noting, Punitive damage under this article only a limited scope of “causing death of another
person or health of serious damage”, and other damage, such as property damage does not apply to
Punitive damage. The 47th article of Consumer Protection Law provides seller providing goods or
services need only fraudulent acts result in consumers who have suffered losses will have to bear
“double liability”, while in the Food Safety Law, producer and seller knowing the food does not meet
food safety standards, still produce and sell, resulting in consumers personal, property or other damage,
can take “ten times of the compensation” to consumers. From this, in Chinese product liability
legislation, the subjective element for Punitive damage is intentional, which does not recognize the case
of gross negligence, that also require to clear consequences of violation. China's Product Quality Law
does not recognize Punitive damage, while the 46th article: “Defects within this Law, is meaning the
product has the threatening unreasonable safety risk to the health and property of others; products have
the national standards or industry standards for protect human health and property safety, is
incompatible with the standards. ” Is it just the product liability cause serious personal injury can be
applicable to the Punitive damage, and property losses are not allowed, it really need to further clarity
and perfection.
2.2.3 The amount of punitive damage
The United States Restatement of Tort Law II section 908 (2) provides that Punitive damage can be
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for the defendant's evil motive or his reckless disregard for the rights of others and make a bad character
behavior. The court in the application of Punitive damage generally should also take into account some
factors such as the economic conditions of the perpetrator, the influence of the perpetrator’s behavior,
the relationship between the perpetrator and the victims, the sustained level of the behavior, whether the
perpetrator has gotten profits from the behavior, and the cost the victim bear to avoid loss. When
assessing the amount of Punitive damage, the court may properly consider many combinative factors
such as the nature of the act, the nature and extent of damage which defendant expected to result and the
amount of the defendant's property, and so on.
The “defects” of Punitive damage system is actually reflected the excessive punishment prescribed
that lead to imbalance of fairness. China’s Tort Liability Law does not provide a specific amount of
Punitive damage, or set the limits of Punitive damage, but gives judges greater discretion. However, can
be used as reference in the product liability field which the Consumer Protection Law and Food Safety
Law don’t have the same amount for the Punitive damage. This is clearly not conducive to the actual
operation of the legal system. In addition, some argue for the conceptual problems, such as the newly
promulgated Tort Liability Law which stipulated the victim has the right to call for “corresponding
Punitive damage” and how does the “corresponding” should be explained, Tort Liability Law did not
give clear criteria. It is necessary to be clear in Product Quality Law.

3 Rational Judged on the Issues
3.1 The coordination of legal system
As mentioned above, regarding Punitive damage system in product liability that Product Quality
Law was not provided. Then how deal with the relationship between the Product Quality Law and Tort
Liability Law reasonably and how applies the existing laws in one coherent system, which is the
problem we urgently need to study. To solve the problems, we must firstly understand the meaning of
legal system. Legal system is defined as an organic unified whole, formed as all the current legal norms
in one country, which accord to different legal departments[10]. Socialist legal system with Chinese
characteristics must be “a full range of highly structured, internal harmony, scientific style”, the legal
aspects are match to each other, do not has conflict, and take a comprehensive adjustment for the
socialist economic, political and cultural life. Important to note that although the legal system possibility
has a conflict among the laws, but it requires the constant improvement of the legal system and legal
system is no problem. The contradictions of legal system lead to “system violated” in the legal order.
System violation is usually formed as “norm conflict” or “value judgments conflict” [11].
Seeing from the existing legislation, setting Punitive damage into the responsibility of defective
products liability, the Tort Liability Law adopts a clear positive attitude but Product Quality Law is not
provided. The contradiction here is not simply related to the effectiveness but the conflict of norm
legislative loopholes. Furthermore, this legal loophole in the conflict is not only contradictory norms but
also the contradictions that can be resolved. There are some deficiencies and defects of laws that they
are difficult to overcome, its important performance are the contradictions of legal abstraction, stability
and specificity of real life, which development and change all the time. These are inevitable limitations
of law. However, there is not absolutely any solution about the application of law. Law requires effective
implementation and its vulnerability of run up needs the resolution and protection accord to the
coordination of the interpretations. In the civil cases of British and US law system, the equity is often
played “remedy” role for the common law. There are also many Methods in the civil law for the “not
satisfactory” to complement and interpretation. Between the competing applicable principles in the legal
norms, the most important one is: if the two laws were legislated by the same authority, and special
provisions are inconsistent with the general provisions, special provisions are applied, that is often said
the particular law is priority for appliance.
3.2 The elimination of the legal norms’ conflict
On one hand, in the provisions of product liability system, Tort Liability Law and Product Quality
Law are the general law and special law. General law and special law are classified with the standard of
the application. General law refers to general persons, general issues, general time, general space and
general range to effective. Special law refers to specific persons, specific issues effectively, and in a
particular area and time to effective[10]. The article V of Tort Liability Law states: “Other law about tort
has specifically otherwise provided, in accordance with its provisions.” With this applicable principle of
tort liability, if other laws were made for another tort liability provisions, special laws prevail. Does that
mean that in product liability should not apply the system of Punitive damage? Is not true. The principle
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of new law is priority for appliance, also known as post-law principle, is meaning when the old and the
new law has different provisions on the same matter, the new law's effect is better than the old one, and
its role is to avoid the applicable conflict brought by the law amendments, and to provide legal
protection for the perfection and improvement of law. Discussed in this article, although the old law is
special law, but based on the legal norms’ obvious consideration of interest, which more severely punish
the infringer and protect the legitimate rights and interests of "vulnerable" status people who are the
product consumers and users in product liability, and safeguard the socialist market economic order,
therefore does not apply to the exceptions of established legal principles. In the general case, although
the Product Quality Law doesn’t set the Punitive damage system into product quality, but involves
accountability of the caused by product defect, it shall be in accordance with the Tort Liability Law after
it comes into force. However, after all, Chinese Product Quality Law has its own characteristics; the
natures of the scope and approach are different from the Tort Liability Law. There are still different
views about how to deal with this conflict in the academic and practitioners. Real life is complex and
variable, how the perpetrator to grasp and how the judiciary to judge, whether may lead to different
treatments in referee because of different understandings, which is very possible. In other words, if the
three parties are contesting, the law will enable each of them to a rational reason, the consequences that
were unable to reach the “perfection” of judge effect, and can hardly realize fairness in serious.
On the other hand, for any liability, the value should be used for the final measured and judged.
Among the producers, sellers and buyers, their legal statuses are formally equal, but the buyers are
always disadvantaged in comparison with the producers and sellers in many aspects such as the
possession of the means of production and information. The two sides can hardly exist substantive
equality. Damage in the product defect cases, victims often suffers not only financial loss, but suffered
serious personal injuries. Although the national authority use the punish sanctions to against the
counterfeit and unfair competition, but such a phenomenon remains despite repeated prohibitions.
Whether need to breakthrough the homogeneity principle of compensation in product responsibilities
and introduce the Punitive damage to enhance the protection of the weak and to realize the value of law
and justice, which the Tort Liability Law gives a positive answer. But the current Product Liability Law
as an important law of product quality, failed to include Punitive damage into product liability, that there
is not enough. Tort Liability Law is more general and broad, it need to the Product Quality Law as a
special law to supplement in practice, and to improve the legal system in the field of product liability,
should design the Punitive damage into the current Product Quality Law.

4 The Proposal of Introducing Punitive Damage into Product Liability Law
4.1 The subjective state of mind and consequence in the elements of punitive damage
The 47th article of Chinese Tort Liability Law as follows: “knowing a defective product still
production, a sale, causing the death or serious harm to the health of others, is entitled to request the
infringer corresponding Punitive damage.” Accordingly, the subjective state of mind of Punitive damage
required “knowingly” that is the intentionally mentality of the perpetrator, but it did not admit to the
Punitive damage system of harm which caused by gross negligence. The scope of this section only
provides for “causing another person death or serious damage of health”, the victim only suffered other
damage such as property damage can not use this article as a compensative basis.
First of all, how serious the subjective element of the producers and sellers that Punitive damage
should be applied, although the provision of subjective severity in the product liability clearly, seems to
obvious, but the author has the opinion that the regulations should be clear, such as except intentional,
whether there is a situation of damage caused by gross negligence. The subjective elements leading to
product liability include gross negligence, in the Tort Liability Law, China does not provide the Punitive
damage in that situation. Consumer Protection Law and Food Safety Law are also not admitted, but the
Product Quality Law provisions the subjective element of perpetrator liable for damages is “fault”,
which is obviously not enough. In practice, often the subjective state of mind for the actors is not easy to
judge, if there is victim's personal and health has suffered serious damage which caused by gross
negligence, actually avoid the attribution of Punitive damage that is grossly not conducive to the
protected of consumers and users. Thus, including the acts of gross negligence which caused serious
damage into Punitive damage attributable treatment is necessary, not only corresponding the subjective
state of the product liability, also reducing the accidents of product defects, playing a practical role in
protection of the consumers and users.
Then, China’s Product Quality Law acknowledges that the products responsibilities include
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personal injury, property and other losses. Consumer Protection Law and Food Safety Law are provide
the perpetrator bear liability of punitive commitment to both based on victims’ personal injury caused by
product defect and property or other damages. Tort Liability Law as the general tort law, even more limit
the scope of Punitive damage than special laws and further restrict the victim to propose Punitive
damage appeal when they are suffered loss of property or other damages. While Product Quality Law
can not find correspondence, which is very negative in the consumers and users, and also brought the
legislative confusion between general law and special legal norms. Therefore should be expanding the
scope of Punitive damage system in Product Quality Law, when the victim suffered property and other
losses may also can request the Punitive damage.
4.2 The amount of punitive damage to determine
The 47th article of Tort Liability Law which stipulated the victim has the right to call for
“corresponding Punitive damage” and here the “corresponding” is undoubtedly to be limit the scope and
extent of the Punitive damage may raise. However, the multiple meanings of legal context, scholars have
different understandings and interpretations about it. “Corresponding” can be meaning “appropriate
Punitive damage legal norms”, such as China's Consumer Protection Law, Food Safety Law and other
laws which provisions in the product liability system. It can be also understood as “appropriate price”
means the infringer take the “pay price” or “purchase price” as the base to determine the amount of
Punitive damage.
Author believes that China's Tort Liability Act to prevent the abuse of Punitive damage and avoid
the requirements of the amount of Punitive damage is extremely high, the “corresponding” here
primarily refers to the amount requested of Punitive damage should be consistent with the infringer's
subjective malicious and the damage of the acts, and the right to appeal Punitive damage should not be
abused. The court determines the amount the Punitive damage in specific case should also pay attention
to and containment of the system, punitive effect, not result in the unjust application of law. “The
starting point of such legislation is that compensation can not be expected. Operators in the
decision-making can not determine the cost of their offense, so as to achieve the effect of deterrence.
However, the main disadvantages of this provision is that the uncertainty of operation. ” “On one hand,
consumers are often uncertain amount of damage, and on the other hand the standard is a combination of
factors mainly gives judge discretion this way in china under the current legal environment is not
suitable. ” [12] Therefore, there is necessary to determine the specific amount of Punitive damage.
For the base amount of Punitive damage, China's current legislation has different standards, as “pay
price” (such as Food Safety Law), “purchase price” (such as Consumer Protection Law) and the area
error ratio (applicable to Immovable Property). “In broad perspective, the pay price can mean the
purchase price of commodities, including consumer has to pay and should be paid; from the narrow
perspective, it can be understood as the actual price paid. The price does not include the part of not
fulfilled[12]. ” It may cause confusion such as the case of installment sale of products in judicial practice.
Author agrees that, in the field of products liability Consumer Protection Law is the general law, its
determination which “the cost price to purchase goods and receive services” should be used for the base
applicable standards of Punitive damage. It more better to implement the legislation intended of laws to
protect consumers and users and reduce the applicable dispute.
Meanwhile, for the multiple of Punitive damage, economic analysis jurists call the proportion about
the victim has been compensated in all victims as “performed errors”, that is, when the product of
compensatory damages and performed errors lower than producers’ prevention costs and court should do
the verdict of Punitive damage, even though the amount of compensatory damages above the producers’
prevention costs. In other words, we can refer to this result to determine the multiples of Punitive
damage. Namely, the multiple of Punitive damage equal to the quotient between compensatory damages
and enterprises’ costs to avoid the accident and then multiplied by the marginal probability, in order to
compensate for the performed errors. Producing the calculation that “Punitive damage = (punishable
multiple -1) × multiple of compensatory damages, that is, the multiple of performed errors [13]”.

5 Conclusion
Both from the realization of law value and the parallel application of legal norms with the internal
coordination in law systems, to establish Punitive damage in Chinese Product Quality Law are very
necessary. Every provision has its two aspects, the design of Punitive damage system is impossible
“perfect”. Even if there are some defects in the system of Punitive damage, this system has a great value
in Chinese present stage of socialist market economy environment and also suitable for practical
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applications. Establish Punitive damage in Product Quality Law should take attention and improvement
from the current weaknesses. This is not only conducive to China's product liability regulation,
coordinate the uniform application of law throughout the legal system and to resolve the conflict in lots
of areas of product liability legislation, but also meet the pressing social needs, enhance the protection of
consumers and product users’ legal rights, maintain a good and health socio-economic order.
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Financial Indicators of Ship Sale and Leaseback in Fuzzy Synthetic
Evaluation
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Abstract In the end of 2008, the global financial crisis triggered by the U.S. subprime mortgage crisis
had a large impact on the real economy in China. Currently, the international shipping business has a
unified concept of capacity to control diversity, ship sale and leaseback of shipping as a new business
philosophy has a long-term potential to be invested. In this paper, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is
used to analyze the relevant financial indicators of ship sale and leaseback, and the finial conclusion is
that the ship sale and leaseback in corporate decision-making is a viable option.
Key words Shipping; Financial indicators; Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation

1 Introduction
In the end of 2008, the global financial crisis triggered by the U.S. subprime mortgage crisis had a
large impact on the real economy in China. China’s shipping companies, especially international
shipping companies were suffered an unprecedented impact. International shipping market is gradually
downward and prices fall. The BDI index of international dry bulk market dropped from the highest
point more than 11,700 points in 2008, Sharply to more 600 points in December 2008, and the first
quarter of 2009 and 2010, the shipping market situation is still grim, BDI index is still hovering low,
International container, crude oil transport market is Continue downturn, China’s shipping companies
are facing serious difficulties. Shipping enterprises have substantially reduced income, profits have
fallen sharply, some companies appeared huge losses; net operating cash flow is negative, borrowing
money from banks has difficulty. In order to maintain operations，many shipping companies sold ships
to leasing companies, a large cash inflow, then the ship will be leased back from leasing company.

2 The Theories about the Ship Sale and Leaseback
In theory, the sale and leaseback is a unique form of rental, which indicates the seller (lessee) of
assets lease assets from the purchaser (lesser). Accounting Standards for Enterprises No. 21 ---- Rental
in China (hereinafter referred to as lease criteria) provides, whether the lessee or lesser, a sale and
leaseback transaction should be as a finance lease or operating lease. One of the following five criteria
should be identified as the finance lease rental. First, when the lease expires, the ownership of the leased
asset transfers to the lessee. Second, the lessee has the option to buy assets; the established purchase
price is expected to be much lower than the fair value of the leased asset when exercise of the right of
option, and at the beginning of lease can be reasonably sure that the lessee will exercise the right. Third,
if ownership of assets is not transferred, life of lease take up most life of the leased asset, which usually
refers to the lease of assets accounted for 75% of life of the leased assets. Fourthly, at the beginning of
the lease the lessee should pay the present value of minimum lease payments that is almost equal to the
fair value of the leased asset at the beginning of the lease. Then lesser at the beginning of the lease will
receive minimum of the present value of lease, which is almost equal to the leased assets at fair value,
“almost" is usually held by more than 90%. Fifthly, the special nature of the leased asset，if you do not
make a larger transformation，only the lessee can use. In addition to finance leases other than operating
leases, sale and leaseback transaction can be formed in the form of finance leases.

3 Ship Sale and Leaseback of Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation of Financial
Indicators
The advantage of sale-leaseback business often can be analyzed by the financial indicators.
However, these indicators can not be systematically evaluated by the advantages of sale and leaseback,
Therefore, in this paper, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is used for after-sales and buy-back of the
assessment operations. At the same time, AHP is used to determine the weight of various factors, and
thus provide the basis for the selection of the best programs.
3.1 The introduction of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
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Fuzzy mathematical theory control is proposed by the University of California Cybernetics expert
Zade (LAZadeh) in 1965, Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is a method of fuzzy mathematics. It
can evaluate the size of the object by the composite scores for evaluation and ranking, Fuzzy evaluation
can also set the value according to the principle of maximum membership level and then assess the
object belongs.
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is such an approach, first, determine the factor set
U={

u1 , u2 ,…, un }, Then determine the composition of a collection of reviews, that the judge sets，then

evaluate each of single factor, then establish the fuzzy evaluation matrix R=

(rij ) n×m

, Re-use of AHP

u
a
(Analytic Hierarchy Process) to determine each factor i of weight{ i }(I=1,…n), that is we will
obtained fuzzy sets A by Weight ; Will be in front of the weight of fuzzy sets and fuzzy evaluation

b b

b

AR

AR

matrix R multiplied, that are B={ 1 2 ,…, m }= n , That we will obtain a new row vector B n , in
accordance with the principle of membership, we can judge whether a program is feasibility.
3.2 Ship sale and leaseback financial indicators based on Fuzzy System
From the perspective of the shipping in vestment paper in this paper, we divide financial factors
which affect the sale and leaseback into business decision-making risks, costs, benefits. Among them,
the risk can be further divided into financial risk and equipment risk. Costs can be divided into the cost
of capital as well as opportunity cost). Benefit can be divided into (the efficiency of tax-effect),
Financial risk is the company’s financial structure which is irrational, inappropriate financial solvency of
the company may lead investors to expect the loss of revenue decline in risk.
Financial risk is a company’s financial structure which is irrational, inappropriate financial
solvency of the company may lead investors to expect the loss of revenue decline in risk. Opportunity
cost is the formation of business after the sale of equipment of cash inflows and put into other projects
with investment income, tax effect means the equipment after the sale of pre-tax return to offset the cost
of rent compared to the original equipment, the difference between depreciation per year, therefore,
factor set U= {Financial risk, Equipment risk, Cost of capital, Opportunity cost}.
3.3 Determination weight of factors that affect the financial indicators of ship sale and leaseback
We apply the AHP to determine the weight factors of Financial indicators, which is a
multi-objective evaluation and decision method which was first proposed by American scholar ALSaaty
in the 1970s. It will be decision-makers on the evaluation of complex systems thinking process of
decision-making, the basic idea is to decompose the complex issues for a number of levels by policy
makers, each level is composed of several elements, then the elements of the same level, and on the
same level elements, and elements of the previous level as the criterion for pairwise comparisons to
determine and calculate, to obtain each factor of the weight, and thus provide the basis for the selection
of the optimal program.
Using the AHP the basic steps are as follows: the first step is to make decision on the various
elements and to constitute a multi-level hierarchical structure model; the second step is to select
elements of the same level as the criteria for more than an element of comparison according to their
relative importance to determine evaluation scale; the final step is to set up Matrix to calculate the
relative importance of each factor.

4 Fuzzy Comprehensive Empirical Evaluations of Ship Sale and Leaseback
This paper analyzed shipping companies currently which are listed in the Shenzhen Stock
Exchange and Shanghai Stock Exchange, and found that some businesses have adopted the model of
sale and leaseback financing, the typical case is the long CAO Yun (600087, Shanghai Stock Exchange)
which used sale and leaseback’s financing model. CAO Yun Long is an international shipping company
which engaged in petroleum and its products, its route around the world, because of the rapid
development, also facing with financial crisis, the company plans to sell two ships (“Kwong Hing Chau”,
“long voyage hope”) people’s livelihood and leasing companies by 700 million Ren Minbi Yuan. At the
same time the company rent back the ship from the livelihood of the people leasing companies, the lease
period is 10 years, the way of repay which is to pay for 70% of the amount of financing fund and
interest quarterly in equal installments in Lease-back period, pay off the balance 30% in due time, when
pay off the balance above-mentioned ships belong to the company.
First, we give an evaluation of after-sale buy-back operations on fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
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model, set U = {financial risk, equipment risk, financial cost, opportunity cost, capital efficiency, tax
saving effect}, judge set V as{good, Good, General, Poor}, appraisal each factor again, then we can
calculate matrix of each single factor evaluation , and have normalized processing, then obtained a
matrix

⎛ 0.2
⎜
⎜ 0.5
⎜ 0.6
⎜
⎜ 0.7
⎜ 0.4
⎜⎜
⎝ 0.3

0.5
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.4

0.3 0 ⎞
⎟
0.2 0 ⎟
0.2 0 ⎟
⎟
0.1 0 ⎟
0.2 0.1⎟
⎟
0.3 0 ⎟⎠

Reuse AHP (AHP) to determine the after-sale buy-back service weight distribution of various
factors A={0.2,0.15,0.1,0.3,0.1,0.15},
Using the main factors to determination repo sale model algorithm has been a comprehensive
evaluation,
B=A×R={0.47,0.315,0.185}
In accordance with the principle of maximum degree, we know that sale-leaseback is the best
choice of corporate finance lease.

5 Conclusion
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method for evaluating the company’s financing choice is
scientific and feasible，financial indicators can be taken into account the impact of various factors. Proof
can be seen from the above, sale-leaseback can reduce the company’s financial risk and capital cost,
increase business’ Net cash in flow, at the same time, improve the efficiency of enterprise’s funds.
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Fuzzy Evaluation of the Tender for Infrastructure Projects in
Institutions of Higher Education
Gan Jianxiang
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Abstract Many institutions of higher education have the same problems. For example, the
examination and approval procedures of bidding and procurement for infrastructure projects are not
canonical and the evaluation methodology is not scientific. It is of great significance to explore a fair,
rigorous and scientific evaluation methodology of infrastructure projects in institutions of higher
education, which helps the colleges and universities in China to strengthen the construction of basic
conditions and to rationalize the internal management mechanism to ensure the healthy development of
bidding and procurement in institutions of higher education. According to all aspects involved in
bidding for infrastructure projects in institutions of higher education, this paper sets up tender evaluation
index system for infrastructure projects of institutions of higher education, and uses Rough Set Theory
to evaluate the tender of infrastructure projects of institutions of higher education, which puts forward a
new method to evaluate the tender of infrastructure projects of institutions of higher education.
Key words Tender for infrastructure projects; Institutions of higher education; Fuzzy evaluation; Rough
set theory

1 Introduction
In China, the infrastructures of institutions of higher education have grown by leaps and bounds in
the past 10 years, but the situation of being comparatively lagging behind has not yet been
fundamentally reversed. This kind of lag is not only reflected from the fact that the infrastructure itself
constricts the development of the colleges and universities and the cause of scientific research, but also
from the theory of infrastructure and the ideas of peoples. For example, in the guiding ideology, we have
overcome the short-term behavior that just living on the original conditions, but a new trend that going
in for top grade without regarding objective conditions has appeared; in working methods, they
emphasis on using administrative measures to resolve some of the infrastructure management problem,
among which the bidding is the focus attracting most attention On the one hand, it is vulnerable to all
participators, so it is quite difficult to achieve fair and square just .The government supervision
departments take it as the focus of management. On the other hand, because the market behavior of
institutions of higher education is comparatively canonical，the construction projects of institutions of
higher education are generally favored by construction enterprises, which makes the bidding-war to be
fiercer. Furthermore, as the project owner, the institutions of higher education will invest the majority of
the construction funds in building construction process, so they paid special attention to who will be the
bidders. Therefore, the bidding process must be included in the important agenda of infrastructure
management [1].
Because of many factors involved in tender works, both qualitative factors and quantitative factors,
many scholars proposed some new methods for multi-objective evaluation, such as Comprehensive
evaluation method, the Composite score method, gray theory, Analytic Hierarchy Process, and so on.
They worked well, but these methods need a large amount of calculation and there are too many
subjective factors in determining the weight of Evaluation index. In view of this, this paper proposed
Rough Set Theory to make Fuzzy evaluation to tender works and to (in order to) overcome the
deficiencies existing in the above method.

2 Evaluation Index System for the Bidding of Infrastructure Projects of
Institutions of Higher Education
Evaluation index is a unified scale for picking out finer manufacturer. How good the establishment
of Evaluation index will directly affect the result. In genera, it should follow the principle of being
comprehensive and reasonable, focused, scientific, and consulting the comparability. According to the
characteristics of management of infrastructure projects in institution of higher education, and referring
to the evaluation method of infrastructure projects, evaluation index of the bidding for Infrastructure
Projects in institutions of higher education is divided into the following aspects:
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1) price a1
① the total price. It includes raw materials, outsourcing equipment, home-made parts, spare parts,
the man-hour costs, manufacturing costs, period costs, special expenses. The main objects of assessment
are the level of the total price and whether the proportion of the cost of the project is reasonable;
② the credibility of the price, it includes the scope of the project that the price includes in, the
completeness of calculation sheet of price, the working hours, the cost rate, the unit price of materials
and equipment, the commitment to technical services, and the ability to take risk. The main objects of
assessment are the feasibility of all the indexes;
③ the basis of price, including: pricing principles, the basis of quotation, reference materials. The
main objects for us to assess are the gist of the quoted price, the authority of the reference, the
proportions of the future prices, inquiring price, market price;
④ the operation instance of the tender enterprises in the past two years, including: asset-liability
ratio, liquidity ratio, the cost rate during the period of distribution, inventory turnover, accounts
receivable turnover ratio. The main assessment is to see whether the enterprise can bear the economic
strength of the of the infrastructure projects.
2) quality assurance a 2
① the foundation and running condition of quality assurance system, which is including three
major problems. The first is that whether the relevant quality assurance system has been set up and
perfect. In terms of the product quality assurance system requirement of basic construction project, the
second is whether the quality assurance system has been looked through, and the third one is the running
condition of quality assurance system;
② according to the quality condition of those undertook basic construction project before, the
owners and the architecture industry’s quality inspection department need to offer their opinion about
the quality condition of those undertook basic construction project before;
③ the owners needs to show their after-sale services situation of those undertook basic
construction projects which they have taken;
④ the quality assurance measures of outsourcing pieces and the key working procedure. It includes
two aspects. One is that how to insure the quality of bought-in components directed towards specific
project and how to control the purchase procedure quality aiming at the certain projects. The other is the
key working procedure and the relevant inspection means;
⑤ After service condition and the relevant assurance measure, which is including two aspects like
how to deal with the quality problems happened in usage and the management for the quality
information after the project being examined.
3) the throughput and technique level a3
① the supervising and controlling ability of the technique state. It contains the control program of
process design and process modification, and the management of technique state;
② throughput. It refers to the equipment, special tools, and the scale of the enterprise which can
meet the production;
③ technical force .It refers to the numbers of enterprise designers and senior technical staff and the
proportion of these numbers.
4) the progress a 4
① the performance of contractors in the progress of infrastructure projects in the past;
② the enterprises should provide the conditions and measures to make sure the progress of the
projects;
③ the construction periods, which refers to the time from signing the contract to the time that
project is checked and accepted.

3 Fuzzy Evaluation of the Tender for Infrastructure Projects in Institutions of
Higher Education Based on Rough Set Theory
When using the above-mentioned evaluation index system to evaluate the bidding enterprises, we
must pay attention to the following aspects. Because of the impact of politics, economy and other factors,
some of the evaluation indicators for evaluating the biding enterprises are of great importance, but some
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indicators are not so important. In order to describe the importance of these indicators, we introduce
Rough set theory to weigh them.
Rough set theory is put forward by Pawlak, Professor of Warsaw University of Technology, in the
20th century. It is a theoretical method which is used to research the incomplete and uncertain
knowledge, and to research the data expression, data study and data induction. Rough sets are used to
study object set that is described by the sets of multi-valued property. Rough sets are the object of study
by a multi-valued property set description of an object collection. Each object and its property has a
value as its descriptor. Objects, attributes and descriptors are three basic elements of decision-making.
In Rough Set Theory, decision table is usually used to show how the decision-making is proceeding
when certain conditions are met. A decision table is a knowledge information table system. S =
<U,R,V,f>.The U is a set of objects, it is also called domain. R = C U D ,it is a set of property .The
subset C is condition property set and D is called result property set or decision property set. D ≠ ∅ ，
V = U V

is the set of property values. V r represents the range of the property value, that is to say it
is the domain of property value. The property r ∈ R . f : U × R → V is an information function,
which has designated the property values of each object in U [2].
In order to determine the importance of some property, we have to delete some property from the
decision table, and then inspect that how the classification changes vary without the property .We know
that the property is very important if the classification changed, otherwise it is not so important. We use
the domain of the Rough Set to describe this point. POS C ( D ) ，Known as the C domain of D, is the
r∈ R

r

set composed by all elements that can be Summarized as the result property set D in U according to the
condition property set C.
n
We assume that set cluster F = { X , X , L , X }( U =
X ) is defined in the domain U，
1

2

n

U

i

i =1

and B is a property set. The approximate classification quality r B ( F ) is defined as:
n

∑ Card ( POS

B

( X i ))

(1)
Card (U )
Card means the cardinality of a set. When the knowledge B is used to classify the objects we can
identify the proportion of the object of decision-making in domain. F is the classification derived by the
property set B. The importance of attribute subset B 0 in the attribute set B is defined as
r B ( F ) − r B \ B ( F ) . We can realize the importance of each property subset in the property subset B.

rB ( F ) =

i =1

0

After the normalized treatment, we get the weight of each property subset as follows,
q(B j ) =

rB ( F ) − rB \ B j ( F )
m

∑

j =1

(2)

( r B ( F ) − r B \ B j ( F ))

When Rough set theory is used to evaluate the bidding of college’s infrastructure projects, the
domain is composed of factories that had participated invite public bidding of similar projects before.
The domain is recorded as U = { A1 , A 2 , L , A n } , The condition attribute set is composed of the

assessment indicator, recorded as C = { a 1 , L a m } . Decision attribute set is recorded as D= {e}. By
getting rid of one indicator at one time, we know about the importance of the indicator and obtain their
weight. Finally, we calculate the final evaluation scores of participators in bidding separately with the
weight under consideration, and then decide the successful bidder [3].

4 Application Examples
In the bidding of college’s Infrastructure projects, there were five bid enterprises, named A1, A2,
A3, A4, A5. Rough set theory is applied to assess the competitive bid capacity of the five enterprises
with evaluation indicator system. According to the situation they took part in similar project in the past
and referring to the evaluation indicator above, using the 0-1 scale in Condition Attribute Set
C = { a 1 , L a 4 } ,where 0 presents that the indicator substandard in Previous bid is more than 20% of
the total ;1 denotes that the unqualified times is less than 20%;0 on behalf of that the enterprise have less
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than 20% probability of wining bidding, while 1 means the opposite case for decision attribute set
D={e}. The bidding decision table is given as follows,
Table 1
U

Invite Public Bidding Decision Table

a1

a2

a3

a4

e

A1
A2
A3

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

A4
A5

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

The domain consist of enterprises whose symbols are A1,A2,A3,A4,A5 ,condition attribute set
is C = {a1 , L a 4 } and decision attribute set is D={e}。

U / ind ( a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) = {{ A 1 }, { A 2 }, { A 3 }, { A 4 }, { A 5 }}, U / ind ( e ) = {{ A 1 , A 4 , A 5 }, { A 2 , A 3 }},
POS

C

( D ) = {A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , A 4 , A 5 },
rC ( D ) =

rC

(D ) =

C \ a1

( D ) = 0 .6

rC

,
assessment criteria is
\a

2

q (a1 ) =

{A 1 , A 2 , A 3 } ，
\a3

( D ) = 0 .2

( POS C ( D ))
5
=
= 1
Card ( U )
5

U / ind ( a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) = {{ A4 , A5 }, { A1 }, { A2 }, { A3 }}

After the quota a1 is removed,
POS

Card

.

rC

rC \ a1 ( D ) = 3 / 5 = 0 . 6
\a4

(D ) = 1

;

similarly,

we

can

calculate

According to equation (2), the weight of each

1 − 0 .6
= 0 . 25
(1 − 0 . 6 ) + (1 − 0 . 6 ) + (1 − 0 . 2 ) + (1 − 1 )

q ( a 2 ) = 0 .25 , q ( a 3 ) = 0 .5, q ( a 4 ) = 0;
Table 2

Expert’s Scores of Assessment Criteria of Bidding Enterprises in the Invite Public Bidding
(Grading is by Percentages)
Bidding companies
price
Quality
Production and technical
Project progress
indications
indicators
indications
indicators
63
70
47
52
A
1

A2
A3

49

66

45

70

64

69

40

50

A4
A5

60

77

52

65

62

67

60

54

Taking the weight of evaluation index into consideration, we get comprehensive grades of each
enterprise by calculating the weight sum of each enterprise’s scores as below:

A1 = 56.75, A2 = 51.25, A3 = 53.25, A4 = 60.25, A5 = 62.25
So we select the A5 as the enterprise, who is winning the bid with the highest synthesis scores.

5 Conclusions
Since scientific, reasonable and advanced tender method determines the cost of construction
projects directly, directed towards the proper time and market, acquisition targets, the use of
procurement methods in public tender to evaluate the ability of enterprises submitting the tender is not
only helps to enhance the economic benefits of college’s infrastructure projects effectively ,but also
can motivate the enthusiasm and creativity of enterprises in charge of construction at work and
promote the health development of college’s infrastructure projects . Since there are many factors
involved in the bidding of college’s infrastructure projects, there is much subjectivity and ambiguity in
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the assessment, but take advantage of Rough Set Theory can make the result of the evaluation more
objective and fair.
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Abstract The management of working-day claim for project construction in FIDIC construction
contract condition is an important part of project management. This paper clarifies reason, content,
analytic method about working-day claim in FIDIC construction contract condition, and analyzes
quantitative problem about working-day claim, then advances proposal to improve the management of
working-day claim. In order to occupy a favorable position in the fierce international market
competition,we should constantly explore the new project management methods along with its
development
Key words Project construction; FIDIC; Working-day claim

1 Introduction
The FIDIC construction contract condition has been widely applied in the world. Not only applied
by the member states of FIDIC Organization, it also be applied in bidding of projects that invested by
the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank and other international financial institutions. Nowadays,
china has already joined the WTO, it has great significance that our Chinese contractors understand and
master the mode of project management under the FIDIC construction contract condition.
Under the FIDIC construction contract condition, Contractors should establish such concept that
it’s not generally the more quickly the better to complete the project. No doubt, the project will be
completed in a short time, if we don’t care of the cost and unlimitedly input human and material
resources and equipments, etc. But the result is a serious deficit, if we do like this. In a project we
should choose and realize a most economical working-day under the precondition that resources input
are unchanged to insure to profit in this project. Whether the project is reasonable or not can affect most
aspects of the project, like construction plan, equipments preparation for construction, arrangement for
materials purchase, personal quantity, etc. So it should be established on what's realistically achievable.
Even if the working-day arrangement was very reasonable, we can still not prevent impact on project
from external factors. Thus, contractor must study the contract working-day and related problems about
claim carefully, to protect their own interests.

2 Causations and Contents in Claiming
There is diverse reasons cause the claim, yet there are many various contents of the claim. The
common reasons include: construction circumstance changed, accelerate the construction, suspend work,
delay the payment of project, owner broke the contract, special risks and majeure, interference from
other contractors (delay, bad cooperation, etc.), caused by the third pasties.Although claims due to many
factors, but they are still based on the conditions of the contract. The contract items that contractor can
claim to the owner are show in table 1.
Serial number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
In this table

Table 1 Items Can Be Quoted That Contractor Claim to the Owner
contract item
subject content of item
item can be claimed
number
5.2
Ambiguous contract documents
T+C
6.3~6.4
Drawing delay
T+C
12.2
The adverse external obstacles and conditions
T+C
27.1
Found fossils, monuments, etc.
T+C
36.5
Test
T+C
40.2
Suspend works
T+C
42.2
Owners did not provide construction site
T+C
69
Owner broke the contract
T+C
T——Time, C——Cost

In a construction progress, under the FIDIC construction conditions, contractor should actively
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invoke the relevant items of contract to claim as soon as the above reasons affected progress of the
project. Thereby achieved tow objectives: First, avoid the responsibilities for delayed completion date in
contract, and then avoid suffering penalty or suffering less. Secondly, claim for damages those caused by
delay.

3 Analytic Methods in Claiming
It will not mean contractors can start working-day claim to the owners when above events those
affect working-day occurred. They should make a right decision whether or not to claim after a analysis
to the effect that the incident impact on working-day.
3.1 Bases for analysis
The analysis gist of working-day claim include:
(1)Master plan of working-day in contract;
(2)The detailed scheduled plan that agreed by consultant engineers and submitted by contractors
after contract has been signed;
(3)Amendment files those mutual recognized, such as recognized letter, meeting minutes,
correspondences, etc;
(4)The progress monthly plan and adjust plans those owners, consultant engineers and the
contractor mutually agreed;
(5)The real construction progresses after interference, such as construction diary, schedule of works
and progress report, etc.
3.2 The basic idea for analysis
The value of working-day claim, which is on the impact of interference incidents, can get through
the original network plan and estimating probable network plan have been compared, and the emphasis
of analysis is the key lines of the two statuses.
The basic ideas for analysis are:
Assume that construction always carry out as working-day and sequence of construction those
confirmed by original network plan before. But nowadays, some interference incidents happened, one or
more activities in this network have been interfered. The following are several examples of these
incidents, like extending duration, or changing logical relationship between activities, or adding a new
activity, etc. Take these effects into original network, re-analyze this new network, the result is we get a
new working-day. And then the difference between new working- day and original working-day is effect
on whole project that made by these interferences, which is the value of working-day claims. Usually, if
the activity that has been interfered is in the key lines, the activities of the extension of the duration of
this activity shall equal to the extension of the total working-day value. But if the activity is in
non-critical lines, and it is still in a non-critical line after interference, then the interference incident
can’t affect working-day, so it should not make the claim.

4 Quantify the Claim
In the information of working-day claim, contractor usually should include compensation for
extension of time and economic loss. In the actual implementation of FIDIC contract items, owners
usually only pay extension of working-day to contractors without pay any financial compensation. But
contractors will all claim for financial compensation yet at the same time. Because delayed working-day
make them loss the opportunity to generate revenue under the contract. FIDIC contract consider that,
contractors are normal for such a request, because the definition of ‘fee’ in contract includes the
management fee in company’s base outsider construction scene.
When contractors claim such economic working-day compensation, should not generally require
owners to compensate for their loss. They must demonstrate accidents have really happened, and the
proofs can are able to withstand the relevant verification and inspection those consulting engineers carry
out. Owners should pay economic compensations for the extension due to owners’ or consulting
engineers’ mistakes, and contractors can usually claim deferred management fees for working-day delay
at this time. Owner’s principle of compensation is to pay the actual economic losses to contractors. After
earned the time extension compensation, how to convert it into specific economic claims, there are two
common methods:
(1)Quantum meriut method
Quantum Meriut is Latin; it means pay after check the quantity. This method is under the principle
that compensates contractors’ real loss, use way that reimburse according to the physical truth to
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compensate contractors’ actual economic losses. The payment basis is the value of expenditures in the
session of lay-off. Finally, in the period of recognizing the payment of the claim, contractors must show
their invoices, receipts, accounts and other financial documents at the moment. Therefore, contractors
should pay attention to collect evidence in ordinary times, and do a good job in the preparation of claims
in terms of this method, to prevent no evidence when they claim after expenditure.
(2)Hudson/Emden’s formula
Under the FIDIC contract conditions, management fee are calculated as a percentage into the
quotation in the bidding, and its recovery is a function of time in normal circumstance. So FIDIC
contract believe that, contractor's personnel and equipment can not be put into production during lay-off,
and then there will be no prices based on working as an economic income. Just because they were
occupied by this project, an actual economic losses resulting from it. If there is no lay-off impact, the
contractor can earn back management fees that had calculated into the quotation through the
construction. Based on this possibility and on the principle that only pay contractors the actual economic
losses, owners only pay lay-off management fees to contractors when working-day claim. Customary to
use the following Hudson / Emden formula:
(1)
HE = CP×HO×（DT/CT）
In the formula
HE——Amount of delay management fee;
CP——Contract amount;
HO——the rate of company’s basis management fee (percentage), usually get it through use the
sum of management fee and profit divided by turnover;
DT——Extension of time (days);
CT——Contract working-day (days).
The calculating of compensation of international contracted projects deferred management fee is
usually based on the above formula, it makes appropriate adjustments in this calculation results
according to the actual situation.

5 The Management of the Claim
As can be seen from the above analysis, working-day claim is a complicated job. Thus a contractor
should manage it as an important part of project management, and do the following works better.
5.1 Nurturing and set up awareness of working-day claims
Working-day claims are very important to improving economic benefits for contractors, they must
set up the awareness of claim. Specifically, three main aspects should be strengthened:
First of all, strengthen the legal awareness. Working-day claim is the contractor's legitimate right
and it’s a way to protect their legitimate rights and interests. Strengthen awareness of the claim, in
essence, is to strengthen the contractor's legal awareness. This will not only strengthen the contractor's
self-protection awareness, enhance their self-protection capabilities, but also enhance the consciousness
of contractor performance the contract, and consciously avoid infringement to others benefit. So both
sides of contract can have a good atmosphere of cooperation and it’s conducive to achieve the general
objective of the contract.
Second is to strengthen awareness of the market economy. FIDIC Conditions of Contract for
Construction is based on the background to the market economy, and do project constructions must
comply with the rules of market economy.
The third is to enhance awareness of project management. Working-day claim involving the work
of project management in all its aspects. To obtain a successful claim, contractors must improve their
level of project management, to further improve and perfect the management system.
5.2 Strengthen contract management is the basis of the working-day claims
Contract is the basis to the claim. Claim is aim at events those not conform to or breach of contract,
and to determine the items of the contract as the ultimate standard. Thus, the claim is a continuation of
contract management and is a unique approach to resolve the contract dispute between the two sides of
the contract. Therefore, the contractor must well do contract management job in all phases of the project,
to lay the foundation for the claim.
In process of project bidding, negotiation and signing of contract, the contractor should carefully
study the project host country’s laws, policies, regulations and contract conditions, in items of the
contract the parties clear the rights and obligations of every side in order to provide a legal basis and
foundation for a possible working-day claim in the future.
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Before signing the contract and before the contract to be implemented, both parties can predict and
identify potential opportunities for the claim by checking and analyzing the contact.
In the process of the contract implementation, contract managers monitor and track the contract.
First of all, they should ensure the contractors fully implement the contract, not breach of contract. And
monitor and track the implementation of the contract of opposite party, detect the incident of
interference in time.
5.3 Strengthen the management of schedule for the project
Fundamentally speaking, Working-day claims are caused by the difference between the actual
construction working-day after interfered and the date in project schedule, and the size of the claim
value is often decided by this difference. Moreover, construction claims can get conclusion from the
planed and the real key lines in the progress of the project. Therefore, management of plan of progress
of the project can not be overlooked.
5.4 Strengthen the project document management
Working-day claim needs evidences, which constitutes a part of a claim report. If there is no
evidence or insufficient evidence, the claim will not lie. Document management can timely, accurately
and systematically give the working-day claim information for analysis and evidences to prove the
existence and influence of interference incident, further to prove that the loss of the contractor and prove
the reasonableness and legitimacy of the claim.
In their daily work, contractors should pay attention to collect evidences of economic activities, and
must maintain a complete record of the actual works. At the same time, set up the project document
management system, assigned particular staff to take charge of collection and collation engineering data
and other economic activities information
5.5 Analyzing scientifically, making decision carefully
Working-day claims are based on whether the interference incident have an impact on the key lines
in the plan of progress of the construction, and therefore the effect from the interference events should
be analyzed with a scientific attitude of seeking truth from facts.
In addition, the claims management is not only a part of project management but also a part of
contractor’s operating management. The decision whether or not to claim should be subordinated to the
overall situation of business strategy. If contractors could not claim positively and effectively, the result
is they will suffer financial losses; but if they claimed, more or less will affect the cooperation between
the two sides of contract; and the excessive claims would undermine the credibility of the contractor,
affected the contractor's long-term interests.
Therefore, the contractor should establish a basic principle in claims management, and its specific
contents as follows:
⑴ establish the thought of responsibility to fully complete the contract. ⑵ focus on the major
working-day claim. ⑶ attention to flexibility in the claims. ⑷ seek a peaceful solution to the dispute.

6 Conclusion
Management of working-day claim under the FIDIC construction contract is an important
component of the project management mode in the whole FIDIC contract condition, our project
contractors familiar with its content of management and skills is an urgent requirement to elevate the our
international competitiveness. And FIDIC contract conditions is an open development system, we
should constantly explore the new project management methods along with its development, in order to
occupy a favorable position in the fierce international market competition.
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Abstract The application of activity-based costing system (ABCS) is more and more prevalent, while
it’s somehow restrained by the difficulties and high expenditures of information collection and data
processing. Thus it’s really interesting to find a method to scientifically overcome such defects. Taking
XAMC Company’s process of activity as an example, The anthors have set up a principal component
analysis (PCA) based model to optimize and simplify the cost panel data under the rule of minimizing
the loss of data and resources, in which the paper has proposed a brand new perspective on selection
and combination of cost drivers, namely the method of dimensionality reduction in ABC.
Key words Activity-based costing; Principal component analysis; Cost driver; Dimensionality
reduction

1 Introduction
Activity-based costing (ABC) has been well applied in developed countries since 1980s, especially
in manufacturing industry, because it can assign the indirect costs more accurately and rationally than
traditional cost accounting methods. In ABC, all activities which consume resources are identified, and
costs are accounted into corresponding activities according to their cost drivers. Actually, the basic
principle of ABC is matured, and in the practice of accounting in the modern industry of western
countries, the ABC method is really widely used, while the outstanding difficulty puzzling both
practitioners and theorists is it’s somehow costly to collect corresponding information and process the
data. Thus in this paper, we attempt to construct a PCA based model to solve this problem somehow, by
which the work of cost accounting is expected to be more simplified and efficient.

2 Literature Review
The essence of ABC is that activities consume resource and products consume activities. In ABC,
activity pools are established and cost drivers are selected, with which cost can be calculated accurately.
However, like a sword with double edges, it greatly increase the expenditures in collecting, storing and
processing information (accounting data); meanwhile, errors might occur in the process of data
collecting, reporting, evaluating because of the incompatibility of different accounting criterions and
systems. Moreover, it’s really time-consuming to conduct ABC facing a large amount of accounting data,
thus it can not meet the requirement of timely management decision very well. So it’s meaningful to find
a way to reduce or combine some trivial data, with which the accuracy of accounting would not decrease
sharply. Babad & Balachandran had empirically estimated the cost caused by the merger of two different
cost drivers, through which it was found that the merger of related cost drivers was completely
non-destructive [1]. Similarly, Wang also proposed that merger of relative cost drivers based on
correlation analysis is really beneficial to increase the efficiency of cost accounting and can be satisfied
with the accuracy of cost information [2]. Homburg established a linear programming model, in which
the object function is the information cost minimization constrained by number of cost drivers and
accuracy of cost calculating; However, this model can not solve the problem of cost allocation very well
[3]
. Schniederjans & Garvin has also set up a theoretical multi-objective programming model to select
the cost drivers; anyway it’s hard to be figured out in the practice of accounting [4]. Zhang employed the
principle of cooperative game, argued that the cost with none or indeterminate drivers could be assigned
to corresponding activities by introducing sharply value [5]. Whereas Li, et al., employed matrix theory
to prove that the cost calculating errors almost did not occur when combining multi cost drivers [6].
Afterwards, Wang, et al., established a cluster analysis model to categorize cost drivers according to the
strength of their correlations, based on which typical cost drivers could be determined [7].
Reviewing all above literatures, except literature [7], none of them has considered the correlation of
cost drivers well, which might lead to errors occur in the process of combining cost drivers? However,
we argue that PCA is available in solving the existed defects of ABC method. Our basic logic is firstly
analyzing the correlation of cost drivers, and select typical ones from them, then assign them to relative
activities, with which the correlated cost drivers could be combined and dimensionality of calculation
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could be reduced, thus the cost of implementing ABC could be decreased and it is convenient to be
applied in practice.

3 PCA Model of Cost Drivers
By means of PCA, total cost drivers could be classified into several non-correlated compositive
statistic indicators. In this paper, we use PCA to select typical cost drivers from cost drivers’ pool, and
identify the main factors through analyzing the internal structure of sample matrix. Assume a business
has m kinds of products, and the original cost drivers were D 1 , D 2 , ......, D n . Firstly, eliminate the
correlated components, then gather the differences in the components left and classify it again to create
several new critical cost driver sets. Denote the new compositive cost drivers as d 1 ,d 2 ,...... , d p(p ≤ n) ,
and then we have:
⎧ d 1 = a 11 D 1 + a 12 D 2 + ......, + a 1 n D n
⎪ d 2 = a 21 D 1 + a 22 D 2 + ......, + a 2 n D n
(1)
⎪
⎨
......
⎪
⎪⎩ d p = a p 1 D 1 + a p 2 D 2 + ......, + a pn D n
In formula (1), coefficient aij is determined according to the following principles:
(1) di and dj ( i ≠ j , i, j = 1, 2, ..., p) are independent with each other; (2) d1 stands for the
maximum variance within all variances created by any linear combination of D 1 , D 2 , ......, D n ; d2 stands
for the maximum variance within all variances created by any linear combination of D 1 , D 2 , ......, D n ,but
is not correlated with d1; dp stands for the maximum variance within all variances created by any linear
combination of D 1 , D 2 , ......, D n , but is not correlated with d 1, d 2 ,......, d p − 1 . d 1, d 2 ,......, d p is named as
the 1st, 2nd… and pth principal component of the original variable D 1 , D 2 , ......, D n .
Denote the sample data set as: D1' = ( D1l , D 2 l , ..., D pl , ), l = 1, 2 ,..., n , then the sample covariance
matrix can be depicted as:
∧

Σ
Through

solving

the

⎧⎪ 1
= ⎨
⎪⎩ n − 1

equation
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∑

l =1

'
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as: λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ ... ≥ λp ≥ 0 ; Then constructing its eigenvector as :
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1i

2i

'

(3)

pi

Again, figuring out the rate of accumulated contribution and obtaining exact number of principal
components referred to cost drivers; finally, working out the marks of k principal components of cost
driver by inputting the medium value into formula (4), and then order them according to the marks.

Di* = Di' − D ' = ( D1i − D1 , D 2 i − D2 ,..., D pi − D p ) '
Serial number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Table 1 The Activity Pools and Cost Drivers
Activity pool
Cost driver
Molding
Component Types
Smelted Iron Types
Smelting＆ Casting
Mat.-Handling
Mat.-Handling Labor Hours
Punching
Punching Machine Hours
Modeling
Modeling Labor Hours
Painting
Painting Machine Hours
Assembling
Assembling Labor Hours
Setup
No. of Setup
Machine-Moving
Moving Distance
Components-Tooling
Components-Tooling Labor Hours
Order-Processing
No. of orders
Maintaining
Maintaining Labor Hours
Inspecting
Inspecting Labor Hours
No. of Customers
Selling＆Customer-Relations

(4)

Code
D1
D2
D3
D
D

4

5

D6
D7
D8
D9
D 10
D 11
D 12
D 13
D 14
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4 An Empirical Study
4.1 The data
Referring to literature [8] and taking the data of Company XAMC as a sample, we can test our
model. In XAMC, there are 6 kinds of products denoted as P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 respectively, and there

are 14 activities involved in the activity pool, which can be denoted as: D 1 , D 2 ,..., D 14 respectively.
The details are shown in Table 1.
From the original activity cost data of XAMC, we can obtain the amount of cost drivers consumed
by each product, to construct the bill of activity (BOA) shown in Table 2.
Cost drivers
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
D9
D 10
D 11
D 12
D 13
D 14

Table 2 Bill of Activity in XAMC
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
3500
3600
3200 1400 320
97410 58441 15015 3519 983
2660
4454
660
355
663
307
59
372
178
200
2130
3242
1118
465
893
950
853
950
160
127
30620 16516 6414
220
310
420
210
170
140
85
1635
1374
408
151
255
6829
3201
1247 3760 5175
32
22
13
10
12
2520
780
650
370
210
1517
1172
420
256
330
27
22
15
8
5

P6

0
0
0
112
60
220
59
61
1458
21
90
185
3

4.2 The analysis
By means of SPSS13.0, we can analyze the original data and obtain Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5.
Table 3
D

D

D8

D

D 10

D 11

D 12

D 13

D 14

.780

.774

.806

.166

.444

.686

.781

.935

.754

.996

.950

.978

.593

.859

.933

.990

.946

.985

.666

.748

.608

.895

.335

.583

.529

.861

.817

1.00

.051

.552

.316

.489

.188

.277

-.055

.489

.205

.395

D1

D

D1

1.00

.772

.743

.478

.807

.964

D

2

.772

1.00

.790

.252

.788

D

3

.743

.790

1.00

-.093

D

4

.478

.252

-.093

D

2

3

D

D

Correlation Matrix

4

5

6

D

7

9

5

.807

.788

.985

.051

1.00

.752

.757

.631

.898

.327

.534

.550

.861

.852

D

6

.964

.754

.666

.552

.752

1.00

.782

.756

.778

.116

.494

.698

.755

.908

D

7

.780

.996

.748

.316

.757

.782

1.00

.962

.964

.577

.862

.952

.978

.948

D8

.774

.950

.608

.489

.631

.756

.962

1.00

.885

.638

.754

.988

.911

.921

D

9

.806

.978

.895

.188

.898

.778

.964

.885

1.00

.550

.797

.849

.997

.954

D 10

.166

.593

.335

.277

.327

.116

.577

.638

.550

1.00

.427

.667

.594

.430

D 11

.444

.859

.583

-.055

.534

.494

.862

.754

.797

.427

1.00

.797

.824

.694

D 12

.686

.933

.529

.489

.550

.698

.952

.988

.849

.667

.797

1.00

.883

.867

D 13

.781

.990

.861

.205

.861

.755

.978

.911

.997

.594

.824

.883

1.00

.947

D 14

.935

.946

.817

.395

.852

.908

.948

.921

.954

.430

.694

.867

.947

1.00

Table 3 is a data matrix after standard processing, from which it can be found that D1 is strongly
correlated with D2、D3、D5、D6、D7、D8、D9、D13、D14, and correlated with D12. Thus it can be concluded
that there are direct correlations between many variables, which shows that information overlapping
exists among them. From Table 4 we can extract 3 principal components, comparing with the original 14
cost drivers, the working load of calculation is sharply decreased. Moreover, from Table 5, D1, D2, D3,
D5, D6, D7, D8, D9, D11, D12, D13, D14 has a high loading weight on the first principal component
respectively, which demonstrates that the first principal component can nearly reflect the information of
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the cost drivers; D4 has a high loading weight on the second principal component, which demonstrates
that the second principal component can nearly reflect the information of this cost drivers; D4 has a high
loading weight on the second principal component, which demonstrates that the second principal
component can nearly reflect the information of this cost drivers; again D10 has a high loading weight on
the third principal component, which demonstrates that the third principal component can nearly reflect
the information of this cost drivers. Summarizing the above analysis, we can conclude that the three
principal components can almost reflect the information of all cost drivers; therefore it’s rational to
substitute the original 14 variables with the 3 ones.

Component
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Total
10.416
1.514
1.385
.600
.085
2.10E-015
1.22E-015
2.50E-016
1.22E-016
8.13E-017
3.55E-017
-7.34E-017
-2.56E-016
-4.69E-016

Table 4 Total Variance Explained
Initial Eigen values
Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
% of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative %
74.398
74.398
10.416
74.398
74.398
10.817
85.215
1.514
10.817
85.215
9.896
95.111
1.385
9.896
95.111
4.282
99.393
.607
100.000
1.50E-014
100.000
8.75E-015
100.000
1.79E-015
100.000
8.71E-016
100.000
5.80E-016
100.000
2.54E-016
100.000
-5.24E-016
100.000
-1.83E-015
100.000
-3.35E-015
100.000
Table 5 Component Matrix (aij)

Cost Drivers
D1
D2
D3
D
D

4
5

D6
D7
D8
D9
D 10
D 11
D 12
D 13
D 14

Component
1
2
3
.857 .130 -.482
.986 -.051 .143
.822 -.479 -.207
.339 .909 -.175
.843 -.359 -.291
.840 .204 -.480
.985 .018 .132
.944 .244 .170
.984 -.166 .025
.545 .169 .674
.781 -.240 .362
.910 .274 .278
.986 -.130 .094
.984 .046 -.162

4.3 The test
Through the above analysis, which merger 14 cost drivers into three compositive cost drivers, we
can compare the activity costs assigned by the new 3 cost drivers with the ones assigned by the original
14 cost drivers, the corresponding results are shown in Table 6. It can be found that, after merger of cost
drivers, the relative error of indirect costs assigned to products P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 and P6 are -0.00081,

-0.04335, 0.022834, 0.033098, 0.093425, 0.052895 respectively comparing with the results obtained
before the merger of cost drivers. Again, from Table 4, the three new compositive cost drivers can
explain 95.11% of all original 14 cost drivers, therefore, it demonstrates that the PCA based
activity-based costing method can greatly simplify the analysis, as well satisfy the requirement of
accuracy.
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before and after the Mergence of the Indirect Costs of Product Distribution List Errors

Compositive Cost Drivers
d1
d2
d3
Indirect Costs after Merger
Indirect Costs before Merger
Absolute Error
Relative Error

P1
0.302452
0.27509
0.315136
641931.59
642452.06
-520.47
-0.00081

P2
0.278161
0.052867
0.147716
411262.2
429899.1
-18636.9
-0.04335

P3
0.307452
0.333333
0.057545
203414.5
198873.4
4541.14
0.022834

P4
0.041613
0.159498
0.173512
102541.4
99256.17
3285.23
0.033098

P5
0.046968
0.179211
0.238809
108521.2
99248.87
9272.33
0.093425

P6
0.023355
0
0.067282
40977.72
38919.09
2058.63
0.052895

5 Conclusions
A PCA based method is proposed to merge correlated cost drivers into several typical principal
components, with which the work load of calculating activity-based cost could be sharply reduced,
while the accuracy could be completely met. Additionally, in this paper, we have also conducted an
empirical study as an example to instruct practitioners how to use professional software, such as SPSS
or SAS to carry on the analysis work. Generally speaking, the analytical results are quite satisfied which
demonstrates the basic logic of this research is correct and convincible. By the way, our model can only
work well based on a perfect ABC accounting system and abundant data; otherwise, it’s hard to be
implemented in practice.
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Research on Port Logistics Development Model Based on Supply
Chain Management
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Abstract With the deepening of the Supply Chain Management (SCM) thinking, the port is gradually
applied the relevant theory to develop its logistics model. This paper uses the theoretical and empirical
analysis method, summarizes and compares the existing development models of port logistics, and then
proposes that the Supply Chain Model (SC-Model) is an important trend in the development of port
logistics, especially researches the structure and characteristics of SC-Model. Finally, this paper
analyzes the current problem of SC-Model in China’s ports, proposes the solutions accordingly, and
obtains the conclusion that the establishment of coordination and information mechanisms is very
important for the development of port supply chain.
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1 Introduction
As an important node of urban development, port plays a decisive role in the whole logistics
system. It connects the cargo owners and shipping companies, and involves the freight forwarding,
transportation companies, government, banks and many other enterprises. It has strong pull effect on
local economic growth. Therefore, how to develop the port logistics better and faster, to seek the suited
logistics development models for the ports has become a critical concern. As the characteristics of each
port are different, the logistic models they use are also different. In many models, with the globalization
of SCM, a new port logistics development model-Supply Chain Model (SC-Model) is also gradually on
the rise. In the field of SCM, the traditional concept of supply chain limits to the internal operations of
enterprises and focuses on corporate self-interest. Many researches concentrate on manufacturing
companies and hold that supply chain is an internal process of manufacturing companies. It refers to a
process of passing the raw materials procured and components received to manufacturing business
through production conversion or sales. Modern researches on SCM more focus on coordination and
cooperation. The main coordination mechanisms are: ordering quantity contract, discount of returning
contract, the time discount contract and sharing information of supply chain (Charles J. Corbett et al.,
2000). Some scholars start from the relationship of supply chain coordination, use mixed integer
programming to research the strategy level, give an optimal model, and describe its effects upon
decision of business management (C.Haehling von Lanzenauer and K.Pilz-Glombik, 2001). The
representative studies of domestic scholars on the supply chain are: integrated supply chain, agile supply
chain, supply chain operations, and the study of optimization and reconstruction, etc (Wang Jiuhe,
2007).
With increasingly fierce competition among ports, SCM thinking is gradually applied to the port
construction. At present, on the applications of the port supply chain, researches have focused the
strategy determinations (Song, D.W., 2008), partner selection, the positioning of port function and other
aspects. Some scholars analyze the building of strategic partnership on modern port logistics supply
chain (Gilbert N. Nyaga et al, 2010). There are also some scholars that put forward the expand functions
based on global SCM (Luo Lingyuan and Zhou Yuechao, 2006). As the researchers have different
interests, the current studies are scattered in different areas. In the filed of research on supply chain
design and operation, results are fruitful, but most of the more successful applications limit to the
manufacturing. On the port research, most studies focus on the practical cases and lack universality.

2 Port Logistics Development Model
The determination and planning of port logistics development model is a key issue related to the
port function location and the core competitiveness. The operating mechanism of the modern port needs
innovation. It needs to advance with the times to seek the own logistics model according to local
conditions. At present, the foreign port logistics development models can be summarized into three:
Rotterdam port model, Antwerp port model and Singapore port model. Each model has its own
characteristics in the physical environment, hardware, management and government support. While the
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domestic port logistics development models can be summarized into six: Hong Kong model, model of
international shipping center, model of port regional logistics system, model of supply chain strategic
alliance, model of zone-port interactive and bonded port area, and port logistics "network layout" model.
The features and respective ports of each model are showed in Table 1.
Table 1
Area

Comparison of Port Logistics Development Models

Model

Rotterdam port model
Antwerp port model

Foreign

Respective
Ports

Features

Singapore port model
Hong Kong model
International shipping
center model
Model of port regional
logistics system
Domestic
Zone-port interactive and
bonded port area model

Landlord type, unified planning by government
and makes their own decisions by business.
Co-funding type, “one-stop, door to door, frame
to frame” comprehensive service, and perfect
transportation network.
Joint type, direct investment by government, a
free port policy, intensive management, and
service diversification.
Independent type, self-organizing logistics
center, one-stop and integrated service,
attention to personnel training.
Container hub port, dense routes, deep channel,
a complete network of collecting and
distributing, and perfect service functions.
Port area is the center. Building the "Port
Logistics Park - Logistics Center - Distribution
Center" integrated model.
Establish the Bonded Logistics Park, simplify
procedures, speed up goods flow and promote
the development of a free port.

Rotterdam Port
Antwerp Port
Singapore Port
Hong Kong Port
Shanghai Port
None
Qingdao Port,
Tianjin Port

Port Logistics "network
layout" model

Solely or cooperatively construct cross-regional
“Port Logistics Network”.

HPH
(Hutchison Port
Holdings)

Supply chain strategic
alliance model

Construct a pool of interest, share resources,
Co-specialization, and achieve technological
innovation and diversification operation.

None

3 SC-Model of Port Logistics
The port SC-Model treats the port as a core, effectively integrates the various service suppliers
(including handling, processing, transportation, warehousing, customs clearance, distribution, or even
financial, business services companies, etc) and customers (including shippers and shipping companies,
etc) into a whole, then delivers the correct number of goods to the right place at the right time. Its goal is
to achieve the lowest cost throughout the supply chain. The members of this model are different from
the traditional supply chain structure. According to the users’ composition and business processes, the
structure of the port supply chain this paper builds is showed in Figure 1.

Supplier
Members

Port
Enterprises
Service charge

Shipping
Companies
Service charge

Cargo owner
shipping fee

Goods Costs
Material flow
Figure 1

Information flow

Capital flow

Structure of Port Supply Chain Model

The Figure 1 shows that the supply chain of port enterprises is a kind of serviceable supply chain.
Compared with the manufacturing, port supply chain has no the create links. Its oriented core is a
serviceable enterprise. This model also includes material flow, capital flow and information flow, but
also has its own characteristics.
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1) The type of enterprises is multifold and the span is large. Therefore, the complexity of port
supply chain is high. The manufacturing supply chain is generally composed of suppliers, manufacturers,
distributors and consumers. But the port supply chain includes suppliers (shippers), shipping companies,
port enterprises, land transport companies, distributors, etc. This demonstrates the complexity of the port
supply chain.
2) The direction of material flow is bidirectional. Since not only the goods flow into the port, but
also the goods out, so in the entire network, material flow is not just a one-way direction, but the
two-way. Information flow is interactive and the directions of capital flow show diversity.
3) This model has large uncertainties. In the port groups of the same region, the services different
ports provide are growing to converge. Ports’ functions tend to homogenized. So enterprises’ choose
make the operation of the port supply chain with more uncertainty. In addition, the port city's
development orientation, the investment of economic hinterland and the scale effect of industry cluster
will bring variables to the operation of port supply chain.
4) The integration of port supply chain is very difficult. Integration plays an important role in the
SCM, but some integration technology of manufacturing does not apply to the port enterprise supply
chain. Moreover, the node enterprises of port supply chain have large difference. Therefore, the
integration and optimization of port supply chain will be more difficult.

4 The Development of Port SC-Model in China
With the deepening development of logistics and supply chain, the development of the world's
major ports has gone through four phases: the first generation of "transport type" port; second generation
"transport + service" port; third generation of the "logistics center model" port and the fourth generation
of the "Supply Chain type "port. With the development of modern port, the port management concept
has experienced a process that is from the cost idea to the profit idea then to the integrated logistics
service concept. Then the port logistics gradually develop to enhance customer service and improve the
logistics functions.
4.1 The main problems of port SC-Model development
At present, the development of port SC-Model in China is still in the initial stage. Compared with
the foreign advanced port supply chain, a large gap also exists. Therefore, the port transportation costs,
warehousing costs and management costs in China are higher. Moreover, there are some imperfect
problems in the operation and management.
1) Lack of the systemic concept of supply chain and effective coordination mechanism. The links
of port business with upstream and downstream enterprises are not close enough yet to establish a stable
logistics alliance. At this stage, the scope of port logistics activities is limited. It has not established the
stable strategic partnership between ports and related maritime transport, railways, highways and other
large logistics companies. This will be difficult to achieve efficient and accurate logistics services, even
the flexible connectivity. In addition, ports have fewer contacts with industrial enterprises and
processing enterprises. The logistics alliance is not high and the good coordination mechanism also lack.
2) Efficiency of information transfers and the extant of share between node enterprises are low. The
information about demand forecasting, inventory status and production planning of node enterprises is
the important dates of supply chain. These dates are necessary to respond to user needs quickly and
effectively. However, the information standardization is not uniform and the concepts among enterprises
are different. So the upstream and downstream enterprises lack smooth connection of information.
3) High inventory costs. The inventory management of port enterprise is static and single-level.
Port’s inventory control policies have no links with suppliers’ and shippers’, so port can not use the
resources of supply chain to achieve a joint inventory management, resulting in higher inventory cost of
port.
4 ） Lack of logistics management and R & D (Research and Development) talents. The
professionals of port logistics are extremely scarce. Moreover, there are lack of new interdisciplinary
talents of proficiency in port logistics management and engineering.
4.2 The solution measures of port SC-Model development
The trend of port logistics is to build and improve the port logistics service supply chain whose
leader is port enterprise. So, in order to improve the efficiency of port logistics, how to integrate and
manage port service supply chain is the crucial issue. And emphasis and focus is to enhance the level of
its management and operation. To solve the above problems, better develop the port SC-Model, and play
its significant role, it requires joint efforts of all levels of society.
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1) Full play the active and leading role of the government into port logistics, and enhance SCM
concepts of enterprises. The government must not only guide enterprises, but also cultivate and support
them actively. At the same time, the government intervention must adhere to the direction of market, and
relax restrictions in the micro area as much as possible to provide more free space for enterprise
operation. Furthermore, the government should conduct enterprises to realize the importance of SCM,
and make publicity and encouragement.
2) Strengthen partnership among enterprises of port supply chain, and then establish the alliance of
port logistics service supply chain. The number of members in port supply chain is large, and their sizes
and natures are different. So the interest conflict among members is very obvious. Port should establish
good partnership with other members of the supply chain, form communities of interest, and use the
expanded resources and complementary strength to reduce the time and cost of the whole logistics
process. So it can be achieved that maximizing the benefits of the global supply chain.
3) Set up the suitable coordination mechanism of port SC-Model. Coordination is not only a means
of regulation, but also a function of management and control. In addition, it is also a state that shows a
kind of harmonious relationship among subsystems, among the various system elements, among system
functions or between structures and objectives. It can used to describe the overall effect of the system.
The purpose of coordination is that making the information of meeting certain service quality to pass
through the supply chain continuously and smoothly. Then the supply chain can respond to customer
needs in real time. Coordination mechanisms of port supply chain include information coordination,
logistics coordination, distribution of benefits coordination, resource coordination, and personnel
training coordination, etc.
4) Set up the information mechanism of port SC-Model to enhance the information sharing.
Information sharing plays an important role for coordinating a variety of factors of supply chain. It is
helpful for making decisions of supply chain members. Thus the modern SCM requires members to
share the following information: the business plan, forecast information, inventory information,
purchasing information and logistics coordination information, etc. The implementation of information
mechanism can be achieved with establishing the logistics information platform of port supply chain.
This platform connects all relevant enterprises of port supply chain with Network Technology,
Information Technology and Logistics Technology. It is a “virtual enterprise” of network that can
achieve the collection, transmission, processing and analysis of information date, and then provide an
open platform for members’ communication. This is not only the foundation to achieve the functions of
port supply chain, but also the critical factor to improve the competitiveness of port supply chain. Users
of the information platform include all the relevant enterprises and institutions of upstream and
downstream. The functions cover every aspect of port operations. The structure of users and functions is
showed in Figure 2.
Data Exchange

Trade
Enterprises
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Information

Transport
Logistics Information
Enterprises

Government

Finance
Department

Supervisory
Information

Information
Diffusion
Electronic
Trading

Logistics
Information
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Figure 2 show that all the enterprises of supply chain can exchange their information through this
platform. Therefore, the sharing can be achieved. Because port has the cluster effect and stronger
competitive, it is the core of this platform. In the function setting, the platform not only includes basic
information processing functions, but also some extended functions based on port characteristics, for
example, intelligent distribution function, cargo tracking function with RFID (Radio Frequency
Identification), stockpiling management function and financial service function. Each function has its
own characteristics and target.
5) Strengthen personnel training and management. In view of the situation of the talent shortage,
port logistics enterprises not only need to recruit talents in domestic and foreign markets, but also should
take many other means, for example going out and inviting, to enhance the training of the existing
personnel. Only the port’s employees improve their own qualities constantly, and continuously learn and
apply the advanced technology and methods, it can be achieved that building an appropriate supply
chain of port logistics service.

5 Conclusion
The main work and conclusions are summarized as follows:
1) Analyzing and comparing the characteristics of a variety of port logistics development models.
This paper shows that it is a trend for ports to select a model suited to their development. And the
selection should be according to local conditions, the own conditions and characteristics of each model
to make matching. Port should choose the most appropriate, rather than the most advanced.
2) Especially researching the port SC-Model, establishing an integrated structure of this model, and
analyzing its features. SC-Model arises under the premise that SCM thinking develops more and more
widely. It is a new development tool and has huge potential benefits for ports’ development. And it is
not independent of other models, but can be used as an aid that is applied with other models. It is
conducive to the integration of port resources and enhancement of competitiveness.
3) Analyzing the problems of the current development of port SC-Model in China, and then putting
forward the corresponding solutions. Development of port SC-Model requires both the macro support of
government and the micro cooperation of enterprises. Only starting with the two aspects, the SC-Model
can play the desired effects. For the port supply chain information mechanism, this paper establishes a
common port logistics information platform, analyzes and describes its users and functions. This will be
a direction of future researches.
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Abstract Due to the fierce competition in construction industry, many enterprises begin to focus on
the intra-industry cooperation and the application of supply chain management in construction industry
is inevitable. This paper discusses the status of construction supply chain and contracting model of the
large-scale projects, and introduces the information management, logistics management and risk
management in construction supply chain. Finally, the paper studies the role of general contractor in the
supply chain and presents some measures to improve the practical application of supply chain
management in construction industry.
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1 Introduction
It is well recognized that supply chain integration can reap many benefits for enterprises. In the
construction industry, more and more contractors tend to rely on the resource of suppliers and
subcontractors, it is necessary for contractors to build interactive relationships with other partners in the
construction supply chain. The construction supply chain related to the knowledge of engineering,
logistics, management science and other aspects of knowledge, it also needs collaboration of suppliers,
owners, designers, contractors, subcontractors and other participants, all of this make the management in
construction supply chain becoming more complicated. Based on the above analysis, we will make
further inquiry of applications in the construction industry from the perspective of general contractor.

2 Development of Construction Supply Chain
As the complexity of the construction process, the application of supply chain management in
construction is not so popular than the automotive manufacturing and retails. In the late 20th century, the
US once integrated some successful cases which used in the manufacture into models to encourage other
industries to learn from the thought of supply chain management. Nowadays, industrialization in
construction is becoming more and more popular, for example, prefabrication and onsite assembly are
becoming common practice [1]. It entitled construction industry to shorten construction cost, but the
space of operating efficiency is still limited. Lauris Koskela proposed to apply lean principles in
construction project at first. Up to now, besides lean thinking, there are many theories applied in
manufacture originally have been put into use in construction supply chain, like agility, business process
reengineering, etc. Nowadays, main contractors have become increasingly reliant on other actors in the
construction supply chain [2].

3 Overview of Engineering Contract Model
With the development of social division, the number of construction projects managed by clients
themselves has been decreasing, especially for large-scale projects. Clients need to integrate advantages
of each participant, particularly the contractor’s ability to provide integrated services. The current
prevailing international management of major projects is mainly engineering procurement construction
(EPC) and project management contractor (PMC). The PMC model refers to the project management
contractor undertake the project, but only responsible for the whole process of project management, and
subcontract the concrete work, like construction and design. That is, the PMC determines the general
contractor. Therefore, whether under PMC or EPC project management models, the logistic services,
like equipment procurement, inventory, and transportation, installation, are all carried out under the
guide of general contractors [3].
In the construction supply chain, different project management models will have different effects
in the construction supply chain, only by adopting the appropriate model can the clients achieve the
unity of the work involved. Taking the applicability of supply chain management in the construction
industry into account, we analyze the construction supply chain system which focuses on the general
contractor.
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4 Model of Construction Supply Chain Based on the General Contractor
The main work of the general contractor in the construction supply chain is as follows: integrate
the resource of suppliers and subcontractors to make full use of it, and coordinate the relationships
between project management contractors or clients to enhance the whole operational efficiency of the
supply chain. For the general contractor, the profits of concrete construction is gradually decreasing, so
more and more companies moving operations to the early stage of project process, and the focus on the
profits has shifted. Therefore, the general contractor in the construction supply chain should establish
long-term and stable partnerships with upstream and downstream enterprises so as to better play the core
competitiveness. Figure 1 is the construction supply chain model based on the general contractor.
Material flow
Capital flow
Information flow

Client

Initiative

PMC

Put into use

EPC
Completed
Implementation

Subcontractor
Design

Figure 1

Tender &bid

3PL

Supplier
Construction

Construction Supply Chain Model Based on the General Contractor

From the picture above, we can know that the construction supply chain system based on general
contractor is a chain system that intends to meet the demand of clients, integrate the material,
information and capital flow under the assistance of information management, and make an integrated
management between clients, suppliers, subcontractor or other participants. Construction supply chain
management throughout the whole process of project is to achieve win-win relationships with relevant
participants. At the initiative stage of the project, the clients may appoint a professional project
management company to supervise the project. They can also directly select the general contractor to
responsible for the design, bidding, and construction of the project. At the implementation stage, the
general contractor responsible for the procurement of materials and the monitoring of project, as to the
implementation of specific projects and logistics operations, they can be supported by suppliers,
subcontractors or professional logistics service providers. Since the technical complexity of large
projects, the general contractor tends to entrust a professional third party logistics company to provide
services. The application of the construction supply chain based on general contractor in the practical
engineering projects is as follows.
4.1 Information management
As the construction project is a dynamic management, general contractor has a large amount of
information communication between clients (PMC), subcontractors and suppliers. The junction of
different participants in the construction supply chain is most vulnerable to have information bias with
upstream and downstream enterprises. Therefore, when the general contractor selects the supply chain
partner, they will consider the information sharing ability as an important criterion.
4.2 Logistics management
Engineering Logistics is the logistics enterprises focusing on the construction project in order to
provide logistic service during the whole process. Through the professional services provided by
logistics companies, the investors can get security and convenience. At the same time, the cost of the
project will be lowered, and the project will be completed on schedule. The activities of engineering
logistics exist in the whole supply chain, making the construction in the whole process seamless docking.
As the center of information, logistics and engineering settlement in the construction supply chain;
general contractor should communicate with other participants actively and make good preparations for
the project. Meanwhile, the partners in the supply chain should also cooperate with others by joint
business and sharing information.
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In addition, most construction materials and semi-finished goods piled up at the construction site;
making the logistics management at the construction site is pretty important in the construction supply
chain management. Construction subcontractors and suppliers can integrate their respective logistics
activities together, relying on highly specialized third-party logistics companies to implement a joint
distribution (Figure 2). Logistics companies can also responsible for the cleaning of construction and
demolition waste at the site, reduce one-way transportation, increase the cycle of loading rate and
resource utilization.

supplier1

supplier2

supplier3

……

Supplier N

Logistics center

project1

project2

project3
Figure 2

……

Project X

Joint Distributions [4]

4.3 Risk management
The risk in the supply chain can be divided into internal and external risk. The external risk is
mainly the environmental, economic, political and social uncertainties; the internal risk is primarily
internal friction in the supply chain [5]. It mainly refers to the uncertainties that influence schedule,
quality, cost in the projects from general contractor to subcontractors and suppliers. The awareness of
risk in the construction supply chain reduced step by step along the project managers, general
contractors, subcontractors, suppliers. What’s more, because of the "bullwhip effect" exists, when the
information passed from client to the supplier, it directly increases the risk in the construction supply
chain. Therefore, the general contractor should control the risk in advance and strengthen the awareness
of partners in the supply chain during the construction process.

5 Role of General Contractor in Construction Supply Chain
5.1 Improvement of the logistics evaluation system
Supply chain is a unified whole, when the enterprise integrated with each other, definitely involves
the integration of multiple functional activities. There exists a main problem in the construction industry,
which is most partners in the supply chain always work on their own way; they haven’t formed a good
cooperative environment. The general contractor should pay attention to the cost formed in the logistics
activities during the construction process, and make well-developed evaluation index system to reduce
these cost so as to meet the requirements of logistics integration in supply chain. When the general
contractor selects the supplier, they should also consider improving the relevant evaluation details of the
supplier selection.
5.2 Construction of a close partnership with upstream and downstream enterprises
The temporary supply-chain networks that general contractor formed in the project making
transaction costs and compliance risks still exist, this can not come up to the demand of close interaction
in the construction supply chain. Therefore, the general contractor should choose the right suppliers and
subcontractors; make communications on the control of cost, schedule and quality with them frequently
in order to establish long-term strategic cooperative partnership. General contractor can implement
concurrent engineering so that suppliers can join in the bidding stage, and make tailored plan for the
project to reduce alternation during the construction. Meanwhile, the general contractor can select a
professional third party logistics companies to make up each other's deficiencies. In addition, to
maintain long-term cooperation relationships between the suppliers and subcontractors, it is important to
stimulate them by establish a stable risks and rewards sharing mechanism.
5.3 Establishment of an information platform to enhance communication
The efficiency of the construction supply chain mainly comes from coordination among the
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members in the supply chain. While information sharing is the base of coordination, the information
level of supply chain members is different. In the construction supply chain management, because of the
large amount of information, it is complex and dynamic, plus information asymmetry, if not taken
seriously, will directly lead to the integration difficulties of the whole industry. Therefore, it is not only
for general contractor in the construction supply chain to improve their information ability, but provide a
good project management information platform to help the parties involved improve their level of
information. By doing this, they can promote the standardization of construction supply chain together.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we described how supply chain can be used to integrate clients (PMC), suppliers and
subcontractors together based on the main contractors. Adoption of construction supply chain should
enhance unity awareness through cooperate with other participants to reduce the construction cost and
construction period. Due to the complex nature of the construction supply chain, besides, there is
material flow, capital flow and information flow during the process, the general contractor should value
some abilities of the cooperator, like information sharing and activity integrating. As a part of the
construction supply chain, general contractor should build a construction supply chain integration and
collaboration. At present, the thought of construction supply chain in the large-scale projects has an
initial application. However, contrast to the applications in manufacturing and retail, supply chain
management in the construction is still in development stage, need a further research.
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Abstract This paper discusses the partial return policies in the channel of single manufacturer and two
competing retailers under demand uncertainty. Substantial literature has been reviewed about full return
policies. They ignore the partial return policies which are more general in supply chain. In contrast to no
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1 Introduction
Manufacturers' returns policies are a common feature in the distribution of many products (e.g.,
news-papers, periodicals, records, etc.) The obvious rationale for returns policies is insurance.
Practitioners, not surprisingly, have a different perspective and view returns as a cost of doing business.
Manufacturer use various policies fitting this model, range from a full credit on all unsold goods to no
credit for unsold items. Middle road strategies, such as full credit for partial returns or partial credit for
full returns, are also currently in use. A returns policy eliminates the cost to retailers of excess inventory
and so encourages retailers to stock aggressively when faced with uncertainty in demand.
In the general setting, when there are competing retailers and demand is uncertain, there is a
trade-off for the manufacturer between the benefits (more intense retail competition) and the costs of a
returns policy. The paper shows that several such policies currently in effect are suboptimal. These
include those where the manufacturer offers retailers full credit for all unsold goods or where no returns
of unsold goods are permitted. We show that neither a policy of allowing for unlimited returns at full
credit nor one which allows for no returns could be optimal. Limiting returns to a fixed percentage of
sales may allow an optimal policy to be developed; however, such a policy will not be optimal in a
multi-retailer environment.
We demonstrate that an optimal policy in the multi-retailer environment is only achievable if
unlimited returns are permitted for partial credit. In this case, formulae for the optimal price to be
charged the retailer as well as the partial credit amount are presented along with formulae for the
expected profit achievable by both the retailer and manufacturer. That is, while the manufacturer may set
a coordinated pricing and return policy which increases the average retailer's expected profit, some
retailers may actually experience a decrease in expected profit due to the policy change. As a
consequence, some retailers may choose to no longer carry the product while, at the same time, others
may now find it attractive to do so.
In this context, Padmanabhan V. and I. P. L (1995) [1] consider the impact of two factors-retail
competition and demand uncertainty on a manufacturer's decision whether to accept returns. We show
that a returns policy can benefit a manufacturer by inducing retailers to compete more intensely.
Pasternack, B.A [2] claimed that an appropriate return policy can fully coordinate a single-supplier
single-retailer supply chain. Bernstein, F. (2005) [3] investigate the equilibrium behavior of decentralized
supply chains with competing retailers under demand uncertainty.
Here we extend the work of Padmanabhan and Png(1997)[4] to include partial returns. The setting
for our research is the distribution of products with uncertain demand, limited shelf lives, and retail
competition. The market share, and therefore profits, of each member are based on the quantities
brought to the market and the prices charged by these retailers. We focus on a linear demand model with
a simple uncertain demand distribution that includes only two realizations Mills,E.S(1959)[5]. Our
objective is to provide a better understanding of when manufacturers should adopt returns policies.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the model. Section 3
considers the centralized system. Section 4 shows the influence of partial returns for all the parties by
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numerical and graphic analysis. We give the operational and strategic decisions with competing retailers
at uncertain demand. Section 5 concludes the paper and gives the future research.

2 Basic Setting
Notation
Subscript i, j
pix , p jx

si , s j
c
w

qix , q jx

denote the two retailers in the supply chain
Retail price at demand state x
Production and order quantity
per unit production cost
wholesale price(when this chain is not Vertically integrated chain)
sales by the retailer at demand state x

π xc and π c
πm

manufacturer’s profit(when this chain is not Vertically integrated chain)

π rix , π rjx andπ ri , π rj

retailer’s profit at demand state x and expected profit, respectively

d ix
u

profit at demand state x and expected profit , respectively

market demand faced by the chain at demand state x
probability of low demand state, 1-u is the probability of high demand state

qi = min( si , d i )
To keep things tractable we assume that the demand is uncertain with just two possible realizations
(Desheng Wu 2009)[6]: a low value, l, with probability u, and a high value, h , with probability 1-u. Note
th

that when u=1 or u=0 we obtain the certain demand case. We consider additive demand where the i
retailer’s demand depends on three elements: the primary uncertain demand at state x ∈ (h,l),(we assume
al < ah )its own price, pix , and the competitor’s price p jx (j ≠ i)through a substituting coefficient

b ∈ (0,1):

dix = ax − pix + bp jx

(1)
d jx = ax − p jx + bpix
As reflected in (1), b=0 implies that the chains are independent of each other while b=1 implies that
the products are not differentiable. As before we assume that demand uncertainty is resolved before the
retail price pi is chosen.
Manufacturer Sets Distribution Policy (w , r)

Retailer Orders Stock s

Demand Uncertainty Resolved

Retailers Set Price p and Sales q
Figure 1

sequence of moves

Let us review the information structure and sequence of moves. Initially, all parties are uncertain
about the primary demand. In the first stage, the manufacturer sets the distribution policy as a
Stackelberg leader. The distribution policy includes a wholesale price, w, and possibly a buyback price r.
In the second stage, the retailers orders stock s, while, in the third stage, the retailers set price, decide the
sales quantity.
In this model of supply chains, when demand uncertainty is resolved before the retail price decision
is made, the retail price will be chosen such that: at the high demand state, s = q ,and at the low
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demand state when the per unit production cost is not high enough(Desheng Wu 2009)[6], then in the low
demand state sales are not constrained by the stock s .

3 Vertically Integrated Supply Chain
Vertically integrated chain is a chain with a single owner, the manufacturer and the retailer are two
branches of the same company and thus both face the same demand. The company sequentially decides
on production quantity s and retailer price p .When the demand is low, the company determines the
optimal price by:
Max pil , p jl {π lc } = Max pil , p jl pil qil + p jl q jl − c ( si + s j ) = (al − pil + bp jl ) pil + ( al − p jl + bpil ) p jl − c ( si + s j )
(2)
FOC (First Order Conditions) with (2)
∂ π lc
∂ π lc
= a l − 2 p il + 2 b p jl = 0;
= a l + 2 b p il − 2 p jl = 0
∂ p jl
∂ p jl

(3)
Solving the reaction functions leads to the optimal price and sales for the low demand state,;.
al
al
c
c
pilc = p cjl =
2 (1 − b ) q il = q jl = 2
(4)
Thus, the company's optimal profit at the low demand state is:
π lc = p il q il + p jl q jl − c ( s i + s j )
(5)
When demand is high, we follow our mention that retail price is chosen to clear inventory. Thus,
The company determines optimal prices by solving the reaction functions that follow from:
a + ba h − si − bs j
a + ba h − bsi − s j
pih = h
; p jh = h
2
b −1
b2 − 1
Therefore, the Supply Chain's expected profit is:
(a + bah − bsi − s j ) s j si (ah + bah − si − bs j )
ual2
c
+ (1 − u )( h
+
) − c( si + s j )
π = uπ lc + (1 − u )π hc =
2(1 − b)
b2 − 1
b2 − 1
(6)

s ,s

FOC(6) with respect to i j leads to the reaction functions whose solution gives the order
quantity the optimal price (for both retailers) at high demand state of the Vertically integrated
equilibrium
− c + bc + a h − ua h
− c + bc − ah + uah
si = s j =
pih = p jh =
2(1 − u )
2(b − 1)(1 − u )
(7)
Thus, The Vertically integrated supply chains expected profit is
(1 − u ) ua l2 + [(1 − u ) a h − (1 − b ) c ]2
πc =
2(1 − b )(1 − u )

(8)

4 Partial Returns Policies
Next, we analyze a wholesale price case where the manufacturer sets and gives a partial refund for
unsold stocks. We assert a similar result to the one used in Padmanabhan and Png(1997,2004) for
Monopolistic markets. Namely, sales are determined by quantity ordered at the high demand state and
by demand at the low demand state. Since the manufacturer accepts returns, if retailer orders stock s ,

q<s

units, it can return the unsold ( s − q ) units and need pay only wϕ ( s − q) to the
but sells only
manufacturer. Thus, in the third stage, the retailer has no stocking constraint and prices to maximize
profit. Solving the first order conditions for the retailers yields the retail prices and the retail sales (9),
π ril = pil qil − wsi + r ( si − qil ) = ( pil − ϕ w)qil − w (1 − ϕ ) si = ( pil − ϕ w)(al − pil + bp jl ) − w (1 − ϕ ) si

π rjl = p jl q jl − ws j + r ( s j − q jl ) = ( p jl − ϕ w)q jl − w (1 − ϕ ) s j = ( p jl − ϕ w)(al − p jl + bpil ) − w (1 − ϕ ) s j
wϕ + al
a − (1 − b) wϕ
pil = p jl =
qil = q jl = l
2−b
2−b
(9)
In this case the retailer faces a production cost w rather than c. The retailer's expected profit is:

,
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π ri = u[( pil − ϕ w)qil − w (1 − ϕ ) si ] + (1 − u )( pih − w ) si

π rj = u[( p jl − ϕ w)q jl − w (1 − ϕ ) s j ] + (1 − u ) ( p jh − w ) s j

(10)

Taking the FOC we have the reaction function whose solution is:
(1 + b)[ w(1 − b)(1 − uϕ ) + (1 − u )ah ]
si = s j =
(2 + b)(1 − u )

(11)
Substituting (8) into the manufacturer’s expected profit function and taking FOC with respect to w;

π m = 2{u [ wsi − r ( si − qil ) ] + (1 − u ) wsi − csi } = 2[ruqil − (c + ru − w) si ]

(12)
Solving the manufacturer' reaction Function. Hence, Manufacturer’s equilibrium wholesale price w
is
w=

(2 + b)(−1 + u )uϕ al + (−2 − b + b 2 )(−1 + u )(−1 + uϕ ) ah − (2 − b − 2b 2 + b 3 )(−1 + uϕ )c
2(−1 + b){−2 − 4u 2ϕ 2 + 2uϕ (2 + ϕ ) + b 2 (−1 + uϕ ) 2 + b[−1 − 2u 2ϕ 2 + uϕ (2 + ϕ )]}

(13)
4.1 Numerical examples
In this section, we investigate the increase in channel profits resulting from partial returns. we

c = 0, b = 1/ 2, a = 1

l
choose
to simplify the model, that is, the substituting coefficient is not very
high, and per unit production cost is zero. Substituting them into(12),we have

(u − 1)[10uϕ + (9 − 9uϕ )ah ]2
πm =
15{−9 + uϕ[18 + (−10 + u )ϕ ]}

(14)

4.1.1 Low demand uncertainty
When demand uncertainty is pretty low, consider u > 1 / 2 ，let u = 9 / 10 , ah = 5 we have the
expected Profit of Manufacturer and Retailers(M&R) at low demand state.(Figure 2)
Expected Profit

Expected Profit
3.0
2.5

M ' s profit
... ... ... .... R' s profit

15

M ' s profit
... ... ... ....R' s profit
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1.5
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0.5
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Figure 2 Profits of M&R at
low demand state
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Figure 3 Profit of M&R at
high demand state

At low demand state, manufacturers expected profit with partial returns is obviously more than no
returns and full returns. Retailers prefer the full return policies, however it can’t be accepted by the
manufacturer. When 0 < ϕ < 5 / 7 partial returns intensify the competition between the retailers, thus

reduce their revenue. When manufacturer raise the value of ϕ , retailer will increase stock s, and benefit
from the partial return policies.
Proposition 1 At low demand state, when 5 / 7 < ϕ < 9 / 10 all of the manufacturer and retailers’
expected profit will more then the condition of ϕ =0, thus, the partial policies ( 5 / 7 < ϕ < 9 / 10 ) adopted
by the manufacturer is a win-win strategy. It is Pareto improvement for all the parties.

ϕ

Proposition 2 At high demand state(Figure 2), with the increase of the value , manufacturers
expected profit will reduce. Thus, manufacturer dislikes offering partial returns. Compared with low
demand state, partial refund has little influence with the retailers at high demand state.
4.1.2 High demand uncertainty
When demand uncertainty is extremely high, consider u = 1 / 2 , uncertainty is maximized.
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Figure 4 Profit of M&R at high uncertainty state

Proposition 3

ϕ

,
At high demand uncertainty state(Figure 4), the manufacturer is inclined to reduce the value of
0
<
ϕ
<
2
/
5
thus, it can optimal the revenue at the high demand uncertainty circumstance. When
all of
the parties will benefit from the partial return policies. However, full return policies will definitely harm
the manufacturer’s expected profit.

5 Conclusions
We build a model of one manufacturer and two competing retailers to illustrate the impact of partial
returns at different demand state. When demand uncertainty is pretty low, partial returns can be a Pareto
improvement for all the parties at low demand state. Manufacturer adopts returns policies will stimulate
the stock and sales of the retailers, thus improve the revenue of all parties. By contrast, there is no need
to implement full returns at high demand state. When demand uncertainty is very high, the manufacturer
would prefer setting a comparable low partial refund to avoid excess stock loss.
We have not considered risk-preference among retailers, as we assumed that all parties were
risk-neutral. If the retailers are risk-averse, the wholesale price with returns should higher than in our
setting. In addition, we ignored the costs of administering and implementing partial returns. These costs
also should be considered when a manufacturer decides whether or not to accept returns. Besides, there
are many interesting opportunities for future research in this area. Consideration of manufacturer
competition and information asymmetry among the parties would add further richness to the model.
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Judgment on Retail Format Structure
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Abstract The retail format structure is divided into broad sense and narrow sense, and this paper
refers to the latter. General equilibrium theory and similarity coefficients of clustering analysis are used
to analyze Chinese retail format. High correlation between equilibrium of retail format structure and
average assets return ratios has been also demonstrated. The conclusions are beneficial to government
and retailers.
Key word Average Gssets return ratios; Retail format; Retail format structure; Similarity coefficient

1 Introduction
It is very important for retailers’ investment choice and governmental macro-management to know
retail format structure. In the academic literature pertain- ing to retail format, studies have traditionally
limited to study of retail format evolvement(Brown, 1987), study of retail format space structure
(A.Losch, 1933; Berry. B.J.L.and Parr,J.B.,1988),study of retail structure (J. D. Forbes, 1964; Hirotaka
Takeuchi, Louis P. and Bucklin,1977; Ritu Lohtis,2000), and study of format saturation (Langston, et
al,1997; E. M. Buys, 2004). The study of format saturation is research on selected capacity of format in
certain some place. A ripe saturation measure method was also put forward by the above researchers.
The application of saturation is close to retail format structure study, while it only can be applied in a
single format for which ignores comparison in different formats. In fact, it is difficult to judge the whole
retail format structure state. Perfect distribution of retail formats in a selected place is rarely studied in
home and aboard. Amit Bhatnagar, Brian T. Ratchford (2004) developed a general model of consumers
store-format choice for a consumer having utility structure. Their work mainly concerned consumers’
demands without regards to governments’ governmental intentions and retailers’ speculation. At all,
their theoretical fruits enlighten and our insight.
The essence of structure efficiency of retail formats is the issue of equilibrium that is put forward
by us, and the assumption of the equilibrium retail format structure is perfectly validated. The evaluation
criterion of the retail format structure according to the general equilibrium theory is set up in the
following context. From the perspective of format investment and govern- mental macro- management,
retail format structure is put forward. And similarity coefficient (SC) of cluster analysis method is
introduced to describe retail format structure. Then the correlation between Chinese retails format
structure and the average assets return ratios (AARR) is analyzed with statistical method. There has
been an implicit assumption in this study that each for- mat development quantity has saturation in some
select- ed places. Finally, implications from the study are dis- cussed from the perspectives of both
governments and retailers, and possible limitations and direction for future research are discussed.

2 Theoretical Basis
2.1 Conceptual definition
It is very important to decide a subject before one study a certain problem. So we first define
scientific retail format structure. The retail format structure is mainly used to describe the conditions of
retail format under a specified circumstance, but there is no clear definition of it. We propose that its
definition shall be categorized into narrow sense and broad sense, based on a large number of retail
literatures home and abroad. The meaning of retail format structure in narrow sense pertains to the
relationship in quantity and respective relationship in proportion among various retail format assets,
sales and profit inclusive of format types, given a specified economic and social condition. The meaning
of retail structure in broad sense pertains to the relationship in quantity and respective relationship in
proportion among the factors including retail format types, stores, assets, sales, profits, and spatial
structure, given a specified economic and societal condition. That is, it inner essence includes types and
quantities and proportionate relationship and distribution, and its extension includes quantity structure,
assets structure, sales structure, profit structure and spatial structure. The following will be mainly
engaged in explication of evaluation criterion of the structure and its relationship with average assets
return ratio, on the basis of retail format structure in narrow sense.
This paper pays attention to main retail formats which can be classified into four species as
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supermarkets, department stores, exclusive shop/specialty shop, and others including convenience store,
warehouse club, gro- cery store, on-store selling etc. Among the four, depart- ment stores have higher
breadth of assortment, but higher price. In turn, supermarkets have lower breadth as com- pared to
department stores and lower prices. An exclu- sive shop/ specialty shop has lower prices as com- pared
to a competitive supermarket, but similar breadth of assortment.
2.2 Application of general equilibrium theory
The general equilibrium theory has been successfully applied in some fields such as development
aid (Rob Vos,1998), emergence of political business cycles(Jan Tuinstra, 2000), allocation of carbon
permits within a country (T. Huw. Edwards, 2001), policy analysis (Shujie Yao, 2000), economic
transition (Xiao-guang Zhang, 1998).The general equilibrium principle can be perfectly used to analyze
the retail format structure issue.
According to equilibrium theory, structure assessment substantively is to assess retail format
structure equilibrium.
At first, it is necessary for retail format structure situation to construct a evaluation criterion on
assessing retail format structure. Equilibrium of format structure means efficient. The essence of
structure assessment is to assess the degree of format structure equilibrium.
According to H.H Gossen No.II Law, a consumer’ income is limited; consumers have to make
utilities created by the last unit of currency spent on each commodity, in order to obtaining the most
pleasures and utilities. The common marginal utility per dollar of all commodities in consumer
equilibrium is called the marginal utility of income. It measures the additional utility that would be
gained if the consumer could enjoy an extra dollar’s worth of consumption.
This fundamental condition of consumer equilibrium can be written in terms of the marginal
utilities (MuA. MuB,MuC,… ) and prices (PA,PB,PC,…)of the different goods in the following compact
way:

M uA M uB M uC
=
=
L
PA
PB
PC

(1)

The pursuit of the consumers’ maximal utilities is equivalent to the pursuit of the states’ maximal
profits. Experienced applications of general equilibrium theory tell us the consumer subject can be
substituted by states, and purchasing activities can be equal to states’ investment activities to various
formats. So, it is reasonable for us to think that gap among ratios of assets return of all kinds of retail
formats decreases that implies retail development is efficient. An ideal format structure shall be one in
which ratios of assets return of all formats are equal, only in this way government can acquire efficient
retail format structure.

3 Methodology
System similarity and variable similarity are different. Study of similarity of retail asset structure
and retail profit structure corresponds to the former. Moreover, detailed comparison of systematic
methods has been done in my doctoral dissertation which demonstrated that similarity coefficient
method is the best.
3.1 Establish retail format structural vector
Retail format structure equilibrium status can be described according to the structural vectors
similarity degree.
At first, we design assets structural vectors and profit structural vectors based on retail format
assets distribution and retail format profit distribution in selected places, the index of structure vectors
as follows:
The meanings of symbols below are important. GMi means format assets of type i,LYi means format
profit of type i,t means time.
(2)
Asset structure vector GM={GM1,GM2,GM3,GM4}
(3)
Profit structure vector LY={LY1,LY2,LY3,LY4}
C(GL)t=cos(GM,LY)t, means the similarity coefficient (SC)between retail format asset structure
and retail format profit structure.
3.2 Describe retail format structure using similarity coefficient
The approach of SC derives from clustering analysis, application of which demand classifying both
samples and variables, thus the concept of SCs is frequently needed. The standard definition is as
follows:
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More formally, let V be a collection of variables, and c is the real function of from V×V to [1×1],if
satisfied:
cxy＝±1⇔x=ay,a≠0,a is a constant
(4)
∀x,y∈V,⎢Cxy⎥≤1
(5)
∀x,y∈V,cxy=cyx
(6)
cxy is the SC of variables x and y. As ⎢cxy⎥ is closer to 1,the closer connection between x and y is,the
higher degree of similarity is. The most frequently used SC is cosine of two structural vectors’ angle. We
assume vector of n dimensions from n times of observation values of the index variables Ii and Ij,i.e.
respectively xi=(x1i,x2i,…,xni)T and xj=(x1j,x2j,…,xnj)T. Then, SC between variables Ii and Ij can be given:

C ij (I ) = cos (x i , x j

) = (x , x ) =
i

n

∑x
k =1

j

ki

x kj

(7)

⎛
⎞⎛
⎞
⎜ ∑ x ki2 ⎟ ⎜ ∑ x kj2 ⎟
⎝ k =1
⎠ ⎝ k =1
⎠
The Cij is close to 1 that implies the degree of equilibrium of retail structure is high, in other words,
it’s more ideal one.
Selected retail data from 9 Chinese cities and national data in 1999 (data from:《China markets
yearbook 2000》) have been used to explore it. After calculation of the data, structure of nine places
retail format is described, and ratios of retail average assets return corresponding to those cities are
calculated, at last, we got those correlation Acquired retail format structure SC.
xi x j

n

n

4 Results and Discussion
Shanghai, Beijing, Chong- qing, Tianjin got higher AARR than that of other citys. SCs of format
structure of those cities are close to 1.It is obvious that format asset return ratios of four formats are
close in those cities. That is, retail format structure of those city reached equilibrium.AARR in Xinjiang
and Shanxi etc. are lower, their SCs of those retail structures are far from 1, that is, retail format
structure of those cities developed disequilibrium.
Correlation between the format structure and AARR can be analyzed. And the coefficient of
correlation between format structure and AARR have been computed: r=0.83214,t=4.24,where the
signifi- cance level is 0.01, tα/2=3.3554, t>tα/2. Therefore, we claim that r passes test of significance level,
namely, there is a high linear correlation between the SC of format structure and AARR. It proves that
essence of the retail format structure quality is the equilibrium issue. An equilibrium retail format
structure can create a higher AARR than a disequilibrium format structure can do, and an equilibrium
retail format structure is a perfect retail structure.
Following issues should be paid attention to:
1) In the long term,retail formats structure is often disequilibrium, and transient equilibrium of
retail format structure sometime takes place. This is because format development is characterized
dynamic behavior, and format types and number develop at random. It is difficult to reach equilibrium
of retail format structure.
2) Retail format development is characterized by life cycle. When a new format comes into being,
its asset return rate always is lower than AARR. So, retail format structure appears disequilibrium at the
beginning, and AARR is decreasing. But, it does not imply the retail format is a blind alley. Other more
practical indices need to be introduced in order to judge health of this format.

5 Conclusion
5.1 Managerial implication
These results we acquired is applicable both on a macro-(government) and micro-(retailers) level.
That is to say, it is beneficial for retailers to adjust format investment and for government to position
strategically managerial decisions, to optimize human resources, to upgrade competitive ability and to
protect domestic industries.
The results of this research also are implications for retailers’ to adjust format strategically. The
replication of the study at different time and region will enable retailers to ascertain effectiveness of the
retail development level. What has been highlighted is the different priorities that each retail format and
retailer has different perceptions of their business operation and investment. An implication of our study
is that retailers interested in exploring possible opportunities to create new retail formats should pay
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special attention to the retail format structure development. Furthermore, the consequent replications are
essential to analyze the individual retail format.
In light of the current and prospective retail formats, and related challenges to managerial decisionmaking in the future we can through computing a regional format structure SC to judge local retail
development, hence government can further study any individual format and reasonably adjust kinds
and number of a regional retail format in order to improve regional retail competing power.
5.2 Limitation and future research
The current research, just like any other research, is not without its limitations. One limitation is the
use of a convenience sample due to cost and time constraints. Because government pay little attention to
retail than other industries lack of statistical workers help, we can not computed the retail format
structure with longitudinal data to demonstrate the correlation of retail format structure and AARR. But,
to optimize the local retail format structure, we should study in-depth in order to find the cause which
results in lower assets return ratios of that retail format and adjust it.
This research is only elementary intermediate document of research on retail format structure issue;
and research theories and methods need further to be improved and completed. Future studies on retail
format structure may consider other antecedents of retail format structure. For example, Future
researchers can extend this study by withdrawing our assumptions about prices and consumption rates.
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430070
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Abstract This paper establishes the risk assessment index system according to characteristics of oil
and gas drilling engineering cooperation project. After modularizing risk indexes of oil and gas drilling
engineering cooperation project into eight clusters, risks are evaluated on the basis of multi-level fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation method. The study is to construct risk assessment indexes system of oil and
gas drilling in order to provide a guide to establishment of risk prevention mechanism, and to provide
significant reference for decision-makers of oil & gas drilling engineering cooperation project.
Key words Risk assessment; Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation; Oil and gas drilling project;
Cooperation project

1 Introduction
Oil and gas drilling engineering cooperation project is a basic work in oil and gas exploration and
development. It is a systematic engineering that involves many investor and administration section,
complicated techniques, lots of investments and large risks. While it is also a systematic engineering that
involves several work categories and work procedures, grade separation and continuous operation. And
it is a concealed underground engineering. The characteristics determine that there are many
uncertainties in oil and gas drilling project, and there are great risks in every aspect of oil and gas
drilling project. If effective measures can not be taken, it will easily lead to kinds of accidents which
will threaten the safety of operating personnel and environment pollution even huge loss of government
property [1].
Through summarizing the research on risk analysis of oil and gas drilling engineering cooperation
project both in home and abroad, the results are as following:
Firstly, among research objects, the number of the study on risk analysis of general exploration and
development project is much bigger than the number specifically for the risk of oil and gas drilling
project. And from risk management aspects of oil and gas drilling project, there is more study on HSE
risk management of drilling operation than that on integrated risk management of drilling cooperation
project [2].The risk research caused by objective factors is much more than the research of risk caused by
subjective factors, namely human behavior factors and how to avoid the risk of behavior [3].
Secondly, in the research ways, qualitative analysis is more effective than quantitative analysis, and
single factor risk analysis is also more effective than multi-factor risk analysis.

2 Risk Assessment Indexes System of Oil and Gas Drilling Engineering
Cooperation Project
2.1 Characteristics of risks in drilling cooperation project
From a broad perspective, the risks of oil and gas drilling engineering cooperation project mean the
possibility of loss of investor which would come from every environment conditions or human activities
having some connection with oil and gas drilling engineering cooperation project, and drilling
organization and its stakeholders have difficult in accurately foreseeing or controlling the influenced
factors[4].However, from a narrow perspective, risks of drilling engineering cooperation project refers to
the occurring possibility of specific hazard events in the implementation process of drilling engineering
project. In a word, the risk has the following main features: difference; seriousness; diversity;
concealment; variability.
2.2 Establishing risk assessment indexes system of drilling engineering cooperation project
According to the characteristics of risks in oil and gas drilling engineering cooperation project and
the goal to be achieved, the risks factor will be decomposed into different component elements, then it
will be stratified, clustered and combined according to the interaction and membership relation between
the factors, so that a delivered-hierarchy and order level indicator system is formed. Elements in
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first-level indexes dominate previous position [5].In this thesis risk evaluation indexes system of oil &
gas drilling cooperation project is constructed which can be seen in Table 1:
Table 1

Risk Assessment Index System of Oil and Gas Drilling Engineering Cooperation Project
Natural factor U1
Geological factor U11
Sulfur gas U12

Technological factor U2
Risk
assessment
index
system
of
oil and gas
drilling
engineering
cooperation
project
U

Management factor U3

Economic factor U4

The frequency of accidents U5

Distribution and loss of staff U6

Relief capability U7
Contract risk U8

Borehole stability U21
Drilling fluid property U22
Torque and friction U23
Cementing qualityU24
Management organization U31
Management policy and implementation U32
Management staff U33
Risk education and training U34
Risk education and training fees and prize fund U41
Risk technical measures cost U42
Industrial hygiene technical measures cost U43
Labor insurance supplied fees U44
The frequency of equipment accidents U51
Personal accident frequency U52
The frequency of mine accidents U53
Environmental pollution severity U54
Operating personnel density U61
Operating personnel quality U62
Economic loss per capita U63
The number of ambulance staff U71
Ambulance Equipment U72
The distance to the adjacent ambulance teams U73
Objective risk U81
renege on agreements U82

All risk indexes in the first layer of oil and gas drilling cooperation project is obtained by
summarizing risk factors which refer to eight aspects. And then each factor index in the first layer is
decomposed into several corresponding factor indexes in the second layer. This integrated process is
achieved by using fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method, and the risk quantization of factor index in
each base layer is generally given by the experts on drilling risk management on the basis of their
experience and knowledge [6].

3 Risk Assessment Method and Process
Because the risks have many attributes and are easily influenced by various factors in risk evaluation
of drilling engineering cooperation project, all relevant factors must be made comprehensive
consideration and the general comment when we evaluate risk degrees of the project and make the
decisions for the matter in order to provide the most realistic risk assessment results. The size of risk
factors exist is usually beyond recognition. It is difficult to unify to get clearly vivid boundary line and
not easy to accurately judge risk factors. Therefore, when we carry out risk assessment, it is necessary
for us to use some quantitative methods to describe fuzzy concepts, so that fuzzy concepts become
relatively sure. That is why we use fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to judge and think it can be
a more accurate result which is easier to implement in the real applications.
The basic idea of risk estimation and assessment using fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is to
consider synthetically the impact of all risk factors, to set the weight, to differentiate the importance
degree of each factor, o describe the fuzzy boundary of various factors by the membership, and to
construct fuzzy evaluation matrix. Through the multi-layer compound operation, we calculate various
possibility degree of risk level in which a high probability degree is the ultimately determined value.
Finally we determine the level of evaluation object. Concrete process is as follows.
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3.1 Determining the factors and weight of risk
Risk factors set is presumably U={U1,U2,……,Un}, Ui(i=1,2,………,n)is the first i factor of the first
level (the highest risk level)and it is also determined by some factors of risks in the second level, that is
to say Ui={Ui1,Ui2,……,Uim},among which, Uij(j=1,2，………，m)is risk factor of the second level.
AHP method is used to determine the indexes weight. Corresponding weight is given on the basis of
the importance of various risk factors at each level. Weight set of risks in the first level is defined as
A={a1,a2,………,an}and ai(i=1,2,………,n)is Ui in the proportion of U, among which,
∑ai=1(i=1,2,………,n).Weight set of risks in the second level is defined as W={wi1,wi2,………,wim}and
wij(j=1,2,………,m) is the weight of the first j factor Uij of the deciding factor Ui in the second level,
among which, ∑wij=1(j=1,2,……,m).
3.2 Revising the weight of project risk indexes
After processing by AHP method, weight matrix is as follows, while Aij is the weight and importance
degree that are got out after the first i expert judges the first j index and uses AHP method to deal with.
In following matrix m refers the number of experts and n is the number of indexes.

⎡ A11
⎢A
A = ⎢ 21
⎢ ...
⎢
⎣ Am1

A12
A22

...
...

...
Am 2

Ai j
...

A1n ⎤
A2 n ⎥⎥
... ⎥
⎥
Amn ⎦

In order to judge the dispersion degree of the matrix weight from the experts, it is necessary to
calculate the similarity coefficient between weights, thus the similarity coefficient matrix is composed.
Similarity coefficient and similarity matrix R are defined as:
n

Ri j = 1 − (1 / n)∑ ( Aik − A jk ) 2
k =1

⎡ R 11
⎢R
= ⎢ 21
⎢ ...
⎢
⎣ R m1

Ri j

R 12

...

R 22

...

...
Rm2

R ij
...

R1m ⎤
R 2 m ⎥⎥
... ⎥
⎥
R mm ⎦

Where Rij refers to similarity degree of weight results between the experts i and j on the evaluation
of the first k item; Known by the above formula, the smaller Rij, the smaller the similarity. Besides, n
refers to the dimension of index weight, which is also the number of evaluation indexes.
3.3 Establishing the evaluation set
No matter how many the factor levels have, the evaluation set has only one. The evaluation set is
applicable to risk factors and risk influenced factors. The evaluation benchmarks given by evaluating set
can be expressed by V={v1,v2,…,vp}, where vk(k=1，2，…，p) is the first k possible result of overall
evaluation.
3.4 Establishing two-level fuzzy evaluation matrix
The risk assessment team composed of experts or executives evaluate the current risk state according
to the given assessment benchmark. This evaluation is a fuzzy mapping. Even for the same evaluation
project, the evaluation results can only be expressed by the size of possibility degree of the first j
evaluation scale on the first i factor because different evaluators can be made for different assessments.
This possibility degree is called the membership degree, denoted by rij. rij is defined as the number of
experts making the first j evaluation scale on the first i factor / the total number of experts participating
in the evaluation, thus the fuzzy evaluation matrix is defined as:

Ri

j

⎡ r11
⎢r
= ⎢ 21
⎢ ...
⎢
⎣ rm 1

r12
r 22
...
rm 2

...
...
rij
...

r1 n
r2 n
...
r mn

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

3.5 Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
According to the fuzzy evaluation matrix, the set of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is:
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⎡ r11
⎢r
B = A * Rij = ( a1， a 2，
.....， a n ) ⎢ 21
⎢ ...
⎢
⎣ rm1

r12

...

r22
...

...
rij

rm 2

...
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r1n ⎤
r2 n ⎥⎥
= (b1， b2，
...， bn )
... ⎥
⎥
rmn ⎦

The occurrence probability of project risks is:
P f = B * V T = ( b1 , b 2 ,...., b n）( V 1 , V 2 ,..., V n ) T . Among which, bi(i=1，2，…，n) means the
membership degree of the first i factor relative to evaluation set when we carry out comprehensive
evaluation on evaluation objects composed of risk factors.
3.6 Determining the risk size by equal risk curve method
The identified risks are divided into low, medium, and high class on the basis of equal risk curve
method. Generally thinking, low risk means there is only slight effect on the project target and the
occurrence probability is also small (less than 0.3). Medium risk means that the occurrence probability
is large (from 0.3 to 0.7) and the risk affects the achievement of the project object. High risk means that
the occurrence probability is larger (0.7 and above) and it has a very negative impact on the achievement
of the project objective [7].

4 Case Studies
We select one drilling cooperation project of the Great Wall Drilling Company and carry out risk
assessment by using the above described multi-level fuzzy comprehensive evaluation.
4.1 Weight calculation
Applying experts’ survey of risk factors, six risk management experience experts on oil and gas
drilling cooperation project evaluate the relative importance of various factors that influence drilling
cooperation project, they are required to count and calculate relative weight of eight risk factors in
drilling cooperation projects by using EXCEL table [8]:
A = (0.084, 0.146, 0.095, 0.104, 0.233, 0.115, 0.106, 0.117 )
At the same time, calculating single weight Aki(i=1,2,…8) of sub-factors in the next layer relative to
the upper layer Ak (k=1,2,3,…,8)are separately:
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8

= ( 0 .5 , 0 .5 )
= ( 0 .3 9 1 6 , 0 .1 4 4 1, 0 .1 4 4 1, 0 .3 2 0 2 )
= ( 0 .4 8 2 0 , 0 .2 1 0 3, 0 .0 9 7 4 , 0 .2 1 0 3 )

= ( 0 .2 , 0 .4 9 4 1, 0 .1 6 4 3, 0 .1 4 1 6 )
=
=
=
=

( 0 .1 6 9 8 , 0 .0 9 7 , 0 .4 2 9 7 , 0 .3 0 3 5 )
( 0 .3 1 1 9 , 0 .4 9 0 5 , 0 .1 9 7 6 )
( 0 .4 2 9 , 0 .4 2 9 , 0 .1 4 2 )
( 0 .4 5 3, 0 .5 4 7 )

4.2 Establishing the evaluation set
Rating scale V is divided into five levels. V= (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9) respectively indicate {low,
lower, medium, high, higher} [9].According to the results of experts scoring, we calculate the rate of the
comments corresponding to various risk items for each sub-factors. For example, among natural hazard
(U1), there are three persons who think the risk of geological factors(U11) is low-risk (V1).That is to say
that the degree of membership of the risk item is 0.5.While,other risk factors are similarly determined,
thus we compose of membership degree matrix can be seen as following:
⎡ 0 .5 0 .2 0 .2 0 .1 0 ⎤
R1 = ⎢
0
0 ⎥⎦
⎣ 0 .6 0 .2 0 .2
R2

R3

⎡ 0 .6
⎢ 0 .5
= ⎢
⎢ 0 .4
⎢
⎣ 0 .6

⎡ 0 .6
⎢ 0 .3
= ⎢
⎢ 0 .1
⎢
⎣ 0 .4

0⎤
0 ⎥⎥
0 .4 0 .1 0 .1 0 ⎥
⎥
0 .2 0 .2
0
0⎦
0 .1 0 .2 0 .1
0 ⎤
0 . 3 0 . 2 0 . 1 0 . 1 ⎥⎥
0 .2 0 .3 0 .2 0 .2 ⎥
⎥
0 .4 0 .2
0
0 ⎦
0 .2
0 .2

0 .1
0 .2

0 .1
0 .1
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⎡ 0 .3
⎢ 0 .1
R4 = ⎢
⎢ 0 .4
⎢
⎣ 0 .6
⎡ 0 .1
⎢ 0 .4
R5 = ⎢
⎢ 0 .6
⎢
⎣ 0 .6

0 .3

0 .2

0 .1

0 .2

0 .3

0 .2

0 .4
0 .2
0 .2
0 .4
0 .2
0 .1

0 .2
0 .2
0 .3
0 .2
0 .2
0 .2

0
0
0 .2
0
0
0 .1

0 .3

0 .2

0 .1

0 .2

0 .3

0 .2

0 .4

0 .2

0

0 .2

0 .3

0 .2

0 .3
0 .2

0 .2
0 .2

0 .1
0

⎡ 0 .3
R 6 = ⎢⎢ 0 . 1
⎢⎣ 0 . 4
⎡ 0 .1
R 7 = ⎢⎢ 0 .3
⎣⎢ 0 .6
⎡ 0 .4
R8 = ⎢
⎣ 0 .6

0 .4
0 .2

0 .1
0 .2

0 .1
0

0 .1 ⎤
0 . 2 ⎥⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
0 ⎦
0 .2 ⎤
0 ⎥⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
0 ⎦

0 .1⎤
0 . 2 ⎥⎥
0 ⎥⎦
0 .2 ⎤
0 .1⎥⎥
0 ⎦⎥
0⎤
0 ⎥⎦

4.3 Calculating primary fuzzy comprehensive evaluation matrix
The weight matrix of each subset multiplying with the membership matrixes is primary evaluation
matrix, that is B k = A k * R k , obtaining E:

⎡ 0 .55
⎢ 0 .55677
⎢
⎢ 0 .44615
⎢
0 .26009
E =⎢
⎢ 0 .4957
⎢
⎢ 0 .22166
⎢ 0 .2568
⎢
⎣⎢ 0 .5094

0 .2
0 .22882

0 .2
0 .14643

0 .05
0 .06798

0 .21489
0 .25286

0 .20974
0 .24941

0 .08871
0 .11882

0 .18905
0 .27071

0 .21698
0 .24905

0 .06431
0 .12929

0 .2429
0 .2906

0 .2429
0 .1547

0 .1287
0 .0453

⎤
⎥
⎥
0 .04051 ⎥
⎥
0 .11882 ⎥
0 .03396 ⎥
⎥
0 .12929 ⎥
0 .1287 ⎥
⎥
0
⎦⎥
0
0

Fuzzy subset E is the result of the first level fuzzy comprehensive evaluation.
4.4 Calculating the second-level fuzzy comprehensive evaluation matrix
Corresponding weight vector of the main factors A={a1 ， a2 ， … ， a8},then R is carried out
comprehensive fuzzy evaluation operation for the second time, finally subjection vector of target level
indicators U relative to the reviews set is got.

B = A * E = (0.424732, 0.231848, 0.207087, 0.083705, 0.052629)

So the occurrence probability of risks in the drilling cooperation project is defined as Pf = B * V T

Pf = B *V T = (0.424732, 0.231848, 0.207087, 0.083705, 0.052629)*(0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9)
=0.321531

5 Conclusions
Using above model we can calculate the final result is 0.3 <Pf <0.7, which belongs to moderate risk
range, so the drilling cooperation project can be carried out. At the same time, that individual factor still
faces a greater risk should attract the enterprise’s attention, and the science and technology sector still
needs to control in time in order to avoid developing into the high-risk direction. The above model can
assess and early warn project risks, thus for risks reflected in the model, we take targeted measures to
improve and prevent them.
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Abstract In this paper, The anthors put forward research assumptions from the four capacity of urban
logistics infrastructure, logistics information platform, logistics systems services management and
logistics early warning and emergency response with SEM. Taking Wuhan appliance logistics as a
sample, The anthors make empirical study with the method of combining practical investigate and
network investigate. The path coefficients of the impact of the level of logistics infrastructure, the level
of logistics information, logistics service management capacity, logistics early warning and emergency
response capacity to urban appliance logistics vulnerability of passed significant test. The study gets the
following conclusion according to the path coefficients, the variables affecting urban appliance logistics
vulnerability in decreasing order are: logistics service management capacity, logistics early warning and
emergency response capacity, the level of logistics information and logistics infrastructure.
Key words Vulnerability; Urban appliance logistics; SEM

1 Introduction
Logistics has great push effect in the development of appliance industry. Unexpected event such as
traffic accident, causing appliances arrived not on time, there by greatly reducing the consumer
satisfaction, increased urban appliance logistics vulnerability. According to the literature search, foreign
research from the perspective of the vulnerability of the logistics operations is relatively small, and most
are focused on the vulnerability of natural field. In the social sciences, most research are on financial
vulnerability. Minsky (1986) first proposed the famous views "financial fragility hypothesis" [1].
Domestic research on urban logistics vulnerability, Liu Yanhua, Li Xiubin (2002) hold that the
vulnerability of natural systems and human systems should include the following: first, it shows that the
system inherently unstable; second, sensitive to outside disturbance and change; Third, if foreign
interference and external environmental changes, the system, groups or individuals vulnerable to some
degree of damage or injury, and difficult to restore[2]. Chen Zhuo, She Lian (2007) set up the assessment
system of urban logistics vulnerability, made a good deal of multi-level fuzzy of urban logistics system
using MDHGF, raised early warning management system of urban logistics system [3]. In this paper, we
study the formation mechanism of urban appliance logistic vulnerability using structural equations
modeling.

2 The Content and Features of Vulnerability for Urban Appliance Logistic
Urban appliance logistics vulnerability refers to urban appliance logistics system has strong
vulnerability, sensitivity and lack of rapid response and remediation capabilities in the face of
interference or stress condition within and outside environmental change, leading to the change of the
structure and function city of urban appliances logistics system [4].
Urban appliance logistics vulnerability shows the following four characteristics. First, periodic, the
sales of urban appliances has obvious seasonal , especially impacted by the holiday, at the national
statutory holidays, urban appliance sales usually jump. Second, hurry, despite the urban appliance sale
has a certain regularity, but experience can only provide a broad time period, can not accurately predict
the burst time and the number of specific appliances remedies. This sudden events are often short, and
rapid, and even lead to a temporary break of appliances supply chain. Third, loss, because of urban
appliance logistics has the characteristics of cycle fluctuations and short-term outbreak, which easily
lead to the backlog or out of stock of appliance, loss of sales opportunity or additional costs. Therefore,
once urban appliance logistics show the vulnerability, will bring huge economic loss and some lost of
market share, will take recent or long-term economic impact to enterprises, and the loss irreparable.
Fourth, policy-oriented, that the government as the maker and practitioner of macro logistics policy, will
∗
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result in urban appliance logistics subtle influence, produce policy-oriented role.

3 The Concept Model and Research Hypothesis of Urban Appliance Logistics
Vulnerability
3.1 The concept model of Urban appliance logistics vulnerability
urban appliance logistics vulnerability mainly shown as urban appliances logistics system exist
inherent instability, according to the architecture and operation of urban appliances logistics system, this
inherent instability is shown in the urban appliances logistics infrastructure, urban appliances logistics
information platform, urban appliances logistics service management capacity, urban appliances
logistics early warning and emergency response capacity the four areas, and the relationship between the
four complementary and mutually affected. The four also posed by the various elements to form a
mutual connection of the network. The concept model of urban appliances logistics vulnerability shown
in Figure1.
Logistics node
Logistics infrastructure
Logistics hardware facilities
and equipment

Barcode technology

GPS technology

Supply chain management

Logistics planning

Logistics services
management capacity

Urban appliances logistics vulnerability

The level of logistics
information

Customer service

Early-warning management
mechanism

Logistics early warning and
emergency response
capacity

Linkage mechanism of
emergency and remedial

Figure 1

The Concept Model of Urban Appliances Logistics Vulnerability

3.2 Propose of hypothesis
Through the discuss of the concept model of urban appliance logistics vulnerability, we can make
the following hypotheses.
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Hypotheses1: Logistics infrastructure has negatively effect on urban appliance logistics
vulnerability;
Hypotheses2: The level of logistics information has negatively effect on urban appliance logistics
vulnerability;
Hypotheses3: Logistics services management capacity has negatively effect on urban appliance
logistics vulnerability;
Hypotheses4: logistics early warning and emergency response capacity has negatively effect on
urban appliance logistics vulnerability;
The four aspects of urban appliances logistics infrastructure, logistics information platform,
logistics service management capacity, logistics early warning and emergency response capacity check
each other and complement each other, they are the significant influencing factors of urban appliance
logistics vulnerability. Therefore, the main elements within them are the key factors leading to urban
appliance logistics vulnerability.

4 Empirical Analysis of the Causes of Urban Appliance Logistics Vulnerability
4.1 Design of questionnaire
Wuhan is located in the central region, hub of nine provinces and strategic location, is the
distribution center of urban appliance logistics. It has strong representative, therefore we selected
Wuhan as sample. The scale we used in this research is comprehensive reference to the urban appliances
logistics research, we concluded the scale of the causes of urban appliance logistics vulnerability
drawn from extensive literature, as is shown in table 1. Combining the characteristics of Wuhan, this
scale divided the major influencing factors of urban appliance logistics vulnerability into four aspects:
logistics infrastructure, the level of logistics information, logistics services management capacity,
logistics early warning and emergency response capacity, and make a more fully elaborated to the
influencing factors impact on the four aspects, using Likert five scale (1 representatives strongly
disagree, two representatives did not agree with, 3 represents no opinion, 4 representatives agreed that,
five representatives strongly agree) on the need to collect the relevant statistical data of the influential
factors.
Table 1

Research Variable of the Influencing Factors of Wuhan Appliance Logistics Vulnerability
latent variable
observation variable

logistics infrastructure
the level of logistics information

Logistics node
Logistics hardware facilities and equipment
Barcode technology
GPS technology
Supply chain management

logistics services management capacity

Logistics planning
Customer service

logistics early warning and emergency
response capacity

Early-warning management mechanism
Linkage mechanism of emergency and remedial

Note: Set the latent variables and observation variables according to the survey questionnaire.

4.2 Information statistics of the sample
The survey data is collected from 200 appliance enterprises and logistics enterprises in Wuhan,
surveys based on field as the main way of empirical research. The principal investigator is the business
near to Luoshi Road and Wuluo Road in Wuhan, the typical surveyed enterprises are Nadu logistics,
Kakichi logistics. To ensure the objectivity of the investigation results, communication were carried out
with the respondents before issuing the questionnaires, and guide them in completing the questionnaires,
in order to be able to more accurately understand and improve the accuracy and authenticity of the
investigation. Totally 200 questionnaires were distributed, 170 copies of questionnaires returned,
response rate was 85%, excluding 28 invalid questionnaires, 142 valid questionnaires, and the effective
return rate was 71%.
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4.3 Reliability and validity analysis of questionnaires
The reliability, the reliability index using Cronbach α coefficient and composite reliability values of
CR (Composite Reliability). Generally, Cronbach α coefficient greater than 0.7, CR is greater than 0.6,
then the reliability is good. This study used SPSS 11.3 to analysis and got all the Cronbach α coefficient
of variables are greater than 0.7; while using Lisrel 8.0 conducted a confirmatory factor analysis to the
measurement model of this study, according to the results to calculated composite reliability coefficients
CR, all the composite reliability of the structure variables are greater than 0.8, indicating that the
reliability of various structural variables in this study are good. The data in table 2 indicate that the
reliability of variables measured in this study are good.
Table 2
Statistical variable

Results of Reliability Analysis

Cronbach α

CR

logistics infrastructure

0.786

0.856

the level of logistics information

0.819

0.912

logistics services management capacity

0.884

0.945

0.858

0.923

latent variable

logistics early warning and emergency

response capacity

Generally, validity assessment typically include content validity and construct validity. The
observation variable we used to measure influencing factors of Wuhan appliance logistics vulnerability
are all comprehensive reference to a large number of documents combined with field research and was
modified, so the study had good content validity. In construct validity testing, the study still with
confirmatory factor analysis to verify the construct validity of the variables. The indicators of
confirmatory factor analysis were shown in Table 3, shows that all the indicators have reached an
acceptable level.
Table 3

Analysis Results of Confirmatory Factor

Fit Index

χ 2 / df

NFI

IFI

CFI

RMSEA

logistics infrastructure

2.087

0.942

0.955

0.912

0.038

the level of logistics information

2.257

0.911

0.944

0.906

0.040

logistics services management capacity

2.961

0.898

0.903

0.919

0.047

2.548

0.931

0.936

0.878

0.041

logistics early warning and emergency
capacity

response

4.4 Hypothesis testing based on structural equation model
First, made fitting analysis to the research model and empirical data use AMOS 7.0, the fit statistics
of initial model and the modified model were shown in Table 4.
Table 4

Goodness of Fit Statistics of Initial Model and the Modified Model

Target volume

χ 2 /df

NFI

IFI

CFI

RMSEA

Prior to the amendment

2.122

0.615

0.765

0.713

0.042

Revised

2.353

0.701

0.798

0.756

0.039

Comprehensive comparison the goodness of fit statistics of initial model and modified model , the
fit index of amendments to the former are improved. Table 3-4, the chi-square freedom t χ 2 /df should in
general be less than 5, standard fit indices NFI, value-fit index IFI and comparative fit index CFI values
closer to 1 as possible, the root mean square RMSEA of approximation error less than 0.05 was a very
good fit [5]. Therefore, we can see from Table 5, the modified model than the initial model can better
reflect the relationship between variables.
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According to structural equation modeling analysis, we can got the related information of the four
hypotheses, as is shown in Table 5.
Table 5 Path Coefficients and Test Results of Theoretical Model
Hypothesis
Direction of influence Path coefficient
Test results
t（C.R）
H1
0.205*
3.409
Endorsement
﹣
H2
0.256*
2.623
Endorsement
﹣
H3
0.388*
3.586
Endorsement
﹣
0.324*
3.018
Endorsement
H4
﹣
Note: * significance level less than 0.05

In structural equation modeling techniques, the standard that path coefficient is significantly
different from zero is critical ratio (Critical ratio, referred to as CR or value t ), when the absolute value
t ≥ 2, the path coefficients can be identified as a significant levels under 0.05 significant difference with
zero. combined with logistics capabilities and commodity circulation pattern ,we Conducted a
questionnaire survey and analysis the data, results shown in Table 5, we can see that path coefficient of
the effect of logistics infrastructure, the level of logistics information, logistics services management
capacity, logistics early warning and emergency response capacity to urban appliance logistics
vulnerability all pass through the test of significance. Path coefficient shows that the influencing to
urban appliance logistics vulnerability, the influence of four factors in decreasing order: logistics
services management capacity, logistics early warning and emergency response capacity ,the level of
logistics information, logistics infrastructure.

5 Conclusion
Through the confirmatory factor analysis on issues related to the questionnaire data, we can find
many appliances logistics vulnerabilities. First, the logistics infrastructure as the least influencing factor
to the appliance logistics vulnerability, that the vulnerability mainly reflected in urban appliances
logistics network node is not tight enough, some appliances logistics hardware old and so on. Second,
the level of appliance logistics information has larger influence compare to infrastructure, which become
a major bottleneck constrained the development of appliances logistics industry in Wuhan , which
includes transport technology, storage technology, handling technology, packaging sorting technology,
management technology, evaluation technology and so on, and the using of bar code technology and
GPS technology are still has a wide gap compared to the leading region and abroad. Third, the appliance
logistics service management is that government or enterprise made the scientific development plan of
logistics in the long-term development from the consumer point of view, and build a stable supply chain.
Fourth, early warning and emergency response of urban appliance logistics vulnerability as the main
influencing factors of vulnerability, its scientific and practical of early warning mechanism, and high
efficiency of emergency response capabilities have decided the level of urban appliance logistics
vulnerability.
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Abstract Reliability theory is applied to the reliability study of the collection System. Systematic
analysis method, DFT and professional knowledge of railway transportation and mining engineering
are used to do integrate analysis and system research about the characteristics, main research contents
and methods of reliability of the system. Based on these methods, combined with example in the
transportation work in Daqin line, final analysis result comes out, which provided reference for
correlated problem.
Key words Heavy haul railway; Collection system;Reliability; Dynamic fault tree

1 Introduction
China's heavy haul railway has made great contribution on alleviating the tension situation of
China's railway transportation capacity and promoting the national economic. The collection system
of heavy haul railway is the origin of supply chain. Its security and reliability is not only the
assurance of high efficiency and quantity of coal mining, but also influences organization of train
flow and line smoothie. However, the study on the reliability of the Heavy-load Railway Cargo
system is relatively inadequate. So finding out effective methods for collection system study is
significant.
As one of the basic methods, Fault Tree analysis was initiated by Dr. H. A. Waston from the Bell
Lab of the United States while he was studying the automatic control system’s reliability of the
Telephone dial-up machine. After researchers’40 years arduous work, it has been the indispensable
method to study the system reliability in the field of nuclear [1], mining metallurgy [2], transportation [3]
and computer software [4] etc...
This thesis will firstly analyze the specificity of the Heavy Haul Rail collection system.
Dynamic fault tree model would be used in the reliability analysis. A new model for the reliability
analysis of the system would be proposed and used to obtain the results of the reliability analysis.

2 Heavy Haul Rail Collection Systems
The Heavy Haul Rail collection system setting in the structure of heavy transport systems may
be expressed as Figure 1

Figure 1 Relationship Diagram of Collection System and System of Heavy Haul Railway

Generally progresses are as follows: sending empty container by heavy haul train from the
station of departure to loading station, loading through the loop or series loading line, returning to the
departure technology station for the technical inspection of the train and the inspection operations of
the locomotive, composing those trains from loading station that can not composed as an entire
loading train as a heavy haul train. Finishing all these progresses, heavy haul train would depart from
the technical station to the unloading station.

2 Dynamic Fault Tree Reliability Analyses
2.1 Applicability of the reliability appraisal method
Reliability block diagram method, truth table method, Bayesian method, the minimum cut-set
method, fault tree analysis, etc, are general methods for system reliability analysis. Although the
traditional fault tree analysis method can not indicate the dynamic process of some system, and there
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are some combinatorial explosion problems, however, after years of development, the improved
classification based on the dynamic fault tree module is right for this collection system. The heavy
haul collection system is in large size. It includes a certain amount of dynamic factors, so it belongs
to those that can not be solved by non-static methods, which makes structured system more
complicated. Therefore, this article uses the dynamic fault tree for heavy haul railway collection
system.
2.2 System analysis
Analyzing the reliability of complex systems, the Dynamic Fault Tree uses DFLM algorithm for
fault tree module partition. Fault tree are divided into static and dynamic sub-trees. The static
sub-trees are supposed to be analyzed by using BDD, which the dynamic sub-trees will be
transformed into Markov chain analysis.

3 System Analyses
Use DFLM searching to get the first steps and the end steps of the visit of all events, and get the
minimum subtrees of the DFT. Then use BDD to static subtrees and Markov chain to dynamic
subtrees to the analysis. In the system, every event is given a number as Table 1.

G3：influence
of locomotive

T:The
heavy
load
train
plan
could
not be
carried
out at
technolo
gical
station.

G1：
Abnormal
train
departure
due to
technologi
cal station
problem

G4：influence
of traffic flow

Table 1 Numbers of DFT
E3： mismatched locomotive types
G7：assignment of
E11:mismatched locomotive and driver
crews(Dynamic
Subtree)
E12: influence of prepared locomotive
driver
E4：late train acceptance at junction station

G8：late
train
acceptation
from
loading
station

G9：abnormal
loading
process

G10：late
returning at
technological
station after
train loading

E13：coal warehouse shortage
E14：conveyor
belt fault
G11：
E15：loading
loading
equipmen tower fault
t fault
E16：coal
warehouse fault
E17： human fault
E18：abnormal section from
loading site to technological
station
E19：unavailable receiving and
departure tracks at
technological station
E20：human fault

G5：influence E5：train delay spread
of
E6：train operation equipment fault
technological
process at
E7：human fault
station
E1:overload vehicle detaching
G2：
unavailabl
e section
ahead

G6：late
E8：unloading equipment fault
unloading at
E9：abnormal unloading process
unloading
E10： mismatched coal category
station
E2：influence of construction

Through calculation, failure probability of every event is got as Table 2.
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Table 2 Failure Probability of Every Event
Failure
Top Events
Bottom
Time
probability
Events
（h）
G11
E14
1
0.00007459

G9

G10

G7

G3

G8

G4

G5

G6

G1

E15

10

0.00074564

E16

100

0.00743148

E13

1

0.00147335

G11

10

0.02122572

E17

100

0.58648272

E18

1

0.00109928

E19

10

0.01093859

E20

100

0.10415565

E11

1

0.00000064

E12

10

0.00000000

100

0.00590992

E3

1

0.00020060

G7

10

0.00199779

100

0.45715342

G9

1

0.00256906

G10

10

0.27501893

100

1.00000000

E4

1

0.00306404

G8

10

0.93638485

100

1.00000000

E5

1

0.00149273

E6

10

0.01482743

E7

100

0.13876210

E8

1

0.00109928

E9

10

0.01093859

E10

100

0.10415565

G3

1

0.00554138

G4

10

0.99992802

G5

100

1.00000000

E1
G2

T

G6

1

0.00209686

E2

10

0.11252378

100

0.99997286

G1

1

0.00760836

G2

10

0.99995455

100

1.00000000

And then we can also get the important probability relative to their top events as table 3
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Table 3
Top Events
G11

G9

G10

Important Probability of Every Event(Relative to their top events)
Bottom
Events

Important Probability
T=1h

T=10h

T=100h

E14

0.99993601

0.99936034

0.99362785

E15

0.99993641

0.99936434

0.99366781

E16

0.99997840

0.99978416

0.99785396

E13

0.99952605

0.98872342

0.50867048

G11

0.99860123

0.98620223

0.93786609

E17

0.99892653

0.98276588

0.45272385

E18

0.99950048

0.99504282

0.95407396

E19

0.99900070

0.99006080

0.90579349

E20

0.99930060

0.99305300

0.93505093

E11

0.00000128

8.19E-13

0.01181984

E12

0.00000128

8.19E-13

0.01181984

E3

0.99999936

1.00000000

0.56264588

G7

0.99980004

0.99800221

0.98903492

G8

G9

0.99890305

0.91620657

1.00000000

G10

0.99852950

0.82858649

0.99997001

G4

E4

0.99743579

0.06860215

0.04876564

G8

0.99950146

0.99968116

1.00000000

E5

0.99950667

0.99512171

0.95639110

E6

0.99860126

0.98611204

0.87059289

E7

0.99890715

0.98916417

0.90044447

E8

0.99950048

0.99504282

0.99950048

E9

0.99900070

0.99006080

0.99900070

E10

0.99930060

0.99305300

0.99930060

G3

0.99465918

0.01984966

1.00000000

G4

0.99751765

0.99998613

1.00000000

G5

0.99595008

0.13786411

0.99999906

E1

0.99525822

0.05412418

1.00000000

G7(Dynamic
Subtree)

G3

G5

G6

G1

G2
T

G6

0.999001701

0.991081645

0.999997146

E2

0.998902534

0.908248085

0.696940185

G1

0.99791712

0.99999997

1.00000000

G2

0.99448609

0.67543231

1.00000000

4 Conclusion
Through these data, we can easily get the failure probabilities of different events. The more
possibility one events may happen, the more attention we should pay to. Besides this, we also get the
important probability of every event to judge how much contribution this event make to top events’
happening. Thus, this research help workers to manage the system better, and even optimize it.
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Abstract ABC is both accurate cost calculation methodology and an effective cost control system.
With the increase of indirect expenses of supply chain logistics cost and the variety of logistics
services, controlling supply chain logistics costs using ABC (Acivity-Based Costing) has been getting
more and more important and necessary. This study examines the meaning and composing of supply
chain logistics costs, analyzes the basis of controlling supply chain logistics costs using ABC, and
proposes a few measures to control supply chain logistics costs using ABC, such as activity elimination,
activity selection, activity reduction and activity sharing and so on.
Key words Supply chain; Logistics costs; Control; ABC; Measures

1 Introduction
Japan and the U.S. had more in-depth research on control of enterprises’ logistics costs based on
supply chain. As early as 1970, Japan’s Professor Cesar of Waseda University proposed the first part of
enterprise’s profit comes from sales increase of sales sector, the second part of enterprise’s profit arises
from the lower costs of production sector, and the third part of enterprise’s profit derives from reduced
costs of logistics sector. American scholar Chopra, Sunil and Peter Meindl (2007) thought that the
characteristic of supply chain logistics is the equilibrium between the response capacity and profitability.
Every strategy to improve response capacity will pay additional cost, thereby to reduce the level of
profitability. So there are two types of supply chain competitive advantages: response advantage and
cost advantage. Pohlen, Terrance L., and Bernard J. La Londe (1994) analyzed logistics activities need
to focus on more accurate cost information, and explored the strengths and weaknesses of application of
Activity-Based Costing in logistics activities.
From the global overall trend of supply chain logistics costs control, Japan, the United States,
Canada and some developed Western European countries have effectively made the supply chain
logistics costs lower level. Especially in Japan, besides the formation of a comprehensive logistics
management system and operation processing, the logistics costs have been systematically monitored
and controlled.
In China, Logistics started late, research on control of supply chain logistics costs is still in its
infancy, and there is not specialized system. Chen Yaoting and Tian Jian (2009) divided the control
approaches of supply chain logistics costs into two categories: ECR cost control and the techniques and
methods of inventory management of supply chain, in which the techniques and methods of inventory
management of supply chain were divided into the VMI-vendor managed inventory and the JMI-jointly
managed inventory. Tian Zhaoyun (2006) proposed the strategy to explore the potential value of reverse
logistics. Rong Rong, Xing Xiangqin (2004) put forward the optimization model of supply chain
management of inventory and transportation based on the modern information technology 3PL which is
to reduce supply chain inventory and transportation costs of enterprises through the application of
information technology and outsourcing transportation and inventory to 3PL. Wang Ying, Sun Linyan,
Chen Hong(2003) proposed the model based on the comprehensive evaluation of DEA / A HP law of
two-stage logistics system and established the comprehensive evaluation indices system of logistics
system composed of five indices of transportation, warehousing, inventory management, information
level, enterprise’s potential. Li Huilan explored the necessity of research on enterprises’ logistics costs
from the perspective of supply chain based on the analysis of the characteristics of logistics costs.
Activities are the basis of supply chain logistics cost control. Supply chain logistics is the aggregate
of a series of activities to meet the ultimate customers’ needs. The activity aggregation includes
transportation activities, warehousing activities, packaging activities, loading and unloading activities,
handling/carrying activities, circulation processing activities and distribution circulation processing.
Besides, we need to manage logistics and process logistics information. The completion of every
activity must consume some resources, and activity’s output forms a certain value which transfers to the
next activity, until to the final consumers. In order to control supply chain logistics costs, we must
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increase the output of each activity, reduce activity cost. Therefore, the control of supply chain logistics
cost must go deep into each activity.
Activity-Based costing (ABC) is a costing methodology that is designed to provide managers with
cost information for strategic and other decisions that affect potential capacity. It is one kind to
activity-based cost accounting system and cost management system. Using ABC, we can eliminate
non-value-added activities, improve the efficiency of logistics management and control logistics costs
through the analysis and evaluation of logistics activities.
One of the applicable conditions of ABC is that manufacturing costs account for a high proportion
of the total cost of product; the other is the strong individuation requirement of production and service.
And the prominent characteristic of modern logistics is the variety of logistics services and increasing
proportion of indirect expense of total costs. So ABC is a good methodology to control supply chain
logistics costs.
The purpose of this study is to explore a few control measures of logistics costs of industry supply
chain using ABC, thereby to reduce supply chain logistics costs as well as the total costs of supply chain,
to improve supply chain competitiveness.

2 The Meaning and Composing of Supply Chain Logistics Cost
Logistics system of industry supply chain is a complex, including suppliers, manufacturers,
distributors, etc. The member enterprises of supply chain link closely by material flow, information flow,
capital flow. Figure 1 reflects supply chain structure and supply chain logistics.
Supply Raw Materials
Supply Spare Parts
Upstream Suppliers

Manufacture

Distribution

Suppliers

Retail

Consumption
Consumers

Distributors
Core Enterprises

Material Flow
Information Flow
Capital Flow
Figure 1

Supply Chain Logistics

Supply chain provides customers with products or services through transportation, warehousing,
loading and unloading, carrying, distribution and other logistics activities. The forward activities service
subsequent activities among logistics activities of supply chain, which forms activity chain from here to
there, from the inside to outside. These activities will incur various costs in relation to logistics. Figure 2
describes clearly supply chain logistics costs.
Supply chain logistics costs refer to the direct and indirect economic consumption or expenditures
related to logistics activities in the whole operation process of supply chain.
Transportation
Warehousing costs
Logistics operation costs
Supply chain logistics costs

Packaging costs

Logistics information costs
Loading and unloading costs, carrying costs
Logistics management costs
Urban appliances logistics vulnerability
Figure 2

Supply Chain Logistic Cost Items

GPS technology
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Supply chain logistics costs include logistics costs of suppliers, manufacturers and distributors and
other member enterprises.
As figure 2 shows, supply chain logistics costs are composed of the costs caused by all functional
elements of supply chain logistics which provide logistics services, including logistics operation costs,
logistics information costs and logistics management costs. There into, logistics operation costs consist
of transportation costs, warehousing costs, loading and unloading costs, handling/carrying costs,
packaging costs, circulation processing costs and distribution costs.
Transportation costs are an important part of supply chain logistics costs. Transportation costs
comprise variable cost, fixed cost, joint cost and public cost. Variable cost is the cost which is changed
with the amount and distance of transportation, including power consumption of transportation tools in
the transportation. Fixed cost is the cost not changed with the transportation, such as the construction
cost of transportation routes. Joint cost refers to the cost which is shared by carriers and purchasers, such
as the cost of empty return. Public cost is the expenditure paid to public sector.
Control of supply chain logistics costs should be deep into the activities, as far as possible to
eliminate the ineffective or non-value-added activities, while improving the efficiency of effective or
value-added activities.

3 The Basis of Controlling Supply Chain Logistics Cost Using ABC
3.1 Dividing supply chain logistics into logistics activities
The basic characteristic of ABC is that it takes activities as the center. ABC assigns costs to
activities using resources drivers. So first step is to divide the entire supply chain logistics into different
logistics activities, and process cost absorption.
Analysis and determining logistics activities needs to distinguish various stages of logistics services
and activities, and to divide supply chain logistics into the basic understandable logistics activities one
by one. logistics activities of supply chain can be divided into transportation activities, warehousing
activities, packaging activities, loading and unloading activities, handling/carrying activities, circulation
processing activities, distribution activities, logistics information processing, etc. during each stage of
supply chain.
3.2 Identifying and confirming cost drivers of supply chain logistics
As one of ABC’s core concept, the proper confirmation and use of cost drivers is of great
significance. Whether confirmation of cost drivers is objective and reasonable or not is the key of
effective implementation of ABC.
There are two cost drivers: resources drivers and activity drivers. The resources driver of supply
chain logistics cost is the factor to determine the type and quantity of resources consumed by logistics
activities, to reflect the causality between amount of logistics activities and the consumption of
resources. The activity driver is the factor to determine the type and amount of logistics activities
required by costing objective, to reflect the frequency and intensity of logistics activities used by costing
objective.
3.3 Partitioning levels of supply chain logistics activities
The traditional cost system uses the simple number cost drivers, while ABC system analyzes costs
with multiple activity drivers. Only activity cost levels are revealed, can the drivers of activities of
different levels be pointed, and can causality be described more accurately so as to help managers
understand the fundamental reasons for the logistics activities to improve activity performance and
reduce logistics costs of supply chain.

4 Measures of Controlling Supply Chain Logistics Costs Using ABC
Figure 3 shows accounting framework of activity cost of supply chain logistics. The cost of each
logistics activity of supply chain comprises direct expenses and indirect expenses. Direct expenses are
recognized and accounted to the cost of a certain logistics operation, and indirect expenses need to be
allocated into the cost of a certain logistics operation according to the amount of activities consumed by
a certain logistics operation.
ABC is not only a cost calculation method, but also an effective measure of cost control.
Obviously, supply chain logistics costs depend on the amount of logistics activities because the
activities need to consume resources. So the application of ABC in supply chain logistics requires to
improve the logistics activities continuously so as to reduce logistics costs under the circumstances of
supply chain management. There are the following main four measures to control supply chain logistics
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costs:
Direct expenses

Recognized directly

Expenses of activity 1

allocated

Expenses of Activity 2

allocated

Logistics operation
expenses

allocated

Indirect expenses
…………………
Expense of activity n
Figure 3

Cost
of
a
certai
n
logist
ics
opera
tion

allocated

Accounting Framework of Activity Cost of Supply Chain Logistics Operations

4.1 Activity elimination
Activity elimination is to eliminate those inefficient and non-value-added logistics activities. We
should firstly identify inefficient and non-value-added logistics activities of supply chain, and then take
effective measures to eliminate them. For example, manufacturers often check the raw materials
purchased from suppliers to ensure the product to be produced with high quality raw materials. But it is
necessary only when suppliers’ products quality is not good. If manufacturers select high-quality
suppliers, check activities can be eliminated to reduce the total logistics costs.
4.2 Activity selection
It is to select the best activities (chain) from a number of different logistics activities (chain).
Different strategies will have different logistics activities, for instance, different product distribution
strategy will result in different logistics activities, while activities will inevitably bring costs, so different
strategies of product distribution will lead to different costs. Therefore, we should select the logistics
activity chains with the lowest cost without lowering the level of services based on comprehensive
consideration of various conditions.
4.3 Activity reduction
Activity reduction is to reduce the time and resources spent by logistics operations to improve
efficiency of the value-added activities or to eliminate inefficient and non-value-added activities in the
short term. Take an example, the preparative times and associated costs can be reduced by improving
machine preparative activities by changing the activity mode.
4.4 Activity sharing
The meaning of activity sharing is to improve the efficiency of value-added logistics activities, i.e.,
to increase input-output ratio of logistics activities by scale economy, which thereby reduces the
allocation rate of activity drivers and the logistics costs. For example, when designing new products,
supply chain should try its best to use the existing product distribution channels while designing
distribution channels, which can reduce logistics activities in relation to new products, thereby to reduce
logistics costs of supply chain.

5 Conclusion
Supply chain management not only affects their own performance, but also affects the logistics
costs of other member enterprises of the supply chain. The lack of logistics cost control of the upstream
suppliers often leads to high costs of themselves and the downstream enterprises and end-users.
Meantime, the unilateral control of logistics costs of one node enterprise of supply chain or within
enterprises can not control and reduce supply chain logistics costs. ABC is an effective method to
control and reduce logistics costs by strengthening the strategic cooperation and collaborative
management among member enterprises of supply chain. But Supply chain logistics costs control
involves many factors, and accurate and complete cost information is important and necessary.
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Abstract Logistics performance is impacted by several factors such as infrastructures and forth.
Many scholars tend to emphasize quantitative factors such as transports, location factors, exchanges rate,
labor rates and taxes. It is known that the assessment of logistics performance is a vital function for any
organization, firm or society. Several researches have been elaborate about the Port of Cotonou in a vain
attempt to reinforce national or regional economy. In this paper, the authors propose a framework that
includes qualitative factors concerning logistics. These factors will be analyzed by calculating data
collected from Benin and other reputable sources such as ECOWAS (Economic Community of West
African States) and the World Bank. The authers findings show that even though Benin’s port has high
potentialities, the strategy of logistics management needs to be improved and especially reconsidered by
taking into account certain variables in our framework.
Key words Logistics performance; Competitiveness; Autonomous port of cotonou (PAC)

1 Introduction
It is a known fact that without transportation, there is no commercial exchange. The competitiveness of a
product depends primarily on the integrated transport logistic chain that takes into account factors such
as institutional aspect, legal, administrative, technical, operational commercial and statistics. Better,
technological advances and economic liberalization have created new opportunities for countries to
harness globe markets for economic growth and sustainable development. However, it seems that the
developing countries, those in Africa and especially Benin do not get any benefit from the IT and are
still being in a vicious circle of poverty even though they are endowed with many potentialities. Since
1910, the Autonomous Port of Cotonou was built serve Benin, Togo and some landlocked countries such
as Niger, Burkina Faso, and Chad. This port is said to be “the lifeblood of Benin’s economy” and several
studies and research have been elaborated (cited some of them here) in order to make this geographic
gem, a lever for the social and economic development. According to World Trade Indicator and some
statistics data, the PAC is Benin major income earner accounting for 90% of external exchanges and
more than 60% of the nation’s GDP.
In this paper, we are going to assess the logistics performance in the Autonomous Port of Cotonou
(Benin) according to some variables address the question of which strategy could enhance the
competitiveness of the logistic at the Benin’s port. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the
next section the overview about the PAC is presented, we review segments of literature focusing on the
different of assessment of logistics Pin the port of Benin. The last two sections discuss the methodology
and research framework. Analysis and findings are then presented and finally discussion of the results
and conclusion.

2 The Overview of PAC and Literature Review
2.1 The overview of the autonomous port of Cotonou
Benin is an independent Republic with democratic government, which lies on the Gulf of Guinea
and form part of the West Africa region. The capital city is Porto Novo although the commercial capital
is Cotonou. Benin occupies the central position among West Africa costal countries. It constitutes a
natural corridor for the transportation of goods to and from Niger, Burkina Faso, Mali, Chad, Togo and
Nigeria via the port of Cotonou.
Until the late nineteenth century, the maritime trade is Benin was made in two points on the coast:
Grand Popo and Ouida. Following the registration of many cases of material losses and human lives, the
Wharf was built at Cotonou in 1891. Since that date, it has undergone numerous improvements from
1910 until 1980, which helped carry traffic up and modernization of the port. The PAC is a public
institution with industrial and commercial company, legal personality and financial autonomy. The
responsibility of the port is to maintain facilities in good conditions, to accommodate ships and goods,
safeguarding the security and the expansion of facilities in line with the traffic growth. Commercial
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enterprise, the PAC involves industry and maritime transportation, handling companies on board and
group surveillance units and security organs of control and recovery. SAG, SDV, Group MAERSK,
GRIMALDI, and CMA-CGM as Inter SEAS-Benin involve in port area. All these including structures
within public sector, the national Shippers Council of Benin, Benin Company Dock, The Port of
Cotonou, the Merchant Marine, the Company of Benin Shipping are the maritime transport chain in
Benin. Since 2007, according to the United States Guard Monitoring, the PAC meets minimal
requirement of the International Code of Safety for Boat and Port Facilities. Then, the port has recently
received funding from Unites States under a program conducted by the Millennium Challenge
Corporation, the Swedish International Development Agency, and Abu Dhabi Fund for the Development
(ADFD), West Africa Development Bank and the ECOWAS Investment Bank. The vision of these
funding is not only to achieve the port of Benin’s strategic road axes connecting the hinterland, the PAC
and West African Monitories Union Inter-States highways but also allow to the PAC to play an essential
role in the concretization of Benin’s strategic vision 2025 known as “Benin Alafia 2025”. That strategy
sets out long-term goal notably with regard to socioeconomic, competitiveness and governance.
2.2 Literature review
Many researches have been reported about different performance measure in the literature to assess
competitiveness of supply chain (Lee and Billington 1992), e-readiness (Bui and al. 2002), (Rohit
Bhatnaga 2003) and some frameworks were elaborated in each situation to measure such as firms,
government performance or country competitiveness. Some authors use productivity, performance and
competitiveness interchangeably. From the research of A. T. Kearney, John T. Mentzer and Brenda P.
Konrad, we could state performance or competitiveness is the ratio of actual output to standard output
adding some variables. Also, in order to keep the task manageable some guarantee of quality of research,
we used a scholar engine (scholar google.com), several online data bases (World Bank, ABI/Inform,
INFODATA) that cover all leading journal not only the fields of logistics performance but also
information system, e-business and others fields.

3 Research Framework
3.1 Hierarchal construction
From our review of literature, logistics performance is impacted by five important factors namely
Infrastructure factors (A), Labor factor (B), Government factor (C), Business Services (D) and
Competitor factor (E). Each major factor has a set a variable that are breakdown to twenty (20) variables.
In computing the logistics, competitiveness (G) of Benin port could be: G =
W ij ;Where G, the

∑∑

goal, the overall Logistics Competitiveness score of port of Benin, W relative the weighs assigned each
indicator and ij: relative score of the indicator according to Benin on a scale of 1 to 5 (1=the worst and 5
the best). The framework of our research is presented according to the model AHP (Analytical Hierarchy
Process) which considers the operational performance for logistics strategy.
Logistics

Factor

Figure 1 Hierarchal Construction of Logistic Competitiveness

Factor (E)
E3 Regional Competition
E2 Competitor reaction
E1 Key competitor

D4 Political stability
D3 Foreign Investment protection
D2 Administrative efficiency
D1 Administrative Transparency

Services
C4 Soundness of Bank
C3 Tariff and non tariff barriers
C2 Brokering and warehousing
C1 Predictability and reliability

A5 Freedom on internet
A4 Transport System
A3 Telecommunication
A2 Value Chain presence
A1 G
hi
iti

Factor
B4 University education /
B2 English Level
B3 Female in labor place
B1 Education level

Factor (A)
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3. 2 Explanation of index system
As earlier described, our framework indicates that the competitiveness of Port of Cotonou is
impacted by five factors: infrastructure factors, labor factors, business services, government factors and
competitor factors.
3.2.1 Infrastructure factors
The good performance of the PAC requires some facilities and installations that are important for
its functioning. Here, we identify five measures of infrastructure factors (geographical position, value
chain presence, telecommunication service, transport system and freedom on the internet).
3.2.2 Labor force
The competiveness measures of labor force could be observed from several standpoints such as
education level, the female in the labor force and the relation between the university education and
economy needs.
3.2.3 Business service
In order to achieve success on regional market the local business needs to be assessing according to
some variables: predictability and reliability, brokering and warehousing, tariff and non tariff and
soundness of the bank will be measured.
3.2.4 Government factors
The administration transparency, administration efficiency foreign investment protection and
political stability were among the most emphasized variables.
3.2.5 Competitor factor
Finally, the framework proposed perceptions relating to competitors that includes key competitor,
competitor reaction and the regional competition.
Table 1 Measuring of Logistics Performance
Infrastructure Factors
Geographical position
Value chain presence
Telecommunication
Transport system
Freedom on net
Labor Factors
Education level
English level
Female in labor place (% of labor force)
University Education meets the needs of the Economy
Business Services
Predictability and reliability
Brokering and warehousing
Tariff and non-tariff barriers
Soundness of bank
Government factors
Administrative transparency
Administrative efficiency
Foreign investment protection
Political stability
Competitor Factor
Key competitor
Competitor reaction
Local competition
Sources: INSAE-Benin, ECOWAS, TICP, World Bank.
Table 2
Factors
IF
LB
BS
GF
FC
L= (IF+LB+BS+GF+FC)/5

Benin
4
3.5
2
1
2.5
1.5
1
2.5
2
1
2
2
4
1
1
1.5
4
2
2.5
3.75

Breakdown and Logistics Performance of PAC
Coefficient
2.6
1.75
2.25
1.875
2.75
2.245
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Sources: INSAE-Benin, ECOWAS, TICP, World Bank.

4 Results
From the whole, the PAC does not reach the midpoint (3). Benin needs to improve its performance
through specific approaches. The target of this research is not only to measure the performance of the
PAC but also to show the contribution for the emergence of the Benin by enumerating of some
perspectives or initiatives.
(1) Improve the quality of infrastructure through rational use of available funds of the various
programs and especially the Millennium Challenges Corporate funds.
(2) Logistics capacity of the port in general and the number of the quay need to be increased in
order to improve the quality of the handling.
(3) Telecommunication and information technology infrastructure need to hasten because there are
an essential component of modern trade.
(4) Recruitment of new specialized agents and the training of the staff operant in the port sector that
can increase the productivity and performance of the port.
(5) Infrastructure and superstructures of the Port must be managed according to the principle and
requirement ISO 9000 normalized.
(6) The construction of the second deep water and dry port will have the advantage of attracting
more foreign investment and operators economic.
(7) Harmonize the relation between private sector and government in the management of the port
of Cotonou.
(8) An attractive pricing policy, reduction of incidental expenses, the strict control of corruption at
the PAC and the struggle against administrative delays involve in competitiveness of the port and
participate to the growth of the national economy.

5 Conclusion
The analysis provided in this paper leads to several important insight. The assessment of the
logistic competitiveness of the PAC allowed us to find out about its impediments. The assessment took
into account some important factors related to service, production and productivity. The results showed
that the level of the logistic of the PAC is low and therefore prejudicial to Benin’s economy prosperity
that derives primarily from revenues that come from the port charges. Consequently some measures of
optimization must be envisaged with the view to facilitating trade and improving the port’s performance.
The modernization of the port doubled to a plan for monitoring performance evaluation.
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Abstract As the most potential industry in the knowledge economy, the modern service industry plays
an increasingly important role in economic development. In this paper, the SWOT analysis of modern
service industry has been done in the old industrial bases where the technological renovation leads to
industrial decline. The results show that geographical position’s superiority, abundant natural resources,
complete industrial system, convenient transportation condition and government policy support etc. are
the strengths and opportunities of modern service industry development in the old industrial bases.
While lagging development level, imperfect service support system, deficient human resources, lack of
technical innovation ability and serious social problems etc. will bring negative impact to the modern
service industry of the old industrial bases.
Key words The old industrial bases; Modern service industry; SWOT analysis

1 Introduction
As the major gathering zone of the industrialization stage in the world, the old industrial bases have
made an important contribution to the world economy. However, the outbreak of the third industrial
revolution had led to a decline of the old industrial bases, such as slow growth, high unemployment,
environmental degradation and other issues. The development of modern service industry which is seen
as a new service industry mainly relies on the information-intensive and knowledge-intensive service
industry. With the knowledge and information element occupying an increasingly important position in
economic development, the modern service industry has become one of the richest potential leading
industries. The development of modern service industry plays an important role in the structure upgrade,
the conversion of economic growth and the efficiency improvement of manufacturing industry. In this
paper, SWOT method will be used to analyze systematically the development of modern service
industry from the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats in the context of the old industrial
bases, which has a very important theoretical and practical significance for the development of the old
industrial bases and the policy formulation of modern service industry development.

2 The SWOT Analysis
SWOT which was put forward by the American scholars in the early 1980s is a method of
enterprise competition analysis. It analyzes deeply the enterprise’s advantages and disadvantages and its
position of competitive advantages, which can be used to provide the decision-making basis for the
enterprise development strategies. ‘SW’ is used to analyze the enterprise’s strengths and comparative
analysis with its competitors, while ‘OT’ is used to analyze the impact of external environment on
enterprises. Currently, SWOT method has gone beyond the traditional scope of business analysis, and
widely be used in other areas.
2.1 The strengths analysis of modern service industry development
(1) Excellent location. The old industrial bases are large-scale heavy-industrial concentration areas,
formatted during two times industrial revolution. After years of development, facilities and consumer
markets surrounding the old industrial bases have been very mature and excellent location provides a
tremendous development opportunity for modern service industry. For example, Germany's Ruhr is
located in the most developed European economy "Golden Triangle", which not only provided favorable
conditions for development, but also provided a broad market for the development of modern service
industry because around 100 km of the Ruhr area is Germany's largest consumer area with the large
consumer capacity. The old industrial bases in Northeast China is located in the center of Northeast Asia,
adjacent to North Korea, South Korea, Russia, Japan, with Dalian, Dandong and other five out of the
harbor, excellent location provides unique conditions for its development of modern service industry.
(2) Rich natural resources. The old industrial bases are established based on the abundant natural
resources, rich mineral resources, water resources, fuel and energy resources help achieve the glorious
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history of the old industrial bases. For example, Lorraine, France is rich in the mineral resources, coal,
minerals, rock salt reserves; old industrial area in central British is rich in iron ore and coal resources,
which plays an important role in the industrial development in the UK early; Kyushu, Japan is rich in
fuel and power resources, and vast deposits of water resources, which plays an important role in the
process of capitalist industrialization in Japan; Germany's Ruhr old industrial area is rich in coal
resources, which has about 652 100 million tons of hard coal reserves, and the Ruhr coke also enjoy a
high reputation in the world; the old industrial bases in Northeast China is rich in the mineral resources
and oil resources, which also has made great contributions to the glorious history.
(3) A good industrial basis. Industrial cluster zone was formatted for the purpose of saving freight
cost and energy conservation, and showed the characteristics of significant aggregation and association
in the process of the old industrial bases. Hence, the industry has an absolutely dominant position in the
economic development of old industrial bases, the relatively complete industrial system and good
industrial basis has laid a solid foundation for modern service industry of the old industrial bases. For
example, after World War II, Germany's Ruhr industrial area is intensive in the steel rolling, steel
making, oil refining, iron, shipbuilding, automobiles, electrical equipment manufacturing and many
other plants, which makes it a relatively complete industrial system and a good industrial foundation.
Industrial zone in Northeast China has formed a number of Large-scale and more competitive
enterprises in respects of the automobile industry, petrochemicals, equipment manufacturing, steel,
green products, agricultural products processing and high-tech industries, and has wealthy industry
agglomeration effects (Ren shuyu, 2003).
(4) Convenient transportation conditions. Convenient transportation conditions of the old industrial
bases provide unique advantages on the transportation, postal services and other modern producer
services. For example, the German Ruhr area is the most dense waterway network in West Germany,
and its convenient water transportation led to the glorious development history of the Ruhr industrial
area; France Lorraine area is also very well-developed in the railway and shipping; convenient traffic
conditions in Japan Kyushu industrial zone not only makes it a link between Japan and Northeast Asia,
but also become the geographic center of Northeast Asia area; the old industrial bases in Northeast
China has formed a transport network with road, railway, waterways, air and pipeline, and the
bottlenecks of communication infrastructure has been alleviated which become a strong support for the
regional economic development.
2.2 The weaknesses analysis of modern service industry development
(1) The overall development level of modern service industry lags behind. The old industrial bases
are a gathering area mainly including the coal, steel and other heavy-industry, its core technology is the
steam engine, power, gas engine technologies brought about by the first and second industrial revolution.
However, since the 1950s, the third industrial revolution brought the new materials, new energy
technology, microelectronics, space and marine technology and so on, which promote a large number of
high-tech industries. The eventual recession of the old industrial bases are result from unable to adapt
quickly to changes in market demand. Modern services such as e-commerce, information services, and
finance and insurance industries are based on the third industrial revolution, while the development of
high-tech industries of the old industrial bases lags behind seriously; the serious shortage of absorptive
capacity of high-tech industries also severely hampered the development of modern service industry.
(2) Imperfect service support system. Modern service industry needs a comprehensive and
complete industry support system as its development basis (Da Shangping, 2008), while the industrial
structure of the old industrial bases are irrational. The proportion of Heavy-chemical industry such as
steel, coal is too large, and the proportion of light industry is relatively backward. In fact, in addition to
heavy-chemical industry, light industry also plays an important role in the industry support system of
modern service industry. The serious imbalance of industrial structure in the old industrial bases results
in inadequate service support system and the low quality and efficiency of modern services. The status
of industrialization constraints the development of modern service industry in the old industrial bases,
which in turn constraints the development of modern service industry. On the whole, the imperfect
service support system makes it difficult to create a positive interaction mechanism between modern
service industries (especially modern producer service industry) and industry.
(3) The lack of human resources. Once, in the brilliant development history of the old industrial
bases, the human resources played a huge role. However, with the emergence of the decline crisis in the
old industrial bases, the outflow of a large number of professionals led to severe human resources crisis.
In addition, the development of modern service industry doesn’t show obvious advantage to absorb
labor force (Hao Chunlu, 2009). Innovative, management and technical talents needed by information
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services, E-commerce, finance and insurance, R&D can’t be met. The lack of human resources, in
particular the lack of top talents, has become one of the key factors which restrict the development of
modern service industries in the old industrial bases.
(4) The low ability of technical innovation. The generation of recession of the old industrial bases
is due to the low technical innovation, as a result, it can’t absorb the new materials and new energy
technology, brought about by the third industrial revolution, to adapt to rapid changing market demands.
Poor technical innovation makes the industry development of the old industrial bases lag behind; the
imbalance of high-tech industrial distribution becomes one of the main hindering causes of development
of the old industrial bases. As we all know, the fundamental cause of changes in the economic structure
is the innovation and technological progress, the poor capability of independent innovation greatly slows
its pace of development of modern service industry to certain extent.
2.3 The opportunities analysis of modern service industry development
(1) The government enforced revitalization strategy of the old industrial bases. The phenomenon of
recession in the old industrial bases, which led to by the third industrial revolution, has caused extensive
concern in each country’s government. And they all carried out the relative policies to revitalize the old
industrial bases according to their own situation of the old industrial bases. Such as, one of the
revitalization strategies is to rapidly develop the service industry or committed to adjusting the industrial
structure. The governments’ strongly support of the service industry development has brought an
opportunity of development to the service industry. Such as, in order to achieve high-level industrial
structure and “service” of the regional economy, Germany’s Ruhr rapidly developed the service industry
in its revitalization of industrial area (Wang Hui, 2005). After several years’ industrial restructuring, the
service industry has become Ruhr’s main part of industrial structure, and it has been achieved high-level
and rational industrial structure. Besides, in order to revive economy, Japan’s Kyushu set up the
revitalization group of the coal area and carried out the “New Industrial Cities Law” to revive its
industrial area’s economy (Li Junjiang, 2004). And in China, CPC National Congress clearly stated the
strategy of revitalizing the northeast old industrial bases, put forward the transformation and
revitalization of the northeast old industrial bases from a strategic perspective.
(2) The coming of “service economy” era. The world economy has entered a “service economy”
era, and the global industrial structure, in general, is showing the trend of transformation-from
“production as the center” to “service as the center”. The service industry plays an increasingly
important role in economic development, and especially, the modern service industry has become a
major force in promoting economic growth. According to the World Bank data, the proportion of added
value in service industry reached 76.5% in 2006, which nearly reached 3.5 times compare to the
proportion of industrial added value. At the same time, some developing countries, such as China, from
the year 1986 to 2008, the proportion of service industrial added value is from 29.1% to 40.1%.
Meanwhile, the service industry increasingly becomes technology-intensive and knowledge-intensive in
the context of the service industrial rapid development (Zhu Caifeng, 2009). And the modern service
industry which can represent the advanced productive forces has become one of the important symbols
that measure the level of economic and social modernization. Therefore, the development of modern
service industry has become an irresistible trend in the development of global economy, which can play
a promoting role to the development of the modern service industry in the old industrial bases.
(3) The promoting tide of international industrial transfer. Since the 90s in the 20th century, with the
increasing cross-border activities, the increasingly prominent role of the multinational corporations
greatly promoted the development of the international industrial transfer, which led to a new tide of the
international industrial transfer. The tide of the international industrial transfer not only will make the
old industrial bases become the important area where can attract foreign capital and technology (Jiang
Zhou, 2006), but also will bring the conditions and opportunities for revitalizing old industrial bases and
promoting the development of regional service industry. The opportunities that the international
industrial transfer has brought about mainly have three aspects: capital, technology and management.
And the inflow of external capital, technology and management can make up the insufficient of the old
industrial bases, especially make up the serious lagging development of technology, which caused by its
inadequate capacity of technological innovation. Meanwhile, the old industrial bases can obtain large
financial support and technological overflow in the international industrial transfer, and can create the
suitable soft environment of international industrial transfer. Besides, the advanced technology,
management and capital which brought by the international industrial transfer bring a good opportunity
for the development of the modern service industry in the old industrial bases.
2.4 The threats analysis of modern service industry development
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(1) Intensive competition of the external market. Intensive competition from external market is not
only one of the reasons that traditional industrial dominance gradually lost in the old industrial bases,
but also the enormous challenges for the revitalization of the old industrial bases and the development of
the modern service industry. The external competition is an important reason that lost of the advantages
and recession of the leading industry in the old industrial bases. The coal, steel and other heavy industry
are the main industries of the old industrial bases, but these heavy industries gradually loss their
dominance in the fierce market competition with the outbreak of the technological revolution and
economic structural change. In addition, the coming of the knowledge economic era and the less market
competitive strength of the modern service industry which started late in the old industrial bases, the
competition of the external market is a threat for the development of the modern service industry.
(2) Ideologically lagging consciousness. Sufficient natural resources and industrial development for
several years of the old industrial bases have a certain impact on people’s thinking and behavior patterns.
The proud history of the old industrial bases has caused the durance of the people’s mind, and the
current recession has made people not willing to see the former glory as fall like a meteorite. Therefore,
they believe the industrial decline of the old industrial bases will be able to reproduce the yesterday’s
glory, which resulted the government and the people of the old industrial bases have had a idea of
“important industry, unimportant service”. From the development of modern service industry in
different areas, the old industrial bases particularly slow in the development of modern service industry,
one of the important reasons is that the public lack the proper awareness and understanding of the
service industry, the traditional concept that industry is important but service is not is still exist. The
lagging consciousness of the old industrial bases, to some extent, has negative influence to the
development of modern service industry. Modern service industries, such as information service,
e-business, finance, insurance, etc. are set high barriers to entry and the narrow scope of market access,
and close the door for the vast majority of potential investors.
(3) The serious social problem. After the 50s in the 20th century, the change of the world energy
structure triggered the industrial chain of the old industrial bases collapse, which based on the coal
industry. The industrial concentrated recession led to massive unemployment together with the labor
force is difficult to transfer to other industries, which led to the result that the old industrial bases
appeared difficult to get rid of high unemployment pressure. With the increasing unemployment, the old
industrial bases produced a series of serious social problems. Such as, the household income was
decreased and the debt was added due to the out of work, which led to a difficult life; earning less and
living difficultly led to people in the old industrial bases become to lack moral, health decline, binge
drink and the spread of drug use; people’s living pressures led to disintegration of the family and various
social problems (Yang Zhenkai, 2008). Therefore, the recession of the old industrial bases made it
become the concentrated area of social problems. On the one hand, a variety of social problems caused
by the recession of the old industrial bases will have negative impact on the development of modern
service industry; on the other hand, the recession of the old industrial bases led to a large number of
unemployed people, because of reduction in income led to massive population outflow which will
finally reduce the service demand of the old industrial bases.

3 Conclusions
This paper made a systemic analysis on the development of the modern service industry in the old
industrial bases, namely, analyzed its own advantages and weaknesses, and opportunities and threats
existing in external environment. Predominant geographical position, abundant natural resources,
complete industrial system, convenient transportation condition, government policy support and
macroeconomic circumstances etc. are the strengths and opportunities of modern service industry
development in the old industrial bases. While lagging development level, imperfect service support
system, deficient human resources, lack of technical innovation ability, lagging consciousness and
serious social problems etc. will bring negative impact to the modern service industry of the old
industrial bases. The economy revitalization and industrial restructuring of the old industrial bases need
to start with the weaknesses and threats of the development of modern service industry. Such as, perfect
the service support system, vigorously introduce and train the talent, improve the capability of
technological innovation, change the traditional consciousness and give great efforts to solve existing
social problems.
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Abstract This paper analyzes the risk of a large number of mobile commerce and consumer behavior
literature, and constructs a B2C mobile business consumer perceived risk management system of the
logical model. Logic model describes the purchase decision-making process of the main features of
consumer behavior and perceived risk of the operation of the law, and carries out a detailed analysis and
elaboration for consumer perceived risk management system of paths and research of mobile B2C
business model. Model-based guidance at the same time, the field of innovative research ideas and
future research directions are analyzed and discussed.
Key words B2C mobile commerce; Perceived risk; Management system; Logical model

1 Introduction
During the past 5 years, in general, mobile industry continued to enjoy strong growth trend, the end
of 2005, the global mobile industry, the overall number of consumers has reached 2.129 billion, an
increase of 374 million a year. By the end of 2011, this number would be expected to reach 3.964 billion.
The current mobile devices (cell phones) are a function far beyond the call of the basic function, and
mobile devices has greatly exceeded the number of other information technology equipment, and
Mobile business mobile smart phone is growing more rapidly than the traditional voice phone. In
wireless communications technology development, the world’s 3G is rapid growth in recent years, and it
can be better in the global seamless roaming, and process images, music, video streaming and other
forms of media. Information technology and business model development bring the development of
markets and profit opportunities for our manufacturers and service providers.
For business, consumers must consider the risks. Consumers in a shopping environment to
purchase products or services, they themselves will be perceived to a certain degree of risk, this risk is
known as perceived risk. Bauer. RA (1960) for the first time lets the concept of perceived risk from
psychological research into consumer behavior. He believes that any consumer buying behavior, may be
unsure of their expected results are correct; therefore, implicit in the consumer purchase decision on the
results of the uncertainty, and this uncertainty is the first of the perceived risk defined. Cox. D. F and
Rich. S (1964) further proposed a quantitative concept of perceived risk; they believe perceived risk is
the random result of the uncertainty of its occurrence as a function of the size of the expression. The
perceived risk of early descriptions and definitions, many scholars were later to supplement and
complete, but Stone and Winter (1987) described the perceived risk that consumers feel subjectively
expected loss, is still recognized as the term Comparison of standard and uniform definition. After the
emergence of mobile commerce, many achievements of research on perceived risk of consumers have
been applied for various models of mobile services. B2C mobile business application market is the
fastest growing part of the. In this paper, mobile B2C business model in the consumer perception of the
risk management system and content of the path will be analyzed and combed, and a sense of innovation
and risk management system logic model will be built. The model describes the theoretical research in
this field structure and logic, can guide researchers to establish innovative research ideas and research
path discover the contents of important research value, and avoid dispersion of resources and waste.

2 Construction of the Logical Model
Risk management system in mobile commerce research, Seify (2009) carries out risk management
system in-depth research for GSM network in Iran mobile network. Zhang and Liu, etc (2009). through
the analysis of mobile network operators, service providers face the opportunities and challenges,
describes the various elements of mobile business risks such as environmental, consumer, market and
financial relationship between the logic, and the risks of mobile commerce Content Management System
for the analysis and. Clarke(2008) argues that the security issues affect the further extension of mobile
business and accepted a major obstacle is an urgent need to establish a safety management system,
mobile commerce research model and proposed a model construction method. B2C mobile business
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consumer perception of the risk management system mainly includes the perceived risk identification,
assessment of perceived risk, perceived risk avoidance and prevention of the four aspects. Research on
risk and mobile commerce research literature analysis and sorting, we found that the current mobile
commerce on consumer perception of the risk management system has several important characteristics:
First, although the risks of mobile commerce growth in the number of posts quickly, but mobile business
consumer perceived risk involved in the research literature is very small, but the lack of research in the
field review articles; Second, most literature does not model-based classification of mobile business
applications to exploit and reflect the views of the research characteristics, lack of risk management
systems of all kinds; Finally, the mobile business consumer perceived risk of lack of theoretical
guidance system of the model to guide researchers to better understand and analyze the areas of research
models and research approach. This in-depth analysis of contingency theory, risk management theory
and consumer behavior patterns such as the latest theoretical and empirical research in the field based on
the results, Creatively put forward a description of consumer perceived risk B2C mobile commerce,
content management system, the logical relationship between theoretical research and theoretical
structure of the logical model shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Mobile Commerce Consumer Perceived Risk Management System of Logical Model

Perceived risk of the first should be a dynamic process, with the consumer purchase decision stages
of conversion, perceived risk of conditions and the study will follow the path to change, so B2C mobile
business consumer perception of the risk management system should be combined with consumer
related to purchase decision theory arguments, it is logical and reasonable and practical significance.
The consumer buying decision process is divided into five continuous linear phase, the demand for
recognition, information search, decision-making assessment, the actual purchase and sale act,
commonly known as five-stage model (Blackwell and Hawkins,2003) . At present, few researchers have
investigated attention to consumer purchasing decisions at various stages of perceived risk factors and
risk management content and logic to explain the variation. Mitcell and Boustani study elaborated by the
first consumer purchase decisions in the different stages of the composition of consumer perceived risk
factors and measure the dynamic changes of level. Vijayasarathy and Jones (2000) are on-line ticket
booking business; consumer perceived risk of empirical research that perceived risk management,
purchasing decisions should be based on phase features for content-level classification and methods of
design. Based on the general perception of the risk management research, the logic model is based on
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purchase decision theory, consumer perception of mobile business risk management system of content
classification and level of build logic. In consumer demand recognition and information search stage,
the perceived risk identification and relationship of the content model is a reasonable position, is
currently the most concentrated research, many research findings gradually clear meaning of risk and
information search stages of identifying the logical relationship. Risk Identification Risk Assessment is
based on the research, the research findings are used to assess the stage of consumer decision-making in
a variety of purchase decision-benefit analysis and impact assessment, and provide theoretical basis for
the choice of decision-making, the perception of risk from existing the literature, and we find the logic
associated with reasonable explanation. Consumers buy into the stage of actual, perceived risk
avoidance methods design and application to become an important part of the study and the main
direction of the field through the analysis of relevant literature we found limited research, the basic stage
in the actual purchase is no longer involved in the identification and evaluation of perceived risk
research, and is mainly based on the contents of the two parts of the research results and application of
risk aversion mode of this model describes the content and form of the logic level of consistency. The
phase behavior into the sale, all kinds of risk aversion in the comparative analysis of strategies and
methods based on the integration of technical and legal environment for the development of features,
design strategies and mechanisms for risk prevention will be the system of consumer perceived risk on
the main content. This is the perception of the risk management system is most lacking in the current
study is the most important part, this part of the logic of the model has also been associated with a
reasonable explanation and description.
In addition, in the past the theory of consumer behavior, mostly in pursuit of a generally applicable,
the most reasonable model and principles, but the application of these theories is to the changing
external environment helpless. Contingency theory is based on the idea strain formed an organization
and management theory, stressed the need to live under the organization’s internal and external
environment change and adaptable to different specific conditions for the most appropriate management
model, program or method.

3 Mobile Commerce Analysis of Perceived Risk Management System
3.1 Perceived risk identification
Cox (1967) started the first identification of perceived risk, he thought the perceived risk include
financial and social psychological components of two kinds of risk. On this basis, Jacoby and Kaplan
(1972) on the perceived risk components of in-depth research, they think that more complete
components should include: time of risk, functional risk, physical risk, financial risk, social risk and
psychological risk. The results of the specific business applications for our model, the consumer
perceived risk components of changes in the laws of logic conversion, and perceived risk measurement
models and methods of laying a solid foundation. As the mobile business with the immediacy, mobility
and other characteristics can locate, so the consumer perceived risk identification is a challenging
research content. Ghosh and Swaminatha (2001) security and privacy from the perspective of the mobile
commerce market may affect the risk factors, and pointed out that an open wireless network,
collaborative relationship instability, imperfect information platform and malicious phone viruses will
seriously affect the mobile business security. Laukkanen, and Cruz (2008) used confirmatory factor
analysis and SEM model effects of mobile banking in Finland and Portugal, the development of an
empirical analysis of the factors.
At present the perceived risk of consumers B2C mobile commerce management system very little
literature, but on the perceived risk identification is the most involved with research and research
directions. The path from the research point of view, mainly in the consumer purchase decision-making
process of information search phase of the components of consumer perceived risk identification and
modeling analysis. Logical model based on the guidance of research results by analyzing the limited
discovery, identification of perceived risk components localized in the moving business activities to
commence the study of legal and cultural environment in which social and cultural factors into research
priorities. However, identification of existing research on the perceived risk is still a lack of consumer
groups and other important risk preferences and values and cultural elements of the analysis, this will be
the future focus of research in this area and the main direction. For confirmation, based on the analysis
of legal and cultural environment, identification of consumer perceived risk is not the content of basic
researchers involved, this is also the main features of research in this field.
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3.2 Evaluation of perceived risk
Perceived risk assessment is carried out consumer risk aversion and risk perception theory and
method of the premise and foundation. First of all, to start research in this area is the Cunningham
(1967), he perceived that the risk assessment involves two important factors: the risk of uncertainty and
danger of the results, and propose a risk assessment and measurement model, which after 30 years as
perceived risk assessment study important theoretical basis. Barach (1969) tried to order the table tool to
get consumers perceive the product or service the size of importance, and as a basis to measure the
perceived risk, Perry and Hamm (1968) mainly through social and economic factors to measure the size
of perceived risk. Based on the Cunningham Research, Bettman (1971) put forward relatively mature
risk assessment methods, and his measure of the perceived risk changed from the third system is the
system, so the size of both perceived risk multiplication can also be used to calculate the addition to.
Limited literature on the in-depth analysis, the authors found the majority of the field at present is
still using the traditional perception of the risk evaluation method design pattern. The positioning in the
consumer purchase decision making process of the environmental characteristics of the evaluation phase,
and further analysis of the logic associated with two types of environmental factors and variation, and
on this basis of perceived risk evaluation design is described in the logic model guiding significance of
the path, At the same time in the mobile business consumer perceived risk evaluation of the introduction
of fuzzy set theory, AHP and TOPSIS method, the researchers available for reference in future research
direction
3.3 Perceived risk avoiding
On the perceived risk aversion strategies and methods of research, Barach (1969) think that
advertising is a lower effective means of consumer perceived risk, Tan (1999) through empirical study
compared the traditional strategy of risk aversion, and found that reputation to establish, guarantee
certificate, brand loyalty strategy the validity of the effectiveness of better than money back guarantee.
For mobile business application mode, the consumer perception of risk aversion strategies and methods
of research, Bottoni and Dini (2007) proposed a network of credit card business on the agreement that
the use of consumer trust in mobile devices to improve the technical management of the risk level and
the risk of consumers and businesses to achieve equitable distribution among the. Rossnagel and
Muntermann (2009) in the analysis of existing security protection techniques and methods based on the
design of a SIM-based security technology Token system, the system provides functionality to overcome
the existing real-time services, mobile commerce security technology with functional limitations. Yang
and Tan (2008) made a series of mobile business strategy of risk aversion and the establishment of a
security technology system model, The model supports various types of mobile communication protocol,
and according to user requirements and automatically switch connected to the most appropriate security
access, while providing multi-element end authentication mechanism to reduce the risk of loss resulting
from the transaction.
Logical model based on the guidance, through in-depth analysis of the field are found, from a
technical point of view the design of specific methods of risk aversion is now the focus of the study is
the largest local and, Existing research seems to have focused in this regard, while most researchers are
based on the actual purchase phase of consumer business features the design of technical methods and
mechanisms, this model describes the internal logic consistent structural relationship. On the other hand,
the path difference and technology research, based on the perception of business environment factors,
and methods of risk avoidance strategies are generally in order to assess the stage of decision-making
based on the results of risk assessment in order to expand the effective study, Therefore, the use of
business rules and logic of operation of market mechanisms and strategies perceived risk aversion of the
work not yet undertaken, This risk assessment study perceived the content of the lack of a direct causal
relationship between the logical model confirms this logic is reasonable, at the same time, we can
determine the contents of the two parts of B2C mobile commerce will be the consumer perception of
risk management systems focus of the study.
3.4 Perceived risk prevention
Perception of risk prevention should be based on legal and technological levels to start a single
technical means can not basically solve mobile business consumer perceived risk in question.
Shevchenko pointed out that there is no safety and risk awareness to the user, any advanced technology
is difficult to play a role in the technical measures, management, integration mechanisms and legal
means to fully protect the security of mobile commerce transactions. At present, the sale of consumer
buying decision process characteristics of the stages in the environment based on the perception of risk
prevention strategies and methods of work not yet commenced, Logical model based on the description,
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legal and technical role of environmental factors on the perceived risk path identification is B2C mobile
business consumer perceived risk against the main direction of research.

4 Conclusion
Logical model based on the guidance, this comprehensive analysis of combing and B2C mobile
business consumer perceived risk management system in the literature and results, and on the basis of
the perceived risk management system of paths and a detailed description . Information Search, risk
identification, risk avoiding are a lot of ground in this field study, achieved a lot; the study involved only
a small amount of culture and business environment; Needs confirmation, after-sales practices and
consumer perceived risk has rarely been mentioned and discussed.
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Abstract Based on the symbiosis theory, this paper makes a preliminary study on the composition and
economic benefits of symbiosis between logistics enterprises and financial institutions to promote their
cooperation, gives logistic symbiosis model of earning growth of the symbiotic system, obtains
equilibrium point and stable conditions for earning growth, that is, the symbiotic equilibrium points are
higher than non-symbiotic model and increase with the benefit factor increasing, and benefit factors are
less than one, the closer the benefit factors, the smaller the different between the amount of benefit
increased. Finally, the paper analyzes the influence factors of economic benefits, namely, information
abundance, the energy distribution of symbiosis, instability of symbiotic model.
Key words Logistics enterprises; Financial institutions; Economic benefits; Symbiosis theory

1 Introduction
With the increasingly fierce market competition, the traditional business of financial industry and
logistics industry have reached saturation, profit margins also reduce to minimum, both are actively
exploring new markets, creating new value-added service, logistics finance is a promising new business
for two parties. Logistics finance refers to that effectively organize and transfer funds in the logistic field
through development and application of various financial products in the process of the operation of
logistics industry. The movement of funds occurred in logistics process, including all deposits, loans,
investments, trust, lease, mortgage, discounts, insurance, securities insurance and transaction, and
various of middle business involved in logistics industry which handled by financial institutions, ect.
In foreign they named it "Financial Supply Chain Management (FSCM)", this business is promoted
earlier, and relevant research is also more abundant. Albert (1948), Dunham (1949), Eisenstadt (1966)
summarized the legal environment, business models, storage methods, monitoring methods and
procedures of the development of logistics finance such as inventory financing and accounts receivable
financing business in foreign countries. Rutberg (2002) introduced the main characteristics of logistics
finance innovation model by making UPS as an example. Buzacott and Zhang (2004) discuss firm’s
inventory control and asset-based financing problem. They present interaction between a bank and a firm
and show how asset-based financing helps the firm to grow. Srinivasa and Kumar (2009) show that a
lender who finances the manufacturer has a motivation to finance the retailer as well and investigate
lender’s problem of financing both the firms by making a joint decision on the loan amount and
comparing it with the case when lender makes independent decision on loan amount for both the firms.
Zai Yudong (2004), Hong Yuan and Wang Wei (2005) show that the development of logistics
finance is favorable for logistics companies and financial institutions. Tang Shaolin, Qiao Tingting
(2006) study banks by game analysis and point out that the the commercial banks in a strong position
while logistics enterprises in a weak position between the cooperation relationship of commercial banks
and logistics companies. The income distribution is asymmetry and not in Nash equilibrium. Yang Yu
(2007) indicates the media role of logistics finance in the symbiotic relationship between manufacturing
and logistics enterprises by using the concept of symbiotic media in symbiosis theory, which integrates
material flow, capital flow and information flow, and value increment is a form of energy growth of the
symbiotic system, logistics finance is essential medium for manufacturers and logistics companies to
mutualism symmetry model. Wei Guili, Wang Yaoqiu (2009) pointed out that the efficiency of logistics
finance determines that of logistics industry.
Ju Songdong and Huang Fang (2006) point out that the logistics need for financial support and
protection, the financial sector is also dependent on the development and innovation of logistics industry.
Logistics and finance need each other, promote each other, and form the premise and conditions of
logistics financial ecosystem. The combination of logistics and finance creates a new cross-industry,
cross-cutting areas. Mutually collaborative development is the beneficial choice for Logistics companies
and financial institutions. From the logistics point of view, Logistics Finance is the measure which
promotes the integration of modern logistics, supports and enhances the efficiency of funds usage
throughout the supply chain. From the financial point of view, Logistics Finance has opened up a new
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business growth area and become an important channel for expanding services. Logistics companies and
financial institutions can use the information advantages and capital management strengths of banks to
improve logistics efficiency while to improve funding efficiency in the whole process of supply chain,
provide an ideal financial plan and form a highly efficient financial management system. Logistics
Finance not only solves the financing problem of SMEs to a certain extent, but also enhances
competitiveness for third-party logistics enterprises and improves the intermediary business revenue for
banks, and achieves a win-win situation. The two sides based on the division of labor, complementary
advantages, the usage of their respective core competencies to enhance their survival, and bring more
benefits for them. Most of the existing literature study on the operation model and risk analysis of the
logistics finance, or advantage for carrying out the logistics finance, but study on the economic benefits
of cooperation from symbiotic perspective is less. This paper makes a preliminary study on the
economic benefits of symbiosis between logistics companies and financial institutions based on
symbiosis theory.

2 The Components of Logistics Finance Symbiotic System
According to symbiosis theory, collaboration and cooperation are essences of symbiosis,
collaboration is one of the engineers for development of natural and human society. Biology symbiosis
is a matter of different species living by links. In general sense, symbiosis is a formed relationship
between the symbiotic units by a symbiotic model in symbiotic environment. Symbiotic unit, symbiosis
model and symbiotic environment are the three elements of symbiosis, symbiotic model is the key
element, symbiotic unit is the basis of symbiosis, symbiotic environment is conditions.
Logistics companies and financial institutions form a two-dimensional logistics finance symbiotic
system. U1, U2 respectively represent financial institutions and logistics companies which are symbiotic
units, Mi is the symbiotic model under certain space-time, Ea, En, Ep (positive environment, neutral
environment, the reverse environment) is symbiotic environment surrounding the symbiotic units. These
positive financial environment which includes Fierce market competition, product homogeneity, the
formation of supply and demand market, China's different national conditions, all of the support and so
on promotes the formation of logistics finance symbiotic system, while reverse environmental such as
lack of self-construction of logistics industry, small enterprises lacking real estate and low credit,
imperfect our credit system, imperfect laws and regulations related to the business hinders the further
development of the symbiotic system. The three elements of symbiotic system are shown in Figure 1.
Logistics finance

Ea
U1
Ep

symbiotic system

Mi

U2
En

Logistics finance
symbiont

Figure 1

Logistics Finance Symbiotic System

Symbiosis model is divided into two kinds, one reflecting the degree of pattern is symbiosis
organizational model, namely point symbiosis, intermittent symbiosis, continuous symbiosis, integrated
symbiotic; the other reflects the symbiotic behavior, namely parasitic, deviated symbiosis, asymmetric
mutualism, symmetric mutualism. The current cooperation state of logistics companies and financial
institutions is in continuous, non-symmetric mutualism model, to achieve integrated and symmetric
mutual symbiotic mode is the goal, which is shown in Table 1.
Table 1

The Combination of Symbiosis Models (From Symbiosis Theory and Small Economy)
Symbiotic
Point
Interval
Continuous
Integrated
model
Symbiosis
symbiosis
symbiosis
symbiosis
parasitism
commensalism
Asymmetric symbiosis mutual
Current model
Symmetrical symbiosis mutual
Ideal model

It is known that some large domestic logistics companies with solid assets and good credit, such as
DHL, COSCO, Zhongchu, establish partnerships with banks. In the banking sector, the largest and
earliest banks developing this business are Shenzhen Development Bank and Guangdong Development
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Bank, but SPD Bank, Bank of Communication, Industrial Bank, China CITIC Bank, Minsheng Bank
constantly enter the field, insurance and other financial institutions in this business is rare. The business
they cooperated is most advanced in the collection, storehouse finance, Confirming storehouse,
warehouse receipts pledge, logistics factoring, such as providing credit union, export procurement
alternative, and other offshore docking arranged are yet developed. This makes the space of logistics
finance symbiotic system is much, while the number of the symbiotic units entering is little, which
results in small coexistence density (N, the number of symbiotic unit, V, symbiotic space), and this also
means that the field has larger space for development.

3 The Economic Analysis of Logistics Finance Symbiotic System
Symbiotic process of logistics companies and financial institutions brings new energy for both
sides of the symbiotic system, where the symbiotic energy is net energy, that is,
added value for logistics companies,

en = eln +e fn . eln is

e fn is added value for financial institutions. For logistics, its new

services benefits

eln derived from traditional business income, income and reduction of the risk loss;
for financial institutions, its new energy e fn derived from loan interest income, income and reduction
of loan losses and monitoring costs. Meanwhile, logistics finance services can broaden the financing
channels for SMEs, reduce financing costs, enable enterprises to activate movable property, improve
capital utilization, achieve optimal allocation of capital, reduce procurement costs and increase sales and
business benefits. There are some data from the national we can see the growth in business receipts,
such as the cooperation between China Chengtong Group and financial institutions, revenue growth of
business warehouse receipts pledged as shown in Figure 2; at the end of June 2009, the amount of trade
credit is approximately 98.3 billion Yuan in Shenzhen development bank, the number of SMEs
supported nearly achieve ten thousand, and logistics financial services maintain a good quality of assets,
poor rate is less than 0.30%. Meanwhile, the financial network will be combined with the logistics
network, financial network is lack of information flow and material flow, while logistics network is lack
of capital flow, logistics finance just integrate material flow, capital flow, information flow, promote
traditional logistics transfer to modern logistics enterprises, realize the rational allocation of resources,
promote industrial upgrading and restructuring, form industrial linkage effects.

Figure 2 Earnings of Warehouse Pledged Business of Cheng Tong Group from 2005 to 2008 (Derived from
Securities)

However, based on multiple symbiotic interface which is made of logistics service market,
financial services market and commodity market, the symbiotic units communicate through material
flow, capital flow and information flow these tangible and intangible media. Although the symbiotic
process produced new energy, but due to risk sharing, the asymmetry energy distribution, and
asymmetry information it bring the symbiotic resistance ec in the symbiotic process (assessment costs
of variety credit, financing costs, contract effectiveness and supervision cost, the loss of warehouse
receipts in the circulation, the loss caused by risk, the assessment cost of the market situation on goods
pledged).
Based on the equilibrium theory in economics, when the marginal density or dimensions of
symbiotic energy equals to the marginal loss of density or dimensions the density or dimension
coexistence reaches equilibrium. This also means that there will be more financial institutions and
logistics companies to cooperate, while there will be more industries to join the symbiotic systems, such
as the manufacture sector, but this article only discuss the two-dimensional symbiotic system of logistics
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industry and the financial sector.
However, symbiotic balance does not guarantee symbiotic stability, which includes stability of
symbiosis match and distribution. Symbiotic matching stability condition of logistics finance symbiotic
system is that under incomplete information the unit with highest abundant information will firstly enter
symbiotic system, with the information abundance increasing, the new unit will replace the lower unit;
symbiotic stable distribution conditions is the relationship between ideal stability coefficient and
partition coefficient meets kdi =efn /efc =eln /elc =(1+α) kdf，(α≤α0) , where kdi is the ideal distribution factor of the
symbiotic stability, k df is the actual symbiotic stable distribution coefficient of the symbiotic system,

α

is the coefficient deviate from the ideal state of symbiosis.

α 0 is the disintegration coefficients of

the non-symmetrical distribution.
The symbiosis brings added value

en . Let x as the total benefits. The symbiotic relationship

between the units is complementary, therefore the logistic model of benefits growth of logistics finance
symbiotic units as follow.
3.1 Model assumptions and parameters set
1) We define x1(t)，x2(t) respectively as financial institutions benefits and logistics companies
benefits at time t.
2) Let N1，N2 respectively as maximum benefits of financial institutions and logistics companies
in the independent state determined by the market environment, N reflects the abundance of resources,
because in the given time, a certain space, the total elements including technology, market demand,
labor, capital and market size is certain, therefore, it is assumed that N is finite and a constant.
3) It is assumed that earnings growth rate declines and tends to zero as the earnings level of a
company rising. Let r1，r2 respectively as the average earnings growth rate of financial institutions
and logistics enterprises. And r > 0 is a constant, reflecting the average growth rate of industry itself.
4) x1 ( t ) / N 1 , x2 (t ) / N 2 is natural saturation, respectively represent the ratios for financial
institutions and logistics enterprises at time t,

1 − x1 (t ) / N

1

,1

− x 2 (t ) / N

2

respectively is the part

that financial institutions and logistics companies have not yet achieved. In the established Constraints
conditions, the natural saturation blocks the enterprise's own growth.
5) Let β1 ≥ 0 as the contribution on financial industry from natural growth saturation of the
logistics industry, and

β 2 ≥ 0 as the contribution on logistics companies from natural growth saturation

of the financial sector, which is named mutually beneficial factor, determined by the degree of symbiosis
between the two, and change with it in the same direction.
3.2 Model and equilibrium points of the symbiotic system for economic benefits
Based on the logistic growth model, benefits growth rate of financial institutions and logistics
companies in symbiosis process as follow:
dx1
x1
x2
⎧
⎪ f ( x1 , x 2 ) = dt = x1 r1 (1 − N + β 1 N )
(1)
⎪
1
2
⎨
⎪ g ( x , x ) = dx 2 = x r (1 − x 2 + β x1 )
1
2
2 2
2
⎪⎩
dt
N2
N1
When the growth rate function equal 0, the maximum value is achieved, the state of symbiotic model
is steady. Making function (1) equals 0.
dx1
x1
x2
⎧
⎪ f ( x1 , x2 ) = dt = x1r1 (1 − N + β1 N ) = 0
⎪
1
2
⎨
dx
x
x
⎪ g ( x , x ) = 2 = x r (1 − 2 + β 1 ) = 0
2 2
2
⎪⎩ 1 2
dt
N2
N1

When

(2)

β1 =0，β2 =0, there is no symbiosis, their earnings growth does not contribute to each other,

there does not produce symbiotic energy. In this case, both revenue growths in line with Logistic
equation, and the independent system equilibrium point is such that x1* = N1，x2*=N2 . When
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β1 >0，β2 >0

,

they

are

mutualism

symbiosis

and

the

equilibrium

point

is

such

that

x = N1(1+ β1)/ (1− β1β2 ), x = N2 (1+ β2 )/ (1-β1β2 ) .
3.3 The stability conditions of the symbiotic system
Make Taylor expansion of equation (1) at the equilibrium point, delete the second-order and above.
The equation is transformed into a linear equation as follows:
2x1
dx1
x2
x1
⎧
∗
∗
⎪f (x1, x2) = dt =r1(1− N +β1 N )(x1 −x1 )+r1β1 N (x2 −x2 )
(3)
⎪
1
2
2
⎨
⎪g(x , x ) = dx2 =r (1−2x2 +β x1 )(x −x ∗)+r β x2 (x −x∗)
⎪⎩ 1 2 dt 2 N2 2 N1 2 2 2 2 N1 1 1
The coefficient matrix A of the equation above:
*
1

*
2

2x1
x2
x1
⎛
⎞
⎜ r1 (1 − N + β1 N ) r1β1 N
⎟
1
2
2
⎟
A=⎜
⎜
2x2
x2
x1 ⎟
+ β2 ) ⎟
r2 (1−
⎜ r2 β2 N
N2
N1 ⎠
⎝
1

(4)

According to the stationary of differential equation ( det A> 0 ), symmetry, and the relative growth
rate is greater than 0, we can obtain the smooth condition for financial institutions and logistics
companies to achieve a balanced symbiosis points such that ββ
1 2 <1,β1 <1,β2 <1.
that

It is known from the results, under the symbiotic situation, the financial institutions revenue is such
N1 (1+β1 )/(1 − β1β 2 ) > N1 , while the benefits of logistics companies is such that

N2 (1+ β2 )/(1-β1β2 ) > N2 . With the mutual benefit coefficient β1、β2 increasing, the benefits of financial

institutions and logistics companies increase. The smooth symbiotic condition ββ
1 2 <1, β1 <1, β2 <1 which
indicates that the earnings increase of the two make a contribution to each other, but added value not
exceed their business can achieve in degree. Both on the revenue contribution from the other mainly
caused by the expansion of market scale, technology and management improvement, information
sharing, mutual trust increased between the quasi-organizational nature of the relationship. As the fierce
competition emerged within the symbiotic units, original resources was divided, in order to better
maintain the viability and profitability, they need to seek cooperation with other units, while the equality
in status makes the internal heated Competition between the two become important conditions for the
symbiosis maintaining.

4 Influence Factors Analysis of Economic Benefits of Logistics Finance Symbiotic
System
Based on en = f (δs , ρs ,ηs ) , ec = f (λ, ρs ,ηs , M) , where ηs is the dimension of the symbiotic
system,

δs

m

is the damping characteristic value such that δ s = ( ∑ δ si ) / λ ,

λ (0 ≤ λ ≤ +∞ ) is the

i =1

exchange interface of symbiotic resistance, the better the symbiotic media, the smaller exchanges drag.
Symbiosis energy is a sufficient condition for survival and proliferation, which improve the quality of
the symbiotic unit and form the premise of the quantitative expansion. As can be seen from the above
expression, to make effective to achieve the expected growth effect, we need to identify factors can be
improved in order to promote effective growth of the symbiotic system.
From the above analysis, when the symbiotic density or dimensions has not reached equilibrium,
the increase of density or dimensions will make revenue increase. To make the resistance of symbiotic
system decreases, it needs to strengthen information abundance to smooth the information exchange,
Symbiosis between the two models now is not the best model, to enable the symbiotic mode change, it
need to improve the symbiotic level of organization, enhance symbiosis, improve the distribution of
symbiotic energy to move to the ideal symbiotic system model. Now the abundance of information,
symbiotic energy distribution, and instability of symbiotic model will be analyzed in order to promote
the benefits growth of the symbiotic system.
In a closed condition, unit A or B has accumulated amount of information about each other in a
given temporal and spatial structure, or have the degree of all the information of each other is defined as
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the degree of information abundance Dab or Dba. In any symbiotic system, any symbiotic unit cannot
occupy all information of other unit, that is, there is incomplete information situation. Information
abundance of symbiosis units only in the interval

[ D0,Dm]

the symbiotic unit does not contain any other information,

, the symbiont can exist.

D0 indicates that

Dm indicates all the information of other

symbiotic units included. The average information abundance of logistics finance symbiotic system is
such that D = ( D 1 + D 2 ) / 2 , the closer the average information abundance to the maximum, the smaller
the marginal density loss, combined with principal-agent theory, the more information abundance can
reduce possibilities of information asymmetry, reduce adverse selection and moral hazard. So the cost in
the selection of trading partners and the performance of contracts, transaction costs, and the loss of the
symbiotic interface reduce. This requires both sides to increase the construction and improve the
information systems to improve efficiency, accuracy and transparency of information transmission.
Internet of Things is greatly concerned right now. Credit rating system developed by China Federation
also promotes the development of symbiotic system, which is favor for selecting logistics enterprises
with good credit and reducing assessment cost. Until October 2009,519 logistics enterprises were
assessed as A grade companies (Table 2).
Table 2

The Number of Logistics Enterprises Identified above a Grade by the End of 2009
grade
The number of logistics
The number of logistics
enterprises indentified
enterprises reviewed
AAAAA
44
25
AAAA
182
46
AAA
204
41
AA
89
12
A
170
0
total
519
124

Logistics companies with A class use the brand to guide resource integration and industry
concentration, promote the construction of regional modern logistics system platform, participation in
regional logistics development planning, create financing conditions for enterprises and become the
main channel for finding market logistics provider.
The distribution of the symbiotic energy - logistics finance added value is an important factor
affecting the symbiotic system. Ideal statue is symmetrical allocation, the allocated coefficient is smaller
is better. energy distribution of logistics Finance symbiotic system is mainly the risk sharing process, in
the process of cooperation both sides want to share smaller risk, less risk is the better, the smaller the
loss, the higher the return, which lead to the distribution of the asymmetry. The proportion of the risk
they shared is determined by SMEs and logistics enterprises, logistics companies and financial
institutions gaming. The more risk of financial institutions spread, the greater actively granting loans to
SMEs. Here using game theory explains. In accordance with the Nash equilibrium, changes in any
choice cannot make worse the situation of other parties, the situation balance. Making the cooperation
between banks and logistics companies for example, for financial institutions, assuming that a single
small business loan interest income is 3, loan loss was 2, and supervision costs is 1, bank issuing SME
loans have the following options:1) Released loans, bear all the risk, efn =3-2-1=0. 2) Loans, not to take
risks, efn =3. 3) Loans, take a quarter of risk, efn =3-0.5-0.5=2. 4) Loans, take half the risk,
e fn =3-1-1=1. Suppose the total logistics service income is 3, the loss of all risks is 2, the cost of
monitor is 1. It also has the following four options: 1) To provide services to, do not take risks, eln =3. 2)
To provide services and take all the risks, eln =3-2-1=0. 3) To take three-quarters risk, eln =3-1.5-1=0.5.
4) To take half of the risk, eln =3-1-1=1.
The choices of banks and logistics companies are listed in the Nash equilibrium matrix (Table 3).
Table 3 Nash Equilibrium Matrix
Banks 0
Banks 3
Logistics enterprises 0
Logistics enterprises 0
Banks 2
Banks 1
Logistics enterprises 0.5
Logistics enterprises 1
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Table 3 indicates the Nash equilibrium (1,1) state is symmetric mutualism state, then the
distribution coefficient is k = E fe / E fc = 1 / 2 = E le / E lc = 1 / 2 = 0.5 , and en > 0 , so the symbiotic state
stability.
Asymmetric distribution and not matched usage of symbiotic energy and the change of total
symbiosis degree are the basic reasons for the symbiotic change, namely α phase change, β phase

δ

phase change. α = 1 −（ ∑ k si） ( m ⋅ k sm ) is the difference coefficient can be allocated,
which mainly cause symbiotic behavior changes; β = r / k is selection coefficient for the energy
usage, which is a mixed phase transition, r is the energy value for number growth of the symbiotic unit,
k is the energy value quality improvement; δ s is symbiotic degree factor of all elements, which mainly
change,

cause symbiotic organizational model change, m is the number of symbiotic unit. Therefore, to achieve
steady-state model, the value of these parameters must be changed effectively, reducing the difference
coefficient can make the state of symbiotic the system evolve to the symmetry state; the change of the
choice of the energy factor not only expand the scale of logistics enterprises and financial institutions,
but also improve both the quality and enhance their capacity; the improvement of the self-construction
promote the integration of their information systems to reduce information asymmetry and transaction
costs, thereby reducing symbiotic interface resistance, increasing the degree of coexistence will promote
symbiotic integration and the level of each other's earnings growth increase further, while let more
companies to enter this symbiotic system, then making a fusion of the two industries.

5 Conclusion and Discussion
Symbiosis is a self-organization phenomenon and a self-organizing process, it is a necessary
symbiotic links between units, so that they cooperate as a symbiont, according to demand of internal
symbiotic mode, to product new symbiotic energy and promote the common evolution. Through the
study on the symbiosis between logistics companies and financial institutions, the paper obtains
equilibrium point and stable conditions for earning growth of the symbiotic system, that is, the
symbiotic equilibrium points are higher than non-symbiotic model and increase with the benefit factor
increasing, and benefit factors are less than one, the closer the benefit factors, the smaller the different
between the amount of benefit increased. They through the division of labor, complement and leverage
of their respective core competitiveness to strengthen each other's survival. And the paper analyzes the
factors affecting the effectiveness benefits growth, the greater abundance of information, balanced
energy distribution, symbiotic model makes an effective change in the symbiotic state of the symbiotic
units and make them evolve towards the ideal state to enhance the level of earnings growth of symbiotic
system.
However, there are some limitations in this paper. First of all, the logistic benefits growth model of
the symbiotic system only considered that the symbiotic cooperation has brought benefits increased,
without considering the increase in density resulting from the symbiotic cooperation between the parties,
enterprises competition in the same industry result in market share declining. Secondly, in terms of
resources, without considering the situation there is a resource update, but we assume that resources are
certain. Thirdly, the lack of specific data, we use game theory to explain symmetric energy distribution
of symbiosis, so we can not accurately calculate the specific differences that can be allocated.
This article only discusses the logistics enterprises and financial institutions coexist. However,
small and medium enterprises for the symbiotic system are essential. Therefore, we can extend the
dimensions of symbiotic system, to analyze three-dimensional mutualism symbiotic situation. After
understanding the influence factors of the symbiosis, we can design operational framework for the joint
development so that they can be further improved. Since the more and more emphasize low-carbon,
environmental friendly, then we can further consider how to improve business viability and symbiotic
profitability while achieving resource conservation and environmental protection, and realize ecological
industrialization symbiosis.
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Research on Response Model of the Supply Chain System Harmony
Degree Based on Cooperation
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Abstract Based on the frame of harmony management theory and the supply chain management, this
paper used partial sum of Fourier series to denote harmony degree of the supply chain system. The
fluctuation of harmony degree expressed shows that it is necessary to manage during the process. This
paper continues to build up convolution model of harmony degree response to simulate harmony degree
changing after taking some measures. This model leads the research of harmony degree from qualitative
analysis to quantitative calculation.
Key words Harmony management; Supply chain; Cooperation; Harmony degree; Response model

1 Introduction
The market competition of 21st century is not among the enterprises but the chains(R. Dulmin, V.
Mininno,2003). In order to respond the highly competitive market environment, many enterprises carry
out a new effective management model: the supply chain management. The essence of supply chain
management is to form a business alliance based on the views of the system, to maximize the overall
interests as a goal to be pursued, as well as to organize, coordinate and control the individual elements
as means, which is said the harmony among enterprises. At present, enterprises have shifted their focus
from the strategy based on the advantages of enterprises resource heterogeneity to the harmony
management strategies with the synergy of serious factors of production(Xi Youmin,2000). Therefore,
how to make cooperation among the various components of the supply chain system get the best
harmony is the focus of enterprises now.
Viewing researches of supply chain system based on cooperation in China and out, they mainly
reflect coordination, information sharing, and harmony and so on. Specifically, the coordination mainly
includes the coordination between suppliers and manufacturers, between manufacturers and sellers, also
among suppliers, manufacturers and sellers. Information sharing mainly includes researches of
information, information flow, information distortion, information value and the “bullwhip effect” of
supply chain management, which Chinese scholars mainly conduct qualitative research from side;
relatively foreign scholars have deep study and quantified research. The researches of harmony are
relatively less, which mainly Chinese scholars do by the governance concept of Chinese “harmony
society” and the harmony theory of Xi Youmin. They include harmony elements analysis, harmony
structure frame analysis, and harmony degree evaluation and so on. This paper will analyze the response
model of supply chain system harmony degree based on the harmony researches.
Supply chain system is a large-scale complex system composed by several independent enterprises
which constitute the elements of this complex system. Harmony management theory is the theory
describing that the enterprises management behaviors impact on enterprises interest by the concept of
the system (Tang Fangcheng, Xi Youmin, 2003). Based on the harmony management theory, the
harmony degree of supply chain system describes whether the system created its dynamic, creative
conditions and environment of full members and sub-systems, as well as the general coordination of
activities of full members and subsystems (Tang Fangcheng, Ma Jun, Xi Youmin, 2004). Harmony
degree has four components, which are that the constitution harmony degree, organization harmony
degree, internal harmony degree and external harmony degree (Xi Youmin, Han Wei, Shang Yufan,
2003). The management activities applied at different times have different management capabilities, so
supply chain system also produce the corresponding response of the harmony degree with the changes
(Dorogovtsev SN, Mende JF, 2002). This paper is to study the change of harmony degree of supply
chain system in the process of cooperation, and to analyze and forecast the impact that management
activities make to harmony degree of supply chain system by building a convolution model of harmony
degree response.

2 Analysis of the Supply Chain System Harmony Degree
Based on harmony management theory, the harmony degree of the system should be studied from
four aspects including the system constitution, organization, internal and external environment. These
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four aspects can also be further subdivided into seven parts which are that the system quality, system
power, system function, system structure, leadership, internal environment and external environment (Xi
Youmin, 1989). The supply chain is a system, so the harmony degree needs firstly to be studied from the
four aspects and seven parts.
This study is based on four assumptions: 1) the constitution harmony degree, organization harmony
degree, internal harmony degree and external harmony degree are independent of each other; 2) the
management activities occur at any time in the process of cooperation among enterprises of supply chain,
and supply chain system produce a response of harmony degree at any time; 3) if the management
capabilities changed a number of times, the response of harmony degree of supply chain system has also
changed to a number of times; 4) cooperation is an essential factor of harmony. If there is no cooperation,
the harmony degree of supply chain system is 0. Combining the study of cooperative stage (Francisco L
V, 2002; Zhao Fang, 2009; Fu Reihong, 2009), the cooperative process is divided into three stages,
including the cooperative preliminary stage, the cooperative growth stage and the cooperative maturity
stage. When the cooperation gets into the maturity stage, it reaches a certain maturity. With the
increasing content of cooperation in the subsequent cooperation, the above process will continue to
repeat to reach a higher maturity.
Let sets L1 (t ) , L2 (t ) , L3 (t ) and L4 (t ) respectively to express the constitution harmony degree,
organization harmony degree, internal harmony degree and external harmony degree at the time t . Let
L ( t ) = a1 L1 ( t ) + a2 L2 ( t ) + a3 L3 ( t ) + a4 L4 ( t ) be the harmony degree. According to harmony management
theory: 1) the constitution part includes the system quality and system power, and the constitution
harmony degree represents the adaptability between equipment, quality, expertise, ideas, ideals, attitudes
of the supply chain system members, as well as members composition and system requirements. 2) the
organization part includes system function, system structure and leadership, and organization harmony
degree represents the efficiency between the organizational means, structures, control functions of
supply chain systems and system requirements. 3) the internal harmony degree represents the matching
between the interpersonal relationships among enterprises, members thinking, working attitude,
atmosphere, working conditions, living conditions, corporate culture of supply chain system and system
requirements. 4) the external harmony degree represents the coordination between the policy orientation,
socio-economic environment, domestic and international market conditions, the natural environment of
supply chain system and system requirements (Xi Youmin, Tang Fangcheng, Guo Shiyi, 2004).
Let the harmony degree before the cooperation set to “0”, entering into maturity stage set to “1”,
and during the cooperative growth stage set to around a stable value c （ 0 < c < 1 ）. The fluctuation of
harmony degree are characterized by two disharmony phenomena: 1) when the harmony degree is
higher than the stable value c , four components match the dislocation at this time, so the false harmony
appears, which is defined as “harmony empty”; 2) when the harmony degree is lower than the stable
value c , four components are below the stable value at this time, so the apparent disharmony appears,
which is defined as “harmony defect”.
Let T0 be the beginning moment of cooperation， T be the time-consuming during growth stage,
then the stable value function W (t ) will be defined as following

⎧0
⎪
W (t ) = ⎨c
⎪1
⎩

t = T0

(1)

T0 < t < T0 + T
t = T0 + T
⎧0

Let P(t ) be the time-domain extension of W (t ) , here P(t ) = ⎪c
⎨

⎪1
⎩

− 2T ≤ t ≤ −T
and P(t ) = P(t + 2T ) ,
t <T
T ≤ t ≤ 2T

2T is the fundamental period, Ω 0 = π is the fundamental frequency of P(t ) . According to the nested
T
optimization mechanism of harmony degree of the harmony management theory (Xi Youmin, Shang
Yufan, 2002), the external harmony degree has the greatest impact to the harmony degree in the four
components and the impact which internal harmony degree, organization harmony degree and
constitution harmony degree make to the harmony degree in turn reduce. Let sets L4 (t ) , L3 (t ) , L2 (t ) ,

L1 (t ) be in turn expressed the first, third, fifth, seventh harmonic component of the Fourier series, and
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a 4 , a3 , a 2 , a1 are the Fourier series coefficients of their corresponding harmonic component which
are all thought 2T as the fundamental period. Let A as basic value of harmony degree, then the
harmony degree of supply chain system can be expressed as follows
4

L(t ) = A + ∑ A2K −1e jkΩ0t = A + a 4 e jΩ0t + a 3e j 3Ω0t + a 2 e j 5Ω0t + a1e j 7Ω0t

(2)

k =1

here， a 5 − k

1
=
T

∫

T0

P (t )e j ( 2 k −1 )Ω 0 t dt = −

e

− j ( 2 k − 1 )Ω 0

T0
2

− 1 and k=1, 2, 3, 4.
j (2 k − 1 )Ω 0 T

3 Analysis of the Fluctuation of Supply Chain System Harmony Degree
In the cooperative preliminary stage of supply chain system, the management of cooperative
business is no order, and even chaotic. Enterprises do not set up a special department to manage the
cooperative business, not establish the selection mechanism of partners and not attach importance to the
establishment of long-term relationship, which make their reliability and cost control poorer. Moreover,
various enterprises lack in-depth understanding to satisfactorily collaborate. However, all enterprises
have good expectations, responsibility, enthusiasm and full confidence for the work. So at this stage the
constitution harmony degree and external harmony degree improve gradually, but organization harmony
degree and internal harmony are not ideal, which makes the phenomenon of harmony empty appear.
In the cooperative growth stage of supply chain system, the harmony degree will fluctuate around
the stable value. First, the cooperative enterprises start to building related standards to regulate the
processes of cooperative business, while set up a special department to take charge of the development
and implementation of these standards. One of the cooperative parties set up the selection mechanism of
partnership and evaluation from their own business requirements to attach importance to the practicality
of partner and chronic of partnership, but the selection is mainly based on single business, which makes
the stability and chronic poorer. In addition, the enthusiasm of various enterprises quickly fades, and has
differences of understanding in the working methods, even some important issues. So the constitution
harmony degree decreases rapidly, but organization harmony degree and internal harmony degree slowly
upgrade, which appears harmony defect. Then, the two sides establish a basic information platform for
communication and messaging standards to basically achieve the information exchange for both
production and business progress and so on. Through sharing information, the basic operational process
management between the two sides improves and the contradiction solves basically, so the relations of
cooperation is stable. Therefore, the four types of harmony degree generally increase at this stage, and
the harmony degree oscillates on both sides of the stable value.
In the cooperative maturity stage of the supply chain system, the organizational structure is
becoming increasingly rational; information shares timely; evaluation system of cooperative partners is
comprehensive; and cooperation is apparent. So, the four types of harmony degree gradually increase at
this stage, and the harmony degree of supply chain system achieves or closes to 1, as shown in Figure 1.
The Harmony Degree

1

C

0
T0

T

Time

Figure 1 Fitting Image of the Harmony Degree Function of Supply Chain System

From the figure we can see that, in the process of cooperation, the overall change trend of harmony
degree of supply chain system is rising, but still some major oscillations appear in the cooperative
growth stage. Therefore, if many factors that impact the four types of harmony degree are analyzed, and
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let them respectively correspond to the high-order harmonic components of the Fourier series of
P(t ) based on influence of these factors to the harmony degree, it is closer for
n

L(t ) = A + ∑ ai e jiΩ 0t to get the stable value. If all the details have been considered and properly
i =1

matched, then the harmony degree L(t ) = A +

n

∑a e
i =1

i

jiΩ 0t

shall be the ideal value.

For example, if the constitution degree after detailing is considered as the composition of
sub-structures which are the system quality and system power of the supply chain system, as well as
organization harmony degree consists of sub-structures which are the system function, system structure
and leadership, while the others are not changed, then the harmony degree function composes by the
13th harmonic function, which make the oscillation amplitude of the harmony degree on both sides of
the stable value decrease.
If the four types of harmony degree are detailed deeply, assuming a certain harmony degree of
supply chain system impacted by 50 factors, then it has 99 sub-harmonic functions. The more detailed
and the more comprehensive factors considered, the better harmony degree of supply chain system will
have, and the closer harmony degree tends to be the stable value. However, it is impossible to consider
all things that affect the harmony degree of supply chain system, so if we want to decrease oscillation
amplitude, it is only to carry out management activities to control and optimize, such as establishing
incentive mechanism for effective cooperation.

4 The Response Model of Supply Chain System Harmony Degree
The incentive capacity of management activities that carry out on cooperation among enterprises in
the supply chain system will inevitably change as time changes. Let the function m(t ) be
characterized as the change of incentives ability of management activities by the time. Moreover, the
practical significance of management activities describes that m(t ) has the following three properties
during the process of cooperation: 1) the total incentive capacity of the cooperation among enterprises
that management activities have in the supply chain system is limited, that is m(t )dt < ∞ ; 2)

∫

management activities may have the maximal incentive capacity to cooperation among enterprises in
supply chain system a time, but the number of times of this situation must be limited, or that even if this
happens, the incentive capabilities are limited, which are dm(t ) = 0 ∧ {t} ≠ R + and m(t ) dm (t ) < ∞ ; 3)
=0
dt
dt
management activities may have no incentive capacity to cooperation among enterprises in supply chain
system a time, but the number of times this happens must be limited, using mathematical language be
expressed as: there is t to make m(t ) = 0 ∧ {t} ≠ R + .

Let h(t ) be the harmony degree of supply chain system when m(t ) = δ (t ) , and take m(t ) as
input for the supply chain system and harmony degree of the system as output. δ (t ) is defined as
following

⎧1
∫ δ (τ )dτ = ⎨⎩0
t

−∞

t>0
t<0

(3)

Based on the assumption 2), when the input is δ (t − kΔ ) , the output is h(t − kΔ ) ; based on the

assumption 3), when the input intensity is x(kΔ )Δ , the output is h(kΔ )Δh(t − kΔ ) ; based on the
assumption 1), when the input is superposition of incentive signals with different time and intensity, the
output is superposition of harmony response corresponding to different time and intensity. At the same
time, if we can obtain the limit of a situation that is T0 → +∞ , we do not need to make periodic

kΩ τ
2 sin⎛⎜ o ⎞⎟
2 ⎠ also tends to the envelope, so
⎝
prolongation to the rectangular wave function, and T A =
0
kΩ 0
the convolution model of the harmony degree that supply chain system responds to management
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activities is expressed as following
4
⎡
⎤
y (t ) = m(t ) ⋅ (δ (t ) ⋅ L(t )) = m(t ) ⋅ ⎢ A + ∑ A 2 K −1e jkΩ0t ⎥
K =1
⎣
⎦

(4)

y (t ) is the harmony degree function of the supply chain after applying management
activities m(t ) .

5 Conclusion
This paper studied the harmony degree of supply chain system and put forward a new way of
expression for the harmony degree: using partial sum of Fourier series to express all components of
harmony degree based on the harmony management theory. This representation could show the wave
characteristics of harmony degree in supply chain system, indicating the need to exert management
activities to control relatively large oscillation of harmony degree in the process of cooperation. On this
basis, this paper abstracted the activities as the input of the supply chain system and harmony degree as
output. Then, according to the actual characteristics of management activities it gave the response model
of harmony degree of supply chain system--convolution model. Convolution model could be used to
calculate the change of harmony degree after applying management activities, which made the study of
harmony degree expanse from qualitative analysis to quantitative calculation. However, how to
determinate the supply chain system functions more precisely is yet a further discussion.
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Integrated Decoration of New Commodity Houses Based on Supply
Chain Management
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Abstract In China, most new commodity houses are delivered to the house buyers roughcast so that
they have to decorate them the second time before they can live in them. This paper points out the
problems with roughcast delivery, analyzes the necessity and feasibility of integrated decoration of new
commodity houses, and by comparing between the roughcast delivery under conventional management
and the complete decorated delivery under supply chain management, recommends unified full-process
management involving the planning and design, development and construction, and use and
maintenance of house projects under the guideline of integrated supply chain, green supply chain and
lean supply chain. It also suggests that the government enact encouraging policies, puts into effect the
detailed rules for implementation of decorating commodity house once and for all to guarantee higher
efficiency and lower emission and thereby pushes forward house industrialization and enable sustainable
development.
Key words
Supply chain management; Roughcast houses; Complete decorated houses;
Industrialization

1 Introduction
To carry through the Several Opinions on Advancing the Modernization of Housing Industry to
Improve House Quality by Ministry of Construction under document No. 72, 1999and put into effect the
Managing Method of the Indoor Fitment and Decoration by Ministry of Construction under document
No.110 dated Jun 12, 2002, Ministry of Construction issued Detailed Rules for Implementation of
Decorating Commodity House Once and for All on Jun 12, 2002 which is essentially intended to cancel
roughcast houses step by step, provide consumers directly with complete decorated ready houses,
regulate the decoration market and bring the house decoration from orderless production to orderly
production. However, this Rule has not been enforced yet. In this paper, the writer points out the present
state of new commodity house decoration in China and existing problems, analyzes the necessity and
feasibility of enforcing the Rules and suggests that applying the integrated management of supply chain
will accelerate the implementation of the Rules. The implementation of the Rules will help improve the
efficiency of real estate development, reduce the construction duration, guarantee the quality, bring
down the cost, advocate energy efficiency, channel low carbon economy into people’s everyday life and
speed up industrialized and intensive house construction.

2 The Theory of Supply Chain Management
Supply chain management (SCM) is an integrated management idea and methodology that
integrates and optimizes the information flow, material flow and capital flow on the supply chain by
improving the up- and downstream supply chain relationship to obtain competition edge of the corporate.
Supply chain management is to manage the entire chain as a whole and actually covers all the activities
of the corporate as an integral and unified process.
By applying supply chain management, we will be able to combine house decoration with the
house design, construction, installation, parts, supervision, marketing, property management, use and
maintenance on the whole house supply chain together for integral consideration and implementation.
Commodity house decoration includes decoration design, material procurement, decoration construction,
engineering supervision and decoration acceptance which, when integrated into the integral supply chain
for scientific planning, will contribute to proper resources configuration and win-win among all the
parties involved.

3 Present State of New Commodity House Decoration in China and Existing
Problems
3.1 Present state of commodity house decoration in China
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In China, most houses are delivered either roughcast or complete decorated houses. Of all the
commodity houses delivered every year, 80% are roughcast ones, also called “roughly finished houses”
or “clear-water houses”. These houses generally provide simply exterior decoration and public utilities,
installation and fitment of pipe and power supplies without any decoration inside. In fact, they are only
framework with power line installed at the door, a water main and a main sewer inside the house without
any design. Most houses only have doorframes inside without doors and the wall and floor are only
basically treated without any surface finish. To live in the house, you have to make every necessary
decoration like finishing the wall and the floor, fixing the interior doors, lamps and sanitary wares,
designing and routing the power line, water pipe and sewer by yourself. Roughcast delivery is a special
product in the 1990s when China’s real estate was just taking off; people were living at a low standard
and did not expect much of their houses.
With the growth of the economy and improvement of the living standard, people are expecting
higher quality and environmental protection of their houses. Complete decorated house is becoming
more and more popular which means that all the fixed sections of the functional spaces are paved or
painted, all the basic equipment in the kitchen and toilet is installed before the key is delivered. In
economically developed countries like Shanghai, where complete decorated houses in the downtown
area account for over 60% of all the commodity houses in the city and Shenzhen, where all the houses
are required to be 100% complete decorated by 2010, compared to the less developed regions like
Ningxia, where complete decorated houses take up less than 5%.
3.2 Existing problems with new commodity house decoration in China
3.2.1 Resources waste
A roughcast commodity house (roughly finished house) has to receive a secondary decoration by
the owner after it is delivered. Most frequently, a secondary decoration will include removing the
interior partition wall and window sill railing, chiseling open the concealed lines behind the wall surface,
roughing the floor cement mortar screening and the like, which completely destruct the rough finish of
the house and produce numerous building rubbish. According to statistical data, a 100sq.m house
decorated by the owner will produce an additional 2t of building rubbish. In 2009 alone, the built area of
commodity houses in China was 5,769,400sq.m, approx. 6 million houses, which means an additional
10 million ton of building rubbish. At this time when people are advocating “low carbon economy” and
“green buildings”, it is imperative that the self-decoration by consumers be changed.
3.2.2 Noise pollution
When a new house development is delivered, each of the owners may decide their own time for
settlement and decoration and the whole residential quarter will come into successive decoration. In fact,
the quarter will become a nuisance of decoration sites equivalent to the number of households contained
in it. At the average decoration duration of 2 months, the huge noise from the later decoration will
impose great disturbance to the owners already settled down, and such noise pollution won’t die out in
3-5 years after the delivery.
3.2.3 More difficulty for property management
For a housekeeping company, management of secondary decoration is always on the list of their
troubles. The safe access of decoration materials, the restriction of decoration hours, the management of
decoration teams, the removal of building rubbish, the protection of house structure and public utilities,
and the coordination of mutual disturbance between the owners add to the difficulty of the housekeeping
work. What’s more, legal controversies keep coming out of property management related to secondary
decoration. All these play a negative role in creating a harmonious community.
3.2.4 Destruction to public facilities and house structure from secondary decoration
When an owner makes a secondary decoration, he is most likely to dismantle the wall, drill holes,
enclosing the gazebo, putting up a roof-top sunshine room and even digging the ground for a basement,
which endangers the structure, fire and seismic protection of the whole building. When they decorate the
kitchens and toilets, they will destruct the wall and floor waterproofing and lead to damage to
themselves and their neighbors. When bulk or heavy decoration materials are handled, they often
destruct the wall, floor or elevator in the public spaces. These accidents in decoration are negative for
the owners’ conservation of the public benefit.
3.2.5 Decoration being too consuming for house buyers
The majority of house buyers do not know much about decoration, nor do they have any
professional experience as to the identification of materials, control of cost and management of the
decoration team. As a result, in spite of all the time, money and effort injected into the decoration, they
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frequently find themselves unsatisfied with the result. Some owners even have the experience of being
cheated. Information also shows that complicated decoration details are one of the causes for family
conflicts.
3.2.6 Confusion of legal liability
It is usually hard to tell whether any problem with house quality is caused by the developer or the
secondary decoration when a house is decorated by the owner himself, which will result in buck passing
between the developer and the decoration team and the eventual victim will be the owner himself.
3.2.7 Negative for regulating the decoration market and developing decoration business
Accompanied with the development of real estate is the decoration industry, with many negative
factors on further growth of the business. According to statistics, only 35% of the market share is taken
by professional decoration companies competent both in size and grade, with the remaining 65% in the
hand of those “guerillas” who have neither qualification nor work permit for the construction workers
nor a business license, their only advantage being the low prices, which are often related to jerry
building, inferior materials, under-standard environmental indexes, poor after service and contract traps.

4 Necessity and Feasibility of Integrated Decoration of New Commodity Houses
4.1 Necessity of integrated decoration of new commodity houses
4.1.1 For energy efficiency and environmental protection
Complete decorated house is based on the demand of house buyers such as the family structure,
service functions, specific climate, cost expenses and social culture. The whole product is attended and
supervised by professionals from the design, construction through acceptance so that the owners can
settle down directly after the acceptance. This not only avoids the potential noise pollution, destruction
to the rough finish and public utilities, but also largely reduces the building rubbish that may come along
with the secondary decoration by the owners.
4.1.2 For full utilization of resources
Complete decorated house is managed by developers based on the whole supply chain so that they
will maximize the effect of the supply chain with all their resources available. Developers will try to
optimize the design, seek balance between the construction cost, use cost and maintenance cost to cut
down on the overall cost. In procuring materials, developers may turn to group procurement and
guarantee stringent examination over the material quality and environmental issues by professionals to
control the material supply. In construction, developers may shorten the duration and reduce the cost by
alternate operation like shop fabrication of semi-finished products by fixed subcontractors and field
installation. They may also add central heating (cooling) to the houses as required by the house buyers.
For secondary decoration by individual house buyers, resources will never be maximized. With
complete decorated houses, the owners will only have to examine and accept the houses and put the rest
of their resources in their work, families and everyday life, thus enabling substantial utilization of the
resources of the whole society.
4.1.3 For improved quality of product houses
Roughcast delivery focuses the attention of both developers and house buyers on the physical
location, surrounding environment and community infrastructures of the houses. As for house products
themselves, people are concerned more about the layout, orientation and visual pleasure. However,
many developers neglect increasing the added value of their products though applying hi-tech products
in the houses will greatly upgrade their products and the improved product quality will in turn provide
both material benefits to the users and abundant payback to the developers themselves. Added value of
house products may also be represented by refined culture and individualized owner service that are
well worth effort. Of course, however, all these ways to upgrade the house quality will have to be based
on integrated decoration of new commodity houses.
4.1.4 For inhibition of house speculation
Currently, curbing the over-rise of house prices has become one of the principal objectives for
economic control, which is particularly necessary in Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen and Guangzhou where
over 25% of the houses are bought by investors. Conventional roughcast delivery is favorable for house
speculation mainly because of the limited depreciation of roughcast houses in a short time. For
transaction of complete decorated houses, on the other side, investors will have to think about the risk of
decoration depreciation, while from value increase of the property itself, no noticeable advantage is
found in the prices of decorated houses. Therefore, integrated decoration of new commodity houses is
good for curbing house speculation and plays a positive role in balancing house prices.
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4.2 Feasibility of integrated decoration of new commodity houses
4.2.1 A powerful demand market for complete decorated commodity houses out of people’s pursuit of
house quality
With the rapid growth of China’s economy and great improvement of people’s life, consumption of
houses is changing both in the idea and manner. Especially for those secondary house buyers, house
consumption has changed from basic need to comfort. The change of people’s life style is pushing
hi-tech low-carbon houses to the spotlight and the existing roughcast houses are far from
accommodating the market. A survey of some large cities like Beijing and Guangzhou shows that
60~70% of the buyers are willing to ready to pay for complete decorated houses now from the 45~50%
in 2000. A survey of Shanghai shows that 80% of the house buyers believe complete decorated houses
are the trend of development and 68% of them are ready to buy complete decorated houses. This
proportion will be growing up year by year. Of the owners of complete decorated houses, more than
90% are satisfied with their houses. There is no doubt that complete decorated houses will become a
prevailing product on China’s future house market.
4.2.2 Development orientation of the house industry directed by the sustainable development strategy.
While China’s real estate development dates back to a merely 20 years ago and the sustained
growth of house demand and urbanization of the country has led to huge achievements in China’s real
estate, many contradictions are also finding their way in the uncontrolled low-level productivity and
rapid growth of real estate industry, especially when improvement of the housing is based on excessive
consumption of resources. In the 17th Party Conference Report, eco-civilized construction cored round
energy conservation and environmental protection is high on the country’s agenda for sustainable
development. It is obligatory that the house construction sector follow the human-oriented, overall,
harmonious and sustainable development, employ effort on energy resources efficiency and rational
utilization and encourage developing energy- and land-efficient houses, which is to emphasize both
development and efficiency under the general principle of energy efficiency, land efficiency, water
efficiency and material efficiency, put efficiency in the first place, try to avoid wastage of energy, land,
water and material throughout the planning, design, construction, use and maintenance of houses,
conduct resources conservation and recycling and provide more proper house functions and greater
dwelling comfort with less resources consumption. This is the general guideline for the current house
construction under which conventional house production is no longer compatible with the objective
requirement of building a resources-efficiency society.
4.2.3 Readiness for complete decorated commodity houses resulted from improved management ability
of developers
From the real estate practice in China, a great number of developers have gained substantial
management experiences like Vanke, Gemdale, Poly, Evergrande and China Resources, who are well
able to manage real estate supply chain. Vanke, for example, suggested “building houses at shop” early
in 2002, which was followed by the first market-oriented industrialized production development of two
high rises in 2006 by Shanghai Vanke New Milestone. This project represents Vanke’s many
experiments and explorations in standardization and industrialization. The whole process of the
company’s shop production is an integration of work division and interfacing of all the supply chains,
including planning, design, construction, installation, parts and supervision, involving some 50 core
partners and more than 200 standards, and a tight connection between Vanke and its partners. Poly, for
another example, managed to integrate priority resources at low cost at the market downturn in 2008
which contributed to the combination of the supply chains of related resources both up- and downstream
of Poly land property. The improved management ability of these developers helps prepare China’s real
estate for popularizing complete decorated houses.

5 Measures for Integrated Decoration of New Commodity Houses
5.1 Integrated supply chain management
Apply integrated supply chain management, integrate resources and deploy systematic efficiency of
the project. Complete decorated houses result in additional time of construction due to the decoration
work involved. Vanke, for example, had to take an additional 3 months for complete decoration. The
extension of delivery prevents many developers from making complete decorated products. But, if they
conduct supply chain management, control priority resources around their own strategy, outsource or
reorganize the non-core competitive businesses, decide the shares of the other enterprises on the supply
chain and integrate the whole supply chain by making decisions on the design, quality acceptance and
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finalizing the house prices, they will become the largest beneficiary of the whole supply chain. In spite
of the possible extension of house delivery, for buyers, this frees them from the time and trouble they
would have to employ in designing the secondary decoration, altering the rough finish and working on
the decoration.
Table 1

Stage of
project

Stage 1:
startup

Stage 2:
planning
and
design

Stage 3:
impleme
ntation

Stage 4:
delivery
to users

Breakdown Work of Roughcast Delivery under Conventional Management VS Complete
Decorated Delivery under Supply Chain Management
Roughcast delivery under
Complete decorated delivery
Comparison
conventional management
under supply chain management
Activities
Participants
Activities
Participants
Feasibility
Developer/
Feasibility
Developer/
The same activities are involved
study/
Design
study/
Consultant/
at this stage, with different
Program
institute/
Program
Design
details of the feasibility study
design/
Government
design/
institute/
and program design.
Project
authority
Project
Government
approval
approval
authority
Under complete decorated
Planning
& Developer/
Planning & Developer/
delivery based on supply chain
Design
Design
design/
design/
management, the decoration
institute/
institute
Construction
Constructio
contractor is involved when the
Decoration
drawings
n drawings
civil design is finalized to solve
company/
design/
design/
the interfacing between civil
Consultant/
Decoration
Gardening
equipment
and
Housekeeping work,
design/
design/
decoration. All the designs are
company
Gardening
Project
based
on
comprehensive
design/
scheduling
investigation by a professional
Marketing
consultant, the rationality and
planning/
economy of property use.
Project
scheduling
Under complete decorated
Developer/
Project
Tendering & Developer/
work delivery based on supply chain
Civil
work tendering & Civil
contract
management, some decoration
installation
contract
installation
awarding/
parts may be tendered in
contractor/
awarding/
Civil work contractor/
advance so that they will be
Civil
work Supporting
construction Supporting
fabricated at the same time of
utility
construction/
utility
/
the civil construction and
contractor/
Parts
contractor/
Installation
Suppliers of worked alternately with the
procurement/
construction Government
decoration, which will result in
different
Installation
functions
/
a little extension of the overall
parts/
construction/
Project
work duration.
Decoration
Project
marketing/
contractor/
marketing/
Integral
Government
Decoration
acceptance
functions
construction/
Integral
acceptance
Property
Developer/
Property
Developer/
Under complete decorated
handover/
Housekeeping handover/
Housekeeping delivery based on supply chain
House
company/
Delivery
to company/
management, the owner can
delivery/
Owner/
users/
Owners
settle down without secondary
Secondary
Decoration
Maintenance
decoration, compared to the
decoration/
company/
& use
conventional roughcast houses
Maintenanc
where the owner has to take 3-4
e & use
months for the design of the
decoration, alteration of the
original decoration and new
fine decoration. So, the actual
time of occupation will not be
delayed.

5.2 Value enhancement supply chain management
The potential for higher value and lower cost of a product mainly lies in the supply chain
management involved. Many developers may assume greater input and higher risks in complete
decorated houses. In fact, supply chain management will force developers to find potential in the
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product value and apply hi-tech house products like Central Vacuum System, Fresh Air System, Indoor
Automatic Fire Alarm System, Electronic Patrol System, Background Music System, Electronic
Fingerprint Lock, Small VIW Air Conditioning, Bridge-Cut Insulating Double Door and Window,
Ground Source Heat Pump, Same Floor Drainage, BNN Thermal Therapy Bathroom Warmer,
Ceiling-Mounted Soft Micro-radiation System, Building Enclosure Optimizing System, Self-Cleaning
Nano Coating, Exterior Wall External Insulation, Food Scrap Crushing System and Split Solar Central
Water Heating System, which will all contribute to a differentiated product and increase the
competitiveness of the product.
Supply chain management also brings down the cost of the developers. The design of civil work
and decoration should include modular, standard and universal materials to minimize material wastage
in the decoration. “Shop decoration” is less exposed to the weather, saves the work duration and
guarantees the quality of the decoration materials. Mass decoration also helps deploy the cost advantage
of group procurement, and the improved skillfulness of the workers will also help increase the
production efficiency. By supply chain management, developers will directly reduce the cost, increase
the value and thereby maximize their benefit.
5.3 Green supply chain management
Green supply chain goes throughout the lifetime of the project. In conventional real estate project
management, developers are more concerned about the building cost in the design stage of the project in
addition to safety issues, the conformity to the government regulations and whether the project will pass
approval; in the construction of the project, they are more concerned about the construction quality,
progress and control of the building cost. Nevertheless they usually ignore how to mitigate the
subsequent use and maintenance cost and how to increase the future benefit from environmental
protection. In fact, evaluation of a real estate development should be an integral consideration of the
land, design, construction and the use of the property in the 70 years to follow. The government
requirements for both green buildings and sustainable cities call for green supply chain throughout the
project management. The deciding factor for a successful real estate development lies in the planning
and building design stages. High-quality design is the prerequisite for high-quality products. A
successful project embodies the “environment-sourced, human-oriented” guideline throughout the
design process, transform the long separation of building design and decoration design of houses in
China and link the two closely to each other. Besides, other supply chains like marketing companies and
housekeeping companies should also be included for collaboration. The design should incorporate
natural ventilation, day lighting, heat insulation, concrete approaches of water recycling and power
conservation, application of hi-tech materials with proper arrangement to avoid impact on the house
users from the supporting utilities and mutual distance among the users. Only by continuously
optimizing the design programs and implementing complete decorated delivery will the “green
building” slogan take root in China.
5.4 Lean supply chain management
Lean supply chain will compromise complete decorated houses to the demand for individualization.
Complete decorated houses do not necessarily mean homogenous and unalterable decoration for all the
users. The decoration design may also involve building design, interior design and other professional
companies to design different styles for the house buyers according to the specific project, layout
arrangement and the preference of the target users. Under different decoration styles, a menu-like
decoration order may also be provided to detail the breakdown items and unit prices so that the buyers
will select different functions, prices and qualities specific to their own demand. In the design, more
work should be done on the ornament than the fitment leaving substantial room for any necessary
individualized decoration by the owners themselves in future. To make this, close coordination between
all the parts of the supply chain is the most essential. To enable quick and detailed response to users, it is
important to provide standard detailed rules and procedures for each part of the work, perform
informational management and provide access to sharing information.
5.5 Suggestion to government
It is advisable that the government should issue supporting standards and policies to encourage
popularization of complete decorated houses. Promotion of complete decorated houses is the only way
to house industrialization. The government is obligated to provide good environment on the policy level.
Speeding up house industrialization is the only way to sustainable development.
5.5.1 Establish standards
Delivering new houses complete decorated is still in the initial stage in China with no available
inspection and evaluation standards. Shop decoration incorporating assembly parts is the imperative
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trend of house industrialization which helps control the work progress and construction quality
effectively. In nature, it replaces the conventional uncontrolled labor-intensive handwork production
with technology-intensive mass production and thereby upgrades both the quality and grade of the
houses. To reduce the cost and favor the users, the developers have to integrate all the parts for central
procurement. Besides, to minimize indoor environmental pollution, all the materials used have to
conform to the latest national standard for environmental protection, energy conservation and water
conservation. To make this, more effort is required for the industrialization of house production, which
is far beyond the developers themselves. As a result, the government should first publish standards and
enable standard, modular and general building products and parts in house construction in a shortest
time possible.
So far, no standard is available for complete decorated house delivery. The standard, quality and
pricing of decoration remains with the developers. To ensure healthy development of complete
decorated house delivery, the state should establish industrial standards to restrict and regulate the
details of complete decorated house delivery and establish an evaluation system. Establishing standards
will enable house buyers to judge the house prices in the right way and financial institutions to provide
the right evaluation.
5.5.2 Advance incentive policies
As complete decorated house delivery advocates energy efficiency and is good for building a
resources-efficiency and environment-friendly society, the government may provide preferential policies
for the enterprises and individuals involved to promote construction of complete decorated houses. In
terms of tax policies, it is advisable to exempt of relieve the enterprises from land VAT, income tax and
other auxiliary tax burdens; for consumers of complete decorated house products, preferential policies
may be provided in terms of deed tax, house loans interest and loans proportion, to direct the
consumption tendency on the policy level. In financial and credit policies, support can be given to the
enterprises by providing standards for the borrowing quota, lending node and even the loans interest
rate.
The government may also enhance and accelerate the industry under the guideline of house
industrialization and from the full-process supply chain management of house products and service,
deploy the collaboration among all the parts on the supply chain and maximize the industrial effect.

6 Conclusion
Whether for improving the house quality, advocating green economy or for accelerating house
industrialization, integrated decoration of new commodity houses in China is always a proposition of
times of extensive significance and value. Under the current market conditions, both developers and the
government should follow the guideline of integral supply chain, green supply chain and lean supply
chain, keep improving industrial standards and supporting policies, deploy industrial collaboration, put
into effect the Detailed Rules for Implementation of Decorating Commodity House Once and for All,
and thereby enhance the sustainable development of China’s house industry.
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Abstract In this paper a model of warship cannon choosing is established on the basis of interactive
decision-making technology. To solve the problem of warship cannon choosing, an interactive model of
decision-making is given after analyzing the basic principle of interactive decision-making, whose
feasibility is also proved. This model makes the decision-maker more satisfied with the outcome by
continuously digging out the relative information of decision problem. The model obeys the objective
rule of warship cannon choosing. The authors give an example to illustrate the validity and the
practicability of the established model.
Key words Warship cannon; Choosing; Interactive decision-making; Applicability

1 Introduction
Cannon can’t be substituted by other weapons in warship. As the development of technology, each
country adopts advanced technology to make the cannon improved in some aspects, such as the weight
is lighter, the structure is simpler; the reaction is quicker and is roboticized. Cannon presents the
characteristic of diversification in order to adapt the different demand of the flat roof of warship [1].
Warship cannon choosing is an important work in the process of warship developing, which affects the
campaign efficiency directly. Aiming at the problem of warship cannon choosing, the paper[2] puts
forward the way of decision-making through non-fabric fuzzy unit analysis system theory，which
reduces the subjectivity of warship cannon choosing but sacrifices part of subjective information. This
paper introduces the theory of interactive decision-making, establishing the model of interactive
decision-making in warship cannon choosing, which not only can solve the problem in the paper[2], but
also improve the degree of satisfaction of decision-makers, the case validates the validity and
practicability of the model.

2 Analysis the Theory of Interactive Decision-making
Interactive Method is one of the important ways in the multiattribute decision making, which is a
mode gradually approaches the mind, demanding the conversation with the decision-maker in the
process. The basic point of this mode is:
(1) The decision making is viewed as an uninterrupted process.
(2) This mode emphasizes the accumulating of change quantity, and achieve the decision aim
through uninterrupted correct.
(3) This mode pays attention to the conflict of the finite of the decision-maker’s ability and the
infinity of the development of objective things, assuring the correctness of decision-making.
Through the way of interactive decision-making, the maker can get the information and prefer
information gradually, which can help to make more satisfying decision. The decision-maker should
know the result brought by his specifically prefer, so proper model and arithmetic are needed to present
the best answer and its rank, each index and the difference between them are also required to presented
to the decision-maker in the visual form in order to help to adjust the specifically information. The
satisfying answer could be gotten through such interactive process.
The present DSS, NN, emulational decision and artificial intelligence predigest the decision
process in a certain extent and replace part analysis, account and broody process, but they can’t replace
every aspect decided by cerebrum especially in the decision process on arms. Interactive
decision-making can make the decision-maker analyze and understand the problem sufficiently and
guarantee to do satisfying decision furthest, which is unexampled by other methods. Interactive
decision-making is applied in various fields [3-6].
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Sum up, interactive decision-making has such three advantages:
(1) Decision-maker can comprehend the decision in-depth and get more impersonal information.
(2) The decision-makers can definitude glad information gradually.
(3) Interactive decision-making can make us more satisfy the result on the problem.

3 Interactive Decision-making in Warship Cannon Choosing
3.1 Interactive decision-making analysis in warship cannon choosing
Warship cannon choosing involves director department in army, use department, manufacture and
potential manufacture (suppose that one making unit just produce one type of cannon, so use each
manufacture for short). Director department is the organizer and decision-maker, use department and
making unit are participants. Different to commonly decision, the cannon is the decision object as each
making unit is a decision object in fact.
Besides the common characteristic of artillery, weight, volume, the complex degree of fabric, the
nature of fixing should be also considered in cannon choosing. There are various types of cannons, so
different cannons have something particular. For example, the cannon AK-630M in Russia and the
Phalank, the AK-630M is low consumed, about 20kW, which is only 1/3 of GAU-8/A in Holland;
Phalank is tightened with fabric, all equipments of which are installed in one base except the console
and telecontrol base. The difference between cannons constitutes many conflicts in choosing, which
makes the director department hard to impersonally evaluate cannon unilateral, so conventional decision
means can’t satisfy the demand.
Interactive decision-making can solve this problem preferably. Firstly, the director department in
army consults with the using department to ensure the rule of decision and measure information
correspondingly, which is given to manufacture; then each manufacture put forward their individual
demand under these rules, which are given to the army; then director department correct the former
information on the base of their individual demand; such repeat until every side satisfy. This interactive
decision-making can be express as Figure 1:

Warship
Cannon
Choosing

M anufacture 1

Manufacture 2

Army

Using Department

Figure 1

Picture of Warship Cannon Choosing Interactive Decision-making

3.2 Interactive decision-making on cannon choosing
According upwards analysis, make interactive decision-making model on cannon choosing:
Suppose there are n types cannon, namely n manufacture participate in evaluation, each cannon has
m indexes. xij denotes the number j index in the number i cannon, wij is the weight of this index.
The director department gives judged information, ascertain weight range and original weight
vector.
(1) Invite l expert to give judge information, then l weight vectors can be gotten, just as Table 1:
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Table 1

Experts

Index

Original Weight Vector Given by Experts

One

Weight

Index

Two

0

1

w11

2

w21

K

K

L

wl 1

0

K

w1m

w22

0

K

w2 m

K

K

K

0

K

wlm

wl 2

m

Weight

0

w12

0

Index

K

Weight

0

0

0

(2) Get the restriction upper limit and restriction lower limit of the weight vectors.
Table 2

Restriction Vector

Index One Weight

Lb （lower limit）

min{wi 1 }

Ub （upper limit）

max{wi1 }

Weight Restriction

Index Two Weight

0

0

min{wi 2 }

0

0

max{wi 2 }

K

Index m Weight

K

min{wim }

K

max{wim }

0

0

(1)

(3) Synthesize weight vectors to get original reference weight vector w used in decision process.
There are many means to synthesize weight vector just as arithmetic average. This paper constructs a set
of vector w

(1)

(

= w1 , w2 , L , wm ,
(1)

(1)

(1)

)

T

, which presses closest to other vectors, namely the sum of cosine

of system weight vector and other vectors is biggest.
l

l

k =1

k =1

Z = max ∑ cos θ k = max ∑
*

(1)

w

(1)

Ek

w

(1)

Ek

⎧ wi(1) > 0, i = 1, 2,..., m
⎪m
⎨
(1)
⎪⎩∑ wi = 1
i =1

s.t

θ k denote the nip angle between w

(1)

(w , w )

and the weight vector

w

Ek

(2)

= ( w1 , w2 , L wm )

T

of expert k,

the cosine of which is:
(1)

cos θ ij =

(w , w )
w

(1)

Ek

w

Ek

m

= ∑ wi wki
(1)

0

i =1

m

m

∑ (w ) ∑ w
(1)

2

i

i =1

2

(3)

ki

i =1

(1)

(4) After ascertaining the original weight vector w , director department feed this information back
to manufacture. Each manufacture ascertains own weight according their preference.
m

Adopt linearity adding weight to denote synthesis evaluation result of each type cannon,

∑x w
ij

i =1

is the synthesis evaluation result of unit i and wij is unknown.

ij
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For unit i, i = 1, L , n , establish model to calculate wij
m

Z i = max ∑ wij xij
wij

(4)

j =1

⎧m
wij = 1
⎪∑
j =1
⎪⎪
s.t . ⎨ Lb ( j ) ≤ wij ≤ Ub ( j )
j = 1, L , m
⎪m
⎪∑ wij xij ≥ Ti i = 1, L , m
⎪⎩ j =1

(5)

m

In the restriction condition Ti = ∑ w xij , which make the synthesis evaluation result of other
(1)

j =1

cannons are not lower than the synthesis evaluation result given by the army based of system reference
weight.
(5) Each manufacture feed their weight back to the director department who synthesize these
weights to get new reference weights, which are feed back to manufacture again.Repeat until each one
satisfy. Prove the model:
Definition w

( k +1)

and w

(k )

are two weight vectors of 1× m , the distance between which is:
m

d ( k + 1, k ) =

∑ (w

( k +1)
j

− wj )
k

2

(6)

j =1

Theorem Give a smallest number bigger than 0, the model above must converge, namely there must
have a best result w
Firstly, w

(1)

( k +1)

that satisfy the condition: d ( k + 1, k ) < ξ .

is a result and Φ must have bound, so aim function must have best result.
1

(1)

After give w , the best result of unit i is:
wi = ( wi1 , wi 2 , L , wim ) , i = 1, L , m
(1)

Get synthesis weight vector w

(2)

bit in the Φ . So if d ( k + 1, k ) ≥ ξ , w
1

(1)

(1)

(1)

(7)

T

according the means of vector synthesis. w
(2)

(2)

is of course the

can replace w , then Φ ⊆ Φ .
(1)

2

1

Seek the best result of unit i in Φ :
2

( 2)

wi

w

( 3)

2

2

2

3

(k )

can replace w

( k −1)

2

(8)

T

is the synthesis weight vector and Φ ⊆ Φ ⊆ Φ

if d ( k + 1, k ) ≥ ξ , w
be known:

= ( wi1 , wi 2 , L , wim ) , i = 1, L , n
1

can be known from discursion. So

and seek the best result of unit i in Φ . The following can
k
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Φ

k +1

⊆ Φ ⊆L⊆ Φ ⊆ Φ
2

k

1

(9)

After each repetition, the scope of result is reduced and because it has bound, when giving the
smallest number ξ > 0 , there must be the best result w

( k +1)

to satisfy d ( k + 1, k ) < ξ , k ∈ N , which the

model must conver.

4 Case Analysis
Adopt the applicability of cannons as example. Give ξ = 1E − 03 . There are three types of cannons,
the attribute of which are shown in Table 3:
Table 3

Attribute Indexes

Attributes
Cannons

Weight

Base Radius*

Exploitation

Personnel

Fabric

Installing Warship

Weave

Adaptability

Technique

Ⅰ

1.92t

2083.46mm

35kVA

0

4

2

Ⅱ

1.83t

2281.19mm

28kVA

0

3

4

Ⅲ

2.15t

2384.57mm

40kVA

0

2

3

*Annotate: Volume is scaled by radius of base and exploitation use average exploitation.
Since the structure adaptability and install warship technique are synthesis indexes, the method is:
(1) Define tone arithmetic operators:
Table 4

Mark

Mood Arithmetic Operators

Bad

Relative Bad

Common

Good

Excellent

1

2

3

4

5

(2) Invite experts to grade the three manufactures. The integration degree, the way of supply bomb
and the characteristic of base are the main standards to evaluate the frame adaptability; technique of
manufactures, the level of workers and the proportion of specialized workers are used to ascertain install
warship technique maturate degree. All three cannons are automatic and there are no people, so we don’t
consider the effect of people to cannon adaptability.
Weight, volume and exploitation are cathode indexes, so xij = min xij xij are used as standard;
frame adaptability and install warship technique are anode indexes, so xij = xij max xij are used as
standard.
(3) Invite four experts to compare indexes in pair, estimate matrix can be obtained.
⎡ 1
⎢ 2
⎢
(1)
A = ⎢1/ 2
⎢
⎢1/ 4
⎢⎣1/ 3

4 3⎤
5 4 ⎥⎥
1/ 2 2 ⎥
⎥
1/ 5 2
1 2⎥
1/ 4 1/ 2 1/ 2 1 ⎥⎦

1/ 2
1
1/ 3

2
3
1

A(2)

⎡ 1
⎢ 2
⎢
= ⎢1/ 3
⎢
⎢1/ 2
⎢⎣1/ 4

2 4⎤
5 5 ⎥⎥
1/ 2 2⎥
⎥
1/ 5 2
1 3⎥
1/ 5 1/ 2 1/ 3 1 ⎥⎦

1/ 2
1
1/ 4

3
4
1
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A(3)

2
⎡ 1
⎢1/ 2 1
⎢
=⎢ 2
4
⎢
3
⎢ 4
⎢⎣1/ 2 1/ 2

1/ 2 1/ 4 2 ⎤
1/ 4 1/ 3 2 ⎥⎥
1
2 3⎥
⎥
1/ 2 1 5 ⎥
1/ 3 1/ 5 1 ⎥⎦

A(4)

2
⎡ 1
⎢1/ 2 1
⎢
=⎢ 2
4
⎢
2
⎢ 4
⎢⎣1/ 2 1/ 2
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1/ 2 1/ 4 2⎤
1/ 4 1/ 2 2⎥⎥
1
2 4⎥
⎥
1/ 2 1 5 ⎥
1/ 4 1/ 5 1 ⎥⎦

(4) Calculate the model through Matlab requiring four circulations, then ultimate synthesis weight
can be gotten. Synthesized weight vector and d k corresponding are as follows:
Table 5

Results Corresponding to Each Circulation

Circulation

Weight Vectors

One

0.2329

0.2362

0.2247

0.2335

0.0727

0.0488827

Two

0.2316

0.2333

0.2277

0.2339

0.0735

0.0044609

Three

0.2314

0.2322

0.2299

0.2333

0.0732

0.0025573

Four

0.2314

0.2319

0.2306

0.2329

0.0732

0.0008602

d

After four circulations, the decision circulation finishes according to qualification d 4 < ξ and we
get the best weight vector, which is used to do the synthesis evaluation of each unit, namely aim
function result that is used to rank the cannons, just as Table 6:
Table 6

Synthesis Result and the Rank of Cannons

Cannon I

Cannon II

Cannon III

Synthesis Result

0.906427

0.921669

0.732349

Rank

2

1

3

According the result, the cannon II is better than cannon I and cannon III in the installing warship
adaptability, but cannon I and cannon III are as much as in the synthesis evaluation result, showing the
difference is not obvious.

5 Conclusions
This paper analyzes the rule of cannon choosing based on the characteristics of cannon and warship
developing. According the theory of interactive decision-making, the interactive decision-making model
on cannon choosing is established, which sufficiently considers the demand of each decision maker and
unifies the demand into one model, try to satisfying every unit. The case validates the practicability of
the model.
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Abstract R&D provides impetus for science and technology, which plays an essential role in Chinese
economic growth. But R&D expenditure in China is lower than other countries although it grows rapidly
which is above 15% since the 2000s. The aim of this paper is to explore the relationship between R&D
expenditure and GDP by means of unit root tests, co-integration model and granger causality test. The
empirical study of this paper shows that R&D expenditure and GDP from 2000 to 2007 are
co-integrated, which means a long-run relationship really exists. The conclusion of this paper is, in
detail, the elasticity of R&D to GDP is 0.9243 which means the growth rate of GDP will increase
0.9243% if the R&D expenditure increases 1%.According to our analysis, Chinese government should
increase the R&D expenditure continuously to foster the economic growth.
Key words R&D expenditure; Economic growth; Co-integration; Granger causality

1 Introduction
Science and technology are the primary productive force which was Deng Xiaoping’s famous
saying. Now with the advent of knowledge economy, high-tech enterprises have become the new
economic force and the important engine for economic development. However, R&D provides impetus
for science and technology which plays more and more essential role in economic growth in the future.
In the middle of last century, R. Solow (1956) and T. Swan (1956) proved that technology and
science is the key factor of economic growth for one country. And in the late 1980s, Romer and Lucas
initiated the endogenous economic growth theory which R&D is an endogenous viable in the economic
growth model. In this model, the technological innovation is created in the R&D investment through
human capital and the existing knowledge stock. The empirical studies of endogenous growth models
generally involve testing the effects of R&D variables on either output growth rate or total factor
productivity growth. Some scholars such as Jones test the validity of R&D based on growth model on
data from France, Germany, Japan and United States by use of the time series plots of the TFP growth
and the growth rate of the numbers of scientists and engineers. The conclusion of his analysis is that
there is no obvious evidence to prove the causal relationship between R&D investment and economic
growth rate. In the last decade China economy grows in the average rate of ten percent which arouse
many economists’ interests. The aim of this paper is to explore the relationship between R&D
expenditure and GDP by use of unit root tests, co-integration model and granger causality test to partly
explain the reason of China economic growth.
However, R&D expenditure in China is lower than other countries although it remains high growth
rate since the 1990s. Let’s take R&D/GDP as an example which is averaged as 2%-3% in general for
most countries. Table 1 shows how the R&D expenditure in 2002-2007 changes.
2000

Table 1
2001

R&D expenditure
(100millionRMB)

895.66

1042.5

1287.6

1539.6

Percent to the previous
year (%)

31.9

16.4

22.78

0.9

0.95

1.07

R&D/GDP (%)

R&D Expenditure in 2000-2007
2002
2003
2004

2005

2006

2007

1966.3

2449.9

3003.1

3710.2

16.55

19.44

19.61

18.68

23.5

1.13

1.23

1.33

1.42

1.49

From Table1, it’s obvious that the R&D expenditure grows rapidly which is above 15% since the
2000s. And at the same time the economic grows rapidly too. But what’s the relationship between R&D
*
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and economic growth? It’s a very important question for the academic and the government. And it’s also
the aim of this paper.

2 Methodology
2.1 Unit root tests
Unit root tests are first conducted to establish the stationary properties of the time series data sets.
Stationary entails long run mean reversion and determining a series stationary property avoids spurious
regression relationships, which will occur when we regress series having unit roots into one another.
The presence of non-stationary variables might lead to spurious regressions where regressing a series
having a unit root onto another is most likely to produce high R2 and significant t-distribution results
even though the two variables are independent in reality. This could lead to erroneous inferences and
nonobjective policy implications. The Dickey Fuller (DF) and Augmented Dickey Duller (ADF) tests
are used for this purpose in conjunction with the critical values computed by MacKinnon which allows
for calculation of DF and ADF critical values for any number of regressors and sample size.
In order to determine the stationary of each variable for each time series of the sample, the
augmented Dickey–Fuller (ADF) test is employed. The ADF model used is given as follows:
k
(1)
Δ X
= α
+ α t + α
X
+
β
Δ X
+ μ
t

0

1

∑

t −1

2

t − i

i=1

t − i

t

Whereα0 is the intercept term, α2is the coefficient of interest in the unit root, μt is the white noise
error term. In the case, the null hypothesis of the unit root test is H0:α2=0, while the alternative
hypothesis is H1:α2≠0. If the t statistics of α2 is at least smaller than the 95% Dickey–Fuller critical
value, given by MacKinnon the null hypothesis of the unit root would be rejected. It is proved that {Xt}
is I(0).

2.2 EG co-integration test
In order to test for the long-run relationship between R&D expenditure and GDP I utilize the
methodology ,EG co-integration，a technique becoming widely used in economic modeling ,suggested
by Engle and Granger (1987) .The EG co-integration has two steps. In the first step, all dynamics are
ignored and the co-integrating regression is estimated by the OLS. By it, the long-run co-integrating
regression is got as Yt = βXt + ut. where both Yt and Xt are stationary variables and integrated of the
same order( i.e. Yt ∼ I(1) and Xt ∼I(1)). The second step is to test the residuals from the above regression
which should be stationary ( i.e. ut ∼ I(0)) because of Yt and Xt to be co-integrated using ADF tests.
2.3 Granger causality
Granger causality (Granger 1969) focus on understanding the relationships between two time series.
And Granger (1969) defined the causality in terms of predictability, based on the fact that the effect
cannot come before the cause. According to Granger (1969), Y is said to “Granger-cause” X if and only
if X is better predicted by using the past values of Y than by not doing so with the past values of X being
used in either case. In short, if a scalar Y can help to forecast another scalar X, then we say that Y
Granger-causes X. To implement Granger test, I assume a particular autoregressive lag length k (or p)
and estimate the following Equation (2) and (3)by OLS:
k
k
(2)
X
= λ
+
a
X
+
b
Y
+ μ

∑

1

t

Y

t

= λ

2

+

p

∑

i=1

a

2 i

∑

t − i

1 i

i = 1

X

t− i

+

1

j = 1

p

∑

j=1

b

2 j

Y

t− j

j

t −

+ μ

j

1 t

(3)
2 t

3 Data
In this study the R&D expenditure and real GDP time series in 1987-2007 would be used in the
model The data would use the real R&D expenditure and real GDP. The real R&D expenditure named
as RRD and real GDP named as RGDP is expressed in 2000 constant 100 million Chinese Yuan (the
local currency). The real R&D expenditure and GDP is computed by deflating the retail price index
(2000=100). All the yearly data on the R&D expenditure and GDP were derived from China Economic
Information Database and Comprehensive Statistical Data and Materials on 50 Year of New China and
China Statistical Yearbook (1999-2009). To get a meaning result RGDP and RRD would be calculated
by logarithmic transformation.
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4 Empirical Study
4.1 Unit root test
To test for the presence of unit roots and identify the order of integration for each variable the
Augmented Dickey–Fuller (ADF) statistics is used in which the null hypothesis is non-stationary. The
Newey and West method is applied to choose optimal lag lengths automatically based on Schwarz
criterion(SC) Criterion, which was found to be Four for all variables. ADF tests conducted on the logged
variables of GDP and R&D differentiated by their order of integration are reported in Table2.
The results shows that it is evident that null hypothesis of the presence of a unit root at constant
levels of statistical significance for the variables of LRGDP and LRRD could not be rejected because
-1.01032>-3.0403, the 5% level critical value. But in 1st difference level, -5.9497<-3.0403, the null
hypothesis would be rejected that means it could not exist a unit root. It’s the same to the RRD and
LRRD series.
Therefore we can conclude that all series involved in the estimation procedure are regarded as I(1),
and it is suitable to make co-integration test.
Variables
LRGDP

Table 2 ADF Unit Root Tests
ADF statistic
5％ level
-1.1032
-3.0403

Prob.
0.6906

conclusions
Nonstationary

DLRGDP

-5.9497

-3.0403

0.0001

Stationary

LRRD

0.0190

-3.0207

0.9499

Nonstationary

DLRRD

-5.3683

-3.0299

0.0004

Stationary

4.2 Co-integration test
According to the EG co-integration, the first step is to get the long-run relationship between GDP and
R&D by OLS. The result of OLS regression is detailed by equation (4)
LRGDP=5.2256+0.9243LRRD
(4)
(28.55) (32.96)
(0.1830) (0.0280)
Where, the R-squared of the variables is 0.9828, and F-statistic is 1086.652 (Prob.=0.0000).To test the
co-integration ,I test the residual of equation (4) for the second step. The result is detailed as table 3.From
Table2 at 10% level the residual of equation is stationary which proves that the co-integration relationship
between GDP and R&D exists.
Variables
Et(residual of equation (4))

Table 3 ADF Unit Root Test
ADF statistic
10％ level
-1.7524
-1.6074

Prob.
0.0758

conclusions
stationary

4.3 Granger causality test
Granger causality tests can be used to examine the nature of the relationship. The results of the
Granger causality tests reported in Table 4
Table 4
Null Hypothesis
LRRD does not Granger Cause LRGDP
LRGDP does not Granger Cause LRRD
LRRD does not Granger Cause LRGDP
LRGDP does not Granger Cause LRRD
LRRD does not Granger Cause LRGDP
LRGDP does not Granger Cause LRRD
LRRD does not Granger Cause LRGDP
LRGDP does not Granger Cause LRRD

Granger Causality Test
Obs
Lags
F-Statistic
19
2
8.4793
0.8222
18
3
10.1441
2.1909
17
4
9.9357
1.8276
16
5
6.6494
1.9765

Prob.
0.0039
0.4596
0.0017
0.1046
0.0034
0.2169
0.0307
0.2363

Conclusion
lnR&D=>lnGDP
lnGDP≠>lnR&D
lnR&D=>lnGDP
lnGDP≠>lnR&D
lnR&D=>lnGDP
lnGDP≠>lnR&D
lnR&D=>lnGDP
lnGDP≠>lnR&D

5 Conclusion
By testing the co-integration and causal relationship between R&D expenditure and economic
growth of China in 1987-2007, the empirical study shows that it’s evident that these two variables are
co-integrated which means a long-run relationship really exists. In detail, the elasticity of R&D to GDP
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is 0.9243 which means the growth rate of GDP will increase 0.9243% if the R&D expenditure increases
1%.And also the R&D expenditure is the granger cause of GDP, which evidenced that the R&D
expenditure is the key factor of economic growth. There are some problems existed in the empirical
study. For example, in the co-integration test only one viable is included in which some important viable
could be neglected. But there is no effect on our conclusion of this paper. For China, the government
should continue to increase the expenditure of R&D and take some measurements to expedite the
transformation of high and new technology in order to maintain the high growth rate of GDP.
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Abstract Based on a sample of 288 people from enterprises and MBA classes, this paper examines the
effects of career plateau on the employee’s job satisfaction, organizational commitment and quit
intention. The paper also examines the individual and organizational causes of career plateau. The
results shows that the two dimensions of career plateau both significantly influence employees work
attitudes, and job tenure and career path significantly affectes the career plateau.
Key words Career plateau; Individual and organizational causes; Work attitudes

1 Introduction
One of the major questions facing the tomorrow organizations is how to plan and mange careers in a
way that reconcile individual aspirations and need with the challenges confronting the firms themselves.
When industrial organizations experience less growth and an increasing number of well-educated people
with high career expectations enter organizational tournaments, a large number of employees experience
longer assignments to the same position with lower prospects for future mobility within their firm. With
the trend towards the flatter organization, the number of employees forced to stay at the same level and
in the same job are increasing, and plateau occurs earlier and earlier in their career. This situation can
lead to frustration and loss of motivation of the employees. Therefore, career plateau has been the focus
of attention of a larger number of researchers trying to help organizations to solve these potential
problems.
Some researchers have studied the causes of career plateau. The model of plateaus theoretically
explained the causes of career plateau (Feldman & Weitz , 1988). Recently, the three-factor casual
model has been obtained the recognition (Tremblay & Roger, 1993). This model thought that the
determinants of hieratical plateau could be divided into three broad categories: individual, familial and
organizational factors. The first are linked to the specific situations of the individuals themselves: age,
tenure, focus of control, education level, a lack of skills or ambition et.al. The second set of factors
include family satisfaction, family scale, family load, the spouse’s type of work et.al. The third set of
factors involve structural characteristics and career path (staff or line position). Tremblay and Roger
empirically validated the three-factor casual model(Tremblay & Roger, 1993).
A larger number of literatures have also studied the effects of career plateau on the work attitudes
and behaviors. But the literature in this area includes a multitude of contradictory conclusions about the
attitudes of those who have attained a career plateau and those who have not. (Chao, 1990; Tremblay,
et.al., 2004). Also, many empirical studies in this area have treated career plateau as one dimension
conception. Career plateau may have more extensive connotation. Milliman(1992)divided career plateau
into two dimensions: hierarchical plateau and job contend plateau. Hierarchical plateau was defined as
the end of promotions. On the other hand, job content plateau was said to occur when work has been
mastered and the job has become boring. At the age of knowledge economy and flatter organization,
distinguishing between hierarchical and job content plateau is important and useful. Therefore, to
indentify the causes and effects of hierarchical plateau and job content plateau respectively is useful to
organizational career management.

2 Method
2.1 Sample
The participants were 288 people from 4 enterprises and MBA. Of those respondents, 61.46 %
were male,35.42% were female. In terms of educational level, 8.68% were primary and higher level,
25.00% were associate level, 52.08% were bachelor level, 12.15% were master and doctor level. 36.11%
were mangers, 47.22% were professionals, 16.67% were logistic personnel. 39.24% were from the
state-owned enterprises, 20.48% were from foreign-funded enterprises, 40.28% were from private
enterprises. The average age of the participants was 31.02 years (SD＝6.23). The average seniority
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in the same organization was 6.09 years (SD＝5.45) and job tenure was 3.09 years (SD＝3.39).
2.2 Measures
Career plateau. Perceptions of career plateau were measured by the career plateau questionnaire
developed by authors, based on the Chinese culture. Career plateau was divided into hierarchical
plateau and job content plateau. Hierarchical plateau was defined as the end of promotion in the
current organization. Job content plateau was defined as the impossibility to learn new knowledge
and skills from the current job. The hierarchical plateau subscale was a five-item measure (e.g., “I am
unlikely to obtain a much higher job title in the current organization”.). In the current study, the
Cronbach’s α coefficient was 0.84. The job content plateau subscale was a six-item measure (e.g., “My job
tasks and activities have become routine for me”.). In the current study, the Cronbach’s α coefficient
was 0.87. Career plateau scale was measured based on six-point Likert scales (1.”strongly disagree”
to 6. “strongly agree”). For each subscale, the higher score was obtained, the greater degree of plateau was
perceived by the subjects.
Cause measures. Causal variables were divided into two set of factors: individual and organizational.
Individual variables included gender, job tenure, seniority, age and educational level. Organizational
variables included career path (management, professional and personnel) and the ownership of enterprises
(state-owned, foreign-funded and private).
Outcome measures. Outcome variables included intrinsic job satisfaction, extrinsic job satisfaction,
organizational commitment and turnover intentions. Intrinsic job satisfaction was measured by 12 items
from Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (Fields, 2004). In current study, Cronbach’s α coefficient for
this subscale was 0.84. Extrinsic job satisfaction was measured by 8 items from MSQ (Fields, 2004). In
current study, Cronbach’s α coefficient for this subscale was 0.82. The Organization Commitment
Questionnaire was used to measured employees’ affective commitment to the organization (Long, 2002).
OCQ contained 9 items, and its Cronbach’s α coefficient was 0.91 in the current study. Intention to quit
was measured by 4 items from the Turnover Intention Questionnaire (Chen & Francesco, 2000). In the
current study, Cronbach’s α coefficient for this scale was 0.88.
Controlling for Common method biases. Method biases are a problem because they are one of
the main sources of measurement error. Procedural and statistical techniques can be used to control
common method biases(Podsakoff, 2003). According to Podsakoff ‘s suggestions, different scale formats
were used to procedurally remedy the common method biases. Finally, Harman’s single-factor test and
controlling for effects of an unmeasured latent method factor were used to statistically test common
method bias. The test findings showed there was no serious problem of common method bias in the study.

3 Results
Means, standard deviations and correlations among the career plateau and outcome variables for the
sample are presented in Table 1. The correlations show career plateau has potentially effects on job
satisfaction, organizational commitment and turnover intentions.
Table1

Correlation Matrix

M

SD

1

2

3

4

5

1.Hierachical Plateau

14.23

5.21

-

2.Job Content Plateau

16.92

6.62

.403**

3.Intrinsic Satisfaction

33.49

5.04

-.356** -.639**

-

4.Extrinsic Satisfaction

20.95

3.91

-.281** -.544**

.754**

-

5.Organizational Commitment

24.81

5.56

-.268** -.581**

.674**

.735**

6.Turnover Intentions

13.57

4.87

.226**

-.459** -.611** -.652**

6

-

.467**

-

Note：**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

The hierarchical regression analysis was used to test the effects of career plateau on the outcome
variables. The results are presented in Table 2.
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Summary of Hierarchical Regression Analysis Completed on Intrinsic and Extrinsic Job
Satisfaction, Organizational Commitment and Turnover Intentions
Dependant Variables

Controlled Variables

Intrinsic Job Satisfaction

R2

.151**

Extrinsic Job Satisfaction
.168**

Independent Variables

β

SE

β

SE

Hierarchical Plateau

-.185**

-0.60

-.204**

.053

Job content Plateau
△R2

-.524**
.496**

.045

-.490**.

.051

Controlled Variables
R2
Independent Variables
Hierarchical Plateau
Job Content Plateau
2

-.248**
.037
.397**
Dependant Variables
Organizational Commitment
Turnover Intentions
.169**
.092**
β
SE
β
SE
-.134*
.071
.190**
.069

△R
Note：Controlled variables are causal variables.

.454**

.404**

.058

.323**

The hierarchical regression analysis and ANOVA were used to test the effects of individual and
organizational factors on career plateau. The results are presented in Table 3 and Table 4.
Table 3

Regression Analysis Completed on Hierarchical Plateau, Job Content Plateau
Hierarchical Plateau
Job Content Plateau
Casual Variables
β
SE
β
SE
Age
.115
.060
.007
.082
Seniority
.023.
.092
.175
.125
Job Tenure
.264**
.121
.316**
.161
R2
.112**
.039**

Table 4 ANOVA Completed on Hierarchical Plateau, Job Content Plateau
Casual Variables
Hierarchical Plateau
Job Content Plateau
F
Sig
F
Sig
Gender
.893
.345
.267
.600
Educational Level
1.763
.155
.742
.528
Type of Enterprise
3.63*
.028
2.78
.064
Career Path
6.42**
.002
5.133**
.006

4 Discussion
This study aimed to examine the causes and effects of career plateau, and obtained some
meaningful results. It pointed out that the two dimensions of career plateau both can decrease the
employee’s job satisfaction, organizational commitment, and increase turnover intentions. After
controlling irrelevant variables, career plateau explained 32.3% to 49.6% of variances of the outcome
variables. Among the two dimensions of career plateau, job contend plateau had greater effects on the
employee’s work attitudes. The possible one of reasons is that subjects are the average of 29.06 years
old. According to Super’s career development theory, the subjects are in the establishment stage. For
them, the career development task is to develop or advance their skills and expertise in order to prepare
for vertical or horizontal career movement. So the fact that the job contend plateau become the main
dimension predicting the outcome variables is reasonable. This suggest that the organization should
offer more on-job training opportunities for employees being in the establishment stage of career
development.
Based on Trembay’s three-factor casual model, the current study divided causes of career plateau
into individual and organizational factors. The study confirmed the three-factor model in part.
Specifically, job tenure and career path have significant effects on career plateau. But gender, age,
educational level and seniority have no significant effects on career plateau. Based on the Chinese
culture, the study added the type of enterprise. The result showed that mean difference was not
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significant on job content plateau(F=2.77, P>.05), but significant on hierarchical plateau(F=3.63 P<.05).
The test found that the difference between foreign-funded firms and private firms was significant(T=2.48,
P<.05). Although mean difference between state-owned and private enterprises didn’t reached
significance at the 0.05 level, it was great(T=1.90, P<.059). Descriptive statistics showed private,
state-owned and foreign-funded firms’ means were 13.29,14.62 and 15.46, respectively. These
suggested subjects perceived greater degree of hierarchical plateau in the foreign-funded enterprise.
State-owned enterprises were in the next place.
In terms of career path, Post Hoc Tests found that mean difference of hierarchical and job content
plateau between managers and logistic personnel, professionals and logistical personnel both reached
significance at the 0.01 level. Descriptive statistics showed manager, professional and personnel’s means
of hierarchical plateau were 13.55, 13.40 and 16.64, respectively. Means of job contend plateau were
16.20, 16.83 and 19.56, respectively. These results suggested that logistical personnel more easily
encounter career plateau(hierarchical and job content plateau).

5 Conclusion
The most important finding was that job content plateau has dominant effect on work attitudes,
comparative to hierarchical plateau. The present results support the assertion that the continual
development of new skills and life-long learning have been identified as keys to career management
within the context of the changing nature of work (Hall, 1996). The results also suggested that job
tenure and career path were the most import factors affecting career plateau. The findings can
provide organizations new insights into identifying strategies to help lessen perceptions of plateau.
Future research in this important area should inquiry into the process of how the career plateau
changes with the job tenure, and put forward more measures for organizational career management.
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Abstract Many countries are used to using the well-being index to assess economic development，as a
result the happiness management of organization is wrgently needed In this paper, according to the
concept of psychology-based management, we propose the innovative concept of “happiness
management”, from the perspective of developing employee’s potential psychological capital (the sense
of subjective well-being, emotional intelligence, flow), At last, the paper reveals the main contents of
happiness management, namely, job involvement, emotional labor And on this basis, the anthors
concerned about advantages, and construct a happiness management model.
Key words
Psychological capital; Happiness management; Psychology-based management;
Subjective well-bing

1 Introduction
In the management practice, the happiness management is a new term. Although some researchers
have started to pay attention to the joy management issues, the construct of happiness is broader and
more in line with the individual psychological advantage and the concept of psychological capital in the
workplace than joy. In 2009, Feng and Miao, from Nanchang University, focused on the concept of
happiness management, proposed the approaches and the importance of happiness management. Pu
proposed the construct of happiness management and approaches of enhancing happiness management,
and built two-dimensional structural framework of happiness management through two aspects of
information costs of organizational structure and costs of the organizational members’ lives. In this
paper, according to the concept of psychology-based management, we explore a new management
model based on employee psychological capital from a new perspective. Researches on happiness
management are rare in the country, even in the international area are also few; particularly the research
of happiness management based on the psychological capital is still theoretical and empirical front topic.

2 The Origins and Construct of Happiness Management
With the progress of society and development technology, fast growth in wealth results in the
gradual diminishing marginal utility on fortune, making people begin to focus on the importance of
happiness; particularly in recent years, the countries use the well-being index to assess economic
development, resulted in the happiness management of organization become imminent.
From the perspective of enterprise management, the enterprise managers must not only achieve the
profit maximization of stakeholders, but also more to achieve the maximum well-being of employees.
To this end, enterprise managers should examine their management models from the perspective of
well-being to enhance the path and strategy of staff well-being and maintain business evergreen. How
effectively to train and improve staff psychological capital according to the guidance of psychology-based
idea, maximize the well-being of organizational employees and thus enhance the core competitiveness
of enterprises, which is a problem that the organization must address the challenges and face subject. It
can be said that traditional management in the era of the development process has not fully adapted to
the new requirements, the times appeals for new elements must be added in the management model, and
the management model which has been existed should re-consider, the proposal of happiness management,
in line with this requirement of the times.
Happiness management is that bases on the psychology-based management, by creating a armonious
team atmosphere, giving employees challenging and pleasant work to enable employees to grow the
sense of corporate ownership, the sense of belonging, the sense of value realization, while at work feel
the freedom, enrichment and fun, to enhance the happiness management mechanisms of the organization
This is the phased research about Program of Hebei Soft Science Research in 2010. (Program No.
10457204D-27, Budget No. 2010055602)
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for running. Management practice is a continuous process, employees can feel a positive emotional
experience from the sustained management practice, this positive psychological experience is happiness.
The happiness management is a novel management model whose aim is to improve staff well-being,
focus on sustainable development of employee and organizational goals.

3 Develop emplayes’s Psychological Capital
Recent studies indicate besides four psychological capital (hope, optimism, self-efficacy and
resilience), there are still some potential psychological capital (See Table 1). As the psychology-based
management new demand, concerning and developing the potential psychological capital of employee,
will become the core and focus of happiness management mode.
Table 1
Category

Concept

psychological
capital

hope
optimism
self-efficacy
resilience

The Construct of Psychological Capital
Theoretical? Developable? Measurable?
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

Impactful on
performance?
yes
yes
yes
For Further Study

Creativity
yes
For Further
yes
For Further Study
intelligence Subjective
yes
Study
yes
yes
well-being
yes
yes
yes
yes
flow
yes
yes
yes
yes
emotional intelligence
yes
yes
yes
For Further Study
…
yes
(Source: Luthans. Psychological Capital, Translated by Li Chaoping, China Light Industry Press, 2008:132)

potential psychological
capital

As creativity and intelligence is the cognitive-oriented potential psychological capital, we do not
refer to them. Subjective well-being, emotional intelligence and flows are more based on emotions and
feelings , and can be classified as a positive emotion-oriented potential psychological capital. These are
should be a new content of management model.
3.1 Concentration on subjective well-being
A large number of studies showed that subjective well-being is correlated to the work results.
Although we often mix subjective well-being and joy, compared with joy, the construct of subjective
well-being is more general, and more in line with the psychological advantage and concept of
psychological capital in the workplace. That is why we use “happiness management” rather than “joy
management” as the theme of the study.
The subjective well-being based on potential psychological capital includes the “emotional
well-being” and “psychological well-being” and “social well-being” of the perception and feelings for
individual employees. “Emotional well-being” includes positive and negative emotions, life satisfaction
and happiness; “psychological well-being” includes self-acceptance, personal growth, sense of control
on the environment, their goals in life, positive relations with others, and autonomy; “social well-being”
includes social identity, self-fulfillment, contribution, consistency and integration elements.
In recent years, the concept of job involvement was put forward by Hart (2002). At present, job
involvement has become one of the main elements of Gallup’s research and practice. And it brings
forward the Q-12 Happy Working law and puts it into practice. At the same time, Gallup uses Q-12 as a
working involved measurement tool, and the results obtained show: there is a correlation between
subjective well-being and work-related results.
The questions included in Gallup's work immersion measurement tool are: whether the staff gets
personal growth and development opportunities,whether they know their company’s expectation of them,
Whether they have chances to do things they exerted in, whether they have obtained enough material
and social support; whether the staff is recognized for their value and contribution. It can be said,
“Happy employees are productive employees.” This conclusion has been supported by extensive
researches. Thus, concerning and enhancing the staff’s sense of subjective well-being should be treated
as the core content of the happiness management model.
3.2 Improving employees Emotional Intelligence
“Emotional Intelligence” was first put forward by two psychologists, professor Salovey and Meyer
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(1990), which is used to describe the assessment, expression and adjustment and the ability of using the
emotional information to guide the thinking. Subsequently, Goleman (1995) enhanced and expanded the
concept and put forward the Emotional Intelligence theory (EI or EQ). Goleman believes that among the
elements of human success, intellectual factors are important, but emotional factors are more important;
the impacts the EQ have on the practical work is twice the IQ. Its effects on personal achievements are
bigger than the IQ’s, and through experience and training, it can be markedly improved. The emotional
intelligence of human can be broadly summarized as five aspects: 1) the ability of recognizing their own
emotions; 2) the ability to manage their emotion properly; 3) the ability of self-motivation and
self-development; 4) the ability to understand the emotions of others; 5) interpersonal ability. We can
define emotional intelligence as: “accurate perception, expression, understanding, using and managing
of their own and other people's emotions, in order to promote the growth and development of the
cognitive, emotional and communication capabilities.”
Some scholars have found that among all the psychological capital factors including the four main
ones and several other potential ones, emotional intelligence (EI) catches the greatest attention in the
practice of management. In arguing for emotional intelligence’s impact on the workplace, Kelly and
Caplan found that, compared with the cognitive mental ability, EI can better predicts who will become
the star employee at Bell Labs. Innovation Leadership Research Center studied a number of cases of
failed executives and found that they failed due to lack of emotional intelligence rather than technical
skills. There are also studies show that in organizations of different sizes, different management levels,
and even different nations and cultures, the emotional intelligence holds two-thirds among the various
crucial abilities pursued by organizations for high efficiency and performance, and in more high-level
professional and management positions, EI's contribution to the performance are even more prominent
(which can account for six out of seven). All this shows that effective leadership and work team are
characterized by a significant emphasis on emotional intelligence. Therefore, managers should focus on
improving the employee’s emotional intelligence, and help employees improve and enhance their EI
with an emphasis on perception, understanding and emotional adjustment, in order to reduce work stress
and improve job performance.
Firstly, we can provide a targeted training on the “understanding of emotions” and the “functions of
emotions. Studies have found that although “emotion identification” (to know other people's feelings,be
aware of other information beyond verbal expression) and “emotion utilization” (to generate new ideas,
dealing with issues) have little impacts on job performance, through good emotional competence,
employees in their work can establish friendships with others, or perceive the reasons of the occurrence
of the emotions of their colleagues and their own.Thus, the understanding between the workers can be
improved, and an active atmosphere can be created in the work place as well. Therefore, trainings based
on different scenes such as role-playing can help employees understand and insight into the root causes
of other people's emotions and their own so as to avoid conflicts and contradictions caused by
speculation, misunderstanding. If a measurement of emotional intelligence can be carried before training,
managers can better grasp the levels of the various aspects of their stuff’s emotional intelligence, and the
training content can be more targeted as well.
Secondly,the recognition and the reward of emotional labor. Studies have shown that, the managers’
timely recognition and reward of the staff’s emotional labor can make their stuff pay attention to
develop their own emotional intelligence, and as a result, their performance can be improved.
Employees in the workplace are not simply elements of the skills and abilities, but have complex
feelings and emotions. If managers merely focus on the abilities of their stuff and are indifferent to the
extensive emotional labor of their employees, the employee's initiative would be greatly frustrated and
become reluctant to develop and make adequate use of their emotional intelligence to deal with their
work, which is likely to cause them feel more stressful and become slack in their work. Therefore,
managers need to analyze the emotional labor of their stuff demanded in specific positions, to motivate
them to develop and enhance their own emotional intelligence, and to enhance their staff's positive
emotions and enthusiasm. This is very useful for the improvements of the stuff’s and even the entire
enterprise’s performance.
3.3 Developing employees flow
The advocator of positive psychology, Csikszentmihalyi, proposed the concept immersion
experience (flow). Immersion experience and the sense of subjective well-being are closely tied to
happiness and the best experience. Immersion experience is a state that a person attains when he has
good skills and is undergoing a big challenge.
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When individual is in a specific context, his subjective perception of the level of the opportunities
and challenges accords with the abilities that he feels demanded to meet this scenario, immersive
experiences will occur to him. The study found that when employees are in the immersion experience,
they often have the following characteristics: 1, their attention is highly concentrated; 2, lower
self-consciousness; 3, strong motivation and sense of control; 4, high self-esteem; 5, losing the sense of
time; 6, to be possible ignorance of the importance of the ultimate goal (in order to continue his
activities and to experience a more intense pleasure).
Therefore, compared wth internal motivation, the immersion experience is an experience of a
deeper level. When the individual is in the immersion experience, the completion of the task itself has
become the ultimate goal of reward, rather than to get pay, promotion, or the best impression. It can
enable the employees to dedicate themselves to a work or an activity, have a very pleasant experience,
and feel that they are completing a difficult but valuable work, and they will completely forget about
time.
In recent years, management research and practice have found and are trying to solve the dilemma
between internal motivation and external motivation. What deserves our concern is that, in Gallup's
extensive research and consulting practice, they found that high job involvement depends on the perfect
match between employees and their work only , thus the use of employee talent can be maximized,
namely: works that employees do every day are things they are best at.
Another study has found that, compared with “attempting to make up defects”, “concerning
advantage” proves more effective. It can increase the employee’s “job involvement” and the efficiency
of achieving their goals. By carrying out the values based on advantages and putting it into practice, a
business or an organization can change the work perceptions of manager and staff, thus potentially
enhance their flow in workpplace. This deserves our study and trying in our “happily-managing” model
based on “psychology -oriented” management.

4 Conclusions
We suggest that the corporate happiness management should focus on the three fronts: Based on the
concept of psychology-based management; nurture the employees’ psychological capital, in particular,
develop their potential psychological capital, to enhance the sense of staffs’ work happiness. This is
important content of the enterprise happiness management, which constitutes the happiness management
model, shown in Figure 1.
Psychology-based management

Psychological capital

Potential psychological capital

Hope
Optimism
Self-efficacy
Resilience

Subjective well-being
Flow
Emotional intelligence

Work engagement
Emotional work
Concern advantage

Happiness management
Figure 1

Happiness Management Model

Enhance the work happiness of staff

Train and develop
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The happiness management model reveals the main elements of the happiness management, and
indicates the basic construct of happiness management, namely: according to the concept of
psychology-based management, through training and developing psychological capital to improve their
sense of happiness, and ultimately achieve the happiness management. We should specially pay
attention to developing employees’ positive emotion-oriented potential psychological capital, including
concerning about employees’ subjective well-being, enhancing their emotional intelligence, developing
their flow, and meeting their specific operational requirements through job involvement, emotional labor,
focus on advantages .
The core values of the happiness management lies in its ability to mobilize the work enthusiasm of
staff and sense of responsibility, so that they can take the initiative to and actively participate in
management activities, in the relaxed, pleasant work environment, feel the joy of life and the happiness
of work, at the same time improve work performance and achieve self-value to promote enterprise and
individual simultaneously harmonious development.
The research of happiness management needs to urgently improve ,in the future the following
aspects should be carried out in-depth study: firstly, strengthening the empirical research of happiness
management , at present this field is still blank ;secondly, according to the different characteristics of
different industries, to research the very modes of happiness management which adapt to different types
of enterprises; thirdly, for companies at various stages of development,we can put forward the
corresponding means and methods of happiness management..
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Abstract The competition of medias is fiercer. If they want to differentiate themselves from
competitors, brand strategy is a good choice. The article uses means of data analysis and logic methods.
First it analyzes the TV industry environment based on the “five competitive forces reasoning”. Then it
analyzes the limitations of “five competitive forces model”. Finally the author rebuilds a model of
industrial structure of Chinese TV channels according to the unique characteristics of Chinese TV
channels.
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1 Introduction
Along with the rapid development of social economy, Chinese TV medias are facing unprecedented
opportunities and challenges: the increasing number of channels; the fierce competition; the
industrialization and specialization of TV channel has not been settled, the challenge from digital TV;
economic globalization and the WTO brings the huge impact of the strength international media. If they
want to differentiate themselves from many competitors, brand strategy is a good choice. Michael Porter
who is the representative men of the industry organization thinks that industrial structure is the
determining factor influencing corporate strategy and performance. Therefore the author expects that it
can be helpful to the development of brand strategy of our television through this article that studied on
the model of the industrial organization of television channels.

2 The Characteristics of Chinese TV Industry and TV Channels
In 1985, the TV industry was divided into the tertiary industry. Since TV industry is sub-industry of
the information industry, it has the basic characteristics of information industry, such as anaclisis,
sharing, timeliness, compressibility and so on. However, because of specialties of TV products, TV
functions and TV resources, it determines that TV industry and TV channels have some distinctive
features different from other information industries.
TV industry is under government’s control. TV channels have wider audience, more coverage,
more proactive dissemination of information than other medias. The content is more abundant, the
audience is more receptive. So the government stipulated that only certain television operators and TV
networks can broadcast. Rules are formulated by the government. So does TV channel’s management.
Even in the well-developed western countries, medias are bound by national laws and regulations.
TV industry is capital-intensive industry, labor-intensive industry and knowledge-intensive industry.
A successful operation of TV channels couldn’t work without its capital. Labor is expensive input in the
media product’s production. The labor force is more important in the media than other industries,
especially the knowledge based human resources. TV show is created by a group of high-level expertise.
It is creation and reproduction of knowledge. Therefore the major TV companies often want to have the
high-level expertise.
It is more convenient that consumers choose products. Audience can browse many channels in a
short time. They can just press the remote control to select easily. It is more convenient and free
compared with purchasing in the market. Switching cost is nearly zero. Therefore, TV channels should
establish a “customer-oriented” or “demand-oriented” business philosophy and try their best to attract
customers’ attention and scramble for time resources.
The profit model of TV channels is diverse. Advertising is not the only way. It can also benefit
from pay-as-you TV channel, selling the broadcasting right or copyright and interacting with the
audience through SMS. Although multiple profit models don’t affect the operating principle, it makes
difference in the value chain and the brand.
China TV system including broadcast is one of the latest market-oriented industries in the
transformation of market economy. Coupled with Chinese cultural background, economic development
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and so on, these factors determine that Chinese TV industry has its own unique distinctive characteristics
except the above features.
Government involvement is high. Over the years, the mass media in our country has been the
mouthpiece of the party and the government. As a natural monopoly industry, it’s under strict
management and control of the government. All expenditures are in the budget allocations of the state
and all levels of government, there is no operating income. In China, TV stations belong to the state. It
isn’t allowed to invest TV stations no matter state-owned enterprise or private enterprise. TV station is
not only executive organization, but also enterprising organization. After 1999, Chinese TV industry
started to reform. Ownership and managerial authority separated gradually. The state’s control of main
media is macro-control based on respecting the rule of business entity. It uses specification to replace
interference, accommodation to replace arrangement. In the end, its evaluating standard is the effect of
the market performance. But Chinese social system and cultural environment determine that the eased
controls on the TV channels can’t be the same level of the western countries. Currently the imperfect
market economy and incompleteness of industrial reform make the high government involvement of
media.
Industrial development is immature. First, our TV industry is not the result of the law of supply and
demand, it is the result of central”4 levels, 4 mixed-cover” policy. Secondly, national capital is the main
control of media. What shames the state-owned media operators is that although they dominated the
industry, the scale of the industry is very small. And this has brought many problems, including
inadequate use of resources; bad manage performance, weak discursive power and transmission force in
the international area. The traditional planned economy management system and the old reform ideas
slow the process of industrialization.
Industrialization and specialization are inevitable trend. At present, extensive industrialization and
collectivize are in progress. Not only profit model, resource integration, implementation issues of
separating product and broadcast, but also market positioning, consumption concept, inherent cognitive
psychology, channel positioning constrain and influence the development of channel specialization.
Although there are difficulties in the developing process, the practice is proving that industrialization
and specialization are inevitable trends and reasonable choices.

3 The Analysis of TV Industrial Environment Based on the “Five Forces Model”
Michael·Porter who is the representative of Industrial Organization Technology raised the five
forces competitive model in his “competitive strategy” book published in 1980(Figure.1). He believed
that industrial fierce competition is not coincidence; the cause is the internal economic structure. An
industrial competition exists not only between competitors, but also in suppliers, buyers, potential
entrants, substitute producers what are the “extended competitors”. The five forces jointly determine the
intensity of industry competition and industry profit. Other macro-environmental elements take effect
through the industry environment.
Potential entrants

Bargaining power of suppliers

Threat of new entrants
Internal competition

Suppliers
Threat of substitute products of services

Buyers
Bargaining power of buyers

Substitutes
Figure 1

Five Competitive Forces Model

Threat of potential entrants. Potential TV entrants are serious threat to the existing TV media. The
degree of barriers to entry has an important effect on profit. In China, TV stations belong to the state as
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mouthpiece. Until now, TV stations can only be established by civil service (including the administrative
department for education and TV). Foreign and private capitals are not allowed. Government restrictions
on access form insurmountable barriers; other government departments, general enterprises and
non-public TV channels are blocked outside. This forms the monopoly of channel resources; thereby
monopoly profits may be high. But at the same time, policy barriers have led to single capital structure,
narrow financing channel. This limits the industry’s further development.
Internal competition. Competition between rivals is the most powerful force in the competitive
structure. The factors that influence the degree of competition are mainly the number of competitors,
industry growth, different products and exit barriers and so on. After 1990s, with the application of
satellite communications and the spread of cable TV, TV entered multi-channel era. The scope of market
grew rapidly. Until the end of 2006, there were 296 TV stations, 1935 radio stations and 46 education
TV stations. By 2008, there are 3287 TV programs. A huge number of competitors will undoubtedly
make the competition fierce. At present, TV media shows’ innovation ability isn’t strong. The program’s
content is uniform. It generally exists that a change in form but not in content. The homogenization of
the program will make competition fierce.
Threat of substitute products or services. More fungible the product is, more intense the
competition will be. Today is the information age, a large number of internet-based fourth-generation
media and mobile communication-based fifth-generation media emerge and develop rapidly. The
number of Chinese internet users exploded in recent years. The first media status of TV has been
gradually replaced by the internet. The influence of internet information on social groups is also
becoming increasing prominent. Since 2003, the outdoor advertising such as Focus Media has created a
huge impact on traditional TV advertising. Many advertisers prefer advertise outdoor. New media forms
continue to occur, such as internet TV, IPTV, mobile TV, building TV and so on. The threat of these
medias promote traditional TV media to reformulate new effective strategies, take advantages of their
advantages in resources, develop new market and find new sources of revenue.
Bargaining power of suppliers. TV media suppliers include the suppliers of all production factors
such as programs, technology, information, consult and capital. The price and quality of products
supplied by suppliers directly affect the profitability of the buyers. The competition between the
suppliers and the TV media are mainly manifested in their bargaining power. TV media that has an
excellent content and good influence has strong bargaining power. TV media should do something to
improve their bargaining power, such as brand strategy and highlighting differentiation.
Bargaining power of buyers. TV media customers are audience and advertising clients.
Competition between media and the buyers find expression in the mutual bargaining power. Buyers’
bargaining power is affected by the following factors, the degree of homogeneity of products, the
buyers’ switching cost, and the share of the scope of purchase and so on. The advertising clients include
advertisers and ad agencies. Diverse categories of media make the choice of advertisers increased. If the
TV media’s audience is valuable for advertisers, TV media will have a strong bargaining power. When
media’s brand can form differentiation, it can also enhance its competitiveness.

4 The Limitations of “Five Forces Model”
The “five forces model” can help enterprises understand the degree of the basic competitive forces
and find out whether the competitive environment is beneficial or not. It guides enterprise to choose and
design the strategy, so the enterprise can be immune to competitive forces. But the practice shows that
the “five forces model” also has its limitations especially in Chinese national conditions. The demand
growth and the government’s macro control play a role in forming competition too.
Model is static. Model ignores the important environmental factor and its interaction with other
five forces. Porter thinks that environment affects five competitive forces respectively. So he doesn’t
treat environmental factor as an independent force. But in fact, environment is always changing, and
many environmental factors interactive with the existing five competitive forces. Five forces model
assumes that in most competitive environments, demands are large enough so that enterprises in the
market are profitable. It doesn’t pay enough attention to the changes in demand. Five forces model also
does not state the government’s role in the interaction with the five competitive forces. Enterprise must
government as a new force.
Five forces model assumes that strategy maker can understand the whole industry, including all
potential entrants and substitute products, but this assumption does not exist in reality. For any
enterprise, it is neither possible nor necessary that master the information of the whole industry when
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making strategy. Competitor’s information cannot obtain, nor inaccurate. Even if available, it past and
lose its original value.
Five forces model underestimated that it is possible that enterprise build relationships with
suppliers, customers, distributors and joint ventures to eliminate the threat of substitute products. In the
real business world, win-win cooperation or strong-weak cooperation sometimes can make more profit.
Different companies can form a strategic alliance which may prevent the threat of new entrants or
reduce the bargaining power of suppliers. Enterprise can also reform the industrial environment through
internal innovation. A successful change of a company must lead to appropriate strategic measures of the
competitors. Single five forces model can no longer reflect the competition among enterprises.

5 Build the Model of Industrial Structure of Chinese TV Channels
According to the above limitations, the author rebuilds the model of industrial structure of Chinese
TV channels combined with the unique characteristics of Chinese TV industry and TV channels.
(Figure.2)
Political
Political
&&legal
legal

Economic
Economic
Competition
Industry
environment

Suppliers
Suppliers

Social&
Social&
Cultural
Cultural

TV
TVchannels
channels

Government
Government

TV
TVmarket
market

Scientific
& technical

Macro-environment
Macro-environment

Figure 2 The Model of the Industrial Structure of Chinese TV Channels

The inner race is the industry environment of TV channels, including suppliers, competition,
government and TV market. Four forces act on TV channels directly.
Competition. Competition here is generalized competition, including not only the traditional
competition between competitors, but also the threat of potential entrants and substitute products or
services. The form of media is changing constantly along with the rapid development of science and
technology. It brings certain difficulties to the traditional classification of competitors. Take network TV
for an example. It is originally the alternative of TV media. But when audiences recognize it as a
member of main TV channels, it can be considered as trade competitor. Different types of strategic
alliances make the types of competition change dynamically. It is difficult to analyze the competition
faced by enterprises in accordance with the original method. Generalized competition is the effective
way to analyze competitiveness integrally.
Government. The government here is also generalized government, including not only governments
at all levels, but also public administrations which can exercise administrative power of all TV channels.
Chinese social system and economic system determine that even if the TV industry completes the
industrial reform, the governments still have a very strong constraint on the TV channels.
Suppliers. TV media’s suppliers include the suppliers of all production factors such as programs,
technology, information, consult and capital. As the demands of audiences increase, the whole industry
chain need to work together to satisfy consumers’ demand. TV channels should be closer to its suppliers
to enhance their competitiveness.
TV market. TV markets mainly include advertising market and audience. TV channels gain profit
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by the way of “selling” the audience’s attention to the advertisers. Audience’s demand should be the
focus of TV channels’ concern with Chinese increasingly market-oriented channels. They should adjust
the strategy to build their own brand and increase efforts to develop audiences.
The outer race is the macro-environment of TV channels, including political and legal environment,
social and cultural environment, and economic environment, scientific and technical environment. These
factors act on TV channels indirectly through affecting the elements of industry environment.

6 Conclusion
The new model is different from the traditional five forces model. It pays more attention to the
relationship between environmental factors, including vertical relationship (macro-environmental effects
on industrial environmental factors and industry environmental effects on TV channels) and horizontal
relations (effects between macro-environment and effects between industry environments). These
complicated relationships enable the external environments of TV channels being a complex system.
External analysis’s center is actually the four elements of industry. It explores the direct reaction and the
chain reaction of the four elements.
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Abstract The paper is to study the external risks of fund raising of private university, they includes
policy risks, market risks, and social recognition risks. In addition, a diversified pattern of fund raising
of private university would be established. The paper concludes that private university would be in
trouble if they still rely on the single channel for fund raising to seek the further development. The
anthors suggest that, they should have the ability to reduce the external risks of fund raising and match
for the competition in the higher education.
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1 Introduction
In China, the private universities are the private higher institutions with Chinese characteristics.
Compared with the public universities, private universities are facing greater market risks. More
attention is paid on the development of private universities’ exist problems. However, the study of
analyzing the external risk of fund raising for private university gives rise to two main difficulties: one is
that with our education market competition becoming increasingly fierce, the factors that influencing the
development of private universities such as enrollment, macro policies, and market economy are
dynamic changing and uncertain. The other is how to employ appropriate measures to avoiding the
external risks of fund raising for private universities.
The single channel for fund raising for private universities is the primary reason that caused the
shortage of funds of private universities which hindered the rapid development of private universities.
According to the survey of fund raising for 38 private universities, there were thirty one private
universities which raising funds by school fees occupied more than eighty percent of the whole income.
Quite a number of private universities rely mainly on the students’ tuition to sustain the school running.
At present, many scholars focus their study for the private universities on the policy environment.
Very few studies address to the method of diversification of the financing. Our study in this paper is
confined to analyze the external risk of fund raising for the private universities, and try to build
diversified fund raising pattern. This paper consists of four sections. Section one begins by introducing
the current problems and research emphasis of fund raising for the development of private universities.
The external risks of fund raising analysis for private universities have been provided in section two.
Section three present the measures to prevent risks of fund raising from external environment angel.
Finally, conclusions for the whole work are put forward in section four.

2 External Risks of Fund Raising of Private Universities
The private universities, as the provider of quasi-public goods, take on the uncertain risks which are
from policy risk, market risk and social recognized risk. All these external risks restrict to the realization
of diversified patterns on fund raising for private universities.
2.1 Policy risk
Policy risk refers mainly to imperfect system or ineffective implement risks of policies and
regulations which prevent the development of private universities. Our government has been exploring
legalization road for non-state-run higher institutions. In 1950, the first national conference of higher
education approved the interim measures for the administration of the private universities, which
implement the policy of actively maintained, gradually changing and intensive subsidies. In 1993, the
state education commission issued a set of interim regulations for private universities, which determine
private higher institutions as the part of our higher education business. Furthermore, private education
law and its implementation make relatively clear legal norms for the perspective of private higher
education status, the rights and obligations of the government and the schools. However, the policy
environment is not perfect for the private universities, which lead to the political risk of fund raising.
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2.1.1 The absence of governmental financial subsidy
Ministry of education has defined private universities by public welfare characteristic, so that the
government should give certain financial support to private universities. However, our private
universities have received limited number of government financial subsidy. Moreover, the financial
subsidy difference between the public universities and private universities is obvious. Table 1[1]
concretely describes the assets structure of private universities and table 2 shows American subsidy
policy to private colleges which offers some benefit experience.
Assets
structure
average
sample

Organizers
investment
38.55%

Table 1 Assets Structure of Chinese Private Universities
Running
Social
State-owned
Bank loans
accumulation
donations
assets
41.6%

2.39%

4.85%

7.46%

Others
4.9%

Table 2

source of income
Tuition
The federal government
State
Local government
Private gift, Grants,
Donation income
Sales and service
Education activities
Affiliated enterprises
The hospital
Others

Income of American Higher Institutions
Nonprofit private higher institutions
Nonprofit public higher institutions (%)
(%)
18.4
42.4
11.1
14.4
35.9
2.1
4.0
0.6
4.0
8.8
0.6
4.7
23.0
22.2
3.0
2.8
9.5
10.0
10.5
9.4
3.0
4.8

The data of American higher education is based on the statistics of education center and statistical
abstract nonprofit public universities and private non-profit university data section.
Table 2 shows that the federal government treats the public and private universities fairly and
equally. Even they offer subsidy to private universities more than public universities. Table1 shows that
it is very limited that our government offer subsidy to private universities. This has prompted the lack of
running funding onto the students. As a result, the tuition of private universities is obviously higher than
public universities.
2.1.2 Unclear property right relations
In western societies, the property of founder for the private non-profit higher institutions should be
organized by the third party of non-profit legal agency. Therefore, founders have no ownership of
running schools and assets. However, the current administrative regulations in China have not set up
reasonable norms. For the ownership of property of private universities, on the one hand the final
ownership of investors has not definite; on the other hand, the public welfare cannot be guaranteed.
Such a confusion of the relation of property right would lead the private universities to for-profit
direction, which virtually increased the risks of raising funds of private universities.
2.1.3 Uncertainty of economic return
Education regulation formulates that no organization or individual could run educational schools or
other educational institutions for the purpose of profit. However, “rational reward” has become the focus
of private universities from the actual situation. According to the survey, the founders with no
requirement of economic returns account for about 10 percent, but others with requirement of economic
return account for a considerable proportion. In China, the investors could receive the reasonable
economic returns after deducting expenses cost. As a matter of fact, this rules means that the founders of
private universities should assume the corresponding investment risks while expecting corresponding
income.
2.2 Market risk
Due to the single pattern of raising funds, private universities would be more dependent on the
students’ market than public universities. The fluctuations of education market would have great
influence on the survival of private universities which increase the risks of fund raising.
2.2.1 Student source
The survival environment of private universities would be largely determined by the quantity and
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quality of student source. Today, our higher education market could not satisfy people’s needs for higher
education in China. Therefore, the private universities have larger source of students. In the next ten
years, China’s higher education would likely has less entrance of students with the popularization of
family planning, the increase of family economic pressure, and the improvement of the national
education degree, which would greatly influence the survival of private universities with the single
pattern of fund raising.
2.2.2 Market competition
Currently, the higher education market has confronted the transition process from “traditional
seller’s market” to “modern buyer’s market”. The first feature of “buyer’s market” refers to the
competition of high quality product or service, which contribute to attract more needs. Therefore, some
institutions unsuitable to the changing of environment would be eliminated in the competition.
2.2.3 High tuition
The tuition per capita of private universities is about twice the public universities’ according to the
report of Chinese private university evaluation in 2009. For instance, the tuition from the top six of
private universities has been presented in table 3[2].
Table 3

Tuition of Private Universities

Rank

School name

province

science tuition (yuan)

1
2
3
4
5
6

JiangXi BlueSky university
Hunan International Economics University
BeiJing City University
HuangHe S&T College
Xi'an International University
Yang’en University

Jiangxi
Hunan
Beijing
Henan
Shanxi
Fujian

10000
12000
11750
10000
10000
14500

liberal arts tuition
(yuan)
8000
11500
11750
9000
8500
14500

As the table 3 data, the six private universities have different standards of tuition fees in spite of the
regional differences. However, it is the fact that the tuition of private universities is very expensive.
Obviously, high tuition of private universities is more than the common families’ economic ability,
which would lead to the severe risks of running school.
2.3 Social recognition risk
2.3.1 Social public recognition rate
With the improvement of the overall quality and economic income, people would not satisfy with
the receiving of higher education, but to accept high quality and high level education. In addition, most
of private universities only position themselves on vocational level, except a few private universities
recruit students of undergraduate level. Furthermore, most parents and students regard the public
universities as the first choice[3]. The reason that many people don’t choose the private universities is not
only the expensive tuition fees, but also the school’s quality distrust of them. Therefore, the social public
recognition is the basement of the development of private universities in the future. Meanwhile, this
would be the favorable conditions for raising funds of private universities.
2.3.2 Enterprise approval rate
For private universities, the students they trained would be regard as the product of their school,
and the job market is their sale market. Therefore, a considerable number of private universities attaches
great importance to the labor market demand and pay attention to employment guidance services. In
addition, some schools have various cooperation with enterprises, and build different employment
information web in order to provide students with labor demand information.
Table 4

Employment Intention of Different Enterprises
Private graduates is as good as public graduates, tend to choose

Choice
Type

The state-owned enterprise
The collective ownership enterprise
Foreign capital enterprise
Domestic holding enterprise
Private enterprise
Undertaking
Government organizations

Public
graduates (%)

Private graduates (%)

Others (%)

86.7
50.0
55.6
75.0
53．6
72.7
100．0

3.6
-

14.3
50.0
44.4
26.0
42.8
27.3
-
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However, we have to admit that many enterprises have the discrimination attitude for graduates
from private universities, and the rejected tendency for graduates from private universities is common in
some enterprises. Table 4[4] describes employment intention of different enterprises.

3 Diversifying Fund Raising Pattern
In the new round of competition process in the higher education market, part of private universities
actively seek school-running features and reasonable market position, but they have been in the situation
of a passive and disadvantages if they mainly rely on tuition and sponsor investment to maintain the
school running. Therefore, private universities should establish a diversified pattern of fund raising to
avoid risks if they would realize the sustainable development. Diversified pattern of fund raising for
private higher institutions is established in figure1.
Government
Establish education fund of
private university

Financial
subsidy
sidy
sub

tuition

Private
university

coo
p

era
t

ion

Foundation
Donations

Student
loads

Enterprises

Students and
families
Figure 1

Diversified Pattern of Fund Raising for Private Universities

Private universities could gain financial subsidy from government. Meanwhile, government should
provide students with loads. In addition, government would establish education fund of private
universities to attract donations from all circles of life. Furthermore, Enterprises could donate funds to
support the development of private universities, and also provide service fees by the cooperation with
private universities. Private higher educational foundation provides funds to private universities through
certain standards.

4 Conclusions
To sum up, this article explores the external risks of fund raising for private universities. Thereby,
risks of fund raising such as policy risks, market risks, society recognized risks have been analyzed from
external risk perspective. The whole paper reveals that private universities would be in trouble if they
still rely on the single channel for raising fund to seek the further development. Therefore, establishing a
diversified pattern of fund raising would help to avoid fund risks for private universities.
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Abstract This paper employs a contrastive analysis method, proposes an innovative idea of
implementing “all members’ management system” to the student management work in independent
colleges of China. From the author’s point of view, the current student advisors management system
adopted by most Chinese universities and colleges does not meet college’s humanistic spirit. Thus by
analyzing the current student advisors team building and current students’ status in independent colleges
of China, this paper creatively points out an “all members management system” concept of taking
student self-management as a base, supplemented by full-time lecturers and student advisors’ counseling
work; students take turns to work part-time in different administrative departments as their job practice
and all the college’s staff work together which make a real “all members management system” in
dealing with student management work. This concept oversets the traditional student advisor’s team
building system. This new idea also has a significant impact on helping out those independent colleges
which are puzzled and struggling in the student management’s bottleneck.
Key words Independent colleges; Student management; All Members’ Management System

1 Introduction

Up to April 20th of 2010, there are 316 independent colleges in China. Meanwhile, the total number
of public universities and colleges who provide undergraduate degrees in China is 792. That means 39%
of the country's public universities had built cooperation relationships in running independent colleges
with private organizations. From the quantitative point of view, since the first independent college in
China named Zhejiang University City College was founded in July 1999, So far, growing out of
nothing, the independent colleges developed from few to many, which had shown a rapid growth rate
during the short 11 years. But the current depressing level of student management in those colleges
clearly lags far behind its growing speed which became a significant issue heavily concerned by many
independent colleges. Compared to the public universities who provide the umbrella to those
independent colleges, we can say that the students of independent colleges are ‘not under an effective
control of the college.’
From the viewpoint of student advisors team building, it is difficult to adapt to the rapid
development of independent college’s management requirements no matter in its quantity, quality or
working methods. Indeed, independent college’s student advisory work encountered serious confusion
and bottleneck. According to the statistics, the total number of student advisors in independent college is
less than 5000, but what they face is up to 150 million enrolled students in those colleges. In addition, at
the same time, student advisors are struggling to cope with more than 30 items daily affairs, which
pointed out the current students’ management situation in independent colleges is the weak link showing
in helplessness.
At present，there are plenty of research articles related to Chinese domestic student advisors in
independent colleges. From these papers, we can drag some clues about the struggling situations of
student advisors or difficulties in student management of independent colleges. Kang and Yang (2009)
and the other study (Zhang, et al., 2004) pointed out that independent college is a newly formed
academic institution, along with its students who had relatively weak academic foundation, complex and
changeable characters and low self-control level, meanwhile they held very high expectations for future
lives. All of these made student advisors in independent colleges face big challenges and stressful
workload (Li, 2010).
According to the other study (Zhang, et al., 2004), the top management team of independent
colleges should be well aware of the importance of student advisors’ team building. Kang and Yang
(2009) gave a few solutions like improving student advisors’ knowledge level and scope, strengthening
their performance evaluation system and diversifying the selection and distribution methods. However,
those methods were showing in less practical and it did not discuss the real way to implement those
ideas. According to Zhang, et al. (2004), Liu (2009), Li (2010) and Wang, et al. (2010), they suggested
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that colleges should provide more professional trainings to those student advisors to form them a
research type and innovative student management team; carry out a strict selection process of student
advisors, at the same time enhance the communication and cooperation level among different colleges’
student management departments. Furthermore, Tian (2008) also mentioned that student advisors in
independent colleges should realize the importance of freshmen’s student management. Finally, Wang,
et al. (2010) pointed out that independent colleges should improve student advisors’ working
environment and living conditions and increase their whole salary level to stabilize this team in order to
stimulate their student management’s work passion which seemed not practical since independent
colleges as a private corporation will always work for its owner’s profit maximization as well as
focusing on the cost control level.
By summarizing some of the core ideas proposed by previous studies related to this research field,
we can easily see that among these papers, only few domestic reports regarding to discussing the
effective methods of student advisors’ team building in accordance with the latest developing status of
those independent colleges. And it did not show any research achievement about the innovative model
on student management in independent colleges yet. There are no such Chinese type issues about
student advisors or independent colleges overseas, thus it has no such kind of foreign researches on this
topic until now.

2 Current Students’ Status in Independent Colleges
2.1 Open-minded and highly-motivated personality
Independent colleges’ students in China are a special group relatively. As their college entrance
examination results are not good enough, alternatively, the next best thing for these students is to choose
the colleges with higher tuition fees, lower grade requirements and teaching quality: Independent
Colleges. Generally speaking, the educational foundation and overall quality of those students are lower
than the students in other public universities, but it does not mean they have poor ability or no
competency. In fact, most losers who failed in exam are simply the winners in career. Those students are
open-minded and actively thinking, have a broad field of view, strong hands-on skills with practical
abilities. They care about the country’s development, major’s specialized application value and future
employment's prospect. They are also keen on club activities and active in political progress. According
to a survey, there are 37% students in independent colleges who write an application to join the
Communist Party. They actively attend the Communist Party’s learning class, strongly request to join
the organization. Moreover, they are highly-motivated in study in order to contribute for China in future,
with strong confidence and faith to become mature and successful.
2.2 Desperate for quickly joining in the society
Compared to the students enter the top universities with the determination of making big academic
achievements, most of independent colleges’ students feel tired of classroom learning. They are often
attracted by things outside the classroom with the self-feeling of being an adult. Therefore, they do not
want to rely on the college or family too much, hoping to quickly join in the society so that they could
show their independence and talents through various channels. Highlighted in this aspect, it shows that
the class absent rate of independent college students is generally high whereas they are showing positive
attitudes and passions towards starting their own business with remarkable results other than study.
Moreover, rich varieties of activities of different on-campus cultural societies or clubs are taking place,
the number of participants even account for about 80% of total students in many colleges. Many of these
societies even become a base or center for business or enterprise set-up. Some of those clubs
successfully simulate the daily operation as real company operations which generate very well economic
and social effects. Also some parts of students find part-time jobs to ‘feel’ the real society on weekends,
summer or winter holidays, which also reflects their desire for quickly joining in the society.
2.3 Lack of the desire to pursue knowledge
Small part of independent college students are self-abased when the current reality heavily hit their
dreams in childhood, their performance is often like the rock falling down with crash from the hillside.
They have poor self-control ability, feeling at ‘cheap’ level, coupled with comparably weak knowledge
foundation and lack of proper learning strategies and methods. Therefore it comes up with the fear in
facing the high density college study mode for those independent college students. Thus, the
phenomenon of not study, lack of discipline and waiting to get the certificate without any effort which
have a great negative impact to students management and the whole college. Particularly, some students
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are late for class, simply absent without any reason, smoke and get drunk or mad about internet games,
etc. Small part of them even groups a team to start street fights or college fights which seriously disturb
the normal college operation and other students’ campus life.

3 Current Student Advisors’ Status in Independent Colleges
3.1 Quantity shortage
In the paper of ‘The opinion on strengthening the team building of college student advisors and
class instructors’, Ministry of Education of China pointed out that to strengthen the team building of
student advisors and class instructors is an important organizational guarantee and long-term mechanism
for improving and reforming college students’ ideological and political education. It also has a
significant influence on fully implementing the Communist Party's education policy and carrying out the
ideological and political education to college students. According to this paper, universities and colleges
should carefully complete the selections on student advisors and class instructors. Overall the ratio of
students to full-time student advisors should set at 1:200 in order to ensure each school has a certain
amount of full-time student advisors served for students enrolled in different years. Simultaneously,
each class should have a part-time class instructor. However, in reality, it is difficult to achieve this
standard. From cost consideration side, a lot of independent colleges only have one student advisor for
every 250 to 300 students. Take Guangdong Province as the example, this average ratio is 1:230 of total
47 private colleges in entire province.
3.2 Unclear job descriptions
To clearly define a student advisor’s role is the foundation of effectively carrying out student
advisors work within the boundaries of their basic responsibilities. Are the student advisors in
independent college teachers or administrative staff? Or tied these two identities? In practice, their role
is defined unclear even misplaced, which results from both people’s misunderstandings and many
college’s internal objective factors. In the independent colleges in China, student advisors often play a
role of ‘nanny’, or sometimes act as ‘firemen’. Because student advisor works as a communication
bridge directly connect with the college and students, a lot of internal jobs need their coordination. As
long as the things related to students, student advisors must be responsible for them which lead to a
difficult and unclear job description of student advisors’ obligations and responsibilities.
3.3 Unstable team status
‘There is no future for this job, and I am taking it just treat as a transitional and temporary job… ’ a
lot of people hold such ideas after taking the student advisory jobs for a period of time. And it followed
by the consideration of changing to a different career or new jobs. Many student advisors teams in
Guangdong Province’ independent colleges show a high mobility rate. The student advisors turnover
rate always lie at high level—they quit, apply for postgraduate degrees, change jobs to lecturers or
administrative staff, etc. Some independent college’s student advisors turnover rate even reach over
50%. Some colleges even change their student advisors every month. When at the end of a semester or a
school year, the change will become significant. Because of student advisors’ team instability with great
mobility; it’s difficult for independent colleges to develop an effective long-term training and improving
plan for this team.
3.4 Low professional level
Ministry of Education of China has repeatedly emphasized that student advisors team should be a
specialized and expert team. Although many independent colleges set professional, expert-based
planning direction to build their student advisors team, and based on each person's background and
interest to send some of them join in professional training program. However, because of the previously
mentioned three reasons above, these student advisors are struggling with complicated affairs all day
long, they couldn’t achieve specialization, yet they are unable to become the experts. For instance,
among student advisor’s eight duties, career counseling and psychological counseling are the
professional knowledge that many student advisors are lack of, so that they couldn’t solve those kinds of
problems in time when students met and asked for help.

4 Building Up “All Members’ Management System”
After analyzing the status of students and students advisors in independent colleges in China, we
can find that students from independent colleges has their own characteristics which are different from
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those in public universities, therefore the student management job in the independent colleges is a
comprehensive project. Practice proved that, any single educational group within the independent
college is unable to complete this student management job independently. It needs all members involved
in this project making concerted efforts. The core idea is: lecturers teach and educate students with
knowledge, skills and professional ethics; administrative staff train students with real job practice;
student advisors ideologically guide students; and students manage themselves independently. All
members work independently as well as coordinate with each other in order to establish a structure of
taking student self-management as a base, supplemented by full-time lecturers and student advisors’
counseling work; students take turns to work part-time in different administrative departments as their
job practice and all the college’s staff work together which make a real ‘all members management
system’ in dealing with student management work. Such a brand-new ‘all members management
system’ model will completely solve the problems occurred in independent college’s student management
such as students are far away from social practice, student advisors are weak in professional knowledge,
lecturers are not familiar with knowledge from ideological, political, psychological and career aspects.
4.1 Student self-management
Legally, college students are already the citizens with full complete civil conductive capacity. We
cannot always hold and hug them. We need to trust them that they have already grown up. A lot of tasks
can be handed over to them, and they may complete them with better performance than us. Thus,
colleges should give certain freedom to students and allow them to manage themselves independently,
starting from freshman in year one. Student societies from each major and school, each class
commission should play an important guidance role in the whole student self-management process. And
the members in each department should implement directly election with maturity period, clearly define
the term goals and establish democratic student self-management system. Eventually, through this 4
years self-management period, students will grow and continuously make progress from this learning
process which will surely make a positive impact for their future career and lives.
4.2 Lectures act as class instructors
The main responsibility of a college lecturer is to teach and educate students both with knowledge
and morale standard and professional ethics. The student advisors team belonged to the teacher series,
so from this concept, it should ask every full-time professional lecturer works as one specific class
instructor and in fact, based on their standard weekly lecturing hours, every lecturer has at least half day
a day to deal with student management work.
In accordance with the requirement set by Ministry of Education of China, each class can allocate 2
to 3 lecturers as their class instructors. Based on each lecturer’s education background, experience and
major lecturing subject, it can arrange them to act as students’ professional instructor, academic
instructor and career instructor separately. It shows the advantages that each instructor can focus on one
aspect of every 40 to 50 students in one class, which is easy to manage. On the other side, because of
most of lecturers have master degree with senior or higher certificate in their major, it will significantly
improve the quality level of student advisor team which make them can truly fulfill the 8 duties
requirements. Furthermore, in this process, working as class instructors can fully represent their roles in
teaching and educating students with knowledge and morale standards.
Colleges can act according to their own actual situations, providing lecturers with instructor
allowance and performance bonus as an incentive payment to encourage lecturers’ instructing work.
And the cost can be easily control within 40% to 60% of current student advisors’ salary level. But from
a lecturer’s viewpoint, the instructor allowance + lecturer position salary#＞ current total income, therefore
it should be able to work as a strong incentive for them to join in this class instructor team.
4.3 Student advisor’s role of coordination
The existing student advisor's function must be changed, changing from the ‘nanny’ to
‘government official’. ‘Nanny’ means every child has one, but the ‘government official’ represents
minority people serve for majority people with the main duty of coordination. Therefore, it only needs to
select small part (i.e. 1 to 2) of current outstanding student advisors and appoint them as student
advisors who take charge of the overall management of different year’s students in different majors.
And the independent colleges can also learn from the successful management method adopted by a lot
of oversea universities, which is to set a so called ‘Student Service Center’ or ‘Student Care Hall’. In
that center, student advisors can work as on-site consultants to answer different questions from students.
They can both complete the routine job allocated by student management department to coordinate with
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class instructors and also solve students’ problems and quickly submit the feedback to each related
department.
For the student advisors, they must be the members of Communist Party, part-time working with
each department’s job related to Communist Party. And their existing salary standards and bonuses
remain unchanged after win in the fair competition. For those extra student advisors, convert them to
administrative staff by all staff competition system with two-way job choice rule. After this process, for
those student advisors with poor performance, their employment contract will be no longer extended.
4.4 All members’ management system
Who should manage the college on earth? The traditional view thinks it must be the principle or
president of the college with its actual operation agent of administrative departments. But from my
personal point of view, the managers should be all the members including students, lecturers and other
staff. Therefore, in order to build a capacity-oriented modern college, selecting student assistants is an
important part of the idea of ‘all members’ management system’. It can appoint 1 to 3 student assistants
to each school, department, and office and also for the positions of student advisor, class instructor and
administrative staff. Those student assistants not only can spend their free time to participate in college’s
management, but they can also treat it as a good opportunity to contact the society by getting trained
from those senior staff with rich experience.
However, student assistants should obey the rule of regularly position rotation in order to maximize
the scope of participating students of this college management and social practice team. This brings a
significant benefit which is by allowing students to fully take part in the college management process,
they will have better understandings of running a college and the difficulties of college management. At
the same time, they have the chance to contact with various departments, meet different personality
types of administrative staff which will increase their training and work experience and finally it will
play a great positive impact for their future career life.
4.5 Better application of information technology
From the above analysis, we can find that all members’ management system is simply asking for
all staff’s participation with student self-management. Therefore, it requires better application of
network and IT knowledge in designing a good effective program and completing a Key Performance
Indicators (KPI) statistical analysis in order to manage and monitor the whole student management
system through the local computer network system. It will make student management work remain at a
regulated controllable condition to continuously improve the efficiency of relevant departments’ student
management work.
4.6 Strengthening regularization’s construction
The key to help the student management work out of the puzzle is regularization’s construction. As
the independent college is a cooperative product of private funds and public universities, it must come
with a traditional management style of Chinese private companies. Most of them implement the family
management method rather than modern professional expert management style. Therefore, it is vital to
use regulations and standardized rules to guide the student management work，rather than simply using
the owner’s mind or head for decision-making. After determining the ‘all members’ management
system’, it needs to build up different regulations and rules according to different independent colleges’
actual situations, which is essential for continuous improvement of student management work in the
long run.

5 Conclusion
From the whole paper’s analysis, it comes up with a clear conclusion. That is the establishment of
the student management structure of ‘taking student self-management as a base, supplemented by
full-time lecturers and student advisors’ counseling work; students take turns to work part-time in
different administrative departments as their job practice and all the college’s staff work together’ make
a real ‘all members management system’ in dealing with student management work. It will be an
effective solution to deal with the situation of imbalance and ‘out of control’ in student management of
independent colleges in China. For those independent colleges failed in effective student management
and student advisors management work, instead of struggling with those student affairs, it’s better to
quickly catch up with this new ‘all members management system’, by allowing everyone in college to
have the equal opportunity of being a manager in order to improve the overall student management
efficiency and it will also benefit every participants.
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Abstract Based on the empirical study on the number of departments and administrators in the
independent colleges,The anthors propose that the own characteristics and strengths, the logistical
support and management system, the improvement of teachers' qualifications and performance appraisal
system, by the means of on-the-spot investigation. questionnaire and interview, This paper expounds the
essential features of talent management, presents the comparative analysis among them in the light and
of classifying the similarities and differences of the human resources management patterns adopted by
five independent colleges in China, and eventually draws the enlightening conclusion for further
research.
Key words Independent college; Human resource management; Strategy

1 Introduction
Lately, theory on strategic human resource management has been introduced to China, and applied
in the study of human resource related with enterprises and institutions. Some of them are influential;
for example, scholars believe that the emergence and development of the knowledge economy make the
enterprise's competition and living environment changed enormously, which contributes to the
increasing importance of human resource displayed by knowledge. More critically, the talent resources
management has reached the strategic height in enterprises, which strategic human resource
management gives obvious prominence in knowledge economy. So, in order to achieve a sustainable
competitive advantage, enterprises should improve strategic human resource management under the
circumstances of knowledge economy, namely: implement comprehensive human resource management,
accomplish the compatibility during the practice of human resource management and the integration of
management and development of human resource, and make the reorganization of the human resource
functions come true In recent years, some scholars have done some research on the human resource
management carried out by the independent colleges, but the existing research basically focuses on
building the teacher’s team. The depth and scope of the existing problems in the teaching staff of the
independent colleges, together with the countermeasures, are moderate.
Over the past decades, many strategic management modes (e.g. Miles & Snow, 1978; Porter, 1980)
came into being because the management scholars in USA were very interested in strategic management
in the organizations. This trend has made the enterprise start thinking about the role that they should
play in the strategic management in the organization and human resources management also hope to be
integrated in the strategic management concept; this also promotes the transform of research orientation
of human resources management in the background of development of strategic theory. The early
research concentrated on the impact of human resource function on the employee’s behavior and
attitudes, such as employee’s intention to quit their jobs, job involvement and job satisfaction. Since
1980s, the research in the field of human resources management has got a very big change in its
direction, which shifts the study of human resource management from the totally micro-oriented to
macro-oriented or strategic-oriented. And the macro or strategic orientation is usually being called
strategic human resource management . Upon being propounded, the theory is widely used in the foreign
countries’ human resources management.
This paper will carry out following works focusing on the these four problems:
First, to collect and summarize the experience of human resource management from both domestic
and international independent college. By comparing these studies, this paper will evaluate the basic
ideas and mode selection of constructing human resource management in independent college of our
country.
Second, to survey with questionnaires and field visits. By combining with comparative analysis,
this paper will discuss the difference between five independent colleges in Guangdong Province and
their unique character, and inspire the construction of human resource management in independent
college.
Third, From the perspective of norm, to analysis the foundation and running mode of the strategic
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human resource management in independent college by combining the above survey data.
Four, from the perspective of effectiveness in human resource management strategy, to describe
the ideal policy and measure to build human resource management mode in independent college…….

2 Data and Methodology
2.1 Survey design
Between June 2009 and 2009 November, a questionnaire was made for the human resource
management situation of the independent college sampling ten independent colleges in China as the
subjects, and conducted on the spot, whose aim is to learn the current situation of human resource
management of the independent college in China. Then a systematic comparison and analysis would be
available for reference.
2.1.1 Target population
With the expansion of independent college, the number of office workers appears to be more
reasonable. In table 1, the number of people in College D is twice as big as that in College B in terms of
students and staff; while, its number of office workers is ten less than B. So is College E, but its staff is
only ten more than B. From the survey and the practice, it is safe to draw a sound conclusion that a great
number of independent colleges in China are making every effort to form a professional and efficient
administration team.
Table 1[1] Total Number of Students, Management Departments, and Administrators in Five Independent
Independent
College
Independent
College A
Independent
College B
Independent
College C
Independent
College D
Independent
College E

Colleges in China
Number of
of
Administrative
Department

Students

Total
Number
Staff

Total Number of
Administrative
Department Staff

5800

145

10

About 45

58

9023

450

14

About 90

25.1

15000

900

15

About 140

19.7

18000

1000

15

About 80

19.6

18800

900

14

About 100

23.5

Student/Teacher
Ratio (%)

2.1.2 The survey of the school with its characteristics and advantages of independent colleges
Every independent college has its own characteristics and advantages. Every independent college
has its own advantages and shows its characteristics on the way to development. As shown in table 2:
2.1.3 The survey of logistical support and management system in the independent colleges
The independent colleges, included in the research, all have logistical and management system with
purposes of service, financially supported by off-campus sources, which the goal of doing so is to
provide service, and creating the logistics service system is to serve teaching affairs, scientific research
and education, and to realize the concept of coordinated development of on-campus service and the
tertiary industry. The colleges try to build a team for the logistical department that has strong sense of
serving people and getting involving in competition, and feel honored in a position to work in the dining
hall, the campus and property management, bank, post-office, supermarket, transportation section, and
etc. This system can reflect the law of scientific management, and highlights the features in modern
times as well.
2.1.4 The survey of forming teaching staff in the independent college
At present, independent colleges in China have become an indispensible part to higher education.
The amount of students in independent college is growing drastically; in contrast, that of full-time
teachers is growing slow. Teachers, apparently, are not enough. Let’s take the five independent colleges
(In table 3) set up in 2009 as an example, among which no one can satisfy the qualifications
standardized by the Ministry of Education. The teacher- student ratio should be 18%. Among them, the
big gap in College A is 40%, compared with the rules for evaluating colleges. Although the gap is
1

The above data derived from the investigation of five independent colleges in China. For security personnel
work, the name of the five independent colleges are replaced by letters. The data is the data during June to
November, 2009
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relatively small, College C and D, the great majority of teachers come from the mother school it is
affiliated with.
①
Respective Characteristics of Five Independent Colleges in China
Independent College A

Independent College B Independent
C

College Independent CollegeIndependent College
D
E

Budget funds (financial
Academic effect
Competitive and
Advantageous human
personnel all-in) human
Perfect full-time
Of lectures give by
discrepant salary
resource management Teacher training system
resources
well-known person
system
mode
Encourage students
Executives sign a
The three levels of
participate in the work
responsibility
management system,
Teaching
of school running
Innovate Education
documents of
for clear
management tracking
according to their
and train students
construction project
responsibility , right
and monitoring
characteristics and
management
and interests
ability
Compete for a
middle-level deputy
position

Relatively stable and
reasonable teacher
team

High quality and
practical talent
training programs

Train the backbone
teachers

Create its own special
characteristics by a
misfit competition

High quality
undergraduates

Build up training
bases by cooperation
between colleges and
enterprises

②③

Number of Full-time Teachers, Rate of Senior Professional Titles and Master Degree Proportion
of Full-time Teachers in Five Independent Colleges in China
Five Independent
College

Independent College A
Independent College B
Independent College C
Independent College D
Independent College E

Students

Full-time
Teachers

Student/Teacher
Ratio（%）

Senior Full-time
Teachers Ratio
（%）

5800
9023
15000
18000
18800

74
290
500
900
800

58
25.1
19.7
19.6
23.5

22%
18%
42%
50%
35%

Full-time
Teachers of
Master Degree
（%）
63%
71%
53%
64%
85%

2.1.5 The survey of the performance appraisal system for independent colleges
In the survey, the ways of performance appraisal system are as follows: 1) Comprehensive
evaluating the work of the teachers, scientific researchers, administrators and service staff according to
their responsibilities. The evaluation content mainly includes four aspects ranging from virtue, ability,
attendance to achievements. 2) Combining quantitative appraisal with qualitative appraisal, making the
annual appraisal and appraisal at expiration of contract, which is the main way of performance appraisal.
Combining the effort of the annual and routine, mass appraisal and organizations as a supplement, and
then gradually putting the public announcement system of the appraisal result into practice. 3) The
annual appraisal is divided into four grades, i.e., outstanding, good, qualified and the unqualified. The
performance appraisal methods is extensive, especially the appraisal for the administrators is difficult to
achieve by quantity. The Colleges are trying to find evaluation indexes that are more efficient and
something more quantitative, which is the common problem independent colleges are faced with
currently.
①

The above data derived from the investigation of five independent colleges in China. For security personnel work,
the name of the five independent colleges is replaced by letters. The data is the data during June to November, 2009
②

The above data derived from the investigation of five independent colleges in China. For security personnel work,
the names of the five independent colleges are replaced by letters. The data is the data during June to November,
2009
③
Ministry of Education. Teaching Level Evaluates Program on Common Colleges and Universities (try out) [Z]
[2004] no. 21 (in Chinese)
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2.1.6 The survey of the administration personnel training and career development in the independent
college
Through the investigation, most independent colleges in China do not take administrative personnel
training and professional development seriously. They only pay attention on using the employees and
emphasizing effect and low costs, neglecting the personnel training. Many young administrators,
especially those who got higher education can not see his or her career development route clearly.
Finding a better job, most of them choose to hop to another organization, which brings a lot negative
effects to the administrative management.
2.2 Analysis of the survey results
2.2.1 Contradictions in building the teaching staff
Compared with the common college and university, the education level of teachers in the
independent colleges is low. Ministry of Education of China gives the standard that the rate of full-time
teachers with senior professional title accounts for no less than 30% in its total. But according to the
above survey (shown in table 3), among the five independent colleges only three colleges whose
teachers with intermediate or senior professional title meet it; the other two are less than 30%.
According to the evaluation that the rate full-time teachers who have a master degree must reach 30% or
above, the five colleges all have reached this standard or even higher. This indicates that the rate of
teachers with high level of education is low; that of teachers with high titles and degrees is much lower.
In this case, the research by teachers is not so fruitful, and few can be transformed into productivity.
Also, the amount of new teachers is substantial; in recent years, especially in 2000, many students who
graduated from universities with bachelor or master degree become teachers in independent colleges due
to the great need in teaching, they have no access to any training program before they step to the
platform. Undoubtedly, these problems in existence influence the education quality.
2.2.2 Performance appraisal standard far from being detailed, perfect and efficiency
Because of its uniqueness, the human resources management system of independent college is not
perfect. Most of them pay more attention to the performance appraisal process than the result; that
makes the administrators concentrate on the quantity of the teachers’ work than its quality, and care little
in their routine work. What’s more, there is no system to appraise level of the teachers’ competence.
Results of the appraising work relate only to the work quantity and the salary, but have nothing to do
with bonus or promotion, and no help to stimulate the employees. Although the system of appraising the
work of teachers and scientific researchers has been set up, the score of appraisal in practice tend to
almost the same, and lose its comparability. The reason is that teaching and researchers know each other,
so the appraisal for each other is not so well-grounded.
2.2.3 Unprofessional administrators cause by sparse training
Owing to misconception, independent colleges think highly of teachers’ profession, but ignore that
of administrative management and the professional qualification system of administrator which
contributes to the long-term development of the independent colleges. This lowers the level of
administrators’ specialization. The administrators’ major, mostly likely, is not management, didn’t
receive the systematical education in management, and may lack of management knowledge, concepts
and skills; therefore, they can not comprehensively understand the teaching plan, major courses
arrangement, and training standards for graduates. Their work of so-called management are mostly
dependent on their experience, their ability to analyze and solve the problem is comparatively low.
Because they are lacking in professional background and knowledge, it is likely that the outsiders seems
to give directions to the insiders. Because they are unprofessional, administrators, in a certain extent,
will ruin the formation of the staff, and also stunt the development and management level of the
independent colleges.
2.2.4 Stagnant concept of human resource management
According to the survey, it turns out that the management in the independent college’s remains in
phase of personnel management. The responsibilities of human resources department only cover
enrolling newcomers, selecting the qualified candidates and dispatching the staff, grading wage scales,
keeping archives, and etc. The human resource management is about the regular responsibilities, which
only lies in an administrative relationship between strategic management apartment and human resource
management apartment, for top-level human resource officers have not got any opportunities to look
into the future when formulating human resource management strategy, and human resource
management apartment do not get involved in strategic business planning of the college. Although some
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have their human resource department involved in such a strategy, the department was excluded when
the strategy came into existence; as a result, the strategic planning can not be fully put into practice.
2.2.5 Human resource management model tends to transform into service- oriented
In the past, the independent colleges simply followed the management system of the mother school
or other universities, and now it is transformed into service-oriented management, reforming and
renewing the old management system of human resources, trying to form their own characteristics. Its
management mode has initially presented the feature with its strategic characteristics. For example,
independent college E usually holds lectures given by well-known academician, which is good for the
formation of academic atmosphere as a symbol of strategic system. The independent colleges should
take it seriously. Because nowadays the students and their parents will think less of the reputation of the
mother school, when they choose an independent college for further study, and they care more about the
conditions and education level of the independent college.

3 Conclusions
3.1 Solutions
According to the above analysis, the author carried out a series of practical activities at Guangzhou
University Suntan College and tried to provide some instructions to an ongoing reform of human
resources management in this college. At present the reform activities completed are as follow：
1)fulfilled the human resource management reform seminar; 2) reconfirm the establishment, position,
and personnel, and further optimize the employees’ troop; 3) Reform salary system, formulate
incentive plan (using academic year as time unit) and measures of specially-appointed post allowance,
set up internal transfer and part-time teaching system for administrative personnel and instructor, etc.
After these activities, the author gives the following suggestions:
3.1.1 Strengthening the construction of the teaching staff and stabilize the core group of full-time teachers
Nowadays, full-time teachers are greatest wealth of independent college and the main strength to
meet the undergraduate teaching evaluation. The general problems of independent college indicate that
the independent college should perform a scientific and continuously development on its full-time
teacher to guarantee and promote a full-time career development, or not only full-time teachers can not
provide plenty of scientific research and teaching resources for development of the college continuously
but also will push the college at a risk of loss of teachers and its motive force of sustainable
development.
3.1.2 Smoothing the process of administrative personnel post promotion and establish more promotion
system
The administrators cannot obtain a higher level of achievement like teachers and scientific
researchers, so they only realize self-fulfillment through promotion. The promotion can integrate
education, professional title, ability, experience and seniorities. Then form a multiple rank promotion
system that is fit for independent college through the following three measures: 1) promotion at the rank.
This measure is mainly for young administrators who get general and encourage them apply for
researcher title or technical titles closely related to their jobs, such as economic engineer, accountants,
engineers and so on. The five independent colleges in our investigation do not accept such title, but in
order to arouse the enthusiasm of young administrators they begin to improve the system. 2) Promote to
a higher rank. This measure target middle-aged administrators who get experience and comprehensive
management ability through long time work. Since they don not have the advantages as the young group
in education degree and title application, they can get experience through job rotation. When there is a
vacancy on manager positions they can step into the breach. 3) Combine the administration promotion
and teaching promotion. This measure targets the administrators who have a master degree or have an
intermediate title or above. They can enjoy teachers’ establishment and salary standard, and arrange
certain professional teaching work according to their major. The chance for a promotion is limited after
all, so this measure can not only stabilize part of administrators, improve the administrative efficiency,
but also supply teaching and help administrative departments in research work.
3.1.3 Improving administrative personnel training and professional development mechanism
Independent college can adopt diversified training mode, while ensure the feasibility and
effectiveness of the training. Regular management business pre-job training, on-the-job training and
skills training at the form of holding short training courses and lectures give by famous educationist or
experienced education manager, create opportunities to exchange and investigate with other universities.
By formulating relevant policies, organize teaching and management personnel take part in the
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education scientific research and encourage them to get a higher education degree, etc., so as to make
them get experiences and improvements in educational and scientific research.
3.1.4 Clear orientation and development direction of independent college
In the stage of mass higher education, the competition will eventually embodies in the level of
service and quality, therefore, in a certain sense, the essence of the independent college’s positioning is
to ensure the quality of the students and make the students appreciate the college from their heart, i.e.
trust training quality of the independent college. The one that can bring more and more excellent
students who can find suitable jobs is an excellent college. Therefore, the quality of an independent
college is judged by students market and employment market. At present, in one hand the Chinese
government’s administrative intervention was too strong, the market is not complete and the market
entities are not rational enough. Therefore, the government’s policies hold a leading position and
functions of the market do not emerge. In the other hand the government does not give the independent
college support or funds, in a contrary there are a lot of limit. So, independent college must give itself a
clear orientation to forming its own characteristics for a considerable development.
3.2 Prospects for further study
The study of human resources management model in the independent college generally can be
divided into the following parts: professional management of administrative personnel, professional
development of administrative personnel, logistics management, teachers’ team construction,
performance appraisal management, salary management, etc. Among them, the teachers’ team
construction and performance appraisal management are subjects concerned by academic community at
present, but only a little important theoretical achievement that is universal and propagable. Some basic
theoretical issues still need further study and research and researchers will pay more attention to
logistics management and professional development of administrative personnel in the future.
With the rapid development, the competition among independent colleges would be very keen and they
will be definitely separated from their main campus. In this process, the human resources management
model will play an important role. Human resources management in independent colleges should focus
on training their own core team of teachers and maintaining its stability based on their reality combined
with market positioning and we should make thorough research on the important subject of achieving
the transformation of strategic human resources.
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Abstract As the core of leaders, the principal leaders should take the rights which come from the
organization, elaborate the power of personality, knowledge and emotions, show his wisdom as the
“General”, encourage others and subordinates, and bring the organization forward. This article elaborate
that the principal leaders should have some distingwished, for example for example, divide the work,
undivided the family, Pull the issue into arms but not everything, do things manful but not opinionated,
do things appropriately but not offside, trust but not indulge, all of these can be summarized as
“commander wisdom.”
Key words Principal leader; Commander; Wisdom

1 Introduction
The most important post in leadership positions is Principal leadership. What is the principal
leadership? Principal leadership is a provision of concept about leadership position, which is usually
called “General” in the leader team, at the core of the leader team and overall situation, plays a key role,
and has overall responsibility. Principal is also commonly known as “leaders”. Principal leadership is
responsible for leading the direction of leader team, uniting the idea, focusing the wisdom and
organizing the action. Principal leadership must have a broad vision of the overall situation and be good
at plan events. It could be thinking, handling and solving problems from the overall situation. This
requires principal leaders not only master the general wisdom of the leadership, but also have the special
leadership wisdom which is adapted with the principal leaders. In a sense, the wisdom of principal
leadership directly decides the success or failure of leader team’s work and career.
So which commander wisdom the chief leaders have can guide the overall situation? The author
believes that includes the following five aspects.

2 Divide the Work, Undivided the Family
The leadership activity of the leader is not a person does something alone, even not conquers the
world by one person the principal. It is through the division of responsibility, a clear member of the
leadership team responsible for the posts, so that the leadership of the work carried out in an orderly
manner. The scientific division of labor is a very important work of principal. So-called scientific
division of labor, that is, Principal leaders of this organization in accordance with the responsibilities of
authority members of the leading body of professional knowledge, work experience and experience of
working ability, personality characteristics of a combination of factors such as the conduct of a
reasonable behavior [1].
The key that the principal lead others is, through science and rational division of labor, make
other’s wisdom and ability to give full play to achieve the objective of the organization. “Hundred
officer mark”-the book written in Jin said, “One person can’t deal with all issues. He needs to catch the
point of important thing, and let other person to do other things.” Any genius of leader can not afford the
pressure that he needs to do everything. He is smart because through the division of labor to the assistant
which he is good at, he can show him some power, break down the pressure of his own, so that let all his
assistants contribute their wisdom, try their best and do things at pains. This will produce a good effect
likes “one and one more than two.” In this way, leaders will be able to carry out the most comprehensive
organization bearing responsibility and mission, to maximize the achievement of organizational goals.
The scientific division of labor must defend the important thing and unimportant thing, catch the
chief problem. Grasping large issue is when the principal leader divide the power and the responsibility
to others, he must be a major thing, the major principles and direction for the final decision and the right
to dispose of their own hands to ensure that the authority of the chief effective, open orders, scheduling
flexibility, but also to avoid the excessive powers of the deputy responsibilities. Grasping small issue is
that the principal leader put the responsibility to the relevant deputies. Deputies have the rights in scope
of charge. So they can do their work matching their position. Catching the important thing and divide
the unimportant thing, it is the right way that the principal can ensure that “Catching the power over
major issues himself and disperse the small issue.” It can also avoid disadvantages like the principal has
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everything to do, all taking and arbitrary. If the principal thinks that he is on special position, only talks
about “Catching the power over major issues himself”, not talk about “disperse the small issue”, and
deals with everything without reference to how important the thing is or how unimportant the thing is,
the other leaders will feel not happy. The result of this is a fall of the principal’s authority and a bad
effect on solidarity of team. Well, he can not manage anything well.
The scientific division of labor must amount to the separation of powers. When the principal is in
the leadership of the class division of responsibilities and powers, it is essential to have a comprehensive
consideration of each leading members of team. The principal leader should distribute the most
appropriate expertise work to other members to play based on the studies, age characteristics,
intellectual strengths, temperaments and personality characteristics. So that members of the knowledge,
ability and character can mutually supportive and consistent. If you do not consider the strengths and
weaknesses of team members, distribute jobs in accordance with the mode of egalitarian, division of
labor with the casual to the deputy or always give the work under the member’s ability, they will not do
well in work but lose their energy. And this can also conduce that some good secondary leaders not have
corresponding work, not exhibit their ability abundantly. If each hole of flute requires equality of
opportunity, the world will not have a beautiful sound. Therefore, the scientific division of labor must be
able to highlight the amount of separation of powers. For example, on the ability of the deputy assigned
to more and more powers and responsibilities of the deputy weak points are fewer more terms. Assigned
the work of pioneering innovation and open up to the ability of the deputy, human, financial, and
material are advised of the charge assigned to a high degree of reason and stability of a strong deputy.
So, amount to the separation of powers in order to enable proper deputy, carry out their duties, the
exhibition of its energy, so that the overall function of the leadership and wisdom to be given full play.
The scientific division of labor must unify the rights and responsibilities. An important principle in
scientific leadership theory is that have the right and responsible for the right to reunification is a
prerequisite to perform their duties.[2] Having big responsibilities but small rights would lead to that the
secondary leader can not take charge his jobs or have no power to deal with it. The principal leader
unifies the rights, profits and responsibilities together. Through the scientific division of labor, so that
deputies fulfill their duties, they get their profits and use their own rights. The post of responsibility, the
right to benefit organically into deputy, who will work to increase the initiative of the secondary leader
and a sense of responsibility, as well as the organization's sense of identity and loyalty, the secondary
leader will not work within the terms of reference of a perfunctory manner, muddle along, and the
powers and responsibilities in the framework of the initiative to do things, a high sense of responsibility
to do a good job.
The scientific division of labor must give the rights to the secondary leader with no doubt. Principal
should be aware that the chief deputy for the responsible exercise of power for the principal. Therefore,
the scope of work which the secondary leader in charge, principal does not intervene in the general,
non-interference, and fully trust and rely on the secondary leader, to establish the authority of the
secondary leader, so that secondary leaders feel their power is not empty and the seats are not empty. So
that they can say words and do things aggressively. Then the secondary leader will be able to think and
work independently to resolve the contradiction independence and become the real right-hand man of
the principal.
The scientific division of labor needs to strengthen coordination. The relationship between the
principal leader and the secondary leader is a division of labor relations, and between the secondary
leaders there is also a division of labor and collaborative relations. If there is no division of
responsibility or the responsibility is no clear, there will be a scene that all of members push the
mistakes and evade the difficulties. Then Contradictions can not be solved and will result internal
friction. Separation of duties is not the separation of family. Division of duties must also be mutual
cooperation, complement each other. The principal leader and the secondary leader need to have a good
cooperative relationship. Both the secondary leader would also have a good cooperative relationship,
support each other indisputable right and mutual respect, does not make things difficult and not
defeating each other. They need to have a good relationship to the principal and play their acts well. This
enables optimization of the leading groups in the state have always been to play the leading head's
overall function.
The scientific division of labor must adjust follow the change. The right to select the leadership of
the division of labor is not fixed. After a certain period of time, it is necessary to re-adjust as needed.
The benefit that this redress is, first, to expand the work of deputy leadership contacts, broaden our
horizon, so that deputies have been more training posts and training to improve the level of their talent
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and abilities. Second, to prevent the secondary leader who has handled financial and material long-term
has used right to self-ownership, in its own patronage, abuse of power to seek personal interests and
then give rise to corruption. Third, balance some secondary leaders who were in a high position but have
little rights. So that the deputy ease of mind, give full play to its enthusiasm and dedication struggling.

3 Pull the Issue into Arms but Not Everything
The principal leader is the “head”. His responsibility is to guide the team and control the overall
situation. Pull the issue into arms not means pull everything [3] Pull the issue into arms means when
planning work or thinking about the problems, the principal should stand on the overall situation, be
good at grasping and resolve the main contradiction. Undertake the whole thing means the principal
leader deals with everything and uses his rights everywhere. The principal manage things which should
be in possession of a pipe from functional departments, agree something which should be the secondary
leader agreed, do things which should be secondary leader did. It would reversals the relationship
between lead and to be lead. Pull the issue into arms is handling overall. Undertake the whole thing
would be handled by the overall situation. Therefore, the principal must not take on everything overall,
but regardless of trivia and make important decision.
Pull the issue into arms but not everything means plan overall and grasp the overall situation. Plan
overall and grasp the overall situation is not only the principal leader’s main function, but also
prominent point in principal’s task. As an ancient saying goes, someone who does not think over the
overall situation can not think over a domain, while someone who does not think over many years can
not think over temporarily. That means no matter what level of the leader is in charge of, he must have
the overall in his chest, be good at starting from the overall situation, the overall situation of high
standing to address the overall, strategic and directional issues. Principal's special status decides that
only he think over the overall situation and grasp the overall situation, he can devise strategies within a
command tent, take a plateful of chess alive which belong to local department and area.
Pull the issue into arms but not everything means to discuss main event and catch main event.
Principal needs to put work in all aspects of organizations incorporated into the vision, not negligence or
oversight. But the case which takes more time and greater efforts to catch should be major event. We say
that have the overall situation in mind, not means a lot of things empty, it is closely linked with great
event. So-called great event, that is, have a dominant status in the overall situation. Some decisive and
crucial things are often urgent and difficult. “Get one-step would alive the overall, lose one-step would
lose all.” It is the hotspot that many concourse concern about and it is also the key to political stability.
In terms of principal, not the overall point of view, elections are not allowed on the event. If you can not
catch the main event, then the overall situation would become empty. While all things have to manage,
feel very busy, but achieve much more losses than gains. A good principal leader does not means that
how many things he did, but whether he is good at letting others do things and are willing to do. There
are two students of Confucius，one called Mi Zijian, the other called Wu Maqi. Both of them had ever
been the principal leader in a place named ShanFu. Mi Zijian played all the day even not go out of the
home. But he managed the place very well. Wu Maqi worked before the day break and came back at
midnight everyday. He also managed the place very well. Wu ask Mi why he can do that, Mi said, “I
mainly manage ShanFu by letting others do their work, while you mainly rely on yourself. Of course
you are very busy and I am very leisure.” Human called Mi “gentlemen”, and for Wu, “Though he
manage well, he did worse than Mi.” In other words, Wu has less understanding the art of leadership
than Mi. Leaders should be good at grasping the overall perspective of major events, such as to take into
account the objectives, development planning, which should be invent in a new year, personnel
arrangements, how to balance payments and so on. For some trivial things which unrelated to the overall
situation, the principal not need to worry about too much, he should put his main focus on catching great
event. Otherwise, it will be unable to extricate themselves from specific matters, as if a cat into a
psychedelic state, chasing its own tail movement endlessly until fall exhausted, finally understood the
absurd place to move around.
Pull the issue into arms but not everything needs to have advanced awareness. The characteristics
of today's society are changing fast and fast-paced. New situations and new problems are emerging. The
opportunities and challenges exist side by side with difficulties. In order to know whether a leader has a
view in overall situation and whether he is clever, not only to see him work in the near future be able to
seize the principal contradiction, effective decision-making, but also depend on the development and
changes of things, he predicted the ability of a strong lead in decision-making there. The U.S. president
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Wilson ever said, “I have a never endless work, that is planning the future.” The overall real things,
often is in advance of the current. As the development of ideas and long-term planning, prevention of
bias and so on, has a strong sense of the advance. This is the full meaning to reform and develop the
“global”. The more rapid development, the more awareness of the need to advance in order to be a rainy
day, “the overall situation,” only more vitality, more practical guidance. If the principal leader wants to
pull the issue into arms, he must have a strategic mind and sharp eyes. He must be good at thinking
ahead, taking a proactive approach to grasp the general trend, size up the situation in order to enhance
the predictability of work, measuring to enhance and advance the science of decision-making in order to
fulfill the leader’s responsibilities.
Pull the issue into arms needs to look at the issue from a high-level. As a principal, he has to stand
on one or two higher levels to look at the issue. Consider the issue of standing in this class sometimes
not comprehensive and can not open ideas. This will lead to deal with contradictions very difficult.
Global and local are relative terms. A region or a sector is overall situation but also a local in relation to
a higher level. Principal must know how to obey and serve the overall situation of the province and the
country, so that team members can put the whole sector and the overall relationships together, take the
sector work into the objective of the overall situation, and consistent with the requirements of the overall
situation. He must remember not to do things follow his own ideas and neglect policy act. This is not
allowed by the organizing principle and political discipline.
Pull the issue into arms but not everything means the principal leader should put his keystone on
“General” not on “soldiers”. Each level manage its lower lever is not only the principles of leadership,
but also the wisdom of the leadership. The principal leader manages the overall. He should focus on the
General, and let General manage the soldiers. If the leadership of the chief deputy in charge of crossing
directly to the grass-roots leadership of the instructions, the next order, assign a task, which will cause
passive deputy will not be generated to allow the chief deputy of the psychological tendency to trust that
this matter will inevitably affect the high frequency of team unity. The clever principal leader often
focuses on the use of “General”. He achieves their own “Pull the issue into arms” through letting the
secondary leaders handle their task themselves.

4 Do Things Manful but Not Opinionated
The principal leader’s role is guide or helmsman. As a leader in a company or a department,
standing high, see long and be good at planning should be the character of principal. Ability of making a
decision is the extrusive behave that the principal exhibit his diversified ability. A principal needs not
only scientific way of thinking, original insights, but also the need for strategic vision, courage and
decisive.
Do things manful but not opinionated needs to deal with urgent things calmly. The society is
complex and ever-changing. There are endless stream of contradictions. The principal leader in “handle”
would face many complex issues, and these issues are difficult problems[4]. It is unexpected and difficult
to predict in advance. When having a sudden, critical or difficult event, the principal should be calm,
calm face the reality. To deal with emergency cases, the wisdom of principal individuals is limited, and
the principal leader was at place with a draught. It would easily make the principal anxious and
impatient. In order to avoid thinking confusion, team members should be called to play the role of
collective leadership decision-making. Leaders through their own ideas, courage and ability to lead
everybody go ahead. He could lead every select good thing to do and good chance to catch, deal with
the problem carefully and decisively.
Do things manful but not opinionated, that is, deal with the hotspot calmly. The hotspot that formed
by a certain period of time or unit is the center of decision and the principal focus of contradictions, and
it is the most intractable problems for the principal leader. It makes the principal afford psychological
pressure and mental torture. The principal has a right decision in dealing with hot issues. The matter
must be deal with in calm. The chief must be a clear head to treat the hotspot. He needs to have a careful
analysis of the nature of the problem and trends to distinguish major point. The principal leader could
observe the hotspot which emerge from the lake in calm, and find solution to resolve the problem,
disappeared the contradictions in the invisible.
Do things manful but not opinionated. That is to deal with the fixed things flexibly. Principal in
leading the work, often encounter some risks of problems or conflicts of things. The principal leader has
very strong power. When the masses have grievance, they often come office with bad emotional to
discuss with principal leader how to deal with the problems. At this time, their talk may be radical and
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even sound harsh. Principal can not rely on his own power to compel as the conflict will only intensify
each other. The attitude and approach of facing grievances, not only in the person of chief of the mind,
character and mind, but also reflects the wisdom and ability. Deal with the fixed things flexibly is just
thing that the embodiment of wisdom and ability. Sometimes, a kind of action or a warm saying is more
effective than a hard-line in the executive order. Behind the grievances, there is precious trust hidden. If
the principal leader lost the confidence that all the issue would be finally resolve, the masses would not
to open their hearts and pour out grievances to the leader. Principal must be patient to listen to the
masses and find out their spiritual pulse, find out the disadvantages of the lesions and the crux of the
disease, take a new measure that deal with the fixed things flexible to solve the problem. This would
change people’s complain to happy, help resolve conflicts and solve problems, help with the cohesion of
forces, to promote harmony, but also to a fundamental resolution of grievances, reduce grievances.
Do things manful but not opinionated. It is necessary to overcome the subjective idealism. When
the principal leader fall across the issues especially major issues, he must have its own views and ideas
in order to grasp the direction of the decision-making to ensure that the correct decision-making.
However, to be assertive does not mean subjective. The principal leader needs to have a definite idea
and also should listen to other people's views. Principal should have a good democratic style of
decision-making. He should only bring forward question in general, not to set up frame and the tone. He
should ensure that team members “Say all their attitudes out.” The principal leader is not only to
seriously listens to different opinions, but also to improve the decision-making as opposed to the views
of the best reference. So that he would get good effect on leadership act that deal with the fixed things
flexible.
Do things manful but not opinionated is necessary to avoid the forced way off. Principal can not be
puzzled when there are many differences of opinion, and he also can not forced in making decision
when other leaders have different ideas. When the differences in decision-making are too large, the
principal leader should pause to make decision. He must find out an instead project. If the problem
really needs to be solved fast, they should also do more to explain and persuade. He should try his best
to make all members’ opportunity consciousness to the same level, and make their vision in looking at
the problem to a high level, reach the same intensity in work.

5 Do Things Appropriately but Not Offside
In leadership activities, each person has his own particular social position, main or sub, up or down.
To hold onto his place, that is, “put in place.” Deviated from his position is “offside.” “Offside” is the
first nomenclature of a full in soccer match[5]. It means that if one side of the fouls players offside, even
goals can not get points. Later, people put this concept into the field of leadership studies to describe the
phenomenon that someone those who deviate from the “self-centered”. For example, the principal
leaders departure from the “leader’s position” , or the secondary leaders departure from the “general’s
position”. So it can be seen that phenomena of “offside” in leadership has multidimensional point: First,
“offside” points to higher leader. For example, the secondary leader says the words that should be
spoken by the principal leader or do the things that should be taken by the leader. This will interfere with
the principal idea or policy deployment. Second, “offside” points to parallel. For example, the leader
says or does something that other leaders who has the same power with he should do. Third, “offside”
points to down. Higher-level leader interference matter which should belongs to the lower-level leader.
Downstream point of the “offside” is the principal leader of leadership in the implementation process of
the psychological methods of thinking and behavior on the blind spot. Therefore, can be “offside” or not
is very important for the principal leader. It can help the leaders raise the level of leadership and
leadership in order to fulfill the responsibilities to fulfill our mission.
Do things appropriately but not offside, it is necessary to give the secondary leader enough power
in order to let him fully perform their duties. Secondary leader is the assistant to the principal leader. He
is responsible for assisting the principal to take charge of the overall work and also be the top leader in
one or several specific work. Secondary leader is not only responsible for the principal leader, but also
be responsible for the department which he managed. If the secondary leader doesn’t have enough rights,
or his rights be intervened by the principal leader, secondary leader’s prestige will be lowered and the
department manager who in charge of the secondary leader will not listen to him, then the secondary
leader will not be able to perform their duties. The secondary leader can’t manage him department, and
the principal leader want to control but can not, work will inevitably “fall into the underground.” Under
such circumstances, the secondary leader can not pull his weight is in fact the “offside” of the chief
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caused. Therefore, a prominent principal leader should not deviate from the “coach” to interfere
“general” powers, so that deputies perform their duties to enjoy the full power. Something which should
be performed by the secondary leader, the principal leader should give them a free hand to implement.
Do things appropriately but not offside, it is necessary to give the secondary leader a stage that he
can fully act the leading actor. Some principals think that in the leading activities, they must play a
leading role, can not play a supporting role[6]. An area, a department or a unit of the principal leaders in
the leadership arena is the main character, is the core of the stage, is supporting deputy is the principal
contrast, it is beyond doubt. However, the leadership of the stage like a theater stage, it is not possible
that always the main characters, every plays is the protagonist. A supporting role in specific matches or
scenes can also account for the protagonist. In the leadership arena, the principal leader is not the
leading actor in the work which in charge of the secondary leader. Principal force in these areas would
be act as a protagonist. It is “offside” and replace. Once the principal offside to the scope of work which
should be managed by the secondary leader, he would be like a giant gyroscope, crazy circumrotate on
the work stage which should belong to the secondary leader. And the deputy can only give you local
place, look at your performances and comment. Therefore, the principal should respect the secondary
leader’s status, give him a stage to let him promote the good image of the protagonist. Give him a stage
that he can make decision. If the principal is willing to play a supporting role in the secondary leader’s
stage, the entire leading activities would be very satisfactory, like good plays one by one.
Do things appropriately but not offside, it is necessary to handle the relationship between the
decision-making layers and executive layers. Disjoin function of the decision-making layers and
executive layers are a principle that leadership activities must comply with. Principal locates in the
decision-making level, he manage other people. The secondary leaders locates in the executive layer,
they were managed by the principal. Principal should have been standing on the policy-making level,
Observation and thinking, and constantly make wise opinion, to become underling’s psychic bailment
and lean. But once the principal forget his responsibility of the decision-making as a “head”, offside to
the implementation layer, to wield the sword into battle, he would become a “daughter-in-law” that busy
all the day. He would have no time to relax and reflect. It also runs counter to the principals that the
division of responsibility and leadership at different levels of management, it would lead to the
implementation of the functions of deputy is not in place to play, the secondary leader would not bear a
department, unable to perform the duties and can not exert his wisdom. Therefore, a prominent principal
leader should follow his job’s request, holding the decision-making level, standing higher than others,
seeing farer and thing more deeply. Principal should be able to give ideas when something happens, be
good at centralize on the basis of centralize, conclude the pertinent conclusion from the opinions vary,
and then let secondary leader to be the “vanguard” to execute decision, himself to be off-board “coach”
or “referee” to ensure the correct decision carry out all-around.

6 Conclusion
Trust is a clever art that principal appoint secondary leader. Guan Zhong said, “Know somebody is
very good but not appoint them baffle the king to be a cock of the walk; appoint somebody but not trust
also baffle the king to be a cock of the walk.” He stressed that use and trust have the equal important
meaning. WeiZheng had ever say to Tang Taizong “Some kings appoint person great task, but do not
trust them; Do not fully trust will create doubts[7]; If person have doubts, he will only do small things, in
such a situation, you can not request them to consolidate career.” WeiZheng expatiated the reason very
profound that if you give somebody great task, you must trust him. Principal in the work should respect
and trust cadres, as a important precondition that stimulate persons and creativity of their work to catch,
through the confidence leading mode to fully mobilize enthusiasm of each person, enable them to deal
with the problem which limits of his functions and powers independently. If the principal always have a
suspicious attitude with lower, can not fully trust or a free hand to use, often directly intervene in the
affairs of the lower levels, it will hurt their self-esteem and self-confidence, so that they would have a
psychological reverse and centrifugal power, handle issues negative and wait for principal to decide
everything. In this way, leading activities would not begin. Of course, the full trust and courage to use
does not mean that the principal can be done absolutely nothing for underling, let them do anything. The
leadership will be affected by the loss. Wisdom of principal is trust but not indulge.
Trust but not indulge, it is necessary to put heart in rest but not give up responsibility. If the
principal not put his heart at rest to the secondary leader, there would be no trust. Trust of principal to
the secondary leader performance in many aspects, such as high trust of the secondary leader’s character,
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do not doubt that the feelings of their own secondary leaders is not sincere, do not doubt that secondary
leader do not work, do not doubt the deputy is not responsible for constructing team; Also such as high
trust of the secondary leader’s leading ability, believe that deputies would be capable of their own work,
believe a good deputy to carry out duties, believe that deputies can work in a creative manner. But put
heart in rest does not mean giving up the rights that leading the secondary leader. Put heart in rest is
principal’s sensation to the secondary leader, strengthen the leading power to the secondary leader are
the principal’s responsibilities, these two things are opposite unification, you should not get only one
side or forget one side. Through a clear objective, the secondary leader would try his best, afford his
responsibilities and exhibit his wisdom.
Trust but not indulge, it is necessary to instruct but not censure. Under normal situation, equip the
leading team often put someone whose ability stronger at principal’s position and put someone whose
ability weakly at the secondary leader’s positions. During the work, some principal would easily look
down on secondary leaders whose ability is weak, slightly unsatisfactory in the psychological exclusion
or resentment, especially when the secondary leader appeared mistakes, the principal would blame them.
If the principal leader always find secondary leader’s disadvantage to blame, not only exhibit that
principal leader blinkered, but also create a invisible obstacle between them, it would deteriorate
interpersonal relationships. When facing to the mistakes that secondary leader made during their work,
the principal leader can not be cynical, but also can not be taken lightly. Method of wisdom is, change
blame to instruct, use adequate gist and reasons to help secondary leader understand mistakes and
summarize experience or message. When the principal do these things, he should as far as possible
deputy leadership of the deputy in charge of the system, as well as direct subordinates, so that deputies
come to correct their own mistakes, and improve the ability to lead others. To do so not only can
increase the level of secondary leader’s leadership, but also to eliminate secondary leader’s connective
resentment and left a piece of gratitude. If principal can do this, when he wants to do something,
secondary leaders would try their best certainly.
Trust but not indulge, it is necessary to let go but not pamper. Let go, that is, the chief give a free
hand to deputy to think independently and work independently to solve problems. Do not random butt in
deputy’s work. If the deputy’s work does not contravene principals, principal should not be negative.
Principal should as far as possible with the advantages of deputies, by the capacity of each other,
superposition, all the members of team unity, working together to do a good job. Leading to the deputy
principal has full confidence in the leadership, principal deputy leadership and leadership will be a heart
to think that an effort to make, like the stars on the general pool arch around the principal, “Solomon
offer his wisdom, brave person offer his power, beneficent person offer his benefaction and trustful
person contribute his loyalty.” But principal leader can not indulgent. In order to prevent the secondary
leader do nothing or do anything, the principal must establish a monitor and control mechanisms. So that
deputies can be provided for duties, powers, scope, objectives within the initiative to do the work
accomplished in a responsible manner. It's like flying kite, the secondary leader can hover in the sky as a
kite, but the cord must be controlled in the principal’s hand.
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Abstract Top service enterprises are intensive in knowledge, complicate in management and highly
demanding in information transformation and knowledge sharing for their systems, hereby it is the core
to concern their technology and working flow. This paper proposes that it is the ensuring guarantee for
the successful system implementation when it is combined with the enterprise strategy, business process,
customer needs, The anthor designs the knowledge management system and analyze the knowledge
administration system of telp serviced enterprises .
Key words Top service enterprise; System of knowledge management; Explicit knowledge; Tacit
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1 Introduction
With economic growth, the markets for the service enterprises compete severely, so as for the top
service enterprise market share, it is urgent to smoothly develop them and react agilely for market
change. Due to the characteristics within the top service enterprises of being intensive in technology and
product knowledge, high quality in its staff while it is dynamic and professional in customers, it is
necessary to construct a perfect knowledge management system to deal with complicate knowledge
elements, large amount of information and complex management situation.

2 Designing the Knowledge Management System of the Top Service Enterprises
The main function of top service enterprise knowledge management system is to realize knowledge
share and application, and the information change into knowledge is the most important and
fundamental request in the system, whose design core is to construct a high-efficient access structure to
describe all concerned information concretely and conceptually, and according to certain standard to
extract, change, load, integrate and further refine, classify and store the information and knowledge
According to information transferring process and knowledge management procedure, the structure
of knowledge management system design in top service enterprises is as following Figure 1.
The service enterprise knowledge management system is base on the application and support of
technology and knowledge element between the mutual interchange, therefore it is necessary for the
construction of top service enterprise to include 4 aspects:
(1) Fundamental technique of knowledge management. It mainly includes the computer and
internet, the platform to support the collection, processing, storing, transferring and application of
knowledge for the top service enterprises, through which, the external information and internal
knowledge of enterprise will be integrated well.
(2) Software system of knowledge management. It is a synthetic system to realize knowledge
acquisition, storage, sharing and application, in which the explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge can
be interchanged mutually through the tools, such as culture management system, group pieces of
technology, search engine, expert system and knowledge database.
(3) Business process rebuilding and knowledge database constructing. It aims to make the
enterprise knowledge resource a more smooth and rational stream of knowledge within the knowledge
chain, and lets the staff contribute their knowledge, experience and specialty for enterprise while gaining
knowledge relevant to business. Besides, it can also re-organize the knowledge content of the enterprise
(scheme, strategy, and system and customer information) and its format, forming meaningful knowledge
cluster to be administered in different categories.
(4) Shared enterprise culture atmosphere. It aims to stimulate the employees’ participation in
knowledge share, enhancing knowledge transference.
The construction of the top service enterprise knowledge administrative system must be closely
combine with enterprise idea, enterprise strategy, enterprise organization, enterprise business, business
cost, product advantage and customer relation. Its design is a comprehensive project, differing from both
traditional business administration, the overlays of the information stream available and the reproduces
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of the enterprise culture form, conversely it calls for a specialized combination in all directions and the
multiple dimensions.
System of knowledge application

System of knowledge reorganization

System of knowledge
exploitation
Knowledge
Modal
database

System of knowledge
discovery and choice

Information
database
Information search engine

Knowledge
database

Information
database
Information search engine

Figure 1 The Knowledge Management System Structure for Top Service Enterprises

3 Realization of the Top Service Enterprise Knowledge Administration System
The top service enterprise knowledge administration system administrates integrate various
information data with the platform of advanced technology and network software, reaching the
interchange, effective application and creation of knowledge, according to the rebuild of business flow
and customer demands, with the common administrative channels as follows:
(1) Establishment of the goals and core of enterprise administration. In general, it is closely around
the following objectives: the establishment of existing knowledge resources system, effective
organization of existing knowledge, and transference into sources of system knowledge; continued
innovation of knowledge sources through the application learning and research of existing knowledge
resources; share knowledge source to form an awareness of culture and responsibility within the
enterprise, making every employee aware of his/her responsibility to share a variety of professions as
possible as they can and widespread the source of knowledge through staff, products and services;
establish capability evaluation system of scientific knowledge to stimulate and share the existence
knowledge; realize the value of knowledge, utilize and research the knowledge resources to be
successful. In accordance with the above, whose core strength of knowledge includes: research and
develop knowledge, service product knowledge, marketing knowledge, customer knowledge,
demonstrating unique singularities, and are consistent with its overall strategy and business objectives.
(2) Establishment of knowledge management organizations. Flat and flexible organizations may
result in agile and quick reaction capability. The establishment of knowledge management manager
(CKO) manages the knowledge creation, the use, the preservation, the transfer and the innovation to
ensure the safeguard for its smooth implementation; but the establishment of professional and part-time
job project team can further guarantee the knowledge application effect carrying on the inspection and
the appraisal to the knowledge management work.
(3) Determination a process for dominance technological knowledge. It requires to combine the
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core business technological process and dominance knowledge creation point, in which the employee
may apply IT to carry out the memory collecting, recording, arranging and storing in time, and spread it
through text, case and technological process .
(4) Promotion of the transformation of implicit knowledge. One of the core knowledge
management is to create interactive mechanism and platform for tacit knowledge and explicit
knowledge, so that tacit knowledge is expressed and translated into sharing knowledge of the
organization. There is a great deal of tacit knowledge within the top service enterprises, and for its
difficulty to explain in words and inextricable link of the owner, together with national conditions and
cultural traditions, it is decisive for the existence of obstacles in the process of conversion and sharing of
tacit knowledge. For top services business, strengthening the tacit knowledge conversion can be set up
by in-house project team, conducting team competition, selecting position expert; or associating with
customers outside the enterprise and communicate with other staff and customers to make tacit
Knowledge overt, maximizing the role and function of tacit knowledge.
(5) To improve knowledge sharing level making use of information platform. Knowledge and its
type are diverse, a large amount of the data being related to enterprise production management needs to
be preserved, transferred and dealt with the enterprise information system. The information door is
important platform in knowledge management system, the enterprise should define the knowledge in the
initial stage of constructing knowledge administrative system, to categorize the data of business
gradually under knowledge administrative system, to realize the knowledge conversion, apply and share
with the aid of management technique and information network coordination operation.
(6) Assessment of the effect of knowledge managing process. It aims mainly to estimate whether
the knowledge administration strategy has reached anticipated effect, whether there is the maximum
optimization concerning the combination of the core business technological process and knowledge, and
find out the advantages and disadvantages in the earlier stage practice, to establish the result measuring
standard, and then adjust the enterprise knowledge management plan according to the measuring
standard and result.

4 Conclusions
The designing of the top serves enterprise knowledge management system focuses on the conversion
between technology and knowledge, whose application emphasizes the conversion from tacit knowledge
to covert one, combining with the enterprise strategy, its business flow and the customers’ demand to
reach the prospect of knowledge application and the knowledge innovation.
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Abstract The theory of hyper cycle was proposed in 1970 by German scientist Egan (Manfred, Eigen),
which is called as the significant development in management philosophy. This paper analyses
systematically the three basic characteristics of university as metabolism, self-replication and systems
mutation, and then presents the corresponding three cycles of the development of university as reaction
cycle, catalytic cycle and hyper cycle based on the theory of hyper cycle. It also proposes strategic
innovation ideas from three aspects in university development based on the hyper cycle theory.
Key words Hyper cycle; Universities; Strategic innovation

1 Introduction

The theory of hyper cycle was proposed in 1970 by German scientist Egan (Manfred, Eigen) [1],
which is called as the significant development in management philosophy. The theory of hyper cycle
originated in the chemical evolution theory of the origin of life, which reveals there exists the law of the
hyper cycle in the development process of the complex systems. The hyper cycle is an advanced cycle,
which belongs to the third-level cycle and consists of a number of catalytic cycles, while the catalytic
cycle is a simple composition of the reaction cycle. The hyper cycle theory has been widely applied to
the other areas since it was proposed [2]. It especially inspires and promotes the whole development of
theory and practice in management. University system is a multi-element and multi-level artificial
system composed with teaching, research, management and service processes, which is in common with
artificial systems, such as purposiveness and controllability, which is an open system of nonlinear, far
from equilibrium and self-organization. Based on the hyper cycle theory, university system also has
markedly the hyper cycle character [3]. This paper will probe the strategic innovation in the development
of university.

2 Hyper Cycle Theory
The hyper cycle originated the theory of chemical evolution on the origin of life, which contains
more complete self-organization or general evolutionary mechanism. It is the view that living systems
have three major characters with mainly metabolic, self-replication and mutation, which are closely
linked with three different levels cycle including reaction cycle, catalytic cycle and the hyper cycle, as
shown in (Figure 1).
Reaction cycle
Catalytic cycle
Hyper cycle

Figure 1

Classification of Circulation

The hyper cycle theory suggests that among the three cycles, the simplest cycle is the reaction
cycle; the catalytic cycle is connected with the reaction cycle by a simple way. The coupling between
the catalytic cycle and cycle leads to the formation of the hyper cycle.
2.1 The reaction cycle
The reaction cycle is that such a reaction sequence in which a product in any step is a reactant of
the previous step. If S as a substrate, E as the enzyme, Es for the enzyme - substrate, Ep for the enzyme -
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product complex and P as the product ,it can be showed in Figure 2,which is self-regeneration on the
whole similar to the first character of living systems - the metabolism.

Figure 2

The Reaction Cycle

2.2 The catalytic cycle
The catalytic cycle is a secondary circular network formed by the connection of a number of the
reaction cycle. The formation of catalytic cycle has two conditions: First, the product in the reaction
cycle is not arbitrary, but a catalyst for catalysis, such as enzymes; second, more than a product cause to
form catalysis from the reaction cycles to other reaction cycles. As shown in Figure 3

Figure 3

The Catalytic Cycle

In Figure 3, S as substrate, E as catalysis. Each intermediate -Ei is derived from high-energy
substrate, which not only can command self-replication, but also generate catalysis for Ei +1. Catalytic
cycle is equivalent to the second character of living systems - self-replication.
2.3 The hyper cycle
The hyper cycle is the third level of the chemical reaction cycle that is constituted of coupling
together with the catalytic cycle in function, which is the cycle, formed by the loop. If I is on behalf of
the catalytic cycle, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 The Hyper Cycle
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Each element in the hyper cycle not only can reproduce itself, but also can provide catalysis to the
next element. The hyper cycle system can do not only self-regeneration, self-replication, but also
self-selection, self-optimization, which make to evolve the higher ordered state presenting a third
character of living systems - mutation. So that the system evolves to the diversity and complexity

3 The Catalytic Cycle and Hyper Cycle in University System
3.1 The catalytic cycle in university system
Each subsystem in university system interconnects to form catalytic cycle in the timeline; each
subsystem (the reaction cycle) at a certain stage provides experience, lessons and catalytic support for
the next stage of work. For example, the catalytic loop in research subsystem is internal succession and
internal innovation .Each scientific research work S forms based on accumulated scientific research
experience and scientific achievements, but the research will support catalytic E for the next stage ;
Students subsystems also form the catalytic cycle, in which student problems S have been solved in
practical work through constantly summed up experiences so as to improve the overall quality of the
students, and the results not only enrich our experience , but also may create much more deeper new
issues E in the new dimension, there is constant circulation like this. As shown in Figure 5

Figure 5 The Catalytic Cycle in University System

3.2 The hyper cycle in university system
The hyper cycle in university system is formed through coupling together various subsystems
(catalytic cycle) in function to provide catalytic support for each other. In Figure 6, R is on behalf of
research subsystem, L-logistics subsystem, T- teaching subsystem, S -the students subsystem, A - the
enrollment and employment subsystem。
On the basis of the selection and evaluation principle in the hyper cycle theory，each subsystem
coming into being the hyper cycle selects and evolves to stimulate the development of university
through both competition and collaboration .The research subsystem R and the enrollment and
employment subsystem A as an example, they are coupled together interdependently and mutually
constraining. On the one hand, competition exists between R and A which is manifested mainly in
college of human, material resources, financial resources and other resources, on the other hand, they
are each other’s "catalyst”. Scientific research capacity and core competitiveness of university are
proved to improve while R enhances which leads to increase A, A can appeal to high quality students,
but also can broaden employment channels and enhance the employment level to deliver more students
to the competitive workplace. So A provides intellectual support and partnership opportunities for R. A
enrolls excellent undergraduate, graduate and PhD Candidates to involve gradually or directly scientific
research for enhancing the R system in scientific research; those who assigned to the strong company
graduates are more likely to carry out scientific research with R, and further enhance the R systems.
From the above analysis, through coupling between R and A, they can be a catalyst to support each other
resulting to speeding up each other’s development in a higher level. Such a coupled modes in catalytic
cycle subsystem forms the competitive and cooperative hyper cycle, as shown in Figure 6, so as to
promote to a higher level develop of university system continuously and promote the university to move
forward.

Figure 6

The Hyper Cycle in University System
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4 Strategic Innovative Ideas in University Based on the Hyper Cycle Theory
4.1 Promotion of the open
Open is the premise of the existence and development of universities; university systems like other
systems will inevitably lead to the increase of entropy to disorder in a closed state [4]. Only open
university can exchange with the outside world for material, information and energy; such as
introducing high-level expertise, scientific educational ideology and scientific management method and
the valuable information; Only open university can absorb the negative entropy flow outside to offset
the internal entropy so that university system is non-equilibrium or far from equilibrium, which is the
external conditions to cause the orderly development of university system; Only open university can
output positive entropy to the outside world, for example, dismissing incompetent teachers, expelling
unqualified students, discarding outdated management methods. University reform in China proved that
only completely full all-round open the universities can contact better and exchange more information
for the outside world in order to survive better.
Open including both internally and externally open: the former requires to recycling use full of the
resources within the university system, step up communication and coordination among in various
functional departments, faculties ,departments, between teaching and research, between disciplines,
between cadres and the masses, among teachers, between teachers and students to rationalize the
relationship, reduce friction and increase internal energy. The latter requires exploiting domestic and
foreign education markets, to use of two educational resources promoting exchange with the outside
world for human resources, financial resources, material resources and information in order to absorb
the outstanding achievements in the environment, strengthen the interschool cooperation and
complement each other’s advantages and share resource. With the development of economic
globalization and educational internationalization, the university should step up the pace to go out,
increase and expand the degree of open to occupant a place in international educational activities to
widen more development space.
4.2 Intensity of the training of people oriented
Human resources are the first resources and the basic element of university system. The
fundamental task of universities is promoting the development of people, which is the fundamental
driving force of university development. Either the reaction cycle, the catalytic cycle or the hyper cycle
has to rely on human to promote, a triple loop will lose a fundamental driving force if no human.
Therefore, the people oriented strategy is the fundamental strategy for university development, which
requires through people-oriented promoting the comprehensive development. First of all, it emphasizes
the student-centered to promote the overall development, not only in the teaching process, but also in the
choice of education including study time, method and content. Maximize subjective consciousness of
the students to develop students character, independence, initiative and creativity and do a series of
reforms from educational ideology, teaching content and methods to management system; Second, it
stresses the teacher-centered, not only care about teachers, train teachers, respect teachers to make the
teachers play a leading role, but also create good conditions for teachers to grow and develop. For
achieving the development goals of universities, we must rely on the majority of teachers to have full
use of one’s faculties.
4.3 Cooperation with competition
Based on the selection and evaluation principle in the hyper cycle theory, moderate and reasonable
competition mechanism allows the system self-evaluation, self-selection, to select the superior and
eliminate the inferior and fully mobilize the enthusiasm of various elements. For the university system,
the reasonable and adequate competition can make the best use of everything and use one’s ability to the
full to create a dynamic mechanism.
Therefore, in employing system, university should be possible to create an open, fair and impartial
mechanism for selecting the best members through a competitive process. Besides, it should achieve the
open in following four aspects: positions, employment standards, employment system and competition
results to make the competent people stand out from the crowd. During the material purchasing of bid
inviting and bid, competition mechanism should be introduced .It decides the winner through public
performance, quality, purpose ,request , time schedule, qualifications, standards, based on the principle
of combining with expert assessment and leadership decisions ,democracy and centralism.
It should be noted that internal competition should be based on cooperation and be appropriate.
Because of excessive competition will cause the gap and information monopoly. In fact, any
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achievement of research and teaching in university requires team effort & cooperation between different
departments and different majors. Forming a lot of creative teams in this process is a significant signs to
enhance core competitiveness of universities. Therefore, it is necessary to establish appropriate internal
competition mechanism and teamwork to generate synergies of knowledge and maintain the vitality of
university.

5 Conclusions
The hyper cycle theory has been widely used in many other fields since it was proposed. University
as a multi-level complex artificial system not only has the distinctive character of living systems, but
significant character of the triple loop: the reaction cycle, the catalytic cycle and the hyper cycle.
Therefore, the university’s development must follow the law of hyper cycle to carry out innovative
strategy for promoting open, overcome the entropy, strengthen people-oriented, increase circulation,
cooperative competition and get win-win.
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Abstract This paper conducts the preliminary investigation of the basic current situations of teachers
in independent colleges in the sampling questionnaire survey method, and the data acquired uses Excel,
and SPSS for statistics and analysis. The results of data in survey indicate that teachers independent
colleges are young; they commonly have higher education; and they are under heavy workload and
psychological stress. It proposes to make the independent colleges become the fertile ground for growth
of teachers and scholars by deepening the construction of campus culture and precipitating the personal
culture of the independent colleges; he innovation of the paper is that it conducts the questionnaire
survey of the current situations of the teachers in the independent colleges and draws a conclusion from
the data.
Key words Independent colleges; Teachers; Survey report; SPSS

1 Introduction
The independent colleges have not been run for a long time, and the full-time teachers have
increased slowly. One part is the teachers of organizers and those recruited from outside, and the other
part is the teachers of system of appointment, who are mainly the students or postgraduate students just
having left universities.
The national assessment of undergraduate teaching started in 2004, and the “Assessment Index
System of Undergraduate Teaching” definitely provides the ratio of teachers to pupils of general
comprehensive universities should be between 18:1 and 16:1. In the overall background of university
enrollment expansion in consecutive years, the students grow rapidly, by contrast, The number of the
teachers in the independent colleges are few; the ratio of teachers to pupils has become the objectivity in
of independent colleges. For example, the ratio in some independent colleges has actually reached 32:1.
Obviously, in such environment, the teachers in the independent colleges face heavier teaching
tasks than teachers in other public institutions and work under heavier psychological pressure.
And is it really the case?
The authors conducted the questionnaire survey of the current psychological situations of teachers
in about 20 independent colleges, in the cities such as Zhuhai, Conghua, Huadu, Tianjin, Qingyuan,
Dalian and Shandong, in the sampling investigation method with several students from December, 2009
to 20th, June, 2010 for 7 months. The survey samples involve over 600 teachers, aging from 22 to 66.
The objectives of investigation aim to understand the current psychological situations and
characteristics of the teachers in the independent colleges currently, carry out the specific analysis of
data in survey, and discover the problems so as to cause thinking. It mainly adopts the anonymous
survey investigation and builds the website for investigating the anonymous interviewees logging in the
system. There are 18 items designed in the questionnaire contents with all multiple choices, and the
survey contents cover the aspects, such as age, gender, discipline and major, education, working years,
salary, professional title, plans of job hopping in short time ( or not), plans of further study( or not),
psychological sense of belonging in the independent colleges ( or not), relationship situation with
colleagues and superior-subordinate relationship, etc. with the survey scope of large, medium and small
cities.
The interviewees in the questionnaire survey are 629, leading to 628 effective questionnaires. The
youngest interviewee is 22, while the oldest is 68. In the effective questionnaires recycled, there are 562
interviewees aging from 22 to 35, 26 aging from 36 to 55 and 40 aging from 56 to 66, which have been
shown in the Figure 1 below:
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The Sample Age Distribution Map Involved in This Paper

Number of people
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Figure 1

When arranging the survey reports, we adopt the Excel and SPSS tools for statistics and acquire a
lot of statistical data; carry out the further researches on the relevant data, including the horizontal and
vertical comparison analysis of data with various characteristics.

2 Analysis of Current Situation Survey
2.1 General analysis
In 628 interviewees, there are 562 teachers aging below 35, accounting fro 89.5% of the overall
visiting capacity. So it can be seen that the young teachers are the main sources of the teachers in the
independent colleges. And there are 68 bachelors, 491 masters and 3 PhDs of them, indicating most of
them with higher education. 281 are lecturers or of professional titles above, and the average working
years in independent colleges are 2.8, which show that they haven’t worked for a long time in the
independent colleges and also the mobility of young teachers is greater.
2.2 Pressure source analysis of the young teachers
2.2.1 Pressure of teaching
Most young teachers are masters, lacking the systematic training of education teaching; when they
try hard to accomplish the teaching tasks according to the requirements, they need to accept the
necessary education skill training, such as Putonghua training, etc, making them feel various difficulties.
Besides, the students in the independent colleges have weak learning foundations, and lack motion; not
only the young teachers can not gain the expecting effects by investing more time and energy, but they
do need to spend double time and energy for class management. About a half of the young teachers of
the interviewees think “the reality is far from the ideal”, and they show extreme helplessness in
teaching.
2.2.2 Pressure of scientific research
The scientific research has always been one of the important functions in universities while the
teachers in colleges are the main force for scientific researches. Currently, the independent colleges
mainly focus on the teaching, and have not so many or higher requirements in scientific researches.
However, the promotion of professional titles relies on the scientific results to a large extent, and the
level of professional titles directly affects the income of teachers. So the teachers in the independent
colleges have to be engaged in heavy teaching work and also increase the attention and energy
investment in the scientific research.
In the interviewees aging below 35, 64.6% of the teachers think they can’t apply for the scientific
research item successfully since they are junior to others, with low professional titles and lack scientific
accumulations, a half of the interviewees feel physical and mental anxiety, more depression and
pressure.
Besides, analyzing from the scientific system and objectivity, the independent colleges are still
young, most of them need to rely on the reputation of the maternal schools, and the brands of the
independent colleges have not been solidly established. In such environment, they seem to stand alone
when independently applying for or bidding for the national, provincial and municipal scientific items.
2.2.3 Pressure of further study
In the interviewees, 73.8% of the young teachers choose to update their own knowledge by further
study to respond to the time of knowledge explosion and new science and technology everyday. It is
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reported that, in the PhD enrollment of Suzhou University in 2006, 1010 fought over 300 PhD
opportunities. [1]
And such continual further study will make the busy working and life of young teachers much
busier, making their psychological pressure heavy.
2.2.4 Influence of gender difference on pressure
In 628 survey samples, the ratio of men to women of the interviewees is generally 1:1, and we can
draw a conclusion from the question analysis of their questionnaires: in the independent colleges, the
female young teacher obviously feels more anxiety than male young teacher, and those who obviously
feel anxiety account for 28.5% of the females, and 21% of the males; those who obviously feel anxiety
in life account for 23.6% of the females and 18.3% of the males, which show that the females face more
pressure than males. In the females of teachers interviewed, several of them directly expressed the
pressure of adaptation-married pressure, and the crisis awareness resulted from the separation of
marriage period, etc.
2.2.5 Crisis of sense of belonging
In the effective 628 samples, 78.5% of them think they lack sense of belonging when working in
the independent colleges, which is greatly unexpected, of whom 70%-80% people think the workload is
too large and the salary is too low. Of these people, over 30% choose further study, close to 30% choose
to obtain civil service post or wait for opportunities to enter other public institutions while a small part
of people choose entrepreneurship.
And then we continue the face-to-face interview, the teachers interviewed mainly raised three
points of questions:
Firstly, salary problem. Most independent colleges are constructed by one or several teachers
through collection of money, and they lack the support of the government; considering the operation
costs, these teachers recruited may possibly face the possibility of dismissal at any time. They mainly
sign the one-year to three-year contracts; their salaries in the winter and summer vacation are lower, and
they can’t gain salaries of 13 months like the public universities. The social insurance, housing
accumulation funds and medical insurance payments in the contract period are implemented according
to the enterprise nature; while the public universities implement them according the public institutions.
By contrast, the “three types of money” paid by the public universities are obviously higher than those
of the independent colleges, bringing extremely huge psychological gap to most teachers in the
independent colleges. Seen from this point, the relationship between teachers and independent colleges
are basically temporary employment.
Secondly, national policy problem. The teachers in the independent colleges can’t enjoy the equal
treatment in the following aspects: national policy and recruitment system, teacher organization,
calculation of working and teaching years, evaluation of professional titles and continuation education,
etc., resulting in the lost of activeness of most young teachers in continuation work .
Third, problems resulted from the college management mechanism. Zhang of an independent
college interviewed said: “The College uses the elimination system for management and assessment of
the teachers, and the last of the comprehensive assessment of each semester will be eliminated and
dismissed.” The assessment elimination system involves the assessment and justification, etc., and the
implement of the mechanism brings unstable factors to the teachers recruited.
Establish scientific assessment system of teachers, improve the assessment and recruitment system,
use different assessment scales and methods to teachers of different disciplines and ages, figure out their
advantages and disadvantages; offer some constructive viewpoints and respect the fruit of labor. [4]
2.2.6 Current situations of the old teachers in the independent colleges
In the 628 samples, there are 40 aging from 55 to 66, most of who continue to work after retirement
from public universities. Most of them are optimistic and with higher professional titles; 29 are of
assistant high professional titles, account for 72.5% of them; 11 are of high professional titles,
accounting for 27.5%. 87.5% of them think the workload is heavy, and most of them think the workload
is heavier than that in the original units of public universities.

3 Conclusions
3.1 Sample summary
To the 628 effective samples, it is reflected that the age structure of teachers in the independent
colleges is of the young type; most of the teachers are young; and the colleges lack the prime associate
professors, professors and double-teacher type talents aging from 35 to 55. All parties should pay
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attention to the heavy teaching, scientific research and continuation further study pressure of teachers in
the independent colleges. And we do suggest offering concern, support and encouragement to them. The
main reasons why the teachers lack the sense of belonging are that the stability of teachers is not strong
and the working years are not long.
The paper is only limited in the 628 samples having effectively accomplished the questionnaire
survey, but can’t be on behalf of the overall objectivity of the independent colleges.
3.2 Suggestions
3.2.1 Precipitate the culture of the independent colleges
The independent colleges have the more flexible mechanism than the public universities, and have
greater autonomy in talent introduction; the key problem is to grasp the construction of system well, and
create a good policy and work environment for the teachers and staffs.
Although there are still obvious differences between the public universities and independent colleges in
the policies related to the teachers, with the gradual promotion of the social recruitment system, the
differences of staff use of the public universities and civil colleges will be gradually reduced. In order to
retain talents, not only the colleges need to transform the environment, but also adjust the policies,
improve the treatment of talents in various ways, specify the incentive mechanism, improve security
system, and increase welfares of teachers[2] according to the current market value regulars, offering the
teachers sense of belonging at home. Only by this, the excellent teachers can be retained and work at
ease, setting their mind at rest and with all their heart.
3.2.2 Take actions at suitable time and local circumstances
Applied-type academic core teachers are the core force of the disciplinary construction of
universities and the core strength of teaching for the independent colleges to bring up advanced
applied-type professional talents; excellent young teachers are the future of construction of the
independent colleges. Therefore, the training of excellent young teachers should become an important
task for the construction and development of the independent colleges[2], and be adhered to for a long
time.
Combine the introduction and training, and transform from the extensional to intrinsic development
model[3], which is not only conducive to the stability of teachers, but also forms the situation of letting a
hundred schools of thought strive, and the construction and form of the good teaching style.
3.2.3 Emancipate the mind and innovate to use the talents
“The swift horse is common while the good judge is not” fully shows that the growth of a talent
needs to be discovered by the “good judge”. Fully playing the role of oneself can lay solid foundation
for the further development of the independent colleges and bring more opportunities for success for the
development of personal academic life. And the college needs to find out the teachers with talent and
personality with cleaner eyesight and ask them to study the fields of expertise to strive for more light
spots.
In addition, the independent colleges also can try to walk the paths with their own characteristics,
besides relying upon the superior resources, they can make use of the flexible mechanism to introduce
richer resources, and even pass the parent institutions and advance bravely. It might not be done in one
single day, but we can try it.
In a word, moderately relaxing atmosphere of universities is conducive to the growth of
scholar-type teachers. When constructing the harmonious campus culture, the following aspects should
be done: reduce the psychological load of teachers properly, grasp the development opportunities at
present, innovate to use the talents, take actions at suitable time and local circumstances, and create the
situation of letting a hundred schools of thought strive so as to welcome the more brilliant spring for the
development of the independent colleges.
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Abstract Independent colleges, a new educational institution, have made outstanding contributions in
the aspects of popularized higher education. It still remains some problems in their administration after
more than a decade of development. The paper selects the literature study and the survey research. It
proposes three stages in the development of independent colleges, from the different policy levels. We
find the problems such as unfair competition, capital shortages, high management fees, low enrollment
and weak teaching team exist in independent colleges through the analysis. It constructs models to solve
the above problems. Therefore, this paper researches the following conclusions. Independent colleges
urgently call for reform and innovation from policy levels to achieve sustainable development and the
key to the major policy innovation is to optimize educational legislation, bank loans, fiscal, subsidies,
tax relief, self-management, educational engineering and staffing level.
Key words Independent colleges; Problems; Policy proposals; Sustainable development

1 Introduction
Independent Colleges emerged along with popularization of higher education in China. As an
experimental higher education, it emerged coupled with a new mechanism, a new model, which has
been argued in our society for more than 10 years. During this period, its appellation was changed from
Private Secondary School to Independent College. However, Owner’s property also was changed from
public to public and private mix, and then to private. So far, the number of independent colleges is 318
and the total number of students is nearly 200 and more than undergraduate students among independent
college is 170 million, it accounts for 80% of the total number of students in private higher learning
institutions.
Specifically, independent colleges developing have passed through three stages from the aspect of
policy level (as shown in figure 1).
Wait-and-see Phase
Developing
Stages

Recognition Phase

Problem in Operation

Normalized Phase
Policy level
Figure 1

Stages of Independent College Developing

1.1 Wait-and-see phase (1998-2002)
During this period, Jiangsu and Zhejiang provinces took the lead to attract social forces, use bank
loans to set up private secondary colleges as a pilot with an independent legal entity, independent
accounting financially. Afterwards secondary colleges, a kind of special expansion form of higher
education, have developed to the coastal cities and provinces. Secondary colleges solved the
contradiction between supply and demand of higher education effectively, which determined the central
leaders’ basic judgment, that is, the mode of private secondary colleges has shown a lot of advantages. If
well guided, it is likely to be a new approach to develop national higher education rapidly and
effectively.
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1.2 Recognition phase
In this period, the Ministry of Education issued Views on Standards of Enhancing Public
Universities Trying to Use New Mechanisms and Modalities to Building and Managing Independent
Colleges. The opinion named Independent College, and clearly defined a private mechanism for all the
independent colleges, which should have a separate campus, basic teaching facilities, independent
teaching organization and management, enrolling on their own, awarding diploma, carrying on financial
accounting, a legal entity, and undertaking civil liability independently .
1.3 Normalized phase （2008—）
This phase was marked by the No.26 Decree on February 22, 2008, that is, Setup and
Administration of Independent Colleges, which defined the independent colleges as the importance part
of private higher education, the administrative responsibilities of the Ministry of Education and
provincial education administrative departments, established standards and operational conditions of
independent colleges, the intangible assets of universities included to the total investment, the
requirements of property rights, internal management systems and institutional arrangements, students’
rights, political parties and other organizations and the responsibility of maintaining security and
stability. The introduction of the decree indicated that rapid expansion of Independent College ended,
whereas the future orientation is to improve the quality of education.
From the development process of independent colleges, their existence has far-reaching
significance. Firstly, it was the inevitable result of reform and opening up. Secondly, it solved the
contradiction of supply and demand of higher education popularizing in China. Thirdly, it was good to
create a competitive mechanism of higher education. Fourthly, it helped our country to make good use
of private capital to established colleges.

2 Problems
Based on the problems existed in the running of independent colleges, the first issue was mainly
discussed whether to support the development of independent colleges. The answer was yes. Before
getting the support from the policy, we should focus on the problem at first (as shown in figure 2).
2.1 Unfairness in social environment
The competition was unfair in social environment. Government officials at all level especially for
educational administration officials usually paid more attention to public universities. However, they
treated private colleges as the solution to conquer the deficiency of higher education popularizing.
Consequently, it leaded to split up educational resources. Besides, it brought so many barriers and
limitations on information, teachers, students and cash flows in independent colleges.
2.2 Capital shortage and high educational cost
The capital has been supported by bank loans at early stage since independent colleges founded.
Now is the peak of repayment while ministry of education issued Setup and Administration of
Independent Colleges in additional so that the expansion was prohibited. In case the enrollment was
declining, the total tuition would decrease to bring about repaying crisis. Therefore, the owner of the
independent college didn’t have enough funs to improve operating conditions up to higher educational
standard in five years set by ministry of education.
2.3 High management fee and constrains
Due to the constraints, the implementation of No.26 Decree lacked of external support. For
instance, how to guarantee both water supply and power supply? How to ensure the safety of school
environment? In particular, how to urge the parent university to cancel the higher management fees paid
by independent colleges, etc.
2.4 Low enrollment and educational resource wasted
High fees and low rate of reporting resulted in a waste of educational resources and also difficult
adjustment. From the Chinese Evaluation Report of Private University in 2008, the tuition of
independent colleges was about twice than that of public colleges. Further, the tuition fee reached to the
highest at independent colleges in Guangdong. Because of high tuition fees beyond the ability of some
families, some candidates can not apply for Independent Colleges; because of the current college
entrance examination system and enrollment, the quality of student were not as good as public schools.
Consequently, the rate of enrollment was decreasing and students who have enrolled were unstable.
According to general measure, independent college enrollment was less than 85% in Guangdong. It
caused that many colleges can’t base on recruiting plan to arrange schoolhouse and teachers. If so, that
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resulted in uncontrolled waste of educational resources.
Unfairness in Social Environment

Capital Shortage, High Educational Cost

Problem in Operation

High Management Fee and Constrains

Low Enrollment, Educational Resource Wasted

Solve the
Problems

Policy Level

Unstable Faculties
Figure 2 Problems in Operation of Independent colleges

2.5 Unstable faculties
Independent college indeiin faculties can’t form the rational structure and research team. Faculties
were made up of two groups in independent colleges, one was retired teachers from public colleges, and
the other was graduate students who have got master degree to search for the first job. However,
middle-aged faculties were few so that teacher structure was like a dumbbell and lacks of
communication. Furthermore, most young faculties didn’t see this position as their life-long career but a
temporary springboard. Therefore, teaching team was unstable so that it was difficult to guarantee the
teaching quality. In scientific research, young faculties, absent-minded, with heavy task in lecturing,
weren’t active to consider the research field and undertake the research project, while retired faculties
were too old to be permitted to apply research projects. Such current situation in dependent colleges
undermined the basic function of universities to the extreme.

3 Proposals on Sustainable Development of Independent Colleges
3.1 Education legislation policy
Improve educational legislation to create fair social competition and marketing competition. The
core guiding ideology of Setup and Administration of Independent Colleges is to support actively, to
standardize administration, to reform and innovate. Zhou Ji, the former minister of education, said the
three principles like excellent, independence and non-governmental in independent colleges should be
emphasized in new situation. Firstly, it is proposed from the legislative policy to broaden the levels of
Independent Colleges in order to attract high-quality educational resources put into use of developing
independent colleges (as shown in figure 3). Secondly, add the legislation on property preservation and
capital appreciation in order to secure legal status and institutional independence of independent
colleges. Thirdly, permit independent colleges to select different operating mechanism and management
system corresponding with their private property. Fourthly, change the way of both college entrance
examination system and enrollment and allow independent colleges enroll students in the same period of
other public colleges. Finally, give fiscal subsidy to students’ tuition fee in independent colleges in order
to enjoy the fairness as the students in public colleges.
3.2 Bank loan policy
Expand bank loans to strengthen the foundation of development and improve the potential.
Confronting with the repayment of independent colleges, banks should consider the current situation and
permit extension and enlarged access policy like SEMs so that independent colleges insure sufficient
capital investment to make construction at critical time. In this way, the facilities can reach to the
requirement of ministry of education in order to get competitive advantage.
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Education Legislation Policy
Bank loan Policy
Financial Support Policy
Solve the
Problems

Tax Concessions Policy
Self-managing Policy

Sustainable
Development
Independent
Colleges

Educational Engineering Policy
Staffing Level Policy

Policy Level
Figure 3

Proposals on Sustainable Development

3.3 Financial support policy
Establish various specialized fund by financial support policy. Independent colleges with the nature
of educational business are the major platform to cultivate talents for the whole country. Yet, to build
this platform need academic laboratory, the base of professional practice, various quality engineering as
public colleges. Since the national financial have imposed taxes on the income of independent colleges,
it is considered that part of taxes can be put into use of independent college developing. Therefore, the
best way is to build the specialized fund which can be applied by both independent colleges and public
colleges. On this account, it will give the strong support to independent colleges from fiscal policy.
3.4 Tax concessions policy
Relief taxes appropriately to support independent colleges serving the local economy and
improving the strength of scientific research. Independent colleges are good institutions to serve
regional economy. If the policy can relief the taxes of horizontal projects from independent colleges like
public colleges. Consequently, it motivates the enthusiasm of faculties researching at independent
colleges and also drives the development of local economy to some extent.
3.5 Self-managing policy
Permit their financial domination and define parent university can’t collect high management fee
from independent colleges. Setup and Administration of Independent Colleges has already pointed out
that intangible assets must be put on the list of total school revenues. However, most universities still
take charge of high management fee, 20% or 40% of total revenues. Therefore, fiscal policy should
make clear that parent universities are obliged to collect the consultant fees based on intangible assets of
independent colleges not the management fee to guarantee enough funds for their sustainable
development.
3.6 Educational engineering policy
Establish the national education project for independent colleges. Public colleges was put into the
engineering of national education project, such as 211 Project and 985 Project, which didn’t take in
independent colleges according to educational policy. It caused by the following reasons. First of all,
independent colleges can’t get government subsidies in the foreseeable period of time. Then tuitions are
considerably higher than public universities, which lead to lose the advantages of students’ enrollment.
Further existing infrastructure, research condition and team building fall behind public universities.
Moreover, the educational level of independent colleges is much lower than that of public universities.
Summing up the reasons, educational engineering policy must be established as a separate project
named Demonstration Projects of Independent Colleges, which will be extremely beneficial to entire
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higher education and also help independent colleges to absorb high-quality educational resources.
3.7 Staffing level policy
Make staffing level policy to stabilize the teaching team in independent colleges. To achieve
sustainable development, one of the greatest problems is unstable teaching team which is hard to
guarantee teaching quality in independent colleges. Despite so many constrains, like social attitudes,
employment awareness, barriers in job evaluation and work intensity affecting the stability of faculties,
but the biggest constrain is worried about their retirement pay and college surviving issue. The staffing
level policy is a good way to give them the same staffing level as faculties in public colleges so that they
can get the equal treatment after their retirement. Besides, they can flow to other colleges so as to
continue their teaching career if independent colleges bankrupt. In that case, it will form a stable
teaching team in dependent colleges for a long time like public colleges.

4 Conclusions
Independent colleges solve the contradiction of popularizing higher education, but the policy
reform has not kept up the pace with the development of independent colleges. The main problems have
been shown as follows. Competition isn’t unfair restricted by the social environment; educational costs
are rising, coupled with the repayment leading to the shortage of school funds; high management fees
and constrains are increasing; high tuitions and low enrollment result in a waste of educational resources;
faculties can’t form stable teaching research teams. The root of the above problem is that political
system and policies can’t meet the demand of independent colleges developing. Therefore, the policies
are proposed to achieve the sustainable development of independent colleges. (1) Improve educational
legislation to create fair social competition and marketing competition. (2) Expand bank loans to
strengthen the foundation of development and improve the potential. (3)Establish various specialized
fund by financial support policy. (4)Relief taxes appropriately to support independent colleges serving
the local economy and improving the strength of scientific research. (5) Permit their financial
domination and define parent university can’t collect high management fee from independent colleges.
(6) Establish the national education project for independent colleges. (7) Make staffing level policy to
stabilize the teaching team in independent colleges.
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Abstract The training patterns of applied talents are transforming gradually from theoretical
discussion to practice in many independent colleges. According to the characteristics of students and the
practical training experiences in some independent colleges, this paper divides the applied talents into
two categories via using the classification theory, which are market-oriented talents and major promoted
ones, And the paper proposes the principle, standard, training objective, implementing processes and
basic procedures for classified education.
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1 Introduction
The rapid development of Independent colleges lays a good foundation for the transition of elite
education to mass education. But with the enrollment expansion, there are growing disparity of
matriculate quality and structure between independent colleges and public schools. Generally speaking,
students in independent colleges present a diversity and gradation in educational level and knowledge
structure, thus leading to the diverse demands in study and development. Therefore, what training
pattern should we adopt to arouse the learning enthusiasm of students, to improve the students’
acquisition of knowledge and abilities, and to train the qualified applied talents? This is a significant
topic the independent college is faced with.
Through substantial investigation, our research group puts forward a classified Training Pattern for
applied talents in independent colleges. The applied talents, different from academic ones, are those with
professional knowledge as well as skills and can transform research achievements to actual productivity
to create social wealthy. Based on the disparate function, the applied talents can be divided into
engineering-oriented type, technique-oriented type and skilled one [1]; based on the knowledge and skills
the applied talents acquired, another three types can be formed including skilled talents at the basic level,
knowledgeable-based talents at the middle level and innovative talents at the high level [2]. Given that
talents training is a dynamic and changing process, the talents training are not only required to take the
general regularity of education into consideration, but also to take the students’ demands and subjective
desire into account. As for this, we divide the applied talents in independent colleges into two types—
market-oriented ones and major promoted talents.

2 The Definition of Talents Type and Training Objectives
2.1 The orientation of talents type
The target location of the market-oriented requires the talents to be equipped with basic knowledge,
theories and skills corresponding to the specialized field, to have a mastery over relevant new
knowledge, techniques and craftwork, to possess strong operational capacity as well as the ability to
analyze and solve practical problems, and to be furnished with broad vision, organizing and managing
capacity.
The major promoted talents are those with the target location who have a solid grasp of the
profound fundamental and professional knowledge, who are equipped with comprehensive qualities and
integrated vocational abilities to undertake the professional practice, and who possess innovative ability
and delayed developmental potential. The talents belonging to this group could either enjoy a further
education in a higher level school or directly enter into the enterprises to undertake first-line
management, planning and elementary counseling.
The paper is supported by Ministry of Education’s “Eleventh Five-Year Program” project (No. FIB070335-BI-08)
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2.2 The connotation of talents
The two types of talents differ in education field, aim, guidance, content, similar type, resource and
training manner. These differences are shown in Table 1.
Education Field
Education Aim
Education Guidance
Education Content
Similar Type
Education Resource
Training Pattern

Table 1 The Connotation of the Two Talent Types
Marketing Applied Talents
Major Promoted Talents
mass education
elite education
normal employment
special employment or further study
catering to the market demand
students’ career goal as guidance
theory teaching (fifty percent) &
theory teaching (seventy percent) &
practical teaching (fifty percent)
practical teaching (thirty percent)
operational talents, skilled talents, technical planning talents, counseling talents
talents
engineering talents, researching talents
normal educational resource
special resource
group training
individual training（advisor system）

2.3 The training objectives of the talents
The training objectives refer to the general provisions of the culturists on the talents’ quality and
standard and it can be expressed in many ways [3]. This paper will expound the training objectives
through the description of the targeted post of the professional talents. Taking the students from the
department of economics & management in independent colleges as an example, the specific training
objectives of the two types of talents are shown in the following Table 2 and Table 3.
Table 2 Training Objectives of Major Promoted Talents
The 1st training objective
The 2ed training objective
Training postgraduate for relevant
Training managers for small and
Business Administration
specialty
medium-sized enterprises
Training postgraduate for relevant
Electronic Commerce
Training self-employed talents
specialty
Training postgraduate for relevant
Training marketing manager, strategy planners
Marketing
specialty
and project managers
Training postgraduate for relevant
Information management
Training project supervisors
specialty
Training postgraduate for relevant
Training Accountants and Certified Public
Accounting
specialty
Accountants
Training postgraduate for relevant
Training financial managers for small and
Financial management
specialty
medium-sized enterprises
Training postgraduate for relevant
Training logistics managers and project
Logistics management
specialty
managers
Training postgraduate for relevant
International trade
Training brokers and custom clerks
specialty
Notes：take the department of economics & management in Wuhan University of Technology Huaxia college for
instance.
Major

Table 3 Training Objectives of Market-oriented Applied Talents
Major
Training Objectives
Business Administration
Junior managers, normal employees
Electronic Commerce
Websites developers, network managers, Website maintenance engineers
Marketing
Salesman, planners, marketing specialist
Information management
system maintenance and development talents
Accounting
Accountants, cashiers and staff auditors
Financial management
Financial Analysts, auditors
Logistics management
Logistics operators, Junior managers
International trade
Internal and foreign traders, declarants, Documents Operators
Notes：take the department of economics & management in Wuhan University of Technology Huaxia college for
instance.

3 The Principle and Standard for Classified Training
3.1 The basic principles
The basic principles for classified training of applied talents in independent colleges are meeting
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the demands, scientific orientation, classified training and teaching students according to their aptitude.
Meeting the demands means that we, based on the analysis of market demand for talents, establish
relevant majors and choose majors strictly in accordance with students’ individual as well as their
parents’ desires to realize talent distribution training and finally to achieve the effect of bringing into full
play each one's ability and making the best possible use of talent.
Scientific orientation means we, based on the students’ individual and social demands, formulate
different training objectives and training plans for different majors and different types of talents in a
scientific manner. Meanwhile, we should optimize teaching resources to ensure the smooth realization
of training objectives and plans.
Classified training is concerned with how to implement our objectives and plans, including framing
and carrying out various kinds of training plans in accord with major class and major field on the basis
of major construction planning. In the meanwhile, through the formulation and implementation of
detailed schemes of training pattern, curriculum system, curriculum content, educational resources and
evaluation system, we can ensure the ordered and coordinated proceeding of various goals of the
classified training.
Teaching students according to their aptitude is an important means of classified training. It
requests the teachers to conduct discriminatory instruction with a definite purpose in mind via taking
students’ practical situation and individual difference into consideration. Only by doing this, can the
students develop their favorable factors and minimize unfavorable ones so as to achieve excellence.
Meanwhile, it has higher requirements on teachers’ knowledge and ability.
3.2 The overall standard of classified training
In general, the standard for classified training is on the basis of disparity and classified orientation.
It identifies the learning goal of the closest development area geared to students’ actual situation by
examining and considering the students’ psychological demand. In the meantime, the standard is not an
absolute and exclusive one. It must be combined with the ideological work and it is neither the study
bounds nor the criteria for talents. Therefore, reasonable classification criteria should be based on facts
and data as well as on transformation and development. When at the stage of enrolling new students, the
grades are a kind of standard; after students’ entry into the school, the scores of various tests and
examination are another kind of standard; at the end of the sixth term, the various data of the past six
terms is also a kind of standard. Good standard affects directly the teaching effect and efficiency of
school operating. In addition, it is critical to the smooth execution of classified teaching of public course,
basic course and specialized core course.
3.3 The detailed standards of classified training
The main methods of classified training in independent colleges consist of classified enrollment,
classified teaching, classified training, which are the three stages of systematic engineering. The
classified enrollment is a fundamental stage of classified training, while the classified teaching is a
planning and demonstrative stage of classified training, responsible for the reasonable allocation of
faculty and planning of teaching resources. The classified training is the operation stage.
The classified training reform in education and teaching is based on the overall experimentation of
quality education to design the training pattern according to the individual student’s characteristics so as
to enhance the teaching quality, to bring students’ advantages into full play and to develop students’
ability of social practice and innovation. The classified training includes four layers as shown in Figure
1:
Classification of enrollment

Classification of majors

Classified training

Classification of types of talents

Classification of major fields

Figure 1 The Four Layers of Classified Training

According to the classified layers, the detailed standards of classified training are shown in Table 4:
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Table 4

The Detailed Standards of Classified Training
Standards
Types
Grades, professional tendency,
Ordinary profession, specified profession,
career intention
learning-oriented advancement
Business Administration, Marketing, Logistics
Classification of
Grades, professional test, career
management, Accounting, Electronic Commerce
majors
intention
and so on
Market demand for talents,
Classification of
Market-oriented applied talents, major promoted
individual vocational planning,
talents types
talents
overall evaluation
For example, the major of Marketing divided
Classification of major
profession, post
into Automobile Marketing, Drug Marketing,
fields
Real Estate Marketing and the like
Notes：take the department of economics and management in Wuhan University of Technology Huaxia college for
instance.
Classified layers
Classification of
enrollment

4 The Implementation of Processes and Basic Procedures
4.1 The implementation process of classified training
The classified training is systematic engineering and it takes four years to complete. In the process
of enrollment, we should disseminate the fundamental concept and plan of classified training and make
an overall control by recruiting students according to the basic categories and each department. After
students’ entry into the school, a series of tests and examinations are to be conducted to classify them. At
the end of the sixth term, based on individual intension and market demands for talents, the students
choose major fields. The process is displayed in Figure 2.
Enrolling students by basic categories and departments

Enrolling students by major

Enrolling students by types of talents

Classified standard

Market-oriented applied talents

Major promoted talents

Grouped by major field

Grouped by major field

Postgraduate

Get employed according to major fields

Figure 2 The Implementing Processes of Classified Training

Among the whole process, the third stage is on the basis of the classification of majors. By
evaluating holistically students’ actual culture base, quality potential, interest and strong points and
consulting the social demands for talents and individual planning for vocation, the students are grouped
into two types——market-oriented applied talents and major promoted talents. In this paper, the
market-oriented applied students and part of major promoted students can be called working type. That
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is to say their first aim after graduation is to get a job. The rest part of major promoted students can be
called studying type. That is to say their first aim after graduation is to obtain a chance for further study
and their second aim is to be employed according to their objective post.
4.2 The basic procedures of classified training
(1) Classifying scientifically by students’ individual difference
The student candidates differ greatly in many aspects, so we must classify talents’ aim to various
types and transfer ultimately the differences of culture base and knowledge structure to the strength of
professional skills and major specialty.
(2)Making classified teaching plan based on target orientation
Different teaching plans are to be formulated corresponding to different training objectives. At the
same time, Adjusting timely the teaching plan during the process of training contributes to carry out
persistently the principle of fitting to use, enough to use and practical to use. To be specific, the teaching
plan of public course should embody students’ overall knowledge of the course contents. In other words,
the students are not classified by the quantity of studying points, but by the difficulty and depth of the
key studying points. The basic and specialized courses should be taught in a modularized system. That
means the students of different majors and types can choose corresponding modules to study to achieve
the basic requirements of talents training within the major field.
(3) Carrying out teaching according to students’ characteristics
In the process of teaching, teachers should adjust themselves to students with different culture base
and receptivity. Teachers should make an informed choice on teaching contents’ difficulty and depth
with referring to students’ study ability and interest. For example, for market-oriented applied training,
integrated teaching should be mainly adopted. That requires the integration of professional theory course,
the integration of teaching content and skill training, the integration of theory teaching field and practice
field, and the integration of completed test of professional course and skill grade tests.
(4) Classified evaluation on the training results
For a certain course, different types of students have different study emphasis and requirements, so
we should not adopt the same standard to evaluate them. In view of evaluation’s incitement and
orientation functions, two examination papers can be designed for one course to have different
requirements. The proportion of theory and practice courses in two training plans is different, so the
weighing results of the two course scores determine whether the student is qualified or not. In a word,
we should take full advantage of evaluation’s incitement and orientation functions in this sector [4].

5 Conclusions
The students in independent colleges mainly characterize by well-off family background,
professional advantages and strong comprehensive ability. According to this characteristics, this paper
proposes the classified training patterns for the applied talents in independent colleges, the core of which
is to divide applied talents into two types: market-oriented applied type and major promoted type. Then
the paper defines the two types of applied talents and expounds the respective training aims. As regard
to implementing process, the classified standards of four levels: enrollment classification, major
classification, types of talents and major field classification. Based on this, we design the implementing
processes of classified training and focus on the basic procedures of classified training including
classifying scientifically by students’ individual differences, making classified teaching plans based on
target orientation, carrying out teaching according to students’ characteristics and classified evaluation
on training results.
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Succession during Economical Transition Period: An Empirical
Study in Zhejiang Province of China2
Yu Xiangqian
School of Business, Wenzhou University, Wenzhou, Zhejiang, P.R.China, 325035
（E-mail: xiagnqian@wzu.edu.cn）
Abstract Successful intergenerational succession is the key to continuous development of family
businesses. To study family business succession, a total of 412 family businesses in Zhejiang province
have been investigated. According to the survey data, it can be found that family businesses show
several characteristics: Educational levels of family business owners have significantly improve; power
transfer of family enterprises among generations will peak in the next 5th or 10th years, etc. With regard
to factors influencing successful handover of family businesses, most business owners consider
qualifications of successors as the key. Besides, they highlight the importance of changing management
methods in different times. To promote successful succession and sustainable development of family
businesses, it is necessary to adopt some measures such as building new management teams in the
family business, establish credit evaluation mechanism for enterprises and professional managers, finish
holistic inheritance of family business property through “monetary value distribution method”, impose
laws and regulations on estate tax; and enhancing the comprehensive competitiveness of successors.
Key words: Economic transition; Family Business; Succession; Sustainable Growth

1 Introduction
Sustained economic growth in Zhejiang over the past three decades can be attributed to regional
preemptive advantages in reform, i.e. the rise and rapid development of private economy, and leading
systems and mechanisms. Zhejiang’s private enterprises, the main part of private economy, mostly exist
in the form of family businesses. However, at present, most family businesses are still controlled by the
first generation of entrepreneur. Therefore, during the upgrading period of economic transition in
Zhejiang province, how to ensure successful intergenerational succession of family businesses has
become one of the main problems the government and enterprises should solve.
In the West, the academic circles set about studies of family businesses in the 1950s. During the
process of their studies, more and more research achievements have been made and the theory about
family businesses has constantly been enriched. However, intergenerational succession has remained the
focus of this research subject. For example, when Dyer Jr. and Sanchez (1998)5 were analyzing the 186
research papers on family businesses which were published between 1988 and 1997, they found that
nearly 18.28% of them (data from the author) were about family business succession. Besides, Chua etc
(2003) found that among the 190 research papers on family businesses publicly released between 1996
and 2003, 22.2% of them focus on family business succession.
In China, researches into family business succession are mostly qualitative researches. In addition,
China’s modern family businesses have only a short development history. No supporting theory has yet
been built for the studies of this subject. What is more, the present studies are mainly case studies
through interview and there are few systematic quantitative studies. Therefore, we visited and
investigated (in the form of questionnaire survey) the family businesses in Zhejiang province, a place
well known for advanced private economy. Based on results of questionnaire surveys and existing
research achievements at home and abroad, this paper discusses the new features shown in, challenges
faced by, and countermeasures proposed for family businesses during economic transitional period,
which provides useful reference for their sustainable growth.

2 Research Method
Having referred to studies by Zhang Bing (2004), Starvou (1998), etc, this research adopts
2
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interviewing and questionnaire survey as its research method. As for the former research method, we
have conducted 2-3 hour interviews with owners of 15 large family businesses in Wenzhou during
which relevant questions were raised and existing problems in the questionnaire are solved, making the
results of questionnaire survey more accurate and scientific. As for the latter research method, each
questionnaire is divided into two parts: The first part is about the general situation of the investigated
enterprise which include 26 items while the second part is about the factors influencing family business
succession which include 32 items. Seven-class Likert scale is adopted for the scoring of each
influencing factor.
Based on the data in Statistics Yearbook on Non-State-Owned Enterprises in Zhejiang Province for
2007, we figured out the percentages the numbers of private enterprises among industrial enterprises
above designated size in each city accounting for in that of the whole province. They are respectively
25% for Hangzhou, 21% for Ningbo, 9% for Jiaxing, 3% for Huzhou, 9% for Shaoxing, 2% for
Zhoushan, 12% for Wenzhou, 9% for Jinhua, 2% for Quzhou, 6% for Taizhou, and 2% for Lishui. From
2007 to 2008, we had visited a total of 608 family businesses in Zhejiang province. The numbers of
enterprises in each city we had visited are roughly based on the above-mentioned percentages, i.e. 91 in
Hanzhou, 75 in Ningbo, 63 in Jiaxing, 25 in Huzhou, 66 in Shaoxing, 35 in Jinhua, 4 in Quzhou, 45 in
Taizhou, 12 in Lishui, and 196 in Wenzhou. After the random survey, a total of 435 questionnaires were
returned among which 412 were valid and 23 were invalid. The recovery rate was 71.5% and the valid
response rate was 67.8%. From these questionnaires, we can basically know about intergenerational
succession of family businesses in the whole province in times of economic transition.
According to the questionnaire survey and field visit, the family businesses in Zhejiang show some
new features in succession and sustainable growth. At the same time, there exist some obstacles to
sustainable development of family growth. They include the following:

3 Descriptive Analysis
3.1 Family business owners are better educated
The owners of the 412 investigated family businesses are mainly aged from 35 to 55. People with
an age difference of five years are put into the same one age group. The number of each age group
accounts for 20% of the total number. On the whole, the ages of family business owners follow a normal
distribution (Table 1). During the investigation, the numbers of business owners with University or
college-level of education, post-secondary level of education, and high school level of education
account for 16.9%, 17.2%, and 28.0% respectively of the total. However, according to the results of
survey conducted by Zhejiang province SME Board of the education background of owners of small
provincial enterprises, these figures are respectively 46.1%, 15.2%, and 6.2% 3 (Table 2). These
investigation results indicate that: in recent years, education levels of private enterprise owners in
Zhejiang have significantly improved.
Table 1 Ages of Business Owners

Table 2 Education Backgrounds of Business Owners

Age (years old)

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent Education Background

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Below 35

68

16.5

16.6

Primary school

13

3.2

5.0

35-39

69

16.7

16.8

Middle school

83

20.1

31.8

40-44

99

24.0

24.1

High school

73

17.7

28.0

45-49

92

22.3

22.4

Junior college

45

10.9

17.2

50-54

61

14.8

14.9

Undergraduate

44

10.7

16.9

Above 55 (including 55)

21

5.1

5.1

Postgraduate

3

.7

1.1

Subtotal

410

99.5

100.0

Subtotal

261

63.3

100.0

Missing

2

.5

Missing

151

36.7

Total

412

100.0

Total

412

100.0

Source: Questionnaire survey by the author (the same below)
3.2 The peak time of baton handover in family businesses will be the next 5th or 10th years.

3
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Table 3 Generation of Family Businesses
Frequency Percent

Valid Percent

Business founder

339

82.3

83.3

The 2nd generation of business owner

67

16.3

16.5

The 3rd generation of business owner

1

.2

.2

Subtotal

407

98.8

100.0

Missing

5

1.2

Total

412

100.0

According to statistical sample, intergenerational succession does not happen in 83.3% of family
businesses in Zhejiang (Table 3). Power transfer of enterprises among generations will peak in the next
5th or 10th years. The numbers of family businesses undergoing baton handover in the next 5th or 10th
years will account for 16.2% and 31.3% of the total respectively (Table 4). The added number of family
businesses undergoing baton handover in the next 5 years will account for as high as 33.1% of the total.
This figure is consistent with the conclusion of foreign researchers who predict that around 40% of
family businesses will undergo baton handover within the next 5 years, no matter when the relevant
investigation is conducted (Zhang Bing, 2004)1.
Table 4 the Year When Management Power of Businesses will Be Transferred
Year to Come

1st

2nd

3rd

5th

6th

7th

8th

10th

15th

16th

20th

25th

30th

35th

40th

Frequency

12

14

20

44

3

3

3

85

24

1

36

7

14

1

3

2

272

140

412

Percent

2.9

3.4

4.9

10.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

20.6

5.8

0.2

8.7

1.7

3.4

0.2

0.7

0.5

66

34

100

Valid Percent

4.4

5.1

7.4

16.2

1.1

1.1

1.1

31.3

8.8

0.4

13.2

2.6

5.1

0.4

1.1

0.7

100

50th Subtotal Absence

Total

3.3 The criteria to judge intergenerational succession become more rational
Table 5 Criteria to Judge Business Succession
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Satisfaction degree of family members

29

7.0

7.5

Satisfaction degree of business owner

40

9.7

10.4

Business performance

248

60.2

64.4

Recognition of business employees

66

16.0

17.1

Others

2

.5

.5

Subtotal

385

93.4

100.0

Missing

27

6.6

Total

412

100.0

Among the criteria used to judge business succession, objective indicator is more valued by most
enterprises, i.e. the differences in business performance before and after baton handover. The weight of
this indicator accounts for 64.4% of all. The weights of subjective indicators, satisfaction degree of
business owners and satisfaction degree of their family members, only account for 10.4% and 7.5%
respectively. It should be noted that the weight of the owners’ employee recognition (17.1%) is larger
than that of satisfaction degree of their family members (Table 5). This reveals that the family business
owners become more rational when making important decisions.
3.4 Succession planning is not much valued
During the survey, it was found that most family businesses did not realize the importance of
succession planning. Only 6.7% of enterprises had worked out formal written succession plans (Table 6).
Most enterprises had not chosen the future successors of enterprises. Therefore, once the business
owners have accidents, the businesses might cease to grow or even perish. One reason why business
owners had not formulated succession plans is that they though the potential successors were so young
that succession plans are unnecessary. The number of such business owners accounted for 47.3% of all
the owners who had not formulated succession plans (Table 7). This can reflect that most family
business owners lack the awareness of making succession plans.
Gersick etc (1998) believe that a well-advised succession plan can determine to a large extent
whether the family business of the first generation can be successfully passed down to the second
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generation2. In China, since the contemporary family businesses appeared relatively late, scant
consideration has been given to their future succession. Therefore, it is absolutely necessary to design a
set of comprehensive succession plans when the family businesses gradually enter into intergeneration
succession period.
In western countries, the founders of large family businesses usually, early during their
management, include candidates of the family businesses’ future successors into the list of their
successors, consciously foster them, and work out detailed succession plans for them. For example, in
the United States, the founders of family businesses tend to hire professional managers during the early
period of enterprise development. When they retire, they and their successors only sustain minimal
ownership. The professional managers nearly fully control the ownership of the enterprises.
Table 6 Preparation of Enterprise Succession Planning Table 7 Reasons for No Written Succession Planning
Frequency

Valid
Percent Percent

Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent

I’ve never thought about the
issue of selecting successor.
I’ve thought about the issue of
selecting successor occasionally.
I have preliminary ideas and
plans of the issue of selecting
successors.
I’ve carefully planned for the
issue of selecting successor.
We have established formal
written succession plans.

94

22.8

23.4

155

37.6

39.4

95

23.1

23.7

31

7.5

7.9

136

33.0

33.9

115

27.9

29.3

49

11.9

12.2

26

6.3

6.6

27

6.6

6.7

56

13.6

14.2

Subtotal

401

97.3

100.0

Others

10

2.4

2.5

Missing

11

Total

412

2.7

Subtotal

393

95.4

100.0

100.0

Missing

19

4.6

Total

412

100.0

The business founder are not old
enough to establish succession plans.
There is no need to establish
succession plans at present.
The business owner is not familiar
with the contents and procedures of
succession plans.
The business owner has not realized
the importance of succession plans.
The enterprise scale is too small.

4 Challenges Faced by Intergenerational Succession of Family Business during
Transitional Period
4.1 Transition from “personalization” management to “impersonalization” management
To the outside, family businesses have clear-cut definitions of property rights. However, to the
inside, the property right boundaries are not clear, which may easily cause enterprise managing conflicts
to be entangled with family conflicts. As a result, financing required for further development of
enterprise will be limited. The progress of transition from personalization management to
impersonalization management IN modern enterprise system is impeded. Therefore, it is widely
accepted by the business owners that enterprises need to standardize management. One way to weaken
impersonalization management is attraction of managers from the outside. Data show that active
transition to impersonalization management is the main reason why business owners introduce
professional managers from the outside. Nearly half, to be exact, 48.9% of business owners introduce
professional managers for this reason; 22.1% of business owners introduce professional managers
because there is no suitable candidate in their families and they have to do so; and 13.2% of business
owners introduce professional managers when they plan to retire. See the following for other reasons
(Table 8).
Table 8 Reasons for Introduction of Professional Manager outside the Family
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

The business owner decides to retire

52

12.6

13.2

There is no suitable candidate in the family

87

21.1

22.1

To standardized enterprise management

192

46.6

48.9

To perfect legal and credit system

24

5.8

6.1

To perfect professional manager market

28

6.8

7.1

Others

10

2.4

2.5

Subtotal

393

95.4

100.0

Missing

19

4.6

Total

412

100.0
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4.2 Absence of social credit and high enterprise agent costs
At present, China is still in the transitional period. Absence of social credit restricts the transition of
enterprises from family enterprises to “manager” enterprisers. Traditional credit rules are seriously
broken; establishment of legalized credit system is still in an exploration stage; what is more, evaluation
mechanism of professional managers have not been built in China, i.e., there is no real professional
manager market (Yu Xiangqian, 2007)3. During the employment of outside professional managers,
40.8% of business owners are most troubled by the reality that it is difficult to hunt for top managers;
28.5% of business owners are worried about the loyalty senior talents; 14.1% of business owners are
afraid that the introduced talents do not recognize the culture or value of the enterprise especially of the
family businesses with unique cultural background (Table 9). The contributing reasons, the author
believes, are: 1. In China, restrictions over social morality are relatively loose. The trust levels among
persons with no kinship are very low (Fukuyama, 2001)4; 2. When the property rights of family
businesses can not be fully protected, the managers who act as the agents of the business owners may
inevitably have different goals and interests from the business owners; the information they master may
be asymmetric. Besides, if not enough restrictive measured are not adopted for the managers, the agent
costs will surely rise. That means practical implementation basis of principal-agent system in today’s
China will be lost. That is, separation of ownership and control is more a development tendency or a
special case than a law.
Table 9 Difficulties in Recruitment of General Manager from the Human Resources Market
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

It is difficult to hunt for senior management personnel.

156

37.9

40.8

The loyalty of senior talents to company is worrisome.

109

26.5

28.5

Senior talents ask for too high pay.

26

6.3

6.8

The introduced talents do not get along well with family members.

29

7.0

7.6

The introduced talents do not identify corporate culture or value.

54

13.1

14.1

Others

8

1.9

2.1

Subtotal

382

92.7

100.0

Missing

30

7.3

Total

412

100.0

4.3 Irreplaceableness of business owners’ human capital
Schultz （1980） calls the ability shown from the condensation of the labor’s knowledge, skills,
qualification, experience, and proficiency as human capital5. The human capital owned by entrepreneurs
is called entrepreneurial human capital. Schultz points out that an individual can not sell or donate his
human capital to others. His human capital can only be used or secured by himself in his lifetime (P73).
Thus, irreplaceableness of entrepreneurs’ human capitals largely affects whether enterprises can
continue to grow after the succession of business right.
With constant changing of times and continuous development of enterprises, enterprises have
different requirements of the human capitals of entrepreneurs. Though the successors of the second
generation are not required to have the same courage, insight, and personnel charisma as their parents,
they should master knowledge about scientific management and have good communication skills with
both internal and external people. To equip their children with such knowledge and skills, 79.4% of
business owners do not ask their children to join their family businesses shortly after they graduate from
school (Table 10): 46.5% of business owners encourage their children to set up their own business;
26.8% of business owners have their children cultivate their abilities in other companies; 25.1% of
business owners respect their children’s occupational choices (Table 11)
Table 10 Whether to Ask Children to Join Their Own Business Shortly after They Graduate
Table 11 How to Plan for Children’s Jobs Shortly after Their Graduation
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Yes

83

20.1

20.6

Family business is only one of
children’s occupational choices

75

18.2

25.1

No

320

77.7

79.4

Have children cultivate their
abilities in other companies first

80

19.4

26.8

Subtotal

403

97.8

100.0

Encourage children to start their
own businesses

139

33.7

46.5
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Coutinued Table 10
Missing
Total

9

2.2

412

100.0

Others
Subtotal

5

1.2

1.7

299

72.6

100.0

Missing

113

27.4

Total

412

100.0

4.4 Conflict between succession of property rights and succession of business rights
According to Lansberg, for business owners, the best way to fulfill their eternal wishes in their
businesses is to pass on the undertaking they establish and run all their lives to their next generations. It
is a kind of human nature to leave property to offspring (Lansberg, 1999)6. In most cases, family
business owners tend to divide business succession into transfer of stock rights (ownership) and transfer
of business rights. Regarding transfer of ownership, under the influence of oriental traditional thoughts,
most business owners transfer the ownership of enterprises to their family members. Though 45.3% of
business owners think their children’s abilities should be made as the main criterion during share
distribution, 36.2% of them distribute stock rights according to the criterion of “equal proportion”,
which should be attributed to the influence of traditional thought “Family's Property Divided Equally by
Sons”(Table 12). However, regarding succession of business rights, 88.6% of business owners make
“character and ability” as the criteria (Table 13). This reflects that the incumbent business owners are
more concerned whether the family businesses can maintain long-term or sustainable growth when
selecting business managers.
Table 12 Criteria for Stock Rights Distribution among Children

Table 13 Criteria for Business Rights Handover

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Equal proportion

143

34.7

36.2

Elder sequence

12

2.9

3.0

Handover to eldest
children

17

4.1

4.3

Fondness

34

8.3

8.4

Ability

179

43.4

45.3

Character, ability

357

86.7

88.6

Fondness

32

7.8

8.1

Subtotal

403

97.8

100.0

Missing

Others

24

5.8

6.1

Subtotal

395

95.9

100.0

Missing

17

4.1

Total

412

100.0

Total

9

2.2

412

100.0

“Succeeding to father’s chairmanship” is the mainstream model of intergenerational succession of
family businesses in today’s China. If the sole successor of the second generation are not only capable
but also willing to take over family businesses, intergenerational succession can be finished smoothly.
However, if there is more than one heir to business property of the second generation or the only
successor is not competent enough to inherit enterprise management rights, the succession of business
businesses will meet grand challenges.
As to succession of property rights, due to the influences of many factors such as Chinese history
and culture, property rights in family businesses are distributed according to the principle of “Family's
Property Divided Equally by Sons”, irrespective of their children’s abilities. Such property division in
the form of physical distribution is very unfavorable for the long-term development of family businesses.
Unlike general physical properties, family business is valuable when it exists as a whole. Once it is
partitioned, the enterprise operating costs will surely rise, causing the enterprise to die out in three
generations. As to succession of management rights, the sole inheritor may be not competent enough to
bear the risks of family businesses. So the problem that property can be inherited but the management
right can not be inherited arises. In China, the current manager market is not mature enough. Transfer
management right to managers without full consideration is unwise and impractical choice.

5 Conclusions
The results of many foreign researches on succession of family businesses show that western
scholars has not yet drawn unanimous conclusions in this field till now. Besides, there is no indication
that their views will converge in the near term. These also reflect the complexity of family businesses
succession and the necessity to conduct in-depth studies of it (Yu Xiangqian, 2008)7. Researches in
China about intergenerational succession of family businesses are mostly qualitative researches. In
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addition, China’s modern family businesses have only a short development history. No supporting
theory has yet been built for the studies of this topic. What is more, the present studies are mainly case
studies through interview and there are few systematic quantitative studies. Therefore, we conduct
questionnaire surveys to discuss ways of realizing successful family business succession through
quantitative studies, so that family businesses can maintain long-term and sustainable development.
5.1 Building a new management team in the family business
Family businesses adopt the “succeeding to father’s chairmanship” succession model. This
succession model is in nature a model where not only old leaders transit to new ones, but also a new
management team is gradually forming. If we say the first generation of business owners owe their
success too much to personal charisma, extraordinary leadership and parental rights, their successor of
the second generation should rely more on an outstanding team or think tank to advance further
development of enterprises.
Mao Lixiang, the president of Fotile Group, hands over his chairmanship to his son Mao Zhongqun
in the form of joint management. In 1995 when Mao Zhongqun returned to his hometown for new
business, Fly Group (the former Fotile Group) was in tough period. However, Feixiang Group paved the
way for the development of later established Fotile Group in many aspects including capital and market
required by Fotile. After their joint effort, Ningbo Fotile kitchen ware co., Ltd achieved great success
and the famous brand of Fotile kitchen ventilator was established. During their cooperation, Fotile
Group greatly downplayed familial management. They introduced various kinds of talents instead from
the outside. All the mid-to-top management personnel are postgraduates or undergraduates. They refuse
to appoint their family members as management personnel. Besides, they coordinate relationship
between the new and old management team through the prestige of the founders, and have senior
members gradually withdraw from the core management layer. It should be mentioned that Mao Lixiang
once apologized to his mother for not having allowed his younger brother to be a top management
member in his company.
5.2 Establishing credit evaluation mechanism for enterprises and professional managers
To build trust mechanism, the specific measures that should be taken are to establish a unified
information database for professional managers in the country as well as to reduce the costs incurred
during the search of information about enterprises and professional managers. The businesses may input
information about managers above department level especially their loyalty and abilities into the
database so that their moral behaviors will be supervised and restricted by the market. More specifically,
when a manager commits frauds, his fraudulent conducts will be exposed to the public by the
information transmission mechanism. His credit will then be badly shaken. Since the calculation of the
professional manager’s further values of human capitals is based on his past performances, once they
become discredited, their manpower capital will be certain to devalue. Therefore, since a heavy price
will be paid if they violate professional ethics, the professional managers will surely restrict their
behaviors. This also applies to the credit evaluation mechanism of enterprises.
5.3 Finishing holistic inheritance of family business property through “monetary value
distribution method”
In China, either children’s abilities or the traditional “equal division system among children” is
made as the criterion of family business property, the enterprise assets will certainly be diversified,
eventually resulting in the loss of enterprise size effects. Thus, it is advocated that “monetary value
distribution method” should be adopted to solve problems caused by equal partition of family
property(Yu Gongwen, 2003)8. “Monetary value distribution method” refers to the method to figure out
the total monetary value after evaluating all family business properties, and determine the monetary
value of divisible properties for inheritors according to the number of them, so as to realize fair division
of properties. After division, the property inheritors can decide how to use the properties at their own
discretion. The inheritors who do not wish to run the business can choose to transfer their equities to
their family members and take up the career they want; the inheritors who wish to join the family
businesses but are not qualified enough can choose to go in for business activities by becoming the
shareholders of the family businesses; and the successors who wish to join the family businesses and are
competent enough can directly taken over the businesses. This property division method can help retain
the families’ control over the businesses, establish clear ownership of businesses, realize separation of
ownership and managerial power in the family businesses; and embody the employment principle of
“Recruitment of competent personnel”.
If there is more than one inheritor of enterprise properties or the sole inheritor is not qualified
enough to succeed to enterprise management rights and bear family business risks, the problem that
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properties can be inherited but management rights can not be inherited arises. On the condition that
properties are transferred to direct descendants, the division methods adopted by CHINT Group can be
learned from: Nan Cunhui, the president of CHINT Group advocates the founding of “Black Sheep
Fund”. If the children of the business owners have the makings of an entrepreneur, the board of directors
may hire them to work in CHINT Group. Otherwise, they will be provided for by the Fund established
by the original of board of directors.
5.4 Enhancing the comprehensive competitiveness of successors by Imposing laws and regulations
on estate tax
“Estate taxes” is called “Robin Hood tax” in western countries. Only a very small part of people
(very wealthy people) shall pay this kind of tax. In developed countries, only 2% to 5% of people have
to pay estate tax. That is, only a small part of the wealthiest people is the payers of such tax9. With
regard to fortune, many rich people in the world are most worried that their next generation will become
unenterprising when they can easily possess a large fortune. In view of such possibility, the Rockefeller
Family stipulates that any successor can not withdraw the inherited assets before he becomes 30 years
old. However, the Bill Gates, George Soros, Warren Buffett, etc are active advocates of using estate tax.
Collection of “estate tax” can fundamentally solve the problem of large wealth gap in that the poor
are likely to become rich so that they can enjoy equal right as the rich who has to pay estate tax to get
access to various social resources and government resources. To the next generation who benefit from
intergenerational succession of family businesses, the estate they inherit from their parents is actually
unearned income. Such easily gained fortune often deprives some talents of their initiative, enterprising
spirit, etc. Therefore, levy of estate tax can indeed reduce family assets in the short run. However, in the
long run, the enterprises stocks may become more held by people outside the family and then
professional managers may be introduced. In such enterprise structure, business productivity can be
maximized.
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1 Introduction
As China is on the stage of social transformation, different disturbing issues occur from all
directions of the society, due to the regional, educational, and social equality differences between town
and country, between the rich and the poor. The total stability is with the variable wave. On the turning
to the next advanced economic and cultural phase, China brings up the Talent Development Plan
(2010-2020) to promote the social transformation, with the aim to cultivate more talents for both cultural
standing and social development.
The Communist Party of China (CPC) Central Committee and the State Council, China’s Cabinet
issued the country’s Medium and Long-term Talent Development Plan (2010-2020), setting the blueprint
for creating a highly-skilled national work force. With the process of China’s modernization, people
must have higher education. It is a necessity for China to transform from labor-rich situation to
talent-intensive one. “The plan aims to increase the ration of citizens with a higher education
background in the work force from 9.2 percent in 2008 to 20 percent by 2020. The plan lists six major
categories of ‘talent’ that the government will help cultivate, ranging from political leaders,
entrepreneurs to high-tech researchers and professional social workers. ”As is known, the transformation
of talent cultivation mode is in the background of cultural transformation.
The complicated social situation is accompanied by the complicated cultural structure, which is
mixed with the modernism and post-modernism, people drifting with complex mental structure. With
the background, the talent cultivation mode becomes important item, because the best promotion keys
are talents, so that higher education shoulders the significant mission. In the current of market economy,
China provided open policy to not only the economic development but also the higher education, which
offers advantage for non-governmental institutions. The Talent Plan (2010-2020) issued recently
confirm the role of non-governmental institutions but also gives a new assignment for the new talent ear.
As is mentioned above, the non-governmental institutions are facing the great transformation time, with
multi-choices of being or not being, being to be what, how to be.
Non-governmental institutions are the special higher education organizations in China. Different
from the governmental universities and colleges, there are non-governmental institutions with fund
raised by the non-governmental individuals or organizations, as the diversity for socialism higher
education. On 28 Dec 2002, Non-government Education Promotion Law of the People’s Republic of
China was issued and clearly showed the supportive attitude toward non-governmental education.
In 1987, China education commission announced Interim Provisions on the Social Forces to Run
Schools. After China’s reform and opening up, the social forces were to run more comprehensive forms
of higher education. The laws and regulations on non-governmental education in China began to provide
the legal support for the new forms of education. In 1993, China education and development program
determined that at the end of this century, education should reform and develop to the new stage, still
following the basic goals and tasks of socialism education and it made the whole society have the
chance to run schools with active encouragement, strong support, correct guidance, and management. In
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1997, the state council further issued the Regulations on Social Forces to Run Schools indicating that
China has entered a society to run schools according to the law, according to the social development to a
new stage.
According to 2007 statistics, the total number of all non-governmental schools at all levels
(educational institutions) is 95,200 (excluding 22,300 non-governmental training institutions). All kinds
of students in academic education in non-governmental schools are up to 2583.50 million, of who are in
297 non-governmental colleges, of who are 21.12 million undergraduates, of who are 141.94 million
junior college students. Non-governmental higher education has become an integral part of education in
China.
As the fast development of non-governmental higher education, there are 906 non-government
higher education institutions and 0. 873 million registered students, according to the 2007 statistics. It
plays a requisite role in Chinese higher education.
From the case study of Guangzhou University Sontan College, it is easy to find that the students
majored in art own special characteristics, which could be classified to two opposite categories. The
opposite part is being active and creative, being fond of freedom, and accepting the new ideas. On the
contrary, the students also have disadvantages like being inattentive, lacking initiative, weak art
foundation and reading comprehension.
Compared to ordinary universities, non-governmental institutions have not only students of
different levels, but also their own characteristics. For non-governmental institutions of today, the
management of students is difficult, esp. the art students, because they have special characteristics. As
non-governmental colleges and universities are integral parts of higher education, with different
organization pattern from public universities. There are some good reasons to illustrate the phenomenon.
First, the source of the students is often of all levels and large cultural differences between the students.
The students like to show their individuality, and often express their own views on the world. Because
of uneven wealth between the students, students occasionally look down upon the students from poor
families, causing the psychological impact. Second, the professional basis of students is relatively lower
than students in public colleges and universities. Third, the artistic teachers as the prominent element for
talent cultivation are less skilled, lacking sufficient working experience. How to improve the
non-governmental colleges and overall quality of art students is of a top priority.
Since analyzing the students and college management, the art department of Guangzhou University
Sontan College, encourages students to participate in competition. In practice, it proved to a successful
approach making students learn from practice. To inspire students, teachers actively get in touch with
the art and design market, and guide students in participating in a variety of activities. Getting access to
the real cases of painting and design not only give students chances to practice but also let the teachers
gain first-hand information on students for scientific research. The cooperation between schools and
business shifts the intellectual capital of students and teachers into the production value, attaining the
conversion between the cultural capital and social capital, opening a new journey of integration of
production teaching and research.
In the non-governmental colleges, less teachers than needed are common obstacles. A
student-counselor is usually the worker who is in charge of the management of a certain quantity of
students, and should the duty to transmit the notices from the school and help to solve the problems of
students’ campus lives. However, having not enough student-counselors causes every counselor has to
manage more students they could cope with. There is another item that should be considered seriously
that the counselor team is young, less experienced, lacking enough study and living tips to guide the
students in a proper way. Still, the non-governmental colleges’ counselors are instable, with the popular
phenomena like frequent job-change, inevitably low working enthusiasm. What’s more, there is too little
communication between students and professional teachers, which makes students prone to loose the
mental state, lack the driving force to advance the professional ability.

2 Breakthrough for Talent Cultivation: Self-Discipline and Encouragement
Respect for the individual as the application of cultural philosophy should be highly valued. Since
each student is an independent individual, he or she has specific individuality, that is to say, no student is
the same as another one. Hence, respect for the individual is a prerequisite for student self-discipline. If
the teachers do not regard every student as a unique and distinctive one, the students may lose heart and
fail to realize their own distinctive features. The art students in non-governmental independent colleges,
though not enthusiastic to learn, are knowledgeable with broad interests, so it is critical for the teachers
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to find a more effective way to encourage students to develop their individual strengths.
There are some suggestions for teachers to think over. Respect the students as an independent entity
is the premise for students’ self-discipline. Since students began to be sharp about their self-awareness in
colleges, it is essential for non-governmental colleges to train students in a way of respecting them and
their self-consciousness, so that the students get free.
“Freedom” mentioned here is not unlimited. According to Kant, freedom is to set regulations for
oneself, which one obeys consciously, that is to say, freedom is self-discipline. When applying the
philosophy into students’ management, the teachers find it helpful, because the students in
non-governmental colleges have strong personality and are unwilling to follow rules. If only the
teachers let the students think over about their own regulations and rules in a given condition, the
students began to show their activeness. While in the teaching and learning process, the professional
teachers could also give students freedom and let them control themselves in a proper way. Since
students do not want passive acceptance, the managers and staff should make good use of students’
active thinking, so that the students may define their special ways for themselves, under the teachers’
guide. It could inspire more students to show the potential. Students need to own the access to
information, knowledge, capacity for reflection, criticism, self-renewal.
There is another essential factor should be considered while cultivating students. To be precisely,
the colleges should deal with the relationship between the individual and the team. For that, cooperative
learning is the key solution. “Cooperative learning” in the seventies of the last century, is first proposed
by the US, as a new learning method, based on group activities carried out by a kind of teaching.
Cooperative learning can have the students learn to respect others and accept mutual assistance and
cooperation between peers, which has a clear goal orientation. Through cooperative learning, the
students could learn the basis of competition between individuals, the synthesis of group learning
competition. Hence, in the real teaching and learning process, the teachers should combine the two
aspects together, to be clear, the teachers should not only respect every individual, but also encourage
students to cooperate with others.
The cooperative learning way fit the 21st century, which is mixed with not only competition but
also cooperation in pluralistic society. Nowadays, most college students are generally the only child in
the family, with strong personal consciousness and individualism, which makes the students often ask
others to respect them in all circumstances and don’t realize they should realize others first. If teachers
in colleges do not have the students realize that, the students may find difficult to find their place later.
That is why the colleges should emphasize the importance of co-operation. The students in
non-governmental colleges are the typical in this regard, needless to say the essence of team work, thus,
cooperative learning way is the top priority of modern design education.
There is a case study followed. Guangzhou University Sontan College is a non-governmental
college. The Art Department of Sontan College makes good use of competition and contest, which
benefits both the teachers and students. To be honest, before the contest, the students in the art
department are not been attached importance to. While after attending the eagle motorcycle design
competition, the students not only win the first prize but also embrace the team championship, which
shocked the entire school and gave the students practice and encouragement. Although the contest was
over for a long time, the students in the art department could still remember the valuable experience
they’d got. Coco cat hand-painting design contest 2009, the ornament of Chow Tai Fook, gave the
students another good chance to show their creativity and professional ability. At the beginning of
receiving contest notice, the teachers held a meeting to give students courage. While designing, the
teachers let the students paint as they imagined, in the workshop, divided into several groups of students,
which makes students collaborate in groups and naturally every group got a working plan to finish
cooperative task. The teachers’ roles are also important and they are the professional counselors. In case
students have controversy stemming the cooperation, the teacher should make it run smoothly again.
Then again, the students in Sontan College won the first prize in two design groups and the team
award. After the two national contest, the students start to build up their confidence. The attendance and
performance of classes show a miraculous change. The former idle students never miss classes or
lectures, because they want to improve themselves and regain the art interest. The teachers also take
advantage of group classes and group quarters to organize the students and praise the students to give
them more courage. Taking contests in colleges not only help the students gain real working experience
and invisibly involve the students into the process of mutual learning. Students learn to give up the
pursuit of individual success and enjoy sharing what they learned, mutual respect, understanding, so that
each student improve their own outlook on life, values, quality. Team success produces a collective
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honor and is also an important symbol encouraging students’ solidarity.
How to motivate students to exercise self-discipline, understand and use freedom properly? In
practice, the art department of Sontan College summed up the theory from practice, and put forward that
competition mechanism drive the integration of production, teaching, and research. Professor Fan
Adelaide, the principal of Warwick University once said that the link between the school and the
business community has always been the aim of the school. Back to the 1970s, Warwick University
strongly encouraged students and teachers to reach full cooperation.

3 The Integration of Production Teaching, and Research of Non-Governmental
Colleges
Generally speaking, non-governmental colleges’ research capacity is low, lacking research
motivation and research methods. Concerning that, the integration of production, teaching, and research
is imperative to improve the research status and promote the transformation between cultural capital and
social capital. As mentioned above, encouraging students to take part in contests is a way of integration
of production, teaching, and research, and there must be other effective ways to attain the expected
result. Owing to the features of non-governmental colleges, contest mechanism is proved useful. In the
process of contests, the students’ creativity can benefit and profit the college and the teachers could get
the first-hand data for research.
The integration of production, teaching, and research is to have industry, schools, research institutions
cooperate with each other to play their respective advantages. The essence of integration of production,
teaching, and research is capital transformation, to be concise, that is the conversion of the creativity,
knowledge, ideas of teachers and students to social capital, or the cultural capital into social value. In the
conversion process, the enthusiasm of students and teachers has been fully mobilized at the same time,
and business-based profit generated can make schools, faculties and students encouraged to form a good
incentive mechanism.
On December 31, 2008, Eagle Motorcycle Products Design Contest had its awarding ceremony on
Guangzhou University Sontan College. The event is organized by the Guangzhou South China
Enterprise Group and Guangzhou University Sontan College. Among all the students participated in the
event, Chen Yuting, the student in the art department of Sontan College, won the special prize of the
contest and was given a number of companies and enterprises favor.
In Coco cat hand-painting Contest, which draws 11 higher institutions’ participation, including
Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts, Beijing Institute of Fashion Technology and some other famous
colleges and universities, which includes only one non-governmental college, Sontan College. The art
students showing a high degree of creative passion, the whole college was in the passion of designing.
In the competition, the art department of Sontan College has made very good results, monopolizing
the top 30 finalists, over 50% ; 6 girls opened a way to the top 9 . The Contest collecting more than
1,000 works, awarded the top 3, with 2 in Sontan College. As the result, the art department of Sontan
College got the award for best organization.
The above two contest students took part shifting students’ ideas, imagination, skills to social value
and give the production new design and vitality. In addition, it provided the lively example for
integration of production, teaching, and research. According to the study emphasis of the paper, it is
focused on the non-governmental college’s aspect, not the production part.
The application of integration of production, teaching, and research is seldom found, solidified to
be the obstacle of non-governmental college development. The integration of production, teaching, and
research as universities’ and research institutes’ best way to promote conversion of technological
innovations and effective way of linking government, enterprises, universities and research institutions.
It can promote local economic development; what’s more important is significant for students’
cultivation. Faulkner, the principal of Austin University has suggested that universities should serve the
local economy and help solve social problems where the region is.
At the same time, he mentioned that university must examine the most important aspects of the
local economic development in the future, which is both urgent and difficult to detect, could serve local
economy better. The present situation for Chinese Non-governmental Colleges is in the restructuring of
Chinese society, in the context of cultural transformation, how to make the real integration between
higher institutions and companies. One breakthrough is to clear the talent training mode, setting the
practice-driving mechanism and linking the research and production in the most common teaching and
learning circumstances. The examples mentioned in this part could also be referred.
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The ultimate goal of higher education is to transport high-quality talent with practical skills.
Recently, the Communist Party of China (CPC) Central Committee and the State Council, China’s
Cabinet issued the country’s Medium and Long-term Talent Development Plan (2010-2020), which aims
to set the blueprint for creating a highly-skilled national work force. With the process of China’s
modernization, people must have higher education. It is a necessity for China to transform from
labor-rich situation to talent-intensive one. “The plan aims to increase the ration of citizens with a higher
education background in the work force from 9.2 percent in 2008 to 20 percent by 2020. The plan lists
six major categories of ‘talent’ that the government will help cultivate, ranging from political leaders,
entrepreneurs to high-tech researchers and professional social workers. ”
Following the Talent Development Plan, Guangzhou University Sontan College spent huge sums to
create the animation laboratory, with good hardware facilities; teachers are eager to search partners in
the market, finally benefit the students and teachers, and make profit for the college. Except the
animation specialty, Sontan College also widens the package design and advertisement design.
Cherishing every chance to drill students in real design and creative works, the students majored in art
have a high employment rate for several years already.

4 Enhancing the Media Literacy and Cultural Literacy Cultivation for
Individuals’ Self-Development
Except the professional development, the art majors should also obtain the ability for their
self-development as independent individuals. In the independent living on the world, every individual
has to get access to information, knowing the changes of the world, finding useful data, making plans
for ones development. The ability of access to and use of information is the basis of professional
competence. Enhancing students’ media literacy, the positive and constructive manner of selecting the
mass media resources, making full use of media resources to improve themselves and participate in
social progress. The media literacy includes the use of media resources and distinguishing the
motivation of the media, spotting the attitude of different media resources and ability of media criticism.
Non-governmental college students are usually weak for access, screening, use to information and
absorb the bad and good together, and they cannot identify useful information. It is necessary to improve
students’ media literacy. After four years of training and guide, most of the students in Sontan College
could gather and select the useful information and data, which helps them finish the thesis and serves for
their future career, even the whole lives.
The responsibility for basic art education is to give students the right boot methods and aesthetic
awareness, to make students select, process the data and information and apply the aesthetic theory.
Specifically, students could make progress by independent research, group cooperation, and class
combination in the form of group discussions around a research topic, forming the points of views. To
understand the types of modern design, form designers characteristics, performance styles and trends,
the students should be in touch with the society. The integration of learning, research, and production
serves the students cultivation and need to be coordinated by students’ high media literacy.
While China is in the cultural transformation, the non-governmental colleges should focus on
cultivating students’ media literacy and cultural literacy, which are the important aspects of personnel
training in the new era.

5 Conclusion: Humanity Cultivation for Students
The non-governmental colleges ought to not only establish their own characteristics, but also
combine with practice, breaking the traditional talent-training pattern. The non-governmental colleges
should deepen the reform as a fundamental driving force to promote talent cultivation, get rid of binding
ideas and institutional barriers, build, and adapt to the socialism market economic, which is conducive to
scientific development of the talent development of institutional mechanisms.
The effective new talent cultivation system should be divided to the followed steps—the creative
talent development, evaluation ， selection and appointment, mobile configuration, encouraging
protection mechanism—to create a dynamic, highly efficient, more open system environment for talent.
In the previous teaching and learning process, the students are often evaluated from external elements
like those that teachers and people surrounded. Actually, the evaluation of students should not be made
at a certain point, because the essence of art education is to regard the development of students’ aesthetic
competence in the process. The proper way of training students is to help students follow the
steps—practice —reflection —evaluation—self-discovery—self-renewal—advance.
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In addition, students should learn to use professional and market perspective to judge their own
work with others to form a sharp ability to judge. In the specific implementation of the design teaching,
the teachers can ask students work with group to sort design works, after repeated analysis and
discussion, choosing the best plan to enhance students design capabilities. At the same time in the
options process, the teachers should guide students to examine how the market situation and other
factors work for feasibility.
Culture is the way human beings live. Each individual lives with the culture created by human, no
exception for the students. As Cassirer stated, human beings are the animals of symbols, and culture is
formed by symbols people created. People have been creating culture, with the influence by culture
created by themselves. The attention to culture is concerned about the people, concerned about the
individual development, therefore while cultivating students, the managers, and teachers should first
regard every student as an individual and consider the culture students are in. Culture and people are in a
symbiotic relationship. In a new era, education is facing new challenges to enhance the students’ cultural
literacy.
As Cassirer stated that a human being is elaborated, organic life, only existing in terms of time
before there is. We could know students are not objects; the growth of students is a process, is
self-discipline of organic life forms in culture; every student experiences the process of open
self-development and improvement. Respect for the individual characteristics is of importance to
students’ cultivation and focus on enhancing students’ cultural literacy is conform to the times of
cultural transformation, under the Talent Development Plan(2010-2020).
In summary, the non-governmental colleges should lead the art students focus on education, taking
various forms to improve students’ practical ability. The managers and teachers should guide students to
develop the ability of self-survival, development, finally being beyond oneself. As cultivating students’
comprehensive personality, the college should not ignore the drilling students in technical, professional
capacity to collaborate, with a strong sense of professionalism and responsibility.
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Abstract Using means of document research and qualitative study, this paper discussed the training
mode of applied undergraduates majoring in international economic and trade in Independent Institute,
put forth the premise of constructing personnel training scheme in Independent Institute, and constructed
theory teaching system based on application, practice teaching module system in International Trade and
quality development system.
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1 Introduction
Applied personnel training mode of Independent Institute since its inception is one worth
discussing hot issues, in recent years many scholars write paper in this area, such as Jiang Aijun, Li
Shujun “The Contribution of Personnel Training Mode of Applied Undergraduates in Independent
Institute”, Chen Jian “Discussion on Contributing Creative Applied Personnel Training System in
Independent Institute”, Yu Yang “Research on Applied Personnel Training Mode in Independent
Institute”, Zou Junqiang ,Shen Hui “Strategic Choices of Applied Personnel Training in Independent
Institute Based on SWOT”, Li Fei “Orientation and Exploration of Applied Personnel Training Mode in
Independent Institute”, Zhang Jianhua “Thinking on Training Applied Personnel in Independent
Institute”, Tang Yaling “Thinking on Training Applied Personnel in Independent Institute”, Guo
Maicheng, Sun Shouchen “Thinking on Training Advanced Applied Personnel in Independent Institute”.
However, there are few references about personnel training mode of applied undergraduates major in
international economic and trade in Independent Institute, only Sun Yanping, Xu Li “Analysis of
Training Approaches of Applied Personnel Major in in International Economic and Trade in Independent
Institute

2 The Premise of Constructing Personnel Training Scheme in Independent Institute
2.1 Establish new conception for personnel training
Practice has proved that change of education ideas is the leader of teaching reform in Independent
Institute. The faster education ideas change, the clearer thought of teaching reform. So do the personal
training scheme. Courses system built on the base of the new personnel training scheme should be that
base must be synchronized wit skills, learning skills in continual practice, improving basic theory in
studying skills. The general principle is establishing specialty aimed at marketing, setting coursed aimed
at enterprise, sharpening skills aimed at post.
2.2 Redefine of the new personnel training mode
The old “three-stage” model is composed with public basic course, professional basic courses and
specialized courses, the training goal of which is prone to two kinds of tendency: or based on training
“knowledge-based” talents lacking of practical application; or based on training “job skills” talents
lacking of comprehensive quality, both rapid economic development can not meet the demand of rapid
development of economy and society for senior talents. Therefore, we classify the personnel training
major in international economic and trade into three steps: the basic practical ability of international
trade, high practical ability of international trade, comprehensive competence of international trade,
each of which including the professional ability modules and related ability modules. The specific
requirements are:First, we should combine vocational skills with vocational attitude; second, we should
*The paper is for the Education of Hubei Province “Eleventh Five-Year Plan” teaching and research project,
“Research on Market-oriented International Economic and Trade Professionals Undergraduate Training Mode”,
This paper is one of the initial results.
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combine the operational capability with comprehensive practical ability and creative ability, and stress
on the comprehensive practical ability as a center; Third, we should combine quality education with
knowledge and ability, emphasizing comprehensive and coordinated development.
2.3 To construct the basic principles of personnel training scheme
Constructing of training scheme of applied undergraduates major in international economic and
trade in Independent Institute must follow some basic principles.
First, from the development of the institute
1) To be in accordance with the laws and regulations of higher education and the goals of institute
undergraduates personnel training.
2) To use experience and exploration of the maternity opening undergraduate majors.
3) To be according to the development and application of the theory f international economic and
trade, as well as employment positions of graduates major in international economic and trade in recent
years.
4) To integrate the actual situation of our institute's educational resources, to be based on regional
economic development needs, to establish specialty mechanism cooperation with the enterprise closely.
Secondly, from the development of talents
1) Training scheme should meet the learning process and learning psychology structure.
2) Training scheme should be more excellence for modern international trade talents.
3) Teaching methods should focus on man-oriented and satisfy students’ cognitive laws. In the
curriculum, make sure that foreign language and computer practice be constant.
4) To strengthen the construction of quasi-corporate experiment, training center, to train fully
professional and technical capacity of students.

3 Construction of Theory Teaching System Based on Application
Applied undergraduates in the face of knowledge structure have “wider knowledge, more solid
foundation, stronger application “characteristics, which is a trend of current undergraduate training of
independent institute. The Construction of theory teaching system based on application should include
course structure, course content and teaching methods. Details are as follows:
3.1 Improve the course structure
3.1.1 Strengthen public basic courses
Construction of public basic course is the platform of common knowledge structure among
different disciplines, which bring the students basic knowledge, skills and values education. The existing
basic courses emphasis on theoretical study, lacking of era sensation. Therefore, curricula should
increase and strengthen contemporary political and economic current affairs education to students,
enabling students to have a more extensive, comprehensive and timely understanding developments in
society, helping them well adapt to society after graduation and development needs.
3.1.2 Highlight the key of professional basic courses
The key of professional basic courses is the major professional courses which reflect the basic
characteristics and requirements of our major. These courses’ aim is to enable students to own more
solid and systematic professional knowledge and to apply scientific thinking to analyze and solve
problems. International economic and trade professionals should highlight the building of key courses ,
constantly update teaching content, combine international and domestic economic environment with
development trends, maintain practical courses, and strive to build special courses, or even excellent
course. In addition, some courses should use bilingual or exclusive English Speaking teaching in order
to train students’ understanding and practical ability of Specialty English, improve their practical ability
in working.
3.1.3 Expand professional related courses
Because different regional job markets need different talents, international trade professionals of
Independent Institute can also expand the scope of professional related courses to enlarge their
professional knowledge vision and enhance their professional quality.
3.1.4 Strengthen applied courses
Strengthening practical teaching Step is emphases in building Curriculum System of international
trade. Applied courses of international trade are the major courses of professional qualification exam
related to international trade. Specific professional qualifications are customs declarer, documentation
Specialist, inspection-applier, Merchandiser, freight forwarding staff, foreign trade salesman which test
students’ operational capacity of customs declaration, documents operational capacity, inspection
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operational capacity, merchandising operational capacity, freight forwarding operational capacity,
foreign trade operational capacity. Related courses involved in teaching can use directly related
examination materials, organize teaching according to exam, focus on the candidate's actual business
skills training and job assessment.
3.1.5 Focus on capacity-building
In the open information society, English and computer skills is very important for the graduates
engaging in international economic and trade activities, so we curricula to raise the level of student
computer skills and foreign language requirements, and actively encourage students participate in
various types of computer and English qualification and proficiency test in order to improve their
competitiveness.
3.2 Update teaching content
Teaching content reform is an important means to improve the education quality and to achieve
personnel training objectives, which is centered on “applied talents” training objectives, strengthening
reform of the teaching content.
To improve the content of basic core curriculum , we should be firmly grasp the pulse of the times,
and constantly update courses’ content, making students understand the world economy and the latest
development trends of international trade and international economics and hold the latest theory.
To improve the content of professional supporting curriculum, we should be subject to track the
latest developments, and strive to lend the latest and most practical content to students.
To improve the content of applied curriculum, we should turn the emphasis from foreign trade into
domestic trade. Make sure that students master not only skills in international trading business but also
developing, marketing and managing the domestic market to broaden employment opportunities after
graduation. In addition, in the fact of practice teaching we should focus on both exports and imports, so
that students not only master the export process but also have a very clear understanding and grasp of
the import process to help them engage in import business or import agency work in the future.
3.3 Change teaching methods
For the current weaknesses in teaching steps, creating open educational environment and t the
diversity of professional training will enable curriculum rich, not having a fixed program. This poses a
severe test to teachers which weather recognize and grasp the new quality system of higher education or
not.
First, position and role of the different demands are put forward to teachers in the classroom
teaching, namely: ① from the “preacher” to the informed pathfinder; ② from the “FAQ” to ones who
inspire students having problems; ③ from the “grant industry” to ones who give vocational guidance.
Second, in the teaching process, teachers should vigorously promote the reform in the face of
teaching content and teaching methods, so that teaching methods and modern educational technology
evolves, thereby stimulating student learning actively and doubtfully, and create learning environment
for the student developing personality and diversification.
3.4 Reform personnel evaluation system
Reasonable Personnel evaluation system should promote to train applied talents. We should
establish new applied personnel evaluation system including comprehensive quality, comprehensive
ability, knowledge structure, innovation capacity, and other indicators.

4 Construction of Practice Teaching Module System in International Trade
In view of a series of problems about the training of international trade majors in Independent
Institute, the practice teaching of international trade professionals should be primarily from the
following training modules:
4.1 Professional course practice module
Professional courses’ practice which is the practice of professional courses (also including the basic
course) is arranged in the teaching of professional courses, to enable students to have a perceptual
expertise, strengthen the knowledge, and combine the theory and practice together. Teachers in
international trade profession can use examples, discussing and debating to carry out practice teaching.
4.2 School training base module
School training focuses on simulate practice, to enable students to have a place simulate importing
and exporting trade negotiation and develop students’ ability of innovation and research in the process of
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practice. By simulating the process of business, their ability in practice is enhanced. Specific training
programs include: 1) foreign trade geography training, 2) Business English voice and oral training, 3)
international trade documents training, 4) international trade comprehensive skill training. Independent
Institute whose teaching conditions are good now can use the following three more advanced way.
(1) Class simulation
Class simulation asks students to carefully read and find relevant information and complete the
simulation task in or after the theoretical teaching by giving some background information. Through
simulation practical training students become more familiar with and master the international trade
business processes, and even from passively accepting knowledge into actively using knowledge. This
step can be finished in Oral English and speech training rooms.
(2) Online Simulation
Online simulation trade is not only fast, completeness and comprehensive, but also authenticity,
convenience, which is popular among students. General Colleges has opened not only the broadband
network also the campus LAN, so we can easily carry out on-line “simulation international trade”
practical teaching. This step can be finished in e-business training center.
(3) Site virtual simulation
“Simulation international trade” practice teaching should carry out based on the actual operation of
foreign trade. At the same time, according to the actual business, We could fictionalize a similar
transaction cases, in which we could engage in contracts, customs, inspection and other practical
operation, and then the port professionals and teachers give guidance and on-site appraisal together. To
ensure the effectiveness of this practice teaching, in the specific implementation process we can use
simulation enterprise environment, simulation functions of jobs, simulation business process.
In addition to these three kinds of practice teaching, we also can use curriculum design, social
survey, graduation and other methods to complement.
4.3 External training module
External base is an important way by which the students understand the social, familiar with the
company and the work environment in the future. Strengthening the practice base is an important
practical aspect of teaching, first expanding the distribution of practice base; second further improving
the practice base system. External training module can be split into “going out” and “ coming in” .The
“going out” practice mode use protocol type, that is, cooperation with enterprises, foreign trade
enterprises or foreign-owned enterprises joint teaching; also use non-protocol-based, mainly including
foreign-related government functions, such as Customs, CIQ, Foreign Exchange Bureau, Tax Official,
Marine Department, etc.. At the same time, we must pay attention to “coming in “. According to the
characteristics of international trade professionals, we could invite business leaders or managers to give
reports or lectures using a variety of means, making students have a better understanding of the
community and difficulties of jobs before entering social, to further enhance the learning consciousness.

5 Construction of Quality Development System
The content of quality education includes political and ideological quality education, professional
ethics, and professional psychological quality education. In the four years of personnel training
programs, quality and ability training are started from students entering school, throughout the four-year
teaching programs, which give students a systematic, comprehensive, and progressive strengthening
training.
5.1 The contents of the quality development system
1) In the fact of “political thoughts and moral qualities”. We should begin from filial piety and
family responsibility to train students’ social responsibility, professional ethics and professional
awareness.
2) In the fact of “social practice and voluntary”. We should actively encourage students to enter
into society and enterprise, servicing for others, contributing to society, enriching professional
experience and improving job skills in practice.
3) In the fact of “science and technology and innovation & carve out “. We should train innovative
ability and entrepreneurship quality, and focus on heuristic, case and discussion teaching. We also
should in classroom teaching create a public opinion environment that encourages innovation, to
develop students’ entrepreneurial awareness and train students in entrepreneurship, to stimulate their
entrepreneurial initiative and accumulate experience for future business.
4) In the fact of “arts and culture and physical and mental development”. We should focus on
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improving their psychological and humanistic quality.
5) In the fact of “community activities and social work”. We should focus on students’ teamwork
spirit.
6) In the fact of “skills training”. We should focus on strengthening the core competitiveness of
graduates. The “double permit” system is included in the teaching program, obtaining the qualification
certificate and technical promotion certificate or post qualification.
5.2 The problems in the quality development system
1) To enhancing understanding and strengthen leadership. Teachers and other staff from
international trade professional need to work and hold together to raise the quality of students. We
should formulate and execute long-term planning and specific measures to strengthen the research and
promotion of students’ quality development and constantly revise and enrich the quality of the content in
practice.
2) To arouse fully and mobilize extensively. We should bring the enthusiasm; encourage the staff to
put into the project's construction. We should also make full use of social resources.
3) To do a good job on the design and vocational guidance of students. We should determine target
system of students’ quality development in time, and introduce quality development projects meeting the
physical and mental growth of students, to provide students with an expanding quality development
platform.

6 Conclusion
Education, focusing on from knowledge to skills and intelligence, then to quality and creativity,
objectively reflect the common demands on the development of education and society. Applied
undergraduates education is certain training and education in work skills which is more highlighted the
inevitability of this social development. This paper, based on the construction premise of a clear training
plan for Independent Institute, thinks that training scheme of applied undergraduates major in
international economic and trade in Independent Institute can be built from three facts: theory teaching
system, practice teaching system and quality development system.
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Abstract This paper utilizes creative thinking methods to propose the “system-transformation
colleges” to form discipline characteristics with industrial characteristics, as well as forming
school-running characteristics with discipline characteristics. The author thinks that college
characteristics are the crystallization of wisdom that the college people have constantly explored and
refined. In this paper the way of “system-transformation colleges” forming characteristics is established,
and the following conclusions are drawn: “system-transformation colleges” has a big variety, a large
quantity and a fast development; the way of development with characteristics is the objective
requirement of social and economic development, and also the strategic choice for the survival and
development of “system-transformation colleges”, as well as the inevitable result of school-running
diversification of higher education.
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1 Introduction
Through the higher education management system reforms in 1998 and 2000, Chinese government
adjusted the management system of 252 general institutions of higher education in total, including 173
undergraduate ones among which 9 ones were merged and 4 normal colleges were made out of the
original range of colleges with industrial characteristics; and among the other 160 undergraduate ones,
33 ones were transferred to the management of Ministry of Education and 127 ones were transferred to
the local management[1]. Nowadays, China’s social and economic development is showing a diversified
trend. Chinese “system-transformation colleges” has a big variety, a large quantity and a fast
development; the way of development with characteristics is the objective requirement of social and
economic development on “system-transformation colleges”, and also the strategic choice for the
survival and development of “system-transformation colleges”, as well as the inevitable result of
school-running diversification of higher education.
Upon historical deposit, “system-transformation colleges” formed their characteristics in the
discipline construction. The discipline construction faces and serves the industrial demands, and the
scientific research mainly aims at the generic and critical industrial technologies, and provides strong
support for the industrial scientific and technological development; through the transformation of
high-tech achievements and technical consultancy, directly serve the industrial construction and
development, and serve the regional society and economy based upon the industrial strength; and most
of the graduates enter to the industrial enterprises and many have become the industrial leading
personnel and talents. With the reform and development of education system, many former industrial
colleges have been transferred to the local management, and the school management system, service
origination, capital source and school-running environment have changed greatly. In such a situation,
how the “system-transformation colleges” strongly strengthen the discipline construction, fully exert
their advantages and characteristics and constantly improve the school-running power and level, these
are new opportunities and challenges the “system-transformation colleges” are facing. This paper finds a
foothold at the “system-transformation colleges”, explores that such colleges take advantage of
industrial characteristics, adjust the pattern of disciplines, establish advantageous characteristic
disciplines, solve significant problems in local social and economic development and in the industry,
form school-running characteristics with discipline characteristics, and realize the constant improvement
of ability and level of talents cultivation, scientific research and serving the society.

2 Overview of Study
“System-transformation colleges” refer to those colleges which were previously under the
management of Chinese central ministries and commissions, and were transferred to the local
management or the system that “central-local joint construction, and local management dominating”
after the management system reform such as “joint construction, adjustment, cooperation and merge” [2].
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“System-transformation colleges” are unique to China which carried out higher education system
reform, and other countries have no such a system. Therefore, although the foreign scholars are very
interest in it and hold that this is an important action taken in Chinese higher education system reform,
they haven’t carried out any deep theoretical research or formed any research achievements.
Domestic study on “system-transformation colleges” is generally divided into two classifications.
One classification is the study on the system-transformation colleges under central ministries and
commissions, and the other classification is the study on the local system-transformation colleges.
2.1 Study on system-transformation colleges under central ministries and commissions
This paper is a part of research findings of the key subject (B2-52) of 2009 in the Education
Scientific Planning of Liaoning Province, that is, Study on the Way of Local System-transformation
Colleges Forming School-running Characteristics with Discipline Characteristics.
There are few papers about special study on the system-transformation colleges transferred from
central ministries and commissions to the system of “local management” or “central-local joint
construction, and local management dominating”. In 2003, the paper with the title of “Exploration and
Practice in Education and Teaching of System-transformation Colleges” (Chinese Geological Education,
2003.4) expounds the practice and experience summary about the development way of
system-transformation colleges. In 2006, Study on Development Strategies of System-transformation
Colleges written by Chen Wenbo systemically and all round researches the present situation and
development strategies of system-transformation colleges. In 2007, through theoretical analysis,
empirical study and practice summary, the subject Study on How the System-transformation Colleges
Establish the Mechanism Actively Serving Local Economic Construction (Project No.: K000001520)
systemically summarizes the problems to be studied and solved in the process that the
system-transformation colleges establish the mechanism actively serving local economic construction,
and definitely proposes the new thoughts that Jiangsu University of Science and Technology accelerates
construction and development after system transformation.
2.2 Study on local system-transformation colleges
Most of the “system-transformation” colleges are local ones, and the domestic studies on
system-transformation colleges just started with local colleges. In 21st century, “local colleges” entered
to the visual field of scholars and experts independently and became the focus of studies gradually.
Subsequently the individualized studies were initiated. The main visual angles and contents of studies
are as follows: (1) Studies on the location advantages of local colleges; (2) Concepts and positioning of
local colleges; (3) Studies on characteristics, particularity and region of local colleges; (4) Studies on
development strategies of local colleges; (5) Macro studies on the thoughts of discipline construction of
local colleges; (6) Talents cultivation of local colleges; (7) Talents team construction of local colleges; (8)
Studies on the technological development of local colleges; (9) Development of
industry-university-research (IUR) of local colleges; (10) Base construction of local colleges; (11) Way
of development with characteristics of local colleges.

3 Development Strategies for Characteristic School-Running of SystemTransformation Colleges
College characteristics are the crystallization of wisdom that the college people have constantly
explored and refined. Characteristic is not only a means by which the college avoids survival crisis, but
also the reflection of value rationality which is of greatest importance for college development. Burton
R. Clark said that: When general depression happens, those colleges without characteristics have no
special rights on resources except their fixed positions in the appropriation budget. A college which may
be substituted mutually with any other college may be cut off or auctioned in the case of bankruptcy by
those officers responsible for reducing budget. Perhaps all the public authorities are likely think highly
of those colleges running with characteristics, rather than those always satisfied with current situation.
There are many reasons on which the timid public colleges avoid being ordinary but endeavor to show
their uniqueness in specific quality and service and relationship with external support groups[3]. College
characteristics are the relatively permanent and stable special or obvious development mode formed in
long term development, and the unique and obvious features universally recognized by the society. It is
the indispensable life force for the survival and development of a college, and also the strength of a
college. For the “system-transformation colleges”, characteristic development is the requisite strategic
choice for the survival of severe competition.
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In the early 1980s, Prof Heinz Weihrich from University of San Francisco put forward SWOT
analysis method, in which “S” means strength; “W” means weakness; “O” means opportunity; and “T”
means threat. As a whole, SWOT may be divided into two parts. One part is SW which is mainly
applicable to the analysis of internal conditions; and the other part is OT which is mainly applicable to
the analysis of external conditions. With the development of higher education and the constant progress
of the society, especially the change of subordinate relationship of “system-transformation colleges”,
how the “system-transformation colleges” overcome their weakness and exert their strength to win in
the competition and find a way suitable for their development, this is the key of success.
3.1 SW analysis
3.1.1 S analysis
During the growth and development together with China’s relevant industries and in the long
process of cultivating industrial talents and carrying out industrial research, “system-transformation
colleges” have formed obvious school-running characteristics and unique discipline strength and
established relatively concentrated discipline system with industrial characteristics; they are the main
bases cultivating high-level industrial talents, and most graduates have been the industrial management
backbone and technical backbone, and also the senior industrial professional talents; teachers have solid
industrial background and feelings, and they well understand the industrial production practice and
accumulate rich research experience and strong technical skills in solving problems; their scientific
research mainly focuses on and serves the industrial development. They are the important bases for the
innovation and transfer of industrial generic technology and the transformation of technological
achievements, which play an important role in promoting the industrial technological progress and
industrial structure optimization and updating.
3.1.2 W analysis
In the “system-transformation colleges”, the discipline distribution is relative concentrated; the
basic theory disciplines are weak; the special disciplines lack the support of adjacent disciplines; and the
interdisciplinary integration is insufficient; and the former competent department of industry gives less
and less guide and support in the talents cultivation, technological innovation and funds input to the
“system-transformation colleges”, and the channel and mechanism for the communications between the
college and the former competent department of industry are weakened.
3.2 OT analysis
3.2.1 O analysis
China’s industrialization construction is in a critical period of rapid development. Large scale
industrialization construction needs the breakthroughs of a series of critical industrial techniques, which
needs the technical and HR support by the “system-transformation colleges” with obvious industrial
characteristics and strength in characteristic disciplines; In “985 Program” Phase II, the Ministry of
Education increased some agriculture and forestry colleges, and then increased some geology, mines and
petroleum colleges in Phase III. The state paid much attention to the industrial colleges, and the Ministry
of Education, National Development and Reform Commission, Ministry of Finance, Personnel
Department, Ministry of Science and Technology and the State-owned Assets Supervision and
Administration Commission jointly issued the “Opinions on Further Strengthening the Cultivation of
Short Talents in National Key Fields” [4] and required to give priority to support the cultivation of short
talents for the key fields of public welfare, basic research and frontline technology, and the newly rising
industries as well, such as agriculture, forestry, water conservancy, meteorology, geology, mines,
petroleum and nature gas, nuclear industry, software, microelectronics, cartoon and animation, modern
service industry and so on. The state proposed establishing the technical innovation system, but
presently most domestic enterprises are weak in technical innovation. In the meantime, the former
industrial research institutes were changed to enterprises, which weakened their capacity in industrial
research. However, “system-transformation colleges” are the important carrier and platform of industrial
originality innovation, technical transfer and achievements transformation, which play an irreplaceable
role in the construction of industrial innovation ability and industrial structure optimization and updating.
Therefore, the construction of national innovation system provides a valuable opportunity for the
“system-transformation colleges”.
3.2.2 T analysis
In most “system-transformation colleges”, disciplines are less, and the disciplines in science, arts
and management are weak, which are disadvantageous to form new disciplines or cultivate students’
integrated quality; and also influences student source, teaching staff introduction, research project and
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special construction project. Because of the industrial background and characteristics, the combination
degree of discipline and scientific research of “system-transformation colleges” with the local economy
and social development is lower, and they are less involved in the local economy and social
development[5].
Compared with the top colleges, the “system-transformation colleges” are different in development
foundation, resources condition and problems they face in the reform and development. Therefore, they
differ greatly in the education type, level, scale and emphasis. This requires the “system-transformation
colleges” adapting to the needs with their characteristics and finding a new starting point for their
development and improvement.

4 “System-Transformation Colleges” Form Discipline Characteristics with
Industrial Characteristics, as well as School-Running Characteristics with
Discipline Characteristics
Way of “system-transformation colleges”
forming characteristics

Form discipline characteristics with industrial characteristics and
form school-running characteristics with discipline characteristics

Form discipline characteristics
with industrial characteristics

Elements of discipline
characteristics forming

Form discipline characteristics with industrial characteristics and form school-running
characteristics with discipline characteristics, which is an effective way of characteristic school-running
of “system-transformation colleges”. The college actually is an academic organization based upon
disciplines, and the competition among colleges actually is the competition among disciplines. As the
specific undertaker of talents cultivation, scientific research and social service, the discipline supports
the college, and its level has great influence on the quality and benefit of school running and decides its
service ability and level.
The advantageous discipline of a college is just the characteristic of this college. The college
develops some key disciplines according to its unique strength and enables them to be the advantageous
disciplines, and takes the lead to make obvious achievements for the social development in the field of
its advantageous disciplines. This should be an important point for the college to form school-running
characteristics.
4.1 Factors of forming discipline characteristics
4.1.1 Historical heritage and practice accumulation form the characteristic discipline
The discipline characteristics are formed based upon its historical culture, academic tradition and

Social demands

Accurate discipline
positioning

Masters with unique style

Historical heritage and practice
accumulation

Characteristic discipline serves
regional economy

Establish industrial IUR
cooperation platform

Improve industrial scientific
and technological innovation
level

Industrial characteristic
talents cultivation mode

Establish a discipline echelon
highlighting industrial
demands

industry

Discipline development
orientation of being top in the

Figure 1 Way of System-Transformation Colleges Forming Characteristics
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school conditions. Through the long-term development, a discipline accumulates high academic research
and research achievements, forms the system rules, thoughts, operation mode and behaving habits, and
finally forms the composite force to build the academic peak of certain discipline and form the
discipline characteristics.
4.1.2 Masters with unique style forms the characteristic discipline
Masters in the college will have important influence on the formation of school-running
characteristics. The former president of Tsinghua University, Mei Yiqi, once said: College is the name of
masters instead of buildings. The college is an academic organization constructed based upon disciplines,
and all its academy activities are carried out by humans. The academic achievement of top figures is an
important and obvious mark to evaluate its discipline level. The excellent academic achievement of
academic masters in the discipline-oriented research can enable this discipline to be eminent and
irreplaceable, thus the discipline characteristics are formed.
4.1.3 Accurate discipline positioning promotes the formation of characteristic discipline
Positioning is to position the object. In general circumstances, each organization knows its object,
but doesn’t know where the object is. So does the discipline. Each discipline knows that it should
develop, but the keys are how to develop, which discipline should develop, which level it should
develop at and which level it should develop to. Accurate scientific positioning determines the
disciplines under key development and the keys of discipline development, as well as the disciplines
matching and supporting them. It fixes the mode, method and degree of resources allocation, promote
the advantageous development of disciplines and facilitate the formation of discipline characteristics.
4.1.4 The social demands promotes the formation of characteristic discipline
The social demands supplies unexhausted power for the discipline development. A large amount of
research subjects, production needs or HR demands boost the long-term development of discipline and
the formation of characteristic discipline when it meets the national, regional and social needs. For
example, the science & technology, industry or field under the national key support and development
always can drive the rapid development of relevant disciplines, and even promote the appearance of a
new discipline. While undertaking the national, local and social urgent research projects and solving
actual problems, the college constantly finishes the accumulation of high-level research achievements
and enable a discipline to reach a high level of development, and form the unique strengthen and
characteristics.
4.2 System-transformation colleges form discipline characteristics with industrial characteristics
In the discipline construction, the system-transformation colleges should follow the discipline
development rules and fix the main objectives, implementation plans, steps and measures in a long term
according to the social economic development, industrial construction demands, as well as its present
conditions, strength and characteristics.
4.2.1 Discipline development orientation of being top in the industry
In the discipline pattern, shoulder the task of serving industries, maintain and develop the strength
of those irreplaceable disciplines facing industrial demands. Constantly strengthen the construction of
existing disciplines conforming to industrial demands, fully exert the strength and characteristics of
industry-oriented disciplines, endeavor to strengthen and extend them, and ensure that their integrated
power and competitive power are leading in the industry, and even at home and abroad; according to
industrial construction and social economic and technological development, constantly adjust the
discipline system, actively explore and promote the appearance of new disciplines guiding industrial
development, promote the crossing, penetration and integration of relevant disciplines based upon
existing characteristic discipline orientation, and generate new characteristic discipline orientation;
according to industrial construction and social economic and technological development, establish new
discipline orientation, always grasp the change of talents demands in industrial construction and social
economic and technological development and the frontline information in scientific field, improve the
forward-looking of discipline arrangement, forecast to establish new discipline orientation, and further
improve its ability of serving the industry, national economic construction and social development;
according to the diversified talents cultivation demands, actively strengthen the construction of
fundamental disciplines and disciplines in humanism, society and management, and form the symbiotic
ecology of disciplines so as to cultivate high-level competent industrial leading talents.
4.2.2 Establish a discipline echelon highlighting industrial demands
With regard to the teaching staff construction in the “system-transformation colleges”, guide by
industrial demands, actively focus on orientation of characteristic disciplines, and establish a innovative
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team led by famous teachers; strengthen the education of industrial background and training of industrial
experiences for the teachers, especially cultivate young teachers’ understanding of industry, and
encourage teachers to practice in the production frontline so as to further improve their practice ability
and research ability.
4.2.3 Explore diversified talents cultivation modes with industrial characteristics
The talents cultivation of “system-transformation colleges” should focus on the cultivation of
industrial elite, emphasize the harmonious development of students’ knowledge, ability and quality, and
devote to cultivating innovative talents for revitalizing national industries. For the professional industrial
knowledge is the application of general theoretical knowledge in industrial production and scientific
research, the cultivation mode should not only enable the students to learn basic theoretical knowledge,
but also understand the application objective and prospect, and also enable them to understand the
nature and connotation of knowledge in the practice. Therefore, intensify the IUR cooperation education
so as to enable the students to practice in production frontline and better understand the social or
industrial demands. At the same time, invite some professionals to give lectures to broaden students’
vision and cultivate their abilities of analyzing and solving problems. Combine the teaching with
research, encourage students to carry out innovative activities according to the industrial practice and
cultivate the industrial practice innovative ability. In the meantime, combine science with humanism and
attach importance to both the students’ scientific quality and humanistic quality, so as to cultivate the
high-quality industrial elite.
4.2.4 Focus on industrial construction demands, and improve scientific and technological innovation
level
Scientific research is the foundation for the college to cultivate talents and serve colleges.
“System-transformation colleges” should further improve the scientific and technological innovation
level. Focusing on the urgent industrial demands, carry out the research of generic and critical
technologies, and provide strong intellectual support for the industrial construction and development.
Focusing on the industrial scientific and technological demands, strongly strengthen the construction of
industrial platform, combine the fundamental research with the generic technological research, combine
the professional technological research with the pilot project, and combine the pilot project with
achievements promotion. Aim at the frontline of industrial technological development, be the center of
industrial fundamental research and generic technological research and development and the large pilot
base, and be an important carrier and platform of industrial originality innovation, technical innovation,
product development and achievements transformation.
4.2.5 Establish the platform for IUR cooperation in the industrial field
IUR cooperation is an inevitable way for “system-transformation colleges” to better serve the
society, and also an important aspect in the discipline construction. The industry transferred schools
shall form the IUR alliance with the industry for strength complementation, profit and risk share and
common development. Endeavor to establish the IUR cooperation with industry as subject, the market
as guide, the project as carrier and the asset as tie, and characteristic of being long-term, intensive and
market-oriented. Start with solving the major difficult problems in technical innovation, and provide
technical and HR resources for industrial construction and development. Endeavor to form the
multi-orientation, multi-level and multi-field cooperation pattern so as to enable the schools to gain
support from the industry and society while serving the industrial development.
4.2.6 Serve the regional economy with industrial characteristic discipline
With the change of subordinate relationship, on one hand, the “system-transformation colleges”
need the policy support and financial input of local government; on the other hand, the local economic
construction and social development need the HR and technical support of colleges. Compared with
some famous colleges, the “system-transformation colleges” still have a big gap in terms of research
strength, staff level and social influence. For this reason, to carry out social service, the
“system-transformation colleges” must fully exert the industrial strength, strengthen the characteristics
of industry-oriented discipline, integrate in the local economic social development and boost the
regional social development.

5 Conclusion
Compared with the top colleges, the “system-transformation colleges” are different in development
basis, resources condition and problems they face in the reform and development. Therefore, they differ
greatly in the education type, level, scale and emphasis. This requires the “system-transformation
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colleges” adapting to the needs with their characteristics and finding a new starting point for their
development and improvement. The college characteristics are the crystallization of wisdom that the
college people have constantly explored and refined. Characteristic is not only a means by which the
college avoids survival crisis, but also the reflection of value rationality which is of greatest importance
for college development. The college is an organization establishing system according to disciplines,
and a discipline characteristic is the core of college running. The “system-transformation colleges” form
discipline characteristics with industrial characteristics and form school-running characteristics with
discipline characteristics, and realize the constant improvement of ability and level of talents cultivation,
scientific research and serving the society. The way of development with characteristics is the requisite
strategic choice for the survival and development of “system-transformation colleges” in severe
competition.
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Application of Classical Games in Class
Hui Fengting, Li Hong
Zhejiang University of Science and Technology, Hangzhou, P.R. China, 310023
(E-mail: huifengting@zust.edu.cn, lihong7206@163.com)
Abstract Playing proper games in the class could help to activate students and enhance their study
interest. Proper classical games could even increase the lecturing effectiveness as they can show the
target lecturing principles. By summarizing up the author’s own experience of adapting charade in the
lecturing of communication principle of management, this paper argues that game play a positive role in
improving class effectiveness, and further proposes that proper games ought to be adapted to the class of
many courses in the university.
Key words Charade; Classical games; Application

1 Introduction
Game reflects real living, and its entertainment comes from the humorous amplification of basic
principles. These principles, which are supported to be strict and serious, are looked so close to reality in
game playing, therefore are easily understood and applied by the students in the class.
Many articles published on the application of game in class in China, but most of them are focused
on primary and middle school teaching than on that of university level. The countable articles topic on
university teaching, focused mainly on language and physical education. According to these articles,
game playing in the class will help to create a learning environment, foster and enhance students’
interest and absorptive feeling of study (Wang Fang, 2008, Shen Shuxia, 2008); further searches argued
that by playing games would help the transferring of learning motives (Zhong Fajuan, 2008).
Articles on game playing in other courses are rarely seen, limited available papers are found about
courses study of health psychology, architecture mechanism and management. These articles argued that
by playing games in the class, a relaxing and free environment is created, and knowledge is embodied
into entertainment (Qu Guangwei, 2008). They admit the function of game playing in college class,
emphasize that game playing should go with syllabus, and contain knowledge from textbook. And the
goal of game playing should be to help college students understanding the key points, enhance their
ability to apply theory (Liu Wei, 2007). All the games discussed in these articles are those designed by
the instructor, aiming to activate class and motivate learning desire.
Robbins said that one of the reasons why one should study management is that he will either
manage or be managed. Management is listed as a primary or fundamental course in many Chinese
universities as it is so important that its application of principles could be seen from personal life,
enterprise operation and government administration. The omnipresent management principles provide us
opportunities to use well-designed or classical games in demonstrating them in the class, for example,
charade could be played in the class about “communication”.
Charade is a word guessing game. The most popular form of the game is an acting one, in which
the first player acts out a word or phrase which was secretly demonstrated to him/her by the
director/instructor, often by pantomiming similar-sounding words, and the other players guess the word
or phrase. The idea is to use physical rather than verbal language to convey the meaning to another party
(Wikipedia).
In China, Charade is popularized as “Identical Action Copy, (IAC)”, in which a group of members
participate the “action copy”, and verbal language is forbidden. At the beginning of IAC, all the
members of a playing group (generally 5-7 persons) are asked to stand in a row, and back to the
instructor. To start the game, the instructor asks the first member to turn around and shows him the paper
board on which the word or phrase is printed, and then the first member asks the second member to turn
around, and show him/her a series of action which is in fact the translation the word of phrase into
physical movements. The second member is asked to copy the action he/she has seen from the first
member identically to the third member by asking him turn round. The same sub-process is repeated
again and again, and it is the last member’s duty to speak out what the original word or phrase was
loudly according to his/her understanding of the former member’s action which is imitated from the next
former member. During the game, verbal is forbidden, but the participators could use instruments they
can find to emphasize their action. Since most of the players could not imitate the former player’s action
identically and completely, the actions created by the first player are distorted gradually as the game
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proceeding, and most probably, the last player could not give the right answer. The playing process is
full of fan.
As university teachers, the authors have arranged the students to play charade for 4 times when
teaching the communication part of management of charade and communication.

2 Communication
Communication is the process of transferring and understanding of meaning （Robbins）. All
managers do involve communication. An effective communication could not guarantee an effective
management, but an ineffective communication is always one source of problem. A complete
communication process could be demonstrated as in figure 1.

Adapted from: Stephen Robbins, Fundamentals of Management, 4th edition, Peking University Press, 2006,4:340
Figure 1 Communication Process

According to Robbins, the communication process goes in an environment full of noise, the
external factors which affect communication. The process consisted of a route, a channel, two ends and
three sub-processes. The route is the follow of information, the channel is the vehicle that conveys the
meaning, the two ends are the sender and receiver of meaning, and the sub-processes are encoding,
decoding and feedback. An effective communication comes from the synergy of above-mentioned
factors, of which information is the outlook of meaning in the form of language, character, picture, and
gesture, etc. During the communication process, the understandability of meaning is influenced by
meaning, external form of meaning and their combination; encoding refers to the translation of meaning
into information while decoding refers to the reversion; both of encoding and decoding are affected by
(encoding/decoding) skill/technique, attitude, knowledge and culture; the distance and formality of
channel also place impact on the convey of information; while feedback is to check about the
effectiveness of meaning transportation, which is the receiver’s understandability to the meaning.

3 Brief Description of Charade Playing in the Class
In 2007 and 2008, for several times, the authors organized students to play charade in the class
when taught about the chapter of “communication”. Totally 36 students were selected to form 6 groups,
and each group had 5-7 members. Of these groups, 3 were consisted of Chinese only and 3 had one
German student members each, as shown in table 1.
Table 1
Class
1

2

Group
1
2
3
4
5
6

Grouping
Members
5
6
7
5
6
7

Note
Chinese Students
The third member is a German
Student

The results of game playing were amusing, of all the 6 groups of player, no one had spoken out the
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original words or phrase, and the closest answer one group given was a similar pronunciation phrase.
See table 2.
Table 2 Results of Game
Answers
Given
blow
dance
fly

1
2
3

Original word
or phrase
wind
gale
typhoon

4

water

mineral water

5

flood

red water

6

deluge

tape water

Group

Some Clues

The first student used a bottle of mineral
water as an instrument.
The first student used a bottle of water
and a red pencil bag as instruments
The second student wrote 1998 by
gesture

During the playing, the rest of the students kept guffawing, and some of them whispering the
correct word or phrase of their understanding to the playing groups. After game, the instructor held
discussion in the class, and the topic was: how to communicate effectively.

4 Charade and Communication
4.1 Charade and communication
Charade reflects a typical communication process. By playing charade, the students would have a
vivid idea and a deep understanding of communication process and its barrages.
First, the level of meaning complexity requires equivalent encoding and decoding skills in the
process. Generally speaking, simple and concrete meaning could be easily communicated due to easy
encoding and decoding, while complex and abstract meaning could not be easily communicated due to
difficult encoding and decoding. In our games, the words/phrase required to be communicated is
difficult to be encoded, and the difficulty level upgraded one by one, that ought to be one of the main
reasons why the groups could not speak out the correct answer. Suppose a phrase like “七上八下”(upset,
surface meaning of the four Chinese characters is 7 up and 8 down) was given to one group, the
possibility of correctly understand the meaning would be greatly increased, as the members could easily
encode the meaning into simple hand movement as put seven figures upward first and then eight figures
downward. From this point, we can say that it is quite important to simplify our meaning from the start
of communication.
Second, encoding and decoding play a key role in a success communication, and they are
influenced by technique/skill, attitude, knowledge and social culture. In charade game we played,
encoding is the process that the first member of each group translated the word/phrase into his/her own
physical actions, while decoding is the process that the last member reverted the former member’s
imitated action to word/phrase. (1) Obviously, adroit and abundant body movements could help one to
translate the original meaning into action precisely; even so, one should base his decoding on the
receiver’s ability to imitating and decoding. The core of decoding here is to correctly convey the
meaning by actions as simple as possible. (You can argue that the simplest decoding method to read the
word/phrase, or encoding the original message into language, but remember that verbal is forbidden in
the game. Your argument exactly explains that simple decoding could improve communication
efficiency). (2) Our attitude influences our behavior. If a member didn’t take the game playing seriously,
or observed the former student’s action carelessly, or had not done his best to imitate the former
member’s action, he would properly copy the action. Especially, when the next member has a different
understanding of the former member’s action, he will adjust the action which he would show to the next
member according to his own understanding. The adjustment will definitely distort the original encoding.
(3) Our knowledge about the meaning and the expression the meaning, and our social background will
also influence communication. For example, to illustrate the phrase of“洪水”(flood), the first member
of group 5 gestured Chinese character “九八”(98) to the second member in order to hint the phrase he
had seen from the instructor. Unfortunately, the third member of group 5 was a German student who had
neither known the two Chinese characters nor the idea that there had been a flood in Yangtze River area
in 1998, and he had to copy the second member’s action difficultly. No doubt that a wrong answer of
“tap water” was given finally. From this point, we could conclude that simple decoding such as using
simple words and language is critic for effective communication besides a good preparation and
sufficient knowledge of background.
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Third, the distance and formality of channel will influence the sustaining of effective information,
as in the case of tap water and power supply, the longer of transmit distance, the bigger of the loss; the
more of informality, the bigger of distortion. Class charade playing told us that the groups with fewer
members did a little better than those with more members. (Of course, if for entertaining, more members
in one group will bring more fun). The transmission of action from the first member to the next to the
last member is almost the same case as a direction from the top level to the primary level in an
organization hierarchy. The whole communication process is divided into several sub-process of
communication, and the transmission of a same direction from an upper level to its subordinate is a
complete communication process. The meaning to be conveyed in each sub-process is required to be
identical with the entire process, but has in fact has some distortion which might come from the different
understanding to the communicating meaning by both of information sender and receiver. Hence we can
say that reduce middle levels or shorten the channel will increase communication efficiency.
Fourth, identification and usage of feedback could help to correct communication differentials. In
the game, when the former student was acting, he was also considering if his follower could understand
the action and the supposed meaning to be conveyed by watching the later student’s facial expression.
Facial expression is exactly the feedback in our game. By using feedback, the former student would
always repeat his action, emphasize some piece of action so as to emphasize the meaning, till the
follower seems like that he was understood. Therefore, we could say that paying attention to feedback
and rectify any derivation is very important to keep communication effective.
4.2 Charade and communication barriers
Charade playing also telling us how does communication barriers as filtering, selective perception,
information overload and language work, and their effect on communication.
Information filtering refers to manipulating information so that it will be seen more favorably by
the receiver (Robbins). The more sections information travels, the more filtering, and therefore the more
information distortion. Our game playing shows this principle vividly. When the former student
observed that puzzles were written on the face of his follower, he would repeat or even adjust his action
so as to make it “understandable” to the follower. He forgot that all the middle members in the row was
only a part of the channel, exactly imitating or copying the action was more important than
understanding the action in the game. Unfortunately, all the members in a game did the same and
repeated the same mistake. No doubt that the original meaning being recovered totally different, “flood”
was changed into “tap water” after transmission. We can see the same situation in an organization, the
more levels in the hierarchy, the more information filtering during both upward or downward meaning
transmission, and the more meaning distortion.
With selective perception, receivers see and hear based on their needs, motivations, experience,
background, and other personal characteristics (Robbins), therefore they in fact see and hear only a part
of the conveying information instead of entire picture. Partial is being focused and amplified, while the
rest is being neglected, like the elephant perceived by different blind men in an India story. In our game,
when a follower thought that he had understood some of or part of the former action, he would think that
he had gotten the answer and might adjust the action according to his understanding when he acted to
his follower, neglected or blurred the action he had no idea of. The result, of course, was that the
original meaning missed. We could think that the result should be better if each member just copies the
action of a former member than if he adjusts the action according to his understanding to his follower.
Conclusion: do not believe your receiver has completely understood the meaning except that we have a
positive feedback.
Selective perception is related to information overload, or in other words, information overload is a
source of selective perception. When information is more than one’s capability to handle, he will
remember some of the information which he thought useful and forget or neglect the rest. In the game,
the first member is always trying his best by all means he can take advantage of within the rules
limitation to demonstrate the word or phrase he had seen from the instructor; therefore, great deal of
information appeared before the second member. The second member has no idea of the core and
imitated the simple action or “understandable” action to his follower. Surely information would be
distorted gradually in the game. We concluded that: to build an effective communication, we should
simplify our language, use jargon or professional terms selectively by whom our receiver is.
Channel selection will also bring communication barriers. Obviously, we could attribute the reason
why it is so difficulty for each group to give the correct answer to the game rule which forbid verbal
usage. If language could be used in the game, all Chinese students groups will have almost no
communication barriers, as the members could read the original word or phrase to their followers; while
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those groups with German students would also have few barriers, as German students could imitate
Chinese pronunciation to their followers. We must emphasize that when language is permitted, if a
former student try to communicate the meaning by using the receiver’s familiar language, for example
English or Germany, so as to favor the receiver, he will commit a mistake of information filtering.
Because by doing so, additional section is added and the channel distance is prolonged, as the meaning
in different language could have different sayings. Therefore, we can say that: face to face verbal
communication is the most efficiency one, and when using verbal communication, we should confirm
that the two parties of communication have the same understanding to the words or phrase which are
used in communication.

5 Conclusion
A teacher uses means to convey knowledge, and game playing is a good mean. In our class,
charade playing provides the students with an interesting platform on which they can study the
principles of communication by participating game and interacting with other students besides the
traditional learning strategy as being taught and reading. Students admitted such a teaching strategy, and
said that they had deep impression of the class. Playing charade in the class obviously increased
teaching efficiency.
According to Howard Gardner, Kolb and Neil Fleming, different students are endowed with
different type of intelligence; different students have different learning style. Playing game in the class
integrates different ways of information perception of the students, allows the students to learn and
understand not only by listening, but also by watching, reading and participating, hence inspires their
potential intelligence (Hui Fengting, Lu Jiuqin, 2007). We suggest that playing well selected games in
the class could help teaching as well as learning for many college courses, and we are also looking
forward to reading more about game playing studies in university classes.
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Abstract China’s State Education Ministry has started a reform in College English teaching since
2004, in order to change the present education situation, in which there are less teachers, bad learning
environment and students’ poor ability of using English. A formal version of College English
Curriculum Requirements was issued in 2007, which encourages the extensive use of advanced
information technology, especially Network-based technology in College English teaching. To testify
the implementation of the Requirements, the author observed some classrooms in some universities only
to find the result unsatisfactory. Some English teachers misunderstand the requirements. Comparing the
observations with the Requirements, the author of this paper thinks it is necessary to differentiate
Network-based teaching from Computer-assisted Instruction and Computer-assisted Learning, thus
putting forward some suggestions based on the Constructivism Theory to integrate Network-based
technology into College English teaching and perfect College English teaching and learning.
Key words Education reform; Network; Computer-assisted instruction; Computer-assisted learning;
Constructivism theory; Integration

1 Introduction
Most colleges and universities in China are faced with heavy constraints of obvious increase in
student enrollment and lack of qualified English teachers, less learning resources and students’ poor
ability of using English. With an eye to solving these problems, keeping up with the new developments
of higher education in China, and improving teaching quality to meet the needs of the country and
society for qualified personnel in the new era, China’s State Education Ministry has started a reform in
College English teaching since 2004, leading higher education to greater reliance on information
technology. A formal version of College English Curriculum Requirements[1] was issued in 2007, which
encourages the extensive use of advanced information technology, especially Network-based technology
in College English teaching. However, how to make an effective use of Network-based technology or
how this mode of teaching is implemented in classrooms is still a great concern to most teachers. To find
out the truth, the author observed some classrooms in some universities and compared the recordings
with the Requirements. This paper is to analyze the differences and generate an improved model based
on constructivism theory in College English teaching.

2 College English Curriculum Requirements
According to College English Curriculum Requirements, the extensive use of advanced
information technology should be encouraged, computer- and Network-based courses should be
developed, and students should be provided with favorable environment and facilities for language
learning. All the courses, whether computer-based or classroom-based, should be fully-oriented, taking
into account students with different starting points, so that students who start from lower levels will find
room for further development. The new models should be built on modern information technology,
particularly network technology, so that English language teaching and learning will be, to a certain
extent, free from the constraints of time or place and geared towards students’ individualized and
autonomous learning.
Different from the traditional teaching model, these teaching models include online autonomous
learning, which places a premium on individualized teaching and independent learning and makes full
use of the special functions of the computer in assisting learners with repeated language practice,
especially with training in listening and speaking ability. While taking advantage of the teachers’
lectures and coaching, students can be assisted by computers in choosing the appropriate content and
methods of learning according to their specific needs, proficiency and schedules under the guidance of
teachers, so that their all-round ability to use English can be improved and the best effects of learning
achieved.
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In the process of Network-based English teaching models, the teacher’s role of face to face
coaching should be stressed. It could take the form of group work, focusing on checking students’
independent learning and cooperative learning, and providing due guidance and assistance for students.
In principle, at least one hour of coaching should be offered after every 16 to 20 hours of students’
autonomous learning. The ultimate goal is to prepare the students for their future life-long independent
English learning in the highly-developed information society.

3 Recordings of the Present Classroom Teaching
Wuhan University of Technology was one of the first 31 universities that first tried to implement
the new teaching mode in 2004. In recent years we observed classroom teaching and exchanged
teaching experience with teachers of other universities in China. Here the author presents the recordings
of two typical types of classroom teaching:
Recording 1:
Course name: Intensive Reading
Step 1: The teacher played a video first to attract the students’ attention to the topic and introduced the
background information of the reading text with the help of very beautifully-made powerpoint
(PPT);
Step 2: The teacher asked several relevant questions to elicit the answers from the students;
Step 3: The teacher guided the students to discuss the main idea and the structure of the reading text so
that the students have a global understanding (using PPT);
Step 4: The teacher played the recording of the text, stopping at the end of each paragraph to ask
questions about comprehension or explain the use and usage of some new words with PPT;
Step 5: The teacher asked the students to summarize the text before she concluded the class.
Recording 2:
Course name: Listening and Speaking
Step 1: The teacher introduced the topic first and guided the students to choose and discuss their favorite
topics listed in part A of the textbook(pair work);
Step 2: The teacher made some comments on the students’ presentation;
Step 3: The teacher first asked the students to read the new words after her; then she played the
recording of the passage in part B and the students listened and did the exercises. After that, the
teacher checked the answers, analyzed the students’ choices and played the recording again.
Step 4: Students practiced the dialogues. The teacher asked 2 pairs of students to present their dialogues
in class before she concluded the class.
Compared with the traditional “blackboard plus chalk” mode, these two modes have made use of
the computer instead of the blackboard, but the teaching nature is the same---teacher-centeredness. In
the first classroom, the teacher explained the text with PPT, in which the computer was only an assisting
tool and the students were passively listening to the teacher. In the second classroom, the teacher played
the recording of the passage with the help of the computer. The teaching content and students’ oral
activities were limited to the textbook. Students showed no interest in them because of limited
vocabulary. In the talking after class, the two teachers said the online learning (required in the
Requirements) only took place in the computer rooms, in which computers are internet zed. Students can
have access to a vast amount of authentic and up-to-date audio and video exercises in the computer
rooms. They can learn at their own pace.
These two teaching modes are typical Computer-assisted Instruction( CAI) and Computer-assisted
Learning (CAL) at present in Chinese universities, separating online learning from classroom teaching.
The computer works only as an assisting tool in class, allowing students the freedom to conduct
autonomous learning after class with or without the teacher in the computer rooms. Autonomous
learning is also isolated from classroom teaching. And the teacher is still the center of teaching. This is a
misunderstanding of the reform, so it is impossible to reach the aim of the reform because the computer
technology has not changed the nature and structure of teaching.

4 Development of Computer-based Teaching
4.1 CAI and CAL
CAI was first used in language teaching in 1980s. It can combine the teaching materials such as
pictures, sounds, cartoons, flashes and words together to motivate students’ enthusiasm, and
go-aheadism, better than traditional “chalk and talk” mode. Typical CAI at that time was
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Drill-and-Practice Model. According to this model, adequate drills and practice can help learners to
perform. In other words, the computer assists the teacher, but it works only when the teacher operates it,
using it to conduct drills and exercises among the students. The courseware can only reinforce old
knowledge, not suitable for obtaining new information. And the teacher is the center of the classroom.
CAL was popular between middle 1980s and middle 1990s, switching from the
teaching-centeredness to the learning-centeredness. The computer works as teachers’ assisting tool in
displaying difficult and key points. The teaching content is based on the textbook. The students are the
objects of knowledge input and the teaching structure is still teacher-centeredness.
4.2 Network-based teaching
Language learning environment is very important to Chinese students. Chinese students, different
from those coming from India or Singapore who work or study or live in English speaking countries,
learn English as a foreign language. They lack of language environment. Their only language
environment is the classroom. The present classroom teaching focuses on knowledge input instead of
ability improvement, resulting in too many poor English speakers. To solve this problem, CAI or CAI is
not enough.
To solve the problem of language environment, we cannot rely only on the computer as an assisting
tool. Modern Network technology makes it possible to create a mock language environment in which
students can pick up the target language as if they were in an English speaking country. Students can
talk in small groups around the computer. Access to the Internet also brings the world into the classroom.
They can download a wide range of informative, educational, and entertaining materials. This provides
them with opportunities for genuine communication outside the classroom. Although information
technology on the development of mutual-motivation is not perfect at present, the function of the
computer has exceeded its assisting function. In foreign language learning, learners and computers have
formed a human-computer society. Depending on computer-human mutual learning, education will
exceed limitation of conventional learning approach. By the way of suppositious class discussion and
talk on the Internet, advice feedback and so on, the learners, as the center of teaching and learning, will
communicate and learn better. This is the essential of Constructivism Theory.

5 Constructivism Theory
Current modern education theory is moving from the traditional recalling facts, principles or
correct procedures into the areas of creative thinking, problem-solving, analysis and evaluation[2].
According to the Constructivism Theory, knowledge is not taught, but is learned by the learner himself
through constructing new knowledge on the basis of old knowledge, under a certain setting, with the
help of others, such as teachers and study partners, utilizing certain study resources. It stresses the
variety of teaching and learning resources, and argues that language learning is mediated by tools and
signs[3] Students are the center of learning. They work individually or in small groups to explore,
investigate and solve authentic problems, becoming engaged in seeking knowledge and information,
rather than being passive recipients.
To be brief and to the point, Constructivism includes: student-centeredness, emphasis on students’
active exploration, active discovery and active construction of knowledge. In this process, students must
play an active part in their learning process and be autonomous learners who are actively engaged in
constructing new meanings within the context of their current knowledge, experiences and social
environments. In a constructivist learning environment, students learn by fitting new information
together with what they already know and actively construct their own knowledge and solutions to the
problems. So students should be the center of teaching and student-centered methodology should be
used. We should make full use of the Network resources to create an ideal teaching and learning
environment and solve the problem of improving students’ application ability. That is, to reach the aim
of the teaching reform, we need to integrate Network technology into College English teaching.

6 Integration of Network Technology into College English Teaching Based on
Constructivism Theory
Network technology and Curriculum integration means that Network technology becomes an
integral part of the whole curriculum design, including course structure, course content, course resources
and course implementation[4]. This integration is quite different from CAI and CAL. It is wrong to think
that applying multimedia and courseware in the classroom is integrating Network technology into the
curriculum. The integration does not mean to use the computer as an assisting tool, but to emphasize
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creating a new teaching environment through Network, a new teaching environment by effectively
integrating web-based technology into College English teaching process, under the guidance of the
Constructivism theory. This environment can support the teaching approach of creating situations,
inspiring thoughts, obtaining information, sharing resources, autonomously exploring and cooperatively
learning. A new teaching mode that features autonomy, expiration and cooperation should be advocated
to give full play to students’ initiative and creativity, thus fundamentally changing the traditional
teacher-centered teaching structure. Students’ role as the main body and the teachers’ leading role are
respected. See the following chart.

environment
student

teacher
information
Figure

1

In this model, students as the center of study, can bring their initiative into full play in the
learning environment created by the teacher. They can construct the meanings of what is to be learned
and solve problems. Students are the constructors and users while the teacher is the guide, organizer or
facilitator. Knowledge conveyed by information is no longer what the teacher teaches, but the object for
students to construct meanings actively. The learning environment should help students to construct.
Cooperation takes place in the whole learning process. The teacher and students must communicate face
to face to complete learning tasks, unlimited to time and space via Network-based technology.
6.1 Teachers’ intermediary act
Teachers are no longer the sole source of language information. Instead, they are organizers and
facilitators. Before class teachers should assign some tasks for students to fulfill, such as previewing the
new words with the help of the given software, looking for relevant information in library or on Internet
with purpose and writing their own ideas. In class, teachers should design some activities that encourage
students to explore and be creators of language rather than passive recipients of it. Teachers, as
facilitators, have to be able to respond to the needs that students have. That is, teachers can require
students to learn online and organize them to discuss in class.
In this kind of Network teaching, teachers mainly guide or direct students to hold important things
for effective autonomy learning. Teachers can also assign and confirm learning tasks online, for example,
understanding relevant ground knowledge to some language points, preparing for discussion and so on.
In addition, teachers can introduce resources online or some other reference.
In a word, a teacher’s function transition is from housekeeper in traditional classroom to shepherd
in the new teaching model.
6.2 Students’ autonomy learning
In the Information Time, new knowledge is replacing old knowledge at a fast speed. It is not
enough just to know what is presented. Students need to learn the way of searching for and exploring
knowledge in their lifelong learning. Thus, autonomy learning is an important part of the integration
between Network-based technology and College English teaching.
Since Henri Holec’s work “Autonomy learning and Foreign Language Learning” [5] was published
in 1981, autonomy in language learning has been a topic of widespread discussion in the west.
Dickinson[6] considers autonomy as “both an attitude towards learning and a capacity for independent
learning”. He elaborates the attitude as responsibility that the learner is prepared to take for
decision-making about his learning and capacity for critical reflection and decision-making in the
learning process.
Chinese Scholar Su Ding-fang[7] concludes autonomy learning in three aspects: One, attitude. Learners
voluntarily adopt a positive attitude towards their own learning. They are responsible for their study and are
actively involved in their study. Two, ability. Learners should develop their ability and study strategies in order to
complete their study tasks independently. Three, environment. Learners should be given enough opportunities to
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train themselves and develop their ability to be responsible for their study.
English learning, supported by Internet, accords with the concept of autonomy learning. It
consciously develops learners’ autonomous ability, but also provides learners with excellent conditions
and environment for autonomy learning. One of the widely acknowledged advantages of Network-based
learning is its promotion of learner autonomy. The web allows the students freedom to conduct learning
at their own pace and spend appropriate time in improving certain skills that they are weak at.
6.3 Students’ cooperative learning
Cooperative spirit is essential in digital time. Accomplishing a curricula agenda cooperatively in a
group can strengthen students’ cooperative ability. In this student-centered teaching environment,
cooperation between teachers and students and cooperation among students are preferable. The teaching
structure after integration refuses the concept of regarding the teacher as an isolated decision maker.
Teachers and students are part of the team. They explore, find and share knowledge information in
cooperation, helping to set up their virtues, such as mutual respect, communication, and guarding
against arrogance, on cooperation basis. They can also establish contact with other first or second
speakers of English around the world through chat lines and pen pal links. This increases their
intercultural awareness and sensitivities.
Setting up humanized cooperative environment and convenient intercommunication space
environment as well as the resource environment through Network, students can easily obtain
information and increase cooperation efficiency.

7 Conclusion
The present reform in China aims at solving the problems of students’ poor ability of using English
and lack of qualified English teachers. Network-based technology is developing, so is English teaching
and learning. CAI or CAL is no longer effective in improving teaching quality because the computer is
just regarded as an assisting tool. Information technology, especially Network technology makes it
possible for students to perform self-regulated or cooperative learning, and set up a new mode for
teaching and learning. In other words, Network technology has provided brand new means for teaching
environment. Technology and pedagogical developments allow us to more fully integrate computer
technology into future English teaching and learning process to create a perfect learning environment.
This newest educational environment that delivers all our learning media, could be used creatively to
remold the traditional unitary instructor-led approach in China and thus maximize students’ experience
and develop the learning efficiency and ease the constraints of lack of English teachers in present China.
From the point of view of constructivism, Network offers a chance for improving English teaching
in modern society, as well as a chance for students to acquire English in a new environment. English
teachers, however, meet some challenges in such new teaching models. Autonomous learning supported
by Network technology is certainly not “teacher-less learning”. As Sheerin (1997, cited in Benson &
Voller 1997:63) [8] succinctly states, teachers “have a crucial role to play in launching learners into
self-access and in helping them to stay afloat.” Only when teachers have improved themselves not only
in English proficiency and methodology but also in mastering information technology skills or only
when Network technology is integrated into College English teaching, is the teaching reform successful.
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Abstract The paper analyses the current situation of entrepreneurship education in Chinese colleges
and universities, and emphasizes that the definite objective is very important to carry out
entrepreneurship education. Based on the objective of entrepreneurship education in Chinese colleges
and universities, the author puts forward four effective approaches for entrepreneurship education in
Chinese colleges and universities, including offering courses, giving lectures, developing workshops and
visiting pioneering parks.
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1 Introduction
Over the past two decades, entrepreneurship has become the fastest developing field in American
business schools and engineering colleges. At the same time, the development of Chinese
entrepreneurship education is rising. Relative to the entrepreneurship education in foreign countries,
Chinese entrepreneurship education starts relatively late, but it is developing with the surprising rapidity.
As the continuation of employment guidance of colleges and universities, and in order to expand
graduates’ ways to employment, more and more colleges and universities are actively participating in
the development of entrepreneurship education, and they are getting constant benefit from the study and
research.

2 Current Problems in Entrepreneurship Education in Chinese Colleges and
Universities
Tsinghua University and other eight universities were granted the trial zone of entrepreneurship
education by Department of Higher Education，Ministry of Education in April, 2002. The task of these
trial universities was clearly stated as follows: the current priority of Chinese higher education is to give
entrepreneurship education to the students so that they can obtain the spirit of innovation and the
abilities to create and start an undertaking. In recent years, Ministry of Education and Central
Committee of Youth League continued approving and establishing a number of projects such as
"Innovative Experimental Zone", "Students KAB Entrepreneurship Education Base" and so on. They
provided better policy and funds for colleges and universities in their entrepreneurship education.
The achievements of Chinese entrepreneurship education, both in theory and in practice, are
obvious to all, but, at the same time, we should also realize that there are still various problems to be
solved: the misunderstanding of entrepreneurship education, the serious lack of entrepreneurship
education teachers, and the disequilibrium of their abilities, the lack of a standard system on curriculum
provision and evaluation of curriculum, the lack of security system for entrepreneurship education, etc..
All those problems stated above are common existing in Chinese Universities. Among all the problems,
the major issue as my personal view is the bias on entrepreneurship education. Some colleges and
universities have a narrow understanding of entrepreneurship education as training for the students to
become a director or a business owner directly. Lots of them even use the data of graduates becoming a
business owner as the evaluation criteria to assess the quality of entrepreneurship education. All these
seriously misunderstood the meaning and objectives of entrepreneurship education.
So, it is quite necessary to restate clearly the objectives of entrepreneurship education. Only with
the help of objectives, the entrepreneurship education could go on the wheels in Chinese colleges and
universities.

3 Objectives of Enterprise Education in Chinese Colleges and Universities
Entrepreneurship education is a kind of education that aims at cultivating the comprehensive
qualities of entrepreneurship, the value of innovatory spirit and entrepreneurship abilities. The
objectives of entrepreneurship education in colleges and universities are in the following four aspects.
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3.1 Cultivating the spirit of entrepreneurship
The spirit of entrepreneurship is the conception and ideology of starting a career, the spiritual state
of self-reliance, hard struggle, achievements and contributions, and it includes the following three
aspects.
The spirit of entrepreneurship is the spirit of self-reliance and enterprise, and it is the support of
triumph in entrepreneurship. It is also the spirit of being a master in controlling the destiny, displaying
subjective initiative and striving to realize dreams.；
The spirit of entrepreneurship is the spirit of hard struggle, which is defined as a fine tradition of
the Chinese nation and a good quality of fearlessness, thrifty and diligence.
The spirit of entrepreneurship is the spirit of innovation and consciousness of developing new ideas
and new ways. All the new schemes should be proposed faithfully and practically to emancipate the
mind, create new chapter and keep pace with times.
3.2 Strengthening three kinds of professional qualities
Entrepreneurship education needs students to exercise and to improve professional qualities and
abilities in all aspects in the course of study and practice, especially to strengthen the following aspects.
3.2.1 Leadership
Leadership is the ability of taking full advantage of human resources and objective conditions
within the jurisdiction to reach maximum performance and achievement with optimal cost. It consists of
the abilities of influence, planning and organization and decision-making.
3.2.2 Risk-taking
The ability of risk-taking is a fundamental quality of entrepreneurs. They usually set higher goals
for themselves, and then concentrate all of their capabilities and talent on the realization of these goals.
However, the higher goals they set, the more risks they exist relatively, hence it requires entrepreneurs to
have the ability of risk-taking. Entrepreneurs who improve the ability of risk-taking is to be willing to
exert all the strength and make every factor develop in the anticipated direction and this ability can
objectively evaluate risk situations and change unfavorable factors.
3.2.3 Teamwork
Teamwork is the spirit of voluntary cooperation and cooperative efforts to achieve attain desired
goals. It can mobilize all the resources and talent of team members and automatically remove the entire
atmosphere with disharmony and injustice. It will also give appropriate rewards to the honest and
selfless dedicators. Teamwork is as follows: actively listen to and absorb effective experience and
suggestion; tolerate and respect uniqueness of individuals; understand personality and attitudes of selves
and others; coordinate groups to work together effectively and create the atmosphere to support each
other.
Even if college graduates won’t found their own small business as soon as they graduate, the study
and practice of entrepreneurship education in colleges and universities and the relative professional
qualities can highlight their ability superiority and improve professional competition during the
job-hunting.
3.3 Expanding ways to employment
As a choice of occupation, entrepreneurship is a way to employment. Faced with a tough job
market, it is of necessity to develop entrepreneurship education in colleges and universities so that
college students can obtain some knowledge of founding small business and professional qualities
which are needed to entrepreneurs. And it is a choice of occupation for contemporary undergraduates to
found their own small business and become self-employed by their comprehensive abilities and
government’s preferential policies.
3.4 Bearing a part of quality-oriented education
In fact, developing entrepreneurship education is a part of developing quality-oriented education
and it is the support and concrete reflection of quality-oriented education in colleges and universities.
Entrepreneurship needs comprehensive qualities, especially some high-quality talents. Therefore,
entrepreneurship education is a new talent training mode which is established on the basis of
quality-oriented education. At the same time, as a kind of innovation, entrepreneurship demands broad
horizon, wide knowledge, great wisdom and effective grasp of the market; it also requires good abilities
of organization and coordination and skills of interpersonal relationships. From the above it is clear that
the society demands high qualities of entrepreneurs including abilities of being the characters of
innovator, manager and social activist. Thus, there is no doubt that entrepreneurship education is the
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deepening and embodiment of the current quality-oriented education. At the same time, it should be
integrated into the quality-oriented education in colleges and universities to promote students’ all-round
development and overall quality.

4 Approaches of Entrepreneurship Education in Chinese Colleges and
Universities
Chinese entrepreneurship education is still at the starting stage, and in view of the present situation
in Chinese colleges and universities, approaches of entrepreneurship education in colleges and
universities generally include the following aspects.
4.1 Offering courses
According to the types and majors, colleges and universities can offer required courses and elective
courses concerning entrepreneurship education (Table 1). In the courses, students can know all kinds of
knowledge and skills concerning entrepreneurship. Different from some specialized courses, the courses
of entrepreneurship education demand that teachers change the traditional teaching methods and use lots
of teaching forms such as case analysis, role-play, group discussion and interactive games to make
students participate in and obtain the idea and essence of entrepreneurship education.
Table 1

Curriculum

Key Point

Contents

Quality of Entrepreneurs

Creative Exciting/ Information Searching/ Leadership/ Business Opportunities
Judging/ Responsiveness etc.

Founding and Management of
New Business

Business Opportunities Searching and Evaluating/ Founding of New Business/
Innovation Strategy/ Organization Designing/ Supply Chain Management/
Marketing/ Venture Capital Management/ E-commerce/ Tax System/ Intellectual
Property Rights/ Contract Trade/ International Trade/ Market Competition etc.

Entrepreneurial Environment

Environment Protecting/ Environment Capitalism/ Custom of Capital Market/
Government Policy/ E-economy etc.

Specific Industries

Feature and Building of E-commerce/ High-tech Industry Management/
Competitive Strategy etc.

Spirit of Entrepreneurship

Social Responsibility/
Entrepreneurship

Meaning

of

Entrepreneurship/

Social

Spirit

of

4.2 Giving lectures
As a kind of mini-course of entrepreneurship education, lecture has the features of short time, large
content, rich information and flexible forms and it is a effective way to implement entrepreneurship
education in colleges and universities. From time to time, colleges and universities can invite
entrepreneurs of various industries to give lectures to colleges students, to inspire students with their
own experiences and to make them have further understanding and feelings of entrepreneurship and
entrepreneurs.
4.3 Developing workshops
Developing workshops is one of the important aspects of college students’ entrepreneurship
education. Workshops are mainly supported by the organization and implement of college students’
entrepreneurship associations and groups, which set different entrepreneurship themes, hold workshops
and develop practical activities according to the needs of students and the features of resources. It can
also provide college students with practical platforms and chances and make them improve and exercise
various kinds of qualities and abilities of entrepreneurs in the workshops.
4.4 Visiting pioneering parks
Presently, many colleges and universities have pioneering parks or science & technology parks.
Even some colleges and universities don’t have their own pioneering park, the cities in which they
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locate have enterprise gardens. So these colleges can arrange students to visit and study pioneering parks
and science & technology parks to make them have perceptual knowledge of enterprises. At the same
time, some communication activities between entrepreneurs and students can be arranged in the course
of visit to make them have further understanding and knowledge of entrepreneurship and entrepreneurs.

5 Conclusions
In conclusion, objectives and approaches of entrepreneurship education in Chinese colleges and
universities are not invariable. On one hand, every college or university can have the reasonable
orientation of objectives of entrepreneurship education according to school-running concepts and
characteristics; on the other hand, it can make effective development and setting of approaches of
entrepreneurship education according to its conditions and resources.
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Abstract Under the background of informationization, modernization and globalization of the higher
education ,the core competence is the foundation of university development. How to assess and enhance
core competitiveness is the strategic initiatives to determine the survival and development of University.
The purpose of this paper is to answer what its constituent elements is and how to evaluate it Firstly, the
article determined the index system of core competitiveness evaluation of universities on. the basis of
analyzing its constituent elements. Secondly, according to the grading score given by different experts
on the various indicators, the indicator sample matrix was structured, the whitening weight function was
established and the gray clustering evaluation coefficient was determined. Lastly, the comprehensive
grey cluster evaluation of university core competence was conducted by using fixed weight method. The
innovative points of this paper consist in having established the Grey clustering evaluation model of
university core competence and having provided a new judgment standard in order to evaluate its core
competitiveness
Key words University core competence; Evaluation indicator ; Grey Cluster Evaluation Model

1 Introduction
Since the U.S. management expert C.K.Prahlad and Gray Hamel (1990) first proposed core
competence theory, the theory has increasingly become continuing hot issue of concern of business
management and education management and many other research areas. In recent years, the research
about university core competence and its evaluation has made many valuable theoretical results. For
example, Zhong Weidong (2007）established evaluation model of the university core competence based
on the AHP. Chen Jin,Wang Pengfei (2009) from the angle of education, research, and social functions
built the evaluation system of university core competence. .At a new perspective, this article has studied
university core competence evaluation by using grey system theory in order to enhance the core
competitiveness of Chinese universities and to provide a useful ideas and methods for its evaluation.

2 University Core Competence Evaluation System
University core competence assessment is a multi-level multi-objective problem. The first problem
to be solved is to select evaluating indicator. According to the objective requirements and characteristics
of university core competence evaluation, the design principles of evaluating indicator mainly have
feasibility principles; comprehensive principles; simple principle; comparability principle and continuity
principle.
In order to conduct a comprehensive and integrated assessment on the core competence of
university from four aspects such as disciplines competitiveness, scientific research competitiveness,
student competitiveness and management competitiveness we has established. the indicator system of
the university core competence evaluation .The constitute of the specific evaluation indicators is as
follows:
(1) Subject competitiveness evaluation index (U1). It includes three sub-indices such as the
strategic position of subjects (V11), Academic echelon (V12) and teaching quality (V13)
(2) Scientific research competitiveness evaluation index (U2). It includes funds for scientific
research (V21), undertaken scientific research project (V22), published monographs and articles published
(V23), scientific research awards and its transformation conditions (V24) the four sub-indices.
(3) Student competitiveness index (U3). It includes the enrollment or matriculation rate (V31),
student's scale and specification (V32), student's overall quality (V33), student's practice innovation
ability (V34), graduate's employment rat (V35), graduate's prestige and social satisfaction degree (V36)
the six sub-indicators.
(4) Management competitiveness assessment index (U4). It includes strategic planning and strategic
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management capacity (V41), resource access and use capacity (V42), human resource management
capacity (V43), campus cultural reconstruction (V44) the four sub-indices.

3 Grey Cluster Evaluation Model of University Core Competence
In this paper a comprehensive evaluation to the core competitiveness of university has been
conducted by using grey fixed weight cluster evaluation method based on triangle whitening weight
function in the gray system theory. In view of the different evaluation of many different experts on multi
indicators, gray cluster evaluating law can reflects the overall state of university core competitiveness
with a more realistic by constructing the index sample matrix, establishing whitening weight function
and determining gray cluster appraisal coefficient at its integration. Adopting fixed weight methods may
resolve the problems resulting from significance difference, dimension difference and quantity disparate
of the indicators. Here is the introduction of grey cluster assessment method
3.1 Determination of the index set and its weight set
Different evaluation indicators have different influence degree on the overall goal of evaluation. So
analytic hierarchy principle can be applied to calculate the relative weight of each index in order to
weigh and compare the degree of difference of the role of different evaluating indicator on general
objective
Suppose the first-level target Ui has m item (i=1,2,…, m), its weight vector for η= (η1, η2,… ηm). Ni
sub-indicators have also been set under the first-level indicator Vij (j = 1,2, ..., ni), the relative weight
vector of Index Vij relative to Index Ui is as follows: wi = ( wi1 , wi 2 ,L , win ) 。
i
3.2 Evaluation criteria set
After indicator is established, grading standard is needed It is the grading rank of weighing
appraisal indicator fit or unfit. As far as the qualitative indicators are concerned，there are different ways
of description on its grade. In this paper, the number of evaluation grades is 5 (g = 5), such as “teaching
quality t” evaluating indicator being divided into 5 sub-rating level： “very good”、“ good”、“general”、
“ poor”、“ very poor”. On quantitative indicators, different figures are used to measure different
evaluating levels, such as appraisal score of each evaluating levels from good to bad respectively being
as follows:5 points, 4 points, 3 points, 2 points and 1 point ,the score values between adjacent grade
taking average score between its grading standard.
3.3 Establishment of evaluation value matrix
Suppose P expresses the rating experts, there are P group of experts participating in the evaluation.
p

As far as the first level indicator Ui is concerned , making xij (i = 1,, ..., m; j = 1,2, ..., ni; p = 1,2, ..., P)
for rating sample values given by the P group of experts for evaluation Vij., The value of these samples
constitutes the following evaluation value matrix:
⎡ xi11 xi21 L xip1 ⎤
⎥
⎢ 1
xi 2 xi22 L xip2 ⎥
Xi = ⎢
⎢L L L L⎥
⎢ 1
2
p ⎥
⎣⎢ xin xin L xin ⎦⎥
i

i

i

3.4 Establishment of Evaluation Whitening Weight Function
Carrying out grey cluster assessment needs to determine assessment gray category (reviews rating).
If take 5 levels such as “very good, good, normal, poor, very poor” , then the number of evaluation
grades g = 5.The threshold of different grey category e measured with digital xe such as take x1 = 5, x2
= 4, x3 = 3, x4 = 2, x5 = 1, respectively expressed rating standard value of the 5-level and so on. Suppose
grey category grade expresses with e, e = 1,2, ..., g, the corresponding number of gray and its whitening
weight function may be described as follows:
(1) The first gray type (e = 1) indicates “the best”. Set grey number ⊗1 ∈[x1,∞)，its whitening weight
function is as follows： f ( x ) = xij ，xij∈[0,x1); f1 ( xij ) = 1 ,xij∈[x1，∞); f 1 ( xij ) = 0 , xij∉ [0，∞).
（1）
ij
1
x1
(2) Intermediate gray type (e = 2,3, ..., g-1). The grey number ⊗ e ∈[0,xe,2xe],its whitening weight function
is as follows： f ( x ) = xij ，xij∈[0,xe]; f ( x ) = 2 xe − xij ,xij∈[xe，2xe]; f e ( xij ) = 0 , xij ∉ [0,2 xe ] .
e
ij
e
ij
xe
xe

（2）
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(3) G Grey type (e = g)indicates “the worst” The grey number ⊗ g ∈[0,2xg],its whitening weight
function is as follows：f g ( xij ) = 1 ，
xij∈[0,xg]; f ( x ) = 2 xg − xij ,xij∈[xg，2xg]; f g ( xij ) = 0 , xij ∉ [0,2 xg ] 。（3）
g
ij
xg
3.5 Calculation of coefficient matrix of gray evaluation
p

Described by the former, xij indicates the sample values of evaluation given by evaluator P for
the evaluating indicator Vij . fe(xij) is the whitening weight function of indicator Vi grey type e, Wij is
p
the weight of indicator Vij，then ： σ e = 1
（4）
f e ( xijp )
∑
ij
p p =1
It Is called the grey evaluation coefficient of indicator Vij belonged to grey type e.
σ ij = (σ ij1 ,σ ij2 ,L,σ ijg ) It is called the coefficient vector of grey evaluation of the index Vij.
⎡ σ i11 σ i21 L σ ig1 ⎤
⎢ 1
⎥
σ i 2 σ i22 L σ ig2 ⎥ It is called the grey evaluation coefficient matrix of the index Ui.
⎢
Ri =
⎢L L L L⎥
⎢ 1
2
g ⎥
⎣⎢σ ini σ ini L σ ini ⎦⎥
3.6 Grey cluster evaluation
The comprehensive balance has been carried out by using the relative weight vector
wi = ( wi1 , wi 2 , L, wi n ) of the sub-index Vij relative to indicator Ui to get the grey cluster coefficient of
i

ni

the first level indicator Ui belonged to grey category e as follows: σ e = w ⋅σ e
∑ ij ij
i
j =1

the grey cluster coefficient vector of the first level indicators Ui has been obtained by the same way
as above： σ i = (σ i1 , σ i2 ,L , σ ig ) ，
The gray cluster coefficient vector of each first level index constitutes gray cluster matrix R∗ ; then
its comprehensive balance has been conducted by using the weight vector η = (η1 ,η 2 , L ,η m ) of Ui
m

indicators, in the end a comprehensive clustering results is obtained as follows: σ e = η ⋅σ e
∑ i i
i =1

Similarly, the comprehensive clustering results vector can be integrated as follows
σ = (σ 1 ,σ 2 ,L,σ g ) 。
According to grey clustering coefficient vector

σ i of first level indicator Ui and integrated clustering

result vector σ , in accordance with the principle of maximum proximity the attached evaluating rank is
determined. If σ ie = max{σ ie } or σ e = max{σ e } then it belongs to grey category k ∗ .
1≤ e ≤ g

1≤ e ≤ g

4 Application of University Core Competitiveness Grey Cluster Assessment Model
For the determination of the indicator system weights in this article, after having integrated the
views of experts we complete it by using the Delphi method (Delphi method) and Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP). Space is limited so there is no specific description index weight calculation. Ultimately
determined the weight of each indicator is as follows:
η = (0.15,0.30,0.45,0.10);
w1 = (0.30,0.30,0.40);
w2 = (0.30,0.30,0.20,0.20);
w3 = (0.20,0.05,0.30,0.10,0.15,0.20);
w4 = (0.20,0.30,0.20,0.30)。
The Core Competence of a university was investigated and five requested experts carried on
grading to each evaluation indicator of core competitiveness. Due to limited space, here does not list in
details. Only taking the discipline competitiveness first-level indicator as the example, lists appraisal
value matrix X1 constituted by 3 secondary indicators of first-level target discipline competitiveness
U1.The arrangement has been as follows:
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⎡ 4 3 3 3 4⎤
X 1 = ⎢⎢3 3 4 4 3⎥⎥
⎢⎣3 2 3 2 3⎥⎦
The grey cluster computation is conducted through appraisal value matrix X1. For example, on
“academic strategic position” the target constitution first considers the first grey category(e = 1). Then
the score values given by the five experts are put into the formula (1) and (4), and calculates gray
clustering coefficient of grey category 1 = 0.68. Similarly, the gray clustering coefficient (e = 2, 3, 4, 5)
of other grey category 2,3,4,5 may be calculated. They respectively are σ 112 = 0.85, σ 113 = 0.87,
σ 114 = 0.30, σ 115 = 0 .So the gray clustering coefficient vector of "strategic position of subject "is obtained
as follows: σ 11 = (0.68, 0.85, 0.87, 0.30, 0)
With the same calculation process as above calculate the gray clustering coefficient vector of
"academic echelon" and "teaching quality" belonged to the U1. Then, the grey clustering coefficient
matrix of U1 is obtained by integrating them:
0 ⎤
⎡0.68 0.85 0.87 0.30
⎢
0 ⎥⎥
R1 = ⎢0.68 0.85 0.87 0.30
⎢⎣0.52 0.65 0.87 0.70
0 ⎥⎦

with weight vector w1= (0.30,0.30,0.40)of the first level indicator of U1 weigh, get the gray
clustering result vectors σ 1 = (0.62,0.77,0.87,0.46,0).
With the same way above get the grey clustering result vector of the other three first-level
indicators which form the gray clustering results matrix as follows:
0 ⎤
⎡0.62 0.77 0.87 0.46
⎢0.85 0.74 0.58 0.30
0 ⎥⎥
R∗ = ⎢
⎢0.54 0.62 0.84 0.72
0 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣0.22 0.40 0.68 0.80 0.35⎦
With the weight vector η = (0.15, 0.30, 0.45, 0.10 ) of the first-level indicators weigh and get the
comprehensive index system gray clustering result vector σ = (0.61,0.66,0.75,0.56,0.04). According
to max{σ } = 0.75 ,it can be seen from this that evaluation result belongs to the third-gray category.
Namely the comprehensive level of the University Core Competitiveness is general and still needs to
continue to improve and enhance.

5 Conclusion
Making an evaluation of the core competence of university is to examine its influence on the
survival and development of university from the angle of university strategic objectives. As one kind of
attempt, in this article the discussion to the comprehensive evaluation of the university core
competitiveness has been made by using grey cluster method. On the one hand the present situation of
the university core competitiveness thoroughly has been examined and compared with the university
development goals, the questions existing in the core competitiveness cultivation process has been
discovered. On the other hand, the experience and lessons in the process of the core competitive
cultivation have been summed up , combined with the new reality ,according to facing the new
environment and new tasks，the university may re-determine the direction of development of core
competencies. This article has provided a new method for the university to conduct an objective
assessment of core competencies and the evaluation system of university core competence will be
improved further.
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Abstract There are two topics, which people are currently very interested in: Leadership and
management. Everyone interprets these topics in their own individual way – although the current course
of events and style of innovation has challenged this. Depending on a person's theoretical and practical
background and – of course – his position, his ideas range from a limited province to a broader
multicultural point of view. In order to illustrate the reasons for this let us recall the fairytale the
emperor's new clothes in which people perceived what didn’t exist. In this article we will make use of an
integral way of viewing things. Only if we look at an organization's proceedings in entirety, will we
fulfil the task and solve difficult problems in the future. Decision-makers normally know this fact,
therefore it is all the more important that people express their thoughts and feelings and why we
ultimately need both leadership and management.
Key words Organizational; Management innovation; Leadership innovation

1 Introduction
It doesn’t matter what you focus on: irresponsible reckless innovation activities, futile attempts
about change management, discussions about incompetent leaders, etc. etc. Without difficulty we could
continue the list of the things which can go wrong. One thing they all have in common is that it seems
impossible to get to the root of the problem. It seems as if we are unable to look at feedback of ourselves
or the strategies of the organisations in a critical manner, let alone practise sustainable development. On
the contrary, instead those responsible or people who think they are indulge in theoretical debates. Their
goal is to become more powerful within the organisation, they stop at nothing, they destroy
organisations, they prevent organisation strategies from running smoothly and they destroy scientifically
tested applications or innovative programs.
However, we cannot say that this procedure isn’t predictable: This article will indicate some
symptoms and will make you aware of this old practice of retention of power. At the same time we
should ask why these bad guys always act this way. Only when we have dealt with these points can we
enter the arena on level terms.
1.1 Symptoms
When focusing on the symptoms of the current crisis about change processes it may be helpful to
make use of an integral way of viewing things. Only if we look at the organization proceedings in
entirety, can we take tasks, relations, characters, context and staff into consideration. Just a brief glance
at the world of work is enough to explain what is going on. No matter whether you choose the academic
world, nor a medium, nor large-sized organization, they all demonstrate the point.
Furthermore, the structure of the organisation is irrelevant: be it predominantly democratically
structured or a hierarchy with a president, vice-chancellor or CEO, a dean, manager or a head of
department at the top. It is also no secret that one university or company is much more innovative, has
more money for research activities and has deep influence on social and scientific predictions than
another. For those organisations which are less advantaged they dismiss this fact by saying that’s life.
This response merely reflects the harmful and passive attitude of the staff members. This attitude,
fortunately, very rarely pervades the whole company. But if the working atmosphere in one part gets
worse and the rate of resignation in some parts of the organization increases rapidly, then instead of
working people begin to look for a quarrel. In this case people resort to mistrust and mobbing and
ideological discussions take over which prevent innovations from happening whereas at the same time
in other parts of the organisation all could be running smoothly. Some people get to the point where they
only harm the organization. Sometimes it is not possible to dismiss these staff members – and over and
above that it’s not the right thing to do, anyway. The task would be to understand why they act in an
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unusual manner; otherwise the reaction would be neither appropriate nor useful for the future. Let’s
speculate!

2 Innovation
2.1 Initial situation
Because great oaks from little acorns grow, in this situation it would be better to ask about the
reasons and analyse why only a small group of people tend to react this way.
A change process always starts with flexibility and creativity. Therefore let’s abandon the traditional
way of thinking. Rule 1: don’t begin by looking at the people involved, but take a look at the process.
While doing this it would be helpful to combine and compare the functions of the president, the CEO’s,
the dean and managers with their functions of leadership and management. And if we do so, we will be
surprised by the result.
Let’s begin with some definitions about leadership und management:
LEADERSHIP
“… is not the private reserve of a few charismatic men and women. It is a process ordinary people use
when they are bringing forth the best from themselves and others. What we’ve discovered is that people
make extraordinary things happen by liberating the leader within everyone”[1]
MANAGEMENT
Bennis and Nanus (1995) “summarizes their findings by saying that management is driven by efficiency,
a focus on mastering routine activities, … Managers are reactive, focus on solving problems, ensure
day-to-day business is carried out, seek order and control, regulate existing order of affairs… ”[2]

Figure 1

Responsible Leader

If we start from the top of the hierarchy, the position of the president or CEO, it’s easy to decide
which definition fits the best: leadership. A president/a CEO is the best if he inspires his staff, thinks in
the long term, and formulates aims and strategies for his goals. For presidents/CEO’s the sentence ‘Life
is full of unpredictability’ presents a challenge not a threat. They deal with problems and upheavals, put
transformational ideas into practice and see and do things differently 。Although his style is top-down, if
leadership allows mutual exertion of influence, in time it will change to a bottom-up style. During this
process the task of leadership is to keep an eye on the corporate social responsibility (CSR) which is for
all stakeholders not only for his supporters. The normative content of leading, the quality, has to be a
subject of discussion. That means the questions: ‘who leads somebody? Why does he do this? And with
what kind of devices?’ require an answer. It’s a pity, but in most leadership theories a technical
functional basic setting dominates. Well, because this concept is based on an integral way of viewing
things the FOUR P’S of integrity management becomes the focus of interest. The Four P’s include
people, policies, principles and process.
When leaders now want to put a code of values into practice on the bases of the FOUR P’s and
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want to be responsible leaders, an understanding of one’s role in the system is necessary. In the literature
there are some definitions about the six roles:
The leader as a servant originally comes from the Servant-Leadership Concept from Greenleaf①. It is
based on a care-perspective for staff members. The leader is responsible for work-life balance, for
diversity management and for sustainable and load-bearing capacity and for relationship management.
As a steward he navigates all stakeholders through conflicts, in doing so, no way is too difficult.
Leadership can be compared to the element water – it always finds a way to flow through. As an
architect the leader is responsible for a culture of integrity. As a change agent, as the name already
indicates, he initiates changing processes and commitment. As a coach he serves as an arbitrator of
conflict and last but not least as a storyteller he contributes to the search for a deeper meaning[5]。It
doesn’t actually matter what item is on the agenda, one principle generally has to be accepted: a leader
should not aspire to become a hero. If he walks his talk – that’s enough. Looking back on the position of
president/CEO, neither the tasks associated with the position nor the definition of leadership should
create a problem. Presidents/CEO’s are responsible for the internal and external stakeholders and for
“potential future opportunities”. In the face of the worldwide economic crisis, it’s amazing that they still
exist. However if you search, you will find people who are doing excellent work, “identify …the daily
wall at work”[6] and this doesn’t apply only to CEO's but also to presidents. There are many good
examples, but usually only the black sheep come into the public attention.
2.2 Control, seek order
But have you ever heard of a person in a top position saying: “my business is leadership?” or have
you ever read a job advertisement in which an organization is looking for “leadership f/m”? Normally
vacancy advertisements offer the position of a ‘manager’. Usually the role of a manager looks easier
than that of a leader. A manager is the performer, his activities are reactive instead of proactive and he
has to solve problems and not create ideas Often the main principle of a manager is “to do the wrong
things even more professionally”. Have a look at a good example:
“And what do we do if we realize that we are riding a dead horse?
- we buy a stronger whip
- we replace the rider
- we visit other places to see, how they ride dead horses
- we raise the standard required for dead mounted horses
and
- we set up an independent cost centre for dead horses”
You think these are fairytales? Welcome to reality with another example: perhaps you know that in
the last few years there has been a big reduction of staff in Germany. The transport company Deutsche
Bahn AG has reduced its counter service staff because they only want their customers to buy tickets via
Internet or from a ticket machine in the stations. In the meantime they recognize that both of these ways
are too complicated for elderly people or for people from abroad. Their new idea now is, to remove all
ticket machines and make it impossible to buy tickets via Internet. Instead of this in the future people
should buy tickets via an Internet available mobile phone. Nobody responsible thinks of increasing staff
services on the stations. This is one-dimensional thinking, how people with open eyes and ears stop
innovations or necessary changes. And – of course – these people do nothing to advance society or
initiate the democratic process. Quite the reverse: they continuously ignore the results of opinion polls
and want to return to the roots. All in all ‘managers only make reasonable decisions 80% of the time and
only by applying strict rules’
This is not the behaviour we are led to expect from modern management, but perhaps the question
of why people expect too much of managers and leaders may be helpful for the fellow workers, for
persons affected and for the leadership.
2.3 Shaping
In the theory of disharmony <Dissonanztheorie> from (Festinger 1940) the hypothesis in
justification of the effort aforesaid: the more voluntary effort made to achieve something, the more the
achievement will be valued. At the same time people will do their very best to maintain this achievement.
The way to find solutions for difficulties is determined through an internalized context. If in addition the
①

based on the Bijbel: Matthew 23:11; NASB
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situation causes stress, people will display basic human emotions. Witkin and Ash, but also Levin
showed in their scientific experiments during the 40's, that field-dependent-people will react much more
dogmatically, morally and functionally, depending on the context. Under increasing stress people will
cling more stubbornly to their ideas. Nowadays with a glance at the theories from Skinner[9], the
field-theory can be confirmed in a particular way: behaviour will be learned from the people around one.
If shaping is caused by one's surroundings with strong moral or fixed principles, it’s probable that
the result is not far away from their initiator. According to these scientific findings, mentoring and
modelling programs shape their young professionals. At first sign it’s simply a relatively cheap way for
companies to attract junior partners; on closer inspection this way causes trouble. Managers who
strengthen a moral one-way street thinking are absolutely useless in situations where they need to have
flexibility, courage, the ability to establish human relations[10] and an intact networking. Also managers
need to have a mind of their own and respect for others and for themselves “the highest mutual
dependence on loyalty and individualism”[12] The answer to the question what to do with incompetent
managers is not difficult: if they are willing to learn, they earn a chance, if not, the leader can work with
the support of the majority and if somebody won’t accept advice – confrontation with its inevitable
consequences is unavoidable.
Let’s summarize: managers who think in a traditional way are never excellent but useful for
traditional solutions because they are like trees, strong and stable. At this time, society and companies
absolutely need innovative and progressive liberally-minded managers. Looking back, weren’t these
also the attributes for leadership, too?

3 The Emperor's New Clothes
“Lots of business leaders like to think that the top dog is exempt from the details of actually
running things. It’s a pleasant way to view leadership: you stand on the mountaintop, thinking
strategically and attempting to inspire your people with visions, while managers do the 'grunt' work. …
This way of thinking is a fallacy, one that creates immense damage”[12].There is hardly any difference
any more between leadership and management. What is a dean/manager without any vision for his
department, without empathy but morally fanatic? He's a person with emptiness instead of purpose.
What use is leadership when it concerns itself with work and the people without having the core
competence for change[13].Enumerating unnecessary and unproductive distinctions between leadership
and management will not remove current problems. Only “transformation will require both… to take
initiative and provide balancing structure”[3].A good idea – it seems – are the combination of Isaksen and
Tidd. They link management with “doing things right” and leadership with “doing the right things”[3]
and there is no doubt about the necessity of both.

4 Conclusion
As a result we can summarize the following considerations: At one time, management could be
compared with wood, rooted in the earth. It had to be strong and stable for functions which it had then.
In comparison, leadership was more like the element water. No way is too difficult for it. If water can’t
get through, it will definitely find another way. Wood and water today we need both of them, the best
qualities of management and leadership can sometimes be united in one person. Perhaps management is
more for short term solutions and focuses more on internal issues and leadership is multidimensional
with an external view, too. Evaluative thinking alone is not enough; reactions of both managers and
leaders have to depend on context and issues. Nobody longs for new heroes – if managers or leaders
walk their talk, that would be enough. We can only avoid the “The emperor's new clothes” syndrome by
positively influencing people, whose main purpose is to work creatively without any fear of ambiguous
problems and with a positive feeling for problem solving. Not only but especially people at the top of
the ladder will be judged if they are and stay modest and learn from their mistakes. In spite of all
abilities don’t forget to be open to criticism from people, who don’t want to lose their power. Emperors
need their spectators for their new clothes parade. That is not our battlefield. Be emotionally intelligent
and if it’s necessary shout: we can’t see any clothes.
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Abstract This paper firstly introduces the theory of disaster psychology and analyses its concept,
characters, influence factors. Then, according to periods or levels which can be like instant, short time,
PTSD, the paper aims to build a mechanism of disaster psychology assistance in an effective way; and
focuses on mood swing of victims. Finally, the paper puts forward suggestions and methods about how
to run the mechanism, including resource integration, professional training, system improvement, and
media function.
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1 Introduction
Chinese society is full of energy and vigor as well as all kinds of uncertainty factors during the
transformation period, disasters occur frequently. According to the investigation of WHO, about 20%～
40% people who suffer from the disasters have the mild affective disorder, and 30%～50% will have the
serious disorder after the disasters while about 20% may get serious mental disease[1]. So strengthening
the psychology assistance to turn victims into positive emotions when having the material assistance is
the significant embodiment of disaster assistance task, also the double requests of both material
assistance and psychology assistance.
Foreign counties researched in psychology assistance for a long time, and created four theory
model, included balanced model, cognition model, psychological and social transformation cognitive
model, social resources engineering model[2]. Developed countries had established psychology aid
agencies. Russia established disaster law and crisis handling mechanism after the Chernobyl event, and
the United States had established scientific disaster psychological assistance system. American Disaster
Mental Health Service was a part of Nation Disaster Medicare System. China had not established
disaster assistance system, at present, in the area of disaster psychology assistance research; China
researched few of Tangshan earthquake and Wenchuan earthquake survivors’ psychological condition.
China researched in disaster psychology assistance just for a short time, had not established psychology
assistance system[3].

2 Analysis of Disaster Psychology
2.1 Concept of disaster psychology
The disaster psychology is a kind of psychological phenomenon under the disaster situation as well
as people’s reflection to the destroying of material and social environment and the physical and mental
hurt. In the disaster psychology study, the relationship among disaster, psychology and behavior acts as
a center, while the disaster psychology assistance is the purpose.
2.2 Characteristics of disaster psychology
2.2.1 Objectiveness
The psychological hurt caused by disasters is the objective reality that can not be changed
according to people’s mind. Because disasters cause the impairment of people’s real-life condition,
disaster psychology emerges.
2.2.2 Synchronism
The disaster psychology emerges as soon as the disaster, a psychological stimulating source,
stimulates. Moreover, people at the same time in the same area will affect each other, form the
psychological “resonance” and cause the common interacting reactions.
2.2.3 Unusualness
The disaster psychology is apparently different from the usual psychology in common life. We can
see these differences from the psychological reacting tendency, the reacting rhythm, the reacting mood
as well as the norm and restraint of psychological reaction.
2.2.4 Bi-direction
From the behavioral effect caused by the disaster psychology reaction, the disaster psychology has
both positive social function and negative social effect.
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2.3 Influencing factors of disaster psychology
2.3.1 Objective factors
First is that different disaster categories cause the different impairment degree to people. Therefore,
the methods of disaster psychology assistance are different. Second is that different impairment degree
and scale cause different psychological effects. Third is that different time and space of disaster also
cause different psychological effects[4].
2.3.2 Subjective factors
The disaster outlook affects people’s disaster psychology directly. People who have the scientific
disaster outlook are often calm, objective, placid and sane while people who have the superstitious or
even the foolish disaster outlook will be, to a large extent, impulse, blind and immature.
The survival capability and the physical-damage situation also affect people’s disaster psychology.
The survival capability is the important premise to survive after the disaster; because the basic survival
capability and the survival condition was damaged to a large degree, people who suffer from the disaster
would lose the confidence and courage to live and have the mental disorder or even the disaster
psychology.
2.3.3 Social environment factors
The social, economic and cultural developmental level limits and affects the occurrence of disaster
psychology: the higher social, economic and cultural developmental level is, the higher quality people
will have and it is beneficial to produce the positive factors in disaster psychology; the better the living
condition and the higher the living level is, the lower the psychological adaptive capability to disasters is
and it is easier to have the disaster psychology[5].
Positive correlation exists between the stability of the social order and social psychology and the
disaster psychology: the better the social order is and the more stable the social psychology is, the
occurrence of disaster psychology will be slower, lighter and weaker; otherwise, the occurrence of
disaster psychology will be quicker, heavier and stronger.

3 The Process and Mood Swing of Disaster Psychology Assistance
3.1 The process of disaster psychology assistance
3.1.1 Psychology assistance of instant emergency
According to disaster psychology characters of the victims in this period, the assistance subjects
should be aimed at psychological services, such as controlling moods, dispelling fears and releasing
stress; the assistance object is all the victims in disaster. First, guarantee basic physiological needs of
victims, in order to help them dispel instant stress disorder and rebuild sense of safety. Second, set up
professional psychology assistance teams to encourage victims to talk about their issues in a friendly
atmosphere. Last, carry out one-to-one crisis intervention which focuses on the issue settlement and the
constrictive coping methods, not related to psychological issues in deep level.
3.1.2 Psychology assistance in short time
According to disaster psychology characters of the victims in this period, the assistance subjects
should be aimed at psychological supports, such as supplying appropriate environment, helping victims
gain the social system support and adapt to rescue services. First, explain the importance of psychology
assistance and ensure that it can be under one's own will; set up a platform between the rescuer and the
rescued to promote the psychological recovery. Second, create a good psychological counseling
environment and have conversation with the rescued. Last, gain the powerful social supports.
3.1.3 Psychology assistance for PTSD
The prodromal stage of PTSD (post-traumatic stress disorder) is more than several years after
disaster. According to research, there are about 1/4 victims who have lost their family probably attacked,
thus a continuous psychology assistance should company with a long post-disaster period. During it, the
professional psychologists need to make use of special skills for recovery of victims in certain places.
3.2 Mood swing during the process
Mood swing is an emotional response to external stimuli; it comes from whether those certain
objects can be in tune with mental needs of human-beings. As the disaster psychology assistance is
going on, mood of victims also rise and fall. (See Figure 1)
The first interval is a stage of disaster period. Disaster outbreaks and destroys survival conditions
instantly, victims in disaster suffer from a terrible pain, both physical and mental; mood changes in a
large scale, and the negative mood rise acutely to be crest.
The second interval is a primary stage of the post-disaster period. Victims in disaster start their self-
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rescue; the professional organizations also supply disaster psychology assistance. Moods calm down,
thus the trough exists.
The third interval is a later stage of the post-disaster period. When first-aid comes to an end,
victims in disaster are disappointed: they feel painful even angry about the lack of continuous assistance
from government or NGOs like psychology groups and community. Thus, their moods rise up to be the
second crest. However, after the observation and a further psychological comfort from members of
psychology group, moods of victims fall down again.
The fourth interval is a long-time stage of the post-disaster period. Thanks to the double-function
from government and NGOs, victims in disaster who begin to recover their business or family, become
calm down gradually; or they perhaps will suffer from PTSD.

Figure 1

Mood Swing

4 Suggestions and Methods
4.1 To integrate resources and set up the coordinating mechanism
The subjects to carry out psychology assistance not only include government, but a larger number
of NGOs. In the governmental organizations, emergency management agency (including crucial
decision-making organizations, usual functional departments, temporary organized departments) should
be set up to integrate the functions of emergency management with all classes of government and the
system of all kinds of departments and their routine work. In the disaster assistance of NGOs, we should
respect the individual value of the victims in disasters and make full use of their energy and initiation to
settle the important issues existing in the minds of them. Different groups of victims in disasters have
different individuals and groups and communities face different issues with each others. Therefore, the
ways to settle issues should not be the same; we should deal with them differently according to their
characters.
4.2 To set up a professional group and focus on training
Based on a powerful network of disaster psychology intervention and rescue, the national
organization takes advantage of its professional support to act rapidly when faced to disasters. Usually,
members of such a group work on their positions; when emergency happens, the group can run a process
of psychology assistance as soon as possible. Its core consists of scientists (like psychologists) who have
been trained specially; besides, assistants (like volunteers) are helpful to deal with issues. In total, the
group is flexible; all members are ready enough to work for psychology assistance.
4.3 To establish and improve the system
Gradually improve and perfect the social psychology assistance laws and institutions to regulate
and guarantee the effective intervention from the aspect of system. Make clear the obligation, task and
legal responsibility on the aspects of psychological crisis precaution, emergency management and
disaster aftercare. Guarantee from the members, organizations as well as methods to lower negative
influence of disasters on the victims’ psychological health. At the same time, combine the psychology
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assistance with other ways in order to have the psychology assistance in time.
4.4 To emphasize the media function
Media is the main channel that provides the public with all kinds of information next to
government. On one hand, try to use TV, radio, movie, material, show and competition to introduce the
healthcare common sense on the disaster assistance and psychological adjustment, aiming to improve
victims’ cognition to natural disasters as well as self-adjustment. On the other hand, make full use of the
objective and abundant information from all kind of main channels to provide comprehensive
information reference in order to make people have the rational judgment when faced to disasters.

5 Conclusion
Disaster psychology assistance is a long-term and difficult task which needs the long-acting
cooperation among government, enterprises, social unions as well as volunteers. This dissertation has a
primary discussion of the psychology assistance in the disaster assistance from the point of the whole
course of psychology assistance and comes up with the related suggestions and methods to cooperate the
work of psychology assistance. In addition, put enough emphasis on the research work of psychology
assistance assessment methods and assessment norms at the site of disasters, and put more investment in
the scientific research as soon as possible, in order to promote the further step of our disaster-loss
assessment theories.
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On the Teaching Model Innovation and Content Optimization in
Business English Teaching
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Abstract Based on the Content-based Instruction (CBI), the integration of language and content
learning, this paper, taking undergraduate students from both English and Economic Management
majors as the research object, explores the innovation of teaching model and content optimization in
Business English teaching from the perspectives of professional knowledge and practice. It holds that
the interdisciplinary study of foreign languages and professional knowledge are the trends in the
cultivation of the talents required in the international markets. The innovation of teaching model and
content optimization in Business English teaching in colleges and universities are the realization of the
transformation of the cultivation pattern from the knowledge-oriented to interdisciplinary one and thus
achieves the goal of cultivating diversified innovative talents.
Key words Content-based instruction (CBI); Business english; Content optimization; Model
innovation

1 Introduction
With economic globalization, more and more multinational corporations pour into China and the
internationalization of domestic enterprises is increasing. Talented young people, who have not only
solid English professional knowledge and international business practices, but also are proficient in
international economic trade rules and the operation modes of international enterprises are needed by the
market. Business English, as a comprehensive course closely related to business, develops on the basis
of language course (English) and business course (business) with overlapping and interdisciplinary
characteristics. Then how to construct a new teaching model of Business English and how to further
optimize content system so as to integrate the English course and business one is a complex and tough
problem to be solved. The paper aims at deepening the reform of teaching model and course content,
perfecting the Business English teaching model to cultivate international business talents.

2 Optimization of Teaching Models in Business English
2.1 Theoretical basis of optimization of teaching models in business English
CBI has received increasing attention in the language world since 1980s. This teaching approach,
with its theoretical foundations deriving from cognitive learning theory and Second Language
Acquisition (SLA) is called contend-based instruction, CBI in short. CBI is “an approach to second
language teaching in which teaching is organized around the content or information that students will
acquire, rather than around a linguistic or other type of syllabus” (Richards & Rodgers, 2001). In other
words, CBI involves integrating the learning of language with the learning of content simultaneously;
here, content typically means academic subject matter such as math, science, or social studies. In CBI,
the language is utilized as the medium for teaching subject content (Mohan, 1986). The language
learning objectives are achieved through content learning. Mohan (1986) indicates that the goal of
integration in CBI is both language and content learning. Content-based classrooms are not merely
places where learners learn a language but places where they gain an education. The benefits of learning
language through professional content are evident in learners’ language and content acquisition.
Professor Liu Runqing (1999) predicts that in colleges and universities in China, the English
teaching of senior students will transfer from language skill based teaching to content based teaching.
Two points are explained: First, language is a symbol system, the depth and aesthetics of which derives
from the content it carries; Second, Humans are intelligent animals. They will feel hungry when their
intelligence is insufficient. So in his opinion, language is always a shell, communication cannot be
carried on without content and connotation.
The advantage of CBI lies in its close integration between language form, function and meaning.
The strengthened motivation and increased interests of the students ensure the classroom activities
requiring higher cognition, thus enriching the cognitive development of students. The proposal of the
CBI approach is no doubt of great enlightenment and help in finding a meeting point between language
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teaching and professional content teaching.
2.2 CBI models and teaching approaches in Business English
2.2.1 CBI approach
Business English is a course closely related to business, which belongs to English for Specific
Purposes (ESP). It is a comprehensive course with the characteristics of overlapping developed from
language courses like English and business courses like business. CBI is an approach which integrates
completely the theme content or academic content with language teaching activities in second language
teaching. Under this approach, the focus of study for students is to acquire information through second
language and develop language skills during the process (Brinton et al, 1989). This means that within
certain foreign language teaching or second language teaching scope, it is possible to integrate language
with themes or the tasks of certain courses in other subjects. The idea popular in the world of teaching
model innovation provides us with the meeting point between professional content teaching and
language teaching, which is beneficial to the cultivation of fully developed interdisciplinary talents in
foreign language teaching.
Though referred to as a kind of integration of language and content approach, CBI generates more
concrete models to different understanding of the so-called “CONTENT”. Met (1999) classifies it into
five models, making the relationship between language and content obviously presented, as can be seen
in Table 1. In the diagram, the left and right parts represent two extremes: the left side is
content-oriented teaching; while the right side is language-oriented teaching. The weight of the content
decreases while that of language increases. The following are the five models:
Table 1

CBI: Integration Relation Between Content and Language

(1) Total and partial immersion
Total and partial immersion model holds that with second language as a medium language, students
can study formal regular school curriculum. This pattern is content–oriented; 1ittle explicit instruction is
given in the foreign language teaching although it aims at enhancing students’ familiarity of foreign
(second) language. The validity depends on students’ mastery of the content.
(2) Subject course taught in L2
This model is also called sheltered content instruction. It uses a content curriculum adapted to
accommodate students’ limited proficiency in the language instruction, aiming at different language
learners. Instructors adapt teaching text or teaching task and use different relia to make teaching
accessible to students.
(3) Subject course plus language instruction
This model is also called adjunct language instruction, positioned in the middle of the diagram,
which indicates the equal importance of language learning and content learning. It emphasizes the
parallel development of both professional content and language skill development. The rationale behind
this model is that the linked courses will assist students in developing academic coping strategies and
cognitive skills that will transfer from one discipline to another. This model integrates the language
teaching with the academic language demands placed on students in their other university courses.
(4) Language classes based on themes
Theme-based language instruction model is developed around selected topics or themes drawn
from content area .Materials in theme-based language instruction are usually teacher-generated or
adapted from outside sources. The goal is to help language learners in developing general academic
language skills through interesting and relevant content.
(5) Language classes with frequent use of content for practice
This model is obviously language –oriented teaching, of which language teaching is primary and
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content the second. It is similar to traditional language teaching method.
According to the classification and characteristics of CBI models, the teaching model innovation
involved in the present paper belongs to model 3.
2.2.2 Teaching model of Business English course
This paper will realize optimization of the teaching model for two kinds of undergraduates
according to CBI Model 3. First, for students of language majors: they are encouraged to participate in
social practice and minor in the core courses of international business and trade, cultivated to develop
the potential research ability and inspired to do more creative thinking. Second, for students of
economics and management majors: they are encouraged to take core courses of language so as to
enhance English skills in international business management.
For students of language majors: the learners of Business English in colleges and universities in
China are almost the students of Business English major, who are neither students majoring in business
nor students with a lot of working experience, accordingly we should take these two aspects into
consideration when optimizing the curriculum model, thus achieving the goal of the cultivation of
interdisciplinary talented people with English+X (X refers to any other subject). The specific practices
are: while stressing the language ability of English, increase the basic courses in business in Grade One
and Grade Two. And in Grade Three and Grade Four, much emphasis is given to the professional
curriculum of Business English so as to improve their business practice ability. In addition to some basic
English courses and some core business courses such as Business English Reading, Business English
Writing, Business English Translation and International Exchange of Business Culture, courses like
International Trade Theory and Practice, International Marketing, International Business Communication,
International Business Law, International Relation, and International Investment and Cooperation should
also be offered based on the development characteristics of a certain discipline. Only by stuffing the
so-called empty shell of language knowledge with professional contents and meanings, can we cultivate
the much-needed professionals proficient in foreign language.
For students of economics and management major: students in this major are usually offered the
basic college English , while the knowledge of English related to their major are ignored, let alone the
practice in listening and speaking. So a new model of the combination between professional studies and
language learning should be adopted in Business English teaching. And the specific practices are:
increasing the study of basic English listening and speaking ability appropriately in Grade One and
Grade Two while emphasizing the cultivation of the ability in certain specific field; and in Grade Three
and Grade Four, more attention is paid to the learning of Business English practice, such as Business
English Writing, Business English Reading, Translation Theory and Practice of Business English,
Business English Interpretation, Business English Simultaneous Interpretation to achieve the goal of
interdisciplinary talent training of professional knowledge+ English knowledge.
Designed to strengthen graduates’ ability and competitiveness, the teaching model integrating
English and international business can metalize the knowledge of English and the theory and practice of
international business, which not only embodies outward oriented and the interdisciplinary
characteristics of Business English, but also reflects the characteristics of subject overlapping and
inter-discipline.

3 Content Optimization of Business English Teaching
Since the fundamental objective of this study is to cultivate all-rounded senior inter-disciplinary
business talents, as one of the key parts of the study, content optimization of Business English teaching
is to be discussed. This paper argues that the training system of senior inter-disciplinary business talents
should be based on rich subject foundations. While focusing on the increasing in international trade,
business communication, marketing planning, market research and other basic business skills, the
innovative training methods of Business English listening and speaking, business writing, business
reading and other knowledge connected with language should also be developed.
3.1 Principles and methods of content optimization in business English teaching
To build a scientific and rational system of Business English courses, the study and training of
language, business knowledge and business skills are supposed to be integrated. Therefore, teaching
contents optimization of Business English is vital for senior business inter-disciplinary talents training.
Business English practical teaching is just the key to integrating the related knowledge and promoting
the harmonious development of all skills. It is also the key to highlighting the advantages of
inter-disciplinary talents and enhancing the competitiveness of graduates. Through designing various
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teaching modules such as modules of business skills, of business communication and of professional
content, the combination of theory and practice of Business English course can be accomplished.
During the pre-teaching session, the curriculum group decides teaching modules and teaching tasks
and develops lesson plans in accordance with the overall capacity design, the main point of which is
professional capability training. During the implementation of curriculum, the teaching procedures
should be rationally designed. The whole teaching process should be project-oriented and task-driven.
Theory teaching should focus on ability, while practice teaching should focus on knowledge in order to
achieve the integration of theory and practice of teaching. l
3.1.1 Target-orientation principle
The selection of teaching contents, in accordance with the requirements of related industries and
enterprises, must be market-oriented. These series of courses focus on the requirements of
comprehensive capabilities needed by the foreign business posts. The contents should cover a wide
range of inputs from the training of communicative and operational skills in business activities to
linguistic knowledge and information concerning business traveling, market brand-building, accounting,
trade services, etc. contained in foreign trades and business affairs. By introducing other related
academic knowledge into the curriculum, such as international trade practices, correspondence, students’
ability in applying English to business communication can be greatly improved.
3.1.2 Applicability principle
Textbooks, supplementary teaching materials and the corresponding online courses should be
adopted to develop students’ comprehensive ability. The class training should focus on the knowledge
and capability objectives with increased proportion of practice training. Simulated mode and authentic
situation mode should be adopted to help students’ finish post-school simulation of different business
activities. The main training methods include the group work, panel discussion training, laboratory
training and personal online English writing training. The practice content reflects a structure system
easy to operate, which conforms to the target of the cultivation of the talents. And in the students
"outside practice" session, much guidance is needed to assist students in on-site activities so as to
improve their understanding of the practical application of the theoretical knowledge.
3.2 Design of business English course
The selection and organization of the course content is the most important part of curriculum
design. Besides English language and literature, the course also includes all business-related areas, such
as economy, trade, finance, accounting, investment, transportation, law, business management and
culture. Based on traditional training of linguistic competence and basic business techniques, the current
business English courses pay much attention to knowledge courses of international business, such as
International Trade and Settlement, International Financial, Business Contract, and International
Commercial Law as well as some culture courses. Therefore, ,in terms of the content of Business
English course , appropriate outline framework can be selected to design teaching modules to make the
teaching concept applicable to students. In the design of Business English course, comprehensive use of
various teaching methods, such as grammar translation method, scenario approach, cognitive approach,
communicative approach, task-based teaching, role play, case method, simulation teaching practice and
business training should be taken in consideration
In order to achieve the training objectives and to upgrade the ability structure, Business English
curriculum must be adjusted in some course contents. The curriculum can be divided into three parts:
basic major course, professional courses and optional professional courses.
(1) Basic course: Basic Course is the cornerstone of Business English. It focuses on language
ability, highlights the application and practice, and strengthens the students’ ability of listening, speaking,
reading, writing, and translation. The basic goal is that students must develop qualified linguistic
competence.
(2) Required Professional Course: This section focuses on international business, which is the core
part of business practice and skills the course should act as a bridge between basic course section and
optional professional courses. Main courses include Business Communication, International Business,
Business Correspondence, Import and Export, International Business Contracts and WTO Rules.
(3) Optional Professional Courses: Courses of this section covers wide areas and is rich in content.
The main purpose is to provide students with more space for optional courses. In this section, students
are supposed to select as many courses as possible based on their plan for the future employment.
3.3 Innovation of practice teaching in Business English
To innovate practice teaching of business English, practical courses and training programs should
be accurately designed with the training objectives and training content clearly defined .In addition, the
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suitable training methods and means should be applied to centralize and concrete the practice courses,
making it colorful.
The session of practice teaching should adhere to three principles to ensure the effectiveness of
teaching practice: 1) Principle of Orientation is to determine the overall framework of practical teaching
system and specific skills training program with the characteristics of the students’ the knowledge and
capability in future professions 2) Principle of Practicability is that the teachers design the systematical
plan of practice teaching, skills assessment system and protection mechanism according to the social
needs and market needs. 3) Principle of Integration is the combination of theoretical teaching and
practical teaching, language skills and business skills.
Professional practice course is planned to meet the requirements of students’ professional ability
and to highlight the training of key skills. It stresses the interface among different courses. In this case,
some business skill-oriented courses are to be offered, such as Business Negotiation Training, Business
Correspondence Training, Import and Export Document, E-commerce Training and so on. Meanwhile,
courses like Business English Negotiation, Business English Drafting and other training courses are also
designed to meet the needs of personnel of various kinds in business.
Business English Teaching has the characteristics of strong practicability. A qualified business
English teaching material should have its focuses on the content with such practicability. In terms of
content organization, much attention should be paid to the integration of situational teaching, functional
language teaching, simulation teaching, case study teaching. As for classroom organization, it can take
multiple forms like group discussion, pair work, and inter-evaluation, etc. to develop students’
awareness of creative thinking, authority challenging, team spirit, cooperation and problem solving
ability so as to strengthen their training of creative ability.

4 Conclusions
The reform of foreign language teaching and cultivation of interdisciplinary talents calls for an
innovative teaching model. Content-based Instruction (CBI), with its revolutionary teaching ideas to
integrate the learning of language with professional content, will undoubtedly undergo the grading
process from immatureness to perfection. The teaching model innovation and content optimization in
Business English teaching is a complex system project, which bears the duty to cultivate interdisciplinary
business talents adaptable to the needs of social development. Therefore, it is necessary to optimize the
content in Business English teaching on the one hand, and work out some innovative teaching models on
the other hand in order to cultivate interdisciplinary talents with both solid foundation in English and
some business knowledge. As a trend in the future Business English teaching, the teaching model
innovation and content optimization will be a challenging work, which will attracts more and more
attentions from researchers.
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Abstract The purpose of this study is to explore the factors that affect consumers’ attitude towards
online shopping and online shopping intention in Bangkok. Multiple Linear Regression, Pearson
Product Moment Correlation Coefficient, One-Way ANOVA and Independent sample T-test were used to
test the hypotheses. The researcher found that there are only three factors for explaining attitude towards
online shopping, which are perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness and trust; and there is no
difference in consumers’ attitude towards online shopping based on gender, age and education level;
however, there is a relationship between attitude toward online shopping and online shopping intention.
Key words Online shopping; Attitude; Intention; Perceive ease of use; Personal awareness of security;
Perceived usefulness; Perceived risk; Trust

1 Introduction
In Globalization era of industries, companies from one country link with companies and consumers
across the boundary. The exchange of information about the product and services are much quicker in
today’s business entities than ever before. In the present time, Internet has become most basic but
important of part of most of the activity conducted during daily process. Internet has made it so flexible
and convenient for companies to approach consumers and vice versa around the clock 24*7.
Electronic commerce has become one of the essential characteristics in the Internet era. According
to UCLA Center for Communication Policy (2001), online shopping has become the third most popular
Internet activity, immediately following e-mail using, instant messaging and web browsing. The
incredible growth of Internet shows that there exists a huge market where e-commerce can play an
important role. To make e-commerce activities become more prominent companies need to understand
various factors that drive consumers go online. Moreover, it is relevant to study about how these factors
lead to attitude formation on each individual and in turn lead to affect online shopping intention.
Thailand was early accomplice in bringing the Internet to Asia, and it has a enthralling, but
little-known, networking history. Thailand has started energetically embrace Internet in its many forms
across the marketplace. Over the last five years, admittedly starting from a very low base, the estimated
number of Internet users in Thailand has increased six fold. Figure 1 shows incredible growth of Internet
usage in Thailand from year 2000 to 2007 comparing to the increase of the population. As many
researchers indicated, more internet usage and more potential purchase online. Therefore, according to
the significant growth of Internet usage in Thailand, e-commerce is starting play an important role in the
social and business life.
YEAR

Users

Population

% Pen.

GDP p.c.*

Usage Source

2000

2,300,000

61,528,000

3,7%

US$ N/A

ITU

2007

8,465,800

67,249,456

12.6%

US$ 2,750

ITU

Source: United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs. (Note: Per Capita GDP in US dollars)
Figure 1 Internet Usage and Population Statistics in Thailand

2 Related Theories
Attitude is a learned predisposition to behave in a consistently favorable or unfavorable way with
respect to a given object (Schiffman and Kanuk, 2006), (Eagly and Chaiken 1993) also defined that
attitude is a psychological tendency that is expressed by evaluating a particular entity with some degree
of favor or disfavor. Tri-Component Attitude model is used in this study to examine the Thai male
consumer’s attitude towards facial whitening products. According to the Tri-component attitude model
developed by (Fishbein 1975), attitude consists of three major components: a cognitive component, an
affective component, and a conative component (Figure 2).
(Hewette 2002) stated that purchase intention is the buyer’s forecast of which product he or she
will buy. It includes not only the buyer’s predisposition toward a product, but also a forecast of
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inhibitors. Karjaluoto, (Mattila and Pento 2002) also have mentioned in their study (Figure 3), there are
positive relationship between trust in online store, perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness and
attitude towards online purchasing, and a negative between perceived risk and attitude towards online
purchasing, moreover, there is a relationship between attitude towards online purchasing and online
purchase intension.

Conation

Cognition

Affect

Figure 2 A Simple Representation of the Tri-component Attitude Model
Source: Schiffman and Kanuk (2007). Consumer Behavior, 9th edition. Pearson Education International, Inc., p.235

Figure 3 Understanding Online Purchase Intention
Source: Karjaluoto, Mattila and Pento (2002). Factors underlying attitude formation towards online banking in
Finland. International Journal of Bank Marketing, 20/6, pp.261-272.

3 Conceptual Framework
Independent Variables
Variables

Intervening Variables

Dependent

Perceived Ease
of Use
Personal wareness of
security
Trust

H1

Attitude towards
online shopping

Perceived
Usefulness
Perceived
Risk

H2-4

Demographic
Gender
Age
Education

Figure 4

Conceptual Framework

Online shopping
intention

H5
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Researcher developed the conceptual framework based on literature review and previous studies.
The conceptual framework defines the relationship between independent variables and dependent
variables. This study focuses on independent variables that are Perceived Ease of use, Personal
awareness of security, Perceived Usefulness, Perceived risk, trust and demographic factors. Conceptual
framework shows intervening variable as attitude towards online shopping and dependent variable as
Intention towards online shopping.
The conceptual framework has been modified based on three studies done by Chin, Lin and Tang
(2005), Lu, Hsu and Hsu (2005) and Hassanein and Head (2004) whose study focusing on Online
purchase intention and attitude. Researcher combines the variables from these studies to develop
modified conceptual framework, which would be studied and analyzed. Moreover, researcher included
demographic variables into conceptual framework that are gender, age and education because
demographic factors show different impact on customer attitude and online shopping intention.

4 Research Hypothesis and Research Methodology
Based on the Conceptual Framework, it is necessary to construct hypotheses to test the relationship
between dependent variables and independent variables to see the validity of the assumptions. The
researcher constructs five hypotheses to test the relationship between dependent variables and
independent variables.
Table 1

Statistical Methods Used for Each Hypothesis

Hypothesis

Analysis Method

H1o: Perceive ease of use, personal awareness of security, perceived usefulness, perceived
risk and trust has no significant impact on attitude towards online shopping.
H2o: There is no difference in attitude towards online shopping when segmented by gender

Multiple Linear
Regression
Independent t-Test
Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA)
Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA)

H3o: There is no difference in attitude towards online shopping when segmented by age
H4o: There is no difference in attitude towards online shopping when segmented by
education
H5o: There is no relationship between attitude towards online shopping and online shopping
intention

Pearson correlation

Descriptive research design is applied in this research. Researcher conducted the survey method by
using questionnaire in order to getting a feedback from respondent with efficient way, the non –
probability procedure is used to select respondents. Questionnaire to gather primary data from 385
respondents recruited on a voluntary manner among the people who work in the companies located on
Silom, Sukumvit and Sathon road, claimed as the strategic business areas (Shan, 2005) and has access to
Internet. Multiple Linear Regression, Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient, One-Way
ANOVA and Independent sample T-test was used to test the hypotheses.

5 Finding
5.1 Summary of descriptive statistics
The data analysis is divided into two sections. The first section consists of descriptive statistics that
were used to study the demographic characteristics and the mean and standard deviation of each variable.
The second section consists of hypotheses testing.
5.2 Summary of hypothesis testing
There are total five hypotheses tested in this research. Multiple Regression, Independent Sample
T-test and Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) are used to test the relationship between independent
variables and intervening variable that is attitude towards online shopping. Furthermore, Pearson
Product Moment Correlation Coefficient is used to test the relationship between consumer’s attitude
towards online shopping and consumer’s online shopping intention. The result of each hypothesis test is
shown as Table 4 shows:
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Table 2

The Analysis of Demographic Factors by Using Frequency and Percentage
Demographic
Frequency
Percentage

Gender
Age

Male

142

36.7%

Female

243

63.3%

18 years or less

8

2.0%

246

64.0%

30 - 39 years

97

25.3%

40 - 49 years

26

6.7%

50 years and above

8

2.0%

High school or below

8

2.0%

19 - 29 years

Education Level

Bachelor Degree

195

50.7%

Master Degree

174

45.3%

8

2.0%

Doctoral Degree

Table 3

Mean Score Rating and Standard Deviation of All the Variables
Descripitve Statistics
N

Mean of Percieved Ease
of Use
Mean of Personal
Awareness of Security
Mean of Perceived
Usefulness
Mean of Perceived Risk
Mean of Trust
Mean of Attitude towards
Online Shopping
Mean of Online Shopping
Intention
Valid N (listwise)

Table 4

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

385

1.25

5.00

4.1250

0.72454

385

1.00

5.00

2.3400

0.71494

385

1.50

5.00

3.3567

0.72950

385
385

2.00
1.00

5.00
4.00

3.8400
2.7467

0.67199
0.61145

385

1.00

5.00

3.2233

0.80380

385

1.00

5.00

2.6333

0.92080

385

Summary of Results from the Hypotheses Testing

Hypothesis
H1o:Perceive ease of use, personal awareness of security,
perceived usefulness, perceived risk and trust have no
significant impact on attitude towards online shopping.
H2o:There is no difference in attitude towards online
shopping when segmented by gender
H3o:There is no difference in attitude towards online
shopping when segmented by age
H4o:There is no difference in attitude towards online
shopping when segmented by education
H5o:There is no relationship between attitude towards online
shopping and online shopping intention
Note: **. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)

Analysis
Method

Significance

Results

Multiple Linear
Regression

.000*

Rejected

.066*

Failed to
Reject

.091*

Failed to
Reject

.058*

Failed to
Reject

.000**

Rejected

Independent
t-Test
Analysis
of
Variance
(ANOVA)
Analysis
of
Variance
(ANOVA)
Pearson
correlation
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Table 5

Coefficient of Multiple Linear Regression Model for Attitude towards Online Shopping
Coefficients

Model
(Constant)
1
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Unstandardized

Standardized

Coefficients

Coefficients

B

Std. Error

.445

.562

meanPEU

.187

.079

meanPAS

.050

.089

meanPRU

.199

meanPRR

-.053

meanTRU

.520

Beta

a

95% Confidence Interval for B

t

Sig.

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

-.665

1.555

Collinearity Statistics
Tolerance

VIF

.792

.430

.168

2.363

.019

.030

.343

.871

1.148

.044

.558

.578

-.127

.227

.697

1.436

.089

.181

2.245

.026

.024

.375

.678

1.474

.091

-.045

-.584

.560

-.233

.127

.759

1.317

.116

.395

4.474

.000

.290

.749

.565

1.769

a. Dependent Variable: meanATT

Table 5 represents the coefficients of multiple regression models for attitude towards online
shopping. Some clue regarding the relative importance of each variable in this model is provided by t
statistic. The evaluating of Individual Regression coefficient as following:
Ho1: β1 from the table 5, t value of perceived ease of use is equal to 2.363 and the significant value
is .019, which is less than .05, therefore Ho1: β1 is rejected;
Ho1: β 2 from the table 5, t value of personal awareness of security is equal to .558 and the
significant value is .578, which is greater than .05, therefore Ho1: β 2 is fail to reject. Hence, β 2 will
be removed from the model;
Ho1: β3 from the table 5, t value of perceived usefulness is equal to 2.245 and the significant value
is .026, which is less than .05, therefore Ho1: β 3 is rejected;
Ho1: β 4 from the table 5, t value of personal awareness of security is equal to -.584 and the
significant value is .560, which is greater than .05, therefore Ho1: β 4 is fail to reject. Hence, β 4 will
be removed from the model.
Ho1: β5 form the table 5, t value of perceived usefulness is equal to 4.474 and the significant value
is .000, which is less than .05, therefore Ho1: β 5 is rejected.
Using t statistic, it is found that all only 3 coefficients were included in the regression model.
Therefore, multiple regression model for attitude towards online shopping is illustrated by
Y = 0 .445 + 0 .187 X 1 + 0 .199 X 3 + 0 .520 X 5
Where: Y = value of attitude towards online shopping;
X 3 = Value of perceived usefulness; X 5 = Value of trust.

X1 = Value of perceived ease of use;

6 Conclusion
The result of the multiple regression analysis, there are only three out of five factors included in the
equation for explaining attitude towards online shopping, which are perceived ease of use, perceived
usefulness and trust. The excluded factors are personal awareness of security and perceived risk. It can
be represented that mostly concerning factors are ease of use and usefulness that lead to attitude
formation towards online shopping. As per the study done by Chin, Lin and Tang (2005), which reported
that consumer attitude toward using online applications is influence by perceived ease of use. So it could
be concluded that if the customers think that online application would be easy for them then it would
lead to positive attitude formation. Moreover, as per Lu, Hsu and Hsu (2005) and Hassanein and Head
(2004) study shows the result that perceived usefulness have an impact on attitude towards online
shopping. The results of finding shows that perceive usefulness impact attitude towards online shopping.
Which means that respondents choose Internet as the buying channel, which could be explained by the
positive attitude toward online shopping based on the effect of perceived usefulness of Internet? Finding
from this study and the past study from Hassanein and Head (2004) clearly suggest that trust is one of
the most important factors in forming positive consumer attitude towards online shopping.
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The result of the second hypothesis indicates that there is no effect on formation of attitude towards
online shopping based on gender as well as hypothesis third and fourth indicates that there is no
difference in consumers’ attitude towards online shopping based on age level and education level. The
reason for this could be explained as in Bangkok the majority of female population is working and
moreover, females are equally educated as males and also have exposure to Internet.
Finally, according to the fifth hypothesis it indicates that there is a relationship between attitude
toward online shopping and online shopping intention. As per the results from this research, there exists
a positive relationship between attitude towards Internet buying that lead to their decision-making and
purchasing behavior. In this context, people who hold more positive attitudes towards online shopping
have high intention or probability to make purchase online of high online shopping intention.

7 Recommendations
It is important to know the attitude and intention of the Thai people living in Bangkok in order to
increase the sale volume via online medium. Therefore, several recommendations can be made for
companies and venders who are willing to sell their products online through websites. By making Thai
people have trust and make them feel usefulness and ease of use while making purchase over Internet
then it directly increase the attitude towards online shopping and online shopping intention.
From this research, the attitude towards online shopping has strong positive relationship with
online shopping intention. This means that more positive attitude towards online shopping will translate
to higher online shopping intention. Therefore, companies and venders should try to increase the
positive attitude of the consumers in order to increase their purchase intention, which will further lead to
increase of sales of products via Internet or specifically website.
The cause of the low rating of attitude towards online shopping products can be attributed to lack of
trust in making purchase over Internet. Then, company should use high security system that could make
more secure transactions through websites. This way customer will tent to develop faith and trust in the
company website for making online purchase. Furthermore, to gain customer trust company need to
increase brand reputation, as the company’s reputation is associated with the services company provide.
Moreover, in case of online shopping, websites selling products or various companies should provide the
warrantee to its customers. Company should introduce money back offer on the products, which is
customers can return the goods and get money back when they are not satisfy with the products or
service they received. It shows that the company cares for customers and this will increase customer’s
trust towards the company.
Study finding shows that for Thai people another factor of concern which attitude towards online
shopping is perceived ease of use. As per the study by Chiu, Lin and Tang (2004) shows that online
stores are perceived as more user-friendly and will facilitate online store visits and online purchase
intentions more than other online stores that are seen as difficult to shop in. So companies should make
their website or online transaction medium more interactive by using user friendly client. This way
companies and website venders can efficiently demonstrate the ease of use of their websites which in
turn will positively affect attitude of Thai people towards online shopping and increased online shopping
intentions. Moreover, customization of the homepages could be another way for companies to create
positive impact on its consumers and finally leading to positive attitude towards online shopping.
Perceived usefulness is another factor which affect in the attitude formation of consumers using
online medium for shopping. Chu and Lu (2007) suggested that perceived usefulness and perceived
playfulness are significant for potential purchasers. So companies or website vendors should try to raise
the usefulness perception of customers. This could be done by providing functional benefit by
establishing alliances with other similar companies or related product companies this way customer can
get increased information. This will make customer feel usefulness of visiting the company’s website
which will drive positive attitude and will lead to online shopping intention. Traditionally, shopping
people when make purchase like to compare the products within the same price range, within same
quality and also within the same product offered by different companies. Keeping this strategy in mind
company’s websites can provide a function where customers can compare the products in traditional
manner.
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Province-Level Determinants of China’s Food Processing
Establishment Growth: 2000-2009
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Abstract Since the 21st century, China’s food processing industry has been growing drastically, and
its spatial striucture has been changing considerably. The characteristics of the location, movement of
China’s food processing sector are summarized in this paper. Empirical models are developed and
estimated to identify the economic determinants of China’s food processing establishment growth
between 2000 and 2009. It is found that raw materials, market access and transport are the key factors
determining spatial structure of China’s food processing industry between 1995 and 2009. The ability of
to attract food processor to create local employment opportunities and market outlet for farmers vary
Chin’s food processing industry considerably across provinces.
Key words Food industry; Food processing industry; Establishment growth; Spatial sturcture

1 Introduction
China is one of the largest producers, consumers and importers of agricultural products and
processed food in the world. Since the 21st century, China’s food processing industry had been
developing rapidly; the sales value and pre-tax profits of food processing sector grow 194% and 184%
respectively. Meanwhile, the regional growth of food processing sector varies considerably across
provinces in China. Some province’s shares of output value in total industry decrease, which produce a
large number of processed food traditionally. Some province’s shares of output value in total industry
increase, which don’t produce a great quantity of processed food. With the serious surplus of production
capacity in total industry, lots of food processing factories are established in main agricultural
production regions and coastal regions. At present, promotion of value-added activities in food
processing sector is increasingly viewed by central government and local governments as an economic
development strategy designed to create local employment opportunities and market outlet for farmers.
The above questions should be paid more attention [1].
In order to explain above questions, this paper briefly summaries relevant literatures, next
systematically analyses the spatial structural changes in China’s food processing sector since the 21st
century, thirdly, examining province-level determinants of food processing establishment growth by
model and data, finally, discloses the conclusion and its implications for policy maker.

2 Literature Review
An extensive location literature can be used to guide the specification of growth model for food
processing establishments.
(Catherine A. Durham, Richard J. Sexton, and Joo Ho Song 1996) examines the role of spatial
pricing in the allocation of processing tomatoes from farms to the thirty-two processing facilities located
in northern and central California. A nonlinear mathematical programming model is developed to
determine the optimal allocation of processing tomatoes. The analysis reveals foregone profits of 1.9%
from inefficient product allocation. Simulation results reveal significant competition among processors
despite their separation in many cases by long distances [2].
(Stephan J. Goetz 1997) identified economic determinants of food manufacturing establishment
growth between 1987 and 1993 by empirical models. Significant agglomeration diseconomies are found
to exist for nearly all sub-industries at the county level, but not at the state level. The ability of rural
counties to attract food processors to create local employment opportunities and market outlets for
farmers varies considerably across sub-industries [3].
(Hayri Onal, Laurian Unnevehr, and Aleksandar Bekric 2000) discussed the regional shifts in U.S.
pork production, and its implications for competition and food safety. A regional model of farm supply
and processing demand shows that smaller Midwest operations can survive only if processing capacity
remains concentrated in that region [4].
(Edamwen M. Omoregie and Kenneth J. Thomson 2001) use a spatial equilibrium model of the
Nigeria’s oilseeds economy is to determine the optimal location and number of mills across regions, and
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to establish regional competitiveness in aid of the planning and development of the oilseeds sub-sector.
The shadow prices of the arable land and milling capacities are used as a measure of competitiveness [5].
However, the existing literature doesn’t so far focus its attention on developing China. This paper
attempts to enrich the existing literature by examining province-level determinants of food processing
establishment growth. This paper will develop a regional location model incorporating major elements
of industrial location theory, in order to provide a useful methodological tool for investigating industry
location potential at the province level.

3 Overview of Regional Growth in China’s Food Processing Industry
3.1 The changing regional distribution of grain production in China
Since the late 1990s, the regional distribution of grain production in China had been changing
considerably. The main grain-producing areas have shifted from the south to the north of China. At
present, the grain output of three main production regions including Northeast region, Huang-Huai-Hai
plain and Middle-lower Yangtze Plain, accounts 74.9% of total grain output in China (See table 1). In
2008, the wheat production quantity of Henan province is 30,510,000 metric tons, ranks first in China.
The wheat production quantity of Shandong province is 20,342,000 metric tons, ranks second in China.
The sum of Henan’s and Shandong’s wheat output accounts 45.2% of total wheat output. The rice
production quantity of Hunan province is 25,280,000 metric tons, ranks first in China. The rice
production quantity of Jiangxi province is 18,621,000 metric tons, ranks second in China. The sum of
Henan’s and Shandong’s rice output accounts 22.9% of China’s rice output. The maize production
quantity of Jilin province is 20,830,000 metric tons, ranks first in China. The maize production quantity
of Shandong province is 18,874,000 metric tons, ranks second in China. The sum of Jilin’s and
Shandong’s maize output accounts 23.9% of China’s maize output.
Table

1

Output of Three Main Grain Production Regions in 2008 (Thousand Metric Tons)

China
Northeast region
Huang-Huai-Hai plain
Middle-lower Yangtze Plain
Total

Output
528,709
103,098
158,084
134,821
396,003

Share
19.5%
29.9%
25.5%
74.9%

Source: Calculated from China Statistical Yearbook.
Note: “Northeast region” includes Heilongjiang, Jilin, Liaoning and the east regions of Neimenggu.

3.2 Changes in spatial agglomeration of China’s food processing sector
Three measures are used to reflect the spatial agglomeration of China’s food processing sector
since 21st century: share of total output value of top 4 provinces in total industry (C4), share of total
output value of top 8 provinces in total industry (C8), and Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) (See table
2). Between 2000 and 2009, C4, C8 and HHI increase to 59.0%, 77.8%, and 997, from 47.0%, 71.0%
and 900 respectively. In the whole, the spatial agglomeration of China’s oilseeds processing sector has
been increased.
Table

2000 Data
2003 Data
2006 Data
2009 Data

2

Spatial Agglomeration of China’s Food Processing Sector

C4 (%)
47.0
54.4
57.4
59.0

C8 (%)
71.0
74.3
76.3
77.8

HHI
900
980
988
997

Source: Calculated from China Yearbook of Market Survey, China Yearbook of Food Industry Survey and China
Food Industry Association.

3.3 Growth of food processing sector in main agricultural production regions and coastal regions
In recent years, more and more food processing establishments had been entering into main
agricultural production regions. Traditional agricultural region’s food processing industry developed
rapidly, while coastal region’s food processing industry increased gradually.
As traditional agricultural province, Henan’s and Anhui’s shares of processed food output value in
total industry increases continuously. As developed coastal province, Shandong’s and Guangdong’s
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shares of processed food output value in total industry don’t increase rapidly, while Jiangsu’s share
decreases in some extent (See table 3).
At present, the top 4 provinces in China’s food processing industry are Henan, Shandong, Anhui
and Guangdong, represents 59% of total industry’s output value.
Table

3

Regional Growth of China’s Food Processing Sector
2000 Data
2003 Data
2006 Data
2009 Data
Top 4 provinces1
Shandong
Shandong
Shandong
Henan
Guangdong
Guangdong
Henan
Shandong
Jiangsu
Henan
Guangdong
Anhui
Anhui
Jiangsu
Anhui
Guangdong
47.0%
54.4%
57.4%
59.0%
Share2
Source: Calculated from China Yearbook of Market Survey, China Yearbook of Food Industry Survey and China
Food Industry Association.
Note: (1) “Top 4 provinces” is those provinces, whose share of output value in total industry is top 4.
(2) “Share” is the share of total output value of top 4 provinces in total industry.

4 The Model to Identify Province-level Determinants of Food Processing
Establishment Growth
4.1 Estimation procedure and data
Alfred Weber developed his minimum transport cost theory in 1909. He based his location theory
on minimum transport cost but expanded Launhardt’s approach by introducing variables (labor cost,
agglomerating factors and deglomerating factors) in an economic closed system and applied it to a
(variety of industries. August Losch 1940) introduced many other elements into his formula, including
economic, human, natural and political factors. Prices are considered in the context of areas subject to
monopolistic competition, and pricing mechanisms are discussed. Losch concluded that demand is more
elastic in an industrial economy than in an agricultural economy, and supply is more elastic in an
agricultural economy [6].
Based on the above theories, this paper develops a location model to identify the economic
determinants of regional growth of China’s food processing industry between 2000 and 2009, and
estimate how numerous province-level factors, including transport cost, labor cost,
spatial
agglomeration and local demand, affect the location, movement, and intensity of food processing
establishments within 31 provinces.
The province-level regression is RGi = f (APi, MPi, RWi, SAi, Di, Ui), where
i =1, 2, …, 31
provinces, Ui is the error term.
Dependent variable RGi, which is net change of the share of each province’s output value in total
industry between 2000 and 2009, i.e. RGi = RGi2009-, RGi2000, reflects the spatial structural changes of
food processing sector.
Independent variables included in the regression are raw materials production, access to output
markets, labor cost, agglomeration economies and dummy variable. Province-level variables used
determining food processing establishment growth are discussed in turn.
(1) Raw materials production (APi). Raw materials production (APi) is reflected by total production
quantities of wheat, rice and maize within each province. A higher value of APi implies food processing
sector in a province can be served by taking advantage of lower transportation charges by locating in
that province. The expected sign of APi is positive.
(2) Access to output markets (MPi). This “market potential” measure (MPi) captures effective
demand to processed food within each province, which is reflected by population quantities within each
province. A higher value of MPi implies food processing sector in a province faces a larger potential
market. The expected sign of MPi is positive.
(3) Labor cost (RWi). Labor cost (RWi) is reflected by province-wide wages per capita in food
processing sector. Higher wages are associated with higher labor costs. A higher value of RWi implies
food processing sector in a province has disadvantage of cost. The expected sign of RWi is negative.
(4) Agglomeration economies (SAi). Agglomeration economies (SAi), which captures the structural
effects of agglomeration economies specific to each province, is reflected by the output value of food
processing sector within each province in 1995. The sign of SAi may be positive or negative.
(5) Dummy variable (Di). Dummy variable (Di), which captures the effects of transportation
condition specific to each province, is reflected by seaports with. For a province, within which there is
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seaports, Di = 1. For a province, within which there is not a seaport, Di = 0. The expected sign of Di is
positive.
4.2 Regression result
OLS parameter estimates for province-level establishment growth equation are reported in the
following.
RGi = −2.58342 + 0.01578 APi + 0.00159 MPi + 0.00158 RWi − 0.03431SAi + 3.27437 Di
（1.01）
（-1.19）
（2.22）
（-1.72）
（2.33）
（2.14）
The equation yields a R2 value (R2 = 0.48). APi (Raw materials production), MPi (Access to output
markets) and Di (Dummy variable) have a statistically significant, positive effect on food processing
establishment growth.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, the determinants of establishment growth in China’s food processing industry are
identified. Raw materials production, market accession and seaport are the key factors determining
spatial structure of China’s food processing sector between 2000 and 2009. It implies that modern food
processing establishments pay more attention to agricultural production regions, besides demand market.
Consequently, the ability of traditional agricultural production provinces to attract food processors to
stimulate local employment and provide nearby market outlets for farmer increases. These results
suggest that governments should encourage main grain production regions to be world agglomeration
regions of food processing and export centre in the long term.
In the other hand, lower labor cost doesn’t attract food processors. It implies that traditional
agricultural regions and developing regions should pay more attention to improving efficient of
agricultural production, agricultural product logistics, and human capital.
This study also confirms the complexity and difficulty of modeling food processing establishment
growth or location decisions. It is difficult to make generalizations about variables which are
consistently significant across each of individual sub-industries. Future research using primary survey
data from individual firms may reveal other possible methods of modeling establishment growth and
underlying location decision.
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Abstract Earthquake transportation emergency management is to study the traffic management of
disaster area after the earthquake. Based on the assessment of traffic response demand forecasting and
emergency response capability, this paper develops the relevant traffic contingency plans, and
implements traffic emergency decision-making, organization and management measures in emergency
rescue. All of these can minimize human injury, property damage and consumption of resources.
Optimized earthquake transportation emergency management system can be divided into traffic
emergency decision-making command system, traffic emergency demand forecasting system, traffic
emergency passing capability assessment system, system of traffic emergency plan’s integrating and
implementing, traffic emergency support system, traffic emergency capacity enhance system. This paper
describes the process of traffic emergency model.
Key words Earthquake rescue; Traffic system; Emergency management; Management system

1 Introduction
China is one of countries suffering earthquake disasters seriously, and its destructive earthquakes
occurred in the 20th century accounted for one-third of worldwide, the death accounted for 50%, up to
60 million people[1]. The early 21st century, in less than two years time, Wenham earthquake and the
earthquake in Yushu happened, causing tremendous casualties and property losses in China. The two
earthquakes both occurred in the mountains, so the traffic is the common difficulty faced in the rescue.
Rescue after the earthquake is an extremely complex system. The research on how to clear the traffic in
the shortest time, choose the reasonable transportation route and means, deliver the earthquake
casualties and transport relief supplies, and enhance the built of post-earthquake emergency
management system of traffic, has important theoretical and practical significance.
Some experts and scholars in China and abroad have done research on traffic management after the
different earthquakes. Chiang and Jin stetted up network chart of earthquake versus water supply system,
transportation system, power supply system, communication system, medical ensuring system, which
demonstrated that transportation system is playing the very vital role[2]. Chang and Nojima brought
forward Ds indicators to assess the Overall function of post-disaster traffic system for Kobe
earthquake[3]. Wang Zhitao and others established decision-making information system with function of
transportation system management, path analysis and searching, by ArcGIS Engine’ network analysis
Interface Technology according to post-earthquake relief[4]. Liu Chunguang and others conducted
reliability analysis to urban transport network, and provided decision for the best location of
Post-earthquake rescue team and Road Section need to be strengthen and reconstruct[5]. Earthquake
transportation emergency management research focused on the assessment of traffic situation in urban
post-earthquake, statistics analysis and evaluation on traffic damage in non-urban areas and remote
mountain areas is very few. While there isn’t any systematic research on traffic emergency management
of suburb areas after earthquake blank currently.

2 Contents of Earthquake Transportation Emergency Management System
It is not a long time to research on traffic emergence management in China. Although we have
achieved a certain success, the comprehensive capacity of traffic emergence management is weak,
particularly in the treatment of traffic emergence in the earthquake relief work. It exposes many
questions, such as insufficient preparation, slow response, and improper treatment and ill balanced. It is
concretely represented in the following aspects:
(1) Imperfection of transportation emergency decision-making guiding system, and also lack of
unified traffic emergency command organization after the earthquake.
(2) The transportation emergency demand forecasting is not very prompt and accurately, also the
method isn’t scientific.
(3) The transportation emergency capability appraisal way is not perfect; and the result is not very
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precise.
(4) The contents of each department's transportation contingency plan are similar, but mutually
independent. And they have not been induced in the unified transportation emergency management
system.
(5) The transportation emergency safeguard system operates alone basically, and each department
carries on the communication and coordination with difficulty in the short time.

3 Optimization of Traffic Emergency Management System
After the earthquake, unblocked, reliable, safe transportation network is prerequisite and
foundation of effectively organized evacuation, rescue and reconstruction work. Building traffic
emergency management system of post-earthquake which consists with China’s national conditions is of
great significance. Traffic emergence management system of post-earthquake Include: traffic emergency
decision-making and command system, traffic emergency demand forecasting system, traffic emergency
passing capability assessment system, traffic emergency plan implementing system, traffic emergency
support system, traffic emergency capability improvement system. These six systems are an organic
whole. Emergency decision-making and command system is guarantee of other five systems’ normal
operation. Traffic emergency demand forecasting system and traffic emergency passing capability
assessment system is the base of traffic emergency plan implementing system. Traffic emergency plan
system is the fundament ion of traffic emergency support system. Traffic emergency capability relies on
the coordination of other systems. The flow chart of optimized traffic emergency management system is
showed in Figure 1.
Traffic Emergency Decision-making and Command System

Traffic Emergency Demand Forecasting System

Feedback & Adjustment

Feedback & Adjustment
Invalid

Traffic Emergency Passing Capability Assessment System

Traffic Emergency Plan Implementing System

Traffic Emergency Support System

Integrated System Operation

Invalid

Valid
Traffic Emergency Capability Improvement

Figure 1

Optimized Traffic Emergency Management System after Earthquake

3.1 Optimization of transportation emergency decision-making guiding system
Transportation emergency decision-making guiding system is a system that can clear the levels of
transportation emergency, advance optimization model and emergency plans of traffic arrangements
coordinate the action of transportation, public security, fire protection, traffic police, first aid, civil
defense and other sectors, restore the traffic within the shortest time, and improve the traffic capacity.
The main content of this system can be listed as follows:
(1)Optimization of traffic emergency guiding organization
Because of the time pressure of post-earthquake emergency, especially within the“golden72 hours"
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of life rescue, we must have a high efficient and sensitive command organization, so as to make a
uniform arrangement to manpower, materials, machinery for transportation emergency support ensure
the traffic emergency task can be smoothly and quickly completed. We should set up transportation
emergency rescue command center which consists of experts and scientists in the fields of earthquake,
transportation, fire protection, traffic police, public security, first aid, civil affairs, so as to ensure the
scientific decision-making and efficient command and the lifeline of post-earthquake is Unblocked.
(2) Building transportation emergency rescue command platform
Existing transportation emergency rescue command platform has some questions, like command is
single, information resources is scattered, information exchange is weak, and technology structure is
complex. Traffic emergency rescue command should cantered for the traffic emergency rescue
command system of disaster relief, connect with others emergency rescue command platform, like
national, Ministry of Transport, other ministry, other emergency response agencies, and other rescue
units. Thus can form top to bottom, left and right convergence, information sharing, mutual focus,
mutual support, safe and smooth, convenient and efficient transportation emergency rescue command
system
(3) Optimization of traffic emergency guiding mechanism
The rescue transportation practice implemented in Wenchuan proved that earthquake relief is
complicated, diverse, and difficult. Law of the People’s Republic of China on Protecting against and
Mitigating Earthquake Disaster and National Earthquake Emergency Plan only referred to the traffic
requirements of emergency transportation security, but not mention the transportation emergency relief
of serious natural disaster. So we should establish the law about emergency and disaster reduction,
though of which can provide emergency procedures, specify disaster relief resources, define the
functions of relevant government structures and the relations among government, institutions and
personal, fix the scale and means of asset acquisition and compensation, guide the work of disaster relief
and mitigation, protect the property and safety of people.
3.2 Optimization of transportation emergency needs forecasting system
Rational prediction to the traffic demand after earthquake is the foundation of establishment of
transportation contingency management pre-arranging plan and traffic control, as well as the important
guarantee to make the rescue successfully. Due to destruction of roads, traffic control and the
particularity of relief goods supply, transportation changes intensely after earthquake. In the emergency
stage after earthquake, transportation mainly involves moving out of serious injury and carrying in
rescuers, medicines and food. Transporting of special emergency vehicle will be the dominance of traffic
in the early stage after earthquake; in the recovery stage after earthquake, the task is primarily to make
sure the smooth transportation of relief goods for settling down disaster victims, as time goes by, traffic
control measure will get loose step by step, transportation of private cars will get back the proportion in
the division of traffic mode gradually.
The process of traffic demand forecast can be divided into four stages, those are traffic emerge and
attraction, traffic distribution, model split, traffic distribution by analyzing related information about
earthquake, evaluating the situations of casualties and property loss as well as the traffic volume of
personnel, equipment, medicine and food that needed for rescue, using existing fairly matured four
stages of macro model, and that can be amended according to the characteristics of transportation
system under the condition of earthquake and can be used to evaluate traffic demand after earthquake[6].
3.3 Optimization of transport passing capability assessment system
After the earthquake, the transportation system of the stricken area is destroyed and it causes the
decrease of the transportation capacity in the stricken area, as result, serious traffic congestion will
happen in some sections, which will undoubtedly create some obstacles to emergency rescue. So the
traffic condition of the stricken area is one of the most concerned questions for the disaster emergency
commander .It is critical to collect the information about the weather, road conditions and traffic flow
conditions (traffic flow, the rate of the flow, interval travel time) of the stricken area, and then predicate
and assess the emergency response capacity of the transportation timely. The actual capacity of the road
after the disaster should be amended based on the capacity when the road is well according to the road
damage situation. The destruction of roads , the collapse of houses, landslides and interference from the
pedestrian should all be considered when amending the actual capacity of the road after the disaster to
ensure the accuracy of the assess[7].
Given that transportation resources are limited after the earthquake and the characteristics of
post-earthquake emergency response, Optimal path analysis should be used in order that
Post-earthquake emergency rescue can achieve the goal of time optimal, the optimal path, minimum cost,
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and maximum capacity [8]. Transport emergency control programs should be proposed according to the
concrete steps of the rescue, including providing green channel for the emergency vehicles, proposing
traffic guidance strategies，telling the related departments the best route to the site of the incident,
adjusting the emergency response and rescue measures based on remote sensing images, video, images
and feeding back information at any time, informing the relevant departments the information about
traffic accidents and the rescue needs according to the different rescue needs and the division of labor in
different departments, and assessing the traffic emergency response timely and organize the rescue
work.
3.4 Optimization of transport emergency implementing plan system
Emergency response plan is the specific arrangements made in advance about the duties of the
emergency response agencies, personnel, technology, equipments, facilities, resources, and the
commands and coordination of the rescue, and it is based on the identification and assessment of
potentially significant risk, types of accidents, the likelihood and occurrence of the process, the
consequences and impact of the severity of the accident [9]. Roads, railways and civil aviation
departments have developed a traffic emergency and security plans, provincial, city and county also
have developed a corresponding contingency plans for major emergencies. Chinese earthquake
emergency plan should integrate the emergency plans of local government and the emergency plan of
management stations of other industries. After the earthquake, it should integrate local and industrial
managing department’s contingency plan according to practical situation. And it should involves
emergency organization and operational mechanism, forecast and early warning, emergency response,
damage control handling, information issuing, emergency ensuring and management of supervising. In
order to avoid traffic jams, it should start up contingency plan with prompt response, orderly organize,
harmonious operating and clear division. during the time of saving lives after the earthquake, the air
traffic emergency plan should start first, road traffic contingency plans and rail transport contingency
plans should be combined to used, have a clear collaborative relationship with the relevant authorities,
set up an information processing system which response fast, and form a standardized emergency
response procedures to ensure the supply lines of food and water and reliable logistics chain ,so that the
national interests and safety of the people can be protected.
3.5 Optimization of emergency safeguard system
After the earthquake breaks out, the traffic control department should start necessary traffic control.
In the light of the rescue green channel and traffic guidance mode that are provided by the decision
system, the traffic control department also assists other departments to carry out emergency rescue at the
top speed and clear the way in the shortest time in order to make the road network traffic normal faster.
The traffic control department also feeds back the on-site traffic obstacle situation and demand
variations of all departments to the emergency decision system in time so that the decision making body
can modify the emergency rescue plan in time and conduct emergency rescue better.
First of all, consolidating linkage between the emergency safeguards departments. Combined
service force and linkage should be conducted genuinely between the Transportation and Public Security,
Health Department, Meteorological Department, traffic Police, Road Management, and other related
departments to improve participation of all related departments and build a sound management system.
Making sure that the information situation is collected, the duty assurance is coordinated and the basic
preplan is evaluated to improve the effectiveness of the disposal of the preplan.
Secondly, enabling advanced dispatch and command system for traffic emergency communication.
In the traffic emergency response process, the effective enforcement of the emergency preplan, reducing
casualties to the maximum extent and ensuring a smooth road network all depend on advanced traffic
information to the utmost extent. Making the most of the good sides of emergency communication in
earthquake relief work— maneuverability, Security and Reliability, real-time smooth, to make sure that
everything in different zones and different communication networks is under unified control, command
and organization, thus providing smooth, reliable and good communication service.
Thirdly, improving the level of transportation guaranteeing professionals. In the transportation
guarantee of WenChuan and YuShu earthquake relief work, most of the derivers lacking of driving
experience in mountain areas and not suiting to plateau climate are significant causes for the hard
collection and organization of vehicles. To make sure that the task of emergency traffic guarantee can be
fulfilled in time, fast and efficiently, men who have high political quality, strong organizational
coordination ability, high professional level and bold in bearing hardships and contribution must be
chosen to build a efficient and capable emergency guarantee team .And the team will be rectified and
formatted according to the emergency guarantee task to improve the effectiveness of emergency
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communication support.
Fourthly, developing the construction of the system of transportation emergency guaranteeing. The
traffic transport mobilization hardly takes any effect if it just depends on the administrative instructions,
relationship coordination and agitprop. The root causes for the hard collection of vehicles in
transportation in earthquake relief work lies in the fact that we have no powerful legal arms to back on
and that there is no compensation implementing regulations for related traffic support to act as a
protection. The characteristics of traffic emergency support determines that a fully professional rescue
team can’t be built up just like that in earthquake, fire and marine salvage .We can only rely on the
social mobilization mechanism to kick the goal of emergency transportation support. Using the social
mobilization mechanism fully, and calling up various transportation resources in the whole society to
participate in and undertake the task in emergency transportation support, hence a reinforcement team
for emergency transportation support is formed quickly, and supply capacity for emergency
transportation support is guaranteed.
3.6 Optimization of the ability to restore traffic emergency system
Transportation is a pioneering and foundational industry. It’s the important precondition and basic
guarantee of earthquake relief work. The most destructive power of the heavy earthquake of Wenchuan
and Yushu is reflected by the transportation break-off. Because of the major mountainous and hilly
terrain, less well-developed economics, professional rescuer and material reserve in transportation
industry cannot fulfill the recovery needs after large scale disaster; it is hard to recover the transportation
in a short time.
The first thing is to rush to repair channels for rescuing lives. The vital traffic arteries that have
strategic signification to earthquake relive work must be cleaved at all costs and as soon as possible. A
pre-arranged planning of rush repair should be constituted to make the process have regulations to abide
by.
Second, the tie-in projects should be perfected. The engineering facilities, which connect transit
lines of railway, road and airlines, including airports, stations and storehouses, should be renovated. So
as to the access road that connecting railway, highway and airport and the same to the loading fields,
platforms, wharves and fuel filling installation that will affect the transport capacity.
Third, the equipments for emergency of transportation should be stored. The storage of equipments
for transportation include rush repair tools for bridges, tunnels and traffic hub, road maintenance
apparatus, road clearing tools and rescue equipment, such as skid-proof equipment, and so on. These
equipments should be distributed rationally with great variety and proper numbers.

4 Conclusions
The transportation emergency security after the earthquake has heavy duties and responsibilities;
transportation emergency management involves many departments, making emergency management
more complicated. But the post-earthquake emergency management system of traffic solved the problem
to some extent. Through the analysis from many aspects and the analysis of the importance of
emergency management, this paper describes the emergency transport model and developed contingency
plans. It is expected to shorten the response time of emergency rescue, improve the effectiveness and
reliability of emergency response for earthquake relief and provide a guarantee to restore the smooth
flow of road. With the frequent occurrence of the earthquake disaster in China, which bring the traffic
emergency management with new challenges, it is urgent to strengthen road traffic emergency
management after the earthquake, establish and improve mechanisms for emergency traffic management
system and to improve earthquake preparedness and response capacity. In order to control, reduce and
eliminate the serious social harm caused by the earthquake, and to restore the normal order of road
traffic timely, enhance the capacity of road traffic emergency. Therefore, it could meet the requirement
of earthquake relief and reconstruction support to protect the normal operation of the socio-economic
development after the earthquake.
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Abstract The fundamental objective of this study is to assess the impact of Microfinance on Small
and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in Nigeria. Simple random sampling technique was employed in
selecting the 100 SMEs that constituted the sample size of the research. Structured questionnaire was
designed to facilitate the acquisition of relevant data which was used for analysis. Descriptive statistics
which involves simple percentage graphical charts and illustrations was tactically applied in data
presentations and analysis. The findings of the study reveal that significant number of the SMEs
benefitted from the MFIs loans even though only few of them were capable enough to secure the
required amount needed. Interestingly, majority of the SMEs acknowledge positive contributions of
MFIs loans towards promoting their market share, product innovation achieving market excellence and
the overall economic company competitive advantage. Other than tax incentives and financial supports,
it is recommended that Government should try to provide sufficient infrastructural facilities such as
electricity, good road network and training institutions to support SMEs in Nigeria.
Key words Small and medium enterprises; Microfinance; Loans; Nigeria

1 Introduction
This paper intends to contribute to the array of literature written by different scholars on
Microfinance and SMEs development. Like other countries of the world, SMEs in Nigeria have the
tendency to serve as sources of livelihood to the poor, create employment opportunities, generate
income and contribute to economic growth. Despite its increasing roles, access to credit by SMEs
remains one major constraint. The major objective of this work therefore is to find out whether SMEs in
Nigeria have access to MFIs loans, and to investigate the contributions of these loans to SMEs
performance. Using structured questionnaire to source relevant data, descriptive statistics has been
applied in analyzing the respondents’ views. The finding exhibits significant relationship between the
Microfinance loans and SMEs performance in Nigeria. The paper is arranged as follows: The second
section reviews literatures by different authors on alternative financial sources available to SMEs and
challenges facing SMEs in reaching them. The third and fourth sections describe the methods applied in
collecting and analyzing data, while the last two sections represent data presentation and findings, and
conclusion respectively.

2 Literature Review
SME remains one of the most reviewed topics in literature, especially as its impact on all kind
economies cannot be overlooked. World wide, the SMEs have been accepted as the engine of economic
growth and for promoting equitable development. The major advantage of the sector is its employment
potentials at low capital cost. The labor intensity of the SME constitutes over 90% of total enterprises in
most of the economies and is credited with generating the highest rate of employment growth and
account for major share of industrial production and exports (Government of India, 2007), and the rapid
expansion of small enterprises in economies of developed countries in the 1980s and 1990s has created a
widespread conviction that small, new ventures are the most important source of entrepreneurship and as
a dynamic and innovative factor, they contribute directly to economic growth. (Piotr and Rekowski,
2008) However, the SMEs sector is faced with many constraints. Among them is the most pressing one
known to be financing.
2.1 Small and medium enterprises and access to finance
A major barrier to rapid development of the SME sector is a shortage of both debt and equity
financing. Accessing finance has been identified as a key element for SMEs to succeed in their drive to
build productive capacity, to compete, to create jobs and to contribute to poverty alleviation in
developing countries. Small business especially in Africa can rarely meet the conditions set by financial
institutions, which see SMEs as a risk because of poor guarantees and lack of information about their
ability to repay loans. Without finance, SMEs cannot acquire or absorb new technologies nor can they
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expand to compete in global markets or even strike business linkages with larger firms (UNCTAD,
2002). Many factors are believed to be responsible for the refusal of loans and equity fund to SMEs by
formal banks. According to Cork and Nisxon (2000), poor management and accounting practices are
hampering the ability of smaller enterprises to raise finance. This is coupled with the fact that small
businesses are mostly owned by individuals whose personal lifestyle may have far reaching effects on
the operations and sustainability of such businesses. As a consequence of the ownership structure, some
of these businesses are unstable and may not guarantee returns in the long run. According to Kauffmann
(2005), access to formal finance is poor because of the high risk of default among SMEs and due to
inadequate financial facilities. However, Cressy and Olofsson (1997) sum up constraints facing SMEs
into two; these include demand-based (SMEs) and supply-based (formal banks) financial constraints.
The duo define a supply-side finance constraint as a capital market imperfection that leads to a socially
incorrect supply of funds to projects, or the incorrect interest rate charged on funds. They further define
a demand-side financial constraint as a capital market imperfection in which performance of a firm is
adversely affected by a factor internal to the firm. Thus for example, if the firm’s owners would like to
grow the firm faster, but the only way they can do this is to relinquish equity, and they refuse to do so, it
may be said that the firm’s demand for funds is demand-constrained. These deficiencies shall lead us to
exploring other alternative financial sources for SMEs.
2.2 Alternative sources of financing SMEs in Nigeria
Although the banking sector is the largest and most important source of external financing for SME,
by and large, it is believed to be under-serving the needs of this sector. SMEs alternatively draw
financing from a variety of sources. According to OECD (2006), small firms rely proportionally more
on non-bank sources of financing such as internal funds (savings, retained earning, family network) and
the informal sector (money lender), as a result of their inability to produce the collateral requested by
commercial banks (Satta, 2003). The informal sector is the main channel of credit for SMEs in ASEAN
countries. According to RAM Consultancy Service (2005), informal sector channel fund up to 70-80 %
of SMEs need in Viet Nam compare to 20-30 % funded by formal channel. Also in Cambodia and Lao
PDR, family and friends are said to be the main channel of funding because they provide the cheapest
funds compared to either banks or money lenders. The latter which are not licensed entities charge
exorbitant rate of up to 20% per cent monthly for unsecured loans. In Nigeria, it is common practice in
the country for small business owners to organize themselves into cooperatives commonly called
“Esusu”. Members of an Esusu would generally contribute a fixed amount daily, weekly or monthly, to
be pulled and then collected in turns to fund their business or personal projects (Elumilade et al, 2006)
Table

1

Distribution of Collateral Requirement by Types of Financial Institutions in Nigeria
Collateral Requirement
Formal (%)
Informal (%)
Fixed Asset:
65
5
3
Land
79
a) Building
100
9
b) Vehicle
29
27
c) Other equipment Share Certificate
85
4
Guarantors
3
100
Group
61
100
Source: Okpukpara, (2009)

According to Ogujiuba et al (2004) the predominant credit facility available to small and medium
scale business in Nigeria is bank overdraft, and short-term loans (asset based loans). There is scarcely a
firm in the world that does not use overdraft facilities to manage its way through business cycles (CGAP,
2006). Banks prefer overdrafts and short term loans for the simple reasons that (i) they are easily rolled
over, (ii) they attract almost market interest rates and (iii) they are fully collateralized. Firms always rely
on overdraft to finance long- term investments, and these have to be fully collateralized. Moreover, their
average interest rates are 23.5percent, similar to short-term bank loans. The difference in the average
interest rate on overdraft between the very large firms and the micro firms is over 5 percent. This
suggests that the interest rate differential reflects a risk premium and not just high cost of administering
small loans (RPED/World Bank, 2002). According to ECA, (2001), even access to this overdraft and
short-term loans are highly limited. In the survey carried out in Nigeria by the USAID (2005),
approximately 70 percent of respondents utilizing commercial banks overdraft facilities with lower
interest rates were required to pledge collateral in form of Land (48%), Building (31%), fixed asset, such
as machinery (35%) and other assets (8%).
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Table 2

Percentage of short term Financing
from:

Sources of Financing: International Comparison
Nigeria
2008

Internal Funds/ Retained Earnings
70%
Borrowed from banks and other
1%
financial Institutions
Purchases on credit from suppliers
25%
and advances from customers
Borrowed from family, friends and
4%
other informal sources
Issued new equity/debt
Source: ICA Survey (2008) via Isern et al (2009)

Brazil
2003

China
2003

India
2005

Indonesia
2003

Kenya
2007

44%

13%

47%

38%

7%

S.
Africa
2003
66%

30%

27%

32%

16%

7%

17%

15%

2%

9%

4%

17%

12%

5%

8%

9%

20%

3%

1%

4%

12%

2%

2%

-

1%

Trade credit is another source of external finance for most Nigerian SMEs. This is a short-term
credit extended to companies by their suppliers, and by companies to their customers. However, this
practice is not as widespread as it could be with trade credit being extended to only the most valued and
trusted customers due to lack of confident in the legal system to enforce contracts (RPED, World Bank,
2002) . Conversely, trade financing/credit is more popular in the ASEAN (RAM Consultancy Service,
2005) and Japan (Tsuruta, 2010). 10-14 percent of ASEAN financial institution offer trade financing.
Berger and Udell (2004), posit that trade credit are suitable for funding informational opaque SMEs and
/or in countries with weak lending infrastructure. For instance, Ge and Qiu (2007) show that in China, a
country with a relatively poorly developed formal financial sector, firms support their growth through
trade credit financing. Fisman and Love (2003) also show that higher rates of industrial growth in
countries with weaker financial institutions are associated with greater dependence on trade credit
financing. This also affirms the survey conducted by RPED/World Bank, (2002), where 75-80 percent
of their respondents in Nigeria reported giving or/ receiving trade credit. Trade credit is a profitable
lending technology, with an annual interest rate of about 12-24%, still, one major fear why supplier and
companies don’t give trade credit to their clients is the distrust for legal and judiciary system.
Globally, leasing is another widely-used service for SMEs, although the lack of leasing law is
constraining development of this sector in Nigeria (Isern, 2009). Leasing is a loan on fixed asset (Desai
et al, 2007) and it is also known as “ijarah” under the Islamic bank arrangement (Khan, 2008).
According to Ahmad (2009), there are two kinds of ijarah contract used by the financial institutions in
Australia. The first is the ijarah or true lease, which represents an exchange transaction in which a
known benefit arising from a specified asset is made available in return for a payment, but where the
ownership of the asset itself is not transferred. While the second type is ijarah wa iqtima (higher
purchase or lease and ownership). This is a lease whereby the lessee derived economic use and ultimate
ownership on the nature of a higher purchase. Although leasing has a tremendous potential to address
effectively the shortage of medium to long-term finance, in particular SMEs in Nigeria, it is however
underdeveloped (RPED/World Bank, 2002). This is also the same in China where leasing companies
and other non-financial companies‟ total asset account for around 1 percent of all financial sector assets
(IFC, 2008). Although leasing can reduce risk effectively for credit institutions, but their growth are
majorly hampered by various factors, including the lack of a coherent legal framework for leasing
transactions; widespread problems of contract enforcement; difficulties in repossessing lease equipment
from defaulters, and a lack of domestic long-term funds to finance leasing.(Isern, 2009 and
RPED/World Bank, 2002).
Venture capital (VC) or risk capital is the name given to equity investment in businesses by
outsiders who are not the main owners. Venture capital investments participate in the risk of success and
failure of a business and because they face such risk, it is expected that they will look for high returns.
Venture capitalist nurture enterprise in their early stages, typically when the marketing of the new
product is launched UNIDO (1999) In contraction, OECD (2006) posits that venture capitalist often
enter the firm at the middle to later stages of its life cycle. In all, venture capital fosters growth in
companies through hands-on involvement in financing, management, and technical support. There are
many venture capital schemes in many Asian countries. Japan, Korea, Hong Kong, and Singapore are
the centers of venture capital activities in the region. About 35% of SMEs in Singapore meet their
funding through venture capital. However, the availability of venture capital in other ASEAN countries
such as Viet Nam, Cambodia, Loa PDS, and Myanmar are limited (RAM Consultancy Service, 2005).
In Africa, there is little experience of venture capital although there has been a start in some countries
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like Nigeria. In their study, Dagogo and Ollor (2009) examine the use of venture capital (VC) financing
for small and medium-scale enterprise (SME) development in Nigeria by comparing the economic value
added (EVA) of venture capital-backed SMEs and those of non-venture capital-backed SMEs. They
found that VC financed SMEs clearly outperformed non-VC-financed SMEs, and that the distinctive
performance is the effect of management support by venture capitalists in their portfolio SMEs.
According to USAID findings, most of the owners of the SMEs that were targeted by project of venture
capital in Kenya in 1980s had no desire to reduce their debts in exchange for partial ownership of the
company, and moreover many companies either were unwilling or did not have the financial
documentation needed by venture capitalist to assess realistically the potential for investment (UNIDO,
1999). Berlin (1998) says, venture capitalists take an active role in the management of the firm they fund
and work in close collaboration with the stock market to take the firm they fund public. In this case, they
place emphasis on the support they offer start-ups and the controls they might be granted as well as the
exit strategy available. This exit strategy can be in form of trade sale or a public issue (IPO) (OECD,
2006). Venture capital funds are usually obtained from institutional investors, especially Pension funds,
financial intermediaries and the corporate sector as well as official sector. Most venture capitalist can
provide large sum of equity finance and also bring a wealth of expertise to a business, and it is easier to
secure further funding from other sources if venture capitalist is successfully attracted. However its
importance, one problem faced by venture capital is capital gain tax (OECD, 2006). Some firms’ owners,
apart from refusing to share their company with the venture capitalist, also see the requirements and
processing of securing a deal with venture capitalist as long and complex.
Business Angels (BAs) are wealthy individuals who invest in high growth businesses in return for
equity (i.e. share of ownership). They are different from venture capitalist in that they tend to invest
more on an “intuitive feeling” rather than based on the precise valuation of the term sheet of the
company. BAs often play key important roles in the early stages of the life of the firm. They are
individuals with experience, who have capital to invest and seek opportunities of all kinds among newer
enterprises. They also play active roles in the development of products and management of the company
in its early stage (OECD, 2006). Some BAs operate own their own, whereas others do so as part of a
network, syndicate or investment club. Senegal and some African countries host business angels but
they appear to be very few and information on their operation is hardly available (zavatta, 2008). This is
not the same in Canada where business angels played a financing role in more than 200,000 SMEs
which is about 15 percent of the 1.36 million SMEs in 2004. The manufacturing, wholesale/retail and
knowledge-based sector were covered. Business angels in Canada are more likely than average to invest
in SMEs owned by younger people whose age fall at 40 years and businesses that are majority owned by
women. Findings also show that firms financed by business angels were likely to be trying to finance
fixed assets (62 percent) than working capital (44 percent). This proves that business angels are more
likely to be for expansion purposes rather addressing cash fall. Also, firms financed by business angels
received debt financing on relatively better terms than other businesses (Riding, 2006). According to
other research, business angels are associated with successful entrepreneurial firms that achieve
relatively high rates of return (Riding, 2005). Although BAs have enormous impact on SMEs funding,
they don’t make investment regularly and may not be actively looking for an opportunity, so they may
be difficult to find. They tend to place emphasis on their relationship and how well they can work with
an entrepreneur, so tracking down one may take longer than expected.
Across developing countries, micro, small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are turning to
Microfinance Institutions (MFIs) for an array of financial services; this is because Microfinance is
acknowledged as one of the prime strategies to achieve the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)
which are: poverty and hunger reduction, universal primary education, reduction of child mortality,
combating diseases, malaria and environmental sustainability (Mahjabeen, 2008). The reason is because
access to sustainable financial services enables owners of micro enterprises to finance income, build
assets, and reduce their vulnerability to external shocks (Ehigiamusoe, 2005). The primary objective of
microfinance institutions (MFIs) is to provide financial services (credit and savings) to the poor in order
to release financial constraints and help alleviate poverty (Godquin, 2004). According to (Kevan and
Wydick, 2001), the provision of credit to the poor serves two purposes. First, as borrowed capital is
invested in small enterprises, it often results in significant short-term increase in household expenditure
and welfare. Secondly, microenterprises credit spurs economic growth in the informal sector through
fostering increase capitalization of business, employment creation, and long-term income growth. This
study attempts to examine and assess the role of microfinance institutions (MFIs) on SMEs performance
in Nigeria. The specific objectives of the study were to:
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(1) To find out whether SMEs are able to access capital loans from MFIs
(2) To find out if the capital loans provided by MFIs are effectively utilized by the SMEs
(3) To investigate whether microfinance loans to SMEs actually lead to high competiveness
(4) To investigate if SMEs with the help of the loans obtained form Microfinance achieved
significant product level.

3 Methodology
The research is descriptive in nature and employs the survey method in assessing the impact of
MFIs on SMEs development in Nigeria. In order to effectively conduct a valid analysis in the
presentation and analysis of the data collected on the research field, the researcher used descriptive
statistics such as tables and charts to depict the relevant data. The study utilizes primary sources of data
in which structured questionnaire were extensively used. The purpose is to generate data about the
opinion and perceptions of SMEs owners in relation to the effectiveness of MFIs loans to the
performance of their companies. Thus, in addition provides means of analyzing the likely impact of
Microfinance loans on SMEs. To constitute sample size out of the population of the study, simple
random sampling technique was used to select 100 Small and Medium Enterprises operators in Nigeria.
All the companies were served with questionnaire even though only 60 were retrieved which represents
60% of all the questionnaires served. The concept of simple random procedure allows unbiased
sampling and accords the research work more scientific feature, thereby concretizing the validity of the
research findings.

4 Data and Findings
4.1 Accessibility to MFIs loans
Access to loans is one of the major problems facing SMEs in Nigeria. The idea of creating MFIs is
to provide an easy accessibility to SMEs particularly those who cannot access formal banks loans.
Figure 4-1 below indicates the respondents’ opinion about their accessibility to MFIs loans.
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SMEs Accessibility to MFIs Loans

In Figure 1, to determine SMEs accessibility to MFIs loans, this question was asked “sourcing
capital is one of the major problems facing SMEs in Nigeria, does your company have any access to
MFIs loans?” and the result depicts that 55 of the respondents which represents 92% claim they have an
access to MFIs, and 5 respondents which represents 8%, a minute and insignificant number of the
respondents disclosed that they have no access to MFIs loans. What this implies is that the federal
government of Nigeria’s efforts through its central banks (CBN) in 2005 to issue a microfinance policy
i.e. the Regulatory and supervisory Framework, whereby licenses of operation were issued out to over
eight hundred microfinance banks was a right decision. Moreover, most of the community banks which
used to operate only within their local environment were required to raise their capital base and operate
as microfinance within their states and interstate, thereby given them the opportunity to reach more
SMEs. Also, many SMEs were able to approach MFIs for finance because MFIs do not request
collateral before they issue out loans to the SMEs.
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Figure 2 Percentage Level of SMEs Goals Achievement Using MFIs Loans

To measure the percentage level of SMEs goals achievement using MFIs loans, this question was
asked “What percentage level of goal achievement did your company derived from the loans obtained
from MFIs?” Figure 2 presents the articulated assertion of the 55 respondents in which 16% of them
claim that they record 70-100 percent goal achievement using loans granted them by MFIs. 49% which
represents almost half of the respondents believe they achieve more than half of their goals, which are
50-69 percent using MFIs loans. 35% of the respondents believe they only met 10-49 percent of their
targeted goals. This implies that some SMEs could not effectively meet their goals virtually because the
loans given to them by MFIs were not sufficient enough to achieve the targeted results.
4.2 MFIs and competition
For SMEs to survive in Nigeria there is a need to achieve a substantial market share. Moreover, for
them to gain a portion of the market, competitions have to take place between them and other companies.
Figures 4-3, 4-4, and 4-5 below indicate respondents’ opinion about MFIs loans impact on SMEs ability
to compete and secure market share.
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MFIs Contributions toward SMEs Sales and Marketing Activities

Figure 3 depicts the opinions of the respondents about the MFIs contribution to SMEs sales and
marketing. The question asked was “Has the loan secured from the MFI contributed to the sales and
marketing activities of your company?” In their view, 62% of the respondents assert that MFIs loans
contribute high to their sales and marketing and 38% posit that these loans contribute low. However,
none of the respondents claim that MFIs loans did not contribute at all to their sales and marketing
activities. This implies that access to MFIs loans have contributed to SMEs, no matter how little.
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MFIs Contributions towards SMEs Market Share

In Figure 4, which indicate MFIs contributions towards SMEs market share, the question that was
asked was “Does the loan actually help your company to standardize your product/service to the extent
that you achieved substantial market share?” All the respondents agree that MFIs loans contribute to
their market share.
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Figure 5 MFIs Loans to SMEs Competition

In Figure 5, the question raised was “Competition generally requires the need to exploit financial
resources; to what significant level does the MFI contribute to the overall competitiveness of your
company?” 35% of the respondents who have access to the loans believe that MFIs loans contribute to
their companies’ competition at a highly significant level. 65% of the respondents believe that the loans
granted to them contribute at a moderate significant level to their competition. None of the respondents
claim that MFIs loans do not contribute to their competition. This ascertains respondents’ opinions in
Figure 4-4 that MFIs loans contribute to their market share.

5 Conclusion
This study attempts to empirically ascertain the effect of MFIs on SMEs. Positive and significant
relationship has been established between MFIs loans and SMEs performance. The study confirms the
positive contributions of MFIs loans towards promoting SMEs market share, production efficiencies and
competitiveness. Although MFIs in Nigeria are faced with insufficient funds problems which militate
against their efforts to grant sufficient loans to SMEs, yet their tendencies to augment the financial needs
of SMEs is considerably acknowledge. Furthermore, it has been unveiled that Government policies and
programs designed to develop SMEs in Nigeria are ineffective and thereby need to be re-conceptualized.
Apart from provision of tax incentives, and financial supports, it is recommended that Government
should try to provide sufficient infrastructural facilities such as electricity, good road network and
training institutions. Further study should be conducted on how best SMEs can make use of equity
finances such as Venture Capital, Business Angels and other alternative sources of finance available to
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SMEs in Nigeria.
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Research on Evaluation and Countermeasures of Infomatization
Level of Wuhan City Circle
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Abstract Accelerating the development of informatization is a effective way to transform science and
education advantages of Wuhan City Circle (in China) to innovate the development patterns, and to
enhance regional competitiveness.into development advantages, This paper uses the national
informatization index system to measure the level of infomatization in Wuhan City Circle (in China),
draws a conclusion that the level of infomatization in Wuhan City Circle (in China) is relatively not
high.
Key words Wuhan City Circle (in China); Informatization; Measure

1 Introduction
In recent years, the city informatization development environment of Wuhan City Circle 1+8 (in
China)has been further improved; infrastructure of informatization has been gradually improved; the
level of infomatization of businesses and society has been significantly improved, but there are also
problems like enterprise information services lacking scale effect, information resources sharing
network being not well organized. Taking quantitative evaluation for the level of informatization in
Wuhan City Circle (in China) is beneficial to analyze the main problems and constraints in the process
of informatization of city circle, and to proposing a targeted policy suggestion.

2 Literature Review
The concept of informatization originated in Japan in 1967 and it was formally proposed by Japan’s
science and technology and economic research group. It was a combination of the Western theory and
the reality of Japanese. The so-called « inversion » refers to the process that things transform from one
state into another state, and informatization is precisely the process that industrial economy was
transformed into the information economy ; industrial social was evolved into the information society.
Measurement methods of informatization began in the 60s of 20th century. More representative methods
are Machlup method, Borat method, informatization index method, the ITU index system method and
information society index method of International Data Corporation, Earth’s economy – three factors
parameter model method [1]. As time moves forward, it can be said that some theoretical models or
methods are relatively mature, but some methods are also the results of re-innovation on the basis of the
previous accord with their reality by a number of domestic and foreign scholars, there are some
imperfections.

3 Evaluation Principles and Evaluation Index System
3.1 Construction basic principles of measurement index system
The core of index system measurement method is the construction of index system. An index
system of measuring the level of informatization should follow the following principles :
(1) The indicators should comprehensively reflect the main features
Informatization measurement index system should closely link to content of informatization, and
strive to measure informatization with wide-ranging and multiple angles, to make description
comprehensively as far as possible. The index system can reflect informatization level of China and its
every region from various angles. This informatization is consistent with informatization in this article,
which is not limited to purely economic structures and information technology. The key of this issue is
the confirmation of information meaning, which refers to the achievement of the purpose of accurate
measurement through analyzing all aspects.
(2) Indicator should be comparable
Informatization process is a long process ; the selected indicators should last for a long time and
have same content and scope of indicators.
(3) The indicator should have the availability
This is a big research difficulty of statistical index system. As it involves a longer span of
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informatization and changes rapidly ; it is very difficult to fully reflect the main features without
distortion.
(4) The informatization index system should be suitable to developmental stage of informatization in
Wuhan city circle
There is a big gap between the level of informatization in Wuhan city circle and level of
informatization in developed countries. Measurement system of foreign developed countries has some
reasonableness, but it may not be appropriate to measure the level of informatization in Wuhan city
circle, therefore it needs careful consideration.
Based on the above principles, some adjustments are to be made based on national informatization
index system, to include information policies and regulations, to achieve measurement of the level of
informatization in Wuhan City Circle purposes by combining quantitative analysis with qualitative
analysis.
3.2 The specific measurement index system
The reason of using national informatization index system[2] to measure the level of informatization
of Wuhan city circle (in China) is that this index system takes full account of China’s realities, proposing
a relatively authoritative informatization index system measurement.
Table 1 Index System for Evaluating Standards of Infomatization of Wuhan City Circle (in China)
1.Weekly telecast time per thousand people
2.The number of internet surfer per thousand people
3.The number of fixed telephone owned by per
A. Development and utilization of hundred people
information resources
4.The number of fiber user per thousand people
5.The number / length of microwave line station
6.The number of satellite site
7.The number of cable television per thousand people
8.The number of internet surfer per ten thousand
people
9.Total capacity of office exchanges
B. Construction of information 10.The number of website per thousand people
network
11.The number of Internet employees per thousand
people
12.The value of business transactions of postal and
telecommunication services
Standards of
C.
Application
of
information
infomatization
13.The turnover of electronic commerce
technology
14.The proportion of business information technology
fixed investment accounted for fixed assets investment
over the same period
15.The added value of information industry
16.The proportion of information industry R & D
expenditure accounts for the total national R & D
D. Information technology and
expenditure
industry development
17.The proportion of the investments into constructing
infrastructural facilities of information industry
accounted for the total investments into constructing
infrastructural facilities
18.The number of patent authorization per thousand
people
19.The proportion of middle school and college
E. Talents of infomatization
graduates

4 Evaluation of Informatization Level
4.1 Method of evaluation
Use PCA (principal component analysis) and FAHP (fuzzy analytic hierarchy process) to determine
the weight of measurement of informatization level in Wuhan City Circle (in China)[3]; arrive at a
conclusion of informatization level index in Wuhan City Circle (in China). First, handle all parts of the
data with non-quantification. Non-quantification method will use the national informatization index
system and measurement method [4]. Second, the weight will be determined by using the method of
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expert reviews to get fuzzy matrix, after consistent fuzzy matrix is to be constructed; finally the weight
of all parts is to be calculated by FAHP. Finally, make simple weighted arithmetic average between the
standard value after indicator variables of non-dimensionalization and the weight, to get the overall
index.
4.2 Index system data
Based on the above index system, measure the level of informatization in the Wuhan City Circle (in
China) and make a statistics of each index of nine cities including Wuhan (in China), which is shown in
Table 2.
Table 2

Data of Index System for Evaluating Level of Infomatization in Wuhan City Circle (in China)
Indicator
Indicator Unit
Data Results
1.Weekly telecast time per thousand people
Ten thousand hour/week
0.3599
2.The number of internet surfer per thousand people
Household
2.9881
3.The number of fixed telephone owned by
Per
14.1857
per hundred people
4.The number of fiber user per thousand people

Household

15.9246

5.The number / length of microwave line station
6.The number of satellite site
7.The number of cable television per thousand people
8.The number of internet surfer per ten thousand people
9.total capacity of office exchanges
10.The number of website per thousand people
11.The number of Internet employees per thousand people
12.The value of business transactions of
postal and telecommunication services
13.The turnover of electronic commerce
14.The proportion of business information
technology fixed investment accounts for
fixed assets investment over the same period
15.The added value of information industry accounts for the GDP
16.The proportion of information industry R & D expenditure
accounts for the total national R & D expenditure
17.The proportion of the investments into constructing
infrastructural facilities of information industry accounts for the
total investments into constructing infrastructural facilities
18.The number of patent authorization per thousand people
19.The proportion of middle school and college graduates
20.The number of scientific research personnel per thousand
people

Station/ kilometer
Per
Per
Household
Ten thousand
Per
Per

0.0433
142
206.9247
51.3729
266
0.2389
1.7517

Hundred million Yuan

354

Hundred million Yuan

5.9080

Percentage

3.5036

Percentage

8.9001

Percentage

2.1710

Percentage

86.3637

Per
Percentage

12.88
58.09

per

62.84

Second, get an expert to score matrix. Here three-dimensional degree scaling is used to get the
following data (see Table 3):

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1
0.5
1
0
1
1
0.5
0.5

Table 3
2
0
0.5
0
0.5
0
0
0

1~7 Indicator’s Fuzzy Matrix
3
4
1
0
1
0.5
0.5
0
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0
0.5
0
[5]

5
0
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0
0

6
0.5
1
0.5
1
1
0.5
1

7
0.5
1
0.5
1
1
0
0.5

Based on FAHP, through MATLAB iteration , with an accuracy of 0.0001, the number of
iterations is 10. The above data is used for the index value and expert score matrix, to get the fuzzy
consistent matrix. According to the FAHP, it can get to the second decision-making index and the third
layer weight, and then get the second level information index and the total information index according
to the simple weighted arithmetic average.
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4.3 Measurement results
We can get weight of every layer calculated by MATLAB, which is shown in Table 4, through the
calculation method of national informatization index system; finally we draw a conclusion that the
overall informatization index in the Wuhan City Circle (in China) is 35.41.

1
0.0904

2
0.2780

C
0.2126
13
1

Table 4 Index Weight of Wuhan City Circle(in China)
Level of Infomatization in Wuhan City Circle
A
B
0.0888
0.0888
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
0.0775 0.2314 0.1662 0.0661 0.0904 0.1604 0.1997 0.1294 0.4452
D
E
0.2671
0.3427
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
0.1095 0.2661 0.3452 0.0686 0.2107
0.7500
0.2500

12
0.0653

Data Sources: calculating based on MATLAB FAHP

5 Conclusions
It can be seen from the calculating results that the score of development and utilization of
information resources and construction of information network in Wuhan City Circle (in China) is low,
just 0.0888, and the scores of application of information technology and information technology
industry development are not high, just 0.2126 and 0.2671; the highest score is the infomatization talent,
which is 0.3427. Generally speaking, the level of infomatization in Wuhan City Circle (in China) is low,
and it needs to be further strengthened in many ways. In particular, information technology should
constantly develop to high technology through the technology development and utilization.
In addition, in terms of second-level indexes of infomatization, the number of fixed telephone
owned by per hundred people, the number of fiber user per thousand people, the number of Internet
employees per thousand people, the proportion of the added value of information industry accounts for
the GDP, the proportion of information industry R&D expenditure accounts for the total national R&D
expenditure, the proportion of middle school and college graduates per thousand people and some other
indicators weight are relatively large. With the development of infomatization, the Internet has gradually
replaced the telephone; GDP and share of R & D activities of information industry are constantly
increasing; the academic requirements of the employees will continue to increase. At present, many
industry professionals in the Wuhan City Circle (in China) are basically graduates from universities and
secondary specialized schools; it is necessary to further improve scientific achievements, apply the
achievements into informatization construction, and continuously promote the development of
infomatization level in Wuhan City Circle (in China).
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Abstract With the continuous development of higher education, the quality of higher education is
more and more emphasized. As one of crucial measures to improve the quality of teaching, the
construction of university teaching team has been attracted much attention. Based on the relevant
literatures review at home and abroad, this paper first analyzes correlation theory of university research
team and its construction influencing factor. Then through the survey data and SPSS 16.0 software, the
main influencing factors of university teaching team construction are quantitatively analyzed from the
perspective of empirical analysis. At last, this paper put forwards some suggestions to improving the
university teaching team construction.
Key words Teaching team; Influencing factor; University; Regressing analysis

1 Introduction
Team is a group that consists of many mutual individuals to achieve a goal (Stephen Robbins,
1994). (Hong Wenliu 2008) thinks a teaching team is a group that is aimed at educating and made up of
professions in a certain field or instructors in a certain course who clear division of labor, cooperate with
each other and shoulder the responsibilities together with the goal on completing a certain teaching task
and improving the quality of teaching. (Huang Xingshuai 2008) defines the university teaching team is a
formal group with clear development objective, good cooperation spirit and reasonable echelon. (Wang
Qian 2009) thinks that the teaching team is a group which consists of teachers with reasonable structure
and complementary advantages. To improve the teaching quality, they should jointly participate in
teaching and research, actively explore new teaching style, and solve problems in teaching and research
depending on team effort. (Liu Baocun 2007) think a good teaching team generally has characteristics of
a common goal, clear division of labor, complementary knowledge expertise, good communication and
efficient lead.
Many scholars have discoursed from multiple perspectives on main influence factors of university
teaching team construction. (Tian Enshun 2007) think restricting factors of university teaching team are
included two aspects: ideas and systems. Restricts ideas bring about are mainly displayed as constraints
on the essence understanding of university teaching. Individual autonomy of university teaching has
been over-emphasized for a long time; in fact, university professors’ working is of collaboration, besides
autonomy. The personnel’s training is a systematic project; any professor cannot accomplish it alone
without cooperation, such as cooperation of teachers in teaching and research department or the liaison
with teachers working on the same or allied problems. Because of the large proportion of scientific
research achievements in the faculty evaluation system, those who spend more time and energy on the
teaching and have less scientific research achievements are in a disadvantaged position. The assessment
is often linked to bonus and promotion, which further force faculty to scorn teaching and unwillingly
devote more energy to teaching. In short, teaching team construction does not attract teachers. (Huang
Xingshuai etc. 2008) believe that some professors lack in teamwork spirit, some leaders of university
teaching teams cannot lead the whole team efficiently, and evaluation system overweighs individual
research performance, and inside and outside circumstances of university teaching team construction are
not strong enough to influence the superior position of team. (Wang Zhiwei etc 2010). point out some
universities haven’t done adequate foundation work; they do not change correctional system and staff
arrangement but only change the name from teaching and research department to teaching team. It leads
to many problems such as team members improper role distribution, and affects the efficiency of
teaching team construction. In addition, imbalanced benefits distribution among team members can give
rise to conflicts among them.

2 Sample and Data Analysis
Based on existing literature with regard to analysis in the aspects of connotation, characteristics,
and influence factors of universities teaching team establishment, this paper considers that the main
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factors are team objective, structure, incentive, communication and leadership. Questionnaire design and
survey is conducted in those five aspects, and the main influencing factors of university teaching team
construction and their effect degrees will be analyzed from the perspective of empirical analysis.
A total of 18 university teaching team was investigated and from 200 questionnaires distributed,
171 validated questionnaires were reclaimed. Examinees with a bachelor degree or above account for
75.6% of the total number of people, and 30.3% at doctorial level. SPSS 16.0 is applied as the tool of
statistical data analysis.
(1)Validity and reliability analysis
Through KMO value observation and Bartlett's test, variables in the questionnaire will be
tested whether they are qualified for factorial analysis. The value of KMO is equal to 0.754, greater than
0.7, which means it is suitable for factorial analysis. There are 5 major factors after deleting some by
factorial analysis which are included in 24 projects finally. These 5 factors explain 71.343% of the total
variance. An improvement has been made after deleting 6 projects while the KMO is 0.813 to some
extents which reflecting the efficiency of the questionnaire.
The Cronbach alpha of the questionnaire is 0.890 by testing credit of projects which means the
accordance is in good condition.
(2) Statistic of individual variable describing
For making a further understanding in relationship between the individual variable of university
teaching team and team construction, variance analysis of individual factor is based population statistic
and team construction. The numerical value of Table 2 means the variance of different teams. The mean
value is reflecting the efficiency of team construction acknowledged by interviewee.
According to Table 1, there is no apparent difference between sexual and academic background for
team construction. But there are obvious variances between age and years for working under the
signature value of 0.05. The acknowledge of crowd of 25 to 35 and the crowd above 35 to team
construction is obvious while the crowd above 35 years old have higher sense of acknowledge(3.795).
The crowd working for less than 2 years has higher sense than the ones which work for 2 to 5 years
(3.767). But there is obvious difference between the crowd of 2 to 5 years working and the ones who
worked more than 10 years.
Table 1 The Influence of Population Statisic to Team Construction
Basic information
Means
F
male
3.587
sexual
0.182
female
3.557
age

academic

Working
Experience

Below 25

3.817

25 to 35

3.510

Above 35

3.795

Bachelor

3.474

Master

3.675

PhD

3.568

Less than 2 years
2 to 5 years
5 to 10 years
More than 10 years

3. 767
3.445
3.784
3.931

Sig.
0.641

4.035

0.017

1.678

0.172

3.379

0.018

(3) Correlations
SPSS 16.0 is selected for two variables correlation to balance the five factors and test whether there
is apparent relationship. Pearson analysis and assumption are selected to test.
From Table 2, we can conclude that there are 4 factors have positive relationship with construction
result under 0.01 of signature value. And the correlation factors reach 0.543, 0.688, 0.675 and 0.215. But
the forth factor has the positive relationship with construction results under the signature value 0.05, the
correlation value is 0.157.
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Table 2

Factors
Leader
Motivation

Leader
1
.437**
.468

Communication

Correlations

Motivation Communication

Goal

Structure

Construction

1
.037
.157*

1
.215**

1

1

**

.511**

1

Goal
.122
.124
.049
Structure
.146
.195**
.205**
Construction
.543**
.688**
.675**
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

(4) Regression analysis
Take a further step to use multiple linear regressions to analyze the influence of the changes of the
5 factors on the effect of the construction, trying to figure out the possible relationship among them. Set
the effect of the construction of university teaching team as the dependent variable TB (team building)
and set the 5 latitudes which are team leadership, motivation, communication, team goals and team
composition as independent variables. Choose Forcing Input Method to insert all variables into the
linear regression equation, and the results are as follows:
Table 3

ANOVAs

Model

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Regression

1703. 364

5

340.672

63.111

.000a

Residual

890.733

165

5.398

Total

2603.096

170

a. Predictors: (Constant): Leader, Spark ,Communication, Target, Structure
b. Dependent Variable: Construction results
Table 4 Model Summary
Model
1
a.

R

R Square

Adjusted R Square

Std. Error of the Estimate

.809a

.654

.644

2.234

Predictors: (Constant): Leader, Motivation, Communication, Aim, Structure

Model

(Constant)
Leader
Motivation
Communication
Goal
Structure

Table 5 Coefficientsa
Standardized
Unstandardized Coefficients
Coefficients

t

Sig.

2.854

.005

.171

2.945

.003

.411

6.965

.000

.064

.373

6.047

.000

.110

.072

1.391

.137

.073

.026

.534

.593

B

Std. Error

4.732

1.658

.162

.055

.397

.057

.387
.153
.039

Beta

In the regression model, the significance of the three factors leadership, motivation and
communication are all 0.000 and they all have remarkable ability of forecasting the dependent variable
TB (Construction Effect) under the significant level of 0.05. However the two factors of team goals and
team composition are both not significant under the level of 0.05, meaning these two factors have a
relatively weak ability to explain the dependent variable TB. Table 4 demonstrates the fitness of the
regression model. The multiple correlation coefficient R=0.810 in the table, indicating a strong
relationship between the joint effect and construction result of the 5 factors and that the 3 independent
variables with stronger explanatory power can explain 65.6% of the variability of the dependent
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variable.
According to the statistics above, we can build up a multi-factor linear regression equation about
the university teaching team.
TB=4.732 + 0.162×leader + 0.397×motivate + 0.387×communication
(1)
The regression coefficient represents how the independent variable affects the dependent variable.
The larger the regression coefficient is, the higher the importance and the deeper the effects. Through
the regression coefficient in the table 5, “motivate” plays a significant role in construction effect (0.397),
“communication” ranking the second (0.387) and “leader” the third(0.162). The team target’ regression
coefficient and team structure’ regression coefficient is 0.153 and 0.039 respectively, which cannot
involve in the regression equation.
When it comes to the “motivate”, the analysis process to the substance incentive and spiritual drive
is the same as it above. The results show that constant number is 15.306 and the regression coefficient of
substance incentive is 1.521 which is little larger than the regression coefficient of spiritual drive (1.283).
Therefore, the effects of substance incentive and spiritual drive are significant to the team construction.
TB=15.306+1.521×substance incentive+1.283×spiritual drive
(2)

3 Conclusions and Suggestions
Through the positive analysis of the questionnaires, we can get: The main factors affecting the
university teaching team construction are inspection incentive, communication atmosphere and team
leader. The team target affects less. Although the team structure affects the team construction
insignificantly, yet it affects indirectly through “motivate” and “communication”. (2) the individual
variables such as age variation of the university teaching team members and the variation of working
year will have some certain impacts on the team construction. The gender, education level, etc. affect the
construction not obviously. (3) in the terms of the university teaching team, substance incentive is the
main mean of promoting team construction. However, the four measures in spiritual drive are playing
more and more important roles nowadays. And this has some relations with members’ high education
levels. These members pursuit more spiritual comfort than others. So it is suggested that:
(1) More attention on the incentive
On the basis of ensuring the external competition of payment and internal fairness, we should
construct reasonable, effective and individualized salary system. At the meantime, we should change the
hierarchical management mode, establish teaching and academic authority’s position and expand the
right of self management in the team. Through the emotion incentive, it can unify the team strength and
reflect humane care and use of personnel.
(2) Construct good communication system
Effective communication can eliminate people’s differences and misunderstandings and promote
the cooperation between the team members. Therefore, smooth channels of communication and frequent
information exchange are very important to the team construction. The communication between
members will be encouraged, the feelings will be cultivated and the relationships will be built up
through variable activities.
(3)Select the proper team leader
Among the teaching team led by a outstanding leader, members will help each other, learn from
each other, share the information and shoulder the responsibility together. To reach the goal, we should
increase the leader’s education level, strengthen the cooperation between leader and the team, and
improve the leader system construction in the university teaching team.
(4) Empower
We should give the leader the right of deciding team member structure according to the teaching
needs, and the rights of controlling internal fund, personnel employment, profit distribution and
assessment evaluation.
(5)Improve the team structure and clarify the team goal
Choosing the major, courses, labs, training bases and etc. as the medium to construct the teaching
team will realize the effective integration of teaching resources and show the team strength. Meanwhile,
we should improve the flowing between the team members and keep the scale of the team to make the
age structure, knowledge structure and character constitution more reasonable.
The same target is to specify the same willing in the university’ object environment. To build up
ownership and sense of responsibility between the team members and stimulate the motivation of the
cooperation, we should clarify the team’s target.
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Abstract Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) dominate the economic activities of Cambodia
which is eager to achieve the higher economic growth rate in order to reduce poverty. Increasingly,
SMEs make up approximately 99 percent of all enterprises and absorb almost half of the total
employment. By carrying out a survey, this research paper aims to find and analyze what kinds of
accounting information do SMEs in Cambodia consider useful, and what do they actually use. The
findings reveal that, the regulations are the main drives why SMEs prepare financial statements.
Moreover, there are some SMEs called “Non-preparers” who prepare nothing, not even Balance Sheet
and Income Statement. This is because of their business size, or they are in the business sectors such as
handicraft, repairing service, tourism service and so on which do not require doing so. Taking care of
their customers, and predicting their sale activities are actually the major reasons why their businesses
still operate and run successfully.
Key words Small and Medium Enterprises (SME); Accounting information; Economic growth

1 Introduction
To fight against poverty, the Cambodian government recognizes that Small and Medium Enterprises
(SMEs) play a significant role in promoting economic development and creating sustainable
employment and income. That is why the SME Development Framework has been developed to
improve and coordinate the government’s efforts in promoting SME activity in a market economy.
Each country often uses specific definition of SMEs for administrative or legal purposes. Those
definitions are based on the dimension of enterprises. Yet, Cambodia does not have a legal definition of
what constitutes an SME. However, according to Ministry of Industry, Mine and Energy, one workable
definition could be based on employment and the size of capital in real terms (Table 1).
Table 1 Workable Definition for SMEs
By Size of Employment
By Fixed Assets Value*
Micro Enterprise
Less than 10 employees
Less than US$ 50,000
Small Enterprise
Between 11–50 employees
Between US$ 50 – 250,000
Medium Enterprise
Between 51–100 employees
Between US$ 250 – 500,000
Large Enterprise
Over 100 employees
More than US$ 500,000
* By fixed assets value excluding land
Source: Ministry of Industry, Mines and Energy, October 2004

The important roles of SMEs are (a) to generate employment opportunities which help to reduce the
unemployment rate and improve the living standards of population, and (b) to promote the entrepreneur
class which is very necessary for industrial development as well as the increase of economic activities.
Given that the economy is dominated by SMEs, the future development strategy of the country must
take into account the SME sector so that its rapid growth will result in increased productive employment
and reductions in poverty. A key factor in strengthening the SME sector is to reduce the cost of doing
business. Cambodia is facing tough competition from neighboring countries, which have lower cost
business environments as a result of better infrastructure, a better trained labor force and lower costs
related to bureaucratic red tape.
This research paper has gathered and analyzed the issues related to financial accounting information
that SMEs in Cambodia are using, and provide the reasons why they are using those kinds of financial
accounting. As Cambodia becomes more integrated with international markets through its membership
in the World Trade Organization, the accounting system of SMEs must be improved.
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2 Related Literature Review
Businesses are created with a view toward financial success. Due to lack of necessary planning and
know-how, many fail to survive their first year. Perhaps the most important element of success is the
ability to plan a change plans with conditions.
Accounting is a systematic process of measuring the economic activity of a business to provide
useful information to those who make economic decisions. In addition, accounting information systems
provide the means of collecting, organizing, and summarizing the economic transactions which is then
transformed into accounting information by accounting judgments, practices and application of rules.
Financial Accounting is the face a business shows to the outside world through the financial
statements that are prepared for banks, stockholders, investors, and government agencies. These
financial statements are basically historical records that cover a particular time period, including balance
sheet, income statement, statement of cash flow, and statement of shareholders’ equity. Moreover,
financial accounting information is the product of corporate accounting and external reporting systems
that measure and publicly disclose audited, quantitative data concerning the financial position and
performance of publicly held firms.
In Cambodia, the financial statements have to be prepared, by state-owned enterprises and private
companies, in accordance with the Cambodian Accounting Standards (CAS) issued by National
Accounting Council (NAC). NAC has issued fifteen CAS and ten Cambodian Standards on Auditing
(CSA). In accordance with the CAS-1, as developed from IAS-1 [paragraph 7 of IAS 1 (IASB, 2002)], a
complete set of financial statements includes the following components; (a) Balance sheet, (b) Income
statement, (c) Statement showing either all changes in equity or changes in equity other than those
arising from capital transactions with owners and distributions to owners, (d) Cash flow statement, and
(e) Accounting policies and explanatory notes.

3 Research Methodology
This research was carried out by gathering data from both secondary and primary data that enable
to achieve the research objectives. With relevant collected data, analyses were conducted based on
theoretical framework and then conclusion drawn thereof. 250 questionnaires were distributed, by
emails and networks such as friends and relatives, to the accounting department, finance department,
and/or management team of each company. 103 of them were collected and accepted as completed
questionnaires. In addition, data from previous papers and existing documents in research centers,
NGOs, and Government Ministries also contributed to write this paper.
3.1 Variable measurement
The study of Holmes and Nicholls indicated the significant influences on the information
acquisition or preparation in the company based on four variables: (a) business size; (b) the number of
years the business had been operating under existing management; (c) industrial sector; and (d) the
education of a business’ owner/manager. Therefore, using these variables as the guideline, this research
indicates three independent variables which are business size (categorized by registered capital, fixed
asset excluding land, number of employees and annual revenue), business age, and industrial sector to
study the use and usefulness of financial and management accounting practices.
In order to appraise variables, Likert scale was provided in the questionnaire for rating the level of
respondents’ attitude towards the given statements. The statements were specified mainly on the usage
rate and perceived merit of the studied topic. The Likert scale provided was ranged from “1” (strongly
disagree) to “4” (strongly agree). Moreover, for all the questions, respondents could also indicate “do
not know” if they do not know whether the proposed statement is applied to the accounting practices in
their organization. Using five scales from strongly disagree to do not know might not be usual; however,
the aim was to avoid the respondents that are reluctant to give extreme judgments thus causing
ambiguousness in data analyses.
3.2 Data analyses methods
Statistics and descriptive analyses have been applied in order to capture and explain the survey
phenomena. Most of the results have been analyzed by frequency, percentages, means and standard
deviation. Paired t-Test would have been used for measurement relationship of use and usefulness of
each variable, mainly on financial indicators and variance analysis. Moreover, one-way ANOVA and
independent sample T-test were employed to compare any differences among given variables.
Spearman’s Rank Correlation had been used to calculate the degree of correlation between the Usage
and Usefulness of both Financial Accounting Indicators and Management Accounting Practices. The
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6∑ d 2
n(n 2 − 1)

The hypotheses t-test and Rank Correlation had been applied to test the significance of rs with the
formula:

t = rs

n−2
With degree of freedom = (n-2) and 0.05 significance level.
2
1 − rs

The results of analysis have been presented in table 2.
Table 2

Scale

The Interpretation of Computed Mean Value

(1)
Unimportant
Moderate
Important
Most Important

1.00 – 1.75
1.76 – 2.50
2.51 – 3.25
3.26 – 4.00

Level of Mean Value
(2)
Low
Moderate
High
Highest

(3)
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Agree
Strongly Disagree

The relationship between one variable and others would be tested quantitatively by complying
with hypotheses testing at the 95% confidence interval (α=0.05). The hypotheses are following:
H0: Given variable is not related to other given variable
H1: Given variable is related to other given variable
Besides, the differences would be tested under hypotheses testing at the same confidence interval.
The hypotheses are following:
H 0 : μ1 = μ 2 = ... = μ k (for more than two groups) or μ1 = μ2 (for two groups)

H1 : μi ≠ μ j at least one pair; i ≠ j (for more than two groups) or μ1 ≠ μ2 (for two groups)

4 Usage and Usefulness Perception of Financial Accounting Practices
Table 3 presents the Usage and Usefulness of Financial Accounting Indicators. Generally the
investigated companies highly employed the financial accounting indicators to evaluate the company
performance and they consider its usefulness in the important level for their enterprises (mean = 3.08
and 3.12 respectively)
Among these indicators, the most important financial assessment is sales and the least important one is
return on assets (ROA). It might be inferred from the survey that most of the investigated firms were
sale-oriented since they greatly consider their profit and loss. On the other hand, they ignore Balance
Sheet statement to analyze resources used in the organization. Apparently from next three important
indicators, they are net profit, growth rate of sales, and net profit.
In view of their usefulness, the investigated enterprises also take into account the sales. In contrast,
most firms are likely to pay less attention to inventory level, return on equity (ROE) and return on assets
(ROA).
Table 3

Financial Indicators
Cash flow
Gross profit
Growth rate of sales
Inventory levels
Net profit
Operating profit
ROA
ROE
ROI
Sales
Average

Use and Usefulness of Financial Accounting Indicators

Mean
3.17
3.13
3.28
2.99
3.26
3.10
2.80
2.82
2.93
3.35
3.08

Usage
SD
Level
0.718
High
0.649
High
0.575
Highest
0.809
High
0.641
Highest
0.700
High
0.833
High
0.813
High
0.737
High
0.630
Highest
0.192
High

Mean
3.25
3.23
3.23
2.94
3.20
3.11
2.86
2.90
3.05
3.38
3.12

Usefulness
SD
Level
0.729
Important
0.688
Important
0.571
Important
0.725
Important
0.738
Important
0.706
Important
0.812
Important
0.775
Important
0.775
Important
0.689 Most Important
0.173
Important

t-Test*
-1.59
-1.45
0.84
0.65
0.66
-0.44
-0.16
-0.84
-0.87
-0.39
-1.515
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Note: Higher the standard deviation value, wider distribution of group samples. The minor value of standard
deviation could be interpreted that the data analysis is reliable and valid.
* No Significant difference had been observed at 0.05 significance level.

By applying Spearman’s Rank Correlation (rs) test, a very high degree of positive correlation (rs =
0.912) has been obtained between the ranks in usage and usefulness of the financial accounting
indicators and it indicates a very strong relationship between the usage and their usefulness. There are
10-pairs of ranks; the significance of rs has been testes here by applying hypotheses t-test, Rank
Correlation, with [(n-2) = (10-2)] 8 degree of freedom (df), with the following hypothesis:
H 0 : ρ = 0 (The rank correlation in the population is zero)

H 1 : ρ > 0 (The rank correlation in the population is positive among the rank)
The computed value of t = 6.29; therefore, null hypothesis (H0) is rejected because the computed t
(t = 6.29) is greater than 1.833 (from Student’s t Distribution Table with 0.05 significance level,
One-Tailed test and 9 df). The alternative hypothesis is accepted and it can be concluded that the rank
correlation in the population is different from zero, or there is a positive correlation between the ranks in
using and in usefulness of financial accounting indicators. Considering the overall mean in using

( X UR = 3.08) and usefulness ( X PU = 3.12) , it can be inferred that despite their understanding
about the usefulness, financial accounting indicators are not used as wide as their usefulness among the
surveyed enterprises. It might be because of many reasons such as lack of skilled people and maybe for
additional costs.
For all the financial accounting indicators, the ideal mean are expected to be 4 (the highest rank).
Therefore, following two types of difference or gap can be observed from table 4.3.2.
Gap to Ideal = (Ideal Mean – Mean in Usefulness)
Aspiration Gap = (Mean in Usefulness – Mean in Using)
One sample-t test has been applied against the expected mean value of 4 to check the validity of
the “gap to ideal”. The result of t value = -16.210, which is lower than -2.262. [From Student’s t
Distribution Table with 0.05 significance level, two tailed-test, and (10-1) = 9 df]. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the mean values of usefulness of Financial Accounting Indicators are significantly lower
than the ideal mean. That implies that the gap to ideal is statistically significant.
In order to check the “aspiration gap”, paired-t test has been applied. The paired-t test can be applied for
mean value in using and in usefulness of 10 financial indicators to test the significance of the aspiration
gap. Hence, the following null and alternative hypotheses (considering two variables are dependent)
have been tested:
H 0 : μ = 0 (The difference of the population mean is zero)

H 1 : μ ≠ 0 (The difference of the population mean is not zero)
The computed value of t is -1.515, which is greater than -2.262 [from Student’s t Distribution
Table with 0.05 significance level, two tailed-test, and (10-1) = 9 df]. Therefore, null hypothesis (H0)
has been accepted. Thus, it can be said that two population means are equal, and it can be concluded that
the usage and usefulness of the financial accounting indicators are the same. In other words, the
aspiration gap has no statistically significant difference.
5 Conclusion
Economic activity in Cambodia is dominated by Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), which
are seen as playing a major role in economic growth and poverty reduction. However, Small and
Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in Cambodia is now facing a weak legal and regulatory environment which
creates uncertainties and increases the risk of doing business. These uncertainties and risks result in high
transaction costs and the high costs of doing business in general. That is one of the reasons why most of
SMEs are not registered in the Ministry of Commerce. Besides these issues, SMEs still have other
difficulties which do not facilitate their businesses to run and operate successfully such as lacking the
financial accounting knowledge.
Most of the SMEs in Cambodia ignore the usefulness of financial accounting even if it is very
crucial for the company, both internal and external use, in helping the entrepreneurs to plan and manage
their operation toward the companies’ goals. In their perception, the operation activities which generate
profits for the company such as sales and marketing are very useful.
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Abstract Telecommunication sector is one of the fastest growing industries in Nigerian economy, with
the help of the Nigeria Communication Commission (NCC) which has attracted more investors to
participate in the industry. This study investigates the empirical relationship between Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) and telecommunication growth in Nigeria. The panels of data used in the study were
sourced from the Central Bank of Nigeria statistical bulletin, Nigeria Communication Commission,
World Bank’s World Development Indicators of 2008. The period of analysis was 2001-2008. An
ordinary least squares method was used to ascertain the relationship between FDI and telecommunication
growth in Nigeria. The result shows that with the exception of GDP all the other variables such as
consumer subscribers, private investment and technology have a positive and significant relationship
with FDI. It is recommended that government should improve more infrastructural facilities to generate
more FDI into Nigeria.
Key words Foreign Direct Investment (FDI); Nigerian telecommunication; NITEL

1 Introduction
Some decades ago, Telecommunication industry was one of the sectors that suffered serious
setback in Nigeria. The problem could be traced to the fact that the sector was operated single handedly
by government owned company Nigeria Telecommunication Limited (NITEL) which monopolized the
telecommunication services in Nigeria. With the establishment of National Communications Commission
(NCC) in the year 1992, the agency was given a mandate to issue license to private companies wishing
to operate in the industry which pave the way for the foreign companies to participate in
telecommunication business in Nigeria. Following this new development, the Government gradually
withdrew from direct conduct of commercial activity to embrace a private sector-led growth strategy.
Foreign investors are therefore fully welcome to participate in the process. Although their response has
so far been most evident in the utilities sector, the industry is now considered as one of the fastest
growing industry in Nigeria with the highest number of subscribers in Africa.
The objective of this paper is to investigate the relationship between the Foreign Direct Investment
(FDI) and telecommunication growth, bearing in mind that more than 70% of investment in the sector
came from Foreign Direct Investment (FDI).
This paper is divided into six sections starting with review of some literature in section 2. Section 3
contains issues in telecommunication sector in Nigeria while Section 4 includes the methodology used
Section 5 entails result and discussion, after that it was summed up with conclusion in section 6.

2 Literature Review
Renewed research interest in FDI stems from the change of perspectives among policy makers
from “hostility” to “conscious encouragement”, especially among developing countries .FDI had been as
“parasitic” and retarding as the development of domestic industries for export promotion until recently.
However, (Bende-Nabende and Ford 1998) submit that the wide externalities in respect of technology
transfer, the development of human capital and the opening up of the economy to international forces,
have served to change the former image. (Borensztein et al. 1998) see FDI as an important vehicle for
the transfer of technology, contributing to growth in larger measure than domestic investment. (Findlay
1978) postulates that FDI increases the rate of technical progress in the host country through a
“contagion” effect from the more advanced technology, management practices, etc. , used by foreign
firms.
On the basis of these assertions government have often provide special incentives to foreign firms
to set up companies in their countries. (Carkovic and Levine 2002) note that the economic rationale for
offering special incentives to attract FDI frequently derives from the belief that foreign investment
produces externalities in the form of technology transfers and spillovers.
Curiously, the empirical evidence of these benefits both at the firm level and at the national level
remains ambiguous. (De Gregorio 2003), while contributing to the debate on the importance of FDI,
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notes that FDI may allow a country to bring in technologies and knowledge that are not readily available
to domestic investors, and in this way increases productivity growth throughout the economy. FDI may
also bring in expertise that the country does not possess, and the foreign investors may have access to
global markets. In fact, he found that FDI is three times more efficient than domestic investment.
2.1 FDI effects on economic growth
A lot of research interests have been shown on the relationship between FDI and economic growth,
although most of such works are not situated in Africa. The focus of the research work on FDI and
economic growth can be broadly classified into two. First, FDI is considered to have direct impact on
trade through which the growth process is assured (Markussen and Vernables, 1998). Second, FDI is
assumed to augment domestic capital thereby stimulating the productivity of domestic investments
(Borensztein et al., 1998; Driffeld, 2001). These two arguments are in conformity with endogenous
growth theories (Romer, 1990) and across country models on industrialization (Chenery et al., 1986) in
which both the quantity and quality of factors of production as well as the transformation of the
production process are ingredients in developing a competitive advantage. FDI has empirically been
found to stimulate economic growth by a number of researchers (Borensztein et al., 1998; Glass and
Saggi, 1999). (Blomstrom et al. 1994) report that FDI exerts a positive effect on economic growth, but
that there seems to be a threshold level of income above which FDI has positive effect on economic
growth and below which it does not. The explanation was that only those countries that have reached a
certain income level can absorb new technologies and benefit from technology diffusion, and thus reap
the extra advantages that FDI can offer. In summary, (UNCTAD 1999) submits that FDI has either a
positive or negative impact on output depending on the variables that are entered alongside it in the test
equation. These variables include the initial per capita GDP, education attainment, domestic investment
ratio, political instability, terms of trade, black market exchange rate premiums, and the state of financial
development. Examining other variables that could explain the interaction between FDI and growth,
(Olofsdotter 1998) submits that the beneficiary effects of FDI are stronger in those countries with a
higher level of institutional capability. He therefore emphasized the importance of bureaucratic
efficiency in enabling FDI effects.
The neoclassical economists argue that FDI influences economic growth by increasing the amount of
capital per person. However, because of diminishing returns to capital, it does not influence long-run
economic growth.
2.2 Development of telecommunication
The positive relationship between economic growth and telecommunication is evident given the
various studies that abound. For instance, (Jorgenson 2001) study of the United State showed that
investment in information technology (IT) contributed more than one-half of the recent increase in the
US economic growth. His study was collaborated by Kraemer and (Dedrick 2001) who, using data from
43 countries, upheld the view that the growth in IT investment is correlated with productivity growth.
(Oulton 2001) study of the United Kingdom showed that in the beginning and later part of 1990s,
Information and communication Technology’s (ICT) contribution to GDP growth was 0.36% and 0.57%
respectively. For Beligium, Kegels, van Overbeke and van (Zandweghe, 2002) found that the
accumulation of ICT capital has a significant impact on output growth and average labor productivity
growth. (CEPII 2003) study on France showed that in the early 1990s to the mid 1990s, ICT’s
contribution to capital growth in increase from 0.25% to 0.45%. (Cronin et. al. 1991) used the Granger,
Sims and modified Sims tests to confirm the existence of feedback process in the economic activity and
growth stimulates demands for telecommunication services. They believe that as the economy grows,
more telecommunications facilities are needed to conduct the increased business transactions. Roller and
(Waverman 2001), using data for OECD countries, were the first to use simultaneous approach to
incorporate both effects in the economic model in order to validate the hypothesis of reverse causality.
Overall, (Gupta, 2000) submitted an estimate that 1% growth in telecommunication services generates
3% growth in the economy.

3 Telecommunication Sector in Nigeria
3.1 Brief history
Telecommunication facilities in Nigeria were first established in 1886 by the colonial administration.
At independence in 1960, with a population of roughly 40 million people, the country only had about
18,724 phone lines for use. This translated to a teledensity of about 0.5 telephone lines per 1,000 people.
The telephone network consisted of 121 exchanges of which 116 were of the manual (magneto) type and
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only 5 were automatic.
Between 1960 and 1985, the telecommunication sector consisted of the Department of Posts and
Telecommunications (P&T) in charge of the internal network and a limited liability company, the
Nigerian External Telecommunication (NET) Limited, responsible for the external telecommunications
services. NET provided the gateway to the outside world. At this time, the telephone system was
unreliable, congested, expensive and customer unfriendly. Government-held parastatal the Nigeria
Telecommunication Ltd. (NITEL) was established in 1985, and held a monopoly in the market for more
than a decade. The company’s ascendancy was marked by a long wait times for connections well as
poorly maintained and scanty infrastructure. The main objective of establishing NITEL was to
harmonize the planning and co-ordination of the internal and external telecommunications services,
rationalize investments in telecommunications development and provide accessible, efficient and
affordable services.
The government, in November 1992, established an independent regulator the Nigeria
Communications Commission (NCC) that oversees the telecoms sector, but it was the inauguration of
the current board of the NCC under Ernest Ndukwe in 2000 that saw the NCC begins to fulfill its
promise as a dynamic actor in the sector. In 2003, the Nigerian Communication Act gave powers
previously residing with the Ministry of Information and Communication to the NCC, reducing the role
of Ministry to policy-making and giving the NCC a free hand in regulating the industry. The NCC
introduced a new licensing framework in the sector in 2006, with the introduction of technology-neutral
Unified Access Service Licenses (UASL), which allow providers to offer fixed, mobile and data services
using the technology of their choice.
The market was transformed by the government decision to issue GSM licenses. Awarded in an
open auction, the licenses were given to NITEL, operating as M-Tel, South African telecoms company
MTN and consortium led by Zimbabwe’s Econet wireless. Consumers immediately flocked to the new
technology which provided away to leapfrog the limited fixed-line infrastructure, and within a year,
there were over 1.5 million mobile subscribers in the country, as compared to just 702,000 fixed-line
subscriber. By August 2008, Nigeria had 64,296,117 mobile subscribers as compared to 1,152,517 fixed
line subscribers. Currently the major players in the Nigeria mobile market are MTN, Globacom, Zain
Nigeria (celtel, then Econet wireless Nigeria and later Vmobile), Etisalat and MTEL.
Nitel’s dominance of the fixed-line market came under siege in 2002, when the government
awarded a second National Operator license to Globacom, which also received a GSM license. To
protect the national fixed-line operator the government embarked on privatizing the parastatal. The first
effort in this direction involved the firm Pentascope, partly funded by the consortium of Nigeria banks,
which acquired 51% of Nitel in 2003. But the company was unable to stop Nitel shedding customers to
the mobile operators, and even as other mobile networks boomed, Nitel’s mobile arm lost market share.
So, the government turned to Transnational Corporation of Nigeria (Transcorp), which acquired 51% of
Nitel in 2006. But Transcrop’s tenure at the helm of the national operator has been no more successfulthe company has continued to lose customers, its infrastructure had decayed further and its workers have
gone unpaid. The government has decided to have another try at the privatization process- Transcorp is
to cede 29% of its holding , with the government given up 22% of its current 49% share to make a
majority stockholding of 51% to be offered to a new investor in February 2009. Among those said to be
interested in taking on the national operator are Russian telecoms operator Altimo, UK Company
Vodafone, South African operator Vodacom and Indian Conglomerate Bharti Airtel.
3.2 Overall sector growth
The telecommunications sector is undergoing very rapid change and explosive growth. Waiting lists
for telephone lines have disappeared, while telephone tariffs for local, national and international calls are
gradually ranking amongst the lowest in Africa. The liberalization of the sector and the resulting
competition by private operators is bringing about very substantial benefits to subscribers in terms of
much lower prices and enhanced choice. Recently, the introduction of mobile telephony to Nigeria in
2001 radically altered the country’s communications landscape from a base of 0.73% teledensity in 2001,
the country as of August 2008 had reached 39.45% teledensity, calculated on the basis of active
subscribers. This phenomenal growth was driven by mobile telephony in August 2008; Nigeria had
64,296,117 active mobile subscriptions, as compared to just 1,152,517 active fixed line subscriptions. In
2007, the country passed out South Africa as the continent’s largest mobile phone market. Nigeria
mobile subscriber base is projected to rise to 79.8 million by 2010.(NCC 2004-2008)`````````` Despite
this enormous increase, the demand for more lines still persists in Nigeria, though there is a quest not
just for lines but also for good quality services from the operators. This strong growth is due mainly to
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competition to sign up new users by the GSM operators and their fixed counterparts.
In spite of the extraordinary growth in the sub-sector notwithstanding, quality of services provided
and telecommunication operation has remained unimpressive, owing to poor interconnectivity between
the different networks. The problem of constant call droppings, message and call failures and overloaded
billings have not been effectively addressed despite numerous complaints from the consuming public,
the industry is still plagued with some problems. Which includes: Poor public power supply; poor
security such that infrastructure are often vandalized; high operational cost.
3.3 Contribution of telecommunication towards economic growth
The telecommunication sector is usually referred to as an infrastructure of infrastructure because an
investment in the sector is capable of generating activities and having a multiplier effects on the other
sector of the economy, The sector currently accounts for about 6% of the country’s total Gross domestic
Product (GDP), with room for growth, according to a survey by Pyramid Research, a United Kingdom
based telecommunication research firm, and it well within the range that we see in places like Europe,
Africa and elsewhere within the developing markets. The impact of the telecommunication sector on the
Nigeria GDP can be seen from various points. The most transparent item is the investment, secondly the
revenue it generated on annual basis.
3.4 FDI and telecommunication industries in Nigeria
FDI has had a notable impact on the expansion of mobile telephone in Nigeria since the launch of
Global System for Mobile (GSM) licensing in January 2001. Two of the three licenses issued went to
foreign companies –MTN of South Africa and Econet Wireless (at the time a Zimbabwean-South Africa
firm and now Celtel Nigeria, further to the entry in 2006 of the Zain Group Kuwait) – for $285 million
each. Within two years, Econet and MTN had signed up 2.2 million subscribers. MTN alone claims to
have invested more than $3 billion to date in Nigeria and the Zain Group has pledged another $2 billion
investment.
The impact of FDI under competitive conditions in mobile telephone has been remarkable. In the
sector as a whole, subscriber numbers have grown from 35,000 to over 19 million by September 2005,
while prices are being driven below those in comparator countries.
Competition in the fixed-line sector is provided by nationally owned Globacom, was issued the
second national operator license in 2002. After various failed attempts to privatize the State-owned
operator, 51% of Nigeria Telecommunications Limited (NITEL) was eventually acquired by
Transnational Corporation (Transcorp) of Nigeria, a local company, in November 2006. However, the
Government reversed the privatization in February 2008, on grounds that Transcorp failed to achieve the
objectives of the privatization guidelines, and is now looking for a new core investor.

4 Methodology
In other to achieve the stated objectives of this study, the secondary data was sourced and utilized.
Data set relating to total Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) and the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) were
sourced from Central Bank of Nigeria Statistic Bulletin and the World Bank’s World Development
Indicator of 2008. In addition pertaining Number of Subscribes, Private Investment and the value of
Technology were extracted from Nigeria Communication Commission (NCC) website. The period
covered by this study is 2001-2008. The choice of period is informed by the development of
telecommunication industry in Nigeria.
Specifically, to analyze the relationship between FDI and telecommunication growth in Nigeria,
Four variables were considered as a proxy to communication growth thereby used as independent
variables while FDI values are considered as dependent variable. The statistical formulation of the
model can therefore be presented as follows:
FDI=β1+β2 PIT+β3 GDP (TT) +β4 SC+µ
Where:
FDI= Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in Telecommunication Industry.
PIT= Private Investment in Telecommunication
GDP (TT) = Total Value of Telecommunication Technology
SC= Number of combined subscribers in Telecommunication
µ = Error term
Ordinary least squares using E-Views was employed to analyze the relationship between the
dependent variable FDI and independent variable, telecommunication grows proxy by the four variables.
It is interesting to note that greater percentage of the telecommunication investment in Nigeria are
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financed through FDI hence it is assumed that significant relationship exist between influx of FDI and
telecommunication growth in Nigeria.

5 Empirical Result and Analysis
Table 1

The Growth of Telecommunication from 2001-2008
PIT in Millions GDP in Millions Technology
$
$
2001
866782
1200
2398.70
0.00
2002
2271050
2100
2983.10
0.00
2003
4021945
4000
3785.50
0.00
2004
10201728
6080
6015.90
0.00
2005
19519145
7500
7851.70
314.07
2006
33603761
8500
10567.90
348.74
2007
41975275
11500
14225.40
483.68
2008
64296117
12500
19156.20
593.84
Source: Nigeria Communication Commission (NCC), World Bank’s World Development Indicator
Bank of Nigeria statistic bulletin.
Years

Cs

FDI
161441.60
166631.60
178478.60
249220.60
324656.70
481239.10
552498.60
586309.60
of 2008 Central

Table 1 below depicts the value of consumer subscribers, private investment, technology, Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) and Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) from 2001-2008 which shows a
remarkable increase of FDI from 2001-2008 representing 72.5% increase.
Figure 1 illustrates the trend of FDI inflow and consumer subscriber growth in Nigeria from
2001-2008, the figure clearly shows the rate at which the consumer subscriber is growing, which made it
the highest subscriber base in Africa.

Figure 1 Graphical Presentation of FDI Inflow and Consumer Subscriber Growth in Nigeria 2001-2008
Table 2 Data Analysis
Dependent Variable: FDI
Method: Least squares observations:8
Variable
Coefficient
Std. Error
t-Statistic
Prob.
CS
0.012478
0.012487
0.999288
0.3913
GDP
-44.0046
53.52223
-0.822173
0.4712
PI
29.83661
22.09952
1.350102
0.2698
Tech
135.809
286.6225
0.473825
0.668
C
201680.3
99573.03
2.025451
0.1359
R-squared 0.97235, Adjusted R-squared 0.935491 ,S.E. of regression 45254.74, Sum squared resid 6.14E+09, Log
likelihood -93.1887, Durbin-Watson 2.2899, Mean dependent var 337559.6, S.D. dependent var 178177.3, Akaike
info criterion 24.54717, Schwarz criterion24.59682, F-statistic 26.37782, Prob (F-statistic) 0.011302.

The above table depicts least squares regression result describing the relationship between Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI) as dependent variable and telecommunication growth which is provided by
number of telecommunication subscribers, telecommunication contribution to GDP, private investment
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into telecommunication industry and total value of technology of the industry. The result shows that all
the variables except GDP have a positive relationship with FDI meaning every increase of FDI influx is
associated with increase in the investment in telecommunication industry and value of technology or
machinery used in the industry. Similarly, increase in FDI facilitates increase in number of
telecommunication subscribers even though the relationship is meager. But when having a cursory look
at the industry it has been deduced that Nigeria has the highest telecommunication subscribers in Africa
totaling 70million as at 2009. However one important thing to notice is that based on the Nigeria
population which stands at 150million it means more than half of Nigerian populations are
non-telecommunication subscribers indicating huge gap that needs to be filled.
The result equally shows negative relationship between FDI and GDP meaning increase in FDI is
associated with the decrease of GDP possibly this could happen in the short term period but in the longer
period the relationship may change more again, because the industry is still at it infant stage it requires
substantial capital outlay which might eventually take longer period before reaping the total economic
benefit of the investment. Nevertheless the rate at which the industry is growing symbolizes the success
of the telecommunication sector and paves way for sustainable economic growth in Nigeria.
The overall result showcase significant value of R2=0.97 showing that the more dependent variable
account for the 97% variation of the FDI with only 3% accounted by the error-term, this confirms the
validity of the variables as a proxy of telecommunication growth and clearly indicates the model
capacity to predict the relationship between dependent variables (FDI) and other independent variables.
The adjusted R2 of 0.94 is close to R2 value of 0.97, this means the model is fit for making
generalization.
Furthermore the F-value of 26.38 obtained is high than the critical F-value of 5.59 confirming the
significance of the entire variables combined together in the model. Lastly, the Durbin-Watson value of
2.2 is closer to 2 which mean there is absence of autocorrelation problem meaning the model is fit and
reliable.

6 Conclusion
It is imperative to note that no country can develop without FDI inflow particularly developing
country like Nigeria. The study clearly shows that FDI influx has tremendously boost the
telecommunication sector, where foreign companies invested heavily to gain the advantages of
substantial communication market in Nigeria. Government should improve on the standard of
infrastructure and provide relevant social amenities to attract more FDI to promote the overall economic
development in the country as the industry is growing. Also, the government should design a blue print
architecture that will accommodate future technologies and encourage expansion. Finally, the
government should maintain a stable regulatory policy that will encourage investors’ confidence to boost
the industry.
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Research on a Kind of QoS-Sensitive Semantic Web Services
Composition Method Based on Genetic Algorithm
Cao Hongjiang, Nie Guihua, Chen Donglin
School of Economics, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, P.R.China, 430070
(E-mail: chjnewfree@yahoo.com.cn)
Abstract In the process of QoS-sensitive business, the user not only cares about whether the function
of the process will be finished successfully, but also pays great attention to the QoS of the whole process.
Thus, how to make a choice among the candidate web services so that the selected ones can not only finish the assigned task and conform to the local restriction, but also can cooperate with other web services
and optimize the QoS of the process, becomes a key problem. In order to solve this problem, an
ontology model of the web service quality attributes and an approach based on the generic algorithm
were proposed. The experimental results show the effectiveness of this method.
Key words Semantic web services; Ontology model; Qos; Generic algorithm

1 Introduction
With the continuous development of semantic web services, dynamic service composition which
based on web services as an important method to achieving a flexible, rapid integration become a new
hotspot. At present, as the number of service component growth rapidly, how to select the results to meet
the needs of the user QoS requirements quickly in massive result is one of the main objectives of the
development of web service composition. In the Web service selection, in addition to functional attributes, the user can also in some non-functional properties of set constraints to complete, namely, by constraint QoS (quality of service) property to choose. QoS contain the attributes are: price, response time,
availability, and reliability, and so on[1,2]and the Web service providers will often set a range of QoS
property value, so as to provide reference for potential users.
In the process of QoS-sensitive business, the user not only cares about whether the function of the
process will be finished successfully, but also pays great attention to the QoS of the whole process. Thus,
how to make a choice among the candidate web services so that the selected ones can not only finish the
assigned task and conform to the local restriction, but also can cooperate with other web services and
optimize the QoS of the process, becomes a key problem. We know that QoS query message format
provided by the different service providers and service users is likely to be a variety of In order to
provide QoS machine-readable information, the establishment of a QoS ontology model to standardize
the description of the information QoS information is imperative. This paper presents an ontology model
of web service quality attributes and genetic algorithms methods to select Web services effectively, and
through experiments proved the effectiveness of the method. Compared with existing methods, this
paper presents the method has a better universal.

2 Related Work
With the popularity of Web services in recent years, there has been a lot of research work in the
area of use of Web service composition to obtain business processes. L Aversano[3] et al. proposed to use
existing Web services, through the dynamic combination of them to be business processes
As the Internet environment and dynamic nature of the inherent randomness, people tend to demand
through a combination of Web services have been in business processes to meet certain service level
agreement SLA (service level agree-ment), which satisfy the QoS constraints. Therefore, how to solve
the QoS-sensitive issue of Web service composition, the researchers made a lot of discussion.
One of typical model is used meta-process and meta-services concept, a meta-service representative
a group of similar business functions of the Web services. Thus, concrete services that corresponding to
the same meta- service can be replaced with each other. Meta-process is composed by the meta services
to an abstract process model. In such paradigm, some researchers have proposed methods based on integer programming[4, 5]; this method assumes that the constraint conditions and objective function has a
linear character. Zeng’s research [4] focus on overhead response time, effectiveness and reliability QoS
attributes. And in the course of calculation the objective function used the logarithmic strain. Although,
Zeng think their model can extend the other similar behavior property, in reality, the process required to
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meet the constraints more complex, often do not have the linear characteristics. Such as service
dependencies and user preferences. Therefore, Zeng proposed model does not have a good universal.
Although Aggarwal [5] referred to the needs of such non-linear constraint, but did not give the appropriate solutions. Compared with such methods based on integer programming, the method proposed in this
article based on genetic algorithms that can handle more forms of restraint, with a better universal. Such
paradigm is used in another method of artificial intelligence query strategy. This methods from artificial
intelligence constraint logic CLP (constraint logic programming), it has the advantage of strong
modeling capabilities; Yu T and Berbner R’s[6][7] article is the study of this approach. As the CLP has the
characteristics of transmission constraints, therefore, these methods are more efficient query, but the cost
of its own is relatively large. In the QoS-sensitive Web service composition process, but also due to
fewer constraints in general are relatively simple. Therefore, this article considers that the adoption cost
of a relatively small. Genetic algorithm is more suitable. As the genetic algorithm itself does not provide
mechanisms to describe the binding, so a lot of research work to achieve through the penalty function
method. For QoS- sensitive Web service composition problem[8, 9, 10].

3 The Qos Ontology Model
Different service providers and service users with the QoS query message format is likely to be
varied. In order to provide QOS machine-readable information, the establishment of a QoS ontology
model to regulate the QOS information description is necessary [11].This paper presents an ontology
model of the web service quality attributes, to a unified description of the various service quality
attributes. Ontology is structured as follows:
Top-level ontology
Top-level ontology mainly definitions some of the advanced concepts related to QOS models .For
each concept and the relationship between these concepts will be further explanation in this article,
QosProfile is the most important concept, which is the main body of Qos model.
QosAttribute: used to indicate Qos parameter, which is the super class of all Qos parameters，In
practical situations, it contains the description of the price of Qos parameters describing the response
time of the Qos parameters, describing the reliability of the Qos parameters, etc. QosProfile through its
hasQosAtrribute attributes can define all the Qos parameters of a service

Figure 1

QoS Ontology Model

In order to meet the needs of Web services matching and choice, QosAirribute derived for the three
subclasses: CommonQosAttribute, DomainQosAttribute, and SpecialQosAttribute.
CommonQosAttribute refers to all WebServiee need to possess Qos parameters, such as price,
response time, reliability, reputation and so on.
DomainQosAttribute refers to the Qos parameters relevant to the domain, such as the packaging of
the books bought is “hardcover" or “stripped-down" and so on.
SpecialQosAttribute used to describe service-specific QoS parameters. For service providers in the
publication of the QoS information or Service requestor proposed QoS requirements.
Accordingly, QosProfile through the three subattributes of hasQosAttribute: hasCommonQos
Attribute, hasDomainQosAttribute, hasspecialQosAttribute link with three subclass.QosAttribute is
the super class used to describe all the parameters of QoS. Qos parameters of the class can b
e expressed as metrics, monotonicity, and share of weight in the QosProfile and so on. If it is
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composite Qos parameters, this model can also describe it with other Qos parameters.
QoS calculation of business processes
In order to complete the Web services choices according to QoS, we need to describe how from a
single Web service QoS attribute value calculating business processes.
For a given specific Web services, business processes, Table 1 shows the calculation of the entire
process of the QoS rules[12], and lists the calculation function corresponds to the variety of common
processes structure and common QoS properties. Meanwhile, in the last line of Table 1 also gives the
process the calculation of user-defined (such as the domain dependent properties) property rules. In this
article, due to space limitations, only by time, cost, QoS, etc. these common attributes, to demonstrate,
validate the method proposed in the text.
Table1 1 The Model for Computing the QoS of Services Compositon
Qos Attribute
Sequence
Switch
Parallel
m

Time

∑ T(t )
i

i =1

m

Cost

∑ C(t )
i

i =1
m

Availability

∏ A(t )
i

i =1
m

Reliability

∑P

ai

T(ti )

i =1

max{T(t i )i∈(1...p)}

ai

∑ C(t )

C(ti )

i

i =1

ai

kC(t)

i =1

m

∑P

kT(t)

p

m

∑P

Loop

P

A(ti )

i =1
m

∏ A(t )
i

A(T)k

i =1

P

∏ R(ti )

∑ Pai R(ti )

∏ R(t )

R(t)k

fs(F(ti))
i {1...m}

fR((Pai,F(ti)))
i {1...n}

fF(F(ti))
i {1...p}

fL(k,F(t))

i =1

User-defined

m

i =1

i

i =1

4 A Method Based on Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm is based on the mechanism of natural selection and natural genetic search
algorithm, which is an effective way to solve the optimization problem. Using genetic algorithm for
solving optimization problems, we first need to select some individuals in the feasible domain is
encoded as a chromosome to form the first-generation groups, and calculate the fitness of each
chromosome. Next, the algorithm uses the selection mechanism randomly selected from the group of
chromosomes as the samples before reproductive process. The probability of a chromosome being
selected is proportional to its fitness. In the next reproduction process, Genetic algorithm uses crossover
and mutation operator to the selection of chromosomes after the reproduction processing.
Genetic algorithm does not require QoS combination operations (also including the objective
function and constraints) have linear characteristics. This makes our approach more suitable for (even
user-defined) QoS attributes, without the need for linearization. In the QoS-sensitive Web service
composition problems, the chromosomes described as an integer array of S = (S1, S2, ... Sn). The Si array
corresponds to each element of business processes a sub-task. Each element contains an index, the index
pointing to the elements in a group with the same or similar functionality as Web services in the selected
Web services.
4.1 Dynamic fitness function
According to characteristics of QoS-sensitive Web service composition problem, the fitness
function of chromosomes requires some QoS attribute value to the maximum, while leaving other parts
of the QoS property value of the minimum. Similarly, if the user-defined QoS properties of a specific
area, then the fitness function would also like to make further adjustments under the circumstances. In
addition, the fitness function should be able to suppress the chromosome does not meet the constraints to
guide the direction of them to evolve to meet the constraints, as well as violations of the different QoS
constraints given different weights:

Vl i(g) ≤ 0, i = 1,2....n

(1)
Where represents the violation of section i of constraints on chromosomes brought about the
penalty value of fitness.
D (g) is defined as: the impact of current chromosome breach of the various types of constraint
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D(g) =

n

∑

Vl i(g)y

i

(2)

i=1

In this formula, if chromosome violates the constraint, then yi is 1, otherwise yi is 0.
Because different metrics of its range is usually not the same. Values are often differences in the
direction, if the raw metric data directly to calculate, could make between the results are not comparable.
Therefore, the need for data pre-processing, mapping them all to the same range, and a unified direction
for all metrics values. For example, metrics M's range is [min, max], an instance of the raw
measurement data is v, If the metrics values upward direction, that is, the greater the value of v, said the
better the quality of service(such as Web service's credibility), then according to the formula (3) to be
normalized it

⎧ v - min
, min ≤ v ≤ max
⎪
⎪ max - min
⎪
V' = ⎨
v ≥ max
⎪ 1,
⎪
⎪ 0,
v ≤ min
⎩

(3)

Conversely, if the metrics values downward direction, that is, the smaller the value of v, said the
better the quality of services(such as the Web service operation of the response time and delay time),
then according to the formula (4) to be normalized it.

⎧ max - v
, min ≤ v ≤ max
⎪
⎪ max - min
⎪
V'= ⎨
v ≤ min
⎪1,
⎪
⎪ 0,
v ≥ max
⎩

(4)

After standardized processing, with all metrics of the data fall into [0,1] interval, and the direction
of their values are upward. These values, in the QOS ontology model presented in this paper have a
corresponding classes and attributes to represent。
According to common QoS properties in the Table 1,the fitness function is defined as follows:

F(g) =

ω 1 A(g) + ω 2 R(g)
+ ω 5D
ω 3 C(g) + ω 4 T(g)

(5)

In this formula, ω1, ... ω5 are positive real number, as a parameter. ω1, ...ω4 on behalf of the user for
a specific QoS attributes to set the weights, ω5 is the overall weight of violating the constraints. Usually,
if a penalty factor with a high weight, In the evolutionary process, could make chromosome which close
to the optimal solution but violate the constraint discarded in the early evolution. To address this issue,
this paper presents dynamic punishment strategies: the penalty weight increases along with the
descendant number increases. To make such a chromosome could be retained, through several
generations of evolution; the entire group will meet constraints. Therefore, dynamic fitness function can
be defined as:

F(g) =

gen
ω 1 A(g) + ω 2 R(g)
+ ω 5 D(g)
gen max
ω 3 C(g) + ω 4 T(g)

(6)

Where gen represents Current evolutionary times, genmax represents Maximum number of
evolutionary

4.2 Termination conditions of genetic algorithms
Specify a maximum number of evolutions are a more efficient way. Therefore, in QoS-sensitive
issue of Web service composition, using the termination condition as follows:
set the maximum number of offspring genmax , iterate until the constraint (D (g) = 0) have been satisfied.
If have already reached the maximum number of generations, but the constraints have not been met.
Then through the algorithm to determine, we think that there is no corresponding solution. Or until the
optimization of the chromosome in the offspring is not changed so far.
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In this way, QoS-sensitive Web service composition problem can be described by means of
chromosomes. And through repeated chromosome selection, crossover and mutation operators to
continuously optimize the results; until the termination condition of the algorithm is true, we can get the
optimal solution of Web service composition.

5 Experiment
This section will be through experiments analyze and validate the effectiveness of the method
proposed in this paper. And through analysis of the offspring produced by genetic algorithm is to
observe the changes in chromosome fitness. Thus Comparison of static and dynamic fitness functions.
We use elite genetic algorithm, in which each evolved to retain only the best two chromosomes.
Crossover probability 0.7, mutation probability of 0.01, population size of 100, the selection mechanism
used switch wheel method. The implementation of genetic algorithms for each experiment 50 times and
record the average of the results. In order to observe the different fitness function, to require the
evolution to achieve preset number of times, if the descendant has not improved, then stops the
algorithm. Business processes used in the experiment included 25 service calls, of which there are 16
different tasks, For each task. Were observed when the number of optional web services are
5,10,15,20,25 situation at the time。Figure 2 shows, the constraint is to require the cost and service
response time to reach the optimum, the figure shows the genetic algorithm can find solutions that
satisfy the constraint.

Figure 2

Comparison of Different Fitness Functions for Different Parameter

6 Conclusion
This paper presents a method based on genetic algorithms to solve the QoS-sensitive Web service
composition problem. Through the use of genetic algorithms for business processes in the task select the
appropriate Web services, and binding, So that business processes can not only satisfy the constraints
also make specified QoS attribute to achieve optimal. Experimental data is to prove the effectiveness of
this method. Meanwhile because of genetic algorithm is not subject to linear constraints, therefore has a
better universality and the extendibility. Presented in this paper using dynamic fitness function is to
reduce the influence of Constraints to fine chromosome, increasing the competitiveness of fine
chromosomes. In addition, the proposed QOS ontology model enables QOS attributes to get a unified
description. In future work, will further optimize the fitness function; and consider the adoption of
genetic algorithm to solve the automatic generation of meta-process in semantic web service
composition process.
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Abstract Being a new manufacturing technology and model, digital manufacturing has obtained an
effective integration of digital management, digital design and digital control along with better
equipment networking and intellectualization. In this context, the paper probed into a framework model
which can meet digital enterprise’s requirement of being real-time, agile, and network. It also explored
key technology concerning digital enterprises, providing reference for their development.
Key words Digital manufacturing; Digital enterprise; Digital enterprise technology; Framework
model

1 Introduction
In the current times, enterprises witnessed profound changes in technological environment, market
environment and social environment, mainly manifested in the overlapping, penetration and merging of
various disciplines, for instance, manufacturing industry has been an interdisciplinary subject integrating
machinery, material, controlling, information and management, etc; Enterprises are able to deploy,
utilize and reorganize resources in a larger environment beyond the limitations brought about by region
difference and resource ownership; Knowledge, including experience and skill, has become an
important basic resource for enterprises, which not only manufactured products, but also created and
accumulated abundant knowledge. How to obtain, manage, integrate and utilize these knowledge has
become a key factor for enterprise innovation(technological innovation and management innovation);
The boom of Internet technology, an open and changeable society, and more heated competition as well,
led to many adaptations like manufacturing models and technologies, among which digital
manufacturing represents one of the crucial trends.
Supported by virtual reality, computer networks, rapid prototyping, data base, and multimedia,
digital manufacturing refers to the whole manufacturing process involving collecting resource and
information based on customer's requirement; analyzing, planning and restructuring the product
information, process information and resource information; simulating and prototyping the product's
design and function; and finally producing the product whose performance will meet the customer's
requirement.
Equipments, the basis of digital manufacturing, has developed itself from a simple manufacturing
entity into a comprehensive information processing device, which can record the state parameter and
environmental variable during the processing, and operate on line compensation, on line measurement,
and remote fault diagnosis, etc. In this sense, digital manufacturing has effectively integrated digital
management, design, and controlling.
Modern enterprises, on one hand, by adopting digital manufacturing equipments in hardware,
succeeded in digital control and digital management. On the other hand, in software, digital modeling,
simulation and management are implemented by applying tool software in product design, process
planning, enterprise resource management, and marketing. In this way, enterprise become real "digital
enterprise" since all aspects in the production process have been digitalized.
In terms of the implementation of digital enterprise, bibliography defines "digital enterprise
technology", and explored five technical areas of digital enterprise. Bibliography proposed an adaptive,
distributed conceptual framework model for manufacturing system, and studied on collaborative
manufacturing platform.

2 Framework Model of Digital Enterprise
Since manufacturing is a complex process, enterprise, to be responsive to changes, should have
reasonable organizational framework. Bibliography put forward an adaptive, distributed conceptual
framework for manufacturing system, based on which, this paper here presents the framework model
shown as chart 1.
The shown framework model can be divided into three levels, strategic level, collaborative level,
∗
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and executive level.
Strategic level refers to factors concerning the enterprise's overall strategy like market environment
and social environment, among which the latter includes various policies, norms, and specifications, and
financial services. These factors are resources for common use instead of being owned exclusively by
certain enterprise. Nonetheless, enterprise of better reputation and benefit may get more social resources,
particularly in financial service.
Also the enterprise needs to consider the market and competition environment. Besides,
introducing and adopting new technology and management will help increasing its competitiveness.
Strategic level mainly has its affect on the enterprise's operation from the strategy-making level rather
than directly participate in specific producing and operation. However, to make reasonable and prompt
decisions, it needs to understand the enterprise's current status from the collaborative level.
Collaborative level mainly includes application collaboration within the enterprise, and business
collaboration among enterprises.
Feedbacks of the status of different systems in the enterprise should be given to the collaborative
level, where information thus can be integrated and shared. Should there be any change in any executive
level system or in the external environment, the collaborative level needs to respond promptly, adjust the
original deploying plan, and submit a new plan to sub-systems in the executive level for implementation.
The collaborative level needs to conduct business collaboration with other enterprises if necessary.
An enterprise can collaborate with multiple enterprises at the same time. Being order-driven and
dynamic, this collaboration ends with the completion of orders until new order comes. Stable
collaborative relations will gradually exist between enterprise alliances in long term cooperation.
Executive level consists of a group of autonomous system, including all links during the
manufacturing process as product design, product processing, storage and transportation, which can be
further grouped physically or logically into independent autonomous systems according to different
functions. Each autonomous system respectively represents one link in the manufacturing process,
which means the output of one system may be the input of the next system.
Autonomous system needs to complete tasks assigned by collaborative level, and then provide
feedbacks of the progress to the collaborative level for reference. Each autonomous system may not only
serve for the enterprise itself, but also for enterprise alliances.
Each autonomous system has its own input and output, and needs to measure the input quality
parameter and output quality parameter. Only qualified output of each system can guarantee the final
product's quality. Moreover, they need to evaluate the index in terms of time, cost, and environment
needed to finish the task to meet TQCE requirement.
An automatic system can complete a specific task (a task or a team of tasks) at least. Generally
speaking, when an automatic system is conducting the tasks, it need task planning and dispatching first
and then monitoring the whole process, hence the self-managing ability. But while the environment is
changing, the automatic system will dispatch internally, but only the overweight of the change can cause
the new assignment of collaborative level by reducing the overall system impact of environmental
change.
According to the analysis of the above model, we can see that the strategic level and collaborative
level are sensitive to the change of environment and demands of users, and insure the systems’ quick
and accurate response to the market. Meanwhile, executive level’s sensation of input and output data
qualifies products. The model satisfies the enterprises with real-time, agility and networking, as well
decreases the difficulty of system management.

3 Key Technologies in Digital Enterprise
The key technologies in digital enterprise are all the systems and methods to develop and realize
the production and technologies in a product’s lifecycle, including five areas of technologies:
Distributed design, Distributed and collaborative design, Process modeling and process planning,
factory equipment and layout design and modeling, Physical-to-digital environment integrators,
Enterprise integration technologies. To achieve the digitalization of enterprise, there are amounts of
work to do in these five areas.
According to this paper, the key technologies in current time include these following sections.
(1) Distributed and collaborative design for the product’s lifecycle
The complete design of the product’s lifecycle should be considered from the very beginning of
product’s concept to the specific designs in all the processes which include requirement identification,
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product design, production, transportation, application and recovery processing and so on. The complete
design is for all the links and aspects supported by the specialized knowledge and technologies;
therefore, it is not a simple DFX, but an amalgamation of multiple disciplines and technologies. Hence,
the complete design needs a distributed and collaborative design environment based on the internet to
realize the participations of different people from different disciplines and different departments and
different areas. The rapid development of internet makes the participations of the users of internet
possible.
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Framework Model of Digital Enterprise

80% of the cost is decided in the process of designing, as a result, time, cost, quality and
environmental protection index demand consideration in the distributed and collaborative design to
evaluate and optimize.
(2) The finding, managing and using of knowledge
The subsystems of digital enterprise contain not only all kinds of model data, but also the dynamic
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data from the practicing of production. Both kinds of data reflect the real production process of an
enterprise in many aspects objectively. Conducting statistic analysis, data mining and other intelligent
analysis in these data, we can achieve the following purposes.
①Examining and optimizing the relevant model: these data are produced in the real production
process, so they can be used to analyze the model ones, and hence to optimize them, and make them
closer to the real ones.
② The tacit, unknown, regular experience and knowledge can be found. For example, the
mechanical course of working may be along with complicated physical change and even chemical
change that people cannot know in the model changing process. However, through the controlling of
state parameters and environment variables, plus the comparative analysis of the final working pieces,
the best technologies of working piece and experiencing knowledge can be found.
The process of making productions is also the process of making an enterprise and accumulating
experience and knowledge. Therefore, how to find, manage and use knowledge is also the important
foundation of enterprise creativity improvement.
(3) The SOA structure based integration technology of application system
For the inner isomerous structural applications of the digital enterprise, how to realize the inner
integration of all the application systems is another key technology to master. The fast development of
IT provides the enterprise with choices of multiple techniques.
It is convenient to integrate the enterprise information system on the base of Web Service
enterprises which have realized the independence of platform and language by integration technology.
This Web Service based technology employs both incompact join and dynamic application integration,
which are good to share and exchange the information and data in isomerous structural systems.

4 Conclusion
The development of digital manufacture technologies leads digital enterprises an inevitable trend of
future enterprises. The foundation of digital enterprise is a complicated evaluation from specific part to
the overall entirety. As a reference source, the paper provides a digital enterprise structure model which
meets the demands of real-time, agility and networking,
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Abstract This paper examines the total cost benefits that can be achieved by suppliers and warehouses
through the increased global visibility provided by an integrated system. A discrete event simulation
model of a multi-product supply chain was developed to examine the potential benefits to be gained
from global inventory visibility and trailer yard dispatching and sequencing techniques. Experimental
results demonstrate the potential for this integrated paradigm to improve customer service through
improved efficiencies, reduced costs, and reduced lead-time variability.
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1 Introduction
The Internet has provided a lower cost way of placing an order, and warehouses are experiencing
more frequent, smaller quantity orders (Szgenda, 1999). This makes the task of consolidating orders to
economic shipment quantities more challenging. It also forces companies to confront the trade-off
between quick-response (more frequent shipments) and inventory carrying cost. Real-time information
of the product flow becomes the tiebreaker for both sides of the business equation in terms of trading off
transportation and inventory costs (Szgenda, 1999).
WMSs often contain information on operational efficiencies and cross-docking requirements,
wherein a product is received in a facility, occasionally grouped with other products to the same
destination, then shipped at the earliest opportunity without going into long-term storage. Most
researchers have approached the management of inventory from an operational perspective. These
include deployment strategies (push versus pull), control policies (determining optimal levels of order
quantities and reorder points), and safety stock level setting at each stocking location. These safety stock
levels are critical, since they are the primary determinants of customer service levels. From the WMS
point of view, the only way to handle more shipments is by knowing items’ characteristics a priori, such
as item dimensions, location, and destination flexibility and visibility.
TMS are typically used as decision support tools in two areas: planning and optimization and
transportation execution. In planning and optimization mode, TMSs determine the transportation
mode(s), manage freight consolidation operations, and coordinate company shipments, including
continuous freight moves (5–8% of the total freight payment). In execution or operations mode, TMSs
are either directly or indirectly responsible for carrier load tendering, routing and scheduling, shipment
tracking and tracing, and freight payment and auditing (Gilmore and Tompkins, 2000).
Today’s supply chain management systems must provide real-time data and integrate data across
the supply chain with real-time decision making. As the primary tools in supply chain execution, both
WMSs and TMSs are the key factors to integrate the physical flow of goods along the extended supply
chain, whose best management is achieved through integration between WMS and TMS (Gilmore and
Tompkins, 2000).
Currently, most WMS and TMS systems are not fully integrated; however, the industry as a whole
is moving quickly toward process-level synchronization (Gilmore and Tompkins, 2000). Through
information exchange, inventory visibility, and intelligent decision support software, shipping firms are
trying to reduce their operational costs to maintain current customer satisfaction levels. The integration
of WMS and TMS should facilitate the reduction of suppliers’ operational costs, thereby resulting in a
decreased product cost for the end customer.

2 Integration of WMS and TMS
How WMS and TMS can integrate to reduce the overall costs within a supply chain and reduce
lead times (LTs) with increasing reliability is the goal for today’s systems to work like one unified and
seamless application (Gilmore and Tompkins, 2000). Suppliers, retailers, and carriers need to share
inventory levels, production schedules, demand (inbound/outbound orders), product characteristics
(dimension, location, destination), available resources (transportation mode characteristics, warehouse
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capacity), and business rules (delivery-driven shipments).
One integrated TMS and WMS approach is provided by SAP, Inc., an example of the functions of a
typical integrated system.
The order fulfillment process begins with a group of orders transferred from the enterprise resource
planning system or a Web storefront to the order management system. The orders then pass to the WMS
to manage the planning for the packing process, including preparing the boxes and containers to fill the
orders in the warehouse. The TMS analyzes the best way to source and ship the orders, thereby saving
the time once lost by segregated WMS and TMS operation. The TMS can also examine real-time
inventory levels at multiple facilities and, based on optimum transportation costs and customer service,
identify which facility should be used to fill the order (Gilmore and Tompkins, 2000). Inventory
visibility and real-time order tracking also make it possible to synchronize shipments from multiple
facilities in saving inventory and documentation cost.
The planned orders are then passed back to the WMS to initiate the picking process. Meanwhile,
the TMS schedules pick-up with the appropriate carriers. The TMS can print shipping labels and
documentation as well as verify the load before it leaves the facility. When the order is delivered, the
TMS can audit the order, initiating the payment process. Post-shipment information may also be used
for analysis of the carrier’s reliability when rate negotiations come up again.
To effectively exchange information, transportation providers must become a full part of
information collection and distribution. The use of automated data collection (ADC) by transportation
providers allows effective implementation of several cost saving and service improvement initiatives,
such as Quick Response. One example of these is the advance ship notice (ASN) which notifies
customers immediately when goods have been shipped. As incoming goods can be pre-allocated into
designated inventory space, they can be rapidly put away or cross-docked, reducing material handling,
inventory, and documentation costs. Through barcode scanning at point of shipment and similar
technology through the transportation chain, an integrated WMS/TMS can ensure accuracy and
electronically report discrepancies.

3 Potential Benefits of the Integration
Potential benefits should arise from the integration of WMSs and TMSs. Lead-time variations for
inbound or outbound shipments constitute a significant cost by increasing the amount of safety stock.
Companies often hold 15–50% excess inventory or safety stock to compensate for market fluctuations,
forecast inaccuracies, and transportation delays (Minahan, 1998). Since inventory holding costs can total
between 20% and 40% of inventory value, the need for the efficient management of supply chain
inventories is evident.
An integrated WMS/TMS system can help minimize lead-time variations and then large inventory
buffers will not be needed. It can generate solutions using real-time product visibility when carriers
experience problems on their route or orders are cancelled by rerouting orders to make efficient use of
driver time and to satisfy urgent customer needs.
On the supplier side, the increased real-time information from an integrated WMS/TMS can reduce
lead-time variability through effective management of incoming orders, cross-docking operations, and
changes in product orders during shipment. Since it tracks the extended supply chain, integrated
WMS/TMS can generate accurate ASNs, reducing logistics costs by enabling pre-allocation of incoming
goods, receipt, put-away or cross-docking. It can also use traditional TMS functions to determine timeand cost-effective transportation mode(s) for a given shipment, such as truck, rail, and/or waterway.
In a multi-facility enterprise, the integrated system can decide where to pick the orders so to
optimize transportation costs and maximize customer service (Gilmore and Tompkins, 2000). Since
carrier reliability influences lead-time variation for suppliers and customers, it is essential that carriers
meet their service guarantees; delivery consistency typically saves more money than simply choosing
the lowest cost carrier. The increased supply chain visibility allows shippers and customers to track
orders in real-time, crucial to warehousing and manufacturing strategies like just-in-time deliveries,
vendor-managed inventory, and cross-docking. Thus, assembly goods from multiple facilities could be
synchronized at the same place, reducing inventory and documentation cost.
The VW concepts asserts that demand throughout the supply chain is best managed and satisfied
through policies and processes that pull material to its point of use rather than conventional means of
simply pushing material downstream through the manufacturing. By pulling material to its point of use,
certain advantages associated with just-in-time (JIT) manufacturing, such as reduced inventory levels
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and improved product quality, can be realized without all of the overhead with a JIT implementation
(Hopp and Spearman, 1996). The pull philosophy yields immediate results and lasting value as
processes are simplified, and inventory levels drop.

4 A Simulation Analysis
To examine the potential benefits of the global inventory visibility paradigm, a conceptual discrete
event simulation model of an auto-parts supplier’s (‘‘the company’’) multi-product supply chain was
developed. To analyze the potential cost advantages, the model calculated the total cost of ordering,
holding, and back-ordering inventory in the parts supplier’s warehouse. This simulation model was
developed in Arena and simulated the flow of goods and information in one of the company’s
warehouse trailer yards. This yard is responsible for satisfying orders from a total of 250 stores in its
region. The yard supply chain includes all the inbound and outbound activities by the distribution,
warehousing, and replenishment of goods to satisfy orders from the regional stores. The model further
assumed that the company’s suppliers exist at different locations and replenish the company’s
warehouse based on the warehouse’s inventory order process.
Automobile engines’ order/delivery processes were modeled as slow moving items because of
demand and inventory allocation. Generally, automobile engines are not stocked because of slow
demand, but they are ordered from warehouses when required. However, automobile tires are classified
as regular moving items since quantities on-hand are limited due to their physical dimensions. Finally,
motor oil is depicted as a fast moving item since it is available and consumed quite rapidly.
Each item is unique such as daily demand, desired warehouse inventory level, reorder quantity, and
customer due date. Regardless of the item, the time it takes from customer (store) orders to the
warehouse is assumed to be a mean of one day. These orders are then transmitted to the company’s
suppliers, who respond to the orders with an assumed distributed lead time of one day. The delivery of
items to the company’s warehouse was modeled as a Poisson process with a mean inter-arrival time of
one day.
Store order sizes were estimated from research on average auto-part store’s daily consumption. The
average daily consumption was then multiplied by 250 stores––to account for all the stores supplied by
the warehouse––and then multiplied by the number of days of inventory for each item to be kept at the
warehouse. Order due date distributions was developed by comparing each item type’s daily store order
versus the desired warehouse inventory level. For instance, the oil due date ranges between one half and
one days (720–1440 min) because the warehouse’s desired inventory level for oil is three days.
When an outbound truck arrives, the simulation model first checks an outbound dock. If the dock is
free, the truck engages it and gets loaded. If all docks are busy, the truck waits in the yard until it gets
assigned according to the service rule. When global inventory visibility is off, arriving trucks obey given
loading/unloading priorities based on the item type being shipped. For instance, fast moving items have
higher priorities than regular and slow moving items, and regular moving items have higher priority than
slow moving items. To model the servicing of outbound trucks, the warehouse inventory is decreased by
the demand size of each truck’s order once the truck is docked.
The simulation model was used to perform a three factor, mixed level experiment. The experiment
examined global inventory visibility, yard queue dispatching rules, and product ordering frequency.
Each of the three design factors and their associated experimental levels are given as follows:
(1) Global inventory visibility on/off
(2) Yard queue dispatching
six queue dispatching approaches
(3) Ordering frequency
high/low
Global inventory visibility (on/off) and order frequency (high/low) were each evaluated at two
levels. Order frequency was evaluated at both high and low levels to see if the frequency of customer
orders significantly affected the performance of the global inventory visibility paradigm. Under high
frequency ordering, stores place their orders twice a day (or every 12 h) on average, whereas stores
place their orders once per day (every 24 h) on average under the low order frequency case. However,
the aggregate demand is equal in both the high and low order frequency models. Therefore, stores order
one half the estimated daily demands each order under high order frequency.
For all scenarios, the warehouse and the yard capacities are assumed to remain the same. The
experimentation focused on how significantly each of the three design factors affect inventory levels,
service levels, dock and worker utilization, total cost, and delivery lead time. The simulation seeks to
uncover global inventory visibility’s ability to reduce lead time and decrease inventory levels, both
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saving company money and increasing customer retention throughout the supply chain.
The time required to complete a given task is affected by the existence (or lack) of global inventory
visibility. For example, under the global inventory visibility paradigm, it is possible to reduce the
amount of time required to prepare an order at the warehouse. Inbound operations were divided into
labor allocation time, unloading time, put away time, and item storing time. Under global inventory
visibility, the time to allocate labor is assumed to be zero, since, due to the integration of WMSs and
TMSs, warehouse operators know exactly when the truck will arrive. Further, the amount of time
required to locate a truck, and then dispatch it to pick-up an order at the warehouse for store delivery
could also be reduced with global inventory visibility. Finally, the costs associated with preparing and
handling orders could also be reduced with global inventory visibility due to a reduction in the number
of personnel required to complete the task.
As a base case, the simulation first examines standard FIFO processing of trailers in the yard.
Additional methods of dispatching trailers (jobs) in the yard that were investigated are: except for FIFO,
yard dispatching rules require decision support systems provided only by the global inventory visibility
of an integrated WMS/TMS. To use dispatching rules such as CR and WSPT, the warehouse must know
the location of its highest priority inventory at all times. Yard dispatching rules, when combined with
global inventory visibility; allow the dynamic review of a dock’s queues and the re-assignment of trucks.
When the queue dispatching rules are used without global inventory visibility, dock’s operators are
required to check the truck’s content manually before they may they assign them a place in line. It is,
therefore, much more difficult to review and update dock queues when higher priority trucks arrive.
The simulation would examine which of the above rules are capable of providing superior
performance in terms of inventory levels, customer lead times, lead-time variability, and customer
satisfaction. The simulation model was run for a period of one year with a suitable warm-up period, in
order for the model to achieve a steady state. Batching the time persistent inventory observations in
batches of 10 min and performing a cumulative average plot of these numbers prescribed the warm-up
period of just over 83 h. Similarly, the number of model replications required for each case was
calculated to be 15.

5 Conclusion
By integrating WMSs and TMSs, a VW can be established with information on the past, present,
and projected location of each supply chain asset through time. The VW is supported by a real-time
decision support system capable of planning, operating, and adapting to the dynamic nature of the
supply chain. Our simulation model, though purely conceptual, demonstrated the potential for the VW
paradigm to improve customer service through improved efficiencies, reduced costs, and reduced
lead-time variability.
The current research has revealed much potential for improvement resulting from an integrated
WMS/TMS. However, future research efforts clearly need to identify and assess the costs of providing
such an integrated system, as the benefits must offset the required price of establishing an integrated
system. The time frame to cover the costs of the integrated system is also important as high initial costs
may be offset through consistent, long-term savings. Some costs to be investigated may be initial
acquisition (both hardware and software), installation/implementation and maintenance.
The author is currently working with a real world company to perform similar analysis using actual
data. Future research need to address in details the mechanisms for this improvement, including
process-level improvements, metrics to measure improvement, and implementation issues. Process
improvements in current warehousing and transportation practices are necessary for full realization of
the benefits of an integrated system, for example, improving trailer pick-up/drop-off visibility.
The VW relies on intelligent tracking technologies and real-time decision algorithms to provide
operating efficiencies and global inventory visibility comparable to that achieved in a single-class
warehouse (Stuart et al., 1995). Some questions need to be addressed: When would it be profitable to
transfer inventory to prevent a stock out, when to transfer the order and ship, and when to split the order
and ship from two locations? Under what circumstances (if any) should inventory in transit be diverted?
To quantify operational improvements of an integrated system, a set of metrics needs to be
established to ensure that overall supply chain costs are reduced rather than simply optimizing the
different components of the supply chain. Potential issues include the coordination of replenishment
when a single vendor supplies multiple SKUs so that full-truckload trucking can be utilized. When a pull
system is implemented, initially order quantities are smaller due to existing safety stock—not a
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full-truckload trucking. However, assuming demand does not decrease, the system should reach
equilibrium and revert back to full-truckload trucking as soon as the system exhausts the safety stock.
Finally, all implementation issues of the integrated WMS and TMS need to be addressed. To plan
the efficient flow of goods from their origin to their destination (often from production to consumption),
supply chain planners typically are concerned with two different planning horizons: strategic (long term)
and operational (short term). While strategic planning concentrates on planning the flow of products
across the supply chain, execution planning is responsible for making strategic plans into reality.
Companies usually spend millions of dollars on software, hardware, and consultants to prepare and
optimize their CEO’s strategic plans, often with little consideration of executions. They may consider
computational (hardware/software) issues and practical/operational issues––including the length of time
a customer may be forced to endure expedited shipments until a pull system reaches balance.
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Abstract
Different from most transfer payment patterns in other countries, American
inter-government transfer payment adopts the condition based pattern, mainly concerned with block
grants. This article summarizes the background and causes of the reform of block grants and points out
its characteristics during the evolvement process in recent decades. The analysis shows that the
appearance and stable development of block grants have changed the original transfer pattern of which
the categorical grants were dominant, resulting in a distribution phase and consisting of both categorical
and block grants with conditional payment and equal scale
Key Words Inter-government transfer payment; Block grants; Categorical grants

1 Introduction
Ever since 1960s, the American federal government has been going through a merge wave by
turning the huge and detailed transfer payment system into the block grant pattern. At present, the
biggest transfer payment project, including public medical subsidy system, AFDC (replacing TANF
since 1996) and educational transfer payment, has moved to block grant pattern instead of the original
detailed categorical grants, which proves it to be one of the main forms of transfer payment from the
federal government to local governments. Therefore, to know the background and causes of block grant
and summarize its characteristics during the evolvement process as well as analyze its effects and
features in recent decades could give us beneficial enlightenments.

2 Background and Causes of the Reform
The transfer payment reform of American federal government started from 1960s with the sign of
the birth of block grants in America. After the development in 1980s, it reached the pinnacle in late
1990s and has a history of 40 years till now.
The reform background dates back to the crisis between 1929 and 1933 as well as the “Great
Society” plan carried out by the federal government. The crisis pushed American federal government to
use transfer payment to deal with the intervention of state and local governments, which directly led to
the rapid development of federal transfer payment. Indeed, the federal grants became the important
financial source of state and local governments after the WWII, especially in the areas of social welfare
and public service. However, the grants to state and local governments mainly adopted the categorical
form, which resulted in small proportion of general grants. Particularly, after the implementation of the
“Great Society” plan in 1960s, the federal government carried out hundreds of aiding plans which aimed
at supporting or helping those who were officially defined as “receiver”, including the plan for
countryside sewage treatment system as well as those for education of disabled children, covering a
wide range of public service areas. There had been totally 530 categorical grant projects till 1970. It was
the implementation of those huge and complicated categorical grant plans that activated the birth of
block grants. Specifically, there are two important causes.
Firstly, compared with categorical grants, the block grant pattern meets better requirements of
federal finance, which can bring higher management efficiency. The categorical grants of the federal
government have a huge size which nearly covers everything from the angle of specific targets. For
example, there are 50 different grant projects used in health area, 57 in social service area, 32 in ground
traffic and 16 in control and elimination of pollution among the total number of block grants
(Hamilton,1999）. It means if the urban government wants to carry out a plan for certain economic or
social problem, they need to apply for multiple grant projects and hand in multiple applications as well
∗
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as dealing with different grant management communities. The rapid growth of categorical grants directly
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leads to repetition of establishing aiding projects, trivial application process, complicated management
and low efficiency. The discontent of categorical grants reflects the demand for establishing a granting
system, which values more of the application of block grants.
The implementation of block grants can improve efficiency in many aspects. Firstly, we can
classify social service with the same type into block grants and deal with the problems of jumbled
projects and repeated settings. Meanwhile, through the merge with others, they can share a common
principle, that is, block grants are renowned as a tool for dominating state governments’ reform and
conducting nationally targeted experiments in the way of granting more management mobility to state
governments for improving the efficiency of transfer payment. Particularly, in those places which
considered federal grants as a failure and deficient efficiency, block grants are known as a tool for
dominating state governments’ reform and conducting nationally targeted experiments. A typical
example was the failure of the urban reconstruction plan in 1974, which brought forth basic principles
and thoughts for the establishment of Community Development Block Grants (CDBG). Under CDBG,
the federal government tried to use various community development strategic experiments to meet the
demand for different areas. Meanwhile, the federal government noticed in the process of grant
distribution that local governments knew better of the requirements and existing problems in their own
areas. What they needed was an urban comprehensive development plan, but not a single urban
reconstruction grant. The decision-makers in the National Congress hoped to establish a wider range of
nationally targeted grants in welfare work experiments based on local situations. In addition, some
scholars reckoned that the reason for more importance attached on block grants was related to the
conserved economic ideology of Reagan government after 1980s. “Neo-Federalism” claimed more roles
in state and local governments, the grant form of which manifested in increasing the proportion of block
grants with no additional conditions and reducing the proportion of those with strict additional
conditions①.
Another cause mainly lies in the financial crisis of the federal government. At the time of
implementing its governmental intervention, the federal government also faced the financial deficit. In
other words, the financial crisis of the federal government actually strengthened the reform of transfer
payment and the support of giving birth to block grants. Especially in 1980s, the federal financial deficit
tripled. Under such circumstance, the grants from the federal government and local governments were
naturally considered as the most meaningful projects to minify financial deficit. It was at that time block
grants appeared as an important factor to reduce payouts of the federal government. In the Overall
Budget Regulation Act (OBRA) of 1981, the federal government cut down 12% transfer payment by
granting more authority and mobility to local state governments. Through the merge of these categorical
grants, the federal block grants decreased by the percentage of 10 to 30%. Generally speaking, in the
first ten years of “Deficit Reduction Efforts”, the federal grants reduced from 89 billion in 1978 to 51
billion in 1988. From the angle of budget, block grants had apparent advantages in minifying
management. While, from the angle of federal government, the combination of reducing budget and
granting as well as regulating and almsgiving could win necessary support from local state governments
to cut down federal payouts. It was especially true under the circumstance when local state government
belied that the reduction was unavoidable. The federal government actually transferred these miserable
decisions to local state government, which could in return obtain the dominant decision-making power
of block grants at the expense of grant reduction. It has been proved till the present government that the
federal financial crisis is an important factor to motivate the federal government and local state
governments to interest in block grants.
To the author, if the jumbled and lowly efficient categorical grant is the direct cause of the reform
of federal government transfer payment and the birth of block grants, then the further expansion of block
grants is closely related to the great pressure of federal financial deficit and the management of budget
reduction.

3 Main Features
According to the Evolvement of block grants in US, there are following features of the reform:
Firstly, from the perspective of the transfer pattern, we can see that the appearance and stable
development of block grants have changed the original transfer pattern of which the categorical grants
were dominant, resulting in a distribution phase consisting of both categorical and block grants with
①

Zhong Xiaomin：Theory on Inter-government Financial Transfer Payment. Lixin Accounting Press, P92, 1998.
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conditional payment and equal scale. As a new transfer payment pattern, block grants have played
important roles in public service with nationally targeted meanings and have received popularity from
both the state and local governments. From the angle of government roles, block grants could be
considered as a logical stage of the evolvement of federal subsidy system.
From the perspective of federal government, the implementation of block grants has played direct
roles in releasing the pressure of financial deficit. Through the reform of public medical subsidy,
temporary subsidy to poor families as well as education, housing and urban development, the federal
government actually accomplished the purpose of adjustment. Under the condition of better realizing its
national goals, the federal government dispersed part of the public service duties to the state and local
governments, which helped it to get rid of trivial business. The dispersal effect and the simplified
management of block grants not only saved the cost, but also improved management efficiency.
The merge of categorical grants into block grants has brought significant influence to relative social
welfare, public service and the aided objects. In particular, the change from AFDC to TANF and the
implementation of education subsidy have caused wide concern on the aided objects, such as poor
families, single-parent families and foreign immigrations, etc. Furthermore, the pass of 1966 act has
brought noticeable changes to poor families. Compared with the unlimited cash subsidy of AFDC,
TANF could only provide limited aid and encourage poor people to use self-saving ways to get
employment. Therefore, during the implementation process, many state governments reduced the aid
range and put emphasis on employment training and opportunity making of poor families. As a result, a
heated argument was initiated. Some people even claimed that the Clinton government turned over
American social welfare system which had lasted for half a century.
American Block Grants (in million USD)
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Figure 1 American Annual Block Grants Scale（1966-2007）
Data source：http://origin.www.gpoaccess.gov/usbudget/fy09/hist.html

Secondly, the type number and capital scale of block grants have shown the growing trends. The
type number increased from 2 in early 1960s to 20 at present. The earliest two block grants appeared in
1966 as the health plan and 1968 as the road safety plan①. However, according to recent federal budget,
we can see that there have been as many as 25 types of block grants. Viewed from the overall scale
(shown in the following Chart 1), we can find that the overall scale was heading toward a growing trend.
The value increased from 12.89 billion dollars in 1966 to 44.38 billion dollars in 2007. While, viewed
from the proportion of block grants to the federal budget payout (shown in the following Chart 2), we
can see that the overall scale was also growing. The value increased from 9.7％ in 1966 to 16.3% in
2007. Meanwhile, we can also notice several different development stages. From middle 1960s to the
year 1980, the value was growing; but from 1980 to 1990, it was decreasing and the proportion dropped
Kenneth Finegold, Laura Wherry, Stephanie Schardin ，Block Grants Historical Overview and Lessons Learned ,
April 21, 2004, http://www.urban.org/url.cfm?ID=310991.
①
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from 14% to 10.9%. Then in 1990, it went back to growth again. What was more, in 2003 it reached the
pinnacle of nearly 18%. In recent years, the proportion mainly kept at 16-17%. Viewed from the
proportion of block grants to GDP (shown in the following Chart 2), we can see that the basic trend
accounts for the same proportion with block grants in the federal budget. In general, the overall situation
is manifested in a growing trend. In 1966, it was 1.6%; while, in 2007, it was 3.2%. From 1966 to early
1980, it was keeping growing. However, there appeared a decrease in 1980s. Later in 1990, it went back
to growth again and in 2003 it reached the pinnacle of 3.5%.
Proportion of BG to Federal Gvmt Budget Payout (%)
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Figure 2 The Proportion of Block Grants to the Federal Government Budget Payout (1966-2007）
Data source：http://origin.www.gpoaccess.gov/usbudget/fy09/hist.html The 2007 GDP data comes from:
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2008/01/weodata/index.aspx

Thirdly, viewed from the utility orientation and the changes of the trend, we can find that there
existed a dynamic trend. According to the utility, on one hand, America should reinforce the traditional
roles of the federal government. What’s more, the grants should mainly focus on national public service,
especially on social welfare. In recent years, the top two grants have been medical subsidy and
education subsidy. The aided areas also covered payouts of food, nutrition, social service and child
welfare. On the other, during the above grant projects, we can also notice rapid growth of capital
projects, such as housing and urban development, which had become No. 3 of all the grant projects. In
all, different block grant projects have different disparities.

4 Conclusion
When conducting an overall view to the reform of American inter-government transfer payment,
we can find out an important achievement—the birth of block grants. As a new pattern which is different
from traditional transfer payment, its appearance has caused great concern of different governments and
academic fields. As the result of the reform, block grants is actually an innovation of transfer payment
pattern of the original and traditional patterns, which successfully realizes the organic merge of both the
conditional and unconditional grants. The reform has realized the ideology of equalization in public
service by adopting the pattern of block grants. From the angle of financial scale, we can see that the
federal government has played a major role in public service. The reform initiated by the federal
government has actually aroused the activity and initiative of local governments in participating the
process of equalizing public service.
The overall scale of categorical grants in China ranks No. 2 in the whole transfer payment system,
which is only next to revenue returns. In some years, it even surpasses the revenue returns. However, the
problems of usage orientation, whether used in public service or not, the proportion of each region and
the surveillance as well as the evaluation system still need further research. Viewed from categorical
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grants, we can notice various types and the lack of scientific basis and standards of distribution.
Therefore, we’d better tease, adjust and regulate the categorical grants based on duties of governments
in new eras and framework requirements by public finance. Meanwhile, we should also clarify the
proportion of categorical grants to the whole transfer payout and thus define the utility range and
orientation, so as to coordinate the duty division of categorical grants and general transfer payment.
Finally, we can also obtain experience of block grants from the areas of education, public medical
hygiene and social security and then adopt block grants to replace trivial and complicated categorical
grants.
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Abstract Reading, especially a good reading habit is not only an effective but also a helpful way of learning
English. This paper looks into the importance and studies the ways of cultivating reading aloud habits so as to
help students form a good reading habit. And this paper regards that new reading alond approach crucial for
China develop ment Research results show that renovating reading aloud approach in ESL can promote
autonomous learning and improve study efficiency under the background of English teaching reforms.
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1 Introduction
With the development of electronic informationization and the popularization of computers and the
internet, electronic texts and music are growing more and more wide spreading. Therefore, books, music
and video documents have come into people’s lives. As a result, people are reading less and less printed
books, but more and more electronic books, which have greatly influenced their ability of reading aloud.
As a form of combining both phonetic language and words, reading aloud has been very helpful in
understanding contents and strengthening memories. Therefore, we should cultivate good reading-aloud
habits in the process of learning English. The following parts of this paper are going to make further
discussion and analysis on the role of reading-aloud habit in helping learning English.

2 Renovating Reading Aloud Approach
2.1 Habit
Habit is a basic psychological unit of stable relations between stimulation and reaction. The habits
we have formed so far are external manifestations of simple psychology attributed to our educational
background, growing-up environment and genetic factors. One of the main characteristics of habits is
repetition, which helps distinguish habits from other psychological and behavior factors. Judging from
the definition, we may find that the formation of habits consists of two important factors that are,
stimulation and reaction. They interact with each other and thus form a dialectical relationship.
Generally speaking, there are two categories of habits, namely, unplanned habits and planned
habits. The former one refers to a long-term habit that is formed naturally, which may last for a long
time or even through a whole life. For example, the formation of our dressing habits or shopping habits
has no particular stimulation, nor individual thinking or planning, but related to sociological and genetic
factors as well as other environmental factors, which possess strong interconnections and are not easy to
change. Due to the above mentioned factors, many people misunderstand when they try to overcome
some bad habits that once habits are formed they are not easy to change. The latter category refers to a
short-term habit that is formed by certain motivations, which may not last for a long time, but can
develop to long-term habit, such as the time schedule one week before the examination, or the
preference to some computer games in a certain period, etc. These habits are formed due to certain
strong stimulations or sudden releases of certain psychological emotions, which are mainly subjective.
Therefore, we can turn them into long-term habits by using the characteristic of strong purpose so as to
better develop ourselves.
2.2 Reading aloud approach
There is an old Chinese saying: “The meaning of a book will come clear if you read it for a
hundred times.” The word “read” hereby means “reading aloud”. In the past time, students in old
schools normally swayed their heads rhythmically when they were reading books in bright and loud
sound. Furthermore, another idiom also tells us that “Those who can’t write poems will at least be able
to chant poetry if they read poems of Tang Dynasty for three hundred times.”Therefore, reading aloud
has proved to be a vital method for learning Chinese.
Reading aloud is a way of vocal reading as well as a process when people initiatively turn word
symbols into phonetic symbols. In such a process, all the senses, including vision, touching, hearing, etc.
are greatly exerted and they influence each other.
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Therefore, reading aloud requires not only turning word symbols into phonetic symbols, but also
conversion, that is, the mixture of understanding and emotion. Only through this can we achieve the
re-creation psychological process of “better reading aloud, better clarification and understanding”.
2.3 Reading aloud in EFL Learning
Throughout the two thousand years in China, scholars and educators have attached much
importance to reading aloud in teaching young students to learn Chinese. Since English became a world
language and EFL became a compulsory course in China, educators have experimented with various
ways to teach the language. However, reading aloud has been neglected in learning English.
In history, verbal language came earlier than written words. Nowadays, there exist some nations
with no written languages. As we know, language is transmitted by sound. Meanwhile, reading aloud is
not only a process of absorbing and using language from external to internal environments, but also an
important means of creating language environment by students themselves. In a non-English native
speaking country, the most difficult factor for learning English is the absence of language environment.
So, if we can create it through reading aloud, it will help benefit a lot in language acquisition.
Since most of the students are influenced by their own dialects, they have shown many problems in
pronunciations and tunes. For example, they read English sentences in a Chinese dialect way. It seems
that they are speaking Chinese, which greatly influences their abilities to express in English. Thus, in
order to overcome the communication problem, they need to imitate and read aloud time and time again,
because reading aloud can reveal their weakness in pronunciation. Therefore, through reading aloud,
especially imitating correct and native pronunciations and tunes, the students can remedy themselves. In
a word, the process of learning a language is actually the process of imitating. Meanwhile, language
imitation is achieved through reading aloud.
As a tool of communication, the ultimate goal of language learning is to communicate with others.
When reading the materials aloud, the students actually consider them as language materials, which help
to practice their speaking abilities. Once they are familiar with the materials, they will store the
sentences that they already read in their minds, so that when they express themselves they can blurt out
naturally. Listening is a process of input, while reading aloud is not only a process of input but also a
process of output. Therefore, reading aloud is actually a potential practice process for listening.
Meanwhile, the sense of language indicates the direct feeling toward language, consisting of
systemic and comprehensive language sensing ability, which is considered as the direct and sharp
comprehension toward language. What’s more, the stronger sense toward language, the better creation
of learning and mastery of language. When reading aloud, the students are actually using their mouths,
eyes and ears at the same time, which can get them involved in the atmosphere for English language.
The reason why some students make lots of mistakes during speaking practice and use a large number of
Chinglish sentences is that they read aloud less and lack a good sense of English. Through reading aloud,
the students can store substantial English phrases and sentences in their minds. So when they are using
English, these phrases and sentences will pop out and turn into the language for their own use.
Furthermore, the students can also better understand and express their feelings through reading
aloud. Since their eyes, mouths, ears and brains all cooperate at the same time, thus there exists a direct
connection between sounds and words. Meanwhile, the ups and downs of the tunes as well as the
unstressed and stressed syllables of words can stimulate the brains and push the learners to react. As a
result, richer imaginations are generated and better understandings together with memories are
strengthened.
It is said that “You can’t make anything out of nothing.” Therefore, if there is no language input,
there will be no source for language output. One of the most important means of input is to read aloud.
Since reading aloud not only provides beneficial conditions for the accuracy and fluency of language
input for the students, but also arouse their initiation for self-practice, self-control and self-adjustment.
As a result, reading aloud helps to promote overall development of language ability through its unique
characteristics. Furthermore, it also helps to enrich English learning, horizon broadening, interest
expanding and quality cultivating. Reading aloud itself is an effective way to learn language and it is
irreplaceable. Hence, we can never overlook the importance of reading aloud during the process of
language learning. On the contrary, we should strengthen the training of reading aloud, exert its
advantage and make use of it scientifically so as to improve our comprehensive abilities of listening,
speaking, reading and writing and thus turn ourselves into language talents with overall qualities.
As we know, our brain gets frequently active when we are reading aloud. In fact, almost every part
of the brain involves into the whole reading-aloud process. Meanwhile, the activities as well as
information exchange of the left and right parts of the brain are also frequent. Therefore, it helps to
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promote reading and memory. That’s why a one-time reading aloud is better than a ten-time silent
reading. Reading aloud not only requires vocalization, but also understanding, which results in a
three-dimensional acquisition of memorizing information rather than a simple way through using eyes to
read a book or a computer. Since we all have experience that when we sense some smell we can quickly
recall every information related to the smell, even including the details. This is the benefit of the
three-dimensional way of memorizing. Listening and speaking are two vital parts of English. Through
the above mentioned three-dimensional way, we can combine listening and speaking and thus promote
our writing so as to form a positive circle. Therefore, forming the habit of reading aloud plays a
significantly practical role in English learning.

3 Investigation and Analysis
In order to find out students understanding and application of reading aloud approach in EFL
learning, we designed a questionnaire and assigned 60 copies to different grades and majors of
undergraduate students in Wuhan University of Technology. We will investigate students’ awareness of
the role of reading aloud and find out ways for the establishment of good reading-aloud habits. Finally,
we have gotten back 60 questionnaires and among them 67% are male students, while 33% are female
students. Meanwhile, there are 19 freshmen, 29 sophomores and 12 junior and seniors. Among all of
them, 23 are art majors, 27 are science majors and 10 are other categories. Among these, there are 20
English major students.
According to the data analysis, we find that most of the subjects can express clearly what they
prefer in ESL learning (45% out of all the subjects), understand their own preference better (46%) and
know something about English reading aloud (38%). At the same time, the subjects have common
feelings toward the benefits of reading aloud, such as it can help regulate pronunciation, train the sense
for English, improve speaking, stimulate interest for English learning and promote thinking in English,
etc. Furthermore, they also realize their weaknesses in some aspects like listening (33% out of all the
subjects), reading (17%) and speaking (35%), which all help to lay a solid theoretical and psychological
foundation for forming a good reading-aloud habit.
However, we also find that the subjects have problems in finding good methods and skills for
forming a good reading-aloud habit as well as cultivating a long-term habit.
Firstly, 70% of them don’t have the habit of reading English aloud every day, which means it is
actually a totally new habit for them, so it’s not easy to achieve it. What’s more, through the analysis of
the data, we have noticed that most of the subjects can’t tell what kind of materials are better for reading
aloud, nor do they know skills for reading aloud. Therefore, 55% of them care more about syllables
stress and 40% of them pay more attention to tunes.
Secondly, most of the subjects deem that it will take about one and a half months to form a new
habit (72% out of all), which is reasonable according to psychology. However, the percentage of those
who withdraw in the half way is 46%, which poses an obstacle for forming the habit of reading aloud.
Hence, the most important for this is persistence. The reason why many of them can’t achieve their goal
is that they can’t stick to it.
Finally, we have found that the percentage of those who consider insisting in a certain habit as
boring, lonely and uninterested is between 46% and 72%. Meanwhile, 87% of the subjects wish to have
companies during the process of forming such a habit. Choosing to read aloud with others demonstrates
that other people have influence on the decision of reading aloud. However, only 13% of the subjects
choose to read aloud with their teachers. Such an interesting phenomenon suggests that we let the
students organize some collective activities so as to promote the formation of the habit and then invite
the teachers to participate in at some proper times. It will be much better than making teachers as the
companions all the time.

4 Conclusion and Suggestions
Our research indicates that a good habit of reading aloud can promote the initiation of autonomous
learning and thus improve the efficiency of learning English. At first, we should make clear schedules for
reading aloud during the implementation. Furthermore, once we finish each task, we should mark it and
thus help to build our self-confidence, which is beneficial for the persistence in reading aloud. Secondly,
we should also clearly understand the goal for reading aloud which maybe lie in being familiar with text
books, strengthening our knowledge, practicing speaking or even improving senses for language,
depending on different individuals. The reason why we should do this is that the clearer our goal is, the
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more concrete our behavior will be and the longer we can keep up. After that, we will choose our own
materials for reading aloud according to the goal already set.
Additionally, students should pay attention to the following aspects:
First of all, the place for reading aloud is very important. We should make sure not to be
interrupted by anything, not even a mosquito, nor should we distract ourselves during the whole
reading-aloud process. It is also important to set up feasible goals so learning can be conducted in a
progressive way.
Secondly, the materials for reading aloud should not be too long, because long articles can easily
get readers tired, which is not good for the building of self-confidence. At the same time, we should also
master the pronunciation before reading aloud so as to ensure our fluency and comfort in the process. In
addition, the materials for reading aloud should be selected. Not every English article is proper for
reading aloud. Thus, we should be careful when choosing the materials. Generally speaking, the
materials with comparatively more sophisticated sentence structures and larger amount of vocabulary
are not good for reading aloud. What’s more, the sci-tech articles, expositions and argumentations which
are not easy for understanding are not good for reading aloud, either. Basically, the materials should be
diverse and easy to read. There is need for too many words, but it is necessary to cover information.
Some extracurricular materials are suitable for reading aloud, such as delicate essays. They have fewer
vocabularies but more fluency. What’s more, the sentences in essays are not only particular but also
rigorous. Although the sentences are simple, yet they carry deep meanings. And famous speeches are
also an ideal choice for reading aloud.
Thirdly, we can’t read aloud for too long. The best duration is 30 minutes. Otherwise, we will feel tired
and hence influence the effect of reading aloud. Meanwhile, make sure that our eyes, mouths and hearts
are cooperating together when we are reading, which requires correct pronunciation and tunes.
Additionally, quick reactions in listening, good mastery of phrases, terms, sentences and passages are
also needed. We should pay attention to the valuable parts of the materials, like new-type sentences and
the application of certain words or phrases in some particular contexts. More importantly, we need to
read aloud these valuable materials time and time again so that we can recite them. At the same time, we
should pay attention to the pronunciations, phonetics and tunes. We can also imitate and practice with
the help of recorded materials.
Finally, we can read aloud along with those who know us well, such as teachers, classmates, good
friends, lovers, etc., so that we can supervise each other and achieve our goals together. Since good
materials for reading aloud are those we use quite often or we prefer much, so it’s not wise to choose
new books or even unfamiliar materials. Although they can give us fresh feelings, they are not good for
fluent reading aloud. Meanwhile, we can also discuss with teachers or experienced classmates about
possible plans or goals for reading aloud. Finally, when we read aloud, we should try to understand well.
Although notes are necessary, yet understanding are more important, which contributes to better reading
aloud.
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Abstract Based upon explanation regarding positioning of construction objective of private enterprise
culture, the author suggests imperative dialectic reconciliation of two relations, namely, relation between
individuality and commonness, and relation between publicity and observation. Finally the author
proposes model framework of construction objective of private enterprise culture. The paper regards that
the basic framework of construction objective of private enterprise culture should include the spirit of
solidarity with collectivism, the spirit of enterprising with the tradition of hardship and strife, the spirit
of innovation with consciousness of reform and exploitation, the spirit of service with the conception of
"all for customer”, and the spirit of excellence with modern timeliness conception
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1 Introduction
Essentially, private enterprise is a sort of civilian oriented economy. The so-called civilian oriented
economy refers to the economy based on people, by the people and for the nation and the people. The
civilian oriented economy is characterized by private investment, independent business, self
profit-making and responsibility for risk, and private investment is relative to state-owned and collective
enterprises; as to investors, founders of private enterprises are individuals; some private enterprises have
only one founder, while others have several investment partners.
In China, private enterprises grew hard with great efforts and opportunity from the very beginning
and are becoming an all important component of national economy; however, private enterprises can
only develop and expand by construction of corporate culture and management level in the scenario of
economic globalization in modern era. To build excellent and effective private enterprise culture, it's
ultimately significant to intensify research of building objective of private enterprise culture. In this
article, the author intends to expound personal perspective on three aspects, i.e. positioning regarding
construction objective of private enterprise culture, two relations to properly reconcile in realizing
construction objective of private enterprise culture, as well as model framework of construction
objective of private enterprise culture, so as to share constructive opinions with researchers in this field.

2 Positioning of Construction Objective of Private Enterprise Culture
Core competition strength of private enterprise comes from corporate culture. Since private
enterprises play important role in overall construction of better-off society in Chinese economic growth
and realization of national modernization, we should not only pay attention to past history of private
enterprises, namely, growth of private enterprises, including their advantages and disadvantages, but
more importantly concern with present situation and future development of private enterprises, namely,
survival and revival of private enterprises. Practically and realistically, private enterprises took
advantage of flexible management mechanism and ever enterprising business spirit, adopted operation
pattern suitable for market economy law in the past, so that experienced all-time prosperity and
development, and became the most competitive part of China national economy. On the other hand,
however, we have to admit the fact that most of private enterprises are prosperous for short span of time.
For instance, the bankruptcy of "Giant" Group in Zhuhai, "Feilong" in Shenyang and "Sanzhu Oral
Syrup” in Hunan that were lucrative and influential in the past are examples of "transient blossoming."
As for the phenomenon of "short-lived" private enterprises, some thinks it's the result of outdated
management, while other think it's the result of misled marketing strategy, unrestricted financial control
and etc, in fact, these are superficial causes, and real cause is private enterprise culture drops behind
internal development demand, which is represented by short-lived private enterprises that dismiss
construction of corporate culture. Yu Guangyuan, a famous Chinese economist, has said that "national
strength depends upon economy, economic prosperity upon enterprises, and enterprise development
upon corporate culture[1]." the 21st century is not only an era of knowledge-based economy and network
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based economy, but also an era of culture based economy. Culture is becoming a powerful momentum to
boost productivity development. According to economists' forecast, the enterprises in the 21st century are
culture based enterprises, and culture is playing an ever important role for modern enterprises. The
brand of enterprises can only be promoted by culture; credit of enterprises can only be publicized by
culture; the spirit of enterprises can only be cultivated by culture; the image of enterprises can only be
shaped by culture.
Essentially, an enterprise is an aggregate of persons. Human is most active among all production
elements, only human can integrate all other elements of productivity in the form of realistic
productivity. The vitality of enterprise ultimately comes from human, namely, human initiative, only
human initiative is mobilized can an enterprise be empowered with infinite energy. Mobilization of
human initiative is usually subject to human value conception. Apparently, only human is willing to do
something in value conception can he fully exert internal initiative; if human disagrees to do something
in value conception, the ultimate outcome may not be satisfactory if only he's forced to do the thing. In
this case, though he's negatively ordered to do the thing, he's lack of internal initiative and will not do
well, for he's lack of internal initiative during doing the thing, and his initiative is not mobilized. For this
reason, the corporate culture as value conception shared by the employees cannot but involve in
enterprise energy and exist as internal source of enterprise energy, and corporate culture can mobilize
employees' initiative. by comparison, other instruments, such as economic incentive and system
enforcement, are impossible to mobilize human initiative in the long run and with efficiency.
Theoretically, many management scientists and entrepreneurs at home and abroad have discussed
the viewpoint that management immersed in cultural factors-corporate culture, can help enhancing
enterprise accomplishment. Corporate culture is an innovative theory of business management, which is
re-understanding of modern enterprises, new breakthrough of management science and innovative
management kernel. For instance, Schein Edgar H., a famous American management scientist,
commented in his book The Corporate Culture Survival Guide, that "numerous cases proof that in
different development phases of enterprises, reconstruction of corporate culture is different prime
movers in boosting enterprise progress, corporate culture is core competition strength and capacity that
is the most difficult to imitate[2]." corporate culture seems not to be the most direct factor for enterprise
growth, while it's the most enduring and decisive factor. The financing volume, level of technology,
quality product, complete service and wise decision are usually based on strong cultural heritage of the
enterprises. To enhance core competition strength of the enterprise, we must properly construct
corporate culture. In practice, any enterprises (State-owned enterprises, collective enterprise, exclusive
foreign enterprises included) of properly constructed corporate culture enjoy lucrative economic and
social benefits. By contrast, any enterprises of poorly built corporate culture suffer poor economic and
social benefits. Two professors from the Management School of Harvard University spent more than 4
years to work together in research of 4 projects of more than 60 companies, and their research of 11-year
investigation revealed that enterprises with excellent corporate culture enjoy 682% increase of gross
revenue, and the figure of other counterparts is only 1%; the stock price of the enterprises is 756%, and
that of the counterparts is only 1%. The research outcome indicates significant role of corporate culture
to long term business performance [3]. This is the case in China. The enterprises with high growth share
one common characteristic of incisive understanding of corporate culture and attachment of great
importance to construction of corporate culture. For example, the corporate culture of Shanghai Baosteel
Group Corporation is strong drive force to create world class enterprise. According to Shenzheng
Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd, corporate culture is the most important fortune, which is superior to any
other tangible and intangible assets. Another example is Qingdao Haier Group, it’s popular at home and
abroad and becomes a teaching case of Harvard University; the major reason is the founder of Zhang
Ruimin, who firstly developed the conception of "corporate culture precede" in 1984, when Haier was in
deficit of RMB 1.47 million. Haier's commitment of "faith forever" is the core of its emphasis and
practice of corporate culture.

3 Dialectic Reconciliation of Two Relations to Realize Construction Objective of
Private Enterprise Culture
Two problems must be treated properly in establishing construction objective of private enterprise
culture.
(1) The problem of individuality and commonness.
At present, a ubiquitous problem with private enterprise culture is lack of individuality. And
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corporate culture of most private enterprises is similar with each other. Although private enterprises
establish documented business conception, business spirit, operation value and etc in the process of
operation, they're largely identical and similar and lack of individuality. The importance of
individualized corporate culture is represented by the level of spirit, particularly business spirit. Many
private enterprises are featured by excessive commonness and insufficient individuality in generalizing
business spirit, such as four types of business spirits of ① solidarity, pragmatism, devotion, exploitation;
②solidarity, inspiration, exploitation, devotion; ② solidarity, pragmatism, exploitation, strife; and ②
solidarity,, devotion, exploitation, strife. Can you imagine these are business spirits for four different
industries in different regions? This kind of "similar to each other"business spirit can not represent
unique tradition, style and pursuance of different industries, rather, it's the touch of generalization. The
business spirit without individuality will lack attraction and cohesion and hard to adapt to demand for
business development. The "swarm" and "uniformity" complex is a common fault with management
field in China, and the conception of "unity" restrains entrepreneurs' pursuance of independent
individuality, causing undistinguishable and lack of individuality of corporate culture. In establishing
construction objective of corporate culture, private enterprises should get rid of the traditional
conception of "uniformity,"
turn from identical thinking to diversification thinking, avoid
completeness instead of innovation, boldly pursue respective individuality to create unique corporate
culture. On the one hand, private enterprises should follow radical requirements on construction
objective of corporate culture without giving up the basic contents regarding construction objective of
corporate culture, namely, maintain commonness of corporate culture; on the other hand, private
enterprises should not be limited by requirements on construction objective of corporate culture and
must integrate the requirements into construction objective and real internal situation, so as to develop
respective business spirit that is different from that of the counterparts, namely, maintain individuality of
corporate culture; only by doing this can construction objective of private enterprise culture be based
upon theory, free from "source" while maintain respective characteristics and diversification to actually
realize sustainable vitality for business development.
(2) It's necessary to properly reconcile the relation between publicity and observation.
The so-called "publicity" refers to publication of business spirit of private enterprise in internal
material medium. For instance, some private enterprises have internal business spirit put up on the wall
of workshop, meeting room, and some private enterprises have internal business spirit printing in the
Enterprise Brochure to inform the employees. The so-called "observation" refers to value conception
developed in private enterprises, and which is mentally accepted by all employees, as well as conscious
implementation and execution in various fields such as production, service, distribution, management
and etc. The private enterprise culture, to some measure, is developed directly by the enterprise founder
or discussed by all employees, it's convenient to conclude business value conception, namely, it's easy to
"publicize" construction objective of private enterprise culture. However, it's hard to make all employees
understanding and unconsciously observing, in other words, it's difficult to "engrave" the construction
objective. Presently, construction of corporate culture is formal and superficial in many private
enterprises. The "slogans and banners" regarding business value conception are found on enterprise wall,
ad signboard and enterprise brochure, and most of the employees are utterly ignorant to the business
value conception. The cause of this phenomenon is very complex. Some private enterprises carry out
construction of corporate culture in the mentality of swarm in that other enterprises and local
government have respective spirit, so that it's unreasonable to "move against the current" and blindly
follow others. In fact, the said private enterprises do not understand the true meaning of corporate
culture; instead, they're satisfactory with verbal publicity rather than make efforts to engrave corporate
culture into the employees' memory. Some private enterprises establish respective business value
conception, and they're willing to turn corporate culture to group consciousness of all employees, so that
voluntary action will be turned to by all employees, but they fail to find out appropriate methods; in this
case, it's necessary for the private enterprises to taking feasible measures in construction of corporate
culture and properly deal with the relation of both; first, private enterprise culture should focus upon
acquainting the employees with basic theoretical knowledge of corporate culture by training; second,
before "publicity" of construction objective of private enterprise culture, namely, in the process of
concluding internal business value conception, all employees should participate in and understand the
particulars of internal business value conception; third, after "publicity," reward and punishment system
should be exercised to engrave the construction objective of corporate culture into the employees'
memory. For instance, some successful private enterprises stipulate that employees can be spared of
other errors, except the violators of business value conception must be investigated and punished.
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4 Model Framework of Construction Objective of Private Enterprise Culture
The so-called model framework of construction objective of private enterprise culture refers to
planning and designing of prospective development mode of private enterprise culture, which reflects
whole property of basic value system with intrinsic characteristics pursued by the enterprises. According
to general principles for shaping construction objective of private enterprise culture, we conclude
successful experiences and cultural uniqueness of excellent private enterprises in China, and the basic
framework of construction objective of private enterprise culture should include the following contents:
“People
based” spirit

Spirit of
solidarity

Spirit of
enterprising

Model Framework of Construction Objective of Private Enterprise Culture

Spirit of
innovation

Spirit of
service

Spirit of
pursuing
excellence

Figure 2 Model Framework of Construction Objective of Private Enterprise Culture

(l) The "people oriented [4]" spirit with ownership consciousness as the core.
Person is the most basic, important and active factor among various elements involving in
enterprise production and management, and human is accountable to understand and control funding,
technology, management capacity, product advantage and etc. Human is dependable for business
operation, business vitality and business management. This simple and profound theory is developed by
management scientists through decades of research, and which is the major theoretical foundation of the
most radical content of "people based" spirit regarded by us as the model objective of corporate culture.
(2) The spirit of solidarity with collectivism as the core.
The collectivism and solidarity cooperation are important representation of socialism and
communism thought, and which is determined by consistent individual and collective objectives as well
as individual and collective interests in socialism enterprises, and which is necessary for collective
socialism production. Modern enterprises are far from manual workshop in terms of not only large scale,
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but also very complex work division and teamwork. Besides, the enterprises exposed to intense market
competition need to take advantage of collective power and sincere solidarity, so as to win the edges in
competition. Therefore, the employees are conscious of devoting personal power to the enterprises
only by reinforcing their collectivism conception, understanding the relation between individual,
collective and social aspects, as well as establishing the spirit of solidarity with collectivism as the core.
(3) The spirit of enterprising with the tradition of hardship and strife as the core.
Hardship, strife, fortitude and endurance are powerful spirit mainstay for generations of Chinese, as
well as cherish-worthy tradition of Chinese enterprises; China is still a developing country, where
there're ample resources and low level of per capita possession. Although great accomplishment is
achieved through reform and opening up, there's big gap of economic development level between China
and developed countries. Therefore, we need to develop the tradition of hardship and strife.
(4) The spirit of innovation with consciousness of reform and exploitation as the core.
Reform, exploitation and innovation are characteristics of modern times as well as the source of
enterprise vitality. Raid technological development and ever intensive market competition demand
enterprises maintaining sense of innovation all the time, reform all unsound aspects, establish innovative
management mechanism, practice new operation and management level, invent new technology,
develop new product, construct new industry, expand new market, so as to drive vigorous, blossoming
and prosperous enterprise.
(5) The spirit of service with the conception of "all for customer" as the core.
Wholeheartedly serve the people is the fundamental conception of CPC, which is represented in
economic activity of private enterprises mainly in terms of wholehearted service for the customer.
Establishment of the spirit of service by private enterprises is not only demand of socialism system, but
also objective requirement of developing market economy. By rendering wholehearted customer service,
the social and economic benefits of private enterprises are united as an integrated whole.
(6) The spirit of excellence with modern timeliness conception as the core.
It's an all important symbol of private enterprise in adapting to the economic circumstance of
intense modern competition and vitality and energy in terms of urgent consciousness of timeliness and
efficiency of the private enterprise and its employees' spirit for pursuing excellence and striving to be
the best. Under the condition of socialized production and commercial economy of continuous
development, loss of time is equivalent to loss of fortune, and loss of efficiency is equivalent to
shortening of life expectancy, and those who fail to pursue excellence means willingness of lagging. The
economic and social development will be stagnant in the long run, the enterprises be eliminated in
competition, and individuals be dismissed by the society. The spirit of excellence with modern
timeliness conception as the core should constitute an important part of private enterprise culture.

5 Conclusions
From the analysis above, we can get that the problem of individuality and commonness must be
treated properly in establishing construction objective of private enterprise culture. It's necessary to
properly reconcile the relation between publicity and observation. The "people oriented" spirit with
ownership consciousness as the core. The basic framework of construction objective of private
enterprise culture should include the spirit of solidarity with collectivism, the spirit of enterprising with
the tradition of hardship and strife, the spirit of innovation with consciousness of reform and
exploitation, the spirit of service with the conception of "all for customer" , and the spirit of excellence
with modern timeliness conception.
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Abstract On the background of vigorously implementing of intellectual property strategy and
strengthening the talent construction of intellectual property in China, this paper deeply analyses the job
market of intellectual property talents and training needs, based on the universities' existing resources
and constraints, taking advantage of other external resources, such as resources of administrative law
execution departments and enterprises, it proposed "officer-production-study combination "1 +2 +1"
training model of intellectual property applied talents, which aims to solve "three disjunction" issues,
such as the disjunction between current talents training and talents demand, the junction between
theoretical study and practice, the junction among classroom teaching and intellectual property law and
practice, so as to enhance the employment ability and employment rate of students. This paper mainly
discusses the background and significance, purposes and guiding ideology and specific ideas and
practices of "1 +2 +1" training model of intellectual property applied talents.
Key words Intellectual property; Applied talents; Training model

1 Introduction
Entering the 21st century, as economic globalization and technology deeply developed, international
competition is becoming fierce. Intellectual property system has become as a strategic weapon which can
enhance the independent innovation capability and international competitiveness of the nation and
enterprises. So the training and use of intellectual property talents is becoming the top priority.
From the government point of view, intellectual property administrative system of China firmly seizes
the important strategic opportunities, actively implements talent strategy, insists on talent servicing for
development of intellectual property, and continuously reforms and innovates to strengthen the team
building of intellectual property professional talents. In 2006, the "Intellectual Property Talent in the"
Eleventh Five-Year "Plan" clearly states that during the "Eleventh Five-Year", the main tasks and measures
of intellectual property talent work include: implementing intellectual property talent training project,
strengthening the team building of intellectual property administration and law enforcement talents,
strengthening the team building of patent examination talents, training intellectual property professionals
of enterprises and institutions, strengthening the team building of intellectual property intermediary service
system and talents, strengthening the team building of high-level intellectual property talents and deeply
developing the education and training of intellectual property and so on. In June 2008, " Intellectual
Property Strategy Outline of China " promulgated by the State Council decided to build an innovative
nation by implementing intellectual property strategies, in which “strengthening the intellectual property
talents construction” is an important strategic measure. By building training bases of intellectual property
talents in several countries, China will accelerate the construction of a high level intellectual property
teaching staff, establish two disciplines of intellectual property, support for some universities to establish
doctorate and master’ degree awarding units of intellectual property, massively train intellectual property
professional talents of various levels and types, focus on training intellectual property management and
intermediary service talents which are the most needed in enterprises.
In view of the social actual demand of Intellectual property talents, in recent years, some
enterprises which have suffered the pain of intellectual property have begun to pay attention to
intellectual property, and have begun to introduce a substantial number of Intellectual property talents;
the other enterprises which have already tasted the sweetness intellectual property have paid more
attention to the use of the intellectual property system and corporate intellectual property management,
and intellectual property applied talents has a sharp increase in demand. According to international practice,
intellectual property professional talents should be accounting for 4% of the total number of science and
technology, while less than 1.0% of China’s present; relative to some "highly-competitive intellectual
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property nations” abroad, such as Siemens, IBM, Intel, Microsoft, In which their intellectual property
departments often have about one hundred staff, and the number of Sony's intellectual property talents is
up to more than 400, so we can see that Chinese enterprises are still of great need for intellectual property
talents. Meanwhile, the existing intellectual property intermediary agencies of China are far from meeting
the need of the society, and intellectual property intermediary agencies have a tremendous development
space, which will further extend the need of intellectual property applied talents.
As Chinese promotion of Intellectual property talents training policy and the pull of social demand,
Peking University, Renmin University of China, Shanghai University and other institutions of higher
learning have researched and explored the training mode of intellectual property, and have got some
achievements. However, there is a wide gap between the actual implementation results and expectations
of these training modes. Therefore, from the status of the intellectual property talent training and
constraint conditions, with career orientated, and in perspective from the government, this paper
systematically studies the training mode of intellectual property applied talents, which has very
important practical significance and theoretical value.

2 The Purposes and Guiding Ideology of "1 +2 +1" Training Model of Intellectual
Property Applied Talents
The main purposes of "1 +2 +1" training model of Intellectual property applied talents include the
following aspects: (1) in response to "Intellectual Property Talent in the" Eleventh Five-Year" Plan" and
" Intellectual Property Strategy Outline of China" ,in which they put forward some contents on
strengthening the team building of intellectual property professional talent, giving full play to the
strategic role of the main base for university talents training and gathering human resources, actively
promoting the development of university intellectual property education, promoting the strategic
measures of opening intellectual property curriculum for the undergraduates and establish grade-2
subject of intellectual property, which aims at the exploration and practice for an effective training
model of Intellectual Property applied talents that is fit for China. (2) from the perspective of
employment, based on the analysis of job market and training needs of intellectual property talents,
focusing on improving the employment ability and employment rate of university students, and
specifically designing and practicing the training mode of intellectual property applied talents. (3)
starting from the existing resources and constraints conditions of universities (the "study" for short ),
making full use of administrative law execution departments (the "officer" for short) and enterprises(the
"production" for short, including intellectual property intermediary agency and all the other enterprises)
and other external resources, proposing "officer-production-study combination "1 +2 +1" training
model of intellectual property applied talents, which aims to solve "three disjunction" issues, such as the
disjunction between current talents training and talent demand, the junction between theoretical study
and practice and the junction between classroom teaching and intellectual property law and practice,
so as to enhance the employment ability and employment rate of students.
Intellectual property applied talents refers to some college students or postgraduates who can be directly
involved in intellectual property law practice and enterprises intellectual property management after they
graduate, and such candidates will normally need to receive the systematic education of intellectual property
law and management, with higher level foreign language and some engineering background.
The guiding ideology of "1 +2 +1" training model of intellectual property applied talents is as
follows: on the background of the implementation of intellectual property strategy, science and
education strategy and independent innovation strategy, focusing on training intellectual property
applied talents, employment-oriented, from the actual demand of the officer (administrative law
execution departments),production (including intellectual property intermediary agency and all the
other enterprises) and some other employing units, making full use of the resources of
"officer-production-study", proposing "1 +2 +1" training model of Intellectual property applied talents,
and exploring its specific design and practice.

3 The Specific Idea and Practices of "1 +2 +1" Training Model of Intellectual
Property Applied Talents
"1 +2 +1" training model of intellectual property applied talents is such a mode which aims to
foster intellectual property applied talents of "deep foundation, wide caliber, high capacity". Focusing on
the law-majored students, the mode divides the four years in university into"1+2+1"three stages, and
systematically and carefully plans and arranges on the training’s objectives, priorities, contents and
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curriculum system, specifically shown in Figure 1.
In "1 +2 +1" training mode, the first "1" mainly refers to the first year of university, whose main
training objective is the "solid foundation", including the training contents as follows: ① training some
basic theory and basic knowledge of the students in accordance with the school's uniform provisions,
such as the law and ideological and political training, English, mathematics and so on; ② one of the
main course of law ----"Jurisprudence"; ③ enhancing the introduction and education of intellectual
property major to guide interested students to make good learning and career planning of intellectual
property; ④ opening some public elective curriculum that is concerned with engineering, management
and economy, such as " Machine Design Principles and Drawing", "Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Management," and "Knowledge Economy and Intellectual Property" and so on, which lays a foundation
for the follow-up study of intellectual property, its training characteristics are as follows:
①introduction, education and study of intellectual property and career planning; ② opening some
public elective curriculum that is concerned with engineering, management and economy.
"2" mainly refers to the university's second and third years of university, the main training objective
is “wide caliber”, including the training contents as follows: ①the other 13 main curriculum of law
major: “Constitution”," Chinese legal history", “Criminal Law”, " civil law "," Commercial law ","
Intellectual Property Law, "" Economic Law "," Administrative Law and Administrative Litigation Law",
" Civil Procedure law "," Criminal Procedure law "," International law "," Private International Law
"and" International economic law"; ② other curriculum concerned with intellectual property law,
including the" Patent Law, "" Trademark Law "," Copyright Law "and" Anti-Unfair Competition Law ";
③ opening" Intellectual Property Front" seminars, whose contents concern the foreign intellectual
property system and comparative analysis, trade secrets, geographical indications, intellectual property
international protection and domain name protection; ④ opening some curriculum concerned with
intellectual property management, such as "Corporation Intellectual Property Management" and
"Intellectual Property strategy". The characteristics of culture: ① comprehensively studying intellectual
property law and management curriculum; ②opening "Intellectual Property Front" seminars.
training intellectual property applied talents of
General
objectives
"deep foundation, wide caliber, high capacity"
Training
Training characteristics:
“1”：refers to
Training contents：some
objective： practical curriculum or seminars: relying on
the fourth year
“high
of univer sity
"officer-production-study
intellectual property law
capacity”
combination ", opening a large
practice, patent information
retrieval and utilization, patent number of practical curriculum
and seminars; carrying out
application and agency,
“order-training”
corporate intellectual property
strategy and management
Training
“2”：refers to
Training contents：Other main Training characteristics:
Comprehensively studying
objective： curriculum of law major;
the second and
intellectual property law and
intellectual property laws and
“wide
the third year
management curriculum;
other related curriculum;
caliber”
of university
opening "Intellectual Property
seminars of "Intellectual
Front" seminars
Property Front"; Intellectual
Property Management
Curriculum
Training
“1”：refers to
Training contents：universities’ Training characteristics:
objective： uniform required curriculum;
the first year of
enhancing the education of
jurisprudence; introduction and
“high
university
intellectual property major and
education of the major; some
capacity”
making good learning and
public elective curriculum that is
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concerned with engineering,
public elective curriculum that
management and economy
is concerned with engineering,
management and economy
Figure 1 “1+2+1”Training Model of Intellectual Property Applied Talents
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Another "1" mainly refers to the fourth year of University, the main training objective is "high
capacity" which means to cultivate the students’ strong employment ability and practical ability of
intellectual property law and management, including the training contents as follows: ① opening some
practical curriculum on intellectual property law; ② opening some practical curriculum or seminars,
such as patent information retrieval and utilization, patent application and agency and so on; ③opening
some practical curriculum or seminars on intellectual property management; ④opening some practical
curriculum or seminars on corporation intellectual property strategy making and implementation. The
training characteristics are as follows: ① employing administrative law execution departments ("officer
"), enterprises and intellectual property intermediary agency ("production") and other experienced
practitioners as part-time professor or instructor, opening a large number of practical curriculum or
seminars; ②through "officer-production-study alliance", establishing a number of practice base for the
senior students to enter previously into the enterprises to carry out the "order-training".
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Research on the Characteristics and Risks of KODA
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Abstract This paper dissects the structured financial derivative product Knock Out Discount
Accumulator (KODA) by introducing its characteristics, analyzing its potential risks and providing
strategies of protective measures for both banks and investors. KODA is a non-standard financial
product sold to investors at a discounted price in the curb exchange. The investor, frequently bearing a
leverage effect, has the obligation to accumulate the share purchase until the share reaches knock out
price or the contract expires. A single KODA contract brings potential risks for both parties. Yet there
are several risk prevention strategies available for either party, banks usually have access to safer and
wider range of risk control methods than the investors.
Key words Financial derivative; KODA; Accumulator; Leverage; Hedging

1 Introduction
After the down season of Hong Kong stock market in the second half of 2008, several pieces of
news spread around telling stories about individuals’ wealth being wiped out by this financial product [1].
One telling example is that an old lady claimed a loss of more than HKD 200 million under the
accumulator and sued United Bank of Switzerland for misleading her into those contracts①. While in the
late 2009, it seems that the accumulator has returned along with the recovery of the economy. Customers
of KODA contracts are likely to be more careful, but still not fully aware of the risks and how the
product works [2]. Kapasi argues that unlike in the gambling, the players in this creative derivative
product do not know that they are the disadvantaged and that the bank has the superiority. Moreover, he
suggests that there are other safer financial products to invest and those would probably assure more
profits②.
The Knock Out Discount Accumulator (KODA), also called the Accumulator, was first linked with
shares in 2002 and began prevail in Hong Kong in 2006. It was originally designed for corporate clients
in Europe to build equity position in other companies, but became popular among individual investors in
Asia several years ago [2]. This paper seeks to explore the characteristics of the accumulator and reveal
the risks under the contracts both for banks and for investors. In addition, for each party there are
selective protective measures advised.

2 Characteristics of KODA
Knock Out Discount Accumulator, which can be regarded as a one-year option, is more of a
complex structured financial derivative product. It can be linked with foreign exchange rate, shares, gold,
oil futures and the like. However, share forward accumulators, usually quoted as discounted shares by
issuers, are more prevalent among investors. They allow investors to purchase a certain amount of
shares at the strike price when the price stays within a range between the strike price and the knock out
price. They also make them to accumulate double amount of contracted shares at the strike price when
current price falls below the strike price. In addition, the contract will be expired if the stock price rises
beyond the knock out price. Seven major characteristics of KODA will be explained as follows.
2.1 Discount
To attract investors, the strike price is usually discounted by 10% to 20% from current stock price.
Investors may see this a good deal since they can buy the shares at a price lower than the market price.
2.2 Knock out
The contract will be expired automatically when the stock price becomes higher than the knock out
price which is established by the bank. Therefore investors’ profits are limited by the knock out price.
① Hong Kong Financial News, Big HKD 200 Million Accumulator Loss by a Rich Old Woman,
http://www.hkfinancialnews.com/2009/07/30/big-hkd-200-million-accumulator-loss-by-a-rich-old-woman, July 30th, 2009
② Kapasi, M., The Trap of the Accumulator, http://www.caijing.com.cn/2009-05-26/110171634.html, May 26th, 2009 (in
Chinese)
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2.3 Accumulate
Investors have to buy the negotiated amount of shares on every trading day before the contract
expires. If the price is between strike price and knock out price, investors buy the shares every trading
day; if the price is below strike price, investors have to double the purchase of the shares every trading
day.
2.4 Obligation rather than option
The length of the contract is usually one year. The bank will clear the account based on daily
accumulation conditions. If customers require termination of the purchase when they are losing due to
fluctuation of market price, banks have no responsibility to expire the contract. Thus the loss of
investors can be infinite in a bear market. Under severe circumstances, an investor can go bankrupt.
2.5 Leverage
According to the banks, investors are qualified to sign the contract as long as they are able to pay
40% of the total face value in cash or in shared mortgage. The bank will provide a loan to make up the
rest of payment. Theoretically, the leverage is 2.5. However, the actual leverage is normally larger. For
instance, assume that strike price is 80 dollars, contracted number of shares purchased every trading day
is 1,000, the number of trading days in a year is 250, the face value of total payment is ＄20 million.
Therefore, the amount of capital an investor actually needs is only ＄8 million and the leverage is 2.5
according to formula (1).
(1)
Leverage= Number of shares purchased × Strike price
Face value of total required capital × 40%
Applying the formula, if price never falls below ＄80, the leverage is (250 × 1,000) × 80 =2.5.
8,000,000
The leverages under different circumstances can be calculated when stock price drops below the
strike price. The results are summarized in table 1.
Obviously, the leverage is larger when the time of price being under strike price is longer. It means
that the risk is higher if the stock prices have been declining for a longer period of time in the year.
In terms of the accumulator, the contract is always binding with a bank loan agreement. Once been
authorized by the customers on the series of contracts, the bank can offer loans to its customers when
their accounts are run out of money without their permission. In this way, investors are able to continue
to carry out buyers’ obligation to purchase shares. It means that some buyers may bring themselves into
a great deal of debt without awareness and that the buyers still have the legal responsibilities to repay
the debt after selling out all their securities at a price lower than that when they are bought.
2.6 Curb exchange
According to Hong Kong regulations, the entrance fee of KODA is at least HKD 8 millions and the
investors are regarded as professional investors, thus the investment between them and private banks
does not need to be approved by the stock supervisory committee or to be supervised by the
government[3]. At the curb exchange, there is no formal place for transaction. The communication is
mainly via telephone, fax and electric exchange system hence disputes often occur. Furthermore, the
bank does not provide materials of the operating procedure of the investors’ accounts
Table 1

Leverages Under Different Situations

Situation

Percentage of time
that the current price
is under strike price

Number of shares purchased

Total required
capital (＄
million)

Leverage

1

20%

250 × (80%+2 × 20%) × 1,000=300,000

24

3

2

30%

250 × (70%+2 × 30%) × 1,000=325,000

26

3.25

3

40%

250 × (60%+2 × 40%) × 1,000=350,000

28

3.5

4

50%

250 × (50%+2 × 50%) × 1,000=375,000

30

3.75

5

60%

250 × (40%+2 × 60%) × 1,000=400,000

32

4.0

6

70%

250 × (30%+2 × 70%) × 1,000=425,000

34

4.25

2.7 Non-standard contract
KODA contract can be linked with shares or even the stock price index. Other than that,
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asymmetric option exists in the contract. The bank has the option to stop the contract while investors
have no option to do so. Non-standard contract means that the bank can design the contract at its mercy.
The strike price and knock out price, which are considerably important factors, are both established in
advance by the bank. Apparently, facing this opponent does not benefit investors.
The accumulator also belongs to the zero-sum game. One party loses, the other party must win. The
amount of the losses equals to the amount of gains. However, in the speculation on stocks or bonds, the
two parties may both win in a bull market or both lose in a bear market.

3 Risks for the Bank
3.1 Risk analysis for the bank
To consider a single contract, high risks do not only exist for investors. Banks also bear substantial
risks. Let’s use the above example in the leverage section and assume the knock out price is ＄105. It is
complex and difficult to calculate the profit based on the prerequisite that the bank clears the account
every month; hence, the following formula is based on the assumption that the bank clears the investor
account at the end of the year.
(1) Assume that after 50 days, the contract expires because share price increases above the knock
out price. The formula of calculating bank loss is:
Bank loss= (Knock out price Strike price) × Accumulated purchased shares
(2)
In this condition, we have:
Bank loss= (105 80) × 50 × 1,000=＄1,250,000
(2) Assume that the share price fluctuates within ＄80 and ＄105 for a whole year, and the current
price at the end of the year is 100. The formula is:
Bank loss= (Current price at the expired date Strike price) × Accumulated purchased shares (3)
In this condition, we have:
Bank loss= (100 80) × 250 × 1,000=＄5,000,000
(3) Assume that the share price fluctuates below ＄80 for a proportion of the year, during that time
investors have to buy 2,000 shares per trading day. However, the current price at the end of the year
grows to 100, which is higher than the strike price; investors will gain back their profits if they have
adequate capital in account. In this condition, the total amount of purchased shares is more than
250 × 1,000, which is the number of shares purchased in a year if the price never falls below ＄80, the
total profits for the investors will be higher than that in the previous condition. This means that the bank
loss might be enhanced because of the double purchase by the investors.
In general, the risk analysis for the bank is summarized below.
(1) If the contract is signed when the stock is in market consolidation, the bank faces the risk to
lose because of the discount price.
(2) If the contract is signed during the early or middle stage of a bull market, the bank faces the risk
of loss that current price exceeds knock out price.
(3) If the contract is signed at the late stage of a bull market, the bank may make up the deficits and
get surpluses in later period, but also faces the risk that the contract will expire when the early price goes
up above knock our price.
(4) If the contract is signed during the early or middle stage of a bear market, the bank has high
possibility to gain profits, thus the risk of loss is low.
(5) If the contract is signed at the late stage of a bear market and the investors have adequate capital
in their accounts, the bank faces the risk of ultimately losing after gaining a few profits in the early
period.
As stated above, it can be concluded that choosing the right moment to sign the contract is crucial
for the bank to avoid the risks.
3.2 Risk prevention for the bank
Based on the risk analysis for the bank, four strategies are used to prevent those risks. Firstly, the
establishment of the knock out price helps control the potential loss in a reasonable range. Secondly, the
bank can purchase corresponding insurance in order to transfer the risks to the insurance company. In
addition, it can also seize the opportunity to sign the contract, for instance, signing the contract after the
sharp rise of the stock price helps lower the risk. A more useful strategy that is widely used by banks is
hedging. The bank usually sells the combination of a call option and a put option to different customers
at the same time. They will also design a reverse product and sell it to other customers when they are
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selling a KODA contract. The reverse product will lose if the share price falls, however, the customer
under KODA contract has to double the purchase of the shares thus the bank still gains on the whole.
Moreover, In consideration of obtaining the right to establish the contract price, strike price, knock out
price and contract time and to choose the underlying stock, the bank seems have little chance to lose.
Though, for a single contract, the possibility for the bank to lose overweighs that to gain if the
issuer seizes the bad timing, the bank is able to control the risk and diminish the loss completely with
proper risk prevention strategies.

4 Risks for the Investors
4.1 Risk analysis for the investors
It is commonly agreed that investors bear high risks under KODA contracts. Four major risks are
listed below.
(1) Risk of asymmetric information: the KODA contract text in English, usually longer than one
hundred pages, may not be understood by the investors from mainland of China and Hong Kong. In
addition, the bank staff may conceal the potential risks and mislead the customers into signing a
high-risk contract.
(2) Risk of falling stock price: investors face the risk of making a loss if the stock price falls below
the strike price
(3) Risk of enhanced losses: once the current price drops under the strike price, the losses will be
enhanced since the number of shares is to be doubled.
(4) Risk of being forced to lose: when the amount of loss is rising sharply, the investor is not
allowed to terminate the contract. Even if there is inadequate capital in the account, the bank will
automatically offer loans to investors so that the purchase of the shares can continue. Therefore the
investors will lose more than they imagined.
(5) Risk of being forced to close transaction: when investors use up their capital in the account or
when the loan is up to the limited level, the bank will ask investors to pay earnest money or additional
funds. If investors cannot pay more money to the bank, they will face compulsory liquidation.
Nonetheless, investors are not exempt from repaying their debts after the liquidation. Consequently, a
millionaire investor can become a debtor.
4.2 Risk prevention for the investors
Although investors from mainland of China can neither purchase relevant insurance nor conduct
sterilization operation, there are four possible countermeasures for dealing the risks.
(1) The first step is to require the bank to provide the contract text in Chinese so that the risk of
asymmetric information can be reduced.
(2) Another strategy is to avoid signing KODA contracts after the price has sharply risen or hit the
peak thus to lower the risk of a falling price.
(3) The third measure is to renounce the option to leverage and refuse to sign the binding contract
of loans. In this way, investors can calculate the maximum number of shares that they can afford under
the worst circumstances in order to prevent the possibility of compulsory liquidation. Using the example
mentioned, if a investor acquires ＄8 million, he can buy 400 shares per trading day if the share price
keeps stay above ＄80.
Investors total capital
Number of shares purchased per trading day=
Number of trading days in a year × Strike price
8
= ,000,000 =400
250 × 80
Considering that there is possibility to double purchase, the conservative number of shares to
purchase is 200. Hence, the investor will never face compulsory liquidation even in the worst condition.
(4) Investors can take the advantage of the liquidation characteristic of the contract to diminish the
risk of sharp decline of the share price. Using this method, investors need to renounce the leverage and
invest the capital periodically. For example, a investor has ＄8 million capital, splitting the money into
four equal parts, he can invest ＄2 million each time. If the stock price falls dramatically, the investor
can choose not to raise additional fund so that the account will be liquidated. The total loss will merely
be the money that already invested in.
In reality, investors are unable to diminish the risk of KODA completely, but they can use the
above strategies to at least lower their risks.
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5 Conclusions
The public regard KODA as sort of “financial drugs” nowadays. In terms of a single KODA
contract, both banks and investors face risks. The risk for the bank is even higher. However, the bank
has taken a series of measures to prevent such high risks, not only transferring the risk but also
diminishing the risk completely. On the other hand, investors cannot do so. It is unfavorable to have the
designer of the contract as an opponent. Nevertheless, investors still have their access to control the risks
and gain profits. The accumulator does not necessarily mean that “I kill you later”.
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Abstract Based on former reseach of some parts, this paper describes the content of fishery industry
chain, studies the chain game players and explores the chain game mechanism in the fishery industry
chain, considers that there are games between fish farmers and between fishermen and government in
the marine fisheries and Competition games between fish farmers, Small-scale fish farmers and
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1 Introduction
Like economics, game theory always stressed that the premise of individual rationality, which
means pursuing the maximum utility under given constraints. Therefore, the assumption that the first
game analysis is the individual rationality, which means when making decisions, assume that the game
participant can fully take into account the possible interactions between the each other and make a
rational choice accordingly these. In real life, each actor wants to select the optimal strategy, for having
his own interests and goals, and facing with choice under various strategies. Therefore, the above
assumptions of game Analysis are consistent with real life. In real life, there are consistent and
inconsistent interests exist between individuals or companies. So, almost all interactive decision making
between individuals or companies can be incorporated into the context of game theory. In this paper, we
integrated Game Theory into fishery to analyze the game relations among various stakeholders in the
fishery industry and it can contribute to the sustainable development of fishery industry.

2 The Connotation of Fishery Industry Chain
According to the domestic and foreign scholars’ analysis about the connotation of industrial chain,
this article will define the industry chain as: industry chain is companies in the same or different
industries, which make the Products as objects, the input and output as link, the value adding as
orientation, meeting user’s goal as target, it is a dynamic and up-down related chain intermediate
organization which base on the specific logical links and the layout of the space-time.
Based on the definition of Industrial chain, the modern fishery industry chain can be defined as: the
modern fishery industry chain is Modern fishery related companies, which make the fishery related
Products as objects, the input and output as link, the value adding as orientation, meeting user’s goal as
target, it is a dynamic and up-down related chain intermediate organization which base on the specific
logical links and the layout of the space-time.

3 Chain Game Players in the Fishery Industry Chain
The development of fishery industry chain mainly relies on two players: the government and
fishery-related enterprises or individuals. The basic premise of the harmonious development of fishery
industry chain is the common goals and interests established by all parties and they can provide their
own unique contribution for the cooperation. However, the government is non-profit organization and its
ultimate goal is maximizing the whole society benefits, considering the macroeconomic aspects benefit
the whole industry or not, its policies may affect interests of businesses or individuals in the chain, so,
there are Game Relations between government and fishing enterprises and individuals; On the other
hand, outstanding relationship of interests exists between the upstream and downstream business in the
fishing industry, the upstream firm's output is the downstream firm's input, so the upstream and
downstream businesses’ game relationship exists; Due to fierce competition, there are game behaviors
between fishing enterprises which are in the same area. Whatever the game is between government and
enterprises or between individuals, it will affect the whole industry chain, and the game between two
adjacent enterprises make a greater impact on the upstream and downstream businesses’ interests, so this
game is called the chain game.
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4 The Game Mechanism in the Fishery Industry Chain
4.1The game relations among the stakeholders of marine fisheries
(1) Game between the fish farmers
In the use of fisheries resources, there are game actions between the fish farmers. According to
game theory and information economics theory we know that, if all the fishermen comply to the
regulations and choose cooperation from the perspective of sustainable development, it is beneficial
for all parties, but it is just easy when there is only one fisherman in a water, Once the fishermen in this
water increase, the problem becomes complicated. Because after the increasing of fishermen, each of
them started to diminish the sense of responsibility, it is reflected in that after the increasing of the
number of the fishermen, the consequences of the individual behavior maybe negligible for the whole,
but has a major impact on them. That is, on the one hand, when other people go fishing, he restrain
himself on the base of sustainable use, then there is little benefits to the growth of the whole fishery
resources, but he have to pay a considerable cost, in this case, the fishermen will choose illegal fishing;
on the other hand, if he do the illegal fishing on the base of his own interests, then the overall damage is
not significant, but he can be obvious and immediate benefits, then he choose the strategy of illegal
fishing, that is, in general, when there is possibility of increasing the use of resources, he increase the
use of resources but others do not, he benefit from it, if he and other fishermen all increase the use of
resources, he will not lose, ultimately, all the fishermen increase the use of resources until the Nash
equilibrium (that all parties are reluctant to change game strategy combination) level that everyone
cannot increase the use of resources (further increasing will certainly cause damage ).
Simply, when fisherman makes the Decentralized economic decision in the fierce market
competition, as long as he can not find a sustainable way which can not increase the private cost, he
would choose non-sustainable way according to personal (or family) interests. Suppose there are M
fishermen in a water, they fish for a living, these fishermen are free to catch fish in this water, since the
total natural production of fish for one year is limited, this water can only provide fishes for limited
fishermen, if the number of the fishermen exceeded this limit, the output would reduce or having no
harvest due to the lack of adequate resource. Suppose all the fishermen know the natural production of
fish for one year in this water, this constitutes the fishing game among M fishermen. In this game, M
fish farmers are game players, their own strategy space is the possible catch number of the fish
Si(i=l，……M)；when each fish farmer’s catch number is S1．．…．Sm, then the total number is S=∑Sq,
now suppose i=1 and the Maximum natural production in this water is F, that is when the catch number
is F, the water can naturally return to its original state, obviously S=F is the best choice, in this way, the
Fishery resources can be exploited fully; S<F, it means the fish have not been fully exploited; S>F, it
means over-fishing, the destruction of natural fish production will cause the future production reduced;
When S is much larger than F, it will lead to zero future fish stocks, then All the fishermen Bankruptcy.
But in reality, fishermen usually only consider increasing their own catch number and raising their own
income, so it is impossible to achieve Q=F, therefore, it generate S>F until S is much larger than F, and
leading to a serious decline in fish production in this sea area, or even extinction.
(2)Fishermen and government
In the management of marine fisheries resources, the government develop and implement policies,
and regulate the behavior of fishermen or fishing enterprises, the fisherman as a managed object whose
behavior is always under the constraints to achieve utility maximization, so, fishermen and the
government are both the parties of the game. In this game, the government is the first mover, it is
according to their information to develop policies first, the goal is to protect fishery resources, that is to
maximize the overall interests, and then the fishermen move, they make their decision on the base of the
principle that to maximize their own interests, that is the local interests maximization, then come to the
contradiction between fishermen’s and government’s decision-making goals. We can understand it as a
“dynamic game of two people”, our country have developed many policies to protect fisheries resources,
such as fishing permit system, fishing-prohibiting period policy, fishing quota system and so on, then
take the fishing-prohibiting period policy as example to analyze the game between law enforcement
agencies and fishermen, as shown in figure 1.
During the closed seasons, if the fishermen comply with the contract and don’t do the illegal
fishing, the government needs not spending money on law enforcement at sea, the two sides have no
expenses(0,0); if fishermen fishing default, then if the government does not control, that is (R-C,0), and
fishermen benefit R-C>0,R is revenue, C is the cost of fishing; If the government does the inspection
and it has to pay the cost f, at this time if the fishermen comply with the contract, don’t do the illegal
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fishing, then (0,-f); if fishermen were checked when they fishing (R-C-M,-d), M is the cost to pay after
being arrested, such as penalty, etc. When the R-C-M<0, comparing the sub-game under the condition of
be track down at the final stage, fish farmers’ best decision is no illegal fishing, that is (0,-f);reverse
forward to the second stage, there is a dilemma of greater profit from no supervision and greater profit
from fishing. Therefore, only implement the measures of checking the fishermen’s illegal fishing
activities which have to pay the cost –f can let fishermen Comply with government’s fisheries legislation
and earnestly implement the closed fishing seasons system. When the R-C-M>0, the fish farmers are
profitable, and will be trying to steal the fish. Therefore, the government must strengthen
the
supervision of illegal fishing and confiscate their illegal earnings and impose severe punishment, in
order to effectively prohibit the breach of fishing, so as to promote sustainable development of fisheries.

Fishermen
Fishing

No fishing

Supervision

-f，R-C-M

-f，0

No Supervision

0，R-C

0，0

government

Figure 1 Game Analysis Between Fishermen and Government in the Fishery Industry

4.2 Game relations between freshwater fisheries stakeholders
Most of the development of freshwater fisheries is retail’s decentralized management, they
contracted their own ponds for breeding nursery, aquaculture, fishing and then to the market sales.
Large-scale freshwater fisheries enterprise also contract large freshwater lake waters for the production
and sale of fishery product. There is competition game between the fishermen retail, but basically there
is few fishermen retail to compete for a fish pond. To large freshwater lake fisheries, of course there is
illegal fishing phenomenon come from the fishermen retail who live near by, in this case, the game
between the fishermen and this freshwater fisheries Contractor is similar to the game between fishermen
and the government in marine fisheries, so I will not go into details here.
(1) Competition game between fish farmers
Fishery at this stage has quite a lot of retail business; these retail competitions in the same
geographical area are very intense, because the species of fish are same in the same geographical area.
Due to their small scale retail, they can’t make a greater impact on the whole fisheries market, so if they
want to achieve dominance in the game, they must seek fish species which are difficult to breed and the
other retails can not breed, but in this case this retail’s operating costs will be greatly improved and
many retail investors are not afford, therefore, the market which is constituted by these retails is just as a
fully competitive market environment, can only rely on the market to adjust prices, the retails can only
passively accept.
(2) Competition game between Small-scale fish farmers and large-scale fishing enterprises
In order to gain advantage in the competition, large-scale fishing enterprises need innovation to
make a big difference between their own products and small-scale fish farmers’ products. This is
because the small-scale fisheries retails have a lower cost, and they culture similar products year after
year, then their experience is rich, and it is difficult to have highly competitive edge over these species.
Therefore, large-scale fishing enterprises generally will choose the higher value fishery species such as
shrimps and crabs, turtles, salmon, etc., because these aquatic Products need higher breeding techniques
and better breeding environment, it is difficult for economy retail-based fishermen to a large number of
breeding success, they can not afford. Meanwhile, some large companies started to engage in fishery
production areas of aquatic products processing, so that they can gain competitive advantage.
(3) Game between upstream and downstream fisheries enterprises or individuals
At this stage, most of our fisheries belong to retail business are still in the relatively low level of
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industrial chain, so the cooperation and competition between upstream and downstream enterprises and
the bargaining power are also mainly depend on the size and status of the two sides in the overall market.
Which side has a larger size, and then they will have stronger bargaining power and take advantage of
the game. Such as the game between the fishing enterprise and its downstream Aquatic products
processing enterprises, if fishery production enterprises can offer a lot of fresh Aquatic Products, then
they will have greater options to choose in many aquatic products processing enterprises; Conversely, if
a aquatic products processing enterprise has relatively large-scale, then it has a comparative advantage
on choosing the upstream producers.

5 Conclusion
This paper describes the content of fishery industry chain, studies the chain game players and
explores the chain game mechanism in the fishery industry chain, considers that there are games
between fish farmers and between fishermen and government in the marine fisheries and Competition
games between fish farmers, Small-scale fish farmers and large-scale fishing enterprises, upstream and
downstream fisheries enterprises or individuals in freshwater fisheries. The deficiency of this article is
that it does not give some relevant case studies about the game relations in the fishery industry chain.
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Abstract The traditional research of sports events risk management all considered events risk as static
and isolate individuality. This paper elaborates the significance of dynamic risk management of sports
events, and brings forward the concept of risk conduction. The paper analyzes the six major carriers and
their following effects on the risk conduction of sports events, including people-carried risk,
fund-carried risk, time-carried risk, facilities-carried risk, information-carried risk, and media-carried
risk. Then the paper proposes sports events risk management strategies based on risk conduction.
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1 Introduction
Along with the quick development of service economy, the enormous commercial value and social
value of sports event is being excavated fast towards commercialization. The operation of sports event
under market economy demonstrates complicated characteristics, which intensifies the risks contained,
and the potential devastating consequence as well. Risks not only destroy the normal progress of sports
event, but also make harm to economic benefits and social benefit at the same time. What is more
serious, sometimes the risks contained in sports event even bring danger to the political image of host
country. As there will be more and more mega sports event held in China, the research on Sports event
risk is becoming more and more important.

2 Literature Review
The research on sports event risk management dates back to the middle 1990s. Early in 1990,
Alexander published his book “The Special Event Risk Management Manual” in America. It is the
earliest book on sports event risk management. Afterwards, McGraw-Hill published “The Ultimate
Guide to Sport Marketing”. Sports risk management is also mentioned in this book. Another book
“Preparation and risk management of Stadiums and Gymnasiums” detailedly introduces planning and
operating management, mass management and violence precautions, and risk management and operation
procedure of sports event. Colin Fuller from University of Leicester and Seott Drawer from Britain
Sport Bureau [1] drew a risk frame picture of sports event based on the theory of risk management, which
detailedly explained the risk management procedure in sports event, including the all workflow of risk
identification, risk analysis, risk assessment, risk communication, the processing method of acceptable
risk and unacceptable risk.
The study on risk management of sports event in China accompanies with the development of
sports industry in China, especially after 2008 Beijing Olympic Games. Dong Jie [2] pointed out that,
sports event risk refers to the uncertainty faced by the host. Xiao Feng [3] divided sports event risk into
four categories, natural risk, political risk, commercial risks and organizational risks. Liu Qingzao [4],
Wang Shouheng and Ye Qinghui [5] expounded the procedure of sports risk management. Lu Wenyun [6]
analyzed the types and causes of mega sports event, and proposed the risk management mode of mega
sports event. Ling Ping [7] analyzed various risks existed in competitive sport, and suggested sports
insurance to be one effective measure to handle traditional sports risk. Zhang Qizhi [8] proposed that the
common risk control tools included risk prevention, loss control, and risk transfer. Li Guosheng [9]
pointed out that, the precautions included risk aversion, risk reduction and risk transfer.
It is noteworthy that no matter western scholars or domestic scholars, they all analyze sports event
risk by way of traditional risk management. None of them pay attention to the dynamic changing
process of the risk. As to the research contents, domestic research related with sports risk and risk
management basically from the angle of basic theories, for instance, the concept and the classification of
the risk, or mechanically apply risk management theory to sports event risk management, with little
maneuverability. As to the research depth, most of the existed research treats different kinds of risk
isolatedly. They pay little attention to the connection between the risks, and not to say the dynamic
*
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transformation between them.
In fact, as it has strong dynamic and changing characteristics, the risk element in sports event does
not exist isolatedly. Close connection exist between them. One certain risk incident will probably
transform or initiate another risk incident, and produce unimaginable negative effect to the event
operation. Most of the time, the final breaking out of sports event risk results from the dynamical
conduction and uncontrollable accumulation of the risks. As more and more international sports event
will be held in China, we urgently demand new experience in sports event risk management research
which could display directive significance to practice. The paper proposes dynamic sports risk
management theory and method based on risk conduction, it is related to dynamic variation tendency
and risk of the risk, analyzes the dynamic mechanism of the risk conduction based on that the
correlation between the risks, which shows great theoretical and practical significance.

3 The Six Major Carriers of Sports Event Risk Conduction
The conduction of sports event risk can't do without certain carriers along with certain path. A
great deal of factors causes the final breakout of risks. People, financial resources, material resources,
time, information and media are all the basic inducement of sports event risks. During the process of risk
conduction, the initial risk factor will be transmitted to a series of points and surfaces depending on
some tangible materials or invisible effects, and will be enlarged or slowed down with time gradually.
The tangible material or invisible effect is called as risk carriers. Without risk carriers, the risk
conduction has no way of happening. Sports event risk conduction carriers can be classified into 6 major
kinds: people as carriers, fund as carrier, time as carrier, sports facilities as carriers, information as
carrier, and media as carrier (see Figure 1).
Time-carried risk

People-carried risk

Fund-carried risk

Internal administrators
Financing

External cooperators

Spectators

Timing choice
Volunteers

Capital recovery

Brain drain

Time arrangement
Risk attributes
of sports event
Public relations

Information
transfer

Media relations
Advertise

Information
communication

Operation after game
Facilities’ safety or damage
Induced human safety problem

Media-carried risk
Information-carried risk

Facilities-carried

Figure 1 Six Major Carriers and Specific Factors of Sports Event Risk Conduction

3.1 People-carried risk
Generally speaking, the participation people of a sports event include athletes, coaches, referees,
officers, audiences, volunteers, administrative staff and intermediaries. One large-scale international
sports event may have more than thousands of participants. The complexity of sports event is far from
general social activities to compare. Therefore, how to organize the numerous participants with different
identities, and avoid risk to happen, is a enormous test that the sports event must face.
3.2 Fund-carried risk
Financial risk refers to the risks existed in various activities that can be measured with currency.
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Generally speaking, it includes fund-raising risk and capital recovery risk. Therefore, the fund-carried
risk accordingly manifestes as the possibility of deviation from anticipation in the activities of
fund-raising and capital recovery.
3.3 Time-carried risk
Time management of sports event includes two aspects. One is the time opportunity choice of
sports event, the other is the time arrangement of the sports event. If the hosting time is chosen
improperly, the following risks may happen. The first condition, if natural factor such as the weather is
ignored, probably the match will cannot be held normally on time. Even it is held on time, the audience's
participation enthusiasm will be reduced, and unexpected contingency will be increased. The second
condition, if the match is held at the same time with other events, it may face resources scarcity problem.
Fierce competition of sports venues, apparatus, contestants, referees and audiences, sponsors, and media
will happen. Then the acquisition of resources will be more difficult, and the resource cost will be much
higher. The third condition, if the event is held without essential propaganda, it will not get the approval
and acceptance of audiences, media, advertisers and sponsors. And big market risk is inevitable. The
fourth condition, if the sports event conflicts with other important political activities, then it may be
cancelled because of uncoordinated atmosphere.
3.4 Facilities-carried risk
Venues and facilities are the indispensable hardware of sports event. Normally, facilities-carried
risk is mainly shown as two respects. One is the facilities’ own safety, and the other is their potential
danger to people. The former refers to the damage and loss of interrelated buildings, sports instrument
and apparatus. The latter refers to the danger caused by facilities to people because of bad design and
unreasonable operation. For example, injuries and deaths of crowded audience might happen when
entering the narrow stadium pass way.
3.5 Information-carried risk
Information communication and transmission is very important in sports event management. If
effective information communication and transmission lacks, any administration behavior will be unable
to implement effectively. Inaccurate, opaque, or insecure information transmission will lead to decision
mistake or decision fault. If there is no effective communication between the internal members, the
information exchanging will be sluggishly or broken down. It is difficult for the administrators to find
new problem and take corresponding action in time. Then the risk control capabilities will drop.
3.6 Media-carried risk
The external channel of information dissemination depends mainly on media. The sports event
administrators should prudently treat the communication with media. The relationship with media,
media’s involvement in public activities, and the interaction with media, all will influence the public
propagate effects of the sports event. The uncertainty brings risks. When contacting with media, the
event holders should take the attitude of responding but not evading. Voluntarily transmitting correct
information to the media will help sports event holders get the media’s understanding and trust, and
prevent the media from forming incorrect information through various informal channels, and affect the
normal progress of the event.

4 Conclusion
The risk conduction of sports event cannot carry out without multi-path and multi-carriers. Based
on the previous analysis, three ways could be considered to help the scientific and dynamic management
of sports event risk conduction. They are inhibiting risk conduction speed, blocking risk conduct route,
and inducting risk coupling. Many researchers have study on sports event risks based on traditional risk
management theory, but seldom from the angle of dynamic risk management. The application of
dynamic ideology into sports event risk management will be a new and valuable topic, which will bring
abundant guidance to sports event management practice.
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Abstract This paper gives a brief review of the development history of Chinese football, analyzes
the current situation and problems of reserve football personnel management in Chinese professional
football clubs as well as some problems of the system, operation, competition, training etc. Based on
the above, the author brings about some suggestions and solutions to the management strategy and
gains the sustainable development mode of Chinese football reserve personnel management in
professional clubs.
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1 Introduction
In modern society, the professional sport has already become an important part of the sports
industry. It symbolizes the socialization and the developmental level of the industry. The development of
professional sports shows great boosting function to economics and culture in the world. In China,
professional sports reform begins from football as a pilot. After a decade of professional reform, we can
see clearly that healthy, orderly professional football leagues and the market which pushes them forward
are the key points to continuously improve the level of football sport. The reserve personnel which
promote the sustainable development of football sport is the key part of a healthy football market. In this
paper, the current situation and existing problems of the system of reserve personnel in professional
Chinese football clubs are analyzed and studied as well as some issues of the system, management,
operation, competition, training etc. On the basis of the above study, some suggestions and solutions are
provided in the hope of providing a theoretical reference to the training of Chinese football reserve
personnel in professional clubs.

2 A Historical Review of Football Development in China
The development of modern football has had nearly a hundred years’ history since football arrived
in china in the last century from Europe. The development has gone through 3 stages: amateur
development, professional development, and professional reform. At the beginning of the last century,
the football developed slowly and had a low level of competition due to the unrest social environment,
backward politics, economy and other reasons. After the founding of People’s Republic of China, the
development of football came to professional from amateur stage. Under the planned economy, the
football sports was in the form of local professional teams, concentrating financial, material and human
resources for specialized training. The standard of football was greatly improved, and gradually became
popular.
During 1980s, the development of football came into its bottom due to the repeated failures in the
Olympic Games and World Cup. The Olympics strategy led a serious investment deviation made by
sports department at all levels. The development of football had a severe shortage of funding which led
to the reduction of football teams and players. The football was in great difficulties.
In 1990s, football began to seek road to development driven by the reform of market economic
system. On the basis of summarizing successful development experiences of western professional
football, in 1994, China Football Association launched the Chinese Football League after two years’
planning and testing, and began the market-oriented reform of football. After years of hard work, the
reform achieved initial success. By the end of 2005, there had been up to 3.63 million audiences on the
scene of professional football league club, and more than 10 billion television viewers as well. Football
league matches almost became a household name. Its impact extended far more beyond the sports circle.
The development of football was greatly improved and the shortage of reserve football personnel was
released in a certain sense.
However, due to unexpected changes in thinking and short preparing time, the professional reform
lacked scientific research and accurate prediction; And inadequate regulations and standards brought a
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series of problems: such as unclear goal, distorted market behavior, unfair competition, disordered
market signals etc. Those provided breeding grounds for corruptions and constrained the healthy
development of professional football clubs. There were many unavoidable problems and contradictions
under the superficial prosperity of the Football League, such as “match fixing”; “gambling”; “low
quality of players”, so that the attendance of the league declined sharply from 4 -5 million people to 4 -5
thousand, or even to 4- to 5 hundred people. After the “Club Strike”, “Assaulting Referees”, the Chinese
Football League reached the brink of collapse. There was a big gap between China’s professional
football league and the Western Leagues. Even in Asia, there was a certain gap between Japan’s. China’s
professional football league had to be reformed.

3 An Analysis on the Current Situation of Reserve Personnel Management in
China’s Professional Football Clubs
The construction of reserve team was set up along with the birth of professional football clubs.
Referring to the experience of foreign countries with higher levels in professional football, China
Football Association prescribed that any clubs participating in the professional league must establish
their own second and third line force in the purpose of training reserve personnel. However, looking
back at professional football, clubs played a limited role in reserve personnel management. That will be
illustrated as follows:
3.1 “Three-tier Network Training System” was the main mode of reserve personnel management
in a professional football club
In the early days, according to the experience of sports activities in former Soviet Union, China set
up amateur youth football training institutions and football classes in amateur sports schools in various
places. In this way, China established a “Three-tier Network Training System”: basic teams, training
sites, and traditional sports schools on the bottom; sports schools, middle schools and amateur sports
schools in the middle; the national team and provincial teams on the tip. The national wide system
created a huge number of football talents and made China’s football keep maintaining the middle upper
level in Asia.
Under the planned economy system, the reform of professional football was inevitable affected in
management. The cultivation and utilization of physical assets had long been considered as the state’s
task and public goods so that they should be invested by the state. That thinking led to the unable of
putting cultivating back-up personnel timely into the center of the club operations in the reform of
China’s professional football. Most of the clubs still relied mainly on training and selection system of
amateur sports schools, sports academies. It seriously violated the principle that the reserve personnel
should be trained mainly by professional clubs.
According to the Yearbook of National Sports Statistics 2007, the number of the first level
professional football clubs was 765, second-level 4454 (including the sports school and competitive
schools), three-level 25,453 (including amateur sports school and sports schools). From the statistics, we
can see that the construction of the reserve personnel was actually nominal. For a long time, that led to
the situation that the development of professional football clubs and the football sports were not
coordinated with each other: on the one hand, the clubs paid players salaries beyond their values because
of the lack of reserve personnel; On the other hand, clubs were unable to take into account the training
of reserve forces because of the heavy financial burden. Vicious competition and poor circulation caused
the problem become more and more seriously.
In foreign countries with advanced football development, football clubs, as the mainstay of the
market, have become the bases for football reserve force, such as: the United Kingdom has a number of
73, 000 young reserve team; Germany, 26214. There is rarely a professional club in China really having
more than one youth teams. Some clubs ignore the second and third teams and even adopt renting and
other means to deceive in checks. During the long-term market operation, China’s professional football
clubs haven’t taken the responsibility of training reserve personnel.
3.2 Flaws in the system restricted the development of reserve personnel management
During the transition of the old and new systems, the management system changed as market-based
from executive-level management system. That broke up the single linear model in the old planned
economy. In addition to the original national youth amateur training, there appeared football schools,
clubs and other amateur training methods run by corporations, individuals, collective etc. They
gradually became important sources of reserve personnel of China’s professional football clubs. By the
year of 2008, the statistics of schools and amateur clubs in some areas are as follows:
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The birth of football schools and amateur football clubs became important sources of reserve
personnel. However, during several years of market operation, there appeared some problems such as
poor conditions, various scales, high charges, insufficient financial supports, relatively low coach level,
lack of unified management and marketing operation etc. It was therefore difficult to cultivate real
promising football talents. The cause of this phenomenon was that football schools and amateur football
clubs were not in accordance with the professional football clubs in management.
Table 1

Statictics of Football Schools and Amateur Football Clubs in Some Key Areas in China
Area
Football
Amateur football clubs
Beijing
3
33
Tianjin
2
20
Shanghai
0
151
Liaoning
2
19
Guangdong
1
6
Sichuang
0
42
Guangzhou
2
116
Yanbian
1
14
Shenzhen
0
16
Shenyang
4
17
Dalian
1
13
Xi’an
8
22
Total
22
469

Looking back, the market operation of China’s professional football clubs only paid attention to the
economic benefits brought by occupational contests and ignored the market promotion as commercial
clubs and the training of reserve personnel. However, the development of world-renowned professional
clubs is quite different. On the one hand, they focus in the Professional League; on the other hand, they
also depend on the mechanism of football schools and amateur clubs, making recruiting club members
as their main source of income. For example: Bayern Munich in Germany has a professional team, an
amateur team, 24 youth teams, and 4 million members ; football clubs in the United Kingdom carried
out the “Blue Partner” program. They visited the community 359 times, had 165 games for charitable
competitions, established 27 football training camps which 64,000 young people participated in, 1000
young people received regular weekly club guidance. Then fan club of youth developed from 400 to
2500. Tickets, merchandise, membership fees became the club’s main source of income.

4 Solutions and Suggestions
4.1 Grasp the development of policies; actively promote the concept of sustainable development
In 2004, China Football Association decided to launch a super professional football league system
on the basis of a decade of Chinese League Championship. “Super League club standard” states: a club
must have at least one team to participate in Premier League, one team has participated in the Olympic
League, a youth team and a young team .The creation of the new system puts the training of the reserve
personnel at the first place. The system specifies the constructional structure of the club, trying to put the
training of reserve personnel into the international track so as to fundamentally change the status of
lacking football talent and provide sufficient football talents to the sustainable development of
professional football clubs and continuous improvement of China’s football level.
4.2 Strengthen management functions; form a diversified development model
China’s professional soccer club apparently can not take the main responsibility for training reserve
personnel. We can only make it out of the transition period and become the main football reserve force
by doing the following: actively absorbing the participating power of all social circles, changing the
concept and gradually forming a diversified development mode. The above can be specified as three
points:
(1) Actively linked with the local primary and secondary schools to form a model of combination
of physics and teaching and co-management.
(2) Put the local football schools, amateur clubs and other individual training units in the name of
clubs, making use of the favorable facilities, unified management, high level coaches to form a scaled
reserve talent management group.
(3) Positively change the functions of the club, face to a multi-management model, actively
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participate in various social campaigns, and expand their own propaganda, well received by members to
promote the mass base.

5 Conclusion
Whether reserve personnel of professional football clubs can move toward health management,
competition, training has an inseparable relationship with the government’s strong external monitor. In
Europe, the training of reserve personnel for professional clubs are coordinated and managed together
by the national associations. The England Football Association, known as “the cradle of football talent”,
launched a set of unified national standards for personnel training for different clubs with various
training methods. That changed the situation that various skill level in training young players in different
clubs. The Unification of the British Football Association in training scheme for young players avoided
the stop of training program of single club caused by the changes of coaches and investments. Chinese
Football Association and the local football associations should strengthen their functions in the
management of reserve personnel training system and establish a whole set of unified competition and
training programs, actively organize various kinds of football activities to form a stable model for
training reserve personnel.
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Introducing Cooperative Education in Practical Curriculum Change:
A Case Study
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Abstract Developers occupy one of the key positions in the development of new products. Therefore
technology policy should identify developers as a key actor or important target group. Although there,
are numerous sorts of institutions involved in training and education, research and development, and the
transfer of technology trying to intensify contacts between science and industry. Institutions should be
the supplier of developers to firms, at the same time, the place of cooperative education to universities.
This paper introduces the theoretical foundations of cooperative education and innovation process, and
then by the case of practical curriculum, clarifies the question “How to actualize cooperative education”.
In the end, some suggestions are provided for policy-makers, who are engaged in shaping the interface
between science and industry.
Key words Cooperative education; Innovation process; Institutes; Developer

1 Introduction
Although many countries are not lacking in scientific and technical knowledge, a deficit does exist
in the transfer of this knowledge into industrial practice: the results of research and development could
be implemented quicker and more efficiently into marketable output and be used to benefit the economy.
Thus, in many countries an optimization of the interface between science and economy has become one
of the most important guidelines of technology policy(Song and Jeffrey, 2006). The objective is to create
systems able to function as a link between industry and public institutions that are involved in research
and development as well as continuing education and training in order to boost innovation within the
economy.
Whereas the intention is clearly formulated, the question of how to solve the task remains unclear
because previous initiatives under the title “technology transfer” have frequently failed to achieve the
desired success. In this context, studies relating to scientific innovation indicate that the policy would
benefit if it did not consider the transfer of technology as simply buying and selling components of
technology. It is more appropriate to assume cooperation and communication between the actors
involved. This is particularly true if technical innovation is induced by problems of industrial practice,
i.e. they start with a market related problem and can at best be indirectly attributed to scientific
impulses.
In such a perspective the developer’s networks play an important role in the innovation process.
The professional relationships of engineers, designers, technicians and developers who deal every day
with technical problems such as improving existing products and procedures or developing new ones are
decisive for swift and future-driven problem-solving. Although information on the networks of
developers would by important for the formulation of an efficient technology policy, the respective
knowledge is relatively sparse.
By focusing on the role of developers, who in fact are in charge with the technical part of
innovation, we do not contest the importance of other factors within the innovation process. This holds
especially for people in management and marketing who are responsible for the firm’s innovative
processes and the respective market success of its products. However, we strongly felt the need to train
our students to be the developer, as well as the technology transfer and problem solver.
In the following, we will introduce the theoretical foundations of cooperative education and then
clarify the question “How to actualize cooperative education”. In section 4, we will use a case to
illustrate. And at last, we formulate some suggestions for policy-makers, who are engaged in shaping the
interface between science and industry.

2 Cooperative Education and Innovation Process
The theory that education is likely to be more effective if it gives students opportunities to practice
what they are trying to learn applies not only to education for work. Mathematics, for example, is best
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learned by students constructing their own proofs and demonstrations. The common sense of learning by
doing has been upheld by philosophers and more recently by cognitive scientists. This argument is
linked to a view of education as preparation for active problem solving and participation in the world.
Although learning by doing has most often been a feature of vocational and professional education, it is
now argued that all knowledge, including the sciences and humanities, is created, defined, and
transmitted by communities of practice (Linn et al., 2004).
The early studies of the innovation process, conducted mostly in the 1950s and 1960s, proposed a
simple unitary progression of phases or stages in the development of products. These models were
presented as simple linear sequential events focused on research and development (R&D) activities. The
products resulting from these activities were imposed on to the market (Bales and Strodtbeck, 1951;
Lippitt et al., 1958; March and Simon, 1958). In their review of managing innovation and change
process, (Schroeder et al. 1986) provided a chronological summary of the innovation process and
concluded that early developments of the innovation model were inadequate for dealing with the
complexities apparent in the phase process. They called for a re-examination of the findings of these
previous studies by proposing a more dynamic approach that was validated with more rigorous
empirical evidence.
During this period, economic growth came mainly from new industrial sectors where the dominant
corporate strategy emphasized R&D and manufacturing as key elements in a linear process of
innovation performance. Managers of major companies accepted the view that a new product or process
was the result of discoveries in basic science. Therefore, possible commercial applications were brought
to the attention of organizations by research staff (Herminia, 1993; Howell, 1990). Hence, this explained
the significance researchers placed on drawing individual attributes as an important determinant of
innovation for organizational success.
The organizational approach ostensibly evolved in the 1970s as a new dimension in innovation
research. It was developed to address the deficiencies of explaining innovation in terms of individual
behavior. Research evolved around the structural parameters of organizations and the importance of
organizational functionality within the business environment. This view of innovation focused on both
structural functionalism and contingency theory, with an attempt made towards explaining how
organizational structure constrained or propelled the innovation process. This body of literature
introduced the linkage of technology push and market pull models. It reveals the sequence of events in
the innovation process and the way innovation is linked to technological developments and market
forces. It also shows the role of functional departments in the organization and ways of converting
information into ideas, utilizing knowledge towards product development and delivery of products into
the marketplace. For example, models presented by (Rothwell and Zegveld1985) show the innovation
process as a sequence of events linked to organizational functionality where each function holds a
distinctive role in the contribution to innovation success.
An emerging body of literature suggests an integrated approach to the innovation process,
reflecting the synthesis of both individual behavior parameters as well as structural variables in the
organization. The innovation process is looked upon as a complex stream of communication linking the
structural functions of the organization and knowledge creation. Knowledge is transferred from R&D
through manufacturing, marketing and service through internal linkages, and moves inside and outside
the organization through external linkages. Initiation of the innovation process is thus dependent on
three main sources: organization capabilities, science and technology developments, and the market
place. Much of the research work has evolved from the shortcoming of previous studies to provide a
reconciliation of organizational behavior and environment in which these innovations are initiated and
adopted. The following model succinctly illustrates how all the concepts fit together to form the
integrated innovation process (Bernsteina and Singh, 2006).
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Figure 1 Integrated Innovation Process Model

3 Platform of Cooperative Education
3.1 Types of institutes
There are numerous sorts of institutions involved in training and education, research and
development and the transfer of technology trying to intensify contacts between science and industry.
Through policy perspective, institutions are distinguished by the following four types:
“Science” Type: The “science” type relies on considerable research funds independent of industry.
It essentially finances itself by basic funding for the benefit of universities as well as funds for programs
relating to fundamental or applied research.
“Practical Research” Type: “Practical research” type institutions largely cover their expenses with
funds which come from R&D programs by governments and from project cooperation with industry.
“Problem Solving” Type: Industry plays a decisive role in maintaining “problem solving” type of
institutions. Industry makes financial resources available e.g. via support groups or via participation in
different events. However, it also supports institutes by funding research semesters for professors and
provides equipment for training and education. Furthermore, it provides tasks for examinations
investigations and small case studies. The institutions are thus able to manage without considerable
long-term public funding.
“Rapid-Response” Type: The “rapid-response” type of institutions is mainly financed by basic
funding to fulfill teaching activities. It receives no substantial funding for research or transfer purposes.
3.2 Purpose of Henan industrial technology research institute
Henan Industrial Technology Research Institute has three mission statements: first, to expedite the
application of new industrial technology; second, to aid in the process of upgrading industrial
technology techniques; and thirdly, to establish the communication of universities and local firms.
However, in order to face a new economic era of industrial structure shifting and serving as a local
technology research institute, HITRI must be the platform of cooperative education in order to support
local industries.
Since inception, HITRI has been the bond of local firms, universities and government. Through
those application projects, selected students can practice what they have learned in university, while
employees in firms get continuous education by specialized training.

Firms

Government

University

Henan Industrial Technology
Research Institute

Application
Projects
Figure 2

post-doctoral
working station

Specialized
Training

HITRI and It’s Functions

4 Case Study
The course of Logistics Simulation is designed to give students the opportunity to practice using
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the skills and knowledge from Logistics. Simulation can be an extremely powerful tool and is becoming
quite widespread, yet few in industry seem well trained in the design, implementation and interpretation
of a useful simulation experiment. The simulation module in figure3 is an example of production line of
a package company, which is located in Zhengzhou High & New Technology Industries Development
Zone. This module has two primary goals:
(1) Develop the practical skills necessary to design, implement and analyze production systems;
(2) Find the bottleneck of production system with the theory of OPT.
There are three critical machines in this production line. By the load rate indicator in figure4 of the
simulation software, students can find the bottleneck machine, and provide solving plan to promote the
productivity of production system.

Figure 3

Simulation Model of Production Line

Figure 4 Load Rates of Three Production Machines

5 Conclusion
The paper started with the presumption that developers occupy one of the key positions in the
development of new products. Therefore technology policy should identify developers as a key actor or
important target group. It was argued that the support of the developer’s professional networks should be
a priority in technology policy. Public authorities implement this policy goal best by designing
framework conditions in such a way that institutions become interfaces in the developers’ network.
Public bodies can only achieve this when they establish themselves as competent contacts as well as
contributing to further development of the network of contacts. Institutions must be a turntable for the
exchange between developers as well as a dynamic influence in the network. They have to support the
exchange of experiences and opinions, act as a moderator and catalyst and make themselves available as
the key element of interaction. Successful institutions at the interface between science and industry do
not consider themselves to be an institution for transfer but a network manager. Institutions should be
the supplier of developers to firms, at the same time, the place of cooperative education to universities.
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Strategic Selection of Recycling Industrial Clusters in Less Developed
Regions: Take Guizhou Province of China as an Example
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Abstract Starting from the history of recycling industrial cluster in less developed regions, this paper
puts forward the embryonic development of industrial clusters based on different industrial background
in different forms. Then it brings forward the selection principles of cluster industries in less developed
regions and establishes model for industrial cluster choosing according to the principles. Considering the
social benefit of the industries, the model choose location quotient Li and the average growth rate of
total industrial added value in latest three years gi as the main basis to determine the cluster industries in
less developed regions. Finally, with analyzing data and situation of Guizhou Province of China, the
paper identifies the optimal choice industry(Li >2、gi >1.5g0)，sub-optimal select industry(Li >1、gi >0.75
g0)and Problem industry .
Key words Recycling industry; Industrial cluster; Location quotient; Industrial added value

1 Introduction
Drive economic growth through industry clusters in less developed areas is an internal rule for
industrial development under the conditions of modern market economy and a good way to
industrialization. Cultivate industrial clusters accompanied by selecting an industry with a good
foundation and development prospect and implement related supporting policies, is a necessary
requirement for the construction of less developed areas. It is also the impetus to enhance
competitiveness in less developed areas and promote overall economic development. Local governments
should first determine the key support target when vigorously promoting the cluster development of
industries (hereinafter referred to as industrial cluster).
Compared to typical eastern cluster, China's less developed regions lack industrial cluster with
competitive advantage, but a variety of different background made embryonic form of industrial clusters
possible.
First, industrial cluster based on historical and cultural tradition.
Some provinces and municipalities which are in less developed regions in China, have a long
history and splendid culture such as the fireworks industry, Liuyang City in Hunan Province. It has
1,300 years of history. At present, there are more than 800 fireworks companies in city Liuyang, assisted
more than 1,000 enterprises, employing more than 40 million people, accounting for one third of the
city's population. Another example, Jingdezhen, which has gained fame as a famous porcelain both at
home and abroad, has became the largest and complete ceramic industry cluster, due to its long history
and deep culture
Secondly, industrial cluster based on natural resources conditions
China's less developed regions have natural resources such as rich land, mineral, hydropower and
biological resources, which has formed many industrial clusters surrounding them such as equipment
and machinery industry district in Deyang，Sichuan province, the tourism, tobacco products, flower
industry in Yunnan, dairy production in Heilongjiang Province. Wenliu town in Puyang, Henan Province,
where the formation of glassworks clusters is benefitted from the cheap oil and gas resources, produced
70% of Puyang gas. It has attracted a large number of foreign enterprises enter into and a lot of money
and advanced technology has been infused, which promoted the rapid development of the glass products
industry with high energy consumption.
Thirdly, industrial cluster based on government support.
With the success of industrial clusters in developed regions, the government in less developed areas
began paying more emphasis on the application of industry cluster strategies. Lipu County, which is in
Guangxi Province, had a relatively poor economic condition. At present, it has become the largest
cluster of small wooden hangers which is due to government's direct promotion of private economic
development.
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2 Principles of Cluster Industry in Less Developed Region
A region has to obey the three following principles when it chooses a particular cluster industry.
(1) Comparative advantage principle.
When you choose a particular industrial cluster in a region, you should first consider about the
comparative advantage based on the actual conditions. If we confirm some industry has comparative
advantage, we mean that this industry has advantages not only in this area, but also in the wider region
(for example in the whole country) in that field. Comparative advantage usually can be denoted by using
location quotient (output location quotient or employment location quotient). If the location quotient is
more than 1, it shows that this industry has a higher professional degree, and it has a comparative
advantage in the country. If the location quotient is more than 2, it shows that the comparative advantage
is very clear.
(2) Growth potential principle.
When you choose an industrial cluster in a region, you have also focus on the future, from the
industry growth potential. Growth potential refers to an industry has a wider development than any other
industries in the near future and is more correspondent with market demand nowadays. Sometimes we
can use recent 3 to 5 years’ growth to measure it.
(3) Comprehensive benefit principle.
Other than the points we have mentioned before, we have also need to pay attention to the whole
region’s development, starting from the comprehensive benefit. That’s to say, we have to think about the
benefits of economic, society, ecological environment and make them develop together. The cluster
industry we want to choose must be benefit to the development of the region, employment and
environment problem and so on. In this way, it can promote the region’s development of all kinds.

3 Mode Establishment
Based on the above selection principle, we believe that region’s industry cluster choice should use
the two indicators, location quotient of overall output and the average growth rate of total output
value-added in the last three years, as the main bases and consider the social benefits of that industry.
The two indicators are calculated as follows:
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In the formula, L i represents the location quotient of industry i in a region, ei represents the
∑ e
means the total industrial added value of all
total industrial added value of industry i while
∑ E
industries Ei represents the country's total industrial added value of industry i while
means the
total industrial added value of all industries in the whole country. gi means the average growth rate
of total industrial added value of industry i in last three years, Rit represents the total industrial added
value in the tth year of industry i in the region while R(t-3)i said the total industrial added value in the
(t-3 )th year of industry i in the region.
Choose the location quotient of overall output as horizontal axis and the growth rate of total
industrial added value as vertical axis to establish coordinate system. Take in the vertical axis two points
(0,0.75g0) and (0,1.5g0) (represents the average growth rate of local industry), lead out two radial lines
right which is parallel to the horizontal axis and take in the horizontal axis two points (1,0) and (2, 0)
lead out two radial lines up which is parallel to the vertical axis. Then the first quadrant of this
coordinate system is divided into nine spaces I、Ⅱ、Ⅲ、Ⅳ、V、Ⅵ、Ⅶ、Ⅷ、Ⅸ as seen in Figure 1.
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Table 1 Industry Sector Data of Guizhou Province
Guizhou Province （100 million）
Whole Country （100 million）
Industry Type

Industrial
Added
Value(07)

Share of
Industrial
Added
value

Average
Growth Rate in
Latest Three
Years

Industrial
Added
Value(07)

Share of
Industrial
Added
value

Average
Growth Rate in
Latest Three
Years

Coal Mining and
Washing

66.78

7.49

14.2

4696.33

4.012

27.556

Beverage
Manufacturing

63.6

7.14

24.9

1883.66

1.61

27.22

Tobacco Products

91.11

10.23

14.2

2918.82

2.49

19.089

Medicine Products

44.95

5.05

15.44

2286.6

1.95

22.33

203.83

22.89

18.8

8828.89

7.54

24.28

Electricity, Heat
Production and
Supply
Agriculture

392.2

56.27

5.7

24658.1

52.35

10.81

Forestry

27.8

4

1

1861.6

3.95

11.99

Animal Husbandry

231.6

33.23

4.1

16124.9

34.23

11.18

Fisheries

9

1.29

14.5

4457.5

9.46

7.50

Wherein , typeⅢ is the best choice industry. The agglomeration level of such industry in the target
areas is the highest (Li>2), which has a clear comparative advantage. In addition, growth rate of this
type of industry in last three years is the fastest (gi>1.5 g0), that is, it has a good potential for
development. Such industry is the optimal choice object for the development of regional industrial
clusters.
The Types II、V、Ⅵ are called second-best choice industry. The agglomeration level of such
industries in the target areas are higher (Li >1), with faster growth rate (gi >0.75 g0). However,
compared with the optimal choice industries, a certain gap remains between them as concerns to
comparative advantage and growth rate. They are the sub-optimal choice object for the development of
regional industrial clusters.
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Types I、Ⅳ、Ⅷ、Ⅸ are treated as the problem industries. Such industries may have high level of
agglomeration but grow slowly or grow fast, but with a low level of large-scale gathering. They are
categorized as industries with problems, which can not be supported directly as a cluster industry as well
as be directly ruled out its position as a cluster industry. The decision should be made after careful
analysis with considering the actual situation. Industry Ⅷ is considered as non-selection industry. It is
not suitable to be treated as the choice of target industry clusters because of its low industrial
agglomeration and slow growth.

4 Conclusions
Statistics show that the GDP of Guizhou Province achieved 333.34 billion Yuan in 2008, up 10.2%
over the same period last year. Its economic production ranked No. 8 in the western provinces
(autonomous regions and municipalities), only 26.7% of the highest Sichuan Province and accounted for
1.1% of the national total production.
The summary of all industry sector data of Guizhou Province are seen in Table 1. Analyzing it with
regional industrial classification matrix model, we get the results as shown in Figure 2
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Figure 2

Industry Selection of Guizhou Province

(1) Optimal choice industry. As seen in Figure 1-2, the optimal choice of Guizhou Province exists,
which including beverage manufacturing, electricity, heat production and supply industry.
(2) Sub-optimal select industry. As seen in Figure 1-2, the sub-optimal industries in Guizhou
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Province include coal mining and washing industry, medicine industry, and tobacco industry.
(3) Problem industry. As can be seen from Figure 1-2, the problem industries include agriculture,
forestry, and animal husbandry.
(4) Non-selection industry. As can be seen from Figure 1-2, the non-selection industries include
fisheries industry.
Synthesizing the above analysis result and reexamining the current development situation of
Guizhou Province, from the angle of strengthening traditional advantage and optimizing the industrial
structure, We believe that the economic development in Guizhou Province may preferentially consider
the following five priority industry clusters: beverage manufacturing, electricity, heat production and
supply industry, coal mining and washing, pharmaceutical manufacturing, tobacco industry cluster
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Analysis of the Digital Publishing in University Press∗
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Abstract At present, the University Press's digital publishing is still in the shallow operation, and
there exists many problems. In this paper, the authors take the case of digital publishing, to show the
concept of digital publishing and some misunderstand of digital publishing thonghts to analyze digital
publishing’s difficulties and solutions in university press, and this article point out only reformation
(establishing a modern enterprise system) can solve the problems.
Key words Digital publishing; Internet; University press

1 Introduction
The rapid development of Internet and new technologies are being integrated (IT, Internet and
communications technology) and the new economy (knowledge economy and digital economy), as new
technologies and a barometer of economic development. Many scholars predict that the next few years,
50% of all publications will only exist as digital form. If it comes true, the entire publishing industry
will get greater change as same as it in the past few years. Publication carrier changes surprised the
world.

2 The Concept of Digital Publishing
Digital Publishing is a very broad concept, which refers to the binary digital technology in
publishing activities related to copyright, faxing, payment platform and specific service mode, which not
only refers to direct online editing and publishing content, also refers to the traditional print version of
the digital stuff, or the traditional things on the web called digital publishing. The true digital publishing
is a specific common method with the multi-dimension technique on the base of traditional resources,
including the cell phone ring tones, Internet journals, e-books, online databases, multimedia courseware,
mobile phones and other forms reported in the publication process, the information carrier , user
experience and so on, are different from traditional publishing methods, showing its advantages. Digital
publishing represents the development direction of future publication absolutely!
Based on the above, more and more publishers in university press are focusing on the business of
digital publishing.

3 Misunderstanding of Digital Publishing
Since the digital publishing is a new thing, it has not formed a standard publishing process and
pattern, so most of university press in China have not clear concept of digital publishing, even they
operated the digital publishing for a long time, and there are lots of misunderstanding.
Misunderstanding 1: Using digital technology in publishing is digital publishing. Using digital
technology in publishing is the process that the contents of the traditional publication express by digital
technology, but digital publishing is the dissemination of the contents of the full process to complete the
digital means to achieve, which is, the entire digital publishing process is not always identical in the
operation of the traditional means of publication. Many publishers believe that originally the book's
text-to-computer is the digital publishing, of course, similar to the encyclopedia of the same available
for inspection in the online publication of this type really is a digital publishing, but I think this paper
quality version of the projector there is no difference, maybe just search more convenient, but this does
not represent the direction of development of digital publishing, this is only a simple change in carrier.
Misunderstanding 2: Digital publications are accessories. Currently, Founder, Chinese on-line and
other non-traditional publishing companies, integrate the country's 500 publishing houses, more than
120000 of library resources, accounted for 90% of the domestic e-book market. Traditional publishers in
the huge number of traditional publishing market share China accounts for only a small part of sales
compared to paper books, sales of digital publishing is almost negligible. In this case, many university
∗
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press think that the digital publishing in terms of an option for their own, that the digital publishing
business, just self-published books part of the paper publications, accessories, do not have the individual
ability to produce effective .
Misunderstanding 3: University press can operate digital publishing according to the traditional
publishing model. How to deal with various partners in the relationship? How to solve the complex of
the digital publishing process? How to cross each other to gain a place associated with operation?
Digital Publishing have utterly different model from traditional publishing industrial. University Press
did not encountered such complex issues previously. University press mainly engaged in paper-based
materials and the publication of scholarly monographs, follow the mode of operation has been a long
time is fixed, do not have the appropriate mode of operation in digital publishing. University press
published mostly limited to the traditional profit models, often according to the traditional paper
publications, digital publishing operation mode operation, onto the wrong track.
Misunderstanding 4: Using traditional publishing channels to sale the digital publishing products.
In order to get profits the smooth selling channel are necessary. But to build a smooth channel for the
products in their own profession need a long-term effort. Although the content of digital publishing
products is similar to traditional books, but its sales channels are still different. University press need to
establish new channels to sell digital products, but traditional publishers have tended to favor the
possibility of using existing channels of smooth launch of new product sales, obviously, this idea and
mode of operation does not work. The facts show that to reverse the channel of university press inherent
sense is not easy task. I have been worked together with the Hubei Provincial Department of Education
Information Center experts to develop automation textbooks with multimedia courseware, but many
problems arise in the sale. University press publications are mostly in accordance with the uniform
discount for selling, digital publishing products are unique publications, and its price can not survive in
this system. Many procurement departments can purchase paper books, but can not purchase digital
publications. As the publication of wholesale performance, digital publications are more prominent than
the personality, unable to adapt to the traditional model of purchase and sale. Digital publications require
a new marketing model. Paper publications are mostly purchased by the distribution of school materials
division, teaching materials shall be recognized as a school and social spending. But for multimedia
courseware (digital publications), many schools did not have this expenditure, expenditure on software
costs are very small, similar to the people assemble the computers, no one will spend the much money to
buy software. Many schools also exist such a phenomenon, and no extra money to buy digital
publications, in addition to e-Library (such as China cnki, this is a masterpiece of technology operators
rather than university press). Digital publications of university press have non-mature marketing
channels, and the expenditure of funds is a big problem, this is also the issues that the publisher of many
involved in digital publishing and scholars do not take into account. This is not a technical problem, but
the sales channel problem.
Misunderstanding 5: The same group of consumers. Although the consumer groups of digital
publishing have great overlap with consumer groups of traditional books, but readers who like digital
publishing have many differences with consumer of paper products. This difference is not only in the
reader age , more important difference is that revolutionary change in the way of reading. Digital
reading habits, digital living, digital environment ... all these are very novel for the reader. To face this
change, some consumers may stick to the habit of reading paper books, consume paper books; but at the
same time, many readers will be accustomed to using computers use digital publications. Paper
publications, digital publications, consumer groups and consumer groups are not the same. I participate
in research and development of digital publications face similar problems. Many teachers over the age
of 40 do not agree with this form of publication, they may be fans of paper publications, but when face
the developing products in accordance with the original paper publication, they choose to resist, not to
accept.

4 University Press’s Problems
Although university press has made some breakthroughs in digital publishing, but there are still lots
of problems. The main problems are:
(1) University press is still lack of adequate research and understanding to digital publishing.
The publisher of Traditional Publishing’s awareness to digital technology is still lags behind. They
still hold the attitude of watching and waiting. Many presses have invested in digital publishing, but
failed. Many publishers are pursuing the trend, instead of doing some real research and development for
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it.
(2) University press accumulate large amounts of information, lack of technology and capital inputs
grafting, leading to knowledge resources using a single, or even wasted. Each press has accumulated a
wealth of information resources, knowledge base, but did not come out on the development of technical
means, let alone value-added applications. Although the university press would like to put new
technology development, but lack of financial support channel, nor the sources of investment. Although
some press invest a lot, such as Higher Education Press and Transportation Press investment millions
Yuan to digital publications, but failed. Generally speaking, University press lacks of new publishing
technologies, sustained investment. They can’t sustainable development.
(3) Digital Publishing industry standard, data and information exchange format standard are not formed.
The number of standard of digital publishing are now very large, such as China cnki, Founder,
Chongqing VIP ... ... these digital publishing companies have their own information format, not digital
conversion. These types of data format, the dominant companies are occupying their own market, not on
the figures from the publication of a unified format. And they develop their own standards, can not be
reconciled.
(4) Copyright problem is serious. University press digital publishing copyrights that faced two problems:
First, the contract between publishing house and author has not ruled the internet commutative rights
exactly.
In October 2001 the "PRC Copyright Law" re-enactment, have the "Right of Communication
through Information Network" this statement, in 2001, before the book publishing contract, there is no
right of information network dissemination of the provisions, so strictly speaking, books published
before 2001, if made into e-books, will result in infringement on the author. Second, serious network,
some network operators do not obtain copyright protection for original works under the right of
legitimate communication, reproduction and transformation of the original works vigorously, publicly
profits, seriously infringed upon the legitimate rights and interests of publishers. Digital Publishing
copyright can not be effectively protected, publishers and authors of their copyright products on the
network can be guaranteed misgivings.
(5)Technical issues
Related to computer technology, digital publishing and networking technologies, complex technical
issues which require special team to solve, the system needs maintenance, software needs to be
developed, and in these regard technology providers (such as Peking University Founder), network
operators (such as Sina ), communications operators (e.g. China Mobile) dominate. The production of
digital publications, anti-piracy, digital publications, technical standards, read the software..., even some
deep-pocketed publishers, are also unable to address the issue. Because of this, traditional publishers in
business negotiations are at a disadvantage. Technology providers lowering their prices for the general
revenue account, while the publishers receive royalties on sales revenue are set aside for the share of the
publisher's profit is running out. E-books, journals, databases, mobile phone ... ... the publication of such
figures more than the profits generated by technology holders away, the traditional book publishing
houses are in a passive position.
(6) Profit patterns
Publishing books, readers to buy, this kind of behavior has lasted thousands of years as a social
habit. After the author's book published, editors processed by way of paper publication or purchase of
units sold to readers, publishers of income, or the purchase of units by the reader to get paid. This is the
traditional paper-based publishing model. Its profitable way: a paper published in the legal status of the
Press, with paper as the carrier, to bookstores, booksellers, direct marketing channels such as the
circulation, publication and sale of paper-based publication, published by the purchase of the user to the
desired pay-for-profit material process that has become familiar pattern. But in the digital publishing era,
publishers have yet to find a profit model of digital publishing, digital publishing is now thriving and
publishers have little to do, or the profit generated by the digital publishing publishers do not enjoy the
basic, fundamental in making lose money shouted the model.
There are still many stumbling block in digital publishing of university press, such as the reform
issue, the lack of legal system, the cost is too high, marketing ... ... so many. If the University Press can
not find the right strategy and position, would not have made a breakthrough.

5 The Method of Implementation of Digital Publishing in University Press
(1) Digital infrastructure
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Comprehensive development and utilization of the same content, creativity and other intellectual
resources to develop a variety of products to increase value to their products open up new market space.
For example pay attention to the original paper book layout file retention and conversion, do the basic
work of digital publishing, access to more digital resources.
(2) Actively improve the content of the digital level, occupy high ground by the content industry
Publication is the cultural industries based on the content, from publishing point of view, whether
traditional publishing or digital publishing, who has mastered the content, grasps the initiative in
competition. In the development of long-term, university press accumulation of rich content resources,
these resources currently available at the degree level, and can not adapt to the development of
multimedia development. To continue to maintain the leading position, we must increase the digital level
of enterprise, establish digital asset management system, and improve the digital workflow. Based on the
existing digital content resources, we should develop the multimedia content. It is obvious that most of
the digital publications are transferred to the text screen from the paper, most of the changes only carrier.
In my opinion, this is easy to search, and did not improve quality. The expression of digital publishing
contents should be a qualitative upgrading; the original words can not express or not express a clear
theory, the concept of the way through multi-media performance. Digital publications are no longer the
same as paper publications only map、text and cover, including maps、text、audio、visual and dynamic
(painting). Multimedia display method is the characteristics of digital publications, rather than the
simple number, it will be flat text into binary code reflected on the screen. University press should use
their ownership advantages in content to spend more effort, beyond the several technical operators, this
is the road to profitability with breakthrough.
(3) Actively carry out digital publishing practice
Copyright issue is one of the major bottlenecks in the development of digital publishing. University
of publishers of books in collaboration with the paper and copyright protection are mature, stable
business model, but the face of the arrival of digital publishing trend, part of the University Press of
digital rights awareness is not strong, the signing of the publishing contract, is still confined to
paper-based version of the exclusive requirements of copyright at the expense of the digital copyright
fight. In this regard, the University Press need to pay attention to it. I participate in the development of
multimedia courseware on the face of the piracy problem, tried a variety of ways, but still can not stop.
Long way to go digital copyright protection, it really is not empty talk. Whether it is to prevent copying,
set a password, they can not prevent piracy. Even huge companies like Microsoft can not completely
stop piracy, as the University Press, the more powerless. Piracy has been unable to overcome the
problem of digital publishing, digital publishing is the biggest constraining factor.
(4) To develop cross-media publishing
University Press, the face of the development trend of digital publishing, should take the initiative
to adjust their position to the transition from traditional paper-based publications, publications +
provider of digital content service providers. By publishing e-books, increased data services, etc. full use
of its content integration advantages, actively respond to the impact of digital publishing, no longer just
limited to photo media business, the initiative for change, positive transformation, the formation of
cross-media publishing system. Can take advantage of the advantages of books and other traditional
media and digital media advantages of traditional paper at the books, CD-ROM, the Internet and other
digital media tied together, a theme of work in different media forms, to increase the value of
publications, more Good to meet the needs of readers. Hollywood is now a model of cross-media
publishing, such as Harry Potter, a film, books, games, animation, pictures ... ... almost all of the
publishing, so to form a whole, to meet different consumer needs.
(5) University Press, to play the role of content providers gradually
Germinating in the new industries as the digital publishing industry chain is gradually formed.
Although the new publication form has been emerged, it is not in contradiction with the traditional
publishing. Because in the publishing industry, content is always the source. Digital publishing original
alone clearly can not meet the requirements of readers, which gradually reveals the digital publication
dependent on traditional publishing. The face of the upcoming digital publishing, traditional publishers
will invariably gradually assume the role of content providers. University Press will provide a
continuous digital publishing mature and rich text, map content, provide content to digital publishing,
while free to surf in both paper and digital platforms.
(6) Establishing a modern enterprise system
The traditional publishing industry is characterized by: ①Scattered layout, arrange the publishing
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resource according to administrative averagely. Every Ministry has their publishing house, all the people
of each province, education, science and technology, and several other publishers. As the administrative
division, local protection, they all do not strong. ② The capital strength of the weak, the development
of entirely by self-accumulation. ③Press has a policy constraints, the scope of their book and journal of
the only journal, published a book of only a book can only do networks, running the newspaper can not
do television. The basic law of information dissemination is information dissemination through a variety
of ways, communication carriers and spread. Fragmentation of existing publishing industry seriously,
regional monopolies, channels, poor, scattered resources and management. This case is not digital
publishing; publishers of business must be no longer confined to paper, the initiative for change, positive
transformation, the formation of cross-media publishing system. Through mergers and acquisitions,
integrate the content resources, integration of different media, and the formation of trans-regional,
cross-media co-publishing media group formed. Acquisition or merger, reorganization, establishing a
modern enterprise system, this is the book publishing’s road to digital publishing.

6 Conclusion
In short, with the development of digital publishing, various problems have appeared. Such as
copyright environment, awareness of concepts, the industrial chain, business models, technical standards
and other issues which affect university press to modern publishing business. Establishing a modern
enterprise system is the fundamental solution.
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Fuzzy Immigration Risk Analysis and Assesent of the
Water Conservancy and Hydropower Projects
Hou Jiangang1, Zheng Peiran2
1 School of Management, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, P.R.China, 430070
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Abstract On the basis of identifying the characteristic variables which is about immigration risk of the
water conservancy and hydropower projects, an index system involving the characteristic variables of
immigration risk is established. At the same time, a mathematical model for fuzzy evaluating the
immigration risk of the water conservancy and hydropower projects is established. It offers reasonable
theoretical basis and decision-making approach to the immigrations of the water conservancy and
hydropower projects.
Key words Immigration risk identification; An index system; Fuzzy risk assessment

1 Introduction
The immigration risk of the water conservancy and hydropower projects is that due to the
construction of the water conservancy and hydropower projects, it brings the uncertainty and the
consequences which is included in the losses of individual and social events. The immigration risk is
potential forms and auspices of the social problems. If it is not deal with these risks and immigrants, the
social stability of resettlement is not retained. So the immigration risk evaluating of the water
conservancy and hydropower projects is a form of quantitative analysis according to immigrants
suffering different strengths of the possibility of disasters. Establishing an index system and evaluation
model is the most basic and important method in the research of risk evaluating. In the article, according
to identifying the immigration risk of the water conservancy and hydropower projects, it will explore an
index system and evaluation model of immigration risk of the water conservancy and hydropower
projects.

2 Water Conservancy and Hydropower Projects Immigration Risk Identification
Water Conservancy and Hydropower Projects immigration risk identification formation and
development of general out by number of characteristic variables realizable, the determination of
migration as characteristic variables risk indicator, they are both independent, but related; they reflect
the characteristics of affairs, but also dynamic process migration information. Water Conservancy and
Hydropower Projects immigration risk identification is on the immigrants’ risk of characteristic
variables to identify and carry out scientific classification, to provide the scientific basis for immigration
risk identification. These risk variables showed:
2.1 Social, economic risk
2.1.1 Economic risk
Economic risk is the biggest risk facing the Water Conservancy and Hydropower Projects
immigration. It also contributed to falling living standards the main reason for migration; it refers to the
possibility of migration loss of economic life and adverse consequences. Its outstanding performance in:
(1) Reduction of land and a decline in soil; (2) Sideline income (Here refers to income from crops other
than income) reduction; (3) Production and living expenses increase. This is most evident in focus on
resettlement of reservoir resettlement, most important thing is water, electricity, gas and buy food
spending increase; (4) loss of enjoyment of the rights of public property and services, for the migrants,
In particular, poor rural migrants, and no relocation of villagers loss of the opportunity to shared
collective property, infrastructure, public services, is losing the opportunity to develop.
2.1.2 Social Risk
The immigration social risk of Water Conservancy and Hydropower Projects is the uncertainty
caused by the life and production changes, the original loss of social resources, relationships and the
destruction of traditional customs and culture and other social factors. This risk was mainly due to
insufficient capacity of the local environment must be created by the relocation, The main factors
causing this risk in the following areas:(1) The disintegration of social network, Relocation makes
long-established network of neighborhood friends destruction;(2) The destruction of traditional customs
and culture, relocation made immigrants abandon the many symbolic markers(such as graves) and the
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broad sense of family attachment(such as mountains, rivers, etc), cut off their past physical and
psychological contact;(3) The impact of religious traditions(mainly ethnic minority areas). Religion is
closely related with the geographical and cultural, The migrant resettlement on the one hand will cause
the loss of religious relics (such as the Tibetan Baita), this will stirred resentment and resistance
immigrants. On the other hand will produce and resettlement of residents of the religious contradictions
and conflicts. So under the present immigration practice, related to minority immigrants are generally
not taken place a relocation;(4) Regulatory risk, regulatory risk as immigration laws and regulations,
formulation and revision of the actual situation behind the changes, resettlement plan rules adopted are
the rules adopted do not reflect reality, and thus cause losses to the uncertainty of immigrants,
specification due to lack of immigration laws, caused a large number of migrants remaining issues
2.2 Environmental risks
The immigration Environmental risks refers to Water Conservancy and Hydropower Projects
construction on the natural resource damage and the immigration of Water Conservancy and
Hydropower Projects resettlement uncertainty on the transition to the development of natural resources
caused by migration losses. The risk caused by two main factors: first is Blind construction of
hydropower projects. If the preliminary evaluation is not sufficient hydropower project under
construction on the blind, vulnerable to the destruction of the ecological environment construction;
second is transition of natural resources development, as Insufficient environmental capacity of
Settlement, is bound to development of natural resources to accommodate more immigrants, so Forest
vegetation and other natural resources destroyed, The original ecological balance is broken.
2.3 Population risk
The immigration Population risk of Water Conservancy and Hydropower Projects refers to the
uncertainty of population factors to project the social risks, mainly constituted by the three: first is
Population pressure risk; second is Population structure risk; third is Quality of the population risk
2.4 Resource risk
The immigration resource risk of Water Conservancy and Hydropower Projects refers to works to
the uncertainty of natural resource use To project the risks of social and economic development mainly
in ;first is the risk of land resources, And serious water pollution, water quality deterioration, water
supply and demand has become an increasingly prominent; second is The risk of land resources,
Increasing soil erosion; third is The risk of forest resources, destruction of the forest's regeneration,
project significantly reduced the forest cover; fourth is The risk of mineral resources, Works to
geographical location and natural environment not suited to mineral exploration, Indiscriminate
exploitation of mineral resources will cause great damage.
2.5 Construction risk
Water Conservancy and Hydropower Projects construction risk refers to Construction project in
need of a large number of water conservancy facilities for carrying water、Storage and transportation of
water, The quality of any single project out of the question, will affect the overall project, It will work in
the economic and social development inconvenience; second, flood control.

3 The Immigration Risk of Water Conservancy and Hydropower Projects Index
and Quantization
Table 1
Target layer

Immigration comprehensive risk

Immigration Risk Characteristics Variables Index
Program level
Program level
Land soil
Sideline income
Economic risk
Expenditure
Public property rights
Network of relationships
Customs and culture
Social Risk
Religious traditions
Regulatory risk
Environmental risks
Population risk
Resource Risk
Project Risk
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The immigration risk of Water Conservancy and Hydropower Projects index Construction（Target
layer，Program level，Program level）Reference home and abroad all kinds of integrated risk index
system，Characteristic variables for the immigration risk of Water Conservancy and Hydropower
Projects，build immigration risk of Water Conservancy and Hydropower Projects integrated risk index
system，it consists of goal, rule, and programs for layers. Target layer namely immigration risk Water
Conservancy and Hydropower Projects comprehensive evaluation; the Criteria layer consists of five
areas namely socio-economic, environment, population, resources, project risk assessment; Criteria
layer was only development on socio-economic risk level, There were four factors for each.
As the impact of all kinds of characteristic variables on Overall risk migration is not the same. so,
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation requirement to quantify the relative importance of characteristic
variables, That is, to determine their weight. Weighted score to percentile(Weights and for 1).
Assessment at all levels based weight matrix to:
weconomy = ( 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2

wcommunity = (0.2 0.4 0.25
weconomy.and ,community = (0.6

)
0.15 )
0.4 )

wcomphensive.evaluation. = (0.4 0.2 0.3 0.05 0.05 )
We assess all kinds of immigration risk characteristic, Generally risk assessment of each
characteristic variable is divided into low grade, low, normal, high, high five levels. The evaluation of
five levels and 1. Immigration risk posed characteristic variables such evaluation matrix R. if
characteristic variables of the evaluation results;
Rland = (0.2 0.4 0.3 0.1 0 )
Rsideline = (0.3 0.4 0.3 0 0 )
Rexp enditure = (0.1 0.4 0.4 0.1 0 )
R public . property = (0.1 0.3 0.5 0.1 0

Rrelationship = (0 0.2 0.7 0.1 0

Rcustom = (0.3 0.5 0.2 0 0 )
Rreligion = (0.2 0.6 0.2 0 0 )

)

)

Rlegislation = (0.1 0.4 0.3 0.2 0

)
Renvironment = (0.4 0.5 0.1 0 0 )
R population = (0 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.1 )
Rresource = (0 0.2 0.6 0.2 0 )
R project = (0 0.1 0.7 0.2 0 )

Such as the evaluation of land soil, 20% said very low risk, 400% of people think that low-risk,
30% believed that the general risk, 10% of people think that high-risk, no one thinks very high risk.

4 Fuzzy Mathematical Model in the Immigration Risk of Water Conservancy and
Hydropower Projects
Soil from the land, sideline income, expenditure, public property rights of the economic risk
evaluation matrix for the characteristic variables：
⎛ 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.1 0 ⎞
⎜
⎟
⎜ 0.3 0.4 0.3 0 0 ⎟
Reconomy = ⎜
0.1 0.4 0.4 0.1 0 ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.1 0 ⎟
⎝
⎠
Multiplied by the corresponding weight vector，obtained the Evaluation of economic risk result;
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Beconomy = Weconomy • Reconomy
= ( 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2

⎛ 0.2
⎜
0.3
) • ⎜⎜
0.1
⎜
⎝ 0.1

= ( 0.19 0.38 0.36 0.07 0 )

0.4 0.3 0.1 0 ⎞
⎟
0.4 0.3 0 0 ⎟
0.4 0.4 0.1 0 ⎟
⎟
0.3 0.5 0.1 0 ⎠

Similarly：
Bcommunity = Wcommunity • Rcommunity
⎛ 0
⎜
0.3
= ( 0.2 0.4 0.25 0.15 ) * ⎜
⎜ 0.2
⎜
⎝ 0.1

0.4 0.7 0.1 0 ⎞
⎟
0.4 0.2 0 0 ⎟
0.4 0.2 0 0 ⎟
⎟
0.3 0.3 0.2 0 ⎠

= ( 0.185 0.45 0.315 0.05 0 )

Further socio-economic risk Evaluation Matrix；
Bsocio − economic = Wsocio − econmic • Rsocio − econmic
⎛ 0.19 0.38 0.36 0.07 0 ⎞
= ( 0.6 0.4 ) * ⎜
⎟
⎝ 0.185 0.45 0.315 0.05 0 ⎠
= ( 0.188 0.408 0.342 0.062 0 )

So，the immigration risk of Water Conservancy and Hydropower Projects in sum of Evaluation
Matrix：
Bcomprehensive.evaluation = Wcomprehensive.evaluation • Rcomprehensive.evaluation
⎛ 0.188 0.408 0.342 0.062 0 ⎞
⎜
⎟
0.5
0.1
0
0.1⎟
⎜ 0.4
= ( 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.05 0.005 ) * ⎜ 0
0.1
0.3
0.5 0.1⎟
⎜
⎟
0
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.1⎟
⎜
⎜ 0
0.1
0.7
0.2
0 ⎟⎠
⎝
= ( 0.16 0.31 0.31 0.19 0.03)

The results show that the immigration risk of Water Conservancy and Hydropower Projects, low,
low, normal, high, very high proportions were 16%, 31%, 31%, 19%, 3%. This means that the risk of
Hydraulic Engineering immigration is relatively low. In fact, the comprehensive evaluation value is only
0.38, It ranged between a low and the general risk, If the characteristic variables of the risk assessment
level is very low, low, normal, high, very high level as a vector of five：
C = (2 1 0 − 1 − 2)
Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation Value：
E = Bcomposite • C T
⎛ 2⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎜1⎟
= ( 0.16 0.31 0.31 0.19 0.03) * ⎜ 0 ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ −1 ⎟
⎜ −2 ⎟
⎝ ⎠
= 0.38
From the evaluation we know，The risk of Water Conservancy and Hydropower Projects，
engineering risk minimization, followed by social and economic risk, What is the resource risk, the
biggest risk is the population and the environment.
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5 Conclusions
This indicates that the migration process of Water Conservancy and Hydropower Projects, the
immigration issue, the Chinese government given high priority, done a lot of positive and effective work.
Meanwhile, local governments at all levels conscientiously implemented and carried out a series of
central government on the resettlement policies, All levels of government continues to strengthen
preparatory work and implementation of immigration supervision and management. Practice in
immigration work, local conditions around the active exploration, our government has created many
unique resettlement mode, However, the government also led to extensive damage of natural resources,
increased population pressure on land resettlement. In short, the Water Conservancy and Hydropower
Projects of construction migration is an unavoidable problem. It is a political, economic, social,
population, resources, environment and engineering technology and more complicated systems project,
it exists a high risk. Therefore, construction of hydropower projects, the need to strengthen the
immigration risk analysis, evaluation, monitoring, prevention and control work.
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Assessment of Business Diversification Risk in Yituo Group Company
Li Youji
School of Management, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, P.R.China, 430070
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Abstract (Traditionally, business diversification is regarded as an important strategic tool for the
development of a company. Nevertheless, business diversification may incur new risk due to the
company’s entering to a new business fields even though business diversification has risk portfolio
scatter function). This paper takes Yituo Group Company in China as a case to conduct the risk analysis
of business diversification. The paper conducts a risk assessment of Yituo Group Company via
employing qualitative method, and finally comes to some conclusions for Yituo Group Company to cope
with the risk in its business diversification.
Key words Business diversification; Product portfolio; Risk assessment

1 Introduction
The predecessor of Yituo Group Company is The First Tractor Factory, which is founded in 1955.
The factory is one of the 156 national key subject programs in period of the First Five Year Plan in
China. It is also the largest tractor manufacturer and one of the 512 key supporting state-owned
enterprises in China. The First tractor machinery engineering Group based on Yituo Group Company is
one of the first 57 national pilot enterprises, which is in national plans to implement single row. October
1992, The First Tractor Factory was renamed as China First Tractor Machinery Engineering Company.
May 1997, it establishes a modern enterprise system, changing its name to China First Tractor Group
Co., Ltd... August 2001, according to the national policies on deepening the reform of state-owned
enterprises, it delayed implementation of the “debt to equity” from the original multi-owned company
restructured into shareholding limited liability Company.
After 40 years of efforts, Yituo Group Company has tracked tractor manufacturers to develop into
producing farm machinery and equipment, construction machinery, power machinery three pillars of the
class of multi-series and multiple types of integrated machine manufacturing enterprises. Yituo Group
actively builds a modern enterprise system in the arm conversion business to adapt to the market
economy mechanism, using joint ventures, joint-stock reform, published in Hong Kong stock and
release management, etc... To realize the asset restructuring and accelerate the implementation of
regional, inter-industry mergers and joint enterprises have been built mainly of asset management,
research, production and foreign trade, gold integration, has strong competitiveness in the domestic
first-class national enterprise.

2 Diversification Risk Factors Analysis of Yituo Group
Professional development path can have economies of scale, division of labor efficiency and
technical superiority, but it is difficult to adapt to changes in extensive market demands. Because the
specialized production equipment and assets are specific in nature, which easily tied up as the market
fluctuates, so they are risky and difficult to prevent in quick market fluctuation. Diversified development
strategy is the path to overcome the problem of the best professional development tool. Therefore, Yituo
Group develops diversity in order to reduce operational risks. However, diversification has proved to be
counterproductive, increasing the risk factors. For instance, diversification leads to corporate resources
dispersion, increasing of operation span and cost, industry selection errors increased. The results could
cause a loss, trouble and so on. Dragged on the diversification risk factors in Yituo Group include of
new business policy risks, industry entrance risk, primary industries weaken risk, R & D risk, business
integration risk etc.. The risk factors point out the impact of diversification to Yituo Group in
management, finance, human resources, corporate culture, corporate brand and image, marketing
channels, R & D etc. aspects. Diversification is a double-edged sword. In the process of diversification,
Yituo Group should consider every aspects of enterprise management. The consideration should base on
enhancing the core competitiveness, making rational use of enterprise resources.

3 Assessment Methods and Results of Yituo Group
Fuzzy Synthetic Evaluation, also known as fuzzy or fuzzy multicriteria decision making, is a very
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effective multi-factor decision making method which makes a comprehensive assessment to multi
factors impact.
Assuming X = {x1 , x2 ,......, xn } ， Y = { y1 , y 2 ,......, y n } ， then the given fuzzy relation is ：
∀A = (a1 , a 2 ,......, a n ) ∈ ξ ( X ) ， and can determine a fuzzy linear transformation(taking Max-min

composition).
⎛ r11
⎜
r
R ⎜ 21
⎜L
⎜
⎝ rn1

r1m ⎞
⎟
r2m ⎟
TR : ξ (X) → ζ
L⎟
⎟
rmn ⎠
A a TR ( A) = A • R = B = (b1 , b2 ,......, bm ) ∈ ξ (Y )
r12
r22
L
rn 2

L
L
L
L

n

While, b j = ∨ (ai ∧ rij ) （ j = 1,2,......, m ）, and claims that TR is induced by fuzzy relationship R .
i =1

Assuming U = {x1 , x 2 ,......, x n } are n different kinds of assessment indexes(or factors) with
different weights, v = {v1 , v2 ,......,vn } are m targets to be determined in risk-profit feasible set.
Comprehensive evaluation B is based on weight A of each factor. A = {a1 , a 2, ......, a n } ∈ ξ (U ) ，
n

and ∑ a = 1 ，while a i refers to the weight of the i kind factor. According to the above propositions,
i
i =1

separate evaluation is made to each factor by experts, which can be seen as fuzzy mapping f from
U to V ,that is f : U → ξ (V ), u i a f (u i ) ∈ ξ (V ) . According to formula f , fuzzy linear transformation
T f can be induced from U to V . T f refers to the mathematical model of comprehensive evaluation

B by weight A . B = (b1 , b2 ,......, bm ) ∈ ξ (V ) ，while b j ( j = 1,2,......, m) refers the occupied position by
of the j opponent v j (that is membership of v j to fuzzy set B : B(v j ) = b j ). Ordering each membership
by size, the optimal diversified target combination can be determined.
When giving diversification strategy in the pre-program evaluation, there are usually four test
criteria for decision-making:① attraction test. Chosen to enter the industry must be attractive enough to
make a good return on investment and lasting; ② market entry and exit costs of testing. Enter and exit
the target market of costs should not be too high, so as not to erode the potential profit; ③ risks and
uncertainties. Enterprises wishing to enter the new business should have a certain familiarity and ability
with appropriate design and development and innovation capacity so as to ensure that the investment
business risks and uncertainties will not exceed the maximum risk line; ② talent reserves and
management of comprehensive ability test.
(1) Factor set U = {x1 , x 2 , x3 , x 4 } ,as noted above, the main factors of judging the investment
objectives are: x1 is attractive; x 2 is market entry and exit costs; x3 is risk and uncertainty; x 4 is
comprehensive capacity.
(2) Decision-making set V = {v1 , v 2 ,......v6 } , Yituo Group scheme or under production of tractors,
forklifts, loaders, roadrollers, generators and water pumps, and the six investment objectives are in the
business of risk-profit feasibility sets.
According to the above required investment environment and survey information, and based on the
enterprise situation, experts make assessments on four of the risk factors, which can be shown on Table
1 as follows.
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Expert Assessments of Yituo Group Business Strategy Plan Based on Four Test Factors

factors

tractor

forklift

loader

roller

generator

pump

Attraction

0.76

0.80

0.86

0.78

0.93

0.73

Risk feasibility

0.90

0.87

0.85

0.80

0.73

0.78

0.95

0.86

0.82

0.76

0.70

0.75

0.92

0.82

0.86

0.80

0.76

0.78

Industry
familiarity
Comprehensive
capacity

Then this has been a fuzzy mapping f : U → ξ (V )
u1 → (0.76,0.80,0.86,0.78,0.93,0.73) ；
u 2 → (0.90,0.87,0.85,0.80,0.73,0.78) ；
u 3 → (0.95,0.86,0.82,0.76,0.70,0.75) ；
u 4 → (0.92,0.82,0.86,0.80,0.76,0.78) 。

Thus, the availability of single-factor evaluation matrix is：

0.76

0.90

R=

0.95

0.92

0.80

0.87

0.86

0.82

0.86

0.85

0.82

0.86

0.78

0.80

0.76

0.80

0.93

0.73

0.70

0.76

0.73

0.78

0.75

0.78

Based on the market and industry characteristics, experts set weight A = (0.2,0.3,0.3,0.2) .
The B = A • R = ( 0.891,0.843 ,0.845 ,0.784 ,0.767 ,0.761) ,
normalized to B = (0.182,0.172,0.173,0.160,0.157 ,0.156) .
According to membership size, the priority order of production targets which invested by Yituo
Group is: tractor → loader → forklift → roller → generator → pump.

4 Conclusion
In short, the invest or produce targets of Yituo Group have different priorities, enterprises should
choose the higher goal of membership investment. In order to avoid "wide spread black pepper"
phenomenon, the degree of business diversification should not be too high. In the analysis, taking
membership of not less than 0.160 for the excellent investment objectives, then the company should
invest tractors, loaders, forklifts and rollers those 4 investment aspects of production, which may
achieve the desired results. As mentioned earlier, the realization of income at risk is often accompanied
by loss of potential, and investment objectives of income and risk is the risk goes with the changing and,
therefore, reflect the ambiguity. Rational expectations of investors are always the greatest possible return
on investment, risk the loss as small as possible. Therefore, a diversified group delay path should take
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the principle of proportionality.
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Abstract As the construction and development of new urban areas has been playing an increasingly
important role in urban and regional development, the plan and implementation of the construction and
development of new urban areas is attracting more and more attention from policy makers. Analyzing
from the angle of eco-economics, the construction and development of new urban areas will inevitably
be constrained by the ecological environment constantly. Focusing on the eco-environmental constraints
occurred during the process of the construction and development of new urban areas, this paper analyzes
the eco-economics cost and expounds the enlightenment on the construction and development of new
urban areas.
Key words New urban areas; Construction and development; Eco-environment; Eco-economy

1 Introduction
New urban areas are relatively independent urban communities outside the city. With large-scale
tract development, unified planning, they are used for the resettlement of population, residential
construction, development industry and public service centers. New urban areas are new carriers of
urban agglomeration, the new spot of urban economic development and new windows of the city’s
image. New urban areas have relative independence and integrity on geographical space. They are the
subsystems under the city’s complex system with the various elements available, and new and old urban
areas constitute the organic unity of the city. With constant building and developing, contradictions
between urban development and urban environment are more and more complex and acute. Based on
this problem, this paper takes full account of the eco-environment of the construction and development
of new urban areas and analyzes the eco-economics cost during the process of the construction and
development to search for the eco-economic balance of the construction and development of new urban
areas and to achieve the sustainable development of new urban areas.

2 Factor Analysis of Construction and Development of New Urban Areas
Since 1990, with the large-scale urban development in Shanghai Pudong New Area, the
construction and development of new urban areas have gradually become the main way to expand the
urban space. Such as development and construction of the new Suzhou Industrial Park and Suzhou New
District, the construction of new administrative, financial, cultural and central business district in Futian,
Shenzhen; the construction of New Beach Area in Tianjin, etc. The construction and development of
new urban areas contribute greatly to urban development, but also have many negative effects.
As shown in Figure 1, the construction and development of new urban areas caused short-term
population centers and industrial aggregation , and a great deal of resource use, material transformation,
energy flow, product consumption and other activities happened in the new urban areas, which inject
new vitality to urban development and bring more opportunities to economic development. But at the
same time, these activities also caused a large consumption of natural resources and a large number of
production and living waste water, causing tremendous pressure on the city's eco-environment.
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Figure 1 The Factor Analysis of Construction and Development of New Urban Areas

3 Eco-economics Cost on the Construction and Eevelopment of New Urban
Aareas
The construction and development of new urban areas will result in different levels of urban
ecological environment destruction. As shown in Figure 2, the construction of new urban district may
result in eco-economics cost ,for example, shortage in industrial resources and energy, environmental
pollution, excessive water consumption and serious water pollution, sharp decline in urban green space
and urban rural land, gradual sinking of urban land and so on.
Costs

Ground subsidence

Land
Reduction
Water

Excess

Serious environmental
pollution
Industrial resources, energy
shortage
level
Figure 2 Eco-economics Cost on the Construction and Development of New Urban Areas

3.1 Shortage in industrial resources and energy
The construction and development of new urban areas has brought great opportunities, such as
Shanghai Pudong New District, Tianjin Binhai New Area and the construction and development of new
urban areas in other cities have greatly accelerated the city's industrialization, attracting a lot of
investment and business opportunities. With the rapid development in industrial economy, the pressure
for urban industrial resources also increases. In order to ensure the rapid growth of its industrial
economy, the city has to do all it can to provide resources they need, which leads to excessive use of
resources and the destruction of the urban industrial resource balance. The contradiction between energy
supply and industrial growth in the new urban area is also becoming more evident. The population and
industry gathering at the same time in new urban areas, and the required living energy and energy
consumption in new industries caused no small trouble to the city's energy supply. During the
construction and development of new urban areas, untimely planning for resources and energy use and
supply capacity will result in serious consequences to the construction and development of new urban
areas, even to the development of the city.
3.2 Serious environmental pollution
The construction and development of new urban areas includes urban infrastructure, real estate
development, industrial service development, population aggregation, etc in new urban areas. These
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economic activities will inevitably lead to environmental pollution, such as air pollution, water pollution,
waste pollution, noise pollution, electromagnetic pollution, urban heat island effect and acid rain. In
particular, among the establishment of urban high-tech industrial development zones, economic and
technological industrial development zones, a large number of industries cluster, resulting in more
severe pollutions. These pollutions will do enormous harm to the ecological environment .It is neither
conducive to the health of urban residents and urban environment nor to the long-term sustainable
development of cities.
3.3 Excessive water use and the serious water pollution
No matter it is a residential area, or finance and trade zone, or industrial zone, or hi-tech area or
tourist resort, a new urban area will consume huge water. Inadequate water supply exists in more than
400 cities among China’s over 600 cities. Among them, over 110 have serious water shortage. The
construction and development of new urban areas will inevitably face the contradiction between living
water demand and water demand in urban industry and the insufficient water resources. Thus, it is of
great significance to the sustainable development of new urban areas as to how to resolve this problem.
Industrial water in particular may pollute the urban waters, and the problem of industrial waste water
discharge will become a focus in the construction and development of new urban areas.
3.4 Sharp reduction of urban green space and suburban land
The selection of the area for development should take the following into consideration: making full
use of the various facilities in the old city to accelerate development; relieving the old city’s population
pressure, and promote the revitalization of new urban areas and the city’s rolling development in general.
In this case, the new areas’ construction and development will inevitably result in occupation of
suburban areas and green space.
The constructions in many new urban areas do not integrate their own development needs and the
objective conditions, and blindly enclosure without pre-planning. Many cities go all out for all kinds of
new development zones, and all those not only result in the reduction of urban green space and suburban
land, destroying the environment, but also lead to large tracts of idle land in city, making the
rationalization of the follow-up transformation more difficult, thus also affects the timely development
of other urban functions, becoming a serious drag of urban development.
3.5 Gradually sinking urban land
The excessive extraction of groundwater and building density in city will result in urban land
subsidence, which is bound to be a ecological problem during the process of new areas development. In
the process of urban development, land subsidence has a common problem faced by more and more
cities. More than 70 cities across the country have suffered land subsidence. After the development of
Pudong New Area, ground subsidence in Shanghai increased, with the most serious area up to two
meters. How to effectively curb this phenomenon is a very important problem builder and policy-makers
should focus on.

4 Ways to Achieve the Coordination between the Construction&Development of
New Urban Areas and the Eco-economy
The fundamental way to achieve the coordination between the construction & development of new
urban areas and the eco-economy is to achieve the sustainable development of new urban areas. As it is
shown in figure 3, the sustainable development of new urban areas mainly consists of the sustainable
development of environment, land, transportation and industry. When the city develops into a fixed scale,
the planner and decision maker should carry out the coordination from the two aspects of the inherent
function and spatial pattern relation and adjust the combination and allocation of the two aspects to
promote the healthy and sustainable development of the whole city system. To explore the ways to
achieve the coordinate development of the construction and development of new urban areas and the
eco-economy, it is necessary to make research into the characteristics of the energy flow, material flow,
information flow, human flow, commodity flow and currency flow to make the flow movement process
reasonable and efficient to the greatest extent, and thus consummate the ensemble planning and each
type of construction of new urban areas.
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Specific ways to achieve the coordination between the construction and development of new urban
areas and the eco-economy are as follows:
Make the constituent parts of new urban areas form into interconnected green ecology network to
adjust the urban ecological environment jointly. The new urban areas planning aims at drawing up the
economy and society development goal of new urban areas, confirming the properties, scale and develop
direction of new urban areas, planning and arranging the various land and space resources of new urban
areas as a whole and realizing the sustainable development of economy and society of the entire city.
When establishing the construction and development scheme of new urban areas, the planner and
decision maker should assume the living quarters, industrial districts and infrastructures as an organic
whole part and make up a interconnected green ecology network, which can lead to the reasonable
distribution and use of resources and energy and consequently bring about a benign new urban area
environment.
Pay attention to the ecological elements in the construction and development of new urban areas,
achieve energy conservation and water conservation with high-tech methods and make use of land
resource economically by planning reasonably to realize the mutualistic symbiosis of construction and
nature. One of the key problems to achieve the coordinate development of the construction and
development of new urban areas and the eco-economy is to make use of resources and energy
economically. The principal way to solve the resources and energy problem is to make use of resources
and energy economically and to develop and seek renewable succedaneum. In this procedure, the
application of high-tech products and approaches is definitely the uppermost way. In the planning and
construction process of new urban areas, more clean energy, renewable energy and products with the
characteristic of energy conservation and water conservation should be used and each kind of finite
resources should be used economically. With artificial planning, land resources should be used
economically and ecological elements should be transfused into every single link of the construction and
development of new urban areas to achieve the mutualistic symbiosis of construction and nature, city
and nature.
Advocate green construction. Popularize green construction materials, strive to develop low-carbon
economy and penetrate the energy saving and emission reduction concepts into the public. In the process
of the construction and development of new urban areas, environmental protection concept can be
realized by popularizing green construction materials massively. Low-carbon economy has become
prevalent in China since the Climate Summit in Copenhagen. The idea of low-carbon economy can be
used for reference in the construction of new urban areas, which means blending in numerous low
elements in the pre-planning，and construction and building energy conservation and environmental
protection concepts in city. To achieve energy conservation and environment protection primarily, in
addition to improving the available resource and energy application conditions, it is also significant to
transform residents’ perception, lead the ordinary people to join the energy conservation and
environmental protection team, build the energy conservation and environment protection consciousness,
and save the resources little by little to achieve the harmonious development of human, city and nature.
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5 Conclusions
From the analysis above, we can get that the ways to achieve the coordination between the
construction&development of new urban areas and the eco-economy include making the constituent
parts of new urban areas form into interconnected green ecology network to adjust the urban ecological
environment jointly, paying attention to the ecological elements in the construction and development of
new urban areas, advocating green construction.
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Abstract This paper directs at the problem of applied talents cultivation target homogeneity of the
independent college and proposes the idea of classified cultivation for students which is combined with
students' characteristics of the independent college and requirements of service regional economic
development goals, namely, cultivating market application-oriented talents and professional
promotion-oriented talents. And on this basis, it explores teaching system design in the mode of
classified cultivation. “Application based on market type” teaching system design bases on different
levels, different industries and different enterprises and “promotion based on profession type” teaching
system design directs at studying abroad type, future study type and technology innovation type.
Key words The independent college; Classified cultivation; Teaching system; Application based on
market type; Promotion based on profession type

1 Introduction
The independent college is a new running form which first appeared in the process of higher
education’s reform and development in recent years in China. According to China education career
development statistical bulletin released by the ministry of education in 2007, China had 318
independent institutes including students of 186.62 million that accounted for about 10% of the students
of common higher education. The independent college is developing rapidly with an unprecedented
scale expansion and has become the fresh troop of common higher education. In order to gain a position
in the intense competition, the independent college must cultivate application-oriented talents with
high-quality centering on the demand of current society on talented person. Except a few public
universities that put training objectives target at academic talented person and research personnel, most
independent colleges put training objectives target at applied talents. Although the same training
objectives target at meeting the talent diversity needs of economic and social development, at solving
the structural contradiction of talent demand, the independent college only implement differentiation
strategy of development according to talent market demand and its resources[1].
The differentiations are mainly manifested in the following two aspects: First, open majors or
professional emphasizes no other schools open similar majors or professional. Second, cultivate students
to learn the same major with different cultivation mode. Opening different majors is mainly limited by
two aspects under current higher education system in China: limited by China's college professional
directory; limited by professional approval of the administrative departments of education. There are
many difficulties when it comes to set and construct new majors in universities because of these
restrictions. And once the new major has been approved and the market situation is optimistic, other
universities can rapidly imitate the practice and declare the same major. Results often lead to
professional convergence. Obviously, in order to realize the development goals of differentiation, the
independent college must choose the mode of classified cultivation while its teaching system design
under classified cultivation mode is the core content and its core competitiveness should be strengthened
through the school-running features of teaching system of classified cultivation.
Running property of the independent college is between those public and private colleges and has
only existed for eleven years in China. No experts have researched this abroad. Domestic education
scholars have only put forward their views about positioning of the independent college, talent training
scheme, curriculum settings and faculty construction, etc. It’s still in the initial stage in the area of
classification cultivation and teaching system design of classification cultivation combined with
students' characteristics of the independent college and social demand characteristic. This paper is based
on such background.
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2 The Concept and Types of Applied Talents Classified Cultivation Mode of the
Independent College
The concept of applied talents classified cultivation mode of the independent college is on the basis
of full implementation of quality education, and according to the demands of the society for talents
under the regional economy, knowledge structure of students of the independent college presents the
features of diversity and multi-links. And the training objectives of applied talents in the independent
college center on designing various training modes in line with each student’s characteristic. The
purpose is to improve the teaching quality, fully excavate students' ability and then make contribution to
the development of regional economy. According to the objective of classification cultivation, applied
talents classified cultivation mode of the independent college can be divided into two types: “application
based on market type” and “promotion based on profession type”.

3 Teaching System Design of the Cultivation Mode of “Application Based on
Market Type”
With the thinning of economic society division, the requests and standards of applied talents at
different levels, different industries and different jobs are different. Some are on basic theoretical
knowledge and others are on practical skills, so the implementation of talents’ classified cultivation
should be in accordance with the objective requirement of the market for talents under the condition of
education resources of the independent college [2].
3.1 Hierarchical classification
With the basic quality, application ability and innovation ability as the mainline, hierarchical
classification breaks up the traditional teaching system of independent division; combines the theoretical
teaching system and practical teaching system; combines obtaining knowledge, improving quality and
cultivating ability organically; establishes the four hierarchical new teaching systems combined with the
basic quality module, professional knowledge module, professional skill module and professional
direction module.
Table 1

Teaching System of the Cultivation Mode of “Application Based on Market Type” Based on
Hierarchical Classification
Teaching level
Teaching properties
Teaching requirements
Selecting on the principle of “necessary and sufficient
for degrees”, reflecting “the cultivation of basic quality
Course property: The public
and basic ability to work”, cultivating students' political,
basic courses(core)
ethical and professional quality, let students have
Basic quality
Experimental property: Basic
English, mathematics, computer basic knowledge and
experiment
ability, and comprehensive abilities of analysis problem
and problem-solving.
Course property: Specialized
Professional
courses (core)
knowledge
Experimental property: Basic
experiment
According to the laws of professional characteristic and
professional construction establish “close integration of
Course property: Specialized
theoretical teaching and practical teaching, many
courses (core)+ Professional
crosses, repeated cycles, steady promotion and gradual
direction courses(core)
Professional skill Experimental property: Basic improvement”, reflect the teaching mode of “three
phases mode”, that is theoretical teaching combine with
experiment+ Comprehensive
campus practice base, course teaching combine with
experiment+ Designing
course practice and theoretical teaching combine with
experiment
outside practice, implement the circulation of
Course property: Specialized
“Curriculum theory teaching-- Curriculum practice-courses (core)+ Professional
Curriculum theory teaching”, “Master theory-- Special
direction courses(core)+
practice—Theory promotion” and “Integrated theory-Professional direction
Social practice-- The comprehensive utilization of
Professional
courses(optional)
direction
Experimental property: Basic theory”, make mutual permeation of theory and practice,
circle rising.
experiment+ Comprehensive
experiment+ Designing
experiment+ Subject research
experiment

Different levels mark different knowledge levels and professional skills. Such a system will be a
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step mode rising from low to high, from the foundation to the front, from accepting knowledge to
cultivating comprehensive ability.
3.2 Industrial classification
The basic task of the independent college is to cultivate high-level application-oriented talents, and
the target is to adapt to social needs, and the mainline is to cultivate application ability, to design the
students' knowledge, ability, quality structure and training programs. The following teaching content
system is constructed according to the industry characteristics of the three industries (agriculture and
forestry, industry and service) in China.

Professional knowledge module

The talents cultivation mode of “application based
on market type”

The first industry

Professional skill module
Marketing and management ability module
Technology application module

The second industry

Vocational training module
Intelligence skill training module
Diversity of knowledge module

The third industry

Diversified skills module
Professional morality module

Figure 1

Teaching System of the Cultivation Mode of “Application Based on Market Type” Based on
Industrial Classification

3.2.1 The first industry
There are many differentiations between modern urban agriculture and forestry and traditional
agriculture and forestry. The proportion of the first industry is constantly reducing in the GDP
contribution of metropolis. The concept of new rural construction of socialism contains modern
agriculture science and technology, economic management, rural democratic management and law,
agricultural products sales and rural tourism, etc. The contributions made by non-traditional agricultural
professional talents to new countryside construction are increasingly great. And with the speeding up of
internationalization of metropolitan suburbs agriculture, large numbers of marketing and management
personnel talents with international background are needed.
3.2.2 The second industry
According to the analysis of the second industry development in China, a lot of skilled talents are
needed in all walks of life. The train route is to introduce various advanced technology in the curriculum
system and make students grasp the latest industry technology.
(1) Implement the teaching mode based on competency, with technology application ability training
as the mainline, combining with general skills, special skills and comprehensive skills. Total classes of
practical links such as the highest level of professional training accounts for 50% of teaching plan.
(2) Fully implemented the skill certificate system outside the diploma. In order to let students
achieve skills required by this industry, when it comes to curriculum construction, according to training
plan, all the students must finish the corresponding types of grade appraisal and obtain “grade
certificate” upon completion of the professional skill training.
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(3) Pay attention to the development and training of intellectual skills. Skills can be divided into
intellectual skills and movement skills. The latter are basic requirements that a professional worker must
possess. Those skills with regeneration repeatability under fixed production process and environment
have great proportion in traditional manufacturing. But the former is a kind of creative skill, a
comprehensive ability of all kinds of skills and intelligence and a comprehensive embodiment of skills,
certain knowledge and theory. The former is the cultivating key in the trend of automation, flexibility
and personalization. The independent college can establish a new generation of experiment and practice
platform with related enterprises to match the requirements for advanced manufacturing high-skill
talents. Such as conducting technical skill innovation activities for all kinds of students, organizing
various skill competitions and cultivating students' innovative ability and intelligence skills.
3.2.3 The third industry
The development of the third industry needs the support of the corresponding professionals. The
particularity of the third industry decides the industry’s basic requirements for talents:
(1) Knowledge structure of multi-level
Generally, the third industry talents should have multi-level spans and reasonable knowledge
structure with multi-disciplinary knowledge as the background and posess basic knowledge,
professional knowledge and relevant knowledge which are decided by the third industrial service’s
product humanity, cultural characteristics and comprehensive and compound requirements of the third
industry on talents.
(2) Abilities of diversification
In order to verily create wealth for the society and reflect life value in the major battlefield of the
economic construction, the third industry talents not only should grasp necessary theoretical knowledge,
but also adapt the application of talents cultivation of the third industry through the knowledge
transformation and practice with the quality of diversification.
(3) Good moral character and psychological quality
That the third industry is highly dependent on human morality also decides the three industry
talents must have good professional morality especially humanistic consciousness (Consumer standard
consciousness), service consciousness, credit consciousness, sense of responsibility and legal
consciousness. The first thing is “learn how to be an upright person” and become a qualified “social
man” and citizen who is highly responsible for the society and consumers.
3.3 Enterprise classification
With the development of social economy, the society and enterprises’ demand on talents is
increasing but many college graduates can not find suitable work which brings much social pressure of
employment. The main reason is students’ skills and quality cultivated by universities couldn’t reach the
enterprises’ standards and requirements. Based on this situation, The independent college should
cultivate talents according to enterprises’ requirements, build open system, fully integrate social
resources, arouse the enthusiasm of enterprises, develop "order" talent cultivation with enterprises and
cultivate high-quality skilled talents of “zero distance” with basic requirements for the enterprise[3].
Teaching system is composed of four sections: Industry essential quality, professional knowledge, basic
skills of industry and comprehensive utilization ability. Industry essential quality is the most basic
teaching content of the university stage including service consciousness, communication skills, foreign
language ability and computer application ability, etc; professional knowledge and basic skills of
industry are the core of the teaching content and should be trained in the classroom teaching and
experiment; the cultivation of comprehensive utilization ability (including innovation ability,
organizational ability, communicative ability and self-development capability, etc.) will be implemented
as the school-enterprise cooperation mode.

4 Teaching System Design of the Cultivation Mode of “Promotion Based on
Profession Type”
The cultivation mode of “promotion based on profession type” includes: studying abroad type,
future study type and technology innovation type.
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Teaching System of the Cultivation Mode of “Promotion Based on Profession Type” Based on
Industrial Classification

4.1 Studying abroad type
For students who have plans to study abroad in the designing training mode, the independent
college should mainly consider the following factors. First, the same cultivation target with the market
application-oriented talents, i.e. to improve foreign language ability of students, mainly the cultivation
of oral training, the IELTS exam and the TOEFL exam. The teaching plan of oral training can combine
with the teaching plan of the front application-oriented talents cultivation. Teaching content of the
cultivation of the IELTS exam and the TOEFL exam skills should be designed as the form of training.
Second, teaching content design of Sino-foreign cultural comparison. Teaching content such as teaching
system and culture and custom could be designed, because most of the students don’t understand foreign
culture before going abroad, and the ability to adapt to foreign life is week. Such courses can be offered
in the form of lecture, report and elective. Third, teaching content design of international frontier theory
and technology. In the choice of colleges and professional study abroad, most graduates are eyeless, so
to understand international frontier theory and technology is very helpful for students to understand the
professional international top colleges and the choose of profession.
4.2 Future study type
Teaching system design for students who do future study not only emphasize theoretical basis but
also outstand students’ need. And the most important content is to cultivate students’ scientific research
innovation ability. Teachers should teach school, provincial and national subjects combining with the
social demands on talents and the frontier problems actively and make the students participate in to
cultivate the scientific research innovation ability. The following problems should be considered:
4.2.1 Cultivation of primitivism innovation skills
Most of the basic principles and laws of college teaching content are original innovation
achievements, so in the process of teaching the basic principles and laws should be proposed at the
beginning to provide their historical and the social background. These "Human" problems belong to the
humanities category but science teaching contents belong to natural science category. the mutual
infiltration between humanity and natural science should be strengthened to promote the function of
students' brain hemispheres of moon and let them participate” into” activities of primitivism innovation.
Research on law of science from a historical perspective could cultivate students’ original innovation
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ability of the basic rule for nature.
4.2.2 Cultivation of integrated innovation capacity
Nowadays, many basis courses of the independent college copy the courses of general
undergraduate colleges which are established in the old scientific structure and system and can not keep
pace with the development of modern science and technology. And this leads to more sharp
contradiction between advanced science theory and the old teaching content. Many technologies
emerged in basic concepts and basic principles of foundation courses and have profound influence on
foundation courses. Some concepts of basic courses need be established in new experiment so to get the
new connotation; some principles of basic courses have new applications and people can have more
profound understanding on these principles. Updating the basic content is the requirement of knowledge
integration and opening teaching system. The introduce of modern new theories, new methods and new
instruments of technology could cultivate students’ integrated innovation capacity.
4.2.3 Introduce the cultivation of digestion and absorption of innovative ability
An important factor to cultivate qualified graduates of high levels to continue their study is to
encourage them to participate in scientific research instead of only sitting there and doing passive
acceptance. It’s helpful for students to cultivate scientific research innovation thinking to understand
basic methods and then find economic, social problems and finally solve them.
4.3 Technology innovation type
The cultivation of modern applied talents is different from the cultivation of the traditional
undergraduates who are general talents with solid foundation, strong ability and high quality. It
undertakes the task of providing students with sustainable development potential for higher education,
but is lack of pertinence. Practical skill training need be improved in order to improve students’
professional ability and innovation ability. Being practical, comprehensive and innovative, practice
teaching is the most direct and effective method to cultivate students’ innovation ability. In order to
change the condition of practice teaching being subject to theoretical teaching and enjoy the equal
important position, a complete practice teaching system must be built to support the theoretical teaching
system and serve the talent training target.
Currently, the position of applied talents cultivation mode of he independent college is fuzzy. Many
colleges locate their targets at cultivating technicians needed by production lines, which is conflicting
with the target of higher vocational colleges. With the development of the independent college, applied
talents cultivation should target at the cultivation of high-level innovative technology talents. Short-term
patterns should change from cultivating technicians needed by production lines to cultivation of
high-level innovative technology talents. “3T” training mode should be used.
The training objective of “3T” is “solid foundation, practical value, high capacity and strong
quality”, combined with “Theory”, “Test”, “Try”, which are shorted as “3T”. The core is to strengthen
the verification system and practice innovation system and strengthen the cultivation of practical ability
of undergraduate teaching.
4.3.1 Theory
Theory consists of five teaching platforms: platform of public required course, basic course,
specialized course, modular course and optional course. Public required course is required for all
students; basic course and specialized course are set according to the 03’s undergraduate course
catalogue; modular course is set according to each specialized target. Usually, there set more than two
modular courses; optional course consists of school optional course and college optional course
(including self-professional and no-self-professional optional course). In the process of course setting,
the whole theoretical teaching system should be optimal; there are fewer but better courses; especially
the setting of modular course and optional course must fully considerate students’ social adaptability .
4.3.2 Test
Test directs to the theoretical knowledge’s scientific verification and comprehensive training of
what are being learned and have been mastered. The course setting of test includes experiment courses,
comprehensive training, course practice and pre-job training, etc. The comprehensive training (course
design, the term paper, works design, etc.) should focus on the core curriculum for comprehensive
application training, try to fuse learned lessons, give given priority to the form of extracurricular
activities but with extracurricular as complementary, to lay the foundation of graduation design (paper)
and cultivate students' innovative ability. The setting of experiment courses plans to start from the talent
cultivation system, to change the traditional concept of the past experiment teaching depending on
theoretical teaching, then to integrate experimental contents of similar courses with ability cultivation as
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the mainline, finally to link different levels and multi-modules with each other, so as to not only achieve
organic combination but also relatively independence from theoretical teaching, and thus to further
promote the experimental teaching contents and reform of methods.
4.3.3 Try
Try is mainly set in line with the requirements of “2003’s Undergraduate Course Catalogue”
published by ministry of education and the cultivation of comprehensive quality and innovative talents.
Practice training mode and content of innovation are formulated by relevant professional. Main contents
are as follows: establish innovative credits, put all kinds of creation, invention (design) and competition
achievements students obtained as credit status for evaluation and give them enough space for
innovation; expand and deepen the comprehensive practice which includes education practice,
periodical practice and graduation practice, etc.; reform graduation design (paper); widely expand social
practice which consists of organizing various social investigation, social services and public welfare
work and putting centralized social investigation and public welfare work into the curriculum; notice
students’ personality development and provide more individual learning guidance and practice. These
links and components are mainly innovation systems based on practice and laboratory.

5 Conclusions
This paper starts with the problem of applied talents cultivation target homogeneity of the
independent colleges and proposes the idea that in order to get characterized and sustainable
development, the independent colleges should implement classified cultivation for students which is
combined with students' characteristics of and requirements of regional economic development goals,
namely, cultivating market application-oriented talents and professional promotion-oriented talents. on
this basis, the paper explores the teaching system design in mode of classified cultivation, proposes the
teaching system of “application based on market type” which classifies cultivation according to different
levels, different industries and different enterprises and the teaching system of “promotion based on
profession type” which classifies cultivation according to the studying abroad type, future study type
and technology innovation type.
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Abstract The application of hypermedia instruction is getting mature, so the depth and breadth of
teaching have been improved. In teaching, the application of hypermedia is mainly manifested by the
following aspects: storing rich teaching resources, optimizing classroom teaching, achieving simulation
teaching, conducting drills and practices, etc.. In learning, it is mainly shown as follows: to achieve
resource-based learning, improving learning effectiveness and exploring diverse learning methods. In
order to meet the growing demands of modern education, the application of hypermedia instruction is
expected to improve in software, hardware, technology and so on.
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1 Introduction
Hypermedia refers to organize and handle graphics, images, animation, sound, video and other
multimedia information by means of hypertext. Hypermedia is an integration of many kinds of media
message. Moreover, hypermedia is characteristic of novelty of information presentation. In hypermedia,
information is divided into several small “information blocks” which are inter-related by chain to create,
edit and link different pieces of information. Hypermedia enables learners to successfully integrate new
knowledge into their original knowledge bases so that learners become decision makers in information
processing. Since 1980s, based on the development of hypermedia learning environment, the students
have enjoyed traveling in the ocean of information and the direct access to knowledge has become a
reality.

2 Application of Hypermedia Technology in Teaching and Learning
2.1. Application of hypermedia technology in teaching
2.1.1 Storage-rich hypermedia teaching resources
A wealth of electronic lesson plans and courseware have been created in hypermedia teaching
system. Hypermedia allows teachers to collect a great deal of information (in various forms of the
vector), and it is stored in an extremely intensive form. Lively electronic materials, lesson plans and
courseware are formed through hypermedia teaching network. These resources not only include text and
graphics, but also present sound, animation, video and simulated three-dimensional scenes, and the
graphics and images series are connected with each other through an invisible chain to form a complete
resource system.
2.1.2 Optimizing classroom teaching
The optimization of classroom teaching of hypermedia is mainly embodied in the following aspects.
First, hypermedia offers individual instruction. It can show students hypermedia electronic resources
which are combined by maps, text, sound, image in the classroom according to the characteristics of
students. Second, hypermedia offers different-step teaching. Hypermedia network can not only offers
single feedback, but also communication with teachers, with any user in the net so as to achieve the
objectives of teaching. Finally, hypermedia offers a collaborative approach to learning. The use of
desktop systems and application functions, teachers can operate the system directly, students can see the
process of problem-solving.
2.1.3 To achieve teaching simulation
The combination of computer and simulation technology has spread to all areas of teaching. By
means of this technology over the media network, coupled with QuickDraw3D, Quick Time VR
technologies, using 360-degree panoramic photography technology can generate high-quality images to
capture realistic virtual scenarios. Students control experiment steps through operating the simulation
system, and then go into the real laboratory, which provides students with a kind of environment of
experience and observation so that students can observe and manipulate the object in it and get a real
experience or make new discoveries. In addition, there is also a virtual classroom, in which
asynchronous communication is used to develop teaching and learning activities.
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2.2 Applications of hypermedia technology in learning
2.2.1 To achieve resource-based learning
Hypermedia is characteristic of high information content, many means of information presentation,
nonlinear network structure and so on. It provides a learning environment with a wealth of educational
resources and intelligence on the basis of rich information content, changeable form and dynamic chain
so that learners can use the hypermedia system to obtain the knowledge they need for efficient
learning. commonly available and inexpensive multimedia handheld devices, laptop, and desktop
computers allow students and teachers to connect to this global hypermedia environment using wired
and, increasingly, wireless networks, thus providing countless opportunities for access to
educational hypermedia and information resources [1]. Concurrently, the producers of the hypermedia
can control the implicit chain to further support and deepen the content of the material. For example,
lesson preparation in hypermedia long-distance teaching refers to all resources on the internet to design,
copy, layout, process and forms the corresponding electronic lesson plans and courseware.
2.2.2 To improve the effectiveness of learning
The hypermedia system may decompose the knowledge system into the network structure system
which constitutes by the node and the chain in order to reduce the learner's cognitive load. Hypermedia
information retrieval and processing is a nonlinear, random, jumpy network. Hypermedia depicts “The
relations among concepts ”(Ayersman, 1993), Hypermedia “let the knowledge to adapt to people rather
than people to adapt to the knowledge base” and “make knowledge more accessible to the individual
cognitive structure” (Nelson & Palumbo, 1992 ). In this way, learners can choose to follow the locus of
explicit chain characterized by clear marks. Hypermedia systems actually provide an effective method
of information presentation so that students can construct knowledge from a number of angles to
improve their efficiency of information transfer and the depth of understanding. In addition, the
interactive nature of hypermedia promotes interaction mechanism for teachers and students, which is the
center of efficient teaching implementation. By cognitive learning theory, human knowledge is
generated by the interaction of external stimuli and internal mental processes, students must play an
active role in the process to become the subject of cognition. In fact, hypermedia provide a
self-controlled environment for the high-level learners, therefore, learners can choose their favorite and
the most effective form to understand the meaning of the information, and thus stimulate students’
interest and motivation ,and give them the maximum degree of freedom.
2.2.3 To explore a variety of learning styles
Firstly, hypermedia encourages individualized active learning, which is a student-centered
individualized learning. In this style, each student selects different levels of learning content according
to their level, based on their mastery of knowledge, and personal interests, hobbies, experience and task
demands, different learning approaches and learning progress to achieve the same learning objectives.
But hypermedia enables the students to control the abilities of choosing their learning content, quantity,
speed, path and presentation. Secondly, imitate study. By using hypermedia teaching, the students
make imitate study, the teaching content is broadcasted to all the students through the hypermedia
network, with detailed analysis and discussion the situation. Thirdly, structured discovery learning.
Hypermedia can correlate the information with related information. In addition, all of the projects in it
associate with both logic and the way of thinking of the human brain of intuition. Hypermedia system
can establish the relationship links according to the relevance of knowledge through hypermedia system.
Learners will focus on the relationship of the link structure and the relationship between knowledge[2].
Fourthly, coordinate study. Making full use of hypermedia network can help collaborative learning,
which can improve learning efficiency through interactive dialogues.

3 Improvement of the Use of Hypermedia Instruction
3.1 Software level: building a hypermedia teaching system
Hypermedia instruction breaks through the limitations of teaching resources and teachers’
knowledge. It acquires information from the internet to learn a wealth of knowledge. In the hypermedia
system, those activities, such as interactive interface, learner navigation, teacher activities, and
individual or collective learning will be led to a straight influence on the result of hyper media
instruction effectiveness. Hypermedia instruction system implements powerful functions, which has a
strong teaching ability and real-time online demonstration effect via its specific instructional design.
This teaching system can be shown with the following chart. And hypermedia teaching has the ability to
raise its application value through a good instructional design. Some studies show that, when
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hypermedia materials change into knowledge, they display two major features: First, at the teaching
level, themes and concepts must conform to the experts’ understanding. At the same time, they should
reflect the importance for the students to learn them. Second, at the design level, hypermedia materials
must be in conformity with the cognitive flexibility theory (Jacobson (1994). Cognitive flexibility refers
to the variety of ways to reconstruct one’s own knowledge to respond to the changed situations (Spiro,
RJ & Jehng, J, 1990). Adopting different teaching methods and designing scientific hypermedia
teaching system based on the teaching requirements aims at promoting knowledge exchange, promoting
both teaching and learning, which can enhance the sense of teaching reality and the novelty of
knowledge.
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Figure 1 Hypermedia Long-distance Teaching System

3.2 Technical level: providing navigation strategy and structure interface
Navigation strategy is embodied in the teaching strategies. It is a selective learning strategy to avoid
students deviating from a certain target, and to improve the learning efficiency. Search navigation includes
search navigation, help navigation, navigation indexes, adjusting table navigation, presentation navigation
and bookmark navigation. Search navigation can help learners read and extract pertinent associated nodes,
allowing users to select the appropriate direction and goals of jump nodes. In this process, learners can
choose appropriate learning content and learning strategies according to their interests and basis. They can
jump from one topic to another topic, from a concept to a relevant demonstration. And they can get a free
view on knowledge nodes flexibility to achieve a great progress on their self-control in learning[4]. To this
end, the technical design should provide such functions as returns, to the next page, bookmark and so on.
This can enable learners to have access to any node without getting lost. According to the view of Spiro
and Jehng, cognitive flexibility theory requires a multi-sided comprehensive description of the knowledge
points. In the hypermedia environment, setting the node for information promotes cognitive flexibility,
allowing a variety of ways to explore issues by different concepts or themes, and promoting complex
knowledge’s application and transformation in the new scenario[5]. It is true that different users may vary
greatly at different levels of knowledge. Therefore, students’ awareness of searching for the other nodes
which have many links with branch nodes can reduce their loss of important information in the choice of
considering the hierarchical concept node distance.
Providing structured auxiliary interface. First, improve the curriculum structure. It is important to
confirm the position of the information based on different components of a clear mandate according to
the task design navigation. Salomon noted that the use of hypertext makes learners have to consider not
only the views but also their contacts and structures. Therefore, knowledge point design should be
shown in lines or nets. Second, the way of hypermedia teaching resources presentation. The law of
presentation should be consistent with human perception to make people quickly find what they need.
For this purpose, the view on the page should provide guidance, which helps to solve the lost learning
and cognitive overload problem. While this way has been inconsistent with the intention of hypermedia,
it is helpful for those beginners who take small-scale hypermedia courses[6]. Third, provide structural
navigation. Janasson‘s experiment result shows that only enhancing the view of knowledge level of
treatment does not produce a deep dealing means or meaningful learning. The interface that fits
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information retrieval more is not a tool to raise learning effect. But the structured icon support can help
beginners get an access to knowledge in the field[7]. By using support features that exist as a natural part
of the hypermedia interface, users are less likely to notice the scaffolding's presence. For example, by
simply highlighting certain links or suggesting paths through the material, the hypermedia design can
aid learners in main-taming focus on their learning goals and can control frustration
by preventing disorientation in the information space[8].
3.3 Hardware level: designing effective teaching hypermedia products
Hypermedia products should be designed according to the aim of teaching to ensure that products’
content and course requirements are in coordination with the teachers and the school practice system.
Users should be encouraged to determine their own learning path, follow the authors (or developers) of the
line or some connection; Hyper-media products should get the functions of encouraging students to explore
information, stimulating students’ interest, and arousing students ’exploring desire. The developer should
pay attention to the length of time that teachers and students work for the limitation on teaching time.
Learners must be allowed to work within the time limit made by school. Teachers should be allowed to
select the information they need from the hypermedia’s database. And developers should focus on how to
improve and take advantage of the output capacity of the database information so that the information
could be used to serve the teaching and research purpose. Meanwhile, developers should pay attention to
the increase of input capacity of the database so that teachers and students can file their own textbooks,
audio parts, graphics, data entry, to extend the effective use period of products [9] .

4 Conclusion
Hypermedia technology provides a strong technical support for the development of education.
Nowadays, it has become a common phenomenon that teachers choose to complete the teaching content
with the help of such hypermedia as computers, networks, projectors, touch screen computers and other
advanced tools. Hypermedia improves the depth and breadth of teaching, changes the teaching content,
teaching methods and so on, which eventually leads to a fundamental change in education concept,
teaching theory and even the whole educational system. Now, hypermedia technology has become a core
technology in modern educational technology. And with the development of hypermedia technology,
hyper-media implement a variety of changes. This change is mainly shown in the trend that hypermedia
develops into intelligent hypermedia and collaboration hypermedia. It is true that the hyper-media
technology is still at the new stage of its development and it will develop with the new technological
innovations and new applications. In educational hypermedia application process, there remain many
theoretical and practical problems to be solved. It has its difficulties and limitations to apply it to specific
educational teaching environment. For example, how to develop intelligent hypermedia learning materials,
and how to overcome the limitations on learning that hypermedia learning has brought about. Such issues
need further exploration and research. With the development of hypermedia technology, new problems and
new challenges for hypermedia instruction will continue to appear.
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Abstract Based on the strategic goals of prior development of modern service industry proposed
by the “Outline of Pearl River Delta Regional Plan on Reformation and Development” and
all-around amendment of talents cultivation plan arranged by the Department of Education of
Guangdong Province of China, the paper expounds service-style profession structures and enactment
of talents cultivation plan as well as present viewpoints about amendment of new-round talents
cultivation plan.
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1 Introduction
The inter-disciplinary talents, applied talents and service-style talents are outcome of the functions
that modern colleges educate students, do researches and serve society, which embody colleges’ service
function and represent concept of undergraduates’ cultivation goal. As a system, the college originated
from Europe in around A.D. 1100 and then was applied by France, UK, Germany, Russia and US. The
mainstream in this time held opinion that the college was an educating or civilizing organ, which
cultivated heritors for the beau monde and took responsibility to foster social elites. 800 year ago,
British educationalist John Henry Newman (1801—1890) considered that the true college education was
not professional teaching or technical education but the liberal arts education. With social development,
especially rapid industrialization in the Western World, function of college had been gradually evolved.
Some scholars, such as the Humboldt School of German Berlin University, believed that the college was
not only a organ to teach but a center to research and create culture and knowledge. In the beginning of
20th century, the US became a strong industrial nation, which proposed that the college should serve
society besides functions of inheriting culture, imparting knowledge and creating culture and knowledge,
and it also emphasized on services which college should supply industrial development, agricultural
production and other business services for society. In this way, science technology became major
content and goal for colleges. From the development of functions of college, we can discern college’s
track from elite cultivation to mass education. We will deliberate that cultivation of inter-disciplinary
talents, applied talents and service-style talents in colleges is also requirement of social and economic
development.

2 Analysis of Connotation of Inter-disciplinary Talents, Applied Talents and
Service-style Talents
There are many opinions about orientation of undergraduate education and objectives of talents
cultivation. The applied talents are often mentioned. The inter-disciplinary talents are proposed as
discussion of the applied talents cultivation. Basing on characteristics of the independent college, the
concept of the service-style talents is presented in the background of transformation of Chinese industry
structure from manufacturing to modern service industry. We will expound the above three concepts.
2.1 Inter-disciplinary talents
Due to the rapid development of modern science and technology, amalgamation of subjects is
becoming more and more obvious. To abandon education mode of specialization and to propose
comprehensive cultivation are main reason for college reform. People may hold different ideas about the
inter-disciplinary talents. Make short of the matter that the inter-disciplinary talents are students who
master at least two subjects and apply the professional knowledge in undergraduate cultivation. For
instance, the talents are familiar with finance and IT or people majoring in marketing can speak a
foreign language fluently. The knowledge and capability of inter-disciplinary depend on knowledge they
study in colleges and studying competence to apply the knowledge. The cultivation of the
inter-disciplinary talents is popular in postgraduate or dual-degree education. For instance, many
postgraduates majoring in management and finance have such bachelor degree as electronic information
or computing. At present, many colleges cultivate inter-disciplinary talents through supplying
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dual-degree, auxiliary subject or auditing inter-profession courses for student. In addition, the design of
talents cultivation plan supplies different combination of modularization of professional courses for
students, which is important way for undergraduate inter-disciplinary education.
2.2 Applied talents
The applied talents, comparing with research-style talents, are a concept with reference to
undergraduate talents cultivation after discussion of comprehensive talents education in China, which is
orientation and goal of many colleges’ undergraduate education. With development of education and
various demand for talents, colleges in China gradually are divided into three kinds, namely teaching
-style, teaching-researching style, and research-style. However, nearly all of the colleges treat
undergraduate education as applied talent cultivation. What are the applied talents? Colleges have
various connotations about it but always have same goals. The applied talents require that graduates
have capability to apply their theoretic knowledge and fundamental skill to practice, who can be familiar
with social lives and production. The concept emphasizes on application of knowledge. Undergraduate
education requires that students apply the fundamental knowledge to production and lives, which is a
high standard. Application of knowledge is innovative activity. The comprehensive applied talents are
high-quality. Of course, different kinds of colleges have different opinion and orientation about the
applied talents, while the independent college should pay more attention to service-style applied talents.
2.3 Service-style talents
The concept of service-style talents are gradual subdivision of orientation of college applied talents
in the background of industrial structural transform to modern service industry. The service-style talents,
with characteristics of comprehensive talents, belong to category of applied talents and are idea that
colleges serve economic development. Taking Guangdong province as an example, the Outline of Pearl
River Delta Regional Plan on Reformation and Development (2008-2020) (the Outline thereinafter)
planes that the delta region will establish modern industrial system from 2008-2020 and strategic goals
of prior development of modern service industry. In order to implement the Outline, the Department of
Education of Guangdong Province promulgated the Guidance of implementation of the Outline of Pearl
River Delta Regional Plan on Reformation and Development in July 2009 required that teaching-style or
applied-style colleges took service as their tenet and employment as guidance, promoted mode of talents
cultivation mode, enhanced comprehensive talents cultivation, paid more attention to cultivation of the
second-degree, dual-subject and inter-disciplinary talents, and improved students quality and
competitiveness. It also demands that impulse college’s comprehensive reform from schooling idea,
mode of talent cultivation, education content and teaching method so as to meet various talents
requirement.
We can understand from the above that the inter-disciplinary talents, applied talents and
service-style talents make orientation from different aspect of undergraduate education. The
inter-disciplinary talents lean to structure of knowledge, intersection and amalgamation of professions
from high-level, middle-level and low-level; the applied talents, comparing with research-style talents,
highlight on application of knowledge, namely capability of problems-resolving. Of course, there are
high-level, middle-level and low-level requirements; the service-style talents high-standard applied
talents in modern service industry. The service-style talents include combination theoretic knowledge of
undergraduate with applicable knowledge. In a certain sense, the Outline proposes direction of
teaching-style or applying-style colleges, and explains that the inter-disciplinary talents, applied talents
and service-style talents illustrate that colleges serve society.

3 Seize the Opportunity and Close Follow Local Service-style System
The modern service industry involves in many professions, such as scientific service, outsourcing
industry, information service, telecommunication service, commerce service, finance service,
transportation service, traveling service, commercial chain service, exhibition industry, logistics industry,
cultural creative industry, material supply service, storage service. With adjustment and development of
the Pearl Rive Delta industries, it is estimated that grow demand for modern service industry require
inter-disciplinary talents. The independent colleges should seize the opportunity to close follow local
service-style system.
3.1 Structure service-style inter-disciplinary and inter-subject causes
We should make full use of advantages that there are comprehensive subjects in college, to
structure inter-disciplinary and inter-subject causes, which benefit for service-style applied talents
cultivation. Prime Minister Wen Jiabao emphasized many times not to enhance boundary between arts
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and science, and integrate the two sides. Many Chinese leading scholars are familiar with the both. The
development of modern science and new industries also prove that knowledge structure of high
education is inverse triangle and the top is intelligent treasure that all kinds of talent share, which
reflects on amalgamation and similarity of knowledge. So, college education develops from elite to the
public and undergraduate education is only high-level of public education. To decrease boundary of
undergraduate’s professions and structure service-style inter-disciplinary and inter-subject causes are
basis to cultivate inter-disciplinary talents.
3.2 Structure a uniform public discipline
The boundary between traditional professions gradually weakens. Many colleges don’t distribute
students to different subjects in the first or second year and structure a uniform public discipline. The
Ministry of Education emphasizes firm foundation. We can learn cultivation of inter-disciplinary talents
from document promulgated by the Ministry of Education and the Department of Education of
Guangdong Province. Review of past a few years’ talents cultivation plan in our college, we can find
eagerness to divide subjects, even early arrangement of professional courses in first or second semester.
The reason is that we don’t realize deeply relationship between foundational courses and professional
courses. It is well-known that solid and comprehensive foundation is valuable for student further
studying. Even if it is not innovative idea to adopt idea of liberal education, the important adjustment
basing on the idea still require every department unity of though and unity of understanding.
3.3 Systematization and modularization of courses arrangement
It is necessary to systematize and modularize courses of talents cultivation plan, which can break
situation of lack of communication and unilateral -teaching. Only relying on textbooks, there is
repetition and missing of content; in the limited teaching time, it is difficult to consider all aspects of
textbooks and many problems will appear. So, every teacher should attend to discuss establishment of
talents cultivation plan and teachers should have clear understanding for function and their relationship
that the courses play role in the system. In addition, we should invite public course teacher to study and
formulate the plan. The college should invite experts to analyze basic courses arrangement of great
subject and inter-disciplinary from college’s cultivation orientation.

4 Conclusion
To seize the opportunity, to close follow local service-style system, to study cultivation goal of
service-style undergraduates and to structure service-style theoretical and practical teaching system are
basic work for teaching reform of the independent college. To accelerate reform traditional and single
knowledge system and profession structure is long-term strategy for the independent college.
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Abstract Each country has its own cultural backgrounds and standards of thinking, being and acting,
and these cultural differences strongly influence the business world. The purpose of this paper is to
present some cultural differences between countries highlighting the Brazilian and Chinese examples.
Many are the cultural aspects within a society; therefore this paper will emphasize how these aspects can
have an impact in business in both cultures, having as a background the basic cultural points of each
country. Brazil and China will be analyzed through the Hofstede (2001) dimensions which measure
cultural differences. This paper gives a short overview to provide an understanding on how cultural
similarities and cultural differences are important when doing business in the mentioned countries. The
authors propose that the more acquainted one is with a culture, the more successful his/ her business will
become. In addition, it is necessary to evaluate which cultural issues have an impact when it comes to
business.
Key words Cultural Differences; Business; Brazil and China.

1 Introduction
This paper aims to discuss the importance of culture in globalized business, taking into
consideration Brazil and China. Many are the cultural aspects within Chinese and Brazilian cultures.
Nevertheless, for the purpose of this paper, how culture can impact on doing business will be taken into
account. The first part briefly introduces aspects about international businesses and culture. Then, there
will be a topic to discuss the cultural aspects when doing business in Brazil, and another on doing
business in China. Brazil and China will be analyzed through the Hofstede (2001) dimensions, which
measure cultural differences. More details about these dimensions on topic five. Finally, the conclusion
points out the important role that culture plays within international business.
Reeves and Baden (2000:4) define culture as the distinctive patterns of ideas, beliefs, and norms
which characterize the way of life and relations of a society or group within a society. This set of beliefs
shared by a group is frequently assumed to be natural and unchangeable. Culture also consists of the
sum of the total learned behaviors transmitted from generation to generation, generally considered to be
the tradition of that people: explicit and implicit patterns acquired and transmitted by symbols,
constituting the distinctive achievement of human groups. The essential core of culture consists of
traditional ideas and their attached values. They not only may be considered as products of action, but
also as conditioning influences upon further action. Different cultural groups think, feel, and act
differently, and there is no scientific standard for considering one group as intrinsically superior or
inferior to another. Therefore, a position of cultural relativism is presupposed in the study of cultures.
Judgment and action should be preceded by information about the nature of cultural differences between
societies, their roots, and consequences. When the parties understand the reasons for the differences in
viewpoints, the negotiation is more likely to succeed.
When it comes to international business and culture, contact between societies may affect cultures,
and produce or inhibit social changes in cultural practices. Understanding cultural differences is
essential in the modern society. How people from many cultural backgrounds communicate, in similar
and different ways, internally and externally, is the object of study of cross-cultural communication.
Understanding cultural differences will help ensure that communication across borders is effective and
that business transactions are successful.

2 Cultural Aspects of Doing Business in Brazil
Brazil is characterized by a diverse culture and geography, and historically it has been the source of
important natural resources in its 510 years of history. It is the largest country in South America in both
population (approximately 190 million) and area (8, 5 million square kilometers), and its culture is a
fusion of Portuguese, African and indigenous influences, resulting in a rich and distinct culture. One
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could say that the family is the foundation of the social structure and forms the basis of stability for most
people. Although family size has been diminishing in recent years, families tend to be large and the
extended family is quite close.
In order to guarantee success when doing business in Brazil, we here list some important cultural
aspects of this society:
• Before the Brazilians can work effectively, they need to know who they are doing business
with;
• It is not recommended to rush the relationship-building time. It is better to wait for the
Brazilian part to raise the business subject. Expect to spend time when negotiating with
Brazilians;
• Face-to-face meetings are preferred to written communication, although when it comes to
business agreements, Brazilians value detailed legal contracts;
• They attach more importance to the individual they deal with than to the company;
• As the Brazilians are more comfortable doing business with people and companies they know,
questions about the company are expected;
• Normally the highest-ranking person is the one who makes the decisions. This makes evident
what hierarchical business is like in Brazil;
• Men greet by shaking hands, with a steady eye contact. This could be done as an inter-gender
greeting, too;
• Kissing is a usual greeting for women. Brazilian friends often do hugging and backslapping,
too;
• Embarrassing a Brazilian should be avoided, for this is a group culture;
• When a person is criticized, he/ she loses face with the others in the meeting. The one who
makes the criticism also loses face, as an unwritten rule has been disobeyed;
• Informality shapes communication, which normally does not rely on strict rules of protocol.
Anyone who feels like adding their opinion will just say it;
• Brazilians are normally more tolerant on interrupting someone who is speaking;
• People, rather than companies, are who Brazilians negotiate with. Therefore, it is not advisable
to change the negotiating team. This would mean starting from zero. It is important to highlight
that normally the people you negotiate with do not have decision-making authority;
• During introductions at a meeting, business cards are exchanged with everyone.
As Brazilians depend heavily on relationships with others, it is essential to spend time getting to
know, both personally and professionally, your Brazilian counterparts. One of the most important
elements in Brazilian business culture is personal relationships. By cultivating them, and building trust,
one’s chance of successfully doing business in Brazil will increase greatly. Curiously, it is common to
see members of the same family working for the same company. This is due to the strong importance
placed on family relations. Brazilians prefer to do business with those they know and trust, what
reinforces this characteristic.

3 Cultural Aspects of Doing Business in China
China’s rich cultural heritage must not be overlooked when discussing cultural interactions with
this country. With a 5,000-year history and an interesting mix of ethnic groups, it can be said that it is
the only continuous ancient civilization. Founded on October 1, 1949, the People’s Republic of China is
situated in eastern Asia, with an area of 9.6 million square kilometers and a population exceeding 1.2
billion, which makes up 22 percent of the world total (the world’s most populous country). China has
followed a family planning policy since the 1970s in order to bring the population growth under control.
Today, the country is implementing reform and opening-up policies, and has established what they call a
socialist market economy, or socialism with Chinese characteristics. Throughout most of Imperial
China’s history, Confucianism① was the official philosophy and the country's traditional social values
were derived from various versions of this philosophy.
In order to succeed in business in China, some important cultural aspects in the Chinese society
should be highlighted, such as:

①

Confucius, one of the most influential Chinese philosophers, lived around 500 B.C.
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Respect for superiors, duty to family, loyalty to friends, sincerity and courtesy are part of China's
ethical system;
• Respect and status increase with the age;
• When presenting your business card, hold it with two hands, always ensuring that the Chinese
side is facing the recipient;
• Make a show of examining the business card carefully for a few moments when you receive it.
Then carefully place it into your card case or on the table, etc. It will be considered a breach of
protocol if you do not read a business card that has been presented to you;
• Handshaking, especially in a light fashion, is the accepted greeting. Greetings are normally
formal and one should greet the oldest person first. As a sign of respect, many Chinese will look
towards the ground when greeting someone. As staring may make Chinese uncomfortable, it
should be avoided;
• Although gifts are important, giving expensive gifts could be taken the wrong way;
• Never insult or openly criticize someone in front of others, for "maintaining face" is very
important for Chinese people.
Duty, sincerity, loyalty, honor, filial piety, respect for age and seniority are the most valued virtues
in Confucianism. The society itself becomes stable through the maintaining of harmonious relations.
The 关系 GUANXI (relationship) is another relevant aspect. It is essential to learn this kind of
relationship and also to be able to handle it, in order to succeed in business in China. A need for group
affiliation, whether to family, school, work group, or country characterizes the Chinese society as a
collective one. They will act with decorum and will avoid anyone’s public embarrassment for the sake
of maintaining a sense of harmony. The concept of harmonious relationships is the essence of
Confucianism, and the culture will revolve around it. The society as a whole will function smoothly if
proper behavior through duty, respect and loyalty are shown in the relationships. Doing business in
China is a good opportunity to see how Confucianism is highly influential to business practices.

4 Brazil and China: The Hofstede Dimensions of Culture
Five independent dimensions of national culture differences were identified and developed by
Geert Hofsted (2001), as below. A large research project on national culture differences across
subsidiaries of a multinational corporation (IBM) in 64 countries was the base for these categories. It is
possible to provide a graph comparing Brazil and China by showing scores relating the five indexes,
which may range between 1 and 120:
PDI (Power Distance Index) - the degree of equality or inequality between people in a country's
society is addressed to by the PDI score. The higher the PDI score is, the more it indicates inequalities of
power and wealth in a country, whereas a low scoring indicates more social equality. How much a
culture does or does not value hierarchical relationships can be seen through this cultural dimension.
IDV (Individualism) – the degree to which a culture values the importance of the individual is
addressed to in the individualism score. A high scoring indicates that the country views individuality as
important, while low scoring indicates that the country rather values the group, i.e. family, tribe, the
motherland, etc.
MAS (Masculinity) – the degree to which a culture reinforces the traditional role of males and
females is addressed to in the masculinity dimension. A more acute degree of gender differentiation is
found in high scoring countries, whilst there is less differentiation and discrimination between genders
in low scoring countries. Competitiveness, ambition, and the accumulation of wealth are valued in the
so-called 'masculine' cultures, whereas relationship and quality of life are valued in the so-called
'feminine' cultures.
UAI (Uncertainty Avoidance) - the level of tolerance for uncertainty and ambiguity within a culture
is addressed to in uncertainty avoidance. A low tolerance for uncertainty and ambiguity is seen in
cultures with a high uncertainty avoidance score. These societies tend to be more rule-oriented and
based on laws and regulations. A low scoring country, on the other hand, is less concerned about
ambiguity and uncertainty. Being it less rule-oriented, it is more ready to accept change, consider new
ideas and take more and greater risks.
Long-Term Orientation (LTO), opposed to short-term orientation, is a society's "time horizon," or
the importance attached to the future, is described in this dimension. Perseverance is valued in cultures
with high long-term orientation.
According to the cultural dimensions by Hofstede (2001), Brazil and China rank as below:
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Table 1

Geert Hofstede Five Cultural Dimensions (Brazil and China) – from 1 to 120
PDI
IDV
MAS
UAI
LTO
Individualism

Masculinity

Brazil

Power
Distance
Index
69

38

China

80

20

①

·1989·

Long-Term
Orientation

49

Uncertainty
Avoidance
Index
76

66

30

118

65

Source: Hofstede (2001)

In a graph, Hofstede’s five dimensions can be seen as below:
120
100
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Brazil

40

China

20
0

PDI IDV MAS UAI LTO

Figure 1 The 5D Model of Professor Geert Hofstede - Cultural Comparison Graph (Brazil and China)
From 1 to 120
Source: Hofsted (2001)

If analyzed through the Hofstede's Dimensions, Brazil’s low level of tolerance for uncertainty is the
country’s most proheminent characteristic, for Uncertainty Avoidance (UAI) is the highest Hofstede
Dimension index, ranking 76. Strict rules, laws, policies, and regulations are adopted and implemented
in order to minimize or reduce this level of uncertainty. The ultimate goal is to eliminate or avoid the
unexpected. Therefore, Brazil does not readily accept change and is very risk adverse.
The highest-ranking factor in Geert Hofstede’s analysis for China is Long-term Orientation - LTO
(118), which is true for all Asian cultures. A society's time perspective and an attitude of persevering are
indicated by this dimension. Overcoming obstacles with will and strength, if not with time, is the most
important. When it comes to Individualism (IDV), the Chinese rank the lowest in Asia, at 20. The high
emphasis on a collectivist society, as well as the Communist rule, may partially explain this. A close and
committed group, such as a family (including the extended family) or extended relationships, makes
evident the low Individualism ranking. Strong relationships, in which everyone takes responsibility for
fellows, is fostered by the society. Therefore, in a collectivist culture, loyalty is paramount. China's
Power Distance ranking of 80 is of note. A high level of inequality of power and wealth within the
society is then suggested.

5 Cultural Similarities Between Brazil and China in Doing Business:
Both Brazil and China have historically been described from an Orientalist② angle, using the
category by Said (2003). Moreover:
1) Both Chinese and Brazilians do not feel comfortable with getting straight to the point when it
comes to closing a deal: they prefer to socialize and get to know with whom they are doing
business;
2) It is necessary to invest a considerable amount of time developing good rapport and a pleasant,
relaxed relationship before discussing business in Brazil and in China. A precondition to a

①
②

Estimated Values
Defined according to the Western/European view.
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3)
4)

5)
6)
7)

successful business relationship is establishing an atmosphere of trust. Business people in both
countries prefer to establish a strong relationship before closing a deal;
Although how to address someone in both countries is not exactly the same, it still shows how
both countries appreciate hierarchy levels and authority;
Embarrassing a Brazilian should be avoided. If an individual is openly criticized, he/ she will
lose face with the others in the meeting. And for having disobeyed the unwritten rule, the
person making the criticism also loses face. In China, too, a relationship and any business that
might result from it can be instantly destroyed by saying or doing anything that causes someone
to lose face. Therefore, the rule works for both countries;
Chinese and Brazilian business people negotiate with people, not companies. It is not advisable
to change the negotiating team, otherwise one may have to start over from the beginning;
Face-to-face meetings are most preferred by the Brazilians and the Chinese, rather than written
or telephonic communication;
Contacts are very important in Brazil and in China. Everyone has networks, and one’s network
may extend into friends' networks. Creating relationships is part of the culture in both
countries.

6 Cultural Differences Between Brazil and China in Doing Business:
François Jullien (1998) describes many cultural differences between Eastern and Western thoughts.
As an heir of Europe’s, Brazilian culture is highly influenced by the concepts of utopia, ideal reality,
transcendence, and how to transform the reality is a main concern. The Oriental culture, especially the
Chinese one, is rather pragmatic and resigned facing the reality. Hofstede (2001) highlights:
1) Very long dinners and sometimes spending many days in getting to know each other is an
already established Chinese way of building relationships. The same should not be expected
from Brazilians, though. Although having meals together is important for Brazilians, it does not
have the same value as for the Chinese.
2) In China exchanging business cards is far more ceremonious than in Brazil. In this country it is
just a way of exchanging information.
3) For the Chinese culture, the relationship developed with a person represents the relationship
with the entire company. Rather than individuals, the foreigners are seen as representatives of
their company. For Brazilians, on the other hand, the individual they deal with is more
important than the company.
4) In the Chinese culture it is not acceptable to interrupt someone who is speaking. In Brazil, on
the other hand, it is more tolerated.
5) Among Brazilians, hugging and backslapping are common greetings if people are close. Also,
this would be an acceptable behavior if they are business partners for a long time. It would
never be acceptable in the Chinese situation, though.
6) On Individualism vs. Collectivism: Chinese society is collectivist and the group prevails over
the individual. There, the individuals are willing to subjugate their own feelings for the good of
the group. As for the Brazilian society, it is more focused on individuals.
7) On Body Language: in China direct eye contact is disrespectful, whereas in Brazil it is a sign of
honesty. While Brazilians shake hands when greeting one another, maintaining steady eye
contact, many Chinese will look towards the ground at this moment.

7 Conclusions
When doing business, each country has its own cultural particularities: a mixture of attitudes,
values, and social expectations. At present, in a totally connected world, being aware of these cultural
differences is a condition for success. Business representatives need to be provided with an
understanding of the cultural differences in order to be sensitive to them when conducting business
across countries. The workplace values and business communication are going to be influenced by these
differences, given by each country’s own cultural standards of being, thinking, and acting. What may be
considered confusing or offensive in the workplace of one country can be considered acceptable in the
workplace of another because of culture’s decisive role in this context. To understand cultures today, one
must, hence, read about different countries, always keeping in mind the special role that culture can play
in business. The communication between people with different linguistic and cultural backgrounds and
an ever growing number of contacts characterize the world today. The contacts in areas like business
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need to be as constructive and precise as possible, so that this communication effort can take place. We
can conclude that the Chinese and the Brazilian companies can have different perspectives on
Sino-Brazilian business. The firms will also be capable of better evaluating the role that culture can play
in business. The number of areas where business people can face challenges is demonstrated in the
above examples of differences in culture, business practices, business etiquette and protocol.
The Brazilian society’s low level of tolerance for uncertainty is demonstrated by its score for
Uncertainty Avoidance (UAI) of 76, using the Hofstede Cultural dimensions for analysis. Brazil’s index
is 38 for Individualism (IDV), and this can be seen in a close long-term commitment to the group, such
as (extended) family or relationships. As seen above, in a collectivist culture loyalty is paramount,
over-riding most other societal rules.
On the other hand, China’s Long-term Orientation (LTO) index is 118, which indicates this
society's time perspective and attitude of persevering. Unlike Brazil, China ranks at 20 in Individualism
(IDV). The high emphasis on a collectivist society may partially explain this. The low Individualism
ranking shows an even more intense group loyalty and relationship than in Brazil. Everyone takes
responsibility for fellow members of their group, and strong relationships are fostered by the society. A
high level of inequality of power and wealth within the society is present in both countries, where this
condition is accepted as a cultural heritage.
When it comes to doing business, major similarities and differences between Brazilian and Chinese
societies were found, especially on the way to address someone, to develop relationships, how to
exchange cards, body language, interruptions, collectivism and individualism, among others. Studying
cultural similarities and differences can have a positive and constructive effect on Sino-Brazilian
business. Developing better relationships and doing business more successfully are the possible benefits
of understanding the diversity of Brazilian society as well as its unique values and attitudes. By
cultivating close personal relationships and building trust, one can increase his/ her chances of
successful business in Brazil. One may not forget the strong European heritage in Brazil, which makes
the country more direct and holding a specific mindset. As for China, understanding this country’s
business culture is critical, given its distinct cultural differences from the rest of the world, given its
unique dynamic relation among elements, indirect ways and pragmatism, just to name a few. In China
the business practices are highly influenced by Confucianism, and doing business in China enables us to
see that. Thus, learning about Confucianism and its influence in the Chinese society is crucial.
When doing business abroad, any international business person, company or organization can make
use of cross cultural understanding as an important tool. Culture does play an important role, and
recognizing and understanding the existence of cultural differences and similarities is unquestionably
valuable and helpful. When doing business in these so geographically distant countries, one can notice
how this awareness can enshorten distances and make the world smaller.
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1 Introduction
The methods to identify traffic security risks are as follows but not limited to, safety key method,
scenario analysis, work-risk decomposition, fault tree analysis, event tree analysis, financial statements
analysis, hazard-operability analysis. Starting with comparative analysis of traffic safety management
both at home and abroad, this paper firstly attempts to identify risk factors of traffic safety by use of
bibliometrics based on CNKI literature database. Then adopting ISM method, this paper analyzes the
interrelation between and the structure of those risk factors.

2 Literature Review
Exploring on traffic security risk factors is the starting point for traffic emergency management.
Collected papers titled<International Crisis: Insights from Behavioral Research>[1] by (C.F. H.ermarm
1972) is one of earliest researches on fundamental factors causing emergencies. Since 90s, 20th century,
western scholars have conducted extensive studies on emergency response capacity. During the period
from 1997 to 2000, 56 provinces, regions and islands across America have completed the establishment
of emergency response capacity index system when facing major emergencies[2], containing 13
management functions, 209 attributes and 1014 indexes[3]. Besides, the evaluation system of local
emergency response capacity and crisis management was established across Japan in December, 2002[4].
Meanwhile Japan is investigating hazard mitigation policies based on hypothesis and evaluation of
accidents all the time[5].
Zhao Xuegang (2009) firstly identified 3 risk sources using risk identification techniques, which
are, failure of vehicle and equipment, human impairment and environment, and management flaw and
organization fault. Then he constructed traffic security risk warning system according to analyses of risk
factors[6], including a factor set of road traffic security, an index system, and a sub multivariate fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation model of road traffic security risk warning[7]. Besides, SMS (safety
management system) is a major measure taken in the improvement of aviation safety according to ICAO
(international civil-aviation organization). Based on<Civil-aviation Management System Manual
(trial)>and previous researches, (Jia Guijuan and Wang Hongjiao 2008) put forward a civil aviation
safety risk management system containing risk identification, risk evaluation, risk control and
forewarning indicator system. They illustrated the structure and operational process of the system[8].
Moreover, traffic safety is vital important to urban economy development and citizens’ life. Accordingly,
(He Shoukui 2007) established a safety risk evaluation index system. In view of fuzziness and
uncertainty of safety data, He firstly employed evidence fusion theory to decide weight, and then
advanced an empirical study on event risk evaluation using multi-attribute decision making method[9].

3 Identification of Traffic Security Risk Factors
The above researches have investigated traffic emergency response capacity and traffic risk factors
from various aspects but not as a whole. However, improving traffic security management level is a
systemic project which contains not only risk factors as a whole, but also relevance and structure of
those risk factors.
(1) Risk factors of traffic security
CNKI is the largest Chinese journal full-text database which collects more than 8000 leading
journals and performs dynamic updates continuously. In CNKI, there are 3281 papers, whose titles
involve “traffic security” from the retrieval in 10th, August, 2010. The number of papers from 2003 till
now is 2462, which accounts for 75.04%. It is thus clear that traffic security has gradually been the
research focus since 2003. Among those papers, there are 14 papers pertaining to traffic security risk
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factors. Based on bibliometrics [10], we select 4 risk factors with relatively larger probabilities, that is,
human, vehicle, environment and management factors. Analyses of those 4 main factors are presented in
Table 1.
Table 1 The Statistics of Risk Factors which Influence Traffic Security in Papers
Risk resource
Factors
Num
Probability (%)
The quality and capacity of men, the faulty of drivers(1); the security
Man
8
57.14
conscious of passengers and attendants(1)
Vehicles(1), the state of machine(1); construction(1); station(1);
Machine
parking area(1); electric traction system(1); railway control
11
78.57
system(1); level crossing(1)
Unfavorable circumstance(2);road faulty(2);the frailty of traffic
Environment
facilities(1);the capacity of the operation of road (1);environmental
10
71.43
condition(1);external factors(such as power failure or climate)

Management

Object
Traffic
security risk

The faulty of management(2);the faulty of decision structure,
management methods (such as security plans, security organization,
the flexibility of security, security education), organization and
management methods(1);the sound early warning and emergency
mechanism (2);the risk warning system at sea(2);technical and
managerial factors, technical and managerial system of traffic
security risk(2);the evaluation, communication and system
construction of road traffic security risk (1)

10

71.43

Table 2 The Detailed Table of the Risk Resource of Traffic Security
Risk resource
Concrete description
Man

Machine

Environment

Management

The frailty of facilities
(Urban traffic, for instance)

The bearing capacity of the
operation of road(Urban traffic,
for instance)

The thought and deed of drivers
The technological level and capacity of drivers
The security consciousness of drivers
The quality of drivers
The stamina of drivers
The thought and deed of men
The capacity of men
The security consciousness of men
The quality of men
The stamina of men
The condition of communication and
navigation(Construction of infrastructural facilities)
The state of the operation of vehicles(the state of the
operation of equipments)
The state of the maintenance of vehicles(the state of the
maintenance of equipments)
Weather condition
Geography condition
Contingent event
The construction of rules and regulations
The management of technical training
The education of security culture
The degree of the emphasis on security work
The reliability of structure
The reasonability of the line-shape
The water stable aggregates of roadbed
The scientific location of structures
The quality of pavement projects
The density of the road
The road area per capital
The degree of the load of road
The number of the buses per 10,000 men

(2) The analysis of relations structure of the main influences
The traffic accidents are influenced by multiple factors which are mutually related and interacted
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and form complicated system structure. By applying the interpretive structural model [11], we can find
surface direct factors, middle indirect factors and deep elementary factors from those complicated
factors. According to 4 main factors mentioned above and added by 2 other factors which are the frailty
of facilities and the bearing capacity of the maintenance of road, we can identify the 6 factors of the
interpretive structural model of traffic security factors-man, machine, environment, management, the
frailty of facilities and the bearing capacity of operation.
(1) Identify the interaction between various factors
By analyzing traffic accidents and the previous results, we can identify the logical relationship of
various factors and then get the adjacency matrix R, R is the 7×7 matrix and the element of which can
be defined:

rij =

{

1, si directly influence s j
0, si not directly influence s j

, (i , j = 1, 2,...7)

0
0
0
0
0
0⎤
⎡0
⎢1
0
1
0
1
0
1⎥
⎢
⎥
then R =
⎢1
0
0
0
0
0
0⎥
⎢
⎥
0
1
0
0
1
1⎥
⎢1
⎢1
1
1
0
0
0
1⎥
⎢
⎥
1
1
1
1
0
1⎥
⎢1
⎢⎣ 1
0
1
1
0
1
0 ⎥⎦
(2) Divide the stage relationship of various factors
We can get the reachability matrix through the adjacency matrix: M=(R+I)n. I is 7×7 identity
matrix, and we can compute by the soft ware Matalab:
0
0
0
0
0
0⎤
⎡1
⎢1
1
1
1
1
1
1⎥
⎥
M= ⎢
⎢1
0
1
0
0
0
0⎥
⎢
⎥
1
1
1
1
1
1⎥
⎢1
⎢1
1
1
1
1
1
1⎥
⎢
⎥
1
1
1
1
1
1⎥
⎢1
⎢⎣ 1
1
1
1
1
1
1 ⎥⎦
The concrete data of the reachability set R(Si) of various factors in the matrix M, the antecedent set
A(Si) and the union of R(Si) and A(Si) is shown in table 3.
Table 3
Si
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

The First-level Reachability Set and Antecedent Set of the Main Factors which Influence Traffic
Security
R(Si)
A(Si)
R(Si)∩A(Si)
0
0
0、1、2、3、4、5、6
0、1、2、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
2
0、2
1、2、3、4、5、6
0、1、2、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
0、1、2、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
0、1、2、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
0、1、2、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6

Table 4 The Second-level Reachability Set and Antecedent Set of the Main Factors which Influence Traffic Security
Si
R(Si)
A(Si)
R(Si)∩A(Si)
1
1、2、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
2
2
2
1、2、3、4、5、6
3
1、2、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
4
1、2、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
5
1、2、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
6
1、2、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6

By the data in table 3, we can get L(1)={0}, remove row 0 and column 0 in M shown in table 4 and
search the second-level elements.
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By the data in table 4, we can get L(2)={2}, remove row 2 and column 2 in M shown in table 5 and
search the third-level elements.
Table 5
Si
1
3
4
5
6

The Third-level Reachability Set and Antecedent Set of the Main Factors which Influence Traffic
Security
R(Si)
A(Si)
R(Si)∩A(Si)
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6
1、3、4、5、6

By the data in table 5,we can get L(3)={1、3、4、5、6}.

4 Conclusion
We can establish the interpretive structural model of the main factors which influence traffic
security, which is shown in figure 1.

S 0 tr a f f ic s a f e ty

S 1 m a c h in e

S 2 m an

S 3 e n v ir o n m e n t

S 4 m anagem ent

S 5 th e f r a ilty o f
f a c ilitie s

S 6 th e b e a r in g
c a p a c ity o f th e
o p e r a tio n

Figure 1 The Interpretive Structural Model of the Main Factors which Influence Traffic Security

As can be seen from figure 1, the traffic security is influenced by six main factors which are man,
machine, environment, management, the frailty of facilities and the bearing capacity of the operation.
The element of machine is in the core position, which is the core element which influences the traffic
security and the key bond of other five factors. The pairwise coupling between those five factors and the
machine factor or the pairwise and multiple coupling is among their own cause traffic accidents.
Therefore, the factors of man, machine, environment and management influence and restrict each other.
In order to maintain the normal operation of the traffic system, we should consider adequately various
factors which influence traffic security and coordinate all factors which constitute the system.
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Risk Assessment of Commercial Bank Loans Based on AHP
Zhang Bin
School of Management, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, P.R.China, 430070
(E-mail: Guiping518@126.com)
Abstract Based on the defined concepts of loan risk and assessment of loan risk in commercial bank,
this article classifies the loan risk into four categories: object risks, loan terms risks, management risks
and system environment risks, and then discuss the risk assessment method from the model AHP. The
process is: establishing a hierarchical model and structure comparison matrix, calculating the relative
weight and making consistency test of the matrix, then evaluating the results comprehensively. At last,
this show conolnsion, that AHP is simple and easy to operate
Key words Loan risk; Risk assessment; AHP

1 Introduction
The loan business is one of the main assets businesses in commercial bank. In the management
process of commercial banks, the existence of loan business is bound to loan risk, and thus need to
manage the loan risk. Therefore, in order to prevent and reduce loan losses, decrease the risk of bank
management, ensure the safety and profitability of credit assets, improve the efficiency and quality of
bank risk management, it is necessary to evaluate the size and quality level of loan risk to support the
decision-making process.

2 Risk of Commercial Bank Loan
2.1 Risk of commercial bank loan
Loan risk refers to the possibility of loss that commercial banks can not recover the principal and
interest according to the agreed loan contract, due to a variety of unforeseen uncertainties. Loan risk is
mainly involving the non-performing loans. According to the degree of loan risk, loan classification system
classified loans into five categories: normal; interest; secondary; doubt; loss. The non-performing loans are
referring to the secondary, doubt and loss. By the end of 2009, the domestic banks' non-performing loans
reached 497.33 billion RMB, the rate was 1.58%. The secondary loan balance was 203.13 billion RMB,
doubt loans balance was 231.41 billion RMB, and loss loan balance was 62.79 billion RMB.
2.2 Risk assessment of commercial bank loan
Based on the loan risks’ identification and estimation, and combining with other factors,
commercial banks assess the probability of the credit risk occurrence or possible losses, and then decide
to take appropriate measures. Effective risk assessment can prevent the generation of non-performing
loans, strengthen the management of bank loan quality, and improve the efficiency and quality of bank
risk management. Risk assessment is an important part of loan risk management in commercial bank.

3 Risk Factors of Commercial Bank Loans
Table 1

loan risk
factors in
commercial
banks

Risk Factors of Commercial Bank Loan
borrower credit risk
risk of borrower repayment ability
risk of borrower repayment willing
object risks
risk of project profitability
risk of project potential
risk of loan way
loan duration risk
loan terms risks
loan amount risk
loan use risk
bank cognition risk
operation risk
management risks
staff moral hazard

system environment risks

intermediary risk
policy risk
interest rate risk
risk of economical periodic fluctuation
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It is necessary to identify the loan risks before risk assessment. Recognizing the causes and types of
loan risks, the bank will accurately forecast the potential risks. Considering the multiple factors affecting
loan risks, this article classifies the loan risks in commercial bank into four categories: the object risk,
loan terms risk, management risk and system environment risk. The risk factors are shown in Table 1.
3.1 Object risks
Bank loans object is an important factor that can influence the bank recover the loan principal and
interest according to contract, and lead to changes of the possibility of loan loss. Loan object risks
include borrower credit risk, risk of borrower repayment ability, risk of borrower repayment willing, risk
of project profitability, risk of project potential.
Generally, banks can not fully grasp the basic conditions of loan companies which include
enterprise risk preferences, financial situation, repayment capacity, and industry development potential.
It is difficult to make an exact check. Once the external market environment and internal conditions
change, business operations will change in the loan period. It will influence the companies’ repayment
capacity at maturity. If the project which loans lent to is at large size, taking a long time, and with no
experience to draw on. The project itself has a greater risk which will bring uncertainty to bank loan
recovery. Project potential and project profitability will also influence loans recovery of commercial
banks.
3.2 Loan terms risks
Loan terms refer to the loan amount, loan duration, loan purpose and etc.. These factors will have
an impact on the loan recovery of bank according to the contract. Bank loan is including credit loans,
secured loans (mortgage, pledge and guarantee) and Discount Notes. In general, secured loans take more
risk than the credit loans. The longer the loan term is, the greater the impact has. The bank, company
and project will subject to various uncertainties, the safety of loan recovery will be more difficult to
determine. The greater the amount of loans is, the greater the likelihood of strategic default of the
borrower is. Banks can maintain a moderate, reasonable structure by coordinating long, medium and
short-term loan ratio. Loan funds invest to non-real economy bear greater risks than to invest in the real
economy.
3.3 Management risks
Banks' own management also cause credit risk:① cognition risk. Bank does not fully understand
the loan risks, focusing on quantity expansion and market share, ignoring the upgrade of the loans
quality. It makes loans share high proportion in total bank assets. ② operational risk. Data collection,
processing, computing and electronic system failures will bring banks into too much investment of loan
management. Low level of bank credit management, such as loan status and responsibility is unknown,
incomplete vetting mechanism, improper financial regulation, policy makers and managers make errors
in the process of management, and etc. will bring uncertainties of the loan disbursement and recovery.
③ moral hazard. Bank credit officers at the personal interests release loan that does not meet the
conditions deliberately. ④ intermediary risk. Intermediaries with weak sense of integrity, incomplete
management systems related to the intermediary increase the loan risk of commercial banks.
3.4 System environment risks
The system environment risks involve policy risk, interest rate risk, risk of economical periodic
fluctuation.
Government's financial policies or relevant laws, regulations make great changes, or important
measures are introduced. It will bring the financial market fluctuation; commercial banks will have
uncertain earnings. This is policy risk. Currently, domestic commercial banks obtain income by deposit
and loan interest rate differential, so interest rates have a direct impact on the commercial banks. The
risk of economical periodic fluctuation is brought by the economic cycle change. Changes in the
economic cycle will greatly affect the economy and efficiency of the enterprise, as well as the
repayment ability.

4 Risk Assessment of Commercial Bank Loan - AHP
AHP is a decision making method that decompose the relevant elements of the decision-making
problem into several levels, then make qualitative and quantitative analysis according to the levels
model. AHP analysis in-depth the nature, influencing factors and the intrinsic relationship of the
complex decision-making problem, reduce to different levels, form a hierarchical structure model, make
the decision-making process mathematical with less Quantitative information. AHP method generally
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includes the following steps: establish a hierarchical model; structure comparison matrix, and calculate
the relative weight; make Consistency test of the matrix, then evaluate the results comprehensively.
4.1 Establish a hierarchical model
The top of a hierarchy model is the target to be achieved by AHP. Here is commercial bank loan
risk. The middle layer refers to the content that achieves the overall goal, namely index layer. For
example, the factors affecting loan risk include the loan object, the loan term, the bank management and
environment. Factors at the bottom support the factors at middle layer, namely sub-index layer. Loan
object risks include borrower credit risk, risk of borrower repayment ability, risk of borrower repayment
willing, risk of project profitability, risk of project potential. The hierarchical model is shown in Figure
1.
Define the set of loan risks as A, loan object risks A1, loan terms risks A2, management risks A3,
system environment risks A4, define weight as W=(W1，W2，W3，W4,), then subdivide the four factors,
A1=(S1、S2、S3、S4、S5)，A2=(S6、S7、S8、S9)，A3=(S10、S11、S12、S13)，A4=(S14、S15、
S16)。
Loan risk A

Object risk A1

Loan terms risk A2

Management risk A3

Environment risk A4

S15

Economical fluctuation S16

Interest rate risk

S14

S13

Policy risk

Intermediary risk

S12

S10

Staff moral hazard

Bank cognition risk

S9

S11

Loan use risk

S8

Operation risk

Loan amount risk

S7

S6

Loan duration risk

Risk of loan way

Risk of project potential S5

Risk of project profitability S4

Borrower repayment willing S3

S1

Borrower repayment ability S2

Borrower credit risk

Figure 1 Hierarchy Model of Commercial Bank Loan Risk

4.2 Establish comparison matrix
It is necessary to determine the quantitative criteria to judge before Comparison Matrix
Construction, in order to carry out any two factors of middle layer to determine their relative importance.
Here is 1-5 scaling method. Define indicators X= (X1, X2, Xn) impact on the same goal. Take two
indicators Xi and Xj every time, Mij is the ratio that Xi and Xj degree of influence on the target. The
value of Mij is decided by a 1-5 scale method.
Table 2

scale
1
2
3
4
5
reciprocal

1-5 Scaling Method

meaning
two factors is of equal importance
the former is slightly important than the latter
the former is obviously important than the latter
the former is strongly important than the latter
the former is extremely important than the latter
Comparison of factors I and j is Mij , comparison of the factors j and i is 1/Mij

By comparing the various factors, we can determine the affecting weight that the factors on one
layer affect is to the next upper layer. Quantitative qualitative judgments, obtain the scale ratio of every
factors, namely Comparison Matrix. In general, comparison matrix is obtained through filling in a
questionnaire form by a number of experts and managers in the field and results processing. The
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Comparison Matrix form is shown in table 3.
Table 3

M1

Comparison Matrix M

M1

M2

…

Mn

m11

m12

…

m1n
m2n
…
mnn

M2
…

m21
…

m22
…

…
…

Mn

mn1

mn2

…

mij is a numerical representation of relative importance that factor Mi to Mj that at the same layer
for one element at the upper layer. When mij> 1, factor i is more important than factor j to the expressed
goal. The number size means degree of relative importance. While mji = (1/mij) <1, factor j is less
important than factor i , the number size means relative less important. The form of Comparative
judgment matrix of commercial bank loan risk is shown in Table 4.
Table 4

Comparative Judgments Matrix of Loan Risk

A

A1

A2

A3

A4

A1

m11

m 12

m 13

m 14

A2

m 21

m 22

m 23

m 24

A3

m 31

m 32

m 33

m 34

A4

m 41

m 42

m 43

m 44

Similarly，Comparative judgments matrix of A1 is shown in table 5, A2, A3, A4 can be of similar
structure.
Table 5

Comparative Judgments Matrix of Object Risk

A1

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S1

m 11

m 12

m 13

m 14

m 15

S2

m 21

m 22

m 23

m 24

m 25

S3

m 31

m 32

m 33

m 34

m 35

S4

m 41

m 42

m 43

m 44

m 45

S5

m 51

m 52

m 53

m 54

m 55

4.3 Single-level sorting of factor weight
Single-level sorting refers to sorting relative weight that the factors at lower layer to the factors at
the next upper layer. Through calculating the largest feature value and the corresponding eigenvector of
every comparison matrix, we can obtain the sorting values of each level, get the importance Data
sequence that index layer is to the target layer, and obtain the final result.
Under the factor A, sorting weight calculation of A1、A2、A3、A4 can solve the maximum feature
valueλmax of matrix M, and satisfy the relation:
MW=λmax W
W is the eigenvector corresponding to λmax. The component W1、W2、W3、W4 is the single-sort
weights to the corresponding factors A1、A2、A3、A4.
Eigenvector can obtain through specialized software.
4.4 Consistency test
Due to the complexity of affecting factors and the diversity of knowledge and experience of the
experts, when calculating the weight of every factor by AHP, the evaluation results will be different, and
the comparison matrix is not necessarily consistent. So it is necessary to make consistency test for the
matrix. When the comparison matrix is consistent or consistent completely, the AHP is effective.
When testing the consistency of Matrix, consistency index (CI) will be used:
CI=（λmax-n）/（n-1）
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λmax is the largest feature value of matrix, n is the order of the matrix.
When CI=0 (λmax=n) , Matrix has a complete consistency. The larger the CI is, the worse the
complete consistency of matrix is. In general, as long as CI <0.1, its consistency is acceptable. When
CI> 0.1, we should be re-adjusted comparison matrix until a satisfactory consistency.
When all values of CI are in line with conditions, every comparison matrix has satisfactory
consistency; the treated eigenvector is the weight of each factor.

5 Conclusions
AHP is simple and easy to operate. The results have some value for the loan risk management of
commercial banks. Commercial banks should adopt various measures actively, prevent effectively and
resolve loan risk, strengthen quality management of bank loans, enhance effective credit loan and be
against non-performing loans.
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Analysis of Chinese Government’s Role in World Heritage Protection
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Abstract From the significance of World Heritage Protection, this paper analyzes the loss of effect of
Chinese government on the World Heritage Protection. Not only some specific measures that could help
Chinese government reshape the role in the World Heritage Protection are proposed, but the effect of
Chinese government in the World Heritage Protection is analyzed profoundly in this article.that many
recomendations and measures conclnices improving the role of goverment is very important
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1 Introduction
World Heritage Protection is an important component of the current government services. With the
development of society, economy and politics, most countries, especially the developed countries, take
good care of public services as the government's main functions. To build service-oriented government,
governments at all levels should strengthen social management and public service functions.
Government's role in world heritage protection service is an important manifestation of government
functions.

2 The Significance of the Protection of World Heritage to the Government
On the one hand, heritage resources are precious legacy from the nature and predecessors, with
vulnerability and non-renewable. When government has the ownership use rights of heritage resources,
it also has the responsibilities and obligations to protect them from damaging and make them sustainable.
On the other hand, heritage resources are the public resource controlled by governments, so the
governments have the responsibility to ensure that they are used fairly and rationally, to protect the
citizens’ equal rights of making use of them, and to prevent them from becoming a profit-making tool
for a part of people or a group.

3 The Loss of Chinese Government in the Role of World Heritage Protection
China's management system has the characteristics of vertical separation. Cultural heritage and
cultural landscapes are managed and declared by the central, provincial and municipal government's
heritage department, but natural and cultural heritage and natural resources by the central, provincial and
municipal 3 level implementation of the Government's environment department. Chinese National
Commission for UNESCO help actively on the various types of heritage management and declaration
actively help, play the role of guidance, coordination and international liaison. The existing management
and protection of World Heritage Protection, the Chinese government shows the following
characteristics.
3.1 The role of the government is not accurate
Unlike World Heritage Protection National Park in many other countries which are directly
appointed by the central government to allocate officers or adequate fund, Chinese World Heritage is
protected by “Scenic Area Management Committee” to implement national policy, forming a “national
resource wealth, local management use” situation. As the specific management of world heritage is local
government, there are other policy objectives of local government, such as to ensure the region's
economic development, to maximize employment. All these goals don’t always accord with the
preservation and protection of World Heritage Protection. When several different long-term and
short-term goals conflicts with each other, the local governments tend to give priority to short-term level
of economic growth and employment goals, which will threat the protection of World Heritage. In
addition, under the current administrative system in China, the local government is an interest entity. It
would not only consider the benefits that are beyond the scope of the government’s power range and a
longer period of interest, but have to take account of the government’s own economic interests. Under
this multiple, often conflicting goals the local government's monopoly on the World Heritage Protection
will bring about the failure of market allocation of resources. The enterprises’ purpose is different from
the Government, to make maximum profits in order to recover the investment as soon as possible and
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get as much profit. So on the one hand, these enterprises use the World Heritage Protection natural
monopoly nature to manipulate the tourism market, to share profits with high prices of tourism supply
factor. Because many government departments involve in the business World Heritage Protection
tourism, in fact, they become the beneficiaries of such a monopoly price, and interdependent with
tourism capital, will not object to receiving such high profits. On the other hand, the development capital
into the World Heritage Protection, often take on the development of, predatory nature, forming the gain
of corporate and capital, the damage the entities and the value of World Heritage Protection in different
aspects, while the local government's image and the final financial income also suffer losses.
Ministry of Construction
Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities
Ministry of Culture
National Tourism Administration
The Ministry of Forestry
MWR (Ministry of Water Resources)
Department of Homeland
Chinese Ministry of Environmental Protection
The Ministry of Communications

National stakeholders

Other stakeholders

The public, local
communities,
community

groups,
academics

World Heritage
stakeholders

Scenic-level stakeholders

1． State-owned tourism enterprises
2． Joint-stock companies listed

Government stakeholders

Scenic Area
Management
Committee, the
Government
dispatched
institutions
(cultural,
religious,

Figure 1 China World Heritage Management Stakeholders

3.2 Lack of environmental quality management standards, the rule of law lagged behind
In the process of heritage tourism development, the developers’ first concern is the economic value
of heritage sites. In the pursuit of profit maximization, the developers and heritage protection demands
often have deviation in a certain extent. How to develop workable environmental quality management
standards has become an important issue, which measures whether the government can effectively
exercise supervision. Currently, conflicts between heritage tourism development and environment
protection are at large related of the lack of the quality management standards. As the current heritage
protection is still in the qualitative phase of extensive management, lack of quantification of
environmental quality management standards, the developers’ opportunistic behaviors are inevitable.
Whether directly operating or using other operating Heritage model, the Government should formulate a
workable and effective quality management standard to constrain the behavior of developers, and
enhance supervision.
The current laws relating to World Heritage Protection are mainly the “Chinese Cultural Relics
Protection Law”, “Chinese Cultural Relics Protection Guidelines”, “Environmental Protection
Law,” ”Forest Law”, “Interim Regulations on Scenic Area Administration,” and so on. These laws and
regulations provide a relevant legal basis for the protection. But these legislations only cover part of
world heritage protection, which have not formed a system, and specialized legal system for heritage
protection. And because of the management system of the separated departments, “according to the law
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to fight” phenomenon will occur sometimes, so a number of laws and regulations can not play a relevant
role. In addition, while companies involve in heritage to develop, there are not the appropriate laws and
regulations to accurately define the boundaries of the behavior of developers. The lack of legal
constraints to developers made the damage activities in the World Heritage Protection site construction
inapplicable to relevant laws.
3.3 Chaotic management system, monitoring system to be improved
At present, the World Natural Heritage is placed under, China's Ministry of Construction and the
World Heritage Protection management is owned by the State Cultural Relics Bureau. However，the
tourism, forestry, environmental protection or water and many other sectors in these heritage sites also
have their right to manage. As the world heritage protection belongs to different departments, and the
responsibilities of hierarchical management structure of such multi-sector are too small, this leads the
situation “You in me, I have you,” between government departments. Many overlapping exist between
the management, while the “vacuum” exists at the same time, which makes less efficient heritage
management, and even policies conflict. According to China's existing administrative system, various
kinds of tourism resources, scenic resources and cultural heritage are still managed by construction,
forestry, environmental protection, culture, heritage, religion, marine, geology, tourism departments.
Vertically, it is divided into national, provincial level, city level, by the relevant administrative
departments at all levels of management, so there are contradictions up and down.
World Heritage Protection is the common heritage of mankind. “The common heritage of mankind”,
the special aspect about the concept is its global and worldwide nature. World Heritage Protection
belongs to the world, all mankind. It is precise because of its global, non-renewable and unique in a
certain range. World heritage protection and management is a global focus. At present, China's world
heritage protection is at a stage of development, and the protection of World Heritage Protection are
more dependent on the constant improvement of the role of government and the adjustment of
government functions. Only by reshaping the role of government, can problems the world heritage
protection faced be solved.

4 Remodeling the Role of Chinese Government in World Heritage Protection
4.1 Adjustment of government functions
Government functions need keep pace with the changes of the times, the scientific concept of
development and sustainable development theory, rationalize government functions. Only in this way
can the world heritage protection and management continuously improve, to build an orderly
harmonious society.
The first step is a clear government role. The World Heritage property is pawned by the Central
Government or the State Department to represent the State to exercise, to avoid the local-owned or
department-owned. This is because the government has not yet out of the inertia of the planned economy
and the management driven by self-interest, in the exercise of governmental authority for industrial
management, then the industry would inevitably lead to inequities, directly and non-directly under the
business can not be equated. The second step is to strengthen the government's macroeconomic
regulation and control. In particular, tourism management departments should properly perform the
following main functions: Formulating sector development plans and on this basis to ensure a balanced
relationship between supply and demand; Responsible for the organization of social forces on tourism
planning and tourism development project approval; Responsible for the development of industry
regulations and supervise the implementation by all means; Heritage plan to line out the core area,
protected area, functional area, etc.. Meanwhile, the heritage tourism development plan should be based
on specific heritage site status for the system of ecological carrying capacity index system for the
heritage tourism capacity to provide the scientific basis for conservation. The third step is to strengthen
oversight function of society. The issuance of “Law on Administrative Licensing”, marks the transform
the Chinese government from the “omnipotent government” to “limited government”, “Responsible
Government”, “rule of law and government”. The legislation value of the “social priority to the state,”
also requires the timely change of world heritage management and protection function. Of government.
The Government on the management of world heritage by the direct management of the transition to
industrial management will transform government functions into economic regulation, social
management and public service, return power to enterprises, the market, the intermediary service
organizations, prevent heritage management and protection from a power “rent-seeking” phenomenon.
At the same time, we must establish a sound authoritative, comprehensive, scientific world heritage
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decision-making body, improve the management system, and establish the authoritative World Heritage
Committee. Protection, development and utilization of world heritage from planning to implementation,
must be fully listen to opinions of experts and scholars, and placed in society, a strong public
supervision.
4.2 Improve the World Heritage Protection laws and regulations
Legal Protection of World Heritage in China lags far behind the heritage protection status, and there
is no one unified heritage protection laws. The existing heritage protection on the formal regulations is
only “Conservation Law” and administrative regulations are the “Scenic Area, Regulations,” “Nature
Reserves Ordinance,” and so on. The absence of specific legislation increases the protection of World
Heritage randomness, and can not cover all types of world heritage, and there isn’t any provision to
world heritage for how to ensure authenticity and integrity. The current laws and regulations of World
Heritage is not tight, divided into two kinds of national and local. Some relevant laws and regulations
exists in national level, and specialized local laws and regulations to protect the world heritage only a
few. Operability of the laws and regulations is not good. The country's relevant laws and regulations are
mostly programmatic content, and local regulations is a simple repetition of the upper law, no specific
requirements for in-depth. Therefore, to enhance protection of world heritage have to started from the
legislation.
4.3 Coordination the relationship between the Government and the various stakeholders
To coordinate the relationship between the Government and the various stakeholders is to establish
a objective system of world heritage management, that is through a comprehensive, systematic
assessment of management of the heritage and operation, scientific evaluation of the heritage
conservation and management performance levels is got, to provide basis for the supervision and
regulation. According to the World Heritage properties and features of heritage management system,
combined with the management of China's current heritage status, the Chinese scholar Fu Quansheng,
Sheng Shaohan proposed the world heritage management performance evaluation system whose basic
goals are heritage conservation and whose contribution goals are community development, visitor
management, and management.
4.4 The establishment of world heritage protection in the government regulation system
The so-called government regulation is the government regulation agencies with the legal status, in
accordance with relevant laws and regulations take the administration and supervision to the regulated.
The need for Cultural and Natural Heritage Protection Regulation is its special characteristics. To the
heritage development, the positive effects of the rational development are: First, it helps increase
financial resources of the heritage sector, which will help strengthen heritage protection; Second, it helps
promote local economic development, thus facilitating the improvement of material and cultural life;
Third, it helps facilitate the retention of outstanding historical relics and folk customs, thus facilitating
and promoting such cultural heritage. But the heritage development may also be transformed into the
tools of certain interest groups to seize public resources, finally depart from the original purpose, to the
detriment of heritage protection. For example, inappropriate development will destroy the ecological
environment, of heritage sites, leading to the destruction of non-renewable natural resources and
biodiversity loss, and in the development of world heritage strengthening government regulation can
avoid these consequences.
4.5 Improve the government's role in the protection of world heritage protection
To improve the government's role in the protection of World Heritage Protection, it would need
build a reasonable government's new values , develop stringent quality management standards for
heritage sites, implement the effective scientific fund management system, strengthening the team
building related to system construction. Only in this way can it be effective protection of world heritage.
First of all, we must get rid of the only GDP, revise performance evaluation method of local officials ,
put the concept of sustainable development into operational level, establish new values, solve the
contradiction between profit-oriented and sustainable development completely. Second, we must draw
up strict quality control standards for heritage sites. In addition to directing to the change of heritage
exploitation values, the government should establish effective world heritage protection quantity
management standards according to the characteristics of the natural and cultural heritage, to restrict the
behavior of developers. Third, we must implement effective financial management system. In
accordance with state laws and regulations, combined with the practice of the management of
grass-roots heritage, Chinese World Heritage departments shall set up institutions, business unit,
independent accounting, internal financial institutions to establish an independent, rigorous financial,
financial system, management system whose strict management of budgets, final accounts and the
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funding will accept the world heritage department financier’s supervision and auditing.

5 Conclusion
With the research mentioned above this paper systematically analyzes the Chinese government's
role status and absence in World Heritage Protection, and make recommendations and measures for
improving the role of government. Throughout the article, the research and research methods still have
many deficiencies. By studying the role of government on this issue, the paper is looking for the
solutions to these problems which are relating to heritage conservation and heritage development and
trying to establish a model for solving similar problems. Limited to the complexity of the problem itself,
the characteristics of the various heritage sites as well as the limitations of individual research ability has
been unable to achieve their desired results. In the future, through complex discipline or
interdisciplinary perspective, the issue will be studied more in-depth.
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Impact of Foreign Exchange Volatility on Imports: A Case of Nigerian
Foreign Exchange Market (1987-2008)
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Abstract This study uses time series data obtained from the Central Bank of Nigeria statistical bulletin
to examine the impact of Foreign Exchange rate volatility on the changes of SITC imports value in
Nigeria under the three foreign exchange market regime. The parametric test shows that no significant
relationship exist between exchange rate shocks of Naira and US dollar on the changes of imports value
under autonomous foreign exchange market, the period under this regime witnessed the introduction of
parallel market which ensure stability and at the same time create distortion in the Foreign exchange
market. Moderately positive and highly negative significant relationship were found to exist between
exchange rate volatility and changes in SITC imports value under second-tier Foreign Exchange Market
(SFEM) and Inter-Bank Foreign Exchange Market (IFEM) respectively. It is recommended that the
foreign exchange rate should be allowed to fluctuate but such must equally be controlled to exist within
a defined range of rate.
Key words Foreign exchange rate; Imports; Second-tier Foreign Exchange Market (SFEM);
Inter-Bank Foreign Exchange Market (IFEM); Autonomous Foreign Exchange Market (AFEM)

1 Introduction
The fundamental objectives of exchange rate policy in Nigeria are to preserve the value of the
domestic currency, maintain a favorable external reserve position and ensure external balance without
compromising the need for internal balance and the overall goal of macro-economic stability. In an
attempt to achieve optimal level of foreign exchange efficiency, several policy guidelines and
requirements were introduced to manage the nation foreign exchange market. Remarkable among the
prominent policies emerged in 1986 upward when Nigeria shift to market oriented economy with view
to promote productive sector and enhance the facilitation of foreign direct investment (FDI) influx into
the country.
Prior to the introduction of Structural Adjustment Program (SAP) in 1986, Naira (Nigerian
Currency) enjoyed appreciable value against US dollar a factor that creates opportunity for rapid
economic growth and stability. With introduction of new economic program, the country began to suffer
unstable exchange rate that cause a high degree of uncertainty in the Nigeria business environment.
Domestic investors face enormous risk as no one, no matter how intelligent could predict the likelihood
of the foreign exchange market performance. The situation must equally have an effect on importation
level of the country. Nigeria as a developing country striving to develop its industrial base needs to
harness its foreign exchange market to enable domestic investors import relevant machineries,
equipments and raw materials for the industrial consumption.
Considerable size of literature discussed extensively about the effect of exchange rate volatility in
relation to imports value, and how overvalued exchange rate affect developmental projects. According to
Ekanem (2002) overvalued exchange rate can frustrate development efforts of import dependent
economies to a large extent because critical imports needed for infrastructure and other development
projects become more expensive. In reality, trade is determined by individual country’s ability to export
and the ability and desire to import. Huizingu (1997) reports that developing countries frequently
maintain an overvalued nominal exchange rate resulting in real exchange rate misalignment. To finance
import demand at the overvalued exchange rate, countries have to raise the level of income taxation or
they have to resort to monetary finance. Mallic and Marques (2008) assert that changes in exchange rate
can lead to a rise in import prices and thus spur overall inflation. Furthermore, the response of
local-currency prices of imported products to changes in exchange rate may not be one-for-one, as has
been in the case of many advanced markets. Interestingly, the study by Baek and Koo (2009) established
that both the bilateral exchange rates and income in the United States and its trading partners are found
to have significant impacts on U.S. agricultural exports and imports.
The present paper thus fills a gap in the literature; first, by investigating the effect of foreign
exchange volatility on the value of imports for Nigeria as an enlarging market economy during 1987-
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2008. Secondly, comparing the relative impact of the three foreign exchange regimes namely; SFEM,
AFEM and IFEM on the imports value. Briefly, the remaining parts of the paper is structured as follows;
section 2 deals with evolution of the foreign exchange market in Nigeria, section 3 presents
methodology and model specification for the study while section 4 contains data presentation and
analysis, section 5 concludes.

2 Evolution of the Foreign Exchange Markets in Nigeria
The evolution of the foreign exchange market in Nigeria could be traced to the establishment of the
Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) in 1958 and subsequent enactment of the Exchange Control Act of 1962.
Prior to this period, foreign exchange earned by the private sector used to be held in balances abroad by
commercial banks, which acted as agents for local exporters. Similarly, during the period agricultural
exports contributed the bulk of foreign exchange receipts. The fact that the Nigerian pound was tied to
the British pound sterling at par, with easy convertibility, delayed the development of an active foreign
exchange market. With introduction of Naira as an official currency of Nigeria, the exchange process
commenced.
However, the increased exports of crude oil, in the early 1970s, following the sharp rise in its prices
enhanced official foreign exchange receipts. The foreign exchange market experienced a boom during
this period and the management of foreign exchange resources became necessary to ensure that
shortages did not arise. However, it was until 1982 that comprehensive exchange controls were applied
as a result of foreign exchange crisis that set in that year. The increasing demand for foreign exchange at
a time when the supply was shrinking encouraged the development of a flourishing parallel market for
foreign exchange.
Before 1986, importers and exporters of non-oil commodities in Nigeria were required to get
appropriate licenses from the federal ministry of Commerce before they could participate in the foreign
exchange market. Generally, import procedures followed the international standard of opening of letters
of credit (L/Cs) and subsequent confirmation by correspondent banks abroad. The use of form ‘M’ was
introduced in 1979 when the comprehensive import supervision scheme (CISS) was put in place to
guard against sharp import practices. The authorization of foreign exchange disbursement was a shared
responsibility between the federal ministry of finance and the CBN. The federal ministry of finance had
responsibility for public sector applications, while the CBN allocated foreign exchange in respect of
private sector applications.
The exchange control system was unable to evolve an appropriate mechanism for foreign exchange
allocation in consonance with the goal of internal balance. This led to the introduction of the second-tier
foreign exchange market (SFEM) in September, 1986. Under SFEM, the determination of the Naira
exchange rate and allocation of foreign exchange were based on market forces. To enlarge the scope of
the foreign exchange market, bureau de change was introduced in 1989 for dealing in privately sourced
foreign exchange. Additionally, the federal ministry of finance had its allocative powers transferred to
the CBN.
As a result of volatility in rates, further reforms were introduced in the foreign exchange market in
1994. These included the formal pegging of the Naira exchange rate, the centralization of foreign
exchange in the CBN, the restriction of bureau de change to buy foreign exchange as agents of the CBN,
the reaffirmation of the illegality of the parallel market and the discontinuation of open accounts and
bills for collection as means of payments sectors.
The foreign exchange market was liberalized in 1995 with the introduction of an autonomous foreign
exchange market (AFEM) for the sale of foreign exchange to end-users by the CBN through selected
authorized dealers at market determined exchange rate. In addition, bureau de change were once more
accorded the status of authorized buyers and sellers of foreign exchange. The foreign exchange market
was further liberalized in October 1999 with the introduction of an inter-bank foreign exchange market
(IFEM).
The core objective of this paper is to evaluate the impact of foreign exchange volatility on imports
under the three distinguished foreign exchange regimes. Using US dollar exchange rate to Naira, which
officially applied as pegging rate, the following hypothesis were formulated:
H1 – The changes in value of SITC imports in Nigeria has no significant correlations with the
changes in foreign exchange rate under second-tier foreign exchange market regime.
H2 – The changes in value of SITC imports in Nigeria has no significant correlation with the
changes in foreign exchange rate of Naira per US dollar under autonomous foreign exchange market
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regime.
H3 – The changes in value of SITC imports in Nigeria has no significant correlation with the
changes in foreign exchange rate of Naira per US dollar under inter-bank foreign exchange market
regime.

3 Methodology and Models Specification
In this study, annually time series data were extensively utilized to investigate the relative
contribution of exchange rate volatility into changes in unit values of imports. The assumption proposed
is that whenever there is exchange rate appreciation cost of imports escalates thereby inducing inflation.
In articulating the total value of imports, aggregate values of SITC imports (i.e. standard international
trade classification) comprising of machinery, manufactured goods, chemicals, miscellaneous
manufactured goods and miscellaneous transactions were sourced and computed from Central Bank of
Nigeria (CBN) statistical bulletins. Equally too, data pertaining official exchange rate for the period of
1987-2008 were simultaneously obtained from the same source. The 22 years data-covering period is
purposely conceived to concisely reflect period within which the foreign exchange market was
liberalized by shifting from tight control regime to market-oriented regime. This led to the
implementation of the three main reforms. Firstly, the introduction of second tier – foreign exchange
market (SFEM) from 1986-1994. Secondly, replacing SFEM by introducing Autonomous Foreign
Exchange Market from 1995-1999 a development that create parallel market where dual exchange rate
policy was implemented. Thirdly€, AFEM was abrogated and inter-bank foreign exchange market
(IFEM) was introduced in 1999 to further achieve full scale market liberalization.
On the basis of these three fundamental reforms implemented in the Nigerian Foreign Exchange
market, the below stated three models were derived from standard linear regression equation to
conceptualize the relationship between exchange rate fluctuations and level of imports under each period
of the reform regime. Using computed values of changes in exchange rate and changes in imports values,
the research applies statistical software SPSS 17.0 to conduct the regression analysis and draw
inferences from the time series data obtained over the three regime periods.
IVs = a + bERs + µ
(1)
IVA = a + bERA + µ…
(2)
IVI = a + bERI + µ
(3)
Where:
IVs = Imports Value under second-tier foreign exchange market SFEM
ERs = Exchange rate under second-tier foreign exchange market SFEM
IVA = Imports value under autonomous foreign exchange market AFEM
ERA = Exchange rate under autonomous foreign exchange market AFEM
IVI = Imports value under inter-bank foreign exchange market IFEM
ERI = Exchange rate under inter-bank foreign exchange market IFEM
a & b = Predictors (Estimators)
µ = Stochastic error-term

4 Data Presentation and Analysis
Table 1, 2 and 3 below clearly present the data computed from CBN statistical bulletin from
1987-2008 explaining the changes in imports value that occurred as a result of the changes in foreign
exchange rate per US dollar. Even though the value of imports kept on rising, it still fluctuates. The zero
value of foreign exchange indicates stability while negative sign stands for fluctuation. From 1987 to
2008 the exchange rate of Naira (N) to US dollar ($) appreciate from N4.0179 to N118.5669 indicating
2,850% overwhelming increase of the exchange rate, while the total value of imports skyrocket from
N17.8617 billion in 1987 to N5,921.5 billion in 2008 indicating 33,350% phenomenal increase of
imports value into Nigeria.
Figure 1 below depicts exchange rate volatility over the twenty-two year period. The chart illustrates
all time highest positive exchange rate change of N70.7 and the all time highest negative change of
N-7.3. This trend clearly shows a high degree of variability of exchange rate, which equally denotes
high degree of volatility. In nutshell, it can be deduced that shift from control regime to market oriented
regime of exchange rate pave way for high volatility of the foreign exchange market in Nigeria.
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Table 1

Imports Value and Foreign Exchange Rate Changes under SFEM
Change in
Value of Total
Official Exchange
Change in Imports
Year
Exchange
SITC Imports (N
Rate (N=US$1.00)
(N Billion)
Rate(Naira)
Billion)
1987
4.0179
1.997
17.8617
11.878
1988
4.5367
0.518
21.4457
3.584
1989
7.3916
2.859
30.8602
9.414
1990
8.0378
0.642
45.7179
14.858
1991
9.9095
1.872
87.0202
41.302
1992
17.2984
7.389
145.9114
58.891
1993
22.0511
4.753
166.1004
20.189
1994
21.8861
-0.165
162.7888
-3.311
Source :Computed from Central Bank of Nigerian Statistical Bulletin (2005)
Table 2

Imports Value and Forex Exchange Rate Changes under AFEM
Change in
Value of Total
Official Exchange
Change in Imports
Year
Exchange Rate
SITC Imports (N
Rate (N=US$ 1.00)
(N Billion)
(Naira)
B)
1995
21.8861
0
755.1277
592.339
1996
21.8861
0
562.6266
-192.501
1997
21.8861
0
845.7166
283.090
1998
21.8861
0
837.4189
-8.298
1999
92.6934
70.867
862.5157
25.097
Source: Computed from Central Bank of Nigeria Statistical Bulletin (2009)
Table 3

Imports Value Change and Forex Exchange Rate Change under IFEM
Change in
Value of Total
Change in Imports
Official Exchange
Year
Exchange Rate
SITC Imports(N
(N Billion)
Rate (N-US$ 1.00)
(Naira)
Billion)
2000
102.1052
9.412
985.0224
122.506
2001
111.9433
9.838
1,371.4091
386.387
2002
120.9702
9.027
1,457.0914
85.682
2003
129.3565
8.386
1,507.4228
50.332
2004
133.5004
4.144
1,638.3537
130.931
2005
131.6619
-1.839
2,496.4237
858.070
2006
128.8516
-2.810
3,412.1764
915.752
2007
125.8331
-3.019
4,381.9300
969.754
2008
118.5669
-7.267
5,921,4497
1,539.520
Source: Computed from Central Bank of Nigeria Statistical Bulletin (2009)

In order to make empirical analysis in this study, the concept of parametric statistics were used. It
involves the computations of f-ratio and t-ratio to examine the fitness of the models. Statistically, a
t-ratio of greater than 2 is perceived to be significant at 5% level. Similarly, a calculated f-ratio of
greater than 1 signifies the model ability to predict the outcome variable. R2 statistics explain the extent
at which the dependent variable relates or associates with dependent variables. Lastly, the Durbin
Watson statistics (DW) tells about whether the assumption of independent errors is tenable. In other
words it explains whether the autocorrelation problem exist or not in a given model.
Table 4 presents linear regression equation IVs = a + bERs + µ which defines the relationship
between changes in foreign exchange rate and changes of imports value under second tier Foreign
exchange regime. The moderate R2 values of 0.62 indicates moderately significant relationship and
means that 62% of the variations in the value of SITC imports is accounted by the changes in the
exchange rate while the remaining 38% variations unable to be explained by the model are captured by
the stochastic error term.
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Change in Exchange Rate Trend (Naira Per US dollar)

Table 4 Model 1. IVs = a + bERs + µ
Unstandardized coefficient
Model
Constant
ERsFEM
Dependent variable.

B
Standard Error
t-value
4.034
7.012
0.575
6.130
1.979
3.097
IVSFEM, R2 = 0.62, R2 adjusted = 0.55, F-Value = 9.59, DW = 1.39

Significance
0.586
0.021

Furthermore, the computed value of f-ratio and t-ratio of 9.59 and 3.097 are greater than critical
values of f-ratio and t-ratio at 5% significance level, which stood at 5.59 and 1.895 respectively. In
addition, the observed Durbin Watson (DW) is greater than and closer to 2 which means the model has
no autocorrelation problem and therefore conclude that the above result is not biased. Base on these
parametric statistics analysis the null hypothesis can be rejected and accept the alternative hypothesis
that under second tier foreign exchange regime between 1987-1994, the exchange rate volatility had
significant impact on changes to SITC imports in Nigeria. The positive b value of 6.130 indicates
positive relationship; it means that every increase in the exchange rate per US dollar is associated with
the increase of the value of SITC imports.
Table 5 Model 2. IVA = a + bERA + µ
Unstandardized coefficient
Model
B
Standard Error
t-value
Constant
168.658
171.84
0.981
ERAFEM
-2.027
5.427
-0.374
Dependent variable: IVAFEM, R2 0.044, R2 adjusted = -0.274, F-value = 0.140, DW = 2.705

Significance
0.399
0.734

Table 5 presents model 2 equation IVA = a + bERA + µ denoting the relationship between changes
in the foreign exchange rate and changes of imports values under Autonomous Foreign Exchange
allocation arrangements. The low R2 value of 0.044 indicates weak relationship meaning changes in
exchange rate accounted for only 4% variations in SITC imports during the period. Other parametric
statistics tests show low values. The computed value of f-ratio and t-ratio of 0.140 and -0.374 are less
than the critical values at 5% significance level figured at 5.32 and 1.860 respectively. This implies the
acceptance of null hypothesis that the changes in value of SITC imports in Nigeria had no significant
correlations with changes in foreign exchange rate under autonomous foreign exchange market regime.
Between 1995-1999, the foreign exchange rate was highly stabilized. The volatility of the market was
checkmated through introducing parallel market in which dual exchange rate was used. Even though
stability had been achieved during the period but high level of distortion exist which led to negative
manipulation of the market by the top government officials. The parallel market was later abolished with
the advent of civilian government in 1999 in which new reforms were introduced. The 2.705 value of
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Durbin-Watson which is closer to 2 further discloses non existence of autocorrelation in the model
making the above result unbiased.
Table 6

Model
Constant
ERIFEM

Model 3. IVI = a + bERI + µ

Unstandardized coefficient
B
Standard Error
774.677
76.157
-73.947
11.049

T-values
10.172
-6.692

Dependent Variable: IVIFEM, R2 = 0.865, R2 adjusted = 0.846, F-Value = 44.789 DW 1.413

Significance
.000
.000

The result of model 3 equation IVi = a + bERi + µ is presented in table 6 above. The model
describes the relationship between changes in the imports value and the changes in foreign exchange
rate under inter-bank foreign exchange market allocation arrangement. The high R2 value of 0.865
obtained indicates high significant relationship. It signifies that changes in exchange rate of Naira to US
dollar constitutes 86.5% variations in changes in total value of SITC imports into Nigeria. Both f-ratio
and t-ratio observed reveal high values of 44.789 and -6.692 which are relatively higher than the critical
values of 5.32 and 1.860 at 5% significance level respectively. The result of these parametric tests
categorically imply the rejection of null hypothesis and therefore conclude that under inter-bank foreign
exchange market allocation arrangement (IFEM) the volatility of exchange rate of Naira to US dollars
has significant impact on changes in the value of SITC imports into Nigeria. The negative b value
-73.947 indicates inverse relationship which means increase in exchange rate changes is associated with
decrease in changes in SITC imports into Nigeria.
However, it is important to note that between 2000-2008 the foreign exchange market experienced
high degree of volatility in which the changes in the exchange rate per dollar fluctuates from high of
+9.412 to less of -7.267 indicating the greater range of variability. Interestingly, the market even though
highly unstable offer suitable opportunity for substantial imports. Similarly, within the period, Nigeria
has operated several variants of the auction system such as Dutch Auction System, Wholesale Dutch
Auction System and Retail Dutch Auction System all aim towards determining the efficient exchange
rate of Naira to US dollars and achieving stable foreign exchange market. The observed Durbin-Watson
value of 1.413 is closer to 2 signifying lack of autocorrelation problem in the model which means the
assumption of independent errors has almost certainly been met.

5 Conclusion
The study is designed to investigate the impact of foreign exchange volatility on imports in Nigeria.
Three models were formulated to test the relationship between Naira exchange rate fluctuations per US
dollar on the total value of imports under three foreign exchange markets namely; second-tier Foreign
Exchange Market (SFEM). Autonomous Foreign Exchange Market (AFEM) and Inter-bank Foreign
Exchange Market (IFEM). The regression results of the three models show that moderate relationship
exist between exchange rate volatility and value of imports under second-tier foreign exchange regime
(SFEM), while weak relationship signifying non-impact exist between exchange rate volatility and
changes in value of imports under Autonomous Foreign Exchange Market (AFEM). The result of the
study further confirms strong and inverse relationship between the exchange rate shocks and changes in
value of imports under Inter-bank foreign exchange market (IFEM) indicating significant impact and
robustness of exchange rate on imports. The result of the study has two important implications for the
relevant government policies. Inter-Bank Foreign Exchange Market proves to be more efficient in
relation to imports but the high rate of volatility must be reduced to install sanity and confidence in the
market. Secondly, a flexible range must be set within which the exchange rate can fluctuate and fixed
rate must be avoided to enable the participants in the foreign exchange market engage in profitable
transactions. Further study could be done to examine the effect of inflation; the rising value of imports
may not necessarily reflect high quantity of goods and machineries imported due to inflation hence
requires further research.
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Abstract Two main shortcomings of traditional point factor methods developed during World War II:
(1) The determination of factor level & weights is absent in objectivity; (2)The important influence of
external labor market on internal labor market price fluctuations has long been ignored. This paper
forwards a new method to Solving above shortcomings. The main steps of new method are: (1) select
some representative jobs in a firm; (2) collect average salary information of representative jobs during
past recent 3 or more years; (3) assign value to point factor method’s factor point &weights cyclically;
(4)compute proportion structure of representative job’s average salary; (5)compare ratio of deviation
between step(3) and (4); (6)repeat above steps until ratio of deviation of step (5) reaching target value
such as 20%. New method solves two main shortcomings of traditional point factor methods by using
external labor market price information.
Key words Job evaluation; Point factor method; External labor market; Internal labor market

1 Introduction
Point factor method is most representative and most widely used job evaluation method. With
competition outside firms increasing, external labor market price has more and more influence on
internal labor market price since 20cen80s, traditional point factor method developing before and after
world war II exposured its shortcomings, so voice of double on Point Factor Method is louder and
louder, even radical voice which denying the value of Point Factor Method appeared[1].
The discussion angles of USA academic circle and industrial circle on Point Factor Method could
be divided into two facets: (1) Political and law angle, typical topics such as trade Union power be
undermined or not with management practice of Point Factor Method, gender discrimination and equal
pay for equal work[2]. (2) Management technology angle, typical topics such as subjective error and
control measures in method practice, reliability and validity of method.
In current and foreseeable future, because the power of trade union in China is far weak than in EU
and USA, and the regulation degree of Chinese labor law on equal pay for equal work hardly be
enforced, so discussions on factor point method mainly focuses on management technology angle, and
so does in this paper.

2 Literature Review
2.1 Main shortcomings of traditional factor point method
The first shortcoming of traditional factor point method is absent in objectivity when determining
factor point and weights.
Four components of factor point method are: evaluation factor, factor level, factor point, weight.
The frame of factor point method are as following: first, designing some evaluation factors, second,
dividing every factor into different levels, third, giving every level specific point, fourth, using
assessment function to get a final score of target job, and corresponding to specific salary, generally the
assessment function is linear assessment function.
It is obvious that by selecting different evaluation factor, different factor level, different factor point,
different factor weight, numbers of factor point methods could be forwarded, incompletely enumerated
as following: Geneva scheme 1950 (ILO, International Labor Organization), General Scheme (Personnel
Management Office, USA federal government), NHS Job Evaluation Scheme (Department of Health,
UK), Hay method, IPE (International Position Evaluation) by Mercer Management Consulting, Global
Grading System by Watson Wyatt and so on.
The factor point methods above all have not given objective reasons on the determination of four
components, so inevitablely incur doubt on the objectivity of method itself and responding result. Of
course there exists different feasibility about giving objective reason for four components of factor point
method. Generally speaking, the determination of evaluation factor and factor level can hardly be given
objective reason because a job can be analyzed from different views and angles. But the determination
of factor point and weight should be given objective reason, or the objectivity of factor point method
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should be very poor.
For example, to strength the objectivity of the determination of factor point, some designers of
traditional factor point methods resort to psychology grounding. Hay method is most typical one. Hay
method determines factor point difference between adjacent factor level as 15%, the psychology
grounding by doing so is that Webers law says the minimum weight change percentage which most
people can distinguish is 15%. Sandra Memerson points out that the incentive effect of money cannot be
simply equal to physiology incentive effect [3].
The second shortcoming of traditional factor point method is ignoring when deviation and
fluctuation range of supply and demand in external labor market is rather wide, external labor market
price can influence internal labor market price substantially.
Edward E. Lawler points out that traditional factor point method is applicable to highly centralized
management mode before and after World War II [4]. Facing more flexible and de-centralized
management mode from 20cen 80s on, traditional factor point method is too rigid and bureaucratic, its
value in management practice diminishes dramatically. Edward E. Lawler discusses from eight angles,
one of eight angles is traditional factor point method totally concentrate on internal labor market and
ignoring the essential existence of external labor market. Actually half century ago, Kerr & Fisher points
out that traditional factor point method ignore the influence of external labor market salary level,
employees groan could easily be incurred[5].
Nina Gupta, Douglas Jenkins points out that traditional factor point method is a prior, canned
method, so consistency with external market is often poor[6].
2.2 Current practice value of traditional factor point method
Laurent Dufetel [7] points out that giving up factor point method and totally adopting external labor
market salary information to design firm internal salary inevitablely faces following difficulties: (1)
Firm cannot practice effective budget and control; (2)Although available convenience and transparency
of salary data is so much improved compared to World War II, but there have no total transparency of
salary data. When salary data from different sources exist contradiction, how solve the situation? So the
salary structure which factor point method decide surely is not perfect but always has its practice value.
Kermit Davis & William Sauser [8] point out that practice of factor point method in salary
management have following merits: (1)when explaining salary difference to employees, factor point
method can supply a sounding base; (2)maintaining job satisfaction and diminishing negative feeling;
(3)helping firm plan and control labor cost more efficiently.
Just for above merits of factor point method, factor point method is widely used in salary
management of USA and EU government or army or college at present time.
2.3 Summary
Any management method should be adapt to its times. Traditional factor point method is good during
20 cen 40, 50s because external labor market is rather stable. Since 20cen 80s, external labor market in
developed countries is less and less stable due to the economy globalization. Traditional factor point
method certainly faces difficulty. Sandra Memerson points out, “Managers and consultants must develop
a job evaluation process that is valid and reliable. Markets are dynamic and in motion”.

3 Method
In this paper, a new method is suggested to solve above shortcomings of traditional factor point method.
The basic idea of new method is: selecting some representative job in a firm, objectively determining
factor points and weights based on recent 3 or else years average salary information of representative
jobs in external labor market. Of cause, economic cycle and industry cycle should be deleted.
The main steps of the method are as following:
step 1.
selecting some representative job in a firm
step 2.
computing recent 3 or else years average salary information of representative jobs in
external labor market
step 3.
computing salary structure by recent 3 or else years average salary information of
representative jobs in external labor market
step 4.
sorting evaluation factors by importance
step 5.
decomposing every representative job to specific level of every evaluation factor
step 6.
presupposing maximum value of error absolute value between value series of factor
point method and series of recent 3 or else years average salary of representative jobs in external labor
market such as 20%.
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step 7.
making clear constraints conditions according to attributes of factor point method
step 8.
searching optimum value or satisfactory value
Constraints conditions are as following:
(a)The value interval of weights is [0, 1].
(b)The factor points are positive number and strictly monotonic.
(c)The maximum value of error absolute value between value series of factor point method and
series of recent 3 or else years average salary of representative jobs in external labor market is 20%.
Because when internal labor market price of a job is lower than external labor market price of it,
employee’s turnover tendency will be increasing obviously. Certainly the maximum value could be other
value such as 10% and so on.
(d)When combination of factor point and weight is not unique, making choice by following rule:
The sum of values of error absolute value between value series of factor point method and series of
recent 3 or else years average salary of representative jobs in external labor market is minimum. The
uniqueness of factor point and weight could be ensured by doing so. Of cause Delphi method could be
used.
Above discussion construct an optimization problem. Many software such as Matlab or Lingo can
be used to solve optimization problem. Actually, because the number of representative job and value
range of other parameters are not so wide, brute-force method could be used to solve optimization
problem forwarded in this paper.
Two points should be paid attention to:
(1)When selecting representative jobs, top or middle or lower job should be sampled according to
random sample theory.
(2)Every scale of all evaluation factors should appear at least one time. When this rule can not be
satisfied due to possible reasons, interpolation method could be used to determine non-appear evaluation
factor points.

4 Data Analysis
Suppose 3 evaluation factors, the scale of all factors are same as 3 levels. x(ij) denotes point of j
level of evaluation factor I. The weight of i-1 evaluation factor is larger than i evaluation factor. Given 3
representative jobs such as A, B, C. The salaries of ABC in external labor market are 820, 1220, 2620,
that is 4:6:13. The maximum value of error absolute value between value series of factor point method
and series of recent 3 or else years average salary of representative jobs in external labor market is 20%.
According to different evaluation factors importance, A>B>C.
Searching initial value and step of weight are same as 0.1.
Searching initial value and step of factor points are same as 1.
Decomposing three representative jobs ABC to specific level of every evaluation factor as
following:
Table 1

Decompositon of Three Representative Jobs ABC
A
B
C

x11,x21,x31

X12,x31,x22

x11,x21,x33

Supposed a possible combination of weight appears as 0.5, 0.3, 0.2, two possible combination of
factor point appears as below:
Table 2 Two Possible Combination of Factor Point When Weight=0.5,0.3,0.2
x11
x12
x13
x21
x22
x23
x31
x32

x33

Case 1

1

8

12

2

7

14

4

8

12

Case 2

1

4

8

2

7

14

6

12

20

So composite evaluation scores of job ABC under two possible combination of factor point when
weight=0.5, 0.3, 0.2 are as below:
Table 3 Composite Evaluation Scores of Job ABC under Two Cases
Case 1
2.8
5.7
6.8
Case 2

3.8

5.9

10.8

The error values between composite evaluation scores of job ABC under two cases in table 3 and
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series of recent 3 or else years average salary of ABC are listed in table 4:
Table 4 Ratio of Deviation Between Scores and Average Salary of Job ABC
Case 1

30%

5%

47.69%

Case 2

5%

1.67%

16.92%

Results of two cases or so-called searching middle results both satisfies constraints conditions a and
b, but case 2 satisfies constraints conditions c while case 1 does not. So factor points of case 2 are more
reasonable than case 1.
By repeating above steps, after all possible combinations have been computed, an optimum or
satisfactory result can be reached finally.

5 Conclusion
By integrating external labor market salary information into point factor method, new method
suggested in this paper solves two typical shortcomings of traditional factor point method such as (1)
The determination of factor level & weights are absent in objectivity; (2) The key influence of external
labor market on internal labor market has long been ignored, so induce inconsistency between external
and internal fairness.
Of cause new method exsits its weak points. The main weak point of new method is uncertainty of
solution existence. For example when ratio of deviation is set as 20%, the solution may exists, but when
restricting ratio of deviation to 10%, the solution may be not exist. But for management practice aim
usage, new method is enough for most practice case.
Future work include two facets: (1) Put new method into management practice. (2) Apply research
fund to model new method in a formal form.
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Abstract A well aimed and designed mission statement is required to maintain consistency and ensure
unanimity of purpose in the business strategy formulation, implementation and evaluation. Unanimity
of purpose is also required to develop a strong corporate culture in the competitive world. This paper
deals with the content analysis of mission statement of pharmaceutical industry of Bangladesh. Product
of pharmaceuticals industry is more sensitive than other industries. At the same time managers are
compel to maintain quality, conduct research and ensure financial growth. This paper has identified
missing links of mission statement with its probable impact also.
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1 Introduction
In Bangladesh, one of the most developed hi-tech industries is pharmaceutical. Government
promulgated a Drug Control Ordinance in 1982 known as Drug Control Ordinance – 1982. After the
promulgation, the development of this sector is accelerated. Basically, innovative ideas, professional
knowledge and workings are the key factors for this development. Now, after fulfilling the local needs,
this sector is exporting the medicine to the global market including the Europe. To survive with the
competitive world market, this sector has to execute long-range planning. In modern health care
organization, mission statement has begun to play an increasingly important role[1]. To establish a
forward linkage, mission statement is also important for pharmaceutical firms regarding long range
planning.

2 Methodology
We have collected the mission statement of most pharmaceuticals company (fourteen) of
Bangladesh from various sources like web address, personal affiliation, and annual reports etc. However,
many managers, consultants and scholars use the terms mission, vision, philosophy, values, and goals
interchangeable[2]. So, we have observed all the items and the statements that leveled as “mission” and
have analyzed. Where mission is not leveled we have tried to analyze the purpose, goals, products,
markets, philosophy etc. whether they have mentioned or not, like Pearce and Roth[3].

3 Mission Statement
Researchers have defined mission statement as statements of purpose, values statements, goals and
strategies, corporate creed, corporate philosophy and so on. A good mission statement describes an
organization’s purpose, products, services, markets, philosophy and basic technology to chart the future
direction of an organization. Development of an organizational mission is an essential part of strategic
planning and strategic management[4]. A mission statement establishes the values, beliefs, and guidelines
for the way the organization conducts its business and determines its relationships with the stakeholders
– employees, customers, shareholders, suppliers, governments, and the community[5]. A clear mission
statement can help to establish a general tone or organizational climate which can serve as a focal point
for individuals to identify with the organizations purpose and direction and to indicate standards of
behavior expected from them[6].
3.1 Components of mission statement
Researchers have mentioned different opinion about the content of mission statement of
organization. Bart claim to clear the firm’s mission, 25 components is required[7]. Campbell and Yeung
state that an effective mission statement consists of four components; they are – purpose, strategy,
behavior and value[8]. They claim that this will bind the organization to continue together with the strong
corporate culture.
However, we have tempted to analyze the content of mission statement from the perspective of
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Pearce and David. They claim that an effective mission statement exhibits nine characteristics or
components. Pearce and David state that to form a mission statement, the following nine characteristics
should be considered[9]:
Customers: Who are the organizations’ customers?
Products/Services: What are the organization products or services?
Location/Markets: Where does the organization compete?
Technology: Is Technology a primary concern of the organization?
Concern for survival, growth and profitability: Is the organization committed to economic
objectives?
Philosophy: What are the basic beliefs, values, aspirations, and philosophical priorities of the firm?
Self-concept: What is the organization’s distinctive competence or major competitive advantage?
Concern for Public image: Is the organization responsive to social, community and environmental
concerns?
Concern for employees: Are employees considered to be a valuable asset of the organization?
3.2 Contents of mission statement of pharmaceutical firm of Bangladesh
After collecting the mission statement and observing the related statement stated as methodology,
we have analyzed the mission statement regarding the nine components of Pearce and David. Two tables
have been prepared. Table 1 includes the evaluation matrix of mission statements and table 2 includes
the frequency of components of observed mission statements.
Table 2 states that mission statement of pharmaceuticals firms priorities the three components.
These are Concern for survival, growth and profitability (71%), Self-concept (71%) and concern for
employee (71%). Less prioritized mission statement’s components are Market/location (21%),
Technology (29%), and Customers (36%). Although these are worthy elements for competitiveness and
survival in the competitive world, these have been given less priority.
We are going to discuss detail of analysis of table 1
Customer: a major reason for developing a business mission is to attract customers who give
meaning to an organization[4]. All of the works of an organization are done to satisfy the customer;
therefore it is necessary to identify to whom they are going to satisfy. Our analysis detect that only 5
companies out of 14 have identified there customer. Some examples are:
Square pharmaceuticals has used “healthcare relief for people”, Silva pharmaceuticals has used
“ailing people of the country” etc. Some companies, like Beximco pharmaceuticals have used “our
customer” in their mission statement but have not mentioned who are their customers.
Products/Services: proper identification of product and service is required to strategy formulation,
implementation and evaluation. As in pharmaceuticals there is various type of product regarding use and
stage, proper identification is important. Table 1 show that only 7 out of 14 companies have identified
their products. Some good examples are:
General pharmaceuticals have used “pharmaceutical finished formulation manufacturing” to
indicate the stage where they are involved. Silva pharmaceuticals have used “manufacture cost-effective
pharmaceutical products”. Some companies, e.g., Opsonin pharmaceuticals has used “…health care
solutions” but have not specified the type of health care solution.
Market/location: in case of strategy formulation and implementation, market/location specification
is important as different area composed of different characteristics. We detect that the lowest number,
only 3 companies out of 14 have specified their location or market. Good examples are:
Opsonin Pharmaceuticals has used “in Bangladesh and strengthen its global presence”, General
pharmaceuticals has used “in Bangladesh”, Silva pharmaceuticals has used “...to serve…people of the
country”. No other company have mentioned about their location or market.
Technology: In the age of Globalization, efficient use of technology is the apparatus of the success
of an organization. Technology plays critical role on the costs, interactivity, efficiency, productivity,
competitiveness and so on. Our analysis shows that only 4 out of 14 companies have mentioned the use
of technology. It’s quite confusing to us why majority have not mentioned about the technology in their
mission statement. Some good examples are:
MonicoPharma Ltd. has used “to introduce the new technology…”, Beacon pharmaceuticals has
used “continuous research and development”, General pharmaceuticals has used “…pursuing scientific
knowledge”.
Concern for Survival, growth and profitability: Business ran for growth and profitability. Fail to
earn profit and growth regarding short-term and long-term are threatening to survival. Table 1 shows
that the highest number of companies, 10 out of 14 have addressed this issue. Some good examples are:
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Navana pharmaceuticals has used “…sustainable growth of the company”, Renata pharmaceuticals
has used “maximum value…to our shareholders”, Square pharmaceuticals has used “ensuring benefit to
the shareholders”.
Philosophy: The philosophy of an organization comprises the values, beliefs and ethical principal
that lies behind the company’s culture and may relate to employees, customers and suppliers, the public
government, shareholders, etc[10]. Our analysis detects that only 5 out of 14 have mentioned about the
organization philosophy. Some good examples are:
Silva pharmaceuticals has mentioned “to walk through the path of innovation and quality”,
MonicoPharma has used “to live by our values and social responsibilities”.
Self-Concept: Through self-concept organizations view its particular strength. To build a core
competence self-concept is important regarding strategy implementation. Our analysis shows that 10 out
of 14 companies have mentioned about their self-concept. Some examples are:
Navana have mentioned them as “quality company”, Incepta pharmaceuticals have used the word
“quality and team work”, Silva pharmaceuticals have used “conformance to…international standards”
etc.
Concern for public image: Now a day, increasing number of firms believe that ethical duties to the
community and conduct business with the environmental sustainability give strategic benefit. Our
analysis shows that 8 companies out of 14 have disclosed their concern about the public image. Some
examples are:
Square pharmaceuticals has used “ensuring benefit…the society at large”, MonicoPharma has used
“to consider environmental issues”, Beximco pharmaceuticals has mentioned “add value to the common
wealth of our society”.
Concern for employees: It’s not possible to get things done by the employee except their
acceptance[11]. Hence, understanding and disclose the approach about the human resource in mission
statement is important. Our analysis shows that 10 out of 14 companies have disclosed their policy for
employees in the mission statement. Some examples are:
Beximco pharmaceuticals has mentioned “we are accountable to…our employees”, Navana
pharmaceuticals has used “…operations by continuous development of human resources”,
MonicoPharma has used “to ensure the development of human resources…”.

4 Missing Link and Probable Impact
The result of our analysis shows that quality of mission statement of pharmaceutical industry is
poor regarding the components suggesting by Pearce and David. Questions may rise whether excluding
some components are matter to performance of the organization. Some studies have found no link
between mission statements and performance[12][9], whether others have found a weak supportive idea
that mission statement positively influence on the performance of the organization[13].
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Analysis

Company

Customers

Products/
Services

Table 1 Evaluation Matrix of Mission Statements
Location/ Technology
Concern for
Philosophy
Markets
Survival,
Growth,
Profitability
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y

Square Pharmaceuticals Ltd
Y
Y
Navana Pharmaceuticals Ltd
N
N
Eskayef Bangladesh Limited
Y
Y
Delta Pharma Limited.
Y
Y
Incepta Pharmaceuticals Ltd
N
N
General Pharmaceuticals Ltd
N
Y
Renata Pharmaceuticals Ltd
N
N
Opsonin Pharmaceuticals Ltd
N
N
Beximco Pharmaceuticals Ltd
N
N
Beacon Pharmaceuticals Ltd
Y
Y
Aristo Pharmaceuticals Ltd.
N
Y
Bristol Pharma Ltd
N
N
Silva Pharmaceuticals Ltd.
Y
Y
MonicoPharma
Ltd.
N
N
Bangladesh
*Y indicates the company complies with the respective component of mission statement
*N Indicates the company don’t comply with the respective component of the mission statement

Self-concept

Concern for
Public Image

Concern
for
employees

Number of
Components

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y

Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y

7
4
4
6
3
5
3
4
4
4
3
2
7
6

Table 2 Frequency of Components in the Observed Mission Statements
Component
Number
Customers
5
Product/service
7
Market/Location
3
Technology
4
Concern for survival, growth and profitability
10
Philosophy
5
Self-Concept
10
Concern for Public Image
8
Concern for employees
10

Percentage
36%
50%
21%
29%
71%
36%
71%
57%
71%
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However, researchers agreed that mission statement can play a critical role to establish a
uniqueness of goal or purpose at all level of the organization. Some researchers regard this as ‘cultural
glue’. This ‘cultural glue’ consists of strong norms and values that influence the way in which people
behave, how they work together and how they pursue the goals of the organization[8]. Therefore, it will
be possible to establish a strong corporate culture from the platform of mission statement regarding long
rang planning.
Moreover, a transparent mission statement can also help to understand whether a manager
short-term action is productive against long-term interests or not. In that perspective, the firms of
pharmaceutical industry of Bangladesh may suffer. Obviously, it also a matter that whether mission
statement is going to the all level of employee as well as all stakeholders. However, to do that at first a
good mission statement has to be formulated. If firms fail to do that; because of missing link, it will fail
to build a strong corporate culture regarding long range planning to compete in the world market.
Recently, Cristna, Mumgord et al offer an innovation model for creative work, where they also
develop the model form the mission definition[14].

5 Future Research
There is a future scope to investigate to know whether employees are aware of the stated mission
statement or not in the pharmaceutical industry of Bangladesh. Significant level also can be determined.
On the basis of awareness among employee, relationship with organizational performance can be
measured in the pharmaceutical industry of Bangladesh.

6 Conclusion
This paper deals with the find out of components of mission statements of pharmaceutical firms of
Bangladesh to determine the missing link and its probable impact. Analysis reveals that more
concentration is required in mission statement formulation to build a platform from which they will be
able to compete in the world market. Uniqueness is required to compete in the world market, which can
be express by mission statement simultaneously this massage have to send to the employee who will
bring the plan in real.
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Abstract This thesis firstly proposes an analysis concerning the involution of strategy risk of real
estate as well as its characteristics, while discloses the reasons and the constitution of the risk. The paper
takes fishbone-diagram to explain the real estate strategy-making and its implementation of China’s
enterprises while gives reasons for such strategy risk from ten aspects, constructs ten spokes wheel-boss
model, and define the main risk of the real estate strategy. Benefiting from the External Factor
Evaluation Matrix, The thesis constitutes Strategy Risk Composition Evaluation Model (SRC).
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1 Introduction
Since the high avails of real estate, in recent years, a large number of enterprises invest the money
into this industry with an attempt to obtain great achievements; however, during the process of
investment of high-profit industries, the avails also equal to high risks. The real estate investor,
sometimes has shown much of their solicitude for the possibility of great avails that would come about
when the decision of investment was made, while they often has ignored some potential risks. Actually,
in certain condition, an enterprise carries out real estate investment can get abundant profits, while some
investors may possibly suffer some loss. Therefore, the risk analysis is essential for the signification and
affection of investment.

2 Strategy Risk and Characteristics of Real Estate Investment
2.1 Connotation of strategy risk in real estate investment
Strategy risk in real estate investment can be defined as that the possibilities of the real estate
investment strategy suffers great fails, burden heavy losses, or even be in danger of huge calamity
owning to a series of non-natural, uncertain causes. Formula 1 is the probability of significant risks
and their function losing consequences. The mathematical formula can be:
R=F（P，C）
（1）
Where:
R is strategy risk
P is Possibilities of strategy risk
C is Consequences of strategy risk
2.2 Main Characteristics of real estare invesment
The strategy risk of real estate investment has its distinct characteristics except some general ones:
(1) Interest rate risk
Real estate investment combines the characteristics of huge capital and long-term period
construction that exists the risk following the alteration of capital market interest rate. Generally, if
market interest rates have tiny alteration, the real estate avails may be changed abnormally. Interest rate
comes to lower level, the sales of real estate would be higher, and so both assume right about change.
(2) Cash-in risk
The possibility of real estate investment cash-in is relatively poor, this because the cash-in
capability of non-monetary assets itself is lower than monetary assets. And there are some more reasons
can be illustrated in the following discussion: firstly, the period of real estate investment is long while
the building products marketing is more harder than other commercial products; secondly, the
conversion from land investment to cash always experiences certain losses that because the investment
of land and the entire real estate construction should pass a period of time to be assets into the
marketplace; Another reason is: real estate market is confined in a certain region that this locality can
not be moved to another place for a higher price.
(3) Social risk
The social risk is to the investment risk that takes place since the political, economical changes,
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social customs, society economy sustained as well as the mental state of people. Real estate business is
that one combines affect of policies, law and regulations.

3 Causes and Construction of Real Estate Investment Strategy Risk
3.1 Causes of real estate investment
The cause study of strategy risk needs to be started from the formation of strategy and its
application. And the methods of risk identification are plentiful: detailed list analysis, field survey,
financial statement analysis, cause and effect analysis, AHP, and so on. And this thesis takes cause and
effect analysis to identify the strategy risk of real estate via the application of cause-effect figure
(fishbone figure) to analyze the potential causes that lead to strategy risk during the strategy formation
and its implementation. See figure 1 and figure 2.

Figure 1 Cause of Strategy Risk in the Process of Strategy-making

Figure 2 Cause of Strategy risk in the process of strategy-implementation

Taking cause-effect figures to analyze the process of real estate strategy-making and
strategy-implementation, the thesis can find the main causes of real estate investment strategy risk.
3.2 Construction of real estate investment strategy risk
Wheel boss mode of real estate investment strategy risk
Based on the causes analysis of real estate investment strategy risk, this thesis consumes that the
strategy risk of real estate investment is a combination of ten specified risks: risk of strategy
environment analysis, risk of core competition ability, risk of real estate investment area, risk of
corporation model, risk of strategy decision, risk of investment period, risk of financing, risk of market
supply and demand, risk of currency inflation and interest rate, risk of sudden alteration of political and
economical change, etc. See the wheel boss figure 3, the left side concerns the risk of strategy-making,
and the right is in relation to strategy-implementation and each side combines five rooms that forms
ten-spoke wheel boss figure.

4 Strategy Risk Composition Evaluation Model
In consideration of all evaluation measures, the strategy risk composition evaluation can be
classifieds into two patterns.
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One is the evaluation in advance, which means the risk evaluation concerns probabilities and
degree of losses that given before the application of strategy, such as coordinate pursues law, Mentcalo
Method, and so on. The results of pre-evaluation should be important foundation of strategic decisions
that produces significant effect on the choice of enterprise’s strategy.
Another evaluation model is to be engaged in the process of construction, namely, during the
implementation of strategy, according to certain model to analyze the strategy effect index (usually
concerning financial targets) and compare the gained figures with the achievements that had already
been made before by the same strategy or make comparison with the similar enterprises, and then form
reasonable judgment for the strategy adjustment.
These both evaluation methods can be applied in special conditions, the latter one shall be applied
in certain matured industries’ risk evaluation, while the former one is applicable in the field that can not
obtain enough experienced figures. And the strategy risk evaluation of real estate belongs to the former
ones.

Risk of Strategy implementation

Risk of Strategy Marketing

Figure 3

Ten Spokes Wheel Boss Model of Strategy Risk on Real Estate Investment

According to the ten spokes wheel-boss model (Figure 3), based on the External Factor Evaluation
Matrix (EFE), the thesis establishes a strategy risk evaluation model for real prosperity. This model
evaluates the branch items of strategy risk and entrusts weight items to each branch, then figures out the
strategy risk, so this model can be named Strategy Risk Composition Evaluation Model that can be
named SRC in short (Table 1).
Steps of SRC evaluation
(1) Organize an evaluation. specialist sub-group. The member of such group may be composed of
specialists from other enterprises and the experts of the company itself and the total number of the
specialists should be odd as 5 or 7 in general.
(2) Entrust different weight to each branch items of strategy risk.
There are many measures to ascertain index weight of strategy risk branch items; in sum, they can
be concluded as: subjective entrust, objective entrust and the combination of both.
According to the obvious relative grade connection of every branch item of real estate investment
risk, STC takes the measure of comparison in pairs to entrust each branch item, and the experts apply
Delphi Method to give points to each risk item in accordance with the specific real estate project, and
then figure out the Wi.
(3) Points by the Experts group. Take the risk coordinate pursues law classified the risks into five grades
for reference, SRC also sets five grades for the risk branch items while the 1 is the lowest and the 5 is
the most serious one. The experts judge the risk grade after comparison and point each branch item Si.
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Table 1

Strategy Risk Composition Evaluation Model SRC

Strategy risk branch item（R）
Strategy environment analysis
Core competition ability
Real estate investment area
Investment corporation mode
Management structure
Investment period
financing
Market supply and demand
Currency inflation and interest rate
Sudden alteration of political and
economical environment
Total

Weight
item（Wi）

Risk grade item（Si）

W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
W7
W8
W9

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

W10

1

2

3

4

5

1.00

Weight
mark of
value
R1=S1W1
R2=S2W2
R3=S3W3
R4=S4W4
R5=S5W5
R6=S6W6
R7=S7W7
R8=S8W8
R9=S9W9
R10=S10W
10
T

(4) Add the weight marks of value, then figure out the risk point of the specified, and the formula is :
n

T = ∑ Si × Wi

（2）

i =1

where：
S is the grade of risk of branch item
Wi is Weight mark of value
i=1,2,…10

5 Conclusions
This thesis firstly proposes an analysis concerning the involution of strategy risk of real estate as
well as its characteristics, while discloses the reasons and the constitution of the risk. Strategy risk in
real estate investment can be defined as that the possibilities of the real estate investment strategy
suffers great fails, burden heavy losses, or even be in danger of huge calamity owning to a series of
non-natural, uncertain causes. Formula 1 is the probability of significant risks and their function
losing consequences.
The first step of strategy risk management is strategy risk identification. Real estate strategy risk
identification means enterprises shall identify and ascertain and confirm the strategy risk while analyze
the causes of real estate strategy risk as well as its structure. The paper takes fishbone-diagram to
explain the real estate strategy-making and its implementation of China’s enterprises while gives reasons
for such strategy risk from ten aspects, constructs ten spokes wheel-boss Model, and define the main
risk of the real estate strategy. Benefiting from the External Factor Evaluation Matrices, The thesis
constitutes Strategy Risk Composition Evaluation Model (SRC). Based on the causes analysis of real
estate investment strategy risk, this thesis consumes that the strategy risk of real estate investment is a
combination of ten specified risks: risk of strategy environment analysis, risk of core competition ability,
risk of real estate investment area, risk of corporation model, risk of strategy decision, risk of investment
period, risk of financing, risk of market supply and demand, risk of currency inflation and interest rate,
risk of sudden alteration of political and economical change, etc.
Taking the External Factor Evaluation Matrix (EFE) as reference, the thesis establishes a strategy
risk evaluation model for real prosperity, named Strategy Risk Composition Evaluation Model (SRC).
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Analysis of Reason and Countermeasure on Power Deficiency in
Constructing Shared Enterprise Vision
Jin Yiting
School of Law, Henan University of Technology, Zhengzhou, P.R.China, 450001
(E-mail: laojin@haut.edu.cn)
Abstract Applying field investigation and research methodology, this paper explores into the reasons
and Countermeasures on power deficiency in constructing shared enterprise vision, indicating the
defects as below: flaws in human resource construction, lack of the consciousness of cultivating shared
vision, imperfection of the benefit assignment mechanism, difficulty in realizing the shared vision, the
negative influence on breaking a promise by the policy-maker. Through the construction of a frame of
power deficiency in constructing the enterprise shared value, it proposes the countermeasures in the
conclusions including: to change the method of human resource management, to continually encourage
staffs to develop their individual visions, to innovate the enterprise ownership, to optimize the benefit
assignment structure, and to also study by more respectful listening.
Key words Construction; Shared vision; Power deficiency

1 Introduction
Compared with the modern developed country's enterprises, our country enterprises usually die
young. Generally speaking, the average lifetime of small and medium-sized enterprise' is from 3 to 5
years, while big enterprise's average lifetime is also less than ten years. There are many typical cases,
like “the Giant Collision”, “Flying Fragon’s Landing”, “Aiduo Disputes”, “Chundu’s Sank” and so on.
The reason of these enterprise's failure is various, but the common reason is to formulate and implement
decisions under an impetuous psychological obligation, but lack of a shared vision that could condense
the people and has the explorative and forward-looking [1]. The notion of shared vision in academic field
is generally described as the commonly acceptance and approval of the vision by all members of the
organization, which is lofty ideals and the blueprint of the future that outlined by all the members, and
also will be the intersection of individual visions in the organization. The shared vision is common
wishes or an ideal that established on consensus of shared values and missions among organization and
the members. The shared vision covered what, why, and how the enterprise needs to pursue. It described
the possibility of the future organization, members believing in its feasibility, and is willing to pay
diligent efforts[2]. The main representative views of scholars and large enterprises both at home and
abroad are as follows: Walt Disney Company: making people happy; 3M Co.: creatively solving those
pending issues; Hewlett Packard Company: for the happiness of mankind and development, making
technological contributions; Mary Kay Cosmetics Inc.: giving women infinite opportunities; Sony Corp.:
experiencing benefits of development of technology and bringing happiness to people, etc. Research at
home holds that enterprise culture, values, trust, quality, harmony and the like should be the shared
visions of enterprises. Objectively speaking, quite many enterprises do not own shared vision and the
power to construct the shared vision is surely insufficient. The reason of it is various, and because each
enterprise's different situation is greatly varied, which also lead to differences in each enterprise's
concrete reasons. This paper only studies from the microscopic angle, or called enterprise’s own angle,
based on these foundations to generate the corresponding countermeasure.

2 Reason Analysis of the Power Deficiency of Shared Enterprise Visions
2.1 Existing defects of human resources framework
2.1.1 The imperfect of the leader appointment system
Imperfection of this system discourages the leading power of the enterprise to set up the shared
vision. The assignment system in the enterprise makes existing high-level managerial staffs focusing on
the short-term achievement as the most urgent pursue, specially the state-owned or the state-controlled
enterprises' main policy-maker. They believe: invest the scarce resources such as fund and manpower
into a very great uncertainty and time-cost domain, rather than into introduction and the scale expansion
fields, with the redundant production adapt to the high-level superintendent's preference for short-term
achievements, to obtain a good achievement, thus lost the policy-making ability to establish long-term
shared vision.
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2.1.2 The imperfect enterprise incentive mechanism
It has suppressed enthusiasm of the subject. First, this kind of material motivation which set
effective goal as the guidance is the division of decided benefits, and it only reflected the differences of
material capital and working character. Further more, this kind of differences is kinds of discrimination
in the labor market, which will not have good motivation effects. Second, the spirit stimulation was to
implement reward and punishment, honor, and promotion mainly based on the work achievements. It is
difficult to stimulate the deep level prospect power, which pays great attention to foretime, care about
small number of people's rewards and punishment spirit stimulation cannot take a good effect.
2.1.3 The inconsistent of vision with people’s value that they abide every day[3].
For managerial level in enterprises, “vision” is a familiar concept. However, once you observe
carefully, you will discover that the majority of visions will be imposed to the organization by just a
person (or a community). Such visions simply do not have the reliable foundations, and some even are
made by the leaders’ temporary hotness. Such visions are unable to obtain all members’ approval
radically. Wins the obedience at most, but not the truly pursue and the true shared vision.
2.2 Faint consciousness of cultivating shared vision
The consciousness of cultivating shared vision is not strong, which causes the enterprises lost the
thinking power of setting up the shared vision. Some enterprises thought that their enterprises are too
small or does not have the competitive power, and then gave up setting up and raising their own
long-term shared vision. This is the exhibition of organization’s lack of trust in the team working in the
macro-environment, and members’ lack of enough confidence to common goal. Regardless of the size of
the enterprise, they all need to own their visions. It is very difficultly for the company to achieve
successful situation without these visions. Because of small size, they gave up establishing shared
visions, without visions leading to the enterprises’ difficulty to grow big. Then such kind of enterprises
is easily fall into the vicious circle, which limited the enterprise's development. The desalination of
establishing shared vision is also an important factor of intrinsic power deficient for establishing a
common prospect.
2.3 Imperfection of benefit assignment mechanisms
Enterprise's benefit distribution is not only unfair in fact, but also weaken the enterprise’s
outstanding team cooperation culture, caused the staff lose the work fervor to finally suppress the power
release of enterprise constructing shared vision intrinsically. The human capital is also a noticeable
ingredient among all enterprise capitals; moreover, there is increases focus on human capital now. The
change of enterprise capital viewpoints also causes the investor or high-level managerial staffs are no
longer solely enjoying the enterprise's ownership. All the business managers and the staffs also become
enterprise's owners by investing their own human capital in the enterprise, This also brought about the
revolution of benefit distribution system of the enterprise, then the profit of enterprise is no longer
monopolized by the material capital investor, but the strain shares for the material capital investor and
the human capital investor, namely construct high-level managerial staff. Therefore, the business
manager and other staffs are involved in owner's benefit distribution system, and it makes the business
management be away from policy discrimination consciously, solve the contradiction between benefit
assignment structure and the innovation mechanism, to realize promoting all staff's working enthusiasm,
and release human capital to establish powerful engine to build shared vision [4].
2.4 Huge difficulty in realizing shared vision
The process of establishing the vision, will encounter the difficulty, which is not easy to overcome,
and make the people discouraged. It is very easy for the staffs to produce suspects and vacillates to the
company's the long-range objective; this is also a reason that leads to the failure of the vision. The more
people can clearly see the characteristic of shared vision, the more can realize the big disparity between
the prospect and the present. The people will possibly become depressed, felt uncertainty of the result,
even taking the negative attitude to the shared enterprise vision to ridicule it.
2.5 The negative influence by the policy-makers who break promises
In management practice, the policy-makers and the employees are two body of psychological
contract, so policy-makers who break promises would bring bigger negative influence [5]. In general, the
policy-makers break the promise stems from three reasons: First, they are incapable of keeping a
promise. Namely the original pledge is too sincere, which surpasses one’s present ability to be unable to
realize the pledge. Second, they intend to break a promise. Namely decision-making do not fulfill the
psychological contract intentionally for only their own benefit or other reasons, or the content they
fulfill is widely divergently original. Third, they usually comprehend the contract in different meanings.
Namely the policy-makers and the employees have the different meanings about the content related to
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the psychological contract. Either of the above three kind of situations appears, in the situation of lack
friendly communication mechanism and under the science communication condition, the negative
influence to the employee is still the same. The policy-makers break promises which brings the negative
influence mechanism on the employee to be expressed in Figure 1
Significa
Incapable of Keep a Promise
Compared

Feeling

ih
Sensation

Intending to Break a Promise

Sensation

Mood Experience

Revises the Contract or Breaks a Promise
Understanding Different Me
Vigilance

Figure 1 The Policy-Maker Breaking a Promise with Negative Influence Mechanism

After the policy-maker violates the psychological contract, because the significance of employee's
vigilance and the contract violation is different, they will feel the difference of contract and the result
and by comparison, feel the psychology contract has not been fulfilled, and then make the response
according to the psychological contract’s different content. The research indicates [6]: The psychological
contract or many contents are violated will cause the contract transaction content increase from now on,
the relations content reduces, the employee’s trust to the policy-maker drops or they no longer believe
the enterprise, Simultaneously the employee reduces their emotional investment to policy-maker's, will
revise with the policy-maker original significance psychological contract, make the psychological
contract “to break your promise, I also break mine” , convert to the negative psychological contract
direction.

3 Countermeasures
3.1 To change the method of human resources management
3.1.1 To improve the suitable system of enterprise high-level managerial staff
Without good surveillance and the evaluation system it is possible for the enterprise high-level to
work under the non-restraint condition, which is bad to company's positive development. Perfect
suitable system of the enterprise high-level managerial staff, enhances the decision-making ability and
executive ability of establishing shared vision. Establish and perfect the enterprise engagement and the
management value appraisal mechanism for high-level managerial staff, especially the mechanism in
State-owned business, which is the important premise for enhancing and displaying enterprise intrinsic
power to establish the shared vision.
3.1.2 To be fairness and justice
The enterprise can evaluate scientifically and objectively to the organization behavior, and the staff
behavior and other participant behavior is also the best motivation measure, also the best government
plan. But the essence of motivation is to understanding the difference and the behavior the most
important demand of the evaluation organization and individual work. Presently, fairness is what
organization and individual most needed. For people, fairness and equivalence is the most persuasive
power and positive factor to stimulate the enthusiasm. For people who work under the same
environment, their work achievement will be entirely different, because of the difference in individual
quality, ability and level of efforts. Therefore, it is much fair through appraisal and recognizing the
differences and pay back according to it.
3.1.3 To share the vision with other people
The leader must be glad unceasingly to share their own individual vision with other people. They
must ask whether others are willing to try hard with him for a shared vision. On leader’s part, this is not
an easy matter. But it is a matter which leaders truly should do. Leaders take the enterprise's core duty,
and play an important role in strategic decision making and the enterprise's development. Leaders who
intend to share their own individual vision with others would affect the enterprise's staffs sharing their
individual vision with others. Therefore, the company and the leaders should share his individual vision
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with other people.
3.2 To constantly encourage members to develop individual vision
Without their own visions, what people can do is merely echo others'. Then the result is only obeys,
not the wish comes from the heart. On the other hand, people who has the intense goal feeling
respectively originally unified, may create the formidable achievements, makes great strides forward to
a goal that the individual and the association truly wish [6]. “Self-surmounting” is the foundation to
develop “the shared vision”, nobody can give his own vision to others, also cannot force other people to
develop vision. Moreover what must pay attention to is after the team collecting information, do not
determine everybody's common goal immediately, but to ponder about the viewpoint that personally
proposed, leaves behind a space for the team and their own member, turn about to consider these
suggestions and viewpoint to solve the adverse effect which the hurried decision brings. So while the
member develops individual vision, everybody could try hard to establish the shared vision that suits
everybody’s wishes (to see Figure 2).
Result feedback
Proposes the Individual Vision

Sharing
Individual Vision

Conformity Dissemination

Formation of
Shared Vision

Figure 2

Fining
Statement

Standardized
Examination

Shared Vision Construction Flow

3.3 To innovate enterprise ownership, and perfect profit assignment structure
Transformation the enterprise ownership can make the business management to cease the policy
discrimination behavior consciously, solves benefit assignment structure and enterprise long-term
vision’s disproportion contradiction, and realizes salary system which adapts the prospect establishment
mechanism, then activates and promotes all staff's work enthusiasm to release human capital
establishment shared vision power. The reasonable different benefit assignment is one kind of fairness, it
is unfair not to divide ability level, the level of effort, and the degree of the sense of responsibility; it is
also unfair to make differences according to the property system of ownership and the derivation status's
assignment. But according to everybody’s contribution to the enterprise is objectively fairest, because it
has differences and a fair distribution system, it is fairer than average distribution or ownership and
derivation. It can maximum display the organization and individual’s potential, make the organization
resources and individual ability obtained the optimized disposition when the enterprise develops and
completes the prospect. Promote power maximization of the enterprise’s development directly and
indirectly [7]. Therefore, construct the appraisal incentive mechanism that faces each innovation main
body which activates enthusiasm and the creativity of the enterprise main body and releases the staff
power.
3.4 To learn to listen respectfully
In the association, it is impossible to achieve overnight to reach each other's true vision sharing and
blending. The shared vision is grown through individual vision’s interaction. The experience shows, if
the vision can truly become common, it needs to undergo an unceasing conversation. When establish the
shared vision, everybody discusses it together, and revises each other's opinion and the common goal
content. Moreover, it is difficult to make all the members agree to the vision, but they accept to seek the
common points and keep the different points in mind. So the acceptable goal is the most important. Only
in this way, the enterprise can obtain the members’ real pledge to the shared vision. Therefore, in this
process, the individual can not only express their dream freely, but also study how to listen respectfully
to others’ dream. In the process of listening to others, they gradually blend a better conception [8]. The
process of shared vision is an unceasing revision and the correct in the foundation of the individual
vision.
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4 Conclusions
Nowadays in our country, there are quite a number of enterprises who have no shared visions and
the power to build them is also inadequate. The causes are maniffold because situation in each enterprise
is varied, which may lead to different specific reasons. From micro perspective, that is, from personal
angle of each enterprise, this article does research and on its basis puts forward corresponding
countermeasures. It analyses the reasons for power shortage of shared visions in enterprises and
concludes that disadvantages are as follows: There exist disadvantages in human resource schema.
Sense of fostering shared visions is insufficient. Benefit distribution mechanisms are imperfect.
Realization of shared visions is in great difficulty. And there is negative impact left by policy makers
who do not keep their promises. The author proposes countermeasures for enterprises to establish
inherent power in shared visions. They mainly include: methods to change human resource management,
continuous encouragement for members to develop their own personal visions, innovation of enterprise
ownership, perfection of benefit distribution structure, and learning and listening respectfully etc.
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The Processes of Online Word-of-Mouth on the Purchase Decision
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Abstract With the rapid development of Internet, the online WOM become an important way for
corporation to affect consumer’s purchase decision. This paper selects some consumers who have
network shopping experience as research objects, builds a theory model between the influence of WOM
on the consumer’s purchase decision, social responsibility, perceived risk, involvement, actively seeking
WOM, and uses structural equation model to carry out empirical study of Word-of-Mouth processes
within an online purchase decision. The results show that actively seeking WOM has a direct and
positive effect on the influence of WOM on the consumer’s purchase decision.
Key words Online WOM; Self-confidence; Perceived risk; Involvement; Actively seeking WOM

1 Introduction
Arndt (1967)[1] for the first time defined the word of mouth as the non-commercial information
exchange between the recipient and the sender about a verbal, private room on the brand, products or
services. Repeatedly, research has shown the importance of consumer word of mouth (WOM) in the
formation of attitudes, in a purchase decision-making context and in the reduction of risk associated
with buying decisions (Murray, 1991)[2].In many cases, Word of mouth has become the highest Frequent
used information resources before make purchase decisions.
Since the development of the World Wide Web (WWW) on the Internet, an increasing number of
companies have been trying to carry out electronic commerce. Word of mouth has moved beyond small
groups and communities to being freely available through large-scale consumer networks (Avery,
Resnick and Zeckhauser 1999) [3]. The researchers call the word of mouth which Generate and spread in
the Internet environment as the online WOM. Compared to traditional WOM, online WOM is more
influential due to its speed, convenience, one-to-many reach, and its absence of face-to-face human
pressure (Phelps et al., 2004) [4]. Although there exists much opinion regarding the power of WOM,
there is surprisingly little empirical research that examines its “procedural “aspects. This paper attempts
to analysis the key factors in the processes of WOM influences consumer’s perchance decision through
empirical research methods. We hope that this paper may bring inspiration to enterprise activities such
as e-commerce and Internet Marketing.

2 Theory and Hypotheses
The conceptual framework and hypotheses for the present study is shown in Figure1.The major
theme is to investigate the inter-relationships among the influence of WOM on the consumers’ purchase
decision, social responsibility, perceived risk, involvement, actively seeking WOM.

Figure 1

Research Framework

Word of mouth means the informal exchange of information among consumers regarding specific
product, service or vendor of the properties. There is a big difference between consumer’s
decision-making process in online shopping context and traditional shopping. Word of mouth can help
solving the problem which consumers can not directly feel the products. Consumers can not fully
understand the features of the products before purchasing; he may search the word of mouth through
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internet to get other people's suggestions. Besides, online word of mouth information can help
consumers overcome the problem of insufficient knowledge of the products (Bristor 1990)[5], and reduce
the perceived risk before the purchase.
2.1 Actively seeking WOM
Actively seeking WOM is construed as the process of vigorously seeking and ultimately attaining a
message. The consumer’s action of seeking WOM information is hypothesized to be an important
element of the process. Associated with the process of actively seeking WOM is selective exposure to
the WOM message, which, in turn, results in the consumer being more predisposed to the WOM
message. Consequently, a message that is actively sought will have a greater impact on the dependent
variable, the influence of the sender’s WOM on the consumer’s purchase decision, than a WOM
message that is passively attained and not actively sought. Thus, the following hypothesis is drawn:
Hypothesis 1: The greater the extent to which the WOM is actively sought by the consumer, the
greater the influence of the sender’s WOM on the consumer’s purchase decision.
2.2 Social responsibility
Social responsible people tend to help people even when there is nothing to be gained from others,
They have a strong standard of right and wrong (Berkowitz & Lutterman, 1968) [6]. Dichter mentioned
the involvement as a motivator of WOM, where consumers engage in WOM with the intent to help
others. WOM literature suggests that once dissatisfaction occurs, a desire to prevent others from
experiencing a similar fate may prompt one to search WOM more actively. The people who have a
higher degree of social responsibility would like pay more time to search the WOM information.
Conversely, consumers who have lower degree of social responsibility would have less motion to search
WOM. Thus, the following hypothesis may be considered:
Hypothesis 2a: The greater the consumer’s expertise, the less actively sought the WOM
information.
2.3 Perceived risk
Perceived risk was originally a concept in psychology, in 1960, scholars Bauer introduced concept
into the field of marketing. As online shopping has not direct contact, the consumer is unable to feel the
product characteristic directly, Moreover, the quality can not be good guaranteed after sale. Arndt [1]
finds that people who perceive higher risk tend to more actively seek WOM information than those who
perceive risk to be lower. Murray (1991) [2] reports that WOM is the most important source of
risk-reducing information and creates an even greater impact on consumers, largely due to clarification
and feedback opportunities. Reinforcing this are Still, Barnes, and Kooyman (1984)[7], who contend that
the influence of WOM on purchase decisions is less dramatic in a low-risk scenario as opposed to its
more influential effects in a high-risk purchase situation. Thus, the following hypothesis may be
considered:
Hypothesis 3a: The greater the perceived risk, the more actively sought the WOM information.
Hypothesis 3b: The greater the perceived risk, the greater the influence of the sender’s WOM on
the consumer’s purchase decision.
2.4 Product involvement
Product involvement means consumer’s perceived level of importance and relevance of products
based on their own desires and values. (Zaichkowsky, 1985)[8]. When the degree of involvement is
higher, consumers tend to search for more product information and analysis the obtained information
seriously; the whole process of purchase decision making is complex. But when the level of
involvement is low, consumer’s buying decision-making process is relatively simple. Consumers to buy
products with a higher degree of involvement will usually pay more time and energy searching the
online word of mouth information. And the online WOM may have more important effect on the
consumer’s purchase decision when the consumer to buy products with a higher degree of involvement.
Thus, the following hypothesis is drawn:
Hypothesis 4a: The products involvement has a positive influence on consumer word of mouth
active search.
Hypothesis 4b: The higher degree of the products involvement, the greater the influence of the
sender’s WOM on the consumer’s purchase decision.

3 Methodology
This paper selects the consumers who have online shopping experience as the research object.
Questionnaires were randomly delivered in public place. In this study, 300 questionnaires were issued,
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192 effective questionnaires were preserved. Analyzing the data with SPSS 17.0, we can know that
47.9% of the samples are male, the average age is 27.61 years old.
With a view to empirically examine the conceptual model, existing measures needed to be adapted
and improved. The measurement scale utilized was a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 =
strongly agree) to identify the extent of agreement with each item. Social responsibility was measured
by three-item adapted scale from Berkowitz, L & Lutterman, K.G (1968) [6], The Alpha coefficient was
0.704 for the present study. Consumer’s perceived risk was measured by using an adapted scale from
Murray and Schlacter (1991) [2], The Alpha coefficient was 0.744 for the present study. Actively seeking
WOM was measured by using an adapted scale from Jumin Lee, Do-Hyung Park, Ingoo Han (2008)[9],
The Alpha coefficient was 0.75 for the present study. The influence of WOM on purchase decision was
measured by using an adapted scale from Gilly et al. (1998) [10], The Alpha coefficient was 0.765 for the
present study. Product involvement was measured by using an adapted scale from (Sun, T., Youn, S., Wu,
G., and Kuntaraporn, M. 2006) [11], The Alpha coefficient was 0.77 for the present study.

4 Results
4.1 Test of overall theoretical model.
This paper uses Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) with Amos 17.0 to analyze the relationship
among these variables. As to the test of structural equation modeling, Bagozzi & Yi (1988) believes that
it must be measured from three aspects including preliminary fit criteria; overall model fit and fit of
internal structure of model.
Test results of preliminary fit criteria. All the factor loading value of latent variable is in the
standardized level between 0.5 and 0.9, and all of them have reached the significant level. So, the
theoretical model of this paper is fit for the basic fitting standards.
Test results of overall model fit. In the measurement of absolute fitness, χ2 =213.622, d.f=113, GFI
(0.886) is larger than 0.80, RMR (0.056) is lower than 0.05, RMSEA (0.068) is lower than 0.08, which
indicates that all indicators reach the accepted level. In the measurement of asymptotic fitness, values of
AGFI (0.845), RFI (0.765), NFI (0.805), CFI (0.895) are larger than 0.80. As to measurement of
summarized fitness, values of PNFI (0.669) and PGFI (0.654) are larger than 0.5, and χ2/d.f (1.890) is
between 1 and 2, which indicates that all indicators reach the accepted level, which indicates the
theoretical model of this paper has a good overall model fit.
Test results of internal structural model fit. The social responsibility, perceived risk, actively seeking
WOM , Product involvement, the influence of WOM on purchase decision are 0.704、0.744、0.75、
0.736、0.765, and their corresponding factors cumulative are 63.36%、66.582%、66.787%、54.941% and
59.701%. All of them have passed the lowest accepted level which is 0.5. Therefore, the theoretical
model of this paper has a good internal structural model fit.
4.2 Test result of hypothesis
The test results of hypothesis can be seen in table 3. In this paper, hypotheses all are supported
effectively except hypotheses 3b and Hypothesis 4b. In other words, there is positive correlation
between actively seeking WOM and the influence of the sender’s WOM on the consumer’s purchase
decision (P<0.001); the products involvement has a positive influence on consumer word of mouth
active search (P<0.001); the greater the perceived risk, the more actively sought the WOM information.
(P<0.001); social responsibility has direct positive effect on actively seeking WOM (P<0.01). And the
verified structure model with the standardized coefficients for the research samples and the relationship
among variables can be seen in Figure 1.
For Hypothesis 3b and Hypothesis 4b, the determined relationship was found to be extremely weak
therefore, not statistically significant. The directionality was in accordance with the hypothesis.
Table 1 Hypothesis Test Results
Paths
Estimate
P-value
Hypothesis
1
0.810***
0.000
H1
2
0.4530***
0.000
H2a
3
0.213***
0.006
H3a
4
0.002
0.982
H3b
5
0.4130***
0.000
H4a
6
0.093
0.427
H4b
Notes: *Significant at P<0.05；** Significant at P<0.01；*** Significant at P<0.001.

Results
Support
Support
Support
Decline
Support
Decline
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5 Conclusions and Discussion
This paper has studied the WOM in online shopping context with empirical research methods. In
the context of online shopping, it is difficult for the enterprise to make hundred percentage
demonstrations of the product, and consumers also can not feel the products before purchasing,
shopping online means more risks and uncertainties.
Through study of this paper, we can find that online Word of Mouth is more and more import on
the influence of consumer's purchase decision-making and pre-purchase evaluation. Enterprises should
take more attention on how to improve the consumer’s actively seeking WOM.
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Abstract Service outsourcing has been taken as a new pattern for the service industry’s international
transition, which has the vital significance for the countries subcontracting outsourcing to alleviate
employment problems, industrial structure's optimization as well as the transformation of the mode of
economic development. First, this paper introduces the background of China sourcing development, and
elaborates the development and characteristic of service outsourcing industry in China. Then, the paper
analyses the major matters that have restricted the development of China sourcing from enterprise's
contract ability, business environments such as national policies and others, talents and so on. This paper
finds that development lag and small in scale of service industry, outsourcing enterprises being small in
scale, contracting ability being lower level, the business environments relatively imperfect, and the
shortage of the service outsourcing professional are the main difficulties to China. Finally, to the
question and linking to the China’s realities, some corresponding countermeasures have been proposed.
Key words Service industry’s international transfer; Service outsourcing; Matters; Countermeasures

1 Introduction
In the 21st century, along with in-depth development of economic globalization, and further
opening of service market in many countries, following the manufacturing industry of developed
country massively transferring to the developing country in last century, the tide that the service industry
of developed country represented by the US shift to the overseas is going to emerge rapidly. Service
outsourcing has been taken as the new pattern for the service industry’s international transition, which
has the vital significance for the countries subcontracting outsourcing to alleviate employment questions,
industrial structure's optimization as well as the trade growth way's transformation.
At present, the developing countries such as India, Ireland, and Philippines etc. are creating the
condition, and are taking on the international service outsourcing positively. In the previous round
global manufacturing industry’s shift, China is the country that had got the biggest profits, and has
become “the Industrial workshop of the world”. Therefore, facing to the new round service industry’s
international shift, China must grasp the opportunity similarly, take action positively and undertake the
service industry’s international shift on own initiative, and develop the service outsourcing industry
vigorously, depending upon which advances Chinese service industry to develop fast, adjust the
industrial structure, make China develop from “Made in China” toward “Service in China”, and realize
the transformation of the mode of economic development.
Recently, the researches on the international transformation of service industries are increasing
rapidly, which also come out lots of solutions for the domestic countries to develop their sourcing
industries. Some papers studied on the employment effect of the international transformations, some
conclusions made by the organization like MS (2009) showed that the transformation made a negative
effect on the employment of the domestic industries. However, some other scholars found that the
transformation made the employment no difference (Bhagwati et al., 2004; Mary Arti et al., 2004).
(Jiang Zhimei 2006) analyzed the influence from the international service industries transformation in
China, the results showed that it provided a new chance for China to develop its service industries. Wu
Hang studied the developing strategy for China in the background of the international service diversion;
it came to the conclusion that the international services diversion is not only an important means for
developed countries to display the global strategy distribution but provides developing countries with
newly - discovered economic growth points.

2 Development and Characteristics of China Sourcing
China is an emerging country for undertaking service outsourcing because of ChinaSourcing
industry starting late, but in the recent years, ChinaSourcing’s scale has expanded gradually, the
Supported by the Province Social Science Project of Zhejiang, China（NO. 09CGYD044YB）
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business domain has broadened and mainly involved the software industry, communication industry,
financial industry, government service and so on, and its clients have involved Japanese, American,
European, South Korean and others.
Core to ChinaSourcing initiative is the “1000-100-10” project, established by the PRC Ministry of
Commerce in August 2006. Namely in the period of the 11th Five –Year Plan (2006-2010), with total
funding of more than $1 billion, the project aims to double China’s services exports by establishing 10
Chinese cities as outsourcing bases, attracting 100 international corporations to offshore services to
these cities, and cultivating 1000 large and middle scale outsourcing firms that can meet the demands of
international corporations. Since this project was announced, China has designated 21 cities as service
outsourcing hubs. In a word, development of ChinaSourcing has made good progress and has presented
the following characteristics.
2.1 Service outsourcing market continuously vast growing, business largely for ITO
The international finance crisis's influence, the orders from international market are dropped in
2009, but under supported by national policy and developing the domestic market, China’s service
outsourcing still had maintained fast growth. In 2009, the total amount of signed contract of service
outsourcing was $20.01 billion, the execution amount was $13.84 billion, growing 140.8% compared to
those of last year, and off-shore outsourcing reached $10.09 billion in total.
Looking from the structure of service outsourcing, ChinaSourcing business has largely for ITO all
along, but the speed-up of BPO is fast and potential is huge, and others like KPO and so on have also
appeared the clue. In the national total execution contract amount of service outsourcing in 2009, ITO
occupied 62.5%, BPO occupied 26.6%, and others like KPO and so on accounted for 10.9% (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Business Market Scale and Ratio of ChinaSourcing in 2009
Data Source: the PRC Ministry of Commerce

2.2 Off-shore outsourcing growing fast and coming from U.S. and Japan market mainly
Although impacted by financial crisis, the off-shore outsourcing market in China had still realized
fast growth in 2009. The annual contract signed amount of off-shore outsourcing was $14.77 billion in
2009, growing 152.9% compared to last year, and the accomplished amount of contract was
$10.09billion, growing 115.1% compared with last year.
Table 1

Business Origin of China’s Off-shore Outsourcing (Unite:$10 thousands, %）
2009 year
2008 year
No.
Contract value
Contract value
Country/ Region
Rate
Country/ Region
carried out
carried out
1
America
281137.8
27.9
Japan
97158.3
2
Japan
206263.2
20.4
America
90934.5
3
China Hongkong
89893.4
8.9
China Hongkong
51292.2
4
Singapore
45356.7
4.5
China Taiwan
15404.4
5
China Taiwan
34371.1
3.4
England
14856.9
6
Netherlands
25887.1
2.6
Germany
14690.2
7
England
23588.2
2.3
Singapore
12982.5
8
Germany
22846.5
2.3
Korea
6819.1
9
India
19910.8
2.0
Netherlands
5750.5
10
Korea
19547.9
2.0
France
5136.2
Date sources: <Development Report of ChinaSourcing>2008 year, 2009 year

Rate
20.7
19.4
10.9
3.3
3.2
3.1
2.8
1.5
1.2
1.1
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In the segment market of off-shore outsourcing, ITO had still occupied the leadership and
accounted for 63.9% in the execution of contract amount of 2009, and the proportion of BPO and others
(KPO etc) respectively were 24.8% and 12.3%. Moreover, the off-shore business markets centralization
was obvious, mainly coming from the markets of America, Japan and China Hong Kong. The total
execution contract amount of these three regions occupied 57.2% in off-shore outsourcing’s total
amount in 2009, raised 6.2 percentage points compared to 2008 (Table 1).
2.3 Jobholders for service outsourcing growing rapidly and becoming the important channel for
employing the university students
With the development of service outsourcing industry in China, jobholders for service outsourcing
have grown explosively in scale. Jobholders who are engaged in service outsourcing starting from 2009
had 711,000 persons, and total numbers of employees have reached 1.547 million peoples by the end of
2009. These jobholders have mainly concentrated in 20 demonstration cities of ChinaSourcing and
achieved 1.198 million workers, accounting for 77.4% in total.
The university graduates (including technical college) reached 490 thousand persons in newly
increased jobholders in 2009, occupied 68.9%. Besides, according to be investigated 7752 outsourcing
enterprises, the total numbers of employees reached 1.387 million, the university graduates had 1072
thousand in total and accounted for 77.3%. Thus it can be seen, the service outsourcing industry has
been becoming the important channel for employing the university students (Table 2).
Table 2

State of Employees and Enterprises of China Sourcing
By the end of 2007 By the end of 2008 By the end of 2009
Employees (104 person)
42.7
83.6
154.7
Outsourcing enterprises
1731
4775
8950
Enterprise certification
/
2338
4608
Among: International certification
/
898
1745
Date sources: the PRC Ministry of Commerce

2.4 Service outsourcing enterprises increasing rapidly, overall competitiveness obvious promotion
Outsourcing enterprises that have been established in 2009 reached 4175, qualifications or
certifications have been awarded in 2009 reached 2270 and the international certifications had 847 in
total. By the end of 2009, the total numbers of service outsourcing firms had reached 8950 in China,
growing 87.4% compared to the same period in last year. All kinds of certifications had achieved 4608,
and in all the international certifications had achieved 1745, growing 94.3% compared with last year.
Moreover, looking from the regional distribution, these enterprises had been mainly distributed in
Jiangsu, Liaoning, Zhejiang, Beijing and Shanghai five provinces or cities and accounted for 62.6%.

3 Major Problems in Restraining Development of China Sourcing
On the whole, ChinaSourcing has made better progress, but also China has some advantages to
undertaking the international transfer of service industry through developing service outsourcing,
Mainly manifested such as stability in the social and political, continue to improved investment
environment, abundant labor resources and large market potential and so on. But compared with foreign
countries, China’s services outsourcing industry started late, the overall size is still small, the
international competitiveness is weak, at present China has been still existed many factors that block up
undertaking service outsourcing.
3.1 Development lag and small in scale of service industry
Although recently China has made fast progress in service industry, the overall backward
development is untouched. Mainly manifested in some aspects: overall scale is small, employment rate
is low, structure is irrational and institutional innovation is lag behind. In 2009，Value-added of service
industry sector occupied 42.6% in the national GDP, service employment proportion was approximately
40.0%, Service sectors mainly make up of traditional services like transportation, tourism and catering
service etc, modern service industries have been in the low developing level such as modern logistics,
finance, insurance and so on. While the developed countries like America England and Japan not only
rate of value-add of service in the national GDP, but also service employment proportion have been
more than 70%, the developing countries also average level above 50%.
3.2 Outsourcing enterprises being small in scale, contracting ability being lower level
In 2009, scale enterprises employing more than 1000 peoples are 219 and account for 2.45% in
overall 8950 service outsourcing enterprises; Forms that Annual execution amount of contract is above
$10 million of service outsourcing are only 299, account for 3.34%; Enterprises that have obtained the
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authentication related to service outsourcing are 2734, account for 30.55%, among which owning the
international authentication of CMM5/CMMI5 are 104, just account for 1.16%. The service outsourcing
enterprises average jobholders 173 peoples, the average carried out amount of contract is $ 9
①
thousand/per person
In addition, according to investigates came from Mckinsey & Company, IT Service companies
which rank the first ten in China occupied 20% in the international market scale, but the market share
occupied by the Indian’s first ten big IT service companies reached as high as 45%②. Thus it can be seen,
China's service outsourcing number of enterprises established increases rapidly, but the small and
medium-sized enterprise majority, contract ability is weak. Thus it can be seen, China's service
outsourcing enterprises have increased rapidly in quantity, but the medium and small enterprises are
majority, which contract ability is weaker.
3.3 The business environment’s relatively imperfect
Although in order to impel the development of service outsourcing industry, the Chinese
government has promulgated one after another <Betrifft Concerning Promotion to Development of
Service Outsourcing Industry> (Letter of the PRC State Council [2009] No.9), <Inform Concerning
Related Tax Policy about Technical Advanced Service Enterprise> (Finance and Taxation [2009] No.63)
and so on many preferential policies or measures. But the threshold that enters these support policies is
high, the requisition procedure is complex and the review period is long, therefore which created the
coverage of enjoying encourages policy to be small, the pull force is insufficient. In 2009, the
enterprises that enjoyed the favorable tax policy only to account for 5%, and that enjoyed the central
level funds to support the university students to get employed account for 10%.
At the same time, China's legal safeguard system is imperfect, particularly intellectual property
rights (IPR) protection’s legislation is insufficiencies, which close related with the service outsourcing
involving data security, patent protection, customer information security, technical privacy protection
and so on. While the IPR protection and the information security management are one of significant
basis to the foreign client to choose the service vendor. Therefore the IPR protection directly relate
competitive power of that China’s Enterprise undertake off-shore outsourcing.
In addition, the funding that government department invested to the related construction of public
service platform, promoting outsourcing investment etc are insufficiency. All sorts of imperfect business
environment have affected the development of ChinaSourcing industry greatly.
3.4 Shortage of the service outsourcing professional
Although the human resources are rich, who have obtained the education of over Chinese junior
college, the professionals who are engaged in the service outsourcing are deficient. Concrete shown in:
Lack of the practical talented persons who can communicate in foreign language fluently; Lack of
medium and high-level project managers who can consult business with foreigners, and can carry out
the projects; The service enterprise are lacking of talented peoples, particularly the medium and
high-level management.
Recently Mckinsey & Co.’s research pointed out that China will be short of 340,000 qualified
personnel in off-shore outsourcing in the next 5 years. Therefore, it is the key to win the competitive
advantage to China that will train and supply the practical persons who own professional skill, project
management competence and foreign language ability.

4 Conclusion
4.1 Vigorously development of service industry
Development of service outsourcing industry takes service industry’s development as foundation;
therefore China should make significant efforts to develop service industry. For example, Relying on
formulating the industry guidance policy, speeds up the development of emerging service industries
such as finance, insurance, communication, legal consultation and so on; Further opening the service
market, positively attracting FDI of service industry, depend on which impels the upgrading of Chinese
service industry and promotion of it’s serviceability. These actions both can promote the development of
Chinese service industry, and contribute to enhance the competitive advantage on undertake the
international service outsourcing to China, which can promote development of service outsourcing in
①Reference source: the PRC Ministry of Commerce
②The Economic Observer，7.9. 2007
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these professions.
4.2 Further consummation related policies and regulations
Profiting from India's experiences, China should adjust related policies and increase the force of
policy support. Can do the following works: ①Increasing the finance and taxation support, causes the
enterprises to enjoy more preferential benefits. For instance, besides a tax reduction may provide
financing support like establishing special funds, offering loans and credit support and so on.
②Lowering admittance criteria of preferential policies, let more enterprises enjoy favorable policies.
For example, China should relax the cognizance conditions for technical advanced outsourcing
enterprises. Some policies should maybe turn to on-shore outsourcing form supporting off-shore
sourcing only, etc. ③Enhancing government’s service consciousness, simplifying approval link,
promote the working efficiency.
Meanwhile, to promote off-shore outsourcing’s development, China should impel the IPR
legislation for copyright and patent protection, commercial secret and customer data secrecy and so on,
and strengthen protection of the IPR and information security, depend on which eliminates the overseas
client's worry. In addition, the government department should build the public service support platform
of outsourcing public technology, professional training, publicity and promotion etc with increasing the
funding invested.
4.3 Cultivating outsourcing scale firms, pushing enterprise cluster’s forming and promoting the
firms ability for undertaking sourcing
Developing and strengthening scale firms, is the key to promote the international competitiveness,
and exploit the international market of service outsourcing. First, encourages outsourcing firms to
expand scale by annexation, purchase, strategic cooperation or alliance, by which promotes own
services ability and management level, and sharpens contract ability of outsourcing business. Next, push
the outsourcing firms having owned a certain scale to gather and form industrial cluster, obtain the
international certification, makes the ChinaSourcing brand, relying on which sharpen the firm’s
competitive ability.
4.4 Strengthening introduction and cultivation of the outsourcing talents
China must strengthen introduction and cultivation of talents according to demands of outsourcing
industry’s development, in order to solve the “bottleneck” question created because of insufficient
professional. Firstly, bring in the talents who has possessed the experience having been engaged in the
service outsourcing, and has very known the international outsourcing market from home and abroad,
particularly the specialized technical talents who can discuss business directly with the oversea
customers in foreign language fluency, and medium or high management talents who can carry out the
projects. Secondly, raise practical talents who have owned certain foreign language ability for
communication and the professional skill for operation depend on the regional universities. Thirdly,
strengthen the university-business cooperation, develop the talent training with “the order form” type,
and cultivate the talents demanded actually by enterprises.
4.5 Give play to demonstration and lead role of demonstration city
By the end of 2009, total numbers of the service outsourcing enterprises have reached 7013 in the
20 outsourcing demonstration cities in China, accounts for the 78.4% in total, which has shown that the
demonstration effect is obvious. From now on, China will should be continue to implement
“1000-100-10” project positively, will increase the support to 21 demonstration cities, advocate
differentiation and specialized development strategy, will speed up construction of centralization of
service outsourcing that suits the region’s characteristics, will attract more business of service
outsourcing diligently and lead development of the service outsourcing industry in other districts.
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Abstract This paper explains the relationship between the debt financing and market value from
about 272 Chinese real estate companies, which are all from Shanghai Stock Exchange and Shenzhen
Stock Exchange between 2002 and 2007.We conduct an empirical study, the empirical results show that
our country’s real estate listing of corporate debt financing relatively large proportion of total assets,
average by 55%. And generally improving the overall rate of debt financing can improve the company's
market value. Further in-depth studying, we found that long-term borrowing and commercial credit
financing have positive correlation with the company's market value, however, short-term borrowing
and company's market value had a negative correlation.
Key words Debt financing; Firm value; Short-term borrowing; Long-term financing; Commercial
financing

1 Introduction
In western first study on theory of the capital structure and company value is Modigliani and Miller
in 1958, which was the famous MM theory, the company's capital structure has nothing to do with the
company's market value in without regard to corporate income tax, having the same business risk and
the only difference is the capital structure. In 1970’s agency costs and asymmetric information theory is
introduced. Generally, it is believed that managers or internal people have more private information than
external people about the distribution of earnings for the company and investment opportunities. Their
study found that it is positively correlated between company’s value and its debt equity ratio. Myers
studies the influence of asymmetric information on financing costs further, who finds that the proportion
of corporate debt is signal tool which pass the internal information to the market.
In China there are many researches on debt financing and corporate performance, but almost no
distinction between the different roles of debt structure. The research on the debt maturity structure
and the performance, (Lu Yumei and Hu Baoguang 2005) argue that there is no significant regularity
between short-term liabilities and the performance of the company, The study is a simple data
comparison, without the inherent relationship between the data analysis, the conclusion has far-fetched.
Yang Weidong and (Liu Jianguo 2009) establish a regression model using econometric analysis, and
then have a empirical research on the relationship between the Listed Companies in the real estate
industry and corporate performance from 2004 to 2008. The empirical results show that there is a
significant positive correlation between the performance of listed companies in real estate industry and
long-term bank credit financing rate, fiscal financing rate, and there is a negatively correlated between
the performance and equity financing.

2 Advantages and Disadvantages of Debt Financing
Generally debt financing is divided into the following categories: 1) bank loans, business loans by
repayment period will be divided into short-term borrowings and long term loans; 2) Corporate bonds,
because very few real estate companies use bond financing, so this does not make consideration;3)
inter-enterprise loans, the data is difficult to collect, so this is also not for consideration; 4) commercial
credit which includes the commercial credit into accounts payable, notes payable and accounts
receivable in advance.
2.1 Advantages of debt financing
First, the agency costs of debt financing advantages. (Jensen & Meckling 1976) point out that the
capital structure is decided by the agency cost. Debt managers need to reduce the opportunity for their
own profit. Liabilities into equity capital will reduce the agency costs, although the agency cost of debt
capital will rise, but the appropriate ratio of liabilities will lower cost of equity capital beyond the rising
cost of debt capital and agent, thereby enabling cost reduction agent can achieve the purpose of
improving firm performance.
Second, signal effect of debt financing. Generally it is believed that control of the business
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operators and investment risks of future know more internal information than investors, increase the
debt will increase the possibility of bankruptcy, so when enterprises to increase the debt, investors
would think that the quality of enterprise assets and business is good the stock price will rise, so as to
enhance firm value.
Third, the debt tax shield effect and financial leverage. The role of corporate debt tax shield is,
enterprises pay interest to creditors of the costs, exemption from corporate income tax, while dividends
paid to shareholders is deducted from the net profit after corporate income tax, so if interest rates are
appropriate, and EBIT more than business interest, then improve the enterprise's debt ratio would
increase the tax-free income, improve the enterprise's market value.
2.2 Disadvantages of debt financing
First is financial risk. After the need for regular business borrowing to pay interest on the cash flow
will produce a lot of pressure, when the debt expires, a one-time payment of principal, which requires
companies with ample cash flow. Once the poor business or not raise the necessary cash would be in
financial difficulty, or even lead to bankruptcy (interest fixed, the principal focus on payments).
Second, moral hazard of creditors is more harm to the equity holders than to creditor. Moral risk
manifests itself in corporate income to repay the loan in not more than choose not to repay the loan
when the cost of the behavior, which will result in great loss of creditors.

3 Research Design
3.1 Sample selection
This research samples are seletee from Shanghai Stock Exchange and the Shenzhen A-share listed
companies in all real estate from 2002 to 2007 data, a total of 332 observations, of which B shares and H
shares is based on accounting standards differ with the A shares , ST companies because of data
anomalies should be removed. Excluding other income was a negative net asset value and part of the
data anomalies, and finally a total of 272 samples. All financial data are from the CCER and the Eastern
wealth network of financial databases, securities star, Shanghai Stock Exchange , Shenzhen Stock
Exchange and other sites, in this paper we use EXCELL and SPSS17.0 for data processing.
3.2 Research methods
If the various debt financing can really affect firm value, then this will test the following empirical
analysis of debt financing on firm value in the end played a positive or negative role. China's real estate
debt capital of listed companies mainly from financial institutions, loans, commercial credit transactions
between businesses and the small amount of corporate bonds, because the listed real estate companies
use the number of corporate bond financing is limited, this will not be an empirical analysis.
(1) The explanatory variables: return on equity (ROE), ratio of net profit to average equity ,that is
company's profit after tax divided by net assets are the percentage rates of the indicators reflect the level
of equity return to measure the efficiency of the company using its own capital.
(2) variables: a) rate of debt financing (RDF), that amount of debt financing divided by total assets
at the end of year, and amount of debt financing includes amount of debt financing bonds, bank loans
and enterprises of the indirect financing of and exc. b) Rate of short-term borrowing financing (SRDF),
is the ratio of the short-term borrowings to current total assets. c) Rate of long-term borrowing financing
(LRDF) that is the ratio of the long-term borrowings to current total assets, long-term borrowings
amounted to current long-term borrowing in the banking business. d) Rate of business credit financing
(CRDF), that is the ratio of the year the amount of commercial credit financing to total assets, according
to (Tan Xiaoping 2007), China's listed companies prefer short-term debt financing motive analysis,
commercial credit from the notes payable, accounts payable and accounts in advance section of three
parts.
(3) Control variables: a) size of company (SIZE), common logarithm of company's total assets at
the end of the year. (Mock 1998) shows that size of company impact on its performance. b) Return on
assets (ROA), the ratio of the company pre-tax income that year to total assets. Since the return on assets
to the company's profitability reaction, the company's profitability on firm value has a significant impact,
generally the higher the profitability, the greater the value of the company.

4 Empirical Study
4.1 China's real estate debt financing status of listed companies
Table 1 shows descriptive statistics data of the annual sub-listed real estate companies from 2002 to
2007, debt financing, from the data, we can see that compared with the equity financing, real estate
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companies in China rely more on debt financing, in this six years average annual rate of debt financing
up to 55%. We can see that commercial credit financing to total assets ratio of the highest, reaching
19.22%, followed by short-term bank borrowings, the financing accounted for 16.25% of total debt. This
shows that commercial credit financing the greatest impact on the debt financing.
Table 1

Descriptive Statistics of Debt Financing of Listed Real Estate Companies

The ratio of debt
financing to total
assets

Table 2

The ratio
of
long-term
borrowing
financing
to total
assets

2004
(N=46)

2005
(N=45)

2006
(N=47)

2007
(N=56)

Mean

0.5342

0.5439

0.5630

0.5666

0.5736

0.5438

The total
sample
(N=272)
0.5547

Median

0.5342

0.5507

0.5950

0.5725

0.6085

0.5861

0.5741

Standard
deviation

0.1388

0.1646

0.1478

0.1471

0.1422

0.1589

0.1499

2002
(N=36)

2003
(N=42)

2004
(N=46)

2005
(N=45)

2006
(N=47)

2007
(N=56)

Mean

0.0636

0.0695

0.0809

0.0870

0.1210

0.1330

The
total
sample
(N=272)
0.0955

Median

0.0164

0.0403

0.0814

0.0814

0.1096

0.1308

0.0719

Standard
deviation

0.0996

0.0913

0.0750

0.0757

0.1111

0.1023

0.0965

Descriptive Statistics of Short-term Debt Financing of Listed Real Estate Companies
2002
(N=36)

2003
(N=42)

2004
(N=46)

2005
(N=45)

2006
(N=47)

2007
(N=56)

Mean

0.1981

0.2044

0.1925

0.1722

0.1536

0.0834

The
total
sample
(N=272)
0.1625

Median

0.1969

0.1634

0.1847

0.1684

0.1188

0.0546

0.1394

Standard
deviation

0.1239

0.1915

0.1245

0.1220

0.1811

0.0881

0.1469

Table 4

The ratio of
business
credit
financing to
total assets

2003
(N=42)

Descriptive Statistics of Long-term Debt Financing of Listed Real Estate Companies

Table 3

The ratio
of
short-term
borrowing
financing
to total
assets

2002
(N=36)

Descriptive Statistics of Business Credit Financing of Listed Real Estate Companies
The total
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
sample
(N=36)
(N=42)
(N=46)
(N=45)
(N=47)
(N=56)
(N=272)
Mean
0.1710
0.1745
0.1764
0.1821
0.2626
0.1811
0.1922

Median

0.1429

0.1615

0.1653

0.1489

0.1643

0.1654

0.1603

Standard
deviation

0.1190

0.1203

0.1026

0.1295

0.4039

0.1195

0.2003

4.2 Regression results and analysis
In model 1 we will analyze the relationship between the market value and the rate of debt financing,
taking into account the return on assets and company size affect the market value of the company, which
also include the two indicators of model 1 as a control variable, examine its impact on the company's
market value.
Model 1 ROE=a+β1RDF+β2 ROA +β3SIZE +γ, γ is the interference term
The regression results from Table 5 shows that the rate of debt financing real estate companies and
between the market value of the company were highly significant positive correlation. The regression
results from the table, you can see, debt financing rate at 99% confidence level is significantly (t = 7.092,
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p = 0.000).
Although we can see from Table 5, the total real estate listing company's debt financing and the
company's market value was a positive correlation, but the debt includes long-term liabilities Short-term
debt and trade credit, which is most affected, so we will build the model 2.
Table 5

Regression Results of Total Debt Financing and the Market Value
The explanatory variables：market value of company（ROE）
variables
Model 1
VIF
RDF
0.119***
1.075
(7.092)
ROA
1.169***
1.041
(15.793)
SIZE
0.011***
1.036
4.133
R2
0.528
ADJ- R2
0.522
DW
1.337
Note: *** indicates 99% confidence level is significantly, ** indicates 95% confidence level significantly, * denotes
90% confidence level significantly.

Model 2 ROE=a+β1 LRDF+β2SRDF+β3CRDF+β4ROAt+β5SIZEt +γ, γ is the interference term
Table 6

Regression Results of the Relationship between Debt Financing and the Market Value
The explanatory variables：market value of company（ROE）
variables
Model 2
（VIF）
LRDF
0.107***
1.167
（3.765）
SRDF
-0.030*
1.150
（-1.630）
CRDF
0.030**
1.022
（2.363）
ROA
1.496***
1.057
(13.914)
SIZE
0.011***
1.061
(3.929)
0.492
R2
ADJ- R2
0.482
DW
1.695
Note: *** indicates 99% confidence level is significantly, ** indicates 95% confidence level, significantly, *
denotes 90% confidence level, significantly.

First, the regression results from Table 6 we can see, real estate companies long-term debt
financing rate and the company's market value has significant positive correlation, long-term debt
financing rate of 99% confidence level is significantly (t = 3.765, p = 0.000). Because interest payments
on long-term liabilities arising from pre-tax deduction, it can generate tax shield effect, and the cycle of
long-term borrowing islong, so that enterprises have enough time to use the borrowed funds, do not rush
to pay short-term repayment interest, which can enhance their market value.
Second, the real estate business credit finance companies and the market value of the company has
a positive correlation, commercial credit financing rate at 95% confidence level was significantly (t =
2.363, p = 0.019). The general business credit financing free credit period can be used in this part of the
funds, do not pay interest, which reduces financing costs, enhance the company's market value.
Finally, from Table 6 we can see it is negative correlation between short-term debt and value of the
company, short-term debt financing rate at 90% confidence level significant (t =- 1.630, p = 0.100).
General real estate company working capital short-term borrowing from banks, and its working capital
is difficult to upgrade to the company great value, especially when the company mismanagement, can
not take full advantage of this part of the short-term borrowing, the value of the company will appear
our empirical analysis of the results above, short-term borrowing increased, decreased value of the
company.
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5 Conclusion
According to regression analysis above, we can see real estate listed companies in the market value
of its debt financing with a very important role, the long-term debt financing and commercial credit
finance company's market value although positive correlation, but their correlation coefficient is
relatively small, are 0.107,0.103. Real estate companies, long-term loans are used to purchase land for
the construction of real estate development later, Land prices are rising from 2002 to 2007, so buy more
land, real estate companies will get more profitable. so it can improve its corporate value. Commercial
credit financing is generally obtained free of charge, without cost, it is generally enhance the value of
the company, but The correlation coefficient is low as 0.103, real estate companies should make full use
of these funds to enhance corporate value. Short-term debt financing and negatively related to firm
market value, real estate companies short-term debt financing reduces the company's market value,
indicating short-term borrowing to offset the benefits of real estate can not be the cost, real estate
companies should strengthen corporate management of active use of short-term loans to the company
benefits, so as to enhance the company's market value.
The analysis of the above, we can see, real estate companies relied more on debt financing, debt
financing is main financing channels. Short-term borrowing and market value of the company is
negative correlation. Therefore, real estate companies should appropriately lower the number of
short-term borrowing, use long-term borrowing to make up for this part of the under-funded. And real
estate companies should broaden the financing channels, active use of equity financing and the issuance
of corporate bond financing. Finally, most real estate companies are state-controlled, resulting in low
efficiency of its operations, the state should strengthen the supervision on the real estate company, and
continuously improve its management efficiency, so as to enhance its firm value.
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Abstract This paper, based on the exploration of the characteristics of folk innovation, provides
thorough analysis of its status quo in China. The author holds that there exist many problems in the
innovation among individual folks, non-governmental scientific research institutions and private
enterprises, and that in view of Indian experience in folk innovation development, the entrepreneurial
culture and innovative spirits to encourage venturing and failure toleration should be developed and
carried forward.
Key words Grassroots innovation; Innovation-oriented country; Mechanism innovation; Cultural
reconstruction

1 Introduction
The term “grassroots” was introduced to China in the 1980s, and is interpreted as the general public
with neither authority nor knowledge in social economics. Similarly, grassroots innovation can be
defined as the innovative activities of improving products, techniques and crafts in a random and
extensive way by the grassroots people who have grasped the corresponding techniques and skills. It is a
flash in the common people and embodiment of their wisdom.
However, grassroots are customarily equated with folks in China, while “folk” is a concept as
opposed to government. In this way, the definition given above seems to be narrowed. Therefore,
according to the characteristics of China’s scientific and technological management system and the
status of national innovation system, we can redefine folk innovation in a broader sense as the
technological innovation by the individual folks, non-governmental research institutes and private
enterprises. (Figure 1) Therefore, grassroots innovation in a broad sense includes not only the individual
innovation among the individual folks, but also the collective innovation by private research institutions
and private enterprises.

2 Analysis of Characteristics of Grassroots Innovation in China
2.1 In terms of subject, grassroots innovation is the bottom-up innovation starting from the
grassroots
Grassroots class refers to the disadvantaged class as opposed to the mainstream elite class; the
grassroots entrepreneurs are those who once were shoemakers, blacksmiths and tailors; The grassroots
economy refers to the small and medium-sized economy and peasant agriculture. The term grassroots
itself entails the meaning of non-mainstream or non-dominant and the grass-root. As the subjects of
grassroots innovation, the individual folks, non-governmental scientific research institutions and
private enterprises all come from the grass, and their innovation inherits China's traditional culture
and embodies the folk wisdom. Because of the non-occupational, non-professional and non-secure
characteristics of individual folks, and self-development feature of non-governmental scientific
research institutions, they realized their independent innovation and development through
self-financing. The private enterprises are characterized by non-governmental investment
self-oriented development.
2.2 In terms of motive, grassroots innovation is a spontaneous and interest-driven
Grassroots innovation is not that led by government, but it is a spontaneous one from the craftsmen
and peasants with crafts and skills. From the perspective of system theory, Hayek defines self-organized
and self-generation system as the spontaneous order produced by the interaction among the internal
power of the system. The spontaneous self-generated order originating from the internal power is
∗
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usually out of order, different from the stable man-made order and construction order. The folk
self-generated innovation is self-organized and self-generated system, whereas the governmental
innovation pushed by government is the stable man-made and construction order. In fact, generally
society progressed following the pattern: “stability and order - disorder and imbalance—new stability
and order…” Obviously, the spontaneous folk innovation is the starting point to promote governmental
innovation. For self-generated innovation, various definitions were given from different perspectives.
According to the dynamic model created by Hicks: endogenous innovation of the first
generation—elements of scarcity—the second generation innovation—more stable order, self-generated
innovation was interpreted as the self-generation caused by the element of scarcity. Rosenberg, from the
perspective of the imbalanced development of techniques, the uncertainty of manufacturing ring and
resources supply, interpreted it as the self-generation induced by bottleneck; Schmookler put forward
the market demands-led innovative model, and defined it as the self-generation guided by market
demands. We hold that, whatever it is caused, elements of scarcity, bottleneck or market demand, it is
interest driven. Therefore, we interpret it as the interest-driven self-generated innovation.
Innovation Made by
Scientific Research Institutes
and Universities

Innovation Made by
National Institutions

Governmental
Innovation

Innovation Made by
State-owned Enterprises
Innovation Made
by Enterprises
Innovation Made by
Private Enterprises

Innovation Made by
Individual Folks

Grassroots
Innovation

Innovation Made
by Individuals
Innovation Made by
Private Research Institutes
Figure 1

Definition of Grassroots Innovation

2.3 In terms of method, grassroots innovation advances gradually starting from direct experience
The innovation process is summed up as a linear model, "Basic Science - Applied Science Manufacturing - Sales", by traditional research, which views that scientific progress is a necessary
condition for technological innovation, and science and industry hold a highly-dependent relationship.
With the expansion and in-depth of the research, people have had doubts about this, first of all, Nelson
and Levin and others overthrew the conclusion of highly-dependent relationship between science and
industry through practical investigation, followed by Rosenberg's assertion for a technical independence,
who thought that technology itself is a group of knowledge about some events and activities, and it is
not only from the use of knowledge in other areas. And "It was a rule in the past that technical
know-how went ahead of scientific knowledge, and it remains so to a certain extent nowadays." In fact,
we had known how to operate a furnace before we knew the combustion principle; we had produced
good seeds and poultry before DNA was found; we had made aircrafts fly in the sky in the absence of
①
fluid mechanics and so on . These typical examples of grassroots innovation have not only overthrown
the linear model, but also shown a new innovative process starting from direct experience. Based on this
research, Klein and Rosenberg further put forward the "Chain Link - Return Model" to incorporate
grassroots innovation methods starting from direct experience into the main methods of innovation, as
①From Liu Xielin’s Economics of Technological Innovation, China Economic Publishing House, 1993, Beijing.
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opposed to the innovation starting from scientific advancement promoted by the government.
According to the SPRU’s demarcation between innovations, we believe that grassroots innovation is a
kind of small innovation which advances gradually and continuously. Most of these innovations are
from the hands of workers and farmers who are directly engaged in production activities, being
technological innovations; they are re-allocation of resources within the original system and can not
break the original balance to make significant increase in productivity.
2.4 In terms of type, grassroots innovation is the practical low-cost innovation based on technology
Grassroots innovation is not intended to achieve leading-edge technology, nor a
technology-oriented innovation. On the contrary, the grassroots innovation emphasizes on the
practicality and economic innovation. Innovation, made by folk individuals and non-governmental
research institutes, are mainly development on new technologies, new products, and new processes to
solve problems in real life based on the actual needs of the country and people. This kind of innovation
is generally functional to people's actual use with broad potential market space. And innovation of
private enterprises is mainly direct market-oriented innovation. For private enterprises, especially
technological private enterprises, innovation is fundamental for their survival in market. Fierce
competition and pressure for survival lead to a direct and effective incentive to actively explore their
practical market-based innovation. Grassroots innovation is not a major technical change, nor an
unprecedented breakthrough, but it is a process innovation in technology-based improvements of
products, technologies, and processes etc. Grassroots innovation is practical, which features process
innovation to determine its low cost. The outcome of grassroots innovation is low in technology, easy to
imitate, difficult to be identified in technology, and poor in sustainability of product development, which
can improve production conditions and quality of life for general workers at low cost, especially for the
residents in poverty-stricken areas, so as to help improve productivity, reduce work intensity, save
production costs and enhance product quality.

3 Development Status Quo of China's Grassroots Innovation
3.1 Innovation made by individual folks is the basis of resources in the development of China’s
grassroots innovation, but in difficult circumstances
According to 2005 statistics, sixty-five percent of all China's patent applications came from
non-service inventions made by individual folks, so innovation made by individual folks has become an
important part which is indispensable for the country and people to achieve independent innovation.
However, individual grassroots innovation in China still faces great difficulties, mainly reflected in:
Poor environment for innovation. Grassroots innovation has attracted the attention from the
government, but the support efforts are obviously not enough without relevant policies; Grassroots
innovators are marginalized as they lack a wide range of social recognition and support. In 2006, some
scholars submitted the proposal entitled "Another Important Force in Modernization of China's Science
and Technology - Non-Governmental Science and Its Development Issues" to the CPC Central
Committee and State Council, which received the instruction of Premier Wen Jiabao and attention from
the leadership of Chinese Association for Science and Technology, and it was reported on the front-page
of Science and Technology Daily on May 14, 2006. This shows that grassroots innovation has attracted
the attention of the relevant functional departments, but China has not promulgated specific policies and
measures to support and promote grassroots innovation, in spite of rapid growth of national funds into
the scientific research, grassroots innovation has still not been supported financially, remaining in a
self-generated state. And the innovative actions made by grassroots innovators fail to get widespread
recognition and support from the society, the grassroots innovators is marginalized in a dissociated state;
Poor subject for innovation. Grassroots innovators have high enthusiasm for innovation but limited
level. They lack organization and guidance between each other and necessary communication, in
particular, there is no communication and exchange platform for folk grassroots innovators and
professional researchers. Grassroots innovators have very high enthusiasm for innovation, and they hold
a firm and indomitable mind on innovation in order to resolve realistic difficulties or to achieve their
ideals, but they are born in grassroots after all, their level is limited, and their innovative actions can not
follow a scientific research paradigm to express their innovative fruits in a substandard way, so the fruits
are difficult to be accepted by the scientific community. The grassroots innovators also lack an
inter-related social network between each other, which hampers cooperation between them to promote
learning, and made them fail to receive mutual spiritual support and encouragement in case of crisis or
failure. There is no communication and exchange platform for folk grassroots innovators and enterprise
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researchers, so that grassroots innovation lack professional guidance and standards, which is not
conducive to grass-roots innovators in optimization of their innovative fruits, and also hinders them
from continuing to push their own innovations to more logical conclusions.
Poor conditions for innovation. Grassroots innovation and industrialization still lacks a running
system and mechanism for investment and financing, such as venture capital, security, investment,
equity etc., to be in poor transformation channels. Although grassroots innovation is a kind of low-cost
innovation, but it still needs the necessary financial support. At present, China has no financial support
for grassroots innovation basically. This makes a large number of grassroots innovations not transform
into real economic and social benefits, what is more serious, it takes away the necessary conditions for
the innovative actions, which hampers the development of innovative actions from the source. This
loophole in the system also shows that national public policy agencies have paid little attention to
grassroots innovation with potential in the creation of employment opportunities and elimination of
poverty.
Poor benefits for innovation. Good and bad innovations mix together. They are difficult to hold
professional assessments. The transformation channels are poor. Their intellectual property rights are
difficult to be protected. As a result of the specialty of grassroots innovation, the grassroots innovative
fruits are huge in number with good and bad ones mixed together. This leads to great difficulty in
professional assessments, added by the lack of funds, it is very difficult to transform the fruits.
Moreover, grassroots innovations are relatively simple in general, which are easy to imitate and mainly
cover a number of design changes, and grassroots innovators generally have poor education. All these
make the protection of intellectual property rights very difficult. It constrains the benefits of China’s
grassroots innovation to a large extent.
3.2 Non-governmental scientific research institutions are the pilot strength of grassroots
innovation, but their status is in dilemma
Non-governmental scientific research institutions in China are basically in embryo. Strictly
speaking, they are the loose club-like organizations spontaneously formed by grassroots innovators. The
typical ones are only a few, like Jinjiang Family of Science and Technology in Chengdu, Wuhou Family
of Science and Technology. The difficulties in their development are in:
Insufficient national support. Compared to the state-owned scientific research institutions, the
non-governmental scientific research institutions suffer discrimination. Although the government does
not interfere with, question about or control over them (the so called “three no” policy) and provides an
ample developmental space, yet they are not operating profitably because of the specialty with
grassroots innovation itself, and therefore, they are in urgent need of governmental support.
Weak intermediary force. Currently, an important role played by the non-governmental scientific
research institutions is to act as an intermediary, pushing the achievements of grassroots innovation to
the market. But they are not doing this well, because folk innovation is isolated from enterprises.
Irrational internal organization. Non-governmental scientific research institutions are loosely
organized, and the internal operation mechanism and system unsound and dynamism not strong. The
personal management system in accordance with their own development is yet to be built; neither the
efficient competition and incentive mechanism nor self-restricting mechanism is sound; employment
mechanism that allows for promotion and quitting has not come into being. Employment and dismissing
system, performance appraisal systems are relatively in embryo, which also restricts their role.
3.3 Private enterprises, medium and small-sized ones in particular are the new force, but not
powerful
Lack of dynamic mechanism leads easily to the vicious circle of devaluated innovation, the
enterprises expecting no innovation. Most of the private enterprises are homogeneous small and
medium-sized enterprises specializing in daily necessities, along with low technology and imitating
nature in grassroots innovation. There appears the situation of more innovation, production and supply,
which result in lower price. In this case, the enterprises are unwilling to innovate.
The unsound risking sharing mechanism and inadequate protection of intellectual property rights
refrain the enterprises form innovating. The supportive system and relevant policies are not sound,
especially venture capital industry progresses slowly; Well-educated class of capital investment is far
from being formed, which is not capable of partaking the innovation risks of private enterprises;
Environment for the intellectual property protection is poor; The innovative achievements are not
legally protected, and the enterprises are neither willing nor bold enough to innovate.
For the lack of creative talents and communication with the external scientific research institutions,
and the limited research and development ability, the enterprise does not know how to innovate. The
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subjects of independent innovation are those talents with dynamism and techniques ready for innovation.
Without them, innovation is only on talk.
Lack of supporting financial system and the financing difficulty does not equip the enterprises well
to innovate. The two important rings in private enterprises innovation, both technology research and
development and the industrialization of achievements in scientific research require big capital
investment. However, because of the financing difficulties, the two rings can not be realized, which
causes the financing bottleneck in innovation to the private enterprises.

4 Experience of Development of Grassroots Innovation Abroad
The establishment of complete grassroots innovation promotion system: From the opening of
Honey Bee Network to the creation of SRISTI, the formation of GIAN and eventually the establishment
of NIF, India has stepped onto the bottom-up classic line of grassroots innovation being integrated into
national innovation system. (Figure 2)
Honey Bee Network, the evacuation center for grassroots innovation in India. It records the
achievements of grassroots innovation, confirms its value and provides intellectual property protection.
In addition, it undertakes the tasks of spreading the achievements and appealing for policy favoring on
behalf of grassroots innovators.
However, since it is a volunteer organization, a loose network, the innovators are confronted with
many problems: The innovators are not acknowledged by the society; they are lacking in mutual
encouragement to foster confidence; they are short of the channels to integrate with the formal science
and technology system and venture capital; They lack venture funds; They lack the ideal framework of
protecting intellectual property, care of formal institutions and system, and attention from the
educational system, and all these problems have not been solved. Consequently, the development of
Honey Bee Network calls for powerful supporters, expediting the creation of SRISTI.
SRISTI, the useful complement to Honey Bee Network. The main task of SRISTI created in 1993
is to find a solution to the difficulties mentioned above, including the establishment of a persistent and
international registering network to help the grassroots innovators with patent registration in India and
other countries, and to protect their intellectual property. It endeavors to combine indigenous knowledge
and educational courses, enable the students to recognize and respect the value of grassroots innovation
and traditional knowledge, and set up the schemes to award the innovators.
GIAN, the catalyst for the realization of commercialization of India grassroots innovation. Only
when the innovation achievements are successful commercialized, we can consider that the innovation
process is completed, thus the intact innovation chain. Yet this is neglected by the above two institutions.
As a result, GIAN was set up in 1997, which aims to seek funds, connect innovators, investors and
enterprises, and innovators with formal science and technology institutions, help commercial enterprises
identify their favored techniques and products from the grassroots innovations. In this way, grassroots
innovations are converted into products and enterprises, and their technological, economic and social
values are materialized.

Innovation

Enterprise

Investment

Figure 2 Golden Triangle of Innovation
Source: < http://www.sristi.org>

NIF，the stepping stone for grassroots innovation integrating with national technology and science
innovation system. The establishment of NIF in 2000 was seen as the government's efforts to discover
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and recognize the grassroots innovation and traditional wisdom, which signals that India officially
incorporated grassroots innovation into national science and technology innovation system.
NIF not only complements Honey Bee Network, but also seeks to build an innovation-driven
society through awarding the grassroots innovators, helps converse the innovations with economic
potential into commercial products (or innovators sell their innovations and their patents to the right
commercial enterprises), and assemble the innovators and the scientists and technologist from both
formal and informal departments, both public and private departments to promote the further in-depth
development of grassroots innovation.
TePP, persistent force for the development of grassroots innovation. TePP is the program by the
government to provide financial support for grassroots innovators in order to achieve the innovation
achievements. The government established a risk innovation start-up funds run jointly by NIF and
Indian small industrial development bank. These funds are used to facilitate the transformation of
innovators into entrepreneurs and to promote the development of potential enterprises. Obviously, what
TePP is doing injects a continued momentum to the development of Indian grassroots innovation.

5 Conclusions
To promote grassroots innovation, the entrepreneurial culture and innovative spirits to encourage
venturing and tolerate failure need to be developed. And the innovative wisdom of the ordinary people
needs to be dug out and their enthusiasm stimulated to create a good cultural atmosphere for promoting
folk innovation. What behind grassroots innovation is cultural atmosphere of innovation, the soil for
innovation, the exploratory spirit and the enthusiasm for creation. The beneficial and relaxing working
environments to enhance wisdom should be built and the fantastic ideas and bold thinking should be
stimulated. In addition, to bridge the enterprises and innovative force among folks and build the
platform for communication, exchanges and integration, one thing that should be done is to take in
elements of folk innovation to strengthen the enterprises themselves, and another is to push the folk
force to be professional from non-professional, and mainstream from non-mainstream. The significance
of respecting and emphasizing grassroots innovation lies in the building of a supportive environment
and system, encouraging the innovating activities by various innovative objects and in different fields
and periods. Just as the well-known educator Mr. Tao Xingzhi once said, “Innovation can occur
anywhere, any time and to anyone”. I believe that the formation of such environment is not only helpful
for the enterprises to play its role as innovative subjects but also helpful for the government to take
advantage of folk innovation to speed up the construction of our country as an innovative country.
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Abstract With the development of international economic integration, the large international
enterprises are participating in international competition through various approaches. This paper
expands from the point of entry mode to international market, summarizes the advantages and
disadvantages of the past traditional modes, proposes the countermeasures of entry mode innovation to
Chinese enterprises according to present situation and new trends of the international market
development, so as to offer profitable references to participate in international competition preferably.
Key words International market; Entry mode; Chinese firms; Innovation countermeasures

1 Introduction
1.1 Current situation of internationalization development
At the beginning of the new century, the process of Chinese participation in economic globalization
is accelerating. The world multinational companies are investing abroad in large-scale under the
guidance of the global strategy, especially the direct investment for the purpose of the seizure of
Chinese market, which formed the huge impact and challenges to Chinese enterprises.
On one hand, multinational companies develop their own business from the global perspective and
expand their international marketing activities all around the world. They break the uniform of economy
of nations, but improve the economic ties to be closer with stronger interdependence among nations. On
the other hand, they dominate 70% of overseas direct investment and 50% of commodities export
through the forms as acquisition, holding, merger, brand-export and so on. They regulate the
international professional standards, core technologies, business models, and determine the game rules
and development tendency to a great extent of the competition in international market. Because of the
continuous afflux of more and more multinational enterprises, China has been involved in the
international market omni-directionally. From above, the traditional international market entry modes no
longer be able to cope with the complexity of international environment. Chinese enterprises have to
comply with the world trend, go the way of internationalization management with their own advantages
and make the most effective use of resources in the global scopes so as to constantly improve their
competitive abilities in pursuit of survival and industrial expansion in the competition. Therefore, it is of
far-reaching significance to study on countermeasures of entry mode innovation to international market
for Chinese enterprises.
1.2 Literature review
From the point of view of research situation on international market entry mode from home and
abroad, various related theories have explanatory power to some extent and many empirical researches
have tested these theories successfully. But there are still certain imperfections of existing theories. First,
the various theories basically have adopted to static or comparative static analysis instead of dynamic
analysis for a long time. Second, in aspect of theory development, various theories can not get rid of the
frame of compromise paradigm theory essentially. Finally, most of the current theories centre on
investment modes of multinational companies in developed countries with little research in developing
countries. This leads to that the existing theory researches are standing on the perspective of developed
countries ignoring the effect of enterprises and entrepreneurs in host country. So it is difficult to explain
the enterprises’ behaviors of entering overseas market in developing countries. This is also one of the
main reasons for my paper to go along this research.

2 Analysis of Traditional Entry Mode to International Market
Under the circumstance of economic integration in the world today, multinational companies break
through borders in various forms and develop towards "stateless" global companies. From the
perspective of economics, there are only two ways to get into overseas market. One is to produce
outside the target countries then export to them. The other one is to convey technology and capital to
target countries, use the local resources directly or in combination, produce and sale in local. From the
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angle of management, we can divide them into three types.
2.1 Exporting
Exporting is the simplest and the quickest way of entering a foreign market requiring a low level of
investment in terms of managerial and financial resources and consequently a low level of corporate
commitment and risk. This makes it an ideal first step to internationalization for many firms and a useful
strategy for firms in risky and uncertain markets. Its flexibility makes it possible to change exporting
direction and modes with the minimum price. On the contrary, Exporting also has limitations to
international business. Non-trade or trade barriers and delayed information feedback cannot meet the
global strategic target of multinational enterprises.
2.2 Contractual entry modes
Contractual entry mode is so-called strategic alliance nowadays. Marketing partnership agreements,
licensing, franchising, joint ventures are the four distinct forms of strategic alliance. Each involves the
need to work closely with a firm located in a different market and culture. The main difference between
exporting and strategic alliance is that the latter one outputs techniques and skills rather than products.
These kinds of forms also undertake low risk and overcome the limitation from the host on imports and
foreign direct investment. This is beneficial for multinational management under the limit of small
market scale. But one obvious defect is the cultivation of potential competitors with low control in the
meantime.
2.3 Direct investment
Participating in international markets through foreign direct investment is often considered to be
the most intense form of commitment to international markets. The most representative forms should be
acquisition and new ventures, especially the former one. Through acquisition the firms can not only
obtain assets that are already in use so that the return is quicker than from fixed-asset investment, but
also enjoy immediate market share without any increase in manufacturing capacity. It is an expensive
option particularly if the acquired firms are already well established in the market through the
possession of a well-known branded product. The disadvantages are that misperceptions about the new
foreign market can lead to marketing mistakes and differences of language and culture may aggravate
the integration of two management teams. New venture is favored by smaller firms generally and by
firms motivated as much by manufacturing reasons as by market reasons. Scale effects can be an
important determinant of the new venture mode of entry to international markets. So enterprises should
adopt to them according to the conditions of the company and situation of development.
To sum up, Figure 1 shows the contrast of elements involved in above three main modes. Firms can
select the most suitable one and innovate properly so as to assure the effective control and flexibility to a
certain extent, and realize the profit maximization under the condition of minimum cost.
High

Transportation Cost

Low

High

High
Direct Investment

Profit/ Cost

Strategic Alliance

Flexibility

Exporting
Low

Low
Low

Venture/ Resource Commitment

High

Figure 1 Contrast of Elements Involved in Different Modes.

3 Innovation Measures of Entry Modes to International Market
Under the background of economic globalization, in order to conform to the new trend of
international market and avoid risks of traditional modes, Chinese enterprises have to keep pace with the
times, timely adjust and innovate forms into different patterns appropriately according to the
characteristics, current conditions and development requirements of themselves, so that to deal with the
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international competition and challenges much more leisurely and easily.
3.1 Thinking innovative
Currently, Chinese overseas investments mainly focus on joint venture, and the entry modes are
more adopted to new venture rather than acquisition. Compared with developed countries and some
newly industrialized countries, Chinese overseas investment is much smaller and insufficient in scale
because of the lack of international competition experiences and financing capability. Firms always lay
stress on projects with less investment and rapid return and lack in risk consciousness which restrict the
expansion of overseas investment scale. With the development of the international market, this situation
must be changed. The strategy should be implemented in form of whole or more stock rights.
Acquisition should be given priority in developed countries as Chinese enterprises are much less in scale
and superiority than developed countries. So it is difficult for subsidiaries to compete with large firms of
developed countries. On the contrary, foundation should be the main strategy in developing countries.
The best choice for domestic firms to do transnational business is to enter from nations or regions which
are in weak development. As the overall strength and competitive superiority of Chinese enterprises are
relatively stronger than those in some developing countries, it is easy to lay the foundation to the
broader international market.
3.2 Combination innovation
Chinese famous economist professor Wei Jie considers that enterprises should develop by
following the principle of comparative advantage in condition of internationalization. Firms should
emphasize their comparative advantages in the competition so that to realize the combination of
comparative advantage in international division of labor and the combinatorial optimization of entry
ways. Therefore, Chinese enterprises should consider more the problems of their comparative
advantages in internationalization process, combine them with ones of other international enterprises
according to the actual situation of enterprises themselves and optimize the most favorable and most
profitable modes for present development of enterprises. Take Chinese beer enterprises for example,
some take advantages of brand and marketing network of famous international enterprises in the form of
joint venture or material investment in order to make themselves enter the international market at low
cost. Cross-investment and collaboration are successful examples for innovation of entry modes. It is
especially meaningful for small and medium-sized beer enterprises to promote grade. Therefore the
basis and method of Chinese firms’ development strategy must adapt to internationalization
requirements and base on their own comparative advantages to fulfill stronger alliance and complement
each other's advantages.
3.3 Technological innovation
The rapid popularization of the Internet makes a new market entry way——international
e-commerce be on the upgrade in world rapidly. It refers to that multinational companies take part in
international trade activities through electronic business and make use of the quick modern information
technology with low cost to achieve the electronic characteristics of the whole trade process. This
greatly improves the efficiency, reduces the transaction cost of enterprises, and increases the deal odds
of the both sides. Accordingly, the competitiveness could be improved in international market.
Nevertheless, there are certain hidden network securities of this new market entry way at the same time.
3.4 Brand innovation
The significance of overseas expansion for Chinese enterprises lies in spreading the brand’s global
influence and awareness and enhancing the brand’s culture connotation and loyalty so that to obtain the
high profit in overseas markets. Many successful Chinese firms have the access to the international
market by brands’ influence instead of the quantity of marketing. Therefore, the change of Chinese
products’ images and the establishment of international status of Chinese brands have become the
inevitable choice for Chinese enterprises to participate in international competition in condition of the
economic globalization. The brand is the business card to enter the international market. The brand
innovation therefore becomes one of the strategic choices to enter the international market now. Chinese
firms should promote brand marketing for the purpose of creating international brands and setting up the
international images in order to make our brands penetrate towards internationalization. Through the
establishment of world-class famous brands, Chinese firms can form and promote their core
competitiveness in the international market which will be the new pursuit during the business process. In
that case, it will not only bring about the promotion of producing and selling, scale economy of
production and circulation, but also the enhancement of brands’ additional values, international status
and enterprise images. The most important point is that brand has become the vital symbol of stepping
in the lines of world-class enterprises and the strong evidence of entering the international market in
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success.
3.5 Service innovation
The development of service trade is the important sign for the world to step into the service
economy times. Service, as a product, has also become a rising method for the third industry enterprises
to get into the international market. With the rapid development of international service trade, countries
all over the world have adopted to various measures to improve their services competitiveness and
expand the international service trade dealings. Therefore, service innovation is an important way to
promote enterprises to enter the international market as well. Although the development of this form is
speedy and remarkable, the main form is still traditional and the markets concentrate on the developed
countries and regions. So the district development is in disequilibrium. This is caused by the factors
such as the relative lag of the domestic third industry, the weak of the high value-added industries, the
lack of professional talent reservation, etc. Therefore, we should make full use of the steady
development of Chinese economy and the favorable conditions of the participation in WTO, base on the
maintained faster development in transportation, tourism and other traditional industries, and innovate
service mode and actively promote the growth situation of rising service industries such as financial
service, information service, telecommunication service, etc. so as to advance enterprises to enter the
international market effectively.

4 Conclusion
To sum up, there are various factors which influence the selection of entry modes to international
market and different enterprise in different industry differs in its own particularity. The purpose of this
paper is to be able to lead a way to how to innovate the modes during the process of entering the
international market for Chinese enterprises. In the meantime, each enterprise should considerate the
international market and host market’s experiences comprehensively and make reasonable
reorganization and innovation on concepts, contents, methods, etc. according to their own characteristics
and development needs. This would be profound for Chinese enterprises to conscientiously implement
strategy of "Going Out" strategy, accelerate internationalization process and promote the participation in
international competition.
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Abstract The spread of mobile phones across the developing world is one of the most remarkable
technology stories of the past decade. Today is high-speed wireless mobile network times. The main
information terminal of mobile phone is becoming the new media. However, Successful operation of
mobile TV is decided by many factors. Therefore commercial development depends on the choice of
mode. Yet relatively little scholarly research explores the mobile TV business model. This paper calls
attention to this gap in the research the network integration mode of mobile TV. By analyzing from
paying mode, mobile television content requirements, innovative services and technology standards,
construct a mobile TV commercial development mode based on innovative products, services and
network integration.
Key words Mobile TV; Business model; Potential demand; Business strategy

1 Introduction
Mobile TV has created quite a stir in the technology and communications community with a
promise of grandeur. This promise is easy to understand in that mobile TV combines the greatest
communications trend in the last 20 years, mobility, with the people’s love of TV.Around the globe,
Japanese and south Korean mobile TV industry in the leading position, Europe, United States and China
mobile TV industry development level basically the same . After 3G expectations are targeted towards
3.5Gs such as HSDPA and 4G. HSDPA will enable data rates as high as 14.4 Mbps; mobile services
development has followed technological development. Rautio (2004) has defined the Mobile TV
innovation as “an innovation that combines two existing products: a mobile telephone and a television.
It brings television and other broadcasting services to a mobile phone” (Rautio 2004).. It is a service
innovation that is provided by combining two existing products: a mobile telephone and a television. It
brings television and other broadcasting services to a mobile phone over a public network. According to
the Gallouj’s (2002) innovation object categorization, Mobile TV services have characteristics of both
product or service-product innovations and process innovations. Mobile TV includes innovation of
totally new service products but also innovations to the service delivery process.
Foreign scholars’ research focuses on the following aspects: Streaming media key technology and
standards. Content operation, business models development, influence and strategy. In addition,
researchers also figured to establish the regulatory system for industrial development in view of mobile
TV rapid extension. China mobile TV audience of scholars to study most concentrated in quantitative
analysis. Zhang et al. (2002) argue that there will not be a single killer application among mobile
services but rather special niche markets with different applications. The paper analyses on user demand
for mobile TV content innovation and industrial building provides relevant datum. Challenges for value
adding mobile services today include the small capacity of devices and thus poor quality of content,
inefficient service delivery resulting in high prices, and finally difficult usability. In mobile TV media
era, mobile phone users in subsection tend to young and at ages 18-30.The users at that age lean to enjoy
high quality life, pursue simple and novel of entertainment. Meantime, they are 3G service main users.

2 Overview of Mobile TV
Mobile TV has been one of the most appealing mobile services according to several user pilots all
over the world. Mobile TV integrates the major mass medium – TV, and the most personal medium –
the mobile phone. This combination could at its best enable much more than just an additional portable
TV set. Today, mobile TV service was considered to have potential future. Development of innovative
mobile TV services is a challenge for operator. Requirements for mobile TV adoption included handset
usability and acceptance, technical performance and reliability, usability of mobile. Mobile TV had to
provide advantages to consumers in order for it to be adopted.
2.1 Mobile TV technology
A variety of standards exists, the terminal market and service market become scattered. The
transmission technology is an important factor determines whether large-scale mobile television
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commercial market. Mobile TV technology basically means two kinds. First, use cellular mobile
network. Second, use floor or satellite digital radio. Directly receive digital TV signals through equipped
with digital TV receiving module. The key technology of mobile TV, such as multimedia decoding,
bandwidth, adaptation and congestion control, error-controlling, terminal adapter, mobile streaming
media content distribution network (CDN network and P2P networks), streaming media transfer
protocol (RSVP RTCP, RTSP, and your RTP, mobile IP, SIP), DRM etc.
There is a fragmentation of standards for digital mobile TV broadcasting. In digital mobile TV
broadcasting, several standards are being used, each mainly in one country, and that situation is likely to
continue in the future. Examples are Media FLO in the US, CMMB in China, and T-DMB in South
Korea. However technology and interfaces standardization was considered a prerequisite for supply and
commercialization of Mobile TV services and thus market development.
2.2 Service content and concepts
According to the Chinese user study results, most users considered Mobile TV service contents are
one of the key requirements for Mobile TV service use. Television broadcasting services usage is
dependent on having interesting content every minute and this was said to apply to Mobile TV as well.
The current familiar television channels, programmers and brands are necessary for Mobile TV service
adoption. Existing television broadcasting content was sufficient and only some modifications were
needed such as creating new prime times. But also that Mobile TV tailored service concepts including
special programs and channel formats, as well as interactive services, in order for the consumers to feel
that Mobile TV is a value-adding service.
The role of traditional television programs would be big in the beginning and later on the role of
mobile tailored content and concepts would grow. Mobile TV content is consumed in new use situations
that in the beginning, the current programmer formats are fine, but mobile tailoring is needed in the
future. The need is build new prime times, such as waiting time. In order to create a need for Mobile TV
usage, interesting programs should be available during new prime time. A different kind of content is
suitable for Mobile TV broadcasting, as the services are used in different use situations. It was also
argued that the production cost of the mobile tailored programmers should not increase too greatly so
that the service price would remain reasonable.
2.3 Potential demand analysis and relative advantage
The main advantage of Mobile TV services for consumers was considered to be the ability to watch
TV independent of time and place. This allows consumers to keep up with news or to be entertained
whenever and wherever they wish. Time independency here refers to the fact that the time when
consumers are able to follow TV programs is broadened with Mobile TV innovation, in contrast to
traditional television, the viewing of which is dependent on the time when you are at a certain place.
Mobile TV broadcasting services were seen thought to be slight different from Mobile video streaming
or downloading services. However, the services were not seen as competitors, but rather complementary
services. It was argued that broadcasting services are not necessarily very optimized or personalized as
video streaming or downloading services could be.
Short and easy to follow content was preferred for break time such as before going to sleep. Mobile
TV usage was more spontaneous than normal TV viewing. People seemed to use different content types
in different locations. News, entertainment and information services becomes strong attraction were
used everywhere throughout the day, and the mobile phone was considered as a valuable channel
especially when something newsworthy suddenly happened. Live broadcasts of sports were watched
anywhere if there was no conventional TV available .But considering sports programmers, the mobile
TV was a better option than mere radio but the video quality was not sufficient for fast sports such as
football. Mobile TV was often viewed during the daytime, which differs from the peak viewing times of
traditional television. National channels were preferred due to the familiar content.
In addition, studies have shown that at present, in the city to take public transportation time for 1-2
hours, at this time, people usually listen to music and reading used to kill time. And, the mobile phone
television programs will be another way to kill time. So Specialized in production of mobile TV
programs have strong market.
2.4 Pricing model
Media consumption in general is growing. People were also seen to be more and more willing to
pay for media services. In relation to normal television services, Mobile TV services were expected to
cost more per person. Price level, pricing model, products packaging and convenient paying were
considered important. Larger trends were also seen to affect the change in consumer behavior and
support of Mobile TV usage. The functions of work and home were argued to be changing. There are
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three alternative pricing models; fixed fee, pay per view and bundling with another service or product
with a fee or no fee. In the United States, the method of monetization for 3G mobile TV is typically
subscription fees. Monthly subscription fees range from a few dollars per month to over $15 per month,
depending on the number of channels offered and the service pricing for the region. Some operators
offer hourly, daily, and weekly options to encourage usage as well. Additional services such as
interactive mobile services via the 3G network would cost extra the no-fee model refers to a model in
which advertisement revenue is the main revenue source. Hybrid models of these were also considered
possible.
Price level was considered an important affecter of long term usage in particular. In addition to
price level, value for money was an important affecter. Product packaging was mentioned as an
important factor as well. A good model would be a basic package, with only few channels for a
relatively low price, and then additional service packages on top of that. It was also mentioned that
paying for the service had to be convenient and simple. Price level must be reasonable and
understandable to consumers for the overall user experience is more important. The pricing model is
affected by existing industry models both options have been made available to viewers. Negotiating new
pricing models with various broadcasting companies was seen as a challenge.
2.5 Increased advertising revenue
Advertising budgets are increasingly being diverted from traditional media and instead spent on
advertisements in new media, such as the Mobile phone . Mobile TV services provide a new
advertisement opportunity in an appealing new media format. While providing advertisers with a new
forum to market their goods and services, it also enables broadcasters to increase their advertisement
revenue. With a return channel, advertising can be tailored for a specific audience. Advertisers will be
able to locate the user, better understand user behavior and benefit from viewer interaction. Also, an
electronic service guide can be used for advertising purposes. With user identification, personalized
advertisement and micro-segmentation also become a possibility. Not only will this be advantageous for
advertisers, but also permit broadcasters to receive higher tariffs for air-time.

3 Possible Business Models
Both broadcasters and telecom operators have long and successful relationships with their
respective viewers and customers there are over 100 mobile TV operators offering mobile TV in every
region of the world. Some of the 3G mobile TV services have been launched recently, while others have
been available for several years. Mobile operators who plan to begin commercial deployment of 3G
services in 2010 and beyond, but may have initial difficulties in finding a business model. Revenue
distribution among Mobile TV service value network participants was seen as a challenge. Naturally,
companies each wanted to maximize their revenue share and the revenue sharing model was dependent
on the aggressiveness and co-operation of value network companies. The next few paragraphs describe a
variety of possible business models.
The issue of managing consumer relationships is fundamental. Alternatively, mobile telecom
operators could take the leading role by aggregating the content, encrypting the programmers, offering
the service and maintaining the networks, and marketing television as an extra feature of their handsets.
But, telecom operators must recognize the proven capability of broadcasters to define attractive service
bouquets that meet the demands of the viewing audience. Based on long experience, broadcasters have
been able to successfully combine a variety of content into appealing packages. Bringing these powerful
brands to a new platform provides a strong advantage. Broadcasters, on the other hand, must recognize
that telecom operators have developed a large existing customer base, which has formed a network
effect occupation of mobile television market. the A pattern of subsidizing user terminals against future
subscription income is well established. Without the mobile telecom operators, it may be difficult to
attain high user penetration of Mobile TV programs.
3.1 Broadcast operator -led approach
In this model, broadcasters manage the end-relationship with the consumer is responsible for service
provisions, marketing and customer care. The broadcaster receives payments for the use of the service,
from consumers, or subscription, or through payments made via the telecoms network operator. A
variation on this could be broadcast funding from advertising revenue. As this is not an integrated service
proposal, consumers may need to pay more than one service provider to obtain the different services. The
involvement of the mobile telecom operator may be limited except for linked telecom services.
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3.2 Mobile telecom operator-led approach
In this model, mobile telecom operators manage the end-relationship with consumers and are
responsible for service provisions, marketing and customer care. In addition, mobile telecom operators
will need to purchase spectrum and content from broadcasters and other content providers. Consumers
have access to an integrated service proposition which means that a complete package will be offered by
one service provider. As a variation, mobile telecom operators could directly handle advertisements.
While mobile telecom operators would be responsible for general marketing, it could be possible for
broadcasters to market individual television programmers. For programmers that generate revenue, for
example using tele-voting, broadcasters would be responsible for marketing the programmers while the
mobile telecom operator would be responsible for the billing. Revenue would be shared.

Figure 2 Mobile Telecom Operator-led Model

3.3 cooperation approach
One approach to constructing a total end-to-end broadcasters system making use of mobile
telecoms network for the subscription billing is shown below. Broadcast services can be delivered by
broadcasters system without the need for an interaction channel, or in the configuration shown, an
interaction channel can easily be provided by the use of a cellular network such as the TD-SCDMA
network. Methods of providing payment for services can be built upon a proprietary encryption and
payment solution or in conjunction with the telecoms network’s inherent service statistics collection and
billing functions.
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Figure 3 Model of System Architecture for Collaboration
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4 Conclusions
From the supply-side factors, the complementary products and services factor was mobile industry
specific since not all industries are so dependent on complements. Supply of mobile services is
dependent on its complements’ supply, quality and interoperability, and the continuous development of
these. Standardization is also critical in the mobile service industry. Mobile TV is a long-term business.
At present, mobile TV technology, standard and postage still many obstacles. Technology development
is another mobile industry specific factor. In the mobile industry, technological innovations are often the
fundamental innovations that enable new services and new ways of content delivery and packaging, and
this creates uncertainty about the future in the market.
Today, information and entertainment is available on different media. The broadcast content is
already becoming interested and attractive to the users. In the future, web content will be increasingly
integrated to TV media .mobile phones provide good platforms for this kind of service. Due to the
global mobile television in infancy, several mobile TV commercial modes impossible for more analysis
and contrast simply on several business model for respective disadvantages and advantages .The paper
identifies that it difficult to choose just one of these business model establish industry chain, terminals,
technology, postage, profitable way, According to the national conditions, the operability way for
business model which combine joint venture with separate operation. Only in this way mobile TV
industry gets healthy and stable development.
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Research on Risk Hedging with Stock Index Futures in China
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Abstract The launch of HuShen 300 index futures contracts, which can improve the structure of
China's stock market, will provide a way for the domestic stock market to hedge risk. On the basis of the
introduction of the best HuShen 300 index futures hedging strategy, this paper focuses on the calculation
of the optimal HuShen 300 index futures hedging ratio. Being different from most of the studies, this
paper proposes a composite hedging ratio calculation approach and derives D-BEKK-ECM-BGARCH
hedging ratio calculation model from the futures pricing theory. Empirical evidence on the hedging
effect of the two models suggests that the stock portfolio’s risk of yield can be significantly reduced
after hedging and the application of the D-BEKK-ECM-BGARCH model can get the minimum
transaction costs without losing hedging effect.
Key words HuShen 300 index futures; Optimal hedging ratio; CAPM model; ECM-GARCH model

1 Introduction
HuShen 300 index which is jointly issued by Shanghai and Shenzhen stock exchanges can reflect
the overall trend A-share market. The index will play an important role in the development process of
China’s securities market. As the result of continuous improvement of China’s market index system and
innovation of financial markets, the launch of its futures contracts will be bound to be used widely as a
tool to hedge financial risk by market participants .Till now, the research of the best hedging ratio of
domestic stock index futures is still in its infancy, few scholars carried out detailed study on index
futures optimal hedging ratio, this is mainly due to the lack of formal stock index futures contracts
which can reflect the overall trend of Chinese A-share market .Most foreign scholars(Juan
A.Lafuente,Alfonso Novales[1], Darren Butterworth, Phil Holmes[2], Figlewski S[3], Chuw[4], Park,
T·H·and L·N·Switzer[5], Donald Lien Yiu Kuen Tse and Albert Tsui[6] )use the European and American
matured stock index futures market’s data to calculate the hedging ratio with a variety of optimal
hedging model and compare the efficiency of those hedging ratio empirically to choose the best one.
Because China has not yet launched HuShen 300 stock index futures contracts formally, this article will
take advantage of HuShen 300 index futures simulated trading market to study the best hedge
ratio .Being different from other related research，this article will base on the futures pricing theory to
calculate the optimal hedge ratio, and we will use the HuShen 300 index futures simulated trading
market’s date to study the best hedge ratio .

2 Related Theories and Models
2.1 Basic ideas
Because the underlying asset of index futures contracts is not a stock itself, but a stock market price
index, in the process of calculating the hedge ratios, we should consider the relationship between stock
and the spot stock index as well as the relationship between the spot stock index and stock index futures.
As a result，we often use a complex method to calculate the hedging ratio of a single stock or a stock
portfolio：Firstly, we calculate the stock’s β risk factor with CAPM model, secondly, we calculate the
stock index’s hedging ratio h according to the principle of minimum variance. Then, the optimal hedge
ratio is β * h .
2.2 β Risk factor
In CAPM model：
E(Rp)=R f +β [E(R M )-R f ]
(1)

E ( RP ) is the expected yield of a stock portfolio， R f is the risk-free interest rate， E ( RM )
Where
is the expected yield of the market portfolio，β is the system risk factor of a stock portfolio. We use
regression analysis method to calculate β of a stock portfolio in this article.
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2.3 The hedge ratio h
●Firstly, assume that price changes in spot stock index obey the geometric Brownian motion:
dSt = us ,t St dt + σ s ,t St dz1,t
Where S t

（2）

is spot stock index ， u s ,t is the conditional mean of the yield ， σ s ,t is the

ε

1t obey the standard normal distribution
conditional variance of the yield, dz1,t = ε1t t ，
independently.
●Secondly, assume that price changes in stock index futures obey the geometric Brownian motion:
dFt ,T = u f ,t Ft ,T dt + σ s ,t Ft ,T dz1,t + σ N ,t Ft ,T dz2,t
（3）

Where dz2,t = ε 2t t ， ε 2t obey the

standard normal distribution independently. Assume that the

Conditional correlation coefficient between ε1t and ε 2t satisfy ρ12,t ≠ −1 .
●Then, in order to calculate the optimal hedge ratio ht according to the principle of minimum
variance, we have
Minh

Vart (

t

dS t
St dt

dFt ,T

− ht

Ft ,T dt

)

（4）

●Insert

equation（2）and equation（3）to（4）：
Minht σ [1 + h (1 + δ + 2 ρ δ ) − 2h (1 + ρ δ )]
●Where δ t = σ N ,t / σ s ,t Solve it for the result：
2

s ,t

ht* =

2

2

t

t

1 + ρ12,t δ t
1 + δ t2 + 2 ρ12,tδ t

=

12, t

t

12, t

t

（5）

t

1 + ρ12,t (σ N ,t / σ s ,t )
1 + (σ N ,t / σ s ,t ) 2 + 2 ρ12,t (σ N ,t / σ s ,t )

（6）
In fact，According to equation（3），the conditional variance of the yield of the stock index
2
2
2
futures is σ f ,t = σ s ,t + σ N ,t + 2σ s ,tσ N ,t ρ12,t ，the covariance between the yield of stock index futures and
2
spot stock index is σ sf ,t = σ s ,t + σ s ,tσ N ,t ρ12,t .we have
ht* =

1 + ρ12,t (σ N ,t / σ s ,t )
1 + (σ N ,t / σ s ,t ) + 2 ρ12,t (σ N ,t / σ s ,t )
2

=

σ sf ,t
σ 2f ,t

（7）

2.4 Empirical model

As the conditional correlation coefficient between ε1t and ε 2t is not a constant ，
D-BEKK-ECM-BGARCH model is needed for the calculation of optimal hedge ratio.
(1) Assume s is the log price of the spot stock index，f is the log price of the stock index futures, then the
yield of them can be expressed respectively as:
rs ,t = st − st −1 ， rf ,t = ft − ft −1
（8）
(2) The mean equation of D-BEKK-ECM-BGARCH model：
⎡ rs ,t ⎤ ⎡Cs ⎤ ⎡λs zt −1 ⎤ ⎡ε s ,t −1 ⎤
⎢ ⎥ =⎢ ⎥+⎢
⎥
⎥+⎢
⎣⎢ rf ,t ⎦⎥ ⎣C f ⎦ ⎣λ f zt −1 ⎦ ⎣⎢ε f ,t −1 ⎦⎥

ε t Ωt −1 ~ N (0, Ht )

（9）
Λ

Λ

Where zt −1 is the error correction term and zt −1 = st −1 − (α + β ft −1 ) .
(3) The variance equation of D-BEKK-ECM-BGARCH model：
（H t）= vec(C ′C ) + vec( A'ε t −1ε t −1′ A) + vec( B′H t −1 B)
vec
⎡ hss ,t
Ht = ⎢
⎣ hsf ,t

Where

hsf ,t ⎤ ⎡ σ s2,t σ sf ,t ⎤
0 ⎤
C12 ⎤
⎡C
⎡α
⎡β
=⎢
、A = ⎢ 11
、B= ⎢ 11
.C = ⎢ 11
⎥
⎥
⎥
2 ⎥
h ff ,t ⎦ ⎣⎢σ sf ,t σ f ,t ⎦⎥
⎣ 0 C22 ⎦
⎣ 0 α 22 ⎦
⎣0

0 ⎤
β 22 ⎥⎦

（10）
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⎡ h ss ,t ⎤
hss ,t = C112 + β112 × hss ,t −1 + α112 × ε s2,t −1
⎢
⎥
v e（
c H t） = ⎢ h ff , t ⎥
h ff ,t = C22 2 + C12 2 + β 22 2 × h ff ,t −1 + α 22 2ε 2f ,t −1
⎢h
⎥
hsf ,t = C11 × C22 + β 22 × β11hsf ,t −1 + α11 × α 22ε s ,t −1ε f ,t −1
⎣ sf ,t ⎦
We can get the optimal hedge ration
C o v ( ε st , ε ft ) σ sf , t
h sf , t
= 2 =
ht =
σ f ,t
V a r ( ε ft )
h ff , t
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（11）

3 Date and Empirical Analysis
3.1 Data selection
Select the following 4 stocks: Gongshangyinhang, zhongguoyinhang, wankeA, shenfazhan which
stand a big share by the funds. Set up portfolios in accordance with their market value. The prices of the
stocks are the closing prices from 1st June 2007 to 30th April 2008. Download the corresponding data of
Hushen300 spot and future from “Wenhhua futures terminals”, the data of spot goods are the closing
prices, the data of the future stems from the closing prices of the futures with the coming month delivery
month. Match up all the above-mentioned data in sequence of time. There are totally 209 groups of data.
3.2 Calculation of β risk factor
With the equation rs ,t = st − st −1 , respectively calculate the yields of the above-mentioned 4 stocks as
well as the Hushen300 spot goods index. And then calculate the yield of the stock portfolio rp ，
regress with the yield of Hushen300 spot index rm ,

and the coefficient of rm is 0.38 which
demonstrates that in comparison with Hushen300 index, the β coefficient of the portfolio is 0.38.
3.3 Calculation of hedge ratio h
Due to the complexity of D-BEKK-ECM-BGARCH model，this passage taking advantage of
EVIEWS directly calculate the optimal hedging ratio ht of Hushen300 future index to spot index. The
optimal hedging ratios are depicted in the following Figure 1:

Figure 1

The Optimal Hedging Ratio

3.4 The efficiency of the hedge ratio
Analyze the effect of the hedging by Table 1
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Table 1

The Effect of the Hedging

Mean of the hedge ration
Unhedged portfolio
Hedged

portfolio

.0
0.110503

Variance of the
portfolio
0.005628
0.000843

Reduction rate
of variance
0
85.02%

From the figure we know that：after hedging the risk of the portfolio will be reduced significantly ；
and the hedge ratio is less than 1 significantly in D-BEKK-ECM-BGARCH model, which means that
the cost of the hedging is small.

4 Conclusions
According to the empirical Study of this article, HuShen 300 index futures contracts can disperse
risk effectively. The optimal hedge ratio calculated by D-BEKK-ECM-BGARCH model can maximize
the reduction of portfolio risk with a very small cost.
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Xie Yaheng
School of Resources and Environmental Engineering, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan,
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Abstract The traditional assessment method for mining investment, has gradually shown its shortcomings
in practice. This paper derives the concept of real option from generalized definition of option, and then
derives the real option pricing formula by means of comparative analysis. Traditional decision making
method is revised by real option method with Black-Scholes model, and guidelines are provided for
venture capital decision making in mining industry. Finally, the paper comes to the conclusion that
irreversibility, flexibility and uncertainty can be evaluated by the modified model in mining investment
decision making.
Key words Investment decision making; Mining investment; Real option; Black-scholes model

1 Introduction
Mining project investment risks are growing as the uncertainties during economic operation are
increasing. As a capital intensive industry, mining investment has a long return period and is influenced
by macro-economy significantly. It is also related to complicated factors such as resource abundance,
geological structure, topography, transportation, economical conditions of mining zone, water and
power supply.
Basic data for feasibility study of mining investment project are generally based on forecast, which
means the derived results are impossible to completely coincide with reality.
Mining investment is influenced by a number of uncertain factors such as metal price, production
cost, resource condition, plan service life, economic and politic environment, which bring substantial
uncertainty and risk. Mining investment decision is normally evaluated by discounted cash flow (DCF)
methods, among which net present value (NPV) method (the accumulated sum of annual cash flows
from the beginning of investment to the project termination converted into cash to construction period)
is adopted most commonly. NPV method does not sufficiently consider the influence of uncertain
factors.
Investment decision making process can be more scientific and reasonable if the time value of
currency is taken into consideration. However, the above evaluation methods only consider from a static
point of view. That means they can only decide to invest or not to an immediate situation without
considering value created by management and its effect, and overvalue the own value of cash flow
generated by project while neglecting its market value. To overcome these shortcomings, option theory,
the latest development in modern finance, should be introduced into the process of investment decision
making.
Since the traditional NPV method is easy to cause a false investment decision, does it mean it is no
longer applicable? In fact, real option method cannot be adopted without NPV indexes. We can solve the
problems in traditional investment decision making by revising NPV indexes with real option method,
making more scientific and rational assessment in venture capital investment.
Real option analysis mainly utilizes existing methods and models adopted in analyzing financial
option. Black-Scholes option pricing model is a typical sample. B-S model is raised in 1973 by
American economists Fischer Black and Myron Scholes, who received Nobel Prize in 1997. B-S model
has become the measuring standard in evaluating the reasonable option price.

2 Uncertainty Analysis on Mining Investment
Uncertainty analysis is to analyze and study the potential influences on investment profit caused by
the changes of existing uncertain factors in mining investment, by which the financial and economical
reliability of a certain project can be confirmed.
Uncertainty and risk are the two sides of a coin. During the whole process of mining investment, a
number of factors such as the length of development period, change of total investment and capital
source, reform of mining and metallurgical technique, fluctuation of metal price and the shifting of
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national economical policy will all significantly influence project profit and expenses. Uncertainty
analysis can minimize those risks by studying the existence and influence extent of uncertain factors.
The existence of uncertain factors is incurred by the economical environment both objectively and
subjectively. On one hand, the factors taken into consideration in the economic assessment of a mining
project will change along with the changes of time, locations and conditions. On the other hand, series
of parameters, indexes, data and hypotheses are inevitably introduced in to the process of assessment,
which bring uncertainty.
Essentially, the uncertainty analysis is to forecast potential risks and minimize inaccuracy of project
assessment in mining investment by analyzing negative factors and exposing the least optimistic
situation.

3 Limitations of Traditional Decision Making Method in Mining Investment
Although some traditional limitations of NPV have been tackled, some major defects caused by
NPV method’s neglect of the flexibility of management still cannot be hurdled.
(1) NPV method is practiced based on static conditions in decision making. Based on a fixed cash
flow generated by mining investment and a rigid management model, NPV method only helps the
instant decision of investment.
(2) A project whose NPV is below zero should be abandoned according to NPV method, but it may
bring the company potential growth opportunity. Some strategic mining investment projects may be
omitted by NPV method. A resource development project belongs to this category, for although its net
cash flow may be negative, the company can obtain considerable mineral reserve which brings potential
opportunity.
(3) NPV method omits the positive influence on cash flow by optimized management. For example,
management team can chose timing of investment, adjust the forecast of cash flow by optimize
investment plan according to the actual operating environment, and suspend or even terminate the
project to mitigate or avoid further loss.
(4) Choosing a proper discount rate is difficult and NPV method is quite sensitive to it which is a
critical parameter in deciding the value of project. As a parameter reflects the time value of capital,
besides source of capital and future investment opportunity, discount rate is also influenced by industry
risk, inflation, product price and cost structure, etc.
(5) Another major defect of NPV method is its hypothesis of mining investment being reversible,
while most of the actual cases are quite the contrary. NPV method does not consider the loss of
withdrawing initial funding, which is actually almost irreversible especially for large mining projects.
(6) NPV method considers mining project investment as a whole, neglecting the features of its
different stages and their relations.
(7) As a single main body decision making method, NPV method does not consider the interactive
effect among interrelated bodies of a project. In specific decision making environment, the value
estimation of a certain body should take the strategic choice of its managing body into consideration, or
else a correct decision cannot be made.

4 The Meaning of Modification of Introducing Black-Scholes Model into NPV
Method
Though option pricing method introduced in real option evaluation based on stocks can make
decision more flexible and reduce risks, inaccuracy can be incurred for the fluctuation of underlying
asset of growth option in decision making under uncertain situation is not necessarily share the Gaussian
distribution feature with stocks.
Investment assessment indexes that take the time value of currency into consideration help the
investment decision making process become more scientific and rational. The assessment emphasizes
the cash flow value generated by the project, as well as the market value of cash flow. To overcome the
defects, we can bring the latest development in modern finance, option principle, into investment
decision making process. Flexibility, uncertainty and irreversibility are three important features mining
project investment and option share in common.
Investors can not only have the decision-making power at present, but also make decisions
`according to the real situation during construction. Mining investment project has the feature of
volatility. Various risk factors in project investment can be categorized by different means. Categorized
by different causes that incur risks, there are five types of factors. The first one is technical risk, which
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refers to the advancement, applicability, reliability and the peer competition fierceness of techniques
adopted. The second one is financial risk, which refers to volatility of interest rates and exchange rates
in the market, inflation and fund-raising costs, etc. The third one is market risk, which refers to changes
in commodity demand and competition in market. The forth one is natural risk, which refers to project
geological, resources reserve and climate conditions, etc. The last one is social risk, which refers to the
social environment, such as social credit and political factors. All these factors contribute to the
volatility of project investment value.
Mining investment decision is irreversible, for the initial cost is sunk cost. If investment direction
changes, this part of cost is irrecoverable, which makes it critical especially in making crucial or
strategic decisions. Company can choose investment timing according to the changes of external
environment. Sometimes, it is necessary to delay the investment for gaining favorable information. It is
notable that the delay does not necessarily mean the investor can have completely correct information.
The concept of real option is firstly raised by Myers in 1977. Investors have the right to buy or sell
a real asset at a certain price in the future. As the subject matter is real asset, this type of option is
accordingly named as real option. When assess a project, we should review not only the direct
profitability indicates by NPV indexes, but also the flexibility of the project. Therefore, the true value of
a project is composed of its net present value and flexibility value, and the flexibility value can be
shown in option price:
V = NPV + C
(1)
In equation (1), V represents the true value of a project, NPV represents he net present value of a
project, C represents option premium of a project.
In the above formula, NPV can be calculated from traditional NPV method, and then we need to
confirm C’s value.
Black and Scholes made great contribution in option pricing, creating the famous European buyer
option pricing model:
(2)
C = S N ( d 1 ) − K e − rt N ( d 2 )

ln( S / K ) + ( r + σ 2 / 2)t
.(3)
σ t
.(4)
d 2 = d1 − σ t
In above equations, C represents current option value, S represents current stock price, X represents
exercise price,σ2 represents natural log variance, e represents the base of the natural log function, r
represents risk-free interest rate, t represents time to expiration, in years, N(d1)&N(d2) represents
standard normal distribution function, σ represents option income volatility
d1 =

5 Conclusion and Trend of Real Option Theory Study
Real option model is a revolution for investment decision making. Under the option law, the
flexibility of changing behaviors according to the altered future situations conducted by the manager, i.e.
the value of the manager’s decision will be taken into consideration and be assessed.
Project investment may include portfolio of various options. Project investment includes only one
option type is what we are studying at present. Financial option pricing theory from single option may
not give accurate assessment of project investment value. The subject asset of stock option is number of
shares whose price can be known from stock market, while the subject asset of real option is the project
investment value, which is difficult to calculate. This imperfection needs further studying.
Black-Scholes model that gives clear mathematic result is only one of many methods that can be
adopted in analyzing real option. In recent years, theoretical study on real option has shown a new trend,
which can be elaborated as follows:
(1) Financial mathematics and financial option theory have been fully practiced in the study of real
option pricing. Financial option pricing model cannot precisely describe real option, because the basic
assets of real option are almost untradeable by observable prices in proximately continuous market.
Searching new pricing model (e.g.: expanded BS model to practice option pricing method including
untradeable and unobservable basic assets) becomes critical in the study. Financial mathematical
theories such as potential theory, differential game theory, and stochastic optimal control theory are
widely practiced in the study. The application of fuzzy logic theory into option study by M.O.
Hutchinson is a good example.
(2)Assessing the value of project contained real option by option pricing theory and game theory is
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a method targeted at solving the defects in traditional project investment assessment and decision
making process. Several foreign scholars achieved progress in this field (such as Dixit and Pindyck
studied game of strategy contained option method in 1994), and Chinese scholars are also introducing
game theory as a tool. The combination of game theory and real option theory can be expected as one of
the new development trends in the study of real option theory.
(3)The study of applicability of real option theory becomes the trend. For the deep involvement in
financial mathematics, the application of the real option pricing faces considerable limitations. Thus,
enhancing the applicability is the trend of its development.
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Abstract In this article, the authors analyzed the characteristics of Markov Chain management
conflict and evaluated the management conflict, which was based on the Markov Chain management
conflict theory . The authors expressed management conflict behavior through the form of transferring
state to probability and constructed transfer matrix via changes between different levels in staff conflict.
The article reached the conclusion that the steady state distribution of Markov Chain could demonstrate
the extent that the staff could ultimately reach, offering a new perspective for the research of the theory
of management conflict.
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1 Introduction
The theory of management conflict was derived from western countries, China’s many experts and
scholars also have made an in-depth study on it. In the study of early management theory in the west,
only the relevant contents have been involved in the conflict, lacking of direct study on the conflict.
After 1960s, scholars conducted extensive studies of the conflict and achieved substantive results. In the
original theoretical studies at the beginning, the conflict was only discussed as an important content,
such as Ross A. Mebber’s Organization Theory and Management, which was finished in the mid-1970
and John M. Ivancevich and co-author of Mechael T. Matteson’s Organizational Behavior and
Management. Later on, Conflict Analysis Method was gradually involved, such as graph theory,
differential equation method, game theory, among which the game theory is the most widely used in the
conflict analysis. In 1979, Professor Fraser and Hipel from Waterloo University of Canada improved the
Strategy Analysis and thus formed F - H Analysis. Kilgour. D.M and W.Hipel finished the graph model
for conflicts in1987. In 1993, conflict management analysis and application of new theory of graphical
model was introduced in the book Conflict models in graph form solution concepts and their
interrelationship of three Canadian scholars, L.Fang, W.Hiple and D.Kilgou.
In China, the study of management conflict theory started late, relatively backward, but still
achieved significant results. In the study of qualitative analysis, the organizational conflict management
theory is studied in the Qhiu Yizhong’s Scholars both at Home and Abroad about Enterprise
Organization Conflict Theory Research and Enterprise Organizational Conflict Management, Xu
Xiaojun's State-owned Enterprise Sector Conflict Management Research, Li Danfu et al about the
Problem of Conflict Management in Organization. In addition, Professor Xi Youmin studied the theory
of conflict management from the perspective of harmonious management. In the study of quantitative
aspects, Liu Hong's Economic Conflict Analysis Theory, Method and Application Research,Chen
Xiaodong's Enterprise Conflict Mechanism Transactions,Zhang Guangxiong's Risk Conflict Analysis
Model Research and Application and other papers studied the dynamic method of conflict analysis; Qu
Xiaofei's Bargaining Game Theory Development added risk awareness to the Conflict Theory;Hu Ping’
A Simple and Practical Method of Conflict Analysis divided the players in conflict into three types, and
proposed a three-dimensional graphical representation. Applying to the F - H method, DE A, Game
Theory and other theories and other cross-disciplinary, Wu Yuhua and his research team analyzed the
theoretical system of conflict and cooperation, trying to establish a complete architecture of conflict and
cooperation theory. Through qualitative and quantitative research, the Conflict Theory becomes more
scientific and practical[1].

2 Characteristics of Management Conflict Based on Markov Chain
Assuming observation of a group of by managers’ conflict behavior, and that the observations are
continuous, uninterrupted, i.e. having the historical follow-up investigations into the individual with
conflict behavior, which regular phenomena would be found?
There is often a certain probability for the emergence of a certain behavior. Behavior of group
conflicts, especially those with strong dominant features of the conflict behavior and confrontational
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conflict behavior, most are beginning in the form of chance and randomness. Actually, the ordinary
human behavior, when anyone under what conditions producing which kind of behavior, are random,
uncertain. But this is not to say that human behavior is totally unpredictable. We can not use mechanical
determinism to describe human behavior, but it can approximately treat human behavior as a random
process. You can not accurately predict what will happen tomorrow, but you can roughly determine the
probability of occurrence of certain things. In the enterprise, if workers are required to work at 8 am
tomorrow, in general, the staff will work on time or ahead of schedule, but who can guarantee that some
people will not suddenly fell ill, a car accident or other accidents? It can be seen, no matter what the
behavior, even a high probability behavior, has been some degree of uncertainty. Management conflict
behavior, as a special kind of human behavior, occurs less frequently and bears a certain risk for the
personal interests of behavior undertakers. As a consequence, whether some people under certain
circumstances will produce this behavior or not, relatively speaking, often with more causal factors.
We divide the management conflict behavior into implicit and explicit, confrontational and
non-confrontational, certain types of individuals and groups and others. And we can make a more
detailed classification according to different standards. For example, from the perspective of reason:
some for economic interest, some for emotion and attitude of supervisors, some for job conditions and
some for sympathy and solidarity toward others. From the patterns of manifestation, some acting public
confrontation, some acting double face, some working lazily or slow down, some making faults and
damaging equipment, some reducing the quality of products deliberately and some creates disturbances
occasionally, and so forth. After dividing these different types and nature of management conflict
behaviors, we review certain individual who has been many management conflict behaviors and register
his management conflict behaviors one by one in accordance with the time sequence and uniform
standards. We will find it is not strictly defined whether there will be a particular management conflict
behavior in the following a certain management conflict behavior. But for some people, it is often with
its own characteristics for there being a particular probability from the management conflict behavior
after a management conflict behavior or some. And there seems to have some kind of the same or
similar nature in between those before and after the successive behaviors [2] .
Since it is randomicity and certain probability in the appearance of management conflict behavior,
we have to treat certain management conflict behavior as a continuous series of statistical events in the
study of management conflict behavior. That is to say, we not only study the probability of some of the
behavior in the sequence but also study the probability of the behavior after a behavior, even to study
the probability of behavior in front of it, which is Markov Process. Markov Process is a stochastic
process with discrete under a class of continuous time-varying state. Its original model, Markov Chain
was proposed by the Russian mathematician A.A.Markov in 1907. The process has the following
characteristics: Under the current state of the known conditions, its future evolution does not depend on
the evolution of its past. For example, the change of the number of animals in the forest can form a
Markov Process. In the enterprise management process management conflict can be considered as
Markov Process.
According to Markov process, the depth that an event is affected by a former one is usually
expressed by the case before it as a condition to express the probability. There is transition probability in
the conversion process of a state changing into another and this transition probability can be derived
according to a state before, having no relation to the system's original state and the limited or unlimited
times transfer before the transfer. A state transition process of the system forms a Markov Process and
Markov Process in the whole series is called Markov Chain. Markov Chain may be continuous or
discrete. Because the economic data are generally discrete, what we discussed below is discrete Markov
Process, the first-order Markov Process. The order of Markov Process means the relationship between
the previous states of the system when transferring to another state. If the state relates to the previous
one, it is first order. If the state relates the previous two, it is the second-order. And so on, until the
n-order. Therefore, if you only act on the individual with the management conflict as the study of
history, the sequence of management conflict behavior generated by the management conflict,
apparently, can be precisely expressed by a Markov Process. And the higher order can reflect the
variation law of management conflict behavior [3] .
The basic concept of Markov Process is to study the state of the system as well as the transition of
the state. State transition reflects the dynamic evolution of the system. The possibility of transition from
one state to another state, we call the state transition probability. The arrangement of all the state
transition probability is transition probability matrix. The state transition probability has two
characteristics:
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n

(1)Pij ≥ 0 means the probability of the shift from i-state to j-state; (2) ∑ P = 1
On Markov analysis, we assume that the number of system state remains the same in predictive
period; system state transition probability matrix does not change over time; state transition is only
affected by the previous state. Markov Chain is a mathematical model based on a random process.
j =a

ij

3 Analysis of Management Conflict Based on Markov Chain Model
The application of Markov Chain needs to consider the basic differences of management conflict.
In fact, there are a variety of reasons for the different conflict behaviors. The formation of management
conflict behavior lies in not only psychological factors, such as divergence of interests, emotional
differences and recognizing differences ,but also human value, moral value, personal wisdom and
conflict awareness. Judgments and conclusions of the unilateral factor do not necessarily reflect the
actual situation, and the conclusion can hardly convince people. Considering the staff's original state,
Markov Chain analysis method divides employees into the same level under the same standards, i.e.
determining the state space, and then finding the step transition matrix, in the end, finding the ultimate
vector according to the stability and ergodicity of Markov Chain, and judge and compare according to
the ultimate vector. In the management conflict, the formation of many objects can be considered as a
random process or approximate and the manager understands the value demand of management objects
in the future, thus making application Markov Chain to the management conflict analysis [4] .
Markov Chain application in the management of conflict is based on two observations. Then we
construct the transfer matrix through a close observation of the staff’s change of the two conflicts
between different levels. Assuming that the management effectiveness is stable, the steady state
distribution of Markov Chain can be used to express the ultimate state of the staff. Specific ideas are as
follows:
In the process of quantifying the management conflict, we use Markov Chain to divide the original
observations of an organization's staff to q levels according to the high, and then calculate the proportion
of each level staff and the total and consider it as the state vector, with A said:

⎛ n1
⎜
A =⎜ n
⎝

n2
n

L

nq ⎞
⎟
n ⎟⎠

N is the total number of employees in the chart, n i is the i (i = 1, 2, …q) number of levels.
Through several stages of observations, we analyze the change of each grades of employees. Again,
divide the measured staff observations to q levels according to the high, then count the frequency of
each level the number of stuff and calculate the transfer matrix P , following:

⎛ n11
⎜
⎜ n1
⎜ n21
⎜
⎜ n2
⎜ M
⎜ nq1
⎜
⎝ nq

P=

n12
n1
n22
n2
M
nq 2
nq

n1q ⎞
⎟
n1 ⎟
n2 q ⎟
L
⎟
n2 ⎟
O M ⎟
nqq ⎟
L
⎟
nq ⎠
L

= (P ij ) q×q

N i is still t the i levels number of the first phase in the chart, n ij is the number of i-level
employees whose observations belong to the j-class employees after several stages, and meet:
q

∑p
j =1

ij

= 1, 0 ≤ P ij ≤ 1 , (i,j=1,2, L q )

If we want to study multi-step (k> 1)transition probability
Chamman-Kolmogorovthat is:
P( k ) = P(k-1) P1 = L = [P1 ]k

P( k )

, we can use equations of

When k～∞, if the probability distribution of the state involved in the Markov Process is stability,
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thus, we can obtain stability probability vector that will become the evaluation criteria, and then can get
the specific quantitative indicators by solving the equations.

4 Conclusions
In the management practice, we use the Markov Chain to evaluate the management conflict.
Generally we use the relation of the two successive value states(such as observing the two conflicts)to
describe the transition probability matrix and can evaluate the object’s practice of previous state.
Markov Chain describes the process when k tends to infinity, the probability distribution of the states
keeps constant, and at this moment we can use Markov Chain models to evaluate. Using the probability
vector to solve equations, the feature of the vector root is assured artificially for 1,and then to establish
evaluation standard. Whether each state achieves constant, the user validates by solving, but in the
evaluation of management conflict, the valuator takes no account of the condition, and assuming that it
achieves the stability state. In fact, the condition has a certain effect on constructing the stability
probability distribution. We will farther discuss relevant improvement method.
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Abstract The article analyzes Analyze the scientific background of scientific research funds budget
management, malcing international comparison scientific research funds management model of the
United States, Japan, Germany and China from budget preparation, budget implementation, budget
adjustments and budget monitoring four aspects. On the base of summary and draw on international
experience, On performance and quality and usefulness of goal-directed, flexible, realistic and substance
to form as a matter of principle, study our scientific research budget management policy choices.
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1 Introduction
With our increase of invest in science and technology, the inefficient use of scientific research
funding caused thinking about policy of scientific research funding management. The key of scientific
research fund management is scientific research fund budget management, Analyze the scientific
research budget management, which has great significance in theory and practice.
At present, our scientific research budget management has a series of problems, which is
incompatible with the scientific research.
1.1 Complex in scientific research funding management
Our scientific research channel variety of sources. Various department，provincial or municipal
organizations and scientific research association invest in scientific research, formulated the related
regulatory policy, caused the complication of scientific research funding management.
1.2 Rigid in scientific research funding budgeting
Our present related policy set too detailed in the range of scientific research expenditure, provision
the proportion of expenditure too rigid, ignored the research project specific requirements, which lead to
rigid in scientific research funding budgeting.
1.3 Research projects cannot consistent in fund
Large numbers of departments ignore the development of objective laws; emphasize Shorten the
period for use of scientific research fund. In some departments, research projects cannot consistent in
fund, lead to “money wait for projects” or “Project wait for money”.

2 International Comparison of Scientific Research Funds Management Model
2.1 International comparison of scientific research funds budget preparation
2.1.1 Budget preparation of U.S.A: Department establish, Congress approve
In the United States, many departments have their own R & D program, their project of R & D can
be self-contained, include projects, budgeting, implementation, evaluation. However, it’s technology and
development activities are mainly supported by the federal government and industry. The department
proposed funding plan according the project demand, approval by the Congress into the annual budget.
2.1.2 Budget preparation of Japan: Strict formulation of the government
Government of Japan attaches great importance to budget management of science and technology
projects, preparation of annual budget formulation strictly. Japan's scientific research funding mainly
consist of delivery operating costs and competitive research funds. Delivery operating costs mainly used
for personnel expenses and operating expenses, competitive research funds generally divided into direct
and indirect financial expenses.
2.1.3 Budget preparation of Germany: Completed by the Federal Bureau of Statistics
Germany's annual public education budget prepared by the Federal Bureau of Statistics completed,
including education and scientific research expenditure. It’s scientific research funds budget use the
internationally accepted statistical methods as much as possible, the distribution of expenditures in
education and research within the framework of a planned, clear division of different parts of the budget,
to avoid duplication.
2.1.4 Budget preparation of China: The project leader applicant, government approval
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China's scientific research funding application and budget preparation is executed by the project
leader. The project leader to prepare topics budget and expenditure budget funding at the same time,
relevant government department in charge of science and technology evaluation and assessment of
budget approval.
2.2 International comparison of scientific research funds budget execution
2.2.1 Budget execution of U.S.A: mainly project contract performance
The U.S. government adopted the Research budget execution mode mainly project contract
performance, which Characterized Explicitly included Project implementation costs of necessary in the
budget, Review of the budget was adopted as the fundamental basis for execution of the contract.
2.2.2 Budget execution of Japan: government legislation guide
The Japanese Government formulated the "Basic Law of Science and Technology", "Science and
Technology Basic Plan". On this basis, the provincial department formulated the annual "Key to guide
the direction of science and technology", provides policy guidance for the strict implementation of
research budget.
2.2.3 Budget execution of Germany: technology and business guide
Germany's science and technology system on the base of science and business, supplemented by
state and government. It is more flexible system, the government engaged in coordination. Science and
technology management mainly charged by the Federal Ministry of Education Science and Technology,
the federal government ministries, the German Research Association, Industrial Research Associations
in the management of four departments together.
2.2.4 Budget execution of China: scientific organizations and the project leader execute
China's scientific research funds budget mainly rely on scientific organizations and responsible
person execute. Scientific organizations execute management, control and supervision，responsible
person execute autonomy within the budget, liability issues on the completion of the task.
2.3 International comparison of scientific research funds budget adjustment
2.3.1 Budget adjustment of U.S.A: determine by the policy and research projects
The U.S. government determines the adjustment of research funding according the technology
policy and priority of science and technology projects. Congress authorized legislation to establish the
size of the total budget and Individual research organizations’ increase of the budget in the future.
Scientific research fund adjust the budget for research institute.
2.3.2 Budget adjustments: determine by government regularly check the progress of the project
In Japan's research budget implementation process, there is a comprehensive system of research
funding budget adjustments. Research budget adjustments required by the consent of government
authorities. The progress of science and technology projects should to be regularly checked, Problems
discovered should make timely adjustments proposed as the reference to budget for next year.
2.3.3 Budget adjustments: government entrust a professional organization
In Germany, the government usually commissioned professional organization to operate scientific
research funding management. Budget adjustments always charged by Federal Research Department.
However, usually the Federal Research Department commissioned 14 "project coordination and
management unit" set up by different areas to execute professional in the field of project management.
2.3.4 Budget adjustments: responsible person decelerate according to procedure
In China, the science and technology projects are complex, budget allows for some adjustment
between subjects. Larger adjustment, the implementation after approval by the project leader; small
adjustment, just report detailed and confirm in subjects concluding summary or acceptance report.
2.4 International comparison of scientific research funds budget monitoring
2.4.1 Budget monitoring: national legislation, combined with external oversight and internal control
In the United States, the system is so complete from the national legislation, external oversight to
the internal control, has formed a complete and mature research budget oversight mechanisms. Budget
monitoring start from the application of the scientific research funds, guarantee the smooth
implementation of the project and the proper use of research funding through rigorous project
application and review.
2.4.2 Budget monitoring: combination of budget management and project evaluation
In Japan's research budget implementation process, there is a comprehensive evaluation of the
project budget management system and budget oversight mechanisms. In the process of budget
execution, Governments also have a special system of state auditors to monitor science and technology
funds as well as strict management and evaluation by the organization and the higher authorities.
2.4.3 Budget monitoring: government improve through legislation
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Germany has a comprehensive assessment and monitoring system in the research budget
management, and the specific content and requirements should to determine with the form of law. From
the project application approval, subsidized organization and research organization, the project leader or
subject leader both execute management, inspection, assessment, funding, monitoring content in
accordance with the contract.
2.4.4 Budget monitoring: funds final accounts and approval
China's budget monitoring mainly funds final accounts and approval, launches by the form of topic
annual funds final accounts, the intermediate stage appraisal and ties forms and so on topic approval,
Mainly implements the budget monitoring by the government and expert group commissioned,
essentially linear form of regulation.

3 Result
As mentioned above, The scientific research funds management model of the United States, Japan,
Germany, China has different features due to different background, their features of scientific research
funds management mainly summarized to Budget Preparation, Budget execution, Budget adjustments,
Budget monitoring. International comparison of scientific research funds management model is as
shown in the table 1：
Table 1
Construction

Comparison of Scientific Research Funds Management Model about
the United States, Japan, Germany and China
Budget
Budget preparation
Budget adjustments
Budget monitoring
execution

U.S.A：Project
Model

Department
establish，Congress
approve

Mainly project
contract
performance

Determine by the policy
and Research projects

National legislation,
combined with
external oversight
and internal control

Japan：
Centrally
coordinated
Model

Strict formulation
of the government

Government
Legislation
guide

Determine by
Government regularly
check the progress of
the project

Combination of
budget management
and project
evaluation

Germany：
Federal
decentralized
Model

Completed by the
Federal Bureau of
Statistics

Technology and
business guide

Government entrust a
professional
organization

Government
improve through
Legislation

China：Take the
Project as the
core

Responsible
person applicant,
government
approval

Scientific
organizations
and responsible
person execute

Responsible person
decelerate according to
procedure

Funds final accounts
and approval

4 China's Scientific Research Budget Management Model Policy Options
4.1 Target guiding of China's scientific research budget management
Quality
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Performance

Figure 1

Target Guiding and Principle of China's Scientific Research Budget Management
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Mention to China's scientific research budget management, we can focus on the target guiding from
three dimensions including performance, quality, practical, specific ideas in Figure 1.
As mentioned in figure 1，performance refers to clear the output and the specific investment effect
of research funding through performance evaluation, quality refers to Rational value and significant
effect of research project, practical refers to contribution of research funding in basic research field and
application study field.
4.2 China’s scientific research budget management model policy options
China's scientific research budget management model policy options can expand from four aspects,
such as budget preparation, budget execution, budget adjustment and budget monitoring, Specific ideas
in Figure 2:

Budget
Preparation

Execution

dg e t
le bu h od
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a
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over form

China's scientific
research budget
management model
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Figure 2
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China’s Scientific Research Budget Management Model Policy Options

4.2.1 Policy options of scientific research funds budget preparation
Refer to budget preparation, we can gain inspiration as follows: Reform project contract system;
Improve the budget system; Flexible budget preparation method.
4.2.2 Policy options of scientific research funds budget execution
Refer to budget execution, we can gain inspiration as follows: Clear responsibility and authority of
scientific research funds budget Management; Realizes link up “business stream”, “fund stream”,
“information stream”; Insist accounting system for scientific research with the principle of substance
over form.
4.2.3 Policy options of scientific research funds budget adjustment
Refer to budget adjustment, we can gain inspiration as follows: Establish budget review
mechanism; Improve the scientific research management control system; Reinforce the management of
scientific research surplus fund.
4.2.4 Policy options of scientific research funds budget monitoring
Refer to budget monitoring, we can gain inspiration as follows: Strengthen the performance
monitoring; Carry out quality monitoring; Advocate science morality.

5 Conclusion
Through the international comparison of scientific research funds management model, further
research China's scientific research budget management model policy options, we can provide the
overall direction and the concrete mentality for the research management transform the research
spending budget management model, formulate and revise research management policy.
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Abstract Enterprise is not only a social economic unit, but also enjoys the rights and assumes the
social responsibility of citizens. The paper holds the view that the profit should not be regarded as the
sole standard in an enterprise's success, the enterprise must assume social and environmental
responsibility endowed. It is concluded that present construction of enterprise citizen consciousness
should be more embodied in the urge enterprise assumed social responsibility. Only in this way can
enterprise obtain the sustainable development.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, the "enterprise citizen consciousness" has got attention year by year. On January 31,
1999, the United Nations secretary general kofi annan in world economy BBS's speech, which invited
business leaders attended the international initiative, the global compact concept has put forward firstly.
In 2000 and July 26, the UN headquarters in New York officially launched action. The aim of Annan
representative of the global compact is through collective action, promote enterprise citizen
consciousness, which should participate in the global business challenges.
At present, to establish a standardized, justice, win-win and harmonious new labor relationship has
become an important task of constructing the harmonious society of China. Current labor relations
coordination and the realistic problems of labor dispute processing is very severe, such as foxconn
employees jumped, nanhai Honda strike events reflected by the labor-owner relationship problems.
These problems are urgent issue. We must emphasize the social responsibility of the enterprise and
remodel its citizen consciousness, on this basis to construct the new labor relations in the scheme is
feasible.

2 Interpretation and Position of "Enterprise Citizen"
To accurately define "enterprise citizen”, we first should understand "citizens". "Citizens" is a legal
concept, refers to the natural person who has a nationality of a country and according to the constitution
and law, enjoys the rights and bear obligations. The constitution of the People's Republic pointed out:
"whoever has the nationality of the People's Republic of China are citizens." "Citizens" reflects the legal
relation between the individual and the country. Citizens belongs to a country's enjoy the rights granted
by law, and also bear the legal obligation. The standpoint of "Enterprise citizen" is in "citizens". It refers
to the enterprise legal person who has a country registration, and enjoy the rights and assume enterprise
responsibility and obligation according to law. But "enterprise citizen" and "citizens" is different: the
enterprise citizen is legal person rather than natural person; enterprise citizen is corporation rather than
individual; enterprise citizen is the social organization life rather than individual life, enterprise citizen
life cycle is the time that enterprise production and operating activities of existence by law. Therefore,
each enterprise legal person can be reputed as enterprise citizen and has the corresponding rights and
obligations as citizens.
As a social citizen, enterprise also has somebody's ethics and morality. Ethics is an important
constraint force of social order. It must depend on the agreement of each moral main body on ethical
codes, and can follow these guidelines in practice. Although enterprise is not specific people, the
enterprise is the moral behavior. Therefore, the enterprise must be personified.
"Enterprise citizen" is a personified expression method. It is of great significance for applied citizen
concept to enterprise. This idea broke the enterprise' survival mode which simple to pursue economic
benefit and scale. The daily business practices, the enterprise operation and policy making behavior and
social basic values are integrated. Introducing the concept of human rights of citizens into the enterprise
can ensure the basic rights of enterprise employees.
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3 The Relationship between Enterprise Citizen Consciousness and Enterprise
Social Responsibility
Enterprise citizen consciousness is to point to the citizen idea, refer to make enterprise as a legal
person turn into a qualified enterprise citizen, establish consciousness of rights and obligations like a
natural person has rights and obligations. Here, the enterprise rights refer to the personality rights,
property rights, production management rights, legal protection rights information rights and resource
use rights. Enterprise responsibilities refer to the enterprise should assume economic responsibility, legal
responsibility, Natural environmental responsibility, ethical and moral responsibility. Therefore, the
enterprise citizen consciousness contains two meanings, one is rights and benefits, and another is duties
and obligations. Under the concept of enterprise citizen consciousness, enterprise exists as legal person,
also like ordinary citizens exist as social people. Enterprises should set up the citizen consciousness of
protect rights and consciously perform obligations.
From the traditional economics theory perspective, it is assumption that the enterprise is the
"economic man" .The enterprise profits is the sole purpose. Only from the economic interests, the
enterprise is profitable tools, but is not heartless tools, not irresponsible machine to social. The profit is
not the sole standard in enterprise's success. Enterprise must assume the responsibility endowed by
social and environment. Since reform and opening-up, our enterprises have obtained rapid development,
and have made great contribution to the social and the country. But at the same time, some enterprises
eager for quick success and instant benefit, various social problems triggered by manufacturing and
marketing the fake, polluting environmental, evading tax and financial fraud, falling behind salary,
ignoring safety and cheating consumer appeared .People shocked by poison powder, inferior drugs. So,
many people of vision want to improve enterprise citizen responsibility consciousness.
Nowadays people's expectations of enterprise are not only gain profit, solve the employment and
pay taxes. People prefer enterprise can effectively assume promoting social progress, concern of
ecological environment, maintaining the market order, helping social vulnerable groups, and participate
in community development, safeguard the interests of employees and so on a series of social
responsibility and obligation. Enterprise's profit maximization is not equal to the value maximization,
but is in the process to maximize profits, enterprise brand, reputation and social image, etc. Enterprise
return society is the highest realm of enterprise value. This needs enterprise actively assume
corresponding social responsibility, change from "economic man" to "society". Therefore, the
enterprise's role is an "agent” and a "society", integrating economic benefit and social benefit. In fact,
the interest which enterprise takes out is building the enterprise business image. This is not contrary to
enterprise business target, much less damage to the competitiveness of enterprises.
In 2003, the world economy forum holds that "the enterprise citizen” contains four aspects of
content: Firstly, good corporate governance and moral values, mainly including abide by laws, existing
rules and the international standards, prevent corruption include moral norms of behavior and problems
of commercial principles. Secondly, the responsibility to people, mainly including employees security
plan, employment equality of opportunity, against discrimination, salary fairness, etc. Thirdly is the
responsibility to environment, mainly including maintain environmental quality, use clean energy,
climate change and biodiversity conservation, etc. Fourthly, the general contributions to social
development .It mainly refers to the contributions to social and economic benefits, such as spread
international standards, provide products and services with impoverished communities, like water,
energy, medicine, education and information technology, etc. These contributions may become a part of
the enterprise's core strategic in some industries, also a part of enterprise social investment, and the
charity and community service action. These four contents highlights the demand that enterprise citizen
perform the social responsibilities in modern society. Furthermore, the current situation of China’s
economy and society system has been becoming perfect. The existing problems of enterprise in the
construction of enterprise citizen always are the contempt of law, the deficiency of morality and
irresponsible to consumers, environment and employees. Therefore, the present construction of
enterprise citizen consciousness is reflected enterprise assume social responsibility.
Enterprise social responsibility require enterprise to create profits, responsible for the interests of
the shareholders, while also responsible for employee, assume responsibilities to consumers, to the
community and the environment of social, including abide by business ethics, production safety and
occupational health, safeguard the legitimate rights and interests of laborers, environmental protection
and support social commonweal philanthropy, donations, protect the vulnerable groups, etc.
The difference between enterprise citizen consciousness and enterprise social responsibility are:
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enterprise citizen consciousness highlight social "citizens", it has both social responsibility and the
corresponding social rights. From this perspective, the concept of enterprise citizen consciousness wider
than enterprise social responsibility .Enterprise social responsibility is an aspect of enterprise citizen
consciousness, while enterprise citizen consciousness is the development of enterprise social
responsibility.

4 The Thinking of Enterprise Perform Social Responsibility and the Sustainable
Development of Enterprise
4.1 Advocating enterprise citizen consciousness, closely relating the success of enterprise and the
health and welfare of society is to seek for the good interaction among enterprise, government and
society
Enterprise social responsibility firstly embodies in economic responsibility. Enterprise perform
social responsibility needs expense, but in practice, it will not affect the enterprise performance. Instead,
it is helpful to assume social responsibility positively for promote enterprise's competitiveness. The
construction of Enterprise citizen consciousness will bring benefits to enterprise development in the
long-term. For example, WangLaoJi enterprise donation $100 million to the Wenchuan earthquake of
China .Although it is very heavy for the fast growing enterprise, the social responsibility behavior of
WangLaoJi has attracted a lot of publicity, enterprise sales has obtained a huge increase. WangLaoJi
drinks appear supply shortage and restricted condition in supermarket. In 2008, the total sales are almost
$120 million. Therefore, if enterprise put the social responsibility idea into the enterprise development
strategy, and combine enterprise citizen consciousness with enterprise's growth strategy, enterprise can
realize the harmonious and sustainable development.
The introduction of enterprise social responsibility and enterprise citizen consciousness make
enterprise contain tremendous potential. Although the present economic indicators and social
responsibility index is the double shoulder of enterprise and government, the concept of enterprise
citizen consciousness will change economic operation mode, finally bring direct productivity and
influence the social mode of operation. Through enterprise citizen idea enterprise can be more perfect
oneself "personality”. Establishing and strengthening enterprise citizen consciousness is not only the
needs of enterprise survive and grow, but also related to the whole society harmonious develop.
4.2 Eestablishing and improving enterprise citizen consciousness is the reliable guarantee of
enterprise's survival, development and stable operation
Establishing enterprise citizen consciousness can enhance the enterprise's business performance.
Nowadays, commodity economy is highly developed and market competition is very fierce. Consumers
may not to compare everything carefully. "Good" commodity products will be their first choice. For
consumers, enterprise which has enterprise citizen consciousness and courage to assume social
responsibility can produce and provide the goods and services of reasonable price, reliable quality and
safe quality. Enterprise actively assumes social responsibility is also a means to show their strength and
producing the effect of advertisement. It can create a good external environment, improve the reputation
of the enterprise, obtain the public trust, win repeat customers and ensure the sustainable development
of the enterprise. Many facts have proved that products and services of enterprise which have enterprise
citizen consciousness can always occupy larger market share.
Establishing enterprise citizen consciousness can attract more excellent talents. [7]Enterprise
competition is ultimately talent competition. If enterprises set up enterprise citizen consciousness,
always implement the "human-oriented" management principle, coordinate the relationship between the
enterprise and the employees, improve work environment, protect the interests of laborers, these can
fully motivate employees' enthusiasm and creativity of the heart and generate the sense of belonging. It
can get quite stable team, improve staff's long-term loyalty, keep and attract excellent talents.
Establishing enterprise citizen consciousness can reduce costs. Enterprise which has enterprise
citizen consciousness can improve enterprise's social reputation, brand effect, save the advertising
expenses and obtain long-term intangible assets. It also can steady staff and reduce the training cost.
Moreover, these can easier access to government and related enterprise's support, greatly reducing the
cost of cooperation, etc. So, in the long run, the earnings of establishing enterprise citizen consciousness
are more than enterprise temporarily pays extra cost ".
4.3 As a part of enterprise culture, enterprise citizen consciousness can supply enterprise with core
competitiveness
Enterprise core competitiveness is divided into three aspects: one is the surface competitiveness,
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including service, quality, cost, marketing, technology and production capacity，these refer to the
product competitiveness. Another is the competitiveness of support platform, including enterprise's
structure, mechanism, scale, strategy, resources, relationship and system, these refer to the system
competitiveness. Third is the enterprise culture competitiveness. It is the most fundamental and core
competitiveness, including idea system of enterprise culture, values, enterprise image, innovative
features, talent, enterprise citizen consciousness and the social responsibility of enterprise. These are the
inner power. Enterprise citizen consciousness reflects the globalization trend of corporate governance,
which is a kind of infiltration of citizen consciousness in business field and a kind of new business
culture and commercial civilization. Enterprise which simply pursue economic value but ignore social
value and environmental value will be less and less space in new business and the competitive
environment .Enterprise must realize that doing business is dong citizen, and meanwhile doing
enterprise citizen is doing business. Enterprise citizen consciousness is not only external legal and
ethical standards, but also a core capability of combine with enterprise's responsibility and the ability,
and a kind of management idea related with the enterprise management practice. To keep balance
between the social harmony, social friendship and economic energy，enterprise must assume social
responsibility firstly. Lots of cases proof that enterprise strengthens enterprise citizen consciousness and
assume social responsibilities not only can improve enterprise brand, but also can enhance enterprise's
reputation and competitiveness and shaping corporate culture

5 Conclusion
The construction of enterprise citizen consciousness is a process of realization and accumulation. It
needs time. From the current situation, the overall level of construction of enterprise citizen
consciousness is at a low level, and the development stage is not balanced. The foreign-capital enterprise
is superior to the domestic enterprises. The medium-sized, state-owned enterprise is better than the
private enterprises. From the perspective of government, policies and measures are tending to economic
development and increase of GDP. The policy support to construction enterprise citizen is not enough
and the relevant laws and regulations are not perfect. From the perspective of enterprises, the main
problems existing in the enterprises are :managers is poor in this concept ,in the production and
management exist primitive accumulation of impatience, excessive profits ignore protection
responsibility for other stakeholder rights , lack of responsibility for environment and the social
development basically. Enterprise is not a lonely island. If in the process of the enterprise development,
enterprise both without support of internal and external environment and not assume social
responsibilities very wells, the development of the enterprise impossible get to long-term sustained
development.
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Abstract Sierra Leone is a small county in Africa in abundance with natural resource, even though
substantial proportions of these resources have not been exploit due to lack sufficient investment and
technical know-how. A part from the meagre revenue obtained from the deport proceeds, Sierra Leone
rely on internally generated revenue through tax to finance most of its budget. In a 2009 new tax system
called Goods and Service Tax (GST) was introduced, the replacement of seven cascading existing taxes.
In history of Sierra Leone, average Sierra Leoneans dislike to pay taxes. The implementation of GST
improves tax compliance in Sierra Leone. The objective of this paper is to evaluate the strategy used by
National Revenue Authority (NRA) in implementation the Value Added Tax (GST) and how effective of
these strategies executed to taxpayers and the public. The paper review historical Goods and Services
Tax and the strategies used in implementing GST.
Key words Goods and service; Tax; Strategy; Taxpayers

1 Introduction
A GST is commonly described as an indirect, broad based consumption tax. It is indirect in the sense
that it is levied on goods, services and related activities, rather than directly on personal income[1]. It is broad
based in that it applies generally to a wide range of transactions, with only limited exceptions. It can be
contrasted with more specific taxes, such as a sales tax, which generally only applies to transactions in goods.
In fact, despite its name, a GST is not limited to goods and services in the usual sense of these words. The
fact that it includes real estate and the creation of rights is evidence of how wide-ranging the tax is.
It is a consumption tax as it applies generally to expenditure (amounts spent) rather than income
(amounts earned or received). Ultimately, it is a tax that is finally borne by consumers, rather than producers
or suppliers[2]. Finally, a GST is similar to taxes known in other countries by its European title of Value
Added Tax (VAT), reflecting the fact that the GST and VAT are terms that are generally interchangeable.
GST New Zealand, Canada, Singapore South Africa and Australia us the term GST while France, Germany,
the United Kingdom and other European Community Member Countries use the term VAT. In principle, the
two systems are very similar. Perhaps two main differences between the two systems lies in the number of
exemptions and percentage rate charged – European VAT tax is imposed on the valued-added by enterprises
at each stage of production.
The Goods and Service Tax (GST) Bill was passed as an Act in Sierra Leone parliament on 4th June 2009.
The final vote, which confirmed the passage of the enabling legislation, represents the culmination of a three
year development process. Throughout this period, ‘Crown Agents’ consultants have worked closely with
the National Revenue Authority to achieve this major landmark in the county’s overall fiscal development
plan. The GST is designed to provide a broad based system which ensures that revenue responds positively
to growth in all sectors of the economy. It is by no means an additional tax; rather it is a replacement for
existing taxes initially collected by the Income Tax and Customs and Excise Department. Hence, it
consolidates and administers in a uniform way existing domestic consumption taxes[3]. One main factor was
taken into consideration in designing the tax itself as it would now be replacing seven inefficient existing
taxes (Restaurant and food Tax, Entertainment Tax, Hotel accommodation Tax, import sales Tax,
Professional service Tax, Domestic Tax, and message Tax).
The GST will be charged at 15% of the sale price of certain goods and services and has fifteen (15) broad
range exemptions (Animals, fish and birds imported for breeding purposes; Rice; Agricultural inputs; Pipe
Borne Water; Textbooks and Newspapers; Educational Services; Medical Services and Essential Medicines;
Transportation of passengers; Fuel; Pure Financial Services; Goods for the Disabled; Machinery; Export of
Minerals; Land, Buildings and Public Works; and Funeral Services and Coffin. The objective of the
implementation of Goods and Service Tax is a key to government’s program of reforming the tax system in
the country in an effort create an efficient instrument for the mobilization of revenue to promote national
development and to reduce the burden of cascade tax.
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2 Data and Methodology
Data was collected through secondary sources and desk research for writing the paper. Most of the
information has been collected from the official website of the National Revenue Authority as well as
informal interaction with some of the workers and management while other published literature was also
taken into account.

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Strategies used by NRA and government of Sierra Leone in implementation of Goods and
Service Tax (GST) in Sierra Leone
As Sierra Leone did not have any experience of the implementation of Goods and Service Tax,
unlike other countries, initially it was thought to be more pragmatic to phase in GST of over a period of
two years. However, no time schedule for GST implementation was fixed until the GST Bill was passed
in parliament in 4th June, 2009. It was suppose to be enforce on 1st September, 2009 because the
National Revenue Authority (NRA) need more time to educate businesses and the public, it was
however postponed to 1st January, 2010.After the implementation of GST, on the 5th January 2009, most
of the businesses where closed, press paper was leased by the Awoko news paper a interview was done
by traders and President of Sierra Leone Chamber of Commerce in City of Freetown they did not
understand how GST works[4]. These have shown, there should be more policy to put in place for good
achievement of GST in Sierra Leone. There were strategies put in place by the National Revenue
Authority (NRA) for the implementation.
3.2 Public education
The publicity was launched in June immediately after the GST bill was passed in parliament. The
NRA launch a publicity programme for the general public the objective of which was to explain the
rationale for introducing GST and to raise the public awareness of the new replacement tax (GST)[5].
Though a lot of sensitization was done for the public, but NRA has not been widespread of publicity in
the county. The government decided to postponed GST, due to demands from business people whom the
NRA is still undertaking sensitization of as well as, training for the both the business people and staff of
the GST operation unit so to ensure that the two sides understand how to go about the whole process of
GST[6]. It was targeted mainly at consumers and stakeholders, and was presented in various ways such
as Media, presentations at seminars and stakeholders meetings.
3.3 Registration
The NAR prepared a list of potential GST-payers on the basis taxable supplies (i.e. goods and
service that are taxed at the standard and / or zero rate), above a threshold of Le 200, 000, 000 in the
preceding 12 months, or your taxable supplies in the previous four calendar months have exceed one
third of the registration threshold (Le 66,666,666), must be registered for GST. Before the registration of
the taxpayers, he most applies for taxpayer Identification Number (TIN) this can be use by the GST
officers to identify your business and process your GST returns. Registration for GST began 1st January,
2010. The NRA sent letters to potential taxpayers informing them of registration, and also advertised the
need to register in almost all major newspapers. It issued registration forms together with some more
general brochures on the 1st January, 2010.
3.4 Policy of the GST Act 2009
Extensive literature has been developed on the GST policy for effective and compliance
implementation of GST [7].
3.4.1 Zero-rated supplies (First schedule in GST Act)
There are goods and service that are taxable but, for economic reasons, they are taxed at zero per
cent (0%). Examples of zero- rated supplies are exports (except the exports of all minerals, including
gold and diamonds), and goods shipped as stores on ships or aircraft leaving Sierra Leone. Zero-rating is
important for exports, since it maintains Sierra Leone’s competitiveness in world markets.
3.4.2 Exempt supplies (Second schedule in GST Act)
Are those supplies that, for social, economic or difficult-to-tax reasons, are not taxed. Examples of
exempt supplies are rice, piped, water, fuel, textbooks, educational and medical services, specified
pharmaceutical supplies and financial services and minerals for export, including gold and diamonds
3.4.3 Institutional reliefs（Third Schedule in GST Act）
(1) President of the Republic of Sierra Leone.
(2) Commonwealth, foreign embassies and Missions (Reciprocal only).
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(3) Other international agencies subject to agreement with the Government of Sierra Leone, duly
ratified by Parliament and specifically providing for relief from payment of local taxes on goods and
services.
(4) An import of goods (including foodstuffs) for use in rehabilitations or relief following natural
disaster, as approved by the Minister of Finance.
3.4.4 Transactions outside the scope (Fourth Schedule of GST Act)
Only one item is listed as ‘outside the scope of GST’ –namely the transfer of a going concern.
There is also relief from GST for some institutions and in certain circumstances-for example for foreign
embassies and goods imported from rehabilitations or relief following a natural disaster.
Note 3: A registered person making supplies to these institutions must charge GST in the normal
way, unless an official GST Relief Purchase Order (GRPO), as issued by the Commissioner General, is
presented by the person benefiting from the relief for the amount of tax involved. GRPOs must be
retained by the supplier and the total GST-exclusive value of goods for which GRPO have been
presented must be recorded in the GST Return for the tax period.
However, in fact, there is relatively little exclusion to GST charges in Sierra Leone. Note 4: In
deciding whether your business qualifies as a GST-registered business, it is important that you should
know which of the goods and services you make, or intent to make, fall into the categories described
above. The NRA’s public information leaflet “What will be taxed under GST?” provides more details.
In addition, GST Act 2009 Part One, Section 6-13, deals with classification issues and Schedule 1-4 of
the Act give a list of zero-rated and exempt supplies, institutional reliefs and transactions outside the
scope of GST.
3.5 GST performance
The GST department collected 40 billion Leones within three months (January to March 2010)
subsequent to the implementation of GST. The taxpayers are highly complying with their monthly
returns in the GST processing unit. Where in some approach have been put in place for taxpayers to
comply with their returns in supplicated time, also a dedicated taxpayer services unit was working
effectively, automated system that improve the time dealing with taxpayers and the enforcement tools
like interest on debts, distress action, pecuniary penalties, seal-offs, that will enforce taxpayers for high
returns filing to accomplishment of GST achievement.

4 Conclusion
The introduction of GST is part of a larger tax restructuring exercise, to enable Sierra Leone to
integrate with the globally accepted tax rationale and structure Sierra Leone part of the same to remove
cascading impact of various indirect taxes. Some strategies have been put in place how efficient the
policies are utilized to the public and business people to accept the GST in Sierra Leone.
Although the time frame for introducing the tax was extremely short, NRA worked with several
agencies rigorously to prepare the business community as well as the general public and the
performance of the short coming GST. Even though strategies have facilitated for the GST
implementation by the National Revenue Authority and the government of Sierra Leone there is need to
revisit and some policies need to put in place for high compliance for GST some suggestions are
explained.
It is necessary for GST unit to keep the tax system up to date as new products, services, and
methods of doing business are constantly being developed, often aided by new technology. An effective
indirect tax system needs to evolve constantly if it is to keep up with the pace of commercial and
technological change. The GST department should provide services available online for taxpayers for
online payment through banks. The taxpayers can file e-returns. There are a number of other web-based
should facilitate to taxpayers such as application status for forms and registration, finding out TIN, etc.
Mobile-SMS based application and information services should implemented for taxpayers. The
introduction of this vast array of web-based facilities for taxpayers will surely made their job of paying
taxes and filing returns significantly easier. It is also recommended that government is a new strategy
introduce new incentive for the people who made prompt settlement of their GST for three consecutive
years to have an automatic waiver for the next fourth year. This will of course people to be highly
comply with the new tax introduce by the government
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Abstract At present, collegiate ideology and political education are under challenge due to four
reasons, i.e. negative factor of market economy, value complexity in the scenario of diversified culture,
overestimated positive education and undeveloped individual initiative of college students.
Pedagogically, it's imperative to take action in aspects of educators, educatees and educational measures,
so as to enhance effect of collegiate ideology and political education; in detail, the educators, ideological
and political tutors, should focus upon "fusion of horizons;" the educatees, college students, should
correctly understand the modern characteristics; and educational measures, should expand contents of
collegiate ideology and political education, as well as make methodological innovation in collegiate
ideological and political education.
Key words Ideology Pedagogy; Enhance; Collegiate ideological & Political education; Effect

1 Introduction
Semantically, the term of effect refers to actual effect. The effect of collegiate ideological and
political education means actual effect and extent of impact of collegiate ideological and political
education on shaping and fostering college students' world view, philosophy and value. Negatively, the
effect of collegiate ideological and political education represents insufficient functionality of collegiate
ideological and political education, in other words, only part of the functionality is represented.
According to the Proposals of CPC Central Government and the State Council on Further
Enhancing & Improving Ideological & Political Education of College Students (Circular No.〔2004〕16),
the universities and colleges are called for fully developing functionality of collegiate ideological and
political education, "that in the new era, higher educational institutions must regard improving and
enhancing collegiate ideological and political education as respective important mission[1]." The CPC
central government attaches much attention to collegiate ideological and political education by
successively releasing series of documents and instructions. In response, many measures are taken in
various higher educational institutions, including massive investment manpower, material resources and
financing, however, the formal and material effect is not so optimistic.
As for the obviously negative representation of effect of collegiate ideological and political
education, the college students are indifferent to two "compulsory courses" (Deng Xiaoping's Theory
and Mao Tse-dong Thoughts) of collegiate ideological and political education. The research of several
universities and colleges in Beijing indicates more than 50% college students are reluctant to attend the
two courses, some 30% college students skip the two courses, and some 20% college students who
attend the two courses are absent-minded by reading other major textbooks, newspapers, journals or
even dozing, which is a phenomenon not uncommon in higher educational institutions in China.
The profound implication of unsatisfactory collegiate ideological and political education is
represented by large proportion of college students whom are substandard as modern youth with lofty
ideal, integral morality, literate and discipline.
Ambiguous ideal. Though the policy of "college recommendation and competition for
employment" prevails, the consciousness of "60-score OK" is still popular among some college students.
For years, Chinese students are educated by school teachers and parents from elementary school to
middle school to "study hard and pass admission examination of higher education," while they're lack of
instruction on how to deal with collegiate education, as a result, many college students take for granted
"toilsome learning in middle school and cozy enjoyment in college[2]," regarding college is the place to
get diploma and dawdling for nothing, let alone lofty ideal.
Low ethic level. The college students, who're rich in knowledge, should be with high cultural
accomplishment. The fact is that many of them are immoderate with the impression of low ethic level.
In recent years, many colleges and universities have promoted in succession Civilization Convention to
eliminate numerous uncivilized phenomena among them. For instance, the blackboard says "Please help
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lecturer erase blackboard;" the washroom says "hurry in come, flush at leave," and similar exhortatory
slogans are everywhere in the campus. Ironically, the college students are reminded again and again to
do things that are conscious by kindergarten children, which actually reflects many college students of
low ethic level. Negative examples of immoral activity, such as casual littering, careless wasting,
unconcerned of public property and etc, are common occurrence in the campus.
Lack of interest in learning. In the modern times of knowledge-based economy, literacy is far from
literate, and those who are ignorant in technology and economic know-how are equivalent to illiterate.
In this sense, some college students are functionally illiterate. The college students, upon graduation,
should become specialized professionals with rich knowledge and skill. As a matter of fact, many
college students who graduated without truly understanding solid special knowledge and practice skill.
Some of them who apply for joining in CPC and unable to write application for CPC membership book
and turn to others for help. Some of them are unable to write a proper letter of employment application,
while some of them are unable to write a conclusion report during their career.
Lack the conception of discipline. Many college students knowingly violate various collegiate
disciplinary codes and indifferent to their misdoing. For instance, cheating in examination is ubiquitous
in the campus in recent years. Other behaviors include drinking, fighting, playing mahjong, smashing
dorm window, desk, table etc. upon graduation.

2 Causes of Unsatisfactory Effect of Collegiate Ideological & Political Education
Many reasons cause unsatisfactory collegiate ideological and political education in China.
The impact of negative effect of market economy is the first cause of unsatisfactory effect of
collegiate ideological and political education. Ever intense competition stands out with increasingly
intensified reform and establishment of socialism market economy. The trade rules, competition rules,
interest rules, consumption rules and materialized interpersonal relation, which are general in market
economy and based upon value law, not only change the configuration pattern of resources dependent to
people's living, but also change people's life style, social pattern, emotion mode, conception of right and
wrong as well as value pursuance. In market competition, the capability to make profit and earn money
is the boundary between winner and loser, the entrance to enviable fashionable material life as well as
symbol of social standing and skill in the mortal society. The substantial quantification, indexation,
instrumentation, materialization and utilization of human value pursuance has profound influence and
strong impact on numerous college students. It's obvious that the impact from practice and utilization
oriented market economy is realistic, intense and all-round[3]. This social reality is reflected by college
students' thinking in terms of material hunting and apathy to spiritual pursuit, with which they're
unconsciously to turn to material interest as yardstick in weighing human social standing, value,
meaning and function.
The value complexity in the scenario of diversified culture is the second cause of unsatisfactory
effect of collegiate ideological and political education. An important trend of world development and
evolution in the 21st century is development and collision of diversified culture. While diversified
culture serves to expand college students' vision and extend their thinking, the conflict of diversified
culture, particularly that of oriental and eastern cultures as well as evil "westernization [4]" and
"polarization" by hostile western force, is continuously impairing traditional Chinese cultural and social
ideology of mainstream, imposing challenge to collegiate ideological and political education that is the
cultural frontier. Also, diversified culture will certainly lead to diversified value, with which many
college students lose their mind and lack uniform criterion for analysis, judgment and choice, hence
causes confusion and misguidance of value, faith and behavior, and the result is seriously impacting
collegiate ideological and political education.
The overestimated positive education is the third cause of unsatisfactory effect of collegiate
ideological and political education. Due to campuses are places of cultivating professionals, it's
necessary to attach extra importance to publicizing major guidelines and policies of CPC and central
government, especially positive education. To this end, collegiate ideological and political education in
China always focuses upon traditional and positive education, and mixed social thoughts are
"prohibited" in ideological education, with which the college students are obscured in terms of
segregated and alienated situation. Due to overestimated education of policies and guidelines by CPC
and central government in collegiate ideological and political education, leading to too much positive
education, and the college students are forced to receive positive education and got rid of and concealed
of negative thinking, saying, truth and social phenomenon, and they're exposed to educational method of
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apparent bigotry. On the contrary, they're doubtful of authenticity and objectivity of the lecture and the
lecturer's intention. Besides, occurrence of incompatible real life and collegiate ideological and political
education makes many college students uncertain to collegiate ideological and political education, so
that they gradually become boldly "rebellious," which will certainly result in unsatisfactory effect of
collegiate ideological and political education.
The insufficient individual initiative of college students is the fourth cause of unsatisfactory effect
of collegiate ideological and political education. In the past, collegiate ideological and political
education was featured by commanding lecturer to students, whom were regarded as negative recipients
of ideological and political education and dismissed for equal communication and democratic dialogue,
so that it was unavoidable for the students to willingly accept the thinking. Some scholars point out that
objective education is foremost during the youth, while importance should be attached to self-education;
external cause is the condition for change, internal cause is the foundation of change; it's impossible to
complete any education without self-education, which emphasizes initiative efforts of the youth and
fully exert individuality, namely, their momentum of internal cause. If the college students' initiative
momentum is mobilized and individuality fully exerted in collegiate ideological and political education,
namely, their momentum of internal cause fully exerted, the educational effect will be improved
remarkably.

3 Countermeasures to Enhance Effect of Collegiate Ideological & Political
Education in China
The pedagogic theory tells us that the basic elements of educational activity are educators,
educatees and educational measures[5]. The educators of collegiate ideological and political education
are lecturers (Tutors included) of ideological and political education; the educatees are college students;
educational measures are means ensuring effective collegiate ideological and political education,
including contents and instruments of collegiate ideological and political education. Only by taking
actions in these aspects can the effect of collegiate ideological and political education being enhanced.
Overestimated
positive education
Unsatisfactory effect of collegiate ideological and
political education:
Undeveloped thinking, low ethic level, lack of interest in
learning, lack of consciousness of discipline
Negative effect of
market economy

Value complexity
in the scenario of
diversified culture

Countermeasures to
enhance effect:
Integration of educators,
educatees and

Collegiate ideological
and political education
in China

College students'
initiative momentum
not fully mobilized

Figure 1 Chart of Collegiate Ideological & Political Education in China

3.1 Emphasis on "fusion of horizons"
The educators should emphasize on "fusion of horizons" in collegiate ideological and political
education of modern college students. The "fusion of horizons" is one of the three philosophical
hermeneutic principles suggested by Gadamer from Germany. The "horizons" refer to threshold, angle
and potential outlook of understanding. Two opposite and united horizons always exist in the process of
collegiate ideological and political education, namely, horizons of lecturers and students in
understanding thing, phenomenon or theory, both horizons differ from each other at all times. We have
to recognize the difference arising from factors such as experience and etc. According to Gadamer, the
said two horizons should be fused in understanding and form "fusion of horizons," so that both
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lecturers and students surpass original horizons and reach to a new horizon, namely, lecturers and
students accept and practice in working and learning one common theoretical point of view. The
collegiate lecturers, as the main object, should emphasize on fusion of horizons" and make efforts in
three aspects, namely (1) keep in mind the conception of "fusion of horizons," believe in various ways
that really acquaint the students with a given theoretical point of view, rather than the conception of
"forced spoon-feed education" by stubborn teaching of personal theoretical viewpoint; (2) turn to
method of "fusion of horizons," for example, the lecturers fully respect college students by equally deal
with them, enlighten their consciousness, mobilize their initiative momentum, stimulate their creativity
etc; (3) make efforts for realizing "fusion of horizons." If the lecturers, during communication with
college students, discover the students recognize and argue against their theoretical viewpoint, find out
the causes as soon as possible, and make timely response, so as to reach "fusion of horizons" with
college students.
3.2 Correctly understand modern characteristics of contemporary college students
The educators of collegiate ideological and political education should hold the perspective as
educatees by correctly understand modern characteristics of contemporary college students, which is
one of the most critical measures to enhance the effect of collegiate ideological and political education.
The college students under education are living in an age of rapid change and intense collision of
thinking conception, whose thinking conception, political inclination, value tropism, behavioral pattern,
spiritual and cultural life style and etc are subject to profound change. For instance, college students
have different understanding of poverty conception and patriotism theme than their forebears, their
diversified value, clear individuality and so on. Some college students are indifferent to politics, lack of
sense of social responsibility, attach too much importance to learning major and practical knowledge,
disrespect humanity social science, particularly learning ideological and political theory and rebellious
against teaching of ideological and political theory, regard the courses of ideological and political theory
as unrealistically high profile and an instrument for getting credit hour, diploma and material gain. Some
college students think that market economy is realistic, while courses of ideological and political
education are unrealistic, market economy demands specialized professionals, and courses of
ideological and political education are lack of "professional skill." Therefore, many students openly
express their indifference to courses of ideological and political education, including absent-minded
attendance in the classroom in terms of distracted listening, reading, schoolwork finishing and scuffling
in learning. This mindset to much extent impairs the effect of courses of ideological and political theory
teaching. The lecturers of collegiate ideological and political education should correctly understand
modern characteristics of contemporary college students and seek proper remedy, so as to enhance the
effect of collegiate ideological and political education.
3.3 Expand contents & innovate methods
In the perspective of educational measures, it's necessary to expand the contents as well as change
the methods of collegiate ideological and political education. Only with innovative contents and
methods can we enhance the effect of collegiate ideological and political education.
3.3.1 Expand New Contents of Collegiate Ideological and Political Education——Integrate in
Employment
(1) Cause for integrating the content of employment in collegiate ideological and political education. To
truly mobilize college students' initiative momentum, fully exert their function as main body and play
their role as internal cause, employment related content must be integrated in collegiate ideological and
political education, and the cause includes the following three aspects:
First, the employment of college graduates has implication to social harmony. Premier Wen Jiabao
emphasized in the Report on the Work of Central Government on Mar 5, that "continue to reinforce
vocational education, integrate educational resources for employment, reform teaching method, make
efforts to foster college students' capability for employment and enterprise[6]." Presently, the whole
society has deep worry about employment of college graduates, and the progress and effect of solution
has impact on social harmony. The reason is that college graduates are young, vigorous and with certain
major knowledge and basic skills. If they're employed smoothly after graduation, they can create
tremendous fortune for the society; or else, their long laid-off or unemployment is certainly an instable
factor of the society. Integrating the content of employment in collegiate ideological and political
education is conducive to construct harmonious society.
Second, the ultimate goal of education s to devlop constructors and successors for the society. The
college students, who are supposed to be the economic constructors and successors of China, should
master solid political theories and exquisite majors upon graduation, only by doing this can they become
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qualified socialism constructors and CPC successors. College graduates with lofty political ideal and
high professionalism can truly apply rich knowledge and various skills to social work and solve difficult
problems and tasks during social practice. The collegiate ideological and political education integrating
employment content serves the bridge of college graduates of "lofty and versatile" professionals, as well
as speed up their progress in correlating theories to practice. Therefore, collegiate ideological and
political education integrating employment content is an advisable approach to enhance the effect of
collegiate ideological and political education.
Third, the employment of college graduates is critical to their personal survival and development.
Social existence determines social consciousness, and many ideological confusion of college students
are products of real life. Employment is a realistic problem with college graduates. The immediate
consequence of extended admission of higher educational institutions is represented by rapid increase of
college graduates from 2002, with which large amount of graduates reaches to the peak and will present
"plateau[7]" phenomenon in the coming years. Many of them have to go home after graduation, and
some of them even become the group of living by their parents. The college graduates should first find a
job, so as to go forward for successful career and enterprise.
(2) Essence of collegiate ideological and political education integrating employment content
First, it's necessary to foster college students' consciousness of employment. Research indicates
that most of college graduates are conscious understanding and concerning of employment from the
second term of junior to senior, and more than 90% of them think employment is far from their life,
which should be considered after 3~4 years. As for the phenomenon of "super interviewees" (Those
who're mostly interviewed by employers), "super fair participants" (Those who're mostly participate in
employment fairs) and "super losers" (Those who're mostly rejected by employers) in the course of
employment during each year, many of them are deeply frustrated about "the impossible task to find a
job," and freshmen are hard to understand the bitter reality of lack of jobs. In contrast, college students
have much more disposable time than in middle school, and lack of the consciousness of competition for
jobs make some of them at a loss with free time. Though college students are ambitious in the very
beginning, their lack of target of employment and success due to lack of consciousness of employment
leads to loss of personal target. Furthermore, lack of target for strife provokes abnormal phenomenon
such as vanity and boredom, reluctant to learn, indulgence in game and etc. Therefore, to foster college
students' consciousness of employment makes them understand the reality of intense competition in
employment, so that they're conscious of work hard in learning major, make efforts to improve
individual general quality, and the effect of ideological and political education will be improved
substantially without any doubt.
Second, it's necessary to develop proper perspective of employment. In addition to some college
graduates without jobs, many of them are picky with existing jobs, who are success hunters in terms of
material benefit, concerning too much of fame and gain, afraid of hard work, pursuing material interest
at the cost of giving up major as well as dismissing national and people's interest; they concern not about
long term development and devotion instead of material interest and treatment. Some college graduates
have no idea about social demand and fail to properly design their social roles, and they're hardheaded to
hunt jobs at enterprises in big city for higher wages and benefits. To integrate proper employment
perspective in collegiate ideological and political education, it's necessary to (1) advocate integration of
individual growth and social contribution, so as to unite personal value and social value in employment,
and (2) teach college graduates to properly evaluate respective advantages and disadvantages in
employment selection, so as to find jobs compatible to their capability. These contents of ideological and
political education will certainly be popular among college graduate.
Third, it's necessary to give instructions on career design for college students. The research
indicates that most college students are ignorant to their majors and yea-sayers of their parents' opinions.
Approx. more than 20% college students are interest in their majors. Approx. 50% college students are
ignorant to respective majors hold the attitude of take thing as they come, and some of them openly
express lack of interest to their majors and take the examination for admission or to the satisfaction of
their parents. To deal with, educators of collegiate ideological and political education are required to
teach college students understanding themselves and the society, establishing personal objective and
strategy in education, based upon which the students should take into consideration the evaluation by
parents, schoolmates, friends and lecturers in designing career, and then make analysis, estimation and
correction, so that college students are more acquainted with the working field of their majors and
appropriate professions for them, so as to develop individual capability in an overall manner. The
contents of collegiate ideological and political education can really mobilize college students' initiative,
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so that they're capable to manage themselves, self-education and self-teaching. By doing this, the
objective of collegiate ideological and political education is achievable.
3.3.2 Methodological innovation of collegiate ideological and political education-"implicit" education
The implicit education refers to unconscious, indirect and implicit educational activity, which is an
education method to influence college students unintentionally. Implicit education integrates collegiate
ideological and political education in specific activity, so that college students willingly participate and
satisfy aesthetic demand and interest, realize life value and truth and acquaint themselves with spiritual
influence, sensation nurture and philosophical enlightenment, so that establish proper attitude toward
learning, working and living, prudently think about their life and receive subtle edification and
education. Implicit education is effective by scientific course setting, high-level schooling quality,
exemplary role of excellent lecturers and sound cultural circumstance, which are subtly functional.
According to Tagore, famous Indian poet, "it's not the hammering but dropping makes perfect
gobbles[8]."
Implicit education is relative to explicit education and constitutes an all important part of schooling,
which is the package of information on anticipated objective influence to students' knowledge, behavior,
perception, emotion, capability and etc. As for implicit collegiate ideological and political education, it
generally refers to other unplanned and anticipated educational methods other than courses regarding
collegiate ideological and political education. To adapt to characteristics of ideological and political
variation of contemporary college students, implicit education influence them by pleasant educational
method in terms of educating and cultivating them by emotion, so that exert subtle influence to the
educatees' deep soul. "The nice lecture of teachers basks the students' heart, with which the students are
delighted. While relentless lecture turns indisputable truth into cold and dead precept[9]." for instance,
methods such as "singing a song, reciting a poem, telling a story, listening to a record and designing a
comedy" are advisable for carrying out collegiate ideological and political education. During practice of
implicit education, duly attention should be paid to the aspects of quality, utilization and system
fostering of resources regarding implicit collegiate ideological and political education.

4 Conclusion
Although collegiate ideological & political education in under many challenges in the 21st century,
anticipated effect will be achieved in three aspects of educators, educatees and educational measures,
including conscious understanding of current trend, focusing upon fusion of horizons, proper
understanding of modern characteristics of college graduates, expanding the content of collegiate
ideological & political education, as well as innovating in measures for collegiate ideological & political
education.
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Research on the Intelligent Enterprise Based on Intelligent Behavior
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Abstract The knowledge economy has already led to significant changes in the workplace, and future
changes may be greater. As for many other management directions, it is expected that in the intelligent
enterprise, needs for improved performance places different demands on enterprises everywhere. They
must provide knowledgeable, intelligent behavior that requires new capabilities. Enterprises have turned
to explicit and systematic intelligent behavior practices to make available the intellectual capital needed
to perform effectively, internally and relativeing to stakeholders.
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1 Introduction
Intelligent enterprises have broad horizons with long-term perspectives. They are concerned about
their long-term viability and success, and also about how well they serve their stakeholders and
constituents. In addition, many managers to create highly effective enterprises with low friction, self
energizing, and rewarding work environments that operate with little wasted efforts. The degree to
which the enterprise can act intelligently depends on the competencies of its people and its operational
capabilities, such as structure, systems, and policies and on driving forces, such as motivation. It also is
difficult for most enterprises to determine what is required to make behavior more intelligent. The
enterprise can be intelligent in two ways. It can behave intelligently, and it can utilize “intelligence,” that
is, competitive information about its environment, targets, competitors, and so on, to achieve its goals. It
is the combination of the two ways that makes it possible to achieve objectives exceptionally well.

2 The Intelligent Enterprise
Several writers have addressed the issues of the intelligent enterprise. Among those are Friedman et
al. (1997), Pinchot (1994), Quinn (1992), Stewart (1997), and Wiig (1994). The intelligent enterprise is
an organization which acts effectively in the present and is capable to deal effectively with the
challenges of the future. It meets its objectives by implementing its visions and strategies through the
actions of individual employees and through its systems, policies, and organizational structure. It makes
trade-offs between, and meets the objectives both of the enterprise itself and those of its stakeholders.
The management teams express the conviction that knowledge is the principal force that enables the
enterprise’s ability to act intelligently. They work to sustain enterprise long-term viability by developing,
cumulating, and deploying highly competitive knowledge assets to the points-of-action. They expect
that intelligent behavior will lead to proper and effortless handling of routine and simple tasks and that
nonroutine, complex, and unexpected tasks will be handled timely, competently, and in the best interest
of all concerned with suitable balances between long-term and short-term objectives. They believe that
consistent intelligent behavior secures competitive leadership and the ability to pursue opportunities and
render services that could not be delivered in a different way. For these reasons they need to manage
knowledge explicitly and systematically.

3 Success Factors for Intelligent Behavior
A basic requirement for intelligent operation is a management philosophy of practiced beliefs that
people will act responsibly when given the chance and when understanding that it is in their interest.
However, these perspectives must be tempered with the realization that a few employees may have quite
different personal agendas that are not in the enterprise’s interest. These people must be managed
differently. Still, allowing employees to act responsibly when given the chance is not enough. The
management philosophy must work to change the enterprise culture, particularly through practices and
incentives. The culture must be changed to approve and foster new behaviors. They must become “the
way things are done around here.” To achieve that, four factors need to be fulfilled to facilitate and
foster desired employee effectiveness and behavior:
3.1 Knowledge and resources
Professional, craft, and navigational knowledge and metaknowledge, information, and other
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necessary resources must be made available for employees to deliver quality work products that satisfy
the requirements of the situation and the general service paradigm.
3.2 Opportunities
Employees must be placed in situations where they have opportunity use their capabilities.
Workflows must be organized to take advantage of people’s capabilities and to exploit the potentials for
innovation and application of diversity.
3.3 Permission
Employees must be provided safe environments in which to do their work. That means that they
must be given permission to innovate, improvise, and “stretch” enterprise policies and practices beyond
predetermined scopes to serve the enterprise’s–and the stakeholders’–best interest.
M anagement Philosophy
E nterprise C ulture

Effo rtless an d
Efficien t H an d in g
R o u tin e Task s

Sim p le Task s

Perm issio n
⇒ Ex p ected
Sco p e
⇒ Safe
En v iro n men t

C a pa bilities
⇒ R eso u rces
⇒ K n o w led g e
⇒ Perso n al
Traits

M o tiv a tio n
B est fo r
⇒ C u sto mer
⇒ En terp rise
⇒ Me

E ffective B ehavior
Oppo rtunities
⇒R eg u lar
In v o lv em en t
⇒Sp o rad ic
⇒C h an ce

N o n ro u tin e Task s

K ey Success
F actors

C o m p eten t an d
“ B est In terest” H an d in g

C o m p lex Task s

Figure 1 Management Philosophy and Enterprise Culture Drive Effective Behavior

3.4 Motivation
Employees must be motivated to act intelligently–to do the right thing–by being provided with
understanding and emotional acceptance of how it will be of value to stakeholders, the enterprise, and
most importantly, to themselves. This factor is most important, and difficult to effectuate. It requires
approaches to effective and active communication that will be new to most. The general relationships
between these factors are indicated in Figure 1. The figure also indicates the differentiation between
routine and non-routine tasks.

4 Dimensions of Intelligent Behavior
In general, intelligent behavior results from having available right assets at the point-of-action and
to have the ability and motivation to apply them appropriately. The assets include appropriate
characterization of the situation (information) and good knowledge (factual and deep understanding,
judgment, procedural and manipulative know-how, and metaknowledge). Abilities include capabilities
to make sense of the target situation, determine how to handle it, and implement the desired action
successfully. In addition to information and knowledge, intelligent behavior also requires freedom and
will to act, access to needed resources, and enterprise support for appropriate follow-up. Many factors
influence the organization’s capability to act. These factors work together–each must be satisfied to a
minimum level before people and the enterprise can act intelligently. Seven primary factors are listed in
Figure 2. Together they provide operating conditions that allow employees and the enterprise to perform
the work desired. To be sustained, the knowledge-related factors must be supported by active knowledge
management. Figure 2 emphasizes some knowledge management-related activities to illustrate their role
in strengthening the enterprise’s ability. Other basic requirements also need to be met. They include:
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Intelligent Enterprise Behavior

Conduct Desired Work
Primary Factors
Proper Knowledge

Deliver Work Products
Secure & Improve Contexts
Conserve & Preserve Resources
Renew Enterprise Capabilities

Extensive Information
Culture & Incentives

Research &
Development
Programs

Education & Other
Knowledge
Deployment

Personal Motivation

Learning
Organization

Application of
Best Knowledge

Systems, Policies &
Permissions

Focus on Core
Competencies

Knowledge
Acquisition &
Packaging

Time & Other
Resources

Total Quality
Management

Organization
Architecture

Supportive
Infrastructure

Intellectual
Capital Building

Business
Process Redesign

Resulting Effects
Better Products
Better Services
Greater Internal
Effectiveness
Lower Costs
Better Employee
Relations
Increased Value to
Customers
Increased Value to
Stakeholders
Greater Value to
Society
Greater Attainments
of Objectives
Increased Enterprise
Viability

Active Knowledge
Management
Figure 2 Intelligent Behavior Depends on the Combined Effects of Many Factors

(1) Reliable, comprehensive, timely, and appropriate information organized effectively for use;
(2) Knowledgeable and motivated employees with good attitudes;
(3) Motivational culture and environment;
(4) Supportive and efficient systems, procedures, and organizational structures;
(5) Dynamic, strategically proactive and operationally stable work environments;
(6) Proactive and benevolent management and operations practices and philosophies.
Operationally, for the enterprise to act intelligently, it relies on the behavior of its employees and on
the effectiveness of its structural capital including its systems and policies. The underlying premise is
that knowledge is a fundamental factor behind all of the enterprise’s activities. People need to be
broadly knowledgeable to perform effectively; in particular they need to have pertinent expertise to:
(1) Provide competent handling of both well-known and less known tasks;
(2) Provide innovative approaches to work and all other endeavors;
(3) Evaluate the consequences of actions;
(4) Manage relationships and work environments;
(5) Conserve resources;
(6) Support personal and enterprise renewal.

5 Intelligent Enterprise Success Requires that Everyone Acts Intelligently
For organizations and commercial corporations to conduct sustained operations effectively and
successfully, they must consistently provide good products and services. They must have “customers”
who continually are willing to seek out and obtain its deliverables. They must act intelligently in both
large and small matters. By so doing, they position themselves relative to its competitors, respond
appropriately to customers, understand the changes and requirements of markets, create the best
deliverables, maintain and improve their resources, obtain the best performance from them, and prepare
for the future while remaining solvent in the present. Intelligent behavior is important in all knowledge
work. People tend to think of such behavior as particularly important in “valuable” problem-solving or
decision-making situations and other high-level tasks such as determining corporate strategy. Enterprise
strategy may be determined in the boardroom but it is mostly implemented by the individual actions of
employees throughout the organization. De Bono (1992), Kao (1996), Klein (1998), Simon (1976), and
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Singley and Anderson (1989) provide deep insights into personal innovation, decision making, and other
aspects of cognitive behavior pertinent to the intelligent-acting enterprise.
The very success of the enterprise is directly dependent upon how intelligent-acting it is possible to
make it and everyone within it. Consistent intelligent behavior requires that both individuals and
organizations: (a) Show behavioral traits that are effective and acceptable; (b) Prepare well; (c) Choose
appropriate postures; (d) Provide excellent problem-solving; and (e) Make outstanding decisions and
implement those decisions decisively – that is, act intelligently! Overviews of factors needed for people
and enterprises to be intelligent-acting are presented in Table 1.

6 Conditions that Prevent the Enterprise from Acting Intelligently
In practice, it is difficult to maintain an ideal environment that is without factors that inhibit
intelligent behavior. In particular, limited resources, management attention, and understanding of how to
perform important functions lead many enterprises to make important mistakes. Some of the more
common problems include:
(1) Failing to make explicit and communicate enterprise direction–its intents, strategies, or
objectives–to employees;
(2) Failing to inform every affected party about operating situation–enterprise and external
operational requirements, performance, and expected changes;
(3) Failing to define and communicate service paradigms (see Section 3.4) as required for everyone
to understand what they are expected to do and how they are expected to perform;
(4) Failing to provide adequate knowledge to deliver quality work;
(5) Failing to provide sufficient resources (people, funding, facilities, infrastructure, time, and so on)
to permit work to be done properly;
Table 1

Examples of Representative Requirements for Acting Intelligently
Exhibit effective personality traits
■ Show initiative
■ Be persistent
■ Be willing to accept responsibility
■ Be a good listener
■ Be willing to delegate
■ Think independently
■ Adopt behavior suitable to the situation
■ Be idealistic
■ Think before acting
■ Be principled
■ Be flexible and responsive
■ Be willing to self-correct
Be well prepared
■ Acquire knowledge from all sources and build it into
an integrated and congruous whole
■ Be versatile
■ Be informed
■ Create new and important perspectives by integrating
seemingly unrelated information
■ Understand the surrounding world

Choose appropriate tactics
■ Anticipate future developments and plan accordingly
■ Invest effort in proportion to the situation’s
importance
■ Coordinate with all relevant parties and build
consensus when required
■ Take relevant actions when appropriate

Provide excellent problem-solving
■ Use all relevant knowledge
■ Consider all readily accessible information
but use only what is relevant
■ Reframe the problem and consider different
perspectives
■ Be imaginative, innovative and creative
■ Analyze situations beyond what is apparent at the
surface-beneath symptoms
■ Discriminate and categorize
■ Reason rationally and make very few errors

Make outstanding decisions
■ Accept the challenge and take charge
■ Identify the objectives behind a situation
■ Consider all relevant alternatives
■ Consider consequences
■ Set priorities
■ Check reality of the best alternatives
■ Select the best alternative considering all constraints,
objectives and uncertainties
■ Communicate decisions convincingly
■ Implement decisions effectively

(1) Failing to provide effective infrastructure capabilities ranging from information technology
applications to mechanisms to support knowledge flows;
(2) Failing to capture, organize, and deploy important knowledge for continued organizational
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learning;
(3) Failing to provide necessary incentives and develop motivated employees;
(4) Inspecting and controlling work results and failing to delegate authority to knowledgeable
employees for taking responsibility for the quality of their work;
(5) Failing to provide sufficiently stable work condition to allow work to be perfected and carried
out predictably;
(6) Failing to provide and maintain appropriate culture and environment and to keep proper order.
(7) Failing to holding employees accountable for their actions;
(8) Using excessive negative reinforcement and placing employees in uncomfortable positions;
(9) Creating bureaucracies where none is needed.
Each of these problems can be avoided by implementing well-known, mostly knowledge-related
activities or capabilities. For example, providing knowledge to deliver quality work can involve
identifying the desired job description and service paradigm, the knowledge map, and detailed
knowledge that should be present at the workplace.

7 Intelligent Enterprise Success Rests upon Effective and Knowledgeable
Behavior
Effective behavior is vital. Sustained success and viability require effective execution of internal
functions and interactions with environment–that is, consistent intelligent behavior. When individuals
act intelligently within an effective framework, the enterprise can act intelligently–operationally,
tactically, strategically, and in competent support of its markets. In practice, intelligent behavior means
that employees and the organization itself responds to adjust actions to the context by improvising
around the given strategy, tactics, and policies. It also means to act creatively and responsibly in
everybody’s interest to achieve the best results possible. Often that requires collaboration–in a collegial
culture bypassing politics and bureaucracy. A major operational objective is to make the service
recipients successful by customizing deliverables to satisfy individual needs while at the same time
implementing the enterprise goals. The success of an enterprise depends on the interplay of many
conditions. Some are beyond influence or control by the enterprise while others are associated with the
enterprise’s own actions. Still others–and these we consider here–are associated with how the enterprise
arranges its internal affairs.
Among these conditions we find:
(1) The ability to deliver desired service paradigms by individuals, departments and business units,
and by the overall enterprise. The ability to act in a timely fashion;
(2) The capability of employees to deliver the work products for which they are responsible;
(3) The effectiveness of interpersonal work (teaming and networking) through coordination,
cooperation, and collaboration;
(4) The degree to which work at all levels supports implementation of enterprise strategy and
direction;
(5) The ability to create, produce, and deliver superior products and services that match present and
future market demands;
(6) The effectiveness of outcome feedback on how well work products perform–in the marketplace
as well as within the enterprise;
(7) The degree to which innovations occur, are captured, communicated, and applied;
(8) The ability of individuals, teams, units, and the enterprise itself to deal with unexpected events,
opportunities, and threats;
(9) The effectiveness of enterprise systems, procedures, and policies in terms of how well they deal
with normal requirements and how versatile they are when dealing with unusual and dynamic
challenges;
(10) The degree to which undesirable and dysfunctional personal or systems behaviors are
controlled and corrected all of these factors depend to significant degrees on availability and application
of good knowledge. Consequently, broad and systematic management of knowledge and intellectual
assets becomes a key support activity to ensure enterprise success and viability. In addition to their
intellectual understanding of their work and its effects on stakeholders, the enterprise, and themselves,
they need to be emotionally engaged to conduct the work required.
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8 Conclusions
Enterprises of all kinds are expected to improve over time to serve their stakeholders and
constituents better. Most often, these improvements require increased intelligent behavior. The basic
enabler is the quality of knowledge available at the point-of-action while the employees’ motivation
provides the major driving force. For the enterprise to act intelligently, it needs to adopt people-centric
perspectives of knowledge. Constant learning is needed–led by constant innovation. For this purpose
technology only goes so far. It can only provide rudimentary reasoning devoid of innovation with
concrete analyses of the past through approaches such as knowledge discovery in databases. People are
the intelligent agents that create and act on new opportunities. It is taking advantage of those
opportunities that brings the world forward. Advanced management teams ascertain that
knowledge-related activities are managed systematically and explicitly. Numerous options are available
and many different approaches are pursued.
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Abstract The global financial crisis, which derived from the U.S. subprime crisis, has seriously
affected the development of economy, politics and society of many sovereign nations. Based on the
influences and consequences caused by the economic crisis in Iceland and Greece, the internal and
external reasons were investigated and discussed. Moreover, some policy suggestions were summarized
and proposed to cope with the future economic crisis, such as the implement of prudent macroeconomic
policies, the establishment of reasonable industrial structure as well as the enhancement of financial
supervision and expansion of international cooperation.
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1 Introduction
With the strike and “infection” of the global financial crisis, during the year of 2008 to 2009, there
successively appeared the economic crisis or “bankruptcy” in some sovereign nations, namely in Iceland
and Greece. A number of experts and organization continuously focused on the progress and effects of
this economic and financial crisis [1, 2]. As we know, from the viewpoint of individual crisis in Iceland or
Greece, some of reasons and consequences of the crisis has been investigated; meanwhile, the
evolutionary process, structural characteristics and crisis-shaping mechanism of the crisis were also
analyzed [3]. This paper is the first one of investigating the reasons and consequence of the economic
crisis of two sovereign nations with the method of comparative analysis, and furthermore based on the
experiences and inspiration, proposing the reasonable suggestions and measurements to instruct other
sovereign nations.

2 Impacts and Consequences of the Crisis
2.1 Impacts and consequences on economy
The economic crisis in sovereign nations have greatly affected the development of economy, such
as the recession of the national economy, currency devaluation, rise of inflation, decline of import and
export in volume. The presence of economic crisis has serious destroyed the integrated structure and
system of Icelandic economy. Firstly, due to the impact of crisis, the exchange rate of Iceland Króna
sharply declined 63.9% against the dollar and 284% against the Euro in October of 2008. At the same
time, the market capitalization of the Icelandic stock exchange had decreased by more than 90%. In
addition, all trading on the exchange was frozen for two days. The decrease of capital mobility resulted
in failing to finance from international market and be unable to meet maturing obligations. Finally, this
country has undergone a severe economic recession, and some economists predicted that the nation’s
GDP will decrease by 10% and the rate of inflation will rise to 75%.
2.2 Impacts and consequences on society
As the result of the impactive consequence of the economic crisis in sovereign nations, every
industry, such as the financial, banking, securities, investment, service and real estate industries, suffered
from negative influence. The three major banks in Iceland have to carry on the nationalization gradually
during September to October in 2008. With the radical restructuring of the organizations, the private
Sterling Airlines declared bankruptcy, the newspaper 24 Stundir Corporation ceased publication
subsequently and one of major bank in Iceland, Landsbanki fired more than 300 employees. By late
November of 2008, there were over 7000 registered unemployed in contrast with just 2136 at the end of
August in 2008. A similar picture also occurred in Greece: various enterprises were bankruptcy or
running-down of business which was attributed to the decline of export and tourism income resulting
from the worse economic condition. The organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) predicted that the unemployment rate in Greece may be over 10% and will last until 2011.
2.3 Impacts and consequences on politics
The economic crisis in sovereign nations induced the constant shrinking of many enterprises in
profit and resulted in the sharp decrease of workers’ welfare, which aroused the turbulence and
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instability in society. In late January of 2009, many Icelanders demonstrated and called for to take an
early election. In Greece, the strikes, riots and demonstrations also emerged in an endless stream.
Meanwhile, people have lost faith to the governments and the political system of EU because they
cannot agree on the economic assistance to Greece. Finally, the credibility of governments was doubted
when they failed to take the proper measures to cope with the economic recession and the high
unemployment.
2.4 Impacts and consequences on international affairs
The British citizens have about £4,000 million deposits in Icelandic banks. Besides, over £10,000
million in cash from more than 100 UK organizations, such as the local authorities, police services,
hospitals and schools were invested in Icelandic banks [4]. Due to the presence of economic crisis,
Icelandic banks were unable to return these deposits. Therefore, in order to protect the interests of
depositors, the British government took measures to freeze the assets of branches of Icelandic banks [5],
which was imitated by German government. The British and German governments refused to provide
aid, which resulted in the further recession and the international tensions or conflict.

3 Reasons of the Economic Crisis
3.1 External reasons of the economic crisis
The development of globalization connects all the countries as an entire economic community. In
the whole economic system, any instability or turmoil in economy of one country will cause to the
economic fluctuation of whole world. The external reasons of the economic crisis in Iceland and Greece
were mainly attributed to the U.S. subprime crisis. When there appeared the global financial crisis
derived from U.S. subprime crisis, Iceland cannot finance from foreign countries because of the high
interest rate and low capital mobility, which triggered the explosion of the economic crisis. At the same
time, the emergence of global financial crisis caused the recession of tourism and shipping business,
which inevitably hit the Greece economy.
3.2 Internal reasons of the economic crisis
External factors are a necessary condition, but the internal factors are the root reasons that
determine the development of matter. External causes become operative with internal causes. When
discussing the reasons of the economic crisis of the sovereign nations, internal causes are particularly
important. Through a comparative analysis on the reasons of the economic crisis in Iceland and Greece
(as shown on Table 1), the novel phenomena and viewpoints can be recognized and proposed.
Table 1
Sovereign
nations

Comparison of the Reasons of Economic Crisis
Differences

Internal reasons

External reasons

Icelandic
economic
crisis

1. Unbalance of industrial
structure (excessive proportion
of financial industry);
2. Lack of supervision;
3. Vulnerable monetary system.

Broke out at the beginning of
the global financial crisis;
Developed together with the
global financial crisis.

Greek
economic
crisis

1. Inappropriate macroscopic
economic policies and huge
amount of public debts;
2. Immoderate dependence on
external funds;
3. Serious tax evasion and
imperfect social welfare system.

Broke out in the late stage of
the global financial crisis;
Developed after the global
financial crisis.

Similarities

Internal reasons

External
reasons

1. Lack of natural
resources in domestic
and slow development
of pillar industries;
2. Inappropriate macro
economic policies;
3. Ineffectiveness
supervision of relevant
departments.

Global
financial
crisis

As for the economic crisis in Iceland, the industrial structure of Iceland was out of balance and the
financial industry occupied considerable proportion in the national economy. The proportion of the
agriculture and fisheries reduced from 11.6% to 5.9%, contrarily the financial and real estate industries
rose from 17.6% to 26.6% during 1996-2006 years [6].The ineffectiveness of financial supervision
resulted in the rapid development of financial industry, especially the banking. The assets and liabilities
of the Icelandic banking sector (denominated in foreign currency) amounted to ten times the Icelandic
GDP within six years of privatization [7]. Also, the scale of financial industry was distinctly deviated
from real economy. In the mean time, the vulnerable monetary system of Iceland led to the currency
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devaluation. On the other hand, the country’s foreign exchange reserves were not enough to pay for the
foreign debts, which resulted in the sharp collapse of the Icelandic financial system when the economic
crisis broke out. Figure 1 shows the process of Iceland “bankruptcy” induced by the vulnerable
monetary system.

Figure 1 Process of Iceland “Bankruptcy” Induced by the Vulnerable Monetary System

The high fiscal deficit, huge amount of public debts and government's careless measures were the
root of the economic crisis of Greece. Being lack of natural resources, tourism and shipping businesses
were the traditional pillar industries of this country, so the national economy depended seriously on
external funds. There was a serious slump in the global economy when the global financial crisis
occurred. Inevitably, the number of tourists and the volume of import and export of goods were decline,
the Greece economy sank into recession ultimately.
Through the above analysis of the internal and external reasons of the economic crisis in Iceland
and Greece, the inspiration of responding to the economic crisis of the sovereign states will be
summarized.

4 Inspiration of the Economic Crisis
4.1 Implement of prudent macroeconomic policies
The national unity, ethnic solidarity and social stability determined by the appropriate macroscopic
economic policies of the country. Large-scale haphazard investment and imprudent policies are
dangerous for the government. It is important to balance the interactions between economic stimulus
and macro economic stability. Exorbitant economic stimulus or imprudent macroeconomic policies will
cause the high fiscal deficit and huge amount of public debts, such as the crisis in Greece. In view of the
economic crisis in Iceland and Greece, the sovereign nations should adopt loose monetary and fiscal
policy to stimulate consumption, expand inner demand and promote economic recovery during the
depression. In addition, the governments also should pay more attention to the fiscal deficit and the
amount of foreign debts to prevent the crisis. The structure of fiscal expenditure should be optimized
and the efficiency should be promoted gradually.
4.2 Establishment of reasonable industrial structure
It will be unsustainable for any sovereign nation if the industrial structure is unreasonable. To
develop the national economy, based on their natural resources, any government should fully develop
their own advantages and encourage the diversified industries, especially focus on the rationalization of
industrial structure. The fisheries industry has made a significant contribution to the economic
development of Iceland. However, the export of fisheries relied too much on the international demands
and the condition of weather, so it is necessary to develop the diversification of industries. But the
government of Iceland did not put in force the reasonable industrial structure policy. They
overdeveloped the financial industry, which led to the fictitious economy hastens and broke away from
the real economy. Ultimately, fictitious economy seriously damaged the real economy and stimulated the
explosion of economic crisis in Iceland.
4.3 Enhancement of financial supervision
The government of Iceland was lack of the financial supervision during the continual process of
financial liberalization, which led to the systematic risks of financial market. The financial system
almost collapsed when the risks was not minimize and avoid effectively through the supervision. Every
sovereign nation should draw a lesson from the experience of Iceland and Greece. It is urgent that
nations should establish an effective financial supervision system to adapt to the developments and
changes of financial markets [8]. The function of market is not universal and the over-marketization is
harm to financial security, so the government should strengthen the supervision on financial institutions
and avoid the risk when invest capital into financial market [9].
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4.4 Expansion of international cooperation
With the globalization wave springing up, the development of every country’s economy is strongly
interrelated and capitals, technologies and talents become more mobile. The national economy will be
affected once the international economic environment changes, such as Iceland and Greece sunk in
economic crisis in the global financial crisis. The country’s economic strength and ability to withstand
risks are limited, so the international cooperation is required essentially to cope with the economic crisis.
For example, Iceland got financial aid from the IMF and others sovereign nations, and Greece got loans
from EU, which actively alleviated financial pressure in their difficult times. Every sovereign nation
should strengthen their international cooperation to face and solve the crisis together.

5 Conclusions
The global financial crisis, which derived from the U.S. subprime crisis, seriously affected the
development of economy, politics and society of many sovereign nations. There were various internal
problems in these governments, such as the inappropriate macroscopic economic policies, irrational
industrial structure and shortage of financial supervision. All the other sovereign nations should get
lessons from the economic crisis in Iceland and Greece so as to avoid falling into the same trap again. In
the future, it is necessary to implement prudent macroeconomic policies, to establish rational industrial
structure, and especially to focus on the proportion of virtual economy and real economy. At the same
time, the government should establish a fair, open, unified and highly efficient financial supervision
system to guarantee a sustained and healthy development of the financial industry. Finally, it is urgent
and essential to enhance and expand international communication and cooperation.
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Abstract The rapid respond to marketplace in apparel logistics is objective requirement of market
competition to modern clothing enterprises. Apparel logistics emphasize the precision and timeliness of
data information strongly, therefore, data mining technology should be used to analyze the data
information, and thus support the smooth functioning of the entire apparel logistics. Data mining
technology has been successfully applied in many fields, also apparel logistics. The technology can be
used to improve work efficiency and increase economic benefits in the press of apparel purchase lean
management, apparel warehouse inventory management, apparel transportation management and
apparel sales logistics management. The paper has carried on the summary to the application of data
mining technology in apparel logistics.
Key words Data mining; Apparel logistics; Sales logistics; Warehouse inventory

1 Introduction
China is not only a clothing production and consumption country, but also a major export country
of clothing in the world. In the supply chain of apparel industry from raw materials selecting to finished
product arriving consumers, there are many overt and covert logistics costs. Logistics is the third profit
source of a company, so many famous foreign fashion clothing brand take the management in logistics
field very seriously. Such as the famous sports clothing bran--Adidas and NIKE all have their complete
logistics management system. However, in our country, apparel industry accepted the concept of
logistics very late. And in initial stage of implementation of the logistics system, the management mode
is extensive pattern, a logistics management system which is lack of rapid, real-time, accuracy and
efficiency. Since the outbreak of the economic crisis in 2008, many apparel companies in China have
been closed. So reducing clothing costs and increasing profits is imminent for our company.
Apparel industry is a fashion industry with the market which has the characteristics of varieties,
changeable, small volume, short cycle and easily being influenced by accidental factors. Many related
logistics activities--such as locating clothing company distribution center and operate network terminal
point; various clothing materials procurement, transportation and warehousing; of semi-finished and
finished clothing product warehousing, distribution and sales activities etc—play very important roles in
the enterprise. By improving the level and efficiency of logistics operations, it can not only reduce the
cost of clothing business, but also increasing the economic benefits, and further improving the company
entire operation service. Many famous apparel companies success in international market just because of
their scientific control in logistics field, and ZARA is a successful example.
As apparel logistics involves broad and complex area, inevitably, larger amounts of data and
information will be produced in the whole process of apparel logistics operation, then how to find useful
knowledge from these vast and complex data and information plays an important role in the whole
management of enterprises. Data mining is a new technology as the development of artificial
intelligence and database technology in recent years. It can mine effective information hiding in apparel
logistics, and provide valuable strategy information for apparel logistics.

2 Apparel Logistics Management
The clothing companies in China have focused their operation mainly on the production and sales
link, and neglect the effective management of business logistics. Increasingly fierce competition in the
apparel industry, especially in the economic crisis, how to reduce the logistics costs in the clothing
enterprise and establish rapid response mechanism of clothing logistics market, is the urgent tasks for
each enterprise.
2.1 The concept of apparel logistics management
Under China's national standard ‘Logistics Terminology’, logistics is defined as‘ according to the
actual needs during the entity flowing of goods from the supplier to the receiving, combine the transport,
storage, loading and unloading, handling, packaging, distribution processing, distribution, information
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processing and other basic functions to achieve the user requirements’. Wang Yang [1] mentioned that
logistics is material entity physical movement from provider to the demands. It consists of a series of
time and space value creating economic activities, including transport, storage, distribution, packaging,
handling, distribution processing, and logistics information processing basic activities.
For apparel logistics there is no uniform concept of the specific claim, a broad apparel logistics [2]
includes all physical flow in the process of procurement, production and sales. Apparel enterprises
logistics mainly refers to a series of apparel product sourcing, warehousing, transportation, distribution
and marketing and other related logistics activities occurred in the process of clothing flow from raw
material suppliers to final consumers.
2.2 Apparel logistics management main content
With the improvement of the economic and cultural level, people’s basic necessities requirements
have gradually increased, especially for clothing, they pursue personalized clothes, new trends, and
branding, practical and environmental protection. So if the clothing companies want to win the favor of
the market, they must find a way out from the apparel logistics. Because of the characteristics of
clothing company, apparel logistics is systematic, complexity, timeliness and high cost characteristics. It
is also studied from different perspectives to analyze the types and content included in apparel logistics
management.
Deng Ruchun (2005) [3] defined the apparel business logistics management into five parts; they are
apparel company's supply logistics management, production logistics management, sales logistics
management, foreign trade logistics management and information logistics. And supply logistics
management include fabric and accessories supplier management, fabric and accessories purchasing
management and clothing materials’ warehouse management; production logistics management include
apparel production material plan, apparel production logistics management and apparel product logistics
management; apparel enterprises sales logistics management, including clothing distribution channels’
logistics management and clothing sales’ logistics management; apparel foreign trade logistics
management include textile apparel trade logistics operations management and document and trade
management; apparel enterprise logistic informationization is mainly embodied in ERP implementation
and management. Liang Jianfang (2009)[4] and Yang Weifeng (2008)[5] think that the apparel logistics
management’s object is the ‘objects’ in the whole supply, production and sales process, mainly include
these parts: raw materials management, raw material suppliers management, materials warehouse
management, material inventory control, production materials management, product management, sales
logistics management and logistics information management.
During the various aspects of logistics management in the clothing, the data mining needs to come
in handy. Data mining in the logistics center location can provide effective information for
decision-making. And data mining in purchase will help for choosing more reliable suppliers for supply
chain optimization and seize customer preferences through real-time analysis of market demand changes.
For storage, the data mining will provide quantitative analysis of information for determining scientific
inventory model and material category management and others aspects, it can increase warehouse
efficiency. Data mining algorithm in the transportation can implement to optimize delivery routes, save
transporting costs while reduce work cycle. For sales logistics, customer segmentation, target marketing,
market basket analysis and display of goods analysis can be achieved through data mining, and through
this analysis, service levels can be improved as well as profits.
2.3 Apparel logistics situation and development trend
In recent years, the apparel industry has developed rapidly in China, especially Jiangsu and
Zhejiang coastal area of China has made great progress. At the same time, apparel companies are paying
more and more attentions to their own logistics systems management, and gradually introducing modern
logistics management concepts, methods and techniques. However, our focus in the apparel logistics
management technology degree and level is far below the apparel industry in developed countries. Data
shows that in apparel products throughout the production process, only 5% of the time for processing
and manufacturing, the remaining 95% used for storage, handling, and waiting for processing, design
and transportation. It is estimated that the average direct labor cost in Chinese apparel products
accounted for less than 10%, while the storage, transport accounts for the costs to the cost of production
at 40%. If the logistics of China apparel industry reaches international advanced level, the average cost
can be reduced 28% [6]. Thus, in China apparel business logistics management needs to be improved.
As apparel business process is very complex, each part of the logistics will have vast amounts of
data and information. To realize high efficiency clothes logistics management, we should build the
apparel logistics information platform firstly. So you can realize information sharing, connecting the
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upstream and downstream businesses in supply chain, in order to achieve series of links such as accurate
forecasting, procurement management, optimization of storage and transportation. How to find valuable
information and knowledge from the data of logistics system of clothing to help decision makers to
devise marketing strategies to achieve competitive advantage in the apparel enterprises is the strive task
for apparel enterprise. In order to ensure a faster speed to complete the information obtained, market
information analysis, costume design, orders, apparel logistics, sales through the entire process, apparel
logistics must be quite clear in time management and quality management.

3 Data Mining Overview
Some people say: people drowned in data but starved of knowledge. With the surge in the amount
of data, people look forward to techniques that can eliminate the false and retain the true one, discard the
dross and select the essential data, transform the numerous date into the knowledge which can
effectively helpful to management decision-making, Data mining thus has emerged and proved to
provide more scientific and accurate basis and recommendations to higher level of decision-making in
constantly practice.
3.1 The definition of data dining
Simply, data mining is to extract from the large amounts of data or "mining" knowledge. Many
people had defined data mining. Usama M. Fayyad [7] thinks data mining is a non-trivial process among
which obtains valid, novel, potentially useful and ultimately understandable patterns from a large
number of data. CRM pioneer Gartner Group believe that date mining is a process that reveal interesting
new relationships, patterns and trends by careful analysis of large amounts of data .It uses pattern
recognition technology, statistical techniques and mathematical techniques. Zones Aaron from META
Group's says that Data Mining is a knowledge mining process that extracts previously unknown
knowledge of operational information from a large database.
3.2 Data mining process
The process of data mining is as following:
(1) Select objects excavated to determine the mining goals,
(2) Select and extract data, preprocess data. Data preprocessing is mainly through data cleaning,
data integration, data selection and data transformation in the form to prepare for the excavation.”
(3) According to the data after pretreatment ,choose the appropriate technology tools and
algorithms for data analysis, mine models--- mainly include the classification model, clustering model,
regression model, association patterns, sequence pattern and deviation mode---that hide the data [8].
(4) Explain and evaluate the results of mining. Use models gained from Data Mining to guide the
actual analysis and management activities.

4 Data Mining in Apparel Logistics Management
With elements such as raw materials and labor value-added and emerging trade barriers in different
countries, Chinese apparel enterprises’ competitiveness in the international market is gradually received
serious challenges. Therefore, a clothing company must compete with another clothing company from
the apparel logistics strategy. Data mining technology can effectively optimize apparel logistics process,
establish a mechanism that can rapidly respond to market thus take the clothing company more
competitive advantage in global market.
4.1 Apparel enterprises distribution centre: location and designing
Apparel distribution centers and stores are two of the key points in the apparel logistics system, if
the store is in the "forward position” of a direct-to-consumer business, then the distribution center is the
"hub" and "command" of chain clothing companies. Apparel distribution centers, mainly managing a
single product management with many distribution processing operations, need to achieve rapid
response. The location and designing of distribution centers need to be scientific, rational and to be
constructed and operated according to many factors such as sources, stores, counters’ quantity and
distribution. To find the best distribution center location and to establish distribution centers which can
response stores quickly and command they are necessary conditions for a successful apparel enterprise.
Facing the problem of logistics distribution center, Ye Yuping [9]used classification tree methods of
data mining to determine not only the center location but also the transportation amount of each
individual spots each year so that the whole enterprise is guaranteed the necessary sales while the
enterprise's long-term discounted total cost will reach the minimum. Li Zhihua, Zhuang Bochao [10]
collected thesis about methods of locating distribution center home and abroad, studied the literature in
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which the various methods used, analyzed and compared the mathematical programming, multiple
criteria decision making, heuristic algorithm and simulation methods in the central location and
designing applications in quantitative methods. Xu Jianxiao [11] divided the methods which are
commonly used to locate distribution center into three categories-- analytical methods, planning
methods and heuristics methods, and explained the scope as well as the advantages and disadvantages of
three methods.
4.2 Apparel purchase lean management
With varieties, change fast, popular variety, apparel industry is a market, which is characterized by
fashion and popular, In the fierce market competition, achieving business success, one the hand, has
been necessarily required clothing purchase, should put customer satisfaction as the starting point, with
small batch production; the other hand, should depend on the long-term partnership with the suppliers
and develop scientific procurement plans.
Procurement in the clothing, different income and different age of customers has different
requirements on clothing styles, materials and colors etc. So according to customers Personal
information, we can use data mining classification and clustering method to subdivide customers,
forming different customer groups and different characteristics, which making a very important
reference for clothing purchase by using these features of customer groups.
There is a necessary condition that cooperating with good clothing suppliers, and establishing
long-term and reliable partnership with them, achieving win-win situation between the partners, for lean
logistics to clothing enterprises. From price, quality, delivery and service levels, Sun Zhao Yuan[12]the
application of multidimensional gray evaluation method of data excavates in the evaluation and
selection of the suppliers ,which avoid the impact of subjective factors on the assessment results in some
degree, and will get the complete information about price, quality, delivery and service levels. Some
people [13] decomposed purchasing optimization issue into two problems: one is predicting the
consumption of raw materials; the other is formulating the optimal procurement plan by the predictive
consumption, to achieve purchasing optimization, based on investigation optimization algorithm of the
data excavating methods.
4.3 Apparel warehouse inventory management
Apparel industry is a comprehensive industry; the supply chain requires a very high level to
inventory management. The overly inventory can seriously affect the development of apparel industry.
Now, almost the clothing enterprises in China are plagued by inventory. However, the inventory of
foreign clothing enterprises and the rate of inventory turns are very low. Even some estimate [14] that if
all of our country clothing enterprises stop production, the warehouse inventory will be sold in the
domestic market for two or three years.
After analyzing the existing problems of traditional inventory control methods, Li Juan [15] applied
artificial neural network technology, a data mining method, into demand prediction, and improved the
accuracy of demand forecasting by MATLAB simulation algorithm, and use inventory control model
and artificial neural network technology, then eventually provide tentatively strategy for reasonable
clothing industry inventory controlling.
Chen Chenggui [16] had predicted more accurately about the inventory by using BP algorithm
integrating a variety of inventory control techniques, proposed using BP neural network MLP
(Multi-layer perceptrons) to achieve integration controlling. Zhang Lei [17] proposed that using the data
warehouse, OLAP and data mining technology could provide the necessity for decision-making of
inventory controlling, and he specially explained how OLAP and data mining support decision for the
inventory.
4.4 Apparel transportation management
Apparel transportation is also a complex and important link in apparel logistics, which connects
each logistics network, and involves the design of the optimal path, transportation mode and tools
selection, vehicle scheduling, the prediction of the traffic demand and real-time location tracking, etc.
With constant tension of energy and continuously growing competition, clothing enterprises are asked to
constantly reduce the cost of logistics distribution. A large number of data and information produced in
the management of clothing transportation can optimize transportation and distribution, and reduce the
total cost of logistics by using the data excavating method.
For the transport vehicle scheduling problem, Zhang Hongxia etc[18] had summarized various
optimization methods about logistics vehicle distribution scheduling, and elaborated on some data
mining application methods like the actuarial method, heuristic algorithms and modern heuristic
methods , also promoted to construct the high-quality heuristic algorithm. Hu Fakong [19], under the
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logistics goods flow analysis, had proposed a path sequence excavating methods-- ImGSP which was an
improved algorithm of GSP--aiming to analysis logistics data information. The method not only can
effectively excavate frequent sequential pattern in the logistics management system, but also can
provide more scientific decision-making for the logistics distribution program. Ye Yuping had
mentioned that for the distribution nonlinear problem, we could supply tools for optimizing the
distribution route by the genetic algorithm combined with other methods, which realized the dynamic
vehicle scheduling program. Deng Youhua [20] introduced neural network into cargo prediction,
established a forecasting model of the cargo by using GRNN (General Regression Neural Network), and
showed an example to explain the effects of data excavation to improve the prediction of the cargo in the
transport system.
4.5 Apparel sales logistics management
Distribution logistics is the logistics activity which moves entities of products to customer in the
corporate sales. It is the transfer of product’s time and space from producers to users and it is also reach
unanimity through sales order management, inventory management, transport management, distribution
management, and sales returned management. Enterprise logistics, combining enterprise logistics system,
get the sales target of products sales. Data mining technology will play an important role on establishing
streamlined distribution logistics.
4.5.1 Apparel sales logistics informationization
In apparel enterprises, because of the fierce competition and instant changes in sales logistics
market, mass real time data which reflect the needs of the market and sales information are accumulated
gradually. At present many clothing enterprises put many manpower into and material resources to
collect sales logistics information. In order to realize the informationization of clothing sales logistics,
we not only need High-Tech information technology such as bar code, EDI, POS, FRID and so on, but
also need computer network system which supported on database and database administrator.
Zhang Yean [21] mentions that without data mining, clothing sales information system will be only a
searching tool, and he has confirmed the important role in establishment and application of the
Information system of clothing sales through applying data mining technology to the framework of
indices for measuring and evaluating the enterprises informationization. From a clothing sales example,
Xue Meijun [22] who takes advantage of seasonal factor and statistical analysis technique, has make a
quantitative forecasting on volume of sales, which provides a scientific method for the market and sales.
Based on the individual service of data mining, Jin Shengxuan [23] take a example of clothing brand
loyalty, building a decision tree method based on ID3 algorithm could improve processing method of
calculations and increase algorithm’s efficiency decision; using K-Means could realizing the customer
clustering based on clothing brand loyalty
4.5.2 Apparel items management
With the development of economics, people pay more attention to the apparel brand. That requires
dealers spare more on brand management during scale expanding. Original category management can’t
satisfy the development of present clothing dealers, so item management is imperative. Items
management means effectively controlling all the items of branded products to maximize the use of
marketing resources and promote single product sales volume. It mainly includes item partition, item
emphasis, item adjustment, item expanding and so on.
Though the method of data mining cluster analysis and other statistical tools, we can retrieve the
aggregation degree of current client base. Then, based on population characteristic of the customer, we
can do well about brand segmentation and service differentiation. Zhai Yin and Luoping [24] apply
K-means clustering algorithms to mine the test data of market from price, quality, market share and the
brand’s category fields in order to assist the enterprise finding proper market and help the enterprise
practical marketing program. Zhang Depeng [25] build PB (Private Brand) commodity marketing
combination conceptual model basing on association rules. And he propose using association rule
techniques to make PB products marketing mix to promote PB’s market power by outside force. Some
data mining technology for market demand analysis, such as association analysis, sequential pattern
analysis, classification analysis and cluster analysis, also supply better tool for items management.

5 Conclusions
To continue to meet personalized, trends and branding requirements in apparel market, data mining
techniques must be used to analysis the data generated in the whole logistics process, then to response to
the analysis results rapidly. With the development of computer and communication technology, more
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and more methodology and technology of data mining will be applied into apparel logistics to insure the
decision-making of logistics system’s scientific and then it can realize quick response to the clothing
market. Therefore, the apparel companies in China can improve their core competence in transnational
markets.
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Abstract Technology is a double edged sword, which could on one hand, bring tremendous
development of social productivity and improve the social economy, and on the other hand has greatly
affected the social environment and the surface of the earth. The article starts from the research of
ecological environment, analyzes the necessity of ecological technical innovation of enterprises, and the
condition for lacking technical innovation ecologicalization of the enterprises, as well as explores the
way to optimize the technical innovation of the enterprises in ecological environment.
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1 Introduction
Technical innovation means the dynamic procedure, in which the enterprise changes technological
achievements into products, techniques or service according to the needs of market, and realizes its
overall efficiency for the first time. [1] Following the tide of knowledge economy globalization and
industrial civilization, enterprises keep more and more eyes on the technical innovation and practice. In
the recent years, some western scholars like J.A.Shcumpete, Audretesh.D.B. and Free-man who have
started their researches on the theory of innovation, theory of economic development and innovative
environment. And meantime, some domestic scholars like Liu Dong, Du Zhanyuan and Fu Jiaji have
done many theoretical works on technical innovation of enterprises, and have formed a fundamental
theoretical system. But China is still in the social transformation which leads to continuous changes of
technical innovation of enterprises and their existed environment, and these scholars still haven’t enough
theories on the subject of enterprise innovation and ecological environment.
According to the theory of Dialectical materialism of Marxism, it is not difficult to find out that the
technical innovation and environment are interdependent and promote with each other. That means, if
one enterprise would remain invincible and vitality forever in the extreme market competition, it has to
adapt to the change of ecological innovation environment, builds good internal and external
environment for improving technical innovation system orderly and coordinately, as well as absorbing
nutrition, material, information and energy from the changeable environment. Likewise, the conditions
of technical innovation environment would directly affect the effects of innovative activities of
enterprise, which means good technical innovation environment is the “catalyst” of the enterprise, it
could provide technological protection, and accelerate the speed for transfer the innovative achievement
into the market, so as to enforce the vitality and sustainability of enterprise. Therefore, the article starts
from the research of ecological environment, analyzes the necessity of ecological technical innovation
of enterprises, and the condition for lacking technical innovation ecologicalization of the enterprises, as
well as explores the way to optimize the technical innovation of the enterprises in ecological
environment., so as to brings important research values and practical meanings to continuous progress of
enterprise, national economic growth and long-term social development.

2 Necessity of Technical Innovation of Enterprise in Context of Ecological
Environment
2.1 Requirement by time change
In the 21st century, population, resource and environment are the three factors to affect the social
development and progress of China, and sustainable development is the priority in the development
strategy of China. Throughout the history of industrial civilization, it is not difficult for us to find out
that modern industry and technical innovation not only strongly help to improve technology, bring
treasure and unlimited expectations to the human, but also lead to endless destroy and occupation of the
natural resources. Especially following deepening industrial globalization and world trade globalization,
the problems of environmental pollution and ecological destroy are not solved slowly, while becoming
more and more severe. The problems includes global warming, severe pollution of aerosphere,
extinction of some biological species, lack of resources, soil degradation, water loss and soil erosion,
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and so on. These problems would directly affect human, and greatly damage the global
environment---dependent survival body of human beings, as well as destroy the ecological balance and
the ability for the adjustment of the earth. So, both developing countries and developed countries have
realized the importance of environment protection. The relation between environment and development
has affected the future and destiny of the whole globe and even human beings. Many countries have
made strategies of ecological environment and sustainable development and taken measure to protect
the environment, in order to coordinate the human and environment, and improve the harmony and unity
of the human and the nature.
2.2 Need for sustainable development of enterprises
Sustainable development of enterprise means that during the process of pursuing self-survival and
development, the enterprise not only needs to consider to reach the target and promote its position in the
market, but also needs to keep sustainable increase of benefit and enhancement of abilities in its leading
competitive area and future administrative environment to be related, and to make sure that it would be
prosperous in the long period. [2] Enterprise is the main body of technical innovation, and whether it
could keep sustainable development in the severe market competition would depend on the coordination
and interaction among ecology, economy and society. Technical innovation of enterprise based on
ecological environment could combine ecology, economy and society into one organic part. In the
organic part of sustainable development of enterprise, it regards ecological environment as the premise,
regards sustainable development as the base, and regards technical innovation as the drive, optimizes
environmental resources in the innovative activities with high input, high risk and high benefit, so as to
make the enterprise to optimize its benefit and keep sustainable development of economy under the
support of natural ecological environment.
2.3 Need of innovative values of modern technology
The world view support by conventional technical innovation is built on the base of traditional
industrial values in the system of Decca children - Newton mechanistic world view. Traditional
industrial values are contrary to the sustainable development values of human’s economy and society. [3]
Conventional technical innovation values ignore the organic system of ecosphere, and split human and
nature into independent parts, and only pursue economic effects while ignore harmony of natural
environment, which result in resource shortage and damage to the nature, and as well as limit the
human’s development and social progress. In the meantime, traditional industrial values stem from
economic benefit and economic value, and deal with the relation between human and nature, human and
environment from the perspective of utilitarian, which has betrayed the regulation of ecological
development, and leads to ethnics offside which means non-ecological ethnics, even could result in
ecological crisis. Therefore, in order to make the harmony and interaction of human and nature, human
and technology, the shortages of conventional technical innovative values should be abandoned, and
build modern technical innovative values adapting to times and the development of enterprises, so as to
make technical innovation to create more benefits.

3 Restraints for Technical Innovation in Context of Ecological Environment
3.1 Lack of modern ecological values
According to the theory of ecologist, the ecological value could be regarded as a new value
compared to the traditional industrial value. In the view of ecological value, if human wants to keep
sustainable development, human is required to fully understand the value of nature, take good care of
nature and respect nature. [4] Conventional technical innovation derives from revolution of science and
technology in Europe after the 17th century, and at that time, science was affected by theology, which
focused on human’s initiative by the creed of “rationality”, promoted human’s individuality and how to
conquer the nature; science also only focused on the parts but the whole in the scientific research,
mechanically and subjectively analyzed problem without accumulation of knowledge and scientific
judgment, and that means conventional scientific technology is transforming along the trace of Decca
children - Newton mechanistic world view. But modern ecological value focuses on productive practice,
which would connect with natural ecological environment, respect diversity of nature and organism, and
maintain coordination in the regularly changeable environment, and above all are what the traditional
industrial values are lack of or not comparable.
3.2 Prohibition from conventional technical innovation of enterprise
Innovative activities of enterprises include not only innovation in technology, but also innovation in
organization, management, principle, and etc. However technical innovation is only one measure in the
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innovative activities of enterprise, and it is connected with research & development and popularization
of the product. Conventional technical innovation is the combination of technology and economy, which
not only focuses on the level of technique of the product, but also the realization of economy. During the
traditional industrialization period, some natural materials are very difficult to revert back to natural
material after being made into products and those so called natural products are actually artificial
products. If things go on like this, the measures of technical innovation which have been taken would
produce new artificial products, and these products would produce more waste during t irreducible and
re-absorbed process, which leads to negative effect of technology and limit of improving technical
innovation, as well as breaking the balance of nature and ecology.
3.3 Loss of environmental marketing resource of enterprises
The conventional technical innovative philosophical theory, which is based on Decca children Newton mechanistic world view, unilaterally emphasizes the instrumental characteristics of technology,
ignores the effect of practice, makes human and nature apart and opposes with each other, and natural
material is mechanically regarded as the objective only to be processed, reconstructed and used, which
could not react to human. In the meantime, since the loss of environmental marketing resource, this
leads to the flow of some products and waste into nature, and increases the negative effects of
technology. In the conventional technical innovation, market would misuse and develop the
environmental resource because of the price signal disorder, which leads to the conflict between
technology and nature, and enlarges the distance of technology between space and time, so as to make
real lack of environmental resource and severe damage to the natural environment.

4 Proposals for Enterprises to Optimize Technical Innovation in the Ecological
Environment
4.1 To build technical innovative values of enterprises which could advance with the times
In order to realize the harmony of technical system, natural system and other social systems, the
mechanical way of industrial natural theory is required to be fully banished, and scientific technical
innovative value is required to build which could advance with the times. This new value which depends
on ecology is building on the base of systematology, ecology, ethnics, modern sciences and other basic
theories, and regards things as connected and interacted with each other. It could widen people’s view,
change people’s way to think, which starts from the perspective of the whole and ethnics, and build the
ecological idea of civilization and ecological idea of ethnics in the pattern of green earth, healthy
civilization and harmony. And the new value would respect the right and value of the nature, be
responsible for protect the nature, build idea of equality between human and the nature, harmoniously
develop the relation between human and nature, finally build a peaceful, happy and harmonious home for
our descendants. Ecological value could also improve people’s practice; and help to form ecological
practical idea for being harmony with each other between human and nature. The new practical idea
means, based on virtuous circle of ecological environment, to transfer resourced-based economy into
benefit-based economy rationally, transfer polluted production into clean production, so as to fully
consider the ability of living in harmony between human and nature and the ability to bear for
environment. All these would help to save the resource, develop economy, and maintain the virtuous
circle of ecology.
4.2 To deepen the technical innovative marketing environment of enterprise
In order to effectively improve the technical innovative marketing environment of enterprise,
measures are required to be taken to strengthen to protect technical innovative intellectual property, to
increase the initiative and motivation of technical innovative research and development, as well as to
actively collect environment pollution tax. The tax collection would be functioned to lower the gap
between production cost of enterprise and social cost to minimal margin, to guide people from the
perspective of economic benefit to reduce the damage of environment and waste of resource, to urge
innovative main body to simultaneously choose the productive way and technical process with
environmental protection, and to lead consumers to enjoy green consumption with the guidance of
market mechanism. At the same time, some measures are also need to be taken such as, to further
nurture market system, to fully increase the effect of resource allocation of market mechanism, to further
deepen market of commodity and factors of production, to increase the fluidity of factors and technical
information, so as to create better competitive environment for enterprises, and to fasten the process of
technical innovation and transfer from scientific achievement to productivity. In the process of
deepening the market reform, it is important to build united and open market system, to conquer the
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fortress of local protectionism, and to abolish local monopolized market, so as to let the enterprises to be
equal to participate the competition, and to push innovative process, finally make the market
construction equally and openly.
4.3 To set goal for sustainable technical innovation of enterprise
If enterprise wants to fully make the positive effects of technology in the process of technical
innovation, and minimize the negative effects of technology, the traditional single equalized technology
is required to transfer to sustainable technology with multiple goals, which means that technology would
be scientifically evaluated in the development and dynamics of things, and to build technology which is
benefit for the balance of nature and ecology, so as to minimize the waste of resource. Of course, in the
process of constructing sustainable technology for multiple goals, it is very useful to focus on the
outside coalition of technology and sustainable and effective utilization of waste, to build networking
contact platform, so as to realize good interaction among technology, nature and society. In the
meantime, green technical innovation is required to be strengthened, and effective measures are required
to be taken to develop innovative clean productive technology and green product development
technology, which could actively prevent the environmental pollution, push social economy toward the
way of virtuous circle with the help of green technical innovation, as well as improve the society
following the direction of the times and modernization. That’s to say, in the practical process of green of
technical innovation, it would decrease the negative effect of technology to some extent, and fully
increase the resource allocation of environment so as to rationally use the resource, finally promote the
sustainable development of society and enterprise.

5 Conclusions
In a summary, the whole article starts from the perspective of ecological environment, combines
the condition for lacking technical innovation ecologicalization of the enterprises, and explores the
shortage of conventional technical innovation, as well as realizes that new ecological value and
sustainable development are the bridge to solve the environmental crisis, so as to find the way to
optimize the technical innovation of the enterprises in ecological environment, and provide theoretical
base and support for social economic development, sustainable progress of enterprises, and balance of
environmental balance. Of course, the innovative research of technology of enterprises based on
ecological environment is still required to be further explored in the practice of innovative activities, so
as to make real harmony and unity between human and society.
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Abstract Based on the status quo and characteristics of pharmaceutical circulation industry in China
under the background of new healthcare reform, this article does a profound research about the
development countermeasure of pharmaceutical circulation industry for further development, and points
out that China has to establish a unified industry standards and a national distribution system to develop
modern pharmaceutical logistics. It sets up a province-city secondary distribution system, through
comparing it with the other two distribution mode, drawing a conclusion that the secondary distribution
system is feasible. Besides, the paper holds that large pharmaceutical wholesale enterprises should
increase their level of information and small and medium-sized enterprises rapidly transition to develop
third-party logistics (hereinafter short for 3PL) in the next round of competition, which
possesses guiding significance for medical circulation enterprises to make plans.
Key words New healthcare reform; Distribution system; Standardization; 3PL

1 Introduction
At current, the existing problems of pharmaceutical distribution industry in china including lack of
industry standards, the low concentration ratio, and the backward pharmaceutical logistics level, and so
on. With the emergence of China’s new healthcare reform policies, the medical circulation enterprises
would confront with a series of opportunities and challenges. Therefore, in the new healthcare reform
time, improving the logistics management level through establishing reliable and effective
pharmaceutical logistics system to promote sustainable development of medical circulation enterprises
has become the urgent problem to solve.

2 The Characteristics of Pharmaceutical Distribution Industry in China
2.1 Low standardization
China has not had a unified drug code. A unified standardized drugs code helps establish a tracking
system of drug quality and an accountability system. As long there is no unified standardized drugs code,
pharmaceutical companies, hospitals and large chain pharmacies face many unnecessary troubles.
Moreover, lack of logistic standard, such as the standard of pharmaceutical logistics containers, drug
packaging and drug storage tray, has become a major obstacle which constraints the standardization,
high efficiency, internationalization development of medical logistics (Zhu Xiaoying et al, 2009).
2.2 Mergers and acquisitions lead to increased industry concentration
During the last year in which the new health care reform has been implemented, China’s
pharmaceutical market has undergone significant changes, and the pharmaceutical industry
concentration has been further enhanced. The state-owned pharmaceutical enterprises relying on their
industry status and the resources superiority make large-scale mergers and acquisitions, which improve
industrial chain and enhance core competitiveness. After the acquisition of Beijing pharmaceutical CO.,
Ltd., China Resources Medications Group Limited became the top three pharmaceutical companies in
China. The other two companies are China National Medicines Corporation Ltd. and Shanghai
Pharmaceuticals Holding Co., Ltd.
2.3 Small and medium-sized enterprise composition strategic alliance
As the pharmaceutical market getting smaller, the business of small and medium-sized enterprise is
more difficult. Because of their small size and shortage of resources, it’s difficult for them to do mergers
or acquisitions like state-owned enterprises, so they generally take composition strategic alliance. Henan
Shengguang Group Pharmaceutical Logistics Co., Ltd is the representative. It’s a large-scale
pharmaceutical circulation enterprise regarding the pharmaceutical wholesale as major, retail chain,
hospital custodian business as minor. It took a unified procurement and uniform distribution way to
combine 108 pharmaceutical business units as a stock company.
2.4 Significantly expanded the scope of distribution network, countryside needs to be covered
After the past year, accompany with the concentration ratio improvement, pharmaceutical
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circulation enterprises significantly expanded the scope of distribution network. According to the
Ministry of Public Health, till to February this year, there are 31 provinces that have elected its own
regions to implement essential medicine system. The regions add up to 1020 accounting for 35.7% in
the whole country. However, while enhancing coverage, the "antennae" of pharmaceutical distribution
network yet extend to basic medical units such as village clinics, which are the focus of the market after
the implement of essential medicine system. So, increasing the coverage to basic medical units is the
development trend of pharmaceutical distribution companies.
2.5 Low levels of logistics, lack of modern logistics and distribution systems
The construction of logistics center is still in the primary stage of China’s pharmaceutical
circulation industry. Though China National Medicines Corporation Ltd., Jointown Pharmaceutical
Group, and so on, have already established several logistics centers, but supporting role between
logistics center and logistics center, logistics center and distribution center is not obvious and the benefit
of distribution system has not played. Classification of the logistics centers relationship hasn’t
established. It does not make the large-scale logistics centers, distribution centers and distribution
centers a reasonable match. Selection of logistics management information system is also still in its
infancy. Logistics management information platform has not established, lacking of modern
pharmaceutical logistics distribution system.
As can be seen from the above analysis that China’s pharmaceutical distribution market is moving
in the direction of the high concentration ratio, large state-owned pharmaceutical enterprises have had
distinctly advantage, and the coverage of distribution network has expanded significantly. But generally
speaking, the concentration ratio of pharmaceutical circulation market in China is still low, according to
the figures of Chinese Medicine Trade Association: currently China has more than 13,000 existing
wholesale business, 90% of which is small businesses; only 491 enterprises whose sales is more than 50
million Yuan, of which the market share of top 10 is only 36%. While the top three's market share is
more than 90% in the U.S. In contrast, the market concentration ratio of China pharmaceutical
circulation industry needs to be significantly increased. In addition, the modern logistics technology and
information technology should be strengthened too. Although there are enterprises such as Jointown,
with a high degree of information and application of logistics technology, the overall level is low.
Finally, lack of specification lead to obstacles and the unclear direction to the development of
pharmaceutical industry, and industry standards urgently need to be established.

3 Development Countermeasures of Pharmaceutical Circulation Industry
The level of logistics modernization is not only a basis be selected as medicine distribution
enterprise, but also as a key factor restricting its further development. At present, there is a big gap
between china and advanced countries in pharmaceutical distribution industry. How to promote China's
pharmaceutical logistics towards scale, specialization, information, automation, to achieve the
modernization of China's pharmaceutical logistics industry, international, and this paper puts the
attention to the following aspects:
3.1 Make industry standards as soon as possible
Standard is norm, is the condition of market access. If there were no standardized, pharmaceutical
distribution companies would only standstill, or the good development of modern pharmaceutical
logistics, that is contrary to the introduction of new medical reform policies and essential medicine
system of mind. So it should make industry standards as soon as possible from the following aspects:
(1) Make a clear definition to what are the pharmaceutical wholesale enterprises, pharmaceutical
retail chain Enterprises, and pharmaceutical logistics enterprises eliminating some unqualified
enterprises.
(2) Make unified national pharmaceutical bar code, radio frequency identification codes, packaging
unit, storage unit, storage conditions and the EDI standards reducing obstacles, and improving
circulation efficiency.
(3) Make norms in detail about logistics technology and information technology using in
pharmaceutical logistics enterprises to ensure the safety of drugs in circulation.
(4) Make the pharmaceutical third party logistics enterprises legalized as soon as possible, regulate
access condition, promoting pharmaceutical industry sustainable development.
3.2 Construction of the modern pharmaceutical logistics distribution system
The current implementation of the essential medicine system taking province as a unit, each
province makes delivery of essential medicines in the way of self-tender. Essential medicines system has
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clear eligibility requirements to the distribution enterprises, and limits circulation link being two in the
maximum, but it has no clear requirements to the distribution system, nor the overall planning and
arrangement for the national delivery system. Therefore, it has caused market confusion and low
efficiency. In order to improve efficiency, implement large-scale distribution, and reduce distribution
costs indeed, based on full study, according to the actual situation of China's pharmaceutical industry, it's
an ideal choice to form a first grade logistics center and second distribution centers distribution system
(Niu Zhengqian, 2003), this paper proposes a reasonable province-city secondary distribution system, as
shown below (Wang Zheng, 2010):

Figure 1

Province-city Secondary Distribution System

The so-called provincial medical logistics center is a large-scale cross-regional medical logistics
center playing as the first grade distributors that can be constructed alone or combined by the provincial
large pharmaceutical wholesale enterprises, manufacturers, and retail chains which are selected as
distributors of essential medicine system. As the first link into the circulation, they play a connecting
role, on the one hand they connect the municipal distribution center, on the other hand, through their
own distribution network covering the whole country, directly correspond to the hospital, chain stores,
community health services such as primary health care institutions. To the municipal distribution centers
(second distributors) mainly for those remote regions which not covered by provincial logistics centers,
use their own distribution network to transport all kinds of medicines to hospitals and basic medical
institutions. As a result, this system will reduce the wholesale level pharmaceutical wholesale
enterprises, through the distribution center network directly distribute into the terminal market, and
effectively realize the flattening of medicine distribution channels (Song Hua, 2005).
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers
（A、B、C…）

Pharmaceutical Manufacturers
（A、B、C…）
Distribution center
（A、B、C…）

General pharmacy
Small Hospital
All kinds of
Clinics
Large General
Other Medical
Hospital
Institutions
Figure 2 Suppliers Direct Distribute System
Large Drugstore
Chains

General pharmacy
Small Hospital
All kinds of
Clinics
Large General
Other Medical
Hospital
Institutions
Figure 3 One Middle Distributor Distribution System
Large Drugstore
Chains

Figure 2 and Figure 3 are current distribution system in china’s pharmaceutical circulation market.
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Compared with these two systems, the province-city secondary distribution system has advantage in
some aspects as shown in the following Table 1:
Table 1
First
Delivery
mode

Comparison of the Three Distribution System
Second

Suppliers directly
distribute system

One middle distributor
distribution system

Third

Province-city secondary
distribution system

Characteristic

All bid-winning suppliers
make distribution directly

All medicine first though
suppliers to about 40 selected
distributors, then to all basic
medical units

Manufacturers send medicine to
several provincial distributors,
then the first grade distributors
send medicine directly or through
secondary distributors to the basic
medical units, the two jointly and
severally liable

Efficiency

suppliers generally do not
have logistics conditions,
so the efficiency is very
low

Most enterprises do not have
modern logistics, and efficiency
is low

Big scale distributors normally
have modern logistics capability,
so its efficiency is high.

Timeliness

Difficult to timely supply

Difficult to timely supply

Can do timely supply

Cost

small Varieties, small
dosage, dispersed medical
institutions, and the cost is
highest

No scale effect, contrary to
concept of market channel
integration , and higher logistics
cost

Scale effect, high concentration,
and low cost

Coverage

Can not cover all regions

The distribution cost is very high
in Remote Areas, so wholesalers
may not choose this areas and the
coverage is small

Distributors who assume all the
responsibilities of distribution can
guarantee all the coverage;
secondary distribution can ensure
the coverage of remote areas

Safety
Supervision

Suppliers’ distribution is
not professional or
difficult to supervise

Most of the distributors do not
have the logistics condition;
profession is irregularity,
difficult to supervise.

Specialized, good conditions and
easier to supervise.

Select a certain number of distributors in each province, both provincial and municipal distributors
must meet the related conditions. The number of them should be suitable, too small will not conducive
to the formation of competition or improve service quality, while too big will not conducive to the
formation of centralized, large-scale distribution, or increase the distribution costs. Through a clear duty
and positioning: provincial (region, city) level distributor distribute medicine to medical institutions in
the whole province (region, city), and municipal level distributor in its own region, to ensure the whole
coverage in the province , avoid vicious competition and build a good sustainable development of
pharmaceutical logistics distribution system.
3.3 Raising the information level of large wholesale company
For the large pharmaceutical wholesale enterprises having the survival license, the level of
information is becoming a key factor whether they can successes in expansion and reducing the
management cost. As a line links the upper and lower reaches, pharmaceutical wholesale enterprises
need to build modern logistics, in which information is indispensable. Relying on its powerful
information system large pharmaceutical wholesale enterprises can share information with hospitals,
retail outlets, vendors, to supply them with stock, sale information and so on. Logistics information
processing has become an important means to improve competitiveness. Therefore, the large
pharmaceutical wholesale enterprises should accelerate to establish the e-commerce-based information
platform to ensure the supply chain information flow, logistics, business flow, and funds flow smoothly.
3.4 Small and medium enterprises make transformation positively
The development of 3PL enterprises helps to improve the social pharmaceutical deliver system,
promote professional division, and enhance the pharmaceutical industry's modernization. It not only
greatly reduces the circulation link and circulation cost, but also improves the service level (Wang Yacan,
Ru Yihong, 2007). 3PL is a relatively new business model in pharmaceutical industry in China,
correspondingly lacking of logistics information platform, professional management method, which
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brings an opportunity for these enterprises to transition to make 3PL business. There are three reasons as
follows:
First of all, these enterprises are in an inferior position status at distribution of essential medicines.
Because of its small size, limited distribution network coverage, it is difficult for them to get a further
development. Without differentiation competition like3PL mode, they would even be eliminated in the
future, although they have got the license now.
Secondly, the essential medicines system gives strict rules that all selected distributors must be able
to provide services for rural areas, but now most of companies don't have the ability to cover the whole
countryside market, for the high cost, limited conditions. While the basic medical units are the key point
of the new healthcare reform, market calls for professional companies to accomplish the mission. 3PL
enterprises can just fill the vacancy.
Finally, “Shanxi vaccine incident” aroused people's wide concern at the quality and safety of drug.
In this accident, the drugs went bad at the circulating link. This accident reminded public that there must
have prefect modern logistics technology which only the professional 3PL enterprises provide just like
temperature and humidity monitor technology during the storage and transport of drugs. To meet this
demand, the professional 3PL enterprises are needed. So, it’s a good opportunity for Pharmaceutical
Circulation enterprises making the enterprise transition to Third-party pharmaceutical Logistics
enterprise.
To sum up, medium-sized and small Pharmaceutical Circulation enterprises should seize the
opportunity and transform to develop 3PL positively.

4 Conclusion
Under the background of the new healthcare reform, pharmaceutical distribution industry has
undergone major changes. With the gradual implementation of new medical reform, it’s still the general
trend to improve the concentration ratio of the industry. The reorganization and integration of large
enterprises, small and medium enterprises strategic alliances will continue. Finally will leads to several
super largest pharmaceutical circulation enterprises appear. Under the environment of the new
healthcare reform, all kinds of circulation enterprises not only knew about the background and
development trend of the new healthcare reform, positioning, quickly to switching, seeking development,
but also need to seize the opportunity to develop and be the winners in the competition.
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Abstract With the influence of financial crisis becoming weakened, we now have entered the
post-crisis era. This article first analyses the characteristics of information disclosure in HR accounting
during the post-crisis era, then takes several internationally economic developed countries as the
warning on the information disclosure content of human resource accounting, and at the same time,
proposes the model which is appropriate for China’s information disclosure of HR accounting, finally
develops the further thinking about the information disclosure in HR accounting .
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1 Introduction
In the year 2008, the global financial crisis almost sweeping the earth had a negative impact on
economicdevelopment all over the world. Since the late September of that year,the world's governments
have got together to take unprecedented measures to interfere the market actively and effectively. In the
United States, by the financial crisis, since the third quarter of 2008, GDP had negative growth of 0.5%,
which broke the record in 7 years; in the fourth quarter, economy had negative growth of 6.2%;inthe
first quarter of 2009 economy declined by 5.5 %; in the second quarter a negative growth of 1 percent,
better than 1.5% expected, in the third and fourth quarter economic growth was coming. The economic
data shows that the U.S. economy is emerging from the trough to steady rise. EU economies, theUnited
Kingdom and Japan experienced a similar stabilizing and the world economy has stabilized, which has
stopped the downward trend. In the financial crisis, China, although inevitably experienced a hit, but in
general, performed very well .In face of crisis for the year, China achieved the task of "Security Eight".
It can be said that the global economy came out from the edge of collapse, anddestruction ofthe bad
economic situation by financial crisis has been effectively controlled, and the time has come when the
global economy is showing signs of growth after the financial crisis, which is, the world is entering a
"postcrisis era."

2 The Effects of Post-crisis Era on the Information Disclosure of HR Accounting
in China
2.1 The characterics of post-crisis era
Global production and trade patterns have changed. According to the adjustment of economic
structure, on the one side it improves the saving rate of the developed countries and stimulates the
improving of customers’ consumption rate in the developing countries. On the other side, it makes the
Emerging Markets occupy more and more proportion in the international markets, which would draw
great attention from the developed countries and those promising developing countries.
The financial crisis is creating a new scientific and technological revolution. Historical experience
shows that the global economic crisis is often the cradle of major scientific and technological innovation
and revolution: the 1857’s global economic crisis led to the second technological revolution which’s
marked by the electric revolution;the 1929’s global economic crisis gave the birth to the third
technological revolution, which is marked with the electronic, aerospace and nuclear technology. In
present, both the strong demands from the post-crisis and the energy from the science and technology
are together expediting the forth technological revolution which is marked with the energy and life
science.
The society appeals for the development of "low-carbon economy." To build a low carbon soci-ety
and develop the low-carbon economy is expected to be a consensus of human society. It may also
become a successful example of global collaboration. "low-carbon economy" will be an important new
economic growth point.
There is an increasing Chinese element in the world economy and the Chinese influence draws
great attention from the international community. As the vast land and large population,as well as rapid
economic growth, China's voice is much louder in the international economic and political area. It ca-n
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be said that a rising China will produce great influence on the world's economic structure.
2.2 The impact on the disclosure of Chinese human resources accounting information
The importance of the disclosure in human resources information is strengthened. The
post-financial crisis will trigger a new era of technological revolution, and these technologies needs
strong intellectual backing. Under this knowledge-based economy tendency, the development of the
enterpri-ses and the whole national economy will not be based on increased material capital, but on the
develop-ment and utilization of human capital and the cognition and exploration of human capital,
which is theimportant production element.When under the Knowledge Economy circumstances, the
human capital becomes the first production element, and the importance of human resource
accounting must also be upgraded to a new level.
The transfer of the revealing contents of Human Resource Accounting Information. In the
tradi-tional exposure of Human Resource accounting information, it pays more attention to its
disclosure of financial information, such as the calculation of Human Capital; while facing the post
financial crisi-s time which seeks for the diversified development and the era background which
advocates the low- carbon economy and energy consumption,the disclosure of Human Resource
accounting information fo-cuses more on non-financial information, such as average consumption of
Human Capital resource.
The pattern of our country’s exposure of Human Resource accounting information has a stronger
inference on international accounting. With the gradual promoting influence in world pattern, the
Chinese information disclosure to each aspect may also catch attention of more and m-ore country, so
during the post-crisis era, our country’s disclosure of human resources accounting information has to
think about it self’s influence, trying to have an active effect to international standards.

3 Reconsideration about the Disclosure of HR Accounting Information during the
Post-crisis Era
3.1 Financial information Disclosure of HR accounting information
At present, the main method of disclosing the HR accounting is how to integrate the HR capital
into the financial statement, and express by currency. For example, beneath the HR accounting, it
arranges all the items of the corporation including total assets, liabilities and so on, according to the
relationship of HR assets, material resources, liability, the right of owners, the right of HR and more
elements of accounting like that, as well as on the basis of some standards of classification and order. It
also draws up the everyday data, and at last forms the balance sheet of HR accounting, as follows.
Table 1
Assets
Current Assets

The Balance Sheet of HR Accounting
Line
Sum
Debt and right of owner
Current Liability

Long-term Investment

Long-term Liability

HR Capital

Sum of Debt

Reduce: Amortization of HR Capital

Capital Stock

The Net Value of HR Capital

Capital Reserve

Fixed Assets

Surplus Reserves

Intangible Assets

Undistributed Profit

Other Long-term Assets

The Sum of HR Equity

Total Assets

Line

Sum

The Sum of Equity
The Sum of Debt and Equity

Increase "Human Resources Equity" program in the item of debt or owners' equity in hu¬m-an
resource accounting balance sheet, which is specially used for reflecting the added value of
corporation’s owners’ equity due to the changes of human capital and joint-stock corporation injecting
the HR assets as capital stock by using the labors, and the added value will be reflected alone through
“Human Resource Equity". Of course, there will also inevitably involve the owners’ equity table of
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human resource accounting, the statement of cash flow and all kinds of auxiliary statements of
information disclosure.
After the financial crisis, mainly from the world trade pattern time, science and technology and
energy etc. To put forward to the requirements of the development of human resources, the influence of
financial information disclosure, so the current financial disclosure can continue to use. However, from
the perspective of the nature of human capital, and human capital and other physical assets, it must
cooperate with other capital, can play a role and value, so, simply use money form of information
disclosure, cannot reflect the true value, and the estimation of human existence is much uncertainty,
makes the accounting information authenticity, objectivity, questioned.
3.2 Non-financial information disclosure of HR accounting information
Eric G. Flamholtz, academic authority of human resource accounting research field, has came up
with the idea that non-monetary measurement is useful for the prediction of currency measurement at
early times, therefore, from the current research situation, it is particularly important to develop effective
non-monetary measurement for human resource accounting. During the post-crisis era, people’s request
towards the transparency and the completes of human resource, which is a kind of knowledge
information, becomes much more strict, but the traditional form of currency measurement has the
defects of short-term and insufficiency, which cannot explain the dynamic process of business activities
and the value creation of enterprises, thus the non-monetary disclosure of HR information will become
more and more important. Look at the other countries’ non-financial information disclosure situation of
human resources in the world:
Table 2

World HR Non-Financial Information Disclosure Situation List
U.S.
UK
CANADA
GERMANY
JAPAN
KOREA
Training Program
10
12
9
16
3
12
Strategy of Value-added
2
6
7
5
5
8
Added Value Statement
0
0
0
3
0
0
Employee Right
3
8
4
3
0
0
Problem of Disability
2
16
0
1
1
0
HR Department
6
16
12
17
6
11
Safety
4
7
5
2
0
2
Labor Union
1
0
3
5
0
0
Number of the Employees
11
20
9
19
11
11
Compensation
2
10
0
15
12
0
Pension
19
19
14
20
18
1
Profit(stock)
16
8
7
3
0
0
Profit(share option)

19

17

16

0

9

0

TOTAL
62
33
3
18
20
68
20
9
81
49
91
34
52

According to the above, the author takes the idea that the content for the human resource
accounting information is various, mainly representing the disclosure of several aspects, including the
whole situation of enterprise’s human resources, the whole staff performance (including the working
performance and resource consumption), staff quality and personnel needs.
3.2.1 Disclosure of overall situation on human resources
The overall situation enterprise human resources mainly reflect from four aspects. First is the
basic information of the employees, including the number of employees, the proportion of male, age and
distribution, which is convenient for managers to grasp the basic condition of employees. Second is the
employee's attendance and health, health, which includes both the physical and mental health, which can
not only help managers to grasp the employee's work for employees, but also help to establish healthy
enterprise culture, and so as to improve the efficiency of the enterprises. In addition, enterprises should
disclose the information about the prospect of enterprises, such as increased or reduced employee and
departments, etc. As the Table 3 shows:
3.2.2 Employee performance
Employee's performance information is disclosed from two main aspects: individuals and groups.
Between them, senior management and key workers are disclosed personally, and the average
employees are taken as a group in the information disclosure. In the information disclosure, the index of
team spirit can be reflected by being scored and charge by each other and principal. Such as Table 4
shouws.
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Table 3

Disclosure of Overall Situation on Human Resources
Number of
People
Production Department
Sale Department
Management
Number of Employees
Department
Finance
Department
Male
Gender
Female
Under 30
Age Distribution
30-50
Above 50
Under 1 year
Working Time
1-5years
More than 5 years
Un-undergraduate
Educational Background
Undergraduate
Postgraduate or Higher

Staff Situation

Proportions
in all

Attendance Rate
Healthy of Employees
Prospect of Corporation

Sick Leave
Psychological Quality Test
Increase (reduce)Employees
in This Year
Increase (reduce)departments
in This Year
Table 4

Staff

Employee Performance
Percentage of
Carbon
Overtime
Completing
Footprint

Attendance
Rate

Resources Consump
tion Per Person

Personnel A
Personnel B
Department A
Department B

3.2.3 The quality of employees
The information of Staff quality can be disclosed by measuring method, which can transform
physical quality, psychological quality and quality of knowledge that are tacit characteristics into index,
and through the health, mental, emotional quotient, professional interest and professional skills to
watch its characteristics of measuring, and finally convert these to scores. As the chart shows:
Table 5

The Quality of Employees

Quality goal

Modulus

Quality of Index

Quality of Physiology

0.15

Quality of Psychology

0.50

Quality of Knowledge
Total

0.35
1.00

Healthy
IQ
EQ
Occupational Interest
Professional Skill

Grade

Weight

Grade with
Weight

1
0.2
0.5
0.3
1

3.2.4 Personnel demand
Disclosure of personnel demand is mainly designed for internal management, which facilitates the
managers have a better understanding of lives and psychological state of employees, so as to make more
effective incentive measures to improve the overall efficiency of enterprises. This form of information
disclosure can be designed according to the actual situation of each enterprise itself, which may include
the job satisfaction of employees, compensation requirement and prospects of promotion planning, etc.
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4 Conclusion
During the post-crisis era when information is more and more developed and transparent,
empha¬sis on human resources will be the paramount thing of social and enterprise development. But in
our accounting fields, the research on the human resource accounting started late, there are still some
problems, such as the measurement and disclosure of human resources, as well as how to apply it to the
management process, worthy to discuss. For example, which should be put in the dominant place in the
disclosure of HR accounting: currency information or non-currency information? How to stimulate
human at different level on the basis of human resource value measurement. These problems are worthy
putting more efforts into deep research. And we should form a set of complete and effective human
resource accounting system which is suitable for our country, developing and utilizing the human
resources better to enhance the enterprise's development potential.
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Abstract There are five price reforms in this decade in China. Although pricing mechanisms of
Chinese refined oil has changed fundamentally, it does not show enough vitality and mobility. This
paper analyzes from the volatility of international refined oil, the evolve of pricing mechanisms of
Chinese refined oil and correlation of Chinese refined oil and international refined oil. At the same time,
it gives some advices about the integration of these two prices, to improve the ability to respond to the
risk of refined oil.
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1 Introduction
China promulgated reform program of refined oil price and tax on December 18, 2008. Depending
on the level of different international oil prices, it adopts different pricing strategies. It also changed
fluctuation of the current retail base price of refined oil to implementation of the maximum retail price,
and appropriately reduced the price differentials in circulation. Since the implementation of new
refined oil pricing mechanism, China adjusted nine prices of refined oil by fluctuations of international
refined oil price. Chinese refined oil price showed stepped up trend affected by this situation. At present,
international oil prices still significantly affected by the unstable factors, and the impact of China's
refined oil prices are increasing. This paper will discuss China's reform of energy prices from the point
of view of volatility of international product oil and the evolve of pricing mechanisms of Chinese
refined oil. At the same time, it gives some advices about the integration of these two prices, to improve
the ability to respond to the risk of refined oil.

2 Volatility of International Processed Oil Price
2.1 Increasing demand of processed oil
Along with the steady and rapid growth of international economy in recent years, the processed oil
price is more sensible to demand-supply relationship because of the tight balance between supply and
demand of processed oil. That is to say, on the demand side, robust global growth supported by the rapid
(and continual) economic expansion in emerging Asia, particularly in China and India, has been cited as
a fundamental break with the past; and then minute fluctuation of demand-supply can lead to intense
volatility of processed oil price.
2.2 Hard to increase supply in short term
The proved petroleum reserve is 1.2 trillion barrels which is distributed extremely uneven. Most of
the world's petroleum production occurs in the Middle East. They are responsible for 68% of the total
production, followed by North America, Africa, Russia and Asia-Pacific, which account for 14%、7%、
4.8% and 4.27% respectively [1]. Though supply is likely to respond to higher prices, petroleum
production is limited due to low levels of OPEC spare capacity and the fact that the big oil companies
are finding it more difficult to replenish their reserves. On the whole, oil prices will probably continue to
soar.
2.3 Risks of oil-producing countries
Shortage related to lack of capacity to produce more affects oil prices to some extent. On one hand,
ratio of reserves to production is falling all the time, for example, Saudi Arabia basic production rates is
at max; Russia's production rates is falling. On the other hand, political turmoil happen in some
oil-producing areas such as conflicts in Middle East, Sudan, Nigeria, Iran and etc are frequent. In
addition, emergencies such as Cyclone Ivan can also lead to petroleum production reduction.
2.4 Petroleum futures speculation
The price of crude oil today is not only made according to traditional relation of supply to demand.
The surge in oil prices in the past several years has led some experts to argue that at least some of the
rise is due to speculation in the futures markets. By purchasing large numbers of futures contracts, and
thereby pushing up futures prices to even higher levels than current prices, speculators have provided a
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financial incentive for oil companies to buy even more oil and place it in storage. The large influx of
speculative investment into oil futures has led to a situation where we have both high supplies of crude
oil and high crude oil prices.

3 Consequence of International Processed Oil Price Flctuality
China, the world’s second-largest energy consumer, increased crude oil purchases to a record in
2009 to meet rising demand spurred by the government’s $586 billion stimulus spending. Crude oil
imports reached 203.8 million metric tons in 2009, or 4.1 million barrels a day, according to preliminary
data released by the General Administration of Customs. Then China's crude oil dependency reached
alarming levels last year with more than half of the country's total oil consumption coming from abroad,
latest official statistics show. Thus, as a fresh player in the international oil market, China has acted only
as the buyer not the seller and the surging oil prices will adversely impact on China’s oil markets in the
following ways.
(1)Huge government subsidy on oil refining enterprises while those enterprises are not motivated
Chinese oil refiners have been given subsidies to offset the gap between high international crude oil
prices and controlled domestic fuel prices. However, domestic refining enterprises are still caught up in
huge losses while the government continually subsidies those enterprises considerably. Soaring oil
prices bring about sharp increase of material prices, rising cost and low productivity. Accordingly, Oil
companies are still facing huge operating losses in their refining businesses, while some of the smaller,
independent refiners have stopped or reduced production. Thus, processed oil supply is severely affected
[2]
.
(2)Increasing transportation cost
Petroleum is the main power of various transportation means. And fuel fees account for 30% in
transportation cost approximately. Then Oil prices can raise transport costs definitely.
(3)The price of crude oil is higher than that of processed oil
So as to in tune with international oil prices, the price of China’s refined oil has been on the rise
since June 20th in 2008. Though the petrol price, diesel price and aviation kerosene price increased
1000yuan per ton, 1000yuan per ton and 1500yuan per ton respectively, with average about 20% growth
rate, the price of crude oil is still much higher than that of domestic processed oil [3]. However,
progressively narrowing gap between high international crude oil prices and controlled domestic fuel
prices can promote industrial restructuring and optimize energy consumption in China. Meanwhile,
market fluctuations can be prevented to a certain degree.
(4)Increasing inflation pressures
An increase in oil prices can cause an inward shift in short run aggregate supply and put upward
pressure on the price level – in other words a sharp jump in the price of crude oil causes an exogenous
inflationary shock and the impact will be greatest when a country is a large-scale importer of oil and has
many industries that use oil as an essential input in the production process such as China. Meanwhile,
escalating oil prices can have a great impact on agriculture. The indirect impact is much more server
than the direct impact of rising oil prices [4].

4 Pricing Mechanisms Analysis of Chinese Refined Oil
Refined oil is a special commodity and strategic materials in desperately needed related to people's
livelihood, it is always a hot topic for its price.
China's current oil pricing mechanism is very complicated. It mainly base on oil products trading
prices of Singapore, New York, Rotterdam markets, reference to transport fees, insurance and domestic
tariffs and the cost of refined oil circulation determined by the State, finally it forms the retail base price
of Chinese refined oil promulgated by the Development and Reform Commission. CNPC and Sinopec
fluctuated the 8% range based on this base price, and finally determined the terminal retail prices. This
pricing mechanism’s purpose is that Chinese refined oil price closely internation, and integrate
international refined oil price by administrative means. But there are many factors
affected international oil prices, including not only the supply and demand of global energy market, but
also the changing of oil strategy of energy powers, some times it also manipulated by speculative factors.
It always hardly effectively regulates the Chinese refined oil market linked with international refined oil
prices. China's reform process of refined oil pricing mechanism shows in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 China’s Reform Process of Refined Oil Pricing Mechanism

There are five price reforms in this decade in China, and the pricing mechanisms of Chinese
refined oil have changed fundamentally. It reflects the operation of the market economy mechanism, and
injects some vitality to refined oil price management system. But it’s still a passive setup judging from
the situation these years.
(1) Price adjustment lags, its failure to reflect changes in the market sensitivity. The standard price
of refined oil sales in the current state, only adjusts when price-weighted average change over a certain
range, and every adjustment at least is more than a month, sometimes stills a few months. At the same
time, change in the international market does not fully reflect the domestic market, it also cannot reflect
the real needs of the domestic market if we determine our prices according to international prices.
(2)Awkward integration distorts the normal market demand. First, the level of pricing fluctuates by
a wide margin, it’s normal of oil price per tons adjusts up and down in 200. The price adjustment
sometimes time lag, at that time the price does not reflect the true price of refined oil, making little
guidance for national guidance prices. Sometimes the price adjustment is too high, it not meets the
actual price, and the price exists in name only. Sometimes the price adjustment is too low, it cannot
achieve the purpose of promoting production [5]. Second, it is different of demand between China’s oil
market and international markets, and the domestic market is also different from other parts of the
consumption structure, habits and seasonal changes. Awkward integration necessarily differs from the
actual situation of the domestic market.
(3)Transparent lagging pricing mechanism would stimulate speculation. Lagging pricing
mechanism may interfere with the normal operation and market order, and cannot achieve the purpose of
stabilizing the market, and bring the unequal market opportunities to the operators. Domestic oil price
adjustment and changes lag the international market for a long time, and set aside more room for
speculative business.
(4)Asymmetric integration between crude oil prices and refined oil prices, affect the normal
operation arrangements of oil production. Crude oil prices monthly adjustment fully according with
changes in international oil prices, but refined price adjustment have a stable range. Purchase price of
crude oil production enterprises does not match oil selling price, it’s not conducive to link or connect
with production and marketing.

5 Conclusions
An often happened situation caused by the shortcomings of the current pricing mechanism in China is
that, considering about the inflation adjustment, even if international oil price exceed the established range,
the domestic refined oil price may not be raised by Development and Reform Commission, even if up,
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rates are smaller. Another is that when the oil price falls as crude oil price, for the purpose of protecting the
domestic oil refining enterprises, the domestic refined oil price doesn’t follow back. This has resulted in
the correlation between domestic oil price and international prices of crude oil and refined oil is weak.
Oil price joints track with international standards essentially means pricing mechanism lines with
international practice, what's more, price change may not be related to the international oil market
simultaneously until forming a pricing mechanism with international standards. The author thinks that
our oil product market joints track with the international standards should note the following:
(1)Joint track step by step is required. In view of the current state of affairs, the fall of international
oil price will lower our prices accordingly, but this is only the integration of price level. A fundamental
integration is market-oriented pricing mechanism. The real market-oriented is the realization of
independent pricing system for refined oil, which based on the formation of the full competition of
market subject. So it is a long-term goal.
In view of short-term transition, there are two ways that the pricing mechanism reform into line
with international standards. One is the direct integration, referring to the domestic refined oil price
integrated with international oil price, which is our present refined oil pricing mechanism which based
on the market trading price of Singapore, Rotterdam and New York. The other is the indirect integration,
referring to the domestic refined oil price integrated with international crude oil price, which tracks the
price of three oil-producing areas of Brent, Dubai and Minas, on this basis, adds the state approved cost
of processing crude oil to oil product and sales price difference.
(2)Enterprises power should increase. The State makes a medium standard price, and then
enterprises make the price fluctuate in the range of the medium standard price. In addition, in order to
prevent risks, the State also reserves the temporary price intervention, when international oil prices rise
or fall, carry out the provisional price measures, such measures are only temporary. For indirect
integration of the refined oil price marks crude oil price closely, although this approach is more strictly
according to market-oriented operation, but if it is going on like this, not only the mining and marketing
links can make money, the profitable of processing link is also institutionalized, this means enterprises
transfer some aspects of risk to consumers.
(3)View from the long-term goal of reform, only by fully liberalizing the oil price and making price
independently according to international and domestic market conditions by the enterprise itself, the
pricing mechanism will realize market-oriented. To achieve this goal, the author believe that there are
three aspects of work to do: first, develop the oil futures market as soon as possible, provide more
market-based risk control measures; second is to build considerable scale of national oil reserve and
moderate scale of the private oil reserves to ensure the national regulatory capacity of the market; third
is the establishment of risk prevention mechanism, lower the negative impact of oil price fluctuations on
the economy total output as much as possible [6].
In short, not only the factor of the changes in supply and demand causes a sharp rise in
international crude oil prices, dollar depreciation and speculation of the international speculative capital
contribute more to it. The reasonable price of crude oil crude oil prices and the future trend of
international crude oil price need to be observed calmly. In any case, China's refined oil prices gradually
integrate with the international oil prices undoubtedly is an important measure to actively and steadily
push forward the reform of energy prices. It should be said that China's energy price reform is a complex
process and need a long way to go.
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Abstract Textile sector is one of the important component that contributes to the GDP in both China
and Pakistan and both have great share at the world level as well. Locations with some important
endowments and successful emergence of clusters are the main reasons behind their efficiency and
competitiveness in the textile market. The aim of this paper is to execute comparative analysis between
the textile clusters founded in China and Pakistan. To fulfill the aim Zhejiang province textile clusters
and Faisalabad textile cluster have been selected to carry out the comparison. It is observed that both are
the well established clusters with enormous contribution to national as well as international level.
Mainly small enterprises with limited availability of investment in R&D institutes have been found in
both the clusters. In Faisalabad cluster, relationship among firms is limited to few large firms. As a result,
knowledge spillover is restricted only to those firms and their connections with the R&D institutes and
Universities are also lacking. Whereas networking among firms in Zhejiang cluster is strong and
connections with the R&D institutes and Universities locally, as well as internationally, have been
getting intensely.
Key words Industrial clusters; Textile industry; Comparative analysis

1 Introduction
Clusters are geographic concentrations of interconnected companies and institutions in particular
field (Micheal E.Porter 1998). The concept of industrial clusters has been rapidly growing to achieve the
competitiveness in the global market. According to (Micheal E. Porter 1998), clusters support firms to
achieve the status of competiveness through higher productivity, higher innovative capabilities and by
the formation of new business. He further explained that the higher productivity could be achieved by
getting easy access to production inputs, employees, suppliers, better access to market, technical and
competitive information and other complementaries. Innovative capabilities mainly depend on internal
as well as external factors such as academic education, working experience, investment in R&D,
interaction with various agents in the form of physical inputs, services and new skills and last but not the
least linkage with the customers, suppliers and service providers (Henny Romijin & Manuel Albaladejo).
The clusters stimulate higher rates of new business formation, as employees become entrepreneurs in
spin-off ventures, since barriers to entry are lower than elsewhere (Botham, Gibson, Martin and Moore,
2001).
It has been observed that the textile industries are among the top list which is clustered. From the
last few years, the growing textile clusters in Asian economy was the one of the most important factors
behind their sustainability of an economy and maintain almost the same level of growth and
development in the recent financial turmoil.
1.1 Textile industry in Pakistan
The textile industry in Pakistan is a backbone of the economy. It contributes significantly to the
country’s GDP, exports as well as employment (see table No.1). Pakistan is the fourth largest producer
of cotton in the world after China, India and USA (Dr. Tanvir Hussain, 2004). Pakistan also stands fifth
largest producer and second largest exporter of cotton yarn in the world (All Pakistan Textile Mills
Association Annual Report 2004).
The textile industry in Pakistan is dominated by Punjab province and among different districts in
the Punjab; Faisalabad is one of the important districts where many textile firms of the country are
historically concentrated. This region alone accounts for 20.40% of the total national investment in
textile sector, 23.64% of the total employment in textile and 39.80% of all registered textile industrial
units (Faheem ul Islam, 2006).
1.2 Textile industry in China
China is the world’s largest producer and exporter of textile and apparel, accounting for one-fifth of
the world’s total production (Li & Fung Research centre, 2006). The textile industry in China plays a
very significant role to support the national economy by taking part in output, employment and
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investment (see Table 1).
China’s textile industry cluster is mainly concentrated in the eastern and southeastern coastal
provinces and cities (Wang Li Ping). Among the 38 textile clusters, 24 or more than two third of them
are located in Jiangsu and Zhejiang provinces (Li & Fung Research centre, 2006). Zhejiang has become
the leading province of textile product manufacturing, export and consumption in China and the textile
industry has become one of the pillar industries of Zhejiang province.
Table 1

Textile Industry’s Economic Contribution of Pakistan 2006-2007
Pakistan Textile Sector

China Textile Sector

Exports
61.1% of total export
4.89% of total export
Manufacturing
46% of total manufacturing
4.84 % of total manufacturing
Employment
38% of total labour force
0.02% of total labour force
GDP
8.5% of total GDP
1.13% of total GDP
Investment
US $ 6.4 Billion
1282.43 Million RMB
Source: Pakistan Economic Survey, 2006-07 & National Bureau of Statistics of China

2 Research Methodologies
There are three different approaches to research Vis a Vis as quantitative, qualitative and mixed
research. Qualitative research is a means for exploring and understanding the meaning individuals or
groups ascribe to a social or human problem (Creswell, 2007). Quantitative is a means for testing
objective theories by examining the relationship among variables (Creswell, 2007). Mixed methods
research is an approach to inquiry that combines or associates both qualitative and quantitative forms.
(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007).
In this research, by analyzing the research aim, qualitative research approach has been adopted and
to achieve the designated target, secondary data has been collected from different reliable sources of
both the countries.

3 Comparative Analyses
Faisalabad textile cluster has been taken to represent Pakistan because it is the only well
established textile cluster found in the country. On the other hand in China, there are various well
established textile clusters such as in Zhejiang, Guangdong, Jiangsu and Shandong provinces but due to
major contribution of Zhejiang province in terms of output, employment and export, this province has
been selected to represent China for comparison.
The small but well established textile industrial clusters have been found all over the Zhejiang
province. Each and every cluster has its own specialization and contributes significantly at the
provincial and national level (see Table 2).
Table 2 Major Textile Clusters in Zhejiang Province with No of Participant Firms
Area
Cluster
Number of enterprises
Tiantai County
Filter Cloth
300
Wangjiangjing town
Weaving
6300
Yang Xun Qiao town
Warp Knitting
15000
Ya Qian town
Chemical Fabric
1800
Zhouchuan town
Chemical Fabric
400
Danghan town
Chemical Fabric
143
Dama Town
Fabric
3952
Yuhang District
Cloth
251 (Large)
Hengcun town
Knitting Textile
262
Source: Li & Fung Research Centre

Faisalabad city is located in the Punjab province of Pakistan. In the past four decades, growth in the
number of firms in Faisalabad textile industry has been enormous, particularly at the small and medium
industry scale (Jamshed & Ghani, 2004). Faisalabad has been the largest agglomeration of textile firms
in Pakistan. Faisalabad cluster evidently had a large number of participants, nearly 20,000 textile related
entities, small and large production firms, service establishments, support institutions, traders and
suppliers (ul Islam, 2000) (see Table 3).
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Table 3

S. No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Source: ul Islam, 2000

Participant Firms in Textile Cluster of Faisalabad
Textile Sub-Catogories
No of Enterprises
Cotton ginning and pressing
26
Cotton waste processing
53
Doubling of yarn
22
Embroidery
21
Hosiery products
301
Ready-made garments
40
Sizing of yarn
119
Textile machinery, parts and service
197
Textile processing (printing, dyeing & finishing)
210
Textile Spinning
42
Textile Composite
4
Textile weaving (independent units)
32
Textile weaving (power looms)
15000
Textile Exporters
700
Yarn Merchants
800
Fabric Whole Sellers (Domestic market)
300
Textile Chemicals & Dyes Manufacturers
9
Whole Sellers of Textile Chemicals & Dyes
200
Textile Knitting (fabric and apparel)
6
Other Textile Firms (e.g., carpets, canvas, towel)
60

Cost of doing business is a very important factor which motivates the existing entrepreneurs and also
the new entrants in the industry for conducting the business. Cost analysis of both the textile clusters in
China and Pakistan has been show in the Table 4. It is clear from the table that Pakistan has an edge over
China in labour cost because it has low-level of labour productivity in numerous firms. Although China
has enjoys an advantage over Pakistan in Electricity and Building costs but in Transport both benefit in
low costs, China through sea and Pakistan by land trade routes.
Table 4 Cost of Doing Business in Textile Sector (China & Pakistan)
Cost
Unit
China
Labor Cost
1.44
Hours worked
US $/Hour
Hours per operator
8
Hours per week
48
National Holidays days/year
11
W/o overtime-weekly less national holidays
Hours/Year
2328
+ 10 days vacation
Electricity cost
US $/Kwh
0.065
Transport
US $ /TEU
Ocean
1800
Land
470
Building Cost
$/sqm
97
Taxation
Corporate tax on profits
% of Profit
25
Sales Tax
% of Sales
-VAT
% of value added
17
Source: US Agency for International Development, 2009

Pakistan
0.55
8
49
18
2324
0.071
2000
300
150
35
15
15

As far as taxation is concerned, Chinese Government at all levels has been supporting the textile
industry by not imposing too many taxes on the profits as compared to Pakistan.
It is also very important that the export procedures be simplified with reasonable cost so that the
exporters could timely deliver their orders. It would definitely enhance exports enabling the firms to
supply earlier than its competitors. Table 5 shows that in the Pakistan document could be finalised
earlier at low cost as compared to China. On the other hand in custom clearance, ports and inland
transportation, China dominates in time as well as in cost.
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Table 5

Doing business trading Across Borders Export Procedure (China & Pakistan)
China
Pakistan
Export Procedures
Days
US $
Days
US $
Documents
14
250
11
96
Preparation
Customs clearance
2
70
3
200
and technical control
Ports and terminal
2
85
4
115
handling
Inland transportation
3
95
4
200
and handling
Source: US Agency for International Development, 2009

Infrastructure in the surrounding of the cluster is a key factor that also determines the efficiency of
the cluster. Zhejiang province has very strong developed transport infrastructure that plays strong role in
the growth of the textile clusters. It has about 300 Km coastline with 34 seaports; these seaports render
44 docks for ships. The railway trail is about 1306 Km in total which makes intercity connectivity easy
and uncomplicated. Zhejiang province has an extensive highway network composed of state highways
and 66 provincial highways. In 2002 an express highway was built in the centre city which connects all
the cities of the province taking not more than 4 hours time to transport goods from any destination.
There are total seven airports in Zhejiang province, connected with about 160 national and international
routes.
On the contrary, in the Punjab province of Pakistan no any seaport could be found compelling
Faisalabad cluster to supply textile goods through the seaports of other provinces Vis a Vis Sindh and
Baluchistan as a result the cost of transportation and delivery time goes higher. There are more than 12
airports in the province including the Faisalabad city which, in 2005 had the capacity to handle cargo
about 1223 Million tons. Therefore air transport plays major transit for export of this textile cluster.
Faisalabad has many highways and main railway station which connects it with other major cities of the
country.
It is observed that the relationships among actors in Faisalabad textile cluster are found in two ways.
One is between buyers and sellers and the other is among the few families that rule in the textile cluster
(large firms). Density of network constitute in few large firms (families), as a result by combine they
could easily adopt latest technology my importing expensive machinery with training facilities to their
technicians. They are doing very efficiently because of squeezable externalities, by doing combined
surveys, R&D expenditures, innovation expenditures which lead to knowledge spill-over only in these
few groups of the cluster. On the other hand, textile clusters in Zhejiang province have strong
collaboration among one another but with unchanged division of rivalry. The dominant firms in the
cluster have an important role in the production and the marketing. The Zhejiang textile clusters have
very strong connection with the R&D institutions and Universities locally as well internationally as a
result the innovative capacity, at low cost is higher compared to Faisalabad cluster, which has only
limited interaction with the R&D institutions and Universities.
The Government has been playing very crucial role in the development of clusters and sectors
through its effective policies. Pakistan government policies particularly for the textile industry are
always lenient and supportive in order to promote the textile sector. According to current textile policy,
the government has allotted handsome sum of money in order to promote the supply value chain in
textile sector. Some of the main features of the policy are:
(1) Technology up-gradation fund
(2) Infrastructure development
(3) Skills development (support acquisition of foreign experts)
(4) Zero rating of exports
(5) Rationalization of Tariffs structure
(6) Removing regulatory bottlenecks
(7) Export house scheme
(8) Information and communication technology (development of websites & e-commerce platforms)
Same as the China’s policy, regarding the textile industries, creates very prosperous environment
for the enhancement and establishment of the well developed textile clusters. China also confronting, the
rising labor and material cost which makes it tougher to compete internationally, although it
immediately took enough measures to give relaxation to the industry. Zhejiang government have
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established development zones such as export processing zones & technological zones which helps the
investors in the textile cluster. The city governments also organize different exhibitions annually in order
to promote the textile and apparel products all over the world. In order to encourage investment in the
textile sector the provincial government reduced the foreign enterprise income tax up to 15%, deduct the
percentage of tax on individual income of foreign workers, profit earned by the foreign investor is
totally exempted from the tax and reduce the tariffs on the importing equipments.

4 Conclusions
The Faisalabad textile cluster of Pakistan is a well developed cluster constituting mainly small
enterprises. Currently the cluster is confronting energy crises which have made the survival of the small
enterprises difficult because of rise in cost of doing business. For medium and large enterprises, it would
be hard to compete internationally at the same level of production cost. It is also recommended that
networking among cluster firms and R&D institutes or Universities should be more encouraging for
bringing innovation. Relationship among firms should not be focused only on few large firms or
families, it should be among all large, medium and small enterprises so that the cluster becomes more
innovative and globally competitive as the case of China.
Zhejiang province clusters’ contribution to national level is enormous but still less than expected
due to the strict export policies such as clean environmental policies, barriers to technology and policies
regarding dumping. It is also observed that the investment in the R&D is not very attractive because
clusters mainly consist of small enterprises which even together sometimes could not be affordable,
therefore the government can play a positive role in this matter for achieving the desired goal.
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Abstract Sustainable development is a tendency of economic development in 21 century, therefore,
construction material enterprises must carry out the policy of technology innovation. Technology
innovation is the important foundation to the existence and development of construction material
enterprises. This paper addresses the adverse factors counteracting technology innovation of
construction material enterprises nowadays, and proposes the way of green innovation for construction
material enterprises, which has certain realistic meanings.
Key words Technology innovation; Building material enterprise; Creativity; Green innovation

1 Introduction
Innovation refers to bringing new things in social or economic activities to achieve a perfect
combination of social resources and production factors, and to make greatest profit. Enterprise
innovation can be classified into two major types, system innovation and technology innovation. System
innovation provides effective system and vigor for development of enterprises, while technology
innovation refers to the application of new production factors and combinations in production and
operation, such as advancing new technology and articles, applying new materials, researching and
developing products, and adding new characteristics and functions to the products. Technology
innovation includes engineering and commercial application and economic superiority transformation,
aiming to provide enterprises with methods and competitive strength. It gives full play to make
enterprises competitive and full of vitality in such a fierce and ruthless market. In such a modern
economic structure with ever-deepening globalization, the existence and development of enterprises are
mainly decided by their competitive edge, of which technology innovation plays the basic supporting
role. Therefore, how to equip the enterprises with good creativity becomes important to their existence
and development.
Since China joined WTO, our construction material enterprises have faced both new chances and
challenges. Only by implementing strategies of prospering an enterprise by science and technology,
good quality and output, can construction material enterprises gain the superiority in a more and more
intense market. To attain the strategic goal of construction material enterprise, we need to stick to its
core of establishing enterprise technology creativity and constantly improving product quality and
technology, to make enterprise vitalized, its fame honored, its competitiveness raised, and moreover, its
competitive edge permanently embraced in the market.

2 Functions and Meanings of Building Material Enterprises
To most of our construction material enterprises, functions and meanings of technology innovation
lie in the following aspects:
First, technology innovation is the need to be adapted to the new situation of China’s joining WTO.
Since then, construction material enterprises have faced increasingly intense market competition.
Construction material industry is underdeveloped, and we want it changed. To improve enterprise
competitiveness, the basic solution is to increase science and technology investment. We should persist
in advancing science and technology, actively spreading and applying new technology and new
achievements, comprehensively boosting enterprises’ technological quality, and strengthening its market
competiveness and technology innovative ability. Only in this way can enterprises keep an outstanding
status in increasingly intense markets.
Second, to strengthen technology innovation is the urgent need for construction material enterprise
inner development as well as the need for enterprise to bring about a change from extensive to intensive
management of economy. To meet the latter need, the key solution is to advance industry upgrading in
all-around and the basic means is technology innovation. Our construction material enterprises have
produced many problems in long-term development, such as high resource expenditure, low production
efficiency, products with unadvanced technology and low added values, and ecological deterioration and
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depleted resources caused by enterprises’ indifference to the importance of sustainable development.
Only by relying on advancing technology and tech innovation can these problems be fundamentally
resolved to bring about a change from extensive to intensive management of economy.
Third, to foster the construction material enterprises’ technology innovation is the requirement of
introducing, growing, using and developing talents. The development of these enterprises is bound to
inter-disciplinary talents. Technology innovation is a driving force to stimulate enterprise talents’
initiative, critical path to foster construction material enterprise learning talents, an effective means of
improving talents’ quality, fountainhead of enriching enterprises’ knowledge.
Fourth, technology innovation is an important assurance for construction material enterprises to
implement the strategy of prospering an enterprise by quality. This strategy is the only road to develop
enterprises. Quality is the heart of the enterprises, as well an important mark to justify the
comprehensive capabilities of a construction material enterprise. To improve engineering quality, we
need to constantly develop new products, technology, materials, articles and equipment, and moreover
innovate technology.

3 The Main Factors Counteracting the Technology Innovation of Construction
Material Enterprises
During the recent ten years, construction material enterprises have established and consolidated
their dominant position in the market for the development of relational technology, the strong demand of
construction materials, the gradual consummation of market economy and the forceful support from our
government. At present, however, there still exist lots of factors counteracting technology innovation of
construction material enterprises. The main factors are as follows:
First, as the intensity of market competition increased, a lot of malpractices emerged, such as
multi-level contracting, jerry-building, crudely-making and passing off inferior goods as superior ones,
which resulted in inferior goods taking up the market of superior goods. Even in some cases, bad money
drove out good money and shoddy goods dominated the whole market elbowing the superior goods
aside. Thus, the market mechanism was reversed, that is, the inferior selected and the superior
eliminated. Therefore, the internal impetus from construction market was weakened, which unfavoured
the technology innovation of construction material enterprises.
Second, at present, construction material industry is just at the primary stage where they can only
develop mainly depending on vast investment of funds, resources and labors because of their backward
management and their lack of scientific organization. They generally lack spirit of technology
innovation and capability for independent research and development. In addition, during the process of
technology innovation, there also exist a lot of problems such as imperfections in innovation system,
rigidity in innovation mechanism, shortage in scientific and technological investment, managing and
deciding echelon’s lack of creative spirit, and sluggish application and commercialization of scientific
and technological achievements, which seriously restrict and hamper the technology innovation of
construction material enterprises.
Thus, to foster the technology innovation of construction material enterprises, firstly, we need to
standardize the operation of the construction market and make the principle of selecting the superior and
eliminating the inferior run well to create a beneficial policy and market environment. Second,
construction material enterprises need to improve technological management, institute a set of incentive
mechanism favourable to technology innovation, earnestly formulate the new development strategy after
entering WTO and map out the specific approaches of technology innovation.

4 The Strategies to Advance Green Technology Innovation of Construction
Material Enterprises
Since Construction Industry came into WTO, and with many foreign construction material
enterprises swarming in, the mainstay of the construction market has dramatically strengthened, and the
market share of China’s construction material enterprises gradually decreased, and the industry
competition has upgraded. So China’s construction material enterprises must strengthen the research and
analysis of inside and outside enterprise environment, formulate strategy, key point and policy for their
development in a certain way and procedure, advocate overall strategy and planning to guide enterprises
to have a long-term development. This leads enterprises to the right direction, target and key point of
innovation, in order to make them have a definite goal of how to go about their work of technology
innovation and advance industry upgrading, and strengthen their market competiveness.
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The ultimate aim of technology innovation is to push the whole society forward. Both theories and
practices of technology innovation can always be related to development outlook of a certain historical
background, which conversely, unconsciously have directing impact on technology innovation and make
it become the most active factor to promote social development. Traditional theory of technology
innovation was created in the age of industry-based economy and made a huge and well-known impact
on social development of that time. But with alteration of economic forms and constant growth of
outlook itself, newly-created theory should be adjusted to better fit new development outlook. Green
technology innovation is ecological one, an active answer to the present scientific development and an
inevitable choice by history. Green technology innovation, conforming to requirement of sustainable
development, is based on green technology and invention. It helps improve the ecological environment
and quality of human life, and to some extent, enable to attain economic profit. Closely related to human
production and life, green innovation is an inevitable choice to be implemented.
To promote green technology innovation of construction material enterprise, we must take hands in
both macro and micro aspects. There follows details:
4.1 Support of the green innovation and advanced technology
We should make rules as soon as possible and practice the Green Innovation under the criterion.
Our government should set a target and bring it into the rational economy and social development. By
doing that, the new construction material and the reproductive resources will be applied reasonably,
catching the pace of economic development and environmental protection. Our government has issued
The Criteria of Residential Construction, The Standards of Assessing the Quality of Residential
Construction, The Criteria of Green Construction, The Regulations of Energy-saving Civilian
Construction, The Standards of Energy-saving Designs in Areas with Torrid Summer and Frigid Winter,
The Domestic Water-saving Devices, etc. All these criteria provide legal foundation to the Green
Innovation. Meanwhile, with the backing of universities, research units and departments, construction
material enterprises should strengthen the research and development of high, new and applied
technology and focus on developing staple materials of high-intensity to save resources, enhance
durance of construction, quicken the speed of application of research results and finally form the strong
support system for the Green Innovation.
4.2 Innovative ways of construction material enterprises’ green technology
To implement our nation’s policy Four Savings and One Environmental Protection, green
technology innovation can be classified into green product innovation and green craft innovation. The
former one refers to the one that makes products harmless to the ecological environment and body
health while being used or afterward, and moreover, be recyclable and regenerative. The latter one aims
to reduce the production and emission of waste gas and pollution, cut down environmental pollutant
brought by industrial activities and bring down cost and expenditure. Green technology innovation sets
environment protection and sustainable development as the basic target and seeks economic, social and
environmental benefit. Before having green technology innovation, construction material enterprise
should firstly depend on its own funds, technology and personnel to set a reasonable plan, and then pay
emphasis on the general evaluation of the plan. Enterprises’ green technology innovation covers new
source greening, research and spreading greening and marketing greening:
4.2.1 New innovation source greening
With the development of construction material enterprises, supplier, manufacturer, consumer all
together compose the mainstay of several key sections, which include products’ design, production and
marketing. They form a value chain of innovation product, which, therefore shapes 4-leveled green
technology innovation source of construction material enterprise: cooperation by government, college
and enterprise; cooperation by college and enterprise; independent research and development by
enterprise or university; enterprise improving traditional products.
4.2.2 Research and spreading greening
There is a close relationship between technology and environment. When we solve the
environmental problems by technology, we should attach importance to the research and developing of
technology source with an emphasis on innovation specialties, quality of enterprise, social pressure,
organization environment and other factors relating to construction material enterprises.
4.2.3 Green marketing
Construction material enterprises should grow the concept of green marketing，build up the system
of green marketing, increase green investment, and lay stress on the development of green technology.
At the same time, government should use well its macroeconomic control to improve green marketing
environment. The developmental strategy should be led by the government, with education propagating
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and laws to govern enterprises.

5 Conclusion
Construction material industry is bound up with social development and people’s life. In order to
deal with the increasingly intense competition, our construction material enterprises should overcome all
the adverse factors and take the road to Green Technology Innovation with our government’s
macroeconomic regulation and powerful support.
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Abstract Facing the increasingly severe public crises, the current situation of emergency management
system and emergency operation infrastructure in China still leave much to be desired. To be a
service-oriented government, it is required to perfect emergency management system and handle
emergency operations well. This paper establishes a new emergency management system from the
following four perspectives: the construction of emergency management mechanism, the perfection of
emergency legal institution, the set up of crisis management team and the improvement of material
reserve and equipment support.
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1 Introduction
As the saying goes, “the history of human evolution is a history of meeting challenges, conquering
disasters and advancing constantly [1]”, we are always confronted with crises and with emergency tasks
to decide. Nowadays, on one hand, we are more and more threatened by traditional or non-traditional,
natural or social crises; on the other hand, it is more and more urgent to implement emergency
management. Besides, in order to carry out the scientific development theory and to set up a harmonious
socialist society in China, it is essential to strengthen the ability of governmental emergency
management based on the review of our emergency operations under sudden crises.
Public crises, which are unexpected and unavoidable, can create high levels of uncertainty and
threat or perceived threat to an organization’s high priority goals. Some scholars specialized in crisis
management defined “crisis” as the following: “It may be an unstable and dangerous social situation, in
political, social, economic, military affairs, or a large-scale environmental event, especially one
involving an impending abrupt change[2]”.“Nowadays, sudden crises are more frequent, more
devastating and more powerful [3]”.Some scholars suggested that the crisis management, a frontier
science with broad and profound contents, should take social crisis as its subject [4]. Besides, in other
scholars’ viewpoints, governments at all levels -local, state, and national- have played a large role in
crisis management. The government should monitor, intervene in, control and eliminate the crisis event
before its generation and evolution [5]. Above all, crisis management is vital important. Without it, and
without a plan to accomplish necessary goals, crises grow and relationships are damaged in the long
term, short term, or both. And no organization is immune.
Researches of the construction of public crisis management system are from the following 4
perspectives. Firstly, in terms of mechanism construction, it is claimed to build decision mechanism,
supervision mechanism, capital supply and society mobilization mechanism, crisis prevention and
information interaction mechanism [6]. Secondly, in terms of system theory, we can integrate various
participants and social resources and then build harmonious public crisis management system [7]. Due to
the complexity and variability of crisis events, single mechanism or model can hardly handle crises.
Thus, according to the “overall integrating theory”, we should integrate various resources and then
construct a unified crisis management in order to improve governmental and social crisis management
ability [8].

2 Existing Problems of Emergency Management in China
In China, main public crises are as follows: natural disasters, worldwide virus spread, mass
disturbance and riots caused by unbalanced economic and social development (see Table 1).
Facing the increasingly severe public crisis situation, the Party Central Committee and state council
in China highly emphasized the emergency management; while the current situation of emergency
management system and emergency operation infrastructure in China still leave much to be desired. The
current emergency management which is not adapted to rapid economic development can not cope with
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public crises effectively. There is still a long way to go to guarantee the safety of lives and property to
the greatest extent.
Table 1
Analyses

Natural
disasters

The
situation
of public
crisis in
China

Worldwide
virus spread

Mass
disturbance

Riots

Situation of Public Crisis in China
Cases
An uncommon flood stroke China in
1998.
Over 70% metropolis, over half of
At the beginning of 2008,
low-temperature freezing rain and snow
population and over 75% of gross
output value of industry and
disaster caused different levels of
agriculture are distributed throughout
damages among 19 provinces and
coastal areas and eastern plain and
autonomous regions in South China.
hilly areas which are vulnerable to
In Wenchuan Earthquake, in 12th May,
meteorological disasters, marine
2008, 69225 people were killed, 374640
disasters, floods and earthquakes.
injured and 17939 missing, with direct
economic losses amount to 845.1 billion
YUAN.
In 2003, the number of the accumulative
SARS cases was 5327, 1744 and 665 in
Mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan
respectively; while the number of deaths
was 349, 300 and 180 in Mainland
Worldwide virus spread, the killer of
China, Hong Kong and Taiwan
health, has become a severe threat and
respectively.
serious challenge across the globe.
Until 16th October, 2009, the number of
accumulative confirmed A/H1N1 flu
cases was 26348 throughout 31
provinces and autonomous regions in
China.
“Weng’an” Event, in 2008, has been
deemed as a typical mass disturbance
Based on statistics, there were 8700
mass disturbance events in 1993 in
event.
The riot in Menglian County, Yunan
China, while in 2005 the figure is
87000 and over 90000 in 2006. The
Province, in 19th July, 2008;
“Longnan” Event in Gansu Province, in
figure is on a constant rise.
17th November, 2008.
Riots happened in Lhasa, capital of Tibet
Autonomous Region, in 14th March,
Riots have become one of new
2008.
emergency events that disturb national
Riots plagued Urumqi, capital of
security.
northwest China’s Xinjiang Uygur
Autonomous Region, in fifth July. 2009.

2.1 Neither compulsion nor coordination of emergency legislation is powerful
In order to deal with all kinds of crisis events, the government enacted the following laws: “Martial
Low of the People’s Republic of China” (1996) against disturbances, “The Law of the People’s Republic
of China on Precautions against Earthquakes and Relief of Disaster” (1997) against serious natural
disasters, “Flood Control Law of the People’s Republic of China” (1997) and “Fire Control Law of the
People’s Republic of China” (1998), etc. However, those laws are independent from each other and are
short of cooperation, which will make command hard to exercise under urgent situations.
Though “The Law of the People’s Republic of China on Emergency Responses” enacted on 30th
August 2008 makes progresses on directing basic works, we have to admit that existing laws cannot
touch every fields. To be specific, the government is focused on rescuing while has no time to attend to
the society order. Hence, the legal system cannot perform its duties automatically until the government
announces an emergency. In other words, related laws need to be activated.
2.2 Emergency management system is not unified
The existing crisis management system is not unified with the following disadvantages: redundant
configuration, overlapping function, bifurcate administration, and segmental management, etc. Unlike
other governmental service work, basic emergency operations can not carry out overall planning and
coordinate operations. To make things worse, local governments at all levels have still emphasized on
trade and investment promotion.
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2.3 Configuration of specialized teams cannot meet the need
Related departments, industries and local governments have improved the configuration of
specialized rescue teams after the publication of “The Law of the People’s Republic of China on
Emergency Responses”. National Earthquake Response Support Service builds rescue teams in 26
provinces across China containing 5000 vocational rescuers. However, those rescue teams are only
proficient in their own fields; and apart from the equipment of fire brigade, other teams’ equipments are
in bad shape which can only deal with simple accidents. To be specific, firstly, the Special Duties Unit
which can response to major disasters is small in amount; secondly, with regard to the police, armed
police and the military, they are lack of on-the-spot cooperation and their abilities of urgent operation,
blockading the scene and solving problems need further improvement; thirdly, integrated mobilization
mechanism is still elementary.
2.4 Emergency reserve system remains to be improved
Nowadays, the emergency material reserve system has not been established yet while the
government mainly relies on existing governmental reserve. Though China’s governmental reserve has
formed a classified management structure and possessed corresponding capital channels, it is still
required to integrate existing material reserve scientifically. Obviously, China is in lack of a flexible
system to adjust emergency reserve according to on-the-spot requirements. Moreover, as for local
emergency material reserve, there’s still a pretty big gap between planning and implementing: the local
government has not established an emergency material reserve system and not fulfilled the financial
policy yet.

3 Construction of New Emergency Management System under Public Crisis
3.1 Building of efficient emergency management mechanism
The government should serve as the following roles: “a predictor”, “a communicator”, “a
firefighter” and a post-event dealer during different stages of crisis management[9]. Building a unified
and efficient emergency management mechanism is in urgent need to strengthen social management and
public service. Besides, an efficient emergency management mechanism, on one hand, can control or
even eliminate the risk and the hidden danger at utmost; on the other hand, it can lower the losses to the
largest extent.
Based on state council emergency management, it is advised that we should integrate existing
emergency management functions scattered among each department in charge; and then build the
national emergency administration department which can create a daily routine emergency management
system. Once the state council announces an emergency, the administration department then is
authorized by state council and start to direct and handle the emergency aid. This department has the
right to establish temporal command center on spot and the right to shift aid resources within the
disaster-stricken areas or even throughout the whole country when necessary. During the emergency
rescue, the protection of the safety of lives and property and the maintenance of social stability are
above all. In the follow-up work, this department assumes the responsibility of evaluation and
reconstruction.
3.2 Perfection of emergency legal institution
Legal institution, a significant section of national legal system, is center to public crisis
management. It is the basic of legal implementation under unconventional situations. Though sudden
crises are unforeseen, emergency legal institution is required to predict perceived events and then study
standard procedures and method to deal with accidents and head off dangers. This paper offers the
following modifications: enforcing the building of emergency management system via legal system,
standardizing crisis management institution, emphasizing routine, authority and enforcement.
3.3 Establishment of crisis management team with excellent equipment
The construction of rescue team is vital important to the safety of people’s lives and properties; is
concerned to the final result of governmental crisis management; and is the indicator of governmental
ruling examination. The rescue team contains the crisis management team and the specialized rescue
team. The crisis management team should consist of qualified experts. In order to minimize the harm
under crisis, duties of those experts are as follows: study of general rules, supervision and judgment of
origins, publication of early-warning and proposing of dispositions. However, currently, it is urgent to
build the specialized rescue team.
Under the severe crisis situation in China, according to the requirement of “Be a versatile person as
well as a specialist”, elementary rescue resource should be overall integrated and a fast-response rescue
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team with polished equipment should be built. To be specific, firstly, an emergency special police with
some kind of scale within the PLA and the armed police are supposed to be found. In order to deal with
violence and major natural disasters (cross-regional flood, fire and earthquakes), the emergency special
police should carry out strict practical training. Secondly, a special rescue team based on fire brigade is
supposed to be installed. So as to transform the fire brigade into the main force of handling crises in
cities, equipment should be improved and special training should be implemented. Besides, elementary
crisis management team should be under constant supervision and local specialized rescue teams should
be strengthened. Meanwhile, sections related with land, earthquakes, transportation, water conservancy,
forestry, meteorology, safety supervision, environment, electric force, signal communication,
construction, hygiene and agriculture should carry forward elementary emergency team construction of
their own industries. Moreover, backing against local public safety and fire brigade, local governments
should construct county-level rescue teams which can master many skills while specializing in one. (See
Figure 1)
Crisis legal
system

Crisis management
organization

Cooperation and
guidance

Specification

Crisis event

Provision
gu

Material reserve
administrative
bureau

Figure 1

The PLA and
armed police

Construction

Specialized
rescue team

Emergency

Construction
Supervision

Crisis
management team

Construction

Aid medical team

Fire brigade

Conceptual Model of New Emergency Management System under Public Crisis

3.4 Improvement of material reserve and equipment support.
Establishment of scientific emergency material reserve system is the guarantee of improving rescue
efficiency and minimizing crisis losses; and the emergency material reserve system should have the
following attributes: scientific and overall planning, graded management, classified reserve,
complementary region program, rapid response. To be specific, firstly, the centre government should
implement unified planning, arrangement, guidance and coordination. Secondly, local governments at
all levels should cooperate with the national material reserve all the time. Besides, the supply
mechanism of assembling basic living necessities such as food, medicine, clothes and drinking water
should be installed in order to guarantee the basic lives of victims.

4 Conclusions
Public service is center to public administration and political reform. Public crisis management, on
one hand, is one of the social management duties of the government, on the other hand, is one of service
duties of public safety. To be a service-oriented government, it is required to perfect emergency
management system and handle emergency operations well. Therefore, in order to maintain social
stability, to guarantee the safety of people’s lives and properties, to construct harmonious society and to
realize scientific development, it is claimed to build a unified and efficient crisis management system
while at the same time, to strengthen the crisis consciousness. This paper establishes a new emergency
management system from the following four perspectives: the construction of emergency management
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mechanism, the perfection of emergency legal institution, the set up of crisis management team and the
improvement of material reserve and equipment support.
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Abstract The financial agricultural expenditure is the main macroeconomic control means for the
government to support agriculture and safeguard the income of farmers, since agriculture is the weakest
industry. The method of demonstration analysis was utilized to analyze the scale, the structure of
financial agricultural expenditure in Heilongjiang Province in the thesis, the conclusion was drawn that
the scale of financial agricultural expenditure is insufficient and the structure is unreasonable. Based
on that ,effective countermeasures and suggestions were put forward.
Key words Financial expenditure; Agricultural expenditure; Elasticity

1 Introduction
In the last few years, a widespread attention to the financial agricultural expenditure has been paid
by many domestic scholars, who have made qualitative and quantitative investigations of the scale and
the structure of financial agricultural expenditure. (Ke Bingsheng 2003) believed that the proportion of
national financial revenue to GDP was far higher than the proportion of financial agricultural
expenditure to the agriculture GDP, which indicated that the government spent more financial
expenditure on non-agricultural department than on the agricultural department. (Guo Yuqing 2006)
discovered that the actual scale of our national financial agricultural investment was smaller than the
optimal level. (He Zhenguo 2009) gave out the priority sequence of financial agricultural expenditure.
Heilongjiang Province is such a large agricultural province, But domestic and overseas researches on
present situation of the scale and structure of financial agricultural expenditure in Heilongjiang Province
are limited. This thesis utilized the demonstration analysis method to analyze whether the scale and the
structure of financial agricultural expenditure in Heilongjiang Province are reasonable , based on
that ,effective countermeasures and suggestions were put forward.

2 Evaluation on the Scale of Financial Agricultural Expenditure in Heilongjiang
Three indexes were used in this thesis for the evaluation on the overall scale of financial
agricultural expenditure in Heilongjiang Province.
2.1 The small proportion of financial agricultural expenditure to financial expenditure
The total quantity of financial agricultural expenditure in Heilongjiang Province were increasing
continually from 2001 to 2008 except 2002. The scale of financial agricultural expenditure in
Heilongjiang Province increased from 51.006 hundred million Yuan in 2001 to 148.1514 Yuan in 2008,
making a 1.079 times increment, and average annual growth rate being 17.98%. But this can only
explained that the overall scale of financial agricultural expenditure in Heilongjiang Province was
increasing, whether the overall scale and the rate of growth reasonable or not need to be evaluated by
the proportion of financial agricultural expenditure to financial expenditure, the proportion of financial
agricultural expenditure to agricultural GDP, and the financial agricultural expenditure elasticity.
According to Table 1, the proportion of financial agricultural expenditure to the financial
expenditure in Heilongjiang Province is roughly equal to the proportion of financial agricultural
expenditure to the financial expenditure in our nation. But the proportion in our nation is too small, far
lower than the proportion of agricultural GDP to GDP. The former is merely 1/2~1/3 of the latter, which
is not extremely matching with the status and function of agriculture in national economy. According to
the same statistical method, the average proportion of financial agricultural expenditure to financial
expenditure in developed countries is approximately 30%~50%, the proportion in developing countries
as Pakistan, Thailand, India, Brazil approximately is 10%~20%. Obviously there exists a big disparity of
*Sponsored by Technologies R & D Program of the Heilongjiang Province,GC08D405; and the Doctor foundation
of Northeast Agricutural University
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the proportion between China and other country. In conclusion, the total scale of financial agricultural
expenditure in Heilongjiang Province is insufficient, and should be improved further more.
2.2 The small proportion of agricultural expenditure to agricultural GDP
As a big agricultural province, agriculture is a leading industry in HeiLongjiang province, but
According to Table 2, the agricultural expenditure is lower than the average national level in most years.
It shows that the scale of financial agricultural expenditure in our province doesn’t match with
contribution of agriculture to the economy. The research of Zhu Gang etc. showed that the proportion of
financial agricultural expenditure to agricultural GDP is more than 25% in the developed countries, such
as America, Canada, England, Australia and so on; in Japan and Israel, it is even higher (45%-95%).
Even in the developing country such as India, the proportion comes to 16%. In conclusion, the financial
agricultural expenditure scale in Heilongjiang Province is smaller than reasonable level.
Table 1

The Proportion of Financial Agricultural Expenditure to Financial Expenditure in Heilongjiang
Province and in China
Unit: Hundred million Yuan
Nation
Financial
agricultural
expenditure( B)
1456.73

Heilongjiang province
Financial
Financial
agricultural
B/A(%)
expenditure（A）
expenditure (B)
513.4
51.0060
9.93

year

Financial
expenditure（A）

2001

18902.58

2002

22053.15

1580.76

7.17

565.9

51.4795

9.10

2003

24649.95

1754.45

7.12

606.2

49.8780

8.23

2004

28486.89

2337.63

8.21

758.5

59.4694

7.84

2005

33930.28

2450.31

7.22

861.4

61.1818

7.10

2006

40422.73

3172.97

7.85

1064.8

86.1897

8.09

2007

49565.40

4318.00

8.71

1325.6

106.0181

7.80

2008

62592.66

4544.01

7.26

15423

148．1514

9.60

B/A(%)
7.71

Data Sources: Heilongjiang Statistical Yearbook, China Statistical Yearbook
Table 2 The Proportion of Financial Agricultural Expenditure to Agricultural GDP in Heilongjiang
Province and China
Unit: Hundred million Yuan
Nation

HeiLongjiang Province
Agricultural
Financial agricultural
expenditure(B)
GDP（A）
435.6
51.0060

2001

Agricultural
GDP（A）
15781.3

Financial agricultural
expenditure(B)
1456.73

B/A(
%)
9.23

2002

16537.0

1580.76

9.56

474.2

51.4795

10.86

2003

17381.7

1754.45

10.09

504.8

49.8780

9.88

2004

21412.7

2337.63

10.92

593.3

59.4694

10.02

2005

22420.0

2450.31

10.93

684.6

61.1818

8.94

2006

24040.0

3172.97

13.20

737.6

86.1897

11.69

2007

28627.0

4318.00

15.08

915.4

106.0181

11.58

2008

34000.0

4544.01

13.36

1089.1

148．1514

13.60

B/A
(%)
11.71

2.3 The low financial agricultural expenditure elasticity
The financial agricultural expenditure elasticity reflects the dynamic relationship between financial
agriculture expenditure and financial expenditure. The British economist Jane Moliter, after analyzing
the relationship of agriculture and the economy development in 88 countries, drew a conclusion: the
agricultural expenditure financial agricultural expenditure elasticity should be more than or equal to 1.
According to the Table 3, the financial agricultural expenditure elasticity in Heilongjiang Province is
0.091、-0.44、0.76、0.21、1.73 and 0.94 respectively from 2002 to 2007, only in 2006, it is more than 1.
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it shows that the scale of financial agricultural expenditure is too small in Heilongjiang Province and the
government should further increase the agricultural financial investment.
According to the above analysis, financial agricultural expenditure in Heilongjiang province is
relatively in small-scale.
Table 3 Elasticity of Financial Agricultural Expenditure in Heilongjiang Province Unit:%
The financial agricultural the financial expenditure
elasticity of financial
expenditure growth rate
Agricultural Expenditure
growth rate（%）
（%）
2002
0.93
10.2
0.091
2003
-3.11
7.1
-0.44
2004
19.2
25.1
0.76
2005
2.88
13.6
0.21
2006
40.87
23.6
1.73
2007
23.01
24.5
0.94
Note：elasticity of financial Agricultural Expenditure = the growth rate of financial agricultural expenditure / the
growth rate of financial expenditure
Year

3 The Analysis of Financial Agricultural Expenditure Structure in Heilongjiang
Two kinds of index were adopted to analyze the internal structure of financial agricultural
expenditure in Heilongjiang province in the thesis. The first one is proportion of each kind of financial
agricultural expenditure to the whole financial agricultural expenditure, the other one is the expenditure
elasticity of all kinds of financial agricultural expenditure.
3.1 Proportion of each kind of financial agricultural expenditure to the whole financial
agricultural expenditure
First of all, the proportion of expenditure for administration is oversize.
From 2001 to 2008, the proportion of all kinds of expenditure for administration to the whole
financial agricultural expenditure were 25.12%,23.76,22%,23.64%,25.86%,28.43%,30.05%,31.26%.
According to the data from Heilongjiang provincial department of finance, the expenditure for
administration mainly consists of administrative operation, general administration, the agency service,
the general administration expenditure for Agriculture, Forestry , Water Conservancy and poverty
alleviation. The high administrative expenses explains extravagance of some government department
which make the financial agricultural expenditure run back to the cities and peasants have no benefit.
Secondly, the expenditure for agricultural capital construction is not enough.
The inadequate expenditure for agricultural capital construction has been focus that the government
be criticized not to support agriculture industry effectively in our country. Particularly in the past three
years, both the total scale of expenditure for agricultural capital construction and the proportion of
expenditure for agricultural capital construction to the whole financial agricultural expenditure were
declining. The proportion in China is less than the proportion in other country with the same economic
development level. According related theory, with the development of economy, the proportion of
expenditure for agricultural capital construction to the expenditure for total capital construction
gradually approaches the proportion of agricultural GDP to the GDP. But the proportion of expenditure
for agricultural capital construction to the expenditure for total capital construction didn’t increase with
the proportion of agricultural GDP to the GDP in China. The deficiency of the expenditure has led to a
poor material foundation in agricultural industry. According to figure 1, from 2001 to 2007, the
expenditure for agricultural capital construction were even lower than the national level.

Figure 1 The Proportion of Expenditure for Agricultural Capital Construction to the Financial Agricultural
Expenditure in China and Heilongjiang Province
Data Source: China Statistical Yearbook, Calculation of the data from Provincial Department of Finance
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Thirdly, the proportion of the expenditure for agricultural science and technology is small.
The investment for the agricultural scientific research from the government is extremely limited in
our nation. The proportion of expenditure for agricultural science and technology to the financial
agricultural expenditure were 0.71%,0.63%0.71%0.67%0.81%0.68%,which is lower than the proportion
of developed country, and even lower than the proportion of many developing countries such as India.
But the proportion of agricultural science and technology to the financial agricultural expenditure in
Heilongjiang Province from 2001 to 2007 were lower than the proportion of nation(figure 2). It shows
that the investment of finance to agricultural scientific research in Heilongjiang Province is too few.

Figure 2 Proportion of Agricultural Science and Technology to the Financial Agricultural Expenditure in
China and in Heilongjiang Province

3.2 The elasticity of Each Kind of financial agricultural expenditure
The elasticity of expenditure for administration evaluates the dynamic relationship between the
expenditure for administration expenditure and the financial agricultural expenditure. The increasing
rate of administration should be faster than the increasing rate of financial agricultural expenditure, in
that case the funds could be used for countryside and the farmers, therefore this value should be more
than 0, less than 1. According to table 4, the value of each year was more than 1. Especially in 2003 and
2005, the value were 3.32 and 4.35.It indicates that the major share of the financial agricultural
expenditure increasing was used for administration.
Table 4

Elasticity of Expenditure for Administration in Heilongjiang Province

Year

increasing rate of expenditure for
administration (%)

increasing rate of financial agricultural
expenditure (%)

Elasticity

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

-10.31
28.15
12.54
54.87
31.96
44.77

-3.11
19.2
2.88
40.87
23
39.74

3.32
1.47
4.35
1.34
1.39
1.13

The elasticity of expenditure for agricultural capital construction evaluates the dynamic
relationship between the expenditure for agricultural capital construction and the financial agricultural
expenditure. According related theory, the elasticity of expenditure for agricultural capital construction
should be more than or equal to 1.But from 2003 to 2008,the value were less than 1 in most years , this
means that few increasing funds has been used in agricultural infrastructure.
Table 5 Elasticity of Expenditure for Agricultural Capital Construction in Heilongjiang Province
Year

increasing rate of expenditure for
agricultural capital construction (%)

increasing rate of financial
agricultural expenditure (%)

Elasticity

2003
2004

-3.73
-26.33

-3.11
19.2

1.20
-1.37

2005
2006
2007

25.78
-4.14
11.16

2.88
40.87
23

8.95
-0.10
0.05

2008

22.28

39.74

0.56

The elasticity of expenditure for agricultural science and technology evaluates the dynamic
relationship between the expenditure for agricultural science and technology and the financial
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agricultural expenditure. Because expenditure for science and technology belongs to the public products,
enterprise or individuals generally are unwilling to invest in, moreover, that requires the government to
invest more. The increasing rate of expenditure for science and technology should be synchronized with
the overall economic growth rate, or slightly faster than economic growth rate, therefore, the value
should be more than or equal to 1. According to table 6, except for 2005 and 2007, elasticity of
expenditure for agricultural science and technology were more than 1, the rest were less than 1. It can
be concluded expenditure for agricultural science and technology in Heilongjiang Province lagged far
behind the level of economic development, which can not properly perform the functions of public
finance.
Table 6 Elasticity of Expenditure for Agricultural Science and Technology in Heilongjiang Province
Year
increasing rate of
increasing rate of financial
Elasticity
expenditure for science and
agricultural expenditure
technology
(%)
(%)
2003
26.93
-3.11
-8.66
2004
-19.49
19.2
-1.02
2005
2006
2007
2008

38.65
-21.83
46.60
-1.16

2.88
40.87
23
39.74

13.42
-0.53
2.03
-0.03

4 Conclusions
First, it is required to ensure a steady growth of the scale of financial agricultural expenditure in
Heilongjiang Province. According to the previous analysis, the scale of financial agricultural
expenditure is below a reasonable level, the government should strictly follow the Agricultural Law to
ensure the growth rate of financial agricultural expenditure is faster than the growth rate of regular fiscal
budget revenue growth each year.
Second, the structure of financial agricultural expenditure should be optimized in Heilongjiang
Province. According to previous results, the expenditure for administration should be decreased, and the
expenditure for capital construction and the expenditure for agricultural science and technology should
be increased steadily.
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Abstract McClelland believed that Competence Model can be divided into two parts: water ice and
underwater part of the iceberg. Water ice, that is Threshold Competence, which is based on the quality
requirements for competent persons, but it can not with the good performers who distinguish between
mediocre. Underwater part of the iceberg of social roles, self-concept, character and motivation of
competency, can collectively referred to as differentiating competence, is the distinction between good
performers with an average performance are key factors. The model of the key post competency had
been researched based on the AHP method in the paper. First, how to determine the key posts was
discussed. After the initial establishment of the model, how to use AHP method on competency index
weight design was focused on. At last the model application had been discussed in organization.
Key words Iceberg model; Competency; Competency model; Key post competency

1 Introduction
The core problem of human resources management is to solve the match problem between people
and post. The traditional researches, which based on the positions of human resources management
including job analysis, recruitment and selection, performance appraisal, staff incentives, etc, more
concerned about the work and position itself. With people increasingly become the core of enterprise
management, the internal quality of the person, which including the knowledge, ability, personality and
job performance and some other factors with the link between the studies have increasingly in-depth,
competency-based model of human resource management attacks more attention by academics and
entrepreneurs.
When people deal with multi-objectives and decision-making, the factors to consider are often
more, maybe large or small, weight or light. But there is a common characteristic, that is the importance,
influence or priority level of these factors are often difficult to quantify, when people company, judge,
evaluate and decide. It makes the subjective choice will play a very important role at this point. So if
you uses quantitative methods to deal with, it makes this type of issue of the decision has more
difficulties. AHP method solves these problems. AHP is a combination of qualitative and quantitative
analysis of systemic approach. It is that you can use to handle the complex social, political, economic,
technical and other aspects of decision making analysis method, especially for multiple targets and
programs in decision-making.

2 Identify Key Positions
The so-called key positions is its fulfillment of their duties, the final pair of the entire workflow
output has a great impact on the entire process while the other units or even other related processes also
have great influence in the post. Refer to the relevant principles of job evaluation, according to
recognized standards for key positions, can affect the degree of job responsibility, freedom of action,
interpersonal relationships, the time required for pre-job training, academic requirements and other
factors on the job assessment, which identified key positions .The competence model describes the
performance of employees which can be observed t and measured, so one of the preconditions of
competence model is that the estimator should knew the people who were estimated for a long time. At
least 3 months in the daily work of contact and observation of understanding, in order to pass on to these
behavioral descriptions with discretion. Therefore, not all positions are suitable for use competency
models for evaluation. Only the key position for the use of competency model for evaluation, and the
general position that is neither economic nor significant.

3 The Implementation Phase of Model
3.1 Extract competency index
According to the list of the identified interview, using behavioral event interviews (Behavioral
Event Interview, referred to as BEI), interviews with key staff positions. Based on the situation of the
interviews, the information can be organized into text. For key positions and job responsibilities of each
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request, analyze the data, and drawing on previous research results refine key indicators of competence.
In order to complete the status of the competence required by the questionnaire analysis has
identified key positions to verify competency. Survey will focus on the Competency start. Statistics of
competence questionnaire can be used five scoring. Scores of statistical standards is: “little” 1 point;
“occasionally” 2 points; “more” 3 points; “frequently” was 4; “almost always” get 5 points. One
common description of each subject three elements of the characteristics of a competent, three scores
corresponding to the subject’s score as the sum of factors determine the location of task performance
scores based on behavioral characteristics.
3.2 To determine the structure of competence model framework
McClelland divides the competency into knowledge, ability, social roles, self-concept, traits and
motives of the six levels. He believes that Competence Model can be divided into two parts: water ice
some (knowledge and abilities), that is Threshold Competence, which is based on the quality
requirements for competent persons, but it can not with the good performers who distinguish between
mediocre; underwater part of the iceberg of social roles, self-concept, character and motivation of
competency, can collectively referred to as Differentiating Competence, is the distinction between good
performers with an average performance are key factors[1].
The model framework for the forms below:
Category
Index

Table 1 Form of the Competence Model
Index dimension(first
Index name（Second grade indexes）
grade indexes)
Dedication
Responsibility
A Personality
Affinity
Flexibility
Theoretical knowledge (academic
requirements)
Professional knowledge
B Knowledge

Critical of
the
competenc
e

Environmental knowledge / Relevant
industry knowledge

Organizational knowledge

C Capacity

D Professionalism

Third grade indexes

Relevant professional
knowledge
Financial Literacy
Management Communication
Laws and regulations
The situation with the industry
Systems and policies within
the organization
The main workflow of
organization
Institutional arrangements and
responsibilities

Communication and coordination
Emergency response capacity
Ability to guide the subordinates
Learning ability
Professionalism
Company interests
Initiative
Pressure tolerance
Organization

4 Model of the Perfect Stage
4.1 Demarcation critical level of competence quality
Evaluation criteria can be divided into five grades, namely, Level 1 (means “unknown”); 2 (that
“inkling”); 3 (“understanding”); 4 (for “use”); 5 ( means “master”). Level standards in the evaluation of
a good future, require the use of appropriate standards for each grade describe the behavior of further
explanation, so as to better guide the practice. Behavior described by a description in two ways: first, for
example acts (mainly from the decomposition of the job responsibilities and employee performance in
actual operation); second case (from information obtained in interviews).
4.2 To design the competency index weight by AHP method
(1) The principle of AHP
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Suppose N objects, their weight are M 1 , M 2 ,L , M n . N objects are compared to the weight each
other. And the type of relationship between the relative weight is indicated to the matrix, namely:

⎛ M1
⎜
M1
⎜
⎜M2
A=⎜
M1
⎜ L
⎜Mn
⎜
M1
⎝

M1
M2

M2

M2
L

Mn

M2

⎞
Mn ⎟
⎟
M2
⎟
L
Mn ⎟
L
L ⎟
Mn
⎟
L
M n ⎟⎠
L

M1

M = [M 1 , M 2 ,L, M n ] , then A • M = n • M ,
A is the judgement matrix. If the weight vector
that is M is the eigenvector of A and n is the only ,nonzero and the largest eigenvalue of A.
If we need to know what a group objects weight but we are not metrics tool, how do we do? We can
construct the judgement matrix according to compare each other and judge every object-to-weight ratio.
Then it is possible to draw this object relative to the weight of the group according to adopt for
determining the maximum eigenvalues of the matrix and its corresponding characteristics of the vector.
This idea is the principle of AHP.
(2) To design the weight of the index
Project team as job competency model index weights judging panel of key indicators of the
competence score weights, using the arithmetic mean of the corresponding statistical analysis of data
obtained the post 1, 2 or 3 the weight of competency indicators. Existing level of staff key positions and
job levels and job competency models should target the right value is one to one.
Third grade indexes from a starting position with the post should be level with the right
competence model index values should be multiplied together to Competency scores. Employees with
job level and job competence model index weights are multiplied together to post the existing employee
scores. Similarly, the third grade indexes obtained for all third grade indexes at the same level of
competency scores and post jobs employees have the characteristics of scores, and then use the weighted
summation of all statistical indicators obtained in the three positions corresponding to Second grade
indexes Competency scores and job characteristics of employees with scores; so on, come all the
secondary indicators Competency, and employees have the characteristics of the scores of posts, then all
of a target drawn on the job competency, and staff have the characteristics of the scores of posts Finally,
with the Competency scores of workers have less job characteristics scores obtained difference, and then
use the difference to be compared to assess the degree of evaluation of staff competence.
Weighted sum in the formula calculated a statistical score indicators competency and job
characteristics of employees with the score, when the difference between the final demand ratio.
Construction of the difference than the flow chart shows in Figure 1.
Description: An: an index score of Competency; Cn: a target with characteristics of scores of staff
positions; Bn: a target weight of Competency.
T

5 Application of the Model
From the perspective of enterprise organization, the ability model is an effectively thrusters which
advance enterprise the key enterprise organization model building and carry on organizational change,
set up high performance of culture ; The ability model helps enterprise organize carry on to make an
inventory of human resources, and distinct the disparity between the present store of ability and the
future requirements; The ability model established a set of benchmarking reference system, helping
enterprise organization’ better selecting, training, encouraging those employees who can make
contributions for the building of the core competitive advantages; The ability model can make talents up
more effectively, in order to make the enterprise organization realize its goal of operations and
management ;The ability model facilitate organize centralized superior resources to be used in need
badly or influencing great ability to train to management most; The ability model set up ability
development ladder ; To facilitate business within the organization to the horizontal movement and
configuration, can be more effective in promoting the development employee’s career.
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First grade indexes Competency scores

A1

An

C1

Index weight judging panel

Cn

A1*B1+An*Bn

B1

Bn

C1*B1+Cn*Bn

(A1*B1+An*Bn)-( C1*B1+Cn*Bn)

(A1*B1+An*Bn)-(C1*B1+Cn*Bn)/(A1*B1+An*Bn)

Figure 1

Construction of the Difference than the Flow Chart

From the perspective of market competition and social development, human resources are the
primary resource, whit the added value of human resources, human resources has played a more and
more important role. The ability model is an important means of effective development of human
resources, human resources systems to ensure the promotion and support organizations to achieve
strategic goals and enhance organizational survival and development.
The specific role of the ability model is reflected in the following areas:
(1) Providing basis for recruitment
(2) To provide the basis for training and development
(3) Providing the basis for staff performance evaluation
(4) Providing the basis for the Compensation Design
(5) To provide the basis for staff promotion
(6) To provide the basis for individual career
(7) To provide the basis for development of human resources strategy and planning

6 Conclusion
This paper focuses on the construction of competency model by AHP. Using behavioral event
interviews and questionnaires critical of the competence construct the initial model type; though the
panels to assess the identification of key indicators of evaluation of competence levels, and weight
factor used to judge the competence of the table determined the weights, on the basis of theory and
practice was constructed with the double meaning of competence model.
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The Development of Mode of Fishery Industrial Chain
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Abstract This paper analyzes the practical situation and the development of the fishery industry,
guided by the Marxism and histroism and based on former relavent reseaches, and then creatively,
proposes a method to make the chain more efficient from the angle of the mode of fishery industry chain
by analysing and conparing the existing mode of fishery industry chain, the fuction of different main
parts and its characteristics in China and other countries combined with the developing practical fishery
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1 Introduction
The idea of industry chain was originated from Adam Smith’s theory of division at first,
nevertheless the traditional industry chain was limited to the enterprise’s internal operations, emphasizes
the utilization of its own resources, and was solely regarded as a product chain. After that Marshall
extended the division of labour to business-to-business. This industry chain reflecting the internal
relationships among the various industries, industry’s internal deparements and all the links has not been
unified for the definition in the theoretical and the practical field. According to the summary and the
analysis on the aspects of this researches done before, Ma Shihua (2000) gave a comprehensive
definition to the industry chain that the supply chain acts as an entirety net link composition pattern by
revolving round the core business to integrating supplier, Manufacturer , Dstributor, Retailer until end
user together by controlling information flow, logistics and fund flow, and performing the whole
progress from the purchase of the raw material, then the finishment of middle-product and
manufactured goods, and finally delivery to the consumer through the sales network
Many scholars have made a lot of researches on the management of industry chain, and formulated
the related theory. Early in 1985, Kurt Salmon Associations, a famous consultants incorporation of
circulation in American, had proposed the theory of QR(Quick Response). Though the international
research about the management of industry chain has been comparatively advanced, but it is not
sophisticated enough in the emerging area of fishery industry chain management. There are some places
that can be improved and refined, especially on the research of innovation in the field of the industry
mode of fishery chain. For instance, how to select a suitable form, how the government and the core
business playing their roles, and how to make better use of resourecs and competitive advantages, all
these problems should be dealt with appropriately.

2 The Fundamental Theory of Fishery Industry Chain
In a broad sense, the fishery refers to the industry engaged in the utilization of aquatic biological
resources. Any business or management about aquatic creatures, whether fishing or farming,
manufacturing or marketing, etc, will be put in the scope of fishery research. It includes manufacturing,
marketing, recreations and entertainments, and the relevant undertakings.
Concerning the fishery industry chain, Wang Miao and Ma Liqiang has definited it in the article The
Pre-test About the Iintegration of Fishery Industry Chain Based on Sustainable Development in China in
which it says, based on the inner division of labour and the relation between supply and demand the
fishery industry chain forms an entirety net link composition pattern by revolving round the core fishery
enterprises or institutions, through the control of related information flow, logistics and fund flow, from
producing to marketing about the aquantic raw material middle-product and, until feedback of the
products and customers after the sale for the life cycle
According to the different key links in Industrial Value Chain, Deng Yunfeng and Han Liming
classify our fishery industrial value chain into three types trailblazingly: the fish farming industrial value
chain, the fishing industrial value chain and the industrial value chain of processing of aquatic products.
Given the theorical research, we can learn from the research of agricultrue industry chain. The
researches of agricultural industry catenary from foreign scholars are mainly concentrated on the
information management, the value chain analysis and Agro-Industry Quality Control. Wout J .Hofman
(2001) considers that the ICT(information and communication technology) is quite important to the
development of agricultural industry chain, for it could provide the opportunity to improve the
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competitiveness of agricultural associated enterprises’ and increase market share. By taking a research
of the value chain in Europe for exanple, W. Schie ebel (2001) illustrates that the analysis of the value
chain includes two sides-the consumer demand and the market share, which provides the ECR(Efficient
Consumer Response) as the universal method for the enterprises. To the control of quality, based on
TQM, ISO, GMP and HACCP, P. Sterrenburg , E. H. G. Schwarz - Bovee, R. R.A , van derMeer and E.
W. Oosterom proposed the establishment of early warning system for quality, aiming to maintain the
reputation of the chain and the consumer’s confidence.

3 The Existing Mode of Fishery Industry Chain Development
Fishery is one of the important agricultural industries in China, and also the one that has the
strategic significance in the national economy. With more than 30 years endeavors after the reforming
and opening-up, the fishery economy in China has also entered into a new turn of the modern fishery,
and the fishery industrialization is also tending into diversified business modes.
The mode of fishery industry chain in China mainly displays in the following forms:
1) The mode of “company + fishery professional corporative organization +”
The fishermen relying on the fishery professional corporate institution, cooperate and union the
various links of fishing activities including ante-natal, conceiving, and post-natal, to norm the produce
and fisherman’s business conducts, enhance the market competitiveness, and maintain the interests of all
members.

Company

Professional corporative organization

Fisherman 1

Fisherman 2

Fisherman 3

Fisherman 4

Figure 1 The Mode of “Company + Fishery Professional Corporative Organization
+ Fisherman”

From figure 1, we can see that the professional corporative organization of fishery is the prominent
characteristic of the mode, which links upper and lower. Through various fishery intermediary
organizations, this mode organizes the dispersed fishermen together, enhances their systematism degree.
In this way the productivity and market demand are docked together effectively, and at the same time
their economic interests are maintained.
2) The special rural fishing mode
Focusing on the fishery village, the special rural fishing mode optimizes distribution and uses the
local fishing industry, environmental and human resources rationally, organically combining the modern
fishing method, sightseeing , the local fisheries culture and native conditions and customs, and carrying
out the integration and transfer among industries, developing the economic there, and then increasing
the income of fishermen together with creating greater econmic and social consequences.
This mode expands the traditionsl fishery developing areas and stimulates the development of the
industries in local tourism, catering, aquatic products processing and relevant. And it gradually becomes
an effective way to increase the local financial revenue.
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The fishery village
The fishery
resources
Leisure fishery
Tourism and travel

Travel and leisure
The fishery human
resources

Figure 2

The Unique Fishing Village Mode

3) The fishery satyam cyber space mode
The fishery satyam cyber space is to build an economic park that integrates elements, scientific and
technical innovation, talent training, complementation of advantages to promote the development of the
industry by projecting a large number of enterprises in a certain area space and attracting abundant
enterprises related to fishery to the park on the basic of industrial agglomeration or industrial chain
coupling.
Research
institution

Intermediaries

The government

Financial institutions

Affiliate enterprise
Figure 3

The Fishery Satyam Cyber Sqace Mode

The fishery satyam cyber sqace mode, as a efficient mode in our economic progress, plays an
important role in the process of our country’s fishery economic growth, and is as well as an important
mean to achieve fishery modernization in China.
This mode represents the spatial connection and the construction of the satyam cyber space
represents the epoch characters of the development of the knowledge economy in China. But on
long-term development of this mode, the collect dimensions of the park should be modest
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4 Innovation to the Mode of Fishery Industry Chain
In spite of finding some differences in the management mode of fishery industry chain between
American and Japan by comparing, they have some similarities in the industry chain management,
which has some revelations of building our national fisheries industry chain. First, strong core business
is the soul of the management of fishery industry chain. Second, modern information technology is the
support. Third, a sound legal system is the protection. Forth, the sophisticated logistics distribution
system and service system is the backing. Fifth, the substantial support of the goveronment is the
important guarantee. Sixth, the fishery cooperative organization is an important force. Seventh,
developing the entertainment fishery is the extension of the management of fishery industry chain.

5 Conclusion
By analysing the existing mode of fishery industry chain in China, and comparing mode of
American with that of Japanese, we can find that at present, the fishery industry in China is still at a
disadvantage in international competition. We should fully recognize the real situation, improve the
mode of it by learning from experience and successful stories of other countries, turning the theoretical
reseaches to productivity, in order to develop a fishery industry chain that not only possesses
competitive power, but also the power of sustainable development.
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Research Review on Commercial Banks Small Loans Risk and
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Abstract This paper puts forward commercial bank small loans are not only benefit for Commercial
banks which develop clients of medium-sized and small enterprises and rural market, becoming new
profit growth point, but also are good for the medium-sized and small enterprises and farmers’ financing
difficulties. And uses risk management, early warning management and risk control to solve the
problems which lie in commercial bank small loans. At last we conclude we should take examples by
foreign countries and adopt kinds of methods continually in order to decrease the gap, and achieve the
best development.
Key words Commercial bank; Microcredit; Risk management; Risk control

1 Introduction
Since reform and opening, China's commercial banks are accelerating quickly with the pace of
development, and China’s commercial banks are faced with many problems in the credit market as well.
In the capital requirements, the difficulties of loans to farmers and urban employees still abound. The
foreign banks use many supervision measures to balance the relatives between banks and enterprises and
farmers. They did a lot of researches and summarized the corresponding measures. This paper argues
that the development of microfinance services can alleviate these difficulties. Therefore, risk
management, learning the advanced experiences from foreign banks, continuing to strengthen risk
management and control of commercial banks are important guarantees to improve economic efficiency,
stability and rapid development in China.

2 Research of Commercial Banks Small Loans Risk and Control
2.1 The connotation and character of China’s commercial banks small loans
In the “Research on the issues of Commercial banks small loans”, Fang Xianjun(2008) said small
loans services are Commercial banks which provide for entrepreneurs and corporation of medium-sized
and small enterprises, urban workers and farmers, the loan period is short (normally within one year or
longer than one year investment cycle) and the loan amount is minor.
In the “Creative research in helping social vulnerable groups: A Case Study of Taizhou
Commercial banks micro credit”, He Sijiang and Shi Jinchuan (2009)said small loans have four primary
services, they are small micro-loans, small little loans, small credit loans, small flexible installment
loans. The educational level and financial knowledge of general clients are not high, so it requires
microcredit staff that not only have higher communication abilities and appetency, but also have
excellent identification and judgment abilities.
In the “Comparative analysis between abroad small loans modes and the small loans companies in
Zhejiang”, Zheng Zhihui, Wang Zihan and He Jiangling (2009) pointed out the main modes of the small
loans are financial institutions which are regulated by non-government business organization or
government, it has four modes: First, mode of group loan; Second, the mode of village bank; Third, the
mode of personal loan; Fourth, the mode of mixed type.
In the “Postal savings business in microfinance development of rural markets”, Liu Wenping and
Feng Wujun(2009) said China post office savings bank should continuously enhance popularity among
the society and the microcredit clients by means of various promotional methods. Small loan business as
a postal savings funds to provide support services to businesses, loans fast and transparent operation are
the main highlights of its publicity, In the initial micro-credit business, we must always adhere to
“safeguarding the interests of customers” for the purpose, to “loan fast, no dinners “for the feature and
“customer satisfaction” as the goal.
2.2 Risk of commercial bank
American scholar Hamins(1895) said in his book “Risk As An Economic Factor”, “risk” is defined
as: “ the word of risk in economics and other academic fields, there is no technical content, it means that
the likelihood of damage. An act whether result in harmful consequences or not can be defined by its
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uncertainty, if a behavior is uncertain, the behavior reflects the risk of the burden.” So risk is that refers
to the uncertainty created by the loss (or probability). Risk has two elements: the loss and uncertainty
(possibility), it excludes the loss and inevitable loss in both cases. The probability of loss is more than 0
and less than 1.
The former president of Citibank Walter Winston said that risk management is the task of bankers.
Greenspan said the task of banking is always the measuring risk, accepting risk and managing risk.
Visible, banks need to prepare for a variety of risks, and for most banks, the main risk is credit risk.
Needless to say, in order to ensure the steady operation and development of commercial banks, the
primary task is to guard against and control lending risks.
In the “On Risk Management of Commercial Banks”, Yao Xu (2006) said commercial bank risk is
the risk that during the operations of commercial banks, because of the impact of uncertainties, makes the
real income of commercial banks deviate from the expected return, resulting in losses or obtain
additional revenue possibilities. The risk of commercial banks include credit risk, liquidity risk, interest
rate risk, market risk, foreign exchange risk, liquidity risk, operational risk, technology risk.
In the “Research on credit risk management of city commercial bank loan”, He Yao (2006)said
credit risk can be defined as the refusal or inability in full payment of outstanding debts to the credit
provider on time, resulting in potential losses. It is generally divided into commercial credit and bank
credit. Credit risk is defined as; in the process of commercial banks provide loans to borrowers, because
of decline in the solvency of the borrower or malicious breach of contract and other factors, leading to
uncertainty to repay bank loans and the amount of bank loan loss.
In the “Risk Assessment on Commercial Bank Loan Project”，Chai Jianxin (2008)pointed out that
commercial banks as credit enterprise, the definition of risk is much wider than the average industrial
and commercial enterprises. Financial safety, efficiency and the possibility of the loss or damage of
liquidity should be defined as risk. This commercial banks risk can be defined as: in the management
process of the commercial banks, due to the uncertainties with the customers' and their owns factors, the
actual operating conditions and expected operating conditions produce a certain deviation, which makes
the commercial banks suffer the possibility of efficiency or safety and liquidity of loss and damage.
In the “ Credit risk control of commercial banks”, He Kang (2010) said the implications of credit
risk for the borrower can not repay quantity of principal and interest on time in accordance with the
contract or breach of other terms agreed in the contract (for example, the loans used for other purposes),
resulting in loss of funds of the lender.
2.3 Early warning management of commercial bank loan risk
In the “On early warning mechanism of the state-owned commercial bank's credit risk”, Ge Liwei
(1999) referred to the establishment of credit risk assets should have a distinct warning mode and the
content of forward feed control. Then indicates the early warning mechanism of credit risk is composed
of five aspects, which are credit information collection, transmission mechanism, credit risk analysis
system, credit risk management system, credit risk accountability mechanisms, and incentive and
restraint mechanisms.
In the “Artificial Neural Network Based on Credit Risk Early Warning ”,Yang Baoan and Ji Hai
(2001) proposed artificial neural network (ANN) applies to commercial bank credit risk early warning
(EW) system, then overcomes the lack of adaptive capacity, the indirect information and knowledge,
time-consuming, low efficiency so as to build a foundation from alert to the practical. And it uses the
former to three of the BP model, designing the network structure, and the network training and testing.
Finally, use VB language and ACCESS97 for computer implementation and empirical sample research.
In the “Bank Loan Risk Management of Financial Early Warning System”, Liu Yuxiang (2006)
proposed that apply corporate financial distress prediction model to bank loan risk management, early
warning method for early identification of loans through the existence of the business risk.
In the “Based on metabolic GM (1,1) non-performing loan ratio of commercial banks warning”,
Chen Jinlong, Hu Jia and Lu Tai (2010)use GM (1,1) Grey forecasting model to predict, it provides
similar data for commercial banks’ relevant departments or regulatory bodies to start corresponding
control, defusing the risks ahead. Its main feature is the raw data needed to build prediction models are
easily captured; this method is simple and has high accuracy.
Through the analysis of the above-mentioned, we can build two charts to illustrate the early
warning management which applies to the commercial banks loan risk, and in the factual examples,
what we should do. Through the charts, we can see the different risk grade, so we will find
corresponding methods to solve.
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Figure 1 Loan Risk Early Warning and Monitoring System
Table 1

Client for Loan Risk Index, Risk Grade and Early Warning State

Risk Index

Zero to twenty

Risk

State

High

Early Warning State

Crisis

risk

Twenty to forty
Higher
than
moderate risk
Serious crisis

Forty to sixty
Moderate risk
Medium crisis

Sixty to eighty
Lower
than
moderate risk
Light crisis

Eighty
to
hundred
Low risk
No

crisis

2.4 Commercial bank risk management of small loans
In the “Research on credit risk management of state-owned commercial bank loan”, Yu Wanling
(2006) proposed the credit risk measurement methods, and its innovative significantly improves the
existing system of vague and subjective ills, for the development of more accurate loan credit risk
management mechanism lays a theoretical foundation.
In the “On Risk Management of Commercial Banks”, Yao Xu (2006) said in order to strengthen
risk management of commercial bank, we need to cultivate advanced risk management culture, establish
and improve a full range of risk management system, improve risk management infrastructure,
strengthen financial supervision, standardize information disclosure these five points.
In the “Commercial Bank Credit Risk Management Strategy”，Wang Xinyu (2007)said we should
build the commercial bank's credit risk management system in accordance with economic and financial
development needs. Details from the macro and micro aspects of strategic management approach are
proposed.
In the “Commercial bank risk management - people management”, Zhang Mingzhi and Luan
Yingchao(2010)proposed a concept which is people-oriented, strengthening commercial bank risk
management. Because people are in the process of the entire business in commercial banks ,
people-oriented is to strengthen risk management around “people”, and shape the cultural concept of
“behavior at home”, and regulate employee behavior from the big aspect.
2.5 Commercial bank risk control of small loans
In the “Credit Risk Control on Farmers of Small credit in China”, Chen Ying (2006) said farmer
credit loans use credit scoring methods to assess and control credit risk, to achieve the combination of
qualitative and quantitative analysis.
In the “Product development of China Postal Savings Bank small loans”, Zhao Xuguo (2008) said
the risk of small loans should strive mainly from the strict process operations, the establishment of risk
sharing and transferring mechanism and actively participate in the credit system construction these three
areas together.
In the “On the current rural credit cooperatives, credit risk control system”, Yuan Tao (2009)
designed a control system of rural credit cooperatives in accordance with his years of work experience,
four parts mainly are credit risk lending by the good review, strict control associated with business loans,
strengthening the credit after the establishment of risk management and transfer mechanisms.
In the “Commercial bank loan risk and control project”, Han Wenguang(2010)said in order to
achieve prevention and management of the project lending risk, every aspect of project loans should use
scientific methods, pre-loan assessment, loans in the management , post-loan monitoring, so as to truly
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achieve effective control of the risk of project loans.
In the “On the credit risk control of commercial banks”, He Kang (2010) presented the credit risk
of commercial banks, respectively, from the establishment of effective early warning mechanism;
Strengthening commercial bank credit risk aversion; strengthening their management of commercial
banks; strengthening monitoring funds after lending the four aspects of control.

3 Conclusion
This article is reviewed from the meanings and characteristics of commercial banks small loans,
risk of commercial banks, commercial banks loans risk early warning management, business risk
management of microfinance banks, risk control of commercial banks small loans five aspects
respectively. Through the review we can see that compared to the developed countries, there is still a big
gap on the risk of commercial banks in China, which requires us to further realize our limitations and
adopt a series of measures to improve gradually. Just as lending examination, severely control associated
enterprises to loan, strengthening the afterwards management after loans and establish risk transfer
mechanism and so on.
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Abstract Starting from the gist of the military informationization construction, this paper puts
forward some essential requirements of the model choice of the military informationization construction,
and proposes basic structure of this model. The author believe that this type model include five
evolutionary stages (integration, amalgamation, virtualization, SOA and automation), which are based
on the data center. This type of model is the inevitable choice of the military informationization
construction of logistic management.
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1

Introduction

In order to speed up the process of our military logistic transconformation from traditional to
modern, propel substantial progress about the informationization of logistical support means and the
scientific development of logistics management. The research on the pattern for the military
informationization construction of logistic management problem is the current and urgent practical
problem which is in dire need of solution. The current study mainly concentrate on the implement of the
software for the practical level in the postwar, and at the same time it mainly shows us pieces of
exploratory articles or how to parse policy documents, that's means the model of the military
informationization construction of logistic management which is lack of the comprehensive and
systemic theory guidance. The paper start from the essential requirements of the model choice for the
military informationization construction, and proposes some major types of this model. I consider that
these types of model which are based on the data center are the inevitable choice of the military
informationization construction of logistic management.

2 The Essential Requirements of the Model Choice for the Military
Informationization Construction
"Model" as it is often called, generally refers to the standard form of something or does the things
[1]
which you can follow . The military informationization construction of logistic management means the
method of utilizing and distributing the resources, the lines and ways which we take, its content
inculudes: construction goal, construction way, the scope of the resource and the concern point and so
on.
[2]
Depend on the 'six key points' of the military informationization construction , the author hold
that we must follow the basic demand below when we choose the pattern which is for our military
informationization construction of logistic management:
(1) Developmental demand
The military construction and informationization are both the start point and the end point of
informationization construction of logistic management. It based on the information technology with the
advanced management ideas. Therefore, it will cause the development of the model for the
informationization construction of logistic management since the changing requirement of military, the
methods of technology and the development of management guidelines. At the same time, the
management requirement which from the internal logistic such as enhancing the efficiency of the
management, optimizing the support services and increasing the support efficiency may push the
managerial model of informationization construction forward. Two above-mentioned common functions
would make us choose the model of informationization construction for the logistics management with
the developmental point of view.
(2) Integratability demand
Informationization construction is not a mere technicality, that's a comprehensive system of people,
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business and technology. It refers to so many things such as business strategies, operation, process and
organization. The development of the pattern for the informationization construction of logistic
management demand us to merge with progressive modern management ideas, ways and means, in
order to synthesize several modern advanced technologies, integrate the stages of management with
inside and outside of the logistic which evolve in the direction of highly integration.
(3) Open-ended demand
As a result of the technology and extroversion of construct resources, the informationization
construction of logistic management need to choose a model which could fully embodies the
open-ended construction ideas, it is the impersonal requirement of the best use of limited resources and
improve the construction of technical level.
(4) Security demand
Because the Informationization construction of logistic management could play an important role
in our military informationization construction of logistic management, which military attribute has
strong requirement of security. Therefore, during the construction process, we must consider the security
need in the whole areas and factors. Furthermore, to the choice of pattern we must pay more attention to
uncontrollable external factors which may cause the risk during the construction, and we should also
take full account of the demands of the risk prevention and elimination.

3 The Major Types of the Model of Military Informationization Construction of
Logistic Management
According to the different construction ideas and the classification criteria, we could divide our
military informationization construction of logistic management into different types. In this paper, we
mainly discuss the different patterns in two different division ways (see Figure 1).

Figure 1

The Model of the Military Informationization Construction of Logistic Management

3.1 Division base on the different development methods
According to the different development methods, the informationization construction of logistic
management includes autonomous model, cooperation model and outsourcing model.
(1) Autonomous model
Autonomous model generally refers to the logistic of military which mainly reliance on their
internal strength to develop information management system and achieve the target of managing the
informationization construction.
(2) Cooperation model
Cooperation model generally refers to the logistic of military and external technical forces, it
includes application service provider, computer hardware and software company and consultant firm.
We try to make them cooperate in order to conduct the model for the informationization construction of
logistic management. This model will be helpful for combining the logistic informationization and
structural innovation with external resources in order to solve some problems which organization
installation is unreasonable and the working flow cause inefficiency in the logistics management.
Meanwhile, it could bring us some advanced management concepts and thoughts and promote the
overall level of logistic management.
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(3) Outsourcing model
Outsourcing model is a subcontracting process of business activities or project activities, that's
means an organization outsourced those non-core business which is traditionally responsible by the
interior specialist to the professional, efficient service provider under agreement of deed, hoping to keep
a smaller scale and a higher agility, to overcome those weakness which are easy to be attacked caused by
the economies of scale. For the informationization construction of logistic management, outsourcing
pattern refers to employ external professional service provider, it provides information system or
information technology service which could be regarded as a practice and a kind of management
measures for the informationization construction of logistic management, it also can be extended as a
behavior by using external organization or individual to develop internal information system.
3.2 Division base on the different applications
According to the different implementation measures of system function, the informationization
construction of logistic management includes three patterns: desktop application, internet application
and "base on data center" model.
(1) Desktop application model
This model mainly in operating independently, the function is very single, and can't share the
information to others. These kinds of application model make such a small contribution to the whole
company's informationization of efficiency, owing to divide and develop according to the department
functions. But it has a better military economic benefit in reducing the management working intensity
and improving accuracy and efficiency of the logistic work.
(2) Internet application model
With the development of application level in logistic activities, logistic management have a
corresponding demand for the open and integrated internet model, people attach more importance to
share the information, to work together, and to optimize the business processes. Open system include the
openness of the hardware of computer, software development environment, and the structural of
management system. To a certain extent, the open system eliminate the difference of exchanging
information types which make military logistic as a whole with a closer communication. Integration not
only displays the integration of information technology, but also displays the combination of new
management thoughts, management measures and technologies. Adoption of openness integration
internet application model, it could make logistic management activities into a closely connected value
chain, and could put all aspects of value chain into balance by wide area network. Therefore, this model
could realize military logistic integration operation in flow of people, capital, supplies, work and
information.
(3) Base on data center integration model
The concept of "integration" is transcribed from the "integration", its mean is "the act of combining
into an integral whole". Twenty-first century, after the seventies, the concept of "integration" has
gradually clear and standard," integration usually means a whole is made up of the parts, it may change
[3]
the well-separated events into a closer integration" ,said Karl W. Deutsch, an American international
expert. Recently, our country experts believe that "integration" is a process of constant development
from diversification to integration, from segregation to synthesis, its meaning is all the thing has
gradually shifted from the status of loose, hierarchical, drift to the status of close-knit, integral and
[4]
comprehensive .
The concept of "data center" which evolution has generally experienced five stages, these five
stages are integration, amalgamation, virtualization, SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) and
automation. These stages are not only the ideal evolution of data center technology, but also the
direction of future technology development. The first stage is integration. At present, the application of
data center technology is very commonly, the method is to put more resources on a single system to save
money. In the past, every department have their own web server, however, with the explosion of
information scale in computer system, when it comes to an even larger number of users, the
maintenance cost of the data center will become extremely high. The way to reduce costs is to integrate
the server. It can integrates either the servers of every department or all data centers of the same district,
and then by using data center to carry on hosting. Nowadays, all the applications of data center are no
exception to be used in the same way at home and abroad. The second stage is amalgamation. That's
means integrating all kinds of applications into a single system. It includes VoIP (IP communication play
a key role in running on an internal network), ERP, CRM or Email and so on. Only by integrating can
amalgamation could be realized. The third stage is virtualization. At anytime and anywhere, the
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virtualization of data center will have the information arrived without delay. The fourth stages is SOA
(Service Oriented Architecture), which includes two aspects: one will backup for data center with one or
two sets of resources, with no data loss, so SOA have a high availability, the other settle the loosely
coupled among the systems by using commercial modeling techniques of Service-Oriented, thus it can
make the system with integration and synergies. The fifth stage is the automatic operation of data center,
this is our vision. From virtualization to SOA, then to automation, it makes the different companies with
hardware and software to come to an agreement, it's a challenging work we should do (See Figure 2).

Figure 2

The Evolution of the Integrative Mode Based on the Data Center

4 The Integration Mode Based on the Data Center--the Science of Choice for
our Military Informationization Construction of Logistic Management
"The integration mode base on the data center" was introduced to our military informationization
construction of logistic management, it's an effectively way to break the bottleneck and speed up the
science of choice for the comprehensive development of a modem logistics system."The integration
mode base on the data center" is the development of thought as well as the means of development. With
the guide of the integration ways of thinking, it takes to sharp the core power of logistic management as
center in conditions of informationization, takes the requirement of military modernize construction and
informationization as distraction, takes informatization construction as foundation, takes the
development strategy of logistic as guide, by using the Meta-synthesis to realize the internal
coordination of informationization construction of logistic management system and the adaptation
process of interaction of external environment, to achieve the construction mode of development goals'
integration. Meanwhile, it integrates and regulates with the information technology and military working
flow of logistic, control and optimizes all aspects of effective construction resources, in order to create a
new pattern for the military informationization construction of logistic management with a core of
optimization, integration and amalgamation. It could be the innovative crystallization and a good
combination of advanced management thought, management model, management method and
information technology, which stands for the future direction of the military informationization
construction of logistic management.

5

Conclusion

Through construction of a few years and development, our military informationization construction
of logistic management, the informationization of logistic management of all the military services with
self-construction and self-government in the postwar has already made much progress. The paper
propose the integration mode based on the data center, and provide a theoretical model for the military
informationization construction of logistic management. It's an effectively way to break the bottleneck
and speed up the science of choice for the comprehensive development of a modem logistics system.
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Abstract Effective employee motivation mechanism should be performed with the guidance by proper
motivation theories. The article describes the significance of Victor H Vroom’s expectancy theory and
the principle of using expectancy theory to establish the system of theory and methodology for
personnel motivation mechanism, so as to motivate personnel of modern enterprises, and try to build
motivation mechanism for the personnel of modern enterprises.
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1 Introduction
Following the development of science and technology and economy, along with building and
perfecting modern enterprises system of our country, the ideological work in modern enterprises slowly
meets many new opportunities and challenges. It is very important to start research on personnel
motivation mechanism in modern enterprises, so as to strengthen and improve employees’ political
working behavior, and welcome these new opportunities and challenges.
Motivation, a key term in management psychology, means that manager uses the proper method to
encourage an individual worker’s behavior and passion towards his/her job and make sure the individual
worker reaches and keeps an active level during his/work. Motivation mechanism is an internal system
to stimulate motivation, encourage behavior, and arouse the enthusiasm to reach or keep people active.
The introduction, establishment and perfection of motivation mechanism is rather important to use the
advantage of ideological work, strengthen the management in modern enterprise, enhance employee’s
quality and practice strategies of invigorating our country through science and education.

2 Use Expectancy Theory to Build Personnel Motivation System in Modern
Enterprise
Effective employee motivation mechanism should be performed with the use and guidance by
proper incentive theories. Those driving theories, such as The Need Hierarchy theory of Maslow, ERG
theory of Alderfer, Achievement Incentive theory of Mcclelland, Dual Factors Theory of Herzberg,
Adams's fair theory, Field Dynamic Theory by Lewin are all useful to formulate our policies. Among all
these theories, the expectancy theory, which is created by the brilliant psychologist and behavioral
scientist Victor H Vroom, is much better to reflect the reality of our society. This theory is to encourage
the motivation of employees in modern firms. The Victor H Vroom’s expectancy theory can be
formulated by the following function:
M＝V * E
From above function, M represents inspiration, a power to encourage individual motivation and
potential. V represents target potency. It means the degree of individual tendency. When individual
considers the target value is minor important, the value of potency is equal zero. On the other hand, the
value of potency is negative while the individual regards the target value as disadvantageous. There is
no inspiration from above two consequences. E represents expecting ratio. The expecting ratio is a
probability given by specific experiment. This is a probability judged by previous experiences and can
be reached to the target value.
According to the expectancy theory, the intensity of the behavior tendency is determined by
individual expectation and the attractiveness of the result. To be more specific, when individual worker
believes that the excellent appraisal performance can be reached through personal endeavor, he/ she will
dedicate to his/her job. The excellent appraisal performance evaluation brings benefit, such as bonus,
raising salary and promotion to the individual worker. As a result, employees are satisfied by the
incentive premium. The theory focus on three aspects as following:
Endeavor. The relationship between hard working and appraisal performance is the first aspect.
The scientific appraisal performance system is crucial in determining whether a person’s endeavor is
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effective in his/her work. A proper appraisal performance system promotes a person’s value to a good
level. In a word, the person’s endeavor reflects the appraisal performance.
Appraisal performance and premium relationship is another aspect. The degree of incentive
premium is related to the level of appraisal performance. If the individual worker believes that the
excellent appraisal performance evaluation will bring rewards to his/her job, the relationship between
appraisal performance and premium is strong and vice versa.
Premium and personal objective relationship represents the level of satisfaction from individual
worker and the attractiveness of the rewards. If the reward is the expecting premium of individual
worker, the relationship between premium and personal objective is strong and vice versa.
It is crystal clear from analysis above that if the three relationships are close related to each other,
the level of incentive can be reached to the maximum. In other words, the level of incentive can be best
effective if the three relationships reach to the same level.
The expectancy theory of Victor H. Vroom is highly recognized by our society. It is demonstrated
that if the expecting ratio is equal zero or negative, there is no need to encourage individual worker to
fulfill his/her objective. The motivation mechanism depends on the target potency and expecting ratio. It
is possible that the motivation to complete one task is related to the expectation to other tasks.

3 The Methods to Build the Employee Motivation Mechanism by Using the
Expectancy Theory for Modern Enterprises
The basic concept of using expectancy theory to encourage employee of modern enterprise is that
employees can get rewards such as bonus, giving honor and satisfying their needs by following
enterprise’s rules and regulations and also obeying enterprise’s arrangement. There are four steps
which are personal endeavor, achievement, reward and satisfaction included in the concept. Meanwhile,
there are following methods to encourage employees in modern enterprise:
1) Expected incentive and Objective incentive. We can see from the relationship between endeavor
and appraisal performance in Vroom’s expectancy theory is that the motivation to achieve success in
their jobs is the main reason for employees in modern enterprise. They are always willing to dedicate
themselves to reach success in their jobs. If employees think their target is difficult to reach and they
will not get excellent performance in their jobs. As the result, they will loss their motivation to achieve
success. Therefore, the management should make use of expected motivation mechanism and objective
motivation mechanism properly and control the probability to achieve the best result. It is also their
responsibility to guide employees to set their goal and pursue it.
2) Intelligence incentive and competency incentive. The world has changed quickly through
information, digital and internet technology. There is a common problem that the modern employees are
faced with inappropriate construction of knowledge structure and their learning concept is out of date.
Therefore, when they expose to the continuing increased competition of job market, they have a strong
intention to improve their personal value by keep learning. The modern companies, as a platform for
employees, should support their motivation to improve competency. It is better to satisfy employees’
objective value and inspire them to compete in the market. The enterprise should also eliminate the
stress and negative thinking for employees and create working environment and conditions which can
explore their potential and benefit for their future development. At the same time, the enterprise should
increase its expectancy to support employees’ objective value, guide their direction according to their
special needs and to enhance their moral cultivation and mental and physical health.
3)Spirit reward and material reward. The relationship between appraisal performance and rewards
in V room’s expectancy theory has clearly demonstrated that the employees in modern enterprise are
willing to get rewards from their achievement. The reward is combined with material rewards and spirit
rewards. If the employee thinks about the rewards after him/her engaging good performance, he/she will
have passion to do his/her job. On the other hand, he/she will lose enthusiasm to do the job when
nothing is rewarded. Individuals also have special needs for self-approval and honor. The enterprise
should give honor to the employees who have excellent performance in their jobs. Offering them spirit
reward and material reward is essential to encourage other employees in order to achieve the target for
the enterprise. Certainly, the proper penalty is also a way to motive employees. If employees misbehave
themselves in their work, it is a good way to teach them by giving penalty. However, the reward and
penalty should provide in time and properly in order to maximize the effect of motivation mechanism.
Moreover, it is also important to encourage the team reward for the enterprise to cultivate group honor
and team spirit.
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4) Behavior incentive and model incentive. The elite of V room’s theory are that the model
employees who have excellent performance in the job, have power to inspire other employees to behave
well in their jobs. The management and the model employees should influence other employees by their
knowledge, moral conduct and remarks. Meanwhile, they should care about the employees and try to
help them out. A powerful incentive is to inspire employee inside from their heart. Model incentive is a
concrete behavior model. The model employees must be the individual or group workers who have
accepted reward from the enterprise. The model is an important role in the enterprise. It teaches
employees what to do and how to work on it. The model changes the enterprise’s objective into a real
job and improves enterprise’s efficiency.

4 The Principle to Use Expectancy Theory to Establish Individual Incentive
Policies for Modern Companies
1)Innovation for incentive policies. Once the enterprise has established its incentive policies, it is
important to implement without any discount so as to keep the credibility. However, meeting with the
new trend and characteristics of the society, the motivation mechanism should be altered based on the
employee’s special needs. In order to keep the balance of motivation mechanism, the enterprise should
continuously adjust the policy content.
2)The motivation mechanism should be well targeted. V Room’s expectancy theory has
demonstrated that people always wish to get reward to stratify their special needs. However, there is a
difference among individual workers. As the change of time and space, the individual worker has
changed their needs and level of satisfaction. Therefore, the motivation mechanism should be well
targeted in different stage and different needs for individual workers. The enterprise should implement
effective strategies to maximize the objective value under different situations. If the management do not
treat it seriously and never analyze the situation for the enterprise, there will be no effective
consequence for the incentive policies and even result in an opposite effect.
3)Motivation mechanism should be fair and appropriate. Professor J.S Adams in University of
North Colorado of the United States introduced Equity Theory according to the unbalanced recognition
theory. According to his theory, the individual not only care about his/her income and expenditure, but
also care about the relationship between personal and group income and expenditure. The motivation
also effects by either absolute value and relative value, that is, the incentive depends on what he gets
from the reward and what other people get from the reward.
Only the proper reward and punishment can motivate employee’s enthusiasm toward their jobs.
Over reward can make employees satisfied and arrogant, as a result, they lose the intention to improve
themselves. Under rewards also can not reach incentive effect and make employees feel less important
in their jobs. The significant principle of motivation mechanism for employees in modern enterprise is
to treat employees fair, equal and open. Any unfair treatment can lead employees lose their efficiency
and emotion for the job. The reward offered to employees who have achieved the same level of
performance should award in the same level. Similarly, the same penalty should give to the employees
who have made the same mistakes. Otherwise, the motivation mechanism will not work well among
different employees. Sometimes, it can result conflict among them.
To treat employees equally must avoid average allocation. The average allocation of reward means
nothing for the employees. The individual worker will compare his reward with other person and even
compare with the historical reward and social reward. It is often appears that some management never
treat problems from enterprise’s view, they only think about the personal situations. Therefore, it would
destroy many employees’ enthusiasm. Indeed, equity is a feeling that every employee can feel about it.
The individuals are always focusing on their own benefit, so the management should have an acute
judgment based on their difference and make sure individuals keep their enthusiasm.
4) Introduce different motivation mechanism for different employees and provide various incentive
target and work target. According to the psychological principle, only the unsatisfied needs can trigger
individual’s motivation and effect individual’s behaviour. The difference of individual can cause
different needs at different time, even the same person has different needs at different situations.
Therefore, the motivation mechanism should be changed based on the different needs. In order to satisfy
their needs and inspire their motivation, the incentive target should be changed among different
situations. According to the psychological theory, the motivation of employee is also influenced by the
work targets which are employee’s capability, environment condition, and personal relationship. The
following reason causes employees have less incentive in their job, such as improper work target,
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incompetency and over established target. If employees have less competency and they are worked
under unfavourable environment and human relations, they can also have negative attitude toward their
job. Therefore, when establishing the motivation mechanism for modern companies, the management
should consider employees’ competency, working conditions and the relationship among workers. The
motivation mechanism which has various incentive targets and adjust to different persons can maximize
the enthusiasm for employees.
5)To prevent inability to implement incentive policies. Firstly, the management should avoid high
demand with low ability. The management and entrepreneurs must give attention to the establishment of
motivation mechanism and focus on the research and implementation. Otherwise, they will lose many
opportunities to reach the incentive effect. Secondly, the enterprise should avoid over burden of
strategies. The motivation mechanism is well-meaning to the enterprise, but if the enterprise can not
manage it well according to different situations, it does not take much to become either incentive or
anger. The policy could result in an opposite consequence. Thirdly, the enterprise should prevent from
prejudice. The implementation of incentive strategy is not only the responsibility of enterprise’s leader,
but also the responsibility of every management of the enterprise. It is better to build up the incentive
motivation for every manager of the enterprise in order to create a desirable environment and reach the
real target of inspiring people.
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Abstract The educational targets of applied legal talents of the independent college embody three
aspects: firstly, make law major students have fundamental capability to engage in legal practice and
theoretical work; secondly, make law major students have fundamental capability to adjust and serve the
changing society; thirdly, make law major students have fundamental capability to prepare further
studies. In order to achieve the targets, we should increase amount of core courses of jurisprudence,
improve teaching method, enhance application of cases teaching method and discussion teaching
method. Meanwhile, the comprehensive teaching structures, including the imitated court teaching mode,
clinic legal teaching mode and practical base outside campus, should be established.
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1 Introduction
The cultivation mode of legal talents is constantly a core for legal education. There are four
cultivation modes of legal talents in China at present, namely, legal-profession mode, practical mode,
dual degree mode and mode of “2+2”. The modes have their advantages and disadvantages respectively,
which have been researched adequately, so the paper will not repeat, whereas it concerns the mode of
applied legal talents. The many independent colleges, appearing end of last century, provide major of
jurisprudence but their cultivation mode just simply copy the mode applied by their parent universities
or the traditional mode, without their own characteristics of cultivation. The paper, basing on research
and questionnaires, attempts to find out an appropriate way for the independent colleges to cultivate
applied talents.

2 Preliminary Work of Research
In the second half of 2008, we undertook the Guangdong Province High Education Teaching
Reform Project, namely the Cultivation Mode and Experiment of Private Independent College and
Sontan College Teaching Research Project, namely the Research on Cultivation System of Legal Talents
in Independent Colleges. We established the team of applied legal talents cultivation project. In the more
than one year, the team has carried out the following work:
2.1 Questionnaire survey about teaching method in students majoring in law
The team designs questionnaire survey whose content includes choosing tendency of
legal-profession, studying target, teaching focus, teaching approach, teaching method and status of cases
teaching method, and objects of the survey are grade-2008 students majoring in jurisprudence.
Through analysis of feedback to the questionnaire, the team considers that the students approved
the current teaching method, specially the teachers’ lively expression and coherence thinking.
Meanwhile, they also gave pertinent suggestions for current teaching method from microcosmic aspect,
such as requirements for writing on blackboard and choice of cases. Response to the answers of the
questionnaire, the team believes that improvements of future teaching method of jurisprudence major
are: 1. to take endeavor to change status of students’ passive acceptance in the academic explanation; 2.
to enrich academic teaching method; 3. to promote cases teaching method, and distinguish between the
cases teaching and examples teaching; 4. to improve multimedia teaching method and pay attention to
the combination multimedia teaching method with traditional teaching method; 5. to meliorate examples
∗
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teaching method, and suggest college invest more in example teaching of jurisprudence and assist law
major to set legal clinic and introduce the mode of clinic legal teaching.
2.2 To organize teachers to analyze the mode of whole cases teaching and reach consensus
The team organizes all teachers of jurisprudence-major to analyze how to improve the cultivation
mode of applied legal talents. Through the discussion, the consensus that mode of whole cases teaching
should be arranged in third year in college is reached, which have been adopted by the cultivation plan
of grade-2009 talents. Particularly, there are three whole cases teaching courses, namely, civil and
commercial law practice course, criminal law practice course and international economic law practice
course. The three courses are set before the judicial exam and every course is taken charge by 2-3
teachers. They do researched, compile teaching material together ahead of the semester they will teach,
which the team requires the teachers carry out the cases teaching method in whole teaching process
according to characteristic of judicial exam that emphasize on analysis of cases.
The course design scheme has been written in the cultivation plan of grade-2009 talents.
2.3 To Organize teachers to analyze the theoretical teaching mode of main courses of law
The team organizes all teachers of jurisprudence-major to analyze mode of theoretical teaching of
main courses of law, such as criminal law, civil law, jurisprudence, civil procedure law, criminal
procedure law, etc. Through the discussion, the team believes that the courses are crucial for cultivation
of fundamental quality of legal talents so it is necessary to pay sufficient attention in the stipulation and
implementation of the cultivation plan of talents. In the plan, more teaching hours should be allowed so
the criminal law and civil law in the 2009 plan consists of two parts, namely civil law (1) and civil law
(2), criminal law (1) and criminal law (2), total 54 teaching hours for each part, so there are 108 teaching
hours for civil law and criminal law, and teaching hours of other main courses also increase into 54
hours. In the process of teaching, only experienced teachers can be allowed to go to platform, and
textbooks are top-quality and teaching materials are also checked and approved by dean of the
department. The scores made by students are bases whether teachers continue to take charge of the
courses.
2.4 To organize teachers to analyze process of practice teaching
The team organizes all teachers of jurisprudence-major to analyze process of practice teaching.
Through the discussion, the team primarily reaches design of practice teaching process. Particularly,
there include such following elements as, (1) to organize teachers with practice experience composed
profession practice and teaching materials of procedure law practice; (2) to continue to improve imitated
court teaching and teachers will organize more than 5 times every year; (3) to alter the current debate
competition into imitated court and invite judges and lawyers to instruct; (4) to establish legal clinic and
prepare to run legal service center in downtown of Zengcheng city, which apply cases in real life into
teaching process.
Base on the above research and discussion, we have achieved preliminary result and we hope it is
beneficial for independent colleges to establish mode of legal talents cultivation.

3 Target Orientation of Cultivation of Applied Legal Talents
The legal talents should be divided into applied legal talents and legal elites. The legal elites are
legists or jurists who have gained outstanding achievement in legal practice and legal research, while the
applied legal talents are professional talents who have proficiency in legal profession skills, are
accomplished in basic legal knowledge and specialize in legal practice. Undoubtedly, cultivation target
of the independent colleges, including Sontan College, should aim to cultivate applied legal talents with
sound professional basis.
As Professor Su Li said, we should summarize Chinese experience and provide more choices for
students. Therefore, when we amend the cultivation plan of grade-2009 talents, the target of cultivation
is posited as following:
The major cultivates students to meet our country requirement of rule by law; they should have broad
accomplishment of humanities and social sciences, profound fundamental legal theory, high quality of
legal profession, strong competence to apply law, familiarity with Chinese law and policies and can
engage in applying, teaching law or do legal researching in legislature, judicial department,
procuratorial department, public security department, administrative department, arbitrative department,
legal service organ, public service organ, enterprise and public institution.
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Under the above objects, we also set specific cultivation object about students’ competence:
There are three aspects of cultivation object: firstly, students will have foundational capability to
engage in legal practice and theoretic work; secondly, students will have foundational capability to adjust
and serve the changing society; thirdly, students will have foundational capability to do further studies.
In order to achieve the targets, we ascertain the following standards applied legal talents should
achieve:
(1) Students have high political integrity and favorable health and psychological quality; have
confidence, enterprise and sense of responsibility; have well moral integrity, professional dedication,
and team-work and initiative spirit.
(2) Students can grasp fundamental knowledge of jurisprudence and sub-discipline.
(3) Students can grasp method of legal analysis and have preliminary understanding for legal method of
thinking.
(4) Students can comprehend China’s laws, regulations, judicial practice and relative policies.
(5) Students can comprehend leading theoretical edge of Chinese and foreign jurisprudence and legal
developmental trend.
(6) Students can capability to apply legal knowledge to analyze and solve problems.
(7) Students can grasp basic measure of documentary search and information selection, and have
capability of legal teaching and researching.
(8) Students can gain solid foundation of speaking, listening, writing and reading English, and skillfully
operate computers.

4 Application of Cultivation Target of Applied Legal Talents---Investigation and
Analysis of Teaching Method
4.1 The questionnaires for class of jurisprudence 1 and 3 of grade 2008 and its survey
4.1.1 The questionnaires and relative information collection
The questionnaires of teaching method of jurisprudence
(1)After graduate from college, which profession do you want to go most?
A. Judge B. Public Procurator C. Lawyer D. Law Teacher
E. Legal Affair Personnel F. Administrative Personnel
G. Other Legal Worker
H. Non- Legal Worker
Choices

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Number

3

7

15

0

8

14

2

8

Percentage

5

12.

26.

0

14

25

4

14

(2) Do you believe which target is the most important for you during the college?
A. Postgraduate Entrance Exams
B. Judicial Exam
C. CET-6 D. Cultivation of Social Skill E. Others
Choices

A

B

C

D

E

Number

1

38

10

7

1
(Graduate)

Percentage

2

67

18

12

2

(3) Do you believe whether the current jurisprudence-major can attract you?
A. Very Interesting
B. Interesting
C. A little Interesting D. No Interesting
Choices

A

B

C

D

Number

6

35

13

3

Percentage

11

61

23

5

(4) How long can you concentrate on studying in a class?
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A. About 45 minutes
D. About 10 minutes

B. About 30 minutes
E. others
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C. 20 About 45 minutes

Choices

A

B

C

D

E

Number

7

25

14

9

2

Percentage

12

44

25

16

4

(5) Do you believe what affect your interest in courses?
A. The courses are too abstract, theoretical and bald.
B. The gloomy prospection of the major make students loses learning motivation.
C. I am unconformable to the major.
D. Teaching methods are not innovative and can not attract interest.
E. The major is too hard to learn.
Choices

A

B

C

D

E

Number

36

17

10

20

18

Percentage

63

30

18

35

32

(6) Do you believe which teaching method about legal courses are familiar most?
A. Theory Teaching Method: teachers instruct theoretical knowledge and present a few simple cases,
and students passively accept them.
B. Cases Teaching Method: the well-chosen cases will be analyzed by teachers
C. Interactive Teaching Method: in classroom, teachers choose appropriate topics and there is interactive
studying between teachers and students. The students do not passively study anymore.
D. Classroom Discussion Teaching Method: teachers choose relative topics or controversial cases and
divide students into several groups to discuss, and every group find out an opinion and finally they try to
search consequence, while teachers only play a leading role.
Choices

A

B

C

D

Number

37

26

1

1

Percentage

65

46

2

2

(7) The above teaching methods, which one do you desire most?
Choices

A

B

C

D

Number

1

37

27

25

Percentage

2

65

47

44

(8) If provide suggestions of improvement for current teaching method of legal courses, your opinion is:
A. teachers can apply plain terms to explain professional terms which are hard to understand.
B. teachers can explain hard points with cases, especially cases of judicial cases.
C. teachers should not be scripted whereas apply their own words to explain and ensure class in active
surrounding.
D. teachers should combine theoretical knowledge with practice, which inspire students to think cases
happening in real lives.
E. it is better that the cases teachers present are representative and practical.
F. the synchronous exercises should be provided, which help students comprehend their learning.
G. it is better there are interaction in classroom and teachers should comment on their discussion.
H. teachers can apply multimedia to instruct.
I. teachers should not give students relative information with final exam, which will play some students
enthusiasm of studying down.
J. the pre-professional courses should be arranged for fresh students, which make them have clearer
understanding for characteristics of legal profession.
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K. the appropriate extracurricular books should be recommended for students.
L. teachers pay attention to the introduction of the major, which is important to attract students’ interests
for the course.
M. shortages of the pure theoretical teaching are students are easy to forget after class even if they
understand in class, because this teaching method can not impress student. So it is necessary to inspire
students’ motivation in classroom and impress them deeply.
N. teachers should point out key and difficult points, and leave some question for them to research.
O. the slow speed of words can benefit students to understand.
P. teachers draw fundamental structure in the first 15 minutes and review them at the last 10 minutes,
while the relative exercises of every chapter should be provided.
4.1.2 The Purpose of the Questionnaires and Analysis of the Collection
Through answers of question 1 and 2, we can learn targeted students’ motivation for legal courses
and validate whether the courses are important in the Class 3. If they have enough motivation of
studying, without strong effect of objective reason, we believe students should be able to accomplish
their professional learning; while it is reasonable that students don’t study or are not willing to study if
they do not have sufficient motivation.
Through answers of question 3 and 4, we can learn targeted students’ motivation for professional
courses, which results directly reflect students’ status in classrooms.
Through answers of question 5, 6 and 7, we can learn actual teaching way of professional courses
and validate whether current teaching method is students’ desire most.
The answers of question 8 reveals students’ requirement for methods of professional courses
teaching.
The analysis of answers of question 1 and 2: the students possess fundamental motivation to learn
legal professional courses and their targets are explicit on the whole. Those are the best evidence that the
70% students treat to pass the judicial exam as their first aim while more than 60% students take legal
profession as their future choice. Therefore, the students own strong actual motivation to study.
The analysis of answers of question 3 and 4: the result let us worried because of such differences of
16%. There are nearly 72% students are interested in the legal courses whereas only 56% of them can
focus on studying for over 30 minutes in a class. In other word, nearly 16% students’ interests in law can
not promote their motivation into expected level. Furthermore, approximately 28% students are not
interested in the courses. Maybe, some people believe the figure is still in low level whereas we can not
ignore the targeted students are in the first-year, who usually hold fancy for the professional courses and
when they go to the last year in college, it is not difficult to infer to how the figure will change.
The analysis of answers of question 5, 6 and 7: the sequence, from strong to weak, of elements
which affect students’ interests in studying is: The courses are too abstract, theoretical and bald 65%>
Teaching methods are not innovative and can not attract interest 35% the figure is very close> The major
is too hard to learn 32% > The gloomy prospection of the major make students loses learning motivation
30% > I am unconformable to the major 18%. The teaching method lists on the second. Though se with
others, it still proves there are problems in current teaching method. The question 6 and 7 directly
validate the above result and the methods that teachers usually apply are not what students expect.
Maybe someone believes that the nature of jurisprudence decide this is only bald theoretical teaching
method, even so do other colleges. This is wrong viewpoint and nothing can keep still. We should
realize what kind of talents the society requires. To ignore social and students’ requirements are a fatal
problem of current high education.
The analysis of answers of question 8: Students offer many valuable opinions or suggestions.
Improvement of all teaching methods is not eyeless and no one method is suitable for any legal class.
Students’ suggestions tell our teachers the teaching methods should vary according to different teaching
targets and content.
4.2 Questionnaires and analysis of the class 1 of grade 2008
There are collections of investigation into the Class 1 of Grade 2008 as following:
The Questionnaires of Teaching Method of Jurisprudence
Question: Please offer your opinions or suggestions about teaching method of jurisprudence.
Feedback:
Positive Opinions:
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(1) Vivid words;
(2) Clear train of thought
(3) Living examples
(4) Contagious words
(5) Excellent cases analysis
Improvement:
(1) Clearer writing on blackboard and complementarities of basic knowledge structure of every chapter;
(2) Explain key knowledge with cases and it will be better to apply cases from the judicial exam or
hotspot cases;
(3) Make key and difficult point clear;
(4) Learn knowledge
The analysis of the Questionnaires:
The students recognize current teaching method, mainly about teachers’ vivid words and clear train
of thought, etc., while they provide some pertinent suggestions, including writing on blackboard and
choices of cases, etc. According to the suggestions, we have actively taken measures and acquired
excellent effect and students also recognized it. We hold the idea it is necessary to investigate teaching
methods carried by teachers because the teachers can receive reflection at the first place, which allow
them to appropriately adjust their teaching method.

5 Conclusion
The existent problems in process of teaching improvement
It is hard work to adopt the cases teaching method in legal classrooms at present from the Sontan
College cultivation plan.
Firstly, it requires improvement of hardware facilities. The following hardware facilities will be
demanded, such as enough paper supply, classrooms with multimedia, appropriate cases teaching time in
the course plan. Due to shortage of budge in the independent college, it is hard work to solve the
problem. The classrooms with multimedia are arranged one semester ahead so it is often impossible to
apply them for temporary teaching arrangement. In addition, it also requires certain amount of students.
The limitation can not satisfy with flexible requirement in daily teaching. Cases teaching time is never
considered in plan. Even there are 108 studying hours per year for the civil law whereas it is hard to
carry out the cases teaching.
Secondly, the cases teaching method require breaking studying boundary between department laws
in the process of teaching or studying. In the process, teachers or students usually choose cases
concerning only one department law. Even if the cases relate with several department laws, they always
concentrate on only one and ignore others. Obviously the consequence of the way is that students can
not analyze whole cases whereas they will face complicated cases often involving in different
department laws after they graduate. So it is crucial to provide students opportunities to “real” cases in
classrooms. Meanwhile, we don’t believe that our country’s legislative system influenced by the
continental law can not attach importance on application of real cases teaching method. A appropriate
case can not only help students realize specific legal system, but forge their logic thinking ability and
shape faith in law through analysis of cases.
Thirdly, if the cases teaching method is applied at present, choice of the cases is crucial and
sufficient classic cases are precondition for the cases teaching method. The difficulty of the cases is
appropriate. Too easy cases will not leave proper room for students to analyze while too difficult will
frustrate them and the class will become teachers’ monologue, which we are not willing to see. Where
can we find the appropriate cases? It is hard nut to crack. Because relevant textbooks are not easy to find,
we believe that teachers establish research team of relative department law, who not take responsibility
to study their courses but collect cases. We elaborately choose some cases and modify them
appropriately, and is eventually suitable for cases teaching method.
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